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Motion made (Mr. Barbonr) for Return showing, also amount of subscriptions to each Society
upon which calculation was based, for 1879, 310; Return to Order, laid on Table, 323 ......
AGRICULTURE
Absl;raot Return of, for year eaderl 31st March, 1880, and Decennial Return, laid on Table, 405...
Returns of Live Stock and, for year ended 31 March, 1880, laid on Table, 472 ........................
ALBURY
SIrE FOR RAILWAY PASSENGER STATION
Petition from Residents of Albus7, that site chosen by the Government for this station is more
eligible than that proposed to be substituted, and praying adherence to original site,
presented, 358......................................................................................................
ALIENATION OF CROWN LANDS
Motion made (Mr. Burbour) that the present system is not conducive to the general welfare of
the community, and by leave withdrawn, 408.
AMENDED SECRET BiLLS OF SALE PREVENTION BILL (See "SECRET BILLS OF SALE
ACT AMENDMENT BILL.")
ANIMALS PROtECTION BILL:—
Motion made (Mr. Cameron) for Committee of the Whole, 392; House in Committee, Resolution
egreod to, Bill presented and read 1°, 405; Order of the Day postponed, 425, 4.51, 458; Motion
made for 2°, and flobate ndjourned, 473; Order of the Day discharged, and Bill withdrawn,
489.
Petition from Mayor and other Residents of West Maitland, that the most suitable season for the
protection of Game would be from September to March, presented, 418 ...........................
ANNUAL REPORTS (See also "REPORTS")
RELATIVE TO SALE AND OCCUI'ATION OF CROWN LANDS:—
Motion made (Mr. Greenwood) that after the present year there be laid on Table, 35.
APPLICATIONS (See "CROWN LANDS.")
APPOWTMENT
Op Loin, AUGUS'rcs Wmr,IAIr. FnaDnaroK Sprxexa Lorrus, AS Govncvoa or TUE Cotoity
Commissioof, laid on Table, 2 ....................................................................................I
Message from 0-ovornor, No. 1, informing Assembly of, 5 ; read by Clerk, 13 ; Address in
acknowledgment adopted, 14; Speaker reports presentation of Address in acknowledgment,
and reads Governor's reply thereto, 16 .....................................................................
APPROPRIATION BILL:—
t
Ordered (Mr. lva(son) founded on Resolutions of Ways and Means Nos. 16 and 17, presented
and read 10, 437 ; read 2', committod. reported without amendment, and report adopted, 462;
road 30, passed, and sent to Council, 403; returned without amendment, 467 ; leave given
to
Mr. Speaker to present to the Governor for Royal assent, 467; assent reported, 471.
ARCIIIBALI) THOMPSON'S TRUST ESTATE BILL:—
Petition presented (Mr. C'ohen) for leave to bring in, 266 ; leave given to bring in, presented and
read 10, 263; referred to Select Committee,' 272; Report brought up, 284; read 2'. corn-mitted, reported without amendment., and Report adopted, 299; read 30, passed, and sent to
Council, 304; returnad without amendment;, 31.8; assent reported, 333.
ARMIDALE (See "LAND"; elso CROWN LANDS; also "RAILWAYS.")
ARMSTRONG AND LAXEhIAN, MESSRS. (See "CROWN LANDS.")
ARTILLERY, NEW SOUTH WALES
Motion made (Aft. Buchanan) for all correspondence respecting the complaint made by Mr. S.
S. Moses against the officers of, -while stationed at Newcastle, in the months of Septomber'
and October, 1879, 472; Return to Order, laid on Table, 489 ......................................
ASSEMBLY
Usher of Black Rod delivers Message, 2, 493.
Governor's Opening Speech, 3; Address in Reply, 4; Reply to Address in Reply, 5.
Clerk reads Proclamation, 1.
Clerk reads Address in Reply to Governor's Opening Speech, 4.
Clerk reads Deputy Speaker's Commission to Administer the Oath, 16.
Clerk reads Petition, 28, 73,135, 168, 176, 243, 252, 284, 392, 4.13, 4-28, 450, 454.
Clerk reads document-, 16.
Clerk reads Message from His Excellency Lord Augustus Loftus, 1.3.
Clerk reads Amendment of Legislative Council in Stamp Duties Bill, 229.
Clerk swears Members of Elections and Qealitications Committee, 28 ('), 38 (2), 46, 49.
Clerk semu,ened to produce Records, 2, 83, 140.
Clerk reads Resolutions of Ways and Means to allow Stamp Duties Bills (Nos. 2 ai,d 3) to be
brought in, 235, 415.
Clerk reads Resolution to allow Church and School muds Dedication Bill (No. 2), to he bi-ought
in, 401.
Clerk reads report from Committee appoieted to inspect ,Ieurnals of Legislative Council as to
proceedings take,, on Stamp Ditties Bill (No. 2), 361.
Vacant Seats, 61,165,253,280,417,4.211, -I.SE
Writ-s--is,,,e aml return at, I(`). 107. 207, 297, 317, 475. 485.
Members sworn, 1 ('), 16, 107, 207, 301, 31.7, 176, 4.85.
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A
ASSE3I]3LY (continned)
Sessional Orders passed, 6 (4 )' 7 (7 ), 3 (:9
Sittings after Midnight, 53, 96, 115, 154, 181, 197, 229, 272, 328, 346, 355, 358, 361, 370, 374, 397
444, 447, 451, 459, 462.
Death of R. Driver, Esquire, Mr., reported and Rouse adjourned, 479.
Angus Cameron, Esq., elected Chairman of Committees, S.
Mr. Farsacli appointed Chairman of Committees for the day, 233.
Speaker reports receipt of Deputy Speaker's (Angus Cameron, Esq.) Commission to administe.
the Oath, 16.
Speaker lays Warrant on Table, appointing Committee of Eloetions and Qualifications, 13
maturity reported, 78; Members sworn, 28 fl, 38 (, 46, 49.
Speaker gives casting vote, 194.
Speaker lays on Table sninuta of'Governor and Exe3utive Council authorizing application o
balance from one Isead of servico to another, 19, 174, 380.............................................
Speaker reports discrepancy between return on Writ of Election and signature of Member, am
'
I
return amended, 211.
Special adjournment, 4, 57, 105, 181, 262, 275, 299, 362, 374, 479, 485.
Ballot for Select Committee, 8, 13, 53, 74 (louse counted out), 101.
No Quorum, 24, 32, 70, 71, 152, 166, 237, 241, 263, 266, 284, 349, 367, 406.
No Quorum reported from Committee of the Whole, 262, 451.
No Report from Committee of the Whole, 298.
Suscnsion of Standing Orders, 66, 98, 229, 310, 358, 415, 419, 485.
Motion made (31,-. Cokes,) against appointment of Mr. Garrett to a scat on the City of Sydne;
Improvement Board, and withdraw,], 73.
Motion made (Mi. C'okeu)-as a qnestioe of privilege-to refer question of Mr. Gerrett's seat ts
Committee of Elections and Qualifications, 16; negatived on Division, 17.
Motio,, made (Mi. MeEMone) that the Government should not make purchases from Member
of, and negatived on Division, 176.
Motion made (Sir henry Parker) for Committee to inspect Journals of Legislative Council as h
any proceedings upon Stamp Duties Bill (No. 2), Committee retired, reported, and repor
received, 361.
Motion made (Mr. Watson) that Returns to Orders respecting "Applications to purchase Crowm
Lands" and "Crown Lends under Pastoral Lease and Conditio,ial Purchase" be not ioeludee
with printed Parliamentary papers, 41.9.
Motion made (Sir Henry Parker) that Mr. Speaker be authorized to present Approprintion 13i1
to the Governor for Royal assent, 467.
Petition from Builders and Contractors Association complaining of Members of Parliameni
acting as agents for contractors, and in general Using their influence for the benefit of thoi
clients, presented, 385 ........................................................................................
Leave of obsence to Members, 13, 38
Previous Question moved, 135, 287.
Rulings of Speaker, 225, 243, 298.
Orders of the Day dropped, 331.
Order of the Day restored, 319, 370.
Orders of the Day discharged, 161, 176, 221, 208, 299, 316, 401, 409, 458, 489 (1).
Bills withdrawn, 161, 298, 299, 316, 409, 489 (2).
Bills recommitted, 169, 172, 201, 244, 259, 269, 291, 331., 360, 477.
Bills laid aside, 229, 401.
Member of one Rouse, as witness before Select Committee of the other, 228, 229, 326, 327.
oalingent Motion moved as Amendment on Order of the Day being read, 233, 250.
Motion "That Mr. Speaker do now leavo the chair," 397
Do.
do.
No Tellers on Division, 24,74, 177, 188,194, 205, 296, 316, 348, 467.
I
Counsel hoard at Bar of the House, 233, 250.
Instruotion to Committee on Stamp Duties Bill to make provision pursuant to Resolutions o
Ways and Means, 169.
Votes and Proceedings, Nos. 1 to 127............................................................................
Business nudisposed of at the close of the Session ...........................................................
Attendances of Members in Divisions and Countsout during the Session .............................
Businessof the Session ...............................................................................................
Weekly Reports of Divisions in Committee of the Whole, Nos. 1 to 25 ................................
Weekly Abstracts of Petitions received, Nos, 1 to 31 ........................................................
General Summary of Petitions ..................................................................................
Alphabetical Register of Bills ......................................................................................
Alplsabetieal Register of Addresses and Order' .............................................................
Standing and Select Committees appointed during the Session ............................................
Explanatory Abstracts of sums Estimated and Voted .......................................................
ASSISTED IMMIGRATION (See "IMMIGRATION):ASYLUMS (See "GOVERNMENT"; also "RANDWICK ASYLUM FOR DESTITUTI
CRILDREN." )
ATTENDANCES OP MEM13ERS
In Divisions and Counts-out ......................................................................................
ATTORNEY GENERAL:Opinion of, in area of Veuess a. Rogers, laid on Table, 123 .................................................
Correspondence in referesmee to ease of, t bit and others, laid on Table, 140, 308 ................
AUCTION PURCHASES (See" CROWN LANDS.")
AUSTRALIAN MUSEUM:Report fronm Trustees for 1879, laid on Table, 385...........................................................

BALANCE:APPLICATJON or
Minuto of Governor and Executive Council authorizing, from one head of service to another, lais
on Table by Mr. Speaker, 19, 174, 380 ...................................................................

527, 531
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BALLOTING FOR SELECT COMMInEES
Sessional Order passed, 7.
Refreshment Committee, 8.
Railway through the City of Sydney, 13.
Randwick Asylum for Destitute ChiLdren, 53.
Sydney City and Suburban Tramway and Omnibus Company's Bill (House counted out), 74, ba,
BALItANALD:.—
Petition from Electors prayisig that the Electorate may be divided, presented, 65 ....................
BANK:—
LIABILITIES AND ASSETS
General Abstract of, for Quarter ended 30th June, 1879, laid on Table, 2 ..............................
Do.
do.
BOsh September, 1879, laid on Table, 82 .....................
Do.
do.
31st December, 1879,
do.
204 ......................
Do:
do.
31st Marc],, 1880,
do.
336
OF NEW Sourn WALES
Correspondence with, in reference to the transfer of money from London, laid on Table, 101 ......
SAVINGS, or NEW Souvu WALES
Motion made (31r. ifurtey, hartley) that no person holding a seat at Board, or acting as Auditor
of any Bank, should net as Trustee of, 319.
GOVERNMENT SAvlxcs
StAte,neat of Accounts, from 1st January to 31st December, 1879, laid on Table, 298 ...............
BAR OF THE HOUSE,—
Petitin to be lword at, respecting Tramways Extension Bill, presented, 225 ; prayer of Petition
rsnted, 228 C°oniinqent Motion made (Mr. Greenwood) that Counsel be now heard—G. C
)avis, Esq., addressed the Rouse, 233.
Petition to be heard at, respecting Church and School Lands Dedication Bill, presented, 243
prayer of Petition granted, 24
Conth,yent Motion made (Mr. Burns) that Counsel be now
heard—Alexander Gordon, Esq., addreased the House, 250.
BARRLBA (See "ROADS.")
BARRINGTON (See "GOLD FIELDS.")
BARTON, EDMUND, ESQUIRE, M.A.
Return of, as Member for the University of Sydney reported, 1; sworn 16.
DARWIN AND NARREN RIVERS (See "TANKS.")
BATHS (See "MUNICIPAL BATHS SITE ACQUISITION BILL.")
BATIIURST (See "POSTAL.")
DAWDEN, THOMAS, ESQUIRE:—
Rasignation, as Member for Tire Clarence, reported, and seat declared vacant5 253.
BAYL1S, MR. HENRY, POLiCE MAGISTRATE, IVAGGA WAGGA
Motion made (Captain Onion) for Committee of the Whole to consider Address praying that.
sum be placed on the Est:imates as gratuity to, for services performed in the capture of bush
raugers, 101; Order of the Day postponed, 149; discharged, 176.
BEER'S DISABILITIES BILL:—
Motion made (31' ifv,lcq, liue,'tlep) for ]envo to bring in, presented and read 10, 13 ; Order of
the Day postponed, 46, 60 motion for 20 negatived, 83, 81.
BETTING 110118ES SUPPRESSION ACT AMENDMENT BILL:—
Motioa made (Mr. Terry) for leave to bring in, 68 presented and read 10,73 ; Order of the Day
postponed, 11.9, 149 read 2, committed, and reported with Amendments, 174; report
adopted, 188; read 30 and passed, 204; sent to Council, 205; returned with amendments,
345 ; ausend,neats agreed to, and Message to Council, 351. ossent reported, 316.
BILLS:—
Withdrawn, 161, 298, 209, 31(1, 409, 489(2.)
Recommitted, 169, 172, 201, 214, 259, 268, 291, 331 360, 477.
Laid aside, 229, 401.
ltesen'cd, 70, 461.
AlphabeticalRegisters of .........................................................................................
PUNcTUATION OF, AND ACTS OF PARLIAMENT:—
Motion made (Mr. .Farnell) in favour of, and negatived, 430.
BILLYBONGEVIL RUN:—
StI,IseTIoNs or Woons AND X,:nx Ox RESERVE Ox:—
Return to Order (Session 1878-9), laid on Table, 318.......................................................
BLACK ROD
Usher of, delivers Message from His Excellency the Governor, 2, 493.
BLANKETS
Return showing distribution of, for Aborigines during 1880, date of dispatch, and number sent to
cock district., laid on Table, 318
BLAYNEY (See "RAILWAYS.")
BLOMFJELD AND MLTNFORD, MESSRS. (See "CLAIM.")
BLUE BOOK FOR 1870:—
Laidon Table, 388 ...................................................................................................
BORDER CUSTOMS
Further Correspondence respecting, with South Australia, laid on Table, 418, 483
BOROUGH OF RANDWICK v. MUNICIPAL COUNCIL OF SYDNEY:—
Clerk summoned to produce papers in ease of, 83.
BOURKE (See "RAILWAYS.")
BRAIDWOOJ) (See "RAILWAYS.")
BREAI)ALEANE. (See "ROADS.")
BRIDGES
Rrou.LRvEL ACROSS THE HUNTER AT BoWMAN'S CROSSING
Motion made (Mr. JicEthone) for Committee of the Whole to consider Address to the Governor
that £10,000 be placed on Estimates for 1880, and withdrawn, 49.
PARRASIATTA Rivr.a
Motion made (Mr. O'Connor) for Select Committee to inquire into efficiency of works at, 176.
MYALL EivsR, AT ]3ULAHDELAII
Motion made (Mr Johnston) for Committee of the Whole to consider Address to the Governor
for £1,500 for erection of high.lovol, 104; 1101153 in Committee, Resolution reported, Notio,,
for reception of Resolution negatived on Division, 205 ; Motion made (Mr Johnston) that
reception of Resolution stand an Order of the Day for a future dsmy, and negatived on
Division, 254.
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BRIDGES (continued):
GLENDON Bnooa<
Motion made (Mr. W. U. Brounse) for Committee of the Whole to consider Address to Governor
for sum for erection of, 210 Order of the Day discharged, 221.
Munansninexn RIVER, AT Cosnics's CROSSING
Motion made (Mr. Fitzpatrick) for all letters, minutes, and reports, referring to application for
construction of, near Bloonafteld, 429.
BROWN, MR. CHARLES
HEAD CLSEE, PilE-LEASE BRANCH, LANDS OrrieE:—

-

Motion made (Air. MeEt/ions) for all papers, minutes, &e., in reference to removal of, 166;
Return to Address, laid. Oil Table, 168 ....................................................................
BULAHDELAH (See 'BRIDGES.")
BURIAL GROUNDS
IN THE Gwvnm ELEOTOBATH :—
Motion made (Air. Danger) for a Return showing particulars of dedications, with names of
Trustees, 204; Return to Order, laid on Table, 261. ..................................................
BUSHEANGERS (See "WANTABADGERY BUSIIRANGERS.")
BUSINESS:—
DAYS:—

-

753

803

1

Sessional Order passed, 6
Motion made (Air. Greenwood) to alter Sessional Orders so as to do away with Friday as a Sitting
Day, and by leave withdrawn, 278.
PRECEDENCE OF GoVERNMENT:—
Sessional Order passed, 6.
PRECEDENcE OF Gv.Nxa.at:—
Sessional Order passed, 6.
F0IL3EAL

Sessional Order passed, 6.
OF THE SEssioN

SessionalPaper showing ..........................................................................................
undisposed of, at close of the Session ........................................................
Do.
BUTCHERS SHOPS:—
Petition from citizens of Sydney praying the House to enforce a law for the closing of, from
Saturday night to Monday morning, presented, 400 .....................................................
BY-LAWS

499
4.95
1267

LAID ON TABLE

Boroughof Bathurst, 2 ............................................................................................
5
Ashfield, 2 ...............................................................................................
Do.
5
Oulgoisg (Free Library), 23 .......................................................................
Do.
5
Tamwortb, 90 ..........................................................................................
Do.
Woollahra, 118 .........................................................................................
Do.
S
North Willoughby, 118 ..............................................................................
Do.
5
Shellharbour (Albion Park, Free Jiibrury), 160 ...............................................
Do.
5
Paddiagton,
330
.....................................................................................
Do.
.5
Orange, 380 ............................................................................................
Do.
5
......................................................................................
Alexandria, '146
Do.
5
Municipal District of Lambton, 2 .................................................................................
0
Molong, 2 ...................................................................................
Do.
S
Tenterlleld, 2 .............................................................................
Do.
Yass, 2 ......................................................................................
Do.
Glen Tunes, 6 ............................................................................. '?5
Do.
Wentworth, 6 .............................................................................
Do.
5
Musehehrook, 101 .........................................................................
Do.
5
Wellington, 118 ..........................................................................
Do.
0
Carcoar, 180................................................................................
Do.
5
Ga gong, 193 .................................................... ..........................
Do.
5
Lismore, 307...............................................................................
Do.
5
Cainperdown, 307 .......................................................................
Do.
5
Hamilton, 307 ............................................................................
Do.
'-I
Im-erdll,
372...............................................................................
Do.
U
Leiehhardt, 380 ........................................................................
Do.
5
flay, 392 .................................................................................
Do.
5
Universityof Sydney, 23 ...........................................................................................
3
Society for Relief of Destitute Children, 493...................................................................
2
Public Vehicles Regulation Act of 1.873, 2 (2), 77, 118, 168, 281, 307 ...................................
5
Nuisances Prevention Act of 1875—Borough of Bathursb, 2 ..............................................
6
Tamworth, 90 ...........................................
Do.
do.
Do.
5
Caniperdown, 307 ......................................
do.
Do.
Do,
5
Do.
Orange, 380 ............................................
do. .
Do.
5
BYRON, JOHN
Petition from, respecting his services in the Army and Police, presented, 4-1 ..........................
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C
CABLE (See "TELEGRAPH.")
CAMERON, ANGUS, ESQUIRE, M.P.
Motion made (AIr. Driver) for election of, as Chairman of Committees, S.
Commission for, as Deputy Speaker, to administer the Oath to Members, reported by Mr. Speak
and read by Cl6rk, 16.
CAMPBELL'S WALL, LOWER GEORGE STREET:—
R1.MovAE Or:—

Return to Order (&s.riom 1878-9), laid on Table, 165..................................................
CASTiNG VOTE:—
Give,' by Mr. Speaker, 194.
CATTLE DRIVTNG (See "MAITLAND CATTLE DRIVING ACT AMENDMENT BILL.")
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CATTLE SALE YARDS (See also "MUNICIPAL CATTLE SALE YARDS SITE ACQUISITION
BILL")
Motion made (Mi-. .FE!cilhone) that the Government should give to City Corporation the piece
of land promised by late Government for, situated between Parranmtta Road and Railway
Line, 23; Motion made (Sir Henry Parker) that Resolution be rescinded, 53.
CATTLE TAX (See "WOOL, CATTLE, AND COAL TAX BILL.")
CENSURE, VOTE OF
Motion made (hfr. fitzpo trick) that the refusal of the Government to advise His Excellency to
send down a Message recommending provision 'for the Mmmc on Private La,,ds Bill, as
pntyed for in Address unanimously adopted by the Assembly, is disrespectful, and contrary
to Par iaissentary usage, and aogatived, 307.
Pnovosno, OE Mixisrun roy Lxxos
Motion amdo (Mr. Goonan) that conduct of Minister for Lands when inten-iewing Members
accompanying their eonsfituents is highly censurabld, and negatived, 316.
CENSUS BILL:—
Motion made (Sir Henry Parke:) for Committee of the Whole, 324; House in Committee,
2
resolution agreed to, Bill presented and read 1°, 327; Message from Governor recommending,
361. ; read 20 and oämmitted, 885; further considered in Committee, reported with all
amendment and report adopted, 393; read 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 396; returned
without amendsnent, 420; assent reported, 450.
CERTIFICATES OP TITLE:—
Fon LANo PmcdnAsns DY KENNEDY AND hogs, BULLI
Motion made (Mr. Parneti for all documents, correspondence, &e., respecting issue of 318 ;
Return to Order, laid on Table, 405 ......................................................................... 4
CHAIRMAN' OF COMMITTEES:—
Election of Angus Cameron, Esquire, S.
Commission to, as Deputy Speaker, to administer the Oath to Members, receipt of, reported, 16.
Appointment of Mr. Farnell, for this day only, 233.
CHALLENGE TN MISDEMEaOUR BILL:—
Motion made (31-. Buchanan) for leave to bring in, 8; presented and read 10, 9; Order of the
Day postponed, 17, 46; motion for 20 negatived, VS.
CHARITIES, PUBLIC:—
Report of Inspector, for 1879, laid on Table, 377 ............................................................. 2
CJIARLES SAMUIL, )iSQUIRE
Resignation of, as Member for the Electoral District of ICiama reported, and sent declared
vaeant, 417.
CHARTER PARTY (See "IMMIGRATION.")
CHINAMAN, DIPRISONMgNT OF (See "ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE.")
CHINESE, THE
Petition from M. Guest, Chairman of the Working Men's Defence Association, that Petitioners
have heard with regret and alarm of the arrival in the Colony of 260 Chinamen in one vessel,
and praying consideration, presented, 281 ....................................................................5
Petition from Joint Hards, Chairmnn of. a Public Meeting of Citizens of Sydney, in opposition
5
to the presence of, in our midst, and praying legislation on the subject, presented, 284
Petition from Frederick Brainwood, Chairman of the National Anti-chinese League, that he
views with alarm the influx of, and praying legislation, presented, 418 ............................ 5
IsnuGnATlox
Motion made (Mr. Cameron) that the Government should bring in aBill to restrict, and negatived,
393.
Correspondence respecting, laid on Table, 483......................................................................6
CIIISIIOLM, THE HONORABLE JAMES (See "ROADS.")
CHRISTIE, MR. LICENSED SURVEYOR
Motion made (Mr. Bowman) for all correspondence, &o., respecting alleged loss and falsification
of plans and accounts sent in by, and his recent removal from the charge of district of Glen
lanes, 315 ; Return to Order, laid on Table, 428.
CHURCH AND SCHOOL LANDS
Motion made (Mr. Buchanan) that 110 moneys derivable in any IVEY from, be paid to any
religions sect whntever,and debate adjournerl.8 debate resumed and further adjouraed,17
debate resumed 41 ; motion intended and agreed to, 4.2, 43.
Return to Order (Session 1878-9), in reference to, laid on Table, 13 ........................................4
CHURCH AND SCHOOL LANDS DEDICATION BILL
Motion made (Sir Ifenry Parker) for Committee of the Whole, 96; House in Committee, and
Resolution agreed to, Bill presented and read, 10, 107 ; Order of the Day postponed, 228,
244 Order of the Day read, Contingent Motion moved, that Counsel be heard at the Bar in
support of Petition in opposition to, and A. Gordon, Esquire, heard, 250; read 2°, and
commuted, 259 further considered in Committee, reported with amendments, re-committed,
reported 20 with further amendments, and report adopted, 268; read 30, passed, and sent to
Council, 270; returned with amendments, 883; Order of the Day discharged and Bill laid
aside, 401.
PuvivioNa RESPEcT5NG, PRESENTED PROM
Mesnhcrs of United Church of England and Ireland of Armidale, that certain clauses be
rejected, 165 ....................................................................................................... 4
do,,
New South Wales,
4
Do.,
do,,
do.
do. 176
4
S. E. Marsden, PD., Bishop of Bathurst, on behalf of the Diocese of Bathurst, do.
do. 204
Members of United Church of England and Ireland,
do
dc. 252
do.
President; of the Synod of the Diocese of Sydney of the Umsitcd Church of England and Ireland,
that the House will not pass this Bill without makingInroTision for compcsmsation in respect
of so imiueh of the income derivable from these lands a, the Church of England would be
4
entitled to but for the passing of the Bill, and praying to be heard by Counsel at the Bar in
opposition to the Bill, 243 ; Motion made that prayer to be heard by Counsel at the Bar be
granted , 214 .....................................................................................................
CIIUHCII AND SCHOOL LANDS DEDICATION BILL (No. 2)
3lotia,, made (Sir Hen,3, Parker) that order of henvo preriously obtained be read, and Clerk
read re,olimtion, 401 ; presented and read 10, 401; read 20, commnitted, reported with
,,mnend,nents, and report adopted, 400 ; read 30, passed, and sent to Council, 413 returned
without smendmne,mt, 442; rcscrrod for Royal Assent, 4.61..
CIRCULAR QUAY:—
Motion made (Mr. Gohesm) for Return of rent, wharfage, and other dues, and income derived, for
years 1878-9, with cost of eolleetiag, 290; Return to Order, laid on Table, 318 ................ 4
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CIRCULAR TO CIVIL SERVANTS
Respecting emiilovment of, as DirectoTs or Auditors of flanks or Companies, laid on Table, 90 -.
CITIES, TOWNS, AND VILLAGES (See "CROWN LANDS.')
CITY OF SYDNEY IMPROVEMENT ACT AMENDMENT BILL—
I
Motion made (Sir Henry Par/ass) for leave to bring in, 425.
I
Motion made (Sir Hen) Pasts) for Committee of the Whole, 429; Message from Governor,
recommending, 442 house in Committee, resolution agreed to, presented and read 10, 444,
CITY OF SYDNEY IMPROVEMENT BOARD Motion made (Mr. Cohen) to refer question of acceptance of scat on, by Mr. Garrett) hIP., to!
Elections and Qualifications Committee, 16; and negatived on Division, 17.
Motion made (Mr. cohen) against appointment of Mr. Garrett on, and withdrawn, 13.
CIVIL SERVICE (See also "AGENT GENERAL FOR TUE COLONY" also "GOVERNS
blENT ")
Return (in part) to Order (Session 1878-9), laid on Table, 2, 13 .........................................
Motion made (Mr. Parnelt) for Returns giving particulars of all persons employed, sixty-live
years old and upwards, and of all who leave been thirty-five years and upwards in the
Service, 270; Return (in part) to Order, laid on Table, 353, 454, 493 ............................
IN ENGLAND :—
Correspondence respecting the Practice of the Rouse of Commons, and Regulations for, laid on
Table, 2 ............................................................................................................
CROwN LssD TAXEN UP BY Civit SERVANTS
Return (in part) to Order (Session 1878-9), laid on Table, 13 ............................................
Mp.LBEES or, AS DcnEoToBs 015 AUDITORS OF BANKS OR CoM1'ANIES
Circular laid on Table, 90...........................................................................................
Motion made (Mr. Pitcher) to rescind the Resolution prohibiting the acting of, so that it
should apply only when attendance is required during office hours, 209; negatived on
Division, 210.
MR. HENRY BAYIJSS, PoLIcE MAGIsTRATE, WAOGA WAGGA
Motion made (Captain Onsloio) for Committee of the Whole to consider Address, praying that
sum be plaee.l on the Estimates, as gratuity to, for services performed in the capture of
bushrangers, 101; Order of the Day postponed, 140 ; discharged, 176.
LANDS DEPARTMENT—
Amended Return (in lieu of that laid upon the Table on the 171h April. 1879) showing number of
officers employed in, together with fees paid during the year 1878, laid on Table, 114 ........
Return to Order (Session 1878-9) as to particulars of Appointments in, laid on Table, 475........
PENSIONS
Motion made (fife. W. C. Browns) for Opinion of Attorney General relative to right to, ivhetiies
deductions from salaries have been made or not, also particulars of applications for refunds,
212; Return to Order, laid on Table, 308..................................................................
WAucint, FREDERIcK TnoMs (See " NE YiN, JOHN.")
MR. CHARLES BRowN
Motion made (Sir. McElhone) for papers, minutes, he., respectiug removal of from offioe ofifead
Clerk in the Pre-lease Branch of Lands Office, 166 ; Return to Address, laid on Tablo, 168...
DISMISSAL or MR. DANIELS, RAILWAY TRIAL Siynvnoa
Motion made (Mr. JIurle,y, J1arttey) for a Select Committee to inquire into, and Debatc
adjourned, 252; Order of the Dsy postponed, 254; Debate resumed and Motion passed, 298
Return to Order referred, 400.
Motion made (Air. Hnrlesj, Hartley) for all correspondence respecting, 315; Return to Order
laidon Table, 336 .............................................................................................
MR. T. if. SLATTERY, LATE PROTJCONOTARY
Motion made (Mr. Stephen Brown) for all correspondence, minutes, he., relative to the mattes
or ease which led to the removal of, from office, 288 ; Return to Address, laid on Table, 30
Mn. T. if. SLATTEISY, LATE CURATOR OF INTESTATE ESTATES
Motion made (Mr. Step/ten Brown) for all correspondence relative to application of, to be allowed
remuneration for extra work, he., in estate of Abraham Elms, a deceased minor, 288; Return
to Address, laid on Table, 316 ................................................................................
LICJiNSED Suavnvon CHRISTIE:—
Motion made (Mi'. Bowman) for all correspondence, he., respecting alleged loss and fahifmeatior
of plans and accounts sent in by, and his recent removal from the charge of distiiet of Glen
Innes, 315; Return to Order, laid on Table, 428
CLAIM:—
Or Ricnaun PEARO TO BE PLACED OX Fones SUPERANNUATI0N Fmso
Motion made (ills-. Teece) for Select Committee to inquire into and report upon, 176.
OF MESSRS. MUNFORD AND Btoan'IELD
ifotien made (Mr. Comber) for all petitions, correspondence, he., respecting preference of, against
the Government, 241.
Return to Order (Session 1878-0), laid on Table, 493.
OF JoHN O'Ba[n TO LAND AT PRINCE A LImED GuLLY, TvooNG Goto FEELD
Motion made (Mr, H. H. Brown) for all correspondence, ho., respecting, 349 Return to Order,
laid on Table, 450.
Motion made (Mr. H. H. Brown) for Select Committee to inquire into and report upon, 409
Return to Order referred to Committee, 454.
CLARENCE (See "ELECTORAL.")
CLEARY, DANIEL:—
Motion nade (Mr. Hurley, Hartlq) for letters, papers, reports, he., having reference to application
of, to purelmose land in 1871, 50; Return to Order, laid on Table, 188..............................
CLERGYMEN, VISITS OF TO PUBLIC SCHOOLS (See "EDUCATION.")
CLERK OF ASSEMBLY:—
Reads Proclamation on opeaing of Session, 1.
Reads Address in reply to Governor's Opening Speeds, 4.
Reads Message from Governor, 13.
Reads Deputy Speaker's Comnaussion to administer the Ontl,, 16.
Swears Members.ef Committee of Elections and Qualifications, 28 (1), 38 (2), 46, 49.
Reads Petition, 28, 73,135, 168, 176, 242, 252, 281, 392, 413, 423, 450, 451.
Obtains leave of house to produce Records before a Court of Law, 2, 83, 140.
Reads doeumnent, 76.
Amends retnrn en Writ of Election for Paddington, 211.
Reads Resolutions of Ways and Means to allow the Stomp Dnties Bill (Nos. 2 and 3) to bc
- brought in, 235, 415.
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CLERK OF ASSEMBLY (continued)
Reads Resointion to allow the Church and Schools Lands Dedication Bill (No. 2) to be brough
in, 401.
Reads Legislative Council's Amendment in Stomp Duties Bill, 229.
Reads Report from Committee appointed to inspect Jom'nals of Legislative Council as ts
proceedings upon Stamp Duties Bill (No. 2), 361.
COAL TAX. (See "WOOL, CATTLE, AND COAL TAX BILL.")
COBBORAII (See "ROADS.")
COCHRAN, MR. JAMES
LAND CLAIMED DY
Return to Order (Session 1873-9), laid on Table, 221........................................................
COLLECTOR (See "ROADS.")
COLONIAL ARCHITECT:—
ESTOTATE5 PicErAseti) BY:—
Return to Order (Session 1878-9), laid on Table, 114.......................................................
COLONIAL DEFENCES (See "DEFENCES.")
COLONIAL SPIRITS DUTY BILL:—
Resolution of Ways and Means No. 6, agreed to, 129; Bill brought in (M). Watson), presented
and read 10, 140 ; road 20, committed, reported without amendment, and, report adopted
145 read 30, passed, and sent to Council, 143 returned, without amendment, 158 ; asscn;
reported, 173.
COMBES, EDWARD, ESQUIRE, C.H.G.
Return of, as it Member for East Mncquarie, reported, I ; sworn, 1.
Report on Lighting, Heating, and Ventilation of School Buildiiigs in Great Britain, tin
Continent of Europe and America by, laid on Table, 353 ...........................................
COMMISSION
Appointing the Right Honorable Lord Augustus William Frederick Spencer Leftue, G.C,B., h
be Governor, Ate., of the Colony, laid on Table, 2........................................................
Appointing Sir Alfred Stephen, R.C.M.G., CD., to be Lieutenont.Oovernor of the Colony, loft
onTable, 2 ........................................................................................................
Appointing President of the Legislative Council to be Administrator of the Government of Noii
South Wales, laid on Table, 2 ................................................................................
DEPETY SPXAKF.a's, TO APMINISTER TEE OATH
Receipt of, reported by Mr. Speaker, and read liy Clerk, 16.
ROYAl, uror TIUS WouNrEa OF TUE REAL Paol'EaTY Acm :— Reportof, laid on Table, 2 ........................................................................................
OF TEE PEAcE:3Ietion made (Air. .ffurleg, Hartley) that steps should at once be taken to remove nil persosli
from, and only to re.appoint persons who by education and intelligence are fitted tc
perform the duties of a Magistrate, and negatived, 353.
COMMISSIONERS UNDER GREAT SEAL (See "EVIDENCE BY COMMISSIONERS UNDEB
GREAT SEAL BILL.")
COMMITTEES (See also "SELECT COMMITTEES"; also "INSTRUCTION"):—
Election of Angus Cameron, Esq., as Chairman of, S.
Commission to Chairman of, as Deputy Speaker, to admiuister the Oath to Members, receipt of
reported, and read by Clerk, 16.
No Report from Committee of the Whole, 298.
Appointment of Mr. Farnell, as Chairman, for the day, 231.
OF ELEcTIoNs ANDQITALIFICATIONS
Speaker's Warrant appointing, laid on Table, 13 maturity of reported, 28; Members swern,
28 (°), 38 (2), 46, 49.
COMMODORE'S INSPECTION (See "NAVAL BRIGADE.")
COMMONS
ADEWNG
Petition from John Canson, respecting Conditional Purchases made on, presented, 176
Trstpoiuny
Returns relating to the occupation of, by miners and, others, laid en Table, 290 ........................
COMPENSATION:—
To RISPISESENTATIVEO OF tAlE W. Snioxa
Motion made (Mr. Teeee) for Committee of the Whole to consider Address for sum to be placed
on Estimates as, for land taken for Railway purposes in Goulburn, 393; House in Committee
and Resolntion agreed to, 406.
CONDITIONAL PURCHASES (See "CROWN LANDS"; also "FORFEITED PURCHASES
DECLARnORY Bra"; Elso "CROWN LANDS ]'UltCl'FASES VALiDATION B1Li.")
CONFERENCE (See "METEOROLOGICAL CONFERENCE,")
CONNELLY, MISS J'O1IA2NA
ConI's,NSATIoN TO
Motion made (Air. 2?ennett) for Committee of the Whole to consider Adds'ess to Governor,
respecting, for land taken from her by the Government, 254; Order of the Day postponed,
285, 299; House in Committee and Resolution agreed to, 316.
CONSOLIDATED REVENUE ]rLTND BILL
Standing Orders suspended, 98 ; Message (Vote of Credit), recommending, 105 ; ordered
(Mr. Watson), presented, read 10, read 2°, eoinnnt.thd, reported without amendment, report1
nclnptcd, read 3°, pa 'sc, I, and sent. to Conneil, 106 ; returned ni (lion I; am end ,,ient, ] OS
:Lsse Ill, report i'd, 1 1.4'.
CONSOLIDATED lnWE?cflE FUND BI cr (No. 2):—
Message (Vote of Credit), reco'nnie,,ding, 128; ordered (Aft. Wiatson), presented, nnd send 10,
141 ; read 20, committed, reported without amendment, and report adopted, 145 ; read 3°,
prased, and sent; to Con,,eil, 148 ; returned u'it.ho,,t amendment, 154; assent rcpoi'terl, 157.
CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUN!) BiLL (No.3):—
Message (Vote of Credit), receminending, 196 ; ordered (Mr. W>dson), presented, and read 10,
20,1.; read 20, committed, reported without. aincndmeni, report adopted, 212 j read 3', passed,
and sent to Council, 211 returned without, aniencln,c'nt, 216 nsse,it reported, 220.
CONSOLIDATE]) ltEVENUF FUN!) I311J, (No.4)
Message (Vote of Credit), i'eeommending, 252 ; ordered (Air. We(sos), presented, and read 10,1
255; read 7", conrn,ittcd, reported without amendment, report, adopted, road 3, pnssed,I
and sent to Council, 258; returned without amendment ; 262 assent reported, 265,
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CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND BILL (No. 5)Message (Vote of Credit), recommending, 804; Standing Orders suspended, Sb; ordered
(Mr. Watson), presented, read 10, read 20, committed, reported without amendment,
report adopted, read 30, passed, and sent to Council, 311; returned without. amendment.,
311; assent reported, 315CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND BILL (No.
Standing Orders suspended, 358; Message (Vote of Credit), recommending, 358 ordered,
(Mr. Watson), presented, read 1°, read 20, committed, reported without amendinent,t
report adopted, read 30 , passed, and sent to Council, 362 ; returned without a,nendmontj
864; assent reported, 876.
CONSTABLE, WJLLWI (See 'CROWN LANDS.")
CONTEMPTS PUNISHMENT BILL
Motion made (Mr. Buchanan) for leave to bring in, 8 ; presented and read 1°, 9; Order of the
Day postponed, 35, 48 motion made for 2 , and Debate adjourned, 98; Order of the Day
postponed, 1.19, 149 ; debate resumed, and motion for 2° negatived, 188.

2-

55

2

655

CONTINGENT MOTIONS:-

Tramways Extension Bill (on Order of Day to be further considered in Committee being read), 233.
Church and School Lands Dedication Bill (on Order of the Day for second reading beiog read), 250.1
Supply-Encouragement and Protection of Native lndustries, and negatived, 397.
CONTRACTS
Motion made (Mr. .MeElhone) for Return showing number of, given to Hudson Brotl,ers without
tender, from 1st January, 1870, to 28tli November, 1879, togetlsor with particulars, 82.
CONVENTS, NUNNERIES, AN]) MONASTERIES (See "INSPECTION OF CONVENTS, &o.")
CONVICTION:S (See "ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE.")
COOMA (See also "RAILWAYS")
RECREATION GROUND
Motion made (Er. Murphy) for correspondence respecting appointment of Trustees, 196 ; Ret,,m
to Order, laid on Table, 240..................................................................................... 4
COOMBES, CHARLESLAND PUR0EASED BY, AT PORT MACQUABIE
Motion made (Mr. H. H. Brown) for all correspondence, &e., 353.
COPELAND (See "GOLD FIELDS.")
CORPORATION ACT AMENDMENT BILL (See "SYDNEY CORPORATION ACT AMENDMENT BILL.")
CORRIGAN, HUGH
Motion made (lift. C'oonan) for all correspondence respecting Conditional Purchase of, taken up at
Casino ; and all correspondence from Messrs. W. & F. Fanning respecting, 244; Return to
Order, laid on Table, 298 .............. . ............ ... . ..... ....... ......... . .................................. , 4
COUNCIL OF EDUOATION (See "EDUCATION.")
COUNSEL (See "BAR OF THE HOUSE.")
COUNTRY TOWNS WATER AND SEWERAGE BILL:Motion made (Sir Henry .Perkes) for Committee of the Whole, 212; Message from Governor
recommending, 213; House in Committee, and Resolution arecd to, 216, .8111 presented and
5
read 10, 253 ; Order of the Day postponed, 272; read 2 , committed, reported without,
amendn,ent, and report adopted, 397.; read 3°, and passed 400 ; sent to Council 'tO] ; returned
with amendments, 4-54!; Order of the Day postponed, 462, 468 ; Coo,neil'e a,nendments
agreed to, disagreed to, and amended, 485 ; Message to Council, 488; Council does not
insist on amendments disagreed to, and agrees to amendments on Council's n,ocndment,, 489;
assent reported, 491.
COURT-HOUSE
Moss VALE:Motion made (Mr. Garrets) for correspondence as to the site or sites proposed for, 96; Return
to Order, laid on Table, 475......................................................................................3
Ttxxa:Petition from T. W. Dugda!e, Cliair,nan of Public Meeting, complaining of insufficient accommo
dation, presented, 274 ........................................................................................... 3
COX, ANNE JANE
CLAUS or, roll ROSS OF HER Coyreroorn PflseJIAsE
Motion made (Mr. coonan) for Select Committee to inquire into and report upon, 354; Report
broughtup, 493 .................................................................................................... 4
COX, THOMAS (See "MITCHELL'S CREEK MINERAL SELECTION.")
CRIDLAND, JAMES:LAND PURCEASED BY, AT DuasBe
Motion made (Mr. Goon en) for all letters, correspondence, &e., respecting, 244; Return to Order,
laid on Table, 284................................................................................................. 4
CROWLEY, MR. JO1IN
Motion made (Mr. Danger) for correspondence, tracings, &e., respecting application of, to P111
chase improvements on Kileargo or Tory Wee-Wahi Run, 97; Return to Order, laid on Table,
150 ................................................................................... .... ......... .. ..... ... . ..... ... 4'
CROWN LANDS (See also 'LAND"; also "RESERVES"; also "TRANSFER OF CON.
DITIONAL PURChASES DECLflATORY BILL"; also "LANDS ACTS FURTHER
AMENDMENT BILL")
SITES TOE Cjraxs, TowNs, AND VILLAr,ES
Abstract of, laid os, Table, 3, 49, 97, 249, 286, 340, 405, 403.................................................. 4
DEDICATED TO 1tETiIGT0US AND OT]15',R PUBLIC I'nnrososs
Abstract of, laid on Table, 2, 62, 165, 249, 266, 286............................................................. 4
DEDICATED TO Puaaxo PURPOSES
Abstract of, laid on Table, 370, 466, 403 ........................................................................ 4
DEDICATED TOE PUBLIC RECREATION
Abstract of, laid on Table, 413...................................................................................... 4
RESERVED FoR WATER Soirty, &c.
Abstract of, laid on Table, 2, 40, 97, uS, 158, 249, 286, 340, 405, 423 ...................................... '1
DEDICATED FOR USE AND GENEnAL PURPOSES Or, i'AsroreAr. AND AGRICULrL'ILAL ASsocIATIoNS
Abstract of, ,,,s[or Act 30 Viet. No.13, see. 32, laid oss 'i'nhlc, 493 ........................................ 4
Lnens Acm FrET,, ER As' sirosea'r Aer-. Roguletioos under, laid o,, Table, 408 ............................................................................ 4
CO.OITICNAL PURCHASE SUDE BY B. At. M0nTI3LEB, 11 ABTLEY
Return to Order (Session 1877-9), laid on Table, 3 ..............................................................
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CROWN LANDS (continued)
APPLICATIONS OF MESSRS. GILMOUE, BEARn, & SMITE, FOR VACANT COUNTRY IN PHil DISTRICT OF
WELLINGTON
Return to Order (Session 1878-9), laid on Table, 6............................................................. 4
STEAM PLAINS RUNS
Return to Order (Session 1877-8), laid on Table, 6 ............................................................4
APPLICATIONS FOR LANDS liv MESSR S. ARMSltoNG
i'
& LAICEMAN, AND ALISNANDER Coupsa:—
Return to Order (Session 187-7-8), laid on Table, cj
.
4
APPLICATIONS TO PURCHASE
Return to Order (Session 1877-8), laid on Table, 6.
Motion made (21r. Greenwood) that order for printing be rescinded, and negatived on Division, 21
Motion made (Aft. Watson) that Return to Order be not included with Parliamentary papers, 419.
TAKEN UI' EU MEMISEES OF PABLEAIIENT BY AsTER AUCTION SELECTIONS
Return to Order (Session 1878-9), laid on 'Table, IS ..........................................................
4
SALES AT AIcMIDALE, WALC.IIA, &C.
Further Return to Order (Session 1877-8), laid on Table, 13 .............................................. 4
TAKEN UP By CIVIL SERVANTS
Return (in part) to Order (Session 1878-9), laid on Table, is .............................................. 4
UNDER PASTORAL LEASE ANI) C0NIII1JONAr. PURCHASE
Motion made (Mr Greenwood.) that order airoady made on this subject has not been properly
complied with, and that Return should be at once furnished and brought down to date,
and House counted out 24.
Return (in completion) to Order (Session 1877-8), laid on Table, 56.
Motion made (flit-. Watson) that Return to Order be not included with Parliamentary papers, 419.
PURCHASED RU J. SEVIL AND J. GLASS, ON MILLEa'S CRuEK:—
Return to Order (Session 1878-9), laid on Table, 168..........................................................
4
CLAIM OF Mit. JAMES GLASS TO LAND AT MILlER'S (71 REEK
Motion made (Mr. Bae,zeli) for Select Com,nittee to inquire into and report upon, and house
counted out, 367.
REFUNDS ON CONDITIONAL PURCHASES
Motion made (Mr. AfeEThonc) for Return showing mnount of money unclaimed and d tie as, to
October, 1879, giving names of persons entitled to such, 85 ; Return to Order, laid on
Table, 123 ...........................................................................................................4
ANNUAL REPORTS RELATIVE TO SALE AND OCCUPATION OF,—
Motion niade (Mr. Greenwood) that after the 11re, t year there be laid on Table, 35.
Fonns OF GRANT UNDER Clto\vN LANDS AL,F.NATION AOT
Motion made (Mr. Gopeland) that Opinion of Attorney General should be obtained as to neceesity
of gazetting, and laying upon the Table, and negatived, 50.
KILeARGo on Teat \VRE-wAn RUN:—
Motion made (Mi'. flange,) for correspondence, tracings, &e., respecting application of Mr. Iol,n
Crewley to purelmse improvements on, 97 ; Return to Order, laid on Table, 180 ................
4
DANIEL CLEARy'S APPLICATION TO PUEICHASE
Motion made (Mr. Hurt611, flariley) for letters, papers, reports, &e., having reference to, in 1871,
50 Return to Order, laid on Table, 189 ................................................................... 4
UNSURVEYEO CONI,ITIONALLY PURCHASED
Return showing approximate area of, laid en Table, 65 ........................................................4
SALE OF GOVERNMENT Lisp, MORUPA
Return to Order (Session 1877.-8), laid on Table, 77 ...........................................................4
AGOTION PURCHASES OF, SINOE 1861
Return to Order (Session 1877-8), laid on Table, 77..........................................................
4
CONDITIONAL PURCHASES OP Huaa WALLACE AND Thr EaT M. WALLACR
Return to Order (Session 1878-9), laid on Table, 1.18..........................................................
4
Joms CURRIE
Petition from, respecting loss of his land originally selected by John Daly at North Lismore
presented, 123......................................................................................................4
JOHN NEWN:—
Motion made (31,. 000nan) for correspondence, ,ninutes, &e., connected with the appraisement
of improvements on la,,d selected by, at hsiverell, and dacumeats connected wit-h the dismissal
of Mr. Frederick Thomas Walker fro,n the Public Service, 136 Return to Address, laid on
Table, 336 ........................................................................................................ 4
SAMPSON RANGER'S APPLICATIONS FOR A CoNna -rioNAL PURC1TASS, NEAR LAKE GEORGE
Motion made (Mr. T/so,npson) for reports, nsi,,utes, &e, respecting, and Robert Best's conflicting
application, 148 ; Return to Order, laid on Table, 176 ............................................... 4
FoRFEITIn) CONDITIONAL PURCHASES :—
Return to Order (Session 1878-9), laid on Table, 193.........................................................
I
LAND OPTIC El AT CONDOBOLIN :—
.
I
Return to Order (Session 1878-9), laid on Table 1.03 .........................................................
4
CLAIMED BY MR. JAMES CaerncAx
Rett,ra to Order (Session 1878-9), laid o,s Table, 221 ..........................................................
4
MICHAEL REID'S CONDITIONAL PURCHASE AT Spaixowooj,
Return to Order (Session 1878-9), laid en Table, 221 .......................................................... 4
PIJi1OHASE,) BY JAMES CnIDr,AND AT Dunuo
Motion misdo (Air. C'oonaa) for all letters, correspondence, &o., with reference to, 244 Return
to Order, laid on 'Table, 284..................................................................................... 4
CONDI'rIONAT, PURCHASES or Joiiy ROBARIS AND CLADIUS SMITH AT SHADES CREEK
Return to Order (Session 1878-9), laid on Table, 260..........................................................
4
iluon ComnoAy's CONDITIONAL PuRe,[ASE
Motion made (Mr. Uoonasr) for all correspondence in reference to, at Casino, and all eOrreSpCn
deace fromMessrs. W. and lf.Fanningrolatiagthereto,2.44 ; Ret,urnto Order, laid on Table,298
4
COMPENSA'JION TO 1iss JOIIANNA CONNELLY
Motion made (Mr. Jiennel.l) for Cenunittoc of the Whole, that £21 5 be placed Cii Supplementary
Estimates for 1880 as, for improved Conditional Purchase takes, from her by (Jover,,ment,
251; Order of the Day pastipos,csl, 288, 290 ; house in Co,,u,,ittec, and Resol,itio,a agreed
to, 316.
APPLICATiON OF \FR. THoMAS IJOLT TO R-5CLAIM AND PURCHASE LAND AT PVRMONT
Motion made (Air. Farnetl) for all papers, mi,iutes, and correspondence relative to, s,ndcr 9th
section of the ''Crown Lai,dsAlienntion .tetof 1861,'' 262; Return to 0,-dc,-, laid on T,,ble, 278
4SOLD TO Mu, DINES:—
Roturn to Order (Session 1878-9), laid oii Table, 266.........................................................
4
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CROWN LANDS (conlinaed)
3f II. SAMUEL IVITMO'c
Petition from, of DerrthguUen Creek, respecting Conditional Purchase which was forfeited afte,
he had held it for-three years on the ground of prenous improvements, and praying inquiry
presented, 30t .................................................................................................
ALIENATED, POET JACKSON:—
Further Return to Order (Session 1875-6), laid on Table, 308 ......................................
DEDICATION OF, FOR RELIGIOUS PURPoSEs
Motion made (Mr. Kinky, hartley) that Crown Leads should not be granted gratuit-onsly as sitcI
for Public Worship or for any religious purpose whatever, 337.
Motion made (Mr. Murky, iThrlley) that ubove resolution does not preclude the fulfilment ol
any promise of grant made by any Miflister to the date of the passing thereof, 472,
Prnciussio AND APPLIED NOR TO RE PURChASED
Return to Order (Session 1877-8), laid on Table, 340 ........................................................
PuncirAsno DY CnAnI,Es 000iiisEs AT PORT MACQ(JARIJi
Motion made (ur. H. H. Brown) for all correspondence, &e.,353.
CLAIM or ANNE JANE Cox FOR toss or HER Uoxr,ivIoxAL PUnCisASE
Motion made (31r. C'oonan) for Select Committee to inquire into and report upon, 354; Report
broughtup, 493... ............... - ............................ .............................................
Mus. MARY Axx Cnn—
Petition from, that she conditionally purchased land at Deniliquin and improved it, and that mel:
purchase was declared void as it formed part of a Reserve, and praying relief, presented, 364
Mus. MARY ANY SMITH
Petition from, that her late husband conditionally purchased land at lilly and improved it, and
that such purchase was declared void as being upon a temporary Common, and praying relief
presented, aCt. .................................................. ......................................... ...........
WILLIAM CoNsTABLE's CONDI'I'IONAL PureollAsE
Return to Order (Session 1878 -9), laid on Table, 380.........................................................
FREDERICK SOMERS'S TENDER P011 A RUN NEAR C01uIAGADAL CREEK
Motion made (Mr. Thrphy) for copy of, with all Correspondence, &o., respecting, 388; Return
to Order, laid on Table, 408....................................................................................
SUR3rI'r'vEn FOR SALE, AND SOLD
Return showing quantity, at 25s. per acre, laid on Table, 405 ...........................................
Return showing sales at A uetioo of Country Lands eta 16th June, 1580, laid on Table, 428 ......
ALIENATION OF:—
Motion made (Mr. flarlour) that present system is not conducive to the general welfare of thc
Colony, and by-leave withdrawn, 408.
Mn. GEORGE DAt, THE Youxn Eli
Petition from, representing that lie conditionally purchased land on the Yarrabee Run, of which
the Messrs. Robertson were lessees, and expended a- large sum in improvements, and that, b
a judgment of the Privy Council, lie was obliged to give up possession, and praying relief:
presented, 413 ..................................................................................................
TIIOIIAS FoRAy's SELECTION ON R-E5E1CVES ON BULDERUDOEIIA Rn:—
Ret-urn to Order (Session 1878-9), laid on Table, 424 ......................................................
MR- HENRY Anniun JIOUGJS
Petition from, that lie conditionally purchased and improved certain land in the parish ot
Tarramiah, that through on error of the Survey Department said purchase encroached or
reserres, and that lie was put to considerable expense defending all action in Supreme Court,
and praying relief, presented, 472 ...........................................................................
APPLICATIONS TO PUROIIA5E TN VIRTUE OF IMPROi'E3rEXTS
Motion made (M)'. Bas'bo,sr) for a Return of all, under 2nd, 5th, and 31st clauses, that had
not been dealt with at date of passing of Act of 1830, 483.
CROWN LANDS PL'RCIJASFJS 'VALIDATION BILL:—
Motion made (Mr. Hoskins) for leave to bring in, 340; presented and read 10, 340; read 2-0
committed, reported with amendments, and report adopted, 396; read 3°, passed, and sent
to Council, 400.
CROWN SOLICITOR (See "WILLIAMS, MR. JOHN, CROWN SOLICITOR,")
CURATOR- OF INTESTkI'E ESTATES (See "SLA'FIERY, MR. T. IL")
CURRIE, JOHN
Petition from, respecting loss of his land originally selected by John Daly at North Lis,nore
presented, 123 .................................................................................................
CUSTOMS
Further Correspondence respecting Border, with South Australia, laid on Table, 418, 483 ........
Returns showing amount of Duties paid during certain periods of 1878-9 by Messrs. John Frazei
& Co., Messrs. Watson Bros., Messrs. Tooth & Co., Toolicy & Co., and Dalton Bros., laid or
Table, 493 ........................................................................................................
CUSTOMS INCREASED DUTiES BILL
Resolaftions from Ways and Means, Nos. 5 and 7, sgreed to, 129 ; Bill brought in (Mr. Walso,,
presented, and read ii, 140; read 20, committed, reported without amendment, and report
ndopted, 145 ; read 30, passed, and sent to Council, 148 ; rcti,rnod without awendnlent, 158 assent reported, 173,
CUSTOMS REGULATION ACT
Rules made by Board of Cosnniissioners under, laid on Table, 26 ........................................

549
21-1

37

511
551

553
493
379
25
27

555
387

557

,

jJ
DALTON BROS., MESSES, (See tDUTIES.")
DANIELS, MB-. (See "CIVIL SERVICE.")
DARLING HARBOUR
Motion made (ALi2Ei,rlcy, Marlin1) that immediate steps be taken to remove Pyrinont Bridge,
and that drorlging operations be carried on uea-r the wharfs in, and negatived, 24.
DARLINGIIURST (See "GAOLS.")
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DAY, MR. GEORGE, THE YOUNGER.
Petition from, representing that he condilionnily purchased land on the Yarrabee Run, of which
the Messrs. Robertson nero lessees, and expended a large Sum in Improvements, and that, by!
a judgment of the Privy Council, lie was obliged to give tip possession, and pning relief,
presented, 413 ................................................................................................
DEATH OF RICHARD DREVER, ESQUIRE, MV.—
Reported and House adjourned, 479.
DEBATE (See, "ADfOUliNMiKT.")
DEBT (See "IMPRISONMRN'T FOR DEBT ABOLITION BILL.")
DEBTORS (Zoo "WRITS OF CA. 24.")
DEFENCES, COLONIAL
Dcspatéh respecting Royal Commission on, laid on Table, 118 ............................................
DENILIQLJIN
Pcjnaic SCHOOL BOARD—
Correspondence respecting the resignation of, laid on Table, 250 .........................................
Ws'rua Suppay
Petition from Mayor a,ad Aldermen that no suitable provision has been made for, presented, 330
DENOMINATIONAL SCHOOLS (See "EDUCATION.")
DEODOIIIZATION OF SEWAGE MATTER
Motion made (Mr. .i'brnetl) for all Papers, &e., and Reports of any Board relative to, 405;
Retnrn to Order, laid on Table, 4.28 ........................................................................
DEPUTY SPEAKER'S COMMISSION TO ADMINISTER TilE OATH
Receipt of, reported by 31r. Speaker and read by the Clerk, 16.
DESPATC I] ES
LAm OY'J'ABLE
Disallowing Matrimonial Causes Act Amendnieut Act, 2 ...................................................
Measnroitsu,it of Greek Ships, 86 ...................................................................................
Royal Cuannaision on Colonial Defences, 118....................................................................
Forwarding Report made to Q,secnsland Govcrinncnt on Pearl Fisheries, 105 ..........................
DESTITUTE CIIILDI1EN (See also "RAND WICK ASYLUM FOR DESTITUTE CHILDREN,")
Soesny FOR Rar,iup OF:—
By'latvs of, laid on Table, 403 .......................................................................................
DIBBS, MR.. GEORGE RICHARD
Motion made (Mr. Bie:hanasi) for all Correspondence between Mr. John Shepherd and any
Minister or Officer of the Government roeporting arrest of, 408 ; Motion made (fir. linrley,
Jtartky), that letter from J. Shepherd, MV., be added to the Papers, 454; Return to
Address, laid on Table, 480 ....................................................................................
DINES, MR. (See "LAND.")
DIRECTORS OF COMPANIES, CIVIL SERVANTS AS
Circular respecting, laid on Table, 90.............................................................................
Motion made (fl!;. Titche') to rescind Resolutions respecting, and to allow such offices to be held
when attendance is rot roquired during office hours, negatived on Division) 209, 210.
DISCHARGED PRISONERS (See "PRISON'ERS.")
DISCOVERY OF BARRINGTON GOLD FIELD—
Motion ]nnde (Mr. Uope1esed) for Select Committee to inquire into claims to reward for, 35
Return to Order referred to Committee, 00 Report brought up, 840 ; adopted, 400 .........
DISEASES IN ZIlBEr ACTS AMENDMENT ACT OF 1878
Copy of Imotiee in Govarapjc,st Gazette, extending the provisions of the 14th section to the Sheep
District of Cooma, laid on Table, 323
DIVISIONS
Attendanco of Members in, and Coiints.ont during the Session .............................................
Special Adjournment, 105 (), 181.
Adjournment of Debate, 275, 4.25.
Adjournment of the io,,se, 110, 254.
No Tellers on, 24, 74, 177, 188, 194, 2053 296) 316, 8183 467.
Formal Business (Sessional Order), 7.
Order of the Day diselmnrged, 316.
Suspension of Standing Orde,'s, 486.
Matrimonial Causes Act Amendment Bill, 14.
Seat of Thomas Garrett, Esquire (Question of Privilege), 17.
Cattle Sale Yards, 23 ; rescission of Resolution, 53.
Prison Labour on Public Works, 24
Applications to purchase Crown Lands" (rescission of order for printing), 24.
Lands Acts Furl.l,er Amendnaent Bill, 29, 41, 56, 291, 202, 327.
Police at Raymond Terrace, 35,
Church and School Lands, 42 (1), 43.
Conneelion of Great Northern Raila'ay with Sydney, 49.
Inspection of Convents, Nu,,nes'ies, and Monasteries, 50.
Time Totalizator Legalizing Bill, 63, 160.
Pnblie Instruction Bill, 82, 212.
Beer's Disabilities Bill, 84.
Challenge in Misdemeanour Bill, 95.
Sydnoy City and Suburban Tramway and Omnibus Company's Bill, 102, 316,
Railway Rates on flay and Straw, 135.
Stamp Duties Bill, 145, 172.
Dedieatio,, of Crown Lands for Religious purposes, 337.
Commission of the Peace, 858.
Erection of an Hospital in Sydney, 118, 140.
Bettisg llouses Suppression Act Anse,,dmeut Bill, 174, 185.
Purchases by the Govern,nent from Menibers of the Legislative Assembly, 176.
Sir Alfred Stephen, Lieuhnant.Gove,',sor, 1.03.
The Prerogative of Mercy, 194.
Bridge over the Myall River, at Bulahdelah, 194, 205, 254.
Civil Servants as Directors of Companies, 210.
Powers of Lrgislative Council Deelanitory Bill, 275, 280.
Vote of Censure (Mr. Yitzpatric/c), 307.
State aid to Affiliated Colleges, 318.
Oyster Leases Validation Bill, 324.
Eleetonil Bill, 373, 377.
Encousugemnent and Protection of Netive Industries (contingent Motion on Sepply) , 397.
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DIVISIONS (contiaued
Volunteer Land Orders Bill, 414,
Stamp Duties Bill (No. 3), 419.
Mineral Selection at Mitchell's Creek, 425.
Gold-mining Leases Regulations, 429.
Punctuation of Bills and Acts of Parliament, 430.
Town Hall Municipal Lea's Bill, 441.
Railway Trial Survey, rid Bruidwood to Conma. 476.
Case of Patrick and Michael Griffin—rescission of adoption of Report from Select Committee, 477.
Wool Cattle and Coal Tax Bill, 477.
Municipal Baths Site Acquisition Bill, 486.
IN COMMITTEE OF TEE Wxots
Weekly Report of, Nos. 1 to 25 ....................................................................................
LandsAets Further Amenduient Bill ) 501, 502 (2), 503, 504(1)505,553(1), 555, 557., 505, 566.
Public Instruction Bill, 507, 503 (s), 509 (2), 535 ('), 537, 538 (0, 539, 540 (2), 54.1.
Stamp Duties Bill, 518 (2), 519, 521, 522 1), 523 (°), 524 (s), 525 (2), 527 ('),525 (a) , 529( 2 ),
538, 534 ().
Bridge over the Myall River at Bulahdelal,, 51.1.
Duncan's Supernnnnatiou Bill, 543.
Sydney Corporation Act Amendment Bill (No. 3), 545, 551.
Stamp Duties Bill (No. 2), 547, 550 (2).
Usury Limitation Bill, 559.
Electoral Bill, 562 (2), 564. ('), 605, 567, 568, 570 (2), 571 ('), 572 (), 573, 590.
Small Debts Act Ansendsnent Bill, 560.
Stamp Duties Bill (No. 3), 580 (i), 583.
Liquor Licenses Suspensor-v Bill, 587 )Wool Cattle and Coal Tax Bill, 589, 590.
Wars AND MEANS:—
Stamp Duties, 513, 514 (a).
Customs and Excise Duties—Spirits, 515.
Do.
Wines, 515.
Excise Duties—Becr, 515.
Duties of Customs and other .Taxcs_\srool, 585.
Do.
do.
Cattle, 586.
Do.
do.
Coal, 586.
SUPPLY—GENERAL ESTrMATES FOR 1880:—
His Excellency the GoEernor, 545, 54 (4), 547.
Legislative Council, 547.
C'olonial Secretary, 552.
Pariiaaasatary llaportinq StaJ 552.
Agent General for the Colony, 569.
Petty Session,v
Police .Afogist rate, .Eurrowa, SilO, 570. 575 ().
Do.
Neucastle 576 (2)
Public Works and Buildinys— Three Coast-house, 576.
Inens(qration, 577.
PaRTnER SU5'PLuMENTARY ESTIMATES FOR 1879
£'onipensation for loss and injnry sustained by Ak Saw by/also imprisonment, 579
DRAINING FLOODED LANDS, MAULBAY RIVER:—
Retuna to Order (Session 1878-9), laid ou Table, 416,
DRIVER, RICHARD, ESQUiRE, M.P. :—
Death of, reported and House adjourned, 479; Seat as Member for Electoral District of Windsor
declared vacant, 484.
DUlIBO (Soc "RAILWAYS.")
DUNCAN'S SUPERANNUATION ETa:—
Motion Inade (Mr Watson) for Committee of_ the Whole, 68; House in Committee and
Resolution agreed to, Bill presented and read 10, Message from C-overnnr recommending, 87
2
read 2° and committed, 202 ; Mouse again in Committee, reported with nmendrneut, 213;
report adopted, 21.7; read 30, passed, and sent to Council, 221 ; returned without amend
ment, 280; assent reported, 280.
DUPLICATION (See "TELEGRAPE")
DUTIES
Return showing amount of, paid at certain periods of 1878-9 by Messrs. John Fearer & Co.,
Sydney, Messrs. Watson Bros., Young, Messrs. Tooth & Co., Toohey & Co., and Dalton
Bros., laid on Table, 493 ........................................................................................ 2
%VINE
Correspondence and Papers relating to, laid on Table, 18 ....................................................2

501

799

619
023

E
EAGAIt, THE HONORABLE GEOFFREY:—
Motion made (Mr. AJeEThone) for a Eot,uru giving particulars of mailsire supplied to, from the
Abattoir, Globe Islaud, 330; Return to Order laid on Table, 330.................................
EAST MACQUARIE:—
Er,seroscAL Djsvscic'r OF—
Issue and return of writ reported, 1 ; Edward Co,ubcs, Esq., C.M.G., sworn, I.
EAST SYDNEY:—
BT,E0TORAL Drsvaiov OF'.—
Resignation of Alexander Stuart, Esquire, as a Member for, reported, and seat declared vacant, 61;
issue and return of Writ reported, 107; Arthur Renwiek, Esquire, sworn, 107; leave given
to Clerk to produce papers in case of persouatiou, 140.
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EDUCATION (See also "PUBLIC INSTRUCTION BILL.")
COUNCIL OP
Report of, on Public Schools, for 1879, laid on Table, 308..................................................
Supplementary and Final Report of, on Schools under, laid on Table, 304 ..............................
Correspondence respecting thanks of the Government for their services, to the Members of the
late, laid on Table, 467 ........................................................................................
Return showing the number of Denosuinationel Schools closed and opened since 1st January
1872, laid on Table, 56 ..........................................................................................
Report of, on Denominational Schools, for 1879, laid on Table, 308 .......................................
SYDNEY GRAMMAR Senoon
Report for 387$, laid on Table, 34 .................................................................................
PUBLIC SCE00L, RAYMOND TERRACE
Return of number of Children on Roll Book from 1877 to 1879, laid on Table, 56 ...................
TROENTCAL
.
Petition from H. W. S. Edmunds in favour of, presented, 65 ............................................
SCRIPTURE LESSON B00ES 1—
Used in Public Schools, laid on Table, as Exhibits only, 77.
VISITS or CLERGYMEN TO PUBLIC SeRooLs
Return shoaing number of, from 1st January, 1877, to 10th Decejober, 1879, laid on Table, 00
PUBLIC Senooa SITE, Monun
Correspondence respecting sale of old, to Bank of New South Wales, laid on Table, 209 ...........
PUBLIC SCHOOL BOARD AT DENILIQUIN
Correspondence respecting resignation of, laid on Table, 250 ...............................................
A21'ILIATED COLLEGES
Motion ntado (Air. Buchanan.) that all State Aid should be withdrawn from, and Bill introduced
by the Government to carry out. resolution, and negatived, 318.
LIGaTING AND HEATING AND VENTILATION OP SCIL00L BUILDINGS
Report on, in Great Britain, the Continent of Europe, and America, by Edward Combes, 0MG.,
Mr., laid on Table, 353 .......................................................................................
PUBLIC INSTRUCTION ACT
Regulations under, laid on Table, 348, 450 .....................................................................
ELECTIONS AND QUALIFICATIONS COMMITTEE
pcnker's Warrant appointing, laid on Table, 13; maturity of, reported, 25 ; Members sworn,
28 (i), 38 ) 46, 49.
SEAT OP TRellIs G-An]SlirT, ESQUIRE (Question of privileyc)
Motion made (Mr. C'ohea) that matter of acceptance of sent on City of Sydney Improvement
Board by Thomas Garrett, Esq., one of the Members for Camden, be referred to, 16; and
negatived on Division, 17.
ELECTORAL (See also 'ELECTIONS AND QUALIFICATIONS COMMITTEE"; also "ELECTORAL BILL)"
ROLLS
Return showing the number of Electors on, of each Electoral District for 1879-80, laid on
Table, 2 .........................................................................................................
Return showing the estimated number of Electors entitled to vote in the several Gold Fields
Districts for 1879-80; laid on Table, 2 ...............................................................
Return showing the number of Electors on, of each Electoral District for 1879-SO, and for
...............................................................................
1880-81, laid on Table, 258....
EAST MAoquAnla
Issue and return of Writ reported, 1 ; Edward Combes, Esquire, C.M.G., sworn, 1.
MORPETE
Issoe and return of Writ reported, 1 ; Robert Wisdom,. Esquire, sworn, 1.
TEE UNIVIIaSITY OP SYDNEY
Issue and return of Writ reported, 1 ; Edmund Barton, Esquire, sworn, 16.
EAST SYDNEY:—
Resignation of Alexander Stuart, Esquire, us a Member for, reported, and Seat declared vneant,
61 ; issue and. return of Writ reported, 1.07 ; Arthur Renwiok, Esquire, sworn, 107; leave
given to clerk to produce papers in case of Personatiom,, 140.
BALRANALD
Position from Electors praying that the Electorate mav be divided, presented, 65 ....................
QUEANBEYAN
Return respecting applications for Roads in Electorate, laid on Table, 157.............................
PAnDiNorow
Resignation of John Sâtberland, Esquire, as Member for, reported, and Seat declared vacant,
165 ; issue and return of Writ reported, and William lfezlet sworn, 207 ; discrepancy
between return and signatnre reported, and return on Writ amended, 211.
NEwOAS'rLx
Petition from S. Chapman, Mayor, for Citizens, praying that, the boundaries may be enlarged
and two Members granted, presented, 241 ..................................................................
Txn C.T.ARENCE
Resignation of Thomas Bawden, Esquire, as Member for, reported, and Seat declared voeant, 253;
issue and return of Writ reported, 297 ; Charles Hugh Fawcctt, Esquire, sworn, 301.
Nonvnuarnnxr..ucn
Resignation of Thomas Hungerford, Esquire, as Me,uber for, reported and Seat dcclaredvaeant, 289;
issue and return of Writ reported, and Ninian Meville, junior, Esquire, sworn, 317.
THE Gwrnnt
Motion made (Mr. Daagar) for it, Return showing particulars of burial grounds dedicated,
with names of Trustees, 204; Rot,nrn to Order, laid on Table, 261 .................................
Motion made (Mr. Dauqar) for Return showing particulars of Recrcntioa Reserves in, 304
Return to Order, laid on Table, 380 .......................................................................
Motion made (Mr. Danger) for a Return showing all revenue derived from various sources, and
all moneys expended in, 442.
lC,aslA
Resignotion of Samuel Charles, Esquire, as Member for, reported, and Seat declared vacant, 417 ;
issue and return of writ reported, 475 ; llarmau John Tarrant, Esquire, sworn, 470.
ItLAnvAuaA
Resignation of Samuel William Gray, Esquire, as Member for, reported, and Seat declared
vne;L,, t, -1-20 ; issue sad return of Writ reported, and Alexander S tan rt, Esquire, sworn, 485.
tYiw us, p it
Decal, of Richard Driver, Esquire, Member for, reported, and House odjourned, 479 ; Spat.
declared vacant,, 484.
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ELECTORAL BILL:—
Motion made (Sir .ffearsj Pas'lces) for Committee of the Whole, 8; Message from Governor
recommending, 28; House in Committee and Resolotion agreed to, 87; Bill presented and read
3
10, 95; Order of the Day jiestponed, 258, 272 ; motion made for 20, and debate adjourned,
293 ; resumed, Bill read 2 , and committed, 29(3; further considered in Committee, 308,31.1,
324, 327, 341, 345; 358 ; reported with amendments, 358; recommitted, 360; further con
sidered in Committee, reported 2° with further amendments, 361; recommitnl 2° negatived,
and report adopted, 373; read 30, passed, and sent to Council, 377; returned with amendments)
420; Council's amendments agreed to, and message to Council, 485 ; assent reported, 491.
Estimated number of Electors, as per Schedule A, laid on Table, 125 .................................... 3
Proposed Electorates, as per Schedule A, laid On Table, 125 ................................................... 3
Psrxriose RESPECTING, PRESENTED PROM
Miners of Bill End and Tembaroora, read by Clerk, 135 ................................. ...................
Do. Home Rule, 135 ......................................................................................... '
Do. District of Cargo, 165 ................................................................................... 3
William Xi,,near, Chairman of Public Meeting of Freehelders, &c., Electors of The Clarence, 202
3
Electors of Windsor and Hawkesbury Electorates, that the Bill deals unjustly with these
Electorates by eonibiaing them and giving them only one Member instead of three as at
present, 274 ...... ...................................................................................................S
Electors of Munieipali' of Wielclmm, to be annexed to Electorate of Newcastle, and that two
Members may be allowed to that Electorate, 274........................................................... 3
Electors of St. Leonards, for division into two Electorates, 307............................................... 3
James Stocks, Mayor of Lismore, on behalf of the Electors of Lismpre in favour of, 353................3
Richard Sadleir, RN., suggesting certain Amendments in, 370 ............................................ 3
Certain Citizens of Sydney, that the Bill be rejected rather than agree to clause requiring a )
deposit of40 by candidate, 413 ................................................................................ 3
Frederick Brainwood, Chairman of Public Meeting, Sydney,
do
do
418... .1
ELGIN-STREF,T (See 'tRAILWAYS.")
ELMS, ESTATE OF THE LATE ABRAHAM (See also "SLATTERY, MB. T. M.")
Motion made (Mr. .Rosebq) for all correspondence, &e., respecting, for statement of account sales
of tIm property, and disburse,tents, 307 ; Return to Order, laid on Table, 304 ..................
3
ENCOURAGEMENT AND PROMOTION OF NATIVE INDUSTRIES
Motion made (Mr. Buchanan) in favour of, and House counted out., 152.
Motion again made (Mr. Buchanan), and House counted out, 260.
Motion made (sr. Buchassaa) contingent on Supply, and negatived, 397.
ENDOWMENT (See also" MUNICIPALITIES SPECiAL ENDOWMENT BILL.")
or AGRIcULTURAL SoernrEs
Motion made (Mr. Bprboscr) for Return showing; also aniount of subscriptions to each Society
upon which calculation was based for 1879, 310; Return to Order laid on Table, 323 .......... 5
or MvlcioIpaiTaEs
Motion made (Mr. Cohen) for Committee of the whole that sum be pineed on Additional
Estimates for payment of a sum equal to amount of rates received during the past year, and
by leave withdrawn, 366.
EQUITY BILL:—
Received from Council and read 1°, 105; Order of the Day postponed, 149, 1.76 ; motion made
for 2°, and Amendment to refer Bill to Select Committee siffing on "Equity Branch of the
Supreme Court" passed, 189; Report of Select Committee brought up and Order of the
3
Day for second readissg fixed, 429; Order of Day postponed, 4.51 ; read 2° and committed,
453; further considered in Committee, reported with amendment and report adopted, 473;
recommitted, reported 2° with further amendment and report adopted, 477; read 3°, passed,
and returned to Council with amendments, 484 ; Assembly's amendments agreed to, 485
assent reported, 491..
EQUITY BRANCH OF THE SUPREME COUIC
Motioa made (Mr. .Farseii) for Select Committee to inquire into and report upon workiog and
administm.tiou of, 74; Progress Report of previous Committee referred, 168; Equity Bill
referred, 189 ; Papers referred, 380, 388 ; Report brought up, 429 ............................... 3
ERECTION OF AN HOSPITAL IN SYDNEY (See "HOSPITAL.")
ESTIMATES:-Message No. 7, transmitting, for 1880, Supplementary for 1879 and previous years, and of
expenditure on account of Public Works, he., out of Surplus Revenue Account, 86............. 2
For 1880, Supplementary for 1879 and previous years, and of expenditure on account o f, Public
Works, and other Services proposed to be defrayed out of the Surplus Revenue Account, laid
onTable, 86 ....................................................................................................... 2
Ways and Means for 1880, laid on Table, 91 ................................................................... 2
Schedule to, for 1880, laid on Table, 119 .......................................................................
..
2
il essage No. 50, transmitting Additional, for 1880—Further Supplementary, for 1.379 and previous
yeara—Additioaal, on account of Services, to be defrayed from Surplus Revenue Account—
and Losu, for 1880, for Public Works, 40-i' ................................................................2
Additional, for 1880—Further Supplementary, for 1879 and previous ycars—Additiosial, on
account of Services proposed to be defrayed out of the Surplus Revenue Account—Estimates
of Public Works, for 1880, proposed to be provided for by Lean, laid on Table, 404
2
PREPARED By CoLONIAL AnearIraot :Return to Order (Session 1878-9), laid on Table., 114...........................................................5
EVANS a. MERRIMAN
Motion made (Mr. McEihoee) for correspondence in ease of, 83; Return to Address, laid on
Table.193 .......................................................................................................... 3
EVIDENCE BY COMMISSJONER.S UNDER GREAT-SEAT, BILL:—
Motion made (31s-. Win/em) for leave to bring in, 377 ; preseul.ed and read 10, 380; l\[essngc
from Governor i'econssnessdiug, 381' ; read 20, eossuuittad, reported without asaosmdmeut and
3
report adopted, 385 ; read 30, passed, and sent to Council, 338; returned with amendments,
414; amendments agreed to and Message to Council, 419; assent reported, 444.
EXCISE DUTIES
Petition from J. H. Iliedmarsl,, on behalf of the inhabitants of lures-elI, against imposition of.
presented, 135 ................................................................................................... 2
EXECUTIVE COIeThIISSIONER (See "PARIS.")
EXECIJIl YE COUNCILLORS (FbINCTIONS SUBSTITUTION) BTLL
Motion made (Sir Jfem-y Parke.) for leave to bring in, 310; presented and i-cad 10, 341 ; read
2°, eoum,nil ted, reported with amendments, and report adopted, 401 ; read 31, passed, and
sent to Council, 405 returned with amendments, 440; amendments agreed to, and Eessage
to Council, 459; assent reported, 476.
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EXHIBITION (See "INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION"; also "PARIS.")

EXHIBITS:Laid on Table, 88, 62, 77, 180, 261, 286, 345, 485.
EXPLANATORY ABSTRACTS
OfSums Estimated and Voted ..................................................................................

F
FAIRFAX, MOLINEAUX, AND ACKERMAN (See GOLD FIELDS.")
FANNING, MESSRS. W. & F. (See "CORRIGAN, HUGH.")
FAWCETT, CHARLES HUGh, ESQUIRE
Return of, as Member for the Electoral District of The Clarence, reported, 297; sworn, 801.
FERRIES (See "TOLLS!')
FINANCE (See also "CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND BILL")
SUPPLY
Sessional Order passed, 7.
Motion made (M. Watson) for House to go into Committee, 88.
Motion made (Sir Henry Parices) for House to go into Committee, and by leave withdrawn, 893.
House in Committee, 91, 106, 141, 201, 229, 244, 254, 310, 355, 301, 370,374, 414, 416, 430,
Resolutions reported, 91, 106, 141, 201, 254, 310, 361, 414, 430.
Resolutions agreed to, 91, 106, 141, 201, 254, 310, 361, 414, 437.
Contingent Motion made (Mr. .Encl,anan) that Fiscal Policy should be so framed as to promote.
encoumgo, and protect native industries, and negatived, 397.
WArs AND MEANS
Sessional Order passed, 7.
Motion made (Mr. Watson) for House to go into Committee, 38.
House in Committee, 91 (Financial Staten,ent, 1011, 107 (2), 115, 123, 125, 128, 141, 168, 201,
254, 311, 361, 414 (Supplementary Financial Statement), 437e), 442, 416, 451e), 459, 462.
Resolutions reported, 106, 115, 123, 128, 141, 168, 201, 255, 311, 362, 437, 451, 462, 466.
Resolutions received, 406.
Resolutions agreed to, 106, 115, 125, 129, 141, 169, 201, 255, 311, 362, 4.37.
No Quorum in Committee, reported, 451.
Order of Day for reception of Resolution discharged, 458.
Estimates for 1880 (Mr. Watson), laid on Table, 91 ........................................................
Explanatory Statement of Public Accounts, as embodied in, laid on Table, 91 ........................
Instruction to Committee on Stamp Duties Bill to make provision pursuantto Resolution of, 169
Resolutions N'os. 3 and 4, read by Clerk, to allow of Stump Duties Bill (Kos. 2 and 3) being
brought an, 235, 415.
EsvnsAs-xs
Message No. 7, transmittig, for 1880, Supplementary for 1879 and previous years, and of expenditure on account of Public Works, &c., 86 ...............................................................
For 1880, Supplementary for 1879 and previous years, and of exponditure oa' account of Public
Works and other Services proposed to be defrayed out of the Surplus Revenue Account, laid
onTable, 86 .....................................................................................................
Ways and Means for 1880, laid on Table, 91 ..................................................................
Schedule to Estinintes.in-Chief for 1880, laid on Table, 119 ...............................................
Message No.50, transmittingAdditional, for 1880-Further Supplementary, for 1879 and previous
years-Additional, on account of Services, to be defrayed from Surplus Revenue Accountend Loan, for 1880, for Public Works, 40. ..............................................................
Additional, for 1880-Furthcsr Supplementary, for 1879 and previous years-Additional, on
account of Services proposed, to be defrayed out of the Surplus Rovenuo Aoeauntt-':ltstimato
of Public Works, for 1880, proposed to be provided for by Loan, laid on Table, 404............
EXCISE DUTIES
Petition from J. H. Hindmarsh, on behalf of the inhabitants of Inverell, ngasnst imposition of,
presented, 135 ...................................................................................................
PRoposED NEW TAxATIoN
Petition from .1. P. Tyler, Mayor of Walisend, and James Richardson, Mnyor of Plattsburg, as
Chairmen of Public Meetings, against the proposed taxation on Coal, Sl,nlo, Wool, and Live
Stock, presented, 4.28 ..........................................................................................
Petition from JoIns lricars, Cl,airmau of Public Meeting of Citizens of Sydney, praying the
House to reject the scheme, presented, 4.50 ...............................................................
Petition from Colliery Owners, Iron-masters, and others, at Lithgow, that they view with alarm
the proposed imposit:ioa of a royalty or tax on all Coal raised, and alleging that such tax
would prejudice their enterprise, presented, 454 .........................................................
VOTE OP Cnmrv
Message No.9, for Services for 1879 and 1880, read by Mr. Speaker, 105 • ............................
Do.
12, for January, read by Mr. Speaker, 128 .....................................................
Do.
19, for February,
do.,
196 ......................................................I
Do.
27, for March,
do.,
252 .....................................................
Do.
35, for April,
do.,
304 .....................................................
Do.
40, for May,
do.,
358 ......................................................
APPLICATION OF BALANCE
Minnte of the Governor and Executive Council, authorizing transfer from one Head of Service to.
another, laid on Table by Mr. Speaker, 19, 174,380.....................................................
BANE LIAFILIrlsss AND ASSETS.General Abstract, of, for Quarter ended 30 June, 1879, laid On Table, 2 .................................
Do,
do.
30 Septeu,ber, 1.879, laid on Table, 87 ........................
Do.
do.
31 December, 1879,
do
204 .......................
Do.
do.
31 March, 1.880
336 .......................
do
Pnnr.Ic AccouNTs
F.xplanntorv Statement of, as embodied i,i tl,c Ways and Means for 188D, laid on Table, 91 .....
Abstracts of, for 1879, with Auditor General's Report thereon, laid on Table, 476 .................
BANK or NEW SOUTSI WALES
Correspondence with, in reference to the transfer of money from London, laid on Table, 101 .....
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5
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4
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5
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FJNANCE (eonfinued)
GOVERNMENT SAVWGS B,s.xz
Statement of Aecoujüs, from 1 January to 81 December, 1879, laid on Table, 298......................
Tnust MONEYS Dxpoeir ACCOUNT
From 1 April, 1879, to 81 March, 1880, laid on Table, 308....................................................
EX1ENAT0RY ABSTRACTS
Of sums estimated and voted ........................................................................................
FINANCIAL STATEMENT:—
House in Committee of Ways and Means, to enable Colonial Treasurer (Air. Watson) to make, 91,
414.
FINES INFLICTED ON GAOL WARDEnS
Motion made (Mr. MeElhone) for a Return showing amount and disposal of, 370; Return to1
Order, laid on Table, 446........................................................................................
FINLAY, SENIOR CONSTABLE (See "POLICE.")
FISHERIES OF THE COLONY
Report of Royal Commission upon state and prospect of, together with minutes of evidence and
appendices, laid on Table, 345 ..................................................................................
FLOODED LANDS (See "XACLEAY RiVER.")
FLOODS IN THE HUNTER:—
Report and Estimate, laid on Table, 118 .........................................................................
FORAN THOMAS
SEaurnoic OF, ON RESERVES ON BOLDEBUDGERA RUN :-.Return to Order (Session 1878-9), laid on Table, 424........................................................
FORFEITED PURCHASES DECLARATORY BILL:—
Motion made (Mr. Hosicins) for leave to bring in, presented, and read 10, 274; read 20, coInmitted, reported with amendments, and report adopted, 282; recommitted, reported 20
with further amendments, and report adopted, 291; read 3", passed, and sent to Council,
296; returaed with amendments, 326; Council's amendments agreed to, disagreed to, and
amended, 341; Message to Council, 348; Council does not insist on its Amendments disagreed
to, and agrees to Assembly's Amendments upon Council's Amendments, 385; assent reported,
424,.
FORMAL BUSIXESS
Sessional Order, passed 6.
FORMS OF GRANT UNDER CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
Motion made (Mr. Copeland) that Opinion of Attorney General should be obtained as to neces
sity of gazetting and laying upon the Table, and negatived, 50.
FOESTER, WILLIAM, ESQUIRE (See "AGENT GENERAL FOR THE COLONY.")
FRAZER, MESSRS. JOHN AND CO. (See "DUTIES.")
FREE LIERARY:—
By.laws for Regulation of, Gu]gong, laid on Table, 23 .......................................................
Do.
Albion Park (Shellharbour), laid on Table, 160...............................
FREE PUBLIC LIBRARY:—
Report from Trustees, for 1879, laid on Table, 270 .............................................................
FRIDAY AS A SITTING DAY:—
Motion made (Mr. Greenwood) to alter Sessional Orders, so as to do away with, and by leave withdnwn, 278.

GAOLS:—
FmEe INflICTED ON WARDEnS 1—
Motion made (Mr. MeElhone), for Return showing amount and disposal of, 370; Return to Order,
laidon Table, 446 ...............................................................................................
DARLnW H U ES F
Letter from Principal Gaoler to Comptroller General of Prisons, respecting "Interviewing
Captain Moonlite," laid on Table, and read by Clerk, 76................................................
GARDEN PALACE ("See INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION.")
GARRETT, THOMAS ESQUIRE, M.P.
Question of Privilege:—
Motion made (Mr. Cohen) that the matter of the acceptance of a seat on the City of Sydney
Improvement Board by, be referred to the Committee of Elections and Qualifleations, 16;
and negatived on Division, 17.
APPoINTMENT OF, AS A MEXBEE OF THE City OF SYDNEY IMPROVEMENT BOARD:—
Motion made (Mr. Cohen) against, and withdrawn, 73.
GATE (See "PUBLIC.")
GENERAL BUSINESS
Sessional Order as to precedence of, passed, 6.
GrBBINS, MR. (See" HUNTER RIVER.")
GILMOUR, BEARD, & SMITH, MESSRS. (See "CROWN LANDS.").
GLASS, J. (See" CROWN LANDS.")
GLEBE ISLAND (See "ABAnOIR")
GLENDON BROOK (See "BRIDGES.")
GOLD FIELDS (See also "MINERAl")
Dxseovsay OF BARRINGTON:—
Motioa made (Mr CopeMnd) for Select Committee to inquire into claims for rewnrds for, 35;
Return to Order referred to Committee, 90; Report brought up, 340; adopted, 409 .........
Cr.Anss ro ErASES AT HILL EN],
Motion made (Jfr. .lieyers) for papers connected with, and the claims of Messrs. Fairfax, MolyBeaux, Ackerman, and others, 136; Return to Order, laid on Table, 176 ...........................
Cram or jo,sis O'BRIEN To LAND AT Pnm'cu AnmED GULLY, Tvooxa :—
Motion made (.21Ev. ii. IL Brown) for all Corn'spnndenee respecting, 31-9; Rehirn In Order, laid
on 'Jhhle, 440.
Motion made (Mr. H. it Th'on'n) for Select Committee to inquire into, 409; Feturu to Order,'
referred, 454.
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GOLD FIELDS (continued)
MINING LsnBs REGULATIONS
Motion made (Mr. Copdand) that Amendments be made in, to give effect to certain suggestiom
set forth, and House counted out, 406; Motion again made (Mr. Copeland) and negatived, 429
PETITION OF MR. E. W. Runneat
Motion mndc (Mr. R. B. Smith) for Select Committee to consider, as to his claim for 0-ok
Discover7 in 1851, 430; Report brought up, 487 ........................................................
Gorn LEASES APPLIED FOB ON COPELAND DIVISION OF HUNTER AND MAcLEAN MINING
Dismicrs
Return respecting, laid on Table, 475 ..........................................................................
GOVERNMENT
Broans DEPARTMENT
Report, with Minutes of Evidence, of the Board of Inquiry into charges preferred by Mr. J. }
Nash against (Part 2), laid on Table, 2 .....................................................................
BUSINESS
Sessional Order as to precedence of, passed, 6.
Smevior
Motion made (Mr. Copaland) for Return of number of persons receiving Governmout pay eithes
by salaries, wages, subsidies, or fees, during 1878, 35; Return to Order, laid on Table, 118...
l'URoIIASES BY, FROM MEMBERS OF THE LEGISLATIVE ASS}:SLBLY
Motion made (Mr. .Mc.Ethone) condomuing, and negatived on Division, 176.
ASYLUMS FOR INFIRM AND DESTITUTE
Repoi't for 1878, laid on Table, 38 ................................................................................
SAVINGS DANK:-Statement of Accounts, from 1st January to 31st December, 1879, laid on Table, 298 ..............
GOVERNOR (See also "MESSAGES'; also "LULUTRNA1cT.GOVE1QfOR" also "ADMINISTRATOR OF THE GOVERNMENT.")
Message from, delivered by Usher of Black Rod, 2, 493.
Letters Patent constituting the office of, and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of New Souti
Wales, laid on Table, 2
Instructions to, and Commander.in.Chief of the Colony of New South Wales, laid on Table, 2
Conunissiou appointing the Right Honorable Lord Augustus William Frederick Spencer Loftus
GOB., to be Governor and Comniande,'-in.Chief, laid on Table, 2 ................................
Opening Speech of, 3 ; Address in reply, 4'; reply to Address in reply, 5.
APPoINTMENT OF Loins AvousTus Wiars.r FREDERICK SPENcER Lorrus AS
Message No. 1 from Governor, informing Assembly of, 5; read by Clerk, 13; Address in neknow
ledgment adopted, 14; Speaker reported presentation of Address of congratulation, and
Governor's reply thereto, 16...................................................................................
GRAIN (See "STANDA1tD WEIGHT FOR AGRICULTURAL PRODUCE DILL.")
GRAMMAR SCHOOL (See "EDUCATiON.")
GRASSHOPPER PLAGUE
Petition from Inhabitants of southern Riverina that they view with serious apprehension the
threntened extiuctionof the Pastoral and Agricultural interests of southern Riverina by, and
praying for the passage of a special enactment prohibiting the destruction of certain birds
and eggs for three years, preseeted, 258 ..................................................................
GRAY, SAMUEL WILLIAM, ESQUIRE
Resignation of, as Member for Electoral District of Illawnrra, reported, and seat declared vacant.,
429.
GREAT SEAL (See "EVIDENCE BY COMMISSIONERS UNDER GREAT SEAL BILL.")
GREEK SHIPS:—
Despatch respecting measurement of, laid on Table, 86 .....................................................
GRIFFIN, PATRICK AND MICHAEL
Petition from, representing that they were confined in Draidwood Gaol for aiding the outlaw
Thomas Clarke, on which charge they were acquitted, presented, 114 ..............................
Motion made (Mr. Badge,w) that Resolut-iou passed on 10 Juno, 1879, adopting Report from the
Select Committee, be rescinded and Debate adjourned, 400 ; Order of the Day postponed,
430, 458, 412; Question put and negatived, 477.
GUNDAROO, LOWER:—
REMOVAL OF LAT8 POSTMASTER:—
Motion made (Mr. fltzpetriek) for all correspondence, 488.
GUNIcEDAII (See "ROADS" also "RAILWAYS.")
"GUNNING," THE CASE OF
Motion made (Air. O'C'osaor) for all correspondence, &e., between the Governmcat and Mr.
Benjamin Lee, P.M., Bathurst, in reference to, who applied for relief to Mr. Lee, 392;
Return to Order, laid on Table, 424 ........................................................................
GWYDIR (See "ELECTORAL.")

HAIR DYES AND SWEETMEATS
Reports of Government Anelyst on certain deleterious ingredients in manufacture of, laid or
Table, 377 ........................................................................................................
"HANSARD"
PARr,iAnExrny REPORTING STAFF:—
Letter tmnsmitting Instructions to the Principal Shorthand Writer, laid on Table, 28 ...............
HAY (See "RAILWAYS.")
BEZTjET, WILLIAM, ESQUIRID
Return of, as Member for the Electoral District of Paddington, reported, 207 ; sworn, 207
discrepancy between Return on Writ and signature of Member, reported, and Clerk directed
to amend Return, 211.
HICKS, JAMES (See "LAND.")
HILL END, CLAIMS TO LEASES AT
Motion made (Mr. Beyere) for papers connected with, and the claims of Messrs. Fairfax,
Molincaux, Ackerman, and others, 136; Return to Order, laid on Table, 176
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HILLS ESTATE BILL
Petition presented (Mr. Step 7se.m Brows) for leave to bring in, 418 leave given, 425 presenh
and read 10, 425 ; referred to Select Committee, 412.
HOGAN, MR. JOHN (See "INSPECTORS OF SLAUGUTER.HOUSES.")
MOLT, THE HONORAIILE THOMAS, M.L.C.
Correspondence in reference to Attorney General v. bit and others, laid on Table, 140, 308
AFFLIOATION OF, TO BEOLADI AND PURCHASE LAND, PYRMONT
Motion made (Mr. .FaraeU) for all papers, minutes, and correspondence relative to, under 9
section of the "Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1801," 202; Return to Order, laid on Table, 2
CHARGES MADE AGAINST Mat. Jonrc 'WILLIAMS, CROWN SOLICITOR, isv:—
Motion made (captain Qnstow) that the House consider the, arc unfounded and unjustiflab'
and by leave withdrawn, 287.
HOSPITAL
ERECTION OF, IN SYDNEY:—
Motion made (Dr Bowker) against, other than an emergency hospital, and Debate adjourned, 51
resumed and adjourned, 84; Order of the Day postponed, 98, 102, 119 resumed, as
negatived, 148, 149.
Petition fro,n Citizens of Sydney against, on the former site in Macqoarie-street, presented 69
Do.,
do.,
do.,
do.
69
do.,
do.
69
Do.,
do.,
Do.,
do.,
do.
73
do.,
Do., from Medioal Practitioners in Sydney in favour of restricting accommodation to ii
beds, presented, 70 ...................................................................................
HOSPITALS
Sims FOR NEW:—
Motion made (Dr. Bowicer) for Select Committee to consider and report upon principles whi,
should be observed in choosing, 176.
FOR THE INSANE
Return showing number of Patients, Officers, Attendants, &-c., on 30th Juno, 1880, and anslu
expenditure in salaries, laid on Table, 483..............................................................
ROUGE, MR. HENRY ARTHUR:—
Petition from, that he conditionally purchased certain land in the parish of Tarrnrniah, Inad
improved the same, that through an orror of Survey Department, said purchase encroachcd
upon Reserves, and ho was put to expense in defending action in Supreme Court, a,arl
proving consideration, presented, 472...............................................................
HOUSE OF COMMONS
Correspondence respecting the Practice of, and Regulations for the Civil Service in England, l,iid
onTable, 2 ......................................................................................................
HUDSON BROTHERS
Motion made (Mr. McElhone) for Return showing number of contracts given to, without tend
from 1st Jannaq, 1870, to 28th November, 1879, together with particulars, 82.
EUNGERFORD, THOMAS, ESQUIRE
Resignation of Sent as Member for Northumberland, reported, and Seat declared can
vat, 289.
HUNTER RIVER (See also "FLOODS IN TEE HUNTER" also "BRIDGES.")
OYSTER BEDs:—
Motion made (Mr.JV. C. Browns) for all correspondence, &e., respecting lease of, to Mr. Gibbir
and action recently brought against Mr. James Campbell for larceny, 310; Return to Addro!
laidon Table, 364..............................................................................................
Letter to Mr. Gibbins, apprising him of acceptance of his tender for lease of, laid on Table, 32
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233
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2
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ILLAWARRA —
Eausoroxa DJSTRICT OF
Resignation of Samuel William Gray, Esquire, as Member for, reported, and seat declared vacant
429 ; issue and return of writ reported, and Aloxander Stuart, Esquire, swora, 485.
IMMIGRATiON (See also "CHINESE"):—
Further Return to Address (Sessioa 1876-7) respecting ship "Nirievelt," laid on Table, 2 ........
2........
"Corona,"
do..
Do.
do
do
)
(
2.......
"La Hogue,"
do.
Do.
do
do,
(
)
2 ........
Do.
"Northbrook,"
it
do
do.
(
)
41 ........
Do.
do
"Strathleven,"
do.
do
(
Do.
do
"Pericles"
do. 101 ........
do
(
"Northampton," do. 168 ........
Do.
do
do
(
"Norval"
do. 272 ........
Do.
do,
do,
(
Do.
do "Clyde"
do, 380........
( do
Report for, for 1879, laid on Table, 193 .......................................................................
Uorrespondeneo respecting diseropancy between the Charter-party of the ship " Northsanapton
and the Contract Tickets issued to the Immigrants, laid on Table, 244 ..........................
Copy of letter to Agent General, respecting the immigration of engineers or moulders or an:
workers in the iron trade, laid on Table, 31.5 ...........................................................
Return showing the number and classification of nrrivals during 1879, laid on Table, 3 ............
Petition from Inhabitants of Illawarra that the sum of £75,000 on the Estimates for, may b
withdrawn, presented, 258 ...................................................................................
Petition from M. Go ret, Chairman of Working Men's Defence Association, n.l leging that the votin
of the sum of £75,000 would be disastrous to the Country, 1,resunted, 271 ......................
ASSISTED
Motion made (Mr. Cssnero,,) to absolutely suspend during the present year, and House eounte,
out, 166.
Motion again made (31r. Cameroe), ruled out of order as anticipating a 'Vote in. Supply, and with
drawn, 225.
Motion made (Mr. B,rrns) for the appointment of a Select Committee to inquire into and rcpor
upon expediency of continuing, 278; Member added to Committee, 281 ; Message to Legis
lative Council for leave to examine two Meenbcrs, 326; Message in reply, 327 leave givcl
to make visit of inspection, 400; Progress Report brought up, 493.................................
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IMMIGRATION (contbnced)
CHINESE
Motion made (Mr. Cameron) that the Government should bring in a Bill to restriet and negatived, 393.
Correspondence respecting, laid on Table, 453....................................................................
IMPRiSONMENT OF A BLIND CHJNAMAN (See 'ADMINiSTRATION OF JLTSTICE.")
iMPRiSONMENT FOR DEBT ABOLITION BILL:--Motion made (Mr. Buchanan) for leave to bring in, 340; presented, read 10, 340 ; Order of the
Day postponed, 393; motion made for 20, and negatived, 409.
IMPROVEMENTS. (See "CROWN LANDS.')
INFIRMARY, SYDNEY (See also "HOSPITAL")
Motion made (Mr. R. B. Smith) for statistics and particulars of, 165; Return to Order, laid on
Table, 253 ..........................................................................................................
Motion made (Mr. B. B. Smith) that the Board of Directors be called upon annually to furnish
the Government with a Report upon the management of, 250.
INSANE
Report from Inspector General of, for 1579, laid on Table, 307 ...........................................
Return showing number of Patients in Hospitals for, with number of officers, &c., on 30 June,
1880, and annual expenditnre in salaries, laid on Table, 483............................................
INSPECTION OF CONVENTS, YUNNER.IES, AND MONASTERiES
Motion made (Mr. Hurtey, Hartleti) for leave to bring in a Bill to provide for, by Government,
49; and negatived on division, 50.
INSPECTORS OF SLAUGHTER HOUSES
FEES RECEIVED BY,—
Motion made (Mr. .IIfc),Zlhomme) for all minutes, orders, regulations, &e., respecting deduction of
any port-ion of slaughtering fees from; with all correspondence between Police and Mr. John
Hogan respecting slaughtering fees, 489.
JNSTRUCTION (See also "PTJ)JLIC iNSTRUCTION BILL.")
From Committee of Ways and Means to Committee on Stump Duties Bill, 169.
INSTRUCTIONS:—
To the Governor and Commander.in .Chicf, laid on Table, 2 .................................................
INTEECOLONIAL METEOROLOGICAL CONFERENCE (See "METEOROLOGICAL CONFERENCE.")
INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION:—
Motion made (Mr Cameron) for Return of names of men employed in, and salaries or wnges paid
to each, also showing amount token at the gates, and cost of keeping open, 23; Return to
Order, laid on Table, 62 ...................................................... ..................................
Official Plan of ground and buildings, laid on -Table, 05.
Correspondence respecting the aeceptaisco by her Majesty the Queen of the first Gold, S,l'
and Bronze Medals of, laid on Tnble, 295 .............................................................
Official awards, laid on 'Table, 315.
INTERRUPTION:—
To Proceedings in the House, 476.
INTESTATE ESTATES, CURATOR OF (See "SLATTERY, Mil. T. Al.")
INTOXICATING LIQUORS (See "SALE OF INI'OXICkIING LIQUORS.")

JOADJA CREEK RAILWAY BILL:—
Petition presented (Mr. Garrett), praying for leave to bring in, 68; leave given, 73; prese
and read 10, 73 ; referred to Select Committee, 77 ; Report brought up, 103 ; Order ol the
Day postponed, 140 read 2°, committed, reported with, amendments, and report ado1 ted,
101; read 30, passed, and sent to Council, 166 ; returned without ameadment, 244; at sentreported, 262.
JONES, MRS. MARY—
Petition from, that she has been deprived by the Government of certain property at Da ling
harbour, without compensation, and praying relief; presented, 301............................
Motion made (Mr. .ThrnelZ) for Select Committee to inquire into Petition of, 319; Report bra aght
up, 481..........................................................................................................
JUDGES (See "SUPREME COURT.")
JURORS:—
REMUNERATION TO
Motion made (Mr. Cameron) for all further correspondence since the date of last Re bu,'n
respecting, 454; Return to Order, laid on Table, 493..............................................

KATOOMBA FALLS
Petition from Citizens of Sydney and ethers, that the land iii the immediate vicinity has reeontl,
been taken up and that the Government should resume it and set it aside as a Publi
Recreation Reserve, presented, 336 .......................................................................
Do.
33€
do
do
Motion made (Mr. Harley, Hartley) for all papers, plans, petitions, &e., respecting certain Ianclaimed by Mr. J. It. Neale and Mr. J. B. North, also all surveyors reports respecting th
disputed matter, 337; Return to Order, laid on Table, 405 ........................................
XENNRDY'S AND HICKS'S LAND ru:aCIIASES AT BULLT
Motion made (Mr. Tarnell) for all documents, correspondence, &e., respecting certificates of titi
issued for, 318; Return to Order, laid on Table, 405 .................................................
XIAMA
ELECTORAl DISTrncT or
Resignation of Samuel Charles, Esquire, as Member for, reported, and seat declared vacant, 417
issue and return of Writ reported, 475 ; iJar,nan John Tarrant, Esquire, sworn, 476.
KILCARGO OR TORY WEE-WAH RUN (See "CROWN LANDS.")
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LAKE MACQUARIE —
Motion made (Mr. .Earbour) for all Roports, he.,- connected with the recent survey of entrance,
168 ; Two plans, laid on TabIa as Exhit its only, in compliance with Order, 286.
LAND (See also "CROWN LANDS'; also "RECLAMATION OF LAND FOR PUBLIC
PURPOSES")
OFFIcE AT CoNDoBoLnq
Return to Order (Session 1878-9) laid on Table, 193 .......................................................... 4
TAKEN UP BY Ma. SMITH FOR SERTOCLTURE
Return to Order (Session 1878-9), laid on Table, 209 ....................................................... 4
CLAIMED BY Mn. JAMES COCIIKAN:—
Return to Order (Session 1878-9), laid on Table, 221. ....................................................... 4
ARs,rIDALR DISTIUCT—Op}'roE AT URALLA I—
Return to Order (Session 1878-9), laid on Table, 253......................................................... 4
AppnoATroy or Mn, THOMAS HOLT TO RECLAIM AND PeitcnAsE, AT 13nUI0NT:—
Motion made (Aft. Fernsil) for all papers, minutes, and correspondence relative to, under 901
section of the "Crown Lands Alienation Act 1861," 262; Return to Order, laid on Table, 278
4
Correspondence in reference to Attorney General si. IToh and others, laid on Table, 140, 308.........3
SoLD TO Mit. DINES:—
Ret-am to Order (Session 1878-9), laid on Table, 266...........................................................4
RECLAMATION OF, PORT JACKSON
Ret-urn (in complelion) to Order (Session 1876-7), laid on Table, 308 ..................................... 4
KENNEDY'S AND HICKS'S PURCHASES AT Dunn:
Motion made (Mr. Fared!) for all documents, correspondenee, h-c., respecting certifleates o
titles issued for, 81.8 ; Return to Order, laid on Table, 405 ........................................... 4
LAW
Petition from Conditional Purchasers of trans alleging that the system of compelling selectom
to pay interest on balance due to Crown has proved to be oppressive, and praying n,nend,nent
ofthe law, presented, 370 ..................................................................................... 4
LAND LAW (FORFEITED CONDITIONAL PURCHASES) DECLARATORY BILL:—
Motion made (Mr Jloslrins) for leave to bring in, 274 ; presented and read 10, 274; read 2°
committed, repurted wit;!, amendments and report adopted, 282; recommitted, reported
20 with further amendments, and report adopted, 291; read 3°, passed, and sent to
Council, 296 ; returned with amendments, 326 ; Council's amendments agreed to, disagreed
to, and amended, 341; Message to Council. 348; Council does not insist on its amendments
disagreed to, and, agrees to Assembly's amendments upon Council's amendments, 385
assent reported, 424.
LAND ORDERS (See "VOLUNTEER LAND ORDERS BILL"; also "VOLUNTEER FORCE.")
LANDS (See also "CHURCH AND SCHOOL LANDS")
PROPOSES, Von or CENSURE ON MINISTER FOR:—
Motion made (Mr. Goonan) that conduct of Minister for Lands when interviewing Members
accompanying their constituents is highly censurable, and negatived, 316.
LANDS ACTS FURTHER AMENDMENT ACT:—
Regulations under, laid on Table, 408 ..........................................................................
LANDS ACTS FURTUER AMENDMENT BILL:—
Motion madä (Mr .Hoskias) for Committee of the Whole, 5; House in Committee, and Besolu'
tinn agreed to, Bill presented and read 1°, 14; Message from Governor recommending. 26 ;
4
motion made for 2°, and Debate adjourned, 26; Debate resusncd, 28 ; Bill read 20, after
Division, and committed, 20; further considered in Committee, and reported with amendments, 38; anotion to recommit Bill negatived, and report adopted, 41 ; ,'ead 30, passed, and
sclstto Council, 56; returned with amendmc,,ts, 233; Order of the Day postponed, 254, 262-;
Council's amendments considered in Committee, 208, 272., 282 (2) ; reported, agreed to,
disagreed to, and amended Council's amendments, 282; rccomn,ittal negatived, 291. ; report
adopted and Message to Council, 292; Council insists, proposes to amend, does not insist,
and agrees to Assembly's amendments, 324 ; Assembly agrees to Council's new Clause, 4,
as amended, and amendme'itof Cause, 13,327; Message toCouneil, 328; assent reported,
363.
PETITIONS PRESENTED PROM,—
John Smith Horton, President of the "Wakool and Edward River New Settlers Association,"
praying that the Amondmcnts made by the Legislative Council may not be passed, 241 ........ 4
B. H. Clieriton, President of the '1Murray Selectors Association," with similar prayer, 244 .........
. 4
LANDS DEPARTNT
Amended Return (in lieu of that laid upon the Table on 1714' April, 1879), showing number of
O fficers employed in, together with fees paid dnring the year 1873, laid on Table, 114 ......... . 2
ME. CRnLEs BROWN—
Motion made (Mr. MeElleone) for papers, minutes, h-- c., in reference to removal of, from office of
Htmd Clerk in Pre'lease Branch, 166 Return to Address, laid on Table, 168 ................... 2
APPOINTMENTS IN
Return to Order (Session 1878-9) laid on Table, 475........................................................... 2
LANDS FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES ACQUISITION BILL:—
Motion made (Sir Henry PerA'es) for Committee of the Whole, 96 ; House in Committee and
Resolution agreed to, Bill presented, and read 10, 107; read. 20, and committed, 228;
Message from Governor recommending, 231; further considered in Committee, reported wit-I,
5
ameadments,and report adopted, 244; read 30, passed, and sent to Council, 250; returned with
amendments, 442 ; Council's amendments considered in Committee, 477; reported, agreed
to, disagreed to, and amended Council's amendments, 478; Message to Council, 484'; Council
does not insist on amendments disagreed to, and agrees to amendments on Council's
amendments, 489; assent reported, 491.
LA. PEROUSE;—
Correspondence respecting Telegraph Station House at, for the New 2ealand Cable Service, laid
- on Table, 118 ....................................................................................................... 5
LEAVE OF ABSENCE (See also "SUPREME COURT")
Granted to Henry Septimns Badgery, Esquire, H.P., 13.
Do.
Joseph Leary, Esquire, Mr., 38
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LEE, ME. BENJAMIN, P.M. (See "GUNNING, THE CASE OF.")
LEE, MR., POST AND TELEGRAPH MASTER, CASSIUS-Motion made (Mr. McElhosre) for correspondence, letters and complaints in reference to alleged
improper conduct of, 209.
LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL (See "POWERS OF LEGiSLATIVE COUNCIL DECLARATORY
BILL.")
LETTERS PATENT:—
Constituting the office of Governor and Commander-in-Chief of tire Colony, laid on Table, 2 ......
LIABILITIES AND ASSETS (See "BANK.")
LIBRARY:—
00MMInEE
Sessional Order passed, 7.
Member added, 2.
FETE Thmue:—
By-laws for regulation of Gulgong, laid on Table, 23 .....................................................
Do.
do.
Albion Park (Sheliharbour), laid on Table, 160..............................
Report from the Trustees for 1879, laid on Table, 270 ......................................................
LICENSING BILL:2\fotioa made (Sir Hensw Parkes) for Committee of tire Whole, 286 ; Message from the Governor
recommendiug, 287 ; House in Committee, 290; resolution agreed to, 291 ; resented and
read 10, 31.2; Order of the Day postponed, 327, 346; ,iiotion made for 2 and debate
adjourned, 380; debate resumed, read 20, and committed, 385.
PETITIOreS PRESEYTED, FROM
3. B. 011itle, Chairman of Licensed Vietuallers Association of New South Wales, that certain
sections may be amended, 360 .................................................................................
Joseph Cram, Chairman of Wesleyan Conference for New South Wales and Queensland, that
Bill be amended in certain particulars, 360 ...............................................................
City and Provincial Licensed Viotuahlers Association, protesting against certain clauses, 373 ......
Licensed Vietirallers and inhabitants of Deniiquin, that Bill may be amended in certain
..................................................................................................
particulars,
Josiah Parker, JIP., Chairman of Public Meeting at Orange, that Bill is unsatisfactory in certain
respects, 446 .....................................................................................................
Minister and others of St. Ba,nabas Church, in JILVOUr of, 372 .............................................
Ministers and Members of the Sacred Ileafi, Church, Darlinghurst, in favour of, 372 ...............
Minister, Members, and others of the Wesleyan Cliuroli, W'oollahra, in favour of, 372..............
Officers and Members of the "Australia's Rope," Degree Temple, Sydney, in favour of, 372 ......
Partienlar Baptist Church, in favour of, 373 ....................................................................
Minister, Members, and others of the Mariners Church, Sydney, in favour of, 373 ..................
Members and others of the Presbyterian Church, Balnrain, in favour of, 373 ..........................
Ministers, Deacons, and others of the Congregational Church, Ocean-street, Woolhahra, 373 .....
Members of the Youi'g Mcii's Christian Association of Sydney, in favour of, 373 ....................
Officers and Members of the Pioneer Lodge No. 1 Independent Order of Good Tesnpiars, 378
Minister and Members of the Congregational Church, Pit,t,.street;, Sydney, in favour 01, 373 .....
Magistrates of the City of Sydney, in favour of, 373........................................................
Students of Camden College, in favour of, 373..................................................................
Members and others of the Baptist Church, Balninin, in favour of, 373 ...............................
Members and others of Congregational Church, Liverpool and Sussex streets, in favour of, 378....
Ministers and People of the Primitive Methodist Church, Kent-street, in favour of, 373 ...........
Members and Friends of Gladstone Lodge, No. 80 Independent Order of Good Templars, 373...
Minister, Members, and others of the Congregational Church, Bourke-street., in favour of, 373 ...
Officers, Members, and others of the Wesleyan Church, Bourke-street, in favour of, 373 ...........
Officers and Members of New South Wales Alliance for the Suppression of :I:ntemperan, 373
Members and others of the Wesleyan Church, Bah,nain, in farour of, 373 .............................
U. W. Carpenter, Chairman of a Public Meeting of Citizens of Sydney, in favour of, 373 ........
1), McBeath
do
do
Inhabitants of Paddington, in favour of, 380
Thomas L. Nicholson
do
do
Independent Order of Good Templars, 380...
Residents of Coomn, in favour of, 385 .........................................................................
Ministers arid Deacons of Congregational Church, Pai'ramnatti, in favour of, 392 ....................
Members and Friends of the Independent Order of Good Templars and others residing.at Rocky
Month, Maclean, and other parts of the Lower Clarence, in favour of, 403 ...................
Members and Friends of the Independent Order of Good Templars and others, Pyrmont, 408
Ministers and Elders of the Presbyterian Church of New South Wales, in favour of, 408 ........
Members and Friends of the Indepcsrdrsnt Order of Good Templars and others, Milton, 408.....
Members and Friends of the Independent Order of Good Templars and others, Bathursl-, 419...
Members and Friends of the Independent Order of Good Temuplars and others, hay, 41.2........
LICENSING PUBLIC HOUSES
Petition from Lo,'d Bishop of Sydney, praying the House to pass measures to amend the present
system of—or for temporary suspension of licenses in County of Cumberland, presented, 466.
LIEUTENANT-GOVERNOR (See "STEPHEN, SIR ALFRED, K.C.M.G., CE.")
LIQUOR LICENSES SUSPENSORY BILL:—
Motion made (Sir Henry Parkes) for Committee of the Whole, 429; House in Committee and
resolution agreed to, presented and read 10, 444; read 2°, eominitt-d, reported with anreudmeats, and report adopted, 407; read 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 472; returned without amendment, 489; assent reported, 492,
LIQUORS LICENSING ACT (See "SALE OF LIQUORS LICENSING ACT,")
LIVE STOCK
Report of Chief Inspector, for year ended 30 June, 1879, laid on Table, 114 ..........................
Return respecting, and Agriculture for year ended 31 March, 1880, laid on Table, 472...............
LOAN BILL (See 'PUBLIC WORKS LOAN BELL.")
LOAN ESTiMATES (See "ESTIMATES.")
LOPTUS, THE EIGHT HONORABLE LORD AUGUSTUS WILLiAM FREDERICK SPENCER
G.C.B.
Connmiission e.ppoint.ing Gem'cr,ror anil Coin,nanrher-i,,.Clnef of the Cohorry, laid On Table, 2.....
Message No. I ho,,,, infurrnimrg A sseinbly o t his appoir,tnment. eq Governor, &e., 5 ; read by
Clerk, 13; Address in aehnowledgmnemst adopted, l'h' ; Speaker "Pports presentation of Address
i n acknowledgment and reply tlrereto, 10 .................................................................
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MACLEAY RJVER
DaAnrnw EtOODED LANDS
Return to Order (Session 1878-9)5 laid on Table, 448.
MAGISTRATES (See "COMMISSION."),
MAIL ROUTE (See "POSTAL.")
MAILS (See "POSTAL.')
MA.ITLAND CATTLE DRmNG ACT AMENDMENT BILL:—
Motion made (Mr. Cohen) for leave to bring in, 35; presented and read 10, 49 Order of the Day
postponed, 83, 119, 149, 161, 176, 189 ; read 2', committed, reported with amendments, and
report adopted, 205; read 30, passed, and sent to Council, 209; returned without amendment,
244; assent reported, 261.
MANNING RIVER OYSTER.BEDS
Return to Order (Session 1876-9), laid on Table, 209 ........................................................
MANURE
Motion made (Mr. Me.Elhone) for return of particulars of, supplied to the Honorable Geoffrey
Eager, from the Abattoir, 0-lebe Island, 330; Return to Order, laid on Table, 330 ...........
MARINE BOARD:—
Motion made (Mr. We?'b) for Return showing particulars of inquiries and prosreotions instituted
by, also certificates authorized and regulations issued, 209; Return to Order, laid on Table, 416
MATRIMONIAL CAtJSES ACT AMENDMENT ACT:—
Despateb disallowing, laid on Table, 2 ...........................................................................
MATRIMONIAL CAUSES AC'? AMENDMENT BILL:—
Motion made (Mr. .Eaohanaa) for leave to bring in, 8; presented and read 10, 0; read 20, committed, reported without amendment, and report adopted, 14; read 30, passed, and sent to
Council, 17; returned without amendment, 68; reserved for Royal Assent, 70.
Motion made (.4f,-. Buchanan) that non-acknowledgment of, by Rome authorities, is diorespectf ul to
the Parliament, and negatived, 420.
MEDICAL BILL:—
Motion made (Dr. .Bowker) for Committee of the Whole, 135; Order of the Day postponed, 149;
House in Committee, Resolution agreed to, Bill presented and read 10, 161 ; Order of the
Day postponed, 176; motion made for 2° and Debate adjourned, 252; Debate resumed and
House counted out, 284; Order of the Day restored, 319; Debate resumed and House
counted out, 349.
Parirroacs BES'ECTING, PRESENTED PROM:—
Residents of West Moitland, that the interests of those who have embraced more economic and
modern treatment of disease may be provided for, 172 ................................................
Romopathie Practitioners,
ditto
ditto
196 ...............................................
President and Members of Pharmaceutical Society, that a clause may be introduced to secure
certain rights and privileges to Pharmaceutical Chemists, 240 .......................................
Richard Sadleir, RN., that Schedule II may be amended in oertai,i respects, 348 ....................
MEETING OF THE HOUSE
Ringing of Bell before, Sessional Order passed, 8.
MELVILLE, NINIAN, YtJNIOE, ESQUIRE
rssue and Return of Writ certifying to election of, as Member for Northumberland, reported,
317 ; sworn, 317.
MEMBERS
Sworn 1(2), 16, 107, 207, 301, 317, 476, 485.
Of Elections and Qualifications Committee, sworn by Clerk, 28(s), 38(2), 46, 49.
Or PARLIAMENT ACTING AS Aenra FOR CoErRAcrons
Petition from D. Elphinstone, President of Builders and Contractors Association, complaining
of, and using their influence as members for the benefit of their clients, presented, 385 .....
MENINDIE (See 'RAILWAYS.")
MERCY:—
PREROGATIVE or
Motion (Mr. Buchanan) that the, sl,ould be exercised in future by Governor and Executive
Council and not by the Governor alone. and negatived on Division, 194.
MERRIWA CHURCH AND PRESBY'nERY LAND SALE BILL:—
Petition presented (Mr. Coonan) for leave to bring in, 250 ; leave given, presented and read 10,
252; refen-ed to Select Committee, 254; Report brought up, 272 ; Order of the Day
postponed, 284; read 2°, committed, reported without amendment, and report adopted, 299 ;
read 30, mssed, and sent to Council, 304; returned without amendment, 346 ; assent
reported, 363.
MESSAGES
TRANsMIssIoN OF, BETWEEN TUE TWO flousas
Sessional Order passed, 7.
FROM THE Govxuxoa
Summoning Assembly to Council, 2, 493.
No. 1. Appointment of Lord Augustus William Frederick Spencer Loftus, as Governor of the
Colony, 5......................................................................................................
Lands Act, further Amendment Bill, 26 ...............................................................
l'oblic Instruction Bill, 28 .................................................................................
Electoral Bill, 28.............................................................................................
Rnserving Matri,nonial Cause, Act Amendment Bill, 70.
Assent to Sydney Corporation Act Amendment Bill, 70.
T'ansmitting Estimates for 1880, Supplementary for 1879 and previous years, and of
expenditure o,, account of Puhlie Works, &e., out of Surplus Revenue. Account, 86.......
Donca,,'s Superannuation Bill, 87 ........................................................................
0. Vote of Credit for 1879 and 1880, 105 ..................................................................
Assent to Navigation Act further Amendment Bill, 114.
Do.
Consolidatcd Revenue Fund Bill, 114..
Vote of Credit for January, 128 ................ . ............................... ...........................
Stamp Duties Bill, 139.......................................................................................
Assent to Consolidated Reve,suo Finid Bill (No. 2), 157.
Do.
St. Leonards Roman Catholic Scl,00l Land Sale Bill, 157.
Do.
Custo,,ss Increased D,,ties Bill, 173,
Do.
Colonial Spirits Duty Bill, 173.
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MESSAGES (continued)
FROM TILE G-ovmucox (eontinucefl
IS. Assent to Standard Weight for Agricultural Produce Bill, 179,
10. Vote of Credit for February. 106 .......................................................................
Water Supply and Sewerage for Sydney and Suburbs (Metropolitan Water and Sowerag(
Bill), 213 ....................................................................................................
Water Supply and Sewerage for Towns (Country Towns Water and Sewerage Bill), 218
27. Tramways Extension Bill, 21.3 ...........................................................................
Assent to Consolidated Revenue Fnn,l Bill (No. 3), 220.
Stamp Duties Bill (No. 2), 231...........................................................................
Lands for Public Purposes Acquisition Bill, 231 ....................................................
Tramways Extension Bill, 245 ............................................................................
Vote of Credit for March, 252 ...........................................................................
Assent to Msritland Cattle Drivina Act. Amendment Bill, 261.
Do.
Jondja Creek Rnilwny hill, 262.
Do.
Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill (No. 4), 265.
Do.
Duncan's Superannuation Bill, 286.
Licensing Bill, 287 ...........................................................................................
Reclamation of Land for Public Purposes, 287 .......................................................
Assent to Public Instruction Bill, 297.
Vote of Credit for April, 304 .........................................................................
Assent to Obscene Publications Prevention Bill, 305.
Do.
Tnmways Extension Bill, 305.
38. Do.
Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill (No. 5), 315.
30. Do.
Archibald Thompson's Trust Estate Bill, 333.
Vote of Credit for May, 858 ...............................................................................
Census Bill, 801 .............................................................................................
Assent to Merriwa Church and Preshytery Land Sale Bill, 363.
Do.
MiningAct Amendment Bill, 363.
Do.
Sydney Corporation Act Amendment Bill (No. 3), 363.
Do.
Lands Acts Further Amendment Bill, 368.
Do.
Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill (No. 6), 876.
Do.Betting Rouses Suppression Act Amendment Bill, 376.
Evidence by Commissioners under Great Seal Bill, 384 ..........................................
Assent to Metropolitan Water and Sewerage Bill, 400.
Transmitting Additional Estinmtcs for 1880, Further Supplementary Estimates for 1879
and previous years, Additionn.l Estimate on account of Services proposed to be defrayed
out of the Surplus Revenue Account, and Est,iauato on account of Public Works for
1880 proposed to he provided for by Loan, 40t ...................................................
Stamp Duties Bill (No. 3),415..........................................................................
Supreme Court Temporary Judge Act Continuation Bill (No. 2), 418 .........................
Assent to Forfeited Purel,ascs Declaratory Bill, 424.
Do. SinallDebts Act Amendment Bill, 424.
City of Sydney Improvement Act Amendment Bill, 442...........................................
Assent to Evidence by Connuissioners under Great Seal Bill, 444.
Do,
Stamp Duties Bill (No. 3), 450.
Do.
Census Bill, 450.
Reserving Church and School Lands Dedication Bill (No. 2), 461.
Municipalities Special Endowment Bill, 467 .........................................................
Assent to Appropriation Bill, 471.
Do.
Town all Municipal Loan Bill, 476.
Do.
Volunteer Land Orders Bill, 476.
Do.
Executive Councillors (Functions Substitution) Bill, 476.
Wool Cattle and Coal Tax Bill, 476 ..................................................................
Assent to Electoral Dill, 491.
Do.
Country Towns Water and Sewerage Bill, 491.
65. Do,
Lands for Public Purposes Acquisition Bill, 491.
69. Do.
Equity Bill, 491.
10. Do.
Liquor Licenses Suspensory Bill, 492.
Do.
Municipalities Special Endowment Bill, 492.
Do.
Municipal Cattle Sale.yards Site Acquisition Bill, 492.
Do.
Supreme court Temporary Judge Act Continuation Bill, 492.
Do.
Wharfagc aand TonnageRates Bill, 492.
Do.
Public Works Loan Bill, 492.
70. Do.
Pestnres and Stock Protection Bill, 492.
FRoM ASSEMELT TO Couxcis,
Transmitting Matrimonial Causes Act Amendment Bill, 17.
Lands Acts further Amendment Bill, 56.
Sydney Corporation Act Amendment; Bill, 66.
Navigation Act further Amendment Bill, 60.
Standard Wright for Agricultural Produce Bill, 90.
St. Leonards 1(o,nan Catholic School Land Sale Bill, 91.
Secret Bills of Sale Act Amendment Bill, 102.
Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill, 106,
Municipal Cattle Sale Y,trds Site Acquisition Bill, 114,
Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill (No. 2), 118.
Customs Increased Duties Bill, 148.
Colonial Sprrits Duty Bill, 148.
Joadja Creek Railway Bill, 160.
Stamp Duties Bill, 185.
Obscene Publications Prevention Bill, 204.
Bettiaghouses Suppression Act Amendment Bill, 203.
Mait.land Cattle Driving Act Amendment Bill, 209,
Public Instruction Bill, 21.2,
Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill (No. 3), 216.
Dancaa's Superannuation Bill, 221.
Stamp Duties Bill (No. 2), 235.
Lands for Public Purposes Accjuisition Bill, 250.
Sydney Corporation Act Amendment Bill (No. 3), 250.
6S1-D
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MESSAGES (continued)
PRoM ASSBMBEY TO COUNCIL (continued)
Transmitting Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill (No. 4), 258.,
Traraways Extension Bill, 262.
Metropolitan Water and Sewerage Bill, 268.
Church and School Lands Dedication Bill, 270.
Forfeited Purchases Declaratory Bill, 296.
Archibald Thompson's Tvnst Estate Bill, 804.
Merriwa Church and Presbvtery Land Sale Bill, 304.
Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill (No. 5), 311.
Mining Act Amendment Bill, 311.
Small Debts Act Amendment Bill, 336.
Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill (No. 6), 362.
Electoral Bill, 377.
Evidence by Commissioncrs undor Great Seal Bill, 388.
Ccnsus Bill, 306.
Crown Lands Purchases Validation Bill, 400.
Wharfage and Tonnage Rates Bill, 400.
Country Towns Water and Sewerage Bill, 401.
Executive Couneillors (Functions Substitution) Bill, 405.
Church and School Lands Dedication Bill (No. 2), 413.
Volunteer Land Orders Bill, 421.
Supreme Court Temporary Judge Act Continuation Bill (No. 2), 421.
Pastures and Stock Protcetion Bill, 425.
Stamp Duties Bill (No. 3), 425.
Town llnll Municipal Loan Bill, 442.
Appropriation Bill, 403.
Public Works Loan Bill) 472.
Liquor Licenses Suspensory Bill, 472.
Municipalities Special Endowment Bill, 433.
Agreeing to Council's Amendments inNavigatioa Act further Amendment Bill, 106.
Standard Weight for Agricultural Producc Bill, 161.
Public Instruction Bill, 290.
Obscenc Publications Prevention Bill, 291.
Ti'amways Extension Bill, 296.
Sydney Corporation Act Amendment Bill (No. 3), 345,
Betting Houses Suppression Act Amendment Bill, 354.
Metropolitan Water and Sewerage Bill, 374.
Small Debts Act Amendment Bill, 355.
Evidence by Commissioners under Great Seal Bill, 419.
Executive Couneillors (Functions Substitution) Bill, 459.
Mimicipal Cattle Sale Yards Site Acquisition Bill, 469.
Pastures and Stock Proteatiom Bill, 4r78.
Electoral Bill, 485.
Agreeing ta, disagreeing to, sal tmendin4 OOnieZ Moend,nonta iaLands Acts further Amendment Bill, 292.
Forfeited Purchases Declaratory Bill) 848.
Secret Bills of Sale Bill, 415.
Wlrarfage and Tonnage Rates Bill, 462.
Lands for Public Purposes Acquisition Bill, 484.
Country Towns Water and Sewerage Bill, 488.
Does not insist on disagreement to Council's new clause to follow clause 3, and agrees to amdnc
form proposed, and agrees to amendment in clause 13 of Lands Acts fort]
Amendment Bill, 328.
Returning Equity Bill with Amendments, 464.
Granting leave to Member of Assembly to attend and be examined before Select Committee
Legislative Council on Secret Bills of Sale Act Amendment Bill, 229.
Requesting that leave be given to examine two Members of Council before Select Committee
Assisted Immigration, 326.
FrsoM Corncin TO ASSEMBaY
Transmithng Equity Bill, 105.
Agreeing to Assembly's Amendments in Equity Bill, 485.
Returning Matrununial Causes Act Amendment Bill, without amendment, 68,
Sydney Corporation Act Amendment Bill, without amendment, 68.
Navigation Act further Amendment Bill, with an amcnd,nent;, 95.
Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill, without amondment 108.
St. Leonards Rom,ui Catholic School Land Sale Bill, without amendment, 140.
Standard Weight for Agricultural Produce Bill, with amendments, 140.
Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill (No. 2), without amendment, 154.
Customs Increased Duties Bill, without amendment, 158.
Colonial Spirits Duty Bill, without amendment, 158.
Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill (No. 3), without amendment, 216.
Stamp Duties Bill, with an amendment, 229.
Lands Acts further Amendment Bill, with amendments, 233.
Joadja Creek Railway Bill, without amendment, 244.
Maitlaud Cattle Driving Act Amendment Bill, without amendment;, 241.
Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill (No. 4), without amendment, 262.
Duncan's Snperaimuation Bill, without amendment, 280.
Obscene Publications Prevention Bill, with amendments, 282.
Public Instruction Bill, with amendments, 287.
Tramways Extension Bill, with amendments, 293.
Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill (No. 5), without amendment, 811.
Archibald Thompson's Trust Estate Bill, without amendment, 313.
Forfeited Purchases Declaratory Bill, with amendments, 326.
Sydney Corporation Act Amendment Bill (No. 3), with amendments, 341.
Betting Houses Suppression Act Amendment Bill, with amendments, 34.5.
Merriwa Church and Presbytery Land Sale Bill, without amendment 346.
isfining Act Amendment Bill, without amendment 346.
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PROM COUNCIL TO Assn3InLv (continued)
Returning Secret Bills of Sale Act Amendment Bill, with amendments, 358.
Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill (No. 6), without amendment, 864.
Metropolitan Water and Sewerage Bill, with amendments, 365.
Small Debts Act Amendment Bill, with amendments, 380.
Olnireb and School Lands Dedication Bill, with amendments, 883.
Evidence by Commissioners under Great Seal Bill, with amendments, 414.
.
Census Fill, without amendment., 420.
Electoral Bill, with amendments, 420.
Executive Couneillors (Functions Substitution) Bill, with amendments, 440.
Wharfoge and Tonnage Rates Bill, with amendments, 441.
Stamp Babies Bill (No. 3), without amendment, 442.
Church and School Lands Dedication Bill (No. 2), without amendment, 442.
Lands for Public Purposes Acquisition Bill, with amendments, 442.
Country Towns Water and Sewerage Bill, with amendments, 454.
Municipal Cattle Sale-yards Site Acquisition Bill, with amendments, 457.
Town Hall Municipal Loan Bill, without amendment, 457,
Volunteer Land Orders Bill, without amendment, 462.
Appropriation Bill, without amendment, 467.
Supreme Court Temporary Judge Act Continuation Bill (No.2), without amendment, 467.
Pastures and Stock Protection Bill, with amendments, 467.
Public Works Loan Bill, without amendment, 485.
Mimicipalities Special Endowment Bill, without amendment, 489.
Liquor Licenses Suspensory Bill, without amendment., 489.
Insisting on, but amending new claim; not insisting on omission of clause 13, but amending
it; not insisting on other amendments disagreed to, and agreeing to Assembly's amend
meats on Conneil's amendments in Lands Acts further Amendment Bill, 324.
Not insisting on Amendments disagreed to, and agreeing to Amendments upon Council's
Amendments in:—
Forfeited Purchases Declaratory Bill, 385.
Wharfage and Tonnage Rates Bill, 467.
Country Towns Water and Sewerage Bill, 489.
Lands for Public Purposes Acquisition Bill, 489.
Insistin on its Amendments, agreeing to, and dissenting from Assembly's amendments on
6ouneil's Amendments in Secret Bills of Sale Bill, 458.
Requesting that leave be given to examine Member of Assembly before Select Committee on
Secret Bills of Sale Act Amendment Bill, 228.
Grantiug leave to Members of, to attend and be examined before Select Committee of Legis
lative Assembly on Assisted Immigration, 327.
METE-OROLOGWAJJ CONFERENCE IN SYDNEY:—
Minutes of Proceedings of Intereolonial, laid on Table, 152 ................................................. 5
METROPOLITAN WATER AND SEWERAGE BILL
Motion mado (Sir Henry .Perkes) for Committee of the Whole, 212; Message from Governor
recommending, 213; House in Committee and Resolution ngreed to, 216; presented and
5
read 10, 228; read 2°, committed, reported with amendments, and report adopted, 262;
read 30, passed, and sent to Council, 268; returned with amendment,, 365; Cou]]eil's
amendments considered in Committee, 373 amendments agreed to, and Message to Council,
374; assent reported, 460.
MEYMOTr, DIST11ICff COuRT YLJDGE
Petition from Jurpnen and others, Gunnedah, complaining of eonduot of, and praying inquiry
presented, 892 .................................................................................................... 3
MIDNIGHT
Sittings after, 53, 96, 115, 154, 181, 197, 229, 272, 328, 346, 355, 358, 361, 370, 374, 397, 444,
447,451, 469, 462.
MILITARY (See also "ARTILLERY" also "DEFENCES") :—
Correspondence respecting forage allowance to Officers of Permanent and Volunteer Forces, laid
onTable, 185 .........................................................................................................
MILLIE, TOWNSHIP:—
Motion made (Mr. Danger) for all correspondence, tracings, plans, &e., relating to the marking
out of, 241 ; Return to Order, laid on Table, 295 ...................................................... 4
MINERAL (See also "GOLD FIELDS"):—
Mnssns. AcnRMn( & PARTY, HILL END:—
Petition from certain Miners, &e., Hill End and Tambaroora, praying inquiry into claim of, to
certain gold-mining leases, presented, 28 ................................................................... 4
CLAIMS TO LEASES AT Hint END:—
Motion made (ill,-. .Ee-çe,-s) for papers connected with, and the claims of Messrs. Fairfax, Melineaux,
Ackerman, and others, 136; Return to Order, laid on Table, 176..................................... 4
SELErtoN AT MITeRELL'S CREEK:—
sMotion made (Mr. Macintosh) for Select Committee to inquire into and report upon alleged
claim by Thomas Cox, in refereace to, 74; papers referred to Committee, 87 ; Report
brought up, 298; motion made (Mr. Macintosh) that report be adopted, and debate
4
adjourned, 337; Order of the Day postponed, 377,405; Debate resumed and ngain adjourned,
425; Order of the Day postponed, 451, 472, 489.
OCCUPATION or TEMPORARY COMMONS BY MINERS
Returns relating to, laid on Table, 290 ............................................................................ 4
CLAIM Or ,T0XN O'BRIEN TO LAND AT PRINCE .&LnRn GULLY, TYGONG GOLD FIELD
Motion made (lift. H. Jr. .7Iroson) for all correspondence respecting, 349; Return to Order, laid
on Table, 450.
Motion made (Mr. if. Jr. .flrown) for Select Committee to enquire into and report upon, 409;
Return to Order referred, 454.
GOLD MINnW LEASES REGEJAvIoNs
Motion made (Mr. U'eland) that amendments be made in, to give effect to certain suggestions
set forth, and House counted out, 406.
- Motion again made (ur. Copetond) , antI negatived, 420.
Goan L]:ASrs APPLIED FOR IN Copp,LANI) MININa D,smror
Return respecting, laid on Table, 475 ........................................................................... 4 V
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LUNIIG ACT AMENDMENT BILL:—
Motion made (Mr Faker) for leave to bing in, 274; presented and read 10, 274; read 20
committed, reported without amendment, and report adopted, 308; rend 30, passed, and seni
to Council, 311; returned without amendment., 346; assent reported, 363 .......................
MINING ON PRIVATE 'LANDS BILL (See also "VOTE OF CENSURE ")
Motion thade (Mr. Copelestd) for Committee of the Whole, 23 ; Order of the Day postponed
43 House in Committee and Resolution agreed to; 59; presented and rend 10, 60; Order ol
the Day postponed, 102, 149, 161, 221; Order of the Day disobarged and Bill withdrawn, 298
MITCHELL'S CREEK MINERAL SELECTION:—
Motion made (Air. litaeintosh) for Select Committee to inquire into and report upon alleged
injury sustained by Thomas Cox, by the cancellation of, 74; papers referred to Committee
87; Report brought up, 298; motion made (Mr. Afaeintosk) that Report be adopted, and
Debate adjourned, 387; Order of the Day postponed, 377, 405; Debate resumed and agair
adjourned, 425; Order of the Day postponed, 451, 472, 489.
MONASTERIES, CONVENTS, AND NUNNERIES (See "INSPECTION OF CONVENTS, &e."
MORPETH
ELECTORAL Drarmer Or
Issue and return of Writ reported, 1; Robert Wisdom, Esquire, sworn, 1.
MORRISSET, SUPERINTENDENT (See "POLICE.")
MORTIMER, B. Al. (See "CROWN LANDS.")
MORUYA
PUBLIC SCHOOL SITE
Correspondence respecting sale of old, to Bank of New South Wales, laid on Table, 209...........
SALE OF GOVERNMENT LAND
Return to Order (Session 1877-8), laid on Table, 77 ........................................................
MOSS VALE:—
RAILWAY GOODS SHED
Motion made (Mr. Garrett) for correspondence, &e., as to the opening of a second approach to
96; Retnrn to Order, laid on Table, 336 .................................................................
CoURT-HousE—
Motion made (Mr. Garrett) for correspondence as to sites proposed for, 06; Return to Order
laidon Table, 475 ...............................................................................................
MUDGEE (See also "RAILWAYS.")
Pnisoy LABOUR:—
Petition from Residents, that various branches of trade have been carried on in the Gaol, eompetin
with tradesmen outside, and ps'aying that the practice may be checked, presented, 280........
Motion made (Mr. .Feehaeaa) that petition should be considered by the Government, that mean
may be adopted to prevent prison labour competing with free labour in Mudgee, and bj
leave withdrawn, 389.
APPOINTMENT 015 AN ALDERMAN TO TowN CoUNCIL Or:—
Motion made (Mr. Buchanan) for all correspondence rospecting, rendered necessary througl
infonnality of nomination, 489.
MUNFORI) AND J3LOMFIELD, MESSRS.:—
Motion made (Mr. comber) for all petitions, correspondence, &o., respecting the claim preferrer
against the Government by, 241;
Return to Order (Se.crioa 1878-9), laid on Teblo, 493.
MUNICIPAL BATHS SITE ACQU1S].Ti:ON BILL:—
Motion made (Mr. O'connor) for leave to bring in, presented and read 1°, 476; Standing Order
suspended, 485; motion made for 20, and Debate adjourned, 486 ; Order of the Da3
discharged, and Bill withdrawn, 489.
MUNICIPAL CATTLE SALE YARDS SITE ACQUISITION BILL Motion made (Sir Jiinry Parker) for Committee of the Whole, 66; Ilouso in Committee and
Resoli,tion agreed to, 87; Bill presented and read 10, 90; read 20; eosnmmiitt.ed, reported with at
amendment, and report adopted, 107; read 30, passed, and sent to Council, 114; returned
with amendments, 457; Order of the Day postponed, 467; amendments agreed to, and
message to Council, 409 ; assent reported, 492.
MUNICIPAL COUNCIL OF SYDNEY:—
Abstract of Accounts for 1879. laid on Table, 220 ...........................................................
MUNICIPALITIES (See also "BY.LAWS.")
Motion made (Mr. cohen) for Committee of the Whole, that provision be made on additiona
Estimates for payment of a sum equal to the amount of rates received by each Muniripaliti
during the past year as endowment to, and by leave withdrawn, 300.
MUNICIPALITIES SPECIAL ENDOWMENT BILL
Motion made (Sir .Neory Parkes) for Committee of the Whole, 462 ; Message from Governor
recommending, 467; House in Committee, resolution agreed to, Bill presented and read 10
468 ; read 2°, committed, reported with amendments, report adopted, 4.77; read 8', passed
and sent to Council, 483 ; relurncd without amendment, 489 ; assent reported, 402.
MURRUMBID0EE RIVER (See "BRiDGES.")
MURRUMBERRAH (See "RAILWAYS.")
MUSEUM, AUSTRALIAN:—
Report from the Trustees for 1879, laid on Table, 385 .....................................................
MYALL RIVER (See 'BRIDGES,")
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NARRABRI (See "RAILWAYS.")
NAERANDERA. (See "RAILWAYS.")
NABREN AND BARWIN RIVERS (See "TANKS.")
NASH, MR. J. F. (See "STORES DEPARTMENT.")
NATIVE INDUSTRIES
ENeouEAGEai RET AND PssoMoTIoN OF:—
Motion made (Mr. Bechenaa) in favour of, and House counted out, 152.
Motion being again made (Ms. 7?uehasmn) and Reuse counted out, 266.
Motion macla (Mr. .E,whanen) eon/inject on supply that fiscal policy should be framed for, and
negatived, 39.Z.
NAVAL BRIGADE:—
copies of Commodores' Reports of Inspections, laid on Table, 268 ......................................
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NAVIGATION ACT FURTHER AMENDMENT BILL
Motion made (41r. lVatson) for Committee of the Whole, S ; House in Committee and Resolutior
agreed to, 14; presented and read 10, 26; read 2°, committed, reported with amendments
and report adopted, 63; read 80, passed, and sent to Council, 66 returned with amend
mont, 95; amendment agreed to and Message to Council, 106; assent reported, 114.
NEVIN, JOHN
Motion made (Mr. Cooncin) for correspondence, minutes, &o., connected with the appraisement
of the improvemonts on land selected by, at Jnverell, and documents connected with the
dismissal of Mr. Frederick Thomas Walker from the Public Service, 186; Return to Address
laidon Table, 336 ................................................................................................
NEWCASTLE:—
VESSELS CLEARED AT Fonts on SYDNEY AND:—
Further Return (in part) to Order (Session 1878-9), laid on Table, 13 ................................
VESSELS THAT Vlsrrn THE Pont
Returns showing the Number and Tonnage of, from 1st January, 1871, to 5th April, 1880, laid
onTable, 280.....................................................................................................
ELECTORATE
Petition from S. Chapman, Mayor, for Citizens of City of Newcastle, praying that the bouadarie,
may be enlarged, and two Members granted, presented, 241 ..........................................
ENTnAN0E to JiAnnouR
Correspondence respecting increased depth of water on bar at, laid on Table, 408 .....................
NEW SOUTH WALES ARTILLERY:—
Motion made (Mr. .Eaehanan) for all correspondence respecting complaint made by Mr.
S. S. Moses, against the Officers of, wl,ile stationod at Newcastle, 472 ; Return to Order.
laidon Table, 489 ...............................................................................................
NO QUORUM (See "QUORUM.")
NO REPORT;—
From Committee of the Whole, 298.
NORTEIJMBERLAND
Er,E0T0RAL Dosnict OF
Resignation of Thomas Hungerforci, Esquire, as Member for, reported and seat declared vacant,
289; issue and return of Writ reported, and Ninian Melville, Junior, Esquire, sworn, 317.
NO TELLERS
On Division, 24, 74, 177, 188, 194, 205, 296, 316, 348, 467.
NUIS4NCES PREVENTION ACT OF 1875 (See also "BY-LAWS ")
Coyvicrsons UNDER:—
Motion made (Mr. Greenwood) for a Return showing particulars of, during years 1875-6-7-6
and 9, 157; Return to Order, laid on Table, 330.........................................................
NUNNERIES, CONVENTS, AND MONASTERIES (See "INSPECTION OF CONVENTS, &e.")
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O'BRIEN, JOHN
CLAIM OF, TO LAND AT PRINCE ALFRED GULLY, TYG0NG GOLD FIELn
Motion made (Mr. H. II. Brown) for all correspondence, &o., respecting, 349; Return to Order
laid on Table, 450.
Motion made (5k. H. H. Brown) for Select. Committee, 409; Return to Order referred, 454.
OBSCENE PUBLICATIONS PREVENTION BILL:—
Motion made (Mr. Wisdom) for Committee of the Whole, 77; House in Committee and Resolu
tion agreed to, Dill presented and read 10, 82; read 20, commnitted, rcportedwitlmout amendment
and report adopted, 202; read 3°, passed, and se,,t to Council, 201; returned, with amend
ments, 282; amc,,domonts agreed to, and Message to Council, 291; assent reported, 305 ....
O'MEARRA., FRANCIS
Petition from, respecting his services in the Police Force, presented, 38 ...............................
OPINION OF ATTORNEY GENERAL (See "ATTORNEY GENEPAL.")
ORDER (See "POINTS OF ORDER.")
ORDERS OF THE DAY
Dropped, 331.
Restored, 319, 370.
Discharged, 161, 176, 221, 298, 299, 316, 401, 409, 458, 489t.
ORDNANCE LANDS TRANSFER BILL:—
Presem,ted (Sir Henry Porkes) and read 1° pro jbrnma, it.
ORR, MRS. MARY ANN:—
Petition from, that she had conditionally 1,urehasod laud at Doniliquin, and expondod ma large
sum of ,nomiey thereon, and tl,at; such purchase was dcQlr.m' od void, as it formed part of
reserve, presented, 364 .........................................................................................
OYSTER-BEDS
AT TEE MANNING AND SHOALIIAVEN Rjvzns
Roturn to Order (Session 1578-9), laid on Table, 209 .......................................................
iluxrita RivEn
Motion made (Mr. W. C. Browse) for all correspondence, &c., respecting lease of, to Mr. Gibbins
and action lately brought against Mr. James Campbell for larceny, 310; Return to Address
laidon Table, 364. ...............................................................................................
Letter to Mr. Cibbins, apprising him of acceptance of his tender for lease of, laid on Table, 336..
OYSTER LEASES VALIDATION BILL
Motion made (Mr. Jioskins) for Committee of the Whole, 324; Order of the Day postponed
327.
Petition from Residents of Lower Hunter River District against, presented, 348 ....................

P
PADDINGTON
]ELEcIon.r, DrSTRTcT or
Resignation of Joh,n Sut:herlam,d, Esquire, as Member for, reported, and Sent. declared
165 ; issue and return of Writ reported, and William Hezlet sworn, 207 ; disc
between return and signafure, reported, and return on Writ amended, 211.
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PARIS:—
UNIVERSAL ExHIDITION OF 1878
Report of New South Wales Commissioners laid on Table, 118 ........................................... 4
Further correspondence relative to appointment of Executive Commissioner, laid on Table, 261
4
Report of Executive Commissioner, laid on Table, 493
4
PARLIA3NT (See also "ASSEMBLY"; also "COUNCIL"; also "HOUSE OF COMMONS")
Proclamation opening Third Session read by Clerk, L
Governor's Opening Speech, 3; Address in Reply, 4; Governor's reply to Address in Reply, 5.
Governor's Prorogation Speech, 493.
Land taken lip by Members of, by after auction selections (Retern to Order, Session 1878-0),
laidon Table, 13 ................................................................................................. 4
Leave of Absence granted to Members of, 13, 33
Letter transmitting Instructions to the Principal Shorthand Writer of the Reporting Staff
- (Ilansard), laid on Table, 28 .................................................................................. 2
Motion made (Mr. McElbone) that the Government should not make purchases from Members
of the Legislative Assembly and negatived on Division, 176.
Petition from Builders and Contractors Association, complaining of Members acting as agents for
contractors, and using their influence as Members for the benefit of their clients, presented, 385
2
PARRAMATTA
Motion made (Mr. Jacob) for correspondence relative to the imprisonment of a blind Chinaman
at, 86; Return to Address, laid on Table, 114 ..............................................................3
RAILWAY ACCIDENT AT
Minutes of Evidence and Reports, &e., on, laid on Table, 118 .............................................. 5
Bstrnna OVER TUE Riyxa :— Motion made (Mr. O'Connor) for Select Committee to inquire into the efficiency or otherwise
of the works being performed at, 176.
PASTORAL AND AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATIONS (See "CROWN LANDS.5')
PASTORAL RESERVES:—
Petition from Rosideats of Dessiliquin and others, offcring certain suggestioas as to dealing with,
.
...........
........................ 4
presented, 261
—
PASTURES AND STOCK PROECTIONBILL:
Motion made (Sir Heery Parker) for leave to bring in, 405 ; presented and read 10, 405 ; read
20, committed, reported with amendments, and report adopted, 422; read 3°, passed and
sent to Council, 425; returned with amendments, 467; amendments agreed to and Message
to Council, 478; assent reported, 492.
PEARD, RICHARD:—
Motion made (Mr. Teece) for a Select; Committee to consider claim of, to be placed upon the
Police Superanauation Fund, 176.
PEARL FISHERIES:—
Despatch forwarding Report made to Queensland Government on, laid on Table, 165 ................ 3
PENSIONS TO CIVIL SERVANTS:—
Motion made (Mr. IF'. C. .Erowae) for copy of Opinion of Attornoy General respecting riglt to
whether deductions have been made or not, with applications for refunds, and correspondence,
212; Return to Order, laid on Table, 305................................................................... 2
PETITIONS
Weekly Abstracts of, Nos. 1 to 31 .................................................................................. 1
GeneralSummary of .................................................................................................... 1
POINTS OF ORDER:—
Immigration—that motion is out of order as anticipating a Vote in Supply, 225,
hure'l, and School Lands Dedication Bill—th,,t petition praying for compensation for losses
contingent upon passing of Bill can be received, 243.
Usury Limitatioa Bill—not having been introduced in Committee of the Whole, improperly
before the House, as affecting 'Trade, 298.
POLICE:—
Circular from Inspector General to Members of the Force, relative to 1.lseir engaging in cur
private business or occupation, laid on Table, 16 .......................................................... 3
Correspondence respecting the transfer, of a Publican's License at Raysnosod Tcrrace, and the
objections thereto by, laid on Table, 16 ...................................................................... a
Report on working of Department for 1879, laid on Table, 165 ........................................... 3
AT RAYMOND TERnAcE
Motion made (Mr. Jacob) respecting conduct of Superintendent Morrisset and Sub-Inspector
Thorpe towards Senior Constable Fialay, and negatived on Division, 35.
CLAIM OF R-IcuAnn PEARD: Motion made (Mr. Teece) for Select Committee to consider, to be placed upon Superannuation
Fund, 176.
FEAiceIs O'MEARRA
'Petition from, respecting his services, presented, 38 .......................................................... 3
JOUR BYRON:—
Petition from, respecting his services in the Army and, presented, 41 ..................................... 3
Disrrnnuriox OF FoRcE
Return showing, on 31st October, 1879, laid on Table, 62 .................................................... 3
POE/I ,T-ACKSON :—
REOLAMArION OF LAND
Return (in co,sspletion) to Order (Session 1876-7), laid on Table, 308 ..................................... 4
ALIEnrr.0 CRoWN LANDS—
Further Return to Order (Session 1575-6), laid on Table, 308 .............................................. 4
POSTAL:—
Twenty.flfth Annual Report of Postmaster General on Departments under his control, being for
the year 1879, laid on Table, 462 ............................................................................... 5
SournAnproN MAIL Hours
Telcgrams relative to tbeproposedabandonsnent of, betwee,, Groat Britain and Australasia, laid on
Table, 16........................................................................................................... 5
Further papers, laid on Table, 50, 144 ............................................................................ 5
AUSrRAL,AN AND NEW ZEALAND MAILS
Further mpcm concerning arrangements with the Imperial Government respecting l'estages on
outward, laid on Table, 114 .................................................................................. 5
Pear AND 'l'Rr,EonArn Os'vscgs, BArnrasv
Letter from Colonial Aretntect respreti g Iraimioge, cce., laid on Table, 209 .......................... .5
roar ANi' TEr;EORAPII LL\STE1S AT Csgts,.is
Motion made (fin-. McElhm,e) foi' lett es's, correspondence, &e., in sefes-ence to alleged imnpt'Oper
dondunt of 3tr. Lee, 209.
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POSTAL (continued)
REMOVAL OF LATE POSTMASThR AT Lowna.GuNnnoo
Motion made (Mr. fllzprick) for all Correspondence, 485,
POWER8 OF LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL DF4CL&RATORY BILL:—
Motion made (Sir Henry Parker) for leave to bring in, 272; presented and, read 1°, 272 motion
made for 2°, and Debate adjourned, 275; Debate resumod,]3i11 read 2°, and
280;
Order of the Day postponed, 308.
PRECEDENCE
Or GOVERNMENT Busirnas
Sessional Order passed, 6.
OF GENERAL BUSINESS
Sessional Order passed, 6.
PREROGATiVE OF MERCY
Motion made (Mr. Iluchanan) that the, should in future be exercised by the Governor and
Executive Council, and not by the Governor alone, and negatived on Division, 194.
PRESIDENT OF LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL (Seo "ADMINISTRATOR OF THE GOVERN
MENT.")
PREVIOUS QUESTION
Motion made for, respecting Railway Rates on Hay and St-mw, and passed, 135
Motion made for, respecting charges made against Mr. John Williams, Crown Solicitor, by the
Honomble Thomas felt, and by leave witbdrawn, 287.
PRISONERS
PAYMENTS TO DrIonARern
Motion made (Mr. Murky, Hartley) for Select Committee to inquire into and report upon
system of, 63.
PRISON LABOUR:—
CE PUBLIC WORKS
Motion made (Mr. Hurl cy, Hartley) that steps be taken by the Government to utilize, amendment proposed, 23; amendment and original Question negatived, 24.
MUDGEE
Petition from Residents, that various branches of trades have been carried on in the Gaol,
competing with teadesmen outside, and pmying that the practice may be checked, pee
sented, 280 ......................................................................................................... 2
Motion made (Mr. Bac7caaan) that Petition should be cosmidernd by Government, that means
may be adopted to prevent prison labour injuriously oompeting with free labour in Mudgue,
and by leave withdrawn, 389.
PRISONS:—
CoMpl'BoLLmc GENERAL 01' :—
2
Annual Report of, for 1878, laid on Table, 2 --------------------------------------- -- ------- - - - -- -------------PRIVATE LAIcDS (See "MINING ON PRIVATE LANDS BILL.")
PRIJ711,EG, QUESTION OF:—
SEAT OF ThOMAS GARRETT, ESQUIRE
Motion made (Mr. Oohen) to refer matter of acceptance of a scat on the City of Sydney Improve.
meat Board by Thomas Garrett, Esq., to Elect-ions and Qualifications Coonnittec, 16;
and negatived on Division, 17.
PRODUCTION OF RECORDS
Ix A Carat OF LAW
Speaker informs House of service of subpona on Clerk to produce Records in cases
Morgan v. Dansey, and Morgan v. Marsden, and leave given to Clerk to produce, 2.
Boroogh of Eandwiek v. Municipal Council of Sydney,
do.,
do,,
83.
Personation at Electinn for East Sydney,
do.,
dd.,
40.
PRO FORMA HILL:—
Ordnance Lands Transfer Bill, presented (Sir Henry Parker), and read 10, 3.
PROTECTION TO NATIVE INDUSTRIES (See "NATIVE INDUSTRIES.")
PItOTLIONOTARY (See "SLATTERY, MR. T. M.")
PUBLIC (See also 'RESERVES.")
VmIIesEs RE0ULATI0N ACT Or 1873:—
By-laws under, laid on Table, 2(2), 77,118, 168, 281, 307 .................. --- ...... -....................... --5
Motion made (Mr. Greenwood) for a Return showisig particulars of convictions under, during
years 1875, 6,7, 8, and 9, 157 Return to Order, laid on Table, 330 .............................
3
Aceoryts
Explanatory Statement of, as
2
in the Ways and Means for 1880, laid on Table, 91
FREE LIBRARY
Report for 1879, laid on Table, 270 ............................................. -................................
3
By-laws of, Gnlgong,
do.
23 .......-................................ -.....................................
5
Do.
Albien Perk (Shellharbour), laid on Table, 160 ------------------------------------------------- 5
Woaxa ESTIMATE (Sec "ESTIMATES")
Womcs—Pnrsox Lanosjit ON
Motion made (Mr. Hurlsy, Hartley) that Government should take steps to utilile, and negatived
on Division, 23, 24.
SnnncE
Motion made (Mr. Copeland) for a Return of the number of persons in receipt of Government
pay, either by salaries, wages, subsidies, or fees, during 1878, 35; Return to Order, laid on
Table 118 .......................................................-.... - .... -------...................... - ..........
GATE ON RoAD, COLLEctoR TO BEPADALEANE RAILwAY STATION
Motion made (Mr. i3adgery) for all letters, petitions, &c, respecting erection of, 340; Return to
Order, laid on Table, 372 ........................ ............................................................
5
CRABUIES
Report of Inspector fdr 1870, laid on Table, 37-7- ............ -.............. -................. -..............
2
FUBLICAN'S LICENSE (See also "LIQUOR LICENSES SUSPENSORY BILLS"):—
&LAYMOND TERRAcE
Correspondence respecting the transfer of, and the objections thereto
by the police, laid
OnTable, 16 -------------------- - ----- --------------------------------------------------------------------------- - 3
PUBL1CANS LICENSING ACT: —
Petition from the General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church of New South \Vnles, for
amendmentin, presented, 43 .... ...... -.......... ---------- .... .... ....... ... ... ... ... ... ------ ..............
5
Petition from J. C. Kirby, Chairman of Public Meeting of the Congregational Union of New
South Wales, for amendment, presented, 135 .............. -................................. -...........
5
PUBLIC INSTRUCTION ACT OF- 1880;—
Regulations under, laid on Table, 348, 450 ...................................................................... 3
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PUBLIC INSTRUCTION BILL—
Motion made (Sir Henry l'arkes) for Committee of the Whole, 8 ; House in Committee, and
Resolution agreed to, 26 ; Messago from Governor recommending, 28; presented and rend
10, 38; motion made for 20, and Debate adjourned, 56; Debate resumed and adjourned, 66,
68,77; Debate resumed, Bill read 20, and committed, 82; fnrther considered in Committee, 91,
96; Order of the Day postponed, 107; further considered in Committee, 172, 181, 186, 197,
201; reported with Amendments, recommitted, reported 20 with further Amendments, anti
report adopted, 201; rend 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 212; returned with amendments,
287; amendments agreed to, and Message to Council, 290; assent reported, 297 ................
Potition from the General Assemb]y of the Presbyterian Church of New South \Vales, in favour
of, presented, 49 ..................................................................................................
do., 86
do.,
Do,
The flume Electorate,
do.,
do., 101
Do.
,To}m Tebbutt, Chairman of Public Meeting, Windsor,
do., 101
John 0mm, l'rcsidentof the Weslcyon Methodist Conference, do.,
Do.
do., 104
do.,
Do.
Henry flicks, Chairman of Public Meeting, Sydney,
do., 114 3
Tenterfield,
do.,
Do.
do.,
do., 114
Do.
flume Electorate,
do., 118
do.,
Do.
F. H. Tindall, Chairman of Public Meeting, Mudgee,
do.,
do., 118
Do.
Greta and Anvil Creek,
do., 118 '
dq.,
St. Mary's,
Do.
do., 118
do.,
Do.
Upper Hunter, around Muswellbrook,
do., 123
do.,
Do.
Sofala, Crudine, 'Wyag(lon, &c.,
do., 123
do.,
Do.
Sofala, Mothers of families,
do., 128
do.,
Do.
Morpeth,
do., 128
do.,
Do.
Northumberland, Mothers of families,
do,, 128
do.,
Northumber]and,
Do.
do., 12$
do.,
Do.
St. Leonards (Ryde),
do., 128
do.,
Do.
do.,
do., Mothers of families,
do., 132
do.,
Do.
The llawkesborv,
do., 132)
do.,
Do.
do.,
Mothers of families,
Do.
J. C. JGrby, Chairman of the Congregational Union of New South Wales, do., do., 135
do., 135 '1
do.,
Do.
'West Maitland,
do., 1351
do,,
Do,
Dungog,
do., 144'
do.,
Do,
Illawarra,
do., 1441
do.,
Do.
Newtown,
do., 144
do.,
Do.
The Nepean,
do., 144.
do.,
Do.
do.,
Mothers of families,
do., 144
do.,
Do.
Luddenha-m,
do., 147
do.,
Do.
Lansbton, Mothers of families,
do., 147
do.,
Do.
Lambten,
do., 147
do.,
Winghiain,
Do.
do., 117
do.,
Do.
Wollomba River, Mothers of families,
do., 147
do.,
Do.
Taree,
do,, 147
do,,
Manning River,
Do.
do., 147
do.,
Do.
Wollumba River,
do., 147
do.,
Do.
Manning River, Mothers of families,
do., 154
do.,
Do.
Broughton Vale,
do., 157
do,,
Do.
Broughton Creek, &e.,
do., 160
do.,
Do.
Wagga Wagga,
do., 174
do.,
Do.
Condobolin,
do., 174 5
do.,
Do.
Germanton and District.,
do., 175 1
do.,
Do.
Wollongong,
do., 175
do.,
Do.
)3almain,
do., 209
do.,
Do.
Parramatta and vicinity,
do., 210
do.,
Do.
George Wallace, for Public Meeting, Newcastle,
Do.
Yass and District, in favour of payment by results and eapitation, presented, 49
63 )
do.,
do.,
Gundagai, Cootamundra, and Jugiong,
Do.
65
do.,
do.,
Do.
Burrows, Murrumburrah, Mnrengo, &c.,
68 .3
do.,
do.,
Do.
Albury and District,
do.,
73
do.,
Do.
Goulburr, and District,
86
do.,
do.,
Do.
Corowa,
123
do.,
do.,
Do,
Turn at,
Do.
Wailsend and. Plattsburgh, in favour of abolition of fees, and malcingsystem free and
compulsory, presented, 86 .....................................................................................
Do.
David Berrie, praying for amendment of the Bill in certain respects, presented, 80 .,
Do.
Deniliquin, against the Bill on various grounds, presented, 95 ...............................
Do.
Morpeth, Public Meeting, that certain amendments suggested may be embodied in the
Bill, presented, 172 ..............................................................................................
Do.
YassandDistrietinfavouroftheBilll, with the exeeptionof the 2othelause, presented,1'74
212
do.,
Do.
do.,
Invorell and District
do.,
Do.
Roman Catholic Inhabitants of St. Mary's, alleging that they with their fellow
Catholics represeut nearly one-third of the popiflation, and that they cannot conscientiously
accept the proposed Bill, presented, and read by Clerk, 73
presented, 73
Do,
'Waverloy and Eandwiek,
do.
do.,
73
do.,
Branxton,
do.
do.,
DoDo.
Windsor,
do.
do.,
73
do.,
do.,
Do.
Petersham,
do.
73
do.,
do.,
Do.
St. Patrick's,
do.
do.,
73
Do.
do. '
do.,
St. Benedict's,
do.,
76
Do.
do.
do.,
Mount Carmel, Waterloo,
do.,
76
Do.
Woolluhra and l'addington,
do.
do.,
76
do.,
do.,
Do.
Di,bbo,
do.
do.,
76
do.,
Do.
Pyrmout.,
do.
do.,
16
Do.
do.,
Parramatta,
do.
76
do.,
Do.
Newtown,
do.
do.,
16
do,,
do.,
Do.
Carcoar,
do.
76
do.,
do.,
Do.
Penrith,
do,
76
do.,
Do.
do.
do.,
Hyde and Hunter's Hill,
76
do.,
do.,
Do.
St. John's,
do,
70
do.,
do.,
Do.
St. Francis's,
do.
81
do,,
do.,
Do.
Wallsend and Plat.tsburg,
do.

3

389

3
3
3
3

391
393
395
897

8
3
3

401
403
405

3

407

3

40)

3

411

3

415

s
3
8
3

419
421
423
425

8

427

3
3
3

443
431
429

3

3
3

433
435
445

3
3
3

4.37
439
441

2

443
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PUBLIC INSTRUCTION BILL eontiavcd)
Petition from Roman Catholic Inhabitants of Lambton and Waratab, a]leging that they with
their fellow Catholics represent nearly one-third of the population, and that they eannot
conscientiously accept the proposed JJi]l, presented, 81 ...............................................
Do.
Newcastle,
do
(10,,
Do.
Wickham, E'amilton, and Burwood,
(10
do.,
Do.
Sacred Heart,
do
do.,
81
do.,
Do.
Liverpool,
do
do.,
do.,
81
Do.
Five Dock,
do
do.,
do.,
81
Do.
St. Ann,
do
do.,
do.,
81
Do.
Concord,
do
do.,
do.,
86
Do.
Lane Cove,
do
do.,
do.,
86
Do.
St. Leonards,
do
do.,
do.,
86.
Do.
Appin and Pieton,
do
do.,
do,,
90
Do.
Gresford,
do
do,,
do.,
05
Do.
Murrurundi,
do
do.,
95
do.,
Do.
Muselebrook,
do
do.,
do.,
95
Do.
A.rmidale,
do
do.,
do.,
951
Do.
Tenterfielcl,
do
do.,
do.,
95;
Do.
Wollongong,
do
do.,
do.,
95
Do.
St. James's, Forest Lodge,
do
d0.,
do.,
05
Do.
Cainpbelltown,
do
do.,
do.,
95
Do.
Taworth,
ni
do
do.,
do,,
95
Do.
Greta,
do
do.,
do.,
1011'
Do.
l3roulee,
do
do.,
do.,
101
Do.
Manly and Pitt Water,
do
(10.,
do.,
101
Do.
Wellington,
do
do.,
do.,
101
Do.
Batliurat,
do
do.,
do.,
101
Do.
Singleton,
do
do.,
do.,
101
Do.
Rne',nond Terrace,
do
do.,
do.,
104
Do.
Manning River,
do
do.,
do.,
104
Do.
Botany,
do
do.,
do.,
0,111
TO.
Cook's River and Kogerah,
do
do.,
do.,
104
Do.
Orange,
do
(10,
do,,
104!
Do.
A n,iuen,
do.
do.,
do.,
104
Do.
Er,ebane Water,
do
do.,
do.,
118,
Do.
Mudgee,
do
do.,
do.,
118;
Do.
Bal,nain,
do
do.,
do.,
1181
Do.
Morpetli,
do
do,,
do,,
182r
Do.'
Mnitland,
do
do.,
do.,
132
Do.
GnnnedM,,
do
do,,
1321
do.,
Do.
Coonanible,
do
tb.,
do.,
132
Do.
Berrima,
do
do.,
do,,
135
Do.
Queemboya.n,
do,
do.,
do.,
1401
Do.
East Maitland,
do
do.,
do.,
140
Do.
Scone,
do
do.,
do,,
1401!
Do,
Richmond River,
do
do.,
do.,
14'lDo.
Armidale,
do
do,,
do.,
I 441
Do.
RockIer,
do
do.,
do.,
154
Do.
Right Reverend Dr. Barker, D.D.,.Lord Bishop of Sydney and Metropolitan,
ps'aynig that the 2601 clause may be so amended as not to interfere with Denomthationai
Schools, presented, 73 .........................................................................................
Do.
Members of Church of Englnnd, Musw'ehlbrook,
do.,
95
Do.
J. K. Piddington, W. Russell, and others, in the pni'islt of St. Philip,
do., 157
Do.
W. Rough, G. G. Gibson, in the 1snrrsh of' St. James, Sydney,
do., 1571
Do.
C. F. Gnrnsev, 1. Gordon, and others, Cl,rist Church, Sydney,
do., 15Do.
S. Jr. Childe, BA., H. Edwards, and others, Waverley,
do., 1571
Do.
Landholders and Reside,,ts of Kangaroo Valley and srn'ronnding Distriot, do., 1671
Do.
Residents of Cobbity,
do., 1571
Do.
Inhabitant, of B,'oi,ghton Creek,
do., 160
Do.
J. N. Monning and Members, St. Silas's, Wate,'boo,
do., 160'
Do.
Alfred H. Stephen and others, St. Paul's, Eedfern,
do., 160J
Do.
Woollnl,ro, Double Boy, and Darling Point,
do,, 168
Do.
St,.john', Parramatta,
'
do., 168
PUBLIC ROADS ACT AMENDMENT BILL:—
Motion made (Mr. Pitches') for leave to bring in, 278 ; presented and read 1°, 278; Order of the Day disehmirged and Bill ivitl,d,'awn, 299.
PUBLIC ROADS AcT AMENDMJc"g- BILL (No. 2):—
Motion made (fl'. Pitcher) for leave to bring in, 30.1; presented and read 1°, 301,; Order of the
Day postponed, 316; dropped, 331 ; restororl, 370 ; ,uotion made for 2', and Debate
adjou,',,ed, 377; Om',io,' of the Day p6sl.poucd, 388, 425, 451., 472, 489.
PUBLIC SChOOL (See "El)UCATIoN.")
PUBLIC WORKS LOAN BILL
Resolntio,, of 'Ways and Means No.18 agreed to, 437; Bill ordered (Aft. We/son), presented, and
read 1', 427 ; read 2°, committed, reported without amendment, and report adopted, 469
read 30, passed, and seat to Council, 472; returned without a,nend,nent, 485 ; assent
reported, 492.
PUNCTUATION OF BILLS AND ACTS OF PARLIAMENT:—
Motto,) ,nnde (Air. Farnel/) in favour of, 21,11 negatived, 430.
T'YRMON'I' BR-TDOE—DARIlNci JrAfljlOUlt—
ion made (.h/'i'. It,,i/eq i/ar/tn1) ti, it- i, i,,ne lie a at r'p.s be likell to remove, and that di'edging
operal os,, be carried on mar the wl,n, fr, and negatived, 2-1.
PYRhIONT (Sec "LAN!).")

I

Q

Q1ft'I' çUA't'TA. (fier " EESEIfl'IICS.'')
QUESTIONS AND ANSW!EES:—
Sessio,,ml Order respecti ig eat, y of, in Votes and Proceedings, passed, 7
(P31 --E

443.

481

447

451

453

455
457

459

461
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QUESTJONS (continued)
QUESTTONS :BARNES Uron -Conditional Purchase, 370.
ABATP01E, GLEBE Isiaxa :EAEUABA
Inquiry into management, 11, 45.
Proposed Bridge and Court-houso, 22, 156, 211, 487..
Report of Mr. Watt on desiccation of blood, 83.
Romi, to Gunnedah, 32, 159, 220, 253, 271, 379.
Employes at, 207.
Telegraph Line to Bingera 232.
ABERDEEN -Bridge at 5, 171.
Travelling Stock Reserve, Road Yetman to, 344.
Anoxiursas -Reserve for, at Port Stephens, 263.
B.&xwiv RIvER
ACC0UN'rs :-Pubuic, of the Colony, 277.
Public Tanks, 89, 131, 187, 208, 303, 399, 411.
ADNINISTRATION Or JUST]OE :Snagging of Upper, 267.
Case of Veness v. Rogers, MAnihla, 21, 122.
BATHS
Dates of holding Assize Courts, 22.
Establishment of, Double Bay, 45.
Mr. F. V. Wolseley, 3.P., 53
Public, Parrasnatta, 305.
Amendment of Supreme Court Act, 7].
BECRn'r's BRIDGE -Toll-bar, 37.
Imprisomnent of a blind Chinaman at Parramatta, 75.
BEERs -Competition for running, at Exhibition,. 313.
Appointment of Mr. John Theophilus 1{eeley to the
BENI,En,u;R :-Cemetery, 302.
Commission of the Peace, 76.
BEaR]MA -Gaol accommodation, 220.
Evans v. Merriman, 80.
BERTRAND Louis :-Applicstion of, for releasefrom gaol,
Forms of information, 97.
471.
Inquest on body of Mr. Learmonth, 128. Bso Rivux -Bridge over, near Moree, 131.
Attorney General p. Bolt and others, 211, 321(6).
Bn.LVA
In, Mn. -Purchase of land, George-itreet North,
Criminal Assaults on Females, 266.
by Government from, 183, 220.
Bargo Brush Prisoners, 305.
BILOELA AN]) S5IATTES1I1TI1Y R,iroRNATORIE!StRtisti
Writs of Ca Se, 351.
respecting, 1877-9, 301.
Charges against Judge Meyinott, 360, 404, 453.
BINGERA
Case of John Sparks, confiaee in Debrs Prison, 376,
Gaol, 75, 133, 243.
453.
Telegraph Line Barraba to, 232.
Business of the Supreme Court, 383, 475.
Police Quarters, 112.
Assaults at Pyrmont, 407.
Court-house, 133.
Committal of Mr. 1). J. Newton for forgery, 411.
Post and Telegraph Office, 152.
Arrest of herbert Aleorn at Singleton, 411.
Bridge over River at, 155.
Prisoners in Gaol over 14 years, 427, 482.
Recreation Ground, 195.
Application of L. Bertrand for release from gaol, 471.
Gold Field, 240.
Appointment and control of Official Assignees, 433.
Cancellation of Gold Field Reserve, 376, 403.
AFrII,LATED CoLLEGES (See "EDUcATION.")
Road to Narrabri, 465.
APrER Auo'riox SELECTION :-Land open to, 482.
Blitrus, DEATHS, AND MARRIAGES :AGENT GENERAL FOR THE COLONY :Registrar of, Brewarrina, 99.
Return of Mr. Forster, 75.
Transfer of Registers of, from Mr. Kerrison James, 453.
Assumption of duties by Mr. Stuart, 107.
BLANDFORD :-Tollbar, 40.
A0REES, Josm'n -Conditional Purchase of, 364.
BLArNEY
Aunrny :Court-house, 173.
Railway to, 134.
Post and Telegraph Office, 322.
Post Office, 134.
BLOMFIEI,D & MUNFORD -Proceedings of, against the
Water Supply, 134.
Government, 37.
Ai.00Rx, HERBERT -Arrest of, at Singleton, 411.
Bo0AN RIVER -Bridge at Gongolpn, 175, 432.
Aasos BRO'ratses :-Public-houses said to he kept by, on
BOGGAJIILLA :-Court of Petty Sessions, 333.
Great Northern Extension, 93, 94.
B00GABRI -Post and Telegraph 0111cc, 27, 156, 289.
APPEAL TO PRIVY CoUNCIL :Boccv CREEK 1Decision, Robertson p. Day, 2'24.
Travelling Stock Road from, 334.
Expense of, Tnrner p. Walsh, 413.
Road, to Millie, 344, 445.
W LANDS"):APPLICATIONS (See also "LAM,, "also "CRON
Boc.noLE :-At Milnor's Conditional Purchase, 185.
For leases of land on the reserve for Water Supply
Botono, Mn. _Commissioner of Crown Lands, 184.
to Sydney, 207.
Bonn -For Railway Freight Accounts, 249.
APPRAISEMENT (Sec "Ceown LANDS.")
BORDER DUTIES -Convention between South Australia
APPRAISERS OF Ruxs :and New South Wales, 383, 446.
.
Valuations by, 314, 322.
BOETSIwIOR, T. P. -Application of, to purchase land, 248
Appointments of, 466.
BOUNIJARIES or INVERELL LAND DISTRICT :-ReadjustARBrrEATION CASE :-Clark and Guest, 284.
snout of, 52.
ARORBISEOP VAUGHAN :Bow BRIDGE -River Peel, Tamworth, 187.
Moneys received by, from Government, 26.
Bowny, TUE LATE CONSTABLE -Provision for widow of,
Residence of, at St. John's College, 34.
83, 315.
ARTILLERY, PERsL-UENT -TravellingExpensesof Officers,
BoWMAN's Clloss]NG :_Bridge over hlunterRiverat.fi,27.
Lainbton Riots, 250.
BOwER :-Road at, Nambnecra River, 139.
ARTILLERY, VOLUNTEER -Discharge of a giimier, 306.
BOYLE, Jomc --Road through conditional purchase of, 471
AsSAULTS ;BRAinwooD : - Road Hoskingtown towards, vid BalCriminal, on Females, 266.
lallaba, 20, 407.
Protection from, at Pynnont, 407.
BaAtix'roy'.-CelneterY, 19.
ASSEMBLY :BErn-nA
-Railway platform between Gunnedah and, 392.
Index to current Votes and Proceedings, 247.
BREWAPSINA
Members of Parliament as Contractors Agents, 21, 34,
Post and Telegraph Office, 52.
412 (I), 445.
District Conrts and Quarter Sessions, 62, 147.
.ASSIzE Conrrs -Dates of holding, 22.
Land Agent-, 100.
AssocIATION CRICKET GROUND -Conditions of Grant, 323.
Registrar of Births, Deaths, and Marriages, 99.
ATI0xNEY GENERAL V. BOLT -Communication between
Common, 163.
Captain Onslow and Members of the Government,
Main street in, 325.
321(6).
BRIDO:ES
AnUNGA :-Aberdeen and Jerry's Plasna (Bowman's), 5, 171.
Public School, 160, 215, 239, 283.
Proposed, at Barraha, over River Manilla, 22.
Provisional School, 232.
Low-level, Dalwood Ford, 25, 155.
Aucriox PURCHASES (See "Caowx LANDS-.'- )
Hunter River, at. Bow,nasi's Ciossing, 5, 27.
AUsTRALIAN WINES -Imperial duties on, 19.
River Namoi, at Gunnedah, 27, 453.
BAnsIni, Dn. :-Allegod sole occupation of Railway
Beckitt's Toll-bar, 37.
Carriage by, 33, 40.
Merriwa and Colharoy, 39.
BALLALLAnA -Road Hoskingtown towards, 20, 407.
Parramnatta River, near Queen's Wharf, 61, 395.
BALLAST -Landing of, at Newcastle, 117.
11 igh-level, at Maison Dieu, 67.
BAND -b Hyde Park, 345.
Walignnyah, 69, 352.
BANKING AGEEEMEN'r.-l3etween the Covcrnsnent and
hligh-levul, at Bulahdelah, 69.
the Bank of-New South Wales, 61, 113.
Mclii River, 72.
BANKS'S MEAD0V :-Road from, to Bunneroug Road, 48.
lii o,gi , di ai 1 Go, aid i 'vi, di, 55, 153, 226.
BAEADINE :Erskis,evilh, (tiailway), h6.
Road, to Rocky Glen, 200, :117.
1.lo,,ut VieI,,ria (ltailwa , 94, 151.
Recreation (ro,,,d, 208.
Mas,illa, IOU, 11:4, 211, 303, 418.
BARV0 Bnnn PRISON tins -Petition for liberation, 305.
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QUESTIONS (continued) QUESTIONS (continued)
Bnrnos (continued)
CITi' OF SYDNEY IrPRovEMENT Mosiiu
High-level, Williams River, at Tellegra, 303, 219,
Appointment of Members of Parliament to, if.
In district of Liverpool Plains, 112.
Orders made by, 203.
Buck Creek (Railway), 121, 364, 446.
CIVIL Ssnncn
Big River, near More; 131.
Mr. Cilliat appointed Inspector of Waterholes, 12,
Electorate of The Gwydir, 133.
Officers acting as Directors of Companies, 2), 183, 207.
Lagoon, Forbes, 139.
Mr. Yeo, Inspector of Stock. 33(2), 40.
Over river at Bingera, 155.
Management of Stores Department, 45.
North Ann of Richmond River, 156.
Dissnissal of Mr. Daniels, Railway Trial-Surveyor, 72,
Shoalhaven River, 159.
Mr. John Kelly, 90.
Tuross River, at 'l'runketahella, 160.
Mr. Diaries Brown, Department of Lands, 90.
Dangar, over Barwin River, at Walgett, 167.
Returns respecting, 104.
WToIIondilly, 171.
Mr. Lumsdainc, 134, 192.
Muselebrook, 171, 184, 343.
Mr. Keayou, Clerk of Petty Sessions, Gunning, 164,
Waterloo Creek, near Millie, 175.
Mr. Rutter, Lands Office, 150
Bogan River and Tarrio,i Creek, 175, 412.
Sheep Inspectors, duties of, 188, 200.
Gwydir River, at i3undarra, 185, 323, 348.
Mr. J. F. Harmer, Water Pollee Office, 208.
Bow, over River Peel, at Tamworth, 187.
Mr. J. B. Richards, late Crown Lands Agent, 211.
'Great VTesthru Railway, 103.
Return relating to Pensions, 289.
Manilla River and Peel River, 211.
Employment of Mr. Jasnes Roberts in Tramway DeFoot-passenger, across the Parramatta River, 227, 248.
partment, 370, 372.
Over the Yanko, near .lerilderie, 273.
Appointment and disposal of officers in Harbours and
Westbrook, 274.
Rivers Department, 428.
Namoi River, at Watgctt, 280.
,it James Hocy, forenvus, Fitzroy Dry Dock, 466
Creg Greg River, Iliune District, 301.
CLAXcv, Ms. B. -Conditional Purchase of, Molong, 32.
Obley Creek, 315.
CLARENCE (See "RAILWAYS.")
Coabbaggie Creek, road Dubbo to Coonamble, 340.
CLARENCE TOWN -Road Seaham to, 344.
Iron Cove, 412.
CLABIc AND C CR51 -Arbitration Case, 284.
Railway iron, TJlt'uno, 424,
CLEA nx, Mit. DANIEL -Application of, to purchase
Cockburn River, near Tamworth, 487.
land, Lewis Ponds, ftargraves, 34,
BRODIE'S PLAINS :-Post Office, 335.
CLEARY, Mn. M. A. t-Appointment of, as Lecturer on
BRoKE :-RailvayTrial SurveylromWollombi toSingleton
Elocution, 122,
rid, 340.
CLERK BROWN, Mn. CHARLF:s -Suspension of, from Lands
Of Petty Sessions and Land Agent, Morec, 155.
Department, 90.
Do.
Gunning (Mr. Kenyon), 104.
Baowr, I\In.H. H. -Sale of horses by, to the TeleDo.
Mr. Martin, 172,
graph Department, 151.
GLUt, Mn. S. -Deed of Crown Grant hold by, 171.
BULAIIDELAE
Csoct AT PARIiAMATTA :-Post and Telegraph Office,
High-level Bridge, 69.
81, 228.
Telegraph Line to Hawk's Nest, 113.
CLYNE, ALEXANDER :-Conditional Purchase of, 150.
BULLION (iou, MINING CoMPANY, UnALLA -ApplicaCOAL MINERS :-Imsnigratiou of, 326, 340, 417.
tions under 28th section Mining Act, and for money
COAST WAITER, PORT STEPRENS -Appointment of Mr.
from Prospecting Vote, 302.
A. J. Eckford, 62 65.
13r1.LoeK ISLAND (See ONEBYriAMBA.)
ConAn t-Telegraph Line, Louth to, 195.
EUNDARRA -Bridge over Gwydir Rive,'at, 185, 32 1 348.
ConnonAr -Road, 188.
BunuRoxo CREEK --Sale of Church and School Lands,
CoexnunN RivEn Bridge near Ta,nwortb, 487:
325.
Cocir LAN, Mg. J. -Offer of a Geological Spechnen by,
BURDENINg Srn,ycs -Public School at, 215, 239.
to the Government, 144.
Busnvooi, -High-level Crossing at Railway Station, 201.
CoI,LARO x':---Bridgc, 39.
Busny, Mg. ALEXANDER -Transfer of W1. Lamb's Con.
COLlInS, AnTHUR -Compe,isation to, and Jane Flockilitional Purchase to, 223.
hart, 348.
BusssxANGuns, IVANTABADGERv ,-Rew-ards to Police, 59.
COLONIAL TWEEDS -Use of, for Prison Clothing, 343.
BUTLER, JohN -Appointment of, as a letter-carrier,
COSInES, Mn. -Freight paid for goods shipped by, 208.
139,
Coasirls,sIoNERs
Bvnox, Joux -Petition of, 357.
Of Custosus, fees paid to, 61.
CALI.A1.r PARK --Public Wharf, 4S.
of Crown Lands, 314.
CAnnER -Post and Telegraph Office, 55.
CoMMoNS
CARCOAR -Court-house, 45.
Gold-mining on, 89, 285, 205.
CMtL[SLE, Mn. -Late Railway Traffic Manager, 156.
Brewarri,,a, 163.
CA,u,YoN, -lAnEs -Conditional Purchase of, 240.
Town-removal of gravel, timber, &e., from, 196.
CAnnow Eaoox RoAn :-Road to Forest Road, 167.
Do. -Walcha, 224.
CARrY, Mn. MARTIN -Lease of land held by, 03.
Do. -Corree, 302.
CASEY, DENNIS (See "CROWN LANDS.
Jeny's Plains, 200.
CAssnas :--Post and Telegraph Office, 20, 196.
Bight of travelling-stock to graze on, 224.
CATA3tAT TUNNEL -Contract for, Sydney Water Supply,
Nanabri, 224.
6, 167, 309, 339.
Temporary, Uralha, 302.
CATTLE SALE YARDS -Grant of land for, to City CorpoSplitting Tunijer on, 364.
ration, 20, 38.
C0aIPENSA'rioN
CAUSEWAY -Low-level, at Manilla, 164.
To Mr. O1,ed West, under Rushentters Bay Act, 251.
CAVANAOII, Mic. -Conditional Purchase of, 281.
To A,'thur Colless and Jane Flockhart, 348.
CJIDAR CREEK -Public School, 71.
CONDITIONAL PIIROIIASES
CE.,sETxRv
Crows, Lands under Pastoral Lease and, 31, 34,
Brauxton, 19.
Introduction of Bill to lcgahze, 72, 286.
Bende,neer, 302.
Declarations in connection with, 122.
Government Domain, Parramatta, 300.
Nusnhem-, area, and particulars of, from 1st January,
Coonabarabran, 399.
1802, to 30th November, 1879, 127.
CENSCS -Taking of, 122.
Tmnprovements On, 144.
Cuis,nexx -Admission of, to Garden Palace, 240, 263.
John Daly's, Paris). of Winton, 22, 154.
CnINAMAcc ;-In)lIrisonn,ent of a, at Parramatta, 7Matl,ew Crawford's, Nudpc, 25.
C111nosn
George Lacy's, on Nyinbosda River, 25, 184, 252.
Treatment of Lepers, at Botany, 247.
James Weeks's, Walgets, 27.
Introduction of Bill, 297,
Mr. D. Claney's, near Melong, 32,
Alleged isn,nigmtin,i of Criminals, 427.
John Dean's, Cassilis, 67, 134.
C,is,soras EsrAI-E :-Purchase of, near Rcdfers. Railway
William Rae's, 112.
Station, by Government, 32, 143.
B. W. Mon-ice's in the county of King, 147,
Cimucit AND Srnoon LANDS
B W Nichols, 154.
'
Disposal of proceeds, &c., 16.
W. 13. Rowortl,'s, 156.
Site Uf, at Ilunnerong Creek, 325.
Riel,as'd Purcell's, 156.
CIRcULAR QUAY
Alexander Dyne's, 156.
Accommodation for steaum-slnps, 138.
George Lamnbcrt's, 184.
Wharf-wall at, 383.
H. B. Murray's, 184.
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QUESTIONS (continued)

CoNDITIoNAL PUndnAsfl (continued)
Boghole at Milner's, 185.
Obstruction to Traffic at Mibacr's and Austin's, 185.
Messrs. fleuay& Smith's, on Moredevil Run, 191,
William l'earse's, 191.
Arthur H. T. Sherwin's, 302.
Hugh McClennet's, 105.
Mr. VT. lAmb's, 223.
James Canyon's, 240.
Thomas Thompson's application for, Windsor, 240.
James Davidson's, 249.
J. J. R. Gibson's, 240.
Kirwin's, at Campbell's Creek, 277.
Cavanagh's, of Dandry Creek, 231.
William Crowley's, 253.
James South's, 297.
Samuel Woollasi's, 307.
James Tutt's, of Glen limes, 334.
Charles Ham's, at Iloggy Creek, 347.
Joseph Agrees, Narrabri, M.
Philip Newman's, Biogera, 371.
Hugh Barnes's, on Molly Run, 379.
F. M. Cross's, on Bokirah Creek, 408.
John Mamuix's, of Warialda, 446.
Road through John Boyle's, near Garrawilla, 471.
CoNno1Iosn
Purchase and stoppage of Drafting Yard Road by
lessees of Run, 303.
Leek-up, 315, M.
CONSERVATION OP WTATEn -In the Interior, 215.
C0N5OLTOATED REVENUE FUND ;-Cash balance, 167.
(JONSTADLE (See "POLICE.")
CoNniACrous
Sureties for Government, 188.
Members of Parliament acting as agents for, 21, 34,
412 (u), 445
CoNTRACtS -Mode of Tendering for Government, 208.
Coon -Railway, 97, 164, 334.
CO ON ABA B AD RA N
Police Quarters, 173, 220, 407.
Cemetery, 329.
000NAMBLE
Post Office, 303.
Court-house and Lock-up, 340.
llndges on Road, Pubbo to, 340.
Site for J:lospital, 352.
Road, Walgett to, 391,
Coonnnucc, :-Post and Telegraph Office, 216.
Coi'ELnm MINING DISTRICT -Particulars respecting
Gold Leases in, 392, 471.
Copnuoarrs -Number registered, 156.
C0I10NERS INQTJESTS -Annual publication of particulars,
351.
Coxowx -Post and Telegraph Office, 134, 205.
CORnER --Town of, 283, 392.
CouRt-HousE,:Enclosure of, in the Gwydir Electorate, 427.
Barraba, 22, 156, 487.
Carcoar, 45.
Parramatta, 61, 305, 452.
Moss Vale, 75; 93.
Lithgow, 100.
Tumberumba, 101, 369.
Ringers, 133.
Warialda, 152, 329.
Qnirindi, 156.
Blayney, 173.
Moree, 191.
Pilliga, 322.
Coonainhle, 340.
- Walgett, 364.
Howlong, 369.
- CouRts
Holding-of Maize, 22.
District and Quarter Sessions, ]3rewarrina, 62, 147,
Lismore, 157.
Do.
District, Goulburn, 192.
Of Petty Sessions, The Civydir Electorate, 137.
and Police, Millie, 109.
Do.
Boggabilla, 332.
Do.
St. Leonards, 387.
Do.
CRAwFORD, MAnsrEv :-Seleotion of, at Mndgce, 25.
CnscscEv AssociATioN GR0UND:-ConditionsofGnnt,323.
CrnMJNAL ASSAULTS -On Females, 266.
Cxoss F. M. :-Conditional Purchase, on Bokirab Creek,
408.
CnovLEv WILLIAM -Conditional Purchase of, 283.
Cnowa GRANTS Pul,lieation of Forms of, 19.
Dcccl of, held by Mr. S. ChIt, 171.

QUESTIONS (continued)
CRowN LANDS (See also "CONDITIONAL PURCHASES';
also '' LAND") !Dennis Casey's application for lease of Flying-fox
Island, 11.
Appraisement case, Murphy i'. Fletcher, 22, 153.
Kirk a. \Vhitton, 22, 153.
Do.
Under Pastoral Lease and Conditional Purchase, 31, 34.
Applications to Purchase, 31.
in virtue of Improvements,
Do.
481, 482.
Mr. Daniel Cleary's Application for, Lewis Ponds,
Hargraves, 34.
Survey and sale of; 37.
Case of Mcintyre a. Maedonnell, 41.
Walker, 52, 303.
Mr. Appraiser,
Unstocked Runs, 71.
Leased by John l'illey and Martin Carty, 03,
Trespassing on, at Gislmedah, 103.
Case of John Dare>', 153.
Mr. folding, Commissioner of, 184.
Robertson v. Day-Privy Council decision, 224.
Particulars of Robertson's appliDo.
cation to purchase, 371.
Francis Faleoner's application for, 224.
Auction Purchases mane by B. Edwards at Dubbo, 249.
ondobohin Run, 303.
Ncvin v. Fraser and Anderson, 303.
Commissioners, 314.
Appraisers of Runs, 314, 322, 466.
Government Laud Sales-upset price, 326.
Compensation to A. fjolless and JAne Flockhart, 348.
Sites for Religions Purposes, 351, 359, 360.
Resumption of Land at Forbes, .357.
Sales at 25/- per acre, and subsequently at 20/. per nero,
403.
Sales of Conntry Lands, 427, 440.
Open to after Auction Selection, 482.
Caowy-svnFET :-Puhlic School, 339
CCICRAwANG COPPER Mrys ;-Pollution of Lake George
by water flowing from, 488.
Cusroars
Fees paid to Cormuissioners, 61.
Salaries on account of International Exhibition Bond, 62.
Appointment of roast Waiter (Mr. A. J. Eckforcl), Port
Stephens, 62, 65.
Cnstom House at Wentworth, 67.
Mr. John Kelly, Chief Messenger, at Gipps Ward
Election, 90.
Duties paid by 30101 Frazer & Co., and by Watson
Brothers, 109.
Spirits and Tobacco taken out of Bond, 110.
Duties paid by Tooth & Co., Toohey & Co., and Dalton
Brothers, 111.
Excise Duties, 134.
Border Duties Convention between South Australia
and New South \Vales, 383, 446.
Overtime paid to Mr. Ftank Eagar, 475
Danosin' -Land Sale, 369.
DALTON Baovnexs -Duties paid by, Ill.
DALWOOD FORD -Low-level Bridge, 25, 155.
DALY, -Jon :-Conditional Purchase of, 22, 154.
DAMs IAcross Freshwater River, Parramatta, 20,131, 248, 396.
Construction of, 215.
Overshot, Jerilderie, 273, 396.
On Road Narrabri to Millie over Waterloo Creek, 487.
DANCAR BarDGE -Over Barwin River at Wnlgett, 167.
DANIELS, Mx. -Dismissal from Railway Department, 72.
DAne; JOHN -Case of, 153.
BAiter, MB. HUGE -Contract of, for Road Work, 55.
BATtLING HARBOUR
Railway-Traffic and Expenses, 59.
Wharf -Iron Girders, 155.
DAVIDSON, JAMEs -Conditional Purchase, 249.
DAVIES, Mn. :-Late Station-master, Liverpool, 138.
D'Anunon., Mx. :-Dispute with Ticket-taker at the
Exhibition, 144.
DEAN, Joinc -Additional Conditional Purchase, 67, 134.
DEnTORS
Judeinent-Writs of Ca Sc against-, 351.
Insolvestt-Support of, in Gaol, 302, 396.
Dmm, or CROWN GRANT -Held by Mr. S. Clift, 171.
DEEDS -Issued to Lillyman & Malone, 187.
DEFENcE Woaurs
Newcastle, execution of, 95, 228.
Plans and Specifications for, 46).
Do.
DRLF.GATE -Land Sale, 337,
DENILJQUIN
Public School Board, 174, 180.
Residence for Superintcndeut of Police, 208.
Pu1,il Teachers at Public School, 251.
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QUESTIONS (continued)
QUESTIONS (continued)
DENSLIQUIN (continue(l)
EIWUATI0N (continued)
Timber Licenses issued in district of, 222, 347.
Elocution Master under Public Instruction Act, 388.
Temporary Reserves near, 481.
Regulations under Public Instruction Act, 391.
DENOMINATIONAL 5cnoor (See EDUCATION.")
Residences for Tcaobersof DenomiiutionalSchools, 440.
DESTITUTE CIImnEN's ASYLUM, RANDwIUIC -Select
Salaries of School Teachers, 449, 465.
Goimnittee on, 334.
Classificatjon of School Teachers, 450.
DIGNAM, GAmIN :-Goulburn Volunteers, 247.
Sydney Grammar School Teachers, 483.
"DIONE" -Chief Engineer of, 428.
EDWARD RIVER -Timber Reserves on, 481.
DIREcTORS OF COIIP,unEs (See "CIVIL SERVICE.")
EDwARDS, Mn. R. -Auction Purchases of, Dubbo, 249.
DISTILLERIES -Mr. Lumsdaine, Chief Inspector of, 134,
,ELECTORAL
192.
Preparation of Maps, 104.
DISTRICT COURT
Approximate number of \Totors under new Bill, 122.
Brewarrina, 62, 147.
Members of Police Force as Electors, 285.
Lismore, I.W.
Cost of last General Election for The flume, 301.
Goulburn, 199
ELGIN.STREET -Railway Station, West Maitland, 302.(I)
DISTRICT SURVEY U SPICES -Forbes, Dnbbo, Wagga
F,LIZABETII BAy -Encroachments at, 07.
Wagga, and Goulburn, 139.
ELoccyloN MASTER -Under Pnhlie Instruction Act, 358.
DOG ACT
- EMPI.OYES -At Glebe Island, 207.
In Paterson Police District, 20.
Raw l'LA]NS -Station House, 76.
Inspectors of Stock enforcing, 164, 188.
EESKINKVILLE -Railway Bridge, 86.
DoslAn -Buildings in, connected with International
EVANS F. MERRIMAN -Assault case, SO.
Exhibition, 2,57.
EVE, LATE RAILWAY GUARD
D0NAI.osoN, WILLIAM :-Case Of, 185,
Hours of duty, 404.
DOUIILE BAY
Provision for widow, 404.
Establislunent of Baths, 45,
EVERINUTON, LATE RAILWAY PoRTER :-Provision for
"Marine Parade" and "Steyne," 403.
family, 395.
DRAINAGE OF VILLAGE OF bOXWOOD :-Works for, 152.
EvEurIdil ESTATE -Purchase by Government, 32, 143.
DREDGE "SAMSON" -133.
EXCISE DUTIES -Loss of proposals for increased revenue,
DRED0IN0 THE HUNTER -Cost of, 132.
131.
DUBBO
EXCURSION
Road to Warren, 12.
Railway Tickets, 47.
Railway to Wellington and, 243.
Saturday Trains, 279.
Auction Purchases made by Mr. R. Edwards, 249.
EXIITr,ITION (See "INTERNATIONAL ExnIBrnoN.")
Water Supply for, 139.
EXTENSION (Sec "RAILWAYS. ")
District Survey Office, 139.
FAncoNrs, FRANCIS :-Application for land, 224.
Bridges on float!, to Coo,mmblc, 340.
FAIRFAX & MoLvxrAux, MESSRS. -Mining Leases held
Dccn CREEK -Railway Bridge, 121, 364, 440.
by, at Hill End, 347.
DUNN'S AND SMIT11 ISLANDS -limiter River, 307.
FF.SIALES -Crinn,sal Assaults on, 266.
EAGAR, MIt. FRANK :-Overti]ne paid to, 475.
FENCING BILL -Intention Of Government, 301.
EAST MAITLANI) (See "MAITLAND.")
FENcEco RUNS :-Alnendment of law, 215.
EASTERN Sunwtas :-l'nblic Reserves for, 375.
FERRY :-Itaylnond.terrace, 290, 248, 359.
ECKEORD, Mx. A. J. ;-Appointment of, as Coast Waiter
FIJI (See "SgrREsuc COURT ACT.")
at Port Stephens, 62, 65.
FINANCE
EDUCATION IGovernment Banking Agroemont, 61, 113.
Estal dislunent of Grainniar Schools at Maitland, GoulDeficiency in the Revenue, 143.
burn, and Bathnrst, W.
Cash Balance at credit of Consolidated Revenue Fund,
Technological Schools, 45.
167.
Roman Catholic Teachers in Public Schools, 52.
Public Accounts of the Colony, 277.
Recognition of Services of late Council, 359.
FThKABMS -For Police and Gaols, 225.
Correspondence on rctire,ncnt of late Council, 461.
FLocsusAlrr, JANE -Coinpellsation to A. Colless and, 348.
Denominational Schools closed and opened, 55.
FLOODING OF PROPERTY :-Parrramatta, Si.
Do.
Certified since 1806, 05.
FLOODS, HUNTER RIVER
Do.
do. existing in 1880, and
Protection Works at West Maitland, 41.
average attcn,lancc during 1870, 151.
Prevention of, by Outlet at Tilligheny Creek, 52.
Do. nusnber, value of buildings, &c., 85.
- FLOUR :-Railway Rate on Sugar and, between Newcastle
Provisional School at Attunga, 232.
and Tan,worth, 281, 329.
Public School, Stewartfield, 11.
FLYINC-FOX ISLANn :-Dennis Casey's application for
Do.
St. Leonards, 26.
lease of, 11.
Do.
Raymond Terrace, 55.
F0OT.BIuDc K :-Acrcss Parrasnatta River, 227, 248.
Gcdar Creek, 71.
Do.
FORBES
Do.
Parranatta Junction, 100.
Gaol, 51, 243, 267, 303, 339.
Do.
Glendon Brook, 127.
Water Supply, 139.
Do.
Attunga, 100, 215, 239, 283.
Bridge, 139.
Do.
and Denominational, Musclebrook, 163.
District Survey Office, 130.
Do.
Board, Deniliquin, 174, 180.
Resumption of Land, 357.
Do.
at Wilderness, Rothbury, 179.
FORMS
Do.
South Goulburn, 180.
Of Crown Grants, 10.
Do.
Goulburn, ISO.
Of infonnation, 97.
Do.
Board, Reokwood, 188.
FORSTER, Mn. -Return of, late Agent General, to the
Do.
Attllnga and ]lurdekin's Springs, 215,
Colony, 75.
239.
FORTIFICATIONS (See "DEFENCE WORKS.")
Do.
Dcuiliquin, 251.
FRASER &ANDE1tSON tels. NEvIN :-Casc of Appraisement,
Do.
Wandook, 270, 403.
303,
Do.
l'arrainatta North, 289.
FRAZER, JoHN & Co. -Customs Duties paid by, 109.
Do.
Crown-street, 339.
FREII PASSES
Do.
Tingha, 340.
Applications for, to Board, 62.
Do.
Oakhampton and Mount View, 351.
To Patients in Narrabri Hospital and Benevolent
Do.
Hanging Rock, 360 (1),
Society, 203.
Do.
Narrabri, 376, 449.
To Hospital Patients, 317.
Do.
Moonbi, 404.
To Railway Workmen, 482
Do.
Wellington, 407.
GADOOGA
Do,
Scripture Lesson Books used in, 75.
Post and Telegraph Office, 191.
Do.
Religious Instruction in, 75, 95, 418,
Police Barracks, 352.
Do.
Admission of Children attending, to
GALATHEE.t -Watering-place for, 284.
Garden Palace, 249, 201.
GAOLS
Do,
Teacher, Singleton, 357.
Support of Insolvent Debtors in, 392, 396.
State Aid to Affiliated Colleges, 94.
Prisoners in, over 14 years, 427, 482.
Members of Religions Ordel's as Teachers, 104.
Goulburn, 45.
Undetermined points in Report on Public Schools for
Forbes, 51, 243, 267, 303, 339.
1877, 112.
Narrabri, 60, 722 42%.
Appointment of Mr. M. A. Cleary, Professor of ElocuBingcra, 75, 133, 24%.
tion, 122.
i'arralnattzi, 81, 482
2.

imil
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QUESTIONS (continued)
QUESTIONS (continued)
GUNNEDAII (continued)
GAOLS (continued)
Trespassing on Crowm Lands, 103.
Pay of Warders, 132, 227.
Post and lelegraph Office, 152, 167, 261.
Warialda, 152, 371.
Exercise yards for Gaol, 364,
Cunnedah, 164.
Railway, to Narrabri, 269. Berrima, 220.
Railway Platform between Breeza and, 392.
Firearms for, 225.
GCNNLWO
Walgett, 206.
Supply of Water to town of, 163.
Muilgee, 372.
Railway to (Jooioa, 164.
GARDEN PALACE (See "INTERNATIONAL ExnlniTIoN.")
Mr. Kenyon, Clerk of Petty Sessions, 104.
CAlmEr,', MR. TJIOILAS, M.P. -Appointment of, City
Road to Queanbeyasi, 317, :359.
of Sydney Improvement Board, Ii.
Do. Narrawa, 317.
GAS -On Western line of Railway, 104.
Do. Gnllen ria Carunda, 31$.
GATES
CWYDIR RIvER (See also "Tnx Gwvom") -Bridge at
Public, applications for. 26.
Bnndarra, 185, 323.
Public, on Old Burra Road, 22.
HAMS, ChARLES -Conditional Purchase of, 347.
Gr,oLoc,1cAL SPECIMEN -Offer of, to the Govermament
1-TANGINC loon :-Publie School, 260(2).
by Mr. J. (Jogh lan, 144.
HANSAED" -Distribution of, to Schools of Arts, 131.
GEoRuE-STEEYr NoRTH :-Offer to the Government of a
I6RrIour2s AND RivERs DEPARTMENT -Appointments
site for Watch-house, 183, 220.
and disposal of Officers, 428.
Ginsou, MR. J. J. IL -Conditional Purchase of, 249.
HARMER, MR. J. F. -Clerk in Water Police Office, 208.
GILOANDRA -Reserves at, 286.
HAy -Railway from Narrandera to, 138.
HEEIRv, ME. Jonx TuEo,'snLus --Appointment of, to
GILLIAT, Mn, -Appointment of, as Inspector of Waterthe Commission of the Peace, 76.
boles, 12.
HENRY & Sns-m-se, MESSaS. - Conditional Purchases
GIR0 :-Rsserves, Barnard River, 239.
of, 191.
GLASS. Mn. JAMES :-IutprOvenlel2ts by, on reserve at
HilL END
Miller's Greek, 39.
Water Supply for, and Ta,nharoor, 277.
GlEnn ISLAND ABATT0IR
Mining Leases held by Fairfax & 3lolyneaux and others
Inquiry into management of, 11, 45.
at, 347.
Report of Mr. Watt on desiccation of blood, 53.
Milling Accidents at, 359.
Employ&s at, 207.
110EV, MR. JAMES :-Interest of, in sugar manufacture,
GLEnn LUCDS -Treatment of, by the Govcrinnent, 48.
466.
0iEND0N Baoon ,-Public School, 127.
beAN, Mn. Jolt N -Late Inspector of Slaughter-houses,
GLEN LNNES :488.
Railway Uralla to, 104.
HomruAvs -For Railway Workmen, 20, 28, 134, 330.
Land Sale, 200.
Hoar, TILE lTolcognu.E TR0MA5
Road, to May1and, 310.
Letter from, respecting land at Pyrmont, 133.
GOLD FIELDS Case, Attorney General v. Bolt and others, 211, 321(9.
Money voted for Prospeeting, 72.
HoNEvsucxs,E J?OsxT -Railway blacksmiths shops, 439,
Mining on Commons, 59, 285, 295.
440.
Water Supply, Trunkey, 152.
HORSES -Sale of, to the Telegra% Department by Mr.
Bingera, 240, 376, 403.
H. H. Brown, 151.
Cold leases in Copelalid Division of the hunter and
HOSRINGTOWN -Road towards Braidwood, r/d BallalMacbay Mining Districts, 392, 473.
laha, 20, 407.
Temora, 403.
HOSPITAL GOONDIwINDI Erection of, in Sydney, 81, 335.
Approaches to Bridge, 326.
Maequaaie-street, 165.
Bridge, 85, 153.
E'smpelas, Parranaatta, 137.
GORE, WIDOW OF LATE GEORGE -Late Railway Fireman,
Free passes to patients, 203, 317.
358, 392.
Walgett, 325.
GouLnun
Parramatta, 339, 412.
Land resumed for Railway purposes, 45.
Site for, Coonamble, 352.
Gaol, 45.
HowLoNo
Road to Yass by Garunda, Bialla, and Blakeney Creek,
Punt, 79.
163, 318.
Lost and Telegraplm Office, 134.
Public School, South, 180.
Furniture for Court-house, 369.
Public School, 180.
Hun:, Tux :-C'ost of last General Eleetmon for, 301,
District Courts, 192.
}Imc'rnms RIVER
Clinton-street, 223.
Bridge at Bowmamm's Crossing, 5, 27.
Volunteers, Captain Dignam, 247.
River Bank Protection Works, West Maitland, 41.
GOUL IICEN-STREET -Extension of Darling Harbour, 125,
Prevention of floods in, 52.
138.
Bridge at Maison Dieu, 67.
GosroRn -Post and Telegraph Office, 216.
Dredgiug of, 132.
GOVEnYMENT :- Water Supply for District, 144, 440.
Purchase by, of Chishohn Estate (Eveleigh), 32.
Sn,itls's and Dunn's islands, 307.
Banking Agreement, 61, 113.
Oyster Beds, 330.
Sale of land, Moruya, 179.
UTNTER.PrREE',' (See "TaAsi'vAv.")
Offer to, of site for Watch-house, George-street North,
Hvoa PARR -Band in, 345.
183, 220,
Em am IGRATION
Contractors, Sureties for, 18$.
Of coal-miners, 320, 340, 417.
Contracts, 208.
Expenditure of vote for 1879, 375. Land Sales-Upset price, 820.
INDEX :-To eun'ent Votes and ProceedIngs, 247.
GRAPTON :-Railivay to New England, 3.52.
INFIRMARY (See "HoSPITAL.")
GIisssMArl Seuoor,s
INFOaMATTON -Forins of, 97.
Establishmentof, at Maitlajad, Goulburn, Bathurst, 19.
INQEESTS
Teachers in Sydney, 483.
On body of Mr. L4jarmonth, 128.
GRANTS
Coroners-Pnl,lieation of particulars annually, 351.
Forms of Crown, 19.
INspEcrox OF Srocx
Of land for Sewerage purposes, 31.
Mr. Yeo, 33(2), 40.
Of land for Religious purposes, 351, 359, 360.
Circular fromn, respecting Dog Act, 164.
GRASS-TREE -Quarry Reserve, 278.
INSOlVENT DmsToxs -Support of, in Gaol, 392, 396.
Gnxo GREO Rlvra :-l3ridge over, :301.
INTERNATIONAL ExIIIEITION
C ROSE WATER RESE livE -Land alienated on, 152.
Amaomint vote,l for Die for Certificates, 21.
C-Ross's PATENT BRAKE -Trial of, 132.
Time Orami at, 22.
GUEST AND CLARK -Arbitration ease, 284.
Expenditure on, and Receipts from, 28.
Gurnoxo -Lock-up and Police Buildings, 174, 424.
i,ieellses for sale of Spirituous Li1uors, 48.
Gu,LEN'.-Road Cunning to, via Garunda, 318.
Salaries and Receipts, 52.
GCNUAROO -Postmaster, 450, 471,
Salaries to Cnstomns 011ieers 0" accoumit of Bond, 62.
GUNNEDAIL
Mr. Gussavams Worr in charge of lavatories, 72.
Bridge over Namoi River at, 27, 453.
Arrangements with caterers for refreshments, 94.
Road, to BaaTaba, 32, 159, 220, 253, 271, 379.
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QUESTiONS (continued)
QUESTIONS (continued)
INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION (continual)
LISsIORE
Mr. D'Avigdor's dispute with a ticket-taker, 144.
District Court and Quarter Sessions, 157.
Mr. B. Williams, gatekeeper, 164,
Public Wharf, 171.
Admission of children attending Public Schools to,
LITIIIJOW
249, 261.
Railway, Station, 6.
Court-house, 100.
Disposal of buildings in the Domain, 257.
Alleged proposed utilization of Garden Palace for
LIVERPOOL :-Pohce Magistrate for, 290.
LIVERPOOL PLAINS DISTRICT
Storage of wool, 400.
Compeition
t
for running beers, 313.
Parish Roads, 25.
Exh ibit of non-actinic printing process, 314.
Bndes, 1.12.
Unsold Tickets, 439.
Public Rosen-es, 200.
INVERELL :Locx.',i'
Warsalda, 101,
Readjustment of boundaries of land district, 52.
is ortb Willoughby, 173.
Sale of poison at, Ill,
Water sup,ply on road between, and Wanalda, 183, 314.
Gulgong, 174, 424.
Roarl to \- egetable Creek, 330.
Parramatta, 248.
Stockton, 333.
Postal colninunicatioll to Vegetable Creek, 335.
IRON COVE BRIDGE :-Progress of, 412.
Coonamble, 340.
JACKSON, WILLIAM -illegal shipping of, South Sea
Condobohn, 315, 340.
Islander, for the pearl fishery, 113.
LOcOMOTIVE EN04NES (See RAILWAYS.")
JAMES, Mn. KERRISON :- -Transfer of Registers of Mar.
LONG TUNNEL COMPANY, URALIA -Applications under
riages, Births, and Deaths, from, 453,
28th sec. Mining Act, and money received from
JEIIILDERIE :Prospecting Vote, 302, 344.
Railway Narrandera to, 180, 272, 310, 396.
JMUTI[ :-Telegraph line, to Cobar, 195,
Bridge over the Yanko near, 273.
LUMSIIALVE, Ma. -Chief Inspeetorof Distilleries, 134,192
LUNATIC Asvaosis
Overshot Darn at, 273, 396.
Reserve for, 283.
Site for, East Maitland, 358.
JERRY'S PLAINS
Number of Patients in the difFerent, 482
Bowman's l3rid"e at, 5, 27, 171.
Luxrrics -Conveyance of, in Mail Coaches, 89.
Common, 200. 0
MACI,RAV ES'I'ATE :-Eneroaehnients at Elizabeth Bay, I
,JINDERA -Water Tank, 72.
MAILS (See "Pos'rAr.,")
JONES, C0NSTADLE A. W. -Police Force, Raymond
MATSON DIEU --Bridge over Hunter River at, 67.
Terrace, 12.
MAITLAND
Joum:RT, Mu. JULES :-Freight paid for goods shipped
Roads under District Council, 369.
by, 208.
EAST, -Police Quarters, 114.
JONEE -Railway, to Narrandera, 399.
Do. Coveriunent Land Sale, 357.
JCARL'AI[ RIVER -Public Wharf, 204.
Do. Site for Lunatic Asylum, 358.
KAT0OSIpA FALLS -Decision as to purchase of land, 36O.
WES'r,-River
,
Bank Protection Works, 41.
KELLY, Mn. JoHN -Chief Messenger, Customs DepartDo. Railway Station, E]gin-street. 302 (9.
meat, at Cipps Ward Election, 90.
MAJURA -Road Queanbeyau towards, 20, 32.
KENVON, Mit. -Clerk of Petty Sessions, Gusming, 164.
MALONE, Ma. (See "DEEDS.)
KING, PETSONEII -Tried for burglary before Judge
MANILLA
Meyrnott, 453.
Bridge, 100, 113, 211, 303, 413.
Kiax i'. WTHITTO N -Appraisement ease, 22, 153.
Low-level at Causeway Bennett's Folly, 164,
KIRivIN, P.
B. -Conditional Purchase of, 277.
MANLY BEACH -Lease of \\'harf, 339.
LACY, GEORGE -Conditional Purchase of, 25, 184, 252.
MANNIX, JOIL -Conditional Purchase, 446.
LAKE GEORGE -Pollution of, by water flowing from
MAPs:-Of new Electorates, 104.
Currawang Copper Mine, 488
MARINE BOARD
LAsts, Mn. W. -Conditional Purchase of, 223.
Vacancy of a Wardenship, 160.
Lannian-, GEORGE :-Conditional Purchase of, 184.
Masters and Officers of sen-going steam vessels, 423.
LAMnTON (See ''MILITARy.")
"MARINE PARADE" :-An,l Steyne," DuubleBay, 403.
Lxu (See also "Cnctten AND SCHOOL LaNDS")
MARTIN, Mn. :-Clerk of Petty Sessions, 172.
(h-ant of, for Sewerage purposes, 31.
MARYLAND -Road Glen lanes to, 310.
Boundaries of inverell District, 52.
MASoN, Mn. WILLIAaI,JTJNR. :-RailwayContractor, 201.
Orders Bill, 69, 400.
MATRIMONIAl, CAUSES Act A MEXTOSENI ErLL -Reserved
Agent, Brawarrina, 100.
for Assent, 396.
Claimed by lion. Thomas Holt at Pyrmont, 133, 211.
M'CLENNET, HUGH -Conditional Purchase of, 195.
Agent, Moree, 155.
MeGr.BnoN, Ba. -State-aid to, 418, 424,
Sale of Government, Moruya, 179.
M'INTYRE V. M'DONNELL -Recommendation of Mr.
Taken for Railway purposes from Mr. 0. A. Single, 109.
Comnussioner King, 41.
Sale at Glen tunes, 200.
MEES, Mn. JOHN -Erection of Store by, Great Northern
.l?ranois Falconer's application for, 224.
Railway extension, 93.
Purchased for Railway purposes, Patramnatta Junction,
MEET RIVER -Bridge, 72.
228.
MEMBERS or PARLIAMRNT:-ActiligascontractorsAgents,
Thomas Thoin1,soas application to purchase, 240.
21, 34, 412 (2), 445.
T. P. Bortliwick's application to purchase, 248.
MERRIWA
Appraisers-valuations by, 314.
Travelling Stock Reserve, 39,
Agency Districts in Electorate of the Gwydir, 325.
Bridge, 39.
Government Sale-Upset price, 325.
METROPOLITAN TRANSIT COMMISSIONERS'',Sale at Narrabri, 326,
Amounts received by, 6.
Government Sale, East Maitland, 257.
By-laws made by, 12.
Resumption of, at Forbes, 357.
MEYMOYr, JUDGE -Charges brought against, 360,404,453
Sale, Village of ]Jelcgate, 357.
MILBURN CREEK:Sale, Village of Dalgetty, :369.
Mineral selection, 61.
Sale of, Watson's Bay, 380.
Copper Mining Company, 243.
LANDS DEI'ARTM}',N'r :MILITARY
Suspension of Mr. Charles Browim, 90.
Permanent and Volunteer Forces, 257.
Mr. Butter, 180.
Travelling Expenses of Officers, Lamnbton Riots, 286.
LARRSKINISM :-Bill to supiness, 286.
Conveyance of Permanent Force to the Forts, 298.
LAWSON:--MILLIE
Road to Waterfalls, 52.
Conrts of Petty Sessions and Police, 199.
Railway Station Platfoi'ns, 103, 315.
Site for Towns]si1, of New, 227,411.
Main Western Road at, 317.
Road, to Boggy Creek, 344, 445.
LEAI1MONTII, Mn, -Inquest on body of, 128.
l'oliee Quarters, 351.
LEE, Mn. -Post and 'I'elcgs'apls Master, Cassihis, 196.
Pain on Waterloo Creek oss Road to Narral,ri 487.
LEPERS -Chinese, at Botamsy, 247.
MINERAL
LTBRAR\-, New Pin umc -Coiss,ncnccnsemst of Imilding, 168
).'rapai-atioms of leases, .93.
LICENSES :Selection atM ill,urms Creek, 61.
Nmsinbei- of W'imie, ISO.
Gold-noising ,,mi Comiimoi'mms, 89, 285, 295.
I em,ili,1nim, h)ist,'iet, 322, 317.
Long 'l'tumnel and Ruhliun t'''immp:oiies, Uralla, 302.
LI('ENSIN,,Arr'. Bill lii anien'l, 1,2.
1XIII 'I'iutuiel Mining I 'oui:i.imy,M4.
Liii'" o N' ', 'irs :-J'h'eet,ois
103, 122, 454.
Mining Lenses, held by Faith x and Molyneaux and
LII.LVMAX, C. 1.1. :-l)eedsissucdto, land at Iari'ahri, 187.
others, at lull End, 347.
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QUESTIONS (continued)
QUESTIONS (continued) :O.umArpToN -Public School, 351.
MJNERAL (continued)
OBLEY CREEK -Bridge over, 315.
Mining Accidents at 11111 End, 359.
O'CoNNon, Mu. •MARTIR :-Road Contractor, 99, 113.
Gold Leases in Copeland Mining District, 392, 471.
OEnerAr. ASSIGNEES :-Appoint-ment and control of, 483
MINING BILL :-Iutroduction of, 100.
OFFIcIAL REPORT OF PARLIAMENTARY DEBATES:Moxano-Railway, 193.
Distribution of, to Schools of Art, 231.
MOORE! -Public School, 404.
ONERYGAMBA
Moxau Recreation Reserve for, 309.
Clerk of Petty Sessions and Land Agent, 155.
Site for School of Arts, 310.
Police Quarters and Barracks, 159.
Lights at Ferry Stairs, Dyke Railway Crossing, and
Court-house, 191.
Bullock Island, 352.
Water Supply on Plains between Narrabri and, 232.
ORANGE -Railway, to Wellington, 121.
MORIARTY, MR. Al. H. -Appointment held by, 428.
ORPHAN
Senooja, PARRAMATTA -Admission of Piesley's
MoRElc.u, Mn. R. \V.-Conditional Purchase in the
Children, 48.
county of King, 147.
OysrER BEDS -Hunter River, 330.
M0RuYA -Sale of Government land, 179.
OYSTER FIsHERIES ;-Bill to regulate, 65, 352.
Moss VALE PADDINCTON :-Recreation Reserve, 329,
Court-house, 75, 93.
PAMPhLETS :-Of Reserves, 72, 321.
Land for Railway purposes, 79.
flaKEs :-Water Supply, 139,
M0UKT VIcT0RLA -Railway Bridge, 94, 151.
PARKS, Pusinjo
MOUNT VIEW -Public School, 351.
And Reserves, 52.
MUDOF.E :Powers of Trustees, 251.
Railway, 100, 232.
National, Port Hacking, 265.
Railway Trial Survey, Raglan to, 334.
Amcn&ing of, Act, 279.
Gaol-Prison labour in, 372.
Parramatta, 289.
MUNFORD & BLOI5FIELD -Proceedings of, against the
PATiLIAMEXTD:
Government, 37.
Distribution of Official Reportof Debates to Schools of
Mncoixni :-Bridge, 85.
- MUNICIPALITiES -Endowment of, 128, 143.
Art, 231.
Members of, as Contractors Agents, 21, 34, 412 (2 ), 445.
MUNICIPALITIES ACT AMENDMENT BILL -Intention of
PARRANATTA
Government respectiisg, 11.
Dam across Freshwater River, 20, 131, 248, 396.
Munrar V. FLETCHER -Appraisement case, 22, 153.
Railway Station, 20, 121, 279.
Mup.zay, H. B. -Conditional Purchase of, 184.
Admissionef Piesleys Children into Orphan Schools, 48.
MURRAY RIVER :-Timber Reserves on, 481.
Bridge over River, near Queen's Wharf, 61, 395.
MURBUMBUIIRAM -Railway Station, 193.
Court-house, 61, 395, 482,
MUSULEBROOK Imlirisonmeut of a blind China,nan, 75.
Public and Denominational Schools, 163.
Gaol-Salary of Presbyterian Clergyman, 81.
Bridge, 171, 184, 343.
MYALI. RIVER -High-level Bridge at Bulahdelah, 69.
Do. Extra duties of Warders, 482.
Post and Telegraph Office-Clock at, 81, 228,
NAMBUCORA RIVER :-Road at Down, 139.
Counter, 156.
Do.
NAMOI RIVER
New, 248, 322.
Do.
Bridge over, at Gunncdah, 27, 453.
Postal arrangements, 139, 279, 395.
at Mauilla, 100, 113, 303, 413.
Do.
Flooding of property, SI.
Do.
at Walgett, 280.
Public School at the Junction, 100.
NARRABRI :North, 289.
Do,,
Escape of Prisoners from Gaol, 69.
Railway Station, Junction, 121.
New Gaol, 72.
Railway Embankment, 121.
Do.
and Police Barracks, 423.
Railway accident, 128, 153.
Post and Telegraph Office, 152.
Erysipelas Hospital, 137.
Deeds of land issued to Lillyman & Malone, 187.
Foot-passenger Bridge across River, 227, 248.
Free Railway Passes for Patients from Hospital and
Land purchased at Junction for Railway purposos, 228
Benevolent Society, 203,
Police Office and Lock-up, 248.
Common, 224.
Abatement of nuisance in town of, 249.
Water Supply on Plains between Moree and, 232.
Piatfonn at Railway Crossing, Harris Estate, 279.
Railway from Cunnedab to, 209.
Water Supply for, 289.
to Walgett, 425.
Do.
Park, 289.
Racecourse, 273.
Removal of Stonewall at Police Office, 289.
Land sale, 326.
Police Magistrate for, 290.
Public School, 376, 449.
Public Baths, 305.
Road to Walgett, 465.
Cemeteries on Government Domain, 306.
Do. from Bingera, 465.
Road to Kissing Point Road, tbro' Subiaeo, 306.
Dam on Water co Creek on Road to Millie, 487.
Planting Trees in Borough of, 309, 323, 330.
NARRANDERA :Roads in Government Domain, 322, 395.
Railway, to Hay, 138.
Road from Church-street to Railway Station, 322.
Do.
to Jerilderie, 180, 273, 310, 396.
Police Barracks Accommodation, 323.
Do.
from Junee, 399.
Sewage of Government Establishments, 336, 352, 412.
NArnt.kwA -Road, to Cunning, 317.
Hospital, 339, 412.
NAEIIEN RIVER:-Public Tanks, 89, 131, 187, 208, 303,
Under-bridge between the Junction and, 343, 461.
399, 411.
Railway Bridge between Junction and Dnck Creek, 364.
NATIONA,, PARK -Port Hacking, 265,
Railway Passengers to, on 24th May, 369.
NAVAL BRIGAnE -Constituents and Efficiency of, 273.
Sewer through Hospital and Government Land, 412.
NEL,4NGL0 -Stock Reserve, 219.
Weighbridge at Railway Station, 445.
NEs'EAN WATER SCHEME -Letting of Wo,-ks, 309.
PASTORAL LEASE (See "CilowN LANDS.)
Nuvix V. FRASER AND Axunnsox -Appraisement case,
PATENTS LAw AMENDMENT BILL :-Introduetion of, 19.
303.
PATERSON POLICE DISTRICT -Working of Dog Act in, 20.
NEWCASTLE
PEARSE, WILLIAM :-Conditional Purchase of, 191.
Defence Works, 95, 228, 461.
PEEL RIVER -Bow Bridge, Taniworth, 187, 211.
Landing Ballast, 117.
PEISLET's CASE :-Orphan Schools, Parramatta, 48.
Shipping at Port, 277.
PENSIONS :-To Civil Servants, 289.
Lights at Ferry Stairs, Dyke Railway Crossing, and
PILLIOA . Tank and Courthouse, 322.
Bullock Island, 352.
NEw ENGS,ANo (See " RAi-r,wAvs.'')
PIU,v, Mn. JOHN ---Lease of land bold by, 93.
:- -Widoning (If, 388.
NEWMAN, i'nii,mar -Cionditio,,al Purchase of, 371.
PLATTSmIRG :-Recreation Reserve, 326.
NErrox, MR. 1). J. -Committal of, for forgery, 411.
PLAYFAIR, Mu. -Offer by, of piece of land in George.
NEWTOWN -Post and Telegraph Offices, 427.
.
street North to Government, 183, 220.
Nienoua, E. WT. -Conditional Purchase of, 154.
Possox -Sale of, at Inverell, by a Chemist, 111.
Nonsvs Light at, 103, 122.
Pos.,eE
Co,,stable A. W.Jones, Raymond Ten-ace, 12.
Light Tower, 454.
No,I'i-u Siionu :-Tramways, Water Supply, and Steam
Regulations, 12 (2),
Transfor of Publiean's License, Raymond TerraceFerries for, 265.
NORTHUMnERLAND -Roads in Electorate, 334.
Objections by, 15 (2),
Rewards for capture of Wautahadgery Bushrangers, 59.
NORTH WILLOUGHBY -Lock--lip, 173.
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QUESTIONS (continued) :QUESTIONS (continued) PoLleE (continued)
PUBLIC (continued)
Provision for widow of late Constable Bowen, 83, 315.
Wharf, Lismore, 171.
Drill and practice of Force, 100.
Do.
Karuah River, 204.
Quarters, Bingera 112.
Accounts of the Colony, 277.
Do.
East Maitland, 114.
PUBLICaNS Lienxsxs
Do.
and Barracks, Moree, 159.
Transfer of, Raymond Terrace, 15(2).
Do.
Coonabarabran, 173, 220, 407.
Raymond Terrace, 417, 429.
Do.
Millie, 351.
PUBLIcANS LICENSING Aet -Bill to amend, 52.
Buildings and Leek-up, Gulgong, 174, 424.
Pussie lNsTRucnoy Act. (See Enuoniox.")
Courts of Petty Sessions and, Millie, 10.9.
PuBLIC ScHooLs (See "Eouca'rioic.")
Residence for Superintendent, Deniliquin, 208.
PUNT -liowlong, 79.
Firearms for, 225.
PURCELL, Ricnaun -Conditional Purchase of, 156.
Office and Leek-up, Parramatta, 248, 289.,
PVEMONT
Members of Force as Electors, 285.
Letter from the Hon. T. bit respecting laud at, 133.
Magistrate, Walgett, 122.
Assaults at, 407.
Do.
for Parraniatta, Liverpool, and Ryde, 290.
QUARRY RESERVE -At Grass.tree, 228.
Barracks Accommodation, Parra,natta, 323. '
QUARTER SESSIONS
Do.
Gadooga, 352,
Brewarrina, 62, 147.
Do.
Narrabri, 423.
Lismore, 157.
Lock-up and Constable's Residence, Stockton, 333.
QUEANBEYAN
Mr. John Hogan, late Inspector of Slaughter.houses,
Road, towards tJrayarra, 20.
488.
Road, towards Majura, 20, 32.
PORT HAORL'cG -National Park, 265.
Roads in9ilectorate, 133, 192, 215.
PoRT StEPhENS
Road, Round lull to Tuggeranong, 314.
Reserve for Aborigines, 253.
Road, Gunning to, 317, 359.
Appointmentof Coast Waiter(Mr. A. J. Eckfor(l), 02,65.
QIJESESnaND BORDER -Railway Trial Survey to, 267.
POSTAL Qunsixni.:-.
Mails from the Northern Districts, 76.
Court-house, 156.
Arrangements, Parramatta, 139, 279.
Railway Crossing at, 185.
Appointment of ,Tohn Butler as a Letter-carrier, 130.
RACECOURSE
l'ost and Telegraph Master, CassiUs, 196.
Narrabri, 273.
Receiver at Redfern Railway Station for late letters,
Warialda, 273.
309, 323, 407,
RAE, WILLIAM -Conditional Purchase, 112.
Communication between Inverell and Vegetable Creek,
RAGLAN :-Railway Trial Survey to Mudgee, 334.
335.
.
RAILwAys
Postmaster, Gnndaroo, 450, 47).
.
Station, Lithgow, 6.
Post ANSI TELEORAPH Oppiei- :Extension of Great Northern, to Sydney, 20.
Enclosnro of, in Electorate of The Givydir, 427.
Pan-amatta Station, 20, 121, 279.
Cassilis, 20, 196.
Do.
Weighbridgo for, 445.
floggabri, 27, 156, 289.
Holidays for Workmen, 20, 28, 134, 330.
Rylstone, 37, 56, 100.
Surveys for Clarence and New England, 22.
Brewarrina, 52.
Grafton to New England, 352.
Camden, 55.
Purchase of Coishohn Estate, "Eveleigh," near RedSt. Leonards, 112, 387.
fern Station, by Government, 32, 143.
Corowa, 134. 295.
Alleged free travelling by Mr. Yeo, and occupation
Rowlong, 134.
of a carriage by Dr. Badham, 33, 40.
Albury, 134.
Land resumed at Goulburn for, 45.
Narrabri, 152.
Excursion Tickets, 47.
Ringers, 152.
Darling Harbour, 59.
Gunnedah, 152, 107, 201.
•
Free Passes, 62.
Parrnmatta, 81, ISO, 228, 248, 322 395.
Do.
to Railway Workinon, 482.
Walgett, 174, 266.
Tenders for Castor Oil, 71.
Yase, 175, 240.
Dismissal of Mr. Daniels, 72.
Goodooga, 191.
Weihbridges, 76.
Waratali, 196, 372.
Station-house at Emu Plains, 76.
Gosford and Cooranbong, 216.
Land at Moss Vale, 79.
Ta,nworth, 269, 481.
Charge on Hay, 85.
Coonninble, 303,
Bridge at Erskineville, 86.
l3layney, 322.
Erectiou of Store by Mr John lilees on Great Northern
:Rrodie's Plains, 335.
Extension, 93.
William.streot, 388
Public-houses said to be kept by Mossrs. Amos Brothers
Newtowii, 427.
on Great Northern Extension, 93, 94,
Wa]lerawang, 449.
Brilge, Mount Victoria, 04, 151,
Pouxo -Rescue-Case of Veness v. Rogers, Mani]la, 21.
Cooma, 97, 334.
PItH-LEASES :-Temporary Reserves exempted from, 481.
Mudgee, 100, 232.
PnssnvTmtTAN CLERGYMAN, PARI1AMA'I'TA GAoL ;Platform at Lawson Station, 103, 315.
Salary, SI.
Gas on Western Line, 104.
PRINTING -Exhibit of noim-aetinic process, 314.
Uralla to Glen Innes, 104.
PRISONERS
Tobacco sent by, 117.
Escape of, from Narrabri Gaol, 69.
Tenders for Locomotives, 117.
Conveyance of, in Mail Coaches, 89.
Orange to Wellington, 121.
In gaol over 14 years, 427, 482.
Station, Parnmatta Junction, 121.
Pmsoys
Bridge near Duck Creek, 121, 364, 446.
Use of Colonial Tweeds for Clothing, 841
Embankment, Parramatta, 121.
Labour in Mudgee Gaol, 372.
Accident at Parromatta, 128, 153.
PRIVY COUNcIL :Gross's Patent Brake, 132.
Decision, Robertson s,. Day, 224.
To Albury, 134.
Expense of Appeal, Turner v. Walsh, 413.
Mr. Davies, Station-master, Liverpool, 138.
PRoDuCE :-FromiSouth Coast Districts, 247.
Narrandera to Hay, 138.
PR09EEIJVING FOR (loLo -Money voted for, 72.
Uuifonu and overtime for Porters, 139,
PRovISIoNAL ScHooLs (See "Eouct'rso.')
Inquiries into Accidents, 143.
PunLIc
Mr. Carlisle, late 'Praffie Manager, 156.
Works-Teudering for, 21, 34.
Guiunng to Coosna, 164.
Gates, applications for, 26.
Rolling Stock and Locomotives from United States, i6
Do. Old Bun-a Road, 32.
Narrandera to Jerilderie, 180, 273, 310, 396.
Parks and Reserves-Applications for, 52.
Crossing at Quiriudi, 185.
Do.
for Eastern Suburbs, 375.
Monaro, 199.
Do. Powers of Tnisteee, 251.
Bridge over Great Western, 193.
Do. Amending Bill, 279.
Murrnmnl,urrah Station, 193.
Tanks, 89, 131, 187, 208, 303, 399, 411.
Accident on Great Northern Line, 195.
Sen-ice, 104.
Land tnkcn for, from Mr. G. A. Single, 199.
Library, New, 168.
Mr. Williasu Mason, junr., contractor, 201.
Wharf, Callan Park, 48.
High-level Crossing at Burwood Station, 201.
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QUESTIONS te,onsrnveal
QUESTIONS (continued) :(continued)
RAILWAYS (continued)
eta, 72, 321.
Free Passes to patients in Narrabri Hospital and
Vatershed, 152.
Benevolent Society, 203, 317.
nks between Narren and Barwin Rivers, 187.
Free Passes to Hospital patients, 317.
(2),
district of Liverpool Plains, 200.
Locomotive Engines, 204, 219, 239, 335
403, 483.
ter Supply to Sydney, 207.
and Tramway Motors, 335 (1).
Do.
Blacksmiths shops, Honeysuckle
Do.
Point, 439, 440.
Wallsend and Plattsburg, 326,
Do.
Land purchased at Parramatta Junction for, 228.
Quarry, Grass-tree, 228.
Carriage door-fasteners, 243.
Giro, Barnard River, 239.
Opening of, to Wollington and. Dubbo, 243.
For Aborigines at Port Stephens, 253.
Checking tickets, 248.
Travelling Stock, on Waria!da Recreation Ground, 270.
Bond for freight accounts, 249.
road ]laradino to Rocky Glen, 200, 317.
Do.
Trial Survey to the Queensland Border, 267.
road Yetman to Barraba, 344.
Do.
Gunnedali to Narrabri, 269.
Jerilderie, 283.
Platform at Harris Estate, Parrramatta, 279.
Gilgandra, 286.
Do. between Breeza and Gnunedah, 392.
Willoughby Falls, 329.
Saturday Excursion Trains, 279.
Public, for Eastern Suburbs, 375.
Rate on Sugar and flour, between Newcastle and TamCancellation of Bingern Gold Field, 376, 403.
worth, 281, 329.
Temporary, near Deniliquin, 481.
Salaries of Station-masters, 281.
Timber, on Murray and Edward Rivers, 481.
Traffic at Wallerawang Station, 290.
Temporary, exempted from pre-lease, 481.
Station, Elgin-street, WTest Maitland, 302 (I)
RIcRARnS, Mn. J. B. -Late Crown Lands Agent,
Site for Station, Walcha, 302.
Bathnrst, 211.
Rails shipped by Agent General, 305.
RIChMOND RIVER :-Bridgo over North Arm, 166.
Accidents-falling between trains and platforms, 306,
Rlvns'rONE -Railway Station, 424.
344.
Rosjs
Receiver for late letters, Redferii Station, 309, 323, 407.
Dubbo to Warreo, 12.
Connection of Great Northern, with Sydney, 330, 333,
Weetangera to Gininderra Creek, and fromfloskingtowu
Trial Survey B aglan to Mudgee, 334.
towards Braidwood, 20.
Trial Survey, Wollombi via Broke to Singleton, 340.
Queanbeyan towards Urayarra, 20.
Under Bridge between the Junction and Parratnatta,
Majura towards Qneanbeyan, 20, 32.
343, 40!.
Parish, Liverpool Plains District, 25.
Provision for widow of late fireman Cr. Gore, 358, 392.
Old Burra, Public Gates on, 32.
Do.
family of late Porter Everington, 395.
Gunnedah to Barraba, 32, 159/220, 253, 271, 379.
widow of late Guard Eve, 404.
Do.
Banks's Meadow to Bunnerong Road, 48.
Bridge between Parrarnatta Junction and Duck Creek,
To Waterfalls, near Lawson, Blue Mountains, 52.
364.
Contract of Mr. Hugh Darey, Scone, 55.
Freight on Cornsaeks and Woolpacks to Murru,nhurrah,
Raymond Terrace to Stroud, 89.
372.
Singleton and Cooper's Flat Trust,-Westbrook
Passengers to Parrainatta on 24th May, 369.
Bridge, 274.
Hours of duty of late Guard Eve, 404.
Martin O'Conuor, contraetor, 99, 113.
Junee to Narrandera, 399.
Tolls on Great Western, 103.
Wages of Employes, 404.
Goulburn-street, 128,138.
Guards, 404.
Do.
In Qucaubeyan Electorate, 133, 192, 215.
Guards, Classification of, 408.
At Bowra, Nambucera River, 139.
Pay of Einployes when unable to work, 404.
Gonlburn to Yass by Garunda, Bialla, and ]lakeney
Iron Bridge, Ultimo, 424.
Creek, 163, 318.
Riverstone Station, 424.
Can-ow Brook Road to Forest Road, 167.
Narrabri to Walgett, 428.
St. Clair, 172.
Carriage on Timber, 446.
Inverell to Warialda, Water Supply on, 183, 314.
Passengers travelling in Goods Trains between MittaCobhorah, 188.
gong and Pieton, 454.
Baradine to Rocky Glen, 200, 317.
Increases to Salaries of Employs in Telegraph DepartBetween Barwin and Narren Rivers, 208, 303, 399, 411.
ment, 465.
Under Trustees-Grant for, 255.
Schofield's Siding on Windsor Line, 418,446, 482.
Narrabri to Moree, 284
Station House and Goods Shed, East Tamworth, 487.
Drafting Yard, Condoholin, 303.
RANDWICE DESTITUTE CHILDREN'S AsYLUM -Select
Parrainatta to Kissing Point Road, tliro' Subiaco, 306 Committee, 334.
Glen lenses to Maryland, 310.
RAvasoIm TERRACE
Round Hill to Tuggeranong, 314, 407.
Transfer of Pub!iean's License, 15 (2)
Main Western at Lawson, 317.
Publicans Licenses, 417, 439.
Gmuung to Qneaisheyan, 317, 359.
Public School, 55.
Gnnning to Narrawa, 317.
Road to Stroud, 89.
Gunning to Gullen, via Garunda, 318.
Steam-punt at Ferry, 290, 348, 359.
In Government Domain, Parramatta, 322, 395.
REAL PROPERTY Aas -Working of, 21.
Clsurehstreet to Railway Strtion, Parramattr, 322.
RECREATION GROUNDS:Main Street in lrcwarrina, 325.
Bingera, 195.
Inverell to Vegetable Creek, 330.
Baradine, 208.
Travelling Stock, from Boggy Creek, 334.
For Sydney and Country Towns, 220.
In Electorate of Northnland,
rnber
334.
Warialda-Travelling Stock Reserve on, 270.
Whaling Road, St. Leonards, 335.
Do.
Road through, 487.
Dubbo to Coonamble, 340,
Appointment of Trnstees under Public Parks Act, 285.
Boggy Creek to Millie, 344, 445.
Reserve for Onebygamba, 309
Yetman to Barraba-- Travelling Stock Reserves, 344.
Wa!lsend and Plattsburg, 326.
Seahain to Clarence Town, 344.
Paddington, 329.
Under Maitland District Council, 369.
- Sb. Leomsards, 387.
Walgett to Coonamble, 391.
REFORMATORIES
Uoskingtown towards Ballallaba, 407.
Statistics of Biloela and Shaftcsbury, 301.
Winelsor Road to Schofield's Siding, 418, 446.
REGISTERs OF MARRIAGES, Bi:RTIES AND DKATUS
Narrabri to Walgett, on north side of the Namoi, 465.
Transfer of, from Mr. Kerrison James, 453.
Bingei-a to Narrabri, 46.5.
REeIsTaxa or Bixrns, DEATHS, AND MARRIAGES 1Through John Boyle's Conditional Purchase near
Brewarrina, 99.
Garrawilla, 471.
REGULATIONS
ThrouglI Warialda Recreation Gronnd, 487.
Police, 12 (').
Narrabri to Millie -Dam on Waterloo Creek, 487.
Public Iiistniction Act, 391.
ROBERTS, Ma. JAIES :-Employment of, in Tramway
RELIGIOUS bSTRUcTI0N (See "EDUcATION.")
Department, 370, 372.
RELIGIOUS Puxi'osFs -Granting of Orowsi Lands as sites
RonEaTsox V.
for, 351, 359, 360.
Privy Council decision, 224.
RESERVES
Particulars respecting Robertson's application to pur
Miller's Creek, 39.
chase land, 371.
Travelling Stock, Flag's Road, Merriwa, 39.
Rocxy Gnuy :-Roacl Baradine to, 200, 317.
And Public Parks, 52.
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QUESTIONS (continued)
QUESTIONS (continued)
RoSIAN CATHOLIC RELIEF Aor ADOPTION ACT :-Vitality
STOCKToN -Lock-up and Constable's Residence, 333,
of, 12, 21,
STORES DEPARTMENT: -Management of, 45.
ROIIAX CAThoLIC TEACITERS (See "EnroAnoN.")
Srnonn 1-Road, to Rayniond Terrace, 89.
RooRwoon SUGAR -Railway Rate, Newcastle to Tamworth, 281.
Drainage of Village, 152.
SUPREME COURT 1Public School Board, 188.
Amendment of Act to admit of registration of judgRoTRBURY 1-Public School at Wilderness, 179.
mnents obtained in Fiji, 71.
ROWaTH, W. B. :-Conditional Purchase of, 156.
Business of, 353, 475.
Russ
SURETIES -For Government Contractors, 188.
Unstoeked, 71.
SURVEY AND SALE OF CRowN LANDS -Particulars of, 37.
Appraisers of, 314, 322, 466.
SuRnlv Opncas --Forbes, Dubbo, Wagga Wagga, and
RI7SRCUTTERS BAY -Compensation to Mr. Obed West
Goulburn, 139.
for loss of water frontage, 251.
5UTHERiajc;) -Geological specimen from, 144.
Rvnrat, Mn. -Lands Office, 180.
SYDNEY (See also "INTERNATIONAL ExnJErrIoN"):RaPE -Police Magistrate for, 290.
Water Supply, 6, 138, 167, 207, 309, 339.
RYLSTONE -Post and Telegraph Office, 37, 56, 100.
Tramway, 6, 15, 231, 449.
SALE AND SunvEy or CRowN LANDS -Particulars of, 37.
City Improvement Board (Mr. Garrett, M.P.), Ii.
SALE Or PoiSON AT INVERELL -Inquiry into, ilL
Do.
Orders made by, 203.
"SAMSoN" DREDGE -Pay of mel', 133.
Transit Commissioners, 6, 12.
SCHOFIELD'S Sromo
Grant of Land for Sewerage Purposes to Corporation, 31.
Road-from Windsor Road, 418, 446.
Disposal of Sewage, 48.
Cost of, and approach to, 482.
Erection of an Hospital in, 81, 165.
SCROOLS (See "loucAnoN.")
Connection of Great Northern Railway with, 330, 333.
SCRJYTURE LESSON BOOKS (See "EnceATloic.")
Infirmary, 335.
SEAIIAM :-Road, to Clarence Town, M.
Grammar School Teachers, 483.
SELECTION (See "CONDITIONAL PORCIIASES,")
TAMBAROOPA :-Water Supply for lull End and, 277.
SEWAGE 1TAMW-ORTH 1Of Sydney and Suburbs-Disposal of, 48.
Post and Telegraph Office, 269, 481.
Of Government Establishments at Parramatta, 336, 352.
EAST-Station House and Goods Shed, 487.
412.
TANKS
SEWER -Throughilospital and Government Land, ParraPublic, between the Barwin and Nan-en Rivors, 89,
math., 412.
131, 187, 208, 303, 399, 411,
SEWERAGE -Grant of ].and for purposes of, 31.
At Court Honse, Pilliga, 322.
SHAPTESDURY AND BILOELA RF.FORIIIATORIES -Statistics
Underground, Walgett Court House, 364.
from June, 1877, to June; 1879, 301,
TARRION CREEK
SHEEP DISTRIG'I- S -In Electorate of The Owydir, 423.
Bridge across, 175, 412.
SIIEEP INSPECTORS 1Dam in, 179.
As Special Constables, 188.
TAUNTOIQ, CAPTAIN -Conduct of, on parade, 199.
Return respecting, 200.
TEACHERS (See " EDUCATION. ")
ShERWIN, A. IT. T. -Conditional Purchase of, 192.
TF;enNowoIeAi, EnucA't-ioN:-Provision for, 45.
SmPp]NG :-Port of Newcastle, 277.
TELEGRA -Bridge over Williams River, 103, 219.
SssoALuAvEN RIVER -Bridge, 159.
TELEGRAPH (See also "POST AND TELEC:RAI'II OFFICE."):SINOLE, Mit. U. A. -Land taken from, for Railway
Line from Bulahdelah to Uawk's Nest, 113.
lmlPoses, 199.
iron Poles, 131.
SINGLETON Saleof Homes by Mr. H. H. Brown, to Department, 151.
Rail way Trial Survey from WTollombi via Broke to, 340.
Line Lout!, to Celmar, 195.
Charge of cruelty against Public School Teacher, 357.
And Postmaster, Cassius, 196.
SITES -Grants of Crown Lands as, for Religious PurLine Barraba to Bingera, 232.
p°h 351, 359, 360.
increases to Salaries of Employés in the Railway DcSMITH AND DUNN'S ISLANDS -Bunter River, 307
partuiont, 465.
53mM, MESSES. HENRY AND -Conditional purclases
TEprora 001,1) FIELD -Warden for, 403.
of, on Meredevil Run, 191.
TENDERING;SM:ITII, PROFESSOR -Acting as Director of the Australian
For Public Werks, 21, 24.
Mutual Provident Society, 21.
For Railway Locomotives, 117.
SNAGGING -The Upper Barwin Rive, 267.
TEE GwYDm 1SOUTH AUSTRALIA -Border Duties Convention between
Bridges in Electorate of, 133.
New South Wales and, 3P3
Courts of Petty Sessions in Electorate of, 137.
SOUTH COAST DISTRICTS -Produce from, 247.
Bridge at Bundarra, 185, 323, 345.
SOUTH, 'YAMES -Conditional Purchase, 297.
Land Agency Districts, 325.
SOUTH SEA ISLANDER, WJLLIAM JACKSON -Illegal shipS
Sheep Districts in Electorate, 423.
ping of, for the pearl fishery, 113.
Enclosurc of Post and Telegraph Offices and Court
SPARKS, 301; N-Gaseof, confinee in Debtors Prison, 376, 453.
Houses in Electorate, 427.
SPEcIAL CONSTABLES -Sheep Inspectors as, 188.
THE HIJME :-Cost of last General Election for, 301.
Snrnrs 1Tirmins" -Pay of macn, 133.
Taken out of Bond, 110.
Tisonpsox, TIIenAS -Application to purchase land, 240.
White-in Bond and cleared out, 472.
TIM IIEL 1SPLITTING TIMBER -On Commons, 364.
Licenses issued in Deniliquin District, 322, 347.
STATE An,
Splitting on Connnons, 364.
To Affiliated Colleges, 94.
Railway rate for carriage of, 446.
To Dr. McGihhon, 418, 424.
Reserves, Murray and Edward Rivers, 481.
STASON MASTERS :-Salaries of Railway, 281.
TIN0RA -Public School, 340.
Sr. CLAm -Road, 172.
ToBAcco 1STEAM FERRIES -To connect North Shore with Sydney,
Takemrout of Bond, 110.
265, 387.
Sent by Southern Railway, 117.
STEAM PONT -Raymond Terrace, 290, 348, 359.
TOLLS
STEAM VESSELS -Masters and Officers of Sea-going, 423.
Beckett's Bridge, 37,
STEWARTFIELD :-Public School, Ii.
Blarnlford, 40. "STEvN" -And "Marine Parade," Double Bay, 403,
Great Western Road, 103.
Sr. JoEN'SO1.LEoE ;-Residenceof Archbishop Vaughan,
TooliEr & Ce -Duties paid by, 111.
34'
TooTir & Co. -Duties paid by, 111.
ST. LEONARDS 1TOWN
Poblic School, 26.
New Millie, 227, 411,
Post and Telegraph Office, 112, 387.
Corree, 283, 392.
Tramways, Water Supply, and Stehrn Ferries for, 265,
Towx COMMONS 1387.
Whaling Road, 335.
Licensing removal of stone, gravel, &e., from, 196,
Waleha, 224.
Court of Petty Sessions, 387.
Correc, 392.
Recreation Groun,ls for, 357.
- Stoex:-TRA5flC MANAPEII: -Mr. ('arlisle, late, 156.
Mi'. You, I nrilATtor of, 33 (2) 40.
'1'RAMvAY
Circular issued by the Chief Inspector, for enforcement
Sydney (Rodf en; to Thnmter Street), 6, 15, 449.
of Dog Act by Sheep Inspectors, 164.
Engineer of (1 overunient, 59.
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QUESTIONS (continued)
QUESTIONS (continued)
\VaIALDA
TRAMWAY (continued)
Lock-u, 101.
Cost of motors, can, and rails, 79.
Water Supply on road Invereul to, 183, 314.
Elizabeth-street, 231.
Court-house and Gaol, 152, 329, 371:
St. Leonards, 265, 387.
Travelling Stock Reserve on Recreation Ground, 270.
Construction of Motors and Can, 335 (2).
Recreation Ground, 487.
Road
Employment of Mr. James Roberts, in Department,
Racecourse, 273.
370, 372.
Mechanics Institute, 307.
Stone Cube Sets for, 399, 412, 440.
\VARREN -Road, to Dubbo, 12.
TRANSFn:-Of Publican's License,RaymondTerrace, 15(9
IVATOH-HousE ---Sitc for, George-street North, 183, 220.
TRANSIT CoMassIoNExs
WATER -Conservation of, in the Interior, 215.
Amounts received by, 6.
WATERFAlLS, BLUE MoUNTAINS -Road to, near LawBy-laws of, 12.
son, 52.
TRANsIT OF VENUS -Reports &c., 192.
WATER FRONTAGE -Sale of, at Watson's Bay, 380.
TRAVELLING f5TOCK
WATERING-PlACE -At Galathera, 284..
Reserve, Flag's Road, Merriwa, 39.
WATERLoO (JxEeK
on Warialda Recreation Ground, 270.
Do.
Bridge over, near Millie, 175.
B9.
Road, Yetman to Barraba, 344.
Dam across, on Road Narrabrl to Millie, 487.
Road, Baradine to Rocky Glen, 200, 317.
WATER SUPPLY
Right of,
of, to graze on Corn,no,ss, 224.
Sydney, 6, 138, 167, 207, 309, 339.
foggy Creek and Millie, 334, 445.
Road
Albury, 134.
TRIAL SURVEY (See "RAILWAYs.")
Forbes, Parkes, Dubbo, and Cargo, 139.
TRIENNIAL PARLIAMENTS BILL -Assent to, 278.
Hunter River Districts, 144, 440.
TRUNKEY GOLD FIELDS -Water Supply, 152.
Supply of pipes, 144.
TRUSTEES :Orose Water Reserve, 152.
Of Public PM-ks, powers of, 251.
Trunkey Gold Fields, 152.
Of Recreation Grounds, appointed under Public Parks
Town of Gunning, 163.
Act, 285.
On road between Inverell and Warialda, 183, 314.
TCOGEXANONO -Road Round Hill to, 314, 407.
On road between Barn-in and Narren Rivers, 208,
TURRERCMBA -Court-house, 101, 369.
On Plains between Narrabri and Moree, 232.
TURNER I'. WAnsu -Expenseof Appeal to Privy Council,
St. Leonards, 265, 387.
413.
Hill End and Tambaroora, 277.
TuRoss RIVER -Bridge at Trirnketabella, 160.
Parramatta, 289.
Tm, JAMES -Conditional Purchase of, 334.
Nepean Scheme, letting of Work, 309, 339.
TWEED, COLONIAL -Use of, for l'rison Clothing, 34.
WATER TANK :-Jindera, 72.
ULTIMO -Railway Iron Bridge, 424.
WATSON BROTIIERS
UicnsnovEo -Petition of, 113.
Customs Duties paid by, 109.
UNIVERSITY, SThNEY:Tobacco sent to, by Southern Railway, 117.
Residence of Archbishop Ynugbnn it St. John's College,
Freight on Cornsaeks and Woolpacks sent to, 372.
34.
WATSON'S BAY :-Sale of water frontage at, 330.
State Aid to Affiliated Colleges, 94.
\\rA vEnLEv -Public Reserves for, 375.
Endowment, 339.
VYLATEER REPORT :-Yetinan, 204.
URALLA :WEERS, JAMES -Conditional Purchase of, Wnlgett, 27.
Railway, to Glen Innes, lOt.
WEETANOERA -Road, to Gininderra Creek, 20,
Proclamation of Temporary Common, 302.
WEsmisarnoEs-.Long Tunnel and Bullion Companies, 302.
On lines of Railway, 70.
URAYARRA :-Road Queanbeyan towards, 20.
For Parramatta Railway Station, 445.
VAUGHAN, ARcHBISHOP :WELLINGTON
Moneys received by, from Government, 26.
Railway, Orange to, 121.
Residence of, at St, John's College, 34.
Railway to Dubbo and, 243,
VEG,TAEIE CREEK ;Public School, 407.
Road Inverell to, 330.
WFNTWORTII -Custom Rouse, 67.
Postal Com,nunioatiun Invcrell to, 335.
WESrnitoou -Bridge, 274.
VENESS V. ROGERS (See "ADMINISTRATION in, JUSTIcE.")
WEST, Ma. Ossen --Compensation for loss of water
VISITING JUSTICE -For Bingera Gaol, 75, 243.
frontage Rushcutters Bay, 251.
VoLuNTEERS:WEST MAITI,AND (See "MAITLAND
Land Orders Legalizing Bill, 69, 400.
WIIATJNG-ROAD :-St. Leonards, closing of, 335.
Funds, No. 2 Battery, Volunteer Artillery, 174.
WTIARP
Conductof CaptainTaunton-ilorse allowauceto Officers
of Artillery, 199.
Public, near Callan Park, 48.
Captain Dignam, Coulburn Rifles, 247.
Manly Beach, 339.
Iron Girders, Darliug Harbour, 155.
And Permanent Forces, 257.
Public, Lismore, 171.
The Old Force, 267, 334, 379, 391.
Do. Karuah River, 204.
Artillery, Discharge of a Gullner, 306.
WHARF WALL -East side of Circular Quay, 383.
The New Force, 315, 371, 375.
WHiTE SFIRITS -Quantity in Bond, and taken out, 472.
VOTES AND PROcEED)NGs -Index to current, 247.
WILLIAM.,STREET -Post Office, 388.
iVAliousyAx Biujma :WILLIAMS, MR. P. :-Gatekeeper, ExhibstionGrounds,164.
Purchase of, by the Government, 69.
WILLIAMS RIVER -Bridge at Telegra, 103, 219.
Approaches to, 352.
WILIoucisnv PAILS -Boundaries of Reserve, 329.
WALCIIA 1WINDSOR RoAn -Road to Schofield's Siding, 418, 446.
Town Common, 224.
\VINE LICENSES -Number of, ISO.
Site for Railway Station, 302.
\\rrcEs :-Iniperial Duties on Australian, 19.
\VALOETT :WIsE, Mn, G. F. -Acting as Director of a Public
Police iMagistrnte, 122.
Dangar Bridge, over Barwin River, 167.
Company, 21.
WOLLOMIU -Railway Trial Survey, via Broke to Single.
Post and Telegraph Office, 174, 260.
ton, 340.
Bridge over the Namoi River, 280.
\VOLLONDILLY -Bridge, 171.
Gaol, 306.
W0LSEI,Ev, Ma. F. V., J.P. -Conduct of, in connection
Hospital, 325.
with the case of Weekes, SI.
Underground Tank for Court-house, 364.
iVOomLAN, SANCEL -Conditional Purchase of, 307.
Road, to Coonamble, 391.
Railway from Narrabri, 428.
WORKMEN
Holidays for Railway, 20, 28, 134, 330.
Road from Narrabri, 465.
Wages of Railway, 404.
WALIER, Mn. APPRALSER :-Conduet of, 52, 303.
Pay of Railway, when u,mblc to work, 404.
WALLERAWANG :Wnirs or Co. Sc. :-Applications for, 351.
Traffic at Railway Station, 290.
YANK0 :-Briilgo over, near Jcrilderie, 273.
Post Office, 449.
WALLSEND -Recreation Reserve, 326.
YA$3S
ltoa,l floulburn to, by,Carunda, Bialla, he,, 163, 318.
WAN000K -Public School, 270, 403.
Post and Telegraph Office, 175, 240.
WANTADADGERY BUSIIRANOERS :-Rcwards to Police, 59
YL0, Ma. :--Iiispector of Stock, 33(2), 40.
\VARATAII -Post and Telegraph Office, 196, 372.
YE-r31Ax
WARnERS IN GAom,s
Weather report. 204.
Pay of. 132, 227.
Travelling Stock Reserve on Road, to Barral,a, 344.
Extra Duties of, Phrrn,natta, 482.
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QUORUM:—
AJISENOE OF
In House before commencement of business, 237, 263,
In House nfter commencement of business, 24, 32, 70, 74, 162, 166, 241, 266, 284, 349, 367,
Reported front Committee of the Whole, 262, 451.

RAILWAYS (See also "JOADJA CREEK RAILWAY BILL");—
REPORT FOR 1878:—
ByCommissioner, laid on Table, 2 .................................................................................
T4urwonTu TO T]SNTERFIELD, TJIIZO1IGII ARMIDALE
Proposed deviation of Extension—Plans, sections, and book of reference, laid on Table as
Exhi bits only, 38; motion made (Mr. Lackey) for approval of plans, &c., 274.
NARRAYnERA TO HAT Ex'rENs;oN
Plans, sections, and a book of reference, together with a diagram plan of proposed extension of
South-western, laid on Table, as exhibits only, 180 motion made (Mr. Lee/cry) for approval
of plans, &e., 272.
WALLEI{AWAiW TO Munans; EXTENSION
Plan, section, and a book of reference of Part No. 1, commencing at 104 miles 39 chains at
Wnllernwang to 143 miles 47 chains at the Main Dividing Basige, being n distance of 39
miles and 8 chains, laid on Table as Exhibits only, 2611 motion made (Air. Lackey) for
approval of plans, &e., 296.
GUNNEDAII 50 NEAR NARI1ADI1I EXTmaIop
Plan, section, and book of reference, being a length of 55 miles and 66 chains, laid on Table
as Exhibits oay, 345; motion made (Mr. Lackey) for approval of Plans, &c., 401.
Dunno TO ]3ornsic EXTENSIoN:—
Plan, section, and book of reference of, bcin2 a distance of 222 miles 24 chains and 70 links, laid
on Table as exhibits only,—motion macto Mr. Lackey) for approval of Plans, &e., 485.
TRrAL Suxvs.v 1sA BilAInwoop TO CO0MA
Motion made (Mr. Granule) for, and negatived, 476.
Bassaves NEAR WESTERN:—
Further Return (in part) to Order (Session 1876-7), laid on Table, 3, 65, 70, 118, 493 ............
Tunouaix ruE CITY OF SynNEv
Motioa made (Mr. Lackey) for Select Committee to inquire into and report upon the several
lines of route which have been proposed for, and Committee appointed by ballot, 13; name
added to Committee, 185.
CoNNEcTION OF GREAT Noapunxy WITU SYDNEY
Motion made (Mr. MeElhone) that Government should proceed with, without delay, and negatived, 49.
Motion made (Mr . IV. C. Browse) for report on trial surveys, and correspondence, &e., having
reference to, 68.
DISMIsSAL OF Mu. DANIELS, TRIAL Scnvrvon :—
Motion made (Mr. Hits-fe, i/crete11) for Select Committee to inquire into, 252 Order of Day
postponed, 254; Debato resumed and Motion passed, 298; Return to Order referred, 400.
Motion made (.3k. Hurley, Hartley) for all correspondence respecting, 315 ; Return to Order,
laidon Table, 336 ................................................................................................
SPRINOS FOR ENGINES AND CARRIAGES
Return to Order (Session 1578-9), laid on Table, together with drawing as an Exhibit
Woagsisops
Correspondence respecting site for, laid on Table, 82 ........................................................
GOODS SuEu, Moss VASE
Motion made (Mr. Garrett) for correspondence, &e., as to the opening of a second approach to,
- 96; Return to Order, laid on Table, 335..................................................................
BLArNEY TO MUI1IIUMBUREA]1 EXTENSIoN
Petition from towa and district of Cowra, in favour of a direct line, presented and read by
Clerk, 168 ..........................................................................................................
AccIDENT AT PARPJ3IATTA
Minutes of Evidence, and reports, &c., thereon, laid on Table, 118 ......................................
RAILS
Motion made (Air. Greenwood) for Return showing quantity of, shipped by the Agent General,
from 1st January, 1877, to 30th Scptetuber, 1579, and other particulars, 135; Return to
Order, laid on Table, 318.......................................................................................
BATES ON HAY AND STRAW—
Motion made (Mr. C'oinbes) respecting--Previous Question moved and passed, original Motion
negatived, 135.
BAr,v.a OF Woot EECEIYRO IN Synyzy:—
Return showing number of, from 1st October, 1879, to 27th January, 1880, laid on Table, 152...
STATION, MUIIRUNI5UnnAII
Motion made (AD'. Garnet) for statistics of, and all correspondence respecting erection of, 225.
SITE FOR STATION, Lvrnaow
Return to Order (Session 1878.9), laid on Table, 274 ........................................................
STATION, ELGIN-STREET, WEST MAITLAND
Motion made (Mr. Cohen) for all tenders, &e., for erection of, 286; Return to Order, laid on
Table, 336 ........................................................................................................
ZXTENION FROM HAY TO ISIININDIE OIL WIs,OAXNIA:—
Petition from Inhabitants of Colony, advocating the desirableness of, presented, 290...............
Mies. SAsust RonINaox
Petition from, representing that her late husband was employed in the Railway Denrtment and
was killed while in execution of his' public duties, and she is left in neeesutous circuinstances, and praying relief, presented, 348 ..............................................................
SITE FOR Passmtxcga STATION, ALnuRv Petition from residents of Albury that site chosen by the Government is more eligible than that'
proposed to be substituted, and praying ndl,erenee to onginal site, presented, 358 ............... I
CoMpExs.lv,oN TO Ru,'sn•:siccr.sv,vus OF sAns W. S , TONS
Motion made (Mr. Teece) for Committee of the Whole to consider Addres, to Governor tl,ntst,in be placed on Estimates a,, for laud taken is, Goulburn for Railway purposes, 308
110,550 115 Committee, and resolution agreed to, 406.

641,691
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RANDWICK ASYLUM FOR DESTITUTE CHILDREN
Motion made (Sir henry l'arkes) for Select Committee to inquire into and report upon manage
mont of, and system of boarding out children, appointed by ballot, 53 ; leave given to
Committee to niake visits of inspection, 70 leave given to sit during the Christmas adjournment, 105; Report brought up, 484 ......................................................................... 2
RANGER, SAMPSON :—
Motion rñade (Mr. Thotnyson) for application, report, minutes, &c., respecting Conditional Pur.
chase of, near Lake George, and Robert Best's conflicting application, 148 ; Ret,irn to
Order, laid on Table, 170 ..............................................................--------------- ......... -- 4
RAYMOND TERRACE, PUBLIC SCHOOL
Return of number of Cluidren on Roll-hookjrom 1877 to 1879, laid on Table, 56 ...... -........... -3
REAL PROPERTY ACTS :—
5
Report of Royal Commission upon working of, laid en Table, 2.............................................
Returns under, for 1879, laid on Table, 152 ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 5
RECLAMATION OF LAND
Eon .PCBLIC PURPOSES Motion made (Sir Henry re-rices) for Committee of the Whole, 285; Message from Governor
recommending 257 House in Committee, and Resolution agreed to, 291 .... -.................... - 4
PORT JACKSON
Return (in completion) to Order (Session 1876-7), laid on Table, 308 .................................... - 4
RECOMMflI'AL
Of Bills, 169, 172, 201, 244, 259, 268, 291., 331, 360, 477.
RECORDS (See. "PRODUCTION OF RECORDS.")
RECREATION GROUN1), C003[A
Motion made (Mr. Merck,!) for all eon'csponrlcnce relative to appointment of Trnsts,ot for, 106
Return to Order, laid on Table, zao ------ ........ -................................ -........................ - 4
REUREA.TION RESERVES
ELEcl'oRATE OF THE Gwyaflx :—
Motion made (Mr. Danger) for Return showing particulars of, 304; Return to Order, laid on
Table, 380 ...................................... ................................-.......................... -...... - 4
REFORMATORY
SUAv'rr.snunv, FOR FR31ALITS
Regulations for, laid on Table, 106 ...... -----............................................................. -........ - 2
REflIiSIIMIWT COMMITTEE
Sessional Order passed. S.
REFUNDS (See "CROWN LANDS.")
REGULATIONS (See also "MINERAL"):—
LATE) oy TABLE
Civil Service in England, 2 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 2
Customs Regulation Act of 1879, 70 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 2
Amended Orders and, Abattoir, Glebe Island, 86 ---------------------------------------------------------------- 5
Volunteer Force Eeeulntiou Act of 1867. 118 ------ -------------------------- --------------------------------Shafteshury Reformatorv
°
for Fcnu,les, 195 ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 2
Public lnstn,ction Act of 1880, 348,450 ...........................................--- ..... ........ .... -... - 3
Ltuids Acts Further Amendment Act, 4-08 ....................................................................... 4
S'amp Unties Act of 1880, 462, 483 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ - 2
REID, MICHAEL (See 'CROWN LANDS.")
RELIGIOUS AND PUBLIC PURPOSES (See "CROWN LANDS.")
REHOVAL OF CAMPBELL'S WAl,L LOWER GEORGE-STREET:5
- Return to Order (Sescion 1878.9), laid on Table, 165 --------------------------------------------------------BEN STiCK, ARTLWR, ESQUiRE:- Issue and rot-urn of Writ certifying to Election of, as a Member for East Sydney, in room of
Alexander Stuart, Esquire, reported, 107; sworn, 107.
REPORT (See "NO REPORT.")
REPORTS (See also "CROWN LANDS.")
LAin ON TAan,E
Royal Commission of Inquiry upon the working of the Real Property Acts, 2 .......................... 5
Nautical School-ship &lrernon," for the year ended 30th June, 1879, 2 .................................. 2
1880, 472 ............................... 2
Do.
do.
do.
Comptroller General of Prisons, for 1873, 2...................................................................... 2 Board appointed to inquire into and report upon condition and management of Public Abattoir,
Glebe Island, final 2; Appendix H, 101 ................................................................... 5
Board of Inquiry into charges preferred by Mr. J. F. Nash against Government Stores Depart
ment-, Ac. (Part 2), 2 ............................................................................................2
ommissiommor for Rilwsays, for 1878, 2 ............................................................................ 5
yltal Statistics—iivcntv.tbird Annual, from Registrar General, (1 ........................................ 2
Twenty-fourth
do.
493 ........................................ 2
Do.
do.
Sydney Grnnnna, School, for 1878, 34 ............................................................................ 3
Government. Asylums for Infirm and Destitute, for 1878, 88................................................. 2
Inspector General of Police, on the working of the Totahizator," 101 .................................. 5
Chief I nspector of Live Stock, for year ended BOth June, 1870, 114 ............ ..... .... . .......... ..... ... 5
Floods in the Hunter River. 118.................................................................................... 5
New South 5srtues Coinruissioners for the Paris Universal Exhibition for 1878, 118 ................... 4
Board appointed to examine and report upon Ne. H. B. Swats's process of deodorising and.
desiccating blood and offal at Glebe Island, 157 ......................................................... F 5
Police Department, for 1879, 165 ...................................................................................3
Pearl Fisheries, Despateim forwarded to Queensland Government, 165 .. ...................................
Immigration, for 1.879, 193 ........................................................................................... 5
Commissioner for Railways, on Redfern and Hunter-street Tramway, 228 ..............................- 5
Commodores' Inspections of the Iaval Brigade, 258 ............................. ............................- 5
Free Public Library, for 1879, 270 ................................................................................. 3
Inspector General of the Insane, for 1879, 307 ................................................................... 2
Council of iduention, on Public Schools, for 1879, 308 ....................................................... 3 ,
Do.
on Certifled Dcnonnnationnl Schools, for 1879, 308 ............................... 3
Do.
Supplementary and Final, on the Schools under the Council, 361 ............. 3
Royal Comnn,ission, upon the state ,,,,d prospect of the Fisheries of the Colony, with Minutes oil
iCvider,ec and tppctithuc's. 45............................................................................3
On lAg lit ing, hiatt ing, and Yr ''tilt, lion of So I jool Bin Id iugs in U 'eat Britain, the ('out-i iment ofEurope, and A,,,erie,r, by ]Slo-,,rd Com,ml,es. 0MG., M.P., .353 ....................................... 3
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REPORTS (continued)
LAID ON TABLE:Government Analyst on deleterious ingredients in manufacture of sweetmeats and hair dyes, 377.
Inspector of Public Charities for 1879, 377 .....................................................................
Trustees of Austrahan Museum for 1879, 383 ..................................................................
University of Sydney for 3819, 408 ..............................................................................
Postmaster General on Departments under his control-Twenty-fifth Annual, being for 1879, 462.
Auditor General on Public Accounts for 1879, 476...........................................................
Vaccination, for 1879, 489 .........................................................................................
Museums of ¶t'oehnology, Science, and Art,, by Professor Livcrsidgo, 493 ..............................
Paris Exhibition, 1878, from Executive Commissioner, 493 ................................................I
FROM SaLtIer COMMITTEE
St. Leoimrds Roman Catholic School Land Sale Bill, 56 .....................................................
Joadja Creek Railway Bill, 108 ...................................................................................
Sydney City and Suburban Tramway and Omnibus Company's Bill, 216 .................................
Mcrriwa Church and Presbytery Land Sale Bill, 272 .......................................................
Archibald Thompson's Trust Estate Bill, 284 .................................................................
Mtncnil Selection at Mitchell's Creek, 298 .....................................................................
Discovery of Barrington Gold Field, 340 .......................................................................
Appointed to inspect Journals of Legislative Council as to proceedings on Stamp Duties Bill!
(No. 2), 361.
Equity Branoh of the Supreme Court, 420 ..................................................................
]tandwick Asyl,,m for Destitute Children, 484................................................................
Petition of Mrs. Mary jones, 484. ................................................................................
Petition of Mr. F. W. Budder, 487 ..............................................................................
Claim of Anne Jai'e Cox for loss of her conditional purchase, 4-93 ....................................
Assisted linmigratiou-Progrcas, 493.............................................................................
RESERVES
Nua WESTERN RAILwAY
Further Return (in part) to Order (Session 1876.7), laid on Table, 3 ....................................
Do.,
do.,
do.,
65 ....................................
Do.,
do.,
do.,
70 ...................................
Do.,
do.,
do,, 118 ...................................
Do.,
do.,
do., 493 ...................................
QUAT QUATTA
Return to Order (Session 1878.9), laid on Table, 13 ........................................................
TI1AvELLIF(t STOCK: Retnrn to Order (Session 1878.9), laid on Table, 32 ........................................................
AND TANKS FETW'EF.N NAImEN AND BARWIN Riwans:Returs, to Order (Session 1877.8), laid on Table, 68 .........................................................
PASTORAL
Petition from Residents of Deniliquin and others, offering certain suggestions with reference to,
presented, 261 ..................................................................................................
RECREATION, ELEC'I'ORATE OF THE Gwyina
Motion made (Mr. .Danyer) for Return showing particulars of, 304; Return to Order, laid on
Table, 380 .......................................................................................................
SELECTIONS OF Woons & KELLY ON BILLn0NOLvIL RUN
Return to Order (Session 1878), laid on Table, 348 ........................................................
SrLneTIoIc OF 'iI[OX[AS FOJ1AN, ON, BuLnnssuDcn:RA RUN:Ret.nrn to Order (Session 1878-9), laid on Table, 424.........................................................I
RESOLUTiONS
Fjtor CoscsnlnuE OF THE WHOLE
Reported, 14 (3), 26, 60 (2), 82, 87(3), 107 (2), 161, 202, 216 (2), 259, 291 (2), 816, 327, 4-05, 4416,
419, 421, 414 (2), 468.
Agreed to, 14 (2), 26, 60 (2), 82, 87 (2), iol (2), 1.61, 202, 216 (2), 259, 201 (2), 316, 327,405, 406,
410, 421, 414 (2), 468.
FE0M C0MMInEE OF Snp,'ay
:lte1jorted, 91, 106, 141., 201, 254., 310, 361, 414, 430.
Agreed to, 91, 306, 141, 201, 254, 310, 361, 414, 437.
FROM CoanhrnEE OF WAYS AND MEANS
Reported, 106, 11.5, 123, 128, 141., 168, 201, 255, 311, 362, 437, 451, 462.
Received, 466.
Agreed to, 106, 115, 125, 129, 141, 169, 201, 255, 31.1, 362, 437,466.
Rend by Clerk to enable Stamp Duties Bill (Nc,. 2 oad 3), to be broughHn, 235, 415.
ROADS (See also "PUBLIC ROADS ACT AMENDMENT BILL ")
BAERABA To GUNNEDAR
Return to Order (Session 1878-0), laid on Table 22...........................................................
Fnrthcr do.,
do.,
do.,
380............................................................
TRUST Accouyvs:For halfyears ended 30th June and 31st December, 1.878, laid on Table, 77 ..........................
Do.
do.
do.,
1879,
do., • 360 ...........................
IN ELEOTOISATE or QUEANnEYAN
Retain respecting applications for, laid on Table, 157.........................................................
ConnoaAn
Schedule of Tenders for clearing, laid on Table, 188 .........................................................
TJsssouGn THE Roar, lASsES CnIanoLM's LAND, BREAnALD.sNE PnATronss TO CoLLEcToR ROAD:Motion made (Mr. Rodgersj) for all eori'espo,idenro, including report-s from the late Mr. Chauney,
Superintendent of Bonds, respecting. 250; Return to Order, laid on Table, 428.................
flILLuerolt To BREADA,,]SANE RA]LVAY STATION
Motion ,,indc (if,. Badgery) for nIl Letters, Petitions, &e., respecting erection of a Public Gate
on, 340 ; 'Return to Order, laid on Table, 372 ...........................................................
SrDORDINATII
Return showing classification and proposed distribution for 1880 of the vote on Estimates for,
nuder Trustee,, laid on Table, 372 ..........................................................................
Ret',rn showing classification and dintribusionfor lSSOof the rote on Estimates for, under Olhieers
f the Roads Department, laid on Table, 372 ............................................................
EOBARDS, JOHN (See "CItOWN LANDS.")
ROBINSON MRS. SARAH
Petition from, representing that her Into lIu,band was employed in the Railway Department and
was killed -while in the execution of Isis duties, and that she is left in neees,itens Circumstances, and praying relief, presented, 348 .................................................................
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RUBBER,Mit B. W. :—
Motion made (Mr. R. B. Smitk) for Select Committee to consider Petition of, as to claim
Gold Discovery, 1851, 430; Report brought up, 487 ..............................................
RULES:—
Made by Board of Commissioners under the "Customs Regulation Act of 1879," laid on Table,
RULINGS OF SPEAKER (See also " SPEAKER.")
On Points of Order in the House, 225, 243.
reporterl from Committee of the Whole, 298.
Do.
On Motion respecting Immigration anticipating vote in Supply, 225.
On reception • of Petition praying for compensation for losses contingent upon passing of Chui
and School Lands Dedication Bill, 243.
Upholding Chairman's opinion, That Usury Limitation Bill not having been introduced in Cc
inittee of the Whole, is improperly before the House, 298.
RUN (See "CROWN LANDS.")

SALE OF INTOXICATING LIQUORS
Motion made (Sir henry .l'arlces) for Committee of the Whole to consider expediency of bringing
in Bill to regulate, 232; House in Committee and Resolution agreed to, 259.
SALE OF LIQUORS LICENSING ACT
Petition from District of Molong, pmying for introduction of Bill to amend, presented, 101 .........
SALE YARDS (See "CATTLE SALE YARDS," also "MUNICIPAL CATTLE SALE YARDS
SITE ACQUISITION BILL.")
SAVINGS BANK
GoVERNMENT:—
Statement of Accounts from 1st Lannary to 31st December, 1879, laid on Table, 298 ...............
NEW Sour,, MALES
Motion made (Mr. Hurley, Harllqq), that no person holding a seat on Board, or acting as Auditor
of any Bauk, should act as a Trustee of, 319.
U
SCHEDULE TO TUE ESTIMATES-INCHIEF FOR 1850:—
Laidon Table, 119 .................................................................................................
SO11MUCIC, HENRY, alias WARNER
Return to Order (Session 1878-9), laid on Table, 157.........................................................
SCHOOLS (See "EDUCATION.")
SCRIPTURE LESSON BOOKS (See "EDUCATION.")
SECRET BILLS OF SALE [ACT AMENDMENT] BILL:—
Motion made (Mr. Stephen Brown) for leave to bring in, 73 ; presented and read 1°, 73 ; read
2°, committed, reported with amendments, and report adopted, 95; read 30, passed, and
sent to Council, 102; Message from Council requesting leave to examine Member of Assembly
before Select Committee on, 225; leave gircn and Message to Council, 229; Bill returned
by Council with amendments, 353 ; Order of the Day postponed, 377, 388; Council's
amendments agreed to, disagreed to and amended, 405; Message to Council, 415; Council
insists on its amendments, agrees to and dissents from Assembly's amendments upon
Council's amendments, 458; Order of the Day postponed, 472, 489.
SELECT OOMMIPTEES (See also "ItEPORTS"; also "SESSIONAL ORDERS
Papers referred to, 87, 165, 168, 380, 388, 400.
Equity Bill referred to, on "Equity Branch of the Suprcmo Court," 189.
Return showing, appointed during the Session ..................................................................
BALLOTING POE
Sessional Order passed, 7.
Refreshment Committee, S.
Railwsy through the City of Sydney, 13.
Bandwick Asylum for Destitute Children, 53.
Sydney City and Suburban Traaiwny and Omnibus Company's Bill, 74, 101.
ON PRIVATE BILlS:—
Sessional Order in reference to Vote of Chairman, passed, 7.
SERICULTURE
LAND TAKEN UP DY MR. SNITK FOR
Return to Order (Session 1878-9), laid on 9hble, 209.........................................................
SESSIONAL ORDERS :—
- to
Passed, 6 (4), 7 C)' 8 (')
BussNEss DAYS:—
Motion made (Mr. Greenwood), that the Sessional Orders be so altered as to do away with Friday
as a Sitting Day, and by leave withdrawn, 278.
SEVIL, Y. (See "CROWN LANDS.")
SEWAGE:—
Op Svnxsr AND Suausms
Return respecting dispossl of, laid oil Table, 49 ...............................................................
DEODORISATION OF MATTER
Motion made (Mr. .Thrnelt) for all papers, &c., and Reports of any Boards relative to 405;
Return to Order, laid on Table, 428 ...........................................................................
SEWERAGE (See" METROPOLITAN WATER AND SEWERAGE BILL.")
SHAFTESBURY REFORMATORY FOR FEMALES
Reoulations for, laid on Table, 196................................................................................
SHEEP rsee "DISEASES IN SHEEP ACTS AMENDMENT ACT OF 1878.")
SHOALIIAVEN RIVER OYSTER.BEDS
Return to Order (Session 1678-9), laid on Table, 209.........................................................
SIMONS, THE LATE W.
Motion made (Mr. Teece) for Committee of the Whole to consider Address to Governor, that
sum be placed on Estimates for compensation to representatives of, for poTtion of land in
Gonlburn taken for Railway purposes, 393 House in Committee and Resolution agreed to, 406.
SITES FOR NEW HOSPITALS:—
Motion made (Dr. .Bosekeo') for Select Committee to consider and report upon the principles
which should be observed in choosing, 1 76.
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$LAflERY, MR. P. M
LATE FEOTBONOTARY
Motion made (Mr. Stephen Brown) for aii correspondence, minutes, etc., relative to the matter or
ease which led to the renioval of, from office, 283 Return to Address, laid on Table, 308
LATE CuxA'roa or INTESTATE Esrnrs
Motion made (Mr. Stephen Brown) for all correspondence rehitive to application of, to be nllowed
remuneration for extra work, &e., in estate of late Abraham Elms, it deceased minor, 283
Return to Address, laid on Table, 316 ...................... -..............................................
SLLCOJITEP, ]:IOUSES
FEES RECEIVED ISV Itsi'rcToES OF
Motion made (Mr. JfcElhone.) for nil minutes, orders, regulations, tc., respecting deduction of
any portion of slaughtering fees from, and all correspondence between Police and Mr. John
Iiogah respecting slaughtering fees, 489.
SMALL DEBTS ACT AMENDMENT BILI
Motion made (Mr. Thug) for leave to bring in, 274; presented and read 10, 274; motion made
for 20, and Debate adjourned, 284 ; Order of the Day postponed, 299, 316; read 2° and
eomniitted, 330 ; reported with amendment, recommitted, reported 2 0 with further amend,nents, and re-port adopted, 331. ; read 30, passed and sent to Council, 336; returned with
euie,idnients, 380; amendment s agreed to, and Meosage to Council, 388; assent reported, 424.
SMITH, CLADIIIS (&o "CROWN LANDS.")
SMIT.FI, MR.
Licn. nary yr itt, ron SmueunTrnr Return to Order (Session 1878-9), laid on Table, 209 ........................................................
SMITh, MRS. MARY ANNE:Petition from, that her husband conditionally purchased certain land at flay, and erected improvemoents thereon, and that purchase was declared void as the land formed part of a Tempomry
Comnios,, presented, 364 -------------------- ------------ ------------------------------- ---------------------SOMERS, FREDERICK
rilexpru FOR A Rex EFAR Coiz,uinAnAaAL CHREE
Motion mode (Mr. Murphy) for all correspondence, &e., respecting, 388 j Return to Order, laid
on Table, 495
SOUThAMPTON MAIL ROUTE (See "POSTAL.")
SPARKS, JOHN
Motion made (Mr. Cohen) for depositions before Cssino Bench in case of, charged by Donald
Campbell with illegally driving cattle, 373 ; Return to Address, laid on Table, 424 ...........
SPEAXER
Informs Rouse of issue and return of Write, 1 ('), 107, 207, 297,317, 475, 485.
Lays Warrant on Table appointing Elections and Qualifications Committee, 13; reports
maturity, 23,
Reports receipt of Deputy Speaker's (A. Cameron, Esq.) Commission to administer the Oath, 16.
Reports presentation of Congratulatory Address to His Excellency Lord Augustus Loftus, and
his reply thereto, 10 ------------------ -------------------------------------------- ----------------------------- -Informs House that Clerk had been sum,noned to produce Records before a Court of Law;
2, 8:3, 140.
Gives Casting •\Tote, 194.
Reports disereaimey between return on Writ and signature of Member on Roll, 211.
Lays on Table Minute aullsorising application of Balance from one Read of Service to another,
19, 174, 380 ....................................................................................................
Reports resignation of Member, 61, 165, 253, 280, 417, 429.
Ruaxysms Or
That Motion respecting Immigration is out of order, as anticipating a 'Vote in Supply, 225.
That Petition respecting Church and School Lands Dedication Bill, praying for eoaipensation, car
be received, as it only prays for compensation for losses contingent upon passing of tiu
Bill, 243,
That Usury Limitation as affecting Trade, not having been brought in in Committee of th
Whole, is improperly before the Rouse, 298.
SPECIAL ADJOURNMENT:-4, 57, 105, 181, 262, 275, 299, 362, 374, 479, 485.
SPECIAL ENDOWMENT OF MUNICIPALITIES (See "MUNICIPALITIES SPECIAL
ENDOWMENT BILL.")
SPIRITS (See also "COLONIAL SPIRiTS DUTY BILL.")
Return of ;3rhite, in Bond, and cleared out during 1879-80, with particulars, laid on Table, 493
STAMP DUTIES ACT:Regulations tender, laid on Table, 462, 483 -------------------------------------------------------------------STAMP DUTIES BILLResolutions of Ways and Menus Nos. 3 and 4 agreed to, 125 ; Bill ordered (Mr. Wotson)
presented and read 10, 125 ; Message front Governor recommending, 139 ; read 2°, and coin
,uit.ted, 145 ; further considered in Committee, 151, 153 ; reported with amendments, 158
instruction to Committee on, to moake provision pursuant to Resolutions of Way and Means
169; recommitted and reported 2° with further na,endnients, 169 ; recommitted, and reported
30 with further nsnend,neset,, 172 ; report adopted, 176 ; read 30, passed, and sent tc
Council, 185 ; returned with amendment, and Bill laid aside, 229.
STAMP DUTIES BTLIr(No. 2)
Standing Or,lcrs suopended, 229 ; Message fro,n Gorernor recommending, 231 ; Re'solutiosms ot
Ways and Means Nos 3 and 4 read by Clerk, Bill ordered (Mr. Watson), presesmted, and "cad
30, passed, and sent
1°, read 2°, committed, reported without amendmnesot, report adopted, read
to Council, 235 ; Comm ittee appointed to inspect Journals of Council as to proceedings upon
Committee retired, brought up Report, and Report received, 361.
STAMP DUTIES BILL (No. 3):Mcssnge ft-one C ove,'s,nr reeomnmesmding, 415; Standing Orders suspended, 415 ; Resolutions ol
Ways mid Means N os. 3 and 4 read by, Clerk, Bill ordered (ills'. Watson), presented, and read
1°, 415 ; read 20, 419 ; eonimnit.ted, reported with ansendnmcnts, and report adopted, 420.
read 3°, passed, am,d sent to Council, 425 ; returned without amendment, 442; assent
reported, 150.
STANPARI) WEIGI:IT FOR AGRICULTURAL PRODUCE BILL:Motion made (Mr. 2'. P. 5,nilh) for Committee of the Whole, 50; Rouse in Committee, and
Resolution agreed In. 60; presented and read 1', 73 ; read 2°, 86; committed, reported witl
amendments, and r''port adopted, 57; read 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 90; returimoc
with amendsn,'uts. 1.10 ; Order of the Day postponed, 1.49 ; amendmcots agreed to, anc
Message to Ceun-i1 161 ; nosent reported, 179.
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STANDING ORDERS:—
Sessional Order appointing, passed, 8.
SUSPENsIoN OF, FOB
Sydney Corporation Act Amendment Bill, 66.
Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill, 98.
Stamp Duties Bill (No. 2), 229.
Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill (No. 5), 310.
Do,
(No. 6), 358.
Stamp Du.tios Bill (No. 3), 415.
Supreme Court Temporary Judge Act Continuation Bill (No. 2), 410,
Municipnl Baths Site Acquisition Bill, 485.
STATE AID (See 'AFFILIATED COLLEGES,")
STATISTICS
Blue Book for 1819, laid on Table, 388 ...........................................................................
Twonty.third Manual Report from the Registrar General on, laid on Table, 6 ........................
Twenty-fourth
do.
do.
do.
493 ....................
STEAM 1°LAJNS RUNS (See "CROWN LANDS.")
STEAM TRAMWAY5 IN SYDNEY AND SUBURBS (See "TRAMWAYS,")
STEPHEN, SIB ALFED, EC.M.G., CD.
Commission appointing, Lientenant.Governor of the Colony, laid on Table, 2 .......................
Motion inarle(A&. Ssc,4anan) that the I.ieutcnant.Governor being a Member of the La'gis]ative
Council as incoesmstem,t with the spirit of the Coiistitatioi,, and negatived on Division, 193.
ST. LEONARDS ROMAN CATHOLIC SCHOOL LAND SALE BILL
Petition presented (31r. Jiarnefl) for leave to bring in, 23; leave given, 35; presented and read l.°,
38; referred to Select Committee, 4.1; Report brought up, 56; read 2°, committed, reported
without amendment, and report adopted, 87; read 3° and passed, 90; sent to Council, 01
returned without amendment, 140 assent reported, 157.
STORES DEPARTMENT:—
Report, with Minutes of Evidence, of Board appointed to inquire into charges preferred by Mr;
J. F. Nash against (Part 2), laid on Table, 2 ...............................................
.. .... .....
STUART, ALEXA2 DER, ESQUIRE:—
Resignation of Seat as a Member for East Sydney, reported, and Seat declared vacant, 61.
Return of, as Member for the Electonil District of Illawarni, reported, and sworn, 485.
Correspondence respecting appointment of, as Agent General for the Colony, laid on Table, 90
SUPERANNUATION (See "DUNCAN'S SUPERANNUATION BILL.")
SUPPLEMENTAR.Y ESTIMATES (See "ESTIMATES.")
SUPPLY (See also "FINANCE")
Sessional Order passed, 7.
Motion made (Mr. Watson) for House to go into Committee of, 38.
Motion made (Sir fleer11 Parker) for Hoeusto go into Committee of, and by leave withdrawn, 393,
House in Committee of, 91, 106, 14.1, 701, 229, 244, 254, 310, 355. 361, 370, 374., 414, 416, 430.
Resolutions reported, 91, 106, 141, 201, 254,31.0,361, 4.14, 430,
Resolutions agreed to, 91,106, 141, 201, 254, 310, 361, 414, 4.37.
Contingent motion made (dir. Buchanan) that Fiscal Policy should be so (rained as to promote,
encourage, and protect native industries, and negatived, 397.
SUPREME COURT (See also "EQUITY BRANCH OF THE SUPREME COURT.")
LEAVE OF ABSENCE TO Junous—APP0IXDSENT OF ADDItONAL ,Tuoen
Motion made (dir. Bmechanoo), for all Correspondence respecting, 318; Return to Address, laid
on Table, 353 ; Further Return to Address; laid on Table, 380 .........................................
SUPREME COURT TEMPORARY JUDGE ACT CONTINUATION BILL:—
Motion made (Mr. Wisdom) for leave to bring in, .392, presented and read 10, 392; read 2°,
committed, reported without amendment, and Report adopted, 401; Order of the Day
thszbarged, and Bill withdrawn, 409.
SUPREME COURT TEMPORARY JUDGE ACT CONTINUATION BILL (No. 2):—
Message from Governor recommending, 418 Standing Orders suspended, 419; Motion made
(1fr. Wi.edom) for Committee of the Whole, House in Committee, and Resolution agreed to,
Bill presented and read 10, 2°, committed, reported without amendment, and report adopted,
419 ; read 3°, passed and sent to Council, 121 ; returned without amendment, 467 ; nssent
reported, 492.
SUTHERLAND, TORN, ESQUIRE:—
Resignation of, as Member for Paddington, reported, and Seat declared vacant, 165.
SWAN, MR. If. B. (See "ABATTOIR.")
SWEETMEATS AND ILAIR DYES
Reports of Government Analyst. on certain deleterious ingredients in nmnnfaeture of, laid on
Table, '377 ........................................................................................................
SWORN (See "MEMBERS,")
SYDNEY (See also "INTERNATIONAL EXUIBITION" ; also " RAILWAYS"; also "WATER1
SUPPLY"; also "METROpOLfl',N WATER AND SEWEBAGE BILL" ; also'
"SEWAGE"; also "HOSPITAL"; also "TOVN HALL MUNICIPAL LOAN BILL.")
lyrnirany
Metion made (Mr. R. B. Ssnit/) fur statistics and particulars, 165; Return to Order, laid on
Table, 253 .......................................................................... ....................
M
Motion
made (Mr. R. .5. Srni'ls) that the Direeturs should be called upon annually to furnish the1
Government svitla a report on the management of the Institution, 250.
tIc EvE!tITF
By-law of, laid on Table, 23..........................................................................................
Report on, for 1879, laid on Table, 408..........................................................................
GRAMnAR Senoot
Report. for 1878, laid on Table, 34' ..............................................................................
COUPOEATION
Abstract of Accounts of, for 1879, laid on Table, 220.........................................................
Axo NnweAsrLx—flssEr,s CLESIZED AT Pours OF:—
Further Return (in part.) to Order (Session 1878-9), laid on Table, 13 ...............................
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SYDNEY CITY AND SUBURBAN TRAMWAY AND OMNIBUS COMPANY'S BILL
Petition presented (Mr. Driver) for leave to bring in, 59; leave given, presented and read 1°, 63;
motion made to refer to Select Committee, and House counted out when proceeding to the
ba]lot., '74; House proceeded to the ballot, 101; previous Report referred to Select Committee, 165; Roport brought up, 216; Order of the Day postponed, 278; Order of the Day
discharged, and Bill withdrawn, 316
Petition from Municipal Council of Sydney, against, presented, 123 .....................................
SYDNEY CITY IMPROVEMENT BOARD (See "CITY OR SYDNEY IMPROVEMENT
BOARD")
SYDNEY CORPORATION ACT AMENDMENT BILL
Motion made (Sir Henry Paikes) for leave to bring in, 56; presented and read 10, 63; Standing
Orders sospended, read 20, committed, reported with amendments, report adopted, read 3
passed, and sent to Council, 66; returned without amendment, 68; assent reported, 70.
SYDNEY CORPORATION ACT AMENDMENT BILL (No. 2)—
Motion made (Mr. .Pilithcr) for leave to bring in, 168.
SYDNEY CORPORATION ACT AMENDMENT BILL (No, 3)—
Motion made (Mr. Wisdom) for leave to bring in, presented and read 1°, 196; read 20 and
eo,nnutt.ed, 202 ; Order of the Day postponed, 217; further considered in Committee and
reported with amendment, 228; recommitted, reported 2' without amendment, and
report adopted, 244; read 30, passed, and sent to Council, 250 ; returned with amendments,
341; amendments agreed to, and Message to Council, 345 ; assent reported, 363.

277
293

T
TAM WORTH (See "RAILWAYS.")
TANKS
Axu R15EIcYES EET%VEEN NAnniix -cli) DARWIN BIVERe
785
Return.to Order (Session 1877-8), laid on Table, (38 .........................................................
Motion made (iD'. Daegar) for repprts or correspondence received by Commissioner Tompson,
and other information as to the construction, core, and management of, 135 ; Return to Order,
793
laidon table, 418 ................................................................................................
TAREE
Counr.xousa
Petition from T. W. Dngda]e, Chairman of Public Meeting, complaining of insufficient accommo245
dation, presented, 274 ..........................................................................................
TARRANT, IIARMAN JCHN, ESQUIRE
Return of, as Member for the Electoral District of ltiama, reported, 475; sworn, 476.
TAXATION,'flOPOSED NEW:—
Petition from J. P. Tyler, Mayor of Wnll,cnd, and 3'. Richardson, Mayor of Plattsburg, as
"C'hafrnen of Public Meetings, against proposed taxation on Coal, Shale, Wool, and Live
585
Stoek, presented, 428 .........................................................................................
Petition from John Vicars, Ohairman of Public Meeting of Citizens of Sydney, praying the
lIo,iso to reject the scheme for, presented, 450 ........................................................ ...j
Petition from Collicry Owners, Iron-masters, and others, at LiI.hgow, that they view with alarm
the proposed imposition of a royalty or tax on all Coal raised, and alleging that such tax
587
would seriously prejudice tl,eir enterprise, presented, 464 .............................................
TECHNICAL EDUCATION (See "EDUCATION.")
TECHNOLOGY, SCIENCE AND ART:—
787
Report on certain Museums for, by Professor Liversichge, laid on Table, 493 ...........................
TELEGRAPh
DUPJ,TCATION or CoinrcNrcAvrox BETWEEN AUSvRALASIA AND EUROPE
387
Retu,'n (in part) to Order (Session 1878-9). laid on Table, 23 ............................................
397
Furiher Papers respecting, laid on Table, 23 ....................................................................
Snm'iox buss AT LA PEROUSE
413
Correspondence respecting, for the New Zealand Cable Service, laid on Table, 118....................
TELLERS (See "NO TELLERS.")
TEMPORARY COMMONS (See "COMMONS.")
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1879.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

RAILWAYS OF NEW SOUTH WALES.
(REPORT FOR 1575.)

The commissioner for Railways to The Honorable the
Secretwy for Public Works.
Department of Public Works,
Railway I3ran cli,
Sir,
Sydney, 28th August, 1.879.
I have the 1)01101 to submit; the following Report, showing the transactions of this Department for the year 1878, and embodying Returns of
the progress made with works of construction, together with accounts of
revenue and expenditure.
1.—RAILWAY CA1'ITAL AUTHORIZED.

No alteration was made in the Debenture Oapitai during the year. The Railway debt.
Appendix
amount of loans authorized remained at £12,298,101, of which sum £9,087,300 Nos. 7-8,
had been raised. The balanee-3,483,352—was not placed upon the market r
during 1878. The expenditure in excess of the sales, was temiorarily charged
to the surplus revenue fund at the disposal of the Government.
Since the close of the year, however, Debentures to the amount of
the available balance of the Loan Votes have been sold at prices in excess of
the limit placed upon them.
Loan Act of
The followino'
b additional ijj were authorized to be raised by Loan in July, 1879.
July last, increasing the Railway capital to £17,939,161, viz.
For the construction of additional Lines
..,
... £4,921,000
For the completion of Lines nuder construction, &c
... 100,000

For Roiling Stock

...

...

.,.

...

...

Total .,.

...

620,000

... £5,641,000

The Railway capital bears interest as under.
£7,110,800-5 per cent. annual interest
...
...
...
£5,187,361-4 per cent. annual interest
...
...
...
£5,641,000-4 per cent. (still to be raised) annual interest ...

£55,540
£207,491
£225,640

The average jptcrost being 439 per cent.,
1

6
6
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2.—RiawAr CAPITAL EXPENDED.
At the close of 1878, there had been expended on lines open for traffic
£9,184,645, and on lines in course of construction £493,206—in all
£10,277,851—of which amount the sum of £963,351 was expended during
the year 1878, as under
Construction
... ...
... ... £776,802
... 171,662
..
ltolling stock and machinery ...
...
14,887
Trial surveys
...
...
.. ...
£963,351

3.—LINES OPEN AND IN PROGRESS.
Of the £776,802 expended in 1878 for construction, the sum of
£407,228 was expended on lines open for traffic, and the balance £369,574
invested in unproductive lines in course of construction.
In the following statement is given the length of Railway Lines opened
for traffic during the year 1878.
Southern Line.
See Appendix
No. B,p. 41.

Miles.

,
In operation—At the close of 1877-8ydney to Cootamundra
Opened on the 15th April, l.S7S—Cootamundra to
Bethungra ...
..
...
...
...
Opened on the 6th July, 1878—Bethungra to Junee
Opened on the 3rd September, 1878—Junee to
...
...
...
North Wagga Wagga
Total opened on 31st December, 1878

...

...
Western Line.

...

Average for the year

...

. ...

255
15
18
18
306
281
Miles.

In operation—At the close of 1S77—Parramatta Junction to Orange,
... 195
...
...
including Richmond Branch

No additional mileage was opened on this line during 1878.
Northern Line,
Miles.

In operation—At the close of 1877—Newcastle to Quirindi, iocluding
... 148
...
...
...
Morpeth Branch ...
Opened on the 2nd April, 1878—Bullock Island
...
Ij.
Branch
..
...
...
...
...
Opened on the 14th October, 1878—Quirindi to
...
38
Tamworth ...
..
..,
..
...
...

Total opened on 31st December, 1878 ...
Average for the year ...
Lines open.

Lines in progre.

...

...

...

18719.
157

The above statement shows that (in the year 1878) the Southern Line
was extended 51 miles to North Wagga Wagga, and the Northern Line 394
miles, viz., 38 miles Quirindi to Tamworth, and 14 mile Newcastle to Bullock
Island. With these additions, amounting to 904 miles, the total mileage
open for traffic at the end of 1.878 was 6884 miles. The openings, however,
having taken place at different times in the year, the average mileage in
operation equalled only 633 miles.
The following extensions were in progress on the 31st December,
1878:—
.. 81 miles 50 chains.
South—North Wagga Wagga to Albury ...
West—Orange to \Vellington and Dubl,o ...
North-westerm--Werris Creek to Guonedah

making a total of 208 miles 2 chains.

...
...

85
41

,,

18
14

There
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There was also in progress, at the end of the year, a temporary line from
North. to South. Wagga Wagga, including a low level bridge over the Murrumbidgee. The construction of this line was decided upon by the Government
in October, 1878, in order to facilitate trade between Sydney and the Murrumbidgee District, there being reason to fear that trade was being hampered and
traffic diverted elsewhere, in consequence of the cost of road carriage between
North and South Wagga Wagga and the high rates of toll charged at the
Company's bridge.

7
eml1nr

th to
uthWagga

The work was undertaken by Messrs. A. & R. Amos, the contractors
for the permanent line, for the sum of £9,000, of which £2,000 was B. tim..
contributed by Messrs. Cornwell, Mixner, & Co., the contractors for the
railway extension to Albury, in consideration of the facilities which the
temporary line would afford them in carrying out their works. It was
considered also that the completion of these works, by the facifities afforded,
would be expedited, and that some portion of the length between South
Wagga Wagga and Alburv would be opened for traffic before the expiration
of the contract time, viz., 31st December, 1880.
The construction of the line fromjuneetoNarrandera, for which parlja_
ment in 1870 voted £384,000, has at leng
0 th been decided upon. The delay line cJuneoto
was caused by the diversity of opinion that existed as to the best route to
adopt for connecting the town of Hay with, the Great Southern Railway.
The Engineer-in-Chief for Railways was in favour of a line diverging
from the Great Southern Line at Hanging Rock, and thence vid Urana and
Jerilderie to Hay; while others, principally a committee consisting of gentlemen resident at Wagga Wagga, advocated the adoption of the route suggested Different
by the Honorable William Macicay, M.P., viz,, from Wagga Wagga in a direct
line to [lay, keeping as near to the southern bank of the river Mm'rumbidgee
as the formation of the country would, with advantage, admit of. Other
alternative routes—all however diverging from the railway at Wagga Wagga—
were proposed, and advocated with considerable energy, manifesting the great
interest which the public took in the matter.
With a view to the settlement of the question you wrote, on the 14th
March last, the following Minute to Cabinet
Minute by Secretary for Public Works,
Cabinet.
IN view of opening the country, of the Darling and the South-western interior, by connecting the Minute to
central town of Hay with our railway system, and in order to put to a practical lest the conflicting Country to
opinions held by public men of influence and experience in that part of the Colony, and by other Hay from
Southern Line
persons interested in its prosperity, and in conformity to a pledge given to the Legislative Assembly to be reported
by the Government, I consider it expedient that the route from Junee to Hay vid Narrandera uPon .
and the line of country between Wagga Wagga and Hay, be traversed by two or more officers in
whose rcport the country would have confidence. I think the Commissioner for Roads (Mr. W.
C. Bennett) and the Surveyor General (Mr. P. P. Adams) might be asked to perform this work
and I have no doubt that the opinion of two officers of their experience and integrity, while,
affording information for the guidailce of the Government, would be accepted as a settlement of
the conflicting opinions on the subject which naturally exist in the South-western District,
J.L., 14/3/79.

The report of these officers was received on the 3rd April; their recom- LIne, Junee to
Narrandera
mendations (briefly stated) were, that the line from Junee to Narrandera should recommended.
at once be proceeded with, and that the extension to Hay should follow as soon
as possible—on the north bank of the river—if it were decided to construct a
railway from flanging Rock to ttrana and Jerildcrie—otherwisc on the south
bank.
.
This
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This report was laid on the table of the Assembly on the 30th April
last, and before the close of the Session, the plans, &c., of the extension from
Junee to Narrandera were approved by both Houses of the Legislature. The
sum of £735,000 was also voted for the further extension of the line from
Nexranden to Narrandera to Hay (105 miles), but the plans, &c., indicating the route which
it is proposed to follow, have not yet been submitted for the approval of Parliament, as repñrecl by the provisions of the Railway Act.
Since the close of the year, 15 miles of the North-western Extension
Worth Creek
to Gunnedah.
have been opened for traffic. The contract time for the completion of this
line—Werris Creek to Gunnedah—was 30th June, 1879. In consideration
of the contractor consenting to tb.e opening, on the 25th of March last, of 15
miles of the line from Werris Creek to Ereeza, the time for the completion
of the remaining portion to Gunnedah, 26 miles, was extended three months,
viz., to 30th September. From the progress made, however, there is every
reason to believe that the line will be ready for traffic before that date.
Following is a tabulated statement of the railways authorized, showing
Appendix No
P
opened on the 31st Decemthe mileage opened during 1878, the total mileage
ber of that year, the extent of double line, and the lengths remaining to be
constructed.
Length I To aII n
Length of
opened
Line
openid.
sanctioned, during 1878.

Eailway.

Great Southern

Miles
450

..,

Great Western
,

Windsor and Richmond

,,,

Great Northern
Morpeth Branch

.,
...

170

16

10

420

38

Miles
131

Miles
304

261

85

10

182

Pr

...

1,103f

244

1*
1+

2
2 ...
Col]ingwood, Haslem's Creek, &e......

Total

Miles.
140

4

4
1

Bullock Island do

Mile,
51

Length
Portion
laid with remaining to
double nil, be finished.

00

24*

088*

......
475

xtent of
In addition to the above, provision has been made in the Loan Act,
lines author43
Victoria,
No. 11, passed on the 24th July last, for the following lines
ized.
... 227 miles.
...
From Dubbo to the vicinity of ]3ourke ...
... 00
From Gunnedah to a point opposite Narrabri ...
...
85
...
...
...
From Wallorawang to Mudgee
...
105
...
...
...
From Narrandera to Hay ...
477

making a total of 1,6401 miles in operation, in course of construction,
autliorised, or preliminarily authorised.
4.—LAND 'JKEN FOR RAILWAY PURPOSES.

A return is furnished in Appendix No. 4 of the total quantity and
Land taken
for Rnilwny. cost of land taken for railway purposes to the 31st December, 1878.
Appendix o.
As
4, p. 42.

* Norx —The line from Breeza to Gnnnedah was opened on the 10th September, three weeks prior to the
expiration of the extended time.
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As the lines are extended into the interior, the cost of land resumed for Decrease
cost of land.
the railway of course decreases ; the price paid for the 8,080 acres
resumed to the present time averages £44 15s. 9d. per acre; in 1877 the
average cost per acre was £46 5s. 4d., which shews a reduction in the twelve
months of £1 Os. Id. per acre on all the land resumed for railway purposes.

The cost of land on the various extensions varies very considerably; Variatknof
or
the lowest price paid was for the extension from Murrurundi to Tamworth, fann
which averaged £13 Os. 6*d. per acre, while the highest price per acre
averaged £2,717 7s. fld. for the 16 acres 2 roods and 38 perches taken for
the Darling ilarbour Branch. The prices quoted include the cost of buildings
and compensation for severance, and, although, no doubt, the maximum value
was given at the time of purchase, the railway has so increased the value of
land in its immediate vicinity that much higher prices could now be obtained.
For instance, for the 240 acres of railway land between the Redfern Terminus
and Parramatta Junction, the average price paid was £98 2s. 94d. per acre,
aggregating to the sum of £23,601; a like quantity of land could not now be
obtained for five times that price.
Immunity from litigation, in regard to the amounts demanded by Immunity
from
claimants and those offered in conformity with the estimates of the Land litigation.
Valuer, continued, during the past, as in former years, to be a marked feature in
the adjustment of the railway land claims, and recourse to arbitration was had
only to the extent of 1 in every 41 cases dealt with. The claims outstanding
on the 31st December, 1877, were 294, to which were added 128 claims
during the year. Of these 422 claims, 124 were settled in 1878, leaving at
the close of that year, 298 in various stages of adjustment.
5.—In0ItTATION OF RAILWAY MATERIAL.

In the Appendix will be found a return of the permanent way
materials, locomotives, and miscellaneous articles imported during the year
under review.
The following is an abstract of the return
Number of
Ships employed.

95

Number of Tons of
value of
Amount paid for
Goode Shipped.
Goods Shipped. Freight and Insurance.

25,612

9310,038
* Freight.

Average rate of Freight and Supply and
cost of railway
Insurance per ton.
material.

£
s.d.
*23 32.7 13 3
t3,167 7 io
1

£s. d.
*0 18 24
to 2 5*

t Insurance.

In the above are included—
Weightin Tons.

Per, way materials for authorized extensions .16,696
renewals of existing lines... 2,581
doubling
,,
,, ... 2,131
1.8 locomotives
,.,
...
...
...
... 792
Miscellaneous articles
...
...
...
.,. 3,412
25,612 tons

value.

£141,977
22,560
14,843
50,280
80,378
£810,038

7'12—B

r;dix43
' p.

Ut
10
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6.—EXISTING LINES.
Maintenance of Way and Works.
In Appendix No. 1, will be found the Report of the Engineer for
Existing Lines on the condition of the lines of railway in his charge. The
whole of the works have been maintained in good working order during the
year, and veiy large additions have been made to improve the accommodation,
and to facilitate the conduct of the traffic.

Jmprovants
anu additions
on Southern the

The improvements and additions, which are detailed in the Report of
Engmeer, may be summarised as under :—

On the Southern Line, from Darling ilarbour to North Wagga, including the Suburban Stations, the number of new works completed amounted
to 131.
In addition to the above, twenty-nine bridges and culverts were put in;
6,969 sleepers used for renewals; 39 chains of the Main Line relaid with
steel rails; and 3 miles 15A chains of sidings constructed.
Western Line.

On the Western Line (from Parramatta Junction to Orange), there were
108 new works completed; 5,792 sleepers used for renewals; 3 miles 23 chains of
main line relaid with steel rails; and 2 miles 81
2 chains of sidings constructed. The work of doubling the line between Parramatta Junction and
Parramatta was also commenced.

Windsor and
Richmond
Line,

On the Windsor and Richmond Bile, considerable progress was made
in the work of improving gradients and strengthening bridges, for the purpose
of increasing the train loads and thereby reducing the number of goods trains
and consequently working expenses.
The advantage gained in the haulage by these improvements is shown
in the following statement

A4vatgo
reducing
gradients.

Blaektown to Riverstone

Northern
Line.
Double way
Wallsend
Janctionto
Hexhan.

Should be
extended to
West Maltland.

Previous to reduction
Subsequent to
reduction of gradients.
of gradients,

Increase of load.

No. of loaded trucks. No. of loaded trucks.

No. of trucks.

10

16

6

Riveretone to Muigrave

...................

10

14

4

Muigrave to Richmond

...................

10

18

8

Seven additional works were carried out on this braiich during the
year; 3,893 sleepers used for renewals; one half mile of main line relaid with
steel rails; and 20 chains of sidings constructed.
The most important work carried out on the Northern Railway was
the construction of the double way between Wailsend Junction and ilexham
—a distance of 6 miles 55 chains. The increase of traffic on this portion of the
Northern system rendered the undertaking of the work imperative, and its
completion has afforded the much-required facilities for the conduct of the
business. Permanent relief, however, from the difficulty of working the
traffic between Newcastle and West Maitland, will not be afforded until the
double line is extended from Hexham to the latter station—a distance of S
There
miles 55 chains.
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There were 49 new works carried out on the Northern Line in 1878. New works,
228 Sleepers used for renewals, 48 chains of main line relaid with steel rails,
and 1 mile 59 chains of sidings constructed.
The workinbexpenditure, for the maintenance of way and works on Expenditure
for mainteall the railways, exceeded that for 1877 by the sum of £24,623. This excess nanceof way
and
is partly accounted for by the increase of mileage and the cost of repairing Appendix No.
damages caused by floods, but principally by the increased cost of maintaining 14, m 62.
the new lines, occasioned by their less perfect construction. The causes of these
imperfections were remarked upon in my Report for 1877, and I will now only
again quote from the Report of the Engineer-in-Chief of 4th November, 1872,
in his allusion to the result which would follow the departure, in certain
particulars, from the mode of construction adopted previous to that time.
Mr. Wiutton says—
These alterations I propose with a view to greater economy in the first cost of construetion—not because I believe the alterations to be judicious, but solely to meet the almost universal
call/or eliey railways—which sivip1V means that what has been left undone by capital in the first
instance must be paidfor hereafter out of revenue."

Locomotive and Carriage Division.
In the re-organization of the Railway Department in 1878, the Govern- Separation of
permanent
ment decided to separate the superintendence of the Permanent Way from way from
that of the Locomove Branch. The services of an engineer, competent to Locomotive
undertake the duties of the latter branch, were sought for in England, and
Mr. R. H. Burnett, G.E., was appointed, on the recommendation of Mr. John Appointment
Fowler, G.E. (Inspecting Engineer for the Colony), whose advice in the matterllumett.
was obtained by the Agent General. Mr. Burnett assumed the duties of the
position on the 1st September, 1878, and in Appendix No. 2 will be found his Appendix
No. 2, page2Z.
Report on the working of his branch of the department.
Mr. Burnett's predecessors have repeatedly brought under attention the
excessive cost incurred in the working of this division of the Railway Service,
in consequence of the absence of adequate workshop accommodation. The Jnsueiency
of workshop
present Locomotive Engineer makes the same representation, and adds
accommodahon largely
"To recover lost ground a largely increased expenditure on repairs and renewals in the future lnereas?s
must result, and as suitable workshops to enable these renewals and repairs to be coped with can- expenditure.
not at best be got into operation for a considerable time—while in the meantime the quantity of
rolling stock to be maintained is growing at a greater ratio than the means available for dealing
with it, during which time its condition must deteriorate rather than improve—the process of
recovery to a state of efficiency, when taken in hand, will necessarily be felt for some years
to come."

-

Rolling Stock and Machinery.
The total expenditure on rolling stock has been £1,147,406, and the Endit ure
rolling
proportioni t bears to the total capital expended on hnes open for traffic iison
stock.
11- 73 per cent. The expenditure in new stock, during 1878, was £166,693,
which was charged to capital account. A sum of £91,742 was expended in
repairing and renewing the existing stock and charged to the revenue vote
for the year.
The
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The following is an abstract of the rolling stock which was on hand
on 31st December, 1877, and the number and description of vehicles supplied
in 1878.
Goods.

Passenger.

Engines.
Appendix
No.6, p. 52.

vases.

waggone.
15

.?

al

.

&,

t

Rolling Stock on hand, 31st December, 1877.
J6159113 1

41

27

7

20

117[ 8

145 1371900200

1

8

72

83 11

.. 80280632511

Rolling Stock received during 1878.
.010..
16

H

716...... 1 . ............32615

1

1100 100.15 607051

In the year 1869, contracts were taken for the supply of the rolling
stock required in the succeeding five years. Messrs. F. N. Russell & Co.'s tender
was accepted for carriages and waggons, and the tender of Mort, Vale,
Expiration of
Lacy for the supply of locomotives. These contracts expired in June,
firstfireyear&
contract for 1874, and from that time till July, 1878, the rolling stock (other than engines)
r olling stock.
was obtained in small quantities as required from various local contractors
(with the exception of three American cars imported from New York, and
eight composite carriages ordered from the Ashbury Carriage Company of
Manchester). The evils of this system of obtaining the supplies were soon
Evils of
system of
made manifest, for, while the prices charged were comparatively high, the timber
obtaining
f,, used in the vehicles was found to be insufficiently seasoned, the manusmall
facturers admitting that, owing to the uncertainty of securing further orders,
they did not feel justified in incurring the expense of storing an adequate
supply of seasoned timber, or of erecting the requisite buildings for carrying
out the contracts on a larger scale and consequently at more moderate prices.

:irr o

Locomotives
obtained from
England and
merien.

Tenders
obtained for
five years supply of rolling

The locomotives were, subsequent to the termination of Mort, Vale,
& Lacy's contract, ordered from England and America-62 from the former
and 13 from the latter country.
In the belief that, if reasonable facilities were given as regards time
for completion and extent of orders, the rolling stock could be obtained in
this colony as cheaply and as well constructed as it could be imported, the
Government decided to invite tenders for five years supply. For a portion,
however, of the 100 locomotives required within that period, the immediate
demand was so great, as to necessitate a comparatively early date being fixed
for their supply, and for these-22 engines—it was scarcely expected that
local manufacturers would be able to submit offers. The result proved the
correctness of this view. Three tenders were received for the supply of locomotives, and four tenders for the supply of the other rolling stock. In the
following table are given the names of the successful tenderers, the number of
vehicles they contracted for, and the amounts of their respective contracts.
Name

13
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Name of Contractor.

Number of Vehicles.

Amount of Contract.

48
18

163,264
59,250

1,895
204
178

206,650
47,165
24,870

X.

Fon LOCOMOTIVES.
Atlas Company...
H. Vale..
...

FOR

..
...

OTHErS ROLLING

...
...

STOCK.

hudson Brothers

..

..

Moyes & Donald

...
...

.

Wm. )titchie

..

Names of
successful
ten derors.

.

7. REVENUE AND EXPENDITUJtE.
The financial resul.t of the year's transactions under the above heading Transactions
1878 not so
has not been so satisfactory as the transactions of several previous years have oftisfactory
as
been-in part, owing to the causes stated in the preceding section of this
Report-in part, to the increase of wages consequent upon the decision that ViousYears.
the minimum wages paid to workmen should be 7s. instead of Os. a day,
but mainly to the large reductions in the rates of freight which were made
in September and December, 1877. The object of the Government, in
making these reductions, was to stimulate production; and it was stated
in the Report of 1877, which was written before their effect could even
partially be ascertained, that if this result should follow to an appreciable
extent, the increased traffic over the lines would compensate for the lesser
rates charged. So far, however, this anticipation has not been realized, and Causes
although it may be premature to say conclusively, even now, after an thoreof.
experience of some fifteen months, that it was unwise to make the reductions-the following table shows, that notwithstanding 31,598 additionaltonsof
the articles reduced were carried, the earnings derived from the carriage of the
total quantity were less in 1878 than in the previous year by the sum of
£19,742. If the rates in force previous to the reductions had been
maintained, the net revenue would have been increased by the sum of £37,454.
Rm'URN of Articles on which freight was reduced in September and December, 1877, showing Appendix
No. 19, p. 70.
increase and decrease for each class, in weight earned, and freight received.
Class.

1878,

1877.

I

Weight I Wcigbt
ln I (IC.
Crease. crease.

Amount of
increase.

I

Amount of
decrease.

[

Tons.

A Class...
E Class...
a Class ...
D Class...

...
...
...
...

£

s.d. Tons.

£

s.d.'

£

£ s.d.

s.d.

...1 113109 61,415 7 9 113,960 47,879 10 815,887 15,726 5,739 5 8 22,275 2 9
... 17,526 9,692 12 11 24,1.31 11,094 9 11 8,482 1,877 3,186 2 3 1,784 5 3
909
1,396 19 1
71
3,668 2,914 12 101
... 4,506 4,311 11 11
508
185 3 9 2,409 6 9
... 7,640 10,708 10 9 8,617 8,484 7 9 1,385

............

Tothi Special Classes ... 143,471 89,128 3 4 150,276 70,373 1 2 25,825 19,020 9,110 11 8 27,865 13 10
243'
413 17 61 157 4 3
59
1st Class
...
... 1,314 2,473 18 8 1,4981 2,730 11 11
1471 .........I 177 16 2
2nd Class
...
.1 1,046 2,560 19 7 1,1931 2,383 3 5
Miscellaneous Classes...I 161,872 28,719 13 10 186,3341 27,653 16 6 27,191 2,720 2,308 9 7 3,464 6 11
Total

...

...3oz7oaj 122,882 15 5 339 301 103,140 130 H,4U6 21,808 11,922 18 9 31,665 1 2
1
1

In. Appendix No. 19 will be found a statement in detail of the above
The gross
return, showing each item of traffic separately,
earnings, the
working oxThe gross earnings in 1878 were £902,989, the working expenses 1jcn,e,,midtl,o
net earnings.
£536,988, and the net earnings £306,001.
Of the gross earnings the sum of £306,308 was derived from coaching
traffic, and £596,681 from goods traffic; the proportion of the latter to the
former was 60'08 to 33'92.
The following table shows the particulars of the coaching traffic for
1878, compared with 1877. The increase of earnings over those of 1877
amounted to £87,069.
Co.kCHINO
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COAchING

Particulars of
coaching
traffic.

Tn.u'nc.
1877.

1878.
Total.

North.

8. & W.

S. & W.

North.

Total.

... No. 430,248 67,59 503,811 851,779 56,889 403,668
econd-class ........1,732817 815,5672,078,384 1.344587 330,271 1,680,858

I 8First-class
N1bcr
passengers

J

...
Total
Season ticketsNo. of journevs
Gross

I

Rrcts

Coaching
traffic

L

Average
fare per
head

...

1 2,109,065 413,1002,582,225 11 006,300 303,160 2,089,520

l.

,,

3,221.353 484,3803,7051733 2,5187352 438,792 2,957,144

80.760
First-class
... £
Second-class ....... 1 19,420
10,320
Season tickets.., ,,

17.3171 08.577
70,063
30,700 150,180! 10,8i0l
8,I66
810 11,13d

15,191 85,854
33,921 138;731
489
8,655

Total
,, ' 210,5001
Excess luggage
21,07
parcels, Le.... I ,,
5,596
Mails ...
2,620
Miscellaneous... ,,

55,387 205,887 1S3,639

49,601 233,240

240,389

65,920 306309V 211.,2571

Gross

Mean
'''H

-

Average
receipts
from
Coaching .
traffic
per average
mileof line

Average

passenger
train mile

3
14
0 2*
l3

Total
... ,, 412 4
Excess luggage,
pareols,&e........4510
11 15
Mails
510
Miscellaneous .....,

.1

29,087:
7,480
3,249

20,001
4,900
2,117

8,130
1,535
1,065

28,731
0,435
3,182

00,331 271,588
5 4
20*
0 24

4 24
17*
0 24

15423

104

5 31
214'
0 24

4 04k
311
10! 10
0 2
0 2*

23

154.:

63521.5 8420 010438 5 7 372 18 10422 10 9
851 011 4018 0 40 3 501 2 752 1 0
1 12 0 9 1116 61 111310 11 10101 1113 3
1 4 0 1 5 2 8: 5 1 2 8 0 2 515 2

...,,.505 0 419 17 5148318 +01 4 0 453 12 5492 0 2

.,

19-94:
2943
255

2018
4225
003

20-04
3174
2-20

2101
31-21
243

1918
42-83
062

2009
3342
209

,

5197

6360

5404

5468

0263

5620

.,

535
138
005

921
2-17
072

003,
152
000

014
146
063

1026
194
134

692
155
077

5935

7570

6225

62- 91

70-17

6544

1354
5379
3267

1390
7134
1470

1359
5609,,
30320

13-97
5339
32-04

12-97
76-63
10401

13-82
56-84
2034

100,0011

100-00

l0000

100-00

..,
First•-clas
Second-class
Season tickets

d

...
Total
Excess luagage
parcels. &e
Mails
I'discellaneons
Gross

,

,,

-.

Proporon ('First-class
.. 70
- Second-class ..,,
of
Season tickets... ,,
classes

100-00
Proportion
of
receipts

8,014
1,890
620j

rst-class
. - . a. d.1109 13 3]113 9 8 155 14 7168 13 0114 4 5115510 7
Second-class ...,, 125017 8234 2102401.4 71250 210255 010251 6 7
Season tickets ..... 2113 7 5 3 2 1711 8 19 9 9 313 7 1513 7

Gross

recei pts per

45,632 807,018

l.0521 23S

s. d.
IFirst-elass
Seeond-class....,,
Season tickets... ,,

I

71.2201,123,508 821,980

.,

First-class

%

, Second-class

Season tickets ......,

100-

38-37
50-73
4-90

32 .171

0ft87
146

3707
5874
419

3848
57- 07
445

3063
68-39
098

3681
5948
371

100-00

100100

10000:

100-00

100-00

100-00
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Increase in
number of
passengers.

The number of first-class passengers carried shows an increase of84,469 for South and West lines.
10,704 ,, Northern line.
95,173 ,, all lines.
The number of second-class passengers carried shows an increase of388,230 for South and West Lines.
9,296 ,, Northern line.
397,526 ,, all lines.
The number of season tickets (journeys) increased230,302 for South and 'West lines.
25,588 ,, Northern lines.
255,890 ,, all lines.
The total increase in the number of passengers carried on all lines was 748,589.
The receipts for coaching traffic ii icreased—
£29,132 for South and West lines.
5,589 ,, Northern line.

Increase in
receipts.

£34,721 ,, all lines.
The average receipts per head show—
A decrease of...
... ltd. for South and West lines.
An increase of
... 12d. ,, North line.
A decrease of..,
... 1d. ,, all lines.
The receipts from coaching traffic per average mile of line show—
£ s. d.
An increase of 0 16 4 for South and West.
A decrease of 33 15 0
North.
A decrease of 8 2 2
all lines.

Deerease in
receipts
per head.

The receipts per train mile show a decrease of3'56d. for South and West lines.
41d.
Northern lines.
3'19d. all lines.

Increase in
receipts
per train mile.

The proportion of percentage of classes of passengers shows—
A decrease of...
... 23 for First-class.
A decrease of...
... 75 ,, Second-class.
An increase of
... 95 ,, Season Tickets.

Increases and
decreases per
centage of
classes,
numbers, and
revenue,

Decrease in
receipts
per mile of
line.

The proportion of percentage of receipts—
Increased
...
... 26 for First-class.
Decreased ..,
... 74
Second-class.
Increased
...
... -48 ,, Season-tickets.

The
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The goods traffic, compared in the same way, is shown as under
GOODS TRAPflC.

Particulars of
goods traffic.

1877.

1878.
S. & W.

Tons carried

I

Merchandise... Tons 295,593
Minerals ... .........173,567
Wool ............18,891
26,185
Live Stock
514,239
Total ...
£

,,.

1

O°
0"°tV per

mile 0

IUC.

Increase of
tonnage.

I Total.

:330,794
85,201
1,013,102 1,186,669
27,522
8,628
30,001
4,716

250,397
322,233
15,757
12,150

OOU,U4h
SU,041)
902,178 3,024,411
25,267
9,510
1431
7,281

1,111,647 1,625,886

430,537

990,504 1, 430,0411

391,369{
00'°90i
52,076
52,092

309,502
34,048
29,827
16,206

79,457
46,268
16,509
10,099

388,959
80,316
46,336
26,305'

418,400
1,253

167,2181
9,801!

585,627
11,054

389,583
1,271

152,333
1,145

541,916
2,416

419,662

177 j019'596681i

22.041
100
3675
2943

2055
1 52
37-84
3371'

2207
557
37-86,
2667

1973
103
34-72
2777

2155
157
3667
2707

301!

720

20-00'

305

10-84

543'
621
Merchandise ... Tons
6,45W
Minerals .............365
39
55
Wool
55
30
Live Stock ...,,
1,0807,081
Total ...

601
1,875
4
49

669
292
37'
20

606
6,783!
711
55

654
1,856
49
35

2,568

1,027

7,515!

2,590

... £ a. d. 624 18 9 598 1 7 618 5 6
IMinerals ...........83 2 4 321 16 31142 6 5
Average [Minerals...
receipts per Wool ... ...- ---7620100197 8255
9417 1 4442 82510
mile of line. Live Stock
2
62871793
lMiseellaneous .,,
881 12 10112710 21 042 12 1!
Total ...

Average
receipts per
train mile.

North.

93,898
50,5243
15,854
6,9411

2013
Merchandise ... s
Average rate Minerals ............456
.........38-34
Wool ...
per ton,
3448
Live Stock
1627
Mean ...
A

I Total. 1 s. & W. I

297,471

Minerals ... .........39,565
[Wool
Wool ............3222
11 e t ft45,151
Live
Stock
gO2 Traffic
iMiscellaneous
Total

North.

6353
(Merchandise ... d
Minerals ...........845
774
. Wool
964
Live Stock
LMiscellaaeous
0271
Total ...
89-631

738 13 5 597 5 71 704 12 9
81 5 2 347 17 7 145 10 0
713 7124 25! 83 18 9
38 13 7 7518 7 4713 1
3 0931221 477
932 16 611.1.53194 986 2 2

6429
34-59
10 -86
475,
6-71

6371
14-07'
8-48
848'
1-80

9436
1038
9-09
495
0139

5804
3432
12-25
749
0-85

12120'

9714

11917

113851

8405
17-36

10-011

568
0-52:

11762

In the tonnage carried there was a gross increase of19,862 in merchaudiso.
102,258 in minerals.
2,255 in wool.
11,470 in live stock.
195,845 total increase.

Tonnage decrease per mile
of line.

Per average mile of line open, the result showsA decrease of 63 tons in merchandise
An increase of 10 ,, minerals.
A decrease of 2 ,, wool.
An increase of 14 ,, live stock,
22 tons total decrease.

Increase of
receipts.

The receipts show an increase of£2,410 in merchandise.
9,773 in minerals.
5,740 in wool.
25,787 in live stock.
8,638 for miscellaneous.
£52,348 total increase.

Per

'
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Per average mile of line open, the receipts show—
£ s. d.
A decrease of SO 7 :3 for merchandise.
3 8 7 for minerals.
1 18 4 for wool.
An increase of 84 12 9 for live stock.
13 1 8 for miscellaneous.

17

Decrease in
receipts per
mile of line.

11

43 9 9 total decrease.

Decrease in
receipts per
train mile.

The average receipts per train mile, show—
U.

A decrease of 2034 for merchandise.
269 for minerals.
153 for wool.
An increase of 280 for live stock.
128 for miscellaneous.
2048 total decrease.

-

It will be seen that the most remarkable feature in the above return is Increase in
live stock
the increase, which has taken place in the live stock traffic on the Southerntraffle on
Southern and
and Western Lmes. On the Northern Line, there was a decrease, by which the Western
earnmgs were reduced from £10,099 to £6,941; on the Western Line the Lines.
increase from this service amounted to £2,650 only; but on the Southern Line
the sum realized was £34,870, being £26,295 in excess of the revenue of
1877, or over 400 per cent. It is not difficult to account for this large
increase. The tax on stock passing over the Border, imposed by the Victorian
Government, coupled with the low rates for the carriage of live stock on our
lines, and the prevalence generally of a favourable market during the year,
of
induced the stock-owners of the Murrumbidgee and the Murray River Districtsve
to send their live stock to Sydney for sale, instead of, as formerly, to Melbourne. traffic
fro,n
Victoria
to
That this increase was due to a diversion of the traffic is shown by the New South
decreased number of live stock carried on the Deniliquin railway, and on the Wnles.
Victorian railways for 1878.
The modifications, however, recently proposed to the Government of
Victoria in the application of the impost referred to, under which live stock,
intended for the meat-preserving establishments, are to be exempted from the
tax, will, no doubt, if carried into effect, lead to a re-diversion, to the Victorian
lines, of the larger portion of this traffic.

WORKING EXPENDITURE,
The amount expended for working the traffic in 1878, exceeded that for working
exponthture.
1877, by the sum of £118,003. The mcreased traffic, the greater number of Appendix No.
miles opened, and the extra train mileage run, account for the larger portion ' ' 62
of the increase, but a considerable amount is due to the causes referred to on
pages 11 and 13 of this Report, viz,, repair of flood damages, the comparatively
excessive cost of maintenance of the new lines, the expense attending the
disadvantageous working of the locomotive division owing to inadequate
workshop accommodation and the increase in the men's wages. There is 9auses of
another item of increase, viz,, the compensation paid for personal injuries,Increase.
which is to be regretted on other than economical grounds. Of the £6,304
under this head, which, as compared with the compensation paid in 1877,
shows
12—C
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18
Amount for
compensation
for personal
injuries really
chargeable to
1877.

Particulars of
working expenditure.

shows an increase of £5,724, the sum of £4,457 was paid for an accident
which took place in November, 1877. As, however, the amounts due to the
persons injured were not ascertained until after the books of that year were
closed, they have formed a charge against the working expenses of 1878.
In the following table are given the particulars of the whole of the
expenditure
1877.

1878.
S. & W.

North.

Total.

North.

S. & W.

Total.

)

Appendix No.
14, p. 62.

flaintenancc of way, &c.

.... £
Locomotive power, &c.
.,.,,
Repairs of carriages & waggons ,,
Gross working4I TrMhio
...
charges...
expenses.
Compensation-Personal
Do.
Goods
lj(iscella.neous .,.
...
I

Total

11

98,130
138,766
21,350
114,814
6,304
1,934
20,349.

23,017 99,176
37,118 146,845
7,206 24,773
37,710 126,183
580
100
423
196
4,634 21,005

76,169
25,669 123,799
48,997 187,763 109,727
10,131 31,481 17,567
46,474 161,288 88,473
6,304
480
328
2,262 1
227
3,742 24,091 16,371

401,647 1352341 586,988 309,004 109,981 418,98

...........844

862

848

737

827

759

11-24
1589
245
1314
072
022
233

11-01
2102
435
1994

11-47
1653

014
161

11-19
1697
285
1458
057
020
2-18

10-76
1734
337
1762
005
009
2-16

1130
1673
2,82
1437
007
0.05
2-39

45.99

5807

4854

4655

5139

4773

1487
1Maknance of way, &o..... %
Locomotive power, &c.
21.02
.........
Proportion I Repairs of carriages & waggons
3-23
of expenditure -4 Traffic charges
17-40
to gross receipts Compensation-Personal ...
0-95
Do.
Goods
0-30
I
tMisceflaneous ...
308

1056
2017
4-17
19-13
0-14
1-54

1371.
2079
349 I
1786
0-70
0-25
2-67

1265
1822
292
1469
008
0-04
272

1077
1736
837
17-63
005
009
217

1215
18-00
3-04
15-47
007
01 05
257

5571

5947

5132

51,

5135

Expenditure per average mile of line

....
2aintenancc of way, &c.
...
Locomotive poer,
w &e.
Repairs of carriages & waggons
Expenditure 'I Traffic
charges ...
per train mile. Compensation-Personal
Do.
Goods
1_Miscellaneous ...
...
Total ...

Total ...

cl.

..,

..,

.

.,

6085

265

1333
007
003
247

I

Increase in
cost.

The total working expenditure compared with 1877, increased£02,643 or 29-98 per cent. for South and West lines.
North line.
25,360 or 2306
118,003 or 2810
,,
all lines.

Increase in
cost per mile'
of line.

The expenditure per average mile of line open increased£107 for South and West lines.
35 for North line.
80 for all lines.

Increase in
cost per train
mile.

The expenditure per train mile shows as follows:A decrease of 0-56d, for South and West lines.
An increase of GGSd. for North line.
An increase of 0-81d. for all lines.

Cause of
crease of proportion of expenditure to
gross receipts
explained.

The proportion of expenditure to gross receipts from all sources shows6085 per cent. for South and West lines.
5571
for North line.
5947'
for all lines.

For the year 1877 the proportion of expenditure to gross receipts was
51-35. The increased expenditure of 812 per cent., for 1878, is in a great
part explained by the loss sustained in the earnings proportionate to the work
done, as shown on page 13, for, although, the total earnings in 1878 largely
increased, the earnings per train mile, through the reductions in the rates of
carriage, fell from 7s. 9d. to Os. 9*CL
Net
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Net earnings.
The per-centage of net earnings to capital invested in 1878, as against Net earnings.
1877, was as under
1877.

1878.
No.
of miles.

Capital
invested,

Capital
invested,

No.
Pcr.centage
of interest, of miles.

Per.ccntage

of interest.

South and West .............501

7,487,408

846

450

6,889,416

4'26

North ............. .............. .187fr

2,817,237

464

148

1,093,761

521

All Lines ......................6884

9,784,64.5

874

508

8,883,177

4'47

The subjoined abstract furnishes the per-centages, which the gross Per centages
of gross earnS
earnings, the working expenditure, and the net earnings bear to the capital ings, expendi'
tare and net
expended on lines in operation for 1878, as compared with 1877.
earnings to
capital.

1877.

1878.
I

Net receipts from all sources ... £

S. & W.

North.

Total,

258,403 107,598 366,001

S. & W.

1293.107

North.

Total.

103,828 1 396,935

Do.

per average mile ... £

543

685

578

699

781

719

Do.

per train mile

... d.

2959

4617

3308

4415

4852

4522

1048

023

874

1072

918

584

5'49

448

551

471

464

374

426

521

4'47

Proportion of gross receipts to
884
capital ...
...
... %
of expenditure to
Do.
533
capital ...
...
..
of net receipts to1
Do.
246
capital ...
...
..

Décreaso of
net earnings.

The net earnings from all sources for the year show as follows
£34,704, or 1184 per cent. decrease, S. & W.
3,770, or 363 per cent, increase, North.
30,034, or 779 per cent, decrease, all Lines.

The net earnings per average mile of line open shew a

Decrease of
net earrnje
per mile ox
line.

Decrease of £156 for S. & W. Line.
96 for North Line.
of
of 141 for all Lines.

The proportion of gross earnings to capital

Per centage
increase of
gross earnings
to capital.

Increased .0-10 per cent. on S. & W. Lines,
on North Line.
,,
Decreased 024
,,
on all Lines.
Increased 005

The proportion of expenditure to capital

.

Expcaditnre
to capital.

Increased 090 on S. & W. Lines,
033 on North Line.
5
078 on all Lines.
5

Net earnings
to capital.

The proportion of net earnthgs to capital
Decreased 080 on S. & W. Lines,
057 on North,
073 on all Lines,

The

20
20
Summary of
gross earnioge
expendit ure,
and 'st ca-ruingo, 1878,
compared
with 1877.
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The following is a summary of the gross earnings, working expenditure,
and net earnings of the Railways for 1878, as against 1877
South & West.

Gross earnings, 1878
1877
Do-

...
...

Increase for 1878
Working expenditure, 1878...
Do.
1877...
Increase for 1878
Net earnings, 1878 ..
Do.
1877

...
..

North.

Total.

£

£

£

...
-.

-.
...

680,050
002,111

242,939
213,809

002,989
815,020

...

---

57,939

29,130

87,069

...
..

...
..

401,647
309,004

135,841
100,981

530,088
418,985

...

...

02,643

25,360

118,003

-..
...

..
...

258,403
293,107

107,598
103,828

368,001
398,035

Decrease for 1878

...

Increase for 1878

...

34,704

80,934

...

3,770

8.—TON MILEAGE.

Gross ton
mileage.

In the following tabulated statement are shown the avera°-e distance
each passenger travelled and each ton of goods was conveyed, and the amount
received per passenger and per ton for every mile carried
South & WestAverage mileage per passenger . - .-...
.. Miles. 11-82
Average mileage per ton, goods and live stock - - ...
,,
8287
Average receipts per mile per passenger...
...
- -.
d133
Average receipts per ton per mile, coaching traffic
...
1826
Average receipts per ton per mile, goods traffic ...
...
230
Average receipts for coaching traffic per ton per mile,
,,
548
including tare.
Average receipts for goods traffic per ton per mile,
,,
492
including tare.

North.

Total.

1741
1440*
158
1993
265
- 677

1.255
3806
137
1859
2-44
570

590

520

Importance of
In the Report- for 1877, attention was drawn to the importance of
finding out
net and tare of ascertaining the cost of conveying a definite load for a definite distance. In
atmin load.

no other way can it be ascertained, whether the charges made for the conveyance of passengers, merchandise, minerals, agricultural and pastoral produce,
and for other leading items forming portion of the general traffic, are adequate,
excessive, or insufficient; or whether one description of traffic is not placed at a
disadvantage, by having to bear charges unduly increased so as to compensate
for the deficient charges on sonic other description of traffic. The subject has
been
* Due to short distance coal is carried on the Northern Lino.
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been receiving considerable attention in the mother country from railway Testimony of
liBh
economists, and the reports on the railways of New South Wales, contributing RIway
authonties.
as they have done to a solution of the problem as to the mode in which the
required particulars are to be ascertained, have met with considerable and
gratifying commendation. Mr. Rae, who was credited by an acknowledged
English railway authority with being the first official who had presented the
public with a true distribution not only of railway income but also of railway
earnings, is now on a visit to England, and has been requested by the Board
of Trade to explain the system we have adopted, as they are desirous, Mr. Rae
writes to say, "to profit by our experience."
In the appendix to this Report, will be found the ton mileage returns
of our lines for 1878, and in continuation of the course adopted in the Report
for 1877, details of the net earnings of the different description of goods traffic
are afforded in the following tables

ppe4dix
P

The amount which each item contributes to the net earnings is shown
as under

GREAT SoUTHERN, WESTERN, AND RICHMOND LINES.
Ton Jfileaqe.
Description of
Goods,

-

\% eight
carried,

I

.

31iles

curried,

, ton per WorL-iiia
Tonnage- Icr
Net
Ainouit mile
expenses earnings
net
per miii,
pci'
ton
per
per ton per
ad Ic
per ton,
mile,
mile.

Avenire
iiiiles per 1rei "M
lii

Tons.
No,
Flour ..............9,733
699,009
Wheat
5,961
321,494
Coal ......... .... 5-1,845 4,709,259
Shale .............
.
22,474 1,798,948
Firewood .,,,,, 98,237 2,663,761
Road metal ,, 21,127
022,577
Wool ,.,,.,,,,,,, 18,894 3,087,093
Trucks of hay
19,130
659,374
Live stock ......, 26,185 4,160,809
Al) other goods' 237,652 23$24,542

No.
£
7182
4,197
5393
1,760
86'96 20,366
8005
7,782
2712 13,952
2947
3,147
163-39 36,222
3447
6,905
159'],3 43,151
10025 280,174,

ci,
1'4
132
1-02
1'04
126
121
212
251
260
2-82

ci.

ci.

ci.

45•7
'417
'269
278
'334
'334
'486
'385
- 345
'608

252
252
'252
252
252
'252
'252
'252
'252
52

205
-165
- 017
'026
'082
'082
234
'133
'093
'366

514,238 42,612,800

8287 419,602

236

- 492

-252

- 240

Description of goods

Ton mileage.

' Fi-eight. received.
I

No.
2,205,807
1,015,555
18,150,291
01 717,475
1.0,017.012
2,25.25S
Wool ............................... 17.865,716
Trucks of hay..........,.....,
4299.029
Live stock ....................... ..31,435,335
All other goods .,........,
.10,410,255

Flour ....,.,.,.,....,..,,.....,,,
\Vheat .............. ...........
Coal.....,.,............,.,...,,,,
Shale ........... ...................
Firewood ------------------------ I
Road metal........................

204,388.333

£

The large
items of goods
tmffie on lit.
Southern,
Western, and
Richmond
liii es distinguished.

The properNet on n
?,in0gsfl0t
I
which they
contributed
shewn.
ci.
£

4,197
1.766
20.360
7,782
13,952
!
3,147
36,222
0,905
45.151
280,174 -

'205
'165
'017
'026
-082
'082
- 234
'133
'093
'856

41.9,062

'210

i

1,884
098
1:286
728
3.423
772
17,419
2,382
12,181
103,536
204,309

9REAT
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GREAT NORTHERN RAILWAY.
Description of
Goods,

The large
items of goods
tmflle on
Great Northern Line di,tinguished

Weight
carried,

Miles
carried,

Tonnage- Per ton per Working
Net
Average miles Ireight. Amount mile, net expenses earnings
per ton
per ton per per ton per
per ton,
per mile. and tare,
mile.
mile.

Tons.
No.
No,
£
Flour ............ .0,428
357,342 5559
2,274
Wheat
1,09-1
29,231 26-72
194
Hay in bales...
8,185
4!14,831 I 5088
2,611
Coal (owner's 947,443 7,271,752
76.8 44,727
trucks).
Coal (Commis.
398,243 6513
0,115
1,757
sioner's trucks)
Firewood
123 I
2,724 22-15
16
Road metal ...
1,6S0
33,000 2000
173
Wool ..............
8,627 1,135188 1.32-74 15,854
Live stock ... ----4,716
477,847 10132
6,941
Other goods
l27,2B0_5,889,082 4029 102,389

...

1,111,617 10,010,420

Description of Goods.

The proper'
ti0,1 to net
earnings
which they
contributed
shewn.

I

14-40 176,936

-

Ton mileage.

No
Flour ...........................................
1,100,01.4
90,393
Wheat .............................
}iay in bales .....................
1,971,198
Coal (owner's truck) ........
21,149,959
(Commissioner's truck)
1,357,504
11
Threwood ........................
10,388
Road metal .......................
80,040
Wool .............................
6,412,802
Live stock ........................
3,682,779
All other goods ..................
30,099,273
71,954,950

d.
153
159
151
148

d.
'490 .
'515
-318
'507 ,

d.
'253
'253
-253
'355

'202
- 065
-152

106

'311

-253

'0-58

141
1-24
335
349 I
417

'369
'515
'593
452
'678

'253
253
-2.53
'253
'253

-116
- 262
-340

2-65

- 590

'283

Preight received.

I

d.

- 243

199

1

-425
- 307

oeueuriitug
F FUll

per

111110.1 LII.

net CnrLmIgb.

£
2.274
194
2,611
44,727
1,757
16
173
15,854
6,941
1.02,389

d.
243
- 202
'OOS
'152
'058
'116
'282
'340
'199
- 425

£
1,119
100
537
13,479
330
5
89
9,130
3,069
64,265

176,936

'307

92,123

Goads een
veyed on
Northern tine
contribute
more largely
than those on
Southern and
Western
Lines.

A careful study of the above figures will show the cost of earning, and
the net revenue derived from each considerable item of the goods traffic,
it will be seen that the goods conveyed on the Northern line, contributed
proportionately more largely to the net earnings, than those conveyed on the
Southern and Westeinines, and that this result is owing to the shorter
distance the goods were carried, the charge, per ton per mile, being higher
for short than for long distances.

Ton mileage
of Coaching
Traffic on
Southern and
Western
Lines,
Contribution
to net savings
of western
section.

In the following table is given, for the first time, the ton mileage of the
Coaching Traffic, on the different sections of the Southern and Western Lines,
and the revenue derived therefrom. The 'Western section shows, in a marked
degree, its superiority as a revenue earning
l ine. From the statement It will
be seen that the gross earnings of that line for Coaching Traffic were £98,035,
equal to £506 per mile, and that they contributed to the net earnings £39,854
or 7368 per cent.
The Suburban section takes rank next. The gross earnings were
£47,406 or £3,386 per mile, and contributed to the net earnings the sum
of £10,105 or 18-68 per cent,
The Southern section, with the longest mileage and earning in
the gross the largest revenue, contributed to the net earnings the sum
of £4,136 only, or 7'64 per cent. The gross earnings were £94,948, equal to the
comparatively

Contribution
of Suburban
section,

Contribution
of Southern
section.

* The not earnings for coal most be debited with interest on capital iuvcWd in appliances for shipping the
coal at Newcastle and Bullock lelaud.
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Cause of the
comparatively small return of £338 per average mile of ike inoperation. small
contriThis result was owing to the small number of passengers travelling be&sveen bution from
Southern
section.
Goulburn and Wagga Wa.gga.
SUEnmAN, Sou'nIERx, AND WESTE1tN LINES.
Coachinq.

Lines,

Weight
carried,

Avernge
mllCS
per ton,

thlcs
carried.

Ton mileage
of coaching
Amount Average Average
Working
Net
traffic.
received earnings earnings
expenses
earnings
for
per ton per ton per ton
per ton
coaching. per mile, net
& tarej per mile, per mile.
per,"
j

£
d.
d.
d.
d.
No.
No.
Tons.
'129
970,752
532 I 47,400 1172
'3
476
Suburban .......182,593
94,948 2017
019
430
'417
17,052 I 1,129,101 0622
Southern
98,035 2219
'609
'415
'284
22,199 1,060,385 4776
Western
---------423
'123
'546
Total ......221,814 3,160,328 1425 240,389 1826

Revenue received,

Net earnings
per ton
per mile,

rroporhon of
net earnings.

No.
Suburban .............................18,798,011
Southern .............................52,226,506
33,644,406
Western .,...,.....................

£
47,406
94,0-13
98,035

d,
'129
'019
'284

£
10,105
41130
39,554

Total ...................... 105,668,923

240,389

'123

54,095

Ton mileage.

Lines.

Contribution
of each section
to net, earnings.

9.-WOOL TitAnic,
The following is a return of the wool carried O]1 the railways for the
years 1877, and 1878.
South and West.

...
,,.

...
...

...
...

101,780
87,382

Increase in 1878
Decrense in 1878

...
..

...
...

...

17,407

Revenue in 1878
Do.

...

...

Increase in 1878

...

...

Docrease in 1878

,..

,..

No. of bales in 1878

Do.

1877

North.

43,111
46,215

Total.

147,900
133,597

Returns for
1878 compared with
1877. SeoAppendirNo. 22,
p. 77.

14,303
3,104

36,222
29,827

15.854
16,509

6,395
,,

52,076

46,336
5,740

655

It will be seen that, although there was a total increase of 14,303 Decrease in
wool conveyed
bales carried in 1878, there was a decrease in the quantity of wool brought by Northern
down by the Northern line of 3,104 bales, equal to 7 per cent,, notwithstanding 'nothat, in consequence of the extension of the railway to Tamworth, some portion
of the wool, which had previously been sent to Brisbane as the nearest shipping
port, was, in 1878, sent to Sydney. This decrease, however, is not surprising,
in view of the fact, that the effect of the thoughts of 1876-7, which destroyed
14-83
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1.4'83 per cent. of sheep in the Colony, was more severe in the Northern
than any other district. The per-centage of loss in the Northern District
amounted to 2167.
From the Western District the quantity of wool forwarded was
Increase in
forà rom 52,540 bales, giving an increase, as compared with the quantity sent in the
Western and
previous year, of 2,293 bales. From the Southern Districts, however, where
tHeta,
the drought was least felt, the increase in the number of bales carried
amounted to 13,972, and of these, 10,000 were from stations in the Riverina
country, the wool grown on which had, previously to 1878, been sent to
Melbourne.
Wool grown
About 150,000 bales of wool, the produce of sheep depastured
in New South
Wales sent to in New South Wales, still find their way to the shipping poi'ts of Victoria
Victor and
South t
and South Australia, and may be divided approximately as under—Victoria,
tralta.
116,000 bales; South Australia, 34,000 bales. The extension of our Railways
to Bourke on the Darling River, and to Hay on the Murrumbidgee River,
will be sent should afford the means of diverting—with a considerable saving in the cost
to Sydney as
ertensions are of carriage, to the producers—the greater portion of this traffic to Sydney.
oPene
The following is a summary of a return, showing the number of sheep
.
in the Colony, at the close of the years 1877 and 1878
Number of
Number of
Sheep,
Sheep,
1 January, i578. 1 January, 1370.

Districts.

Increase in
numberof

...
..
Southern ...
Western ...
Border

Northern

Total...

Appendices
ios. 25 to 33,
pages 80-85.

Increase in
coal traffic.

Increase in
coal shipped
atNeweastle.
Appendir No.
26, p.Si.

.. I
..
...
...

J

..

Increase on
I .January,
i870.

j

Decrease on
1 January,
1879.

Per-eent.ago
of increase or
Decrease.
1ncrcae. Decrease.

10,040,662

2722

2,735,196

2.950,313
3,901,702

12,781,858
4,526,526
3,486,777
4,964,323

1,062,621

21,521,682

23,759484

4,334,281

4,023,005

90.479

.......208
1818
2724

536,464
96,470

1969

10.—Co.,ti Tnnic.
The returns of the Coal trade, which will be found in the Appendix Nos.
25 to 33, afford the gratifying information, that notwithstanding the disarrangement at Newcastle of the conditions, and consequent partial disorganization
of the system, of winning the coal—the disturbing influences of which are
still agitating a portion of the mining community—the coal traffic has con.
-i
.
.
siderably .mcrea-sed. vThe
exports to the neighbouring
Colomes_\Tictoria taking
the lead with 288,666 tons—have increased from 530,693 to 588,249 tons, while
thoseto Foreignports—San Francisco leadingwith 80,711 tons—have increased
from 250,800 to 283,786 tons. The coal shipped coastwise has also increased
by 17,263 tons—the quantity in 1878 having been 276,201 tons, as against
258,938 shipped in 1877.
The total quantity and value of coal shipped from the port of Newcastle during the last two years, and the increases in 1878, were as under -Foreign and Intercolonial.

Coasters.
tons.

£

tons.

£

1.878

276,201

187,587

871,985

602,557

1877

258,938

175,682

781,502

Increase in 1878

17.263

11,725

90,483

-

540,560
61,997
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In the Appendix will be found monthly and yearly details of the Appendk No.
quantity of coal carried, and the amount of freight received from each of the
collieries during 1877 and 1878. The following is a summary of the return
of the Northern Collieries
Year.

Tonnage.

FreigLt.

Per Ton.

No.

£

s.d.

0 1U

1877

848,990

41,048

1878

953,558

40,484

1

0 lii

Increase in
quantity
carried on
Northern
Railway.

For the Western Collieries the returns give the following
Year.

Tonnage.

I

Freight.

I

Per Ton.

No,

£

1878

52,487

19,500

7

1877

45,288

16,989

7

7,199

2,601

Increase in 1875
Decrease in 1579

e. d.

Inerea.se in
quantity
carried on
Southern and
Western Rail.
ways.

0 o

in addition to the above there were 58,228 tons conveyed on the Aplenilii No.
Southern and Western, and 4,938 on the Northern line, the total freight on 18, P. Oh.
which amounted to £21,829. This sum has not been included in the revenue
return of traffic, as the coal was used for railway purposes.
li.—TAUIn'.

Goods Rates.
The reductions that were made in September, 1878, in the goods charges, Reduction in
applied for the most part to goods that were carried long distances. A reduction rates
osZoe
from 4d. to 2d. per ton per milewas madein the carriage of copper, for the pur- Appendix No.
pose of inducing the proprietors of the Cobar Mines to send theft' produce to
Orange, for transmission by rail to Sydney, instead of to Melbourne by the
Darling and Murray Rivers and Northern Railway of Victoria. A reduction
of 20 per cent. was also made for all goods of the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th classes
carried a greater distance than 300 miles. The tendcncy of these alterations
was to secure additional traffic, and as, by the incidence of the charges, they
could not affect the existing traffic, no unfavourable result could follow the
reductions made. The rates for the carriage of cattle were found to be hig
h cattle rates
for long distances, while those for sheep were unduly low. A rectification of for long disthis inconsistency followed, with satisfactory results. The parcels rates for Reduction iii
long distances and for small parcels were largely reduced. The minimum parcels
freight for a parcel, which had been fixed at 7 lbs., was reduced to 3 lbs., and
the rates of carriage were reduced from 4d. for the shortest, and 2s. for the
longest distance, to 3d. and is. respectively. Altogether, the alterations
made in the parcels rates amounted to a reduction of 25 per cent.
12-.—D
The
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The immediate effect of a reduction in railway
rates, is, necessarily, a
reduction of falling off in the returns, but this ought only to prevail until the public become
aware of the alteration and can take advantage of it, when, if the reduction
has been judiciously made, an increase of revenue should follow. As the
amended rates were in operation only for the last five months of 1878, it might
fairly have been anticipated that the returns for parcels traffic would have been
considerably lower than those for 1877, when the old rates were charged;
but they were, on the contrary, augmented by the sum of £950, the
Estabthhmont revenue basing been increased from £28,731 to £29,087. The establishof Central
ment in November last of the Central Booking, Parcels, and Inquiry Office,
Booking,
Parcels, and in George-street, Sydney, largely contributed to this result. The convenience
Appeudix
. office afforded to the public for booking parcels, resulted in a considerable
tIns
No. 24, P. 79.
increase of this business, as shown in the return which will be found in the
Appendix. Since the close of the year, the Central Offlce—becomiug better
known—bas been even more largely availed of for booking parcels,
obtaining tickets, and acquiring information on all matters affecting the
Railway business, and may be pronounced to be a great public convenience
and financial success.

Erect on the

revenue by a

Passenger Fares.

The principal alteration made in the passenger fares has midoubtedly
Abohio,of
system of
return tickets, been the abolition of the system of return tickets. It is difficult to tinderstand why this system should have been introdteed in connection with the
Railways of this Colony, unless it was thought desirable to follow the practice
which obtained on English Railway lines. The conditions of traffic, however,
on those lines are altogether different. In England, as in other countries,
where the Railways are conducted by private enterprise, a system more or
less competitive prevails. For instance, a resident in London, could go to
Edinburgh either by the Grea.t Northern Railway, or the Midland Railway,
and if single fares only were issued lie could go by one line and return
by the other without disadvantage. To secure him for both the down and up
journey, the inducement of a return ticket, at a reduction in the double
fare, varying in amount with the advantages proffered by the competitive
Company, is offered. But in this Colony, and other countries where Railways
are constructed and managed by the State, the like conditions do not apply.
There are, as a rule, no other means of travelling to and returning from a
place but the one railway line, and as the railway affords per se the cheapest
and quickest mode of conveyance, there is no reason for offering special inducement to a traveller to make use of it for both journeys. The system of return
tickets was not abolished until the last month of the year with which the
Report deals, and the effect of its abolition and of the reduction made in the
single fare by way of compensation, cannot, for the present, be shown.
At the same time that the alteration referred to was made, the fares on
Reduction of
the sections between Emu Plains and Bathurst, Picton and Goi.ilburn, and
Singleton and Murrurundi (which had been fixed at the comparatively high
rate of 3*d. per mile 1st class, and 3d. per mile 2nd class, on account of the
increased cost of working these portions of the lines and the comparatively
small number of peopl.e travelling thereon) were reduced to 3d. and 2d.
respectively. It was anticipated that these modifications would result in an
immediate loss of £15,000 a year, unless the diminished charge was recouped
by a greater number of passengers being induced to travel in consideration
of the lower fares charged, but the result cannot be ascertained until the
statistics of the present year are obtained and analyzed.
12 -
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12.—RAILwA.y ACCIDENTS.
The usual tabulated statement of the accidents, resulting in death or Return of
rail way
personal injury, which occurred during the year, will be found in the ncoidchvs.
Appendix. It may be summarized as under
Passengers.

-

Servants.

Beyond their Misconduct, or Beyond their
own control, want of caution. own control,
Killed. injured. Killed.
Suburban

H..

Southern

...

Western
Northoi'n

Injuredi

..H
,..

17.1

5

2

,..

2

4

5

...j...j..i
1

Misconduct, or Misconduct, or
Appendix
want of caution, want of caution. See
No. 7, P 129.

Killed. JInjured.t Killed. injured. Killed. Injured.

4j...
...

Trespassers.

5

3

.1

z

1

H...

1

3

9

1

61

3

1

It will be seen that no passenger was killed, and only seven injured and
those very slightly, from causes beyond a passenger's control, or to which he
111 no way contributed through his own carelessness. Two train accidents Accidents at
. s and the other at Orange on the W
Emu Plains
(one at Elnu 1 )larn
Li call for and Orange.
estern ne)
special remark.
The accident at Einu Plains occurred on the night of the 30th Accident at
Erna Plains.
January, 1878, and was caused by a collision between two goods trains, both
having been overthrown by the force with which they met. The driver and
guard of the up train and the fireman of the down train were killed, and the
driver of the down train and the fireman of the up train were severely injured.
The enquiry, which followed, showed that the Guard of the up train brought Guard conhis train from Wascoe's Siding in the expectation that be would be able
to reach the siding at Emu Plains before the down train was due there,
having miscalculated the time within which the running couhc be performed.
He was charged with manslaughter, convicted, and sentenced to imprisonment Staff and
for two years. The staff and ticket system under which the trains on thelroTent the
°' of
single lines have since been worked has made the repetition of such a such an
accident.
collision impossible.
The accident at Orange occurred to the mail train, due to arrive there Accident aC
on the 28th May at 3-55 n.m. The train had passed the distance signal at Orange.
Orange and was slowly approaching the station, when it left the main line,
and, entering a siding on which some empty carriages were standing, came
into collision with them. Six passengers were injured— onemore so than the
others—hut none seriously. The force with which the train came in contact
with the empty carriages must have been very slight, as no damage, except
of the most trifling character, was done to the rolli]lg stock. A searching due to the
inquiry into the cause of the train leaving the main line, was instituted, tu
me perand the conclusion arrived at was, that it was due to the malicious act of son unknown,
some person or persons unknown. The points for the siding, which had
been set for the main line and locked, were thrown over, the lock broken,
and the fastenings removed. A reward of £200 and a free pardon to any Reward
accomplice, not being the actual offender, who would give information, were offered by
offered by the Government, without, however, any result.
13.—
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Rules and Regulations.
Rules and
regulations
for staff

In the early part of 1878, the Rules and Regulations, for the guidance
and conduct of the staff in working the traffic, were rcvised with great care
and i'e-issucd. Provision was made therein for working the single lines on
the staff and ticket system, and the double lines on the absolute block system.

IAghSg Railway Carriages.
Lighting
The inadequacy of the li4tt,
afforded in the railway carriages by the use
0
carriages with
gas.
of oil lamps, has long been felt by the travelling public to be a great inconvenience. Arrangenients were made during last year for lighting the carriages
with gas, and this has been successfully accomplished. Forty-three
carriages, out of a total of 180, on the South and 'West Lines, have been
supplied with the requisite apparatus; the remainder of the carriages are
being rapidly fitted, and the system will be extended to the Northern Railway
as early as possible.
Conditions of .Empioyment.
Conditions of
employment
established.

The character and capacity of the men employed in the Railway
Department are matters of so much importance to the efficient working of the
traffic and the proper conduct of the general business of the lines, that it was
considered essential to establish conditions under which employment would
for the future be given and those, already in the service, promoted. A copy
Appendix
marked A.p.6. of these conditions will be found in the Appendix. They propose to effect the
following objects, which are held to be necessary to the proper organization of
an efficient staff
The estab]ihment of a service having, in case of good
behaviour, all the elements of permanence.
A gradual and reasonable increase of wages during active
e]nployment, based upon good behaviour and the length of
continuous service in any one grade.
The right to a hearing before a committee, in the cases of those
once enrolled on the permanent staff, before being finally dismissed at the will of a subordinate official.
Returns.
In addition to the Returns referred to in the Report, the following
will be found in the Appendix
Appendix No.
1. Table of mileage opened annually.
11, page 59.
2. The rolling stock manufacturcd during 1878, with names of conAppendix No.
17, page 65.
tractors, &c.
Appendix No,
3. The particulars of the various classes of merchandise carried, its
IS, page 66.
tonnage, and freight value.
Appendix No.
4. The revenue and expenditure at each of the Stations.
20, pa ge 72.
Appendix
Nos.35and3fl,
pages 66, 57.
Appendix No.
21, p. 76.
Appendix No.
23, 1).78.
Appendix No.
45, p. ].07.

5. Particulars of the suburban passenger traffic.
G. The number of sheep in Border Districts.
7. Statement of the value of th e live stock and wool, &c., exported over
the Border.
S. Merchandise traffic rates from 1876 to 1878.
9.
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Comparative statement of the rates of railway carriage in each of Appendix
the .Ajjstralian Colonies.
Number and classification of railway employés, and the scales of, and Appendix
pp 131-136.
total amount paid for, salaries and wages.
Table of the progress and financial position of the railways, from 1855
to the end of 1878.
.
Return of free passes issued thu'ing 1878.
Annexed to the appendix are thirteen coloured diagrams, showing the
following particulars of the Railway transactions for each of the twentyfour years from 1855 to the end of 1878.
1, Length of line opened on 31st December in each year.
Number of passengers.
Tonnage of goods.
Earnings from coaching traffic.
Earnings from goods traffic.
Gross and net eaimings and working expenses.
Working expenses.
S. Earnings per train mile.
Working expenses per train mile.
Percentage of working expenses to gross earnings.
Net earnings.
Capital invested in lines open.
Interest on capital.
REcANTULATI0N.
The transactions during the year are thus summarized
The expenditure for construction was £10,277,851, upon which the
interest was £482,222, or 4M9 per cent.
The capital expended on lines open for traffic, was £9,784,645, upon
which the interest was 4•73 per cent.
The working expenses were increased by £118,003, and the net earnings
decreased by £30,934.
The net earnings were £366,001, yielding 356 per cent, to the total
capital expenditure, and 374 per cent. to the capital expended on lines open
for traffic. The interest paid by Government was therefore 1' 13 and 99
per cent. in excess of the percentage of net earnings to total capital, and
to capital reproductively employed respectively.
At the close of the year, 688e miles of line were open for traffic, and
208 miles were in the course of construction, to be completed by 31st December, 1880.
The rolling stock consisted of 154 locomotives, 378 coaching, and 3413
goods velucles.
The number of enlployés was 5,156, and the wages paid £415,075 7s. Sd.
The cost of the railway materials, in the conveyance of which 95 vessels
were employed, amounted to £283,543, and the freight and insurance to
£26,495, making a tot,ql qf £310,038.
During
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Daring the year, 37,967 passenger trains and 28,681 goods trains were
run a distance of 2,655,176 miles. The earnings amounted to £902,989, and
the working expenditure to £536,98STor 5947 per cent of the earnings. The
number of passengers who travelled was 3,705,733, of whom 898,693 were
first class, and 2,807,040 were second class; included in these figures are
8,590 season-ticket holders, representing 1,123,508 journeys. The proportion
percentage of these classes is for first class passengers 1359, second class 5609,
and for season-ticket holders 3032.
The merchandise traffic consisted of 718,608 live stock, 147,900 bales
of wool, 1,188,669 tons of minerals, and 380,794 tons of general goods.
The average earnings per mile open were £1,426, the average expenditrn'e was £848, the net earnings were £578.
The average earnings per train mile were 81-62d., the expenses 4854d.,
and the net earnings 3308d.
There was an increase of 95,173 in the number of first class passengers,
of 397,526 second class, and 255,890 in the journeys made by season-ticket
holders, an increase in the receipts of £34,721 from coaching traffic, and of
£52,348 from goods traffic—making a total increase of £87,069.
The decrease in the per centage of net earnings to capital invested is
a salient point, which must necessarily attract public attention, and it is
tlieref ore satisfactory to have shewn that this decrease has principally arisen
from reductions in rates advisedly made by the Government in the interest
of the public. The rapid extension of the lines and the large increase in the
traffic are good evidences of the growing prosperity of the Country; and I
may fair].y conclude this review of the transactions of the Railway Department during last year, by observing, that the facts and figures given therein
furnish ani.ple grounds upon which the Colony may justly congratulate itself.
I have the honor to be,
Sir,
Your obedient Servant,

The

T-T

orable John Lackey,
Secretary for Public Works, &c., &c.

Commissioner for Railways.
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A.
Oonditions of Employment in the Government Railway Service of New South
Wales.
Tirv character and capacity of the men employed in the Railway Department are matters of so much
importance to the efficient working of the traffic, and the proper conduct of the general business of the
Lines, that I consider it essential to establish conditions tinder which employment will in future be given
and tliosc at prescut in the Service promoted.
Under these conditions advancement in the Service will be by promotion from one grade to
another (according to seniority, capacity, and general conduct) the Staff have, therefore, recently, been
classified, and the rates of wages revised, and the number of classes in each position, with the wages
pertaining thereto, will be found under the different headings.
Tun following are the conditions for each Branch
LOCOMOTIVE BRANCH.
WoRKsHops.

Only competent workmen will be employed in the Locomotive shops 3 they will be paid the
average rates of wages found to be prevailing in private establishments for work similar to that which
they are required to perform
Lads will be taken into the shops as required, to learn the trades of fitter, turner, &c. They
must be of good constitution, and able to read and write with facility; they will not be bound apprentice,
but will be able to resign, and will be liable to dismissal, in the same way as the men; they will also be
subject to the same rules and regulations as the men. The remuneration for their services will be
as follows
1st six months
...
...
...
.,. no pay.
2nd
,,
...
...
..
... - •...
... - Sd. per Cay.
2nd year
..
...
.....
...
... is. 2d.
3rd
...
...
...
...
... is. Gd.
4th
...
...
,..
...
.,.
... 3s.
5th
...
..
...
...
...
.. 58.
At the end of five years they will be paid wages proportionate to the value of their services.
THE

following will be the conditions for acquiring the positions of Cleaner, Fireman, and Engine-driver:—
CLEANERS

Only young men between 17 and 22 years of age will be eligible for appointment as Cleaners.
Each man must undergo a medical examination, and produce a certificate from the Railway Medical Board
to the effect that be is free from bodily or mental infirmity, possesses good eyesight and hearing, and is
not afflicted with colour blindness either by day or night; he must also produce satisfactory testimonials
of character, and be able to read and write.
The rates of wages will be as follows :s. d.
5th class—ist 6 months ...
..,
...
4th class-6 to 12 months ...
..
..,
3rd class-12 to iS months
...
...
2nd class—iS to 24 months
...
...
1st class—after 2 years (maximum rate)
Gd. per day additional will be allowed for

... 5 0
.,. 5 6
... 6 0

per diem.

... 6 6
... 7 0
night work.

When required, 1st clans Cleaners will be promoted to Firemen, according to seniority and
efficiency, provided their general conduct has been satisfactory, and that they are eligible in all other
respects.
FCREMEJc.
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FIREMEN.
All Firemen must have served as Cleaners, and. as vacancies occur eligible men from the Cleaning
Staff will be promoted. Before being appointed as Fireman each man who has not previously passed
a medical examination will have to produce it certificate from the Railway Medical Board similar to that
required under these conditions from Cleaners when entering the service. He must also undergo an
examination in the Rules and Regulations applicable to Eoginemen, especially those relating to the
working of trains, signalling, &e.
The rates of wages will be as follows:...
...
...
...
3rd class.—lst 18 months
...
.
...
2nd
,,
..2nd ,,
After 3 years service (maximum rate) ...
1st

8s. per diem
Os,
lOs.

New Firemen must always commence in the 3rd class.
As vacancies for Drivers occur, Firemen who have been not less than twelve months in the 1st
class will be promoted according to seniority and efficiency: provided their general conduct has been
satisfactory.
Ecoi}n DarvEns.
No person will be allowed to undertake the duties of Engine Driver unless he has previously served
as Fireman, and is eligible for promotion. Before being appointed as Driver each man must produce a
certificate from the Locomotive Foreman or Overseer, showing that he has passed an examination, and is
competent to take charge of a Locomotive Engine.
The subjects of examination must embrace a knowledge of the road, gradients, approaches to
stations and sidings, positions of signals, &e., the examination of engine before joining a train, firing,
trimming of syphons, oiling, testing of valves and pistons, and the various modes of uncoupling engines
when they fail on the road, and the methods to be adopted to surmount any slight breakdown, &c., &c.
The rates of wages will be as follows
...
5th class—For first 12 months
From 12 to 24 months ...
4th ,,
3rd
From 24 to 30
,,
...
From 30 to 00 and upwards
2nd

...

...

us, per diem

...

...

..

...

...

...

12s.
138.
14s.

The position of 1st class Driver will only be obtainable as vacancies in that grade occur, and after
serving as a Driver at least five years; wages, 15s. per diem.
New Drivers must always commence in the 5th class.
Enginemen will be expected to qualify themselves for the higher grades, not alone by serving the
required periods, but by acquiring such a knowledge of the principles, construction, and operation of the
Locomotive Engine, of steam, and the principle of its expansion, of natural science and mechanics, &c.,
as will enable them to advance with credit to the highest position on the foot plate, and to take rank as
mechanical engineers.
PERMANENT WAY BRANCH.
MEcJjncIcs, &c.
None but competent workmen will be employed in the shops or elsewhere; the wages will be at the
same rates as paid in private employ for similar kinds of work.
LAnOUREBS.
The Permanent-way labourers must be strong able-bodied men, in good health, and capable of
performing rough hard work. They must have perfect eye-sight and hearing, be of good character, and
able to read and write. l'romotion and increase of wages will be in accordance with merit.
These conditions will not apply to temporary men such as are employed in the flying gangs
(except as to their ability to perform the work required of them), but qualified temporary men will be
eligible for the permanent staff as vacancies occur.
When gangers are required suitable men will be selected from the labourers. They must be steady
and reliable, thoroughly understand the work, and be quite competent to undertake all the duties of the
position.
INSTEcTORS.
Gangers will be promoted to Sub-Inspectors, and Sul'-Inspectors to Inspectors as required, in cases
TRAFFIC
w)lere they are qualified to fill such posit-ions.
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TRAFFIC BRANCH.
Tnt following will be the conditions for acquiring the positions of Station-master, Goods' Clerk, Station
Clerk, Telegraph Operator, Guard, Signalman, Foreman, Shunter, Porter, and Watchman

Snrxo-MAsTzEs.
Only persons having general railway experience will be eligible for promotion to Station-masters.
it is desirable that these officers should possess a knowledge of all the outside duties, such as signalling,
shunting, and general yard work, loading and unloadin'k of all descriptions of traffic, and the working of
trains, &e., as well as be able to perform the inside or office work.
The position of Station-master is
therefore one which guards and others who have gained such knowledge by working their way up from
the lowest grades, and are qualified in other respects, may justly aspire to.
A practical acquaintance
with Morse telegraphy (which should be acquired by every emplové in the Traffic Branch) will also be
greatly conducive to such promotion, and good conduct will always be indispensable.
The stations are divided into six classes, and the salary attached to each class will be as follows:-6th class—t140 a year, with house.
5th class—t150
do.
4th class-2175
do.
3rd class—flOG
do.
2nd elass-9225
do.
1st elass-250
do.
Station-masters will be paid according to the class of station they are in cliai'ge of, and increase of
salary will only be obtainable by promotion to stations of a higher class, such promotions to take place as
yncancies occur, and according to seniority, efficiency, and good conduct, and eligibility in all other respccts.
The above classification does not include small wayside stations and platforms which are in charge
of porters.
Should it be considered necessary, before any pcI-son is appointed as Station-master, be may be
called upon to pass an examination in general railway inatter, rules and regulations, accounts, correspondence, &c., &c.

CLEETcAL STAFF.
It being considered undesirable to appoint as Station-master persons who have chiefly been
accustomed to clerical duties, and as goods and station clerks are generally too much confined to their
offices to admit of their acqniring a practical knowledge of outside work, it is deemed advisable to give
them a separate classification, which will be as follows:3rd class

Minimum salary, £50 a year.
Maximum ,, £110

2nd class

Thjjmujm salary, £1.20 a year.
Maximum ,, £165

1st class

{ Minimum salary, £175 a year.
Maximum ,,
£250

The maximum salary in each class to be obtained by yearly increases of £15 a year ; promotions
from one class to another will be made according to seniority, but only when vacancies in a higher class
occur.
Increases of salary and promotion will always be dependent upon efficiency and good conduct.
In exceptional cases, when it is found necessary to accept the services of clerks who have had
previous experience, the position they are to occupy in the classification will be regulated by the degree
of proficiency they may have acquired but the rule to be observed as closely as possible will be to receive
into the Service lads between 15 and 17 years of age, whose competency will be ascertained by a
probationary term of service of three months, after which they will commence at the lowest rate of
remuneration, viz., the minimum of the third class. Before any lad will be appointed he will be required
to produce a certificate from a schoolmaster that he can read and write with facility, and is acquainted
with the rules of arithmetic.
TELEGRAPH
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TELEGRAPH OPERATORS.
Lads of not less than 15 ylars of ago will be received into the Service, as required, to learn the
duties of Telegraph Operator. In all cases it will be neeessiny to produce a certificate from a Schoolmaster that they can read and write with facility, and arc acquainted with the rules of arithmetic.
While on probation they will receive a nominal salary of 2s. 3d. per week, but when they have
learned to operate and are appointed to stations they will come under the following classification, Viz.
3rd class

Minimum salary, £60 it year.
Maximum ,, £108

2nd class ... Minimum
salary, £120 a year.
(
Maximum ', £14-i
lstclass ... Minimum salary, £156 it year.
£150
t Maximum ,,
The i,iaxhnum salary in each class to be obtained by yearly increases of £12 a year.
Probationers will not be appointed as Operators unless the Telegraph Inspector reports that they
are competent to take charge of an office, and they must always commence on the lowest pay in the 3rd
class.
Promotions from one class to another will be made according to efficiency, seniority, and good
conduct, but only when vacancies in a higher class occur.
Telegraph Operators will frequenfly be required to perform general railway work in addition to
operating; it will, therefore, be to their advantage to acqnire a. thorough knowledge of passenger and
parcels booking, and the duties of General Station Clerk, &c., as on the efficiency they attain in these
matters will their promotion to a great extent depend.
Gncrmut OuT.Doon STArE.
The employés comprised in the General Out-door Staff will be classified and paid as follows:—

iorcnzcn (Goods and Conching).—From lOs. to 12s. per day.
Head Goods Guards—Os. per day, for first six months; after six months and up to eighteell, Os. Gd.
after eighteen months and up to five years, lOs.; after five years and up to ten years, lOs. Gd .;after ten
years, ils.

Head Passenger Gv.ards.-98. per day for first year; Os. 6d. for the second year after two years
and up to seven years, lOs,; after seven and up to twelve years, lOs. Gd. ; after twelve years, us.
Assistant Guards.—Ss. per day for first six months ; after six months, Ss. Gd.
Bra1cesmen.-2. 2s. per week.
Shvnters and Siqnalmen.—Probationers (three months), Cs. per day.
3rd class, Is. per day.
2nd ,, 7s. Gd. per day.
Ss. to Os. per day.
1st
Head Shnnters, lOs. to us, per day.

Porters (Goods and Coaching) —3rd class, including labourers, to receive Os. per day for the first
o to receive 7s.
six months; second six months, Os. Gd. ; after twelve months
2nd class, 7s. Gd. per day.
1st ,, 8s.
Read Porters, lOs. per day.

Porters-in .charge.—J32 8s. per week, with house.
Watchmen (Goods Branch) —fl 2s. to £2 5s. per week.
Good conduct and efficiency will in all cases be necessary to entitle men to the benefits of this
classification.
No one will be admitted into the Service for any position in the foregoing classification, whose age
exceeds 35 years, or who is unable to read and write.
Every applicant must undergo a medical examination, and produce a certificate from the Rai]way
Medical Board that ho is free from all bodily and mental infirmity, is physically able to perform the duties
of the position lie seeks, and that his eyesight and hearing are perfect. lie must also produce approved
certificates of good character.
Porters will be appointed as Brakesmen when required; they must thoroughly understand the
Vacancies
working of brakes, signalling, and how to protect trains, &c.
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Vacancies for Guards \vill be filled by promoting the most suitable men from the Shunting Staff and
Porters. Every Guard must run as Assistant for at least twelve months before being allowed to take
independent charge of it train. Every man must also pass an examination in the duties, &c., before being
appointed Assistant Guard, and also before being promoted to Guard. The chief subjects of the examinations will be as follows
ASSISTAYT Guxnns.
Education.
Knowledge of Rules and Regulations, especially those relating to train working.
Shunting.
Signalling.
Working of brakes.
Securing of loading.
Single and double line working under the different systems.
Protection of trains.
Steep gradient working.
GUARDs
Will be carefully re-examined on the subjects for Assistant Guards.
Knowledge of road, gradients, &e.
Knowledge of positions and descriptions of signals.
Knowledge of approaches to stations and sidings.
Knowledge of station yards.
General railway working.
Men who have not previously undergone a medical examination—such as those who joined the
Service before these conditions came into operation—must be examined as to their sight and knowledge of
colours before being allowed to run as Bralcesmen, or being promoted to Assistant Guard or Guard.
A good address and respectful bearing will be indispensable qnaliflcations for Passenger Guards.

GENERAL.
A.ProrNTMENr

OP

EXPERIENCED MEN.

The foregoing conditions, except as to medical examination, moral character, ability to read and
write, &c., will not apply to persons who can produce certificates that they have served on other Railways
in any of the capacities mentioned, and are considered by the l:rcad of the Branch competent to undertake
the duties without any probationary career. Such persons, however, after being appoiuted will not be
promoted to a position highcr than that for which they hold certificates, except under the same conditions
as men trained in the Colony.
RULES AD R.EouLATIoNs.
Every person in the Railway Department will hold his situation conditionally on his being subject
to, and strictly observing the Rules and Regulations established from time to time for his guidance,
whether published with the General Rules and Regulations or otherwise; and every employè must consider all rules of genera] application equally as binding upon him as those specially pertaining to his own
particular position or duties.
ProMonoN.
It must be distinctly understood, that in every case promotion will chiefly depend upon the person's
capacity to perforin the duties of it superior class or position, combined of course with general fitness and
good conduct. To merely serve the prescribed time in any class or position will not of itself qualify any
one for promotion.
Lnvn
Every servant, except Station-masters and the clerical staff, will be entitled to a day's leave on
full pay for each proclaimed Government holiday. Those servants who cannot take such leave on the
proclaimed holidays, in consequence of being required to work, will, on snaking application, be allowed the
same number of days at a future time, provided the Head of the Branch decides that they can be conveniently spared. Should, howc\'cr, the exigencies of the Service not admit of the whole or any of the
holidays being taken before the 31st of March of the year following that for which they are due, a n
In
equivalent in cash will be paid.
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addition to the above, Engine Drivers and Firemen will be allowed from three to six days' leave of
absence each year, on full pay, the exact number of days to be regulated in each case according to the
general conduct of the person and the amount of work he has performed. This leave will only be
granted at times most convenient to the Dcpartment, and the Locomotive Superintendent will have the
power to disallow it altogether in cases where he considers the person unworthy of the indulgence.
J11

Station-masters and the Clerical Staff, if they can be conveniently spared, will be allowed two
weeks' leave of absence in each year. Any such leave not taken when due will only be cumulative to
four weeks.
Except for proclaimed holidays, no remuneration will be allowed in lieu of leave.
FJtEE PASSES.
Holiday free passes will not be granted to any einployés who, through misconduct, are not deserving
of such indulgence, nor at times when there is likely to be any dicu1y in providing suflicient carriage
accommodation for the public.
Employés whose duties prevent their living in a town will be allowed the privilege of having their
children conveyed to and from school by the rail free of charge, provided there be no objection to stopping
trains at the point where they are required to be picked up and set down.
INVESTIGATION OF Ciwwzs.
To secure to the employS a fair investigation of the charges brought against them from time to
time, such as carelessness or misconduct in working the traffic, causing accidents, &c., a Board will be
appointed consisting of representatives from the Traffic, Locomotive, and Permanent-way Branches, one
from each Branch, whose duty it will be to thoroughly inquire into cases referred to them, take evidcnce,
decide who is at fault and to what extent, and recommend punishment accordingly.
Every case in which employS in more than one Branch appear to be implicated, and it is
uncertain with Which Branch the fauft lies, or where there is any difficulty in deciding as to the degree of
culpability of the persons in each Branch when the blame is divided, will be dealt with by the Board the
Board will also be called upon to inquire into and report on any other cases, should it be considered that
the officers of the Branch concerned have not made a proper investigation, or there is any doubt as to the
justice of the punishment recommended.
In all cases, however, whether investigated by the Board or otherwise, employS in any Branch of
the Service will have the right of appeal to the Commissioner, should they consider themselves unfairly
dealt with.
Railway Department,
Sydaey, 10 July, 1878.
Approved,—
JOHN SUTHERLAND,
Secretary for Public Works.

011A• A. GOODCHAP,
Commissioner for Railways.
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No. 1.
The Engineer for Existing Lines to The Commissioner for Railways.
Sir,

Department of Public Works, Railway Branch, Engineer's Office,

I have the honor to report on the condition of the existing Lines of Railways for the year
ending 31 December, 1878.
GREAT SOUTHERN RAILWAY.
Sydney to Pan-ama/ta Junction—Double line—Lenqth, 13 miles 16 chains.
The whole of the works on this length, as well as those on the Darling Rarbour, Haslem's Creek
Cemetery, and Collingwood branches, have been maintained in good working order during the year.
Various alterations, as well as additional new works, have been carried out on this length during
the year, a list of which is given hereafter.
Pan-ama/f a Junction to Oootamundra—Sinqie line—Length, 239 miles 56 chains.
The whole of the works and permanent-way on this length have been kept in good safe repair.
Cootamund,-a to Bet hungra—Single Une—L engilt, 15 miles 10 chains.
This section of the line was opened for public traffic on the 15th April, 1878, and the whole of the
works throughout have been kept in good repair.
Bet liungra to Junee—Sungle line—Length., 18 miles 28 chains.
This portion was opened for public traffic on the 6th July, 1878, and has been kept in good
running order.
Junee to Worth. Waqqa—&ngle line—Length, 17 miles 38 chains,
This length was opened for public traffic on the 3rd September, 1878, and has been kept in good
order throughout..
Early in February last that portion of the line between Binalong and Cootamundra was severely
damaged by floods, owing to sufficient water-ways not having been provided in constructing the line.
Inconsequence of this it was found necessary to put in a grcat number of additional culverts, also
one additional span of 20 feet to the viaduct over Murrumburrah Creek, the embankment at each end
having been washed away,—the particulars of which will be found in the list of works carried out during
the year.
In connection with the above it was found necessary to cut various side drains and inlet and outlet
drains, so as to effectually carry off the flood waters, and I do not anticipate that any serious damage
will anise in future from this cause.
The subsidence of the new embankments in various parts has caused great expense in keeping
them to their proper level but notwithstanding this the permanent-way has been kept in good running
order.
The following works have been completed during the year, viz.
At Sydney, weigh-bridge at goods-shed fixed.
New signal erected.
Gas laid on in lamp-room at goods-shed.
Buffer stops, northern end of George-street siding, erected.
Entrance gates to goods-shed removed and re-erected.
Fence bounding Prince Alfred Park, eastern side of yard, renewed.
Hay gauge erected at goods-shed.
Alterations, Audit Office, new office for foreman, permanent-way, erected.
Two additional forges erected.
Crane at blacksmith's shop removed and re-erected.
New arrival platform.
Additions to store offices.
New office for check clerk erected.
New, lamp-room erected.
New office for pay clerk and draftsman erected.
New machinery erected, carpenter? shop.
Altcr4ions to booking office.
12—F

At
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At Darling Harbour distance signal erected.
Goods office erected.
10-ton crane erected on wharf.
5-ton crane erected on wharf.
Improvements, Dixon-street.
New foot over-bridge erected.
Eveleigit, retaining-wall built on western side of railway, south of Wells-street.
Booking office erected.
Two turnstiles erected.
New block signal-box erected.
Two new platforms erected.
At Macdonald Town, booking-office erected.
Gas laid into platform.
At .Yewtown, new foot over-bridge erected.
New goods office erected.
New block-signal box erected.
Up and down platforms lengthened.
At Stanmore, two new platforms erected.
Closet and urinal erected.
Booking-office erected.
New distance signals erected.
At Petersizam, platforms lengthened.
New booking-office erected.
Ladies' waiting-room erected.
New foot over-bridge erected.
New semaphore erected.
New block.signal box erected.
Over-bridge, Crystal-street, widened, nearly completed.
At Aebjield, wicket-gate erected.
Booking.office erected.
New stockyard erected.
New culvert built at Alt-street.
Over.bridge partially renewed.
At Oroydcn, lamp fixed on platform.
Steve fixed in office.
New semaphore erected.
Watercloset and urinal erected and fenced in.
At .Tho'wood, gate-house erected,
New station erected.
At .Redmyre, stove fixed.
New turnstiles erected.
New road approach fenced.
At Hornebush, yard from Station-master's house to railway line fenced.
Sheep-yard paled.
At Auburn, ticket-office erected.
At .Parranratta function, new signal erected at Dogtrap Road.
At Merrylande, platform erected.
Waiting-shed erected.
New signal erected.
At Fairfield, new booking-office erected.
New ladies' waiting-room erected.
New parcels.office erected.
At Cabra.matta, two lamps and posts erected.
Gatc.house rebuilt.
At Menangle, new waiting-shed erected.
At Douglass Park, new platform erected.
At Big Hill, staff and ticket-box erected.
.2luittagong, dockwall extended.
Culvert lengthened 13 feet.

New
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New repeating distance signal erected.
.Bowral, Station-master's house fenced in.
At Moss Vale, tank fixed at gate-house.
At Jordan's &ossing, office removed from Amos siding and re-erected.
New signals erected.
At .11arber'8 &eek, additional tank stand for water supply erected.
At Afarulan, buffer stops fixed.
At Goulburn, new blacksmith's shop and forge erected.
Footpath made on bridgc.
Signal erected.
Roof of Mrs. Phillips' house repaired.
Office for Locomotive Inspector erected.
0-ate-house, Monday-street, fenced.
Goods-shed office altered.
New gatos erected.
New office for inspector Lewton erected.
At .Breadalbanc, tank fixed at gate-house.
Two lamps and posts erected.
Station-master's house fenced in.
Hay gauge erected.
At Fisit River, railway fence bounding Mr. Kennedy's land wired.
At Cunning, railway fence bounding Glebe land wired.
Railway fence bounding Mr. Reynolds' land wired.
Stock-yard altered and additional rail put on.
Road from station fenced.
Crane removed from Binalong and re-erected.
At Jerrau'a, Telegraph Office erected.
Buffer stops erected.
Two distance signals erected.
rass, tank for water supply erected.
Buffer stops erected.
At Bowninq, water-closets altered.
New water-closet, Station-master's house,
Stock-yard enlarged and altered.
Tank fixed at gate-house.
At Galong, waiting-shed erected.
At Roe/c11 Ponds, two distance signals erected.
At 2furrttmbu?'ralt, office lined.
Lamp-room erected.
Two lamps and posts erected.
Coal stage erected.
Partition between station-master's office and parcels office removed.
Addition made to bridge.
At Wallendbeen, two distance signals erected.
At Cootanzuiid,'a, stock-yard erected.
New gates erected.
New viaduct constructed.
New lamp-room erected.
Station drained,
Gate erected at Burke-street.
Station-meeter's house separated from approach road by a paled fence.
At Betltunqra, distance and semaphore signal erected.
Enginemen's house and coal stage removed from Cootamundra and re-erected.
At Junee, new wool stage erected.
At North Wagga, enginemen's house removed from Bethungra and re-erected.
Bridges,
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Bridges, culvert; &c., put in during the year
At
No.

Miles.
223
224
224
324
225
225
225
225
226
226
226
226
227
227
229
232
243
246
246
247
247
249
249
249
249
250
250
351
252

No. of openings.

Site of openings.

Ohain
57
10
22
26
8
9
47j
6o
10
20
571
52
27
38
27
16
26
4
24

I
1

5

I

I

3
1
I
4

i

I'IO"
,o'
,''o"
jo'
30' x 6'
1'10"
io'

I

I

10'

I
I

3

zo'
i'ro"

i
I

i

I

,

I

10

i

to'
io'
to'
20'
io'
10'
10'
zo'
io'
"10"
II'
I'lo"
"io"
x'zo"
1,10"
jo'

I

I

I

3

I

I

1
1
1

2

i

I
1

10

1

63
66
70
14
57
40
29

1
1
I
1
I
I

1

i

1
1
I
3
4
3
3
3
3
I
3
3

1,10"
i'IO"

Culvert.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Covered drain.
Culvert.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Bridge, additional span.
Culvert.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Bridge.
Culvert.
I
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
I Do.
Do.

The following sidings have been laid in during the year
Feet.

...
...
..
Sidings to new engine-shed, Sydney ...
Sidings up-line side, Sydney yard
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
TI, rough road to ditto ...
...
...
...
...
...
...
Sidings at 4-mile
...
...
...
...
...
Sidings at Newtown . .
...
Sidings at Petershani extended
...
..
...
...
Sidings at .Ashfield, up-line ...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
Sidings at Ashfield, down line...
...
...
...
...
...
Sidings at Burwood ...
...
...
•..
...
Sidings at Parramatta Junction
...
...
..•
...
Through roads (2) to ditto ...
...
...
...
Sidings, Pa.rramatta Junction, extended
Sidings for Brick and Pottery Company, at 14 miles south,
...
...
...
...
...
...
Inside Fence
...
...
Outside Fence
do.
Do.
. -.
Sidings at Merrylands ...
...
...
...
...
...
Sidings at Jordan's Crossing ...
...
...
..
...
...
...
Loop Siding, Mittagong, lengthened ...
...
New Siding, Mittagong
...
...
...
...
...
Sidings, Big Mill (now in course of construction) ...
...
...
...
...
...
Sidings (2), Goulburn ...
...
Dead end sidings, Goulburn, lengthened
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
Siding, Jerrawa ...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
Siding, Vase
...
Siding, Billabong
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
Siding, Wallace Town ...

Total ...

230
1,544
163
537
667
264
264
339
150
1,726
354
274
295
1,139
530
1,186
867
1,155
294
1,508
126
304
710

1,305
996

... 16,877
Pennanent-
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Permanent-way rd aid with steel rails

Main "up" line, 1st mile
...
Main "down" line, 1st mile ...
Main "down" line between 1 & 2 miles
Main line, at OS miles ...
. . - ...
Total ...

-.

...

1877
feet
1,387
1,173

1878
feet

-

Total.
feet.
1,387
3,700
20
952

2,607

6,119

2,587
20

052
3,512

The following sleepers have been used for renewals during the year:—
Sydney to Parramatta Junction ..
.....
...
. -.
Parramatta Junction to Campbelltown ...
...
.....
Campbelltown to Picton ...
.....
...
...
...
Picton to Barber's Creek ...
...
...
...
...
...
Marulan to Bowning
..
..
...
...
...
...
Total ...

-.

...

...
...
...
...
...

380
1,805
4,038
580
100

... 6,969

GREAT WESTERN RAILWAY.
Parramatta function to Orange—Single line—Length 178 miles 49 chains
The whole of the permanent-way and works on this length are in good state of repair.
The work of taking out the excessive super-elevation given to the outer rail in curves during the
construction of the line between Bathuret and Orange has been completed at a cost of £51.0 Os. Gd.,
exclusive of engine power, &c., which I estimate at £100, making a total of £610 Us. Gd.
The work of laying down a second line of rails between Parramatta Junction and Parrainatta was
commenced in August last.
Drawings, plans, sections, and specifications are being prepared for laying down a second line of
rails between Lithgosv Zigzag and Bowenfele, together with extensive coal sidings, new station buildings,
goods-shed, &c., at Lithgow.
The completion of these works will greatly facilitate the working of the traffic.
The following works have been completed during the year, viz.
At Blacktown, semaphore signal erected.
At Booty Hill, goods-shed erected.
Tank fixed.
Fenrith, underground tank constructed at Gate-house, Cross Roads.
2 lamps erected.
Floor of engine-shed, asphalted.
Catch-pit for water crane constructed.
Foundation for Tangye pumping-engine.
New shed at station.master's house erected.
At Emu Plains, goods-shed erected on platform.
Lamp erected.
New buffer-stops erected.
At Bs-ookdale (Wascoe's.siding), new gate erected.
Lamp and post erected.
New house for porter-in-charge erected.
Wicket.gate erected in fence at Lapstone.
At Wascoc's, new ticket-office erected.
At Springwood, ticket and telegraph office erected.
Wicket-gate erected.
Signal removed and re.erected.
At The Valley, new tank fixed.
At Falcon bridge, hand-gate erected in fence.
At Alphiqgton, level.crossing made.
At Blue Mountain, new station nearly completed.
At latoomba, new telegraph office erected.
At Jilackuzeath, waiting-shed erected.
At .?lfount Victoria, fence at station-master's house removed.
Irinals roofed in.

At
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At .2lfount Wilson, new signals erected.
Loading stage erected.
Stock-yard erected.
New gates erected.
New steps for platform fixed.
Telegraph Office erected.
Level crossing laid in.
At Vale of Clwydd, box for signalman erected.
At Clarence Siding, house for porter in charge erected.
Gate erected.
Steps and hand-rail fixed to platform.
At Lithgow, lamp fixed.
Distance signal altered.
Culverts for new sidings lengthened.
New gates erected.
New distance signal erected.
Parcel office partitioned off.
Gate erected at platform.
Staff and ticket-box erected.
At Bowenfeis, level crossing laid in.
Signals altered.
Wallerawang, cattle-yard altered.
At Bydal, two wicket gates erected.
Turnstiles erected.
New signal erected.
Railway fence bounding Mr. M'Laughlan's land wired.
Loading stage erected.
At Tarana, room for telegraph operators erected.
Addition built to Station-master's house.
New signal erected.
At Locke's platform, new signals erected
At .MTacqiwrie Plains, turnstile erected.
Verandah erected.
New lamp-room and parcels-office erected.
Fence at Station-master's house removed.
Station yard levelled.
Loading stage removed from Raglan, re-erected, and lengthened.
At Eaglen, hay gauge erected.
New tank fixed.
At Kelso, turnstiles made and fixed.
Cattle stage made cattle-proof.
New kitchen and verandah built to 5ttion-master's house.
Pump fixed to tank.
Station-master's house fenced in.
At Batliarst—Coal-stage lengthened 30 feet. Additional coal-stage erected.
Turnstiles erected at goods-shed and Lambert.street gates.
New kitchen to refreshment rooms erected.
Blacksmith's shop erected.
Cattle-yards altered.
Gate-houses at Vale Road, and Russell-street fenced in.
Signals altered.
New cesspit constructed.,
New tool-house erected.
Railway fence bounding Glebe land paled.
At Perth, new semaphore erected.
Distance signal erected.
At George's Plains, new semaphore erected.
New hay gauge erected.

At
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At New .l3ridqc, urinals erected.
Verandah added to Station-master's house.
New station built.
At Blagney, hay gauge erected.
Gate to new siding made and fixed.
New verandah erected.
At Spring Grove, signals erected.
Hay gauge erected.
Station-master's house fenced in.
Lamp erected.
Alterations to station.
At Spring Hill, alterations to station.
Semaphore signal erected.
Two lamps erected.
Hay gauge erected.
At Orange, hay gauge erected.
Lamps erected.
New stock-yards erected.
Goods office erected.
Gas lamps erected at entrance to station.
Additions made to loading stage.
Station-master's house drained.
The following sidings have been laid in during the year
feet.

Sidings at Seven Hills extended
...
...
Sidings, Brookdale
...
...
...
...
New block siding, Springwood ...
...
...
Through road, Springwood
...
...
...
Loop siding, Springwood, lengthened ...
...
Loop siding, Katoomba ..
...
...
...
Loop siding, Blackheath
...
...
...
Block siding, Lithgow ...
...
...
...
Block siding, Lockes ...
...
...
...
Coal sidings (2), Bathurst
...
...
...
Siding west of engine-shed, Bathurst ...
...
Siding made into loop, and extended, Bathurst
New through road, Bathurst ...
...
...
Siding over turntable, Bathurst
...
...
Loop and block sidings, Wimbledon ...
...
Block siding, New Bridge, lengthened...
...
Siding to limekilu, Blayney
...
...
...
Block siding, Spring Hill, extended ...
...
Block siding, Orange ...
...
...
...
Block siding, Orange, extended...
...
...
New cattle siding, Orange
...
...
...
Total

Permanent-way relaid with steel rails
Between 13 and 14 miles
Between 14 and 15 miles
Between 30 and 37 miles
Between 38 and 39 miles
Between 51 and 53 miles
Between 58 and 62 miles
Total

...

...

1875.

1876.

feet.

feett

5,325

3,044

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
..
...

... 210
... 1,745
... 351
... 169
...
308
...
800
...
896
...
479
... 212
...
901
...
204
...
424
... 181
...
42
... 1,014

...

...

...
1..

242
644
116
402
... 634
... 1,182

...

... 11,122

...
...
...

...
...
...

1877.
feet

1878.
feet.

Total.
feet.

1,451
1,451
1,082
...
1,082
147
147
2,204
2,601
4,805
10,560
...
19,529
1.3,200 13,200

5,325 8,644 13,840 17,399 40,214
The

4
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The following sleepers have been used for renewals during the year
Parrarnatta Junction to Penrith ...
...
...
...
...
Penrith to Springsvood ...
...
...
...
...
..
Springwood to Mount Victoria ...
...
...
...
...

..,
...

...

5,584
188
20

Total...

...

5,792

..

...
...

Branch Line, Blacletownr to Richmond—Single line—Len gilt, 16 miles ii chains.

The whole of the permanent-way and works on this branch line are in good repair.
Considerable progress has been made during the year with the work of improving the gradients,
strengthening the bridges, &c., &e.
The advantage gained in the haulage by these improvements is very clearly shown in the following
statement
STA,TEMENT

showing loads drawn by small engines on the Richmond line, before and after the gradienis
were reduced.
After the
gradients were reduced,

Previous to
gradients being reduced,
Empty.

Loaded.

Empty.

14

16
14

21

10

IS

25

10
10

15

Loaded.
Blaoktown to Riverstone
Riverstone to Muigrave
Muigrave to Richmond
Richmond to Muigrave
ttt1grave to Rivorstone ......
Riverstone to Bisobtown -

j

10
10

12

Loaded.

Empty,

6

17

4
8

5
25

S

x

...,

10

Increaec of load after
the gradients were reduced.

i

12

2

and these advantages will be still further increased when the improvements in the gradients shall have
been finished as far as Mulgrave Station, which I estimate will be about April next.
The following works in conileetlon with these improvements have been completed during the
year
106 chains of cuttings, embankment; and road lifted.
139 chains of cuttings, embankments, and road lowered.
245 chains of road ballasted with stone ballast.
4,992 cubic yards of stone ballast put on the line.
One level crossing shifted and remade.
The following works have been completed during the year
At Mu/grave, new goods-shed erected.
New waiting shed erected.
At Windsor, kitchen erected.
Station improved.
At Cla-rendon, passenger platform partially covered in.
Horse-dock constructed.
Loading platform erected.
The following sidings have been laid in during the year:—
feet,.

Siding at Schofield's
...
Through road to do
...
Siding at Riverstone extended...
Siding at Clarendon
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...

...

...

...

...

..

...

...

651
174
74
402

Total ... ... 1,301
Permanent-way relaid with steel rails
feet.

Between 21 and 23 miles

...

...

...

...

...

2,642

The following sleepers have been used for renewals during the year:—
Blacktown to Richmond

...

...

...

...

...

No.
3,893
Ace ouicr
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Accour of Permanent-way Rails turned, renewed, and broken, from the opening of the various
Extensions, Great Southern, Western, and Richmond Lines to the 31st December, 1878.
Extension,.

Length.

in.
Sydney yard and up to lit mile-post .................. 1
lot anile-post to Pnrmmatta Junction .................. 5
13
Parramatta Junction to Liverpool .........................8
.
Liverpool to Campbclltown ................................. .i
Camphelitown to Menangle ..................................6
Menaeiglc to Pioton................... ....... ................... 12
Picton to Mittagong ........................................... 23
Mittagong to Sutton Forest ..................................8
Sutton Forest to Marulan .................................. 28
Marulan to Goulburn .......................................... .19
Goulburn to Gunning ........................................ 30
Gunning to Bowning ........................................... 29
Bowning to Binalong ........................................ 14
Binalong to Murrumburrah ...................................19
11 nrrumbi,rrah to Coolamundm .............................25
Doot,nnundra to Betliungra ................................... .S
Bethungra to Junee ............................................'8
Junce to Not-tIc Wogga .........................................17

oh
26 Sept., 1855
26 Sept., 186
17 May, i88
i Sept., 1862
i July, 1863
i Mar., 1867
2 Dec., 1867
6 Aug., x868
27 May, x869
9 Nov., 1875
3 July, 1876
1 Nov., 1876
12 Mar., 1877
I Nov., 1877
10 15 April, 1878
28 6 July, 1878
38 3 Sept., 1878

1'

Rails.
Time opened
for Tralfic up to
list December, Number Number Number
1878.
turned, renewed, broken.

yrs

'6
68
6
So
28
75
62
57
73
20
26
42
48
13

ydney to Nortl, \Vaggi ..................................... 303 79
E'arramatta Junction to Blacktown ...........................8 24
Blacktown to Rooty Hill ....................................
66
Itooty, Hill to South Creek ...................................3
louth Creek to Penrit,h .........................................4 66
Penrith to Weatherboard ..................................... 27 70
Weatherboard to Mount Victoria ............................ 14 70
1ount Victoria to Bowenfels ............................... 19 49
. 46
3owenfcls to Wallerawang ..................................7
Vallcang
mw to Itydnl ..........................................6 it
ydaI to Locke's Platform .................................. g 11
jocke's Platform to Macqunrie Plain, .....................5 31
'tucguario Plains to Raglan ...................................5 3
toglan to Kel,o ..................................................3 0
Celso toBat.liuret ...............................................1 35
lathurst to Blayney ............................................27 69
ilayncy to Orange ...............................................'9 75
'arramatta Junction to Orange ............................ 178 6z
lacktownto Richmond ........................................ 16

Date
when opened
for Traffic.

4 July,
12 Dee.,
r May,
7 July,
it July,
1 May,
iS Oct.,
i Mar.,
iJuly,
20Apr11,
i July,
4 Mar.,
i May,
4 April,

i86o
iSGi
1862
1862
1867
1868
1869
1870
1870
1872
1872
1873
1875
1876
1 Nov,, 1876
19 April, 1877

iDec., 1864

m,.

23
22
20
16
15

4
6

II
II

10
0

to
9
3
2
2
I
I

0
0
0

iS
17
16
16
II

,o
9
8
8
6
6
5
3
2
2

I

3
3

ft

4
7
2
6
2
91
2
8k
6
4
6
oj
8
6
51
8
21
10

6
8
6

10

8
9
2
8j

13 10

_7

1,133
1,043
673
234
47
224
408
49
139
91
175
58
15
8
4

1,258
243
64
48
16
96
32
8
25
19
,o6
27
4

7
8
3
7
ii
1

5
4
22
12
68
21

2

1

,
I

4,306

1,947

161

44
61
4
366
3,381
1,907
1,449
319
18
350
120
47
ioi
54
217
20

176
13
8
177
930
277
253
39
10
12
2

IS
5

9
154
48

I

11,029

2,110

49

467

1
1

4

11

3

4

1
1

1

3

139

Non—This ,taten,ent (1008 not include the relaying of the line from Sydney to l'arnniatta Junction, laid originally with Barlow rail,, and
r2newed with double.hea,ied rails nor thoic portions of the Souehern and Western lines which have been relaid with steel rails.
The following shows the number of men per mile of single line, engaged in the maintenance of the
permanent-way
GREAT SOUTHERN, WESTERN, AND RICHMOND RAILWAYS.
Men per mile.
Sydney to Parramatta Junction, including Haslem's Creek Cemetery Branch,
Darling Harbour Branch, and Sidings, Head of Darling Harbour ...
. . - 130
Parramatta Junction to Goulburn, including Oollingwood Branch
...
...
.77
...
110
Goulburn to North Wagga ...
...
...
...
..
..
...
.,,
76
Parramatta Junction to Bathurst ..
..,
..,
.,.
..,,
... 100
Bathuret to Orange ...
...
...
...
.....
...
..
Richmond Branch
...
...
...
.....
..
..
..,
LIST OF MAChINERY IN WoRKsHops N 31st DECEMBEB, 1878,
1 12-horse power Portable Engine.
1 Wood Turning Lathe.
1 Wood Planing Machine.
1 Morticing and Boring Machine.
1 Circular Saw and Bench.
1 Cross-cut Saw and Bench.
1 Band Saw Machine.
1 Tenoning Machine.
1 l-orizontal Boring Machine.
1 Variety Wood Working Machine.

12-0

GREAT
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GREAT NORTHERN RAILWAY.
Newcastle to Hexliam.
Double line—Length, 10 miles.
Hex/lam to Quiristdi.
Single line—Length, 134 miles 22 chains.
Quirindi to Tamwortls.
Single line—Length, 87 miles 28 chains.
This section was opened for public traffic on the 15th October, 1878..
The permanent-way between Newcastle and Murrurundi is in very good order.
Between Murrurundi and Quirindi the road is in good running order. Some parts are rather
difficult to maintain after rainy weather, in consequence of the soft nature of the formation.
From Quirindi to Tamworth the greater part of the permanent-way is yet in an unfinished state,
but notwithstanding is kept in very good running order.
Station buildings, bridges, and culverts, are in very good state of repair.
The fencing between Newcastle and East Maitland, with the exception of a small portion which is
now being renewed, is in good condition.
From East to West Maitland it is getting bad, and arrangements will shortly be made for its
renewal.
Between West Maitland and Singleton it is getting rather weak in places.
Beyond Singleton the whole is in very good condition.
The following additional works have been carried out during the year
At .Yewcastic two sidings 1,890 feet long have been laid in for the accommodation of the coal
traffic.
A coloured lamp for guidance of steamers fixed.
Siding for timber loading, lengthened 800 feet.
Weighbridge erected for weighing the Newcastle Coal Company's coal, and siding connected
therewith, lengthened 360 feet.
Three sidings, 2,100 feet long, laid in for the accommodation of goods and passengor traffic.
At Honeysuckle Point, a traverser line laid in at end of carriage.shed.
Two waiting-rooms for drivers, &c., built.
Additional boiler fixed in maehine.shop.
0-as lamp fixed at Bullock Island Road crossing.
At Bullock Island, oflices for wharfinger erected.
Siding, 240 feet long, laid in for supplying coal to hydraulic engine.
At the Waratals Coal .Twnction, a junction and siding, 1,188 feet long, laid in for the accommodation of the Ferndale Coal Company.
The second line from Walisend .Tunction to Hexham Station laid in and completed.
At Hex/lam, new booking-office, ladies' room, and kitchen to Station-master's house erected.
At Victoria-street, East Maitland, waiting-shed erected.
At East Maitland Goods.yard, sheep wharf lengthened 80 feet.
At .Morpet/z Junction, station buildings taken down and rebuilt on an enlarged scale.
At Moet/i, sidings in connection with the H.R.N.S.N. Company's yard extended 90 feet.
Goods shed erected.
River wharf constructed near Northumberland-street platform.
At High-street, West Maitland, level crossing widened and improved.
Galvanized iron fence erected round Station-master's house and grounds.
A siding, 180 feet long on Commissioner's land and 378 feet outside fence, laid in for discharging
road metal.
At Elgin.strcct, West 3faitland, hay stage enlarged.
Verandah, 12 feet wide, added to front of goods-shed.
An additional siding, 660 feet long, laid in for goods traffic.
Approach road made via Devonshire-street, and goodsyard enlarged and improved.
At Wolionthi Road, sheep wharf constructed, and siding 996 feet long laid in.
At Loc/,invar, ladies' room and booking-office erected.
At Greta, ladies' waiting-room erected.
Complct.e set of signals fixed.
At
At Bra, xton, a ladies' waiting-room and kitchen to Statiommaster's house, erected.
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At Singleton, refreshment-roams extended and improved.
Siding 2,154 feet long laid in.
At Mueelebroolc, wicket gates fixed at level crossings.
Culvert under approach road lengthened 20 feet.
At Scone, level crossing constructed.
At Wingen, weatherboard residence for signalman erected.
At Bland/on?, closet and urinal accommodation provided.
At .Murrurundi, sand furnace erected.
Booking office erected, and parts of existing buildings fitted up as refreshment rooms.
At Temple Uow't, platform constructed.
Gatekeeper's house erected.
At Quirindi, six small cottages for station employés erected.
Guard's room erected.
At McKay (between WiBow-treo and Quiriudi), platform constructed.
At Tamzcortlz, stable for shunt horses erected.
w00l stage constructed.
Guard's room erected.

Line relaid with steol rails during the year
feet.

Between 1 and 5 miles ...
Between lGand 18 miles

...

...

...

...

2,748
402

Total

3,150

AccouNT of Permanent-way Rails turned, renewed, and brokeu, during the year 1878.
I Time opened
Extcflsions.

Ingth.

Date when opened
for trailie,
I

Newcastle to Murrurundi, including Morpeth and J3nllodk in. oh.
Island Branches ....................................................... 124 69
Mnrrurnncli to Quirindi....................... ............................ . 24 78
Quirindi to Tam,vort.Ii .................................................... 37 23
Newcastle to T1amwonll, including Morpeth and Bullock
Island Branches...................................................... . 187

10

31st D.
1378.

Rails.
I
INmuber Numbs
Iturned. Irenewe

ps. mOS.
...................
13 Aug., 1877
15 Oct., 1878

1
0

176

37

5

4

176

1

37

1

5

The following shows the number of men per mile of single line engaged in the maintenance of the
permanent-way.
Newcastle to Murrurundi, including Morpeth Branch
...
...
Murrurundi to Tainworti
...
...
...
...
...
...
125
W. MASOIT.

No. 2,
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No.2.
The Locomotive Engineer to The Commissioner for Railways.
Department of Public Works, Railway Branch, Locomotive Engineers Office,
Sir,
Referring to your minute of the 22nd instant, relative to the report required from me for the
Locomotive and Carriage Departments for 1878, which pressure of other work has prevented my preparing
in the comprehensive form indicated in the minute paper of July 15/78, I have now the honor to submit
the following brief report
Although the matter affecting the locomotive and carriage departments requiring my attention
and consideration on newly taking charge of these branches of the service could not be otherwise than
numerous, yet, owing to my connection with the railway having commenced near the close of the year,
viz., 1st September, 1878, my report could not, under any circumstances, embrace from personal
knowledge more than a comparatively brief portion of that year.
Many of the principal matters connected with the locomotive branches have already been dealt
with by me in the various reports that I have submitted from time to time. Amongst the principal the
following may be briefly enumerated:The inadequate workshop accommodation and plant for maintaining the engines, carriages,
and other rolling stock;
The absence of adequate running sheds, water supply, and other appliances at the various
depots throughout the lines;
The defective condition of the rolling stock;
The want of adequate engine power; and
The great diversity in type of the engines and other vehicles.
The workshop question is one which for several years past has been brought prominently
forward by my predecessors as a matter of vital importance to the safe and economical working of
the railway.
Every year during which this matter has remained in its unsatisfactory condition has increased the
evils that results and added to the difficulties which will be experienced in dealing with the subject when
the work of providing new workshops shall be taken in hand, owing to the gradual increase in the meantime
of the rolling stock.
The various points bearing on this important question have already been fully dealt with in my
report of 24th May last, and I would now again urge the necessity for early action being taken to provide
adequate workshops, as essential not only to efficiency and economy, but to safety in the working of the
department.
The need for enlarged engine-sheds and improved water supply and other appliances at the
various depOts throughout the lines, is only of secondary importance to that of the main workshops in its
bearing on the efficient and economical working of the department, and is one which has been already
dealt with in my report of May last.
The maintenance of the rolling stock during the year 1878, so far as my limited acquaintance
with the department for that period warrants an expression of opinion—based in great measure on the
reports appended—appears to have been conducted with care and economy, as far as the inadequate appliances available for the purpose would permit; but the actual condition of the stock and plant generally,
including specially engines and vehicles, has been, in my opinion, far from satisfactory for a considerable
time past.
Considering the inadequate workshops and appliances with which the locomotive and carriage
departments have been conducted for years past, a better state of things could not reasonably be expected.
As regards the locomotives—to which I have specially directed my attention, as being the source
from which the more serious consequences of too long-continued a postponement of adequate repairs
might be anticipated—my minute of July, 17/79, showed that there were then no less than thirty-five
engines on the Southern and Western Lines alone waiting to come in for thorough examination and
repair (besides those actually in the workshops and others waiting minor repairs), but which could not be
taken in hand, owing to the want of shop-room and plant.
To recover lost ground a largely-increased expenditure on repairs and renewals in the future must
result, and as suitable workshops to enable these renewals and repairs to be coped with cannot at best be
got
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got into operation for a considerable time--while, in the meantime, the quantity of rolling stock to be
maintained is growing at a greater ratio than the means available for dealing with it, during which time
its condition must deteriorate rather than improve—the process of recovery to a state of efficiency when
taken in hand will necessarily be felt for some years to come.
The want of adequate engine power, under which the department has long suffered, has contributed largely to the present backward state of repairs by frequently compelling engines requiring to
come into the 81101)5 to be continued at work for too long a period, resulting in undue wear and tear,
besides causing other well-known inconveniences in working, by which the measures necessary to secure
proper care in the running of the engines are rendered impossible.
In the course of 1878 six passenger and twelve goods engines were added to the stock, and since
then seven passcnger, eleven goods, and three ligh tank-engines for the Richmond line have been
delivered, in addition to the two goods engines ordered to replace those destroyed last year in the accident at Emu Plains, while the various orders now in hand will go still further to meet the difficulty in
which the department is placed by inadequate engine power.
As regards other rolling stock, large contracts, extending over five years, have been entered into
with Messrs. Endson Brothers, Messrs. Moycs and Donald, and Mr. Ritchie, to meet the deficiency in
carriages and waggons.
It must, however, be borne in mind that addition to the rolling stock in the absence of proper
means for accommodating and repairing them is not an unmixed advantage, for, while it enables detective
engines and vehicles to be stopped, pending the opportunity for repairing them, it adds proportionately to
the already overcrowded state of the workshops and sheds.
The great variety in the types of the engines and carriages invites attention, as tending largely
to increase the difficulties as well as the cost of maintenance.
Out of a total of 180 engines there are no less than twenty-three different patterns, and the carriages are almost equally diversified, while four or five types of engines, and probably as many types of
carriages, ought to be sufficient to meet all requirements of the traffic.
To secure proper efficiency and economy in the working of the Railway every effort should be
directed, not only to keep down but to reduce the number of types at the earliest possible date.
As a further means of promoting the efficiency of the Service, I would recommend as worthy of
consideration the advisability of providing house accommodation for the drivers and firemen, and other
workmen employed at the outlying stations, where houses are not otherwise available.
I attach reports to the 31st December, 1878, which I have received from the locomotive overseers,
together with a list of pumping engines, machinery, and plant added during the year.
I have, &e.,
ROBT. If. BURNETT,
Locomotive Engineer.

GREAT
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GREAT SOUTHERN, WESTERN, AND RICHMOND RAILWAY.
Report from the Locomotive Overseer to the Locosuoiive Engineer on the condition of the Rolling Stock,
Maeltinen1, and Pumping Engines, to 31st December, 1878.
LocoroTivE EsoiNxs Aim TJSNDERS.
No. 2. Nearly worn out, but is still serviceable for shunting, for which purpose it is constantly
in use in Sydney yard.
No. 5. In working condition, but requires to come in for the turning up of wheels, and other
repairs of a general character. The boiler is in good condition.
No. a In working order, but not in use, being unsuitable for general use ; the tender is running
with No. 2 engine.
No. 7. In working condition, and employed running Darling Harbour coal trains.
No. S. In fair working order. Used for shunting purposes at G-oulhurn. The tank has been
repaired and the boiler is in a pei4ectly safe condition, the pressure being reduced to 90 lbs. to the inch.
No. 0. Out of repair and recommended to be broken up.
No. 10. In fair condition generally.
No. 11. In working order, but is still unemployed, being unsuited for ordinary traffic. Cylinders
are nearly worn out.
No. 12. In fair working condition. Employed as emergency engine at Bathurst, but seldom
used.
No. 13. In good working order; used as a ballast engine. The boiler is in sound condition.
No. 14. In working order but requires to come in for the turning up of wheels and a general
repair. The boiler and cylinders are defective, as explained in my report on the condition of rolling
stock, on 31st August'last, but are yet quite safe for running.
No. 15. Still running, but is at once to be joke,, in for a thorough repair, including the taking of
the boiler out of the frames and renewing those portions that are defective. The imported duplicate
cylinders put in early in 1878 have to be replaced with new ones, as one of the"' has a crack in it
extending the whole of its length.
No. 10. In fair running order, but the boiler and cylinders are defective as stated in last report.
The duplicate boiler for the 14 to 10 class of engines not having been indented for as recommended by
me in September last, these engines will be delayed a long time in the shop while the necessary renewals
are being effected to the boilers.
No. 17. Undergoing a general repair. The boiler is in a satisfactory state.
No. 18. In good order but the tires on engine wheels are wearing thin.
No. 19. In fair- general condition, except that a flaw in the corner of copper fire-box will shortly
have to be attended to.
No. 20. In fair general condition. The boiler is now in a sound state, having recently had the
defective corners cut out of copper fire-box, and corner plates screwed on in the usual way, also a patch
put on the fire-door ring.
No. 21- In good condition, having just left the shop after a general repair.
No. 22. In fair general condition. The leading wheel tires of tender are, however, wearing thin.
The boilers of the above six goods engines, Nos. 17 to 221 are all iii sound condition, except that of No.
19, While No. 21 was last in the shop for repairs seven additioial copper screw stays were put in the
tube-plates below the tubes in consequence of the bulging of the plate. Three duplicate boilers were
imported for this class (available also for 44 to 47 class). One of these was put into No. 17 and one
into No. 47, and one remains yet in the store. The old boiler belonging to the above class (from No. 18)
has not yet been taken in hand for repairs. The cylinders and faces of steam ports of the above engines
are generally much worn.
No. 28. In good running order, and the boiler, though patched in the corners of the copper
fire-box, is in a sound state.
No. 24. In first class order, having just left the shop after undergoing a thorough repair,—the
defective boiler having been replaced with that taken from No. 35 engine, which had in the meantime
been renewed in the copper fire-box.
No. 25. In fair general condition, but is diiefiy used for shunting, pending an opportunity of
No.
changing the wheels, two of the tires being loose.
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No. 26. In good running condition. Underwent a general repair in October last, but the copper
fire-box is not in a satisfactory state, although kept tight and quite safe as previously reported.
No. 27. In fair general condition, but will soon require to come in for turning up wheels and a
general repair.
No. 28. Undergoing a general repair. It is being found necessary also, in consequence of flaws
in the corners of copper fire-hole plate, to cut away the same and screw on angle patches as usual in such
cases. rjihis fire-box was renewed in September, 1870 it was therefore unusually early for it to become
defective. After the repairs to No. 28 the boilers of the above engines, 23 to 28, will be in fairly
satisfactory condition—except No. 26, which will have its boiler changed at an early date. The cylinders of
the above engines are generally much worn, and several are cracked and secured with bolts.
No. 29. Will require to come in early for a general repair.
No. 30. In fair running order, but the barrel of boiler and fire-box are defective, as explained in
last report, but arc still quite safe for use.
No. 31. In first rate order, having just left the shop after a thorough repair, when the new boiler
(stated in last report as being macic for No. 30) was put in, it being fonnd necessary to remove the defective
boiler from the frames. The latter boiler has not yet been taken in hand to see whether it is capable of
being repaired for No. 30 engine, but it will be done as early as practicable.
No. 32. In good general condition.
No. 33. In fair working order, but will soon require to come in for a general repair.
No. 34. In running order, but will be taken in at once for a thorough repair, when the old duplicate
boiler from No. 32 will be put in after being renewed as required.
No. 35. In fair working order, but will soon have to come in for it general repair.
The boilers of the foregoing four bogie engines Nos. 32 to 35 are all in good condition except that
in No. 34.
There are three spare old duplicate boilers belonging to this class along with 23 to 28 class, two of
which (those from Nos. 24 and 25 engines) are being fitted with entirely new copper and iron fire-boxes.
No. 36. In good running order.
No. 37. In fair general condition.
No. 38. In safe working order, but is employed at Wagga principally shunting, pending an
opportunity for taking it in, turning up of wheels and a general repair.
No. 39. In good general condition.
The boilers of the foregoing engines for mixed traffic Nos. 36 to 39 class have given general satisfaction, no defects of a serious nature having exhibited themselves.
No. 40. In working order, but used principally for shunting, pending its being taken in for new
boiler as per previous report.
No. 41. In safe working order, but will soon require a general repair and new boiler.
No. 42. In fair working order but the boiler is defective.
No. 48. In good working order having recently received a general repair, but the boiler is defective,
similar to those of the three preceding engines of the same class as reported previously. The new duplicate
boilers for these engines are now coming to hand, and No. 40, which has the worst boiler, will be taken in
at once.
No. 44. About to leave the shop after a thorough repair, when it was fitted with the old boiler
removed from No. 47, which had been renewed in the fire-box and fitted with crown stays, as explained
in last report.
No. 45. In running order but will soon have to come in for a general repair. Boiler is defective.
No. 46. In good running order, except theinefficiency arising from the defeetiveaess of boiler.
No. 47, In good condition having recently been under a general repair.
In ray last report the defect in the construction of the fire-boxes of the above class of goods
engines Nos. 44 to 47 was duly explained. Nos. 45 and 46 are still running with the original defectiveness
in the stays of fire-box. The old boiler, however, from No. 44 is being altered for one of these engines.
No. 48. In the shop for changing wheels (in consequence of breaking of crank axle), and is also
receiving a general repair.
No. 40, In fair running order, but will require shortly to come in for turning up of wheels and a
general repair.
No.
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No. 50. In good condition. Received a general repair in November last.
No. 51, In fair general condition.
No. 52, Destroyed at Emu Plains accident. The old boiler has not yet been taken in hand for
repairs, having other work more pressing.
No. 53. In fair general condition. Left the shop in November after a general repair. There is,
however, a slight flaw in the crank axle, but not such as to be dangerous to run at present; but the
engine will be taken in early to have a strap fitted to flawed axle.
No. 54. In fair running order, but will soon have to be taken in for a general repair.
No. 55. Just stopped from running; about to be taken in for a general repair.
No. 56. In good condition, having left the shop in November after a general repair.
No. 57. Just taken in for a general repair.
No. 58. Will shortly require to be taken in for a general repair. A flaw was discovered in the
crank axle in October, when a strap was put on to prevent the extension of same.
No. 59. In fair condition.
The foregoing twelve goods engines, 48 to 59 class, are all in good condition with respect to the
boilers—no flaws or defects of great importance have as yet manifested themselves. Only one improved
cast.iron draw frame has been fitted as yet in the above engines, as the original draw frames have
answered better since being strengthened by the addition of angle pieces.
No. 60. In running order, but requires to come in for a general repair.
No. 61. Undergoing a general repair.
No. 62. Undergoing a general repair.
No. 63. In good condition—received a general repair in October last.
No. Ct. In good condition.
No. 65. In good condition. Received a general repair in September last.
The foregoing six 5.ft. wheel passenger engines, 60 to 65 class, have given general satisfaction as
regards the boilers; no serious defects having yet shown themselves.
No more engines have been fitted with improved cast-iron draw frames, as the original draw frames
have answered better since being strengthened by the addition of angle pieces, and of course the frames
will not be removed while they continue to give satisfaction.
No. 66. Requires to be taken in for sundry minor repairs, otherwise in good condition; the boiler
being in good order.
No. 67. In working order, but will soon have to come in for a general repair.
No. 68. In working order, but will soon require to come in for a general repair.
No. 69. In safe working condition, but will be taken in as early as possible for a general repair.
A piece is broken out of the exhaust port, causing a slight blow" through, but not sufficient to call for
the taking out of the cylinders at present.
No. 70. In safe working order, but will be taken in the first opportunity for a general repair.
This engine is running with a piece broken out of the steam port, on additional piece of metal having to
be cast on the valve in order to cover the port.
No. 71. In fair general condition.
No. 72. In fair general condition.
No. 73. In working condition, but will soon require to come in for turning up of wheels, &e.
No. 74. In fair general condition. None of the above 8 suburban tank engines Nos. 67 to 74
class, have been in the shop for general repair more than once, but the most of them will shortly have to
come in for that purpose. The boilers of these engines have given general satisfaction. The cylinder
castings have not been so satisfactory, especially in Nos. 69 and 70 (supplied by Mort and Co.), which
have defective steam ports, and the faces of steam chests are honeycombed.
No. 75. In fair running order, but will soon require to come in for turning up wheels and other
repairs. When engines • 75 to 78 were built at the RaAlway Works to replace worn out engines 1 to 4,
the old tender, frames and wheels of 1 to 4 wdre utilized, and new tanks made for them. The old tender
having the best tanks (No. 1) was, however, run with No. 75, previous to the renewal of tank. The
tender formerly belonging to destroyed 103 engine has now been temporarily attached to 75, to allow of
No.
the tender of 75 being fitted with the new tanks.
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No. 70. In good running order, but will shortly require wheels turned up and other repairs.
No. 77. In good general condition.
No. 78. In fair general condition. The above four engines, Nos. 75 to 78, for mixed traffic, have
given general satisfaction.
No. 79. In good running order, having just left the shop after a general repair. No extra
trouble has been caused through leaky eopper stays since last report.
No. 80. In safe running order, but requires to come in for turning up wheels and a general
repair. The bulging of copper plates in fire-box has not become worse, and the boiler is in a tight and
safe condition.
No. 81. In fair working condition. Since the repairing of the stays in fire-box the boiler has been
maintained in a tight and safe state.
No. 82. In good condition, having undergone it general repair in November last.
No. 83. In fair general condition, but the wheels require turning up.
No. St. In working order, but must soon be taken in for turning up wheels, and a general repair.
No. 85. In good order, having just left the shop after a general repair.
No. 86. In good order, having received a general repair in September last.
No. 87. In running order, but the wheels will soon have to be turned up.
No. 88. In good general condition,
No. 89. In the shop for turning up of wheels and sundry repairs.
No. 00. In fair general condition, but the wheels require turning up.
No. 91. In good general condition.
No. 92. In good general condition.
tl:l'e tubes and stays in the fire-boxes of the foregoing fourteen bogie engines, Nos. 70 to 02, have
not, since last report, required much more than ordinary attention to keep them tight.
Nos. 93 and 91. Ia fair general condition, but the wheels require turning up.
No. 95. In fair general condition, but wheels will soon require turning up.
No. 90. In good condition. A second flaw was discovered in the crank axle in October last, when
it was taken out and condemned. The opportunity was taken at that time for giving the engine a general
repair.
No. 97. In .fair general condition, but the wheels require I urnilig up.
No. 98. In fair condition, but will soon have to come in for turning up of wheels and other
repairs. The flaw in axle has not extended since last report.
No. 99. In good order. Rebeived a general repair in September last.
No. 100. In fair general condition, but the wheels will soon require to be turned up.
No. 101. In good condition, having just left the shop after a general repair.
No. 102. In fair general condition, but will soon require wheels turned up and other repairs.
No, 103. Destroyed. The repairs to old boiler have not yet been commenced, but the tender is
completed, and has been attached temporarily to No. 75.
No. 104. In good order. Received a general repair in October last.
The tubes and stays in the fire-boxes of the foregoing twelve goods engines, Nos. 93 to 104, have
required a little more than ordinary attention in keeping them tight, but no very serious defects have
exhibited themselves.
No. 105. Will shortly be taken in for turning up wheels and other repairs. This American
engine has so far given satisfaction in the way it has run, and the boiler has caused no troi1ble, but this
engine has not been employed beyond Picton or Penrith, not being provided with efficient brake power.
Nos. 100 and 107. In good condition.
No. 108. In working condition, but will have early to come in for turning up of wheels and
sundry repairs, including the re.ferrnling or caulking of some of the tubes in fire-box.
No. 109. In good condition.
Nos. 11,0 and 111. In fair running order, but will soon have to come in for turning up wheels and
sundry repairs.
No, 112. In good condition.
12-Il

No.
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No. 113. in good condition.
Nos. 111 11.5, 1.16, and 117. In good condition.
The foregoing twelve goods engines, Nos. 106 to 117, have given general satisfaction.
No. 118. In good condition.
No. 119. In good condition, except that there is a leak in the outer shell of fire-box, between it
and the engine frames, which probably will require the boiler taken out of the frames in order to stop it.
No. 120. In good condition, except that it is leaky-in the same manner as No. 119 engine.
Nos. 121, 122, and 123. In good condition.
With The exeejtioii of Nos. 119 and 120, these six engines have given satisPact.ion.
From the foregoing statement it will be seen that there are over thirty engines reqn ring more or
less urgently to come in for turning up wheels and other repairs--in some cases of a very extensive
charttcter. The engines during the past year have been maintained in a safe condition, and as efficient as
possible, under the circumstances of the limited number available and the extreme deficiency of workshop
accommodation for repairing them. With the increase of work, consequent on the extension of lines and
the additional traffic and rolling stock, the question of further workshop accommodation is assuming
serious proportions, and will not longer admit of delay ; otherwise, I fear considerable interference with
the traffic will be the result. I therefore strongly recommend that the proposed new workshops, embodying all modern appliances, be at once provided. I understand that money was voted last year for the
erection of workshops at Penrith, Bathurst, and Goulburn. If these were provided it would afford considerable relief in the matter of carrying on the work at Sydney, as at present there are urgent orders
arriving every morning from the South and West Lines for work that must be forwarded the same night,
in order to keep engines from being laid up waiting for the same. Such work conld, in the majority of
cases, be far more economically performed in the districts where required than at Sydney, provided the
necessary accommodation were furnished.
CARRIAGES, BRAKE VAWs, \VA000NS, ETC.

Sleeping Carriages- (1. in number).
No. 1. Requires painting and slight repairs. Was recently supplied with new duplicate bogies and
wheels.

Fine Class Uarriaqes-(32 in number).
No,.

1, 2. Will shortly require repairs and painting.
4. In good condition.
6. In good condition,
7, S. in fair condition.
Requires repairs and painting.
In good condition.
It. In good condition; just retrimmed.
Requires retritnming.
In fair condition.
15. In good condition.
17. In good condition.
Requires repairs and painting.
in first-class order, having just been repaired and painted.
Requires painting and rctrimming.
Requires painting.
22, 23. Require painting and slight repairs.
In fair condition, but painting somewhat shabby.
Requires varnishing and retrimming.
Will soon require repairs and painting.
Will soon require repairs and painting.
Requires painting outside and inside renovated; wheels are much worn.
Will soon require painting.
In fair condition.
31, 32. In good condition.

Composite Carriages- (25 in number).
No,,

Requires repairs and painting.
Will soon require repairs and painting.
In first-rate order, having just been repaired and painted.
5. In good condition.

Composite
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Composite Carriages-(35 in number) -coned.
No,.

Requires repairs and painting.
In good condition.
In good condition,
Will soon require repairs and painting.
In good condition.
Has just been repaired and painted.
In fair condition.
fl. Will shortly require repairs and painting.
14. In fair condition.
15, 16, 17, 18 19, 20. In good condition.
Requires retrirnining.
Requires slight repairs and revarnishing.
In fair condition.
24, 25. In good condition.
20. In shop, being repaired and painted.
27, 28. Will soon require repairs and painting.
painting.
29, 30.
do,
31, 32, 33, 34, 35. In good condition.

Composite Smoking Carriages- (6 in number).
No,.

In good condition.
Aiout to be taken in for painting.
In fair condition.
5. In good condition.
6. In fair condition.
Composite Break Vans- (20 in number).
No.

1, 2. In good condition.
3. Requires repairs and painting.
4. Requires painting.
5. In good condition.
6. Will soon require repairs and painting
7, S. In good order.
0, 10. Require repairs and painting.
11. Recently repaired and painted.
12, 13, 14, 15. In good order.
16. In fair order.
17. Requires repairs and painting.
18. In fair condition.
19. In shop, being repaired and painted.
20. Requires repairs and painting.
Second Clan Carriages-(68 in number).
No,.

Requires repairs and painting.
Vacant number, transferred to G. N. R.
Do.
to mail vans.
do.
6, 5.
6. Requires slight repairs and painting.
7. Vacant number, converted to 1st class.
S.
Do.
do.
mail van.
9.
Do.
do.
18t class.
10, 11, 12, 13. In fair condition.
Requires repairs and painting.
Undergoing repairs and painting.
In good condition.
In fair condition.
just repaired and painted.
19, 20. In fair condition.
21. JnsL repaired and painted.

Seconil
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Second 0iass Carrut7cs—((;8 in vn?nbr,-)—contd.
iI)i.

22. In fair order.
23, 24. 25, 26. in good order.
Requires repairs and painting.
In fair condition.
Being repaired and painted.
In good condition.
In fair condition but will soon require painting.
Requires slight repairs and painting.
In good order.
31. In good order.
35. In the shop, for changing wheels, Lie.
80. i:U fair condition.
37, .35. In good condition.
In fair condition will soon require painting.
40, 41. In good order.
42. Will soon require slight repairs and painting.
43, 4:1., 45. In good condition.
In good order, reently repaired and painted.
47. In fair condition.
48, 49, 50 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60. Vacant numbers transferred to Comp. Bk. Vans.
In shop, for changing wheels, Lie.
In fair condition.
Will soon require repairs and painting.
61. Requires slight repairs and painting.
In fair order.
Requires painting.
In fair condition.
68, 09, 0, 71, 72, 73. Vacant numbers transferred to smoking carriages.
74. In good order.
7.5. Requires repairs and painting.
76, 77, 78. Reinires repairs and painting.
79,80. In fair condition.
81, 82, 83. Require painting.
84. In shop, being lifted.

(sic) 55.
80. Will shortly require repairs and painting.
87. Requires painting.
88, SO, 90, 91. In good order.
92, 93. Will soon require sundry repairs.
91. Requires painting was recently supplied with a new set of wheels.
Mail. Vans—(5 in 71u;n ber),
In fair order.
Will soon require painting.
3, 4.. In fair order.
5. About to be taken in for repairs and painting.

Prison Yan—(1 in number).
1. In fair order.
Hcorscs—(2 in nu;nbe').
Requires painting.
lii fair other.
Tiwse-boxes— (51 in number).
1, 2, 3, 4. In fair condition.
5. 0. In good order.
7, 8, 9, 10. In fair condition.
11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 10. In fair order, but will soon req&re slighi; repairs and peinting.
1.7. In shop, for removal of woodwork.
18, 19, 20, 21,, 22, 23. In fair order, but will mostly require to come in early for sundry slight repairs.
24,
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No,..

in shop for changing wheels &c.
Requires painting.
26, 27. In good order.
Requires painting.
30. In fair condition.
Requires painting.
Requires painting.
In fair condition.
in good repaff.
In shop, being repaired and painted.
30, 37. Will shortly require painting.
Recently repaired and painted.
In fair condition.
has recently been repaired and painted.
Will soon have to come in for painting..
In fair condition.
43, 44. Will soon require painting, &c.
In good order.
Recently repaired and painted.
47, 48, 49, 50, 51. In fair order.
£'arriaye Truek8-(26 in number).
1.. In good order.
2,3,4. In fair condition.
5, 6, 7. In good order.
8, 9. 10. In fair condition.
11. l.a good order.
12, 18, 14, 15, 16. 17, 18. In fair condition.
19, 20, 21. In good condition.
22, 23. In fair order.
In good condition.
In fail' condition.
Was recently repaired and painted.
Break Vane-(57 in number.)
Heavy or Ltght.
Light. In fair condition.
Heavy. In good order.
,,
In good order.
,,
In good order.
In good order.
Light. In good order.
,,
In fair condition.
S.
Undergoing repairs.
9.
Requires to be taken in for repairs and painting.
10. Heavy. Requires repairs to break gear.
11, 12.
In fair condition.
13.
Requires slight repairs.
14, 15. Heavy. In good repair.
Light. Requires repairs and painting.
Will shortly be taken in for repairs and painting.
in fair condition,
Requires repairs and painting.
Heavy. Recently repaired and painted.
In good order.
,,
In good order.
Light. In fair order.
,,
Recently repaired and painted.
In good order.
Undergoing repairs.
Heavy. In good order.
28, 29.
Recently repaired and painted.
11

30.
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No.

30. Heavy,
31, 32, Light.
Heavy.
,,

37, 38.

,,
,,
,,

,,
,,
,,
,,

51, 52.
53 to 57.

,,
,,
.,
,,

in fair condition.
Require repairs and painting.
About to be taken in for repairs and painting.
In fair order.
Requires lifting.
In fair order.
In good condition.
In good repair.
Recently rebuilt and painted.
Will soon require repairs and painting.
In the shop for repairs.
Will soon require repairs.
Will soon require repairs.
In good order.
In the shop for repairs.
In fair condition.
In good repair.
Will soon require repairs.
In fair condition.
In good repair.

A. Low.sided Wagqons (72 in number)3 of these are now undergoing repairs—several require more or less extensive renewals, but the great
majority are in good condition.
B. .EEigli.sülcd Wag gone (105 in number)5 of these are undergoing repairs. Several others require repairs, but the most of them are in good
order.
Covered Goode Vans (98 in number)2 of these are under repairs. A few others will shortly require repairs and painting, but they are
generally in good condition.
Auediurn;sided Waggons (1,834 in number)20 of these are in the shop for repairs. A number of others will soon have to be taken in, but the
great majority is in good order.
Timber Waqgons (162 in num bet)5 of these are undergoing repairs. With a few exceptions the others are all in good order.
Powder Vans (6 in number)—
These are in good general condition, except one undergoing repairs.
Sheep Fans (114 in number)4 are undergoing repairs, and several others will shortly require to come in the shop, but the great
majority is in good order.
Cattle Vans (131 in number)4 are undergoing repairs, but with a few exceptions the others are in good order.
Composite Cattle and Goods Van (1 in number)—
New vehicle, not yet tried.
Meat Vans (10 in number)1 is undergoing repairs, and 1 requires renewing; the others are all in fair or good condition.
Ballast Waggons (42 in number)—
Several require repairs of a more or less extensive nature, but they are generally in good order.

-

The passenger and goods stock have been maintained in a thoroughly safe and efficient state,
especially with regard to those portions, the good condition of which is essential to safety, such as wheels,
springs, break 'and draw.gear, &c. Repairs to bodies of carriages, however, such as painting, trimming, &e.,
have not in all cases been carried out as early as desirable, partly in consequence of the deficiency of
vehicles ; but latterly this evil has not been quite so much felt, owing to the receipt of new stock. The
want of workshop accommodation, however, as previously reported, is still felt to be a great bar to
economy and thorough efficiency in carrying on the work in question. The deficiency of accommodation
and appliances is experienced equally in all branches of the carriagd and waggon department, excepting
perhaps the smith's shop; but special inenticni might jerháps be made of the paint•ihg. In addition to
0e
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the unsuitability of the existing paintshop (as explained in last report), I may state that in very many
cases a coat of varnish applied to a carriage beginning to appear shabby has such a reviving effect as to make
the painting appear like new work. But owing to the want of room in the shop such cannot be done,
and the vehicles have to run until the painting becomes so bad that it has all to be burned off to the bare
wood, thus involving a large unnecessary expense for painting. The whole of the goods and passenger
stock have always been maintained by the entire or partial renewal of same as found necessary.
During the past year the undermentioued vehicles have been entirely rebuilt, viz.
Heavy break-van, No. 40.
C van, No. 29.
D'waggons, Nos. 137, 641, 502, 419, 154, 594, 638, 1111, 1491, 1492, 1493.
Meat-van, No. 5.
There are, however, still a number of B waggons laid up awaiting an opportunity for rebuilding them.
MICHINERY

No.

rn

'WORKSHOPS

Description.

j

j

Remarks.

Machine Shop, Sydney.
1
2

20 horse.power horizontal steath engine
Old locomotive boiler for above ...
..

...
...

. -.

...

..

8
4
5
0
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
11,
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31.
82
33
34
85
36
37
38
127
39
40
41
42
43
41,
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
93
-

Do.

do.

...

.,

..-

,..

In good order.

... The old Cornish boiler not making

...

8-feet double-headed wheel-turning lathe
...
..
..
4,-feet 6-in,
do.
do.
.,,
...
...
3-feet 0-in,
do.
do.
...
...
.,.
5-feet 6-in, single-headed
do.
...
...
..
4-feet
do.
...
do.
.....
15-in. serew.eutting lathe
...
...
...
...
...
12-in.
do.
,....
...
...
,..
lI-in,
do,
..
.,.
...
..,
...
11-in,
do.
.,,
...
...
...
...
10-in,
do.
,,.
..,.,
..,
..10-in,
do.
...
...
...
...
...
10-in,
do.
...
...
...
..,.
9-in,
do.
. -,
..,
...
...
•..
S-in,
do.
,,,
.,. -,
. -,
.,,
6-in,
do.
...
...
...
...
...
9-in, common slide do.
,.,
..,,,
,,,
...
12-feet planing machine . . ...
...
...
...
...
10-feet
do
...
...
...
...
•..
...
O.feet
do
...
...
...
,,,
,,
.,
3-feet
do
...
.-,,.
...
...
.,,
Double-headed shaping machine, 18-in, stroke
...
...
Single-headed
do.
...
do.
...
liolt and nut
do.
do.
...
..
Do.
do.
do.
.,,
,..
Slotting machine, 12-in, stroke ..
...
...
...
.,.
Do.
6-in, do ,,.
...
,,,
,..
.
Screwing machine
..,
.-..
,,.
.:.
..
Do.
...
...
,,.
,.,
...
.,.
Cylinder-boring mill (attached to lathe)
...
...
...
Radial drilling machine ...
...
.•.
.
-..
...
Do.
do.
...
,.,
...
...
...
'..
Do.
do.
.,,
...
...
...
...
..,
Vertical
do.
. -.
...
,..
...
...
...
Small
do.
...
...
...
...
...
...
Do.
do,
,,,
.,.
.,,
.,.
...
...
Vertical
do.
,..
,..
...
...
...
...
Hydraulic press •..
...
...
...
...
......
Circular saw bench
... ' . -.
,..
...
...
...
Do.
do.
,,,
,,
,,,
,,,
,,,
,,,
Grindstone and trough ...
..
...
...
...
...
Do.
do.
..,
..,
.,.
...
...
...
Pillar crane, for lathe ...
.....
......,.,,
Jib
do,
do.
,,,
...
,,,
,,,
...
Overhead do. do.
.,.
,,,
,,,
..
...
...
Do.
do.
...
...
.,.
..
.,.
...
Twist drill grinding machine ...
...
...
...
...
Hand and slide lathe
.,,
,,,
,,,
,,,
,,.
.,
Overhead travelling crane
...
...
...
...
...
Do.
do,
...
,.,
...
...
...
Brass finishers' lathe
,,.
.,,
.,,
.,.
...
.,.
Shafting, pulleys, &e., for the foregoing
.,.
...
...

sufficient steam has been replaced
with that from No.4 old locomotive,
which is in serviceable condition.
From old locomotive No. 3. In fair
condition.
In good order.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
In fair condition.
In good order.
do.
do.
do.
do.
In fair order.
In good order.
In fair order.
do.
In good order.
do.
do.
do.
In fair order.
In good order.
do,
do.
In fair order.
In good order.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do,
do.
do,
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do,
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
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Remarks.

Description.

No.

Boiler Shop.

In good condition.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
(10.
do.
do.
do.

10 horse-power portable engine and boiler
Large punching and shearing machine...
Small
do.
do.
Pillar vertical drilling machine
Plate-bending machine ...
Fly punch machine
...
Circular saw for cutting tube
Blast fan ...
...
..
...
Vertical saw for cutting brake blocks
Plate-heating furnace ...
Tnbe-cicaning machine ...
Shafting, pulley, &c., for foregoing

55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
96
94

I

Patient Shop.
52 14-in. Pattern-makers' lathe
do.
53 Small wood-turning
...
51 Wardell saw bench

- In good order.
do.
do.

...

...
Blacksmith Shop.

-

64 Fire bending machine, with furnace
do.
0.5 Fire stretching do.
06 Iron crane for wheels ...
do.
67
Do.
..
OS 45-cwt, steam hammer and furnace
...
69 3-ton crane for do.
70 Vertical boiler with donkey engines for do
...
..71 15-cwt. steam hammer ...
72
73
74
75

I

In good order.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
In working order, but the cylinders
will soon require re.lining, when
new piston,&c., will also be required.
In good order.
do.
do.
do.

...

20 cwt. crane for foregoing
5 cwt. steam hammer ,..
Blast fan ...
..
...
20 cwt. crane for tires ...

Carriage Shop.
...
97 14 horse-power portable engine and boiler ...
..
...
•.
98 Vertical saw for brake blocks ...
99 Band saw •..
..
.•.
...
-.•.
...
...
100 General joiner
-.
...
...
...
.
..
...
101 Vertical drilling machine
102 Screwing machine
-.
•..
...
...
,..
..
...
...
...
103 Grindstone and trough ...
101 5i scroll saw
...
...
...
...
...
..
..
...
...
105 3 morticing and boring machine
...
..
Shafting, paie, &c., for foregoing ...

... In good order.
...
do.
...
do.
...

...
...
..

.1

..
...
..

do.
do-.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

General at Sydney.
70
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
80
87
58
89
90
91
92
95

Locomotive engine weighing machine •..
...
Travelling crane ...
..•
...

...

Do.

Oil tester . - ...
Small turntable ..

Do.

...

Do.
Do.

---.-

Do.

...
...
...

Traverser ...

Do.

...

...
..
...
...
...
...
...
...
...

Crab winch for lifting engines
do.
Do.
do.
Do.
do.
Do.
...
5 ton jib crane . . Hand fire-engine ...
...
...
10 ton jib crane ...

..

...
...
...
..
..
...
...
.•.
-...
...
•..
...
. -.
-.-

...
...
.,.
..-

...
..
•..
...
...
...
-- ...
-.
--...
...

...
.. ...

...
...
...

... In good order.
...
do.
...
do.

-, ...

..,..
•..

...
...
...

...
.-...

do.
do,
do.
--...
do.
.,..
do.
..
do.
-do.
do.
.. do.
-..
do.
--.
do.
. ..
..
do.
..
do.
do.
...
...
do.

...
...
--...
...
...
.. ...

- .-.
...
...
....
- -.
...

.--

..

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
..

...
..-

...
..
-.-

-...

..-

...

Pennih.
100

107
108
109
110
11.1

112

4 horse-power vertical engine and boiler
....
10-il). screw cutting lathe
...
5-in,
do.
.. ---. 10.in. shaping machine ...
Drilling machine ...
...
...
...
Screwing do.......
- -.
...
Portable punchingand shearing machine
Shafting, pulleys, &c., for foregoing ...

...
.-...,
...
.. ...
..-

In good order.
do.
do.
In fair order.
In good order.
do.
do.
do.
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Deecription.

35
Remark,.

Batituref.
116
117
118
119

Large vertical drilling machine
...
Small
do.
do.......
10-in, screw cutting lathe
...
Small shaping machine
...

113
114
115

2 horse-power vertical engine and boiler
10-in, screw cutting lathe
...
...
Small drilling machine ...
...
...

...

...

...

...

...

...

.... Not yet erected.
. . . In good order.

1

Not vet erected.

Gouiburn.

...
...
...

...
...
...

... In good order.
...
do.
...
do.

ENGINES AND PUMPS POE SL'l'l'i,TING WATEE.
No. I

Place.

Description.

...

1

Sydney

2
3

Duck River
Liverpool ...

Remarks.

... 0 horse-power engine and two pairs 7" pumps1 In good order.

5

with two tubular boilers.
...
...
...
...
... 3' hand-pump
...
do.
... 4 horse-power engine and boiler, and pair 5k" in fair condition. New
pumps.
foot-valve required.
Do....... Windmill pump
...
...
...
..
... Out of repair. The hole in
frame in which the centre
shaft works is worn, and
allows the sweeps to catch
the frame. Not worth
repairing.
Menangle ...
... 6 horse-power enghie and boiler and pair of 7' J:n good order.

6

Bargo

7

\\Tiflgccarribe

...

8

Barber's Creek

...

4

...

... 4 horse.power engine and two boilers and 7'

9
10
11
12
13

Goulburn . . .
.
M.ulwarree Ponds...
Do.
...
Do.
...
Fish River...
...

14
15
16
17
18

Yass
...
...
Do......
Rocky Ponds
...
Illalong Creek ...
Cootamundra
...

181
1Sf
19
20

Betbungra...
Wallacetowu
North Wagga
Pcnrith ...

...
...
...

...

do.
double acting pump.
4 horse-power Garrett and Marshall's pumping
do.
engine.
4 horse-power engine and boiler and 4" double
do. except that chimacting pump.
may requires renewing.
Tank, supplied by gravitation
...
..
. In good order.
Tangye Bros. steam pump ...
do.
do.
...
...
...
do.
Vertical boiler for above ...
..
,..
)
4 horse-power Garrett and Marshall's pumping
do.
engine and vertical boiler.
Ta.ngyc Bros. steam pump ...
...
...
do.
do.
...
..
...
do.
do.
do.
...
...
...
)
Pair of 4" hand pumps
..
...
...
...
do.
4 horse-power vertical engine and boiler, and pair
do.
of 5" pumps.
Tangye Bros. steam pump ...
.....
...
do.
2k" double acting force pump
..
...
...
do.
Tangye Bros. steam pump ...
...
...
...
do.
6 horse-power portable engine and boiler, and two Working barrels in bad
pairs 3 pumps.
order.
Tangye Bros. steam PliflI) ...
... in course of erection.
...
...
Tank supplied by gravitation
...
...
... In good order.
4 horse-power Garrett and Marshall's pump ig (Coupled and worked toengine.
gether.
do.
do.
...
... (In good order.
4 horse-power engine and boiler, and 4-in, double In good order.
acting pump.
Pair 3-in, hand pumps
...
...
...
...
do.
Tank supplied by gravitation
...
...
...
do.
2 horse-power engine and vertical boiler, and pair
do.
3-in, pumps.
4 horse-power engine and boiler, and 4-in, double
do.
acting pump.
3 horse-power vertical engine and boiler, and Not yet in use.
Tangye Bros. deep well pump.
Tangye Bros. 5-in. steam pump ...
... In good order.
...

Do.
...
205
21 Waseoes ...
22 Blue Mountain

...
...

23
24

Do...
Black-heath

...
...

25
26
27

Mount Victoria ...
Lit-hgow ...
...
Rydal
.
...

28

Tarana

...

...

29

Bathurat ...

...

30
31

Do.......
Do.
do.
4-in,
do.
...
Macquane River 1
j
Reedy Creek
... 3'-in. hand pump ...
...
...
Blayney ...
... Tangye Bros'. 5-in, steam punip ...

32
33

...

12—I

,..
...
...

...
...
...

do.
do.
do.
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Encncgs, &c.—aontintted.

No.

Remarks.

Description.

Place.

34
35

Blayney ...
Orange ...

...
... In good order.
-. Tangye Bros'. 4-in, steam pump ..
do.
... 4 horse-power portable engine and boiler, and 6-in.

36

Mulgrave ...

... 2 horse-power engine, vertical boiler, and pair

do.

Richmond ...

3-in. pumps.
... 2 Eors-power engine and boiler, and pair 3-in,
pumps.

do.

single lift pump.
37

18*
18
19
204

Bethungra...
WalTacetowis
North Wagga
Penrith ...

...
...
...
...

29

Bathurst ...

...

31

Do.,..

...

...

..

34

Blayney

Pumping ilfachinery added to stock during the
year 1878.
Tangye Bros'. steam pump.
. Purchasedof A.&R. Amos.
24-in, double acting force pump ...
...
Taugyc Bros' steam pump.
... Required in addition to
do.
do...
...
...
previously existing ap.
pliances.
3 horse-power vertical engine and boiler, and Not yet erected.
Tangye Bros'. deep well pump.
...
... This will not be required
Tangye Bros'. steam pump...
...
after completion of erection of No. 29.
...
do.
...
do.
do.
,..
..

The existing pumping machinery has been maintained in efficient repair.
Additional appliances are, however, urgently required, viz., new watering stations established at
Mittagong and Weatherboard, an additional tank at Yass, and a.pumping engine at Goulburn, reporth
and recommendations on each case having been duly forwarded. Two watering stations are also required
in connection with the two additional locomotive depots about to be established at Murrumburrah and in
the Bow'enfels District respectively.
There are also questions relating to a supply of water for Picton, the deficiency of pumping power
at 13argo, Blue Mountains, and Blackhcath, shifting pump at Bydal, additional reservoirs at Tarana and
Spriñgdale, and the re-arrangement of pumps at Bathurst and Blayncy, the whole of which, with more or
less urgency, claith attention.
The early part of the year 1818 being very dry coniderab1e difficulty was caused, and extraordinary
means had to be resorted to to ensure a sufficient supply of water for working the traffic on the Western
Line, and additional steam pumps were erected at Blayncy and Bathurst. One of the steam pumps, however,
at Bathurst, will be removed when the deep well pump there has been erected. It was also found
necessary to erect additional tanks at Barber's Creek and Penrith, and at the latter place an additional
steam pump is being erected. The hand pump and tanks formerly belonging to Messrs. A. & B. Amos,
at Wallacetown, were purchased as it is necessary for some of the engines to take water between
Bethungra and Wagga. The Tangye Bros'. steam pump temporarily erected atReedy Creek was returned
into tore in ,Tune last, the hand-pump there being found sufficient for the requirements.
An additional jib crane is being fixed to the water-tank at %Vascoe's, one crane being found to be
insufficient.
W. SCOTT,
2/4/7 9.
GREAT NORTHERN RAILWAY.
Report from the Locomotive Overseer to the Locomotive Engineer on the condition of the Rolling Stock,
4fachinery, and .Pumpiuq .Enqines, to 31 December, 1878,
L000xrorrvE ENGUcB5 AND TEKDEn5.
Nor; 1 4' 2 Engines and Ten den—Are in fair working order.
No. 3 Eqine and Tender.—Is laid up for a general repair to engine and new boiler.
.Nb.4 Engine and Tender—Is in fair working order with the exception of its wheels. The tires
are thin and will not stand turning up again.
Rb. 5 Engine and Wonder—Is in fair working order with the exception of the boiler. A new boiler
No. 6
was ordered for this engine 20 July, 1878.
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.ZVb. 6 Tan/c Engine—Is in first-class working order.
No. 7 Tank Engine—Was laid up 4/11/78 for thorough repairs to engine, also examination of boiler.
The boiler has been examined and found to be in a very bad state of grooving and corrosion.
From the monthly report for November it will be seen that I ordered a new boiler for this engine
in July, 1878.
No. S Engine and Ten der.—Laid up 17/1.2/78 for thorough repairs to engine and new boiler.
No. 9 2bnk Engine.—Requires laying up for a pair of new cylinders as early as practicable. A
new pair ready in the shop to put in.
Nb. 10 Engine and Tender.—Laid up 3/0/78 for thorough repairs to engine and examination of boiler.
This engine and boiler was finished on 14/12/78.
Nos. 11

12 Engines and Tenders—Are in fair working order.

Nb 13 Engine and Tender,—Is in fair working order with the exception of tires; they are thin and
will not stand turning up again.

No. 14 Engine and 1nder.—Requires laying up for thorough repairs to engine and tender. The
old boiler taken out of frame of No. 10 is being thoroughly repaired, and will be used for No, 14 as early
as practicable.
No. 15 Engine and Tender—Requires laying up for thorough repairs to engine and tender, and
boiler, as early as practicable.
No. 10 Engine and Tender—Was laid up for thorough repairs, on the 3/9,78, to engine and tender.
The new boiler ordered for No. 14 was used for this engine. Fipished and commenced to run on the
14/11/78.
iVb. 17 Engine and Tender.--Requires laying up for thorough repairs as early as practicable.
No. 18 Engine and Tender.—'Was laid up 18/11/78 for thorough repairs to engine and boiler. (See
Monthly Report for November, 1878, for repairs effected.)
No. 19 Engine and Tender—Requires laying up for thorough repairs.
Nb. 20 Tank Engine—This engine was laid up for thorough repairs to engine and boiler in
October, 1878. Finished, and commenced to run 31/12/78. Is now in good working order.
No. 21 Engine and Tender—Is in good working order, with the exception of the tires; they are
very thin and will not stand turning up again.
No. 22 Engine and Tender—Is in first-class working order, with the exception of the slide valves
and tires require turning up.
No. 23 Engine and Tender—Was laid up in August, 1878, for thorough repairs. flnislied, and
commenced to run October, 1878 ; and is now in first-class working order.
No. 24 Engine and Tender—Requires laying up for thorough repairs to engine and examination of
boiler. This engine was used for ballasting the extension between Quirindi and Tainworth from June 30,
1878, to September 10, 1878.
.Wo. 25 Engine and Tender—Is in first-class working order.
No. 20 Engine and Tender.—Is in first-class working order. The cylinders of engines Nos. 23, 24,
25, and 26, where they are jointed together, are all leaking they require taking apart and the joiuts
planed and scraped as early as practicable. These joints never were a good job.
.&os. 27 and 30 Engines and Tenders—Are in good working order. New slide valves were put into
these two engines December, 1878.
Nos. 28 and 29 Engines and Tenders.—Aye in good working order, with the exception of the slide
valves; they require new ones as early as practicable.
Nos. 81, 32, 33, 34, 35, and 30 Engines and Tenders—Are all in fair working order.
CAIUtJAGES, Bitax Vns, Wsoorcs, &c.

First class Uarriages.
Nos. 1 to 7, 10, 12 to 10 are all in good working order. Nos. 8 and 9 are now undergoing thorough
repairs, painting, and trimming. No. 11 requires laying up for thorngh repairs, painting, and trimming.
Uonzposite Carriages.
Nos. 1 to 8 are all in good working order.

&nd
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Second class Carriages.

Nos. 1 to 4, 6 to 9,12 to 22, 27, 28 to 30,32 to 34, 36 to 40, 42 to 48, are all in good working
order. No. 5 is now undergoing renewal to body. No. 10 requires the body to be renewed as early as
practicable4 it has been in use about twenty-two years. Nos. ii, 31, 35, and 41 require laying up for
thorough repairs and painting. Nos. 23 to 26 and 29 are all in good working order, but require to be
fitted up with Veetian blinds to side lights as early as practicable.
P05t Office Vans.

Nos. ito 4 are all in good working order.
loire-boxes.

Nos. 1 to 5, 7, 8, 10 to 10, are all in good working order. No. 6 is now undergoing thorough
repairs and painting. No. .9 requires laying up for repairs and painting.
Carriaqe Trucks.

Nos. ito 5, 7 to 12 are all in good working order. No. C requires laying up for thorough repairs
and painting.
Brake TTans.

Nos. 1 to 7, 9 to 16, 19 to 34, are all in good working order. No. 17 is now undergoing thorough
repairs and painting. No. S and 18 are laid up for thorough repairs and painting. No. 8 has been in
use eleven years. No. 18 about eight years.
A Trucks.

Nos. 1 to 12, 14 to 16, 19, 21 to 40, are nil in fair working order. Nos, 18 and 20 laid up for
ordinary, repairs. Nos. 13 and 17 require laying up for renewals as early as practicable, they have been
in use about twenty-two years.
B Waqgons.

Nos. 1 to 6, 8 to 16, 18 to 24, 26 to 39, are all in good working order. Nos, 7, 17, 25, and 40 are
laid up for thorough repairs and painting.
C fl,ns.

Nos. 1, 2, 4, 6, 8 to 41 are all in good working order. Nos. 3, 5 and 7 converted into powder
vans.
.D lVaqgon.c.

Nos. 1 to 3,6,8,10 to 12, 1.5, 16, 19 to 21,23 to 30, 32 to 38,40 to 50, 52,54 to 72,74 to 82, 84,
86 to 88,90,02 to 95,08th 100, 109 to 107, 109 to 115, 117, 119 to 121, 123 to 125, 128 to 131, 133 to
138 to 143, 140 to 148, 150 to 152. 154, 155, 161 to 169, 171 to 173, 176, 177, 179 to 186, 189, 191,
193 to 201, 203 to 447, are all in good working order. Nos, 9 and 157 laid up for ordinary repairs.
No. 202 was broken to pieces on Messrs. J. and A. Brown's line, 21/11/75.
The followhg D waggons are in possession of Mr. 'Wakeford, ballasting Tamworth Extension :-Nos.
4, 5, 7, 13, 14, 17, 18, 22, 31, 39, 51, 53, 73, 83, 85, 89, 91, 96, 97, 101, 108, 116, 118, 122, 126, 127, 132,
144, 145, 149, 153, 156, 158, 159, 160, 170, 174, 175, 178, 187, 188, 190, and 192. These waggons will
require a thorough overhauling and lifting when returned by Mr. Wakeford.
Timber Trucks.

Nos. 1 to 4, are all in good working order.
Powder Vans

Nos. 1 to 3 are in good working order (formerly Nos. 3, 5, and 7 0 Vans).
Sheep Vans.

No. 1 laid up for a thorough repair and painting. Nos. 2 to 13, 15 to 22, 24 to 34, 36 to 04, are
all in good working order. Nos. 14, 23, and 35 are laid up for ordinary repairs.
Cattle ITang

Nos. 1 to 32, 34 to 52, are in good working order. No. 33 laid up for ordinary repairs.
Meat Van.

No. 1 is in good working order (formerly No. 6 Cattle Van).
Ballast Wag gons.

Nos. 1 to 7, 0 to 30, 32 to 43, are all in good working order. Nos. 8 and 31 are laid up for
ordinary repairs.
MAC1IIcES AND Toots.
No. 1.-One 25 h-p. horizontal engine and boiler for driving machinery and tools in machine shop
at H. S. Point. The boiler is 20 ft. long by 5 ft. 6 in. in diameter, in first class working order.
No. 2.-A new duplicate boiler made at the works, and of the same dimensions as the one in use.
This boiler is set in brickwork, with the exception that the flues are not connected with the chimney; the
mountings and connections are not yet finished.
No.
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No. 3.—One 10 h-p. diagonal engine-boiler that was used for driving machinery and tools in old
machine shop; this engine and boiler will require it thorough repair before being used again. It is my
intention to use this engine and boiler after being thoroughly repaired, to drive the tools and fan in the
new boiler-shop.
No. 4.—One self-acting slide, brake and bar, facing lathe movable bed 20 ft. long ; base plate
80 ft. long, used for turning wheels. This lathe is in first-class working order.
No. 5.—One 5-ft. double-headed wheel lathe, in first-class working order.
No. 6.—One selfacting screw-cutting gap lathe, 17-in, centres, bed 25 ft. long. This lathe had
been some years in use before it came hei-e is now in fair working order.
No. 7.—Self-acting screw--cutting lathe, 12-in, centres, bed 15 ft. long; In fair working order.
No. 8.—Lathe, 10-in, centres, bed 12 ft. long (not self acting). This lathe is in fair working order.
No. 9.—Self-acting screw-cutting lathe, 9-in, centres, bed 10 it. long. This lathe is in first-class
working order.
No. 10—Self-acting screw-cutting gap lathe, 9-in, centres, bed 10 ft. long; In first-class working
order.
No. 11.—Self-acting screw-cutting lathe, 6-in, centres, bed Oft. long; in fair working order.
No. 12.—Lathe, 8-in, centres, wooden bed 0 ft. long, used for turning patterns and cutting tube;
in fair working order.
No. 13.—Self-acting planing machine to plane work, 6

ft long, 3 ft.. 6 in. wide; in fair working

order.
No. 14.— Self-acting planing machine to plane work, 6 ft. long, 3 ft. 6 in. wide; in first-class
working order.
No. 15.—Self-acting slotting machine, 12-in, stroke ; in first-class working order,
No. 10.—Self-acting double-headed shaping machine 18-in, stroke; in first-class working order.
No. 17.—Bolt and nut-screwing machine, to screw from L in. to 2 in. diameter. This machine is
in first-class working order.
No. 18.—Boring machine for boring out cylinders. This machine was made at the works, and is
fixed on bed of No. 4 lathe. This machine is in first-class working order.
No. 19.—R,adial drilling machine, in first-class working order.
Nos. 20 and 21.—Vertical drilling mac-hines, to drill holes 2 in, diameter in centre of work 2 ft..
8 in. diameter: in first-class working order.
No. 22.—Punching and shearing machine, arranged so that both operations cah go on at once to
punch holes - in. diameter in 4-in, plate. This machine is in fair working order.
No. 23.--Punclnng ñnd shearing, arranged so that both operations can go on at once, to punch
holes in, diameter in 4-in, plate. This machine was purchased from Messrs. Vale & Lacy in August,
1875, and has not been used at the works ; it will require considerable repairs before it can be used,
No. 21.—Small hand-punching press, for punching holes in sheet iron ; in fair working order.
No. 25.—Plate-bending machine; was purchased from Vale & Lacy in August, 1875; had been in
use some years before it came here. In fair working order.
No. 20.—Hand-punching bears, in fair working order.
No. 27.—Fan bl,ist, in first-class working order;
No. 28.—Cii-cular saw bench, in fair working order.
No. 29.----Slide-valve facing machine. In first-class working order.
Nos. 30 and 31.—Grind-stones with wooden frames. In fair order.
No. 32.—Small hand-machine, for making bolts and nuts. This machine is now useless.
No. 83.—Weighing-machine for weighing engines. This machine is not used as it does not weigh
correctly; each time an engine is moved off and on the weights vary.
No. 84.—Hydraulic press for drawing wheels off and on their axles In first-class working order.
Nos. 35 and 30.—Portable cranes. In fur working order.
No. 37.—Crab-winch used for lifting w-aggnns and carriages. In first-class working order.
No. 38.—Crab-winch fixed on to1) of gantry for lifting engine; boilers, tenders, &e. In first-class
working order.
No.
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No. 39.—Crab-winch with malleable frames. In fair working order.
No. 40.—Orab.winch with cast-iron frames. In fair working order.
No. 41.—Hydraulic test pump, by Tangyc Bros., for testing boilers. In first-class working order.
PUMPING ENGINES AND PVMPS.

Nos. land 2. Bullock Island Junction—There are two of Tangye Bros'. special steam pumps at
this place, and are in first-class working order.
I may state for your information that the works at Honeysuckle Point are supplied from this
pumping station, also the hydraulic cranes for shipping coals at the dyke.
No. 3. 2fopeth,—Tb.cre are a. pair of hand-pumps 4-in, diameter, and 51.in. stroke; worked by
crank and fly-wheel at this place, and are in first-class working order.
No.4. 147ct Maitland.—One pumping engine 3 horse-power, made by Garrett & Marshall. The
engine requires a thorough repair; the boiler belonging to this engine is at the works, Honeysuckle Point
and has been thoroughly repaired, and now ready for fixing in brickwork.
The engine is at present worked by a vertical boiler I had in stock.
The pumping engine that was used at Honeysuckle Point has been thoroughly repaired, and will be
taken to West Maitland to replace the one at present in use there while being repaired.
This work will be done as early as practicable.
No. 5. Anvil Creek.—One hand-pump, 4-in. diameter, 5-iu. stroke. In first-class working order.
No. 6. Sin qlcton.—One 3 h.-p. table engine, working a pair of 4-in, pumps, and is in first-class
working order.
No. 7. .Ravensicorth.—The double-acting pump, with engine fixed on boiler, made by Messrs. P. N.
Russell & Co., Sydney, is now at the works, H. S. Point, undergoing a thorough repair to engine, boiler,
and pumps, which I elpect will be finished in about 6 weeks.
No. S. Aberdeen—The pumping engine at this station is a 4 h-p. horizontal engine, driving three
pumps, 4 in. diameter, 9 in. stroke.
The pumps are fixed down the well, and are driven with gearing. In good working order.
No. 9. Wingen.—One 4-in, hand pump, 5t in. stroke, in good working order.
No. 1.0. Murrurundi.—This pumping engine is the same clans as at R.avensworth, a double-acting
pump with engine fixed on boiler.
The engine and pump in fair working order; the boiler requires repairing and new tubes.
No. 11, Prce River—There is one of Tangye Bros.' special steam pumps at this place, and is in
first-class working order.
This engine and pump was formerly in use at Throsby's Creek, and was fixed at the Page River
during the drought, while the water was scarce at Murrurundi.
I purpose to fix this engine and pump at Chilcott's Creek, where at present there is a 3-in. hand
pump.
No. 12. UltilcotI's Creek—One 3-in, band pump, in good working order, also a east-iron tank
fixed at this creek, which will hold 8,000 gals. of water.
No. 13. Quirindi.—Thcre is one of Tangye Bros.' special steam pumps at this place, and in firstclass working order.
- No. 14. Eaveneworth.—The engine at present in use at this station is a small special steam pump
by Tangye Bros.
This steam pump is intended to be moved from one station to another, while the other pumps and
engines are being repaired.
No. 15.—Pumping engine made by Garrett & Marshall. This engine was formerly used at H. S.
Point and has had a thorough repair.
I propose to fix this engine at Wrest Maitiand, while the one at present in use is being repaired.
No. 16. Tamworth,—One Tangyc Bros.' special steam pumps. In first-class working order.
THOS. BOAG-.
27/2/79.
No. 3
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No. 3.
DATES

of

OPEIcING,

and the length in miles of the different sections of Railway Lines, from the commencement to 31 December, 1878.

Date of opening.

To where opened.

thcrn
So1ine.

S7ta
ae.rn

sn Lines.

Nhern

.

26 Sept., 18 .......................... Parramatta ...................................14
26 Sept., 2856 ............................ Liverpool ......................................9
Total, 186 ....................23
April, 1857 ............................ East Maitland ................................
...
17
17
Total, 1857 ....................33
19 Mar., x88 ...... . .................... Noweastle .....................................
..
1 7 May, 1858 ............................ Campbolltown ................................12
27 July, 188 .... ......... ............... West Maitland. ............ ................. ..
2
20
Total, 188, 1859
35
2 July, ,86o ............................ Loclunvar .........................................7
Blacktown
...................................
...
S
4 July, 1860 ...... .................. ....
27
8
Total,,86o ....................35
12 Dec., 1861 ............................ Booty lull .....................................3
Total, i861 ......................35
11
27
24 Mar,, 1862 ............................ Branxton .................................................8
xMay, 1862 ............................ South Creek ..........................................
July, 1862 ............................ Penrith ...............................................
' Sept., 1862 ......... ................. Menangle .....................................
6
Total, 1862 ....................41
21
35
7 May, 1863 ..................... ...... Singleton ..........................................14
I July, 1863 --- . ....................... ...
.Picton ........................................13
...
....
Total, 1863 ...................54
21
49
2 May, 1864 ............... ..............ihEorpetli ......................................3
I Dee., 1864 .............................Riehnior.cl ......................................16
Total, 1864, 186, ,866
52
37
I Mar., 1867 ................... ..... ....Mittagong ................................. ....24
i, July, 1867 ...................... .......Weatherboard ................................28
2 Dec., 1867 .............................Sutton Forest ...............................9

14
9
23
17
40

.

-

- -

Total, 1867 ...................87
6
May, 1868 .............................Mount Victoria .............................15
6 Aug., 1868 .............................Marulan .....................................28

52

12
2
55
7
S
70
3
73
8

-

6
97
14
13
124
3
16
143
24
28
9
204
28

Total, 1868 ....................''5
5z
So
19 May, 1869 .............................Muascibrook ....................................31
27 May, 1869 .............................Goulburn .....................................20
iS Oct., 1869 . ............................Bowenfels ......................................20

247
31
20
20

Total, 1869 ...................135
100
83
318
, May, 1870 ... ......... .............. ...Wallerawang ................................8
.....
8
.xJuly, 1870 ........
....... ..... .........Rydal .........................................6
.....
6
20 Oct., 1870 ............ .................Aberdeen ................. ........ ..........
:........
Total, 1870...................'35
90
339
57 April, 1871 ............... ... ... ........Scone ..........................................
g
9
Aug., 1871 ............. ..... ......... \Viugen ......................................10
io

.

.
i
Total, 1871 ................135
114
109
1872 ......... ................ ... Sidings, Collingwood, &e..................i
,5 Jan.,
............................
April, 1872
Murrurundi ....................................14
22 April, 1872 ............................ Locke's Platform ..........................19
, July, 1872 ............................ Maequarie Plains.. .... . ... ............. .....
Total, 1872 ....................i6
138
124
4 Mar., 1873 ......... ......... .......... Raglan .........................................
5
Total, 1873, 1874
136
143
124
4Feb., 1875 ..... ............. .......... Iteho .........................................3
.
I

9 Nov., 1875 ........................... Gunning

358
2
14
19
398
5
403
3
31

Total, 1875 .................167
146
124
437
. BILthlirst .......................................
2
2
Bowning ......................................29
29
.
ii NOV,
......................................14
...... Binalong
Blayney.........................................27
27
Total, 1876 ..................210
124
509
12 Mar., 1877 ............................ Murrumburrah ............................... 20
20
19 April, 1877 ........................... .. Orange ..................................................... 20
20
13 Aug., 1877 ..................... ........Quirindi ..........................................24
24
i Nov., 1877 ............................Cootamundra ................................25
25
Total, 1877 ................... 355
5 48
598
'95
2 April, 1878 ... ............. ... ......... Bullock Island Branch ..........................14
.
it
1878 ............................
x 6 April,
m......................................
15
July, 188 ..................... ....... ,Tuneo
...
..
BelAung .......................................
18
3 Sept.., 1878 ......... ................... North Wagga Wagga ....................18
iS38
.
Oct.,
1878
.........
..................
Tamwortli
.................................
..
.
......8
4
- Total, 1878 ................... 306
6881
1871
195
4 April, 1876 ..... ......................
July, 1876 ........... ....... ..........
1876 .. .........................
Nov., 1876 .....................

1

'p.

No.4.
ABSTEACT

of the total Quantity and Cost of Land taken for Railway purposes, to the 318t December, 1878.
Amounts paid.

Quantity taken.

Mileschns.

GERATWESTEItXLTNE.

-

Orange to Wdllurigtonnud Dubbo

47 75
85 254

ltiehntond Branch ....................i6 ir4
TOTAL, GREAT WESTERN.,, 280 62

-

Private.

Crown.

a.r.p.

a.r.p.

Parr,i,natla Junction toBatliuret 131 30 1,325 1 34
Batliuret to Orange ......... ..

Amount claimed.

total.

Length,

Railway lines.

586
315
122

1
I

35
9,.'

2 29'

i,óoo
141
900
17

2 I9f
2 21
I
I

7
294

For Severance.

and Buildings.
a.r.p.
2,926
728
1,215

£

s.d.

0 131; 82,252 15
0 16

36,709 14 0

2 16* 27,844

140 0 194

4

0

9

7,357 16 8

2,349 3 284 2,659 3 37* 5,009 3 25i 154064 6

9

£
36,378

s.d.
7

I

Ltd
5,746 8

7,840 19 9

I,6I8

4,912 i6 II

181

3,005
52,137

con

1

3

8

2

3 9 1,744 13

I

7 6 9,290 JO II

37 16
iS

I

39 10

TotM cost.

cc,.
Ltd.

Ltd

5

Probable
Amounts to be
pal

clalnnnts'

As cs
Arhitlo

6 1,445

Ltd.

£

s.d.

969 0 8 44,576 19 11

of Line.

Per Acre,

Led.

£s.d.

339 6

24

7

3

3

297 12

8

4,108 3 6 14,022 IS

0

14' II

4

7,987 8 0

13,262 14

7

6 10

5,379 18

3

333

13421 19 0 77,242 11

0

275

5 4

555

7 104

272 14
235 7 912,157

5

10

9 1,770 14

0

357

33 12

74

5

292 10 6

23 iS 24

5

155 8 Ili

42

1

2*

5

0

43 17

0*

2

1

32 17

41

GREAT NORTHERN Lin.
Newcastle to Murriti'undi ...........119 44 1,474

...........62 36
Werris Creek to Gunnedali ........41 22
Mcrpeth Branch .......................3 354
Bullock Island Branch .......... ....I 254
n

Murrunitli to Tnniworth

24

163,430 15 8

854

i
I 10

764

3 231

9,437 9

1,8' 3

3 384

376 3

502

2 34

351

2 16

379

0 234

385

2

0

34 3 22*

1

2 284

36

2

II

32,367

4

19 2 i8

6

2 324

26

i "4

14,680

2

I7r 1,122

0 391

TOTAL, GREAT NOUTnEEX... 228 3 2,411

1

3,533 2 16

14,134

6

234,049 17

53,200 14

3 8,396

ii ix

ógo 12

2,338 12

5 66,397

0 103 I 6 466 o 6 6,549 2 7 104 17
--- ........3,616 IS 10 5,r90 5 1 125 14
1 1,407 4 9 143 0 0 23 i 6..
6o 17 II 20,534 19 0 5,962 19
0 iS,oSS 0 9 111
.4
16
60 16 2 368 7 i.
6,140 0 0 9,688 8 4 7,346 13
170 7 6
52 4 7
0 3,325 16 3.
4 80,284 4 II 11,653 4 10 1,505 12 II 2,294 8 0 12,622 g 8 108,360 0 4 475
4,262

8

II

1,701 16 8

15 15

4*
ii4

45 0 34
13

0

61

13 13 94

IT

61

493 17

24

44

iS

8*

142717

7

74

2

91

33 4

5*

37

9

2* 588
4
84

GREAT Sonanuc LINE.

i n4

16

2 38

13 50

240

I 37

28

GouThui'i, 120 51
Goulburn to Th ....................54 21
Ynes to Coota,nundra .................64 55

1,316

2 324

671

SydneytoDarlingilarbour
Sydney to PalTamatta Junction...
Parrainatta.Tu'i,etionto

0

3

iol

i4

2 38

268

2

0

35,160 6

6

21,054

1,988

2

34 79:396 3

0

31,299 4

348 15

0
8 ic

1,144 15

3 6,996.

641

0

3 6

778

3 27

41,979 3 9

15,863 5 6

2,448 12

9

17 13 6

468 2 35

511

3 24

980

2 19

11,839 10

4220 8 4

561 19

1

175 10 6

2

13,892

0
II

3,995 JO

3

197 12

7

,

1,958 9

0

67 10

0

8

66

7

777

WoggaWaggatoAlbury ...........77 49

515

I 33

636

3 28

11 152

387 324 3,318

I 284 2,644

TOTAL
ALL LINES to 31ST
DEcEMBER, 1878 .......... 896 '74 8,079 2

4? 6,426

5

2

2 3311 5,963

1 10 57.715 10
0 22* 292,912 16

3 301 14,506

2 24 681,127

0

'3

5 133,204
6

0

255,625 12

0
13 10

300 14
141

4 039765 17

23,600 '8

2 1,732

510 6

7

1,471

9

2

20,61,

7

6

1,417 IS

10'

6,439

6

102 13 4

3,779 10

3

8,0

6

5

145 13 31

8 26,284 0

11

28,322

11

7

364 IS

63

2 11,416 18 3 2,087 :8 9 2,502

9

5 6,954

6 43,743 29 3

3 641

3,472

11

0 3,828 19

45,482

5

12

7 32,360 14

0 0
618 18 0
20

0

604 16 3 1,371

0 21

2

ON

0
7 10

44,812 15

229

210

TOTAL, GREAT S0nIIERN

0 0

6

549

55 35

Cootamuudra to 'Wogga Wagga

52,930

6

4 37,064 6 8 176,275 13 2

3 2 63,108 15 4 361,878 4 6

362 12

14

104
99 10 1O

379 16

54

98

9

13 14 9

02
54 iS '14

38

7

455 0 34

53 2

4

403 15 8

44 15

9

No. 5.
RETURN OF PERMANENT-WAY MATERIAL, RAILS FOR RENEWALS, AND MISCELLANEOUS ARTICLES IMPORTED DURING THE YEAR ENDING3lsr DECEMBER. 1878.
Da of
invoice.

I

I

Bails.
Name
of Ship.

Fishplates.

No.

I'

Tonnage.

No.

I

Bolts and Nuts.

I
Tonnage.

No.

--

I

Tonnage.

Spikes.
No.

I

Tonnage.

I
I

I

Chairs.

loin I
Keys. I

I

No.

Name
of Contractor.

I
P

I

I
Rate
per O'on.

I

Invoice
Cost.

yrcight.

I

Colonial
English
Charges. I Charges.

I

t

Total C.

Cost
'Cr Ton.

II

Date of
Arrival.

I

Tonnage.

..
.....

ci

Indent for Doubling Line, Parrarnatta to Parramatta Junction; Doubling Line, Tithgow; and for Sidings, Litbgow, April, 1878
1873
T.c.qlhs
Togas
T.c.q.fl,s
25Sept..\mdsorcastle 701 200 5 121 .......
IlOct..,Cuzeo ..... .....1840 290
324 .......
lO Sept ,, Trafalgar .................
10..

Do...............12000

72312

T.c.q.lbs.
togas.'
.
Lsd.Its.d.
........... i
I
Onest&Co............
6j117612 0
..................
6170 1757 911
26317 0
25 2 210 .................. i'Ment Nut and 1010 0
Both Compnsiv.
,,
13100
0687
,

..............J1
2001

490 8 117.

.1200O

2 L
111

....I[

25 2 216!I

129483

Ls.d.Ls.d.
3878.
£ll.d.ILS.,l.
3012 4 21 1311 1370 2 4
617 St lODen
0176 28Nov.
42110 3281 20561130
612 5
21010
301 2 3 1110 0 30Deo.

Lad.
150 4 1
22473
2712 3
808

260

410 4 3

8223

0)71,
57 9

107128

361110

50

:134414 0

Indent for Chairs, Spikes, and Bolts and Nuts for Renewals, Great Southern and Western Railway, September, 1877,

1878.
lOjaji.
25,,
25

.

o
H

I
lrad.WrigI,1.on,& Ce. 2 .3 6
IsarlDalliousie
0000!
7 2 0
l)o..............
15000
8937 .................O.,rs'sll.11[o..&S,eitl, 16100
Do........
.... ...................
1550
412
18000
........... ..

Iio

00 7 20

6001

I

220 5 4
11020
0000

52 0 8
8174
:llsllç

615 7
380
104

42074

64 13fl(11138

712 2
122
096

0 310505180

Indent for 150 tons Steel B. 11. Rails, with necessary_fastenings, fur Renewals, Great Northern RaiLvay, September, 1877
1878
8Ve1,... Glati,hi ..................8000
410 27 ......................11.,rneIIFIm..& Sn,itII 1300
lb................
S.,..
3500
110213 ..............
,,
.16100
1.00..........
PIllar...
S
332
.........
1000
, ..............4iuett&Co.......... 5100
(tEch....
Do.....................
IIes.I,WrIehls.rn,&Ce
346
4000' 46000
15Apr11 Maulesde.......044
............-. ............... ............. Ouest&Co ......... . 6110
..

1 1503018

I

644 ! 150 3 018

2 P.S

5000 - 410 27]4000

40 5 00

iI.

55174
32138
00120
148190
983108

4191,
221
8168
40 810
187147

210
0188
284
506
29100

12331321 24916 7

4000

28615 Il
4 2 7 22July.
1531(13 1780822,,
651401447822,,

aIls o

...
111144........
:38145 18181
4Julv.
...50170
9 17 6
...200 310
40 611 4,,
...
1200160
71011
151309

Indent for 1,178 tons of Steel D. H. Rails, with necessary fastenings, for Doubling Line, 'W'allselld ,iuuction to Hoyliam. Great Northern Railway, and for Renewals, Great Northern
Railway, December, 1877.

,

23April Ma,ilesden ...................7500
3310 010 ....................
...........Ebhavl'aleCo.......
......................1100
Do
.........................................
512322
.......
30 ,, . . Ola,iiror ..............................28500 3.30 16 0 8
Anderston roundrv
.,
en.
I
...............'25000 Ilansomes&Rapier
1 .............................. ................... I
15,,..
Do...... 4740 1178 0 0 0 .................
16313)7..
'Bolekow,Vaughan,
& Co.
14..Syria ...........................8500
41830 .......................llsrwell,Oros.&Smith
Do.......................I ..................7000' 41025 .........
14,,..
,,
I...........................15000
814119 ..........................
,,
Do...... -.
14,,.,
-- ..........
,,
50006
.......

I

474011178 000

Suooj

4430

423500I 1513 1 0

1 281000
157000 1 330025121500

310160825000

6 8 0
080
2 15 (1
826
513 6
1600
12100
1000
12 10 0

52 2 0
247 710
20581
7 12 0
017 19 7
413 10 2

7 8 0 .....
300 1710
44107
1311
26 10 6
1358 0 3

I
20220! issi
5159
6680 3 0 1452 811, 20419 4
7914
50154
120100
861176

4190
410
0158
:3294

5721301 201538

228
110
2187
070

1 2614

9

1 1 6

319 5' July,
71921 ,,
4 2 18 Sept

2473109/7/9MI
834312 0
7 1 8
863017811
55174 13150
162501790,8,,
40813)0131810*,,

I 116 II009sls

No. 5 COnIÜIUed—RETTJRN
Name

Invoice,

of Ship.

PEnMAXENT-wAt

MATELTAL

Screws.
—-

Spikes.

Bolt, and Note.

1ishp1ates.

Rails.
Date of

OF

____________

No. Tonnage. No. Tonnage. No. Tonnage. No. Tonnage. No.

imported during the year 1877—continued.

I
-—

Tonnage.

Name
of Contractor,

I

Rate
per Ton.

I
[

InvoIce
Cost,

I

i'reight.

I
I
I

I

English
Charges.

I
I
I

Colonial
cisarges,

Total Cost.

Cost F Date of
i perToo.
I Arrival.

I

Indent for 1.000 tons of Steel T. Rails with the necessary fastenings for Renewals, Batlnirst to Orange, and G-oulburn to '8ug11 'Wngga, May, 1877
1877
II Oct.
12
26

..

.,

Lad.
iT.c.q.lhs,
'Le.q.Iba
'tc,q.lbs.l
Lc.q.lhe
T.e.q.Ibs
Guest & Co. ........7 5 0
910 200 4 8 12 ............
Stnthdon .
750
Coldinglian,.,
68415010 111 ..............
263 0 2 116) Pa050tNutatltlBisIt; 2310 0
Evelyn
....................

,,
1700
728116 1215111 .................... 1611225100)
20 ...............I ................
15180
52152 13324
26 ..........................
......
....Ouest&Cn....... 750
:111cc..............4501007317 ............

208014'

s

H

:22396

12 15 in'32m2H 3 2

4!50300

28

178
187
10176

Ls.d.'Ls.d.
1878.
1657 9 8
8 8 60. 20 Jan.
1214137 855 13
62416 0 2116 7 26Fob.
232105157,120
22:3127 10195126 "
831108

5332

4818 18.

23 4 4
14 17 0

13 0 8
3 10 3

3124 16 1
708 10 9

260145
111150
26031' 17182
1530 0 3
168 7 S

5185 '
8170
801010

23 14 10

23508Il89620
216310 1730120,,
1814 2 7
lApriL
8 0 O

145210

13043

5440.

211311

1058311

218127
1812120
1529148
270687
05105

225128
1S710 3
13961 1
279100

511610
421311
4313.
03102
130

121110
2718
27010
8700
0108

2491 311
85 0i]20
200913085717
203085
S5G26
3036103
85
26,,
41.3 HOG 84J OIlier.

Lad.
1451 IS 8
108180
216
217011
207108
727113
4233 18 10J

3

Lad.
151 1 S
112170
23 7 7
111(10
1209

7aSn

323122

Led.
33 10 8
150
7 4 2

Lad.
Ii 13 10
1511
214 6

2
2127
17100
57(1

Indent for 1,600 tons Steel T. Rails with fastenings for relaying Rieliniond Line, May, 1877
1877.
12 Oct.
4 ,,
4
4
20~lov.

Ebhw Vale co.......7 17
0 0 ...........
II .............
01020 28 4 0 0 Patent Not andBoIt1 23 7
Co.

'

. .
..

............ 25200 123 10
Petcrl,orough
Sarah Nichol.....
so

,,
.16176
...............................
..
27604 15900
I ......
,,
.15120
40848 361300
I .........
............... Ouest&Co........7 5 0
:
096. 219 II 176] .........
I
760
91020052181 ...............
,,
I
750
1371 30010 3181.............. ,,
700
1180280 01131.............. ,,
750
11502527 251...............
,,
10913737.101........................750
750
22 418 220!............... ,,

,,

....

.,

....

Cedric LIce
Saxon
2.. Alexander
Duthie
lOOet.., Tyhurnia
2llov... Lamennoor
ONnv...Cn,as}IiIl,
411cc,.. Lusitania
IL ..... Nortlibrook..
..

6.
0

7261600 1'

1221

0

0

2,608

1

9 0

0t40848

1611 0 OI6J990Si 0

974 10 7
3 0

650

114 0 0
30 13 7

3 14 0

2110
2410

}

jan.
a&' 10
20

9 1
25 2 6

857i7Fcl,.

'°°I 150 00l[

0

Indent of 10.112 tons of Steel single-headed Rails, with the necessary fastenings, for Extension, Wagga Wagga to Albury, January, 1878.
1878.
14 Aug.

,
1840 2 4 220 6 5 1
47 12 0
52 10 U
2145 11 8 7 2 10 1
Nov.
Chisaborazo., 1205 500 8 2 6 ............ .................... .Jlolckosv, Vaughan.. 6 2 6
&Co.
..
626
122616415045
8107
21
14
0
143014
72943011cc.
27,, ..Strathdon.. 804 20053181 ..............................,,
70ct... Acocccagua.. 1614 4008215 ..................................I 026 2452 12 10 30066 5707 4378 285877 72 0i26
507 5 3 23 4 4 12 2 3
3 0 11
551 1 9 ' 22 15 Oj 15 Nov.
8 July .. Ecc,,crdale ..........................51208 24 6 0 0 Patent Nut and BoIl 20 17 0
I
Co.
.14176
171102
428
128
186138163315
9
.....
........................20528 111100 .................... .
8,,
,,
:13176
1155129
10179
4135
1011
212 10 10 1515115::
................................34210 14200
335 16 11
40 15 1
0117
687
396112 7183 1811cc.
l9Aug... SVaveofLife .......10652 .602 114 .......I .................... .... .Ithyoancylron Co. .: 0 14 0
..6140 9651511 4610
8 11 6 587 390111 7183 IS
10092 602114 ..................
,,
.......
SlJuIy..
,,
19730
13150
4130
1107
21774 1589 18
34216 14200 ...............l'agntNutandBolt 1400
.................
8eAng...
,,
..

20328 111100 ,1 ........................
.
,,
.1500
17850 1151
442
,,
'2100
51060 23124 11105
r,3298,21600.
. ........... Bolelcow, Vaughan. 0 2 (1 1227 0 0! 150 5 0 32 0 7
711cc. ..!nercford.... 805 209 0 2 0 ..................
_____
& Co.
I
-.
L! 917316 Gj101GlSll 22017
442811019 717 21384100 430 40656 23200168432:2900 o106596, 4312 00

150
2128
2114 1

.....
........

Sol,

1

180195 1681118
548106 22115k18 '
143019 5 7 2101 7

141127 1051900

No. 5 COnilnUCII—RETUBN
Date of
Invoice.

Bails.

N,e of
Ship.
No.

i

Fishplatos.

Tonnage.

No.

Tonnage.

OP PEI3MArN
.ETWA.y MATERIAL

Bolts and Nets.
No.

Tonnage.

spikes
No,

imported during the year 1878—confinucd.

Screws.

Tonnage.

No.

Tonnage.

Nne of
Contractor,

Bate
per Ion.

Invoice
Cost.

1,..
°1g

EngIh
Charges.

ColonIal
Charges.

°

Cost
per Ton.

Date of
Arrival.

Indent for 8,800 tons of Rails, with necessary fastenings, Extension, Tainworth to Armidale, Great Northern Railway,
1901 October, 1876.

1877.

T.e.q,5l,s
'Fe.q.]bs.
T.aq.lbs.
to.q.Ihs.
T.e.q.lh,.
Lad.
L
s.d.
093 1026 .................................
....................
101005
...............SocidtdCoekerfll
700
605587
Oct.....&thelstane.. 511311454 In ............................................
,,
7120
767]26
23Sept.. Bialto ....... 592 130 5218 ......................
700
8018105
28 ..... Trevelyan,
Guest&co ......... 790
973173
980 1 2095913 ..........................
.... 796
149723
.jc'iaints .......
120201......................
SoeidtoCoekorill .. 770
795140
...........
081416 ..................
I
.,..
71901
596109
18 April.. 3lau]den .. 8435 185 6 0 10 ................
Guest Co........ 7 0 (1
3.lcnle.STia..........1302:100108 .........)
13040 10 10
......
Yjutie
Cnrolsne
,,
790
108923913 32a
2242150 1
.56 , 1311411
_____
22435 1 4867003,
16414114 ......................
£1653803
'•I
Sept... Ifennock

I

4180

'

. . .
..
.
.
amr
-

&
..
. (
. ,

£s.d.
1358 810
1871710
1415196
97143
11043
751

Ls.d.

o{

6637
22113 15 0
2t5o10
hOle 6

Ls,d.

220123
4181)
2280
0 11 7
250152)
306
271910 ..........
39158

i}

Ls.d,
854981
928911
8657
199934
108622
333132

405 18 1
55191)
o514 1

0180

600050111519

1226

2 18 6

.

.. .

H

$

'

86 6

I

tj

M

4Jnlv,

5871349454 4
15742 15 11 j 8 9 71 4
2.52307
887429,,
No'.
2911.30189 5.5
4366861!

Indent for 17,600 tONS of Steel single-headed Rails with fastenings, for the Great Southern
and Western Extension, October 19th, 1876.
1877.
ISSCPt...PolItcsian
223
.
.
..
. .
....
.
17,,
Coes,t
780
371611
3 7129
..
.
.....
9 12
956
510
142312
28
EblialeCo.
T
n.,,..
800
. ..
4
20
7 101
6481
25
Cncst&Co..
idor
796
62 10207 .......
148315
......
176
304
70970
OasUe...
.
iio
132200 112110
2092
1502
1270010
29,
Duke
of
68210201 . .
.....
Sutherand.
790 I 112200 119116
2692
1502
1270010
28
Searof Chins .39.0...0
....2.16 200 2 .4210 32.
......
28
V
a
EhhValecn.
800
. ..
8
2727
145
1
SDot.
w d,.
790
.....
.4
.
.7..
........
. .Guest
1871108
17234
811
2100
2119 14 11
21
Northbrouk.,2Q74 4400224
149514 8
0... ......
.......
..........
....
. &co............. 71)0
157133
353
21 13 10
1691 441
20
Chrlstiana
... 96
3495
076 14818 016 ..
..
38 10 6
785
1578.
IlluLpion..
8
111137
2011
1678
1260190
12Ja,.
Juno .. .......1
550 6023
.
.
3
Northarn .... 454 1001110 . .
,,,,
......
..
......796
2618 11 5
202148
78 11 10
37190
299716n
790
480
7510
17 10 8
101610
831170
29 DeerGlengairn
66 1491116 .
1578
.750 110324
111160
2664
1030
125778
123a,. .. Ahergeldje.. 652 1507015 .................
12
..Stflthesrn..11589 350203 ..................
796
,,.....
1173184
,,
112135
26811
1059
127985
26
.. Uolelsc,Flceee 030 20311 029 .............
790
261702
262117
(1163
37187
2978167
7120
I
.....,,
154714152135
35152
9201
1757100
13170 '2899 5 1 21 64692 3171115
............ ..
.,.,j
-'j99
24225 1 10 2143 5
347
27oo

.

LadH 1878.
Jan.
8 11101
081O
,,
89 1
Fel,.
889 1SMas
834i3Jan.

z
i,
,,
.

H
C

1878.
SS 7t108Ja
9610,8
8102 13
8100417 ,,

-

810o3 ,,,,,
4
69
88

2
8102

3IIar,
9
4A1.n

811
2Mav
810 3fr — Mar.

8S85Apr.
8102523,,
8102 23.,
812 9 1 3May.

03

01 nn,,ht,,ipti—flVPURN

of PERMANENT WAY MATERIALS imported during the year

5;—
Ca

1877—continued.

-------------------------Fisl,plat2s.

Rails.
of Invoice. Nanse of Ship. _________________ _________________ _________________
Tonnage.
No.
Tonnage.
No.
No.
Tonnage.

Screws.

Spikes.

Bolts and Nuts.

No,

Tonnage.

o
No.

c

Nacre

etor.

1)J?j

[ml.
lOritIsh Colic- ISSS 30817 220 ...
I'alriareh.... 1130 250 2 2 2 ....
Ssnyrna .... 1302 200 221 ....
454 1000 isio ....
Qambrian
1' rL ire 625
5711° ....
24
333180..
14,, ..AnnDutllie., 484 10003)0 ....
.....
101030
472
..hia,vIcoshalry.
,,
26
05212
42
18351)'.. thllogue
2017 010 .....
05
28Aug... Leander
3171118

"

Per Ton, of Arrival.

Total CosL

j

I

Ltd.
347 1 0
2115 0
3710 2
101610
32 010
21
18101
10

£ ad.
27600 6 3
160018 5
302512 1
845113
7.393108
172574
151115
85810

83101'

2452

1026129

8774

25184
35 5 6
18276
2(102
3826
17123
25 12 10
8139
1747
81
8158
17 15 1
38 1:3

310386 112
1.30 1 11
1505 18 10
876171,
500015
11391911 112 011
150 110
15053810
74
750197
132 (35
1100 14 3
306198.3790
74199
784115
31981998561011
37103
367524
7500
75797
149193
1504
224 9 4
219915 7
,( 48
1082
4586
44529
34 18 5
149 10
1805 13 7
150 8 W
''
1871511
44 10 0
1.0021910
851311
37418 6
3674 411

1653
21 13 7
75 17 1
10411
21123
10
10 4 6
582
10 16 7
81116
584
10 16 7
21183
132 8 5
6133
20 12 10
21 14
2726
54 3 1

1258 110
1712 19 10
0110185
1295 06
1(12155
862 84
1254 18 0

834213 8
2160 0 6
2591108
864142

87 741611av.
8 11 21 22 Jnh\'.
8146+ 7
812 8 29
8112
5
8
8 7 7 20 lucre.
87 73151u1s'
8771163mm.
87 7 27Apr11.
878 313n1v.
811 2k1oAug.
8112+ 19Aug.
8 7 74 29Jnly.
877429,
8 11 49 22 Aug.
8 12 s4 5 Sept.
812 ofr — Jur,e.
8 7 7 Tn"
dripped at
Melbourne
8 7 74 261n1y.
812 8 lSAue
812 8&10
81291 7Sept.

£ ad.
£ eli. £ s.d. 580
19 9
8
21223 1 10 2143
17)5 9
15011
150016 0
.9iig
'2 0 9
206216 7
} 17
741178 '75 16
22547 ,52 910
228265
3004
1401510
1917189
3134
11145
1329147
17
7539
754 711
1426 10 6

142 511

7 7 0
Guest&Oo.......... 7 12 0
.... 7
,,
.... 7
,,

29511511
190019 2
2280191
76005

299 3 3
187
225 ill
7508

0810 3
44 7 7
5350
18104

4 4 3
27 111
32103
10160

770
SocIdteCockerflh,
Guest&Co.......... 7120
.... 7120
7120
770
Societdcoekerihi
.....

3991
70065
790130
70107
18357

400
7808
7806
0193
15121

124
1819
1870
1160

0117
10169
1154
101

.....
I

45470094821464692
I

Freight.

Tonnage.

tsd
T.c.q.lbs
T.c.q.lba
T.e.q.lba
T.c.q.Ths
T.c.q.lbs
1878.
G,sost&CO.......... 7 9 6
Brought forwanl.. 13179 2899 5 1 21 04092 817 11 1 3 ..
010 20015 2 2 ....
Jihanvar
712 0
.. Chiniborazo.. 1590 350 7 121 .....
22
783
.,,
7120
456 1001 310 ....
18,, .. Ravenswood
7120
......
,,
26 .....Ernto ........ 1366 30060
..,. 7
....
OReS.., Menlo... .......910 199142
.,,. 7100
,,
6, ..1hin.ylon.. 7901741014 ...
5 ,, ..l4adstoek.... 450 100505 ...
SoeidtdCockerill.. 170
18 7.
—Oct.. itsjah .........004 1941 228 ...
.... 770
, Co. ...... 7 10 0
—liar... Ilarla..........694 150222 ...
Guest &
'' V ' 739
25
. , Ivindensere . 010 200 2 2 0 ...
0
7120
..JolinNiehohs,i 3185 700200 ...
15
7106
11Apr30.. Sherrir ........(184 14910 320 ...
7
910 200220 ...
(2andida
17
0919 822 ...
Soeidtd tocleerihl .. 7 7 0
456
8 .....iledfordsllirL
.... 770
...
27 Mar. . . Ninevelr . . . . 705 1 15 o
770
4018 210 ...
27,, .. \VooRahra.. 233
.,
770
9919216 ...
,
Salamis..., 469
27,,
770
2221 470106 ...
27,, ., Garoscue
7106
60017
....
2April..ltenn,s ........230
,,
7
00193
.....
S0Mar... Aesaye ........480
908 10910017 ...
lUNar...,,
7 7 0
SoeiaCoekeri1
a ....
8April.. Sam,Plimsohl 1109 209
.... 770
601111 ...
Cuest & Co.......... 7 10 0
8,, ..SIrenir ........279
.. WaRaeeTo'vn 910 199 15 0 27 ...
10
, . . 7)20
919 200 7 8 0 ...
14 May . . Cotojulso
,
.. 7 7 0
1138 '2507314 ...
SoeietlCoekerill
18,, .. Aeonmgua
23Apr11.. Cuzeo ....... 2305 49017 328 ...
23 ,,..
411)'..
24,, ..
30,, ..

Invoice Cost.

{ 356

2410

76726408075148183413111391

ted.

418

837184
3988183
41962
8.5613
173174
2808 2 5
607107
1712 1 3
130 11 0
21152 83
4180 0 5

4536
80487
89804
8068

lJass.

885kV
812o1o ''
812s18
8181 220et.
27 Nov.

H

1740
8774087

1878.

8 8 84 11 Nay.
812 8 IlMarchi.
8 sliAlaNay.
812 813
81201 5
8128427
8112
SJisne.

I

No. 5 con finucd—RETUIIN of
Tote

Ship.

From whom purchased.

MISCELLANEOUS AETICLES

Desiptiost

Tonnage.

st
°n

imported for the Great Southern and Western Lines—continue,..
st each.

T.e.q.Ths.s.d
£s.d
1877
i it 6
17 Sept... Star of China ... TImes. Turton & Sons... too carriage B. springs
So to 0
Windsor Castle... Beer, Peacock, & Co... 3 prs. dup. leading wheels
is ,,
... Bobt.Stopliensou&Co. 3 ,, tenderwlieels
44 6 8
zOet....
............................ 113 0 0
eugino do
3
0 17 II
13 Sept ..1 Peterborongli ... Midland Waggon Co... 504 Curt's axle boxes
... Ibbot,soiiBros.&Co.... forrulesteel ......................2 I o,6 2310 0
26.,
,,
16 3 0
2 Oct. .. Sarah Nicholson.. StaffordshireW.&A..Co. 200 pairs wlseelsand axles
0 7 2
rriageelotli
17 n
I WindsorCast.le... John Labron ............. 545*yds.
26,,
Loeliec ............ .TavlorBros.&Co ....... bariron(Tl) ....................1182823 So
12
.............. Kirkstalol"orgeCo. ... Yorkshireiron ................713 112 21 9 0
2 15 10
.................... BowlingironCo. ....... izconierplates
30,,
Alex. Pnt.liie ....... Fried Xrupp ............ 252 C.S. tyres .......................................3 7 i
2 ,,
2 10 0
10 ,,
Lamersnoor ....... West.inghooseBrakeCo..So couplings a nd hose
17 10 0
30 ,,
Loelmec ............. P.Slmaft and A.-tree Co. 50 prs. carriage wheels audi
axles.
16 4 3
.............. SLafl'ordshiroW.&A.Co. iooprs.W.whcels and axles
30
17 10 0
do
13 Nov... Haddington ....... P.SirnftandA..-treeCo. so ,, C.
16 4 3
do
StaffordshireW.&A.Co, ieo ,, W.
12
16 3 0
do
... 200 ,,
oOeb.... Midlotl,iasi
,
0 17 ii
....... Midland By. Carriage 400 Carr's axle boxes
,,
3' ,,
and Wn.ggon Co.
....... Chas.Canirnell&Co.... ,600volatesprings ..............................0 5 0
216 0
,Tolin Davis &Son ....... 2steasnguoges
23,,
Evelyn
....... T.Cowdy .................. . 7ticketnippers .....................................0 3 7
SNov
6 ,,
1[oddington ........Midland By. Carriage 396 Carr's axleboxes ...............................0 17 II
and Waggon Co.
6
.S
P.Shaftond A..tree Co. 32 prs. carriage wheels and
30 Oct
axles, 3 ft. 6 in.
0 14 5
15 Nov... Carnegi.. ......... .'fI,os. Turton &. Sons,.. 724 waggon bearing springs
0 3 14
6 ,,
)faddington . ...... Jns. M'Ilwrnith & Co. 416}yds. woollen felt
Americanelotlu
0231
... 144.,
,,
009
...SgrossAnsericanbu.ttons
....... Fairbanks & Co ........ ... 3 weigh.bridgcs .....................................99 0 0
,,
IS 8 6
16
Carnegie .......... StaffordslmireW.&A.Co IoU pre. carriage wheels and
axles.
12,000 ferrules ......................... .......... . £6 '1kM
TImes. Turton &. Sons
20 ,,
362 buffer springs ...................................0 15 7
,
Britannia Buffer Co.
30 ,,
,Tol,nBrown&Co.........724volute do ...................................024
20,,
900 waggon do ...................................0 12 9
8 Dec
Cedric the Saxon Thos. Ttirton & Sons
16 4
StnffordsliireW.&A.Co 50 prs. wheels and axles
30 Nov
The Paced
9 crank axles ....................................... 233 19 5
6 Dec...ChristianaThonupson 'Vickcrs, Sons, & Co.
....................................... 9800
Glengairn ........ .. lIeyer,Feacock,&Co.2
6n
27 Nov... Juno ................ Midland fly. Carriage 400 Carr's axle boxes.............................. 0 17 II
and Waggon Co.
120
...2oSBeattie'sdO
..............................
,,
Carried forward

Freight.

Invoice Cost.

£s.d.

£s. Cl.

To

llsh
Ls.d

£s.d.

6 3 7
6 0 2
157 6 4
241 10 0
8 iS 2
5 13 1
133 0 0
8 0 0
5 8 6
8 io 5 12 17 8
339 0 0
451 TO 0 21 0 4 17 I 4
uS 3
48 ôio
2 3 9
3230 0 0 163 2 6 120 II II
195 13 6
, 0 0
5 5 5
4528
2011
190
51411
611 5
164 9 6
019 0
'12 IJ
3310 2
17 5
7 13 6 31 20 3
200 0 0
I 0 0
7 IS 3
875 0 0 38 12 9 32 10 9

8
2 10 3
2 10 0
2 15 II
2 8 1
0 44
iS 15 0
0 0 7
0410
019 2
0 3 2
4 14 2
0 0 6
4 16 7

170 3
258 ii
148 IS
363 4
491 19
3532 9
201 19
4817
17725
36 5
918 15
208 15
951 0

1621
875
1621
3230
358

9 1 3
4 i6 7
9 I 3
36 5 0
2 7 8

1763 8 8
951 0 0
1763 16 7
3531 910
391 5 4

5

0

0

Sio

020

0
0

0

16 10

0

26 17

0
0
0

6

400 0
512
I 5
354 15
SS

72 50
38 12
72 10
145 0
16 13

5 0

0

0

0
0

8
3

522

0 2
13 II
i6io 0
060
297 0 0
1842 tO 0
So

iSo

0

0

282 1 3
8406
573 15 0
Sio 12 6
1205 15 0
19600
358 6 8
228160
22,693 2

Led

t.

st.

6o 12 5
32 50 S
0 61 0 4
0120 410
6 13 17 6 .
9

1419 7

3

7
6

2 12 II

6

22

4

3 7

0

1

4

1

0 14 5
003
Charges
82 10 o

7 5
7 0 9
14 1 10 15 IC
3 12 1
3 10 1
22 6
21 i6 3
36 5 0 30 12 5
8 14 10 44 18 0
'81
7123
i6 9 0 13 17 5
0

2

5213

0

9
2251111
5
6
525 6,o
023 3 8
3
4
9

4241310
7 0 I
1 510
386 S 6
640

Ls.d.Is.d.t

9
6
6

1

5 0

AnmnI.

14
86 3
49 12
121 I
0 19
I

0

to

1578.
29 Jan.
17

10

4
6* 16
15,,
20
17
0 7 4
24Feb.

3
3
2
19

0 5
12 II
12 2
0 5

17 12
19 0
17 12
1713
0 19

17
24

S

5
9

1

2 5 April.
25
4Mar.

7

11

0

5 3
310 0
0 3 S
0 19 7

11

27Fob.
25 April.

20 0 2

,

2
0 15 7
19 17 2
2 12 10
563 2 1
0 4 It 25
o i o
86 3 7
3 15 s
079
002
025*
17 12 4
002
001
o66.............0010
paid by consignor
297 0 0
99 0 0
2
20 0 6
68 6 0
9 7 6 2002 13 6

1
1

3 901

1

0 is
0 0
13 10

IS 12 II
I 13 3

7 10

0 13

Cost each.

817 0

0
0

3 ii
4 7
0 10 3
12
3
4
4 io 8
I I I0

036
2 7 8
1

5 4 841 13 2 134

16
9

188 12 1.......... .£1514 4 Al.
0 16 4
294 15 8
026
912211
621 9 TO
0 13 10
I
17 12 10 31 Mar.
882 0 7
140 1 1
4 April.
1260 9 8
8,,
205 310........... 1021111
0 19 7
2 May.
391 0 9
24646

2 24,570 9 It

138

,,

No. 5 continucd—PETuntc of MISCELLnZ0VS A1LTICLES imported for the Great Southern and Western Lines—contintwa.
'If

Ship.

From whom purehrtled.

1877
5 Dec.... Juno . .............. . Westinghouse's Brake
Co.
30 Nov... Nortbnsn .......... Patent Shaft & Axle•
tree Co.
Dlinrwar
,,
j7Dec... GoldeuFlecee... FriedKrupp .... .... .....
Stratliearii
Elliott's Metal Co. ...
17 ,,
1878.
4 Jan...{
Midle.nd Railway Car,,
1877.
singe & Waggon Co.
28Dee...
,,
Loch EUro
Sos. MJlwraith & Co.
24 ,,
1878.
Golden
fleece
...
Smith, Peacock, &
I Jan...
Tannett.
,,
1,,
.
1,,

5,,
1877.
20Dec,
1878.
21 Jan...
1877
29 Dec...
1878.
28 Jan...
13 Feb...
20 ,,
17 Jan...
17,,
17 1,
17 ,,
15 Feb
g ,,
22 Jan...
22
22,,
22,,
io
14 Feb...
4Mar...
41,
15 ,,
22
23 .,

Description.

Brought forward...... I
20 hoso and couplings
50 pl7s. C. utheels and axles

Tonnage.

"ar

1'.e.q.1bs.L.&

Cost each.

Ls.d
2 20 0

,,

17100
do
5oe.s.tyres ........................................ 611
1500 brass boiler tubes
I 8 2

367 4 9
21 '6 '6

875

3812913304

I

2 0

324Cnrr's
do
0
100 wnggon eoversi ..................................3 12
1

ry. wheel turning lathe

6

440 0 0

,,

Jns.M'llwndth &Co. 4oófryds.Woollcflhcit

........... . StaffordshireWheel & 50 prs. c. wheels and'axles
Axle Co
I
Ascalou ............. Chas. Cammell & Co. 704 waggon buffers

,,
,,
Salasnis .............
lvnahoc ............

Ninoveli.............
Snlanns .............
John Nicholson...
.,
Windcrmcrp .......
.Assayc
Candida ............

0 31o}
iS
r

Curried forward

321

00

4 0

16

31

9j

330 0 0
42000
27 0 0
7813 8
7815 2
921

6

924 0 0

5 0

32 10 8

7 7 14 1 il
I 9. 78 13 7

10 II

7

2905013107
362 TO o Paid by
consignor.
440 0 0 20 5 0

8 6

Chns. Churchill & Co.1 i act, drills ..................... I
39 II I
CItes. Cainnwll &. Co. ioo Lug. volute springs ...
0 15 64]
Samuel, Osborne & Co.' Swedish springstrel ..........7 0 3 19 i6 0 0
Thos.Turton&Sons... 400. bcnringspriugs ..............................115 0
0 12 9
I
,
.550w.
do
017 6
... iob.boxdo
iso carriage bulling springs
2 4 0
,,
., 25ocan'iagebearihigsprings1
...
1 5 5
,,
Uird,Dawson, &Hnrdy Lowmoor bar iron ........... 6 1 2 2 20 4 7
iloopes & Tonishead Hexagon nuts ................. 0 19 I 0 43 9 6
,,
Boilerrivets .................. 91201929
,,
Bolts ............................10103374
Steelscre*s ...................7 2 0 0 211 3
'Vickera,Soas,&Co. ...135ot.vres............................................5 4 9
Henry :Baynton ... ......I 96 dozen carriage door loeksI
10/9 'J)'doz
StaffordshircW,&A.Co.- 100 pra e. wheels and axles
IS 5 6
x6 I 9
,,
300W.
do
2800 0 0
Beyer, Peacock, & Co 6 goods engines
do. ...... ..............................2780 0 0
,,
6 lThss.
Sir J. W]iitwortb, ....... x drillingaadboriagsnachine
157 0 0

Alto
otai.

Ls.d.ILs.d
Lad. Led. Ltd. Led.
22693 2 3 901 5 4 841 13 2 134 9 2 24570 9 II
0 10
50 0 0
2 10 2
0 0 3
53 0 5'
38 12

292 ljcattie's axle-boxes

Coper

Total Cost.

es.

875 0 0

BraIn

Miu-y-don ......... .
Earl Dalhousie.,
,,
...
,,
,,
,

Freight.

17 20 0

isereweulting do
330 0 0
...
rptauingsisaehine .............................. 42000
2 5 0
... J.B.Edu,ondsoa ........12t]cketdltiugprcsses
Strnt.hearn .......... FriodKrupp ............ ..i6e.s.tyres ........................................413 4
,,

Invoice Cost.

GD

14 3
iS,
010
310

9
0

0
0

119 1
41 5

0

46 17 2

12 8

2

4 iG

7

4 16 7
2 011
2 17 2
0

i8 4

951 0

1878.

Led.

2 13 0

0

19 0 5

2 May.
- March.

95198
190 yirMay.
39914 41 .......... 71911 3
2229 8 to........... 1 9 9 28 April.
345 2

I

5

31668
372 0 8

0196*
14 5 3

271

3 8

11401
9 I 3

0

15 10 9

1

17 6

477 13 3

477 13 3

II 1811
15 1 6 6
212 o1
3 5 3

I 13 3
1150
0 0 2
0 8

357 15 11
455126
29 2 2
8517 8

3571511
455182 6
2
6
5 7 4 2SApril.

I I

84 3 7

3

8

p

34 5 10

5

34 11

6 13 10

5

3

2

1001 19 0
1012

2

5

3 May.

0 4 2
I

20 0 9 13 May.
I S

I 18 2. 0 0 2
41 19 5
41 19 5 17
39 II I 0 10 0
i6 7* 22 July.
1 14 4
0 4 II
83 2 8
77 13 S
3 9
112 14 9
6
124 13 II 17 13 II
0 17 7
4
4 '8
217 6
117 5
6813 4
219 0
6
7416 5
3411010196513186.255
37712
0138*
ois 8.
1451310
6 8 8
6 0
15818 2
015 5
2 7 1
236 13 6 11 3 0
258 18 10
i 6
11
9 15 9
31719 4
I 7 1
115 2
338 6 o
4 41
5 7 2] r
i6 June,
122 i8 6
133 iS 4 22 0 10
5 6 4
4 iS 4j 0 15 2
41 16 11
46 8 i 48 4 3
3 10 o! o 16 21 0 5 0
a
1149
0190
19212 521 461
1 73 13 8 16o
2150
37943700
014S1 040
33 15 8
iS 310
1 8 9
0 9
20 4 7 217 0
0 2 5
19781810
183315 0 6717 g 68 i6 4
8
513 I 20
0 10 Oj
51 12 0
2 6
11/4 iJ' doz. ,6
0 0 31
54 8
1827 10 0 103 6 6- 82 2 I 10 6
2023 4 10
20 4 8 , July.
4826502727101216169273953421341 ......... 117162
11
Paid by'eonsigeor......r6800 0 0...........2800 0 0 22
x6Soo o o
,668o 0 0...........2780 0 0 19 Aug.
i668o 0 0
,
157 0 0
6 7 6
6 1 5
0 8 6
16g 17 5
169 17 5 1
75077 17 11730 9 11k596 10 3 225 14 21 86o ii 5

No. 5 oomtinued—REIinax of MiSCELLANEOUS ARTICLES imported for the Great Southern and Western Lines—comtinued.
Date
of
lnvce.

Ship.

From whom purchascil.

Description.

Tonnage.

c

Cost each.

Invoice Cost.

Freight.

v

,

Total Cost..

peon.

Cost each.

P.e.qibsJs.dH £s.dJ
£s.d. £s.d.
I
£s.d.'s.d.'s.d.
878
I
s.cHs.d.'
Brought forward ........................................................75077 17
1 1 7309 11 1596 10 3225 14 2 78630 IT 5
22 Mar.., Jerusalem .......... Po,itifcx & Wood ....... 59 copper plates ......................................'2
6
736
2
0
26
19
0
1
2
9
3 5
9
13 2 2
9
773 7 2
aS,,
Earl])alliousic ... Low&Daff ............ .Islidelatlse .......................................7040
7040
017 6
2,8 5
03 9
7438
743 8
14 ,,
, Candida ............. Beyer, Peacock, &Co...} i dup. bogio frame .............................. 200
0 0 I 200 0 0
4 12 0
0
7
19
0 5 9
212
16
212 iO 9
9
.., 2p:LircnginclIrivlugw.&ayJas
130 0 0
260 0 0
5 15 0 10 8 9
0 10 01 276 13 9
138 6 io
.2
,,t.railiugdo
12200
24400
586
9100
259 13 3
129167
0 14 9
.2,,
bogic do
.5000
10000
264
3196
026
10684
5342
... 6 ,,
,, tender do
50 0 0
300 0 0
6 iS 6 II 15 6
0 II 2
319 5 2
53 4 2
.., lsotseng.tenderB,springs
joS 00
2119
15400
420
0311
114188
3794
,,
.. lscteonnectiog rods and'
'4200
4200
oiô 9
176 098
441311
44
bmsscs
n
... iset coupling rods and I
2500
2500
0116
oiS 6
021 I 26121
2612'
brasses
I
....lsetoeccnt.riestraps and,
4500
4500
1100 0(03 47 1 7 9
47179
0 17 6
rods.
a
11000 2146
...Irpaireyiiiide.................................1W 00
026
11713
11713
..
2,. engiiieloadiug.wheels
Soio o 161 00 2188 443
5155
o66
17007
8503
Laxles
I
,,
... 2 pair engiiiedr ring-wheels
200 0 0
400 0 0
0 16 3 422 8 7 .......... 211 4 3
7 5 6 146 10
& axles.
2 pairengine trailing-wheels1
So 'a 0 161 0 0 2 18 8 5 15 5 0 6 6 170 0 7 ,
85 0 3
&a.XIes.
,,
...9pairongtcnd.-sv.&axles....
5000
45000
8391629 0183 47549'
52 16 1
...3setsbearingsjsrmgs
4500
23500
292: 41610
056
142(16
47106
a
... lICruppS.C.axles
125 0 0
250 0 0
411 0
819 5
010 2, 264 0
132 0 4
it
4 200
..jrset eonncetingrodsnd
4200
0 15 4
110 1 017 44707
4470
I
brasses.
.,.'set coupling rods iand
4800
4800
0 III 50
0 17 8
50140
1 14 5
brasses.
.,
.. iseteccentriestraps and
4500
4500
o,6 6
1122
0110
47106
47106
rods.
I
.,
... ipaireylinders ....................................
'
105 0 0
105 00
itS 3 315 4 0 4 3
1101710 .......... 1101710
iS ,,
Earl D,,llso,isie., 'Wesl.inghouse Brake Co 5o automatic parts...................................S 0 0
400 0 0
2 2 0 15 0 4
0 3 3 417
............ 8 6 ii
16
Wallaeetown ....... Fried JCrupp ............. s000.s.tyros ..............
.....
*9
6 to
7 9 6
747 12 10
7 18 11
9 10
4 3 4
794 12 101
29,,
Staff. Wlseel&A,xleco. 3opairswheelsalldnxies ...l
16 4 3
486
6 2115 0 iS 7 7
214 sI 529 4 6
171210
22.,
Jerusalo,n ......... FricdiCrupp ............. i3oe.s.t.vres .............................6 310
*9
14
80416 4J35'7'o
6
S54i8
6n 7
4
9
20 April.I Jonathan C]sace..' Vim. Scilars & Co....... i ttsrntnbl....................................272 14 II
272 14 II 32 4 9 10 14 0
I 11 5 317 5 I
317 5 1
18 ,,
Cansisrian Prima,,.. Thsrra,sd & Lund ...... 24 silver watches .........................
0
174
0 0 2 3 10 2 9 0 0 0 8 178 13 6
7 5
7 8 IT
24 clock..........................,
19 6
1 i6 2 2 0 3 0 0 7 147 5 0'
'4 8 0
6 2 8
20 May.1 Thos.Stephens... Eros.glstonCopperco... 92eoppertllbes ............................05
6
4315
010 0' 117 3, 0 I 2
46
.......... 010 0
3
S
1230110. Centurion .......... Tuck&Co............... Patentpacking ...............'210 0 613217
33210 4
3
35014 2 (40 2 8
5 7 7 II 8 71 0 7 8
14 ,,
Thos. A. Goddard Jackso,, & Sharp Co....1 Set dUplicitIes for America,,
332
14
332
14 5 45 19 10 , 12 8 1 0 19 10
5
392 2 2
I
I cars.
I
29 May... Cimba ............ N.fl. Rubber oo. ...... Pateittpaelcing ............... 0
223138
8
67
i
215 2
0 1 7
9
7
71 5 5114617,0
3 6
5
31 July..1 carasarthen Castle,. Bcver, Peacock & Co.,.i 6 goods engillos ....................
2800 0 0 i6Soo 0 0
Paid by consignor '
i6800 0 0
2800 0 0
24 ,Tune. Mantle ............. Sir 3. Wlutwortli&Co. 2 drilling oud boring ma157 0 0
314 0 0 12 14 6 11 iS 3
1 3 10 339 i6 .. 169 IS
clusies
Carried forward........................................100034 7 7 120.T I 0 11855 14 2 250
6 104141 6
' Not inspected.

Date
An.al.

1878.
22 July.
11

I

Aug.

22 July.
22AlIg.

.,

223111y.
25 Sept.
3,,
26
Oet.

14

3oSept.
7 Nov.
ix

11

I

C

the Great Southern and Western Lines—continued
No. 5 conhinued—RKTUEN of MISCELLANEOUS ARTICLES imported for
Date
of
Invoice.

Ship.

From whom 1,urchas.

DescriptiOn.

Tonnage.

Cost
per Ton.

27
26 Jul
8,,
II

16 Au
7"
7',
16
24 Sep
17
i6 An

Invoice Cost.

dght.

English
Charges.

Colonial
Chafgca.

Tothi Cosh

£ s. d.
£ s.d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
2 01:S
14 2 250 3 6 104141 6
100034 7
00
Brought forward .........................
'0415
8
400 o 1 8
0 14 0
'00 0 01
0 20 0
200 cylinder springs
2
2
2
15
10 1
cjarmarthen castle (leo. Spencer & Co. .... Bar
14
17
2
2
494
17
46o
9
20
16
IT
9
1
I
22
and angle iron ..........22
2
212
Uaronno .......... Taylor Bros. & Co. .... 5 sets
0 010
0
718
0
10
3
203
13
0
40
14
5
7
twist drills .............................
Canllartheil Castle Chas. Churchill & Co
013 9
0.13 91
898 0 0 26 IS 9
0
3
149
I. 962 2 3
33 2 8
]tnoerdale .......... Pairhairn, Kennedy, & 6 hathes ..........................................
Naylor
iSS 4 4
0 3 6
iSo 0 0 1 4 7 6i6 3
90 0 0
.....................................54000
Lord ICinsutird ... Bayer, Peacock, & Co.. 2 crank axles and
I 4 2
o 12 1 7 10 11 5
303 17 2
250
slinavii
UuU!',".."I''..'-............... ...
onlll.11,
machines.
Tansiel,t
268 16 5
IT
2
0
6
2 19
255 17
9 12
42 12 II
3027 6
Leander.... ........ .Tnngye Bros. ............ .6 special ptisops ..............
00
173
jo
0
29
N. ljritisla Rubber Co. óoo springs ....................
6 6
6 6i} o S
275 59
37
18 7 11
l29018 9
Pont.ifcx & Wood ........15 copper plates..............
{ ,0
566 3 5
rx6
1814 7
64 II
431 0
431 0 10
Metnnon .......... l3urnbam. Perry, Wil Set dup. park Auscrioa,
engine.
hams, & Co
114 4 7
0 11
4 19
104 II
4 I 11
5 22 . °
15
472 IS 6
Cuzeo ............. 'Yiios. Turton &. Sons Spring steel
o8
161311
14
15
0
440
220
.
........
Tatfalgar . ........ ..Smiths, Beacock, and 2 shaping snachincs
Tanu ,tt.
0 0
10
1 20 1
59 5 7
1 2 (2
65
Thosnpson, Sterno, & 50 i.e. bearing springs .....
Co.
46 6
0 3
I 17 31
I 7 61
42 iS
0
Hereford ...... .... a. :l3il, loins, & Co Lowmnoor anglo iron ........ I II I 2fl 27 6
150 0 11! 2002 14 2 262 6 I 108256 i6 Io
T.c.q.1bs. Z s.d

is Jut

Oo each.
£

A.

d.

Cost per
Ton.

Cost

cK

£ s. d.
22 8

010 6
42 8 5
962 16 0

of

Arrival.
1578.
yNov.
23 Sept.
7Nov.
15

942 2 57
ii'S 7 17j,
44161 27,,
i o 27
29 8 4 27
27 Dec.
24

0

. .....
29 9

Indent of 150 Steel Ci'ossings and Switches for Great Southern and western Extensions, May, 1877.
,i6o 12 6
4 tó 1 1224 19 71
6
5 6 26 5 6
.................................15
4,6 I 1224 6 8
2513
x6 Nov.. Carnegie ..........Vickers, Sons, & Co.....75 es. Crossings
6
12
ix6o
6
7
6
5
.................................i
,,
... 75
,,
25 2 4 1324 5 11
6 Dec... Ccdrir.lheSoxonJ
5 0 89 i6 0 27 2 7 1I72
... .................................15 19 0 1196
132740
iS Nov.. Northbrook .... ..Baososnes & Itapier ... 75 sets switches
16
5
11965091155
27
...........................15190
,,
,,
.75
roDec. OoldenFleece...
4713 15 1 248 2 51 106 17 I 32 1 8 5100 16 2
Indent for Material, (Jylinders, &c., for Bridge over Macquarie, at Wellington, dated May, 1677.
731 14 3 7 9
.
598 10 9 97 14 3 23 4 11 12 4 4
.hinder segments...........97 14 I 7 6 2 6
.......55
IT April Windenscro .......Stockton Iron Co.
1237 i6 7 202 2 II 47 17 5 26 6 2 1514 2 1
6
2
6
I
3
iS
202
119
o
,,
6671074!!
...
tterewe
ii
27
803 2 61i
Boitsantlnuls ....... ..........93023600. ......... ...54193
,,
76219 2 710 2
9May..Brsningtolt
621 6 i 101 8 9 24 0 I 15 4 3
6
6
2
0
S
.......10'
76cyhiiidcrsegsnents
4Jorle. Maude ..............,,
727 6ji iiSI5 0 28 9 5 1726 3 892 7 7 720 3
,,
118150 0 6.a 6
76
2244 16 10 197 2 6 86 i6 l 19 12 3, 2548 7 8 z6 4 10
4
1
24
6
1
................i6
iS
5
Superstructure
13 10 7 7 3m
31 Jnly . Ennerciale ...........&ndrow Handyside&Co
I 263 0 2
4 i6 9 10 7 4 5 9 71 322
...................43 16 2 22 6 0 0
so1537135
20 ......Lord Kionaird ... Stockton Iroui Co........31 SegolCntS
884
1 1010 0127: 036
6o0
...................I8o6
,,
I
.,
29Aug..Jllereford .........I
& 217 18 5 27 9 3
54 16 3 16 3 7
I 3052 S i 357
13 17 10
9 Oct... Trafalgar ..........Andrewllandysido&Co Superstructure ................219 14 0 iS
125 7 0 10403 3 Ii
888 1.3 0 11127 20 9 341 13
LI
21

23 Nov.
1 19 3 30 Dec235
3 Si 30Dec.
7,,

16 6 S 2 April.
i6 6 6 '
17 13 2 9 Marc]
17 13 II 3 MO)',

22 July
5 Sept
i6

n Nov.
II

'5
17
yDcc.
30 11

No. 5 continued—JLrrunx of 1\IrscELLncEoljs ARTICLES imported for the Great Northern Lines —continued.
Date
of
Invoice.

Ship.

From 'vlsons purchased.

Description.

It

Tonnage.

cost
per tosi.

Invoice cost.

Co1OniITQt

Freight.

i cost

Cost per

Cost each.

Aef

l.

£

s.djcs.d.
£
d.Jes.d.les.d.l1S7s.
s.ds.d.
1
8
206
10
0
1
14
10
3-4
4
6
i Jan.
7 iS 4 .......... 216 3 2
1523
15231 0 10 0
112
16135
56335
r8Mar.
0
604193'
ôii
...........
5123165
6357184144
16jnn.
80 13 3
1618,01
0 i
54
1 61
011 0'
'
3
8
o o 221[
!)
0 0
o 1 9! 13 S
0 2 9 0 13
.......... 14 '! 111
S...........
0
1 102!
o 7 3
56 4 01
2 9 4
5815 4
0 7 7427l,Cb.
073
236
247
075
5210
01750
211 ..........
lApril..
4S44'34 28
4555
3
23 6
28 0 1
I 1 31 1 5 7!
..........
9fl 2 _ 8
297 0 0' 17 15
318 '
coG 6 6 25
S
99 0 0
4
0 210t 1092! 05007p 4 511
1155 1
03 3'} 21'sfnv.
0
1
6
9S9170 44210 421951
77 6 14.Tn!y. 1
10761931
0 150 97 151 7 0 0 '6
1 30
159 5 7 .............0 0 10
7
. 1681 30 10..............r 8 0 29
' 6 S 1602 15
18 14 1 60 I 61
o o 8 280 16 63! I 11 0 10 19 3
293 6
0 0 9 1
79000
864u5........... 864125
Nov.
79000,565421 37183'
12 5 0
0 10 0 2 0 0
51 10 01
12 17 6
49 0 0

C. q. ilil

1877.
to Sep...j Rajait .......... Beyor, Peacock, & Co. 6 copper plates ...............
25 July..j Ri1ilto ........... 't'assgye Bros. ...... .......' boiler prover ..............
Ponhifex & Wood ....... Copper plates and bolts
— Sep l'cterborough
l'rinee Louis..... hyde, Archer, &- Co.... 200 yards brown laco........
28
,,600 yards seaming and
pasting lace.
150 gross daisy tufts ........
John Lnljrou ............. 154 yards carriage cloth
'7 Oct ..j
Geo. Salter & Co. ....... 6 Gross springs ..............
t
52 33cc... Carnegie ........ hiird,littwson, &Ilardy' 6 plates (Lowmoor) .........
.
ylor Bros. & Co ...... .12
11 ......,,
.
2 Nov... JLddington ..... krban
i
ks & Co........... weigh-bridges ..............
14 Dec... Juno .............. Tnngye Bros. .......... .. 72 valve seats and buffers...
1878.
5 ,Fas, . . . C-lands ........... Fried knipp ..............'46 es. tyres ..................
22 Feb.,.
Patent Ferrule Co..... 4,000 ferrules .................
23
Slienir ........... Elliott's Metal Co.....1,200 brass tubes ............
30 Msr,.. Syria .............. Patent Ferrule Co. .... S,000 ferrules ..................
29 May... Caroline ..........
Eli os. Brassey & Co.....x boo boiler .. ................
25 Jtine.. Caranarthen Use Tangyeros.
l3
& Hol,nan 4 154011 traversing jacks
tie.
6 64on hydraulic jacks......
13 Aug... Hereford ........ izsd, Dawson, & Hnrdv iron plates, rirebs, &e.......

Cost each.

S.

50 0 19

d.

;'

S

I 13

3 3 23

15

0

29 1

17

I

29 1

5

0 0

30 0 0
0 6 °
312 1O9 13 5

i
11

...........

19 51

.

IOlt!

31 10 0
334 3 1131

! 588.3

z S

5

0

7Dec.

65

Indents for 54 C.S. Crossings and 14 sets Switches, for renewals, Great Northern Line, 20th September, 1878.
1878.
I
IS Mnr... Slanivor .........Viekers Sons & CO*
J. Armstrong & Co.
26 .,
,,

. crossings ....................................13 19 4.
cs.
14 sets switches ....................................12 4 21I

754 5
17019

0
01
4 01

40 7 11
2127

21 x6a.....
8'6 S ,i
41511
19706

925

61 to 6' 26

14 II

1878.
15 2 4t —Sept.
14 I 5;

1013 9 5

C;'

No. 6.
RETUnN of Rolling Stock on Eand on the Railways of New South Wales, 31st December, 1878.

Pasengcr Stock.

Locomotives.

Good, Stock.

I

NamcsofRAilws.

Southern and Western ...........................14

26 48

118

I

6 20 68

32 3

.,. 16

Tota3onistDecernler, 1877

IS Si

59

Increase .........................610

138

161

I

13

2

41

27

6

20 68

3
6 20 117

8

716

Decrease ........................................................... *1 ...
Two

1

2

3

136 2,280

206

9

98 1,476

t182

6

24

51

H

44

25 40 40

2

28 25

446

116

I

1

20

1

9

5

202

1877

6

6

12

70 38

43

19

162

42

2

48

.

5 98 ',84

262

1

1

6...

1

72

26 15

9

254

Northern ..............................................41121

51

226

Totalon3rstDceember, 2878.......iS 67 69

Southern and Western ............................i4 50 I 38

H

4

36

II

2

8 .... 48

21

orthcn, ...........................................4

I

10

378 . 6 112

72 105

248 .34

26 15

38

64 52

I

I

578 183

ii

85 3.413 13.945

...

38 61

10

37 2,119 2,469

2H. 3422

1

.

24

145

137

11900

206

8 j ...

...

a

22

352

3

26

52

112

380
15 ........

.

.

1 2 ,997
7961 948

...

424

70 38

42 2,617

10

39

5

114

131

I04I8 4040

19 12

.....

lI

72

83

11

,xoGxoo

...

43

43

6871 827

So 2,806 3,296

,6o

649

...

Goods Engines were destroyed at Emu Plains in 1878. Twenty-two B Waggons were transferred to G.N.R.in 5nnnary, 1878; five were transposed to Ballast Woggons in April, i88; and one now D Waggon
was handed over to Lithgow Valley Colliery Co., to replace a Waggon clest.aoyed at accident on xo/g/8. Five Ballast Wnggons transposed from 3) to E Waggoos were transferred to G.N.R•., Jarniary, 1878.
t 20 B Wagons transferred to G.N.B.
t One C Van converted into a Powder Van.
* One 2nd Class Carriage oonvertcd into a Mail Van.
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No. 7.
PUBLIC DEBT FOR RAILWAYS.
STATEMENT showing the Amounts appropriated for Railway Services to 31st December, 1878; the

Amounts expended to same date; and the Ba)anees retained or written off in the books of the
Treasury.
Appropriations.

Particulars.

Balances

Expended.
Retained.

£

s.

d.

217,500 0 o

16VIcTonrA,No.39.

43

a.

d.

43

a.

Written off.

d.

a.

43

6.

Luau to the Sydney Railway Company .................. ..217,500 0 0
18 Vieroan, No. 40.

4 00,000 0 0
224,733 18 S

Construction of Railways................................
...400,000 0 0
...
Purchase of the properties of the Sydney Railway
and of the Hunter River Railway Companies
224,733 iS S

624733 18 8

624,733 IS 8
19

62,500 0 0
50,000 0 0

\T

lonIA Nos. 8 & 40.

Railway, Sydney to Liverpool and Railway, Newcastle to Maitland........................................
62,499 CO 0
Surveys, experinienis, and preparations for the orten.
aim' of Railways.............................................49,997
7

1121 500 0 0

112.497 9 7

0 10

0

2 0
2 10 5

-

20 VicTonu, No. i.
200,000 0 0

Railway works ......... ..........................................

200,000 0 0

20 VicTonlA, No. 34.
300,000

0

0

Railway works... ............................... .................

299,927 9 4

72 10 8

22 Vwroau, No. 22.
712,000 0 0
8,000 0 0

Extension of existing Railways ........................... ..
711,999 IS 0
Railway 1,-ia! Surveys ........................................ ..
8,000 0 o

0

2 0

720,000 0 0

719,999 is 0

0

2 0

23 VIcTORIA, NO. 10.
1,300
9,021
23,949
54,100

0

0

Valuation of Lend ..............................................1,296
8,645
23,941
54,100

0 0 Works in progress-Authorized Extension'............
0 0 Trial Surveys ....................................................
0 0 Now' Works......................................................

88.370 0 0

0

4 0 0
4
7 iS 4

0

2 S

375 17

1 8
0 0

87,952 4 4

387 15 8

1,300 0 0
6,7 iS 9 5

301 10 7

8,015 9 5

302 10 7

24 ViCTORIA, No. 24.
1,300 0 0
7,020 o 0

Valuation of Lntd ............... . ............................ .
Works in progress-Authorized Extensions .............

5320 0 0
25 iricToRlA, No. ig.

675
9,184
20,000
5,000

0
0
0
0

0
0
o
0

40,000
701 000
688,000
16,200
20,000
7,000
30,000
250,000
250,000
6o,000

0
0
0
o
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
a
0
0
0
0
o
0

10,000 0 g
11476,059 0 0
3,747,482 iS
8 J

Valuation of Land.... ....... .................. ......... .......67! 1
Works inprogress---AuthorizeclEitensions ... ..........8,
S. r68 13
Northern Line to ¶l'erininus In Morp-tli .................
20,000 0
Carriage-shied and Machine-shop, and fixing Engine
Jnrn-table, &c., Northern Line .........................4,578 19
Bridge over Hunter River, at; Singleton..................
40,000 0
Bridge over the Nepean, at I'enrith.. ......................
70,000 0
Great Southern Line to 0-oulburn ..........................
687,999 8
Land for Great, Southern Railway to Goulburn... ......
16,200 0
Engines for Southern Extensiunq...... .......... ... ........20,000 0
Trial Surveys .................. .................................7,000 0
Great Western Line to the Nepean ........................30,000 0
Great Western Line fross, Penriths towards )3athurst 250,000 0
Great Northern Line towards Armidele.................. 250,000 0
lIorsn Railway Line from ]Slaektowis to Windsor
am! Richmond ............................... ..............
6o,000 0
Additions and Alterationst.o Workshops and Stations
9,998 7

8
2

3 IS 4
1,015 6 to

0

3

0
0

421 0 9

a
a 12 0
0 ................................
0
0
0
0
0

0
6

I 12 6

1,474,616 9 7

423 5 3

1,019 5 2

Carried forward ........................... 43 3,745,275 IS ii

498 6 4

1,708 13 5
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Appropriations

Particulars.

Balances

Expended.

f

lietained.
s. d.

£

3,747,482 18 8

£a. ci.
)3ronglit forward .................. 3,745,275 '8 ir

£ s. d.
498 6 4

lVritten off.
£ s. ci.
1,708 13

26 Vsoiojrnc, No. 14.
700 0 o
11,182 0 0
1,000

0

0

a 6,000
350

o
o

675

o

Valuation of Land ............................................
'Works in progress--Authorized Extensions.............
Bridge over the Railway, near Newcastle.............
Additional Line from Newcastle to Wailsend Junction1
Additional Telegraph Wire for Railwsi' pnvposc
fro in I 'iirrainat I a to il enri tit...........................
Additional Telegraph Wire for Railway pnrposes
from Camphelitown to Pieton..........................

29,907 0 0

696 o ol
10,523 3 5 '
1,000

0

4 0 0
658 i6 7

0

14,684 8 6

1,315 it

6

336

'3146

514 16 8

16o 34

27,754 14 1

1.475 14 10

676 II 1

27 Vieroitra, No. 14.
215.414 3
3,932 2
2,480 14
23,000 0
23,000 0
20,000 0
,O00 0
1,000

1
8
o
0
o
0

0

4,000 0 0
50,000
150,000
15,000
7.500
5,000
900

0
0
0
0

0
0
0

o
o 0

970 0 0
3,500 0
400 0
900 0 0
110

55;107

0

0

Ext elision to C onbnrn ....................................... 215,414 3
\Vorkslinp, Southern Liiae............. ....... ............
3,932 2
Workshops, Northern Line.. .................................2,432
l4olhing Stock, Northern Line............................. '
13000 0
Locomotive Engines, Western Line . ...................... '
23,000 0
Carriages, l3renk.vans, Western Line ....................... 20,000 0
Locomotive Eneines, Northern Liito............. ........
Traverses for Cal Sidings, Newcasue.............. 'H (
I llallttst-wnggons for Northern, Sontiiern. and Western1 ( 3769 10
Lines.................. ......................... ...............)
Extension into Goulburn .....................................
50,000 0
Extension into Bathienst ..................................... I 250.000 0
Richmond and Windsor Lines .............................I
,,°oo 0
I
Purchase of Land for Morpet.he B3iIwa.................
.
7,495 13
Siding into Cemetery at linslem's Creek.................
4,821
Wharf, Carnage Dock, and Siding, Newcastle Station
and West Maitliend ......................................
900 0
New Passenger Station, Platform, and Station itt.
jlrxliani.....................................................
970 0
Coal Sidings at. Newcastle .................... .............. i
66 13
Passenger Station and Platform at Rooly Bill,
stern
Line
.....................
.......
.......
W
........
400 0
' Three Qate-1,onses on West;ern Line.....................
53! 10
Stables at Newcastle..........................................
110 0

00

I
8
6

0
0
0
9 F

6

4

2,J40 9 3

0
0
0

4
6 .

4 6 8
178 24 6

0
0

9

2,933

6 3

0

5 ,
o

68 9

7

546.5327015,57413

0

29 '\Ie.roarA, No, g.
o Stat ion at Riverstone ........... ......... ......................
6 o 0
0 Station at Mnlgrave........................................ ....65o 0
0 .4 Id it 011111 hhnll,tst and Goods Trucks .....................I
9.000 0
o Windsor and 'Richmond Line ...............................I
10.000 0
0 Land at Newtown for Siding ..................................Szo 17
0 Additional Rolling Stock .....................................000
10,
0
0 Additional Goods accommodation, Sydney Station,
19.999 18
o Railway-sheds .................................... ...............
n,000 0
0 Additional accommodation Stations.......................
5,000 0
0 Claims for Lar,d on the Fenrith, Pietos,, and SinpletFon
Extensios.. ..................................... ..............1,965 19
...
60 0 0 Station at Douglas Park ..................................... .640
14
20,000 0 0 Extension of Groat Northern Line to Tenninus at
Slorpeth ...................................... ............ ....29,995 2
6o
6o
9,000
10,000
8o
10,000
20,000
12,000
51 000
6,000

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

94,8000

0
0 ..................
0 ..................
0
29 2 4
S
0
................0
.
0
2 0
0 ............. ...
0
0
3
11

4,034

9

1 o
5 9

4 17

1

90,7221100(4,07762

0201

29 VIcronIA, No, 23.
200.000
400,000
20,000
4.000
5.000
10,000
33,000

0
0
0
o
0
0
0

0
o
0
0
0
0
0

15,500 0 0

Extension of the G-rcat Western Line....................
200,000 0 0 I
Extension of the Great Northern Line .....................397,354. 12 1
R.'iayingtheLiiiefroniSydneytoFnrrani,tttsj,uictio,
20,000 0 0
Enlurging Railway Bridges at :Iast Maitland
2,508 17 2
Additiorizd Accommodation to Stations ...................5,000 0 0
Additional Goods Waggons. ................................
10,000 0 0
Ono'third the cost of the Bridge over the epeaii,'
cletntyerl from flailo'ay Loan ...........................I
33,000 0 0
Onodhird the cost of Bridge at Singleton, defim.ycdl
from Railway Loan.......................................
12,1603

687,500 0 0

680,023 22

6

...............
2.64,5 .7 11
1,491

2 10

3.339 16

9

7,476 7 6

30 V10'l'oarA, No. 23.
3,000 0 0
5,000 0 a
25,000 0 0
33.000 0 0
5,144,796 18 , 8

Engino•ehed, Windsor and Richmond Liie.... ......... .1,054 9 6
Trial Snrccys for the Extension of the C 'eat Southern
and Western B,nlw:tys ..................................
5000 0 a
Compensation for Land taken on the Uttimo Estale
25,000 0 0

1,945 10

5

6

1.945 io 6

Carried forward ............. ............. 5.121.363 13 10

21,047 18 4

31,054

2,385 6 6

fl
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Particular,,

Appropriations.

55
Balances

Expended.
Eetainc&

5,144,796 IS 8

Written nil.

ci.

£ s. ci.

£ s. ci.

Brought forward ............................5,121,363 13 10

21,047 t8 4

2,385 5 6

35 VicroalA, No. ii.
Railway Worhs-Extensiontoflat]iurst and Goolburn 999,893 12 5

2,000,000 0 0

106

77

31 VICToRIA, No. 27.
3,412 0 o Half the Cost of the Talegmph Line from Picton to
Goulburn, along the line of Railway-chargeable
to Railways ...................................................3,411 2 0
3,759 0 0 Ualf the cost, of Telegraph Line from Penrith to
Bat-hurst, along the line of Railway, chargeablo to
Railways .......................................... . ...........I
3,511 0 10

207 19 2

7,131 0 0

6,922 210

20817 2

6o,000 0 0
9,852 7 2

147 12 10

69,852

147 1210 ...
.1

o iS a

32 VICToRIA, No. 13.
60,00o 0 0
0

Towards cost of additional Rolling Stock for Railway
purposes .......................................................
Compensation for Land taken at Honeysuckle Point

70,000 0 0

I

10,000

0

7 2

34 VICTORIA, No. 2.
13,000 0 0

New Machine-shop, running shod, erecting shop and
stores at Newcastle, including roads connected
therewith ........... ........................................12,209 5
2,000 0 0 Additional Machinery ........................................
1,674 4
30.500 0 a New Station, Workshops for carriage and wa.ggons
doptsrtment., carriage-shed, roofing, steam hammer,
Imirnaces and machinery, Redfeni, including roads
connectoti therewith .........................................30,420 19
5,000 0 0 Excavating Station-yard, Redferii .......................... 4,367 IS
3,500 0 0 Additional MacInner7 ... .... ......
... ...................... .3,500 0
6,000 0 0 New Passenger Station and Platforms, Newcastle,
including road approaches ...............................5.8o 4
6o,000
0 j Construction of Rolliug Stock ......... .....................50,998 3
35,000 0 o Completion of the relaying of the Line from Sydney
to Parramnt,ta .................. ............ ................
30,402 14
57,000 0 0 Complotion of new Goods-shed, Sydney, and Roads
and Sidings in connection with same .................. .14,518 9
5,000 0 0 Extension to Morprth ...... ................................. ..4,994 tO
2,000 0 0 Land for Windsor and Richmond Line .... ...............
1,340 18

I

179,000

0 0
35 Vrc-ront, No.

524
230,000
70,000
300,124

0
0 0
o

1

2

11

790 54
325 55

II

'

I

7

79 0
633 1

9
6

459 15 3
i 16 6

0

5
io

4,597 5 7

0
ii

3,481
5
659

169,007 9 2

9,992

...............

10 2
TO 0
1 I
10 50

.

Construction of Railway.sheds ............................132 9 5
Completion of Lines already sanctioned ....................
229,941 15 8
Construction of Rolling Stock manufactured in the
Colony ...........................................................
65,380 13 9

0 oI

295,644 18

10

1 10

8 4

7

4

41419 6 3

1

2

1,128 17
123 9

8
10

4,479

36 VicToinA, No. 2.
6o,000
2,000
257
75,000
537,257

o
0
0
0
0

o
o
0
0
0

Rolling Stock manufactured in the Colony ... ......... .
58,871 2 4
Station Buildings-Wcst Maitland ........................ ..
1,876 10 2
Statioumaster's Jiouso at Nesvtowa .....................257 0 0
Purch,aso of Railway Stores, &o., &c........................75,000 0 0
136,004 12 6

1,252 7 6

36 %ICTOEIA. No. 17.
6o,000 0 0 Rolling Stock manufactured in the Colony ...........
59,971 0 9
28 19 3
10,000 is 0 Trial Surveys ..................................................
9.9991ST!
0 1 I
11 131,000 0 0 'Towards the construction of a Line from Gonlburr 1,130,935 13 564 6 7
to Wagga Wagga ........................................
6o,000 0 o Construction of a Linc-ICeiso to J3at,hurst ...........
6o,000 0.
279,000 0 o Construction of a Line-Bat;l,urst. to Omngc ......... 279,000 0 0
361,500 is o Construction of a Linc-Murrnruudi to 'l'a,nworth
355,209 17 4
6,290 2 S
1,901,500 0 0
8,739,808 iS S

1,89,116 10 5 1
-

-

Cariicd forward ..............................

6,383 9 7

8,693,805 7 2 43,618 5 0 2,385 6 6

FL,
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Appropriations

Particulam.

Balances

Expended.
Retained.

£

s. d.

£

8,739,808 IS 8

. d.

Brought forward ............ ............ ..8,693805 7 2

£

E.

Written oft

ci.

43,618 5 0

£ s.
2,385 6 6

38 Vicronix, No. 2.
20,000 0 o
100,000

25,000
10,000

8,000
2,000
6,000
45,000
1,000

50,000

0
0

0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

o o
0
0
0

0
0
0

50,000 0 0

317,000 0 0

Trial Surveys ............... ....................................
19,988 3
Rolling Stock ....................................... ............ .
99,992 12
Towards purchasing Lend, laying Sidings, and erecting Sheds, Darling Harbour Wharf ...................
24,964 13
Engine-sheds ....................................................
6,792 19
Enlarging Machine-shop, Sydney .........................
5,469 12
Additional Machinery, Sydney ........................ ....2,000 0
Completion of new Station, Redfern ......................5,93' 13
To complete Western Line to Xeleo, &e - --- ---------44,980 IS
Unadjust.d Land Claims ------------------------------------ ---i to io
To connect. Great Northern Railway with the New
Whai-fage Accommodation at Bullock Island
-0,513 0
Purchase of twelve Passenger Locomotive Engines
for extsnsions beyond Murrurnndi, Goulburn, and
Bathurst ....... -- ............................ ...............50,000 0

-

4

It

10

7

i6 S
7

2

9

6 3
3,207 1 0
2,530 7 2

7
9

8

65 6 5
19 i 3
SSg 9 4

4

9,486 19 8

0
iO
0

0

300,744 5 1

16,255 14 11

39 Vioroan, No. iS.
20,000 0 0
50,000 0 0
5,000 0 0

Trial Surveys ----------------------------------------------------20,000 0 0
Rolling Stock ---------------------------------- ...... ----....400 2 10
49599 17 2
Additional Machinery ..............-...... -.................
5,000 0 0 ......

-

75,000 0 0

74599 17 2
40 Vicronix, No. 12.

350,000 0 o
260,000 0 0
384,000 0 0

óoo,000 0
220,000 0
25,000 0
150,000 0
10,000 o

0
n

0
o
o

-

Orange to Wellington --- ............... -........ ----........ 218,997 15
Wellington to Dnbbo ....................................... .
60,820 5
Junee to Narandera -- ...... -................................. 6x,8i 0
Tamworth to Armidale ........................................
68,209 IS
Were's Creek to Gunnedali .......... .......... ..............
122,528 18
Trial Surveys ....................................................25,000 0
Additional RoThng Stock -------------------------------------150,000 o
For strengthening the Bridge and improving the
gradients on the Windsor and Richmond Line
io,000 o

1,999,000 0 0

400 2 10

131,002 4
199,179 14
322,418 19
531,790 1

9

5
7

4
2

3
7

5
8

97,471 I 10

0
e
o

717,137 18 3

1,281,862 I 9

41 VICTORIA, No. 4.
30,000 0 0
20,352 0 0
77,000 0 0

To complete line from Goulburn to Wagga Wagga ..
29,996 12
To complete the Extension into Bat,hurst- ............... --5,537 1
To complete line from Bathurst to Orange --------------50,544 9
So,000 0 0 To complete line from Murruruncli to Ta.,nworth
27,220 14

207,352 0 0

0

8 0

9
In
2

14,814 IS

113,298 17 9

94,053 2

3
26,455 10 2
52,779 5 10
3

41 Viovoxix, No. 7.
680,000 0 0

20,000 0 0
20,000 0 0
240,000 0 o

For the extension of the Great Southern railway
from the end of No. 3 Contract near Wagga
Waigga to Albury, including the Viaduct over the
Murrntnhidgee River .......................... ....-.... --113,913 6
.
Trial Surveys ....................................................1,279
16
To double the line f rorn Wailsend .Jonetion to
---------------------------------------------------liexba,n
-408 5
Rolling Stock, including Engines ------------------------ -- 49,720 1

5 566,oS6 13 7
18,720 3 3

9

7
3

5,8' 14 5
90,279 18 9

-_960,000 0 0

279,081 10 0 68o,gr8 too

12,298,160 IS 8

ToTAL ........... -.........£10,178,667 15 5 2,117,107 IG 9

The 'Treasury, New South Wales,
12th March, 1879.

2,385 6 6

JAMES PEARSON,
Accountant.

No. 8.
STATEMENT thawing the Amount authorized to be raised by LOAN for RAawAY PusrosEs; the Amount of DEBENTURES sold, and the INTEREST to 31st December, 1878, on
Los.xs already negotiated.

Act.

Amounte5
to

£

2ed

e0$

Debentures soldAmount.

Slsort.ls,ucd.

Over.is.sued and
to raise amounts
short'raised

Interest.
Rate.

Annual Interest on
Authorized Loans.

£

s.d
s.d
£
£
s.d. '
s,d.
s.dj
£
16 Victoria No. 39 .................217,500 0 0
217,500 0 0
5 per cent
10,875 0 0
is
I.o. 40 ................
624,733 iS S
666,800 0 0
42,066 I 4
33,340 0 0
19
Nes. 38 40
112,500 0 0
212,500 0 0
5,625 0 0
..............
20
NO.I
.......200,00000
203,000 00
3,000 00
,,
10,15000
20
No.34 ..................300,000 0 0
299,000 0 0 1,000 0 0
14,950 0 0
22
,. NO.22 ..................720,000 0 0
720,000 0 0
36.000 0 0
23
,, No.
88,37000
3830000
7000
fl
4,415
24
l0.24 .....
8,33000
2000
415
8,00
19
1,476,059
1,476,000
73.800
25
59
26
No.14
29,90700
29.90000
700
2,49580
27
NO.14
552,10000
700
552,10700
27,60500
29
No.9 ...............
94,80000
94,80000
4,74000
29
23 ......
687,500
687,500
34,375
30
No. 23
33,000
33,000
1,650
31
50,000
27.......
31
7,131
7,100
31
355
32
13
70,000
70,000
3.500
2
179,000
179,000
8,950
34
Proportion
issue uneIer"i
'various
Act, to make
228,700
228,700
11,435
good the amount short-C
rsu end under the same
35 Victoria No. 5
300,12 4
300,100
24
15,005
i\O.2 .....
36
237,257
137,200
5700
6,86noo
36
17
1,901,500
1,901,500
4 per cent
76,o6o
.38
No.2
317,000
22,68000
?o.i8 ............... .75,00000
75,0000
3,00000
39
40
No.12
1,999,000
79,960
N0
20 7.35.....................
2
41
8,294
94
N....................
41
960,000
38,400
7

&

....
....................
to ... ............
....
...........
00
................
00
00
00
,,,. No. ...................
.....
.... 0 0
,,,, No. ..............
....
........
,,,, No. ii ....................
.... ........... 1,000,000 00 00 11000,000 000 000
,,,, No.
No. ............
00 00
00
..........
..... 00 00
...............
..
,, ?o.
0
0
00
Lonuof
( ..... 0 0
00
......)
0000
00
0000
.................
..
,,., No. ....
..........
0000 ................
0 0 ..............
... ..........
.................
,,.,
,,..,
.................
00 00 ......................0 ..........
..
..
,, £ 0. .................
0 0 ..................'
Total.........9 12,298,16018 8
9,oS,00 00 1,27500
273,766 I 4
573,934

co
00
00

00
00
00
0
0
0
00
0
0

00
00
00
0
0
0
00
0
0

£

s.dj
264.141 4 9* Old. and Sid. per diem were the rates of Interest of original Loan,
773,762 6 51 4 Som e of these Debentures havebeen renewed as they fell due.
115,312 10 0
218,225 00
305,625 0 0
720,000 0 0
81,677100
7,262100
1,254,600
20,93000
386,470
54,5100
429,687
19,800
543,800
The interest on the original Loan inserted in this column, not
wlthatasteling the following Debentures have been fitially paid
3,727
35,000
£20,000
December, 1572
73,837
31
1871
22,000
1874
"
21
18,5
23,200
97,297 20
31
1872
10,500
112,537
Amounting to ....£140,500
44,590
208,280
12,68000
9,00000
79.960
Advances have boon made from the Consolidated Revenue Fund to
8'2 94
meet inyment.s for Services authorized under these Acts penslrng
35,400
sale of the Debentures.

00
000
100 00
1000 000 off'
10 0
0
'00°
00

31 ,,
31 ,,
,,

Is
....21,000

00
00

5,979,207 112

The total amount of the Debentures issued to 31st December, 1878, was .......
Add the Debentures authorized but not then issued, amounting to ............
Making a total of.
Deduct Debentures issued in excess of amount authorized
Less amount authorized in excess of issue ...............................................

Remarks.

Interest to 31st
December. 1878, on
Loans alrn.dy
negotiated.

£9,087,300 0 0
3,483,352 0 0
£273,766 I 4
1,275 0 0

£12,570,652 0 0
172,491 I 4

Total, as above shown... £12,298,160 iS 8

The Treasury, New South Wales,
12 March, 1879.

JAMES PEARSON,
Accountant.

-
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No.9.
RuuRN showing the OAPXTAL EXPENDITURF on the Government Ri1ways of New South Wales to the
31st December, 1877, and subsequent Expenditure to the 31st December, 1878.
Total

Lines and Sections.

-

Expendlturcto Amount expended
£

Trunk Line.

a. d.

Z

n. 6.

Total Expended to

£

s. d.

Darling Harbour Branch ..................................................104,108 6 7
:08,864 16 6
4,756 9 si
Sydney to Parramatta Junction ............................................768,462 7 3
30,169 0 8 798,631 7 II
Tramway .......................................................................4,878 7 I ....
4,878 7 1
34,925 10 7 912,374 xi 6
Total, Trunk Line ..............................£ 877,449 0 II
Great Southern Line.

Parrimatta to Liverpool .......................................... .............127,516 7
Liverpool to Campbdlltown ............ . ..................................132,993 1
Campbelitown toMenangle ........................ ......... ................8i,88 16
Menangle to Picton ................. ....... .....................................332,419 73
Picton to Goulburn .......................................................... 1,030,972 14
Goulburn to Yaso .................................... .......................439,742 4
Yass to Cootamundra .................... ....... .............................474,724 13
Cootamundra to WoggaWagga ........ . ........................... ...... ..176,939 10
Junee to Narrandera .............................. ........................ ..
2,974 15
WaggaWagga to Albury ................................................ ..
6,570 6

7
8
0

7
3
5
9
1

2
i

Total, Southern Line ... ...... ...............£ 2,805,942 2 7

2,850 15 0 130,367 2 7
23 1 2 133,016 2 10
383 4 7
81,472 0 7
274 74 2 332,694 7 9
6 1,036,849 3 9
5,876
5,217 5 I
6
444,959
13,281 5 1 488,005 18 ,o
151,677 14 10 328,617 4 11
3 8 2
2,978 3 4
81,430 15 II
88,00e 2 0
261,018136 3,066,960 16

I

3,945 6 I
13,956, 4 10
11,955 II 5
9,146 17 7
167,605 3 7
12,479 17 6

9
5
9
4

Great Western Line.

l'arramatta to Penrith ... ....................... ........... ........ .......316,455
..
7
Blaektowa to Richmond ......................................................92,254 19
Penritli to Bathurst ....................................................... 1,886,244 12
Bathurst to Orange.........................................................
iS
Orange to Wellington ........................ . ................... ...........34,604 16
Wellington to Dubbo .......................................................1,537 16

8
7
4
9
4

0

Total, Western Line. .. ....................... £ 2,672,091 xc 8
Great Northern Line

330,400 13
106,211 4
1,898,200 3
350,140 16
202,209 19
14,017 13

11

6

219,089 I 0 2,891,180118

-

Newcastle to West Maitland ....... .... ... ..............
..... ..............476,017 10
Morpeth Branch ........................ .....................................
55,797 10
...............................................
338,676
I
West Maitlami to Singleton
Singleton thMurrnrundi.....................................................725,213 9
Murrurundi to Tamworth ..................................................289,638 13
Werris Creek to Gunnedah ... ............................................
5,361 0
Tainwortli to Armidale ................................................
31285 4
Ditto, Trial Surveys ..................3,285 4 21
Total, Northern Line ........................ £ 1,893,989 8

I
0

4
9
0

3
2

40,117 18
685 3
2,810 14
2,496 18
107,602 17
104,578 6

5
11

9
5
10

3

3,476 14 4

516,135 8
56,482 13
341,486 16
727,710 8
397,241 10
109,939 6

6
11
i

2
10

6

6,761 iS 6

7

261,768 13 11 2,755,758 2 6

Total Cost of Construction .................. £ 8,249,472 2 9

776,80! 19 0 9,026,274 I 9

Rolling Stock

South and West ..............................................................727,401 8 ii
North ..........................................................................246,372 19 7
Richmond l3rancli ...........................................................
5,226 I I
1,712 12 3
Tramway .................................................... ...................
Total, Rolling Stock ...........................£

980,713 1 io

142,755 7 6
23,937 13 2

870,156 16
270,310 12
5,226 1
1,712 12

5
9
1

3
166,693 0 8 1,147,406 2 6

Machinery.
South and West ..............................................................22,220 6 0
North .............................................................. ...........
7,683 8 4

4,783 5 II
IS5 19 II

27,003 II II
7,869 8

29,903 14 4
54,411 0 II

4,969 5 10
14,886 19 I

34,873 0 2

Total,

Machinery ..............................£

T rial Surveys .... ....................................... .................... £

Gaoss EXPENDITURE ................................. ...£ 9,314,499 19 to

69,298 o o

963,351 4 7 10,277,851 4 5
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No. 10.
STATEMEKT showing the COST OP CoxsTnucTIoN and Cosr pan MJLE on different Sections of the Railway
Lines to the 31st December, 1878.

Length in

Total Cost.

Darling Harbour Branch ............................................................i
Sydney to Parramntta Junction ......................................................13
Il aelem'e Creek Branch ..............................................................4
Parraatla
in Junction to Wagga Wegga ........................................2914
Perramatta Junction to Orange .....................................................
179
Blacktown to Richmond ..............................................................'6
Newcastle to Tamworth ..............................................................
.82
Bullock Island Branch ...............................................................14
Morpcth Branch ........................................................................4
Average cost constructãon of lines open .... ....................................68Sf
£
Pitt-street Tramway ..............................4,878
Rolling Stock .......................................1,147,4 06
Machinery.............................................
34,873
......
Average cost per mile, including all charges ..................................
6884

xoS,86
792,680
5.951
2,975982
2,568,743
106,211
1,941,293
41,281
56,483
8,597,488

io8,86
60,975
11,902
10,209
14,351
6,638
xo,666
27,521
14,131
12,487

,187,5
9,784,643

14,212

Lines opened for Traffic.

Cost per Mile.

1

NOTE-Between Sydney and Parramatta Junction, including the Darling Harbour Branch, there are, in addition to the
lengths shown, 134 miles of sidins, the cost of which, together with the cost of the L000motive, Permanent Way, and Trafflo
Shops and Sheds, &c., at Sydney, as included in the amounts shown.
On the Bullock Island Branch there are nearly 3j miles of sidings, the cost of which is included.

No. 11.
TADLE showing the number of MILES OPENED per annum, and the annual and avenge daily MILEAGE of
TRAINS, from the commencement in 1855 to 31st December, 1878.

Year.

Opened per ailnuni.

1853
186
1857
188
1859
,86o
1861
1862
1863
1864
1865
1866
1867
1868
1869
1870
1871
1872
1873

....................................................
14
....................................................9
.
....................................................
7
....................................................15
Nil
... ...... ........ ....... ...... ........... ...........
.....................................................i5
.....................................................3
.....................................................24
.....................................................27
.....................................................19
Nil
............................. ........................
....................................................
Nil
.....................................................6,
....................................................
43
....................................................
71
....................................................
21
....................................................'9
....................................................
4°
..................................................
...
5

1874

............ ...................... ......... .........
...................................................
....................................................
....................................................
....................... ............................

1875
1876
1877
1878

12-41

Nil
34
72
89
goj

Total opened.
14
23
40
55
55
70
73
97
124
143
e43
143
304
247
318
339
358
398
403
40
437
509
598
6884

Total Train Mileage.
14,107
68,371
,
107822
.
141,495
- 147,618
179,249
214,881
274,565
315,177
415,422
483,446
490,475
600,751
768,529
893,552
901,139
931,333
1,036,255
1,109,879
1,249,233
1,472,204
1,688,964
2,106,802
2,655,176

An average length of 28 miles opened per annum.

Bait !7ieego,

'

147
187
295
388
404
491
589
752
863
1,138
1,324
1344
1,646
2,106
2,448
2,469
2,552
2,839
3,041
1423
4,033
4,627
5,772
7,274

C
C

No. 12.
RETURN of the Traffic in Passengers and Goods, the number of Trains run, and the number of Miles travelled by Trains, 1878.

Year and Name
of Railway.

1878.
South mid .West,. 50'
North

.

Passengers.

8'

......... '7

Total ...... 6881

First
Class.

Sesond
Class,

No.

No.

Total, ,,t Season
and and. Tickets.

No.

810,422 2,410,931 ,221,35
88,271 396,109 484,380

.E

riats
b

-

Dogs.

No.

No
62
528

5,01

9

Cattle.

Sheep.

Pigs.

Minerals.

.o. _No.

No.

No.

T_on_
i.

B'rc.,
,9

4 852,8
1 75 50,94

915 i,8z 1,754

894

516,6

,54

Nmnber of miles travelled by Traint.

Number of Trains.

Goods Traffic.

Coaching Unaffie.

Wool.

es.

General
Mereltan- Passenger.
I
disc,

To_
ls.

25,59
104,7 2

73,5

5,333 131,917 3,0991,013,102

43,111

85,2oI

Goods.

Total.

Passenger.

No

N_o.

No.

No.

28,229

16,92

45,056

9,838

11,754

2

Bailastln,
Goods. T raT Ia1, es She,sil,ing,

N

o

2,
972,093 1,1237
,

,

,

No

5 820 4 1

208,826 3o, 53O

Total.

No.
9508,2 17

8
9 30
32 95
2

_
868

6668

24,711

13,015

37,726

806,012

80,535

8,996

10,517

19,513

190,077 323,533

703,325 2,253,829 2,957,144 6,749 3,265 6,675 5,995 2,253 23,624 542,244 12,636 1,024,411 133,597 360932

33,707

23,532

57,239

996,0891,110,713 2,206,802

563,524 2,670,326

184,830 363,544

191,825

893,693 '2,o7,o4o3,7o5,73

8,g

3,385 6,795 6,60

_

317

6

_B_al_

_
8

6

8

4

2,655,176 755.349 3410,525

1877.
South amd West. 450
North

148

Total....... 98

Therease ........9°I

Decrease ............

:

633,044 1,885,3082,5I8,352 6,418 2,272 4,807 4.232 1,703 19
70281

276659 6,597

,

195,368 553,221

122,233
178

748,589

2,841

120

120

262,258

612 i,6x6 32,693 106,639

2,997

87,38_
2 280,397
46,215

14,303

19,862

4,260

5,1491

9409

-

787,580 1,593,192
513,610

316,128 1,909,320
247,396

761,006,

740,199

No. 13.
RETURN of the EnnNes from Traffic in Passengers and Goods during the year 1878.
Gross Earnings from Goods Traflic.

Gross Earnings from Coaching Tnffic.

2nd

-

passeera

£

1878
501

South and West

s.d.

200,170 18 6

__________ Excess-Lu gage,
Total from ROOTS, 1orscs,
Holders of
SeasonTickets. Passengers.

Gross Earnings
from all sources.

Passengers.

Year and Name of

Mails.

Miscellaneous,

Total

Live Stock.

Minerals.

Wool.

1Zo?Ise Miscellaneous.

cronTt1ons.

Go-

is s.d.

£

s.d.

£

s.d.

£

s.d.

£

s.d..

£

s.d.

10,320 6 5 210,500 8 10

21,672 16 4

5,505 12 10

2,610 19 11

240,888 12 ii

55,336 8 7

8,014 7 10

1,889 18 2

629 0 8

80,919 15 3

800 13 5

£

s.d........£
.. s.d.

45,151 2 4

£

s. d.

£

39, 504 12 1 30,221 17 2

207,471 1 0

1,252 15 0

410,601 .7 8

600,050 0 7

15,854 5 11

03,898 1 1

9,800 19 10

177,019 5 9

242,939 1 0

891,309 2 1 17,053 14 10

596,080 18 5

002,989 1 7

6,941 2 11 50,524 13 0

North ...... ...... .....'71

54,576 15 2

Total, 1878 .............6886

254,758 13 7

11,129 18 20 265,886 12 5

29,637 4 2

7,485 11 0

3,249 0 7

306,308 8 2

62,092 5 3

90,039 5 1 52,070 6 2

17 4

8,106 11 2 183,638 8 6

20,601 5 7

4,900 4 2

2,117 3 7

211,257 1 10

16,205 18 9

34,048 3 5

29,827 1 5

300,501 18 7

1,210 14 7

390,853 16 0

602,110 18 7

49,601 5 2

8,110 0 6

1,554 12 11

1,004 14 2

10,098 10 11

46,265 0 6

16,508 11 10

79,.157 6 0

1,145 6 8

153,478 13 11

211,800 0 7

8,654 17 10 233239 13 8

23,731 6 0

6,434 17 1

3,181 17 9

271,587 14 6

20,304 13 8 80,316 12 11

40,335 13 3

338,95'.) 4 7

2,416 1 3

544,232 10 8

315,920 5 2

82,646 18 9

955 18 2

1,050 13 11

67 2 10

34,720 LI 8

2,409 17 0

8,037 13 7

52,848 2 9

1877.
South and West

176,472

450

North ................. 148

49,111 18 6

Total, 1877 ..............598

224,584 15 10

Increase, 1873

901

80,171 17 0

489 6 8

2,475 1 0

60,180 12 8 I

25,787 6 7

D8t ........

.

.I

.......

0,772 12 2

5,740 12 11 I

.

87,068 10 5

No. 14.
RETUEN of WORKING EXPENSES and Rotnico STOCK during the year 1878.

Year and Name of
Railway.

ft

iMcomotive
Power.

Cainge and
WaggonRepas

Me]nthnance
anw
d Rl
of Way.

a, Conp
Coa
rea
1[eclaidise. Penl Itl

ComdpLensation

Miscell a neous
W ki

Goods.

Establishment

£s.d.

£s.d.

Led.

Ls.aj

Led.

g. Net E.I.P.

I

I

Ls.dj

La.d.

£

s.d.

£

ad.

£

s.d.

South and West

501 138,766 8 8.21,349 17 1 98,129 14 3 114,814 7 2 6,304 5 10 1,934
5 9 20,348 14 6 401,647 13 3 66o,00 0 7 258,402 7 4
North ...... ...........'7t 48,996 19 10,10,130 12 6 25,669 8 3 46,474 9 4
327 14 6 3,741 10 0 135,340 14 5 242,939 I 0 107,598 6 7

Total, 1878

688k 187,763 8 6 31,480 9 7 123,799 2

Rolling Stock on 31st Doe., 1878.
_
I
ExpendiI
tine to Lco
s
G
T al
'jtal
os
o ds
k Vche_e
Earing. mSk

P ro
pe r pcont. oof

Expenses

I

1878.

I

6085

ITS

262

5571

36

xiG

II

5947

154

378 3,413 3,945

293,106 18 2

5132

102

348 2,119 2,469

7

51"44

36

418,984 16 5 815,920 5 2 396,935 8 9

535

138

812

16

6 161,288 z6 6 6,304 5 10 2,262 0 3 24,090 4 6 536,988 7 8 902,989

I

7 366,000 13

2,617 2,997
796

948

1877.
South and West ..,

450 109,726 15 10 17,567 10 0 76,158 10

North .................148

37,118 0 II

88,472

98 146,844 16 9 24,772 17

Increaso, 1878...

90

40,918.11 9 6,707

II

11

99,175 14 3 126,182 14

8 24,623 8

35,106

479 12

I

227 8 6 16,371 14 1 309,004

II

100

0

0

195 19 3.4,633

10

579 12

1

423 7 9 21,005 12

9 II

7,205 7 11 23,017 4 3 37,710 4

Total, 1877

Docroasoixs7s...j

•0

1

8 5,724 13 9 1,838 12 6 3,084

IS

11

0

9 109,980 16

10

8 118,003

II

5 602,110 18 7
0

3

213,809 6 7 103,828

10

87,068 16

30,93414I0

104

687

827

352 2,806 3,296

26

607

649

UP
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No. 15,
WORKING EXPENSES.
SCIIEDIJLES of Expenditure in Revenue Account, for the twelve months ending 31st December, 1878.
South, \Vest, and
Iticlimond,

Great Northern
LIne,

£ s. d.
A-GENERALLY
Cost of supervision ......................................................3,377 iS 2
2. Holidays ......................................................................2,373 16 8
3. Half-pay ......................................................................4 12

£ s. d.
702 15 II
745 0 3
29
o

Schedules.

I.

otal.

£ o. d.
4,080 14 1
3,118 16 xx
482 19 3

Loco3soTIvI3 POWER.
a. Cost of supervision .........................................................2,491 0 3
17 8
345 17 5
36,292 17 4
I. Wages of enginemen and firemen ... ... ..... .......... ............. ..
11,393 7 3
47,686 4 7
2. Wages of engine-cleaners and out-door labourers ...................11,493 14 7
3,017 17 5
14,511 12 0
8,609 12 1
35,280 2 10
3. Cost of fuel for engines and wages of fueiman ......................26,670 10 9
1,314 9 6
6,o66 13 8
4. Water and repairs of engines for pumping ..................... ....4,752 4 2
13,484 14 9
2,759 iS II
16,244 13 8
3. Oil, tallow, wasto, and sundry stores ..................................
6. Clothing .........................................................................

I.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

REpArarNo Exoixus.
Cost of supervision .......................................................1,051 3
Wages for repairs and renewals of engines ............................22,194 IS
7,894 16
Materials for do.
do
......... ... ................
Repairs of machinery and workshops ..................................1,503 14
2,007 5
Tools and implements ....................................................
General charges ............................................................353 9
1,321 15
Fuel and lighting ...... ....................................................
Casualties ......................................................................942 13
Additions and improvements to locomotive engines ................104 2

£

10

2
4
I

9
7
5

II

8

138,766 8 8

B.-GENr,nAr,nr.
Cost of supervision ........................................................347 3 4
310 17 2
l{olidstys ....................................................... -.............-Half-pay .......................................................................24 6 2
Repairs of machinery and workshops -----------------------------------5 13 8
Tools and implements .....................................................328 II 10
General charges ..............................................................iió 9 0
Fuel and lighting ...........................................................153 ii 3
29 9 II
Additions and improvements to carriages and 'waggons

I

to
3
8
7
6
5
3
4
3

48,996 19

10

807 6
8,833 16
8,799 5
68o 14
764
34 3
36 II
122 II
0

-

t,88 10
31,028 14
16,694 2
2,184 8
2,771 9
389 13
1,358 6
I,o63 5
104 3
187,763 8

8
5
0
8
3
0
8
3

II

6

260 0 0
229 9 5
24 10 9
0 5 10

60 3 4
540 6 7
24 6 2
120 4 5
328 17 8
n6 9 0
155 11 3
29 9 11

3,040 16 2
3,696 g 8
35 19 1

9,316 II 9
5,765 14 9
221 6

1

2,385 I 4
1,276 11 3
181 9 0
10,130 12 6

8,422 3 II
4,408 19 4
1,423 5 5
31,480 9 7

16o,,16 5 9

59,127 12 4

I. Cost of supervision ....................................................... 3,420 0 1
2, Holidays ................................. .....................................2,067 5 i
..
. 71 5 9
. Half-pay .....................................................................
MArniwcz
n
OP WAY.
I. Cost of supervision...........................................................,777 1 5
2. Repairs of permanent way .............................................. 54,562 9 9
3. Tools and implements .................................................... 3,699 14 II
4. Ballastiug............ ............ ... ........ ............. ..................... 3,848 2 I
5- ......................................................................1,628 IS 5
6. Repairs of tunnels, viaduets, bridges, &c. ............................ 5,656 7 2
7. Repairs of sidings. turntables, &e.. ....................................869 4
S. Repairs of gates, fences, to. .............................................. 1,050 6 35
Re-laying line ...............................................................
8,613 13 I
10.9. Repairs of stations, plafforms, and buildings ..........................
5,519 17 5
xi. Repairs of signals, cranes, weighing-niaehines, &c ..... ... .............
1,164 6 9
12. Repairs of approach roads ...............................................559 IS 3
13. Casualties ......... ...... ................. ...................... ......... .....3,691 0 9
14. General charges ..............................................................900 7 5
15. Repairs of machinery and workshops ...................................20 0 3
16. Fuel and lighting ...........................................................9 15 0

777 9 0
637 14 3
8 4 6

I.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
9.

CARRIAGE RePAIRS.
6,275 15 7
Wages for repairs and renewals of carriages ........ .................
2. Materials for do.
3,069 3 I
do
3. Casualties......................................................................i85 7 0

x.

WA000N REPAIRS.
6,037 2 7
Wages for repairs of Waggons ............................................
3,132 8 I
2. Materials for
do. ......... ... ..... ............... ............
1,241 16 5
3. Casualties --- ... -.... ---- ..... -----------..... -----.... --- ......... -.... --..... -I.

21649 17

£
C-GENERALLY.

98,129 '4 3
Sulsaisrcy-ENoINfla's BnAycn.
Locomotive power and repairing engines ...................................138,7668 8
Carriage and waggon repairs ..................................................21,349 17 I
Maintenance of way ..............................................................98,129 14 3
91 258,246 0 0

219,343 18

i

4,197 9 I
2,704 19 4
7910

1,023 1 0
14,710 II 7
1,226 15 8
872 13 4
672 5 0
11045 17 II
38 IS 9
1,368 IS i
443 0 4
21190 3 II
436 iS 6
64 10 0
57 19 9
5 12 0
5 11 3
83 3 5
25,669 8 3

5
123,799 2 6

48,996 19 10
10,130 12 6
23,669 8

187,763 S 6
31,480 9 7
123,799 3 6

84,797

0

7

;Soo 2
69,273 1
3,926 10
4,720 15
21301 3
6,702 5
908 3
2,419 4
9,o6 13
7,710 1
1 601 5
624 8
3,749 0
905 19
25 11
92 28

343,043

0

5
4
7
5
15
2
4
5

4

3
6
5
6

94
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No. 15-continued.
South West, and

Schedules.

£ P. d.
I. 'SVages, clerks, inspect cr5, guards, &e ................ ...................
41,471 17 I
Compensation ........................... ............... ......... ............ .
6,304 5 10

Great Northern

£

D.-00ACHIYG Cwteons.

Total.

£

s. d.

54,590 5 I
6,04 5 10
Travelling expenses .......................................................
De]ivering parcels ..........................................................
1,759 52 3
5 14 0
IS 3
Horse and coach hire .............................. ......... ................
. Advertising
..................................................................so IS 3
jo IS 3
Stationery and printing ......................................... ..........17 18 9
18 9 9
0 II 0
Fuel and stores .............................................................4,077 14 5
7,923 4 5
3,845 10 0
Clothing ................................................... ................ ...1,784 11 0
2,259 10 9
474 19 9
'o. General charges .............................................................3;6 19 tO
363 13 10
i6 14 0
873 1 9
ix. Repairing station furniture. fitt.ing, and implements
66 19 10
306 1 IT
424 8
Making and repairing lamps ..............................................390 51 11
33 16 4
Mortuary ......................................................................354 7 7
...................354 7 7
9

57,080 2 9

13,158 8

0

17,80' 15

0

s. d.

74,881 17 9

E.-GooDa Cners.
19,620 9 10
6,666 IT
Wages of clerks, inspectors, &c.......... ......... ................ ......46,046 I 5
2,262 0 3
Compensation .. ..............................................................1,934 5 9
327 14 6
272 5 8
2,701 4 9
TIOrse lure . ..... ... ........................... .... ....... ... ............... .2,428 16 I
29 15 9
Travelling expenses ..........................................................29 15 9
and printing ....................................................i5 13 9
15 13 9
.6. Stationery
Fuel and stores ...........................................................3,303 II 9
73 8
3,377 0 4
2,277 19 10
9,131 8
repairs .... ............................................................6,853 8
. Sheet
5,094 17 1
Greasing waggons ......... .............. ..................................5,094 17 1
Clothing ......................................................................
305 9 3
io. General charges .............................................................266 5 10
39 3 5
6,389 4 0
6,389 4 0
ii. Steam cranes, north ...................... . ................................
2 65,972 16 o 29,000 8 10 94,973 4 10
I.

F.-Gmqnnt

CHARGES.

629 7 4
4,763 10 8
I. Proportion of general establishment ...................................4,134 3 4 1,202
4,036 IS o
Auditing .......................... ........................................... ..2,834 10 4
7 8
Advertising .....................................................................
Stationery and printing .....................................................343 17 0
30 I 6
373 18 6
6
expenses ........................................................401 ii 6
72 18 0
.6. Travelling
3,518 4 5
Office expenses and contingencies.........................................3,081 10 II
436 13 6
0 15 I
II IS 6
Repairs of store fittings .....................................................II 3 5
5,051 13 7
Store wages ..................... .................... ..... .....................3,773 7 11
1,278
8
5,778 6 S
91 1 3
Telegraphs .................................................................. ..5,687 5 5
'0. Trainage Os' private lines ....................................................
Si 4 8
n. Compensation for fires caused by trains ................................8, 4 8
3,741 10 0
24,090 4 6
£ 20,348 14 6
50,543 13 10
193,945 7 I
Total . ................................ £ 143,401 13 3
SUMMARY.
219,243 18 i
59,127 12
Locomotive Branch ..............................................................i6o,n6
. 145 93 25,669 8 43 123,799 2 6
Permanent Way Branch .......................................................95,129
193,945 7 I
50,543 13 10
Traffic Branch ,.. ,,., ...................................................... .... 43,401 13 3
Gran& Total ...........................£ 401,647 13 3 135,340 14 5 536,988 7 8

No. 16.
AIISTItACT of the Amount of WORKING EXPENSES on the diereiit Linen during 1877 and 1878, showing
the Incroase and Decrease in 1878.

1877.
Heads of Expenditure.

1878.

Increase.

Decrease.

South
and
West.

North.

Total,

South
and
West.

North.

Total,

South
and
West,

North,

Total,

£

£

£

£

£

£

£

£

£

Ijoeomotive power and
repairing engines .. ..... 109,737 37,118 146,945 138,766 48,997 187,763
Carriec and waggon
repasTs ................... 17,567 7,206 24,773 21,350 10,131 31,481
Maintenance and renewal
of way ....................76,159 23,057 99,176 98,130 25,669 123,799
Traffic charges ..............88,473 37,710 126,1831114,814 46,475 161,289
Compensation, personal
leo
So' 6,304
6,304
480
4231 1,934
Compensation, goods ,
227
196
32& 2,262
Miscellaneous ..............16,371 4,634 21,005! 20,349 3'74'I 24,090
Total............. 309,004 109,985 418,985' 401,647 135341 536,988

South
and North. Total.
\Vest.

£

£

£

29,039 11,8791 40,918
3,783
21,971
26,341
5,824
11 707
3,978

2,925

6,708

2,652 24,623
8,765
5,824
132 1,839
3,978

92,643 26,353 118,996

...
...
...

001 100'

1

893
993

993

c. ea

..tjs

Dliii

.

•

e.nc.a

-

Wa

td

T.W.

Bralcevane.

CarriageTrneks.

HoeBoxe

Jicarees.

pHEoncans.

taI1Vans.

2ndclass.

P

CoitiPositel3rakO!i.

10

0'O

wo

.-

Total.

Ba1lastVaggons.

Meatvtuis.

WeVans.

Sheepvane.

Powdervans.

E\vaggoie.

Dwaggons.

Cvaiis.

13VaggoiiS.

AWaggon

Composile Cettle
andc2oodiTrtieks.

Composite.

0'

Brakevnis.

I

p

I

td

letCIass.

Sleeping.

I

s

P

S
0
H,

5'

CE
S
S

I—i
—Zr

0
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No.

is.

RETURN showing descriptions and quantities of Goons, LivE STOCK, &e., carried on Great Southern, Western, and
Northern Railways, for the year 1878.

I

1877.

DescrIption of Goods.

Great Southern and Western.
Tona

Freight.

1878.

Great Northern.
Tons.

Great Southern and Western.

Freight

Tons.

Freight

Great Northern.
Tons

Freight

ACLASS.
£e.d.
Lad.
Lad.
Ls.d.
Antinsonyore ..................................19
ad 0 3
2
2 iS S
Art.ificinhnanure ......... .............211
16
B Class from Sc ptember, 1577.
5 19 2
Bark ......................................2,294
746 13 10
11$
63 9 0 2,191
528 9 3
So
34 5 '0
Battens (over 40 miles) ...........................
14 0 8
Bones ...................................503
45013 6
123
61 4 3
148
392
9715 4
310 19 10
Bran and pollard .......................1,896 1,415 IS 7
604
176 I 3 2,809 1,445 4 10
780
177 2 2
Bricks ...................................1,271
307
6 1,802
429 16 I 4,120
950 2 10 1,646
236 9 7
Chaff. ................................... ...............
268 9 7
593
Clay .......................................22
II 0 4
1
0 7 I
213
5014 5
6
i
8
Coke (loose) ..............................10
2 10 2
Coke, owner's trucks .................................
Colonial nine (up) ......................23
17 9 9
352
131 14 II
B Class from Sc ptember, 1877.
Flour ...................................10,520 7,802 15 3 4,447 1,627 17 6
4,197 4 4 6,490 2,372 6
Fruit ....................... ............ 6,88 2,526 0 IC
280
iSi 0 2 5,725 1,754 19 If
358
215 15 10
Gas-den produce .......................i,'6
589 2
251 8
644 6 8
663
252 16
1,418
447
Grain .. .............................. 23,157 18,896 3 67 8,496 4,900 14 104 18,403 9,467 15 6 5,521 21 272 10 35
Gree,ifodder ...........................17
86o
150 17 I
22
8 13 6
837
118
4 12 6
Hay (by weight)
4,000 2,871 2 9 9,495 4,377 13
2,6'o
&86o 4,260 12 6 8,'8
Iron, pig,
212 16
446
44 0 4
Iron
245
174 5 5
159
As scrap iron, 1878.
53
Millet seed
8
Ores
263
965 14
10,067
271
1,901
6
3,549 1,931 2 3 9,484
Paliogs (over 40 miles)
238
161 5 9
24
179 17 7
313
8 6
44
7
7
PaperMaterial
8422
12 3
io8 29
457
6
4
Posts (over 40 miles)......
2,835 1,853 14 7
243 15
88
1,613
779
16 5 4
3
Potatoes
14
4,454 2,938 29 5 3,980 1,395 3 9 7,475 4,142 4 2 3,339
Presen'ed meat (up)
Sand ...
Sec B Class
694
90 6 4
B
1878.
Sawdust
12
4 8
3
Scrap iron
i86
411
3
Stocks (over 40 miles)
362 15 1
144
310 19 5
450
88
62 15 4
443
95
5
4
Terra Cotta
13
'J2i,nbcr, log (over 40 miles)
6iS
281
8
411
236 16
3,942 2,765 9 3
Timber, undressed (over 40 miles)
998
570 5 4
289
198 16
5,295 3,823 17 50 11043
643 3
Tobacco (Colonial leaf)
8
20 3 4
Class, 1878.
9
55
Goods re-booked ......
3 3
I 9 4
Total
65,783 44,026 8
42,693 14,958 16 6 75,003 37,558 0 6 39,859 10,775
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B CLass.
Artilicialmanure
66
Battens
Bones horns (loose)
Bottles
102
Bran ...
361
Cases
76
Chicoryroot
Clay
i6i
Coke, owner's trucks
oke (loose)
Colonial wino
14
ue, pieces (wet)
Guano
Hides, green
1,813
Iron,B.
64
Iron,
Lime......................................3,872
Manure (loose)
Marble (undressed)
Paliugs(under4o)
612
Paper
337
Posts (under 40 miles)
2,732
Potteryware
98g
Preservedmeat(up)
Sand .........
75'
Shingles ................................ 4
Stoeks (under 4oniiles)
866
Stone, undressed
1,527
Timber, in log (under 40 miles)
75
Timber, undressed (under 40
miles)
58
Tobacco, Colonial leaf
Goodsrebooked
Total
15,356

3241

169 2
292 5
70 13
68

2
3
3
4

6 12 2

5,283
55
3,391

6
6
6

4

0196

6
8'
90

63
25
9
51 16 8

354

18

50 3 7
58 9 7

52
713

mo 7 8
378 6

146 51,
91 8
716 6
1,104 16
217
2
214 4 6
280
174122
155
268 7 2
57
759 12 7 25,693
14 6
194
122 16
279
'2
8
8,983 17
28,395

200 3
012
6
58 10
31 9
879 3
35 1 5

2
4
7
5
2
3

14 4

1,935 59

347
35
8
2

5

68
40
1,879
252
7,013

116159
13 3 9
45 7 7
Class,
Class,
0 12 10
A Class,

42

37
1878.
1878.
'878.
1878.
1,779
7 4
64 7 2
367
13
4
432
959 5 5
192 6
A Class, 1878.
4,872
690

478
6
Class, 1878.
2,597
1,407 1,834 19
277 7 4
1,228
419
210166
266 4 3
Miseellaneo
1,348
248 i6 8
2,966
614 3 II
96
104 9
3 7
21,386 10,469 8 6

742
15

250
141

6

5
18 9
300
7
273 17

2 5 6
7
207
28
307
239 15 2
7 2
888
113
4
92
4784
16 8
Class, 1878.
225
63 6
200 5
997
21
6

6,126

11 704

6

97
67

APPENDIX TO REPOITI.' ON RAILWAYS-1878.
No. lS-cone'inued.
1878.

1877.
Description of Goods.

Great Northern.

Great Southern and Western. j
Tons.

Freight

Tons.

Freight.

Great Southern and Western.
Tons.

Freight

Led
£s.d
Sec A and B Classes
Artificial manure ................... See A
3460'
195
4064
Bottles ..................................
98
35
260 1 3
275
30
18 19 6
Cases ................................. I
25
331 I 4
952
841 4 6
755
Chaff ................................. 1,576
B Class, 1878
2
0 ,
5
Charcoal and Coke, in bags
6 19 8
144
Cokc-Goverssinent trucks ............18 Ii 5
Do -ow ne r's trucks ......................1,072 '
to 18 2
Flower pots ................................6
27 12 10
47
Glue-pieces .............................7
37 5 0
Greavec .................................0 12 7 .,....
B Class 1878.
50 7 ix ..
bass, bar and plate (tIp)
65
21
Lead. ingots (up) ..................
13
3) Class, 1878
Oil-cake .................................8 to S
1334 4
476
Paper ..................................
125
33 5 7 ""
B Class, 1878
19 13 2
63
441 8 jo
Potterywaro .........................
321
1) Class, 1878
Regulus ...............................
26'
395 15 4
do.
do.
286 0 8
259
Salt., rock ...............................
648 8 4
466
1,529 16 3
972
551 IS 10
40'
1,483 6 2
Sheepskius, bundles ................ 1,232
229 0 1
245
it
40 15
Slates .....................................38
8 zy 1
3), Class, 1873
1,759 4 o
2,803
6
Sleepers ............................... 8,527
B Class, 1878.
213 i 6
1,408 i i
554
Timber, in log (under 40 miles)1 1,976
1,045 2 6
1,604
4,042 7 0
undressed
(do.) ...l 4,465
Do.
2,266 i4 9
i,Srg
isnoro .........................................
p Class, 188.
6
141 7 TO
Whiting ...............................
89
54 iO 8
0 2 2
Goods re-booked ..................I

Great Northern.
Freight

Tons,

L a. d.

£s.cl,

CCLASI

and B Classes
1 70 10 4
43 1, 10
11052 7 3
6 0 1

Total ............... .............

19,413

19880 173

9.805

7,30240

2,975

2,467 144

B CLISS.

67 1 7
68
0 911
I
i6 1 9
14
Chareoalandeolce,issbags
738 4 4
5Copper ingots ................................453
236 16 3
153
133 0 3
146
121 13 I
Rides, dry ...........................
77
42 17 6
Iron, pig and shret..............................57
27 910
22
Jams ...................................6 511
8,6
ro
667
0,1-cake ..............................9
1 78 14 8
11263
84
Regains ...............................
99
1,648 11 11
1,400
290 II 10
363
682
Salt, rock ..............................
733 x6 4
8 10
Sliecpsksus, loose ...........................1 54 I
3,714 I 5,031 1 0
843 13 7
1,292
2,473 6 11
Sleepers ... ............................ s,8y6
171 10 5
179
8 19
80
72 14 9
Sods caustsc ........................
7
462 0 9
318
24
38
Soda, crystals ........................
3' r6 io
74 14 10
26412 5
201
6
51
Stono(cssl;) ...........................
9 6it
43 0 5
A Class, 1878.
1 to 8
Terra Cutta ................................2
5,632 0 3
53 461
324 12 9
404
1,423 I 20
Timber, dressed .... .................. 1,306
252 13 7
130
30710
28
6853
Whiting ................................35
I
Woolpacks (over 300 miles) ......
1,672 19 8 12,433 14,864 6 3
2,271
5,153 4 7
Total .................................
4,258
1st Crass.
I
2,836 15 6
1,234
491 8 S
502
2,769 5 2
Cement ............... ... ............ 1,225
86
309 iS 3
144 18 5
1,376
2,618 9 2
*Coppor ingots ......................... 1,277
78350
52
Glucose ..............................I
73
4
210 5 10
61
Iron, cor., cases (over 300 inles)
22 1 9
45
10 19 I
36
Iron, pig and scrap (down)
47 I 10
49
i 5 8
Iron screws .................................. ................
213 9 7
63
Iron wire, bdis. (over 300 miles)
15 19 8
4
Iross wire nails
(do-)
Kerosene oil (up) ....................................Ii
4 15 3
86oi 10
849
2 6io
I,o44
Leather(up) ............................966
5
1,35210 9
542
3317 8
42617 6
17
Melt... ................. ....................i5
1,073 13 2
414
1 4 0
68 8 6
Measurement goods ...................269
4
6 0
Mariate of lime ............................6
Offal.............................................0 2 4
1849
8
044
Quicksilver .......................................119
3,424 51 7
5,092
..................
fRaiivay material .........................
230 1 7
103
12 12 5
6
Resin .....................................22
44
6,789 8 6
2,879
2,430 13 II
6,259 6 4
Salt, dairy ............................. 2,777
1545
2611 8
16
27 9 2
29
26 4 0
,6
Secd,lurerne . ........................
C Class, 1878
So 12 7
87
215 5 i
136
Slates .................................
B Class, 1878
23 II 3
23
205 ,
i69 '3 7
Soda, caustic .........................
do,
do
92 13 8
63
125 ,
303 7 I
Soda, crystals ........................
do.
do
69
12221 0
Stone(cut) ............................
4i
41510
13
2092
S,siphnrioaeid .......................6
79512
69181
435
Tallow ...................................751
75
123 12 6
29468
115
2661310
84
12 4 15 10
Tar ......................................I01
2,161 ,6 6
6 2
xc
Woolparks .............................638 I 1,723
°
Goods re-booked .................... .... I
Total ............................ 8,140 1 16,871 18 7 4,174 4.206 14 9 9,514 22,351 10 3
To Septt-sisber, zBS, ,st Class; from September, ,sya, D Class.

12-N

80
815 10
48 xi xl
81
286 10 1
452
1) Class, 1878.
22 4 0
87
) Class, 1878
I 13 3
I

D Class, 1878.
B Class, zSyS.
B Class, 1878.
do.
do,
521 17 II
360
62 13 II.
89
3) Class, 1378.
33 Class, 1878.
1,416

p

r,Sro 12 TO
Class, 1878.

2,566

2,838 19

227
46

2213 1
117 1 5
231 4 0
29 14 7

102
474

0 10 4
17191
456 16 2

6,098
55
92
32

6,311 13 0
- 22 7 5
126 14 5
25 4

1,407

2,011 7 3
101150

9,176

8,464 19 9

380
795

13 8
178 17 6

541

538

.....,

911

16 3

4

I fl

9
2 8 0
41 8
4 6 8

4
2
46
2

3,270
21
1,494
14

0

D
do
do

343
77
238

0

6,629 S 6
45 17 6
2,804 6 to
23 7 4
Class, 2878.
Class, iSyS.
do.
do.
135'
28779
153 13 3
507 6 0

6,730

t To September, 5575, asia class; irons aeplenoor, 1070, zn

11,192 19

7
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APPENDIX TO REPORT ON RATLWAYS-1878,
No. 18-continued.
1877.
Description of Goods.

Groat Southern and Western.
Tons.

Freight.

1878.
Great Northern.

Tons.

Great Southern and Western.

Freight.

Tons.

Freighu

Great Northern.
Tons.

Freight

£ 9. a.
£ s. d.
I.
£ S. d.
£
Aerated waters .......................53
78 17 11
62 2 9
140
147 18 0
74
137
74 10
Ale and beer, in bulk, over 300 rn
6
26 12
Boats ...................................32
50 19 2
20
12
15 19
70 7 4
37 12 4
4'
Boilers ...................................73
206 10 6
109
132 9 9
204 3 8
58
25 3
57
Guttering . ............................Charged with I ronniengor3-........
......
.
Jlides ..................................
202
416 13 9
P class, 1878.
539
599 13 0 D class, i88.
Iron-Bar ........................... 1,256
3,225 13 8
826
1,087 13 10
1,409
3,700 9 4
685
1,098 19
Do. Boiter.plat.o ....................26
6 6 10
29
19 0 10
61
176 6
15
20 I
Do. Castings .......................583
1,542 1 3
296
272 19 I
11115
440
346 2
3,477 17 8
Do. Corrugated, in cases
1,664
6
9
861
1,640
2,064
5,893 12 0
1,759 9
4,937
7 10
775
Do. Girders ..........................10
2802
286
i8
22250
4
Do. Screws ..............................
......
......
i
a 8 10
Do. Tanks ..........................178
369 6 7
371
51517 3
68
259
33312
135 810
Do. Wheels andaxles
217
362 3 3
ic6
41 18 SQ
23
50 11 11
213
69 17
Do. Wire, in bundles .............2,815
. 9,070
15 6
2,327
5,900 7 2
3,019 10,391 2 II
2,079
4,944 5
Do. Wire ss ails .................. ......
.
100
287 13 6
8 4
4
Lead-Pig and sheet .................
114
281 6 4
6
163
6 19
77 5 2
395 16 7
5
M alt .....................................282
flO 14 5
8
ig 6 if ist class 1878
ist class, 1878.
Paper ...................................170
48 1 5 7
56
87 8 6
188
II 9
68
141 17
53
Railway insterial . ...................12,155 35,269 7 0
2,298 II 2
5,307 21,512 15 0
7,585 8
5,373
Resin ..................................83
.194 10 2 2,864
20
xst class, 188.
43 3 5 jet class, 1878.
Soap......................................88
482 17 10
113
16 10 0
719
1,709 10 7
673 12
474
Stone-Carved .......................100
209 2 0
40
I
86
122 19 4
40 17
53
17
34
Sugar .. ............................. ....7,o54 19,419 13 11
2,652
4,670 1 2
7,655 22,186 14 8
2,818
,668 IS
Tallow ...................................246
423 4 9
320
ist class, 1878.
343 3 i 1st class, 1878.
Timber-Dressed ....................3,016
5,572 0 Ii
1,194
1,130 IS 6 1) class, 1878.
J) class, 1878.
Zisse and tin plates...................6
53 7
23
30 0 II
78
198 15 3
18
30 9
Goods re.booked........................0 2 0
2NDCLAS5.

Total .............................30,542

83,561 3 10

13,408

19,231 17 1

22,463

71,446

0 10

13,497

32,864 2

ci.
2

4

II

0

6
7
II

4
3
2
o
5
4

10

IC
0
6

3

10

32D Ca.&ss.
Ale and beer ..........................3,982 10,999 0 8
2,350
4,036 11,037 2 6
21 717
6,158 7
4,739 14 2
Bags, byweight .......................................98
223 19 2
8
277 0 3
Boots ....................................392
1,474 0 1
148
401 19 8
1,764
IS
6
501
16 0
o
450
Bruslsware ................................28
110 5 7
iG
17
16
63 14 7
35 ii I
4 6
Butter, bacon, and eggs ........... 1,038
3,125 14 1
70
147 0 2
1,131
128
3,070 15 11
237 12 5
Carpentry ............................
490
1,667 II 11
129
243 6
548
1,897 19 3
143
272 3 II
Cheese .................................
261
79016 o
62
14219 0
92
903 a 8
23915 9
306i
Coloiseal wine (down).................29
'07 12 4
121
228 12 9
24
163
369 19 5
97 5 7
Confectionery .........................
428
1,703 15 6
245
596 12
408
1,674 13 5
250
639 18 s
Cordials ...............................
171
329520
16987
95
73
Drapery .............................. 2,621
876
2,297 10 4
9,999 0 7
2,924 11,559 17 9
1,069
2,995 18
Drugs and chemicals.............. .286
864 3 0
70
ióo IS 11 270 1,022 12 5
48
133 12 S
}iax ..............................................................
6
i
0 17 10
Furniture in eases ...................
490
1,954 6
124
314
2,221 3 0
164
o
434
9 1
Glassware ...........................
818
3,083 8 6
29!
730 9 1
3,020 9 5
291
779
794 10 9
Grease. antifrictjon.......................................
21 11 ........
26
16 12 3
33
Groceries ............................... 5,438 20,879 2 7 , 1,837
5,822 22,956 2 1
2,086
,8ir 17 1
4,459 14 8
liner.....................................
28
13
31 10 11
75 I 10 I
28 I
II
64 iS 11
25 4 7
Hides,loose-........................I
I
Iron-Corrugated, loose ......... Included with ls'Omn,,lIgeri.i
119
With I Ironmongery. With Ironmongery.
8
79
Ironmongery ..... ................... I 1072 11,427
1,629
3.655 13 I
1,910
0 8
4,782 0 I
3,534 13.046 13 0
Kcrosono ... ........................... I
6S5
2,655 16 2
616
273
2,389 5 3
626 3 S
Leather (down) ............... .......
,od
303 10 3
56
138 15 11
13'
50
123 14
395 0 8
Machinery, ............................ 7,172
4,152 11 7
367
1,683
5,80418 4
68 15 5
774 3 2
445
Malt tanks ...........................
29
78 17 3
35
79 2 0
Meat, fresh ...........................
141 0 0
11
256
132 0
9 1 9
9
7 iS 4
])o.s,slt ...............................'39
91
ir
87
9740
468
4
ltlrsoellanr.onc ..........................1,997
5,727 2 3
2,339
7,145 12 II
1,296 19 2
555
1,580
4,549 7 6
Oils ........................................ 442 1,451
13 1
517
1,1
i6 o 8
510
1,802 14 8
202
486 IS 0
Pigs and punit.rs' .......................352
711 6 1
17
iS '6 8 422
897 10 1
51 8 4
53
Plants ......................................So
16634
6x68
20526
8
2055
3
Preserved meat (down).................................2
12 7 4
4 2 8
3
Rice ........................................ 960
3,819 4 a
356
876 12 5
913
3,770 10 9
422
1,286 4 7
Rope ..................................... 114
31 I
69 19 5
454 53 S
384 19 10
24
62 11 6
93
Saddiery ..... .................. ..... ....i6o
561
589167
14930
147
58780
31'
9601
Skip waggos...............................................
49
17 13 II
I
Soap ...................................
410
1,336 72 0
ndclass, 1878
2ndclass, 1878.
535
575 i
Stationery ...............................163
361
690136
89186
76'
65 67
29
75 14 4
Ica ........................................893
II
432
1,104 5 2
805
3.544
3.318 15 0
412
1,163 15 7
9
Tobacconist,' goods ..................307
1,318 10 4
172
466 3 5
300
1,333 17 11
142
420 15 2
Dpholstery ...................................................
48
92 4 6
59
Weggon plant ...............................................284
87 8
Wines and spirits ....................2,962 11,965
1,449
3.717
3.155 131 186 14 7
1,541
3 4
4,449 12 .8
Wool, by weight................................................
0 ......
Miscellan Davis class, 1878.
Wool packs ..................................................................................
(]oodsrcbeokccl .............................
.....
,
Total ............................

o,6o5 107,89911 3

....,

14,037

l

32,494 16

0

32,7(6 116,980 5 3

To Sej,tomber, 1878, 2nd cl,ss, from Soptemter, 1879 1st Uriss.

13,698

34,836 8

199
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APPENDIX TO REPORT ON RAILWAYS-1878.
No. 18-continued.

Description of Goods.

Tons. j

Freight.

4TUCLASS.

9

Great southern and Western.

Great Northern.

Great Southern and Weston.
Tons,

-

1878.

1877.

Freight.

£

s.d.

Freight.

Tons.

£

s.d.

s.d.

Great Northern.
Tons.

Freight.

£

s.d.

20
32026
22
9297
6'
337183
81 50
Acids ..................................6g
1037
63 16 7
II
66 10 2
6
Ammunition .........................13
5
13 5 3
0 3 3
Bicycles .................................
I
2
Fireworks ............................8
5 14 1
7 3 II
7
35 i8 2
39 iS ii
773
313 2 11
319 15 8
517 1,543 8 io
198
Furniture, loose ......................452
1,345 16 I
0 10 0
1814
1
3i86
Hats .....................................I
3
4 18 3
6 10
0 4 6
Milliner. ..............................
i86 4 2
627 '6
6°
127 17 3
46
Musical instruments ...............139
595 6 4
'47
Naphtha .................................0 II 10
593
12
640
2
Paint.iugs ...............................10
56
3
45 17 6
32 11 4
866
6
2
2315
7 15 5
Perernbu.lators ......................
3
0 9 3
Picture frames ......................0 19 2
3899
2
8
8 14 1
4407
Piergiasses ............................8
3
6159
12
8615 0
2
Ploteglass ............................13
65 16 1
4
443
1st Class, 1878.
itt Class, 1878
...............
6 8
Quicksilver ... ... ............. . ...... ..
50 0 2
184 16 8
12
18
63 II Ii
38
200 iS 8
Sewing machines ...................43
20 9 4
6
2210 6
9
41 1 9
8
Slateslahsforbilliardtablcs
7
2,315 19 3
1,170 16 4
695
278
Not described ........................350 1,626 5 0
3,012 6
4,168 5 10
984
677 17
1,102
309
Total ............................1,120
4,4 19 10

i

.
,

i

p

x

i

MIsoxu.ANEous CLAss.
i 78.
A Class, 188 6,11A Class,
232 2 .....
Bricks ...................................1,055
1,759 6 10
905 19 10 46,029 17209 12 10
6,467
Coal ....................... .............. 45,662 17,080 IS
3,156 5 1 947,442 44,724 3 5
41,042 5 7 8,816
p 842,532
Do. Owners' trucks ..............3,510 1,216
31815 4
28411 8
126
184
624 14 11
337 7 I
Contractors' plant ....................233
'94
36 0 0
24 0 0
52
20
Contractors' engines ...................
128 i o
Crude oil ...............................157
902 2 1
862
298 17 II
5
625
397
6418 3
Empty returns .......................374
439
15 15 2
27 I 5 98,237 13,952 9 9
123
237
Firewood............................... 89,168 14,172 10 7
78 7 2
410 0 7
185
69
26 0 8
31
119 14 7
Fish-Fresh or sheU ................... 6
194 5 11
1,329 6
133,6 7
141
51
8x 9 5
Gunpowder..............................113
4
95 0 0
lThulage timber ..........................760
i
8 0
Do. water ...........................'
6,905 3 0
19,130
......................... 17,703 8,678 II 5
lIronstone
]ssy, by truck
173 I 4
540
0
6 6
...................................4
13 14 6
1,437
183
1,988
6
557 14 I
Limestone ............................ 3,997
11
I
II
17
25 16 4
72
Manure-Loose ......................
10 828ii 10i 08
193 9 2
Meat-Mort&Co .......................175
836
996 16 o
1,208
do
Milk
161 10 6
1,713
i66 7 I
,499
Mining props ..............................
173 3 2
3,146 14 10
211127
,,68o
1,486 6 7
Road metal............................ 10,257
7,78' 9 5
32,474
Shale ................................. x5,o6
5,347
5
16 8
70 19 3
Slatestone ..............................1I5
1,361 19 2
3,220 1,190 19 1 38,927
390 5 4
i8 8 4 10,663
Stone-Undressed .................. ..1,052
101015 06
2 0 0
147
23
6o 14 6
Wnggonsonsvheels ..................32
15,787
II
i
S
10
18,754
8,592
16,434
1
9,470
15,624
29,563
0
35.955
5
by
bale
...........................
Wool
266 II 4
740
265 1 4
Do. by weight ........................133
x 16 4 36 66 13 5
Goods re.booked......................... 6
Total .............................205,600 83,989 16 6 871,780 59,752 4 11 242,648 94,368 0 9 1,006,186 63,099 19 6
SUMMARY.
II 5
0 6 39,859 10,775
A lsss ............................... 65,783 44,026 8 10 42,693 14,958 i6 6 75,003 37,518
1.704 IS 6
1,935 19 1 21,386 10,469 8 6 6,126
8,983 17 i 28,305
B ................................ 15,356
2,838 1 9
2,467 14 4
2,566
2,977
7,302 4 0
9,805
19,413 19,880 17 3
... ............................. .4,258
CD .................................
8,464 19 9
9,176
2,271
1,672 19 8 12,433 14,864 6
5,153 4 7
4,206 14 9 9,514 22,351 10 3 6,730 11,192 19 7
4,174
ist Class ...............................8,140 '6,871 iS 7
71,446 0 10 13,497 22,864 2 10
2nd ................................ 30,542 83,561 3 10 13,408 19,231 17. 1 22,463 116,980
5 3 13,698 34,836 8
3rd ................................. 30,605 107,899 II 3 14,037 32,494 16 0 32,706
4,168 5 10
677 17 I 1,502
984 3,012 6 i
309
4tli .................... ..............1,120
4,473 79 10
Miscellaneous ........................ .205,600 83,989 16 6 871,780 59,712 4 II 242,648 94,368 0 9 ,005i5 65,099 19 6
8
380,817 374,840 17 9 986,872 142,193 9 I 420,226 374,633 12 6 1,098,822 1603 789
8
512
2
2
1,376
4
10
Si
2
1,792
6
i
.Lcndifferenceovcrchargcsand
and special credits
420,226 373,257 10 4 .098.811
3 0
142,112 6
373,048 11
6,941 2 II
7,281 10,098 19 Ii 26,185 45,151 3 4 4,716
Live stock ............................ 12,150 16,205 IS
9,800 19 10
1252 15 0
620 7 7
534 19 10
Demurrage, storage, weighing
use of cranes, &c.
8 i,ios,s38 177,019 5 9
446,411 419,66'
Total ............................ 392,967 389,874 18 0 994,153 152,746 6
*Department,1_
4,938 1,900 8 6
6 58,228 19,928 9 0
,,o8
3,591
Coal ............................... 32,470 10,511 17 7
3,171
6,203 IS 0
4,77 5 6
4,253 17 9 1760
9,599
9_17 10
General .............................5,100
180,396 19 9
Grand Total .................. 430,537 404,640 13 4 999,504 154,904 16 4 514.258 445.793 14 8 i 1
1

19

9

4

1

2

160,277

S

12

1

* The freight on Dopartusental goods is not collected or t.ransierrcd to revenue account,
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APPENDIX TO REPORT ON RAILWAYS-isis.

No. 19.
GREATSOUTHERN, WESTERN, AND RICHMOND RAILWAYS.
Riunx of Articles on which Freight was reduced in September and December,
Decrease in Weight carried and Freight i'eceived.

.

-18,i.

Tons.

£

s. d.

Bark
...
746 13 10
2,294
Bones
...
503
410 13 6
Bran and Pollard
1,896 1,415 IS 7
...
Bricks
...
......1,326
...
539 17 1
Clay
...
79108
283
................ 10,520 7,802 15 3
Flour
Fruit
...
...
6,838 2,526 0 10
Garden Produce
...
i,16
589 2 7
Grain
...
...
... 23,057 18,896
6
OreenFodder...
,.,
4 12 6
17
Bay
...
...
4,000 2,871 2 9
iron, Pig, &c., and rough castings (up)
3811 205 3 xi
Ores
...
...
3.549 1,931 2 3
PaiingsA (over 40 miles)
238
161 5 9
Paper Material
84 2 2
457
Posts (over 40 miles)
3,835 1,833 14 7
Potatocs ...
............ 4,454 2,938 19 5
Sawdust...
II
348
Stocks(orer4o miles)
362 16 1
443
Timber, Log ,,
2,594 1,689 2 9
undressed
...! 5,463 4,612 12 4
Hides, wet
.........
1,81 1,283 15 10
Iron, Bar, Plate, &e
114
93 13 5
Lime
3,872 3,391
6
Palings B (under 40 miles)
612
146 5
Posts
2,732
716 6
Potteryware
989 1,104 16
Stocks
866
26872
Sand
751! 214 4 6
Shingles
334
174 12 2
Timber, Log (under 40 miles)
14 6
75$
undressed
558
122 56
Chaff
I,576} 1,052 7 3
GluePieees
3750
73
Shocpskins
1,232! 1,483 6 2
Slates
1741
25606
Soda Crystals
16! 378
,,Caustic
286
24274
Stone, cut
115
165
5
Hides, dry
279
538 6
Timber, dressed
4,322 6,995 2 9
Malt
441 1,157
Bosin
105
239 13 7
Quicksilver
7 10 0
Tallow
321
54617 3
Soap
598
9
Road Metal
10,257 1,486 6
Manure,looso
72
21 16 4
Limestone
3,997 1,988 4 6
Ironstone,..
6 6
4
Firewood
8,i6g 14,172
7
Stone undressed
2,578
905
Trucks Ray
17,703 8,678
5

(up)

,,

i

.,

,

.,

...

......

,.,
,

,..
, .,.
.,.
.,.

..,
,
.,
,.,
.,

.,
..,

...

,,

,

I II
11
10
II II

,

.,

...
of

10

..,

.,,

,.,

II
1
II

...
..,
...
...
...
...
...
..,
...
...
...

,

',Sig
0

10

Tons.

1877,

Weight \eight
lnereaoe er

£

s d. Tons. Tons.

showing Increase or

Amount
Inerrase.

£

Amou,st
Deercier.

s. d.

£

s. d.

528 9 4 3
103
218 4 7
35675
26
5461
1,445 4 10
913
29 6
950 2 10 2,7931
410 5 9
301 ...... ...........28163
50145
4,197 14 4
787
3,605 10 it
1,784 9 II
1.,'13
741 0 1'
644 6 8
253
55 4 1
9,467 15 6.......4,651
9,428 8 o
410
8 13 6
5
4,260 12 6 2,860:
1,389 9 9
212 16 ii
66
13 0
1,648
965 14 1
965 8 2
179 17 71
18 ri xo
73
108 2 9
187
24 0 7
885 20 3
1,22 .............. 948 4 4
4,142 4 2 3,021
1,203 4 9
3010
1....................0310
310 19 5
7 ....................51 16 8
2,765 9 3 1,348
1,076 6 6
3,823 17 10
168
788 14 6
66......................324
959 5 5
5
192 6
138
98 13 2
4,872 8
3.141
1,481 6
96 8 3$
134
49 17 8
135
536
8
2 5
1,834 19
730 2
418!
26643
234
2311
1,228
277 7 4
63 2
477$
420
210 i6 6
86.........36 4 4
3E
1,348
248 16 8 1,2 73:
234
2,966
614 3
2 408
7
1,349
452
599
227!
271210
26,,...,
9 12 2
47
1,126 1,187 5
296
22901
245,
71'
2705
318
463
155
83
9
171105.......
107
701611
179
264 12
86
99
153
236 16 3
126
301
7
5461 5,632
1,363 3
3' 1,139'............
542 1,312
154
io
18
9$
103
230
2
9 12
8
49
7
10 14 9
2
114
245 311
435
795
121
719 1,709
109 19 3
7
21,127 3,146 14
10,870.
1,660
17
24 4
55
2,560
1,430
557 14
5
173
540
536
172 14
4
98,237 13,952
220
9, 9,068'
3,220 1,190 19
642
255
2
19,130 6,905 3
1,427,
1,773 8 5
2,191
477
2,809
4,119
213
9,733
5,725
1,418
18,406
22
6,86°
446
1,901
313
644
1,61
7,475
12
450
3.942
5,295
1,879
252
7,013,
478
2,597!
1,407$

. .

10

0

1,100

11
10 11
1
0

3j]

0
10

iS

1
10
10
1 11 II
I
I
9 1'
0

10
0 11
II
218,403 99,411 10 4 249,3461 86,004 15

.................
iSo
1
......
.......................
10.............
10
......j
491 I
ió
ioó'
1 1
.....................
iS 1 0
1 0
10
6
bit
0

......
......'

...........
...... ..
S

10 5
10
........... 0 10
iS
...... .....
44,13713,196 10,069 8 7,23,476 3 0
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APPENDIX TO REPORT ON 11AILWAYS-1878.

No. 19-conti9nsed.
GREAT NORTHERN RAILWAY.
RETURN

of Articles on which Freight was reduced in September and December, 1871, showing Increase or
Decrease in Weight carried and Freight received.

-

Tons.

£

Weight Weight
Increase ue.

187&

1877,

a. ci. Tons.

£

B.

U. Tons. Tons.

Amount
lnerso,

Amount
Decrease.

£

£

s. d.

2188
AntimonyOree
2
19
16o 3
.........
38
Bark
So
34510
1,8
öjgo
4861
Bones
.,,
10910462
123
6143
185
1 o ii
l3rnn and pollnrd
780
177 2 2 176
604
126 1 3
Bricks
...
156
1,646
256 9 7
1,80
429 16
C]ay
...
1 0 7
6
I 7 8
s
o 7
5
Flour
...
744 8
4447 1,627 17 6 6,490 2,372 6 3 2,043
Fruit
...
78
18102
358
280
34 1 5 8
21 5 1 5 10
8
Garden Produce
663
252 16 5 216
251 8 4
447
Grain
...
2,075............. ..
8,496 4,900 14 10 5,521 2,272 10 3
GreenPodder
,
23
337
uS 0 II
.,
860
150 17 1
iron,Pig,&c.,(up)
150
1 59
44 0 4
9
53 0 1
.........
I 1 31e
Hay
13 II 8,185 2,610 II IC
.,
817 7
Ores
6
27118
583
9,484
263 0 ii 1e,e6
.......................0 0 8.............o 0 8
MifletSeed
Palings(over4omiles)
II
8 6
24 0 7
44
l'aperMatcrial
0 13 3
4
4
746
Posts (ever 40 miles)
,
u6 5 4
243 15 II
33
779
641
Potatoes ...
3,950 1,395 3 9 3,339 1,100 14
.009
Sawdust ...
8io
Stocks (ever 40 nules) ,
88
63 15 4
56
144
95 5 4
TimberLog
.........................411
236 16
236 '6 1 41!
undressed
1,043
643 3 I 754
289
198 16
444 7
Lime
...
690
2731710
23
713
37863
....................7
2 5 6
l'aiings (under 40 miles),
2 5 6
7
28
207
28
5 207
19
Potterywaro
307
239 15 2
27
280
219 u6 4
Steeks(undsr4omls) .,
30
27
16 8 ii
31 9 ¶
57
Sand
...
86
838
113 11 4
974, 126 6
Shingles...
92
63
58107
4784
.
155
Limber, Log
523
223
63 6
748
248 16 9
61
undressed
886
200
1,883 1,099
997
Ohaff
................
452
500
286101
952
84146
Sheepskins, bundles
,
41
360
521 17 II
401
551
Slates
62 15 II
g8
89 9 8
89
9
Soda Crystals
92' 126 14 5'
2 3
6,
87
124
5
Caustic
15
32110
2275
30
151
Stene,out
32
2540
43 14 6
43
75
Hides
26
732133
531147
685
659
INmber D ,
1,407
191
1,455
1,598
7 3
3
Malt
...
31
46
25
41 8 5
53 4 7
.........
Resin
26
551510
21
45 17 6
5
Quicksilver
4 41
Tallow
,
52
413 12
28779
343
395
Soap
474673121026
448
74199
RoadMetal
.,
173 3 2 x,62o
173 3 2
1,63°
Limestone
...
13 i4 6
'83
1 4 6 183
114
Firewood...
...
...
2715
15152
237
123
92
8
Stone, undressed ...
... 36,356 1,269 8 6 38,927 1,361 19 2 2,57!
Mining Props ...
...
1,713 161
6 214
1,499
166 7
89,955117135
9,269 8,612 1,853
89,298 2á,471

ii

' i

'

s. U
1317
2932

193 6 6
............

2,628 4 7
32 16 2
819 9
1,96 2 I

.... ........

.........................
.., ..,
, osi 1 0 0. ...... ........
10 0
x
0
1
.............
......................
Posts . .
IIuS 10
II
is
,
.,
10
0
o
0 II
IS 10
II
10
II
1,011
.......11
. . . . ...
0 ...........................0
......
....................
,,. ...... .... ................. ..... i
10 4
... ...... ...
10 ........
i
10 2
,
, i
Great Southern, Western, and Richmond Railways, increase of weight ...
,,
Northern
,.
,,
Totiil Increase...

...

...

1612 1
0 12 3
227 IC 7
294 9 9
32

10485

6
12 15 0
1123
2
1 85
6
898 s
554 14 5
30
26 13 9
1037
i8io6
300,88
444 4 0
16 2
9 18 4
4 4
125
671611
1163
16 7

8,188 IS 2

Tons.

... 80,941
657
... 31,598

Great Southern, Western, and Richmond Railways, decrease in freight . . £13,400 14 5
Great Northern,
,,
6,335 8 0
11
,,
Total Decrease

...

.. . £19,142 2 5

TuE Tonnage of Goods carried during 1878 would, at rates charged prior to 17th Septcnjber5 1871, have
realized, forSouthern and Western Lines
...
...
... £115,906 13 3
Great Northern Line ...
...
...
.,.
...
24,628 5 4
Qr, £37,454 5s. Id. more:

No. 20.
REVENUE

Stations.

1t1_

cI

,.,C

and

EXPENDITURE of

each Station, with other particulars, for the year ending 31st December, 1878.
Goods.

Coal.

Other minerals

May.

Wool.

Rrs
4tssued. Coaching
Traffic. Tonnage Tonnage Toi,nagc Ton,iagc Tonnage Tonnage Trucks Trucks
Bales
Bales
outwards. inwards. outvaras. inwards, outwards. inwards, outwards. Inwards, outwards. Inwards.

Erpditure.

£

SUBURBAN RAILWAY INCLUDING SYDNEY

Central Office, Sydney .......... 10
Darling ifarbour .................. II
Sydney...............................12
Evericigix ........................... 12
M'Donald Town ....................12
Newtown .............................12
Stanmoro .............................II
Petersham ..........................13
Aehield .............................15
Croydon .............................
..'2
]3unvood .............................12
Redmyre .............................12
Hornebush ........................ 13
Rookwood ..........................14
Parramatta Junction &Sidings 15

4
25
220
2

1877..........

1

14
2
7
7
3
8
2
8
3
13

Lad
77 iS 7
2,927 3 7
25,559 0 I
173 18 io
119 4 5
1,592 19 10
5503
717 6 ii
730 16 I
283 4 II
848 to xi
251 6io
817 4 4
319 0 0
1,88 6

i

,

£

1,248
497,130
5,579
16,490
197,755
2,633
93,286
75,953
20,384
64,264
6,354
ir,6i8
12,761
13,633

319

36,331

244

27,178 9 9 789,621

Total

a. d

r.d.
1,159 19 4
10,400 90,135
80,734 15 6 85,007 20,644
'8, 4 6
232 I Ii
4,531 19 5 1,004 12,161
6452
4,025 8 2
145 2,379
5,020 10 6
159 2,354
1,587 3 2
5,566 17 II
113
2,281
533161
1,389 16 7
184
12
922 6 6
633
110
2,128 15 10
784 1,340

350
',Goi

5,548
6,142

6

12,930

7

97,734 132,111

7

89,455 119,891

,

S 1019088 108,079 0
90,296

7

22 5,161
2,723 40,883

315

7,162
15

1,969 53,364 64,307 8 3
4,613 43,269 56,115 II 10

125
373 ....
...,
1,162
2
4
61
230
7
11

5

6,717 9 9

29

2,468 7 5
1,513
6

4,661

5

2,050

i6

1,316

So

244

2'

3
195

2
2

85

12
282
1,208

g

3

1,957

33,365

3,044

50,940

333

7,439

7,333 97,016 171,272 14

3,580

26,945

1,589

.12,190

185

7,029

5,512

115
is

829 17 S
1

625

349

8,o6i 4 11
182 5 8
1,077 5 6
6

EcwniIss',,

£

S.

d.

1,159 19 4
64.307 8
136,850 7 4
iSi 4 6
232 1 II
11,249 9 2
6452
6,493 15 7
61533 14 0
1,587 3 2
6,396 15 7
533161
39,451 1 6
1,104 12 2
3,206 I 4
279,35' 15 1

81,869 188,125 14 9 228,422 2 4

No. 20-continued.
jE

I

8

Stions.

kI

Goods
iuo.

thingffie.

i

£

Other minersis.

s. d.

£

3

365 7

I

4,492

Cabrama.tta ......................... 15

I

139

5

0

1,453

Liverpool and Sidings .......... 14

9

970 2

6

Cnmpbelltown and Sidings

13

9

Menangle .............................
14

s. d.

Tonn
outwards

GREAT SOUTRERN RAILWAY.

554 14

676

181

1

3,790

ISa

13,705

2,575 JO 3

10,941

4,037

4,984

3

7

13,473

4,696 14 II

5,897

3,226

58

134

3

33680

1,800

44941

246

345

II

DouglasPark .......................13

I

15015 5

952

33612

4

214

144

I

Pieton ................................'6

8

908 0 ii

2,960

1,542

9 TO

742

1,040

2

6

42

Mittagong and Platforms

i5

8

874 0 3

3,393

2,528

6

1,542

1,439

172

21040

36

Bowral ................................15

4

398 8

2 1297

1,281 i

o

68

872

8

3,953

3,136

8

9,872

3,003

1,145

' 8

1,365

927

6,512

10,951

1,000

3

Moss Vale and Sidings ...........x6

7

688 IS

Marulao and Sidings ..............14

5

548

Goulburn ............................9

25

Badalbane
re

F

7

2

1,911

2,485 x6

3

10,766

.......................
.2
1

4

28222

1,945

Gunning and Sidings ...........12

5

546 17 0

3,328

flss and Sidin
Sidings........
.................15
..
Downing ...........................
i6

Binalong .............................'0

7
8

66 18 JO
916 II 3

6

45

13

13

Cootamundra .......................12

14

Bethungra, opened is April ...

ii

Murrumburrub and Sidings

Junee, oponed 6 July ...........15

3,918
1,908

53.714 19

568 14 8
1,935

5

2,421 13

2,489

1,682

1,114

6 2

4,833

5,659 19

1,325

3 2

836 6

9

3,154 3 4

3

7

4

7

246

153

535

1,251

476
782

22

19

4

19

1

320

493

15

5,297

62

1,632

I

40

2

672

i6

5,564

362

809

2

456

2

11104

4,339

4,322

5,035 10 0

1,528

4,637

107

342

i

2,216

2,649 IS

256

7,526

53

279

1,495 4

7

71

319

13

2

228

3,178

69

214

3 9

4,000 4

1

6,575 14 4

1,880 19

y

6,577 14

6

663010

112

15

9410 4

431

2

8

12

997 17 II

2,340

7

9

61

I

1,503 9

6

2

882 12 10

7

3,931 16 S
2,164

7 10

108

2,509

7 8

5,645 15 4

9

250

836

9 10

1,931 II 6

II

8,513

21,336

9 4

20

64

35,051

8 7

72315

142

15469

54

2,733

2,297 19 8

4,233 5

5

4,794 19 1

2

5

1,673

13,218

4,208

37

1,76

1,510

7,949

7

15,639 19 2

i 8

3,258 4 8

5

2

53

7,789

6

14,333 11 5

19,993 10 7

27

92

2,543

2

11,441 4

16,477 14

6

14

1,103

16,076

5

329

7

3

1,175

14

502

8 4

1,903

3,987 9

171

15,835 0 0

7

54,469

54,012

182

6,372

10,052

2,285

18,286 1 3

89,227
76664

60,332 18

1877........... 134

49,805 16

5

51,460

59,836

118

8,884

8,151

8,048

II

7,088

3

29

6

North Wagga, opened 3 SepI

33 3 8

d.

£

213169

xx6
1

3

6.

858 5

27

136

1,210

s. d.
2

303 II

786

22

30

548

7

21

4

11 740
3,449

48

54

250

3 0

304

£

7,214

0

Eandn

Tonnage Tonna
Ton
cks
BaI
Tonn C Tonnage
cks
inwards. outwar. inwards. outwaffs. Inward,. outwMds. inwards outwards. innrds.

1

10

Wool.

1h3-.

Tol

Expun.

ICS.s z

Fairfield ............................

Coal.

4.637

I

4,191

7
3,646
4,684

42

44,866

10

30,894

6

13,426 8 10
820 14 I
6,953 i6 8

7

2,315 18 8
10,941

5 10

0 6 164,243 19 1
4,989 110,478 1 5 160,883 17 10

7,160 103,911

0
cc

No. 20-continued.
'±

jg a 6

Stations.

No. of
Tickets
isbu .

E.

S .a

.LE

Revenue from
Tickets and
Coaching Traffic.

W.I.

hay.

Otherminerals.

Coal.

Goods.

Eftmin
Tonnage Tonnage
outwards, inwards,

Tonnage Tonnage Tonnage Tonnage
outwards. Inwards, outwards. Inwards,

Trucks
Trucks
outwards. Inwards,

Bales
outwards.

Bales
Inwards.

77

49
3

209

3
3

7
5

1

33

Total Earnings.

GREAT WESTERN RAILWAY.
II
12
Farramuthi ............ ........... ..
II
2
Sorest HUh .................. .......
BIaektuw'ss .........................13
9
Rooty Huh ........................14
3
12
......................
South Crook
5
i4
16
.............
Pcssrithi and Siding
2
Exnu Plains .........................13
1
i3roukdnle .........................12
I
Springwnod .........................12
2
I3lsse Mnuutainsnnd Platfnrsns 12
6
Mount Victoria and Sidings... 12
Bowenfels and Sidings '..........s4
j
15
Wal.hern.wang . .......... ...........II
Rvdal ...............................14
7
13
Tarana and PIntforll)............ .
4
6
Macqunrie Plains undPlatfor m 12
2
Raglan ...........................16
Ilolso ...............................10
5
10
29
)Jathurst and Platform ..........
m ... 14
Gco. Plains and Platfors
4
15
Nawbridgo and Platform
4
11
J3layne and Siding .............15
16
Spring Grove and Siding
3
springliuhli ........................15
3
Orange ............................J4
3

192
185
1.977.. ........

a. d.
£
iOta 10 2
196 16 o
1,121 is 6
302 5 3
6'
1,927 6
241 13 1
6 ii 4
25 9 2
246 56 3
766 13 II
i,o67 17 4
1 2 847 52 5
623 IS II
412
8
529 12 0
1 93 15 0
574 14 5
3,251 12 7
385 12 4
374 11 7
1,311 19 10
332 9 4
goS 7 9
3,597 I 10
21,851 2
17,505 14

4

4

£
80,344

3889
51412
3,270
5,199
9,275
1,770
162
444
285
4,536
4,65
4,452
1,533
1,138
1840
254
954
18,514
4,765
3,106
5,881
4,266
3,471
14,174
183,899
160,484

£

a. d
8,967
243
258
505
2,457

65

3 I
162 9 9
3,202 3 4
2,110 8 i
4,406 2 4
596 19 0
615 2 9
595 0 II
590170
92538
23,702 1 9
622 5 1
852 3 0
3,231 16 2
770 12 3
67612 6
15,or 8

4,924
2,715
4,240
12,844
r6,iSo
11,179
273
2,279
2,166
16
296
5,820
1,354
1,004
1,070
3,027
494
953
7,151
579
1,739
2,120
1.325
2 1 155
2,029

263
131
257
783
1,742
3.593
7,075
16
475
426
49
i,006
23,685
602
625
3,459
675
367
26,540

6,nio 2 3
61,087 18 10

85,930
89,868

73,630 45,474

10,683 7 5
423 7 I
941 to 8
564 it 6
1,092 5 8
3,108 2 3

443 I 1
32 8 2
110

10

271
6,938

245

2
5

2,331

76,826

1709

I

369

90
153
203

2
GSo
12,995

216
50
20

27
157
27
148
43
5
128

20
20,179
424
1,118
26

95

39

88
15
32
210
745

27

84

3

1

52,494

100

124
26

76
i66
41

52.540
50,147

613 141,427
236 139,187

3

19

278

I

II

9
3

549

So

1

21

7,004
988

1,234
33

125

478

1

3,462

267
61
380
1,624
21
14
20

52,706

14,954
13,717

46,156
30,745

5.732
6,172

59

'4

...
is

4
24
29
60

..,
......

2

8
5
2
29
37
1,297
948

.... **

5
222
23

I

si

15 13 7
39 15 2
i,181 '9 10
4.470
jo
'4,844 13 1
500 0 10
602 0 9
706 8 1
165 84
1,762 310
22.375 5 3
780 13 8
909 4 ó
11,029 iS 8
632 II 2
538 4 3
74,281 15 2

147
10,257
69
375
328
89
352
315
477
719
3,729
341
68
33,146

2,769

a

,i16 2 3
151 3 7
305 2 7
278 15 4
1,090 14 8
1,417 10 10
231 15 4

£

B.

ti

1 3,799 9 8
574 20 8
1,246 13 3
843 9 10
2,183 0 4
4,525 13 I
674 x6 5
32 8 2
125 16 8
202 4 II
4,384 3 3
6,So 13 II
19,250 15 5
1,096 19 '0
1,217
6
11301 9 0
35654
2,68766
36,077 7 0
1,402 25 9
'761
6
14,261 14 10
1,403 3 5
1,21416 9
89,333 3 Ix

9 7 206,537
8 1 200,275

11 10
6 11

WINDSOR AND RICInIOND RAILWAY.

10

15,070

224

610

9,956

233

6

8

3,650

3,136

6,616

2,182 14

7

2,233

2 1, 142
20,474

5,473 3
5815 12

II

29,939
56,949

...........12

1

142

2

3

2,353

351 15

..........................13
Windsor .............................1 4
ouil ..........................14

2

17118

4

11457

324

6

625

2

10,716

2,584

3

405

10 0

1,344 15 9
1,164 18 10

Riverstosto a.sid Sidings
Muhgrnvo

1877..............
I
n'

12
10

5

9

4

24

134

1

653

100

1
10

144

892

1,530

50

22

259

5,123
4,670

154
126

33
109

328
187

7

10 0

66°

961710

421

4

8

4,516

6

0

3,190 15

7

5,788 12
8,610 S

i
8

6

1,931 19

697

1
1

8

i,008

2,376
1,914

5
1

50
81

3,594

4

1 0

3,315 8

2
9 11

No. 20-contflzuec..
5

Statics's.

't

I.

No. of
Tick

Revenue from
Tielcetsnd
g

ZJa

£
Newcastle .........................
Honeysuckle Point ......... .......
Hamilton ............................
Wanital, ............................
Jiexhiaro .. .........................
East TtT,titlaisd ...................
High'st.reet .........................
\Vcst Mitit,Iand ..................
Wollonsbi Road .............. .....
Lochinvor
Greta
Branatosi
Singleton
Rnvensworl.h
Muscicbrook
Aberdeen ...........................
Scone
Murrurundi
Pree
Q,uirindi
Werris Creek,pen
oed 14
Tamvortb, opened 14 Oct
Morpetli
Wsallsend

12
12
12
12

63
13
5
8
6
5
2
16

it
II

fl

. it
II
......................... 11
............ ................... II
............................ I I
............................ j,
.... ................. so
... ................... io
.
..............................99
................... ......
Willow
...................... 13
........................... 13
Oct.. 12
jo
.............................II
.............................10
1877

I

3
2
2
16
2

n

2
4

0

is

14
25
4
20
14
2

..........

260
223

........................
,,,

694
260

...............

1877

,

1

15

100

io

0 10

11

0

Othermincrals.

-

flay.

Wool.

Tonnage Tonnage Tonnage Tonnage Tonnage Tonnage Trucks. Trucks.
Bales.
Bales.
outwards, inwards. outwards. inwards, outwards lnw,'.rds. outwards. Inwards, outwards. inwards.

511 510
17,173
11,064
36,597
11,184
20,027
16,059
16,037
11724
4,305
5,739
5,087
8.527
8o6
4,524
762
31 129
6,522
6,768
7,721
475
1,770
13.480
21,436

35,287 15 9 272,426
82,871 12 4 5202,994

a. dJ
&REAT NORTHERN RAILWAY.
13,402 7 II
27,716
10,227
242 937,489 13,717 38,986
1,955 II 2
2 1 351
1,941
16
931
36
49
633 4 9
1,913
923,776
2,536 19 9
2,076
4,760 18,489
11196
38,502
10,980
1,007 12 5
929
1,362
134
151
sos
2,403 2 7
5,480
719
8
69
13
55
2,788 iS 6
110
8
4,156 2 I
11,886
6,148
516
21223
32
441
6'
21
181 15
53
3
6o
522
42
714 12 4
5
9
1,154
636
806 10,828
42
15
89
1,165 6 3
3,078
732
45
4,245
8
2,906
2,989
12
170
227
2
285
128
257
3,269 3
3,239
117
69
37
347184
187
337
2,102 6
369
1,317
22
17
3,471
6
5,938
3,855
19
84
9
4,989 12 4
943
8,484
23
1,195
19
7,429 2 2
827
22,605
6
21405
94
4
350
31 050
78
3
39
4
2,766 6 2
421
3.864
147
49
1,703 14 8 12,480
783
10,147
22
881
1,651 5 5
86
4,507
229
9

£
13,815

I

.

is

0
10 10
I
II 10
I

1

11

JO

I
1

97

iS
1
I

10

2

8;6
79,038

7

97,734 132,111

64,712 7 7
58,693 2

I

82,675 953,558 953,558
79,038 848,999 848,999

53,961
49,365

53,961
49,365

265

I

I
I

!,Jthb,,m

Estn.Sn
Good

B.

6.

64,167 16 3
807 15 8
1,046 1 2
Ig6 8 10
1,347 0 7
27 iS 8
6,339 9 3
462 19 8
545 11 0
321
384 14 6
3,004 3 7
112 7
3.989 16
22868
1,884 8 2
3,446 '6 6
21,053 16
41,605 12 5
27683 15 9
12,995 19 4
9,529
8
11190 5

11 10

2
s8o
318
182
2,807
31
1,475
1,296
7,034
19,577

12

10,069
39
3

28,998

43,111
45,975

43,111 177,361 16
45,975 153,084

97,016 171,273 14

6
2

12

I

1
0

i

0

0
0

Total Earnings.

£

B.

d.

77,570 4 2
2,763 7 10
633 4 9
3.583 0 11
1,204 I 3
3,750 3 2
2,8,6 17 2
1,0485 II 4
644 14 8
1,26034
1,476 2 8
1,550
9
7,2495 3
397
7,258 19
57650
3,986 14 9
6.918 7
26,043 8
49,034 14 7
3,034 6
15,762 5 6
11,232 16 4
2,841
5

0
iS xi
I
0
0

10

242,074 3 7
5 211,777 52 7

SUMMARY.

..

Suburban Line, including
319
Sydney.
Southern Line.......................171
Western Line
192
Windsor and Richmond Line
12
Great Northern Line

9, 754 18
1,393 15 6
690 4 8
1,098 19 7
589 6 7
574 15 7
297 0 0
2,128 13 2
141 2 0
35083
284 2
299 16 3
21 010 19 5
18 2
1,125 8
151510
556 3 7
1,946 5 7
1,734 14 8
2,949
8 7
711 3 3
1.928
4
282 14

.

Coal.

£

s. d.
0

Good.

-

954
796

36,331

1 8
0 0

55,835
21,851 2
1,344 15

1,019,088 108,079

89,227
4 183,899
9 21,142

1,957

33,365

3,044

50,940

333

7,439

7,333

182
52,706

6,372
14,954
154

10,052
46,156
33

2,285
5,732
328

3,646
1,297
2,376

42
166
5

44,866
52,540
50

54,845
4 268,073 268,071 54,84c
7 8,65 82,675 953,558 953,558

59,285
53,961

59,285
53,961

7,652

303,707 12
350,747 350,747 1008403 1008403 113,246 113,246
265,198 179 386,765 386,765 898,171 898,171 89,957 89,957

7,652
7,081

60,332 18 7
6,iso 2 3
5,473 3

11

75,361 19 9 1313356 238,995
31,287 55 9 272,4244 64,712
106,649 15 6 1585782
81,00611 6 1310237

0

5
7

54,469
85,930
29,939

54.012
76,826
5,123

...

,

II

So.

0

7,160 103,911
6
613 141,427 9 7
3,315 8 2

7,653 104,789 104,789 419,926 12
43,111 43,111 177,361 16

09

I
164,243 19 I
206,537 II 10
8,788 12 1
658,921 IS
279,351 15

242,074

3 7

i

7,652 147,900 147,900 597,288 8 9 900,996
8
7,081 182,559 182,559 544,169247 809,368 124

So. rod...........................1,992 19 II
uS.............................
,.
1878-Gross Earnings .................................. 902,989 1 7
1877.................................. 815,920 5 52
Do

s878-Mails, Advertising, Saleof Old Material £9,466
9d. Lea: Credits, 27,473
1877£9,269 175. 4d.
£3,000

Do.

6

Do.

1578
Exclusive of Season Tickets-South and West, 8,082; North 528; Total ... 1123,508 Passenger journeys
1877--. t
D.
do.
6,418; do. 331; do. 6,749=862,618

106
70

APPENDIX TO REPORT ON RAILSVAYS-1878.

Wo. 21.
BST]MATE of the number of SIIEEP in the Border Districts of New South Wales, the Clip of which was
transported to the neighbouring Colonies in 1878.
District.

AThury

Total umber of
5he

160,524
....................... ............................................

rroponion Clip
for
New South Wales.

60,524

100,000

1,350,836

J3almnald.................................................................1,350,836

-

Proportion
to neighbouring
Colonies.

]3oiirke ....................................................................579,963

280,981

289,982

Brewarritla ................................ ......................... ........
293,491

193,491

100,000

272,814
............ .................................... ...................

272,814

Deniliquin .................................................................7751
10,

710,751

Corona

Euston. (See Bairanald) ..................................................
2,889,927
flay.... .............................. ........................................

200,000

2,689,927

Eillston ....................................................................98;990

383,990

600,000

ilowlong...................................................................63,596
Jorilderie

.................................................................
375,526

63,596
75,526

300,000

250,703
Louth ... ............ ........................................................

250,705

.................................................................
754,449

754,449

Moama ....................................................................185,462

185,462

Muiwala ....................................................................197,257

197,57

Monindie

Narandem

................... ...................... .......................
444,696

Ten-mile Creek ....

.......................................................
346,735

Toeumwall .....................

200,000

244,696

146,733

200,000

...........................................
148,528

148,328

Tumberumba ..............................................................
87,040

40,000

47,040

Urana .......................................................................557,077

237,077

300,000

Wagga Wagg ...........................................................880,930

600,000

282,930

..............................................................
607,127

607,127

...... ... ..................................................... ..
511,498

511,498

\srentworth
Wilcannia

Total ..................................

12,642,922

2,798,324

9,844,598

No. 22.
RETURN of the quantity of Wool carried on the Railways of Now South Wales, and the amount of Freight received therefrom in 1877 and 1878.

1878.

1877.
Month.

North.

T.W.

5.4W.

North.

Total.

5.4W.

North.

Total.

5.4W.

Tons

Tons

£

£

£

£

X

£

Tons,

3,369

4,163

11794

11,378

4,531

1,775
852

1,445

1,439

5,957
2,884

4,015

471

11270

3,027

368

256

799
287

1,904
1,112

1,977

254

133

219

543
352

s,&w.

North.

Total.

&&W.

No

No

No

Tons

5,481

38,091
9,261

2,284

1,035

897

878

397
210

455
18

137

117

January ....................12,610
February .................. ..

4,318

M arch .......................2,265

2,132

April ................. .... ..
1,192

853

4,397
2,045

M ay ..........................767

602

1,369

June ....................... S'

886

1,467

2,970

Total.

Tons

Tons

No

No

No.

847
372

2,886

083

1,628

5,51'

1,049

11129

1,826

206

68o

835

697
404

189

18

363

896

145

792

533
272

305
126

577
232

26

202
314
1,131

1,038

66

175

ioG

8i

119

13

132

383

734
917

395
Si
270

647
109

1,187

155

50

205

176
217

411

104
86

307
56

142

200

183

11217

643

2,065

North.

1,239

1,155

846

1,163

2,009

1,364

1,840

3,204

235

376

61r

467

1,842

1,956

3,798

3,412

6,771

18,435

3,424

1,977

5,401

6,823

31 403

10,226

4,839

2,309

7,148

9,894

13,890

28,655

9,347
10,293

27,782

37,898

3,359
3,996

38,948

5,115

2,127

7,242

10,403

14,216

8,265

3,672

4,366

1,620

8,817

11,724

31,927

11,497

43424

5,571

2,260

7,831

11,378

46,215

133.597

15,757

9,510

5,956
25,267

3,813
4,328

46,336

104,789

43,111

147,900
14,303

18,894

8,618

27,522

36,222

15,854

1,255

6,395

3,167

5,819

8,805

18,776

11,024

6
122

29,827
I

j

474
329

8.4W.

658

511

Doereasein 1878 ................

4,139

677

Total.

97
664

August ....................752
September .................2,652

539
1,263

Increase in 1878

246

2,039

North.

105

171

December .................24,407
Total ..............87,382

'45
24

16,409
5,919

J

89
227

July ..........................368

October ....................9,971
November .................26,874

10±

993
848

Freight.

Weight

Bales

Freight.

Weight.

Bale,.

2,907
16,509

17,407
...... .......
3,104

I

3,137

6
52,076
1,0

5,740

882
I

6ss

No. 23.
STATEMENT

of the Value of

LIVE STOCK

and WooL and other rxports across the Border during the year 1878.
Value of Live Stock.

Horses,

£

Quantity and Value of Wool.

Other Exports.
Total Value.

Cattle.

Sheep.

Pigs.

Total.

Bales.

£

£

£

£

No.

lbs.

Value.

Value.

£

£

£

Aibury to Victoria ........................................... ......................
9,750

30,520

2,181

146

42,606

12,248

4,531,806

267,518

18,395

328,520

Corona

do

... ............................ . ............... ..................i,686

17,539

24,181

19

43415

11,104

4,108,594

231,040

4,348

278.813

Moama

do

................ . ........ ..... ...................................
12,838

82,587

195,750

240

291,415

39,601

10,952,653

491,536

61,673

844,624

26,993

9,987,464

368,291

5,832

374,123

23,233

8,596,349

450,796

3,738

517,627

1,250
979
(Victoria .................................... ...........................
9,834

362,222

23,660

26,277

51,187

3,645,595

199,432

)

S6i

1,155909

.)

Haydo
Swan

mu

Ibiston

............ .................................... . ......... . ......
............

do.

......... . .......................... ... ..........................
320

do.

........ .........................................................
1,250

Wentworth to

44,948

............ ..
..............
17,825

C Sonti, Australia ...............................................5,Oro

164,362

26,700

Toeumwall to Victoria ...........................................................900

13,150

11 700

63,093

.

196,672

33,466

12,382,679

674,174

15,758

2,419

895,189

46,448

142

62,348

1,026
574
35
Maryland (Queensland border) .......................................................
..244
Bognbilla
do
..............................................E44,
.....
537
Total in 1878 .......... ....... ....... ...... ........ .....32,805
353,680
268,337
424
655,245
150,693

13,304

575

1,641

3,242

90,518

6,728

44,232

50,960

198,860

9,457

312

9,769

55,765,233

2,769,655

252,221

3,677,122

113,857

42,127,105

1,951,363

146,404

2,948,089

36,836

13,538,127

818,292

106,817

729,033

Howlong

do

...........................................................441

Total in..,877 ..........................................

090

8
11

428,733

377,240

259

850,322

Increase in 1878 .....................................................................i6
Decrease in 1878 .......... ........... ........................................11,385

75,053

108,903

195,077

bd

On

90

No. 24.
CENTRAL RAILWAY OFFICE.
RETus of the Number of Tickets isssued and Revenue received for the same from the date of opening (18th November, 1878), to the 81st December, 1878.
1st Class, single.

2nd Class, Single,

Amount

Na

1878

Amount

N.

£s.d.

.
November i8tbto3oth ..................................88
Decemb er letto 31st ......................................

5515 0

ii

Amount

No.

2

E

35 7 6

52

6 8 3

37

Total.

12

Amount

N.

d.
0

£s.d.

0

221

15910 9
920 IS 11

7

73

59 2 II

462

485 5 7

422

253 i' 10

',oGs

178 7 7

117

9410 5

514

54' 1310

459

2651710

1,289

122 12

199

1

2nd Class, Return

Amount

No.

£e.d.
44

•

1st Cl.., Return

1,080

9 8

RETURN of the number of Parcels booked and the Revenue derived therefrom.
Cloak Rooni Parcela

No.

1878

Parcels lnwerds.

Tickets sold.

No.

Freight Amount

Parcels Outwards.

No.

freight

Total.

No.

Amount.

£&d,

£s.d.

0

3 10 10

925

59 5 II

1,132

69 ió 9

183

8 zo 8

3,017

192 1 3

3,767

205 15 11

248

1216

3,942

November iStb to 3oth .......................................................142

7

December itt to 3ist .............................................................

567

5 4 0

709

1340

0

£s.d.

25172

£s,d.

4,899

275128

110
SO
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No. 25.
RETURN of the quantity of Cost exported from Newcastle to Iritercolonial and Foreign Ports in 1877
and 1878, showing the increase and decrease in each.
Countries.

1877.

1878.

Increase.

Decrease.

Tons

Tons

Tons

Tons.

Victoria .............................. ........................274,943

288,666

13,723

New Zealand .................................................149,363

181,824

32,46i

South Australia ...............................................80,331

90,347

io,ox6

Tasmania. .....................................................18,7o6

I 8,3I 0

196

Western Australia ..............................................311

31'

Fiji...........................................................500

500

Queensland ..............................................7,039

8,402

1,363

Total, Intercolonial ......................
530,693

588,249

58,063

New Caleclonia .............................................1,047

3,366

2,319

India ........................................................22,820

51.543

28,753

United States ............................................. ...
750

1,255

505

507

Foreign-

-

San Francisco ...........................................

83,557

80,711

Hong Kong ..............................................

69,595

71,924

China .......................................................

23,058

io60

12,408

Mauritius ................................. ................
2,901

1,607

1,294

Japan...........................................................'4,166

2,846
21329

30,146

1,980

Manila .............................................. . .... .....12,831

16,,

3,260

Valparaiso ......................................................3,865

86

Honolulu .......................................................1,997

3,586

Java .................. .........................................11,454

7,226

.

2,279
1,589
4,228

Bankok ..........................................................1,000

1,000

Guam..............................................................642

642

Petropaulovski .................................................2,116

2,350

234

Cebn....................................................................270

270

Tahiti.........................................................
2,425

2,425

Total, Foreign ..... ........................
250,809

283,736

57,624

24,697

Grand Total...............................

871,985

115,687

25,204

781,502

ill

St
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No. 26.
PORT OP NEWCASTLE.

Foreign and Intercolonial Trade.

No. of Vessels.

Increase.

5878.

5877

Tonnage.

No. of Vessels.

Tonnage.

No. of V,sels.

Tonnage.

Jsswards ...................

1,065

469,348

1,153

542,745

85

73,397

Outwards ................

1,328

577,377

1,407

655,855

79

78,509

Number of Tons and Va'ue of Co&t Exported.
Foreign and Intereoonia].
Increase.

1878.

1877.
Value.

Ton,,

A

No,

540,560

781,502

Tons.

Value.

I

No

OR

602,557

90,483

61,097

Tons.

Value.

No.

871,985

-

Coastwise.
1877.

2878.

Increase.

No of Vessela

Tonnage.

No. of Vcssela

Tonnage.

No. of Vessel.J

Tonnage.

Inwards .............

1,674

318,352

1,763

348,004

89

29,652

Outward, ..........

1,637

287,497

1,754

285476

117

COAL

258,938 tons.

276,201

tons.

No. of Teasel,1

Tonnage.

2,021

shipped Coaetwise.
1878.

Decrease.

Increase.

17,263 tons.

No. 27.
MONTHLY
Newcaatle Colliery.

A. A. Colliery.

1578
T.e.q.
January ..........34110

Ltd. T.c.q.
187 910 2063151

February

8033130

267 19 2

082 20

M.rch ............004091

20204

2203112

Led.
851911
40 18 6

Waratali Colliery.

GREAT NORTHERN RAILWAY.
Return of COAL hauled for the year 1878.

Now th,nbton Colliery.

Lambton Colliery.

T,c.q'Ltd. T.eq.
575 21
3693 5545 14 3

Ltd.
22309

T.c.q.
14017102

795 11 2

Co.operative Colliery.

Led.
T.c.qj Ltd.
601)18 1390231758171

Walleend Colliery.

Anvil Creelc Colliery.

T.c.q.
6448 18 0

Lad.
306 12 8

Greta CollIer,

T.e.q.
304 63

Lad.
3936

T.e.q.
1412172

Lad.
131105

5351 535362

191785

1344582

56048

1129241

641193

11776 13 1

5501011

716 16 0

07150

3630181

410187

9206 ............926342

23708

15641113

651119

1295013

75495 1003170

470 13 0

38671

4517

498983

546 13 7
707 12 6

April ............800401

260 16 4

1457 19 0

60150 .............
1131522

42658

17822150

74328

1340601

70487

1606712

75720

08600

8010

6373153

May ............. 10024 02

234 210

4507 14 3

187160 ............
1123971

420 210

20140101

847 13 2

18219 13 1

1037 14 0

16190130

75975

740 12 0

8682

6999193

780 011

June ...........

0231)10

200 12 10

4603 15 0

194 19 10

359110

386179

15405180

77051

1270732

814 12 8

17697120

82404

519170

60151

5515171

58850

July ............
7620112

53406

359300

140143

106581

Auguet ...... ....902843

21197

2070 16 3

87 17 0

37873

September

1.87592

195370

October ........ ..459951

12564

3

143 011

1281 13 0

5381 153043

flecemb... ..... ..
5223 82

107 12 4

2219111

0290

105 10

26388027367 40

114514

513762

November ........4291

a

Total ..........78664 78

51i,,mI Colliery.
T.c,q,
January ........ ..
9164111
February

9007 19 0

164810637110
44710

883752

33568

1821200

781172

15962170

907 14 6

1144460

53999

11102

1550

685222

765 10 10

15

530701

24193

20180 17 1

840 17 6

15776 10 0

98334

10263153

4811810

84153

9 17 10

267530

27579

234132

97 11 1 ............
632120

222192

16885171

69551 15694102

88296

7319103

34805

1182

168

1461113

26817

3720

1 10 11 ......
7131100

258103

21477 42

894 17 10

1877903 102109

404102

192 11 4 .......
165601

16097

Woodsord Colliery.

63153

703020

538185

1750192

729 48 1354773

786 811

3272 13 3

161 19 0 .......
1039190

91140

4511

764471

205 911

17621 32

734 12 10

72365

6222153

311 15 3 .......
2305 52

206148

214151)72.1501

35561811

Australasla Colliery.

Lad
T.c.q
Led
T.c.q,
464 16 2 ...............40503

Led.
16 17 7

Ferndaie Colliery.
r.e..
80117 i

12255152

212114610(8560171175883115100904512079371
Cr0040 Coilierv.

Lad.
3387

Tog.
113111

MitclzelI'e Pitt.

570418

Stony Creek Colliery,

307133

405124

Rati,luba Colliery.

4576351

493418

Total.

T.e.q
Lad
Lad
T.c.q
Led. T.e.q
Led
T.e.q.
Ltd.
4 14 11 ............................
6127053 2898 27

48080 ................
1148101

6644

101 11 2

449 ..............................
67609140

330655

March .......... . 13460133

87311 .................563150

1232 142138

60 17 11

124 11 1

541

300 .....................
7691360

3837610

April ........... 1176422

5871910 ...................
198701

82 16 4

11882

4 18 11 ....................9140

1200

116 .....................890128245121911

May ............. 1395371

697 15 6 ...................
344900

143152

12791

564 ..........................
105806161

5506210

JulIe .......... .9602192

48032

.................
4116121

171 11 0

17390

920

91630 10 2

4526 10 5

July .... ...... ..0583172

47041 ...................
5814170

24262

193141

10 11 5 ..........................
8990100

453036

August ...... ... 10927161

646710

29390

56911111692

46

5855172

24535

140125

September........1170900

58919 1266 11

16127122000

501604820140

200177

7472

320 ..................
74890162357300

October ..........1192591

598 16 4

3.55180

22411

38611003792

2.51119

8100

192 ............
770881903600161

November ........9076170

454 15 6

410 11 3

25 12 6

205610

85130

827881

14926

9400

8 18 4 ....
5101

December .......11015132

55140

254 40

151710

157250

65104

4536151

189 14

860- 0

3113

Total ......... 13188461

410 7

31818 9 14380814 1(1820161

1430151

159816

01

915

11017976493 3

.......................140

.................... -

651o11(

12001

300

600

0

0150 .....
85110198

0

......
6478413203955

.............
6937881
2141

2104

4180306

14

o(

0120

3271125

95855715146483105

No. 28.
MONTRLY RETUBS OP COAL forwarded from WESTEEN COLLIEBTES durIng 1878.
Mouth.

Vale of

Esk Ba,ik.

Clwydd.

T.e.q.lba

Ls.d.

T.e.g.lbs.

Jiujualy ... ..........................
1,3451700

49855

870820

February .........................403700

14616

Mare], ............ ...................7301200

Lithgow Valley Company.

Bowenfels Company.

Total.

T.e.q.lbs.

Ls.d.

T.e.q.lbs.

Ls.d.

362196

5571920

20257

669320

26462

3,443820

1,327168

1,0301320

40376

1,3771520

52067

4751610

169165

3,2751710

1,24067

25873

1,477

110

6o61 8

1,393620

50491

494720

168109

4,095710

1,53789

April ....... ....................... .952 7 2 0
M ay ................................
.074110
1,

331

11190

1

363 17 7
469171

959910

225 16 4
324 211

3,795 II I 0
4,8711830

1,417

1,5331310

995 5 2 0
1,3041500

657 17

3763 6

495 17 0
5840-8

June ................................
1,512000

562

2,36019

00

889 310

1,670110

616i6

0

1,123430

404121

6,66

500

2,47320

July ................................
1,147310

42701

2,048420

792162

1,2601320

44070

1,070930

389 16 5

5,5261100

2,049198

August .............................
1,319820

498 19

11

2,2511520

871171

1;32318 20

482163

831510

28827

5,716730

2,141159

September .................. ........
997930

37408

1,445000

58909

1,083930

404 13

9

584420

19549

4,110330

1,562 19

579 10 7

1,071110

2021811

4,068

400

1,509196

1,38917

509187

6411100

383 12 3
22755

5791530

00

343 1 7 9
418 16 8

1,4931400

584130

3,724030

1,361146

December ..........................
742520

27656

1,18211 30

441

780 Soo

28021

588 910

205 13 10
215160

3,2931410

1,213142

October ........................... ..
9181300
November ..........................
1,10811

Total ...................12,249 15 3

0

10

10

4,512 13

I

1

1

0

18,169

4

1

0

00

1

0

Led.

10

7

7,126 3

11

13,460 5

0

0

4,896 8 7

0 0

8,608 4 2

0

3,054 17 2

T.e.q.lbs.

52,487 9 2

0

L.d.

I

0

1,75442

11

19,590 2 8

114
84
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No. 29
MONTHLY RETCJ1N of SHALE carried on the Great Southern and Western Lines during the year 1878
Months.

January...
February..t
March...
April
May
June
July
August..,
September
0ctober.,.
November
Deceniber

Mittagosig.
Tons cwt. qrs.
584 18 o
90 0 0
172170
171 4 0
28120
84 0 0
237 7 2
280 So
11300
6 o o
11400
6600

Total..ji,800 16

2

Moss Vale.

£ s. ii.
62 0 0
30 0 0
580°
58 2 6
9400
28 0 0
80 0 0
93 10 0
4000
200
3800
2200

605 12

Tons eat. qrs.1

104 I 2
165 o 0
8430!
7400
944 0
10700
40170

6 1 669 5 2

I

Barney Vale.

Tons ofl. qrs.
1421 CL 2
1,30717 0
1,88240
11101
1 2
1.
997180
38 12 6 1,787 11 o
63 x 6 1 1,713 14 0
322 612,130 50
28561:83000
341602.14810
392112,034122
15461,649130
£

a

d

251 5 5 20,004 8 2

Total.

£ s. d.
Tons ewt. qr.
508 16 7 i,6o6 9 2
45511 0 1,39717 0
658002,035 10
39018 2 1,272 5 2
3411231,27900
620 0 0 1,975 12 2
596 16 0 2,,x6 I 2
722002,494160
6221762,017001
736002,24850
704002,25512 2!
568 001,756100 1

£ a. d.
570 16 7
4851' 0
71600
449 0 8
435123
68612 6
739 17 6
847126
69130
772560
781 211
60 46

6,924 II 6 22,474 10 2 7,781 9 5

No. 30.

ltiruitx of O.TIM.S. Con forwarded from the Western Collieries during 1878.
Months.

Vale of Olovydd.

Tons cat. qrs.
Tannery... 1,635 5 1
February 1,172 19 0
March ... 2,73.414o
April ....... 2,983 4 3
May .......2,80151
Jusie .......3,048 7 0
July .......3,233 £9 i
August...3,677 io
September 3,111 I 3
October... 3,081 19 3
November 3,520 0 2
December 2,776 4 2
Total ... 33,781 2

Esk Bank.

£ S. d.
Tons eat. qrs
498 6 6
400 18 10 1,079 6 0
8882937111
1,057 14 II
112 14 0
951 12 9
987 2 7
i,o88 6 io
x,x6x 78
5413
999 11 5
1,030 3 1
1,286 4 II
937 19 10

0 11,247 12 1 1,283 13

0

Lithgow.

£

a

d

Tons cat. gsa.! £ S. d. Tons owL qr,.
£
a. 6.
840 5 2
263 14 8 2,475 10 3
762 1 2
21252 5 0
741 14 2
2,77251
919182
2,988 4 3 1,017 14 II
ic618 2
541673,0201731,063132
3,048 7 0
987 2 7
3,233 19 1 x,o88 6 'a
10 10 0
1103,7411231,169311
3,111 1 3
999 II 5
3,081 19 3 1,030 3 1
3,520 0 2 1,286 4 II
2.776 4 2
937 19 10

340 15 4
31 15 5
57310
61

TotaL

3

436 9 10

957 14 0

31912 3 36,022 9 0 12,003 14 2

No. 31.

ABSTILACT of the Tonnage and Amount received for carriage of COAL shipped at the Government Cranes,
ewcastle, in 1877 and 1878.
1877.

'878.

Increase, i88.

Companies.
Tons,

Freight

Tons.

Freight.

Tonms.

Freight,

J

Newcastle ..................51,843
1,743
q8,66
A. A. Co.... ............... ...37,492
1,562
27,367
New Lambton
104,502
3,872
97,235
Lambton ....................162,333
6,760
212,646
Waratah ......................10,033
419
5,137
G-roose Colliery
1,377
66
1,431
Mitchell's Pit ............ ........
..............
12
Ingalee ........................27
II
Bloomfield
2
1
Tulip'sCreek
2
1
Stony Creek Colliery
21
Co-operative ............. 181,230
175,884
9,559
Walisend ................... 144,494
7,035
120,794
Mmmi ...................... 102,151
5,116
131,884
Woodford
188
28
1,589
AnvilCreek.................19,665
2,012
3,671
Greta .......................33,028
3,716
45,763
A.ustralasia Colliery
x,o8
7,649
44
Forndale ....................74
43,809
3
Rathluba........................i
Total ............ ....848,9

41,948

953,558

2,633
1,145
3,557
8,861
214
66
3

2
50,090
5,704
6,60
117
406
4,934
319
1,827

Decrease, 1878.

26,822
50,413
12

21

Tons.

Freight.

890
101 125
6,867

417
315

4,896

205

2,101
3

2
531

29,733
1,401

1,489
89

12,735
6,591
43,75

1,218
275
1,824

27
2
2

11
I
1

5,346
23,700

1,331

'5,994

i,6o6

66,959

3,887

i

46,484

171,518

8,423

115
85
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No. 32,
ABSTRACT of the Tonnage and Amount i'eeeived for the carriage of CoAL and SHALE on the Great

Southern and Western Railways in 1377 and 1878.

IAtligow Valley-

No

No

£

No

£

.
Lithgow ...................5,360

2,001

13,460

4,596

8,100

2,895

Eslibank .................. .

5,214

5,979

18,169

7,126

2,955

11

Bowenfels Company

7,437

2,705

8,6o8

3,055

1,171

17,251

6,296

12,230

Vale of Cldd ..........

5

14,762

5,248

£

147
350

I
26

No.

2,783

......5,00'
4,513 .......... ..........

WallerawangBuckles's ...................

Freight,

Tone.

Freight.

Tone.

Freight.

Tone.

Freight.

Tons.

Decrease, 1878.

Increase, 1878.

1878.

3877.

I

P
26

S

5,027

1,791

Hartley Vale20,004

6,935

5,242

1,677

Mitthgong ............................294

i,8oz

6o6

1,507

507

Moss Vale ................................

669

251

669

251

74,961

27,372

19,644

6,827

Shale Company

Total ...................

6
60,344 FZ3]

No. 33.
ABSTRACT of the total quantity of OoAL and SHALE carried on the Great Southern, Western, and Northeril
Railways during 1877 and 1878, and the amount of Freight received therefrom.

Freight.

Tons.

COAL.
Neweestlo Lines ................ 848,999

41,948

'Ion,.

953658

Decrease, 1878.

Increase, 1878,

1878.

2877.

Freight.

Tons.

104,559

46,484

Freight.

'tons.

Sleight.

4,556 ........... .........

p

Great 'Western RailwayLithgow Valley Mines...

45,262

16,981

Wallerawang (Buckley's)

26

8

Hartley Vale ..................24,762

5,248

52,487

19,590

7,225

2,609

........

26

8

26

8

Great Western Railway20,005

6,924

5,243

1,676

1,801

6o6

1,507

507

Moss Vale ........................669

258

669

251

64,284 1,028,520

73,855

119,203

9,579

Great Southern Railway294
Mittagong .....................

Total ................... 909,343 .

HG
86
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No. 34.
RETURN of the number and percentage proportion of Finsr and SECOND CLASS PASSENGEBS on the
Southern and Western and the Northern Lines, and the amount received from that source during 1878.
First Clgs.

Second Class.

Total.

Number—
South and \Vest .....................................................810,422
North ...................................... ..........................
88,271

2,410,931
396,109

3,221,353
484,380

All Lines ...................................898,693

2,807,040

3,705,733

Amount received—
£
South and West .....................................................85,736
North .................................................................'8,196

£

£

124,764

37,191

2501 500
55,387

AU Lines ...................................103,932

161,955

265,887

Percentage number—
South and West ......................................................2516
North ..................................................................1822

7484
8178

AllLines ..................................24'25

75'75

Percentage amount received—
South and West ......................................................
5927
4073
North .................................................................
32•85
6715
AllLines ..................................

39•9

6o9i

100,00
100'00

100'00

1o0o0
10000

50000

No. 35.
Return of the MILEAGE of SIJBURBAN PASSEYGEI1S during the years 1877 and 1878.

1877.
No. of Passengers ..........................................................
Season Tiekot•Lolders' journeys ...............................

No.
,,

Total Passenger journeys ..........................
No. of miles travelled .................................................... Mil.
Average mileage per passenger ........................................,,
Amount received for passengers ........................................ £
Average receipts per mile per passenger ...............................d.

1878.

2,32 1,026
797,137

1,020,110

2,118,163

2,720,005

11,794,521
557
37,300
075

14406,963
5'30
45466
0'75

1,699,895

No. 36.
BEruaN of the Number of Txcsns issucd and amount receivedior the same, from Suburban Stations to Suburban Stations, during the years 1877 and 1978.

1877.
Down.
Single.

Stations.

Total
number
'sued
Down.

Return,
3

Up,
Amount.

Number issued.

2

I

Return.

Single.
1

I

Number issued.

2

1

£

£

Single.

£

Total,
2

1

"

2

1

Amount.
-___________________

Total IltuluberJ
'sued-1

Return.

£

(

.
£

Single'
I

£

Return.
Total.
3

2

2

£&

Tots

of
e,1ere
-Down
nodup.

£

a. 8.
a, U.
s. d.
.. d.
5. d.
8 a. a.
S. d.
a. 6,
£ a ci.
d.
341,609
950 5 io i,gg6 x8 10 2,736 IS 5 7,613 2 10 73,297 $ II .........................
i6z '0 10 173 4 II
767 13 8 1,157 '8 6 4,463 22,432
72 9 10 173 r 6
239,872
7,671 75,014 109,599
286 13 0 913 2 5 1,344 6 9
54 0 I
50 14 7
404 6 I 4,520 12,388 11,744 25,179 54,826
30 12 7
isa 17 11 204 I 0
98 5 3 172 19 3
65,668
405 20 0
554 9 8 1,231 4 4
27 18 7
71 4 II
223 5 2] 3,956 12,126 13,054 39.489 58,625 129 1 10
17 '6 0
TOG 5 8
269 13 7
65.904
670 2 6 2,025223,094 0 1
4114
5110
9310
29116
4,450
30142
403171
11,569
877
2,029
2,379
43199 15197 277237
944
9,735
20 19 30
'81 16 3 3,603
24 24 4
86 4 10
347 19 2
58,099
9,742 13,179 37.509 53,973
336 3 5 874 4 3 1,204 25 0 2,483 0 9
79 17 3
306
9101
33101
8,764
9,933
3178
37184
879
2,180
3,750
3112
64212
40926
1,955
13007 1837730
82 19 8
01910
29
140
5.489
8.055
23,00
3,055
373
931
88i 5
508178
14 10 3
3878 372126
99n 6,
14
27
19
14
13
10
195
714
3,508
5,846
iS
2
73
1
9.868
1,429
68
253 3 2
3
II 7 7
3
43
3
3
9
4
435 is
4 5
7,025 19,272
67,153
..,
8,546 3307 67,153 638431,074169 1,172 9 2 2,807611 5492171
Total
27,885 107,345 44,744 226,341 406,215 1,078 14 g 2,304
25,660 83,668 59,554 207,695 376,577 1,173 3
2,214 17 3 3,733 3 7 7,292 2 3 24,403 3 4
787.793
7 3,187 12 6 8,904 8 3 'S,473 7
Return Tickets-Return Journey
538,234
59,554 307,695 367.249
44,744 326,240 270,983
Total
27,883 107,345 104,298433,936 673,464
1,331,026
(204.395 433.936(647553
Sydney ......... ............. .......... 24,352 93,823
Newtowe ............................ 1,395
5,808
Peteroham ................................727
2,136
Aslifteid ..................................
2,674
544
Croydon ..................................
325
766
Ilurwood ..................................
874
4'.3
................................49
4255
Roolowood ................................38
3,052
Parramatta Juncti....... ..........
303
,,86
t'arramatta ...............................

Rosnebush

35,951 188,594 342,619
,,gi8 30,251 30,272
5,491 10,843
2,189
1,593
3,468
7,279
366
2,834
477
1,8i
4,136
989
8
6341 1,187
3,889
5,034
5
325
,,6o8
4,023

....................................

I

,

11
1
.....................................
......................................

- ..... -- .. - .
.
II
1
........................
I

)

1878.

I

Down.
Number issued.
Stations.

n

Total
umber
2nown.

2'

Sydney . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ....III
.................................
. . . ........................
. . . . . . . . . . ...
................................
..................................
..................................
..................................
.................................
. . . . . . . . . . . . ......s'
................................
......... .
..............................
...................................
Tickets-Return
..............
29,367 123,553
1,559
1531
53
3,903 7,621
46
44
8i
2,579
647
2,079 I
353
'.428
68
943
287
48
6Ji,
52
744,
3c
1,765

)i,oteigla ......
M'Doualdpown
Newtown
Staumore
Petsrsloam
A,hfletd
Croydon
Burwoocl
Redulyre
Ilomebush
Rookwood
Pr.rramatta Junction
Farramatta
Total

leturn

Total

Journey

34,369 135,335
34,269

Up.

Amount.
Single.

1 j

Number issued.
urn.

•

Total

3

Sogie.

Total

urn.

ssLIL

S

Amount.
ngo.

(

Total
numb e r of
se n g e rs

Return,
Total

2

£s..l.
10 10 1
Ii
10 ......................
1
0110
1
1
10 0
00
0 0 joB 00
'
0
1
10
10
0
I1
II '0 0
11010
II
I
I
0
10 7
-- II.............. - ...............
0
0
II
II
.................
.
......................... ............I ............I . . . . . .
.................................................... ..............
Lad.

iS 0
10

Lad.

Lad.

£s.d.

£s.d.

46,802 139,574 422,196 1,091
2,228 2
3,487
8,89 9
15,676 29
142
3,551
380
4166
166133
5,373
8 19 4 133395
5
354
853
:55
4205
11132
26,6
486
4552
337
4,324 34,405 38,153
224 7 7 88, 6 3 1,33019 6' 6,068
37 38 7 166 7
6o
243
riG'
4610
4311
1191
429
93
13
3,076 6,654 23,260
31
130
333 3
6- 2 4
474 5 4 6,448
2,526
3,568
7,820
393020
31 13 5
234 17 8 4,855
75 8 5
3
641
1,003
3,424
2114 3
23 9
2612 7
69
1,313
7 6 3
1,234
2,077
4,822
19 18 3
23 24
78
84 9 3
6
303 22 20 4,687
iSg
424
841
618
7511
241921
3,16
4990
898
8
627
1,301
1196
12133
532
20141
40100 2,153
2,839
3,679
1721
1468
219
84210
44
20248
297
333
21 373
4,675
13 5 2
27 8 2
50 3 3
287
3
5 17 2
9
8,342

58,462 277,574 505.640 1,347 4 2 3,606 7
71,760 284,387 356,747

035,335 130,222 s6,,g6z 862,787

e

4,091 4 2 10,511 '6 3 18,457

,

156
2,790
36,092
552
16,969
23,300
3,207
10,401
705
2,341
3,709
zooS

20233

7 34,901 211,024

(

Lad.

Lad.

ox6
206
136
005
44
313 12,006 15,637
4431
2352
1223
8,x6 105,xyg xs8,st
272
gO 13
8
394 18 4
873
2,390
171510
547
7 19 5
73°
23,005 40,921 79,343
337 5 3 225 8
51' 6 8
15,760 33.454 67,269
251 24 7
284 ,6 4
798
6
4,172
8,071 16,763
68 9 7
44
269 2410
12,870 30,378 58,336
,g8
30
376 4 7
8s! 3 5
1,826
2,077
s,so6
3331
ig'S
13594
3.961
46011
2,301
g,658
162209
612 2
381
5,490
8,777
11176
22764
35120
23
29
3,750
S,t73
6
93
14
567
71 '8
7
737183 r,og8 90 L333
9741 35,184 73.400
9
71,760 284,387 503,072 1,493 13 6 2,553 8 20 4,390 4
58,46: 277,574 336,036

34,901 112,024 130,222 s6',96' 838,108

tad.

Ls.d,

2155
14820 186144
1,318 23
1,882 6 8
51150
'8169
87o
'.744 3 7
1,152 3
2,387 7 3
322 31 3 70416 6
2,291 26 2 2,624 15
100253 289510
200 60 476 910
36220 5362710
300
488
8
9
2,867_19±6,o2778

431,196
5,579
16,490
'96,668
1,633
92,603
75,087
30,187
63,158
6,347
10,959
22,456
20,947
73400

8,954 8 5 17,392 '5 8

1,007,711
6,912,18351
x,6gg,8g

'-1
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APPENDIX TO REPORT ON RAILWAYS-isis,
No. 36-continued.
RETURN of the number of SEASON TICKETS issued and amounts received for same by each Suburban
Station during 1877 and 1878.
Monthly.
Stations.
2

I

1877.
Ne,vtown ................

Quarterly. I Half-yearly.
I
1
2
2
1

2

I

83

738

91

229

27

52

8

Potersham ............. i68

434

127

370

34

68

6

Ashfield .................i68

519

110

164

30

Ig

Croydon ................82

148

38

8

s

56a

122

73
196

57
ix
45

15

28

34
2

33
50

a

25

6

23

Parrn,natta .............103

442

Burwood ................ 220
H omobusli .............
Bookwood .............
Pnrramstlejunetion

866 2,947

1878.
-Newtown .................97

6

5
2

7
5
6...

1

34
27
136

10

7
22

573 1,254

201

215

71

13

49

6

46

74
36

6
24

10

6
26

3
6

...

103

Petereham .............213

799
611

203

337
509

Ashfield .................'95
Croydon .................8

55
182

168

234

68

136

74
23

Burwood .................265

61

ióo

261

51

19

5
13

2 .,.
10 II

Redmyro .................36

40

is

10

liomebush ..............xS

IT

24

23

68

Parramatta

Junction.

i
y

86

10

7
48

Parramatta

..............109

604

91

1,026 3,569

...

4
2

8

'33

15

22

1,728

242

234

614
14
209
825
4 [ 335
1,068
5{ 354
322
16
' { 1,192
41 4'S
217
Sf
65
12{ 32
10
15
f
9
358
sf 178

571
224
6 1,170
f 468
1,431
'If 461
499
182
6 [1363
502
, 120
59
300
2
66
28

{

46
19
472
215

mtOlass.

2ndcln,,,

£ d. £ s. d.
1,905
1.033 } 250 1 9 427 14 7
2,000
876 } 414 19 7 602 2 10
1,251 }771 1 9 9 640 9 2
718
427
230 } 247 2 4 206 0 7
1,286
982 I 0 790 12 0
77 j
l
185
85 12 5
58191100
1
332} 2440129170
102
146
6
99 2 1
57 }
1,018
17 II 970 5 2
Go3 }

14,643 8,551
1,711 4,462

If

So

2

1

,,f

...

Amounts.

Total,

Yearly.

} 3,370

395 15

10

2,212
'.194 } 242 2 1 510 II 3
2,654
1,200 } 596 I 1 792 i6 2
1,605 1,017 10 2 761 17 3
836 }
662 ) 37509300188
329
1,582 1109 10 7 902 19 2
809 }
2 ) I28 I9 680
52
164
46 } 217 8 7 75 14 0
335) 22 2 S 1791111
120
290
143 } 72 8 IT 1 74 16 a
11183
64 '6 1 1,129 0 P
763

}
6003 1-1
1O769} 4,423 284,893 12

51{ 2,203 5,582

8

The black figures show the total number of month]y passengers.

No. 37.
DETAILED STATEMENT of MILEAGE
Train Mileage.

for

the year ending 31st December, 1878.

Southern.

Weetern.

Richmond.

Northern,

21,748
200,970
269,324
Passenger .......................................................654,649
7,856
1,488
3,436
Special ..............................................8,637
28
Funeral ............ .................................... ..........12,783
7,163
241,080
544,785
Goods .........................................................485,878
10,249
9,383
13,991
Special ..............................................6i,66i
11
Coal .................................................................100,067
559,356
831,564
40,648
Total Train Mileage ....................1,223,608

OTutn Manses
Ballasting .......................................................31,007
231,471
Shunting ........................................................
Empty ...........................................................3,928
Coal .............................................................15,862
....................282,268 •
Teal .................. ...............1,505,876

Total Other Mileage

Total,

1,146,691
21,417
12,811
1,278,906
95,284
100,067
2,655,176

28,020
87,935
1,043
3
117,001

5,86o
7,230
8

68,509
261,797
13,646

133,396
588,433
17,655
1,865

13,128

342,952

948,565

51776

902,308

755,349
3,410,525
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No. 38.
STATEMENT of MILICAOE, Passenger and Goods Trains, for the years 1877 and 1878.
Lilies and TraIns.

1877.

1878.

Great Southern, Western, and Richmond Railways-Passenger ...............................806,0,2
Great Northern Railway-Passenger ........ ...... ............. ................................... . 190,077
Great Southern, Western, and Richmond Railways-Goods ................................. . 787,130
Great Northern Railway-Goods .................... . ................................................ . 33,533

203,826
1,1 23,727
350,530

Total .................... ....... .2,106,802

2,655,176

Great Southern, Western, and Richmond Railways-Pallasting, Shunting, Empty, and
3I6jI28
Fuel.
Great Northern Railway-Ballasting, Shunting, and Empty .................. ...... ...........
247,396

4121 397

563,524
Total .............................

755,349

Grand Totals .....................................2,670,326

3,410,525

972,093

Oman MILEAGE.
342,952

No. 39.
AYNU,a and DAILY MILEAGE of

Tmus, including Sundays, 1877 and 1878.
1878.

1877.
Annual.

TRAIN MILES.
909,045
Southern .............................................................................

Daily.

Daily.

Annual.

Western.............................................................................643,243
Richmond ..................... ............................... .................... ..
40,904
513,610
Northern ................... .......................................................

2,491
1,762
112
1,407

2,223,608
831,564
40,648
559,356

3,353
2,278

Total Train Miles ....................2,106,802

5,772

2,655,176

7,274

Goods ................................................................................1,110,713

2,729
3,043

1,180,919
1,474,257

3,235
4,039

Total ......................................2,106,802

5,772

2,655,176

7,274

OTnun MILEAGE.
219,277
Southern ....................................... ........... ..........................
Western .............................................................................33,314
Richmond ..........................................................................'3,537
Northern ..........................................................................247,396

600
228
37
678

282,268
117,001
13,125
342,952

773
321
36
940

Total ....................................563,524

1,543

755,349

2,070

Ballasting .........................................................................38,594
.91,723
Shunting ..........................................................................
Empty .............................................................................18,044
15,163
Fuel.................... ...........................................................

io6
1,347
49
41

133,396
588,433
17,655
15,865

36 6
1,612
48
44

Total ...................... ..... ...........563,521

1.543

755,349

2,070

Total with shunting, 'SIC. .................................... ........2,670,326

7,355

3,410,525

9,344

Cjas or ENGINE.
Passenger ........................ ........... .....................................996,089

CLASS

ix,

1531

OP WORK.

,
4244
Average daily work per engine ............... ...............................

Do., including shunting, SIC. .................. .......................

5378

Number of Engines' ......... .................. ...............................'36
Number running,

4723

t Including (our contraator's engines.

5913

.

tisS
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No. 40,
DETAIL of MILEAGE of each Engine, for the year ending Slet December, 1878.

No.
Class of Engine.
Mileage of each
- __________________________________________________
Engine.
GESAT SOUTHEEN, WESTERN,
I
Passenger and Goods ....................
Nil.
,,
2
,,
Nil.
3
,,
Nil.
4
21,581
5 Passenger .............................. ....
,, ..................................
Nil.
6
,, .................................. 15,836
7
,, ........ . ..... ................... ..
6,126
8
..................................Nil
,,
9
to
,, .................................. 24,870
Ii
...............................354
,,
....................................10
,,
12
11,408
13 .
,, .................................. 16,675
14
15
,,
............................ . ... ..
24,472
8,782
16 .
23,813
17 Goods ........................ ............
..................................
,,
25,964
18
,, .................................. 22,008
19
20
20,656
,, ............
23,895
21
18,694
22
23 Passenger...........................
i5,6
24
12,747
i,8i8
25
26
24,193
32,818
27 .
31,944
28
19,452
29
17,347
30
io,664
3'
14,852
32 .
21,183
33
30,80,
34
31,050
35
12,426
36 Passenger and Goods
22,105
37
17,678
38
18,434
3?
16,126
Goods
34,833
4
16,436
42
18,02'
43
17,880
44
19,399
45
23,020
46
37,062
47
28,417
48
29,414
49
26,404
50
23,970
51
2,340
52
28,953
53
28,069
54
29,261
55
26,108
27,075
57
28,707
27,318
59
Passenger and Goods ................26,292
6,
26,762
26,055
62
26,920
221 432
64

............
..............
.

. .....................
...................................
, ....................................
......
...................................
,,,, .................
..................
..................................
.....................
, ..................................
........................
,,, ...................................
..................................
.......................
,,,, ..................................
..................................
.......................
,,,, ....................
,,,,
,,
401 ,,,, ......................................
....................................
................................
...
,,,, ..................................
...... . ............................
,,, ..................................
....... . .........................
,
...................................
...............
.....................
................
. .....
,
.............
..........
...............
...........
, ...................................
......................................
..............................
... ....
,,, ..................................
..................................
, ............................... ....
..................................
Go ,,,,
,, ...
,,
,,
,,
and Goods.................
2 Passenger
,,.,
,,,,
3
,,
,,
4
P
assenger.................................
6 Goods ....................................
,, ................................
S7 Passenger
II12 ,,,, .................................I
13
,,
14 Passenger................................
,,,,
16
,, ...................................
iS19'7 Goods
,,
20
21
,
15

AND Ricinroyn LINES.
and Goods .....................16,466
65
66 Passenger ...................................i6,85
,, ......... ........................
21,667
67
,,
............... . ..... ... ...........14,725
68
22,970
69
,, ......... ... ... ..................
70
...................................40,137
,,
,,
20,497
71
...... ...... . ....................
,, ...................... . ...... ..... 23,285
72
,, .................... . ...... ... ....26,125
,, ...................................5,280
74
,, .............................. .....'7,483
75
76 Passenger and Goods...................22,275
28,235
,,
77
,,
29,655
78
,,
,,
28,17!
79 Passenger .................................
So
............ 32,109
,,
24,65!
8' ..
82
,, ...... ... .........................33,984
83
,, .. ... .... . ............ .... ......
35,933
84
36,359
8
39,756
.37,874
86 .
35,527
87
9,536
88 .
36,219
89
33,362
90
9,655
91
23,490
92
33,38!
Goods
36,428
94
35,05!
95
27,481
96
36,677
97
36,920
98
.27,520
99
33,973
28,343
35,458
102
6,724
103
31,710
104
.31,173
105 Passenger
8,303
io6 Goods
12,014
107
,
10,465
108
11,790
109
13,809
12,419
Nil.
112
113
249
114 .
353
525
115
i16
1,133
,
117
68'
Passenger
9,304
119
7,039
3,259
120
121
3,162
8,955
122
123
5,016
2,497,200
Mr. Wathin's Enino....................13
11,004
Contractor's Engine, No.2
2,508,217

Passenger

i

.

100
101

110
111

itS

.
.....
.
...........................
,,,, ......
....................... .... ...... .
......
,, ..................................
......
............. .....................
,, ............
......................
,,,, ...................................
... . ..............................
, .....................................
,, ...............
. ............
. ....
.
..............
.
,,,, ..................
....
...
.
.........................
,,,, .........
. ................
.. ......
...
..............
.
...
.
...........
,, ..................................
................
............. ..... .............
,,j, ........
............................
,,,, ...................................
..................................
.................................
.....................................
....................................
..................................
,,
................
. ..........
p .........
............. ..............
. ....................
..
,,.................................
..
...................................
,,
...............
,,,, ...................................
...................................
....
. ..............................
...................................
. ......................
.................
,,,, ..........
..................
..
. ..........................
,,,, ........... ..... .........................
..
......................

GnP.AT NoRTnN LINE.
23,809
22 Goods
20,562
23
1,838
24
37,392
25
1446
26
9,293
27 Passenger
28
16,974
33,726
29
30
13,403
17,239
31 Goods
27,879
32
i8,6oi
33
25,037
34
18,173
35
26,496
36
18,216
24,083
Mr. Watkin's new Engine
23,731
25,633
Native Bear
19,609
20,969

-

Mileage of ch
Engine.

Clas, of Engine.

No.

,,
,,
,,,,
,,
,,,.
, ............
,,

28,730
23,522
25,232
20,573
24,962
36,621
37,226
29,101
35,308
33,948
30,570
30,033
31,816
34,596
42,030

902,308
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No, 41.
TABULAR ANALYSIS, showing WORKING EXPENSES, Onoss EARNINGS, and NET
EARNINGS, per Mile open, Train Mile, and Mile run, 1878.
Mileage.

Miles open—
Averege.

Train miles.

Miles nm, including

21095,820
559,356

2,508,217
902,305

633

2,655,176

3410,525

Amount,

Per mile open.

Per train mile.

South and West ..........................................476
North ......................................................'57
Total .............................,.

Heads of Expenditure.

£
Locomotive Power and lepg. of Engines—
South and West ...............................138,766
North..............................................48,997

29153
31208

1589
31'02

Total ...............................'87,763

29562

2697

Carriage and Weggon Repairs—
South and 'West ...............................21,350
North ...........................................10,131

4485
6452

"45
435

47

r85

Maintenance and Renewal of Way—
South and West .............. ................
98,130
North ...........................................25,669

20616

11'24

Total ...............................223,799

195'58

11 ,19

Traffic Charges—
South and West ...............................114,814
North ...........................................46,475

241'21
29602

1314
1994

Total ...............................161,289

254'8o

14'58

Total ...............................31,481

£

16350

d.

'"0!

Compensation, Personal Injury—
South and West ..............................6,304
1324
072
North...........................................
Total ...............................6,304

996

057

ConapensatThn, Goods—
South and West ..............................1,934
North ..........................................
328

4'06
209

0'2'
0'14

Total ..............................2,262

357

020

Miscellaneous—.
South and West ...............................30,349
North .............. ..............................3,74'

4275
3'83

233
i'6 x

Total ...............................24,090

8'o6

218

Gross Expenditure—
South and West ...............................401,647
North ...........................................135,34'

84380
86ro4

4599
58'07

Total ...............................
536,988

848'32

4854

Gross Earnings—.
South and West ...............................66o,00
North .................................... ......
242,939

x,8&66
1,54738

7558
10424

Total ................................902,989

1,42652

8162

Net Earnings—
South and West ................................258,403
North ............................................107,598

54286
68534

2959
4617

578'20

3308

Total ........... ...................
12—Q

366,001
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No. 42.
TABULAR SYNOPSIS of the TOTAL EARNINGS under the different Heads of Traffic, per
Mile open, per Train Mile, and Total Miles run, including shunting, &c., for 1878.
Total Miles run,
including Shunting, &e.

TInn Miles.
Mileage.
Passenger.
South and West .. ...........................972,093
North .........................................208,826
All Lines

i,iSo,g'g

Goods.

Passenger.

1,123,727
350,530

1,082,641
300,307

1,425,576

1,474,257

1,382,948

2,027,577

Earnings.

ler mile

Per ?ain
s.

£

£

Miles open
far

Heads of Traffic.

Trafficaverage.

Coeds.

j

óoz,00i

COACHING.
No,
Passengers, ist and 2nd ClassSouth and West .............................................476
North ..........................................................'57

200,180
54,577

42055
34762

4942
6273

All Lines ............................633

254,757

40246

1'8

Season Ticket ilolders_South and West .............................................476
North .........................................................
157

10,320
810

2168
51 6

255
0,93

633

11,130

1758

226

ilorsos, Carriages, and Dogs, Parcels,
South and 'West ...............................................476
North ...........................................................157

21,673
8,014

4553
51'05

535
921

29,687

4690

603

5,595
i,Sgo

1176
1204

"38
2'17

All Lines .............................633

7,485

1183

1'52

MiscellaneousSouth and West ...............................................476
North...........................................................157

2,620
629

5'50
400

o'65
072

3,249

513

o'66

240,388
65,920

50502
419'87

59'35
7576

633

306,308

48390

62'25

GooDs.
Live Stock-.
South and West ...............................................476
North ...........................................................157

451151
6,941

9485
4421

964
475

52,092

8229

848

39,565
50,525

8312
321'81

845
3459

All Lines .............................633
WoolSouth and West ...............................................476
North...........................................................157

90,090

14232

1467

36,222
15,854

7610
10098

io'Só

All Lines .............................633

52,076

8227

848

General MerchandiseSouth and West .............................................476
North ...........................................................157

297,471
93,898

63494
59808

6353
64'29

All Lines .,...,.........,....,......

a.-

All Lines .............................633
MailsSouth and West ...............................................476
North...........................................................157

All Lines .............................633
Total CoachingSouth and West ...............................................476
North ...........................................................157
All Lines ,.,...,..,..,.,.....,,.,,..

All Lines .............................633
MineralsSouth and West ...............................................476
North ...........................................................157

-

-

d.

-

774

61828
637'
-.---027
2'6
1,253
6'1
9,801
62*43

All Lines .............................633
MiscellaneousSouth and West ...............................................476
North ...........................................................'57

391,369

633
All Lines ..,,..,,,,,.,..,,,,,,,,,,,.
Total GoodsSouth and West ...............................................476
North ...........................................................157

iSo
1746
-'--8963
419,662
88164
12120
177,019
1,12751

633
AU Lines,.,,,,,,,,.,.,.,.,.,..,..,
Gross EarningsSouth and West ..............................................476
North ..........................................................157

596,681

94262

9714

66o,00
242,939

1,38666
I,547'38

75'58
10424

633

902,989

1,42652

8162

All Lines ............................

11,054

No. 43.
RE'xux of the

and WEIaUT of PASSENOnS and TONS of GOODS carried during isis, and the ATnAGE RECErPIS per mile.

MILEAGE

Southern, Western, and Richmond.

Description.

COACEING TIZAFPI0.

...
...
...
Number of ist and 2nd class passengers
season ticket holders' journeys
Total passenger journeys

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
..

No.
,,

2,169,065
1,052,288

413,160
71,220

21 532,225
1,123,508

I

...

...

...

...

...

..

...

...

...

,,

3,221,353

484,330

3,705,733

38,065,202

1182
210,500
I'33

8,434,966
1741
55,387
158

46,500,168
1255
265,887
137

215,716
3,260
2,868

32,437
1,187
2,201

248,153
4447
5,069

221,844

35,825

257,669

3,160,328
1425
240,388
1826

793,798
32"16
65,920
19'93

3,954,126
7 535
306,308
1559

488,053
26,185

1,106,931
4,716

1,594,984
30,901

514,338

11111,647

1,625,885

42,612,866
82-87
419,662
2'36

16,010,420
1 440
177,019
2-65

58,623,286
3606

...
...
...
...

...
...
...
...

...
...
...
...

...
...
...
...

...
...
...
...

...
...
...
..

...
...
...
...

...
...
...
...

...
...
...
...

Miles.
,,

...
Tonnage of passengers carried..,
horses, carriages, and dogs
...
'nails, and parcels ...

...
...
...

...
...
...

...
...
...

...
.,.
..

...
...

...
...
,..

...
...
...

...
...
...

...
.,.
...

Tons.

...
...

Total mileage of tons ...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
Average mileage per ton
Gross amount received for above traffic, and miscellaneous receipts
...
.-.....
...
Average receipts per ton per mile

' .-.

...

Total.

...
...

...
...
...
...

...
...

j

..
...

...
Total number of miles travelled
...
Average mileage per passenger..
Gross amount received from passengers
Average receipt per mile per passenger

Total tonnage of goods...
live stock

Northern.

Goons Tasrrrc.
...
...
...
...
...
...

...
...

Total mileage of tons, goods, and live stock ...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
Average mileage per ton
Gross amount received for above traffic and miseeilanoous receipts
...
...
...
...
...
Average receipts per ton per mile

£

d.

,,
,,

...
...
...
..-

...
...
...
...

...
...
...
...

...
...
...
...

...
...
...
...

..,
...
...
...

Miles.

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

,..
...

...
...

Tons.
,,

...
...
...
...

...
...
...
,..

...
...
...
...

...
...
...
...

...
...
...
...

...
...
...
...

,,

£

a.

Miles.
,,

£
U.

596,681

24.4

No. 44.
Wziaur of Locomotive Engines and Tenders, empty and loaded, on 31t December, 1S78.
Engines.
No o' En joe•

Noot
Engine,
ofmo
weight

Empty.
Leading.

SouTanEw

I
I

2
5
6am1
S and I2
9

2
2

II

I

13
14Lo16
17t022
23t028
29t031
32t035
36to39
40t043
441o47
48t.059
6oto65
66
67 to 74
75to78
79t092
93t0104
105
Io6ton7
118to 123

Driving.

Trailing.

in steam.
Total

Leading.

j

Driving.

Empty.

Trailing.

Total.

Leading.

-r

Driving.

Fuji.

Trailing.

Total.

Leading.

Driving,

mailing.

j

Total.

tonscwtqrs. tonscwt.qrs. tonsewt.qrs. tonseavLqrs. tonsewtqr,. tonscwt.qrs. tonsewt.qts. tonscw-tqrs. tonsewt. qrs. tonsewt, qrs. tonsewt, qro. tonecwt. qrs. tonscwt. qrs. tonsewi. qrs. tonscwt. qr,. tonsewt. qr.

AND

10

Tenders.

I
1

3
6
6
3
4
4
4
4
12

6
I
3

4
14
12

1

12
6

$ 3 o
9 12 0
519 2
7 5 0
SiS I
610 2
712 2
814 3
692
7 12 1
7 2 0
g 6
7 12 1
6 9 2
8 0 I 10 8 0
73210192
0 II 7 2
840 1122
4 17 1
4 15 3
8 i 3 1019 2
20150
883
7 7 2 1112 0
903
Siio
11 0 0 10 6 2
ii 6 0 II 4 3
521
470
6 3 2
8 4 2
8
0 1218 0
II 9 3 12 00
9 1 3 iotS 0
II I 2 Sn o
9 I 2 totS 0
ii 9 3 22 0 0

4 iS 0

22 13 0
3 6 2 16ii 0
319 I 19 8 0
717 I 24 4 2
400 1813
12 0 0 aS 8
4 0 0 18 I 3
4 8 1 22 x6 2
531 2361
8 I 0 2611 3
912325191
55214182
10 4 2 29 5 3
5132 24 17 1
Sto 0 27 9 2
93226151
io16 1 32 2 3
xi 6 0 3316 3
5100 14191
8 2 .21 16 2
4 9 1 2514 1
ii 8
3418 2
1014 2 30 14 0
107 3 30 00
1014 2 3014 0
ii 8
3418 2

9 15 2 II 4 0
5 I 3 26 1 1
3 14 3
713 0
6 o 0
4 0 0 1713 0 .315 1
0
0
0
6
1
2110
I
9
9 4
3 5 2
814 0
914 0 1111 3 2919 3
7 19 2
922
4632183
420
719 0 1018 0 1417 0 3324 0
4 9 3
8 i i
8 19 0
4 4 0 31 4 I
4 0 3
10 12 0
0
7
17
2
26
6
2
7 17
4 4 1
660 2650
480
7 1 9 0 1300
8 8 2 12 6 0
910 2 30 5 0
4 9 0
982 1141 110 0 31 12 3
450
6,o
66°
75019120
910 0 12 0 1 ii 6 0 3216 1
4 5 0
1250
910
61402800
452
8 g 0 1312 0 10 2 0 31 3 0
3 4 0
914020170206330173
3 16 3
32 5 0 1111 3 12 I 2 3518 1
4 4 0
12 2 1 12 5 I 1218 1 37 5 3
4 9 1
6 8 o
5192
6i8o 1952
7 5 3
9 6 0 ii S I 28 0 o
1015 0 1315 0
5 3 0 2913 0
4 5 0
12 7 3 1300 12 4 0 3711 3
49 2
919 2 12 00 11162 3316 0
4 7 0
12 8 0 1012 3 ioió 1 3317 0
16 0
919 2 12 0 0 1116 2 3316 0
4 7 0
13 7 3 13 0 0 12 4 0 3711 3
4 9 2

411 0 2212 0
2 10 0 16 70
40 0 18 I 3
1112 0 3012 0
3822051
4 14 1 1342
4 8 I 2216 2

10 5 0
9100
8 0 0
10 14 0
782
5 16 3
10 0 2

3

2

219

2

3 IS 3
3 9 0
3 5 0

10 17

0

7 4
910

0

3 12 2
6 3 2
3 14 3
4 8
4 13 0
411 3
460

7 14 2
12 5 0
7 15 2
8 13 0
10230

214
391
4 6 2
451
4 3 3
319 1

4 6 0
4 12 0
310 2
43'
413 2
4 8 2

II 5 0
1270

217
3 4
3 2
2 4
3 2
3 4

0
2
1
0
I

4 5 0
40 2
4 2 3
4 9 2
4 2 3
4 0 2

1112
10 9
1112
11 14

4

2

4

iii

.
.
1 12
2 9
2 14

0
2

0
0

2

,

1110 1

1150

II

1

0

1251
13 1 I
1217 0

2
o
2

4 17

0

8

6

o

6

o

2

0

693
61
718 0
912 0
5 0 0
6 to 3 ..
6
2
6 IS 0 ..
7 12 3
790
760
4
612 0
6
0 712 2
700
520
740
719 0
8,2
5 4 0
780
8,2 2
9 0 2

z6 0
750
711 2
712
714 0
8 8 3

2

0
0
0
0
0
0

512
6x.i
7 2
614
7 2
6 II

0

218 3
390
312 2

1017 0
740
714 2

7 7
61
6

0

2

417

0

3 14

2

7182

813 0
1110 I
0 IT 8 0
0 1180

7

3

..
6 3 2

8 6
714
716
517
716
714

II

11 14

0
2
0
2
0

7 7
615
5 7

0

0

0
0
0

20 8
1218 2
1712 2
12 15 0
2220 0
12 16 1
14 10 3
'g8 o
20 7 2
1960

8 1 0 2116 0
82322400
7 5 2 20 I 0
71222220
8
0 2411 2
8
2 2518 3
8 8 0
8
713 0
717 0
723 0
7 8 3

22 6 0
21133
2221 0
20 8 0
2211 0
2113 3

8 3 2
632
6 5 I

30 8 0
12183
1225 0

120
110 3

4
5 and 17
ó and 7
8
9

10

11121318.}
14to16
20
231026
27t030
1to6

3

1

2
2

1
I
1
7
3

1
4
4
6
36

9

I 0

9

0 0

800
5 17 0
712 1
6 9 2
916 0
9 40
683105,
442
453
8 0 I 10 8 0

0 12 7 2 711 0 261, 3 SiB 2
5 7 o tO 6 0
9 0 0
9 0 0 2713 0
10 0 0 '0 0 0 10 0 0 30 0 0 10 10 0
910
91302880 1050
9 14 0
II 9 3 12 0 0 IT 8 3 34 18 0 22 7 3
912 ioiB 0 1014230140
9192
61

1010 0
630
812 0
12 10 0
118,
553
II 2 0

415 0 2510 0
42019150
4 0 0 3013 0
,116 0 35 00
3 17 2 22 14 1
5152 16,8o
5 4 0 26 62

5 0
1015 0 10 0 0 2915 0
22 6 0 12 4 0 35 0 0
1072 10823110
13 0 0 12 4 0 37 II 3
130011163
0
10

2

0

II

4

2

30

314 3
3 15 0
4 2 0

3

440
4

4

4 9
412

I
0
0
0

4 12
4 9 2
470

9

2

4 8
411

3 4

0

312

2

340
3 4 2
321

3

3 12
4 0 2
423

II 14 2
11220

693
6x8
612
7

3

0
0
0

730
7 14 0
7160

69012183
711

1410

6

0

722

3
2

20

7

3
2

514

0

7

0

20

4

0

5 14 0
611 0
720

7

7702040
7 8 3 21 13 3
713022110
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No. 44-comhisued,
of Locomotive Engines and Tenders and Tonnage carried on Great Southern
and Western Lines during 1878.
Weight of Engine and Tender

Mileage of each Engine and Tender.

Total bog carried.

t. C. q.
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
II

13
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
23
23
24
25
26
27
38
29
30
31
33
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79

So

81
82
83
1

43 5
43 5
43 5
43 5
28 13
36 8
36 8
28 I
32 10
52 15
32 7
28 I
38 18
42 14
42 14
42 14
47 13
47 13
47 13
47 13
47 13
47 13
48 5
48 5
48 5
48 5
48 5
48 5
18 0
18 0
18 0
51 2
51 2
51 2
51 2
48 3
48 2
48 2
48 2
48 4
48 4
48 4
48 4
49 14
49 14
49 24
49 14
56 13
56 13
56 13
56 13
56 13
56 13
56 13
56 13
6 13
56 13
6 13
56 13
58 17
58 17
58 17
59 17
58 17
58 17
17 i6
25 tS
25 18
25 18
25 18
25 18
25 18
25 18
25 18
48 6
48 6
48 6
48 9
55 18
55 18
55 i8
55 IS
55 .8

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1

2
0
i

0

3
0

3
2
2
2
2
2
2
0
0

o
0

0
0

3
3
3

0
0
G
0

1
1
1
1

0
0
0

0
1
I
I

1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
I
I

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
0
0
0
0

3
3
3
3
3

Nil,
31,157
Id!.
Nil.
21,81
Nil.
15,836
6,126
Nil,
24,870
354

10

11,408
16,675
24,472
8,782
33,813
25,964
22,008
2o,66
23,895
18,694
18,56
12,747
1,818
24,198
32,818
31,944
19,452
17,347
10,664
14,852
31,183
30,801
1,050
12,426
22,105
17,678
18 434
16,126
34,833
16,436
18,021
17,880
19,399
23,020
37,062
28,417
29,414
26,404
23,970
2,340
28,953
28,069
29,261
26,108
27,075
28,707
27,318
26,292
26,762
26,055
36,920
23,433
16,466
16,811
21,667
14,725
22,970
40,137
20,497
23,285
26,125
5,280
17,483
22,275
38,235
2),635
28,171
32,109
24,651
33,984
35,933

-

Nil,
1,348,319
Nil.
1411.
618,835
Nil.
576,826
171,911
Nil.
1,312,514
11,453
281
443,771
712,648
1,045,873
375,331
1,135,285
1,237,834
1.049,331
984,775
2,139,194
891,230
895,337
615,043
763,219
1,165,554
1,583,469
1,541,398
350,865
312,897
192,352
758,937
1,082,451
1,573,931
1,586,655
597,846
1,063,537
850,533
886,906
777,273
1,678,951
792,225
868,612
888,86o
964,373
1,144,383
1,842,445
1,609,823
2,666,303
1,495,787
1,357,901
132,561
1,640,187
1,590,109
1,657,636
1,479,018
1,533,799
1,626,252
1,547,565
1,547,613
1,575,278
1,533,662
1,584,579
1,320,404
969,230
299,866
561,988
381,930
595,784
1,041,053
531,641
603,955
677,617
130,950
844,429
1,075,883
1,363,751
1,432,337
1,575,825
1,796,097
1,378,915
1,900,980
2,010,002
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No. 44-continued.
WEIGHT of Loeomotie Engines and Tenders and Tonnage-continued.
o. of
Engine,

Weight of Enne and Tender
for whole journey.

a.
84
83
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96

97
98
99

100
101

102
103
104
105
106
107
loS
109
110
III

112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123

Mileage of eacngi ne and Tender.

ToI Toim

0. q.

21 033,832
2,223,851
2,118,577
1,987,292
533,420
2,026,000
1,866,287
540,077
1,313,972
1,759,179
1,919,756
1,847,188
1,448,249
1,932,878
2,945,684
1,450,304
11790,377
1,493,676
1,868,637
354,355

3
3
3
3
55 18 3
55 IS 3

36,359
39,756
37,874
35,527
9,536
36,219
33,362
9,655
23,490
33,381
36.428
35,051
27,48'
36,677
36,920
7,520
33,973
28,343
35,458
6,724
31,710
31,173
8,303
12,014
30,465
11,790
13,809
12,419
Nil.
249
353
525
1,133
68'
9,304
7,039
32259
3462
8,955
5,o16

5,919 13 I

2,497,200

123,458,034

21,343

1,055,196

55 IS
55 18
55 IS
55 IS
55 IS
55 iS
55 18
55 18
55 IS
52 14
52 14
52 14
52 14
32 14
52 14
52 14
52 14
52 14
52 14
52 14
5± 14
50 18
52 14
52 14
52 14
52 14
52 14
52 14
52 14
52 14
52 14
52 14
52 14
52 14
53 IS
55 18
55 IS
55 18

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0

3
o
0
0

0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0

0

1,671,117

1,587,875
437,568
633,138
551,5o6
621,333
727,734
654,48'
Nil.
13.122
18,603
27,668
59,709

33,889
520443
393,744
182,300
176,874
500,920
280,583

-

ts,668 4 0
Averagos..

48 8 3

* Mr. Watkins's engine and the Contractor's engine, No.2 are not inoluded. V Mileage = 11,017.
The averages of 117 only, as lbs. 1,3,4,6,9, and in did not run.
t only 117 running.
Mr. Watkins's engine
...
13
Contractor's engine, No. 2... 11,004
11,017
Total... 2,508,2 17
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No. 44-continued.

TONNAGE of Engines and Tenders, Great Northern Railway, 1878.
No. of
Engine.

I Weight of Eneine and Tender
for whore

Mileage of each Engine and Tender.

t.. C.
42 14
42 14
42 14
30 15
31 14
33 10
33 10
33 10
15 13
38 18
47 13
47 13
47 13
47 0
47 0
4 0
31 14

23,809
20c62
1,838
37,392
14,186
9,293
16,974
33,726
13,403
17,239
27,879
18,601
25,057
18,173
26,496
18,216
24,083

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17

ToxnoE

9.
1
I
I

C
0

2
2
2
2
0
1
i
1
I
1

I
0

t. C.
47 13
47 13
33 6
47 13
47 13
48 6
48 6
48 6
48 6
55 18
55 18
55 18
55 18
52 14
52 14
52 14
52 14
52 14
52 14

q.

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
Total

1,619 2

Averages..

1,016,942
878,254
78,o6
1,150,271
449,696
311,548
569,053
1,145,841
210,092
670,597
1,328,783
886,570
11194,279
854,358
1,245,643
856,379
763,431

of Engines and Tenders, Great Northern R.ailway-confinued.

Weight of Engine and Tender
for whole journey.

No. of
Engine,

Total Tons carried.

Mileage of eich Engine and Tender.

Total Tons earned.

0
0
0
0

23,731
25,633
19,609
20,969
28,730
23,522
25,232
20,573
24,962
36,621
37,226
29,101
35,308
33,948
30,570
30,033
31,816
34,596
42,030

1,131,079
1,221,733
653,470
999,435
1,369,344
1,136,407
1,219,021
993,933
1,205,977
2,048,487
2,082,329
1,627,837
1,975,041
1,789,060
1,611,039
1,582,739
1,676,703
11823,209
2,214,981

0

901,137*

41,973,067

25,031

n,i6,89i

I
1
2
I
1
I
1
i

1

3
3
3
3
0

0

44 19 2

*

Mv. Watkins's engine and "Native Br," No. 3, are not iaoluded. Mileage = 1,171.
Mr. Watkina's new engine
...
919
"Nativo Bear," No, 3 ...
...
253
1,171
902,308
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No. 44 contintted—AjISmACT of Total and Average Weights of Rolling Stock Empty.
Northern.

Southern and Western.

No.of

Totaiweight,

Average Weight.

No.oi

Carriages, Sleeping ................................
1

,

17 10 2

kvenge weight

tons cwt. qrs. tons owL. qrs.

tons owL, qrs. tons awL. qIs.

PASSENGER STOCK.

TotalWoight,

17 10 2

Do.

FiratCia, ............................32

326 15

0

1041

16

113 19 2

Do.

Composite ............................35

25990

781

8

6143

Do.

Smoking ...............................6

.

38 8 o

6 8 o

722
7 13

0

6

Drake Vans, Composite ........................ .0

226 15 2

Carriages, Second Class .......................... 68

407 15 0

5 19 31

48

281 0 0

5 17 0

2810

512 ot

4

2300

5 15 0

PrisonVaus .........................................
t

514 2

514 2

Hearses ............................................
2

7 19 2

3 19

HorseBoses ......................................51

27392

57I

19

98 14 0

533

CarriageTrucks ...................................26

105 40

40 3i
óio 2

52

482 2

40 1

49 13 0

510 1

MailVans ........................................

BrakeVaus .......................................

5

it

......

15

97 18 0

Total ..........................
262

1,79419 2

617 0

116

67513 3

5 i6 2

BrakeVane ........................................43

509 18 2

12231

25

24542

9160

SWaggons ........................................72

29060

4021

40

161 40

402

B

48303

4 12

40

190100

4151

551 19

0

51224

38

22000

5 15 3

8,263 0 3

4 10 oj

446

1,955 10 3

4 7 2

67120

431

44

1 77
14

GOODS STOCK.

.

do .

.........................................05

OVens ..............................................

98

0 Waggous ........................................,834
1
Edo.

.

................................. ......

162

PowderVasse .....................................6
..
Sheep

do . .................................... .114

29

Total .........................2,617

Total Vehicles, all Lines

.............3,879

402
4 17

4 18 2

3

11

0

751 0 3

óxr 3

64

418 3

i

6xo 2

61

52

316190

613

5 10

4370

0
381

1
43

168180

3 18 2

1

4 15 31

796

3874 0 3

500

4 59 3

912

4,549 14 2

4 19 3

do. ....................................

BallaztWaggona...................................42

10 1

0

11

..13' 79482
Meat do. .....................................
10 5760
Cosuposito Cattle and Goods Van
8 iS o
*
Cattlo

0

13,553 17

14348 i6 3

1

5 14 21

0

5 10

0

0

8 18
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No. 41 conhinued—RRTUnN showing the Weight of ROLLINe STOCK.
GRISAT SouTnntN ASD WESTEIIY RAILWAYS.
Description.

I

No&

PAssEroE1t Sroci.
Sleeping Carriage ........................

I

1st Class Carriages ....................

3

Cnss.

Weight, Empty
11111 Class.

1

3'rn ewt. qre
1 7 10 2

To1 of

1590
1550
1530
12 0 0
II 9 0
II 3 3

6
1
I

2
I

2
4
1

2
2
2

I
I
I
I

I

32

Composite Carriages ..................... (

2
6
4
2

Composite Smoking ......................

6

Break Vans ...................

6
6
2

6 8 o

10 0 2
6 10 0

24

68o
652
5 10 0
4 14 0
Soo
15 3 0

27
'I

2
68
Mail Vans .................................
5
barges ....................................2
Carriage Trucks ........................

2

$

a '9

3

440
400
3 19 0
3 17 0

14

2
2

I

S
Prison Van .................................
12—B

5 11 3
582
510
4 16 o

Soo

14 2 0
41 8 o
58 10 0
692
25 8 0
II 0 0

5 14 2

7 8

38 S 0 - 6 8 0
88 13 0
82 16 0
23 8 2
6 10 0
5 14 2
550
542
940
22615 2
10 0 2
6 io o
153 12 0
652
148 10 0
S' '4 0
16 o o
15 3 0

II 6 j

519 31

6io
22 0 0
2810

512 0

7 19 2

319 3

3312
56 o
7 ,8
7 14

0
o
o
0
4 0 3.

166 9 0
27 2 2
70 14 0
19 4 0
273 9

5'

'04

36 17 1
891
25 7 0
8oi
7 19 0
7 iS 3

105 4 0

26
horse Boxes ............. . ................ .2$
S
14
4

710

407 15 0
6xo
5 10 0

4

II 0 0

259 9 0

20 I
2nd flass Carriages .................... I

II 9 0
22 7 2

326150

14 15 2
13 16 0
11 14 I
6 10 0
5 14 2
550
542
4 12 0

2

12 0 0

10 19 0
15 II 2
8o
6 IS o
6 ,o o
23 3 0
5 23 2
II 5 2
II 2 0

35
6

46 7 0
15 5 0
90 18 0

II 0 0

22 5 3
891
890
801
7 19 0
7 IS 3
8 o o
710
6 IS 0
6 10 0
692
670
5 10 0

a

Tons ewt. -qrs. Tons cwt. qro.
17 10 2
17 Ia 2

0

0

I

a

Avenge Weight
of each Cla.

10190
1511 2
8o
6aSo
6w 0
515 3
5132
5 12 3
5 11 0
5 10 0
720

II

I •
I
I

Cross Weight,
Empty.

2

5 14 2

5 7
514 2
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No. 44 C0721iQWCd—RETUN showing the Weight of ROLLING STOCK.
GREAT SOYTRERN AND WESTERN RAILWAYS.

Nos.

Total of WeightE,nptv,

PasaengerBrakoVans ....................2
4
4
4

Tons cwt. gre.
7 16 2
7 0 0
613 1
5 15 0
4120

Description.

PASSENGER

Siocr—.continued

15
262
254

Total Passenger Stock
Average nmning during year
GOODS STOCK.

Brake Vans ................................18
5
7
5
2
I
I
3
1

AWaggons ................................26
4
28
4
10

BWaggons ...............................37
40
8
20

11

42

72

io

Vane .....................................78
8
7
5

DWaggons ...............................29
1
I

1
I

67

5
7
6
36
36
38
31
. 26
42
133
21
187
21
39
7
88
2
4
I
371
2
4
3
I

1

2
1

3
55
1
81
2
34
5
6
20
6
1

-

98

13
12
12
12
12
12
12
12

16
o
6
4
4
4
3
3
3

0

o
o
2
0
1

3
2
0

430
4 2 2
4 I 0
4 00
3 13 0
417
4 14 0
4 5 2
oo
5 16 o
570
4 15 0
4 14 0
419 o
418 0
418 1
417 2
417 1
4 17 0
4 16 3
4 16 2
416 1
4160
4 15 3
415 2
415 1
415 0
414 3
414 2
414 I
414 0
413 3
413 2
413 1
4 13 0
412 3
412 2
412 I
4 12 0
411 3
411 2
411 0
4 10 3
4 10 2
410 1
4 10 0
493
4 9 2
490
472
4 7 0
463
4 6 2
4 5 0
43 0
4 2 2
42 0
412

Gross Weight,

Avrageht

Tons cwt. qrs. Tons ewt qra,
15 13 0
28 0 0
26130
2300
4 12 0
6 to 2
97 iS o
1,794 59 2
6 17 0
1,730 1 2
212 8 o
65 0 0
86 2 0
61 2 2
24 8 0
12 4 I
12 3 3
24 7 0
12 3
509182
107180

12 23*

iGio 0

113 8 o
16 0 0
36 10 0
290 6 °
180 i6..
18800
34 4 0
So o 0
48303
45280
42160
33 50
23 10 0
551 19 0
43 110
4180
418 1
417 2
417 I
324 19 0
2433
33 15 2
2817 2
172160
172 7 0
'8' 90
14712 3
59810 0
19819 2
628 8 2
9819 I
SqSiS o

98 8
182 6 2
3212 3
40940
9 5 2
18100
412 I
1,706 12 0
93 2
IS 6 a
13 13 0
4 10 3
4102
410 I
900
493
13 8 2
24415 0
472
352 7
8 13 2
147 I
21 5 0
2418 0
82 10 0
2412 0
412

4

0

412

21

0

512 2j
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No, 44

101

eoniinued—Rntw showing the Weight of ROLLING STOOL
GRE&T SOUTnERN AND WESTERN RAILWAYS.

Description.

I Total of I Weight. En,pt,
Class.
cachiJlass.

Nos

Tons cwt. grs.
4 00
317 0

GOODS STOCIC—continued.
D Waggons—coaticued .................70
.03
io8
21
lB Waggous .................................20
82
20
26
6
S

3162

393192

34
47 A
46o45 °
3 16 2
3 10 2
340

2
4

2

6
3
4
6
4
2
2

t
3
2
4
'1

4
2
6
31

0
0

15 6 a
14 5 0

612 1,
612 0
6's 3
611 2
6,i I
611 0
603
6,o 2
6,0 1
6w a
6 9 3
692
691,
683
5160
4 10 0

2

8
8
8
8
4
6
3
2
2
47
14
31
MoatVans .................................s
2
Ballast Woggons .........................

5 15
513
10

43 0
4 00
3 13 0
32 0

3
5
10

24
42

Composite Cattle and Goods Van
Powder Vans ...............................

3

52
415

.3

6
Total, Goods Shock
Average running during year

0
0

410

O

0 0

8180

-

14
Cattle Vans ...............................
3

395 II 0
7512 0
390
8,263 0 3
87 5 o
35212 0
9990
21 30
2512 0
67'zo
24 8 o
14 7 2
731
2812 0
14 5 0
721
720
713
712
711
42 6 a
21 2 I
28 2 0
42 I 2
63 0 0
27 19 0
1319 0
1318 2
27160
6,8
20 15 2
13 16 2
2712 0
2012 2
27 So
6,6
13130
35 j, o
178 50
530
751 0 3
'giG 3
79 40
52 14 0
5212 0
5210 0
. 52 80
2630
39 30
6,o ,
2600
ig 9 I
12 19 0
iziS 2
683
27212 0
6300
794 8 2
46 00
it 6 0
57 60
12 9 0
20 0 0
36io 0
748 0
1437 0
S'So

74 0
733
731
73 0
7 2 2
721
720
713
712
711
7 I0
7 0 3
7 0 2
7 0I
7 00
619 3
619 2
Gig I
6190
6183
6 iS 2
6 iS I
6,8 0
617 2
617 0
3
6,6 2
5 iS 2
5 15 0
530

2

Average Weight
. of cach Class.

Tosis sri. qr,. Tons e,vt. gre,
280 0 0
3170

3 13 1
312 0
390

62
SheopVans ...............................

Cross Weight,
Enapty.

2911

4 2 3

6"

6 , ,
514 2t

3 S ,
8 18 0

0

4 18 2

17 1

4 15 3

2,617

12,553

2,1 26

11,094 7

1
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No. 44 continued—RETuRm showing the Weight of RoLLnca STOCK.
GREAT NOETTERN RAILWAY.

Description.

Tot.aiof Weight, Empty,

Nos.

Tons cwt. qrs.
313 0
6 8 0
7 0 0
7 12 0
917 0
9 17 2

PASSENGER STOCK

FirstClass

7

I
1

I

16
5 10 0
7180
7 19 0
7 12 2
7 19 2
830
833

Composite ..................................1
I
2
I
1
I

8
6 8 0
4 14 0
5 12 0
66 0
640

SecondClass ...............................17
9
IS

3
48
MailVan ..................................4

4

515

0

3 15 0
472

Carriage Trucks .................. ..... .....7
5
12

5 2 0
418 3
4 19 0
5 7 3

horse Bores ...............................2
2
5

10

19
l3rnkoVans

417 0
53°
0
5
5100
5 15 0
650

I
...............................
I

2
2
1
2

9

GooDs STOCK.
...............................1

rakeVans

530
7 0 0
7160
II 15 0
II 17 0
II 17 3
.11181
IT iS a
II 19 0
II 19 2
if 18 o
12 I 0
12 1 I
12 I3
12 4 2
12 6

2
9

I
I
I
I
I
I

-

I
I
1
I
I

-

25

Tons cut qrs. Tons cfl. qrs.
553 0
32 0 0
49 0 0
7 12 0
957 0
917 2
11319 2
7 2 2
5 10 0
7 18 0
15iS o
7 12 2
7192
8o
833
61 43

7 13 0

xo8 16 0
42 6 °
6740
44 2 0
18 12 0
281 00

5 17 0

2300

5130

26 5 0
21 17 2
48 2 2

4

0

4 0
917 2
24 1 5 0
5317 2
98 14 0

5

33

1

10

417 0
530
io 8 o
II 00

5 15

0

49 13

0

12

10

0

675 13 3
630 16 3

Passenger Stock ....................xsó
Average running during year ............110
Total

B

Average Weight

Gross Weight.

530
14 0 0
7040
II 15 0
11 17 0
II 17 3
xii8
IT iS 2
II 19 0
IX 19 2
IT iS
12 1 0
12 1 I
12 I 3
12 4 2
12 6
245 42

510

1

16 2

6

0
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No. 41 continued—RETUIIN showing the Weight of
GiniAt

Dption.

ROLLING STOCK.

NORTRIiILN RAILWAY.

T

wos.

2of

WO

;PtY
0

CaCh

Tons ewt. gre.
4 00
4 3 0

Goots STOCK—COntinUed

ATrueks

103

..................................32
8
40

4 10 0
417 0

CVans

4 17 0
5 3 0
6 0 0

4
30

.
DWaggons ...............................6
2
4
20
34
96
4
43
6
6
6
S

23
4
.

4
27
3
3
3
8
1
2

2
12
1
I

3
7
2
6
S
1

5
4
6
2
I

2
I

2
5
2
1

2
2
I
1
I
I
1
I

.

446

0

4

313 2
4o
4 5 0
4 0 0
4 9 0
411 0
440
4 10 0
4160
4 15 0
4 7 0
4 13 0
412 0
4 8 I
4 8 2
410 3
3 14 0
314 2
315 1
315 2
3 15 0
3 15 3
4 17 0
412 I
492
411 1
4 15 3
462
4 7 2
493
410 1
410 2
4 5 0
460
4 8 3
49 1
423 2
4 14 0
413 3
4 13 1
414 1
47 3
412 2
411 3
4 14 3
47 1
411 2
462
428 0
414 2
412 3
416 2
417 3

0

2

4500
14510 0
415

2980
2012 0
iSo 0 0
22000

39

S

4

290100

40

eight

Tons oct. gre. Tons oct. gre.
128 0 0
33 4 0
16 1

BWaggons ...............................10
30

A7n

Gross

5 15 3

22 I 0
8 6 o
18 0 0
So a 0
151 6 0
43616 0
x6i6 a
193200
2816 0
28100
26 2 0
37 40
1016 a
17 3 0
35 8 0
iS 3 0
99180
II 3 2
II 5 3
ii 6 2
3000
3 15 3
9140
9 4 2
53 14 0
411 1
4 15 3
462
13 2 2
3181
902
27 30
35 4 0
460
22 3 3
1717 0
28 t a
980
413 3
962
414 I
815 2
23 2 2
93 2
4 14 3
8 14 2
9 30
462
418 0
414 2
412 3
416 2
417 3
1,955

10

3

4 7 2
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No. 44 continued—RETuRN showing the Weight of R0LLUIG STOCIC.
GREAT N0RTIIiRN RAILWAY.

Description.

No&

Total of Weight, EThPCYJ
each Class,
(flass,

Tons ewt. qm,
315 0
3 18 0
4 6 0
4 5 0
4 00

Goons STocK—contind
ETrucks ..................................6
7
S
4

6
3
I

.

4 0

1

412
440
4 8 0
430
3 19 0
317 0
3160

1

3
1

2
1

5
3
3

.

I

8
I

•

3

3
2
2
I

9 0
5 15 0
5 17 0
5 14 0
513 0
512 0
6io ,
6 8 2
6 10 0
690
68i
6 8 0
óio 2
69'
693
6 9 2
610

52

... '
................................ 6
2
1
I

Meat Vans ...... ...........................

Sheep Vans

2
3

I
'1

0
0 o

6
7 14 0
7 11 0
7 10 0
7 90
7 13 0
712
5 iS
5190
5 15 0
615
616
613
612 2
61 2
6140
670
61 2
614 2
614 I
6 12 0

0
0

6
8
2
5

00
0

1
3
4

i
I3
1
64

........................... ,,,.,

PowderVans ...

3

Ballast Waggons ..........................25
12
5
43

.
796
..,896
Coal Waggons .............................
...
Total Goods ............... ..2,692
Average minDing during yea.. .................. . 2,658
Total ............................

5100

0
4 1 0
4 00
3 2 0
430

6
510

0

0
So

360

15
7 11 0
7 10 0
14 18 0
22 19 0
712
64
5 19 0
34100
54
1312
33 5
612 2
200 2
26160
67o
61 2
20 3 2
614
612

0
iS 0

00
0
0

1
0

418 31
4 17

402

38 3 0
17 5 0
5 17 0
28100
16xg a
1616 0
6io '
19 5 2
19 10 0
51 12 0
68i
19 4 0
1911 2
12 18 2
12 19 2
19 8 2
óio
316 19 0

s io

Aveflge Weight
of each Class.

Tons cwt. qrs. Tons cwt. qrs
22 10 0
27 6o
8 0
17 0 0
24 0 0
12 0 3
412
440
12 6 0
430
7 18 0
317 0
3160
177101.

44
CattleVatis ...............................7
3

Orossweight.

14

II 0

101

6i0 2

417

0

5 0
48 0
15 10 0
430

0

16818 0

3582

3,874 0 3

5 0

8,936 2

3

4 14

12,810 3 2

4 15

12,572 16

0
1
x
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No. 44—continued.
Fnor the figures in the foregoing tables the following results are derived.
South and West-

North.

Total.

Loc®foTrvrs.
*Number of engines and tenders—
Passenger .................................
Goods ....................................do.

(running)

61
56

23

74
79

117

36

153

Mileage of engines and tenders—
Passenger ..... ........................................ miles
1,268,504
1,328,696
Goods ................................................... ....

328,340
572,797

1,596,844
1,801,493

2,497,200
Total ...........................................

901,137

3,398,337

Gross weight of engines and tenders—
Passenger ................................. (Average) tons
2,508
2,497
Goods ................................ ....... (littO

557
1,062

3,065
3,559

........................................5,005

1,619

6624

Gross tonnage—
Passenger ................................ .... ............ ....
56,953,346
Goods ....... ................................................
66,504,678

14,821,120
27,150,947

71,774,466
93,655,625

Total ....................................... ....
123,458,024

41,97207

165,430,091

110

No.
,,

-

Total ............................ ...............

.

Total

PASSENeER Aica Goons

13

Stoeg.

Number of vehicles running during the year—
Passenger ..................................................No
254
tGeods................................................... ....
2,326

2,658

364
4,984

........................................
2,580

2,768

5,348

Weight of Do.—
Passenger ..................................................tons
1,730
tGoods ........... . ............................................
11,094

631
12,573

2,361
23,667

12,824

- 13,204

26,028

tTetal mileage of vehicles—
Passenger ................................................. miles
6,687,009
Goods ........................................................
19,978,147

1,349,415
6,o93,88o

8,036,424
26,072,027

........................................26,665,156

7,443,295

34,108,451

Gross dead weight of vehicles—
Passenger
.................................................
45,555,249
..................
.......... ...... ............... tons
Goods ..
.....95,270,789

7,742,269
28,793,583

53,297,518
124,064,372

Total ............................................
140,826,038

36,535,852

177,361,890

Total

Total

Total

enginea

.......................................

Of the engines used for goods and psuesigers half their number is added to the paenger and half to the goods

The mileage does nof include ballast waggons, but ,nerely vehicles used for traffic purposes and as man)' of them
were In use for only a part of the year their average ,sumber and weight are taken as the factors in the above calculatios,s.
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No. 4i—eoittüwcd,
South and West.

North.

Totals.

S

PASSENGER AND Goons Srocx—eontinrted.
ionnage of load carried in vehicles—
Passenger ................................................No
.
221,844
Goods ......................................................51238
4,

1,1 11,647

257,669
1,625,885

736,082
Total ....................................... ......

1,147,472

1,883,554

Total ton-mileage of load—
Passenger .......................... .......... ............ .....3.160,328
.
Goods ................................................... ...... 2,612,866

793,798
16,010,420

3,954,126
58,623,286

Total ...................................... .......45,773,194

16,804 218

62 7 577,412

'Total tonnage of volneles empty and loaded—
Passenger ................................................ . ons..
48,715,577
Goods ........................................................
137,883,655

8)536,067
44,804,003

57,251,644
182,687,658

Total ..........................................
186,599,232

53,340,070

239,939,302

Total tonnage of engines and vehicles loaded—
105,668,923
Passengor ................................................ .....
Goods ............ ............................................204,388,333

23,357,187
71,954,950

129,026,110
276,343,283

310,057,256
Total ...................................... .....

95,312,137

405,369,393

Gross earnings—
Passenger and Coaching .............................. ..£
240,388
Goods .................. ......................................
419,662

65,920
177,019

306,308
596,681

Total ....................................... .....
66o,00

242,939

902,989

Total working expenses ............. ........ ....................
401,647

135,341

536,988

Net earnings .. ............................... ..................
.
258,403

107,598

360,00i

AVERAGE I1ARNINO5 PER TON PER MILE—
PASSENOER ............................................ ..
'546
Goons........................................................492

677
59e

'570
520

ALL TnAIc ....................................511

'612

'535

'311

'341

'318

'200

'271

217

35,825

RESULTS,

Woaxrsu EXPENSES PER TON PER MILE

NET EARNINGS PER TON PER

MILE .............

. ...........

* Fifteen passengers Are reekened equivalent to one ton ; carriages are estlinated at 15 ewt. horses and horned cattle
500 lbs. ; pigs at 75 lbs. ; sheep at 50 lbs.; and dogs at 30 lbs. each.
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ArtlelesofTrafflc.

No. 45.
MIECIIANDIZE Traffic Rates, 1816 to 1878.
*1876
*1877
1877.
SE?IEMBEIt IS. SEPTEMB2R 17.
DEcnsrnr.n 7.
',
.

107

SEPTEMBER 13.
—

a.
d.
s. d.s. d
Is. d.s. cC
s. d.s. d
Acids—in cases and earboys ......................4 12 00
Aerated Waters ......................................
2
9o 7
7 00 5
Agriculture Machines ................................
Do.
Produce—not otlienvise specified A
on il A
2 00 2*
1
9
Ale and Porter—in bulk ................................................
2
00
Ammunition............................................4 12 00 9
Bark—in sheets, bundles, or bags ................tA
2 010 i4
3 00 4 A
Do. Tanners' ........................................ fA
3 oo '4 A
2 00 14
.
(B 30011
Battens....................................................................
A
2 00
Beet-root ...............................................A
00 i4
A
2 00 if
3
Bicycles ...............................................4 i* oFo
Boards, not exceeding 2 inches ....................2
D
00 24
7 0 r0
Boats—So cubic feet per ton .............. ........
2
00 5
7
Boilers..................................................3
7005
Do. Plates ........................................2
70'05
Bones—in bags ......................................A
3 oo if A
2 00 if
Do, loose .......................................... ..
13
400 2f B
3 01 0 Ii
..............
Bottles—empty, in cases or crates
B
4 oo 24 C
4 0,0 21
....................................................
Bran
tA
30034 B
3004 A
2ooi4
Brieks-4 ton lots ...... ... ... ..... ....... .......... A
O0 if
A
2 00 ij
3
Cabbages .............................................. A
oo 4 A
2 00 1*
3 010
Candied Fruits ................................Up
1)
00 24
3
7
9
Carpentry ...............................................
oo 7
3
9
Carrots................................................. A
oo if A
2 00 if
Casks—new, empty .................................. B - 4 oto 24 C
oo 24
4
Cases do
..................................... II
oo If
C
00 2*
4
Cement.......................... ..................... ..
i 6 00 '
Chaff—pressed. (Sec page 114.)
Charcoal and coke—in bags .......................C
do 24 D
5 00 24
Chicory Root ........................................ A
a oo if 14
3 0.0 4
Clay 4-ton lots............... ............................B
4002.4 A
2 O'O if
Coal. (See page 114.)
in
...........................................
Do.
bags
C
00 24 B
00 24
Do. \Vaggons—new, on ts- heols to collieries U. p.m. each; rein. Os. 44. p, ii. rid,5 iris. an.
Coke .............................. ..................... A '30'0 ; B
3004
Colonial \Vine .................................Up A
oo if B
oo i-f
3
Copperingots ..........................................1 6004 ...
,-.
B
5002
Do. Ore .............................................A
300 it A
200 1
DrainPipes.............................................B 14002f
C
4002
B
30,014
Dynamite—owner's risk, in casks or cases ..,
P ton p.
010
Feathers ...............................................3
9 7
JI
00 24 33
3 00 14
,A
if A
f For listeners ni-re Oo
P11
oOCS ...............................................
2 ok 11
it
40
mile,,
For
dl,,
Liosreso,-s,
isle. Si. lid.
miii U. 34 40 edIt,
Fac-elay Blocks ............................. .............
- 1)
0 24 A
2 00 ii
a.
Firewood ...............................................Mis.
cu
thaSmilr,;ovrras.nilev
..............................................4 22009 { Id. per Ion '-role,
Fireworks
...$...
icoL,
Fish ........................... .................... ......Notiescihan
ad. per
mile.
Flour ....................................... .. ............tA tonI 3perO0
A I 2 00 11
Flower-pots ............................................ B
—
C 14 01 024
Fruit—Orchard ..................................... f A , 4 002*
o10 if
, 2 obo if
A
Furniture—in cases ....................................9 00 7
Do. ................................................ I2009
Purse ...................................................34 19007
Garden Produce—not otherwise specified
A
o10 if A
2 00 1*
350024
GluePiecos ............. ...............................C
C
40024
Glue Piece—wet .................................... ............ .3000
B
Grenves ...............................................C
I
50024
4002
Grain—all kinds......................................fA I 3 oo ij AC
010 14
2
Green Fodder ..........................................A
oo i3 A
2 &o 14
Guano and Artificial Manures .....................C
o!o 24 B F 3 00 '4
Gunpowder (owner's risk)—in casks .......... is, p. ton P. in.
Hats—in cases... ............ ......................... 4 '12 00 9
Hardware.............................................. 3
9 007
Hay—pressed and branded with weight
(See page 114..)
Do. Loose. (See page 114.)
Hides on the downjournoy ... ....................B
00 2f
Hicks ..................................................
2
0,0 s
B
3 00 if
90 0 7 ¶D
3
5 01 0 24
...............................................
.
Hoofs
§A
3 ooii §A
2001*
4 01 0 2f lB
34
Horns .. .............................................. Ii A3
§A
2 00 i
3 01 0 4
.IO2f B
3 001
Marked
to [lie
following
allowaliees-.-eo per cont. ,It he rate per unIt fir livery mile boyond xm;lo per cent. on the into per mite
for every
,niiethu.s*,
beyondsubject,
io 40 per
i-cut,
on the rate
per ruilc for every nub ho,vonul lao.
Marked
th,s
t,
an
additional
charge
for
use
of tarpaulins
be o,mde-4i
miles,
as. per 4,
ton;inBc
miles, oras.b6u1. per ton ; 130 miles, 21. per to,,
ice
,,silse
os
3d.
per
to,,;
3m
melee,
as.
Sd.
pin
con
marked , will
means
'' inoou;ure'
; luarkeul
lrnndles
ar !, if loose; marked tt,
ags; mked
green anâ and 'vet, salted marked IF, dry.
A, IT, I_i, fl Rates (September 17 and Doec,uubsr 7, iafl, and 03 September, 1878) -For dista,iees over zoo miles, the terminal charge for 15 miles
will be renuitted.
A further reduction of ao per cent, oil 1st, 3iILl, 3rd, ant 4th Cluuss (200dm convoyed over 3m oimiiis.
12—S
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No 45—continued.
MEBCIIA.NDISR Traffic Rates, 1876 to 1878.
*i3.
*1376
1873.
DECEMBBR 7.
SerrnnlER iS. SEPTEMBER 17.

ArticlesofTraflla

Iron—Bar, Rod, and Bundles .

.

.i

B

s.d-s.d.
4 00 24

Is. cLs.d.

C

4

00

24

SEPTEMBER 13.

CsT.

B

3

00

s. it: s.d.

II

ç
B 3 00 zi
C 4 00 24
Boiler, Plato or Sheet ...............B 4 00 24
Corrugated—in eases .......................2
7 00 5 .
....tt2
Girders .........................................2
7 00 5
(Tip...1
A 20054
A 30011
B 30014
hg and Scrap ...............tDoavn
6 004
D
),
i
Do—Tanks, 30 e. ft. per ton—Cortugated
2
7 00 5
Do—Wire in bundles .............................2
7 00 5 .
....ff2
Do—Wheels and Axles—Railway ..............2
7 0,0
i
Do.—Rails and Chairs ............................2
7 00 5 ......
Do—Castings, over 3 tons—owner's risk
2
2
7 00 5
7 00 5 . ( RouchA
2 CO 1*
only.
Do—Screws and Washers—Galvanized ................ff2
Do—Girders, if requiring 2 trucks no less
2
7 00
charge than for 3 tons will be made.
Iron—Galvanized--cases ..........................2
7 00 5 .........ff2
tronNails ....................................................... 2
Ironmongery .........................................3
9 00 7
( Mis. i6o'f
Ironstone ...................................................
ai mile., aver 35 mile, Idoo
24
Jams ........................... ..... .... ......... Up
P
5
00
9 7
Joincry ...............................................3
00
Kerosene Oil ...................................Up
i 69 010 74
Lead--Pig or Sheet ................................2
7 00
5
i
Leather .......................................... Up
6 oo 4
Lamps—Street, Door, or Hall ....................3
9 O'O 7
Laths ............................................. ......B 40024
B 3001*
Lick Blocks ..................................................D 5 00 24
B so!os4
be toe,,
)c Iec,ssivsvd
an,l let. mdcli
cc.
Lisne-4-ton lots .......................................tB 4 00 21
ø'° '4
B
Limestone ................................................Mis. 2 00 I Mis. I 6,o 1*
to IS mile,, aver 21 mIles14.
Lit.11ofracteur or other explosives—owner's Is. p ton p. mile
risk—in casks or eases.
Lueerne—Sece.. ..................................... 1
6 oc 4
Machine ry of all kinds ............................ 3
of o 7
9
Malt ................................................... 2
7
1 600 4
Malt Tanks—square and empty ................................ 3
MaugoldWurzel .....................................A 300 14
A 2 00 if
Manure, loose (4-ton lots) ........................ .
B 4 00 24 Mis 1 óo if
tolllii,miles;
mIle,,
per tonover
per95mile.
.....................................
C $oo t 13
00 14
Do., inbags
Marble—Undressed (4-ton lots) ................B
oo it
ofo 24 B
3
oLoi
Meal ....................................................tA
A 20014
Measurement Goods, 80 cubic feet to ton
m
6 oo 4
Melons .............................. ...................A 3 do 14
A 2 09 mf
Millinery—in eases ...............................4 fl 00 9
Minors ..............................................4 12 00 9
MuAate of Lime ..... .......... ..... ................i 6 oo 4
Musical Instruments ...............................4 12 &o 9
Naphtha ..............................................4 U 00 9
Offal ............................ ........ ......... ....x
6004
B
OilCake .................................... ..........
C 90107
50024
D 50024
Opium .................................................3
Ores (4-ton lots) ..................................A
A 2 00 54
of0 if
Oysters ... ...... ............. ............ . ........Mis.3d. p.ton p. in.
13 over
4o'024 B 3091k
For dietaner.
averli.40 mliv,,
nip. Q.
H.i6 mileo, For divIsor,'
Palings ................................. . ........ ((I, Amm. So.30f014
A 2005*
Paintings and Engravings ...........................4 12 oo 9
I B 4&024 C 40024
Paper .............................................
'2 700 5
Papier-maclee Goods ..................................3
9 00 7
Perambuteetors ........................................4 12 00 9
Perfumery ..............................................3
9 00 7
Picture Frames ........................................4 12 0'O 9
Pier Glasses ..............................................4 52 009
Pipes,lroa .................................... ...Up........................................ A
i 6 00 4
Pitch................................ .............. .......
Plants (in pots and cases) ..........................
9 00
Plated Goods .........................................3 9 00 7
Plate Glass ............................................4 12 00 9
Pollard .............................................. fA 3 010 s4 A 2 00 if

7 00 5
50024
70 50
6 00 4
7

00

5

70 05
7005

9 00 7

2 00 II

Marked thus", nubjeet to the following allowances—so per cant. on the mAo per mile for ovary mile beyond too; 20 CT cent. On lIsa rate per
mile for every mile beyond
'so; 40 per CCIII. on the rate per mile for ecel-y mile beyond 100.
Marked thus t,a,1 additional charge for use of tarpaulins will be made-40 miles, Is, per ton; So miles, is. Gd. per ton ; 150 miles, 25. per We
200 utues, 25. 3d. per ton ; 300 ,nibee, 2 Cd per ton.
A further reduelian of 20'4 per cent. oil ret, snd, 3rd, and 4th classgoo,ts vnnveyed for distances over 300 miles.
A, B, 0, II) Rates (Septeniher 57 and December 7, 1877, said 13 Foptember, 1578)—For distances over iso miles, the terminal charge for iS mUse
will be remitted.
Marked thus'', if loose, 2nd class.
tt Over 300 mile,, ist class.
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No. 45—continued.
MERCJIaDI.SE Ti'ao Rates, 1876 to 1878.
1876.
SrpnansEn 18.

*1877.
SEPTF.MDXB 17.

*1877
DEcnisEa 7.

1878.
SxpTEaiiimt 13.

tArtielesofTraffic.
sO

ii
101

0

Portable

Engines

0

s. d1s. d.

al

s.d's. d.

....................................3
9 00 7
B .4002*
B
30,014
rer di,toners over t'O,soi irs. For distances acre 40 miser
515.05. ii.
mm. ts.imi.
3
PostsandRails .................................)
A
A
200 Ij
3 00 '4
Potatoes .................................................A
Poultry—Living (in crates) ........................3
Preserved Meat .................................Up
A
Pumpkins.................................................A
Quicksilver ..............................................4
Railway Materials .....................................2
Rags and Materials for making Paper (not
A
chemicals).
Rogulus (4.ton lots) ............
Resin
2
Road Metal

3 oo 14
9 00 7

A

2

00

sO

sf

0

0

1i s.d.

if

13
oo z4
3 oo '4
A
2 00 if
3 00 4
12 CO 9
I
6 oo 4
I ,,,
00 5 ..
7 o.oif
A
2 00 If

i

I
i 6 0,0 4
7 00 5
2 00 i4 Mis. , 6o i4
teaO,sile,1 erer3smiles.Id,
50024 1)
tO
501024
Efcsaomjrned
betweenNov. Ifcossigted between
an,I Feb. macInvite,
and Fri, IncisIve.Nov.
Salt—Rock and Calcutta ....................
{
Do. Disi,y and Meat-caring .....................i . 6 oo 4
Sanrl-440n lots......................................13
00 21 B 3 00 15
Sawdust ....... . ...................... ........
...A 4 o10
if
Scientific Insirumeats ..............................
....... 4 12 010 9 A ,co ij
Screws and %Vasliers—Galvanjzec] ................................. ff2
Sewing Machines ...................................4 12 00 9
SeedGrnss ............................ .................
1
I
Sh
ale—Xeroseno.......................................PromllorlleYSidllmljte
Sheepskins . ........................ . .............. ....... C
400 2*
5 00 24 ¶0
Shingles ...................................................B
B
4 0.0 2f
3 CO i4
SilkGoods ................................................3
7
SlateSlabs ................................................4 129 00
009
Slates ............... .......................................,
6 010 4
0 4 00 21
Sleepers—Railway ............. ..........................C
D
25
5 &0 24
Ho
Soap (except scented and fancy) .....................3
00
2
00
9
7
7
5
Soda—Crystals ...... ........... . .......... . .............i
6 00 4
1) 5 00 2!
Soda—Caustic .............................................i
6 6o 4
B 5 00 2'
13
401021 :13
For distances O'er 40 me.iics, Fire distonere Over30014
40 mile.
Spokes and Shafts—Undressed ............
{ BA l4o02+if BAI'30,014
2 oIo If
For dIe'ane es seer 40 nile,, car dolomite. os-eriC mile.
rita. 5a.0,i.
24.
S tocks .......................................... ....
A
Ammoi,,.O'. 20014
43001*
010 21 to l5moIIcs
Steno nndrcsscd-4.ton.lot.s ........................B
Mid.
1 oto i
over auntie,, Id.
Do. caned and Gravestones .....................2
7 00 5
Do. cut for Building or Grindstones
i 6 00 4 1.) 5 00 24
Straw, pressed and branded with weight........
(See pago 114.)
Straw,
loose. (Soc page 114.)
Sugar ...................................................2
00 5
Sulphuric Acid (loads not less than 4 tons).,
i 67 00
4
Tallow ..................................................2
I 6004
7 00 5
Tar ......................................................1
6004
TerraCotta .............................................I ...
2004
500 2
A
Threshing Machines .................................3
9 00 7
Tiles—Tesseluted and Ornamental ................I
P
Tiles ......................................................
13 4002* C 4002* 13 30014
jlordwoo,i 250 Feet to ton. I[sedwood 10 ket to ten,
s oo 24 113 3 O0
Timber (in log) ............. ..................... I
lmoe,i,eoovt 40 Foe dist sorer 'tee
40 miles14
I OtherCt]msssect,
ala. Go. Id,
Do. Undressed ...................................C
00 24 A 2 00
i
Do. Dressed .......................................2
'
oo
5 010 2-k
..C 50024 pC 4&02f
el9n Oro
Tin.platcs................................................2
7
TinSinelted.............................................,
4
P
600
Tobacco—Colonial Leaf ........................... tA
B
3 Co if
3 00 if
Toysiacases ..........................................
.3 9 00 7
Tricycles ................................................4 12 00 9
Turnips ..................................................
A
A
2 o'O if
3 CO i4
lTelocipedes .. ...........................................4 120 09
Water Tanks (by weight) ...........................3
9 00 7
Whiting ...............................................C
50024 B
50024
Wire.not.t.ing ..........................................3
00 7
9 00
Woolpacks ....................................... ......,
6
...
7l054 ............ ................ tti
Zinc ...................................................... 2
OO
Non—All articles not enumerated above are
3
9
7
carried as follows.
I
............... { .
..................................................
............................................Mis.

3

00

r

.....

re

5. cl's. d.

6 00 4

...1

7 00

5

5 00 4

5 00 25

50024

6 004

Marked thom, subject to the following allowaneco—jo per stout. arm the rate per mile for every mile beyond too; 10 per cont. on tile rate pci
mile for every nile beyond 'so; 40 POT cent, on the rate per mile for every mile beyond i.
Marked thus t, an additional charge is made for use of tarpaullns-40 nutes, Is, ; So umiI, Is. Cd. ; 150 mIles, 25 ZOO miles, or. 3d. ; sea nanIe
,s. oil per inn.
If loose or insecure, rst Class rates. ¶ If loose or maccure, 1) rate.
I All 3rd Class Goods are carried at owner's risk if conmnaissioner's risk, an insurance rate of zoo. per cent, on the declared value of the
articles will be made. Minimum charge for risk, is. oil.
A, It, 0, 13 Rates (Septonaber 17th, and December 7th, 1877, and 23th September, 188)—For distances over zoo miles, the termlani charge for
ss miles will be remitted.
A further reduction of ,o per cent. on ist, and, 3rd, and 4th Class Goodm conveyed for distances over 3M miles.
it Over jw miles, isV Class.
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No. 45—coistin wed.
MERCHnDTSE Traffic Rates.

7 December, 1877.—Rates for Carriage of Live Stock.
When carried in small numbers not exceeding number for full Trucks, mixed consignments will be taken from same
Owner for a Truck or any portion of a Truck, all to be conveyed at Owner's risk only.
2 Cowsor S I 4 cowsor 10
Calves, or 20
Calves, or 40 I scow,, or 20 I
cattle—each. ~ Sheep
or 15 Pigp'— Sheep, or 50 l'igs— ICalves hor Co Pigs—II
Frock.
Truck,

I
Bulls—each.

Calves—oath.

4 per mile.

6d per mile.
.

i

7el, per mile, if I
I
more dun one in I ie. per mile. I
Truck,43d.

M. per mile.

each.

I

i

Sd. per mile.

I Sheep or Pigs—

Valuable Rams and

I

Ewes, if less

than for 31
j number
'Truck—each,

I

44. per mile.

I

25. per mile.

I
I

I

Minimum charge ;—Cottle, 7s. Gd. ; Calves, 2s.;Sheep or Pigs, is. Gd. ; Bulls, 12s. 6d.
Quarter Truck, 7s, Gd. Half Truck, lOs. Full Truck, His.
Do.
CATTLE AND HORSES

Will be conveyed at Owner's risk, at Sd per Truck per mile. No less charge than for a whole Truck to be made.
Minimum charge, His. To be loaded and unloaded by Owners.
RATES FOR SHEEP.
Sheep in flocks of not less than 100 conveyed at Owner's risk, as follows, viz.

For distances under 40 miles, is. per Truck per mile. Minimum charge, 15s.
£ s. d.
Not exceeding 40 miles, at per Truck ..................2 2 0
40 to 60,,
...
...
...
...
...
2 10 0
...
...
...
...
...
...
60th 50.,
215 0
SOtolOO
...
...
...
...
...
...
3 0 0
100to120 ,,
...
...
...
...
...
...
3 5 0
,,
120to140
...
...
...
...
...
...
3 7 6
...
...
...
...
140to160
310 0
...

And 3d. per Truck per mile for any distance over 160 miles.
To be loaded and unloaded by Owners. For open Trucks, half above rates.
C0NDI'rIoxS FOR CoicvEyAxcE OF Lsvx STOCK.

Arrival at any particular time, or for any particular market, is not guaranteed.
Live Stock will be conveyed to and from such Stations only as have accommodation for loading and unloading and
flocks and herds only at convenient times to be previously arranged with the Traflie Manager, in which case applicants for
Trucks must deposit with the Commissioner the Sam of 10. per truck on account of trainage, and the amount so deposited
will be forfeited to the Commissioner if Trucks be not used by applicant.
In all cases of conveyance of Live Stock, Owners must unload same within three hours after arrival, or the Stock
will, be unloaded by the Department at Owner's risk arid a charge of 29. per Truck will be made. The Commissioner will have
the right of loading any number of Stock up to the maximum number of a Truck load, when only a portion of a Truck is
required.

13 September, 1878.—Rates for Live Stock.
When carried in small numbers not exceeding number for full Trucks,, mixed consignments will be taken from same

Owner for a Truck or any portion of a Truck, all to be conveyed at Owner's risk only.
I
2 Cows, or 5 I 4 Con's, or 10
Cattle or Calves, I
Calves, or 20 I Calves, or 40
Cattle—each. Sheep,
Sheep
or
Pigs—
or is pigs— Sheep, or 10 Pig's'—, Full Truck. P
3 Truck.
4 Truck.
I

I
Bulls—each.

I

54. per mile.

44. per mile.

Co. per mile.

Sd. per mile.

I rd per mile if
more than one th
Truck, 4d.

Calves—each.
I

I
I

Id. per julie.

Sheep or Pigs—
each,

Valuable Rams audi
Ewes, if less
number than for
Truck—.each.

3d. per mile,

2d. per mile.

Minimum charge —Cattle. 7s. Gd. Calves, Zs. Sheep or Pigs, is. Gd. Bulls, 12s, Gd.
Do.
for Quarter Truck, 7s. 6d. ; Half Truck, ios.;Full Truck, His.

-

Cattle and Horses.

Will be conveyed at Owner's risk, for distances not exceeding 100 miles, 8d. per Truck per mile.
Every mile over 100, and not exceeding iSO miles, 7d. per Truck per mile,
150,
,,
200
200. Sd. per Truck per mile.

Gd.,,

No IN. charge than for a whole Truck to be made. Minimum charge, His. To be loaded and unloaded by Owners,

Rates for Sheep.
Sheep in flocks of not less than 100, conveyed at Owner's risk, as follows, viz.
For distances unçler 40 miles Is. per Truck per mile. Minimum charge. 15s.
£ s. d.
Not exceeding 40 miles, at per Truck ..................2 2 0
40 to 60
...
...
...
...
...
...
,,
2i0 0
GOto 80 ,,
...
...
...
...
...
...
2150
80to]00
...
...
...
...
...
...
3 0 0
100to120
...
...
...
...
...
,9 0
120to140 ,,
...
...
...
...
...
...
.
76
idOtolGO ''
...
...
...
...
...
...
3)0 0
And 3d. per Truck per mile for any distance over 160 miles.
To be loaded and unloaded by Owners. For open Trucks, half above rates.
.,,

Conditions for Conveyance of Live Stock.
,Arrival at any particular tisne, or for any patieular Inarket, is not guaranteed.
Live Stock will be conveyed to and from such Stations only as have accommodation for loading or unloading; and
flocks and herds only at convenient times to be previously arranged with the Truffle Manager, in which cases applicants for
Trucks must deposit with the Commissioner the sum of lOs. per Truck on account of trainage, and the amount so deposited
will be forfeited to the Commissioner if Trucks be not used by applicant.
In all cases of conveyance of Live Stock, Owners must unload same within three hours after arrival, or the Stock will
be unloaded by the Department at Owner's risk and a charge of 2s. per Truck will be made, The Commissioner will have the
right of loading any number of Stock up to the maximum nmuber of a Truck load, when only a portion of a Truck is required.
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Live Stock Rates.
(To come into force on 15th January, 1879.)
H€rds, Floc7.s, &c., when in consignments of not less than one/all Truck load.
CATTLS

Will be conveyed from the undermentioned Stations to Homebush, at the following rates per Truck.
Stations.

Rate.

Statiosis.

I

Rate.

£ S. dJ
Wagga Wagga ........................ 304 miles
Moss Vale ...........................
7 15 4
....
Junee ... ... ... .......................287
Bowral .................................
798
Cootarnundra ........................ 253 ,,
6 18 4
Mittagong ..........................
Murnnnbburrah ..................... 228
6 10 0 :Picton ........ ........................
I3inalong .............................. 208
6 3 4
IlOwning .............................. 194
6164
Orange .................................
Yass ........... .... ... .................. 187,,
5 12 10
rnaey ..............................
Gunning .............................. 165 ,,
5 1 10
I3at.hurst ............................
Breadalbano ........................... 149 ,,
4 13 10
SVallerawang ........................
Goulburn
134,,
4 6 4
Mount Victoria ....................
...... . ....... ....... ......... 114 ,,
Marulan .................................
3 16 4

£ s.d.

86 miles
80
77 ,,
53

2 18
2 14
2 12
1 16

8
8
8
8

5 15 4
554
4 1110
3 11 4
2 12 8

192,,
172,.
145 ,,
105 ,,
77 ,,

And between the undermentioned Stations, at the following rates per Truck.
From

Newcmstte.

Fsst

La. d.
Tamworth ........................................
5144
WerrisCreek ....................................
5010
Quirindi.........
.....................................
4154
Willow-tree ........................................
4104
Scone .................................................
3108
Muselobrook... .................. ..................300

Itaitland.

Le. &
554
4 11 10
464
414
2188
280

West Maitland.
La. 4.
544
4 10 10
454
404
217 4
268

Woilosobi Road.
La. 4.
534
4910
444
3 19 4
2 16 0
254

j

Lochinvar.
La. 4.
514
4710
424
3 17 4
2 13 4
228

Other distances to be charged—For the first 40 miles, 104. per Truck per mile; for every mile exceeding 40 and not
exceeding 100, 84. per Truck per mile ; for every mile exceeding 100 and not exceeding 200, 6d. per Truck per mile; for
every mile over 200, 44. per Truck per mile. 3linimum charge, ISa.

-

Sires.p

Will be conveyed from the undermentioned Stations to Hornebusli, at the following rates per Truck.
Station,.

Rate.

Stations.

Lad.
Wagga Wagga ......................... 04 miles
6 6 9
Junee .................................... 287 ,,
6 1 10
Cootamundra ....................... 253 ,,
5 11 Il
Murrumburrah ........................ 228
5 4 7
l3inalong .............................. 208
4 18 9
Bowning .............................. 194 ,.
4 14 1
Yass .................................... 187,,
4 11 9
Gunning ................................. 165
4 4 5
Breadamane ........................... 149 ,,
3 18 9
Coulburn ............................. 134
3 13 1
Marulan ................................. 114 ,,
3 5 7

Rate.

Moss Vale ...........................
Bowral ................................
Mittagong ...........................
Picton ................................

£a.d.
86 miles
2 12 4
80 ,,
294
77 ,,
2 7 10
53
1 15 10

Orange ................................
l3layuey ..............................
Bathurst .............................
Wallerawang .......................
Mount Victoria .....................

192 ,,
4 13 5
172
469
145
3 17 3
105
3 1 10
77 ,,
2 7 10

I

And between the undermentioned Stations, at the following rates per Truck.
Stations from

Newcastle.

La. 4.
Tamworth .......................................
4129
WerrisCreek .....................................
439
Quiriudi .............................................
31910
..
\)Til1owtree
3161
Scone ................................................
334
Musclebrook ........................................2134

East 31aitiand,
£s. d.
469
3173
3 13 1
394
2 12 4
244

SYost Maitinad.
La. d.
461
3 16 6
3 12 4
387
2 11 4
234

Weliombl Read.
La. d.
455
3 15 9
3 11 7
3710
2 10 4
224

Lochinvar.
La. 4.
441
3 14 3
3 10 1
364
284
204

Other distances to be charged—For the first 40 miles, lOd. per 'fruck per mile for every mile exceeding 40 and not
exceeding 100, Gd. per Truck per mile; for every mile exceeding 100 and not exceeding 150, 4d. per Truck per mile; for
every mile exceeding 150 and not exceeding 200, 44. per Truck per mile ; for every mile over 200, 3d. per Truck per mile.
For single decked Truck, only half these rates will be charged. Minimum charge, 158.
Honana.
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The Commissioner will carry Horses in Cattle Trucks if requested to do so, but only under special contract, relieving
him of all responsibility. The charge for Horses so carried will be the same as for Cattle in full Truck loads.
For the Rates for Horse Boxes, see Coaching Rate Sheet.
Floe.
Sd. per Truck per mile for the whole distance. Minimum, 15s.)
Under the foregoing rates/or Cattle, Sheep, Horses, and Pigs, no less charge than/or one full Truck tcifl he made for
each and every 2-eck used.

SMALL CoNsIoxIlaxTe,
i

I

Ives, or 20 Sheep,

Single Co,, or Ox.

Seor I ,
ç Weis less
time I ruck.

Calves
the. :vhiess

Gd. per mile .................4d. per mile .......................all. per mile .............3d. each per mile ... id. each per mile.
Minimum, iOn ............. .Minimum, 7s. Gd. .............Mm., 7s. 6d. each ... Mm,, is. Gd. each ... Minimum, 2s. each.
When the number of animals or the space occupied exceeds the limit for a j Truck, the rate for 3 a Truck will be
charged ; and when the limit of 3 a Truck is exceeded, a fall Truck will be charged for at the rate for herds, flocks, &c.
In ascertaining what portion of a Truck is to be charged for, i.e., J, 3, or full Truck, regard will be had to the
space actually occupied more than to the number of animals; but in no case must the number of animals stated above be
exceeded.
Mixed stock will be carried together in the same Truck, provided the whole consignment belongs to one persol], and
the Commissioner is relieved of all responsibility. When mixed stock cannot be loaded together, each kind will be charged
for separately
When the charge per head for Live Stock exceeds that for a j Truck, or when the charge for a pan Truck exceeds
that for a full one, only the lesser amount will be collected.
Bulls.
The charge for Bulls is 7d. each per mile; if more than one in a Truck, 43d. each per mile. Minimum, 12s. Gd.
Valuable hams and Ewes.
If less than half a Truck load, will be charged 2d. each per mile; for half a Truck and upwards, Sheep rates.
Minimum, 5s.
1fO?5eR.

See full Truck rates. No less charge than for a full Truck load will be made for any number.

CENSItAL CONDiTIONS AND REOULATI0NS,
The Commissioner will net receive Live Stock on Sunday, Good Friday, Christmas Day, or any proclaimed Holiday.
Live Stock will be conveyed only from and to such stations as have accommodation for loading and unloading, and
herds and flocks only at convenient times to be previously arranged with the Traffic Manager.
The Commissioner does not guarantee arrival at any particular time or for any particular market.
Persons forwarding Live Stock must give at least twontyfour hours' notice of the number of Trucks they will
require, at the same time paying a deposit of ten shillings per truck, such deposit money to be forfeited to the Commissioner
for Railways in the event of the Trucks not being used by the person ordering them. The acceptance of this deposit will
in no way bind the Commissioner to supply the Trucks by any particular time, it being merely intended as a guarantee of
the bond fide nature of the order.
All Live Stock must be loaded and unloaded by the senders and consignees respectively, by whom also the Truck
doors must be secured and opened, fastenings attended to, &c.
All Live Stock must be unloaded within tlsrce hours after arrival, otherwise it will be unloaded by the Commissioner,
and a charge made of Qs. per Truck.
All Live Stock must be removed from the Railway premises immediately after unloaded ; or if left, will remain at
the owner's risk and expense, and may be sent to agistuient or livery, the cost of which shall be paid by the owner, and
such cost must be paid on demand as part of the autliorised charges ; and such stock, if not removed within seven days,
may be sold by auction, by order of the Commissioner, within the Railway premises, and the proceeds applied in payment
of all expenses incurred, and the balance thereof handed over to the owner on demand.
When a Truck is only partly occupied by a consignment, the Commissioner will have the right to fill it up to its full
carrying capacity with other stock.
One or more bond fide Drovers will be allowed to accompany each consignment, travelling distances over 60 miles, to
give the stock whatever attention may be necessary during transit. They will be furnished with return free passes, available for three days, and must ride either in the Guard's Van or a 2nd Class Carriage. The number allowed will be regulated
by the following scale
.........1 Drover
Ito 5 Trucks (full Trucks only)
2Drovers
...
......
...
GtolS ,,
...
...
3 C,
16 and upwards ..................
The following are the Rates at which Live Stock can be insured
NEAT CATTLE (INCLUDTNG BULLS).
1 to 50 miles, 2 per cent, on the declared value above £15
51 tolOO ,, 3
301to150
4
151 and upwards, 5
The same percentage charge to be made for Pigs and Sheep (including valuable Rains and Ewes) on the declared value
above £2.
Under no circumstances will the Commissioner be responsible for loss or injury to Live Stock, insured or uninsured,
occurring during loading or unloading, whether such services be performed by either the servants of the Department or the
owner. Nor will lie tinder any circumstances be responsible for loss of or injury to any Live Stock during transit, arising
No. 45
from fear or restiveness, or through any of the animals being suffocated or trampled upon.
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No. 45—continued.

Traffic Rates.
23rd April, 1877.—Rates for Carriage of Wool.
GREAT SOUTHERN RAILWAY.
MERCjincrnsE

Per We not over
Per bale not aver
4 ewt.
4 ewt.
s. d
s. d.
From Cootamundra ...............................
8 3
Prom Moss Vale ..................................
5 6
Murrumburrah ............................
8 0
Mittagong ..................................
5 o
Biaslong.....................................
7 9
.
mt ........................................
4 0
Bowning ......................................7 6
Menangle .....................................
lass ...........................................
7 6
Oampbelltown ...............................
2 6
Gtnning.....................................
74
Goulburn .....................................
. o
Marulan ....................................
6 6
GREAT WESTERN RAILWAY.
To Sydney.

To Sydney.
Per bale not over
Per bale not over
4 cut.
4 cwt.
s. d
S. d.
From Orange .......................................
7 9
From Wallerawang ...............................
6 6
Blaynay .....................................
7 6
Bowenfels .....................................
6 3
Bathurst ....................................
7 3
Fenrith
........................................
2 c
Raglan........................................
7 3
Richmond ..................................
2 6
Macquarie rlains .........................
7 0
Tarana ........................................
io

GREAT NORTHERN RAILWAY.
To Newcastle,

To Marpetla,
To Newcastle.
To 3lorpeth.
Per bale not over Per bale net over
Per bale not over Per bale not over
4 cut,
4 cwt.
4owt.
4ewt,
S. d.
a. d,
5.
d.
a. d.
From Quiriaclj ................
1 3
6 9
From Muswellbrook
50
4
Murrurusadi .............
7 0
6 6
Camberwell .............
46
4 0
Blandiord
6 9
6 3
Singleton ................
40
3 6
Scone ...................
6 3
5 9
Branxton ................
3 6
2 6
Aberdeen ................
60
5 9
Maitland ................
2 6
1 6

so per cenu. per ewa, an excess at above charges.
DUMPED WOOL
An allowance of 15 per cent, will be made on above rates for all wool properly dumped and heaped with iron.
The rat-es to and from washing establishments will be, for distances not exceeding 15 miles, is. per bale—exceeding 16
but not exceeding 22 miles, is. 3d. per bale.
13th September, 1878.
GREAT SOUTHER.N RAILWAY.
To Sydney.

To Sydney.
Per bale not over
Per bale not over
4cwt.
4ewt
a. d
a d.
From Wagga Wagga ...............................
9 0
From Gunning .....................................
7 4
Juneo........................................
8 9
Goniburn
.....................................
7 0
Bethungra ..................................
8 6
Marulnn
..........
...........................
6 6
Cootamuzadra ...............................
5 3
Moss
Vale
..................................
6 6
Murrnmburrah ...........................
8 0
Mittagong ..................................
5 9
Binalong .....................................
7 9
4 0
Bowning .....................................
7 6
Menangle
.....................................
3 0
Yeas ...........................................
7 6
Campbelltowa ..............................
2 6

GREAT WESTERN RAILWAY.
To Sydney.

To Sydney.

Per We not over
Per bale not over
4 cut.
4 cut.
5. a
5. <I.
From Orange .................................... ....
7 9
From Tarana ........................................
7 0
BlaynoY .........................................
7 6
Wallerawang ...............................
6 6
B athurat .................................
3
7
Bowonfels ....................................
6 3
Raglan ........................................
7 3
Fenrith ........................................
2 6
MeequaWo Plains ............................
7 0
]tichnaond ..................................
2 6
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No. 45—coqitinued.

MERCHANDISE Traffic Rates.
Rates for Carriage of Wool.
GREAT NORTHERN RAILWAY.
To NewstIe.

To Newcastle.

To Morpeth.

Per bale not over Per bale not over
4cwL
4owt,
s. d.
a. d.
6 9
From Qutrsndi ................
7 3
66
Murrurundi .............
70
6 3
Blandford
6 9
5 9
6 3
Scone ...................
Aberdeen ................
6 0
60

To Morpeth.

Per bale not over Per bale not ovoç,,
4cwt.
4cwt.
s. ci.
a. d.
46
5 0
From Muswcllbrook
40
46
Camberwell .............
3 6
40
Singleton ................
26
3 6
Brauxton ................
1 6
2 6
Maitland ................

Bales over 4 owb, to be charged 15 per cent, on above charges for every cwL or portion of cwt. in excess of 4 owt.

DUMPED WOOL.
An allowance of 15per cent, will be mado on above rates for all wool properly dumped and hooped with iron, and for
all bales not exceeding 250 lbs. in weight.
The rates to and from washing establishments will be, for distances not exceeding 15 miles, is. per bale—exceeding 15
but not exceeding 22 miles, is. 3d. per bale.

Rates for Carriage of Coal.
earn

N0RTliERN LINE.

AND WEST LINES.

7 December, 1877.
7 December, 1877.
Con,,ntgseoner's Trucks.
Under 50 miles, lid, per ton per mile. Minimum, 2/6
,,
5/3
Over 50 ,, id.
1,
,,
Owner's Trucks.
Under 50 miles, id. per ton per mile. Minimum charge, 2/,,
with a terminal charge
Over 60 ,, ed.,,
of 3d. per ton. Minimum charge, 4/3.
Lots under 6 tons to be charged as 5 tons, or First.class
rate&

co,nneissioner's Truck,.
Same as South and West.
Owners Trucks.
Under 7 miles ........... ... ...... ...... ... -/10
Over 7 to 10 mile, ......... ....... .... ... 1/iois .......................... 1/3
15 25 .. ..................... ... 1/10
25 ,, 35 ...........................2/
ia4 per
p ton
c.
35 50
................I. per mile.
'I
For distances of 50 miles, id. per ton per mile, with a t.erminal charge of 3d. & ton. Minimum charge, 4/3.
After the first threc days, a charge of 3d. per waggon per
day will be made for standing accommodation on the Coal
Sidings at Newcastle.
13 September, 1878.
No alteration.

13 September, 187&
No alteration.

Rates for Carriage of Hay and Straw (TJnpressed).

Not exceeding 54 miles
46
41 ,,

7 DECEMBER, 1877.
£ •d
Not exceeding 35 miles
1 5 0 per Truck.
26
120
,.
,,
,,
16
100
,,

£ a. d.
018 0 per Truck.
014 0
010 0

13 SEPTEMBER, 1878.
No alteration,
CHAFF (LoosE).
1877—September 17 .......... ................. Special C ...............................
1878—September. 13 ...........................
,,
RAY, STRAW, AND CHAFF (Paassnn).
1877—September 17 ........................... Special A
,,
1878—September 13 ................... .......

16 ,nllo,.

4/4/15 miles.

Over 15 miles.
21J.
21d.

Over 15 miles.
2/lid.
ç2/lid.
tMin. 10/- per Truck.
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No. 45—continued.
MEBCMANDISE

Traffic Rates.

1 November, 1877—Parcels Rates,
7 IN.

Miles

and under,

Distanco not over—
15.
30..................
...... * .............................
* ...... * .... ...
45 ..........................................
60 ...........................................
75 ......................................
..
90 ...........................................
...
105 ........................................
120 ...........................................
135 .................................. .. .......
150..........................................
.. ..
....................
...
165 ................
..... .. .............
1806 .....................
195........................... ..........
......
210 ...........................................
225...........................................
240 ............. .. ............ ................
And respectively for every additional
or part of additional, 15 wiles...... ,

.

...
.

.

s. it.
0 4
06
08
010
10
12
14
16
18
110
20
22
24
26.
28
210
0 2

Over 7 lbs.
to 14 lbs.
s. d.
06
09
10
13
16
19
20
23
26
29
30
38
86
39
40
4 3
0 3

Over 14 lbs. Over 23 lbs. Over 56 lbs. Over 84 lIss. Every 28 lbs,
to 56 lbs.
to 84 lbs.
to 23 lbs.
to 112 lbs. or part thereot
s. d.
08
10
14
15
20
24
28
30
34
3 8
40
44
48
50
54
5 9
04

e, d.
010
13
18
21
26
211
34
39
42
47
50
55
510
63
68

7 1
0 6

s. U.
10
16
20
26
30
36
40
46
60
6 6
60
66
70
76
80

8 6
0 6

s. U.
12
19
24
211
36
41
48
53
510
6 5
70
77
82
89
94
911

07

s. ci.
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
010
011
1. 0
11
12
13
14
15
1 6
0 1

Non—Dairy produce overt cwt. will be conveyed only when practIcable, by Passenger Trains, at Good. Rates.
All parcels to be at stations 15 minutes before the advertised ti me of departure of the train by which they are to be
forwarded.
Parcels over £10 value and under £50, double rate; over £50 value, quadruple rate. Although these rates are charged
and the value of such parcels declared accordingly, the Department does not hold itself responsible for contents.
Musical instruments, (ewing machines, and perambulators, double parcels rate.
Corpses, Is. per mile; minimum charge, Se.
Newspaper parcels, one.quarter parcels rates; minimum charge, 3d.
Passengers' excess luggago, parcels rates.

6 July, 1878—Parcels Rates.
3 Its.
and under,

wies.
Distance not over—
15 ...............................
30...............................
45 ...............................
60...............................

s. U.
03
03
03
04
05
DO ..............................
06
105...............................
06
120...............................
07
135 ...............................
08
150...............................
09
165 ...............................
09
180...............................
010
195...............................
011
210...............................10
225.............................. .
1 0
240...............................
11
And respectively for every)
additional, or part of ad.
01
ditional, 15 miles ......... 3

.

Over 14 lbs. Over 28 lbs. Over 56 lbs. Over 84 lbs. Every 23 lbs.
to 56 its.
to 84 lbs.
to 112 lbs. part thereof.
to 28 lbs.
or

Over 3 lbs.
to 7 its.

Over 7 Its.

U.
04
05
06
08
09
011
10
12
13
15
16
18
19
111
20
22

s. d.
06
07
09
011
12
14
16
18
111
21
23
25
28
210
30
32

s. d.
08
09
10
13
16
19
20
23
26
29
30
38
36
39
40
43

a. U.
010
011
13
17
111
22
26
210
32
35
39

02

02

03

B.

to 14 lbs.

45
48
50
54

s. U.
10
12
16
111
23
28
30
35
39
42
46
411
53
58
60
65

s. U.
12
14
19
22
28
35
40
46
50
56
60
65
610
73
76
80

e. U.
03
03
04
06
07
08
010
10
13
15
16
17
18
19
110
20

04

05

05

01

41

NeTs—DaIry produce over I cwt, will be conveyed only when practicable, by Passenger Trains, at Goods Rates.
All parcels to be at stations 15 minutes before the advertised time of departure of the train by which they are to be
forwarded.
Parcels over £10 value and under £50, double rate ; over £50 value, quadruple rate. Although these rates are charged
and the value of such parcels declared accordingly, the Department does not hold itself responsible for contents.
Musical instruments, sewing machines, and porambulators, double parcels rate.
Corpses, is. per mile; minimum charge, 55.
Newspaper parcels, one-quarter parcels rates; minimum charge, 3d.
Passengers cicess llsggage, parcels rates.

20 December, 1878—Parcels Rates.
No alteration excepting the addition of the following
Fresh meat, fish, poultry (dead), dsirc- produce, eggs, fruit, vegetables, ice, and game under I cwt., 25 per cent, reduction
on pare2ls rates; minimum charge, 3d.
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C0MPAR.&TxvE STATEMENT of the RATES charged for Goods in New South Wales, Victoria, Queensland, and South Australia, 31st December, 1578:

New South Wajes,

Queensland.

tictoria.

t South Australia.

Articles of Traffic.
Class.

Acids (in eases and carboys) ...............................
4
Aerated Waters ..................................................2
Agricultural Machines .........................................
3
Ale and Porter (in bulk) ......................................
3
Ammunition .....................................................4
Bark (in sheets, bundles or bags) ... ......................
A
Batte
A
Beet-root ......... ................................................
A
Bicycles ...........................................................4

50 miles. 150 miles.

Bottles (empty, in cases and crates) ........... .... ........
C
Bran ................................................................
A
Bricks .............................................................
A'
Cabbages ..........................................................A
Candied Fruits (up journey) .. ..................... .......D
Carpentry ........................................................
3
arroth .............................................................
A
Cases(new,cmpty) ........ ...................................
C
Casks
do
...........................................
C
Cement ..............................................................1
Chaff ................................................................
0
Do.(presscd) ................................. ..................
A

100 miles.

Class.

usto
d. s. ci.
s, ci. s. ci.
3 109 6
4
55 0 175 0
dor
Os
2
7 61 2 Miscellaneous. 13 6 38 6
5 84 10
4
29 0 57 6
2
5 84 10 Miscellaneous.
13 6 88 6
1
3 109 6
Carried by ltegislation.
Gunpowder Rate
b,nticJeni1
5 8 15 2
Special 2
13 6 38 6
42126
Firewood
62 12 Soft wood 1 ... 16 6 50 0 60c.ft. toton } Timber
0
5 5 15 2 Agricultural
Agricultural 2
7 3 17 8
383 1090
4
200576
2
s.
38
21
29
29
38

Boards ...... .Notexceeding2inolies ..................
Boats(SQeubicfeettoton ..................................2
Boilers ..............................................................2
Do. (if requiring 2 trucks ...............................3
Bones (in bags) ..................................................
A
Do.(loose) .....................................................
B

50 miles.

Class.

282 Timber

21 7
217
29 5
5 8
75
10 7

61 2
612
84 10
15 2
152

27 3
5 8 152
58 152
5 8 15 2
12 4 30 3
295 8410
5 8 15 2
107 273
107 273
178494
107 273
58 152

urn
2
4

8

21 0 62 6
290576

Special
7 6 20 0
Special
78200
Miscellaneous. 13 6 25 6
Agricultural
7 3 17 8
Special
76200
Agricultural
7 3 17 8
25 0 75 0
3
Not naed
m
Agricultural
7 3 17 8
2
210626
2
210626
1
166500
Special

76200

Timber Rate
2
1
Exeep.
Exeep,
1
1
Exeep.
Agricultural 2
2
2
Agricultural 2
2
2
Speeial2
Agricultural2
do.
2

50 miles.

d.
53 4

i

150 mile,.

s.. d.

4
1
4± to
1
4
1

i8 8

30 10 1050
30 10 105 0
20 10 70 0
53 4 1.60 0
12 9 35 0
86 254
9 2 25 0
30 10 105 0
12 9

Special
4

35 0

3010 105 0
2010 700
6 8
68
20 10

19 2
192
70 0

2010

700
68 192
9 2 25 0
30 10 105 0
3010 1050
9 2 25 0
30101050
20 10 105 0
129 380
92250
92 250

Class.

.

50 miles. 150 'nOes.

5.

ci.

B.

ci.

39 6 114 6
14 6 39 6
g to
14 6 30 6
39 6 114 6
14 6 39 6

10 5 31 3
396 1146

SOft.. to ton 1

14 6

39 6

1 40cuh.ft.
2
3, if 2 trucks
Special
1
Special
Special

14 6
209
27 0
10 5
146
10 5
105
105
10 5
27 0
270
10 5
209
270
14 '6
200
146

39 6
583
77 0
31 3
396
31 3
31 3

Special
Special
3
3
Special
2
3
1
2
1

313
31 3
77 0
770
31 3
583
770
296
583
396

Charcoal (in bags)
1ticory1loot

•

30 3

Special

7 6

20 0

1

2010

70 0

2

20 9 58 3

7 5

is

2

Agric.

7 3

17 S

2

30 10

105 0

2

20 9 58 3

8
3
2
4

15
12
9
30

2
6
8
3

Special

7 6

20 0

10 5 31 3

7 6

20 0

19 2
9 6

Special

Special

Special

10 5 31 3

16 6

50 0

8
4 2
3 2
6 8

D

12 4

B

........... ...... ................................ ............eommisnr'sTrucks
...A
uoa. ............................ .............. ............... .....OvnefsTrucks
DCoke (in bags) .................... ... ....... ........... ... .........
Do. .............. ......... .... .... .... ... .... ....... ............. ....B
Colonial W ille .......................................................3
Copperore ................. .... ...... ..... ...... ........... .......A
Do (Sinelted) .................................... ............B
B
Drain Pipes ............................................. ............
Dynamite (in casks, packed in secure bags) ..... ........ Miscellaneous
Feathers ...............................................................3
Felloes—undressed .................... ........ ...... .... ..........A
Fireclay Blocks ....................... ............... ....... ---......A
Eirewood .................................................. . ...... . MisecUaneous
4
Fireworks.........................................................
Clay

5
5
4
12

7 5

1

18 2

Up j ourney
15 2
5 S

Bulk Misc, up
Cases 2 up
Special

Excep

6

26 8 166 miii
39 2 140 dc

62 6

Special

2

7 5

18 2

Special

7 6

20 0

Special

2

50 0

150 0

29 5

84 10

6 2

15 2

5 8

15 2

4 10

13 2

38 3

109 6

4

2

12 6

16

6

50

4

2 i 12 6

29 0

67 6

9

21 0
25 0
21 0

62 6 Fresh
75 0 Dried
62 6 In brine

3
2

.................................. ..... ... ... ........................A
.... ......... .......................C
Flower-pots .................. .....
Fruit ....................................................................A
Furniture ...............................................................4
(in cases) ................. ..... .......... ................a
Do.
Garden Produce .... ........................ .... ......................A
Cluepieces ...... ..... ..........
............ ...........................C
........................................A
Grabs.................... .........
Green Fodder ......... ......... ..... ...........
.......................A
Guano anti Artificial Manures...................... ..............B
Gunpowder (in casks) ........................................ Miscellaneous
3
Hardware..........................................................
4
Uats ................................................................

15 2

Agricultural

7

3

17 8

20 9 58 3
27 0 77 0
20 9
sa a

14 6 39 6

I

38 0

Special

10 5 31 3

53 4

160 0

4

39 6 114 6

3

41 S

151

S

4

70 0 229 0

Timber

12 0

28 0

11

14 6

39 6

Special

10 5

31 3

Special

10 5 31 3

4

39 6 114 6

2

20 9 I 58 3

12

Not nanied

0

4

37 6 I

5 8

58 0 175 0

105 0

C,

In bottles 3
In hullc 2

9

Gunpowder rate

Carried

20 9 58 3

19 2

2

21 0

Firewood

4

Special

2

Fire 00 tI

6

8 1 19 2

30 10

2

30 3

4

5

Not named
13 6 38 6
21 0 62 6
7 6 20 0

12 4

Fish—fresh or sheU (quantities not less than 2 ewt.)] Miscellaneous I 12 6
Flour

Excep.
)evcrninerltTrueks
)svnieYs Trucks.
3
Excep

4

Timber

2

Gunpowder rate 106 5
Special

2

1
1
nnitcut. Special?

12

9

12 6
320

0

38

0

2010

70 0

20 10

70
25

S

6

30 10

105

0

4
0

Special

10 5 31 3

3

27 0 77 0

Special

10 5 31 3

10 7

27 3

3

25 0

75 0

2

5 S

15 2

1.1 iscellaneous

13 6

38 6

Agricultural 1

12

6

38 3

Jog 6

4

29 0

87 6

3

41

8

151

8

4

39 6 114 6

20 5

84 10

25 0

75 0

3

41 8

151

S

3

27 0 77 0

5 8

15 2

Agricultural

7 3

17 8

Agricultural 2

2

25

0

Special

10 5 31 a

7

27 3

2

21 0

62 (1

2

3010

3

27 0 I 77 0

5 S

15 2

7 3

17 S

Agricultural 2

9 2

23

Special

10 5 31 3

Agricultural

7 3 17 8
7 6 20 0
t
rtiftrtftI
Manur,'
(Gel.)
18 2
Aguiculturnl
7 3 17 8
Carried by Regulation.
150 0

Agricultural 2

9

2

25 0

(Jtit". Spti..I.

Special 2

1?

0

38 0

Special

10 5 31 3

53 4

160 0

4

30 6 114 6

1050

:1

27 0 77 0

151 8

4

79 0 229 0

10

5 S
7 5
50 0
29 5
38 3

15 2

54 10
109 6

Agricultural

3
4

25 0

75 0

58 0 175 0

Gunpowder rate
2
3

9

13010
41 S

40 0

1050
0

Not

No. 46—ccnlinued.

New South Wales,

Victoria,

Class,

50 miles.

150 mIles

Class

50 miles

+ South Australia,

Queensland.

Articles of Traffic.
150 miles

Class

50 mIles

150 miles

Class

50 mIles,

150 miles,

a. d 5. a
a. d
S. d
a. d. a. d
j a. d
a. d.
Ray (loose) (see page 126) ........................................................................................................
Do. (pressed and branded with weight) ................
A
5 8 15 2
Special
7 6 20 0
Agricultural 2
9 2 25 0
Special
10 5 31 3
Hides—Creen and Wet Salted .............................13
5
18
2
7
Loose
1
20 10 70 0
S
Do. Dry ........................................................1)
Bales Special
10 5 31 2
12 4 30 3 5 SIlficellalacous 13 6 38 6
Tied Special 1 15 0 46 8
Loose 1
14 6 39 6
t (loose)
Special
Miscellaneous 13 6 38 6
Excep
6 8 19 2
1
14 g ';9 6
J3orns (in bags) ..,,. - ...
Special
10 5 31 3
13 6 38 6
Excep
6 8 19 2
3
Iron—Bar and Plate (up journey) .........................
B
7 5 18 2
Do. Bar, Rod, Angle, and 1'
Miscellaneous 13 6 38 6
1
20 10 70 0
1
14 6 39 6
Do. Boiler-plate or Sheet
1
20 10 70 0
1
Plate'1isceU.
14 6 29 6
Do. Castings (if over 3 tons, owner's risk only)
1
16 6 50 0
1
20 10 70 0
8 2
ases
Do. Corrugated (in cascs)
3
2
21 0 62 6
1
20 10 70 0
2
21 -i 61
1
Do. Girders if requiring two trucks 110 less
14 6 39 6
3
25 0 75 0
1
20 10 70 0
3
27 0 77 0
charge than for 3 tons will be made)
I
Do. Tanks (80 cubic feet per ton)
4
29 0 87 6
3
41 8 151 8
14 6 39 6
40fect
Do. Wire (in bundles)
1
16
6
50
0
1
20
10
70
0
,
'encing
Special
10
5 31 3
Do. Wheel and Axles (Railway)
1.
2
21 0 62 6
2
30 10 105 0
2
20 9 58 3
Special
}: f' 1
7 6 20 0
Specisl2
12 9 38 0
1
14 6 39 6
i

(up

5j:::::::::I:::::::::::::::::::::

'

Ironmongery .........................................................3
295 8410
Ironstone .......................................................... Miscellaueous 4 10 13 2
Jams (up journey) ...... .........................................
D
124 303
Joiaery .............................................................
3
295 8410
Keroscneoil .....................................................1
(up jouraey.)
Lnmps—(Street, Door, or Hall) .......................... .
.3
29 5 84 10
Laths ................................. ................. ..........
B
75 182
Lead(Pig) ................................ ................... ......
2
21j
- 612
Do.(Sheet) ..................................................
Leather (in bales or secured bundles) ....................1
17 8
Do. (if loose or lasecure bundles) (up)
2
21 7 61 2

Special

7 6 20 0

Special 2

12 9 38 0

3
Special
3
4
3
4
2
2
3
Miscellaneous

250750
7 6 20 0
250 75 0
290876
250750
58 0 175 0
210626
210626
250750
13 6 38 6

2
Excep.
Special2
2
2
3
Timber
Special2
1
2

30 10 105 0
6 8 19 2
129 380
30 10 105 0
30 10 105 0
41 8 151 8
129380
129380
20 10 70 0
30 10 105 0

'

Special

10 5

31 3

Special
3
3
2

10 5
270
270
209

31 3
77 0
770
582

1
2
2
1

146 396
209 583
209583
14 6 39 6

Lime
Limestone
Lithofracteur
LucerneSecds
Maehinery(ofallkinds)
Malt
Do. Tanks, square and empty
Mangold Wnrzcl
Manure (loose)
Do. (in bass)
Marble (undressed)
Meal

.................................. ..................... Miscellaneous
.................................... . ............... Miscellaneous
.........................................................1
..........................................3
.....................................................................1
.................................3
...................................................A
................................................. Miscellaneous
.... ....................................... ..B
................................ ......... ..B*
..................................................................A
Measurement Goods, SO cub. feet to ton .................1
Millinery ...........................................................4
Muriateof Lime................................................ ..
1
Musicallnstruments............................................4
Naphtha ..............................................................4
Offal .....................................................................B
Oil-cake ..............................................................D
Opium ..................................................................3
Ores ................................................................... A*
Paintings and Engravings ..................................... 4
Palings .............................. .. ............................... A
::::::::::::::::::::IT:::::::I::::::::::::::::I::::::::::I

y;2

............................................3
Perambulators............................................. ........4
Perfumery .........................................................3
Picture-frames ...................................................4
Pier Glasses and Mirrors .......................................4
Pipes(iron) .................................................... ...
(Up)A
Pitch ..............................................................1
PapierMácbeGoods

Plants (inpctsandcases).................................... .
Plate-glass .......................................................
PlatedGoods ....................................................
Pollard .................................... .........................
PortableEngines ..............................................
Posts and Rails .................................................
Potatoes .. ........................................................

2
4
3
A
3
A
A

18 2
7 5
4 10
13 2
50 0 150 0
178 494
8410
295
178 49
29 5
84 10
5 8
15 2
13 2
4 10
18 2
7 5
18 2
7 5
58
152
17 8
49 4
3831096
17 8
49 4
383 1096
3831096
182
75
124
303
295
8410
5 8
15 2
38 3

109 6

62

152

? 4
295
383

8410
1096

295
8410
383 1096
38 3 109 6
58
152
178
494
29 5
8410
383 1096
295
8410
58
152
295
8410
6 2
15 2
152
58

Special

7 6 20 0
Not named.
Carried by Itegu lation
2
21 0526
2
210626

Special 2
12 9 38 0
Excep
6 8 19 2
Gunpowder
53 4 160 0
.Agric.1
126 400
2
20101050
1
20
Not named.
Agric. 2
9 2 25 0

Agric.
7Sl7SUpjourj
Not named.
Agric.
7 3 17 8
Not named
Not named
Special
7 6 20 0
Agrio.
73178
Not named.
4
5801750
Not named.
4
290876
4
290876
Not named.
.1
166500
4
5801750
Special
7 6 20 0
g
Firewood

Exccp
6 8 19 2
Special 2
12 9 38 0
1
20 10 70 0
Not named.
3
4181515
2
3010 105 0
3
4181518
Gunpowder
10683200
Exeep
68192
2
30 10 105 0
3
8343034
Special 2
26 8-166miles

l

10 5
10 5
39 6

31 3
31 3
114 6

2
1

209
146

583
396

Special
Special

10 5
10 5

31 3
31 3

2
Special
4
3
4
4
2
1
4
Special

20 9
58 3
105
313
Not named.
3961146
27 0
77 0
39 (3 1146
3961146
270
770
146
396
3961146
31 3
10 5

41 8 151 8

4

39 6

114 6

Timber

396

3

42126

Special
Special
4

86254

1

146

2

21 0

62 6

2

3010105 0

2

20 9

58 3

4
3
4
4
4
4
4
1

290876
25 0 75 Oboxed
290 87 Gbundlcs
58 0 175 0 loose
290876
5801750
29 0 87 6
166500
166500
25 0 75 0
290 876
290876
73178
160500
4 2 12 6

3

4181518

396

1146

2

30101030

4

396

1146

3.
3
3
1

4181518
4181518
41 8 151 8
20 10 70 0
20 10 70 0
3010 105 0
4181518
4181518
20 10 70 0
30 10 105 0
8 6 25 4
92250

4
4
4

3961146
7902290
39 6 114 6

1

146
396
39 6 114 6
270
770
3961146
105
313
146
396
10 5 21 3
105
313k

1
2
4
4
Agric.

1
Firewood
Agric.

73178

)
)

1
2
3
3

1
2
Timber
Agric.2

4

.

4
Window3
4
Special

1
Special
Special

z
k
1-3
t'l

,
90

No. 46—contissued.

Victoria.

New South Wales.

tSouth Australia.

Queensland.

Articles of Traffic.
SO

Poultry (living) in crates ................................... ....2
B.
Preserved Meat ............................. ......................
Quicksilver .........................................................1
Rags and Materials for making Paper (net ehemi.
A
Railway Materials ....................................................1
Regulus ................................................... ...............D
Resin ........................................ .. ...........................1
Road Metal ....................................................... Miscellaneous
B
Salt—Rock and Calcutta—Lick Blocks
do., if consigned between 15 Sept.
Do.
and end of February, inclusive ..............................B
Do. Dairy and Meat-curing ....................................1
Sand .....................................................................B
Sawdust .................................................................A
Scientificlnstrurnents ..............................................4
Seed—Grass ............................................................1

miles. 1160 mIles.

s.d. s.d.
29 5 84 10
7 5 18 2
(Up J0 urney)
178 494

Class.

4
Miscellaneous
3

15 2
17 8 49 4
12 4 30 3
178 494
4 10 13 2
12 4 30 3
7 5 18 2
17 8 49 4
7 5 18 2
5 8 15 2
38 3 100 6
178 494

60

miles.

150

mIles.

Class.

s.d. s.d.
29 0 87 6
13 6 38 6
250750
13
g

50

mIles.

150

4
1

s.d. s.d.
39 6 114 6
14 6 39 6

3

4181518

3

270

770

Excep.

6 8 19 2

1

14 6

29 6

1
Special
1
Special

14 6
10 5
146
10 5

39 6
31 3
396
21 3

Special
Special
Special
3
4

10
10
10
27
39

Special 2

1
Special

160500

2
Excep.

12 9 38 0
Not named.
30 10 105 0
6 8 19 2

Special 2
Special 1
Excep.
2
3
Agric.1

12 9 38 0
uS 0 46 8
6 S 19 2
30 10 105 0
41 8151 S
126 400

3

41 8151 S

Special 1
1
Timber
3
3
Special2
Timber
1
1
1

Not named.
15 0 46 S
20 10 70 0
129380
4.181518
4181515
129380
S 0 25 4
20 10 70 0
20 10 70 0
20 10 70 0

13 6
16 6
7 6
13 0
29 0
210
29 g
25
13 6
1° r

38 6
50 0
20 0
38 6
57 6
626
ocse
g boxed
38 6

35 r
42 12 6
290876
290876
166500
4 2 12 6
16 6 50 0
106500
166500

S

150 milm

s.d. s.d.
12 6 40 0
12 9 38 0

13 6 38 6
Not named.

Miscellaneous
1
Special
Miscellaneous
4
2
4
38 3 109 a)
Sewing Machines.....................................................4
3
Miscellaneous
Shalc—Kcrosenc, from Hartley Siding to Sydney.... Miscellaneous £2je Truck
Sheepsi ins (in bales or secured bundles) .................0
10 7 27 3 Miscellaneous
12 4 30 3
11°.
(if loose, or insecure bundles) ................
B
Firewood
Shingles .................. . ........................................
75 182
B
SillcGoods ..........................................................3
295
8410
4
4
SlatcSlahs .........................................................4 - 3831096
1
107 273
Slates ....... ........................................................0
12 4 30 3
Firewood
Sleepers (Railway) ..............................................
D
1
Soap (except scented and fancy) .............................2
21 7 61 2
124 303
1
Soda(Orystals) ...................................................
B
1
124
303
Do. (Oaustic) ....................................................B

50 miles.

Class.

Agric. 1
Special 2

Miscellaneous

7 6 20 0

miles.

Flower4
4
Special
1
1
4
3
Special
1
Fancy 4
1
1

-

5 31
5 31
5 31
0 77
6 114

3
3
3
0
6

396 1146
39 6 114 6
Not named.
10 5 I 3
14 6 39 6
14 6 296
396 1140
270 1 7 7 0
10 5 j 313
14 6 1 39 0
39 6 114 0
146 396
140 396

Spokes and Shafts (undressed)

A

12 4

30

21 7

61 2

Firewood
Buildin 2
GrindstoLs 1
2

4 10

13 2

Special

7 6

6 2

15 2

Firewood

4 2

5 S

15 2

21 7

61 2

Special
2
3
4

17 S

49 4

7 6
21 0
25 0
29 0
Not

17 8

40 4

Miscellaneous

13 6

17 S

49 4

1

16 6

5 8

15 2

6

2

15 2

........................D
Stone (carved, andgravestones) .................................2
Do. (undressed) ............................................. Miscellaneous
Stocks (undressed) ...............................................A
Straw (pressed and branded) ...... ............ ............ ..
A
Sugar...................................... ........................ ..
2
Sulphnric Acid ..................................................1
Fallow .............................................................
1
...................................................................
l'ar
1
Ferra Cotta ........................................................
A
Chreshing Machines .......................................... ..
.3
riles—Earthenware ............................................
B
Do. Tesselatod and Ornamental ...........................D

12 4

30

not exceeding 2 inches

D

12 4

30 3

1

17 8

49 4

Stone (cut for building or grindstones)

Dressed
do.
[imber

if requiring 2 trucks

29 5
7

5

A

I For all articles not enumerated above.

Timber
Exeep.

12 9 38 0
6 8 19 2
2010 700

21 0

62 6

2

20 0

6
12
21
10

8

12 6
20 0
62 6lamStS&bW
75 01,lcases,&c
57 GLoaf,loose
named.

30 10 105 0

Special
1
3

14
10
14
27

Excep.

6 8 19 2

Special

10 5 31 3

Timber

12 9 38 0

Agricultural 2

9 2 25 0

14 6 39 6
39 6 114 6

2

30 10 105 0

3

38 6

Special 1

15 0 46 8

50 0

1

2010 700

4

29 0

87 6

2

30 10 105 0

7 6

20 0

Exeep.

6 S 19 2

16 6

50 0

27 0 77 0
14 6 39 6

1

Not named.

Special

6
3
6
0

10 5 31 3

1
Leaf, loose 4

84 10

39
31
39
77

Special

2010 70 0

18 2

6
5
6
0

14 6 39 6

1

Not named.

14 6 39 6
Not named.

2

20 9

58 3

1

14 6

39 6

1

14 6

39 6

1

14

6

39 6

1
3
1
Special
1

14
27
14
10
14

6
0
6
5
6

4
Special
4
1
4
3
2

39 6 114 6
10 5 31 3
39 6 114 6
14 6 39 6
39 6 114 6
27 0 77 0
20 9 58 3

3
1

15 2

Timber

30cub. ft. to ton
Timber
5 6

............................. . ..............
A
.... ...................... ..........................
D
........................................................2
.................. .................. .. ........................
C
.........................................B
.....................................................3
...........................................................4
.............................. ................................
A
........................................................4
....................... ....................................
D
....................................................3
........................................................1
.................................................................2

Undressed
[in (smelted)
Nnrlates
[in Ore
robacco—Colornal leaf
[oys,incases
'ricyc1es
Curnips
e1ocipedes
ihiting
VircNetting
Voolpacks
,,no

6 2

12 6
62

............

Hardwood in logs, 30 c. ft. to ton
other than Hardwood, 40 do

4 2
21 0

2
4

15 2
30 8
61 2
7
7
27 3
18 2
7 5
29 5
8410
3831096
5 8
15 2
38 3 109 6
12 4
30 3
8410
295
494
178
217
612
29 5
8410

* Marked thus * will he carried only
in quantities of 4 tons and over; smaller
quantities ivill be charged as 4 tons, or
subject to lit class rates.

Timber
2
2
Miscellaneous
4
4
Miscellaneous
4
1
4
1
2

15 6

5 6 15 6
21 0 62 6
210 626
Not named.
13 6 38 .6
29 0 87 6
290876
13 6 38 6
29 0 87 6
16 6 50 0
290 876
166500
210626

A terminal charge of is. per ton is
included In Special and Miscellaneous
Batm

Timber
Special 2
Speciall
Special 2
Agricultural 1
3
2
Agricultural 2
2
Special 1
2
1
2

Iron bark
12 9 33 0 25c.f.totn.
Pine,45do.
12 9
15 0

35
20
46
26

0
0 166 miles
8
8 166 nailes

12 6 40 0
41 8 151 8
30 10 105 0
92250
30 10 105 0
15 0 46 8
30 10 105 0
2010 70 0
30 10 105 0

39
77
39
31
39

6
0
6
3
6

29. per ton included for leading and
unloading.
I—'

7-I

No 46—eomthueL
NEW SOUTH WALES.

I

j

Wool.

Per;Bale not over

*514 4 cwt.

,cout/tn Line .•-

From Campbelltown to Sydney, 34 miles ................................................2 6
304 ..................................................9 0
'%aggaWaggato ,,
11

VICTORIA,
WooL

50 mIles.
150
Per bale, not over 4 cwt. Per We, not over 4cwt

J

QUEENSLA1Th.

SOUTH AUSTRALIA.

wool.

Wool.

Per We
From Warwick to Brisbane, 166
miles.................................92/1
From Miles to Brisbane, 230
miles.............. .................136/S
..
From Ipswieh to Brisbane, 24
miles.................................9/7

Per bale not over
4 cwt.
Under 12 miles ............
1 0
From 12 to 2,5 miles
2 0
25to 50 ..........
50to70 ........ 46
iOto 90 ........ 5 6
DOtolOS ........ 6 0
105to125 ........ 7 0
Bales over 4 cwt. 25% per cwt. in
excess of above charges.

With proportionate rate for intermediate stations.
Bales over 4 cwt., 35°/ per cwt. in excess of above charges.
An allowance of 15% on above rates for wool dumped and hooped with iron.
To and from washing establishments-15 miles, 1/- ; over 15 miles to 22 miles, 1/3 per bale.

2/4
6/8
Bales of wool over 4 cwt. each will be
charged 25% additional upon the rate
for 4 cwt. for every cwt. or part of a
cwt. in excess.
Wool unpressed, double the above
rates.
Clip of Stations in N. S. \Vales
Per bale 4 cut
Echues to Melbourne, 156 miles 5/165
5/6
11
Wodonga to Melbourne,l87
6/6
Williamstown, 196
7/11

Rates for Live Stock.

Live Stock

live Stock.

CATTLE.
Pigs or Cattle (in Goods Truck)
Per mile.
I to 150 miles ............./9 per truck
Over 150 miles ........../7
Single Cattle the same rate as Horses
The Minimum Charge for a Cattle
Truck is 20/., exclusive of a Terminal
Charge of 2/- per Truck to be added to
the above rate in all cases.
For each Goat, Pig, or Yearling Call,
up to three, any distance not exceeding
24 miles, by Goods Trains only... 2/-.
And for each mile beyond that distance ...................................../1.
Over three animals, full Truck rate.
Goats and Calves at Cattle rate,

Live Stock.

CATTLE.
Full Waggons, containing more than
3, 1/- per Waggon per mile.
Half-waggons, containing not more
than 3 head, -/8 per Waggon per mile.
Mm, charge for less number, ./3 per
head per mile.

Live Stock will be conveyed in all
eases at Owner's risk, and to and from
such stations only as have aoeonmino
datiou for loading and unloading.
For a single Horse, Cow, or Bull,
-/8 per mile.
For the hire of a Horse-box or Cattle
Van, 1/- per mile.
For the lure of a double-tier Sheep
Van'./9 per mile.
For the hire of a single-tier Sheep
Van, ./41 per mile.
Calves per head, up to 6 in number,
-/2 per mile.
Goats and Pigs, up to 12 in number.
per head, ./I per mile.
Live Stock must be loaded and
unloaded by Owners, and at their
risk.

Western Line:—
From Peurith and Richmond to Sydney, 38 miles .................................... 2 0
Orange to Sydney, 192 miles ......................................................7 9
11
_Vorthe,n Line:—
From Maitland to Morpeth, 6 miles, 1/6 ;—to Newcastle, 20 miles ............2 6
Tamworth to ,,
182 ..............7 9
do.,
165 ,, 7/3 ;—to

Herds, Flocks, .L'c., ic/ten in consignments of not kss than onaafufl Truck load.
CATTLE
Will be conveyed from the underinentioned Stations to Homebush, at the following rates
nor truck
Stations.
Rate.
Stations.
Waggn Wagga ................
Junee ........................
Ooota,nundra ................
Murrunihorrab ................
Binalong ......................
Bowning ......................
lass ..........................
Gummmring ......................
Bredalbane ..................
Ooulbun, ....................
Marulan .................... ..

£s.d.

304 miles
287,,
253 ,,
228
209
194
187,,
165
149
124
114

7 15 4
798
618 4
6 10 0
6 3 4
5 16 4
5 12 10
5 1 10
4 13 10
4 0 4
316 4

.ts.d.

Moss We ....................
l3owrul ......................
Mittagommg ....................
l'ictumm ........................

86 miles
2 13 8
50
2 14 8
212
77
53 ,,
1 16 8

Orunge ......................
Blayney ......................
I3athur,t ......................
Wallerawang ..................
Mount Victoria ................

192
5 15 4
172,,
554
145
4 11 10
105
3 15 4
77 ..
2 12 8

And between the undermentioned Stations, at the following rates per truck
From

I

'J\t,nworth ...............
WerrisCreek .............
9m,1rindi .................
Willow-tree ...............
Scone ...................
Musciebrook ............

Newcasde.

£s. d.
5144

6010
4154
4104
3108
300

I

East liaitland
£s. d

564
4 11 10
464
414
2 18 8
280

I

West Maitland. I Wolloenbi Road. I
As. d.
544
4 10 10
454
404
2 17 4
268

As. 0.
534
4910
444
3 19 4
2 16 0
254

Leehinvar.
As. a.
314
4710
424
3 17 4
2334
228

Other distances to be charged—For the first 40 miles, lOd. per truck per mile; for every
mile exceeding 40 and not exceeding 100, Sd. per truck per mile for every mile exceedin
100 and not exceeding 200, 61 per truck per mile; for every mile over 200, 4il. per truc
per mile.
Minimum charge, 15s.

HoRsEs.
In Trucks, -/8 per Waggon per mile
M:in. 5/-. Senders to load only 4 in a
Truck.
SEXEP,

Any number loaded.
-/5 per 4-wheel Waggon per mile,
both floors.
-/7 per 6-wheel
-/3 half 4-wheel
Large Vans on Northern Railway,
2/- per Waggon per mile.
Quantities not requiring a Sheep
Waggen will be charged as under,
viz.:50 miles and under... 1/- per head.
51 ,, to 100 ......... 2/101
to 150.........3/151
to 175 ........ . 3/6
176 ,, toQOO ......... 4/201 ,, to 250 ......... 4/0

SrnEP
Will be conveyed from the undemientioned Stations to Homebush, at the following rates
per truck

S,ixxr.
Sheep Trucks.
Per nub.

Stations.

Hate.
-

Wagga Wagga
SN ~ullas
mIles
Juizee ........................237,,
Cootainut,dne ................233 ,,
Murrutnburrah ................228 ,,
Binalong......................208
Beaming ....................194
Yen .......
----- .............. 187 ,,
Gunning ......................165 ,,
Breda;l,ane ....................149 ,.
Goul},urs, ....................134 ,
Marnian .... ....... ........... 114 ,,

And

between

the

Led.
a6 9
0110
5 11 11
5 4 7
4 15 9
4 14 1
411 9
4 4 5
8 18 9
3 13 1
3

5 7

Rate.

Orange ......................102
4 13 5
Blay]sev ...................... 172 ,,
4 6 9
Bath u,t ...... . ............. . 145 ,,
317 3
Wallerawang .................103
3 1 10
Mount Victoria ...............
77
2 7 10

East Maitland.

the following rates per truck

\Vest Maitland. Wollombl Road.

(

Taieworth ...............
Werri,Creek ............ .
Q,uirindi .................
Willow-free ...............
Scone ...................
Muselebroek .............

Ls. 'I.
2 12 4
294
2 7 10
1 15 10

Mess Vale .....................edmilos
Bourn! .......... . ............. 80,,
Mittagong ....................77 ,,
Pieton ........................ 53

undermentioned Stations, at

Newcastle.

Stations iron

Stations.

Loehinvar.
J

Ls. d.
4329
43%'
31910
3161
314

Ls. d.
409
317 .3
313 1
394
2124

Cs. d.
401
3166
3124
387
7114

2134

244

234

£ s.d.
466
3159
3 11 7
3710
2 10 4

224

Cs. 6.
441
3143
3101
364
284

24
0

Other distances to be charged—For the first 40 miles, lOd. per truck per mile for every
mile exceeding 40 and not exceeding 100, 6d. per truck per mile for every mile exceeding
100 and, not exceeding 150, ftd. per truck per mile for every mile exceeding 150 and not
exceeding 200, 4d. per truck per mile; for every mile over 200, 34d. per truck per mile.
For single-decked truck, only half these rates will be charged. Minimum charge, ISs.
Hmcsxs.
The Commissioner will carry Horses in Cattle Trucks if reqncsted to do so, but only
under special contract, relieving hun of all responsibility. The charge for Horses so carricd
will be the same as for Cattle in full Truck loads.
For the Rates for Horse Boxes, see Coaching Rate Sheet.

Pins.

3d. per Truck per mile for the whole distance. Mirninum, ISs.
Under the foregoing rates for Cattle, Sheep, Horses, and Pigs, no less charge than for one
fall Truck trill be suede/or each and every Truck used.

SMALL Coxsioxasmcps.
fl'n,ele,

Ic. , 4 coke or Oxen, or 10
calves, cr40 Sheep,

1.6,

ITruek,
2 Cows or Oxen! or S

Oalvca, or 20 Sheep,

Single cow or
Ox

Gd. per mile .................4d. per mile .................3d. per utile.

s

I

gs,

i.%C5

when

Icss

than kpruck.

'd. each per

than l'rruek.

Id. mile.
each per

mile.

Minimum, lOs. ...........
Minimum, 7s. Gd. ...... Mm., 7s. Cd. Mm., is. Gd.
eac h ,
each,

Mm., 2s.
each.

ito 150 miles............/0 per truck.
Over 150 miles ....... .../7
11
Goons Tiercxs.
1 to 150 miles ........../6
Over 150 miles ... ...... ...In the event of the Department not
being able to supply Sheep Trucks, it
does not undertake to provide Goods
Trucks.
Every Sheep or Lamb, up to 3, carried any distance not exceeding 24
miles, by C oods Trains only ........ 2/.
And for each mile beyond that distance.... .... .............. ................/1
Over 3 and up to 10 animals, half
Truckrate ovcrl0animnls, full Trnck
rate.
IMiliimnnm Charge —Sheep Truck,
40/- Goods Truck, 20/- ; exclusive of
a Tenninnl Charge of 2/- per Truck for
Sheep Trucks, and 1/- per Track for
Goods Trucks, to be added to the
above rates in all cases.
Horses, Cattle, or other Animals to
be carried must lie at the Stations One
Hourbefore the departure of the Train
by which they are intended to be forwarded ; and the Board do not undertake tofonvard Horses, Cattle, orothor
Animals at or by any particular time
or Train. Not less than twenty-four
hours' notice must be given when a
Hone-box is required, assd5o% of the
Fare must be deposited when making
the requisition, such deposit to be forfeited if the Horse or other Aisiinal
does not arrive in time to be forwarded
by the train appointed.

Pies IN Tnucxs.
-/6 per waggon per mile.
-/3 per half M-aggon per mile.

No. 46—continueA
NEW SOUTH WALES.
When the number of animals or the Space occupied exceeds the limit for a quarter
Truck, the rate for half a Truck will be charged and wiien the limit of half a Truck is
exceeded, a full Truck will lie charged for at the rate for herds, flocks, &e.
In ascertaining what portion of a Truck is to be charged for, i.e., quarter, half, or full
Truck, regard will be had to the space actually occupied more than to the number of animals
but in no ease must the number of animals stated above be exceeded.
Mixed Stock will be carried together in the same Truck, provided the whole consignment
belongs to one person, and the Commissioner is relieved of all responsibility. When Mixed
Stock cannot be loaded together, each kind will be charged for separately.
When the charge per head for Live Stock exceeds that for a quarter 'frock, or when the
charge for a part Truck exceeds that for a full one, only the lesser amount will be collected.
Bulls.
The charge for Bulls is 7d. each per mile; if more than one in a Truck, 4j each per mile.
Minimum, I 2s. Cd.
Valndle 2?anzs and Ewes.
If less than half a Truck load, will be charged 2d. each per mile; for half a Truck and
upwards, Sheep rates. Minimum, Se.
Horses.
See full Truck rates. No less charge than for a full Truck load will be made for any
number.
GanRAL CoxrnTIoNs AND REouLAvToxs.
The Commissioner will not receive Live Stock on Sunday, Good Friday, Christmas Day,
or any proclaimed floliday.
Live Stock will he conveyed only from and to such stations as have accommodation for
loading and unloading, and herds and flocks only at convenient times to be previously
arranged with the Traffic Manager.
The Commissioner does not guarantee arrival at any particular time or for any particular
market.
Persons forwarding Live Stock must give at least twenty-four hours' notice of the
number of Trucks they will require, at the same time paying a deposit of lOs. per Truck,
such deposit money to be forfeited to the Commissioner for Railways in the eveut of the
Trucks not being used by the person ordering them. The acceptance of this deposit will in
no way bind the Commissioner to supply the Trucks by any particular time, it being merely
intended as a guarantee of the bend fide nature of the order.
All Live Stock must be loaded and unloaded by the senders and consignees respectively,
by whom also the Truck doors must be secured and opened, fastenings attended to, &e.
All Live Stock must be unloaded within three hours after arrival, othenvise it will be
unloaded by the Commissioner, and a charge made of 2s. per Truck.
All Live Stock must be removed from the Railway premises immediately after unloaded
or if left, will remain at the owner's risk and expense, and may be sent to agistment or
livery, the cost of which shall be paid by the owner, and such cost must be paid on demand
as part of the authorised charges; and such stock, if not removed within seven days, may
be sold by auction, by order Of the Commissioner, within the Railway premises, and the
proceeds applied in payment of all expenses incurred, and the balance thereof handed over
to the owner on demand.
When a Truck is only partly occupied by a consignment, the Commissioner will have
the right to fill it up to its full carrying capacity with other stock.

VICTORIA.

QUEENSLAND.

SOUTH AUSTRALIA.

One or more bond * fide Drovers will be allowed to accompany each consignment, travelling
distances over 60 miles, to give the stock whatever attention may be necessary during
transit. They will be furnished with return free passes. available for three days, and must
ride either in the Guard's Van or a 2nd Class Carriage. The number allowed will be
reilated by the following scab
1 to 5 Trucks (full Trucks only)
I Drover
...
2 Drovers
.,.
16 and upwards
...
3
The following nrc the rates at which Live Stock can be insured
Gte 15

..

..

...

...

..

...

...

...

- - -

...

-.

...

..

--

. -. -

...

,..

...

Heat Cattle (including Bulls).

1 to .50 miles, 2 per cent. on the declared value above £15.
SltoJOO
3
101tolSO ,, 4
151 and upwards 5
The same percentage charge to be innde for Pigs and Sheep (including valuable Rams
and Ewes) on the declared value above £2.
Under no circumstances will the Comnussioner be responsible for loss or injury to Live
Stock, insured or uninsured, occurring during loading or unloading, whether such services
be performed by either the servants of the Department or the owner. Nor will he under
any circumstances be responsible for loss of or injury to any Live Stock during transit,
arising from fear or restiveness, or through any of the animals being suffocated or trampled

upon.
Rates for Fresh Meat
In numbers uot less than S Carcasses of Beef, or 40 ditto Mutton, Pork, or Veal, subject to
revision for larger numbers.
ee~f per

Disnee.

Pork, Veal, o

naperl

B

Distance.

Fresh Meat.
Class 2-50 miles, 21/-; 150 miles, 62/6.

Fresh Meat.

Fresh Meat
Class 1-50 miles, 20/10; 150 miles,
70/..

Class 2 .................. 20/9 .....27/..

Live Stock, &c., for Agricultural
Shows.
Not named.

Live Stock, &c., for Agricultural
Shows.
Not named.

50 miles
per ton,

150 miles
per ton.

Pork, vI, or
Mton, per

105 miles and under
0 11
1 3
04
8 9
2 1
11.5
9 7
1 0
0 5
125
,
1 0
211
10 5
0 6
125
113
11
39
07
150
12
126
47
08
Every mile over 150
...
5 6
0 9
0 1
...
6 3
010
Every 200r part of 20
miles over 150 ................. 0 1
0 l0j
7 1
7 11
0 11
To be loaded and unloaded by Owners, at their risk.
Arrival at any particular time, or for any particular Market, is not guaranteed.
Pork or Veal weighing per carcass over 90 lbs. will be charged rate and a quarter.

15 miles and under
25 ,,
,,
35 ,,
45
55,,
,,
65
75 ,,
,,
85 ,,
,,
95
.,

.

..

...
.,.

...

.

...
...

...
...

Live Stock for Agricultural Shows,
To the Show, ordinary rates and the same from the Show, if sold. Unsold exhibits will
be returned to the Stat-ions whence they caine, free of charge, and the freight paid for
conveyance of same to the Show refunded on production of a certifica te from the Secretary
of the Agricultural Society to the effect that they are nnsold.
Live Stock conveyed to and front Agricultural Shows will be subject in all respects to
the General Conditions and Revulations of the Department, except that, when carried free,
it will be entirely at the owners risk.
-

Live Stock, &c,, for Agricultural
Show!.
Not named.

No. 46— (continued.)

VICTORIA.

NEW SOUTH WALES.
Contractor's Plant, at Owner's Risk only.

Contractor's Plant.

Waggons, Tools, and implements, at 3d. per ton per mile; nlininieun chargo, 108.
\Vaggons on wheels, 4d. per mile each ; niinimun, charge lOs.
j.oco,notive Engines in Steam, Owner's risk only, 2s. Cd. per mile each, in addition to
wages of Driver, Fireman, nit,] Guard, and cost of Fuel.
Locomotive Engines on Wheels, but not in Steam, iirst.class Rates, at Owner's risk only.

-/10 per Truck per mile; minimum
charge 20/- I'ruelc load is 5 tons.

Rates for Hay and Straw, impressed.
s.
Not exceeding 54 miles 1 5
46
1 2
41
1 0

d.
0 per Truck,
0
,,
0

£

f

.
£ s.
Not exceeding 35 miles 0 18
0 14
,,
26 ,,
,,
16 ,,
0 10

CONDITIONS.
Unpressed Hay and Straw will be carried only under special agreement that Consignorwill
take all risk of losa of, or damage to, snipe whilst in the custody of the Commissioner, and
must be loaded by Owner and unloaded and removed from Railway preilIlses within one clear
working clay from time of arrival. A Track-load must not exceed in height 12 feet in the
centre from the level of the rail, and must be gradually rounded to the side from the centre,
and no more than 7 feet 6 inches across, and must not bulge over the tracks more titan 6
inches at each cud.
Norm—Tiny and Straw, impressed-—The Coinminioller will not be responsible for delivery by ally 1nrticular
trai,,, 11Cr f,ir ally pu-titular market, hut every exert io ,,wil I.e matte to deliver without unnecessary delay- Hay
au-I straw 'it preised will be cari,-'1 only between Sydi,ey and Pietoil, Penritl, Mid Rie-limor,d ii,c-llisi 'c

RETURNED EXPTIES.—(Owner's risk.)
FREIGBT MUST BE PB]1PAID.
Rcturued Empties
Pipes and Tierces, under 50 miles, Is. each ; over 50 and under 100
miles, 2s, each; over 100 miles and under 200, 3s. each; over 200 miles, 4s. each ; Hhids,,
under 50 miles, Gd. each ; over 50 and under 100 miles, Is. each ; over 100 nnles and under
200, Is. 6tl. each ; over 200 nnles, 2s. Gd. each ; Quarter.easks, under 50 miles, 3d. each ;
over 50 and under 100 miles, Gd. each; over 100 miles and under 200, Is. each; over 200
miles, Is. 3d, each ; Coops and Cases mneasuring over 6 cubic feet, under 50 miles, 34 each ;
over 50 and under 100 miles, Gd. each; over 100 miles and tInder 200 miles, 9d. each; over
200 miles, Is. 3d. each; Coops and Cases over 15 cubic feet, double rates ; over 24 cubic feet,
treble rate; Bags—inbundles, Bales, or Bags, each, not exceeding 112 lbs. under 50 miles,
3d, each; over 50 and under 100 miles, Gd. each ; over 100 miles and under 200 miles, 91.1.
each ; over 200 miles, Is. each ; if over 112 lbs., first-class rates. All other return empties,

fi-ce.

-

SOUTH AUSTRALIA.

QUEENSLAND.

Contractor's Plant.

Contractor's Plant.

Not named.

Not named.

I
Hay and Straw—Loose.

d.
0 per Truck,
0
,,
0
"

C)

20/- per Trucic under 20 miles ; over 20
to 30 miles, 25/- per Truck 30 to 50
miles, 30/- per Truck ,'-/G per Truck
per mile (additional) over 50 miles.
Part of a Truck to be charged as
a full Truck.

Returned Empties.
50 miles. 150 luiles.

Pines
2/4/'I'alow puncl;en;;s ------1/'2/.
I3ogslmeads ---------------'/9
1/6
Qu:u-ter-easks & ham-mIs -/11
l/
Kegs ----------------------- - '/6
-/9
Bags of empty bags, up toO bags of 25
cacil, i- per hag or bundle, over 3
bags 1st class rates,
Cases, drums, eaims, carimoys, ei-ates,
butter boxes, and fowl coops, miscell, rate, 50 miles, 13/6; 150
zniles,38/6, ; miii. -/6.
Fruit cases, special, 50 miles, 7/6; 150
miles, 20/ ; miii., -/6.

Hay and
r
, Not named.

Hay and Straw—Loose.
Not named.

Straw—Loose.

Returned Empties.

Returned Empties.
.50 miles. 150 Iniles.

l-'ipes and tierees
11.Hogsheacls ................/6
Quarter-casks,
kegs,
boxes, and cases .,
/3
Grain bags, bundles of,
not more than 2 ewt. 1/Carriage to be prepaid.

-

2/.
1/-/6
2/-

Hhds., 56 galls. ......... d 'per mile,
leeimlmmm, -/4,
Qnarter-casks ------------d. per mile,
minimum, -/3.
Bags, per bale of 25,, jd. per nule,
minimum, -/3.
Fruit eases and
5-gall, kegs, not
exceeding 2 cub.
ft. measurement 25 miles &undor, '/2.
50 ,,
-/4.
75
45.
105
-/6.
Bottles, eases, &
caske, and 10gall,kegs, not
exceeding 5 cub.
ft. measurement 25 miles & under, -/4.
50 ,,
,,
,, -/10.
75 ,,
105 ,,
,, 1/-.
Empties, not being returns, double

Horses—in Boxes.

Horses.

Horses.

Will be conveyed only to such stations as have accommodation for loading and unloading.
IN Boxas :—Full horse-box (3 horses), one owner, Is. per mile, minimum charge, 15s. ; one
horse, 5d. per mile; two horses, 9th per mile, minimum charge 7s. Gd. each; stud horses,
Is. per mile each, minimum charge iSa. Mares, with foal at foot, rate and a half. Horses
to be at the station thirty minutes before the departure of the train by which they are to be
despatched, but their despatch will not be guaranteed by any particular time or train.
A reduction of 25 per cent. on the above charges will be made on every mile beyond loU
and up to 200, and over 200 miles 50 per cent, per mile will be allowed,
When possible, horses will be conveyed by Passengers' 'J'rains.
Return tickets at rate and a half, available for three days, for distances not exceeding 45
miles (those issued on Friday and Saturday, available for return until Monday and Tuesday
following), and for distances over 45 miles, available for one week. Notice of day for return
is requested to be given to station-master at return station.

Each more, gelding, or filly, not
excee<lin' 40 miles ---------Each mile beyond 40 miles... -/6
Each entire horse not exceeding
20 miles ........ ........... ....20/Each mile beyond 20 miles...
1/Horse-box (3 horses), 1/3 per
mile; uminimuna ........ . ...... 40/Ii. GoodsTrueksancl by Goo,isTrains,
on either Up or Down Journey, 1/- per
truck per mile. By Passenger 'l'rains,
1/6 per truck per mile.
Not more than S horses to be put in
each truck. For each snare with foal
at foot, rate and a half.
The minimum chargeforatruck with
horses is 20/-, exclusive of a terminal
charge of 2/- per truck to be added to
the above rate in all cases.

Horses.

I horse, -/4 per mile.
2 do. or more, -/3 each per mile.
Entire horses, double rates, mm. 5/-

See Live Stock.

Carriages.

Carriages.

Carriages.

Carriages.

Will be conveyed to and from such stations only as have accommodation for loading and
unloading.
Carriages, gigs, and dog-carts, 4d. per mile ; two vehicles, one owner, if on one Truck, Cd.
per mile; 4-wheeled waggons and bullock drays (empty), Gd. per mile ; minimum charge,
7s. Gd. % chides to be at the station thirty minutes before the departure of the train by
which they are to be despatehed, but their despateh will not be guaranteed by any particular
time or traiis,
A reduction of 25 per cent, on the above charges will be made for every mile beyond 150
and up to 200 ; and over 200 miles, 50 per cent, per mile will be allowed.
NoTe—No guarantee cast be give,, to convey horses or vehicles by Passenger Truin,; but when practicable
this will be done, those for the longest Journey having the preference.

-/6per mile ; minimum, 20/-.
2 vehicles, sassic owner, -/9 per truck
per mile.
3 vehicles, on same terms, 1/- per truck
per mile minimum, 20/-.
Vehicles for repairs, return tickets for
four weeks; 50 per cent. added.

Carriages, gigs, dog-carts, drays, and
carts, -/5 per mile ; numsinium, 5/-.

Gigs, dog-carts, and light drays
(empty), -/4 per mile ; mssinimum
charge, 4/-.
Carriages, and waggosis, and drays
weighing less than I to's (empty),
-/6 per us ic ; mini is, run charge, 6/'
Ditto ditto, over I ton (empty), -/8
per mile; minimum charge, 8/-.

Dogs.

Dogs.

Dogs.

Dogs

Carriage to be prepaid. One half'penny per mile each for distances rip to 50 miles, and 4d.
additional for every 30 miles or portion of 30 miles thereafter; ntinimnumn charge, Gd. Dogs
must be provided with chains or other sufficient means to secure them, and in all cases they
will only be carried at owner's risk, who must load and unload if required by station.miiaster.

tiOnsilcs, 2/I ; 150 miles, 6/3; iii inimum Dogs. 50 miles, 3/- ; 150 miles, 0/-.
charge, -/6.

Distances not exceeding 10 miles... -/6
25
1/50 ,,
2/75 ,,
3/105 ,,
4/exceeding 105
4/6

Gold Dust and Bullion, and Gold and Silver Coin.

Gold Dust and Gold and Silver Coin, Gold Dust, and Gold and Silver

Gold Dust

The Commissioner for Railways will not be responsible for the safe conveyance of gold dust
Coin.
so ,i,iics. 150miies
and bullion, or gold and silver coin, as the following charges are made, and the gold dust and Gold dust, ? 100 on. .... ..... 8/50 mIles
bullion and coin carried, on condition of its being in charge of owners and at their risk.
Cold coin, 0 £100
1/2/8 Cold dust., 0100 ozs. 8/Distance not Distance not Distance not Distance not Distance not Distance not Silver coin, 0 £100... 3/-.....8/- Cold coin, 0 £100... 2/6
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5/5/6
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1/3 ......i/S
2/2/3
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Fractions over 100 and under 50 will not be charged, hut fractions of 50 and over will be
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Rates for Milk.
In quantities of not less that 300 gallons, less than 300 gallons doeble rates.
15 miles and under ............................. ............. ........... *d. per gallon.
40
90
::::::i::::.:::::::::.:::::::::.:i::::.::::i::: Id.
Beyond00 miles .........................................................lii.

11/5/6
8/-

For any distance
not
exceedin g-

Odd Dust Gold Coin
per
per
1000 ozs.

£1,000,

£ s. d. £ 5. d.
SO miles ............ .1 0 0 0 5 0
60 ...............1 5 0 0 6 3
70 ................1100076
80 ............... 1 15008 1)
100 ............... 2 00 0 10 0

Milk.

Milk.

ilOmnilca,
1st canS o.f not less than 6 gallons.
.......'35/6 25 miles and under... -/1 per gallon.
Over 25 miles and
under 50 miles ...... -/l

50 miles.

Miscl. .................. 13/6

150 nuie,

Fractions over 100, and under 50
miles, willnotbechargecl; butfractions
of 50 and over will be charged as 100.
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No. 47.
RETURN

of the number and nature of the ACCIDENTS, and the INJURIES to LIFE and

LIMB, which have occurred on
the Great Southern, Western, and Northern Lines, from 1st January to 31st December, 1878.

Passengers killed
or Injured.
From causes their
From
own
theiL)wn misconduct
or
want
of
control.
caution.

lhuss.

Serv,uitsof the
Department or of the
Contractors, killed
or injured.
Fr own
From causes their
?7od
miscondnct
or want of
co'ntror

iuee of Accident.

From their
own want of
caution.

XllIed.I Injured. KiIIed.I Iejurtd. KLU.d Injured. KiIIed.t Injured. Killed) Injured.

i

1878.
25 Jan

Northern ........ ..................

31 ...... Western ...............3
r Feb

,,...............I

13

2

Crushed between trucks at Lambton.

.... ..........Collision, goods trains, Emu Plains.

.................
Run

........................
I

,,

over by ballast train.

Run over by train in Bathurst yard.

....................I .............Shunting in yard at Bathurst.

13

28 ...... Western ........ .... ..I

.... ................
JumpS

from train, when it was running between
Macquarie Plains and Raglan.

9 April.., Suburban ... ..... .... .............
I
9 is ...

...

Crossing line, Burwood.

........ ...
... ...............
Jumping from train while it was in motion at
lcewtown.

is

i

27 ,, ... Northern ........ .............
j

Rim over by train at Morpeth.
.......
Southern
...
....
......... ...........
....
.....knoeed by crush of passengers between plat
29
form and carriages at Sydney.
13 May ... Western ....................... unting in yards, Penritli.
17

...... Suburban

,
z

....... ............ ............Stn,ok by passing engine when crossing line at
Croydon.

23 ........................ .............Uncoupling engines while in motion near rarran,atta Junction.

i

24 ...... Northern ........................Run over when shunting at Murrurondi.
25 .......Western
..................
Collision at Springwnod.
29 .......,,

6

Collision at Orange. Down mail ran into wrong
road throngh points being fouled.

20 June,.. Southern ... ............. ....
..........
Shunting at Pieton.

i

23 July ... Northern ... ......................r
26 ...... Suburban .........................
6 Aug.

................Strnck by engine in Sydney yard.

..............

.,

Shunting at Murrurundi.

Boy crossing lines, Peterslians.

.................I ..................Shunting at Darling Harbour.

13
23 Sept....

... .... ..............
Jumping from train while in motion at Redmyro
(slightly injured).

26

...

.....

16 Oct.

...

Western

....

...........
Jumping from train while it was in motion at
Newtown.

..................Child run over by train, Bowenfels,

....... . . . .... ...
. .... ...........
.
.
. ........I ....
I
........
593i61

23 ...... Northern .......................

Run over by train near Cnrrabubula.

21 NOV.... Suburban ...

Jumping from train while it was in motion at
Sydney.

21

28 Dec.

1

Northern

Boy atiemptingt.o geton coal train at Wiethamn.

Suburban

Boy jumping from train while it was in motion
at .Newtown.

Total

7

1

5

No. 48.

C

RETURN of the Number of Passengers, Tonnage of Goods, Earnings and Working Expenses, Total and per Train Mile, Per centage of Working Expenses to Gross Earnings, Net
Earnings, Capital invested on Lines Open, and interest on Capital each Year, from 1855 to 1678, inclusive.
Length of line,
35 December.

Number
of Passengers.

Tonnau of

Earning, from
Coaching Tnthlc.

G000s.

I

Fsniing' from
Coeds Tralfle

Total lrnings.

I Working Expenset

Eaemos per
Trait' Mile.

I

Working
Expenses per
TI-Sill Mile.

Percentage of
\voc1og
Expesises to
G. Earniogs.

j

r

Net

Capital lnvceted
Lines open.

interest on
Capital.

£

5,959

15734

ci.

' ccnt.

9,249

10137

6443

3,290

515,347

?cont.
638

32,283

21,788

11332

7648

6749

10,495

683,217

1536

8,427

43,387

31,338

968

69- 75.

72'23

12,050

1,023,838

1176

45,858

16,45!

62,309

43,928

10569

7451

7050

18,381

1,331,867

1492

43,020

46,502

15,258

61,760

47,598

10041

77-38

7707

14,162

1,378,416

1107

551,044

55,394

45,428

16,841

62,269

50,427

8337

6752

8095

11,841

1,422,672

-832

73

595,591

101,130

49,637

25,367

75,004

61,187

8377

68,34

81- 8

13,817

1,536,032

899

1862

97

642,431

205,139

62,o96

41,775

101871

68,725

9079

60-07

6616

35,146

1,907,807

1842

1863

124

627,164

218,535

71,297

52,644

123,941

96,867

9438

7376

7816

27,073

2,466,950

1097

1864

143

693,174

379,661

81,487

66,167

147,653

103,715

8530

5992

7024

43,938

2,631,790

1669

I86

143

751,587

416,707

92,984

73,048

166,032

108,926

8242

5407

6560

57,106

2,746,373

2079

1866

143

668,330

500,937

85,636

82,899

168,55

106,230

8249

51'99

63-64

62,305

2,786,094

2236

1867

204

616375

517,022

87,564

,01,08

189,072

117,324

82*0

4687

62 -08

71,748

3,282,320

2185

224,359

144,201

70t6

4503

6429

8o,18

4,060,950

1973

71'17

4737

6657

88,613

4,681,329

1892

£

1855

No.
98,846

Tons.
140

9,093

16

186

23

350,724

2,469

29,526

2,757

1857

40

329,019

20,847

34,970

188

55

376,492

33,385

1859

55

425,877

i86o

70

1861

1868

247

714,563

596,514

99,408

£

£

14

Miles.

124,951

1

£

ci.

j

I

I

z869

318

759,635

714,113

109,427

155,548

264,975

176,362

1870

339

776,707

766,523

117,854

189,288

307,142

206,003

8181

5486

6708

101,139

5,566,092

1-817

1871

358

759,062

741,986

129,496

225,826

355,322

197,065

9157

5079

5546

158,257

5,887,258

2688

1872

398

753,910

825,360

164,862

260,127

424,989

207,918 -

98-43

4815

4892

217,071

6,388,727

3397

1873

403

875,602

923,788

178,216

306,020

484,236

238,035

10471

51'47

4916

246,201

6,739,918

31553

1874

403

1,08,501

1,070,938

188,595

347,980

536,575

257,703

10309

4951

4803

278,872

6,844,546

4074

1875

473

1,288,225

1,171,354

205,941

408,707

614,648

296,174

20020

48- 28

48-18

318,474

7,245,379

4-396

1876

509

1,727,730

1,244,131

233,870

459,355

690

339,406

9850

4822

48-96

353,819

7,990,601

4428

1877

598

2,95,I44

1,430,041

271,588

544,331

8,5,920

418,985

9295

4773

5135

396,935

8,883,177

4-468

2878

688k

3,705,733

1,625,886

306,308

596,681

902,989

536,988

81-62

48-54

5947

366,001

9,784,645

3741

I
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No. 49.
STATEMENT

No.

of the number and classification of persons employed on the Railways of
New South \\Tes during 1878.

Position.

J

Rates of Pay—lowest and higheoL

Oprieg.
x Commissioner ............................................................. £i,000 per annum.
z
Secretary ... .... ............................................................
£Goo
3
Land Valuers ....................................... ..... .... ..............£550 £Goo per annum.
2 Draftsmen .................................................................£250 and
and £oo
i
Accountant .............................. ............... ......... ..........£450 per annum.
I
Casbie. .....................................................................
I
Book-keeper (Principal) .................................................£350
I
,,
(Assistant) ..................................................£250
23 Clerks ................................................... ......... ..........£52 to £375 per annum.
2 Messengers ................................................................ 75. Gd. per day and £75 per ann.
4 Housekeepers ........... .................................................£25 to £52 per annum.
39 Total.
AUDIT OFFICE.
i
Traffic Auditor ....................................... ................... £400 per annum.
I
Assistant do...... ..................................................... £250
22 Clerks (14 Audit, 8 Statistical) ...... . ... . ...........................£52 to £250 per annum.
I
Inspector of Station Accounts ........................................ £275 per annum.
25 Total.
STORE.
I
Storekeeper ......................................... ... .................. .. £350 per annum,
I
Assistant do. ............................................................. £275
SClerks ...................................................................... £109 to £200 per annum.
2
Foremen ....................................................................tea, per day and £165 per annum.
2 Watchmen .................................................................75. per night.
iS Issuers, Assistants, Gnnger, Tallymen, and Labourers .......... 7s. to 9s. per day.
32 Total.
96 Total, Head Ofilco.
JEIWINEZR.IN.CnIEF'S Bnxron.
llnn

11

11

11

Office Staff.

Bngineer.in.Chief ....................................................... £i,Soo per annum.
Assistant Engineer ....................................................... £Goo
15 Draftsmen ....................................... ........... .......... .... £75 to £425 per annum,
I
Chief Clerk ................................................ ......... ....... £450 per annum.
4 Clerks .......................................................................£100 tOX175 per annum.
4 Cadets ................................................ ..... ... ............. £52 per anmini to £100 per ann.
I
Custodian of Plans. ...................................................... £100 per annum.
I
Messenger ..... .............. ............................................. £75
2 Housekeepers ............................................................. £jo and £75 per annum.
30 Total.
Rinn Srxrr.
to Assistant Eng'meers .................................................... £250 to £700 per annum.
25 Surveyors ................................................................... £250 to £400 11
iS
Inspectors ........................................................... . ....'Os.
toG Chainmea ................................................................ 45. totoBe.iSa. per day.
159 Total.
189 Total, Engineer.in.Cluef's Branch.
ENGINEER FOR BXISTINa LINUS BRANd.
Office &affi
I Engineer for Existing Lines ..........................................£,000 per annum.
Assistant Engineer .......................................................£Goo
I
First Clerk ................................................................£300
11
3 Draftsmen ................................................................ is. to 258. per day.
Clerks ............................................................. ... ......£io to £200 per annum.
3
I Messenger ................................................................£ioo per annum.
Housekeeper .............................................................£o
11
11 I Total,
Locoisorin ENGrNE8R'8 Bnaiwu.
I
Locomotive Engineer ...... ..............................................£1,000 per annum.
I
First Clerk .... ...........................................................£250
11
3 Draftsmen .......................................... ... ............... ..£3 to £ los. per week.
2 Clerks ................................................ ..................... p. Gd. per day and £'o per
7 I Total.
I
I

11

11

12—K

No. 49—continued.
STATEMZn of the Number and Classification of Persons employed in the Existing Lines Branch, 31st December, 1878.

Riles.

£450 per annum .....................I ................. . . .,
,,
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,,
...
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.,
,,
£ 105.,,
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,
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,,
£2
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2
...
,-.
.......... ...... ............. .........I
,,
...
148 .
,.
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,,
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,,.
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,,
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,,
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,,
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.

s .6&,,

,,
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.-.
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No. 49—continued.
TitAnic Bauwu.

,

g
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No. 49—cantinued.
SnIXABY.

Head Office

.

96

Engineer-in- Chif's Sranc—

Office Staff ......................................................... 30
FieldStaff ........................................................ 159

Engineer for Existing Lines Bianch—

Office Staff ......................................................... xx
l'ermanent Way ............ ....................................... 1,536
- "547
Traffic Branch .................................................................. 1,242

Locomotive Engineer's Branch-

0111ccStaff .........................................................
7
Locomotive ............. ..... ....................................... 1,075

1,032

Total............................... . .............

i6

No. 50.
RETUBN

of the total amount paid for

Ilnsnehe,.

on the different Branches of the Railway and on the different
Lines, in 1877-78.

WAGES

South and West.

Locomotive—
2 a. ci.
.
1877 ............ ............... ......... .. ........ ...........
........... .....83,071
4 0
1878 ............................................................................05531 13 6
Permanent Way.
3 6
1877 ... ............ ......... ...................................................83,215
1878 ............................................................................30,223 5 3
Traffic1377 ... ... ...... ...............................................................64,463 19 4
1878 ... ... .................... .......... ....................... ................85,497 18 10
Total, all Branches1877 .. ................. ......................
.......... ......... ......... ....... 232,749 6 ic
1878 ...... .................... .......................... .... .................. 321,252 17 7

a

North.

Total.

£ S. ci.
23,438 2 10

£ s. 11.
113,509 6 jo

36,137 3 6

141,668 17

0

21,338

0

10

28,571

0 10

104,553 3
158,794 6

23,056 6 8

87,519 6

0

4

29,114 5 9

114,612 4 7

72,832 9
93,822 10

10

305,581 16 8

1

415,075 7 3
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No. 51.
RETURN of Proc Passes issued during 1878, specifying the different Services.
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Why granted.
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Sydney Thomas lOehards, Government l'rintor.-1579.
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1879.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

RAILWAY WORKSHOPS.
(PURCHASE OF SITE FOR—CORRESPONDENCE, &c.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be priMed, 4 December, 1879.

SCHEDULE.

NO

PAGE.

1. Locomotive Overseer calling attention to want of workshop accommodation at Pediern. 8 October, 1875 ............
2. Minute of Enginoer.in.Chief proposing to remove workshops to a site beyond the Redfern Tunnel. 22 November,
1876 ......................... .. ........... . ...................................................................................................
3. Locomotive Overseer agaisi calling attention to want of shops, &c. 10 December, 1875.. ..................................
4.
Do
do
awkward position of store, &e. 10 December, 1875 ..................
6. Traffic Manager
do
insufficient accommodation, &c. 17 December, 1875 ..................
Locomotive Overseer
do
do.
21 February, 1876 ..................
Do
do
do,
20 April 1876 ........................
B. Minute of Commissioner
do
do.
27 April, 1876 ........................
9. Locomotive Overseer
do
do.
18 July, 1876 ........................
10. Engineer-in.Cl,ief
do
do.
7 August 1876 ........ .............
11. Minute from Secretary for l'ublic Works to Engineer.in.Chicf, respecting site for new Railway workshops.
14 May, 1877 ......................... .....................................................................................................
12. Engineer.in.Cliief to Commissioner for Railways, referring to above. 31 May, 1877 .......................................
13. Engineer for Existing Lines to Commissioner for Railways, respecting site fornew Railway workshops. 21 May, 1877
14. Site for new Railway worksltops—Pr6cis of ease. 23 September, 1878 .........................................................
15. Letter from Mr. T. R. Smith, M.P., to Minister for Works, respecting amount voted for workshops at Penritb.
6 March, 1879 ..............................................................................................................................
16. Minute of Commissioner, respecting site for Railway workshops. 17 March, 1879. .........................................
17. Locomotive Engineer to Commissioner—Report on workshops, running sheds, &c. 24 May, 1879 .... .................
18. Letter from Messrs. Hardie & G'orin,nt to Colonial Secretary, respecting sale of Chishnlm Estate. 3 October, 1879.
19. The Principal Under Secretary to Messrs. Hardie & Gorman, referring to above. 10 October, 1879 ...................
20. Messrs. Hardie & Gorman to the Colonial Secretary, respecting offer made by Government for Chisholm Estate
21 October, 1879...........................................................................................................................
21. The Principal Under Secretary to Messrs. Hardie & Gorman, that Govornmentivill purchase estate. 31 October, 1879
2 Messrs. Hardie & Gorman to Colonial Secretary, respecting above. 31 October, 1879 ....................... ..........

An'nnix—
A and B to Locomotive Engineers report on Workshops, &e.
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RAILWAY WORKSHOPS.

No. 1.
Locomotive Foreman to The Engineer-in-Chief.
I nxo respectfully to call your attention to the fact that our workshops have not the requisite
accommodation for the increasing work of repairing locomotives, &c. I would strongly urge the necessity
for providing workshops on a larger scale as early as possible, otherwise it will not be possible to keep
pace with the work. It is a serious matter to be both short of engines and also of accommodation to
carry out the required repairs. At present I am erecting one of the new engines (to replace one of the
1 to 4 class) outside, under a tarpaulin without a pit, having no room inside the shops. This is building
engines under great disadvantages.
The boiler for the second engine of the above class is in a forward state; but those for the third
and fourth engines are only just put together, in which state they have been lying since August last year,
when the men were taken off to pnt together new engines, since which they have been employed on heavy
repairs to the old goods engines, No. 17 class, and latterly to the old bogio engines, No. 23 class ; so that
it has not been possible to keep many men on the new engines. Five of the latter (bogies) yet remain to
be renewed in the fire-boxes, cylinders, &c.
I have in hand, for fixing on No. 23 engine, the Westinghouse dee breaks, and I have also corninenced with the American chimneys for spark-catching, in both of which jobs there is a great deal of
boiler-makers' and other work,
-W. SOOfl, 8/10/75.
Additional accommodation will be recommended in a short time.—J.W., 13/10/75.
To be returned.
Seen.—W. ScOTT, 18J10/75.

Mr. Scott,—

No. 2.
The Engineer-in-Chief to The Commissioner.
Subject: Proposed Improvements, Sydney Station.
Department of Public Works, Railway Branch, Engineer's Office, Sydney, 22 November, 1875.
I Ponwan, for the consideration of the Commissioner, three plans on one sheet, showing proposed arrangements for goods warehouses and workshops at the Redfern terminus of the Southern and Western Railways, and the removal of the locomotive shops to a site beyond the tunnel at Redfern, upon land belonging
to Mrs. Chisholm.
Plan No. 1 shows existing arrangements of locomotive, carriage, and goods sheds at Redfern, also
proposed goods-shed in Prince Alfred Park and extension of the present locomotive shops.
Plan No. 2 shows proposed goods arrangements at Redfern, without encroaching upon Prince
Alfred Park, should the removal of the present locomotive shops be sanctioned.
Plan No. 3 shows re.arrangement of locomotive shops on land belonging to Mrs. Chisholm, if
removed from the present station yard.
After having given this matter the greatest consideration, I arm forced to the conclusion that the
present Redfern station yard is much too small even for the existing traffic, and the only way in which
this yard can be made to accommodate the existing and prospective traffic will be by removing the whole
of the locomotive, carriage, and waggon repairing and painting shops to the position shown on plan No. 3.
Plan No. 1. Upon this plan is shown a- proposal to construct a second tunnel under Botany-street,
and to carry the junction of the goods line from the north end of the Botany-street tunnel up to 1.Vellsstreet, so as to enable the shunting in the station yard to be carried on without blockiiig the main line,
as at present. Also the erection of a new goods warehouse and the construction of the necessary sidings
in Prince Alfred Park, and the removal of the Exhibition bnilding. The enlargement of the existing
rummhig-shed, machine shop, coal stage, and the construction of an erecting shop and all necessary roads
in connection therewiti A new carriage-shed is also shown, and a- new storU, tarpaulin store, and permanent-way workshops.
On looking over this plan it is abundantly clear that the yard is much too small for the future of
the locomotive department, as the proposed enlargement of the running shed would only give accommodation for eight engines in addition to the old shed, which provides for sixteen, making twenty-four engines
altogether. The total number of engines now on the Southern, Western, and Richmond Railways is 74,
and as the number will soon be increased to 100 it is absolntely necessary that accommodation far
exceeding that which can be given in the Redfern yard mnst be provided.
Plan No. 2 shows an arrangement for goods warehouses, sidings, &c., with the locomotive buildings
removed, and the encroachment upon Prince Alfred Park shown on plan No. 1 abandoned. This arrangement would give the following accommodation for goods traffic
One shed, 400 feet by 103, with two outside platforms—one 450 feet by 15 feet—and a second
one 200 feet by 20 feet.
Two goods sheds, each 350 feet by 48 feet.
One
300 feet by 117 feet.
One
350 feet by 50 feet, with two lines of way through for wool traffic.
There is also a small shunting engine-shed and carriage-shed, with all the necessary sidings
complete.
A tarpaulin-shed, 200 feet by 40, and the permanent-way workshops are also provided for in this
arrangement.
Plan

17

Plan No. 3. This plan shows an arrangement for the locomotive department only, including—
Engine runnrng-shed, 350 x 128 feet, to hold 56 engines.
Shed for tenders, 300 x 40 feet.
Engine painting shop, 200 x 40 feet.
Carriage painting shop, 200 x 40 feet.
Carriage and waggon repairing shop, 220 x 68 feet.
Engine erecting shops, one 200 x 55 feet, and a second shop 340 t 55 feet.
Engine lifting shop, 150 x55 feet.
Two machine shops, each 200 x 50 feet, with engine and boiler house between them.
Blacksmiths' shops, iron foundry, copper-smiths, brass founders, and boiler shop, stores, &c.
There are also two coal stages, one 250 x 25, the other 200 x 25, with sheds for storing wheels,
offices,
The goods arrangement shown on plan No. 2 will not all be required for many years; but lam
satisfied they will eventwilly be demanded by the great increase in traffic which will take place on the
completion of the different extensions South and West, and the proposal now made will, I think, be
sufficiently extensive for many years.
Additional land must be had near to Sydney, even should the locomotive shops not be immediately
removed, as it is only a question of time when the Government must have sufficient accommodation for
building all rolling-stock required for the railways, engines carriages, and waggons.
The cost of carrying out this proposal will, no doubt, be great, but it must be done ; if not now,
in the course of a very few years, and the cost will be eonsiderablyincreased by delay.
The land alone will not cost less than £30,000, and the new buildings, tunnel, sidings, &c., will cost
about £170,000. l'liis expenditure might extend over several years, as a portion of the buildings only
will be at once required, and the additions call be made as they are demanded by the traffic.
JOHN WI-lITTON.

a.

No. 3.
The Locomotive Overseer to The Engineer-in-Chief.
I un respectfully to call your most serious attention to my reports of July 22nd, 1874, Mi?. 74/2,138,
and October 10th last, M.P. 75/3,663, respecting the deficiency of workshop accommodation at Sydney.
The work of repairing rolling-stock is rapidly increasing, not only in proportion to the additions to our
rolling-stock and increase of mileage run, which is very considerable, but also in consequence of many of
our engines and other rolling-stock, which have now been a long time in use, requiring to undergo very
extensive repairs and renewals of a much heavier character than they have hitherto required.
The above causes, combined with the introduction of the cigt-liour system, make it impossible to
prevent the work of repairs to engines and other rolling-stock from falling into arrears, so much so that
unless lain able to employ more liamids, through being provided with increased shop-room, I feel that I cannot
much longer be answerable for supplying in safe running order the requisite engines and vehicles for
working the traffic. In addition to the impossibility of maintaining the rolling-stock in ,in efficient condition
from 1:he want of workriiop space, I should also call attention to the fact that the work of nearly all the
branches of the department is carried on at very great disadvantage and loss to the Commissioner through
the same cause.
The promised new machine-shop, and a repairing shop for locomotives, are equally urgently
required. The former is wanted to afford room for additional lathes and other machines, and also to give
space required to work the present machines to advantage. The latter is required to enable the work of
repairing engines to be carried on conveniently, amid to afford the necessary accommodation for the
requisite number of engines to be lifted at one time, which is impossible at present. Our appliances for
lifting engines are to a great extent of a temporary character, and were designed for engines of a lighter
class than those now chiefly in use. The erecting of engines and other mechanical work of a superior
nature have now to be carried on exposed to all the weather, or under temporary canvas covers, in
consequence of want of room inside the building, which, of course, is working under great obstacles.
There is also a great deal of labour and inconvenience involved in shunting engines, which would be
altogether obviated were more space available under cover. At present it large number of engines have to
remain outside, exposed to the weather and the effect of dust and grit, with which they become smothered,
and consequenty damaged to a considerable extent.
An additional waggou repairing-shop is also badly required at present; the work, to a great extent,
has to be carried on under great inconveniences, and loss, owing to its having to be done in the open air.
The additional accommodation for lathes and for lifting engines is, however, the most urgently
required, and I trust that steps will at enee be taked to provide the same. I should be glad if the Minister
W. SCOTT, 17/12/75.
could spare time to come and inspect the works with you.
I quite agree with Mr. Scott, that additional accommodation is required for the locomotive and
carriage branches, and I desire to call the Commissioner's serious attention to my proposal to remove the
above branches to the south of the Redfern tunuel.—J.W., 14/12/75. The Commissioner.

No.4.
The Locomotive Overseer to The Engineer-in-Chief.
Government Railways, Engineer-in-Chief's Branch, 10 December, 1875I nra respectfully to call attention to the great degree of inconvenience and danger occasioned by the
awkward position of the railway store relatively to the workshops, it being commonly necessary to pass
under or over a half-dozen lines of waggons in passing from one to the other, and causing sometimes a
great loss of time.
This morning, as Edward M'Grath and striker (of permanent-way blacksmith's-shop) were coming
across with a bar of iron, the engine moved the waggons under which they were passing the bar. The
iron
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iron was bent greatly, and the men had a narrow escape. This, however, is not altogether an unusua
occurrence, and I may say that there are many narrow escapes, some happening every week, as all the
heavy and awkward boiler-pate castings, &c., have to be transported across the lines.
W. SCOTT.
I hope the Commissioner will take into his serious consideration, at the earliest possible time, my
proposal to remove the locomotive shops from the Sydney yard.-3.W., 14/12/75.
Memo.-75/627 of
22/11/75. To Commissioner.

-

No.5.
Minute of The Traffic Manager.

Tmn attention of the Minister was drawn, I perceive, by Sydney Morning Herald of 16/12/75, and to
complaints made respecting irregularities in delivery of wool from Redfern station.
I am not aware to what eases Mr. Stuart refers, but it is quite possible that it is to certain
balances of consignments which get buried upon the shed being packed. It cannot be avoided, unless
consigaees were prepared to take delivery as fast as the wool comes down, and release contractors' drays,
&e., within reasonable time. If we cannot get rid of it as fast as it comes the shed soon becomes blocked
up, and there is no gettingat odd bales and small consignments.
We have, of course, no platform accommodation, and cannot, therefore, pretend to sort brands.
I am now pushing the delivery faster than is agreeable to the consignees, and in addition to the
shed being full have over 150 trucks not yet unloaded.
Our facilities in the way of shed and platform accommodation are utterly absurd for so large a
traffic. All our general merchandise has to be taken in and delivered in the open yard, and it is a matter
of serious moment that we should be provided with something like the means of carrying on the rapidly
increasing work of this department.
Being unable to release the larger number of loaded trucks before-mentioned from want of shed
and platform, I am nnable to supply the demand of stations for either trucks or sheets. Traffic is
impeded, revenue lost, and disappoiiitinent and loss entailed upon our customers.
Commissioner for Railways.
DV., 17/12/75.
Mr. Whitton,—Can anything be (lone to remedy this inconvenience P—JR., 22J12/75.
See my
report, 75,1627, of 22nd November; with reference to the removal of the locomotive shops from the
station yard, and suggesting increased facilities for the traffic branch.—J.W., 22/12/75. Commissioner.

No. 6.
The Locomotive Overseer to The Engineer-in-Chief.
Government Railways, Engineer-in-Chief's Branch, 21 February, 1876.
I nna respectfully to call your serious attention to my previous reports respecting the deficiency of work
shop accommodation at Sydney.
I find the work of maintaining the rolling stock to be increasing so rapidly that it has become
absolutely necessary for carrying on the work to have additional engi
ne
pits and appliances for lifting
engines. The new inachine.shop also, that was promised a long time ago to be erected, is still remaining
in abeyance, although so badly required.
As before stated, an additional carriage and waggon and repairing shop is urgently required.
I sincerely trust that no time will be suffered to elapse before the erection of new shops is taken
in hand.
W. SCOTT.
I quite agree with Mr. Scott as to the necessity for increased accommodation for the locomotive
department, and desire to call the Commissioner's attention to my memo., dated 22nd November, 1875
(75/627).—J.W., 24/2/76. The Commissioner.

No. 7.
The L000motivQ Overseer to The Engineer-in-Chief.
Government Railways, Engineer-in.Chief's Branch, 20 April, 1876,
I BEG again to call your most serious attention to the want of room in our repairing shops, for taking in
all the engines requiring repairs. When the new engines arrive space will also be required for putting
them together.
Unless something is done in this matter at once I cannot be held responsible for supplying
sufficient engine power for working the traffic.
W. SCOTT.
I again call the Commissioner's attention to my minute, No. 627, of 22nd November, 1875, with
reference to the increased accommodation so urgently required at the Sydney station. Urgent and
ixnportant.—J.W., 21/4/76. Commissioner.

No. S.
Minute of The Commissioner.
I CAN do no more than urge on the Minister the necessity for an immediate settlement of this question.
If a lease of the premises offered by Messrs. P. N. Russell and Co. were taken for one or a series of
years, with the option of purchase, we could relieve 'the locomotive shops and at once commence the
ranufacture of passenger carriages and other stock so much wanted.
J.R., 27/4/76.
No. 9.
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No.9.
The Locomotive Overseer to The Engineer-in-Chief.
Government Railways, Engineer-in-Chiefs Branch, iS July, 1876.
I urn respectfully to again call your serious attention to the imperative necessity for the proposed new
workshops. The train mileage is being increased both by the opening of new extensions and increased
number of trains, and still the long promised increased workshop accommodation, with additional machines,
are not being provided. The way our shop is crowded with niaclunes is excessively inconvenient, and
entails very great expense, and considerable danger in shifting heavy pieces of machinery in and out of
the shop. I may cite the case of the cylinders (to replace the cracked ones in No. 50 engine) being planed
by Shaw at the time of the accident, reported yesterday, which weigh 212 tonF, and for which our planing
machine is too small and ill-adapted—involving the necessity of taking out all the screws and feeding gear
to allow the cylinders to pass between the standards and cross-bridge.
I trust that something will be done in this matter at once, as it will not admit of much further
W. SCOTT.
delay.

No. 10.
Minute of The Engineer-in-Chief.
I HAVE repeatedly called the Commissioner's attention to the necessity of providing additional accommodaJ.W., 7 August, 1876.
tion at Sydney both for locomotive and traffic branches.
Commissioner.

No. 11.
Minute from The Secretary for Public Works to The Engineer-in-Chief.
The Site for the New Railway Workshops.
[Very urgent.]
Tnns is a sum of money on the Loan Estimates for 1877, namely, £130,000, to be appropriated to the
erection of workshops, for the repairs of rolling stock, &c., and there is also a sum of money on the
supplementary Estimates for 1876, namely £3,429 lOs,, for the purchase of land at Duck Creek, for
railway workshops indeed I have been informed that this land has been bought by the Government.
I likewise observe that one of the principal advantages claimed as jusIr'ing the purchase of this
land, was that all heavy loading, such as boilers, castings, &e., could be lightered to it.
As the Engineer of Existing Lines has reported to me that there is so little room at the Redfern
Station for the workmen employed in repairing the rolling stock, that some of the men are working under
canvas (which certainly appears very objectionable), and that there exists, at the present time, the most
urgent need for additional accommodation, I am desirous of obtainiug, at as early a date as possible, the
opinion of the Engineer-in-Chief for Bailways upon the following subjects
First—Does lie approve of the land at Duck Creek being used for the erection of workshops,
and could heavy castings, boilers, &c., be lightered to the workshops if they were erected on
the land purchased by the Government at Duck Creek?
Secondly—If the Engineer-in-Chief for Railways does not approve of the land at Duck Creek
being used for the railway workshops, in what locality would he recommend that the
Government should obtain land for the purpose, and would Mr. Whitton, in his report,
please state the reasons which have led him to recommend any special or particular locality
for this object P
J.H., 14/5/77.
See report herewith.—WJLQ., 31/5/77.
A
Mr. Whitton for report, B.C., 14/5)77.—JR.
similar minute was sent to the Engineer for Existing Lines, (Spe report. No. 13.)

No. 12.
Minute from the Engineer-in-Chief to The Commissioner.
Department of Public Works, Railway Branch, Engineer-in.Chief's Offlcc, 31 May, 1877.
Subject: New Railway Workshops.
REFERRING to the Minister's memo. of the 14th instant on the subject of the proposed workshops for the
locomotive department, I have to state that on the 22nd November, 1875, I forwarded for the consideration of the then Minister for Works a report and plans for the removal of the workshops from the
station yard at Redfern to land belonging to Mrs. Chishoim, a short distance from the present station.
The shops to be erected on the same level and close alongside the main line of railway.
'
I also proposed to construct a second short tunnel under the Botany
Road for the shunting of
goods trains, and to use the present Redfern yard exclusively for goods traffic.
I selected the site I have named as one offering special advantages, being of considerable length
and width, and generally favourable for the foundations of buildings, and could be connected with the
main line at both ends, or at any intermediate point.
I proposed to erect upon it the following building :—Shed for tenders, engine painting shop,
carriage painting shop, carriage and waggon repairing shop, engine erecting shops, engine lifting shop,
two nmaclnne shops, with engine and boiler house between them, blacksmiths' shops, iron foundry, coppersmith's, brass-founders', and boiler shop, stores, &c.
A running shed to hold fifty-six engines was also included in the arrangement with coaling stages,
engine turn-table, &c. For dimensions of buildings see my report previously referred to.
It is a matter of considerable importance to have the running shed and workshops together, so that
one Superintendent can overlook both the engines under construction or repairs and the engines in work,
and I know of no site where this arrangement can be car7ied out so eciently as that recommended by
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me on the land belonging to Mrs. Clusholrn. If this land be purchased it will afford sufficient accomodaflon for workshops and running-sheds for a long time to come, and although the cost may appear great
I consider this of bUtte moment when compared with the great advantages of the position.
The land purchased at Duck River, about 12 miles from Sydney, for the locomotive workshops, is
not, in my opinion, suitable for the purpose intended, and for the following reasons
The land is considerably below the main line of railway near to Duck River, and can only be
connected with it at one end, which is in itself a serious disadvantage.
That the rails of the main line at Duck River are 16 feet above the surface of the ground, and
if the lines of rails for the workshops be laid in on the level (which they should be from
that point), they would be 17 feet below the level of the main line at the northern boundary
of the land, which is 37 chains north of Duck River.
That the highest flood known at Duck River since the construction of the railway extended over
the land purchased for the workshops a distance of 30 chains, and an average depth of more
than 4 feet.
That to keep the workshops above flood level the buildings and sidings would have to be constructed for 30 chains out of 37 chains, the total length of the ground, upon an embanknientof at least 6 feet in height.
That if the land had been otherwise suitable for workshops the whole of the raw material from
England required for the construction and repairs of the rolling stock would have to pay
freight upon 12 miles of railway before such material could be used.
That all imported engines and rolling stock generally would have to pay freight for a like distance
before they could be erected for use in the traffic branch.
That to erect the workshops at Duck River would render rnnning.sheds, sidings, and machinery
for temporary repairs absolutely necessary at Sydney, and additional land would have to be
provided for this purpose.
Duck River, I am informed, is only navigable at high water for boats drawing about 4 feet, and
at low water it is useless for purposes of navigation.
It is full of snags and inudbanks, and could not, nnder existin g circumstances, be used for the
purpose of taking heavy machinery from Sydney Harbour to the proposed site for the
workshops.
Notwithstanding the additional price which would have to be paid for the land near to Sydney,
I strongly recommend that it be purchased for the erection of the workshops and running.
sheds, and that the arrangement proposed by me in my report dated 22nd November, 1875,
be carried out in its entirety, as I know no other place so suitable for the requirements of
the department.
JOHN WHITTO.

No. 13.
Minute from The Engineer for Existing Lines to The Commissioner.
Department of Public Works, Railway Brauich,
Existing Lines, Engineer's Office, Sydney, 21 May, 1877.
Subject: Site for Railway Workthops.
I no not approve of the land referred to at Duck River as the best place for building the railway
workshops neither (10 I think that heavy articles such as those ]iamed could be conveyed by this river
in its present state. But supposing they could be conveyed by this means it would be no advantage to
do so, as it would be more costly than to lighter them at Darling Harbour, if it were necessary to lighter
them at all. I see no advantage to be gained by this means of communication.
The principal objections to this land as a site for the railway workshops are
1st. Its distance from Sydney (12 miles), from which place all stores would have to be conveyed,
involving a constant and permanent expense, besides the inconvenience that would be
experienced in various ways by being removed such a distance from the terminal station.
2nd. The land is divided by the main line which is on a high embankment, and on a gradient of
1 in 120, into two portions, and although sufficient in area the form and position of it
are not calculated for making convenient arrangements for shops and sidings. It is also
subject to floods, and the sidings and shops would have to be constructed on an average of
at least 3 feet 6 inches or 4 feet above the surface of the ground to place it above the
highest known flood level.
?rd. The water in Duck River in dry seasons is of bad quality and not suitable for locomotive
purposes.
The land which I consider most suitable for a site for railway workshops, sidings, &c., is situated
at 1 mile from the Redfern station, and is known as Chisholm's and Slade's Paddocks.
The main line of railway which passes through this land is on an embankment from 10 to 12 feet
high on the level and straight for about I of a mile. It is approached at the north end by a gradient of
1 in 106 from the Chippendale tunnel, and if chosen as a site for workshops, the above gradient could be
greatly improved by lowering the embankment to about the level of the ground, and the workshops and
sidings could all be placed on the same level, making communication easy with main line at any point,
and reducing the foundations to a minimum depth.
The great length of continuous straight line would be a great advantage in many respects. Being
so close to Sydney and the terminal station, no inconvenience would be felt or extra erpense incurred in
obtaining stores, &c.. &c. This is of great importance.
A permanent supply of good water could be obtained.
A large number of the workmen now engaged in the workshops reside near the place, some of them
in houses of their own.
Taken altogether, I know of no other place so convenient and suitable as a site for the railway
workshops.
WILLIAM MASON.
No. 14.
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No. 14.
Site for Railway Workshops.
Précis of case.
PROPOSED sites upon which to erect new railway workshops ; also offer of Messrs. P. N. Russell & Co.
to sell or lease their property in Barker-street, Sydney.
The following sites have been suggested, and for easy reference may be numbered from 1 to 7
No. 1, at Liverpool; No. 2, at Picton; No. 3, at Peurith; No. 4, at Dogtrap Road, near Parramatta
Junction; No. 5, beyond Redfern tunnel, being that recommended by the Engineer.in .Chief; No. 6, at
Duck River, in the district of Liberty Plains, near Parramatta Junction; No. 7, Barker-street, Sydney,
being the property of Messrs. Russell & Co.
1.—LIVERPooL.
In June, 1873, a resolution was passed by the Liverpool Municipal Council, appointing a deputation
to wait upon Mr. Secretary Sutherland and bring under his notice the advantages Liverpool offered as a
site for establislung a branch rolling stock manufactory. The deputation were informed that their
request would be considered when any alteration in the site of the present workshops was contemplated,
and they were desired to put their proposition in writing, this they did in July following, when the Council,
ratepayers, and inhabitants of Liverpool expressed their willingness to resign to the Government the
recreation reserve, contiguous to the railway paddock, for the purpose of erecting workshops thereon.
Nothing further appears to have been done in this case.
2.—PIcT0N.
In January, 1874, a petition was received through Captain Onslow, M.P., froni the residents of
Picton, pointing out that Picton would be a suitable place; on referring the petition to the Engineer.inChief, be wrote: " I was not aware that it was in contemplation to remove the workshops for the railways
from Sydney, but if they were removed I do not think Picton would be a suitable place for them."
On the 9th of February, 1874, Captain Onslow was informed that nothing had been determined as
to the removal of the workshops.
3.—PENEITu.
In April, 1875, a memorial was received from the inhabitants of Penrith, suggesting that Penrith
was the most advantageous site for the workshops to be removed to, as land could be obtained cheap, the
water was inexhaustible and of the best quality, coal and billet wood obtainable at reduced cost, and that
already Penrith was the place where the lighter locomotive engines were changed for the heavier ones to
work the steep inclines over the western mountains. The Engineer-in.Chief on being referred to, drew
attention to his minute on the petition relating to the site at .Picton.
Excepting that the receipt of the memorial was acknowledged, nothing further took place.
4.—Doernr ROAD, NEAR PARRANATn Jurccriox.
On 20th December, 1875, Mr. A. T. }[elroyd wrote recommending this site it abuts 20 chains on
the Dogtrap Road, and is about 2 miles from Parramatta Junction station.
No action appears to have been taken on this letter.
5.—PltorosnD IMPROVEMENTS, SYDNEY STATION
(By Engineer-in-Chief.)
On the 13th March, 1877, a return was laid upon the Table of the Legislative Assembly in
reference to the purchase by the Government of certain ],and at Duck River for workshops, and it was
found necessary in connection therewith to introduce into that return the propositions submitted by the
Engineer-in.Chief, but as we are dealing seriatim with each proposed site, the minute of the locomotive
foreman calling attention to the urgent necessity for providing workshops on a larger scale, and the minute
of the Engineer-in.Chief submitting his propositions, are here inserted
The Locomotive Foreman to The Engineer-in-Chief.
I beg respectfully to call your attention to the fact that our workshops have not the requisite
accommodation for the increasing work of repairing locomotives, &c. I would strongly urge the necessity
for providing workshops on a larger scale as early as possible, otherwise it will not be possible to keep
pace with the work. It is it serious matter to be beth short of engines and also of accommodation to
carry out the required repairs. At present I am erecting one of the new engines (to replace one of the
1 to 4 class) outside, under a tarpaulin without a pit, having no room inside the shops. This is building
engines under great disadvantages.
The boiler for the second engine of the above class is in a forward state; but those for the thiFd
and fourth engines are only just put together, in which state they have been lying since August last year,
when the men were taken oft to put together new engines, siuce which they have been employed on heavy
repairs to the old goods engines, No. 17 class, and latterly to the old bogie engines, No. 23 class ; so that
it has not been possible to keep many men on the new engines. Five of the latter (bogies) yet remain to
be renewed in the fire-boxes, cylinders, &c.
I have in hand, for fixing on No. 23 engine, the Westinghouse dee breaks, and I have also corn.
menced with the American chimneys for spark.catching, in both of which jobs there is a great deal of
boiler.makors' and other work.—W.. Scorr, 8/10175.
Additional accommodation will be recommended in a short time.—J.W., 13)10/75.
To be returned.
Seen.—W. Seen, 18/10/75.

Mr. Scott,—

The
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The Engineer-in-Chief to The Commissioner.
Subject: Proposed Improvements, Sydney Station
Department of Public Works, Railway Branch, Engineer's Office, Sydney, 22 November, 1875.
I FOEWAIiD for the consideration of the Commissioner, three plans on one sheet, showing proposed
arrangements for goods warehouses and workshops at the Redfern terminus of the Southern and MT estern
Railways, and the removal of the locomotive shops to a site beyond the tunnel at Redfern, upon land
belonging to Mrs. Chisholm.
Plan No. 1 shows existing arrangements of locomotive, carriage, and goods sheds at Redfern, also
proposed goods-shed in Prince Alfred Park, and extension of the present locomotive shops.
Plan No. 2 shows proposed goods arrangements at Redfern, without encroaching upon Prince Alfred
Park, should the removal of the present locomotive shops be sanctioned.
Plan No. 3 shows re-arrangement of locomotive shops on land belonging to Mrs. Chisholm, if
removed from the present station yard.
After having given this matter the greatest consideration, I am forced to the conclusion that the
present Redfern station yard is much too small even for the existing traffic, and the only way in which this
yard can be made to accommodate the existing and prospective traffic will be by removing the whole of the
locomotive, carriage, and waggon repairing and painting shops to the position shown on plan No. 3.
Plan No. 1. Upon this plan is shown a proposal to construct a second tunnel under Botany-street,
and to carry the junction of the goods line from the north end of the Botany-street tunnel up to Wellsstreet, so as to enable the shunting in the station yard to be carried on without blocking the main line,
as at present. Also the erection of a new goods warehouse and the construction of the necessary sidings
in Prince Alfred Park, and the removal of the Exhibition building. The enlargemeut of the existing
running-shed, machine-shop, coal stage, and the construction of an erecting shop and all necessary roads
in connection therewith. A new carriage-shed is also shown, and a new store, tarpaulin store, andpermatent-way workshops.
On looking over this plan it is abundantly clear that the yard is much too small for the future of
the locomotive department, as the proposed enlargement of the running-shed would only give accommodation for eight engines in addition to the old shed, which provides for sixteen, making twenty-four engines
altogether. The total number of engines now on the Southern, \\Testern, and Richmond Railways is 74,
and as the number will soon be increased to 100 it is absolutely necessary that accommodation far
exceeding that which can be given in the Redfern yard must be provided.
Plan No. 2 shows an arrangement for goods warehouses, sidings, &c., with the locomotive buildings
removed, and the encroachment upon Prince Alfred Park shown on plan No. 1 abandoned. Tins arrangement would give the following accommodation for goods traffic:—
One shed, 400 feet x 103, with two outside platforms—one 450 feet x 15 feet—and a second
one 200 feet x 20 feet.
Two goods sheds, each 350 feet x 48 feet.
One
800 feet x 117 feet.
One
350 feet x 50 feet, with two lines of way through for wool traffic.
There is also a small shunting engine-shed and carriage-shed, with all the necessary sidings complete.
A tarpaulin-shed, 200 feet i 40, and the permanent-way workshops are also provided for in this
arrangement.
Plan No. 3. This plan shows an arrangement for the locomotive department only, including—
Engine-running shed, 350 x 125 feet, to hold 56 engines.
Shed for tenders, 300 x 40 feet.
Engine painting shop, 200 x 40 feet.
Carriage painting shop, 200 x 40 feet.
Carriage and waggon repairing shop, 220 x 68 feet.
Engine erecting shops, one 200 x 55 feet, and a second shop, 340 x 55 feet.
Engine lifting shop, 150 x 55 feet.
Two machine shops, each 200 x 50 feet, with engine and boiler house between them.
Blacksmiths' shops, iron foundry, copper-smiths', brass founders', and boiler shops, stores, &e.
There arc also two coal stages, one 250 x 25, the other 200 x 25, with sheds for storing wheels,
offices, &c.
The goods arrangement shown on plan No. 2 will not all be required for many years; but Tam satisfied they will eventually be demanded by the great increase in traffic which will take place on the completion of the different extensions South and West; and the proposal now made will, I think, be sufficiently
extensive for many years.
Additional land must be had near to Sydney, even should the locomotive shops not be immediately
removed, as it is only a question of time when the Government must have sufficient accommodation for
building all rolling stock required for the railways, engines, carriages, and waggons.
The cost of carrying out this proposal will, no doubt, be great, but it must be done; if not now,
inthe course of a very few years, and the cost will be considerably increased by delay.
The land alone will not cost less than £30,000, and the new buildings, tunnel, sidings, &e., will cost
about £170,000. This expenditure might extend over several years, as a portion of the buildings only will
be at once required, and the additions can be made as they are demanded by the traffic.—Joinc Wnx'rroi.
It will be seen from a minute dated 31st May, 1877 (attached horeto), that the Engineer-in-Ohio
strongly recommends that the proposal made by him to remove the workshops to the land belonging
to Mrs. Chisholm, a short distance from the present Redfern station, be carried out; and the Engineer for
Existing Lines in his report of 21st 1Sf ay, 18e7 (also attached hereto), also considers this site the most
suitable.
6.-PUCK RIVER,
The following printed return shows what has taken place up to 4th January, 1877, subseqnent
minutes thereon are appended to the printed matter—both the Engineer-in-Chief and the Engineer for Existing Lines strongly disapprove of Puck River as a site for workshops.
7.—
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7.— P. N. RUSSELL & Co.'s OFFER TO SELL OR LEASE TIIEIR VBOPItflTY IN BAiticEit-sIJUtET, Syln(Ey.
On the 06 December, 1875, Messrs. P. N. Russell & Co. addressed a letter to the Government,
ofienng to sell their freehold property, with the whole of the plant and machinery thereon, for £50,000,
or £3,000 per annum if let on lease for seven or ten years.
They state that the property has a water frontage to Darling Harbour of 320 feet, and is only about
200 yards distant from the rails of Darling Harbour Railway. It consists of their iron and brass foundries,
engineering or fitting and blacksmith's shops, and the large shop recently constructed by them for the
manufacture of railway rolling stock. They also include in their offer all patterns, drawings, plans,
templates, &e.
On the 13th April, 1876, Mr. Secretary Lackey asked the Engineer-in-Chief for his opinion on this
offer, and Mr. Whitton reported as follows

*

*

*

*

*

*

The price asked for the land, machinery, and buildings does not appear to me excessive, though I
have had no opportunity of inspecting either the machinery or buildings; but I am informed they are in
good order.
"I think it would be possible, in the event of the Government purchasing this property, to connect
the works with the Darling Harbour sidings ; but I have not had my attention particularly directed to
this matter. If it be resolved to take the works, it might probably be advisable, in the first instance, to
lease the property for five years, with the right of purchase at the present price at the end of that time.
This would give sufficient time to fully try the experiment of the manufacture of rolling stock by the
Government.
"I may mention that the purchase of this property will in no way supersede or change my proposal
for the removal of the locomotive shops from the Redfern terminus."
The Engineer-in-Chief having, on the 21st April following, called the Commissioner's special
attention to the want of increased accommodation at Redfern, the Commissioner wrote as follows
"I can do no more than urge on the Minister the necessity for an immediate settlement of this
question. If a lease of the premises offered by Messrs. P. N. Russell & Co. were taken for one or a series
of years, with the option of purchase, we could relieve the locomotive shops, and at once commence the
manufacture of passenger carriages and other stock so much wanted—JR., 27/4/76."
On the 27th November, 1876, Messrs. Russell again wrote (having never received any reply to
their first letter), and offered the property in a different form, viz., to lease it for three to seven years,
instead of seven to ten years, giving the Government the option of purchasing the plant at the end of the
lease, at a valuation.
The matter was referred to Cabinet by Mr. Alex. Stuart, on 1st December, 1876; but nothing
appears to have been decided, as the papers are marked "For our snceessors.—Joifl( RoBERTsor, 21/3/77."
On the 10th May following, Messrs. Russell asked for an interview with Mr. Secretary lloskms.
They saw Mr. Hoskins on the 30th of May, and were informed by him that be declined to entertain their
offer at present.
On the 20th February, 1818, Messrs. Russell wrote to Mr. Secretary Sutherland, asking for an
interview respecting their offer. There is nothing on the papers to show that an interview took place,
aithongh they were informed that Mr. Sutherland would see them on the 8th of March. However, on
the 14th March a letter was sent to them by direction of the Minister, informing them that he would
consider time matter, and lay it before the Cabinet for their decision.
This completes the whole of the transactions as regards the sites for new workshops, and has been
compiled in accordance with the Minister's and Comnussioner's instructions of July last.
B. VERNON, 23/9/78.
Continue this to show the action taken by Mr. Sutherland in regard to the premises offered by
P. N. Russell & Co—On, A. G., 6/1/79. Continuation attached.
Précis continued
On the 2nd July, 1878, a further eommnunieation in reference to Messrs. P. N. Russell & Co's.
premises at Darling Harbour was addressed to the Minister by Mr. W. Pritchard, who stated that the
property had been placed in his bands for lease or sale, and that he again offered it to the Government.
Mr. Sutherland ordered the Engineer for Existing Lines to make a careful inspection of the whole
of the premises, plant, machinery, &c., and suhniit an inventory of same, together with a report as to their
value at that time, and whether they were calculated to meet the necessihes of the increasing business of
time railways.
The report of the Engineer for Existing Lines was received in September last. His valuation of
the property is as follows
.. £24,143
Land
...
..,
,
...
...
..
...
... 10,255
Buildings, shops, sheds, &c
...
...
...
...
... 15,054
Machinery, tools, stores, &c.......
...
...
...
...
200
Miscellaneous items
..,
..,
...
...
...
...

... £49,652
Total value
...
...
...
...
...
...
He reports that the premises could not be availed of for the purposes for which additional accommodation is needed, owing to their form being unsuitable and their position too isolated from the railway,
communication being interrupted by valuable waterside property which could not be purchased except at
great cost; and that the plant and machinery being chiefly adapted for marine and general work very little
of it could be utilized for railway shops.
In a minute dated 11/11/78, Mr. Sutherland writes that the price asked by Messrs. P. N.
Russell& Co., would appear from the Engineer of Existing Lines' valuation to be a reasonable one, but
that having before him the objections set forth in Mr. Mason's report, he must deeidc to abandon the
proposal to purchase this otherwise very valuable property, and directed that Mr. Pritchard be so informed,
G.E., 6/1/79.
which was done.
Subsequently
95—B
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Subsequently to the date of this précis applications were received from several inland towns to
have the workshops erected in their respective localities, viz., No. 1, from Bathurst, presented by it
deputation which interviewed the Minister on the 24th October, 1878, No. 2, from Blaynev, presented
by a deputation on 31st October, 1878, No. 3, from Orange, presented by a deputation on ftft November,
1878, No. 4, from Murrurundi, on 19th June, 1870, and No. ö, from Dubbo, on 1st September, 1879.

No. 15.
T. R. Smith, Esq., M.P., to The Secretary for Public Works.
Dear Sir,
075, George-street, 0 March, 1879.
There was granted last year the sum of £7,000 for workshops for Penrith and other places.
I find that very little, if any, of this money has been laid out in Penrith. I was at Penrith last week, and
my attention was drawn to several engines being out in the rain with men cleaning them. These men are
compelled to work out in the rain all night cleaning these engines, as there is only room in the engine-shed
for, I think,, four engines, and there are at Penrith mostly from eight to twelve. Hoping you will have
placed on Supplementary Estimates a sum of money to carry out these works,
Yours, &e.,
T. H. SMITH.
Mr. Mason,—B.O., 7 /3/79.—Cu.A.G-.
The accommodation required at Penrith in additional
shops, &e., is a matter for Mr. Burnett's consideratien,—'W'.M., 10/3/79.
Commissioner. Where is
paper authorizing amount to be placed on Estimates ?—Csx.A..G., 17/3[79.
The amount on Estimates
was £10,000, not £7,000. It was placed on Engineer for Existing Lines' Estimates, but there were no
papers—G.E.
The following are the items voted on the Estimates —Extension of present machine
shops and engine.sheds, Sydney, £5,000; additional engine.sheds and maelnne shops at Penrith,
Bathurst, and Goulburn, £10,000; and the amount is now available. Mr. Burnett should consider, and
report on the best means of appropriating the amount in the most effective -manner. Be will deal with
the question, no doubt, in connection with the wider one already referred to him on the subject of railway
workshop accommodation generally.—Cxr.A.G., 21/3/79.
Locomotive Engineer,-13.C., 22/3/79.—GB.
See report on workshops.—R.H.B., 30/5/79. Commissioner.

No. 16.
Minute of The Commissioner.
Subject: Railway Workshops
Tns question of the most suitable site for the railway workshops is under the consideration of the
Government.
Accompanying this are the papers on the subject.
The Locomotive Engineer, who is charged with the administration of this branch of the department,
is necessarily from his position largely interested in 1-lie question, and will probably be able to offer some
suggestions which may assist the Government in arriving at a decision.
The papers are forwarded to him for this purpose.
C'r.A,G., B.C., 17/3/79.
This matter should be viewed not only as regards the present, but the future requirements of the
department, and Mr. Burnett's attention is drawa to the railway map attached to Railway Report of
1877, indicating the probqble direction the further extension of the railways will take.—Cmi.A.G-., 11/3/70.
Report hierewith.—lt-.H.B., 30/5/79.
Commissioner.

No. 17.
Minute from The Locomotive Engineer to The Commissioner.
Department of Public Works, Railway Branch,
Locomotive Engineer's Oflice, Sydney, 24 May, 1879.
Subject: Workshops and Running-sheds.
HAVING given careful consideration to the question of the site for the railway workshops, as disclosed in
the previous papers on the subject, accompanying the Commissioner's 1\f.P. 79-4,134, and having inspected
the various places which have been proposed from time to time, aswell asthose which appear at all suitable
for the purpose, I have now the honor to submit the following report:—
The general considerations which may be regarded as governing this important question may be
briefly stated as follows
That the site selected shall be as near as possible to the point of delivery of the heavy
material used in the manufacture and repair of the rolling stock and plant.
That it shall be as near as possible to the natural centre of labour.
That it shall be in a central position, and readily accessible from each of the three trunk.
lines of railway, in view of their being ultimately connected.
That it shall be as nearlt level as possible, and on the same level with the railway lines.
That it shall be wholly on one side or other of the railway.
(0.) That it shall be capable, if possible., of being connected with the main line at both ends or
at any intermediate point.
That it shall be of sufficient extent to enable the machinery and plant to be laid out, not
only for present requirements, but with sufficient margin of space to meet any probable
future extensions; and
That it shall have a sufficient supply of good water.
in the above list the question of the price of the land has been excluded, being, as seems to
me, a matter of secondary consideration: because under all, but very exceptional, circumstances, it cannot
amount to a vital element, when the mneh larger cost of buildings and machinery is taken into account.
An examinaien of the position of the main workshops of the English railways (particulars of
which are given in the Appendix 13) will illustrate this, and show the importance attaching to the first
two of the foregoing considerations, viz., (1) the facility of delivery of the heavy materials used, and
(2) proximity to the centre of skilled labour.
From
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From the particulars given in toe Appendix it will be seen that, except in the several instances
where the site of the workshops has been determined by the pie-existence of centres of iron manufactures and of skilled labour away from the principal terminus, they have been fixed, in the immediate
vicinity of the metropolis, or principal town of the district served, notwithstanding that the cost of
land must have been, as a matter of course much greater there than if the site had been selected by
reference to that consideration alone.
In dealing with the case of the New South Wales railways, now under consideration, the question
ariscs whether there is any certainty, or reasonable probability, of manufacturing industries being established at any point on the railway system which would justify the placing of the workshops there in
preference to Sydney.
In the immediate future, at all events, the port of Sydney must continue to be, as it has been in
the past, the point of supply of the great bulk of the heavy material used in the locomotive branches, and
I am not aware that it can be determined with any degree of certainty what point on the railway will
become in the future a great manulhcturing centre, able, with the present scale of wagcs in the Colony,
to compete on equal terms with the markets of Jihirope or America, for which the port of Sydney will
always be the natural and most suitable place of delivery.
In any case the matter is, as it seems to me, too uncertain at present to warrant the placing of the
workshops (which will, with the growth of traffic and extensions, eventually involve ,in expenditure of
probably little short of a quarter of a million sterling), in any one or other of the three mineral districts
of the Northern, Southern or Western lines, in preference to the Sydney district.
The various places which have been suggested at different times as affording suitable sites are as
follows
Picton, 53 miles from Sydney,
Penrith, 31. miles from Sydney,
Liverpool, 22 miles from Sydney,
South-cast of the Southern line, between the railway and the Dog-trap Road, about 14
miles from Sydney,
East of the Duck River, near Parramatta Junction, 12 miles from Sydney,
(0.) Chisholm's property, on the north side of the line, 1 mile from the Redfern terminus, and,
(7.) Barker-street, Sydney, the property of Messrs. P. N. Russell & Co.
Picton is, in my opinion, quite unsuitable. It is too far from Sydney, is on a single line, and
from the very limited extent of level ground could not be made available.
Penrith is likewise too far from Sydney, and is on a single line.
Liverpool is likewise unsuitable, being too far from Sydney, and is on a single line.
The land near the Dog-trap Road would be suitable as regards its extent, its evenness, and the
levelness of the line which passes it, provided a proper water supply could be obtained. Its proximity
to Parramatta .Tunction would enable double lines to be continued up to it without great expense, but its
dislance (viz., 14 miles) from Sydney renders it unsuitable.
The site near the Duck River is unsuitable for the reasons given in the report of Engineer-inChief, dated 3113t May, 1877, and in that of the Engineer for Existing lAnes, dated 21st May, 1877, and
because of its distance from Sydney.
0. Chishelm's property possesses in it marked degree:the requisite features, and if about 30 acres in
addition to that embraced in the plan No. .3, accompanying the report of the Engineer-in-Chief, could be
secured on the same side of the line no better place on the railway could be selected but I believe the
great increase in the value of the property which has taken place in the long interval since it was originally
recommended by the Engineer-in-Chief may stand in the way of its being made available for the purpose.
7. Barker-strect,.Sydney, is not available for the reason given in the report of the Engineer for
Existing Lines, dated 9th September, 1878.
The site which I believe will be found most suitable, if Clusholm's property proves not available, is
(1) On the north side of the line, about 2 miles from Sydney, near the Stanmore platform.
Failing this, there are several others more or less suitable near Sydney, viz.
(2,) On the north side of the line, about 4+ miles from Sydney.
On the north side of the line, about 7 miles from Sydney, near the Redmyre station ; or,
In the vicinity of the iomebush station.
Of these four sites, the one near the Stanmore platform will be found, I think, by far the most
suitable; but as this can only be determined by making ,in accnrate survey of the ground, I would
recommend that it, as well as the other three sites named, be at once surveyed, and the water supply
proved, so that their relative suitability may be correctly determined.
By fixing the site for the workshops as near to Sydoey as possible, the following important advantage would be gained, viz.: that it would admit of its embracing the running-shed for the Sydney district,
which, on account of the large number of engines stationed there, must always be a specially important
one, as it must provide for the accommodation of all the engines required in working the suburbah traffic,
as well as those required for the through trains which start and terminate in Sydney, and which in a couple
of years will number about 75 engines in use daily, of which 50 will leave and return in steam each day
and which, with the extension of the proposed suburban lines, will be from time to time largely increased.
It is important that this large establishment should be on the same site with the workshops, so as
to admit of its being placed under the direct supervision of one and the same head.
By placing both within the Sydney suburban district the advantage of proper supervision would
be secured, while at the same time the engines of that district would be enabled to go to shed at night,
and start therefrom in the morning, with the least amount of empty " running.
If on the other hand, the workshops were placed 12 or 14 miles from Sydney, either a distinct and
separate running.sbed would have to be erected in the vicinity of Sydney, or the Sydney engines would
have to run a large amount of extra empty " mileage, amounting (according to the position selected) to
between 200,000 and 250,000 miles per annum.
Any site beyond the surburban district is therefore not admissible, except in the event of suitable
land nearer Sydney being unavailable.
The
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The area that should be scoured for the purpose of the workshops and sheds should not be less
than from 50 to 60 acres, or even more. Although only a portion will be utilized at first, the advantage of
securing the means of unlimited extension cannot be overated, and even as an investment it is advisable,
as it will at any time well repay the interest on the purchase money by the re-sale of any surplus land,
on account of the increase in its value which the building of the workshops in the locality will create.
The proposed scheme for supplying Sydney with water from the Nepean would, if carried out, afford
n abundant supply to the workshops and running-sheds, in the event of any deficiency being found at any
of the Bites recomthended.
NEWCASTLE.

The present isolation of the Northern lines from those of the South and West renders it necessary
that the requirements of Newcastle, in respect to workshop appliances, should be considered in connection
with this subject.
Bee 794,040,
As it will doubtless be several years at least before the Northern and Southern lines are connected
enerso. to
Enaineer for
by
railway,
and as the present workshops and plant at honeysuckle Point are quite inadequate to mainistiogneeto
tain the rolling stock in an efficient manner and at reasonable cost, I recommend that the shops and
Burnett with
running-sheds thero be at once remodelled, and made adequate to accommodate and repair all the engines
gl.na and
and stock required to work that system up to the date at which railway connection shall have been made
buHdngsslr.ady
sothonzed to be between it and the Southern lines.
esnied out at
After that date it will probably be best to confine to the Sydney workshops any subsequent addiHou?
tions necessary for carrying on the work; but I would recommenA that there be no delay in providing at
ebopa
once at Newcastle whatever is necessary in the meantime to properly work the line, because, even after
CaA.a, 4/
e179' that connection shall have been made, the shops and plants at Newcastle can, with advantage, be kept
fully at work on the lighter repairs, which would otherwise have to be sent to Sydney, by which the cost
of transit will be avoided.
The site available at Honeysuckle Point is sufficient to enable suitable shops and shed-room to be
provided, without any additional outlay for land.

r 0k

LocoMoTIvE DEPÔTS.
In addition to the main repairing and running sheds at Sydney, and those just referred to for Newcastle, suitable accommodation and appliances should be provided without delay at the various locomotive
depots, to enable the work to be conducted economically.
I append a Statement, A, showing the nature and probable extent of the accommodation required
for efficiently maintaining and working the locomotive department.
Memo, sent
To enable the arrangement of buildings, sidings, &e., to be determined in the way best calculated
11r.
have theses,;. to secure economy in construction and working, it is recommencd that the land available at each of the
von I In hand stations in the list should be surveyed, and plans thereof prepared as early as possible.
and p=
M M,00nas
The accommodation named in the attached statement is what I estimate to be sufficient to meet
the requirements of the traffic during the next four or five years, and which will doubtless be sufficient at
several of the stations for many years to come, Care should, however, be taken in laying out the sheds
and shops to place them so that any subsequent extensions can be made without alteration of the then
existing buildings.
The sheds and sidings required by the traffic department for the accommodation of the carriages
and other stock in their charge at the various stations, together with the goods-shed and station accomodation, might with advantage be considered and plotted on the said plans, so that in laying out the
locomotive sheds and sidings the requirements of the traffic department may be kept in view, and thus
the best and most convenient arrangement of buildings and sidings for carrying on the service, taken as a
whole, may be secured.
Although increased accommodation is urgently required at the whole of the depOts named in the
accompanying list it is of vital importance that it should be provided without delay at Goulburn, Picton,
Penrith, Lithgow, Bathurst, and Singleton, as well as at the more important depOts of Sydney and
Newcastle.
The £10,000 already voted for sheds at Penrith, Bathurst, and Goulburn will enable a start to be
made at these stations as soon as the necessary plans are prepared.
The providing of accommodation for the workmen employed at outlying stations where houses are
not available is deserving of careful consideration as a means of promoting the economy and efficiency of
the Service.
In conclusion, I cannot too strongly urge the necessity for early action being taken in this matter,
as the present buildings and appliances are qinte inadequate to meet the requirements of the railways.
ROBT. H. BURNETT.
This had better be brought up again in, say, a fortnight, when I will submit to Cabinet.—J.L.,
18/6/79.
Re-submit end of month.
Re-submittcd.---4/7/79.

No. 18.
Messrs. Hardie & Gorman to The Colonial Secretary.
Sir,

Bell's Chambers, 175, Pitt-street, Sydney, 3 October, 1879.
Adverting to our interview some time since, and also to a representation made to us on account
of the Government by Mr. A. H. Mc0ulloch, M.P., we have now the pleasure to submit herein it tracing of
the Chisholm Estate at Redfern, containing an area of 62 acres 35 perches of land, on both sides of the
railway land, between Eveleigh and Macdonald Town stations.
As you are aware this property is in our hands for sale, and understanding that the Government
would entertain the purchase of the whole estate at a fair price, we now beg to submit and place under
offer this estate to the Government for the sum of (S100,000) one hundred thousand pounds cash, or a little
over 'ixteen hundred pounds (fl,600) per acre for the land; this offer to reman open for a period of (21)
twenty-one days.
In
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in suhrnitthig this property to the Government, permit us to say that it was with difficulty we
secured the consent of our clients to this course, they (as gentlemen of means) rather preferring to take the
full advantages by subdividing the property, on our showing of between £2,500 to £3,000 per acre. We
may also remark that notwithstanding overtures being made us by speculators for the purchase of the
property, no price has been named to anyone excepting the price named to the Government.
We should not have troubled you by submitting the purchase for your consideration, had it not
been for the overtures made to us as we understand for the Government, aid perhaps we may be forgiven
for proffering the remark that the Government would act wisely for purchasing this property previous to
further action being taken, which no doubt would enhance considerably its value.
Our clients had always expected a sum equal to £2,000 per acre cash for the land, and it was only
by careful showing that we could secure their approval and consent to offer only to the Government at the
price hereinbefore named, yin, a little over £1,600 per acre.
As our course is shaped for other action in the event of the Government not purchasing, and further,
as this offer is open for twenty-one days, allow us to press for your early consideration and reply.
We have, &c.,
HARDIE & GORMAN.

No. 19.
The Principal Tinder Secretary to Messrs. ilanlie & Gorman.
Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 10 October, 1879.
Gentlemen,
I have the honor, by direction of the Colonial Secretary, to acknowledge the due receipt of
your letter of the 3rd instant, placing under offer to the Government for a period of twenty-one days the 21 dafl 3
Chisholm Estate at Redfern, containing 62 acres 35 perches, for the sum of £100,000.
The Colonial Secretary has instituted such inquiries as it was his duty to make as to the value of
this property in a transaction transferring the whole for cash without trouble or loss of time to the vendors,
and the result of his inquiries does not reach the price you have asked.
I ant, however, directed to say that the Government is prepared to purchase the property at £00,000, £90,000.
the money to be paid as soon as your clients can complete the conveyance.
I have, &e.,
CRITCHETT WALKER.

No. 20.
Messrs. ilardie & Gorman to The Colonial Secretary.
Bell's Chambers, 175, Pitt-street, Sydney, 21 October, 1879.
"Calder House Estate, Redfern."
Replying to Mr. Walker's letter of the 10th instant, offering us £90,000 cash for this property,
we have now the honor to state that after submitting this offer to our clients (who write us that they have
carefully considered it), we are instructed in reply to decline with thanks the offer of £90,000, and further
to say the lowest cash price for the whole property of over 62 acres is £100,000 (one hundred thousand
pounds. sterling). At this price our clients instruct us to ask the Government to reconsider their offer,
and to give fourteen days for further deliberation.
We are also justified in saying that when the estate was offered to the Government at £100,000 our
clients affixed the very lowest price they were prepared to accept, and which on our showing appeared to
them to be a fair price for the estate if sold in "one line," either to the Government or speculators.
We have, &c.,
Awaiting an early reply.
HARDIE & GORMAN.
Sir,

No. 21.
The Principal Under Secretary to Messrs. Hardie & Gorman.
Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 31 October, 1879.
Genticnien,
I am directed by the Colonial Secretary to say that your letter of the 21st instant, declining to
accept the offer of £90,000 for the Chisholrn property at Redfern, and placing the said property under 90,000.
offer for fourteen days at £100,000 as the lowest price, has been under the consideration of the £i00,000
Government.
2. I am to inform you that the Colonial Secretary, on behalf of the Government, agrees to purchase the
property as first submitted by you for the aunt of £100,000, and that the Crown Solicitor will be instructed noo,000.
to act for the Government in completing the purchase.
1 have, Sw,,
CR.ITCIIETT WALKER.

No. 22.
Messrs. ilardie & Gorman to The Colonial Secretary.
Bell's Chambers, 175, Pitt-street, Sydney, 31 October, 1870.
We have the honor to ac]cnowledge receipt of Mr. Walker's letter of even date, agreeing to
purchase " The Chisholms' Estate, Redfern," for the sum of one hundred thousand pounds (100,000) cash
sterling.
Messrs. Norton and Smith will act as attorneys for our clients.
We have, &c.,
HARDIE & GORMAN.
jlIi,udc by the Colonial Secretary.
The Crown Solicitor will take the necessary steps to complete purchase—lIP., 3/11/79.
The Crown Solicitor, B.C., 3rd November, 1870.—C.W.
Received, 4 November, 1879.—J.W.
APPENDIX
05—C
Sir,
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APPENDIX

A.

Appendix to the Locomotive Engineer's Report on Workshops and Running-sheds, referred to in

M.P. 79/2,239.
Running-sheds, &c., required at the various Locomotive Depots.
SOUThERN Lryas.
Pidon.—ltunning-sheds to accommodate 6 engines, with water columns and washing-out appliances. At present there
is accommodation for only 4 engines, but no water or appliances for washing out the engines.
Mittagong.—Water tanks and columns for supplying engines with heavy trains. It is specially important that a
water supply at this station should be provided without delay (or the J3argo supply increased), because, at present, the engines
are wholly dependent on ilargo, where there is only one pump and tank. If anything happened to the Bargo pump, the traffic
of the Southern line would be seriously interfered with.
GossThurn.—Running.sheds to accommodate 12 engines, with a suitable workshop and tools to do the principal portion
of the lighter repairs of the Southern lines, which are not worth sending to Sydney. At present there is shed accommodation
for only 4 engines.
Yen—Enlarged water supply.
Mhrrrsmbserret.—Runningshed accommodation for € engines, with water supply and washing-out appliances, with
turn-table and enlarged coal stage, &e. At present there is no accommodation for engines.
Wagga Wagga.—Runningshed accommodation for 10 engines, with washing-out appliances, &c. At present there is
shed accommodation at North Wagga Wagga for 4 engines.
- AThas:y.—Itsinningshed accommodation for S engines, with water columns, coal stages, and washing-out appliances.
WESrERN LrlcEs.
Peiis- ith.—Runaing.shod accommodation for 12 engines, with a small tool-shop for light repairs, and enlarged turntable for the American engines, which have now to be run tender first, as the present tables are too short. At present there is
shed accommodation for S engines.
Weatseortls FrUs.—Water-taak and pumps, &e. The supplying of water here is required to relieve Blue Mountain,
whore the supply is often too precarious to be relied on.
Lithpow.—Running.shed accommodation for S engines, with water columns, coal stages, and washing-out appliances,
together with enlarged turn-table for the American engines. At present there is no accommodation.
Bat/no-st—Running-shed accommodation for S engines, with workshop and tools to do the principal portion of the
lighter repairs of the Western lines which are not worth sending to Syd ney. At present there is shed accommodation for
4 engines.
Orange.—Runiming-shed accommodation for 4 engines, with water columns, coal-stege, and washing-out appliances. At
present there is no shed accommodation.
DsTho.—Eunning-shed accommodation for 6 engines, with water columns, coal-sthge, and washing-out appliances.
Nonrjrnc,- Lxicss.
Bingleton.—flunningshed accommodation for 10 engines. At present there is shed accommodation for 4 engines.
G-unnsdeh.—Runuing-shed accommodation for 4 engines, with water columns, coal-stege, and washing-out appliances.
Tanmscorth.--The, present running-shed is sufficiently large for the present traffic, but will doubtless have to be
increased when the line is extended to Armidale, as it will then be the base from which a very heavy portion of milway, will
be worked. The exact accommodation that will then be required can be, however, best determined at a later period, as also
the running-shed accommodation, See., required at Armidale and the intermediate stations. It is, lion-ever, 1-cry desirable that
suitable accommodation should be prorided for the drivers and firemen of time engines that rest all night at Tamwortls, and
who, from not being permanently stationed there, arc without houses in the district.—R.H.B.

APPENDIX B.
V orkahops and Running-sheds, referred to in
M.P. 79/2,239.

Appendix to Locomotive Engineer's Report on

In considering the position of the main workshops of the English railways, relatively to that of the principal terminus
of the railways to which they severally belong, they 'nay be divided into two distinct gronps, viz., those north of London, and
those in the met.ropoliton district, and to the sonth of it.
Of those north of London there are four main trunk lines, ivl,ioh have their principal terminus in London. Of these
four lines three of them, -viz., the North-western, s-he Midland, and the Great Nortlmen,, run through mineral districts, which,
in the earlier history of these railways, n-crc already, as they are non', centres of greatmnnnufactarjng imidustries and population,
In the case of these three lines the main workshops have therefore been located away from the principal terminus, London,
and are at Crown, Derby, and Retford, respectively.
But in the ease of the fourth line (the Great Eastern), whose main line and branches lie in a non-mineral and non2
manufacturing district, the principal workshops are situated in the suburbs of London.
flaying no centres of manufacture or of skilled labour within its ten-itory, apart from the metropolis, to determine the
position of the workshops, they have been situated in the London district as being, for it, tile principal seat of labour, and the
one most accessible forthe materials used,
With respect to the Southern lines, owing to the districts they servo being almost pum-ely agi-iculturat, and therefore
without centres of manufactures or of skilled labour, distinct from that of the metropolis itself, the position of the railway
shops has been determined, in the ease of these Southern lines, by the same eonsides-atiomis is in the ease of the Great Eastern.
In the majority of eases (as, for instance, in that of the London and South-western, the London, Chatlmam, and Dover, and
other lines) Use workshops are actually within the suburbs of the metropolis itself. The chief exception to this rule is in the
ease of the Great Westcrn Railway, whose principal workshops are at Swindon, in Wiltshire, that position being more accessible
than London to the centres of skilled labour, and the iron manufcmetnres of South Walesand Shropshire but even in its ease
there is a large branch repairing and running establisl,ines,t in tlse immediate vieiuity of tIme London terminus at Paddington.
In the case of the two important lines in the north of England, which do not extend to London, but which have their
principal terminus in Manchester, viz., the Lancashire and Yorkshire, and the Manchester, Sheffield, and Linconslsire. Time
workshops of the former are situated within the city of Manchester, and those of the latter within a couple of miles of it.
Again in the case of the only other important trunk line in England, viz., the North-eastern, tIme principal workshops are
situated in Gateshead, whicli is, in fact, part and pnreel, of the capital town of that district, viz., Neweastlo-upon-ine.
From the foregoing it will be seen, as has been stated in the body of the report., that, except in the several instances
where the site for the workshops has been determined by the pre-existence of centres of iron manufactures and of skilled
labour away from the principal terminus, they have been fixed in the immediate vicinity of the metropolis, or principal town
of the district served, notwithstanding that the cost of land must have been, as a matter of course, much greater there than if
the site had been selected by reference to that consideration alone.
R.H.B.
[Plan.]

(is, Gd,]

Sydney Thomas Richards, Government Printer.-1870.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

RAILWAYS.
(SPRINGS FOR ENGINES AND CARRIAGES.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 25 November, 1870.

RSETURN to an Order of the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South
Wales, dated the 18th February, 1879, That there be laid, upon the Table of this
House,—
"Copies of all Correspondence between the Government, the Agent General,
"and others, respecting the Tenders of Osborn & Co., and others, manu"facturers for springs for railway engines and carriages."
(Captain Onslow.)
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RAILWAYS.

No. 1.
Messrs. M'Brair & Co. to The Commissioner.
70, Kiug.street, Sydney, 5 June, 1877.
We, the undersigned, sole Agents for Messrs. Samuel Osborn & Co., Clyde Steel and Iron
Works, Sheffield, who are manufacturers of railway springs, buffers, best cast.stce]s of all kinds, spring
steel, &c., &e., have the honor to bring under your notice that Messrs. Samuel Osborn & Co. are desirous
of supplying the New South Wales Government with their goods.
The following is an extract from their letter to us, dated Sheffield, 29 March, 1877, with reference
to springs.
Our present prices are as under, for cash payments, less 21, %.
...
24/ per cwt.
No. 2 springs
...
...
...
..
...
...
19/
..,
...
...
...
...
No. 5 ,,
...
is/
No.7 ,,
...
...
...
.. .
...
Volutes, 4d. perlb.
English spring steel, 3 x r5, and over 14/per cwt., under 3 x r 15/0 per cwt,, exclusive of any packing,
but d/d Liverpool. We have just received an order from the North British Railway Company for 100
buffing springs and for 1,000 bearing springs, and we know that both the Midland and Great Western
Railway Companies consider our springs better than those of any other maker. We now make between
50 and 60 tons per week.
&1oorWilliamteikIe, Esq., late Superintendeu,t of the.Victorian Railways, always indented for Messrs.
Samuel Osborn & Co.'s steels, and said that we might use his name as a reference, and we should also be
glad to refer you to the A.S.N. Company, Mort's Dry Dock and Engineering Company, Chapthan & Co.,
Atlas Works Company, and many others using our steels, all of whom speak very favourably of it.
We have handed to the Secretary for Government Railways one of Messrs. SamuetOsborn & Co.'s
illustrated lists of springs which the above .numbers in .our quotations refer to.
We beg respectfully to request that Messrs. Samuel Osborn & Co.'s name may be included with
those who are calld upontp tender; and if they will not have an oporhrnity pf tendering for the springs
lately oraered, we are nlling to pay .the expense of a telegram so that they may be enabled to do so.
We have, &c.,
LAWRENCE M'BRMR & CO.
Sir,

What reply is to be
Seen.—W.M. 11/6/77, Commissioner.
Mr. Mason—JR., 6/6/77.
given 9 Applicant requests that the firm of Samuel Osborn & Co. may be added to the list of those
Inform, and also
No objection—JR., 14/6/77.
firms which are asked to tender.—Ca.A.G., 13/6177.
Messrs. Lawrence M'Brair &; Co. and Agent General informed, 20/6/77.
Agent General.-1,5/6/77.

No. 2.
The Commissioner to Messrs. M'Brair & Co.
Department of Public Works, Railway Branch, Sydney, 23 June, 1877.
Gentlemen,
In acknowledging the receipt of your letter of the 5th inst., forwarding an illustrated list of
railway carriage springs and buffers, from Messrs. S. Osborn & Co., Clyde Steel and Iron Works,
Sheffield, and requesting that as this firm are desirous of introducing their goods into this Colony, their
names may be added to the list of those firms which are asked to tender, I have the honor to inform you
that we shall be glad to receive tenders from Messrs. S. Osborn & Co., when a further supply of springs
aid buffers are required, and the Agent General in London will be informed.
I have, &e.,
JOHN RAE,
Commissioner for Railways.

No. 3.
The Secretary for Public Works to The Agent General.
Department of Public Works, Railway Branch, Sydney, 25 June, 1977.
Messrs. Lawrence M'Brair & Co., agents In this Colony for Messrs. S. Osborn & Co., of
the Clyde Steel and Iron Works, Sheffield, havIng brought under the notice of this Government the
carriage springs and buffers manufactured by that firm, and expressed a hope that an opportunity may be
afforded them of competing for future orders, I have the honor to state that Messrs. Lawrence M'Brair
& Co. have been informed that we shall be glad to receive tenders from Messrs. Osborn & Co. when
further carriage springs and buffers are required.
I have, &c.,
JAMES HOSKI1S,
Secretary for Public Works.
Sir,

No.4.

No. 4.
Messrs. M'Brair & Co. to The Commissioner.
Sir,

70, King-street, Sydney, 27 June, 1877.
We have the honor to acknowledge receipt of yours dated 23rd instant, referring to permision
havmg been granted to our friends Messrs. Samuel Osborn & Co., manufacturers, of Sheffield, to tender
for supply of springs and buffers, and trust that they will have the pleasure of supplying your Government with them.
We have, &c.,
LAWRENCE, M'BRAIR, & CO.

No. 5.
Messrs. M'Brair & Co. to The Commissioner.
Sir,

70, King-street, Sydney, November, 1877.
We beg to call your hind attention to the accompanying letter which we lately received from
Messrs. Samuel Osborn & Co., manufacturers, Sheffield, with regard to a specification and form of
tender they received from the Agent General of New South Wales for a large quantity of railway
springs for your Government ; also a copy of letter dated 23rd August, 1877, from the same firm to
the Agent General, in which they particularly draw the attention of that gentleman to the expensiveness
of the brands of iron required to be used in making the steel as per his specification.
Our friends are desirous that the steel required for making the springs may be left to the
manufacturer's judgment, allowing the test to which they may be subjected to be the guarantee of its
quality; this would put the manufacturers on a fair footing with each other, and give you a much cheaper
and better spring.
Praying that the above may have your esteemed co;isideration,—
We are, &c.,

LAWEENCR M'BRAIR, & CO.
Mr. Mason—JR., 10/11/77.
I see no advantage in this case of specifying the brands of steel
to be used, proided that which may be used will stand the required test, if S. Osborn & Co. can supply
them much cheaper, I tlnnk their springs ought to be triod.—W.M., 12/11/77.
Ascertain their prices.
—JtTh, 14/11/77.
They say that if allowed to exercise their judgment as to the steel to be used, their
rice would be lId. per It. less._CJt.A.G., 3/12/77.
Inform Agent General of Mr. Mason's oniuion.
R., 13/12/77.
Agent General.-20/12/77.

3

[Enclosure 1 to No. 5.]

EXTBACT of letter from Messrs. Osborn & Co. to Messrs. M'Brair & Co., Sydney.
Dear Sirs,

Clyde Steel and Iron Works, Sheffield, 22 August, 1877.
We yesterday received from the Agent General for New South Wales specification and form of tender for a
large lot of springs. We shall make up the tender to-morrow and send you a copy of our prices, Ate., by Brindisi. We now
however send yost a copy of thi specification for your information, and we will send by Brindisi a copy of the drawings. You
will observe that crucible steel is specified, and that the mixture is also specified. We (as you know) think this '-cry absurd
and antiquated. In this insta,,ee the tests alone will secure the springs being made of good steel, for no inferior steel will
stand thele tests; but we can makc steel much cheaper than the specified mixtures and quite as good.
If we faithfully adhere to this specification we do not anticipate receiving the order—we feel quite certain that the
brands of iron specified will not be used. It is notorious that specified brands are seldom or never used this is well known to
directors and engineers here, and we arc happy to say the practice of specifying certain brands is being given up by some of the
leading Railway Companies. The Midland Company abandoned, it some time ago, and chiefly on account of representations we
made to them. They now specify certain tests, leaving the manufacturer to find out the best and cheapest material ; and this
is the only way in which manufacturers can be put on an equal footing.
Besides, the rapid development of the steel trade latterly, and the application of steel to varied uses never previously
thought of, has proved beyond question that cheap steels can now be used for many purposes (springs included) for which
expensive brands were formerly employed, and with better results in every way.
We will write you again by Brindisi.
Yours, &'e.,
SAML. OSBORN & CO.

[Enclosure 2 to No. 5.]
Messrs. Osborn & Co. to The Agent General.
Sir,

23 August, 1877.
In cosnpliance with your estee,ned invitation of the 20th i,istant, we now beg to enclose our tender for the supply

of springs.
The tender has been made up strictly in accordance with the specification, and especially in regard to the brands of
iron to be used in making the steel.
If our prices seem high it is due to the expensiveness of the brands alluded to; and we take the liberty of'sain g that
if the amautifacturo of the steel irero left to our discretioa, we would undertake to supply you with the whole of t-he springs
you require at ltd. per lb. (= £11 139. 4d per ton) less than the several prices quoted. 'We would further undertake that
the springs should stand the tests specified, in every respect, as well as though the more costly materials had been used.
As we have not supplied you with any springs, we may ineution that amongst our largest customers are the Great
Western :Rail'vay Company (Loco. Dept., Swindon), and the Midland Railway (Carriage and Waggon Dept.., Derby), and we
have no doubt, either of these Companies would give you -their opinion of our goods. Besides these, we supply the Northeastern, Caledonian, and North British Companies, and all the leading carriage and waggon building firms.
We are noxious to obtain your orders; and assuring you of our careful attention to any thing you may place in our
bands,—
We are, Ate.,
SAMUEL OSBORN & CO.

No. fi:
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No.6.
The Commissioner to The Agent General.
Sir,

Department of Public Works, Railway Branch, Sydney, 20 December, 1877.
I have the honor to inform you that I am in receipt of a communication from the Sydney
representatives of the firm of Samuel Osborn & Co., of the Clyde Steel and Iron Works, Sheffield, relative
to a letter addressed to you by that firm respecting the quality of iron to be used in the manufacture of
carriage and waggon springs required by this department, and pointing out that if not restricted to any
special description of steel, that they would be enabled to considerably reduce the amount of their tender,
and to state that the Engineer for Existing Lines reports that he sees no objection to allow Messrs.
Osborn & Co. to exerciso their judgment as to the steel to be used in making the springs, provided that it
will stand the requisite test, and that if Messrs. Osborn & Co. can supply them at a cheaper rate, their
springs might be tried.
I have, &c,
JOHN SUTHERLAND,
Commissioner for Railways.

No. 7.
The Agent General to The Secretary for Public Works.
Sir,

I...

London, 3, Westminster Chambers, Victoria-street, S.W., 15 March, 1878.
In reply to your despatch of the 20th December last, No. 77-7554, relative to a communication which you had received from Messrs. Samuel Osborn & Co., respecting the quality of iron which
they would propose to use in the manufacture of carriage and waggon springs, I have the honor to
inform you in the first place, that even if, in the tender to which I believe Messrs. Osborn refer, they
had been permitted to depart (as they suggest) from the specification (a copy of which I enclose), they
would not have taken the order at the price uuder the specification of the firm to whom the order was
given. Messrs T. Turton & Sons was lower than that quoted by Messrs. Osborn, on the conditions that
they should exercise their discretion in the manufacture of the steel.
But apart from this consideration, I venture to urge that the dependence on tests only, independently of specified quality of material, may often be misleading, as it may fail to ensure the essential
element of durability, which cannot as a rule be ensured by test only, and which therefore to a great
degree depends on carefully prescribed and selected quality of material. In confirmation of these views,
which have a general application as well as a special reference to the matter in question, I have the
honor to refer you to the annexed copy of a letter on the subject from Mr. Fowler, CE., with the terms
of which I entirely agree.
I have, &c.,
WILLIAM FORSTE1t
The Under Secretary for Public Works, B.C., 27/4/78.
30 April, 1878,—JR.
Mr. Mason, B.C., 615/78.—CaA.G.

Commissioner for Railways, B.C.,

Seen. I am still of the same opinion as expressed in my memo. 12/11/77.—W.M., 8/5/78.
Commissioner.
[.Encloture 1 to No. 7.]
Captain Jopp to Mr. Fowler.

Dear Sir,
3, Westminster Chambers, SW., 25 February, 1878.
I enclose herewith a copy of a letter dated Sydney, 20 December, 1877, from the Secretary
for Public Works, relative to a letter addressed to the Agent General by Samuel Osborn & Co.,
respecting the quality of iron to be used in the manufacture of springs.
I send you all the papers in connection with the contract, P. 241d., for bearing and draw springs,
in which the letter referred to appears, and I am directed by Mr. Forster to request that you will favour
him with your opinion on the question now raised.
Yours faithfully,
A. A. JOPP, Captain RE.,
Secretary.
[Enclosure 2 to Nb. 7.]
Mr. Fowler to The Agent General.
2, Queen's Square Place, Westminster, SW., 28 February, 1878.
Sir,
Quality of spring steel.
I beg to acknowledge receipt of your letter of the 25th instant, together with copy of communication from the Department of Public Works, Railway Branch, dated Sydney, 20 December, 1877.
With regard to Messrs. Osborn's letter accompanying their tender of August 23, 1877, I may
observe that, though Messrs. Osborn & Co. are a most respectable firm and produce excellent work, I
think it would not be the interest of the Government to carry out their suggestion.
In the manufacture of springs a great temptation is offered to use cheap materials, which, if not
controlled, is often Bessemer steel and it is by insisting that the best iron for the purpose shall be used
that we insure the steel being of the quality required—this course is pursued by the Home Government,
and in the Indian railways.
It is also necessary to place all the manufacturers on the same terms, which can only be done by
defining the quality of iron from which the steel is to be made, modifying the specification as may be
necessary when spring steel is required for special purposes.
Spring steel is a peculiar material, and second rate quality may be made to withstand tests of considerable severity, the difference in the lasting properties becoming manifest only in actual work. Great
care is required under our specifications in maintaining the present high standard, and I am unable to
concur
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concur in the proposal of Messrs. Osborn . Co. to use any material the), please in the manufacture.
Similar proposals are frequently made by manufacturers. If it were conceded to Messrs. Osborn &
Co. it must be conceded to all, and it would inevitably lead to the substitution of an inferior quality of
springs, return herewith the documents.

JOhN FOWLER,
p. J. B. BALDRL
[Enclosure 3 to No. 7.1

New South Wales Railways—Specification for Carriage and Waggon Bearing Springs.
Tar springs required under the specification are shown in the accompanying drawing.
The plates are to be made of crucible cast steel, produced from a mixture of half Low Moor iron
and half Swedish charcoal bar iron, of the brands—
L arrow B, C B over AM conjoined in dotted circle, or harpoon in diamond.
The steel to be thoroughly and uniformly converted before being cast into ingots from small
crucibles; the plates, when rolled, to be perfectly sound, and without flaws or defects of any kind
whatever.
The whole of the iron in the bolts, clips, and buckles, to be of S. C. Crown or other brand, to be
approved in writing by the Engineer.
The manufacturer must, when requesled, produce the invoices of the various materials which are
being used in the work, or any other documents required, to show that the steel is being made from the
specified brands of iron.
The tests to be applied are as described under the different ]leads.
250 springs for four.whecl carriages, 5 feet 2 inch centres, 10 inch camber.
Each spring to be subjected, during a period of not less than 15 minutes, to such a load as shall
bend it 18 inches in the centre from its present form, giving a reverse camber of 8 inches; when the
inal form without any set.
weight is removed, the spring to return to its orig
20 springs for six-wheel carriages, 4 feet lOfr inches centres, 6 1 inches camber.
To be bent as above, during the same period of time, a total amount of 161, inches, giving a reverse
o
camber of 10 inches without any set.
170 horse box, carriage truck, and centre break van springs, 3 feet 91 inch centres, 6- inch camber.
To be bent as above a total amount of 11 inches, giving a reverse camber of 41 inches without set.
110 draw and buffer springs, 5 feet 4 inches outside, 1 foot 5 inches camber.
To be bent as above, a total amount of 17 inches, giving a slight reverse camber without set.
1,450 waggon and break van springs, 2 feet 9 inches centres, 6 inches camber.
To be bent as above, 6 inches, without set.
The tests to be made in the presence of the Inspector, who shall also subject the springs to any
other reasonable test which be may be directed by the Engineer to apply, to insure the springs being of
the highest quality for strength and endurance.
The ironwork of the springs to be neatly forged and fitted, and after inspection they must receive
two coats of Ellarn & Jones' anticorrosive paint, to protect them from injury during transit.
Each spring to have the letters N. S. W. G. stamped on the side of the buckle, together with the
makcr's name and year and month of manufacture.
The contract to be executed in every respect to the satisfaction of the Engineer, and the whole of
the work, in its various stages, to be subject to his inspection or that of his assistants, the expense of the
tests, &c., beinr' borne by the manufacturer, who shall, when requested, furnish all labour and appliances
to assist and aor4 every facility for testing; but, notwithstanding such tests and inspection, any springs
may be rejected on delivery which are in his judgment defective in any respect; and if labour is required
for turning over and examining the springs at the port of delivery, the manufacturer is to supply it.
If any questions arise as to the terms of this specification or compliance therewith, the decision of
the Engineer is to be final and binding, the said Engineer being Mr. John Fowler, or the Consulting
Engineer for the time being of the New South Wales Government.

No. S.
Minute of Secretary for Public Works.
Seea.—J.S., 27/5,)78.
Under Mr. 11ason's OpifliOIi, I decide that the specifications for springs are for the future to
be made on the basis of tests—without stipulation as to the material to be used.—J.S., 26/8/78.

No.9.
Messrs. M'Brair & Co. to The Commissioner.
70, King.street, Sydney, 31 July, 1878.
We beg to refer you to oy ur letter of the 23rd June, 1877, M. R. No. rHr, which in
you kindly accede to our request of the 5th June, 1877, asking that Messrs. Samuel Osborn & Co.'s
name may be included with those who are called upon to tender for railway springs, buffers, &c.
Messrs.
Sir,

[.1
Messrs. Samuel Osborn & Co. inform us that they were called upon to tender for the first order
for springs after your favour above referred to, but there have been one or more orders given out by the
Agent-General since for which they were not asked to tender, and they wish us to inquire the reason why
they were left out,
We have, &c.,
MBBAIR BROS. & CO.
Inform that inquiry will be made of the Agent General why they were not asked to tender.7/8/78.—CuA.G-.
M'Brair & Co., 12/8/78; Agent General, 27/8/78.

No. 10.
The Commissioner to' Messrs. M'IBrair & Co.
Gentlemen,
Department of Public Works, lhilway Branch, Sydney, 12 August, 1878.
Referring to your letter of the 31st ultimo, stating that Messrs. Samuel Osborn & Co., of
Sheffield, to whom pennission was granted to tender for railway springs, buffers, &c., have informed.you
that, although they were called upou to tender for the first order for springs, there have been one or more
orders given out since by the Agent General for which they were not asked to tender, and requesting, on
behalf of Messrs. Samuel Osborn ,& Co., to be informed why they were left out, I have the honor to
inform you that inquiry will be made of the to General by the next outgoing mail why this firm was
not asked to tender.
I have, &e..
CB7AS. A. GOODCIIAP,
Commissioner for Railways.

No. 11.
The Secretary for Public Works to The Agent General.
Sir,

Department of Public Works, Railway Branch, Sydney, 29 August, 1878.
Adverting to my letter of the 25th .Tune, 1877, informing you that there would be no objection to receive tenders from Messrs. Samuel Osborn & Co., of Sheffield, for the supply of carriage springs
and buffers, and requesting you to add the name of that firm to the list of those firms which are asked
to tender, 1 have the honor to inform you that Messrs. M'Briar Bros. & Co., who are the agents here for
Messrs. S. Osborn & Co., state that they have been informed by
e th Messrs. Osborn that, although they
were called upon to tender for the first order for springs, there have been one or more orders given out
for which they were not asked to tender.
I have noted the contents of your letter of the 15th March last, as to the undesiritbility of departing, as proposed by this firm, from the principles of stipulating for the use of certain materiol in the
construction of springs, and depending on tests to ascertain their value after manufacture.
1 may state however, that the Engineer for Existing Lines still adheres to the opinion that it would
be more economical to allow' manufacturers to use their own processes (patented or otherwise), and that
safety would be secured by the strict observance of the test, and I have therefore decided that for the
future the specifications are to be made on this basis, and that the firm of Messrs. Osborn & Co. are not
to be excluded from the privilege of tendering.
I have, &•c.,
JOHN SUTHERLAND,
Secretary for Public Works.

No. 12.
The Agent General to The Secretary for Public Works.
Sir,

3, Westminster Chambers, Victoria-street SW., 20 December, 1878.
I have the honor to request your consideration of the following suggestions with reference to
the instructions contained in your letter No. 787842 of the 29th August last, relative to Messrs. Samuel
Osborn & Co., and the supply of carriage and waggon springs.
Before doing so, however, I desire to state that since my receipt, on the 15th August. 1877, of your
letter of the 25th June, 1877, informing me that you would be glad if tenders were received from Messrs.
Osborn & Co. for carriage springs and buffers, I have on every subsequent occasion included Messrs.
Osborn among the finns invited to tender for laminated springs. I also invited them, on one oecasio ii,
viz., on the 14th September, 1877, to tender for volute springs and buffers ; but they then wrote to me,
We regret Nye are not in a position to tendor for solute and conical springs; our plant is for the
manufacture of laminated bearing and buffing springs"; and I have been guided by this intimation on
all subsequent occasions. The statement of Messrs. Osborn & Co.'s Sydney agents, Messrs.M'Brair
Brothers & Co., who you inform me have intimated to you that I have given out one or more orders for
springs for which Messrs. Osborn & Co. have not been asked to tender, is therefore contrary to, and
without foundation, in fact, unless it be intended to have reference to orders for which Messrs. Osborn
& Co. have themselves informed me that they are not in a position to tender.
It may now be convenient that I should recapitulate the various proceedings through out in
eoanection with this matter, subsequently to my receipt, on the 15th August, 1877, of your first letters
quoted above, of the 25th June, 1877. On my receipt of this letter I at once arranged, as above explained,
to include for the future Messrs. Osborn &. Co. with the manufacturers to be invited to tender for
springs. On the first occasion on which 1. did so, Messrs. Osborn addressed to me a letter (dated 23rd
August, 1877), suggesting that, in place of being compelled to use certain brands of iron prescribed in the
specification upon which they were invited to tender, they should be allowed to use their discretion as to
the brands to be used. To this proposition I did not accede. Messrs. Osborn's tender, on the specification as it originally stood (and also their alternative tender on the condition that they should use their
discretion as to materials), was higher than that of a firm who adhered to the conditions of our speeifieatmons, and Messrs. Osborn therefore did not receive the order. My decision in this matter then
apparently
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apparently formed the subject of a letter from Messrs. Osborne or their Sydney agents to you; for on the
18th February last I received from you a letter dated 20th December 1877, informing inc that the Sydney
agents had communicated with you about the quality of iron, in the sense which I have just indicated,
and adding that "the Engineer for Existing Lines had reported that he saw no objection to allowing
Messrs. Osborne & Co. to exercise their judgment as to the steel to be used in making the springs,
provided that it will stand the requisite test, and that if Messrs. Osborne & Co. could supply them at a
cheaper rate, their springs might be it ied." I comniunicated your letter, as usual, to our Consulting
Engineer; and Mr. Fowler in consequence addressed to me the letter, dated 28th February last, of which
a copy was submitted to you under cover of my letter No. 24/78 of the 15tl March last, in which he
reported as follows;—
With regard to Messrs. Osborne's letter accompanying their tender of August 23rd, 1877, I may
observe that though Messrs. Osborne & Co. are a most respectable firm and produce excellent work, I
think it would not be to the interest of the Goveimment to carry out their suggestion.
In the manufacture of sprigs a great temptation is offered to use cheap material, which if not
controlled is often Bessemer " steel, and it is by, insisting that the best iron for the purpose shall be
used that we ensure the steel being of the quality required: this course is pursued by the Home Government
and in the Indian railways.
"It is also necessary to place all the mauufaeturers on the same terms, which can only be done by
defining the quality of iron from which the steel is to be made, modifying the specification as may he
necessary when spring steel is required for special purposes.
Spring steel is a peculiar material, and second rate quality may be made to withstand tests of
considerable severity; the difference in thelasting properties becoming manifest onlyin actual work. Great
care is required under our snocificatious in maintaining the present high standard, and I am unable to
concur in the proposal of 3fessrs. Osborne & Co. to use any material they please in the manufacture.
Similar proposals are frequently made by manufacturers ; if it were conceded to Messrs. Osborne & Co.,
it must be conceded to all, and it would inevitably lead to the substitution of an inferior quality of
springs."
In my above quoted covering letter of Thth March last, I mentioned, in the first place, that
Messrs. Osborne's tender, on the condition that they should use their discretion as to material, was higher
than that of the firm who took the order under the conditions of using the material prescribed in the
specification ; and I further urged, apart from this consideration, that "the dependence on tests only,
independently of specified quality of material, may often be misleading, as it may fail to insure the essential
element of durability, which cannot as a rule be ensured by tests only, and which therefore to a great
degree depends on carefully prescribed and selected quality of' material."
In reply to the above representations, I have now received from you the letter of the 29th August
last now under reply, in which you inform inc that you "have noted the contents of my letter of the 15th
March last, as to the undesirability of departing, as proposed by Messrs. Osborne & Co., from the
principle of stipulating for the use of certain material in the construction of springs, and depending on
tests to ascertain their value after manufacture;" but that " the Engineer for Existing Lines still adheres
to the opinion that it would be more economical to aUow manufacturers to use their own processes
(patented or otherwise), and that safety would be insured by the strict observance of the test";
and that you "have t:herefore decided that for the future the specifications are to be made on this basis,
and that the firm of Messrs. Osborne & Co. are not to be excluded from the privilege of tendering."
With regard to Messrs. Osborne's "privilege of tendering" 1 have already fully explained what
has taken place.
With regard to the general question of the nature of our future specifications for springs, I
enclose a copy of a letter, dated 6th ultimo, from our Consulting Engineer—to whom on the 31st October
I communicated your letter now under reply—in which Mr. Fowler, after confirming what I have already
told you about Messrs. Osborne's opportunities of tendering for springs, goes on to say :-" The Minister
of Public Works having decided that the specification for steel springs shall in future omit the usual
clauses respecting the quality of iron to be used in the manufacture of the steel, all the tenders will be
received in future in accordance with those altered conditions."
Raving thus recapitulated the various steps which have been taken in this matter, I venture to
suggest that, in view of all the circumstances, which perhaps may not have been under notice or fully
considered in a collected form, when your letter now under reply was written, it should receive re-consideration by you, in order that, if hereafter you should think it right to modify the opinion you have
formed, I may receive such amended instructions as may appear to you to be proper under the
circumstances.
I ventore to urge that the decision as it now stands is open to at least two objections (1) that on
general principles it is not desirable to compel the Consulting Engineer in this country, to whom you
entrust the inspection and approval of your work, to depart from any reasonable rules which he has laid
down as essential or important in order to ensure eciency in the work which he is called upon to pass
and (2) that the departure, in this particular case, from the rules hitherto in force, which Mr. Fowler is
now required to take, is one which on its own merits is most undesirable, if not indefensible.
With regard to objection (1), I think it will be conceded that a very wide latitude ought to be
given to a Consulting Engineer, in whom we place every confidence, and whose experience in the inspection
of railway materials is very extensive, on any point on which he lays such stress as is done by Mr. Fowler
in his letter of the 28th February, 1878.
But, whatever may be said upon the first or general aspect of the question—and I only refrain
from enlarging on it because I think it is obviously unnecessary that I sho ild trouble you with opinions
on what is after all an abstract question, and one on which I think I may reasonably assume that you
will agree with me—the matter is at once shown to be of vital importance when, as in objection (2), the
particular ease at issue is carefully examined and considered.
Your letter seems to adopt the principle that, in endeavournig to ensure the production of a given
article required to be manufactured for railway purposes, no provision as to the quality of the materials
to be used is necessary, and that entire reliance may be placed on tests. Now I venture to assert that
such a principle, whether applied to springs or to almost any other manufactured railway appliance, will
not be accepted by any engineer of experience in the inspection of manufactured articles. I believe it to
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be almost universally admitted that it is most difficult, if not impossible, to devise tests which shall of
themselves in all cases ensure the highest standard of durability in the articles examined, and that this
can only be done by careful provision as to the nature and quality of the materials from which it is to be
manufactured, without which—as well as, in some cases, observation of the process of manufacture—it is
most difficult to devise tests which shall be exhaustive, and which shall disclose the fact that bad materials
have been used. The detect of bad materials is frequently not disclosed until the test of wear and tear
has been applied by time, the effect of which cannot be anticipated by any test at the time of
manufacture.
Accordingly, to ensure the durability of the article, it has been found necessary always to fix in
the specification the nature and quality of the materials to be used, as well as the manner in which the
tests shall be applied.
If this be not done, an article may be produced which will stand severe tests when first used, but
which will be liable to break down after a certain lapse of time and use of the article.
And if the above precautions be necessary under ordinary circumstances, 1 need hardly remind you
how important it is, in view of the great difficulty, if not impossibility, of obtaining a proper remedy in
the event of articles being found to be imperfect after delivery in the Colony, that we should omit nothing
in this country which can in any degree, however small, tend to ensure efficiency. It is in this direction
that I have anxiously endeavoured to work ever since the question was forced upon my consideration in
the matter of the Park Gate iron; and I need now only again refer to Mr. Fowler's letter of the 28th
February, 1878, for proof, as I venture to submit, of the necessity of our being allowed to continue our
efforts in this direction in the ease at issue.
It is perhaps right that I should add that I write this letter rather on my own behalf, and in the
interests of the Colony, than upon any suggestion or urgency of Mr. Fovler, who, after stating his
professional opinion in his letter of the 28th February, has now, in his letter of the 6th November,
written after perusal of yours now under reply, accepted your decision as to the omission in future of the
usual clause respecting quality of iron in specifications for spring steel. I cannot but fee], however, that
Mr. Fowler is placed in a most difficult position in being called upon to inspect and pass certain articles
without being at the same time permitted to exercise all the precautions which be thinks desirable in
order to ensure their efficiency.
I now leave tbc matter in your hands, in the all that you will be of opinion that I have
submitted sufficient reasons for its reconsideration.
I have, &c.,
WILLIAM P011STER.
[Enclosure.]
Mr. J. Fowler to The Agent General.
Sir,

2, Queen Square Place, S.W., 6 November, 1878.
I beg to acknowledge receipt of your letter dated 31st October, enclosing copyof letter dated 15th March, addressca
to the Secretary of Public Works, Sydney, and also the reply of the Minister, dated 29th August, 1878.
Referring to the allegations of Messrs. Osborne's Agent in Sydney, that one or more orders for springs have been given
out in which they were not asked to tender, I have gone through the correspondence, and do not find that Messrs. Osborne
have been ereluded from the lists of firms roeommended to tender for laminated springs in any instance, and Messrs. Osborne
are not manufacturers of voluto or conical springs.
The Minister of Public Works having decided that specifications for steel springs shall in future omit the usual clauses
respecting the quality of iron to be used in the manufacture of the steel, all the tenders will be received in future in accordance
with those altered conditions.
I &it, 8cc.,
JORN POWLER,

No. 13.
Minute of The Commissioner.
BEFORE this letter is submitted to the Minister it may be forwarded to Mr. Mason, upon whose report
Mr. Sutherland decided that the "test principle" was to be depended upon without stipulation as to the
material to be used.—Cn.A.G-., B.C., 6/2/79.
See my reply herewith.—W.M., 12/2/79.

No. 14.
Mr. Mason's Report.
I HAVE carefully read and considered the Agent General's letter, dated 20th December, 1878, and
still see no reason whatever to alter the opinion I expressed in my minute, 12/11/78 on the same subject.
As it appears from the papers now before me that the Minister was guided by my opinion in
deciding upon the course to be pursued in future in obtaining steel springs on the basis of tests, instead of
having the brands of iron specified of which the steel for the springs was to be made, and as the Agent
General as well as the Jnspeeting Engineer offer strong objections to this course, it is necessary I should
offer some remarks on those objections.
The opinions expressed in the letters of the Agent General and the Inspecting Engineer are to the
effect that springs of a reliable quality cannot be ensured by tests, unless the steel of which they are made
be manufactured from certain specified brands of iron.
I do not concur in such opinions, as it would necessarily follow that they could not be made of
equal quality from any other composition or mixture of material than those specified.
Now, as Messrs. Osborne & Co. offer to make springs at a less cost, which shall bear the specified
tests, if allowed to use their own formulse of composition, and as may be inferred from their letter of the
22nd August, 1877, that the springs so made give better results in every way, it yet remains to be proved
that these springs are not equal in every respect to those manufactured under specified brands of iron.
It
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It is a well known fact that owing to the many and various purposes to which steel is now put that
manufacturers have been induced to make numerous experiments on the best methods of producing it of
the cheapest and best qualities, and are therefore the best able to say which combination of materials gives
the best results, and engineers as a rule have to depend upon the experiments, as they seldom or never
make them for themselves; and on these grounds I defer to the opinions expressed by established manufacturers who have made such experiments, rather than depend upon the opinion of those who have never
made such experiments.
The strongest argument adduced by the Inspecting Engineer is, that by insisting upon the best iron
being used in the manufacture of the steel its quality is best insured. True, and this no doubt would be
the safest course to adopt if no other composition were known, or if the results from its use were doubtful;
but this is not the case, consequently there is no force in such argument, as other compositions which
can be produced at a less cost are known, and, according to Messrs. Osborne, have been adopted by some
of the leading Railway Companies in England, with the best results, as the following extracts from their
letters will show.
"We have proved it to be impossible to make the springs to the New South Wales tests with
anything but genuine good crucible steel ; but we have also proved that by using our own selected steel
we can make the springs to stand a much severer feet than any springs they buy are tested to. We are speaking
*
*
within our knowledge—it is not mere opinion.
* It is notorious that specified brands are
seldom or never used ; this is well known to directors and engineers here, and we are happy to say the
practice of specifying certain brands is being given up by some of the leading Railway Companies. The
Midland Company abandoned it some time ago, and chiefly on account of representations we made to them.
They now specify certain tests, leaving the manufacturer to find out the best and cheapest material, and
this is the only way which manufacturers can be put on an equal footing. Besides, the rapid development
of the steel trade latterly, and the application of steel to varied uses never previously thought of, has proved
beyond question that cheap steels can now be used for many purposes (springs included) for which
expensive brands were formerly employed, and with better results in every way.
* *. We have just
received an order from the North British Railway Company for 1,000 bearing and 100 bullIng springs, and
we know that both the Midland and Great Western Railway Companies consider our springs Letter than
those of any other maker. We now make between 50 and 60 tons per week. Wm. Meikle, Esq., late
Superintendent of the Victorian Railways, always indented for Messrs. Samuel Osborn & Co.'s steels,
and said that we might use his name as a reference; and we should also be glad to refer you to the
A.S.N. Co., Mort's Dry Dock and Engineering Co., Chapman & Co., Atlas Works Co., and many others
using our steels, all of whom speak very favourably of it,"
Now, as the Inspecting Engineer says that "Messrs. Osborn & Co. are a most respectable firm,
and produce excellent work," and as their springs which they say can be supplied at a cheaper rate than
those under the specification, and have given satisfaction to leading Railway Companies in England, I
think, cont:rary to the opinion expressed by the Inspecting Engineer, that it would be to the advantage of
the Government to give their springs a trial.
The Inspecting Engineer states the course he recommends "is pursued by the Rome Government
and on the Indian railways," but says nothing about it being adopted by English or other Railway
Companies. Railway Companies, unlike Governments, are expected to pay dividends, and in consequence
their Directors and Engineers are keenly alive to adopt any improved means of reducing their working
expenses; and if this be the case with Companies, I see no reason why Governments should not as a
matter of economy adopt the same course.
It has always been my aim to economize working expenses by adopting any improvements, either
in design or manufacture, which will give that result with safety.
I believe it is the practice in America of large manufacturing firms of railway appliances to supply
articles made under their own specifications, they guaranteeing certain results. I know that this is the
case with one large firm in Philadelphia, and I have every reason to believe that it is the general practice.
In these days of experiments improvements are constantly being made in the design and
manufacture of every description of articles, and why should Government not reap the advantages of this
as well as private Companies?
The Inspecting Engineer says -" Spring steel is a peculiar material, and second-rate quality may
be made to withstand tests of considerable severity, the difference in the lasting properties becoming
manifest only in actual work."
I consider it next to impossible that steel springs manufactured to withstand the severe tests
described in the inspecting Engineer's specification could be of second-rate quality; and the correctness
of my opinion in this matter, as well as the 'lasting" quality of the springs, is borne out by the
statements of Messrs. Osborne & Co., and as long as such tests are insisted upon there is no danger that
"it would inevitably lead to the substitution of an inferior quality of springs." I contend that by
allowing manufacturers to make articles under their own formuin, subject to well.devised specified tests,
would put them on equally as good a footing, if not better, than by adhering to certain prescribed'
forms of specification, as each manufacturer would then be able to reap the advantage of his cx-periinents, which would also be shared by the purchaser in getting the articles of the desired quality at a
lower price.
With reference to the Agent General's objections (1 and 2), I may remark that I was not aware.
that the "Inspecting" Engineer was also "Consulting" Engineer, or that he was empowered to decide onwhat specifications articles should be supplied. If this be so, then the Engineer of Existing Lines here
loses all control over the expenditure of articles manufactured in England for his department. I have S
always understood that his duty was only that of inspecting materials during their process of manufacture,
so as to ensure their being made in accordance with the specification.
The opinions expressed by the Agent General on professional matters have already been answered
in my reply to the obcctions of the Inspecting Engineer; but the general tenor of his remarks lead distinctly to the conclusion that the quality of springs, or almost any other manufactured railway appliances,
cannot be depended upon if left to the discretion of the manufacturer, or made under his own formul,
subject to specification tests.
It has been clearly proved beyond doubt that there is no absolute certainty or guarantee of always
obtaining the best quality of manufactured articles by the most carefully drawn specifications and,
131—B
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inspection. In proof of this aásertion I need only instance the case of the Park Gate iron rails, to which the
Agent General has referred, which were obtained under a carefully drawn specification and inspection,
the result of which is too well known to have been anything but satisfactory.
Past experience has led me to the conclusion that numerous articles required for railway purposes
could be best procured by holding the manufacturer responsible for their quality, and this ought to be
done in all such cases where inspection is dispensed with. If this practice were adopted, the cost of inspection during the process of manufacture would at least be saved, whatever other advantages might be
derived from the system. In the event of failure in the materials supplied, the Government would have
the manufacturer to fall back upon for redress. Under the present system the manufacturer, after be has
obtained the Inspecting Engineer's certificate, is free from all responsibility, then from whom shall the
Government seek redress P
I submit I have shown that the course I recommended is not only defensible, but adesirable one to
adopt, and that I have fully answered all the objections raised on this question, and have shown good and
sufficient grounds for the opinien I expressed, and upon which the Minister based his decision in this
Wit. M.,
matter.
12/2/79.
Commissioner,

No. 15.
Messrs. M'Brair & Co. to The Commissioner.
70, King-street, Sydney, 11 February, 1.579.
.
We have received a letter from Messrs. S. Osborne & Co., Sheffield, stating that all their
tenders for springs have been refused by the Agent General and do not know the reason why. They
based their quotations strictly adhering to your specifications.
They have been making a number of trials with springs, and say, "We have proved it to be
impossible to make the springs to the New South Wales tests with anything but good crucible steel; but
we have also proved that by usingour own selected steel we can make the springs to stand a much severer
test than any springs they bug are tested to. We are speaking within our knowledge—it is not more
opinion."
In a letter accompanying their last tender to the Agent General, they said, "We have taken the
liberty of adding thereto our prices for springs of our ordinary make, and such as we regularly supply to
the Great Western; Midland, Manchester, Sheffield, and Lincoinshire Companies, and all the leading
rolling stock manufacturers, and we guarantee the springs against defective material or workmanship for
three years of ordinary wear and tear.
In another letter we have just received from Messrs. S. 0. & Co., they say, "Last week we
received an order from the Great Western Railway Co. for 1,700 springs, and this week 100 from the
Midland Railway Company, and we believe these Companies prefer our springs to those of any other
manufacturers."
They ask us to inqnire if you will favour them with an order for a few sets of their springs as a
trial.
Hoping that you will be pleased to give us a favourable answer,—
'Vie are, &c.,
M'BRAIR, BROS., & CO.,
Sole Agents for Messrs. S. Osborn & Co.
Sir,

Mr. Mason.—Cir,L.G., B.C., 11/2/7.9.

No. 16.
Minute of Mr. Mason.
I REcOMMEND that the springs obtained under the specification be tested here.'—W.M., 14/2/79.—
Commissioner.
I agree with Mr. Mason's suggestion that the springs be tested here. I would like to hear from
I recomMr. Mason, however, in what way he proposes that the test should be made.—J.L., 7/3/79.
mend that they be tested by some competent person not connected with the department.—W.M.,
1 concur in this. Would Mr. Selre be a suitable man to perform the test?—J,L., 21/3/79.
12/3/79.
Mr. Mason.—G.B., B.C., 16/7/79. I consider Mr. Selfe quite competent to make thetest.—W.M., 16/7/79.
Will Mr. Mason let me know the springs which are referred to for testing—Cu. A. G.,
Commissioner.
17/7/79. A requisition was sent to Commissioner, 18/7/79, showing the springs required.—W.M., 21/7/79.
Commissioner.

No. 17.
Mr. Selfe to The Commissioner.
183, Pitt-street, Sydney, 21 July, 1879.
I have received from Mr. Mason, Engineer for Existing Lines, a list of springs and the
tests to which they are to be subjected. I have made arrangements to carry out the tests by hydraulic
power at the Pacific Foundry, the foot of Druitt-street, if you will be good enough to have the springs
delivered there. I will commence the trials immediately, or I can send for the springs if you will forward
Your obedient servant,
me the necessary order to get them.
NORMLN SELPE.
Send the springs to the Pacific Foundry, and ask Mr. Selfe to test these springs in the presence
of Mr. Mason and Mr. Burnett. Write memo, to Mr. Burnett and Mr. Mason accorthngly.—Cn. A. G.,
Springs sent.-23/7/79.
9217/79.
Sir, .

No, 18.
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No. 18.
The Commissioner to N. Selfe, Esq.
Sir,

Department of Public Works, Railway Branch, Sydney, 22 July, 11479.
in reply to your letter of yesterday date, 1, have the honor to inform you that the springs
for railway carriages and engines have been lbnvarded to the Pacific Foundry, and to request that you
will, be good enough to test theinin the presence of Mr. Mason and Mr. Burnett, who have been instructed
to attend, and with whom you will please communicate and appoint a day for testing the springs in
question.
1 have. &c.,
CHAS. A. GOODOHAP,
Commissioner for Railways.

No. 19.
Minute of. The Commissioner.
Spings.
PAnvicutAns of indent must be given, and by what ships they arrived, in order to identify springs.—
Cn.A.G., 28/7/79.
This has reference to the two springs bearing the name of Cammell, and
three of Turton, recently tested by Mr. Selfe. Storekeeper must let me have the information by
12 o'clock—GB.

Particulars of springs to be tested by Mr. Selfe.
One 4-wheel carriage spring, 5 ft. 2 in. centre, 10 in. camber; T. Turtou & Sons' indent,
11/5/77; received, cx "Earl Dalhousie," 22/7178.
One 0-wheel carriage spring, 4 ft. 104 in. centre, 6 1 in. camber; Cammell's indent, 13/5/78
received, cx "Brodie Castle," 20/4/79.
One horse-box, carriage truck, and centre brca.I< van spring, 3 ft. 94 in, centre, 64 in. camber;
Turton & Sons' indent, 13/5/78; received, ex "Earl Dalhousie," 22/7/78.
One draw and buffer spring, 5 ft. 4 in. outside, 1 ft. 5 in. camber ; Calnmell's indent, 13/5/78
received, cx "Brodie Castle," 20/4/79.
One waggon and break van, spring, 2 ft. 9 in. centre, 6 in, camber; Tnrt.on & Sons' indent,
11/5/78; received, cx "Earl Dalhousie," 22/7/78.

No. 20.
N. Selfe, Esq., to The Commissioner.
Sir,

183, Pitt.street, Sydney, 15 August, 1879.
In accordance with the instructions conveyed in yours of the 22nd ult., 79-12,692, I have
applied the tests prescribed by the specification to the five (5) springs forwarded to the Pacific Foundry,
and have the honor to forward herewith a tabular statement and full.sized *drawing describing and showing ii on Tab!e
the results obtained. I need only say here that none of the springs fulfilled the conditions required of as exhibit only.
them.
Mr. Mason witnessed the trials, but Mr. Burnett was unable to attend.
I am, &c.,
NORMAN SELFE.
SrBixos for Rolling Stock, New South Wales Government Railways—Tablc showing the results of applying tests required by

specifications.
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IcORMAN SELEE,
August 151th, 1879.
The Agent General will be writtea to, asking him to call upon Inspecting Engineer for an
explanation of the circumstances under which be approved of the springs referred to.-3.L., 26/8/79.
No. 21.
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No. 21.
The Secretary for Public Works to The Agent General.
Department of Public Works, Railway Branch, Sydney, 20 August, 1879.
I have the honor to inform you that two springs, bearing the name of" Cammell," being
portion of indent dated 13/5/78, received cx "Brodie Castle," and three of the name of "Tnt-ton,"
being portion of indent dated 11/5/79, received cx "Earl Dalhousie," were taken indiscriminately from
those in stock and subjected to the test prescribed by the specification, but the result, as will be seen
from the enclosed copy of Mr. Norman Selfe's (Consulting Engineer) report thereon, show that none of
these springs fulfilled the conditions.
As it is presumed that these springs were inspected in accordance with terms of specification before
delivery from the manufacturers, I shall be glad if you will have the goodness to call upon the Inspecting
Engineer for an explanation of the circumstances under which he approved of the springs referred to.
I have, &e.,
JOHN LACKEY,
Secretary for Public Works.
Sir,

Sydnej: Thomas Richards, Ommment Frint8r.-1879.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

RAILWAY RAILS.
(PARTICULARS OF, SlIPPED BY AGENT GENERAL, FROM

lET JANUARY,

1877, TO SOn SEPTEMBER, 1879.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 4 May, 1880.

RETURN to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New
South Wales, dated the 20th January, 1880, That there be laid upon the Table
of this House,—
"A Return showing the quantity of Rails shipped by the Agent General
"for New South Wales by each vessel, from 1st January, 1877, to the
"BOth September, 1879; the rate per ton for freight, and the gross amount
"of freight in each case, with the port of shipment and the port of
"arrival; also, the shipping and insurance charges on each shipment
"given separately."

(Air. RoSy, for' Mr. Greenwood.)
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...

14
September 1... CitTofAgm
.
do
do
475
18... August
.
do
8... SroftheS
do
. 1,356
May
3...
do
,,
30.. Nereus
do
6,416
June
16... September11... Raglan Castle
do
do
1,849
,,
11
LouhFergus ..........
do
do
696
1
.Tuly
do
2.1 Oetober
17. Kenyon
do
1,627
February 11 ...June
do
... St. Lawrence
Sydney
972
March
31 ... August
do
27 ... Samuel Plimsoll
do
988
27
do
do
do
408'
1878.
i
1878.
September 25 ... December 30 ... Windsor Castle
do
do
761
October
31
Noven,bor2s... Cuxco
do
do
1,240
April
IS
July
. Newcastle ................644
4 ... Ma.ulosden .................. ................ Cardiff
..
May
16 ... September
... Glaisiver
Middlesborougli
................
do
740
1877.
October 13 .....mrnary 20
Strnt.hdon .................................. London ................... Sydney .....................910
12
,,
18 ... Coldingham ...............................
do
11
do
684
December 3 .... February 26.}3relyn .....................................
do
do
456
November 20 .....kpril
I .....Cedric the Soxon .........................
do
do
996
2
February 17 .. Alexander Duthio ............ ........ ....
11
do
do
910
October
30
,,
20 ... Tybunais ...................................
.do
do
................ 1,371
November 2
17 ... Lrunmerinoor ................................do
do
................ 1,1.36
6...
26...Crossflull ..................................do
do
...... . ... ...... 1,150
December 4 ...
,,
26 ... Lusitania ...................................do
do
................ 1,691
ll ... March
9 ... Xortlibrook ................................do
do
22
1878.
August
11 ... November
... Chjmbomzo ................................do
do
.... .......... .. 1,205
27 ... December 30 ... Strutlidon ...................................do
11
do
..... . ............804?
October
,,
26 ... Acongua ..................................do
7 ...
do
... .. .......... 1,614
December 7...
7 ... HerefoM ...................................do
do
805
1877.
September 7 ... January
... Mennoe,k .................................. Antworp ............... . Newcastle ................. 4,480
October
... lebrunry
... Athetstone ...................................do
................ 5,113
do
September 28 ....March
16 .... R.ialto ........................................don
Lon
...................
do
592
28 .....January
3 ... Trevelyan ...................................do
11
do
910
1878.
March
2S .....July
4 ... Glaniis ......................................do
do
454
April
18 ...
4 .... Maiilesden .................................. Cardiff .....................do
................ 8,485
June
3...
29 ... Syri' ........................................ London ......................do
................ 1,362
7 ... jNovember
...camline ......................................do
do
........ ........ 1,0S9
1877.
September 18 ... January
................
8 ... Polrnesinu .................................. Liverpool
Sydney .....................228
28
13 ... Tmfalgar .................................. London ..................
do
908
28
17 ... Windsor Castle ............................
do
do
682
25
3... Dnkeof Sutherland ......................
..................
do
do
682
November 28
19... Wlampoa ..................................
................
do
do
1,139
December 3 .... Starch
31 ... The Tweed ................................. .do
do
910
21
,,
9... Northhrook ...............................
................
do
do
2,024
20 .....kpril
4 ... ChrMtinua Thompson ...................
do
do
675
1878.
January 12... May
2 .....Jnno ........................................
................ 1,600
do
do
3 ... Marcli
...?qortl,am ..................................
do
do
464
1877.
December 29 ... April
8 ... Giengairn ..................................
do
do
676
1878.
January 12...
28... Aborgeldie .................................
do
do
682
28 ... Stratlscarii ..................................
................ 1,588
do
do
20... May
3... GoldenFleeee ............................
do
do
930
17...
11.Dbarwar.....................................do
910
do

...

...
.....

.......................................
..............................
....................
.......................................
.................................
...........................
...........................
..............................
..........................................
.....................................

...................
...................
...................
................
.................
.................

..................

................
................
................
...................

.................

1071130
29913 3 2
1,37510 315
400 0 1 4'
150309
350 821
249 7 2 11
236 11 1 25
1047212

0 17 0
015 0
1250
015 0
0150
0 15 0
0 15 0
0 15 0
0 15 0

90 12 10
22415 3
1,72000
300 0 3
112 12 4
262164.
187 1 8
177 8 5
7858

112 5
4 1 5

200 5 1 21
2992324
150 3 0 18
1,178 0 0 0

0 15 0
150 4 1
0150. 22473
1 5 0
187 14 7
1 4 8 1,462 8 11

5 4 2
712 6

13 12 11
2011 6
19141
126 6 9

0 15 0
0 15 0
0 15 0
0 15 0
0 15 0
0 15 0
0 15 0

2 16 6
2 4 2
111 6
3 1 3
2 16 6
4 0 9
3 9 0
3 9 7
4 19 10
076

16 9 10
12 7 4
8 13 0
18 010
16 17 11
23 19 11
21 2 5
21 5 9
31 9 2
085

200 4 3 12
15010 111
100 7317
219 3 1 26
200 5 2 18
300 16 3 18
250 0 1 13
252725
373 5 1 9
418 220

0 15 0

150 3 8
112 17 9
75511
161. 7 8
150 4 3
225 12 8
187 10 3
189 58
279 19 0
3 14 0

300 8 2 0
200 5 3 18
400 8 2 15
200626

0 15 0
0 15 0
0 15 0
0 15 0

225 6 5
1.50 4 5
300 '6 6
15050

995
1,145
130
200

1 0 26
4 3 11
5 2 18
5 2 18

0150
0 15 0

1 7
1 4
0 15
0 15

8
9

0
0

1,358
1,415
07
150

5 5 6
2 3 0
3 9 4
212 3 '
2 0 0

713
5 3
10 3
53

3

1
3
2

3 10
19 6
14 3
4 3

100 201
1,856 6 0 10
300 108
23913 225

0 15 0
1 4. 8
0 15 0
0 15 0

50 3 2 16
199 16 2 24
150 2 0 1
150 2 0 1
2508 1 0
200 4 2 15
446 0224
148 18 0 16

0 15 0
0 15 0
0 15 0
015 0
015 0
0 13 9
0 15 0
0 15 0

37 12
149 17
112 11
11211
172 3
137 13
334 10
111 13

1001110

3506023

0150
0150

149 1 1 16
1507015
350 2 0 3
20311 025
2001522

7516
2,293 15 6
225 010
170156
9
6
6
6
4
3
6
7

1190
216 6

110 6
319 0
3 40

018 0
216
2 4
2 4
3 9
216
518
2 3

6

0
0
0

1018
2912
16915
39 6
1416
3413
22 8
2114
911

2110
1318
1710
1412

9

5

8
2
8
7
5
5
8

9
2
5

1

14713 1
161 0 4
1600
2019 9
1319
260 2
29 3
3711

3

1
3
9

4811
17 6 4

13 010
13 010

9

22 5 7
17 7 4
39 010
1214 9

262148
7510

414 0
111 6

4114 2
818 7

0 15 0

111 16 0

2 2 9

13 3 0

0 15 0
0 15 0
015 0

112 15
262 11
15213
150 11

2 3
413
217
215

13 1 2
30 911
17 8 4

0150

5

7
5

8

6

0

0
0
,6
8

1715 4

C,:

I
Name of Ship.

Port of Shipment.

Port of Arrival.

1878.
1878.
January 22 ... March 31 ... Chimborazo ............................... London ................... Sydney
18 ... May
13 ... Pavenswood ...................................do
do
26...
13 ... Erata ...........................................o
.d
do
February 6... ,,
5... Ascalon ........................................do
do
27 ... 3fi n.y.don .....................................do
6... ,,
do
5 ... June
................ do
3 ... Imdstoek ......... ....... .....................erpool
Liv
1877.
October 5 ... January 1 ... ltajah ............................... . ....... . London ................... do
1878.
March
1 ... May
15 ... Uarlaw ......................................do
do
22 ... Winderniere .......................... ..... LivoroI .................do
25 July
15
,,
7 ... Jobii Nicholson ............................ Cardiff ................... (10
April
11
,,
29 ... Shenir....................................... London ................... (10
1. Candida ..................................... Liverpool ................ do
17,, August
8
,,
5... Bediordshiro ............................... London ................... do
Mare], 27... June
20... Nineveh ...........................................
do
do
27 ... July
15 ... Woolahra .................................do ...............do
.
....................................
27 ... Juue
16... Salamis
(0
do
27 ... April
27... Garonne ...................................do
do
....................................
2 ... July
31 ... Remus
.
do
do
.....................................i.
M rdi
30... August 19... Assure
erpool ...............do
.
19...
80... ,,
do .....................................do
do
April
29 ... Samuel Plimsoll ..........................ndon
.
................... do
8 July
.
,,
29...
Slienir
........................
...............
8
do
do
10 ......&ugust. 22... 'WulluceTowra ............................ do
do
.
May
September
5...
Colombo.
...................................
14
do
do
-18 ... Juue
5... Aeoneagua .................................. do
do
April
23 .., Traushipped at Cuzeo ......................................
do
do
Melbourne.
23 July
26... BritishGeuerul ............................ do
(10
May
4 ... August, 15 .....Patriarch .................................. do
do
24
,,
19 ... Smyrna ..................................... do
do
30 September 7... CacnbrianPrinecss ...................... do
do
do
do
do
Juno
14
,,
19...A,mDuthie ............................... do
do
26
18 ... Hawkesbury ............................... do
do
July
13 ... October 22 .....sliogue .................................. do
do
August 28 November 27 ... Le:mder ..................................... do
do
16 February 13... St;ruthnairn ............................... do
do
September 3 January 12 ... A.Etholred ............................... do
do
18
,,
14... Northampton ............................... do ................ do
11
October 2
February 1... FrancisThorpe ............................ do
do
14,,
,,
3,.,Lactma ..................................... do
do
16 January 27 ,., Sumarkaud .................................. do ................ do
8 ... March
4,,.BlairAthol ............................... do
do
November 9
,,
7 ... Dartford ..................................... do
do
1879.
20 February 12 ... Colwyn ......................................do
11
do
October 28
,,
21... Lusitania .................................. do
do
November 2O ... April
3 ... Cieero .........................................do
do
30 ... March 17 ... CapaVerde ............................... do
do
December 6
,,
16... StaroEtheSoa ............................ do
do
,,
27 ... Alexa,iderDuthie ......................... do ...............I do
6
11
11

11

Particulars of Bails.
Number.
Weight.

................... 1,506
456
.............. .. 1,366
1.
910
796
456
901
684
91.0
....... . ........ 3,185
684
910
456
705
236
463
...... . ........ . 2,221
230
456
008
.. ............. . 1,409
279
910
910
................,138
.1
................ 2,305
.............. .. 1,855
................ 1,136
................ 1,362
454
24
454
472
42
95
796
800
................ 1,208
201
609
613
800
................ 1,012
.... . ........... 1,034'
................ 1,995
................803
............... 1,407
838
805

Tona.c.q.Ib.
350 7 1 21
100 1315
3006012
1991423
1741914
1005.06
189 14 1 24
150222
200 2 2 0
700 3 0 0
149 19 3 26
200220
9919 322
14915 015
4918210
9919 216
476106
50017
9919 322
19919 017
299 5 3 5
601111
19915 027
200 730
250 i 314
459 17 3 23
39817 220
250222
3002 21
1000310
57112
1000310
104030
95212
20 17 0 10
200026
2008124
3002019
501 00
150300
150 6 0 21
200209
25013 1 15
25810326
500 2313
200036
34919 110
2100 215
2001102

reight.
Bate per ton. Amount paid.
La. 5.
0 15 0
0 15 0
0 15 0
0 15 0
0 15 0
0 15 0
0 15 0
0 15 0
0 15 0
1 5 0
0 15 0
0 15 0
0150
0 15 0
0150
0150
0 15 0
0 15 0
0 15 0
0 15 0
0 15 0
0 15 0
0 15 0
0 15 0
0150
0 15 0
015 0
0 15 0
0150
0 15 0
0 15 0
0150
0150
0 15 0
0 15 0
0 10 0
0 15 0
0 15 0
0 15 0
0150
0 15 0
0 15 0
015 0
0 15 0
0 15 0
0 15 0
'0 15 0
0 15 0
0 15 0

Led.
262 15 7
7515
22547
149 15 10
13145
7539
142 5 11
112149
1.50 1 11 .
876 17 5
112 9 11
150 110
74 19 11
11265
3790
74199
356 10 11
37103
75 00
149 19 3
224 9 4
4585
349165
150 510
187 15 11
374 18 6
299 3 3
187 11 10
225 111
7508
406
7508
7806
6 19 3
15 13 1
10023
15065
225 18
37 10 9
112 12 3
112 14 8
15017
187 19 11
193183
37529
15007
26296
157 10 6
15082

Shipping
lem charges Insurance paid.
£s.d.
4 14 0
1 10 6
416
2156
2 10 3
1 10 6
2 13 8
230
2 15 6
NiL
2 0 6
213 0
180
230
0 18 0
1 10 6
646
0 18 0
160
2 12 0
3 17 9
0 18 2
2 13 0
2140
36 6
6 8 0
6 2 9
366
3 19 0
1 50
060
190
1 10 0
071
0 13 5
5 32
532
7 13 0
1 80
3180
3 18 2
530
6 8 4
6 12 3
12 10 0
530
8180
5 80
534

£ s.d.
30 14 3
8 16 6
26 11 11
1813
1512
8 11 3
16 11 7
1298
17 8 10
94 14 9
12 17 9
1784
8124
1298
425
872
401111
439
8 18 7
1784
25 11 5
610
1744
17 13 6
22211
42 11 2
34 1 2
22011
26910
9 94
096
909
8 19 5
0 15 7
1 14 11
28 10 4
13 18 5
21611
3 13 8
1085
10 14 1
13 18 5
17,16 5
18610
35 10 11
1426
24 16 3
14 11 11
14 12 1

t

do
2 ... Jtosmilsko
do
6 ... April
do
.
do
,,
4... Clyde
6...
do
do
.
,,
2 ... Aborgeldie
12...
do
do
.
October 30 ... February 21 ... Falcon
................
do
,,
23 ... Garonne ......................................do
December 23 ...
1879.
................
do
14 ... Eflora .........................................do
Januay
7 ... April
1878.
.............
do
29 ... Ponniemount ............................... Sunderland
December 30 ... June
1870.
do
,,
3 ... Blair iloyle . .............................. London ..................
Janua.' 10 ...
do
do
20 ... Knight of the Garter ...................
15 .. May
do
do
18 ... Newark .....................................
February 4 ... June
do
do
20 ... Beeclidulo..................................
Jauriry 25 ... May
................
do
do
February 13 ...
4 ... Pet.erborough ...............................
do
do
20 ... Objinburazo ..............................
19 ...April
do
do
14 ... Ann Duttie ...............................
25 ... June
do
,
12 ... Sa-nuel Pli,nsolt. ........................ .do ................
Mardi
4 ...
................
do
do
,
13 ,.. Norma' Court. ..................... .......
6 ...
do
do
17 ... July
13 ... City of Corntjs .................... .......
rio
do
11 ... June
18 ... B:-itsh Statesman ........................ ..
do
do
19 ... July
27 ... Ett,riekdrile ..................................
do
do
20... June
3... Cu-ic,, ........................................
do
27 ... Angust
5 ... Aoniga .....................................do
do
20 ... July
28 ... Cambrian Princess .......................do
Al,'
do
do
..................................
Avust,
3
Paarc1i
h
May
2
do
do
July
3 .... Lusitania ..................................
8
do
do
August; 31
Duchess of Edinburgh ................
8
do
do
September 17
La Rogue ..................................
31
do
Loch Mur'i,i ...............................do
October
23
1.
do
Duke of Ahereorn ..........................do
15
4 ...
1.878.
.................do
do
December 30 .....-tpril
13
Chistina Thompson .......................
1870.
.................do
January
2
May
2
Bacelius ......................................do
do
1.9 .... John Elder ................................do
28
Mare!'
1878.
do
Hannibal ...................................do
September 25
3aoua'y 12
1879.
do
August 27 ... October 28 .... Afghan ......................................do
22 .. December 9 ... Candda ... .. ................................ Liverpool .................do
27 ... ectober 28 .1 No1,humbo,land ......................... London ....................do
do
September 10 ... December 22 .. Zuldilca ......................................do
do
25 ... November 29 ... Aconeagua ...................................do
1878.
October
8 ... January 14 ... Esmeraldis .................................. Newcnstic-on-Tyne ... ewcastlo, N.S.W.
1880.
1879.
August 27 ... January
7 ... Blongiell ............. ......... ............... Liverpool . ............... Sydney
................
do
do
8epLeuioee 3 ... February 15 ... Sarah Bell ..................................
do
22 ... January
9 ... 1o'thampton ... ........................ .... London ...................
................
do
20 ...
,,
9 ... Sophocles .................................. (10

1,025
801
491
4)1
1,013

25515 122
20011218
1002216
9919 122
250 1 019

015 0
0 15 0
015 0
015 0

19116 7
15089
7520
7419 7
187 10 11

392

100200

0 15 0

1,629

4001027

1.176
1.568
819
757
400
1,518
598
1,005

709
1,310
1200
835
1,505
1,249
418
392
?fl

392
315
392
392

18 311
1454
6 19 3
619 3
1717 6

7516

6 10 10
533
2 13 0
213 0
68 0
2 13 0

0 10 0

20053

1033

6036

300600
4001800
200400
2004216
1007013
400 2 317
150 4 319
2303010
200400
3002019
3006216
2001122
40013 312
3007319
1C03319
100200
100313
100200
778012
109 2 0 0
100200

0 15 0
0150
0 15 0
0 15 0
0 15 0
015 0
015 0
0 15 0
0150
0150
0 15 0
0130
0 15 0
0 15 0
0150
0150
0150
0 15 0
0150
015 0
0 15 0

22546
30060
15034
15036
7554
300 2 2
11213 9
187 12 415020
22517
22550
11,011
300142
22560
7530
7516
7526
7516
5811
75 1 6
7516

7 13 2
1033
531
531
2 13 2
10 3 1
318 2
650
531
7 13 1
7 13 2
530
1036
7 13 3
2 13 1
2 13 0
2 13 1
2 13 1
219
213 1
2 13 1

2191
28 10 9
13 18 5
1450
6 19 7
2715 9
10 9 3
1747
14410
2331
2179
14198
3006
2299
7 10 0
799
7100
777
563
617 0
6 17 0

0 15 0

761

911
1j105
21 204

2002010

0 15 0

15017

530

13189

300 GOt
5101831

0 15 0
0 15 0

22546
383 41 1

7132
12186

2087
35 13 1

881

2171 28

015 0

162166

5126

14167

1,570
776
578
C78
814

4003116
19015 322
1401914
15014 127
1801203

0126
0 12 6
0 12 6
015 0
0 15 0

25022
124 17 9
93147
113 011
125 90

2240
101.36
7 13 0
811 0
9 13 3

3,22

71210024
20019 139
124' 5 223
1008115
150526

149

879 18 5
12512 2
93 4 4
7564
112 14 2

1031
5 211
3 18 0
318 4
4 13 3
1813

866
528
451
677
221,149

1

50156924

012 6
015 0
0150
0150

5 3
3 5
2 13
3 18

6
2
3
2

8380
1014 7
632 9
5 13 7
7146

43778641 710491 491858

C)'

2

00,

1879-80.
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

RAILWAY STATION, LITHGOW.
(FURTHER PAPERS, &c.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 1 April, 1880.

RETURN to an Order of the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South
Wales, dated the 9th April, 1879, Tlitit there be laid upon the Table of this
House,"Copies of all Reports,. Petitions, Minutes, and other Documents not
"already printed, having reference to the site of a Railway Station in
"Lithgow Vailey."
(Mr. Sutherland.)

SCEEDUIE.
NO.

FAGS.

1. Memo, from L. J.Windsor to Inspector Jliggs-platforni at Lithgow inadequate for requirements. 15 May, 1878
2. Minute from imIlie Manager to Commissioner for Bailways-reporton requirements, &c., at Lithgow. 17 September,
3. Minute from Engineer for Existing Lines to Commissioner, forwarding plans for station arrangements, &e. 19

October, 1873 ..............................................................................................................................
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RAILWAY STATION, LITUGOW.
No.1.
Memo, from Mr. L. T. Windsor to Inspector lliggs.
Memorandum to Inspector Higgs, Wallerawang.
Lithgow, 15 May, 1878.
I BEG to call your attention to the platform here, which is a great deal too short for the purpose for
which it is intended. Both mail and passenger trains are greatly delayed in consequence of having to
stop the first part of the train to let out passengers that may be there, and then to draw up afterwards
to let others out of the other part of the train, also to get luggage out, thus causing great delay.
L. J. WINDSOR.
I must strongly recommend that this platform be made at least twice the length it is at present.
It should also be fenced at both ends, to prevent people from falling over and hurting themselves—B.
lijoos, West Inspector, 21/5178. Manager.
Forwarded for Commissioner's information. I. think it is intended to make extensive alterations
and improvements at Lithgow.—Tuos. CnaxstE, 6/6/78. Commissioner,
Yes. This may await the general plan, which I should be glad to get as early as possible.—Cir.A,G-.,
B.C., 113/6/75. Mr. Mason.
The platform could be lengthened now without interfering with doubling
the line between this place and Lithgow. As I am so short of office assistants, I am unable to say when
the plans for the Lithgow Station, &c., arrangements will be cornpleted.—W.M., 19/6/78. Commissioner.

No. 2.
Minute from Traffic Manager to Commissioner.
Rivixo visited Bostenfels and the various sidings at Lithgow, for the purpose of ascertaining the
additional accommodation required for the more efficient and economicat working of the coal traffic, I
find that there is much greater difficulty, danger, and expense, in working this traffic than I anticipated,
owing to the want of,suitable sidings and weighbridge accommodation I have therefore prepared a rough
sketch of the requirements which are urgently wanted.
1st. A loop line about 330 yards long, on the northern side of the main line, opposite the Vale of
Clwydd siding, also a short siding off the loop, about 80 yards in length, on which a 14-ton weighbridge
should be erected.
2nd. A loop line on the northern side of the main line, opposite the Lithgow Valley Company's
siding, about 400 yards long, and a siding off same about 80 yards long, with it 14-ton weighbridge as
marked on the attached plan.
3rd. The safety siding at the Vale of Jlwydd might be extended 100 yards, on a gradient of 1 in
40, and so constructed that in ease an engine or waggons running into the siding, the main line would
not be blocked or the rolling stock damaged.
4th. A semaphore signal is required at Lithgow. If the additional accommodation proposed be
approved of, I would suggest that the work be commenced and completed without delay. The proposed
sidings will not touch on either viaduct, and the removal of two or three feet of earth-work might be
done by the end of October.
THOS. CARLISLE,
The Commissioner,
.
17/9/78.
Will Mr. Mason report as to what is being done in the matter of station arrangements and improvements at Lithgow, and how far the arrangements he is to propose will render unnecessary that
suggested by Traffic Manager.—Cn.A.G., BC., 22/9/78. Eng. for Existg. Lines.
A plan is now being prepared of proposed additional sidings, station, and station arrangements, at
Lithgow, which I hope to submit in about a week.—W.M., 25/9/78. Commissioner.
Traffic Manager
to see and return at once.—Cu.A.9., B.C., 2/10/78.
Seen.—Thos. CARLIsLE, 440/78. Commissioner,

No.3.
Minute from Engineer for Existing Lines to Commissioner.
Department of Public Works, Railway Branch, Existing Lines,
Engineer's Office, Sydney, 19 October, 1878.
Station arrangements, &•c., at Lithgow, G.W.R.
I FORWARD herewith two plans, marked A and B respectively, showing proposed station arrangements;
and coal sidings at Lithgow Valley, Great Western Railway.
The plan marked A possesses the following advantages over that marked B, viz., a greater length
of sidings for conducting the goods traffic and for forming a coal depot, being situated about the centre
of the present coal mines, and could be done more expeditiously and at a less cost in comparison with
the accommodation given.
The passenger station would also be central, as the township appears to be extending in that
direction, and when built, the Eskbank platform would not be required. Extra land would have to be
purchased in both eases for carrying out the work.
WM. N:ASON.
The Commissioner.
Ask the owners of the land at site marked B at what price they will sell to the Government the
land required for station.—J.S,, 81/10/78,
No.4.
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No.4.
Commissioner to P. Brown, Esq.
Department of Public Works, Railway Branch, Syclney, 31 October; 1878.
I have the honor to inform you that there have been submitted, for the consideration of the
Secretary for Public Works, two sites for the proposed Railway Station in the Lithgow V alley,—one on the
site of the present Lithgow platform, the other at a point on the other side of the bridge crossing the
railway.
It will be necessary to obtain private land for station purposes at both of these places ;and with a
view to detennine the more eligible site, I have the honor to request that you will say whether you are
prepared to grant a conveyance of three or four acres of land on the opposite side of the present Lithgow
platform, in the same liberal spirit in which you have offered to convey free of cost the land that may be
required, should the other site be chosen for the station. If you will not convey such land free, will you
inform me of the terms upon which you are willing to seil same for the purpose rnthcated.
I. have, &c.,
C. A. 000DCHAP,
Commissioner for Railways.
Sir,

No. 5.
Mr. Loneragan and others to The Secretary for Public Works.
Lithgow, 21 October, 1878.
Dear Sir,
We have the honor to address you, asking you to be good enough to appoint a day to receive a
deputation representing the commercial interests of this place, relative to the erection of railway station
and goods shed.
We have, &c.,
JAS. LONERAGAN.
W. GRAY.
And thirteon others.
Fricla.y next the 1/11/78, at 11 o'elock.—J.S., 24/10/78.

No. 6.
Extract from Sydney Morning Herald, 2nd November, 1578.
Deputation.—Requireinents at Lithgow.
Mnssns. Higgins, P. A. Jennings, jcjnieson, John See, Hogg, J. Loneragan, IV, Gray, D. Breathaur, T.
Loneragan, A. Anderson, W. Ryall, T. Crow, T. Hilton, John Connell, J. Porter, and Henderson waited on
the Honorable the Minister for Works yesterday, with reference to the erection of a station at Lithgow.
The deputation were accompanied by Messrs. Hurley (Hartley), Dillon, and O'Connor, M's.L.A.
Mr. Hurley introduced the deputation, which lie said consisted of gentlemen who represented the
various interests in the Valley of Lithgow, and they desired that the Minister would arrive at some definite
decision with regard to the station in the town of Lithgow. They were all people who were interested in
the various properties in and around Lithgow. He believed himself that the site of the present platform
was the best situation for a goods shed and station; but perhaps it might be satisfactory to all parties if the
selcction of the site were left in the hands of the Engineer-in-Chief and tile Inspector of Permanent Ways.
Mr. Higgins read the printed correspondence on the subject, including the promises mache by the
various Ministers, and pointed out the inconvenience that numy gentlemen were subjected to who had
erected buildings and purchased land there, and had not at present proper railway accommodation.
Mr. J. Loneragan stated that when lie first went to Lithgow there was no mention of any station
accommodation being required, but the traffic had increased so much since then that such accommodation
was urgently demanded. Ho lnmself had laid out £3,000 on the supposition that a passenger and goods
station would be erected at the present site, and lie had latterly also been thinking of spending more on the
erection of stores which he purposed letting. Other peoi1e too who were here could certify that they were
waiting for the station that had been promised now nearly two years.
Mr. Anderson said if the station were erected on the site of the present platform it would be nearey
to Bowenfcls, so that the department might reduce the cost, because Mr. Andrew Brown was about the
only one who required the Bowenfels Station, and the staff might be removed to the new Lithgow Station,
which would then only cause an expense to the department of the cost of the buildings.
Mr. Gray complained of the present accommodation, and said that goods were a good deal knocked
about. He had spent £10,000 at Lithgow, and would likely spend £10,000 more if this matter were settled
quickly. Besides that he had given two roads to the railway. The way in which men, women, and children
were now put together at the platform, sometimes without a light, was not at all pleasant. Any one in the
darkness there might be guzzled and robbed in a minute.
Mr. P. A. Jennings said lie had not a local knowledge of the place, but lie had become the purchaser
of some allotments, taking into consideration that railway accommodation would be provided. He had
purchased land there in the view of the place becoming populous, and lie could enforce no fu.yther the
arguments that had been used, except by. saying that he represented persons who bought land en the
strength of the promise made by the Minister that a station would be built on the site of the present
platform.
Messrs. J. Loneragan, Gray, and I3reathaur having also spoken,
Mr. Sutherland replied —He said lie might as well inform them at once that there was no dispute
with reference to the necessity for a station, and that the only difficulty was where to put the station. A
few days ago lie called for reports, because he would not make himself a party,to erecting a station anywhere except with reports approving of it by the proper officers. These reports had come to him a few days
since, and stated that land was required at both the plicces; lie had accordingly caused letters to be written
to
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to the Owners of the two properties, the one at Eskbank, and the other at Lithgow, and he could give no
decision until it was seen whether or not the land could be procured. He could not on any account tlnnk
of giving a hasty decision about a station which was to he a permanent one, and which should be erected in
the most suitable position for the population. They had a splendid station at Boweiifels, but there was
very little trade doing there now. When it was built it was supposed that it was in the most central
situation, and he would have to he careful now with regard to Lithgow not to make another mistake. 'He
had some knowledge of Lithgow, and he believed it was a place where there would be a great deal of traffic,
and even now it was greater than Parramatta, except as regarded passellgers. He promised them the inatLer
would not be delayed much longer.
Mr. Higgins said lie was instructed to say that an acre of land would be given for the station-master's
house.
Mr. Sutherland said it was not for the station-masters house that the land was wonted, but for
traffic accommodation.
The plans for the two proposals were then examined and suggestions made by the deputation, which
Mr. Sutherland promised to consider.
The deputation then retired.

No, 7.
Mr. T. Brown to Commissioner.
sir,

Eskbauk, 4 November, 1878.
I do myself the honor to acknowledge receipt of your letter of the 31st ultimo, and in reply to
inform you that I am not prepared to grant a conveyance of three or four acres (or of any land) on the
opposite side of the preseiit Lithgow platform, as in case of the choosing of the site at a point on the other
side of the bridge crossing the railway.
That when I made the offer to convey, free of cost, the land that might be required at the site near
the bridge, I did so in the interest of a large majority of the inhabitants of Lithgow Valley,.and with a
view of inducing the Government to at once proceed with the work so urgently required. The last
mentioned site has been, 1 am informed, approved of by the railway officials as the more .central and as
otherwise suitable, and were I now to consent to your proposal 1 feel that I should be assisting in what
would be, if carried out, all act of injustice. I have already conveyed to the Commissioner for Railways for
the time being all the lands authorized to he compulsory taken by him, and I am not willing to sell, and I
will neither sell nor grant without payment any other land in addition, and thus assist in carrying out the
views of interested persons to the iijury of the majority.
I have, &c.,
THOMAS BROWN.

No.8.
31r. J. Loneragan and others to The Secretary for Public Works.
Lithgow, 8 November, 1878.
Referring to the conversation which took place between you and the deputation from Lithgow
on the 1st insMnt on the subjedt of additional land for station buildings on the proposed site of the
Lithgow platfonn, we, the undersigned, have the honor to state that we are prepared to provide, free of
expense to the Railway Department, the land which may be required for the erection of a goods-shed and
approaches thereto on the south side of the line, which we humbly submit is the position which would be
the most convenient for the inhabitants and for the requirements of the present and future traffic, and in
keeping with all former practice, for we believe we are correct in stating that in 110 single case on all the
lines in New South Wales is the goods-shed not built on the township side of the line (where the township
as in this ease is all on one side of it) and we are at a loss to understand what objet the engineer could
have had in placing the shed on the north side (as per proposed plan of station yard shown by you to the
deputation), to or from which there is neither exit nor entrance except by level crossing—the use of which
at it station where so much business will necessarily be carried on would be a constant source of danger.
We have, &e.,
Jan Loneragan.
Hy. Porter.
Ed. Burns.
Wm. Gray.
J. J. Ryall.
J. Connell.
T. F. Loneragan.
T. Crow.
D. Breathour.
R. Blaekford.
- Sir,

The Commissioner to write and ask for a plan and description of the land offered for this purpose;
and Mr. Macon as to position of goods-sheds, &c.-.---J.S., 11/11/78.
Write at once then to Mr. Mason.—
CH. A. 0., B.C., 11/11/78.
The goods-sheds have always been placed where they would best suit the general station arrange.
inents and give the most convenience for working the traffic, whether on the township side of the railway or
not. When the Western line was made throigh Lithgow Valley the township of Lithgow was not then
in existence, and now that a goods-shed is required it ought to be put in such a position as will suit other
part of the station arrangements, and with this in view it was placed on northern side of the line, where it
will fairly answer all reasonable purposes.. The road approach to the shed is not by level crossing, and will
flave both entrance and exit as convenient as at any other station.—W.M., 18/11/78, Commissioner.

No, 9.

No. 9.
Commissioner to Mr. J. Loneragan.
Department of Public Works, Railway Branch, Sydney, 16 November, 1878.
Referring to the communication, tinted the 811 instant, signed by yourself and nine others
interested in the choice of a site for the station arrangements at Lithgow, and offering to convey to this
department free of expense the necessary land required on the south side of the line, .1 have the honor to
request that you will be good enough to forward to this office as early as possible a plan and description of
the land those interested offer for this purpose, and the area thereof.
I have, &c.,
C. A. 000DOHAP,
Commissioner for Railways.
Sir,

No. 10.
Messrs. Gray, Loneragan, & Higgins, to Commissioner.
Sydney, 19 November, 1878.
Referring to our conversation this morning respecting the land which may be required for
station purposes on the present site of the Lithgow platform, we now beg to hand you a tracing showing
the land we are prepared to let you have should you require as much, and we also bind ourselves to convey
We have, &c.,
the same to you when called upon to do so.
WILLIAM GRAY,
J. & J. LONERA.GAN,
P. HIGGINS,
(For the Lithgow V-alley Colliery Co.)
Sir,

Mr. Mason, for report. Very urgent—On. A. G., 19/11)78.

No. 11.
Report of Engineer for Existing Lines.
herewith a tracing of plan showing an annngenent for goode. -shed and sidings on the land
proposed to be conveyed to the Commissioner for this purpose.
It will he seen from the plan that to get a goods-shed, &o., on this land it will be necessary to remove
the site of the present station at A to that at B. This is very objectionable, as the station buildings and
platforms would have to be placed in the miuddle of the existing drainage, which would involve the building
of a long culvert to carry of the water in its present course. The goods-shed would be in about six to nine
feet of cutting, and a large quantity of excavation would have to he done to form approaches to the shed and
sidings. The siding accommodation would be very limited and awkward to work, requiring facing points
to be fixed on the down line and a cross-Over road into carriage dock. There is also the objection, as
previously named, of having the goods shed separated from the general siding arrangements.
Tracing of Mr. Gray's property returned herewith.
.
W.M., 27/11/78.
Oommissioner.
I FORWARD

No. 12.
Extract from Sydney Morning Herald, 21 November, 1878.
Railway Station at Lithgow
afternoon a deputation, consisting of Messrs. J. Loneragan, J. Burns, and W. Gray, waited
upon the Hon. Minister for Works in reference to the site for the proposed railway station at Lithgow..
The deputation presented to the Minister a petition, very largely signed, from inhabitants of the district
interested, praying that the station might be erected at the spot which had been decided upon by a previous
Minister for Works. They had forwarded to' the Minister a plan and description of the land that was
available, some two and a half acres, and more could be had if required. They pointed out that the spot
now proposed was in the very centre of population, and that persons had been induced to buy land there
and buikl, on the strength of the promise that the railway station should be at that place. Mr. Sutherland
told the deputation that he would look over their petition, but in a matter of this kind he would have to
be guided a great deal by the report of his officers. He did not feel himself to be a good judge in this case,
as he was interested in land near the site which they proposed, and which would thereby be much enhanced
in value. He would get all the information he could and lay the matter before his colleagues in the
Cabinet for their advice upon it The deputation thanked the Minister and retired.
YESTERDAY

No. 13.
Memorial as to site.
The Honorable the Minister for Works, Sydney.
Sir,
We, the undersigned residents and others commercially and locally interested in the prosperity
of Lithgow, earnestly request your consideration of this memorial before finally giving your decision upon
the locality to be chosen as a site for the proposed railway station in Lithgow Valley.
Your niemorialist.s respectfully beg to premise that it is their misfortune that an impartial consideration of the merits of their case has constantly been endangered by reason of the conflicting interests of a
very large number of influential persons; but we beg to point out as a circumstance entitled to much weight—
tht two Ministers for Works who have held office of late years, and who could not be said to be in any way
interçste
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interested in the site of the proposed station (Messrs. Lackey and Hoskins) at once amitted the reasonableness and fairness of the test proposed on our behalf by Mr. Higgins; the first gentleman sanctioning the
erection of the present Lithgow platform (and ordering an account of the traffic between that and the
Eskbank platform to be kept, in order to decide the proper site for the station), and the latter genticman
pointedly declining to interfere with that arrangement until a definite result was ascertained.
Your memorialists earnestly direct your attention to the letter written by Mr. P. Higgins, dated
27th February, 1877, to the thcn Secretary for Public Works, and to the minute of Mr. Lackey thereupon,
the terms contained in which, your memorialists submit, constitute a contract as binding upon the Government as upon those for -whom Mr. Higgins acted, and which contract cannot be ignored by either party
without a direct breach of faith. It is further urged for your consideration that, relyin g upon the sincerity
of Mr. Lackey's minute (which broadly states that lie looked upon the proposed test as a means of arriving
at a fair settlement of the question in dispute, and therefore to be final in it-s result), many of your
Memorialists, finding the vicinity of the present Lithgow platform to be the business centre of the Valley
(and which fact is undeniably borne out by the accounts kept), have expended large sums in the purchase of
land in the neighbourhood and in the ercction of hüildings thereon, and some have so devoted the entire
savings of years.
It.is respectfully submitted that Mr. Lackey's minute admits of no doubt as to its finality. A direct
offer was made to inn as lWithster for Works by which a thoroughly unbiassed decision could be arrived at—
a decision not to rest upon the arguments of interested persons, but upon the simple logic of facts, and
accepting the offer lie wrote, "This seems to me a/air settlement of the question. Air. Higgins' off.i- will
there/ore be accepted, with this condition, however, that whichever site is eventually chosen, sufficient land
will be provided by the proprietors for a future station-master's residence, say all acre at least."
Your meniorialists beg to state that they are prepared to carry out their part of the contract in
providing the stipulated quantity of land—even without cost to the Government should such a demand be
made—and they now respectfully call upon the Government to keep faith with them. They also desire to
intimate that, in the opinion of competent authorities, who have taken into consideration the extensive siding
accommodation (amounting to many acres in extent) attached to all the collieries except that of Eskbank
(which latter ought to be enlarged at private rather than public expense), the land your memorialists are
ready to provide, together with that already in possession of the Government between the fences, is ample
for all possible requirements at the proposed station.
Your memorialists regret that they should have to express dissatisfaction with the drawings and
plans of the Engineer for Existing Lines lately exhibited to a deputation, which if carried out, no matter
what site is chosen, will prove a lasting inconvenience to the public, by reason of the goods shed being placed
on the north side of the line, where there is not a -single place of business, and to gain access to which at the
Lithgow site a dangerous level crossing will have to be made or an expensive bridge be built. Further,
your memorialists respectfully submit that the facts ascertained by the six months' trial given, ought in all
good faith to be considered final; but the plans lately prepared by Mr. Mason seem to ignore this settlement,
and to re-open a dispute which three of your predecessors in office have affirmed should be held as settled.
Further, your memorialists are at a loss to understand how anything contained in the minute of Mr. Combes,
directing the station to be erected at Lithgow, can be taken as a warrant for the survey of a site in the
practically condemned neighbourhood of Eskbank, for your memorialists contend that the proper locality for
the station was fairly tested and settled before Mr. Mason was called upon to prepare his plans.
Your memorialists respectfully but strenuously pi-otest against their being shut out from all voice in
the matter of the selection of the station site, as it appears they are to be, if they rightly understand the
answer given to a deputation which waited on you on the first of November instant, when you stated that
communications respecting the area required, according to Mr. Mason's plans, were to be addressed to the
proprietors of land in the neighbourhood. For it is the peeuliam-ity of the plans in question that no other
land is dealt with than that belonging to Mr. T. Brown, and those interested in -leases under him, which
peculiarity we are informed by competent authorities arises not so mitch from all other methods of arrangement being exhausted as from their being apparently ignored. Therefore, as the land in each of the directions
pointed out by Mr. Mason is the property of Mr. Brown, we submit that to write to him asking which site
lie and the lessees under him will part with is virtually to sulject our opinions, sights, and interests (after
they have been fairly settled and affirmed by contract with the Government) to reversal and denial, at the
dictation of the very persons who have been most active in their antagonism to us, and whose pecuniary
interests are heavily concerned in denying the justice of our claims.
Your memorialists beg to direct your attention to the fact that, long before any contention arose as to
the site for the future station, the existing township began to develop itself on the elevated plateau on
which it now stands; that the natural features of the surrounding country point this locality out as the best
site for a township; that except a public-house a mile and a half distant, not a single store or place of business
exists eastwards of it; and they unhesitatingly affirm that if a-n inquiry be instituted, it will be found that
-nearly all, if not the whole, of the general mnerchandise consumed by the inhabitants of the district is
delivered by permission of the Company at the siding of the Lithgow Valley Colliery, which is close to the
present platform, and that scarcely anything is delivered at the Eskbank siding, but ores and material for
plant in course of construction, which traffic would go there all the same and without the slightest inconvenience to any one concerned if there were no station within 20 miles of it. And further, your
memorialists be,,to draw special attention to the signatures attached hereto, as comprising more than ninetenths of those who are in business and directly interested in the genem-al commercial pursuits of Lithgow
Valley.
In conclusion, your memorialists pray
t since the plans submitted byMason
hat
Mr.
show, the practicability of erecting a station in the immediate vicinity of the present Lithgow platform, that that site may
alone be dealt with, as they oonceive the Government is bound by every moral obligation to keep faith in
the performance of the contract entered into by Mr. Lackey.
We are, &c.,
[Here follow 116 signatures]
To be placed with other papers on this subject.—J.S., 22/11/78.
No. 14.
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No. 14.
Minute of Secretary for Public Works.
Station accommodation, Lithgow.
THERE has been considerable difficulty in fixing "p011 the most suitable site for this station and siding
accommodation, in consequence of the conflicting interests of those persons at Litbgow, owners of property
(coal-mines, &c.) who have erected buildings and made other improvements at the opposite and extreme ends
of the township. The Vale of Clwydd Coal-mining and Copper-smelting Oompawy and Brewery, and Messrs.
Mort & Company's establishment at the eastern end. Mr. Gray and the Lithgow Valley Coal-mining Company, and Brick and Pipe Manufactory, and the Lithgow Iron Company at the western end (and Brown's
Platform) the centre.
The Engineer for Existing Lines has prepared two plans, one showing the station arrangements on
the site at the western end of the township (Lithgow Valley Platform), and the other near the bridge over
the railway between eastern and western end, which latter site lie considers the most suitable, as it gives
greater facility for traffic and for forming a eoal depOt, it being situated about the centre of the prSent
coal mines, because the work could be done more expeditiously and at less cost in comparison with the
accommodation given, and because the township is extending in that direction. See our Court-house and
Time Public School, now erecting near the proposed site..
Mr. Thomas Brown, the owner of land at the western end of the township, has declined to sell or
give any portion of it to the Department, as he believes that the best interesta of the public will be met by
the erection of the station at the bridge site, at which place he has offered any land that may be required
free of charge.
Persons who are interested in the platform site thereupon offered to the Department, free of charge,
land on which it is possible, at considerable expense, to provide a portion of the accommodation required
but Mr. Mason reports that the siding would be very limited and awkward to work, necessitating facing
points to be fixed on the down line and a cross-over road into carriage dock; and fi,rthei, that there is also
the objection of having the goods shed separated from the general siding arrangements.
The proposed station at Lithgow platform must always be at the extreme end of the township, and
none of the objections urged by Mi. Mason against it apply to the bridge site.
1, therefore, for the reasons above appearing, approve of the acceptance of the land offered by Mr.
Thomas Brown to the Department as a site for station buildings, &c., n.nd of the erection of such buildings
with as little delay as possible.
The expense to be charged to the vote.
JOHN SUTHERLAND.
29/11/78.
Mr. Mason.—B.C., Cu. A.G., 12/12/78.
Noted.—W.M., 16/12/78. Commr.
Inform Mr.
Gray and others—see their offer of land—and also Mr. Thomas Brown. Then ask Mr. Mason to supply
plan and description of land required from Mr. Brown—Ca A.G., 18/12/78.
Plan forwarded, 3
January, /79.—W.M., 6/1/79.

No. 15.
Commissioner to T. Brown, Esq.
Department of Public Works, Railway Branch, Sydney, 23 Deceinber, 1878.
Adverting to your proposal to convey to this Department, free of charge, the land required for
the erection of the station arrangements at Lithgow, I have the honor to inform you that it has been decided
to erect the station, &c, on the site indicated by you near the bridge, and I have therefore to request that
you will at once make the necessary arrangements for conveying the land you promised for the purpose.
I have, &c.,
CHAS. A. G•OODCITAP,
Commissioner for Railways.
Sir,

Commissioner to Mr. W. Gray and others.
Gentlemen,
Department of Public Works, Railway Branch, 23 December, 1878.
Referring to your letter of the 19th ultimo, enclosing a tracing showing the land you are willing
to convey to the Department free of charge in the event of the new station arrangements at Lithgow being
erected at the end of the town, further from Sydney, I have the honor to inform you that it will not he
necessary for me to avail myself of your offer, as it has been decided to erect the station, &c., at the site
near the bridge.
I have, &c.,
ORAS. A. GOODOHAP,
Commissioner for Railways.

No. 16.
Mr. T. Brown to Commissioner.
Sb',

Eskbank, 28 December, 1878.
I do myself the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of 23rd instant (only received
to-day), and in reply, beg to inforni you that the deed of the portion of land intended to be transferred to
the Railway Department is now in the office of ft P. Abbott, Esq., solicitor, 117, King-street, Sydney,
who will furnish you with abstract of title on application.
I should much like to have the land required by you marked out, so that I could commence to build
for the convenience of the general public.
I have, &c.,
THOMAS BROWN.
Mr. Mason, B.C., 30/12/78.—Cu. A. G.
No, 11.
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No. 17.
Mr. R. P.Abbott to Commissioner.
King-street, Sydney, 30 December, 1878.
According to instructions received from lV[t Tlionias Brown, I (10 myself the honor to fonvard
a copy grant from the Crown to hhn of 320 acres of land at Lithgow Valley, portion of which he has agreed
to convey for railway purposes. This title has already been dealt with by the Government.
lhave, ke.,
B. P. ABBOn.
If Mr. Mason will furnish a description of the land required, conveyance can be prepared.—
Plan herewith, showing in red colour land required.—W.M., 6/1/79. Commr.,
Cii. A. G., 31/12/78.
Sec Mr. Brown's letterof 28J1 2/78 herewith; fonvarded planto him (to bereturned).—Cu. A. 0., 8/1/79.
Sir,

No, 18.
Commissioner to Mr. T. Brown,
Department of Public Works, Railway Branch, Sydney, 9 January, 1879.
Referring to your letter of the 28th ultimo, I have the honor to forward herewith plan (to be
returned) showing the land—coloured red—required for railway purposes at Lithgow Valley, Great Western
I have, &c.,
Railway.
OIIAS. A. GOODOHAP,
Commissioner for Railways.
Sir,

No. 19.
Minute by the Secretary for Public Works.
GEt mc the printed papers in the matter of the Lithgow Station and all papers since, with précis
Railways, 17/1J79.-.--J.R

Prepare—Cu. A. CL, 17/1/79,

Herewith.—CLB., 24/1/79.

No. 20.
Précis of case.
Lithgow Station.
of the points advocated at the most desirable position for the new station was at the township of
Lithgow, on or near the site of the present Lithgow Platform, and the other was little more than a mile to
the eastward of this, near the bridge which crosses the line o,u the Sydney side of the Eskbank platform.
It would have been necessary to have obtained additional land for the station buildings and yard at
either place.
The most suitable land at the point first mentioned belongs to Mr. T. Brown, who refused to either
sell or give any portion of it, he being of opinion that LithgS was not the proper place for the station.
A few of the persons chiefly interested in the selection of this part of the Valley offered a piece of land
free of charge; but it was awkwardly situated, and would not have aflbrded sufficient accommodation.
Mr. Brown believed that it would be more generally advantageous to have the station further east,
near the bridge, and, conditionally on its being erected at this point, agreed to present the Government with
as much land there as may be necessary for the purpose.
The Engineer for Existing Lines, after inspecting both places, and preparrng plans of the two
stations, reported that the eastern or bridge site was better adapted to the requirements of the traffic. He
stated that this position possesses the following advantages over that at Lithgow township
"A greater length of sidings for conducting the goods traffic, and for forming a coal depot, being
situated about the centre of the present coal mines, and could be done more expeditiously and
at less cost in comparison with the accommodation given. The passenger station would also
be central, as the township appears to be extending in that direction, and when built the
Eskbank platform will not be required."
in regard to the proposed position at Lithgow township, lie said that to provide a goods shed, to.,
the station buildings and platform would have to be placed in the middle of the drainage, which would be
very'objectionahle and involve the coistniction of a large culvert; that the goods shed would be in about
6 to 9 feet of cutting; that a large quantity of excavation would have been necessary to form approaches
to the sheds and sidings; that the sidings would not only have been limited, but awkward to work, as they
would require facing points to the down line, and a cross-over road to the carriage dock, and there would
also have been the drawback of the goods shed being separated from the general siding arrangements.
In a minute dated 29th November, 1878, the late Minister for Works, the Hon. J. Sutherland, goes
ful]y into the whole subject, and, after considering all the advantages and disadvantages of the respective
positions, decided that the station should be erected on the proposed site near the bridge, and directed that
Mr. Brown's offer be accepted and the work carried out,
From attached printed returns it will be seen that the freight for inward and outward goods and
mineral traffic at Lithgow, during the sbc months ending 31st October, 1877, amounted to £5,515, and that
during the six months ending 31st December, 1877, the coaching traffic at Lithgow platform exceeded that
at Eskbank platform by 779 passengers and £344.
Nowithstaading, however, the large traffic done at Lithgow, the prevailing opinion seems to be that
the Vicinity of Eskbank is the most suitable and generally convenient position for the station.
At
ONE
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At the time the Lithgow platform was applied for, there appears to have been an impression in some
quarters that the Eskbank platform was to be removed to Lithgow, and several strong protests were made
against this being done. The late Mr. Thomas Mort objected to its removal, as he believed the land at Eskbank possesses advantages that will in the course of a few years brthg about it a population far in excess
of that which will be found in the more westerly portion of the Valley, and that it is at this point that
manufactories are more likely to extend. A petition signed by 235 of the inhabitants of the Valley and
neighbourhood, opposing the removal of the platform further west, was also sent to the Minister for Works.
In 1877 the Directors of the Vale of Clwydd Coal Company objected to the Bowenfels goods
station being removed to Lithgow, the site of Eskbank platform being considered by them a more eligible
position, and Mr. D. Williams, on behalf of the Lithgow Valley Iron Company, recommended the site now
selected near the bridge.
Among the papers there is also a memorial, signed by 416 persons, approving of the station being
erected at the point decided upon. (There is no date to show when this document was received, but from
its position in the file it would appear to have been during the last few months.)
It may be added that a Court-house and Public School are being erected in the neighbourhood of the
position chosen for the station.
All papers and plans
I must have the plans and original papers in this case.—J.L., 24/1/79.
herewith.—Cu. A. G., 24/1/79.

No. 21.
Mr. P. Higgins to The Secretary for Public Works.
Reform Club, Sydney, 7 February, 1879.
In reversing the directions of two previous Ministers, the Hon. Messrs. Lackey and Hoskins,
and the decision of the Hon. E. Combes, as to the Lithgow Railway Station, the ex-Minister, The Hon.
Mr. Sutherland, alleges reasons of a nature that will not bear examination and are unsupported by facts.
Mr. Sutherland, in deciding the Eskbank site for a station, gives as his reason that it would be nearer the
late Mr. Mort's slaughtering establishment, a brewery lately built in the Valley, and the Vale of Clwydd
Colliery. I shall deal with each separately.
The slaughtering establishment was erected by Mr. Mort in connection with his project for the
export of frozen meat.
It is unnecessary for me to remind you that this scheme has broken down, the place is occupied by
a caretaker pending the sale and distribution of the machinery and other effects.
The local brewery is instanced as an institution whose importance ought to turn the scale, but the
extreme improbability of a considerable export from that establishment could easily be tested by an inquiry
into the character of the article produced there.
As to the Vale of Clwydd Colliery it is difficult to see how the interests of that Company are affected.
They have a siding of their own, and by that means are in direct communication with the main line.
They can always have their goods delivered (as at present) on their own premises.
Having stated his reasons for overthrowing the action of three preceding Ministers, Mr. Sutherland
omits the numerous and forcible claims of the people of the town of Lithgow, whose interests are completely
ignored and set aside.
Nothing to an unprejudiced mind could be more fair, more straightforward, or a more honest mode
of settling conflicting claims than was adopted in ordering an account of the traffic to be taken for six
months, to test in an absolutely practical manner the position the public most approved. The result of this
trial has placed the question beyond doubt, and for which I refer you to return No. S of the papers in this
case, ordered to be printed 24 April, 1878.
Since this time (about two years ago) the town of Lithgow has increased wonderfully in size and
population centred itself in close proximity to the site of the station as decided on by Mr. Sutherland's
predecessors.
The churches, the Commercial Bank, the telegraph station, the principal stores and private residences,
the hotels (four in number), all have grouped themselves in this immediate locality, and the greater number
of these have been erected on the faith of the decision arrived at by the Ministers who preceded Mr.
Sutherland.
It should form no small element in the consideration of the ease, that the interests of those who
have bought land and built substantial houses under the idea that the question of the site had been settled,
and who really for,n three-fourths of the population should be completely ignored, and their convenience
made subservient to the selfishness of a few individuals (see amongst the papers a petition numerously
signed by real property holders in the township in favour of the Lithgow site, dated 30 November, 1878).
They have offered to give the area of land necessary for station buildings free of cost to the Governmeat, and in doing so they have carried out their portion of the contract with Mr. Lackey, see minute
No. JO, of the Secretary for Public Works.
The site selected by Mr. Sutherland is not alone inconvenient and opposed to the unanimous wish
of the people of Lithgow, but is from its position totally unfit for a railway station.
The platform is intended to abut on to a bridge over the line, which on account of the obstruction
of the view would be a sure source of frequent and serious accidents.
A most unsightly view would always present itself from the fact that a coal-pit and copper-smelting
works are within a chain of the railway and facing the intended station buildings and platform. These
with their concomitants of dust and smoke would make it a most undesirable site.
The land in the neighbourhood is low and swampy and totally unfit for a township.
For these and many other reasons, all of which would be perceptible to a person visiting the respective sites, I hope that you will re-consider the decision of Mr. Sutherland, and order the station buildings
to be erected on the site originally fixed upon, and let right be done.
I have, &c.,
P. HIGGINS.
Sir,
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No. 22.
Extract from Sydney Morning Herald, 21st March, 1879.
MESSRS. Hurley (H.), O'Connor, Dillon, and Barbour, ML. A's, and Messrs. Higgins, Loneragan, Burns,
Gray, Wilton, and Jamaeson yesterday afternoon waited on the Hon. the Colonial Secretary with reference
to a railway station being erected at Lithgow, and not at Eskbank as had been decided upon by Mr.
Sutherland, the late Minister for Public Works.
Mr. Hurley said they had come in crder to point out the necessity that existed for building a
station at Lithgow. Of those who composed the deputation several gentlemen were personally interested
in Lithgow, and others had come to see that justice was done to all parties and not to individuals. He
read the documents on the subject, which had been printed, and said that they thought Mr. Mason's opinion
had been allowed to obtain too much permanence, and take precedence of every other opinion that had been
expressed. All they wished was that Mr. Lackey should maintain the opinion he held some time ago, when
he was Minister for Works. If the station were erected at Eskbank a great deal of inconvenience would
be caused to the people of Lithgow. They were aware that the Minister had been there himself) and
was in possession of facts which would lead him to see that justice was done to all parties.
Mr. Higgins said that there was one thing that Mr. Hurley had forgotton, and that was that Mr.
Lackey had stated that Lithgow was the proper place to build a station, but that there was not enough land.
Land might be taken possession of by the Government under, the powers they possessed, and he was
authorized to say that the people would pay the cost of the land.
Mr. Wilton said that it had been stated that the opinion of the Engineer for Existing Lines was
that there was not room enough for a station, and that they could not take more land under the powers
they possessed. That was a difficulty which was constantly cropping up, and this might be urged as a
reason why Government should possess further powers. The land at Eskbank was swampy, and unfit for
station purposes.
Mr. Loneragan pointed out that they had a good claim to the notice of the Minister, as they had
spent so much money at Lithgow.•
Mr. Higgins said they would pledge themselves to pay for all the land that was required on the
other side of the line.
Mr. Burns said they had only been asked for 1 acre in the first instance, and now they offered
4 acres.
Sir Henry Parkes said in reply that lie really did not know much about the matter, but he did know
that most of the buildings were in the position where it was now asked that a station might be erected. He
assumed that Mr. lAckey had merely confirmed the action of his predecessor. That was a course which
was usually followed unless there was some good reason for taking a different one. They had now
represented to him that if the platform were erected in the - place where it had been decided to do so it
would be a serious affair. As far as he had knowledge, Eskbank was not a place where a station ought to
be, but he did not know what he could do beyond getting the case reopened.
In reply to Sir Henry Parkes, Mr. Higgins stated that no tenders had yet been called for the work.
They had come, he said, in consequence of the speech made by Mr. Lackey to the effect that though Lithgow
was the best place there was not enough land there.
Sir Henry Parkes said that all he thought he could do would be to bring the matter before the
Cabinet, with the representations that had been made to him.
Mr. Hurley said that Mr. Sutherland was largely interested in property at Eskbank.
The deputation retired, after having,thanked the Minister for his courtesy.

No. 23.
Messrs. J. and T. Loneragan to Commisionèr.
Lithgow, 28 March, 1879.
We, the undersigned, undertake to convey to the Railway Department, all that piece of land
as herein described free of all or any claim, and we pledge ourselves to execute a legal deed of transfer
of said piece of land when called upon to do so.
Land refined to
From the boundary on the eastern side of Mr. Gray's property to the end or corner on the western
end of the Lithgow Valley Company's land. Measdres 924 feet, with a depth of 90 feet, the fuil length of
line, and running parallel to the railway fence on the southern or township side.
J. & T. LONE1tAGAN.
Forward to Mr. Mason to say whether this offer of additonal land will enable him to provide the
requisite accommodation at the Lithgow site—Cu. A. G., B.C., 29/3/79.
I shall require a plan showing the portion of the land proposed to be conveyed before I can give an
Commissioner.
Write for this at once—a small sketch will
opinion on this subject.W.It, 1/4/79.
do—Cu. A. G., 5/4/79.

-

No. 24.
Oommissionèr to Messrs. J. and T. Loneragan.

Department of Public Works, Railway Branch,
Sydney, 9 April, 1879.
Gentlemen,
In reply to your letter of the 28th ultimo, offering to convey to this Department all that
piece of land which is described in your letter, free of all or any claim, as a site for the railway station at
Lithgow, I have the honor to inform you that a plan showing the position of the land proposed to be conveyed will be required before any decision can be given in the matter. I.may mention that a small sketch
will be sufficient.
J have, &e,
CII. A. GOODCHAP,
Commissioner for Railways.
No. 25.
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No. 25.
Mr. J. Loneragan to Commissioner
Sir,

Lithgow, 17 April, 1879.
Acknowledging receipt of yours of 9th instant, I have the honor to place beforc you the required
plan of the ground available at Lithgow on the township side of line, in length 924 feet and 90 feet, making
an area of 3J acres.
I am desired to inform you I am preparcd to convey this land, as shown on plan, to the department
for the puiposes required.
Your obedient servant,
JAS. LONERAGAN.

No. 26.
Extract from Sydney Morning Herald, 5th April, 1879.
Railway station at Eskbank.
MESSRS. l). Williams, Abbott, Farquhar, W. J. Weston, Garratt, Saywell, Way, Wilson, and Schneider,
yesterday waited upon the Minister for Works with respect to the railway station at Eskbank.
Mr. Williams produced a plan of the station, which it was intended should be on the eastern side of
the bridge, and urged that this was a better site than the one at Lithgow. It had been stated that the site
was a swamp, but that was not the case.
Captain Farquhar supported what had been said, contending that the site indicated by Mr. Williams
was the most convenient.
Mr. Abbott said a test had been made of the receipts at the two places, which was in favour of the
station at Lithgow; but it really amounted to this,—that there was a public-house atLithgow and there was
none at Eskbank, and the whole of the arguments against the site that had been fixed were based on that
Mr. Saywell pointed out that more coal was raised on the eastern side than there was on the western
side. Mr. Lackey, himself believed that the best site was the one the deputation wanted, and the previous
Minister thought the same thing.
Mr. Lackey said there had been a few features of the case brought under his notice, to which his
attention had not been previously called. So many conflicting opinions had been given that he had gone up
himself to inspect the place, and he quite agreed that the test that had been made was not altogether fair,
because there were facilities at the one place, with regard to the issue of tickets, that there were not at the
other, and there might be something in the reason that the business people were attracted to Lithgow
through an hotel being there, where they could transact any business they wanted. These two reasons had
been sufficient to show him that the test had not been made on equal terms. It appeared to him that the
station at Eskbank would be most suitable, and the Engineer for Existing Lines had informed him that
there was greater accommodation available at Eskbank, and that it would be more suitable for the coal
trade, He would consider the whole matter, and he hoped that the place that was ultimately decided upon
would be the one that would prove most suitable for all requirements.

No. 27.
J. Blurley, Esq., M.P., to The Secretary for Public Works.
Sir,

Sydney, 7 April, 1879.
I beg to give notice that a number of my constituents desire to meet you on Thursday at 11
am. at your office, in regard to railway site, Lithgow. If the hour and day is convenient to you, please
to send an answer to Mr. John Wilson, Manager, Vale of Ciwydd Co., Lithgow, and oblige,—
Yours,
J. HURLEY.
P.S.—The deputation are persons who advocate Eskbank.—J.H.
Write and state that as next Friday will be Good Friday, that I will meet the deputation at the time
named,—J,L., 8/4/79.

No. 28.
Extract from Sydney Morning Herald, 11th April, 1879.
Deputations,—R.ailway station at Eskbank.
A DEPUTATION, consisting of Mr. Robinson, Mr. Wilson (Manager of the Vale of Clwydd Colliery), Mr.
Pitt (Manager of the Eskbank Colliery), Mr. Schroder, Mr. Moore, Mr. Hutehinson, and Mr. Ebblewbite,
waited upon the Minister for Works (the Hon. John Lackey) yesterday, to urge upon him the desirableness
in the public interest of erecting the proposed new railway station at Eskbank, in preference to Lithgow
Valley. The deputation was introduced by Mr. John Hurley M. L..&, who said he had come by request for
that purpose. He did not intend to say anything himself, but he hoped that whatever might be done
eventually would be done in the interests of the future as well as of the present welfare of the Valiey.
Several members of the deputation pointed out to the Minister that, on account of the larger number
of industries, the larger population, and the probable increase of both, Eskbank was a much more suitable
place for a railway station than Lithgow.
Mr. Lackey said the subject was not new to him, for this was the third deputation that had waited
upon him in reference to it since he had been in office this time. It was from representations made by people
who took an interest in the site of the station in the neighbourhood of Lithgow that he was induced to give
instructions for the action proposed by the late Government to be stayed. He found, from representations
made, that considerable dissatisfaction existed as to the site on which the proposed permanent station was to
be erected, and, as the deputation were aware, representations were urgently made in behalf of both Eskbank
and
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and Lithgow. He confessed, from the way in which the case was put before him, that he thought the most
desirable plan to follow would be to inspect the locality himself, in order to come to what he hoped would
be a proper and fair conclusion. He went accordingly with the Traffic Manager and the Engineer for
Existing Lines, who had the plans of the proposed alterations and the works which would require to be
carried out From all that he saw, and all the infonnation that lic obtained, heformed an opinion in favour of
the proposal of the Engineer for Existing Lines, and lie was glad now to have the weight of the present
deputation in accordance with his opinion. It appeared to him that Eskbank was the most central place,
and the site best suited to give proper accommodation for the enormous traffic which must grow up there
within the next few years; and he couM only say now that he would he very glad to consider carefully the
representations made to him, and which would greatly guide him in the decision he should come to. In
reply to Mr. Hurley, Mr. Lackey stated that as soon as the site had been detennined on the work would be
commenced without delay.

No. 29.
Mr. D. Mache to The Secretary for Public Works.
Lithgow Valley, 17 April, 1879.
As Chairman of a public meeting, called by advertisement and held at Lithgow on Saturday,
the 12th instant, it was proposed by Mr. F. Raymond—" That this meeting of the rcsidents of Lithgow
Valley is of opinion that the Eskbank site for the proposed railway station is the most central, and therefore the most convenient for the inhabitants and the public generally,"—which resolution having been
seconded by Mr. G. Hall, was carried unanimously.
A second resolution was proposed by Mr. W. Wilson—" That the foregoing resolution be embodied
in an address and conveyed to the Honorable the Minister for Works at Sydney,"—seconded by Mr. G.
Donald and carried unanimously.
I have also to inform you that there were about 150 of the residents of Lithgow Valley present at
I have, kc.,
the meeting.
DAVID MACKIt,
Chairman.
Sir,

No. 30.
Memo, by Oommissioner.
Lithgow station arrangements.
Jr a decision has been arrived at in regard to the site for this station, will the Minister be good enough to
say whether the work can be proceeded with, as it will be necessary to get a conveyance of the land.
OH. A. 0., 3/12/79.
It has been decided to erect the station at the bridge site as recommended by the Engineer for
Noted.—W.M,, 10/12/79. ComMr. Mason—OH. A. 0., B.C.
Existing Lines—ilL., 3/12/79.
missioner.

Sydney: Thomas Richards, Oovcrnment t'rthter,—lSSO.
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1879-80.

LEGISLATIvE ASSEMBLY..

NEW SOUTH WALES.

RAILWAYS.
(STATION, ELGIN-STREET, WEST MAITLAJrn—TENDERS, MINUTES, &c.)

Ordered by the Leg ie?atve Aesembly to be prined, U Nay, 1880.

RETURN to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New
South Wales, dated 13th April, 1880, That there be laid upon the Table of this
House,—
Copies of all Tenders received for the erection of the new Railway
Station at Elgin-street, West Maitlanci, together with all Minutes,
Papers, and Documents having reference to such tenders."
(Air. Cohen.)

NO.

SCHEDULE

PAGE.

Notice inviting tenders. 4 November, 1878 ........... ... .................................. ... ........................ ... ............... 2
Letter from Under Secretary for Public Works, forwarding tenders. 3 December, 1878 ........................ ......... 2
Copies of tenders ......................................................................................................... ....... .................. 2
Minute of Engineer for Existing Lines—could not recommend the acceptance of lowest tender. 12 December, 1878 4
Notice inviting fresh tenders. 19 December, 1878 ................................................................. .......... . ....... 4
Letter from Under Secretary for Public Works, forwarding tenders. 14 January, 1879 .................................4
Copies of Tenders ................................................................................................................................. 4
S. Minute of Engineer for Existing Lines—recommending that work be carridd out by Department 17 January, 1879 6
0. Minute of Secretary for Public Works, concurring in recommendation of Engineer for Existing Lines. 20
January, 1879 .................................................................................................................................6
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RAILWAYS.
No. 1.
Notice inviting Tenders.
Department of Public Works, Railway Branch, Sydney, 4 November, 1878.
TENDERS will be received at this office until 11 o'clock on Tuesday, the 4th December next, from persons
willing to contract for building a new Passenger Station at West Maitland, Great Northern Railway.
Plan, specification, and form of tender may be seen, and further particulars obtained, at the office
of the Engineer for Etsting Lines, 45, Philli p-street.
Tenders to be endorsed 'Tender for New Station, West Maitland."
The Commissioner does not bind himself to accept the lowest or any tender.
C. A. G0000HAP,
Commissioner for Railways.
-

No. 2.
The Under Secretary for Public Works to The Commissioner for Railways.
Building hailStation, WeA
Maitland.

DepñFtinêht of Public Works, Sydney, 3 December, 1878.
The tenders, four in number, for the work specified in the margin are referred to you for
report, and you will have the goodness, as early as possible, to return them to inc thrct for submission to
I have, a.,
the Minister.
JOHN RAE.
Mr. Mason.—G.B., BC, 5J12/78.
Sir,

No. 3.
Copies of Tenders.
Great Northern Railway Station—Building Platform and Carriage Docks at West Maitland,
I IIEILEI3Y agree to provide all necessary labour, tools, scaffolding, and materials of every description, and
to execute the whole of the works required in the construction and erection of a station building, platform, and carriage docks at West Maitland, on the above railway, in strict accordance with the drawings
and specification, to the Engineer for Existing Lines, for the sum of seven thousand five hundred and
seventy-one pounds sterling.
JAMES -PRITCHARD,
£7,571.
West Maitland.
£ s.
SesrEnuLE OP PRICES ABOVE REFERRED TO.
0 2
...
Excavations to foundations, earthwork, per cubic yard
0 12
do
...
rock,
Do.
2
15
...
...
...
Brickwork, as per specification
2 5
...
Masonry, axe-faced, with boasted beds and joints
0 4
...
-...
•.,
Masonry, clean chiselled, dressed, per foot
0 5
..
..:
...
rubbled, plain
Do.
0 14
moulded
...
..
...
Do.
3 10
Countess slates, including battens, as per specification, per square
H. W. timber of any scantling, sawn frame and fix-ed, at per cubic foot......0 2
... 0 3
...
...
...
...
...
•..
Hardwood timber, wrought
... 0 1
..
...
...
Wrought cedar, 1 inch, per superficial foot ...
... 0 1
do.
...
...
...
...
...
Do.
1* do.
... 0 2
,..
...
...
Render, fiQat, and set walls, per superficial yard
... 0 3
.
...
...
...
...
...
L. P. P. and set ceilings ...
... 0 3
* render in cement, gauged, 2 sand to 1 cement, per superficial yard
... 2 2
...
...
1+ T. & G. Oregon pine flooring boards, at per square
... 0 0
...
...
Milled lead in gutters, hips, flashings, &c., at per lb
... 0 1
...
...
Painting, four coats, white lead in oil, per superficial yard
... 0 1
do.
..
...
Varnishing, 2 coats, copal varnish,
.. 2 7
...
...
...
...
No. 24 gauge galvanized iron, per square

4.
6
6
0
0
0
0
6
0
7
6
0
6
3
0
6
6
5j6
0
6

Woollahra, 3 December, 1878.
WE, the undersigned, hereby agree to provide the whole of the materials, labour, and all necessary tools,
&c., for the construction of a Railway Station at West Maitland, in accordance with the plans and
specifications, to the full intent and meaning therein contained, and to complete the same in a workmanof the Enaineer-in-Chief for Euisting Railways, for the sum of seven
lLhW mAtmu' + fln nfqfnoEnii
thousand six hundred and fourteen pounds sterling.
&ALE & FLE1\IING,
£7,614.
Builders, &c.,
Woollahra.
SCHEDUlE
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ScHEDULE or Pnicxs.
£ s. d.
Earthwork, per cubic yard
...
...036
Brickwork,
do,
in lime
.250
Do.
do.
cement
217 0
Stonework, per cubic foot, axed and jointed
...083
Do.
do.
clean chiselled
...049
Do.
do.
rubbled
.053
Do.
do.
moulded
010 0
Slates, with battens, per square ...
.075
Hardwood, sawn, framed, and fixed, per cubic foot, if wrought.
Plastering, per yard
...
023
Ceilings,
do.
...
...
030
Cement
do.
...
..
033
1+ P. & G. pine flooring, per square
400
Lead, per lb.
...
...
...
005
Painting, 4 coats, per yard
...
020
'Tarnishing, 2 coats, per yard ...
018
24 rrahlcre G. irmi (knnrnvnn)
or qn
250
nature not described, if hard or soft.

Great Northern Railway—Station Building, Platform, Carriage Docks, at West Maitland.
I HEREBY agree to provide all necessary labour, tools, scaffolding, and materials of every description, and
to execute the whole of the works required in the construction and erection of station building, platform,
and carriage docks at West Maitland, on the above railway, in strict accordance with the drawings and
specification, to the satisfaction of the Engineer for Existing Lines, for the sum of £8,360.
WILLIAM GAINS,
East Maitland.
ScHEDULE OF PRicEs ABOVE REFERRED TO.

s.
0 8
0 5
2 5
3 0
0 5
0 5
0 10
0 0
0 6
0 9
0 1
0 2
0 3
0 8
0 4
3 10
0 0
0 3
0 2
4 16

£

Excavation to foundations, earthwork, per cubic yard ...
...
...
...
Do.
rock,
...
do.
...
...
...
Brickwork, as per specification,
...
do.
..
...
...
Masonry, axe-faced, with boasted beds and joints, per cubic yard ...
...
Do.
clean chiselled, dressed,
do.
...
...
Do.
do. rubbled, plain,
..
do.
...
Do.
do. do. moulded.
...
do.
...
Countess slates, including battens, as per specification, at per square
...
Hardwood timber of any scantling, sawn, framed, and fixed, at per cubic foot
Do.
wrought
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
Wrought cedar, 1 in., per sup. foot
...
...
...
...
...
...
N in.,
Do.
do.
...
...
..
...
...
...
Render, iloat, and set wall, per sup. yard
...
...
...
...
...
Lath, plaster, and set ceilings, at per sup. yard
...
...
..
...
render in cement, gauge, 2 sand to 1 cement, per sup. yard
...
...
l- G. & T. Oregon pine flooring boards, at per square
...
...
...
Milled lead in gutter, hips, flashings, at per lb....
...
...
...
...
Painting, 4 coats, white lead in oil, at per sup. yard ...
...
...
...
Varnishing, 2 coats copal varnish,
do.
...
...
.....
No. 24 gauge kangaroo galvanized iron, at per square
...
...
...

d.
0
0
0
0
0
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
6
6
0
7
0
6
0

To the Commissioner for Railways.
Sir,
Sydney, 2 December, 1878.
I liOreby agree to provide all necessary labour, tools, and scaffolding, and material of every
description, and to execute the whole of the work required in the construction and erection of station
buildings, platform, and carriage dock at West Maitland, em the above railway, in strict accordance with
the drarnug and specification, to the satisfaction of the Engineer for Existing Lines, for the sum of seven
thousand seven hundred pounds sterling.
£7,700.
JOHN M'DONALD,
-Went Creek.
ScHEDULE

or

PRIcEs

s.
0 2
0 8
25 0
0 5
0 5
0 2
0 8
4 15
0 4
0 5
0 1
0 2
£

Excavations to foundations, at per cubic yard ...
...
...
...
...
Do.
rock
do.
...
..,
,..
...
...
Brickwork, at per rod ...
..
...
...
...
...
...
...
Masonry, axe-faced, with boasted bed and joint, at per foot ..
...
....
Do. clean chiselled dressed, per cubic foot
...
...
...
...
Do. rubble plain ...
...
..
...
...
...
...
..
Do. moulded
..,
...
..
...
......
...
..,
Countess slates, including battens, at per square
...
...
...
...
Hardwood timber of any Hcmithng, sawn, framed, and fixed, at per cubic foot
Do.
do
wrought ...
...
. -.
...
...
Wrought cedar, at per 1 thch, per square foot...
...
...
...
...
Do.
...
do.
do.
...
...
1*,,

d.
9
0
0
0
6
0
0
0
0
0
6
0

Render
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Render, float, and set wall, per squaro.yard
render in cement
Ii G. & T. Oregon pine floors, at per square
Milled lead in gutter flashing, &c., per lb.
Painting, 4 coats, in white lead and oil, per yard
opaI varnish
do.
No. 24 gauge kangaroo iron, per square

...

-

.,

..

..

...

...

..

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

..

...

...

...

.

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...
.

..

.

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

£
0
0
2

s.
3
5
2
Ii 0
0 3
0 2
3 12

d.
0
0
0
5
0
6
0

No. 4.
Minute of Mr. Mason.
THE tender of Mr. James Pritchard is the lowest, but I cannot recommend its acceptance, as I
cohsidor the price too high, being £901 is. above the amount of my estimate, besides the tender being
informal. I recommend fresh tenders be invited—W.M., 12/12/IS.
Commissioner.
Submit notice-for fresh tenders. In what respect is the lowest tender informal P—O.AG., 16/ 12/78.
Mr. Mason—U-B., B.O., 18/12/73.
The tender states "to the Engineer" only, instead of to the
.catisfactio-a of the Engineer; the omission of the word satisfaction is important. Notice for fresh tenders
herewith.—IV.M., 1.9/12/78.
Commissioner.
Fresh tenders are invited on the score of the
tenders being too high. I think the verbal objection might be otherwise met.—C.A.G.

No. 5.
Notice inviting fresh Tenders.
-

Department of Public Works, Railway Branch, Sydney, 19 December, 1878.
Fxnsu tenders will be received at this office untri ii o'clock on Tuesday, the 14th January, 1879, from
ersons willing to contract for building a new Passenger Station at West Maitland, Great Northern
Wailway.
l'lau, specification, and form of tender may be seen, and further particulars obtained, at the office
of the Engineer for Existing Lines, 45, Phil]ip-street.
Tenders to be endorsed "Tender for new Station, West Maitland."
The Commissioner does not bind himself to accept the lowest or any tender.
C. A. GOODOHAP,
Commissioner for Railways.

No. 6.
The Under Secretary for Public Works to The Commissioner for Railways.
Sir,

New Passenger
Maitland, O~at

Northern Rail.
way.

Department of Public Works, Sydney, 14 January, 1879.
The tenders, fonr in number, for the work specified in the margin are referred to you for
report, and you will have the goodness, as early as possible, to return them to me direct, for submission
to the Minister.
I have, &c.,
JOHN RAE.
Mr. Mason, B.C., 15/1/79.—On. A. G.

No. 7.
Copies of Tenders.
Great Northern Railway—Station Building, Platform, and Carriage Docks at West Maitland.
I REnEW! agree to provide all necessary labour, tools, scaffolding, and materials of every description, and to
execute the who]e of the work reqnired in the construction and erection of a station building, platform,
and c
o" dock at West Maitland, on the above railway, in strict accordance with the drawings and
specification, to the satisfaction of the Engineer for Existing Lines, for the sum of seven thousand seven
bundrcd and seventy pounds sterling (t7,770).
JAMES PRITCHARD,
West Maitland.
SCHEDULE or PRIcEs ABOVE EE}'RRRED TO.
£ s. d.
Excavations to fonndations, earthwork, per cubic yard
0 2 6
Do.
do.
rock,
do.
0 12 6
Brickwork, as per specification,
do.
2 15 0
Masonry, axe-faced, with boasted beds and joints, per cubic yard
2 5 6
Do.
clean chiselled dressed, per cubic foot
0 4 0
Do.
do.
rubbled plain, per cubic foot
0 5 0
Do.
do.
moulded,
do
0 15 6
Countess slates, including battens, as per specification, per square
3 16 0
Hardwood timber of any scantliug, sawn, framed, and fixed, at per cubic foot 0 2 7
Hardwood timber of any seantling, sawn, framed, fixed, and wrought, do.
0 3 6
Wronght cedar, 1 inch, per cubic foot
0 0 9
Do.
do.
0 1 3
121
Render, float, and set walls, per superficial yard
0 2 3
L.P. it and set ceilings,
do.
0 3 0
render in cement, ganged, 2 sand to 1 cement, do
0 8 6
U P. and G. Oregon pine flooring boards, at per square
2 2 6
Milled lead in gutters, hips, fiashings, &c., at per lb
0 0 5
Painting, four coats whitelead in oil, per superficial yard
0 1 9
Varnishing, two coats, copal varnish,
do
0 1 2
No. 24 gange kangaroo galvanized iron, per square
2 7 6
Great
-
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Great Northern Railway—Station Building, Platform, and Carriage Docks at West Maitland.
I IIERE]3Y agree to provide all necessary labour, tools, scaffolding, and materials of every description, and
to execute the whole of the works required in the construction and erection of astation building, platform,
and carriage (locks at West Maitland, on the abovo railway, in strict accordance with the drawings tnd
specification, to the satisfaction of the Engineer for Existing Lines, for the sum of £7,795.
WILLIAM CAINS,
East Maitland.
SCHEDULE OF Piu.ess ABOVE UEFEEnED TO
Excavations to foundations, earthwork, per cubic yard
...
...
...
rock,
do.
...
..
Do.
do.
,..
Brickwork, as per specification,
do.
...
...
...
Masonry, axe-faced, with boasted beds and joints, per cubic yard ...
...
...
...
...
Do.
clean chisel-dressed, per cubic foot ...
...
do.
..
..
...
Do.
do. rubbled, plain,
...
...
do.
do. and moulded, per cubic foot...
...
...
...
Do.
Countess slates, including battens, as per specification, at per square
.
llardsveocl timber, of any scantling, sawn, framed, and fixed, at per cubic foot
do.
wrought,
Do.
do.
•..
...
...
Wrought cedar, 1 inch, per superficial foot
...
..
1* inch,
do,
...
...
...
Do.
...
...
Render, float, set wall, at per superficial yard ...
..
...
.....
Lath plaster ceilings and set,
do.
...
...
...
..
..
* rendering in cement, ganged, 2 sand to 1 cement, per superficial yard ...
1+ G. and T. Oregon pine flooring-boards, per square...
...
...
...
Milled lead, in gutters, hips, flashings, &o., at per lb. . -.
...
..
...
Painting, 4 coats white lead in oil, per superficial yard
..
...
...
Varnishing, 2 coats copal varnish
do,
...
...
...
No. 24 gauge kangaroo galvanized iron, per square ...
...
...
...

sd.
0 2 6
0 5 0
2 5 0
3 0 0
0 5 0
0 5 6
0 10 0
6 0 0
0 6 0
0 9 0
0 1 6
0 2 0
0 3 0
0 3 6
0 4 6
3 10 0
0 0 7
0 3 0
0 2 6
415 0

Great Northern Railway—Station Building, Platform, and Carriage Docks at West Maitland.
I HEREBY agree to provide all necessary labour, tools, scaffolding, and materials of every description,
and to execute the whole of the works required in the construction and erection of a station building and
platform and carriage docks at West Maitland, on the above railway, in strict accordance with the
drawings and specification, to the satisfaction of the Engineer for Existing Lines, for the sum of
seven thousand eight hundred and sixty-five pounds (7,S65) sterling.
HENRY NOAD,
East Maitland.
ScHEDuLE or Pnicrs AJJOVE kEPEREED TO
£ s. d.

Excavations to foundations, earthwork, per cubic yard
...
...
...
rock
Do.
do.
do.
...
...
...
Brickwork, as per specification,
do.
...
..
...
Masonry, axe-lbced, with boasted beds and joints, per cubic yard ..
...
...
...
Do., clean chiselled, dressed, per cubic foot
...
do.
rubbled, plain
...
...
...
Do.,
...
Do.,
do.
inonlded
...
...
...
...
.,.
Countess slates, including battens, as per specification,per square ...
...
Hardwood timber of any scantling, sawn, framed, and fixed, per cubic foot...
wrought, per cubic foot
. .
...
...
...
Wrought cedar, 1-inch, per superficial foot
...
...
...
..
1-inch
Do.,
do.
...
...
..
Bender, float, and set walls, per superficial yard
•
...
...
...
L.P,E. and set ceilings,
d0.
...
...
...
...
render in cement gauge, two sand to one cement, per superficial yard
...
if T. and G. Oregon pine flooring boards, at per square
...
...
...
Milled lead in gutters, hips, flashings, &c., at per lb
...
...
...
Painting, fenr coats, white lead in oil, per superficial yard ...
...
...
Varnishing, two coats, copal varnish,
do
...
...
...
No. 24 gauge kangaroo galvanized iron, per square
...
...
...

0
0
2
2
0
0
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
2

8 0
18 9
13 0
S 6
5 0
6 6
17 0
12 6
2 4
3 0
0 7
1 2
2 9
8 10
3 3
5 0
0 7
2 0
1 4
12 0

Great Northern lluilway.—Station Building, Platform, and Carriage Docks at West Maitland.
I ]t.EEEBY tender and agree to provide all necessary labour, tools, scafihlding, and materials of every description, and to execute the whole of the works required in the construction and erection of a station building,
platform, and carriage dock at West Maitland, on the above railway, in strict accordance with the drawings
and specification, to the satisfaction of the Engineer for Existing Lines, for the sum of seven thousand
eight hundred and fifty-seven pounds (fl,875) sterling.
,TOHN M'DONALD,
Werris Creek.
496—B

ScHEDULE
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SCREDULE OP PRICES.
•

...
...
Excavation to foundations, per cubeyard ...
Do.
rock, do.
do.
...
...
...
Masonry, axe-faced, with boasted bed and joint, per foot ...
Do. clean chiselled, dressed, per cube foot
...
...
Do. rubble, plain
do.
...
...
Do.
do. moulded
do.
...
...
Countess slates, including battens, per square
...
•.•
--Hardwood ti mber of any scantling, sawn, framed, and fixed, at per cube foot
wrought,
Do.
do. ...
1\Trought cedar at per 1 inch per square foot
...
...
Do.
do.
...
...
ikdo.
I
Render, float, and set wall, per square yard ...
...
...
..,
do.
...
..
...
.•
* do. in cement
...
1 inch T. and G. Oregon pine floor, per square ...
Milled lead in gutters, flashings, &c., per lb....
...
...
Painting, four coats in white lead and oil, per yard...
...
...
Copal varnish,
do.
...
...
No. 24 gauge kangaroo galvanized iron, per square
...

4

£sd.
0 2 9
0 8 0
0 4 0
0 5 6
0 2 0
0 8 0
4 15 0
0 4 6
0 5 0
0 1 6
0 2 0
0

3

0

0
2
0
0
0
3

5
2
0
3
2
12

0
0
5
0
6
0

No.8.
The Engineer for Existing Lines to The Commissioner for Railways.
Analysis of Tenders:—
James Pritchard...
...
...
£7,770.
William Gains ...
...
...
7,795.
Henry Noad
...
...
...
7,865.
John M'Donald ...
...
...
7,857.
Mr. James Pritchard's tender is the lowest, but I cannot recommend its acceptanco, for the following reasons :—ist. It is £199 above his first tender, and £1,100 is. in excess of my estimate, in which I
allowed 15 per cent. profit in the work. I recommend that the work be carried out by this department,
as there seems no probability of obtaining a satisfactory tender,—W,M., 17/1/79.

Memorandum of The Secretary for Public Works.
I cocum in recommendation of the Engineer for Existing Lines; at the same time, after so much
delay having taken place, caused by the difficulty of obtaining eligible tenders, I think it desirable,
in the interest of the public, as well as the department, that the work should be done within the time
specified in the contract.—.J.L., 20/1/79.
Mr. Mason, B.C., 20/1/79.—Cit. A. G.

ted.]

Noted.—W.M., 22/1/79.

Sydney Thomas Richtvds Government Printer.—isSo.

Commi3sioncr.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

RAILWAY S.
(ACCIDENT

AT PARRAMATTA STATION.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assernh/y to hejriuted, 13 January, 1880.
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8. Minute of Secretary for Public Works ................................................................................................ 6
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No.1.
Inquiry held by Secretary of Railways at Parramatta Station, on 27th December,
respecting the accident which occurred at that Station on the 26th December,
1879.
PREStNP

B. Vernon, Secretary of Railways.
W. Mason, Engineer for Existing Lines.
H. H. Burnett, Locomotive Engineer.
W. Scott, Locomotive Overseer.
Witnesses ea,amincd
H. Richardson, Traffic Inspector.
J. R. Thompson, Station.master, Parramatta.
W. Price, Head Porter, Parramatta.
John Winfield, Porter and Signalman, Parramatta.
George B. Voting, Resident of Parramatta.
Thos, Carlisle, Traffic Manager.
E. Harrison, Engine-driver.
Walter Hambly, Engine-fireman,
W. H. Chandler, Guard.
Inspector lila/i ardeon :—I was engaged on the Parramatta Station directing the running of the
trains during the afternoon of yesterday; I had a printed notice of the running of the specials from
Hawkesbury R.acccourae, which showed the first one due to leave Blaektown at 540 p.m.; I had arranged
for this train to run through No. 2 loop.siding at 60 p.m., passing a special which I had arranged to leave
the platform at 65 p.m. ; at 534 p.m. a telegram was handed to me by Mr. Thompson from the Traffic
Manager, Blacktown, saying—" Let us go in front of 540 train" I understood this to refer to the first
special from the Bacecourso; at the moment I received the telegram the train from Sydney was drawing
into the platform ; the station.master asked me if he should get the engine round at once, or wait until
special alluded to in telegram had passed ; I told him that if signals were at "danger" to get engine round
at once, which was done immediately ; Mr. Thompson, the station-master, then went towards the Sydney
end of the platform to see, I believe, the engine brought round and attached in its proper place;
212—
as
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as I turned to go to the opposite end of platform the telegraph operator handed me another telegram
from the station-master, Blacktown, which stated that first special had left at 530 p.m. ; head-porter
Price was standing near me at the time, and 1. said—" 0-ct down to No. 2 points at once, as special has left
Blacktown" ; he started at once, but before he could get away the up-train was in sight; he ran as hard
as he could to get to points, but could not reach them in time I saw him the whole time; we were
standing just at the end of the covered portion of platform ; I saw at the rate special was coming on
that it would be impossible for Price to reach the points in time to turn it onto No. 2 loop, and I shouted
to the passengers who had filled the carriages—' Leave the train at once, or you'll all be killed" ; I saw
the up-train immediately i: had ordered Price to get to the points, and when I. saw it it was then as near as
I could judge at the "distance" signal; Price started at once, without any hesitation—he did not lose a
moment; the train was approaching at a very fast pace, so much sothat I at once saw it would be
impossible for the man to get to the points in time the signals were all at "danger"; I had occasion to
examine them just before, in connection with getting the engine of the Sydney train round; the "distance"
signal is about 727 yards from the end of the platform; the points of No. 2 are distant 45 yards
from the end of the platform; the distance from the end of the platform to where Price and 1
were standing was about 45 yards; the np-train was just coming on to the No. 2 points when I
noticed the engine wheels suddenly reversed; the train appeared to me to be running free until
this took place ; the sudden reversing evidently checked the train ; when the engine struck it must have
been travelling about 6 or 7 miles an hour; any one approaching from Blacktown would see the distance
signal from a distance of 350 yards; I have always looked npon Harrison, the driver of the upspecial, as one of our best men, both steady and careful—I have never seen him the worse for drink, and
I saw and spoke to him on this occasion; Harrison was evidently very much upset, suffering apparently
from the shock to his nerves ; when I saw him again, about 45 minutes after the accident had happened,
he was entirely different, and appeared to have recovered hhnself; it was 538 p.m. when the collision
took place ; my attention, after this time, was devoted to working the trains ; my orders during the day
were given through the station-master, with the exception of the order I gave to porter. Price to go to
the points; when I threw up my hands I ran towards the end of platform, and was standing just clear
of the brake of the train, which was standing at platform.
-H. RICHARDSON, 27/12/79.
- John E. Thompson —I am Station-master at Parramatta, and was engaged carrying on the duties of
the station yesterday, under Inspector Richardson's supervision I received a printed notice of the
running of the Hawkesbury specials; I received a telegram from Blacktown, which I handed to Mr.
Richardson immediately, at 536 p.m.; 1 looked at my watch just after I handed him the telegram; it was
arranged that engine of train which had just come in from Sydney should be got round, and this was
done; I then went across Nos. 1 and 2 roads towards semaphore, for purpose of giving porter Price a
signal when to let the up-special through No. 2 road; I heard Mr. Richardson oider Price to go to the
points, and this was immediately after I caught sight of the engine approaching from Blacktown; my
signals were at "danger" I don't think more than a minute could have elapsed from the time I saw the
engine until the collision took place; when I first saw the approaching engine she was just coming out
of the cutting beyond the Park platform; when I left Inspector Richardson and Price we were as near as
possible opposite the lamp-room door ; I was standing at the semaphore when collision took place; I
noticed that the up-special was not pulling up, but coming on 1 should say train was travelling about
12 miles an hour over Church-street Bridge; it is not usual to have a man standing at No. 2 points; the
points are kept under lock, and a man is only sent to attend to them when a train or engine is expoctecl
and has to be let through the loop; I. do not consider it necessary to keep a man there on special
occasions.
JOHN B. THOMPSON.
William Fricc,Head Porter, Parramatta —1 remember receiving instructions from Mr. Richardson
and the station-master to get the engine of the train which had come in from Sydney shunted round as
quickly as possible; I had the engine cut off and run into No. 2 road; the station-master told me to
stand by, and he would give me a signal when the No. 2 loop was clear; 1 was standing on the platform
with in 2 or 3 yards of Mr. Richardson when 1 saw the special coming; she was then between the two
bridges nearest the station; I then started to run for the points, bat the crowd of passengers somewhat
interfered with my progress at first; when I got to the end of the platform the up special was just over
No. 2 points; I then turned back, and called to the passengers to get out; as far as my knowledge of the
traffic of the station serves me, the special was coming in at a greater speed than I have ever seen a train
coming in with signals against her; she was coming at a great speed when .E first saw her—much quicker
than when she got to No. 2 points; the signals were all at" dangcr"—1 examined them before I had the
engine shunted ; Charles Roberts turned the engine of the train from Sydney into No. 2 points; I think
if I had seen the train immediately it came out of the cutting, that I might have reached the points first,
but I could not possibly do so as it was, for I didn't see the train until she was between the two bridges.
W. PRICE.
Johti Winjield :—I am Platform Porter, and in charge of the signals—I was in charge of them
yesterday afternoon; the signals were at "danger" at the time of the accident; they were put at " danger"
when the No. S up Western passenger arrived, and remained at" danger" until after the accident had
JOHN WINPIELD.
happened."
George E. Young :—I was standing in the balcony of my house immediately opposite the station
when my attention was drawn to Mr. Richardson and the head porter, Price, who threw up their hands,
when almost immediately I saw a train approaching coming across the Chureh-srcet Bridge at what 1
considered a very rapid pace; I 0m constantly in the habit of seeing trains come into Parrainatta, but
never saw one come at such a pace across the bridge ; I ran across to the station, and on my way the
collision took place ; my attention was pnrticnlarly drawn to the driver by two or three residents of
Parratnatta, and my first impression was that he was under the influence of drink, but after seeing the
man, and conversing with him this morning, I am satisfied that the impression was an erroneous one, and
that the expression on his face which led me to infer that he was not sober is a natural one.
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Mr. Oar/isle :—We arrived at Blacktown at 524, left Blacktown at 525 p.m., ehanged.engines at
Blacktown, and No. 15 engine was attached to the train; before leaving Blacktown I instrpeted the
officer in charge, Mr. Fitasimmons, to send telegram to Parramatta that special would run in front of the
5- 40 p.m. up-suburban. which was in accordance with previous practice ; after leaving Blacktown at
525 pin., we ran at about the rate of 40 miles per hour, until we reached the viaduct, about a mile from
Parramatta; steam was shut off there and tender brake applied, but rails were slippery, and brakes did
not appear to hold; when we reached the Park platform I observed the train standing at station, and no
one at the points leading into the No. 2 loop siding; at this time driver and fireman were using every
means to pull up ; the driver reversed at the Domain platform ; as soon as we reached the second bridge
from station I observed Mr. Richardson on the platform holding up his hands, but no more could be done
to stop our train ; driver had whistled for guards' brakes I think about the Domain platform the train I
was on consisted of nine first-class carriages, inclusive of a composite brake ; I remember the driver
asking inc whether I thought there would be any special train at the Domain platform—this was two or
three miles hack I consider Harrison, who was driving the train I was with, one of the most careful men
in the department; he was, I consider, sober and fit to take charge of a train—there was no sign of
.intoxieatioit about him; after the accident had occnrred, Mr. Fos'ocry, Inspector General of Police, spoke
to Inc and said l;hal; some peopie were remarking that the driver was not sober, and, wished me to see; I
went again on to the engine, but I could detect no sign of intoxication about Inn, and I instructed him to
take ])is train on to Sydney ; Mr. Fosbery himself expressed his opinion that the driver was sober; after
trans had started for Sydney, Mr. Evans also came and informed inc that some people were objecting to
his having chai-ge of the train and suggested that Mr. Driver, MB., should be requested to see Harrison;
Harrison was called off his engine, and Mr. Driver stMed that he considered lam sober; I then got on the
engine and accompanied the train to Sydney; it was as near as possible. 5 - 39 p.m. when we struck the
carriages at a speed, I should say, of about Smiles per hour.
TaOS. CARlISLE.
engines
attached were Nos. 5
2&. Carlisle further examined, 28/12/79:—Left Clarendon at 450,
and 1.29; I was not looking out for signals I do not think that guard's brake was whistled for until after
distance signal was passed ; before coming to Domain platform .1 noticed that the fireman and driver were
aware of the signal being against them, from the mariner in which fireman applied his brake ; to the best
of my recollection the engine was reversed between the two bridges nearest Parramatta.
Drirrr Edward Barr/son :—i. was driver of the up special which left Blacktown at 529 p.m.
yesterday afternoon; the Traffic l\'l'ana.ger was on the engine with myself and fireman; the Traffic Manager
asked me to snake Parrarnatta before the 540 p.m. up suburban train left:; the time to leave Blacktown,
according to time-table received from Mr. Cobb, was 540 p.m. I told Mr. Carlisle I could do it, and ran
accordingly; when witlnn 200 yards from "distance" signal, I saw it "danger"; 1 was not running
pi'epai'eii to pnlI at '' distance '' signal, but at the station ; after passing '' distance'' signal had brakes more
lightly screwed on I also whistled for guard's brake, but found that brakes could not hold the train, on
account of the greasy stale of the rails from a shower of rain ; finding brakes could make no impression on
train, 1 reversed engine and had the sand running; this was between the two bridges nearest the
station ; this made some, but very little impression on the train I then noticed a. train standing at platform
and no one at poinl:s ; my engine was single-wheeled with brakes on the tender—no brake on engine ; in
eonseqnonce of being i'eqnesled to make Parramatta by a certain time, I did not approach the "distance"
signal at such a speed as to allow inc to pull up at it I did not expect it to be against me, and I understood my train to have been telegraphed on from Blacktown ; the Traffic Manager told me that he wanted
to make Parramatta,, and asked inc if I could make it, and I said "Yes; " 1 have run the same train on
prevtous race occasions, and have always found the station clear for inc to run through ; from this time
until I struck the carriages standing at platform 1 had the whistle open ; when my engine struck I was
going at not less than seven miles an hour—not more than eight; I. can only say 1 did all I possibly could
to stop my train, and afterwards in assisting to clear the wreck away; I was perfectly sober, having had
a glass of beer for dinner at 2 p.m., and nothing after that; I had eight sil-wheeled and two smaller fourwheeled carriages, one of which was furnished with a brake ; this comprised the whole of the train; I
know the rule that requires a driver to stop at the "distance" signal I shut off steam coming under the
overhead bridge, from which the gradient is a descending one to Parramatta station ; when I said I could
make Parramatta, I calculated upon the station being clear; 1 looked at my time passing over Domain
viaduct and it was then 538 p.m.; I have driven the same class of engine before, but not with so heavy a
train; I was aware that there were ten vehicles on my train (w'lnehi amounted to foni-teen ordinary vehicles)
before leaving ]31acktosvn i I did not reverse before passing Marsden-street bridge because 1 did not
perceive until then that there was a train etsnding at the platform ; I did not consider it necessary to
reverse before because I reckoned to be passed through one of the loops; .1. have often run specials
through Parramatta, but have always found some one at the points either to steady or to pass me through
the loop I do not run through Parramatta on an average about three times a month ; I did, not think it
necessary to use every means to stop my train when I first saw the "distance" signal at "danger," as I.
reckoned upon finding a mail at the points; I saw the semaphore at; " danger," and thought I could
approach that far-; it is not my usual practice to bring in a train in this manner, but I considered this to
be an exceptional occasion, and that having to pass the 540 up at Parramatta the station would be
prepared for me.
EDWARD HARRISON.
Harrison fur/her examined, 28 DeeeSer, 1879 :—Did not whistle for guard's brake until afterpassin
distant signal, as 1 did not think it necessary; reversing is generally the last; expedient a driver uses; I di
not reverse before, because I did not think it necessary; I. thought I should be able to pull up even after
passing the distant signal, and before reaching the main signal.
a ls—be did not tell me to
To lIt-. Carlisle: Mv. Carlisle did not say anything to inc about the sign
disregard them I remember crossing over from my side to the fireman's about the Domain platform, with
the object of getting a better view of the station.
Wa/kr Hamb/y,jlreraan to Harrison :—I do not know the exact time we left Blaektown yesterday
afternoon; 1. remember the Traffic Manager was on the engine, and before leaving Blacktown be said to Harrison, "Push on Ned• we must get to Parramatta to leave
at
- before the 540"; coming round the cutting,
about
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about 20 or 25 miles per hour, I saw the distant signal against us, when I put the brake on and opened the
sand gear; I said, "Wo! Ned," and my mate immediately whistled for guard's brakes; finding brakes
took no effect, my driver reversed his engine, when be was between the two bridges nearest the station,
and kept the engine in that position until we caine to a standstill; we cannot see the distant signal from
any great distance, and, we did not approach it at any greater speed than from 20 to 25 miles per hour
steam was shut off, I believe, before we came to the overhead bridge, which is the spot at which most men
shut offi
WALTER HAMBLY.

William H. Chandler, (Juard:—I was guard of the first up special leaving Clarendon platform
yesterday afternoon; we left Clarendon at 455 p.m., arrived at Blacktown at 528 p.m., and left at 580
p.m. ; we made a very quick run until we caine within sight of the distant signal; I had my brake hard on
at the time; it is usual to apply the brake at that spot; immediately after passing distant signal the driver
whistled for the brake, which was hard on at the time, and I strained it with all my might upon hearing
the whistle; the brake was a light one (four wheels), and without sand gear; I used every exertion in
working the brake, but it did not seem to check the speed of the train much; I looked at my time after
the accident and found it to be 539 p.m. ; my train was composed of ten vehicles—eight of them six.
wheeled and two four-wheeled, one of which made the van.
WM. H. CHANDLER.

Telegrams.
From Station-master, Blacktown, to H. Richardson, Parramatta,
First special just left at 530. Your message understood.
Memo. from Traffic Manager, Blacktown, to Station-master, Parramatta.
Let us go in front of 540 train.
The above received at Parramatta at 533 p.m.-26/12/79.
From Station-master, Parramatta, to Secretary of Railways.
December 31/79.
The No. S up Western train left this station on Friday last, 26th inst., at 5-33 p.m.
From Station-master, Junction, to Secretary, Redfern.
December 31/79.
Western train arrived at 540 p.m, and left at 543, thirteen minutes late.

No.2.
Secretary of Railways' Report
Accident at Parramatta, 26th December, 1879.
I HAVE respectfully to submit for the Minister's information the result of the investigation held
respecting the collision which occurred at i'arramatta on Friday evening last, the 26th instant, through a
special passenger train, which was returning from the Hawkcsbury Racecourse, running into a train
partially filled with passengers, which was standing at the Parramatta platform.
At the outset I may remark that I was on the spot as soon as possible after receiving information
of the accident; as far as lay in my power I saw that everytlung was done for t.hoe who had sustained
injuries, and at the same time arranged to hold an inquiry on behalf of the Commissioner on the following
morning. This was done, but I did not consider it necessary to employ a shorthand reporter, as it would
have tended to make the evidence unnecessarily voluminous and delayed my report to the Minister, which
would have been inadvisable in view of the very natural and great anxiety on the part of the public to have
information as to the cause of so scrious and unfortunate an accident. Mr. Mason, Engineer for Existing
Lines,—Mr. Burnett, Locomotive Engineer,—and Mr. Scott, Locomotive Superintendent,—kindly assisted
me in conducting the inquiry.
After hearing the evidence of the several witnesses examined, I deemed it necessary that the driver
of the Hawkesbury special train should be suspended pending the decision of the Minister, and gave
instructions accordingly on Saturday evening.
'JIbe particulars of the accident, as elicited at the inquiry, are as follows —Inspector Richardson
was engaged on the 26th in superintending the traffic arrangements between Sydney and Parramatta, and
was at the latter station on the afternoon and evening of that day. He had been supplied with a printed
notice from the Traffic Manager's office of the times at which the specials would return from the Hawkes.
bury Racecourse, and according to this notice the first was timed to leave the course at 455 p.m., Blacktown at 540 p.m., and to pass through Parramatta at 6 p.m., for which Mr. Richardson arranged
accordingly.
At 534 p.m. a train from Sydney arrived at the Parramatta platform, and about the same time a
telegram from the Traffic Manager—who was then at Blacktown with the first return special--was handed
to Mr. Richardson, by the station-master (Mr. Thompson), the latter officer says at 536 p.m. This telegram
said, 'Let us go in front of the 540 p.m. train." An arrangement was then made between Mr. Richardson and the station-master, and immediately carried out, to uncouple the engine of the train just arrived
from Sydney and get it round to the other end of the carriages. It was further arranged that head-porter
Price should go to the points leading into the loop through which the special would require to be passed,
and open them when signalled to do so by the station-master, who had himself to go over to the semaphore,
so that he would be able to see when the engine was clear of the loop, and then signal to Price to open
the points for the expected special.
Immediately after these arrangements were made and the three officers named had just separated,
another telegram was handed to Inspector Richardson by the telegraph operator; this telegram was from
the station-master at Blacktown, and stated that the special left Blacktown at 510 p.m. Mr. Richardson
therefore at once ordered Price, who was at the time within a few yards of him, to lose no time in getting
to the points, as the special had left Blacktown.
it
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It is, I think, necessary to remark here, that the Parramatta distant and main signals being at
"danger," whatever orders were issued or arrangements made in connection with the reception and passing
through of this special train were not given with any other idea than that of avoiding delay to the said
train, and to allow of the signals being lowered at the proper time, for while they remained at danger the
train, according to all rules of railway working, must be regarded as shut out. It would not, therefore,
occur to a railway servant that under such circumstances the question of the safety of a train was involved.
To resume, however Mr. Richardson had only just read the second telegram and given direction
to porter Price, when he caught Mght of the train running into the yard at such a speed as to render
it, in his opinion, impossible for Price to get to the points in time, and lie therefore at once shouted to the
passengers, who were crowding into the carriages at the platform, to leave them or they must be killed.
Before Mr. Thompson could get off the platform to proceed to his post at the semaphore, he also
caught sight of the special running in rapidly, and before more than another minute had elapsed the
accident had taken place—not later, according to both Mr. Richardson and Mr. Thompson, than 538 p.m.
In porter Price's case, it would appear that lie had not gone many yards in the direction of the
points, after getting directions from Mr. Richardson, when, as he states, he too saw the train approaching at
a speed he never saw equalled by a train coining into Parramatta. When first lie saw the train it was
between the Marsden and Church Streets bridges, or about a distance of 200 yards from the points leading
into the loop to which Price was going. lIe states that he ran for the points, considerably impeded at first
by the passengers crowding the platform, but lie had not got beyond the end of the platform when the
train was over the points, and all he could then do was to mu back and to do what he could to get the
passengers out of the carriages.
I shall now proceed to state the particulars as regards the special train which, according to the
printed notice, was timed to leave Blacktown at 540 p.m. 1-laying arrived there from the course earlier
than was anticipated, the Traffic Manager (who accompanied it) determined to proceed to Parramatta at
once and get ahead of the train that leaves that station daily at 540 pm.
Raving instructed that it telegram to that effect was to be dispatched to Parramatta, and after
asking the driver if he could make Parramatta in time, and receiving a reply in the affirmative, the train
left Blacktown at 529 or 530 p.m.—the driver Bays the former, but the guard and station-master at
Blacktown give the latter ; Mr. Carlisle says 525 p.m., but this I consider must be an error, beeanse if
the train had left Blacktown at 5-25 pin, and arrived at Parramatta at 539 p.m., which Mr. Carlisle states
was the case, it could not have run at the speed which he states that it did run, viz., 40 miles per hour,
the two statements being inconsistent. I have little doubt that Mr. Carlisle must be nustaken in giving
the time as 525 p.m.
Upon arriving at the overhead bridge at a distance of l mile from Parrainatta, steam was shut off
and brakes applied, and, upon sighting the distant signal (which is 770 yards from the station buildings,
and can be seen 350 yards from the western side), both driver and fireman observed it to be at danger, and
the latter appears to have screwed the brake hard down. The guard's brake had also been put hard on
before then, but the brakes, it was perceived, had little effect. There was evidently no pretence of stopping
at the distant danger signal, and it was not until after passing it that the guard's brake was whistled for
by the driver. This being, however, as I have stated already, hard on, the guard could only strain it again,
and subsequently worked it as lie states, to the best of his judgment and power. When the train was at
it distance of about 200 yards from the loop points the driver states that lie reverscd his engine, and it was
then observed that a train was standing on the platform, that no one was at the points, that inspector
Richardson was making hand signals for the approaching train to stop, and that the danger into which
they were running became apparent to those on the engine.
There can be no doubt that from this time the driver left no means untried to stop his train, and
attract by whistling, the attention of the station officials to the danger of the position. The speed of the
train could not, however, be reduced to less Ehan seven or eight miles an hour when it struck the carriages
at the platform. The station officials say at 538 p.m., and those on time engine 539 p.m. I prefer to take
the former as the more correct time, so that if the train left Blacktown at 529 pin, it took only nine
minutes to run 7. miles. These are the simple facts of the case as revealed by the inquiry, and as I believe
they occurred.
From the facts already stated, there appears to me no ground whatever for blaming or reflecting
upon the officials at Parratnatta. There can be no doubt that in the face of all the danger signals the
special train ran into Parramatta at a most unusual and unwarrantable speed, precluding altogether the
possibility of any provision being made to avert the consequences of so flagrant it breach of the rules.
Apart from porter Price's own positive assertion as to the impossibility of his reaching the points in time
to turn the special into the loop, his statement is confirmed by the fact that when inspector Richardson
first caught sight of the train, an immediate and certain impression was made upon his mind that Price
had not the remotest chance of reaching them in time, and that an accident was inevitable. That such
was the impression made is evident by his (Mr. Richardson's) instant efforts to get the passengers out of
the carriages standing at the platform.
The very fact that all the up signals were at danger was, or should have been, all that was required
to secure the perfect safety of everything standing in the station-yard. The statement alluded to in the
evidence, that on previous race occasions a corresponding train had always run through and found a
man at the points is entirely beside the question. On these occasions it was distinctly signalled and
authorized to pass through, but on this occasion it was as distinctly signalled not to approach.
With respect to those in charge of the engine the case is very different. The person upon whom
the responsibility of the accident principally and directly rests is, in my opinion, driver Harrison, who
admits in the most truthful and straightforward manner that the way, in which he ran his train into
Parramatta was contrary both to the rules and his usual practice.
"Rule 359. When a train or an engine approaches an advanced signal at danger or any other danger
signal, the engineman must come steadily so as to stop at the danger signal, and having first ascertained
that there is no obstruction, he is immediately to move his train cautiously within the protection of such
signal, and draw very slowly on so far as the circumstances will allow. If at a station, the main or station
signal, if maintained at danger, must however be appreached in strict conformity with rule 300."
"Rule 300. When an engine or train approaches any main or station signal set at danger, the
driver must take care to keep his train in command, so as to stop, if necessary, at the outside shunting
points of the station; and he must not in any case foul such points or come up to the platform until he
has
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has ascertained that the line is clear, and that it is perfectly safe for him to do so. The driver must in all
cases approach cautiously any station where his view of the line throughout the entire station-ground is
obstructed, in consequence ot the line being on a curve, gradient, or from any other cause."
"Rule 373. The driver, on receiving the distance danger or any other danger signal when approaching a station or junction, must stop his train outside of that signal but immediately he has ascertained
that the line is clear beyond such signal, he must, if possible, go on very slowly to the station or junction,
so as to be perfectly secure from any following engine or train. Should he be compelled to remain outside,
the guard, or, in his absence, the fireman, or some other competent person, shall immediately go back 800
yards with a red signal, to stop any coining trains."
Rule 382. In aproaehing junctions, and before arriving at stations, the driver must reduce his
speed in proper time, so as to have the engine cothpletcly under his command, and enable him to stop
altogether, if necessary, before arriving at a junction, or before entering a station, and he must at all
times be careful to stop exactly at the proper part of the platform ; and to do this properly enginemen in
bringing up their trains are to pay particular attention to the gradients, state of the weather, and condition
of the rails, as well as to the length of the train and these circumstances must have due weight in determining when to shut off steam. If necessary, he must use the signals ordered for the guard to apply his
brake."
He confesses that both distant and main signals were against him, and gives as his reasons for
running his train within sight of the distant signal at such a speed as not to permit of its being obeyed
in the event of its being at danger, his anxiety to meet what he no doubt considered were the wishes of
the Traffic Manager, and having been given to understand by the Traffic Manager that his train had been
telegraphed out from Blacktown to Parramatta he expected a clear road. Harrison evidently did not
expect to have to contend with a danger signal, hence his reasons for not reducing speed to a greater
extent than was the case before sighting the distant signal. After passing that signal he still considered
that he would, if necessary, be able to pull up his train before reaching the platform, and so did not
reverse his dngine as soon as he would otherwise have done.
He found also, when too late, that he had not sufficiently calculated for the unusual weight of his
train, the limited amount of brake power at his disposal, or the greasy state of the rails. These points
should be taken into consideration in fairness to Harrison, although they cannot be accepted as an excuse
for his serious error.
While, however, it appears perfectly clear that the principal offender is the driver, the Traffic
Manager must to some extent be regarded as having been in charge of the train and the presence of such
an officer is generally supposed to constitute an additional guarantee that the train he accompanies will
be safely and properly worked, and that, at all events, his presence will act as a check to anything in the
shape of a breach of the rules. Raving while at Blacktown determined upon making a change in the
running time of the special, every precaution should have been taken to prevent such change from
resulting in any harm. It is evident, however, that when the train left Blacktown nothing was known as
to whether or not the telegram respecting the altered arrangements had been received at Parramatta, and
consequently, it could not have been known whether or not Parramatta would be either ready or able to
let the special pass through. Under such circumstances as these, it is much to be regretted that no word
of warning or caution was given to the driver which would have had the effect of checking the speed at
which he was driving when so close to Parramatta station.
There is another matter also which cannot be overlooked, viz., the amount of brake power attached
to the special train. It would only have been prudent, considering the number and weight of the vehicles
on the train, to have attached another brake-van and guard; and, seeing the Traffic Manager accompanied
the train, it is to be regretted that this also escaped attention.
I see no alternative, notwithstanding his previous very excellent character, than to recommend the
dismissal of driver Harrison.
In the Traffic Manager's case, I can only repeat what I have before stated—it is very much to be
regretted that, under all the circumstances of the case, greaterprudence was not exercised on his part.
As far as I can ascertain, the following are the names of those who received any injury from the
collision —Joseph Murphy, Enmore ; Robert Turkington, St. Peter's ; Annie Bradshaw, " Captain Cook
Hotel" ; Josephine Harris, " Captain Cook Hotel"; Mrs. Gardiner. Abercrombie-s&eet; Mr. Gardiner,
Abercrombie-street Mr. Broughton, Scone; Mr. Prankfort, 619 George-street; Mr. Goldsmith, Vinestreet, Eveleigh.
With the exception of two of these cases the injuries are, as far as can be gathered, not of a
serious nature, and in the other two cases the injuries, I have every reason to hope, will not prove so
grave as was feared.
The consequences of the collision to the rolling stock are as follows —Two second-class vehicles
completely destroyed one ditto ditto materially injured, one engine very slightly injured.
The total cost of replacing and repairing is estimated at £536.
The witnesses examined at the inquiry were —Mr. Carlisle, Traffic 1\'Iauagcr ; engine-driver
Edward Harrison; fireman Walter liambley ; guard William H. Chandler, travelled from Blacktown
with the special train ; inspector Richardson ; station-master Thompson ; head porter William Price ; and
porter I infield; officials at Parramatta; Mr. G. E. Young, resident of Parramatta.
I enclose the notes of evidence which I took at the inquiry.
D. VERNON,
(For Commissioner for Railways).

No. 8.
Minute of Secretary for Public Works.
Railway accident at Parramatta, December 26, 1879.
I nivr read over carefully the papers in the above case, and cannot help expressing a feeling of
deep regret that on an occasion such as the holiday of the 26th December last., when so many people
were seeking recreation on our railways, an accident should have occurred which might have resulted in
most terrible death to a large number of passengers; and it is painful to have to coflie to time conclusion
that this was brought about principally by the want of care of the driver of the engine and the Traffic
Manager.
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Manager. As it was determined at Blacktown to alter the running time of the special, it was the duty of
the Traffic Manager to have exercised the greatest possible caution regarding the approach to Parramatta)
particularly considering the very short space of time which would elapse between the period of the
telegram from Blacktown being dispatched and the time of arrival of the train at Parramatta station,
which the evidence shows amounted altogether to only 9 minutes.
rJihis circumstance alone shows the necessity for the most abundant caution, and in the thee of the
possibility of the telegram not having reached its destination, or from other causes the Parramatta station
not being open to receive the special, it does not appear that the Traffic Manager in any way suggested to
the engine-driver the necessity of exercising that caution which should have been shown on the occasion.
Driver Harrison, who it appears was working under the directions of the Traffic Manager, started from
Blacktown at 529 p.m., with the view of passing the train arranged to leave the Parramatta station at
540 p.m., and to do this, ran at what must have been an unusually rapid pace he shut off steam on
approaching the distant signal, when it was found that the brakes had very little effect upon the velocity of
the train. The driver asserts that be had a greater number of carriages than is usual with that engine, also
that the rails were greasy from a recent shower all those, I take it, are contingencies which it was the
duty of the driver to be prepared for, especially when travelling at so fast a rate as he must have been
travelling some part of the distance between Blacktown and Parramatta, nor does it appear to me at all
to palliate the circumstance by stating that lie expected the station to be clear, lie ought to have
regarded the signal, which it was his duty to do.
I regret having to perform the duty of visiting with censure and punishment two officers of the
department who, in their respective spheres, have, up to the present time, merited well of the Railway
Service, and itis the more to be regretted that in this case they did not exhibit the same care and prudence
which they have been remarkable for hitherto. The Traffic Manager, who was on the engine with the
driver, should have warned the latter of the necessity for extra caution, with it train heavier than was usual
for the engine to work, and in view of the possibility of his telegram not arriving at all, or of the station
being closed to them from other causes. All these circumstances ought to have pointed out to the Traffic
Manager the necessity of the greatest possible caution. It is, moreover, more than probable that the
driver would, in some measure, feel partially relieved of his responsibility by the presence on the engine
of the Traffic Manager, and not be found showing the same caution as if on his engine alone, when his
responsibility would have been undivided.
Under the circumstances, I feel it to he necessary to express my strong sense of disapprobation of
the conduct of the Traffic Manager, Mr. Carlisle, who will be mulcted in the penalty of one month's salary.
Driver Harrison will be, and is hereby, disrated to the position of third-class fireman.
I avail myself of the opportunity of expressing my warm approval of the conduct of Inspector
Richardson, to whose prudence and readiness in giving alarm is due the fact of so many lives having been
saved.
.
J. L.

No.4.
The Secretary, Railway Department, to The Commissioner.
Parramatta accident papers.
IN handing the papers connected with this case to the Commissioner, I think it desirable, in view of the
criticisms which have appeared in the public Press, to avail myself of the opportunity of offering a few
words of explanation with respect to my action in the matter.
In the Sydney Morninq Herald of the 29th December, it is stated that a reporter presented himself
at the office where the inquiry was being held, and was refused admission, on the ground that the matter
was one of no 'public interest," &c. As far as 1 am concerned I can most emphatically pronounce this
to be a misstatement, nor do I know that any foundation exists for asserting anything of the kind. I
explained to some gentlemen of the Press the purpose of the inquiry, and the reason why it was out of
place, as well as out of my power, to make public information which it was my duty to lay before the
Minister for Works, from whom, if they would wait upon him, they would be able to obtain all the information they could desire. It is an equally mistaken assertion, so far as my knowledge extends, that any
witness was cautioned against communicating any information to the Press, although I am glad to find
they had the good sense to act as they did.
The accident being of so serious a kind, I considered thatno time should be lost in placing before
the Minister such information as would enable him to understand and deal with the case. Hence my
reason for holding an immediate investigation.
From personal inquiries made by me on the evening of the accident, the reason and explanation of
what had occurred appeared so obvious that I considered it would be a waste of time to hold a more
formal and lengthened inquiry than was necessary to make plain the cause of the accident, and upon
whom the responsibility lay. Hence the comparatively brief notes of evidence takendown. Each man's
statement was, however, carefully read over to him before his signature was attached. I do not hesitate in
saying that half a dozen questions were all that were really required to enable a practical man to arrive at
a clear and just decision on the subject.
For example, in seeking to determine the cause of the accident, we are met at once by the undisputed fact of the .Parramatta signals being at danger, which at once relieves that station of all direct
responsibility, and fixes it upon those in charge of the special train. Then we have anothpr indisputable
fact, that this was the proper position for the signals, seeing that trains were arriving and departing in
quick succession.
A long and heavy train had left Parramatta for Sydney at 533 p.m. (which only reached the
Junction at 540, and left there at 543), while another train had arrived at the platform from Sydney
at 5,34. Rule 73 (side book of Rnles and Regulations) orders that on double lines signals must be kept at
danger for five minutes after an engine or train has proceeded on its journey, and it follows, therefore, that
even if the yard could have been cleared, the signals should not have been lowered until 538, by which
time the accident had happened.
As far as the Parramatta staff is concerned, the only question, therefore, which remains to be
answered is—Could anything have been done more than was the case to avert or mitigate the consequences
in such an emergency? A very little consideration will, I think, settle this question. An examination of
the
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thetelegraph tapes shows that the instruments could not very well have ceased working before 534 p.m.
By the time the messages were transferred to paper and delivered in the first instance to the stationmaster, read and taken by him to Inspector Richardson, it may well have been, as Mr. Thompson states
from an examination of his watch it was, 536 p.m. Mr. Thompson had consulted and left Mr. Richardson
before the other message announcing the departure of the train from Blacktown reached the latter
officer's hands, and it must then have been fully 537 p.m. After opening and reading the message, and
giving porter Price instructions to be off to the points, Mr. Richardson looked up and saw the special
sweeping into the yard, by which time the 38th minute past 5 (the time of the collision) must have been
half or three-quarters spent.
Porter Price states he did his best, but could not get beyond the end of the platform. The train,
when he first caught sight of it, he says, was between the two bridges, and from where Price started he
must have had SO or 90 yards to run, as against about 200 yards which the train had to travel before
reaching the points.
It is not difficult to imagine which would win the race.
It has been suggested that if Inspector Richardson had rushed for the points immediately he
perceived the train coming, lime would have allowed of his reaching them soon enough to turn the special
into the loop road. Apart from the fact that a man was already running for these points, Mr. Richardson
states that there was no time for doing anything of the kind. He did, in my opinion, a much more
sensible thing in warning the passengers and clearing the rear carriages of the train standing at the
platform. This he succeeded in accomplishing. Had he attempted the other course and failed, the fate of
the passengers, who, unaware of the danger, were pressing into the carriages, would, I fear, have been a
stationed at the points, as a provision
terrible one. The propriety of having on holiday occasions a in
against accidents, has been hinted at, but such an idea is perfectly unreasonable. If accidents are to be
anticipated to such an extent as this, and a man is required at one set of points, a man must be stationed
at every set, and signals being recognized as no proper protection might as svcll be dispensed with.
Of course, 1,ad the officials at Parramatta known that a train was going to break through their
was impending—why
signals and rush into the yard at such a rate—that a life and death in
of course a little more might possibly have been accomplished but they neither knew nor anticipated
anything of the kind, and all such speculations are idle. If railway servants are not to be justified in
depending upon their signals for protection, no one can say where their responsibility ends.
There can be no difficulty, thcrefere, in answering the last question.
The staff at Parramatta cannot reasonably be expected to have done more than they did in the
sudden emergency, for the bringing about of which they were in no way responsible.
The case as against Parramatta may therefore be dismissed, and the most lengthened inquiry could
result in nothing more. The responsibility for what occurred rests clearly with those in charge of the
special train, and no one with the slightest knowledge of the rules and necessities for safe and efficient
railway working will for a moment dispute that the driver is directly and principally responsible for the
accident. He is not, like the guard, an employd of the Traffic Manager's staff; he has his own rules,
which clearly define his duties and responsibilities, and he is required to take no instructions from either
a guard or it Traffic Manager which in his opinion are inconsistent with the proper and safe working of
his engine ;—the entire control of the train is in his hands (not excluding the guard's brake). Harrison's
evidence is slraightforward and truthful, but it is perfectly plain that he paid little or no attention to the
distant signal, and altogether miscalculated what he could do between that and the main semaphore. I
have no hesitation in saying that if Harrison's case were submitted to a Jury composed of twelve of our
best drivers they would unanimously pronounce the same verdict in his case as I have done.
Although the presence of a Traffic Manager in no way lessens a driver's own responsibility (which
is to the Locomotive Engineer and not to the Traffic Manager), it should certainly have been of greater
service to a driver than appears to have been the case in the present instance. A Traffic Manager takes
his stand on the engine for the purpose of being able to communicate directly, instead of through the
guard to the driver, all information respecting the road in advance of him, Sic., and which would be
serviceable to him in working his train. In a secondary degree, I fully admit that the Traffic Manager
must accept a share of the responsibility for what took place. With regard to the question of brake
power,—while I consider another van and guard should have been attached to so heavy a train, their
absence in no way relieves the driver.
When a driver takes charge of a train he sees the brake power lie has to depend upon, and should
be gthded accordingly. The Traffic Branch is, however, responsible for the making up of the train, and
it would have been better, in my opinion, had another van formed a part of it.
Had the inquiry extended over a month no other verdict could have been arrived at than that the
responsibility for the accident rested upon those in charge of the special train, the driver being the
principal offender, and the Traffic Manager being also responsible, but in a mnch lesser degree.
D. VERNON,
10/1/80.
[Plan.]

Sydney Thomas Itiehard,, Gover,iment Printer..-1850.
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RETURN to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New
South Wales, dated 11th December, 1879, That there be laid upon the Table of
this House,—
"Copies of all Petitions and other Correspondence as to the opening of a
"second approach to the Railway Goods-shed at Moss Vale."
(Mr. Garrett)

SCHEDUlE.
?Afl.
Extract from Traffic Inspector's report respecting improvements at Moss Vale Goods-shed. 9 June, 1879 ............2
2
Petition from Residents of Burrawang, &o., respecting approach to Moss Vale Goodssbed. 24 Juno, 1879
Letter from Captain Onslow, M.P., asking if anything had been done in the matter of the Petition. 1 November, 1879 3
Letter from Commissioner for Railways to Captain Onslow, MR, in reply to above. 7 November, 1879...............3
Letter from Captain Onslow, M.P., enclosing letter from Mr. Battye, re approach to Moss Vale Goods-shed.
26 November, 1879 ........................................................................................................................3
Minute of Mr. Secretary Lackey, deciding that additional approach to goods-shed will be made. 7 January, 1880... 4
Letters from Commissioner for Railways to Captain Onslow, M.P., and Mr. Garrett, M.P,, informing them of decision.
16 January, 1880...........................................................................................................................4
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RAILWAY S.

No. 1.
The Traffic Inspector to The Traffic Manager.
Extract from Traffic Inspector's Report on Moss Vale, dated 9/6/79.
TirEnt is a large quantity of heavy timber shipped at this station. The present approach to the siding for
loading is not sufficient. There is ajpace between the goods shed and dock 240 feet by 30 feet requires
pitching and ballasting; at present the timber waggons are sinking axle deep all along this place.
There is a bank on the north end of the goods shed 130 feet by 20 feet by 4 feet requires removing.
This will give additional room for ten trucks to be discharged or loaded.
The quantity of goods in and out has so much increased that these additional improvements are
necessary.
Traffic Manager.
A. C.
On personal inqniry and examination of the above station, I found that the alterations, additions, and
improvements suggested by Mr. Crawford are necessary.—Tnos. CARLIsLE, 27/6/79.
Commissioner.
in approving of this, I think it would be well to consider the proposal made some time since to
obtain a road from the Old South Road to the goods-shed. This would be a great improvemcnt.—J.L.,
11/7/79.
Mr. Mason, B.C., 18/7/79—Cu. A. G.
I will instruct Inspector Lewtou to carry out the
work recommended by Traffic Manager. Cost will be charged to Schedule G-.---W.M., 21/7/79. Commissioner.
Traffic Manager to see.—G-.B., B.C., 23/7/79.
Inspector Crawford to see.—T.C.,
24/7/79.
Seen.—A.C., 25/7/79.
The Commissioner—TO., 26/7/79.

--

No. 2.
Petition from Residents of Burrawang, &a, respecting approach to Moss Vale
Railway Goods-shed.
To the Hon. John Lackey, Esq., M.L.A., Minister for Works.
The Petition of the undersigned landholders, principally residents of Burrawang, Robertson, and
Kangaroo Valley,—
REsPEcTFULLY SHOWETE

That for some time past your petitioners have laboured under serious disadvantages through
the want of a second approach near the cattle yards to the goods-shed at Moss Vale.
That the traffic with produce from the districts abovenamcd to Moss Vale has nearly doubled within
the last two years. Hitherto the whole of the produce was brought in by carriers, but now most of it is
delivered by farmers themselves, hence there are five vehicles arriving now for one a year or two ago.
That since the establishment of Barrett, Hayter, & Co.'s saw-mills and oatmeal mills at Burrawang
there are several teams of bulloeks engaged conveying timber, &c., to and from these mills. These drays
convey 8 tons at a load, and are drawn by sixteen bnlloeks. Turning one of these teams round the very
sharp turn to the present approach is attended with the greatest difficulty, and through them accidents
have nearly occurred to those in buggies or lighter vehicles visiting the station.
Your petitioners would also point out that on the arrival and departure of trains the roadway at
the station is often blocked up with buggies, carriages, &e., making it extremely dangerous to have heavy
teams passing through them.
That your petitioners are all consignors of produce by railway from Moss Vale, and that nearly
three-fourths of the produce goes from the eastern portion of the district; that to get to the goods shed
they have at present to travel 26 chains further down a steep lull and round a sharp turn, making in the
return trip a distance of 53 chains more thau if an approach to the shed was made direct from the old
south road near the railway stockyards, which is only one and a quarter (lj) chains distant.
Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that on account of the narrowness and inconvenience of the
present approach—the increase of traffic to the goods.shed—the shortness of the proposed road—the
avoidance thereby of the hill to the present approach—and the very small cost of forming the proposed
new roadway—you will be pleased to take these premises into your earnest consideration, and grant their
request.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray, &c.
J. CAMPBELL, J.P.
Dated at Burrawang, this 24th June, 1879,
P. MOFFITT, J.P.
And 107 others.
The Commissioner will recollect that I called his attention to this matter (verbally) a few days ago.
Perhaps it would be well that the facility were given. I have no doubt it would be a great convenience
to the residents of the districts named within, and would give much more direct and easy access to the
goods shed.—J.L., 22/7/79.
Will Mr. Mason say what he proposes to do. The Minister's views were expressed on Minute
Paper rs extra siding at Moss Vale sent to Mr. Mason on 18/7/79.—Cm. A. G., B.C., 22/7/79.
I have no proposal to make about this. As far as I can see, this second approach mightbe dispensed
with, It would sever our land and only save a distance of 15 chains, and the estimated cost is £563 13s.
It might also prove inconvenient if any further siding accommodation had to be put in on that side of the
Commissioner.
goods-shed.-.--WM., 5/8/79.
The representations made show that the present approach is inadequate, and even dangerous. I
should like to have the Traffic Manager's report—Cm. A. U., 14/8/79.
Additional
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Additional approach to Moss Vale Goods-shed.
With reference to the enclosed petition for an additional approach to the Moss Vale Goods-shed, .i
find on inspection that I would not be justified in recommending such a large expenditure without some
more substantial benefit resulting either to the department or the public.
On reference to the enclosed plan it will be seen that not more than 250 yards can be saved in the
distance by making the proposed road; the gradients in each ease will be about the same, say 1 in 20.
As to the danger in turning round the sharp angle of the present approach to the station, this is
more imaginary than real, and nothing short of reckless and careless driving could cause accidents. The
approach might be improved by removing a small portion of the fence, which could be done by three or
four of the permanent way men in a few hours.
The proposed road would be about 6 chains long and half a chain wide, with a gradient of about
1 in 20; there will be about 5 feet of earth to be removed at the deepest part, reduced to nil at 70 or 80
yards.
It is possible that it may be necessary to put in a siding on the eastern side of the yard; if so the
proposed road would be in the way.
I think tinder the circnmstances it would not be desirable to incur the large expenditure and
possible ioconvenienco withont very careful consideration.
THOS. CARLISLE,
The Commissioner.
25/8/79.

No. 3.
Captain Onslow, M.L, to The Under Secretary for Public Works.
Sir,

Camden Park, Menangle, 1 November, 1879.
I am informed that some time ago a petition was sent to the Secretary for Public 'Works from
certain residents at Burrawang, praying that a new road might be opened to the goods-shed at the Moss
Vale Railway Station; will you kindly inform me if anything has been done in the matter.
Yours truly,
ARTIIIJR ONSLOW.
Captain Onslow has called to know what answer he can have to this petition.—D.V., 0/11/79.
The Minister, after making full inqhiry, does not consider it desirable that theroad approach referred to
should be made, but steps will be taken to improve the present approach—Cn.A.G., 7/I1/79.
Inform Captain Onslow.
Mr. Mason, B.C., 5/11/79.—GB.
I should like to know in what
respect it is desired to have the existing approach improved.—W.M., 14)11/79.
The Commissioner.
The approach, as shown in accompanying sketch, is at a very acute angle at point marked A—this is
to be rounded off a little.—Cu.A.G., 24/11/79.
Mr. Mason, B.C.
Mr. Lewton to carry out
improvement as shown in sketch.—W.M,, 28/11/79,

No. 4.
The Commissioner for Railways to Captain Onslow, 1.1.P.
Sir,

Department of Public Works, Railway Branch, Sydney, 7 November, 1879.
I have the honor, by direction of the Secretary for Works, to acknowledge the receipt of a
petition from the landholders and the residents of Burrawang, Robertson, and Kangaroo Valley, praying
for an additional approach to the Moss Vale goods-shed, and to inform you that Mr. Secretary Lackey
after making full inquiry does not consider it desirable that the road approach referred to should be made,
but instructions will be given to improve the present approach.
I have, &c.,
CII. A. GOODCIIAP,
Commissioner for Railways.

No. 5.
Capt. Onslow, ML, to The Under Secretary for Public Works.
Sir,

26 November, 1879.
I have received the enclosed letter from Mr. Battye, relative to the opening of a. second road
To the goods-shed, Moss Vale, on which subject I wrote to you some ten days or a fortnight ago. if the
Secretary for Works thinks proper to give any reasons, I shall be glad to forward such reasons to my
constituents.
Your obedient servant.
ARTHUR ONSLOW.
Railways—Gil., B.C., 27/11/79.

[Enclosure to .2V. 5.]
Mr. J. R. Battye to Captain Onslow, M.P
Burrawang and \Vest Camden Farmers Club and Agric,,ltural Society,
Dear Sir,
Burrawang, 21 November, 1870.
Yours received in reference to I ho petition for the second approach to the Railway Station, Moss l'sk, nod beg to
state that the petitioners think the Secreta'y's answer scarcely satisfactory, and they wish you kindly to ask his reasons for
considering the second approach not desirable. H they deem his objections reasonable they will jet the matter drop, but not
otherwise, as it is generally admitted that what is asked for would be a public benefit.
hoping that you will see the Secretary for Works as soon as convenient to yourself, and thanhing you for the interest
you have slready taken in the matter,—
.
Ian,, &c.,
-J. B. BATIYS.

Minutes on No. 5.
Let me have the papers relatin g to the proposed new road to goods-shed, Moss Vale.—J.L,,
10/12/79. Commissioner for Railways.
Submitted for the Minister's information, as requested by
him in his minute of 10/12/79.—Cit. AG., 12/12/70.
No. 6.
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No.6.
Minute of Mr. Secretary Lackey.
Moss Vale.—Additional approach to Station.
I RAVE had several interviews with the Members for the district, who strongly urge the great convenience
that it would be to the residents of Burrawang, Robertson, and others in this district if the road approach
asked for were made. I have examined the spot myself, and find that the distance of new road is very
small, and that the present approach is very inconvenient. Under these circumstances Mr. Mason will
be requested to have an outlet from the Moss Vale goods-shed to cone out near the entrance to the cattleyards made. I think where pencil-marked the gradient is not so great. Captain Onslow and Mr. Garrett
to be informed.
IL., 7/1/80.
Engineer for Existing Lines.—D.V., 7/1/80.
Urgent.
W.M., 12/1/80. Oomr.
Seen,—OR. A. G., 14/1/80.

Will be carried out as directed.—

No. 7.
The Ooxnmissioner for Railways to Mr. Garrett, M.P., and Oaptain Ouslow, M.P.
Sir,

Department of Public Works, Railway Branch, Sydney, 16 January, 1580.
In reference to your personal representation respecting the additional approach required at
the Moss Vale Station, I have the honor by direction of Mr. Secretary Lackey to inform you that the
Engneer for Existing Lines has been instructed to have an outlet made from the goods.shed, near the
entrance to the cattle-yards, and the work will be carried out withont delay.
I have, &c.,
GRAS. A. GOODCIIAP,
Commissioner for Railways.

15yth'e,: Thomas RIchardOovernment Printer.-10.
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RETURN showing the number of Bales of Wool received daily at Sydney Station from 1st October, 1879, to date, with names of Consignees and Quantity consigned to each.-20/1/1880
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1879-80.
LEGISLATnT

ASSEMBLY.

NEW SOUTU

WALES.

MR. DANIELS, RAILWAY TRIAL SURVEYOR.
(DISMISSAL OF-CORRESPONDENCE.)

Ordered by the Legislative AseemUg to be printed, 11 May, 1880.

RETURN to an Order of the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South
Wales, dated the 30th April, 1880, That there be laid upon the Table of this
Houses11

of all Correspondence in reference to the dismissal of TrialSurveyor Daniels from the Department of Engineer-in.Chief for
Railways."
(Mr. Hurley, Hartley.)

SCHEDULE
1. Mr, A. M. Daniels to Engineer-k-Chief. 18 July, 1879 .................... .. ....................... ..............................
2. Chief Clerk to Mr. A. M. Daniels. 20 July, 1879 ....................................................................................
3. Mr. A. At. Daniels to Engineer.in.Chief. 2 August, 1879 ........................................................................
4. Chief Clerk to Mr. A. Id. Daniels. 12 August, 1879 ..............................................................................
5. Mr. A. Al. Daniels to Engineer.in.Chief. 16 August, 1879 ... ....................................................................
6. Chief Clerk to Mr. A. Id. Daniels. 19 August, 1879 ...................................................... ...........................
7. Mr. A. Id. Daniels to Engineer-in-Chief. 23 August, 1879 ............................................. ............... ............
8. Enginecria-Chief to Assistant Engineer for Trial Surreys. 26 August, 1879 ................................................
9. Assistant Engineer for Trial Surveys to Mr. A. M. Daniels. 26 August, 1879 .............................................
10. Mr. A. At. Daniels to Engineer-in.Chief. 28 August, 1879........................................................................
11. Assistant Engineer for Trial Surveys to Engineer-in-Chief. 1 September, 1879 .............................................
12. Chief Clerk to Mr. A. M. Daniels. 28 August, 1879 .................................................................................
13. Mr. A. M. Daniels to Commissioner for Railways. 30 August, 1879 ............................................................
14. Commissioner for Railways to Mr. A. AT. Daniels. 1 September, 1879 ........................... ... ............................
15. Mr. A. Id. Daniels to Commissioner for Railways. 23 August, 1879 ............................................................
16. Secretary for Railways to Mr. A. Al. Daniels. 23 August, 1879..................................................................
17. Mr. A. At. Daniels to Commissioner for Railways. 28 August, 1879 ............................................................
35. Commissioner for Railways to Mr. A. Al. Daniels. 1 September, 1879 .........................................................
19. Mr. A. M. Daniels to Engineer-in-Chief. 12 September, 1879.....................................................................
20. Mr. A. Id. Daniels to Engineer-in-Chief. 12 September, 1879.....................................................................
21. Mr. A. At. Daniels to Engineer-in-Chief. 15 September, 1879 .....................................................................
22. Engineer-in-Chief to Mr. A. At. Daniels. 15 September, 1879 .....................................................................
23. Mr. A. M. Daniels to Engineer-in.Chief. 17 September, 1879.....................................................................
24. Mr. A. At. Daniels to Engiaeer.in-Cbief. 19 September, 1879 .....................................................................
25. Chief Clerk to Mr. A. M. Daniels. 30 September, 1879 ...........................................................................
26. Mr. A. At. Daniels to Engineer.in.Chief. 2 October, 1879 ........................................................................
27. Mr. A. At. Daniels to Minister for Works. 14 October, 1879 .....................................................................
28. Engineer-in-Chief to Minister for Works. 29 October, 1879 .....................................................................
29. Acting Under Secretary for Works to Mr. A. M. Daniels. 3 December, 1879 ................................................
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MR. DANIELS, RAILWAY TRIAL SURVEYOR.

Mr. A. M. Daniels to The Engineer-in-Chief for Railways.
Railway Survey Camp, Doyle's Receiving Rouse, near Bungendore, 18 July, 1879.
In forwarding to you by this post my account books, I have the honor to explain that the
cheques numbered 308, 304, 305, 308, and 309, and deposited with me after payment by the men in whose
favour they were drawn, were lost or stolen in transmission through the post. Payment of them was
stopped, and cheque No. 138,310, drawn in favour of myself, substituted.
The bank pass-book, if not returned to your office, is still in the hands of the bank, forwarded on
1 have, &c.;
the 24th ult.
A. MANNING DANIELS.
Sir,

The Chief Clerk to Mr. A. M. Daniels.
29 July, 1879.
REPEBEDrG

to your letter of the 18th inst., relative to certain cheques lost in course of post, I have to

request you to forward your private cheque to cover the Public Account cheque, No. 138,310, amounting
to £85 9s.
Your Public account must be drawn upon for men's wages and contingent expenses only. Any
other claim must be submitted for consideration to the Engineer-in-Chief, and dealt with upon its merits
W. H. QUODLING.
in due course.
Books returned under separate cover.

No. 8,
Mr. A. M. Daniels to The Engineer-in-Chief for Railways.
Railway Survey Camp, near Tarago, 2 August, 1879.
I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of memorandum No. 79/781, dated the 29th of July,
1879, in which the Chief Clerk, referring to my letter to you of the 18th &t., requests me to forward my
private cheque to cover the Public Account cheque No. 138,310, amounting to £35 Os.
The second paragraph of the memorandum states: "Your Public Account must be drawn upon for
men's wages and contingent expenses only. Any other claim must be submitted for consideration to the
Engineer-in-Chief, and dealt with upon its merits in due course."
As I have not drawn upon my public account for other than the objects specified, and have no
claim to prefer, I can only conclude that the memorandum quoted was written under some misapprehension of the facts of the case as stated in my letter of the 18th ult.
I am not aware of any circumstance that could be added to the explanation to which I beg to
refer you as accounting fully for the item of £35 Os. drawn in my own favour upoa cheque No. 338,310 on
I am, &c-,
my public account.
A. MANNING DANIELS.
Sir,

Minute by Engineer-in-Chief for Railways.
From Mr. Daniels' letters it appears that lie paid the wages of his men for the month of .Tune by
cheques from his public account, and afterwards the men deposited these cheques with him for, I presume,
safe keeping. Mr. Daniels afterwards sent these cheques through the Post-off ce, and they appear to have
been lost. He then draws another cheque from his public account to reimburse himself for the loss of the
former cheques. In fact Mr. Daniels becomes banker for his men, and then expects the Government to
pay his losses. If Mr. Daniels had left the cheques in possession of the men he would have had no occasion to draw a second cheque, and not having done so he must be responsiblo for the loss, should the first
cheques be presented.—J3V., 11/8/79.
Copy of Engineer-in-Chief's memo. to be forwarded to Mr. Daniels.—W.H.Q., 11/8/79.

The Chief Clerk to Mr. A. M. Daniels.
12 August, 1879.
Wrrn reference to your letter of the 2nd instant, relative to lost cheques, I enclose herewith a copy of
the minute made thereon by the Engineer-in-Chief, and have to request a prompt compliance with my
VT. Ft. QUODLING.
memo. 79/781 of the 29th ult.

a
Mr. A. M. Daniels to The Engineer-in-Chief for Railways.
Railway Survey Camp, Tarago, via Goulburn, 16 August, 1879.
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of copy of the minute made by you upon in
letter of the 2nd iastaat, in reply to the Chief Clerk's memorandunz No 79/781. In reply to that minute,
beg to draw your attention to the fact that the original cheques, being crossed to the credit of my account
with
Sir,
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with the Bank of .A.ustralasia, were unnegotiable, and that therefore the second cheque was merely a
duplicate of the first, which remained and must remain upaid, seeing that their loss was advertised, and
payment of them stopped at the Bank of New South Wales.
It is now more than two months since these cheques were stolen, and any probability, if indeed it
ever existed, oftheir being presented is now infinitessimal.
Had the first cheques been cashed before my second was presented and honored, you would have
been perfectly justified in charging me with having drawn "another cheque from my public account;"
as it is, the latter cheque was simply a duplicate—a second of exchange, the first unpaid.
Your repeated charge, that I have sought to reimburse myself for private losses at the expense of
the Government, has been made, I feel sure, without due reflection upon its gravity, and I need scarcely
request you to take an early opportunity of withdrawing it.
I have never sought nor do I propose to evade any responsibility in thismntter as between the
Government and myself, but I must hold myself at liberty to contest any liability towards a person who
has to prove that he became honestly possessed of my property.
In any event the Government can sustain no loss, as any action the holder might take would be
against me, the drawer, either directly or indirectly through the Bank, which is instructed by me to refuse
I am, &c.,
payment.
A. MANNING DANIELS.

Minute on No. 5.
Mr. Daniels appears to me so painfully obtuse on this matter that it is hardly wise to reply to his
letter. In the first place, Mr. Daniels had no right to pay his men with crossed cheques; nor had he any
right to take these cheques into his possession. Having received these cheques and lost them, he had no
right to draw a second cheque from his public account to reimburse himself for the loss of the cheques
which he had himself taken possession of from the men. Mr. Daniels must carry out the instructions
conveyed to him by memo. No. 781, of the 29th July last. I may add that Mr. Daniels is forgetting his
position in writing to me, requesting that I will withdraw some remark made by me in my memo. of the
11th instant.—J.W., 19/8i79.
Copy sent to Mr. Daniels.-19/8/79.

No.6.
The Chief Clerk to Mr. A. M. Daniels.
19 August, 1879.
I ronwsn herewith for your information a copy of the Flnginecr-in.Chief's minute upon your letter of
the 16th instant, having reference to the loss of cheques drawn upon your public account.
W. IT. QUODLING.

No.7.
Mr. A. M. Daniels to The Engineer-in-Chief for Railways.
Railway Survey Camp, near Tarago, 23 August, 1879.
Sir,
I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of copy of the minute made by you upon my letter of the
16th instant.
The terms upon which that minute is couched do not permit me to reply to it in detail; I therefore
forward by this mail a copy of the correspondence to the Honorable the Commissioner for Railways,
requesting him at the same time to cause an inquiry to be held upon the subject of the correspondence.
1 am, &c.,
A. MANNING DANIELS.

No.8.
The Engineer-in-Chief for Railways to The Assistant Engineer for Trial Surveys.
26 August, 1879.
Mr. Palmer,—
When Mr. Daniels has completed the survey upon which he is now employed, and forrned.a
junction with Mr. Stephens, I have to request that you will instruct him to break up his camp, dismiss his
chainmen, and report himself in Sydney.
In the meantime, I shall be glad if you will prepare for me a short report upon the manner in
which he has discharged his duties during the time he has been in this department.
.IOIIN WHITTON.

No.9.
The Assistant Engineer for Trial Surveys to Mr. A. M. Daniels.
20 August, 1879.
I AM directed by the Engineer-in-Chief to instruct you to break up your camp, and report yourself in
Sydney as soon as you have completed your present length of trial survey to a junction with Mr. Stephens'
work from Goulburn. You will then discharge all men engaged in the district, and bring to Sydney only
HERBERT PALMER.
such as you may have taken up with you.

oil

No. 10
Mr. A. Al. Daniels to The Engineer-in-Chief for Railways.

Railway Camp, Tarago, via Goulburn, 28 August, 1879.
I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of Mr. Palmer's memorandum, No. 79/877, and to
inform you that, in replying to a letter of the Honorable the Commissioner for Railways, received by the
same mail, I have to-day tendered to him the resignation of my appointment.
I am, &c.,
A. MANNING DANIELS.
No. 11.
Sir,
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No. 11.
The Assistant Engineer for Trial Surveys to The Engineer-in-Chief for Railways.
1 September, 1879.
IN accordance with the instructions contained in your memo. 79/872, I have directed Mr. Daniels to break
up his party and to return to Sydney on completing his present survey to a junction with Mr. Stephcns'
work, and I submit the following report upon the nature of the work completed by Mr. Daniels since be
has been in the department, and the manner in which he has discharged his duties.
Mr. Daniels' first employment was on the Suburban trial surveys; be commenced work on the
25th June, 1877, at Randwiek, and was engaged until the 18th of February, 1878, at Randwick, Waverley,
and the Globe. All the details of this work were carried out under my supervision, and with the
exception of the rate of progress I was satisfied with the manner in which the work was performed.
The next survey entrusted -to Mr. Daniels was from Bungendore to Queanbeyan. This he
commenced on the 25th of February, 1878, and completed on the 8th of the following October. The
result of this work was by no means satisfactory, and the letter book contains complaints written by me
to Mr. Daniels, both as to the very slow rate of progress and the waste of time spent in staking out an
impracticable line, where a few traverses and cross levels would have given similar information in far
less time.
Mr. Daniels then spent the last three weeks of October in exploring, and the following three
months (to January Blst, 1879) in making a trial survey of an utterly impracticable route, from Queanbeyan towards Michelago. I had then to recall Mr. Daniels, and on the earliest opportunity visited the
district, and in two days thoroughly examined the possible exits from Queanbeyan southwards, and
started Mr. Randall on the survey of a route which has given a very good section. Mr. Daniels was next
employed from February to the middle of June in making a trial survey from Bungendore to the Queanbeyan River, via Molonglo Station, to join Mr. Warren's survey, via Bworah Creek, to Michelago, and
since that date he has been working from Bungendore to meet Mr. Stephens' trial line from Goulburn
and Tarago.
On the two surveys last mentioned 3fr. Daniel's progress and work generally has been much more
satisfactory.
HERBERT PALMER.

No. 12,
The Chief Clerk to Mr. A. M. Daniels.
28 August, 1879.
I AM directed by the Enineer-in.Chief to ask whether it has been your practice to pay your chainmen
by crossed cheques, and if so to request you will be good enough to explain why you have adopted
this method.
W. II, QUODLING.

No, 13.
Mr. A. M. Daniels to The Commissioner for Railways.
Sir,

Railway Camp Tarago, via Goulburn, 30 August, 1879.
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of memo. No. 79/888 from the office of the
Engineer$n.Chief, asking whether it has been my practice to pay my chainmen by crossed cheques, and,
if so, why I have adopted the practice.
In connection with that inquiry, I subjoin a copy of declaration made by my chainmen on the
method of their monthly payments.
I have, &c.,
A. MANNING DANIELS.
Inform Mr. Daniels that he must address his letters to the head of his Department.—CH.A.G-.,
1/9/79.
Mr. Daniels informed. Mr. Whitton.—B.C.CH.A.G., 1/9/79,
This reply of Mr. Daniels
to the question asked in memo. 79/888 from my office is not only impertinent but insolent,—J.W,, 23/9/79.
Railway Camp, near Tarago, 80 August, 1879.
WE the undersigneti, hereby declare that since we have been engaged on Mr. Daniels camp, he always
tendered us our pay in open public officers' pay cheques.
HUGH 0. BLACKWELL,
HENRY SMITH,
J. C. HUNTER,
JONAS NELSON
Witness,
GEORGE INNES
W. H. 0. M. WOOD, Government Surveyor.

No. 14.
The Commissioner for Railways to Mr. A. M. Daniels.
Sir,

Department of Public Works, Railway Branch, Sydney, 1 September, 1879.
In reply to your letter of the 80th ultimo, I have the honor to inform you that you thould
address your communications to the head of your Department.
I have, &c.,
CII. A. 000DCIIAP,
Commissioner for Railways.
No. 15.
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No. 15.
Mr. A. M. Daniels to The Commissioner for Railways.
Sir,

Railway Camp, near Tarago, via Goulburn, 23 August, 1879.
I have the honor to forward to you with this, copies of a correspondence with the Engineer_inChief, the last of which from myself to the Engineer-in-Chief goes by this mail; and to request the
favour of your attention to it.
The tenor of the last minute of the Engineer-in-Chief is such that, had the subject matter been
other than a money question, I should not have hesitated a moment to resign the appointment I hold as
railway trial surveyor.
But since the Engineer-in-Chief has felt it his duty to charge me with re-imbursing myself for
private losses at the expense of the Government, and considers my request that he should withdraw that
charge as made in forgetfulness of my position, I can only refer the matter to you as his immediate
superior, and I beg you to institute an inquiry into the facts which led to the correspondence.
Either the charge of the Engineer-in-Chief is just, in which case I should be unfit to be entrustsd
longer with my present duties, or it is unjust, and, in fairness to my good name, should be unequivocably
withdrawn.
I regret that the arbit.ary tone adopted by the Engineer-in-Chief has made it impossible for me to
explain this question satisfactorily with him, and forced me to request you to cause an inquiry to be hold
as soon as you conveniently can into the charge made against me by the Engineer-in-Chief.
I have, &c,
A. MANNING DANIELS.

No. 16.
The Secretary for Railways to Mr. A. M. Daniels.
Sir,

Department of Public Works, Railway Branch, Sydney, 25 August, 1879.
I have the honor, by direction of the Commissioner for Railways, to acknowledge the receipt
of your letter of the 23rd instant, in which you request that an inquiry may be instituted with reference
to a correspondence that has taken place between yourself and the Engineer-in-Chief on the subject of
your public account, and I am to enclose herein a copy of a minute which the Commissioner has written
after perusing the correspondence alluded to.
I have, &c.,
DONALD VERNON,
Per (lB.,
Secretary.
"Inform Mr. Daniels that having perused the correspondence, I can see no reason for instituting
an inquiry. There can be no question that having drawn against his public account for the wages of his
men, he could not again draw upon that account for the same service without first obtaining special
authority to do so, and he should have without demur at once complied with the request made in the
Chief Clerk's letter of 29th July, 1879, and covered the amount of his second cheque on the Public
Account by forwarding his private cheque, leaving the adjustment of the account to subsequent arrangement under competent authority. I do not place upon the minute of the Engineer-in-Chief the same
construction as Mr. Daniels has done; in fact, if Mr. Whitton conveyed the imputation which Mr. Daniels
supposes he does, he would have accompanied it with a direction for his suspension, for, as Mr. Daniels
himself admits, if it were true he would be unfit to be entrusted any longer with his present duties. Mr.
Whitton's minute conveys notlung more than an intimation that Mr. Daniels had unwittingly pursued an
improper course, in which decision I concur, and I think he would do well to place himself in a proper
position towards the head of his department by offering an apology for his conduct, and at once observing
the directions given to him.—Cn.A.G,, 25/8J79."

No, 17.
Mr. A. M. Daniels to The Commissioner for Railways.
Sir,

Railway Camp, Tarago, via Goulburn, 28 August, 1879.
I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of the Secretary's letter of the 25th instant in reply
to mine of the 23rd to you, and of the copy of your minute on the letter enclosed therewith.
I am glad to learn from that minute that you do not understand the Chief Engineer to charge me
with appropriating Government money to the amount of the cheque in question; although, as you concur
in his censure as construed by you, viz,, that I had pursued an improper course in drawing out of my
public account money that belonged to myself in order to prevent it falling into the hands of a thief, I am
only partialy benefitted by your interpretation of the Chief Engineer's minute.
It is with regret that, in the face of you declining to hold an inquiry into this matter, I find it
impossible to place myself in a proper position towards the head of the department in the way you suggest,
for the following reasons, viz.
That upon my monthly vouchers, duly certified, the corresponding amount is paid to my credit with
the Government bank, and becomes my property to be dealt with as indicated in the vouchers.
That the signature& of the various claimants on my pay sheets acquits me of all responsibility as
far as regards the sums set against their names credited to me.
That the Government has no further claim upon me in respect of such sums so dealt with.
That having fulfilled these conditions I have not laid myself open to any censure or claim on the
part of the head of the department.
That the position taken up by the Chief Engineer in his minute on my letter of the 16th inst.
proves that I have no justice and less courtesy to expect at his hands.
For these reasons I must respectfully decline to comply with the memo. No. 79/781 or again
approach the Chief Engineer on this subject.
In my previous letter to you of the 23rd, I stated that the tenor of the last minute of the Engineer-inChief is such that, had the subject matter of the coi raspondence been other than a money question, I would
not
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not have hesitated a moment to resign. But the imputation conveyed, as it appeared to me, being with.
drawn in your letter of the 25th inst., I have now the honor to tender to you my resignation, which I beg
you to accept at the earliest moment compatible with the interests of the department. In furtherance of
this wish, I may mention that I can conclude the work upon which I am actually engaged from this camp
in about ten days, and that there remains only a short distance, tinder 10 miles I believe, from that to
Mr. Stephens' work.
In conclusion, I beg to thank you for yourprompt and courteous reply to my letter of the 23rd
instant.
I have, &c.,
A. MANNING DANIELS.

No. 18.
The Commissioner for Railways to Mr. A. M. Daniels.
Sir,

Dqpartment of Public Works, Railway Branch, Sydney, 1 September, 1879.
In reply to your letter of the 28th ultimo, I have the honor to inform you that you should
have tendered your resignation as a Trial Surveyor to the Engineer.in.Chief for Railways. I have therefore
forwarded your letter to him, and should he recommend it, your resignation will be accepted.
I have, &c.,
CII. A. GOODCHKP,
Commissioner for Railways.

No. 19.
Telegram from Mr. A. M. Daniels to Engineer.in.Chief for Railways.
Bungendorc, 12 September, 1879.
I HAVE finished work at present camp; await acceptance of resignation.
A. M. DANIELS.
[Reply.]
Carry out instructions to connect with Mr. Stephens.—J.W.

No. 20.
Telegram from Mr. A. M. Daniels to Engineer-in.Ohief for Railways.
I BPEAT my resignation, unless minute upon which I resigned is withdrawn.
[Reply.]

12 September, 1879.
A. M. DANIELS.
Am I to understand that you refuse to carry out my instructions.—J.W.

Minutes on No. 20.
The enclosed telegram is from Mr. Daniels. Has be finished the work upon which he was engaged,
and met Mr. Stephens P If so, have his plau and section been received by you, and are they satis-factory P—lW., 12th September, 1879.
My last instructions to Mr. Daniels were to complete the trial survey, upon which he was engaged
to a junction with Mr. Stephens, and then to return to Sydney and report himself at this office. Mr.
Daniels' report in his August journal states that the survey of his length was nearly completed, and that
the plotting of the plan and section of the length would be completed by the middle of the following
week. Mr. Daniels, however, says nothing about joining Mr. Stephens, and Mr. Stephens' journal makes
no mention of joining Mr. .Daniels.—H. PALMER.

No. 21.
Telegram from Mr. A. M. Daniels to Engineer.in.Chief.
Bungendore.
WILL act on instructions if minute is withdrawn, otherwise I refer resignation to Minister for Works.
DANIELS,
.itlinutes on No. 21.
As Mr. Daniels refuses to carry out my instructions, I recommend that he be dismissed from the
Department.—J.W., 15/9/79.
I saw the Minister on this matter to.day, and he approved of Mr. Daniels' dismissal,—J.W.,
15j9/79.

No. 22.
The Engineer-in-Chief for Railways to Mr. A. M. Daniels.
15 September, 1879.
As you have refused to carry out my orders, the Minister for Works has approved of your immediate
dismissal from the Service, and you are hereby dismissed accordingly.
Discharge your men and forward to this office all plans, books, and other Government property in
your possession.
JOHN WH1TTON.

No. 23.
Mr. A. M. Daniels to The Engineer-iu.Oluef for Railways.
Sir,

Railway Camp, Tarago, 17 September, 1879.
I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your memorandum dated 15th instants which
reached me late yesterday evening. In that memorandum, dated eighteen days after my resignation, you
-inform
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inform me that I am dismissed the Service for having refused to carry out your orders. I shall protest
against that step upon my arrival in Sydney, and now beg to inform you that I have to-day paid off my
men, and enclose pay vouchers under separate cover.
Yours, &c.,
A. MANNING DANIELS.

No. 24.
Mr. A. M. Daniels to The Engineer-in-Chief for Railways.
Sir,

Tarago, via Goulburn, 19 September, 1879.
I beg to advise you that by to-day's post I forward to your office one roll, containing plan and
section of trial line from Bungendore to Fairy Meadow, and tracings of work at the Queanbeyan River;
and one packet, containing three field books, eleven level books, and two unused lovel books.
Yours, &c.,
A. MANNING DANIELS.

No. 25.
The Chief Clerk to Mr. A. M. Daniels.
80 September, 1819.
You will oblige by forwarding to this office, as soon as possible, your public account book, cheque books,
and bank pass book.
W. H. QUODLING.

No. 26.
Mr. A. M. Daniels to The Engineer-in-Chief for Railways.
Sir,

"Imperial Hotel," Wynyard Square, 2 October, 1879.
Referring to the Chief Clerk's memo., No. 70/992, requesting me to forward to your office my
public account, cheque, and bank pass books, I beg to inform you that up to the present I have received
no intimation of the payment to the credit of my public account of the sum of twenty-three pounds five
shillings (23 5s.) for men's wages for the early part of September, and have therefore still those cheques
to draw and enter in the account books.
On this account I did not forward the books with my plans from Tarago as I should otherwise have
done.
I have, &c.,
A. MANNING DANIELS.

No. 27.
Mr. A. M. Daniels to The Minister for Works,
Sir,

Petersham, 14 October, 1879.
The Engineer-in-Chief for Railways having forwarded to me a memorandum in which he
informs me that I am disinisscd the Service with your approval, for refusing to carry out his orders, I
have the honor to enclose to you with this, copies of the correspondence which led up to that memorandum, and to beg your attention to an act which 1 cannot believe would have received your sanction
had you been in possession of the particulars of the case.
These are briefly as follows
On the 12th of June last I received at my camp at Molonglo, notice of the payment into my public
account of the amount of my May wages voucher, and paid my men as usual in public account cheques.
Three of these were returned to me in deposit by three of the men, as well as another cheque from the
previous month's pay, which, together with one in my own favour for rations, &c., I closely crossed "to
the credit of A. M. Daniels with the Bank of Australasia," and posted to that Bank.
Not getting advice of receipt in the ordinary course, I inquired of the Bank and learned that the
letter had miscarried. I immediately telegraphed to the Bank of New South Wales stopping payment of
the lost cheques, advertised their loss three times in the Sydney Morning Herald, drew the public cheque
No. 138,310, for £35 Os. (the value of the lost cheques) in my own favour, and paid if into my private bank.
This transaction was entered in full in my public account books, and explained when I remitted them to
the office on the 18th July.
On the 29th July the Chief Clerk returned my book initialed with memorandum No. 79/781, in
which he requested me to forward my private cheque to cover the public account cheque No. 188,310,
value, £35 Os., and inferred that I had drawn upon my public account for ether than mens' wages and
contingencies.
In reply to that memorandum under date August 2nd, I expressed my belief that the Chief Clerk
had misapprehended the case as put in my letter of the 18th July, to which I referred the Chief Engineer
in explanation of the transaction.
In a minute made upon that letter, the Chief Engineer apparently under the impression that the
lost cheques were neootiable, alludes to me as drawing another cheque from my public account to reimburse
myself for the loss o the former cheques, and as expecting the Government to pay my losses incurred
while acting as banker for my men. Under date 16th Augnst, I again attempted to make it clear to the
Chief Engineer that I had only drawn out of my public account money to which I was fully entitled,
accepted for myself all responsibility should the stolen cheques be presented, and requesting him to with.
draw his statement that I was seeking to reimburse myself at the expense af the Government.
To Mr. Whitton's minute upon that letter commencing with an insult, and ending with an injury,
I declined to reply, and on the 23rd October forwarded copies of the correspondence to the Commissioner
for Railways, at the same time requesting him to cause an inquiry to be held into the origin of the
correspondence as the money question involved precluded me from resigning at once, as I should otherwise
do
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do. The Commissioner did not accede to my request for ,in inquiry, but virtually withdrew the Chief
Engineer's charge, although agreeing with the latter that I had acted inadvisedly in drawing the second
cheque upon my public account without special authority.
Upon receipt of that letter, I forwarded on the 28th August, my resignation to the Commissioner,
with a request to be relieved of my duties at the earliest moment compatible with the interests of the
department, and stating that I expected to conclude the work from my then camp in about ten days. My
resignation was forwarded by the Commissioner to the Chief Engineer, by whom it has been to this day
ignored.
In my progress report for August, I again mentioned that I expected to finish work from that
camp early in September, and on 12th September having finished up as far as I could work from that camp,
and still having received no reply to my resignation, I telegraphed to the Chief Engineer. Copies of this
telegram with several that followed will be found on page 13.
Late in the evening of the 16th September, nineteen days after sending in my resignation, I received
notice of my dismissal from the Service for refusing to carry out the orders of the Chief Engineer, and
instructions to pay off my men.
Under these circumstances I beg to submit to your consideration the following points.
That in drawingthe cheque which originated this correspondence, I acted in perfect good faith and
entered the transaction in my account books.
That the statement of the Engineer-in-Chief that I drew a second cheque from my public account
is calculated to mislead, the amount having been only drawn out once.
That as the amounts of my vouchers only are paid to my credit it is impossible I should draw for
more than those amounts.
That the Chief Engineer is in no way justified in his remarks "that I sought to reimburse myself
at the expense of the Government, that I had no right to pay my men with crossed cheques, nor any right
to take these cheques into my possession."
That in receiving in deposit the men's pay I acted quite as much in the interest of the department
as in that of the men, and cannot therefore be said to have acted unwisely in so doing.
That putting aside the abuse bestowed upon me by the Chief Engineer in his minute on my letter
of the 16th August, the position taken up by him in his concluding paragraph is quite sufficient grounds
for my resignation.
That though the want of courtsey and harsh treatment of the Chief Engineer would have justified
me in retiring at once from my position in the department, I continued to carry on the work to a point
where it could be taken up by another without detriment to the interests of the Service.
That my resignation forwarded by the Commissioner for Railways to the Chief Engineer was
entirely ignored by the latter.
And that my dismissal from the department eighteen days after I had resigned, on the grounds
that I had refused to obey orders, especially in the absence of any agreement as to notice between the
Chief Engineer and myself, is unjust and calculated to affect me prejudicially.
For these reasons I beg you will do me the justice to cancel my dismissal and accept my resignation,
and give instructions for the payment of my last month's vouchers still outstanding.
I have, &c.,
A. MANNING DANIELS.
P.8.—Since the above was written, I have received notice of the payment into my public account
of the amount of mens' wages to the 17th September.----A.M.D.
Has the Engineer-in-Chief any observations to make in reference to this cause ?—J.L., 2%110/79.

No. 28.
Engineer-in-Chief for Railways to The Minister for Works.
29 October, 1878.
Mr. M. A. Daniels—Protest against Dismissal.
PEE Minister having referred to me the accompanying papers from Mr. Daniels for any remarks I may
desire to offer upon them, I will take up the various points submitted by Mr. Daniels in his letter of the
14th October, 1879.
"That in drawing the cheque which originated this correspondence I acted in perfect good faith
and entered the transaction in my account books."
No one has ever stated that Mr. Daniels did not act in good faith, nor that the transaction was not
entered in his account books, but I did say that he had acted very improperly and unwisely.
"That the statement of the Engineer-in-Chief that I drew a second cheque frem my public
account is calculated to mislead, the amount having been only drawn out once."
I never stated that the amount for men's wa ges had been drawn out twice, but I said that after
Mr. Daniels had drawn once from his public account for his men's wages, and having paid the men and
received their signatures to the vouchers the Government transaction was complete. That taking the
cheques from the men and afterwards crossing them, as appears by the correspondence, to forward through
the post was an entirely private transaction with which this department had nothing to do and could not
recognize. These cheques having been lost in passing through the Post Office, as stated by Mr. Daniels,
he had no right whatever to draw a second cheque to reimburse himself for the loss. Had these cheques
not been handed to Mr. Daniels, but been lost by the men or by storekeepers to whom they might have
been paid, would Mr. Daniels have been justified in drawing a second cheque to reimburse them? If
not, how can the accident of his position justify so objectionable a course P
"That as the amounts of my vouchers only are paid to my credit, it is impossible I should draw
for more than those amounts."
I see no reason whatever why Mr. Daniels could not draw for any amount he pleased, but those
cheques only would be paid for which funds had been provided. Lost cheques or duplicates, however,
might be paid out of subsequent credits before the proper cheques could be presented.
"That the Chief Engineer is in no way justified in his remarks that I sought to reimburse
myself at the expense of the Government—'That I had no right to pn.y my men with crossed cheques
nor any right to take these cheques into my possession.'
This
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This has been partly replied to in No. 2. Mr. Daniels left it to be inferred that he had paid his
men by crossed cheques, and on the question being directly asked he intentionally evaded it,
"That in receiving on deposit the, men's pay I acted quite as much in the interest of the
department as in that of the men, and cannot therefore be said to have acted unwisely in so doing."
Receiving the cheques from the men was an entirely private transaction, under what arrangements
I am unable to say, and was no part of his public duty, and therefore his public account should not have
been used to replace the cheques when lost except under special, authority. I fail to see that the men
derive any benefit from the course pursued by Mr. Daniels, and certainly the department does not; but I
can see how it might be made a source of considerable profit to the surveyor.
"That putting aside the abuse bestowed upon me by the Chief Engineer in his minute on my
letter of the 16th August, the position taken up by him in his concluding paragraph is quite sufficient
grounds for my resignation."
Requires no reply.
"That though the want of courl:esy and harsh treatment of the Chief Engineer would have
justified me in retiring at once from my position in the department, I continued to carry on the work to
it point, where it could be takea up by another without detriment to the interests of the service."
I can hardly ucderstaud what particular attention Mr. Daniels thought himself entitled to. He
had instructions to carry on his work to meet Mr. Stephens, which he refused to do,
S. "That my resignation, forwarded by the Commissioner for ltailways to the Chief Engineer, was
utterly ignored by the latter."
Mr. Daniels never forwarded his resignation to me; but had he done so I should have declined to
accept it until lie had ccmpletcd the work he was ordered to perform.
9. "And that my dismissal from the department eighteen days after I had rcsigned, on the grounds
that I refused to obey orders, especially in the absence of any agreement as to notice between the Chief
Engineer and myself, is unjust and calculated to affect me prejudicially."
Mr. Daniels had no right to assume that his resignation would be accepted at any moment it
might be convenient to himself to leave the departmei4t, as by doing so it might have seriously interfered
with the work he had in hand.
The system of paying mcli's wages from a public account. was adopted to prevent the surveyors
paying by private cheques, which when lost or destroyed the wages so paid went to the credit of the
surveyor. It was also done to prevent any excuse by the surveyor for dealing with the money belonging
to the men in any way whatever, and also that the department might know when and how the men's
wages were paid.
Mr. Daniels has frustrated this intention by collecting the public cheques and paying them into
his private account in the Bank of Australasia, and although the vouchers are signed by the men there
is nothing to show how they are eventually paid the value of the cheques drawn in their favour from the
public account.
I acted in Mr. Daniel's ease as I should in that of any other officer who refused to carry out my
instructions, and I consider that he was very properly dismissed for insubordinate conduct.
JOHN WHITTON,
Mr. Daniels to be informed that I cannot see my way to take any further action in this case,—J,L.

No. 29.
Acting Under Secretary for Works to Mr. M. A. Daniels.
Department of Public Works, Sydney, 3 December, 1879.
In reply to your letter of the 14th OctQber, remonstrating against your having been dismissed
from your appointment as a Railway Trial Surveyor, and itqnesting that your resignation may be accepted,
I am directed to inforin you that the Secretary for Public Works cannot see his way to interfere in the
I- have, &c.,
matteç.
GERALD HALLIGAN,
Acting Under Secretary.
Sir,

No. 30.
Reply to Parliamentary Question.
Parliamentary Question—Tuesday, 2nd December, 1879—Mr. Hurley (Hartley).
Question respecting III'. Daniel's Dismissal
Mr. Hurlèy (Hartley),—Was Railway Trial Surveyor Daniels dismissed eighteen days after lie had
resigned his appointment, and upon what grounds P
Mr. Lackey a.nswered,—Yes; for refusing to carry out the instructions of the Engineer-in-Chief
for Railways.

Sydney Thomas Richards, Govenunent Prmnter—iSSO.

[ad.]
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1879-SO.
LEGISX1SnVE ASSETkThLY.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

RAILWAY EXTENSION-BLAYNEY TO MURIITIMBURRAII.
(PETITION FROM RESIDENTS OF COWBA,)

Received l'y tire Leqislative Assembly, 4 Febrxary, 1880.

To the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales.
The Petition of the undersigned Residents of the Town and District of Cowra,—

RESPECTFULLY SKOWETH :- That on the completion of the Western and Southern Railway extensions in progress, the
traffic will be so enormously increased as to necessitate the provision of further railway accommodation.
That the necessary accommodation can only be provided either by doubling the lines to Goulburn
and Bathurst respectively, or by constructing the line herein advocated.
That the former project would be utterly unproductive, as no new country would be opened up or
fresh traffic obtained by it, and would be very costly, while the line herein suggested would afford a large
increased revenue.
That the proposed line would traverse for its whole length about 100 miles of country of great
richness and fertility, quite equal to any yet opened up by railway extension in any part of the Colony.
That the goods and passenger traffic to and from the districts interested is considerable, and that
the proposed line in its operations would largely increase this tiiuffie. and therefore become a highly
profitable portion of the railway system of the country.
That the proposed line is on the direct route from Blayney to Murrumburrah.
That the various towns and districts aloiw the proposed route would be largely benefited and
improved by having railway communication with the metropolis, and that an immense quantity of rich
land thus opened up would thereby be rendered available for the settlement of a large agricultural
population.
That the vast deposits of iron, and particularly copper, with which the country between Murrumburrah and 8layney is known to abound, while now unproductive and undeveloped, owing to the want of
a cheap and ready mode of transit, would, by railway communication, be rendered not only a source of
local wealth but would afford a handsome revenue to the Railway Department.
That from the known level character of the route indicated, your Petitioners respectfully submit
that no engineering difficulties would be encountered, and the cost of construction will be considerably
below the average.
In support of the foregoing statements the following statistics have been compiled from authentic
sources in connection with the districts interested :—(1878) one thousand eight hundred and seventyeight: population, (21,500) twenty-one thousand five hundred; sheep, (1,246,008) one million two
hundred and forty-six thousand and eight; cattle, (51,838) fifty-one thousand eight hundred and thirtyeight ; horses, (19,038) nineteen thousand and thirty-eight; swine, (4,126) four thousand one hundred
and twenty-six. Acres under cultivation, (37,340) thirty-seven thousand three hundred and ferty; acres
enclosed not cultivated, (825,233) eight hundred and twenty-five thousand two hundred and thirtythree ; acres unenclosed, (292,244) two hundred and ninety-two thousand two hundred and forty-four;
total acreage of holdings, (2,097,717) two millions ninety-seven thousand seven hundred and seventeen;
wheat, (354,943) three hundred and fifty-four thousand nine hundred and forty-three; bushels oak,
(43,261) forty-three thousand two hundred and sixty-four; maize, (52,420) fifty-two thousand four
hundred and twenty; bushels barley, (8,234) eight thousand two hundred and thirty-four; hay, (9,500)
nine thousand five hundred tons potatoes, (5,000) five thousand tons ; wine, (4,000) four thousand
gallons.
Your Petitioners therefore humbly pray that your Honorable House will take the foregoing facts
into your favourable consideration.
And your Petitioners as in duty bound, will ever pray, &c.
[Here follow 882 sqn&urer.]

[3d.]
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

RAILWAY EXTENSION FROM HAY TO J4ENINDIE OR
WILCANNIA.
(PETITION PROM INHABITAIcTS OF NEW SOUTH WALES.)

Received by the Legislative Assembly, 14 April, 1880.

To the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Pszliameut assembled.
The humble Petition of the undersigned Inhabitants of New South Wales,—
HUMBLY Snownn
flat your Honorable House having wisely made provision for the construction of a railway
from Junee vid Narrandera to Hay, it is highly desirable that the line referred to should be extended as
speedily as possible, from Hay to Monindie or Wilcannia, on the river Darling.
The distance from Hay to Menindie is about two hundred and eight miles and the country hem
almost a dead level presents no engineering diculties, and the projected line could therefore be constructe
for less than three thousand pounds per mile. It would place an immence area of New South Wales in
direct railway communication with Port Jackson, and secure the sending to that port, as the place of
shipment, the wool of fourteen millions of sheep, which wool is at present sent either to Victoria or South
Australia. This result can be confidently, predicted, because the wool could be conveyed by rail from
Menindie or Wilcannia to Sydney at a lower rate than it can be carried to either Melbourne or Adelaide,
even although its freight per railway was charged for at a rate which would allow a profit of eight pounds
per cent. per annum on the cost of the projected line.
A great impetus would be given to the trade of Sydney by this immense quantity of wool being
sent yearly to Port Jackson, because as the wool-growers invariably purchase their station supplies at the
sea-port where they dispose of their wool, a large and lucrative trade, at present lost to the Colony, would
be secured by our own merchants, and profitable employment for our railways in conveying supplies and
passengers to Menindie or Wilcannia.
Your Petitioners therefore pray that your Honorable Housd will take into your consideration the
desirability of ex±ending the projected line of railway from Junee to Hay, to Menindie or Wilcannia.
And your Petitioners as in duty bound, will ever pray, &e.

[Here follow 613 sign atures.]

[ad.]
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

SITE FOR RAILWAY 1ASSENGER STATION, ALBTJRY.
(PETITION FROM PROPERTY-HOLDERS, R&TEPAYERS, AND RESIDENTS OP ALBURY.)

Received by the Leqislafive Assembly, 19 May, 1880.

To the Honorable the Speaker and the Honorable Members of the Legis]ative Assembly of New South
Wales.
A Petition having been sent to your Honorable House praying for the removal of the Railway Passenger
Station at this town from the site chosen by the Government facing Smollett-street, to a site facing
Dean-street,—
Now this Petition of the undersigned property-holders, ratepayers, and residents of Albury,—
RESPECTFULLY SHowwrll
1. That the site chosen by the Government is in every way more eligible than that proposed
to be substituted,—
(a.) Because the situation is more central.
(ii.) The ground is more elevated.
(c.) The proposed alteration would cause an additional depth of from 8 to 10 feet for
foundations, and an extensive embankment to bring the adjacent ground to the level of the
line.
(d) The proposed alteration would shorten the" straight run" approaching the station and
therefore make it dangerous to life and property.
(e.) The goods and passenger stations if the proposed alteration be adopted would be brought
into too close proximity, and render them inconvenient and dangerous both to the employds
and the general public.
The Petition for the alteration has been got up by a few persons who have property in Deanstreet, and are consulting the individual intere8ts, rather than those of the public in general.
Any change now would occasion a large additional outlay for fresh surveys, plans, specifications,
&c., for the station buildings, and delay the completion thereof for at Icast six months.
The site at present fixed upon is most suitable to the majority of the residents of the Town
and District, and if at any time the line should be connected with that of Victoria it will be found
especially convenient for that purpose.
Your Petitioners respectfully pray that the present site may be adhered to.
And as in duty bound, will ever pray.

[Here follow 164 ngnatures.J
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LEGTSTJATIVE ASSEMBLY.
NEW SOTJT.H WALES.

MRS. SARAH ROBINSON.
(PETJTION OP.)

Received by the Legislative Assembly, 14 May, 1880.

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The humble Petition of Sarah, the widow of the late Edward Robinson, of Petersham,—
MOST RESPECTFULLY SnowEra
That Petitioner's late husband was in the employ of the Government as foreman painter at the
Railway Workshops, Reclfe.rn, for the period of seventeen years prior to his death—which resulted from his
being crushed between the buffers of two railway earnages or trucks at the Redfern Terminus on the
thirty-first day of August, A.D. 1876.
That Petitioner was thus left with eight children totally unprovided for, and none of whom were in
a position to obtain a livelihood by reason clneily of their tender age.
That a Petition was presented to your Honorable House by John M'Elhone, Esquire, a Member of
your Honorable House, in which the matter of the accident which occasioned the death of her late husband
was fully set forth, and the aid of your Honorable House prayed for to citable Petitioner to bring up her
family.
That in answer to the prayer of that Petition your Honorable House agreed to the sum of two
hundred and fifty pounds being awarded Petitioner, which said smu Petitioner received.
That Petitioner has expended the said sum in her endeavour to bring up her fatherless children
respectably, and has likewise exhausted all her othenvise slender means, and is in neces.sitous dreamstances.
Petitioner therefore plays that in view of the circumstances attending the death of her deceased
husband, and his long service in the Government employ, as well as the indigent position to which she is
reduced, your Honorable House will again take her case into your favonroble consideration, and afford her
such relief as you in your wisdom shall deem fit, or the exigencies of the Case require.
And your Petitioner, as in duty hound, will ever pray.
Signed at Sydney, this twelfth day of May, A.D. 1880.
SARAH ROBINSON,

[?d.]
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1879.
EXTRACTS FROM TUE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.

VOTES No. 22. WEDKESiaY, 3 DECflI:SEJt, 1.879.
8. J0ADJA. CREEK BAITJWAY BILL (Formal Motion) ;—Mr. Garrett moved, pursuant to Notice,—
That the Joadja Creek Railway Bill be referred to a Select Committee for inquiry and report.
That such Committee consist of Mr. Lackey, Captain Onslow, Mr. Greenwood, Mr. Thompson,
Mr. Teece, Mr. Copeland, and the Moyer.
Question put and passed.

VOTES No. 30. WEDZE5DAY, 17 Drcxxnr, 1879.
22. Z0ADJA Cusrx ThuLwn BILL —Mr. Garrett, as Chairman, brought up the Report from, and laid
upon the Table the Minutes of Proceedings of, and Evidence taken before, the Select Committee
for whose consideration and report this 13111 was referred on 3rd December, 1879 together with a
copy of the Bill, as amended and agreed to in the Committee.
Ordered to be printed.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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JOADJA CREEK RAILWAY BILL.

REPORT.

TuE

of the Legislative Assembly, for whose consideration and
report was referred, on the 3rd December, 1879,—" the Joadja Urea/c Railway
Bill,"—beg to report to your Honorable House :—
SELECT COMMITTEE

That they have examined the Witnesses named in the List* (whose evidence 4SeoLit,pa905.
will he found appended hereto) ; and that the Preamble having been satisfactorily
proved to your Committee, they proceeded to consider the Clauses and Schedule
of the Bill, in which it was deemed necessary to make certain Amendments.
Your Committee now beg to lay before your Honorable House the Bill as
amended by them.
TUbS. GARRETT,
Chairman.
No. 3 Committee Room,
Sydney, 17th December, 1879.
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PROCEEDINGS OF TEE COMMITTEE.
THURSDAY, 11 DEcEMBER, 1879.
MEMBERS PRESENT

Mr. Garrett,
Captain Onslow.
I
In the absence of a quorum, the meeting called for this day lapsed.

FRIDAY, 12 DECEMBER, 1879.
MEMBERS PRESENT :-

Mr. Garrett,

I

Captain Onslow,

Mr. Copeland.
Mr. Garrett called to the Chair.
Entry from Votes and Proceedings, appointing the Committee, read by the Clerk.
Printed copies of the Bill referred, together with original Petition to introduce the same, before
the Committee,
Present :—George TCiiox, Esq. (Counsel for the Promo/en).
James Waiter Fell, Esq., called in and examined.
Wihess produced Plan showing the proposed route of the Railway,
IVitness withdrew.
John do Villis Lamb, Esq., called in and, examined.
Witness produced Certificate of Registration of the Company referred to in the Preamble, and
handed in a certified copy of the same, which was ordered to be appended (see Appendix).
Room cleared.
Committee deliberated.
[Adjourned to Wednesday next, at Eleven o'clock.]

WEDNESDAY, 17 DECEMBER, 1879.
MEMBERS PRE5EwT

Mr. Garrett in the Chair.
Mr. Thompson,
Mr. Teece,
I
Captain Onslow.

5o.8ehdu1eot
#mendmoota

Preamble considered.
Question,—" That this Preamble stand part of the Bill,"—put and passed.
Parties called in and informed.
Clause 1 read, amended,* and agreed to.
Clause 2 read and agreed to.
Clause 8 read, amended,* and agreed to.
Clauses 4 to 15 read and agreed to.
Clause 16 read, amended,* and agreed to.
Clauses 17 to 42 read and agreed to.
Schedule read and omitted, and new Schedule* inserted.
Chairman to report the Bill with Amendments to the House.

SCHEDULE OP AMENDMENTS
Page 2, Clause 1, lines 1 to 8. Omit "and passing through certain waste lands of the Crown thence
"through lands supposed to be the property of Penis Manion John Manion Edward
Cahill Archibald Sharp Matthew Butler the representatives of the late Edward Butler
deceased the representatives of the late - Breen deceasedDe la Motte J. de V. Lamb Michael
"Egan Manion Robert Snowden Alfred Welby William Davies - Cripps and - Hines
"respectively." Insert "in the line described in the Schedule to this Act"
Clause 1, lines 8 & 9. Omit "at a point near Gibraltar Tunnel"
8,.line 61. Omit "locomotives and"
16, ,, 20. Omit "hand of such party" insert " commQn seal of the said Company and
6
1 under the hand of such person or persons respcctive]y"
-)
Page
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Page 10.

Omit Schedule and insert the following new Schedule:—
DESCRTPIIO1C OF TitniwAy.
Commencing at the south-cast angle of J. de V. Lamb's portion number seventy in the parish of
Joad:ja county of Camden Thence in a south-easterly direction about one (1) mile through Crown Lands
Thence north-easterly through Crown Lands about one mile forty (40) chains to west boundary of Manion's
portion one hundred and one Thence in a north-easterly direction through Manion's portion one hundred
and one about twenty-six chains Thence in a north-easterly direction through Crown Lands about one
mile twenty chains Thence south-easterly through Crown lands about eight chains to Manion's portion
forty-four parish of Berrima Thence south-easterly through Manion's portion forty-four about twenty
chains Thence easterly through Crown lands about fifteen (15) chains Thence north-easterly through
Crown lands about sixteen (10) chains to west boundary of Cahill's portion number sixty-five 05)
Thence north-easterly across the north-west corner of Cahill's portion number sixty-five about five chains
Thence north-easterly through Crown lands about one mile sixty-four (01) chains to Wangauderry Road
Thence easterly across Wanganderry Road Thence continued easterly through Crown lands about fifty
chains Thence south-easterly through Crown lands about twenty (20) chains to west boundary of A.
Sharpe'sportionnumberonehundred and thirty-six Thence easterly through A. Sharpe's portion number one
hundred and thirty-six about forty (40) chains Thence north-easterly across one-chain road to west
boundary of Butler's (Trustees) portion number one hundred and thirty-five Thence north-easterly
through Butler's (Trustees) portion one hundred and thirty-five (135) about eight chains Thence easterly
and south-easterly still through Butler's (Trustees) portion one hundred and thirty-five about thirty (30)
chains Thence south-east across one-chain road to west boundary of M. Butler's (Trustees) Woodlands
Estate Thence through Butler's (Trustees) Woodlands Estate south-easterly about twenty chains
Thence north-easterly through Woodlands Estate about 30 chains Thence easterly through Woodlands
Estate about thirty-five (35) chains to west boundary of Breen's land Thence easterly through Breen's
about twenty-six (2.0) chains Thence easterly through Breen's about forty (40) chains Thence easterly
through Breen's about thirtcen (13) chains to west boundary of C. Losehy's portion number twenty-two
parish of Jellore Thence south-easterly through C. Loseby's portion number twenty-two about seventeen
(17) chains to west boundary of J. de V. Lamb's portion number twenty-one Thence south-easterly
through I. Be V. Lamb's portion number twenty-one about ten (10) chains to west boundary of
Thompson's portion number twenty-four Thence south-easterly through Thompson's portion number
twenty-four about seventcen chains to west boundary of Fitzroy village reserve Thence south-easterly
and southerly through village reserve about thirty (30) chains to Main Southern Road Thence southeasterly across Main Southern Road about eight (8) chains to west boundary of J. de V. Lamb's (late R.
Suowdou's) land parish of Berrima Thence easterly through J. de V. Lamb's about twenty-one chains
to west boundary of Quarry Reserve Thence easterly across Quarry Reserve about seven (7) chains to
west boundary of Welby's portion number one Thence south-easterly and southerly through Welby's
portion number one about fifty chains to south boundary of Welby's portion number one Thence southeasterly through village reserve about sixteen (16) chains to west boundary of J. de V. tamb's portions
numbers 18 and 19 thence easterly through J. Ie V. Lamb's portions numbers 18 and 19 about five (5)
chains where it crosses Gibber Gunyah Creek thence through block number 29 of Cripp's subdivision
parish of Mittagong easterly about three chains thence easterly along reserve between John-street and
Hind's property about sixteen (10) chains thence easterly along said reserve belonging to Thomas
Chalder s about eighteen chains where it crosses street connecting with Bowral Road thence north-easterly
through portion number 01 Fitzroy Bessemer Steel Hematite iron and Coal Company (Limited) about
twenty-two (22) chains thence easterly and south-easterly through portion number 07 Fitzroy Bessemer
Steel Hematite Iron and Coal Company (Limited) about thirty chains to a point on the Great Southern
Railway about thirty chains north-east of Mittagong Railway Station being it total distance of about
fifteen (15) miles more or less.

LIST OF WITNESSES.

EcU, James Walter, Eag. ...................................................................................................
Lamb, John de Villiers, Bag .................................................................................................

FAGS.

7
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MINUTES OF EVIDENCE
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THE SELECT COM4ITTEE
ON THE

JOADJA CREEK RAILWAY BILL.

.FRIJJAY, 12 .DECEflER, 1879.
uøent

MR. COPELAND,
Mn. GABEETP,
Cm. ONSLOW.

THOMAS GARRETT, ESQ., IN THE (JHAIIt.
George Knox, Esq., appeared as Counsel for the Promoters of the Bill.
James Walter Fell, Esq., examined:AIr. Istox.] You are the Manager of the Australian Kerosene Oil and Mineral Company? Yes.
3 W. Veil,
Do you know certain large tracts of land situate on and near Ioadja Creek, in the parish of Joad3a,
EQ
in the county of Camden, occupied by the Company? I do.
12 cc., 1819.
8. Do these lands contain valuable deposits of coal and kerosene mineral? Yes.
To what extent P We have a proved seam of upwards of a million and a half tons of kerosene mineral,
besides very large quantities of common coal, and there are other seams which contain many more milhons
of tons of common coal besides the boghead mineral.
What is the extent of the land occupied by the Company? The land occupied under vanous conthtions
is 1,944 acres.
6. What works have the Company erected there? Apart from the i-ram originally laid down, there have
been expensive works for the manufacture of kerosene; a large stationary engine has been erected for
winding the mineral out of the valley.
A very large sum has been expended? Yes, I think upwards of £30,000 has been sunk in plant in sieu.
What is the length of the tramway you have made? Two miles through the Company's own land, and
seven miles through Crown land principally held under lease, and two small portions through private land.
That is 9 miles altogether? Yes.
The proposed railway is 16 miles in length? Yes, 16 miles in all, that is including this 9 miles.
That is 7 miles in addition? Yes.
Part of this is part of the proposed railway? Yes, that is the 7 miles of railway covered by this Bill.
(The witness produced a plan.)
Is that a correct plan of the proposed line of railway? Yes.
IJkair-man.] What is the gauge of your proposed railway? 3 feet 6.
And of the tramway? 3 feet 6 throughout.
Mr. X*zox.] 'What amount do you estimate the works will turn out? Do you refer to the oil works?
Yes. The present plant is capakle of producing 200,000 gallons a year of burning oil, 100000 gallons
of lubncating oil, and 80 tons of solid paraffine.
18,
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J. W. Fell, 18. Chairman.] What would be the total tonnage of that P Upwards of 1,500 tons for oil, but there is a
Esq. - large quantity of mineral used for gas, Making besides perhaps from ton to fifteen thousand tons annually.
19. Capt. Ouslow.] Is there also a. quantity of other Coal P Yes.
12 Dec., 1879. 20. Chairman.] Can you give us a reasonable estimate of the total tonnage by which the Government line
would be benefited? Upwards of 20,000 tons to begin with.
Mr. Knox.] You see on the plan before the Committee, and in the Bill, the names of a number of
persons mentioned through whose land the railway passes? Yes.
Have you personally made arrangements with some of these persons on behalf of the Company?
Yes, I have arranged with John Manion, with Edward Cahill, with Archibald Sharp, Matthew Butler, the
representatives of the late Edward Butler, deceased, with the representatives of the late Mr. Breen, and otheS.
28. These are the names of some of the persons mentioned in the first clause? Yes.
have you arranged with all the parties whose names are mentioned there? We have not dealt with
the Fitzroy Iron Company, as some of the proprietors are in England, but we are assured of their consent.
Without this railway, is it at all practicable for the Company either to carry on their operations with
any success, or to carry their coals, shale, and other produce to market? No, it cannot be done. In fact,
during the wet season last winter, it was a physical impossibility to take our produce over the roads-it
could not have been done if we had paid £100 a ton for it.

John de Villiers Lamb, Esq., examined
J.deV.Ijamb, 20. .M. Knox.] You are Chairman of the Australian Kerosene Oil and Mineral Company? 1. am.
Esq.
27. Do you produce the certificate of Registration of the Company ? I do. (The witness produced the
e'same, and handed in curt Uled copy. See Appendix.)
12 Dec., 1879. 28. That Company is possessed, or you as trustee for that Company are possessed of large tracts of ]and
on Joadja Creek, in the parish of Joadja? Yes.
29. What is generally the extent of the land in your possession? 1,944 acres held as freehold, leasehold,
and as mineral conditional purchases.
30. Have large sums of money been expended by the Company upon this property? Yes.
31. Can you state roughly to what extent P Upon the works, tramway, and locomotive, about £56,000.
32. Chairman.] That is upon the works and tramway? Upon the tramway, the opening of the mine,
engines, and locomotive.
33. Mr. Knox.] At present you have contracts for the supply of quantities of shale and oil, have you
not? Yes, both shale and oil.
34. Can you form any idea of the consumption of the oil in the Colony? I estimate the consumption of
the oil in the Colony at about 2,000,000 gallons annually.
35. And there is an export trade also? Yes, the shale is largely exported.
36. It is also used for gas manufacture here? Yes.
37. In fact you have a contract with the 0-as Company for the supply of some of it? Yes, we have a
contract for 1881 and 1882; we have not for 1880.
38. Is the Company desirous of constructing the railway proposed by this Bill? Yes, in fact we cannot
carry on our operations.without it. Last winter, although we had a large number of horses, they were
almost useless to us, owing to the state of the roads.
39. The Company employ it large number of men upon their works? Yes.
40. I believe there is a school there, is there not? We were in treaty to have one put up. I am not
sure whether it is yet erected.
41. There is almost a township there, is there not? Yes, there is it large number of people there.
42. There is no proper means of communicating with the place at present? No.
43. The Schedule attached to the Bill before the Committee mentions the names of a number of private
individuals through whose land the proposed line of railway must pass ; have you been in treaty with all
those persons? With every one of them.
44. Have any of them threatened or shown any opposition whatever P None whatever.
45. From many of them you have bought the land? Yes.
46. Most of them? Yes; and we have the approval of others to pass through their lands. The Fitzroy
Company have granted it as far as they could give it, but there is some difficulty in the way. They have,
however, accepted notice, and have intimated that they would put no obstacle in the way.
47. From some you have an express consent to the provisions of the Bill P Yes.
48. Chairman.] It is absolutely necessary for your purposes that you should be connected with the Groat
Southern Railway? Yes.
49. That is your real purpose in submittink the Bill? Yes.
50. Have you submitted your connection to the railway authorities P Yes ; we are entitled- by the Railway
Act to connect with them. I saw the Commissioner for Railways, and he pointed out to inc the clause
under which lie said he could not prevent us from joiniug the line. The only thing necessary for its was
to submit it for his approval.
51. He did not express any objection? No; 011 the contrary, it would add a valuable feeder to the railway.
52. Was that his opinion? Yes.
53. He did not point out any practical objection? No ; lie is ready to put down a loop line whenever we
give him notice,
54. And they are consenting parties as far as he is concerned P They are quite.
55. I see the third clause gives the public the right to use your line upon certain terms? Yes, we wish
to fix the maximum rate at 3d. per ton per mile after the first 5 miles, and 2s. per ton for that distance
and under.
56. Have you acla.use prepared for that? 1 tlunk it is not. I think it is usual on all railways that there
should be a fixed minimum rate.
57. Of course you are willing to take the Bill with any conditions the Committee may impose? I suppose
we cannot help ourselves.
58. Mr. UopeThnd.] What is the number of men you have employed upon the mine at present? Including
the miners P I suppose between sixty and seventy men.
59.
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59. What is the average out-put of shale and coal? We have turned out I think up to the present time J.dev.Lsnib,
Esq.
about 15,000 tons. We are not working coal.
GO. What is the average tonnage per week? About 70 tons it day.
What is the value°of the shale? The last contract we made was with the Gas Company. That was 12 Dec., isa.
the lowest price at which we have sold-40s. a ton; but we have entered into a two years' contract with
them.
What is the cost at present of bringing the shale from the mine to the Gas Company? The miner's
charge comes to about 7s. Zd.
oa. Chairman.] Do you know what rate per ton the railway people charge? £2 a truck—about Os. Sd.
a ton.
AIr. Copelan&] id. a mile, but then you have to pay the cost of carriage from the railway to the Gas
Company's Works P Yes.
Will they take an unlimited quantity from you P 1,500 tons a year.
60. Are you exporting any? Yes; We shipped 980 tons to Liverpool, and we had a report upon it that
it was satisfactory. That was 75s., and we paid freight at 27s. Gd. a ton.
Have you any knowledge of the average quantity of this shale contained in the Mud per acre?
2,400 tons per acre.
That is averaging the seam at how thick? 18 to 21 inches. It is estimated that a cubic foot contains
84 lbs.
How many acres have you? The out-crop extends over 700 acres. We calculate there is about a.
million and a half tons of shale, and nearly two million tons of common coal; but there are many other
seams of common coal which have not been tested or proved yet.
You observe that the third clause of the Bill before the Committee provides that the public who may
use this railway shall provide their own locomotive P Yes,
71.. That does not appear to be the case in other Railway Bills? I am pot aware of that.
72. Does the opening of the railway to the public, as stated by the third clause, refer to goods trac
merely, or also to passenger traffic? We have no convenience for passenger traffic, and there is no
population beyond our own people.
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APPENDIX.
{To the Evide2ice of .Tobn de Villi&re Lamb, Eeq., 12 December, 1879.]
[Certffied copy.]
New South Wales
towit.
5
IN the matter of "The Australian Kerosene Oil and Mineral Company, Limited," and in the matter of the
Company's Act.
I onunt that the Company styled " The Australian Kerosene Oil and Mineral Company, Limited,' is incorporated, and that
the said Company is a limited Company.
Dated at Sydney, this seventeenth day of October, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight huadred and
seventy-eight.
E. G. WARD,
Registrar General,
Acting as Registrar of Joint Stock Companies.
Wn certify that the writing contained above is a true copy of the original certificate of incorporation, the same having been
eiamrned and compared therewith by us, this sirteentli day of December, S.D. 1879.
HENRY E. JONES, ) Clerks to S. C. BROWN,
GEO. RELL1NGS, 5
Solicitor, Sydney

Sydney Thomas Richards, Government Printer—lam
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STEAM TRAMWAYS.
(PETITION-.OIIAflaAN OF SYDNEY TRAMWAY AND OMNIBUS COMPANY.)

Received by the Legielative Assembly, 18 November, 1879.

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The humble Petition of the undersigned Omnibus Proprietors in the City of Sydney and Suburbs,—
RESPECTFULLY SliowErn

That your Petitioners have for many years carried on the business of carriers of and for the
public by means of omnibuses.
That they have invested large sums of money in the purchase of plant, horses, and land to carry on
the said business.
That the said business has been recognized by and carried on under the control of the State, in
accordance with an Act of Parliament to that effect.
That hitherto they have met satisfactorily the wants and requirements of the public in regard to
safety, regularity, and cheapness of transit, and are now in a position to meet all probable demands in
that respect.
That therefore your Petitioners learn with concern and apprehension that the Government have
determined to propose to Parliament a scheme to carry out a system of steam tramways in the city and
suburbs of Sydney, by which your Petitioners' business as public carriers will be entirely destroyed.
That your Petitioners most earnestly protest against the proposed action of the Government, as an
uncalled for interference with private interests and enterprise.
Your Petitioners therefore humbly pray your Honorable House to take the foregoing into your
favourable consideration, and grant to your Petitioners such relief as to your Honorable House may seem
meet.
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray, &c.
Dated this fourteenth day of November, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
seventy-nine.
Signed and sealed, on behalf of the Sydney Tramway and Omnibus Company, Limited,
By order, JOHN YOUNG,
Chairmau.

[Sd.]
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1879.
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

STEAM TRAMWAYS.
(flnrION—liAYOES OF SUBURBAN BOROUGHS.)

Received by the Legislative Assembly, 25 iVóvember, 1879.

To the Honorable the Speaker and the Members of the Legislative Assembly, in Parliament assembled.
The humble Petition of the undersigned Mayors of the Suburban Boroughs,—
RESTEOTFULLY Snowtnr
That your Petitioners are convinced that the adoption of a system of steam tramways in order
to afford means of communication between Sydney and the suburbs thereof is highly desirable, and that
such & system would afford great conveniences to the residents of Sydney and such of the suburbs as
cannot be connected with Sydney by means of the railway, and would at very reasonable charges pay a
large return on the expenses of construction and maintenance.
That the system of steam tramways is in successful operation in most of the cities of Europe and
America.
That your Petitioners have learned that it is intended to introduce into your Honorable House a
Bill for the purpose of granting to a private Company, called "The Sydney Tramway and Omnibus
Company (Limited)," the sole right to construct, maintain, use, and work lines of tramway to and from
Sydney and the suburbs.
That your Petitioners have had experience of the manner in which the omnibus traffic to and from
the city of Sydney and its suburbs has been managed by the several Omnibus Companies, and that such
experience has been exceedingly unsatisfactory, and such as to convince your Petitioners of the great
inconvenience which would result to your Petitioners and the public if the said Bill should be passed
into law.
That your Petitioners desire respectfully to urge upon your Honorable House that a system of
tramway communication from and to the city of Sydney and the rapidly rising suburbs thereof is of too
important a character to be entrusted to private enterprise, and that such a system should be under the
direct authority and control of the Government of the Colony, inasmuch as (besides other reasons) it is
more than probable that a private Company would only construct and work such lines as in its opinion
would be immediately and individually payable, whereas the Government would run the various lines more
equitably and as a whole.
Your Petitioners therefore earnestly pray that your Honorable House will not grant to any private
Company the right to donstruct or maintain tramways as above mentioned, but that your Honorable House
will support and pass into law a measure for the construction and maintenance of a system of tramways
which shall be under the direct authority and control of the Government of the Colony.
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray, &c.

[Here follow 20 signatures.]

[34.]
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

TRAMWAYS EXTENSION BILL.
(MESSAGE No, 22.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 25 Pebruari, 1880.

AUGUSTUS LOPTUS,

Message No. 22.

Governor.
In accordance with the .54th section of the Constitution Act, the Governor recommends for the
consideration of the Legislative Assembly the expcdicncy of making provision to meet the requisite expenses
in connection with the Bill to authorize the construction and maintenance of Tramways along certain streets
and highways in the City and Suburbs of Sydney and elsewhere.

Government House,
Sydney, 25 February, 1880.

[3d.]
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

TRAMWAYS EXTENSION BILL.
(MESSAGE No. 26,)

Ordered by the Legielative Assembly to be printed, 10 March, 1880.

AUGUSTUS LOFTUS,

Meesage No. 28.

Governor.
in accordance with the 54th section of the Constitution Act, the Governor recommends for the
consideration of the Legislative Assembly the expediency of making provision to meet the requisite expenses
in connection with the construction and maintenance of Tramways along the streets and highways in the
City and Suburbs of Sydney and elsewhere, mentioned in the first Schedule of a Bill now before the
Assembly to authorize the construction of Tramways, and the construction and maintenance of any other
Tramways which may hereafter be made under the provisions of the said Bill, and to nieet any other
necessary expenses connected therewith.

Govermnent Houec,
Sydney, 10 March, 1880.

[3d.J
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

TRAMWAYS EXTENSION BILL.
(PETITION AGAUcST—D[RECTORS OP THE SYDNEY TRAMWAY AND O3INIBUS COMPANY.)

Received by the Legisla five Assembly, 2 3farch, 1880.

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, inParliament assembled.
The humble Petition of the undersigned Omnibus Proprietors in the City of Sydney and
Suburbs,—
)1E51'ECTPULLY SuowzTlr
That your Petitioners presented to your Honorable House a humble Petition, on the eighteenth
day of November last, setting out the effect of a measure then proposed, but now before your Honorable
House authorizing the Government to construct and work certain lines of Tramway on and over the
streets or the City of Sydney and Suburbs, would be to seriously damage the interests of your Petitioners,
who have been hitherto engaged in carrying on the business of Omnibus Proprietors within the said City
and Suburbs.
That your Petitioners would respectfully draw the attention of your Honorable House to the
allegations and prayer of their former Petition.
And further, your Petitioners would humbly pray your Honorable House to grant them permission
to appear at the Bar of your Honorable House, by Counsel learned in the law, and so to be heard in
support of the allegations and prayer of your Petitioners' former Petition, and otherwise in defence of
the interests of your Petitioners, as proposed to be afected by the Bill alluded to hereinbefore, prier to
the said Bill receiving the final sanction of your Honorable House.
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray, &c.
Dated this 211d day of March, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty.
Signed, and the Seal of the Sydney Tramway and Omnibus Company "Limited" affixed hereto by
WM. SIIENSTONE, Secretary.
In the prsence of—
JOIIN WooDs, )
WILLIAM CAIN, Directors.
A. W. GIrrAEs, )

[3d.]
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LEGISLATIVE AssExrn,y.

NEW SOUTH

WALES.

TRAMWAYS.
(LINE FROM RDFERN TO IIUNTER.STREET—REPORT OP COMMISSIONER FOR RAILWAYS.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 3 March, 1880.

Commissioner's Report on state of Line—Wear and tear of Rolling Stock—
Revenue and Expenditure and not resul.ts, for the period 28th September to
31st December, 1879.
State of Line—inwected 241h February, 1880.
TuE Tramway has been opened for traffic for five months and one week.
The weight of our own traffic over the line has amounted to 360,000 tons.
The weight of ordinary street traffic that has passed over it cannot be computed, but it must have
been very great; during the wool season an ilomense quantity of wool was hauled along the line.
Nothwithstanding this unexampled traffic on a street tramway, the rails and road wear beyond
expectation. Some of the rails show no signs whatever of wear. A proportion (not a large proportion)
give indications of wear, but still there has been no necessity for relaying a single rail, and there is no
immediate prospect of such necessity. The Engineer states—" I do not anticipate having to relay any of the
rails for some time to come, and then only a few."
The annual depreciation will not exceed 20 per cent, and £1,200 a year will be deducted from the
net revenue to meet the cost of relaying.
The paved way gives no indication whatever of wear, nor is it likely to do so for some years.
Soiling Stock.
The number of motors is four; they have run to the present time 21,550 miles, or an average of
5,386 miles for each motor; they are all in good working order; the expense of keeping them so is estimated at £480 per annum, and an amount equal to 10 per cent, per annum on their capital cost should be
written off for depreciation; this will amount to £75 a year for each motor.

cars.
The number of cars is eight—two horse cars and six for steam traction, 'imported from America.
Although these latter have been built very light, and subjected repeatedly to more than twice the load they
were constructed to carry, they have stood the strain remarkably well. The wheels, which are of chilled castiron, show no perceptible signs of wear, and the same brake-shoes have done their work continuously without any renewals.
The cost of keeping them in repair will be £25 each per annum, and it is proposed to write off for
depreciation 16 per cent, per annum of their capital cost, equal to £80 a year for each ear.
The total amount therefore to be deducted from the net revenue each year for depreciation, and to
provide a fund for renewals will be as nuder
Rails, fastenings, L-c., &c....
...
..
£1,200
Steam motors...
...
..
300
...
...
...
...
.....
...
Cars...
...
480
Total...

...

.,.

...

£1,980

Revetwe and Expenditure.
The Revenue and Expenditure from 28th September to 31st December 1879 show as under
Receipts
...
..
...
...
...
...
...
...
£4,168
Expenditure ..
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
1,825
Net profits...
...
From which deduct depreciation for three months as above

...
...

£2,343
495

Balance...

...

£1,848

The capital expenditure has been £22,000, upon which, for three months, the above result shows a
return of about 331 per cent.
CII. A. GOODOIIAP,
24/2/80.
347—
[3d.]
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REPORT FROM THE SELECif COMMITTEE
ON THE

SYDNEY CITY AND SUBURBAN TRAMWAY AND
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE COMMITTEE,

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE,
AND
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ORDERED BY THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY TO BE PRINTED,

26th February, 1880.

SYDNEY: THOMM RICHARDS, GOVERNMENT PRINTER.
1880,
[is.]
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EXTRACTS FROM THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Vorus, No. 21. TUESDAY, 2 DEcEMBER, 1879.
13. SYDNEY CITY AND SUBURBAN TRAMWAY AND OMNIBUS COMPANY'S BILL —Mr. Driver moved,
pursuant to Notice,—
(1.) That the Sydney City and Suburban Tramway and Omnibus Company's Bill be referred to a
Select Committee for consideration and report, and that such Committee have power to send for
persons and papers.
(2,) That such Committee consist of Mr. Lackey, Mr. Farnell, Mr. Lucas, Mr. Gray, Mr. Greenwood,
Mr. Harris, Mr. Hurley (Hartley), Mr. Combes, and the Mover.
Debate ensued.
And Mr. McElhone requiring that the Committee be appointed by Ballot,—
Question put,—That the Sydney City and Suburban Tramway and Omnibus Company's Bill be
referred to a Select Committee for consideration and report, and that such Committee have power
to send for persons and papers.
And. Division called for,—
But there being no Tellers on the part of the Hoes, no Division could be had,—and Mr. Speaker
declared the Question to have passed in the affirmative.
And the House proceeding to the Ballot,—
Notice was taken that there was not a Quorum present.
Mr. Speaker counted the House, and there being only sixteen Members present, exclusive of Mr.
Speaker, namely,—Mr. Badgery, Mr. Baker, Mr. Cameron, Mr. Cohen, Mr. J. Davies, Mr. Driver,
Mr. Farnell, Mr. Gray, Mr. iloskias, Mr. Kerr, Mr. Lackey, Mr. O'Connor, Sir Henry Parkes,
Mr. lloseby, Mr. Suttor, and Mr. Watson,—
Mr. Speaker thj earned the House at twenty.six minutes after Nine o'clock, until To-morrow at
Four o'clock.
VOTES, No. 29. TUESDAY, 16 DECEWIER, 1879
7. Srmn Cirr AND SUBURBAN TRAMWAY AND OMNIBUS COMPANY'S BILL —Mr. Driver moved,
pursuant to Notice, That this House do "now" proceed to ballot for the Select Committee to
consider and report upon the Sydney City and Suburban Tramway and Omnibus Company's Bill.
Mr. McCulloch moved, That the Question be amended, by the omission of the word "now," with
a view to the insertion in its place of the words "this day six months."
Question put,—That the word proposed to be omitted stand part of the Question.
The House divided
Ayes, 21.
- Noes, 8.
Sir Henry Parkes,
Mr. J. Davies,
Mr. Greenwood,
Mr. Sutter,
Mr. Gray,
Mr. Charles,
Mr. Wisdom,
Mr. Bs-rbour,
Dr. Bowker,
Mr. Baker,
Mr. Lynch,
Mr. Johnston,
Mr. Lackey,
Mr. Jacob,
Mr. Beyers,
Mr. Watson,
Mr. Dangar,
Mr. Garrett,
Captain Onelow,
Mr. W. Davies,
2'88.
Mr. Driver,
Tellers.
Mr. iloekins,
Mr. MeCulloeli,
Mr. Cameron,
Mr. Copeland,
Mr. Macintosh.
Mr. Teece,
Mr. W. C. Browne.
Mr. O'Connor,
And so it was resolved in the affirmative
Origiml Question then put and passed.
Whereupon the House proceeded to the Ballot, and Mr. Speaker declared the following to be the
Committee duly appointed :—Mr. Driver, Mr. Lackey, Mr. Combes, Mr. ]3'arnell, Mr. I. Davies,
Mr. Lucas, Mr. Macintosh, Mr. Greenwood, and Mr. Gray.

VOTES, No. 44, TUESDAY, 3 FEBRUARY, 1880.
C. SYDNn CITY AYD SUBURBAN TRAMWAY Afl) OMNIBUs COMPANY'S BILL :—Mr. Driver (by consent)
moved, without Notice, That the Report from the Select Committee on the Sydney and Suburban
Street Tramways Bill, brought up on the 19th December, 1873, and the report from the Select
Committee on the Sydney Tramway and Omnibus Company (Limited) Bill, brought up on the
20th March, 1878, be referred to the Select Committee now sitting on Sydney City and Suburban
Tramway and Omnibus Company's Bill.
Question put and passed.
VOTES,
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Voris, No. 58. ThURSDAY, 26 FEDRUARY, 1880.
2. SYDNEY Urn ATh SuBu]u3nc TRAMWAY AND Orncmus C0MPAn's BELL —Mr. Driver, as Chairman,
brought up the Report from, and laid upon the Table the Minutes of proceedings of, and Evidence
talcen before the Select Committee for whose consideration and Report this Bill was referred on
2nd December, 1879; together with Appendix, and a copy of the Bill as agreed to in the Committee.
Ordered to be printed.
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SYDNEY CITY. AND SUBURBAN TRAMWAY AND OMNIBUS
COMPANY'S BILL.

REPORT.

THE SELECT OoM.mnEE of the Legislative Assembly, for whose consideration and

report was referred, on 2nd December, 1879,—" the Sydney City and
Suburban Tramway and Omnibus Company's Bill," and to whom were referred,
on the 3rd February, 1880, " the Report front the Select Committee on the
Sydney and Suburban Street Tramways Bill," brought vp on the 191h December,
1873, and the Report from the Select Committee on the Sydney Tramway and
Omnibus Company (Limited) Bill, brought up on the 201h March, 1878,"—beg
to report to your Honorable House,—
That they have examined the witnesses named in the List (whose evidence see IAn, p4e 7
will be found appended hereto) ; and that the Preamble having been satisfactorily
proved to your Committee, they proceeded to consider the clauses and schedules of
the Bill, in which it was not deemed necessary to make any amendment.
Your Committee now beg to lay before your Honorable Rouse the Bill
without amendment.
RR DRIVER,
Chairman.
No. 3 £onvrn.ittee Room,
Sydney, 26th February, 1880.
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE COMMITTEE.
FRIDAY, 10 JANUARY, 1880.
MEMBER PaEsnT

Mr. Driver.
In the absence of a quorum, the meeting called for this day lapsed.

TUESDAY, 3 FEBRUARY, 1880.
MEMBERS PRESENT

Mr. Driver,
Mr. Macintosh,
Mr. Greenwood,
Mr. Farnell.
Mr. Driver called to the Chair.
Entries from Votes and Proceedings, appointing Committee, read by the Clerk.
Printed copies of the Bill referred, together with original Petition to introduce the same, before
the Committee.
Committee deliberated.
Ordered—That John Young, Esq., and William Shenstone, Esq., be summoned to give evidence
next meeting.
[Adjourned to Thursday next, at half-past Two o'clock.]

THURSDAY, 5 FEBRUARY, 1880.
MEMBERS PRESENT

Mr. Combes,
Mr. Driver.
I
In the absence of a quorum, the meeting called for this day lapsed.

FRIDAY, 0 FEBRUARY, 1880.
MEMBERS PRESENT

Mr. Driver,
Mr. Farnell.
I
In the absence of a quorum, the meeting called for this day lapsed.

TUESDAY, 10 FEBRUARY, 1880.
MEMBERS PRESENT:-

Mr. Farnell,
Mr. Combes.
I
In the absence of a quorum, the meeting called for this day lapsed.

THURSDAY, 12 FEBRUARY, 1880.
MEMBERS PRESENT

Mr. Driver in the Chair.
Mr. Gray,
Mr. Combes,
I
Mr. Farnell.
Entry from Votes and Proceedings, referring Reports from the Select Committees on the Sydney
and Suburban Streets Tramways Bill and the Sydney Tramway and Omnibus Company (Limited) Bill,
read by the Clerk.
Printed copies of the Reports before the Committee.
John Young, Esq., called in and examined.
Witness withdrew.
William Shenstone, Esq. (Secretary to the Company), called in and examined.
Witness prothwed Minute Book of the Company, and handed in a copy of the Minutes, which was
ordered to be appended. (See Appendix.)
Witness withdrew.
Committee deliberated.
Ordered,—That Edward Combes, Esq., C.M.G.; M.P., be requested, and Alfred W. Gilles, Esq., be
summoned, to give evidence next meeting.
[Adjourned to Thursday next, at half-past Two o'clock.]

THURSDAY, 19 FEBRUARY, 1880.
MEMBER PRESENt:-

Mr. Parnell.
In the absence of a quorum, the meeting called for this day lapsed.

TUESDAY,
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TUESDAY, 24 PRBRUA1Y, 1880.
MxMBERS PimSENT
Mr. Driver in the Chair.
Mr. Poxnell.
Mr. Combes,
I
Alfred W. Glues, Esq, (a Director of the Company) called in and examined.
Witness withdrew.
Edward Combes, Esq., 0MG., M.P., a member of the Committee, examined in his place.
Committee deliberated.
[Adjourned to Thursday next, at half-past Two o'clock.]

THUESDAY, 20 PEBRUARY, 1880.
Mnxrnuis PRESENT
Mr. Driver in the Chair.
Mr. Combos,
Mr. Farnell,
Mr. Macintosh.
Mr. Gray,
Preamble considered.
Question,—" That this Preamble stand part of the Bill,' put and passed.
Clauses 1 to 102 read and agreed to.
Schedules read and agreed to.
Chairman to report the Bill without amendment to the UQuse.

LIST OF WITNESSES
PAGE.

Combes Edward, Esg., 0MG., MI' . ...................... ................................... in
Glu es Alfred W., Eeq. ........................................................................... 11
Shenstone WiUlam, Esq. ........................................................................ 11
YoungJohn, Esq. ............................................................. .... .... .......... ..1
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MINUTES OP VIDENOE
TAXZIi flUtEI

THE SELECT OOMMITTEE
-

N THE

SYDNEY CITY AND SUBURBAN TRAMWAY
ANI OMNIBUS COMPANY'S BILL.
THURSDAY, 12 flBRUARY 1880.
Mn, COMBES,
Mn. DRIVER,

Mn. FARNELL,
Mn. GRAY.

R. DRIVER, ESQ,, IN THE CHAIR.
John Young, Esq., examined
Chairman.] You are one of the promoters of this Bill? Yes.
Young,
You are aware of the general nature and objects of this Bill? Yes.
Has a Company recentl.y been formed called the Sydney City and Suburban Tramway and Omnibus J. Esg,
Company? Yes,
12 Feb., 1880.
What is the proposed capital of the company? £500,000.
In shares of what? 50,000 shares of £10 each.
How many shares have been applied for or allotted? £50000 worth at present.
Who are the principal promoters of the Bill? Myself, the Chairman, Patrick Alfred Jennings, Daniel
Williams, Charles Canton Skarratt, Patrick Higgins, Walter Russell Hall.
In fact all the persons named in the preamble? Yes, and many more.
These persons are all well-known residents of Sydney? Yes.
You yourself have had very considerable experience, have you not, in the working or construction of
tramways? Yes.
And the gentlemen named desire this Act? Yes.
In order to enable them to carry out the objects of this Bill? Yes.
In your opinion would the laying down of the tramways proposed in this Bill be a great public con:
venience? Yes.
Have you paid any nttentiou to the working of tramways in other parts of the world? Yes.
Where, particularly? In London, Paris, New York, and other places.
And in those places they have proved a success? Yes.
17. Are they in the hands of private individuals, or of the Government in other places? - Of private
individuals invariably. There are several exceptions in England where the tramways have been laid down
by the Corporations of certain towns.
Those cases are the exception? They are the exception.
Mr. Gray.] Do you know how many instances there are of that kind? The tramways of Bristol and of
Dundee are instances which I know. These were put down by the Corporation, but let to private
individuals.
To private individuals or to companies? I do not know whether to private individuals or to companies,
but they were worked separately from the Corporations.
Can you assign any reason for that—why they were woi'ked by private individualst I know that when
I was in Bristol in 1875, seeing the tramways laid and not at work I made inqniries why they did not run
333—:B
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J. Young, the train and I was informed that it was because the Corporation could not get the amount of rental they
Esq.
had anticipated for it.
C-" 22, I suppose you are aware that the Government have proposed to lay down tramways in the city and
12 Feb., 1880, suburbs? Yes.
In your opinion is that a duty properly pertaining to Government? I think not.
Has any portion of the capital of the proposed Company been paid up as yet? About £60,000 that
belongs to the Company would be available for this work at any moment.
Then the whole amount of the proposed capital could be made available almost immediately after the
passing of the Bill? Within three months.
I think you have already said that in your opinion the laying down of the proposed tramways would be
a great convenience to the public I Yes.
They have been in other parts of the world? Yes.
Mv. Gray.J What is the motive power you would propose—steam or horse? Both.
Chairman.]. I suppose tramways could be so constructed as not. to interfere with the ordinary
carriage traffic or to cause any impediment or obstruction in the streets? Yes.
What rails do you propose laying down? That is not decided; it is a matter of consideration which is
the best rail.
You have not come to any determination upon that point? Only that it will not be the Larsen rail
for locomotive traffic.
Why not? It is not considered now the best rail. There are better rails than the Larsen rail. They
are largely used for horse traffic because they are flat, whereas the rail best suited to a locomotive is
deeper and more conformed to the railway rail. The Larsen rail is made expressly for horse traffic.
A.t all events you would decide upon having the best rail procurable and so constructed as not to interfere
with the ordinary traffic? Precisely. Where horse traffic was intended I do not think you could beat the
Larsen rail, but that would not be suited for locomotives.
- 34. Mv. Farnelt] Is there ample provision made in the Bill for the convenience and safety of the public
in the construction of these tramways? Yes ; the public are taken care of in every shape and form.
Are you aware that some time ago—in the year 1878 I think—the inhabitants of the suburbs of
Sydney petitioned in favour of the construction of a tramway by a Company? Yes ; those of Paddington,
Woollahra, and Waverley particularly.
Are you aware that a resolution was passed by the Legislative Assembly in 1876, I think, affirming the
principle that the Government should construct a system of suburban railways? Yes, I remember that.
Do you think what the Government now propose to substitute in lieu thereof—namely, trainways—..
would be as conducive to the interests of the public? I think there is no connection between the two. I
think suburban railways should be the business of the Government to carry out; and I am very much
afraid that tramways are held out merely as a sop to prevent this being done. I am one of those who
believe in suburban railways, but these in no way interfere with tramways. Tramways take the place of
omnibuses and feed the railways, but they should not be substituted for railways.
Suppose the Government were to construct a tramway to the populus suburbs, do you not think they
would ultimately be compelled to have a railway? Yes, certainly they would, as the population and traffic
increased.
Are tramways worked by steam motive power much more economical than or as economical as
railways? No; they are more expensive than railways, and I will explain why. The ground having been
purchased, and of course remaining in the hands of the Government, the construction of the railroad is
simply metal which is put between the rails and sleepers. This is all that is necessary, because there is only
the traffic of the trains along it. But tramways in addition to its own trains along them have the ordinary
street traffic passing along and over them; it is necessary to pave them much better indeed than has been
done in the present tramway to Redfern, with at least an 8-inch pinch instead of a 4-inch. The cost of
that paving, together with that of laying the rails, I do not think would come to any less than £10,000 a
mile, whereas the cost of railways, apart from the land—that is, the cost of construction itself—would not
be more than half the money.
It is your opinion that tramways proper simply superseded the 'bus traffic? Omnibns traffic.
As a superior means of locomotion to omnibuses? Yes, it takes the place of t,he omnibus traffic. Those
who have been to Europe, and have seen the method with which suburban trains run to the principal stations
in a few minutes, will feel that Sydney must follow the example eventually or be content to be behind the
age. At stated intervals the line is cleared, and persons from fixed stations are run into the central station
in a very few minutes, I will instance Chesterhurst station in Kent where the line is cleared at the time
when business men are going into the City in the morning, and the train runs to London Bridge, a distance
of somewhere about 12 miles in 8 minutes. Now omnibus or tramway traffic could never do that. Railways
enable business men to live at a distance from town, and to get in at a given fixed time, as tramways could
never do.
Do you know the present motor connected with our tramway? Yes.
Do you know what is the steepest gradient that engine would have the power of hauling the carriages over?
I should say one in twenty-five, or perhaps one in twenty-two; but we have gradients in our city, for instance at
Brickfleld Hill, of one in eighteen, and there would be an immense waste of motive power to get up that lull.
44: dIr. Conrbes.] Are you aware that the portion of the Paris system of tramways that was run for some
considerable time by steam motors is now drawn by horses I Yes,
Mv. Earns/i.] Has a similar change been made in other places? Yes.
For instance in America? You can scarcely compare American with European tramways. In America
horses are generally used for haulage of tram-cars. In fact Mr. Stephenson, of New York, the largest
maker of tram-carriages in the world, told me distinctly that nothing could beat horse traction for tramways,
and when you come to consider the matter you will see why we run at the present moment omnibuses
in George-street every 3 minutes. If motors were to do that work they must be motors that
would not stop the traffic, that is to say, they must move as quickly as omnibuses, and necessarily it follows
that if, as we actually do, we ran an omnibus every 3 minutes, which takes fifteen passengers, and
also sets down the same number. Now, a steam-motor might take double the number of passengers, but
would take double the time of the omnibuses in taking up and setting them down, and as you must
necessarily
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necessarily have a double or up and clown hue that would stop the traffic. On the other hand, if you J. Young;
Esq.
had a horse-motor the carriages could be constructed upon precisely the same principle as omnibuses, to
carrytlie same number. They would run and fill as quickly, and need not stop the traffic longer than 12 Feb 1880
omnibuses. It would be impossible to have steam-motors in George-street, but in Elizabeth-street the
"
objection does not apply, as that goes at longer intervals. People who are in the habit of getting an
otninbus every 3 minutes would not wait 10 minutes for a steam-motor, and if such loig intervals as
these were run by the cars there would soon be opposition omnibuses, which would take the intermediate
traffic. in New York, where they have carried out the tramway system better than in any part of the
world, there they have double and single hdrse-cars which run one after another as fast as possible, and
take the quick traffic. Then comes the question as to whether Government should interfere with the horse
traffic of the city, and I am of opinion that it is beneath the dignity of Government. If they did so in this
instance they might take the ordinary coaches and omnibuses throughout the length and breadth of the
country, or do the whole of the horsing business.
Upon the same principle they might take the steamer traffic ? Yes.
Comparing the two modes of transit, steam motive power and horse traction, which is the quicker I
Steam is no doubt the quicker, but a steam motor is much more likely to get off the line than a horse-tram,
because you cannot make the points of a tramway to be movable as in a railway ; they must be fixed
points, and an engine cannot be worked with the same ease at these points as a horse.
Although you propose by this Bill to use steam motive power, you intend to use it only under special
crcumstanccs? Yes, only where applicable, as for instance on a certain main road. I do not say in what
drection. The main road may be worked by steam, and the branches that feed it by horses. I do not say
that the Government could not do the same. Whether they intend to do so I do not know, but if they do
intend to interfere in this business it seems to me to be a species of paddling outside the duties of
Government.
William Shenstone, Esq., examined
50, Chairman.] You are Sec!etary to the proposed Company? Yes.
W.
Do you produce the minute-book? Yes. This is the minute-book of the Sydney City and Suburban Shenstone,
Tramway and Omnibus Company. (The witness produced the same.)
Esq.
,Do you produce the minutes of the first meeting of the proposed Company? Yes; the first meeting p.A.
was held by a number of gentlemen for the formation of the Company, and these are the minutes of the 12 Feb., 188.
resolutions under which the Company was formed and the amount of capital determined upon.
What was the capital determined upon? £500,000 divided into 50,000 shares of £10 each.
Other meetings have been held since then? Yes, at which these resolutions were confirmed and other
business was done in connection with them, up to the preparation of this Bill.
Will you furnish a copy of those minutes to the Committee? I will. (See Appee&c.)
Have you had any experience at all in connection with tramways? None whatever, except in a
clerical capacity.
You have been Secretary to the Omnibus Company for some time? Yes, and I was secretary to the
Deniliquin and Moama Railway during its construction, and have a general knowledge of the financial
business and management of such undertakings.
Do you know Ma Gilles, one of the promoters of this Bill? I do.
He is a gentleman of very large experience, is lie not? He is a director of our Company; how far his
experience outside of that extends I cannot say.

TUESDAY, 24 FEBRUARY, 1880.
Mn. COMBES,

Vrsstnt
I

Mn. DRIVER)

Mn. FARNELL.

R. DRIVER, ESQ., IN THE CHAIR.
Alfred William Gilles, Esq., examined
Cltairmamn] You are one of the promoters of this Bill? I aiim.
Have you given any attention to the subject of tramways? Yes ; I have read up largely upon the A. W. Gilles,
subject, and have gathered information from any quarter that I thought likely to furnish me with correct
information.
24 Feb., 1880..
Have you seen the practical working of any tramways? Of steam tramcars only in this colony.
You have not seen the practical working of any other I Not by steam. Some years ago I saw them
worked by horse traction in New Zealand and also in South Australia, but not upon the present system of
sunken rail.
The present system is an improved system, is it not? It is.
By whom are the tramways worked in the two colonies you have mentioned? By private enterprise.
Not by Government I No; I never heard of Government working tramways.
Neither there nor elsewhere? Neither there nor elsewhere.
08. Are the two colonies you have named the only colonies, with the exception of New South Wales, in
which tramways are being worked? No; they are working tramways in South Australia.
Is that tramway in the hands of the Government? I believe not
Are the gentlemen interested with you in promoting this Bill men of means? They are—of undoubted
means.
Should the present Bill pass tlici'e will be no difficulty whatever in carrying out the objects of the
Company, either from want of capital or any other causes as far as you know? None whatever, so far as
I know.
I suppose it is now pretty generally admitted that tramways are a great public convenience? Yes;
are a public necessity.

78.
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A. W. Gilles, 73. In your opinion, is it the duty of. the Government to undertake such works? Decidedly not.
Rsq.
74. Why not? Because where Government might run a line which would be a profitable investment to a
private company it would be a serious loss to the State.
24 Feb., 1880: 75. Can you assign any reason for that? My experience has always shown me that what it would cost
the Government a pound to do a private Company could do at a large discount. There would be more
economy in the working, more facility in carrying out the business . Having a direct interest in the matter
causes private individuals to look after its management more closely.
That has always been the case, in matters which have come tinder your notice? Yes, always.
The Company asking for this Bill has been regularly formed? Yes.
And the application for this Bill to Parliament is bond fide I It is a bond fide application. Perhaps I
may be permitted to say that I have watched the working of the tramway here, which is generally accepted
as a success in every way, both as regards the convenience of the public, and coniinercially. Now, I
contend that while it is a public convenience it is undoubtedly not a. financial success. On the contrary,
and I am prepared to prove it in a few words, it is a financial failure.
How can you show that? From the evidence that is before your louse, as furnished by the Com.missiouer for Railways, I understand, which states that the receipts upon your tramway average £12,600
a-year, and that the expenditure is £7,500; that apparently shows a profit of £5,100, which would be a large
dividend upon the capital as represented in the cost if I recollect rightly, of £22,000 or £23,000 for a mile
and thirty-five chains. But as it is contemplated in this Bill that my friends are asking for to make a rate
of a penny per mile, it stands to reason that that is not running on its merits, inasmuch as they are receiving for
less than a mile and a half a twopenny and thrcepenny fare. If you reduce that to a peirny halfpetuiy that
sweeps away more than £5,100, and it must come to that as soon as tranways are established at a penny a
mile. Then again, there is no provision in the amount of £7,500 for wear and tear, and so far as I have
understood, and indeed as I know positively, there is very serious wear and tear going on.
SO. To what estimate are you now referring? To the estimate of the Commissioner of Railways. It is
published in a Blue Book that the whole cost will stand at £7,500 a-year, but no provision is made for wear
and tear for maintenance, Now, I know upon the evidence of people working the tramway, that for some
time past the boilers or motors began to give in, and that the Government have had to send to Europe to
obtain copper tubes to repair the present one; the rails too are giving way, and I know the road is sinking.
I therefore conclude, and my opinion is backed up by the best evidence in the world, contained in the
leading scientific journals, that the calculation of the cost is incorrect. In the works to which I refer it is
shown that the working expenses of railways in all parts of the world are 50 per cent, upon the receipts,
whereas upon traraways the working expenses average 85 to 95 per cent. If you apply that rule to this
tramway you will find it a seriously losing instead of a gaining affair, and that is practically the outcome
of it.
Do you attribute that solely to the fact that the matter is in the hands of the Government? Not
altogether partly to that, but in a greater measure to the employment of steam-motor. Steam throughout
the world is condemned in the working of tramway's. It is not the proper system, is not convenient for the
requirements of the citizens or inhabitants of a place, nor is it profitable in a financial way.
Have you any farther remarks to make? One of the main reasons of the faii,re of this system is the
weight of the motor—the motor kills the road. and exceeds the weight of the carriages when loaded by three
to one. Then, too, you have to provide a road specially to carry the motor, and not to early the people.
Then again, the road laid down to provide for the motor is a convenience to the general traffic of the city,
the heavily laden vehicles make use of it, and thus they destroy it. whereas with a lighter road they cannot
do so. It would be of no use to them.
Do you propose to adopt a different state of things in your Company? We propose to follow the latest
experience in Paris, in Belgium, in Scotland, in England, and in other parts of the world, as well, as to avail
ourselves of our . experience from watching the working of the tramway here. I may add that for long
distances, when the traffic is not interrupted, and where the tramway can go through by-streets, in those
eases our Company would think of using steam.
Mr. ffai'ndU.] You have referred to some articles in leading scientific journals ;—do you allude to "The
Engineer"? I do refer to that as one.
Ia there not reference in some of those articles to two Committees of the House of Conunons upon this
sulject? To one Committee—I am not aware of a second. The report of the Committee is in one of the
papers I have read, of the 21st April I think.
Is steam power for ti-amways condemned by that Committee? Yes it is, as I read it.
In that report is there not a statement to the effect that steam or other mechanical power should not be
allowed to be used upon tramway's for a period beyond seven years? Yes.
Do you know the reason why the Committee reported against the use of steam power upon tramway's
within torns? The traffic has never been carried on successfully under steam; there have been so many conditions that have interfered with its success the breaking down of a portion of machinery, the breaking of
a wheel, the bursting of a tube, the giving way of the rails, or the sinking of the road would disarrange
the whole of the traffic of the city for hours; hecnnse the weight of the motor—unless it were much lighter
than, the one we use here—is so great that a considerable time must be occupied before it could be got off
the street, and meanwhile the whole of the traffic would be interrupted.
Is it not found to be the fact that horse traction affords greater convenience and more expedition than
steam for tramways? Yes; the most successful way of working short distances in public places is by horses.
Lines that have been, as the Americans say, "operated upon "for years with steam, and have failed even
with two-horse power, have, when reduced to one-horse cars, been profitable lines.
If you use steam motors you require to have the road specially constructed for them? It must be so
constructed.
Is it not the fact that the construction of a road or tramway for steam traction costs more than a railway?
Far more, as a general rule.
I think you stated that the present tramway was not a financial success? Undoubtedly not, I think.
I think you propose under your Bill to adopt steam, do you not? In some parts. I may say that when
the matter was first proposed our feeling was very strongly in favour of steam; but from observation and
information we have changed our view's very much,
94
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04. Steam might be applied in eases where the journeys were rather long, and where the traffic was not so' LW. øil1s's
frequent I Only where the traffic is not frequent.
You think where a tramway may not be a financial success wider Government management it may
become so under a private Company? Yes, we have experience of that every day,—what Government would'
lose motley by would yield a Company a good dividend.
I suppose you are aware of the proposal of Government to carry out a system of tramways to the
suburbs? Yes,
07. Do you not think that in a very short time, in consequence of the increase of population in these suburbs,
it would be necessary to supersede these tramways by a system of suburban railways? I have always main.tained that the only system which could successfully accommodate the population of the suburbs is one of
suhurbaa or circular railways.
Then the tramway would answer as a mere feeder? Yes, or to relieve the railways of their passenger;
to take them to their homes or places of business,
In many ways the tramway would be useful for intersecting lines throughout the city I Yes.
Edward Combes, Esq., M.P., C.M.G., examined:Cha.rman.] WThat is your profession? I am a civil engineer, member of the Institution of French E. combos,

Rsq., ME.,
Engineers, and an associate of the Institution of Civil Engineers in England.
I believe you have paid considerable attention to the formation and working of tramways? Yes, I
have paid particular attention to the construction and working of tramways, and during my late visit to
Europe I examined, from an engineering point of view, all the tramways that were established in the cities 24Feb., 1890.
I visited—that is to say, in England, France, and Belgium, but more especially in Paris and Brussels.
They are now almost universally looked upon as a great convenience? They are looked upon as a
public necessity.
Do you happen to know what is now considered the best rail for the purpose? The best class of rail
for a town where carriages run in the streets is a rail with a sunken groove, commonly known here as the
Larsen rail, or rather a modification of that rail. It is so called from the method of fastening. Nearly all the
rails that had been laid down from the formation of the first Liverpool tramway have been of this class.
These rails had been fastened with a spike through the bottom of the groove. The Larsen invention was to
fasten the rail, at the side without weakening it by boring; that is all the difference. There are other kinds
of rails, all modifications of this, with the exception of one, which is the only one I know in use that is
made on it different principle—this is the Beloc rail, invented by Mr. B. 11. Beloe. That rail is made in
this manner —It is in two pieces, like a double-headed rail split in two and kept apart with the chair
coming between the two pieces through which it is bolted, the space between forming a groove in which the
flange of the tx-mu-wheels run. It is put on transverse sleepers in the same way as a common railway-line
is laid, But for all purposes where there is considerable carriage traffic in streets, where carriages have to
run over rails, a modification of the Larsen rail I think to be much the best, and further that it is absolutely
necessary that the space between the rails and a portion of the street should be paved with granite, so that
the wheels when they come against a portion of the line to cross the rails they will go over it without
difficulty. I may mention here that in America, where there are more tramways than in any other part of
the world, where, in fact, tramways took their start, and whence, although the term "traniways" is now
beginning to be employed, they generally take their name. Thus, in France they were termed "Chemins de
fer Americaines ;" in America they use a tram-rail which stands above the level of the road, which of course
causes considerable obstruction to the carriage traffic. These tramways are put down through the business
parts of the city for the convenience of the public, and the people say that those who have private carriages
must either use the avenues and less fi-equented streets, or put up with the inconvenience. Almost every,
Aniei-ican town is chequered with tramways. The towns are usually divided into square blocks, in the same
way as our modern towns—Batlmurst, Orange, and other Australian towns. The train-carriage goes up and
down every alternate street both ways, so that knowing the number of the street to which you want to go—
the streets being all numbered—you need not walk more than half a block, say from 80 to 100 yards, if you
want to go into any of the transverse streets to get an up or down tram. They run every few minutes, and
afford a very easy and economical mode of transit to any part of the town.
Is horse or steam traction employed upon these trams? Almost invariably horse traction, Where
there is a long length of road, that is to say, where you run a considerable distance without a stoppage it is
cheaper to use steam, or a mechanical motor of some kind, than horses, but where you have to stop every
few yards to take up or set down passengers it is found that horse is much more economical than steam
traction. Accordingly in Paris the Tramway Companies on several of the lines which they worked
with steam motors have now taken them off and are running horses again. When the length is sufficiently
great between the stations steam motors are still employed. 'Where these are used the tram is to all intents and purposes a light railway, and the streets are generally very wide, as modern streets are now invariably
made. For instance, in 'W'ashington, where the streets are from 2 to 3 chains wide, and have not only a
wide pavement but a carriage-way for common carriages on both sides, the streets are planted with trees,
and in the centre a space is left on which this double-line of tramway or light railway is laid down. Carriages are not allowed to cross except where granite paving is laid down, and the crossings made perfect,
and these they must cross at a slow pace. In laying down a tramway in a town it is this granite paving
which makes it so expensive..
Are the tramways in the cases you have referred to usually constructed by Government or Municipalities? I have never heard of one single case where the Government or Municipalities have constructed
anything of the sort. There are instances where they have guaranteed or subsidized a line by a certain
interest, but the money for constructing the line has been found by Companies. I would like to point out
that where the granite paving of' a street costs from some £7,000 to £8,000 a mile it is impossible to make
a tramway as cheaply as a railway, where no paving is wanted, and nothing but a little ballast. Not only
must this be done, but in order'to prevent the tramway sinking, the sleepers must be laid in concrete—asufficient depth of concrete made of gravel' and the best Portland cement—in order to prevent the line front
sinking or slMting otherwise you would soon have the streets out of repair.
106- You do not know what the promoters of the present Bill intend doing I I know nothing of the intentions
of the promoters of the present Bill, excepting.what I see in the Bill itself. From that I see that it is
intended
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E. Combos, intended to work both by stcam and horse traction, and that I consider perfectly right; in fact I think any
Company should provide in a Bill for the running of motors either by steam or conqnessed air, which I
think will come into general use in a short time, especially where they do not often stop to pick up
24 Feb.,1880 passengers.
101. Aft. Farnelt] In reference to the cost of paving narrow streets that would apply to nearly every street
in Sydney? I think it would. In fact, in reference to the streets in Sydney, it would be wise, where a
tramway was laid down, to thoroughly pave the street from one side to the other; for if a portion were
paved with granite and the other mnacadamized, then, having a differential rate of wear and tear, the street
would be uneven; the macadamized portion being worn down, the edges of the granite would fonn as much
bar to the passage of carriages driving across as the tramway.
One side of the street would be more cut up than the other? Yes, on both sides of the street where
the paving did not exist, unless the line were constructed on one side.
Is there not a good deal of difference between the working expenses of steam and horse power for
short journeys? Yes. They say everything can be shown by figures, and during last year, when I was in
Paris, there was a very exhaustive paper read on the subject of tramway; in which it was shown that
steam was the cheapest motor of any. Another paper was read immediately after to show that horse-power
was the cheapest. The whole thing depends upon the cost of horses and horse-feed; where we have to pay
Gs. a bushel for corn the cost of horse-traction must be very considerably more than where the cost is
half-a-crown. The same remark applies to hay and other fodder. Where a horse can be bought and kept
moderately cheap nothing is so cheap for the traction of tramway carriages. The horse can be easily
stopped, but when a steam-motor is stopped you have to put brakes on and consume a considerable amount
of power in pulling up. Then in starting again you have all the difficulties incidental to starting steamengines to overcome before you can move off; whereas it is the easiest thing to stop a horse and to put him
in motion again, and little power is lost.
What is your opinion in reference to connecting the suburbs with these tramways? If the suburb is
any distance from town no doubt there is nothing like a proper railway, upon which you can travel at great
speed; otherwise the distant suburbs cannot be made use of for business men. In England and Europe
large numbers of people reside at considerable distances from the towns where they conduct their business;
for instance, many merchants and others of the City of London reside as far away as Brighton, 50 miles
from London, and the train brings them up to town in an hour to their business. It would be impossible
for business men to reside at such great distances from town if their means of transit was at the rate of
8 or 10 or perhaps only 5 miles an hour, instead of by means of a powerful engine ninning at the rate of
40 or 50.
Do you think, supposing it were intended to connect South Head, Waverley, Cook's River, kshfleld,
and Canterbury, by a circular system with the City, it would be desirable to have a tramway I I am of
opinion a railway should be constructed to do that, and I am sure that if at the present time a tramway
were made to those places, witithi half-a-dozen years it would still be necessary to make a railway.
They would be superseded by railways? Yes, or would simply become auxiliaries to the railways.
They will not be able to do the work quick enough. I may mention here, with reference to the necessity for
steam in connection with these circular railway; the underground line of London, and the overhead line of
New York, I have myself witnessed and timed, watch in hand, trains coming in and going out every minute
and a half. I have sat for half an hour watching and timing them. The train has come in, set down its
passengers, taken up others, and gone again in one minute and a half. In London the Metropolitan trains
run every two and a half or three minutes; of course there can be no attention paid by porters on this line,
everything is done by the passengers themselves. The English carriages are similarly constructed to ours,
every door is opened when they come to the station, the people get out, others get in. There are three
classes, and lads are placed at different parts of the station to indicate the first, second, and third classes.
At these several points the different classes of passengers collect, so that when the train stops they at once
step into their proper carriages, which stop opposite to them, and the train proceeds without a delay of more
than a few seconds. In the American carriages there are openings at both ends, and at the stations as the
people stream out at one end others pass in at the other, and there is a delay of not more than thirty
seconds. The trains follow as quickly as I have stated during portions of the day, and so great is the
passenger traffic that at tinies there is an accumulation which cannot be taken by the ordinary train, and
additional trains are brought out of sidings purposely constructed on to the line immediately following the
other carriages taking up the passengers so as to avoid any block.
You are now referring to railways? To the overground railway in New York I am referring in this
particular instance. I may remark here that where steam power is used in cities I have never seen it used
in the shape employed here ; that is to say, I have never seen it used except by a proper steam motor, that
is a motor of a more or less silent character. Here we have simply a little steam locomotive, nothing
more and nothing less, which is eminently calculated to frighten everything that comes in its way. Now the
motors that have been used on the Continent and in a good many different places I have visited have been
so constructed as to be as silent as possible, that is to say, there are means provided on the locomotive that
prevents the escape of steam in the puff, puff, puffing manner common to the steam-engine. This is clone
by condensing or partially condensing the steam and in contracting the exhaust, so as to make the steam
leave in a continuous stream when leaving the exhaust. The motors I saw employed at Rowen and at
Paris, and, I think, also in Belgium, were Mereweather motors, or a modification of the Mcrewcather motor
by Mr. Bolt, of the Paris tramway. Mr. Bolt is one of the sub-editors or principal correspondents of the
Engineer, and everything that has been written in that paper with reference to motors and tramwavs in
Paris and on the Continent has been written by him. He is a very great authority, and I have his opinion
and also that of Mr. Larsen—who you will recollect was examined before a Committee of this House, and
at one time thought highly of steam motors—that wherever fodder could be got at all cheaply it was far
cheaper to employ horse than steam traction.
Uhairman.] I gather from your evidence that you are not particularly favourable to the present motor?
I am not at all favourable to the present motor; I never saw a worse; and I think the carriages themselves
the greatest possible abortions. Much more could be done with a better carriage and a better motor than
the present, although, I think, that the work of that line could be as well done by horses as by steam.
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[To the Evidence of William Shone/one, Zeg., 12 February, 1880.]
MINtTES of a Meeting held at 72 King.street, Sydney, on Thuredny, the 23rd October, 1879.
Present :— Messrs. John Young, John Woods, Alfred W. Gilles, Daniel Williams, Patrick Higgins, and Walter H. Hall.
Business.
To promote the formation of a Company for the purpose of making Tramways and otherwise providing for the traffic in the
City of Sydney and Suburbs.
Resolved ,—T hat a Company be formed to be called "The Sydney City and Suburban Tramway and Omnibus Company
(Limited)," and the capital of the said Company be £600,000 sterling, divided into 50,000 shares of £10 each.
Resolved,—That the object of the said Company be to construct Tramways in the City of Sydney and Suburbs. To purchase
the plant and interests of existing omnibus companies, and therewith to provide for the traffic during the construction of the mnin lines of Tramway, and also as feeders to the same.

MINUTES

of a Meeting of the Promoters of the Sydney City and Suburban Tramway and Omnibus
Company (to be incorporated by Act of Parliament) held at 72 King-street, Sydney, on Tuesday,
October 28, 1879.
Present :—Messra. John Young (Chairman), J. S. Jamieson, John Woods, A. W. Gilles, Daniel Williams, Chas. C. Skarratt,
Patrick Higgins, and John R. Carey.
Minutes of meeting, held October 23, 1879, were read and confirmed.

MIruTEs of a Meeting of the Promoters of the Sydney City and Suburban Tramway and Omnibus
Company (to be incorporated by Act of Parliament) held at the "Royal Hotel," George-street,
Sydney, on Tuesday, November 4, 1879.
Present :-3tessrs, John Young (Chairman), A. W. Gilles, Daniel Williams, John Taylor, John Pope, I. R. Carey, J. S.
Jamieson, and John Woods.
Minutes of meeting, held October 28, read and confirmed.
Business.
To appoint a sub-committee to adopt a draft of a Bill to be prepared for preseatatioa to Parliament,
Moved by Mr. A. W. Gilles, seconded by Mr. J. S. Jamieson,—
That the following gentlemen be a Committee to adopt a draft of a Bill, and to instruct the Company's solicitor in the
preparation of the same, viz. :—Messrs. John Young, John Pope, J. R. Carey, and J. Woods."
Carried.

Sydney Thomas Richards, Government Printer.-1880.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
NEW SOUTH WALLS.

SYDNEY CITY AND STIBTIRBAN TRAMWAY AND
OMNIBUS COMPANY'S BILL.
(PETITION AGAINST—MUNICIPAL COUNCUJ OF SYDNEY.)

Received by the Leqislative Aseembly, 14th January, 1880.

To the Honorable the Speaker and the Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in
Parliament assembled.
The humble Petition of the Municipal Council of Sydney,—
RESPECTFULLY SHOWETU

That your Petitioners observe that a Bill has been introduced into your Honorable House for
the purpose of placing in the hands of a private Company the power to construct and maintain Tranways
in this city and its suburbs.
That your Petitioners are of opinion that however desirable it may be to extend the system of
Tramways, it would be inadvisable to give such privileges as those sought by the proposed Bill to any
Company, but that the public interest would be best secured by such works being carried out and
maintained by the Govermnent of the Colony.
Your Petitioners therefore humbl.y pray that the said Bill may not pass into law.
And your Petitioners will ever pray, &•c.
1tOBT. FOWLER, Mayor.
Cns. H. WooLcon, Town Clerk.
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OF THE

POSTMASTER GENERAL,
ON THE DEPARTMENTS UNDER HIS MINISTERIAL CONTROL,
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THE POSTMASTER GENERAL TO HIS EXCELLENCY THE GOVERNOR,
TRANSMITTING THE

ANNUAL REPORT FOR THE YEAR 1879 ON THE DEPARTMENTS OF THE POST OITICE,
MONEY ORDER, GOVERNMENT SAVINGS' BANK, AND ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH.

Sir,
I have the honor to transmit to your Excellency the Twenty-fifth Annual Report on the
Departments under the Ministerial control of the Postmaster General.
1.—POST OFFICE DEPARTNT.
INLAND SERVICE.

The new postal route opened during the year 1879 amounted to 1,664 miles, viz.:—
In the Western Country.
From Bathurst to Hill End, vieZ the Bridle Track (re-established), three times a week.
,
Bathurst to White Rock, six times a week.
Eauabalong to Cobar, once a week.
Gulgong to Cobbora, twice a week.
Mandurama to WalE, twice a week.
Mount Harris to Carinda, twice a week.
Muogunyah to Ya.ntabullabulla, once a week.
Newbridge to Mount Macquarie, once a week.
Wellington to Comobella, once a week.
In the Southern Country.
Adelong to Mount Adrah, once a week.
Boro to Mayfleld, twice a week.
Broken Dam to Wallandry, once a week.
Brown Mountain to Bega, once a week.
Bulli to Clifton, six times a week.
Camden to Mount Hunter Creek, three times a week.
Candelo to Mogilla, once a week.
Canterbury to Belmore, three times a week.
Cobargo to Wandella, twice a week.
Coolac to North Gobarralong, twice a week.
Dalton to Blakney Creek, once a week.
Doniiquin to Cochran Creek, once a week.
Eden to Timbilica, once a week.
Gnalta to Mount Poole, once a week.
Hay to ('runbar, once a week.
Little Billabong to Tumberumba, twice a week.
Moama to Perricoota, six times a week.
Moama to Womboota (Edwards's), once a week.
Murraguidrie to Carabost, twice a week.
Muttama Reef to Mail Coach, between Cootamundra and Coolac, twice a week.
Perricoota to Womboo (Rogers's), once a week.
Pyree to Greenweil Point, six times a week.
Robertson to Kiama, six times a week.
Wagga Wagga to South Wagga Railway, Station, six times a week.
In the Northern Country.
Armidale to Inverell, vid Tingha and Gilgai, once a week.
Belmont to Catherine HI]] Bay, twice a week.
Bingera to Bundarra, once a week.
Bonshaw to Texas (Queensland), once a week.
Bridgeinan to St. Clair, twice a week.
From
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From Copeland North to Bowman, twice a week.
Copeland North to Copeland South, three times a week.
Glen Innes to Red. Range, once a week.
Grafton to Southgate, twice a week.
Hanging Rock to Glen Morrison, once a week.
Manly to Gosford, twice a week.
Narrabri to New Oriel, once a week.
Quirindi to Tally Ho, vüi Walliollow, twice a week.
Quirindi to Pine Ridge, vid Warrah Ridge, twice a week.
Scone to Woodlands, once a week.
Tamworth to Moor Creek, once a week.
Wallabadah to Nundle, twice a week.
472 miles of postal route were abolished, viz.
IVestern Roads.

3etween Oheeseman's Creek and Meranbnrn, once a week.
Cheeseman's Creek and Molong, three times a week.
Hill End and Brumbin, three times a week.
Irvist.one and Carr's Creek, six times a week.
Mount Harris and Wammerawa, twice a week.
Newbridge and Teesdale, once a week.
Richmond and Castlereagh, three times a week.
Southern Roads.

Jugiong and North Sobarralong, twice a week.
North Wagga Railway Station, and Post Office, Wagga Wagga, six times a week.
Northern Roads.

Bunnan and Merriwa, once a week.
Colly Blue and Tally He, twice a week.
Cooranbong and Catherine Hill Bay, twice a week.
Goorangoola and St. Clair, once a week.
Gosford and Black-wall, twice a week.
Quirindi, Wamollow, and Pine Ridge, twice a week;
In the SuTurbs of the Metropolis.
11

Marriekville and Forest Hill, three times a week.

Increased accommodation on existing lines was afforded during the year 1879 as follows, viz.
Western Roads.

Between Castlereagh and Bringelly, from three to six times a week.
Condobolin and Eauabaiong, from twice to thrice a week.
Emu Ferry and Emn, from six to twelve times a week.
Gulgong and Coolab, from once to twice a week.
Gulgong and Mudgee, from six to eight times a week.
Hartley and Hai'tley Vale, from five to seven times a week.
Hill End and Tambaroora, from six to seven times a week.
Meranburn and Parkes, from three to six times a week.
Molong and Meranburn, from once to six times a week.
Oberon and Gingkin, from once to twice a week.
Orange and Molong, from three to six times a week.
Q.uambone and Carinda, from once to twice a week.
Rylstone and iViudgee, from twice to thrice a week.
Taralga and Cnrraweela, from once to twice a week,
Southern Roads.

Between Bateman's Bay and Moruva, from twice to thrice a week.
Bombala and Pambula, from once to twice a week.
Candelo and Kameruko, from twice to thrice a week.
Cootamundra and Coolac, from two to six times a week.
Between
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Between Crookwell and Puena, from twice to thrice a week.
Eurobodalla and Wagonga, from once to twice a week.
Euston and Wentworth, from once to twice a week.
Goulburn and Crookwell, from twice to thrice a week.
Goulburn and Currawang, from twice to thrice a week.
Goulburn and Middle Arm, from once to twice a week.
Goulburn and Taralga, from twice to thrice a week.
Goulburn and Wheeo, from twice to thrice a week.
Gunning and Lower Gundaroo, from three to six times a week.
Jeroelderie and \1,t80j from once to twice a week.
Laggan and Peelwood, from twice to thrice a week.
Marsden's and Wollongough, from once to twice a week.
Marulan and Bungonia, from six to seven times a week.
Moss Yale and Robertson, from three to six times a week.
Murrumburrah and Grenfell, from six to seven times a week.
Peelwood and Tuena, from once to twice a week.
Taralga and Golspie, from once to twice a week.
Wagga Wagga and .Ariah, from once to twice a week.
Young and Grenfell, from five to six times a week.
Northern Roads.

Between Aberdeen and Rouchell Brook, from once to twice a week.
Armidale and Glen miles, from three to six times a week.
Bonshaw and Tenterfield, from once to twiS a week.
Breeza and Gunnedah, from four to six times a week.
Bulahdelah and Porster, from once to twice a week.
Coonabarabran and Gunnedab, from once to twice a week.
Glen Innes and Tenterfield, from three to six times a week.
Gloucester and Copeland North, from three to four times a week.
Muswellbrook and Merriwa, from three to six times a week.
Paterson and Gresford, from three to six times a week.
Quirindi and Wallabadah, from three to six times a week.
Scone and Bunnan, from once to twice a week.
Singleton, Bridgeman, and Goorangoola, from once to twice a week.
St. Leonard's and Hornshy, from once to seven times a week.
Stroud and Gloucester, from three to four times a week.
Tamworth and Moor Creek, from once to twice a week.
Tinonee and Taree, from three to six times a week.
The communication existing on the following lines was decreased during the year 1879
IVestern Roads.

Between Cowra and Grenfell, from six to three times a week.
Eauabalong and Lake Cudgellieo, from thrice to twice a week.
Mil]amurra and Quartz Ridge, from twice to once a week.
Sofala and Hill End, from six to three times a week.
11

11

21

Southern Roads.

Between Bowning and Ceoloe, from six to three times a week.
Brown Mountain and Katneruka, from twice to once a week.
Daysdale and Corowa, from thrice to twice a week.
Northern Road,

Between Hornsby and K.incuinber, from twice to once a week.
The extent of postal route traversed in the Colony on the 31st December, 1879, was 21,368 miles,
viz.

... 12,987 miles.
On horseback
...
,..
...
...
... 7,605
By coach ...
...
...
...
...
...
776
By railway ...
...
...
...
...
The extension of mail route by railway during 1879 was as follows:—
North Wagga Wagga to South Wagga ...
...
5 miles.
...
41
Werris Creek to Gunnedah
...
...
Total

...

...

46
The
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The number of miles travelled in the year 1879 was 4,770,925, being an increase of 387,000 miles
on the mileage of the previous year.
Official offices (i.e., in charge of persons uncnnected with private business) for the transaction of
the combined Postal, Telegraphic, Money Order, and G-overnment Savings' Bank business were created at
the following places
Boggabri...
...
...
..
... On 1st September.
Bourke ..
...
...
...
18th July.
Breeza ...
...
- ,. -22nd November.
Broughton Creek
...
...
...
28th July.
Brush 0-rove ...
...
...
. -.
15th September.
Bath
-....
...
...
...
25th August.
Burrawang
...
...
...
...
12th March.
Clifton ..
...
...
...
...
16th 'June.
Copeland North...
...
...
...
10th April.
Copmanhurst ...
...
...
1st September.
Coraki, Richmond River
...
...
1st September.
Gosford ...
..
...
...
...
1st November.
Hillston ...
...
..
...
..
23rd May.
Marsden's
...
...
...
, 1st April.
Moss Vale
...
...
...
...
30th June.
Nelligen ...
...
...
...
...
10th October.
North Wagga Railway Station
...., 1st September.
Nowra ...
...
...
...
1st June.
Tingha ...
...
...
...
...
14th .June.
Wardell - - ...
...
...
...,, 1st September.
West Tamworth ..
...
...
..,, 21st February.
Woodburn
...
...
...
... ,, 1st August.
The number of Post Offices established was 51, viz.
Belmore
Mount Murray
Ben Lomond
Mount Poole
Blctkney Creek
Mount Wilson
Boolambayte
Mungunyah
Boorook
Nangriboue
Brocklehurst
Newparlc
Chatswood
Park Village
Clear Creek
Pelican Flats
Clifton
Perricoota
Comobella
Southgate
Conjola
Spring Hill
Copeland South
Spring Ridge
Cumnock
Timbilica
Dalwood, Richmond River
Urawilkie
Davis Town
Wagra
Gilgai
WalIi
Greenwell Point
Wanaaring
0-unbar
Wandella
Mayfield
Warrah Ridge
Merribung
West Tamworth
Merrvgoea
White Rock
Mogilla
Whittingham
Moira
Wollomombi
Moor Creek
Woodlands
Mount Adrah
Yammatree
Mount Hunter Creek
The number of Post Offices re.established was 3, viz.
Drake
Heifer Station
Murrumbidgerie.
The number of Post Offices discontinued was 14, viz.
Borenore
Mount Murray
Brnmbin
Nangribone
Carr's Creek
R.excourt
Catherine Hill Bay
'l'eesdale
Faleoner
Tichborne
Forest Hill
Wammerawa
Lunatic Reefs
Yulluudry
The Post Offices at 0-allen, Shepherd's Creek, and Turlinjah were converted into Receiving Offices,
It was found desirable to change the designations of the following Post Offices, viz.
Back Creek
to
Copeland North
Bowenfells
to
South Bowenfells
Eskbank
to
Litbgow
Lane Cove
to
Gordon
Lewinsbrook
to
Allynbrook
Lithgow
to
Bowenfells
Wagga Railway Station to
North Wagga Railway Station
In
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In the Appendix will be found a list of the 884 Post Offices in the Colony on the 81st December,
1879.

AppeudixA

-

A Post and Telegraph Office was established at the Garden Palace on the day the International
xhibition was opened (17th September), and two months later arrangements were made for the issue and
payment of Money Orders there. A glance at the appended return of the business transacted up to the
31st March, 1880, will show that the accommodation was largely availed of by the public.
Number of Letters posted ...
...
...
...
.. 17,692
Packets
,,
...
...
...
...
... 4,860
Nowpapers ,,
...
...
...
..
... 4,484
Telegrams issued ...
...
...
...
... 1,050
transmitted ...
...
...
... 3,500
11
Money Orders issued ..
...
...
...
63
paid
...
...
...
...
2
11
The revenue derived from the—
£
s. d.
Sale ci' Postage Stamps was
...
...
...
... 304 0 0
Transmission of Telegrams
...
.-...
... 105 0 0
Issue of Money Orders ...
...
...
...
...
3 8 6
Total. . . -

£412 8 6

Receiving Offices were established at the following places during the year 1879, viz.
Angleclool
Numbugga
Bald Nob
Puddledock
Bcllmount Forest
Red Range
Bindle
.
Rock Flat
Bowman
Sandy Creek
Carabost
Shepherds' Creek
Cochran Creek
Stanmore
Collingullie
The Pinch
Coolongolook Gold Field
Trevallyn
East G-osford
Turlinjah
Gerilgunbeth
Vale of Olwydd
German Creek
Wanaaring
Gullen
Willawillingbah
Halton
Winburndale
Jiickey's Creek
Wollornombi
Hobby's Yards
Womboo (Rogers's)
Illabo
Womboota (Edwards's)
Katoomba
Wyagdon
Morago
Wyndh am
Mount Pleasant
Yellow Vater-Iiole
New Oriel
The Receiving Offices at the undermentioned places were discontinued, viz.
Annan Vale
Gol Gol
Carrawobity
Hickey's Creek
Dulladul]aderry
Waddai
Fairy Meadow
Yarra Mundi
The Receiving Offices as Boolambayte, Mount Wilson, Spring Hill, Wagra, Wanaaring, and
Woilomombi, were converted into Post Offices.
The Appendix contains a list of the 101 Receiving Offices in existence at the end of the year.
Appendix B.
There were 144 changes of Postmasters during the year 1879.
In the Appendix is given a return showing in what parts of the Colony the Government possess Appendix C.
buildings for the transaction of the Postal, Money Order, Savings' Bank, and Telegraph business, as well
as the places where premises are rented for the purpose. Government buildings at the following places
were completed and occupied during 1879, viz.
Bin gera
Murrumburrah
Carcoar
Narrabri
Cooma
Scone
Coonabarabran
Urana
Gulgong
West Kempsey
Jereelderie
A. large iron letter.receiver was erected at the 'Windsor Railway Station.
A small iron letter-receiver was removed from Richmond Road, Windsor, it being no longer
required. Small iron letter receivers were placed as follows, viz. —1 at the corner of Harris and
Quarry Streets, Ultimo ; 1 outside Australasian Steam Navigation Company's gates, Sydney; 1 at Callan
Park; 1 at the Newtown Railway Station, near Wagga Wagga; 1 at Bruce's store, North Wagga
Wagga; 2 at the Glebe, viz., 1 at the corner of Ross-street and St. .Tohn's Road, and 1 at the corner of
Pyrmont Bridge Road and Woolley-street; 1 at the corner of Johnston and Collins Streets, Leichhardt;
2 at Singleton, viz., 1 opposite the Court HouseS and 1 at the Railway Station; 2 at Wollongong, viz.,
1 opposite the hospital, Para Meadow Road, and 1 opposite the Court House; 1 at the corner of Kendall
and Lachlan Streets, Cowra ; 1 at the corner of Bathurst and Flint Streets, Forbes; 1 at the corner of
Pyrmont Bridge and Camperdown Roads, Sydney; and 1 at each of the following Railway Stations, viz.,
Gunnedab, Spring Hill, and Murrunibunah.
On
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On the 31st December the number of iron letter-receivers erected in the Colony (including both
large and small) was 198; the number of other kinds of receiving boxes was 6, and the number ot newspaper receivers 12.
At Albury, Ashfield, Bathurat, Deniliquin, Newtoum, Orange, Redfern, Richmond Road, St.
Leonards, Wagga Wagga, and Wollongong, the letter-receivers are, cleared by special messengers, who
are respectively paid an annual sum for the performance of this work; at other places this duty is
fulfilled by persons regularly attached to the staff of the Department.
Appendix D.

The number of licenses for the sale of postage stamps issued in 1879 to persons other than postmasters or receiving-office-keepers was 55. In the Appendix is given a return of the number of persons
holding these licenses throughout the Colony.
There were S additional letter-carriers employed during the year 1879. There were at the end of
the year 113 letter-carriers distributed throughout the Colony as follows
Sydney and Suburbs
...
Albury
...
...
Armidale ..,
.
Bathurst ...
,
...
Deniliquin ...
...
East Maitland
...
Forbes
,..
...
.
.
Goulbura...
Grafton
...
...
...
Hay..
..
...
Hill End ...
.
Morpeth
..
..
Mudgec
..
...
Newcastle ...
...
Orange
...
...
Parramatta ...
..,
...
Parramatta Suburbs
...
Singleton ..
...
Tamworth ...
.-..
Wagga Wagga
...
Walisend ...
...
West Maitland
... ...
Wickham and Hamilton ...
Windsor
..
...
Young
...
..

...

...

...

...

...
...
...
...

...
...
...
..

...
...
..
..

...
...
.
...

...
..-

...
...

...
..

...
..

...
...

...
. -.

.

..,
...

...

. -.
...

...

.-...
-.

...
...
...

..
..
...

..
...
...
..
...

...

...

...

..
..-

...
...

..
.--

,.

..
...
.. -.
..
..

..
..
.-.
...
..
...

...
-.
.. ...
...
...

. -.
..
-..
. -.
..
...

...
..
...

...
...
..

- -.
...
..

.,
,.
...

78
1
1
2
1
1
1
3
2
1
1
1
1
3
1
3
1
1
2
2
1
2
1
1
1

Under special arrangements with persons who are expected to devote only part of their time to
the work, a free delivery of correspondence is also afforded in the following localities, viz,
Anvil Creek
Ashfleld
Botany
Braidwood
Burwood
Dubbo
Five Dock
Gladesville
Hamilton
Hunter's Hill
Kiama
Latnbton
Leichhardt
Lithgow

Liverpool
Macdonald Town
Manly
New Lambton
Oakhampton Road, West Maitland
Onebygamba
Penrith
Petersham
Richmond
Richmond Road
Ryde
St. Peter's
Waratah
Wollongong

The number of persons employed in connection with the Postal Department, for the year 1879, is
as follows
1
Postmaster General
1
Secretary
1
Chief Clerk, Post Office
1
Accountant ...
...
...
1
Superintendent, Mail Branch
1
Cashier
...
.-- ... ,.. 71
Clerks
..
..Probationary Clerks
4
Postal Inspectors
... 12
...
Mail Guards
11
...
Railway Mail Sorters
Stampers,
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Stampers, Letter-carriers, Sic.
...
Postmasters...
...
.,.
...
...
Assistant Postmasters
...
...
...
Clearing receivers and delivering letters..,
Detective .,.
...
,..
.,.
...
Receiving Office Keepers ...
...
...

...
...
...
...
...
...

...
...
...
...
...
...

188
884
119
41
1
101

Mail Contractors ...

...

1,452
456

...

...

...

...

Total ...

,..

..

.. 1,008

The following comparative return will afford some idea of the sanitary condition of officers attached
to the Head Establishment:—
No. of Officers absent

AggTepte period of aeenee.

Average

Days
1878.

Dayt

1879.

40

43

12

17

20

26

1.9

for

18

1878.

1879.

1878.

1879.

Clerks .............................................................439
Sorters .............................................................191
Letter.carriers ...........................
...
... ................317
Messengers, Guard., Grooms, &c. ... ......................252

474

11

11

442

16

26

494

16

19

342

13

19

The Postal Inspectors travelled over and inspected 10,016 miles of mail route, and visited the
undermentioned Post Offices
*3rookwell
tBulli
tiberdeen
Bungowannah
Cudgegong
Albion Park
*Burrawang
Cullenbone
tAlbury
Cullen Bullen
Aletonville
tBurrowa
Curban
Amosfield
tBurwood
*Cainbewarra (2)
tCurrabubula
Appin
Dalton
Apple Tree Flat
tCamdcu
*Dapto
tCampbelltown
tArmidale
Darby's Falls
Oanadian Lead
tAshfleld
Darlington Point
Canberra
Attunga
Deepsvater
tCannonbar
tBallina
Capertee Camp
tDeniliquin
Balranald
Denison Town
Barikstown
tCarcoar
*Ba.rraba
Carlisle Gully
tDenman
tDubbo
Barragon
tCasino
*Dundee
Barrengarry
tCassilis
Dungaree
Charcoal Creek
tBathurst
Dunkeld
Belmont
tcharlestown
tEast Maitland
*Bendenieer
tChatsworth Island
East Wardell
Clarence River Heads
tBcrrima
*Cobar
Eurunderee
tBivalong
*Eusthn
Cobbadah
Biuda
Falconer
Cobbitty
tl3ingera
Fig Tree
Cobbora
Black Rock
Five Dock
Codrington
tBlayney
*Boggabr i
*Collector
tForbes
Collie
'Frogmoor
Boggy Flat
*l3ooligal
George's Plains
Concord
*Gerogery
*Coolali
tBourke
tGermanton (2)
tCooma
*Bowna
*Coonamble
Gerringong
*Bosvniflg
Gil gandra
t Cootarnund ra
Breadathane
Ginninderra
Cooyal
Broadmouth Creek
*Ceraki, Richmond River
*Broughton's Creek
tGlen Innes
*Gongolgon
*Corowa (2)
Brownlow Hill
Goolma
*Brush Grove
tCowra
497—B
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tGosford
tGoulburn (2)
tGrafthn
Graham
Greenwich Park
tGrenfell
Gulargambone
tGulgong
Gullets
Gunbar
Gundurimba
Gungal
*Gunning
Guntawang
*Guyong
G-uyra
*Hamilten
llargraves
Harwood Island
tIiay
Heifer Station
tT{ili End
*llillston
tilome Rule
Hornsby
*Howlong
*Ilford
fluka
tlnverell
'Ironbarks
Iron Cove Bridge
'Jamberoo
Jugiong
*Junee Railway Station
*Kangaroo Valley (2)
Keepit
tKiama
King's Plains
Kingstown
tLambton
Lane Cove
Lawreneo
tLidsdale
Lincoln
tLismore
Little Billabong
fLiverpool
tLower Gundaroo
*Lnchow
Lunatic Reefs
Lyndhurst
Mandurama
'Mantlla
Marriokville
fMarulan
tMaryland
Mathoura
*Menindie
tMeranburn
Money Order Offices.

tMerriwa
tTaree
Merrygoen
Tarlo
tMilton
Tatham
tMittagong
Tempo
*Moama
Tenaudra
tMolong
tTenterfleld
Montefiores
Tent 11111
Moonbi
tTerara
tMorpeth
The Reign
tMoss Vale
Tichborne
Moulameju
Timbarra
Mount Gippa
Timbriebuagie
tMudgee
*Tingha
Mulwala
*Tocumwal
Mummell
Tomerong
Mundoorau
Tullimbar
tMurrumburrah
Tyndale
tMurrurundi
tilhladulla
tMuswellbrook
tilimarra
*Upper G-undaroo
Myrtlevihle
Narellan
Upper Manilla
SNarrandera
ftrahla
tNeweastle
tVegetable Creek
tNowra (2)
Vittoria
Ophir
tWagga Wagga (2)
tOrange
Waflaceton
Palmer's Island
Wallerawang
tParkos
tWailsend
fParramatta
\lsTandandjan
Peat's Ferry
Waudsworth
Peel
tWaratah
tPeersham
tWardell
Pooncarie
jWarialda
Pyree
Warkwqrth
*\Vanen
tQueanbeyan
Queen Charlotte's Vale
tWatson's Bay
Q uipoh!y
Wattamolla
Reid's Flat
*Wattle Flat
Robertson
tWellington
*Rocky Mouth
OWentworth
Booty Hill
tWest Maitland
Rouchell Brook
tWest Tamworth
tRylstone
Whealbah
tSt. Leonard's
Wheeo
St. Peter's
tWilcannia
Sheet of Bark
Wild's Meadow
Shellharbour
Willeroon
tSingleton
tWi]hiam-street
tSofala
Willson's Downfall
*Somerton
Wollar
*Sou th Grafton
Wollongbàr
Spring Hill
t Wollongong
Springsidc
tWoodburn
*Stanborough
Woomargama
Swan Bay
tWoonona
*Tambaroora
Woore
tinmworth
\%7 yrallali
Tarago
fYass
rl'aralga
V. Water
tMoney Order Offices and Government Savings' Banks.
FoREIGN
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FoREIGN Sf1-vicE.
The performance of the mail contract between Sydney and San Francisco during the year 1879
by the Pacific Mail Steamship Company has been satisfactory, as will be seen by the following returns:—

Inward.
Number of days
from
siai Francisco.

Time occupted in
trunsit of Mails
from London to

City of Sydney .............................................. 20 January ....... 23 January

30

Days.
49

Australia ....................................................... 17 February ....... 18 February

27

47

City of New York ........................................... 17 March .......... 18 March

28

47

Zealandia ....................................................... 14 April .......... 15 April

28

47

City of Sydney .............................................. l2May ............ .l2May

26

46

Australia ........................................................9 June .............9 Juno .............

27

46

City of New York .......................................... .7July .............9July

29

48

Zealandia ........................................................4 August ......... .3August

26

45

City of Sydney ..............................................1 September

31

26

45

Australia ...................................................... 29

30 September

28

41

City of New York ........................................... 27 October

26 October

26

45

Zealandia ....................................................... 24 November

23 November

26

45

City of Sydney .............................................. 22 December ...... .22 December

27

46

?oimberof das
San Francisco.

Time occupied In
transit of Mails
from Sydney to

28

Days.
45

28

45

City of Sydney ...................... 27 February ....... 27 March .......... 28 March

28

45

Australia ............................... 27 March .......... 24 April .......... 23 April

28

45

City of New York ................... 24 April .......... 22 May ............. 21 May

28

44

Zealandia ............ .................. . 22 May ............. 19 June ..............18 June .............

28

44

City of Sydney ...................... 19 Je
mi ...... ....... 17 July ..............16 July

28

44

Australia ............................... 17 July ............. 14 August.......... 13 August

28

44

City of New York ................... 14 Ausust.. ........ 11 September ...

9 September

27

45

Zoalapdin .............................. . 11 September ...

9 October

8 October

28

47

City of Sydney ...................... 9 October

6 November ...

4 November ...

27

45

Australia ............................... 6 November ...

4 December ... 2 December ...
1880.
1 January
30
,,
...

27

46

27

45

Name of Steamer.

t

Due at Sydney.

,,

Arrived at Sydney.

,...........

Homeward.
N ama o S stco mar

Date of i)espateli
from Sydney.

City of New York ...................2 January
Zoalandin ...............................30

Due at
San Francisco

Arrived at
San Francisco

30 January ....... 29 January

......... 27 February .... ... 26 February

City of New York ................... 4 December ...

28 days are allowed for E;ho conveyance of mails to and from Sydney and San Francisco, byway of Auckland.
Average number of days occupied in the conveyance of mails to and from Sydney and London, vid San Francisco:—
Inward,
London to Sydney .....................................................................

46

Homeward.

Sydneyto London .....................................................................

44*

Tt is gratifying to mention that the Dircctors of the Pacific Mail Steamship Company, as well as
the Commanders of the Mail Packets, have manifested much zeal in making the passages as expeditiously

as possible, and they are now making special endeavours to further shorten the time for the conveyance
of mails along the whole of this route.
The
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The performance of the service via Melbourne and Point do Galle will be seen by the following
return, viz.
Arrival at Sydney.
Actual number of days
Name of Vessel.

Actual date.
Via

Tanjore ......................6 Jan.
Siam , .......................1 Feb.
Assam ......................3 Mar. ..,
Tanjore ...................... 28 o
Sloan .........................24April
Assam ......................24May
Tanjore ...................... 19 June
Siam ......................... 17 July
Assam ...................... 15 Aug.
Tanjore ...................... 13 Sept
. Oct. ,
Siam .........................9
Assam ......................7 Nov
Tanjore ......................1 Dec.

Brindls!. Southampton
45
43

46
42

41
43
41
41
45
43
41
42
41

•

Departure from Sydney.
Actual number of days.
Name of Vessel.
Actual date.
Via
Via Brindisi.
Tanjore ...................... 22 Jan. ...
Siam ......................... 19 Feb. ...
Assam ...................... 19 Mar..,.
Tanjore ...................... 14 April...
Siam ......................... 12 May ...
Assam ...................... 9juno...
Tanjore ...................... 7 July...
Siam ......................... 4 Aug....
Assam ......................1 Sept....
Tanjore ......................1 Oct. ...
Siam ......................... 29 ,, .,.
Assaiu ...................... 26Nov....
Tanjore ...................... 23 Dec....

53
51
53
50
49
51
49
49
53
51
49
50
66

45
46
45
47
46
48
50
46
47
46

45
47
44

55
55
56
54
53
57
56
53
56
54
53
52
64

Average number of days occupied in the conveyance of the mails to and from Sydney and London
via Galle and Melbourne
Inward, via Brindisi
...
...
...
...
42-4
Do.
Southampton ...
...
...
...
51*
Homeward, via Brindisi ...
...
...
...
46*
Do.
Southampton ...
...
,..
The letter portion of the mails received via G-alle was brought overland from Melbourne, and
arrived on the dates shown in the second column'; the newspaper portion was conveyed to Sydney by
steamer.
The performance of the service via Brisbane and Tortes Straits may be ascertained from the
following statement of the time occupied in the transmission of mails by this route between Sydney and
London, viz. :.Arrival at Sydney.
Dcp&turc from Sydney.
Actual number of days.
Name of Vessel.

Actual date.

Somerset ................... 29 Jan.
Normanby ................... 27 Feb.
Brisbane ................... 24 Tefar.
Menmuir ................... 23 April
Somerset ................... 21 May
Normanby ................... 21 June
Bowon ...................... 14 July
Somerset ................... 13 Aug
Nonnanby ....................7 Sept.
Bowon .......................2 Oct.
Somerset ....................2 Nov
Brisbane ................... 29
Nornsanby ................... 25 Dec.

Via Brindist,

54
66
52
54
54
57
52
54
51
4.3
51
50
51

Actual number of days.
Name of Vessel.

V.

Actual date.

pton

Souu

62
63
60
62
62
65
60
62
59
56
59
58
59

Via

Menanuir ................... 28 Jan.
Bowon ...................... 25 Feb.
Normanby ................... 25 Mar
Brisbane ................... 19 April
Menmuir ................... 17 May
Somerset ................... 14 June
Nonisanby ................... 12 July
Bowon ......................9 Aug
Somerset ....................6 Sept.
Normanby ....................7 Oct.
Bowen .......................4 Nov
Mcnmuir ....................2 Dee.
Brisbane ................... 27 o

Average number of days occupied in the conveyance of
via Brisbane and Torres Straits
Inward, via Brindisi
...
...
Do.
Southampton ...
...
Homeward, via Brindisi ...
..,
Do.
Southamptoa ,..

via
Brindisi. Southapton

53
53
64
57
57
66
57
54
56
53
54
60
69

61
59
61
65
65
64
66
62
63
62
62
60.
59

the mails to and from Sydney and London
...
..,
...
...

...
...
...
...

52*
55*

63-k

The
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The returns already given relate entirely to the performance of mail services under regular mail
contracts. During the year, however, very quick passages between the Mother Country and the Colony
have been accomplished by steam vessels of large size and power, not under any mail Contract arrangement. The following teturns will show what these vessels have done, and I have only further to remark
on the subject that the fact of such a fine class of vessels running without any subsidy from Government
is a gratifying indication of the increased trade and importance of the Australian Colonies
showing the dates of Receipt and Despatch of the Mails per Orient and other Steamers
during the year 1879; also, the amount of correspondence conveyed by each vessel:—

STAtEMENT

In ward.
Date of
rflVa ?
over d a
frouLMelbourne

No. of D.I.

ecaopie 1
Date of Arrival tMncl:rm.lI.
of Steamer in
Sydney.
LooninoanI

Number
of
Letters.

News pool.

57
56

2,215
676

1516
435

1879.
1879.
John Elder ............... . 29 January
30 January
17 March ....... 19 March
47
Chimborazo ..............26 February
27 February
17 April
18 April
50
Cuzeo ...................... 26 March ...... . 27 March ........14 May ......... 15 May
49
Aeoncagua ................ 23 April
24 April ........ 11 Jone ...........11 June ..........49
Lueitaaia ................ 21 May ......... . 22 May .......... 10 July .........I 11 July
50
Garonne ................... 18 June ...........19 Juno ... ........9 August ...... ..9 August
52
2 July ............3 July .......... 27 ......... 28
66
City of London
John Elder ............... . 16 ............ 17 .............3 September
3 September
49
Sultan ...................... 30 ............ 31 ............ 24 ......... 25
56
Chimborazo ............. 1.3 August ...... . 14 August
1 October
49
1 October
62
Afghan ................... 23,,
28 ............ 24 ......... 27
Northumberland
58
30 ..........1 September ......... 27
64
Stmthleven ..............3 September
4 .. ................27
Cuzoo ...................... 10 ......... 14 ............ 27 October
47
27
Aeoneagua .................8 October
26 November
49
9 October
26 November
Norfolk ................... 21 ......... 22 .............8 December
9 December
48
Orient ...................... 6 November
45
6 November 20 ......... 20

457
647
668
398
525
516
094
580
77
313
116
31
49
797
751
24
1,078

285
791
625
230
625
261
1,079
713
362
123
58
8
2
406
452
3
1,886

Number
Letters.

of

Number
of
Ntwspapers.

48
44
46
50
46
45

600
422
691
558
455
239
1,090
763
289
1,975
623
771

195
96
234
184
162
109
625
649
195
2,406
162
201

54
59
48
50
43
44

492
9
325
4
183
1,831

121
Nil
88
Nil
137
1,276

Name of Steamer,

Date of Closing
of Mail
at Lolidon.

Data of
Departure from
Plymouth.

1879.
1878.
1878
1979
Lusitania ................ 28 November... 29 November......
....... .24 January ...
Garonno ................... 28 Doeember... 31 December... 22 February ... 23 February ...

Number
of

Homeward.

Name of Stean,e.r.

Date of
Departure from
Sydney.

Data of
closing of Over.
Data of
Date of
Arrival in London Arrival in London
laud Mali
is lirindisi.
via Southampton.
Shipped at Mel.
bourno.

Na. orDay.
orrupied a
°'11 1.''°
Sydon 'ad
loodea.

1879
1879
.1879
1879.
Aconeagna .................4 January
11 January
3 March
1 March
Lusitania .................7 February
13 February
29 ..
........2 April
Garonno ....................7 March ....... 13 March ...........
5 May
23 May .......... 29 ............
John Elder ..............5 April
10 April
Chimboraro ..............5 May .......... 10 May .......... 27 June ......... . 27 June ......... .
Cusco .......................6 Juue ..........10 June .......... 27 July .......... 26 July
Aeoneagua..................5 July ...........9 July .......... 26 August ....... 26 August
Lusitania .................8 August .... 12 August ....... 25 September
1 October
Garonne ....................6 September 10 September 26 October
29
City of London ......... .17
...... 20 ..........9 November 13 November
John Elder ............... ..4 October
7 October
22 .. .......27
Chimborazo ............. 31
6 November
20 December
27 December
1880
1880.
Sultan ...................... 15 November 19 ......... 12 January
22 January
...... 14 ......... 12 ......... 22
Northumberland
14
Cuzoo ...................... 28
3 December
20 .. .................
Strathleven ............. 29
3 ......... 22 ...................
ITankow ................... 12 December
17 ......... 29 ......... 10 February
Aooncagua ................ 20
...... 23.......... 5 Fobruary
10

49
44
53
43
48

413

Average time occupied in conveyance of mails to and from London and Sydney by these
vessels
London to Sydney
Sydney to London

...
...

...
...

..,
.

... 61H days.
... 47+
LETTZIL,
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Lrnnts, NEWSPAPERS, PACKETS, AND POSTAL CARDS

POSTED

THROUGHOUT THE Corowr.

The following is an estimated return of the number of Letters, Newspapers, Packets, and Postal
Cards posted in the Colony during the year 1879, as compared with the number posted in the preceding
year, viz

3878.

Lvrrssns.

1879.

.
Posted for Town delivery .....................................................................................3,156,400

3,192,000

Country delivery ........................... ... ....... ..... ...................... ..................
2,782,900

13,772,600

Australian Colonies and New Zealand ........................................................720,900

794,400

Foreigndespateli ................................................................................... 3,5OO

397,200

Total number of Letters posted .......................17,013,700

18,156,200

NEwspApErs,
Posted for Country delivery .................................................... ..............................7,811,600

9,447,100

Australian Colonies and New Zealand... ..................... . ..............................628,800
Foreign despatch ...................................................................................376,100

807,100

Total number of Newspapers posted .................8,816,500

10,699,700

445,500

PARCELS, &c.
Posted for Country delivery ... ................................................................................403,700

459,200

Australian Colonies and New Zealand ........................................................24,200

20,800

Foreign despateli ...................................................................................11,100

10,800

Total number of Parcels, &c., posted .................
439,000

490,800

Total number of Postal Cards posted ......................................................................

155,920

123,720

The increase during 1879 in the number of letters posted is at the rate of about 61 per cent., on
the number of newspapers about 214 per cent., on the number of packets about 11* per cent., and on the
number of postal cards about 26 per een&
The average number of letters posted in 1879 in proportion to the population of the Colony is
estimated at twenty.five to each person.
The following returns show the number of letters despatehed and received by the mail packets on
the respective routes vid San Francisco, vid Melbourne and Suez, and vid Torres Straits and Suez.
Despatehed.
Your.

Route.

1ntereo]nnial

iForeign.

kacicets
1878

I'14

1879

,,

1878
1870
1873
1879

ChIle and Mel.
bourno.
,,

,,

San Francisco ..
,,

,,

Torrcs Straits ..
,,

,,

Received.
lntereolonial.

Letters. fr eta1

$Forelgn.

Letters. Packcts.I

LeUers.ikcth.V

2,003

220

5,013 151,809

3,706 140,704

2,817

320

2,133 149,683

14,557

60,277

761

42

1,444 168,226

4.872 175,601

1,910

564

1,714 1 55,932

14,016

71,318

20,749

3,404

21,620 159,392

3,504 183,614

6,437

352

4,415 274,283

38,035 289,789

4,731 228,370

8,202

633

6,639 296,233

38,107 282,755

13,467

464

10)500 193,521

14,736

546

19,329

12,741

202

8,144

5,860

167

2,464

61,029

3,629

17,557

11,692

360

10,993

7,755

148.

7,854

9,154

176

4,393

36,691

32903

17,540

tone "Intereolonlal" applies to Australian and yew Zeala,ni correspondenm
tThe tenn Foreign" in this return applies to all correspondence other than that for the Auflns]Ian Colonies and New Zealand.
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DEAD LETTER BEAtwn.
Number of tiers returned to writer, as ussclaimei

Year.

Originally I Originally
addressed addresseS
to places
within else sseighhour.
iu
Colony. clonles.

Origin ally
addressed
to the
United
Kingdom.

Origlnailv I
addresseà I
to other
places not i Total,
meutlonedi
Lu the
preceding I
columns.1

Letters received from and returned to the
fotlowisig places as being uiselaisned.
Number of
letters onNumber of registered
registered bitt Co's.
Other
letters is taming
places not
turned as articles of NeiglF
United sneIsteOfleel Total.
bouring Kingdom.
unclaimed, value
in
etsirned as Colonies.
J preceding
unclaimed.
relussms.

Number
of letters
returnedas
unstainped
I

j

I

1878

93,468

7,397

1,577

578 103,010

1,088

880

12,149

5,128

741

18,018

27,937

1879

103869

7,336

2,091

587 113,883

1,046

886

14,165

6,409

1,962

22,530

36,657

Increase

10,401

0

2,016

1,281

1,221

4,512

8,720

514

Decse

9

10,873

61

42

In 886 unregistered letters which were opened in the Dead Letter Branch during the year 1879
there was found an amount of money equal to £16,346.
The number of letters, &c., delivcred by the letter-carriers attached to the head office during the
years 1878 and 1879 was as follows

Unregistered letters
Registered letters
Books
...
...
Newspapers
...

...
...
,,
..'.

...
...
...
...

...
..,
...
...

1878.

1879.

3,818,262
24,110
47,040
520,274

4,478,740
24,672
44,336
564,172

The above figures do not include letters, &c.-, for Newtown or Balmain, as correspondence for those
places is enclosed in direct mails and sent to the Newtown and Balmain Post Offices for delivery by
letter-carriers.
REGISTRATION Bmuccir.
The number of Registered Letters which passed through the General Post Office in 1879 was
170,195, against 152,549 in 1878, giving an increase of 17,640.

NUMnEB or Mns REcEIVED AND DESI'ATdIIED.
The following return shows the number of Mails received atand despatched from the General Post
Office luring the years 1878 and 1879.

Year.

Itecoived.
_________________________________
Inland.
Foreign.

.

Deipatelsed.
Total
_______________ number of Mails
which wed
Inland.
Foreign.
througis tI 0111cc.

1878

.... ...... ................................
78,216

3,231

72,661

6,045

165,203

1879

...... .....................................
80,510

7,709

74,331

5,594

168,144

Increase .........................................2,204

Decrease .................... ...............................

2,941

1,670

.572

451

The number of written communications received from the public during 1879, intimating changes
of address or requcsting letters, &c., to be forwarded, was 9,389, against 8,663 in 1878.
The number of communications addresscd to the Secretary to the Post Office relating to the
extension and improvement of the Service, to irregularities eonnccted with the performance of mail
contracts, and to the transit of letters, &c., through the Post, and recorded in the year 1879, was 24,448
against 22,936 in 1878.
REVENUE
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RJvzNuE AND EXPESDITUBE

I

The following statement will show the revenue and its resources for the year 1879
Revenue

The amount collected in the Colony for the year 1879 was obtained as under, viz.
Sale of Postage Stamps
. £151,659 13 4
...
...
Fees for Private Boxes ...
...
...
...
...
...
...
458 13 6
Postage on Unpaid Letters
..
...
...
...
...
...
4,033 9 8
Total collected in the Colony

...

...

£156,151 10 6

To which should be added the following
One-half of amount due by the non-contracting Colonies
for use of the San Francisco Mail Line
..
. .. £3,046 13 0
'United States Sea Postages
...
...
..
... 328 1 10
United Kingdom for Mails received in the Colony by San
Francisco, Galle and Melbourne, and Terres' Straits
Mail Lines .,,
...
..,
...
...
,., 11,809 14 1
15,184 8 11
£171,336 5 5
In 1878 the revenue amounted to £155,621. lOs. Gd,, showing an increase for the year 1879 of
£15,714 Ss. lid.
The amounts chargeable to the non-contracting Colonies for the use of the San Francisco Mail
Service in the year 1879, are
Victoria
.
.
Queensland
;.•
..
South Australia
...
Western Australia ...
Tasmania
.,
...

..
...
..
...
..

Total...
Distributed as follows
New South Wales ...
New Zealand
...

...
..,

...
-.-

-....

...
,,.
,,

...
...

..

..

. -.
...

..,
...

- -.
..

,.
....
...
...

...
...
...
...
,. -

... £8,753 6 10
... 1,099 19 11
838 18 6
...
48 18 9
-..
352 2 0

...

...

-..

... £6,093 6 0

..
...

. . £3,040 13 0
... 3,046 13 0
6,093 6 0

The contribution from the non-contracting Colonies towards the San Francisco Service is larger
for the year 1879 than for the previous year by the sum of £351 lOs. Sd.
Revenue derived from Ocean Mails for the year 1879
Via San Francisco—

On Outward Mails—estimated ,..
..
On Inward Mails, per United Kingdom
Half-share non-contracting Colonies -.

..
..
...

. . . £8,970 17 7
... 7,584 5 2
... 3,040 13 0
£19,601 15 9

Yla Melbourne and Suez—
On Outward Mails
On Inward Mails, per United Kingdom

...8,012 3 4
3,622 7 9
£11,634 11 1

Via Brisbane and Tones Straits—

On Outward Mails
On Inward Mails, per United Kingdom

£357 8 0
603 1 2
£960 9 2
£32,196 16 0
The

This revenue though collected in 1879 accrued in the period from October, 1874, to November, 1875,
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The following return shows the number, description, and value of Postage Stamps issued at the
General Post Office during the years 1878 and 1870
Number.
3878.
8,085,240
10,791,540
31,800
168,150
972
439,590
60,921
1,880
426
84,668
4,681
3,600
123,720

Value.
1879.

8,902,950
11,419,440
35,000
198,640
984
476,700
56,000
700
984
93,015
5,770
7,200
1,000 .
155,920

Description.
1878.

Will.

Penny ................................................33,688 10 0
37,095 15 0
Two-penny ......................................... 89,929 10 0
95,162 0 0
Three-penny ........................................397 10 0
437 10 0
Four-penny .......................................2,802 10 0
3,309 0 0
Five-penny..................................... 20 5 0
20 10 0
Six-penny ........................................10,989 15 0
11,917 10 0
Fight-penny .......................................1,697 7 4
1,866 13 4
Nine-penny ........................................51 15 0
26 5 0
------17 15 0
Ten-penny --------------------------------- ---41 0 0
----- 4,228 8 0
Shilling .................... - ......... - ........ 4,650 16 0
Five Shilling ---------------------------------- -----1,170 5 0
1,442 10 0
Newspaper wrappers ........... -............ --------15 0 0
30 0 0
Envelopes-one-penny .......................................4 10 0
Post-cards ------------------------------------515 10 0
649 13 4

£156,653 11
9145,524 0 4
I
l.n the year 1879 a special description of Postage Stamps was introduced for the use of the various
Government Departments. These stamps are distinguishable by the letters "OS." printed thereon in
black, and are only available for official correspondence; and letters having Postage Stamps of this character
affixed thereto are liable to be intercepted by the Post Office, unless the envelopes bear the endorsement
"OHMS.," with the name of the Department from which they are sent in the corner, or, in the case of
letters addressed to a Department, the name of the sender written in the corner. Under no pretext
whatever are these stamps purchased by, or exchanged for other postage stamps at the Post Office.
The following return shows the number, description, and value of Postage Stamps exchanged for
the pubhc for cash, less a discount of 5 per cent., during the year 1879:.
value.
ius,bcr. Description.
£ a. d.
6,356 One-penny
...
..
26 9 8
51,909 Two-penny
...,
... 432 11 6
82 Three-penny
..
...
1 0 6
423 Four-penny
-....
...
710
1 Five-penny
...
...
005
2,271 Six-penny
-..-56 15 6
33 Eight-penny
...
120
..
-. 117 2ino-penny
.-.
...
479
191 Ten-penny
.--.7 19 2
...
301 One-shilling
-....
...
15 1 0
...
...
8 Five-shillings
.-...
2 0 0
378 Post cards
.....
..1 11 6
...
...
less 5%

556 0 0
27 16 0

£528 4 0
The following comparative Return will show to what extent the revenue of the Postal Department
has been affected by the reduction of the Postage on Intereolonial Letters at various times
Year.

No. of

Letter' posted.

1869 ..........................................................
805,000
1870 ..........................................................
303,800
1871 ............ .............................................334,000
1872 ..........................................................
880,500
1873 .. ........................................................
419,600
1874 .............................. ............................
438,600
1875 ..........................................................
637,200
1876 .................... ....................... ...............
583,600
647,600
1877 ..........................................................
1878 .................................... .....................
720,900
1879 ..........................................................
794,400

At per l-oz.

Revenue.

63.
68.
3d.
Sri.
30.
20.
2c1.
20.
28.
28,
2d.

8,387
8,854
092
5,225
5,768
4,479
4,924
5,350
5,936
6,608
7,282

It was determined in April to levy the Town Rate of Postage, vIz., ld. the 1
. ounce upon letters
posted at Bathurst, addressed to Esrom, and also upon letters posted at Esrom addressed to Bathurst,
instead of the higher Inland Rate of 2d. per ounce.
Epcvrdit are.

The expenditure of the Department for 1879, compared with that for 1878, is as under, viz.:1878.
1870.
... £68,733 7 10 £74,364 11 4
Salaries ...
,,.
..-..
Contingencies - - ...
..
...
. . - 14,005 6 4
15,145 6 8
...
- -. 165,477 17 6 173,313 18 0
Conveyence of Mails ...
..
£248,210 11 8 £262,823 11 0
497-C

The
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The expenditure on Conveyance of IWails for 1879 is distributed as follows, viz.
£40,203
Mails via San Francisco
..
...
...
...
14,395
Melbourne and Suez
...
.,.
...
1,644
Brisbane and Suez
...
...
...
...
..
...
2,600
Sydney and Levuka
102,267
Horse, stage, and rail...
...
...
...
8,672
Steam and sailing vesse]s ...
..
3,471
to and from Railway Stations, and porterage
..

0 4
0 11
4 6
0 0
9 3
15 3
2 9

£173,313 13 O
Ocean Mails.
The expenditure on account of Ocean Mail Services for 1879, vid San Francisco, viA Melbourne
and Suez, viA Tones Straits and Suez, and between Sydney and Levuka, is as follows, viz.
Via San Francisco—
... £39,999 18 4
Subsidy
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
68 2 0
Cablegrams ...
..
...
...
,..
...
Special trips with Victorian Mails between Sydney and
...
lOb 0 0
Albury ...
...
...
...
...
...
£40,203 0 4
Via Melbourne and Suez—
... £13,283 18 5
Amount paid to Victoria
...
...
...
...
Overlanding Mails by Special Trains and Coach, and agent's
...
494 12 0
expenses in Melbourne ...
...
...
...
0.
Co.
for
conveying
letters
between
Gratuities to P. &
...
616 10 6
...
...
...
Sydney and Melbourne ...
-- 14,395 0 11
Via Brisbane and Suez—
Amount paid to Queensland, including conveyance between
...
1,644 4 6
...
...
...
Brisbane and Sydney ...
-- 1,614 4 6
Fiji and Levuka—
...
2,600 0 0
Contribution for twelve n!onths
...
...
...
...
...
£58,902 5 9
The cost to the Colony for Ocean Mail Services for 1879 is as under
San Francisco Service—
Dr.
...
...
...
...
...
...
To subsidy, &c.
Cr.
...
...
...
...
By Postage on Outward Mails
...
Inward Mails per United Kingdom
do.
...
...
Half-share from non-contracting Colonies

...

...

40,203 0 4

8,970 17 7
7,584 5 2
3,046 13 0
19,601 15 9

Actual cost ..
...
...
Melbourne and Suez Service—
Dr.
..:
...
...
...
To amount paid to Victoria ...
Overlanding Mails by Special Trains and Coach, and
...
...
...
Agent's expenses in Melbourne..
Gratuities to P. & 0. Co. for conveying letters between
...
Sydney and Melbourne ...
...
...
...

..

...

£20,661 4 7

13,283 18 5
494 12 0
016 10 0
14,895 0 11

Cr.
...
...
...
By Postage on Outward Mails
Inward Mails per United Kingdom
do.
Actual cost ...

...

Brisbane and Suez Service—
Dr.
...
...
To amount paid to Queensland
Cr.
...
...
By Postage on Outward Mails
Inward
Mails
per
United
Kingdom
do.

...
...

11,634 11 1
...

...

...

£2,760 9 10

...

...

...

1,044 4 6

...
...

Actual cost ..........
Appendix R.

8,012 3 4
3,622 7 9

357 8 0
603 1 2
960 9 2
...

...

£683 15 4

In the year 1879 the average cost per mile of the inland Mail Conveyance was about 5+3. against
5+d., the price per mile paid in the year 1878. TIie'partimilars as to the Mail Contracts for the conveyance
.
TI.—
of Inland Mails during the year 1879 will be found in the Appendix.
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11.-MONEY ORDER DEPARTMENT.
The following return shows the increase in the number and amount of Money Order transactions
during 1879, as compared with the year 1878
ear.

Orders Issued.

N umber of

Orders Paid.

Number. Amount.

Number.

Total flunasetlons.

Amount.

£

a. d.

Number.

s. d.

Amount.

£

1879 .................319

159897

682,422 14 8

142,201

515,075 17 11

802,098

s. 4.
1,097,49812 7

1878 .................299

142,025

538,799 17 S

129,143

487,458 6 3

271,168

1,026,258 3 11

17,872

43,622 17 0

13,058

30,930

71,?40 8 S

increase

20

27,617 11 8

The system was extended during the year to the following places, viz.
Bungwall Flat
Hartley Vale
Tighe's Hill
Candelo
Jugiong
Tiugha
Canowindra
knee Railway Station W;gra
Colly Blue
Lake Cudgollico
West Tamworth
Charleatosvn
Mangrove Creek
Wilton
Cudgegong
Mossgeil
Woodburn
Garden Palace
Spring Grove
Hamilton
Swanbrook
The offices at Amosfiold and Eugowra were abolished.
In the Appendix is given a detailed return showing the number and amount of Money Orders Appom!Jx F.
issued and paid at each office in the Colony during the year.
The following returns are given for the purpose of showing the relative amount of business transacted between this Colony and the United Kingdom, and between this Colony and the various Australasian
Colonies, viz.
ItarvEy showing the number and amount of Money Orders issued in Now South Wales and made payable in the United
Kingdom and the adjacent Colonies during the year 1879, compared with the Year 1878.

Issued in 1578.

where payable.
No.

Amount.

£

Issued in 1879.
No.

.

Amount

£

Increase in 1570.
No.

DeMe in 1879.

Amount.

No.

£

Amount

a. d.
S. d
In the United Kingdom... 12,040 49,962 16 11 14,522 59,862 S.1 41
2,482
9,899 4 2
New South Wales ... 118,760 429,565 4 5 126,813 454,506 0 1 13,053
24,940 16 8
New Zealand
864
3,617 12 9
1,050
4,491 2 9
186
873 10 0
Queensland ............. 2,073 8,566 13 8
2,422
9,357 4 9
349
820 11 6
South Australia
889
8,583 8 9
1,169
4,646 8 1
280
1,062 19 4
Tasmania ................
636
2,824 18 4
651
2,511 18 6
15 ...... ...
312 19 10
Victoria ....................11,727 40,527 5 9 13,234 46,865 4 11
1,507
,337 19 2
Western Australia
36
151 17 6
36
152 14 6

.. . .
0 17 0

Totals ............. 142,025 538,799 17 8 159,897 582,422 14 8
R-tTUILN

17,872

43,935 16 10

...

312 19 10

showing the number and amount of Money Orders issued in the United Kingdom and the adjacent Colonies, and
made payable in New South Wales, during the year 1879. eomnarerl with t.ho
Issued in 1878.

Where issued.
No.

Amount.

Issued in 1879.
No.

Amount,

.

d.
In the United Kingdom
1,682
6,889 17 8
1,861
7,729 0 8
New South Wales ...... 113,469 429,566 10 9 125,893 453,555 10 10
New Zealand
2,375
8,368 19 8
2,606
9,331 13 1
Quenusland ............. 4,892 19,695 16 0
5,008 20,157 18 6
South Australia
1,096
3,415 14 0
1,091
4,099 4 8
Tasmania ................
720
2,490 1 0
930
3,689 8 10
Victoria .................. ..4,809 16,688 18 8
4,697 16,065 18 10
Western Australia ...
100
342 S 6
1.16
453 2 6
Totals ............. 129,143 487,458 6 3 142,201 515,075 1711

Increase in 1879.
No.

179
12,424
231
116

Decrease in 1879.

,

210

839 3 0
23,989 0 1
962 13 5
456 2 6
683 10 8
1,199 7 10

15

110 14 0

1.3,175

No.

Amount,
£d.

5
112

622 19 10

28,240 11 6 117

622 19 10

The amount of revenue, in the shape of commission received on Money Orders, hr the-year
1879
was £6,487 lBs. against £5,772 Os. Gd for 1378.

UI.-
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Krl
Ill-GOVERNMENT SAVINGS' BANK.
The following Return will show the annual progress of the Government Savings' Bank system from
1st September, 1871, to 31st December, 1879
Interest added to
Amount of Deposits.
Depositors Accounts1

Balance at credit of
Number of
Depositors.
Withdrawal,. Amount of Withdrawals.

Year.

Number of
Deposits

1871
1872
1873
1874
1875
1876
1877
1878
1879

2,103
8,415
15,000
25,186
34,048
38,592
47,948
59,932
67,444

52 5 4
1,633 6 3
5,038 3 8
9,372 6 9
12,067 18 3
13,364 6 1
15,413 13 2
16,999 18 2
17,544 4 10

15,730 5
93,533 16
184,817 19
232,522 7
268,079 3
285,039 12
329,273 11
360,704 10
393,771 19

0
4
2
1
8
0
6
2
2

205
2,058
3,694
1,530
11,497
14,694
17,871
22,594
27,612

299,663

91,481 1 6

2,163,473 4

1

107,755

£

Total tOSI Dec., 1570

s. d.

£

.

£

s. ci.

d.

£ s. ci.
14,226 12 11
80,943 7 7
200,069 17 5
303,113 2 11
354,429 2 11
401,297 11 9
467,452 10 10
480,024 17 5
5111357 2 11

1,555 17 5
28,450 7 11
64,724 13 0
144,851 8 4
228,831 1 11
251,535 8 3
278,532 5 7
365,132 1 9
379,083 18 6
1,743,597

2 8

The following retnin will show the increase in the business of the Government Savings' Bank for
flip vnnr 1979
. enmT)arecl with the transactions of the year 1878, viz.
Total Deocelts,
Number of
Number
Number
including tert,t
Government Number
of Accounts
of
of
Savings'
remaining open
Banks ,, Accounts Accounts
on Slot
closed.
Amount
. Number.
the colony, opened.

Year.

1878

166

9,853

6,961

18,957

59,932 377,704 8 4

1879

174

10,780

8,170

21,567

67,444 411,316

927

1,209

2,610

8.

7,512

4 0

33,611 15 8

Balanco
at credit of
Depositors on

total withdrawals.
Amount.

j Number.

,. 4.

£

Innee..

j

s. a.

£
22,596 365,132

1

£

s. 4.

9 480,024 17 6

27,612 379,983 18 6 511,357 2

5,016

14,851 16 9

11

31,332 5 6

The amount of interest, at 4 per centum, added to depositors' accounts, was £11,544 49. 104.
The average amount of each deposit is about £5 lGs. 9,1., and of each withdrawal £13 15s. 21d.
The average amount at the credit of each depositor's account at the close of the year was
£23 14s. 2d.
During the year 1879 the system was extended to the following places, viz.
Spring Grove
Charlestown
West Tamworth
Jordan's Crossing
Wilcannia
Maryland
Woodburn
Nowra
AppendizO&H.

A detailed return, showing the business transacted at each branch in the Colony, will be found in
the Appendix, is also a statement of the Liabilities and Assets, with the Auditor General's certificate
thereon.

IV.-ELETRIC TELEGRAPH DEPARTMENT.
The following Return shows the extent of and the business transacted on the Electric Telegraph
Lines of this Colony during the year 1879 as compared with the year 1878
Extant of Electric
Telegraph Line wire
in actuai use on
31st December.

Year.

Total Expenditure
of Electric Telegraph
Total Revenue
Number of Electric i Number of Telegraph
Department for the \ear,
Telegrapt' stations on Mesrages transmitted of Electric Telegraph exclusive of Interest on
during the Year. 1Departmentfor the Year. cost of construction
lIst December.
of Lines.

£

,. ci.

£

,. 4.

1878

Miles. he. ]inks.i
11,760 30 56

236

1,132,287

76,226 18 11

95,797 18 7

1879

12,426 16

3

273

1,175,218

80,490 0 6

103,923 0 2

56 47

37

42,931

4,263 1 7

8,125 1 7

Increase

.............

315
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TUE lines of Telegraph in the Colony completed during the year 1879 were-Name of Line.

New Line.

Additional Wire.

Cost

of

Construction.

£ B. d.
1,802 12 2
407 6 6
869 9 5
1,051 14 7
2,318 5 8
7,643 1 7
2,078 11 1
639 17 2
8,003 5 10
570 7 0
1,119 1 7
329 16 5
378 2 0
40 8 10
155 18 4
442 19 4
35 0 0
27 2 6
184 0 4
271 16 8
221 11 0
262 18 1

Miles chains links
Miles chains links
5
0
7
Casino to Coraki ....................................................37 13 33
76
0
4
76
0
Coraki to Woodburn ................................................4
0
0
Cootaundra
to Coolac ........................................22
...
m
53
0
8
0
0
Batburat to Rockley ...............................................13
3 20
Booligal to fli]lnton .................................................47
51
0
20
8
0
Warren to Bourke ................................................ .74
0
Milton to Batoman's Bay, via Nelligen ...................... 54 15
57
60
Gloucester to Back Crock ........................................ 10
45
41 45
25
Worth Creek to Gusncdah ..................................... 41 13
0
Blacktown toRichmoncl ............................................................14
40
0
0
Tarnworth to Armidale ............................................................62
40
Mount Victoria to Bowonfote ......................................................19
0
TareetoWiugham .................................................. 6
0
0
60
0
60
0
37
0
37
0
Bollbrook to Main Line .............................................0
0
Qucanboyan to Ginnimlerra ......................................................15 20
3
70
7
Main Line to St. Albans ..........................................
0
57
0
0
RxtensiontoCrold ..................................................0 57
0
47
73
47
73
Smitlitowsi to Gladstone..........................................
0
60
19
0
Smithtown to Maclefty Reads ................................. I
10
49
0
Bega to Tathra......................................................
6
6 14
6
6 14
Stanborough to Tinglia ..........................................i
0
19
0
0
lCiama to Shoilbarbour, Jaeoboroo, and Gerringong....... - 1 80

Total No. of Miles of line completed during the year
40
85
1879 ............................................................. 439
Total No. of miles of additional wire erected during the
2
year1879 ..........................................................................22816
56
47
Total...............................................................665
Totalcost ...........................................................

£28,862 1 1

The total cost of the whole extent of Telegraphic communication in the Colony on the 31st
December, 1879, viz., 12,426 miles 16 chains 3 links, was £437,120 Se. 3d.
The following Stations were opened during the year 1.879
Maraden's
Burrawang
Nowra
Bowrall
Robertson
Bungwall Flat
Rookwood
Breeza
Ravensworth
Copeland North
Bockley
Croki
Spring Grove
Coraki
Sheliharbour
Oopmanhurst
St. .Aibans
Douglas Park
Tathra
G-lebe Is] and
Tingha
Gorringong
Wolumla
Ginninderra
Wingham
Gladstone
West Tamworth
Gongolgon Werrie' Creek
Hamilton
Wardell
Hullaton
Woodburn
Jamboroo
Parramatta 3unction
Loehinvar
Menangle
The following lines were in course of construction during the year 1879
Bathurat to Goulburn, vi& Rockloy and Orookwell
Barraba to Bingera
Hillston to Condoblin
Louth to Cobaf
Orange to Wellington
Wailsend Junction to Singleton (iron poles)
Estimated distance of above lines
New line, 497 miles 73 chains 60 links
Additional wire, 497 miles 73 chains 60 links
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TEE following is a Return ehowing the Number and Value of MESSAGn sent from each Station in the Colony
during the Year 1879.
Station.

Messages.

Amount.

No.
Sydney (Kead Office) ...
.... 254,411
Alb ury ............. '17,013
Aslifield .........
1,148
Aalucn...
735
,Adelong
.
2,662
A4aminaby
SSi
Anvil Creek
824
Armidalo
7,326
A'akoon
..
540
Balninin
1,985
B9rwoocl
1,367
Botally
304
Blaektown
570
Blue Mountains
205
Bowenfels
...
Back Creek
449
Broughtons Creek
1,478
Borrima ...
...
6o6
Braidwood
..,
3,207
l3ateman's Bay...
...
....1,555
BaUi
1,655
Bombala
...
...
....
4,429
B dga
,8i8
Bqdadla ...
•
942
Bangendore ..........
1,228
............769
fawning
Binalong
717
Burrows,
2,333
Buliah Delah
...
732
Branxton
SoG
Boggabri
z,gxó
Bendenjeer
1,043
Bundarra
•
i,86
Bingem...
1,885
Barraba...
•.,
2,726
Ballina ...
3,677
Brushgrove
1,179
Bat]iurst
12,795
Blayney ...
...
2,000
Betirnugra
402
...........
Baradinc
777
Brewnrrina
6,718
Bourke ......
12,160
Barringua
•
11191
Bairanald
4,801
Booligal
.,,
2,045
Burrawang
65
Bosvral ...
1,054
Bungwall Flat ..........319
.
Broeza ..............
558
Corowa .............
3158
Campbelltown ...
3,326
Camden ...
..,
...
1,730
Cooma
5,899
Candelo
1,644
Cobargo ...
•
...
769
Cooranbong •
837
Clarence Town
1,399
Casino ...
•
4,316
Clarence Heads
2,415
Cundletown ...
...
....
1,532
Carcoar
...........
2,997
Cowra ......
2,583
Condobolin
3,908
Cootamundra ......
4,400
Cannonbar
2,450
Cassius ..
1,395
Coolali •..
i,igo
Coonabarabran
2,413
Coonamble
6,102
Central Xempsey
4,943
Copeland North
3,525
Croki ...
491
Coraki
o
Copmauhurst
530
Dungog...
•
1,84
Denman
1,074
Dubbo ...
z,o6
Deepwater
782
Dcniliquin
10,677
Douglas Park ......
233
EdgeclilF
•
2,134
Eden
I,56
East Maitland
3,123

£

.

s.d.

23,959 7 6
862 13 2
70
48 0 4
272 2 5
6 1 8 io
5 5 8
561
it
40 27 9
209 12
87 18 o
17 7 5
33 14 5
to 6 it
i ig 6
26 7 4
91 4 I
38 3 0
233 I 0
92 16 0
108 5 5
360 0 6
410 17 5
66
8
76 9 I
39 19 20
'14 .'4 4
173 14 2
45 14 I
52 15 6
137 6 2
71 7 i
122 TO '
128 7
115 iS 1°
207 2 II
72 0 7
927 14 7
120 1 3
24 6 8
6
53
604 14 3
1,219 18 4
115 iS 2
464 14 1
176 , ii
36 13 3
60 0 9
20 ' 8
36 0 6
204 19 8
129 13 10
118 IS 10
531 16 4
1068
49 14 8
54 I I
82 iS 4
333 12 1
150 4 I
91 3 9
131 6 6
'76 6
261 3 it
286 '0 2
175 12 4
95 7 0
78 iS 9
171 4 7
473 10 10
373 2 10
206 4 7
27 17 9
53 17 o
34 4 2
112 8
72 14 9
664 15 0 .
8
924 15 0
14 7 4
fl5 7 II
93 3 IT
202 6 4

Station-coned,

Messages.

Amount.

No.

£

Euston ......
976
Encampment
15
..............526
Fordoh
Fernmount
............2,153
Fredorickton
1,143
Forbes .,
9,750
Glebo ......
1,740
Goulburn
12,606
Gunning
1,784
GuudagM
3,674
Gennanton
1,362
Gosford
.,
1,412
Gunnedah
Gloucester
1,85
Glen Jones
•
6,836
Grafton ...
...
...
14,298
Grenfell
3,546
Gulgong
3,148
Goodooga
•
1,407
Glebe Island ......
297
Gerringong
79
Gjnnjuderra
•
196
Gladstone
473
Gongolgon
............520
Haymarket
8,442
Huntor's Hill
,
1,120
Honiebush
1,283
Howlong
1,360
Hill End
1,690
.........
Hay
11,038
Hamilton
.............96
Hiliston...
.....2,889
...
...
Inverell
6,983
,Terris Bay
133
Jereelderie
2,818
Jamberoo
............
84
Jerry's Plains
1,264
Junee
1,083
Xing.st.reet
11,764
Roleo
538
Thama .,
4,075
Iliandra ...
...
569
Kyasnba
387
Xynnu,nboon
6$
Liverpool
1,462
Lambton
1,752
Lawrence
,.,
1,770
Lismore
6,sS
Lith gow
3,000
Lucknow
360
Louth
2,233
Loohinvar
...........
542
Manly
2,492
Miller's Point
,
1,898
Macquark Plains
278
Moss Vale
2,545
Marujan
1,048
Moruya
.,
1514
Merimbula
1,863
Miehelogo
713
IoIonglo
460
Murrumburrnh
3,021
Morpeth
..........
3,205
Muswellbrook
3,922
Murrurundi
3,539
Moree
•
2,972
Millie ......
,,ogi
M.anilla
..,
2,179
Mackay Heads
531.
Mount Victoria
2,055
Molong
..,
2,436
Moraiigarcll
•
793
Mutlee
9,145
Merriwa
2,197
Moasna ...
...
...
... ..
1,398
Moulamein
1,221
Menindie
2,297
Menangle
.•
..•
3
Marsden's
•
839
Newtown
•
•
3,274
North Shore •
•
•
i,6o
Nattui
•
•
1,529
Nimitybelle .,
1,295
Nelligen
.,
633

.

87 16
1 12 • o
30 3 II
139 3 3
73 4 9
713 8 to
100 14 II
876 ii
JIB 9 2
243 16 6
92 5 10
g6 g 6
555 8 II
95 14 1'
494 I I 9
1,042 it 6
241 15 TO
253 10 3
120 3 2
15 7 3
4 5 10
12 13
29 9 1
35 57 9
547 5 3
66 3 IT
71 14 0
85 14 7
17 6
1,124 18 9
5 17 I
266 9 II
519 10 0
S I 6
253 10 4
5 3 9
75 16 4
70 10 9
740 14 6
32 ii TO
242 14 3
37 I 4
25 16 6
53 ii 7
93 II 8
ioó 2 2
108 5 8
432 12 7
'77 12 3
22 5 0
22' 3 10
31 4 0
152 6 7
'49 9 i
55 11 9
16 1 0
58 15 5
233 iS 9
97 0 5
45 11 9
33 19 3
i8i 9 4
iSi 15 i
234 2 0
234 17 2
223 I 3
78 2 3
77 13 5
19 7 '
114 8
155 II 0
54 10 5
622 12 10
144 II 1
112 16 It
102 11 5
218 22 9
0 3 1
6, 6 4
174 6 2
89 7 11
8 8 to
87 II 9
35 16
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Station -canea

massages.

No

Amount..

Station-eont&

Mesges.

a. d

No.
Parse
.
3,910
0 Tamwortli
.......... 14,719
2 Terran ...
..........
2,479
,.
...
...
3,501
5 Tumut
.,.
10
Tabulam
..
605
...
...
4 Tarcutta
599
8 Tumbarumba ...
...
1,545
...
0
Tinonee
...
...
845
...
..Tathm
................ ............
........
201
1,142
71 14 6 'l'ingha
892
...
6,045
8
tJl,narra......
....1,677
...
12,901
908 8 8 Urana ,.,
...
,
..,
2,752
..
2,170
104 3 8 UralIa ...
.......1,845
1,092
..,
2,265
73 0 6 Ulladulla
Psi-k-street
..
5,802
35$ 10 3 Vegetable Creek
3,559
l'arrainatta-strent
...
1,995
115 II 0 Warialda
..
..
2,824
Parramatta .,.
7,254
419 5 i
Wagga Wagga ...
17,717
Port Stephens .............84
...
....... 25,362
5 2 6 Wentworth
Paterson
..
...
991
6x 12
Wallerawung ...
...
2,119
Port Macquarie
3,525
231 11 0 . Wellington
...
...
5,200
Palmer's Island
,
...
1,419
83 3 o I Windsor
...
...
3,896
Penrith
...
2,220
123 2 6 Wiseman's Perry
...
635
Parkes
...
2,758
191 8
Wollombi
..
593
Pillige.
1,033
71 12 g West Haitland...
17,913
...
Pieton
...
88
1,005
51 3 7
Wee Was
...
Pooncarie
...
853
66 12 1
Walgett
..
...
4,266
Parramatta Junction
...
164
11
West
]tcmpsey...
21 440
7 I
9
Qncanboyan
275
2
In
Wollongong
...
...
3,744
..
....6,104 .
Quirindi
...
4,227
241 5 6
\%Taratah
.
...
798
Randwiek
78 to 6 Wallsond
3,115
...
1, 759
..
Ryde
...
611
M 7 io Wallabadali ...
...
573
Rydal
...
282
15 12 9 Waterloo
...
...
1,914
Raglan .............
6
...
5,510
3 a 6 William-street ,..
Redfern
...
51 502
320 10 7 Waverley
..
...
1,171
Richmond
...
3,825
226 15 7
Warren ,
...
...
3,117
Raymond Terrace
,
..
2,199
125 12 3 Waloha ...
...
1,885
...
.....
Rocky Mouth 3,996
267 i 8 1 Wilcannis
..
10,719
1 1....
Rylstono
...
1,218
Warrab .
...
641
77 19 2
Robertson
.............215
13 15 4 Warkworth
..
...
389
Rookwoocl
...
...
... ....,6i
14 II Wickliam
...
..
585
Ravenswortjj ...
...
...----86
4 14 10 Wolumbla
387
Rockloy ................181
II 19 9 Wingham
---716
...
...
...South Head ..
540
28 13 3 West Tamworth
.
1,406
Sofala
.-...
...
536
32 2 7 Werris Creek ...
272 .
Singleton
-.
5,763
384 4 6 , Wardell
1,226
...
Scone
..
1,697
107 14 3 I Woodburn
...
985
...
...
South Creek ...
..
...
7,056
579
33 8 S Young ...
South Grafton
...
2,099
131 16
Yass
...
...
4,758
Stroud
...
1,897
112 a o Yetman
,.
.... 677
Seal Rocks
...
62
3 5 9
Smithtown ...
...
1,289
Total
.. 1,167,05
79 iS 2 I
Springwood
...
407
20 13 2 I
Seven Hills
-,
-.
..
2,900
54
3 ° 4 I Foreign Telegrams
Springgrove ...
51
2 15 3 New Zealand do.
...
5,265
Slicllharbour ---------- ----i6
8 14 1
St. Albans
...
234
12 '6 5
Tenterfield
...
...
55,865
295 19 4
Tarana
,
...
316
17 13 10
Grand Total
... 1,175,218
Nelson's l3ay
owcastle
Narrabri
...
Nowtcn floyd
Nambuecra
Nulla Nulls
Narrandera ...
North Wagga
Nambucera Heads
Norn
w...
Oxford-street
Orasige
Paddington

...
...

438
33,579
6,155
631
915
213
4,043
1,191

Amount.

20 16
2,476 7
423 I
42 12
di '9
13 1
341 2
68 14

S

£

d.

S.

245 0 10
969 2 II
148 17 3
240 15 7
48 17 4
39 1 6
126 19 7
52 0 4
10 5 2
62 14 8
103 8 0
222 2 6
132 9 7
140 12 10
287 15 9
197 14 6
1,393 1 9
515
6
114 14 10
332 3 8
225 6 o
36 15 5
38 8
1,411 19 6
69 'S 10
336 17 8
166 9 10
329 iS 3
53 0 8
148 o 6
.
3317 10
106 12 7
335 12 II
67 2 I
219 8 8
122 9 6
1,168 I 0
40 7 0
22 7 5
35 4 7
21 7 4
10 9
72 19 9
15 14 8
82 10 2
63 17 0
546 13 0
355 1 2
552 16 4
75,858

0

7

22,364 iS 5
4,810 5 9

103,033

4

9

In my last Annual Report I referred to the arrangements that had been made for duplicating the
telegraphic communication with Europe. The formal agreement between the Governments of New South
Wales and Victoria and the Eastern Extension Austrälasia and China Telegraph Company was executed in
London on the 6th May, 1879 (copy of which is appended). A short delay occurred in consequence of the Appendix I.
imperial Government desiring to establish telegraphic communication between Aden and Natal in connection
with the Zulu war, to effect which without loss of time they requested that the cable which had been manufactured
for the Australian duplicate line might be used for the Natal line. This requestwae acceded to by the Governments of this Colony and Victoria. The Eastern Extension Telegraph Company, in consequence of this
concession agreed that the reduced rates for telegrams should come into operation from the date of signing
the contract instead of from the time stated in the agreement.
In accordance with this arrangement Press messages between Sydney and England were reduced in May,
1870, from ten shillings and ten pence (lOs. lOd.) per word to six shillings and five pence (Bs. 5d.) per word.
With reference to a practice which had prevailed of allowing the use free of charge of the Telegraph
Wires for messages connected with Agricultural or other Societies, Shows, or in the interest of any Public
Demonstration, it was deemed necessary in August, 1879, to intimate that all such messages should be paid for
at current rates, as it was found, in consequence of the great increase in the transmission of Messages for the
public, impracticable to continue the concession hitherto granted.
I have, &c.,
SAUL SAMUEL,

General Post Office,
Sydney, 22nd Juno, 1880.

Postmaster General,

APPENDIX.
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APPENDIX.
A.
List of Post Offices on 31st December, 1879.
Name of Post Office,

Salary.

Name of Post Office,

Ss.lary.

Name of Post Office.

Salary.

£ s.d.
£ s.d
tfllandford ...................... 23 0 0 'Campbelltown .................80 0 0
Assistant.,, 50 0 0
Do.
BIayne ..........................75 0 0
Blowenng .......................10 0 0 Camperdown ....................25 0 0
Blue-gum Flat .................11 0 0 Canathan Lead .................20 0 0
Boat harbour .................11 0 0 Canberra .......................14 0 0
..lo 0 0
Bobundarah ....................14 0 0 *Candelo
flodalla ..........................39 0 0 Cajinonhar .......................38 0 0
Do. Assistant ...........15 0 0 Castowindra ....................20 0 0
floggabri .......... . .... . ..........29 0 0 Canterbury ....................13 0 0
Boggy Flat .......................10 0 0 Cape Ha-who ....................13 0 0
Bomadary .......................22 0 0 Capertee Camp ..............29 0 0
*Bombala ..........................30 0 0 5Carconr ..........................58 0 0
0 0
0 0 Do. Assistant .......... 104 0 0 Do. Assistant ...........50
0 0 Bonshaw ......................... 14 0 0 Cargo .............................22 0 00
0 0 Beckham ...................... 33 0 0 Carinda ..........................18 0
0 0 Boolambayte ................... 10 0 0 Carlisle Gully ................ 27 00 00
Carnsdale .......................10
0 0 liooligal ..........................Nil.
0 0 Do. Assistant .......... 50 0 0 Carrick ..........................13 0 0
0 0 Booral ............................. 16 0 0 Carroll ......................... 20 00 0
.............................10 0
0 0 Boorook ......................... 18 0 0
0 0 Boro ............................ 20 0 0 Do. Assistant ............. 45 0 0
0 0 Botany ......................... 28 0 0 Cassilis ..........................9 00 0
Castle Hill ..................... 24
0
0 0 Bourke ..........................Nil.
0 0 Do. Assistant ...........50 0 0 Castlereagh ................... 11 0 0
0 0 Bourke-street .................18 0 0 Catheart......................... 16 0 0
0 0
0 0 tBowenfells ...................... 54 0 0 Cavan ............................ 10
18 0 0 Central M'Donald .......... 14 0 0
0 0 Bowling Alley Point
0 0 Bowna ......................... 50 0 0 Cessnock ...................... 14 0 0
0 0
0 0 fRowning ........................ 48 0 0 Chamber's Creek ............. 18
0 0 frflowrall ......................... 47 0 0 Charcoal Creek ................ 21 0 0
Bowraville ...................... 11 0 0 Charlcstown ....................22 0 0
Ballalaba .......................14 0 0 Box Ridge ...................... 11 0 0 Charleyong ....................10 0 0
Ballina ..........................24 0 0 Braidwood ...................... 20 0 0 Chatswood ...................... 10 0 0
Balmain (Branch Office)
150 0 0 Branxton ...................... 47 0 0 Chatsworth Island .......... 16 0 0
Balranald .......................9 0 0 fBroadalbane ................... 38 0 0 Cheeseman's Creek .......... 21 0 0
1st Assistant .....0 0 Breeza ........................... 40 0 0 'Clarence Itiver Heads ...... 26 0 0
Do,
2nd Assistant .25 0 0 Brenda ......................... 22 0 0 'Clarence Town ................ 30 0 0
Do.
Assistant
13 0 0
Do.
Radon Grove .................14 0 0 Brewarrina ................... 51) 0 0
Bankstown ....................13 0 0 Bridgeman ...................... 12 0 0 fClarenee Tu,,nel ..............10 0 0
iBannaby ..........................10 0 0 Bringolly ...................... 25 0 0 Carendon ...................... 12 0 0
Nil.
BroaRanouth Creek .......... 10 0 0 Clear Creek ....................10 0 0
'&r4ine ..........................
Bargo .............................10 0 0 Brocklehurat ....................10 0 0 'Clifton ......................... 15 0 0
Barraba ..........................35 00 Brogo ............................ 12 00 Cobar ............................ 18 00
Earragon .......................12 0 0 Broke ............................ 24 0 0 'Cobargo ......................... 22 0 0
Barranjoey ..................... 11 0 0 Brookfield ...................... 14 0 0 Cobbadah ...................... 10 0 0
..10 0 0 'Brouglitan's Creek .......... 35 0 0 Cobbitty ......................... 15 0 0
Barrengarry ....................
Barringtoa .......................13 0 0 Brownlow Hill ................ ]3 0 0 Cobbora ......................... 18 0 0
Barringun .......................10 0 0 Brown Mountain ............. 15 0 0 Codnngton ................... 13 0 0
Barwaag..........................10 0 0 Brown's Creek ................ 12 0 0 Collector .........................19 0 0
Bateman's Bay .................32 0 0 Brundah Creek ................ 10 0 0 Collie ............................ 14 0 0
Bathurst..........................300 0 0 Brnugle ......................... 13 0 0 Colly Blue ...................... 11 0 0
Do. 1st Assistant ....... 200 0 0 'Bnisli Grove ................... 25 0 0 Cob. ..................... ......... .14 0 0
150 0 0 Buchanan ...................... 12 0 0 Coloniho Creek .................16 0 0
Do. 2nd Assistant
16 0 0 Coanobelk .......................10 0 0
Do. 3rd Assistant .., 100 0 0 Buckley's Crossing.place
Do. 4th Assistant, &c 120 0 0 Budgee Budgee ................ 17 0 0 Conargo ..........................18 0 0
Baulkham Hills ..............18 0 0 Buggil ........................... 10 0 0 Conieord .......................20 0 0
'Be..................... 65 0 0 Bekkubla ......................P 14 0 0 'Condobohrt ....................30 0 0
Assistant ............. 26 0 0 Bulalidclah ................... 20 0 0 ConjoIn ..........................10 0 0
Assistant
20 0 0 Cookardinia ....................12 0 0
Do.
Belford ......................... 12 0 0
Bell's Creek ................... 16 0 0 Bulgandrarnine .................18 0 0 Coolse .............................21 0 0
Belmont ......................... 10 0 0 'Enlli .............................52 0 0 'Coohh ..........................30 0 0
Coolongolook ....................10 0 0
Belmore ..........................10 0 0 Bunda ..................... ...Nil.
Assistant .......... 100 0 0 'Cooma.... .........................50 0 0
Do.
'Bondemeer ...................... 58 0 0
Do. 1st Assistant ....... 100 0 0
20 0 0 Bundella......................... 13 0 0
Assistant
Do.
50 0 0
Do. 2nd Assistant
Bendolba ...................... 15 0 0 Bungendore ................... 26 0 0
Ben Lomond ................... 10 0 0 I3nngonia .....................37 0 0 'Coonabarabran ................50 0 0
Bergalia ......................... 18 0 0 Bnngowannah ...............14 0 0 'Coonamble ......................36 0 0
Do.
Assistant ......... 100 0 0
Berrima ......................... 60 0 0 'Bungwall Flat ...............16 0 Cl
tflethungra ...................... 20 0 0 Biuman ......................... 11 0 0 Coopernook ....................10 0 0
Bibbonluke ....................15 0 0 Burragn ......................... 10 0 0 'Cooranbong ........ .... ........23 0 0
Bigga ................... ......... 15 0 0 Burragorang ................... 1.3 0 0 'Cootamundra ....................30 0 0
Assistant
Do.
68 0 0
Big Hill ......................... 17 0 0 'Burrawang ...................... 19 0 0
Biloela .............................16 0 0 Burrendong ................... 13 0 0 Cooyal ...........................10 0 0
tBinalong......................... 25 0 0 Burner ..........................11 0 0 'Copeland North ..............2a 0 0
Binda ............................ 22 0 0 Burrowa ..........................25 0 0 Copeland South ...............10 0 0
Do. Assistant ...........13 0 0 'Copmanhurst .....................14 0 0
Bingera ......................... 10 0 0
18 0 0
Do. Assistant .......... 52 0 0 'Burwood ........................ 104 0 0 'Coraki, Riohmond River
Binnawa....................... l000I3yng ........................... ...l400Coree .............................1300
Bishop's ridge ................ 14 0 0 Cadia .............................13 0 0 'Coro'a ..........................12 0 0
Do. let Assistant ....... 104 0 0
Black Rock ................... 30 0 0 Caloola ..........................16 0 0
Do. 2nd Assistant ....... 26 0 0
Black Springs ................ 12 0 0 Camberwell ....................20 0 0
tBlaektowu ...................... 50 0 0 Cambewarra ....................2t 0 0 Corrowong ...................... 11 0 0
]3lackville ...................... 10 0 0 Camden ......................... 110 0 0 Cow Flat ...................... 30 0 0
Elaekwall ...................... 10 0 0 Camden Haven ................ 20 0 0 'Co-*Ta ............................ 30 0 0
20 0 0
Do. Assistant ............. 52 0 0
Blakney Creek ................ 10 0 0 Camden Have,, Punt
£

Aberdeen .......................33
'Adanfiniby ....................3
Adamstown ....................10
Adelong ..........................60
Do. Assistant ...........52
34
Adelong Crossing.placc
Albionhrk ....................39
Albury ......................... 263
Do. 1st Assistant ....... 150
Do. 2nd Assistant .......150
Do. 3rd Assistant ....... 125
Allynbrook ....................15
Aletonville ..................... 11
Amosfiold .......................10
Annandale .......................28
tAnvil Creek ....................25
Appin .............................50
..13
Apple-tree Flat.................
¶krakoon ..........................10
Araluen ..........................11
Do. Assistant ...........26
Armidale ...................... 247
Do. Assistant ...........50
Arneliffe ..........................10
Arthurvillo ....................10
tAshfleld ..........................35
Do. Assistant ...........25
Ashford ..........................18
Attunga ..........................11
Avisford ..........................13

s.d
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
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Name of Post Office.

Name of Post Office.

Salary.

£
Cox's River ....................11
Craeton ..........................10
Croki, Manning River....... 1.5
Crookwell ...................... 23
Cross Roads ....................12
..
15
Crudine .......................
Csadal .............................20
Cudgegong .......................19
Culleubone ......................11
Cullen Bullon ................ 42
..
10
Cullinga .......................
Cumnock ......................10
Cundletown ................... 28
Cungegong ...................... 20
Curhan .........................10
Currnbubula ................... 21
Currawnng ...................... 16
Currawoela ................... 11

s.d
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

Dalmorton ...................... 18
Dalton ......................... 18
Daiwood, Richmond River 10
Dandaloo .......................15
Dapto .............................40
Darhy's Falls ....................10
Darlinton Point ..............20
Davis l'own .....................10
Daysdale .......................10
Dcepwater ......................15
Delegate..........................25
Denhain Court .................13
Deniliquin ...................... 225
1st Assistant
175
Do.
2nd Assistant ., 125
Do.
Denison Tows, .................30
'Dennmn ......................... 36
Diglit's Forest .................12
Dingo Creek ..................14
Dirty Swamp .................15
fflouglas Park .................17
Drake ............................ 10
Drnitt Town ....................10
Dry Plain ........................10
Dubbo .............................25
Do. Assistant ............. 100
Dundeo ......................... 17
Dongaree ...................... 11
'Dungog ......................... 30
Do. Assistant ............
Dungowan ...................14
Dunkeld ......................12
Dural ...........................12

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Eastern Creek .................13
East Kangaloon ..............15
East Keinnsey ..................16
East Maitlnnd ................ 153
Assistant.....52
Do.
East Raleigh ................... 10
East Wardell .................14
Eauabalong ................... 34
Ebonezer ...................... 11
Ecoleston ...................... is
Eden .............................5
Elderslie ........................ 12
Edgecliff.......................... 30
ElInlong ......................... 13
Ellenborough ................... 31
Bismore ......................... I L
Emu ............................ 22
tEnse Ferry ...................... 24
Enfold ..........................18
Ennonia ...................... 11
Ennis ............................ 12
Esrom ............................ 25
Essington ...................... 10
Engowra ......................... 25
Eulourie ..........................13
Eurobodalls ................... 30
Eurunderoc ................... 14
..
*Enston
'3
Do, Assistant .......... 25
Evans' Plains ............... 12

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
o
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Fairfield ........................
tFarloy .........................
Fersunonnt ................... ...
Field of Mars ................
Fig-tree .........................
Fish River Creek .............
Fitzgerald's Valley ..........
Five Dock ......................

11 0 0
10 0 0
21 0 0
20 0 0
2.5 0 0
13 0 0
10 0 0
10 0 0

497-1)

Salary.

£
Firefly Creek .....................10
.......................
*Forljes
.3
Do. Assistant ......... 150
Forest Reefs ................
... 17
'Forster ......................... 14
Foxlow ..........................13
Frederiekton ................... 16
Frogrnoor .......................16
Fullerton ......................1!

s.d
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

Gannon's Forest ..............11 0
Gegedzerick ...................13 0
tGeorge's Plains ................10 0
Gerogery ...................... 25 0
5Gei,nanton ................... 50 0
35 0
Do
Assistant
. 24 0
*Gcrringong
Ohinni Ghinni .................17 0
Gilgai ............................ 10 0
Gilgandra ...................... 24 0
Gilgunnia .......................30 0
Citmore ......................... 11 0
Gingkin ...................... 10 0
Ginninderra ................... 20 0
Ciadesvilie .......................]8 0
C'ladstonc ...................... 17 0
Glanniire ...................... 39 0
Glasston ......................... 10 0
. 25 0
*Giehe
Glebeland ...................... 10 0
Ole,, Alice ...................... 14 0
Glendon Brook ................ 11 0
*Gien Lines .....................57 0
130 0
Do.Assistant
Glen Morrison .................12 0
Cleat William ................ 10 0
Glouccster ....................10 0
52 0
Do
Assistant
Gnnita ..........................10 0
Golspie ..........................11 0
Gnngolgon .......................17 0
Good Hope......................10 0
5000ilooga .... . ............. .....Nil
Goodrich ...................... 20 0
Goolagong ...................... 10 0
Gool,na ..........................10 0
Goombargona .................10 0
Odonoo Goonoo ............... ..29 0
Goorangoola ....................14 0
Gordon ..........................22 0
Gosford ..........................35 0
Goulburn ...................... 250 0
1st Assistant
190 0
Do
2nd Assistant
150 0
Do
3rd Assistant
120 0
Do
Do
4thAssistant&c 150 0
5Grafton ..........................63 0
Do. Assistant .......... 125 0
Graham ..........................13 0
Greendale ........................15 0
Greenfleld Farm ..............11 0
Greenhill ........................10 0
Grcenwell Point ..............10 0
Greenwich Park ..............10 0
..32 0
*Orenfeu
Do
Assistant .........50 0
Gresford ..........................35 0
Guildford ........................11 0
Gnlargambone .................10 0
*Gulgong ........................Nil
1st Assistant
75 0
Do
2nd Assistant
25 0
Do
Gimbar ...........................10 0
Gundagai .......................20 0
Gnndurisnba ....................10 0
Gunrly ..........................12 0
Gussgal ..........................15 0
'Gusanedah .......................17 0
Do
1st Assistant 100 0
2nd Assistant 30 0
Do
Gunning ......................... 75 0
Guntawang ................... 19 0
.................... . 10 0
Gurrdahl.
on
Guyong ......................... 21 0
Guyn ............................ 10 0
4

jjamilton .......................37
Hanging Rock ................ 12
Hargravos ..................... 19
Harrington ................... 10
Hartley ..........................33
Hartley Vale ...... ............. 11

Nanie of Post

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Office.

Salary.

£ s.d.
Harwood Island ..............11 0 0
Hawke's Rest ..................10 0 0
Hay.. .......... ... ................o 0 0
Do. Assistant ............. 130 0 0
Haydonton ......................44 0 0
Haymarket (Branch Office) 190 0 0
Do.
Assistant ....... 100 0 0
Heifer Station ................. 10 0 0
Hexham ......................... 40 0 0
Iligham Road .................10 0 0
HilIas Creek ................... ii 0 0
...................... 37 0 0
511i11 End
40 0 0
Assistant
Do.
Hillston ..................... .....Nil
Hinton ........................ 30 0 0
..... 52 0 0
*iiomobusll
Home Rule ................... 60 0 0
Iiornsby ..........................18 0 0
Hoskins' Town .................11 0 0
Rowe's Valley .................11 0 0
Howiong .......................27 0 0
llungcrford ....................12 0 0
Jiunter's Hill ................ o2 0 0
Huntingdon ....................11 0 0
iluskisson .......................11 0 0
Icely .............................16 0
Ilford ............................ 46 0
fluka ............................ 22 0
Ingliston .......................10 0
9nverell ..........................Nil
Ironharks ...................... 34 0
Troncove Bridge ............. 2. 0
Ivanhoe ......................... 19 0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
(1
()
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

...................... 40
.Jembaicurnbene ............. 13
....... 30
*Jercelderlc
26
Assistant
Do.
Jerrong ......................... 11
Jerry's Plains ................ 2o
Jindabyne .......................13
Joadja Creek , ............... 10
Jordan's Crossing ............. 30
Jugiong .•..................... 15
Junction Point ................ 12
Junee .............. ... ... ........ 10
25
Jnneo Railway Station
5 Jainheroo

0
0
0
0
0
0
0 Kamenikn ...................... 17
0 Kanagaloon ...................... 14
0 Kangaroo Creek ..............11
0 Kangaroo Valley ............. 28
0 K.aynga ......................... 11
0 Keepit ......................... 12
0 Kelso ............................ 59
0 Kenipsey .......................38
0 Iterrabec .......................20
0 Khancoban ....................10
0 Kiaana ......................... .....il
Do. Assistant ...........52
0
0 *KiandL:a ........................3
0 Kimbnka ........................11
0 Kineuniber ........................13
0 King's Plains .....................10
0 Kmgstown .......................10
0 King-street (Branch Office) 150
0 K,ora .............................11
0 Kogarah ..........................12
Kunopia ......................... 20
0 Kurrajong ...................... 2o
0 Kurrajong Heights ...........12
0 Kynnumboon ................ 23
0
0 Lggais ..........................14
0 Laguna ......................... 17
0 Lake Cndgelhco ............. 16
0 'Larnhton ...................... 29
13
Assistant
Do.
0
0 Landsdovn ................... 10
0 Langworthy's ................ 19
0 Lanyon ......................... 14
0 Largs ............................ 22
0 Laurieton ...................... iO
0 Lawrence ...................... 23
Lidsdale ......................... 31
0 Limekiins ...................... 11
0 .Umehurner's Creek ......... . Ia
0 Lincoln ......................... 14
0 Lionsvil ie ...................... 15
0 Lismoro ...................... 32
25
Assistant
Do.
0

0
0
0
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Name of Post Office.

Salary.

£ s.
Lithgow
. 46 0
Little Billabong ............ 40 0
Little Hartley ................. 24 0
liverpool ...................... 150 0
Loehinvn.r ...................... 37 0
Long Reach ................... 16 0
Long Swamp ................... 13 0
Lostoek ........................ 14 0
Louth ............................ 12 0
Lower Gundaroo ------------I 19 0
Lower Hawkeshury .........- 11 0
Lower Portland ........ ----- 1 0
Lowosdale ---------------------$ 10 0
Lowther ------------------------- 10 0
Lsscknow .................. --- 23 0
Luddenhain ..................- 18 0
Lyndhurst ..................... 25 0
Macdonald Town ............ - 12
0
tMaequarie Plains ............. 38 0
Major's Creek ........... -...- 27 0
Mount..............................14 0
Maudnran-ia ................... 30 0
Mangrove Creek ............ - 11 0
Manills ......................... 17 0
Do. Assistant .......... 26 0
Manly ............................ 52 0
Do. Assistant .......... 25 0
Manna Field ................... 19 0
March ............................ 10 0
Marengo ..........................21 0
Marlee ... ......... ...............10 0
Marrickville ....................17 0
Marsdens .........................Nil
tMar,ilan ........................ ..45 0
Maryland .......................23 0
MAryvale .......................10 0
Mathoura .......................19 0
Mends .............................13 0
Mayfield ..........................10 0
Meadow Flat ....................27 0
tMenaiagle .......................24 0
'Monindie .......................20 0
Do. Assistant ...........65 0
Meranburn .......................25 0
Merirnhula ....................63 10
Meriudee ........................14 0
Meroe ..............................11 0
Merribung ........................10 0
Morrilla ...........................16 0
'Merriwa ........................9 0
Merrygoen ........................10 0
Micheingo .......................28 0
Middle Ann ....................11 0
Mitburn Creek ..................10 0
Millanmrra ....................ii 0
Miller's Forest .................19 0
Miller's Point (Branch 150 0
Office)
Millfield ..........................lB 0
'Millie ............................ 22 0
'Milton. ........................... 29 0
Mmmi ................... ......... 30 0
I.iitehell's Creek ..............17 0
tMittagong ...................... 16 0
Do. Assistant ....... 50 0
'Moaina ......................... 20 0
Do. Assistant ............. 2o 0
Mogilla ......................... 10 0
Mogil Mogil ................... 18 0
Mogo ............................ 12 0
Mohonga ...................... 10 0
Moira ............................ 10 0
'Molong ...........................Nil
Do. Assistant ............i 0
Molonglo ..................... It 0
Mong't.. ...........................12 0
Monkerm .......................11 0
Montefiores .................. 25 0
Monwonea ...................... 11 0
Moonan3rook .................16 0
Moonbi ......................... 23 0
I

Moor Creek ....................10 0
Moorilda .......................11 0
Moorwatha ....................12 0
Morangaroll ................... 20 0
'Moree .............................Nil
Do. Assistant ............. 40 0
'Morpeth ...................... 84 0
Do. Assistant .......... 20 0
Morton's Creek ................ 10 0

E.M. of Post Office.

d
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Salary.
£

'Moruya
61
Do. Assistant ..............2
Mosagiel .........................24
'Moss Vale ...................... 2&
Do. Assistant
100
'Moalameiu ................... 83
Mount Adrah ................ 10
Mount Gipps ..................12
Mount Harris ...............17
Mount Hunter Creek
10
Mount Macquarie- ...........- -11
Mount Poole ------------------- -10
'Mount Victoria ...............- -29
Mount Vincent ---------------- --10
Mount Wilson ---------------- --10
Mudgee ...... -... - ... - ..... -... -210
Do, Assistant ------------- 100
Mulgoa ..........................16
Mullenijerre ....................25
Mulloon ------------------------- --11
Mnlwal, ------------------------- -18
Mmninell .......................11
Mundooran ....................60
Mungindi .......................28
Mongunyab ....................10
Muic' .............................22
..Il
Mnrarqjj
Murruahateenau ..............11
Murrunabidgerie ..............10
'\'lusTunhi,ia,rah .................20
Do
Assistant 104
Murnarundi ................... 170
Do
Assistant
25
Musgravc .......................10
Muswellbrook ................ 125
Muttasna Reef ................ 10
Mutton's Falls ................ 14
Myrtleville.......................13
Nainbuecs ... ................... 13
Narellan ..........................37
'Narraliri ..........................43
Do. 1st Assistant ... 120
Do. 2nd Assistant... 26
'Narrandera ................... 50
Do
Assistant .........2
'Nelligen ...................... 2]
Nelson's Plains ............... 10
Nen-ig ..........................
..11
0 Nerrigivadah ....................18
0 tNewhridge ....................24
0 Newcastle .......................330
0
Do. 1st Assistant .., 200
0
Do. 2nd Assistant ,.. 150
0
Do. 3rd Assistant ... 100
0
Do. 4th Assistant, &o. 150
0 New.Larnbton ..................18
0 Newpark .......................10
Nowtowse (Branch Office) 150
0
Do. Assistant .......... 25
0 'Nimitybelle ................... 27
0. North Gobarralong ...........10
0 North Richmond ............. 21
0 tNorth \Vagga Railway 30
0
Station.
0 North Willoughby .......... 16
0 Noweudoe ........................12
0 'Noaca ..........................35
0 Nunaba ..........................27
0 Numeralls ..................... ...Il
0 Thndle ..........................27
0
0 Oaks ..............................IS
Oban ..............................11
0 Oberon ..........................20
0 Obley .............................30
0 O'Connell .......................22
0 Onchrganaha ....................15
0 Ophir ..............................10
.......................52
0 'Orange
0
Do. 1st Assistant ........66
0
Do. 2nd Assistant ------- 100
0
4)
0
0
0
0
0
0

s.
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
(1
0
0
0

Name of Post Office.
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
.0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Salary.

6 a.
Farkes
55 0
Do. Assistant ............. 52 0
Park-street (Branch Office) .20 0
Park Village .....................to o
'Paamatta
n................... 160 0
Do. 1st Assistant ...... . 124 0
Do. 2nd Assistant ... 50 0
tParraanatta Junction
20 0
Parramatta.strect (Branch 150 0
Ofliee).
'Paterson ------------------------- 15 0
Do. Assistant ...........39 0
Peat's Ferry - .............. ---- -11 0
Peel ------------------------------- -39 4)
Peehood ........ -............ - -17 0
Pejn.r ---------------------------- -10 0
Pelican Flats ------------------- -Jo 0
Pennant Hills ---------------- -13 0
Penrith ------------------------- 200 4)
Perricoots ---------------------- 10 0
'Petershain ...................... 77 0
l'ieton ............................ 80 0
Pilligu............................ 17 4)
Pine Ridge ..................... - 18 0
Pitt Town ...................... 22 0
Pokolbin ......................... 10 0
l.'onto ---------------------------- 10 0
'Pooiieari. ........................Nil
Do. Assistant ............12 0
9 Port Macquarie ..............13 0
Do. Assistant ...........25 0
Prospect ..........................17 0
Putty ..............................10 0
Pyree ..............................14 0
Pyrniont..........................25 0
Quainbonc .......................20 0
Quarta Ridge.....................11 0
'Qneanheyan ................... 100 0
Do. Assistant ............52 0
Queen Charlotte's Vale .,. 10 0
Quipolly ..........................20 0
'Quii'iiidi ..........................20 0
D& Assistant .......... 120 0
Rainbow Reach ............. 11 4)
'Raiidwick ...................... 22 0
Rankin's Springs ............. 35 0
tllavensworth .................. 20 0
Rnvden Vale .................10 0
'Raymond Tee-race' ...........91 0
. Do. Assistant ...........25 0
Redbauk ..........................11 0
Redfern (Branch Office) ... 150 0
Red Hill ..........................10 0
Reedy Flat ....................33 0
Reidsdale .......................12 0
Reid's Flat .......................18 0
Richmond ...................... 178 0
fR.iverstono ....................20 0
Robertson .......................37 4)
Rockley ..........................36 0
Rocky Glen ....................15 0
'Rocky Mouth .................50 0
Rocky River ....................18 0
Rolland's Plains ..............14 0
tRookwood ........................10 0
Do, Assistant ............15 0
tRooty Hill .......................20 0
Rothhury .......................10 4)
Rouche]l Brook ...............11 0
Rouse Ui.. .......................20 0
fflydal ..............................57 0
Ryde .............................30 0
Rye Park .......................11 0
*Ry1aa
..34 0
5

Sackville.Reaels ..............12
St. Alban's ..................... 12
St. Clair ...........................
..11
St.Leonards(I3ranc]a Office) 150

0 0 St. Mark's .......................31
Oxford-street
(Branch 150 0 0 'St. Mary's .......................52
Office).
St. Peter's ...................... 120
Oxley Island .................. ...10 0 0 Scone ............
150
Scott's Flat ................... 10
Paddington (llrnnohOffice) 150 0 0 Sealiana ..........................13
Pallamallawa................... 10 0 0 Sohastopol ...................... 10
'Pahnor's Island ................ 25 0 0 Sodgefield ...................... 10
Palmer's Onkey................ 11 0 0 tSeven Hills ....................13
Pambula......................... 32 0 0 Sheet of Bark ................ 20
...............
.

d.
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Name of Post Office.

Name of Post Office.

Salary.
£ a. d.

Shellharbour ................... 22
Shepherd's Town ............ I 3
.10
Silent Grove ....................
*5jj leton ......................
fo. Assistant .......... 75
Smithfield .......................10
Smith Town ................... 10
.. ............... 47
*Sofala
Somerton ...................... 18
South Bowenfells ............. 22
South°ate ...................... 10
*South°Gnfton ............... 25
South Gundagai ............. 33
tSpring Grove .................. 25
tSpring Hill ------------------- 10
Spring Ridge------------------- 10
S sringsido ... ------------------- 15
Stanborough ------------------- 22
Stockton------------------------- 13
Stroud ------------------------- 13
Do. Assistant ------------- 26
Summer Island - .............. - 34
Sutton Forest .............. -- 29
Swallow's Nest ................ 13
Swan Bay ...................... 15
Swanbrook .......................10

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
C)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Tooloom ..........................11 0
Toonsa.... ........................ 13 0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Tabulaen .......................... 21
Talawanti ---------------------- 11
Tally ITo ---------------------- 10
Tambaroora .................. -63
Tninbar Springs ..............16
¶I'amworth ........................54
Do. Assistant .......... 150
Tan nangaroo ................ 19
Tauja ........................... 10
Tankeröoki ................... 13
Tars o ...........................Tarafg's ......................... 24
tTarani ..........................36
Tareutta ......................... 45
.................... 5
*Taree
Tarlo ............................ 21
Tatham ......................... 1.0
Telegraph Point ............. 16
Ternora ......................... 11
Tempo............................ .14
Tenandra ...................... 12
.............. 18
*Tenterfi&d
104
Assistapt
Do
Tent Hill .......................12
Teran .............................34
The Bulea .......................10
The Gull .......................10
The Junction ........ ............18
The Laroon ....................11
The Refs .......................10
10
The Valley
Thuroona ...................... 20
Ti 'lips Hill ................... 20
Tiha Tuba...................... 11
Ti,nbarra ...................... 14
Timbuliea ...................... 10
Timbriebmigie .................11
Tinior .............................10
*Tinglfl ..........................35
Tinonee ............. ............. j 44
Tirranin ..........................10
Tocuanwal ...................... 23
Toenago ......................... 16
Tomnerong ...................... 13
Too ong ......................... 20
Tooybuek ................... 11

0

0

£ s.
Towamba ....................... 11 0
irunkey Creek ................. 40 0
Tuen ............................. 23 0
'puIlimbar ....................... 1 I 0
Tunaheruenba .................... 33 0
tumut .......................... 90 0
Do. Assistant ............. 62 10
Tweed Heads ................ 10 0
Tweed Junction ............. 18 0
Two-mile Flat ................ 13 C)
Tyndale ......................... 10 0
Uarbry .........................11 0
Ulladsella ---------------------- 22 0
*olmafl.a ................... -.... -40 0
Underbank ------------------- 10 0
Unmngar ---------------------- 23 0
Upper Bankstown ---------- 13 0
Upper Burragorang ---------- 10 0
Upper Gundaroo -- .......... - 20 0
Upper Manilia---- ...........-10 0
I 0
1.1pper Myall ------------------ -i
Upper Pyrarnul.. .............. U 0
Upper.Turon .............. ----- 11 0
5urath ............................ 30 0
Do. Assistant ............ 26 0
Urani.. ................ ........... 14 0
Assistant .......... 40 0
Do.
Urawilkie ---------------------- 20 0
Uriarra ...........................10 0
Vacy .............................14 0
Wegetablc Creek ..............15 0
Vere ..............................10 0
Vittosia ...........................14 0
Wagga Wagga ................. 250 0
1st Assistant 225 0
Do
2nd Assistant 200 0
Do
3rd Assistant 104 0
Do
Wagonga ........................15 0
SVap'a ....... .......................10 0
Walbnndrie .................... 20 0
*Wraleha .......................... 20 0
Do. Assistant .............. 25 0
Wallabadah .....................33 0
Wallaceton ....................10 0
\J\rnllarobhi, ....................1] 0
Walls Walls ....................10 0
tWsllendbeen ....................20 0
Wallerawang ........... .... .....83 0
Walls .............................10 0
*wralgctt ........................50 0
Do. Assistant ...........26 0
'Wallsend ...................... 100 0
Assistant .......... 26 0
Do.
Wamberal ...................... 11 0
Wanaaring ...................... 10 0
Wandaodisn ................... 13 0
Wandella ..... ................ TO 0
Wandsworth ................... 15 0
Wanganella ................... 2u 0
Waratah ......................... 62 0
Wardell ..........................12 0
*Warialda .......................35 0
Warkwoa'th ....................27 0
\Varnotoia ........................14 0
Warrah Ridge .................10 0
Warren ..........................26 0
Watson's Bay .................25 0
IVattainolli ....................10 0
Wattle'Flat ....................31 0
'Waverley .......................52 0
Wee Was .......................d3 0
Wellingrove ....................20 0
'Wellington....................... 61 0
1st Assistant... 100 0
Do.
2nd Assistant.. 37 10
Do.

* The postal and telegraph duties at these places are anialgainsteel.

Name of Post Office.

Salary.
d.
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Salary.
£ F. d.

..........22
*Welabvoath
Assistant
Do.
7'
tWerris Creek ...... ..............13
Westhrook .......................13
*West Kempsey ..................3
West Maitland ................ 262
.1st Assistant 1 100
Do.
2nd Assistant 1 75
Do,
West Tarnworth ............. 75
Assistant lii
Do
Whealbah .......................10
Wheeo ............... ............. 28
Wherrol Flat ..... -... ----...- -10
%%hanstone \alley ---------- -Ii
--10
Wlute Rock --- -- -- ---------Wliittingbncn ..... ...... .... .... 10
*Wjokhnrn ................. ----- 60
W alberforco -- ................ - 20
Wiloannia .......................36
1st Assistant .50
Do.
2nd Assistant ... 26
Do.
3rd Assistant ... 26
Do.
Wild's Meadow ...... -........ - -13
Willanthry ........................10
Willeroon ................... --- -15
Walham-street (Branch 150
Office).
Assistant
75
)?o.
William Town .................12
Wi1low-tree .....................20
Willson's Downfall ............19
Wilson ...........................10
Wilton ...........................14
Windellasna .....................12
Windoyer ........................18
Windsor ......................... 139
tWingen ......................... 11
Wanghnin ...................... 22
*Wisemans Ferry ..............14
Wollar ......................... 20
Wollombi ...................... 27
Wollomombi ................... 10
Woliongbar ....................10
......... 78
*wollongong
Assistant ........52
Do,
\Vollongougli ................... 17
Wo1uinl .......................13
Wombat ......................... 31
Woodbum ...................... 30
Wondhouselee ................ 13
Woodlands ...................... 10
Woodside ...................... 11
Woodvilje ...................... 18
Woollalira ...................... 39
Wooloomoat ................... 10
%\ oomsrgama ................ 20
Woonona .......................35
Woore ....... ......................14
Wyalong... .... ..... ..... ... ......10
Wyboug ..................... .....II
W'yong Creek .................10
\Vyrallsla .......................14
Ysananatree ....................10
Yarrainan .......................13
Yarns .............................10
Yass ............................ 200
Do. Assistant ...............52
Yatteyatah ........................18
Yetholme ........................19
Yetanan ...........................18
floceng ..............................30
Do. Assistant ............. 104
Y. Water ...................... 10

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
.0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
'0
0
0
0

0

t The postal duties at these places are conducted in the Railway Stations.
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B.
Liar of Receiving Offices on 31st December, 1870.
Name of Receiving Office.

Salary.

£ s. ci.
Aberglasslyn ................... 5 0 0
Angledool ...................... 500
Argoon ......................... 5 0 0
Bago ............................ 5 0 0
BaldNob ...................... .5 0 0
Barren Ground ................ 5 0 0
Bedgerebonj ................
...
5 0 0
Belimount liorest ..............5 0 0
Bermaguc ...................... 5 0 0
Bindle ............................ 5 0 0
Boggabilla ...................... 5 0 0
Bolaro ............................5 0 0
Boranibil ...................... 5 0 0
Botany Road ....... ............ 5 0 0
Bowman ......................... 5 0 0
Bredbo ......................... 5 0 0
Broadwater ................... 5 0 0
Brucedale ...................... 5 0 0
Bumberry ...................... .5 0 0
Bumble .........................5 0 0
Burslem's ...................... 5 0 0
Carabost ..........................5 0 0
Cave Creek ....................5 0 0
Clarevaulx ...................... 5 0 0
Cochran Creek ................ 5 0 0
Collingullie ................... 5 0 0
Coolongolook Gold Field.....5 0 0
Craigie ..........................5 0 0
Croydon ......................... 5 0 0
Cunningham ................... 5 0 0
Deep Creek ................... 5 0 0
Doughboy Hollow
5 0 0
Downside ...................... 5 0 0
DryRiver ...................... 5 00

Name of Receiving Office.

Salary.

£

Duke's Springs ................ 5
Duramana ........................9
East Gosford .....................5
lschol ..............................5
Farnham.. .........................5
Faulconhridge ..................5
Carryowen ........................5
Gcrilgambotls .................. ...5
German Creek ..................5
GuIlen ........................... ...5
Halton ...........................9
Hobby'sYards ..................5
Illabo ..............................5
Irvinstone ........................5
Jerrawa ...........................5
Kaiser ..............................5
Kangaroo Camp ...............5
Katoo,nba ........................5
Kilgin ..............................5
Knorrit Flat ..................
5
...
Kyamba ...........................5'
Lamb's Creek ...................5
Little Bombay ..................5
Little Plain .....................5
Morago ...........................5
Morven ...........................5
Mount Pleasant ..............5
j'Mulgra'c'e ...................... 5
Mulfengandra .................4
Nangus ......................... 5
Narrawa ......................... 5
North Oriel ................... 5
North Lismore .................5
No.2West&gssa
5

The postal and telegraph duties at this place are amalgamated.

Name of Receiving Office.

S. d

0 0
00
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 P
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 I)
0 0

Salary.

£ a. d.
Numbogga .......................5 0 0
Ournie.. .......................... 500
Parkesbonrne ................ 5 0 0
Puddlodock ................... 5 0 0
'Redmyre ...................... 5 0 0
Red Range ................... 5 0 0
Rock Flat ...................... 5 0 0
Rocky Hall ................... 5 0 0
Rosobrook .......................5 0 0
Salisbury Plains ............. 5 0 0
Sandy Creek ................... 5 0 0
51mw ............................ 5 0 0
Shepherd's Creek ............ . 5 0 0
'Spnngwood ................... 5 0 0
'Stane
mor ...................... 5 0 0
Sutton .......................... .. 5 0 0
The Pinch .......................5 0 0
The Snowball .................5 0 0
Tomboy ......................... 5 0 0
Trevallyn ...................... 5 0 0
Turlinjah ...................... 5 0 0
Upper Lostock ................ 5 0 0
Vale of Clywdd ................5 0 0
Ward's River ................ 5 0 0
Waterloo ...................... 5 0 0
Willawillingbah ............. 5 0 0
Winbumdale........
..........
5 0 0
\Vomboo (Ho era's) ...........5 0 0
Womboota ( dwards's)
5 0 0
Wyagdon ...................... 5 0 0
Wynd.ham ...................... 5 0 0
Yarran ......................... 5 0 0
Yellow Waterhole
5 0 0

-i
$ The postal duties at these places are conducted in the Ealiny Stations.
C.

RETt'BN showing where the Government have erected or possess buildin?s, and where buildings are leased for the purpose

of Post and Telegraph Offices,

Adaminaby ....................
Adelong .......................
Albury...........................
Do. ...........................
Anvil Creek .....................
Do.
Arakoon .......................
Araluen ........................
Armidale .......................
Do.........................
Ashfleld ........................
Back Creek .....................
Bailina ..........................
Balmain .......................
Baradine ........................
Bairanald ........................
Barraba ........................
Barringun .....................
Bateman's Bay ...............
Bathurst .......................
Do.
...... ..................
Bega..............................
Bendemeer .....................
Berrinu ........................
Do.........................
Bethungra .....................
Biaaloag ........................
Bingera.... .......................
Blacktown ....................
Blandford ....................
Blayuaey.......................
Do........................
Blue Mountain ..............
Bodalla..........................
Boggabri.......................
Bombala .......................
Booligal .......................
Bowenfels ....................
Bourko ..........................
Bowning .......................
Bowrall.........................
Braidwood ....................
Branxton ......................
Broadalbane .................

Post and Telegraph Office .................
do. .
Telegraph Office ..............................
Post Office......................................
do.......................................
Telegraph Office ..............................
Post and Telegraph Office ..................
do.
Telegraph Office .............................
Post Office.......................................
Post and Telegraph Office ..................
Telegraph Office .............................
do.
Post and Telegraph Office ..................
do.
do,
Telegraph Office .............................
do.
do.
Post Office......................................
Telegraph Office .............................
Post and Telegraph Office ..................
do.
Telegraph Office ..............................
Post Office......................................
Post and Telegraph Office ..................
do.
do.
do.
Post Office......................................
Telegraph 051cc .............................
Post Office......................................
Telegraph Office .............................
Post and Telegraph Office .................
do.
do.
do.
do.

-

Office provided by guarantore.
Premises rented.
Government possess a building.
Premises rented.
Accommodation provided at Railway Station.
Premises rented.
Government possess a building.
Premises rented.
Government possess a building.
do.
do.
Accommodation provided at Railway Station.
do.
do.
Premises rented.
(10.

do.
Government possess a building.
Premises rented,
do.
(10.

Government possess a building.
do.
do.
do.
do.
Premises rented.
Government possess a building.
Premises rented.
Accommodation provided at Railway Station.
do.
do.
Government possess a building.
Accommodation provided at Railway Station.
do,
do.
Premises rented.
Accommodation provided at Railway Station.
do.
do.
Premises rented.
do.
Government possess a building.
Premises rented.
Accommodation provided at Railway Station.
(10.
Premises rented.
do.
Accommodation provided at Railway Station.
(10.
do.
do.
do.
Government possess a building.
do.
Accommodation provided at Railway Station,
Post Office......................................
do.
do.
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C—coiainucd.
Accommodation provided at Railway Station.
Post and. Telegraph Office
3rcoza
Premises rented.
(10
Firewarrina ......................
do.
do
31oughton's Creek
(10.
do
3roko ............................
do.
do
6rush Grove
do.
Bulahdelah .......................do
do.
do
Bulh ...............................
do.
do
Ikindarra .........................
Bungesidore ...................... Telegraph Office ................................do.
Rnngvall Flat ...................Post and Telegraph Office ....................Office provided by guarantors.
Premises rented.
Bnrrawang ........................do
Government possess a building.
Bnrrowa ...........................do
Accommodation provided at Railway Station,
I3urwood ...........................do
Jamden ......................... Telegraph Office ............................... Premises rented.
J.vnpbelltown .................. Post and Telegraph Office ....................do.
do.
.do
andelo ............................
Jannonbar ...................... Telegraph Office ................................do.
areoar .......... ..................Post and Telegraph Office .................. Government possess a building.
Premises rented.
jasino ..............................do
do.
Jassilis ..............................do
Jentral Kempsey ............. Telegraph Office ................................do.
larenee River Heads ....... Post and Telegraph Office ................... Accommodation provided at Customs' Station.
Premises rented.
do
Jiarence Town
J]aronce Tunnel ................ Post Office ....................................... . Accommodation provided at Railway Station.
Iliften ............................ Post and Telegraph Office ................... Premises rented.
Office provided by guarantors.
do
Jobargo .........................
Premises rented.
do
Jonddbolia ......................
do.
Joolah ............................
do
Government possess a building.
do
Joonia ............................
do.
do
J.00nabarabrn
Premises rented.
do
Joonamble ......................
do
do.
Jooranbong ......................
do.
do
Jootamundra
do.
do
Jopeland North
do.
do
Jopinanhurat
do.
Joraki ..............................do
do.
Jorowa ..............................do
do.
Jowra ..............................do
Jroki ............................ Telegraph Office ............................... Office provided by guarantors.
Jroydon ......................... Post Office ........................................ Accommodation provided at Railway Station.
Jtmdletown ..................... . Telegraph Office ............................... Premises rented.
Deevwater ...................... Post and Telegraph Office ................... Office provided by guarantors.
Deniliquin ....................... Telegraph Office ............................... Government possess a building.
do.
do.
...................... Post Office.........................................
Do
do.
Denman ......... ................ Post and Telegraph Office ....................do.
Accommodation provided at Railway Station.
do
Dou lass Park
Government poss a building.
Dubto .............................do
Premises rented.
Dnngo...........................do
Government possess a building.
do
Fiast lLitland
Premises rented.
Jden ................................do
do.
dgecliff ..........................do
niu Ferry ......... ... .......... Post Office............ ...... ... ............... ..... Accommodation provided at Railway Station.
Fuston ........................... Post and Telegraph Office ................... Government possess a building.
'arley .............................Post 011icc....................................... Accommodation provided at Railway Station.
l'erninount ...................... Telegraph Office ............................... Premises rented.
E'orbes ........................... Post and Telegraph Office ....................do.
.do.
?rederickton ................... Telegraph Office ................................
:4eorge's Plains .................Post Office ........................................ Accommodation provided at Railway Station.
Dermanton ...................... Post and Telegraph Office ................... Government possess a building.
Office provided by guarantors.
)orringong .......................do
do.
Jinninderra...................... Telegraph Office ................................do.
do.
Dladstone ...................... Post and Telegraph Office ....................do.
Premises rented.
]-lebo .............................do
Dlobe Island ................... Telegraph Office ............................... Government possess a building.
do.
Dlen macs ...................... Post and Telegraph Office ....................do.
Premises rented.
floucester .......................do
Dongolgan ...................... Telegraph Office ................................do.
Doodooga ..........................Post and Telegraph Office ....................do.
do.
iosford .........................do
Post Office .........................................do.
Doulliurn ............................and
............. ..... .... Telegraph Office ............................... Government possess a building.
Do
do.
Telegraph Office ...................do.
Drafton ......................... Post
Premises provided free.
do
Dreenwell Point
Government possess a building.
Drenfell ..........................do
do.
do.
Dulgong ..........................do
Premises rented.
Dundagai ..........................do
do.
Dunnedah .......................do
Dunning ..........................Telegraph Office ............................... Accommodation provided at Railway Station.
hamilton ..........................Pest and Telegraph Office ................... Premises provided free.
Government possess a building.
Flay ................................do
Premises rented.
ha 'market .......................do
Government possess a building.
Ftil End .........................do
Premises rented.
Elillston ..........................do
Accommodation provided at Railway Station.
Elomebush .......................do
Fiowlong ......................... Telegraph Office ............................... Premises rented.
hunter's Hill ................... Post ana Telegraph Office ....................do.
Government possess a.building.
Evorell ................................do
Office provided by guarantors.
Tamberoo .............................do
Government possess a building.
Jcrceldcrie ..........................do
Jerry's Plains ................... Telegraph Office ............................... Premises rented.
Signal and Pilot Station.
Jervis Bay ......................do
Accommodation provided at Railway Station.
do
liuieo ............................
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Kelso
. Telegraph Office
. Accommodation provided at Railway Station.
ICiama .............................Pos t and Telegraph Office ................... Premises rented.
Kiandra .............................(10
Government possess a building.
King-street ..........................do
Premises rented.
I
ICyamba .............................do
Government possess a building.
Kynnuniboon .......................do
Premises rented.
Lambton ..........................do
do.
Lawrence ........................ Telegraph Office ............................... Office provided by guarantors.
Lismoro ....................
Post. and Telegraph Office ................... Premises rented.
Lithgow ......................... Telegraph Office ...............................
do.
Lrverpool ......................... Post anti Telegraph Office ....................do.
Lochinvar ...................... Telegraph Office ............................... Accommodation provided at Railway Station.
Louth .............................do
do.
do.
Lueknow ......................... Post and Telegraph Office................... Premises provided free.
Macquarie Plains ............. Pest Office ........................................ Accommodation provided at Railway Station.
Do
Telegraph Office ...............................do.
do.
Mackay River Heads
do
Signal and Pilot Station.
Manillu ........................... . Post and Telegraph Office ................... Premises rented.
Manly ............................
(10
do.
Marsden's ......................
do
do.
Marulan .........................do
Accommodation provided at Railway Station,
Menangle......................... Post Office ............................................do.
do.
Do. ......................... Telegraph Office ..................................do.
do.
Menindie ......................... Pes t and Telegraph Office ...................mises
Pre
rented.
Merimbula ........................do
do.
Merriwa ...........................do
do.
Michelage ..................... Telegraph Office ............................... Office-provided by guaranters.
Miller's Point ................... Pest and Telegraph Office ................... Premises rented.
Millie ............................... .
do
do.
Milton ................................do
do.
... Post Office ........................................ Accommodation provided at Railway Station.
Mittagong ...................
Meama ............................ Pest and Telegraph Office ................... Premises rented.
Moleng ............................do
do.
Melongle .......................
.
.
Telegraph Office ...............................
do.
Morangarell
do
do.
Mores ........ .................... Post and Telegraph Office ....................do.
Morpeth .........................Offido,
Government possess a building.
Mornya ..........................do
Premises rented.
Moss Vale .......................do
do.
Moulamein .......................do
Government possess a building.
Monn.t Victoria
do
Premises rented.
Mudgee ......................... Post Office
ce . ........................................ Govermeent postess a building.
Do.... .......................Telegraph Office ...............................
do.
do.
Murrumbnrrah ................ Post and Telegraph Office ...................
do.
do.
Murrurundi ...................... Telegraph Office ................................do.
do.
Do
...................... Post Office .........................................Prcmises rented.
Muswellbroelc ................... Pest and Telegraph Office ................... Government possess a building.
Nainbucca ...................... Telegraph Office ............................... Premises rented.
Narrabri ......................... Post and Telegraph Office ................... Government possess a building.
Narrazidcra ......................do
Premises rented.
Nattai ............................ Telegraph Office ............................... Accommodation provided at Railway Station.
.........................
Nelligen
Post and Telegraph Office ................... Premises rented.
Nelon's Bay ................... Telegraph Office ............... ................ Signal and Pilot Station.
Newhridge ...................... Pest Office ........................................ Accommodation provided at Railway Station.
Newcastle ...................... Telegraph Office ............................... Government
0
possess a bnilding.
....................... Post Office .......................................
Do
do.
do.
Newton Boyd .................... Telegraph Office ..............................' Premises rented.
Newtewjm .......................... Pest and Telegraph Office ...................
do.
Nirnitybelle ........................do
do.
North Wagga .....................do
. Accommodation provided at Railway Station.
Nowra ..............................do
Premises rented.
Nulla NO Ila ....................... Telegraph Office .............................. Premises rented.
Orange ............................ Post and Telegraph Office ................... Government possess a building.
Oxford-street .....................do
Premises rented.
Paddington ........................do
do.
Palmer's Island
do
do.
Parkcs ..............................do
do.
Park.street ........................do
Premises rented.
Parramatta ........................ do
do.
Parramatta Junction
do
Accommodation provided at Railway Station.
Parramatta-street
do
Premises rentcd.
Paterson ..........................do
do,
Penrith ............................ Pest Office ........................................do.
Penrith ............................ Telegraph Office ............................... Accommodation provided at Railway Station.
Petersham ...................... Post and Telegraph Office ....................do.
do.
Picten ............................ Telegraph Offico' ................................- do.
do.
Pilliga ............................ Post and Telegraph Office ................... Premises rented.
Pooncarie..............................do
do.
Port Macqnarie
do
do.
Port Stephens ................... Telegraph Office ............................... Signal Station.
Queanbeyan ..................... . Post and Telegraph Office ................... Premises rented.
Quirindi ........................ i
do
do.
Raglan ............................ Telegraph Office ............................... Accommodation provided at Railway Station,
Randwick ...................... Post and Telegraph Office ................... Premises rented.
Ravensworth ...................
do
Accommodation provided at Railway Station.
Raymond Terrace
do
Government possess a building.
Redfern ................................do
Premise.s rented.
Do.
Railway Station Telegraph Office ............................... Accommodation provided at Railway Station.
Richmond ...................,.I
do
Government possess a building.
Do.
.....................I Post Office ............................................do.
do.
Riverstone ......................
do
Accommodation provided at Railway Station.
I.
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Robertson
. Telegraph Office
. Premises rented.
Rockley ...............................do
do.
Rocky Mouth ................... Post and Telegraph Office ..........................do.
...........................
Rookwood
do
............... . ..... ..kccomsnodation provided at Railway Station,
Rooty Hill ... ... ... ...... .......Post Office ........................................do.
do.
Ky dal ............................ Post and Telegraph Office ...................do.
do.
Rydo ................................do
Premises rented.
Rylstone ..........................do
do.
Scone ................. ........... Post and Telegraph Office ................... Government possess a building.
Seal Rocks ...................... Telegraph Office ........................ .... ....ignal Station.
Seven Hills ...................... Post and Telegraph Office ................... Accoinniodation provided at Railway Station.
Singleton .........................do
Government possess a building.
Sinithtown ...................... Telegraph Office ............................... Premises rented.
Sofala .. ................ .......... Post and Telegraph Office ...................do.
South Head ...................... Telegraph Office . ........... . .................. Signal Eation.
South Graf ton ...... . .... ........ Post and Telegraph Office ................... Premises rented.
Spring Grove .....................do
E Accommodation provided at Railway Station.
Spring Hill ...................... Post Office .................................................do.
do.
Springwood ...................... Telegraph Office .......................................do.
do.
St. Albans ........................do
Premises rented.
St. Leonards ................... Post and Telegraph Office ...................
do.
St. Mary's ........................do
do.
Stroud ..............................do
.
do.
¶Iahulam ......................... Telegraph Office ...............................
do.
Tanibaroora ...................... Post Of
Office .........................................do.
Tamworth ...................... Post and Telegraph Office ................... Govermnent possess a building.
Tanna ..................................do
Accommodation provided at Railway Station.
Tarentta ......................... Telegraph Office ............................... Premises rented.
Tarec . .......................... Post and Telegraph 0111cc ................... Government possess a building.
Tathra .......... . ................ I Telegraph Office ............................... Premises rented.
Tonterfield ...................... Post and Telegraph Office ................... Government possess a building.
..
Terara ...........................
Telegraph Office ............................... Oflicc provided by guarantors.
Tingha ............................Post and Telegraph Office ................... Premises rented.
Tition ee ......................... Telegraph Office ...................................do.
..
T usnhcru mM .................
do
Office provided by guaraistors.
Tumut ..................... .. .... .Post and Telegraph Office ................... Premises rented.
Ullailulli ........................r Telegraph Office ...............................
do.
Ulmarra ......................... Post and Telegraph Office ...................
do.
llralla ..............................do
do.
Urana ..............................do
Government possess a building.
Vegetable Creek
do
Premises rented.
Wagga Waggs ..................do
Government possess a building.
Walelta ............ ..................
do
Premises rented.
Walgctt ...........................do
do.
Wallabadah ...................... Telegraph Office ............................... Office provided by guarantors.
Wallaeeton ...................... Post Office ... ... ............ ..... .................Accommodation provided at Railway Station.
Wallendbeesi ........................do
do.
do.
\Vallerawaug ....... ............T
Telegraph Office ...............................do.
do.
\V allscnd. ......................... Post and Telegraph Office ................... Premises rented.
Waratah .........................
do
do.
Wardell .........................
do
Office provided by girarantors.
Wariatda .........................d'
Premises rented.
Warksvorth ..................... Telegraph Office ................................do.
Warren ........................... Postand Telegraph Office ....................do.
Waverley...........................do
do.
Wee Was......................... Telegraph Office ................................do.
Well ington .......................Post and Telegraph Office ................... Government possess a building.
Wentworth .........................do
do.
do.
Werris Creek ................... Telegraph Office .. ............................. Accommodation provided at Railway Station.
West Kempsey ...............I Post and Telegraph Office ................... Government possess a building.
West Maitlaud ............... Post Office ........................................ Premises rented.
............... Telegraph Office .............................. Government possess a building.
Do.
West Tamwortli ................Post and Telegraph Office ................... Premises rented.
\Tic lthamn
do
do.
Wilcaunia .....................
do
do.
William-street
do
do.
Willow tree .......................do
do.
Windsor .........................elegraph
T
Office ............................... Governmen t possess a building.
Wisigliasn ...........................do
Premises rented.
Wisemna]fs Ferry ............. Post and Telegraph Office ..................
do.
Wollombi ............................do
do.
\Vollongong
do
Government possess a building.
Wolumia .................. ....... 'telegraph Office ............................... Office provided by gnarantors.
Woodhurn ...................... Post and Telegraph Office ......... . .........Premises rented.
Yam............................... Post Office ........................................
do.
Do................................ Telegraph Office ............................... Governmen t po9ess a building.
Yetman ...............................do
.......................Premises rented.
Young ............................dPostan
Telegraph Office ...................Government possess a building
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APPENDIX D.
LIST of Stamp-sellers on the 31st December, 1879.

Name.

Residence.

Appoultnint.

j

Name.

Rrsidenee.

Ap,nt.

Abbott, Elizabeth 107, Oxford-street ....... 21 June, 1873] Fortior, Wm. ........89, Sussex-street ......... .14 Nov., 1366
Ab?ahams, M. 0.342, Elizabeth-street... 13 Nov., 1877 Fowler, H. V ....... ..
Onstlereagh-street 17 Feb., 1869
Abrou, A. F- ......--398, George-street
6 Aug., 1867 Fowles, Coo. ....... ¶uckland-st., Waterloo 27 Mar., 1876
Armstrong, B. A
Tintaldra, Vietork....... 6 Dec., 1876 Foxall, W. S. ...... . Auburn-st., Goulburn.. 14 Feb., 1877
Arnold, A ............. Newtown ................... 24 Mar., 1879 Fryer, Thomas... Kemp-street, Wallsend 19 July, 1879
Asser, N. F --------- - -Scone --------------------- 3 Mar., 1863 Fulten, W. .......... Fenrith ...................... 23 Jan., 1877
Bale, M ary .......... Woollahra ................ 11 May, 1870 Gazxard, Moses
Church-st., Parramatta 8 Aug., 1876
Ball, B ................ . Goulburn ------------------- 30 Dec., 1862 Gerrard, Mrs. ....... Newtown ------------------- 20 Jan., 1873
Banks, Mrs, Ellen Liverpool Road, Ash 28 Oct., 1879 Gibl,, James.......... LivorpoolRoad,Ashfleld 15 Feb., 1873
field.
Gibbs, Shallard, & 70, Pitt-street ..............17 Aug., 1868
Barker, F. j..........,
.85 Sussex-street ......... . 23 June, 1870 Co.
Barratt, Mrs. M
152, King-street ...........14 Jan., 1878 Goodrick, Thomas Abererombie.plaee and 20 Mar., 1879
Beare, J. C............192, WTilliam.street ... 25 June, 1868
Cleveland.streot.
Beck, Miss Eliza
Burrowa East ............. 29 Nov., 1878 Gordon & Gotch
357, George-street
8 April, 1865
Bennett, G. M, ., 135, King-street ...........17 Sept, 1869 Creisen, Martin
260, George-street ------- -16 Feb., 1871
Bennett, AIM
Ei-enieg News Office, 29 Sept., 1869 Guinery, A. ......... .l,Argyle-street,Miller's 17 Aug., 1870
148k 150, Pitt-street
Point.
Beat, Chas- ... ..... - 368, George-steeet ....... 13 Aug., 1869 Gulliver, John ...... - Newcastle -----------------30 june, 1869
Berry, W. H. C
Menindie ------------------- 10 Feb., 1879 Hall, C ................Crown Road & Quarry- 4 Sept., 1879
Black, J M .......... Ayrdale, Merimbula ... 4 Dec., 1874
street, Ultimo.
Elubdorn, J. H.
159, Phillip-street ....... 26 June, 1877 Hall, William ..... -- Mndgee ...................... 24 Oct., 1879
Bohrsmann, M. C 30, Oxford-street
10 May, 1869 Hardie, Thomas
Morehend-st., Redfern 7 April, 1879
Bowyer, George
410,
Elizabeth-street 26 May, 1865 Hardy, Edward
King-street, Newtown 17 April, 1879
South.
Harper, W............65, Upper William-st., 24 June, 1860
Brecke,
nridge Rbt Newcastle ................ 14 Aug., 1876
South.
B,
rown
Mrs .......... 4, Argyle-place .......... 17 April, 1879 Harrison M........... 93, Castlereagh.street.. 20 Aug., 1875
Bruce, W. L. ...... Railway Store, Northl 19 June, 1879 Harry, H ............. . Pitt and Wells Streets, 17 Oct., 1879
.Wagga
Redfern.
Buist, H.............. 113, King-street ......... 13 June, 1870 Harvey, T. F. ...... . Pitt and Wells Streets, 25 June, 1878
Bullard, William 342, George-street
7 Aug., 1879
Rcdfern.
Butler, Thos. ........163, York-street .......... 22 Dec., 1870 Heather, A............113, George-st. North.. 5 July, 1879
Callaghan, M. J
Mort-atreet, J3almain... 16 June, 1874 Hiekey, \V ............I IS, George-street
7 June, 1877
Callaway, It .......... 140, King.st., Sydncy. 4 Oct., 1877 Hill, Geo...............796, George-street ....... 13 Feb., 1877
Campbell, James
Pitt-street, Redi era ... 3 Aug., 1875 Hill, J................. 792, George-street ........16 June, 1858
Caselmane, Mrs. R Noum,NewCaledonia
ea
30 Dec., 1872 Hill Brothers
130, William-street ,.. 19 Oct., 1877
Casperson, Mrs. L Tumut ...................... 29 May, 1871 Hineheliffe, S. A
Waterloo ...................2 Aug., 1875
Castner, J. L ....... RedfernRailwayStation, 10 Feb., 1875 Hinder, H. J - ------ - Glebe Road ............... 10 Oct 1877
Clark, C. M .......... High-street,
West 14 Feb., 1876 Hobbs, W. J. ...... ..Newcastle .................6 Oct., 1870
Maitland.
Holder, Thos. ...... . Australian Club ......... 28 Nov., 1870
Clarke, Henry .......Stanmore Road, New 21 Feb., 1879 Hordern, J. L........ 211, Pitt-street .......... 17 Mar., 1877
town.
Hoy, Alfred ......... . Wallangra, near Wan- 5 Nov., 1877
5&6,Market-buildings, 14 May, 1879
Clarke, J. W. H
aIds.
George-street.
Hughes William , Cooma-streot, Yam ...... .4 Nov., 1879
Clarke, B..............193, Oxford-street ....... 24 Dec., 1868 Hunter, W. C ........ \Vngga Wagga............ 19 July, 1369
Clifford,James
Jaes
Botany Road, Rediern 20 Sept., 1865 Isanes, Levien ------- Sydney ...................... 24 July. 1877
Coates & Test ....... 60. William-street ....... 27 April, 1872 James, 1).............. 41, Oxford-street
27 April, 1870
Cole, B. It. .......... 394, George-street ------- 22 Oct., 1867 James & Co
515, George-st., Sydney 17 May, 1877
Cole, 5...... .......... . Enmorel{oad,Newtewu 6 Feb., 1875 Jansen, F........... 78, Market-street
29 Sept., 1877
Colman, G. ...........178,Albion-street,Surry 17 Dec., 1879 Jerrems, Charles
37, George-st., West ... 2 May, 1879
Hills.
Jones, A.............. 46, George-st., West... 2 Dec., 1868
CoIwell, J............. 88, Gipps-street, Surny 5 Nov., 1875 Jones, J. ft.......... Bathurst ...................1 Oct 1362
Hills.
Jones, SamnI. ....... Glebe Store, Glebe,, 25 May, 1876
Coulon, 1sf. .......... Cooma-street,Yam........1 Nov., 1879
Newcastle.
Tamworth .................18 Sept., 1870 Jordan, Mrs. Jane 124,Market-st.,Sydaey 24 Sept., 1878
Cook, Chester T
......................
27 Aug., 1864 Kavanagh, M-------- Liverpool and Harbour 2 Aug., 1877
Coull, W .............Picton
Dalby, James ....... Anson-street, Orange... 24 July, 1877
Streets.
Davis, B. .............Parramatta ................ 22 Mar., 1871 Kerr, A. A. ......... . Goulburn ................... 13 June, 1872
Davis, Mrs. L ....... 32, Kent-street ...........17 Jan., 1878 Kingcott, J .......... Kingston, Newtown ... 14 Aug., 1876
190, Pitt-street ---------- 11 Oct., 1878
Dawsou, Mrs. Mar- 28, Sussex-street ..........9 June, 1879 Kirby, Mrs, S. S
garet.
Kline J. ..............Campbell's Hill, West 9 June, 1875
Milson's Point, St. 1 July, 1869
- Maitland.
Deacon, Thomas
Loonards.
Knaggs & Co. ....... Iseweastle ................ 29 June, 1865
Dixon, Thomas
Parramatta................ . 1 May, 1870 Knowles, B. H----- 200, Sussex-street
2 Nov., 1374
Goulburn ...................7 Dec,, 1878
Dixon, B ...............Greta, Anvil Creek ------- -2 Aug., 1875 Lansdown, John
Dodd, A.............. Grey-street, Glen Innes 28 Feb., 1877 Lawrence, Richard 00, Oxford-street
13 Feb., 1877
14 June, 1879
Dole, James ......... . Glebe Road .................2 June, 1865 Lee & Ross .......... 53, Market-street
Dowues, It- .........- 281, Pitt-street,Sydney 20 Aug., 1877 Lunt, Thomas ....... Luntvale, Tareutta ...... . 19 Jan., 1871
South Head Road, 14 July, 1879
Drake, Henry ........Hercules-street
and 22 Jan., 1879 Lynch, John IV
Liverpool Road, AshPaddington.
field.
M'Phail, Emma , 99, William-street
3 Dec., 1872
Dugdale, P. W. ., Taree ........................ ..4 Jan., 1876 M'Neil, S........... 70, Sussex-street ......... 20 Mar., 1860
Dunn, Patrick ....... Mulwala ....................8 Dec., 1864 Maddock, W........ 381, George-street
6 Aug., 1863
Eames, W. D.........14, Oxford-street
28 Jan., 1864 Mallam, H. G. .....Beardy-st., Annidale,.. 9 Feb., 1877
Leiehhardt-street Wa 10 June, 1879 Marshall, F........ Glen limes ---------------- -8 Dec., 1876
Edwards, John
May, Win. ...........Legislative Assembly... 11 July, 1879
verley.
188, William-street ... 23 April, 1879
Egan, Elizabeth , Old Newtown Road ... 27 Oct., 1873 Meads, Mrs. C
Eve, Jas. ..............159, Pitt-street ...........13 Nov., 1877 Menser, L - --------- - Church-st., Parramatta 16 Feb., 1877
Fairfax & Sons - . - Hunter & Pitt Streets 5 April, 1864 Miller, Mrs ........ --- 57, New Pitt-street ... 4 Dec., 1874
Fieldhouee,E.&W Campbelltown ............ ..S Aug., 1864 Mills, M - ------- ---- - Newtown ....................19 Dec., 1873
Fitzosborne, James Howsck-st., Bathurst... 12 Nov., 1878 Montgonseny,Hugh Marulan ------------------- 17 Sept, 1867
Fitzpatrick, Mary 35, King-street ---------- -17 May, 1873 Mooney, M----------- -136, Oxford-street ------- 23 Aug., 1878
Moore, Mrs . ........William-st., Bathurst., 17 Dec., 1877
A.
Flanagan, H. F..... 586, George-street ....... 28 June, 1864 Moore, J.............. 554, George-street ------- 23 July, 1856
Foot, 11. B........... flss --...... ----... -- .......- 21 Mar., 1868 Morgan, Francis Regent-st., Newtown. -. IC Mar., 1877
Mrs.
Ford, Eliza ---------- Oeean-street,Woollahra 8 Feb., 1871
Ford, Mrs----------- Parramatta ................ 3 Aug., 1877 Mountford,Martha 230, George-st tet .... 11 Aug., 1871

M
.
Name.

I

Residence.

Appointment,

Muirhead, Robt
Grafton
15 Aug., 1876
Murphy, Sidney
Elizabeth and KingSts 16 Aug., 1876
Murphy, Felix
Bourke and FitzroySts 30 Jan., 1879
Murray, P. .......... Gowra ...................... 28 June, 1879
Musgrave, T........ 84, Windmill-street
25 Nov., 1864
Muspratt, E.........144, William-street
18 Jan., 1860
Nagle, J. H. ..... .West Maitland ..........2 June, 1873
Nash , W m........... 649, George-street ....... 20 Jan., 1873
Neumann, J. H
669, George-st., Sydney 9 Feb., 1870
Newman, Mrs. E George-street, Bathurst 18 Oct., 1878
M.
I
Noake, John
320 & 446, George.st
14 Feb., 1872
Norris, W. J. ....... Forest Lodge, Glebe
22 July, 1873
Norwood,W
W. 3.... Bathurst ....................13 April, 1876
O'Brien, W.......
m
324, Castlereagh-street 18 July, 1870
Olson, S. E. W.
Newtown,
\Vagga 5 Feb., 1879
Wagga.
Page, Joseph ....... Ramornie, Grafton ........17 July, 1872
Page, G. WI.........537, George-st., Sydney 21 Dec., 1876
Perry, W. B. ....... Cipps and Macquarie 23 Nov., 1872
Streets, Surry Hills.
Phihli1i, Mr. ......... .415,Crownstreet,Surry 13 Dec., 1870
Hills.
Phillips, Alfred F Regent-street, Redfem 26 Sept., 1879
Pierce, T .............. Yurong & Stanley Sts
9 July, 1860
Plowman, R. ....... March and Hill Stroets, 7 Dec., 1878
Orange.
Poole, R. L ........... Bolton-st., Newcastle
8 June, 1878
l'opplewell, Mrs.E 776, George-street
1 Mar., 1871
Potts, W, B- ------ - Tnmworth South
20 Nov., 1878
Purchase, Edward 4, Change Alley Build- 22 July, 1879
ings, New Pitt-st.
Randerson, H. S. -- Albion-st., Surry Hills 13 Dec., 1876
licay, F. VT- ------ -Platsburg, Wallsend
9 Aug., 1877
Itedgate, Win..... 292, Bourke-street ....... 25 Feb., 1873
P..............
Reilly,
2, Macquarie-st. South 8 April, 1863
lteuhc-ii Brothers...1 Maitlancl-st., Narrabri 1,0 July, 1879
Reynolds, P. B.... 410, George-st.,Sydney 13 July, 1876
Richardson, Jane Merry-goea ----------------17 May, 1869
Richardson, B- --- - Church-st., Parramatta 4 June, 1877
Riley, W. R. ....... Goulburn ------------------- 27 Nov., 1862
Riordan James .., Union Club ............... 21 Jan., 1879
Roberts, Jas - ------ - Craigie, near Delegate 4 Aug., 1871
Robertson, G ........ 361, George-street ........13 Aug., 1878
Rose, Frank W.
116, King-street .......... 25 Feb., 1873
RowhingThomas
\VilliamDoubleBay 8 July, 1879
Saddling John ....... 98, Philip-street
9 Mar., 1866
Salier, J. J........... 63, Botauy-st., Surry 7 Feb., 1868
Hills
Salmon, 3 ............. King-street, Newtown 21 Oct., 1878
San,lon, C. T. ...... ..RIO, George-street ....... 16 Feb., 1857
Sands, Bolrt ........374, Georgestreet ....... 25 Sept., 1873
Savage, F. J- ------- Narrandera ............... I 26April, 1866
Saywell, T. H........ 6, Park-street ............. 7April, 1863

Name.

Itesidenee.

Scriven, F.
West Naitland
lSApril, 187.5
Sheridan, E... .... .. King-street, Newtowsi 1 May, 1879
Short, B. T.......... Bathurst ................... 21 Dec., 1878
Sigmont, F. 1.1. .... Park and Pitt streets
13 June, 1874
Sippel Bros ........ .. F 520, George-street
7 July, 1871
Sippel llros ..... ...... Young .......................1 Nov., 1862
Slater, Ceo. ......... 9, George-street West
5 Mar., 1879
Smith, J. ..............Deniliquin ................26April, 1875
Smith, Thos. L.
399, George-street ....... 28 Jan., 1879
Smith, James .......167, George.st. North
.5 July, 1879
Smith, D..............187, George-street ........10 Aug., 1872
Smyth & Wells
Hunter&Phillip streets 28Mar., 1859
Solomons, H. B......West Maitland ... ........lSSept., 1879
Soul & Son ...........]77, Pitt-street ...........I3Aug., 1874
Sparks, John G.
B, Maequarie-st., North 23 Sept., 1878
Stallwood, B........54, Castlereagh-street 20Apr11, 1875
Stevens, Joseph
Milson's Point, North 2 Feb., 1878
Shore.
Strong, A ............. Elgin.st.WestMaitland 2SSept., 1878
Sweeney, T. F..... 562, George-street
4 Aug., 1879
Taylor, S.............. 12, Bridge-street .......... 22 Aug., 1870
Thompson & lien 46, Erakine-street ....... 28 Mar., 1879
dcrson.
Thomson, John
72, Pitt-street ............ - 22 Aug., 1871
Tilhury, \V. T ...... - 86, Woolloomooloo-st
27 April, 1872
Tisdale, James
Queen-st., Woollabra
7 Feb., 1879
Thi-ner & Bender- 16 & 18, Hunter-street 9 Dec., 1864
son.
Vial, Emma ........ .. 302, Piley-street .......... 21 Jan., 1876
Volikers, IL A. .... Prince-street, Grafton 25 Sept., 1876
Wallace, Gee- ...... -12.5, King-street .......... 30April, 1873
Walsh, U.... ....... ... Goulhurn ------------------- 25 May, 1864
Watson, R. A ....... Alfred and Castlereagh 17April, 1868
streets.
Wattcrs, Thomas Blue's Point, St 12 July, 1878
Leonarels.
Webb & Co., B.
Georo-street, Bathurst 16 Aug, 1879
Webber, Mrs. ....... 45, Pitt-street ..............12 Oct., 1878
W eber, 1 .............. Araluen ------------------- 14 Feb., 1870
Wells, Henry -- ---- - Darley-st., Newcastle
23 April, 1877
Whiting, Joseph
Taralga .......................19 July, 1866
Whyte, Henry P Boinhah ....................2 Oct., 1878
Wilkinson, W. Al. Grafton ---------------------- -l4Nov., 1876
Williams, WTniter 115, Harbour-street
25Sept.,l879
N.
Wills, John .......... 192, Princes-street .......l6Jan., 1879
Wilshire, W. J
"Royal Hotel,"Sydney 30 Dec., 1875
Wilson, B. S - ------ - St. George's Parade, 21 June, 1877
W aterloo.
Winmill, H. ......... Myall Creek, Bingera
IS Aug., 1875
Winton, F. S - ------ - St. Leonards ............. 11 Aug., 1870
East Gosforil ............. 22 Sept., 1879
Worley, J. B. S
Wright, Win... .... . 24, Sussex-street
25 Aug. 1879
Yco, T. H- ......... -183, Pitt-street ..........24Sept., 1874

APPENDIX E.
PARTICULARS of Contracts entered into for the Conveyance of Post Office Mails from 1st January, 1879.

I

Contractors'
Names.

I

Postal floes,
Addresses.

-

Frequency
of

II

Mode of

II

Annual
Amount
able to
I Contractors,

I Co,n,nuni- Conveyance. I

I

cation.

I
I

Date of
Termi,ntio,i
of

Contracts.

WESTERN, SO

1 Cobb & Co - ------ -Sydney ---------

1, eonmejue,ice of the cxten,ioi, of the Railway to Warral,, that portion of contract. between Railway Station, Murrunindi. Willow-tree, and Warraim
Railway Sl.atlnn rancellod from 13th August. iS?;. and in consefluenee o(the extension of the Hallway to Ti,nworfh, that portion of contract l,etween Willow-.
tree and Ta,,,wc,rth Railway Station cancelled fron, the 1511, Ot-ml,er, 1578. Co,,tractors relieved of Tmmworth Raiiwiy Station and Post Office portion of
contract from 1,5 Starch, la/a.
-

197--B

328
34

Postal lAnes.
Names.

Annual
Amount bay'
of
Mode of
able to
Coniniuni- Conveyance,
Contractors.
cnt1on.

Frequency

Contractors
Addresses.

times
pent. It.

Date of
Tennniataon
of

Contracts.

No. of

Tarcutta and Wagga Wagga
Wagga Wagga, Urana, Jereelderie,
Coree, Conargo, and Deniliuin,
via Brookong.
Railway Station, Murrurundi, and
Post Offices, Haydonton, Murrurundi, Willow-tree, Wallabadah,
Taniworth,
Goonoo Goonoo,
Moonin, Bendemeer, Carlisle
Gully, Uralla, and Armidale.
Beudesneer, Kingstown, Bundarra,
Stanborough, and Inverell, via
Carlisle Gully.
Railway Station and Post Offices,
Blayney and Oarcoar.
Railway Station, Ncwbridge, and
Post Offices, Newbridge and
Trunkey Creek.
Railway Station, Bownang, and
Post Offices, Bowning, Bookhain,
Jugiong, and Coolac.
Railway Station, Cootamundra,
and Post Offices, Cootarnundra,
South

2 Cobb & Co. ...........Sydney

-

I

£

Three...
Four

B. d

Six......

Three...
.

Six.....

-

Three...)
Three...

or lorse
coacn.

Horseback

Six......
4,640 0 0 31 Dec., 1879.

Hillas Creek, Tarcntta, Kyamba,
Little Billahong, Garryowen, and
2 or 4 horse
Germanton.
Wagga Wagga and Germanton .... Seven..,
coach.
From Germanton to Woomargama, Tlnrteen
Mnllengandra, Bowna, Thur'
goona, and Albury.
Prom Albury to Thurgoona, I?onrteen
Bowna, Mullongandra, Woomargaina, and Gersuanton.
.
J

WESTERN ROADS.
58 0 0
I John Stein ...........Parrasnatta ...... Railway Station and Post Office, Fourtimes Horseback
oroftener
Parramatta.
daily.
58 0 0
2 Thos. Thompson ... Pennant Hills ... Parramatta, Field of Mars, and Six .......... Horseback
Pennant Hills.
3 James Clark, junr. NelsonviaBaulk- Parramatta Railway Station, and Six .......... Horseback
90 0 0
(Transferredto John ham Hills.
Post Offices, Parramatta, BaulkCasaidy from 1 May,
ham Hills, and Rouse Hill.
1879.)
4 James Fishburn ... Castle Hill ....... Baulkham Hills, Castle Hill, and Six ......... Horseback
50 0 0
Dural.
Blacktown, Prospect, and Eastern Six .......... Horseback
5 Riehd. 'Wall ......... . Blacktown
50 0 0
Creek.
47 10 0
6 H. J. Kirwan ....... Windsor .......... Windsor and Wilberforce, via the Six .......... Horseback
new bridge.
7 Ohm. Hawkins.. .. Wilberforce ....... Wilberforce, Ebenexcr, and Sack- Three......
.. Horseback
20 0 0
ville Reach.
Sackville Reach & Lower Portland Three ...... Horseback
8 Mnthew Thompson Pitt Town
30 0 0
9 H. J. Kirwan ........Windsor ...........Windsor and Pitt Town ..............Six .......... Horseback
45 0 0
10 Thomas Thompson Pitt Town
Pitt Town, Wisesnan's Ferry Cen- Two ........ Horseback
70 0 0
tral M'Donald, and St. Alban's.
17 0 0
11 John Fuller .......... Wisemasa's Ferry Wiseman's Ferry and Mangrove One ........ Horseback
Creek.
12 William
George. Wiseman'sFerry Wiseanan's Ferry and Lower One .........Horseback
16 0 0
Cross.
Hawkeshury.
13 C. Houghton
Richmond
Riclnnond, North Thchmond, and Six ........ ..Horseback
55 0 0
Kurrajong,
or by
wheeled
conveyance'
14 Michael Gill ......... Cob. ................ Kurrajong and Cole ...................Two ........ Horseback
34 0 0
70 0 0
15 David Hayman ....Cob................. Cob, Putty, and Hoe's
w Valley... One .. ...... Horseback
16 Gee. Stanfield . .. Bririgelly .......... Richmond, Costlereagh, Penrith, Three..., Horseback 100 0 0
M ulgoa, Luddcs,ha,
m and Bringolly.
30 0 0
17 Ceo. Nash .... ......... Penrith ............. Ponrith Post Office, and Railway .hree times Horseback
Station, Pcnrith,
or oftener
daily.
18 John Worthington St. Mary's
Railway Station, South Creek, and Twelve .Horseback
30 0 0
Post Office, St. Mary's
19 Charles Hoy .......... Hartley ............. Railway Station, and Post Office, Twicenor
Mount Victoria; and
f
oily. r, Horseback 110 0 0
Railway Station, Mount Victoria, Seven..
and Post Offices, Mount Victorid,
Little Hartley, and Hartley.
I

31 Dec., 1870.
31 Dec., 1880.
31 Dec., 1881.

31 Dec., 1880.
31 Dec., 1881.
31 Dec., 1880.
31 Dec., 1880.
31 Dec., 1879.
31 Dec., 1880.
31 Dec., 1881.
31 Dec., 1881.
31 Dec., 1879.
31 Dec., 1880.

31 Dec., 1879.
31 Dec., 1881.
31 Dec., 1880.
31 Dec., 1879.
31 Dec., 1879.

31 Dec., 1881,

* Richmond and Castlereagh portion of lsnq diseonti,iucd, and communication on other portion inerm,vd to six times a week from 17th March, 1879,

f:

85
Contractors
OS 5

iames.

Addross,

mao.
-

Frequency
of
Mode of
Coinmuni- Conveyance,
cation.
No. of now,

Anicual
Amount payable to
Contractors.

Date of
terniinatiou
of
Contracts.

2. d.
27 0 0
10 15 0

31 Dec., 1881.
31 Dec., 1879.

Six ...........2 or 4horse
coach.

711 0 0

31 Dec., 1879.

Two ........Horseback

119 0 0

31 Dec., 1881,

Three ......Sprang cart
or coach.

96 0 0

31 Dec., 1879.

2-horse
coach.
Ilforel ............. Ilferd, Orudine, and Sofala .......... Two ....... Horseback
Grattai,
Windeyer, Two ....... Horseback
Avisford .......... Muilgee,
Pu re Point, Campbell's Creek,
Long Creek, Upper Pyrainul, and
Cruclinu, with a branch mail to
and from Grattai, Avisford, and
Hargraves.
Mudgee ............ .Mudgee, Cullenbone, and Gunta- Two ....... Horseback
wang.
Muelgee ...... ....... Mudgee, Merreadee, Burrendong, Two ....... Horseback
and Ironbarks.

185 0 0

31 Dec., 1881.

70 0 0
168 0 0

31 Dec., 1881.
31 Dec., 1880.

65 0 0
28 Thos. C. Markwell,
junior.
127 0 0
29 Martin Nash .......
(Transferred to Win,
Kellett, jun., from
1 August, 1879.)
95 0 0
30 Martin Nash ...... Mudgee ............. Mudgee, Cooyal, Barragon, and Two ....... Horseback
(Transferred toWm
Wo]lar.
Kellett, Jun., from
1 August, 1879.)
31 Thos. Trotter ....... CassiUs ............. Mudgee, l3udgeoBudgcc, &Cassilis Two ....... Horseback 127 0 0
32 Cobb & Co........... Sydney ............. Mudgce, Eurmiderce, H,one Rule, Six ......
or O1Se 1,530 0 0
and Gulgong and
coach.
Golgong, Cobbora (via Cooda- Two ...
mall's), Mundooran, U ilgaurlra,
Curban,
Gulargambone, and
Coonamble.
60 0 0
33 Walter A. Robbins Guntawang ....... Cuntawang will Two-mile Flat ... Two .......Horseback
29 0 0
34 Michael Byrncs ... Hoe
m Rule ....... Rome Rule and Canadian Lead ... Six ..........Horseback
35 §Cobb & Co ......... ...Sydney ............. Gulgong, Denise', Town, and Two .......2 or 4 horse 130 0 0
Coolah. (Contractor to travel
coach.
via Tallewang instead of via
Barney's Reefs, if required.)
36 Isaac Blokemore
Boomley, Cobbora Dubbo and Cobbora ................... Two .......horseback 144 0 0
Bimsaay,
w
and Two .......2or 4 horse 355 0 0
37 Cobb & Co. .......... Sydney ............. Mundooran,
Coonabarabran, via Luekcy's,
coach.
Caigan, Mobala, and liclar.
85 0 0
Horseback
38 B. Leeson ............. Cdolah ............. Mueedooran and Coolala, via One
Queensborough Flat, Bothero,
Digilab, and Dnnikirnini.
Mundooran ...... Mundoeran and Baradinc, via One ....... Horseback 166 0 0
39 Francis Klernm
Bundella, Yarragrcn, Bearboug,
Bidden, Yonlbong, Tenderbrinc,
Cumin Cumin, Tenandra, Panta,
Wingadgeu, and Goorinowa.
Coonabarabran
and
Tambar One ....... Horseback
60 0 0
40 William Pincham Coonabarabran
Springs, via the Box Ridges and
Saltwater Creek.
41 Cobb & Co. ...........Sydney ............. Gilgandra, llurslean's, and Dubbo, Two .......2or4horse 235 0 0
via Terramungamine, Talbragar
coach.
Bridge, and Coal Boggie Creek.
Gilgandra, Collie, Tenandra, and One ------- Horseback 180 0 0
Quambone
42 E. S. Doamelly
Qua,nbone, via Haddon Riggs,
Ingelgar, Carwell, and Burgess.
bon.
...... Ono ....... Horseback
80 0 0
43 liJas. M 'Dougall ... Corrodgeric, Collie Gulargambonc and Quamc
Qua,nbone and Garinda, via One ------- Horseback
80 0 0
44 F. S. Donnelly .... --- Quambone
1sf 'Q.nade's and Flynn's Stations.
CoonambleandWalgett,viaNcbea, One ------- Horseback 227 0 0
45 James M'Cullough Coonainbie
Urawilky, Terembone, Bogawan,
andBilleroy, Colwell's Station
(to follow the Castlereagh River
between Bogawan and Walgett,
travelling via Kidgcar, Yowendab, and Euroka,)
46 Cobb & Co - --------- - Sydney ----- ------- - Coonaenble, Buggil, and Walgett, Two .......2or 4 horse 592 10 0
via Yowee, Bundy, VVingadee,
coach.
and Nugal.
and Baradine, via One ------- Horseback 116 0 0
san
47 H. 3. Nowland - -- Gunaedah ... ....... Coo,able
Nehea, Teridgerie, Billeroy, Terrembone, and lrawilky.
-

31 Dec., 1879.

. Hartley ............ Hartley andHartley Vale ..........
20 Henry Sharp *
21 David Burke ....... Yorkey's Creek Hartley and Lewther ................
via Hartley.
22 Cobb & Co........... Sydney .. .......... Wallerawang Railway Station, and
Post Offices, Walleraang,
w
Lidsdale, Cullen Bullen, Gapes-tee
Casnp, Ilford, Cudgegong, Appletree Flat, and Mudgee.
23 David Thomson ... Oapertee Camp.. Capetrec Camp, Glen Alice, and
Rylatoice, via Gallagher's C000.
(Transferred
to
the Crown, and Bogie.
Josephllughes,froni
1 July, 1879-)
24 John W. Jackson,. Ryistone .......... Ilford and Rylstone ....................
(Transferred
to
Henry Ilisley, from
1 April, 1879.)
25 Henry Bisley
Ryistone .......... Rylstone, Dungaree, and Mudgee
26 Thomas Harland...
27 tJ. H. Gorrie .......

er week.
} iv e .......Horseback
One ........Horseback

Three

31 Dec., 1879.

31 Dec., 1879.

31 Dec., 1870.
31 Dec., 1881.

31 Dec., 1881.
31 Dec., 1879.
31 Dec., 1879.

31 Dec., 1880.
31 Dec., 1880.
31 Dec., 1879,
31 Dec., 1881.

31 Dec., 1879.
31 Dec., 1880.
31 Dec., 1880.
31 Dec., 1880.
31 Jan., 1879.
23 Feb., 1879.

31 Dec., 1880.
31 Dec., 1879.

Contractor allowed 51cc additIonal s,,,n of £15 per annum to eonvo yinails tulle a os-eck extra, fro,n 1st December, 1879.
m
Creek,
eo,atractor performed service as follows -Fm
ro 15 Septe,nber, 1879, viz., Mudgee, Avasford, Hargraves, Windsyor, Pure Polnt Capbell's
1.ong Creek, Upper Pyra,oul, and Crudine.
.
Contractors
allnwed
£
120
per
a,,,,nl
u
extra
to
convey
Vie
Ceonamble,
&c.,
snails
from
Gu'geng
to
Musigee
emedi
suately
after
they
arrsve
at
Gulgong,
I
by a buggy or other light vehicle, froan 20 Fehn,arv, 1379.
* Co,stractors travelled via Tahiowang, from Is May, 1879.
It Contractors' sureties, Samuel Mearos and W. Hall carrying out co,,traet.
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36
Contractors'
05

Names.

.31005

Addresses,

Frequency
of
Mode of
Communl- Conveyance,
cation.
No. of timc

Annual
Amount payable to
Contractors.

Date of
Tennirostion
of

Contract.

erweek.
Three ... Horseback

£ s. d.
99 19 0

31 Dec., 1880.

Two ....... Horseback

30 0 0

31 Dec., 1879.

Three ... Horseback

66 0 0

31 Dec., 1880.

One ...... Horseback

64 0 0

31 DeC, 1880.

One ....... Horseback
Three ... Horseback
Three
Horseback
Two
Two ....... Horseback
Twelve ... Horseback

20 0 0
18 0 0

31 Dec., 1880.
31 Dec., 1880.

45 0 0

31 Dec., 1879.

45 0 0
30 0 0

31 Dec., 1879.
31 Dec., 1881.

Six ...........Horseback
Twelve or 2 or 4
snore,
wheeled
vehicle.
59 Job Boardrnan ........Evans' Plains ... Bathurst and Dunkeld ................ Three ... Horseback
60 Job Boardman ........Evans' Plains ... Bathurst, Evans' Plains, and Fitz- Three ... Horseback
gerald's Valley.
61 J. Ewer ............. ...Oowan,Chamber's Bathurst and Chambers' Creek ... One ........Horseback
Creek.
62 Matthew Walsh .,, Bathurst .......... Bathurst and Esrorn .................. . Sit ..........Horseback
63 Cobb & Co. .......... Sydney ............ . Batliurst, l'cel, Wattle Flat, and Six..........Coach-2
or 4 horses.
Sofala.
64 Thomas W. Short Bathurst .......... Bathurst and Hill End, via the Three .. Horseback
Bridle Track.
65 Archibald M'Kin- Limekilns ......... . Peel, Clear Creek, and Liruekilos Two .......Horseback
loon.
66 Joseph Hall ...........Millamurra ........Peel, Dnransasia, and Millasnnrra Two .......Horseback
67 Emanuel Lewis ... Junetion,Palmer's Sofala and Upper Turon (junction Two .......Horseback
of Palmer's Oakey Creek with
Oakey.
the Turon River).
68 William Cole ....... Box Ridge ....... Sofala and Box Ridge ................ Two .......Horseback
09 William Molosoey.. Sofala ............. Sofala and Hill End ................... Three ... 4-horse
coach.
70 J. S. Willard ...... Tambaroora ....... Bill Rood and Tambaroora ...... .... Six ..... .....Horseback
71 tWilliam Pilley ,.,.Hargraves ....... Tambaroora and Hargraves .......... One .......Horseback
(Contractor to carry out a twice a
week service, if required, at £50
per annum.)
72 James Tier .......... Cow Flat .......... George's Plains Railway Statiom..........Horseback
and Post Offices, Cow Flat asic]
Rockley.
73 Albert Whitoman.. The Lagoon ... .... Cow Flat nd The Lagoon .......... Two .......Horseback
74 Patrick Ctillen ...... Swallow's Nest.. Rockley, Swallow's Nest, and One .......Horseback
Sewell's and
Burraga, via
Warby's, Eagle Vale.
,
7o John Hade ...........'irunkey Creek.. Railway Station, Newbridge, and Three ... Horseback
Post Offices, Newbridge and
Caloola.
Railway Station, Newbridge, and One .......Horseback
76 4James Vaughan... Reedy Creek,
Post Offices, Newbridge, MoorNewbridge.
ilda, and Teesdale.
77 John Hade .......... Trnnkey Creek.. Trunkey Creek and Long Swamp One .......Horseback
78 John Hade .......... Tnhllkey Creek. Trunkey Creek and Tuena .......... One .......Horseback
79 Martin Hickey ... Blayney .......... Blayney and Brown's Creek ...... .... Three ... Horseback
80 Mary J. B. Lee ... King's Plains .. Blayney and King's Plains .......... Two .......Horseback
81 Martin Hickey ... Blayncy .......... Blaynev and Vittori3 .............. Two .......Horseback
82 §Cohb & Co........... Sydney ............. From Railway Station, Blayncy, Six..........2or4 horse
to Post Offices, . Blayney and
coach.
Careoar.
83 George Lobley ...... Mount Macquarie Carcoar, Sin, and Mount Mac- Two .......Horseback
quaric.
84 Mathew O'Brien ... .Sheet of Bark ... Sheet of Bark and Canowindra, Three ... Horseback
via 'The Islands." ., Wood's Flat, and Three
85 James Lynch ....... Sheet of Bark ... Sheet of Bark
Horseback
Milhurn Creek; and
Milbnrn Creek and Darby's Falls Two
86 Frank S. Ruel ....... Forbes .... ......... Cowra, Goolagong, and Forbes ... Three ... 2-horse
u'aggonette
(Transferred
to
MorrTh,
Terence
from 1 Feb., 1879.)
87 John Pagan ..........Carcoar............. Cowra and Grcnfell ................... Three ... 4-horse
coach.
88 Alex. Fraser.......... Grenfell .......... Grenfell and Marsden's................ Two ....... Horsel,ack
89 James Bell .......... Wood's Creek, Grenfell and Brundah Creek ....... Two ....... Horseback
near Grenfehl.
90 Thos. M'Farland... (Ironic11 .......... Grenfell and Goolagong, via War- One ....... Horseback
radcrry Creek,, Tin Pot.

50 0 0
69 10 0

31 Dec., 1879.
31 Dec., 1879.

36 0 0
76 0 0

31 Dec., 1880.
31 Dec., 1880.

60 0 0

31 Dec., 1879.

24 10 0
298 10 0

31 Dec., 1879.
31 Dec., 1881.

200 0 0

31 Dec., 1879.

30 0 0

31 Dec., 1870.

20 0 0
36 10 0

31 Dec., 1881.
31 Dec., 1879.

23 0 0
190 0 0

31 Dec., 187o
31 Dec., 1879.

65 0 0
29 0 0

31 Dec., 1881.
31 Dec., 1880.

99 10 0

31 Dec., 1880.

18 0 0
37 0 0

31 Dec., 1879,
31 Dec., 1881.

30 0 0

31 Dec., 1880.

25 0 0

31 Dec., 1880.

48 Thos. Baker ...........Meadow Flat ... Rydal, Meadow Flat, Mitchell's
Creek, and Yctlsoimc.
49 Duncan Ferguson.. Palmer's Oakey Mitchell's Creek and Palmer's
Oakey.
50 John B. Keen ........Oberon ..,....,,... Tarana, Mutton's Falls, and
Oheron.
51 L. P. Hanrahan ... Campbell'sRiver Oberon, Black Springs, Jorron,
Curraweela, and '1 araiga, via
Black Springs.
Yokeborough.
52 John Batcheldor.. Gingkin .......... Oberon and Gingkin ...................
53 John B. Keen ........Oberon ............. Oberosi and Fish River Creek .......
54 (leo. Roberts ........O'Connell ......... Macquarie Plains and O'Connell,
with a branch mail to and from
.O'Connell and Dirty Swamp
55 Geo. Roberts ........O'Connell .......... &Connell and Essington .............
56 Jas. B. Marsden ... Kelso... ............ . Railway Station, Kelso, and Post
Office, Kelso ...........................
57 Jas. E. Marsden ... Kelso ............... .Kelso and Glanmire, via Raglan...
58 H. H. Nichols ........Bathurst .......... Railway Station and Post Office,
'Bathurst.

0 31 Dec;, 1880.
0 31 Dec., 1880.
0 31 Dec., 1879.
0 31 Dec., 1880.
0 31 Dec., 1879.
y.
0 Coi?tnvet to icits
nice °on
either side.
39 12 0 31 Dec., 1879.

17 10
37 0
25 0
20 0
27 0
104 0

88 0 0

31 Dec., 1881.

75 10 0

31 Dee., 1881.

200 0 0

31 Dec., 1879.

300 0 0

31 Dcc., 1879.

130 0 0
30 0 0

31 Dee., 1879.
31 Dec., 1879.

52 0 0

31 Dee., 1879.

* Contractor allowed £12 per annum extra to convey mails an additional once a Week from 'Il March, 1870.
Contractor allowed £6 per annum extra to exteTl,i contract to Hill End, fran, 1 November, 1979.
Contractor allowed £15 per annum extra to substitute for this contract a wcckly mail screice to An 1 from Neu'brmdgo, Moorsida, and Mount
Macqesrie, via Five Island,, from 1 Nnvesnber, 1810,
Contract taincelled, 31 December, 1819.
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37
Contractor.'
00

Names.

91 Thos. MmFarland
92 Wm. Webb
93 Wm, Webb
91 Wm. liagar
95 Won. Webb
96 William Walsh

AnCO.

Addresses.

Froquoney
of
Mode of
Commonil. Conveyance
cation.
No. or tin,ro.
ptr week

Gronfell .......... Grenfol], Morangaroll, and Temora, via Moonbueca and
Narraburra.
Spring Grove
Spring Grove Railway Platform
and Post Office, Spring Grove.
Spring Grove
Spring Grove and Gnyong ..........
Forest Reefs
SPrtiGrov
Frtd.Reeis ;
orest ; eefs
and and
Spring Grove
Guyong, Byng, and Icely .............
Orange ....... ...... Railway Station and Post Office,
Orange

97 Oharles Slack ....... Orange .............
98 Thomas Ban-ott.., Orange .............
99 John MConnell.., Ophir .............

One ...... Horseback

Annual
Amount tarable to
Contractors.

Date of
Tonnination of

Contracts.

£ S. (1.
170 0 0

31 Dec., 1879.

Three

Horseback

33 6 8

31 Dec., 1880.

Three

Horseback

33 6 8

31 Dec., 1880.

Horseback

52 0 0

31 Dec., 1880.

Three
Horseback
Six
or Spring eart
more.
1 or 2
jiorses
Orange and Lucknow ...... .......... Six ......... Horseback
Three
Orange, Cave Creek, and Cargo
4-wheeled
vehicle, 2
horses.
Orange and Ophir, via Lewis Two ....... Horseback
Ponds.
Orange, Springside, Cadia, and One ....... Horscbac]c
Careoar, via Burnt-yards.

33 6 8
95 0 0

31 Dec., 1880.
31 Dec., 1879.

80 0 0
125 0 0

31 Dec., 1880.
31 Dec., 1881.

45 0 0

31 Dec., 1881.

100 Joseph Collins and Sprsngslde .......
70
Francis
John
Collins.
101 Cobb & Co ........ ... Sydney ............. Orange, Borenore, Cheeseinan's Six ..........Coach, 3 or 1,080
Creek, Cudal, Toogong, Murga,
4 horses.
Pugowra, and Forbes.
102 Cobb & Co ......... . Sydney ............. Orange and Molong ................... Three ... 2 or 4 horse
60
coach.
45
103 Geo. D. Smith... Carr's Creek
Receiving Office, Jrvinstene, and Six ......... Horseback
C,
arrCreek.
S see
-

104 %Villianf Walsh , Orange ............. Cargo and Canowindra ................ Three ......4-wheeled
coach, 2 or
(Transferred to
Thomas Barrett
more
from 1 July, 1879.)
horses,
4-hone
105 Cobb & Co............Sydney ............. Forbes, Bedgerebong, Monwonga, Two
coach.
Borainbil, and Condoboliuo
106 Cobb & Co............Sydney ............. Forbes, Bedgerebong, Monwonga, One .........2or4-horsc
coach.
Borambil, and Condobolin
107 Peter Dogger ....... Parkes ............. Forbes, Tielihor,ie, M'Guigan's, Three .., Coach, 2
or 3
Parkes, and Billabong, via Web
horses.
come Lead and London.
•
108 James O'Neil ........Cargo ............. Forbes and Dandaloo, via Blow- One ........Horseback
clear, Gunning Bland, the
Burrs.
Troughs,
Gohondry,
l3nrra, Mmnblc Plaiuos, Block H,
Woodlands, and Albert Water
holes.
109 William Gill ........The Cap, Forbes Forbes and Marsden's via Bucitla- Two ........Horseback
bttrra and the Cap.
110 Mark Robinson... Condobohn ....... Condobolin and Enuabalong. .......... One ........2-horse
coach.
(Transferred to H.
G. Lees from I
July, 1879.)
111 A. W. Robertson Melbourne, Vie- Condobolin, Eanabalong, Lake Two ........4-horse
toria.
and J. Wagner.
American
Ctcdgellien, Willanthry, Hillston,
coach.!
Whealbah, and Booligal.
.
132 John Buckley ........Eauabalong ...... Eanabalong & Cobar, via Welsh's, One ........4-horse
coach.
Dine Dine, Ererneran, NangriConnelly's
Overflows,
bone,
Babinda, (Wright's). Rosetta,
Nimigi, Rock Holes, and Limekilns. (Contractor to perform
the service on horseback, if
required, for £220 per annum.)
113 William Build ... Lake Cudgellieo Lake Cudgellieo and Rankin's One .......Coach, 2 or
more horses
Springs.
114 Thomas Budd ... Hillston .......... Hullston, Merribung, Gilgusmia One ...... Coach, 4 or
morehorses
and Cobar, via Rotc, Maroopa,
Mnmmuon,
Hermes
U otel,
MKellar's, M'Donald's, Summon's Priory, Uwynne's, and
Tin rley's.
315 Thomas Henly ... Tronbarks ...........Melong, Farnham, an Jronbarks Three ------Horseback
116 Joseph St-ill ........Forbes ------------- Molong, Men-anburn, Dulladulla...
...........3-horse
deny, Bucnberry, and Parkes.
coach.
117 -filenry Paton ... Obley ............. Molosog, Ynllundry, Goodrich, Three ......Horseback
and Obley.
118 John P. Smith ... 'Blayncy .......... Black Rock and Red Hill ... ......... Three ------Horseback
.Horseback
119 GeorgeRMillgate Bell River, via1 Parkes and Bulgadramino, via Two ........
Molong.
Cinnanigny and Coragory.
120 A. Mazoudier ....... Parkes ............. Parkcs and Condobolin, via One .........Horseback
Watkins, Gunning Bland Head
Station, Dugan Gate Old Gunning Bland, and Burrawang.
121 Jas. Denning ....... Molong ............ Obley, Bulgandraminc, and Dan- Two .......Horseback
(Transferred to
dalon. (Contractor to travel once
a week via Wanda Wondon.
Jacob Mathews from
and once a week via Craharn
3 August, 1879.)
Dille(lerry.)
Contract cancelled, 17 May, 1870.
Contractor deceased. One of his sureties (John Leary) performc4 service from 28th July, 1879.

0 0

ai Dec., 1880.

0 0

31 Dec., 1880.

0 0

31 Dec., 1880.

Cot?tract to terinnate at Olme
month's notice on
either side.
75 0 0 31 Dec., 1881.
0 0

325 0 0

31 Dec., 1879.

202 0 0

31 Dec., 1879.

129 0 0 i 31 Dec., 1879.
174 0 0

31 Dec., 1881.

130 0 0

31 Dec., 1879.

91 0 0

31 Dec., 1881.

645 0 0

31 Dee., 1880.

345 0 0

31 Dec., 1881.

75 0 0

31 Dec., 1879.

450 0 0

31 Dee., 1880.

109 0 0
595 0 0

31 Dee., 1879.
31 Dee., 1880.

190 0 0

31 Dee., 1879.

46 16 0
139 0 0

31 Dee., 1879.
31 Dee., 1879.

120 0 0

31 Dec., 1879.

235 0 0

31 Dee,, 1880.

Contractors'
Potal Uses
Names.

Addresse

I

Frequency
o
Con,n
rstion.

Mode of
on

No. "itt,,),,

Obley and Dubbo, via Wambang- O';e.....
allang, The Springs, and the
Meadows.
123 James Denning ... Obley ............. Dandaloo and Cannonbar ............. Two .....
(Transferred to
Henry T. Pratt from
I April, 1879.)
Nyingen and No. 2 West Bogan Two
124 Henry T. Pratt ... Cannonbar
I (Contractor is required to meet
the Dandaloo and Cannonbar
mailman at Nyingen.)
Wellington, Ponto, and Arthur- One
125 1'. J. Hennessy ... Arthurville
yule, via Bushrangers' Creek.
Wellington,
Kaiser,
Lincoln, Two
12617
Sadleing Wellington
Goolma, and Gulgong, via the
Crossing over Beedy Creek.
127Ronald Gillis ....... Spicer's Creek, Wellington, Goodrich, and Parkes, Two
via Buckinbar.
Wellington.
*128 Cobb & Co........ Sydney .......... Warren, Mount Harris, and \Varn- Two
merawa, via Drnngnlee.
Warren and Tenandra ................ One
129 W. H. Dean ....... Tenandra ......
Wulleroon and Brewarrina (to One
130 P. Gilmartin ....... Brewarrina
travel doug the left bank of
the Marra Creek).
131 Cobb &Oo........... Sydney .......... Congolgon and Brewarrina .......... Two

Pate of
Tenni,ation
of
Contracts.

£ a. d.
70 0 0 31 Dec., 1879.

122 Walter Patterson Minore via
Dubbo

132 P. (jilmartin ....... Brewarrina

Amountya

254 0 0 31 Dec., 1881.

35 0 0 31 Dec., 1881.

34 0 0 31 Dec., 1881.
180 0 0 31 Dec., 1879.
horseback 190 0 0 31 Dec., 1880,
horseback 275 0 0 31 Dec., 1879.
horseback
lorsehack

22 0 0
120 0 0

31 Dec., 1879.
31 Dec., 1879.

2 or 4
orse coach
horseback

174 0 0

31 Dec., 1880.

Brewarri na and Enngonia, via One
125 0 0 31 Dec., 1879.
The "Horse and Jockey Botel"
(Biree), Biree Station, Cockle
rina, Kinibri, Collcss', Corolla,
Linapper, Colless' Springs, and
Shearer's Garari Station.
Brewarrina,
133 Alick Moffatt... Biree Creek,
Goodooga,
and One
lorsehackl 100 0 0 I 31 Dec., 1879
Brenda, via Moorabilla, Bisnda
(Transferred to John Brewarrina.
Newton from 1
bulla, Wil]ah, Mnckerawah,
Bumble, and Thee Police Station.
April, 1879.)
1343'. - T. Hogan
Brewarrina ........Brewarrina, Talawanta, Brenda, One ....... Horseback) 119 0 0 31 Dec., 1880.
(Transferred to
and Goodooga, via Bnndabulla,
Llangboydc, on the Biree, Woil.
'Henry Connclly
moriugh Station, on the Culgoa,
from 1 October,
Tatala, Gu omory, and theThree
1879.)
Station.
135 Thos. H. Hancock Bourke ............. Bourke. Munsrunvah. lfnngonia. One
Coach, 2 or 175 0 0 1 31 Dec., 1880.
moreliorses
and Barringiñi, via Porifliei
Lola, or Bclalie, or Bourke,
Cameron's, Cdttabnrra Creek.
Bourke, Hoodsville, and Hun1
136 N. M'Phee ..........Wilcannia
One ..,,., Horseback' 208 0 0 31 Dec., 1879.
ford, via Ford's Bridge, Yat
hulla.bulla, and Brindingabba
137 Chas. Warren .1 Bourke ........... Bourke, Cohar, and the Corn
One
Coach ... 290 0 0 31 Dec., 1880.
Scottish, & Australian Co1
Mines.
138 Chas J. Conway...I Mungunyah....., "Mnngunyah Hotel," on
One .....I Horseback! 139 10 0 31 Dec., 1881,
Warrego River, and Yaj
hulla-bulla Springs, via Lag
Station, Wapwailah, Jrrira,
Brewarra, on the Cuttaha
Creek.
SOUTHERN ROADS
1 F. H. Eyrc .......... Bankstown ....... Rookwood, Bankstown, and Upper Six .......... Horseback
25 0 0 31 Dec., 1881.
Bankstown,
2 Joseph H. Stanfleld Liverpool .......... Liverpool, Denhasn Court, (on Six .......... Horseback
99 0 0 31 Dec., 1881.
retnne by Kemp's Creek), and
Bringelly.
3 Arthur Morehead.. Greondale .......... Bringclly and Greendale .............Six.......... Horseback
30 0 0 31 Dec., 1880
to tennit4 James Waterworth - Camden .......... Railway Station and Post Office, Five tunes
30 0 0 contract
state at one
Celltowo.
amph
or oftener
month's notice
daily.
on either side.
5 James Waterworth Camden .......... Railway Station, Campbelltown, Twelve
2-horse
65 0 0 31 Dec., 1879
and Post Offices, Campbelltown,
coach
Narellan, and Camden.
C James Waterworth Camden .......... Railway Station, Campbelltown, Sic .......... Coach, 3
375 0 0 31 Dec., 1879
and Post Offices, Campbelltown,
or more
Appin, Bulli, Woonona, and
horses.
\% oUongong
7 Jane T. Wasson ... Brownlow Hill
Camden and Brownlow Hill ... .......
50 0 0 31 Dec., 1880.
Six ......... Horseback
8 Thosnae Cmninings ' Cohbitty .......... Narellan and Cobbitty ................Six......... Horseback
40 0 0 31 Dec., 1881.
Geo.
Mercer
........
Albion
Park
.....
Wollongong,
Fig-tree,
.
..
..
Charcoal Six ......... 2.horse
240 0 0 31 Dec., 1879.
9
Creek, Dapto, Albion Park, Jamcoach.
beroo, and Kiama.
(Contractor to carry out service
as follows if required, at £225
or annum, viz.
Wollongong, 1' ig-tree, Charcoal Creek, Dapto,
Albion Park and Shellharbour,
and Kiama.)
* Arrangements made with Contractor to perforn in lien of this contract a services to and from Warren Mount Harris, and Carin, a via \%'illary, frost
1 June, 1879.
Contract raneelled 21 December, 1879.
1 Contractor adopted route via Shellbarbour from 1 June. 1879.
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Contractors'
_________ ---------j
Names.
Addresses.

Postal Linea

Annual
Frcquencfr
of
Mode of
Amount uy.
able t0
Co:n,nuni. Conveyance,
cation.
Contractors,
No. of tine,
pee week.

Date of
Termination
of
Contracts.

*10 William Raftery Albion Park .. Albion Park and Shdliharbour....

Severe

11 Vim. Christie ... .... Gerringong ....... Kiama, Gerringong, and Broug]
ton's Creek.
12 Vim. Kennedy ...... . I3omadary
Broughton's Creek and Bosnadai
13 Levi White ........ Wilton ............. Douglass Park and Wilton .......
(Transferred to Sarah
White from 1 July,
1879.)
14 Jas. Cracknell
Picton ............. Picton Railway Station and P0!
Office, Picton

Six ........

£ s. d.
[orseback 52 0 0 31 Dec., 1881,
or by 1.
horse
cart. Forseback, 130 0 0 31 Dec., 1879.

Three
Three

Forseback
[orseback

Two or

15 0 0131Dec., 1879

15 Francis Gray .... I Picton .............
16 Francis Gray ..... Picton .............
17 Phillip Reilly .... Lacey's Creek,
via Burrago.
rang.
18 P. J. O'Reilly .... Cox's River .......
19 John Fitzpatrick.. 3 amba, Burrago.
rang
20 Jas. V. }Tanrahai Moss Vale

l'icton and Barge ...................
Picton and Oaks .......... ............
Oaks and Burragorang ............

Two'
Six.......
Three

18 0 0 31 Dec., 1879.
33 0 0 31 Dec., 1879.
30 0 0 31 Dec., 1881.

Burragornng and Cox's Itiver
Burragorang and Upper Burr;
gotnng.
Railway Station, and Post Offle
Moss Vale.

Three ... Horsebaci
Two ...... j ITorsebaci

30 0 0 31 Dec., 1879.
30 0 0 31 Dec., 1881,

Fifteen or 4wlseeled
vehicle,
oftener.
2 horses
Twelve .. Horsebael

40 0 0 31 Dec., 1881.

Seven

35 0 0 31 Dec., 1881.

21 Henry Taylor ...... I Moss Vale

Post Offices, Moss Vale at
Berrima.
22 Jas. V. Ilanrallall Moss Vale .......Moss Vale and Sutton Forest

I

vehicle,
2 horses
James. Sutton Forest ,,, Moss Vale, Burrawang. Robertson, Three ... Horsebacl
23 tThonsas
Cosgreve, jun
East Kangaloon, ICangaloon, and
Bowral, with a branch snail to
and from Burrawang and Wild's
Meadow.
Horsebac]
24 tGeorge Thomson Nowra ..............Moss Vale, BarrenGronnd,Barren. Six
and two
gay,
n' Kangaroo Valley, Camhe1
warra, Bolnadary, nnd Nowre,v in
wheeled
coach.
the Boniadary Ferry.
I
2.5 Thomas Sewell ....... Sutton Forest
Sutton Forest and Cimss Roads ... Four ... ....ilorseback!
Horseback
20 Thos, Graham ...... Burrawang ....... Kangaroo Valley, Broughton's Six
Creek, and Coolangatta.
Wattamolla ....... Kangaroo Valley and Wattamohla Two ....... Horseback
27 Adam Ulrick
28 George Thomson . Nowra ...... ... .... Nowra, Tonierong. Wandandian,. Three ... Coach ......
Yatteyattah, and Miltonand
Milton and Tilladulla ............... Three ... Horseback
or coach
Horsebacl
29 JjC. M. Bindon ....... Teran ............. Nowra, Terara, Numba, and Pyrec, Six
via Grqcn Hills.
30 Redk. McDonald Burner ............. Nowra and Burner .................. Two ...... }iorsehacl
31 James Tyrrell .......%Vollomin, Tom- Tomerong and Huskisson............; Three
Horsebac]
erong.
Marulan ......... Manslan and Murrtunbah .......... Three ... Horsebaci
32 Thomas Brown
33 Thomas Brown
Marnlan .........] Marulan and Builgollia ................ Seven ... Horsebaci
and sprini
carton
Saturdays
31 Mathew M'Mahon Long Reach ....... Marulan, Long Reach, and Big Three ... llorscbacl
Hill
I
35 James Armstrong Bungonia ..........Bungonia and Windellama ......... Two ....... Horsebac]
36 Mathew M'Mahon Long Reach ....... Long Reach and Greenwich Park... Three ... Horsebacl
37 Peter Millane ...... Goulburn .......... Railway Station and Post Office, Twelve or Vehicle
more.
Goulburn.
I
38 ¶Jehn Howard .......Crookwell .......... Goulburn, Weodhouselee, Laggan, Two ........Vehicle o
on horse
and Crookwell
back.
31) "Jo]sn Millane,' Goulburn .......... Goulbnrn, Muennsell, Gullen, and Two ........florsebacl
\Vheeo, with a branch mail to1
jun
and from M'Aleer's and Woore.'
the service
(Contractor
by coach if required
toperformfor £)15 per
arniurn and convey letters, &c.,
on mail-days to and from the
Wheeo Post Office and, the Wes
leyan Chapel at Wheeo, )fl'
Goulburn, Tarago, Boro, Manar, Six .......2 or 4 hors
40 J. Kingslaud and Braidwood
coach.
and Braidwood
0. Malone.
41. Michael Purcell ... Collector .......... C oulburn and Currawang ............. Three ... Horsebac]
42 Samuel Yeadon ,,, Tarlo ... . ...... ... Goulburn and Middle Ann .......... Two ....... Horsebaci

50 0 0 31 Dec., 1880.
30 0 ,0 31 Dec., 1880.

60 0 0 31 Dec., 1880.

120 0 0 I 31 Dec., 1881

365 0 0 31 Dec., 1880.

20 0 (1 31 Dec., 1879.
111 0 0 31 Dec., 1380.
25 0 0 31 Dec,, 1879,
210 0 0 31 Dec., 1880.
43 0 0

I 31 Dee., 1830

28 0 0 31 Dec., 1879.
28 0 0 31 Dec., 1879.
34 0 0 - 31 Dec., 1880.
84 0 0 31 Dec, 1881.

J

3415 0I31Dee., 1881

1

35 0 0 31 Dec., 1881.
14 0 0 31 Dec., 1881.
39 19 0 31 Dec., 1880.
94 0 0 I 31 Dec., 1880.
83 0 0 31 Dec., 1381.

310 0 0 31 Dec., 1879.
78 0 0 31 Dec., 1881.
55 0 0 31 Dec., 1879.

Arrnngeinonte niade with Contractor to substitute for this Contract.atri-weekly mail service between Albion Park and .laroberoo, from 1 Augnot, 1879.
Contractor allowed £30 per anh,r,ln extra to travel via Mount Murray from 16 March to 5 September, 1879. Contractor relieved of Burrawang and
Wild's Meadow, service from I Jo5'0, 1879.
Contract cancelled, 34 October, 1879. (See Suppleinei,tary Notice.)
* Contract cancelled, 31 December, 1879.
I Contractor allowed £4 per a,,000i extra, In consequence of the rensuval of the P,s'ree Post Office, from 1March, 1879.
¶ Contractor aliowo,l £71 per annum extra to convey mails all additional once a wool,, and to perform the service by coach from 1 AprIl, 1870.
" Contractor allowed £180 per aunu,n to peronn, in lieu of this contract, a tn-weekly snail service by coach from 1 Aprfl, 1879.
it Should it he deter,ui,,cd to include 'Wears in the route, instead of providing it with a branch mail from M'Aleer'o, Contractor will be required to do
roam long as the horseback service is in operation,
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Contractors'
PostaI bin 05.
Namea.

Addresses.

Frequency
Annual
of
Mode or
Amount payCommuni- Conveyance,
able to
cation.
Contractors.

No, cc time.

43 lVm. Wilson ... Goulburn .......... Geulburn, Tarlo, Myrtlevilie, and 'JSvo .......Horseback
Taralga, via Chatsbury.
(Contractor to carry out a coach
service, if required, at £102 per
annum.)
44 tllenry G. Chard. Peelwood .......... Laggan and Peiwood ;an........
Horseback
4.5 W. Ritchie, se,n Fullerton .. ........ Laggan and Fullerton .................Two .......Horseback
Crookwell, Binds., Junction Point, Two ........Vehicle or
46 tJeremiahTierney Crookwell
and Tuena.
on horseback.
47 A. B. M'Donald Binda ...... . ...... )3inda, Bigga, and Reid's Flat, via Two ........Horseback
Markdale
48 George Ridley
Greesamantle
Bigga, Grcenmantle, & Lysidhurst One .......Horseback
49 ElizahethJennings Pomeroy, Woore \ooro, Pejar, and Crookwell .......One .......Horseback
50BernardM'Sorley Wheeo ............. Wheeo, Narrrawa, Reid's Flat ... One .......Horseback
Graham, Darby's Falls, audCowra
via Buckley's, Sierson's, Smith's, I
and Harris's.
.51 Bernard M'Sorlcy Wheoo ............. Wheco and Dalton .... ................. .Two .......Horseback
52 iThos. Moran ....... Goulburu .......... Tango or Boro, Fairy Meadow,; Three ...; 2 or more
Bungendore, and Queanbeyan.
horse coach
53 Thea. Smith ....... Foxlow ............. Bungendore, Molooglo, and Fox- Three .., Horseback
low; orl3ulmcendore and Molonglo
three times a week, and Molonglo
and Foxlow, six times a week.
54 Palk. Griffin ....... Born ... ............. Boro and Mulloon ......................Three ... Horseback
55 James Fines ....... Boro ................ Boro and
d Mayfield ......................Two .......Horseback
56 Thos. Smith ....... Foxlow ............. Queanbeyan, Molonglo, & Foxlow One ......Horseback
57 Areh.M'Donald... Queanbeyan ....... Queanbeyan and Uriarra, via One ...... Horseback,I
Yarrslumla.
58 P. C. Palmer ....... Q.ueanbeyan ....... Queanbeyan, Lanyon, and Cuppa- Three ....Horseback
enmbalong.
or 1-horse
coach.
59 ¶Thos. Moran ... Gonlburn .......... Queanheyan, Mieholago, Colling- Six ........2 or more
horse
ton, Bredbo. and Cooma.
coach
60 Owen Maloney ... Hoskins' Town.. Foxlow and Hoskins' Town ..........Two ...... Horsebacki
2horse
61 Wm. Freebody ... Woolway, via
Cooma, Gegedzeriek, and Buckley's Two ... .....
waggosiette.
Cooma.........
Cooma.
Crossing-place, via Woolway. 62 Joseph Gregory...
Numeralla, Whinstone: One .......Horseback
(Transferred to Wil.
Valley, Ballalaha, and Braidwood,
11am Goodwin, from
via Farringdon.
1 July, 1879.)
63 F. Pooley and J. Qneanheyan ....... Cooma, Nisnitybclle, Bibbenluke, Four .......4-wheeled
Malone.
and Bombala.
vehicle.
64 Mark Rolla.son ... Cooma ..............Cooma and Bobundarah -------------Two .......Horseback
65 "Frank Lett ------ Kiandra ...........Coorna, Dry Plain, Adaininaby, One .......Horseback
(Transferred toWil'
and Kiandra, via Dairyman's
ham Sharp, from I
Plains, Wambrook, Queengallery,
April, 1879.)
and Bohera.
66 tI-Alex. Gilbert ... Adaminahy ....... Cooma, Adaminahy, Rnsseil's, and One .......Horseback
Kiandra, via Middling Bank.
67 William Freebody, Woolway, via
Gcgedzerick and Jindabyno ...........Two ......Horseback
Cooma.
or l.horse
vehicle.
68Patk. M. Quinlivan Nimitybelle ....... Nimitybolle, Brown Mountain, and One ,..... Horseback
Bega, via Benbooka Station, and
W. Hanscombe's, Numnbugga.
l3oenbala, Craigie, and Delegate ... One .......Horseback
69 George Reed ........Bombala ....... Bombala and Delegate;
Two .......Conveyan ce
Bombala and Mila, via Mabratta,. One .......Horseback
70 Robert Turbet ... Wyndham, Pam- Bombala, Cathoart, Rocky Hall, One .......Horsebk
ac
bula.
and Pamnbula.
71 Robert Turbet ... Wyndham, Pam Bombala, Catheart, Rocky hall, One .......Horseback
bula
and Pamnbula.
72 Giovanni Diversi.. Bombala .......... Bombala, Catlicart, Candelo, and One -- ..... 4-horse
Merimbuha.
coh
ac and
on horseback.
73 F. Pooley and J. Queanbeyan ....... Bobundarah, Duke's Springs, and One ......4-wheeled
Malone.
Bombala, via Cunningrah and
vehicle or
Buekalong.
laorsehack
74 John Collins ....... Corrowong ....... Delegate and Corrowong .............Three ... Horseback
75 Patrick Quinlivan Glen Bog, Mimi. Candelo, Kamenika, and Brown One .......Horseback
tyhclle.
Mountain, via Besahooka Station.
76 John Collins, Jun. Mogilla ............. Candela and the School-house at One .......horseback
Mogilla.

flute of
Tennimtion
of
Contracts.

£ a. d.
80 0 0

31 Dec., 1879.

90 0 0
26 0 0
105 0 0

31 Dec., 1879.
31 Dec., 1879.
31 Dec., 1880.

99 0 0

31 Dec., 1879.

55 0 0
28 0 0
117 16 0

31 Dec., 1879.
31 Dec., 1879.
31 Dec., 1879.

57 0 0
100 0 0

31 Dec., 1870.
31 Dec., 1880.

45 0 0

31 Dec., 1880.

18
12
20
26

31 Dec., 1881.
31 Dec., 1879.
31 Dee., 1880.
31 Dee., 1880.

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

50 0 0 . 31 Dec., 1879.
484 0 0

31 Dee,, 1880.

15 0 0
160 0 0

31 Dec., 1881.
31 Dee., 1881.

122 0 0

31 Dee., 1881.

580 0 0

31 Dee., 1879.

105 0 0
125 0 0

81 Dec., 1881.
31 Dec., 1881.

116 0 0

31 Dec., 1881.

55 10 0

31 Dec., 1881.

72 0 0

31 Dee., 1879.

135 0 0

31 Dec., 1879.

70 0 0

31 Dee., 1879.

88 0 0

31 Doe., 1879.

80 0 0

31 Dec., 1881.

145 0 0

31 Dee., 1879.

38 0 0
42 0 0

31 Dee., 1881.
31 Dec., 1879.

15 10 0 431 Dee., 1881.

contractor allowed £142 per annum to porfonn, in lieu of this contract, a trl-weekly mall service by coach from 1 April, 1870.
t Contractor allowed £52 per annum extra 10 convey snails an additional once a week from 1 April, 1879.
I Contractor allowed £93 per annum extra to convey naails an additional 0,5cc 5 week, and to perform the service by coach between Crookwell and
Binds, from 1 April, 1879'
§ Arrangements made with Contractor to travel from Craham to Cowsa, via Harris's, Bennett's Springs, returni,,g to Graham, via Darby's Falls, from

8 April, 1879.

In consequence of Contractor's failure to carry out his contract., arrangensents made with Frederick Pooley to perform service from 23rd October to

31 December, 1871', at £60 per month.

¶ In consequence of Contractor's failure to carry out his contract, annngesnonts made with Frederick l'ooley to perform service from 15 October to
-

31 December, 1879, at £150 per nso,sth.
Contract cancelled, 31 December, 1879.
it Contract cancelled, 31 December, 1879
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Contractors

Frequency
Postal Llnss.

Names.

Addresses.

No. or time.
pee week.
77 J. Kingeland and Braidwood ....... Braidwood, Bell's Creek, Upper Six ....
0. Malone.
Araluen, Araluen, Snaphook-,
Mullenderee, and Moruya; with
a branch mail to and from Braidwood and Reidsdale
Two .....
78 Joseph Gregory
Goorna ............. Braidwood, Charleyong, Tomboy, One .....
Nen'iga, and Nowra.
79 B. Malonn .......... Braidwood ' ....... Braidwood and Monga ................ Two ....
80 Michael Bowling Glenbower,
Braidwood and Nelligen ............. Two ....
Braidwood.
81 James Allen
Braidwood
Braidwood and the School-house, One ....
near Little Bombay.
82 Michael Bowling Glenbower,
Braidwood, Jombaicumbenc, and Three
Braidwood
Major's Creek.
83 Joseph M. Ellis
Major's Creek...; Major's Creek and Ballalaba
Two ....
84 M. N. O'Gonnell Braidwood
Ballalaba and Fairfield ................ One .....
85 Charles Crapp .......Kiora ............. 1.loruya and Kiora ...................... Two ....
86 Edmond Corrigan Moruya .......... Moruya,
Bergalia,
Tnrlinjah, Three
Bodalla, Enrobodalla, Gohargo,
Dry River, Brogo, and, Bega.
87 Edmond Corrigan Moruya .......... Moruya,
Bergalia,
Purlinjah, Three
Bodalla, and Eurobodalla.
88 Edmond Corrigan Moruya .......... Eurobodalla, Cohargo, Dry River, Three
Brogo, and Bega.
89 \\Tm. Murphy
Eurobodalla .... ... Eurobodalla and Nerrigundah ........Two ....
90 Vim, Murphy
Eurobodalla ....... Eurobodalla and Wagonga ...........One ....
91 Charles Brico ....... Eurohodafla ....... Eurobodalla and Wagonga .......... One .....
92 Wm. M . Hobbes Tuba Tuba ....... Cobargo and Tilba Tilba; and Go- One .....
bargo and Tuba TUba, via Ber- One .....
magui.
(Contractor to be paid at the rate
of £4 per annum only from 1st
January, 1880.)
93 Angus M'Fadyen Bega ................ Bega, Wolusula, Merimbula, Pam- Two .....
bula, and Eden.
94 Michael Flood
Bega ................ Bega, Kameruka, and Candelo
Two ....
95 William Davis
Tanja ............. Boga and Tango .......................... One .....
*Alex.
96
Cameron, Taralga ............. Taralga and Golspie ................... One .....
97 Ann Lillis .......... Taralga ............. Taralga and Banaby ................... Two ....
98 MichaelPurcoll.., Collector ---------- Broadalbane and Collector .......... Three -.
99 Thomas Morton ]Ireadalhane ....... llreadalbane and Gurrundah
One .....
100 Rd. Calthorpe ... Merrilla ---------- Breadalbane and Merrilla, via the Three -schoolhouse at Parkesbourn.
101 tJohn Taylor ------- Gunning ---------- Railway Station, Gunning, and Seven -Post Office, Gunning.
102 Thos. Moran ------ Queanboyan ... Railway Station, Cunning, and Three
Post Offices, Lower Gundaroo,
Upper Gundaroo, Ginnindcra,
Canberra, and Queanbcyan; and One ....
Lower Gundaroo, Upper Gundaroo, Sutton and Qneanbevan.

103 Ric],d. SherrifF
104 Joseph Newman..
via Dalton.
105 Joseph Newman - -; ]reenwattle F.
via Dalton.
106 Henry J. Sampson Yass ..........

107 Patrick Carey ... Cavan .........
lOS Alex. Dyce..........Gundaroo ......

109 John Johns........
110 Jns. R. Slater..... Greenfield Far
Ill John Flanagan
Good nope
112 B. J. Dempsey
Tangmangaroo

J

I

Annoal
Mode of
Amount pay. I
Comcnuni- I Conveyance, t
able to
I
cation. I
I Contractors. I

Date of
Terneination
of

Contracts.

4-wheeled
lonvcyanee
lormore 450 0 0 31 Dec., 1879,
horses.
Horseback
Horseback 94 0 0 31 Dec., 1881.
20 0 0 31 Dec., 1880..
77 0 0 31 Dec., 1879.
868 31 Dec., 1881.
37 0 0 31 Dec., 1879.
16 0 0 31 Dec., i881.
2900 31 Dee., 1879.
13 0 0 31 Dec., 1881.
267 0 0 31 Dec., 1879.
9000 31 Dec., 1879
243 0 0 31 Dec., 1879
26 0 0 31 Dec., 1880.
22 0 0 31 Dec., 1880.
29 0 0 31 Dec., 1880.
51 0 0 31 Dec., 1880.

ltlorsebaekl

90 0 0 31 Dcc., 1879.

Horseback
Horseback
Horseback
Horseback
Horseback
Horseback
Horseback

37 0 0 31 Dec., 1879.
15 0 0 31 Dec., 1879.
12 0 0 31 Dec., 1879.
32 0 0 31 Dec., 1881.
41 12 0 31 Dec., 1880.
17 0 0 31 Dec., 1879.
35 0 0 31 Dec., 1880.

Horseback

37 0 0 31 Dec., 1879.

Coach ... 270 0 0 31 Dec., 1879.
33 0 0 131 Dec., 1879.

three times a week; Lower Gundaroo,
Upper Gundaroo, Oinnhedera, Canberra,
and Queanbeynn, twice a week; and
Lower Gundaroo, Upper Gundaroo, Sutton, and Qucanboyan, twice a week.
Gunning and Dalton ................... Two
Dalton and Rye Park ................ One

Homebackl 26 0 0
Horseback 45 0 0

31 Dec., 1879.
31 Dec., 1881.

Rye Park and Burrowa ................ One

Horseback 20 0 0

31 Dec., 1881.

Yass Railway Station and Post Twelve
Offiee,Yass, including the elcaring
of the Letter Receiver at North
Yass.
Yass and Cavan, via Brassell's Inn, One
Warro and the Cavan Homestead
Yass, Mnrrumbateman, Greenfield Two
Farm, Lower Gundarno, and
Upper Gundaroo, via Nanima
Station. (To travel alternately,
if required, by Nanima and by
Yass River routes.)
lass and Murrumbatoman ..........One
Yass and Creenreeld Farm ..........One
Yass and Good hope ...................Two
Bovning and Tangmengaroo
Two

4-wheeled I
vehicle,
2 horses.

60 0 0

31 Dec., 1880.

Horseback 50 0 0

31 Dec., 1881.

Horseback 70 0 0

31 Boo,, 1879.

Kelly from 1 July,
1879.)
113 John Gorberry... North Gobarra- Jugicng and North Gobarralong... Two
long.

12 0 0 1 31 Dec., 1880.
15 0 0 31 Dec., 1879.
26 0 0 31 Dec., 1880.
24 0 0 31 Dec., 1880.

50 0 . 0 131 Dec., 1880.

contractor allowed £2.1 per annum extra to convey malls an additional ones a week hone 1 April, 1871?.
Contractors 'erotic, (El. T. But and Richard Oroveseor) pertormed service Croon 12 May, 1571?.
Contractor allowed £10 per annum extra to substitute for this contract a hi-weekly mail service bets'een Coolac and North Gobarraloeeg, from 1

March, 1879.

497-F
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contractors'
01 1 LI flC5

Names.

114 J. H. Fitzgerald

Addresses,

Gundagai ......... . Gundaai, Nangus, and. Clarendon,
via Kimo, Tenandra, and Wanta
badgcry.
115 Cobb & Co .......... . Sydney ..............Adelong Crossing-place, Shepard's
Town, Adelong, Gilmoro, and
Tumut.
11,6 James M'Glynn
Tumberumba
Adelong, Reedy Flat, Bago, and
Turnbena,nba.
117 E. J. Everitt
Mundarloo, via Clarendon and Wagga Wagga, via
Gundagai
Oura andRuonyhareenyha.
118 Thomas Bridle , Tumut ............. Tuoniut, Blowering, and K.iandra..,
119 William Eggleton Tumut ............. Tuut
m and Brungle ...................
James
es M'Glynn
Tnmberumba
Tumboriunha, Tooma, Welaregang
Station, Tintaidra (Victoria),
\Velaregang Station, Ournie, and
Bowna, via Camheroopa, Wagra,
Dora Dora, Talmahnei, Meracket,
Jingillie, and Oumie Diggings.
(Contractor to travel main road
between Camberoona and Wagra)
121 B. OR. Hackett.....4aregang, via Tooma and Khancoban, via OposTooma
sum Point.
122 WilliamCarterand Binalong .......... Railway Station, Binalong, and
John Carter.
Post Offices, Binalong and Barrowa; and
Burrowa, Marengo, and Young ...
123 James Carter ....... Binatong .......... Bnrrowa and Frogmoor ; and

Fi-oqueney
of
Mode of
Cominuni- Conveyance,
cation.

Annual
Amount pay.
able to
Contractors.

Date of
Termination
of
Contracts.

Xe. of tin,,
per west.

t

Two ....... Horseback

60 0 0

31 Dec., 1879.

255 0 0

31 Dec., 1.880.

Two ...... Horseback

140 0 0

31 Dec., 1880.

Two ....... Horseback

65 0 0

One ....... Horseback
Two ....... horseback
Two ....... Horseback

95 0 0
30 0 0
200 0 0

31 Dec., 1881.
31 Dec., 1879.
31 Dec., 1881.

One ....... Horseback

53 6 8

31 Dec., 1881.

Six

4'wheelcd

5.

C

-

31 Dec., 1879.

Six

4-wheeled
coach, 1
375 0
or more
Three.,
horses.
Two ........4-,vheeled
te0bor
awrehorses 125 0
Ftognnoor and Reid's Flat, via One .......Horseback
Hovell's Creek and Phil's Creek.
124 Edward. Morgan.. Marengo ...........Marengo & Cowra, via Bang Bang, Two .......2.horsc
100 0
wratemancha, and Ctowther.
buggy.
125 tCobb & Co. ...... . Sydney ............. Railway Station, Murrumburrah, Six .......2or4horse 490 0
and Post Offices, Murrumburrah,
coach.
Wombat, Young, Musgrave, and
Grenfell.
126 Thos. Confoy ....... Barwang .......... Murrusnburrah and Barwacsg ....... Three ... Horseback
40 0
12.7 tA. W. Robertson Melbourne, Vie- Murrumhnrrah,Wallendbeen, Coo- Three,. '
and J. Wagner.
toria
4'wheeled
tamundra, Cungegong, Bethungra,
Junoe,Wallaeeton,'WaggaWagga,
1,525 0
or more
and Narrnosdera; and arrnndera,
horses.
Darlington Point and Hay, via Two
Angel's Station.
128 George Burgess
Cudgel Creek, Young, Morangarell, & Marsden's Two .......Horseback 190 0
Young.
129 Jas. Marshall ...... Morangarell
Morangarell and Wyalong, via One .......Horseback
65 0
Tarangalay and Bannedrnaci.
130 Andrew Young
Mareden's ......... . Marsden's and Wollongough, via Two
Horseback 143 0
Hiawatha.
131 Penis Toohey ...... . Parkes ............. Grenfell and Forbes ................... Two .......Coach, 4
210 0
horses.
132 Mary Angove ...... . Cootamundra
Railway Station and Post Office, Six
Horseback
30 0
Cootamundra
or by
coach.
133 Robert Harris ... Narraburra, via From Cootasoundra to Temora, via One .......Horiehack 109 10
Temora
Dacey's, Davidson's Station, Geraidra, Telford's, Grogan's Station,
and Keane's, NarraburrahStation,
returning to Cootamundra, via
Commits's, of •Combaning, and
O'B,ien's, Gundabitigle Station.
184 James Armstrong Muttama Reef
Muttama Reef and the nearest Two .........45 0
point passed by the coach on the
trip from and to Cootamundra
and Colac.
135 Penis Kaveneh
Sebastapol ........Junee Railway Station, Junee, The One .......Horseback
50 0
Reefs, and Sehastopol,viaErinvale
.
136 §Cobb & .Co.
...... Sydney ............. Wagga Railway Station, .iad Post Six
2or4horse 250 0
Offices, Wagga Railway Station
conveyance
and Wagga Wagga.
137 l!R.J.Montgomery Wagga Wagga .. From WaggaWagga to Downside, One ....... Horseback
Marrar, 'l'lie Rocks (MDonald's),
or coach.
Mimosa, Quandary, Broken Darn,
and Ariah, returning to Wagga
Wagga, via Warn, Murrill Creek,
Cowabee, Kindra, and Downside.

o

31 Dec., 1880.

0

31 Dec., 1881.

0

31 Dec., 1880.

0

81 Dec., 1881.

-0

31 Dec,, 1881.

0

31 Dec., 1879.

0

31 Dec., 1881.

0

31 Dec., 1879.

0

31 Dec., 1881.

0

31 Dec., 1881.

0

31 Dec., 1880,

0

31 Dec., 1879.

0

31 Dec., 1881.

0

31 Dec., 1879.
31 Dec,, 18,9,
Contract to terniii3e.tep.one

0

126 0 0

tramway lie laid.
31 Dec, 1880.

Contractor's suret-ies--W. Bootes and R. Beaver-carrying out contmct.
Contractors allowed £80 per anolum extra to convey mail, an additional once a week from 17 May, 1870. Murrumburrnh Platfonn made terminus of
line instead of Murruh,burra!L Railway Station from 9 Septemlier, 1879.
In consequence of the extension of the railway to Cootansundra that portion of contract between Mrum
urb,,rrah and Ceota,nundra cancelled from 1st
November, 1877.
I,, consequence of the extension of therallway to Bcthnogra that portion of contract between Cootamundra and Bcthuagra cancelled from 10th April,
1878.
In consequence of the extension of the railway to 1 "rite that portin,, of contract between lletl,nngra and Junce cancelled frons 6th July, 1818.
In consequence of the extension of the milway to Wagga Wagga that portion of contract between Junee and Wagga wagga cancelled from 3rd
September, 1818.
§ Contract cancelled 15t September, 1879.
Contractor allowed MB per annum e,çtra to convey ina,ls ones a week between Broken Dam and Wallandry from 1 August, 1870,
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Co,itraetors'
OS .e

Kamre.

Frequency
Annual
of
Mode of
Amount payCloinmuni- Oonveya,iee.
able to
cation.
Contractors.

flIOS

Addrecs.

138 K. J. Montgomery Wagga Wagga... From Wagga Wagga, via Houlaan's Creek (Downside), Kindra,
owabee, Nurrill Creek, Warn,
Ariah, Broken Darn, Quandary,
liinosa, The Rooks, Marrar, and
Downside to Wagga Wagga.
139 James Clarke ....... Brucedalo, near Wagga Wagga, Brucedale, and
Wallaceton.
Wallaceton.
140 H. A. Crawford Beechworth,Vic. Urana, Colombo Creek, and Narand Co.
toria,
raudera, Va Urana Station, Ooonosig,Widgiewa,Yarrabee, Curdle
Township, and Gilienhar.
141 H. A. Crawford Beechworth, Vie- Urana, Daysdale, Lowesdaic,Aiman
and Co.
toria.
Vale, and Corowa; and .eree1dene and Daysdale.

N,. of timro
per 'reek

£

S.

Date of
TerminatIon
of
Contract,.

il

One ....... Horseback

120 0 0

31 Dec., 1880.

Two ....... Horseback

45 0 0

31 Dec., 1879.

Two ....... Coach,2or1 180 0 0
4 horses.

31 Dec., 1879.

t

Two
One

Horseback
ad bey 2 or
more home
coach when
practicable.
Horseback

200 0 0

142 H. A. Crawford Beechworth,Vie. Narraiidera and Rankin's Springs, One
175
and Co.
toria.
via Medium, Mmnbledool, Barellan, North Gogeidra, Biaiya,
Ballandra, and Coonapaira.
143 Michael H. En- Rankin's Springs Rankin's Springs and WoUon. One ....... Horseback 156
right.
gouh, via Eurathra, Malonga,
Narnth, Willendray, Eulygu]man,
and Merringham.
144 A. W. Robertson Melbourne, Vie- Hay, Wangauelln, and Deniliquin Six
4-wheeled 1,450
and J. Wagner. toria,
coach, 1
Or more
horses.
145 'nos. Parsons ... Mossgiel ...........Hay,Mamle,Oxlcy,anelflairanalil; gao
Horseback 360
Ea]ranald, via Guam.
146 Cobb & Co ...........Sydney ............. Hay and Booligal .......................Two ........Coach, 2or 500
4 horses.
147 A. W. Robertson T Melbourne, Vie Railway Station and Post Office, Twelve,or Horseback
75
and J. Wagner. toria..
Delliliquin.
more.
I

148 Deniliquin
and Deniliquin
Moama Railway
Company.

Deniliquin, Mathoura,
and Eehuca.

Moatna, Six ormoro Railway..
-

149 A. W. Robertson Melbourne, Vie. Deniliquin,
Moulamein,
and
and T. Wagner.
toria.
I3alranald, via Moolpar.
150 A. W. Robertson Melbourne, Vie Moasna and l'errieoota (Titompand J. Wagner.
toria.
son's); and
Perricoota and Rogers' Wornboota;
With a branch mail to and from
Moama and F. Edwards', at
Womboota, via R. \Tarcoe's
Caloola.
151 Chas. J. Silvester Balranald ... ... .... Balranald, Tooleybnc, and Swan
Hill.
152 Hy. Huggins ....... Balranald .......... Balranald and Ivanhoe, via Parling Block D, Hatfield Hotel,
hI LI, Clare, Mamifred and
Kilforn Station.
153 V. & S. Burton... Swan Hill, Vie Balranald and Boston; and
toria.
Euston, Gol Go], and Wentworth
(Contractor to carr), out a twice a week
service if required, at £800 per
annum.)
154 Thos. Parsons ... Mossgiel ---------- Booligal, ?vlossgiel, Ivanhoe, and
\\rjlcannja
(Transferred to A.
-W. Robertson and
J. Wagner, fr(m 16
November, 1879.)
155 Z. & S. Burton ... Ventworth ....... Wentworth, Pooncarie, Menindie,
and Wileannia.
150 Our. Miller ......... . Menindic ---------- Menindie and Mount Gipps ..........

4

Two .......Coach, 4
horses.
Six.........
One ...... .
Horseback.
One

31 Dec., 1879.

0 0

31 Dec., 1879.

0 0

31 Dec., 1880.

0 0

31 Dec., 1879.

0 0

31 Dec., 1879.

0 0 Contract to tsr-

900 0 0

647 0 0

either side.
Contract to terminateatthree
months' notice
on either side.
31 Dec., 1881.

31 Dec., 1879.

240 0 0

31 Dec., 1879.

280 0 0

31 Dec., 1879.

Q75 0 0

31 Dec., 1880.

750 0 0

31 Dec., 1879.

Coach, 41,067 0 0
horses.
Horseback
89 10 0

31 Dec., 1879.
31 Dec., 1881.

490 0 0

31 Dec., 1881.

420 0 0

31 Dec,, 1881.

550 0 0

31 Dec., 1879.

2-horse
eoaeh...

Two-------4-horse
coach.

One

0 0

80 0 0

Two .......2-horse
coach.
One
Coach, 2
horses.
Two
One

31 Dec., 1881.

Once a
fortnight
157 Donald N. Morn- Bourke ............. Wileannia, Tanke,-ooka, Louth, One
Coach, 4
son and 13 olcobn
Toorale, and Bourke, travellIng on
horses.
Mornson.
either side of the Darling River.
158 Thomas Parsons
Mossgicl .......... W'ilcannia and Hungerford .......... One
Coach, 4
horses.
159 Jeto. Saunders, Jut Wileannia
Wilcannia, Gnalta, and Mount One ------ I Horseback
flipps, via Sturt's Meadows and
Poolamaeca.
(Contractor to ean' out either of the
following service, if required by the
l'oot,nastcr Oenoml to, (io so at any
tine during the en rremiq- of tills 0011.
tract, viz --Wilca,,nia, Cnnlfa, aood
•
Mount Oipp,, via Seurts Meadow,,
and I'oola,naccn, once a fort,nglot, for
£350 per annum
Wiletnnla and
•
Thackcnlnga by sane route (omitting
>luu,mt Oipps, if ro,1nired) 0,1cc a fortm'ight for £450, or once a nook for
£000 per an,ium.)
Contract cancelled 14 AprIl. 1879. See Supplenme,,tary Notice
Contractors conimnenced hi-weekly sen'iee 00 1 March, 1879.
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Contnactoro'
Os

Nan,es.

•'°

Addresses.

t'requessey
of
Mode of
communi- Conveyance,
eation.

Annual
Amount payable to
Contractor.

Date of
Termination
of
Contracts.

N.. crime,
160 Duncan MIntyre Yanko Station, Jereelderie and Wilson ................
via Jercelderie.
161 Thos. J. Kennedy Yamina, Jereel Jereelderie, Argoon, Waddai, and
derie.
Dariington Point.
162 E. Fletcher ......... - Jcreelderio
Jereelderie and Colonabo Creek,
via Yanko Creek, and Bundure
Head Station.
163 S. W. Abbott .......Murragialdrie ... FromTareuttatoMurraguidrie,via
Oborne, returning to Tarcutta,
via Jlartnett's and Nugent's, on
the south side of the Tareutta
Creek.
164 James Crichton.., Gennanton .......Germanton, Yarrara, and Tum
herumba.
Albury, Bungoannah,
w
Howlong,
165 H. A. Crawford & Beeehworth,
Corowa, - Muiwalla, Toeumwall,
Victoria.
Co.
and Denalaquan.
166 H. A. Crawford & Beeohworth,
Victoria.
Co.
167 Francis H. Drew..
168 William Pettiford
169 H. A. Crawford &
Co.

170 Wolter Woitersdorif.
171 Ed. Lyneh .......

172 B. G. Ladmore ...
173 W. Itixon ..........
174 John Haywood . - 175 Frederick Selsilfer

176 Michael Corcoran

Two ....... Horseback

50 0 0

31 Dec., 1881.

One ------- Horseback

120 0 0

31 Dec., 1879.

Two ------- Horseback

132 0 0

31 Dec., 1879,

Two ------- Horseback

39 0 0

31 Dec., 1880,

Two -------Horseback

100 0 0

31 Dec., 1879,

Two -------Coach, 2 or

492 0 0

31 Dec., 1881,

of flood on
horseback.

Albury, Bight's Forest, Bserrurn. Two .......Horseback or

148

o

0

31 Dec., 1881.

69 0 0

31 Dec., 1881.

24 0 0
25 0 0

31 Dec., 1879.
31 Dec., 1879.

60 0 0

31 Dec., 1879.

39 0 0

31 Dec., 1879.

55 0 0

31 Dec., 1879.

60 0 0

31 Dec., 1880.

35 0 0

31 Dec., 1880.

42 0 0

31 Dec., 1881.

26 0 0

31 Dec., 1870.

375 0 0

0

Contract to
terminate at
three months'
notice on
either side.
31 Dec., 1880.

0
0
0

31 Dec., 1880.
31 Dec., 1879.
31 Dec., 1880.

0

31 Dec., 1880.

0
0

31 Dec., 1879.
31 Dec., 1880.

Three ... Horseback
Two ------- Horseback

12 0 0
54 5 0

31 Dec., 1879.
31 Dec., 1879.

Two ....... Horseback
Six .......... Horseback

17 0 0 '31 Dec., 1881,
30 0 0 31 Dec., 1879,

bnuocl, Walbundrio, and M oeveyanee.
honga.
Howlong ------- -- - -Howlong, Moorwatba, and Goons- Two .......Horseback
bargona.
....... One ...... Horseback
m
Goombargona ... Coonabargona and asdale
Corows and WTahgunyala - - ---------- - Twelve -. - .Coach or
Beechworth,
buggy, 1
(Contractors are required to proVictoria.
or more
vide proper means for crossing
horses.
the river Murray when the
bridge is flooded.)
Bight's Forest, Ehe,irser, and Two --- --- - Horseback
Jinderra, via
Bight's Forest Walls Walla Station.
Mullenderree ... Bateman's Bay, Mogo, .1nl1en- Two .......Coach, 4
horses.
derree, and Moruya.
(It is clearly understood that the mails
shall lace Batensan's Bay lmine.
diate)y after the arrival there of the
steamer front Sydney, and shall leave
Moruya In tinse to meet the steamer
leaving liateman's hey for Sydney,
the C,,ntraetor findinc adequate Incas,
for both requirensents.)
Mogo --- ------------ - Nelligen, Baternan's Bay, and' One ...... Horseback
Milton, via 117oodburn.
-4-horse
Begs. ---------------- Merimbula, Wolnnila, and Begs, orI-coach.
Tathra, Wolumla, and Ilega, on
arrival and departure of steatsier.
Painbula .......... Merimbula Wharf, and Peat One ------- Horseback
Offices, Merimbula, Pambula, and
Eden.
Merimbula ....... Merimbu1aandaadelo, on arrival
of stealner at Menmbula.
On arrival Horseback
of steamer or Goads
at Merirn. if required
hula.
Towamba .......... Eden and Towainba ------------------- One ....... Horseback
NORTHERN ROADS.

1 C. C. Fagant .......Gosford ..............Sydney, St. Leonardo, Laite Cove, Two ....... horseback
Hoaxssby, Feat's Ferry, Gosford,
and Kinoumber.
2 J. F. Poster

Mount Vincent

3 Irvine Coultert - Gosford ............
4 William N. Cainj Gosford ... ..........
Pitt Water, via
o Jno. Collins
Manly.
6 Mathcw Downie Newcastle
-

95 0
Gosford, Blue Gnm Flat, Wyong Two ....... Horseback
Creek, Cooranbong, and Mount
Vincent.
24 0
Gosford and Wasnberal ---------------- Two ....... Horseback
Gosford and Blackwall --------- ------ Two ------- -Boat
28 0
Manly and flarrenjooy,viaB rady's, One -- ---- -orseback
H
26 0
Jenkins's, Wilson's, anti olIisss'..
Newcastle Wharf, Post Office, asld Fourteen Spring van
89 0
Railway Terminus.
or more.
Newcastle and Stockton ------------- Sixormnore Boat ..........0
Newcastle, Glebelancl, & Charles--......... -Horseback
60 0
town.

7 \Vm H. Rinker, Stockton ..........
8 George Smith ....... Higham Road ...
(Transferred to Mungo
Penman, from 16
December, ]879.)
9 John Gordon ........Lambtoa .......... Charlestown and lligham Road ...
10 John Gordon ........Lambton ...........Charlestown, Belmont, and Cath.
erine Hill Bay, via Lake Macquarie Heads.
11 George T. Cole ... Tomago ............ - Tomago and Viilliaznstown ---------12 Edward Garner ... Nelson's Plains.. Raymond Terrace and Nelson's
Plains.
13 C. MIntyre .......Raymond Terrace Raymond Terrace, Limeburners'
Creek, Booral, and Stroud.

I

Four ....... 2-horse
coach.

259 0 0

31 Dec., 1880.

(*) Co,,tractor allowed £10 per annum extra to convey mails an additional elite a tveck from,, Bateniao'e Bay to Mogo, Mollendorroe, and Moruya, from
1-March, 1870.
(t) Contract cancelled, 1 August, 1870.
(J) Cosstractor allowed 46 to relioquish contract- from 1 August, 1870,
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Posal Un
NMnee.

Aua
Mode of
A
py.
a
able to
mutni' Conveyance,
Contractors.
cation.

Frequency

Contractors'
Addressee,

Co of

£ a. d.
4-wheeled 790 0 0
*14 Henry 0. Tuck West Maitland.. Stromi, Langworthy's, Ward's Three
coach 2
River, Gloucester, Tinonee, and
,and Henry J.
horses.
Taree
Adams.
Horseback 400 0 0
CuncUetown, Three
Taree,
15 John Chnvery ...... - -Cundletown ........Tinonee,
twice a
Ghinni Gilirmi, Croki, Cooperweek coach
nook, Camden Raven Punt, and
onceaweek
Port Macquarie
192 0 0
16 Chris. Felten ........Ketnpsey ...........Port Macquarie, Telegraph Point, Three
coach
East Retnpsey, and Korepsey, via
oncea week
on horseback.
the Telegraph Irne
88 15 0
17 Patrick Flanagan Bnlahdelah ........Booral and Bulahdelah ................ Three , Horseback
Nowendoc,
and One ....... Horseback 128 0 0
Gloucester,
18 Daniel Young ...... Gloucester
Waleha.
Horseback
74 10 0
Gloucester, Barrington, and Back Three
tlO John M'Lennan .,. Barrington
Creek.
48 0 0
Gloucester and Rawden Vale, via Two ....... Horseback
20 Robert Herkes ... Gloucester
Berrico.
41 0 0
21 Patrick O'Neill .., Bulabdelali ........Bulahdelah. Upper Myall, Fire- One ....... Horseback
fly Creek, and Cape Hawke
(Olarkin's Crossing-place) via
Bunyah Static,,, and Waterloo.
22 Patrick Flanagan Bulahdelah ........Bulahdelah, Boolambayte, Bnn- Two ....... Horseback 140 0 0
wall Flat, and Forstee-, via
M 'Rae's Sawmills and Burraduc.
41 0 0
23 Patrick O'Neill ... Bulahdelah ........Bulahdelah and Jiawke's Nest ... One ....... Horseback
33 0 0
24 Patrick O'Neill ... ]3ulahdelah ........Bulahdelah and Coolongolook ....... One ....... Horseback
58 0 0
25 Donald M'Kinnon Wollainba River, Cape Hawke (Clarkin's Crossing- One ....... Horseback
place), Tinonee, and Taree.
..Capc Hawke.
Horseback
30 0 0
.1
26 Henry M'Cabc ... Woolls Woolla, Manning River Steamers and Post
Offices, Taree and \Vnigbaiit,
Taree.
and Three and Tinonce, as
required.
27 C. Wallace .......... Dingo Creek ... Tinonee, Wingham, and Dingo Three
Horseback
70 0 0
Creek and
Dingo Creek and Manes ............. Two
45 0 0
28 J. R. Hawkins ,,, Redbasik ...........Tinonce and Redbank ................ Two ....... Horseback
28 0 0
20 Thos. Murray ...... . Kimbriki ...... .... Tinonee and Kimbriki, viaMartin's, Two ....... Horseback
Jtimer's, Monk's, Chapman's,
Moore's, Murray's Weathcrley's,
Mossman's, and Smith's.
50 0 0
30 Jas. Andrews ....... Woodside ......... Wisigham and Woodside, Upper Two ....... Horseback
Manning.
18 0 0
Two ....... Horseback
SI J. M'Pherson ....... Dingo Creek ... Dingo Creek and \Vlserrol Flat.
(Contractor to travel via Dingo
.Creek Bridge in times of flood).
85 0 0
32 James Brown ........Upper Manning, Woodside, Knornit Flat, and One ....... Horseback
Noweudoc, via Cooplacurripa.
Woodside,
38 0 0
Cundletown and Lansdnwn .......... Two ....... Horseback
23 George Savillo ... Lanselown
34301)11 Robson, seti, Cundletown ....... Cundletown and Oxley Island. ..... . Two ................20 0 0
34 0 0
Caintlen Haven.. Camden Haven Punt, Camden Two ....... Horseback
35 D. Williams
Haven, and Laurieton.
58 0 0
36 E. Maher .......... Ashbuneer'sHill, Port Macquanic, Huntingdon, and Two ------- Horseback
Port Mscquarie the junction of the Ellenborough
and Hastings Rivers.
35 0 0
37 WilliamA.Spenee Port Macquarie. Port Macplane and EnS, via Two ------- -Horseback
Fernbank Creek.
380. Melville .......... Waleha .......... Ellenborough, Yarras, & Walcha, One ........Horseback 109 0 0
viaLahey, Yarrowitch, Lia Liara,
Waterloo, Europainbola, and
Ohio.
Horseback
52 0 0
39 Thos. Farrawell... Telegraph Point. Telegraph Point and Rolland's Three
Plains.
25 0 0
40 Warren Bewen ... Warneton..,,..... Itempsoy, West Kempsey, Green. Three , Horseback
hill, and Warneton.
Horseback
48 0 0
41 Chris. Felten ....... Kempsoy ......... Kempsey and Frederiekton and Three
or vehicle
Fredcriekton, Seven Oaks, Glad. Two ,,,
when re
stone and Summer Island
i1uired.
(Mails to he conveyed between
Kesnpsey, Frederiekton, and
Gladstone by boat in times of
I
flood.)
15 0 0
423. S. Dueat .......... Moonaba,Keinp- West Kempsey and Ingliston .......I. One ....... Horseback
sey.
43 Geo. Henderson,.. Nambucca '....... Frederiekton, Nambueca, Deepi Two ....... Horseback 120 0 0
Creek, East Raleigh, Nalnbu eea
River Heads, Feriminount, and
Boat Harbour.
46 0 0
Nambneea and Bowraville .......... Two ....... Horseback
44 Geo. Henderson... Nambncca
18 10 0
horseback
45 Jets. M'Nally ....... Rainbow Reach Suminerislandandflainbow Reach Two
Horseback
30 0 0
- 40 John Ccx & Fred. Rainbow Reach Raiabow Reach andArakoou One .......
anti boat.
(Trial Bay)
Cox.
each
18 0 0
47 John Gordon ....... Lambton .......... Railway Station, Waratah, and Six or
sevon.
Post Office, Waratals.
Horseback
67 0 0
48 John Gordon ....... Lambton .......... Railway Station, Waratah, and Six
& coach.
Post Offices, \Varatnh, Lambtou,
and Wallsend.

() Contract cancelled, Seth April, 1819. See Supple,nentary notice,
I May, 1870
(t) Contractor allowed £39 pee anna,n extra to cosivey mails an additional onca a snoek, from
(:) Vontrflctcr't suretl-Androw Thomson and Adasis 1-eerlees-porfonuoci senice fro,n 1 September, I87.

Dae of
Termntio
a n
of

Contracts.

31 Dec., 1881.
31 Dec., 1880.

31 Dec., 1880.
31 Dec., 1880.
31 Dec., 1881.
31 Dec., 1879.
31 Dec., 1879.
31 Dec., 1879.

31 Dec., 1881.
31 Dec., 1879.
31 Dec., 1880.
31 Dec., 1879,
31 Dec., 188L

31 Dec., 1879.
31 Dec., 1880.
31 Dec., 1881.

31 Dec., 1879.
31 Dec., 1880.
31 Dec., 1580,
31 Dec., 1879.
31 Dee., 1880,
31 Dec., 1879.
31 Dec., 1879.
31 Dec., 1879.
31 Dec., 1879.

31 Dec., 1880,
31 Dec., 1881.
31 Dec., 1880.

31 Dec., 1879.
31 Dee,, 1880.

31 Dee., 1881.
31 Dec., 1879,
31 Dee., 1880.
31 Dee. 1880,
31 Dec., 1880,
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Contractors'

Frq ency
nual
f
oe
Amount aConinun
Conv anc, A
a le t
cation
Contractors.

Psa Lnes.
Name,.

Addresses.

N, of times
'seek.

-

49 H. J. Fitzgerald
IN,
Maitland.,
(Transferred to Tuck
& Co. frim 1 July,
1879.)
50 John Al. Gill ....... Mmmi .............
51 Henry Fry .......... Paterson ..........

Hexham Railway Station and Seven
Raymond Terrace. (Mails to be
'conveyed in one hour and a half.)

..

Coach, 2
or more
horses.

liexhani and Mmmi ...................Six
Horseback
East Maitland, Large, and fltcr Seven
2 or 3
Isorse
son, to travel via Belniore Bridge
in times of flood, with a branch
coach.
mail from and to Large and
\Voodville
Seven
Horseback
52 Sarah Ann Avison Buchanan .......... East Maitland, Buchanan, and Three
Horseback
and ThomasAvi
Mount Vincent.
son.
53 James Wells ....... Paterson .......... Paterson, Vacy, and Oresforri
Six ....... 2-horse
coacla
54 James Wells ....... Paterson .......... Paterson, Wallarobba, and Dungog Three
3-horse
coach.
55 John Turnbull
Lostock............ Gresford and Lostock ...............Three
Horseback
56 H. J. Sivyer ....... Eccleston .......... Gresford,
Lewinsbrook,
and Three
Horseback
Eccleston.
57 S. Fitzgerald, Sen. West Maitland Railway Station, Higla.street, and Twenty. 1-horse
Post Office, \\rcst Maitland,
eight or ma,l'eart
more.
58 Thos.Johnson,jun Wollombi .......... West Maitland, Bishop's Bridge,. Three
Horseback
twice a week
Cessnock, Milifield, and Woland 2-110rs~
Jombi, with branch post to and!
from Millfleld and Ellalong.
a week,
59 P. J. Tierney ....... Rosebrook, West West Maitland, Aberglasslyn, Two ........Horseback
Maitland
Rosebrook, Lamb's Creek, and
Eldoralie, along the left bank of.
the Hunter River, calling at!
Hillsboroogh, Irishtown, and
Stanlio e.
60 George Sternbeck, Laguna ......... ... WoIlosnfi and Laguna ................Three
Horseback
junr.

])at. of
Teminati on
of
Contracts.

£ 5. ci,
375 0 0

31 Dec., 1879.

(12 0 0

31 Dec., 1879.

...

55 0 0

Contract to terminate at a
months' notice
on ci L er St C.
31 Dec., 1881.

88 0 6

31 Dcc., 1831.

80 0 0

31 Dec., 1881.

29 15 0
59 0 0

31 Dec., 1881.
31 Dec., 1880.

49 0 0

31 Dec., 1879.

137 10 0

31 Dec., 1881.

80 0 0

31 Dec.,. 1879.

13 0 0

31 Dec., 1880.

70 0 0

31 Dec., 1880

62 H. S. Carpenter... Miller's Forest... Morpeth and Miller's Forest Post Six
70 0 0
Offices (or 1 mile beyond ther
present site of Miller's Forest
Post Office, in case of the removal
of that office.)
412 it J. Fitzgerald... West Maitland.. Hinton, Seaham, Clarence Town, Three
Coach, 3 130 0 0
Brookfield, and Dungog. (If floods
or more
prevent the mails being conveyed.
horses or
between Hinton and Seabain,
horseback
Contractor niust travel via West
Maitland and the Bclmore and
Duninore Bridges.)
64 C. P. Holmes .......Woodside, near Claresiee Town and Gless William Three
Horseback
2 0 0
Clarence Town.
65 Sarah Pilbeain
Dungog ............ . Dungog, Bendolba, and Bandon Three
Horseback
50 0 0
Grove.
66 John Nonaghan
Mon kerai ...........Dursgog and 3lonkerai ................One ....... Horseback
16 0 0
67 Robert Kelly ....... i3endolba .......... Bendolba and Underbank ............ . Two ....... Horseback
29 17 0
68 Jas. Thompsoss
Bandon Grove
Bandon Grove and Underhank
One
Horseback
24 0 0
69 Donald Titeume
Monkerai .......... Monkcrai and Langworthy's ......... ..One ....... Horseback
18 0 0
70 Jas. A. Tulloch
Branxton .......... Railway Station and Post Offi ce, Fourteen Horseback
35 0 0
Bra.nxtou
or more.
71 W B. Hughes
Branxton ......... Branxton, ltothhury, and Pokolbin Three .... Horseback
55 0 0
72 William Tserney Elderslie .......... Branxton and Elderslie ................Two ....... Horseback
25 0 0
73 Vim. Claxton,sen Loehinvar ............Railway Station and Post Office; Tbirteeia
2horse
40 0 0
Lochinvar,
or more, omnibus.
74 Jas. P. Quinn ....... Singleton .......... Railway Station and Post Office, Fourteen
Covered
35 0 0
Singleton
or more. conveyance.
75 Edward Ball ....... Warkworth ... .... Singleton, Iloggy Flat, Wark- Three
Waggon.
100 0 0
worth, and Jcrry's Plains, via
ette.
Thorley's.
76 Timothy Moroncy Broke ............. Singleton, Vere, and Broke ..........Three
Horseback
43 0 0
77 Hugh M'Gowan
Warkwortla ........Singleton, Scott's Flat. Sedgefscld , L Two ....... Horseback
46 15 0
Westbrook, and Glendon Brook.
78 George Crittenden St. Clair .......... Singleton, Bridgeman, and St Two ....... Horseback
40 0 0
CL'tir.
79 William Harris
Warkworth ....... Warkworth and The Bulga ..........Three
Horseback
40 0 0
86 John A. Bower
Goorangoola ...... . Bridgeman and Goorangools ......... .Two ....... Horseback
28 0 0
81 Ceo. Wells .......... Howe's Valley
The Bulga and Howe's Valley .......One ....... Horseback
28 0 0
82 Dennis Grant ......Carnberwell ....... Glennie's Platform and Post 061cc, Six
Ho rse ba ck
34 0 0
Ganaberwell. (Contractor to con
vey the mails arrivissg by the
eveniiig train when the steamer
arrives too late at Newcastle for
them to be forwarded by the
mail train.)
83 Thom. Linene ...... . Muswellbrook
Railway Station ansi Post Office, Fourteen Horseback
150 0 0
Musweflbrook.
or more.

31 Dec., 1879.

02 0 0-

..,

...

.,

'

...

-

...

...

.

...

...

2or4

-

61 S. Fitzgerald, sen. \Vest Maitland.. From Morpeth to Hinton; amid Fourteen
from Hinton to Morpeth.
Seven...

horse coach
oron horse.
back,
....... Horscback

...

31 Dec., 1879.

...

21 Dec., 1879.

...

31 Dec., 1881.

,

...

...

...

...

31 Dec., 1879.
31 Dec., 1880.
31 Due., 1880.
31 Dec., 1879.
31 Dec., 1880.
31 Dec., 1879.
31 Dec., 1879.
31 Dec., 1870.
31 Dec., 1879.
31 Dec., 1880.
31 Dec., 1881.
31 Dec., 1880.
31 Dec., 1881.
31 Dec., 1879.
31 Dec., 1881.
31 Dec., 1881.
31 Dec., 1380.

31 Dec., 1880.
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Contractors'
OS

,Nanies.

5005.

Addresses.

Frequency
of
Coomninication,

Md
Conyeo ce

* 84 Cobb & Co- ------ - Sydney ............. Musweiibrook, Denman, Gungal, Three ... 2 or 4-horse
coach.
Merriwa, and CassiUs
(Contractors are required to provide boat at Penman, and to convey an extra mail from Muswell.
brook to Desunan on Saturdays.)
Wybong .......... Muswellhronk and Wybong .......... Two ....... Horseback
Kaynga ............. Macswellbrook and Kayuga .......... Three ... Horseback
Penman .......... Donman and Kerrabec, via Rosc Three . . Horseback
mount, Ricitsuond Grown, and
Belhnont.

4nnu a
Date of
utpay
Terminati on
aleto
of
Contractors.
Contracte.

£ s. d.
015 0 0

S5Wiil,ain Nowland
55
86 ThomatF'. Guy ...
18
87 James Parkinson..
76
(Transferred to Isaac
Gallimore
from
1 October, 1870.)
88 James Parkiseson.. Denmaee .......... Kerrabee and Wollar, via l3ylong Two .. .... ..Horseback
74
(Transferred to Isaac
Gaihsnore
from
1 October, 1879.)
89 Fargubar M'iDon- Merriwa .......... Merriwa and Craeton (MRae's, Two ..... .. Horseback
65
aid,
Krui River), via Terragong Mosmtam Station, Crea]n of 'L'artar
Creek, and Messrs. Bourke and
Simmons' residence.
90 Thos. Trotter ....... Cassius ........... .. Cassius, Three, and Cooiah .......... Two ....... Horseback
87
91 Edward Bishop ... Borambil, via
Cassilis, Uarbry, and Denison Two ....... Horseback 100
Cassslss.
Town, viaLamb's, O'Mally's, and
Piper's Hotel.
92 James Lennox ... Summer Hill, Cassibs and Wollar ................... One ....... Horseback
50
Casssl:s.
' (Contractor to carry out a twice
a week service, if required, at
£75 per annum.)
93 John Higgins, Jun. Coolah ....... ...... Coolah, Binnaway, and Coonabara- One ... .... Horseback 100
bran.
94 R. J. Nowland ... Gunnedab .......... Coolah, Tasnbar Springs, and Gun- Two ..... .. Horseback 225
or coach.
nedah.
(Contractor to travel on Wednesdays
via Linsekilo (Thomson's), Wondobiel,,
Mcl]aley, nando, ee , rctursnig 07l
Saturday by s,usie recite, and on Sunday
via Black Jack, Basin ('lain, Mellalty,
lianslo, &L'., returning by same route.)
95 B. J. Nowland ... Gnnnedah
oonabarabran, Rocky Glen, and Two ........2 or more 200
Gunnedah, via Clark's Cattle
horse
Station, Jackson's Goolhi, and
coach.
Garrawilli.
Oat H. J. Nowland.. Gunnedals
Coonabarabran, Baradine, and One ,,,... 2 or more 120
Pilliga, via Yarragan, Gorate,
horse
Kianbri,
Merriwee,
Erinliri,
coach.
Merebene, \\Taslgasa, Etoo, and
Terenihono.
97 IV J IVestoas Cobbora ...........Denisosa Town, ]3olaro, and Cob- Two ------- Horseback
63
jun.
bora
0S Joseph Tripp ... Aberdeen ---------- - Aberdeen and Rouchell Brook ... One - ----- - Horseback
13
09 W. Harper --------- Scone .............. Scone, Gundy, and Moonan Brook Two ....... Horseback
80
- --------- - - Scone, Bunnan, and Merriwa, via One ...... . Coach ...... - -90
100 Hugh Eipper .. - Scone -Owen's Gap, Wyhong, and Hail's
Creek.
101 Edward Edsnonds Timor ------------- 'BlandfordandTimor(Silvcr3lisses) One ------- Horseback
20
102 Geo. Jisman, Jun. Murrurundi ------- Railway Station, Murrus'undi, and Twice a 1-horse
40
Post Offices, liaydonton and day,
hnggy.
Murrurasnsl i.
103 Hy. Hall ------ ------- Mnrrnrundi ....... Murrurundi, Glasston, Blackville, Two ....... Horseback 277
Yarramasa, llussdella, and Tambar
Springs. (Contractor to travel
by the Black Creek Road as far
as what is called the Cattle Creek,
following the cattle track to Mr.
Glass's head station at Miller's
Creek, travelling via M'Ponnld's
Creek (Mrs. Sevil), Taylor's
Creek (Holme's),Yarraman Creek,
and Philip's Creek (Hook's),
Cattle Creek (Darby's), calling at
the selector's places on Black
Creek, on the road to Blaekville)
lOt!I R. X. Nowland... Gunnedah ------- Willow Tree, Qnirindi, Quipolly, Three,..
Breeza, Gunnedah, Boggabri, assd
Narrabri; and
Coach ....... 1,900
•
Tamworth, Somerton, Carroll, and Two...
Gunnedals.
105 Hugh O'Ncile ------ - Quirindi .......... Railway Station and Post Office, Twelve or Horseback
35
Qesirindi.
more.
or vehicle
106 Penis J. Ilogan... Wallabada]x ------- Quirindi and Wallabadals, via Six .........- Horseback
85
Quirisedi Station and Main Road.
(5

31 Dcc. • 1880.

-

0 0
0 0
0 0

31 Dec., 1881.
31 Dec., 1879.
31 Dee., 1881.

0

0

31 Dec., 1879.

0 0

31 Dec., 1880.

0 0
0 0

31 Dec., 1879.
31 Dec., 1881.

0

0

31 Dec., 1879.

0

0

31 Dec., 1880.

0

0

31 Dec., 1870.

0

0

31 Dec., 1881.

0 0

31 Dec., 1881.

0 0

31 Dec., 1879.

0 0
0 0
0 0

31 Dec., 1880.
31 Dec., 1879.
31 Dec., 1880.

0
0

0
0

31 Dec., 1880.
31 Dec., 1870.

0 0

31 Dec., 1880.

-- - -

-

0 0

31 Dec., 1879.

0

0

31 Dec., 1879.

0

0

31 Dec., 1879,

Contractors sslioweti £175 per thsnum extra to convey snails six times a week between Mu,wcllbrook and Merriwa from 1 July, 1879.

ct contract cancelled, 31 March, 1879. (Sec ssspplesssesstary notice.)

Contractor allowed £13 per ansiusn extra, to convey mails an additional once a week, from 18 November, 1879.
5) Arrassgcsnessta Inside with cnsismctrr to substitute for this (:ossti'aet a hi-weekly Mall Service between Scosse and Dunssan, from-1 July 1879.
II) In c-osssequessee of the extension of the raiiwnv to Quirindl, that portion of cs,s,traet between Willow-tree i'ost Oflice and Quirisssts hailway Station
tunceuesi from 15 August, 3577; in conssqssss,ee of the extension of the railway to llreesa, that portion of contract between Qnirind[ and Breera cancelled
from 25 ltasth, 1879; and ill conteqssesico of the extesisioss of the railway to Guuuedah, that portion of contract l,ctweesi Breen and Ounnedah cancelled
from 11 Ssptesnl,er, 1670. eonxn,os,ication between lireeza and Oussnedah increased to six time, a week, from 25 March, 1879.
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Contractors
cs
Names.

Addresses,

Frequency
Mode of
of
Conimuni- Conveyanm
cation.

Annual
Amount payable to
Contractors.
£

Quirindi Railway Station and
Post Offices, Quirindi, Quipolly,
Breeza, and Gunnedah.
Webland, via Quirindi, Warrah Ridge, (A.
108 Fredk. Dew
Pine Ridge.
Nowland's), Pine Ridge and
Golly Blue, via Mooki Springs,
Kickerbil, and W'ebland
109 John O'Neill ....... Waihollow, via Quirindi, Spring Ridge, and TallyQuirindi.
he, via Waihollow, Darby's
Downs, M'Clollaud, and Goran
Lake.
110 Edwftrd Swain ,, Ranpr's Valley, \Vallahadah, Davis Town, and
eS allabadali.
Nundle, via Mrs. Cropper's, at
Beep Creek, M 'Ardle's at Goonoo
Goonoo Coseapauy'sGste, Ranger's
Valley, and Back Creek.
111 Eugene A,Whelan Maule's Creek, Boggabri and Barraba, via Guest's,
Chamberlaetd's, Wolfe's,Ciifford's,
Boggabri.
Carters,
Harvey's,
Douse's,
Esther's, Billcyeena, Cox's Station, Fitzgerald's, Leard's, Gold
'nan's, Birreny, Coolah Station
(Lloyd's), and Burinda Station
(St. Clair's).
112 R. J. Nowland ,, Gunnedali
Narrabri, Wee Was, Pilliga, and
Walgett.
107' R. J. Nowland,

Gunnedah

One ....... 2 or more
horse
coach.
Two ------- Horseback

Date of
Tcnninat.ion
of
Contracts.

s. 4.

287 10 0

31 Dec., 1879.

90 0 0

31 Dec., 1879.
.

Two ------- Horseback

140 0 0

31 Dec., 1881.

Two ------- Horseback

120 0 0

31 Dec., 1881,

One ------- Horseback

104 0 0

31 Dec., 1879.

Three ,,. Coach, 2 2,200 0
or more
horses.
113 James Woods .......Wee Waa. ......... Narrabri, Rocky Glen, and Coona- One - .....- Horseback 139 0
(Transfeed
rr to Gee.
barabran, via Bohemia, RobinH. Thorley, from 1
son's, Rya's, Bowle's, Kain's,
September, 1879,):
Cucubi, Pebbles, Borah, Yaminabal, Sandbank, Dundy, and
Slattery's.
114 R. J. Nowland
800 0
Gunnedah
Narrabri, Millie, Bumble, and Three ... Coach, 2
.
or more
Moree.
hones,
115JamesWard,senr Eulah Creek,
46 0
Narrabri and Dunmore's, via One ....... Horseback
Narrabri.
Gregory's,
Arndell's
Farm,
Baker's, Bilh9sley's, Davis's,
Capell's, Roache s,Orman's, Stan.
ford's, Pratt's, Sorel's, Thir
kettle's, Miller's, and Ward's,
Eulah Creek.
116 Gee. H. Thorley Narrabri .......... Narrabri and New Oriel, via One ....... Horsebac)c 100 0
Clay's, Gundemaine, Coberoft's,
Barker's, Hardy's, Holland's,
Wrightman's, Shanahan Walls,
Shanahan Ball's, Power's,Wyatt,
Bacon, Mitchell, Pallett, Toola
dunnah, Booenrroll, The Woodland's, Bolarbo, and Nooley Station.
I
117 C. J. Walker ....... Barraba ..... ........ Narrabri, Eulourie, and Bingera, One ....... Horseback 150 0
via Killarney, Edgerci, Irwin's
(Curly Out-station), Single's,
Berrigal (Terri.hi-hi Out-station),
Rocky Creek, l'allal, and Beira
Derra.
118 George Millar ..... . Wee Waa .......--- Wee Was and Baradine, via Cog- One ------- Horseback 100 0
hill, Cubble Ynligle, Cnmblo,
Upper Cumble, and Gibbean.
84 0
119 Alexander Cormie Pellsga ......... .... From Pilliga to, Cnpp's, Millie; One ....... Horseback
thence to Bucklebone, Barren,
Capel's, and Cryan, returning to
Pilliga by the same route.
120 J. T. Began
Breivarrisia ....... Walgett, Browarrina, and Bourke, Two ....... Horseback 439 0
via Moorahie (to travel once a
week on north side of river, via
Milrea, Boorooma, Ulah, and
Gingij
121 JoIm Doyle ......... -Mogil Mogil------- Walgstt, Mogil Mogil, and Mun- One ......I Horseback 145 0
gindie, via Collarenebri and
Barrington.
122 R. J. Nowland ., Gunnedah
Walgett, Ourrawilliaghi, Yarraan- One ....... Hcrseback lOu 0
bah, Goodooga, and Brenda
(Tate's Station, (islgoa Iliver),
via ''Gideon's inn," J"ori-ester's,
on the Barwon and Narran River,
and Thorold's, on Bokhara River.
(Coatraetor to travel between
Currawillinghi and Goodooga, on
south side of the Bokira and
Three Rivers, via the " Finger
Post Inn" 'nd Doyle's Station.)
123 R. J. Nowland , Gunnedah
Walgett, Goodooga, and Brenda... One ....... 2 or more 350 0
horse
coach.

0

31 Mar,, 1879.

0

31 Dec., 1881.

0

31 Dec., 1881,

0

31 Dec., 1880.

0

31 Dec., 1881.

0

31 Dec., 1880.

0

31 Dec., 1379.

0

31 Dec., 1881.

0

31 Dec., 18,9.

0

31 Dec., 1870.

0

31 Dec., 1819.

0

31 Dec., 1881.

-

$ In conseque,,ee of the extonslcn of the railway to nreeaa, that portion of contract between Quirindi and Broom cnncollcd from 25 March, 1879.
Remaining portion rancelled from 11 September, 1879.
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Contractors'
Posull

lames.

Lines.

Addresses.

Thequeney
of
Mode of
Comnmuni. Conveyance
ration.

Annual
Amount pay.
able to
Contractors.

Date of
termInation
of
Contracts.

. Horseback

130 0 0

31 Dec., 1879.

Two ........Horseback

130 0 0

31 Dec., 1879.

Xe. of time.
per ocek.

124 R.

J. Nowlad

Gunnedali

Millie and Mogil Mogil, via Bunna
Bunna, Munyga, Oriel, Bu1eor,
Colleytudula,
Merriwynebonc,
Poekntaroo, Collimungle, and
Werrihilli. (Contractor to travel
by the following ropte if required,
viz., via Bunna Bunna, Buleori,
Oriol, Munyga, l3runmndoon,
Collimungle, and Werrihilli.)
125 F. B. Purser ....... Moree ............. Moron, Pallainallap's, and Wanalda, via Boolooroo, and Musigie
Buridie (M'Donald's New head
Station).
126 H. J. Nowland
Gunnedali
Moree andICunopia, via Bogree,
on Garah, and
Midkin, WTe lb,
Whalan.
127 H. J. Nowland
Gunncdah
Morec and Meroc, via Comnbadollo

One

Two ....... 2 or more
horse
coach.
Two ....... Paekhorse
or 2-horse
coach.
128 John Doyle .......... Mogil Mogil ....... From Moi1 Mogil to Currawil. One ....... Horseback
linghi, via Bngot'a, Medhieott's,
Browns, and Hill's Stations,
returning from Currawillinghi to
Mogil Mogil, via Bloxsorn's.
129 Frederick Moody Myall Plain, Ku- Kunopia and Mungindi, via GraS One ....... Horseback
nopia
mall, Colunah, Chamopain's, and
Myall Plain.
130 B. Dowding
Goondawindi
Knnopia and Goondawindi .......... One ....... Horseback
131 H. J. Nowlancl
Gurtnodah
Garak and Mungiudi ................ Two ....... 2 or more
horse
coach.
132 John Holcombe., Goonoo Goonoo, Currabubula and Goono o Goonoo. Six..........Horseback
(Contractor to carry out a service
to and from the proposed Railway
Platform, at 171 miles north
(North Currabubula) and Goonoo
Goonoo, if required, for £80 per
annum,)
133 Alex. M'Clelland Nundlc ............. Tainwortli, Dungowan, Wooloo- Three ......Horseback
m on
Bowling Alley Point,
and by
Nundle, and flanging Rock, via
coach when
Mount Pleasant
necessary.
174 Geo. Wilkinson & Tamworth
Tainwort.h, Attunga, Manilla, Two .........Coach, 2
A. L. Bowclon
Upper Manilla, Barraba, Cobbahorses.
dale, Bingera, and Waxialda, via
Barker's, North Bingera.
135 One. Wilkinson & Tamworth
Tamworth, Attunga, Manilla, One .........Horseback
A. L. Bowden
Upper Manilla, Barraba, Cohhadah, Bingera, and Warinida, via
Barker's, North Bingera.
136 Tlioinasliridgcs Moor Creek ....... Tamworth and Moor Creek .......... One .........Horseback
137 C. J. Walker ....... Barraba ...... ... .... Barraba and Moree, via Tareela, One ........ Horseback
Mount Lindsay, Currangandi,
Ullembarella, Eulourie, Falls),
Dorra, Banghct, Gincroi, Graves.
end, Binnigi, and Baldwin's.
138 B. B. Purser ....... Moree ......... .... Barraba, Cobbadah, and Morec via One ...... .. Horseback
Crawley's station, Currangandi,
Ullembarella, Eulourie, Rocky
Creek, Tern-hi-hi, and Ticanna.
139 ThomasParkinson Invcrcll ............. Bingera, Little Plain, and fliverell One ... .... Horseback
140 William Brown
Keira, via Bin- Bingera and Bundarra, via Coo- One ........ Horseback
gem
rangoora, Keira, Beverley, and
Long Reach.
141 Geo. S. Hope ........Rothbury .......... Wanialda,Yctman, Boggabilla, and Two ........ Horsohack
Goondawindi, via Gournama and
Wallangra.
142 George 'Wilkinson Tamworth
Wanialda, Boggabilia, and Goon. One .........Horseback
dawindi, via Oraon, Gunycrwarildi, Yalaroi, 'looloona, and
Coppermarenbillen.
143 John Crane
Warialda ...........Warialda, Boggabilla, and Goon. One .........Horseback
dawindi, via Oragon, Gunyer
warildi, Yalarol, Tooloona, Cop
permuarenhillen, and New Gun.
yerwarildi,
144 Martin Figerald Keepit ............ Somertoaand Keopit ......... .......... Two .........Horseback
145 Lloyd M'Ginty
Bendemneer.......
alcha; and
:djomLleer and
Horseback
146 William Osborne Stanborough
Stanborough and Tingha ............ Three ...... Horseback
147 Thos. Parkinson Inverell ............ Inverell and W7arialda, via Ban Two ........ Horseback
nockbnrn, Pioreby Hall, Reedy
Creek, Gragin, and Myalla.
148 Patk. Wade ....... Armidale ...... .... Inverell, Bukkulla, Ashford, and Two ........ Homscback
Bonshaw,via Byron (contractor to
travel once a week via Edgerton).
Contractor atloved £12 to convey nnile 011CC it week extra from 1 June to 51 December, 1879.

*97-0

170 0 0' 31 Dec., 1879.
120 0 0

31 Dec., 1881.

99 0 0

31 Dec., 1879.

80 0 0

31 Dec., 1880.

69 0 0
125 0 0

31 Dec., 1879.
31 Dec., 1879.

100 0 0

31 Dec., 1879;

227 10 0

31 Dec., 1881.

745 0 0

31 Dec., 1870.

250 0 0

31 Dec., 1879.

26 0 0
120 0 0

31 Dec., 1879.
31 Dec., 1880.

100 0 0

31 Dec., 1879.

79 0 0
80 0 0

31 Dcc., 1881.
31 Dec., 1879.

230 0 0

31 Dec., 1881,

122
1 10 0

3 Dec., 1880.

115 0 0

31 Dec., 1880.

60 0 0
139 0 0
45 0 0
169 0 0

31 Dec., 1881.

195 0 0

31 Dec., 1879,

31 Dec., 1880.
31 Dec., 1879.
31 Dec., 1879.
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Contractors'
P05 1 Lin

Names.

Addresses.

Freque,icy
of
)soele of
Comniuiii- Conveyance,
ration.

Annual
Amount payable to
Contractors.

Date of
termination
of
Contracts.

No. of

149 Thos. S. Morgan Tenterfield ------ - Bonshaw and Tenterfield, via Clif Two .......Horseback 140
ton Station, Ab le Station, and the
south side of the Severn River,
40
Bonshaw and Texas (Queensland) One --------Horseback
150 Robert White ... Texas, Queensland
2-horse
One - .. Armidale and Uralla; and
82
coach.
lJralla, Salisbury Plains, and Two.,,,
151 H. C. Smith ...... Armidale
Walcha.
Armidale, Guyra, Falconer, and Six- ........-Zor4horse 1,300
152 Cobb & Co- ------ - Sydney
coach.
Glen Innes, via Ben Lomond, with
a branch mail from Armidale to
Puddledock three times - a week.
153 tWm. Diamond... Armidale --------- - Armidalc and Bundarn ---------- - - Two ........Horseback 160
154Gabrie1Nixon,jn. Armidale .......... Ann idale and Ohan. via Guyrah, Two ........Horseback 140
Rock Vale, Aherfoil, and Ward's
Mistake head station.
155 Patk. Wade ....... Armidale .......... Armidale, Wandsworth, Kangaroo Three.,,., llorscback 450
Camp, Elsmore, and Inverell, via
Eversleigh, Oilcra, Moredcn,
Paradise Creek, and Newstead.
95
M.
Kernpsey .......... Armidale and Kempscy, via Too' One --------Horseback
156 Joseph
rookoo, Nulla Nulla, Peedre
M'Maugh
Creek, Towel Creek, Long Flat,
(Transferred to
,ombic, and Huligrove.
GioglaWllu
John Barrie from
I May, 1879.)
157 (John S.Williams Grafton ........... .. Armidale ann Grafton, via Gara One ........Horsehack 150
Station.
20
158 J55. M'Crossin ... Uralla ............. lfralla and Rocky River .............Three ......Horseback
159 Cobb & Co. ....... Sydney ............. Glen lanes, Dundee, Deepwater. Three ......2or4horse 1,700
coach.
Tenterfield, Wilson's Downfall,
Amosfield, and Maryland.
Glen
Wal Lutes, Clarevaulx, and We) Two....
lingrove.
and One
Horseback 158
160 ¶'Patk. Wade ...... Armidale
and
One
Wellingrove, Swanbrook,
Invereli, via Waterloo.
161 Cobb & Co. ...... . Sydney ............. Glen Inucs, V. Water, and Vegc' Three ......Zor4horse 200
coach.
table Creek
162 Jas. Braham ....... Glen Innes ....... Glen Innes, Dalmorton, South Two ........Coach ...... .500
Grafton, and Grafton, via Shambigne, i3uccarhnbi, Broad Meadows, Newton Boyd, and the Big
Hill.
18
163 5 jeremiahLadri' Red Range via Glen Innes and Red Range .......... One ........ Horseback
Glen Innes.....
gait
52
Deepwater, Tccblcland, and Silent One ........ Horseback
164 John Kiernen ... Deepwater
Grove, via Nine-mile.
48
165 WilliamKrauss.,, Wellingrove....... W1ellirtgrove and Vegetabl9 Creek, One ........ Horseback
via Strathbogie.
38
166 KennethM'Kcnzie Tent Hill .......... Vegetable Creek and Tent Hill ... Three ...... Horseback
52
167 James Dcviin ... Glen Innes ....... Vegetable Creek and The Gulf ... One ........ Horseback
108 1-tThos. S.Morgan Tenterfield ....... Tenterfield, Timbarra (Cominis Two ........ Horseback 250
sioner's Camp), Lunatic Reefs,
Tabulam,Copinanhurst, andGrafton, Calling at Eatonswill, Smith
Flat, Newbold Grange Station,
the new Copper Mines, Gordon
Brook, Yulgilbar, Drake, Darcy's
public'house, and Barney Down
Station (in tunes of flood to travel
by the surveyed road).
40
169 T. Walsh .......... Casino ............. Tabulam and Tooloom ................ One ........ Horseback
170 John Rush ..........llnka ................ Clarence River Steamers, and Post..........
Office, Iluka, as required to meet
steamers that aerive and depart
Rosined
102
or that pass up and down the
horseback
river and
Post Offices, I)uka and Clarence Two.
River Heads.
Wyrallah, Two ..........2-horse
109
Iluka,
Woodburn,
171 John Lang .......... Woodburn
coach
Gunduri,nba, and Lismore
and on
(Contractor to convcyinails to and
horseback.
from Selman's Sawmills, North
Arm, Clarence River, instead of
Iluka, nil 3 months notice being
given by time Postmaster-General,
ansi to be paid at the rate of £185
per annusn only for such service).1

0 0

31 Dec., 1879.

0 0

31 Dec., 1880.

0 0

31 Dec., 1819.

0 0

31 Dec., 1879

0 0
0 0

31 Dec., 1880.
31 Dec., 1880.

0 0

31 Dec., 1880.

0

0

31 Dec., 1879.

0 0

31 Dec., 1881.

0 0
0 0

31 Dec., 1879.
31 Dec., 1879.

0 0

31 Dec., 1879.

0

0

31 Dec,, 1880.

0 0

31 Dec., 1879.

4 0

31 Dec., 1881.

0 0

31 Dec., 1879.

0

31 Dec., 1879.

0 0
0 0
0 0

31 Dec., 1880.
31 Dec., 1879.
31 'Dec., 1880.

0 0

31 Dec., 1879.

0

0

31 Dec., 1879.

0 0

31 Dec., 1881.

0

-

* A dedoction of £30 per an nmn made from this contract in conoideratio,, of Contractors being relieved of the conyance of the branch nmails to and
from Puddledoelc, from 1 April, 1879.
I Contract cancelled 39 April, 1170. (See Supplementary Notice.)
- t Contractor allowed £40 per anc,mmoa cetr.a to travel 00cc a wcec via Coningdalo, iCilcoy on the Chandlcr, Oanmpsrclow,m and Aberioll, from lAjmril, 1879.
Contractor allowed £223 per annum extra to convey Monday's ,nails by coach from Armidale to Kangaroo Camp by mmmi,, road, eallinigat Booroolong
to dccpaech a mail on horseback
at
and
coacl, at W,u,dswortl, oil its way
m 16 November, 1819.
o allowed £10 per a,mnumn extra to
1819.
1. Hyde and P. UeIlow-moerlor,ne
P Contractor's sceretie
A. A5'Leod's and Broovccs, from 16 April, 1879.
r armnummm extra to travel cia weave
¶ Contractor allowed
1879. (See Supplementary Not
" Contract cancelled
Creek (Darcy',) and T,,l,ulam via Ijoorook and Drake instead of via Drake and
ir annum extra to travel between
ft Contnctorallowe,l
cquencc of the removal of the cop,nanhurmt l'ost Olr,ce, from a September, 1879.
also allowed £5 per annum extra
Lunatic Reefs, fronm 1 April,
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Contractors'

r0
Namess.

1(105.

Addresses

Frequency
of
Mode of
Cornmunl- Conveyance,
cation.
Nm. attire,,
perraeek.

Annual
Mnount payable to
Contractors.

Date of
tennination
of
Contracts,

172 John Lang ---------- Woodhurn

Two ---- -- - - Boat

Ltd.
90 0 0

31 Dec., 1881.

173 John Lang ----------

Two ........ Horseback

90 0 0

31 Dec., 1881,

Two -------- Horseback
Horseback
and cart.

41 2 6
35 0 0

31 Dec., 1880.
31 Dec., 1881.

One -------- Horseback

70 0 0

31 Dec., 1881.

Two ........ Horseback
One -------- Horseback

75 0 0
124 0 0

31 Dec., 1879.
31 Dcc., 1881.

Two ........ Horseback
Two ........4-hone
coach.
181 Thos. Jordan ..... .. DeepCreek,Tab Lawrence and Tabulasn ............... One ........ Horseback
ulam.
182 Tbes, Walsh ....... Casino ............. Casino and Tabulain, via Wooroo One ........ Horseback
woolgin, Dyraaba, and Sandiland.
183 WsllsamC.Grady Casino ............. Casino and tJnumgar (Sherwood's One ........ Horseback
Station.)
184 Charles Barry
Tin-asia .......... Lismoro and Kynnumnhoon or One ........ Horseba,k
Murwillumbab.
185 John Walsh
Tunstal, via Us- Lisenoro and Tirrania .................... Otto ....... Horseback
more.
186 John L Vesper
Casino ...... ...... Lismore, Wollongbar, Alstonville, One ....... Horseback
and Ballina.
187 The. Cox ............. Casino ............. Kynnusnboon or Murwillumbab Three ... Horseback
and Tweed Junction.
or boat,
18$ William Shaw ... Ballina ............. Tweed Junction and Tweed Heads, One ....... Boat
via Cudgen (Boyd's).
189 Michael Rush .......Rocky Mouth
Rocky Mouth and Chatsvorth
Boat
Island, on the days that the
Grafton Steamers from Sydney
arrive at Rocky Mouth.
190 Alex. Campbell ... Brush Grove ...... . Brush Grove and Broadmouth Two ........Horseback
Creek.

24 0 0
180 0 0

31 Dec., 1879.
31 Dec., 1881.

68 0 0

31 Dec., 1880.

34 0 0

31 Dec., 1879.

36 0 0

31 Dec., 1879.

98 0 0

31 Dec., 1881.

11 0 0

31 Dee., 1881.

45 0 0

31 Dec., 1881.

65 0 0

31 Dec., 1881.

52 0 0

31 Dec., 1880.

39 15 0

31 Dec., 1879.

24 0 0

31 Dec., 1879.

Twelve ... Steamer...

60 0 0

31 Dec., 1879.

Twelve... Mail-cart
or ott
horseback.
Six ..........Omnibus,
3 horses.

105 0 0

31 Dec., 1881.

174 'E W. Stocks...
175 Charles Sanders,.

Woodburn, Kilgin, Broadwater,
East Wardell, Wardell, and
Ballina, via Green's.
Woodburn
Woodhurn, Swan Bay, Coraki,
Codrington, Tatham, and Casino.
Alstonville ....... Wardell and Alstonville ------------North Grafton... Steamers' Wharf, Grafton, and
Post Office, Grafton, en arrival
and departure of steamers.
Lionaville ---------- Grafton and Lionoville.
(Con
tractor to travel by the new line
of road.)

176 James Bryce ------(Transferred to
David Laird from
1 July, 1879.)
(Transferred to
James Mitchell
from 1 December,
1879.)
177 Joseph Hann ....... Grafton ............. Grafton and Lawrence ................
178 John it, Snodgraas South Grafton... Grafton, South Grafton, Upper
Kangaroo Creek, and Fernmount,
via kangaroo Creek Station, Mrs.
Burns', and Glenrcagh.
179 John Murphy....... Grafton............. Grafton and Southgate ................
180 tWathana Drury... Casino ............. Lawrence, Casino, and Lismore ...

-

SUBURBAN LrnES.
1 §Wm. Harmer ... Watson's Bay ... General Post Office, Sydney, and
Watson's Bay.
2 Charles Howe ... Botany ............. General Post Office, Bedfern
Branch Post Office, Waterloo,
Botany Road and Botany.
3 Fitzwitharn H. Bankstown ------- General Post Office, Camperdewn,
Eyre.
Annandale, Ashfield, Enfleld,
Druitt Town, Bark Huts, Bankstown, and Upper Bankstown.
4 Vim. Lowe ........ .. Kogarab .......... General Post Office, Macdonald
Town, St. Peter's, and Tempe:
and
Tempe, Arndiff, Kegarah, and
Gannon's Forest.
5 JasnesGliallmnor... Coegee ............. General Post Office, Randwick
and Coogee.
B EdwardM'Namaa'a 108, DowlingGeneral Post Office, Sydney and
street, Sydney. Wharfs, on arrival and departure
of English mails.

0

31 Dec., 1881.

90 0 0

31 Dec., 1881.

80 0 0

31 Dec., 1880.

80 0 0

Contract to tcr.
niniate at one
anenth's notice
on either side.

75

.

Twelve., 2-horse
Six..........
Twelve ...

-

1cr 2
hoe
rs conveyance.
Spnngvans
and drays.

Contnte10rsllowedS17s. Gd. per annum extra to travel via Dalwood, Richmond Ri'er, from 16 September, 1879.
In consequence or contractor's default arrangements made with J. L. Vesper to perform the service from 22 April to 30 June at £200 per annum.
Centractor's surceiesJ. Jordan and T. 11'Fadden-1,erformod the service from 1 to 21 July, 1879. Anangeneents nude with J. L. Vesper to perfonn the
sen-lee from 22 July to 14 Octnher, isio, at £275 per annum. Contract cancelled 14 October, 1871). (See Supplesnontary Notice.)
Contractor's surctios-.M. II. Caompbell amid T. 31Fadden-perfonned service from 1 -January, 1879.
§ Coutmetor allow-ed "0 per annum extra 0 convoy a mall from" Watson's Bay to Sydney at S p.10., daIly, from 1 July, 1870.
-
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PABTICULAB.9 of Contracts entered into for the Conveyance of Post Office Mails, from the 1st February, 1879.
Contractors'

.

N.
CS,

OS

Names.

Frequency
Annual
mo tes of
of
Mode of Amount ]xiy. termination
Coonnouni. Conveyance, able to
of
cation.
Contractors. Contracts.

.InC'

Addresses.

-

Ni
WESTERN ROAD,
£ s. d.
1879.
Charles Orchard ............. SoutlaBowenfefls Bowenfells and South Bowen- Six .......... Horseback 35 0 0 31 Dec.
fells.
Cornelius Flynn ............. Mandurama...... Manduransa and Walli, via Two ....... Horseback 29 10 0 31 Dec.
Egan's and Clicfden.

139
'140

SouTh KitS ROAD.
William Napicr ..... . ....... Joadja Creek ,.. Mittagong and Joadja Creek.. Two ....... Horseback 20 0 0 31 Dec.
Michael Phelan .......... ... Mount Airy,
Murraguldrie and Carbost, via Two ....... horseback 24 0 0 31 Dec.
Murraguldrie,
Ilumults and the American
Yards.

'177
'17$

'New lines,
PAnwIcutAns of a Contract entered into for the Conveyance of Post Office Mails, from the 1st February, 1579.
Contractor's
_______________________________________________

No.

-

Name.

Antusni
Date of
Frequency of Mode or araouiit
Commonien. Conveyance. able tolny- tennination
of
C-ion.
Contractor. Contract.

Foote] Line.

I

Address.

N'. of time.
WESTERN ROAD.
£ a. d.
1880.
per wick
141 J. A. M'Namara ............. CoHnda. ............ Quambone and Carioda, via Two ....... Horseback 1
0 0 31 Dec.
M'Quade's and Flynn's
Stations.
PARTICULARS of Contracts entered into for the Conveyance of Post Office Mails, from the 1st March, 1879.
Contractors'
Non,

Postal Lines.
Name,.

1
*179

Coon,

Addresses.

Annual
Dates of
aniountjny. termination
Conveyance.
Contractors. Contract..

Neorumor
,
SOUTHERN ROAD. £ S. d.
1879.
Cobb & Co. ................... Sydney ............. Little ]3illnbong, Carabost, Two .......- Coach ... 130 0 0 31 Dec.
and Tumberumba.

Nonwnznx ROADS.
Hanging Rock and Glen Mor- One ....... horseback 60 0 0 31 Dec.
sison,
via
Callaghan's,
Swamps and Inglebar.
192 James Dodds ................Scone ............. Scone and Woodlands, via One ....... horseback 24 0 0 31 Dec.
Margin's and Tlaornthwaite.
1881.
Thomas
J.
Hughes
.........
't193
..
Tamworth ......... Railway Station and Post Seven or 2-horse
52 0 0 31 Dec.
Office, Tamworth.
more,
coach,
'191 William Stevens .............Hanging Rock

New line.
f Contract cancelled 14th July, 1879. See particulars of contract ccmnaenclng 16th July, 1879.
PARTICULARS of a Contract entered into for the Conveyance of Post Office Mails, from the 1st April, 1879.
5

Contractor's
_______________________________________________
-

No.

Same,

12

-

Postal Lute.

Address.

R. J. Nowland ............. Gunncdah

Annual I Date of
Frequency of Mode of arncuoot
pay-I termination
Conimunoci. Conveyance
able to I
of
Clan.
- Contractor. Contract.

Xe.
NORTHERN POGAD.
£ s. d. 1879,
mo.ek.
peroftimes
Nabri, Wee Wan, Pflhiga, Tlaree
... 2 or more [2,206 13 4 31 Dec.
and Walgett,
horse coachi

In lieu of No. 112, Northern Reed, in general list.
PARTICULARS of Contracts entered into for the Conveyance of Post Office Mails, from the 1st April, 1879.
Contractors
Sos.

Postal Lines.
Name,.

Addresses.

'1421 Arthur Powell ............. Kurrajong
Heights.
John Saunders, juor ........ Wilcannia

No. or mimea
RoA
ROAD.
£ s. d.
1879.
reweek.
Ceotmat
and Kurrajong Sax .......... horseback 39 0 0 en merrommon.
,t
floe roIIt.mm.'
nottee 0
either side,

\VESTFRN

Kurrajong
Heights.
-

t180

Annual
Dotes of
Frequency
of
Mode of Amount play- termination
of
Comnmnnica- Conveyance,
able to
Contractors. Contracts.
tion.

SOUThERN ROADS.

Gnalta and Mount Poole, via One
Horseback 350 0 0 31 Dec.
Nooiatharimuie,Woiaominta,
Mordeni, eobham Lake,
Coelly, and Sturt's DepUt Glen
I
1881.
181g Samuel M'Lauchlan ....... Jereelderic ....... Deniliquin and CoclmranCreek, One ....... Horsebackl 90 0 0 31 Dec.
via Cobran and North
or 1-horse i
Wakool
convey.
anco.
* New arrangenacot.

$ Contract cancelled, Slot December, 1579.
New line.
contracts conamencing lot June, 1879.)

§ Contract cancelled. Slot May, 1€79. (See list of
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PARTICULARS of a Contract entered into for the Conveyance of Post Office Mails, from the 1st April, 1879.
No.

Contractors
_________________________ -- ___________
Name.

96

Frequency
Annual
Date of
of
Mode of Amount pay- termination
communIcn Conveyance.
able to
of
t4on.
Contractor. Contract

Postal Lines.

Address.

I

No. or time.
NORTHERN ROAD.
perweek.
Coonaharabran, Baradine, and One
Pilhiga,
via Yarragan,
Gorah, Rianbri, Merriwee,
Erinbri, Morebcne, Wangan,
and Etoo,

R. J. Nowlanci ............. Gunnedah

£' . ci.
1881.
2 or more 120 0 0 I si Dec.
horse
I
coach.
I
I

I

In lieu of No. 96, Northern Road, In general list.

PARTICULARS of a Contract entered into for the Conveyance of Post Office Mails, from the 15th April, 1870.
Contractor'.
No.
Address.

Name,.

145

Frequency
Annual
Data of
or
Mode of Amount psy ternilnation
Communira- Convoysne.'e.
able to
of
tion.
Contractor.. Contract.

Postal Lines.

......H
.
.
Z. and S. Barton .........Wontworth

SOUTHERN ROAD.
Maude, Oxicy, and One
ialranald; and Ray, Mande, One
OxIcy, and Balranald, via
Guam.

.4.
1879.
iibreo 338 0 0 31 Dec.
back.

.

In lieu of No. 145, Southern Road, In general list,

PARTICULARS of a Contract entered into for the Conveyance of Post Office Mails, from the 22n4 April, 1879.

I

Contractor's

Date of
Frequency or Mode of JAC
mountpa -. termination
Comm000ca. Conveyance.
able
of
tion.
I
I
ontractor. Contract.

Postal Line.
Nnmo.

Address.

I

*144

s. ci.

1880.

One ....... Horseback 19 0 0

31 Dec.

£

No. of lime.
per week.

WESrBRN ROAD.
William M'u1lough .......Curraweela .......Taralga and Currawcela
* Additional communication.

PARTICULARS of Contracts entered into for the Conveyance of Post Office Mails, from the 1st May, 1879.
Contractors'
Names.

104
±153
14

I

Frequen
Ane
ateatolf
of
Mode of Amount p . o no n
Communice. I Conveyance,
able to
of
tion.
Contractors. Contracts.

Postal Lines.

INOS.

Addresses.

No. of time.

NORTHERN ROADS
Patrick O'Leary ............. Cooranbong ....... Walisond and Cooranbong
William M. Stevenson ... Armidnle .......... Armidalo and Bundnrra
H. G. Tuck and H. J. West Maitland Stroud, Lanworthy's, Ward's
Adams
River, and Gloucester; and
Gloucester, Tinonee, andTaree
(Contractors to convey extra
mails by other than mail
coaches between Raymond
Terrace and Gloucester if
required.)
Ro.established line.

t In lieu of No. 153, Northern Road, In general list.

£
t.
One ....... Horseback 20
.......
Two
Horseback 120
Four
2.horse
coach. 897
Three

s. 1
1880.
0 0 31 Dec.
0 0 31 Dec.
1881.
0 0 31 Dec.

In lieu of No. 14, Northern Road In general list.

PARTICULARS of a Contract entered into for the Conveyance of Post Office Mails, from the 20th May, 1879.

I

Contractor's ________________
_________________________
Postal line.

No,
Name.

Address.

NORTHERN ROAD.
163

Annual
Date of
l"requencyof Mode of Amount
pay. tenninaiion
Conimunics.. j Conveyance,
able to
of
tion.
Contractor. Contract
I

Thomas L. Ballard .......... Rod Range ....... Glen Innes and Red Range .,. One

4

s. 4.

1870.

j Horseback 20 0 0

31 Dec.

No. oftinee I
, p Cr week.

In lieu of No. 163, Northern Road, In general list.

£

348
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PARTICULARS of a Contract entered into for the Conveyance of Post Office Mails, from the 21st May, 1879.
Contractor,

_______________________________________________

No.

Name.

A nnual
Pate of
Frequencyal Mode of A,nountmytermination
,Comnmnica- P Conveyance,
able
to
of
tien.
I
Contractor.
Contract.

Postal Line.

Address.

195

£ s. d.

No. of ti's,,
perwesk.

NORTHERN RoAn.

Contract to
termiatte at
ons month's
notice
on
cuber, aide.

ward Taylor ............. Back Creek ....... Back Creek and Copeland Three ... Horseback 18 0 0
(Rainbow.).

'New line.

Contract cancelled 20th June, 1579. S.c particulars of contract commencing 21" June, 1879.

PARTICULARS of Contracts entered into for the Conveyance of Post Office Mails, from the lot June, 1879.

,
'
Annual
Dates of
.quene of
pay- termination
Cosomunica- Convoyanco. Amount
able
to
of
1011.
Contractors. Contracts.

Contractors
No,.

Postal Lines.
Names.

Addresses.
WESTERN RoARS.

£ a. d.

'143. Joseph Yeomans ............. Bathurst .......... Bnthurst and White Rock ... Six .......... Horseback 50

1879

0 0

31 Dec.

Thomas Dawson ............. Mount Hunter Camden and Mount Hunter Three
Horseback 40 0 0
Creek.
Creek (Westbrook).
Edward H. Powell ..... ..... Jereelclerie ....... fleniliquin and CochranCreek, One ....... Horseback 94 10 0
(Transferred to George
via Cobran and North Wa.
MeLted from let OctokooL
her, 1879.)
Robert Gildea ................Cobargo ... ....... obargo and Wandella ....... ... Two ...... Horseback 15 0 0

31 Dec.
1881.
31 Dec.

SoUTHERN ROADS.
'182
t181

0183

1879.
31 Dec.
1881.
31 Dec.

J. R. Battye ................Burrawang ....... Moss Vale, Burrawang, and Three
Horseback 75 0 0
llobertsoic.
*18511 John Wilson .................Xinjna ............. Robertson, Jamberoo, and Six --------- -Horseback 114 10 0
Kiama.
tl84

31 Dec.

'New line,
tin lieu of No. 181, Southern Road, in list of contracts, commencing 1st April, 1879.
I AdditIonal comnnsnicatien.
§ Contractor allowed £15 per annum extra, to execute bond compelling him to travel via Burrawang, such route not being specified in his teisder, from
6th August, 1879.
1 Contract cancelled 14th October, 1879, Set list of contracts, commencing 15th October, 1879.
PARTICULARS of a Contract entered into for the Conveyance of Post Office Mails, from the 16th June, 1879,

I

Contractors
No.
Name.

Address.

f
I

Sournanar ROAD.
'189

Frequency
Annual
Mo
Amount
of
Commusica- Con'O3rS5sce.
payable to
tion.
Contractor.

j

Postal Line,.

I

No. of limes
,

I

Pate of
ternsiisattost

of

Contract.

£ s. d.

1881,

J

Wifilam doodrich .......... Clifton ............. Bdli and Clifton .................. Six .......... Horscback

0 0

31 Dec.

a
New line.
PARTICULARS of a Contract entered into for the Conveyance of Post Office Mails, from the 21st June, 1879.
Contractor's

I Frequency

No.

PtaI Lines.
Name.

j

Address.

'

Mode
of
Comntce- Conveyance.
tim.

No. of times
NORTHERN ROAr,.
'195

Christopher M1nty

psr sect

.

s. d,

i

I Contract to

....... Copeland North., Copelond North and Copelund Three ..... .. Horseback 24 0
South.

'In lieu of No. 105, Northern Road, in list of Contracts commencing 21st May, 1879,

Date of
tomisthUon
of
Contract.

Annuat
Amount
payable to
Contractor.

I terminate at
051 one month's
I notice on
either side.

Contract cancelled 31st December, 1879.

PARTICULARS of Contracts entered into for the Conveyance of Post 0111cc Mails, from the 1st July, 1879.
Contractors'
Nos.

Postal Lines.
Names.

Addresses.
Wrsrl•:nN ROAD.

*145

Frequency
Annual
Bate, of
Mode
A,nnunt
termination
of
I payable
Comn,smira. Conveyance
to
of
. Contractors.
tion.
Contracts.

.

N' of tim,,
parw eci.

Joseph Lye ................... Montefiores ....... Wellington, Montcflores, and One
Conuobells.
(Contractor to:
convey snails twice a week if
required for the sum of thirtY.I
five pounds (35) per annum).j
* New line.

£ s. d.
Horseback 25

I

0 0

1880.
31 Dec.

I

349
55
PARTICULAES

of Contracts entered into for the Conveyance of Post Office Mails, from the Ist July, 1879—contènved.
Contractors'

Nos.

I
Names.

Frequency I
Annual
Dates of
of
Mode of
Amount pay'] termination
Conisnonlca- Conveyance,
able to
of
lion.
Contractors,
I
Contracts.

Postal Lines,

Addresses,

No.

9196

'187

'188

t196

1879.
31 Dec.
1881.
31 Dec.

Thomas C. M'Guire ......... . Ray ................ hay and 0-unbar ................... One
Two-horse 79 0 0
(Transferred in A. W.
cone!'.
Robertson and S. Wagner,
from 1 July, 1879.)
Thomas Roche ............... Blalcney Creek
Dalton and Blakney Creek One ....... Horseback 26 0 0
(Mr. Roche's) via Byroeville.)
William Wheeler ............ Q.uipolly

+......... .

NORTUERN ROAD,
RailwnyStntion and Post Office, Two
Quipolly.

* New line.
PARTICULARS of a Contract entered into

Frequency
of

Postal Line.

NORTHERN

I

sloole of

I amount
Annual
pay.
I

Communlea. i Conveyance. I able to
tion.
Contractor.

Address.

Charles White ............... . Tamworth

I

1880.
31 Dec.

for the Conveyance of Post Office Mails, from the 15th July, 1879.

Contractors
Name,

Horseback 24 0 0

1879.
31 Dec.

t Nev, arrangement.

No.

*193

eftime,.

pervert.
Sournxay ROAD.
£ a. 8.
Tames Mimer ............... . Belmoro ............ . Canterbury and Belsoore ... .... Three ...... . horseback 12 0 0

offices
per week.

No.

RoAD.

Date of
termination

of
Contract.

s. d.

1880.

Railway Station, Tamworthj Seven or Two-horse 50 0 0
and Post Offices, W'est Tam.I loom.
spflng
worth and Ta,nworth.
van.

31 Dec.

£

In lieu of No. 193, Northern Itos, in list of Contracts, commencing 1st March, 1579.
PARTIcULARS

of a Contract entered into for the Conveyance of Post Office Mails, from the 16th July, 1879.
Contractor's

TF~7
.qucalcy

No.

of

l'ostal Line.
Name

Address.

No. of time,

SOUTHERN ROAD.

*192

Mode of

unica- Conveyance
tires

William Cram. ............... .Mount Adrali ..j Adelong and Mount AdmIt

l)ate of

of
Contract.

£

a. d.

1879.

One ....... Horseback 35 0 0

31 Dec.

pervert.

...

Annual

able to
Contractor.

Mnomst pay- termination

PARTrCULAIIS of Contracts entered into for the Conveyance of Post Office Mails, from the 1st August, 1879.
Contractors'

Dates of

£ s. d.

1880.

Andrew Robertson ......... . Greenwell Point Pyreo and Oreestwell Point .....ix .......... Horseback 26 0 0
John Hopkins ................ Rden ............... Eden and Timbilica (Mr. R. One ....... Horseback 45 0 0
Aliens).

31 Dec.
31 Dec.

Namoes.

Addresses.

-

macs.

-

SouTsIsiuc ROADS.

*190
'191

Frequency.

Annual

.

on

of
Mode of
a,nousmt pay. termination
Conimnunies. Conveyance,
able to
of
tion.
Contractors. Contracts.
]e5
.

N0RTUEnN ROADS.
t197
t
'198

190

Richard Porter, jun. ....... Gordon ............. St. Leonards, Chatswood,
Gordon, and Hornsby.
C. C. Pagan .......... .. ....... Gosford .... ........ Sydney, St. Leonards, Chatswood, Gordon, H,ornsby,
Peate's Ferry, and Gosford.
John Higgins ................ Copeland North Copelanti North and Bowman
(Contractor to travel via the
right hand Branch Machine,
if required.)
Rock Davis (transferred Blackwail ---------- Manly, Blaekwall, Kincmnber,
to C. E. Jeastnerct, from
and Gosford (the snails to be
16 October, 1879.)
conveyed between Manly and
the head of Pitt Water, by
a two-horse waggonette, and
between the head of Pitt
Water and Gosford, by a
screw steamer. In the event
of hnd weather preventing
the steamer front crossing the
bar, contractor is required to
convey the snails on horseback between, Gosfom-d and
Patonga on the same day as
despatehed from Manly or
Gosford).
New

line.

t

Additional cornmummicatiomm.

1881.
Six ......... . Horseback 80 0 0
One ....... Horseback 200 0 0

31 Dec.
1880.
31 Dec.

Two ....... Horseback 49 10 0

1881.
31 Dec.

Two ------- Two•horse 220 0 0
waggonette and
steamer.

I In lieu of No. 1, Northern Read, in gemmeral list.

1880.
31 Dec.

350
56
PARTICULARS of Contracts entered into for the Conveyane of Post Office Mails, from the 1st September, 1879.
Contractors
Ncs.

+104

Postal l,Ines.

-

Names

*193

Frequency
Annual
Dates of
of
Mode of Amount pay- termination
Communlea- Conveyance,
able to
of
tion.
Contractors. Contracts.

-

-

Addresses.

No, or times
SOUTHERN ROAD.
per meek.
£ s. ci.
1879.
Francis J. Lawliso .......... Gunning .........- RailwayStation, Gunning, and Three ... Horseback 75 0 0 31 Dec.
Post Offices Gunning and
Lower Gunderoc, (Con.
tractor to carry out the ser
viCe by a two-horse coach, if
required, for the sum of
ninety-five pounds (95) per
annum.

Finton Dunphy ............ - Waggawagga... Wagga Wagga Post Office and Sixormore 2-horse
Travelling Post Office, Rail-I
coach.
way Station, South Wagga.

Additional eoin,ntirticatir,n.

51 0 0 Contract to
terminate
at
one
month's
notice no

$ New Line.

PARTICULARS of a Contract entered into for the Conveyance of Post Office Mails, from the 1st October, 1879.

I

Contractor's
No.

-''Names.

200

Frequency
Annual
Date of
of
Mode of Amount pay- tennination
Commnunica- Conveyance
able to
of
don.
Contractors. Contract

Postal Line.
Address.

N,. or time,
NoBTnnRN ROAD.
£ s. d.
per neck,
1879.
Cobb & Co- ------------------ - Sydney ............. Glen Inncs, Dunde Deep. Three .. 2or4horse475 0 0 31 Dec.
water, and Teaterfield.
coach.
J

Additional eomnmunitlon.
PAnrIcukuts of a Contract entered into for the Conveyance of Post Office Mails, from the let October, 1879.

I Frequency

contra.ctofs
No.
Name.

201

two.

Address.

PatHck Wade ---------------- Armidaic

Annual
Date of
Mode of Amount pay- termination
Conveyammee.
able to
of
Contractor. Contract.

of
I Communlea-

Postal Line.

I
I
I.
,. ,(tlmr I
NOnTIFERN ROAD.
I £ a. d.I 1881.
I prr mccc. I
Anuidale and Puddledock ... One
Horseback1 20 0 0 31 Dec.
SKew Line.

PARTICULARS of Contracts entered into for the Conveyance of Post Office Mails, from the 15th October, 1879.

I Frequency

Contractors'
Not
- Names.

t24

P. J. Coagrove, Jun. ....... Moss Valo
George Thenason. .......... - Nowra -------------

80
§202

I

Addresses.
SOUTHERN ROADS.

'185

I

Postal Lines.

Robertson,
Kiama.

Jamberoo,

Annual
Dates of
of
Mode of Amount pay- Termination
Cnnmmnunl- Conveyance, able to
of
oatlon.
Con tractors. Contracts.

No. or tlmr.
per week
£ 5. d.
1881.
and Six..........Horseback 185 0 0 31 Dcc,

Moss Vale Barren Ground, Barren-

gIsTm--, l?angaroo Valley, Coutime
warm, Bomadary. and Nowra, via
the Bomadary Ferry. -

Six --------- -Coach when4lS 0 0 31 Dec.
practicable
otherwise
on horseback.

NoRTliEstic RoaDs.
Alfred C. Simpson .........- Casino ............. Lawrence, Casino, and Lis- Two ....... TwO-horse-273 0 0 31 Dec.
coach.
naore
One -- --- - Horseback 12 10 0 31 Dec.
Irvine Coulter ................ Goeford ... .......... Gosford and Kincumber

* In lien of No. 185 Southern Road IIngeral
ne lIst of contracts, commencIng 1 Jumie, 1879.
In ilru of No. 180 Northern Rosi In general lIst.

flit lieu of No. 24 Southern Road, In general list.
I ft-establIshed line.

PARTICULARS of a Contract entered into for the Conveyance of Post Office Mails, from the 1st November, 1879.
Contractor's.
No
Name.

-

Postal Line.
Address,

Frequsn9' of' Mode of I Annual I Data of
Anmusmt pay- I tcnninatlon
Oonmmunmea- II conveyance.
aisle to I
of
lion,
Contractor. Contract.

I

[

time'
NORTHERN ROAD.
per eea.
George Ncwinau............. Scone. .............. . Railway Station and Post Fourteen I One-horse I 25 0 0
Office, Scone.
or more. vehicle.
Na

'208

1881.
31 Dcc,
I

'New arrangement,

35'
57P.
MONEY ORDERS.

RETURN

showing the Number and Amount of Money Orders issued and the Number and Amount of Money Orders paid at each Office
in the Colony of New South Wales, during the year 1879.

Name of OASes.

E

Orders issued.

-

Nunii,cr.

Sydney (0.0.)
17,057
Aberdeen
167
Adanunaby
410
Adelong
686
Albury ..............806
Amosfield
13
Anvil Creek
501
Appin ................118
Arakoos
70
Araluen
402
Arinidale ......... 1,181
Ashileld
236
Ashford
51
Avisford
25
Ballina ..............390
Balinain
645
Balranald ............524
Baradine
166
Bnnab ............398
Bateman's Bay
447
Bathurst .......... 2,447
Beg ..................977
Bendemeer
357
Berrinia
315
Binalong
410
Bin era
466
Blac i1k
114
fllayney
588
Bodalla
222
lloggabri
396
)loinlsala
709
Booligal
182
l3oorook
71
Botany ................72
l3ourke ............. 1,065
Bourke.street,,
26
&wenfels
260
Bowna ..............21
Bowning
309
Eraidwood
874
Branxton
525
Breey.a .............
457
Brewarrina
514
Bringelly
54
Broughton Crk
267
Brushgrove
195
Bulnlidelah
335
l3ulli ................
517
l3 undarra ..........
454
Bungeudore
462
BungwallFlat
63
Burrawang
260
Eurrow ..........
508
Burwood
272
Cadia
77
Gainbewarra ..,
72
Camden
356
Campbelltown
413
Caniperdown
82
Cannonbar .......
295
Candelo ...........208
Canowin,lra ...... ..
175
Cape Hawke ...
135
Carcoar
596
Cargo .............
224
Carroll .............97
Casino .............
581
CassiUs ............
330
Catherine Hill
70
Bay.
Chatswortli
233
Islaiul,
Charlestown ..
90
Clarencetown ...
401
Cohar .............
066
Cobargo
314
Collector ...........87
CollyBluc
17
Condobolin .......
485
Coolah ...............320
Coon ............ 1,125
Coonabrirabrasl
381

,

.

.

Amount.

£

s. d
71,947 0 4
486 5 10
1,172.2 0
2,294 0 9
2,244 5 9
48 14 0
1,903 1 10
430 0 2
274 5 1
1,047 19 11
4,424 13 2
641 2 4
1701211
2846
1,596 2 2
1,964 3 II
2,204 12 5
417 18 11
938 8 4
1,704 14 5
8,034 1 0
3,735 6 4
1,407 18 3
777 16 5
1,21813 8
1,616 0 0
293 14 7
1,986 0 11
579 16 10
1,073 0 9
2,353 16 0
599 7 6
267 14 8
228 17 7
4,045 5 2
83 8 0
937 17 11
84126
1,036 15 1
2,737 8 2
2,030 3 11
1,635 13 5
2,563 6 5
128 19 0
851 2 4
515 7 4
1,678 3 9
1,465 1 6
12 419 4 2
1,146 7 6
131 0 0
645 2 10
2,180 11 8
769 1 3
232 4 0
217 13.5
938 10 0
1,246 19 8
235 8 6
1,075 14 5
641 13 1
464 18 0
280 18 10
2,015 0 9
846 8 7
209 14 8
2,081 1 4
1,043 15 2
214 0 7
918 14 0
246 11 7
1,307 4 4
4,860 7 10
1,0131211
285 19 10
2319 3
2,018 9 3
878 14 6
4,469 11 1
1,287 6 4

97-II

Orders paid.

, -

Ninnber.

Orders Issared.

Orders Paid.

Name of Office

Amount.

Number.

£

a. ci.
75,248 275,186 8 3 Coonamble
692
48
168 2 6 Cooranlx9
214
55
238 0 0 Copeland N.
937
292
1,011 3 9 Coraki .............
162
802
2,741 8 0 Coot.aanundra
947
I
..
0oruw..........
208
162
558 14 11 Cow Flat
307
.11
119 14 I Cowra .............
505
5
15 10 0 Crookwell
301
243
653 17 1 Cundletown
260
612
2,119 6 0 Currahuhula
103
245
898 11 .5 Curvawang
71
9
28 7 4 Dalmorton
71
9
18150 Dandaloo
86
69
321 0 3 Dapto
46
955
3,546 14 8 Delegate
161
128
574 13 6 Deniliquin
803
17
80 16 16 Denman
288
53
177 12 9 Dight'sForest
55
87
531 17 1 Duhho ..............1,237
2,921
9,709 6 8 Dundee
40
400
1,456 10 9 Dungog
412
38
144 13 4 East Maitland
781
126
320 3 0 Eauabalong
98
37
14219 10 Eden ...............521
116
512 14 7 Emu ..................56
5
6 12 6 Euston ...............276
221
912 6 2 Fernmount
330
39
155 11 9 Forbes ............. 1,193
65
277 1 11 Forest Reefs ..,
85
224
689 12 9 Froginore ......... ...287
47
228 7 4 Garden Palace
21
9
39 5 6 Cegedzeriek
61
44
105 17 7 Germanton
383
219
1,026 17 8 Cerogery
48
24
57 12 11 Gilgandra
107
70
279 14 0 Gladstone
235
5
1663Glebe ..............250
103
432 10 6 Glen Inner
659
783
2,835 1 4 Goderieh
50
198
747 0 11 Gongolgon
192
47
150 6 9 Goonoo Goonoo
96
83
348 7 11 Gosforrl
594
20
84 1 10 Goulburn .......... 2,530
73
341 12 4 Grafton ...... .... 1,382
25
118 17 6 Crenfell
574
49
217 4 11 Gulgong
611
104
412 0 7 Gundagai ..........932
93
428 II I Gunnedah
1,137
87
279 18 I Cunning
479
3
8 ii 10 Guyong
58
62
106 7 2 Hamilton .........
152
162
452 19 0 ITargraves
147
294
1,195 8 5 Hartley
716
127
763 0 3 J{artley Vale
78
8
27 5 6 Hay .................953
.128
1,105 14 11 Hayrnarket
2,111
320
1,044 10 2 Hexharn
158
98
375 6 7 iTill End
896
40
192 12 2 Hillston
275
24
81 18 6 Rome Rule
188
18
79 5 0 lioskinstown
35
19
107 12 0 Howlong
50
288
939 9 4 Ilford ..............148
33
158 14 4 Inverell ..........
988
20
131 5 1 Ironbarks .........
607
232
1,003 8 1 Janilseroo .........
142
104
386 14 11 Jerilderie ..........
445
5
12 14 6 Jordan's Crosag.
200
Jugiong
61
25
178 4 4 Junee Railway
278
Station.
7
0 0 0 Kangaroovalley,
37
75
327 12 4 Kelso ...............251
32
131 16 8 Kempsey ...........502
32
106 811 Kiansa ...............627
26,
100 3 7 Kiandra ............305
1
3 0 0 Icineumber
98
84
373 8 10 King.street .........063
34
140 17 9 Lake Cudgellieo
41
415
1,468 10 4 Lasnbton .......... 1,032
145
570 8 3 Lawrence..........
249

.

.

.
.

Amount.

N,UIIbCT,

£

a. d.
2,4433 10 8
659 2 3
3,156 1 2
515 13 10
2,842 8 8
667 6 9
348 15 4
1,681 13 9
857 18 10
974 17 3
280 ii 5
194 7 6
31716 0
40285
131 7 2
519 0 4
2,151 2 2
599 1 0
152 13 11
4,184 15 4
86 10 8
1,303 8 8
2,562 8 4
424 6 0
3,108 5 2
177 6 11
1,492 8 11
1,212 5 2
4,257 5 8
251 14 7
975 10 1
69 10 0
148 14 8
1,135 8 7
150 11 2
351 17 9
733 16 1
674 17 5
2,884 6 5
.137 7 3
680 12 9
204 7 9
2,701 2 3
8,224- 7 2
5,472 12 1
1,741 19 6
1,621 17 6
3,514 4 1
4,287 18 7
1,371 15 0
163 13 6
507 19 7
582 15 5
5,224 0 7
239 2 11
4,069 19 9
7,658 5 7
578 12 6
2,553 3 8
1,051 12 7
£75 8 7
92 10 2
132 18 4
454 0 2
4,095 6 ii
3,150 5 0
431 0 7
1,551 6 2
605 16 11
261 23
975 16 10
118 12 3
1,093 2 3
1,920 14 7
2,42612 0
1,363 19 8
62119 1
3,029 16 II
211 19 10
3,602 0 7
989 10 11

Amount.

£

189
45
629
27
.104
198
71
140
38
56
13
100
9
4
13
33
559
79
5
668
25
118
624
13
68
76
22
64
511
30
45

a. d.
678 2 10
223 7 3
3,028 16 8
112 0 6
1,056 14 11
655 3 6
352 12 4
625 18 I
156 6 3
221 139
47 16 10
541 9 6
39 8 0
2100
30 4 7
70 13 3
1,953 10 7
301 2 3
25 3 0
2,237 15 2
107 711
436 12 0
2,494 8 0
30 13 0
233 13 11
232 8 11
6710 6
480 11 3
1,864 4 3
153 18 9
195 1 4

4
52

11 17 0
207 5 10

7
19
313
410
34
7
18
81
2,751
949
225
509
284
421
289
21
42
11
166
7
379
1,238
234
446
57
180
2
22
43
542
62
47
97
47
2
25

35 17 6
114 16 6
99501
1,617 15 6
185 811
22 16 0
84 6 0
411 15 7
8,900 2 10
3,593 9 7
869 18 1
1,815 17 10
949 8 3
1,408 6 7
1,112 11 2
88 7 11
119 12 3
31 17 6
525 3 1
18 6 0
1,402 0 11
3,983 15 9
1,000 10 9
1,485 5 6
290 1 3
770 15 1
15 0 0
83 2 3
233 19 6
1,885 19 2
289 3 6
148 15 5
394 19 11
186 8 10
13 10 0
99 14 2

5
80
141
330
34
6
84
3
276
20

1718 3
248 14 0
558 14 11
961 17 2
126 1 5
2318 6
304 12 3
16 12 3
858 8 0
107 11 3

352
58
F-continued.
Orders issued.

Orders paid.

Orders issued.
Number.

i Lidsdalc ......... P

Orders paid.

Name of Office.

Name of Office.

228
Lionsville
50
877
Lismoro
Lithgow . ........ ..1,178
Little Hartley...
270
Liverpool .......... 495
Lochinvar
183
162
LowerGundaroo
Lucknow
179
Lunatic Reefs...
6
Major's Creek..
179
230
Manilla ..........
231
Manly .............
399
Maruhn ..........
Maryland .......
169
Mathoura
67
Menindee
243
26
Meranburn
Merimbula
222
Merriwa
375
Miclselago
270
Miller's Point...
573
Millie ...............143
Milton ...............413
Mimni ...............648
Mittagong
755
Moania ...............136
Molong ........... ....002
Molonglo
170
Monga ................67
Moree ...............290
Morpeth
455
865
Moruya
31
Mossgiol
Moss Vale
470
Mount Victoria
516
Mudgoc
1,611
Murruinlmrrah
1,026
Murrurundi
890
Muawollbrook...
790
Narrabri
705
643
Narrandera
Nelligen
343
Nerrigundah ...
112
Newcastle
5,207
Newtown
760
Nimitybello
338
332
North Wagga...
Nowra .............
346
Numb's ...........186
Nundle ..............
372
Oberon ..............376
Obley ..............106
Orange ............. 2,466
Oxford.street ... 1,477
Paddington
434
Pamnhula
209
Parkes ...............661
Park-street
1,231
Parraenatta
1,048
645
Parramatta•st...
Paterson
351
Penritis
556
Petersham
248
.............
Pietomi
468
Pilliga .............
266
Port Macquarie
969
Pyrrnont
225
Queanbeyaao ...
827
Quirieedi
880
Randw,ck
212
Raymond Tor.
353
race.
Redlern
670
Reedy Flat
63
Richmond
601
Rockley
265
Rocky Mouth ...
621
Rookwood
37
yda1 .............
263
Hyde................271

Amount

Number.

£ a. d.
8.52 2 7
153 8 3
3,258 18 1
3,433 4 8
1,279 4 1
1,348 4 5
512 18 3
496 19 3
590 0 3
19 3 0
594 3 7
583 711
727 0 1
1,209 1 0
1,058 9 11
156 :3 8
1,175 JO 2
92 6 0
663 12 3
1,35912 2
661 17 1
2,080 12 7
479 5 6
1,297 0 S
2,304 8 2
2,424 9 2
297 12 8
2,995 17 5
259 5 2
290 12 10
1,238 16 2
1,364 3 0
3,5)7 1 0
107 17 2
1,466 14 4
1,847 7 0
5,892 1 8
3,541 2 1
2,782 8 0
2,673 7 6
2,846 3 10
2,703 12 11
1,081 1 0
626 14 3
18,985 5 5
2,550 8 8
981 15 8
1,004 15 6
923 16 2
627 3 0
1,882 3 4
1,232 4 0
369 0 3
8,799 2 3
4,713 15 4 ,
1,395 10 11
795 19 8
1,875 11 6
4,111 9 11
3,219 19 9
1,979 7 8
1,033 7 7
1,637 19 0 I
503 11 9
1,314 11 9
708 1311
5,766 12 11
1,055 4 5
2,479 9 5
2,788 3 8
890 3 3
1,023 5 5
1,890 17
141 4
1,868 8
726 8
2,727 12
82 7
802 1
830 10

6
3
2
9
6
7
10
4

147
4
208
284
15
297
242
33
79
2
125
49
115
99
8
11
19
]5
63
112
28
84
18
118
120
355
201
226
19
13
82
384
376
7
257
88
987
177
524
523
345
92
53
9
3,035
971
54
30
49
37
129
64
18
1,804
1,336
487
33
329
318
1,545
490
80
344
277
188
26
205
180
375
466
277
267
940
9
278
43
120
'22
69
141

Number

Amount

£ a. d.
670 7 11
20 16 6
919 14 11
984 6 6
56 0 0
833 7 II
1,145 1 6
96 15 10
311 0 7
2 14 6
296 6 7
218 2 8
342 12 3
346 11 9
37 11 0
50 4 3
86 11 11
70 14 2
100 17 8
410 14 6
97 14 6
236 14 S
8814 6
498 12 6
277 8 6
1,009 15 9
849 4 8
799 18 3
71 1 10
42 0 4
441 3 5
1,339 16 3
1,466 12 6
20 3 9
950 10 1
328 2 5
3,277 2 11
609 16 6
1,677 3 6
1,043 2 0
1,262 15 10
371 8 6
172 3 8
11 13 6
10,600 18 7
3,374 17 2
207 19 9
84 19 2
160 0 5
136 14 11
696 19 4
269 2 2
60 9 2
7,059 18 5
3,750 4 7
1,759 10 9
106 15 2
1,313 9 7
744 11 II
4,667 6 7
1,004 5 9
356 10 0
1,190- 4 1
1,292 19 2
592 10 5
100 9 9
908 11 0
059 5 6
984 8 4
1,789 12 3
788 18 6
1,296 0 9
2,824 4
42 11
1,201 4
144 1
496 15
66 7
256 7
495 15

2
6
9
3
10
0
1
1

Amount.

£ a, d.
Rylstone
364
827 9 4
St, Leonards
205
800 18 9
St. Mark's
2.50 15 8
72
St.. Mary's
350. 1,023 8 9
St. Peter's
161 5 0
69
Scone ..............851
2,259 10 5
Siugleton ..... ..... 1,400
5,094 9 5
Sofala ...............395
925 19 1
Somerton
135 13 3
68
SouthOrafton
403
1,557 18 3
Southl3oweufcls
139
558 18 1
SpthmgGrovo
21
54 8 2
Stanborouglt
1,934 19 6
220
Stroud ...............560
3,306 1 5
Smmuerlsland
42
222 5 5
Swanbrook
2
16 0 0
Tambaroon ...... ...154
548 14 11
Tanehar Springs.
138
613 8 11
Tamworth
2,111
7,981 19 2
922 1 0
Taralga
259 1
Tara.na ..............168
605 13 9
Tarcutta
199
506 2 3
372
1,245 1111
Three .............
1,843 4 3
Tonterfield
527
1,195 12 11
Terara .............
377
Tight's Hill
23
86 15 3
Tinglma .............
1,185 9 2
2)2
Tinonee
661 5 11
230
1,134 Il 5
'roeumwal
262
Trunkey Creek
1,152 4 11
243
526 15 7
Tuena ............
130
Tumnberumba
322
1,050 0 0
Tmnnt .............
1,712 4 6
476
Tweed Junction
92
217 13 4
64
205 18 6
Ulladulla
Ulmarra
200
030 12 11
258 1 6
Upper0undaroo
08
3,072 3 11
Uralla ..............736
Urana ..............407 . 1,213 19 1
VegetableCreelc
869
3,335 19 6
Wagga Wagga
2,789 10,886 2 11
Wagra ...............11
38 10 1
1,825 11 5
Walehu ...........510
\Valgett
526
2,251 5 5
202
565 0 7
Wallabadab
3,158 1 11
Wallseud
985
1,353 3 1
Waratah
437
WardeR
760 2 3
235
1,304 16 2
Warialda
395
2,02711 8
Warren
493
Watson's Bay
32 • 44 16 5
Wattle Fiat
458 3 11
173
505 3 2
Waverley
195
Wee Wa ........290
1,178 13 1
Wellingrovo
51
156 11 11
Wellington
987
2,781 3 10
Wentworth
536
2,219 3 11
1,123 11 7
Werris Creek
396
West Kempsey.
401
1,475 7 7
West Maitland
8,082 14 4
2,153
1,252 2 5
WestTamworth
340
Wileannia
4,864 9 11
905
4,480 15 5
William-street
1,237
Wiilow.trec
480 2 3
198
............ II
30 3 0
Wilton..,
438 6 9
Windeycr
70
2,035 14 8
Windsor
814
Winglmam
842
6,278 16 6
313 13 0
Wiseman'sFerry
205
284 0 7
WoIlar ------------- -- 71
Wollombi
354
1,753 0 7
Wollongong
1,062
3,678 18 6
Wombat
206 19 11
76
Woodburrm
525 3 11
157
429 9 2
Woollalna
133
Woonona ...........150
524 3 1
3,948 7 1
Yam -----------------1,291
Young ..............1,072
3,550 19 2

Number.

Amount.

1.46
227
20
63
96
243
1,125
167
15
129
21
5
11
10)
5

£ e. d.
680 6 5
677 1 10
76 15 0
189 13 5
323 10 2
905 2 3
3,750 1710
479 6 3
92 2 6
786 0 3
78 16 4
20 3 4
3718 3
363 9 3
18 16 6

72
15
1,870
96
43
39
114
237
100
4
41
37
23
64
35
52
263
52
JO
31
41
179
70
110
1,043
1
96
66
62
461
133
50
108
47
36
73
189
23
2
357
106
18
104
3,218
103
117
7!5
118
1
34
481
67
25
6
64
481
29
27
108
41
607
628

163 6 1
84 1 4
6,503 10 4
576 810
156 6 5
210 14 0
27213 9
997 19 5
36011 4
10 JO 0
156 17 6
134 0 5
91 2 9
311 1 1
141 16 1
238 6 2
950 19 1
309 2 6
65 5 8
122 18 11
190 0 8
643 14 2
275 6 4
363 3 0
3,54 16 6
214 6
392 14 8
316 3 10
206 6 2
1,633 7 9
328 5 3
261 11 1
410 18 11
216 4 7
76 8 6
251 5 1
5881411 j
82 5 11
2 15 0
1,258 7 7
413 4 8
98 9 0
422 13 9
11,168 4 1
433 13 1
650 17 1
2,510 0 0
312 18 2
7 0 0
155 3 6
1,826 18 8
311 0 2
99 3 6
26 10 0
382 3 0
1,777 19 8
139 19 10
150 6 5
521 2 11
178 10 4
1,988 19 5
2,137 11 8

Total ...... .159,897 582,422 14 8 142,201 515,076 1711
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G.
GOVERNMENT

SAVINGS'

BANXS.

RETURN showing the nameg of the various }lranches, the dates of theft esthblislamcnt;, the number of Accounts opeuod, the mnnbcr
of Accounts closed, and the total numbor and amount of Deposits and Withdrawals, during the year 1879; also the amount at
the credit of Depositors on the 31st December, 189.

Namo of Jiranch.

Number Number Number Nuter
Total Deposits,
Total Withdrawals
Balance on
including Interest..
'
Account, Accounts Accoun Aersuats
Date of
, "°"
31st
Dccciii________________________
________________________
Opts
it
upcued
close
U
establishment cluster during
during t', her, 1878.
ISIS,
1510.
''
isa.
Number Amount. Number Amount.

Sydney (C.o.) ................1 Sept, 1871 4160
Aberdeen .................. 11
1871
.21
Adanulnaby ................. I2July, 1875
16
Adeleng ..................... 11 Dec., 1871
78
Albnry ......................1 Oct., 1871
93
Anviloreek ................ ..lIla,., 1877
22
Amine, ......................lSept.,1872
15
Armidale ....................1 Oct., 1871
159
Ashfleld .............. ........i Feb ., 1875
2Q
Bailini . .....................lScpt.,1872
11
Balmatn ......................bit., 1871
319
Bathurat .................... .....
,
325
Beg's ..,,..,.,,......,,,, 1kpt,172
71
Iserrlma ......................lOst, 1871
23
I3inalong ....................lFeb.,1876
Bingera ............................2
Blaylicy ......................1 April, 3878
17
Bodalla ..................... 12 July, 1875
10
Bombala .................... Inlet. • 1871
32
Botany .......................lSept.,1874
49
Boudse ....................
,,,,
30
1
Feb.,
1875
Bowenfello (late Lithgow)....
81
Braidwood ....................I Ott, 1871
110
llrnnxton ....................lSept,j874
18
Bulahdelah ......,
lMar,,1878
10
Bulli ........................4 June, 1877
54
Bunciarrt ....................lJaii.,1874
13
Bunou ..................... l2July, 1875
29
Burwood ................... l Sept, 1872
60
Camden ..................... bet, 1871
137
C4niphelltown ......................64
Casn]lOrdowlt .............., 11 Dec., 1871
8
cannenbar................... 12 July, 1875
8
Carcoar ..,,,,..........., lSepL,1872
35
Casino .... ....................lFeb.,1875
15
Cassilis ......................1 Sept, 1872
74
Oharlestown ... ............. ..lAug.,1879
Chat.swortls Island ............4 June, 1877
2,5
Cobargo .................... ..2Dec,,1878
0
condobolln .......................12
comm........................bet, 1871
33
Oeo,,al,arubnn. ............. . 12 July, 1375
17
Coora,d.oi .......................
3
11
000t4uuundra ................1 Mar., 1877
67
copelaudlinrth ... ......... lMar.,1878
&
Cow11at ....................I5ept,1874
53
Cowra ......................... 1872
32
Denlliquln ................... 11 lIce., 1871
93
Dennis. ......................lJan., 1874
22
Dublin ....................... 11 Dec., 1871
41
Dungng ......................l5ept,1874
18
East Maltland ................I Oct., 1871
40
Eden ........................lJan., 1874
25
Fern,nous,b ..................1 Sept, 1872
77
Forbes ..................... 11 lIeu, 1871
96
Germanton ................. l2 July, 1375
3
..l Sept, 1872
Gladstone ....................
23
Glue ........ ................lOot., 1871
40
Ole,. l,mes .................. ..
1 Sept., 1874
(38
Gosford ...........................12
Coult,nrn ....................I (let, 1871
188
Gratto,, ......... .............,,
,,
55
Orentell ........... ...........15 Jan., 1672
77
Gulgong ....................... ....
65
1.
Gnndagal ................... 11Dee1871
33
Ounncdah ................... 123.113,1375
27
Ray ..........................'June, 1876
113
ltaynuarlcet ..................1 Mar., 1877
671
tleal,an, ......... .............i Feb., 1675
0
till] End ......................1 Jan., 1374
146
tiomeaule ....................
,,
16
Inverell ......................I Sept, 1874
02
Jordan's Orossint ........... 22 Sept., 1670
.. . .
Icunupsey .... ................lFeb., 1875
15
83ama ........................bet., 1871
99
ICing-street ..................11 Al.. 1878
34
La,nbton ....................1 Sept, 1874
76
Lididale .................... . 12.July,1875
19
Li,n,ore ...........................80
Litl,go.v (late Eskl.anle)........2 Dee., 1878
0
Llven,00l ....................1 Oct., 1871
84
Loeh,iivar ................... I2July,1575
5
Ilajnr'sOreek ................IFeb.,1675
14
Manly .............................66
Marulan .................... . 10Apr11, 1875
36
Maryland ....................5May, 1870
Merinubula ... .................'Jan., 1874
22
Merriwa ......................lSept, ,,
6
Miller's Point ................6 Feb., 1878
77
Milton ... ....... . ........ flai'., 1874
41
Minnul ........................1 June, 1876
67
Mittagong ....................
..1 Sept, 1872
100
Moleng .................... ..bet, 1871
37
Morpeth ............................ 114
Morny', ......................I 3u., 1874
51)
Moss Vale ....................lSopt., 1876
26
Ifouu,t Victoria................1 Aug., 1876
29
3indgoo .................... ..b Oct, 1871
02
Murru,uburrah ..............1 Mar., 1877
41
Murrnrundi ..................1 Oct., 1871
144
Mnswellbrook ............... 11 Dee. • 1871
747
Narrabri .....................2 June, 1878
5
ic ellige,, .................... 12July, 1875
25
Newcastle ................... 1 Oct., 1371
611

2,737
8
3
35
57
15
2
61
17
9
181
165
22
15
8
3
15
10
12
24
8
10
19
10
7
50
3
13
28
27
20
11
1
6
17
11
22
57
9
5
18
0
3
45
11
10
4
33
2
30
9
24
2
20
48

2.306
6
2
23
31
7
3

6
54
27
8
96
58
20
22
13
26
60
842
1
47
4
20
3
16
19
78
60
10
18
104
44
6
6
24
12
6
12
4
149
4
34

14
24
18
7
78
33
16
19
4
15
57
54)5
4
32
6
29

31

7
32
14
80
13

23
42
23

24
9
1
426

as

12
5
135
122
26
9
9
4
5
37
0
15
31
3
4
25
5
7
20
80
11
7
. .. ,
10
5
16
1

19
4
5
11
4
1
27
5
10
11
59
2
14
8
23
1
17
32

....

10
28
56
34
6
12
29
28
2
5
30
7
1
7
3
61
5
30

26
14
22
16
17
17
23

21
35
25
13

3

386

Balanee
at credit of
Depositors
at close of
1870.

£ s.d
E S. d.
JS ad
£ S. ci.
4,591 179,005 15 7 16,204 149,050 8 9 9,089 143,007 12 4 184,956 12 0
23
457 710
20
21710
270162
403138
12
17
18 10 4
2557
15
19 10 7
26510
4
91
1,200 0 6
232
1,285 1 8
953 15 2
1,621 9 0
58
119
1,081 9 9
290
1,313 10 0
908 2 11
1,486 16 10
84
30
374 3 1
35
56413 4
24517 2
693 4 3
23
14
400 15 2
33
15217
33860
214 10 9
10
136
3,388 12 e
511
2,109 5
2,392 15 s
i
3,193 1 8
31
20611 6
72
31810
12517
2
21
399 4 9
IS
88140
15
100128
4004
0002
11
303
3,839 15 4 1,801
5,474 17 2
4,202 8 8
515
5,112 8 10
303 8,035 10 5
804
5,355 5 4
5,105 10 6
8,235 6 3
412
67
04328
117
59349
50374
94801
43
'34
6031810
718 1 1
81
30218 1
1,010 110
24
3
4
26 14 1
26 14 1
5
5196
5
44185
576
4555
1
23
48
319 13 7
256 1 5
230 19 11
20
303 12 1
25
310 0 3
53
148 7 6
548 12 1
710 4 10
11
39
1,131 4 4
43
433 14 8
439 9 5
1,125 9
18
209 00
55
178
204 311
66198
40045
32
29
29298
46
408 14 0
87908
821140
15
692 16 0
70 1,783 15 0
80
1,203 10 10
75 1.183 0 2
98
2,660 14 10
153 1,120 19 1
1,575
2,206
8 11
5 0
74
40
25
225120
108126
8067
391 17 11
6
16315
22
152 8 6
28
6711510
660 9 9
14
7
1,352 36 8
1,793 8 2
11480 1 7
70
199
1,701 3 5
104
21
244 10 0
6
82 14 0
18487
19215 a
6
416180
40
506 48
63
46355
552171
19
68
664 63
157
70087
62823
786 12 7
54
184
2,570 8 7
8.18
896169
2,51111
133
110
8
50
73 1,000 8 9
125
444 9 0
645 2 7
85910 2
39
12
168 18 7
59 18 1
68
161 1 7
51 16 1
19
4
65 14 2
104 8 11
.,
170 3 1
7
31
74501
51
505179
608 10 4
042166
88
59
281197
27
25943
555 10 4
582150
12
2,452 12 0
1,121 7 10
09
85
683 1 4
2,014 5 6
36
21
50
31212 9
55 1 2
25711 7
4
862 10 1
63
351 3 7
168 1,741 0 7
1,269 8 1
71
11
2100
17
2075
820
23155
4
14
9506
41
251 16 8
85 11 10
14920
5
95 1,24071
01
75375
1,110 16 11
623 17 3
43
01 7 8
22
72 8 7
43
105 10 1
85 11 0
9
9620
5
20
12050
1008
21264
1
8& 1,501. 12 0
256 1,800 6 11
1,074
1
2,293
17 2
9
64
9
7902
32
195 010
151 010
12302
23
39
960 810
83 1,147138
4091010
685168
35
30251
25
61197
39
104 14 4
4131810
21
117
922 4 10
845 1,424 11 6
877 2 9
1,489 13 7
99
437 4 6
10210 4
22
30
21115 7
5469 9
7
57
025 12 5
120
507 0 11
1,225 8 0
606 12 8
47
46712 7
399.6 8
19
31
308 1 8
8767 7
22
41 1,394 17 5
178 1,112 0 1
11002 13 5
1,414 4 1
50
88
26
142 07
1811910
22337
265 10 10
16
071 6 5
1,716 10 4
128
1,478 14 10
80
733 10 11
61
832 14 2
107
1,454 16 11
184
704 9 5
1,416 12 2
78
2
710
190
759
1
145
2
15
805102
23
898 29
533169
67162
19
31513
404
4
311
728
79
817 110
95
710
7 4
937 3 3
447 15 6
1,191 12 2
77
318
702 4 5
40
147
14
13
173165
30
20803
8
23425
10
6,255 0 2
434
4,726 11 10
4,834 0 0
206
3,306 0 9
545
194
1,387 7 10
81 1.978 2 8
1,985 9 7
2,576 4 6
82
81 1,332 19 0
107 1,108 12 9
708 12 1
1,732 19 8
50
931 13 4
1,101 2
69 1,454 8 0
177
633 (3 7
52
45576
613 11 1
47
72
47008
19
1317171
88
490166
53
559114
57419
47661
39
127
090 4 9
1,808
10
1,174
324 1,543 15 $
123
3
9 9
948 15,641 9 0 5,041 39,014 13 2 1,897 21,857 17 6
22,798 4 8
6
30519 9
3434 1
329 4 4
11 9 6
4
10
2,348 3 2
4,260 5 11
301 4,443 11 9
289
2,159 17 4
158
440 19
14
431106
32
352175
369108
22
1,075 12 4
1,040 13 9
88 1,305 10 11
96
720 6 2
57
8
38 5 9
....
35 5 9
15
22
517
445 3 2
471 8 4
55
49213 5
8 7
Si
08517 2
90
1,80516 6
157
1,66715 4
78716 0
77
56
403 8 5
502
939 13 9
1.089 5
1,565 15 4
195
102
2,026 9 4
2,004 19 3
2,127 9 6
332
2,863 19 6
95
23
620 19 0
25
19480
87517
539107
17
45
52039
155
578193
58619
644 17 3
82
34
133 7 0
115
2,531 1 6
(363 10 3
2,000 18 8
Si
100
2,255 17 6
298 1,551 9 10
1,479
15
2,327
12 8
322
1
9
6276
80 17 6
18
42100
6105
6
17
8153
21
9930
13223
14055
6
50
28955
156
35594
39530
199 11 0
75
41
741 17 1
75
404 16 5
42
567 14 1
578 10 a
5
23
2113 7
03 Ill
11717 6
2
27
455 18 1
77
434 19 5 484 14 6
513 15 10
29
7
19164
19
11110
17408
16550
5
165
609 17 10 1,465
2,625 16 1
844
2,071 14 3
1,162 19 8
42
365 40
73
217 311
32
9354
48934
71
1,831 5 10
151 1,205 15 11
3,845 11 0
07 1,191 10 0
118
2,505 14 1
178 1,602 19 6
2,811 0 10
70 1,417 12 9
80
839 16
15
577102
409 71
147 15 0
29
124
3,005 13 1
203 1,740 4 6
3,351 16 8
1,304 011
67
57
1,301 14 0
117
566 14 1
845 10 5
1,112 11 8
61
41
275 16 2
87
23
621 14 11
744 0 7
595 1 10
25 1,027 2 6
44
567 12 0
812 8 5
41
782 6 1
92
2,502 18 11
100
1,411 18 1
81 1,311 13 8
2,093 3 4
02
3,400 11 7
223 1,212 15 11
1,458 17 8
81 1,103 9 10
331
5,1011 10 9
4,565 10 1
185
2,610 16 2
120
3,244 10 10
1,050 3 1
73 1,740 18 6
142
504 4 3
54
000 14 8
58 1,140 1 5
71
1,117 14 2
518 17 5
32
550 4 8
28
2410 7
105 1610
106 6 3
12
10
25 (1 0
651 28,717 10 6 2,853 18,024 5 3 1,023 19,673 18 1 27,007 17 8

354
GO

G-conuinuca,
Number Number Number Number
Total Daposits,
or
or
of
Account. Balance on
Including Interest,
Nto of
A1s
SDfrn.
5Jimt.
18Th.
5513.
3819. L'frI
' Nunobcr Amount.
ws.

E' &:r

Name of Branch.

Led.
Newtown ....................1 Oct., 1871
784
317
221
880 9,318 0 9
North WaggaWagga ........ .2Doc,, 1878
4
22
7
19
40 4 0
NowTa .................... 22Sept.,1879
....
4
.,..
4
Nu,nba ..................... lQJuly,1875
28
9
9
28
452 911
Nundle .....................I Sept, 1874
48
6
4
48
94072
Orange .................... 11
1871
266
125
104
287 5,971100
Oxford-street ............... 11 Aug., 1873 1,208
592
485
1,412 23832 0 3
Paddlngton .......................
141
235
93
368 5,008 19 2
11
Parkeo ........................1 Jam, 1874
75
29
12
92 1,362 1 0
Park-street ................. 20 May, 1878
88
271
173
185 1,021 3 3
Parramatta ..................1 Oct., 1871
174
115
06
191 3,816 7 6
Parramatta-etreet ........... 11 Aug., 1873
517
357
322
552 9,935 10 1
Paterson ..................... I2July, 1875
19
8
5
22
24510 0
Penrith ......................1 Oct., 1871
34
83
25
92 2,242 8 2
Petw-shan, ....................1 Fob., 1875
33
109
104 1,226 10 3
38
Picton ........................1 Sept., 1874
23
81
17
87 1,551 3 11
Port Macquarle ............. 11 Dec., 1871
17
136
40
113 5,553 0 1
Pyrniont .................... ..1 Oct., 1871
01
50
50
51
640 16 4
Queanboyan ............ .... ..IlDec.,1871
58
7
13
52
339 13 0
Raymond Terrace ............'Sept., 1872
82
22
18
80 1,742 1 3
ltcdforn ......................1 Oct., 1871
325
184
136
373 4,328 1 2
Richmond .....,........,,
110cc., 1871
100
41
15
126 1,025 1 3
Rootwood ................... l2July,1875
15
4
3
17
30 14 5
Rydal ........................1 Jan., 1874
54
6
11
49 2,449 17 8
Rydo ........................llreb.,1575
27
44
04
46193
Rylatone .. .................. ..2Juno,1873
12
3
2
13 05520
St. Leonard, ..................1 Feb., 1875
212
128
84
286 2,330 13 10
St.Mary's ....................lSept.,1876
17
9
3
23
12118
Scone ....... .................llDec.,1871
13
6
13
224 10 7
6
Singleton ....................1 Oct., 1871
264
58
53
209 3,507 5 1
Sofala ........................1 Sept., 1874
55
8
5
53 1,317 18 5
South Bowonfells(lnt000wen. 1 Feb., 1875
fella)
SpringGrove ............,. 22Sept,1879
6
1
5
Stroud ...... ...............lFcb.,1875
39
8
871,38839
10
Temworth .................. 11 .Dec., 1871
163
131
222 2,850 8 1
72
Taree ........,.....,.,,,,,, iFeb., 1875
47
20
52
507113
ii
Tenterfield .................. ..
1 Sept., 1874
41
17
563 19 9
46
12
Terara ...................... ..
.
1872
121
18
20
110 3,742 18 6
Trunkeycreok .............. .. Feb.,
1875
19
6
14
262 10 4
2
Thm ut ........................
.
. 36
15
44
64906
7
Tweed Junction ..............1 Sept., 1874
13
13
197 10 6
2
24
Ulladulla ....................1S72
. 21
2
2
21
30430
Ulma rra .....................JuIy,1875
l2
1
16
4
283 411
4
16
iJraIla ........
lMar.,1878
5
20
21
22 18 1
4
Vegetable Creek ...........1 Sept., 1874
85
49
20
105 2,910 18 S
Wagga Wagge ............. 11 Dec., 1871
177
333
305
295 3,193 14 4
Wejisend ....................
.1 Sept, 1874
100
30
23
110 2,532 0 2
Werateh .................... . 10cc,, 1871
35
7
o
32
889133
warden ..... ... ..............'Jan., 1876
20
11
6
31
47 18 1
Warielda.....................1
. Sept., 1874
4
8
43 14 1
3
9
Watson's Bay ................1 Fob., 1875
15
15
24
55 17 0
6
Waverley ...................lAug.,1876
0
57
28
89
6092 5
WeeWsa ................... 1Dee.,1871
30
9
6
33
281 10 9
Wellington ..................2 June, 1873
50
30
611 12 7
20
60
WestKempsey ........ ...... ..lSept.,1874
25
6
8
310 8 7
33
West Maitlanci .... ...... .... ..iOct., 1871 ,
78
60
30
108 2,519 17 4
westtanu.'orth ............ ..5May, 1879 .,
20
2
18
Wllnnla ..........................,,
30
37
19
William-street ............... 11 Aug., 1873
861
352
318
925 10,543 15 10
Windsor .................... .bet.,, 1871
25
7
13
19 1,119 1211
Wlnghm
a .................. 11
1871
16
2
4
14
68205
wollombi ..........................
11
4
11
2
13
64786
Wollongong ..................1 Oct., 1871
136
79
56
150 3,060 1 31
Woodb
... ............... lllay, 1879
16
5
11
Woollabra ....................8 Fob., 1872
139
32
30
121 1,211 7 0
Woonona ................... 11 0cC., 1871
110
27
35
102 3,993 10 6
Yeas.......... .... ........... ..I Sept,, 1872
146
63
48
161 2,901 3 31
Young ....................... 11 Dcc,, 1871
177
45
52
170 3,189 3 6
SblppingMaster .... 1ApriI,1875
2 .....
2
7272
.......... . 13,957 10,789

General Total ........
.

8,170

21,567 480,024 17 6

£

Total Withdrawals
Nmnbcr

1579.

Lad.

Lad.

8,508 1, 3
720 5,966 7 4
40817 0
21
27810 6
18 10 2
1000
2
288120
1081911
14
59311 1
18
570137
5,75237
300 4,88181
22,800 15 5 1,958 21,478 15 7
4,571 11 0
419 4,231 711
753 16 0
751 9 10
66
5,117 16 0
478 3,199 18 10
3,802 8 9
231 8,897 10 4
30,262 1 1
995 10,170 10 0
17516 5
8
5318 0
1,028 15 2
55 1,353 11 6
1,600 2 5
121 1,565
4
873 10 2
52
824 0 6
1,948 14 10
100 3,410 10 4
1,195 17 2
102
922 2 4
290100
45
33651
1,017 3 10
60 1,007 15 0
4,517 17 9
442 3,665 17 8
1,075 1 10
68
605 11 1
44 11 3
4
1994
814 8 11
39 1,352 9 2
637190
27
243180
1949
4
12 10 9
2,732 2 9
256 2,229 11 4
280163
18
144 16 2
19302
11
221 19 2
2,977 6 1
100 2,697 0 4
542 10 7
13
698 3 2

10,940 4 8
226 1
8 10 2
272 17 10
988 48
0.842106
25,214 0 1
5,351 2 3
1,384 6 8
2,939 0 5
3,841 5 11
19,024 12 2
367 17 11
1,917 11 10
1,327 10 4
1,600 10 7
4,096 13 7
914 11 2
29440
1,781 10 1
5,180 1 5
1,494 32 0
55 16 4
1,902 17 5
855 10 8
61160
2,883 4 6
25719
193177
3,787 4 10
1,162 5 10

6
7 12 1
1
400
74
29858
26
75645
522 4,412 0 4
188 2,727 0 2
76
62836
24
705 15 11
75
456 10 2
35
314 14 7
109 1,138 10 10
78 1,549 17 1
29
338180
7
9984
09
354337
37
30313
52
501 7 10
4
52 7 8
20
7747
5
79510
19
21042
20
33133
06
360186
22
18974
151 1,941 12 10
65 1,451 9 11
510 3,610 2 4
227
2,909 19 2
198 1.226 19 6
89 1,354 11 8
72
424 19 4
21
272112
29
211 611
11
179138
19
232 2 0
10
121 19 1
79
118 13 5
14
32 17 4
300 1,0407 0
127
87917 9
30
17246
19
1301211
162 1,016 18 7
61
750 9 3
45
242 7 4
14
30310 9
331 1,943 16 4
125 1,612 12 0
54
305 7 5
3
7 6
79
37988
18
20800
3,480 13,543 17 1 1,139 12,264 13 6
38
342 7 8
22
47017 2
16
195 19 7
17
447 710
22
12654
19
16900
417 2,972 10 2
137 2,610 5 1
22
118 011
4
2016 2
249 1,172 0 11
93
926 14 8
201 1,231 3 7
03 2,217 19 4
314 1,837 7 2
131 1,994 18 9
336 1,956 0 6
117
2,143 0 3
4
881211
1
500

3 12 1
93050
4,535 S 3
829 18 10
705 15 4
3,331 18 3
501150
710 12 5
676 10 8
301189
162 510
24493
3,401 1 7
3,004 17 6
2,404 8 0
842110
7911 4
174 6 9
1143 1
77811 8
82824
872 1 Ii
249 5 2
2,281 1 8
295 19 11
17188
17,622 14 5
991
439122
004710
4,028 13 0
07 4 9
1,456 13 3
3,908 14 9
2,743 17 4
3,002 3 7
100 01

2,450
124
10
32
29
887
5,550
1,201
223
1,275
931
2,343
24
182
328
142
148
542
205
107
1,457
235
14
56
110
8
980
37
30
555
115

ad.

'
Amount.

BflliflO
at credit of

67,444 411,316 4 0 27,012

379,983 18 0

511,357 2 11

355
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if.
A0000yT of all depasits received and paid from IsV January to 31 December, 1879, together with a statement of the total
amount due to all Depositors at the close of 1879.
£ s.d
£ s.d.
Balance brou'ght forward from .1878 ..........480024 17 6 By amount of Repayments during 1879 ........879,983 18 6
ToCash roceivedfroin Depositorsduring 1879 393,771 19 2
BnlanceasperSavings'iiank
Interest added to Depositors Accounts for
Lodger .....................509,978 16 9
1879 ...............................................17,541 4 10
Unpaid Warrants ............ 1,383 6 2
511,357 2 11
891,341 1 5

891,341 1 6

LIABILITIES AND ASSETS.
£ s. d.
£ s.d.
To Balance due to all Depositors at close of
By amount of Securities in the Treasury
1879 ............................................. .511,857 2 11
Chest, being investments made on behalf
of the Government Savings' Bank,
viz.
New South Wales "Pour per Cents," valued
at 97°/.............................................. 374,096 13 11
Cash in hand. of Controller ........................6,703 4 5
Ditto in Treasury not invested ................... 127,307 8 9
Interest due on balance remaining unin
vested to 21st December, 1879, computed
at4°/ ...............................................3,930 8 2
Interest due on investments to 31st Dem•
ce
Balance .......................................... I
1,464 7 4
her, 1879 ............................................
1,784 0 0
512,821 10 3

£ 512,821 10 3

PEOPIT AND Loss ACCOUNT.
£
a. d.
£
a. d.
To Departmental Expenses for 1879
2,500 0 0 Balance from preceding Account ................2,151 16 8
Interest added to Depositors' Accounts for
By amount of Interest on investments in
1879 ...............................................17,541 4 10
"Pour per Cents" ................................15,426 15 4
Interest due on balance in the Treasury,
not invested on 31st. December, 1879, at
Balance............................................1,464 7 4
47 ....................................... ...........8,930 3 2
£ 2150812 2

9 21,50812 2

F. W. HILL, Controller.
Money Order and Savings' Bank Department, Sydney, 10 February, 1880.

SAUL SAMUEL,
Postmaster General.

I certify that the foregoing Statement of all Deposits received and paid from 1st January to 81. December, 1879, has
been examined and fomad to correspond with the Books and Accounts of the Government Savings' Bank.
.
C. ROLLESTON,
17th March, 1880.
Auditor General,

I.
AnTTOLEB or Aonr.ntnr entered into this sixth day of May, in the year of our Lord 1879, between Her Most Gracious
Majesty the Queen of the one part, and the Eastern Extension Australasia and China Telegraph Company Limited
(horeisiafter called " the Company''), of the other part.
The contract created by these presents .is entered into on behalf of Her Majesty by the authority of the respective
Governments of the Colonies of New South Wales and Victoria.
In consideration of the subsidy or payment hereinafter mentioned, the Company for itself and its successors agrees with
Her Majesty and her successors as follows:The Company will construct, or cause to be constructed, in accordance with the specification contained in the Schedule
hereto, and within eight calendar months from the lit day of July, 1879, unless prevented by the act of God, or the Queen's
enemies, inevitable accident, or other contingencies over which the Company shall have no control, or if so prevented within a
period to be computed from the expiration of such 'bight calender months equal to that during which the Company shall have
been so prevented, lay, or cause to be laid, a Submarine Telegraph Cable or Cables from I'enang to Singapore, and thence direct
to Banjocwangio, and thence direct to Port Darwin, and erect and provide any stations, instruments, and apparatus, and provide
and employ any operators, clerks and other persons which or who may be necessary for properly working and making use of
such Cable or Cables, so that messages may within such period be transmitted by such Cable or Cables, and will keep the
sasoe open and ready for being used for the transmission of messages.
The Company will at all times during a period of twenty years, to be computed from the day when the Cable or
Cables hereby agreed to be laid shall be laid and be ready and in proper working order and open for use as aforesaid, unless
prevented by the not of God, or the Queen's enemies, inevitable accident, or other contingency over winch the Company shall
have no control, or if so prevented so soon afterwards as shall be reasonably practicable, or unless Her Majesty shall have
purchased under the right to purchase hereinafter given to her, maintain and keep such Cable or Cables, and also the present
Telegraph Cables of the Company between Madras and Batavia by way of Penang and Singapore, and between Rangoon and
Pcnang, and between Banjoewangie and Port Darwin, and all stations, instruments, and apparatus necessary for properly
working and making use of all the said Cables in good working order and condition, and provide and employ all such operators,
clerks, and other persons as shall be necessary properly to attend to, keep and work the said stations, instruments, and apparatus
in the usual oonrse of business, and will keep all the said Cables open and ready to be used for the transmission of messages.
The Company will at all times from and after the date of these presents transmit by the Cable or Cables belonging
to it and take all proper and necessary steps for procuring the transmission by the Cable or Cables or Telegraph line or lines
belonging to other Telegraph Companies or to Governments of all telegraphic messages between England. and the Colonies of
Now South Wales, or Victoria, or any other Australasian Colony or Colonies as to which it shall at any time hereafter be
notified to the Company by the Agont.Otneral of New South Wales that by virtue of any agreement or arrangement with the
Governments of the Colonies of New South Wales and Victoria, it or they is or are entitled to take advantage of
the rates fixed hereby, and will not until the subsidy hereinafter mentioned shall finally cease to be payable, charge for its
owa
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own proportion of the charges for such telegraphic messages beyond the rates following that is to say: For any Government
message, 23. lad. per word; for any press message, is. 5d. per word; and for any other message, Se. 8d. per word. And in case
the Company shall at any time hereafter reduce its existing tariff of ebarges below the rate of 59. Sd. per word, it will not
during such reduction charge more than one-half of such reduced rate for any Government message, nor more than one quarter
thereof for any press message. And the Company further agrees that any excess over the above stipulated rates charged attho
date of these presents by any telegraph administration on behalf of the Company, shall be allowed to the sender of any
Government or press message by way of discount. Any moneys which may be charged for Government or press messages,
as hereinafter respectively defined, in excess of the rates hereby agreed upon, may be deducted out of the subsidy hereinafter
agreed to be paid.
By " Government Messages" are meant messages sent from or to Her Majesty, Her Majesty's Principal Secretary of
State for the Colonies, or any Government department in the United Kingdom, or the respective Agents-General for the
Colonies of New South Wales, Victoria, or any other Australasian Colony or Colonies as to which it shall be notified as hereinbefore mentioned, on the on&liand, and the Governors, or Chief or Colonial Secretaries, of or any Government department
of the various Colonial Governments on the other, or any of them, on matters relating to the administration of the
Governments.
By "Press Messages" are meant messages addressed to newspapers duly published in accordance with the
respactive laws relating to the pubhicotien of newspapers in force in the United Kingdom, or the Colonies or Conntries in
which they are respectively published, and intended in good faith for publication in full in such newspapers, and shall include
only such as are iiitelhigible and written in English, in plain language, and without the use of cypher, code, groups of figures,
or letteri or words of concealed meaning.
The Company will at all times give priority in transmission to Government Messages as above defined.
In consideration of the premises, Her Majesty, for herself and her Successors, agrees with the Company and their
Successors as follows
Her Majesty will, subject to the provisoes and conditions hereinafter contained, cause to be paid out of the
Consolidated Revenue fund of the Colony of New South Wales, and out of the Consolidated Revenue of the Colony of
Victoria, to the Company in Londosi, the annual subsidy or sum of £32,400, free of all deductions, by equal quarterly
payments, for the period of twenty years, to be computed from the day when the said Cable or Cables shall be laid and be
open for use, so that messages shall be capable of being continuously ts-a,ismitted thereby, or if such lastmentioned day
shall happen within eight calendar months from the said 1st day of July, 1579, then to be computed from the expiration of
Provided, nevertheless, and it is hereby agreed and declared, that if,
four calendar months after such last-mentioned day
at any time hereafter, the Governments of the said Colonies of New South Wales and Victoria shall agree with each other as
to the , roportions in which the said annual subsidy shall be paid by the said Colonies respectively, and shall give notice of
such, agreement to the Company, then, out of the said Consolidated Revenue fund of the Colony of New South Wales, shall
thenceforth be paid such -portion only of the said annual subsidy, as it shall have been so agreed between the said Governments,
shall be paid by the Colony of New South Wales, and out of the Consolidated Revenue of the Colony of Victoria shall thenceforth be paid such portion only of the said annual subsidy as it shall have been so agreed shall be paid by the Colony of
Victoria
If the Company shall within eight calendar months from the said 1st day of July, 1879, have laid, or caused to be
laid the cable or cables hereby agreed to be laid, and the some shall be open for use so that messages shall within such period
be capable of being eoutinuously transmitted by such Cable or Cables, the first of such quarterly payments shall be dee,ned to
have become due at the expiration of seven calendar months from the said 1st day of July, 1579, but shall not be paid until
the Cable or Cables shall be laid and open for use as aforesaid, and in any other event the first of such quarterly payments
shall become due and be made at the expiration of three calendar months after the Company shall have laid the Cable
or Cables hereby agreed to be laid, and opened the same for use so that messages shall be capable of being continuously trans.
mitted thereby.
If then shall at any time or from time to time be a total interruption of telegraphic communication between
Singapore and Port Darwin arising othicru-ise than by reason of war or any such like cause, a deduction at the rate of one
365th part of the said subsidy of £32,400 for every day, exclusive of the day not which the interruption oee'srs, but inclusive of
the day on which it ceases, during which there shall be such total interruption shall from time to time be made from the
quarterly payment becoming due next after such interruption: Provided, nevertheless, that if such total interruption
shall be caused by war or any such like cause, the Company will, if, requested, restora communication with all possible
despateh, the costs of so doissg being borne and paid by Her Majesty.
And in further consideration of the premises, Her Majesty for herself and her successors, and the Company
for itself and its successors, hereby further agree each with the other as follows
If the Agent General of New South Wales shall hereafter notify to the Company that any other Australasian Colony
entitled to take advantage of the rates flied hereby has agreed to contribute to the said subsidy, to an amount to be specified in
the notice, the Company will thenceforth from time to time nceept the payment of the agreed contribution by such Colony, if
made with reasonable punctuality, in satisfaction of pro tanto of the subsidy hereby agreed to be paid.
- 12. Her Majesty may at any time during the period during which the said subsidy shall be payable (wl,other under
these presents or under any Articles of Agreement in addition or supplemental to them) cause to be given to the Company
notice of her intention to purchase on a day not less than 12 calendar months thereafter, and the Company, after receiving
such notice, and upon payment of the price to be paid, in accordance with the provisions hereinafter contained, shall be bound
to execute on such day, jr on the day of payment of the said price which shall last happen, such instrument or instruments
as may be necessary for conveybg and assigning to Her Majesty, or to such persons or bodies corporate as she shall direct,
the Cable or Cables by these preents agreed to be laid, and the Company's present Cables between Singapore and Batavia, and
between J3anjeewangie and Port Darwin, and any Cable or Cables which the Company may hereafter lay, or cause to be laid,
between Singapore and Port Darwin, or between either of them, and any intermediate point, or between any intermediate
points, and all the stations, iustrumesmts, and, apparatus, and all other property which at the time of such notice shall be used
by the Company in connection with the working and making use of such Cables, or any of them, and upon payment of the said
price the said subsidy shall cease to be payable Provided always that Her Majesty shall not be entitled to cause such notice to
be given unless the Company shall for five years have paid a dividend of not less than £10 per eentuiu for the year, or passed
not loss than £10 per enutamn for the year to its reserve or other acenmulated fund.
13. The price to be paid to the Company shall be such an amount as taking into amount the cost; of construction, the
probable duration of the Cables, and cost of repair and renewal, the prefits earned by the Company, and other circumstances
shall be equitable, and the other terms of the said purchase shall be fixed on an equitable bnsie, and if Her Majesty and the
Company shall not be able to agree as to the amount which ought to be paid to the Company, or as to any other terms for the
purchase, the matter in difference shall be determined by arbitration as follows:—
(a) The parties to the said arbitration shall be deemed to be the Governors for the time being of the said Colonies of
New South Wales and Victoria, on behalf of Her Majesty, on the one side; and the Company on the other, and any request
or notice wluels may have to be given to or served upon the said Governors shall be given to or served on the Agents General
for the time being of the said Colonies on their behalf.
(fi) Unless the Governors for the time beingof the Colonies of New South Walesaad Victoria on behalf of Her Majesty
and the Company shall concur in the appointment of a single Arbitrator, each party on the request of the other party shall
nominate and appoint an Arbitrator to whom such dispute, question, difference, or controversy shall be referred, and every
such appointment of an Arbitrator shall be made on the part of the Governors under their hands or under the hands of the
Agents-General of the said Colonies respectively, and on the part of the Company under their Corporate seal, and such
appointment shall be made in duplicate and be delivered as to one part to the other party and as to the other part to the
Arbitrator appointed on behalf of the party by whom the same shall be made, and after nay such appointment shall have been
made, neither party shall have power to revoke the some withseut the consent of the other, nor shall any vacancy or change in
the office of Governor of either of the said Colonies operate as a rcroeation, and if for the space of -one calendar month after a
request in writing sIsal1 have been served upon the said Agents-Geoeral or the Company respectively or given to either
of the said Agents-General or the Company as the case may- be, by the one party or the otl,er party to appoint an Arbitrator,
such last-mentioned party fail to appoint an Arbitrator, then upon such failure the party snaking the request, and havusg
appointed an Arbitrator, may appoint such Arbitrator to act c's behalf of both parties, and such Arbitrator may proceed to
hlesr and determine the matters which shall be in dispute, and in such case the award or deternunation of such single Arbi(c)
trator shall be final.
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If before the matters so referred shall be determined, any Arbitrator appointed by either party die or become incapable
the party by whom such Arbitrator was appointed, or the successor in office, or successors or assigns, of such party, may
isonsinate and appoint, in writing, some other person to act in his place, and if for the space of one calendar month after
ilotice in writing from the other party for that purpose he fail to do so, the remaining or other Arbitrator may proceed cx
par/c, and every Arbitrator so to be substituted as aforesaid shall have t;he same powers and authorities as were vested in the
former Arbitrator at the time of such his death or disability as aforesaid.
Where more than one Arbitrator shall have been appointed such Arbitrators shall, before they cuter upon the
matters referred to them, nominate and appoint, by writing under their hands, an Umpire, to decide on any such matters on
which they shall differ or which shall be referred to him, and if such Umpire shall die or become incapable to act, they shall
forthwith, after such death or incapacity, appoint another Umpire in his place, and the decision of every such Umpire on the
matters so referred to him shall be final.
If, in either of the eases aforesaid, the said Arbitrators shall refuse, or shall, for one calendar month after the
request of either party to such arbitration, neglect to appoint an Umpire, the Secretary of State for the Colonies shall, on the
application of either party to such arbitration, appoint an Umpire, and (lie decision of such Umpire on thin matters in
which the Arbitrators shall differ, or Which shall be referred to him, shall be final.
If, when a single Arbitrator shall have been appointed or shall be proceeding cx parts under any of the provisions
herein contained, such Arbitrator shall die or become incapable to act before lie shall liar,, made his award, the matters
referred tobini shall be determined by arbitration in the same manner as if no such Arbitrator had been appointed.
(,q) If, where more than one Arbitrator shall have been appointed, either of the Arbitratorsrcfnse, or for one calendar
month neglect to act, the other Arbitrator may proceed cx perle, and the decision of such other Arbitrator shall be its effectual
as if lie had been a single Arbitrator appointed by both parties.
(h) If, when more than one Arbitrator shall have bren appointed, and when iseither of them shall refuse or neglect to act
as aforesaid, such Arbitrators shall fail to make their award within six calendar months after the day on which the last of such
Arbitrators shall have been appointed, or within such extended time (if any) as shall have been appointed for that purpose by
both such arbitrators under their hands, the matters referred to them shall he determined by the Umpire to be appointed as
aforesaid, and the Umpire shall make his award within three calendar months after the time is'Iseu his duties shall coninseasce,
or within such extended time (if any) as shall have been appointed for that purpose by the Umpire tinder his hand.
(a) The said Arbitrator or Arbitrators, or their Umpire, nsa.y call for the production of auly documents in the possession or
power of either party which they or he may think necessary for detersniniag the question in dispute, and may examine the
parties or their witnesses on oath, and administer the oaths necessary for that purpose.
(j) The costs of every such arbitration and of the Award shall he in the discretion of the Arbitrator, Arbitrators, or
Umpire, who may direct to and by whom and in what manner the same or any part thereof shall be paid.
(ic) The arbitration shall take place and be conducted in London, and the Arbitrator or Arbitrators or the Umpire, as
the ease may be, shall deliver his or their award in writing to the said AgentsGenerat, and the Agents-General shall retain the
same and shall forthwith on demand, at their can expense, furnish a copy thereof to the Company, and shall at all times on
demand produce the said award, and allow the same to be inspected or examined by the Company or any person appointed by
them for that purpose.
(7) This submission to arbitration may be made a rnle of the Supreme Court of Judicature in England or Ireland
respectively, or of any division thereof on the application of either of the Agents-General or the Company.
14. Nothing in these presents contained shall prejudice or affect the Articles of Agreement dated the 24th day of July,
1575, amid purporting to be made betu'een His Excellency, the Marquis of Normanby, the Governor of the Colony of New
Zealand, for and on behalf of the said Colony of the first part, Iris Excellency Sir Hercules Robinson, the Governor of the
Colony of New South Wales, for and on behalf of the said Colony of the second part, and the Company of the third part, but
the subsidy hereby granted is not to be taken to be a subsidy within the meaning, or to be a subsidy granted as contemplated
by the 18ili and 19th Articles of the said Agreement.
IN wurwass whereof, William Forstcr, Esquire, the Agent-General of the Colony of New South Wales, and Graham
Berry, Esquire, the Premier of the Colony of Victoria, have beronnto set their hands (but not so as to make themselves or
either of them in any way, immdiriduahly liable under or in respect of these presents, and the Eastern Extension Australasia
and China Telegraph Company, (Liinitcd), has hereunto set its Common Seal the day and year first above written.
THE Scuannaus A5IOVE BerElutEn
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The following are the Lengths and Types of Cable that nrc to be furnished by Use Contractors, viz. 107 Copper.
Core-

140 0.1'.

Sheatsmed.
Type A. Shore ends. 10 No. 00 ('375) gmslvnaised—
Pemmang ...
...
...
.,
,
...
lstsdaeea ...
...
......
...
...
.....
Jtlalaeca ----.., -.
...
Singapore
...
Simugapore
.........
...
...
Banjocwaugio ...
...
...
.... . ...
...
...
,..
,,
Banjoewaogie ...
. -.
, -.
. -.
..
...
.. ....
...
Darwin ,.,
..,
,.,
...
...
,.,
...
Type 13. 10 No. 6 (200) galvanised—
Penang-Mabacca
.............
..,
...
.........
Matneea-Simsgsmpore
...
Singapore, through the Carimata Strait
...
Madura Island, tevards Banjoewangie
...
-.
Bnmmjoewangie, Baly Strait
..................
Ro6i Strait
,,.
,,,
...
...
..,
Sabul Bau,k, towards Darwin
...
...
Type 131 . 12 No. 9 ('148) guilvanised—
Si mi gapore-Banj oe was] gie
...
...
...
Type P. 11 No. 13 ('099) gelvamnsed homogeneous, each wire taped—
Ilaly Strait to Eotti Strait
. -...
,
Rotti Strait to Sahsml Bank
,,,
...
...
Tpye E. 10 No. 2 ('270) galvanised—
Singapore Strait
..,
...
.,,
'-...

Nauts.
3
3
30
10
5
15
20J
258
91
455
113
5
22
311

...

...

...

...

Nauts.

01

1,255

305
6451
1655

810
40
1,701

Total

t Not Sheathed.

I

810

2,511
The
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The following are the lengths of wroughtiron pipes and taped core necessary for the land connections
Two.incl, 1'ipc.

No, of

Thped Cores.

Malacca.....................................................................................
Passeir Panjang to Singapore Office ................................................
Menang Point to Banjoewangie .......................................................
Darwin....................................... . .............................................. I

507
9,126
24336
150

-

4
4
3
4

34,119
Banjoewangic to landing place of third Section 1,014 yards of Cable B or D.

Conductor.
lnsnlatçr.

hesthing.
Serving.

ConE. The
conductor
to
be
a
strand
of
seven
copper
wires weighing 107 lbs. per nautical mile, or 'within 5 per cent
(A.)
thorejf, and the resistance at 75° Fahrenheit shall not be more than 12-13 ohms.
(a.) The conductor is to be insulated with three coatings of gutta-pereha of improved indeetiva capacity, prepared
according to Mr. Willoughby Smith's system, alternating with three coatings of Chatterton's compound, and to weigh 140 lbs.
per knot, or within 5 per cent-, thereof. The resistance of the completed core to be not less than 150 megohms per nautical
mile when tested at a temperature of 75° Fahrenheit, after twent-yfours hours' immersion in water fourteen days after
manufacture.
(o.) The types A, B, B' and B to be covered with Clifford's patent-sheathing for the protection of the core against the
ravages of insects.
(D.) The core of all the types to be served with a good and sufficient serving of jute yarn, steeped in cute], or other
preservative mixture, and applied wet.

OUTER COVERINGS.
The
served
core
to
be
covered
with
ten galvanised BB iron wires, each to gauge No. 00 B.W.O. equal to
Type
A.
(n.)
Outer coverings.
375 of an inch when galvanised, or within 21 par cent. therrol.
(a.) Type B. The sen-mi core to be covered with ten galvanised EU iron wires, each wire to gauge No. 6 B.W.G.
equal to 200 of an inch when galvanised, or within 24 per cent, thereof.
(o.) Type fl'. The served core to be eovernd with twelve galvanised iron wires, the diameter of each wire to be No.9
B.W.G., equal to 148 of an inch when galranised, or within 24 per cent, thereof.
(ii.) Type D. The served core to be covered with eleven galvanised homogeneous iron wires, each wire being taped and
compounded. The homogeneous wires to be No. 13 B.W.G., equal to 099 of an inch when galvanised, or within 24 per cent.
thereof, and to bear a breaking strain of not less than 52 tons per square inch, with an elongation of not tmess than S per cent.
(i.) Trjpe E. The served core to be covered with ten 3313 galvanised iron wires, the diameter of each wire to be No. 2
B.W.G., equal to 270 of an inch when galvanised, or within 2j per cent. thereof.

Outddo serving.
Cablesto bokopt
under water,
Electrical tests.
Taliks on board

ship.

iinai eketrt&
condition
cable.

OurswE SEnvixo.
(s.) The cable manufactured a' above to be covered with two of Johnson and Phillips' patent tapes, laid on spirally in
opposite directions, and two coatings of Olarks eompeund.
(K.) The cable when completed shall be coiled in suitable watertight tabs and be kept, as far as practicable, constantly
under water.
GnsEnAL CLAUSES.
(t.) The standard of insulation for the completed cable with either current, before being submerged, to be not less than
250 megohms per nautical mile, when reduced to a temperature of 75° Fahrenheit alter live minutes electrification, the tests to
be taken at the actual natural temperature, and to be reduced by calculation to the standard specified.
(as) The completed cable shall be coiled on board ship in wntertiglit tanks, and be kept, as far as practicable, under
water untit submerged.
(s.) The electrical condition of the cable when laid shall be such,, as having regard to its previous condition, and making
due allowance for the mean actual temperature of the water, as show,, by the resistance of the conductor, to give no good
grounds for believing that any fault exisLs in the insulator or conductor.
WILLIAM lOBSTER,
As Agcnt.General -for New South Wales.
GRAHAM BERRY,
As l'remier of Victoria.
Witness to the signature of the above'named W5LLThM Fasrun and Gnsnnr Banny,
Jew. MAOKEELr, Solicitor,
21, Cnnnon.st.reet, London.

The Comn,on Seal of the Company was ufluxed by order of the Board in the presenco of,—
JAMES ANDERSON, Director.
F. B. Ensen, Secretary.

Sydney: Tho,nas nichards, Goven,,usnt Printer.-1830,
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LBGISLATIVZ
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

PROPOSED ABANDONMENT OF THE SOUTHA1WPTON MAIL ROUTE
BETWEEN GREAT BRITAIN AND AUSTRATJASIA.

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 31 October, 1819.

Telegram from Secretary of State for the Colonies to Governor of South
Australia. (Received about the 8th September, 1879.)
INFORM the whole of the Australian Colonies, Fiji included, of proposed abandonment of Southampton mail
after January, sending all mails ]3rindisi ; charging seven-pence for letters, three halfpence for newspapers four ounces, and three halfpence for book packets and patterns of two ounces weight. Letters and
newspapers specially addressed by private ship liable to present Southampton rates.
The opinion of the several Governments is desired.

Telegram from Governor of New South Wales to Secretary of State for the Colonies,
dated 10th October, 1879.
Trns Government has no objection to ]3rindisi rates being reduced to seven-pence, provided Continental
transit rates be reduced to such amount as will be met by the proposed an-angement not otherwise.

73—
[3d.]
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1879.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY0
NEW SOUTH WALES.

PROPOSED ABANDONMENT OF THE SOUTHAMPTON MMLROTJTE
BETWEEN GREAT BRITAIN AND A1JSTRATJASIA.
(FURTHER PAPERS)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 18 M'vetn bet', 1879.

The Secretary of State for the Colonies to Governor Lord Loftus.
Sir,

Downing-street, 26 August, 1879,
On the 25th instant I communicated to you by telegram, through the Governor of South
Australia, the arrangement proposed for the transmission vid Brindisi, after January next (when the
cxistthg contract with the Peninsular and Oriental Company will expire), of the Eastern and Australian
mails, and the proposed abandonment of the service via Southampton.
I now enclose, for the information of your Government, copies of a correspondence between the
Treasury and this Department, upon which that telegram was founded.
I have, &c.,
M. E. HICKS-BEACH.

The Treasury to The Colonial Office
Sir,

Treasury Chamber, 23 July, 1879.
I am directed by the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury to transmit to you here.
with, for the information of the Secretary of State for the Colonies, copy of a letter from the Postmaster
General, dated the 17th instant, respecting future arrangements 'for the conveyance of the portion of the
Eastern mails now carried vid Southampton and I am to request you to move Secretary Sir Michael HicksBeach to favour my Lords with any observations he may have to offer in regard to the proposals contained
therein, so far as they affect the correspondence with the Australian Colonies, New Zealand, Ceylon, the
Straits Settlements, and Hongkong.
I am, &a,
H. SELWIN IBBETSON.
The Under Secretary of State, Colonial Office.

The Post Office to The Treasury.
My Lords,
General Post Office, 17 July, 1879.
When the arrangements were made last year for the sea conveyance of the Eastern mails after
the 1st February next, when the existing contract with the Peninsular and Oriental Company will expire,
it was determined to make no provision for a service between Southampton and Suez, and accordingly that
line is omitted in the now contract.
It remains now to consider by what means the correspondence, wInch is at present being forwarded
by tho Southampton route, shall be sent after February.
In the early part of this year I put myself in communication with the Post Offices of France and
Italy, for the purpose of ascertaining what abatement they would respectively be willing to make in the
amount of the transit rates now paid to those offices for the special weekly conveyance between Calais and
Brindisi of the accelerated portion of the Eastern mails, provided the whole of the correspondence of every
description was forwarded by that route.
It is only very recently that I have received a definite reply from Italy.
The following is the result
The French office will agree to reduce its transit rates from15 frs. 52e. per kilo. for letters.
6Oc.
for newspapers.
1 fr. 21c.
for books.
to 10 frs.
for letters.
SOc. other articles.
And the Italian Post Office will reduce its rates of100 frs. per kilo for letters, SOc. other articles, by about 35 per cent.
These
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These concessions would reduce the special transit chaies on letters by -about 9 francs per
kilogramme, leaving payable about 161 francs per kilogramme; and after full consideration I have come to
the conclusion that it will be desirable to accept the offers made, ahd to send the entire mail jy the route of
•
• t.
Brindisi and by the weekly mail.
In a correspondence which I have had with the Director General of the Indian Post Office, he
expressed an opinion that when the Southampton mail packets are withdrawn, all letters, &c., paid at the
Southampton rate of postage should be forwarded viS Brindisi, by the ordinary mail trains of France and
1
Italy, so as to obtain the benefit of the ordinary, union transit rates. But I cannot advise such an arrangements -which could not fail to give rise to much dissatisfaction.
In the case of the outward mails, supposing the accelerated mail to be despatched from Loudmi ot:the
evening of every Friday, as at present, and a packet to leave Bindiii er]y. on Monday morning, letters sent
by the ordinary trains might be posted in London up till the evening of a previous day (Thursday) and
reach Brindisi in time to catch the packet.
In the opposite direction, the mails for England reaching Brindisi from the East would, if sent
through Italy and France by the ordinary trains, arrive in London only about twenty-four hours after the
express mail; or if a Sunday intervened, both portions of the mails might be delivered together.
The consequence of this would be that the bulk of the letters would assuredly be diverted from the
quick to the slow mail, Seing that the difference in time would be so trilling.
If such were the case, there would be a risk that on the one hand the payments to France and Italy
for the accelerated service might be diminished to an extent which would lead to a demand for higher
transit rates, and that on the other hand the weight and bulk of the correspondence sent by the ordinary
trains might become so great as to impose extraordinary charges for its conveyance, and thus induce the
French and Italian offices to decline to accept the ordinary union transit rates.
The right course in my opinion is, as I have said, to send the whole of the Eastern mails by the
accelerated service.
At the same time, I propose that the single rate of postage to be levied oa letters to or from India,
China, &a, should not exceed five-pence, which is one penny less than the present Brindisi rate, and one
penny more than the Southampton rate, which was reduced from sixpence to fourpence on the 1st of April
last.
In the case of letters to Australia the rate would be 7d.
The amount derived from the supplementary charge of 1 d. per half-ounce will not be quite sufileient
to cover the payments to France and Italy, but the loss which will fall upon the department will probably
be less than we should have to pay to the Peninsular and Oriental Company, or any other Company by
whose vessels the slow portion of the mails might be sent between England and Suez.
I have accordingly to request the authority of your Lordships to adopt the arrangements which I
have here proposed.
Before coming to a decision, your Lordships will no doubt consult the Secretary of State for India,
as the Indian Goverrnnent bears a portion of the expense of the Eastern Mail contract, and will also refer
to Sir Michael Hicks-Beach the proposal, so far as it affects the charge on letters exchanged with the
Australian Colonies and New Zealand, or with Ceylon, the Straits Settlements, or Hong Kong.
I have, &c.,
JOHN MANNERS.

Sydney: Thomas Richards, Government Printer—Isis.

[3d.]
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

PROPOSED ABANDONMENT OF THE SO1JTIIAMPTON MAIL ROUTE
BETWEEN GREAT BRITAIN AND AUSTRALASIA.
(FURTHER PAPERS.)

Ordered by the Legislative Asseinily to be prhzted, 22 January, 1880.

Telegram from Chief Secretary, Victoria, to Colonial Secretary, New South Wales.
5 January, 1880.
SoutuAMproy and Suez contract being abandoned by the Imperial Government, this Government purpose
to send all mails after January viii Brindisi and charge present Southampton rates on letters, packets, and
newspapers; division of postage between Imperial and Colonial Governmeuta to be matter of future
arranernent. For the present, other Colonies to account to Victoria same rates as now. Your concurrence
invited in transmission of mails by fortnightly service via Brindisi in accordance with foregoing. Favour
of early reply requested.
The Postmaater General.—H.P., 0/1/80.
The Secretary to the Post Office—B.C., 0/1/80, C.W.
Cabmnet.—S.S., 8/1/80.
Cabinet are of opinion that for the present the charge by the P. & tD. Company's
Service should continue to be Sd. viii Brindisi.—H.P., 8/1/80.
I would suggest to the Colonial Secretary
that the following reply be sent by telegram to the Chief Secretary, Victoria —"If 'se are to conhnue to
pay your present charges on correspondence both ways, and the amount retained by England on correspondence coming this way, besides Continental transit rates, we cannot consent to reduce our present
rates from here on correspondence viii Brindisi."—S.S., 0/1/80.
Urgent.—The Principal Under
Secretary.—S.H.L,, B.C., 9/1/80.
Approved—H.P., 9/1/80.
Telegram sent, 9/1/80.

Telegram from Postmaster General, Melbourne, to Postmaster General, Sydney.
14 January, 1880.
Ir reply to your telegram of 9th instant, I would beg to point out that the proposed reduction in
postage rate on correspondence sent viii Brindisi under new fortnightly contract will be no special
advantage to Victoria. The public of each Colony adopting the reduced rate will derive the benefit. The
question of transit rates to be accounted for to Victoria by other Colonies can be better considered when
sufficient data are obtained upon which to base ,in equitable arrangement, as it is not the object of this
Government to make a profit out of the contract at the expense of the other Colonies. You are
probably aware that Italian transit rates have been reduced. Southampton route having been abandoned,
it is believed that Imperial Government is prepared to reconsider arrangements as to division of postage.

Telegram from Postmaster General, Sydney, to Postmaster General, Melbourne.
15 January, 1880.
Send following telegram to the Postmaster General, Victoria, in reply to his message of the 14th
instant
.Rc your telegram of yesterday, we can only deal with the present position of matters. If we
reduce to Gd., and have to pay you that amount on all letters both ways and have to pay England 2d. on
inward letters besides Continental rates, we shall sustain a further loss on ocean mail services; and, as
we are not prepared to do this, cannot consent to any reduction of Brindisi rates.
Telegram sent.
0

250—

Extract
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Extract from Sydney Morning]Hercüd.
"THE Chief Secretary has received a telegram from the Agent General stating that a conference of the

Imperial authorities is to be held to consider the proposal of the Victorian Government that Southampton rates shall in future be charged on Brindisi letters, and says he hopes to obtain the concession
asked for."
Referring to the above telegram from Victoria in the Sydney Mo-ninq Herald of this day, I suggest
to the Colonial Secretary that the following message be at once sent to Sir Daniel Cooper, the acting
Agent General
"Last Septembr Imperial Government notthed proposed abandonment Southampton route and
reduction Brindisi postage to seven-pence. We replied,—No objection, provided penny would meet
Continental rates. Victoria has since proposed reducing to sixpence, to which we have objected. Now
rumoured Imperial Government favourably considering Victorian proposal. Strongly protest against any
reduction that will prevent our receiving the fourpence already agreed to be allowed on every half.ounce
letter."
SAUL SAM1JEL.
19/1/80,
Urgent—The Principal Under Secretary.—S.11.L., 19/1/80.
Submitted, 19/1/80. Telegram
sent to Agent General, 20/1/80.
The Secretary, General Post Office—B.C., 20/1/80, C.W.

Sydney: Thomas Richards, Government Printer--law.

[3d.]
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POSTAGES ON OUTWARD AUSTRALIAN
AND NEW ZEALAN]J MAILS.
(CORRESPONDENCE CONCERNING ARRANGEMENTS WITE IMP ERIAL GOVERNMENT.—
PURTUER PAPERS)

Ordered by thc Legislative Asee•nthly to be printed, 18 December, 1879.
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]?OSTAGES ON OUTWARD AUSTRALIAN AND NEW ZEALAND MAILS.

No.. i.
The Agent General to The Colonial Secretary, Sydney.
Sir,

3, Westminster Chambers, Victoria-street, SW., 9 May, 1879.
With reference to your telegram of the 2nd instant, I have the honor to forward herewith, in
continuation of previous communications, and in explanation of my telegram of the 2nd inst., copy of further
correspondence in the matter of the proposed changes in the division between the Imperial and Colonial
Governments of the postages on the Australasian mails, and to draw your particular attention to the Colonial
Office letter of the 29th April, and to my reply thereto of the 5th instant, relating to this question, and to
the arrangements to be made at the expiration of the present contracts, for the conveyance of the mails
between this Country and the Australasian Colonies.
I have, &c.,
WILLIAM FORSTER.

[Rnclosnres]
The Colonial Office to Mr. W. Forstcr,
Colonial Office, Downing-street, 29 April, 1879.
With reference to previous correspondence respecting the Australian postal question, I am
directed by the Secretary of State for the Colonies to inform you that he has received a letter from the
Lords Commissioners of the Treasury, intimating that, on being informed by Mr. Berry that he had reason
to believe that a fresh contract might be made with the Peninsular and Oriental Company for a fortnightly
service both to Melbourne and Sydney, touching at King George's Sound and South Australia, on terms which
would be advantageous as compared with the existing rate, they are prepared under such circumstances so
far to modify their previous decision .on the subject as to agree that the Australian mails shall, as at present,
be conveyed free of charge to the Colonies between this Country and Point de Galle or Colombo (in the
event of the latter y,ort being made the port of call for Ceylon), on the condition that the Imperial Post
Office shall after the lst of February next, when the present arrangement will expire, receive two-pence
in lieu of one penny, as at present, on the outward correspondence, which may be considered as equivalent
to the inland rate on both the homeward and the outward correspondence.
This arrangement would, of course, apply equally to the correspondence conveyed under other contracts
vid Singapore and San Francisco,
I have, &c.,
ROBERT GEO. W. HERBERT.
Sir,

Telegram, 2 May, 1879—" Forster to Secretary, Sydney."
propose fortnightly service by Galle impounding two-pence upon all services after February.
Graham Berry stating his belief of approval from Sydney. Have protested, Vogel concurring." * * *

TREA5UEY

Telegram, dated Sydney 2 May, received London, 2 May, 1879.—" Secretary to Forster, London."

Re Secretary of State's despatch seventeenth January you fully empowered to represent this Government,
letter of instructions twenty-fourth April contend for continued assistance to American service during
contract.
Mr. W. Forster to The Colonial Office.
3, Westminster Chambers, S.W,, 5 May, 1879.
In reply to your letter of the 29th ultimo, in which you inform me that the Secretary of State
for the Colthes has received a communication from the Lords Commissioners of the Treasury, intimating
that on being informed by Mr. Grahm Berry that he had reason to believe that a fresh contract might be
made with the Peninsular and Oriental Company, for a fortnightly service both to Melbourne and Sydney,
touching at King George's Sound and South Australia, on terms which would be advantageous as compared
with the existing rate, they are prepared under such circumstances so far to modify their previous decision
on the subject as to agree that the Australian mails shall, as at present, he conveyed free of charge to the
Colonies between this Country and Point de Galle or Colombo (in the event of the latter port being made
the port of call for Ceylon), on the condition that the Imperial Post Office shall after the lst of February
next, when the present arrangement will expire, receive two-pence in lieu of one penny, as at present, on
the outward correspondence, which may be considered as equivalent to the inland rate on both the homeward
and the outward correspondence, and that this arrangement would of course apply equally to the
correspondence conveyed under other contracts via Singapore and San F•rancisco,—I have the honor to state
that 1 am not -aware that Mr. Berry has any authority to act for or represent the Government of New
South Wales in this or any other matter and not having been informed by him or having any means of
ascertaining what lie may consider reason to believe anything, I cannot avoid entertaining very strong
doubts whether Mr. Berry has any grounds whatever for assuming or believing—and I myself (10 not
believe—that the Government of New South Wales would be likely to approve of or accede to any
arrangement which would seriously interfere with or place them in a less favourable position than they
enjoy in common with the Government of New Zealand, under the existing arrangement, which includes
and was made pursuant to their contract with the Pacific Mail Company for conveyance of mails between
Sydney and San Francisco.
--'
There
Sir,
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There can be no doubt that the virtual renewal and extension of this contract to November, 1883,
was agreed to by these two Governments under an impression that the arrangement of which it formed a
part would be adhered to by the Imperial Government until the termination of the contract. And there
is reason to fear that the benefits and effectiveness of the arrangement would be impaired by the alteration
of terms suggested in your letter.
1 think it my duty therefore, and 1 have the honor, on behalf of the Government which I represent,
to protest against the proposal embodied in your letter, and to express my hope that, so far as the Colonies of
New South Wales and New Zealand are concerned, the new arrangement may not take effect before the
termination, in the year 1883, of the contract above referred to.
I have the honor to add that this letter is written, and protest made, with the concurrence of the
Agent General for New Zealand.
I have, &c.,
WILLIAM FORSTER.
Copy of this letter sent to the Agents General for Victoria, New Zealand, South Australia, and
Queensland.
Mr, W. Forster to The Colonial Office
3, Westminster Chambers, Victoria-street, 5 May, 1879.
With reference to previous correspondence, and in particular to your letter of the 17th January
last, respecting the Australian postal question, I have the honor to notify, for the information of the
Secretary of State for the Colonies, that on the 2nd instant I received from the Chief Secretary of New
South Wales the following telegram of that date
"Re Secretary of State's despateh, seventeenth January. You fully empowered to represent this
Government; letter of instructions twenty-fourth April contend for continued assistance to American
service during contract."
I have, &c.,
WILLIAM P011STER
Sir,

Mr. S. Yardley to Sir Julius Vogel.
3, Westminster Chambers, Victoria-street, S.W., U May, 1879.
I am directed by the Agent General for New South Wales to annex Iterate, for your informnation, copy of a telegram, dated Sydney, 2nd instant., which he has received from the Chief Secretary for
New South Wales, relating to the Australian postal question, and with reference especially to the Secretary
of State's letter of the 17th January last, regarding the representation of the Colonies for the purpose of
negotiating and concluding whatever agreements may be arrived at with Her Majesty's Government in
regard thereto.
I have, kc,
S. YARDLEY,
Secretary, N.S. Wales Government Agency.
Sir,

Sir Julius Vogel to Mr. W. Forster.
7, Westminster Chambers, 5.1W., 6 May, 1879.
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of Mr. Yardley's letter of 5th instant, transmitting copy of a telegram received by you from the Chief Secretary of New South Wales, relating to the
Australian postal question, and I have to thank you for the same.
I beg at the same time to enclose, for your information, a copy of a cablegram which I received from
my Government, authorizing me to negotiate with the Imperial Government on this subject, and also copy of
a communication which I addressed to the Secretary of State for the Colonies.
1 have, cre,
JULIUS VOGEL,
Agent General for New Zealand.
Sir,

Telegram, received 9 April, 1879, Wellington, dated 9th. To Vogel.
PoSTAGE—Agent-General authorized negotiate "Imperial Government." Advocate generally views letter
July twenty-four with most liberal terms possible and maintaining present payment during 'Friseo contract.
GREY.
Sir Julius Vogel to The Colonial Office.
7, Westminster Chambers, SW., 16 April, 1879.
I have the honor to inform you that I have received from the Honorable the Premier of New
Zealand a cablegramauthoriziimg me to negotiate with the Imperial Government on the subject of the
division of postages between the Mother Country and New Zealand.
This is, I presume, in response to your circular letter inviting the Colonies to name a representative.
I shall be glad therefore to know when you wish to see me, or what steps you may desire I shall take in
the matter.
I have, kc.,
JULIUS VOGEL,
Agent General for New Zealand.
Sir,

Sir Julius Vogel to The Colonial Office.
7, Westminster Chambers, 5.1W., 30 April, 1879.
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 29th instant, in which you intimate to me that on Mt Berry informing the Lords Commissioners of the Treasury that a fresh contract might
be made with the Peninsular and Oriental Company for a fortnightly service both to Melbourne and Sydney,
they have agreed to modify their previous decision so far as to be willing to carry the mails between this
country and Ceylon for double the rate now charged, namely, two-pence instead of a penny, and that this
proposal would equally apply to the Colonial mails carried by way of San Francisco.
In reply, I have to say that I doubt if Mr. Berry has any authority to act for the Government of
New South Wales, Until November, 1883, New South Wales and New Zealand aro jointly concerned in a
contract for the carriage of mails vid San Fraucisco. By an arrangement which has been made between the
several
Sir,

op
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several Colonies, each has been able to use the various mail routes without necessarily being a party to the
contracts. Victoria has thus usedthe San Francisco route, whilst New South Wales and New Zealand haveused
the monthly service cid Ceylon. A fortnightly service by the latter route would throw on the two lastmentioned Colonies a heavier cost for the San Francisco service, inasmuch as it would lessen the use of it made
by Victoria. It is exceedingly improbable that pending the continuation of the San Francisco service, the
Government of New South Wales would entertain any arrangement for the estahhshnient of a fortnightly
service by Suez.
In any case however I have to urge most earnestly the claim of my Government and that of New
South Wales to a continuance of the present arrangement, so far as relates to the carriage of mails by San
Francisco until that contract expires in November, 1883.
The two Governments when they entered into the contract did so with the full persuasion that the
Imperial Government would not increase the charge for which they had agreed to make the connections
with San Francisco.
In my letter of July 24th last, to the Secretary f State for the Colonies (copy enclosed), I showed
at length that the transit of the mails to and from San Francisco did not cost the Imperial Government
a larger sum of money than when the agreement was entered into with the Colonies to carry those mails.
On the other hand, the two Colonies interested pay a very large sum for the service, anti they will feel it to
be a want of consideration to them that the terms should be, increased during the currency of the service.
I trust therefore, without reference to the arrangements made for other services, or those to follow the conclusion of the present San Francisco contract, that until the present contract expires the present arrangement will be allowed to continue.
I am happy to state that the Agent General for New South Wales concurs in these views.
I have, &tc.,
JULIUS VOGEL,
Agent General for New Zealand.
Telegram sent 2nd May, 1879, Vogel to Postmaster, New Zealand.
consequent upon Graham Berry stating fortnightly Suez Service Melbourne Sydney probable
intimate impound two-pence all services after February. Have expressed doubt Berry authority act
Sydney or that Sydney favour fortnightly Suez service. Protested also against charge during present
'Frisco contract, Forster concurring.
The Colonial Office to Sir Julius Vogel.
Sir,
Downing-street, 5 May, 1819.
I am directed by the Secretary of State for the Colonies to acknowledge the receipt of your
letter of the 30th April, requesting that the present arrangements for the carriage of mails viá San
Francisco may be continued until the contract for their service expires in November, 1883.
In reply, I am to inform you that a copy of your letter has been forwarded to the Lords Commissioners of the Treasury, and that a further communication will be addressed to you upon the subject.
I have, &c.,
JOHN BRAMSTON.
Suhmitted.-19/6J79.
The Postmaster General.—H.P., 19/6/79.
The Secretary to the Post
Office, B.C., 19 June, 79.—C.W.
TREASURY

No.2.
Circular Despatch from The Secretary of State to The Officer Administering the
Government of New South Wales.
Sir,

Downing-street, 17 May, 1879.
I informed you by my telegram of the 13th instant, that the Lords Commissioners of the
Treasury would continue the present arrangement for the carriage of the Australasian Mails, but after the
C. 0.19th April, 1st of February next would retain two-pence instead of a penny on the outward correspondence; and I have
now the honor to transmit to you, for the information of your Government, a copy of a letter, in which I
caused their Lordships' decision to be communicated to the Agents General, and to Mr. Graham Berry, as
the representative of the Government of Victoria, who was then in this country.
I have, &c.,
31. B. HICKS—BEACH.
[Enclosure.]

The Colonial Office to Mr. Graham Berry and the Agents General for the Australasian Colonies.
Sir,
Downing-street, 29 April, 1879.
With reference to previous correspondence respecting the Australian postal question, I am
directed by the Secretary of State for the Colonies to inform you that he has received a letter from the Lords
Commissioners of the Treasury, intimating that on being informed by [Mr. Berry] [you] that [he][you] had
reason to believe that a fresh contract might be made with the Peninsular and Oriental Company for a fortnightly Srvice both to Melbourne and Sydney, touching at King George's Sound and South Australia, on
terms which would be advantageous as compared with the existing rate, they are prepared, under such
circumstances, so far to modify their previous decision on the subject as to agree that the Australian Mails
shall, as at present, be conveyed free of charge to the colonies between this country and Point de Galle or
Colonibo (in the event of the latter port being made the port of call for Ceylon), on the condition that the
Imperial Post Office shall, after the ],at of February next, when the present arrangement will expire,
receive two-pence in lieu of one penny as at present on the outward correspondence, which may be considered
as equivalent to the inland rate on both the ho,neward and the outward correspondence.
This arrangement would of course apply equally to the correspondence conveyed under other contracts
Did Singapore and San Francisco.
I am, &c.,
R. G. W. HERBERT.
Colonial Secretary, 10/7/7 9.
The Postmaster General—H.P., 19/7179.
The Secretary to the
Post Office, B.C., 21 July, 1879,-0.W.
Seen.—S.S., 25/7/79.
No.3.
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No. 3.
The Agent General to The Colonial Secretary.
3, Westminster Chambers, Victoria-street, SW., 22 May, 1879
1 have the honor to enclose herewith, in continuation of my letter of the 9th instant, copy of a
Colonial Office letter, dated 20th instant, informing me that my letter of 5th instant (a copy of which was
submitted with my above quoted letter) has been referred for the consideration of the Lords Commissioners
of the Treasury. I also enclose copy of my reply, dated 21st instant.
I have, 1-c.,
WILLIAM FORSTER.
Sir,

[Encloeura.]

The Colonial Office to The Agent General.
Sir,
Downing-street, 20 May, 1879.
I am directed by the Secretary of State for the Colonies to acknowledge the receipt of your two
letters of the 5th instant, respecting the postal question, and I am to inform you that the application which
you have made that the present arrangement as to the division of postage should continue in force in respect
to the San Francisco service until the termination in November, 1883, of the contract by which the Governments of New South Wales and New Zealand are now bound, has been referred for the consideration of the
Lords Commissioners of the Treasury.
I have, &c.,
ROBERT G. W. HERBERT.
The Agent General to The Colonial Office
3, Westminster Chambers, Victoria-street, 21 May, 1879.
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 20th instant, in which you are
good enough to inform inc that my letters of the 5th instant, relative to the postal question, have been
referred for the consideration of the Lords Commissioners of the Treasury.
I have, &c.,
WILLIAM FORSTER.
Sir,

C.W.

The Postmaster General—H.P., 9/7/79.
Seen.—S.S., 1017179.

The Secretary to the Post Office, B.C., 9 July, /79.—

No. 4.
The Secretary of State for the Colonies to The Officer Administering the
Government of New South Wales.
Downing-street, 4 June, 1879.
With reference to my circular despatch of the 17th of May, I have the honor to transmit to
you, for the information of your Government, copy of the draft of a contract which is about to be entered
into between the Government of Victoria and the Peninsular and Oriental Steam Navigation Company, for
a fortnightly niail service between Ceylon and Melbourne.
Although Her Majesty's Government are not parties to the contract, I may observe that the provision which it makes for the conveyance of the ,nails of the Colonies of Western Australia and South
Australia appears to be adequate, and to justify the liberal terms conceded by Her Majesty'. Government in
1 have, &c.,
regard to the postage reoei1,ts.
M. E. HICKS—BEACH.
one thousand eight hundred and
Awrictrs OF AcREEMENT, made this
day of
seventy-nine, between the Honorable
as Her Majesty the Queen's Postmaster General of the Colony of Victoria, and for
and on behalf of Her Mjesty's Government of the said Colony of Victoria, of the one part, and the
Peninsular and Oriental Steam Navigation Company, hereinafter called , the Company," of the other
part: Witness that the Company for themselves and their successors hereby covenant with the said
Postmaster General and his successors, Her Majesty's Postmasters General for the Colony of Victoria for
the time being; and the said Postmaster-General, for and on behalf of Her Majesty's Government of
the said Colony, doth hereby covenant with the Company in manner following (that is to say)
That the Company will at all times during
t he continuance of this agreement, or so long as the ovlL° tm.
whole or any part of the services hereby agreed to be performed ought to be performed in pursuance hereof,
provide, keep seaworthy, and in complete repair and readiness, for the purpose of conveying, as hereinafter pro- Point do O.tleor
col.ho and
vided, all Her Majesty's mails (in which term "mails," used throughout this agreement, all boxes, bags, or
packets of letters, newspapers, books, or printed papers, and all other articles transmissible by the post, SnoL?eoe
7 'O
without regard either to the place to which they may be addressed or to that in which they may have 01ene1g.
originated, and all empty bags, empty boxes, and other stores and articles used or to be used in carrying on
the Post Office service which shall be sent by or to or from the Post Office, are agreed to be comprehended)
which shall at any time and from time to time by the Postmaster General or any of his officers or agents be
required to be conveyed, as hereinafter provided, between Melbourne, in Victoria, and Point de Galle, or
Colombo, as hereinafter provided, in Ceylon, by way of and calling at King George's Sound, in the Colony
of Western Australia, and also, by way of and calling at Glenelg, in the Province of South Australia, or at
the option of the Postmaster General at the Semaphore in the same province, a sufficient number of good,
substantial, and efficient steam-vessels of adequate power, and supplied with first-rate appropriate steamengines.
Every vessel cariying mails under this agreement shall, on entering Port Pimillip Bay, in
Victoria, weather permitting, stop to deliver alongside the vessel the Geelong mails and such other mails
3.
as the Postmaster General may direct at Queenscliff.
Sir,
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Vessels Ia be
equipped and
manned, and
subject to
.pproval.

As to mall and
sorting rooms.

Times of
starting.

Power to alter
time.

Postmaster
General may
delay starting
for twenty-four
hours.

Duration of
voyages. Point
do Gaffe or
Colombo to
Melbourne.

Melbourne to
Point de Galle
or Colombo.

Penalties.

Premuim tel
time saved.

That the vessels to be employed under thisagreement shall be always furnished with all necessary and
proper machinery, engines, apparel, furniture, stores, tackle, boats, fuel, lamps, oil, tallow, provisions, anchors,
cables, fire-pumps, and other proper means of ext.mguishing fire, lightning-conductors, charts, chronometers,
nautical instruments, and whatsoever else may be requisite for equipping the said vessels and rendering them
constant!y efficient for the service hereby agreed to be performed, and also manned and provided with competent officers with appropriate certificates, granted pursuant to the Act or Acts of the Imperial Parliament
of Great Britain and Ireland in force for the time being relative to the granting of certificates to officers in
the merchant service, and with a sufficient number of efficient engineers and a sufficient crew of able seamen
and other men, to be in all respects, as to vessels, engines, equipment, officers, engineers, and crew, subject
in the first instance and from time to time and at all times afterwards to the approval of the Postmaster
General or of such person or persons as he shall at any time or times or from time to time authorize to
inspect and examine the same,
The Company shall at their own cost provide on each of the vessels to be employed under this agreement, a separate and convenient room, for the convenient and secure deposit of the mails, under lock and
key, and shall also at the like cost (if and when they shall be required so to do by the said Postmaster
General) erect and provide on each of such vessels employed under this agreement a separate and convenient
room for sorting and making up the said mails, and shall provide in such room all such furniture, lamps,
fittings, and other conveniences as shall be necessary or convenient for the purpose of sorting and making up
the said mails; and all such furniture, lamps, fittings, and other conveniences, shall be from time to time
cleansed and kept in repair, and the oil for the lamps supplied by the servants and at the cost of the Company, and the services of the crew of every such vessel shall from time to time be given in the conveyance of
the mails between the mail-room and the sorting-room.
The Company shall also, if required by the
Postmaster General so to do, convey free of cost on such parts of the voyage as he may direct one or two
Mail Agents, to be berthed and messed as List-class passengers.
That one of such vessels so approved, equipped, and manned as aforesaid shall, once in every
fourteen days, and on such days and at such hours as shall be fixed by the Postmaster General upon or after
the day hereinafter appointed for the commencement of this agreement (until and unless any other days or
hours shall, under the proviso herein in that behalf contained, be substituted instead thereof), and immediately after the mails are embarked, put to sea from the ports of Melbourne and Point de Galle, or Colombo,
as the case may be, respectively, and the Company shall convey in such vessels to and from and cause to be
delivered and received at such of the ports or places hereinbefore mentioned all such mails as shall or may
be tendered or delivered to or received by the Company or any of their agents, officers, or servants by or
from or under the direction of the Postmaster General or any of his officers or agents.
That if at any time or times the Postmaster General shall desire to alter the particular days,
times, or hours of departure from and arrival at any of the ports or places to or from which mails are to be
conveyed under this agreement, he shall be at liberty so to do on giving three calendar months' previous
notice in writing of such his desire to the Company, and the Company shall observe, perform, fulfil, and
keep such altered days, times, and hours.
That should it be deemed by the Postmaster General requisite for the publi- c service that any vessel
to be employed under this agreement should at any time or times delay her departure from any port from
which the mails are to be conveyed under this agreement beyond the period appointed for her departure
therefrom, the Postmaster General, his officers or agents, shall have power to order such delay (not however
exceeding twenty-four hours), by letter addressed by him or them to the master of any such vessel or person
acting as such, and which shall be deemed a sufficient authority for such detention; and the said Postmaster
General, his officers or agents shall have power, to be exercised in writing as aforesaid, to delay the departure
of any vessel employed under this agreement, from Point de Galle or Colombo, as the case may be, until the
mails from England are placed on board.
All mails conveyed by the Company in pursuance of this agreement from Point de Galle or
Colombo, as hereinafter provided, to Melbourne, shall be conveyed by way of King George's Sound and also
by way of Gleneig or the Semaphore as the Postmaster General may direct, and the voyage from Point de
Galle or Colombo, as the case may be, to Melbourne shall be completed in four hundred and fifty-six hours,
inclusive of the stoppages at King George's Sound and Glenelg or the Semaphore, which stoppages shall
not together exceed twenty-four hours.
All mails conveyed by the Company in pursuance of this agreement from Melbourne to Point de
Galle or Colombo, as the case may be, shall be conveyed by way of Glenelg or the Semaphore as the
Postmaster General may direct, and also by way of King George's Sound, and the voyage from Melbourne
to Point de Galle or Colombo shall be completed in four hundred and fifty-six hours, inclusive of the stoppages
at Gleneig or the Semaphore and King George's Sound, which stoppages shall not together exceed twentyfour hours.
The Company further agree that, so long as Her Majesty's mails are conveyed from Brindisi to
Point de Galle or Colombo, under the provisions of the contract of the seventh day of February, one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-nine, the Company will convey the mails from Brindisi to Melbourne
in eight hundred and ninety-five hours, inclusive of stoppages, and from Melbourne to Brindisi in nine
hundred and ten hours, inclusive of stoppages, except during the prevalence of the south-west monsoon,
when forty-eight hours additional shall be allowed for the conveyance of the mails from Melbourne to
Brindisi. And if the Company shall fail to convey the said mails from Brindisi to Melbourne, and from
Melbourne to Brindisi, in the periods respectively above stipulated, then in every such case, and so often as
the same shall happen, the Company shall forfeit and pay to Her Majesty, Her Heirs and Successors, the
sum of one hundred pounds for every complete period of twenty-four hours consumed on the respective
voyages beyond the periods hereinbefore respectively specified '. .Provided always that the full amount of
such sums payable on any one voyage shall never exceed the portion of the sum of the subsidy hereinafter
agreed to he paid by the Postmaster General as applicable to such voyage; and piovided further that the
payment of any such sum shall not be enforced against the Company if it be shown by them to the satisfaction of the Postmaster General that the delay has arisen from causes over which they had not and could
not have had any control.
The Postmaster General doth hereby agree to pay to the Company a premium of fifty pounds for
every complete period of twenty-four hours by which the time occupied in the conveyance of the mails from
Brindisi to Melbourne and from Melbourne to Brindisi shall be less than the times stipulated in clause 10.
12.
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Should the Postmaster General desire so to do, he may, by notice in writing under his hand, to be
given at any time before the first day of February, one thousand eight hundred and eighty, substitute for
the stipulation in clause 10 as to penalties the following stipulation, that is to say—That if the Company
shall fail to convey the said mails from Point de Galle or Colombo, as the case may be, to Melbourne in four
hundred and fifty-six hours, or from Melbourne to Point de Galle or Colombo, as the case may be, in four
hundred and fifty-six hours, under the conditions specified in clauses 8 and 9, then in any of such eases, and
so often as the same shall happen, the Company shall forfeit and pay to Her Majesty, Her Heirs and
Successors, the sum of one hundred pounds for every complete period of twenty-four hours consumed on the
respective voyages beyond the periods hereinbefore respectively specified Provided always that the full
amount of such sums payable on any one voyage shall never exceed the portion of the sum of the subsidy
hereinafter agreed to be paid by the Postmaster General as applicable to such voyage : And provided further
that the payment of any such sum shall not be enforced against the Company if it be shown by them to the
satisfaction of the Postmaster General that the delay has arisen from causes over which they had not and
could not have had any control.
And in case the Postmaster General shall decide to adopt the system of penalties specified in this
clause, then and in that ease there shall be substituted for the stipulation in clause 11 as to premiums the
following stipulation, that is to say,—that the Postmaster General shall pay to the Company a premium of
fifty- pounds for every complete period of twenty-four hours by which the time occupied in the conveyance
of the mails from Point de Galle or Colombo to Melbourne, and from Melbourne to Point de Gallo or
Colombo, shall be less than the time stipulated in clauses 8 and 9 respectively.
That if the Company fail to provide an efficient vessel at Point de Galle or Colombo, as the case Penalties for may be, or Melbourne, in accordance w-ithi the terms of this agreement, ready to put to sea on and at the
appointed day and hour, then and so often as the same shall happen the Company shall forfeit and pay unto
Her Majesty, Her Heirs and Successors, the sum of five hundred pounds, and also the further sum of one
hundred pounds for every successive twenty-four hours which shall elapse until such vessel actually proceeds
to sea on her voyage in the performance of this agreement: Provided always that the aggregate amount of
the penalties to be recoverable under this clause in respect of any one voyage or contemplated voyage shall
not exceed by more than the sum of two thousand pounds the proportion of the subsidy hereinafter agreed
to be paid by the Postmaster General as applicable to such voyage.
That during the continuance of this agreement the commanders of the vessels to be employed Mastcrsof vele
for the time being in carrying the mails under this agreement shall take due care of, and the Company shall to !ake charge of
be responsible for, the receipt, safe custody, and delivery of the said mails; and each of such masters or
commanders shall make such oath or declaration or declarations now lawfully required or which may hereafter be lawfully required by the Postmaster General in such and similar cases, and furnish such journals,
returns, and information to and perform such services as the Postmaster General may require : And every
such master or commander or officer duly authorized by hun having the charge of mails shall himself,
immediately on the arrival at any of the said ports or places of any such vessel, deliver all mails for such
port or place into the hands of the Postmaster or other person at such port or place as the Postmaster
General shall authorize to receive the same, receiving in like manner all the return or other mails to be
forwarded in due course.
That the Company shall not, nor shall any of the masters of any of the vessels employed or to Noltystb
be employed under this agreement, receive or permit to be received on hoard any of the vessels eanying
e butthmboard
Her
mails under this agreement any letters for conveyance other than those carried under this agreement in Majesty a mails.
charge of the said commander or other person authorized to have charge of the said mails, or which are or
may be privileged by law, nor shall any mails be conveyed by the Company between Point de Galle or
Colombo, as the case may be, and any of the Australasian Colonies or New Zealand, for or on behalf of any
colony, province, or foreign country, save those carried under this agreement, without the consent in writing
of the Postmaster General.
So long as Point de Galle continues to be the port in the island of Ceylon to and from which Substitution of
the mails are conveyed under the contract between the Imperial Government and the Company, the&ue.
Company's steamers employed under this present agreement shall run to and from Point de Galle, but as
soon as Colombo shall have been substituted for Point de Galle as the port of call under the Impenal
Contract, the Company's steamers employed under this agreement shall run to and from Colombo instead of
Point de Galle.
That the Postmaster General shall have full power whenever and as often as be may deem it Postmaster
Gomonaoojr
requisite, to survey by any of his officers or agents all or any of the vessels employed and to be employed surveyvsas.
in the performance of this agreement and hulls thereof; and the engines, machinery, furniture, tackle,
apparel, stores, equipments, and the officers, engineers, and crew of every such vessel, and any defect or
deficiency that may be discovered on any such survey, shall be forthwith repaired or supplied by the
Company ; and if any of such vessels, or any part thereof, or any engines, maclunery, furniture, tackle,
apparel, boats, stores, or equipments shall on any such survey be declared by any of such officers or agents
unseaworthy or not adapted to the service hereby agreed to be performed, every vessel which shall be
disapproved of or in which such deficiency or defect shall appear shall be deemed insufficient for any service hereby agreed to be performed, and shall not be again employed in time conveyance of mails until such
defect or deficiency has been repaired or supplied to the satisfaction of the Postmaster General.
That the Company and all commanding and other officers of the vessels employedin the Orders as to the
performance of this agreement, and all agents, seamen, and servants of the Company shall at all tunes landing, &e., 01
atpunctually attend to the orders and directions of the Postmaster General, his officers or agents, as to the to
mode, time, and place of landing, delivering, and receiving mails.
That all and every the sums of money hereby stipulated to be forfeited or paid by the Company Pe,,MMes to be
PS
unto Her Majesty, Her Heirs and Successors, -shall be considered as stipulated or ascertained damages,considered
aaetaincd
whether any damage or loss have or have not been sustained, and shall and may be retamed and deducted damages and
be retained
by the Postmaster General out of any moneys payable or which may thereafter become payable to the may
by the PostCompany.
masts. General.
And in consideration of the due and faithful performance by the said Company of all the Subsidy,
services hereby agreed to be by them performed, the said Postmaster General doth hereby agree that there
shall be paid at Melbourne to the said Company by Her Majesty's Government of Victoria, so long as the
Company
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Company perform the voyages and services herein contracted to be performed, it sum of money after the
rate of eighty-five thousand pounds per annum (S85,000), in equal quarterly payments, on the first day of
April, and the first day of July, the first day of October, the first day of January in each year, and shall
scene due from day to day; and the said payments shall be received by the said Company as full coinpensation for all costs and expenses which they may incur or be put unto by reason or on account of all and
singular the services hereby contracted to be performed, sulject however to the abatement or deduction of
any sums of money in respect of forfeitures which the said Company may have incur!ed, or to the addition
of any sums in respect of premiums as the case may be, as herein provided.
Contracton to
21. The Contractors shall have no claim to any postage not, to any'payment on account thereof for
have no claim to
po,tago eiceptsa mails carried under this contract except as herein provided.
herein provided.
22. That this agreement shall connuence on and from the first day of February, one thousand eight
commel,eement
and duration of hundred and eighty, and shall continue until the tlnrty-first day of January, one thousand eight hundred
and eighty-eght, and shall then determine if the Postmaster General shall by writing under his hand have
given to the Company, or if the Company shall have given to the Postmaster General, twenty-four calendar
months' notice that this agreement shall so determine; but if neither the Postmaster General nor the
Company shall give any such notice, this agreement shall continue in force after the said thirty-first day of
January, one thousand eight hundred and eighty-eights until the expiration of a twenty-four ealendar
months notice in writing as aforesaid, which may be given by either of the said parties hereto to the other
of them, and which last-mentioned notice may be given on or at any time after the tilirty-first day of
January, 1886. This agreement shall then determine accordingly, without prjudice nevertheless to any
right of action or other proceeding which shall then have accrued to either party for any breach thereof.
Pn.Itien for
23. And it is hereby further agreed that in case the Company shall fail to commence the performance
of the services herein agreed to be by them performed on the first day of February, one thousand eight
istFebrusry, hundred and eighty, or the first day thereafter which the Postmaster General may fix as the day of sailing,
1830.
then and in such case the Company shall forfeit and pay unto Her Majesty, Her Heirs, and Successors, the sum
of five hundred pounds, and also the further sum of one hundred pounds for every successive period of
twenty-four hours which shall elapse until the actual and bon4 fide commencement of the performance by
the Company of the services herein agreed to be by them performed Provided always that the total
amount of the penalties to be incurred by the said Company by reason of such failures as aforesaid
respectively shall not exceed the sum of fifteen thousand pounds.
On detennlus24. That if on the determination of this agreement any vessel or vessels should have started or
should start with the mails, in conformity with this agreement, such voyage or voyages shall be continued
begen to be
completed.
and performed and the mails be delivered and received during the same as if this agreement had remained
in force with regard to any such vessels and services; and with respect to such vessels and services as last
aforesaid, this agreement shall be considered as having terminated when such vessels and services shall have
reached their port or place of destination and been performed.
Potrnnstar
2.5. It shall be lawful for the Postmaster General, by writing under his hand, at any time and from
General inay
time to time to delegate any of the powers vested in him by virtue of this agreement to such person or
pemoms as lie may think fit.
eornpa,' not to
26. The Company shall not convey in any vessel employed by theminpursuance of this agreement,
convey angerany nitro-glycerme or any other article which shall have been legally declared specially dangerous either in
England or Victoria.
Qaanntine.
21. The Company shall undertake for thenlselves all arrangements relative to quarantine.
As to notices.
28. That all notices or directions which the Postmaster General, his officers, agents, or others, are
hereby authorized to give to the Company, their officers, servants, or agents, other than any notice of termination of this contract, may, at the option of the Postmaster General, either be delivered to the master of any
of the said vessels or other- officer or agent of the Company in the charge or managenient of any vessel employed in the performance of this agreement, or left for tile Company at their office or house of business in
Melbourne, or at their or any of their last known places of business or abode in Melbourne ; and any notices
or directions so given or left shall be binding on the Company Provided always that any notice of
tennination of this contract shall be served oil the Company, their officers, servants, 01 agents, at then office
or last known office in Melbourne.
Compeny not to
29. TIle Company shall not assign, inderiet, or dispose of this agreement or any part thereof without
the consent of the Postmaster General signified in writing under his hand, and in case of thesame or any
:eot:
part thereof being assigned, underiet, or otherwise disposed of, or of any great or habitual breach of this
agreement, or any covenants matter, or tiling herein contained on the part of the Company, their officers,
agents, or servants, it shall be lawful for the Postmaster General, if 1e shall think fit, and notwithstanding
there may or may not have been any former breach of this agreement, by writing under his hand, to determnine this agreement without any previous notice to the Company or their agents, nor shall the Company
be entitled to all)' compensation in respect of such determination, and such determination shall not deprive
the Postmaster General of any right or remedy to which he would otherwise be entitled by reason of such
breach or any prior breach of this agreement ; and in case any difterence shall arise between the parties
i,crcto as to the sufficiency Of any such breach as aforesaid to justify the Postmaster General in determining
this agreement, such difference shall be referred to and determined by
a rbitration in manner he,-eafter 110vided Provided always that in case within seven days after service on the Company of a notice determinfig this agreement on the ground of any great or habitual breach or breaches thereof, the Company or their
agents give a notice in writing to tile Postmaster General that they dispute the sufficiency of such breach or
breaches to justify the Postmaster General in determining this agreement, such dispute shall be refem,-ed to
arbitration in manner hereinafter provided, and in such case this agreement shall notwithstanding such
notice of determination continue in force unless and until au award shall be made to the effect that such
breach or breaches was or were sufficient to justify the Postmaster General in giving such notice of determination as aforesaid.
Disputes to be
30. If at any time during the continuance of this agreement, or after the determination thereof,
rC7Oth
any dispute shall acise between the parties to these presents or their successors respectiveiy, eoncermng any
of the covenants, lnattel-s, or things hereinbefore cobtained, or in any-wise relating thereto, such dispute shall
be referred to and determined by arbitration in manner hereinafter provided.
31.
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All matters which in pursuance of the provisions liereinbefore contained are to be determined
by arbitration shall be referred to two arbitrators, one to be chosen from time to time by the Postmaster
General and the other by the Company ; and if such arbitrators should at any time or times not agree on
the matter or question referred to them, then such question in difference sltafl be referred by them to an
umpire to be chosen by such arbitrators before they proceed with the reference to them, and the joint and
concurrent award of the said arbitrators, or the separate award of the said umpire, when the said arbitrators
cannot agree, shall be binding and conclusive upon both parties: l'rovided that in case of either party failing
to choose an arbitrator within two months of receipt of notice to arbitrate, or in case of the chosen arbitrators failing to choose an umpire within two months of their failure to agree, then the Chief Justice of
the Colony of Victoria for the time being shall nominate an umpire, by writing under his hand, whose award
shall be final and conclusive on all parties ; and every such arbitration shall be held in Melbourne aforesaid.
Any submission to arbitration in pursuance of this agreement shall be made a rule of the Supreme
Court of the Colony of Victoria, pursuant to the statute in that case made and provided, on the application
of either party.
And for the due and faithful iwrfonnanee of all and singular the covenants, conditions, provisocs,
clauses, articles, and agreements bcreinbefore contained, and which on the part and bchalf of the said
Company, their officers, agents, or servants are or ought to be observed, performed, fulfilled and kept, the
said Company do hereby bind themselves and their successors unto Her Majesty in the sum of fifteen
thousand pounds sterling, to be paid to Her Majesty, Her Heirs and Successors, by way of stipulated or
ascertained damages, hereby agreed upon between the Postmaster General and the said Company, in case of
the failure oil the part of the Company in the execution of this contract, or any part thereof.
The words "Postmaster General" herein shall mean the Postmaster General of the Colony of
Victoria for the time-being, or the responsible Minister of the Crown for the time-being administering the
Post Office Department.
In witness, &c.
Colonial Secretary.—A.L., 16/8/70. The Postmaster General—H.P., 22/3/79. The Secretary to
the General Post Office, B.C., 22 August, 1879.—C.W. Submitted—S.H.L., 27/8/79. Seen.—S.S., 1/9/79.

No. 5.
The Secretary of State for the Colonies to The Officer Administering the
Government of New South Wales.
Downing-street, 4 June, 1870.
With reference to my telegram of the 13th May, and to my circular despatch of tIle 17th of
the same month, in which I informed you of the decision at which the Lords Commissioners of the Treasury had arrived in respect of the division of postal receipts between this Country and the Australasian
Colonies after the 1st February next, I have the honor to transmit to you, for the information of your
Government, copies of further correspondence with the Agent General representing your Government in this
I have, &c.,
Country upon the subject.
M. E. HICKS-BEACH.
Sir,

{Eimclosurcs.]

The Agent General for New South Wales to The Colonial Office.
3, Westminster Chambers, Victoria-street, S. IV., 5 May, 1879.
Sir,
In reply to your letter of the 29th ultimo, in which you inform )lie that the Secretary of State
for the Colonies has received a coin,nunication from the Lords Commissioners of the Treasury, intimating
that on being informed by Mr. Graham Berry that lie had reason to believe that a fresh contract niight be
made with the Peninsular and Oriental Company for a fortnightly service both to Melbourne and Sydney,
touching at ICing George's Sound and South Australia, on terms which would be advantageous as compared
with the existing rate, they are prepared under such circumstances so far to modify their previous decision
on the subject as to agree that the Australian mails shall as at preseiìt be conveyed free of charge to the
Colonies between this Country and Point tie Galle or Colonibo (in the event of the latter port being made the
port of call for Ceylon), on the condition that the Imperial Post Office shall after the 15t of February next,
when the present arrangement will expire, receive two-pence in lieu of one penny as at present on the outward correspondence, which may be considered as equivalent to the inland rate on both the homeward and
the outward correspondence, and that this arrangement would of course apply equally to the correspondence
conveyed under other contracts via Singapore and San Francisco,—I have the honor to state that 1 am not
aware that Mr. Berry has any authority to act for or represent the Government of New South Wales in
this or any other matter ; and not having been informed by him, or having any means of ascertaining
what lie may consider reason to believe anything, I cannot avoid entertaining very strong doubts whether
Mr. Berry has any grounds whatever for assuming or believing, and I myself do not believe, that the
Government of New South Wales would be likely to approve of or accede to any arrangement which would
seriously interfere with or place them in a less favourable position than they enjoy in common with the
(lovenilneist of New Zealand under the existing arrangement, which includes and was made pursuant to
their contract with the Pacific Mail Company for conveyance of mails between Sydney and San Fraoi$co.
There call be no doubt that the virtual renewal and extension of this contract to November, 1883,
was agreed to by these two Governments under an impression that the arrangement of which it formed a
part would be adhered to by the Imperial Government until the termination of the contract ; and there is
reason to fear that the benefits and effectiveness of the arrangement would be impaired by the alteration of
terms suggested in your letter.
I think it my duty therefore, and I have the honor, on behalf of the Government which I represent,
to protest against the proposal embodied in your letter, and to express my hope that, so far as the Colonies
of New South Wales and New Zealand are concerned, the new arrangement may not take effect before the
termination, in the year 1883, of the contract above referred to.
I
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I have the' honor to add that this letter is written and protest made with the concurrence of the
Agent General for New Zealand.
I have, &c.
WILLIAM FORSTER.

The Colonial Office to The Agent General for New South Wales.
Sir,

Traury,

Downing-street, 4 june, 1879.
reference to your letter of the 5th of May, and to the reply from this Department of the
° 20th of May, I am directed by the Secretary of State for the Colonies to transmit to you, for your information, copies of the replies which he has received from the Lords Commissioners of the Treasury to the
representations which [you] and the Agent General for NewZealand have made on behalf of the Governments
of New South Wales and New Zealand, that the present arrangement respecting the division of postal
receipts may continue in fotce as regards the San Francisco service until the termination in November,
1883, of the contract for that service by which New South Wales and New Zealand are now bound.
A similar letter has been addressed to the Agent General for New Zealand.
I am, &e.,
JOHN BRAMSTON.
i
rVith

The Treasury to The Colonial Office.
Sir,

Treasury Chambers, 27 May, 1879.
The Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury have had before them your letter of the
20th instant, transmitting, with reference to previous correspondence, copy of a letter from the Agent
General of New South Wales, requesting that the present arrangement respecting the division of postal
receipts between the Australian Colonies and New Zealand may continue in force as regards the San
Francisco service until the termination of the contract for that service in November, 1383.
I am commanded to acquaint you, for the information of Secretary Sir Michael Hicks-Beach, that
my Lords see no reason to come to any other conclusion on this subject than that which was communicated
to the Secretary of State in their letter of the 13th instant, with reference to a similar application from the
Agent General of New Zealand.
I am, &c.,
II. SELWIN IBBETSON.

The Treasury to The Colonial Office.
Sir,

Treasury Chambers, 13 May, 1879.
The Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury have had before them Mr. Bramston's
letter of the 5th instant, transmitting copy of a letter from the A gent General for New Zealand, in reply to
one in which he had been infonned in co,nmon with the other Agents General, of the arrangements which
my Lords were prepared to agree to for the conveyance of the Australian mails after the 1st of February
next, wherein Sir Julius Vogel urges the claim of the Government of New Zealand and that of New South
Wales to a continuance of the present arrangement so far as relates to the carriage of mails by San
Francisco until the contract which those Governments have for the conveyance of such mails expires in
November, 1883.
I am commanded to request that you will state to Secretary Sir Michael Hicks-Beach that the whole
question as respects the postal arrangements with the Australian Colonies and New Zealand is so clearly
set forth in the circular letter which the Secretary of State addressed to the Governors of those Colonies on
the 17th January last that my Lords have little to add thereto.
The Agent General for New Zealand is fully a-ware that when the arrangements to which lie refers
were made they were expressly limited to a period of five years; and my Lords, in lately agreeing to extend
such period to the 1sf February, 1880, the date when the present Imperial contract with the Peninsular and.
Oriental Steam Navigation Company comes to an end, cannot but feel that they have acted in a very liberal
spirit towards the Colonies concerned.
The 1st February, 1880, on which date a new contract which the Imperial Post Office have entered into
with the Peninsular and Oriental Company will come into operation, must thcrefore be considered a fresh
starting point.
The presence in this country of Mr. Berry, the Premier of Victoria, afforded the opportunity of his
having personal communication with me on the subject of the arrangement to be made for the division,
after 1st February, 1880, between the Imperial and Colonial Post Offices of the postage accruing on
the correspondence with Victoria and •other Colonies whose mails are carried vict King George's Sound;
and after some discussion with that gentleman I felt myself warranted, on the part of this Board, having
reference to what I understood was the intention of the Victorian Government, to enter into a contract for
the conveyance of mails once every fortnight between Ceylon and Melbourne and probably Sydney, in consenting to the present arrangement wider which the Victorian and other Australian mails are carried free
of cost to the Colonies between this Country and Ceylon, [excepting of course the mails sent qñd Brindisi, on
which the foreign transit rates will have to he paid as at present], being continued on the understanding
however that in lieu of the inland rate of one penny per half-ounce letter on the outward correspondence,
which is all that the Imperial Post Office now receives, two-pence as an equivalent to the inland rate on the
outward and homeward correspondence should be retained on the outward correspondence, leaving four-pence
on the outward and the whole of the postage on the homeward correspondence to accrue to the Colonies,
Having agreed to this arrangement with Mr. Berry, my Lords intimated to the Secretary of State that
it wOuld be equally applicable to Queensland, whose mails are now conveyed between this Country and
Singapore free of cost to the Colony and New Zealand and New South Wales, the mails for which Colonies
are
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are now carried at a considerable expense to the Home Government between this Country and San Francisco.
My Lords caimot but think that the arrangement to which they have agreed is one by which the
Colonies will be dealt with very liberally. The Home Government will merely retain that which may be
considered equivalent to its inland postage, whilst the remainder of the postage on the outward and the
whole of the postage on the homeward correspondence will accrue to the Colonies concerned.
My Lords have now only to request that you will state to Sir Michael Hicks-Beach that they are
decidedly of opinion that they would not be warranted on the part of the Home Government in acceding to
the request preferred by Sir Julius Vogel.
I have, &c.,
H. SELWIN IBBETSON.
Colonial Secretary—AL., 16/8/79,
The PostmasterGeneraL—H.P., 22/8/79.
The Secretary
to the General Post Office, B.C., 22 August, 1879.—OW
Submitted—SilL., 29/8/79.
Seen—S.S.,
1/9/79.
-

No. 6.
The Secretary to the Post Office to The Under Secretary, Colonial Secretary's
Department.
Sir,

General Post Office, Sydney, 23 July, 1879.
With reference to the letter from the Agent General, dated 22nd May last, with enclosures
forwarded by you under blank corr, on the 9th inst., relative to the division of postage on correspondence between the United Kingdom and the Australian Colonies, 1 am directed by the Postmaster General to point out
that as no instructions have been yet given to the Agent General since the receipt of Sir Michael Hicks-Beach's
telegram of the 13th May last, containing what appears to be the decision of the Imperial Government to
retain 2d. instead of id,, and as Mr. Porster, in the absence of such instructions, may assume that we are
content with such an arrangement, and not follow up his protest of the 5th May, it might be advisahle to
communicate further with him on the subject. Mr. Samuel would suggest that a telegram as per draft
enclosed should be sent to London.
Perhaps you will be so good as to bring the matter under the consideration of the Colonial Secretary
at the earliest possible moment.
I have, &c.,
S. H. LA3IBTON.

[Enclosure.]
Draft Telegram to Agent General, London
HAVE you received reply to protest against alteration of existing arrangements until termination
'Frisco contract '1 This Government can scarcely think decision to alter this arrangement can be a final one,
in view of its having been arrived at before Colonies had time to appoint and instruct representatives to
discuss the question, as invited in Secretary of State's despatch of seventeenth January.
Submitted. —2 6/7/79.

No.?.
The Agent General to The Colonial Secretary, Sydney.
Sir,

3, Westminster Clambers, Victoria-street, SW., 1 August, 1879.
In continuation of my letter of the 22nd May last, regarding the postal question, I have
the honor to forward for your further information copy of a Colonial Office letter, addressed to inc
on the 4th June last, and of my minute thereon. I have replied to the Secretary of State in terms of my
nunute down to the end of paragraph 10.
I have, it-c.,
WILLIAM FORSTER.

The Colonial Office to The Agent General.
Sir,

Colonial Office, Downing-street, 4 June, 1879.
With reference to your letter of the 5th of May, and to the reply from this Department of the
20th May, I am directed by the Secretary of State for the Colonies to transmit to you, for your information,
is
copies of the replies which he has received from the Lords Commissioners of the Treasury to the representations which you and the Agent General for New Zealand have made on behalf of the Governments of May, 1879.
New South Wales and New Zealand, that the present arrangement respecting the division of postal receipts
may continue in force, as regards the San Francisco sen-ice, until the termination in November, 1883, of
the contract for that service by which New South Wales and New Zealand are now bound.
A similar letter has been addressed to the Agent General for New Zealand.
I am, &c.,
JOHN BRAMSTON.

the
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The Treasury to The Colonial Office.
Colonial Office, Treasury Chambers, 27 May, 1879.
The Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury have had before them your letter of the
20th instant, transmitting with reference to previous correspondence, copy of a letter from the Agent
General of New.South Wales,
requesting that the present arrangement respecting the division of postal
'
receipts between the Australian Colonies and New Zealand may continue in force as regards the San
Francisco service until the termination of the contract for that service in November, 1883.
I am commanded to acquaint you, for the information of Secretary Sir Michael Hicks-Beach, that
my Lords see no reason to come to any other conclusion on this subject than that which was communicated
to the Secretary of State in their letter of the 13th instant, with reference to a similar application from the
1. have, &e.,
Agent General of New Zealand.
11. SELWIN IBBETSON.
Sir,

The Treasury to The Colonial Office.
Colonial Office, Treasury Chambers, 13 May, 1879.
The Lords Coimnissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury have had before them Mr. Bramston's
letter of the 5th instant, transmitting copy of a letter from the Agent General for New Zealand, in reply to
one in which he had been informed, in common with the other Agents General, of the arrangements which
my Lords were prepared to agree to for the conveyance of the Australian mails after the 1st February next,
wherein Sir Julius Vogel urges the claim of the Government of New Zealand and that of New South Wales
to a continuance of the present arrangement, so far as relates to the carriage of mails by San Francisco,
until the contract which those Governments have for the conveyance of such mails expires in November, 1883.
I am commanded to request that you will state to Secretary Sir Michael Hicks-Beach that the whole
question as respects the postal arrangements with the Australian Colonies and New Zealand is so clearly
set forth in the circular letter which the Secretary of State addressed to the Governor of those Colonies on
the 17th January last, that my Lords have little to add thereto.
The Agent General for New Zealand is fully aware that when the arrangements to which he
refers were made, they were expressly limited to a period of five years; and my Lords, in lately agreeing
to extend such period to the 1st of February, 1880, the date when the present Imperial contract with the
Peninsular and Oriental Steam Navigation Company comes to an end, cannot but feel that they have
acted in a very liberal spirit towards the Colonies concerned.
The 1st February, 1880, on which date a new contract which the Imperial Post Office have entered
into with the Peninsular and Oriental Company will come into operation, must therefore be considered a
fresh starting point.
The presence in this country of Mr. Berry, the Premier of Victoria, afforded the opportunity of
his having personal communication with me on the subject of the arrangement to be made for the division,
after 1sf February, 1880, between the Imperial and Colonial Post Offices, of the postage accruing on the
correspondence with Victoria and other Colonies whose mails are carried vid ICing George's Sound; and
after some discussion with that gentleman I felt myself warranted, on the part of this Board, having
reference to what I understand was the intention of the Victorian Government, to enter into a contract
for the conveyance of mails once every fortnight, between Ceylon and Melbourne, and probably Sydney, in
consenting to the present arrangement, under which the Victorian and other Australian mails are carried
free of cost to the Colonies, between this Country and Ceylon (excepting of course the mails sent rid
Brindisi, on which the foreign transit rates will have to be paid as at present) being continued, on the
understanding however that in lieu of the inland rate of one penny per half-ounce letter on the outward
correspondence, which is all that the imperial Post Office now receives, two-pence, as an equivalent to the
inland rate on the outward and ho,neward correspondence, should be retained on the outward correspondence,
leaving four-pence on the outward and the whole of the postage on the ho,neward correspondence to accrue
to the Colonies.
Having agreed to this arrangement with Mr. Berry, my Lords intimated to the Secretary of State
that it would be equally applicable to Queensland, whose mails are now conveyed between this Country and
Singapore, free of cost to the Colony, and New Zealand and New South Wales, the mails for which Colonies
are now carried at a considerable expense to the Home Government between this Country and San
Francisco.
My Lords cannot but think that the arrangement to which they have agreed is one by which the
Colonies will be dealt with very liberally. The Home Government will merely retain that which may be
considered equivalent to its inland postage, whilst the remainder of the postage on the outward and the
whole of the postages on the homeward correspondence will accrue to the Colonies concerned.
My Lords have now only to request that you will state to Sir Michael Hicks-Beach that they are
decidedly of opinion that they would not be warranted, on the part of the Home Government, in acceding
to the request preferred by Sir Julius Vogel.
Iam,&c.,
H. SELWJN IBBETSON.
Sir,

MiNuTI on Colonial Office letter of 4th June, and enclosures from the Treasury in regard to postal
services.
THIS letter communicates what practically amounts to a decision on the part of Her Majesty's
Government to retain twopence (2d.) upon every half-ounce letter out of the postal rates upon correspondence by the Ocean Steam Postal Services between Great Britain and the respective Colonies concerned. As
this decision is pronounced by the Lords Commissioners of the Treasury, and appears to be considered by
Her Majesty's Government liberal to the Colonies, it may be as well to remark at the outset that questions
of liberality are matters of opinion, and that the Colonies would naturally prefer in this, as in other matters,
that the mutual interests and relations between thc,nselves and the Mother Country should be dealt with
upon generally recognized and easily intelligible principles of right and justice than by reference to what
2.
may happen to be regarded as liberality by Her Majesty's advisers for the time being.
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The circumstances under which the negotiations in this matter appear to have been conducted,
and the decision arrived at, are somewhat peculiar, while the decision itself involves grave considerations in
connection with the Ocean Steam Postal Services generally and the system of subsidies by which they have
been hitherto supported.
By the circular despatch from the Secretary of State to the Governors of Australian Colonies,
dated January 17, a desire was expressed on behalf of Ber Majesty's Government that 'the Agent General"
for each Colony concerned, or " some other person," should " be instructed and fully empowered to conduct
the subsequent negotiations upon the subject " of Ocean Steam Postal arrangements " with Her Majesty's
Government, and to conclude whatever agreement may be arrived at."
Pursuant to the desire so expressed, Sir Julius Vogel and myself, Agents General for New Zealand
and New South Wmales, were appointed to represent these Colonies respectively.
And of these appointments Her Mjesty's Government were duly advised.
But in letters from the Colonial Office, dated 29th April last, Sir Julius Vogel and I were
surprised by the information that after consultation with Mr. Graham Berry, and upon his assurance of
having reason to believe that the Governments of the neighbouring Colonies would co-operate in a new
arrangement with the P. and 0. Company, which Mr. Berry thought might be made on advantageous terms,
the decision of Her Majesty's Government now communicated to me was in contemplation.
In reply to the letter containing this information, Sir Julius Vogel and myself, acting separately,
but otherwise in complete conceit and understanding, addressed our respective protests, mine bearing date
5th May.
S. And now, without furtherintimation, or any other notice to, or consultation with either Sir Julius
Vogel or myself, we are informed that the decision in the matter of Her Majesty's Government above
adverted to has been consummated, apparently upon the advice of and in consultation with Mr. Graham
Berry, who certainly had no manner of authority or right to act or speak in the matter on behalf of either
the Governments of New Zealand or New South Wales.
The course taken appears the more extraordinary when considered in connection with the statement
made by a Minister of the Crown (Lord Jolui Manners), on June 12th, 1879, in the House of Commons, as
reported in the limes of June 13th, 1879, to the efl'eet that "the charge of the carriage of the Australian
mails would be, borne by the Mother Country under the postal arrangements, assisted by the Government of
Australia" (sic), which seems to imply an expectation or intention on the part of Her Majesty's Government of obtaining from other Colonies some assurance of co-operation in the new arrangement.
With regard to the questions of subsidies and other arrangements for steam postal services, the
apparent disposition of Her Majesty's Government to deal only with one Company, and to confine the
assistance and co-operation of Great Britain to the Eastern route to Tndia and China, is scarcely reconcilable
with justice to other Companies and Colonies, and seems as if it must inevitably lead to the secession of
most of the Australian and other Southern Colonies from such arrangements, and to their establishing
separate routes for themselves independent of the Mother Country, possibly with more or less of irritation
and disappointnment on both sides. The success and growing predominance of other Companies, and the
increased relative importance of the Colonies interested in other routes make it now difficult to justify these
exclusive preferences. Supposing the system of subsidies to Companies necessary or desirable for the purpose in question, it is not by any means obvious why Her Majesty's Government should select either one
Company or one route in order to keep up a postal or commercial connection with the rest of the Empire. And
even admitting for the sake of argument that for financial reasons, which are the only probable ones, Great
Britain cannot afford a wider or more liberal assistance or co-operation for the purpose, it still remains to be
shown why the Peninsular and Oriental Company is entitled to the prefcrence, or why the interests of India
and China should prevail to the neglect of those of the Australian and neighbouring Colonies 1 If, in
the interests of the Empire generally it be considered expedient that Great Britain and the Southern
Colonies should co-operate in this matter, it would seem to follow that the said Colonies ought to be allowed
a voice in the settlement of important details.
Whether in the interests of the Colony the Government of New South lNales determines to
accept the proposal of Her Majesty's Government or to secede altogether from the arrangement with the
Peninsular and Orieimtal Company for a postal service by way of Suez and Gaije, it may be well to call attention to the relations between the Colony and the Pacific Mail Company in connection with the San Francisco
route, which can scarcely be considered in every respect satisfactory. The most important part of their
contract has been well performed by the Company so far as the delivery of mails is concerned; but what
I allude to are the difficulties which have arisen in procuring the substitution of another surety in place of
Mr. Macgregor, and also in the negotiations for and completion of the late alteration of the contract, which
would seem to imply a possible disposition or willingness on the part of the Pacific Mail Company to withdraw
from their engagements in the matter, provided it could be amicably arranged.
This supposition corresponds with information which has reached me otherwise.
The question may also be suggested for the consideration of the Government whether the time
may not have arrived, or be neal, when it might be possible to abandon altogcthr the system of subsidies
for ocean postal services.
On these several points T do not venture nor am I called upon to pronounce an opinion.
WILLTAI4 FORSTER.
The Postmaster General—H.P., 15/9/79.
September, I879.—C.W.
Seen—S.S., 22/9/79.

The Secretary to the General Post Office, B.C., 13

No. S.
Minute of the Postmaster General npon the decision of the Imperial Government
respecting the future arrangements for the division of postage.
IT would appear from letters from the Agents General for New South Wales and New Zealand, enclosing the eorrezpondeaoe which has taken place between themselves and the Imperial Government in
reference to the future arrangements for the division of postage, that the matter may be considered at an end
SO
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so far as the Agents General are concerned. They appear to have put the case on behalf of the Colonies of
New Zealand and New South Wales as strongly as possible, and to have done all in their power to procure
a fair recognition of the claims of these Colonies to a continuance of the existing arrangements until the termination of the San Francisco contract. 1 think, however, that the proper time has now arrived for a
remonstrance to. be sent, through His Excellency the Governor, to the Secretary of State for the Colonies,
against the action of the Imperial Government. The Colonies of New South Wales and New Zealand have
very just round for complthst that the Imperial Government should have decided, at an interview with the
Honorable Graham Berry, of Victoria, upon retaining 2d. from February next, being one-third of the postage collected in England, in lieu of id. as at present, without affording the representatives, appointed at the
express invitation of the Secretary of State, an opportunity of discussing the question on behalf of the other
Colonies. I consider that the Colonies of New South Wales and New Zealand have a. very just clalin, for
the reasons which have been already so strongly urged by the Agents General, and also in my former minute
dated the Had April last, and which need not be repeated here, that the present arrangements for the division
of postage on mail matter conveyed by the San Francisco route should be continued until the termination of
the existing mail contract in 1883, and I suggest that the matterbe again submitted to the Imperial Government, with an urgent request that it may yet be reconsidered.
SAUL SAMUEL,
30/9/79.

The Principal Under Secretary—B.C., S.11.L., 30/9/79.
Submitted-30/9/79.
Letter to His
Excellency, forwarding copy of this minute for transmission to the Secretary of Statc,sent 9 Oct., /79...—C.W.
The Secretary to the Post Office, B. C., 14 Oct., 79.—C.V.

No.9.
Telegram from Postmaster General, New Zealand, to Postmaster General, New
South Wales.
7 Oct., 1879.
GOVERNOR will be asked to forward memorandum to Secretary of State, urging reconsideration postal
question, and claiming that two Colonies have every right to expect continuance present payments until
termination 'Frisco contract. Exception will be taken to the question having been closed without the
Agents General having been heard after having been specially appointed to represent Colonies at request of
Colonial Office.
This accords with what has been done here, and this message may be sent for the perusal of the
Colonial Secretary—S. S., 8/10/79. The Principal Under Secretary,—B.C., 8/10/79.—S. H.L.

No. 10.
The Secretary of State for the Colonies to The Governor of New South Wales.
My Lord,
Downing-street, 26 August, 1879.
I have the honor to transmit to you, for your information and for that of your Government,
a copy of a letter from the Treasury, with its enclosures, respecting the contract which has been entered
into for a period of eight years between the Peninsular and Oriental Company and the Government of
Victoria, for a fortnightly mail service between Ceylon and Melbourne, calling at King George's Sound
and Adelaide, to commence on the 1st February next.
I have, &c.,
IL B. HICKS-BEACH.

[Endosure No. 1.]
The Treasury to The Colonial Office
Sir,

Treasury Chambers, 18 August, 1879.
I am commanded by the Lords Commissioners of Her Mojesty's Treasury to transmit to you, herewith, for the
information of Secretary Sir M. E. Hicks-Beach, copies of a letter from the Postmaster General, dated the 14th instant, and
of the letter from the Peninsular and Oriental Steam Navigation Company enclosed therein (with two of the printed
enclosuies) respecting the contract which has been concluded between that Company and the Government of Victoria for the
conveyance of mails between Ceylon and Melbourne, calling at King George's Sound and Adelaide.
Iam,&e.,
WILLIAM LAW.

[Enckwre
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[Enclosure No. 2.]
The General Post Office

to The Treasury.

My Lords,
General Post Office, 14 August, 1879.
I have received from the Peninsular and Oriental Steam Navigation Company a letter announcing that a contract
has been concluded between that Company and the Government of Victoria for the conveyance of mails between Ceylon and
Melbourne, calling at King George's Sound and Adelaide, by a fortnightly service, commencing on the 1st February next.
The directors have sent me some copies of a letter which they addressed, with their tender, to the Agent General for
the Government of Victoria, and have expressed a wish that copies might be placcil in your Lordship's hands and those of
Her Majesty's Secretary of State for the Colonies,
I have the honor accordingly to send your Lordships a copy of the Company's letter, together with four copies of the
enclosures referrcd to.
,
I have, &.e.,
JOH& MANNERS.

[.zclosare No. 3.]
The Secretary, Peninsular and Oriental Steam Navigation Company, to The Secretary, General

Post Office

Peninsular and Oriental Steam Navigation Company,
Ofiices.122, Leadenhall-street, London, 6 August, 1879.
I have the honor to acquaint you, for the infonnation of the Postuiester General, that the directors have received
a telegram from the Company's agent at Melbourne, to the effect that the Government of Victoria have signed a contract with
this Company for the conveyance of mails between Ceylon and Melbourne, calling at King George's Sound and Adelaide, by a
fortnightly service, commencing on the 1st February next. This contract is for a period of eight years, and as you are already
doubtless aware, it is to be worked in connection with the now contract for the India and China mail services.
As soon as the directors receive the contract from Australia, they will hand you a copy of the same for the information
of your department. Meunti,ne,in view of the fact that there seems to have been an attempt made bysome of the Company's
opponents to misrepresent the position both of the Government and the Company, in reference to the Eastern mail contracts,
the directors think it may perhaps be usefwl to you to be pet in possession of the reasons upon which the Company based their
tender to the Government of Victoria, as you are already folly. acquainted with those which actuated them in tendering for
the India and China services from the letter addressed to you which accompanied these tenders.
I am therefore desired to hand you the enclosed copy of a letter addressed by the directors to the Agent General of the
Government of Victoria, on the occasion of transmitting their tender to that Government for the Australian mail service for
which the contract has jnst been signed; and you will observe that the directors therein not only explain the grounds on which
they made their proposals for IL fortnightly service between Ceylon and Australia, but they also dealt with the whole question
of mail communication with that country, about wIne],, as you an aware, there has been from time to time much controversy.
The directors need scarcely remind, you that great jealonsy and diversity of opinion has existed between the different
Colonies on this question of mail communication—a state of things which has hitherto been prejudicial to the regular and
periodic movement of correspondence, inns,nneh as some of the routes employed have succeeded in dovetniling with each other,
Be as to effect exact fortnightly services. It was the desire of the directors to make such a proposal for a now service as would
have the effect of harmonizing the postal interests of all the Australian Colonies; and they venture to believe that by the
regular fortnightly service which is now contracted for, this object will certainly be effected, to the great advantage of
commercial as well as general interests.
It will be perceived that in their desire to carry out this improvement, which they also consider necessary to the consolidation of the Company's business with Australia, the directors offered the Government such terms as could not be found
financially satisfactory. But in doing this the directors simply offered time seme conditions which they would have submitted
to the Imperial Government had this service been combined with the India and China contract.
The directors would ask the favour of your lranssnitting a copy of this letter a,,d its enclosure to the Treasury and the
Colonial Office.
.
I have, &e.,
A. M. BETEUNE,
Secretary.
Sir,

[Enclosure No. 4.]
The Secretary,

P. & 0. Steam Navigation Company, to The Agent General for Victoria.

Peninsular and Oriental Steam Navigation Company, 122, Lendenhnll-street, E.C.,
London, 12 February, 1879.
In compliance with the invitation of the Government of Victoria, the directors of this Company now request me to
submit for consideration the accompanying tender to perform a fortnightly mail service between Colombo and Melbourne for
a period of eight years, commencing on the 1st February, 1880, for tIme annual subsidy of £85,000.
2. In submitting this tender, the directors deem it advisable to explain their reasons for confining themselves to this
single offer, instead of availing of the opportunity of putting forward alternative proposals, which your Government have
notified their willingness to consider.
8. In time first place, the directors would state, that having regard only to the present position of the Company's business
in connection with the Australian Colonies, it would be more to their interest simply to maintain the existing monthly mail
service upon fair terms of remuneration than to aim at the immediate extension of the Company's opsrations.
But in looking forward to a contract of eight years' duratiom, the directors must necessarily consider many future contingencies; and in doing so it appears to them snflleiently clear that the Company cannot hope to maintain their present revenue
and prestige by means of a monthly communication only.
Under these circnmstances, if their invitation to tender had been limited to that point, the directors would have found
it extremely difficult to decide what would have been in time future a suitable subvention for the present monthly service. On
the other hand, the directors may reasonably hope that, by converting the monthly into a fnitnightly communication, the Company will command increased receipts, and it is under this expectation that the directors have framed the estimates upon which
the tender now before you is based,
In the very low price which the directors ask for the new service, it will at once be soon that in their calculations they
have credited your Government, by anticipation, with a very considerable share of the additional income, which they hope to
realize by doubling the line.
In availing themselves therefore of time permission accorded by the conditions of tender to off or for a fortnightly service,
The directors venture to believe that they are doing their utmost to afford the Colonies the most efficient and economical
service which it is in their power to obtain.
4. In giving the preference to the route from Cohombo instead of Adon, the directors have carefully considered the
question of connecting the mail service directly with the latter port. They admit that geegrmmphically there is a saving of
distance (though not inmpos'tant in proportion to the length of the voyage from Australia to England), but this saving would
practically be only in favour of the run from Australia, while the advantage thos gained would be neutralized by the fact that
time mails would not arrive any sooner at Brindisi than if they were carried vit Ceylon.
As regards the outward service, the steamers leaving Adeu during the south.west monsoon would shapo a course so close
to Ceylon that their calling at Oolembo would then hardly amount to a deviation, while by lying at AdecL some three weeks
the steamers would certainly become covered with grass to such an extent as would considerably affect their rate of speed.
It
Sir,
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It must, be remembered there is no dry dock at Aden in which to clean and repair steamers and though the same may
be said of Colombo, yet from that port the steamers can, if necessary, proceed to Bonibay for the purpose of being docked, as
you art aware they do at present, so that the mails may be delivered in Australia as quickly as possib]e.
The directors have therefore no hesitation insaying that Aden would not be so advantageous a termination as
Colombo for the Australian mail service.
But apart from the reasons for this opinion just expressed, they fear that the additional expense of such an arrangement
would be a fatal disadvantage.
The directors estimate that the additional cost of the Aden as compared with the Colombo line, if carried out once a
fortnight, 'would amount to something like £53,000 per annum, and the subsidy would therefore not only require to be
increased by that amount, but by the suni which would be necessary to compensate for the loss of the present Indian traffic, as
e th Aden route.
that traffic would certainly not be secured by
This would add an additional £25,000 to the cost of the Aden line.
Opinions seem to differ in Australia, as to the advantage of a direct connection between that Country and so important
a part of the Empire as India, but the directors feel confident that the intercourse arising between those Countries by means of
a convenient postal communication must prove of the utmost value to both.
Moreover, should any contingency arise involving the Mother Country in war, the mail line would certainly prove of
the highest political importance to both India and Australia.
In expressing their opinion on this subject, the directors do not imply that a connection with India should be allowed
to overpower the advantage of the speediest communication with Great Britain, but they !nbmit that the Colombo route
possesses both advantages.
Equal celerity, infinitely greater cheapness, and the advantage of close contact with India can, in the opinion of the
directors, be claimed for the Colombo line when compared with a service to Aden, and these advantages are not diminislsed
when the comparison is made with the other route by which your Government less invited tenders.
The question of tendering for a through mail line between Great Britain and Australia is one to which the directors
have dc-voted the greatest consideration for some time past, and it may be expected that they should explain the reasons which
have induced them to prefer the development of their present lines to embarking upon any other scheme.
1. The first consideration weighing with the directors is the fact that your Government evidently desires to establish a
sound fortnightly postal scheme, the demand for which is so constantly reiterated, both in England and the Colonies. They
had therefore to apply themselves to the solution of this problem in the most successful and economical form.
To show how the through monthly service would, in their opinion, have jarred with the scheme of an efficient and
economical fortnightly line, the directors can most easily explain their views by means of an hypothesis.
For this purpose, suppose that your Government., iostead of advancing the somewhat exigent scheme of a through
line for which tenders are now invited, had been content to put forward proposals for a line at the speed of ii knots (which
is the speed under the new contract for the indian Mail Service), and the conditions bad also permitted the steamers to load at
other ports as well as at Melbourne, the question the directors put to themselves is, for what sum they would, with their
experience, have undertaken such a service under all the stringent conditions of a mail contract.
In very general terms, the reply would be not, less, and probably more, than they now ask for a fortnightly service. But
in the event of tendering for such a line the directors would have had to complete the fortnightly service by tendering also a
monthly line from Cojombo.
Looking at the present tender for the fortnightly line from Colombo, it might then be supposed that the cost of half
this 'work would be the half of £85,000, and thus that the through line wouldeost nbout85,000, and the Colombo line £42,000,
making altogether £127,000 for the complete work, or £42,000 more than they now ask for a service which, for postal purposes
the directors contend would be even more efficient.
This assumption would not, however, be correct. The additional cost of the service arranged in t;wo separate
divisions would have to be computed at considerably more tlsssa £42,000 above the present tender. The reason of this is that
these two services, being arranged on different bases, would be certain to clash with each other in their earaing pou'er, and,
that being so, it would be necessary to protect the interest of the Colombo line by a higher rate of subsidy than would be
required if the line were not interfered with, by another mail service, which, even in the Company's hands, would still be a
rival undertakiog.
Such a suin as £42,000 for a monthly line between Colombo and Melbourne would, under these circumstances, be out
of the question, although the directors are willing to give the fortnightly service in that ratio of payment when the 'whole work
is carried out on the same basis. The cost of the alternative services from Southhasnpton and Colombo would therefore be
considerably more than £50,000 in excess of the tender for the fortnightly mail line now submitted,
But another important point to notice in connection with the plan of two services differently arranged is, that they
would lack that exact comparative regularity which is the very essence of a satisfactory mail service, The directors need
hardly lay stress on this point, because it is one to which your Government must feel keenly alive, vu., that if two mail services are laid along the same route and for the same object, there should not be a hair's-breadth of difference between then, in
their arrivals and departures.
But., if one-half of a fortnightly communication is carried out on one plan and the other half upon a different plan, the
same absolutely successful working cannot be attained as when the two divisions are exact counterparts of each other, which
which will be the case in a fortnightly line between Colombo and Melbourne.
These observations will serve to explain why the directors have not thought it wise to complicate the simple and
direct offer which they are now lmmnhnissg, by any proposals of a more expensive, and, as they believe, less effectual kind. It
must be admitted that it would be impossible to formulate any eoumbiimation between two different services, which would compare in cheapness and regularity with the work which the directors olThr to undertake.
This being explaiimed on the theory of a through line, similar in speed to that which the Company have recently
contracted to perform in their Indiaim Service, and with liberty to earn freight and passage money by loading at aDore than one
Australian port, it will not be difficult for you to understand that the directors, as prudent men of business, and having a long
experience of such matters, could not see their way to snake a tender on the basis of an eight years contract, for a
service of so exeeptioimnl a character as that proposed by the Victorian Government at the present moment, the speed of whielm
is nearly 11 knots, the sole loading port in Australia being that of Melbourne.
The directors cannot see that the large outlay which would be required to provide the vessels necessary for this service
(which would be vessels of nearly 5,000 tons and enormous power), and the expense of wos'king these vessels at a very high
rate of speed, could be recouped by anything less than an extravagant subsidy and a long period of contract. If it be sopposed
that such a line would carry evervihiug before it in the Australian trade (especially with only asic port to load is,), and would thus
overwhelm competition so as to be able to work successfully and permanently under the stringent conditions of a mail contract,
for a moderate rate of subsidy,—the directors venture entirely to dissent from such an opinion. There is certain to be ptenty
of eonmpetitioo in the Australian carrying snide, and such a mail line as this, limited to one Australian port for its commereiat
sustenance, would be opposed very successf oily.
Such a line would esseatially be an extravagant one, and the directors regret to say that among the travelling public
cheapness seems to sank almost before quality. hence there would be plenty of steamers running at a modest speed, and will,
two or three ports to engage freight and passenger's in they could more easily make a profit without a subsidy.
Beyond all this, there would arise the necessity of providing the fortnightly mail communication, and the difficulty
already stated of accurately dove-tailing two different systems of postal conveyance.
The directors have seen in the Australian newspapers that great stress is sometimes laid upon the advantage of what
is called a through mail service, but they venture to assert that the service which they are now offering to perform is superior
for that particular purpose to a through line.
What is required in carrying mails, is to approaels as smearhy as possible to absolute certainty and regularity, and this
result is more Iskely to be secured, throughout a eoat-inuous period, when a voyage of 12,000 miles is divided in two or more
sections, than when performed by oae vessel.
The
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The break in the Company's mail service at Ceylon places a fresh steamer on the line, and renders the work more efficient
than if the Southampton steamer proceeded, to Australia; while, as far as passengers are concerned, the directors believe that
the transhipment at the new port, which is being made at Colombo, will not be an unpleasant change.
But the directors submit with confidence that their experience of the work which can be prudently obtained from mail
steamers can hardly be questioned. It is in no spirit of boastfulness that they point to the fact that their steamers have run,
during the last few years about 13,000,000 of miles, not only without serious accideat, but scarcely delivering a mail late, so
that the India, China, Japan, and Australian mails have been delivered at their respective destinations with almost the sasne
regularity as the Dublin or Paris mails are delivered in London. This result is achieved not by chance, but by the most careful
supervision, and particularly by dividing the work which each steamer has to perform. Less public attention than it deserves
may have been bestowed on the Company's work, from the very certainty with which it has been performed, while the admirable passages and occasional mishaps of other steamers have probably given rise to more curiosity and higher expectations.
But, in looking at the working of any steam line, it will be well to have regard to the stow as well as the exceptional
voyages, and to remember that casualties and irregularities are fatal to the commercial interests which a mail service is chiefly
instituted to promote.
12. These observations will serve to explain the views of the directors of this Company on a question to which they have
given much attention, and which your Government is now called on to decide.
That question really is the principal future mail route between Australia and Great Britain.
When the directors look back at the history of mail communication with Australia, and the money waited in promoting
postal services, comparatively valueless, vid the Cape of Good Hope, by Panama, San Fflncisco, and even on the route now
occupied by the Company, when the service was placed in the hands of the European and Australian Steam Company, they
feel some satisfaction in believing that the Company's performances compare most favourably with these experiments.
They are, therefore, the more confident that the offer now submitted for the continuance and expansion of their work
will be viewed as a liberal and enterprising effort on the part of the Company to meet the future postal requirements of the
Colonies in the most reliable and satisfactory manner, more particularly as the amount of the tender seems to assure to the
Government of Victoria an absolute profit on the postage which such a line must secure.
I have, &c.,
A. M. BETHUNE,
Secretary.

Col. Sea—AL., 27/10/79.
The Postmaster General—H.P., 31/10/70.
Post Office, B.C., 31 October, 1879.—C.W.
Seen—S,S,, 6/11/79.

The Secretary to the

No. 11.
The Secretary of State for the Colonies to The Governor of New South Wales.
My Lord,
Downing-street, 8 September, 1879.
With reference to my despatch of the 4th June, respecting the decision of the Lords
Commissioners of the Treasury in regard to the division of the postal receipts between this Country and
the Australian Colonies, I have the honor to transmit to you the enclosed copies of a correspondence
between this Department and the Agent General representing your Government upon this subject.
It will be perceived that the fullest attention has been paid to the representations made in the
interests of the Colony under your government, although the decision of Her Majesty's Government, to
grant much more favourable terms than those originally proposed, rendered unnecessary that conference
with the Colonial representatives which I suggested in the first instance.
I have, &c.,
M. B. HICKS-BELCH.

[Enclosure No. 1.]
The Agent General for New South Wales to The Colonial Office.
Sir,

8, Westminster Chambers, Victoria-street, SW., 25 July, 1879.
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of Mr. Bramston's letter of the 4th ultimo, and its enclosures, which
communicates to me what practically amounts to a decision on the part of Her Majesty's Government to retain twopsneo (Sd.)
upon every half.ouncc letter out of the postal rates upon correspondence by the Ocean Steam Postal Services between Great
Britain and the respective Colonies concerned. As this decision is pronounced by the Lords Commissioners of the Treasury,
and appears to be considered by Her Majesty's Government liberal to the Colonies, it may be as well to remark at the outset
that questions of liberahty are matters of opinion, and that the Colonies would naturally prefer in this, as in other matters,
that the mutual interests and relations between themselves and the Mother Country should be dealt with upon genorally
recognized and easily intelligible principles of right and justice, than by referencn to what may happen to be regarded as
liberality by Her Majesty's advisers for the time heing.
The circumstances under which the negotiations in this matter appear to have been conducted and the decision arrived
at are somewhat peculiar, while the decision itself involves grave considerations in connection with the Ocean Steam Postal
Services generally, and the system of subsidies by which they have been hitherto supported.
By the circular despatch from the Secretary of State to the Governor, of Australian Colonies, dated January 17th, a
desire was expressed on behalf of Her Majesty's Government that "the Agent General" for each Colony concerned, or "some
other person," should "be instructed and fully empowered to conduct the subsequent negotiations upon the subject" of ocean
steam postal arrangements "with Her Majesty's Government, and to conclude whatever agreement may be arrived at."
Pursuant to the desire so expressed, Sir Julius Vogel and myself, Agents General for New Zealaad and New South
Wales, were appointed to represent these Colonies respectively ; and of these appointments Her Majesty's Government were
duly advised ; but in letters from the Colonial Office, dated 29th April last, Sir Julius Vogel and I were surprised by the
information that after consultation with Mr. Graham Berry, upon his assurance of having reason to believe that the Governments of the neighbouring Colonies would co-operate in a now arrangement with the P. and 0. Company, which Mr. Berry
thought might be made on advantageous terms, the decision of Her Majesty's Government now communicated to nie was in
contemplatioe.
In reply to the letter containing this information, Sir Julius Vogel and myself, acting separately, but otherwise in
complete concert and understanding, addressed our respective protests, mine hearing date 5th May.
And now, 'without further intimation or any other notice to or consultation with either Sir Julius Vogel or
myself, we are informed that the decision in the matter of Her Majesty's Government above adverted to has been consummated, apparently upon the advice of and in consultation with Mr. Graham Berry, who certainly had no manner of authority
or right to not or speak in the matter on behalf of either the Governments of New Zealand or New South Wales.
The
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The course taken appears the more extraordinary when considered in connection with the statement made by a Minister
of the Crown (Lord John Manners), on Time 12th, 1870, in the House of Commons, as reported in the " Times" of June 13th,
1879, to the effect that "the charge of the carriage of the Australian mails would be borne by the Mother Country under the postal
arrangements, assisted by the Government of Australia" (sic.), which seems to imply an expectation or intention on the part of
Her Majesty's Government of obtaining from the other Colonies some assurance of co-operation in the new arrangement.
lVith regard to the qncstions of subsidies and other arraneements for steam postal services, the apparent disposition of
Her Majesty's Government to deal only with one Company, and to confine the assistance and co-operation of Great Britain to
the eastern route to India and China, is scarcely- reconcilable with justice to other Companies and Colonies, and seems as if it
must inevitably lead to the secession of most of the Australian and other Southern Colonies from such arrangements, and to
their establishing separate routes for themselves independent of the Mother Country, possibly with more or less of irritation
and disappointment on both sides. The success and growing predominance of other Companies, and the increased relatave
importance of Colonies interested in other routes, make it now difficult to justify theic exclusive preferences. Supposing the
system of subsidies to Companies necessary or desirable for the purpose in question, it is not by any means obvious why Her
Majesty's Government should select either one Company or one route in order to keep up it postal or commercial connection
with the rest of the Empire. And eve,) admitting, for the sake of argument, that for financial reasons—which are the only
probable ones—Great Britain cannot eltord it wider or more liberal assistance or co-operation for the purpose, it still rcmans
to be shown -why the Peninsular and Oriental Company is entitled to the preference, or why the interests of India and China
should prevail, to the neglect of those of the Australian and neighbouring Colonies. If, in the interests of the Empire
generally, it be considered expedient that Great Britain and the Southern Colonies should eooperate in this matter, it would
seem to follow that the said Colonies ought to be allowed ii voice in the settlement of important details.
I have, &o-,
WILLIAM FOESTER.

[Enclosure Re. 2.]
The Colonial Office to The Agent General for New

South Wales,

Sir,

Treasury
Treasury,
17'7'79.

C. 0., 13-849.

Downing-street5 8 September, 1879.
The Secretary of State for the Colonies caused to be communicated to the Lords Commissioners of the Treasury,
a copy of your letter of 25th July, respecting their Lordships' decision in regard to the division of the postal receipts between
this Country and the Australasian Colonies.
I now enclose a copy of the reply received from the Treasury, together with the copy of a previous letter referred to
therein, which was received in reply to a representation made by the Agent General for New Zealand upon the same subject.
I am also to enclose a copy of a letter addressed to Sir Julius Vo"el,
in which the last-mentioned Treasury letter was
a
sent to him,
Sir Michael Hicks-Beach hiss communicated this correspondence to the Governor of New South Wales, and has tailed
his attention to the fact that the fullest attention has been paid to the representations made in the interest of the Colony,
although the decision of Her Majesty's Government to grant much more favourable terms than those originally proposed had
rendered unnecessary that conference 'with the colonial representatives which had been suggested- in the first instanee.
Jam, &c-,
B. H. MEADE.

[Enclosure lYe 3.]
'The Treasury to The Colonial Office
Sir,

Treasury Chambers, 17 July, 1879.
In acknowledging the receipt of Mr. Bramstosi's letter of the 11th instant, enclosing copy of a letter from the
Agent General of New Zealand relative to the decision arrived at by this Board as to the futssre division of postal receipts
from correspondence passinsg between the Australian Colonies and this Country —I am commanded by the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury to request that you will state to Secretary Sir Michael Hicks-Beach that my Lords regret
that the arrangement in question does not appear to meet with Sir Julius Vogel's approval.
My Lords feel it incumbent on them to repeat that, on the termination of the present British Post Office contract with
the Peninsular and Oriental Steam Navigation Company, the postal arrangements lsitl,erto existing with the Australian
Colonies and New Zealand would as a matter of course come to an end, and that they have at no time in any way implied
that the arrangements at present in existence would be constinned beyond that date. Such hning the case, it was no doubt in
contemplation that there should be discussion with representatives from the Colonies as referred to by Sir Julius Vogel, but
the presence in this Country of the Premier of Victoria afforded an opportunity of lmrning at any rate the views of that
important Colony. My Lords must hero remark that the question of doubling the packet service between this Country and
the Australian Colomes rid ICing George's Sound lsas been one which the Board of Treasury have on different occasions
expressed themselves desirous of seeiog carried out; ivhen, therefore, Mr. Berry, in discussing the matter with me, informed
we that he had reason to believe that a fresh contract mir'ht be made by his Government with the Peninsular and Oriental
Company for a fort-nightly service, both to Melbourne am Sydney, touching at King George's Sound and South Austrulia, I
consented, in that event, on the part of their Lord ships, so far to modify their previous decision in regard to the division of
postage, &e., as to agree to coavey the mails as at present free of charge to the Colony, as far as Ceylon, and vice versa, on the
condition that in lieu of the inland rate of ld. on the outward correspondence the British Post Office should receive 2d, on
such outward correspondence as an equivalent to the inland rate on the outward and homeward correspondence.
I am further to state that my Lord,, on agreeing to this arrangement with Mr. Berry, thought it but fair to the other
Australian Colonies and New Zealand that it should be made equally applicable to them, and they therefore requested the
Secretary of State to inform the respective Government.s and I am to add, with reference to the concluding paragraph of Sir
Julius Vogel's letter, that my Lords cannot but regret that lie should think there was any intention on their part of not
recoguizing his position as the representative of his Government as respects the postal question.
I am, &e,
H. SELWIN IBBETSON.

[Enclosure ITo. 4.]
Treasury to

Colonial

Office.

Sir,

Treasury Chambers, 26 August, 1879.
I am commanded by the Lords Commissienera of Her Majesty's Treasury to acknowledge the receipt of Mr.
Meade's letter of the lath insta,st-, transmitting, with reference to previous correspondence respecting the postal arrangements
agreed on by Her Majesty's Government in respect to the Australian Colonies, copy of a letter on the subject from the Agent
General of New South Wales; and I am to request that you will call the attention of Secretary Sir Michael Hiuks.Beach to
the observations contained in their letter of the 17th ultimo on a somewhat similar representation from the Agent General of
New Zealand, to which it appears to them unnecessary to make any addition.
I am, &c.,
WILLIAM LAW.

[Enclosure
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[Enclosure No. 5.]
Colonial Office to The Agent General for New Zealand.
Si;
Downing.street, 13 August, 1879.
The Secretary of State for the Colonies caused to be forwarded for tdse consideration of the Lords Commissioners 17th July.
of the Treasury a copy of your further letter of the 25th of •Tune, in reference to the decision arrived at by their Lordships
respecting the proposal that no chango should be ,,iade as regards the division of postal receipts till the expiration of the mail
contract for the conveyance of the mails to and from New Zealand and New South Wales and this country, which expires in
iSSS; and I am now directed to transmit to you for your information a copy of a letter which has been received at this
department in reply.
Sir Michael Hicks.Beach desires me to observe, in connection with this correspondence, that as the decision of their
Lordships as to the amount of the postal receipts to be retained by the Insperinl Government is a very considerable modiflea.
tion of their original proposal, and was arrived at after full consideration of your letter of the 31st Znly, 1878, among other
communication,, he doubts whether any prolonged consideration of the question or further advocacy of the views
of the Colonies concerned would have been of advantage. After Her Majesty's Government had consented to reduce by
so large a proportion as one-hall the amount of postage which it had proposed to retain, the general proposal for negotiations
on this point with the Colonial Governments was, in Sir M. Hicks.Beach's opinion, no longer applicable to the circumstances but the Lords Commissioners of the Treasury have not failed to consider the representations conveyed in the letters
which you have from time to time addressed to this depart assent.
I am, &c.,
E. G. W. IIEEBERP.

Col. 8cc—AL., 27/10/79.
The Postmaster General.—H.P., 3/11/79.
The Secretary to the
Post Office.—B.C. 4 Nov., ,79., C.W.
These papers to be prepared and laid before Parliament.—S.S.,
11/11/79.

No. 12.
The Agent General, New South Wales to The Colonial Secretary.
Sir,

3 Westminster Chambers, Victoria-street, SW., 26 September, 1879.
With reference to the correspondence which has taken place relating to the postal question,
I have the honor to transmit for your information copies of two letters received by inc from the Colonial
Office, dated as in the margin, which I have simply acknowledged without comment.
I have, &c.,
WILLIAM FORSTE1t.

[Enclosure 1.]
Mr. Meade to Mr. Forster
Colonial Office, Downingstrcct, 29 August, 1879.
ram directed by the Secretary of Slate for the Colonies to transmit to you, for your information, a copy of a letter
from the Treasury with its enclosures, respecting the contract which has been entered into for a period of eight yeen between
the Pcthnsnlnr and Oriental Company and the Government of 'Victoria, for a fortnightly mail service between Ceylon and
Melbourne, calling at King George's Sound and Adelaide, to co,nmence on the 1st February, 1880.
Copies of these papers will be forwarded to the Governors of the Australinn Colonies.
I am.
K. H. MEADE.
Sir,

[Enclosure 2.]
For this Enclosure see Enclosure No. 1 with Secretary of State's despatch, No. 10.

[Enclosure 3.]
For this Enclosure see Enclosure No, 2 with Secretary of State's despatch, No. 10.

[Enclosure 4.]
For this Enclosure see Enclosure No. 3 with Secretary of State's despatch, No. 10.

[Enclosure 5.]
For this Enclosure see Enclosure No. 4 with Secretary of State's despatch, No. 10,
[Enclosure 6.1
For this Enclosure see Enclosure No. 2 to Secretary of State's despatch, No. 11,

[Enclosure 7.]
For this Enclosure see Enclosure No. 3 to Secretary of State's despatch, No. 11.

[Enclosure 8.]
For this Enclosure see Enclosure No. 5 to Secretary of State's despatch, No. ii.

[Enclosure 9.]
For this Enclosure see Enclosure No. 4 to Secretary of State's despatch, No. fl.
The Postmaster

General.—H.P., 7/11/i9.

The Secretary to the Post Office, B.C., 7/11/79.— C.W.

Sydney: Thomas Richards, Government Printcr.-1879.

29 Aug., 1879.
S Sept 1579.
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LEGISLATiVE AssEnty.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

POST AND TELEGRAPH OFFICES, BATIIURST.
(LETTER FROM COLONIAL ARCHITECT, RE DRAINAGE, &c.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assenthly to be printed, 24 Pebruaq, 1880.

The Colonial Architect to The Under Secretary for Public Works.
Department of Public Works, Colonial Architect's Office,
Sydney, 23rd February, 1880.
In attention to the request contained, in your letter of 21st instant, asking for information on
the state of the drainage of the Post and Telegraph Offices at Bathurst,—
I do myself the honor to report that the drainage of these buildings is taken into Jordan
Crock; the drains are trdpped, but they are useless unless flushed by fresh water, which should be
attended to by the occupants of the buildings.
There is no public system of sewerage at Bathurst, neither is there any water supply;
consequently it is not possible to provide water-closets, and as it has been found by experience that officers
occupying public buildings as q uarterswill not properly attend to earth-closets; it has been found necessary
to use, as in this case, watertight cesspits, such as provided for by the Sydney Sewerage and Water
Pollution Prevention Acts by which the night-soil has necessarily to remain on the premises sometime.
'
The position also of these offices
necessitated enclosing the small yard space with walls, consequently any
bad smells there may be do not escape as freely as they otherwise would.
The stable being in the same yard adds no doubt to the uupleasanthess, although stable smells
are not, I believe, considered unwholesome. Plans are however being prepared for erection of a new
stable on the vacant ground at the rear of the Court-house, and when the work is carried out any nuisance
in connection with the stable will be removed.
With the view of remedying the evil complained of, in regard to the smell from the cesspits a
contract has been taken for filling them up, and converting the privies into earth-closets, and also for
emptying the pans and keeping the closets in order.
With regard to the statement that the water had become contaminated by the cesspits, I would
remark that as the water is in an impervious tank and the cesspits are also impervious, and being 10 feet
apart, I cannot see how it is possible this can be the case. I may also add that my officer having visited
the premises the week before last, no complaint of the kind was made.
Although the closets and stables are spoken of as being close to the house, I would state that
for town buildings they are not at all unusually so, the direct distance between the back door of the house
and the nearer of the two closet-doors being 30 feet, and I think it will be found that there are few
houses in Sydney, say in Macquarie-street between the new Public Offices and the Free Library, that
have the same amount of yard space or as great disance between the stables and the house.
The room occupied by the night clerk, in which the case of typhoid fever is said to have originated
is 60 feet from the closets, and the only way by which foul air from the back yard could reach it would be by a
tortuous passage of over 70 feet, passing through five doors and crossing two lobbies, which are generally open
to the external air; the room is 14 feet by 12 feet and 12 feet high, lighted by two windows, opening on to
the lane at the rear of the Town hall, and having it large open space in front of them.
In conclusion I would mention the prevalent opinion that typhoid fever is capable of being conveyed
from place to place, and that it by no means necessarily origivatcs where it appears; it is quite possible
also in a post office to receive contagion by means of a letter or packet, as it is impossible to take the
precautions adopted when vessels are quarantined.
I have, Sic.,
JAMES BA11NET,
Colonial Architect.
Sir,
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

DUPLICATION OF TELEGRAPHIC COMMUNICATION
BETWEEN AUSTRALIA AND EUROPE
(PROPOSAL MADE BY COLONEL FIELDING AND JACOB L. MONTEFIORE, ESQ.)

Ordered by the Legislative Asgembly to be printed, 4 .Nbvember, 1879.

RETURN (in part) to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly
of New South Wales, dated 17 July, 1879, That there be laid upon the Table
of this House,—
Copies of all Correspondence, papers, or documents having reference
"to anyproposal by or from Colonel Fielding or Mr. J. L. Montefiore or
others, conveying or containing a proposal for the establishment of a
new and separate Telegraph Line from England to Australia.
Copies of any recommendation, proposal, or request for the increase
of any salary of any Officer or Clerk in the Department of the AgentGeneral.
Copies of any request or recommendation for increase of or
additional grant for the expenses of the office of Agent-General.
Copies of any letter, minute, or other document having reference
to the question of application made by captains of emigrant slnps to
be allowed to carry their wives with them."

(Captain Onstow.)

SCHEDULE.
I. Agent-General to Colonial Secretary. 21 December, 1877 .................................. . ................................ .....
Secretary of 5tate for the Colonies to the Governor of Now South Wales. 3 January, 1873 ..............................
Jacob l4ontef,ore, Esq, to the Colonial Soerotavv. 3 January, 1878 ............................................................
4.. Agent-General to Colonial Secretary. 16 .Tanuary, 1878 ...........................................................................
Do.
do.
23 January, 1878 ...........................................................................
Report of Superintendent of Telegraphs. 18 March, 1878 ........................................................................
Colonial Secretary, Briebaae, to Colonial Secretary, Sydney. 16 March, 1878 ................................................
Telegram, Colonial Secretary, Brisbane, to Colonial Secretary, Sydney, 8 April, 1578............. . .........................
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DUPLICATION OF TELEGRAPHIC COMMUNICATION BETWEEN AUSTRALIA
AND EUROPE.
No.L
The Agent-General to The Colonial Secretary
London, 21 December, 1877.
I have the honor to forward and submit for special notice the enclosed memorandum, dated
December the 14db, embodying a new project for telegraphic communication between England and the
Australian Colonies, which was placed in my hands on the 18th instant by the subscribers, the ion. 3. Ti.
Montefiore and Colonel W. Fielding, for early transmission to the Government, and to be accompanied by
whatever comments or suggestions I might consider it advisable to append; and., as 1. am given to understand that immediate steps will be taken to endeavour to obtain for the project the sanction of the Indian
Government, or of the Imperial Government onbehalf of that of India, 1 think it best, notwithstanding the
short time at my disposal, to forward the memorandum by the outgoing mail, together with an expression
of such opinions as occur to me after a necessarily brief and cursory consideration, reserving to myself
the right or thity, as the case may be, of supplementing on some future occasion the contents of this
letter.
The great public benefit which would arise from additional telegraphic communication between
England and Australia, whether in the shape of duplication of existing lines or from entirely new lines,
is too obvious to require to be insisted on ; nor can it be denied that the existing line has failed to
satisfy either public expectation or the public demand for telegraphic communication. I take it for
granted that the Government, neither of New South Wales nor of any Australian Colony, would refuse
to consider any reasonable proposition for supplying the necessity that accordingly exists; and whether
the project now submitted is entitled to favourable consideration must of course depend upon its merils.
The public interest and importance of the question are shown by what is generally known of the proceedings and results of the Conference recently held in Sydney, and by a joint memorandum addressed to the
Governments of Victoria and New Zealand by their respective Agents-General in England, dated
August 1, 1877, lately published in the Victorian and New Zealand newspapers. I have no oflicial
knowledge of either proceeding, and have only within the week become ncquainted with the substan of
the memorandum referred to from the New Zealand Mail of October 6th, 1877. This latter docnment,
however, furnishes me—were it necessary—with a precedent for submitting the memorandum enclosed,
and an opportunity for making comparison of the two projects.
It may appear extraordinary that, with reference to a project so deeply affecting the interests of
the Colony of New South Wales, in which not only was her co-operation so obviously desirable, if not
essential, but towards which she was expected, and doubtless would be invited, to contribute a considerable
nm of money, the two Agents-General above alluded to should have deliberately avoided consulting me
or in any way seeking to obtain my concurrence ; and moreover, that in their preliminary memorandum
the very name of the Colony of New South Wales should have been only once incidentally mentioned.
I make no complaint, however, of these peculiarities, since I have no reason to believe that any
discourtesy either to the Colony or to myself was intended ; but I think I am entitled to infer
from the course taken, that the co-operation of the Government of New South Wales was
assumed as a matter of course, and in short inevitable, either upon the merits of the project or in
view of the arguments by which it can be supported. I am accordingly the more surprised to find
in the project of the two Agents-General certain questionable features, which incline me to the
opinion that a general comparison of the two projects must be greatly to the advantage of the one
herewith submitted.
The earlier project appears to have been conceived and is now recommended with an avowed and
perhaps not quite unjustifiable bias in favour of the interests of the Eastern Extension Company, on
*
behalt of which the two Agents-General claim that "the same consideration should be given * *
as that which the government of a city would give to existing water and gas works after it had determined that the city should in future take the charge of supplying the inhabitants with gas and water."
The parallel is not very exact, for two (among other) reasons First—the government of a city has it in
its power to prevent competition, and to secure to itself whatever profits or advantages the previously
established works had already conferred or were calculated to confer upon the city; and, secondly—the
means of estimating such profits or advantages with absolute certainty are within reach of the government
of a city in such a case; whereas it is obvious that the Australian Governments would have neither the
security nor the means of estimating profits or advantages in dealing with the Eastern Extension Company.
But admitting that the Company deserve consideration and even libetal treatment, the preliminary question
of course arises, in any such transfer of works or recognition of services as is contemplated in the case of
either gas or water works or telegraphic lines, whether the general public interests or the special public
interests involved in the transacti on may or may not be irreconcilable with such transfer or recognition, as,
for instance, might be the case if an attempt were made to enlist the co-operation of a G-overnment, and
consequently involve the expenditure of public hinds upon works open to objection for defective construction
or injudicious choice of locality, or liable to become obsolete or comparatively unavailable by the progress
of invention or variations of traffic and communication. This question applies with greater force to telegraphic lines, which, if open to any of these objections might prove to be an actual public injury, or at any
rate rather injurious than benefieial not onlyson
by of
reathe waste of money and trouble involved, but
because they might stand in the way of the establishment of better lines. 2 on the jiumerous disasters
which have befallen the existing line between England and the Australian Colonies leave it at least very
questionable whether upon the whole the public have reaped from its establishuient benefits commensurate
with its expenditure, while at any rate it is perfectly clear that these benefits have not been such or so
ample as might have been reasonably expected; and I am not surprised to learn that in well-informed
quarters
Sir,
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quarters a grave suspkion is entertainc'd that the cable employed is not of such it character as can be
safely relied upon for future and permanent use. The very appeal made by, the two Agents-General on
behalf of the Company shows how powerful may be the antagonism of vested interests to new projects.
Now, as the earlier project proposes and involves constant connection with and dependence upon the
existing line, it appears to me that in this very respect it compares ilufavonrably with theproject herewith
submitted. It is clear that in the matter of telegraphic communication the paramount question in the
long run will be that of the route selected, including of course its practicability for securing the safety
and permanence of the cable. Of the five routes foreshadowed in the earlier project, No, 1 does not
require to be discussed, as the projectors themselves pronounce it impracticable, for the present at least.
No. 2 may be passed over on similar grounds, although from what has been said above, the special reason
given by the projectors for its abandonment will be perceived to tend, in my opinion, to it contrary coiielusion. Routes 3, 4 and 5, of which the last is regarded with most favour by the projectors, stand much
upon the same footing for purposes of comparison with the project herewith submitted. The comparison
becomes still more favourable for the latter when Nye glance at possible causes of the comparative failure
of the existing line, irrespective of any supposed organic defects of construction. The marine portions of
this line are laid for the most pai't in shallow seas. Experience of ocean cables has established the conclusion that the injuries they receive from the attacks of man no animals and attrition of rocks and storms
are chiefly confined to shallow waters. It will be seen that along any of the three routes selected by the
earlier project the cables will be similarly laid. The new project tends to escape this danger, and oilers it
corresponding safely from interruption, and greater economy in expenditure, by the superior depth of
water through which it is proposed that the line shall pass.
The two Agents-General remark that "it would be superfluous to dilate on the advantages of
having the telera1,h in Government hands,' and I can myself testify from my own expericnee to the
inconveniences constantly arising from delays and repetitions of messages and misconception of the meaning
of words whieh appear unavoidable under the mauipnlation of foreign officials and foreign Governments.
I may, therefore amend tire above observation by making it apply to British Governments and in this
respect again the new project compares favourably with that of the, two Agents-General, inasmuch as
while Lite, former proposes to merely touch foreign territory at two points where the manipulation will be
simple the latter adopts the passage through Java, with all the diculties of which we have already had
experience. The obvious superiority of the new project in point of economy, so far at least as tivo such
projects are capable of fair comparison in this respect in their initiatory stages, needs scarcely to be
poiittcd out. But I am quite a\vam-e that details of outlay and annual expenditure, as well as of reduction
of rates, must be always more or iess matters of future arrangement-, and are snsceptible of large modifications. Again, the satisfactory character of any such arrangement must mainly depend upon the efficient
working and judicious selection of the line, Both projects will of course require to be merefully explained
before their merits and demerits can be properly undem'stood or cempam'ed. it appears, however, another
point in favour of the new project that the Government will have it so much in their power to control the
management and regulate the rates and considering the evident popular tendency to the acquisition or
retention in the hands of Governments of railways and telegraphs, and other machinery for internal communication, some importance will probably be attached to the provision for the ultimate acquisition of the
line by tire Government at their own option. Some points in the memorandum herewith are perhaps a
little ambiguous for instance, it is not clear whether the reserve fund, of which the asnountis not specified,
is intended to be included in the annual working expenses, after due provision for which the receipts of
I lie Government are to aeci'ue.
I have been requested by the subscribers of the memnorataduen to treat the two concluding paragraphs as confidential, so far as may be practicable consistently with ocial and parliamentary relations.
To the rest of the document they desire every possible publicity to be given.
I have, Sic.,
WIIJLIAM FORSTER.

[lfszciosu;-cj
Memorandum for Mr. W. Forster
IT is now p't-ent that the existing cable cannot be relied on for permanent telegraphic correspondence with the Austrnlian
Colonies, and that, whet 'icr from inherent, defects, Irons being laid in shallow waters, or from both causes combined, it will
always be lisbie to interruption.
lire imeccssitv of a duplicate cable has long been recognized, and the rapidly increasing importance of Australasia and
its growing interests would sppemr to render such nnperirtivc.
The undersigned believe that a cheap and at the snnre I hoc a good cable is not likely to be obtained from manufacsiring eont mctnrs, v-ho net, their own profit in the undertaking; but believe that by, the competition which they can ensure,
they would be able to secure a permanent telegraphic line of the very best quality, and a new course would be selected which,
by having the cable in deeper waters, would render it safe from the liability of interruption.
lucia would use in the line they propose be the great; advantage that, by eamnmnnicating direot with the Indian
Government; li,ics, the Colonies would be independent at the o,mem'uus charges mvhielr must over be attendant upon forwarding
umessags's along the wires or cables of privist c Conrpanies, and that thus the existing tariff might be very considerably
reduced.
The undersigned propose to lay down a line, to leave Ceylon at iCirindi, near the light-house of the Great Brassa,
oil' thin suntlr-east coast of Ceylon, and after landing at the island l'ulo lirasse off the northern point of Snnmatra,
uvl,ere t bore is alight-house and it detachment of Dsttel, soldiers, maclies Java, at the western light-lionse in the Stm'aits of
Sunda. Leaving lava sit its south-east corner, the cable would pass south of Sandalwood and the other islands to land on the
somrlhre,'n shore of Timor not far from Koepang, and nseke its enstsrnnmost terminus in the Cape York Peninsula near the
mouth of the Jardine liver.
To carry out this scheme the undersigned desire to treat with the Government of New South Willes only. Not alone as
the oldest and we,dthiest of the Australian Colomnes, but also because to bring the affair to a speedy conclusion, it appears to
them more advisable to treat with a single Government, leaving it to the contracting Colony to make such sub-armugements as
it may deem advis,mb!e.
Ex1,erienco having shown that the public will more readily become sharelroldem's in telegraphic Companies upon being
gnam'anteed a nrodrrrrte minisnusn i,sterest on their outlay, instead of receiving is bonus in the way of subsidy,, although the latter
may really prove lucre advantageous--tire undersigned propose, in lien of asking for a subsidy, that the Government of New
Snutli Wale, shall guarantee to tlremn or to their assigns the sum of £48,000 per annuni, payable as follows —e24,000 on the
day when the fnm'st nmessegc of not Ic,, thmn,m tlnrty words is telegraphed from London to Sydney along the cable now proposed
to be laid, and a further nun of £24,000 on each and em'el'y succeeding six months, t:he entire net revenue earned from the cable
to
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to be paid over to I-lie Government of New South Wales (or to any parson duly authorized to receive it on their behalf) up to
and in extinction of tim said guaranteed mast of £43,000, and all amounts earned by the cables over and above the said gunmanteed aiIm shall at the end of each financial year be divi,led equally between the Government of New South Wales and the
undersigned, their administrators or assigns.
The undersigned tusdertake that the Government of New South Wales shall have the option of becoming the absolute
proprietors of the proposed cables lit the end of fifty years from the date of the first payment, upon payment by them of a
further slim of £10000 annually during a period of ton consecutive years ; or upon payment of an immediate simm of £90,000
at their option, such stints and the interest arising therefront being invested from I line to lime in the names of trustees to be
'a
it with the Government of New South Wales. The right shall be seenred to the undersigned or their assigns of sending
telegraphic messages by the telegraph lines throughout the Colony of New South Wales at the saute rate as that charged to the
public generally in that Colony.
The right shall be secured equally of transmitting at half of the above tariff all messages in transit between places outside of the Australian Colonies and places in the Colonies of Western Australia, South Australia, Victoria, Tasmania, and New
Zealand.
The Government of New South Wales shall undertake to construct, if necessary, and to keep in good working order up
to its own boundaries, telegraphic communication with the several other Australian Colonies, and to make all the necessary
arrangements with the Government of the Colony of Queensland to keep the tariff rates as low as possible for through cable
measages in transit, and for the construction of land line if necessary to meet the cable.
In assenting to the above proposals, the following advantages would be seenred to the Government of New South
'Wales :1st. The right of claiming one-half of the net earnings of the cables beyond the atnouamt guaranteed, which guarantee
it is anticipated with tnnehm confidence will be merck noniinal, as it should be far exceeded by the net receipts.
2nd. A tariff considerably lower than the existing rate.
3rd. The power of regulating such rate as the Government may deem advisable.
4th. The right of transmitting Government messages along the cables free of charge.
5th. The right of heeoming oIl imnatehy the absolute proprietors of the cables on easy ter,ns of payment
it will have however to be borne in mind that if I lie Government of New South Wales should eject smot to pay the
£10,000 annually for ten consecutive years towards a fund for the purchase of the line. the undersigned or their assigns shall
be at liberty to ;at aside a n amount equal to £3,000 per annsnn to" aids a sinking fund in addition to any sum which nifty be
considered necessary usa reserve fsntd for repairs, renewals, etc., and that these sums shall be deducted from time gross earnings
before declaration of the amount of net earnings which may be available for dividend.
In conclusion the undersigned would point out.,—
Firstly. --That the proposal now laid before the Government of New South \Vnlcs necessitates an early reply, as I lie
changing position of European polities renders possible now that which many be quite inipossible at adisiant time;
and secondly, that it is not advisable in the interests of the undersigned that this proposal should be made a
subject of public discussion at all, should it be declined by the Government, not- until after the assent of the
Government to the scheme, should it meet with their approval.
JACOB L. MONTEFIORh',
December 14-, 1377.
W. FIELDING, Colonel.
Postmaster General, B.C., 5f2/78.—M.F.
The Secretary to the Pest Office, B.C., 6/2/78.—M.lt.A.Snbmnitted-SilL., 6/2/78.
Refer to Mr. Craeknelh for his ]'eporh—J.FB.f 7/2/73.

No. 2.
The Secretary of State for the Colonies to The Governor of New South Wales
Downing-street, 3 .Tant'ary, 18781 have the honor to transmit to you, for the consideration of your Government, in connection
ts'itli other schemes for the improvement of telegraphic eunimunication between A ustralasia and the rest
of the world, a copy of a letter which his been addressed to me by Mm'. Jacob IWontefioro and Colonel W.
Fielding, submitting proposals for it line of cable between Ceylon and Australia, by wnv of Java.. Tianor,
Sir,

and Torrcs Straits, and having its terminus in Cape York Peninsula.

3. have. &e.,
CA IINARYO N.
[Enc/oseo'e.]
Mr. Montefiore and Colonel Fielding to The Earl

or

Carnarvon.
My Lord,
5, Great Winchester.strcct, B.C., London, 12 December, 1678.
ilerew-it Is we forward for your favonr,mhle consideration it proposal for t lie duplication of telm'graphie eonnn uniea•
tion between Ceylon and Australasia, and soliciting the views of your Lordship thereupon.
We have, etc.,
JACOB L. MONTEFIORE.
W. FIELDiNG. Colonel.

[Sub.enc?osure.]
Proposal to the Right Honorable the Secretary of Stale for the Colonies.
IT is now a notorious fact thust, the telegraphic communication has broken do an between Europe antI the A ust iwlasian Colonies
so often that but little dependence can be placed on it from a eonnnercinl point of view,
The Colony of Ceylon is also practically, by reason of the highs torilh segregated fm-em the telegraphic lines connecting
with Singapore, l'enang, China, ,Tavs, and the A ustralasian Colonies.
Such being the ease, it is suggested that the Colonial Govenimemits of Ceylon and A ust.i-nlasia, and the Government of
India, should be nm-pd by (lie Imperial Colonial Serctary to further to the utmost in their pan-er any selse,ne liavi ng for its
object the following:The establislintemit: of a d nplieate hi3O of telegraph, connecting Europe with I lie A ustralasian Colonies by means of
the telegraph lines [mistier tIme eouti-ol of the Government.
The establishment of such a line at such cost as will permit of a lower tariff of charges against, the senders of
telegrams and the sending of telegrants of an official character, at an even lowe,' rate.
The connection by telegraplty of various imnportamit headlands used by the ,uerchant shipping, mail at ealners, and
Imperial vessels navigating the eastern v-at em's, so as to enable them to signal their passage to their Owners in
Europe, or wherever they may happen to be,
For these reasons, the line now soggested leaves Ceylon at Kirindi, near the light-house of the Great Brass,s, off
the south-east roast of Ceylon, and, after lauding at the island (l'ulo Brasse) off the northern point of Sumatra,
where there isa liglmt'lsouse and a detachment of Dutch soldie,'s, reaches Java at the western light-house in be
Straits of Suada, Leaving Java at its sont.hmcast corner, the cable would pass south of Saudalu-ood and the
other islands to land on the sonthern sImm-c of Timer, not far from Koepang, and make its eusternn,ost terminus
on the Cape York Peninsula, near the mouth of the Jam-dine Bivem'.
Dy such a line news of the passage through the Straits of Malacea, Sunda, and Torres, eonld be telegi-aphed to
those interested in the movements of vessels, and orders to change their routes could t,l,os be seat by telegram at
points v-h,eh must be psssed both in their voyages outwards and homewards,
G. The traffic along the Govci-nment telegraph lines in Ceylon and India would receive a vet')' gm-eat increase, and
thereforebeconme a source of income. where hithmrrto the pm'otits have been swallowed up in the expenses,
it
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It is therefore suggested
1. That the Secretary of State for India will recommend the scheme for the consideration of His Excellency the
Viceroy's advisers.
2. 'iliiit the Secretary of Stale for the Colonies will approve of the Governor of Ceylon being asked to sanction the
laying down and keeping in repair of suitable land lines to connect ICirindi with the remaining lines of the t,legnsplue system of the Islam] of Ceylon.
3. That the Secretary of State for the Colonies will forwaril to his Sixeelleney the Governor of New South Wales,
for li is favourable consideration and report, the above proposal. and give all nettie support to a work of such public
utility to the Colonies of New South Wales, Queensland, and New Zealand, more especially since, by reason of
their being further rensoverl fi'oin the poi ni of contai't; with Australia of the existing cable, tImers telegrams by
the cable are now more expensive than those despatehied fiossi the other Australian Colonies,
4. By the proposed route telegrams could be sent so as to overtake use Europatn onails at two pomts along their
route, and by both lines, viz., at. Batavia and Ceylon . At.present., except by a circuitous routc,and at acoustder
able expense, the mails /somesrasd bound cou only be overtaken by telegrams at Singapore and Batavia, whilst
the cost of overtaking the mails rid the ]?eaisisnlar and Oriental Steamship Company's route at Galle or Aden,
is, at the present tariff, almost prohibitive.
With a view to carry out the proposed scheme, the nndersigned req nest the satictiomi of the Imperial Government to
their applying to the Government of New South Wales in order to obtmiiu front tli:mt Colony such flusancial tupport, in the
form of a guarantee of an annual subsidy, as will enable lie necessary capital to be raised on exceptionally easy terms.
The undersigned are impressed with I lie belief that a favourable arrangement is more likely to be arrived itt speedily by
treating with the Government of the Colony of New South Wales only, than by seeking to apportion to each of the Colonies
interested the relative amounts which should be a.ttai buted to them as their individual share in the (ntetprmse.
Moreover, tIme Colony of New South Wales is likely to obtain more advantages from the alteration from the present
ronte than any other of the Australian Colonies, excepting Qitcanslnnd.
The histoi'v of snbiasrine telegraphy teaches its that in order to get a reasonably cheap toriff, or, in oIlier words, to keep
the capital expenses at a low figure, either of t I, a cables should be, ob hit/jo, the propert y of the Governments interested, or
that I Ii cy slso is t (I offer to th,' cont m.rtors so eli lii i,n,ei il aid hr subsidies or gua rim ni ces as will enable the necessary capital to be
mu iced by them without the heavy expenses imsuat IC incuurrorl iii the pioinotion and forn,ution of a 'I'elegnsph Conspany.
Acting under these impressions, the undersigned propose 1.tiat the Government of New South Wales slmoutd guarantee
to then) (the coiscessionayjes), their exerutors, administrators, or assi g ns, the payment of£25,000, in London, on the day "lien (lie first message of not toss than thirty words is t elegraphied from London
to Sydney 5,/a the telegra1slne eoimmtuieation now proposed to be made.
A ci n,ilar sun, of £25,000, in London, 0 u each and every other snreeerhing six months Irons the hove-mentioned
date.
The entire net, revenue earned froni the cable., to be psid over to the Government; of New South Wales (or to any
person duly out liorized by that Government to receive it on their behalf) all to and in extinction of the said guaranteed
sum of £50,000 to be paid Isy it annually to t lie oonressionas'ies, their executors, udiss inistrators, or assigns. All amounts
earned by the cables over end nbove the said guaranteed sum of.50.000 shi,il be divided eqimlly by the Government of New
Soot Is Wales a mid the con cession, iries at the cud of cad i financial yen r.
The undersigned parties nnd cr1 ate I lint the (Jo seem, usesit of New South Wales ahi all have the opt ion of becoming
the absolsmte propi ietors of (lie ca.hles nt the end of fifty years from the date of the first payment, upon payment
of a forth er suni of £10,000 annually during a period of teu consecutive years these s ems, and the interest
arising t Imerefrom. being securely invested from t nile to time as the payments are made.
4 Tl,e ri"lit shalt be secured to t lie caacession,u'ies, their executors, ad niinist nitors, and assigns, to send telegraph e.
sue, sages by tIn, felegieph liii rs through ioi it; the (Jo! cmiv of New Eou t Ii \Vmm Ies at (lie am nie tim rift as that charged
to the public generally in tI cit. Colony,
5. The right, shall he secured equally of tie nsnutting, at half the al,ove 1.ni'itf, all messages it, transit between placea
out side of the A ustralian Colonies and Places in the Colonies of Weslerii A ,mstral is, Soul Ii A usti'ithia,, 'I'asmnania,
Victoria, and New Zealand.
6. The Goveri i inent dm11 smdertsske to oonslruet, if ilecessary, and to kee1) in good working order, at its expense and
risk, u p 10 its 0'n bonnd as'i Os, proper telegraphic comnu' on icat iou between the Colonies of South Australia,
Q neensl,m ud. and Vict one, so that a e'sni plctc t elcgra pIne eoinumunieat ion may exist at all t hues betwern the
landing.plaee of the cable on the Cape ic, k Peinnsulit and the towns of Adelaide and Melbourne.
7. The Government of New South Wales to n,ake all necessary arrangements with the Government of the Colony of
Queensland, with it view to keep the tariff rates as low as possible for through messages in transit for the cable.
Ji) eonsideratioi, of the md,ove. the following advantages would be secured to the Governmei,t. of New South Wales;
The eonsti'uetion of a d nphieat.e telegrnphie eo,,iniunieation with Europe of in infinitely superior quality to that
now existing.
A tariff considerably lowrs' than the present rate.
The power of regulating the tariff according to tIme reqniretnents of the public.
The right, of sending Government, telegrams free from the Colony to Eorope, and rice reese.
TIme rig1 it of clisissming oi,e-hinlf of the net eoi'nings of the cable beyond the annual subsidy guaranteed.
C. 3 lie right, of becoming proprietors of the cable, &e., at the end of fifty years on sery easy terms of payment.
7. The use of it cable laid in it track so chioscu as to s,,imliinize the danger of interruption and to facilitate its repairs,
as well as to nfl'ord to t lie nmereai,t ile community exceptional advantages for the signalling of vessels, and for
eons nsuniea tiou with tI i em at varioi is isnporta sit points on their vayi iges.
Meiaorand un—It, is ronfident ly expected that the net receipts earned by site cables will exceed the amount of subsidy
guaranteed annually, so that tIme guarantee will, is, S lie opinion of tIme eo,,eessionaries, be absolutely nominal.
IV i 1.11 referenco to articles 2 and 3 (ride folios S amid 7), it will have to be borne in mind that if tIme Government of New
South Wales should elect not to pay the £10,000 annually for ten ronseeul ive years towards a fund for the purohase of the
line, the eoneessionanies sluill be at. liberty to set aside ais amount equmsl to £3,000 per annum towards a sinking fiss,d, in
addition to any sum's which may be considered mutually as a necessary contribution towards a reseive fund for repairs, renewals,
and unforesecu disbitrsesneuts. and that these stnns shalt be dt'dsict ed fronm the gross earnings before a declaration of the
amount of mmcm emtrnings which snemy be available for dividend.
JACOB L. 3IONTEFIORE,
Late Chairnn,u of tjhinm,iber of Commsmsserce of Sydney, N.S.W.
\\r FIELDiNG, Cotommcl.
Col. See—hIlt, 20;2,'78. lYost.mnaster General, B.C., 22/2/78.—ME. The Secretary to the Post Oflice.--M.R.A., 28/2/78.

No.3.
Jacob L. Montefiore, Esq., to The Colonial Secretary.
London, 3 January, 1878.
The Agent-General of the Colony has clone me the honor to communicate to me the tenor of
his adviecs to you by the last mail, referring to the propoaition of Colonel Fielding and myself respectimmg
a duplicate telegraphic cable to the Australian Colonies.
Mr. Forster has informed you that we should not object to as wide a notoriety as possible to our
proposal, but I must entreat you to understand this as moaning, as explained in the last paragraph of the
proposal, nftes' it alsall have received the assent of your Governthent. There are so mony now who are
seeking
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seeking to pirate the ideas of others (as exemplified in the proposed Internabonni Exhibition of 1879)
that there is every reason to fear that the scheme which we have had the honor lo lay before you would
not long remain our property were it laid before the genera.! public.
I have, &c.,
JACOB L. MONTEFIO1tE.
Postmaster General, B.C., 2 0/2J78.—M.F.
Submittcd.—JAS. 11, 22/2/78.

The Secretary to the Post Office, B.C., 21/2/78.—

KR.A.

No.4.
The Agent-G-encral to The Ooknial Secretary.
London, 3, Westminster Chambers, Victoria-street, SW., 16 January, 1878.
Adverting to my despatch of the 21st u!tisno, submitting it memorandum from l\ir.J. L.
Monteflore and Colonel the Honorable W. Fielding, on the subject of telegraphic communication
with Australia, I have the honor to enclose herewith a copy of a letter, dated 8th instant, which I
a4ldressed to the Agent-General for Queensland, to whom I communicated the memorandum in question,
to be by him submitted to his Government, IC lie thought it desirable to do so.
I also enclose a copy of a memorandum on this subject which I have received from Sir Daniel
Cooper, Bart., to whom, as a former representative of the Colony in telegraphic matters (in 1875), 1
thought it righi: to communicate the memorandum from Mr. Montefiore and Colonel Fielding. I have
also sent a copy of Sir Daniel Cooper's memorandum to the Agent-General for Queensland (under cover
of letter of iet,h instant, of which it copy is enclosed), with a suggestion that it should accompany Mr.
Montefiere's and Colonel Fielding's memorandum, in the event of that document being submitted by him
I have, &c.,
to his Government.
WIU:2IAM FORSTER.
Sir,

[Enclosure 1 to 2To. 4.]
The Agent-General for New South Wales to The Agent-General for Queensland.
London, 3, Westminster Chambers, SW., S Zons,a.rv, 1878. I have the honor to enclose herewith a copy of a memorandum, dat-ed 14th ultirno, which I have received from
Mr. J. L. Montorsore and Colonel the Honorable W. Fielding. respeol.issg telrgraplsie communication with Australia, together
with a copy of my letter of the 21st ultimo, under cover of winch I submitted the mesnorandum to the Chief Secretary of
New, South Wales ; and I desire to express any hope that you may be able to concur in the netio,i I have takes,, by submitting
I have, &.,
the papers in question for the consideration of your Government.
WILLIAM FORSTER.
Sir,

[Evclos1en 2 to Ec. 4.]
The Agent-General for New South Wales to The Agent-General for Queensland.
London, 3, Westminster C],asnhers, SW,, 16 January, 1878.
Sir,
AdvertThg to my letter to you of the 8th instant, respecting telegraphic communication with Australia, 1 have ,,o,v
the honor to enclose Iteresrith a copy of a memorandum which I have received from Sir i);n,iel Cooper, )3art., who, as you are
probably aware, represented Now South Wales in the telegraph negotiations which took place in this country in 1573, and to
whom I sent a copy of the recent memorandum on this subject from Mr. J. L. Monteftore and Colonel the lion. W. Fielding.
1 propose to send a copy of Sir Daniel Cooper's memorandum to my Govern,nent by the nail of the 18th instant, and
should you think it desirable to subnsit; to roar Oovern,no,,t the papers which were enclosed with, my letter to you of the
8th instant, you may perhaps think it right that, they should also include a copy of the mesnorandnro, which I now enclose.
1 l,ave, &c.,
WILLIAM FORSTER.

[Enclosure 3 to No. 4.1
Mia1on&xDuM from Sir B. Cooper, on the proposition of Mr. J. L. Monteliore and Colonel Fielding to
lay telegraph cables from S.E. coast of Ceylon to north end of Sumatra; there to Straits of Sunda;
and from thence to the Norman or Ershine Rivers, in Gulf' of Carpentaria, Queensland.
1, At present the Eastern Cons puny have a telegraph line from Falmouth to S nez, and a duplicate line from Suez to
Bombay, instead of duplicating this single line across the Thiv of Bengal to Pnlo Pennag and Singapore. I believe they are
now laying a cable from Rangoon to the Andamam, Islands, and from thence to Polo Fenang.
2. The Tndo-Enropean Company send messages from Essgland rid Berlin, South Rnssie and Persia, to Xuraehee, ivimere
they join the ludian lines in the same way an the Eastern Company join at Bombay.
The Russian line, starting at London, goes to Berlin, then St. Petersburg, through Russia and Siberia to China, and
in China joins the Eastern Company, which gives communication with Singapore.
Thus a person in London can communicate with Singapore
(a.) By the Eastern Company to Bombay, Mad,'ns, and Polo Penamig.
(b,) By the same Company to Bombay, and tlseui over the I sidian lines to Rangopu, and fs'osa there to the Andasna,,
Islands and Polo l'enang.
(r.) By the Indo-Eoropean hisses to K.nrraehre, then over the Indian lisars to Rangoon, the Andanmn islands, and
Polo Penang.
(d.) By the Russia,, lines to Slssnghmai, and from there to Singapore, by the Eastern Company'* line.
Mr. Mont-cAere and Colonel Fielding propose sturtissg their cables fromthe light-house oil tiso south-east coast of
Ceylon, where the currents are very rapid, and the bottosn is a. coral forsnation—bot-h bad things for a cable. The present
line frosu Madras to Singapore used to terminate at Point de Galls, but was always breaking in eosseequemsce of Use coral ussd
rapid currents there.
The distance from Ceylon to ,sort.h end of Sssnmatra is nearly 1,000 ,niles ; from there to Straits of Sunda about tIme
same distance; and from Straits of Sunda to the Nornsan River, or Erskine Fives', 2,500 ,nilcs.
A cable should never cxeOed 1,200 miles, as beyond that the cost of the cable increases as to the square of the
distance: I therefore estimateThe two first cables at £400,000 each .................... ....... £ 800,000
And the long cable at ... ............................................ 1,000,000
Cable ..................... ...,.. £1,800,000
And if money raised by debentures ...........................£2,000,000
These cables will have to contend with a coral formatiosm the yhohe way, and the long eaWe will rest on a very bad
I
bottom most of the way.
Q.
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the expression that the proposed line will have great advantages in being connected by the LidoEuropean Company's lines is a misleading statement., as any one reading the above can soe. I have no doubt that this proposal of Mr.
Montefiore's and Colonel Fielding's originates with Messrs. Siemens Bros., as they put up the Indo-European lines, and
receive a percentage on the work of the lines, and they are interested in inducing more messages to pass over that line, as well
as getting profits out of the new cables.
Messrs. Siemens Bros. have been successful with land lines, but their cables have always been unsuccessful. The cables
proposed by them in 1875, when myself, Sir Julius Vogel, and Mr. Daintree were negotiating the duplication of the lines from
Singapore to Normanton, were reported on by Mr. Fleming Jenkins as "sterved down to the lowest degree, and quite unfit
for the weak and place proposed.'
When Mr. Montcfioro and Colonel Fielding propose to do the work of the cables for £48,000 a year, they show that
they do not understand the subject, as Siemens Bros., the Telegraph Construction and Mthntenanee Company, and the Indiarnbber and Gotta Pereha Company in 1875 indicated £80,000 it year as the working expenses and maintenance cost of a
shorter line.
To this sum must be added £80,000 as interest at 4 per cent, on £2,000,000, snaking £160,000, leaving a deficiency
of £112,000.
To me the whole thing appears utterly absurd,
Postmaster General, B.C., 4/3/78.—Mi?. The Secretary to the Post Office, B.C., 4/3/78.—M.B.A..
May be referred for the report of the Superintendent of Telcgrapbs.—,T.F.B., 9/3/78.

No. 5.
The Agent-General to The Colonial Secretary.
Sir,

London, 3, Westminster Chambers, Victoria-street, SW., 23 Ianuary, 1878.
Adverting to my despatch of the 16th instant, respecting telegraphic communication
with Australia, I have the honor to enclose herewith a memorandum which I have to-day received from
Colonel the lion. W. Fielding in reply to the memorandum from Sir Daniel Cooper, which was submitted
to you under cover of my above quoted dcspateh, together with a minute thereon by myself.
I also enclose a copy of a letter which I have to-day addressed to the Agent-General for Queensland, communicating to him Colonel Fielding's memorandum.
I have, &c.,
WILLIAM FO1tSTER.
[Enclosure.]
REMARKS on the memorandum

of Sir Daniel Cooper on the proposition of the Hon. J. L. Montcfiore and Indo-Australlan

Telegraph ethic.
Colonel lion. WTslliam Fielding.
The figures in
Wit], respect to the lalter part of paragraph 1, 1 now leans for the first time that. there is any decided intention of the marg
in refer
Inying n• cable on the circuitous route of Rangoon, Andaman Islands, and Pub Penang. I have made every inquiry, and to t?separecannot learn that this project is at all in on advanced state from a financial noint of view. This would not, however, serve to
duplicate the communications further than Penang.
ranaurn.
The same observations 'nay apply to 4c.
.
i.
The proposed line is not to start, absolutely from the light-house but from Itirindi, a sheltered bay, where the bottom
is favourable and the cable route sheltered from the effects of the currents in the monsoons by natural obstacles. For these
6.
reasons Point do Gnlle was specially avoided, and on necount of the coral and rocky nsture of the bottom.
The cable distance along the route chosen between Ceyl
on and Sumatra is 955 knots, inclusive of 16 per cent, slack,
6.
and the longest section, viz., between Timer ,nid Cape York, is, inchsding slack, only 1,235 knots.
I regret that Sir B. Cooper should, in the face of the success of the transatlantic cables, make the statement that
7.
cables should never exceed 1.200 moMs in length. There is no reason why a cable should not exceed even 2,000 knots, provided
a great speed, more than twelve words per niin,,te, be not req,,ired.
Sir Daniel Cooper's esti,nates are so lar beyond the mark that I deem it useless to attempt to analyze them. I eats,
however, quite believe that cable contractors mid cable company promoters have induced him to credit the facts advanced by
them, and npon which lie has perlsaps based his calculations. I shall be prepared when the time comes to justify my
statements; but until the principle of the new proposal is accepted, I must decline to give my figures and calculations
in detail.
I have t.l,is day verified at the ilydrographie Department of the Admiralty, that the course throughout the whole
8.
proposed lengths of the cables will never touch on coral or rock formations—the soundings giving either fina white clay, whit;e
clay, clay, soft b,-own mud, mud, or ooze ; moreover, the soundings are so deep that evrn if a cable were laid on a coredhine
or rocky bottom it would suffer no injury from contact with it.
Neither Mr. Montefiore nor Colonel Fielding have any know-ledge of or connection with Messrs. Siemens.
9.
The latter gentlemen are only known professionally to Colonel Fielding from the fact that one of the brothers is
Preside,,t of the Society of Telegraph Engisieers, of which Colonel Fielding is a member.
The reasoning of Sir B. Cooper throughout his memorandum shows so clearly that he is not only, from waist of
10.
t:eehsnical knowledge but also from false premises, misled, and that he has written his memorandum hastily and without
suffieie,,t consideration.
.
.
W. FIELDLNG,
Colonel.
I doom it iiglst to forward this memo. in jnst.iee to the propnscrs of the new project, and in order that the Government
may be acquainted with whatever is to be said on all sides—WE., 28/1/78.
j'ostnissster General, B.C., 14/3/78.—MY.
The Secretary to the Post Office, B.C., 14/3/78.—MR.A.
May be referred to Mr. Oracknell.—J.E.B., 18/3/78.

No. 6.
Report of Superiutendent of Telegraph.s
DuptICinoN of telegraphic communication with Australia., as proposed by Mr. J. L. Montefiore and
Colonel Fielding,
I AS! quite of the Agent-General's opinion, "that a great public benefit would arise from additional
telegraphic communication between England and Australia ;" and as the Colonies, combined, can secure
this (no longer a luxury, but a necessity), we should at once co]itribute either to new lines entirely or the
duplication of those new merely affording intermitt:ent communication.
The joint memorandum referred to by Mr. Forster must have been the one recommending the
purchase of the Port Darwin cable by Sir Julius Vogel and Mr. Michie, the cable to be worked on joint
account, by the Colonies becoming responsible. how such astute colonists could have conceived such
an idea with any prospect of' its being ratified in Australia I cannot understand, and Ide not believe that
any such proposal was really submitted by them to the Eastern Extension Company.
I do not propose to discuss the points in reference to the quality and durability of the existing
cables. These are matters we have no right to question, as the cables have been constructed and laid at
the entire cost of the Company without Government subsidy or Colonial aid, and if they are faulty, or
the routes ill-chosen, the Company alone have to bear the loss.
I
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I cannott see how the Colonial Governments, if this offer be entertained, can control the management and regulate the rates. This is impossible, as the line is only a partial one, extending from Australia
to India, from whence we must work into the Eastern Company's lines the Indo-Enropean lines being
now worked on joint account, and the combined Company control the rates for Australiau messages.
I will now deal with the memorandum, submitted to Mr. Forster by Mr. Jacob Montefiore and
Colonel Fielding. As regards the existing cables south of Singapore, every one must be satisfied that we
should no lon"er depend on the present means of communication, and nothing further need be said in
reference to ttat portion of the memorandum.
The allusion in paragraph 8, that the cable proposed by the subscribers would be of the very best
quality, and by laying the cable in very deep waters would render it safe from the liability to interruption.
The Port Darwin line runs over a tolerably even bottom, varying from 000 to 1,700 fathoms, and the shore
ends are landed in very good positions, so there is nothing to fear as regards soundings over this section,
and the proposed line from Banjoewangie to Singapore would, it is understood, be in a very good position
as to bottom and depth of water.
As regards direct communication with India, there are now two direct lines from l'enang to India,
and there is no necessity for another, more particularly if Java, as proposed by this memorandum, is to
form part of the scheme. Australia requires two distinct lines throughout, which would not be secured
by this proposal, as they would still have to depend on the Eastern Company to forward their messages
from India, as that and the Indo-European Company are now virtually one.
I do not think New South Wales should be called upon to treat with the promoters of this undertaking on its own responsibility as requested, as the only other Colony which would be likely to assist is
Queensland, and the contributors, either on the basis of population, or from actual international business,
would be very small.
The annual sum to be guaranteed to the Company, £48,000, I do not consider excessive for the length
of line they propose to lay but why New South Wales should be responsible for the whole of this amount,
when they can insure perfect duplieatiou and harmonious working the whole distance to Europe for an
annual subsidy of £32,400, 1 cannot understand.
The projectors may safely promise to divide with the Government of New South Wales all sums
received as revenue over and above the £48,000 referred to.
The undersigned undertake also, at the end of fifty (50) years, to make the New South Wales
Government absolute proprietors of the cables by a payment of a further sum of £10,000 per annum for
ten (10) years (making the annual payment £58,000), less the amount of receipts, or by the payment of
an immediate sum of £90,000, such sums, and the interest arising therefrom, being invested f rom time to
time in the names of trustees, to be agreed upon with the Government of New South Wales. This amount
I presume is intended as a sinking fund for renewal when necessary, but if present experience is any
guide the Government of New South Wales would have very little left at the end of fifty (50) years to
become absolute proprietors of, so that the extra £10,000 per annual for ten (1.0) years or the £00,000
down, need not be very seriously entertained.
The advantages said to be secured to the Government of New South Wales if these proposals are
entertained are as follows
1st. The right of claiming one-half of the net earnings of the cables beyond the amount
guarautced, which guarantee it is anticipated with much confidence will be merely nominal,
as it should be far exceeded by the net receipts.
In my opinion the probable result has been very much overstated. The whole of the receipts
at present over the Port Darwin Cable do not exceed £50,000 per annum, and if there
should be competing lines they must necessarily become very much reduced.
211d. A tariff very much less than the existing one.
This no doubt can be arranged, but not with due regard to the cable paying the smallest
interest on time capital and its working expenses, and should the Company beyond India
think proper to raise their charges to this Company there could be no reduction at all.
3rd. The power of regulating such a rate as the Government may deem advisable,
This will apply to time line only as far as India—the Eastern Company can alone regulate the
rate beyond India.
4th. The right of transmitting Government messages along the cable free of charge.
There is no doubt this would be a great boon if it applied to the whole distance to Europe,
instead of which all messages on the Government Service must be paid for beyond Ceylon.
5th. The right of ultimately becoming the absolute proprietors of the cables oil easy terms of
payment.
After fifty (50) years of wear and tear the cables of the Company would not, in my opinion,
be worth the purchase. The average existence of a first-class cable does not, according to
present experience, exceed fifteen (15) years, and I am afraid that this would not prove
a very profitable investment.
After a very careful peiusal of these papers 1 cannot recommend the Government to commit itself
to the proposals of the gentlemen who have appended their names thereto, certainly not until more
complete information has been submitted as to the nature and manufacture of the cables, and what
arrangements are proposed for the transmission of the Australian business beyond India.
B. C. CJIACKNELL, 18/3/78.

No.7.
The Colonial Secretary, Queensland, to The Colonial Secretary, New South Wales.
Colonial Secretarys Office, Brisbane, 16 March, 1878.
This Government has received from its Agent-General in London a copy of certain correspondence addressed to your Government by Mr. William Forster, in reference to a proposition made by
Mr. Jacob Montefiore and Colonel William Fielding, offering to lay a telegraphic cable between British
India and Australia on certain specified conditions.
This proposal has received my careful attention, and on the part of this Government I beg to assure
you that time Government of New South Wales may depend upon our bearty support in giving effect to
The
this proposition, or to such a modification as may be agreed on.
Sir,
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The primary condition which this Government considers should be kept in view is the establishment
of direct communication with the telegraphic system of British India, in perfect freedom from any obligation to the Eastern Extension Cable Company.
In order to prevent a monopoly of intelligence dangerous to the public interests this is considered
essenhal.
The question of route to be ridopted, whether from Ceylon or elsewhere, should be an open one,
dependent on the best professional opinion which can be obtained.
Subject to the arrangement of details, and to the assent of Parliaments of which I have no doubt,
this Government is prepared to accept the general outline of the proposal made through Mr. Forster.
With a view therefore to bring the matter to an issue as soon as possible, I make the following
offer on behalf of this Government
let. That this Government will undertake to construct a telegraphic line connecting its present
lines with the proposed point of Anstralian contact on the Jardine River; and
2nd]y. That this Government will share in the responsibilities, profits, and losses of the contract,
relatively with New South Wales, in proportion to our respective populations.
In the event of this offer being accepted, we shall require to be paid at the rate of 3d. per word for
the transmission of all oceanic messages over the lines owned by this Government.
I have, &c.,
-JOHN DOUGLAS.
Postmaster Gener&,—M.F., B.C., 20/3/78. The Secretary to the Post Office, B.C., 20/3/78.—
M.R.A.
Forwarded to the Supt. of Telegraphs, B.C., 21/3/78,—SilL.
I have already reported very fully on this proposal (vide accompanying papers). There is an insuperable difficulty in the matter which does not appear to have strnek Mr. Douglas, viz,, that the lines
from India to Europe are now worked on the joint purse system with the Eastern Company, which alone
would be detrimental to Messrs. Montefiore and Fielding's scheme—B. C. CHACKNELL, 22/3/78.
The Secretary to the Post Office, B.C.

No. 8.
Telegram from Colonial Secretary, Brisbane, to Colonial Secretary, Sydney.
8 April, 1878.
good enough to let me know by wire the decision of your Government in reference to Monteflore and
Fielding's proposal. See my letter of the 10th ultiino.
We have copies of all correspondence,
including Fielding's reply to Cooper objections. If you decline proposal, I propose to negotiate direct on
behalf of this Government. We trust, however, that you will not hesitate to accept in conjunction with
us the basis of agreement proposed. Australian interests of paramount importance demand that there
should be direct telegraphic communication with British India, independent of any control by the present
Cable Company, or of any duplication under their auspices.
JOIIN DOUGLAS,
Col. Secy.
Postmaster General, B.C., 8/4/78.—M.F. The Secretary to the Post Office, B.C., 8/4/78.—M.1t.'A.
I recommend that the following reply be sent by wire to the Co1. Secretary, Queensland :-" We
have your letter 16th ultimo, and also papers relative to Montefiore and Fielding's proposals, which
we think cannot be entertained in view of fact that satisfactory duplication can be obtained for about
The Principal.
thirty-two thousand as against their forty.eight thousand pounds."—J.l?.B., 10/4/78.
Under Secretary, B.C., il/4/78.—S.H.L. Telegram 11th April, 1878, to Colonial Secretary of Queensland.
The Secretary to the Post Office, B.C., 11th April, 1878.—MR. A.
BE

Sydney Tho,na RiehiLnl Government Printcr.-1870.
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DUPLICATION OP THE TELEGRAPH CABLE BETWEEN AUSTRALASIA AND EUROPE.
No.1.
The Agent General for New South Wales to The Colonial Secretary.
3, Westminster Obambers, Victoria-street, SW., 27 December, 1878.
I have the honor to esiclose herewith the copy of the. "Agreement for a duplicate cable to
Australia," received from the Eastern Extension Australasian and China Telegraph Compan y, which was
inadvertently omitted from the correspondence forwarded to you under cover of my letter of the 20th
I have, &c.,
instant.
WILLIAM FOESTER.
Sir,

Enelosirre.]

AGREEMENT FOR DUPLICATE CABLE TO AUSTRALIA.
That the Company shall, subject to the approval of the shareholders, contract with the Governments for the
constructIon of a second cable from Singapore direct to ]3anjoewangie, thence direct to Port Darwin, for an annual subsidy
of £32,400, and shall sign the contract and necessary conditions on or before 1st July, 1879..
That the subsidy shall be payable for.a period of twenty years, snbect to the provisions hereinafter contained.
That the Company shall, throughout the whole of the period during which the subsidy shall be payable, maintain
in full working order (the act of God or the Queen's enemies excepted) such second cable, and also its present lines of cable
between Singapore and Batavia, and Banjoewangie and Port Darwin.
That the Company shall, before such subsidy shall become payable, lay a second cable between Singapore and
Penang, and thereafter in like snanncr maintaiss the same (the act of God or the Queen's enemies excepted), and its
first lines of cable between Singapore and Penang, and Penang and Madras, Ponaug and Rangoon, in full working order.
That the Company shall, in consideration of the subsidy hereby agreed to be paid, and whilst that subsidy is
payable, allow a rebate for Government messages hereinafter defined exchanged between England and Port Darwin,
reducing their own proportion of the charge to the extent of 50 per cent. upon the present rates, and on Press messages
exchanged between England and Port Darwin, as hereinafter defined, will reduce their own proportion of the charge
to the extent of 75 per cent, upon the present rate, provided that such reductions shall not be extended to any Colony
other than such as may contribute towards the subsidy.
That the Company shall eonsplete and open for communication the second cable above-,stentioned between Singapore and Port Darwin, and Singapore and Penang, within eight months from the date of the signing of the contract,
provided always that the Company shall not be held liable for any loss or damage which the Colonies may, sustain in consequence of delay in completing the said cables, in the event of such delay being caused by war, inevitable accident, or
other contingency over which the Company can have no control.
That in the event of the Company completing and having the duplicate cables above mentioned open for communication within the period herein contracted for, the subsidy payable by the Governments shall commence and accrue
four months after the signing of the contract, but the Company shall not be entitled to any payment under this clanse until
the said cables shall have been actually completed and are open for communication as above stated.
S. That the said subsidy shall be payable quarterly in London to the Company, in sterling money, free of all
deductions.
9. That in the event of any total interruption in the communication between Port Darwin and Singapore, the subsidy
shall cease pro ralâ for the period of such interruption, provided that if the interruption be ca,sse,l by reason of war, or any
such like cause, the subsidy shall co,,tinue, but the Company shall he bound to restore such communication at the request
and cost of the Governments so soon as the war or other contingencios shall have terminated.
10. The Company shall at all times hereafter give priority in transmission throunir the said cables to all Government
messages, Government messages being such as are exchanged between Her Majesty'sI'rineipal Secretary of State for the
Colonies, and the various Agents-General on the one side, and the Governors or Chief Secretaries of the various Colonial
Governments on the other, on mnattters relating to the administration of the Covernmnents.
11, Press messages must beaddressed to registered newspapers only, and shall be for honá Rile publication, in full;
they snust be in English, in plain language and intelligible, no cypher, code, groups of figures or of letters, or words of
concealed meaning to be used.
The Company shall not during time currency of the agreement increase its own proportion of the charges for
messages exchanged between Port Darwin and London beyond the rates provided for herein—for Government messages per
word, 2s. lOd. ; for Press messages ?)Cl' word, Is. Sil. and for all other messages per word, Sc. Sd.
That the Government shall have the right during the currency of the subsidy aforesaid to purchase the
Company's cable lines and other property between Singapore and Port Darwin on equitable terms, to be fixed, in case of
difference, by arbitration, twelve months' previous notice to be given to the Company of the intention to exercise this right:
Provided always that the right shall not be exoreisable till the Company shall for five years have paid a dividend equal to
10 per cent, per annum, and shall for that period have passed 10 per cent, per annum to its reserve or other accumulated
funds.
The Postmaster G-enernl.—ll.P., 20/2/79.
M,R.A.
Seen—S-S., 24/2/79.

The Secretary to the Post Office, B.C., 20/2/79.-

No.2,
The Agent General for New South Wales to The Colonial Secretary.
3, Westminster Chambers, -Victoria-street, SW., 14 February, 1879.
I have now the honor to forward herewith, in continuation of my letter of the 2nd ultirno,
copy of further correspondence relative to the duplication of the telegraph line to Australia.
On my receipt of your letter of the 20th December last, instructing me to co-operate with
the Agent General for Victoria in having the necessary agreement put into legal form and executed
in London, I communicated with Sir Archibald Michie, and arranged with bins that this matter be
intrusted to our solicitors, Messrs. Maokrell. and Company, by whom the Australian and New Zealand
cable contract was drafted, and Messrs. Mackrell and Company were instructed accordingly on the
I have, tc.,
10th instant.
WILLIAM FOR.STER
[&sciosures.]
Mr. F. E. lleasc to Captain Jopp.
The Eastern Extensiosm, Australasia and C]una Telegraph Company (Limited),
66, Old Broad-street, london, E.G., 4 Febnsary, 1879.
Dear Sir,
I have the pleasure to send you l,erewith, for time use of the Agent Genera, half a dozen printed copies of the
Yours, &c.,
signed agreement for the duplication of the Australian cable.
F. B, HESSE,
Secretary.
Captain
Sir,

')n (
)7
(U

B
Captain Jopp to Mr. F. F. ilesse.
Dear Sir,
3, Westminster Chambers, S.W .,.5 February, 1879.
I am directed by, the Agent General to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 4th instant, sending turn
six printed copies of the signed agreement for the duplication of the Australian cable.
Yours, &c.,
A. A, JOFF, Capt., R.E.
Secy. N. S. Wales Govt. Agency.
MkiiwonAxnras of agreement between the Governments of New South Wales and Victoria, on behalf of the Australasian
Colonies and New Zealand (hereinafter called the Governments), on the one part, and the Eastern Extension, Australasia and China Telegraph Company, Limited (hereinafter called the Company), on the other
That the Company shall, subject to the approval of the shareholders, contract with the Governments for the
construction of a second cable from Singapore direct to Banjoewangie, and thence direct to Port Darwin, for an annual
subsidy of £32,400, and shall sign the contract and necessary conditions on or before 1st July, 1879.
That such subsidy shall be payable for it period of twenty years, subject to the provisions hereinafter contained.
That the company shall, throughout the whole of the period during which such, subsidy shall be payable, maintain
in full working order (the act of God or the Queen's enemies excepted), such second cable, and also its present lines of cable
between Singapore and Batavia, and Banjoewangic and Port Darwin.
That the Coinpauy shall, before such subsidy shall become payable, lay a second cable between Singapore and
Penang, and thereafter shall in like inamier maintain the Caine (the act of God or the Queen's enemies excepted), and its
present lines of cable between Singapore and Penang, and Penang and Madras, Penang and Rangoon, in full working order.
That the Company shall, in consideration of the subsidy herein agreed to be jaid, and whilst that subsidy is payable, allow a rebate on Government messages hereinafter defined, exchanged between England and Port Darwin, reducin
their own proportion of the charge to the extent of 50 per cent, upon the present rate, and on press messages exchang
between E]iglrnld and Port Darwin, as heroinafter defined, will reduce their own proportion of the charge to the extent of
75 per cent, upon the present rate, provided that such reduction shall not be extended to any Colony other than such as
may contribute towards the subsidy.
That the Company shall complete and open for communication the second cables above.n,cntioned between
Singapore and Port Darwin, and Singapore and Penang, within eight months from the date of the signing of the contract
Provide4 always that the Company shall not be. held liable for any loss or damac which the Colonies may sustain in can.
sequence of delay in completing the said cables, in the event of such delay being caused by war, inevitable accident, or
other contingency over which the Company can have no control.
That in the event of the Company completing and having the duplicate cable above-mentioned open for communication within the period herein contracted for, the subsidy payable by the Government shall commence and accrue four
,no,,ths after the signing of the contract, but the Company shall not be entitled to any payment under this clause until the
said cables shall have been actually completed au-i are open for communication as above'stated.
S. That the said subsidy shall be payable quarterly in London to the Company, in sterling money, free of all
deductions.
That in the event of any total interruption in the communication between Port Darwin and Singapore, the subsidy
shall cease ;n'o ,-efd for the period of such interruption, provided that if the interruption be caused by reason of war, or
any such, like cause, the subsidy shall continue, but the Company shall be hound to restore such communication at the
request and cost of the Governments.
The Company shall at all times hereaftergive priority in transmission through the said cable to all Govenuncnt
messages, being such as are exchanged between 11cr Majesty's Principal Secretary of State for the Colonies, or the various
Agents-General on the one hand and the Governors or Chief Seerctaries of the various Colonial Governments on the other,
on matters relating to the ndnunistration of the Governments.
Press messages must be adlressed to registered newspapers only, and shall be for bond fide publication, ui full;
they most be in English, in plain language and intelligible, no cypher, code, groups of figures or of letters, or words of
concealed meaning, to be used.
The Company shall not duriag the currency of this agreement increase its own proportion of the charges for
messages exchaugcd between Port Darwin and London beyond the rates provided for herein, viz.
For Government messages, per word 2s. lod.
For press messages, per word Is. Sd.
For all other messages, per word as. Sd.
1,3. That the Goveriunont shall have the right during the currency of the subsidy aforesaid to purchase the Company's
cable lines and other property between Singapore and Port Darwin on equitable terms, to be fixed, in case of difference, by
am-bitration, twelve months previous notioe to be given to the Company of the intention to exercise this right, provided
always that the right shall not be exercisable till the Company shall for jive years have paid a dividend equal to 10 per cent.
per aminuin, or shall for that period have passed 10 per cent, per smujum to its resen'e or other accumulated fund.
Dated this 4th day of December, in the year of our 14ord, 1878.
Witness to signature,—
J. F. BURNS,
S. H. LAuBTON.
New South Wales.
Witness to signature,—
GRAHAM BERRY,
Victoria,
1111, Onor.m,
Witness to signature,—
T. G. GLOVER,
T. Bwx,
Eastern Extension Australasia and China Telegraph Company. The lion. Graham Berry to Sir Archibald Miclije.
Victoria. Chief Secretary's Office, Melbourne, 28 December, 1878.
I now enclose copy of the agreement for the second sisbmnarinecable, and request that you will, in conjunction 4th December.
with Mr. Forster, take steps to have the contract prepared with the Company in conformity therewith.
.
mars.
There should I think be three counterparts, one for each of the Governments of New South Wales and Victoria, and
I have, &e.,
one for the Company.
GRAhAM BERRY.
Sir,

Captain Jopp to Mr. F. E. ilesse
3, Westminster Chambers, S.WT., 10 February, 1879.
I am directed by the Agent General to infonii you that he received, on the 8th instant, from the Chief Secretary
of New South Wales, the papers in the matter of the cable duplication, and that they have been placed mu the hands of our
solicitors, with a view to the agreement being put into force for execution here,
I have, &e.,
A, A. JOPP, Capt., RE.,
Secy. N. S. Wales Govt. Agency.
Sir,

Mr. F. F. louse to Captain Jopp
The Eastern Extension, A.ustralasia and China Telegraph Company (Limited),
Sir,
66, Old Broad-street, London, E.C., 11 February, 1879.
I beg to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 10th instant, respecting the formal completion of the
cable duplication agreement, and to state that this Company's solicitors, Messrs. Thsehoff, Bompas, & Co., of 3, Great
\Vinehester'street ]3uildimsgt, EjJ,, have been instructed to co-operate with yours in carrying out the arrangement.
Yours, &e.,
F. E. RESSE,
Secretary.

The

The Secretary to the Post Office, B.C., 29/3/79.—
The Postmaster General—H.P., 29/3/79.
Seen.—S.8., 31/3/79.
Submitted—SilL,, 31/3/79.
M.R.A.

No. 3.
'The Agent General for New South Wales to The Colonial Secretary.
3, Westminster Chambers, Victoria-street, SW., 11 April, 1879.
I have the honor to inform you that on the 4th instant I sent you a telegram as follows
"Eastern Extension Company make difficulties impression they will not sign before .Tuly. Solicitors
advise our demands embody agreement." The matter being still in the hands of our sohcitors,I made no
further communication to the Company. However, on 7th instant, I was honored with a visit from Sir
James Anderson and Alderman Macarthur, 1f.P., both directors of the Company. They represented
themselves as anxious to explain the position in which the Company stood in the matter. Sir James
Anderson pointed out that the Company were not bound to sign the bond or contract in fulfilment of the
printed memorandum agreed to in Melbonrne before July 1st, which I at once admitted, and have never
denied, but he added that the Company were unwilling to avail themselves of the privilege of delay thus
accorded to them, without explaining their reasons, and endeavouring to obtain the assent of the respective
Governments concerned to a certain modification of the terms. The Company were perfectly willing, lie
assured me, to sign and complete the contract immediately upon the basis of the negotiations entered into
and arrangements made with our solicitors, but, inasmuch as the eightmonths allowed for the construction and
laying down of the cable was to run from the completion of the contract, the Company desired completion,
though immediate, to be yet subject to the understanding that the eight months should still run from July
1st. Sir James Anderson admitted that the Company had made a contract with the Imperial Governments
for the laying down of a cable to the Cape, which would probably render it necessary to use the cable
which had been intended for duplication of the cable in fulfilment of the contract made by the Company
with the Governments of New South Wales and Victoria; but he had every reason to believe that another
cable could he completed in time for the Australian line, with some slight extension of the time, and he
had no doubt that under the circumstances, and considering the extraordinary emergency, the Colonial
Governments in question would be prepared to-make all allowances, and to submit to a certain delay, for
which moreover the Company were prepared to offer another consideration in the shape of reduced rates,
to commence from the sinature of the contract. I said that if the interests of the whole British Empire
were at stake it was not in my power, since 1 had no authority to consent to any modification of the contract, or to accept its completion by the Company, subject to any understanding incoasistent with its
provisions; but I recommended immediate application to be made through the imperial Government to
the two Governments concerned, and offered to be the medium of communication, though I suggested
that a direct communication from the Imperial Governmeut to the Colonial Governments, as beitig less
round-abOut, would be the most convenient method. I further expressed in opinion that if the Imperial
Government were to set forth the difficulties in which they were placed, and the importance of the crisis
imnvolved by the late disastrous occurrences at the Cape, the Colonial Governments would cordially respond
to such an appeal, and agree to meet in any reasonable way the wishes and apparent necessities of the
Imperial Government; but as regarded the concession of letting the reduced rates run from the execution
of the contract, I stated that I had,been given to understand that this concession, though not embodied
in the agreement, had been personally promised to Mr. G. Berry, and the other co-signatories to the
agreement by the agents or representativcs of the Company in Melbonrne. Sir James Anderson seemed
to think that such ,in application as I suggested should have and had been already made by the Imperial
Government, and on my informing him that such was not time case expressed his surprise, as he had understood from the Right Honorable the Secretary of State for the Colonies, that the Imperial Government
had intended to make such an application. The result of the interview was that the two directors
arranged that the Company should communicate with the two Colonial Governments, and accordingly
undertook to send inc the substance of a telegram which they wished mc to forward immediately to
Sydney, and which, as well as the reply, they promised to transmit free of charge.
1 have, &o.,
WILLIAM P011STER.
Submitted, 26/5/79.
Sir,

No.4.
The Agent General for New South Wales to The Colonial Secretary.
3, Westminster Chambers, Victoria.street, S.W., 11 April, 1879.
In continuation of my letter by this mail, in regard to the contract for the duplication
of the telegraph cable, I have the honor to inform you that yesterday I received from the Eastern
Telegraph Company copies of letters from the Treasury to John Fender, Esq., M.P., of 26th March last,
and of the Eastern Extension Company to the Secretary of State for the Colonies of the 2nd instant,
both of which I enclose for your information.
In accordance with the arrangement made between Sir J. Anderson, Alderman Macarthur, and
myself, on the 7th instant, I forwarded yesterday to the Company a telegram (copy herewith), to be
transmitted to you. I regret to learn by a subsequent communication from the Company (copy herewith) that they took upon themselves to add certain words to the telegram, as will be seen by comparison
of the telegram actually sent with the copy 1. forwarded to them The trausmnission. Though the words
added are of no great importance, and such, probably, as would have obtained the assent of Sir Archibald
Miclmie and myself had they been submitted to us beforehand, I cannot but regard this proceeding on the
part of the Company as an extreme lihert:y, and as little calculated to impress those with whom they
transact business with any great confidence in their good faith or exact observance of the obligations
they incur. My opinion, it will be seen, is shared by Sir Archibald Michie, as is shown by his minute
appended to my own minute upon the letter in question, of both of which copies are appended.
I have, &c.,
WILLIAM FORSTE1t
-.
[&mclosw-es]
Sir,
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[.Fmclosu'ree.]
The Secretary, Eastern Telegraph Company, to The Agent General.
66, Old Broad-street, London, B.C., 8 April, 1870.
Dear Sir,
I am directed by Sir James Anderson to forward you copies of the letters he promised to send you yesterday, viz,
one from the Treasury, dated 26th ultimo, and Sir James' letter to the Colonial Office of April 2nd.
Be also desires me to say that we shall be happy to forward as mtfree service message any telegram (no matter how long)
Yours, &c.,
that you may wish to send to Australia, and the reply shall also be franked.
F. E. IIESSE, Socy.
Pender, Esq., M.P.
Treasury Chambers, 26 March, 1879.
The Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury have had before them your letter of the 24th instant,
representing, with reference to the proposed establishment of telegraph communication between Aden and Natal, that the
Eastern Telegraph and Teleraph Construction and Maintenance Companies are prepared to accept an Imperial subsidy of
£35,000 in lieu of £37,500, w, th
. a participation in profits. after certain receipts, as proposed in your previous communication.
You state, however, with regard to the question of time to be allowed for repairs before the subsidy should cease, that
the Companies cannot accept a lesser time than six months. Upon this point I am desired to observe that although my Lords
cannot accede to this proposal, they are prepared so far to modify their previous condition as to agree to six months being
allowed for repairs in the event of their being required on that portion of the line of cable to be laid between Aden and
Zanzibar; three months, as proposed by them, to be still the period allowed for niakimig repairs on the other sections of the
line; but in both cases the periods may be extended, on the Government being satisfied that more time is required.
My Lords see no reason to object to the proposed tariff for messages between this country, the South African Colonies,
and the several stations on the line, the charges for Government messages (both Imperial and Colonial) being, as already
agreed, half those made to the general public.
My Lords likewise agree to the rate of speed-14 words per minute—at which it is intended that the cables shall work,
and also to the proposed arrangements for keeping the stations on the line open from Inorning until night, and throughout the
night when there is any traffic to forward.
I am further to state that my Lords will urge the Secretary of State to induce the Crown Agents to make, on the part
of the Colonies interested, as far as they are able to do so, arrangements with the Companies analogous to those to which my
Lords have given sanction.
In conclusion, my Lords direct me to add that they will reqnest Sir Michael Hicks-Beach to communicate with the
Governments of Victoria and New South Wales, with the view of obtaining their concurrence in postponingtlse duplication of
1 am, Sm.,
the Australian cable for a short period.
IT. SELWIN IJ3BBTSON.

H. S. Ibbetson,

Esq., to J.

Sir,

-

Sir

J. Anderson to

Sir Michael Hicks-Beach.
The Eastern Extension, Australiasia and China Telegraph Company (Limited),
66, Old Broad-street, ICC., London, 2 April, 1879.
Sir,
With reference to the conversation which Lord Twecddale had with you this morning on time subject of the cable
to be laid for the Australian Colonies, it has been well understood in Australia that the Company were making the cable, and
were prepared to lay it considerably within the contract time.
In newspaper reports which have gone out it has been stated that 2,000 miles of the cable intended for the Australian
Colonies were being diverted, in order to be laid to the Cape of Good Hope.
We learn that this announcement has occasioned seine annoyance to the representatives of the Colonies, who feel that
their convenience has been sacrificed, without- their sanction being solicited.
Our contract with the Australian Colonies stipulates that the agreement shall, be signed on or before 1st July next, nod
that the cable shall be laid in eight months from the date of signing the contract., which has not yet been signed. All the
details are, however, agreed.
What we ask is that the eight months for laying the cable dm11 count from the 1st July, instead of from the date of
signing the contract-, and that one or two weeks further grace sony be given if such delay prove i,navoidable.
In consideration of this we agree, on behalf of the Eastern Extension Telegraph Company, that the half rates for
Government telegrams and qnartcr rates for Press messages over that system shall commence from the date of signing the
I am,
contract, instead of from the date of the subsidies commencing to be paid.
JAMES ANDERSON,
Managiag Director.
Mr. S. Yardley

to Mr. P. B. lease.

Sir,

Si Westminster Chambers, SW., 0 April, 1879.
Referring to the last paragrapla of your letter of the 8th instant, I am directed by Mr. Forster to say that, in
accordance therewith, he will thank you to be so good as to send the within message to the Honorable the Chief Secretary,
Sydney.
Sir Archibald Miebie, the Agent General for Victoria, has agreed to the terms of the message.
Yours, ike.,
S. YARDLEY,
Secretary, New South Wales Government Agency.
"Bond, in pursuance of agreement for duplication of cable, ready for signature. Company willing to siga immediately,
subject to understanding that eight months, allowed for completion of cable, shall run from July 1, instead of from date of
bond, and provided also that at most three weeks shall be added to the eight months, if required, and in consideration Company offer to make the reduced tariff for Government and for Press messages take effect immediately upon signature of bond.
Cable, already partly prepared for Australian line, now required for Cape. Imperial Government intend appealing to Colonial
Government; to make concession accordingly, to which, perhaps, in the present emergency, there may be no objection. Shall
Agents General accept proposal? Will it vitiate agreement? Reply franked"

Mr. P. B. Hesse to Mr. S. Yardley.
The Eastern Extension, Australasia and China Telegraph Company (Limited),
Sir,
66, Old Broad-street, London, BC., 9 April, 1879.
I beg to acknowledge receipt of your favour of this date, and to inform you that the telegram enclosed therein has
been despatelicd to the Hon. the Chief Secretary, Sydney, as requested.
At Sir James Anderson's request I have added a few words to the message (as shown in red ink* on the enclosed copy), tsk0 in
,5aira below.
to convey the arrangement made by him with the Honorable Mr. Berry.
Yours, Sm.,
F. B. HESSE,
Secretary.
"Bond, in pursnance of agreement for duplication of cable, ready for signature. Cem1xsny willing to sign immediately,
subject to understanding that eight months, allowed for completion of cable, shall run from July 1, instead of from date of
bond, and provided also that at most three weeks shall be added to the eight months, if required, and in consideration Company offer to make the redneed tariff for Government and for Press messages take effect immediately upon signature of bond,
or from this date if bond inUimatety signed. Cable, already partly prepared for Australian line, now required for Cape.
Imperial Government intend appealing to Colonial Goveromeists to make concession accordingly, to which, perhaps, in the
present emergency, there may be no objection. Shall Agents General accept; proposal P Will it vitiate agreement? Reply
franked"
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Minute by Mr. W. Forster.
A.s the Company have thought proper to alter the tolegvain without my consent, I disclaim it altogether, and shall ivrite to the
Government. to that effect, and in future shall take mire to avoid any further negotiations of the sort with the Company.—
WIT., 10/4/79.
Minute by Sir Archibald Michie.
I coxcun entirely in the above observations of Mr. Forster, as the Company had no right to alter our telegram by a sigle
word.—A.M., 10/4./I9.
Mr. S. Yardley to Mr. F. E. ilesse.
3, Westminster Chambers, SW., 10 April, 1879.
I have the honor, by direction of the Agent General for New South Wales, to acknowledge the receipt of your
letter of yesterday's date, stating that the joint tclegmni of the Agent Gencrnl for Victoria and Mr. Forster had been sent to
the Honorable the Chief Secretary, Sydney, butwith an addition, to convoy the nature of the arrangement made between Sir
James Anderson and Mr. Graham Berry.
I am to forward for your information copies of minutes on your letter, ,nade respectdrely by Sir Archibald Miohio and
Mr. Forster.
I have, &c.,
S. YARDLEY,
Secretary, New South Wales Government Agency.
Sir,

914179.

10/4179.

Submitted, 20/5/70.
See also 79/3,951, herewith.
The Secretary, to the Post Office, B.C., 9 July, /70.—C.W.

The Postmaster General—H.P., 9/7/79.

No.5.
The Secretary of St-ate for the Colonies to The Governor of New South Wales,
Sir,

Downing-street, 25 April, 1870.
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your telegram of the 151,li April, conveying
the assent of your Government to the terms proposed in my telegram of 7th April, by which the cable
which was about to be used for the duplication of the Australian telegraph servico could be made avail.
able for the immediate construction of a cable to South Africa.
The Government of New Zealand and Mr. Graham Berry, on behalf of the Government of
Victoria, have also assented to the proposed arrangement, and I enclose, for the information of your
Government, copy of the correspondence which has passed on the subject.
I also enclose a copy of a letter from the Eastern Etcnsiou Australasia and China Telegraph
Company 0]l which my telegram of the 7th April sv,Ls founded, together with a copy of the reply, in which
I have communicated to the Company the decisions of the Austi'ahsian Governments in the matter, and I
have to request that you will convey to your Government the thanks of Her Majesty's Government for
their ready adquiesccncc in the arrangement proposed by the Company. 1 have, &c.,
M. E. HICKS.BEACH.

[Enclosures.]
TELE0RkM from the Governor of New Zealand to The Secretary of State for the Colonies.
April—your message of 7th April received—this Government consents to duplicate Australian cable being used for
South Africa under terms nanied.
H3RCJLES ROBINSON.
TENTII

Sir. James Andersen to Sir Michael Hicks.Beach.
The Eastern Extension, Australasia and anna Telegraph Company,
66, Old Broad-street, London, E.G., 2 April, 1879.
,
\\ith refere,,ee to the conversation which Lord Tiveeddale had with you this morning on the subject of the
cable to be laid for the Australian Colonies, it has been well understood in Australia that the Company were making the
cable and were Prepared to lay it considerably within the contract time.
in the newspaper reports which have gone out it has been stated that 2,000 miles of the cable intended for the
Australian Colonies were being divertsd in order to be laid to the Cape of Good Hope.
We Icarn that this announcement has occasioned some annoyance to the representatives of the Colonies, who feel
that their convenience has been sacrificed without their sanction being solicited.
Our agreement with the Australian Colonies stipulates that the contract shall be signed on or before 1st July next,
and that the cable shall be laid in eight months from the date of signing the contract, which has not yet been signed; all
the details are however agreed.
hat we ask is that the eight months for laying the cable shall coint from the 1st Jnly instead of from the date of
signing the contract, and that one or two weeks further grace may ha "ivmi if such delay prove unavoidable.
In consideration of tlmi we agree, on behalf of the Eastern Exteision Telegraph Company, that the half rates for
Government telegrams and quarter rates for Press messages over that system shalt coimnenee from the date of signing the
contract instead of from the date of the subsidies commencing to be paid.
I aiD, &c.,
JAMES ANDERSON,
Director.
The Colonial Office to The lion. Graham Berry
Downing-street, 7 April, 1879.
In the ceurse of the negotiations which have recently taken place between Her Majesty's Government and
Mr. Pender,-aeting on behalf of the Eastern Extension Australasia and anna Telegraph 'Company, for the laying of a
submarine cable between Aden and Natal, Mr. Fender solicited the good offices of Her Majesty's Government in obtaining
the concession of the Governments of Victoria and New South Wales to the postponement of the IliLp)icatiOn of the
Australian cable for a short period, and lain now directed by Sir Michael Hicks.B each to inclose for your information a
copy of a letter which Sir J. Anderson has addressed to this Department on the subject.
Her Majesty- s Government would be much obliged if the Government of Victoria would assist them by making such
arrangements with the Eastern Telegraph Company as would permit of the use for the South African Line of the cable now
ready; and he trusts that you may feel yourself able to consent on the part of your Government to what is proposed.
1 am to add that a mimilar request has been addressed by telegraph to the Governments of New South Wales and
New Zealand.
I am, &e.,
R. 0. W. HERBERT.
Mr.
Sir,

-
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Mr. Graham Berry to The Colonial Office.
"Alexandra Hotel," London, 9 April, 1879.
I am directed by the lion. Graham Berry to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 7th instant;, and of
the enclosure from Sir James Anderson, Director of the Eastern Extension Australasia and China Telegraph Company ; and
to inform you that the Government of Victoria willingly consent to the proposed extension of time within which the second
cable is to be laid to Port Darwin; and it is with satisfaction they are thus able to co-operate in assisting to secure safety
and peace for that portion of Her Majesty's dominions at present in greatest imeed of such help.
I have, &c.,
IT. II. HAYTER.
The Colonial Office to The I-Ion. Graham Berry.
Sir,
Downing-street., 17 April, 1879.
I am directed by the Secretary of State for the Colonies to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 9th
instant, and to convey to you the thanks of Her Majesty's Government for the ready aeqniescence which you have
expressed on behalf of the Government of Victoria in the proposed extension of the time to be allowed to the Eastern
Extension Australasia and China Telegraph Company for the laying of the duplicate Australian cable.
Sir Michael l-IicksBeaeh desires Inc at the same time to enclose for your information copies of the rephes which have
been received by telegraph from the Governments of New South Wales and New Zealand ; and 1 am to say that copies of
these telegrams and of your letter have been commntinicated to the Company in reply to their letter of the 2nd instant.
I am, &c.,
R. G. \V HERBERT.
The Colonial Office to The Eastern B. & A. and C. T. Co. (Limited).
Sir,
..
..
Downing-street, 17 Apail, 1879.
In reply to your letter of the 2nd instant, I am directed by the Secretary of State for the Colonies to transmit C. 0. Tel. to
to you, for the information of the Eastern Extension Australasia and China Teleoraoh Company (Limited), copy of the Govt. 7/Z0.
Tel., 10/4/79.
correspondence which has passed by telcgrapli with the Governments of New Soutt SVales and New Zealand, and with N-vN.S.W. Tel.,
Mr. Graham Berry as representing the Government of Victoria, with respect to the request contained in your letter that the 1514)79
Company should be allowed to count the eight months for the laying of the duplicate Australian cable from the 1st of July C.O.toMr.Berry,
7 /4170.
next instead of from the date of signing the contract with the representatives of the Colonies in this country.
Mr. Berry, 0/4179.
I have, &.,
R. G. W. HERBERT.
Sir,

The Col. See—AS., 1017/79.
The Postmaster General.—H.P., 20)7)79.
the Post Office.—C.W., B.C., 28 July, 1879.
Seen.—S.S., 18/8/79.

The Secretary to

No. 0.
The Agent General for New South Wales to The Colonial Secretary.
Sir,

8, Westminster Chambers, Victoria-street, SW., 24 April, 1879.
1. have the honor to express my regret that I have been unable to satisfy the solicitude felt by
the Government, and expressed by yourself in several letters and telegrams, for the speedy eiguaturo of
their respective contracts by the Eastern Extension Telegraph Company and the Pacific Mail Company.
Nevertheless, I have the honor to assure you, and the various correspondence on the subjects of
these contracts will partially, but only partially, disclose, that the delay in either case has not been caused
by any failure or neglect in myself, or in this department, to press the matter upon the other Colonial
Agencies, or parties to the respective contracts. As regards the contract for duplication of the cable,
confbrcnecs between myself and the Agent General for Victoria, and our solicitor, Mr. John Mockrell—at
one of which Mr. Graham Berry was preseit—have been repeatedly proposed, not generally by myself,
and have taken place, to wlnch, of.: course, under the circumstances, I could not refuse to be a party. And
on the understanding, which was genrrally accepted, that the preliminaries had been arranged with the
concurrence of the respective solicitors, I have, through ours, repeatedly signified my readiness to sign
the contract at any time and place the other parties might agree to appoint. And upon the arrival of
your last telegram, dated the 1801 instant, I Inst no time in pressing both upon Ihe Company and Sir
Archibald Michio, the desirability of an immediate signature of the contract. But even now, all the
assurance I am able to obtain from Mr. Macicrell is of it probability that the signalures will be appended
in about a week. I. have some reason to believe that Mr. Graham Berry, doubtless with the best inten.
bone, has thrown obstacles in the way by criticisms on the phraseology. Of course Mr. Graham Berry
has no control over mo, but; lie has over time Agent General for Victoria; and I cannot but fear that the
change which is about taking place in the Victorian Agency of another Agent General in lieu of Sir
Archibald Michie—a change which I very much regret on other grounds—may cause further delay in the
completion of the bnsinoss.
As regards the contract with the Pacific Mail Company, I have no reason to believe that the delay
is caused by any, other reason than the usual difficulties of communication with a number of parties
dispersed in different parts of the United States.
In conclusiqn, I have the honor to express my hope that before this reaches you you may have
been previously inforsnod by telegram of the signature of botli contracts.
I have, &c.,
WILLIAM FORSTER.
The Postmaster General—H.P., 11/0/79.
The Secretary to the General Post Office, B.C., 11
June, '79.—OW.
Seen.—S.S., 12/0/79.

No.?.
Telegram from Deputy Postmaster General, Melbourne, to Postmaster General,
Sydney.
15 May, 1879.

IT has been announced that reduced charges on Government and Press messages would tnke effect from
9th instant. Government messages seven and ten-penco per word, Press messages six and five.ponco per
word.
No. S.

4O4
No. S.
Telegram from Superintendent of Telegraphs, Adelaide, to Superintendent of
Telegraphs, Sydney.
29 May, 1879.

KNnEn is unable to allow reduced rates to other colonies until his London Board is officially advised
what Colonies contribute to subsidy. It rests with Victoria and New South Wales to furnish this information please settle this by telegraph to save time and confusion in accounts till furnished with names
of contributing Colonies. Jinevett will debit us with full rates and claims will have to be sent in for
C. TODD.
rebate with copies of messages and amounts claimed.

No. 9.
Telegram from Postmaster General, New South Wales, to Postmaster General,
New Zealand.
30 May, 1870.i
CoMP.&lc-r has asked what Colonies contribute to subsidy for duplication of cable in order that reduced

rates upon Government and press messages may be charged; do not find your assent on papers after first
negotiations fell through. Please intimate your assent in order that arrangements may be carried out.

No. 10,
Telegram from Postmaster General, New Zealand, to Postmaster General, New
South Wales.
31 May, 1879.
NEW Zealand joins in scheme for duplication as finally proposed as per printed memo, of agreement dated
4th December, '78; of course subject to consent of Parliament, which meets ear]y in July. A sum
sufficient to meet New Zealand's proportion of subsidy will be placed on Estimates.
J. T. FISHER.
Mr. Knevett
B.C., 2/6/70., S.H.L.
Mr. Cracknell can inform Mr. Xnevett.—S.S. 2/6/79.
informcd,—E.C.O., 2/6/79.

No. 11.
Telegram from Agent for E.E.A. & C. Telegraph Company, Adelaide, to Superintendent of Telegraphs, Sydney.
3 June, 1879.
NEw Zealand being declared contributing Colony will new allow rebate on each message you mark
"Government"; this word to be sent free in the preamble in order they may obtain precedence it will
not be necessary to send copies messages; but I will refer doubtful cases home for decision. Please
advise New Zealand and Taylor.
Send this on to La Perouse and New Zealand.—E.C.0

No. 12.
Telegram from Chief Secretary, Adelaide, to The Colonial Secretary, Sydney.
5 June, 1879.
I RAVE sent following telegram to Honorable Chief Secretary, Victoria:—" It is understood the reduced
rates for cable messages are now in force, but only extend to those colonies which contribute to subsidy.
As your Government and that of New South Wales conducted negotiations and signed contract, will you
please give Board of Directors, London, the necessary information."
This information has already been furnished to the agent of the Company in Adelaide. The contributing colonies—Victoria, South Australia, New Zealand, and this Colony—have signified their assent.
Colonial Secretary, South Australia, might be informed Information has been furnished to Company.Submitted.-9/6/79.
The Principal Under Secretary.—.S.H.L., 10/6179.
5.8., 9/6j79.

No. 13.
The Colonial Secretary, New South -Wales, to The Chief Secretary, South Australia.
Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 18 June, 1879.
With reference to your telegram of the 5th instant, communicating to me the terms of a
telegram sent by you to the Chief Secretary of Victoria, in the matter of the reduced rates of charge for
cable messages, I have the honor to inform you that my colleague, the Postmaster General, intimates to
me that information on the subject has already been given to the Agent of the Telegraph Company in
.Adelaide,—the contributing Colonies, namely, Victoria, South Australia, New Zealand, and New South
I have, Le.,
Wales, having signified their assent to the new arrangement.
HENRY flUKES.
Sir,

No. 14.
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No. 14.
The Chief Secretary, Victoria, to The Colonial Secretary, New South Wales.
Sir, .
Victoria. Chief Secretary's 0111cc, Melbourne, 7 June, 1870.
1 have the honor to suggest that a deed should be prepared for the signature of the several
Governments of Australia and that of New Zealand, whereby each will bind itself under the authority of
the Governor in Council, and the seal of the Colony in each case, to pay during the currency of the
contract lately entered into with the Eastern Extension Telegraph Company its due proportion of the
subsidy guaranteed to the Company after the completion of the second cable, and for which guarantee
New South Wales and Victoria are, as you are aware, primarily liable. If you approve of this suggestion
being carried out the document can be drafted by'l:he Law, Department of this Government and forwarded
for perusal by the Crown Law Officers of New South Wales before being engrossed.
I take the opportunity of noticing that the Government of Tasmania has not yet consented to join
in the payment of the guarantee, and that the Honorable the Colonial Secretary of Western Australia,
under date March 171h, has formally intimated that that Colony does not consider itself liable to contribute to it for the reasons stated in his letter, of which I enclose a copy for your information. I cannot
think, however, that caller the hitter Government will adhere to that wholly unexpected decision, or that
Tasmania will stand aside, and allow the other Colonies to bear the weight of an obligation incurred for
the common good, and from which she will benefit pro fanto as much as they, on its being represented to
each that it was only in the fullest reliance and good faith that we (New South Wales and Victoria)
should be sustained in our action by the whole of the other five Colonies that we jointly undertook the
liability in the manner we have done.
If you take the same view I would strongly suggest that a representation should be made to the
two abovenamed Governments, urging them to undertake their respective shares of the liability. A joint
letter might perhaps be the most fbrcible method of conveying our sentiments to them.
There are several matters of detail which still, require settlement, but I will defer entering upon
tltemn until this, which is the most important branch of the subject, is first removed out of the way.
I have, &c.,
BRYAN O'LOGIILEN.

[Enolosure2
'the Colonial Secretary, \ c.stern Australia.. to The Chief Secrelury, 'Victoria.
Si',

\Vcste,,m Australia—Colonial Secretary's Office, Peril,, 17 March, 1879.
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter, munbered arni dated as in the margin, informing peer., 151.
this (iovernm,,em,t of the terms agreed upon for the proposed contract for the second smi)-marinc cai,lc between Port Darwin
and j aVe., and showing tl,c proportions ill wlmh it is proposed that the subsidy to he paid to the Eastern Extension l'elegraph
Company should for the present be divided amongst the various Colonies.
I all, directed to state in reply that this Government, having failed it the first Conference held at Sydney, N.S,W.,
in January, 1577, in getting the support of the other Colonies to the construction of a cable from its shares either to Java
or Ceylon (undertaking to complete the extension of the land limmes necessary itself), refrained from sending a representative
to the last Conference it Melbourne for the reason that the scheme then to be submitted was one in which Western
Australia was not interested.
This Government cannot therefore he expected to participate in sharing liabilities for carrying out a scheme wInch
has not its concurrence, and which was accepted without its assent.
I have, &e.,
LAWRENCE S. ELIOT,

For Colonial Secretary.

Submitted.-1O/6/79.

No. 15.
Telegram from The Chief Secretary, Melbourne, to The Colonial Secretary, Sydney.
9 June, 1870.
Writ be glad to have reply by telegram to a letter posted Saturday regarding cable subsidy arrangements.
Postmaster General—Mr. Samuel will be good enough to favour inc with his views on this matterto
enable ito to reply to letter from Chief Secretary of Victoria.—H.P., 17/6179.
The Secretary to
General Post Office, B.C., 17 June, 1879.—C.\%.
I can see no objection to a deed as suggested being prepared and signed by the Governments of
the Colonies of, Australia and New Zealand, agreeing to pay their due proportion of the subsidy guaran.
teed to the Company for the duplication of time cable, though I should have thought in exchange of
letters betweeu the Chief Secretaries of the contracting colonies would have been snffieieat. I quite
concur in the proposal to send a joint letter to the Governments of Tasmania and Western Australia,
urging them to take their respective shares in the liability. If the Colonial Secretary concurs he will,
perhaps, send a telegram to the Chief Secretary, Victoria, as requested.—S.S,, 20/6/79.
The Principal
Under Secretary, B.C.—S.H.L., 20/6/79.
Submitted, 20/0/79.

Telegram from The Colonial Secretary, Sydney, to The Chief Secretary, Melbourne.
21 June, 1879.
CoNcuR generally with your letter of 7th, and also in proposed joint letter to Governments of Tasmania
and Western Australia,
No. 16.
9—B
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No. 16.
The Colonial Secretary, Sydney, to The Chief Secretary, Melbourne.
Sir,

Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 23 June, 1879.
With reference to your telegram of the 0th and your letter of the 7th instant, in which you
suggest that a deed should be prepared and executed by the several Governments of Australia and New
Zealand, whereby each shall bind itself to pay, during the currency of the contract lately concluded with
the Eastern Extension Telegraph Company, its due proportion of the subsidy guaranteed to the Company
after the completion of the second cable, I have the honor to inform you that this Government concurs
generally in the suggestions which you make on this head, as also in the proposal of addressing a joint
letter to the Government of Western Australia, and to that of Tasmania, to urge them to undertake their
I have, &e.,
respective shares of liability in this matter.
HENRY PARKES.

No. 17.
The Under Secretary, Colonial Secretary's Department, to The Secretary to the
Post Office.
Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 20 June, 1879.
With reference to your communication of the 20th instant in the matter of the suggestion
made by the Chief Secretary of Victoria, that a deed should be prepared and executed by the several
Governments of Australia and New Zealand, whereby each should bind itself to pay during the currency
of the contract lately concluded with the Eastern Extension Telegraph Company, its due proportion of
the subsidy guaranteed to the Company after the completion of the second cable, I am directed by the
Colonial Secretary to state that, in accordance with the terms of the Postmaster General's minute of the
20th instant, the Chief Secretary of Victoria has been apprised that this Government concurs generally
in the suggestions made by him on this head, as also in the proposal of addressing a joint letter to the
Government of Western Australia and to that of Tasmania, to urge them to undertake their respective
shares of liability in this matter.
I have, &c.,
CRTTCHETT WALKER
Seen.—S.S., 28/0/79.
Sir,

No. iS.
Telegram from Chief Secretary, Melbourne, to Colonial Secretary, Sydney.
3 Only, 1879.
To save time will you oblige by writing the joint letters to Tasmania and West Australia, and forwarding
them then for my signature. It is necessary to bear in mind that the latter only has refused absolutely to
como in. Tasmania's representative protested at Conference, but nothing has since occurred to give
grounds for supposing she does not acquiesce.

No. 19.
The Colonial Secretary, Sydney, to The Chief Secretary, Victoria.
Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 15 July, 1879.
In reply to your telegram of the 3rd instant, asking me to undertake the preparation of the
joint letters which it was proposed to address to the Governments of Tasmania and Western Australia, to
urge them to undertake their respective shares of liability in respect of the subsidy payable to the Eastern
Extension Telegraph Company after the completion of the second telegraph cable, 1. have the honor to
forward to you the letters which have now been prepared in pursuance of your suggestion, and to which I
have affixed my signature.
I have, &c.,
HENRY PARKES.
[Enclosure.]
The Colonial Secretary, Sydney, and Chief Secretary, Victoria, to The Colonial Secretary, Western
Anstrahia.
15 July, 1879.
Sir,
We have had under consideration your letter, addressed to the Chief Secretary of Victoria, of the 17th March
last, on the subject of the proposed apportionment of the subsidy to be j,aid to the Eastern Extension Telegraph Company
for the duplication of the cable between Singapore and Port Darwin.
We regret to learn the decision which your Govcnitiicnt has anived at in this matter, and would stron1y urge
your reconsideration of the question. The whole of the Australasinn Colonies being in telegraphic co,ninunicatio,i with each
ether, we submit that it is of secondary consideration at what point the suh,narine cable, which enables them to coininmeate with the rest of the world, conneots with the line of the Australian coast.
That questiod having been decided, and a contract made, it appears to us that this consideration hardly affects
the proposal which we again make, viz. —That yon should join in psying your quota of the subsidy in proportion to population, in consideration of which your Colony will have, in common with the other Australasian Colonies, the advantage of
unipterrupted communication and rednced rates for Government and press messages.
Doubtless, hail the cable started from your shores your messages would not have had to he repeated over your
own and the South Australian land lines, but the Colonies of New South Wales, Victoria and New Zealand labour under
the sa,ne disadvantage.
We trust that on reviewing the matter your Government will see its way to a reversal of its decision, and will
contribute to the subsidy.
We have, &c.,
HENRY PARKES,
Colonial Secretary of New South Wales.
Sir,

Chief Secretary of Victoria.
The Colonial Secretary, Sydney, and Chief Secretary, Victoria, to The Colonial Secretary of Tasmania,
Hobart Town.
15 July, 1879.
Sir,
Negotiations having, as you are aware, been now finally completed with the Eastern Extension Company for the
duplication of the cable between Singapore and Port Darwin, and the contract hnviisg been signed, it becomes necessary to
ascertain which of the Colonies purpose contributing towards the subsidy on the basis of population as proposed at the
Conference held in Melbourne, in May, 1878.
2. Qoeensland, for rcasons which it is not necessary now to enumerate, declincd at the Conference to join. Victoria,
South Australia, New Zealand, and New $outhi Wales are in agreement and your Colony not having yet consented to join,
we are induced in the interests of the whole of the Anstralasian Colonies to seek your co-operation.
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1. We note that the repi esentative of your Colony, Sir James Wilson, at the Conf erenee alluded to, stated, in a minute
appended to the report of the Conference, that the decision ''declining to entertain the suggestion that the eables.which
connect 'l'asinania and New Zealand with the Coutinent should be dealt with as forming with the lines of telegraph from
Port Darwin to England, a common system of communication between Australasia and. Europe" would in all probability
preclude the co-operation of Tasniania in the proposed duplication of the telegraph from Port Darwin to Singapore.
We hope that your Colony will not stand aside and allow the other Colonies to heat the burden of an obligation
incurred for the commongood, and from which you will benefit. It is almost needless to state that it was only in the
fullest reliance that the Colonies of Victoria and New South Wales would be sustained in their action by the other five
Colonies, that they jointly undertook the liability they have incurred.
The Governments of Victoria and New South Wales recently consented, on the application of the Secretary of
State for the Colouics, that the Australian duplicate cable which was then being manufactured should be used for the Cape
Line, to "'Oct the exigencies of the Zulu war; this consent being given on the understanding that the reduced rates, which
were under the contract to come into operation on the completion of the cable, should take effect immediately, and they
have consequently been in operation since the 16th May, 1879.
In paying your quota of the subsidy in proportion to population, your colony will in common with the others have
the advantage of uninterrupted communication, as well as of the reduced rates for Government and Press messages.
We trust, therefore, under all the oircrnnstancos, to receive an intimation from you that you will consent to
contnhuto on the same terms as the other Colonies.
We have, &o,,
HENRY PABRES,
Colonial Secretary of New South Wales.
Chief Secretary of Victoria.

No. 20.
The Agent General for New South Wales to The Colonial Secretary.
Sir,

3, Westminster Chambers, Victoria-street, S.W., 9 May, 1879. Mr. Fon,ter to
I have the honor to forward the remainder, which I trust may be the last, of the correspondence Messrs Mack
in London in the matter of the duplication of the cable between London and Australia, consisting
of theletters Messrs. Mackdetailed iii the margin, acconmpnnied by a minute of mine, from all which you will easily gather that the
signature of the contract has been delayed, almost at the eleventh hour, by a change in the Victorian C. 0. letter of
agency, and by alterations in the deed proposed on behalf of the Company. i: did not think it safe or 2914rD to Agent
expeilient to nccopt Mr. Graham Berry, not being Agent General, as accredited representative of the
Government of Victoria, without special authority from the Governor and Executive Council and many oncluT.
of the alterations proposed seemed to me of very doubtful propriety. My objections have been sue- 2{5fl9 with entaimied by the advice of our solicitors, and justified by the result.
Mr. Earner to
On the 6th itistajit; 1. signed the contract, and left time decuments in Mr. Mackrell's hands to
likreu
procure the other signatures. But this won dune upon all understanding that the deeds should not be to Mr. Forster,
parted with, so as to have legal eITht, until intimation of the required authority having been given to Mr.
dated
Berry should be received from Victoria. Most of the alterations proposed were withdrawn, and
so the 8/5/79.
matter stands at this moment.
i have, &c.,
WILLIAM FORSTER.

I Enclosures.]

The Agent General for New South Wales to Messrs. Maclirell & Co.
(]enticnmcn,
3, Westminster Chambers, Victoria-street, SSV., 28 April, 1879.
I have the honor to call your attention to the time which has already elaised since my receipt and immediate
oomninuuication to you orally of tl,e last telograin train the Government of New South Wales, having reference to our
negotiations with the Eastern Extension Telegraph Co. in the matter of duplication of the cable between London and
Australia, of which tho concluding words exprly
ess enjoined ''contract to be immediately signed.'' I have accordingly
the honor to request that you will take whmstovcr steps may be necessary to obtain the appointment of an early day for
having the signatures appended, Or that if any further delay should occur, that you will kindly infests me of the reasons,
miot only for such delay, but for that which has already occurred since the reoeipt of the telegram.
I have, &o.,
WILLIAM FORSTER.
Messrs. Mackrell & Co. to The Agent General for Now South Wales.
New Cable,
Dear Sir,
21, Cannon-street, London, EC., 29Apr11, 1579.
In reply to your letter of yesterday's date we have the honor to inform you that although you were good enough
to inform us of time receipt of the tcicgranm sent you by your Government, assenting to the oonditions proposed by the
Company for the use of the cable for the Cape line, we were not able to proceed with the matter until we had the necessary
assent on the part of the Victorian Oovcrnmnent.
Some delay has arisen in obtaining this, in consequence of Sir Archibald Miohie's term of office as Agent General
having cxpircd, and no one having heon appointed to succeed him, and of the illness of the Chief Secretary for Victoria.
W0 have, however, to-day received time authority of the Chief Secretary to assent to the conditions on the part of
the \rictoriafl Government, and we hope to-morrow to be able to forward to the Company the draft as approved by yourself
and by Sir Archibald Michie.
You Ivill remember that the agreement provides that the cable should be constructed according to a specification
mnentiommed in the schedule. We have been urging the Company to let as have the speoificatioa to attach to the draft.
No time shall be.lost on our part in completing the matter, and we will report to you further thereon without delay.
We have, he.,
3 OIIN MACflELL & Co.
The Colonial Office to The Agent General for New South Wales.
Sir,
Colonial Office, Dowmmimm-street, 29 April, 1879. CO. tel.,
I am directed by the Secretary of State for the Colonies to acknowledge the receipt o your letter of the 22nd 7,Apnl, 70.
instant, amid I am to transmit to you, for your infonnation, copy of the correspondence which has passed with the Govern.
mcnt of Now South Wales respecting the tm-ms on which the cable which was about to be need for the duplication of time C. o. dteh,
Australian Telegraph Som-vico has
made available for the immediate construction of a cable to South Africa.
No. 01, 25Apr11.
1879.
I have, he.,
JOHN ERAMSTON.
The Colonial Office to The Hon. Graham Berry.
Sir,
Colonial Office, Dowiming-street, 7 April, 1879.
In the course of the negotiations which have recently taken place between Her Majesty's Government and Mr.
Pemmder, acting on behalf of the Eastenm Extension Australasia and China Telegraph Company, for the laying of a sub,.
marine cable between Ademi and Natal, Mr. Pender solicited the good ofliees of Her Majesty's Government in obtaining the
concession of the Govenmmne,mts of Victoria and New South Wales to time postponemont of the duplication of the Australian
cable for a short porioml, and I am new directed by Sir Michael lUcks-Beach to emmelose, for your imiformation, a copy of a
letter which, Sir James Ammdersoa has addressed to this department 0mm time subject.
Her Majesty's Government womild be much obliged if time Government of \mctormawculd assist them by nmakmn such
arrangemnemmts with the Eastern Telegraph Company as would permit of the use for the South African line of the cab e now
roady, and hme trusts that you may feel yourself able to consent on the part of your Government to what is proposed.
I am to add that a similar request has been addressed by telegraph to the flvernments of New South Wales and
New Zealand.
I have, he.,
R. G. W. HEEJIEJ1T.
The
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The Hon. Graham Berry

to The Colonial Office.

1 Alexandra Hotel," London, 9 April, 1879.
I am directed by the Honorable Graham Berry to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 7th instant, and
of the enclosure from Sir lames Anderson, Director of the Eastern Extension Australasia and China Telegraph Company,
and to inform you that the Government of Victoria wiUingly consent to the proposed extension of time within which the
second cable is to be laid to Port Darwin, and it is with satisfaction they are thus able to co-operate in assisting to secure
safety and peace for that portion of Her Majesty's dominions at present in greatest need of such help.
I have, &e.,
H. H. HAYTER.
Sir,

The Colonial Office

to The Hon. Graham Berry

Colonial Office, Downing-sheet, 17 April, 1879.
I am directed by the Secretary of State for the Colonies to acknowledge the reoeipt of your letter of the 9th
instant, and to convey to you the thanks of Her Majesty's Government for the ready acquiescence which you have expressed
on behalf of the Government of Victoria in the proposed extension of the time to be allowed to the Eastern Extension
Anstralasia and China Telegraph Company for the laying of the duplicate Australian cable.
Sir Michael flicks-Beach desires me at the same time to enclose for your information copies of the replies which have
been received by telegraph from the Governments of New South Wales and New Zealand, and I am to say that copies of
these telegrams and of your letter have been communicated to the Company in reply to their letter of the "Jul instant.
I have, &c.,
B. C. W. HERBERT.
Sir,

Sir James Anderson to Sir Michael Hicks-Beach.
The Eastern Extension Anstralasia and China Telegraph Company (Limited),
66, Old Broathstreet London, B.C., 2 April, 1879.
Sir,
With reference to the conversation which Lord Twceddale had with you this morning on the subject of the cable
to be laid for the Australian Colonies, it has been well ,mderstood in Australia that the Company were making the cable,
and were prepared to lay it considerably within the contract time.
In the newspaper reports which have gone out it has been stated that 2,000 mile-s of the cable intended for the
Australian Colonies were hcing diverted in order to be laid to the Cape of Good Rope.
We learn that this announcement has occasioned some annoyance to the representatives of the Colonies who feel that
their convenience has been sacrificed without their sanction being solicited.
Our agreement with the Australian Colonies stipulates that the contract shall be signed on or before 1st July next,
and that the cable shall be laid in eight months from the date of signing the contract, which has not yet been signed. All
the details are, however, agreed. 1\ hat we ask is, that the eight months for laying the cable shall count from the 1st of .July
instead of from the date of signing the contract, and that one or two weeks further grace may he given if such delay prove
unavoidable.
In consideration of this we agree, on behalf of the Eastern Extension Telegraph Company, that the half rates for
Government telegrams and quarter rates for Pi-oss messages over that system shall eormnence from the date of signing the
contract, instead of from the date of the subsidies commencing to be paid.
I am,
-JAN ES ANDERSON,
Director.
The Colonial Office to The Eastern E. A. & C. T. Co. (Limited).
Colonial Office, Downing-street, 17 April, 1870.
In reply to your letter of the 2nd instant, I am directed by, the Secretary of State for the Colonies to transnut
to you, for the information of the Eastern Extension Anstralasia and. China Telegraph Company (Limited), copy of the
correspondence which has passed by telegraph with the Governments of New South Wales and New Zealand, and with
Mr. Graham Berry as representing the Government of Victoria, with respect to the request contained in your letter that
the Company should be allowed to count the eight months for the laying of the duplicate Australian cable from the
1st of July next instead of from the (late of signing the contract with the representatives of the Colonies in this country.
I have, &c.,
R. G. W. HERBERT.
Sir,

Messrs. J. Maclutli & Co. to The Agent General for New South Wales.
Australian Cable.
21, Cannon-street, London, B.C., 2 May, 1879.
Dear Sir,
We have to-day had an interview with the solicitors to the Eastern Extension, &c., Telegraph Company, and
discussed with them the revisions which, as instructed, we made in the draft contract, and they now write us a letter of
which we enclose ),en copy.
We send with this a print of time contract as it "as settled by you, with the alterations which they have made in
mannscnpt.
It appears that the Company are satisfied to accept the execution of the agreement on behalf of Victoria by
Mr. Graham Berry, there being no Agent-General appointed in Sir Archibald Michie's place.
Mr. Berry leaves on Tuesday next, and it is therefore necessary if this is to be done that the contract should be
settled on Monday, so that it may be signed on that day.
We have sent a duplicate of the copy letter enclosed, and also a duplicate print of the agreement to Mr. ilcey, to
submit to Mr. Berry, and shall be glad to have your vie*s upon the matter as early as may be convenient, to-morrow if
We have, &c.,
possible.
JOHN MACI{.RELL & CO.
Messrs. Bisehoff & Co. to Messrs. Mackrell & Co
-'
Australian Cable.
4, Great Winchester-street, London, 2 May, 1870.
Dear Sirs,
We return this agreement which we have had reprinted as revised by you, and in which we have made some
few alterations.
Art. 2. We explained in our letter of 31st March that we could not arrange for a pecuniary penalty. The
contractors have undertaken payment of interest during constniction, which constitutes a heavy penalty which they decline
to increase, and the postponement of the subsidy would be in itself a heavy penalty.
Art. 4. By the existing agreement the rebate is expressly confined to messages "exchanged between England and
Port Darwin"; the words we have struck out are not applicalle to Government messages. The tanif of messages to China
from Australia is higher than the stipulated rate.
Art. II. We have fm-anmed a clause as ananged with you which we think will meet the convenience of the Colonies
without affecting the position of the intended debenture holders.
Art. 15 and 16. We have added two clauses from the New Zealand Agreement, by which Now South Wales and Now
Zealand are already bound, but which should apply equally to the Government of Victoria and any other Government
taking the benefit of this agreement.
It is important the contract should be signed before Mr. Berry leaves ; any delay in signature might seriously
Yours truly,
prejudice the fulfilment of the contract.
I3ISCROFF, BOMPAS, BISCROFF, & CO.
We will alter and return your original draft. We send sonic plain print for your convenience.
Minute
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Minute by The Agent General for New South Wales.
Duplication of Australian Cable.
I HAVE before me Messrs. John Maekrell & Co.'s letter of May 2, enclosing one from Messrs. Bisehoff, Bompas, Bisehoff,
& Co. of same date, and accompanied by print of contract as last settled by and between Sir Archibald Michie and myself,
with further alterations made in said print by the solicitors last named, and moreover informing me "that the Company
are satisfied to accept the execution of the agreement o]l behalf of Victoria by All. Graham Berry, there being no Agent
General appointed in Sir Archibald Michie's place;" and that ' Mr. Berry leaves on Tuesday next, and it is therefore
necessary if this is to be done that the contract should be settled on Monday, so that it may be signed on that day."
This letter causes me some difficulty and hesitation as to what course I ought to pursue. 1 have hitherto throughout
this transaction acted on the most cordial terms with Sir Archibald Michic, and have had, and consequently I cannot avoid
reetting that I shall have no longer the benefit of his eminent talents for business, as well as of his well-known lcal
ability and experience. And now, I am not quite certain, even though 11 the Company are satisfied to accept the execution
of the agreement on behalf of Victoria by Mr. Graham Berry," whether my instructions enable me to reco iire in Sir
Archibald Michie's place either Mr. Graham Berry or any other person who is not actually Agent General for Victoria, or
who, so far as I am aware, has no legal power or right to not in this matter for the Government of Victoria. But I am
quite certain that in performance of the functions entrusted to me I am neither required nor authiorixed to take any step in
a matter so important with undue haste or precipitation, and that I should not he justified in yroceeding to sign the
agreement off-hand, or in accepting either the substitution of Mr. Graham Berry for Sir Archibald Michie, or the further
alterations in the contract now proposed by the Company's solicitors, without full consideration, merely because Mr. Graham
Berry leaves on Tuesday next. Accordingly with every desire to meet Mr. Graham Berry's convenience, and to throw no
unnecessary obstacles in the way of his immediate departure from England and return to Victoria, I feel that I am both
entitled and bound, before signing the contract, to have the strongest possible legal assurance upon the questiens involved,
that is to say, upon Mr. GrahamBerry's legal rights and position, as representing one of the parties to the contract, as well as
upon the propriety or necessity of the now provisions proposed on behalf of the Company, and the more so, not only because
it is plain at a glance that these provisions are of considerable significance, but also because I had been led to believe, as
the result of the last interview and consultation on the subject between Sir Archibald Miehie, Mr. John Maekrell, and
myself, that the preliminaries then arranged had been or would surely he assented to by the Company, and that no further
difficulties were to he apprehended from that quarter, though some delay nught occur from the change in the Victonan
Agency. I note that upon none of the legal points above mooted Messrs. John Maekrell & Co. have as yet favoured me
with any opinion.
As our solicitors name Monday for what they term settlement of the contract, which of course involves, and I
suppose means, consultation, and it is now Saturday it will he obviously impossible to fix an earlier time, and I positively
cannot un,lertake to be satisfied upon the several questions in issue in one day or any number of days.
I shall he glad to meet N r. John N aekrell it my oflice on Monday at the earliest possible moment with a view to a
preliminary consultation.
I append below a brief notice of what seem to me the most important points for consideration in the draft agreement
as proposed to he altered by the solicitors for the Company, taking the clauses in their order.
Clause I. The omission no doubt leaves it in the power of anyone duly authorized to sign for Victoria, but the legal
right or authority of Mr. Graham Berry in that behalf is still open to question.
Clause 2. The relaxation in favour of the Company, by which the eight months for construction are to fin from July
instead of, as ouginally intended, from the date of signature was, Ithought, to be only a matter of under.
standing, left to the good faith of the Governments. But here it is made a part of the contract, whereas the
equivalent guarantee or benefit to the Governments in the shape of a penalty, and of reduction of rates from
the date of signature, rio not so appear, the former being now proposed to he omitted, and the latter not
expressly included in clause 4 or any other clause relating to rates. I question therefore if it he right to assent
to the one alteration unless accompanied by the others.
Clauses 3, 4, 5, 10, II. I consider the alterations proposed immaterial.
Clause 12. 1 feel inclined to insist upon the original words ''iii any" rather than the word ''for" in substitution.
Clauses 13 and 14. The alterations appear to me unimportant.
To the two new clauses proposed, and numbered respectively 15, 16, there is probably no great objection in
principle, but I object to them as variations from, or additions to, the original memorandum, and obviously in
favour of the Company.
I must add that whatever objections I entertain to the alterations proposed are eatly strengthened by the cireu,n.
stances under which they are submitted to me, rith only a limited time for consideration, and without any opportunity of
consultation with, or of testing the authority of, the assumed attorney or representative of the Government or Colony of
W.F., 3/5/79.
Victoria.

The Agent General for New ScuLl, Wales to The Colonial Office.
3, Westminster Chambers, SW., 5 May, 1879.
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of Mr. Bramston's letter of the 29th ultimo, under cover of which
he has been good enough to transmit to me for my information copy of correspondence which has passed with the Govern.
meat of New South Wales, respecting the terms on which the cable, which was about to he used for the duplication of the
Australian Telegraph Service, has been made available for the immediate construction of a cable to South Africa,
I have, &c.,
WILLIAM F'ORSTER.
Sir,

Messrs. Mackrell S& Co. to The Agent General for New South Wales.
Duplicate Gable.
21, Cannon-street., London, B.0 .,5 May, 1879.
Dear Sir,
We have seen Mr. Berry, and arranged that he should send out a message as follows
Berry to Chief Secretary, Melbourne.—Will sign contract for duplication of cable before I leave. It is thou°ht
authority should be given by, Governor in Council. Take necessary steps, and reply when done."
He wishes that before lie leaves the contract should be sigiied by you both, and that the exchange should not be made
with the Company until the reply nsessagc is received.
As your name appears first us the document Mr. Berry wishes you to sign first, and he will then sign and leave it
with us.
We have communicated with the Company, and we believed settled the draft with them, and they seent satisfied
with this arrangement.
We will therefore call upon you to-morrow with the prints for signature as soon after half-past 2 as possible.
We return your sstiuute, and will report fully upon the whole matter to you.
We have, &e,,
JOHN MACnELL & Co.

OW.

Secretary to the Post Office, B.C., 19 3 tine, 1870.—
The Postmaster General.—H.P., 19)6/79.
Supt. of Telegraphs, for reniarks.—S.S., 26,'6/79.

No. 21.
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No. 21.
The Agents General for New South Wales to The Colonial Secretary.
a, Westminster Chambers, Victoria-street, SW., 22 May, 1579.
My letter of the 9th instant;, vid Brindisi, informed you of all that had taken place UI) to
the time of its despatch in regard to the contract for the duplication of the telegraph cable. I have now
the honor to enclose for your information a copy of our solicitor's report of the 18th instant, which sets
forth the steps taken from time to time iii the settlement of the terms of this contract.
I trust that the Government will be satisfied with the contract, which, after very considerable
negotiation, was duly executed on the 9th instant, as intimated in say telegram to you of the 12th [10th]
I have, &e.,
instant.

Sir,

WILLIAM FORSTER.

[Esac?osus'ce.]
Messrs. Mackrdll & Co. to The Agent General for New Sont•h Wales.
Australian Cable.
21, Cannon-street, London 16 May, 180.
We have now to report the completion of the contract for the duplication of the lines of cable of the Eastern
Extension, Australasian, and China. telegraph Company (Limited), and in doing so it may be of use if we report to you fully
as to the steps which have been taken in the inalter.
The only instructions which were received by you were the prints of the correspondence which had passed between your
Government and the Government of Victoria and the Company, and of the preliminary agreement which had been entered
into by them.
•.
By the terms of this agreement the Company were to sign a contract " with all necessary conditions," and it was felt
by yourself and Sir Archibald Miehie, acting on behalf of the Colony of Victoria, that it was your duty to require, amongst
other stipulations, that such conditions should be inserted in the contract as would secure the duplication of the lines of cable
within the time stipulated.
Besides this, difi'ercnt views were entertained by yourselves and by the Coaapany with reference to the meaning of
certain clanses in the preliminary agreesnesat, and entailed upon you and Sir Archibald the necessity of having many conferences
together and with ourselves, end necessitated a rather protracted negotiation between onrsclves and the solicitors to the
Company.
Proposnis were then made on behalf of the Company for an extension of time within which to Icy the cable, in order
that the cable which was being manufactured for the purposes of time contract might be made use of to open co,nonnneation
with the Cape of Good Hope; and, acting on furtl,er instructions which you.rcceived from your Government by cable, the
contract had to be varied, to give the further time desired ; and the Company then desired to introdoce other stipulations into
the contract which had not been referred to in the preliminary agreement.
Pending these ncgotrntions, the term of office of Sir Archibald Miehie as Agent General for Victoria expired, and it
question then arose as to how time contract should be executed on behalf of the Government of that Colony. The Company
prepared to accept the execution of the contract by Mr. Graham Berry, the Prime Minister of that Colony, who was in
England, on behalf of his Government; but you felt that it was your duty to be satisfied that be had authority to bind his
Government as contributors to the subsidy, and you were good enotill to send its a copy of time minute which you made, under
data the 3rd instant. upon this subject, and with reference to the now stipulation desired by the Company.
Alter a conference with yon upon your aninote, we had, as you know, a conference with Mr. Berry, and also with the
solicitors for the Company, which resulted in arrangement that time alterations desirpd by the Company were given up, and in
Mr. Gral,nmu Berry undertaking to co,n,nuniente with his Government and get a Minute in Council passed authorizing (,]to
execution of the agreement by hi,n on behalf of time Colony of Victoria. 4ecordiisgly a message was despatehed by hum to his
Government, requesting such a minute to be passed.
'l'hcre still, however, remained a difficulty as to the sccmu'ity which time contract should afford for the execution of the
work within the stpulated period, to secure which you and Sir Archibald Miehie had required that the Company should come
under a daly penalty for default. It was urged, however, by the Company that this should not be insisted upon, as by the
terms of the arrangement they would be under a heavy penalty if they failed to complete within the stipulated time, inasmuch
as they would lose the bonus of £10,000 which was to be given to them by allowing the subsidy to run from the expiration of
four months from the 1st ,TuIy if they laid the cable within the eight months.
The Company also expressed tlsemselvés willing to come under terms to reduce tl,eir proportion of the rates for Governmuent and press messages immediately, and they explained the arrangement which they had mache with the Telegraphs
constroction and Maintenance Company whereby the latter Company have undertaken to pay interest on the amount of time
capital raised for the cables from the time when the cables ought to be laid. You thereupon considered that by the arrangement proposed by the Company you would secure to your Government and to the Colony the immuediato advantages which
were to result from the arrangemneut, and this without any payment of subsidy for the present, suhjeet only to the risk of the
existing cables being interrupted before the new cables should be laid; and you therefore felt that you had practically obtained
as snuch security for laying the cables which could be fairly insisted, and you authorized its to assent to the contract being
modified as proposed.
The draft contract was then finally settled, and as -Mr. Gral,amn Berry was leaving England before a reply to the message
to his Government as to the minute by the Governor in Council could be received, the contracts were executed by you and Juan
on the Gtl, instant, but as e,crou's only, as you did not consider you were jnstificd in assentiug to the oxehange of time contract
executed by Mr. Berry on the part of time Government of Victoria until the proposed minute in Council should have been passed.
On the 9th instant a message was received by Mr. Cashel Uoey, who is now representiug time Government of Victoria,
to the following effect
"Received by Mr. lloey from the Acting Cl,ief Secretary of Mclbourae.
"Forw'ard this telegram to Berry. Order in Council authorizing you to sign contract for duplication of cable with
intended [extended ?] time passed to.day."
On submitting this telegram to you you felt yommrsclf justified in authorizing its to complete the contract, which wo did
by getting the Company to affix their seal to the scale in pnrsuammce of a minute which had been previously passed, authorizing
such seal to be affixed, and the contracts were exchanged.
We now send herewith one part of the contract executed by all parties, togetlmer with a certified extract from the
minutes of time Company, and a certified copy of the message received by Mr. floey, and we will forward for use of yourself
and your Government prints of the contract which are now being struck off.
Although by the contract the reduced rates for Government and Press messages are stipulated to eomnmence as from the
6th instant, you will see by time letter fron, Mr. G-rahnu, Berry to the Company, of which we append a copy, that the reduced
rates are to be allowed as from the 9th of April last, and yoni' Government and the Press are entitled to be allowed for any
charges made in excess of time reduced rates mis from that dey.
The matter his required very careful consideration and attention on your part, and entailed upon you n considerable
amount of trouble, and we feel sure that your Government will be satisfied with the contract which you have succeeded in
We have, &e.,
securing for them.
J0iN MACKEELL & CO.
-

Dear Sir,

The
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The Eastern Extension Australian and China Telegraph Company (Limited).
GO, Old Broad.street, London, E.C., 12 May, 1879.
EXTRACT of minute passed at a special Board meeti]Ig of the Directors of the above Company, held on Thursday, May
1st., 1879
The draft contract with the Govenunents of Victoria and New South Wales for duplicating the Australian cable, as
altered by Mr. Mackrcl], was then considered and approved as amended, and ordered to be scaled with the Company's seal
wbea settled by the respective solicitors."
True eopy,—E. E. HESS; Secretary.
8, Victoria Chambers, Westminster, SW.
from telegram received this day at the office of the Agent General for Victoria from the Acting Chief Secretary,
Melbourne
Fonvard this telegram to Bony. Order in Council authorizing you to sign contract for duplication of cable with
intended [extended?] time passed to day."
9th May, 1879.
.
J. CASHEL IIOEY.
EXTRACT

The Hon. Graham Berry to Sir James Anderson.
Dear Sir James,
"Alexandra Hotel," London, 9 April 1879.
I nan in roecipt of your communication or yesterday's date, and also of a letter from the Colonial Office to time same
effect. I have already replied to the latter in the nfflrmalivc, and I now express my concurrence on behalf of the Government
of Victoria in your proposal, viz., that the ciglmt months for laying the cable slionld count from the 1st. July instead of from
the date of signing the contract, and that one or two weeks f,,rtber grace may be given if such delay prove unavoidable.
This is on the express condition that the i-educed rates for Government and Press messages provided for in the agreement shall commence on and from this day, the 9tla April, providing the contract is eventasily agreed to and carried out.
Very faithfully yours,
GRAHAM BERRY.l'he Postmaster General—H.P., 9/7/79.
The Secretary to the Post Offlcb,—C.W., 9/7/79.

No. 22.
The Agent General fdr New South Wales to The Colonial Secretary.
3, Westminster Chambers, Victoria-street, SW., 22 May, 1879.
In continuation of my letter of this date I have the honor to inform you that I have
this moment received from Messrs. Mackrell & Co. prints of the contract for the duplication of the
telegraph cable, and I now forward ten copies for your use.
I have, &e.,
-WILLIAM FOESTE1t.
The Postmaster General—H.P., 9/7/79.
The Secretary to the Post Offlce.—C.W., 13.C., 9 July,
Forwarded for the perusal of the Superintendent of Telegraphs—SilL., 11/7/79.
1879.
Sir,

No. 23.
Telegram from Colonial Secretary, Perth, to Colonial Secretary, Sydney.
Perth, 19 July, 1879.
Tilt lengthened continuousness of the interruption of telegraphic communication with Europe inflicts

such serious injury upon the Australian colonies that this Government deem it right to invite your
attention to the cause, which, it cannot be doubted, is to be traced to the adherence to an objectionable
sea route, which it is actually proposed to duplicate. My telegram to you of the 6th April, 1878,
specified the arrangement on which the Government of Western Australia was willing to enter upon
terms with the rest of the Continent for the eonsl:ruction of a line of telegraphic communication with
Europe, independent of and in addition to that now existing. The Government believe that the adoption
of the course it has recommended is best calculated to secure safe and constant communication with
India and. Europe., and at any time will be very glad to learn that your Government is disposed to
consider the question on the basis of the scheme it has submitted.
ROGER TIJCKFIELB GOLDSWOR'I'HY,
Colonial Secretary.
Postmaster
General,—Perhaps
Mr.
Samuel
will
thvour
me with his view
Submitted.-21/7/70.
The Secretary to the Post OlTiee.-0.W., 13.0., 21 •Tuly, 1879.
upon this message—H.P., 21/7/79.

No. 24.
Minute of the Postmaster General.
I 51J00t5P that the Colonial Secretary of Western Australia be informed, in reply to this telegram, that
a contract having been cnlercd itito, with the concurrence of a majority of the Australasian Colonies, for a
duplicate cable over the existing route, and such cable being no
w in course of construction, this Government as not prepared to entertain a proposal for another cable by a different route.
5.5., 31/7/79.
Prepare
telegram
accordSubmitted,
5/8/79.
The Principal Under Secretary—SIlL., 1/8/79.
The Secretary to the Post Olilce, 13.0., 8 Aug.,
Telegram sent, 6 Aug., [879.
ingly.—ll.P., 5/8/79.
1.879.
head—SilL., 14/11/79.
No. 25.
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No. 25.
Minute of The Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs.
I RAVE carefully read through the attached paper; also the agreement, and can see nothing
objectionable, except, perhaps, in clause 8, by which this Colony and Victoria are made entirely responsible for the whole of the subsidy, £32,400, although this is made more clear by clause 11, where provision is made to the effect that should any other Australian Colony agree to contribute to the subsidy the
Company will accept payment of the agreed contribution by such colony.
It appears from the despatches that the date of the proposed reduction in the rates for Government and Press messages was to take effect from the 9th April, 1879, and not the 9th May, as telegraphed
by, the Company. Such being the case, I have given directions for a list of the Government messages to
be prepared, so that the 50 per cent, reduction may be adjusted.
E. C. CRAOKNELL, 6/8/79.

No. 26.
The Colonial Secretary, Perth, to The Colonial Secretary, Sydney.
Sir,

Western Australia. Colonial Secretary's Office, Perth, 20 September, 1879.
I have the honor to acknowledge the reccipt of letter of the 15th July last, from yourself
and the Chief Secretary of Victoria, and in conveying to you the thanks of His Excellency Major General
Sir Harry St. George Ord for the courteous manner in which you have urged this Government to contribute towards the subsidy to be paid to the Eastern Extension Telegraph Company for a second cable from
Singapore to Port Darwin, I am directed to inform you that the question has been submitted for the
consideration of the Legislature, and the result of the deliberations is that His Excellency has been
requested to mako provision for the £367 which has been laid down as the quota payable by this Colony
towards the subsidy to the Company.
Under such circnmstances this Government will be prepared to contribute from the date on which
it has been agreed that the arrangement should commence.
I have, &c.,
ROGER TUCKPIELD GOLDSWORTHY,
Colonial Secretary.
The Postmaster General—HE, 9/10/79.
The Colonial Secretary will please direct that the
receipt of this despatch be acknouledged.—S.S., 13/10/79.

[10.]

Sydm.é' Thomas Rlchards,Oovernmnent Printon —1819.
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ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH STATION-HOUSE AT LA PEROUSE FOR THE NEW ZEALAND
CABLE SERVICE.
No. 1.
Memoraudum.
dioiauve

IT is hereby agreed that the period of fourteen days in articleS of the Agreement dated 24th June, 1875 (a
print of which is hereunto annexed), shall be read and construed as if the 30th July, 1875, were in lieu
thereof therein asserted, and that the specification for the cable contained in the contract dated the 30th
July, 1875 (a print of which is hereunto annexed), shall be the specification for the cable contracted by
the said agreement to be laid, and that the terminal point of the cable in New Zealand shall be in that
part of Blind Bay there known as Wakapuake Bay, and that the New South Wales end of the sub-marine
portion of the cable may be laid in Botany Bay: Provided that this stipulation shall not relieve the
Eastern Extension Australasia and China Telegraph Company of their obligation to carry the cable to
the terminal point agreed upon there, viz., the Telegraph Station at Sydney. And that any agreement
which may be come to between the Boards of the respective companies, parties to the said agreement of the
30th July, 1875, under clause 22 of the said contract of that date, shall not be binding upon the Governors
of the Colonies of New Zealand and New South Wales, or either of Lhem, without their written assent.
In witness whereof, Sir Julius Vogel has signed this memorandum, in the name and on behalf
of George Augustus Constantine, Marquis of Normanby, and Sir Daniel Cooper has signed
the same in the name and on behalf of Sir Hercules Robinson, and the Eastern Extension
Australasia and China Telegraph Company (Limited) have hereunto affixed their Common
Seal this 6th day of September, 1873.
The Common Seal of the Eastern Extension Australasia and China Telegraph Company
(Limited) was affixed hereto in the presence of,—
JOHN PENDER,
Ohairman.
Soai of the
nd china Telegraph
Company
(Llm[ted).

GEORGE LYONS,
Secretary.

We have compared the above with the original, of which we declare it to be a true copy, 20th
September, 1875.
ThEo. Gonnnn.
Cuss. BEtTh-ETr.
Clerks to Messrs. John MackreU & Co.,
of 21, Cannon.street, London, Solicitors.
MEMo—Duplicate of the above, signed on behalf of His Excellency the Governor of New Zealand
by the Honorable Sir Julius Vogel, K.C.M.G.,and on behalf of His Excellency the Governor of New
South Wales by Sir Daniel Cooper, Baronet, and handed over to the Eastern Extension Australasia and
China Telegraph Company (Limited), in exchange for the above.
Articles of Jontract made the 30th day of July, 1875, between the Eastern Extension Australasia
and China Telegraph Company, Limited (hereinafter called the Company), of the one part, and the
Telegraph Construction and Maintenance Company, Limited (hereinafter called the Contractors),
of the other part.
Whereby it is agreed as follows
The contractors shall, subject to the dne performance by the company of the agreements and
conditions hereinafter contained, and on their parts to be observed and performed, and for the consideration and upon the terms hereinafter expressed, manufacture for the Company a telegraphic cable of the
total length of 1,370 nautical miles of the types mentioned and described in the specification hereunto
annexed.
The cable shall be manufactured and constructed throughout of thoroughly good materials and
workmanship, and in all respects in strict accordance with the specification hereunto annexed (which is to
be deemed part of this contract), to the reasonable satisfaction of the engineer of the company (hereinafter
called the Engineer), but subject to aJitration as hereinafter provided.
After the cable shall have been made and tested by the Engineer, the contractors shall cause
the same to be coiled on board it suitable steamship or ships, and shall send the said cable to sea, and by
means of apparatus and fittings to be approved by the engineer, or in case of difference between him
and the contractors, by Mr. John Penn, and under charge of officers of approved skill and experience,
use their best endeavours to lay the same between Australia and New Zealand on or before the 30th
April, 1876.
The terminal point of the cable in New Zealand shall be at such part of the coast of Blind Bay
or Golden Bay as shall be determined by the engineers of the company and the contractors before the
depatture of the expedition, and the terminal point of the cable in Australia shall be at such part of the
coast at or near Sydney as the said engineers shall so determine. At each terminal point the company
shall, before the arrival of the vessel or vessels containing the cable, erect a suitable cable-house, and the
contractors shall, to the satisfaction of the engineer, supply each cable.house with proper instruments for
the testing of the cable, until the expiration of the thirty days mentioned in article 15; such instruments
5.
to remain the property of the contractors.
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, Previous to the departure of the expedition, the engineer and the contractors shall agree upon
the course over which the cable shall be laid, and the positions in which the various types of cable shall be
placed, and such agreement shall (unless the engineer consents to alteration thereof) be adhered to by
the contractors as nearly as practicable.
6. It is hereby expressly agreed and declared that, after the said cable shall have been manufactured and coiled on board ship ready for sailing, and shall have been duly tested by the engineer and
found to be in accordance with this contract and the apparatus and fittings of the said ship or ships have
been approve'] in writing by the engineer or the said. John Penn as aforesaid, the contractors shall not be
responsible in damages for any injnry or breakage occurring to, or loss of the cable or any part thereof, or
for failure or delay in laying the same, unless the same arise from the culpable neglect or default of the
contractors or their agents, the true intent and meaning of these presents being that, the contractors shall
be bound to take all reasonable precautions and use their best endeavours and make every reasonable
effort in accordance with this contract to lay the whole line of cable between the points aforesaid, in good
working order, in accordance with the said specification, so that the same shall give good and efficient
electrical connection between the points aforesaid, but that they shall not be responsible in damages for
failure or delay, if bond ,Jide using their beat endeavours as aforesaid.
7. Every facility, including batteries for testing, shall be afforded to the engineer and his assistants
to test every part of the cable during manufacture, shipment, and transport. During the laying of the
cable the testing shall be in the hands of the contractors, but shall be open to the continual inspection of
the engineer or his assistants on board ship and on shore. The principle of testing shall be the same as
adopted in laying the Atlantic Cable of 1874, or any improvement that may be mutually agreed upon.
The engineer shall have the right of inspecting th0 charts and observations made during the laying of the
cable, and also of having communications on the business of laying the cable forwarded from the ship to
the cable-house on shore, and vice vcrsi, through the cable, at reasonable times, while the same is being laid.
8. The contractors shall provide victualling and accommodation for the engineer and his staff (not
xeeeding in the whole, five persons) on board the vessel or vessels during the laying of the cable, and
mtil the return of the expedition.
9. The company shall obtain, at their own expense, all wayleaves and Government and other
authorities required for landing the cable and connecting the same with the cable-houses, and the company
shall procure possession of any land required for the purposes of this contract.
10. The contractors shall connect the shore ends with the cable-houses to be provided by the
company at or near the landing places, in the most efficient manner, so that there shall be good and
efficient electrical telegraphic connection between the two cable-houses.
11. The contractors shall effect insurances on the cable in the sum of £176 per mile, against fire,
and river, and sea risks, until laid, by policies similar in form to those on the British Indian Telegraph
Cable, and shall deliver such policies to the company, to the full amount of the payments from time to
time made to the contractors.
12. The company shall pay to the contractors, for the works and matters hereinbefore undertaken
by the contractors under this contract, and for the transfer of the ship hereinafter referred to, the total
sum, or contract price, of £300,000, but subject to such reduction as hereinafter mentioned.
The said contract price shall be paid at the times and in manner following, that is to say,—
Thirty thousand pounds upon the execution of this contract.
One hundred and eighty-five thousand pounds, by weekly payments, as mentioned in
Article 13.
Twenty-five thousand pounds upon the certificate of the engineer of the shipment of the
- whole of the cable, and that the condition thereof is in accordance with this contract.
Fifteen thousand pounds on the certificate of the successful laying and completion of the
cable in accordance with this contract.
(c.) Fifteen thousand pounds upon the transfer to the company of the steamship "Edinburgh,"
in manner hereinafter provided.
(t) And thirty thousand pounds, the balance of the contract price (subject to reduction as
mentioned in Article 16), upon the Engineer's certificate mentioned in Article 15.
13. The payments in respect of the sum of £185,000 mentioned in Article 12, paragraph B, shall
be subject to the following regulations, that is to say,—the contractors shall deliver, at the principal
office of the company, a certificate signed by the engineer, and the contractor's engineer or electrician,
stating the length of cable made up to the day of the date of the certificate, and certi'ing that the same
is in perfect working order, and in all respects up to the conditions required by these presents, and on
every Monday morning after that day, until the manufacture of the cable shall be completed, the contractors
may deliver a like certificate, stating the length of the cable made-during the week ending on the Saturday preceding, and also the total length manufactured up to the same date, and that the same total length
of cable is in perfect working order, and in all respects up to the condition required by these presents
and on receipt of the above certificates respectively the company shall, not later than the Saturday next
following every Monday after the date on which the certificate is duly delivered as aforesaid, pay over to
the contractors or their agent authorized in writing to call for the same, at the office of the company, in
respect of the said sum of £185,000, the sum of £135 per mile for every nautical mile of cable manufactured during the period to which the certificate bears reference. The balance of the said sum of
£185,000 shall be paid upon the certificate of the engineer of the completion of the manufacture of the
said cable.
14. The engineer of the company accompanying the expedition shall examine and teat the line when
laid, and as soon as practicable thereafter, telegraph to Messrs. Clarke, Forde, and Co., in London, and
also write by the next post to them the results of his examination and testing, and shall forthwith deliver
a copy of the telegram and letter to the contractor's agent, and upon the receipt by the engineer in
England of such telegram or Jetter, he shall give his certificate that the cable has been successfully laid
and completed in accordance with this contract, or shall state in writing his reasons for not giving such
certificate, and shall forward It duplicate of inch certificate or statement in writing, as the case may be, to
the company and the contractors respectively.
15. The £30,000 mentioned in Article 12, paragraph ', shall (subject to the provisions of Article
16) be paid to the contractors, upon the certificate of the, çgiueer in England that, for thirty- consecutive
days
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days after the completion of the laying of the cable, the same has continued in good electrical condition,
and the provisions of Article 14 shall (mutatie mutandü) apply to the examination and testing and
certifying of the condition of the cable during the said thirty days.
10. If the contractors successfully complete the contract, and obtain the certificate referred to in
Article 15, without disaster, delay or accident, occasioning damage to the contractors to the amount of
£10,000, the sum of £30,000, mentioned in Article 12, paragraph F, shall be reduced to £20,000; and if
any such disaster, delay, or accident shall occur, but shall occasion damage to an amount less than
£10,000, then the difference between the amount of the damage so occasioned and £10,000 shall be
deducted from the said sum of £30,000 and retained by the company.
Any surplus cable remaining out of the length specified, after the completion of the contract,
shall belong to the company, and shall be delivered at Sydney or New Zealand as the company or their
engineers shall, before the sailing of the vessels from England, direct.
The company shall, subject to the directions of the engineer, be at liberty to work the cable
from the time when it is laid until finally certified under Article 15, and the receipts from working the
same shall, belong to the company, who shall bear the expense of working; but the contractors shall,
until the final certificate is given, have full liberty to inspect and examine the line and its connections,
and the working and testing thereof, and to test the same at reasonable times, under the supervision of
the engineer.
The engineers, for the purposes of this contract, shall be Josiah Latimer Clark, Esquire, Henry
Charles Porde, Esquire, Charles Hockin, Esquire, and Herbert Arnaud Taylor, Esquire, or any one or more
of them acting in the name of their firm of Clark, Forde, & Co., and several members of the firm may act
as engineer at the same in different places. The engineer in England shall, subject as hercinbefore provided, duly sign and give every certificate to which the contractors are entitled under this contract when
the provisions of the contract upon the performance of which the contractors are entitled to the same
respectively shall have been performed.
The contractors shall, after the engineer's certificate referred to in Article 15, transfer to the
company, for a nominal price, and as the company's absolute property, the steamship "Edinburgh"
(which is intended to be employed by the contractors for the purposes of this contract), together with
her tanks, machinery, fittings, and stores; and shall deJivcr the said vessel at the place indicated, under
Article 17, for the delivery of surplus cable as soon as practicable after the expiration of the thirty days
mentioned in the said certificate. The contractors engage that before leaving England the said ship shall
be placed in efficient order and condition as a cable-repairing ship, well found in all requisite tanks,
fittings, machinery, and stores, to the reasonable satisfaction of a compctent surveyor, to be appointed by
the company for the purpose, but subject to arbitration in case of difference. The contractors shall make
good any damages to the said ship after leaving England, and deliver her to the company in good order
and condition, fair wear and tear and use of stores during her employment for the purposes of this
contract being allowed.
If any dispute or difference shall arise between the company or their engineer and the contractors as to the meaning of these presents, or anything herein contained, or with reference to the
manufacture and testing, shipment or laying of the cable, or any other matter or thing to be done hereunder, then, and in every such case, the matter in difference shall be referred to the arbitration of some
person to be appointed by the President for the time being of the Institution of Civil Engineers at the
instance of the party first applying for the appointment, and any arbitrator so appointed shall have the
same powers in relation to such reference as an arbitrator appointed under the Railway Companies'
Arbitration Act, 1859, has in relation to a reference under that Act, and the arbitration and award shall
have all the legal effect and consequence of arbitration and award under the last-mentioned Act.
This contract may from time to time be varied by agreement between the Boards of the
respective companies, parties hereto.
THE S1'EcIrIcATroN ABovE BEPERBEI) TO.

The following are the lengths and types of cable that are to be furnished by the contractors, viz,
Knots,

Type A. Shore end
..
Intermediate ...
Main cable, No. 1
C'. Main cable, No. 2

...
...
...
...

...
...
.,.
...

...
..
...
...

..
...
...
...

...
10
...
59
... 300
.,. 1,001

Total

,..

...

... 1,370 knots.

CORE.
Conductor.

(a.) The conductor to be a strand of seven copper wires weighing 107 lbs. per nautical nub, or
within 5 per cent. thereof, and the resistance at 75° Fahrenheit shall not be more than 1213 ohms.
Insulator.
(b.) The conductor is to be insulated with three coatings of gutta percha of improved inductive
capacity, prepared according to Mr. Willoughby Smith's system, alternating with three coatings of
hatterton's compound, and to weigh 140 lbs. per knot, or within 5 per cent. thereof. The resistance of
the completed core to be not less than 150 Megohms per nautical mile when tested at a temperature of
75° Fahrenheit, after twenty-four hours' immersion in water fourteen days after manufacture.
serving.
(c.) The core to be covered with a good and sufficient serving of jute yarn, steeped in cntch or
other preservative mixture, and applied wet.
OUTER Covnix&s.
Outer coverings.
(d.) 2ype A. (Shore End.)—The served core to be covered with ten galvanized BB iron wires, each
- to gauge No. 00 B.W.G. equal to 375 of an inch when galvanized, or within 2j- per cent. thereof.
(e.) Tyje B. (Intermediate).—The served core to be covered with ten galvanized BB iron wires,
each wire to gauge No. 0 B.W.G. equal to '200 of an inch when galvanized, or within 2* per cent.
thereof.
(fi) 1ipe C. (Main Cable, No. 1)—The served core to be covered with fifteen galvanized homogeneous iron wires, the diameter of each wire to be No. 13 B.W.G. equal to 0099 of an inch when
galvanized, or within 2* per cent. thereof, and to bear a breaking strain of not less than 53 tons per
square inch, with an elongation of 1 per cent.
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(q.) Type U'. (Main Cable, No. 2)—The served core to be covered with nine galvanized homogeneous iron wires and nine Manilla yarns in alternate order. The homogeneous wires to be No. 13
B.W.G-., equal to 099 of an inch when galvanized, or within 24 per cent, thereof, and to bear a breaking
strain of not less than 52 tons per square inch, with an elongation of not less than 3 per cent.
OUTSIDE SEEVING.
The Cable C' manufactured as above to be covered with two layers of jute yarn, laid on in opposite
directions, and two coatings of Clark's compound.
(It.) The cables A B and C, manufactured as above, are then to be covered with two layers of jute Clk'e myarn, laid on in opposite directions, and three coatings of Clark's compound, the first coating being cool, Pound.
and put on next the iron wires.
(i.) The cable, when completed, shall be coiled in suitable water-tight tanks, and be kept as far as
practicable constantly under water.
GENERAL CLAUsES.

(k.) The standard of insulation for the completed cable with either current, before being submerged, Eloetzll test.
to be not less than 250 Megoluns per nautical mile, when reduced to a temperature of IS' Fahrenheit
after 5 minutes' electrification, the tests to be taken at the actual natural temperature, and to be reduced
by calculation to the standard specified.
(1.) The completed cable shall be coiled on board ship in water-tight tanks, and be kept, as far as Thnks on bosrd
ship.
practicable, under water until submerged.
(sn.) The electrical condition of the cable when laid thail be such, as having regard to its previous no.1 electrIcal
condition, and making due allowance for the mean actual temperature of the water, as shown by the condition of
resistance of the conductor, to give no good grounds for believing that any fault exists in the insulator or
conductor.
in witness whereof the said parties hereto have caused their respective Common Seals to be
hereunto affixed the day and year first written.
The Common Seal of the Eastern Extension Austrainsia and China Telegraph Company (Limited)
was affixed hereto in the presence of,—
JOHN PENDEIt,
Chairman.
GEORG-E LYONS,
Secretary,

The Common Seal of the Telegraph Construction and Maintenance Company (Limited) was
hereto affixed in the presence of—
G. W. CAMPBELL,
Director.
The
Common Seal
of the Telegraph
Cojietnicijon and
Id am to ii an Co
coin pan y
(Limited)

W. SIIUTE1I,
Secretary.

No. 2.
Minute of Superintendent of Telegraphs to Under Secretary for Public Works.
I BEG to recommend for the approval of the Honorable the Secretary for Public Works that the line of
Telegraphs to connect the New Zealand Cable from the Bunnerong Road to La Perouse Monument,
Botany Bay, be erected at it cost not exceeding (11) eleven pounds sterling per milo, the Department
finding all material necessary for the construction of such line.
B. C. CRACKNELL.
Approved.—J.L., 21/1/76.

No. 3.
The Superintendent of Telegraphs to The Secretary to the Post Office.
Sir,

Chief Telegraph Office, Sydney, 22 February, 1876.
As it is urgently necessary to erect suitablo premises for the use of the officers in connectien
with the New Zealand Cable at La Perouse Monument, Botany Bay, I have the honor to request that you
will be good enough to cause the necessary instructions to be given to the Colonial Architect to erect a
building in accordance with the accompanying plan,* and to proceed with the work without delay.
not
published.
I have, &c.,
E. C. CI1ACKNELL,
Superintendent, Electric Telegraphs.
The Colonial Architect should give particulars and furnish an estimate, so that provision may be
made for this on the Estimates.
No, 4.
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No. 4.
Messrs. Hudson Bros. to The Superintendent of Telegraphs.
]iedfern Saw Mills, Sydney, 12 April, 1876.
Herewith I beg to forward you detailed accounts of the cost of the several buildings erected
by us at the Botany Station. I confess that I am surprised to see how much it has cost, but I hope it
will not displease you. Since I have seen the account I have been considering how it happcns that it has
so far exceeded the amount I expected when you first spoke about it, but you wili remember it was then
proposed to make the building 50 ft. x 20 ft., and when a rough sketch was submitted and the roomsmarked out, it was found that it would be necessary to make it 50 x 40-just double the size-and since
the building was erected we have had two more additional rooms by enclosing a portion of the verandahs.
I may also remind you that we have to erect a separate detached building to be used as a kitchen, besides
painting the whole of the buildings with three coats best oil paint, also supply and fixing four iron tanks,
each 400 gallons, with eaves, gutters, and down-pipes with all the necessary coinections for laying on the
water, and, besides that, no mention was made of any mnsonry being required for the operating room. I
have simply charged for the money actually paid away, and have not charged a single penny for our own
time in superintending the work, as you will see by the detailed account herewith, as I am afraid you will
I am, &c.,
be surprised to see the cost has amounted to so large a sum.
HENRY HUDSON.
Sir,

The Superintendent of Telegraphs, Dr. to Messrs. Hudson Bros., 1 April, 1876
£ s.
£ S. d
2 18
26/10, 8/4, 4 x 3, Oregon ................................................ 292 1 0 0
0 10
4/10,4x4, Oregon ...................................................... 53 1 0 0
6 12
4, 10 x 12, sashes, p., hung ............................. ........................ ...1 13 0
1 1
72 feet 7-in, pine fiscia. ........................................................... ...0' 0 3
014
6/14,Gx2flwd. ......................................................... 84
017 0
3 0
2 pine doors, B. & P................................................................110 0
0 4
2 pair 5-in, butts and screws ................................................ .......0 2 0
31 6
228 pieces, lOx 4 P. & G. c.pine .................................... 3,478
018 0
Paid Edmundson for stonework .......................................................... 15 0
11 2
89 pieces, lOx 4-in P. &G-. c.pine .................................... 1,234
018 0
1 5
3
24x2beech dressed, 2 sides .............................. 72 1 15 0
17 7
57
11 x 1 rusticated boards .................................... 1,053 1 13 0
9 0
84
6xlP.&0-.Oregon .................................... 722 1 5 0
lpinedoor...................................................................................1 0
lsetjamblinings ..........................................................................0 7
35 0
2 cases 8-feet galvanized iron ....................................... 20 cwt 35 0 0
515
46/lO,Sx3Oregon ...................................................... 575 1 0 0
013
4/10, 5 x 4 ........................................................... 67 1 0 0
14 0
166/9, 22fl, 6 x 24 hw .................................................... 1,648
0 17 0
1/18, 4/20, 2/21, 1/22, 3/12, 1/16, 1/19, .2/20, 1/12, 1/14, 2/13, 7/15,
2/16, 5/17, Ox3h.w .................................................... 820
010 0
6 11
10pieces3 x1 Oregon run ........................................... 43 0 8 0
0 3
21
6x4
13 1
.............. . .......................... .1,308 1 0 0
,,
44
112 0
218
6x1P.&G.beech .......................................... 183
124 lbs. lead washers ................................................................ 0 1 0
0 12
35
galvanized screws ............... ............................................0 1 0
1 15
Qcwt,nails ..........................................................................115 0
310
4/42,8x4 Oregon ................................... ...................... 448 1 0 0
4 9
5/10,9x4 ,.......................................................... 150 1 0 0
110
l4/9,4x24 hwd . ......................................................... 126
013 0
016
9/19, 54 x 3 Baltic ......................................................... 235 1 10 0
3 10
1/33,Sx3 Oregon ............................ ............................. 41 1 0 0
0 8
10 sheets 9-feet iron ............................................................. 0 7 6
6 0
47 feet band moulding ............................................................. 0 11 0
0 5
2/10,914 Oregon ......................................................... 60
1/22,6x4 ........................................................... 44
3/42,8 x4 ........................................................... 330
52 pieces, 5 x 8 Oregon ................................................ 210
24 ,, 513
... ....................................... 300=950 1 0 0
910
54
54x3 Baltic .......................... ...................... 1,232
110 0
18 9
1/15, 24 x 11 dressed 1 side c. pine.................................... 37
1/15,24 xl
,,
..... . ..... ... .... ................. 30=67 1 2 0
0 14
18 hwd. weatherboards .................................................. 152
0 17 0
1 6
200 feet run hwd. weatherboards .................................... 120 0 17 0
1 0
9
14ridgecapping ....................................................... 0 0 64
0 5
2
7-inchrimlocks .......................................................... 0 6 0
012
Oboxframes P. hung ............................................................. 113 0
918
2doors7 feet x3 feet x2inchesB,&]?. ..................................... 110 0
3 0
2 sets jamb linings ................................................................... 0 7 0
0 14
i/34,Ox6 Oregon ......................................................... 102 1 0 0
1 0
Bolts for principals ........................................................................0
. 10
Paid for mason work (Edmundson) ..............................................
.... . 15 0
120 feet 24 pine B moulding .................................................... 0 11 0
0 13
9/l2,øx24 hwd . ......................................................... 108
018
017 0
30/7,0121 ........................................................... 210
017 0
115
20 16
61 pieces 54 x 3 Baltic .................................... ...............1,387
1 10 0

d.
6
8
0
0
3
0
0
0
0
2
3
6
6
0
6
0
0
6
2
3
6
8
6
6
0
0
8
0
4
0
3
0
2

0
8
0
0
6
0
0
0
0
0
6
0
0
3
4
9
2
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60pieces6 riP. & G. Oregon
. 607 1 5 0
7 11
63
6xiP.&G-.&B.c.pine ..............................
815 1 0 0
...
3 8
79
8x4
.................................... 648 018 0
516
78
11 x 1 rusticated Baltic....................................... 1,409
1 13 0
23 15
84
6x2}h.w .....................................................636
017 0
5 8
52 feet sup.,8ri4Oregon ............................................. 52
1 0 0
010
39pioces4 x3
............................................ 890 1 0 0
,,
8 18
10
11 x 14 Baltic dresse4, 2 sides and chamfered ......... 808 1 15 0
5 8
10
8xiP.&G-.Baltic .......................................... 146
113 0
113
4 box skylight frames .......................................................... 0 12 0
2 8
12lbs,24nails ...................................................................... 0 0 6
06
54 feet 14 in. B. capping ......................................................... 0 0 64
1 9
Paid Ethnundson, mason's work ......................................................
20 0
.
7opieces 6 riP. & G-. hw . .......................................... 421 1 3 0
4 16
60 ,, 6xlP.&G.Oregon ....................................... 668
1 5 0
8 7
92 sheets 6-feet curved iron .................................................... 0 5 0
23 0
40
....................................................... 070
,,
140
811
25 Oregon mouldeci verandah posts ........................................... 0 11 0
13 15
Paid Bdmuudston, balance ..............................................................
...
6 1
36pieces4 x 3 Oregon ................................................... 441 1 0 0
4 8
15 ,, 5 x34 Baltic dressed ....................................... 341 1 13 0
5 12
73 ,, OxiP.&G-.hw. ............................................. 484 1 3 0
611
47 ,, 11 x 1 rusticated Me. .............. ........................ ..883 1 13 0
14 11
82
4x3Oregon ................................................... 856 1 0 0
811
55 ,, GxlP.&G-. Oregon .......................................... 599
1 5 0
7 9
2 pairs 4-in, butte and screws ................................................ 0 2 0
04
4gross nuts and bolts ............................................................. 0 12 0
06
12 lbs. screws and washers ....................................................... 0 1 0
0 12
30 feet 3-in, pine B. moulding .................................................... 0 14 0
04
6 sets jamb-linings ................................................................ 0 7 0
22
2 gallons turps ..............................................................................0 15
1 drum raw oil .................... .........................................................1 5
14 lbs dryers ......................................................................... 0 0 9
0 10
1 quart notting .............................................................................0 7
Spine doors, 6-8 x2-8 x 14, Dii. ............................................0 18 0
7 4
14 lbs. lamp black ................................................................... 0 0 10
0 11
4 gallon turpe .................................................................................0 4
1 quart notting ..............................................................................0 7
l4cwt,lead ......................................................................... 2 0 0
3 0
1 drum mixed oil ..............................................................................1 5
8 pair 4-in, butts and screws ...............................................................0 8
20lbs.nails ......................................................................... 0 0 6
010
2 csvt. white lead ................................................................... 2 0 0
4 0
0 11
* gallon knotting ................................................................ 1 2 0
42OfeetOxlP.&G,hw. ....................................................... 1 3 0
417
4skylights..........................................................................1 5 0
5 0
Zsashtools..........................................................................1 0 0
0 2
501bsputt......................................................................... 0 0 4
016
5 doz. 11 brass screws .......................................................... 0 0 9
0 3
6 ,, 6-iitrimlocks ............................................................. 0 7 6
2 5
ldrum turps ..................................................................... 0 5 0
1 5
7lbs. dryers ......................................................................... 0 0 9
0 5
O9picces8x4P,&G.e. pine ....................................... 1,175
016 0
9 8
124-foot ladder ................................................................... 0 2 0
2 8
Ssheetsglass ...................................................................... 016 0
6 8
Paid Callaghan, paintcr .....................................................................1 0
410 feet 3-in, pine moulding .................................................... 0 13 0
2 13
0 4
i2lkputty......................................................................... 0 0 4
1 package nuts and bolts ................................................................0 7
12 lbs. 2-in, nails ..............................................................................0 6
12 feet super. 6 riP, & G. &B. 2 sides c. pine ...................................0 2
50 ,, 6ri]?.&G.hw. ........................................................
..............011
2doors........................................................................................2 0
5 sets jamb-linings ...........................................................................1 15
12 sets window stops ........................................................................1 10
12 ,,
,, nozings .......................... . ...................................
....
.........0 12
il2piccee8x*P.&Gc.pine .................................... 1,295
016 0 .10 7
PaidMBride ..............................................................................
0 10
2 pine doors,14D.M. ....................... ........... . ... .......... . ...........
1 0 0
2 0
1piece12x2c. pine ...................................................... 44
018 0
0 8
lölbs.redputty ................................................................... 0 0 4
0 5
8 6-in. rimlocks ..................................................................... 0 -7 6
1 2
24pces. 3 x 2c, pine ...................................................... 332
010 0
1 13
...................................................... 72
4 ,, 4x2,,
0 9
6x2hwd. ...................................................... 210
30
017 0
110
OxlP.&.0-.hwd. ............................................. 312
1 3 0
311
41
2 rimlocks .....................................................................................
0 15
11

1
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£Ld
£s.
0 2
1 thumb latch
1 0-barrel bolt ...............................................................................0 1
0 16
128 ft. 3-in, pine moulding ....................................................... 0 13 0
011
Spces.GxlP.&G. and B.e.pine'.. ................ ........... ... ..... 59
2 1
22 ,, Cxl
,,
hwd... ... . ............................ . .... 178 1 3 0
0 14
2 ,, 54 x3 dressed Baltic .......................................... 66 1 15 0
1 8
4sweepslOft.4x2pine ....................................................... 0 7 0
16-in.rim lock ................................................................................0 7
2 8-in, tower bolts .............................................................................0 2
1 6-in, rim lock ................................................................................0 7
0 9
lSlbs. nails ........................................................................ 0 0 0
0 3
6 feet 14-in. r. capping ............................................................. 0 0 61
03
1/9,12x2e.pine ............................................................ 18 018 0
04
1/18,12x1M.pine ......................................................... 18
40 feet 4-in. beading ..........................................................................0 5
0 3
1 pee. f-ia cedar ......................... . ..................................... 11
...........8 0
PaidCallaghan ...................... . ........................ ........................
24 0
4irontanks..........................................................................6 0 0
00
l2lbs. nails ......................................................................... 0 0 6
0 2
3 ,, dryers ........................................................................ 0 0 9
1 7
lS7 feet OxlP.&G.andB.c. pine .............. .......................... ....1 0 0
22
200 ,, 4-in.M. pine, P.&G.......... ..... . ......... ...... .....................1 1 0
04
2 pair 14-in. T hinges and screws .............................................. 0 2 0
0 2
12-in. ,,
1
.............................................. 0 2 0
,,
. 0 12
3 ,, 4-light 10 x 8 sashes ..............................................................
5 2
21 boards rusticated pine ................................................ 310 1 13 0
0 9
24 lbs. white lead ....................................................................0 0 44
....
. 0 8
3 pairs 24 butts and screws .......................................................
...
02
3 brass buttons and screws ....................................................... 0 0 8
0 5
14 lbs. white lead ................................................................... 0 0 44
1 thumb latch... ....... . ........................ . ........ . ............... . ......................0 2
0 2
4 lbs. 2-in, nails .... .................. ............................................... ..0 0 6
1 1
15pces.6x1Kauri ...................................................... 105 1 0 0
0 5
lO lbs. nails ......................................................................... 0 0 6
0 2
1gross14 screws ................................................................... 0 2 6
0 5
5110,Oxlroughhwd.. ................................ ....... . ....... ......25 1 0 0
014
Opces.CxlP.&G.hwd ............................ ..................... 63 1 8 0
0 10
28 lbs. white lead ................................................................... 0 0 4J
0 16
3 gallons linseed oil ................................................................ 0 5 6
0 1
2 lbs. diyers ......................................................................... 0 0 9
0 12
4 5-in. O.G. angles ................................................................ 0 3 0
1 16
3 gross bolts and nuts ...................................................36 doz 0 1 0
0 14
14 lbs. screws and washers ....................................................... 0 1 0
0 1
3 ,, nails ................ . ......... .... ....................... .... . ......... ........ . .......I
21 10
86 sheets 0-ft. iron, curved ....................................................... 0 5 0
0 12
........
2 pipes, with jamb nuts ...........................................................
...
544 lbs. 41b. lead ...............................................................
0 0 44 10 4
.
...
1 10
Paid cartage on knks ..... . .................. . ............. ........... ... ..........6 10
240 feet 5-in. O.G. gutter.. ............... ... ....... . ............. . .................0 0 0}
014
43-in.plain heads .......
0 3 6
............... ..........................................
...
0 6
12 feet 8-in, down pipe ...... .. ..... ............. ................................... 0 0 6
0 12
18 lbs. 4-in, lead pipe ............................................................. 0 0 8
0 10
Soldering pipe, 10 unions ......................... . ................. ....... ........ 0 1 0
Carpenters' time ..... . ... . ... . ......... ... .. ........................ . ... . ... 3,233
0 1 6 242 0
10 4
Plumbers' time .................. ................................. ......... 136 hrs 0 1 6
52 10
Cartage ..........
70 loads 0 15 0

£083 5 8

No. 5.
W. G. Taylor, Esq., to The Superintendent of Telegraphs.
The Eastern Extension Australasia and China Telegraph Company (Limited).
La Perouse, Sydney Station, 21 April, 1870.
Sir,
With reference to the accompanying papers from Messrs. Hudson, with regard to the buildings
for the Cable Station at La Perouse, I have to remark:That the building as originally designed and agreed on was to be 50 feet x30 feet, with verandah
all round. When we came to consider the space necessary for both cable and laud line offices, the
alteration to a breadth of 40 feet was made, and this space gaiued, was at one end subdivided into two
small rooms, one as the Government office, and one as my OWn office. As it is, the accommodation is
limited enough, and the work of the station could scarcely have been satisfactorily performed with less
space. In addition, I had three rooms for servants made on the verandah, and a platform of a few yards
length from the house we use as kitchen to the quarters.
The four tanks have been fixed near the station and piping led to them from the roof. This was
absolutely necessary as we were, during the first two mouths after opening, obliged to cart water from a
great distance and at a great cost.
3.
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3. The block of masonry in the cable-house, to which I presume Hudson refers in last paragraph
of his letter, was necessary for the instruments used for testing, and was the table from which we worked
for the first month after opening.
I ought to mention to you that the only course I took in suggesting any alterations was to instruct
the foreman of carpenters, leaving it to him to acquaint Messrs. Hudson, and them to get authorization
for it.
[1 you would do us the honor of a visit some day, i: am sure you will see that our accommodation
is meagre enough, and that there are some alterations of a trifling nature which would add greatly to our
comfort during the approaching winter, which you must know is our first in this colony.
I am, &c.,
W. GIUGOR TAYLOR,
Manager, N,Z. & N.S.W. Section, Eastn. Teleg. Co.
P.S.—Messrs. Hudson's papers are returned herowith.—W.@.T.

No. 6.
Minute of Superintendent of Telegraphs to The Secretary to the Post Office.
Mssns. Hudson Brothers, who undertook to erect the temporary offices and quarters at La Perouse for
the New Zealand cable staff and our officers, have discovered that the buildings in question have cost
them a very large sum over and above their estimate, and they are anxious that the whole matter should
be brought under the notice of the Honorable the Postmaster General, with a view to an equitable
adjustment of their claim they are willing to take the cost of the material and labour and submit the
items to any one in the trade competent to judge of the amount charged.
An account with the items is forwarded herewith, and if the Honorable the Postmaster General
approves, I would recommend that Mr. John Young be requested to check the amounts in question.
B. C. CRACXNFLL,
Submitted.S.H,L., 2/5/76.

1/5/70.

No. 7.
Minute of Superintendcnt of Telegraphs to The Secretary to the Post Office.
TILE temporary quarters at La Perouse are still incomplete, and require an addition to the kitchen, the
front under the verandah boarding in, an extension of the verandah near the kitchen, an enclosure for the
battery room, si eps and railing round the verandah, and some other minor matters, in all amounting to
about £100, which I have to request the authority of The Honorable the Postmaster General to expend.
B. C. CRACKNELL,
3/5/76.
Submitted—SilL., 5/5/76.
Approved.—J.P.B., 5/5/70.
B.C., 6/5/70—S.H.L.

Messrs. Hudson Brothers to The Postmaster General.
Sir,

19 May, 1876.
Hearing that there is some difficulty in paying our account for the buildings erected at
"La Pcrouse" for the New Zealand Cable, through the amount being so much in excess of the sum
authorized, we be,most respectfully to request you will be pleased to pay us on account the sum
sanctioned, viz., £387 14s.; and we also be,,
g to point out to you that the sum named as being the probable
cost of the quarters (lid not include the cable.house, which cost about £120, and is included in the
account rendered. As we were entirely ignorant that we were to blame in doing work as pointed out as
necessary and urgent, but which it now appears was not specially authorized, we trust the Government
will not cause us to suffer, as we should not have done it had we not been ordered.
We are, &c.,
HUDSON BROTHERS.

Minute of Postmaster General.
The total amount which I have authorized for the temporary building at La Perouse is £387 14s.,
which amount can be paid. The cable-housc was of course necessary, though not authorized by me, and
the cost of erecting it can be estimated by the Colonial Arehitect.—J.F.B., 29/5/76.

No. 10.
Messrs. Hudson Brothers to The Postmaster General.
Sir,

Sydney, 80 May, 1876.
Will you kindly inform us when we shall be able to get some money on account of the
buildings erected by us at La Perouse Station, Botany. We are very seriously inconvenienced for the
want of it our engagements to provide mooney to carry on contracts, pay wages, &c., will not admmt of
any postponement, and having paid away so much on the above work, weare now somewhat embarrassed
to meet our engagements, and most respectfully be.
,to urge you to authorize the payment of at least a
portion of our account.
We are, &e.,
HUDSON BROTHERS.
120—B

Submitted.
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Submitted.
This paper might be forwarded to the Supt. Telegraphs, as it bears upon the
communication on the subject addressed to him by thin Department on the 1st instant—SILL., 8/0/70.
Read.—
£300 was paid Messrs. Hudson Brothers on account of this work yesterday.—P.B.W., 8/6/70.
J.P.B., 8/6/76.

No. 11.
The Secretary to the Post Office to Messrs. Hudson Brothers,
General Post Office, Sydney, 1 June, 1870.
Gentlemen,
In reply to your letter, dated the 19th ultimo, I am directed to inform you that the Postmaster
General has approved of thepayment to you of the sum of £387 14s., being on account of the erection
of temporary telegraphic buildings at La Perouse, and that instructions have been given for the necessary,
steps to be taken in the matter.
With respect to the cable-house, which has also been erected, I am to state that although not
authorized by Mr. Burns it appears to be required; and that the Colonial Architect has now been
referred to with a vicw to the cost of its erection being estimated.
I have, &c.,
S. H. LAMBTON,
Secretary.

No. 12.
The Secretary to the Post Office to The Superintendent of Telegraphs.
Sydney, 1 June, 1870.
'
With reference to the temporary telegraph building at In Perouse, I am directed to inform
you that the Postmaster General has approved of the payment to Messrs. Hudson Brothers, of Redfcrn,
of the sum of £387 14s., being on account of the erection of such building, and to request that you will
be good enough to have the necessary steps taken in the matter accordingly.
I have, &c.,
S. H. LAMBTON.
Acconnta.nt.—P.B.W., 3f6/76.
Seen. Voucher made out for £300 on account,—A.M'C., 5/0/70.
Sir,

No. 13.
The Secretary to the Post Office to The Under Secretary for Public Works.
Sir,

Sydney, 1 June, 1876.
With reference to the cable-house which has been erected at La Perouse, Botany, I am
directed to inform you that before sanctioning the payment of a claim of Messrs. Hudson Brothers,
Redfern, for £120, on account of the building in question, the Postmaster General is desirous that the
cost of erection should be estimated by the Colonial Architect.
I am, therefore, to request that the Secretary for Public Works will be so good as to cause
Mr. Barnet to be iustructed accordingly.
I have, &c.,
S. H. LAMBTON.
I have had
Colonial Architect is requested to make estimate accordingly—B.C., 3/0/70.—JR.
the building examiuod by an officer of my department, who reports its value to be about £175.—J.B.,
7 Aug., 76.
Secretary to the Post Office, B.C., 1018176.—J.R..

No. 14.
Minute of Postmaster General.
THE further sum of £120 can be paid to Messrs. Hudson Brothers.—J.P.B., 12/8/76.

Superintendent of Telegraphs, B.C., 14/8/76.—S.H.L.
A. M'C.

Accountant.—P.B.W., 15/8/76.

The Acting
Seen.—

No. 15.
The Assistant Superintendent of Telegraphs to The Under Secretary for Finance
and Trade.
Sir,

Chief Telegraph Office, Sydney, 5 June, 1870.
With reference to the temporary telegraph building at La Perouse, I have the honor to
forward hcrewth Messrs. Hudson Brothers' voucher for £300, and to request, as they are in urgent need
of the money, that you will be good enough to approve of the amount being paid out of the Treasurer's
Advance Account until it is voted oil the Additional Estimates for 1876.
I have, &c.,
P. B. WALKER,
Assistant Superintendent, Electric Telegraphs.
Approved as regards the £300, on the distinct understanding that the Government is in no way
pledged thereby to acknowledgment of the correctness of the claim for additional cost of the buildings,
which are stated at £1,050 instead of the £300 as originally estimated. The £300 may be paid from the
Treasurer's advance account—AS., 13/6/70.
Examiner,—Messrs. Hudson Brothers are to concur in the above, in writing, say by signing the
memorandum herein, before payment of the £300 is made—G.E., 13/0/70.
We hereby accept the above understaiiding.—llnnv llunsox (for Hudson Brothers). Witness—
Chas. Pinhey.
[Enclosure
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[Enclosure to Ho. 15.]
New South Wales.
[Series B—Contingency Form No. 1.]
Pay Vouchor No. 2,302.
Head of Service—Treasury Advance Account ; Appropriation Act of 1876. Contingent expenses—Department of Electric
Telegraphs.
[Departmental No., 3,355. Sub.hcad of Estimate—Temporary telegraph building, La Perouso.]
Hunsox BUOTREBS, Sydney, for the supply of the undernientioned articles or service, under authority of the Hon. the

Postmaster General, 1/6/76.

Date or pe'1o4

of supply or service.

I

1876
May 30 ...............To amount due on account, for the erection of temporary telegraph buildings for the use of
the Now Zealand and New South Wales Cable and Electric Staff at La Ferouse

Amount,
£ s. d.
300 0 0

Total ............................................. £
Treasury, New South Wales, Examining Branch, 6 June, 1876.
I certify that the amount charged in this voucher as to computations, castings, and rates is correct,, that the service has
been faithfully performed, and that the expenditure is duly authorized in terms of the Audit Act.
P. B. WALKER,
Acting Superintendent of Telegraphs.
Received, on the 14th day of June, 1576, the sum of £300 sterling.
HUDSON BROTHERS.

No. 16.
Messrs. iludson Brothers to The Acting Superintendent of Telegraphs.
Sir,

Sydney, 25 August, 1876.
We bog most respectfully to draw your attention to our account for buildings erected, at
Botany for the New Zealand cable, and trust you will be good cnongh to order the account to be paid, as
it is now some months since the work was performed.
We are, &c.,
HUDSON BROTHERS.
Accountant to see to this matter at onee.—P.B,W., 25/8/76.
Hudson Bros.' claim amounts to £983 5s. 3d., for work performed by them at La Pcrouse. Of
this £300 has been paid, and £120 more is authorized to be paid, leaving a balance of £563 Ss. 2d. still
due to them, and for which there is no authority.—A.M'C., 29/8/76.
A voucher forwarded to the Treasury, for £207 14s.,on 5th September, making the balance now
due, as per Messrs. Hudson's account, £475 its. 3d.—A.M'C., 5/9/76.

[Enclosure to No. 16.]
New South Wales.
[Series B—Contingency Form No. 1.]
Pay Voucher No. 16,816.
Head of Service—Electric Telegraph. Payable from vote of £2,500; Item No. 565 of Appropriation Act of 1876.
Contingent Expenses.—Depart,nent of Electric Telegraphs.
[Departmental No, 4,593. Snbhead of Estimate, to connect the shore and of New Zealand Cable with Sydney Station
buildings at cable landing.]
HUDSON BnoTnmus, Sydney, for the supply of the undermont.ioned articles or services, under the authority of the Hon. the
Postmaster General, 1/6/76 and 12/8/76:—
Date or period of the
supply of service.
1876.
September 5

Amount.
£ a. d.

To second instalment on amount due for work performed at La Perouse, in the erection
offices, &o., for the use of the New Zealand Cable Staff, to connect the shore end of N
Zealand Cable with the Sydney office ..............................................................

207 14 0

Amount previously paid, £300.

207 i4 0

Total ... ..................

£s.d.
Authorized on 19t June ...........................387 14 o
12thAugust .....................120 0 0
11
£507 14 0
Previously paid ....................................... 300 0 0
£207 14 0
Treasury, New South Wales, Examining Branch, September 5, 1876,
I certify that tl,e amount charged in the voucher as to computations, castings, and rates is correct, that the service has
been faithfully performed, and that the oxponditurn is duly authorized in terms of the Audit Act.
P. B. WALJCER,
Acting Superintendent of Telegraphs.
Received, on the 7th day of September, 1876, the sum of two hundred sqd seven pounds fourteen shillings sterling.
gupSoN BROTHERS.

No. 17.
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No. 17.
W. G. Taylor, Esq., to The Superintendent of Telegraphs.
The Eastern Extension Australasia and China Telegraph Company (Limited),
La Perouse, Sydney Station, 18 December, 1876.
I have the honor to bring to your notice the subject of the accommodation of this Company
CaI,ls station at at the La Perouse end of the New Zealand and New South Wales Cable, and beg to refer you to paragraph
Is Perouse.
8 of the agreement made in London, .Tune 24th, 1.875.
From the 7th clause of this agreement your Colony departed, and refused to allow me to construct
a line from the end of the cable to Sydney Office. This communication was effected, and is now worked
by your Department.
You will also remember that for about two months the officers of this Company lived and worked
in tents erected in the enclosure close by the landing.place. In MaTCh of this year a temporary wooden
building was provided for the Company's and your officers' working and accommodation, and as this
building is still in an unfinished state, and as I see no preparations for the erection of the necessary
permanent offices and quarters, I beg to point out to you that the chance of spending another winter in
this house is naturally viewed with considerable alarm, and will be attended with lose to the Company,
and with considerable risk and personal loss and discomfort to the employós here.
You know, sir, the diflienities that attended our working when the line opened; you and the
Honorable the Postmaster General have seen how meagre and unsatisfactory is the accommodation we
now have; and knowing as you do the disappointing revenue this section of the Company's cable has
yielded, I trust you will soon provide a suitable station for the working and administration of this end in
the place where, by your objections to paragraph 8, the officers of the Company are doomed to be located
and where the business of the line must be transacted.
You will pardon me for mentioning that at the New Zealand end the offices and quarters are
finished, furnished, and occupied.
For the information of the Managing Director, 1 should be glad to know from you when we may
be able to move the instruments and property now here and in Sydney into the permanent station
I am, &c.,
buildings.
W. G1TGOR TAYLOR.,
Superintendent and Electrician.
Sir,

No. 18.
The Acting Superintendent of Telegraphs to W. G. Taylor, Esq.
Electric Telegraph Office, Sydney, 21: December, 1876.
I have to acknowledge the receipt of your communication of the 18th instant, and to inform
you that it will be submitted for the consideration of the Honorable the Postmaster General.
I have, &c.,
P. B. WALKER,
Acting Superintendent Telegraphs.
Sir,

No. 19.
W. G. Taylor, Esq., to The Superintendent of Telegraphs.
The Eastern Extension Australasia and China Telegraph Company (Limited).
Sydney Station, 20 January, 1877.
It is now more than a month since I addressed you on the subject of the accommodation
provided at La Perouse for the working of the New Zealand section of. this Company's cable, and I must
beg again to urge this matter on your notice.
The information elicited by my last letter was so very unsatisfactory, that I am compelled to ask
you to instruct me to what department of the Government I am to apply, in order that the terms of our
I am, &c.,
contract may be fulfilled.
W. G'RIGOR TAYLOR.,
Superintendent and Electrician.
Sir,

No. 20.
The Acting Superintendent of Telegraphs to The Secretary to the Yost Ulilee.
Chief. Telegraph Office, Sydney, 24 January, 1877.
I have the honor to forward, herewith, the correspondence relating to the permanent buildings
required by the Eastern Extension Australasia and China Telegraph Company, at La Perouse, for the
New Zealand Cable offices, and to request that instructions may be given to the Colonial Architect to
proceed in the matter, as the Company's Superintendent is pressing for the premises to be completed in
I have, &c.,
accordance with the terms of contract.
P. B. WALKER,
Acting Superintendent Electric Telegraphs.
Sir,

Plan not pub-

li,bvd.

Referred to Mr. Crackucll (ride
Approvod.—J.F.B., 27/1/77.
Submitted.-8.H.L., 25/1/77.
Vidc minute and *plan of
Postmaster General's minute on papers herewith), B.C., 28/2/77.—S.H.L.
building herewith—Rae., 28/2/77.
No. 21.
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No. 21.
Minute of Superintendent of Telegraphs to The Secretary to the Post Office.
I BEG to subinit,for the approval of the Honorable the Postmaster General, a rough *plan of the proposed
Cable-station at La Perouse, and to request that the Colonial Architect be directed to prepare plans, so that
tenders may be called for without delay, as the present building will be quite unfit for use unless exten.
sive repairs are made before the winter sets in.
I may further remark that the Cable Company's officers were promised suitable quarters at the
cable landing, which at present they do not possess.
B. C. CRACKNELL,
25/2177.
Submitted.-8.11.L,, 1/3/77.
Approved.—J.P.B., 2/3/77.

-Plan
1
fl0tPub.

No. 22.
The Secretary to the Post Office to The Under Secretary for Public Works.
General Post Office, Sydney, 2 March, 1877.
With reference to the permanent buildings agreed to be provided for the Eastern Ertonsion
Australasia and China Telegraph Company at La Perouse, for the New Zealand Cable Offices, I am
directed to forward a rough plan, and to request that the Secretary for Public Works may be moved to
instruct the Colonial Architect to proceed with the erection of the premises as early as possible, in order
that the buildings in question may be completed in accordance with the terms of contract with the
Company.
I am to mention that it is represented that the buildings at present in use will be quite unfit for
occupation unless extensive repairs are made before the winter sets in.
I have, &c.,
S. H. LAMBTON.
Colonial Architect. B.C., 2/3/77 (with plan).—J.R.
I have had an approximate estimate made
of the buildings in accordance with the plan furnished, and find they will cost from £5,000 to £6,000. I
How many
am not aware of any fund from which the expense can be defrayed.—.T.B., 26 Mardi, /77.
persons are stationed at Botany in connection with the Telegraph Office ?—J.H,, 28/3/77.
Mr.
Cracknell. B.C., 29/3/77.—Gil., for U.S.
The number of persons at present to be provided with suitable quarters are as under—i superintendent and electrician for the cable, 5 cable clerks, 1 battery-man, 2 domestic servants, 1 clerk for the laud
line, and 1 more to be provided for. The superintendent and electrician will require at least four rooms
in his private quarters.
The Under Secretary, Public Works. B.C.—E.C.C., 6/4/77.
As there is plenty of stone for building purposes at Botany, I am of opinion that the Colonial
Architect can provide suitable accommodation for a smaUer amount than the sum named-5,000.—T.11.,
Urgent.
11/4/77
.
Colonial Architect. B.C., 12/4177.—.T.lt.
Sir,

No. 23.
The Secretary to the Post Office to The Superintendent of Telegraphs.
General Post 001cc, Sydney, 28 March, 1877.
With reference to your B.C. minute, dated the 28th ultimo, submitting for the approval of the
Postmaster General a rough plan of the proposed cable station at La Perouse, and requesting that steps
might be taken to expedite the erection of the same, as the buildings at present occupied by the Cable
Company's officers are much out of repair, I am directed l:o inform you that on the 2nd instant the
Public Works Department was requested to issue instructions to the Colonial Architect to proceed with
the erection of the proposed new buildings as early as possible, in accordance with the terms of contract
with the Company, your plan being at the same time lbrwarded to the Works Office.
I have, &c.,
S. H. LAMBTON.
Sir,

No. 24.
Messrs. Hudson Brothers to The Postmaster General.
Sydney, 17 March, 1877.
We beg most respectfully to request you will be good enough to have our account for the
erection of buildings at La Perouse, Botany, examined and settled; it is now over twelve months since
the work was finished, and now the Superintendent of Telegraphs has returned we trust the matter will be
We have, &.,
settled.
HUDSON BROTHERS.
The papers
Referred to the Superintendent of Telegraphs for report, B.C., 22/3/77.—S.H.L.
The
connected with this matter are before the Hon. the Postmaster General.—E.C.C., 23/3/77.
Secretary General Post Office—B.C.
Submitted.—S.H,L., 26/8/77.
Sir,

No. 25.
Minutc of Superintendent of Telegraphs to The Secretary to the Post Office.
I iixu to request the authority of the Honorable the Postmaster General to obtain the sanction of the
Honorable the Minister for Public Works to pay IIessrs. hudson j3rothcrs the sum of £475 us. 3d.,
for erection of telegraph buildings at Botany Bay, out of the vote to connect the shore end of the New
Zealand Cable with the Electric Telegraph Department of New South Wales.
E. C. CRA.CK1'ELL.
New
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New South Wales.
[Series Br-Contingency Form No. 1.]
Pay Voucher No. 9 408.
Head of Service—Electric Telegraphs. Payable from vote of £2,500; Item No. 573 of Appropriation Act of of 1876.
Contingent Expenses—Department of Electrio Telegraphs.
[Departmental No. 1,590. Sub-head of Estimate to connect shore end New Zealand Cable &c,, &c.]
HvDsoy BR0TUEES, Sydney, for the supply of the undermentioned articles or services, under authority of the Postmasto
General, 27/4/ 77, and Secretary for Works, 0/5/77,
Date or period
of supply or son-lee.

An,ou,,t

1876.
August 25 ..........To balance due for the erection of offices to connect the shore end of the New Zealand
£ a. d.
Cable with the chief office, Sydney .......................................................................475 11 3
Total.............................................................475.11 3
Treasury, New South Wales, Examining Branch, 16th May, 1877.
I eertifi that the amount charged in this voucher as to computations, castings, and rates is correct, that the service has
been faithfully performed, and that the expenditure is duly authorized in terms of the Audit Act.
B. C. CRACKNELL,

Head of the Department.
Received on the 17th day of May, 1877, the sum of £475 us. 3d. sterling.
HUDSON BROTHERS.
During 1876 no charge was made against item 573 of Appropriation Act of that year. The former
payments were charged against item 565 of 1876 for erection of temporary offices for New Zealand Cable
New South Wales Operators, at La Perouse. Can the charge in attached voucher be allowed against
item 573, as the balance on item 565 is only £92 Cs. 9 Submitted.—D.W.G., 28/5/77.
The Inspector
of Accounts. Any contract registered agai
nst tim vote 573 9 Mr. G,, 29, E.A.R.
No contract
registered.—l).W.G.,. 29.
The Inspector of Accounts. The service being one, I don't think that
objection need be raised, there being Ministerial authority for the payment—CIt., 30.
I see no alternative but to pay the balance claimed by Messrs. Hudson Brothers, is they appear to
have performed the work, which I understand was sanctioned by my predecessor, and it does not appear
by the papers that any objection was raised to the additional work while it was being proceeded with.—
8.8., 27/4/77.
Superintendent Telegraphs, B.C., 2 7/4J77.—.TAs. B., for Sccy.

No. 26.
Minute of Superintendent of Telegraphs to The Under Secretary for Public
Works.
TUE Honorable the Postmaster General having approved of the balance due for the erection of offices to
connect the shore end of the New Zealand Cable with the chief office (475 us. 3d.) being paid to
Messrs. Hudson Brothers, I beg to request the authority of the Honorable the Secretary for Public
Works, to charge the amount in question against the vote taken for this work—item 573, Estimates 1876.
B. C. CRACKNELL, 7/5/77.
Approved—JR., 9/5/77.
Mr. Cracknell, B.C., 10/5/77.—JR.

No. 27
The Colonial Architect to The Superintendent of Telegraphs.
Sir,

Colonial Architect's Office, Sydney, 10 May, 1877.
With reference to proposed buildings at La Perouse for the Eastern Extension Telegraph
Company, I do myself the honor to request you will be good enough to furnish inc with particulars of
the smallest amouut of accommodation that will answer for the requirements of the service, in order that
plans may be prepared accordingly.
I have, &c.,
JAMES BA1tNET,
Colonial Architect.
This has already been done through the Works Department.—E.C.C.,-11/5/77.

No. 28.
The Superintendent of Telegraphs to The Colonial Architect.
Sir,

Chief Telegraph Office, Sydney, 11 July, 1877.
I have to request that you will be good enough to inform me if anything has been done in the
matter of the proposed new premises for a telegraph station at La Perouse, as the present building is now
in s, dilapidated state, and not in a proper condition for the cable officers to live in.
I have, &c.,
B. C. CRACKNELL,
Superintendent Electric Telegraphs.
No. 29.
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No. 29.
W. G. Taylor, Esq., to The Superintendent of Telegraphs.
The Eastern Extension Anstralasia and China Telegraph Company (Limited).
La Perouse, Sydney Station, 5 July, 1877.
I beg your indulgence in again drawing attention to the question of the accommodation at
this end of the New Zealand and Now South Wales section of this Company's cables, with reference to
my letters of December 11,41l, 1576, and January 20th, 1877.
The number and size of the rooms are utterly inadequate. The instruments, batteries, and stores
are hcmg damaged by exposure, and the Company's employés put to very great inconvenience and extra
expense by this imperfect building.
In February, last year, I was informed that the necessary station buildings would be erected in
eight months ; 1 do not yet see any preparations for the work.
May I beg some information on the subject?
I am, &c.,
W. GRIGOR TAYLOR,
Superintendent and Electrician, N.Z. and N.S.W. Cable.
Sir,

This should be forwarded to the Colonial Architect, who will, I am sure, see the necessity for
pushing on the plans for the new building at La Perouse.—E.C.C., 5/7/77. The Secretary, General Post
Office.—B.C.
Submitted—SILL., 0/7/77.
Has any vote been taken for these buildings
10/7/77.
£3,000 have been placed oil the Additional Estimates for this year.—E.S.T., 11/7/77.
This
may go on to the Colonial Architect.—S.S., 12/7/77.
The Under Secretary for Works, B.C., 12/7/77.—
S.H.L.
Col. Architect to expedite work, B.C., 13/7/77.—JR.

No. 30.
Minute of the Secretary of Public Works
An estimate of £3,000 was voted by the Legislative Assembly to provide for the erection of permanent buildings at Botany for the officers, &c., of the Eastern Extension Australasia and China Telegraph
Company; but the vote was assented to on the clear understanding that I should ascertain from the Post
and Telegraph Department whether there was a covenant or agreement between the Government of this
Colony and the-Company, by which the former undertook to erect permanent buildings for the officers of
the said Company at Botany. It was pointed out by Mr. A. Stuart and Mx. H. C. Dangar, M.P.'s, that
buildings had already been erected at Botany for the use of the Company's staff of officers, and that
there was not any covenant in the agreement between this Government and the Company which required
the Telegraph Department of this Colony to provide any other accommodation for the officers of this
Company, except at the head office in Sydney. I shall be glad to be favoured with the views of the Postmastcr General upon this subject, and likewise to be furnished with all the papers relating thereto, with
the view of obtaining the opinion of the Attorney General in respect to the liability of the Government of
this Colony in respect to erecting buildings for the officers of this Company at Botany—JR., 2/8/77.
Secretary to the Post Office. B.C., 3/8/77—JR.

The Superintendent of Telegraphs will please furnish the information asked by the Secretary for
Public Works, and also inform me in what way the Government of this Colony engaged to erect
permanent or any buildings at Botany for the Cable Company. The 8th clause of the agreement provides
that the Government of the Colonies of Now Zealand and this Colony shall give office accommodation,
the 7th clause providing that the Company and not the Government should carry their wires into the
Telegraph Station at Sydney. Instead of the Company doing this, the Government of this Colony has
constructed a line from this office to Botany, and have at considerable cost erected temporary off ees and
living accommodation for officers, and are asked to erect permanent buildings. The reason for the change
from the original agreement requires explanation; it appears to have been sanctioned by my predecessor.—S.S., 6/8/77.
Urgent—The Supt. of Telegraphs, B.C., 6/8/77.—Sill.

No. 31.
Minute' of Superintendent of Telegraphs to The Secretary to the Post Office.
}hmtxwirn I beg to submit *pm.dcis in reference to the erection of permanent buildings for the
to I tter to
accommodation of the cable officers at La Perouse.
erown Solicitor,
No, 32.
The facts of the case are as follow The agreement signed in England arranged for bringing the cable into Sydney, the terminal point
being the telegraph station. This, of course, was found to be impracticable, as it would have been certain
destruct-ion to the cable if it were brought into Sydney harbour, and at any rate it could not be brought.
to the Sydney telegraph office it was -therefore fennd more desirable to land the cable at Botany Bay,
and construct a land line to connect it with Sydney—a sixpenny rate for ten words being charged for the
land line. This of course altered the conditions of the agreement, and it was arranged to build suitable
offices at the junction of the cable with the land line,
It will also be seen by clause 8 of the agreement that we are bound to give accommodation in the
telegraph stations at the terminal points of the said cable which the Company shall use for the transmission of messages through the said cable." Now, as it was necessary to make Botany Bay the landing
placo, it was also necessary to provide a suitable building, and a temporary wooden structure was erected,
at the expense of the Government.
Permanent
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Permanent buildings have now-been erecied by the New Zealand Government at the cable landing
in Blind Bay, near Nelson, at a cost of £3170; but no steps have yet been takes with a view to calling
for tenders for the permanent building at La Perouse, although a sum of £3,000 was voted for the
purpose.
The erection of the permanent building was approved of by the Honorable the Postmaster General
in February, 1877, and the Colonial Architect was directed to prepare the necessary plans, that tenders
might be called for without delay. It is therefore quite clear that the Government is bonnd to provide
office accommodation in accordance with clause S of the agreement, and that the erection was decided
upon by a previous Government, and orders were given for the plans to be prepared for the erection of
the building, which, it must be remembered, is as much for the accommodation ci our oivn officers as those
of the Company.
The Company's superintendent was informed that the building would be proceeded with without
delay, and as the present building is quite unsuitable, I beg to recommend that the permanent building
be erected without further delay.
-B. C. C1tACKNELL, 10/9/77.
Submitted.—S.H.L.,. 21/0/77. .
I think this matter might be referred to the Crown Law Officers, to ascertain if there is any agreement between the Company and the Colony for the erection of permanent and expensive buildings as
recommended, it appears from the papers, that it was part of the agreement with the Company to bring
the cable into Sydney harbour, and then we were to provide office accommodation—which might have
been done without any great expense—but as it seems it was necessary for the protection of the cable
and in the interests of the Company, to land the cable at Botany Bay, I am at a loss to understand why
we should be asked to incur such a large expenditure..—J.D., 24/0/77.

No, 32.
The Secretary to the Post Office to The Crown Solicitor.
Sir,

Sydney, 4 October, 1877.
I am directed to enclose papers concerning the proposed erection of permanent buildings for
the Cable Company at La Perouse, Botany, at an estimated cost of £3,000, including a copy of the agreement entered into with the Cable Company, under which it is considered that the Government of this
Colony should incur such expense.
I am to state that the Legislative Assembly has (in Committee of Supply) voted the money
required for this purpose, but on the understanding that before it is spent, the Government shall be fully
satisfied that in terms of the agreement it was really necessary to incur so large an outlay for the erection
of permanent buildings for oflice and residcace accommodation for the Cable Company.
Amongst the papers will be found a précis of the case; a minute of the Superintendent of
Telegraphs, dated the 19th September, 1877; a minute of Mr. Hoskins, the late Secretary for Works,
dated 2nd August, 1877; and a minute of the Postmaster General, dated 24th September, 1877, to which
your attention is specially directed.
I am to request that you will be so good as to advise Mr. Davies, whether in your opinion, under
the circumstances of the case, the terms of the agreement really require the expenditure of any further
sum for the accommodation of the Cable Company's officers.
I have, &c,,
S. H. LAMBTON.
[Enclosures to Pb. 32.]
By his Excellency Sir Hercules George Robert Robinson, Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint George, Governor and Cornmandor.in.
Chief of the Colony of New South Wales and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the
same.
To Sir Daniel Cooper, Baronet, of No. 20, Prince's Gardens, South Kensington, London.
GREETING
WIIEEEAS

certain Articles of Agreement were on the fourteenth day of February, one thousand
eight hundred and seventy.three, made and entered into between the Honorable Henry Parkes and the
Honorable Saul Samuel, on behalf of New South Wales, and the Honorable Julius Vogel and the
Honorable William Hunter Reynolds, on behalf of New Zealand, and the Honorable Arthur Hunter
Palmer and the Honorable J. Malbon Thompson, on behalf of Queensland, which articles are as follows,
that is to say
(I.) The threc Colonies shall jointly enter into an arrangement for the construchien of an electric
cable, to be laid between some point in New Zealand and some point in New South Wales, and also a
cable to be laid from Normanton, in Queensland, to Singapore; the latter to be a through cable, touching
only at such points as may be agreed on, and to be entirely distinct the whole distance from the line
between Fort Darwin and Singapore.
(2.) The arrangement to be for a guarantee of five per ccntum for a term not exceeding tlurty-five
years upon a sum not exceeding one million pounds for the cost of the two lines.
(3) Twelve thousand pounds per annum to be allowed to cover in full all expenses. All receipts
above twelve thousand pounds to pass in reduction of the guarantee. The contractors to retain receipts
in excess of the guarantee, but if the profits are more than ton per centum the Governments may require
that the rate shall be lowered to amounts calculated to reduce the profits to ten per centum.
The guarantee to be paid only whilst the lines are in working order. Provided that four
weeks in each year will be allowed for repairs. If the New Zealand line only be in order, one-third of
the guarantee to be paid; if the Singapore line only be in order, two-thirds of the guarantee to be paid.
If the lines are not kept in order with due diligence, or if communication should permanently fail, the
guarantee to cease.
The two lines to be cemmnenced and constructed simultaneously.
(0.) The cost per message of twenty words from New Zealand to New South Wales not to exceed
fifteen shillings, the charge for each word above twenty being ninepence; and the cost per twenty words
from Normanton to Singapore not to exceed forty shillings for the first two years, and thirty-five shillings
afterwards, the charge for each word above twenty-being two shillings.
(7.)
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Queensland to undertake to keep the land line to Normantou open for the use of the other
contributing Colonies, at rates not to exceed at any time seven shillings for twenty words.
The three Governments to act in unison, and to jointly arrange the details.
This agreement after being approved of by the respective Governments to be subject to ratification by the respective Parliaments, and the details to be arranged in London by representatives
appointed by the three Colonies.
The Governments will require to be satisfied that the contractors have made proper provision
for the use of a through line of communication between Singapore and London.
And whereas the said agreement has been approved of by the Governments and Parliaments
respectively of New South Wales, New Zealand, and Queensland. Now, know you that having full
confidence in your integriW, ability, and discretion, I, the said Sir Hercules George Robert Robinson,
Governor of the Colony of New South Wales, as aforesaid, have thought it fit with the advice of the
Executive Council of the said Colony, to and do hereby appoint you, the said Sir Daniel Cooper, Baronet,
to act as agent for the said Colony, in Ehgland, in co-operation with the duly appointed representatives
of the said Colonies of New Zealand and Queensland, in making the necessary contract or contracts for
the laying and constructing electric telegraph cables between the said Colonies of New Zealand and
New South Wales, and between Normanton in the Colony of Queensland aforesaid, and Singapore, and
to act in that capacity undcr such instructions as you shall from time to time receive.
Given under my hand and the seal of the said Colony, at Government House, Sydney, in New
South Wales, aforesaid, this twenty-first day of November, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-four, and in the thirt'-eighth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
HERCULES ROBINSON.
By His Excellency's command,
HENRY PAflES.
EXTRACT from the proceedings of conference conducted by telegraph, on Saturday, the 29th January,

1876, between the Honorable Sir Julius Vogel, K.C.M.G-., of New Zealand, at Melbourne, and the
Honorable John Robertson, Colonial Secretary, and the Honorable J. F. Burns, Postmaster General
of New South Wales, at Sydney. (Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 9th
August, 1876.)
No. 6.—NEW CABLE CHARGES.
Fnoii Sot .Tunnjs Vooxr
WHAT do you propose about charges for t9ldgrnms at Sydney? Cooper agreed to make a charge of sixpence a telegram for delivery, the contractors to deliver them to your messengers at Sydney. You have,
I understand, objccted to the contractors going to Sydney. What do you propose about charge for
telegrams to Sydney P
Answer.

TELEGRAPH Act would not permit line Botany to Sydney in hands Company. We are constructing a line,

and propose charge sixpenee each way for messages ten words, which will barely cover expenses. This
will include delivery charges. Do you approve P
PRoM Sin JULIUS VOGEL.
HAD I known at the time I was negotiating with Cooper, that there was an impediment to going to Sydney

with line I would have agreed to place Sydney on same footing as elsewhere. I think the compromise
you now propose very reasonable, but would suggest half-penny a word, for reasons which apply to all
telegrams, and which I have prepared to bring before you as follow:—
The cable charge between New SouthWales and New Zealand will include address and signature,
whilst ordinary charges do not. 'Would it not be better therefore to make the land charge for these
messages one penny a word, getting other Colonies to do the same? Of course, when messages go past
Sydney, I understand the penny rate only is to be charged, and not the additional half-penny. And the
rate for English messages is to be the same as that charged from Melbourne to Adelaide.
Answer.

As the cable rate is a ten-word tariff, it would cause confusion in accounts to charge a word rate on land
and a ten-word rate for the cable. Would prefer the sixpenny rate, unless Company will consent to word
by word tariff, when will be prepared to adopt your suggestion. Hope you will agree to this. The
Company could not bring the cable into Sydney, and it would not be safe to lay a subterranean line. The
through rate to other Colonies, including Darwin, will not be altered.
FROM Sot JuLIus VOGEL.
I no not think you see the point of their ten words including address and signature whilst Colonial rates
do not. However, we can always communicate when line is laid. Meanwhile, you might telegraph
Company, suggesting word rate of nine-pence. In any case I will agree to your proposal, tpence ten
words Sydney, and I presume half-penny a word additional. Say if this is so, and also that you do not
propose to charge the Sydney rate on messages going past Sydney. That would be contrary to agreement
in every way.
Answer.

QUITE understood point. Ten words, including address, sixpence; ten words and half-penny for additional

word, satisfactory. This does not apply to messages going past Sydney.
Précis of correspondence, &c., relating to the erection of permanent buildings for the accommodation of
the Cable officers at La Perouse, the shore end of the New Zealand Cable.
ON the 21st November, 1874, Sir Daniel Cooper was empowered by His Excellency Sir Hercules Robinson,
Governor of New South Wales, to act as agent for this Colony in England, in co-operation with the duly
appointed
126—C
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appointed representatives of New Zealand and Queensland, in making the necessary contract or contracts for the laying and constructing electric telegraph cables between the Colonies of New Zealand and
New South Wales, and between Normanton (in Queensland) and Singapore.
Subsequently, on the 27th April, 1875, a telegraphic communication was received by the Colonial
Secretary of this Colony from Sir Daniel Cooper, London, stating that the "Eastern Extension Company
has agreed with Vogel to lay cable from Australia to New Zealand, tariff 78. Gd. for ten words, and 9d.
each additional word, for subsidy of £7,000 yearly, for ten years. Company agree to reduce rate from
Port Darwin to London to £3 for teu words, and Gs. for each additional word, for £20,000 a year for ten
years; New Zealand to pay all the £7,000 if Australian Colonies will make up the £20,000 for reducing
English messages. Vogel suggests you £7,500, Victoria £7,500, South Australia £5,000, reducing also
cost of messages to Darwin, Queensland, and Tasmania free. Vogel asks you to pay one-third of
£7,500 subsidy; failing £20,000 arrangement, or until it is arranged, he will land cable at Sydney, if you
agree, as per yesterday's telegram, not to charge for messages at Sydney, nor more than Victoria rate to
Adelaide, and to give Company office room at Sydney."
In a minute referring to the above communication from Sir Daniel Cooper, dated 5th May, 1875,
the Superintendent of Telegraphs, Sydney, expressed his opinion that the £7,000 subsidy for laying the
cable, with tariff at rate of 7s. Gd. for ten words, and 9d. every additional word, one-third of subsidy
to be paid by New South Wales Government, was a fair offer, and that the £2,333 to be paid by this
Colony as its share of subsidy was a very fair amount for the probable benefits which would accrue to the
Colony; but considering that nearly the whole of the business of the Colony with New Zealand would
emanate from Sydney, he urged that a fair charge should be made for all messages transmitted between
Sydney office and the cable, to cover clerical and other expenses necessary for working the New Zealand
business, which must be repeated from the land lines to and from the cable. He also anticipated that the
cable business would not be very large—certainly not more than 100 messages daily, which at the proposed tariff would not exceed £12,000 per annum; and the £7,000 subsidy would make a gross revenue
of £19,000 per annum, or about 0 per cent. on cost, leaving no margin for working expenses, which he
thought unusually liberal.
On the 246 June, 1875, ,in agreement was entered into between the Government of New Zealand,
the Government of New South Wales, and the liastcrn Extension Australasia and China Telegraph
Company, relative to the laying of a submarine cable between New Zealand and New South Wales, in
which the following clauses appear:—
Clause 0. The Governors respectively shall afford to the Company all proper and reasonable facilities
to enable the Company to lay the said cable and to keep the same in repair, and to acquire any land
necessary for their terminal stations in the respective Colonies, and in the event of the Governors having
at their respective disposal and in possession lands not being land in a town suitable for such purpose, the
Governors respectively shall and will make a free grant thereof to the Company.
"huse 7. Before the time hereinbefore appointed for opening the said cable, the Governor of
New Zealand shall cause to be constructed such land line or lines of telegraph wires as it shall be necessary
to construct, to enable messages to be transmitted from the said terminal station of the said cable in New
Zealand to and over the existing system of telegraph wires in that Colony, and the Governor of New
South Wales shall afford to the Company the necessary facilities for enabling the Company to carry their
wires into the telegraph station at Sydney, and the Governors respectively shall provide such operators,
clerks, apparatus, instruments, appliances, and materials as shall be requisite or necessary for enabling
messages which are to be or have been transmitted through the said cable to be transmitted over the
telegraph.systems of New Zealand and New South Wales respectively.
"Clause S. With a view to the more speedy transfer and transmission of messages, the Governors
respectively shall until the said subsidy shall cease to be payable and for a period of ten years afterwards,
and for so long thereafter as the tariff shall not be in excess of the charges mentioned in clause 11 of
these presents, give to the Company accommodation in their telegraph stations respectively at the terminal
points of the said cable which the Company shall use for the transmission of messages through the said
cable."
On the 29th January, 1876, Sir Julius Vogel, Postmaster General of New Zealand, being in Melbourne, a conference by telegraph was arranged to take place between him and the Hon. John Robertson
and the Hon. J. P. Burns, the Colonial Secretary and Postmaster General respectively of this Colony,
respecting the San Francisco Mail Service, and the telegraph cable charges, when the following agreement
was made in reference to the cable charges :—As the Telegraph Act would not permit a line of telegraph
from Botany to Sydney in the bands of a company, the New South Wales Government had to construct
Sydney and Botany for messages of ten words,
a line and proposed to charge smipence each way be
and for messages going beyond Sydney to charge the ordinary rate, which Sir Julius Vogel agreed to.
No mention was made in this conference respecting the erection of building for station at Botany.
a ktter to the Secretary,
On the 22nd February, 1876, the Superintendent of Telegraphs,
General Post Office, Sydney, requested that the Colonial Architect be instructed to erect a building at La
Perouse, in accordance with a plan which was forwarded.
On the 18th December, 1876, Mr. Taylor, the Superintendent of the New Zealand Cable, addressed
a communication to the Superintendent otTelegraphs, Sydney, drawing attention to clause S of the
agreement with the Company, which provided that accommodation should be given the cable officers in the
head office at Sydney, and also drawing attention to the fact that the Government departed from the
7th clause of agreement in constructing a line from Sydney to Botany, as this clause provided that every
facility should be afforded the Company to enable them to carry the wires into Sydney, and thus have the
Sydney station as their terminus, where the accommodation was to be gien them, in accordance with the
spirit of clause S. He urged that permanent buildiigs should be proceeded with immediately, as the officers
were then in a very uncomfortable predicament, owing to the dilapidated state of the temporary wooden
structure in which they were then quartered, although there does not appear to be any specific agreement
whatever between the Government of this Colony and the Company in regard to the erection of buildings
at La Perouse.
in reply to the above communication from Mr. Taylor, he was informed that the matter would be
referred to the Postmaster General; and accordingly, on the 24th January, 1877, the Superintendent sent
a ommunication to the Secretary, General Post Office, Sydney, requesting that instructions might be
given
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given to the Colonial Architect to proceed with the erection of buildings at Botany, as theCompany's
Superintendent was pressing for a completion of the premises in accordance with the terms of contract, which request was approved of by the Hon. the Postmaster General. Subsequently, on the 28th
February, 1.877, in a minute to the Secretary, General. Post Office, a tough plan of the proposed buildings
was submitted, with the request that the Colonial Architect be requested to prepare plans, so that tenders
might be called for without delay. This minute was approved of, and duly forwarded. On the matter
being referred to the Colonial Architect, he estimated that the cost of the buildings, according to plans
sTLggested, would be from £5,000 to £6,000.
In a minute (12/4/77) referring to this matter, the ion. the Secretary for Public Works intimated
his opinion that the Colonial Architect could provide the required accommodation for a much smaller sum
than that mentioned, as there was plenty of stone for building purposes at Botany, and £3,000 has been
voted, which will be quite sufficient for the purpose.
P.B.W., 20/8/71.

No. 33.
The Colonial Architect to The Superintendent of Telegraphs.
Colonial Architect's Office, Sydney, 15 October, 1877.
With reference to proposed buildings at .ia Perouse for the Eastern Extension Telegraph
Company, 1 have to request I may be furnished with the inlormation asked for by my letter of 10th May
1 have, &e.,
last) in order that plans may be prepared.
JAMES BARNET,
Colonial Architect.
Sir,

No. 34.
Minute of Postmaster General.
LET me have all the papers connected with the proposed erection of buildings at La Perouse for the accommodation of the cable officers.—.T,F.B.,25/1/78.

The papers on this subject were sent to the Crown Solicitor on the 4th October, 1877—SilL.
25/1)78.
I think the agreement was modified to some extent by the Government fixing the terminus at
Botany instead of the head office. Mr. Cracknell might get the papers, and let me have his report in
relation to this matter.--J.P.B., 28/1/78.

No. 35.
The Crown Solicitor to The Secretary to the Post Office.
Crown Solicitor's Office, Sydney, 10 June, 1878.
I itivx the honor to transmit copy of the advising of the Hon. the Attorney General npon the papers
respecting the proposed erection of permanent buildings at La Perouse for the Cable Company.
I have, &e.,
The papers are returned herewith.
JOHN WILLIAMS,
Crown Solicitor.
Opinion.
As a bare question of legal construction there is no covenant or agreement between the Governor and
the Company to erect permanent or any buildings at Botany for the accommodation of the Company's
officers. The termindi station of the Company is by, the agreement to be the telegraph station at Sydney
(see clause 2). Why this has been departed from is best known to those immediately concerned. I am
not aware of any irremoveable objection to it. Though the Company could not erect posts and fix wires in
this Colony by law, a private Act could have been passed enabling them to do so, as would be necessary in
the ease of any company passing through land not their own; or still more simply, the Government might
have done the work for them, and allowed them the use of the wires from Botany to Sydney. The
Government have in fact made the line to Sydney, but for some reason they have not given the aeeomnodation in the telegraph office in Sydney, but instead thereof have built temporary offices at La Perouse.
I. think the Government are bound to give accommodation in Sydney, or failing that to make such other
arrangement as may be -easonahly satisfactory to the Company. It is no matter of law, but a simple
question of policy whether the erection of premises at a cost of £3,000 is such it reasonable arrangement.
I do not see that the landing of the cable at Botany, in lieu of bringingtit into Sydney Harbour, can affect
the ease at all for if lauded WI the shores of Port Jackson, it would still have had to be brought to the
W.J.F., AG., 8/678.
telegraph office.
For the Cabinet.—J.F.B., 15/6/78,
Submitted.—S.lt,L., 11/6/78.

No. 36.
The Colonial Architect to The Secretary to the Post Office.
Colonial Architect's Office, Sydney, 24 September, 1878.
With reference to the vote of £3,000 for permanent buildings at La Perouse to accommodate
New Zealand Cable officers, I do myself the honor to inquire if it is intended to erect these buildings;
and if so, that the information asked for by my letters of loth May and 1501 October, 1877, may be
furnished, in order that plans, &e., may be prepared for the work.
I have, &e.,
JAMES BABNET,
Colonial trehiteet.
Submitted.—S.1T,L,, 26/9/78.
Sir,

No. 81.
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No. 37.
Minute of Postmaster General.
TEYBE is no doubt that there is nothing in the contract rendering it obligatory on the Government to
erect buildings at La Perouse, but it is clearly bound to afford the Company every facility for carrying
the wires into the telegraph station at Sydney, and to provide clerics, instruments, &c., to connect the
cable messages with the telegraphic systems of New South Wales and New Zealand. It is also bound,
under the 8th clause of the agreement, to give the Company reasonable accommodation at the terminal
station, i.e., at Sydney, for the transmission of its messages. I understood from Mr. Cracknell. when I
dealt with this matter on a previous occasion, that he was unable to give the necessary accommodation in
the Sydney office, which was his reason for recommending the establishment of the terminal station at
La Perouse and that the receipts for messages sent over the line between there and Sydney would, in
all probability, more than cover the interest on the sum which would be required for the erection of an
office and officers' residence at La Perouse. 1 believe that the arrangement then made was a good one,
and that it would not have excited dissatisfaction in any quarter if there had not been some blundering
in erecting the temporary building, which is altogether too large, and in the estimate of the cost of the
permanent one, which is too high.
I should like, before now finally deciding, to be famished with a return of the business on the
Sydney and La Perouse Line.
J.P.B., 2/12/78.

No. 38.
Minute of Superintendent of Telegraphs to The Secretary to the Post Office.
IN compliance with the request contained in the Postmaster General's minute of the 2nd instant,
respecting the La Perouse Line. &e., I beg to state that the revenue derived from that line for the year
ending June, 1878, was £944, less £454 for salaries, leaving a net balance in favour of the line of £490,
equal to 14 per cent, on the cost of line and the proposed buildings.
There is no doubt that permanent buildings should be erected as soon as possible, as the present
temporary erection is becoming very leaky, and in wet weather thq syplion recorder cannot be worked on
the cable, through which great incbnvenienco is felt. It has also become absolutely necessary that quarters
should be provided for our own staff stationed at La Perouse, the present building being most unsuitable
in every respect.
B. C. CRACKNELL, 10/12/78.
Plans for the proposed new, building can be prepared in accordance with the estimate proposed by
Mr. Craeknell, and the matter be brought under the early consideration of my successor.—J.F.B., 11/12/78.
Under Secretary for 'Works, B.C—S. H. LfnToN, 12/12/78,
Colonial Architect—VIP. for
U.S., B.C., 10/12/78.

No. 39.
Legislative Assembly.
Answers to Questions, Tuesday, 17 June, 1879.
(S.) Messrs. Hudson Brothers:—Mr. MeElhone asked the Colonial Treasurer,—
(I.) 'What amount (lid Hudson Brothers render account for, or claim, for building the telegraph
station at La Perouse, Botany P
What amount did Mr. Stuart arrange to pay them for this work when he was Treasurer?
Has any money shlce been paid to Hudson Brothers for above works and what Treasurer
sanctioned it F
4.) Was not the sum paid to them when Mr. Stuart was Treasurer paid them in full settlement
for building the above telegraph station P
(5.) If any further snm has been paid them for above work since Mr. Stuart left office, on what
grounds was itso paid to them, and on whose recommendation?
Mr. Watson answered,—
£983 5s. 3d.
£300.
Yes the balance of their claim.
No.
The balance was paid—part 011 the authority of Mr. Burns, the late Postmaster General, on
the 7th September, 1870, and payment of the remainder was authorized by Mr. Samuel, when
Postmaster General, on the 27th April, 1877, on the certificate and recommendation of the Superintendent of Telegraphs.

No. 40.
Minute of Postmaster General.
THE papers relating to the erection of temporary buildings at La Perouse for the accommodation of
officers connected with the working of the New Zealand Cable, and the land line between Sydney and
Botany, for the production of which Mr. Burns has moved in the Legislative Assembly, cannot be
'separated from those relating to the proposed erection of permanent buildings, as they both relate to the
question of the liability of the Government to provide any accommodation at La Perouse.
There seems to be a considerable amount of ambiguity in the early part of the correspondence, and
having been carefully through it, I fail to and any information on some very important points. The
principal agreement with the Company, dated the 24th June, 1875, distinctly provides for the terminal
point of the Sydney and New Zealand Cable to be the " Sydney Telegraph Office."
What
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What may be called the supplementary agreement, dated the 6th September, 1875, leaves it
optional with the Company to lay the cable in Botany B. instead of Sydney ilarbour; but at the same
time it distinctly states that the Company will not be relieved of their obligation to lay the cable to the
terminal point, viz., the telegraph station at Sydney. I observe the Superintendent of Telegraphs in his
reports states, in effect, that it was decided that the terminal station should not be at Sydney, as provided
by these two agreements, but at Botany. It is further stated that it was decided to erect a temporary
building at Jotany, and to construct a land line thence to Sydney and Mr. Cracknell also states that the
reason for this land line being constructed by the Government was that the Telegraph Act would not
permit of the Company constructing the line.
All these reports and statements, however, appear to have been made after the terminal station had
been fixed at Botany, and after the temporary buildings had been constructed, and also after the land
line had been erected. I can find no documents containing any Ministerial decision authorizing the alteration of the terminal station, the erection of the temporary building, or the construction of the land line,
prior to the execution of the works. Possibly there may be documentary evidence in support of these
important deviations from the original contract, and before further action is taken Mr. Cracknell will be
good enough to make any remarks he may have to offer in explanation of these points.
Further information seems to be doubly necessary at the present juncture, as, in connection with
the papers which Mr. Burns more particularly requires to be produced, there was a very serious excess of
the estimate for the present temporary building at La Perouse. According to a minute of Mr. Stuart,
when Treasurer, the original estimate for this work by Messrs. Hudson Brothers (for which no formal
tenders appear to have been sent in) was £800; but for some reason or other, which does not seem as yet
to have been clearly explained, a large quantiW of additional work was permitted to be done, bringing up
Hudson Brothers' bill to £983 odd, which the Government had to pay. The questions now raised are
also important as bearing on the liability of the Government to erect additional buildings of a permanent
character at a cost of some £3,000, which buildings are to take the place of the temporary ones erected
by Hudson Brothers three years ago at the cost above stated (983). It is very important that before
incurring this large additional expenditure, it should be made quite apparent that the Government are
really obliged to provide these buildings.
When the vote of £3,000 for these permanent buildings was before the House in Committee of
Supply, in August, 1877, the question was raised as to the liability of the Government, and the Minister
for Works then promised that the money should not be expended until the Government had satisfied
itself in respect of such liability (see Mr. ioskins' minute of the 2nd August, 1877). With a view of
getting information on this point, Mr. Davies, when Postmaster General, asked for the opinion of the
Attorney General ; and Mr. Foster subsequently gave it as his opinion that the Government were not
legally bound to provide this accommodation. Mr. Foster pointed out, with reference to the land line to
Botany, that if the Telegraph Act did not permit of the Company constructing it, the Government might
have done it for them (presumably at the Company's cost), and allowed the Company to use it. That Mr.
Foster was in some doubt as to the early arrangements in this matter, will be seen from the following
extract from his opinion -" The Government have in fact made the line to Sydney, but for some reason
they have not given the accommodation in the telegraph office in Sydney, but instead thereof have built
temporary offices at La Perouse. I think the Government are bound to give accommodation in Sydney,
or, failing that, to make such other arrangement as may be reasonably satisfactory to the Company. It is
no matter of law, but a simple question of policy, whether the erection of premises at a cost of £3,000 is
such a reasonable arrangement. I do not see that the landing of the cable at Botany, in lien of bringing
it into Sydney Harbour, can affect the case at all, for if laned on the shores of Port Jackson it would
still have had to be brought to the telegraph office."
The whole matter may be summarized as follows —Admitting, as has been alleged, that it was not
desirable or practicable to bring the cable into Sydney harbour as contemplated by the agreement, was
the permission to take it to Botany intended as a concession to the Company? If the Company had been
permitted to erect their own land line, or if the Government had done it for them as suggested by the
Attorney General, Mr. Foster, at the Company's expense, would they not in that event have had them.
selves to provide accommodation at Botany, the Government providing the stipulated accommodation in
the Sydney station? And if so, why, in making these important concessions to the Company— viz.,
permitting them, for the protection of their own cable, to bring it into Botany, and constructing a land
line for them to the head office—should the Government be asked to incur the large additional expenditure of nearly £1,000 for temporary buildings, and £3,000 for permanent buildings, besides, if I am
correctly informed, maintaining a staff of officers at La Perouse for the purpose of attending to the land
line? I understand that the revenue derived from this land line more than pays interest on the cost;
but as there is no population at La Perouse, it occurs to inc that this revenue can only be obtained from
an addition to the charge made by the Company for messages by the New Zealand cable, to the extent of
an additional sixpence per message, a charge, I conceive, we ought in fairness to have been permitted to
make, if the wire had been carried into the Sydney station; indeed, I thought this was provided for by
the agreement—S.5., 25/6/79.
Noted.—B.C.
Retd., 1/11/79.
The Superintendent of T*graphs.—S.}LL., 25/6/79.

No. 41.
W. G. Taylor, Escj., to The Secretary to the Post Office.
The Eastern Extension Australasia and China Telegraph Company, Limited.
New Zealand Cable, Sydney Station, 30 June, 1879.
I beg to be permitted to address you on the question of the cable station here. I have seen
by the report of the proceedings in Parliament on Thursday, the 26th instant, that the vote of £3,000 for
this work has been withdrawn. I understand this to mean that the work is not to be taken in hand this
year.
Permit me to point out to the Honorable the Postmaster General that the present building is
utterly inadequate for the work of the station, for the accommodation of the staff of the New South
Wales
Sir,
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Wales Government, and of the Cable Company, or for the safe and proper working of the cable. The
roof leaks, the stationery, instrilments, stores, and furniture are exposed to great damage and waste, and
the injury and decay to which all wooden buildings are subject is already making matters worse.
More than three years ago, when the decision was arrived at that the cable should be landed here
and worked from here, the then Postmaster General (the Honorable J. P. Burns) told me that a
temporary building would be provided, and promised me that proper and substantial offices and quarters
should be erected without delay. This I communicated to the Board of Directors of this Company.
The temporary building was at our disposal a month after the cable was laid, but nothing further
was done for the next two years.
When Colonel 0-lover, the managing director of this Company was here, in September last, the
question was revived, and Mr. Burns again assured Colonel Glover that the cable offices and quarters
should be erected at once. This assurance was taken by Colonel 0-lover and myself as final and reliable.
On these two occasions the word of a Minister of the Crown was given that the New South Wales
Government should carry out its part of the negotiations respecting this cable, and was accepted in all
good faith. The cable has been laid. and been working for three and a half years, while no adequate
buildings have been erected.
I have the honor, therefore, to draw your attention again to these facts, and to request that you
will submit them to the Honorable the Postmaster General. I would also respectfully desire that I may
be informed what further steps it may be necessary for me to take, and whether it is the intention of the
New South Wales Government to erect the buildings this year.
I have, &c.,
W. 0-RIGOR TAYLOR,
Superintendent and Electrician of the N,Z. and N.S.W. Cable.

No. 42.
W. G. Taylor; Esq., to The Secretary to the Post Office.
The Eastern Extension Australasia and China Telegraph Company, Limited.
La Perouse, Botany, Sydney Station, 24 July, 1879.
Sir,
I beg most respectfully to again draw your attention to my letter of?Oth ultimo, on the subject
of the cable station here, and to request that I may be favoured with a reply thereto. While I write the
rain now falling is coming through the roof in many places.
May I ask what the intentions of the Government are, or will you kindly instruct me what steps I
I have, &c.,
am to take, or to whom I am to apply to ascertain this.
W. GRIGOR TAYLOR,
- Superintendent and Electrician of the N.Z. and N.S.W. Cable.
Subrnitted.—S.11.L., 26/1/19.
[For reply to this letter see enclosure to ZV1. 44.]

No. 43.
Telegram from Colonel Giover, London, to Postmaster General.
OBsrntvE Parliament have rejected vote for telegraph office, Botany. Hope no delay may take place;
new office absolutely necessary, and was uureservedly promised by late Government at tune laying cable;
.
0-LOVER.
present building temporary and most ineouvenieflt.
Let a copy of our letter to Mr. Taylor be at once sent to Superintendent Telegraphs with
request that he will report as to the amount of accommodation really necessary.—S.R.L., 9/9/79.

No. 44.
The Secretary to the Post Office to The Superintendent of. Telegraphs.
General Post Office, Sydney, 10 September, 1879.
I am directed to enclose herewith a copy of a letter recently addressed to the Superintendent and
Electrician at the Cable Company's station at La Perouse, and to request that you will rep?rt, at your
arliet possible convenience, the amount of accommodation really necessary at the cable station.
I have, &c.,
S. H. LAMBTON.
Sir,

[Enclosure to No. 44.]
The Secretary to the Post Office to W. G. Taylor, Esq.
General Post Office, Sydney, 31 July, 189.
Sir,
In reply to your letters of the 30th ultimo and 24th instant, I am directed to state that the vote of £3,000 to
which you refer, was only withdrawn because there seemed no possibility of the work being carried out this year, even had the
Government determined to recognize the Company's claim for the erection of buildings of such a costly character.
The Postmaster General is surprised that the present building should be in the very unsatisfactory condition in which
you represent it to be, as it is not three years since it was erected at a cost of nearly £1,000, and he does not adffiit that
wooden buildings are, as you state, liable to injury and decay in so short a period.
Mr. Samuel thinks that all the repairs that can be necessary might be ,nade at a moderate cost..
There is no record in this department of nny promise having been made by the late Postmaster General, Mr. Burns,
that proper and substantial offices and quarters should be erected without delay," in addition to the temporary ones; ndr
does it appear that at any time there -was any arrangement of this hind between the Government of New Zealnd, your
otn$ny, and
- this Colons'.
.
But
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But as there is an implied pledge that these works should be carried out, by the amount having been placed upon the
Estimates, the Postmaster General vill cmse an amount to be placed on the next Estimates-inChief, for the erection of
suitable premises, after due inquiry as to the itual requirements of your establishment and our own, and the obligations of
Ihave, &c.,
the Government.
S. H. LAMBT0N,
Secretary.

No. 45.
The Superintendent of Telegraphs to The Secretary to the Post Office.
r
Chief Telegraph Office, Sydney, 16 October, 1879.
In aeknowledging the receipt of your communication of the 10th instant, I have the honor
to inform you that the amount of accommodation which is really necessary at La Perouse is as follows
—Pour rooms for the Superintendent and Electrician; six bedrooms for the operators, 16 x 14; two
bedrooms for servants, 16 x 14; one moss-room, 24 x 1.6; kitchen and scullerv, water tanks, stable and
buggy.shed; battery-room and store, 20 x 16; two instrument rooms, 16 x 14; Superintendent's office,
I have, &c.,
16 I 141.
E. C. CRACKNELL,
Superintendent of Telegraphs.
The New Zealand Govt. provided 19 rooms at the cable station, Cable Bay, near Ncleom—E.C.C.,
Submitted—SilL., 16/10/79.
16/10/79.

Sir,

£3,500 may again be placed upon the Estimates for these buildings.—S.S., 16/10/79.

No. 46.
The Secretary to the Post Office to The Under Secretary for Public Works.
General Post Office, Sydney, 17 October, 1879.
With reference to an amount of £3,000, which was voted on the Additional Estimates, for
1877, for the erection of permanent buildings at La Perouse, Botany, for the accommodation of the New
Zealand Cable officers, but which was allowed to lapse, I am directed by the Postmaster General to
request that a sum of £3,500 for the same purpose may be placed on the Estimates for the ensuing
year.
I have, &c.,
JAS. DALGAItNO,
Pro Secretary.
Sir,

No. 47.
Telegram from Colonel Glover, London, to Postmaster General.
WITH reference to my message of 1st September, would il?quire if any arrangements have been
made, or are in contemplation, regarding office at La Parouse? It was part of agreement of your
Government, when altering scheme for terminus of New Zealand cable.
COL. GLOVER,
18/10/79.

No. 48.
Telegram from Postmaster General to Colonel Glover, London.
Sydney, 20 October, 1879.
THERE is no record of any such agreement as you mention. Have, however, apin placed a sum on
Estimates, as was done before.
S.S.

No. 49.
Telegram from Colonel Glover, London, to Postmaster General.
ORIGINAL proposal was to carry Company's line into Sydney, but Government objected, and then it was
agreed to build an office at La Perouse; if you will ask Burns, Cracknell, and Taylor they will confirm
this and give full information. Hope no delay will occur. Burns it out had he remained in office; it
was promise of Government; as sucb,we relied on its being done. (Query? Should probably read, Burns
would have carried it out, &c.)
GL0VE,
2 8/10/79.

No. 50.
Minute of Postmaster General.
It will be necessary to afford some explanation to Parliament with regard to the item placed on the
Estimates for the buildings at La Perouse. Cal. Glover's last message should also be answered, and the
papers prepared to be laid before Parliament, ordered on the motion of Mr. Bums. This cannot be done,
not having received a reply to my minute of the 25th June last, from Mr. Oracknell, whose attention
should be called to the matter, which is urgent.
S.S., 29/10/79.
Supt. Telegraphs—SilL., 29/10/79.
No. 51.

-
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No. 51.
Minute of Superintendent of Telegraphs to The Secretary to the Post Office.

See No.2.

THE arrangement in the original agceement, that the New Zealand cable should terminate at the Sydney
office, having been found impracticable—and should never have been decided upon—it became necessary
to modify the arrangements to meet the difficulty, which was done by landing the cable at Botany and
constructing a land line, and as this line cannot be worked in direct circuit with a long subterranean cable
for technical reasons, and a submarine line would have been very unsafe and unreli&1e, it was necessary
to erect offices and quarters at La Perouse, not only for the accommodation of the Company's officers, but
for our own. Even if it had been practicable to work the line from Sydney (and the Company's electricians were quite of my opinion that it was not), there wasThot sufficient office accommodation in this
building to be spared for the Company.
it will be seen by the printed telegraphic correspondence between Sir .Iulins Vogel, Sir John
Robertson, and Mr. Burns, that this difficulty was seen and dealt with, and the tariff over the land line
arranged.
The Ministerial authority for the erection of the land line was given by Mr. Lackey on the 21st
A "—one month previous to its completion ; and Mr. Burns auJanuary, 1876—vide minute marked
thorized me to arrange with Messrs. Hudson Bros. for the erection of temporary quarters, as the work
could no longer be carried on in tents at La Perouse.
I am not responsible for the excess in the estimate, which was rendered necessary through
additional accommodation being required. Mr. Burns some time afterwards went with me to La Perouse
to meet Mr. Taylor and Mr. Hudson, and signified his approval of the extra accommodation, and directed
that some £30 or £40 more should be expended upon the place—this can be verified both by Mr. Hudson
and Mr. Taylor.
I have already stated in a previous minute that the Government promised to erect the permanent
buildings, and this promise was renewed to Colonel 0-lover by Mr. Burns when the former gentleman was
in Sydney, and instructions were given to the Colonial Architect to proceed with the plans.
If the Company had worked their own land line, which they never contemplated, it would have been
a different mtter, but they would not have done this, as they had the seventh clause of the agreement to
fall back upon. The fact is, the whole of the difficulty arose through the want of sufficient local knowledge when the original agreenieiit was prepared in London, and in my opinion the best thing was done
to correct the errors referred to there is no concession that I can see in favour of the Company, and the
Government are amply compensated for the work they have performed by the extra work the New
Zealand business passing through the Colony brings to our lines, and the special rate over the line to
Botany.
I may add that the Government of New Zealand provided accommodation consisting of nineteen
E. C. CJtACKNELL,
rooms at the cable terminus in that Colony,
31/10/79.
Send a message to Col. 0-lover, and say that an amount has
Submitted.—S.H.L., 1/11/70.
been placed upon the Estimates, and the buildings will be proceeded with when it is voted.—S.S., 3/11/79.

No. 52.
Telegram from Postmaster General to Colonel Glover, London.
Sydney, 3 November, 1870.
Anomer placed upon Estimates for cable buildings, La Perouse, which will be proceeded with when
money is voted.
SAUL SAMUEL.

Sydney Thomas Richards, Government Printer.-18SO

(Is. 3d.)
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ROAD TRUST ACCOUNTS.
a

No. 1.

S

TITh COMMISSIONERS OF THE SOUTH HEAD ROLDS TRUSTS.

Dr.

Accouin of Receipts and Disbursements for Half-year ending 30th June, 1878.
REcnIns.

Cr.

DzsBuBsmstNrs.

1877.
£ S. d.
Dec. 31 To Balance .....................690 9 9

£ a. d.

1878.
April 4 ,, Special vote from Parliainent in aid of funds... 92 0 0
June 30 ,, Tolls (six months) .........1,635 0 0
2,417 9 9

1878.
' £ s.
June 80 By Secretary and Surveyor's salary ................50 0
Miscellaneous—
£ s. d.
Interest on mortgage debt... 165 0 0
Tools and sundries............20 16 11
185 16 1
Old South Head RoadBlue metal .....................934 5 8
Wages, ballast, &e ............. 562 9 9
.,496 15
New South Head Road—
Blue metal .....................64 2 0
Wages, ballast, 8cc ............. 339 18 10
404 01'
Glcnmore Road—
Wages, ballast, &c. ............................34 1
Point Piper Old Road—
33 10
Wages, ballast, 8cc. ...........................
Watson's Bay Road—
Wages, ballast, 8cc. ............................28 4
.85 0
Balance...............................................

£ 2,417 9 1

£ 2,417 99

For the Commissioners of the South Head Roads Trusts,WM. WALLIS, Hon. Treasurer to Trusts.
GERARD PHILLIPS, Seeretary.

Masto —Amount of Mortgage debts due,
30 June, 1878 ...........................£5,500 0 0
-

No.2.
COMMISSIONERS OP THE SOUTH HEAD ROADS TRUSTS.

13i'

RECEU'TS and Disbursements for the Half-year ending 31st December, 1878.

.

DISBURSEMENTS.

RECEIPTS.

£
1878.
June 30 To Balance .....................15
Grant from Treasury in
Aug. 3
aid of funds ............375
Six months' rent of Tolls, 1,635
Doe. 31

Cr.

£

s, 4.
0 8

S.

d.

0 0
0 0
2,195 0 8

£ 5.
1878.
50 0
Dec. 31 By Secretary and Surveyor (six months)
,, Miscellaneous—
£
Interest on mortgage (six
months) .....................165 0 0
Tools, advertisements, and
sundries .....................9 14 7
-- 17414
Old South Head Road—
Blue metal stone ............536 5 0
Ballast, wages, 8cc ............. 186 6 0
72211
Now South Head Road—
Blue metal stone ............178 13 0
Ballast, wages, 8cc. ............ 491 1 4
669 14
Glenmore Road—
Ballast., Wages, 8cc. ............... ............
46 5
Point Piper Road—
Ballast, wages, 8cc. ...........................
6 8
Watson's Bay Road—
42 3
Ballast, wages, 8cc. .............................
Balance in Bank New South Wales ...........483 8
£ 2,195 0

£2,195 09
Masto —Amount borrowed upon Mortgage of Tolls ...........................£5,500 0 0

a

For the Commissioners, South Head Roads Trusts,—
WM. WALLIS, Hon. Treasurer.
GERARD PHILLIPS, Secretary & Surveyor.

No.3.
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No. 3.
Mr. Sydney Wiekham to The Auditor General.
Sir,

Road Trust Office, Parramatta, 10 .JuTy, 1878.
Under the direction of the Commissioners of the Parramatta Road Trust, I have the honor to enclose
herewith an abstract of the receipts and expenditure of the said Trust for the half.year ending 30th June, 1878, with
couchers in support thereof.
I have, &c.,
SYDYBY WEOKHAM, Secretary.
PAflAMATTA ROAD TRUST.
Assnscv of Receipts and Expenditure of the Commissioners of the Parramatta Road Trust for the Half-year ending,
t.
30th June, 1878.
Dr.
Cr.
EEornrTs.

EXPS}.tITUBE.

1878.
£ S. d
June 30 To five months' rent of Toll Gate
at Broken Bad Bridge ...... 175 8 4
Rent of Old Toll louse ...... 2 4 0
Bank interest upon deposit of

£500.............................. 25 0 0

£

s. d.

1878.
£ S. d.
June 30 SAnnias—
By Clerk and Treasurer ...... 14 1 3
Overseer ..................... 51 0 0

M1seEnnAU0U5By Wages for Labour ...... 160 2
Timber for Bridge
14 5
,, Rent ........................ 416
,, Tools and repairs to tools 3 14

202 12 4

Total receipts .......................20212 4
Balance credit, 31st Dec., 1877 747 9 9

9
0
0
0

£

B.

d.

65 1 3

172 17 9

Total expenditure ...................287 19 0
By deposit at Commercial Bank 500 0 0
Cash credit at Commercial
Bank ........................ 212 3 1
£

950 2 1

'

£1

712 3 1
950 2 1

JAMES BYRNES, )
AND. PAYTEN, Trustees.
NElL STEWART,)

We certify the above account to be correct,—

No. 4.
Mr. James Byrnes to The Auditor General.
Road Trust O€ce, Parramatta, 30 May, 1879.
I have the ho,nor to enclose herewith abstract of the receipts and expenditure of the Commissioners of the
Parramatta Road Trust for the half-year ending 31st December, 1878, with vouchers in support of same.
I have, &e.,
JAMES BYRNES, Chairman.
PARRAMATTA ROAD TRUST.
AEsnAcT of the Receipts and Expenditure of the Commissioners of the Parramatta Road Trust for'the Half-year
ending 31st December, 1878.
.
Cr,
Dr.
Sir,

'

RECEIPTS.

I

1878.
£s.d.
31 To six months rental of Toll Gate
at Broken Back Bridges ... 210 10 0
Rent of Old Toll liouse .., 5 8 0

£s,d.
21518 0

Enaxnirnm

£s.d.
1878.
Dec. 31 SALAEIES—
By Clerk and Treasurer
18 15 0
,,Overseer .....................40 2 6
MrscnzANnous—
By Wages for Labour .........153 14
Rent ...........................11 4
Tools, powder, fuse, &c.
8 2
0 15
Stationeq and stamps
Timber .......................5 11
Spikes ........................0 17
Rubble stone ............... 3 8
Repairs to tools ............016
Sale of Toll Gate for 1879 1 1

£s.d.
5817 6

6
0
5
6
7
0
4
0
0

185 10 4

Total expenditure ................... 244 7 10
Total receipts ......................216 18
0
Balance, 30th June, 1878 ...................712 8 1
£

SYDNEY WICKRA.M, Treasurer.
4-

928 1 1

By deposit at Commercial Bank 500 0 0
Cash credit at Commercial
Bank ........................... 183 18 3
£

683 13 3
928 1 1

JAMES BYRNES, Chairman, } Commissioners.
NEIL STEWART,
No. 5.

4
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r
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No.5.'

WINDSOR ROAD TRUST..
ACCOUNT

Dr.

of Receipts and Disbursements of the Commissioners of the Windsor Road Trust for the Half-year ended
30th June, 1878.
•'
Cr.

1878
lan. 1 To Balmice on hand ..............................
5 ,, Rent of Fitzroy Bridge Tolls for
December .....................................
Feb. 9
January
Fslar. 8
February...
April 2
March
May 6
April ..........
June10
May

£

A'
£ & d. 1 1578.
V.
£ s. 8.
162 2 11 Feby. 4' By paid Peter O'Rara, timber............
1 15 0
B. Isaacs, printing ...............2
0 5 0
21 8 4 April 1
Secretary, quarter's salery, &e 3
6 10 0
13 8 4
J. Rolden, gravelling Windsor
1384
Road ...........................r4
2 10 8
13 8 4
W. Walker, filling up holes;
13 8
George-street ....................5
3 3 0
13 8 4
8
A.W.11obbs,postingbils
6
0 2 6
Rough, repairs Windsor
Road ...........................7.
1 15 0
June 3
M. Neilson, advertising .........5
1 10 8
10
,, W. Rogers, gravelling, Windsor
to Richmond .................. o
411 4
30
E. Wood, gravelling George-st. 10
4 7 9
Secretary, quarter's salary, Le. 11
6 10 0
By balance on hand ................................217 12 0
2501211
£ 2601211

RICH. RIDGE,
THOMAS PRIMROSE, Commissioners.
JOHN WOOD,
C

No.6.
WINDSOR ROAD TRUST.
Accouxr of Receipts and Expenditure of the Commissioners of the Windsor Road Trust for the Half-year ending
31st December, 1878.
Dr. .

£ a, 8. 1878
£ a. 8.
217 12 0 Aug. 5 By paid W. Crozior, repairs, road Windsor to
13 8 4
Richmond .............................8 8 0
1384 ,, 19
E.'Wood,
do
do
21
13 8 4
W. Crozier, do
do
7 16 0
13 8 4 Sept. 2
T. TSe,
do Windsor Road 12 16 0
13 8 4
W.Crozior, do
do
3 6 0
13 8 4
*4 2 6
J. Rough,
do
do
16
.LTeaIe,
do
do
2 0 0
A. W. Hobbs, bill.sticking
0 5 .0
30
3'. 11. Teak, repairs, road Windsor
to Richmond .........................14
.8 0
W. Rodgers, do Windsor Road
0 18 0
Secretary, 1 quarter's salary, &c
6 10 0
Nov. 4
J. Tealo, gravelling Windsor Road
10 0 0
W. Crazier, repairs to do
8 8 0
C. Douglass, repairs to Fitz Roy
Bridge....................... ............
1 1 0
F. Simon, wheelbarrow .................1 17 6
Dec. 31
Australian, printing ....................1 4 0
Secretary, 1 quarter's salary, &c. .- tG 10 0
By balance on hand .............................. .. 86 19 0
£2982-0 1
£ 298 20

1878
Fniy I To Balance on hand ...............................
8 ., Rent of Fitzroy Bridge Toils for Juno
11
Aug. 5
July
ept. 2
,,
August
Oct. 4
September
Nov. S
.,
October
Dec. 5
November

Ss. 85.

under paid.—A.W.S,

Wrong We.

RICH. RIDGE,
)
THOMAS PRIMROSE, Commissioners.
JOHN WOOD,
)

No.7.

441
5

No.
ItICUMOND ROAD TRUST.
Accourr of Receipts and Expenditure of theCommissioners of the Richmond Road Trust for the Half-year ended
tOth June, 1878,

Dr.

.

1878
£ a. d.
Jan. 1 To balance on haird ................................ 20 5 4
Feb. 6
Bent of B]ackwe•Road Tolls
January .........................................8 8 4
April 2
February and March
16 16 8
June 2
April and May
16 16 8
30
June ............ .. ...... ....8 8 4
Balance ...........................................4 15 11

kzr

-

Cr.

1878
V
Feb. 6 By paid M. Neilson, advertising ............ 1
C. R. Bedwell, commission ...... 2
April 3
J. Pyc, repairs, Blacktown Road 3
Secretary, quarter's salary, &c 4
May 1
B. Bonus, repairs, Main Windsor-street, Richmond .........5
June 5
W. Fletcher
do
6
P. Hanley
do
7
M,Power
do
8
30
Secretary, quarter's salary, &e. 9

75113

.

£

£

d.
8

S.

0 16
1 6
2 10
7 19

0
0
6

8 0
12 17
20 4
14 0
7 18

0
6
4
0
3

75113

EDW. POWELL,)
W. T. PRICE,
Commissioners.
30SEP11 ONUS,)

I

No.8.
RICHMOND ROAD TRUST.
,
AccouNt of Receipts and Expenditure of the Commissioners of the Richmond Road Trust for the Half-year ended
31st December, 1878.
Dr.
Cr.
1878.
July
To Rent of Polls for July (allowed) .............
Sept. 4
Aisgust ......................
Oct. 2
September ................
11
Nov. 6
October ...................
Dec. 4
November ................
31
December ...................
11

£ P.

d. 'I 1878
July 1 By balance .......................................
Sept. 4 ,, C. Runny, repairs, read, Richmond to
Windgor .............................
30 ,, Faux & Bleard, box for papers .......
..
Secretary, quarter's salary, &e..........
Dee. 31
,, Balance on band ...........................

0 0 0
8 8 4
8 8 4
8 8 4
8 8 4
4 4 2

37 17 6

£ S. d.
4 15 11
1
200
200,

7 17 3

7.17, L
1371

3717 6,
JOSEPH NU
OS,' 1
W. .1.PRICE,
- Commissioners.
R. H. DUCKERJ

No.9.
MAITLAND DISTRICT COUNCIL.
AJSSTBAeT of Receipts and Expenditure of the Maitlaud District Council from January 1st to June 80th, 1878.
Br,
Cr.
1878.
£ s. 8. 1878.
£ a. d
Tune 30 To Balance carried forward ...................... 44 6 4 Jan. 1 By Balance brought on from pro.
vious half-year...............................
Incidental Account—
June30 By P. Pryke, work ...... ............ 9 6 0
Mrs. Graney, rent............... 7 10 0
Secretary's salary ............... 24 0 0
Stamps, &c . ..................... 2 8 0

£ s.

ci.

1 2 4

4240
4464

£

44 6 4

July 1

Byflalaneebroughtdown

44 6 4

JOHN EOWDEN, Warden.
WALTER CRACENELL, Secretary.
We have examined the books of accounts and compared them with the vouchers, and find same correct,—
GE0. H. Srxnnis,
} Auditors.
GE0. Lnx,

107—B

No, 10,

I

4

6

0

No.1Or

-

MAITLAND DISTRICT COUNCIL.
AnsIRAcT of Receipts and Expenditure of the Maitland District Council, from July 1st toDccomber Slat., 1878.
•
Cr.
Dr.
1878.
i
Dec. 31 To amount advanced by Hank Australasia ...
I

.

I

r

.

t

£s.d.
£s.d
£s.d.1878.
76 5 2 July 1 By balance brought on .......................44 6 4
Dec. 31 ,, Incidcntal aecouht, viz.
' Stampe ......................... 0 6 0
Mrs. Graney, rout ............ 6 0 0
Secretary's salary ............ 24 0 0
Interest paid Bank on ovcr
dmfS ........................ 21210
311810

gI

91 7562

7652

JOHN BOWDEN, Warden.
t WALTER CRACKNELL, Secretary.
-

'

We have examined books of accounts and find same correct,—
WILLIAM KEAPING, Audt -ors.
P. W. DAWSON,

-

:1

to'

Sydney: Thomas ulcharls, Government Priutor.-1879.

'S.
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1879—so.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

I

ROAD TRUST ACCOUNTS.
(FOR UALF-YEARS ENDED 30 JUNE AND 31 DECEMBER, 1879.)

rentcb to Vnrtiantcnt, purønaitt to the bariouø

SCM EDULt.
NO

PG2.

1 & 2, South head Roads ..........................................11 Vict. No. 49, clause 6 ....................................... 2
3 &4. I'arramatta ...................................................13 ,, ,, 41, ,, 19 ...................................... 3
5 & C. Windsor ......................................................18 , ,, 16 ................................................... 4
7 & 8. Richmond ...................................................... 18 ,, ,, 16 ................................................... 5
,, 16, okuse 23 .................. ..................... S & 6
9 & 10, Maitlaud ......................................................17

1
453—A

El

ROAD TRUST ACCOUNTS.

No. 1.
THE COMMISSIONERS OF THE SOUTH HEAD ROADS TRUSTS.
Accoun of Receipts and Disbursements for half -year ending on 30th June, 1879.
Cr,

Dr.

DIsBuBsEMmcTs,

REcEIPTS.

£s,d.

1379.

£s.d. 1879.

£s.d.

£s.d.

June 30 To Balance from lat half-year ................482 3 7 June 30 By Secretary and Surveyor's Salary ............. 50 0 0
Tolls ............................1410
..
0 0
Miscellaneous Expenditure—
Government Grant............375 0 0
By interest on debts, tools, and sundries .. 172 19 6
100 0 0
Do
__ 1,883 0 0
Old South Head BondBy Blue metal stone ............864 10 1
', Balance ............................................113 5 8
Wages, ballast, &c.. ........ 329 14 10
- 1,194 4 11
New South Head Road—
By Blue metal stone ............456 6 0
Wages, ballast, gravel, &c...560 17 7
1,017 3 7
Old Polat Piper Road—
By Wages, ballast, metal, &c. .................32 8 5
Glenmorc Road—
By Wages, ballast, &e- ....................------14 1211
£2,481 9 3

£2,481 9 3
MEMO; :—Amount borrowed on Mortgage of
bIle ............ .. ..................... . ...... ... £5,500 00

For Commissioners, South Head Roads Trusts,—
WM. WALLIS Hon. Treasurer.

1

No. 2.
THE COMMISSIONERS OF THE SOUTH IIEAD ROADS TRUSTS.
Accouicv of Receipts and Disbursements for Half-year (Mding 31st December, 1879.
Cr.

Dr.

DIsnnlsnThNTs.

RECEIPTS.

1879.
£ s.d.
lept. 6 To Grant for Barrack Reserve... 100 0 0
)ee. 31
Tolls ..............................2,100 0 0

-

a. d. 1879.
£ s. d. £ s.d.
June 30 By Balance .........................................113 5 8
Salaries2,200 0 0 Dec. 31 By Secretary and Snrveyor's Salary ............ .50 0 0
Miscellaneous Expenditure—
By interest on Mortgage, &c., Tools, and
Sundries ........................................240 16 6

£

Old South Head Road—
By Blue metal .....................81912 0
Ballast., Wages, &c ............ 551 10 0

1.371 2 0
New South Head Road—
By Ballast, Gravel, Wages, &c.. ........... .... 180 12 8

Point Piper Road ByE.epairs .........................................212 4
Balance .........................................291 1010
£2,200 0 0

MEMO, :—Amount of Debt on Mortgage of

Tolls .............................................£5,500 0 0

£2,200 0 0
For the Commissioners,—
WM. WALLIS, Hon. Treasurer.
GERARD PHILLIPS, Secretary.
No. 3

445
3
PARRAMATIA ROAD TRUST.
ABSPBACT

of the Receipts and Expendituro of the Commissioners of the Parramatta Road Trust for the Half-year
ending 30th June, 1879;

Dr.

-

REcflPta.

- -

Bxrnrnruaa.

Ls.d.
£s.d
£ s.d. £Ld. 1879.
1879.
June30 Salaries—
June30 Tosissnoeths rental of Toll Gate
Clerk and TreasurS .........18 15 0
at Broken Back Bridge ......203 16 8
Overseer .......................47 5 0
Rent of Old Toll house
1 12 0
—20588
- 6600
Miscellaneous—
Wages for Labour... ......... 272 18 6
Total reeoipt ............................ 205 8 8
Rent ...........................9 12 0
Balance, 31st Dec., 1878......683 13 3
0 12 0
Stationery and Stamps
Balance, 30th June, 1879 .., 134 16 11
Timber ........................146 13 6
818 10 2
Tools, spikes, paints, oil, &c. 16 16 4
Repairs to Tools ............21910
Advertisements ...............1 4 5
Tent ...........................310 0
Legal Expenses ...............2 2 0
458 8 7

Total expenditure ........................... 522 8 7
Interest on overdraft to 30th
June, 1879.....................1 10 3
110 3
By deposit at Commercial Bank 500 0 0
500 0 0

£ 1,02318 10

1023 1810

JAMES BYRNES.
AND. PAYTEN.

PA1tRAMAflA ROAD TRUST.
ABSTRACT

of the Receipts and Expenditure of the Commissioners of the ParramatM Road Trust for the HaIf.year
ending 31st December, 1879.
Cr.
RscmrTs.

EXPOVDITURE.

Lad.
1879,
Dec. 31 to six months rental of Toll Gate
at Broken Back Bridge ......202 10 0
Rent of Toll House ............ 7 0 0
Deposit at Commercial Bank,
30th June, 1879 ...............500 0 0
Balance Dr. at Commercial
Bank, 318t December, 1879 68 14 6

Lad.
209 10 0
500 00
68 14 6

Lad. £s.d,
1879.
Dec. 31 By balance Dr. at Commercial
Bank, BUIlt June, 1879......134 16 11
--- 134 16 11
Salaries—
Clerk and Treasurer .........18 15 0
Overseer ........................19 0 0
- 3715 0
Miscellaneous—
Wages for Labour ............ 73 0 0
Rent ...........................11 4 0
Tools and repairs, &e. ...... 7 10 6
Rubble stone ..................5 8 4
Advertisements ...............1 14 4
LegalExpcnscs ...............1 1 0
Saleof TollGate ............1 1 0
-- 10019.1
Interest on overdraft to 31st
December, 1879 . ............ 413 6
- 413 6
By deposit at Commercial Bank

to 31st December, 1879... 500 0 0

£

778 4 6

278 4 6
600 0 0
779-4-6

JAMES BYRNES, Chairman.
ANDREW PAYTEN,
NEIL STEWART.

Not

446
4
No. 5.
WINDSOR ROAD TRUST.
ACCoUNT of Receipts and Expenditure of the Commissioners of the Windsor Road rrrtlst for the IIalf-vea.r ended
30th June, 1879.
-

Cr.

Dr.

V
£ a.
£ e. d. 1879.
1879
0 17
Jan. 1 To Balance on hand ............................... 186 19 0 Star. 3 BypsidMary Neilson, advertising ........1
W. Beard, junr., ironmongery ... 2
0 6
6 ,, Rent of Fitzroy Bridge Tolls for Dccember 13 8 4
,,
S. Atkins, repairs, Richmond Road 3
3 12
January
16 3 4
Feb. 5
J. Rough, do Windsor Road 4 21 3
,,
February
18 3 4
Mar. 3 ,,
2 7
C. Douglass, do Fitzroy Bridge 5
March .......... 16 3 4
,,
,,
ApriL 2
,,
16 3 4
J. Teak,
do Windsor :Road 6 48 4
,,
April
May 2 ,,
(10
e
4 10
16 3 4
,,
3. itolden, do
,,
May
June 9 ,,
31
,, - Secretary, quarter's salary, &c. ... 8
6 10
April 7
,,
Scott Brothers, timber ...........9
2 14
,,
B. Isnacs, printing ..................10
0 6
June 31
0.Douglass,repai's,FitzroyBridgel1
0 14
Secretary, quarter's salary, &c....12
6 10
By balance on hnnd ................................183 11
£

£2S14O

d.
4
0
0
0
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
5

25140

RICH, RIDGE,
THOMAS PRIMROSE,
JOHN 1W. MQUADE, Commissioners.
.TOTIN WOOD,

No. 6.
WINDSOR ROAD TRUST.
AccouNT of Receipts and Expenditure of the Commissioners of the Windsor Road Trust for the llalf.year ended
81st December, 1870.

Cr.

Dr.

'V
£ s. d.
1879
£ s. d. 1 1879.
4 10 10
July 1 To Balance on hand ............................... 183 11 5 July 2 BpaidP. O'Hara,for timber ............1
C.Douglnss and A. W. ilobbi,
7 ,, Rent of Fitzroy Bridge Tolls for June
16 3 4 hSept. 1
Aug. 9 ,,
repairs, Fitzroy Bridge ......2
0 8 6
July .......... 16 3 4
Sept. 8
August
16 3 4
,,
W. Crozier, repairs, Road Windsor
Oct. 7
to Richmond ..................3
8 11 0
,,
September
8 1 8
,,
do
4
1H 6
(less allowance on account of flood and bridge)
,, 15
Same,
Nor. 3 ,, Rent of Fitzroy Bridge Tolls for Odtober 16 3 4
,,
Secretary, quarter's salary, &e. ... 5
6 10 0
,, 30
Dec. 5
G. Pye, gravelling road Windsor
16 3 4 Oct. 20
November
to Richmond ..................6
3 10 0
,,
A. W. Hobbs, posting bills ......7
0 2 6
Nov. 3
Michael Xeough, gmvelling road
to Richmond ..................8
5 7 6
do
Same,
9 10 0 0
Dec. 2
,,
Charles Douglass, repairing Toll8
house ....................... . .... ..10
0 7 0
Win. Rogers, repairs, Windsor
0 8 0
Road ..............................11
A. WI, Hobbs, posting bills ......12
0 5 0
P. Keoughi, gravelling Road WindS
sor and Richmond ............13 14 3 0
22
,,
Jolni Teak, gravelling Windsor
Road, &c. ........................ 14 43 14 0
James Rough, repairs, Windsor
Road ...........................15 50 8 6
W. Gosper, commission on sale
31
,,
oftolls,&e. ..................... 16
3 4 7
Secretary, quarter's salary, &c. ... 17
6 10 0
By balance on haml ................................103 17 10

£

272 9 0

£

272 9 9

RICH, RIDGE,
THOMAS PRIMROSE,Commissioners.
.JOHN WOOD,
3

No. 7.

:447'

5
No. 7.
RICHMOND ROAD TRUST.
Accoun of the Receipts and Expenditure of the Commissioners of the Richmoncllload Trust for the Half-year ended
30th June, 1879.
Dr.
1879,
Jan. 1 To balance on hand ................................. .
Feb. 7
Rent of Blaektown Tolls for .January,
1879..............................................
Mar. 6 ,,
February ......................
April 9
March .........................
,
May 8
April .........................
May ............................

£

£ a. d. 1879.
V
£ a. d.
13 7 1 Jan. 1 By paid G. Davies, advertising ............1
0 16 0
Isnacs, printing ..................2
0 5 0
12 18 4 Feb. 5
B. Badwell, Commission on
1218 4
Saleof Tolls .....................3
250
12 18 4
,,
it. Pye, repairs, Windsor.strect 4
280
12 18 4
M. Nelson, advertising ............ 5
0 16 8
12 18 4 Mar.31
Secretary, quarter's salary, 8cc 6
7 17 0
April 2
, M. Power, repairs, Windsor.
street................................. 7 22 13 0
Same, repairs, Windsor and
Richmond Road ..................8
5 00
June30
Secretary, quarter's salary, 8cc 9
7 15 0
Balance on hand ...................................28 3 1

7718 9

£

77180

JOSEPH ONUS,)
W. P. PRICE,
Commissioners.
R. H. BUCKER.,)

No. 8.
RICHMOND ROAD TRUST.
Acooux'r of the Receipts and Expenditure of the Commissioners of the Richmond Road Trust for the Half-year
ending 31st December, 1879.
Dr.
1879.
July 1 To balance on hand ................................
8
Rent of Blaektown Tolls for June ........
Aug. 8
July ........
Sept. 9
August .....
Oct. 8
September..
Nov. 8
October.....
Dec. 8
November...
11

£ s.
28 3
1218
12 18
12 18
12 IS
12 18
12 18

d. 1879.
'V
£ P.
1 July 2 By paid P. ]Iaadley, repairs, Blaektowrn
4
Road ..............................1
810
4 Sept. 3
,,
T. Buekton, gravellin, Rich4
mend to Richmond Bridge......2 12 11
4
30
W. Walker, quarter's salary as
4
Secretary, 8cc. ..................... 3
7 17
4 Dec. 3
T. Bnckton, repairs, )3laektown
Road.................................4 21 0
31
P. llandley, repairs, Blacktown
Road.................................5
410
C.. F. Bedwell, commission on
saleof Tolls ........................6
210
Australian," advertising ......... 7
1 4
M.Neilson
,,
8
019
Secretary, quarter's salary, 8cc.... 9
7 15
Balance on hand ...................................38 16

10513 1

£

d.
0
0
0
6
0
0
0
6
0
1

10513 1

EDW. POWELL,)
JOSEPH ONUS, Commissioners.
W. I. PRICE, )

No. 9.
MAIPLA.ND DISTRIOT COUNCIL.

A.usrnscu of Receipts and Expenditure of the Maitland. District Council from January 1st to June 80th, 1879.
Dr.

N.

1879
£ s. U.
1879.
Jan. 1 i To Ameunt advanced by Bank of Austrulasia
Jan. 1 By Amount due Bank of Austo
on bond ..............................................105 2 10
tralasia to date..............
June 30.
June30 ,, IncidentalAccount, viz.—
Stamps .....................
F. Uraney, rent
Seoreta}y's salary, five
months..................
Interest paid Bank ......

Lad,

£s.d.
76 5 2

070
500
20 0 0
5 10 8
28 17 8

105 2 10

We have examined books of account and find same correct,—

105 2 10
JOHN BOWDEN, Warden.
WALTER CRACKNELL, Secretary.

WILLIAI\L KJiATIicG.

S. W. DAWSON.
453—B

No. 10.

n
6

-

No. 10.

MAITLAND DISTRICT COUNCIL.
ABsTRACt of Receipts and Expenditure of the Maitiand District Council from July 1st to Dceember 31st, 1879.
Cr.
£ a.
1879.
July 22 to Advance from roads ............................64 13
Rent of punt house .............................5 12
4 2
M. Moore, sale of office furniture
Nov. 18 ,, Advance from roads ...........................65 0
,, 19 ,, Sale of iron safe ...............................7 0
Dcc, 13 ,, Advance fromroad ............................6 2
31 ,, Balanoe clue to Bank ............................3 16
£

£ s. d.
£ s. d
d. 1879.
6 July 1 By Amountof overdraft, Bank
of Australasia .........................105 2 10
0
3 6 2
6 Oct. 13 ,, Interest on ditto ............3 6 2
Incidental Account—
2 1 D ec. 31
Tucker,Gillies,&Thomp0
............ 17 5 9
son Account
0
1 0 0
Bofund on sale of safe
71
Stamps .....................0 5 0
I
0 70
W. G.Lipscombs
asaliry, seven
Secretary,
months...... ............ 28 0 0
-- 46 17 9

LL

£15569
JOHN BOWDEN, Warden.
WALTER ORACKNELL, Secretary.

We, the undersigned, have examined the books and vouchers of accounts and find same correct,—
S. W. Dwsoc,
Auditors.
WILLIAM KIKTncG. I

Sydney: Thomas Richards, Government Printer.-1SSO.
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1879-80.
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

SUBORDINATE ROADS.
(UNDER OFFICERS OP ROADS DEPARTMENT—SHOW NO PROPOSED DISTRIBUTiON OF VOTE ON TIM!TES.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 27 May, 1880.

CLASSIFICATION AND PROPOSED DISTRIBUTION FOR 1880.
No.

Class.

Lo=IlI

7
12

3

5

4

4

18

4

4

4

3

15

5
6

4
3
4

3
2
3

S

7

4
3
4

8
9
10
11
12
13

4
5
3
2
...
...

4
2
2
2
5
5

2
2
2
1
5
5

11

14

4

4

3

11

15
16

...
4

...
4

4
3

6
26

17
18

4
5

5
5

5
5

21
85

19
20

4
4

4
2

4
2

44
22

21
22
23
24
25
26

4

4

...
...

...
...

,..

...

...
...

..,
...

1

1

1
1
I
1

msed

Expeilditure.

Northern Roads.

1878, 1870. 1880.
1
2
2
1
2
4
4
4

I

.

8
4
5
27
13
20

30

9
...

...
...
...
...
402

£

howl from St. Leonard's, vid Balgowlah, to Manly ...
...
350
Wiseman's Perry, vi4 Shepherd's Gully, to St.
Alban's. ...
...
...
..
...
...
120
Wallsendto Maitland and Gosford Road, at Cooran.
bong
...
...
...
...
...
...
180
Mulbring, vid Ellalong, to Miflflcld, Quarrybylong
Road
...
...
...
...
...
...
225
,,
Gosford. to Kincumber
...
...
...
...
120
Erhia Creek, near East Gosford, to Long's Grant
200
Town of Ellalong to Main Road from Maitland to
Wollombi...
...
...
..,
...
60
Wollombi Road to Congewai
...
...
...
275
Cooranbong Wharf to Dora Creek...
...
...
125
The Broken.back Gap, to Wyong Creek ...
...
675
Wyong Creek to Gosford ...
...
...
...
650
Gosford to the Blood Tree ...
...
...
...
140
The Penang, near Gosford, to Buekelly, Main
North Road
...
...
...
...
...
210
Main Northern Road near Laguna, Wollombi, to
Upper Wattagan Creek...
...
...
...
165
Blue-Gum Flat to Chittaway
...
...
...
60
Wyong Creek to Mangrove Creek, at Pemberten's Hill
...
...
...
...
...
390
Bullock Wharf to tipper part of Mangrove Creek...
147
Wollombi and Warkworth Road to Colo River
(Bulga Road) ...
...
...
...
...
595
Wollombi to Wiseman's Ferry ...
...
-.
440
St. Alban's, through Wallambine Common, to
Mount Manning...
...
•..
...
...
550
.,
Newcastle to Wallsend
...
...
...
...
450
,,
Lambton to Waratah
...
.,.
...
...
345
,,
Maitland Road, within Waratah ...
...
... 1,000
Lambton Road
...
...
...
...
...
900
,,
Road. West of Tunnel Crossing ...
...
...
400
Croudace's Road
...
...
...
...
...
550
Carried forward

...

£ 9,822

450

Lengthu

Clam

No.

Northern Roads—continued.
1878. 1879. 1880.
402
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

...
2
3
1
2
2
5

2
2
8
1
1
1
5

2
2
3
1
1
1
5

6
15
4
18
31
73
12

34

a

3

3

10

35

5

5

5

3

30

1

1

1

6

87
38
39

2
5
3

2
5
1

2
5
1

16
7
14

40
41

1
5

1
5

1
5

16
0

42

4

4

4

8

43
44
45
46
47
48
49

2
2
4
5

2
2
3
5

8
15
6
13
12
15
7

Brought forward

...

£
... 9,322

...
150
Road from Mmmi to Woodford Railway Station
875
,,
Eastern foot of the Dividing Range to Wollombi..
Liiskintyre Bridge to Lochinvar Railway Station..
60
,,
..
900
East Maitland to Broken.back Gap
,,
.. 1,550
Raymond. Terrace to Stroud
...
,,
.
... 3,050
,,
Stroud, vid Gloucester, to Tinonee...
,,
Raymond Terrace and Stroud Road, vid the Duck..
84
hole Swamp to the Parading Ground
,,
Raymond Terrace by east side of Williams' River
... 150
to Seaham
...
...
...
Raymond Terrace and Stroud Road to Raymond
,,
21
Terrace and Seaham Road (Miskell's Road) ...
Raymond Terrace towards Maitland to its junction
,,
...
300
...
.:
with the Morpeth Road...
... 400
,,
Dunmore Bridge to Clarencetown ...
...
40
Deep Creek to Allandale Railway Station,
,,
Paterson and Grcsford Road to Olareneetown and
,,
... 700
Dungog Road ...
...
...
,,
Clarencetown to Dungog ...
...
... 800
Clarencetown to UaIf.way House on Raymond Ter11
..
63
race and Stroud Road ...
...
,,
Clarencetown, vid Glen William, to Clarencetown
..
80
and Dungog Road
...
...
... 200
Dungog to Chichester River
...
,,
...
875
Dungog and Chichester Road to Underbank
,,
...
90
Dungog and Gloucester Road to ]3'osterton
,,
...
130
,,
Dtmgog and Monkerai Road to Stroud
... 180
...
,,
Gloucester to Copeland
... 225
...
,,
Upper M.yall to Bulladelah
Old Bulladelah urn to Raymond Terrace Road at
,,
-. 105
School Hill
...
...
...
...
450
Bulladelah, vid Bungwall, to Porster
,,
270
Bulladelah to theStroud a.ndRaymond Terrace Road
,,
...
105
Bandon Grove to Little River
....
,,
,,
Paterson vUt Dungog and Monkerai, to Stroud and
.. 1,500
,.Gloucester Road at Langworthy's
Main North Road at Harper's Hill to Aflandale
,,
...
30
Railway Station,..
...
...
... 180
...
Jerry's Plains to Denman ...
,,
... 4,350
,,
Denman, vid Cassilis, to Coolah ...
600
,,
GianisLeaptoKerrabee,andjunctionof'WToUarRd.
...
340
Scone to Denison Diggings at Moonan
,,
Main North Road South of Cliffdale to Dynain.
,,
...
35
...
rigan or Dry Creek
Caywell Creek and Spring Gully to Main North
,,
..
35
Road near Cliffdale
...
...
,,
Singleton, vid Goorangoola to Archinell's Dry
... 250
Creek
...
...
...
...
...
00
Doyle's Creek to •Terry's Plains ...
,,
..
150
,,
Jerry's Plains to Muswellbrook ...
... 360
,,
Muswellbrook to Sandy Hollow ...
Main North Road near Muswellbrook to Muscle
,,
...
50
Creek
.,.
...
...
...
... 510
...
,,
Coolah to Ncsby's Junction
...
750
,,
Meregoen vie Caigan to Coonabarabran
75
Mudgee Road at Wollar to the Mili at Green Hills
,,
Main Northern Road to Nundle, }Ianging Rock,
,,
..
380
...
..
and Swamp Creek
...
70
,,
Box-Tree, vid the Gap, to Silver Mines
150
Main North Road at Wallabadah to Quirindi ...
,,
...
30
,,
Wallabadah up Quirindi Creek ...
...
60
...
Quirindi to Middle Island ...
,,
...
42
,,
Quirindi up Jacob and Joseph's Creeks
..
35
Quipolly up north bank of creek to Railway
Box-tree and Blandford Road to M'Donald's, on
,,
... 105
.,
...
...
.,
Isis River
Blandford to Scott's and Groen's Creeks .......140
11
... 375
...
..,
,,
Muswellbrook to Denman ...
... 500
...
Breeza towards Merriwa ...
1

.. -.

...

5
...

5
3

2
2
3
4
3
3
3

50
51
52
53

.,.
8
3
3

4
3
3
1

4
3
3
1

45
18
7
30

54

3

3

3

2

55
56
57
58
59

8
1
3
4
5

3
1
3
4
6

3
1
3
4
5

12
87
40
34
5

60

...

5

5

5

61

4

4

4

25

62
03
64
05

...

...

...
3
4

8
3
4

6
3
3
4

12
10
24
5

66
67
68
69

...
...
...
4

5
3
6
4

2
8
6
4

34
50
15
33

70
71
72
73
74
75
76

4
3

4
3

4
3
6
4
5
5
5

7
10
6
6
6
5
15

5
2
4

15
20
50

77
78
79

...

...

4
5
5
5

4
5
5
5

5
2

5
2

.,.

...

1359

Carried forward

9 31,896

451
.3
OSW

Class.

ExoE&ro

-

1878. 1879. 1880.

Northern Roads—continued.
1359

80
81

5
5

3
5

3
5

89
10

82

5

5

5

45

83

6

6

6

12

84
85

6
2

6
2

6
2

50
38

86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
04
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
101±
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115

5

5

..
...

...
...

6
1
4
1
...
3
1
...
5
2
3
2
5
5
5
5
1
...
1

6
1
4
1
3
3
1
4
5
2
6
5
5
5
5
5
1
5
1
5
2
3
3
5
5

4
5
6
6
1
5
1
3
3
1
4
5
2
6
5
5
3
4
4
2
4
2
5
2
8
3
5
2
2

16
5
1
12
50
65
65
25
146
29
80
45
66
30
60
48
70
58
57
70
42
25
30
50
45
43
30
20
18
86
32
42
30
135
85
25
20
25
20
28

..

2
4
3
5
...

2

...

..

2

2

116
117

...

...

4

4

4
3

118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125

5

2

2

126
127
128
129
130
131

132
133
134
135
136
137
188

2
4
3

1

1

6

2
3
2
5
5
6

3
2
2
5
5
6

2

2

2

1

1

1

3

3

3

1
. .
8

1
..

1

...
...
...

...
1

3
4
4

2
3
4
4
3
4
4

1

1

5

5

5

4
...
8

4

3
4
...

15
30
9
126
10

50
40
30
55
27
30
78
50
3938

Brought forward

...

£
... 31,806

..
Road from Scone to Merriwa ...
...
...
,..
Scone and Merriwa Road at Kingdon Ponds
Bridge to Middle Creek-_
...
...
...
Scone and Denison Diggings Road at Bellevue, vid
...
Crawney, to Nundle
...
...
...
The Scone, Dartbrook, Kaynga, and Muawdllbrook
Road at Kayuga, vid Sandy Creek, to Great
...
...
Northern Road, near Aberdeen
Main Northern Road, vid Currabubula,to Tamworth
Tannvorth, vid Dungowan, to Bowlthg Alley Point
and IVundle
...
...
...
...
...
Dungomm, vid Cadell's, to head, of Ogumbil Creek
Dungowan Creek on North Bank to Cadell's Station
...
Tamworth to the Forest ...
...
...
Tamworth, vid Moore Creek, to Attunga ...
...
Tamworth to Gunnedah ...
...
...
...
Willow Tree to Gunnedah ...
...
...
...
Gunnedah to Narrabri
...
...
...
Gunnedah towards Barraba
...
,..
...
Turrawan to Walgett
...
...
...
...
...
...
..,
Tamworth to Manilla
•..
Narrabri to Bingera...
...
...
...
..
Bingera to Moree ...
...
...
...
...
Coonabarabran to Gunnedah
...
...
.,.
Coonabarabrau to Baradine
...
...
...
Rocky Creek to Moree
...
...
...
...
Baradine to Pilliga ...
...
...
...
...
Narrabri to Moree ...
...
...
...
..
Warialda to Moree ...
...
...
.,.
Warialda to Yetman
...
...
...
.,.
.,.
Manilla, vid Barraba, to Bingera ...
...
...
Bingera to Bundarra, vid Keera ...
...
...
...
....
Bingera to Warialda
...
Warialda to &unyerwarialda
...
...
..,
Cobbedab to Rocky Creek ...
...
Inverell to Warialda...
...
...
...
...
Inverell to Queensland Border, vid Ashford
..,
Inverell to Bannockburn, vid Graman ...
...
..
.,..
Inverell to Reedy Creek ...
...
Inverell to Tingha...
...
...
...
Main Northern Road at Rocky Gully, vid Bun,..
dana to Inverell
...
...
...
..
...
Bingera, vid Myall Creek, to Inverell
Main
at
North Road
Uralla, via Rocky River, to
•..
Bnndarra...
...
...
...
Bendemeer to Waicha
...
...
...
...
Armidale to Grafton
...
...
...
...
...
...
Armidale to Inverell...
..,
Main North Road at Uralla to Waleha ...
...
...
...
...
Yarrowick to Armidale
...
Armidale, vi4 Cameron's Creek, to Rockyale
...
Armidale to Mihi Creek
...
...
...
Armidale to Uralla and Walcha Road, at 12-mile
...
post, Salisbury Plain ...
...
...
...
Glen Innes to Wellingrove ...
...
...
...
Newton Boyd Road to Vegetable Creek ...
...
..
Newton Boyd Road to Nymboida ...
..
...
...
Lawrence to Tenterfield ...
..
...
Yarrowford to Ranger's Valley ...
...
Tenterfield towards Bonshaw and Clifton...
...
...
...
Tabu]ain to Soiferino Road...
Coutt's Crossing, vid Kangaroo Creek, to Nymboida
...
Grafton to Solferino...
...
...
...
..
Grafton to Cross Roads towards Casino ...
...
,,
South Grafton to Maclean ...
...
...
Cross Roads to Ballina, via Casino and Liemore ...
Casino to Mount Lindsay, on the Queonsland
...
Border ...
...
...
...
,..
Carried forward

...

585
70
315
60
250
950
160
35
35
60
2,500
455
8,250
375
2,190
1,450
800
315
1,650
150
420
336
1,050
580
570
1,750

420
625
210
1,250
1,125
645
450
140
450
2,150
320
630
750
6,750
1,275
625
500
175
140
140
375
1,500
135
6,300
250
750
400

300
825
270
300
3,900
350

£ 86,682

452

-

Proposod
Expenditure.

Lengibin
Miles.

Northern Roads—continued.

187$. 1879. 1880.

Brought forward

3,988
189
140
141

1
..,
...

1
3
3

1
3
3

60
8
80

142
143
144
145
146

...
...
...
...
...

3
3
.,.
...
...

2
2
3
2.
8

9
9
30
28
28

147

1

1

1

12

148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156

...
5
...
2
2
1
3
1
3

2
5
6
2
2
1
3
1
3

2
3
6
2
2
1
3
1
3

9
27
120
35
85
60
5
25

157
158

5
3

5
3

4
3

18
18

159
160
161
162
163
164

4
4
3
3
5
...

4
4
3
3
5
3

4
4
3
3
5
3

18
5
6
4
20
12

165

8

2

2

50

166
167
168

5
..
4

5

8
4

5
3
4

18
12
16

169
170

2
3

2
3

2
3

50
16

171
172

2
5

2
5

2
5

8
17

173
174
175

5
3
3

5
3
3

5
3•
3

12
6
2

176
177

2
4

2
4

2
4

8
14

178
179

4
5

4
5

4
4

7

11

180
181

4
...

4

4
5

8
5

5

47

4,936

£
,..

.., 86,682

..
.,.
Road from Lismore to Queensland Border ...
...
...
...
...
Cudgen to Tweed River
,,
,,
Byangum, vid Tweed River Junction, to Queens
...
land Border
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
,,
Lismore to Goolmangar ...
...
,,
Lismore, vil G-underimba to Wyrallah ...
,..
..
...
...
,,
Lismore to Brunswick
...
...
.,
...
Woodburn to Selman's
,,
,,
Casino, vi4 Wyrallah, to Casino and Ballina Road,
...
..
.;.
...
at Chilloot's Wharf
,,
Wa dell, viii Tuckombil, to the Lismore andr Ballina
...
Road
...
...
...
...
..,
...
Baiina to Tintenbar...
...
...
...
,,
Woodburn to Casino, vid Coraki and Codrangton...
,,
,..
...
...
...
,,
Nowendoc to Waicha
...
..
...
Waicha to Port Macquarie ...
,,
..
...
...
Port Macquarie to Kempsey
,,
...
Kempsey to .Armidale and Grafton Road ...
,,
...
...
...
Kempsey to Bellinger River
,,
...
Kempsey to Frederickton ...
...
...
,,
,,
Frederickton, viii Pelican Island, Spencer's Creek
...
......
Bridge, to Trial Bay
Oakes Plains, vid Klybucca, to M'Leay River Heads
,,
East Kempsey Ferry, vid Gladstone, to Boggy
,,
...
Creek
...
...
..
...
...
,, . East Kempsey, vid Dungay Bridge, to Sherwood ...
...
...
Green Hills to Yarrowell Falls ...
,,
...
...
Warneton to the New England Road
,,
Belgrave to Kempsey and New England Road ...
,,
Rollands Plains to Yarrowell Falls, Macleay River
,,
Rollands Plains to junction with Port Macquarie
,,
...
and Kempsey Road
...
...
...
,,
Ferumount, vid Never Never, to Graf ton and
..
...
...
Armidale Road ...
...
,,
Missibotti, vid Bowra, to Nambuccra Heads
..
,,
Bowraville to Lumly, Argent's Selection ..
,,
Wilson River, viii Saltwater Creek, Bar Scrub, to
..
...
Port Macquarie and Waicha Road
Cundle through Jones's Island to Port Macquarie
,,
Cundle, via1 Lausdowne, to Junction with Jones's
•.
...
Island Road, near Pipeclay Creek
...
Tinonee to Cundle ...
...
...
...
,,
Tinonee and Gloucester Roadto Clarkin's Crossing,
...
...
...
...
Wollomba River ...
...
...
..
...
Tinonee to Bohnock ...
,,
...
Tinonee to Wingham Perry
..
...
,,
Tinonee and Bohnock Road to south channel of
the Manning River (Redbank Road) ...
..
Tinonee and Cundle Road to Wingham ...
,,
Wingham, vid Wherrol Flat, Dingo Creek, to
...
)Celvens Grove ...
...
...
..
Bun'il Creek to Wingham and Black Flat Road ...
Wingham and Wherrol Flat Road, up eastern
,,
branch of Dingo Creek, vid Marlee Flat, to
...
Bobin Flat
..
...
...
..,
..
...
...
...
...
through Oxley Island
..
,,
Dumaresq Island ...
...
...
...
Total

Total miles.

...

1

1

1

2

183

3

3

2

8

184

6

6

6

5
15

570
600
225
405
235
3,000
875
4,250
900
250
375
180
270
180
50
90
60
140
180
1,250
126
180
160
1,250
240
200
119
84
90
30
200
140
70

110
80
35

£

Road from Main Western Road at Burwood to Main Southern
.
Road
...
.
...
...
..
Main Western Road, near St. Mary's, to Orphan
,,
...
School Road
.,.
..
...
,..
,,
Sackville Reach to Post Office, mouth of Colo River
Carried forward

450
225
225
450
700

£ 109,051

Western Roads.
182

8,000
120

..,

£

100
200
25
325

453
5

No

Pmpascd
Exaauro.

r)ogthi,,

Cao

Western Roads—continued.
£

1878. 1879. 1880.
15
185
186
187
188

5
8
2
2

5
2
2
2

5
2
1
2

8
13
3
50

189
190
191

...

...

...
4

4
4

2
4
4

9
12
10

192
193
194
195
196
197

4

3

30
25
18
14
6
11

...
...
...

.,
...
...

...
5

3
5

3
4
4
3
3
5

198
199

2
2

2
2

2
2

4
4

200

3

8

2

10

201
202

5
...

5
2

5
2

9
10

203
204
205

5
3

3
3

..

...

3
1
1

17
5
2

1
5

1
5

11
4
5
22
15

206
207
208
209
210

...

...

3
2

3
2

1
5
2
3
2

2.11
212

2
3

2
3

2
3

28
15

213
214

...

...

3

3

6
3

5
11

215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
220
227
228
229
230

2
3

2

2

1

1
1

1
1

2
3

2
3

2
3

30
17
17
8

1
1
1
1
...
...

1
1
1
1
3
..

1
1
1
1

3
3
2

3
3
2

1
1

1
1

3

3

...
...

231.
232
233
234
235
230
237

3
3
3
3
2
1
1

20

30
20
42
39
22
25
25
34
18
29
12
10

...
...

3
2
2

1

1

1

4
4
4

4
2
4

4
2
4

16
13
14
30

5
9

892

...

325

...
Road from Churchill's Wharf to mouth of Colo River
...
,,
Bell's Line to Colo River (Comleroy Road)
Blacktown Road to Riverstone Railway Station ...
,,
,,
Richmond Bridge, vid Mount Tomah, to Mudgee
...
Road, near Bowenfcls (Bell's Line) ...
...
Springwoocl to 'l'hcllawkesbury ...
...
...
Bowenfels to Wallerawang ...
...
...
,,
Main Western Road, at Little Hartley, to Gam
...
benang Swamp ...
-.
..
...
...
,,
Hartley to Oberon ...
...
..
Oberon to Little River
...
...
...
,,
...
...
...
,.
Oberon to Fish River Caves
...
...
,,
Lowther, vid Badger Brush, to Rydal
...
Mount Victoria to Mount Wilson Platform
,,
,,
Mount Victoria to Govctt's Leap and Mount iCing
...
George ...
...
...
...
...
...
...
,,
Bowenfels to Blatland's Swamp ...
Main Western Road, Little Hartley, to Kerosene
,,
...
Miues ...
...
...
...
Mudgee Road, near Middle River, to Main Western
,,
...
...
...
Road at Meadow Flat ...
...
,,
Mudgee Road to Wolgan Valley ...
...
,,
O'Connell and Oberon Road, through Sidinouth
...
Valley, to Tarana and Oberon Road ...
...
,,
Ginkin, vid Boggy Flat, to Oberon
...
...
,,
Hartley, vid Brown's Gap, to Lithgow ...
Bathurst and O'Connell's Plains Road, at Cox's
,,
...
...
...
Hill, to Cooper's Bridge...
...
,,
Bathurst to O'Connell's Plains
...
...
...
Kelso to iCel]oshiei ..,
...
...
...
,,
...
...
...
.,
Kelso to White Rock I ...
,,
Kelloshicl, vid White's Crossing, to Little Forest.,
Liinekilns Road to Palmer's Oakey Road and Upper
,,
...
Turon
...
..
...
...
...
,,
Kelso, vid the Lirnekilus, to Peel and Sofala Road
Mitehcll's Creek Quartz Beefs towards Palmer's
,,
...
Oakey ...
...
...
...
...
...
...
,,
Macquarie Plains to Bloom Hill ...
,,
Bathurst and O'Connell's Plains Road, vid Dirty
Swamp, to the Road from Mutton's Falls to
...
...
..
...
O'Connell's Plains
...
,,
Magpic Hollow to O'Connell
...
...
...
Tarana Railway Station to Oberon...
...
,,
...
,,
O'Connell to Oberon
...
...
,..
...
,,
O'Connell to Wiseman's Crock ...
...
,,
Oberon to Swatehfleld
...
...
...
...
,,
Bathurst, vid Kelloshiel, to near Monkey Hill ...
,
Near Monkey Hill to Tambaroora and Hill End ...
Hill End vid Bragg's, to Main Western Road ...
,,
...
...
...
..
,
Cudgegong to Hill End
...
Cudgegong to Wollar
...
...
...
...
,,
Tallawang Bridge to Denison Town
...
...
,,
Denison Town to Coolah .,.
...
...
...
,,
Bathurst to Ophir ...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
.,
llford to Sofala
...
,,
Bathurst to Sofala, vid Peel and Wyagdon
Sofala, vid Circus Point and Cockatoo Hill, to Tarn...
...
baroora Road, at Monkey Hill ...
...
...
,,
Rockley to Caloola and Tuena Roads
...
,,
Mount Lawson to Judge's Creek ...
...
ltockley, vid Campbell's River, to the Dog Rocks
...
and Swallow's Nest
...
...
...
Bathurst and Caloola Road to Roekley ...
...
,.
Bathurst and Caloola Road to Tea-pot Swamp ...
..
Careoar, vid Village of 81mw, to Tea-pot Swamp ...
Bathurst, rid Gorman's Hill and Lagoon, to Camp.
...
,..
..
...
...
bell's River

56
325

Brought forward

Carried forward

...

...

150

1,250
225
120
100
450
250
180
210
90
77
100
100
250
63
250
255
250
100
550
28
125
330
375
700
225
25
105
750
850
850
200
300

1,500
1,000

2,100
1,950
330
375
375
500
450
1,450
600

240
125
225
800
130
350
300

X. 23.419

454

Length in
Miles.

cia,,.
--

0.

Proposed.
Expenditure,

Western

1878. 1879. 1880.
892
238

2

2

2

5

239

2

2

2

13

240
241

1
1

1
1

1
1

38
14

242
243
244

2
...
1

2
..
1

2
2
1

15
8
17

245

4

4

4

13

246
247

...
4

...
4

4
4

5
10

248
249
250
251
252
253
254
255
256
257

4
2
1
2
1
...
4
4
3
...

2
1
1
2
1
...
4
4
3
..-

2
2
2
2
1
8
3
3
3
4

12
25
30
22
50
10
12
16
16
15

258
259
260
261
262
203
264
265
266
267
268

.....

...
...

.,.

..

...
1
2
1
2
4
2
1

..1
2
1
2
4
3
1

3
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
4
2
1

12
12
5
5
50
9
14
12
40
104
6

269

1

1

1

8

270

...

1

1

2

271

3

3

2

18

272
278
274
275
276
277
278
279
280
281
282
283
284
285
286
287
288
289
290
291
292
293 i
294
295

2
4
6
3
...
...
3
3
8
...
...
...
...
2
3
2
3
3
5
...
...
...
...
...

2
4
6
3
...
3
3
3
3
...
5
...
..
2
3
2
3
8
5
...
. -.
...
...
...

2
3
4
3
4
3
3
3
8
5
5
6
5
2
2
2
3
8
3
2
3
3
1
2

18
40
22
24
24
60
47
80
10
20
60
20
8
16
18
40
85
44
10
25
22
18
10
5
2,217

Roads—continued,
.
Brought forward

...

£
.. 23,449

Rt,ad from Batliurat, Gorman'sHiil and oampbell'sBiverRoad
vi4 Saildy Creek, to Railway Platform, Perth...
,,
Bathurst and CaloolaRoad, vid Limekilns and Cow
Flat, to Rockley Road ...
...
...
...
,,
Bathurst to Caloola and Trunkey Gold Field
...
,,
Blayney, vid Costolo's and ioodley's Lanes to
Shaw and No. 1 Swamp, near Post Office
...
' Arthur Town to Tuena
...
...
...
...
Blayney, vid Hood's, to Tea-pot Swamp ...
...
Back Creek By. Station, vid Hobbey's Yards, to
Arthur Town
...
...
...
...
...
Tea-pot Swamp, rid Mallow Grove and Regan's
Fails, to Carcoar...
...
..
...
...
,,
Newbridge Station to Caloola
...
..
. -.
,,
Tea-pot Swamp Road, at junction with Trunkey
Creek and Carcoar Road vid Willow Glen to
Mallow Grove ...
...
...
...
...
Tea-pot Swamp, vid Five Islands, to No. 1 Swamp
Orange to Carcoar ...
...
...
...
...
Mandurama to Canowindra...
...
...
...
Canowindra to Eugowra ..
...
-..
..
Orange, vid Cargo, to Nanima
...
..
..
Orange to Mullion ...
...
...
...
..
Orange to Conoblas ...
...
...
...
...
Orange to Cadia
...
..
..
...
...
Orange to Ophir
...
...
...
..
...
Orange and Cadia Road, at Eslieks, to Four-mile
Creek
..
...
...
.,.
...
...
Orange to Forest Beefs
...
...
...
...
,,
Forest Reefs to Blayney ...
.....
...
,,
G-uyong to Spring Grove ...
....
..
,,
Long Swamp to Spring Terrace ...
..
...
,,
Boree to Parkes
...
...
...
..
...
,,
Peel to Duramana ...
...
...
...
...
,,
Icely to Spring Grove Railway Station
..
...
,,
Spring Grove Railway Station to Cadia ..
..
Obley to Dubbo
...
...
...
...
...
Dubbo to Coonamblo
...
..
...
..
Spring lull Railway Station to Hennessy's Inn, on
Orange and Cadia Road...
...
...
...
Lucknow, vid Spring Hill, to the Orange and Carcoar Road
...
...
...
...
...
,,
Warboy's, on Lucknow and Carcoar Road, to
Marten's, on Orange and Carcoar Roads
..
Lyndhurst, vid Cobb's, to Millburn Creek Copper
Mines ...
..
...
...
...
...
Molong to Toohey's Inn, on Boree and Parkes Road
Molong to Obley ...
...
..
...
...
Molong to Stony Creek
...
...
...
...
Forbes to Parkes ...
...
...
...
...
Parkes to Bogan Gate
..
...
...
...
,,
Forbes to Condobolin
...
...
..
...
,,
Cowra to Young
...
...
.
...
...
Cudgegong to Dubbo
.
..
...
...
Midway Station to Cobborah
...
...
...
Cowra to Canowindra
...
..-...
Cowra to Forbes, south bank of Laeh]an ...
...
Grenfell to Bland, vid Barrett's ...
...
...
Carcoar to Flyer's Creek ...
...
...
...
Cudgegong, vid Menali, to 0-ulgong
.....
Ilford to Rylstone ...
...
...
..•..
Cudgegong to Cassilis
...
. -.
...
...
Faulkner's, vid Cobborah, to Mundooran ...
...
Gnntawang to Wellington ...
...
...
...
Stony Creek to Burrendong
...
...
...
Wellington, vid Curra Creek to Buekinbak
...
Wellington to Burrendong ...
...
..
...
...
Wellington to Arthurvifle ...
...
...
Adam's Inn to Gulgong ...
...
...
...
,,
...
Gulgong to Tallawang Bridge
...
...
Total miles.

Total

...

125
325
1,900
700
375
200
850
130
50
100
300
625
750
550
2,600
150
180
240
240
150
180
300
250
125
2,500
225
700
300
400
2,600
300
400
100
450
450
600
220
360
240
91)0
705
1,200
150
140
420
100
56
400
450
1,000
825
660
240
62
330
270
500
125

£ 53,685

455

-

Len thin

Class

1878. 1879. 1880.
296
2
1
1

Southern Roads.
6

297

2

1

1

10

298

3

3

3

4

299
300

1
2

1
2

1
2

6
5

301
302
303
304

3
5
1
3

3
3
1
3

3
3
1
3

15
6
3
2

305
308
307

1
1
2

1
1
2

i

is

1
2

1
22

308
309
310
311

2

...
...
...

1

4

...
...
...

1
2
1
3

312

3

3

3

5

313

3

3

3

12

314

1

1

1

30

315

1

1

1

34

310

1

1

1

3

317
318

..
3

4
2

2
2

7
46

319
320

2
2

2
2

2
2

12
9

321
322
323
324
325
826
327
328
329
330

2
2
3

2
2
3

6
5
12
12
25
15
23
22
15
12

331
332
333

3
2
8

...

...

2
2
3
2
3
2
2
2
2
2 -

2

1

1

1
...

1
...

1

4

14
42
5

3

2

2

10

1

1

1

3

3
5

2
5

...

...

3
2
3
3
2

3
2
3
3
2

l',-oposed
Expenditure.

MIo,.

334
335
336
337
338

...
.,

4

4

4+2
15
15
15

339

...

...

3

12

340
341
342

1

1

1

28

3

3

...

...

2
3

18

10

646

£

Road from Cook's River Dam to Rocky Point (Rocky Point
Road)
...
..
...
...
...
...
,,
Rocky. Point Road to George's River (Forest
Road)
...
...
...
..
...
.,.
,,
Illawarra Road to Bond's Road (Broad-arrow and
Stony Creek Road)
...
...
...
-.
Campbelltown to Narellan ..
...
.....
North boundary of North Illawarra, via Bulli and
Westmacott's Pass, towards Appin, to the top
of the Mountain...
...
...
...
Top of Mountain, near Westmaeott's Pass, to A.ppin
Bulli and \JTestmota's Pass Road to the Coal Cliff
,,
Fitz Roy Iron Mines to Bowral ...
...
...
,,
The Old Southern Road, . at Mittagong, near
Burke's, to the Main Southern Road, near the
Old Fitz Roy inn
...
...
...
...
Bowral, via Alcorn's Hill, to Village of Robertson
Alcorn's Store to the Macquarie Pass Road
...
The Old South Road, from Cross Roads, vid Moss
Vale, to Little Forest ...
...
...
...
Berrima to Railway Station at Moss Vale...
..
Sutton Forest to Main South Road, near Cowley's
Bowrall to Lower Mittagong (Merrigang Road) ...
Kangaroo River Bridge, along north side of river,
to Wallanderry ..+
...
...
...
..
The Mittagong and Illawarra Road, near Wallaby
Creek, vid the Macquarie Pass, to the Central
Illawarra Municipality ..
...
...
...
The Kangaloon and Bowral Road, at Roberton Park,
to the western boundary of Central Illawarra,
near Mount Murray
...
...
...
...
Moss Vale, vid Robertson, to foot of Jambcroo
Mountain Road ..
...
...
...
...
Throsby Park, vid Kangaroo Valley, to Bomadary
Ferry
...
..
...
...
...
...
Kangaroo GroundRoadatByrnes'lOoaeres,through
C. Throsby's 640 acres, to Old South Road at
Moss Vale
..
..
...
...
.A
Sutton Forest to Jordan's Crossing
...
...
Bomadary Perry, vid Tomerong, to north boundary
of Ulladulla
...
..
...
...
...
Kangaroo Valley to Broughton's Creek ...
..
Kiama Road at Blenkinsop's, vid Wild's Meadows,
to Barrangarry Road ...
...
...
-.
Pieton to top of Long Gully
...
...
...
Long Gully to Vanderville ...
...
...
..
Vanderville to foot of Burragorang Mountain ...
,,
Marulan to Greenwich Park
...
...
..
,,
Marulan, vid Bungonia and Jacqua, to Windellama
,,
Goulburn vid MummeR to Pomeroy
...
..
,,
Goulburn to Upper Tarlo and Roslyn
...
Goulburn to Winddllama .,
...
...
..
Collector towards Goulburn
...
...
...
Collector to Bangalore Road, vid Currawang
Copper Mine
...
...
...
..
Currawang towards Goulburn
,..
...
...
Goulburn, vid, Crookwell, to Bindq ......
...
Goulburn and 'J1uena Road, near Kingsdale, to the
Limekilns...
.
...
..
..
..
,,
Wheeo towards Crookwell ...
...
...
...
,,
Mount Wayo, vid Laggan, to Peelwood ...
..
Peelwood, vid Tuena, to the Abercrombie River ...
Bigga to the Abercrombie ...
...
...
...
Towriwg, vid Carrick Railway Platform, and
Lockyeiuleigh to Nesbitt's
...
...
...
Goulburn and Tuona Road, vi4 Fullerton to Sherwood (towards the Abercrombie)
...
...
Goulburn to Taralga...
...
...
, -.
...
Taraiga northwards, vid Riehlands...
...
...
Taralga to Laggan ...
...
...
..
...
Carried forward

...

300
500
60
300
125
225
90
150
30
900
50
550
200
75
100
120
75
180
1,500
1,700
150
175
1,150
300
225
150
125
180
300
375
375
550
375
300
700
2,100

50
250
2,100
375
105
150
180
1,400
250

270

£ 20,405

456

No.

Class.

xpenditure,
F

1878. 1879. 1880.
343
844
345
346
347
348
349
350

...

...

1
8
8
5
2
2
-3

1
3
2
3
2
2
8

351

...

...

5
1
3
2
3
2
3
3
3

852

3

8

8

853

3

3

2

354
355

4
3

4
3

2
3

356

2

2

2

357
358

4
...

4
3

8
3

859
360
361
362
863

...
...
5
2
6

4
...
5
2
6

4
4
5
2
6

364
365
366
367

8
2
5

...

2
2
5

...

2
2
4
4

2
6
4
5
3
3
3
1
5
5

2
6
4
5
3
3
2
1
8
5

2
5
4
4
3
3
2
1
3
4

5
2
5
5
...
4
5
3
2
2
2
3
4

5

4

1
5
2
.-..
3
5
8
2
2
2
3
4

2
4
4
4
4
6
3
2
2
2
3
4

368
369
370
371
372
373
374
375
376
377
373
379
380
381
382
383
384
385
386
387
383
389
390
391
392
393
391
39.3
396
397
398
399
400

2
2
4
4

2
2
4
4

2
2
4
4

1
1
2
3
3
4

1
1
2
3
2
4

1
1
2
3
2
3

401
402

..
5

...

4
5

5

Southern Roads—conthiued.
646
12
39
36
15
13
17
17
50
12

Brought forward

...
•..
...

£

... 20,465

...
Road from Laggan vid Coispie to Leighwood,..
...
,,
Goulburn, vid Gullen, to lvheco ...
...
... .
,,
Wheeo to Burrowa ...
...
...
,,
Gullen, vid Crookwell, to Laggan ...
...
,,
Laggan to Binda ...
...
...
...
...
,,
Goulburn to Bungonia
...
...
...
...
.,
Collector, vid Collector Lane, to Gunning
...
,,
Gunning toBurrowa...
...
...
...
Gunning and Burrowa Road, near Delaney's, to
,,
...
...
Yass Railway Station ...
,,
Main Southern Road, at Sharpening Stone Creek;
30
...
to Burrowa
...
...
...
...
,,
Sharpening St-one Creek and Burrowa Road, near
2
...
Walls, to Bowning
...
...
.,.
...
,,
Bowning to Binalong
...
...
...
17
,,
Main Southern Road near Yass, v14 Mundoonen, to
24
...
...
...
...
Fairfield Bridge ...
Goulburn and Braidwood Road, near Doughboy
.,
53
Hill, vid Bungendore and Gundaroo, to junction
with Main South Road, 3 miles east of Yass ...
...
,,
Yass to Woolgarlo ...
...
...
...
16
Yass and Woolgarlo Road near Black Bog Creek
,,
ii
...
to Bloomfield ...
.,.
..
...
Fish River atRoche's tojunction wit.hPudmanfload
20
11
...
,,
Dalton to ,Terrawa Platform
...
8
...
...
...
...
...
Young to ltlaud
58
- ,,
...
Braidwood to Nelligen—Clyde Road
...
.,
35
,,
?elligen to Bateman's Bay and Milton Road at
9
...
M'Millasf a
...
...
...
...
,,
Milton, vi4 Bat-oman's Bay and Moruya to Bodallal
75
,,
Braidwood, vid Dirty Butter Creek, to Araluen ...
16
...
...
,,
Braidwood to Molonglo (Cole's Line)
27
Bungendore, vid Moonglo to Queanbeyan and
20
,,
...
Bungendore Road
...
...
•.,
...
...
...
...
,,
Araluen to Moruya ...
36
...
,,
Braidwood to Elrington
...
...
...
10
...
...
...
...
,,
Elrington to Ballalaba
7
...
,,
Braidwood to Rcidsdale ...
...
..
12
,,
Reidsdale to Warumbucera (Tudor Valley Road) ...
5
...
Elrington to Araluen
...
...
...
.,
8
...
,,
Monga to Major's Creek, Elrington" ...
12
...
,,
Queanbcyan, vid Gundaroo, to Gunning ...
42
...
,,
Queaubeya.n to Murrumbateman ...
...
84
Coonia and .Tindabyne Road to Buckley's Crossing
20
,
...
Coonm and Jindabyne Road, to TCiandra ...
,,
45
...
...
...
...
,,
Cooma to Bombala ...
54
,,
Cooma to Count-a-guinea-, rid the Big Badger ...
26
...
,,
Cooina to Braidwood
...
....
...
80
...
...
...
..
.,
000ma to Bohundarah
21
...
,,
Catheart, vid Bobundarah, to Twin Hills ...
45
. -.
...
..
,,
Bobundarah to Seymonr ...
34
,,
Brown Mountain, vid Kameruka, to Finger Post...
24
..
..
...
...
.,
Cajidelo to Karneruka
2
Catheart Junction, vid Wyndham, to Panbula ...
,.
38
..,
,
Panbula to Wolumla...
...
...
...
6 .
...
Woluinla Junctoil to Cross Roads...
,..
13
,,
Wolunila, vid Lithgow Flat, to andelo and
10
...
Wyndliam Road...
...
...
...
...
,,
Holt's Flat to Railway Bridge
...
...
18
...
...
...
...
,,
Bombàla to Delegate
22
...
Meriinbula to Jellatt Jellatt
...
...
,,
12
...
,,
Briandairy to Bega ......
...
...
6
...
...
,,
Bega, vid Jellatt Jellatt, to Tathra...
12
...
...
...
...
,,
Bega to Wolumla ...
12
...
Bega to Bodalla
...
...
...
...
,,
56
..
Bega to Numbugga- ...
...
...
...
,,
16
...
,.
Bega to Nelson
...
...
...
...
12
Bodalla to Dignam's Creek, vid Cowderoy's and
,,
27
...
ilawdon's...
...
...
...
...
,,
Pitinan's Bridge, vid Wagonga ileads to Bodafla...
is
...
...
.,.
...
...
,,
Eden to Sturt
16

2,089

Carried forward

...

84
1,950
375
195
425
255
750
180
450
50
425
360
1,325
240
165
200
80
406
875
.45
1,875
400
270
200
900
70
70
120
75
120
800
2,100
510
200
450
1,350
260

800
210
450
170
360
50
950
150
195
100
450
550
120
GO
000
600
1,400
240
800
405
180
112

£ 47,562

457
EJ
Proposed
Expenditure.

Lenrfls
in MiI.

N0.

Southern Roads—continued,
1878. 1879, 1880. 2,089
403
404
405
400
407
408

4
3
3
2
...
...

4
3
3
2
...
...

5
3
3
2
0
6

00
23
12
30
20
14

409
410
411
412
413
414
415
410
417
418
419
420
421
422

2
1
4
1
3
1
3
1
...
2
3
3
5
2

2
1
4
1
3
2
3
1
3
2
3
3
5
1

2
1
4
1
3
2
3
1
8
2
3
3
5
2

22
54
45
20
10
14
11
14
10
48
7
20
30
40

423
424

1
2

1
2

1
2

24
7

425
426
427

3
2
...

3
2
2

3
3
2

8
25
22

428
429

...
...

,.
...

2
1

10
5

430
431
432
433
434
435
436
437

...

...

2
3
1
2
...
4
3

2
3
1
2
3
4
3

1
3
2
2
2
3
4
3

4
60
90
103
50
'20
30
20
85
14
20

438
439
440

1

1

...

..

3

3

2
1
3

441
442
443
444
445
440
447

3
6
2
4
...
3
1

3
5
2
4
2
3
1

3
5
3
4
2
3
1.

100
50
120
70
10
80
14

448
449
450
451
452
453
454
455
456
457

3
6
4

3
6
4
...
...
...
4
4
3
2

3
6
4
5
4
4
4
4
3
2

80
50
50
120
50
210
15
5
90
30

...

...
...
4
4
3
2

41 364

Brought forward

...

.. 47,562

Road from Wagga Wagga to Young, vid Cootainundra
Coolac to Cootamundra, tiM MLeod's
,,
...
Wallanbeen to Murrumburrah
,,
..,
...
...
,,
Burrowa to Young ...
Young and Cowra Road to Jerrybang
,,
,,
Young vid Irish Jack's Creek and Black Ranges
to Moppity
...
...
..,
...
...
...
,,
Binalong to Burrowa
Mn,'i'unibun'ali,vid 'W'ombat and Young,to Grenfel]
,,
...
...
,,
Grenfell to Forbes ...
,,
Gundagni to Tumut
...
...
,
Gundaai to head of Jones's Creek
,,
...
...
,,
Guudagai to l3rungle
...
...
,,
Tumut to Brungle ...
,,
Tumut to Adelong ...
...
...
,
...
...
,,
Tusnut to Lacinalac ...
,,
Gundagai to 'Wagga 'Wagga, north side of River"
Upper Tumberumba to Tumberumba
,,
Adelong to Main South Road, at Hillas Creek
,,
,,
Middle Adelong to Tumberumba ...
Main Southern Road at Little Billabong to Turn,,
berumba .., ' ...
...
...
Main Southern Road to Middle Adelong
,,
,,
Downing's Inn, at Gilmore Creek, to Reily's
Crossing, at Adelong Creek ...
..
Belly's Crossing to Reedy Flat
,,
Main Southern Road at Taroutta, to Wagga Wagga
,,
Main Southern Road at Kiamba to Alfred Town,!
.,,
..,
...
. . ,1
Tarcutta Road ...
Carabost to Kiamba..,
...
...
,,
Morven on Albury and Wagga Road to Round 11111
,,
Railway Statiou ...
...
..,
Main Soufli Road near Bowna Bridge to Railway
,,
...
Wagga Wagga to Narrandera
,,
...
...
.
.,
Deniliquin to Urana
Albury to Turner's Inn, south of Tocumwall
,,
,,
Albury and Corowa Road to Urana
Walbundry to Round Hill Railway Stat'on
,,
Toeusnw'all to Deniliquin ...
...
,,
,,
Gerogery, vid Jindera, to Albury and Deniliquin
Road at Bungowaunah ...
...
Albury to 'Wagga Wagg'
...
,,
Bullenbong Creek to the Rock Railway Station
,,
Walla Wal]a to Gerogery and Bungowannah Road,
,,
..,
...
at Dead Horse Creek ...
Th'elve-snile Creek to Welarcgaiig
,,
,,
Deniliquin to Moatna
...
...
...
...
,,
Deniliquin to Bairanald
,,
... .
...
Moama to Moulamein
,,
Moaina to Caloola ...
,..
...
...
Albury to Urana. ...
...
,,
Main Southern Road at Germanton to Albury and
,,
Wagga Road at Cookendina ...
Hay to Deniliquin ...
.
...
,,
,,
Balranald to Hay ...
...
...
Hay to Booligal
...
...
...
,,
Hay to Narrandra ...
,..
...
,,
...
...
..,
,,
Booligal to Hillston ...
...
...
..,
,,
Booligal to Wilcannia
,,
Moama to Bama
...
...
..,
...
,,
Wagga Wagga to Lake Albert
...
..,
,,
Wagga Wagga to Urana ...
...
...
,,
Wela.regang to Tumberumba Road
TonL

Total miles.

...

630
345
180
750
100
70
550
2700
450
1,000
150
350
165
700
150
1,200
105
300
210
1,000
1,200
175
120
875
550
250
250
200
900
2,250
2,575
1,250
300
300
300
2,125
700
800
1,500
350
1,800
700
250
1,200
700
1,200
250
500
840
SOt.)
2,100
150
50
1,350
750

£ 86,077

NOTE—The amossnt per ,nilo proposed to be exponded on each class of Roads is as follows —1st class, £50; 2nd
£25 ; 3rd class, £15; 4th class, £10; 5th class, £7 6th class, £5.
£
.,. 109,051
...
4,936 miles ...
Northern Roads
,.. 53,685
...
2,217 ,,
...
Western Roads
... 86,977
,..
4,364. ,,
..
Southern Roads
11,517
18—B

ToTAL ... £249,713

458

7-,

Sydney ThornR Richards, Government Pr1ntcr.-18$0

t9d.J

459

1879-80.

LEGISLATWE ASSEKBLT.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

SUBORDINATE ROADS TINDER TRUSTEES.
(SRO WING PROPOSED DISTRIBuTION OF VOTE ON ESTThIAThS.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 27 May, 1880.

CLASSIFICATION AND PROPOSED DISTRIBUTION FOR 1880.

.

CIa.

No.

-

1878. 1879. 1880.
3
1
3
3
2
1
1
1
2
3
2
2
...
2
4 ...
5
5
5
2
6
4
4
4
3
3
7
3

Northern Roak
4
18
5
4
18
13
57

S

4

4

4

6

9
10
11

5
5
3

5
5
3

5
5
3

20
4
5

12

3

3

3

4

13
14
15
18

3
8
2
5

3
3
2
5

3
3 1
2 1
5 I

17

3

3

3

9

18
19
20
21
22
23
21
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

2
8
2
4
3
2
2
3
2
4
3
4
...
2
2
2
'1

2
3
2
4
3
2
2
3
2
4
3
4
4
2
2
2
4

2
3
2
4
3
2
2
2
2
4
8
4
4
2
2
2
4

S
1
6
5
8
5
22
17
12
13
4
8
9
8
3
6
3

35

2

2

2

20

5
17
2

354
19—A.

ExpeidIture.

£

...
Road from Balgowlah to Pittwater Road
...
...
•..
Manly Cove to Pittwater ...
...
...
Willoughby, at Pearce's Corner, to Pennant Hills
.
Lane Cove, vid Stony Creek, to Pittwater......
...
Newcastle to Lake Macquarie Heads
...
...
Waratah to Maitland
...
...
...
Wingham, on the left bank of the Manning River,
•..
vid Black Flat, to Nowendoc ...
...
Morton's Creek to Papenborough Creek, and J.
Gurney's, on north bank of Hastings River ...
...
Rolland's Plains to Glen Esk, Upper Plains
Rolland's Plains to Ballingara Wharf
...
..Junction of Morpeth Road with Raymond Terrace
...
and Maitland Road to East Maitland ...
Raymond Terrace and Maitland Road to Morpeth
...
Municipality
...
..
..
...
Stockton and Raymond Terrace Road to Saltash...
...
Stockton to Raymond Terrace
...
...
&ymondTerraceandMaitlandRoadtoRivcrllunter
Raymond Terrace and Stroud Road to Raymond
Terraceand OlarencetownRoad (Caswell'sRoad)
Seaham, by east side of Williams River, to Clarence...
town
...
...
...
...
...
...
Raymond Terrace to Hinton
...
...
Raymond Terrace and Hinton Road to Seaham ...
..
Raymond Terrace to Hexham
...
...
...
Alnwick to Hexham...
,..
...
,..
...
,,
Hexham to Fullerton Cove ...
...
...
East Maitland, vid Largs, to Dunmore Bridge ...
...
Dunmore Bridge to Paterson and Gresford
...
,,
Gresford to Eceleston
...
...
...
...
Gresford to Lowstoek
...
...
...
...
Lostoek to Carraboler
...
...
...
...
Penshurat to Aileyn River ...
...
...
...
Eccleston to Upper Alleyn River ...
...
...
Underbauk to Upper Chichester ...
...
..
.
Largs, vid Tocal, to Paterson
...
...
Union Inn at Rutherford, to Ford at Melville ...
...
West Maitland to Dunmore
...
...
West Maitland, vid 0-lenarvon, to Dunmore and
...
Paterson Road ...
...
...
...
,,
Main Northern Road, near West Maitland, vid
Cessnock, to eastern foot of the Dividing Range

-

Carried forward

...

£

80
800
125
100
400
130
855
60
140
28
75
60
75
255
50
42
135
200
60
150
50
120
125
550
425
300
130
60
80
90
200
75
150
30
500
6,685

2
No.

Length in
Mile,.

CLae,

i'roposed
Expenditure

1818. 1879. 1880,

Northern Roads—continued.
354
36

3

3

3

5

37

2

2

2

4

38

4

4

4

4

39

2

1

1

3

40
41

5
3

5
3

5
3

15
17

42

5

5

5

10

43
44
45
46

4

4

4
3
4
4
2
3
4

5
2
4
10
5
3
4
4
7
9
29
15

47

48
49

..
4
4
2
3
4

.,.
4
4
2
3
4

2
4

2
4

50
St
52
53
54

...
5
4

...
5
4

2
2
3
5
4

55
50
57

4
2
3

4
2
3

4
2
3

3
1
12

58
59

4
4

4
4

4
3

4
14

60
61

3
4

3
4

3
4

8
6

62

4

4

4

11

63

3

3

3

16

64
65

4
4

4
4

4
4

25
37

66
67

...
4

..
4

4
4

5
9

68
69
70

4
4
4 .

4
4
4

4
4
4

10
15
17

71
72

4
4

4
4

4
4

12
15

73

4

4

4

10

74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81

3
4
...
6
5
4
4
5

3
4
4
6
5
4
4
5

3
4
4
6
5
4
4
5

20
5
5
16
25
15
24
16

82

...

..

4

10
875

Brought forward

£

...

... 6,685

Road from the north boundary of West Maitlaud Municipality,
up the right bailk of Hunter's River ..
,,
Morpeth, vid iiuton Punt, to Dunmore and
Scaham Road ...
..,
...
...
,,
Dunmore and Seaham Road, vid Butthrwick, to
Dunn's Creek ...
...
...
,,
West Maitland, vid Loath Park, to East Maitland
and Brisbane Water Road
.,.
...
,,
West Maitland to Mulbring Creek
..
.,
,,
Maitland and Paterson Road, within L. Harris's
1,114 acres, to Luskintyre
..
..
,,
Lochinvar, vid Windermere, to Pritchett's 2,000
acres, and loop-line to same place, vid Kaloudali
,,
Branxton, vid Daiwood Ford, to Irishtown
,,
Branxten and Irishtown Road, to Greta ..
,,
Brauxton to Elderalie
...
.,.
...
,,
Rutherford to Scotch Corner
...
...
,,
Morpeth to Four-mile Creek
...
,,
Morpeth to Largs .
..
...
...
,,
Morpeth and Largs Read, through Phnnix Park
and Abbotaford, to M'Clymont's Swamp
,,
Morpeth Punt, through Phnix Fark, to Largs
,,
Kincumber to Lloyd's Wharf
...
...
,,
Bumble Hill to Upper Wyong Creek
...
,,
Wollombi to WarkworUh ...
..
...
,,
St.Alban's, up the M'DonaldRaver, toMelon Creek,
and up that Creek
...
...
...
,,
Wiscman's FerryRead into Parish of North Colah
,,
ToinagoCrossingplacetoRailwayStationatllexbam
,,
Branxton, vid Elderslie Bridge and Glendon Brook,
to junction with Paterson and Gresford Road
,,
Anvil Creek and 0-lendon Brook Road to Stanhope
,,
Main Northern Road, near Black Creek, to Cess.
nook, on Wnllombi Road
...
...
,,
Pokolbin Hills to Ccssnock Road ...
...
,,
Cessnock to south-west corner of M'Donald's 1,050
acres at Pokolbin (Marrowbone Road)
,,
Main Northern Road, near Black Creek, vid 0-lendon, to Main Northern Road, near Singleton
,,
Main Northern Road, near Munnimba Brook, vid
Warkworth, to Jerry's Plains Road ...
.
Singleton vid New Bridge to Cooper's Flat
Singleton, vid Boyce's, at Glcndon Brook, to
Gresford ...... . ...
Vaey Bridge to Summer Hill
...
...
Cooper's Flat Road to Karakoora Creek and up
that creek...
...
...
...
...
Camberwelt to Goorangoola Road...
...
Goorangoola Road to Carrow Brook
...
Combo, near Singleton, through Town Common, to
north boundary of Parish of Dyrring
,,
Singleton, vid Abbey Green, to Bulga
...
,,
Singleton, vid Wittingham Reserve, to Broke, Wol
loinbi Brook
...
...
...
...
,,
Broke, vid Nine-mile Creek to the Munnimba and
Warkworth Road
...
...
...
,,
Singleton to Jerry's Plains . -.
...
..
,,
Singleton and Jerry's Plains Road to Warkworth
,,
Wa.rkworth Road to the Jerry's Plains Road
,,
Scone, vid Dartbrook and Kayugab, to Muswellbrook
,,
Merriwa to top of Main Range ...
...
,,
Blandford, vid Box-tree, to Timor ...
...
,,
Grafton, vid Copmanburst, to Apple-tree Flat
,,
Grafton to Southgate and Lawrence, vid Alumny
Creek Bridge ...
...
...
..
,,
Brush Grove to Rocky Mouth
...
...
Total miles.

Total

,..

75
100
40
150
105
255
70
50
30
40
100
125
45
40
100
175
135
203
150
30
25
180
40
210
120
60
110
240
250
370
50
90
100
150
170
120
150
100
300
50
50
80
175
150
240
112
100

£ 12,495

461.
3
Lenflh In

01Mg.

Fo.

.

Miles.

Proposed
Expenditure,

1878, 1879. 1880.
83
84
85

2
2
3

2
2
3

2
2
3

8
2
6

80
87

2
4

2
4

2
4

3
5

88

3

3

3

2

89
90

3
4

3
4

3
2

2
2

91
92
93

...
2
2

4
2
2

4
2
2

2
3
1

94
95

2
3

2
3

2
3

1
7

90
9.7

2
4

2
4

2
4

1
5

98
99

...
4

4
4

4
4

3
2

5
3

2
3
4
4
8

100
101.

...

...

3

3

102
103
104

2
..,

2
2

...

...

2
2
4

105

...

...

0

4

106

3

3

3

8

107
108

3
3

3
3

3
3

13
18

109

4

4

4

6

110

4

4

4

11

111

6

6

6

15

112
113
114
115
110

4
2
2
3
2

4
2
2
3
2

4
2
2
8
2

18
5
1
4
4

117
118
119
120

4
4
4
2

4
4
4
2.

2
4
4
2

4
20
7
6

121
122
123

3
3
5

3
2
5

3
2
5

5

6
6

124

5

5

5

2

125
120

5
6

5
6

5
6

2

14
245

Western &adE.

£

Road from Main Western Road to Canterbury
...
...
,,
Main Western Road to Rookwood Railway Station
,,
Main \Vestern Road, near Parramatta, to Main
Southern Road (Woodville Road)
...
...
,,
Irish Town to Rookwood Railway Station...
...
,,
Main Southern Road, near Burwood, over Cook's
River, into Parish of St. George
...
...
,,
Main Western Road to Government Wharf at
Longbottom
...
...
...
...
...
,,
Longbottoin to Breakfast Point ...
...
...
,,
Kenyon's Bridge, towards Cabrainatta, to boundary
of Liverpool Municipality
...
...
...
,,
Cabaritta Point Road to Major's Bay Road
...
,,
Parramatta to Ryde ...
...
...
...
...
,,
Pennant Hills, at Duggan's Corner, to Parramatta
and Ryde Road ...
...
...
...
...
,,
Parramatta and Ryde Road to Pennant Hills Wharf
,,
the Western Boundary of Ryde Municipality, at
Duggan's Corner, vid Pennant Hills, to Castle
Hill, to the Road from Baulkham Hills to G.
Acre's 1,500 acres at Dural
...
•,.
...
,,
Castle Hill to the Old Parramatta Road ,..
...
,,
Parramatta and Windsor Road to Pearse's, at
Seven Hills
...
...
...
...
...
,,
Colo to Dural (North Colo Road)
...
...
,,
Main North Road at Castle Hill to Government
Reserve (Old Castle Hill Road)
...
...
,,
Old Castle Hill Road to Government Reserve ...
,,
Main Western Road towards Parramatta River
(Concord Road) ...
,..
...
...
...
,,
Parramatta to Pennant Hills
...
...
...
,,
Rooty Hill Railway Station to Blacktown Road ...
,,
Main Western Road, via Bungarribee to Blaektown
Railway Station (}'lushcombe Road) ...
...
,,
Main Western Road near Fox-under-the-Hill to
the Seven Hills Road (Toongabbee Road) ...
,,
Main Western Road, near St. Mary's, to Blacktown
Road
...
...
...
...
...
...
,,
Main Western Road, near Penrith, to Richmond...
,, . Main Western Road, near Penrith, to Bringelly
Cross Roads
...
...
...
...
...
,,
Bringelly Cross Roads to the Road from the Main
Southern Road, to Cobbitty
..
...
...
,,
Parraniatta and Windsor Road, at Baulkham Hills,
to south boundary of G. Acre's 1,500 acres at
Dural
..,
...
...
...
...
...
,,
South boundary of G. Acre's 1,500 acres at Dural,
to its junction with Pitt Town and Wiseinan's
Ferry 'Road (Great North Road)
...
...
Parramatta Municipality to Windsor
...
...
,,
Windsor Road to Pitt Town Punt ...
..,
...
,,
Windsor Road to Mulgrave Railway Station
...
,,
Nelson to Riverstone Railway Station
...
...
,,
Parramatta and Windsor Road, through Pitt Town
Bottoms ...
...
...
...
...
...
,,
Broken-back Bridge to Pennant Hills
..,
,..
Pitt Town to Wiseman's Ferry ...
...
...
Pitt Town Punt to Churchill's Wharf
...
...
Windsor, vid Wilberforce, to Pitt Town Punt and
Churchill's Wharf Road
...
...
...
Enficld to Freeman's Reach
...
...
...
Freeman's Reach to Windsor Bridge
...
...
,,
Wilberforce and Churchill's Wharf Road, vid Page's
Punt, to Pitt Town and Wiseman's Ferry Road
Churchill's Wharf and Page's Punt Road to Sack
vifle Reach
...
...
...
...
...
,
Churchill's Wharf to Saekville Reach Postal Road
Bulga Road to Spicer's Wharf, Colo River (Wheel
barrow Road) ...
...
...
...
...

75
50

Carried forward

...

£

90
75
60
30
30
50
20
75
25
25

105
25
50
30
20
14
45
100
100
30
20
120
195
270
60
110
75
180
125
25
60
100
100
200
70
150
75
150
42
14
14
70
3,330

462

N0.

Proposed

Lenth In
Miles,

C],ss.

Expondiburt

Western Roads— continued.
1878. 1879. 1880,
127
128
129
130
131

5
2
2
3
5

5
2
2
3
5

5
1
2
3
5

245
5
3
3
2
4

132
133

2
4

2
4

2
4

2
9

134

3

3

3

19

13o

4

4

2

0

136
137

3
5

3
5

.3
5

10
9

138

4

4

4

4

139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147

4
4
6

4
4
6

25
16
12
30
26
16
30
4
9

148
149

.

...

...

5
...
5
4
3

5
..
5
4
3

4
4
6
6
. 3
4
5
4
3

5
3

5
3

5
3

12
4 .

150

5

5

5

12

151

4

4

4

3

152
153

4
2

4
2

4
2

20
4

5
...
5

5
3
5

12
7
6

5

5

9

5
5

5
5

16
18

154
155
156

5
...
5

157

5

108
159

5
5

-

612

£

...
Brought forward
... 3,339
..
...
...
35
Road from Windsor to Richmond
...
...
•..
150
Windsor to Cornwallis
,,
...
75
Richmond to Richmond Bottoms ..
,,
...
...
Windsor to Blaektow'n Road
•
30
,.
Blacktown Road, vM Dight's Hill, towards Rich...
28
..
...
...
...
morn! Bridge
...
50
Thchmoiid to New Bridge ...
Main Western Road, near Parramatta, through Do
90
main,audby Old WindsorRoad,toWindsorRoad
Main Western Road, near Prospect, to Richmond
...
285
...
...
•..
(Blacictown Road)
...
150
...
]3!acictown
Road
to
Windsor
Road...
.,
Penrith Municipality, rid Castlereagh, to Richmond
Enficid
and Wood's Falls Road, opposite Belmont,
,
vul Box Hill, to Bell's Line, North Kurrajong..
Yarra Mundi Road, vidAston's Falls, to Road from
...
.,.
Richmond Bridge to Kurrajong
..,
...
...
Mudee Road to (lien A.]ice
,,
Warwgunyah, rid Crudine, to Monkey Hill ...
...
...
...
...
Ryletone to Narengo
...
...
,,
Rylstone-, rid Bogie, to Capertee ...
...
...
Cudgegong Municipality to Ityistone
,,
...
Cudgegong Municipality to Merrendee ...
.,
Grattai, via Windeyer and Pyramul, to Sally's Flat
,,
...
Peel to Junction of Kelso and Sofala Road
,,
Kclso and Sofala Road, at Cbeshirc Creek, to Upper
,,
...
Turon
...
...
...
..,
...
...
...
...
Sally's Flat to Dougherty's...
.,
Bathurst
Road,
at
Kirkconnell,
to
Mitchell's
Creek
,
...
...
...
...
...
Quartz Reefs
Bathurst and Ophir Road, near Stewart's, at
,,
Moulder's 333 acres, rid Emu Swamp, to Orange
,..
......
.
and Ophir Road.......
Bathurst and Rocicley Road, to Campmg Reserve
...
.;.
...
on the Vale Creek Road
..
...
Rockley to the Isabella River
,.
...
Great Western Road, at Dr. Favelle's, to Junction
,,
...
with Guyong and Icely Road, at Byng
...
...
...
Orange to Icely, vi4 Byng ...
,,
Mylnes' Hill to the Cornish Settlement (Byng) ...
,,
,,
Guyong, rid Byng, to Tom's, on the Orange and
...
...
...
...
...
Icely Road
Lucknow to Junction with Vittoria and Carcoar
,,
...
Road at Coehrane's
...
...
...
...
...
...
Cowra to Hovell 's Creek ...
,,
...
Paling
Yard
Creek,
to
Cudal
rid
,,
Cargo Road,

.,

Total , ...

Total miles.

150
63
40
250
160
60
150
390
160
210
40
135
84
60
84
30
200
100
84
105
42
63
112
126

£ 7,130

Southern Roads.
100

2

2

2

7

161
162

2
2

2
2

2
2

5
1

163
164
105
166

2
2
4
4

2
2
4
4

2
2
4
4

1.
1
4
3

167
168

2
2

2
2

2
2

4
3

169
170

4
4

4
4

4
4

2
2

171

1

1

1

2
35

Part of Road from Sydney to South Head (Upper South Head
...
Road)
...
...
...
...
...
''
Lower South Head Road,..
''
:
Road from Upper to Lower South Head Road (Point Piper
Road)
...
...
,..
...
...
Upper to Lower South Head Road (Glenmore Road)
,,
Lower South Head Road to Darling Point
,,
...
Sydney to Coogee (Randwick Road)
,,
Randwick Road to Upper South Head Road at
,,
Wa-verloy...
...
...
...
...
Sydney to Botany Bay (Mudbank Road) ...
Mudbank Road to Banks' Meadow (Bunnerong
,,
Road) ...
...
...
...
...
Mudbaiilc Road to Botony Bay (Gardner's Road)
.,
Mndbank Road, at Williamson's, via Franksville,
...
. .-.
to'Cook's River Road ..,
Banks' Meadow, rid Lord's and Handeock's, to the
.,
]3nnuerong Road, near the Tannery ...
Carried forward ...

...

£

175
125
25
25
25
40
30
100
75
20
20

100
760

463

No.

Length

ClaSS.

Proposed
Expenditure.

in Mile,.

£

1878. 1879. 1880.

Southern Roads—continued.
172

...

,..

2

35
4

173
174

2
3

2
3

2
3

3
2

175

2

2

2

2

176

3

3

3

3

177

...

...

3

5

178
179
180

3
2
2

3
2
2

3
2
2

1
2
4

181
182
183
184

2
3
2
4

2
3
2
4

2
8
2
4

2
4
10
10

185
186

4
4

4
4

4
4

8
5

187

5

5

5

2

188
189
190
191
192
193
194

...

...

4
3
4
2
5
4

4
3
4
2
5
4

3
4
8
4
2
5
4

6
10
2
6
4
12
4

195

4

4

4

10

196

5

5

5

3

197
198

8
3

3
3

3
8

10
2

199

4

4

3

4

200
201

5
3

5
3

5
2

8
7

202
203

5
3

5
3

5
8

3
10

204
205

...

...

4

4

4
4

8
2

206
207

3
4

3
4

8
4

10
7

208
209

4
2

4
2

4
2

8
9

210
211
212
213
214

3
5
6

3
5
6

4
4

7
18

0

6

4

4

3
5
6
6
4

215

2

2

2

15

216

5

5

5

7

10

812
19—B

Brought forward
...
...
Road from Banks Meadow to the Mudbank and Bunnerong
Road (Whiskers Road) ...
...
...
...
Undercliff Bridge to George's River Road
..
Yewtown Road, near the Church, to the Botany
Road ...
...
...
...
...
..
Norwood to the Old Canterbury Road (New
Canterbury Road)
...
...
...
...
,,
Main Southern Road near Irishtown to George's
River (Old Road)
...
...
...
...
Auburn and Bankstown Road, via Auburn Park,
to Main South Road ...
...
...
...
Woodville Road to Guildford Railway Platform ...
Woodville Road to Fairfield Railway Station
...
Fairfield Railway Station, vid Smithfield,to Prospect
Creek Municipality ...
...
...
...
Main Southern Road to Punehbowl Creek
...
,,
Punchbowl Creek to Saltpan Creek
...
•..
Canterbury, via Saltpan Creek, to George's River
Liverpool Municipality to Penrith and Bringelly
Road (Part of Orphan School Road) ...
...
Liverpool, via Roldsworthy, to Iflawarra Road ...
Liverpool Municipality to Old Cowpasture Road
(Bernera Road) ...
...
..
...
...
,,
Liverpool Municipality to Fairfield Railway
Station ...
...
...
...
..
.,.
Came's Hill to Junction of Bringelly Road
...
Main Southern Road to Campbelltown ...
...
Campbelltown Railway Station to Raby ...
...
Campbelltown to Menangle
...
...
...
Menailgie to Main South Road, at foot of Razorback
Menangle to Picton ...
..
...
...
...
Main Southern Road at Camden to Road from
Menangle to Main Southern Road ...
...
Main Southern Road, at Cane's Hill, towards
Bririgelly...
...
...
...
...
...
Main Southern Road to Campbelltown Road, near
Denham Court ...
...
...
...
...
Main Southern Road to Cobbitty ...
...
...
Main Southern Road at Na.rellan, through Orielton,
to Liverpool and Cobbitty Road
...
...
Great Southern Road, near Baby, to the Campbelltown Road
...
...
...
...
...
Cobbitty to Matavai, Westwood, and Vermont ..
Main South Road near Camden, to Mulgoa Forest
11
and Vanderville ...
...
...
...
...
,,
Main South Road, at Cawdors to Westbrook Bridge
,,
the Camden and Vanderville Road at Lefever's
Corner, via . the new Bridge across Mount
Hunter Creek, to Mulgoa Forest
...
...
,, Oaks, via Mulgoa Forest, towards Penrith
...
,,
Camden and Mulgoa Road to Glendarual and
Brownlow Hill ...
...
,..
...
...
Campbelltown to Appin ...
...
...
...
Wollongong and Kiama Road, to Mount Keira,
towards Appin ...
...
...
...
...
Broughton's Pass, via Wilton, to Stonequarry Creek
Appin and Mount Keira Road, via Douglass Park
Railway Station, to Soapy Flat Creek...
...
Appin to Broughton's Pass ...
...
...
...
Appin to Brooke's Point ...
...
..
...
,,
WestBargo,viathePot-holes,toMainSouthernRoad
Bulli Pass to Cataract River
...
...
...
Top of the Mountain, near Westmaeott's Pass, to
Bottle Forest ...
...
...
...
...
Bottle Forest, via George's River Punt and
Koggerah, to the Rocky Point Road ...
...
Main South Coast Road to Jervis Bay ...
...
Carried forward

...

760
100
75
80
50
45
75
15
50
100
50
60
250
100
80
10
14
90
100
30
60
100
84
40
100
21
150
60
60
56
175
21
150
80
20
150
70
80
225
60
28
50
85
180
375
49

£ 4,603

464
6
Pro od

rojyin

Class.

No.

Expetiitire.

Southern Roads—continued.
1878. 1879, .1880.
217

5

5

4

312
13

218

5

5

5

75

219
220

5
3

5
3

5
3

9
2

221
222

...

5

.,.

5
2

8
4

226
227

5
5
3
5
3

5
5
3
5
3

5
5
3
5
3

10
7
5
10
8

228
229

2
5

2
5

2
4

5
5

230

4

4

4

30

231

5

3

3

10

232
233
234
235
236
237

4
5
5
4
5
3

4
4
5
4
5
3

3
4
5
4
5
3

14
24
12
9
15
14

238
239
240
241

4
5
5
5

4
5
5
5

4
5
3
5

10
16
40
12

242 ,..
243
5
244
4
245
4
246
2
247
2
248
5
249
5
250
3
251
5
252
5
253 ...
254
5
255
3
256
6

.,,

5
5
4
4
2
2
5
5
3
5
5
3
5
6

60
6
16
8
12
4
10
10
6
8
8
15
5
9
15

6

8

223
224
225

S

257

5

6

5
4
4
2
2
5
5
3
5
5
...

5
3
6
6

3

£

Brought forward
...
... 4603
Road from Milton and Bateman's Bay Road, rzd Woodburn,
...
...
...
to Brooman's Ford
... 130
,,
Nowra, rid Sassafras Range, Narriga, and Marlow, to
Braidwood
...
...
...
...
... 525
,,
Nowra Municipality to Buniar ...
...
...
63
,,
Eastern boundary of Nowra Municipality through
Terrara to GTeenwell Point Road
:..
...
30
,,
Illaroo, via Brown's Mountain, to Bomaderry Ferry
56
Old South Road near P. H. Throsby's, rid Pigott'e,
,,
to Bowrall
...
...
...
...
... 100
,,
From the Cross Roads towards Taralga ...
...
70
From Well's Creek to Paddy's River
...
...
49
,,
Main Southern Road near Berrinia to Bowral ...
75
,,
,,
Berrima, rid Soapy Flat, to Wanganderi ...
...
70
,,
Throsby Park and Kiama Road, at M'Cullum's, to
the Mittagoug and Thawarra Road, at Simpson's
200 acres
...
...
...
...
.,,
45
Kiama Road at Bunter's to Cedar Mountain Road 125
Throsby Park and Robertson Road, at Cotton
Company's Reserve, to Lake's and Wake.
ford's farms
...
...
...
...
...
50
Kippielaw, via Gurrunda and Bialla, to Dalton on
the Fish River ...
...
,..
...
... 300
,,
Kippielaw Ford, rid Parkcsburne, to Bredalbane
Railway Station ...
...
...
...
... 150
,,
... 210
Greenwich Park to Towrang
...
...
,,
Binda to Bigga
...
...
...
...
... 240
,,
Taralga, rid Bannaby, towards Swallowtail
...
84
Collector to Mutbilly
...
...
...
...
90
Ginindera to Gundaroo
...
...
...
... 105
West side of Big Hill to Gundaroo, rid marked
tree line ,,.
,..
,..
,,.
...
... 210
Foxlow to Molonglo...
...
...
...
...
100
QueaiTheyan to Lanyon Ford
... 112
...
...
Cooma to Jindabyne...
...
...
...
...
600
Cooma and Jindabyne Road near Coolringdon to
Middlingbank ...
...
...
...
...
84
Tumut to Kiandra...
...
...
...
...
420
Towamba to Perico ...
...
...
...
...
42
Cobargo to Bermaguee
...
...
...
... 160
Cobargo to Wandella
...
...
...
...
80
Eden to ]?irnbula ...
...
...
...
... 300
,,
Panbula to Merimbula
...
...
...
... 100
Aralisen and Moruya Road, vid Kiora, to Moruya,..
70
Araluen. rid Bettowynd, to Back Creek ...
...
70
,,
Moruya to the Heads
...
.•.
...
...
90
Wogonga to Eurobodalla ...
...
...
...
56
Eurobodalla. to Nerrigundah
... . ...
...
56
,,
Trunkatabella Ferry to Reedy Creek
...
...
225
Turoas Heads to the Bega and Bodalla Road
...
85
,,
Braidwood to Sergcaut's Point (Little River)
...
135
,,
Braidwood and Tarago Road, rid Larbert. to Lower
Boro
......
...
...
...
...
75
,,
Sergeant's Point (Little River), to Clyde Road ...
40

874

Total miles.

SuYYARY OF
Northern Roads
...
Western Roads ...
...
Southern Roads...
...
TOTAL

...

TOTAL

Pnoi'osxn Disinrnunoic :—
...
875 miles
...
...
61.2
..,
...
...
874
...

£
.., 12,495
...
7,130
... 10,230

... 2,361

... £29,855

TOTAL ...

Norm—The amount per mile proposed to be expended oil each class of Roads is as imder
......... £50 per mile 4th Class ...
...
...
... £10 per mile
2nd Class
...... 25
5th Class ............ 7
......... 15
3rd Class ...
,,
6th Class ...
,..
...
... 5

1st Class

-

[CCL]

Sydney: Thomas Richards, Government Printer.-1S60.
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1879.
LEoIaAnvz

A8$EIIBLY.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

ROAD FROM BARRABA TO GTINNE DAli.
(CORRESPONDENCE, &-o.)

Ordered ly the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 4 November, 1879.

RETURN to an Order of the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South
Wales, dated 6 May, 1879, That there be laid upon the Table of this
House,—
Copies of all correspondence (with tracings, if any) that has taken place
"between the Government, the District, or any other Surveyors, or any
other person, including Surveyor M'Master's Report, respecting the
"opening up of the road from Barraba to Gunnedah, including both the
"one vid Weetalibah to Rangira and Borah, and the one vid Carroll and
the Peel and Namoi Crossings."
(Air. Dangar)

.
SCHEDULE
1. T. G. Danger, Esq., M.P., to the Minister for Mines, re the advisability of opening up a road from Barraba to
Gunnedah direct. 30 June, 1877 ...................................................................................................
2. Mr. Surveyor C. S. M'Master's report thereon (10 January, 1878), with minutes and copy of plan ....................
2. Mr. Road-Superintendent StilwcII'e menlo. with reference to roads Gunnedah to Barraba, and Gunnedah to
Coonabambran, with minutes. 6 May, 1878 .......................................................................................
4. Mr. A. W. Stilwcll's report for Juy, with minutes. 3 August, 1878 ............................................................
5. Mr. Road-Superintendent StilweIl's report for August (3 September, 1878), with minutes ......... ........................
G. T. G. Dangar, Esq., M.P., to Commissioner and Engineer for Roads, urging survey of road (2 Dec., 1878), with
minutes......................................................................................................................................
7. Undor Secretary, Public Works, to T. G. Danger, Esq., M.P., informing him of the intention of the Government to
erect a bridge across the Namoi, at Gunnedah. 13 January, 1879 ......................... .................................
8. Mr. Licensed-Surveyor Loder, reporting on road, parish of Rangari, with tracing. 31 March, 1879 .....................
9. Mr. Licensed-Surveyor Loder, reporting on road, parish of Weetalibah, with tracing. 31 March, 1879 ...............
10. Mr. Licensed-Surveyor Loder, reporting on road, parish of Tulcumbah, with tracing. 31 March, 1879 ...............
11. Mr. Licensed-Surveyor Loder, reporting on road, parish of Rangira, with tracing:' .J1 March, 1879 ....................
2. Mr. Licensed-Surveyor Loder, reporting on road, parish of Yarriri, with tracing. 31 'March, 1879 .....................
13. Book of reference, road Barraba to Gunnedah..........................................................................................
14. Mr. A. G. Martin to the Secretary for Mines, objecting to proposed road (8 April, 1879), with minutes ...............
15. Mr. Surveyor Dewhurst to the Surveyor General, reporting thereon. 29 April, 1879 .......................................
16. Petition from farmers and others a r'ainst the road ........... ........................................................................
17. Mr. John B. Higgins to T. G. Dsngar,
'
Esq., M.P., against road vM Weetalibah, Rangari, and Borab, and
recommending a route vid Burburgate, Wcen, and Miii Creek. 30 May, 1879 ..........................................
18. Question asked by Mr. Dangar, M.P., in the Legislative Assemby, respeeting this road, with reply, and minutc
thereon.......................................................................................................................................
NO.
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ROAD FROM BARRAI3A TO GTJNNEDAH.

No.1.
T. 0. Dangar, }3sq., M.P.,'t&Thc Secretary for Lands.
Butlerawa, Namoi River, Wee Was, 30 June, 1877.
I have the honor to submit for your decision the advisability of opening up a road from
Barraba to Gunnedah direct. The inereasihg'impoitance of the Uwydir Dis&ict and the want of speedy
communication with Gunnedah and its neighbourhood, I consider warrant this road being thrown open
for public use. The road between Barraba and Gunnedah is for a considerable distance fenced in, only
1 chain wide, to the great detriment of travelling stock and teamsters generally. Therefore, if the above
road were opened, it would very materially benefit the inhabitants of the Lower Barwon and Namoi Rivers,
I have, &c.,
T. G. DANGAR
Forwarded to Mr. District-Surveyor Dewhurst for report—B. D. FITZGERALD (for the Surveyor
General), 17 August, 1877.
Sir,

No. 2.
Mr. Surveyor M'Master to The Surveyor General.
Sir,

Narrabri, 10 January, 1878.
I have the honor to inform you that I have examined the country Jying between Barraba and
Gunnedah, and I have arrived at the conclusion that a direct road is very necessary between these two
towns.
According to paragraph No. 75 of the surveyor's instructions I have the honor to reportThe road would not interfere very much with existing measurements, as roads have been
reserved through most of them in suitable positions.
No other surveyed roads could be utilized, but the reserved roads through portions would
most likely be adhered to.
The only other available routes from Gunnedah to Barraba are by Tulcumbah, about 10 miles
round, and by Carrol and Keepit, about 14 miles longer than the proposed direct road.
There are not many people on the Gunnedah cnd of the proposed road, owing-to nearly the
whole of the land being purchased by two or three capitalists but on the Barraba end of
the road, and about Borah Creek, therc are a considerable number of free-selectors and
farmers who require means of access both to Barraba and Gunnedah. Access would be
provided to nearly 100,000 acres of alienated land.
I'%o serious injury would be sustained by the proprietors of adjacent lands, or to the lessees
of the runs through which the proposed road- would pass.
The natural obstructions to traffic are very trifling, and could be removed at a very small cost.
The artificial obstructions consist of fences, in which are left narrow gates that can only be
used by horsemen and foot passengers.
There are no enclosures along the proposed road.
S. The principal traffic would be "through traffic" from the Gwydir and Upper Barwon to the
proposed railway line at Gunnedah. I believe this traffic would be very considerable, as it
would be considerably nearer to go to the railway at Gunnedah than it would be to go to
the railway at Tamworth.
Tracks have been in existence from Bangari and IBorah to Gunnedah for at least thirty years.
There is no track from Barraba towards Gunnedah, except by Carrol.
The beat part of the land has already been alienated, and the land now vacant consists of
mountainous and ridgy country, well adapted for sheep farming, and is being rapidly
secured.
There is always a scarcity of water on this route in the summer time.
I do not think any cuttings will be required to make the road available for traffic, nor are there any
bridges wanted.
The estimated distance of the proposed new road is about 47 miles.
I have, &e.,
COLIN J. M'MASTER.
To the Surveyor General,—The great drawback to this route is the scarcity or rather total want of
water. I think the course of the railway might be determined on prior to action being taken.—
A. DWRUBST, 15 January, 1878.
This report should be sent to the Railway Department, and they be asked to furnish a tracing,
illustrative of the course the railway will take relatively with Barraba and G-unnedah.—R. D. F' TZGEEAJJD
(for Surveyor General), 4 May, 1878.
Commissioner of
Under Secretary, Public Works.—L.G.T. (for U.S.), B.C., 6 May, 1878.
There is no intention, so far as I know of connecting Guuuedah
Railways.—J.R., 13 May, 1878.
and Barraba by railway. A railway is being constructed from Werris Creek to Gunnedah.—J.W. (pro
Submitted
Inform Under Secretary for Lands, B.C., 11 June, 1878.
W.H.Q.), 10 June, 1878.
to the Deputy Surveyor 0-eneral.—O.R., 19 June, 1878.
No. 3.
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3.
No. 8..
Mr. Road-Superintendent Stilwell's Memo. to the Commissioner for Roads.
Narrabri, 6/5/78.
Mjcto.—I have sums to expend on both of these roads, but as they are not defined, and, in both cases
there are, I understand, several track-s in use at present. I am at a loss how to proceed. Shall I select the
best route in each case and improve that?
A. W. STII1WELL.
Examine and report on both routes after conference with surveyor, and when other duties admit.
This road will not be urgent until rail is opened to Gunnedah.—W.C.B., 8/5/78.
Mr. Stilwell, B.C.
Note.—A.W.S., 13/5/78,

No!. 4.
Extract from Mr. Road-Superintendent Stilwell's Report.
Road—Barraba to Gunedah.
" I HAVE gone over this road, but cannot decide as to best line for new road until I hear from Mr. Surveyor
Post; who, I understand, is to snrvey this line; I have written to him for information."
A. W. STILWEDL,
8/8/78.
Are there not altogether too many roads being surveyed, here ?—W.C.B., 9/8/7.8..
Barraba is 60
miles from Tamworth, but I-am told it will be possible to make Gunnedah - by the road proposed in 45
miles. Both Tamworth and Gunnedah are the same distance from Newcastle, so that when railway is
opened to Gunnedah this should be an important road. £1,125 is at present available for it.—A.W.S.,
1218/78.

No.5.
Extract from Mr. Road-Superintendent Stilwell's Report.
Road—Barraba to Gunnedab.
"I FSND that I have been misinformed as to the distance between these two places. The road is noty et
surveyed, but I have gone through twice by different routes—the last time taking a man to point out the
most direct line, and my opinion as to the importance of this road is quite altered. I had been given to
understand by the P.M. and others at Gunnedah, that a good road not more than 45 miles in length
could be obtained, but the distance is nearly 60 miles, over high country for 6 or 7 miles, and a very badly
watered line. The distance from Barraba to Tamworth is 60 miles by a fair road, already improved, so that
for through traffic the line to Gunnedah would be superfluous, and the expense of constructing it a waste
of public money. The road will be useful for the first 25 miles out of Gunnedah, where it crosses good
level country on which there is a good deal of settlement, and I propose to expend this year's vote in
improving the approach to the town across the river flat, dhing as much metalling there as funds will
admit of; but 1 think that instead of being advanced to first-class, as I recommended on amended
schedule sent in, it should next year be reduced to third-class. I will submit estimate and specification
for the work I propose, with your approval, as soon as possible."
I have, &c.,
A. W. STILWELL.
Be more careful in recommending again.—W.O.B., 4/9/78.
Noted.—A.W.S,, 7/9/78.

No. 6.
T. G. Dangar, Esq., M.P., to The Commissioner and Engineer for Roads,
Sir,

Sydney, 2 December, 1878.

I do myself the honor to bring under your notice

4. Road—Barm'aba to Gunnedah.
This road wants surveying without delay; it is 20 miles shorter than from Barraba to Tamworth;
when surveyed it should be proclaimed 20 chains wide and withdrawn from lease,
Mr. Goodwin, licensed surveyor, is in the locality, knows the country well, and might undertake
the survey.
A great quantity of stock, and the chief part of the traffic, will travel by this road much better
than Tamworth, and it passes through unalienated land.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

I have, &c.,
THUS,
DANGAB.
Mr. Stilwcll to report on this in connection with the road asked for from Bingera to Narrabri.—
W.C.B., 13/12/78.
Mr. Stilweli, B.C.
I have inspected the country on the line of the proposed road, and have reported, 78-5,394 unfavour.
ably upon it. I found the distance much greater than given in Mr. Dangar's letter herewith. There is
high broken country to be crossed, and the line is very badly watered throughout, and therefore not well
suited for travelling stock, for which a route will be opened to the Namoi, by the road which is to be
opened from Bitigera to Narrabri. Taking the nature of the country into coimsideration, I do not think
it will be possible to make a road from Gunnedah to Barraba in less than 55 miles, or nearly Smiles shorter
than the present improved road from Barraba to Tamworth, and I think it very unadvisable to endeavour
to make this the route for through traffic. For some 25 miles from Gunnedah the country is good and
level, and this portion of the road should be improved, and the Namoi bridged at Gunnedah, as I have
already recommended in report above referred to—A. W. STILWELL, 20/12/78,
Mr.

a

IM
n
Mr. Stilwell reports that he cannot recommend this road—Gunnedah to Barraba—as it is nearly as
long as, and much more badly watered that the present route—Barraba to Tamworth—on which considerable expenditure has been made. He, however, recommends that a bridge be put across the Namoi at
Gunnedah, and 25 miles of the road next Gunnedah be improved and classed as third class. I concur.—
W.C.B., 31/12/78.
Mr. Lackey to note for schedule.
Roads, B.C., 13/1/79.—JR.
.Appd.—J.L., 10/1/79.
Mr. Eames, note bridge for estimates,—W.O.B., 13/1/79. Bridge already
Noted.—J.G.L., 14/1/79.
noted,-G.C.E.

No.7.
The Under Secretary for Public Works to T. G. Dangar, Esq., M.P.
Pcpartment of Public Works, Sydney, 13 January, 1879.
Referring to your letter of the 2nd ultimo, respecting the road Gunnedah to Barraba, I am
directed to inform you that it has been decided to erect a bridge across the Namos at Gunnedah, and a
length of 25 miles of the road in question will be improved and classed as a third class road.
I have, &c.,
JOHN RAE.
Sir,

No. S.
Mr. Licensed-Surveyor Loder to The Surveyor General.
Tamworth, 31 March, 1879.
I have the honor to transmit plan of road through portion No. 2, parish of Rngira, county
of Nandewar, to be opened as a parish road under Act of Council, 4 William IV No. 11, and surveyed by
the in accordance with instruction No. 78,426, of 26th July, transferred to me by Mr. District-Surveyor
Pewhurst.
The road proposed to be opened is over level country, and there are no improvements in the way.
The road proposed runs through land, the property of Irving Winter.
The road at present is very little used, and I do not think there will ever be much traffic on it.
The instrument used was a theodolite, and date of survey, February, 1879.
I am, &e.,
GEORGE LODER, L.S.
Sir,

Appondti I

No.9.
Mr. Licensed-Surveyor Loder to The Surveyor General.
Tamworth, 31 March, 1879.
I have the honor to transmit plan of road through portion No. 3, parish of Weetalibali,
county of Nandewar, proposed to be opened as a parish road under the Act of Council, 4 William IV
No. 11.
The road proposed runs through level forest country, and there are no obstacles or improvements
in the way.
The road proposed runs through land now the property of T. P. WilIsallen.
The road is seldom or ever used by the public.
The instrument used was a theodolite, and date of survey, February, 1879.
I am, &c.,
GEORGE LODER, L.S.
Sir,

Ai.r.endixC.

No. 10.
Mr. Licensed-Surveyor toder to The Surveyor General.
Tamworth, 31 March, 1879.
I have the honor to transmit plan of road through portion No. 4, parish of Tulcumbab,
county of Mandewar, proposed to be opened as a parish road under the Act of Council, 4 William 11'
No. 11.
The road proposed runs through level forest country, and there are no obstacles or improvements
in the way.
The road proposed runs through land the property of Irving Winter.
The road is seldom or ever used by the public.
The instrument used was a theodolite, and date of survey, February, 1819,
1. am, &c.,
GEORGE LODER, L.S.
Sir,

Ap1'iridixb:

No. 11.
Mr. Licensed-Surveyor Loder to The Surveyor General.
Aj.pe,.dk E.

Tamworth, 31 March, 1879.
I have the honor to transmit plan of road through portions No. 29,30,31, 82, and 86, in parish
- Rangira, county of Nandewar, to be opened as a parish road under Act of Council, 4 William 1V, No. 11.
The road proposed runs through level forest country, and there are no obstacles or improvements
in the way.
The land proposed for a road is the property of Irving Winter.
The road is seldom or never used by the public.
The instrument used was a theodolite, and date of survey, February, 1879.
I am, &C.,
GEORGE LODER, L.S.
No. 12.
Sir,
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No. 12.
Mr. Licensed-Surveyor Loder to The Surveyor General.
Tamworth, 31 March, 1879.
I have the honor to transmit a plan of road through portion No. 119, parish of Yarrari, Appendix F.
county of Nandewar, proposed to be opened as a parish road under the Act of Council, 4 William
IV, No. it.
The road proposed runs through level forest country, and there are no obstacles or improvements
in the way.
The road proposed runs through land the property of Irving Winter.
The road is seldom or ever used by the public.
The instrument used was a theodolite, and date of survey, February, 1879.
I am, &c.,
GEORGE LODER, L.S.
Sir,

No. 13.
Book of. Reference of Load from Gunnedah to Barraba.
Portion of Road.

r.

Occupier. j

01

Ilaariiigs.

in chL

of

4606

1

I FromS.E. corner No. 31 to S.E. corner No. 124,T.P.WillnlenT.P.WlllsaIleo Blacksoil .... N.Eastcrly..

parish Wcetallbnh.
.
2 From N. boundary No. 30, parish Tulcun,bah to Irving Winter Irving Winter Sandy ......... North .......667
itesene.
I
.....
..
006
do
.......
Black
soil
..
.
.
.......
do
do
and
117
to
Reserve
110
Non
'3 From N. boundaes
do ....... do ....... do ....... N. Easterly.. 16'01
No. 270, toS. boundary,
4
.No. 29. boundaryri W.R.
do ....... do ....... do ....... do ....... 2118
5 From S. boundary No. 29 to W. boundaries Nos.
SO and 53.
boundo ....... do ....... do ....... do ....... 2922
W.
From
the
last-mentioned
boundaries
to
0
daries NOt 31 and 85.
to
W.
boundo ....... do ....... do ....... do ....... 2206
7 From the Iset-,nentloned boundaries
diary No. 56.
S From the last-mentioned boundaries to E. boun. do ....... do ...... do ....... do ....... 2103
davy No. 85.
9 From the north boundary No. 1110s. boundary do ....... do ....... do ....... do ....... 5195
W. It. No. 270.
* This road I. very oetdom used by the public.

Area.

Sc. r. per,
chaIn.. 4 2 16
do .... 0 2 26
do .... 4 0 0
do ..... 1 2 25
do ..., 2 0 30
do .... 2 3 27
do .... 2 8 33
do .... 20 20
do ..... 3 0 82

GEORGE LODER,

No. 14.
Mr. A. G. Martin to The Secretary for Mines.
287, George-street, S April, 1879.
I have the honor to inform you, that an application has been made for the opening of a road
from Barraba to Gunnedah, in the counties of Darling and Nandewar, and instructions have been issued
to survey the said road.
in ordinary cases it is usual to await the notification in Gazette inviting objections to the opening
of a road, but the extraordinary character of the application is such that I deemed it expedient in the
public interest, and in the interest of my clients, to place the objections to the opening of this road before
you at the earliest possible period.
The following facts and information is submitted for your consideration, with a view to prevent
what would be a most serious injury to the owners of the lands through which the proposed road would
pass, and also to prevent the substitution of a road for the road now in use, and which has for many
yeard afforded all the necessary facilities for transit, and is more suitable in every respect than the
proposed road.
The grounds upon which the road is asked for are understood to be
Sir,

First—That the public require it.
Second—That it is shorter and more direct than the existing road.
Replying to the first ground—The public do not require and have not asked for it; two or three
persons only, viz., land speculators, have put the matter in motion.
Replying to the second—The proposed road would from Barraba to Borah Station, on Borah Creek,
take the present existing road, but from this poiut to Gunnedah, about 35 miles, would go nearly the
whole distance through alienated lands, owned by two persons ; and, although 4 miles shorter than the
present road, yet along its whole distance there is no water, nor are there any inhabitants, except an outstation or two.
A considerable distance would be unsuited for road-making, for from Gunnedah for the first
7 miles it would pass through flooded country, or subject to being fregnently flooded, 3 or 4 miles being
across the current, the next 12 miles over rotten and black soils, would have to go over Borah range by
steep, difficult, and long gradients. The natural obstructions to traffic would therefore be great and
useless, at a cost not likely to be gone to, could not well be overcome, and certainly not by ordinary road
expenditure. in addition, a bridge would have to be erected across the Namoi, at Gunnedah, for in
times of fresh or flood the river is for long periods not crossable.
The injury to the owners of land through which the proposed road would pass would be of the
most serious nature; it would go through several costly enclosed paddocks.
It inny be said that the proposed and present roads would, to a large extent, run somewhat parallel
to each other.
The proposed road will for the most port pass through the alienated land of two persons only.
The vacant Crown land along the route and adjacent thereto is comparatively of limited area, and consists
of ridgy country and mountains, none of which is available for agricultural settlement, and therefore will
not probably be occupied by any considerable population.
Settler
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Settlers and selectors at the Barraba end of the road and in the.neighbourhood of Borah Creek (at
which latter place, however, are scarceLy any, the land being nearly all the property of one person) have
the same means of access to Barraba as would exist should the proposed road be made, inasmuch that
it would be the present line to that extent, and they have also a much easier access to Gunnedah if they
require it by the existing road; their traffic, however, is to Tamworth.
There is scarcely any direct traflie between Barraba and Gunnedah, nor is it likely that ever the
railway reaching Gunnedah would cause any such, inasmuch that Tamworth is the direct and natural
outlet for all the traffic from Barraba or which passes through that town from the great country and
places beyond, viz., Cobbedah, Bingera, Warialda, Yetman, the Gwydir, Upper Earwon, and the
Macintvre Rivers; for, although the distance from Barraba to Gunnedah by the proposed route is some
4 or 5 miles shorter than from the former to Tamworth, yet the great superiority of the Barraba-Tamworth
road to that of the proposed road, no matter how well made it might be, will always cause it to be used for
the traffic in preference to any other line that could be made.
It is a most important mall-coach line, upon which a large expenditure has been regularly made, is
of a comparatively level nature, and along its whole distance is settlement.
The existing road between Barraba and Gunnedah is the route which was chosen by the public,
both for stock and travellers, when the country was open to them to take any road they thought proper.
It utilizes 25 miles of existing made roads—viz., S miles of that between Barraba and Tamworth, and
17 miles of that from Gunnedah to Tamworth, leaving only about 26 miles to be made; is well watered
throughout its whole length; crosses the Namoi and the Peel Rivers at excellent fords; passes through
the town of Carrel—previously making a junction with the Tainworth and Gunnedah road; and thence by
the Gunnedah side of the Namoi to that town.
It is the old travelling stock route (being part of the main stock route to the Maitland and
Sydney, by Breeza, &c.) in use, perhaps, more than forty years; is, for a large distance, surveyed and laid
out as such and along it; has numerous and well-known reserves for travellers' use; it is well adopted for
good road making, passes through the heart of it trace of country on which is a numerous and densely
settled farming population—mostly selectors—and very much used by them for local traffic; whereas,
between these settlers and the proposed road is a long line of hills or range, over which it would be most
difficult to take vehicles or drays. There is also a considerable settlement farther on towards Gunnedah.
* If the principal object be to connect Barraba with the railway at Gunnedah, I submit that it is
untenable, because it will be seen, on reference to the projected extension of the railway from Tamworth,
the proposed route is to Warialda, vid Manilla and Barraba; this line when carried out will render the
proposed road unnecessary, so far as the proposal is involved to connect Barraba with the railway at
Gunnedah.
It is now trusted that it has been shown that the proposed road is unnecessary and uncalled for,
and would if granted be unsuitable even for the existing insignificant direct or through traffic—that a
much more suitable and better road exists already, which, although 4 miles longer, is more than compensated for by its great advantages—and that for a "stock route" (as is also proposed) it would be
impracticable, seeing it is utterly waterless for so great a distance, and, perhaps an equally cogent reason,
that it would pass through alienated lands where travelling stock would be likely to trespass, consequently
the owners thereof would subject themselves to liability, to litigation, and legal proceedings.
1 therefore, on behalf of my clients, Mr. T. W. Allen and others, trust that after considering the
facts and circumstances herein set forth, that you will see a sufficient reason to stay further action in the
matter, and that you will refuse to open the road in question.
I am, &c.,
ALEX. U. MARTIN.
Urgent5—Tlie Surveyor General, B.C., 9/4/79.—nW.
Mr. District-Surveyor Dewhurst- for
report. From Mr Licensed.Surveyor Rotten's progress journals it appears that the road has been laid
out only through alienated land, in the county of Nandcwar.—Romr. B. FITzGxma.LD (for Surveyor
General), 24 April, '79.

No. 15.
Mr. Surveyor Dewhurst to The Surveyor General.
Sir,

.
Tamworth, 29 April, 1879.
in reporting on the protest made by Mr. A. G. Martin, in behalf of his clients, Imay simply
observe that it is desirable that all the towns in the district should be connected in the most direct
possible manner by roads, and, therefore, it has been considered expedient to open short lengths along
this line through a few alienated portions of land where no right-of-way existed previously.
I entirely coincide with the writer in all that lie has stated, with the exception of one paragraph
which I have noted.
I may state that, notwithstanding the very laudable desire of a few residents and property owners
of Gunnedah to force traffic to their town, by what is really an impossible route, the residents of Barraba
and the county of Darling generally will take their stock and loading along the splendid and well-watered
reserve that leads to the Tamworth terminus, from which the railway freight will be considerably less than
at Gunnedah.
I sincerely hope that no large sum of public money may be expended on this Barraba-Gunnedah
Road, which can only be available at any time to horsemen and light vehicles.
I consider that no proclamation of the road is necessary, but, at the same time, that gates should
be erected wherever the reserved roads are intersected by-fences, to prevent anything like obstruction.
I have, &c.,
A. DEWHURST.

No, 16.
* The writer is quite wrong here—this road would connect ilarraba with Ounnedab and the railway station there; but as neither teams nor
stock could travel along it, the e,nneetion would be almost useless—A. Dxwneasr.
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No. 1€.
Messrs. J. O'Neill, J. Crotty, and others, to The Secretary for Mines.
Sir,
We, the undersigned, farmers and others, resident in the vicinity of the road now in use from
Barraba to Ounncdah, respectfully beg to submit to you the following statements, to show that the
opening of the proposed new road from Gunnedah to Barraba will not be of general public utility and is
not required
That between the River Namoi and Borah Creck, a. distance of 33 miles, there is no water to be
had on the proposed line of road.
That the proposed road would be only about three miles (3) shorter than the present one, and
that about five miles (5) of the former would, in its natural state, be impassable in winter, and could not
be made passable unless at a very great expense.
That there are a numbe:r of resorves and a plentiful supply of water on the present line of road—
neither of which are procurable on the proposed road—therefore showing the superiority of the present
road over that of the proposed road, both for ordinary traffic and travelling stock.
That there is very little settlement along the line of the proposed road, and the fact of the land
being in the hands of a few persons there probably will be no settlement of populatiøn for many years to
come.
That there is a large area of Crown land available for selections adjacent to the road now in
use, whereas the land through which the proposed road would pass—and the greater part of the adjacent
land is, we believe, in the hands of not more than two owners thereof, and the Crown land on the proposed
road and vicinity is not adapted or suitable for selections or settlement, because of its sterility.
That there is scarcely any direct traffic between Gunnedah and Barraba, nor is it likely when
the railway is opened to Gunnedah that the direct traffic will increase, because Tamworth is so situated
that it is at present the natural outlet of all traffic from Barraba, and, in view of future railway extensions,
the inhabitants, present and future, located on the intermediate country lytng between Barraba and
Gunnedah, will be more favourably circumstanced for the transit of products, either by road or rail, than
they can possibly be by connecting Gunnedah with Barraba by the proposed road.
usting that you will take the above facts and circumstances into your favourable consideration,
We have, &e.,
JAMES O'NEILL,
JOHN CROnY,
JAS. HODDLE,
W. TATTAM,
l'&ICIIL. TATTAM,
AARON CHAPMAN,
And 172 others.
The Surveyor General.—H.W., B.C., 3/5/79.

No. 17.
Mr. J. Higgins to T. G. Dangar, Esq., M.P.
Dear Sir,
.
Gunnedah, 30 May, 1879.
Referring to the Barraba Road, I have found out more particulars of the different routes
lately, and, on comparison, find that a great mistake is being made in bringing the road the route that is
intended. In the first instance the road, as now being surveyed, is for the greater part of the way
through alienated lands, consequently cannot be available as a stock route, which is a great mistake. In
the second, the distance by proposed route is 55 miles, and the first and only water on the route after
leaving Gunnedah is 35 miles, and this is a tank on purchased land of Irving Winters', which he intends
closing, consequently you may say there is no available water on the whole line. The distances are as
follows
Gunnedah to Weetalibah ,..
...
...
...
3 miles.
...
Weetalibah to Rangari
...
...
...
...
... 22
Rangari to Borah ...
...
...
...
...
... 104
Borah to Barraba ...
...
...
.,.
...
... 20
Total... ... ... ... 554
Mid the first water is at Borah. The route has another drawback—that in a heavy flood time it is out of
the question to get from Wectalibah to the proposed bridge here. The route that should have been
adopted is as follows :—Prom Gunnedah to Burburgate, from there to Wean, thence to Milli Creek, from
there to Connor's Gap, then to Barraba, in all 45 miles; and all the way after you leave Burburgate
(8 miles from here) it is Crown lands, and well watered, and in any flood time the bridge here will be
proaehable. You will therefore see it is not only shorter, but in every sense a preferable route, and
ge nature of the country is much better for a road, being decidedly smoother country.
The road now being surveyed will be almost useless, except for a horseman.
I do not know if it is too late to mend the matter; if not you would do the residents of both places
a service if you would kindly inquire into the matter.
I am afraid the constant rain we are having will interfere very much with the opening of the line
here in September; however I hope not. At the present time the engine runs within 9 miles of here.
J. B. HIGGINS.
This letter is submitted by Mr. Dangar, M.P., for the consideration of the Minister for Mines,
who will perhaps forward same to the surveyor, who has charge of the work, for his report. It is from
the proprietor of the .Zsramoi Independent, Gunnedah, and seems so important, that a special report should
be obtained as to the best route, and save going through alienated land, and thus giving a stock route
before the survey of road is further proceeded with.-4J6/79.
For action see No. .—.A.J.S., 27 June, 1879.
No. 18.
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8No. 18.
Legislative Assembly.
Questions and Answers.
QXIE5TI0N..—Road from Barraba to Gunnedah —Mr. Cameron, (for Mr. Dangar), asked the Secretary for
Mines,Has any progress been made in the survey of the road from Barraba to Gundedab; if so, what,
and the name of the surveyor who has charge of the work?
By which route is this road at present being surveyed?
Is it a fact that it goes mostly through alienated land, and therefore cannot be availed as a stock
route, the distance by the proposed route being 55 miles, and the first and only water after leaving
Gunnedah being at Borah, 35 miles, and this tank belonging to the lessee of the run, which he intends to
close, and no other available water on this line, the distance being as follows :.—Gunnedah to Weetalibah,
3 miles; \\Teetalibah to Rangari, 22 miles; Rangari to Borah, 10 miles; Borah to Barraba, 20 miles;
total, 55 miles; and that in heavy floods it will be impossible to approach the Gunnedah Bridge?
Is the Minister aware that the better route would be from Gunnedah to l3urburgate, thence to
Wean, Milsi Creek, Connor's Gap to Barraba, the distance being only 45 miles, and all the way after
leaving Burburgate, 8 miles from Gunnedah, through Crown lands well watered, and in flood time
approachable to the bridge—shorter, preferable, and smoother country, the road being surveyed useless
except to horsemen?
Will the Minister, before the survey of this road is proceeded with any further, cause it special
report to be obtained as to which is the better route, and act accordingly ?
Mr. Baker answered,1 and 2. Survey of parts of a road from Gunnedah to Barraba has recently been made by Mr.
Licensed-Surveyor Loder through a few measured portions where a road had not previously been provided.
3 and 4. The District Surveyor reports that residents of Barraba and county of Darling generally,
will take their stock and loading along the well.watered reserve that leads to the Tamworth terminus,
from which the railway freight will be considered less than at Gunnedah.
4. A copy of Mr. Dangar's questions will be sent to the District Surveyor for a further report on
the road in question.
Date of Question, 20th June, 1879.
Date of Answer,
11
Mr. District-Surveyor Dewhurst,—In accordance with the reply (No. 5) given by Minister for Mines
to questions asked by Mr. Dangar, M.P., Mr. Dewhurst's attention is also drawn to the accompanying
petition—Roads, 79/1,481.
ROBT. P. FITZGERALD,
(For Surveyor General),
28 June, 1879. No. 208.
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1879—SO.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

ROAD FROM BAI{RABA TO GTJNNEDAH.
(FURTHER CORRESPONDENCE, &-c.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 2 Jima, 1880,

FURTHER RETURN to an Order of the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of
New South Wales, dated 6 May, 1879, That there be laid upon the Table of
this House,—
Copies of all Correspondence (with tracings, if any) that has taken place
between the Government, the District or any other Surveyors, or any
other person, including Surveyor M'Maiter's Report, respecting the
opening up of the road from Barraba to Gunnedab, including both the
one via Weetalibah to Rangira and Borah and the one via Carroll and
the Peel and Namoi Crossings."
(Mr. .Dangai'.)

SCHEDUlE

NO.
PACE.
1. Questions asked in the Legislative Assembly by Mr. Cameron for Mr. Dangar, with respect to the road Barraba to
Gnnnedah. Replies thereto minutes, &c., thereon. 23 April, 1879 ................................. ..................... 2
2. Question asked in the Legislative Assembly by Mr. Bennett— When will tenderi be invited for bridge over River
Na,noi, and new line of road Ounnedali to Barrab,, be notified in Government Gazette, &e. ?" Reply thereto.
6 November, 1879 ........................................................................................................................ 2
3. Mr. Irving Wijiterto the Honorable the Minister for Mines (presented by T. G. G. Dangar, Esq., ME.), advocating
old road via Carroll, and objecting to proposed new road which passes through his run and freehold land,
Tulenmbah Station, and enclosing tracing minute thereon. 21 November, 1879 ....................................... 2
4. Mr. District-Surveyor Dewhnrst to the Surveyor General, reporting in compliance with memo, of 20th instant, with
tracing minute thereon. 29 November, 1879 ................ . ................ .................................... ..... ......... 3
5. T. S. G. Daimgar, Esq., MV., to the Honorable the Minister for Mines, with respect to above road, and précis of
actiontaken. 9 December, 1879 ........................................................................................ .............. 3
6. The Under Secretary for Mines to T. G. G. Dangar, Esq., MV., acknowledging receipt of Mr. Irving Winter's
letter (see No. 3), and informing him that action on proposed new line of road will be stayed until a report upon
•
the ''pencil line" (see plan) shall have been obtained. 9 December, 1879 ................................................... 4
7. Same to same, returning tracing. (See No. 3.) 22 December, 1879 .................. .......................................... 4
S. T. G. S. Dangar, Esq., MB., to the Honorable the Minister for Mines, asking name of surveyor who had been
charged to report on the rends. 22 December, 1879 ... ........................................................................... 4
9. The Under Secretary for Mines to 1'. G. G. Dangrir, Req., MB., in reply to above, informing him Mr. DistrictS
Surveyor Dewhurst has been so instructed. 23 December, 1879............................................................... 4
10. Memorial from residents of Barraba, Bingera, and G-wydir Districts, requesting that a snrvey of the road may be
ordered, and that; Mr. Goodwin, a local surveyor, may be instructed to make such survey, presented by T. 0. G.
Dangar, Esq., M.P. 5 January, 1880 ............................................................................................... 5
11. Extract from letter, Mr. Irving Winter to T. G. 0. Danger, Esq., ME., objecting to road marked in pencil (see
plan), as it is, in his opinion, quite impracticable. 18 January, 1850 ...... ... ................................................ S
12. Memo, of the Under Secretary for Mines. 4 February, 1880 ..................... ....................................... ......... 6
13. The Under Secretary for Mines to T. S. S. Dangar, Esq., MV., acknowledging receipt of memorial presented by
him on 5th January, 1880 (see No. 10), also extract from letter of Mr. Irving Winter's (see No. 11), and informing
him matter shall receive immediate attention. 6 February, 1880 ................................... .......................... 5
14. Mr. A. G. Martin to the Honorable the Minister for Mines, objeeting,on behalf of Mr. B. viekery, to the proposed
road, as if carried out it ,nnst pass through his alienated land and fenced paddoeks minute thereon. 23
February, 1880 ................................................................ .................. .......................................... 5
15. Question asked in the Legislative Assembly by Mr. Dangar, with respect to above road, and replies thereto. 27
February, 1880. ....................... ............ ........ . ......................................... ........................................ 6
16. Questions asked in the Legislative Assembly by Mr. Coonan, for Mr. Danger, to the same effect, and also if there is
not snore correspondence connected with this matter not included in previous Return, such as petition from
Barraba residents, asking for opening of road &e. (see No. 10) and if so, will the same be produced and
printed? Replies thereto. 16 March, 1880 ............................................. ..................................... . .... a
17. Questions asked in the Legislative Assembly by Mr. harbour, for Mr. Dangar, with respect to above road, and replies
thereto. 31 March, 1880 ....................................................................................... ........................ 6
18. Questions asked in the Legislative Assembly by Mr. Dangar with respect to the above road, and replies thereto
minutes thereon. 51 March, 1880 ..... . ......... ........................................................... ......................... 7
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ROAD FROM BARRABA TO GTJNNEDAII.
No.1.

Legislative Assemhly.—Questions and Answers.
Question.
for Mr. Dangar, asked the Secretary for Mines,—Mr.
Cameron,
Roin from Barraba to Gunnedah
In view of the speedy opening of the Railway to Gunnedab, which is 20 miles nearer Barraba
than 1mworth, and money having been voted to expend on this road—Have any instructions been issued;
and if so, when, and to what surveyor, and the date of such, for marking and surveying a road from
Barraba to Gunnedah P
Has the work been commenced; if so, what progress has been made; if not, when will it be?
Mr. Baker answered
Yes; to Mr. Licensed-Surveyor Loder, in October, 1878.
Yes; the road has been laid out through measured portions in the county of Nandewar.
Date of question, 23/4/79; date of answer, 23/4/79.
Mr. Landers,—Obtain papers by telegram.—R.D.P., 25/9/79.
Telegram from the Surveyor General to Mr. Licensed.Surveyor G. Loder, Tamworth.
Returnpaper, Roads 78/159, transferred by Mr. Dist.-Sur. Dewhurstto you at once—I. F. LANDERS,
Secretary and Cashier, for Surveyor General, 25j9/79.
Reply —Papers 78,1159 were transferred by inc to district-surveyor in April last; they will be
transmitted to you to-morrow—GEoRGE L0DEB.

No. 2.

Legislative Assembly.—Question and Answer.
Quest ion 3.
Mr. Bennett to ask the Secretary for Public Works,—When will tenders be invited for the
erection of a bridge over the River Namoi, at Gunnedah; and the new line of road from Gunnedah to
Barraba be notified in the Government Gazette, and opened for general traffic?
Mr. Lackey answered:—
Tenders for the bridge over the Namoi, at Gunnedah, will be invited in about a month from this date.
Date of question, 6th November, 1879; date of answer, 6th November, 1879.

No.3.

Mr. I. Winter to The Secretary for Mines.
Sydney, 21 November, 1870.
I have the honor to place before you the following case, which I espectful1y ask be dealt
with as I suggest, if, upon reference to the proper officer, the matter be found to be as I. herein state.
The facts are as follows:—
A main road has been in existence for many years from Gunnedah to Barraba, by way of Carroll;
it is also a stock road, and is freely used.
Recently a road has been surveyed from Gunnedah to Barraba, and which passes through my run
and freehold land, "Tulcumbah" Station.
- - The late survey, if carried out, will be only about two miles shorter, but it passes through no
settlement or population, and will do me an injury without benefiting the public, whereas the road by
way of Carroll is fairly peopled by small farmers, who have there a ready market for their produce to
carriers and others on the road. I therefore ask that out), the old road be allowed. Of course 1. am
writing in my own interest, and do not wish my unsupported statement to be believod without due
inquiry.
I therefoft respectfully urge that no further steps be taken until after report on the subject be
received.
I may add that the new proposed road will be more ezpensive to keep in order, and in time of
floods is impassable for many miles: this also can be proved.
I have, &c.,
IRVING WINTER.
Sir,

Tracing,

- The Minister wishes a copy of the enclosed tracing to be made, showing the position of the line of
road marked thereon in pencil, in order that the enclosed tracing may be returned to Mr. Dangar, M.P.
The Minister also wishes action in respect to the line of road marked on the tracing as "Proposed new
line of road" to be stayed till a report upon the pencil line shall have been obtained, and that such report
be obtained with the least possible delay.—The Surveyor General, B.C., 8j12J79.—H.W.
The Surveyor General, B.C., 10/12/9.—G-.E.11.,p. U.S.
Tracing now to be sent to Mr. Dangar, M,P., as directed by the Minister for Mines, copy having
been made and placed with papers—A. J. Srorrs, 19/12/79.
Please return for further action,
it
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It is recommended that Mr. Winter be informed that there is no intention of closing the road via
Carroll; also that the road shown on the tracing accompanying his letter, and described thereon as
"proposed new line of road," is in fact a road in existence provided in the subdivision of Crown Estate,
and forming boundaries of alienated lands in some cases, and reserved through them in others, the continuity of which it has been considered necessary to complete recently by survey of a road through a few
portions of land where it did not previously exist.—Ronng:r B. FITZGEEALD, for Surveyor General,
22 January, 1880.

No, 4.
Mr. District- SurveyorDewhurst to The Surveyor General.
Tamworth, 29 November, 1879.
In compliance with your memorandum dated 20th November, 1879, I have carefully considered
the questions asked in the Assembly, that appear on Paper, Roads 70/1,481, the Ministerial replies to
which are strictly in accordance with fact.
Referring however to question 4, which appears to require special notice, I have to report that a
road from Gunncdah via Burburgate to Barraba could be obtained suitable for traffic of all kinds, but
that it would equally with that from Gunnedah direct to Rangari be far inferior to the road via Carroll, as
the line is so very badly watered.
The statement that this line would be shorter than the one previously applied for by the
residonts of Gunnedah is obviously incorrect, as you will readily perceive by inspection of the tracing Tracing.
now enclose, for with Gunncdah as a starting point the road would be taken to Burburgate or the reserve
near it 7 miles (a "board' in which about 1 mile of direct distance would be made), thence to portion
No. 20, parish of Vickery; thence to portions 92, 91, parish of Mihi; and thence along the track
leading to Rangari, where it meets the road previously petitioned for with such apparent force, but now
condemned by the petitioners with equal reason.
I may observe, however, that care will be taken in all future surveys not to close the track from
Burburgate to Rangari, so that it may always be available for future trac, if any ihould arise.
You have been pleased to draw my attention to th0 petition on Roads 79/1,481. The statements
there advanced are substantially correct. There is positively no public expression to be found in the
numerous letters that have been written on this subject. There is at present no traffic between Barraba
and Gunnedah of any consequence, nor is it all likely that it will increase to any great extent. The
natural outlet for Barraba produce is by the main road to Tamworth, which as I have before observed is
suitable and convenient from every point of view, while a branch road exists leading from the main road
at Oakey Creek via Keepit and Carroll to Gunnedah that promises advantages as to extensive reservations,
soil, and water, no other route can offer.
In conclusion, it is my duty to submit that, in my opinion, a survey from Burburgate towards
Barraba would be an utter waste of time and public money, so far as present public convenience is
concerned and in view of action proposed in paragraph 3 of this letter.
I have, &c.,
A. DEWHURST.
Sir,

Under this report I cannot recommend the survey of it road from Gunnedah towards Barraba via
Burburgate. A travelling stock route via Carroll has been established, and there is another road in
existence, viz,, that which has been left in the subdivision of the Crown Estate (now alienated) in the
rishes of 'Weetalibah, Yarrari, Tulcumbah, Willuri, Rangari, &c., the continuity of which has recently
been completed by survey in some five (5) places of a road through portions where it had not previously
been reserved.—Ronr. B. •FErZGEiIALD (for Surveyor General), 22 January, 1880.

c

No.5.
T. G. G. Dangar, Esq., M.P., to The Secretary for Mines.
Be making and proclaiming of road from Gunnedah to Barraba..

Sir,

Sydney, 0 December, 1879.
Respecting our interview a few evenings ago at Assembly with reference to above subject, and
my handing you various papers connected therewith, I will feel obliged if you will kindly have made in
the office it copy of Mr. 'Winter's map which I handed you, and cause his to be returned to me, as I wish
to return the same to Mr. 'Winter, as it bears a record of his purchased land.
I. feel sure this subject will receive your earliest attention, as the opening up and marking of this
road is much desired by Gunnedah and Barraba people, and will prove much nearer than Tamworth.
I may state that the people wish for and have every conlidence in Mr. Surveyor Goodwin to do
this work, and would wish you to instruct him to perform it, first examining all the proposed routes and
determining the best and most practicable way, the nearest and well-watered, and route for stock. Mr.
Goodwin is acquainted with the country, and can make a road less than 30 miles; a stock route should
also be proclaimed on this road when decided, passing through Crown and unalienated land, otherwise it
will only be it fbneed lane.
Parliament has voted money for a bridge over Namoi River at Gunnedah, but site cannot be
determined until Barraba and Gunnedah road marked.
1, shall be glad to hear from you Mr. L.-S, Goodwin has been specially inotructed in the matter.
Yours faithfully,
TEDS. U. U. DANGfl.
Road Barraba to Gunnedah.
30/6/77.—T. G. Dangar applied to have above opened to the public.
Reply received Lands, No. 77/1,310. Sept. 27th, 1877, referred to District-Surveyor Dewhurst
for report.
See Votes and Proceedings of Assembly, 1878. Report received. Instructions issued to lay out
road through alienated land.
F.
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P. Bacon, Gunnedab, May 2nd, 1879.—The present proposed Barraba road is no good, as it is only
7 miles shorter than going round by Carroll, and goes through 30 miles of alienated land. A good road
could be made by going down 3 or 4 miles, and striking out by Mick's dam, Bell's selection, and Connors
Gap to Barraba, through Crown Lands, and water at several places, and about 46 miles, would not injure
Mr. Wills Allen who is objecting to the present road.
Wants proclaiming half-a-mile on each side, and withdrawn from lease for travelling stock road
O-unnedah to Barraba, and then scheduled as a 3rd class road and cleared. Road has been marked
through measured portions ; it is through Crown Lands it is wanted. A mistake is made bringing road
as intended. The road is at present being surveyed mostly through alienated land, and therefore cannot
be availed as a stock route. Distance by proposed route is 55 miles, and the first and only water on it
after leaving Gunuodah is 354 miles, and tf5 a tank on purchased land of Irving Winters, which he
intends closing. No available water on the whole line.
The distances are as follows
3 miles.
Gunnedah to Weetalibali ,..
-.
...
.,.
...
...
\Veetalibah to Rangari
... 22
...
...
...
..
...
Rangari to Borali
...
...
...
...
...
...
... 101
..
20
Berth to Barraba
...
...
...
.,.
...
...
Total
...
,.,
...
...
... 554
First water at Borah.
-Route suggested by "Prudence" is objected to; would necessitate two bridges, one over Namoi,
one over Peel, and not reduce distance. The main object is to make the distance from Barraba to
Gunnedah less than to Tamworth.
It is proposed to adept the route 0-nnnedah to Burburgate; then to Ween; then to Mibi Creek;
then to Connors Gap then to Barraba, 45 miles ; and all the way after leaving Burburgate, 8 miles
from Gunnedah is Crown Lands, well watered, and in flood.tirne the bridge at Gunnedah will be
approachable; the other route, it is said, it will not be so. This way is shorter and preferable, and nature
of country better for road and smoother. The road at present being surveyed is almost useless, except
for a horseman. Survey of parts of this road were made by Surveyor Loder, but only through alienated
land.

No, 6.
The Under Secretary for Mines to T. G. G. Dangar, Esq., M.P.
9 December, 1879.
With reference to the letter of Mr. I. Winter, presented by you, in which he objects to the
road recently surveyed from Gunncdah to Barraba, which passes through his Tulcumbah Station, I am
directed to inform you that the Minister for Mines has requested that a copy of the tracing be made
showing the position of the line of road marked thereon in pencil, so that your tracing may be returned,
and also that the action on the line of road marked as "Proposed New Line of Road" be stayed until a
report upon the pencil line shall have been obtained. Such report has been requested to be furnished with
I have, &c.,
the least possible delay.
HARRIE WOOD,
Under Secretary.
Sir,

Ste ko. 8.

No.7.
The Under Secretary for Mines to T. U. U. Dangar, Esq., M.P.
22 December, 1879.
Referring to my letter of the 9th instant, respecting Mr. I. Winter's objection to the road
recently surveyed from Gunncdah to Barraba, which passes through his Tulcumbah Station, I have
the henor to return you the tracing as stated therein.
I have, &e.,
RABBlE WOOD,
Under Secretary.
Sir,

Sot sa S.

No. S.
T. U. G. Dangar, Esq., M.P., to The Secretary for Mines.
22 December, 1879.
You will recollect making a note in the House, and kindly promising to inform me the name
of surveyor who had been charged to report upon roads Barraba to Gunnedah, and if it was
Mr. L.-S. Goodwin. I shall be thankful for the information.
Yours faithfully,
THOS. G. G. DANGAIt
Urgent. Let Mr. Dangar, M.P., be informed to.day.—H.W., 22/12/79.
Sir,

No. 9.
The Under Secretary for Mines to T. G. G. Dangar, Esq., M.P.
.
23 December, 1879.
With reference to your letter of the 22nd instant, requesting to be apprised if Mr. Licensedsurveyor Goodwin has been charged to report on the road Barraba to Gunnedah, I have the honor to
inform you that Mr. District-surveyor Dewhurst has been instructed to report on the road in question.
I have, &c.,
HABI1IE WOOD,
Under Secretary.
No. 10.
Sir,

No, 10.
Messrs. A. Brown and others to The Secretary for Mines.
The Memorial of the undersigned residents of Barraba, Bingera, and Gwydir Districts,—
Respectfully showeth
That your memorialists are persons residing in the Liverpool Plains and Gwydir Districts,
That they have several times expressed their anxiety to have a road opened from Gunuedah to
Barraba. As yet but little notice has been taken of their requests.
That they believe that a good road could be surveyed without interfering much with alienated
lands.
That the advantages derivable from this road being opened would be greatly felt by your
memorialists and residents of the above-named districts, inasmuch as it would bring the railway traffic some
20 miles nearer, and over a country not much settled. It would tend to open up the country, and
teamsters and travelling stock would avail themselves of the advantages of this road, as the present road to
Tamworth is nearly all fenced in. This alone would be a great consideration to travellers, and again the
mails would have a quicker transit.
6. Your memorialists would respectfully request that a survey may be ordered, and that Mr.
Goodwin, a local surveyor, who has a thorough knowledge of the country, may be instructed to make a
survey of said road without delay.
And your memorialists will ever pray, &c.
A. BROWN,
WM. ETHERIDG]i,
JOSEPH ARCHIBALD,
Presented by T. G. G. Dangar, Esq., M.P., 6/1/80.
And 121 others.

No. 11.
Extract from letter, Mr. I. Winter to T. U. G. Dangar, Esq., M.P.
Tuleumbah, 18 January, 1880.
Dear Sir,
I am in receipt of your favour of 24th ultimo, referring to the Gunnedah-Barraba head, and
have to thank you for the interest you have taken in the matter in placing the same in a proper light
before the Minister for Mines.
I now the proposed road marked in pencil on the plan, and must inform you that in my opinion
that route is quite impracticable, as it runs the greater part of the distance along and over a range of
mountains with cliffs averaging 100 to 150 feet in height, and so steep that they are almost impassable on
horseback, and there being nb water except in the low-lying country, and there only in ilood.timcs when
the road would be impassable.
I have not the least doubt but that the surveyor's report, when sent in, will confirm my statement
in every particular.

No. 12.
Memo. of Under Secretary for Mines.
Rsruiw papers to the Deputy Surveyor General.
Sir John Robertson, M.P., will see the Deputy Surveyor General on the subject.
H.W., 4/2/80.

No. 13,
The Under Secretary for Mines to T. G. U. Dangar, Esq., M.P.
Sir,

0 February, 1880.
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of the memorial from certain residents of Barnba see No 10
Bingera, and Gwydir Districts, for the opening of a road from Gunnedah to Barraba, and also a letter from
Irving Winter, Esq., respecting the same road, and to inform you the matter shall receive immediate Be. No; lj.
I have, &c.,
attention.
HARRIE WOOD,
Under Secretary.

No. 14.
Mr. A. U. Martin to The Secretary for Mines.
Sir,

.
28 February, 1880.
Mr. B. Vickery has informed me that instructions have been issued for the survey of a road from
Gnnnedah to Barraba, which road would, if carried out, pass through his alienated land and his fenced paddocks. I beg first to call your attention to the fact that some few mouths since a roadwas marked from Gunne.
ilah to Barraba about eight (8) miles easterly of the route now proposed and nearly parallel to it. It appears
to be the desire and intention, not of the department, but of some persons pecuniarily interested in the opening of a road to l3arraba, to separate the existing road from Barraba to Tamworth,—a road which is in every
respect superior to either of the proposed roads, and the character and position of which is naturally
more suitable for the connecting of Barraba with Tamworth railway terminus. in the northern extension
of the railway from Tamworth, it is certainly very probable that Barraba will be tapped by this extension
to our northern border. If this should occur, as it probably will within a few years, neither one or the
other of the roads so proposed to connect Gunnedah with Barraba would be required, and should they
ever by any mischance obtain an existence they would be rendered useless and unnecessary by the aforesaid extension.
The route of the proposed road herein specially referred to is some 8 miles westerly of the
previously marked road, and for some considerable distance parallel to it, and would pass through Mr.
Vickery'e
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Vickery's Burburgate Run, at the back of which there is a range between Gunnedah and Barraba almost
inpasable. it may safely be asserted that this proposed road would be impracticable, and in every
respect inferior to the previously marked road. if the road formerly marked has been found to be
unsuitable and impracticable unless by the expenditure of unreasonableamounts of money, and if its
position was such that it would not attract a large traffic, how much less justifiable would be the making
of a road under less favourable circumstances, and in a position less likely toattraet traffic because further
removed from a settled population, and because there is but a small number of persons settled between
the townships of Gunnedah and Barraba on the proposed line of road.
I therefore have the honor to request, on behalf of Mr. B. Vickery, that you will not only not
open the road referred to, but that you will stay all preliminary proccedings in the matter.
I have, &c.,
The Surveyor General, B.C., 24/2/80—G.E.H.,p. U.S.
A. G. MARTIN.
It is recommended that applicant be informed that -,it present there is no intention of opening a road
from Gunnedah to Barraba, via Burburgate. The district surveyor has reported most favourably of the
existing road via Carroll, and shortly a road will be available through the parishes of Boorobil, Gunnen.
bane, Yarrari, Tulcumbah, Willuri, and Jiangari, between and through alienated lands, when a few short
pieces which have recently been surveyed through alienated land (where no road previously existed) have
been proclaimed—Bony. D. FITZGERALD (for Surveyor General), 10 March, 1880.
Submitted.—H.W., 12/3/80.

No. 15.
Legislative Assembly.—Questions and Answers.
Department of Mines, Parish Roads Branch, 27 February, 1880.

Que.tion Ho. 4.
ROAD from Barraba to Gunnedah:—Mr. Daugar asked the Secretary for Mines,Has the district or any other surveyor's report been received upon the several suggested lines
of road from Barraba to Gunnedah; if so, the nature thereof; and if not, when is it likely to be, and
will the report be expedited P
Has (or will) the district surveyor, or other surveyor dopnted by him, personally inspected and
travelled over these routes?
.2lfr. Baker answered:Yes; Mr. District.Surveyor Dewhurst has reported favourably of the line via Carroll.
Answer, 27/2180.
Yes.

No. 16.
Legislative Assembly.—Questions and Answers.
Question Ho, 2.
Ron from Barraba to Gunnedah :—Mr. Coona-n, for Mr. Dangar, asked the Secretary for Mines,With reference to Papers, " Road Barraba to Gunnedah," ordered by this House to be printed
4th November, 1879,—Will there be any objection to. place upon the Table of this House, and have
printed, a copy of the whole, of the original document marked No. 5, therein alluded to?
Are not the words "1.00,000 alienated" in the fourth paragraph of Mr. Surveyor M'Master's
- report meant for "100,000 unalienated," and printed wrongly?
Is there not more correspondence connected with this road matter not included in this Return
in Mines or Works Departments, such as Petition from Barrabba residents, asking for the opening of
&• No. 11.
this road, &e.: if so, will the same be produced and printed?
Mr. Baker answered :The original document (No. 5) is the general report of the Road Superintendent for the mouth
of August, 1878, and includes the whole of the roads and bridges in his charge. The extract given
respecting the Barraba and Gunnedah road is complete, and the report contains no other reference to it.
The words in Mr. Surveyor M'Master's report have been correctly printed—they are "one hundred
thousand alienated."
There are papers of a later date than the printed Return, and with them is a Petition of the
residents of Barraba, Bingera-, and the Gwydir Districts, asking for a road between Barraba and Gunnedah,
the precise route of which they do not indicate. They will be laid upon the Table of the House.
Date of question, 16/3/80; date of answer, 16/3/80.

No. 17.
Legislative Assembly.—Questions and Answers.
Question.
ROAD from Barraba to Gunnedah:—Mr. Barbour, for Mr. Dangar, asked the Secretary for Mines,The dates of the several instructions given by the Mines, Works, or Survey Departments (see
Votes and Proceedings No. 59, of 27th ultimo, question No. 4, and reply thereto), calling for reports on
the different suggested roads from Barraba to Gunnedah, and to what Surveyor issued, particularly the
date of the latest instructions so issued P
Was District-Surveyor Dewhurst's favourable report upon the road v4 Carroll made previous
or subsequent to the date of last instructions for a special report upon the several lines suggested for road
Barraba to Bingera?
Has the district or any other surveyor reported upon the three suggested roads since they were
last instructed ; if so, name of surveyor, and date of inspection P
Have not three routes been suggested—one "vid Carroll," one by Burburgate, and an inter.
mediate one—does the reply infer these three routes have been travelled over and reported upon by the
district
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district or other surveyors appointed by him, with a view to deciding the bet road ; and, if so, has the
whole length of lines been gone over, or merely parts and if so what portions. If not, will instructions
issue to make a thorough inspection of all these lines before deciding the one to be surveyed and opened
to the public, boxing in view a travelling stock road and water for public use.
-

-

Mr. Baker answered:—

instructions were sent from the Surveyor General's Offices as follows —District-Surveyor
Dewhurst, 22nd August, 1877, transferred to Surveyor MMaster, 28th August, 1877; District-Surveyor
Dewhurst, 29th July, 1878, transferred to Licensed-Surveyor Loder; District-Surveyor Dewhurst, 24th
April, 1879; District-Surveyor Dewhurst, 28th June, 1879 ; and the last instructions to District-Surveyor
Dewhurst on 20th November, 1879. On the 8th December, 1879, instructions were issued by me to the
Surveyor General, but were not sent to the district-surveyor, because lie had already reported nuder date
29th November, 1879.
The report referred to was made subsequent to the latest instruction on the subject sent to Mr.
District-Surveyor Dewhurst (namely that of 20th November, 1879), which was in connection with a
previous instruction to him, issued 28th June, 1879, in compliance with a reply given in Parliament to
question asked by Mr. Dangar on 20th June, 1879, re]ative to road Barraba to Gunnedah, to which
questions and the replies thereto Mr. Dewhurst's attention was especially directed, but was prior to my
instruction to the Surveyor General of the 8th December last.
No report has been received from the district-surveyor since 20th November last.
The three routes named have been suggested. I am not in a position to state that all the lines
have been inspected throughout, but will cause an inquiry to be made, and if not already completely
inspected, 1 will cause a complete inspection to be made.
Date of question, 18 March, 1880; date of answer, 31 March, 1880.

No, 18.
Legislative Assembly—Questions and Answers.
Quesiloa 1.

Mr. Dangar to ask the Secretary for Mines,—
The dates of the several instructions given by the Mines, Works, or Survey Departments (see
Votes and Proceedings, No. 59,of 27th ultimo, Question No. 4, and reply thereto), calling for reports on
the different suggested roads from Barraba to Gunnedah, and to what surveyor issued, partienlarly the
date of the latest instructions so issued?
Was District-Surveyor Dewhurst's favourable report upon the road via Carroll made previous or
subsequent to the date of last instructions for a special report upon the several lines suggested for road
Barraba to Bingera?
Has the district or any other surveyor reported upon the three suggested roads since they were
last i
nstructed ; if so, name of surveyor, and date of inspection?
Have not three routes been suggested,—one via Carroll, one by Burburgate, and an intermediate
one; does the reply infer these three routes have been travelled over and reported upon by the district or
other surveyors appointed by him, with a view to deciding the best road and if so, has the whole length
of lines been gone over, or merely parts; and if so, what portions ; if not, will instructions issue to make
a thorough inspection of all these lines before deciding the one to be surveyed and opened to the public,
having in view a travelling stock road and water for public use?
Referring to Mr. Dangar's question No. 1 to be asked on the 31st instant, will the Surveyor
General be good enough to obtain from Mr. District-Surveyor Dewhurst, if necessary, the information
requisite to answer that part of paragraph 4 as to whether the whole or what portions of the three routes
referred to have been travelled over and inspected by the district or other surveyor.
The Surveyor General, B.C. 25/3/80, H.W. Received 3 o'clock, Thursday, 25 March.
Such information as the office materials afford was supplied to Mines a week since, copies of which
can be made if necessary. Should anything further be desired, a telegram might be sent to Mr. DistrictSurveyor Dewhurst.—A. J. Sian's, for Surveyor General (in absence of Surveyor General and Deputy
Surveyor General).
Please supply copy and send telegram,—H.W., 25/3/80.
Copy of replies sent to Mines, and
telegram sent 355 p.m.—A..J.S., 25 Mar.
Replies to quest-ions have been previously supplied; the following reply, to question No. 4 should,
however, be substituted for that given some days since :-4. Three routes have been discussed, viz. the
present travelling stock route via Carroll, a proposed route via Burburgate, and an intermediate route
through and between alienated lands. This last road was visited and reported on by Mr. Surveyor
McMaster. and portions of it that remained unsurveyed have lately beenlaid out by Mr. Licensed-Surveyor
Loder Mr. District-Surveyor Dewhurst reports that he has inspected throughout the road Barraba to
Gunnedah, via Borali and Tulcumbah; also the road via Borah, Keepit, and Carroll; only partly the road
via Connor's Gap, but sufficient to justify his report. He is about to inspect the short length through
Connor's Gap, over which be has not yet ridden; but the sudden rise of altitude indicated by Mr. LicensedSurveyor Loder's survey of the Nandewar range shows its impracticability. Licensed-Surveyors Loder
and Dowc know the countrywell and agree with Mr. District-Surveyor Dewhurst.—Rommv. B. FITZGERALD,
for Surveyor General, 31st March, 1880.
The Surveyor General may be asked to cause a complete inspection of the routes to be made, and
the results to be reported fully.—E.A.B., 31/3/80. The Surveyor General, B.C., 31/3/80.—G.E.H.,p. U.S.
It will be observed on reference to the amended reply to question 4 (see above) that two of
the routes have been thoroughly inspected, the third only partly, a short length of it via Connor's Gap,
being about to be inspected ly the District Surveyor, who has this day been instructed to carry out the
proposed inspection.—BoBT. B. FITZO-EBALD, for Surveyor General, 213d April, 1880.
Seen.—HW., 3/4/80.
[Two plaiis.]
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1879-80.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

ROAIJS.
(IN THE QUEANBEYAN ELECTORATE)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 29 January, 1880.

RETURN in reply to a question asked by Mr. James B. Thompson, dated 20th
January, 1880,—
With reference to applications for roads in the Electorate of Queanbeyan,
during the period from the 1st November, 1877, to the above date, will
the Minister for Mines particularize the several roads applied for, and in
each ease supply the following information
1st. Date and mode of application.
2nd. Action taken.
3rd. Those not finally dealt with.
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ROADS.
RETURN in reply to a question asked by J. fl. Thompson, Esq., M.P., as to applications for Roads in
the Electorate of Queaubeyan, during the period from the let November, 1877, to the 20h January,
1880.
Name of Roads applied for.
For opening of road closed
-, Campbell Majura tow,
Qneanbeyan.
For opening of road north of
Hosking's portion 43, and thro
portion 48, parish of Majura,
For alteration of road along
Woodbury line, being part
main road from Gunning to 0

I Date aml mode of application. I
24 October, 1878—Peti
from inhabita,,ts of
jura, per J. B. The
son, Esq., M.P.
Received 6 Novem
1878—J. & M, Nash
T. Rutledge.
25 March, 1878—it.
Rowley.

.

Action taken.

Those not finally dealt with.

Surveyor Smith reports, wit] Not finally dealt with.
plan and book of reference
recommended for preliminar,
notification.
Sent to District Surveyor Twynast
(10.
for report-.

On Surveyor Smith's report, Mr
Rowley was informed that thee
was no objection to the alteratio,
of the road, and stating metho,
of doing it.
For road froni Queanbeyan, via 8 January, I879—Sur. Sent to Surveyor Smith am Not finally dealt with.
Ruin Creek, towards Mienligo. I veyor Smith, re-opening. returned ; now with Distric
Surveyor Eetts,
For road Coonia to Micaliáo .....
O May, 1878—Inhabi
Surveyor Smith reported, which
do.
of Burra.
was sent to District Surveyo.
Betts, with an application fo:
extension.
For road for access to water fi
31 January, 1878—in
Surveyor Smith's report sent t<
do.
certain conditional purchases
tants, parish We
District Surveyor Twynam also,
Gininderra Creek and Mum
gera, and J. B. Tb
petition of inhabitants of 0mmbidgee River.
son, Faq., M.P.
delTa Creek, sent to Districi
Surveyor Twynam.
For road to G. F. Dixon's 2
7 April, 1879-0.
Reported on by District Surveyom
do,
acres, on Canberra Plains.
Dixon.
Twynam; no further action yel
taken.
For road through Krawarric Est
25 July, 1879—P
Sent to District Surveyor Twynam
do.
county of Murray.
Mason.
for report.
For road to James Ponoght
14 June, 1879—J
Reported on by Surveyor Smith,
do.
conditional purchase, (i-ri
Donoghoe,
per District Surveyor Betts, now
Meadows to Fox's line to Ri
with Executive Council for
gend ore.
For road through T. A. Mrn'ra
17 March, 1879—Sam
(now Beit's 640 acres), Li
Ranger,
and Mr.
George, parish of Collector, fr
cannot be
Gundaroo Road to Lake Ceo:
Road.
For road to comiect Upper a
10 June, 1878....11T D
Report of Surveyer Schlcieher
Not finally dealt with.
Lower Boro with Goulburn a
District Surveyor Twynam.
Braidwood and Marulan a
Braidwood.
For road from Braidwood,
29 July, iS
Sent to District Surveyor
do.
Ballalaha, towards Cooma.
Surveyor I'
commending
For road Round Hill to intcrsecti
Received 14
ember, Sent to District Surveyor 'I'wys
do.
of Yarralunfla Road.
of for report.
J. B.
Thompson, E;q M,P.
For road from Richard Ellio
21 October,
1878— On Surveyor Schdeieher'e rep
conditional purchase to in
Richard Elliott, per M. Mr. Elliott was informed I
road, Gunning to Gundarno.
M. P. road could not be granted.
For road to Canberra and Di
[nhabi. Surveyor Smith reported;
do.
garvon Waterholes.
tents of Cani
under consideration as to sur
of roads.
For road from A. Carter's land
12 November,
77-11. On Surveyor Nash's report,
Yass River, in the parish
Carter.
Carter informod—" 'l'raffie
Moruinbateman.
insufficient importance thwart
road being laid out."
For resurvey of road from
rveyor Sent to District Surveyor Betts
do.
to Qneanbeyan.
ending report.
resurvey.
For road from Queanb
Received 15 April, 1878— Surveyor Smith's report sent
do.
Uriarra, through the Yr
Petition from nhabi. District Surveyor Twynam.
Estate,
taMe of Quex
tfriarra and Yars
per J. B. Thi
Req., M.P. For road from Joseph Armstror
21 October, 1873—
Reported on by Licensed Sun
do.
land, through Davis' 650 act
Armstrong.
Nash, and notice of preliini
to the Main Road, Yass
notification appeared in Ga
Gundaroo.
of 23rd January, 1880.
For road through Canberra Pin
7 April, 1879—Riehar' See above application of In
Hill.
tants of Canberra.
For road, v14 Canberra Church, b
20 November, 1879-3 District Surveyor Twynam
do.
Ford on south side of Molon
B.Thompson, Req. reported, which is now ii
River, to Q.ueanbeyan.
MY.
consideration.
For survey of northern approach
4 April, 1879—Works
Road preliminarily notified,
do.
Bndge over Yass River
Cleric of Executive Co
Goulbnrn.
reports no objections receive
Sydney Thomas nichard,, Government Printer—isle.
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1879-SO.
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

COBBORAII ROAD.
(SCHEDULE OF TENDERS FOR CLEARING.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 13 .Fbruary, 1880.

ROAD FROM MUDGEE TO COBBORAR.
SCREDTJLB of Tenders opened 1st Deeenl5èr, at the Court-house, Mudgee, by B. N. Nardin,
Assistant Engineer, in the presence of W. P. Meares, P.M.
Name, number,
snd descilpti on of Contract.

£NMile of renderer.

Amount of
Tender,
s.d.

Amount

of Estimate.

£s.d.

Contractil ............................... Estimate ...............................................090
8600
.er chain,
per mile.
Clearing from Goodiman Creek to 1. John Turner..................... ......... .......
0 9 0
86 0 0
. .
. 8 10
Faleoner's Road, 'Cudgegong 2. John Peekman ...... ...........................0
to Dubbo."
3. Michael Riordan .................................0 9 6
4. Wm.Spounecr ............ ..................... ..0 9 3
5. ,Jas.Hewitt .......................................0 9 3
37 0 0
..
6. JobLovers ....................................010
0
40 0 0
th
and Hill ............................0 9 3
7. Muoliand
8. Robt,EIliott ................................. ...013 0
43 0 0
9. Jas.Daley ........................ ............... .. 0 9 0
.................................
10. Charles Harper
0 7 3
11. John Snelson ....................................0 8 2
12 0-co. Farthing ....................................0 10 0
M.O'Connor ....................................0 9 6
W.J. Weston ................................. ..........
.
3317 6
15.P.JTaIey ......................................... 0 8 6
16. Eobt.Jones .....................................
0 9 0
17. Denis 000ney ..................................
0 9 3
18. John Williams ................................. .
0 8 9
lThWm,Parrish ..................................
0 8 0
M,Jlorner ...................................
011 0
C. Robinson .....................................
0 10 0
G.B,Southwiek ...............................
0 8 5

3d.)
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sum.
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41810

428 15 3
418 1 0
836 15 3
379 6 10
464 10 0
418 0 0
41810
429 13
406 8
313 0
51019

0
3
6
0
0

39019 1

1879-SO.
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

PUBLIC GATE ON ROAD FROM COLLECTOR TO BREADALBANE
RAILWAY STATION.
(LETTERS, MINUTES, &c.)

Ordered by the Legi.lative Assembly to be printed, 27 May, 1880.

RETURN to in Order made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New
South Wales, dated 12th May, 1880, That there be laid 'upon the Table of this
House,Copies of all LeLters, Minutes, Petitions, and other Documents, having
"reference to the erection of a Public Gate on the Road from Collector to
"Breadalbane Railway Station."
(Mr. J3adge'ry.)
itoSCHEDULE.
flOE
1. The Chairman of the Trustees of the Collector Common to the Honorable the Minister for Lands, applying for
permisson to erect a public gate where the road from Collector to Pomeroy intersects the northern boundary of
the Collector Common; minutes thereon. 2 October, 1875 .................................................................. 2
2. Mr. District-Surveyor Twynam to the Surveyor General, reporting on above, and tracing showing position of gate.
16 February, 1876 ..... ................................................................................................................... 2
3. The Surveyor General to the Honorable the Minister for Lands, recommending that preliminary notice be inserted
in Government Gazette. 17 March, 1876 .. ....... ................................................................................ 2
4, ireliminary Notice in Government Gazette. 28 March, 1876 ...................................................................... 3
5. Memo, from Commissioner and Engineer for Roads to Mr. Road Superintendent Chauncy, for report as to whether
there is any objection to the erection of the gate; minutes thereon. 13 April, 1876 ...................................... 3
6. E. Butler, Esq., M.P., to the Honorable the Minister for Lands, enclosing a letter from Mr. J. ilannan and a
petition from inhabitants of Ercadalbane and surrounding districts, objecting to the erection of the gate.
2 May, 1876 ........................................................................ ......................................................... 3
7. Mr. John Maeauley to the Honorable the Secretary for Lands, p1-vying that the above petition be rejected and the
gate granted; minutes thereon. 29 May, 1876 .................................................................................... 3
S. The Under Secretary for Lands to JohnS. Waddell, Esq., Chairman to the Board of Trustees of Collector Common,
in reply to his application for pennission to erect gate, of 2nd October last. (See No. 1.) 16 June, 1876 ......... 4
9. The Under Secretary for Lands to E. Butler, Esq., M.P., in reply to his letter of 2nd ultimo. (See No. 6.)
16 June, 1876 .............................................................................................................................. 4
10. The Under Secretary for Lands to John Macauley, Esq., in reply to his letter of 29th ultimo (see No. 7), and referring
him to a letter from this department to S. J. Waddell, Esq. (See No. 8.) 26 June, 1876 ........................... 4
11. Mr. John Maeaaley to the Honorable the Secretary for Lands, enclosing petition from inhabitants of Collector and
surrounding districts,pming for permission to erect a public gate; minutes thereon. 10 October, 1877
4.
12. The Under Secretary for Lands to Messrs. J. J. Waddell, Francis Poidevin, John Sheridan, and others, in reply to
petition. (See No, 11.) 24 January, 1878 ............................................................................ .............. 5
13. Mr. John S. Waddell to the Honorable the Minister for Lands, further urging that permission be granted to erect
a gate; minutes thereon, 8 April, 1878 ............................................................................................. 5
14. William Davies, Esq., M.P., to the Honorable the Minister for Lands, advocating erection of gate. 16 April, 1878. 5
16. Mr. Acting District-Surveyor Scblcieher to the Surveyor General, reporting according to instructions (see No. 13),
with tracing showing position of gate applied for; minute thereon. 23 September, 1878 '.'"".'''..'.''''......,
5
16. Preliminary notice of intention to grant permission to erect gate, inserted in Government Gazette, in lieu of notice
gazct1 ed 28th March, 1876; minutes, &'e. 27 November, 1878............................................................... 6
Petition from inhabitants of Collector and surrounding districts to the Honorable the Minister for Lands, protesting
against the erection of thegate. 14 December, 1878 ........................... . .... ......................... . ........ .......... C
The Surveyor General to the Under Secretary for Lands, reconunending that (uotwithstandiiig the objections raised)
notice of intention to grant permission to erect gate be inserted in Government Gazette; minutes, &e. 3 Jan., 1879 7
10. Notice in Government Gazette. 4 February, 1879 ............ ......... ........................ ............ ........................... 7
20. The Under Secretary for Mines to Mossrs. J. V. Cooper, Edward Graham, 3.1'., W. 0. Cooper, and others, in reply
to petition (see No. 17), stating that the e,'eetion of the gate has been authorized. 5 February, 1879 ................ 7
21. Mr. John F. JCenuy, J.P., to the Honorable the Minister for Lands, protesting against erection of the gate; minute.
17 February, 1870 ........................ .................................................... .................. ........................... 7
22. Some to the lIon. Minister for Mines, further protesting against the gate; minutes thereon. 17 March, 1879 ...... 8
23. William Davies, Esq., M.P., to the Honorable the Minister for Mines, asking that 'j,'riukes be officially informed of
permission to erect gate having been granted. 23 April, 1879 ............................................................... S
24, Mr. Distriot'SurreyorTwynarnto the Surveyor General, further report (see No. 22) ; minute thereon. 7 July, 1870 8
25. The Under Secretary for Mines to Mr. J. 3. Waddell, informing him of Mr. John F. Kenny's protest (see No. 21),
and that the papers in the matter have been sent to the District Surveyor for report. 27 September, 1879
9
26. The Under Secretary for Mines to John F. Kenny, Esq., J,P., in reply to letter of 17th March last. (See No. 17.)
17 November, 1879 ........................................................................................................................
The Under Secretary for Mines to John J. Waddell, Esq., Chairman of the Board of Trustees of the Collector
Common, informing him that, notwithstanding objection (see No. 22), the Minister for Mines has decided not to
withdraw permission to erect gate. 17 November, 1879 ........................................................................0
Henry S. Badgery, Esq., M.P., to the Honorable the Minister for Mines, urging that the gate be not erected llntml
further inquiry is made. 2 March, 1880 .......................................................................................... 9
Petition from inhabitants of Collector and surrounding districts to the Honorable the Minister for Mines, stating
that the gate is not required; minute thereon ................................................................ ........
............... 10
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PUBLIC GATE ON ROAD FROM COLLECTOR TO BREADALBANE RAILWAY STATION.
No. 1.
The Chairman of the Trustees of the Collector Common to The Secretary for Lands.
Sir,

Collector, 2 October, 1875.
On behalf of the Trustees of the Collector Common, I have the honor to request your permission to erect a public gate, where the road from Collector to Pomeroy intersects the northern boundary
of the above common, passing through Patrick Byrne's 104 acres. I may state that for several years past
there has been a slip-panel at the point referred to, but as parties passing through were not bound to put
up the rails, they were frequently left down, thereby causing much vexatious annoyance, both to the
commoners and the owners of land along the above line of road, through the trespassing of stock, &c.
We propose to erect a gate 10 feet 6 inches wide.
I have, &c.,
JOHN I WADDELL,
Chairman of the above Board of Trustees.
[Etzolosure to No. 1.]
Department of Lands, Sydney, 24 August 1875,
PUBLIC GATES.

Every applicant for permission to erect a gate or gates, under the Act of Council 39 Victoria, No. 10, must forward to
the Minister for Lands, together with his application, the sum of three pounds three shillings (3 3s.) for one gate, and one
pound one shilling (1 is.) for every other gate on the same properly or run, to cover cost of the surveyor's report.
If the road is considered of sufficient public importance to warrant the payment for erection of gate or gates by the
Government, the money will be refunded.
THOMAS GA3RE'l'T.
(Mm. 73-1,528.)

.Zlfnsutes on No. 1
It is submittedthat this is scarcely a case in which the fee of £3 3s. should be demanded, but see
notice of 24th August, copy herewith—OR., 6/10/75.
Deputy Surveyor General, B.C., 8110/75.—A.O.M.
This ought not to be demanded.—RD.P.,
23/11/75.
Mr. District-Surveyor Twynam is requested to report, in accordance with paragraph No. 85
of surveyor's instructions.—RoEp. P. Firzazntn (for Surveyor General), 25/11/75.
Report accordinglyherewith, 16 Feb., 1876, No. 30.—E.T., P-S.

No. 2.
Mr. District-Surveyor Twynam to The Surveyor General.
Tracla
Appen cx A.

road mentioned is that loading from Collector to the platform on the Southern Railway, near Muttbilly, on the Third Breadalbane Plain, and thence to Pomeroy; it has been dedicated as a parish road, is
maintained as a road of the V class out of the annual Parliamentary Vote for Subordinate itoads, and it is
bravelled by a mall thrice a week. The traffic from Collector to the railway platform is, and must continue to be, insignificant for several years, and in my opinion public gates would nob at present be found
to be a hindrance or obstruction to traffic ; nevertheless, it must be borne in mind that the road is now a
public thoroughfare, also that a common opinion prevails that the fact of maintenance at public cost is
evidence of traffic sufficient to prohibit the use of gates, which undoubtedly do cause some inconvenience,
and incur some risk under certain conditions of travelling; moreover, the proposed gate is to be erected
on the boundary of the town reserve, at Collector, a place of course where there will be more traffic than
elsewhere on the road.
Under all the circumstances of the case, I cannot recommend the application to be entertained;
but as my reluctance to recommend it is based solely on general grounds, and not on special objections,
perhaps as the public gate is sought to be obtained as a convenience to the commoners at Collector, it
might be considered expedient to publish the usual preliminary notification, with a view of eliciting
objections from those concerned.
E. TWYNAM, P.S.
Submitted.
Gonlburn, 6 February, 1876. No. 30.
TEE

No.3.
The Surveyor General to The Secretary for Lands.

Gate No. 54

Gates—Preliminary Notice.
It is recommended that a notice be inserted in the Government Gazette and in some local newspaper
(if any) to the effect that a gate in the position hereunder described has been applied for under the Act
89th Victoria No. 10, by the Trustees of Collector Common; and all persons interested are invited to state
withm thirty days from the date of such notice their objections (if any) to such application, the propriety
of granting it being under consideration.
P. F. ADAMS,
17 March,1876.
'
______
Surveyor General.
Situation of Gate.
Gate (not less than 11 feet wide) on the road from Collector to the third Breadalbane Plain, at
the north boundary of the Collector Common, being the south boundary of P. Byrnes's 104 acres, parish
of Collector, county of Argyle.
For notice, 18/3/76; notified, 28/8/76; for advertising, 30/3/76 ; advertised, 1014/76.
No.4.

3
No.4.
Preliminary Notice in Government Gazette,
Department of Lands, sydney, 28 March, 1876.
Public Gates
Norrcy is hereby given that a public gate, as hereunder described, has been applied for under the
provisions of the Act 39 Victoria No. 10 and all persons interested are invited to state within thirty
&tys from this date their objections (if any) to the granting of such application.
THOMAS GARRETT.
Gate No. R. S. B. No.

Applicant-.

Description.

7644... 76-442 .,. The Trustees of Collector Common,..- Gate (not less than I 1 feet wide), on the road from Collector to
the Third Breadalbane Plain, at the north boundary of the
Collector Common, being the south boundary of P. Byrnes's 104
acres, parish of Collector, county of Argyle.

No. 5.
Memo. f.om Commissioner to Mi', Road Superintendent Cha-uncy.
Sydney,'13 April, 1876.

You are requested to report whether there is any objection to the erection of the gates referred to in the
accompanying notice.
If you are unacquainted with the locality, you need not visit but make the best inquiries possible.
B.C.
(For Commissioner and Engineer),
G.C.E.
Minutes on No. 5.
I think under the circumstances—this being for the convenience of the public generally—the
request might be granted. I thcrcfore see no objection at the present timc.-.-W. S. CHAUNCY, 14/4/76.
Forward to Surveyor General.—W.C.B., 15/4/76.
To be placed with papers 70-442 R.S.B.—E.G.,
21/4J76.
To be submitted to the Surveyor General with objections (if any) after expiration of the thirty
days' notice—TiDY., 29/4/76.

No. 6.
E. Butler, Esq,., M.P., to The Secretary for Lands,
Dear Garrett,
2 May, 1876.
Will you kindly consider the pros and cons of the enclosed matter, and send me an answer P
Faithfully yours,
B. BUTLER.
I do not think the gate shollld be granted.—T.G., 22/5/76.

[Enclosure to No. 6.]
Mr. John Hannan to B. Butler, Esq.
Dear Sir,
Breadalbane, 24 April, 1576.
You will please present this petition I now send you concerning the public gate between Collector and Breadalbane,
as early as possible, as I am afraid of its being late.
I am, &c.,
JOHN HANNA.N.
Breaclalbane, 22 April, 1876.
Petit-ion of the Inhabitants of Breadalbane and surroundthg District to the Honorable the Ittinister for Lends.
The humble petition of the inhabitants of Breadalbane and surrounding District,—
RESPEOTFULLY

SROWETSI

That having observed that the Trustees of the Collector Town Common have applied for a public gate at the north
boundary of Collector Common, your humble petitioners request that such gate shall not be granted, on thefollowing grounds,
viz.
That the erection of such gate on the swain road leading to Collector would inconvenience your petitioners attending
places of worship on Sunday.
The erection of thus gate on the road to the nearest police station and I'elieo Court.
That your humble petitioners consider the erection of this gate would be a public nuisance on a road leading to a
public pound.
4. That the erection of such gate could only benefit one landowner, whose land is unfenced, where all other holdings are
fenced on bet-li sides of road.
That your humble petitioners have showed sufficient cause not to have this gate erected and as in duty bound, will
ever pray.
JOHN HANNAN,
JOHN PURcELL,
JOHN WOODS,
And 17 others.

No.7.
Mr. J. MacaWey to The Secretary for Lands.
lion. Sir,
Some time since, J. J. Waddell, Esq., as Chairmanof the Trustees of the Collector Commonage,
applied for a public gate on the i'os'th side of the said common, on the road from Collector to Breadalbane.
Now the inhabitants of Collector thud that a man named James Purcell—a man that has no fixed place of
abode, but has got the contract to carry the mail from Collector to Breadalbane for nine months—has got
up a petition against the said gate. Most of those that have cattle on the common have been with me
since,

Ime
4'
since, as one of the trustees of this road, requesting inc to write to you, stating that nono that have cattle
(with the exception of one or two of his friends) have ever signed the said petition, and if their names are
at it they are forgeries, as Purcell went about the public-houses for eight or ten days forcing every one that
he met to sign and from what 1 am told, the most of those that signed were children or persons that had
nothing to do with the road,
Mr. Waddeil informs me that he would never have applied for the gate if lie did not know that
it was absolutely necessary to save so much impounding of cattle and horses, as of the nine nifles of
this road there is only three of it fenced, and the conuiioa being overstocked, the cattle, and especially
horses, stray for many miles along this road, and are constantly taken to, the pound, which causes a deal
of ill-feeling among neighbours, and this still will be the ease till such time as a gate is put on at this
place. There is a. slip-panel where the gate is applied for, but not one in ten put it up, so that the
inhabitants would most respectfully ask of you, Hon. Sir, that you would reject the petition and grant the
gate where it is so much needed.
I have, &c.,
JOHN MAOAULEY.
29 May, 1876.
Jfisuetes on Nb. 7.
The Honorable the Minister for Lands has recently decided that permission to erect the gate in
question should not be granted.—RoBr. P. FITZGERALD (for Surveyor-General), 7 June, 1876.
Refer
to the intimation thereof.—A.O.M., 9/6/76.

No.8.
The Under Secretary for Lands to The Chairman to the Board of Trustees of
Collector Common.

See Petition,
o. G.

Department of Lands, Sydney, 16 June, 1876.
With reference to your application of the 2nd October laet on behalf of the Trustees of the
Collector Common, for permission to erect a public gate on the road from Collector to the Third Breadalbane Plain, I am directed to inform you that, for the reasons given in a petition received from certain
inhabitants of Breada.lbane and the surrounding district (of which an extract is herewith enclosed),
objecting to the erection of such gate, the Minister for Lands cannot approve of the permission to erect
.
I have, &c.,
the same being granted.
.
A. 0. MORIARTY,
Pro Under Secretary,'

No.9.
The Under Secretary for Lands to F. Butler, Esq., M.P.
Department of Lands, Sydney, 16 June, ],876.
In reference to your letter of 2nd ultimo, enclosing it petition from certain inhabitants of
Breadaibane and the surrounding districts, objecting to the erection of a public gate on the road from
Collector to the Third I3readalbane Plain, as applied for by the Trustees of Collector Common, I am
directed to imiform you that, nuder the circumstances disclosed in the said petition, the Minister for Lands
considers that permission to erect the gate in question should not be granted, to which effect the Trustees
I have, &c.,
have been aplrised.
A. 0. MORIARTY,
Pro Under Secretary.

No.. 10.
The Under Secretary for Lands to J. Macauley, Esq.
26 June, 1876.
With reference to your letter of the 29th nitimo, in regard to an application for permission to
erect a public gate on the north side of the Collector Common, on the road from Collector to Breadalbane,
I am directed to refer you to a letter front this department, dated the 16th instant, addressed to
.1. J. \\Tddcll, Esq., Chairman of the Board of Trustees of Collector Common, stating 'that for the
reasons given in a petition received from certain inhabitants of Breadalbane and the surrounding districts,
objecting to the erection of such gate, the Minister for Lands cannot approve of the permission to erect
J. have, &c.,
the same being granted."
A. 0. MORIARTY,
Pro Under Secretary.
Sii

See No. L
Sac No. S.

NO. 11.
J. Macauley, Esq., to The Secretary for Lands.
.
Milbang, 10 October, 1877.
*
*
.*
I have the honor herewith to enclose petition for leave to erect a public gate,
I have, &c.,
Trusting they shall receive your favourable consideration,
JOHN MACAULEY.

Sir,

[Enclosure to Nb. 11.1
Petition of the Inhabitants of Collector and surrounding districts to the Honorable the Secretary for Lands,
Collector, 8 September, 1877.
Sir,.
The Petition of the inhabitants of Collector, iVilbank, and Bolmara., humbly showeth :—I'Imat in consequence of
lucre being a very large quantity of unenclosed iand on each side of the road from Collector to Gunning, via Bohara, and from
Collector to Mnt.billy respectively, your petitioners suffer constant annoyance and loss, from their horses, cattle, and other sleek
being impounded, &e., &c. That; a public gate on the verge of the town common, where both roads unite in one, would
prevent much of the annoyance and loss yomsi' petitioners now suffer from. Your petitioners therefore pmy that they may be
allowed to erect a public gate, 11 feet wide at the point named, viz., at the junction of the two roads with the nortim boundary
of the Collector towu common. And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
JOHN ,T. WADDELL,
.FRA1WIS POIDEVIN,
,TWTN SiIE1tIDAN
And 25 ethers.
The

489

'I'lic Secretary for Lands (Mr. Garrett) having personally decided upon a letter from, and a
petition presented by Mr. Butler, M.P. (76-723, RS.B.), that this gate should not be granted, it is
submitted whether it is desirable to take any action upon this renewal of the application.—ltonr. P.
FITZGERALD (for Surveyor General), 24 November, 1877.
Approved.—J.S.F., 3/1/78.
The approval in this case was intended to apply to the decision already given, viz., that the gate
ought not to be granted. The applicauts have been so apprised.—W.W.S., 8/4178.

No, 12.
The Under Secretary for Lands to Petitioners.
Gentlemen,
Department of Lands, Sydney, 24 January, 1878.
With reference to your petition dated 8th September last, praying that you may be allowed See No.
permission to erect a public gate at the junction of the road from Collector to Gunning, v14 Bohara, and
the road from Collector to Mutbilly, with the north boundary of the Collector Town Common, I am
directed to inform you that the late Minister for Lands (Ir. Garrett) having personall' decided upon a
letter from and a petition presented by the Honorable Edward Butler, M.L.C., that this gate should not be
granted, Mr. Secretary Farnell does not consider it desirable to take any further action upon this
renewal of the application for the gate in question.
I have, &c.,
W. W. STEPHEN,
Under Secretary.

ii.

No. 13.
Mr. J. J. Waddell to The Secretary for Lands.
Sir,

Collector, 8 April, 1878.
Referring to an application recently made to you by the inhabitants of Collector and surrounding
district for leave to erect a public gate on the north boundary of the Collector Town Common, I have t]ie
honor to state the following particulars for your information
Early in October, 1875, an application was made by letter to the then Secretary for Lands, by the
trustees of the above common, for permission to erect a public gate where the roads from Gunning (via
Bohara), from Mutbilly, and from the railway platform at Breadaibane united in one come out on the
Collector Common. This application was recommended by Mr. District Surveyor Twynain, and gazetted
in the usal way but one James Purcel having got up a petition against the application of the trustees,
Mr. Garrett declined to allow the ercr:tioii of the gate.
As already stated, the roads from Gunning, from Mutbilly, &c., from the Breadalbane railway
platform united in one conic out on the Collector Town Common ; and as these roads each pass through a
large area of unenclosed land, the consequence is that horses and cattle from of the common frequently
trespass on t:hc unenclosed lands, and stock from these lands as freqneutly trespass on the common, causing
constant annoyance and loss to their respective owners. it is to put an end to this vexatious state of
things that the application for leave to erect a gate has been made.
I have already stated that one James Purcel got up a petition against the erection of the ab6vo
gate, and I think it right to further state that, having seen a copy of that petition, I am prepared to prove
that ahnost al.l the statements it contained were untrue; that most of the signatures to it were obtained
by falserepresentations or forgeries, and that his reason for getting up a petition at all was because the
trustees for the common prevented him from running a small flock of sheep he has (lie has not 1 acre of
land of his own) on the Common.
I have, &c..
.J'OHN J. \\TADDELL
These papers are now forwarded to Mr. Acting District Surveyor Schleicher, for report upon the
point raised by Mr. D.-S. Twynam on his memo. attached, and generally as to the advisableness of granting
the gate in question.—ltonv. P. FITZGERALD (for Surveyor General), 15 May, 1878.
Acted on by
letter 78/111 of 23 Sept., 1878.—A. SCIILEECREIL, AD-S.

See No.

ii,

See No.1.

No. 14.
W. Davies, Esq., M.P., to The Secretary for Lands.
Dear Sir,
16 April, 1878.
1 have reason to believe that the gate asked for would be a great advantage to the people of
Collector, and shall be glad if you can' sanction it.
I am, &e.,
WILLIAM DAVIES.

No. 15.
Mr. Acting District-Surveyor Selileicher to The Surveyor General.
Sir,
Referring to the above instructions, I do myself the honor to state that I have visited Collector,
and made every inquiry in regard to the gate desired, and have to report as follows:—
The accompanying *tracing shows the position of the gate applied for, and by brown tint the two
roads mentioned by Mr. Waddell. These roads from Gunning, vid Behara and Breadalbane Platform
respectively, it will be observed, meet a little more than a mile from the gate applied for, and then the
one road runs to Collector on which the gate is sought. The two roads were mentioned by applicant, as
castle straying from Collector Common along the road were just as apt to take the Gunning Road as the
one to Breadaibane.
it

Appenthx B.

IM
,Tt will be observed that, properly speaking, the gate applied for is not on the Collector Common,
but as the whole of the suburban allotments shown on tracing are only lately measured, and are unsold,
the Commons Trustees doubtless look upon the unsold suburban land as temporary commonage, and treat
it accordingly.
With regard to the expediency of granting a gate at this place, 1. have to state that if the fact of
the gate applied for not being situated in the Common is no bar, otherwise I do not see any objection to
the granting of the request of the trustees, and in fact a public gate appcars already to exitt on this road
to Breadalbane Platform, not far from the Wet Lagoon.
The mail thrice a week from the Platform to Collector, mentioned by Mr, District-Surveyor
Twyuam, is a mail on horseback only, to which a gate would prove no obstacle; and as it would doubtless
prove an advantage to the Collector commoners, who would by this means be able to prevent their cattle
straying along the road mentioned, I can see no objection to its being granted, other than that it may not
be situated within the jurisdiction of the Commons Trustees.
The required inlbrmation, according to the heads under paragraph 85 of surveyor's instructions, is
briefly as follows
The present traffic is almost wholly to the Breadalbane Platform; I suppose there may be on
the average about two vehicles a day and half-a-dozen horsemen. Very little travelling stock.
1 think future traffic will be about the same as at present.
A. horse mail only travels this way three times a week.
Under Road Trustees.
This road has been improved, and is likely always to be the one in use.
Good firm land, and quite level at the gate.
Single gate, 12 feet wide, if allowed.
S. I do not think any other gates will be applied for on this road.
The fencing on this road is generally split fencing of good character, but there is also brush
fencing in places.
The road from Breadalbane to Collector is to a great extent fenced ; but, as before stated, the
object of lle petitioners is to preveilt stock on the common straying on this road.
The position applied for is the only one where a gate would be of use, and can inmy opinion,
injure no one.
I believe this road has been in general use about three years—since opening of Railway to
Gunning.
In conclusion, if the Commons Trustees are held to be justified in asking for the gate, in regard
that the unsold suburban lands are a sort of temporary commonage, 1 do not think there is any objection
to grant their request provisionally, pending alienation of the suburban land, and the fencing of the
common proper by the Trustees.
Submitted.
(]-oulburn, 23 September, 1878.
A. T. SCHLEIC11ER,
Acting District-Surveyor.
On this report from Mr. Acting District-Surveyor Schleicher, it is recommended that gate No. 34,
described on R. S. B. 76-442 enclosed, be again preilminarily notified, &c.—Ronr. P. FITzGERALD (for
Surveyor General), 7 November, 1878. Submitted—I-lW., 12/11/78. Approved.—W.S., 12/11/78.

No. 16.
Gazette Notice.
Department of Lands, Sydney, 22 November, 1878.
Public Gates.
Noricu is hereby given that a public gate, as hereunder described, has been applied for under the provisions of the Act 39 Victoria No. 10, and all persons interested are invited to state within thirty days
from this date their objections (if any) to the granting of such application.
JAMES S. PARNELL.
Gate No. R. S. B. No.
34

Applint

I

78-2,397 The Trustees of Collector Common ... Gate (not less than 11 feet wide, on the road from Collector
to the Third Breadalbane Plain, at the north boundary of
the Collector Common, being the south boundary of P. Byrne's
104 acres, parish of Collector, county of Argyle.
N.B.—This is in lien of the notice which appeared in the Government Gazette of the 28th March, 1876.
.2lThndes on .N. 16

Advertised and slip fbrwarded to the Commissioner and Engineer for Roads for any objections.—
GERARD B. Eunucu (for the Under Secretary), Mines, 25/11/78.
Mr. Wood.—W.C.B., 26/11/78.
I doubt if this should be allowed. This application wae referred to the Acting District-Surveyor,
for report by his department ; and after visiting the ground and examining into the question thoroughly
be reported in favour of it. From the evidence he furnishes I can see-no objection to the application
being granted—A. P. Woon, 29/11/78.
Commissioner for Roads—B.C.
Surveyor General,—
W.C.B., B.C., 30/11/78.

No. 17.
Petition from Tnhabitants of Collector and surrounding districts.
To the Honorable the Minister for Lands,—
The humble petition of the inhabitants of Collector and surrounding districts against the
erection of a public gate on the road from Collector and Breadalbane, applied for by the Trustees of
Collector Common.
Your petitioners respectfully show that the erection of a public gate on the above-named road will
inconvenience the public, viz.
1. It being the main road from Collector to Breadalbane Railway Station.
2.

(:

2. The mails are conveyed between Collector and Breadalbane six times a week, between the
hours of 8 o'clock p.m. and 4 o'clock am.
8. All land for 3 miles from Collector on this road is enclosed on both sides of road, with the
exception of one small holding.
4. That this gate was applied for 1576, and refused by the then Minister for Lands.
Trusting that the foregoing facts will be taken into your honorable consideration and your
petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
Dated at Collector, this 14th day of December, 1878.
J. V. COOPER,
EDWB. GRAHAM, J.P.,
W. 0. COOPER,
J. P. KENNY, J.P.,
and 56 others.
The Surveyor General.—ll.W., B.C., 19/12/78.

No. 18.
The Surveyor General to The Tinder Secretary for Lands.
Gates—Notice of intention to grant notwithstanding the objections raised.
It is recommended that, in accordance with the third clause of the Act 39 Victoria, No. 10, notice of inten- Gate No. U.
tion to grant permission to erect the gate preliminarily notified and described in the Government Gazette See No. 10.
of 22nd November, 1818, folio 4,675, applied for by the Trustees of Collector Common, be now published in the Government Gazette and in some local newspaper (if any).
R.OBT. D. FITZGERALD,
(For Surveyor General),
3rd January, 1879.
Submitted.—ll.W., 9/ 1/79.
Approved—B....B., 0/1/79.
Advertised.-6/2/79.
As objection has been taken to the granting of the gate, in spite of the petition, will the Surveyor
General be good enough to cause further inquiry to be made into the matter, with a view to see whether
the objections are well grounded and general P B.C., 19/2/79.—H,W.
No objection has been received since the last notificMion in the Government Gazette, and the
objections to the former recommendations have been fully repor&çd upon and considered.—R.D.P., 24/2/79.
Kindly point but the report upon the petition, tide R.S.B., 78-3,350-11W., 27/2/79.
The objections in the petition rererred to are in effect the same as those contained in the former
petition, which have been reported upon and considered, and were again considered by me before making
this last recommendation, and were alluded to in the words "notwithstanding the objections raised."—
R.D.F., 3/8/79.

No. 19.
Gazette Notice.
Department of Lands, Sydney, 4 February, 1879.
Public Gates.
Notion is hereby given, in accordance with the 3rd clause of the Act 39th Victoria, No. 10, that it is
intended to grant permission to erect the public gate applied for, and as hereunder described.
JAMES HOSKINS.
Schedule referred to.
Gate No. j Roads No.
34

Applicant.

....... 79-18...
I

Description.

Dane of reiiminary,/stice.

The Trustees of Collector Gate (not The, than 11 feet wide), on the road from Collector 22 Nov., 1818.
Common,
to the Third Breadalbane Plain, at the north boundary of! Folio, 4675.
the Collector Common, being the south boundary of P.
Byrne's 104 acres, parish of Collector, county of Argyle.1

No. 20.
The Undcr Secretary for Mines to Mr. J. V. Cooper and others.
Gentlemen,
5 February, 1879,
With reference to your petition against the erection of a public gate on the road from
Collector and Breadalbane, as applied for by the Trustees of Collector Common, I am directed to inform
you that, notwithstanding the objections raised, the Minister for Mines has authorized the erection of the
gate in question.
I have, &c.,
HARRIE WOOD,
Under Secretary.

No. 21.
Mr. I. F. Kenny, £P., to The Secretary for Lands.
Honorable Sir,
Kenny's Point, Currawang, 17 February, 1870.
Observing by an advertisement in the Goulburn Herald of the 15th instant that it is intended
to authorize the erection of a public gate across the road leading to the Breadalbane Railway Station from
Collector, I have the honor, as I deem it my duty on behalf of the public who have petitioned against such
authorization, to point out to you that such gate will, if erected, prove a serious obstruction and inconvenience to travellers to and from the above.named station.
Such

fi,s No. 17.
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Such travellers consist in it great part of females driving carts laden with the produce of their
dairies and fowl-yards to the railway, and often returning after night, having come to Breadalbane by the
5 p.m. train; and to these in particular it is a serious matter to be forced to alight from their carts to open
and shut a gate, besides the risk of accident, if the horse, which under the circumstances is likely, should
become restive.
The public, as I said,'willl be seriously inconvenienced by the erection of this gate, and in effect
only one person, who to a great extent monopolizes the grass of the Collector Common, will be materially
benefited. There is no private land trespassed upon where this gate is asked for.
It would appear that the few people of the small village of Collector (not enough in fact to entitle
it to the smallest population boundary) are extremely well favoured in having a common of such vast
extent without depriving the public of reasonable facility of access to the railway. The granting of this
gate will inevitably lead to the erection of at least two more on the same road through the property of
Messrs. Chisholm, and thus that facility of access to the rail, which I respectfully, submit should be the
first principle to be considered and establishedon these minor roads, is wholly lost sight of and ignored.
Not for a moment doubting that your consent to this public injustice has been obtained by specious
representations, I have the honor on behalf of the public to request you to withhold your final confirmation
until you can make further inquiry, when I have little doubt that, in your interest for the public welfare,
you will find suffleieut reason for the reversal of your decision to allow the erection of an obstruction so
obnoxious and inconvenient to the public.
I have, Lie.,
JOHN F. KENNY, .T.P.

see No. iS,

A recommendation that the gate in questioll be granted, notwithstanding the objections raised, was
made by me on 3rd January, 1879, on 79-18, 1LS.B.—R0IIT. D. FITZGLBMJD (for Surveyor General),
3rd March, 1.879.

No. 22.
Mr. J. F. Kenny, J.P., to The Secretary for Mines.
Honorable Sir,
Kenny's Point, 17 March, 1879.
Noticing that it isagain advertised, that it is intended to sanction the erection of a gate
on the road between Collector and Breadalbarie Railway Station, I have the honor again to call your
attention to the fact that this is not a case that should come under the operation of the Public Gates Act,
inasmuch as that Act was only intended to provide for cases when roads were proclaimed through private
land, and principally to save the State the expense of fencing. I have the honor further to point out that
it scarcely could have been intended by the framers of the Act that obstructions should be placed across
roads in the immediate vicinity of a railway station, used by the people of a populous neighbourhood. In
this ease there is no private land trespassed upon in the immediate vicinity of the gate applied for, and
the road is used frequently daily by people travelling to and from the railway station. In addition to this,
I have the honor further to call your attention to the fact that the mail is carried six (6) times a week in
the night along this road, and a gate or any other obstruction must add considerably to the risk of loss,
for which the contractor is heavily responsible.
A petition numerously signed, II know, was prepared on this subject, protesting ao'ainst the gate
and praying for its refusal, but whether it ever reached its destination I know not; but I Ilave the honor
to state that I have little personal interest in the matter, as it is not the road I travel, and it is only in
consequence of the expression of disapproval by those who do use it, and their desire I should wnte you
on the subject, added to my own desire to see the greatest possible facility of intercourse established,
which have induced me thus to venture to address you.
Trusting most respectfully that you will re-consider this matter favourably for the public interest,—
I have, Lie.,
JOHN F. KENNY, J.P.
.Minater on No, 22.
Before dealing with this matter, I should like to have a report from the District Surveyor on the
objections raised by Mr. Kenny and others to the granting of this gate.—E.A.B., 13/6/79.
The Surveyor General.—I-LW., B.C., 18/6/79.
Forwarded to Mr. District Surveyor Twynam, as
directed by the Secretary for Mines.—RouT. D. FITZGERALD (for Surveyor General), 23rd June, 1879.
Report herewith accordingly, No. 34.—B. TWYNAM, 11-5., 8 July, 1879.

No, 23.
W. Davies, Esq., M.P., to The Secretary for Mines.
23 April, 1879.
Dear Sir,
Gates have been allowed on roads from the Common, at Collector, to Gunning and Pomeroy,
but the lrustces informl me that they have not received official notification. Will you kindly see to this?
Faithfully,
WILLIAM DAVIES.

No. 24.
Mr. District- Surveyor Twynam to The Surveyor General.
Futher report under B.C., 79/359.
The gate in question is applied for by the Trustees of the Collector Town Common, and is situated
upon the north boundary of an area appropriated to temporary commonage, but subdivided for sale as
suburban land.
I think that such an application by trustees of a common does not come within the scope of the
Act 39 Victoria, No. 10, the preamble of which runs—" 'Whereas it is expedient to make provision for the
erection of public gates by the occupants of inclosed lands through which any unfenced public road may
pass, Lie." Now the trustees are not occupants, i.e., in lawful possession of the land, and the common,
3.
permanent and temporary, is certainly not enclosed land.
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The application for public gate is urged solely on the grounds of preventing the cattle on the
Collector Common from straying alongtheroadto Breadalbane, whence it is alleged they are impounded;
and to prevent the cattle belonging to settlers along that road from trespassing on the common, where
the are impounded by order of the It ustees ; such straying and trespass might be prevented by the
employment of a herdsman on the part of the commoners. The same reasons might be advanced for
public gates on all the other public roads radiating from Collector, 'viz, :—To Goulbnrn, to Currawong, to
Bungendore, to Gundaroo, to Gunning. Assuming thcir erection, no doubt it would be found by the
inhabitants a serious inconvenience to have direct communication on all sides hindered by public gates,
and their town within an enclosure. Moreover, it will be observed that the road to Breadalbane station
is that which may reasonably be supposed to convey the most traffic, especially that of a light character,
to which gates are the greatest inconvenience.
It is remarkable that the parties most concerned—the inhabitants at Collector—have not complained, the opposition arising from those without the township and commoners boundaries; which is
evidence of the insignificant character of the traffic, and the value attached to the commonage.
The Government town of Collector comprises but few houses and inhabitants, the greater settlement being at the private township, within T. A. Murray's 1,280 acres; the total population is about a
hundred souls, for whose use is appropriated an area of 1,065 acres as commonage, say about 20 acres
per head.
As a matter of fact, the inconvenience resulting from the public gate is of the least harassing
character, and the assertions to the contrary appear somewhat exaggerated, when it is known that up to
the present time there are two other gates not authorized on the road to the railway station. The contention which has for some time been carried on originates partly from local and party differences.
Taking into consideration the doubtful position of the trustees as applicants for a public ate,
the aspect and importance of the road, the position of the gate relatively to the town, and the opposition
by a large number of inhabitants of the locality, I am of opinion that it would be expedient to revoke the
permission granted for this gate.
F. TWYNAM,
Submitted,
Goulburn, 7th July, 1879, No. 34.
District Surveyor.
Minwtes on No. 24.
In my opinion the trustees of the common have the power as " occupants" in lawful possession of
the land, to apply for the gate ; and in view of the fact that the inconvenience caused by the gate is
(according to this report from Mr. D.-S. Twynam) of the "least harassing character," I am of opinion
that the permission which has been granted should not be cancelled.—Ron. D. FITZGERALD, for Surveyor
General, 9th October, 1879.
Submitted.—]IW., 1/11/79.
4pproved.—.IRA.3., 17/11/79.

No. 25.
The Under Secretary for Mines to Mr. J. J. Waddell.
Sir,

27 September, 1879.
With reference to your inquiry respecting the granting of public gates to the trustees of the
Collector Town Common, I am directed by the Minister for Mines to inform you that Mr. John Kenny
has protested against the erection of the gates in question, and the papers in the mattter have been sent See No. 21.
to Mr. District-Surveyor T.wynatn, who has been requested to erpedite his report.
I have, &c.,
IIA1%RtE WOOD,
Under Secretary.

No. 26.
The Under Secretary for Mines to J. F. Kenny, Esq., J.P.
Sir,

17 November, 1879.
With reference to your letter of the 17th March last, objecting to the erection of the public ScoNe. 17.
gate on the road from Collector to the Third Breadalbane Plain, as notified 4th February, 1879, in Govern- see No. 19.
ment Gazette, I am directed by the Minister for Mines to inform you that the permission to erect the
gate having been granted cannot now be revoked. I have, &c.,
HARRIE WOOD,
Under Secretary.

No. 27.
The Under Secretary for Mines to J. J. Waddell, lEsq.
Sir,

17 November, 1879.
With reference to an objection received from Mr. J. F. Kenny to the erection of the public see No
gate on the road from Collector to the Third Breadalbane Plain, as notified 4th Febi'uary, 1879, in Govern- OC N
ment Gazette, I am directed to inform you that the Minister for Mines has decided not to withdraw the
permission to erect the gate.
I have, &c.,
IIAItRIE WOOD,
Under Secretary.

No. 28:
H. S. Badgery, Fsq., NIP., to The Secretary for Mines.
Sir,

2 March, 1880.
I am informed that public gates are being erected on the main road from Collector to Breadalbane; and as a large number of the inhabitants are much opposed to this as a great public inconvenience,
I am requested to respectfully urge that you will not permit the gates in question to be erected till further
inquiry is made and till sufficient time has been allowed for an expression of public opinion, supplied on
either side, to be made.
I have, &c.,
HENRY S. BADGERY.
537—B
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No. 29.
Petition from Inhabitants of Collector and surrounding Districts.
Petition from inhabitants of Collector, Currawang, Breadaibane, Lake George, Spring Valley, and Tarago,
to the Honorable the Minister for Mines.
WE, the undersigned inhabitants of Collector, Currawang, Breadalbane, Lake George, Spring Valley, and
Tarago, seeing that a public gate is now erected on the road, from the Collector Common to the Breadalbane Railway station, beg respectfully to state that the gate is not required, on the following grounds
That the road from Collector Common to Breadalbanc is fenced on both sides nearly the whole
way, the portion unfenced being G-overnmcnt land.
That the gate is of benefit to only two persons whose stock are running on the common; and
that there are other persons whose stock are running on this common, and they object to this gate being
erected.
That there is a great deal of traffic from the surrounding districts to the Breadalbane platform,
and this gate causes grat inconvenience to persons going to and from the platform, more especially
persons travelling with buggies, carts, &c. ; women also travelling with carts, &c., with children, find it
particularly inconvenient and dangerous getting down to open and shut this gate.
That a petition against this gate was presented to the Honorable the Minister for Mines, signed
by a number of the inhabitants, who promised that the wishes of
petitioners would be considered.
We now request that you will reconsider the matter and have this gate removed.
And your petitioners will ever pray.
COOPER BROTHERS,
ROBERT BELT,
EDWARD GRAHAM, J.P.,
And 81 others.
In my opinion there is nothing in this petition to
The Surveyor General, B.C., 19/3/80.—H.W.
warrant any departnre from the decision of the Secretary for Mines, on the 17th November, 1879, on
79-2,466 lids., viz., that the permission to erect the gate, which has been granted should not be revoked.
—Rent. D. FITZGERALD, for Snrveyor General, 14 May, 1880.
Petition presented by F. S. Badgery, M.P.
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Sydney: Thomas Richards, Government i'rinter.—lSsO.
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1879-80.
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

ROAD TIIROTJGH THE HONORABLE JAMES CHISHOEM'S LAND, FROM
BREADALBANE PLATFORM TO THE COLLECTOR ROAD.
(CORRESPONDENcE, MINUTES, &o.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 22 June, 1880.

RETURN to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New
South Wales, dated 11th March, 1880, That there be laid upon the Table of
this House,—
Copies of. all Correspondence between the Honorable James Chisholm,
the Commissioner for Roads, and the Colonial Secretary, with all Minutes
and other Documents having reference to a Road recently proclaimed
"through the Honorable James Chisholrn's land, from Breadalbane Platform
"to the Collector Road; also all Letters and Reports from the late Mr.
Chauncy, Superintendent of Roads, bearing on the subject."

(Mr. Garrett, fin' Mr. Badgery.)

O

SCHEDULE.
PAGE.

1.

Mr. Road-Superintendent Chauncy to the Commissioner for Roads, reporting upon the road Collector to Mutbilly,
tia the Wet Lagoon, with plan; minutes thereon. 21 August, 1875 ................. ......... . ...........................
2. Memo—The Commissioner for Roads to Mr. Road-Superintendent C]muney ; sketch of proposed deviatio,s by
Mr. Chauney ; minutes, &c., thereon. 16 October, 1875 ........................................................................
3. Mr. District-Surveyor Twynam to the Surveyor General, reporting upon. 26 October, 1875 ..............................
4. Mr. Road-Superintendent Ch,suney to the Commissioner for Roads, enclosing tracing, and further reporting upon
the road minutes thereon. *October, 1875 ......... ............................................. ....................... ......
5. Mr. District-Surveyor Twynam to the Surveyor General, further reporting, and reeoinnsending the opening of the
road indicated in red colour on enclosed sketch; minutes, fie., thereon. 25 November, 1875 ........................
6. Mr. Licensed-Surveyor Deane to the Surveyor General, transmitting plan and book of reference of part of the
road from Collector to the Groat Southern Road at Broadalbano Platform, and stating that no expenditure is
required to make the road fit for tn.flie. 1 March, 1876 ........................ ....................... ........................
1. Mr. Road-Superintendent Chauney to the Commissioner for Roads, returning papers, and further reporting upon
the road ; minutes thereon. 3 April, 1876 ............................................ . ................................. ............
S. Mr. Road-Superintendent Chauney to the Commissioner for Roads, with estimates for the different proposed lines
of road ; minutes thereon. 10 April, 1876 ...................... ... ........................ ........... .. .......................
9. Mr. District-Surveyor Twynam to the Surveyor General—further report on road, and touching upon Mr. RoadSuperintendent Chauncy's estimates; minutes, &e., thereon 23 May, 1876 ..... ............................ ...............
10. The Surveyor General to the Under Secretary for Lands, forwarding plan and hook of reference (see No. 6) of part
of the road, with a view to opening the same as a parisls road. 29 June, 1876 ..........................................
Minute for Executive Council—preliminary notification of road. 8 July, 1876 ............ .................................
Under Secretary for Lands to Bench of Magistrates, Collector, enclosing copies of plan (see No. 6) and book of
reference for public inspection and information. 28 July, 1876 ...............................................................
Under Secretary for Lands to Bench of Magistrates, Goulburn, to same effect (same as No. 12). 28 July, 1876
Memo.—Conimissioner for Roads, stating that it has been represented to him that there is an old and shorter road;
minutes, &c., thereon. 15 September, 1876..........................................................................................
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10
15. Preliminary notice inserted in Government Gazette. 22 September, 1876
Under
Secretary
for
Lands
to
the
Clerk
of
the
Executive
Council,
drawing
attention
to
notice
in
Government
16.
Gazette, and requesting him to have the goodness, at the end of one month thereof; to notify objections.
30 September, 1876 ...................................................................... 1
17. The Honorable James Chisholni to the Clerk of the Executive Council, protesting against the opening of the pro- 10
posed deviation notified in Government Gazette of 22nd September (see No. 15). 18 October, 1876 ...............
18. The Clerk of the Executive Council to the Honorable the Secretary for Lands, in reply to Under Secretary for 11
Lands' letter of 30th ultimo (see No. 16) ; minutes, &e., thereon. 26 October, 1876 ................. ..... ...........
19. Memo-Mr. Road-Superintendent Chauncy to the Commissioner for Roads, enclosing tracing (see No. 4), to be
returned shoold the Commissioner desire him to confer with Mr. Chisholm; minutes, &c., thereon. 2 November,
--------------- 11
1876 ................ ---------...--------------------------------------------------------- 20. Mr. Road-Superintendent Chauney to the Commissioner for Roads, reporting interview with Mr. Chisholm and
advising acceptance of Mr. Chishoim's terms; minutes thereon. 27 November, 1876 ..................... ............. ii
Mr.
District-Surveyor Twynam to the Surveyor General, further reporting that Mr. Chisholm will consent to the
21..
12
opening of the deviation if allowed £240 compensation for fencing minutes thereon. 23 January, 1877
Same to the same, reporting upon Mr. Chishoim's objection to the opening of the road notified in Government
Gazette of 22nd September, 1876 (see No. 15) minute thereon. 13 February, 1877 .............. . .................. 12
Memo-Mr. Road-Superintendent Chaoney to the Commissioner for Roads-further report on road, and commenting on Mr. District-Surveyor Twynanf a report (See No. 21); minutes thereon. 2 August, 1877 .............. 12
24. Mr. John Macauley to the Honorable the Secretary for Lands, enclosing petition from residents of Collector District, 13
praying for the opening of brunch line from the north end of Wet Lagoon; minutes thereon. 8 September, 1877
25. The President, Argyle and G-eorgiana Roads Association, to the Honorable the Minister for Lands, asking for plan 14
showing different proposed routes; minute thereon. 8 November, 1877 ........ ............................ ...............
26. Same to the Honorable the Minister for Works, to same purport; minute thereon. 8 November, 1877 ............. 14
27. Mr. Road-Superintendent Chimney to the Commissioner for Roads-further report and estimates; minutes thereon. 14
26 November, 1877..................................................... .............................................
28. The same to the same, reporting according to instructions (see No. 27); minute thereon. 28 November, 1877...... 15
29. Under Secretary for Lands to the President of the Argyle and Georginna Roads Association, in reply to letter of
8th ultisno (see No. 25), and informing him tracing applied for cannot be supplied. 14 December, 1877 --------- 15
30. Under Secretary for Works to Wm. Davies, Esq., Mr., in reply to letter of 8th ultimo (see No. 26), and transmittingto him (so Member for the District) the tracing applied for. 14 December, 1877 .............................. ... 15
31. The Argyle and Georgians Roads Association to the Honorable the Minister for Lands-further appliection for
tracings; minutes thereon. 24 December, 1877 .................................................................................... 15
32. Under Secretary br Lands to the Argyle and Georgians Roads Association, in reply to letter of 24th ultimo (see
No. 31), and informing them the ease has not yet reached the point at which objections from the public are
invited 24 January, 1878 ............ ...................... .. ....... .............. ___ ................ . ............................ 16
33, Memo-Mr. Road-Superintendent Channcy tothe Commissioner for Roads-fnrthcrreport on road and the erection
of gates, minutes thereon. 1 February, 1878 .................................................................................... 16
34. Minute for Executive Council-confirmation of road; minute thereon. 27 February, 1878 .............................. 16
Government Gazette Notice-confirmation of road. 26 March, 1878 ............... .................... ....................... 17
Under Secretary for Lands to the Principal Under Secretary, drawing his attention to Gazette Notice (see No. 35),
and requesting him to have the goodness, at the end of forty days from date thereof, to state whether any claims
for compensation have been made. 5 April, 1878 ............ ...................................... ..... ......................... 17
The Under Secretary for Lands to the Honorable James Chisholm, M.L.C., in reply to letter of 18th October,
1876 (see No. 17), and advising him His Excellency the Governor and the Executive Council have approved of
the confirmation of the road. 30 April, 1878 .......................................................... ...................... 17
Mr. Survoyor Schleicher to the Surveyor General, reporting according to instructions of 5th March (see No. 33),
17
with plan and book of reference. 8 May, 1878... .................................. ... ................................
89. Principal Under Secretary to Under Secretary for Lands, in reply to letter of 5th ultimo (see No. 36), and stating
that no claim for compensation has been received; minute thereon. 8 May, 1878 ... ......... ... ......... ............. .. 18
40. Mr. Road-Superintendent Cliauncyto the Commissioner for Roads, stating inquiries are being made with respect to
new line of road, and asking when it is desired to have it opened menlo. thereon. 21 May, 1878 ......... . ........... 18
Minute Paper, Department of Roads and Bridges, with regard to road, and objecting to compensation for fencing,
when gates are allowed; memo, thereon. 27 Juno, 18-78 .................... .... ............ ....... ........ .......... ........... 19
Memo. Commissioner for Roads to Mr. Wood-to report on matter, in consequence of decease of Mr. Road-Superintendent Chauocy; memo, thereon. 21 November, 1878 ............... ............................................ ............ 19
43. The Commissioner for Roads to the Honorable James Chisholm, informing him that Mr. Wood has arranged for
a meeting on the ground to go into the question of the road. 23 November, 1878 ....................................... 19
Telegram, Commissioner for Roads to Assistant Engineer for Roads, or District Surveyor, Goulburn, stating Mr.
Chisholm going up by train, and to arrange meeting. 28 November, 1878 ............................... ..... ............ 19
Mr. Acting District-Surveyor Scideicher to the Cominissionor for Roads, in reply to telegram (See No, 44), and
stating l,e had written Mr. Clusholni arranging meeting. 28 November, 1878 ............ ......... ..................... 10
The Commissioner for Roads to Mr. Acting District-Surveyor Sehleiehcr, acknowledging receipt of letter of 28th
instant (See No. 45). 29 November, 1878 ............ .................................................. ......................20
The Ronom blejacs
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ROAD THROUGH TEE HONORABLE JAMES CHISHOLM'S LAND, FROM
EREADALBANE PLATFORM TO THE COLLECTOR ROAD.

Mr. Road-Superintendent Chauncy to The Commissioner for Roads.
Road, Collector to Mutbilly.

Goulburn, 21 August, 1875.
In visiting Collector on the 19th instant I took occasion to pass over and examine the above
road. I.found three.fourths of it to be fairly good. A side cutting of about A., a mile will be required
along the shores of an extensive lagoon, and there is from one mile to a mile and a-half passing over low
flats. These have had about I mile of metalling done; but about a mile still remains to be executed—
when this is done the road will be very good. But as the siding (railway platform) proposed will be
about 1 mile north of this road, I think a deviation will have to be made.
I am still of opinion, however, that the traffic on this line will never be very great, as the great
bulk of it will stiU go to Goulburn, or even to the platform near 6 six) mile post, rather than to
I have, &c.,
Mutbilly.
W. S. CHA.UNCY,
Road Superintendent.
Sir,

Via,,.

Will Mr. Chauncy state amount available. It is clear the road should go to the Railway station.
County ma!)
How will this platform be connected with the main road? I wish a sketch or tracing.
showing in "blue" line of railway and position of Mutbilly platform.—}'.A.P., 10/9/75.
Mr. Wickham,—Return for further report.—W.C.B., 10/0/75.
Mr. Chauncy,—B.C. with plan, to be returned.—W.W., 10/9/75.
This road being in the hands of trustees :t cannot tell the amount available, but the sum voted for
this year was £63 (recommended for increase to £91 in 1876). The present road conies out in main road,
opposite Hannon's, and I should say about 1 mile south of the proposed platform. The plan is not to
band as stated.—W. S. Canrrccr, 1.1)9/75.
Telegram sent to Mr. Chauncy as to plan.-14/9/75.
Mr. Eames,—Ilave the plan looked up and forwarded be very careful that when enclosures are
mentioned in letters or papers that they are sent. Mr. C. will please mark siding and platform at SixNow to Mr. Chauncy.—B.C. 15/9[75.
Mr. Eatnes.—B.C.
mile post on plan.—W.C.B, 14/9/75.
Done.—W. S. Cusuicv, 16/0/75.
Should not some steps he taken to get this deviation made to the station? Is the road via Walero.
gang Lake subsidized? Is there any road in this vicinity which could be omitted ?—W.O.B., 18 19/75.
Mr. Chauncy, B.C., 18/9/75.
I do not precisely understand whether the Commissioner refers to the 16-mile station of the 6-mile.
If to the former, I may say that there would be no difficulty to make a deviation so as to bring the road
out at the station, and it would be a great improvement; but at present it is impossible to get surveyors
here to do anything, as they appear to be all sent away to Young, Cootainundra, &c. The road is subsidized, but no improvements have yet been made on the part which would have to be abandoned.—
Re.submit.—W.O.B., 21/9/75.
W.S.C., 20/9/75.
It is clear I refer to the 16-mile station. I think the change should be made; there will be no
difficulty as to engineering. But who owns the land P Will there be compensation for severance or
Mr. Chauucy.—B.C., 24/9/75.
fencing? Ask proprietors.—W.C.B., 22/9/75.
I was on the ground yesterday, and now find they are putting in the siding about + mile north of
15-mile post. The proposed deviation will pass over fairly good country for road purposes, and will extend
to the Wet Lagoon about 3 miles, thereby saving about 3 miles for those travelling from Collector.
The land belongs to Mr. Jolin Chisholm, who will doubtless require to be paid for the fencing; but I do
not think he can legally claim compensation for land. I have not yet seen him on the subject, but will
endeavour to do so shortly.—W. S. Cnnccr, Road Superintendent, 25/9/75.
I wish Mr. Chauncy to go thoroughly into this question with Mr. Chisholm and Mr. Twynam, so
Mr. Chauncy, B.O., 27/9/75.
that the road may be opened without delay.—W.C.B., 27/9/75.
8een.W. S. Ouuxcr, 30/9/75.

Memo. from Commissioner for Roads to Mr. Road-Superintendent Chauncy.
WEkT has Mr. Chauncy done about railway approach at Muthilly? The line will be open before anything is done.
W. C. BENNETT.
16/10/75.
Mr. Chauncy, B.C—Reply by return post.
I made an appointment with Mr. Twynam for 9th instant which he was unable to keep, and has
made another appointment for to-day; but as I have other engagements which must be attended to I
am sending Mr. Ailman to go over the ground with him, who will then be able to communicate with me
as to any information received from Mr. Twynam. I will then go over the ground myself. It may be
necessary to state that I have already indicated the direction the line should take, and if no objection
should be offered by Mr. Twynam after lie has examined it we shall be in a position to apply for a survey.
As for Mr. Twynam, he is about leaving Goulburn for a time, and is in fact seldom here now, so that I
cannot depend upon him to meet Mr. Chisholm except at long intervals, and I presume that the negotiation of this affair must be carried out by myself alone. I have seen a letter from Mr. Chisholm, in which
he expresses his willingness to have the line opened as proposed by mo, but objects to the longer one
recommended
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recommended in the first instance by Mr. Twynam. He is, however, at present only willing to give his
consent conditionally upon the road at present in use to Hannon's being given up; but Mr. Twynam says
this cannot be done, as it is a cross road at Mutbilly and numerous interests are involved.—W. S.
CuA1INCY, 16/10/75.
I will hasten matters as much as possible.—W.S.C.
This sketch will afford some idea of the Sketch
position of the respective roads named in this memorandum. I will shortly forward a correct plan or
tracing of the locality.—W.S.C.
Mr. Chauncy should have made an effort to meet Mr. Twynam. I should prefer the negotiation to
be carried on by him. Mr. Chauncy had better only select the line of road and allow Mr. Twynam to
negotiate.—W.O.B., 18/10/75.
Mr. Chauncy, B.C., 18/10/75.
I had a prior appointment to visit Taralga, from which I have just returned. I find it impossible
to visit all the roads in the month. I propose going to the Abercrombie next week, and am doing all I
can to get over as much ground as possible in the meantime. I shall be very glad to leave this to Mr.
B-S. Twynam. I merely thought it might be desirable that the Roads Department should be represented, but I had no thought of arranging anything definitely without the full concurrence of the
Commissioner. By making several turns at right augles parish roads may be availed of; but the road in
that case would not only be much longer but very hilly, whereas the direct road will be free from all impediments, and 1 think in every way much better. Mr. Twynain has been over the road with Mr. Allrnau,
who will be able to point out to me the line proposed by Mr. Twynam; but I am, I believe, to hear first
from Mr. Twynam as to his final determination; if not, I expect to see him on Monday. Mr. Twynam
does not appear to consider the matter as in any way urgent. It is probable that Mr. Chisholm will
oppose the passage of the road through his land except on the conditions named in my former communication. Twill report again as soon as I possibly can, as it appears to me to be very important.--W. S.
CJIAUNcY, 21/10/75.
P.5.—I intend to go over the ground myself with Mr. AlIman on Monday, after which I shall be
in a better position to judge of Mr. Twynam's recommendation..—W.S.C.
Mr. Chauncy,
The road must not be sacrificed for any land considerat.ions.—W.C.B., 22/10/75.
I have seen Mr. Twynam this morning, and he has shown me a plan by which
B.C., 22/10/75.
he proposes to take about five (5) miles without infringing on private property. 1 mu to go over it on
Tuesday and will report further. Mr. Twynam is about to submit a plan to the Surveyor General.—
This will not materially increase the distaoce.—W,S.C.
File.—W.C.B.,
W. S. UIIAUNCV, 23/10/75.

25/10/75.

No.3.
Mr. District- Surveyor Twynarn to The Surveyor General.
Application by James Chisholm for the opening of a deviation in the road from Pomcroy to Collector, at
the Wet Lagoon, near Mutbilly, county of Argyle.
Mx. CmiisuoLt proposes a diversion of the road, with the object of providing more direct access from
Collector to the platform on the Southern Railway at Mutbilly, and desiring that such diversion, if
approved shall be opencd in lieu of a part of the present road, which intersects the Southern Road at
Hannon's Inn. The effect of such a diversion would be to break the continuity of the road, and increase
the distance for through traffic by about 2 (two) miles; such traffic is at present insignificant, and confined
to the moving of a few cattle, but it may probably soon increase as the fbcilities offered by railway communication improve and develop the resources of the locality. At the intersection of the two roads
there has been established for many years an mu kept by J. Ilannon, who informed inc that lie would
oppose the deviation sugcsted, on the grounds that it would divert traffic from his licensed honse, to the
material damage of his interest therein; and moreover that he and others required the present road for
convenient access to water in the Wet Lagoon.
The Wet Lagoon offers a fine harbour for wild fowl, and: is at present easily accessible from the
Pomeroy and Collector Road, which runs nlong the strand of this small lake for about half-a-mile, and
thus to a certain extent it is available to public recreation for shooting ; it also affords abundant and
wholesome water supply, and it is represented that for this reason alone there should be no alteration in
the present course of the road.
Under these circumstances, it appears to me that it would not be desirable to open the deviation
proposed by Mr. Chisholm.
The matter of convenient approach from Collector to the platform is dealt with by a separate letter.
Submitted.
B. TWYNAM,
Goulburn, 26 October, 1875,
District Surveyor.

No.4.
Mr. Road-Superintendent Chauncy to The Commissioner for Roads.
Sir,

Gonlburn, 27 October, 1875.
I have the honor to enclose a tracing showing the lines of proposed deviation to meet the Tracing.
railway platform 10 to 15 chains north from 15-mile post.
Mr. Twynam is about forwarding a report to the Surveyor General on the subject. He did not
inform inc precisely as to the nature of the recommendation he intends to make, but gave me to understand that I might perhaps be further advised before the report goes off. I have reason, however, to
believe that it is likely he will recommend the adoption of the line C to B, as this can be taken through
without interfering with private property. I have carefully examined this line, which is 5+ miles in
length, and (as nearly as I. can ascertain from scaling the plan) one-quarter mile longer than the line
C A B. But there are other disadvantages attending the adoption of the line C 1). The entire road is
more or less hilly throughout, the ascents and descents being numerous, and- several of them very steep
say from 1 in 9 to 1 in 10. Some of these hills are very rough, being covered with quartz rock. TIme
road is also very scrubby and densely timbered, and will cost at least £250 to clear. Two expensive
causeways and front 20 to 30 chains of metalling would be required at once o render the road passable,
and
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and as the distance by this way as compared with going round by B would save only two miles and thirty
chains, I am of opinion that the public would prefer the old road to the new one, and that the journey
could be performed as quickly under ordinary conditions.
For the above reason I would beg to recommend that no thought be entertained of adopting the
line C B.
On the other hand, I think that the line A B would be in all respects a better one for the public.
it is open forest country, only slightly undulating, and fully a quarter mile shorter than the line C B.
The ground isfor the most part tolerably firm, and this was the line recommended by Mr. Chisholm,
though tacked to a proviso for the cancelling of road A B.
This proviso, however, cannot be entertained, as the vestedintcrests would suffer by such an arrangemont; but nevertheless I can hardly think that Mr. Chisholm votild refuse his consent if an offer were
madc to fence in the road. This, I think, under the circumstances, ought to be done. At Se. per rod this
would amount to £220 for one side only, or double the amount for both sides. I think the equity of the
case would be met by offering to fence one side only, as tiere is but one side fence on the road AD.
Such an arrangement might, .1 think, be shown to conduce to the advantage of Mr. Chisholm; as, if the
line C B be taken, he will in that ease be under the necessity of doing the fencing himself over at least
four miles of ground. As soon as I can do so, I intend to make a survey of the line A D, and will then
I have, &e.,
report again.
W. S. CHAUNCY,
Road Superintendent.
Mr. Chauncy has not marked B on plan. I do not think it likely Mr. Chisholm would be content
with the fencing on one side. Mr. Chauncy not to take further steps until Mr. Twynam's report is to
The Commissioner will perhaps be so good as observe
hand.—W.C.B., 28/10/75. Mr. Chauncy, B.C.
Re.submit when Mr.
the letter B on diagram below the general plan.—W. S. Cnuxcr, 1/11/75.
Will Mr. Chauncy state what has been done in this
Twynam's report is to ha.nd.—W.C.B., 2/11/75.
Please see report herewith.—W. S. Cuhuxcy, 3/4/76.
case.—W.O.B., 24/3/76. Mr. Chauncy, B.C.

No.5.
Mr. District-Surveyor rIlwy am to the Surveyor General.

C to D on my
,kotch.—W.S.c.
t S to 1) on my
sketch,—W.S.C.

t Tracing.
§ A to Don my
sketeh—W.S.c.

¶ very much
more costly in
construction.—

W.B.C.

Rmnsnmmuco to correspondence touching a proposed deviation at Mutbilly in the road from Pomeroy
to Collector, from which it appears desirable to provide for direct communication from Collector to the
Mutbilly platform on the Southern Railway, I would now suggest the opening of the road indicated by the
red band in the accompanying sketch, which will secure a suitable approach to the railway.
The road proposed to be opened* would resume land belonging to Mr. James Chisholm in quantity
amounting to about 14- acre.t The severance would not inflict much damage, inasmuch as the adjacent
lands all belonging to Mr. Chisholm are separated from the portion severed by a reserved road, which
would be superseded by the proposed parish road, and thus being unnecessary might be alienated to him.
I have prepared a sketch annexed illustrative of the question of providing communication from
Collector to the Southern Railway, on which a deviation in an existing road, suggested by Mr. Chisholm, is
indicated approximately by a black dotted line ; and the road provided in the subdivision of surrounding
county is shown in the usual manner, the extension of the same to the railway platform now suggested
being coloured red. The latter would be about a quarter of a mile longer, and rather more costly in
construction ¶ than the before-mentioned deviation. I may add my opinion that all works necessary to
place the road provided and its extension in a state suitable for present traffic might be effected at a cost
K TWYNAM,
Submitted.
of about £200.
District Surveyor.
.
Goulburn, 25 November, 1875.
Forwarded to Mr. District-Surveyor Twynam, who is requested to have the road recommended
Transferred to
laid out.—Ronr. B. FITZGERALD (for the Surveyor General, 7th December, 1875).
Mr. Licensed-Surveyor Deane, for survey.—E.T., D.-S., 17th December, 1875.

No.6.
Mr. Licensed-Surveyor Deane to The Surveyor General.
Goulburn, 1 March, 1876.
I have the honor to transmit herewith the plan, accompanied by book of reference of part of
the road from Collector to the Great Southern Road at the Breadalbane platform, in the parish of Mutbilly,
in the county of Argy]e, which I surveyed and marked on the 7th of January last, in accordance with
instructions received from the district surveyor, and in compliance with your B.C. instructions
No. 75/1,038, of the 7th December, 1875.
No expenditure is required on this road to render it fit for traffic.
I have, &c.,
E. R. DEANE.
BOOK of reference of road from a reserved road at the north.eset corner of James Chisholrn's 320 acres conditional purchase to
the Main Southern Road within James Chishobn's 640 acres, being part of the road from Collector to the Southern Railway
at the Breadalbane platform, parish of Mutbilly, county Argyle, to be opened as a parish road under the Act of Council
4 William IV No. 11.
character and
CultI- llreadth
Snob.
state of
Reputed owner character Bearings.' Length'
in
PortJon of road,
pe,,tbon F vation. of road. Area.
and occupier, of land,
chain,. cures.
of fencing.
Sir,

Plan.

Forest land, Yortherly 21O6 Enclosed Good hardwood None.. 1 chaIn..
From a resen'cd road at the north-east James Chisholm unintproved,l
.
2-nil fence.
corner of John l'ovcy, now Ja,nee
adapted
for
chichosm's 220 acras conditional pur.
graaing.
chase, to the Main Southern Road,
within James chishol,n'a 640 acres, in
the parish of Millbnig, in the county
I
of Argyle.
Copy to be sent by the Department of Lands to the Police Offices at Geulburn and Collector.
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No.7.
Mr. Road-Superintendent Chauncy to The Commissioner for Roads.
Goulburn, 3 April, 1876.
I beg to return with this the papers relating to road from Collector to railway platform,
Mutbilly, also copy of two reports from Mr. Twynam to the Surveyor General, with reference on margin
of same to my own original sketch. From the report dated 25th November, 1875, it will be seen that ce No. 4.
Mr. Twynam reports that the road recommended by him will be more costly in construction and of greater
length than the road proposed by Mr. Chisholm and myself.
It must nevertheless be admitted that a considerable saviiw would be effected in respect of compensation for the purchase and fencing of land by the adoption of Mr. Twynam's line.
Notwithstanding this, however, I am of opinion that the road is so bad, and the expense of construction would be so groat, that it will, on the whole, be most advantageous to the public interest to adopt
the line A B, which is naturally a good road.
I cannot hear that any further action has been takcu by the Department of Lands in reference to
this matter.
I have, &c.,
W. S. CIIAUNCY,
Road Superintendent.
Mr. Chisholm proposes the red road, with the understanding that ilannon's road should be shut up.
He will no doubt demand a large sum for compensation and fencing. Will Mr. C. say probable amount.
In what is the difficulty of construction on Mr. Twynarn's road? Give estimate of the two, showing amounts
for compensation (indispensable, fencing, and construction in each case.—W.C.B,, 3/4/70. Mr. Chanucy,
B.C.
Report herewith—WI. S. Oniuiicr, 10/4/76.
Sir,

No. B.
Mr. Road-Superintendent Ohatmey to The Commissioner for Roads.
Estimate—Lice AD.
£ s.d.
Three.rail fence 480 rods @ 5s
,..
Clearing 105 chains (66 feet wide) @ lOs....
Metalling—say 5 chains @ £10 ...
...
Drains, 20 chains, @ say £40
...
...

...

...

...

...

...
...

...
...

,.. 210 0 0
...

...
...

52 10 0
50 0 0
10 0 0
£322 10 0

N.B.—If the road be fenced on both sides Mr. Ohishoim would not, I think, be entitled either by
law or custom to any farther compensation. 1 believe this was so decided in the case of Mr. Shepherd,
of Wheeo.
Estimate—Line CD.
£ s. d.
Clearing 204 chains © 15s., the timber thick and scrubby in
places, and the work more expensive in consequence of stand... 1.57 0 0
ing fences ...
...
.....
...
..
...
... 150 0 0
Metalling, say 13 chains, @ £10 ...
...
...
...
... 39 0 0
Causeways, un. yds., 58fr, ® 13s. 4d.
...
...
...
... 40 0 0
Drains, 1 mile, (say) £40...
..
...
...
...
£386 0 0
N.B.—The above sum of £386 would, in my opinion, be the least sum to be expended in order to
rendcr this road even moderately passable; but it is I mile longer than the other road, and would in
other respects be a much worse road than the shorter line, as there are not only several very steep hills upon
it, but also several flats which would ultimately require metalling in order to meet the fair reqnirements
W. S. CHAUNCY,
of traffic during the wet season.
Road Superintendent.
Goulburn, 10/4176.
Is Mr. Channey aware that we have no power at all to enter on this land, with or without payment
of compensation, except by consent, un ess the road is proclaimed, and Mr. C. knows the length of time
that will take. I wish him to state if he thinks we should go through the routine of proclamation.—
W.C.B., 11/4/76.
Mr. Chauncy, B.C.
Yes. I think it better that the matter should be delayed a year or two rather than the public be
Under the circrnnstances detailed in papers
permanently inconvenienced—WI. S. CHArNel, 12/4/76.
herewith, the Surveyor General might be asked to have the road in qnestion proclaimed with as little
Under Secretary for Lands, B.C.
Under Secretary, B.C.
delay as possible.—W.C.B.. 13/4/76.
18/4j76.—.J.]t.
Forwarded to Mr. District-Surveyor Twynam, who is requested to report whethcr the wishes of the
Works Department, and his own objections of depriving the public of access to the Wet Lagoon might
not be met by laying a road from the existing road (at a point which would still afford access to the 'Wet
Lagoon) to the railway platform, to be proclaimed in lieu of the remaining portion of the existing road
from such point to the Main Southern Road (as shown upon aecompanying tracing in blue dotted lines).—
Mont, P. FITZGERALD, for the Surveyor General, 8th May, 1870.

No. 9.
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No.9.
Mr. District-Surveyor Twynam to The Surveyor General.
Further report under B.C., 76/271.
FunrHrnt particulars are requested as to whether the objection to the deviation proposed by Mr.
Chisholm, on the grounds of intercepting access to the Wet Lagoon, may not-be met by diversion at a
more northerly point, thus affording ample access along the eastern margin of the lagoon.
To this ouggestion I would rejoin that, although access to the lagoon would be preserved by the
road from Collector to the Breadalbane Platform, still direct approach from the Main Southern Road,
near Hannan's, would be stopped. Moreover, I would point out that the 9uestion of access to water is
not of such salient importance as to make it the chief point of consideration in dealing with this matter.
I am aware that any deviation of the Pomeroy and Collector Road will meet with strenuous opposition; and
putting aside general objections which may be advanced, I think it will be found difficult to meet Hannan's
objection to any deviation of the road which would divert traffic from his licensed house.
It will be observed that the Roads Superintendent concurs in this view, and recommends the opening
of the deviation as a separate road for approach to the Breadalbane Platform on the Southern Railway.
Thus the question is brought to the consideration of the importance of the traffic for which provision is
to be made.
The town of Collector comprises a population of about 100 souls, a monthly Court of Petty
Sessions has been established, and lately a Court.house has been built the local trade is of the most
insignificant character and not likely to improve, and it is simply absurd to suppose that the traffic for
many years to come will assume such importance as to warrant the expenditure incurred in the opening
of the deviation, or as it may really be treated the new road, irrespective of the damage by severance of
valuable private estate.
Touching Road Superintendent's report on the comparative cost of necessary works on the road
provided to the platform, CD., and the proposed road AI&D, I think that without presumption I ma
state that the works be recommends are greatly in excess of the requirements of probable traffic, and
am convinced that the sum 1 have named, £200, would be ample for all necessary work. Also, it is
evidently supposed by the Road Superintendent that the road CD can be closed ; this road cannot be
closed at present, inasmuch as it affords access to land in possession of several proprietors, and to Crown
Land; moreover, it must not be overlooked that, in respect of licavytraffic, there is another road,viz., from
Collector via the Goulburn Road, maintained as of the 2nd class, to the Collector Platform at the point
where the railway crosses the Southern Road (near Kinghorne's 1,000 acres). This route is about 5 miles
longer than that via the Pomeroy Road, but saves 9 miles of haulage by railway, and therefore will probably
be adopted as the depôt for produce brought from the neighbourhood of Collector.
It may also be as well to point out that the question of providing direct approach to the
Breadalbane platform originates with Mr. Chisholm, who is desirous of securing a more convenient
arrangement of his paddocks, and not with the inhabitants of Collector, who do not appear to have moved
in the matter, and therefore at present the question is discussed between the Road Superintendent who
would sacrifice private interests for what at present cannot be held as other than imaginary public
requirements, and the district surveyoi', who suggests a mend pi%etieable for all present and probable
requirements now partly used, and which may be made quite passable for all ordinary traffic at a comparatively small cost, without involving serious damage by severance of alienated land.
Mr. Chisholm has not lately moved in the matter, and probably will take no further steps, but if
he is desirous that it should proceed, the Surveyor General might authorize the survey of the new road,
with a view to eliciting formal objections; but I need scarcely point out that, in event of the road not
being treated as a deviation, any survey will be detrimental to Mr. Chisholin's interests.
Submitted.
Goulburn, 23 May, 1876.
B. TWYNAM,
District Surveyor.
On this report from Mr. District-Surveyor Psvvnam, it is not recommended that the road required
by the Commissioner for Main Roads be laid out, and it is suggested that these papers be forwarded
to him for his information.—R0BT. P. FITZGERALD (for Surveyor General), 29th June, 1876,
Approved.—LG., 3[7/76.Under Secretary for Public Works, B.C., 5/7/76.
Roads, B.C.,
J.R.
Mr. Chauney, B.C., W.C.B., 8,17/76.
I am still of opinion that private interests ought to give place to public requirements. However,
I do not see how the division of the paddock by the line AD can prove injurious to Mr. Chisholm. I
should have supposed it would have a contrary effect. I am satisfied that my estimate for the repair of
line CD is moderate, if rendered available for heavy traffic, in one thing I agree with Mr. Twynain ; the
amount of traffic at present is so small as to render the entire question uniinportaot, except as regards
future and undeveloped reqnircsneuts.—W. S. CuAuxav, 8/7/76.
1 concur with Mr. Twynam that further action is umiecessary.—W.C.B., 10/7/70.
Surveyor
General, B.C.
These papers may be forwarded to Mr. District-Surveyor Twynam for his information, and when
returned by him re-transmitted to Works Department, as they all (with the exception of Mr. Twynaiu's
report) belong to that department—RanT. D. FITZGERALD (for Surveyor General), 18th July, 1875.
Noted and returned as requested.—E.T., D..S., 24/7176.
These papers should now perhaps be returned to the Works Department, as they all, with the
exception of this report from Mr. District-Surveyor Twynam, belong to that departmcnt.—Ronv. B.
FITZGERALD (for Surveyor General), 23rd August, 1876.
Under Secretary for Public Works, B.C.,
24/8/76, A.O.M., for U.S.

No. 10.

No. 10.
The Surveyor General to The Under Secretary for Lands.
THE accompanying plan and book of reference of road from a reserved road at the north-east corner of For plan and
James Chisholm's 820 acres conditional purchase, to the Main Southern Road within .Tames Chisholm's book of
040 acres, being part of the road from Collector to the Southern Railway, at the Breadalbane Platform, No.6,
parish of Mutbilly, county of Argyle, are forwarded with the view to the opening of the line as a parish sec No. 12.
road, under the Act of Council 4 William IV, No. 11.
ROBT. D. FITZGERALD,
B.C., 29th June, 1876.
(For Surveyor General).
Minute, 8 July, 1876, T.G.
Miii., 76/34.—Confirmed, 17/7/76.

The Executive Council has authorized the proclamation of this road.

No. ii.
Minute for Executive Council.
Preliminary notification of road.
Department of Lands, Sydney, S July, 1876.
Tint authority of His Excellency the Governor and the Executive Council is sought for the opening of the
undermentioned line of road, as shown by the accompanying plan and book of reference, in accordance with
the provisions of the Act 4th Win. IV, No. 11, viz. :—Road from it reserved road at the north-east corner
of James Chisholm's 320 acres conditional purchase to the Main Southern Road, within .Tarnes Chisholm's
640 acres, being part of the road from Collector to the Southern Railway, at the Breadalbane platform,
parish of Mutbilly, county of Argyle..
TIIOMAS GARRET1'.
Tus Executive Council advise that the iutenOed formation of the line of road, herein specified, be
notified in the manuer prescribed by the Act 4th William IV, No. 11.—ALEX. C. Bunur, Clerk of the
Council.
Miii. 76-34, 10/7/76.—confirmed, 17/7/76.
Approved—HR., 10/7j76.

No. 12.
The Under Secretary for Lands to The Beieh of Magistrates, Collector.
Gentlemen,
.
Department of Lands, Sydney, 28 July, 1876.
I have the honor to forward, for deposit! in the Police Office at Collector, for public inspection
and information, copies of it plan and book of reference of a- road which is about to be Opened as it parish
For pian and
road, under the Act of Council 4th William IV No. 11, from a reserved road at the north-east corner 0f book olreference
SceNe. .
James Chisholm's 320 acres conditional purchase to the Main Southern Road, within James Chisholm s 640
acres, being part of the road from Collector to the Southern Railway, at the l3readalbane platform, parish
of Mutbilly, county of Argyle,
i have, Ic.,
A. 0. MORIARTY,.
Under Secretary.

No. 18.
The Under Secretary for Lands to The Bench of Magistrates, Goulburn.
Gentlemen,
Department of Lands, Sydney, 28 .Iuby, 1876.
I have the honor to forward, for deposit in the Police Office at Goulburn, for public inspection
and information, copies of a plan and book of reference of a. road which is about to be opened as a parish Plan and hook of
road, under the Act of Council 4th William IV, No. H, from a reserved road at the north-east corner of reference Main
James Chisholm's 320 acres conditional purchase to the Main Southern Road, within James Chisholm's 640
acres, being part of the road from Collector to the Southern Railway, at the Breadalbaue platform, parish
of Mutbilly, county of Argyle.
I have, Ic.,
A. 0. MORIARTY,
Under Secretary.

No. 14.
Memo, by Commissioner for Roads.
Mn. WronnaL, of Collector, called at office to-day, and represents that there is in old road from Collector
to the platform at flreadalba.ne Plains which is three miles shorter than the road now, being wade by
trustees (M'Caulay and others). The traffic by rail would be greatly facilitated if the old road was
adopted, and the convenience of a large number of inhabitants would be insured. Instead of branching
off at top of bill towards Gunning, it should go straight across to the platform, leaving the Wet Lagoon
to the left.—W.C.B., 1.5/9/70.
Mr. Clmaimney, for report—B.C., 15/9/76.
Mr. Waddell is quite mistaken in supposing that any road that could be laid down would shorten
the dtsia,icc by 3 miles; I do not tlnnk that I mile could be saved by any possible alteration. Such line
as Mr. Waddell refers to must of necessity pass through private lands, and would be objectionable on that
account; besides which, much nsefulwork in the present road would be renderedalmnostvalueless. There
was in excellent track in use for many years, from the Wet Lagoon to the present site of railway station;
and, as I have often pointed out, I think this deviation should be adopted.—W.S.C.
617—B T
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I had a conversation with Mr. John Ohishoim on the subject a day or two since, and lie quite
concurs withme in opinion, and in particular is quite satisfied that the public would never adopt the line
recommended by the district surveyor. The deviation might be shortened considerably by turning off
from the corner of lagoon nearest the main road, and Mr. J. Chishoim does not think it would injure his
brother's property.—W.S.C., 18/9/76.
This minute was written under a misapprehension of the request made by Mr. WacIdell. The track
referred to herein is, I find, identical with the old road referred to by Mr. Wadell, and if adopted, would
have the effect of shortening the distance by nearly 3 miles..—W.S.C.
Will Mr. Twynam be good enough to favour me with his opinion on this matter.—W.0.B.,
a9/9/76.
Will Mr. Chauncy please give a hand sketch of roads ,is referred to—GOB., for Commissioner,
Mr. Chauncy.—B.O., 21/9/76.
B.C.
I have seen Mr. Twynam. He says he has nothing to add to previous reports on the same subject.
We examined the map together, and find the distance in a direct line from centre of Collector township
to railway station to be 84 miles. By either of the roads recommended by us the distance would not
exceed 9 miles; by the present circuitous track it is about, or very nearly, 10 miles.—W.S.C,, 22/9/70.

No. 15.
Gazette Notice.
Preliminary notification of a parish road
Department of Lands, Sydney, 22 September, 1876.
His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient to
open and make the parish road mentioned in the Schedule appended hereto, to be maintained at the
expense of the parish through which it passes, notice is hereby given that, in accordance with the provisions of the Act 4th William IV No, 11, plans and books of reference, showing the intended line of the
road in question, are now depositcd at the office of the Surveyor General in Sydney, and at the police
offices mentioned.
It is requested that any well-grounded objections that may exist to the formation of the road in
question may be transmitted in writing to the Clerk of the Executive Council within one month from
By His Excellency's Command,
this date.
THOMAS GARRETT.
Schedule referred to.
Roads No.

Descript!oii of ibid.

Names of reputed Owners or Pollee Offices at width the
Oceu,ier through whose Plans and Books of neferene
have bee,, 3lged.
propertIes the Road passes.

76-1,152; R 1,300. .J Road from a reserved road atthe north-east corner of James Chishoim ..........Goulburn and Collector.
James Ohishohn's 320 acres conditio,,al purchase,
to the Main Southern Road, within James Clushelm's 640 acres, being part of the road from Cob
leetor to the Southern Railway, at the Breadalbane
platform, parish of Mutbiily, county of Argyle ...

No. 16.
The Under Secretary for Lands to The Olerk of the Executive Council.
Department of Lands, Sydney, 30 September, 1876.
In drawing your attention to the notice in the Government Gazette of the 22nd inst., respectiaig the intended formation of a parish road, viz., from a reserved road at the north-east corner of J'as.
Chisholm's 320 acres conditional purchase to the Main Southern Road, within .[ames Ohisholm's 640 acres,
being part of the road from Collector to the Southern Railway, at the Breadalbane platform, parish of
Mutbilly, ceunty of Argyle, I our directed to request that you will have the goodness, at the end of one
mouth from the date tbereof, to inform me whether any objections have been received by you in respect of
I have, &c.,
the said road, in pursuance of the notice alluded to.
W. W. STEPHEN,
Under Secretary.
Sir,

No. 17.
The Hon. J. C]iisholrn, MJJ.C., to The Clerk of the Executive Council.
Kippilaw, Goulburn, 18 October, 1876.
see NO. is-

Protest of James Chishohu, Member of the Legislative Council, against the road notified in the Govern.
ment Gazette of the 22nd September, from the Breadalbane platform, on the Great Southern
Extension Railway.
I o.ucp to the said road passing through my ].and, for the following reasons
About the timcthe railvaywas opened to Goulbnrn I gave the Government a road to enable the people
of. Collector and intermediate country having free access to the railway platform and the Main Southern
Road. I received no compensation for this road, although it passes through my land for three miles, and
runs parallel with the road it is intended to proclaim, and through the same paddock. A.t the time I gave
this road the inhabitants of Collector had no access to the railway or the Main Southern Road. The road
was of no advantage to myself, but on the contrary, my property was very much injured by it.
This road is nearly level the whole way to Collector, and is kept in repair by money voted by
Parliament, and can be travelled in about one and a half hours from the platform to Collector.
The
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The road it is in contemplation to proehim will pass mostly through a scrubby hilly country, and
will cost several hundred pounds to clear and snake it, and then it will not be so good a road as the one I
have given.
All the owners of land between the platforin and Collector have access to the road now in use, and
as all the land on both sides of the road is purchased, it is the most central and convenient for the parties
mostly interested.
Two roads I submit are not required, as the traffic from the platform to Collector is so insignificant
it does not, so 1. sun informed, pay a railway porter's salary.
JAMES Cl{ISIIOLM.

No. 18.
The Clerk of the Executive Council to The Secretary for Lands.
Sir,

Executive Council OffIce, 26 October, 1876.
In compliance with the request contained in the Under Secretary's letter of the 30th ulhmo, See lo. 10.
No. , J. do myself the honor to forward to you the objection lodged with me to the formation of the
proposed parish road noted in the margin.*
I have, &•c.,
ALEX. C. BUDGE,
Clerk of the Council.
* From a reserved road at the north-east corner of J. Ohisholm's 220 acres conditional purchase, to the Main Southern
Road, within J. Chisholm's 640 acres, being part of the road from Collector to the Southern Railway.
Forwarded to Mr. District-Surveyor Tsvynani, who is requested to report upon the enclosed objection of Mr. Chisholm.—Ror. P. Fiizornnn (for Sur. Geul.), 8th Feby., 1877.
Report accordingly
under B.C. memo. dated lath February, No. 77-24.—B. TivnAN, P.S.

No. 19.
Mr. Road- SuperintendentChauncy to The Commissioner for Roads.
MEMo—As I happen to have the enclosed tracing in my possession, I forward it to the Commissioner, in Tracing.
order that lie may have it placed with the other papers. It shows the line which I think would be the
best to adopt; it is, I beliece, nearly identical, and it agrees with that suggested to me by Mr. John
Chisholm.
Should the Commissioner desire me to confer at any time with the Hon. 'James Chisholm on the
subject, it would be desirable to return me this tracing with the papers, or forward a copy.
W. S. CELAUNCY,
-Road Supt., 2/11/76.
Put all these papers together to take with me to-night.—W.C]3., 3/11/76.
A further action
required. If Mr. Chauncy thinks further conference advisable lie can see Mr. Chisholm, but 1. think
Mr. Twynam is the man to deal with in the first instauce.—W.O.13,, 15/11/70.
Mr. Chauncy, B.C.
Please see my letter of this date.—W. S. Ciiuxer, 27/11,176.

No. 20.
Mr. Road- Superintendeilt Chauncy to The Commissioner for Roads.
Sir,

Goulburn, 27 November, 1876.
At ,in interview had this morning with the lion. James Chisholm, lie authorizes me to state
that lie is willing to grant the use of a road for public purposes between the points C and P on the accompanying tracing, provided he be allowed at the rate of .5s. per rod for the fencing, which, for 3 miles
of single fence, would amount to £240.
My own opinion is that it will be desirable to consent to this arrangement, as it will save 2k miles in
the distance to the platform over ground naturally good, and which will require little or nothing in the
way of repair.
This is the only condition insisted on by Mr. Chisholm, except that lie would stipulate to be allowed
to erect a gate at points A and C, to which 1 believe that there would be no objection.
sotneiisgNo.4.
A compliance on the part of the Government will be the means of removing all existing difficulties,
and I have no doubt will afford entire satisfaction to the public.
I have, &c.,
W. S. CIIAUNCY,
Road Superintendent,
The proposal is that the line CD be substituted for the line XC, and that £240 be paid for fencing,
and permission be given to put a gate at the railway station. Mr. Chauncy reports, and it appears to me
that the road C to P would answer the purpose, but I do not know enough of the case to snake any recoinmendation as to the payment for fencing, more particularly at I have always understood that the Gates
Act was passed to obviate the necessity for the Government paying for fencing of new roads. The paper
should be sent on to Lands, to be dealt with by the Survey Department. Mr. Chauncy also explains that
the outlay o. this £240 now will save thousands in keeping up a bad road for the future. Mr. Channcy
explains that a gate will be required, as a single line offence only is proposed.—W.C.Th, 11/12/70.
Under Secretary for Lands—B.C., 21/12/70, J.R.
Forwarded to Mr. District-Surveyor
Twynarn, who is requesled to report on this new proposition—flour. B. FITZGERALD (for Surveyor
General), 3rd January, 1877.
No. 21.
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No. 21.
Mr. District- SurveyorTwynani to The Surveyor General.
.lkport under B.C. 77/4.
MR. JAMES C]sxsnoLM, the proprietor whose interests are afected by the diversion of road proposed, has

intimated that he is willing to consent to the opening thereof, provided compensation be made in the awn
of £240, as for fencing through an enclosure, it would not be becoming in me to oppose the opening of
roads through private estate, even where the probable utility of the road is more remote than in this case.
My reluctance to concur in the Road Superintendent's views arises from disinclination to advise the
sacrifice of private estate to supposititious and improbable requirements of traffic—certainly possible, but
under present circumstances altogether improbable.
The traffic from Collector is insignificant, and I have no hesitation in stating that it does not
demand the expenditure involved in the opening and construction of the new road ; indeed, in support of
in one
this opinion I may refer to Mr. Chauncy's minute endorsed upon my previous report, viz.
thing I agree with Mr. Twynam—the amount of traffic is at present so small as to render the question
unimportant, except as regards future and undeveloped requirements."
The statement that the immediate outlay in constructing the diversion of road will save thousands
of pounds in maintaining a bad road, and therefore implying the economy of adopting the diversion,
appears to me to be rather unreasonable, inasmuch as the necessary works on the road, provided will not
cost more than £250 and a small sum annually for maintenance, whilst the traffic is of such casual,
insignificant character that a first-class road is unnecessary.
I have nothing further to add to the previous reports, except the relative lengths of the three
routes mentioned therein, viz. By the road provided in subdivision of adjacent land, 9 miles; by the
diversion proposed by Mr. Chisholm. 9 miles; and the distance from Collector to the Collector Platform,
on Railway, 143 miles, of which 2 miles are common to the Southern Road. Submitted,
E. TWYNAM, 1). S.
Goulburn, 23 January 1877.
It is recommended that this report from Mr. Distriet.Surveyor Tvynam be referred to the Coin.
missioner and Engineer for Roads, with a view to his consideration whether the roadproposed by Mr.
Road-Superintendent Chauney should be laid out, in which case the cost of fencing and iuiy clams for
compensation should be dealt with by the 'Works .Deparhnent. I am of opinion that the neeessily for a
road must be very great that would warrant the forcing the acceptance of gates in lion of fencing, upon
the proprietors of land through which a road may be taken, as suggested by the Commissioner and
Engineer forRoads, in his minute of the 11th Dec.,1876,on 77/25, It.S.B., herewith—Roar. P. Fiuzu.suan
(for Surveyor General), 2 July, 1877.
Roads—B.C., 27(7/77, J.R.
Under Secretary for Public Works.'—W.W.S., B.C., 23 July, /77.
Before dealing with this case I wish Mr CLauncy,
Report herewith.— W. S. CnAmccY, 2/8/77.
to reply to Mr. Twynam's objections. Mr. Chauney, B.C.—W.C.B., 21/8/77.

No. 22.
Mr. District- Surveyor Twynani to The Surveyor General.
Report under B.C. No. 77/53.
Mu. JAMES CirrsnoLM objects to the opening of this road, on the grounds that there is another road,
affording sufficient means of thoroughfare, between the village of Collector and the nearest platform
(Breadalbane) on the Southern Railway. The map annexed to my report fully illustrates this case, and
the principal reason on which I base my recommendation for the opening of this small portion of road,
25 chains long, through Mr. James Chisholm's land, is that thereby the distance from Collector to the
nearest station on the Southern Railway is shortened by 23 miles; and putting aside relative merits of
the two routes, which are ILilly discussed in other papers (Roads 77/2.5), and assuming that foot passenger
and horse traffic alone are to be provided for, I submit that the gain to public convenience inrespect of
distance is sufficient to warrant the action taken. I may also point out that the road proposed
supersedes that along the north boundary of portions 132 and 134; and I may add my opinion that the
opening of this road causes no damage to the occupation or value of Mr. James Chisholm's estate.
Submitted.
E. TWYNAM, P.S.
Goulburn, 13 February, 1877.
It is recommended that, notwithstanding the objections which have been raised, this road be now
eonfirmed.—R0ET. D. }'xrznEnALn (for Surveyor General), 21 January, 1878.
Approved.—J.S.F., 14/2/78.

No. 23.
Mr. Road-Superintendent Chauncy to The Commissioner for Roads.
$CON 0.

MEM0.—Mr. Twynam's disinclination "to advise the sacrifice of private estate" appears to be his chief
reason for declining to endorse my recommendation, but in the present case we have the consent of the
proprietor freely given; and I would suggest that he must be the best judge. as to how far his interests
are affected by it. My own opinion is that it will be highly beneficial to him, and in this view I am
supported by his brother, who stated that if the case were his own lie would be glad to give his approval
of it.
I have already stated my reasons for my opinion as to the economy to result from the adoption of
the line proposed ; and although I am free to admit that the traffic is small at present, it is nevertheless
far more considerable than I had anticipated.
But when I compare the distance by this line with that by way of Hannan's, and consider the
thousands of miles of needless traielling which will be saved to the public throughout all time, I cannot
hesitate for a moment in pressing upon the Government the acceptance of Mr. Chisholm's offer.
W. S. CHAUNCY,
Road Superintendent, 2/8/77.
On the payment of £240 I am inclined to take Mr. Twynam's view ; if the public want the road
they will move further about it; until then I think it might remain in abeyanee.—W.C.B., 3/8/77.
I
Mr. Channcy, B.C.
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I think it would be a good thing to have the line surveyed, even if no further action be taken at
the present time. I have been requested by reveral of the inhabitants to recommend such & course as
might best serve to secure for them the advantage of a direct line to the platform but as I have communicated nothing to them as to the steps already taken, they are simply waiting to know what has been
done.----W. S. CRAUNCY, 4/8/77.
As a question of survey only, this matter now comes under the Survey Depertment—its officers are
Under
Under Secretary, for transmission.
the best judges in such questions.—W.C.B., 7/8/77.
Secratiry for Iands, B.C., 8/8/77.—JR.

No. 24.
Mr. J. Macauley to The Secretary for Lands.
Milbang, near Collector, 10 October, 1877.
I have the honor herewith to enclose petitions for leave to erect it *publie gate, and for the
opening of it branch line of road from the north side or the Wet Lagoon to the Breadalbane platform
10 speelively.
Trusting they shall receive your favourable consideration,—
I have, &e.,
JOHN MACAULEY.
* I have not seen the papers in this ease.—W. S. Cnncv, 28/11)77.
Sir,

Petition from residents of Collector district to The Honorable the Secretary for Lands.
8 September, 1877.
Tug petition of the inhabitants of Collector and the surrounding district humbly sisoweth
That your petitioners are to a great extent debarred from the many advantages they might derive by forwarding their
farm produce, Lie., to market by rail from the Breadalbano platform, for want of n suitable road.
That whilst the distance from Collector to the platform is only nine miles, the only road available to your petitioners
(viz., the Collector and l'omerov Road as far as llannoa's public-house, and from there back to the platform) increases the
distance to at mist twelve miles, thereby adding six miles to the journey to and from the said platform.
'l'liat a branch lino from the north end of the Wet Lagoon to the platform would obviate the dtfflonity your petitioners
have now to contend with, and would cost but a small sum to pits it in order for general traffic
Your petitioners therefore humbly request that the said branch line may be opened for public use with the least possible
delay.
And youi' petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
John Sheridan,
John J. Waddell,
R. J. Reardon,
Francis Poidevin,
,James Gale,
Thomas Ilincksn,an,
T. Rershaw,
William Bode,
And thirI.ysix ethers.
It is recommended that this petition be referred to the Commissioner and Engineer for Roads, as to
whether be is now prepared to pay the cost of fencing to Mr. Chisholin, amounting to £240, in which ease the
road will be laid out and procl:minicd. Upon the reports of Mr. 13.-S. Twynarn I cannot recommend the
survey of the road unless the Works Department are willing to pay the cost of fencing, as being more
economical than the formation of the road recommended by Mr. Twynam.—Ronr. B. Fxrzonan (for
Sue. GenI.), 13 November, 1877.
I am very reluctant to recommend £240 to be given to a large landed proprietor for permission to
open a road which will be a benefit to himself, and for the opening of which 1 can gather from the papers
he is himself anxious. Neither is it clear that Mr. Chisholmn will be content with this amount, but will
want to close up the old road to the 1\iain Southern Road near Hannon's, and in addition be requires a gale,
which may involve a further demand for another line of fencing at no distant date, should the traffic on
the road increase.
Messrs. Wsuldell, Reily, and Mr. Davies. M.P., have been to this office to press this matter. They
represent that the alternative road proposed by Mr. Twynarn has no water on it, and is very broken and
Intersected by gullies. As all roads must ultimately be metalled, will Mr. Chauney state what the probable ultimate cost of each would be, taking the facilities for drainage into account, and also the cost of
the second line of fence. If the result would be in favour of the line recommended by Mr. Chriuncy I
would advise its adoption.
Will Mr. Chauncy confer with All. Twynam on this, and let him see this minute and dismiss all
the bearings, as to what fencing, &e., Mr. Chisholm is entitled to by law, taking road by proclamation.
W.C.B., 18/11/77.
Mr. Chimney, B.C.
I regret being unable to meet Mr. Tivynam, but may I request that he will refer to the last clause
in the minute of the Commissioner for Roads (herewith), and reply thereto by minute. I refer to the
question as to the legal claim of Mr. Chishoim, in the event of the road being forced on for proclamation.—
W. S. CHAUNCY, 26/11/77.
I believe that Mr. Chisholin would be entitled to compensation for fencing b?th sides of the road,
inasmuch as the land for practical purposes, in respect of occupation, would be considered as an enclosure.
On reference to my minute endorsed upon roads 77-2,084, the special circumstances of this case will be
Mr. Chauncy.
Seen.—W.S.C.,
seen as to the question of feneing.—E. TWnAM, 0.-S., 20 Nov.
20/11/77.
This matter has been fully dealt with by me in previous reports (papers Roads 77-1,586), and I
have no further particulars to supply. Touching the inquiry by the Commissioner and Engineer as to the
fencing required, under the administration of the Parish Roads Act, I have to state that the land severed
being for all practical purposes an enclosure, probably the road would have to be fenced throughout,
amounting to about 060 rods, which, at £80 per mile, would cost £240. I should point out that, under
the strict application of the practice previous to recent enactment, this land would not be considered as
all enclosure, inasmuch as it is intersected by a parish road which is not fenced, and as there are several
reserved roads within such enclosure; but public gates have been authorized on the parish road, and, the
reserved roads were designed merely to afford access to portions now belonging to one and the same proSeen and submitted.—W. S
prietor, Mr. James Ghisbolm.—E. TwynM, P.S., 26 November, 1877.
CITAUNCY, 20/11/77.
No. 25.
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No. 25.
The President, Argyle and Georgiana Roads Association, to The Secretary for Lands.
Sir,

Gouthurn, 8 November, 1877.
I have the honor, on behalf of the above Association, to request that you will be good enough
to have prepared and transmitted to me a tracing showing the present road from the Breadalbane Platform
to Collector; also the deviation therein suggested by the Survey Department, and that proposed by the
local Roads Superintendent.
I have, &e.,
WILTAAM DAVIES,
President.
The papers in this case and all the tracings, showing the different routes suggested, are at present
under reference to the Works Department; but in any case I cannot recommend that the tracings as here
applied for be supplied to the Argyle and Georgiana Roads Association, if any line is determined upon
and surveyed for proclamation, a copy of the plan will be for public exhibition at the nearest police.offce.
RanT. D. FITZGERAJJD (for Surveyor General), 24 November, 1877.

No. 26,
The President, Argyle and Georgiana Roads Association, to The Secretary for Pnblic
Works.
Sir,

GonI burn, 8 November, 1877,
I have the honor, on behalf of the above Association, to request that you will be good enough
to have prepared and transmitted to me a tracing showing the present road from Breadalbane Platform
to Collector; also the deviation therein suggested by the Survey Department and that proposed by the
local Roads Superintendent.
I have, &c.,
WILLIAM DAVIES,
President.
There can be no objection to Mr. Davies getting this information, which I attach ; but I think it
should be sent to him as the Member for Argyle, and not as President of this Association, which has no
official or legal existencc.—W.C.B., 1/12/77.
Under Secretary, B.C.
Approved—JR., 12/1277.

No. 27.
Mr. Road-Superintendent Chauney to The Commissioner for Roads.
i. it is to be noted that, though Mr. Ohisholm was in the £rst instance desirous of promoting the
deviation to Breadalbane Platform, it was only on condition that the road to Rannon's should be closed.
When he caine to understand that this road could not be closed under any condition his views were
entirely altered, and it was with some diculty I obtained his consent to accept the proposed compensation
of £240 for fencing, as in full of all demands, should the same be offered him.
2. It is trne he desires to have a public gate at each end of the road, and as these will be 3 miles
apart I presume it would be granted in the usual course; but this cannot possibly give him a claim to the
closing of the road to Hannon's, or to additional compensation for fencing. The gates, I presume, could
only be granted in terms of the Act.l I should undertake therefore in this case would be, not to
oppose the application for gates when submitted for my report.
3. It is to be observed further that the line as recommended by me is from 10 to 20 chains shorter
than Mr. Twynam's line, which in itself is a great consideration. As desired by the Commissioner, I have
furnished below an approximate estimate of the cost of completely mnaeadainising each route; butT have not
estimated anything additional for a double fence, as the sum of £240 proposed to be granted is calculated
for the double fence on the entire deviation E ]), which is 14 info in length, and therefore gives 3 miles
of fencing, at £80. If Mr. Chisholm, to suit his own convenience, thinks proper to extend the fence as a
single line, I do not think we have anything to do with that; as, after receiving the money, he will be
at liberty doubtless to dispose of it at his pleasure.
4% in the present instance it may be desirable to allow Mr. Ohisholni to put up the fence before
the road is opened, and aftei this the survey could be made.
Estimate of cost by Mr. Twynam's line
420 lin. chains, clearing and draining, at 20/ ...
...
:..
... £420
420
do:forming and metalling, at 200/..,
...
...
... 4,200
50
do.
compensation for fencing, at 20/
...
...
...
50
Total ..:
...
..
.,.
...
There will be also some cuttings required, which I cannot well estimate here.
Estimate of cost by Mr. Ohisholm's deviation
Say 400 lin. chains, forming and metalling, at 200/ ...
...
120
do.
clearing, at 10/
...
...
...
...
300
do.
draining, at 101
...
...
...
...
240
do.
compensation for fencing, at 20/ ...
...

... £4,670

... £4,000
...
60
...
150

...

240

Total ...
...
...
...
...
... £4,450
This does not take into account any metalling which may have been done on portion of road under charge
of trustees, and which would go to reduce this estimate ; but I think that I have already shown sufficient,
especially if we take into consideration that by the line proposed by me 3 miles of the distance are
common to both roads, and therefore so much less to keep up.
W. S. OHAUNCY,
26/11/77.
Mr.
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Mr. Chauncy has not complied with my request that he woni4 confer with Mr. Twynam. I wish
Mr. C. to go carefully through my minute and deal with every point in it.—W.C,B., 27/11/77.
Mr. Chauncy, B.C.
Please see memo. herewith.—W.S.C., 28/11/77.
Get at Lands Mr. Twynain's paper, Roads 77-1.586 I wish to see it before dectding.—W.O.B.,
20/11/77. Mr. Eames.

No. 28.
Mr. Road-Superintendent Chauncy to The Commissioner for Roads.
MEMo—I regret to say I have been unable to confer with Mr. Twynam personally, but submitted to
him the Commissioner's minute of 13th instant, as also my own of the 26th. Li reply we have Mr. Soc No. 24
Twynam's minute of the 26th at back of the Petition, in which he deals with the question of gates and
fencing, and refers to previous correspondence in regard thereto, which I have not yet seen.
Mr. Twynam states generally that this mailer has been f Lilly dealt with in his previous reports,
and that he has no further particulars to supply."
From Mr. Twynam's minute it will be seen that he agrees with me in my estimate for the fencing,
and is of opinion that if the deviation were carried out Mr. Ohisholin would be legally entitled to the
compensation I propose to award.
Will the Commissioner also be good enough to observe that in my minute of the 26th I have
carefully referred to all the points referred to by him in his minute of the 13th instant, and (as I hope)
in it way to meet his approval.
W. S. OHAUNOY,
Road Superintendent, 28/11/77.
At an interview with Messrs. Davies, M.P., and Waddell it was pointed out that, in addition to
payment for fencing Mr. Chisholm wanted gates this, both gentlemen stated, could not be admitted; it
was suggested that the difficulty might be met by altering position of station to cross road near ilannon's.
'WTiII Mr. Chauncy give me his view of this change—would the probability of italter Mr. Chisholm's
views,—W.C.B., 31/11/78.
Mr. Chauncy, B.C.

No. 29.
The Under Secretary for Lands to The President of the Argyle aM Georgiana Roads
Association.
14 December, 1877.
With reference to your letter of the 8th nitimo, requesting on behalf of the Argyle and Sec No. 25.
Georgiana Roads Association that a tracing showing the present road from Breadalbane Platform to
Collector, also the deviation therein suggested by the Survey Department and that proposed by the local
Road Superintendent, may be prepared and transmitted to you, I inn directed to inforiuyou that the papers
in this case and all the tracings showing the diffcrent routes suggested are at present uuder reference to
the Works Department; but that, in any case, the tracings as applied for by you cannot be supplied to the
Association, if any line is determined upon and surveyed for proclamation, a copy of the plan will be for
1 have, &c.,
public exhibition at the nearest police office.
W. W. STEPHEN,
Under Secretary.
Sir,

No. 30.
The Under Secretary for Public Works to Wiffiam Davies, Esq., M.P.
14 December, 1877.
Referring to your letter of 8th ulti,no, making application for a tracing of the road from see No. 26.
Collector to Breadalbane Platform, also showing the proposed deviations,—:i am directed to transmit to
you, as Member for the district, the tracing in question.
Sir,

JOFN RAE,
Under Secretary.

No. 31.
The Argyle and Georgiana Roads Association to The Secretary for Lands.
Goulburn, 24 December, 1877.
Referring to your letter of the 14th instant, No. 77/2,300, Roads, wherein you state, in reply to see No. 20.
ours of the 8th November, that tracings of the roads present and proposed from Collector to the Breadaibane
Platform are under reference to the Works Department, we have the honor to state:That the Association are anxious to have these tracings before any decision shall be arrived at,
in order that from their local knowledge they may be enabled to make such recommendations to the Works
and to your Department as possibly may influence the decision of the matter.
With reference to your statement that these tracings cannot in any case be supplied to the
Association, we beg to remark that we have on previous occasions had no trouble in obtaining plans,
tracings, and maps ; and it altords its pleasuro to say our representations have been treated with that
consideration which, seeing that we are acting gratuitously for the public good, and without any personal
objects of our own, it will be admitted they deserve. 'We are therefore anxious to know on what grounds
it is now stated that the tracings cannot be supplied to the Association.
We have, &c.,
WiLLIAM DAVIES, President.
WM. TEECE, Juic., Vice-President.
iT. J. PEARl), Secretary.
Mr.
Sir,
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Mr. Teece called on inc and explained the matter. I think, under the circumstances, the tracings
should be furnishcd.—J.S.F., 2/1/78.
It appears that the tracings asked for are only explanatory suggestions from the officers of the
departments, and that the case has not yet reached the point at which objections from the public are invited
by proclamation, at which stage the tracing sent to the police office will be open for inspection, and any
objection from the Association will be considered.—J.S.F., 15/1/78.

No. 32.
The Under Secretary for Lands to The Argyle and G-eorgiaua Roads Association,
seeo 31.

Gentlemen,
24 January, 1873.
Adverting to your letter of the 24th ult.imo, with reference to your application, on behalf of
the Argyle and Georgiana Roads Association, for tracings of the prcscnt and proposed roads from Collector
to the Breadaibane Platform, I am directed by the Minister for Lands to inform you that it appears that
the tracings asked for are only explanatory suggestions from the officers of the Survey and Works
Departments, and that the case has not yet reached the point at which objections from the public are
invited by proclamation, at which stage the tracings sent to the police office will be open for inspection,
and any objection from the Association will then be considered.
I have, &e.,
W. W. STEPHEN,
Under Secretary.

No. 33.
Mr. Road-Superintendent Chauncy to The Commissioner for Roads.
Mm9ro.—When negotiating with the Hon. Mr. Chisholm regarding the opening of a new line of road
throngh his land leading from Collector to the Breadalbane Platform, I distinctly informed him that the
question as to the erection of gates must not be mixed up with matters affecting the proposed opening of
the road, but must be considered solely upon it:s merits. I can see no very strong objection to the gates
at present, as they will be three (3) milcs ajart, and the traffic is not likely to be very great for some
time to come.
If the station were removed as proposed to the crossing-place of railway with existing road—
Collector to Hannon's—it would remove the difficulty in a great measure but the removal of the station
would, I should think, involve an expense of £1,000 at least, while it would have the effect of removing
it it mile away from the Main South Road, which I think would be objectionable, especially as being very
inconvenient for the Parksburn people.
I have only to add that I promised Mr. Chisholm, if the matter regarding the erection of gates
should be referred to me for report, I should be inclined to recommend the application for acceptance,
and I am inclined to think that Mr. District-Surveyor Twynam would take the same view.
W. S. CHAUNCY,
1/2/78.
Road Superintendent.
On what grounds, when Mr. Chisholm is paid forfencingP—W.C.B., 1/2/78.
Mr. Chauney, B.C.
The ease is somewhat peculiar, as one of these gates will be at least a mile away from the new line
as shown (being common to Hannoii's road and this), and the other opposite the railway station. A.s a
further inducement, Mr. Chisholm offered to bring the new line to a point on south side of Wet Lagoon
at or near the spot marked "A" on plan, which will shorten the distance to Collector considerably and
enable us to use an old track passing over the best ground. It will also enable us to avoid a very bad
piece of road along the shores of the Wet Lagoon. But to effect all this the money will only suffice to
fence one side in place of two, and to this Mr. Chisholm is willing to consent if the gates be allowed.—
W. S. CHAuicct, 8/2f78.
I think it is much better to deal with this ease without complicating it by any agreement with Mr.
Chisholm. The proposal to fence one side and allow him gates, adopting the route suggested by him, A
to U, seems to inc unreasonable, and likely to lead to further complications by Mr. Chisholm ultimately
fencing both sides, and thereby cutting the people off from water. I think it better that the people
should wait until the road can be taken through by proclamation from E to I), and to pay Mr. Chhholm
the amount be is entitled to for compensation. There will then be an end of the niatter,nud Mr.
Chisholm will have to fence the road AEB with access to the lagoon at one point.—W.0.B., 9/2/78.
Under Secretary, B.C.
Approved.—J.S., 11/2/78.
Should now be sent to Lands, with a request that the road in question
be proclaimed and opened.—W.C.B., 11/2/78.
Under Secretary, B.C.
Under Secretary for Lands,
B.C., 14/2/78—JR..
Forwarded to Mr. District-Surveyor Twynam, who is requested to have the road
laid out as desired by the Works Department vMe decision of the Secretary for Works upon the other
side). Ron. B. F1TzolnALn (for Surveyor. General), 5 March, 1878.
To Mr. Surveyor Schleicher,
for survey on the first convenient opportunity—B, Twncur, D.-S., 15 Mardi, 1878.

No. 34.
Minute for Executive Council.
Department of Lands, Sydney, 27 February, 1878.
Confirmation of road.
Jr is reeoinmende€l, for the approval of flis Excellency the Governor and the Executive Council, that the
undernientioned line of parish road, which has been duly advertised in the Government Gazette, be
now confirmed, in accordance with the provisions of the 4th Win. IV, No 11, viz, —Road from a reserved
road at the norlh.cast corner of James Chisholni's 320 acres conditional purchase, to the Main Southern
Road, within James Chisholm's 640 acres, being part of the road from Collector, to the Sonthern Railway at
the Breaülbane Platform: parish of Mutbilly, county of Argyle.
JAMES S. FA1tNELL.
TEE

-

4

I

.

-

-
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THE Executive Council advise that the line of road herein specified, the intended formation of which
has been duly notified in the Gazette, be now confirmed in terms of the Act 4th Win. PT, No. 11.—
ALEX. C. BUDGE. Clerk of the Council.
Mm. 78-11, 11/3/78.—Confirmed, 18/3)78.
Approved—HR., 1113J78.

No. 35.
Government Gazette Notice.
Department of Lands, Sydney, 26 March, 1878.
Confirmation of a parish road.
NoTIcE 15 hereby given, in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4 Will. TV, No. 11, that His
Excellcncy the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the road
mentioned in the annexed Schedule (notwithstanding any objections that might have been urged); and it
is hereby declared expedient to open and make the road referred to, according to the plans and books of
reference to be seen at the police offices mentioned.
Any persons intending to claim compensation in respect of the said line are reminded that notice
must be served on the Colonial Secretary within forty days from the date hereof, as are provided by the
sixth section of the Act above referred to, or they will be for ever foreclosed from such claim.
By His Excellency's Command,
JAMES S. PARNELL.
Schedule referred to.
Roads No.

Description of Road.

DStO 0'

liazotte

I

of prcviou, notice of intendedi
opening of road.

&C iOd5CIl at the
Police Offices at

77-302; B. 1,300 ... Road from a reserved road at the nort;h.east corner 22nd September, 1876; Goulburn and Collector.
of James Clmishelm', 320 acres conditional purchase folio, 3,780.
to the Main Southern Road, within James Chisholm's
640 acres, being part of the road from Collector to
the Southern Railway at the Jircadalbune Platform,
parish of Mutbilly, county of Argyle.

No. 36.
The Under Secretary for Lands to The Principal Under Secretary.
Sir,

Department of Lands, Sydney, 5 April, 1878.
In drawing your attention to the notice in the Government Gazette of the 26th nitimo, folio See No. 36,
1,239, respecting The confirmation of the line of road, viz., road from a reserved road at the north.east
corner of James Chisholm's 320 acres conditional purchase to the Main Southern Road, within James
Chishohin's 640 acres, being part of the road from Collector to the Southern Railway at the Breadalbane
Platform, parish of Mutbilly, county of Argyle, i: am directed to request that you will have the goodness,
at the end of forty days from the date thereof, to state whether any claims to compensation have been
made in respect of the said road, in pursuance of the notice alluded to.
I have, &c.,
W. W. STEPHEN,
Under Secretary.

No. 37.
The Under Secretary for Lands to The Hon. J. Ohishoim, M.L.O.
Sir,

30 April, 1878.
With reference to your ]etter of the 18th October, 1876, objecting to the proposed road from See No. 17.
it reserved road at the north.east corner of your 320 acres (conditional purchase) to the Main Southern
Road within your 640 acres, being part of the road from Collector to the Southern Railway at the
Breadalbane Platform, parish of Mutbilly, county of Argyle, I am directed to inform you that, as notified
in the Government Gazette of the 26th ultimo, His Excellency the Governor and Executive Council have
approved of the confirmation of this road, notwithstanding the objections raised thereto.
I have, &c.,
OSBORNE RICH,
(For the Under Secretary).

No. 38.
Mr. Surveyor Schleicher to The Surveyor General.
1-. Rnrmutucato your instructions 78-148 of 5th March, 1878, and which were transferred to inc for See No.32.
action, I now do myself the honor to transmit herewith plan and book of reference of the above.mentioncd
road, as surveyed by me in accordance with those instructions.
2. The course of the road now laid out was selected before survey by Mr. Twynam, in company
with myselç and though it does not fellow the present track, it embraces the most practicable and at the
same time the soundest country for the road. As the road has been carefully chosen, very little expenditure will in my opinion be required to make it fit for traffic. The description of country passed over is
generally undulating, with gravelly or stouy soil, and it is not at all tlnckly timbered, and is suitable for
pastoral purposes.
617—C
8.
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is
3, There are no enclosures or fences severed by the proposed road, with the exception of the fence
on the Main Southern Road near the platform, and no other improvements of any kind are embraced
by it.
I would bcg to remark that it does not appear to me that this road need be considered as one
severing enclosed lands, and as such liable to be feticed by the Government, for though the lands severed
by it form part of a large area enclosed by Mr. Chishoim, lie has included within it portions of Crown
Land such as the Wet Lagoon, and at other places.
in my opinion, considering the limited amount of traffic which is ever likely to obtain on this
road, it would be quite sufficient to permit Mr. Chisholm to erect public gates at the points where this
road intersects his fences.
A. P. SOFILEICHEIt,
Acting D.-S.
Goulburn, S May, 1878.
[Enclosures to No. 38.1
Road from the Collector and Pomeroy Road, at the Wet Lagoon, within Jas. Chishoirn's 1,200 acres to the Main Southern Road,
near the Breaclaibaase platform, within Jar. Chisholm's 640 acres, panehes of Milbang and Mutbilly, county of Argyle.
In consequence of the above road passing through the conditional purchase referred to below, it is necessary that the
question of refund of deposit to the present owner for the quantity of land taken for the road should he considered, and that
It.D.F., 29 Jan., '79.
the plan, general maps, catalogue, &e., should be altered as to area.
No. of C.P.

62-1585

Cat. No. of rortion.

A. 8642

No. of
sortion.

95

I

N ame

Area to be
I A rea ofrti
portion. . deducted
for ro d.

of conona
diti I'nrehader.
l

James Chishoim, formerly Jno. Povey

I

................

a. I'. Ii
320 0 0

a. r. p.
4 0 0

Value of improvements—nil.

Boost of

Reference of road from the Collector and Pomeroy Road, at the Wet Lagoon, within James Chisholm's 1,200 acres
to the Main Southern Road near the ]3readalbtne platform, within James Chisholm's 640 acres, parishes of Milbang and
Mutbilly, county of Argyle, to be opened as a parish road, under the Act of Council 4 William, IV No. 11, in lien of road
through James Chisholm's 640 acres, condoned in Govenuuc,st Gazette 26th March, 1.873, folio 1,239.
Portionof road.

No.

•
iengtli
Reputed owner (Tharactor of Bearings.
i'
and occupier.
land,
chains,

From the collector and Pomoroyl James Ch,isholni
Road, near the Wet Lagoon
within James Chisholm's 1,2sd
acres, parish of Milbang, pass-'
log through that portion to the
boundary-line between it anill
Jab. Povey's 320 acres con-1
t
ditlonal purchase.
2 From the 'last-mentioned boon-f Reserved road,
dary, passing through Jno.l Jas. chisholin's
Povey's 320 acres conditional conditional
purchase, to the boundaryl purchase.
between that land and James
Chishoim's 040 acres.
From the last-mentioned burn-i James Chaishoim
dmy, passing through Junesl
Cjhiaholnf s 640 acres, to thel
Main Southern Road, within
that portion near the isreadat-I
bane platform.
1

(

I

I

Enclo. I

Character and
Cultiva' Brth
state of
of
preservation
tion.
road.
of fencing,

a. r. p.
5 1

None

52'60

Area,

0
C

'
C,

8

p
,

I

'p

I'

0

None.... ...............
Ca

4124

One . - - - Good 3-rail - . . -

2816
I

II

0

Z

4 0
'0

'

Ci
C

2 3 10

o

Copy to be sent by the Department of Mines to the Police Offices at Goulburn and Collector.

No. 89.
The Principal Under Secretary to The Under Secretary for Laids.
-Colonial Secretary's Office, 8 May, 1878.
.
in reply to your letter of Stla ultimo (No. 77/302, lids-), I am directed by the Colonial
Secretary to state, for the inforrnation of the Secretary for Lands, that no applications have been received
in this office for compensation in respect to the line of road, viz., road from it reserved road at the northeast corner of James Chisholm's 320 acres conditional purchase to the Main Southern Road, within James
Chisholm's 640 acres, being part of the road from Collector to the Southern Railway, at the Breadalbane
I have, Le.,
Platform, parish of Mutbilly, county of Argyle.
H. HALLORAN.
Sir,

See No. Se.

The road R 1,589-1,603 having been proclaimed in lieu of this road, no further action is reqnired
to be taken upon these papers, and they should therefore be placed with the papers of li 1,589-1,603,
78-3,353 Rds.—R.D.P., 31/1/79.

No. 40.
Mr. Road-Superintendent Chauncy to The Commissioner for Roads.
Goulburn, 21 May, 1878.
Inquiries are being made with reference to the opening of new line of road recently
marked by Mr. Atchison, under direction of the Surveyor GeneS, between the 'Wet Lagoon and Breadalbane Railway Station, on road Iron thence to Collector, and I am now anxious to know when you desire
to have it opened. Mr. Twynam has given his opinion to the effect that Mr. Chisliolm is legally entitled
to claim compensation for the fencing of this road, so that it is of small consequence, in a financial point
of
Sir,

19
of view, whether the money be paid now or after issue of the proclamation. At any rate, if the money
(flOO) is paid now, Mr. Chisholm is willing to have the road opened at once, which will be a great boon to
the public. The road, as marked, covers the same line as that recommended by me and approved by
Mr. Chisholm.
I have, &e.,
W. S. CHAUNCY.
Re-submit with papers. I think this was dealt with in Messrs. Davies & Waddell's presence
here.—W.C.B., 22/5/78.

No. 41.
Minute Paper—Department of Roads and Bridges.
This is a very vexed question, and one that can only be settled by, the meeting of all the persons interested
on the ground. I would suggest that the Acting District Surveyor and the Road Superintendent be
requested to arrange with Mr. Chisholm, Mr. Davies, Mr., and Mr. Naddel], the representative of the
applicants for the road, for a meeting on the ground, when the question might be settled. I think the
proposal to pay £200 for fencing and still allow gates objectionable. Whatever rights the public obtain
by the arrangement should be clear and without any doubt; but at the same time ally useless road should,
if possible, be allowed to revert to Mr. Chishohn, in consideration of the land now to be taken.
W.C.B., 27/6/78.
Forwarded to Mr. Acting District-Surveyor Schleicher,
Surveyor General, returning papers.
who is requested to carry out the suggestion of the Commissioner and Engineer for Roads.—R0BT. D.
Reported on by letter 78/151, of 14 December,
FITZOERALD (for Surveyor General), 6 August, 1878.
1878.— AJwLnEuv 8OIJLEIc1IEEI, AD-S.
-

No. 42.
Memo.—Commissioner for Roads to Mr. Wood.
TIIEaE is a case now under reference to the district surveyor on papers ; he was requested to meet Mr.

Chauncy on the ground. This may have fallen through on account of Mr. Cliauncy's death. Would
Mr. Wood see to the matter, and report by return of post. Mr. Chisholm's compensation, Road Collector
W.C.B., 21/11/78.
to Breadalbane Platform.
Have seen Mr. Acting D.-S. Schleicher, and arrangements will be made at
Mr. Wood, B.C.
once to meet Mr. Davies, Mr., and Messrs. Chisholm and Waddell on the ground—A. P. WooD,
inform Mr. Chisholm.—W.C.B., 28/11/78.
Commissioner for Roads, B.C.
22/11/78.

No. 43.
The Commissioner for Roads to The Ron, J. Chisholm, M.L.C.
23 November, 1878.
Referring to personal representations made by you at this oce respecting the deviation
through your Jand from Collector to Breadalbane railway platform, I have to inform you that the Assistant
Engineer for Roads at Goulburn has arranged with Acting District-Surveyor Schleicher to meet yourself,
Wm. Davies, M.P., and - Waddell on the ground, and go into the question.
I have, &c.,
WILLIAM C. BENNETT,
Commissioner for Roads.
Sir,

No. 44.
Telegram from Commissioner for Roads to Assistant Engineer for Roads or
District Surveyor, Goulburn.
Ms. .TnL.Ks CnlsI[oLM goes up by the morning train on Saturday, and would like to meet cither, to arrange
to meet at Brcadalbane station on the next week.
W. C. BENNETT, 28/11/78.

No. 45.
Mr. Acting Dishict-Sm'veyor Schleicher to The Commissioner for Roads.
Goulburn, 28 November, 1878.
I have to acknowledge receipt of your telegram of to.day—Mr. Wood being out of town—and Sec No. 44.
in reply thereto, beg to state that I have written to-night to the Hoc. James Chisholm, in Sydney, informing him that we shall both be in attendance to meet him on Saturday afternoon at this ollice to arrange a
meeting on the ground, re road Wet Lagoon to Breadalba.ne platform.
Mr. Wood will, I believe, have returned by that time.
The delay in arranging this matter has been partly owing to the death of the late road superintendent, and latterly to pressing business in the field requiring my absence from Goulburn for many weeks
together. 1 had, however, taken steps to arrange a meeting during the early part of this week, but found
I have, &c.,
that Mr. Chisholm was in Sydney.
ADELBERT SCHLEICIIER,
Acting District Surveyor.
W.
Davies,
M.P.,
and
J.
Waddell
to attend the meeting
P.S—Notice will also be sent to Messrs.
on the ground, which will probably take place next week.
Sir,

No. 46.
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No. 46.
The Commissioner for Roads to Mr. Acting District-Surveyor Schleicher.
Sir,

See No. 45.

29 November, 1878.
I have to acknowledge receipt of your letter of yesterday in reply to my telegram respecting
the deviation on road from Collector to Breadalbane railway station, and to thank you for your prompt
attention in the matter.
I have, &•c.,
WILLIAM C. BENNEFF,
Commissioner for Roads.

No. 47.
The Hon. James Chisholm, M.L.O., to The Commissioner and. Engineer for Roads.
Dear Sir,
iCippilaw, Goulburn, 10 December, 1878.
On Saturday last, the 8th instant, I went by appointineiit to inspect the road recommended
by Mr. Schleicher, District Surveyor, and met at the Breadalbane Station Mr. Wood, Superintendent of
Roads, Mr. Waddell, of Collector, and Mr. Surveyor Schleicher.
We rode along the line some distance, and Mr. Waddell agrees with me in condemning the road.
It would cost a considerable sum of money to clear and open the road, and then it would not be so good a
road as the one now used by the public, which branches off from the Collector Road, at the north end of
Wet Lagoon, and which I have allowed the public to use for the last eighteen months on sufferance.
Mr. Waddell stated that the people of Collector and Lake George would never agree to the road
recommended by the district surveyor being opened, and that every endeavour would be made to prevent it.
As I agreed with the late Mr. Chauncy, Superintendent of Roads, to give the road now used by the
public on the terms recommended by Mr. Chauncy, and as this road will satisfy all the parties interested
and prevent any further agitation on the subject, 1. would recommend that it be granted, and that the
track now used, which in fact is a beaten road, be proclaimed, as about £20 would make it as good as the
Collector Road, and it would take at least £150 to clear and make the road that has been marked by
the district surveyor. I think that both Mr. Waddell and Mr. Wood will confirm my statement.
1 have, &c.,
JAMES CHISHOLM.
I have been waiting for Mr Wood's report on this troublesome matter. Has it been received? If
not, send this paper to Mr. Wood for itomediate report.—W.C.13., 20112/78.
No report has been
received by inc—JO-I., 20/12/78.
Mr. Wood, B.C., 20/12/78,
Report forwarded—A. P. Woon,
21/12/78.
Commissioner for Roads, B.C.
Resubmit with report.—W.C.B., 23/12/78.

No. 48.
Mr. Acting District-Surveyor Schleicher to The Surveyor General.
Sir,

See P

.

1. I do myself the honor to inform you that, in obedience to your instructions as above (B.C.,
78/517), a meeting oil the ground was arranged to consider the question of the route to be final]y adopted
from Collector to the Breadalbane Railway platform, through Mr. James Chisholm's property. This
meeting took place in due course, atwhich Mr. James Chisholm, Mr. T. J. Waddell, Mr. Wood, Assistant
Engineer for Roads, and myself were present. Mr. Win. Davies, M.P., was duly invited, and promised to
attend, but did not appear.
As a preliminary to this meeting, Mr. Wood and myself took a previous opportunity of carefully
inspecting the various lines of road as suggested at different times—including the road CD, originally
recommended by Mr. District-Surveyor Twynam, with the view of being fully prepared at the meeting. I
think I may state that Mr. Wood to a great extent holds Mr. Tsvynam's view that the line CD, viz.,
the old road, is thoroughly practicable and would meet all present and prospective requirements of traffic.
There is no doubt however that this road could not be used in its present state, being very scrubby in places,
and would probably require a preliminary expenditure in clearing, &e., to the cost of about £200.
When the question of this road was incidentally raised at the meeting, Mr. Waddell, on behalf of
the Collector people and local residents generally, however, protested most strongly against this road; and
in view of the great local opposition to be expected, I do not think it expedient that the matter of this
route should again be opened up, though personally I believe that this road, with the expenditure above
quoted, would suffice all present and more especially future requirements of traffic, in view of the great
probability that the projected railway to Cooma will be constructed witlun the next few years, and that as
far as it is possible to say at present this line will pass through and have a station at Collector, which will
inevitably have the effect of reducing the traffic from Collector to Breadalbane Platform to a minimum.
As this line CD would however meet with the greatest opposition, I do not think it need be again
referred to, especially as it has undoubtedly the drawback of passing for the most part along stony,
gravelly ridges, which are greatly disliked by country people, whose animals are mostly unshod, and the
present line the advantages of better country in this and other respects, and also that it is cleared and
otherwise improved the whole way from Collector to the Wet Lagoon, thus requiring only 11, mile more of
improving, as against 5 miles on the CD line.
The only matters therefore to be settled at the meeting wcre,—the line of route to be adopted
from the Wet Lagoon to the platform, and the questions of public gates on the road and compensation to
Mr. Chisholm. With regard to the first, Mr. Waddle, on behalf of the Collector people, was in favour of
the present track as used, and Mr. Chisholm also said that was the road be had arranged with the late
Roads Superintendent, Mr. Chauncy, should be adopted; but after discussion Mr. Waddell and
Mr. Chisholm both expressed themselves satisfied with the road surveyed (plan transmitted with my letter
78/32, of 8th May). This road runs to the westward of the present track, and was laid out by me under
the personal direction of Mr. District-Surveyor Twynarn. Mr. Chisholm agreed that it would suit the
subdivision
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subdivision of his property into paddocks better, and Mr. Wood, I believe, estimates that from a
professional point of view there is nothing to choose between it and the present track. I would therefore
recommend that proceedings be now commenced to formally open this road under the Parish Roads Act.
As to what roads could be alienated to Mr. Chisholm in lieu of the road now to be opened, I
cannot recommend this course with regard to any of the roads at present reserved for traffic in the
neighbourhood certainly not the road from the Wet Lagoon towards Pomeroy nor any part of the Cl)
line, which is reserved as a frontageroad in the measurement of the adjacent lands.
Referring to the question of public gates on the portion of road now to be opened, Mr. Chisholm
stated that it is a misconception that he requires any public gates in addition to those already granted to
him on the road Collector to Pomeroy as shown on sketch (Mr. Chisholm assured us that these gates had
been formally granted. I. can, however, find no other evidence to prove this statement). One of these is
on the line of road Collector to Breadalbane Platform but as I have stated in previous reports, I do not
think that traffic on this road is sufficient to make the existence of public gates thereon objectionable, and
would in fact have no hesitation in recommending it gate on this road near the platform, if applied for.
With regard to the compensation to be given to All. Chisholm by the Works Department in
respect of this road from the Wet Lagoon to the platform, Mr. Chisholm stated that if the road were
adopted the agreement made in writing ought to be adhered to, and was unwilling to discuss this matter
further. I would only remark that, though it is not probable that Mr. Chisholm, if paid this amount
(ostensibly for fencing), will fence this road for some time to come, and probably looks upou the sum more
as compensation for severance, &c., still there is no doubt but that the fencing of the road will be eventually
carried out, and at the cost of the proprietor. Meanwhile, viewing the present traffic, I do not see any
objection to the public gate at present maintained by Mr. Chisholm on the boundary of this enclosure,
wInch moreover may be withdrawn at any time, should circumstances demand it, by the Government.
I might again state that the road can hardly be considered as passing through enclosed lands, as
not only the Wet Lagoon but other Crown Lands (south of portions 95 and 175) are within the same
enclosure, and a proclaimed and formally opened road, unfenced from Pomeroy to Collector, passes
through it,
I may add that, in my opinion, even allowing that Mr. Chisholm may claim compensation to the
extent arranged, it would be preferable to pay this money than to adopt the line CD, which would require
an expendituro of nearly that amount before it could be used for traffic, and would not then meet the
wishes of the inhabitants, who are greatly prejudiced against it. The present road has also the advantages
of touching permanent water at the Wet Lagoon, and requiring very little further improvement.
Mr. Assistant-Engineer Wood purposes to send it report on this matter to his department.
I have, &c.,
Goulburn, 14th Dec., /78.
ADELBERT SCHLEICHER,
A.D.S.
Papers may be sent to the Commissioner for Main Roads—RD.?., 3/1/79.
This is a misapprehension of Mr. Wood's opinion, lie states that were both roads metalled—and
one must be ultimately—the surveyed-line, or that in use, would be the best. After conference with the
Deputy Surveyor General it was considered advisable that this road be proclaimed. I now request that
the proclamation be proceeded with.—W.O,B., 8/1/79.
The Surveyor General, B.C., 911/79.

No. 49.
Mr. Assistant Engineer-for-Roads Wood to The Commissioner for Roads.
Sir,

Road Office, G-oulburn, 20 December, 1878.
in conjunction with Mr. Acting 13.-S. Sclmleiclier I examined the rival routes from the Breadal.
bane platform to the Collector and Mutbifly Road near the Wet Lagoon on the 30th of last month, and
on the following Saturday, the 7th instant, we met Messrs. Chisholm and Waddell there by appointment.
There are three lines to choose from,1st.The existing track now being used by the Collector people.
2nd. The new surveyed line proposed by Mr. Chauncy, and laid out by Mr. Sehleieher under
instructions from Mr. Twynam.
3rd. The old surveyed line known in the correspondence as the C P road.
The existing track is the route advocated by Mr. Waddell on the part of the Collector people, and is
stated by Mr. Chisholm to be the line promised by him to Mr. Chauney. it is about the same length as
the new surveyed line, has the advantage of being consolidated by traffic, and the disadvantage of passing
over a long flat which would require metal] ing to stand heavy traffic during the wet weather, but which
could be made sufficiently sound for the dcscription of trac new on the road by draining. The natural
grades are good, and no fault can be found with them.
The new surveyed line avoids the low-lying ground, has very easy grades, is sound, lightly timbered,
and would, if consolidated by traffic, be a pre±erable line to the existing track.
The old surveyed road is that advocated by Mr. Twynam, and opposed by Mr. Chauncy. It is about
+ of a mile longer than either of the other routes, being about 5 miles as against 4* by the new surveyed
road, only 14 mile of which would be new, the balance being common to this and the Mutbilly road.
It passes for the greater portion of its length along a leading ridge, the formation of which is slate
with occasional veins of quartz. In places it is rather rough, and would require the out-cropping rocks
cleared away. The timber is rather thick, and would require clearing for the entire length of 5 miles. The
gradients are not as good as these on either of the other lines, but there is nothing objectionable on this
score, and for heavy traffic I am most decidedly of opinion that this would make a better natural road than
either of the others.
This line would be very strongly opposedd by the inhabitants of Collector.
I am therefore of opinion that, under the circumstances I have toted, and under the existing
conditions in regard to traffic and the requirements of the Collector people, either the existing track or
the new surveyed line slieuld be adopted, which is, in my opinion, a question that might, as their merits
are Be evenly balanced, be left to the choice of the Collector people, and the, as represented by Mr.
Waddell, would prefer that now in use,
The
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The amount claimed by Mr. Chishohn for fencing is £240. If fencing is to be paid for by the
department would it not be it better plan to pay for the actual fencing erected, the gross amount not to
exceed £240 nor the price per rod 5s., which is the base of the claim made?
The question also crops up whether, according to the practice of the department, which is only to
pay for fencing through enclosed lands, Mr. Chishoim can make any claim, as the so-called enclosure
contains Crown Lands on the eastern side, and a large reserve (the Wet Lagoon) for watering purposes.
It is also traversed by an unfenced public road.
WhetherMr. Chishoim has to be paid or not I am of opinion that, under the circumstances, the
road should be opened from the platform to the Wet Lagoon.
ARTIIIfl1 P. WOOD,
Assistant Engineer.
Re-submit with papers.—W.C.B., 21/12/78.
All papers relating to this are at Lands, with
the exception of a communication from B-S. Schicicher and one from Mr. Chisholm, both of which were
sent to Mr. Wood on 20th inst.—J.G.L.
Apply for papers.—W.C.B., 21/12/78.
Papers obtained
from Lands, and now subinitted.—J.G. 12., 3/1/79.
Inform Mr. Chishohn this day that, after conference
with the Deputy Surveyor General, it is considered advisable to proceed in the ordinary legal way with
the proclamation of this road, and with that view the papers have been sent to the Surveyor General.—
W.C.B., 8/1/79.

No. 50.
The Commissioner for Roads to The Hon. J. Chishoim, M.L.C.
Sir,

8 January, 1879.
Referring to previous correspondence on the subject of the deviation on road from Collector
to Breadalbane Railway Platform, I have to inform you that, after conference with the Deputy Surveyor
General, it is considered advisable to proceed in the ordinary legal way with the proclamation of the line
at present in use from the 'Wet Lagoon to the platform, and with that view the papers in the case have
been sent to the Surveyor General.
I have, &o.,
WILLIAM C. BENNETT,
Commissioner for Roads.

No. 51.
The Hon. J. Chishoim, M:L.C., to The Commissioner and Engineer for Roads.
Sir,

Soc No. 50.

Kippilaw, Goulburn, 14 January, 1879.
On my return home from Sydney I was favoured with your letter of the 8th instant,
No. 78-999, informing me that, after conferring with the Deputy Surveyor General, it is considered
advisable to proceed in the ordinary legal way with the proclamation of the line now in use from the Wet
Lagoon to the Breadalbane Platform, &c.
I am glad this decision has been arrived at, as it will give satisfaction to the public, and is carrying
out the recommendation of the late Mr. Chauney, Superintendent of Roads, who agreed with the trustees
of the Collector Road, that a saving of several hundred pounds would be effected if the present track were
proclaimed in lieu of the one recommended by the district surveyor.
I trust, however, that Mr. Chauncy's recommendation will be carried out in its integrity, and that
the amount he recommended I should receive for fencing in the road will be paid to me at the proper
time.
Both Mr. Davies, the Member for Argyle, and Mr. Waddell, road trustee, told me that a distinct
promise was made to them to pay the amount recommended by Mr. Chauncy, should the road in question
be proclaimed.
I have, &c.,
JAMES CHISIIOLM.
Acknowledge, and inform that there is no record of any promise, and that the legal procedure
adopted is with a view to determine the amount in accordance with the terms of the Act.—W.C.B.,
16)1/79.

No. 52.
The Commissioner and Engineer for Roads to The Hon. J. Chishoim, M.L.C.
Sir,

see No. 51.

17 January, 1879.
I have to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 14th instant, respecting the deviation
near the Wet Lagoon on road from Collector to Breadalbane Platform, and stating that you hoped the
recommendation of the late Mr. Chauncy as regards the amount to be paid to you for fencing would be
carried out in its integrity. I have to inform you that there is no record in this office of any promise
having been made, but the legal procedure adopted is with a view to determine the amount in accordance
with the terms of the Act.
I have, &c.,
WILLIAM C. BENNETT,
Commissioner and Engineer for Roads.

No. 53.
The Surveyor General to The Under Secretary

Forplan and
efer

for Lands.
THE accompanying plan and book of reference of road from the Collector and Pomeroy Road at the Wet
Lagoon within James Chisholm's 1,200 acres to the Main Southern Road near the Breadalbane Platform,
within James Chisholm's 640 acres, parishes of Milbang and Mutbilly, county of Argyle, are forwarded
with the view to the opening of the line as a parish road under the Act of Council 4 Will. 1Y, No. 11, in
lieu of road within James Chisholm's 640 acres, confirmed in Government Gazette, 26th March, 1878,
folio 1,239.
ROBT. D. FITZGERALD,
(For Surveyor General).
B.C., 29 January, 1879.
Submitted.—RW., 4/2/79.
Approved—RAE., 5/2179.
No. 54.
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No. 54.
Minute for Executive Council.
Preliminary notification of road.
Department of Mines, Sydney, 0 February, 1879.
Tux authority of His Exceliency the Governor and the Executive Council is sought for the opening of
the underinentioned line of road, as shown by the accompanying plan and book of reference, in accord.
ance with the provisions of the Act 4th Wa IV, No. 11, viz. —Road from the Collector and Pomei'oy
Road, at the Wet Lagoon, within Jas. Chisholm's 1,200 acres, to the Main Southern Road, near the
Breadalbane Platform, within James Chisholm's 640 acres, parishes of Milbang and MUtbilly, county of
Argyle, in lieu of road.within James Chisholm's 640 acres confirmed in Government Gazette of thb 26th
March, 1878, folio 1,239.
E. A. BAKER.
Tirx Executive Council advise that the intended formation of the line of road herein specified be notified
in the manner prescribed by the Act 4 Wm. IV, No. 11.—ALEX. C. BUDGE, Clerk of the Council.
MAn., 79-7, 6/2/79.—Confirmed, 10/2/79,
Approved—HR., 6/2/79,

No. 55.
The Under Secretary for Mines to The Benches of Magistrates, Goulburn and
Collector.
Gentlemen,
Department of Mines, Sydney, 14 February, 1879.
I have the honor to forward for deposit in the Police Offices at 6oulbnrn and Collector, for
public inspection and infortnation, copies of a plan and book of reference of a road which is about to be 'ning.
o,pened as a parish road, under the Act of Council, 4th 'Wm. IV', No. 11, from the Collector and Pomeroy See No. 38.
Road at the Wet Lagoon, within James Chisholm's 1,200 acres, to the Main Southern Road near the
]3readalbane Platform, within James Chisholm's 640 acres, parishes of Milbang and Mntbilly, county of
Argyle, in lieu of road (within James Chisholm's 640 acres) confirmed in Government Gazette of 26th
March, 1878, folio 1,239.
Receipt of the plan and book of reference must be acknowledged.
At the expiration of one month you will be good enough to advise this department as to
whether the plan and book of reference have been duly exhibited for public inspection.
I have, &e.,
IIARRIE WOOD,
Under Secretary.

No. 56.
Gazette Notice.
Department of Mines, Sydney, 21 February, 1879.
Preliminary notification of parish road.
fits Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient to
open and make the parish road mentioned in the Schedule appended hereto, to be maintained at the
expense of the parishes through which it passes Notice is hereby given that, in accordance with the
provisions of the Act 4th Wm. IV, No. 11, plans and books of reference, showing the intended line of
the road in question, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor General in Sydney, and at the
Police Offices mentioned.
It is requested that any well.grounded objections that may exist to the formation of the road in
question may be transmitted in writing to the Clerk of the Executiie Council within one month from
this date.
By His Excellency's Command,
B. A. BAKER.
Schedule referred to.
Roads No.

Description of Road,

Names of reputed Owners or Oem- I Police Offices at which the
piers through whese properties Plan and 1100k of Reference
the Road passes.
have been lodged.

79-441 ..........Roast from the Collector and Pomeroy Road at t]e(Jainos Chishoim ................ Goniborn and Collector.
Wet Lagoon, within James Chisholm's 1,200 acres, to James Ohisholin, conditional
the Main Southern Road near the Breadalba,ie Plat.( purchase, reserved road.
form, within James C1,isholoe'e 640 acres, parishes of
Milbang and Mut.billv, county of Argyle, in lieu of!
road (within James dhisholm's 640 acres) confirmedl
in Government Gazette of the 26th Marc],, isis,!
folio 1,239.

No. 57.
The Under Secretary for Mines to The Clerk of the Executive Council.
Sir,

Department of Mines, Sydney, 22 February, 1879.
in drawing your attention to the notice in the Government Gazette of the 21st instant,
respecting the intended formation of a parish road, viz., from the Collector and Pomeroy Road, at the Wet Ses No
Lagoon, within James Chisholm's 1,200 acres, to the Main Southern Road, near the Breadalbane Platform,
within James Chisholm's 640 acres, parishes of Milbang and Mutbilly, county of Argyle, in lieu of road
within James Chisholm's 640 acres, confirmed in Government Gazette of the 26th March, 1878, folio,
1,239, I am directed to request that you will have the goodness, at the end of one month from the date
thereof, to inform me whether any objections have been received by you in respect of the said road, in
pursuance of the notice alluded to.
I have, &e.,
BARBIE WOOD,
Under Secretary.
No. 58.

60.
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No. 58.
The Clerk of the Executive Council to The Secretary for Mines.
Sir,

See No. 57.

27 March, 1879.
In compliance with the request contained in the Under Secretary's letter of the 22nd ultimo,
No.
. I do myself the honor to inform you that no objection has been lodged with me to the formation of the proposed parish road noted in the margin.*
I have, &c,,
ALEX. C. BUDGE,
Clerk of the Council.
* From the Collector and Pomeroy Road, at the Wet Lagoon, within J. Chisholm's 1,200 acres, to the Main Southern
Road, near Breadalbane Platform.
The coiifirmation of this road is now recommended.—Ronr. P. FITZGERALD (For Surveyor
General), 9th Oct., 1879.
Submitted.—H.W., 23rd Oct., 1879.
Approved—EAR, 24th Oct.,
1879.

No, 59.
The Under Secretary for Mines to The Benches of Magistrates, G-oulburn and
Collector.
See iso. 55.

[Urgent.]
Gentlemen,
Department of Mines, Sydney, 13 October, 1879.
I am directed to request you to state whether the plan, &c., of a road which is about to be
opened as a parish road, under the Act of Council, 4 Wm. IV, No. 11, viz., from the Collector and
Pomeroy Road, at the Wet Lagoon, within J. Chisholm's 1,200 acres to the Main Southern Road, &c.,
enclosed in letter from this department, dated 14 February last, have been exhibited for public inspection
as required by law.
1 have, Sc.,
EARRIE WOOD,
Under Secretary.
I certify that this plan, &c., has been duly exhibited—C. S. AnExAwDnz, C.P.S., 14th Oct., 1879.

No. 60.
The Clerk of Petty Sessions, Collector, to The Secretary for Mines.
Sir,

See No.

.

Collector, 18 October, 1879.
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter, dated 13th instant, askiog if the
plan, &c., of a road about to be opcncd as a parish road, under the Act of Council, 4 lVm. IV No. 11, viz.,
from the Collector and Poineroy Road at the Wet Lagoon, within J. Chisholm's 1,200 acres, to the Main
Southern Road, &c., enclosed in letter from this department, dated 14th February lant, have been
exhibited for public inspection as required by law.
In reply, I beg to state that I duly received the plans, &c., and they have since been exhibited as
required by law.
I have, &c.,
THOMAS WADDELL,
Acting C.P.S., Collector.

No. 61.
Minute for Executive Council.
Confirmation of road
Department of Mines, Sydney, 25 October, 1879.
IT is recommended for the approval of His Excellency the Governor and the Executive Council, that the
undermentioned line of parish road, which has been duly advertised in the Government Gazette, be now
confirmed, in accordance with the provisions of the 4th Wm. IV, No. 11, viz.;—Road from the Collector
and Poineroy Road at the Wet Lagoon, within J. Chisholm's 1,200 acres, to the Main Southern Road near
the Breadalbane Platform, within James Chisholm's 640 acres, parishes of Milbang and Mutbilly, county
of Argyle, in lieu of road within James Chisholm's 640 acres, confirmed in Government Gazette, 26th
E. A. BAKER.
March, 1878, folio 1,239.
Tan Executive Council advise that the road herein described be now confirmed, in terms of the Act
ALEX. C. BUDGE,
4 \Villiam IV, No. 11.
Clerk of the Council.
Mm. 79/60, 4/11/79—Confirmed, 12/11/79.
Approved.—A.L., 4/11/79.

No. 62.
Gazette Notice.
Department of Mines, Sydney, 2 December, 1879.
Confirmation of a, parish road.
Noticn is hereby given, in conformity with the provisions of the Act 4th William IV, No. 11, that His
Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the road
mentioned in the annexed Schedule (notwithstanding any objections that might have been urged), and it
is hereby declared expedient to open and make the road referred to, according to the plans and books of
reference, to be seen at the police offices mentioned.
Any persons intending to claim compensation in respect of the said line are reminded that notice
must be served on the Colonial Secretary, within forty days from the date hereof, as is provided by the
sixth section of the Act above referred to, or they will be for ever foreclosed from such claim.
By His Excellency's Command,
B. A. BAKER.
Schedule
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Schedule referred to.
honda No.

Description of Road.

of

vase or uazesso
prevlou, notice of intendedI
opening of rond,

79-4172 ................Road from the Collector and Pomeroy Road, at the 21st February, 1879
Wet Lagoon, within J. Chisholm's 1,200 acres, to folio 832.
the Main Southern Road, near the Breadsibane
Platform, within Jas. Chisholm's 640 acres, parishes
of Milbring and Mutbilly, county of Argyle, in lieu
of road within Jas. Chisholm's 640 acres, confirmed in Government Gazette of 26th March,
1878, folio 1,239.

Plan. kc., lodged at the
Police Office at
Goulburn and Collector.

No. 63.
The Under Secretary for Mines to The Principal Under Secretary.
Sir,

Department of Mines, Sydney, 4 December, 1879.
In drawing your attention to the notice in the Government Gazette of the 2nd instant, folio
5,315, respecting the confirmation of the line of road, viz., from the Collector and Pomeroy Road at the See No. 62.
'Wet Lagoon, within J. Chisholm's 1,200 acres, to the Main Southern Road near the ]3readalbane Platform, within J. Chisholm's 640 acres, parishes of Milhaig and Mutbilly, county of Argyle, in lieu of road
within I. Chisholm's 640 acres, confirmed in Government Gazette 20 March, 1878, folio 1,239, I am
directed to request that you will have the goodness, at the end of forty days from the date thereof, to
stato whether any claims to compensation have been made in respect of the said road, in pursuance of
the notice alluded to.
I have, &e.,
HARRIFJ WOOD,
Under Secretary.

No. 64.
The Hon. J. Chisholm, M.LO., to The Principal Under Secretary.
Kippilaw, Goulburn, 0 December, 1879.
In the Government Gazette of the 2nd instant it has been notified that a road has been
opened through my enclosed land to the ]3readalbnne platform on the Great Southern line, in lieu of a
road confirmed in the Government Gazette of 20th March, 1878, now cancelled.
When it was first contemplated by the Government to proclaim a road through my land from the
north end of the Wet Lagoon to the platform, I. protested against, it as the people of Collector and Lake
George who petitioned for the road had access to the platform and the Main southern Road by a proclaimed road through the same enclosure. After a good deul of correspondence on the subject, and
several interviews with the late Superintendent of Roads, Mr, Chauney, who reported against the road
that has been cancelled, and in favour of the road that is now proclaimed in the Gazette, I withdrew my
objection to the two roads being granted, as Mr. Chauncy informed Inc he had recommended that I should
receive the usual allowance for fencing in the road from where it branches off from the Wet Lagoon to
the platform, which he estimated would be about £240.
I have now, therefore, the honor to apply for the amount estimated by Mr. Chauncy for fencing in
Have, &c.,
the road, and
JAMES CHISHOLM.
Sir,

No. 65.
The Principal Under Secretary to The Under Secretary for Mines.
Sir,

.
Sydney, 14 January, 1880.
In reply to your letter of the 4th nitimo (No. 79/4,172), I am directed by the Colonial
Secretary to stato, for the information of the Secretary for Mines, that an application has been received in See No. 03.
this office for compensation in respect to the line of road, viz., from the Collector and Pomeroy Road at
the Wet Lagoon, within J. Chisholm's 1,200 acres, to the Main Southern Road, near the Breadalbauc
platform, within J. Chisholm's 640 acres, parishes of Milbaug and Mutbilly, county of Argyle, from
I have, &e.,
Mr. .1. Chisholm, which is forwarded herewith.
See No. 64.
CRITCHETI WALKER.
The Surveyor General, B.C., 10/1/80.—G.E.11. (p. U.S.)
This is a case in which it wasunderstood the compensation and cost of fencing (if any) was by
agreement to be met by the Works Department; it is therefore recommended that the enclosed claim
from Mr. Chisholm be referred to the Commissioner and Engineer for Roads. It may be added that,
under the practice of this department, Mr. Chisholm would not be entitled to any cost of fencing ; his
claim therefore depends upon how far it was recognized by the Works Department, rUe decision of
Secretary for Works on 78/382. Rds., enclosed—EmiT. D. FITzGERALD or Surveyor General), 31
January, 1880.
Approved.—E.A.B., 4/2/80.
Submitted.—H.W., 4/2/80.
The Under Secretary for Public
Works, B.C., 4 Feb., 1880.
Roads, B.C.—H.IL, 5 Feb., 1880.
Compensation is only made by this department when a concession is made by the landowner to
allow immediate opening of road and save delays in proclaiming. No concession was made in this case, so
I cannot recommend any compensation for land or fencing. The point raised by Mr. Chisholm in paper
herewith, that he subsequcat to the initiation of this matter secured all the land within the enclosure
cannot, I should think, affect the decision, which deals with the case as it stood when first steps for
opening road were taken.—W.C.B., 5/2/So.
Under Secretary, B.C.
Inform to effect of minute of Commissioner for Roads.—.T.Ts, 19/2/80.
Commissioner for Roads, B.C., 23/2/80.-1-1I1.
File.—W.C.B., 23/2/80.
017—n
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No. 66.
The Principal Under Secretary to The lion. J. Chishoim, M.L.C.
Sir,

See No.64

Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 14 January, 1880.
1. am directed by the Colonial Secretary to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 9th
ultimo, applying for compensation on account of a road passing through your land, and to inform you that
your communication has been brought under the notice of the Secretatt for Mines.
- I have, &c.,
CRITCIIETT WALKER.

No. 67.
Office Memo, by Commissioner for Roads.
Mn. Ohishoim has applied to know what about the compensation for road, Wet Lagoon, now proclaimed,
Breadalbane Platform to Collector Road. Inquire at Lands, and advise Mr. Chisholin this day, Australian
Club.
W.C.B., 19/1/80.

No. 68.
The Commissioner and Engineer for Roads to The Hon. J. Chishohn, M.L.C.
Sir,

22 January, 1880.
Referring to personiil inquiries made by you at this office respecting compensation claimed for
land taken near the Wet Lagoon, leading from Collector and Pomeroy Road to Breadalbano Platform, I
have the honor to transmit herewith copy of minute received from Deputy-Surveyor General, having
reference to the payment in question.
I have, &c.,
WILLIAM C. EEINNETT,
Oom. and Engineer for Roads.
-

No. 69.
Memo.—Deputy Surveyor General.
TuE Deputy Surveyor General has seen the Commissioner and Engineer for Roads with reference to this
ease, and they are of opinion that the road should be confirmed, and that if a claim for compensation be
made by Mr. Ohisholm, that it be referred to the Works Department. Mr. Chishoim would not legally
be entitled to compensation, as his deeds of grant contain the usual reservation of way or ways, and lie is
not, according to the practice of this department, entitled to cost of fencing, as his enclosure embraces
Crown Lands, &c.

No. 70.
The Hon, J. Chishoim, M.L.C., to The Commissioner for Roads.
See No. 05
See No. GO

Sir,
Kippilaw, Goulburn, 26 January, -1880.
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of. the 22nd instant, enclosing a
minute of the Surveyor General, in which he states that as there is no Crown Land in my paddock at
Breadalbane, through which a road has recently been proclaimed, I m
a not entitled according to the
practice of the department to compensation for fencing in the road.
I am aware that about two years back there were Crown Lands in my paddock, but I have selected
these lands as additional selections nuder the provisions of the Land Act, which does away with the
Surveyor General's objection.
I also wish to point out that, when the road from Collector to the Main Southern Road was
proclaimed through the same enclosure, I was not allowed compensation for fencing in the road, although
it runs for 3 miles through the same enclosure.
On all former occasions, whenever a road was proclaimed through my purchased land, I have been
allowed payment for fencing it in. I therefore respectfully request that my case may be reconsidered,
and that the usual allowance may be granted for fencing in the road.
I have, Sic.,
JAMES C11ISIIOLM.
Acknowledge receipt, and inform Mr. Chisholni that the whole question is one to be dealt with by
the Survey Department, to which office his letter has been forwarded.—W.C.B., 28/1/80. Forward letter
to S.G.O.
Under Secretary, B.C., 28/1/80.—GOB., for Commissioner.
The Under Secretary for
Mines, B.C., 30 Jan., 1880—RU.
The Surveyor General, B.C,, 30J1/80.—G.E.H., p. U.S.
A report upon this matter has recently been made by me (on 80.157 Rds.) to the effect that this
claim is one which should be dealt with by the Works Department—Ron. B. Fxrz GEEAID (for Surveyor
General), 3rd Feby., 1880.

No. 71.
The Commissioner and Engineer for Roads to The Hon. J. Chisholm, M.L.C.
Sir,

See No. 70.

28 January, 1880.
I have to acknowledge receipt of your letter of the 26th instant, respecting compensation
for fencing a road through your paddock at Breadalbane, and to inform you that the whole question is one
to be dealt with by the Survey Department, to which office your letter has been forwarded.
I have, Sic.,
WILLIAM C. BENNETT,
Commissioner and Engineer for Roads.
No. 72.

521
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No. 72.
The Acting Under Secretary for Public Works to The ion. J. Ohisholin, M.L.O.
23 February, 1880.
Referring to your letter of the 1.51h* December last, addressed to the Department of the Se?'No, o.
Colonial Secretary, requesting compensation in respect to road from the Collector and Pomeroy Road to
the Main Southern Road near the Breadalbane platform, I ain directed by the Secretary for Public Works See No, 66.
to forward herewith for your information copy of a report which has been received from the Commissioner
I have, &e.,
for Roads on the subject.
GERALD. HALLIGAN,
Acting U.S.
Sir,

No. 73.
The ion. J. Olusholm, M.TJ.O., to The Secretary for Public Works.
Hippilaw, Gouiburn, 27 February, 1880.
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 23rd instant., No. 807-601,
enclosing a minute from the Commissioner of Roads, in which be states, "That compensation is only made
by this department when it concession is made by the landowner to allow of immediate opening of road,
and save delay in proclaiming; no concession was made in this case, so I cannot recommend compensation
for land or fence."
The Commissioner has evidently confounded my objection to another road with the road now proclaimed. The road I objected to and protested against was marked before the recently proclaimed road,
and'was reported against by the late Mr. Chauncy, Superintendent of Roads, and Mr. Waddell, Trustee
of the Collector Road. Subsequently I was officially invited to meet the present Superintendent of Roads,
Mr. Wood, the District Surveyor, and Mr. Waddell, which I did, and examined both roads, when the first
marked road was condemned and the road recentlyrroclaimed approved of. It was not my fault that
the recently proclaimed road was not proclaimed eighteen months ago, for I always approved of it, and
allowed the public to use it for more than two years before it was proclaimed, and it was as beaten a road
when proclaimed as the main road to Collector.
The reason the road was not proclaimed sooner was owing to the road I protested against being
proclaimed first. This road had to be, and was, cancelled before the other road could be proclaimed, for
it was impassable and was never used, and Mr. Waddell estimated that it would cost £1,500 to make it
passable for teams.
In contradiction to what the Commissioner of Roads has sthted with respect to the practice of
granting compensation for fencing in roads proelaincd through private property, I may state that when
the lion. J. B. Wilson was Minister for Lands he authorized a road to be surveyed and marked through
my land at l3readalbane, which I protested against on the ground that the petitioners who asked for the
road had already access to Goulburn by another parish road, which they were using, and that two roads
were not reqnired.
After some considerable delay my objections were overruled and the road proclaimed, but I
received full compensation for fencing it in.
Although the road from the Brendalbane platform was not proclaimed when it might have been, the
public sustained no inconvenience from it; and I submit that lam entitled to the compensation usually
allowed for fencing in roads proclaimed through private property.
I have, &cc.,
JAMES CHISHOLM.
Norx.—I respectfully request that this letter be sent to the head of the department, for his
considcration.—J. C.
Sir,

Roads, in reference to previous papers on this subject. B.C., 1 March, 1880-11.11.
Re-submit
Papers herewith.-5/3/80.
with papers.—W.C.i3., 1/3/80.
Mr. Chisholm misapprehcnds the purport of my ininnte. I point out that compensation is not made
by this department unless to obtain a special concession and access to the land for the public before proclamalion this was not done, though the public may have used the road, consequently it is for the
Surveyor General's Department to determine whether the case comes within the limits laid down by the
department for grauting compensation. The Deputy Surveyor General states that Mr. Ohisholm should
be referred to thern.—W.C,B., 0/380.
I presume it is now too late to refer to the Survey Office, as the papers have been ordered by
Parliament to be laid on Table of the Ilouse. Mr. Bennett; for returns. B.C., 15/3/80.—HR.
Mr. Eames.-W,C.B., 15/3/80.

No. 74.
The Hon. J. Chishoim, M.L.O, to The Secretary for Public Works.
Sir,

1, Bridge-street Chambers, Sydney, 5 March, 1880.
In reference to my letter of the 27th ultinio, in reply to yours of the 23rd (No. 807), on the
subject of my claim for compensation for fencing of the public road from the Collector and Pomeroy
Road to the Main Southern Road, near the Breadalbane platform, I would wish to invite attention to the
statement of the Vice-President of the Executive Council during the recent debate on the Land Bill, whichis
contained in the annexed extract, as absolutely supporting may claim and I would also urge that, in
fencing the whole of the paddock, the greater part of which was then, and the whol.e of which is now,
my property, 1 did fence my property (the greater containing the less), and that any objection to the
contrary w'ill, I submit, want logical or sufficient force.
I trust that the moncy to which I claim to be entitled may not be longer withheld.
I have, &c.,
JAMES CHISHOLM,
(By HENRY KaLonhic)
Sir

522
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a.

Sir John Robertson said that the Government could not be compelled to fence the parish roads.
Government had not been in the habit of fencing them under his administration years ago it was
resolved that where the Government went through land that was fenced, they then fenced both sides of
the road, and asked Parliament to meet the expense; but when the land was not fenced, the Government
in making the road did not fence it That course had been followed by succeeding administrations.
Roads, in reference to previous correspondence, B.C., 5 March, 1880.—R11.
Papers,—W.C.B,,
6/8/80. Roads,-8/3/80.
My dear Pitzgerald,—I have brought down Wood, in re Chisholm's Breadalba.ne road case, and would
like to have a final interview with you on the matter. Will you be disengaged at 12? We will go down,
bringing the papers we have, as we want to refer to documents in your office.—Yours truly, W. C.

BENnn.
See minute herewith.-9/3/80, W.C.B.
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LEGTSLATIVE ASSEMBLY.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

TOLLS.
(LEVIED AT PUBLIC FERRIES ON NORTHERN RIVERS.)

Ordered bq the Leqislative Assembly to be printed, 4 May, 1880.

RETURN to an Order of the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South
Wales, dated the 25th of February, 1880, That there be laid upon the Table of
this House,—
"A Return showing the rates of all tolls or clues demanded, levied, and taken
"by the Government at the various Public Ferries on the Hunter, Paterson,
"Williams, Manning, Hastings, Wilson, Macleay, Nambucera, Bellinger,
"Clarence, and Richmond Rivers."

(Mr. R. B. Smith)

478—

524

TOLLS.
RATES of Tolls charged at the undermentioned Ferries.
Name of Electorate.

Name of Ferry.

Tolls.

llastrngs .........................Telegraph Point ........... For every foot passenger, excepting
Ear Scrub .......................children going to or coming from
Blac]cman's Point
...
..
...
...
Kempsey ..................... ,,school...
every
sheep,
lamb,
pig,
or
goat
...
Gladstone .................... ,, every ox or head of neat cattle,
Darkwater .......................
drawin'g or not drawing, not exceedSouth Arm ...................lug
ten in number ...
..
...
Nambucera ................. . every
ox
or
head
of
neat
cattle,
Taylor's Arm
drawing or not drawing, being more
Kinchela Creek...............than
te'i in number ...
...
..,
Three ...........................every
horse, mare, gelding, ass, or
Tinonee ........................ mule,
arawing or not drawing ...
Scott's Greek ...............,, every
gig, dray, or cart, with two
Oxiey Island ..................wheels only
...
...
...
...
Winghain .....................,, every waggon,
carriage, or other
Da.maresq Island
vehicle with four wheels ...
...
Uhinni Ghmni .............. The
tolls for vehicles to be paid in
Lansdowne ...................
to the tolls for horses or
Pelican Island ................addition
other animals drawing such vehicles.
Fredeiekton .............. Polls
to be paid for eachtimeof crossing.
Clarence.......................... Coraki ..................... .. Persons
or travelling in vehicles
(For special rates for Graf- WToodbiirn ............... ...not toriding
charged toll as foot
be
ton Feri see below.)
Lismore .....................
passengers.
Bungawalbyn ...............Children
going to or coming from school
Nimboyda .....................
...will be exempt from toll.
Coldatream .................
Where the number of vehicles crossing
Shark's Creek
at one time exceeds two, half.rate
Williams ...... ................Bulladclah ...............
....only to be charged.
Paterson ......................... Paterson .................. ..
For every foot passenger, except children going to or coming from school .
every terse, mare, gelding, ass, or
mule,
or not drawing ...
Morpeth ......................... Hinton ...................... ...,, everydrawing
gig, buggy, waggon, dray, or
Morpeth .................. ...other vehicle...
...
...
...
Largs ..................... ..
every ox or head of neat cattle,
Lower Hunter ................ Seaham ......................1 "drawing
or not drawing ...
...
Nelson's Plains............ ...,, every sheep,
lamb, pig, or goat ...
Hexham .................... One
charge to include passing and
Raymond Terrace
repassing once a day.
Persons riding or travelling in vehicles
not to be charged toll as foot
passengers.
I For every foot passenger, excepting
children going to or coming from
school... ...
...
,..
...
every horse, mare, gelding, ass,
mule, ox, or head of neat cattle,
drawing or not drawing, not exceeding twenty in number
...
...
every horse, mare, gelding, ass,
Clarence ......................... Grafton ..................... ....'mule, ox, or head of neat cattle,
drawing or not drawing, if more than
(For rates of all other
twenty in number ...
...
...
Ferries in this Electorate
,, every sheep, lamb, pig, or goat, not
see above.)
exceeding twenty in number
every sheep, lamb, pig, or goat,...if
more than twenty in number
...
every waggon, dray, or otllervehi?lo
I drawn by one horse ... ... ...
goods, per cwt.....,.. ...

[3d.]
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

WATER SUPPLY AND SEWERAGE FOR SYDNEY AND SUBURBS.
(MESSAGE No. 20.)

Ordered by the Legislative Aseemb 71/ to be printed, 25 February, 1890.

AUGUSTUS LOFTUS,
Governor.

Message No. 20.

In accordance with the 54th section of the Constitution Act, the Governor recommends for the
consideration of the Legislative Assembly the expediency of making provision to meet the requisite expenses
in connection with a Bill to provide for the Water Supply and Sewerage of the City of Sydney and its
Suburbs.
Government House,
Sqdneq, 26 February, 1880.

3d.1
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LEGJSL&TIVE ASSEMBLY.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

WATER SUPPLY AND SEWERAGE FOR TOWNS.
(MESSAGE No. 21.)

-

Ordered by the Leqislative Assembly to be printed, 25 February, 1880.

AUGUSTUS LOFTUS,

Message No. 21.

Governor.
In accordance with the 54th section of the Constitution Act, the Governor recommends for the
consideration of the Legislative Assembly the expediency of ;uak.iug provision to meet the requisite expenses
in connection with a Bill to establish a system of Water Supply and Sewerage for certain Towns.
Government House,
Sydiwy, 25 February, 1880.

[3d.]
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
NEW SOUTU WALES.

WATER SUPPLY, DENILIQU1IN.
(PETITION FROM TEE MAYOR AND ALDERMEN OF TEE MUNICIPAL COUNCIL OF DENILIQUIN.)

Received by the Legislative Assembly, 11. May, 1880.

To the Honorable the Speaker and Members of the Legislative Assembly of the Colony of New South
Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The Petition of the Municipal Council of Deniliquin, in the Colony of New South Wales,—
RESPECTPULLT SuowErli
That the Town of Deniliquin contains a population of upwards of 3,000 souls, or thereabouts.
That no suitable provision whatever has as yet been made for supplying the residents with water,
and as a consequence their health and the prosperity of the town is seriously affected.
That the wells sunk in the town for the most part produce salt or brackish water unfit for
domestic purposes, and the residents are compelled to buy water for household use at an average cost of
2/6 per cask.
That the Town of Deniliquin is one of rapidly increasing importance, and the want of an
adequate water supply is becoming daily more severely felt,
That in order to show the importance of the town, your Petitioners would respectfully remind
your Honorable House that it is the chief centre of population in the Electoral District of The Murray,
and that during the last five years no less an area than one million two hundred and sixty-four thousand
acres of land have been sold by the Government through the local lands offico either by auction or
conditional purchase, besides large areas alienated under the 2nd and 31st sections of" The Lands Act
Anieudment Act of 1875."
That the amount of money derived from the sale of such land during the period mentioned,
with rents on leases, intcrest on conditional purchases, &c., is upwards of one million two hundred and
twenty-five thousand pounds (91,225,000), as a reference to the Lands Office returns will show, and in
addition to this a very large and increasing annual revenue is derived by the Government from other sources.
That a very small sum is expended annually on public works in the district—an amount out of
all proportion to the revenue derived.
That some 12 months ago Mr. J. W. James (civil engineer) was employed by the Government
to advise upon the best means of supplying the town with water and the disposal of sewage, and a very
exhaustive report from actual survey was sent in, which the estimate for the work is set down at a cost
(in rough figures), of £26,000.
That since the report was furnished nothing has been done in furtherance of the matter, and
the inhabitants continue to be severely taxed in being compelled to supply themselves with this necessary
of life in the primitive and costly manner mentioned, the revenue of the Municipal Council being barely
sullicient to carry on the necessary public works in the town, and quite inadequate to provide any proper
means of supply.
Your Petitioners would also respectfully point out that, owing to the small annual rainfall
and the severe heat experienced during the greater part of the year, a very abundant supply of pure water
to the town is an absolute sanitary necessity; and your Petitioners, being fully alive to the importance and
nrgency of the matter, desire to approach your Honorable House with this Petition in the confident hope
that the great want will be met without delay.
Your Petitioners therefore on behalf of the residents of the Town of Deniliquin pray that the
matter will receive your favourable consideration, and that immediate steps will be taken to have the works
recommended by Mr. James carried out, or such like measures effected for water supply and drainage of
the town as to your Honorable House may seem meet.
And your Petitioners will ever pray, &c.
[Here follow 6 eignaturea.]

[3d.]
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LEGISJAATIYB ASSEMBLY.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

A
1'

SEWAGE OF SYDNEY AND SUBURBS.
(PARTICULARS OR)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 18 November, 1879.

Mu. LucAs to ath THE SEcREThEY FOR Prnmre WORKS,—
At what height above high-water is the city sewage to be discharged into the sea near Ben
Buckley's Point?
At what height above high-water will proposed sewers drain each of the following places, viz,:—
Glebe, Parthmatta.street, Prince, Gloucester, Oumberland, York, George, Pitt, Castlereagh, Elizabeth,
Philip, and Macquarie Streets; also Hyde Park, Woolloomooloo, and Darlinghurst?
'What will be the length of the proposed sewers from the outlet to the places abovementioned?
Is it intended that the whole of the silt and other matter collected by the new sewers shall be
discharged at the outlet, or will silt-pits be constructed to catch the most solid and heavy matter ; if
the latter, how many are to be constructed, and in what localities?
how is it proposed to deal with the sewage of the cityand suburbs below the action of the
proposed new sewers?
The Sewage Board proposed 10 feet—Mr. Clark reduced this to 8 feet.
The heights proposed on sections of Sewage and Health Board are shown in Return now laid on
Table. Working surveys are in progress to determine in detail the exact heights. Every effort will
be made to connect at as low a level as possible.
(8.) The distances from Sewage Board sections are also shown in Return laid on Table.
A great portion of the silt will be intercepted by the present silt-pits in storms some of it will
run into the harbour—the remainder will be discharged by the intercepting sewers. More silt-pits
will be provided if required, but it is atpresent impossible to state where they will be constructed.
The 55 and 56 paragraphs of the Final Report of Sewage and Health Board deals with this
question. All portions of the city below the 25-feet contour will be allowed to discharge into the
harbour, and if ever it is necessary can be pumped; but as the low-lying portion is chiefly used for
purposes of trade stores and wharves, except at 'Woolloomooloo Bay and southern parts of Darling
Harbour, the sewage will be insignificant and inoffensive, but if it does become necessaryits discharge
is provided for in intercepting sewer.
The Southern Division of the City
Is it intended to take the sewage from above 1,000 acres of the southern portion of the city to
the head of Shea's Creek for filtration?
Is it intended to purchase 100 acres of the 'Waterloo Estate, into which the more solid portion
of sewage is to be dug, when the effluent water has passed into Shea's Creek?
What will be the approximate quantity of solid matter, also the quantity of fluids, which it is
expected will be run on to the proposed receptacle of the sewage, of the southern portion of the city?
(I.) it is intended to take the sewage for the present to head of Shea's Creek, for reasons stated in
15th paragraph, Second Report, Sewage and Health Board.
(2,) Yes, as a temporary measure pending extension to land at Webb's Grant, and ultimate extension
seaward as the requirements of the district demand.
(3.) It is impossible to state approximate quality of solid matter, which will vary with weather and
local circumstances, but the area proposed to be taken has been found Thr more than sufficient to
purify such amouut of sewage in England.
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HErOIITS and Ditkces of Sewers according to Sewage and Health Board's Surreys.
Above H. -W. From outlet.

Hcightg

1,

5

Mites. chain,
Globe............ ........................................................................................... feet"
540
ParramattaRoad ........................................................................................ 36-001
6 40
Prince-street .............................................................................................. 3600
32-66
5 40
Gloumster-stmet ..........................................................................................
44)
5
Cumberland-street .........................................................................................
5'4O1
,
York-street ................................................................................................. 32-66
3200
.5 15
George-street ............ .................................................................. ................ 3000
Pitt-street .................................................................................................
•
6 1 -•
Oastlereagh-street .........................................................................................2950
28-36
4 75
Elizabeth-street, North .................................................................................. 3078
6 20
..
Do.
South ........................................................ ........................- 25-00
14 60
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Phili p-street
3100
5 28
Mecquarie-etroet-- .......................................................................................
•46 28
flydePark ...................................-.......... --- ... -.......... ------------------------------------31-32
23-78
4
Woolloornooloo--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------219
4 15
Do..................... . ............... . .....................................................21-50
2
4
•
Darlinghurst......... -.....................----... --- ............... --- ............. ---- ................-21-50
4 2
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Sydney: Thomas RIehsn]s Government Psintcr.-1819.
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1879—SO.
LEGJSLKTIVE ASSEMBLY.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

DEO]JORIZATION OF SEWAGE MATTER.
(C0RRSP0NDENCE.)

-

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 22 June, 1880.

'7

RETURN to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New
South Wales, dated 11th June, 1880, That there be laid upon the Table of this
House
"Copies of all papers, documents, and reports of any Board or Boards
"relative to the deodorization of human excreta and other offensive matter
"winch have been submitted for the consideration of the Government by
"any person or persons whatever."
(31i'. FarnelL)

SCHEDULE,
NO.

rAGE.

Mr. J. L. Nicholls to the Colonial Secretary. 11 February, 1850 ...................................... . ........................ 2
the Principal Under Secretary to Professor Smith, Professor Liversidge, and Mr. Charles Watt. 10 March, 1880 2
Professor Smith, Professor Liversidge, and Mr. Charles Watt to the Principal Under Secretary, with enclosures
and minutes thereon. 8 May, 1880.............................. ..................................................................... 2
The Principal Under Secretary to Mr. Nicholls. 15 May, 1890 .................................... . ............................. 4
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DEODORIZATION OF SEWAGE MATTER.
No. 1.
Mr. J. L. Nicholls to The Colonial Secretary.
Sydney, 11 February, 1880.
I beg leave to bring under your notice the discovery of a most effective deodorizer of night-soil
and other offensive matter.
This deodorizing agent is obtainable in superabundant quantities in the Colony, and can be applied
with great economy in regard to labour and cost.
Its faculty, whilst effectually removing the offensive odour, is to fix all the volatile salts in the soil,
and to preserve all its qualities as the most valuable of manures.
The discoverer of this invaluable agent (who acts with me in conjoined interests) is desirous of
submitting the discovery to the consideration of your Government, and is willing to comply with any
request made for its examination, or for testing the same by competent authority which the Government
may require for their satisfaction, having also due regard to the protection of the discoverer's rights and
I have, &c.,
interests therein.
JAMES LANDER NICHOLLS.
Sir,

No. 2.
The Principal Under Secretary to Professor Smith, Professor Liversidge, and
Mr. Charles Watt.
Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 19 March, 1880.
Gentlemen,
I am directed by the Colonial Secretary to request that you will have the goodness to jointly
examine the samples herewith forwarded to you, and furnish him with a report as to the properties of the
LJ,,der ,oparato product in question and the practical uses of the process by which it is produced, and its apphcation to the
cover, addressed
1 have, &c.,
question of sewerage.
to i'rofcor
Liversidge.
CRITCI{ETT WALKER.

No. 3.
Professor Smith, Professor Liversidge, and Mr. Charles Watt to The Principal
Under Secretary.
Sydney, S May, 1880.
We have the honor to forward herewith the results of the analyses of the three samples
submitted to us for examination, in accordance with your letter of March 19th.
All three samples were inodorous, dry, and portable. Estimating by the current market value
of the constituents useful for manurial purposes, Nos. 1 and 3 are worth about 35s. per ton and No. 2
about 38s. per ton.
But we have to point out that the above values, calculated upon the percentages of the useful
constituents present, i.e., the ammonia, piosphorie acid, potash, and organic matter, must be considerably
reduced on account of the large proportios t of useless matter through which the useful constituents are
diffused. In order to arrive at the fair market value of these "pondrettes" we have consulted Messrs.
Elliott Brothers., who have large experience in tile manufacture and sale of artificial manures, and they have
We are of opinion that manures containing these
kindly furnished us with the following memorandum
proportions (ride analyses) would only be saleable in very limited quantities, as they .would not bear any
expense of transport. We doubt whether, even in small quantities, 30s. per ton could be obtained for
them."
The commercial aspect of the question is further illustrated by the foil owing extract from a report
by the Town Clerk of Melbourne to the Central Board of Health there, on the subject of the disposal of
cesspit matter :—" The fact of the manure giving it return equal only to less than one-third of the expenses
of its collection and disposal proves the fallacy of the notion that a profit could be realized by its sole. If it
could be stored and treated by one of the patent processes, or kiln-dried, and by admixture with street
sweepings, as at Roehdale in England, made comparatively inodorous and tolerably portable, it might to
some extent be purchased for back cartage from market in market gardeners' carts, which now carry stable
manure; but in that ease the cost of manipulation would be added to that collection, and as the stuff
must be got rid of, and not allowed to accumulate at the depôt, the sales would always be forced, and the
1jnce be consequently kept down."
In order to obtain accurate information from the manufacturer of the samples we had an interview with Mr. Nicholls upon the suhjeet, and further requested him to supply us with details upon certain
matters. In reply we received a letter from him, which we append, from which it appears that Mr.
Nicholls has treated cesspit matter only, and that he has not yet applied his process to the liquid sewage
matter, and we are of opinion that the large quantity of water present in such sewage matter, and the
additional expense which its removal would entail, must necessarily misc the cost of treating it much greater
than the Gs. to Ss. per ton quoted by Mr. Nicholls.
We are not in a position to give an opinion, as requested by you, as to the "practical uses of the
process" by which the samples have been produced, since the manufacturer declines to make the details of
We have, &e.,
the process known to us at present.
J. SMITH.
A. LIVERSIDGE.
01145. WATT.
Sir,

Minutes by the Oolonial Secretary.
Inform Mr. Nicholls that this report is not of a character to justãfy
Submitted, 12/5/80.
Mr. Nicholls can reed the report—K P.
the Government in entertaining his proposal. —H.P., 14/5/80.
Mr. Nicholls has seen this report—OW., 15/5/80.

[Enclosure No. 1.]
Cssspsr MAnEB. SAMPLE No. 1. A (lark brown coloured powder; dry and inodorous.
Moisture driven off at 100° C...............................................................................655
Woodyfibre ...................................................................................................... 1500
Organic matter (by loss on ignition) .....................................................................2421
Sand...............................................................................................................4080
Inorganic substances soluble in hydrochloric acid ...................................................9.34
insoluble
,,
consisting chiefly of clay, traces of
410
sulphateof lime, &c. ....................................................................................
10000
COMPLETE ANALYSIS.
Moisture driven off at 100° C...............................................................................
655
Sand............................................................................................................... 4(330
Woodyfibre ............................................... .............. ................... .............. ...... 1500
Carbon in addition to that in the woody fibre ......................................................... 1579
Nitrogen other than as ammonia ...........................................................................
87
4010
Matter insoluble in hydrochloric acid .................................................................
56
Alumina.........................................................................................................
Ironsesquioxidc
...........................................................................................•82
2 41
Phosphoric acid ¼IP0.
/ .........................................................................................
167
Lime...............................................................................................................
.47
Magnesia .......................................................................................................
.35
Potash(K2 0) ...................................................................................................
.44
Soda(Na2 0) ...................................................................................................
27
Ammonia(NH3 ) ...............................................................................................
.44
Sulphuric Acid (SO ).........................................................................................
Undetermined constituents such as oxygen, hydrogen, chlorine, carbonic acid, mImic
acid, &e. (about 7. 5% of this consists of oxygen and hydrogen combined with the
9.45
1579% of carbon) .......................................................................................
100'OO
CESSPIT MATTER. SAMPLE No, 2. Same colour as No. 1, but in coarse pellets dry and inodorous.
Moisture driven off at 1000 C..............................................................................634
Woodyfibre .............................................................................. ....................... 1800
Organic matter (by loss on ignition) .....................................................................2561
Sand..............................................................................................................3520
Inorganic substances soluble in hydrochloric acid ..................................................067
consisting chiefly of clay, sulphate of lime, &e.
518
insoluble
,,
10000
Corpnr.rn ANALYSIS.
Moisture driven off at 1000 C..............................................................................
634
Sand...............................................................................................................3520
Woodyfibre ....... ..................................... ......................................................... 1800
Carbon in addition to that in woody fibre ............................................................... 14 34
Nitrogen other than as ammonia .......................................... ................................
.99
518
Matter insoluble in hydrochloric acid ..................................................................
62
Alumina.........................................................................................................
Iron sesquioxide ..........................................................................................
.
107
267
Phosphoric acid (25
Lime...............................................................................................................
1•50
Magnesia.........................................................................................................
66
.34
Potash(El 0) ...................................................................................................
.45
Soda(Na, 0) ..................................................................................................
Ammonia(NH3) ...............................................................................................25
.44
Sulphuric Acid (SOa) .......................................................................................
Undetermined constituents such as oxygen, hydrogen, chlorine, carbonic acid, silicic
acid (about 10% of this consists of oxygen and hydrogen combined with the 1434%
ofcarbon) ....................... ................................. .......................................... 1195
10000
Ciissrzr MADrER, SAMPLE No. 3. Of almost the same colour as Nos. I and 2, but pressed into the form of a
brick dry; and inodorous.
Moisture driven off at 1000 C...............................................................................1313
Woodyfibre ...................................................................................................1500
Organic matter (by loss on ignition) in addition to woody fibre .................................2431
Sand...............................................................................................................3870
Inorganic substances soluble in hydrochloric acid ...................................................7 q2
insoluble
,,
consisting chiefly of clay, sulphate of
174
lime, &o. ................................ ........................................... .......................
L[P21O]
CoMPLEI

36
4
COMPLETE ANALYSIS.
Moisture driven off at 100° C...............................................................................

Sand...............................................................................................................
Woodyfibre ...................................................................................................
Carbon in addition to that in the woody fibre .........................................................
Nitrogenother than as ammonia ........................................................................
Matter insoluble in hydrochloric acid .................................................................
Alumina .........................................................................................................
Iron sesquioxide ............................... ..................... ........ .. ... . .... . .... . ....... . ..... .
Phosphoric acid (4 ..........................................................................................
Lime..............................................................................................................
Magnesia.........................................................................................................
Potash(1(3 0) ........... ........................................................................................
Soda(Na2 0) ...................................................................................................
Ammonia (Nil,) .............................................................................................
SulphuricAcid (SO3 ) ......................................................................................
Undetermined constituents such as oxygen, hydrogen, chlorine, carbonic acid, silicic
acid (about 95% of this consists of oxygen and hydrogen combined with the above
1363% of carbon) ......................................................................................

1313
1500
1353

107

.sa

174
26

'75

P41

.53
2S

.37

1073
1000°

The specific gravity of the brick was found by calculation to be 108.

[Enclosure .1V2,. 2.]
Mr. J. L. Nicholls to Professor Smith, Professor Liversidge, and Mr. Charles Watt.
Gentlemen,
79, Castlereagh-street, Sydney, 30 March, 1880.
1. Having been informed by the Honorable the Colonial Secretary of your appointment to
examine and report upon certain samples of deodorized excrement or night-soil submitted by me to the
consideration of the Government, accompanying my letter dated 11th February last,I have the honor, at your expressed desire in my interview with you hereon, further, and in
addition to the propositions already submitted to the Government, to state that the three several samples
delivered by me in the form of fine powder, small broken pieces, and a compressed solid mass in brick-shape,
respectively, and placed in your hands for examination, are the products of the ordinary contents discharged
from the Sydney cesspits, which contains the usual sand and gravel and matter other than human exereta,
but which is not used in this process of deodorization. The matter thus operated upon was immediately
deodorized upon application of the agents employed.
The cost of deodorization will not exceed 3s. per ton, and the cost of labour and mechanical
appliance to prepare and bring the same into the marketable shape presented to the Board will be about
35. more, that is Os. in all.
The deodorizing agents exist in the Colony in inex],austible quantities, and will in bulk form
about 4 or 5 per cent, in the manure produced. This manufactured product can be transmitted to Any part
of the world with or without package with all its volatile salts fixed in it and free from any offensive odour
whatever.
The urinary fluids can be deodorized in like manner, and the ammonia and other salts therein
also fixed and rendered perfectly inodorous, or condensed for exportation, or may otherwise be applied as a
surface manure, and in dry weather of inestimable value.
The process is capable of illimitable extension. Its test application on a larger scale is proposed
by the Government on about 30 tons of cesspit matter, which I have consented to undertake ; and after
consulting with acompetent engineer in reference to the necessary works a lump sum of cost has been
submitted by me and approved by the Government.
It is proposed that the, output of the city cesspits for one night shall be delivered at some convenient locality and there immediately deodorized, the solids with fluid separated, made ready for delivery
on the following morning in condition as per sample now in your charge.
S. In like manner I shall be prepared to treat any quantity of ordinary sewage matter, separating
the solids from the fluids, and rendering them in sinular condition as stated in regard to the city cesspits.
I have, &c.,
JAMES LANDER NICHOLLS.

No.4.
The Principal Under Secretary to Mr. J. L. Nicholls.
Sir,

Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 15 May, 1880.
Referring to the samples of deodorized excrement or night-soil submitted by you for the consideration of the Government, I am directed by the Colonial Secretary to inform you that the report furnished
by the Board to whom the samples were referred is not of a character to justify the Government in
entertaining your proposal regarding the product in question.
I have, &c.,
CRITCIIEfl WALKER.

Sydney: Thcrnas Richards, Government Printer.-18SO.
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1\[U'NICIPAL COUNCIL OF SYTJINEY.
(ABSTRACT OF ACCOUNTS FOR 1879.)
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ABSTRACT of RECEIPTS and DISBURSEMENTS of the MUNICIPa COUNCIIJ of SyDNEY
for the year 1879.
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ABSTRACT of the BECEIPTS and DISBURSEMENTS of the MUNICIPAL COUNCIL of the CITY OF SYDNEY, on account of the CITY FUND, for the year ending 31st December, 1879
Incorporated by Act of the Colonial Legislature, 20 Fictoria No. 26.
DISBURSEMENTS.

RECEIPTS.
nvj,Nux.

TOTAL AMOUNT.

£ s.d £ s.d
City Rater—raised by Assessment under the authority of the Act of
Council, 17 Victorise No. 33 ... ............................................ . 43,901 15 6
Watering Street Bate—raised by Assessment under the authority of
the Act of Council, 18 Victoria No. 30 ...................................4,706 5 2
Fees and Fines under the Building, Police Act, By-laws, &c. ............ ..2,613 17 0
Rents and dues from George-sireet Markets . ..................................8,231 11 0
J3ejmore Markets ......................................... ..
912 4 8
Eastern Markets ............................................923 1.9 9
Rent of Public Paths .................................................................749 ii 8
City Wharves ..................................................................1,719 5 10
Randwiek Road ................... -........................................ --625 0 0
Repayment for Paving ..............................................................238 14 0
Cleansing Earth Closets .... ....................................................... ..
547 2 0
Rent of City Property ..............................................................450 10 0
Repayment of Works .................................................................81 11 7
Prooeeds, Sale of Stores..............................................................117 7 4
Stroat Sweepings ........................................................21 6 8
Citizens' List .................. ............................................
49 19 0
Sale Yard Dues .......................................................................186 2 10
Removal of.ltubbish ............................................. -................. --.46 2 4
TarPaving .............................................................................379 12 6
Parliamentary Grant .................................................................25,000 0 0
Interest and Premium ..............................................................1,022 6 1
Rent of Exhibitiou Building ........................................................703 10 0
Forfeited Deposit ...................................................................10 0 0
Government Endpwment ...........................................................10,000 0 0
108,237 15 5
Balance due by Union Bank, 31st December, 1878 ........................ ..16,263 18 0
Balance due by Union Bank, 31st December, 1879 ........... ........... ....577 19 8
15,685 18 4

9 123,923 13

City Treasurer's Office,
Sydney, 24th January, 1880.

.

9

SAaARIE5.

CoN,isoxsesrs.

TOTAL AMOUNT.

£ s.d £ s.d
..
Office of Mayor ..........................................................800
0 0
Town Clerk .................................................... 1,050 0 0
Surveyor .......................................................3,830 13 8
Treasurer .......................................................1,400 0 0
Solicitor ...... .. ...................................................
350 0 0
Offleekeeper and Messenger ...............................857 1 8
Health Officer ..................................................400 0 0
Inspector of Nuisances .........................................825 0 0
Clerk of Markets ...............................................250 0 0
MrseJZnT,Ai1E0Us.
Expenses of City Markets ............ ............................................. ......... ..21,790 0 0
City Improvements—Wages .................................................................45,552 12 10
Metal .................................................................13,251 11 7
Street Works ........................................................8,507 7 ii
Printing ............................................................................................45512 3
Stationery .........................................................................................529 18 8
Advertising ......................................................................................219 7 7
Election Expenses .............................................................................87 9 0
Copying Notices ................................................................................82 8 1
Cab hire, postages, &c ............................................................................276 4 6
121 11 .0
Office Furniture, Fuel, &e. ............ ............................................... ... ....
Collecting Citizens' Lists .......................................................................133 0 0
..40 5 0
Regulating Clocks .............................................................................
Bunnerong Road Trnstees ....................................................................77 5 9
Town Hall Building .............................................................................16,112 16 10
Lighting City with Gas .......................................................................7,862 10 2
Public Baths ......................................................................................2,035 15 0
.7 2
Law Expenses ..................................................................................29
927 11• 0
City Architect's Commission ................................................................
700 0 0
.....
Gratuity ....................................................................................
Assossmeat ... ........................................................... . .......................1,820 0 0
Interest Expenses ................................................................................6,519 14 0
Discount and Charges .........................................................................348 10 0
Prince Alfred Park .............................................................................6,456 14 8
Report on Corporation Accounts ...........................................................200 0 0
BemovingObstruction ..........................................................................50 0 0
47 10 0
Sale Yard Expenses ............................... ..............................................
36 15 0
Purchase of Disinfeotants, ho. ..............................................................

9262 15 4

113,660 18 5
-13 123,923 13 9

EDW, LORD,
. City Treasurer.

kE
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ASSTRAOP of the RECEIPTS and DISBURSEMENTS of the MUNICIPAL COUNCIL of the CITY OF SYDNEY, on account of the WATER FUND, for the year ending 31st December, 1879.
Incorporated by Acts of the Colonial Legislature, 17 Victoria .iVo. 35, and 20 Victoria No. 36.
DISBURSEMENTS.

RECEIPTS.

From Water laid on to Houses ................................................
Rentof fountains .........................................................
Premium and interest .....................................................
Repayment of Works and Sale of Store.,.............................
Rents..........................................................................
Plumbers' Licenses .......................................................
Suburban Hydrants .....................................................
Srnout MATTER.
Balance duo b Union Bank, 31st December, 1878
Balance due by Union Bank, 31st December, 1879

SALARSE5.
£ s.d
Salaries of Officers generally ............................................1,625 0 0

TOTAL AMOD,r.

RF.VZNOE.

£

s.d.
55,427 15 6
5112 0
666 15 5
860 3 11
35 14 0
94 10 0
13 16 5
14,383 1 11
2,497 17 0

£

s.d.

TOTAL AMOUNr.

00NTINOE7CIIL

£

£

s.d.
1,625 0 0

s.d

MrSCELnANE0US.
General Works—Wages ...................................................................... 15,294 3 6
Castings and pipes ....................................................... 17,692 3 6
Tools and ropairs.......................................................... 5,686 1 4
Reservoirs ................................................................... 5,122 6 8
Botany Works—Wages ...................................................................... 7,847 11 10
Coal ........ ............................ ................................... 5,836 5 0
Machinery.................................................................. 1,0!9 16 6
Interest expenses ..... . ..........................................................................8,165 6 4
Allowance to Auditors .........................................................................50 0 0
ltates—Paddington ............................................................................61 17 6
675 0 0
Discount and charges.............................................................................
_______ 67,470 12 2
U 69,095 12 2

57,210 7 3

.

11,885 4 11

9 69,005 12 2

--.

City Treasurer's Office,
Sydney, 24th January, 1880.
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EDW. LORD,
City Treasurer.

ABSTRACT of the RECEIPTS and DISBURSEMENTS of the MUNICIPAL COUNCIL of the CITY OF SYDNEY on account of the SEWERAGE FUND, for the year emling 31st December, 1879.
Incorporated by Act., of the Colonial Legislature, 17 Victoria No. 34, and 20 Victoria No. 36.
RECEIPTS.

II

Rrvs&us.

TOTAL

£
£
.

S. d
Miscellaneous receipts .............................................................6 5 6
667 7 3
Premium and intores. ......................................... ................. ....

AMOuNT.
5.

d.

672 12 9

SPEOIAL MATTER.
Proceeds of sale of Debentures.........................................................................32,000 0 0
32,67212 9

t TOrAL

CoflwOENc1ES.

I

City Treasurer's
Sydney, 24th January, 1880.

DISBURSEMENTS.

Mrsonr,ssnous.
General works, wages, he.......... ................................
Interest expenses ..................................................
Discount and charges...............................................

£ a. d.
1,924 4 4
16,762 11 3
2,153 14 11

SpEcrAt MATtER.
Balance due to Union Bank, 31st December, 1878 ........
Balance due to Union Bank, 31st December, 1879 .......

57,011 4 3
45,179 2 2

AxouNt.

£ S.

d.

20,840 10 6
11,882 2 3

£ 32,672 12 9
EDW. LORD,
City Treasurer.

CO

ABSTRACT of the RECEIPTS and DJSBURSEMENTS of the MUNICIPAL COUNCIL of the CITY OF SYDNEY, on
account of the SYDNEY COMMON, for the year ending 31st December, 1879.
RECEIPTS.

DISBURSEMINTS.
1

£

£

s.d
s.d
Rent, agist.ment, impoundinga .... .......
194 3 5
Balance due to Union Bank, Slat
Dâcember, 1879 .................. ..27,355 18 4
Balance due to Union Bank, 31st
December, 1878 ....................24,660 3 8
—2,695 14 8

.

£

s.d.
Interest, expenses ........................................ 2,889 18 1

-

£

£2,889 18 1
City Treasurer's Office,
Sydney, 24th January, 1880.

fr

2,88918 1

EDW. LORD,
City Treasurer.

ABSTRACT of the RECEIPTS and DISBURSEMENTS of the MUNICIPAL COUNCIL of the CITY OF SYDNEY,
on account of PRINCE ALFRED PARK, for the year ending 31st December, 1879.
RECEIPTS.

DISBURSEMENTS.

£

s.d.
Rent of Exhibition Building .............................1,122 1 0
City Fund, amount paid to Union Bank ..............6,466 14 3

£

£

s.d.
Interest, expenses .......................1,051 15 6
Insurance ...............................35 0 0

s.d.

- 1,08615

Balance due to Union Bank, 31st
December, 1878..................................

6

6,492 0 2

£.7,57815 8

£7,578 15 8
City Treasurer's Office,
Sydney, 24th January, 1880.

EDW. LORD,
City Treasurer.

LIABILITIES of the MUNICIPAL COUNCIL of the CITY OF SYDNEY, 31st December, 1879.
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£

C= Fnw Acooun
a. ci.
Debenturesoutstanding ................................................ ... ....................................112,000 0 0
Less due by the Union Bank .................................................................................
577 19 8
WATER Fcn A000vn.
Debentures outstanding ........................................................................................is€,000 0 0
Lessdue by the Union Bank ...................................................................................2,497 17 0
SEWEnAGE Fuim Acoour.

Debentures outstanding ......... ................................................................................232,000 0 0
Balance due to Union Bank ...................................................................................45,179 2 2
Snnr Conrox A000un.

Debentures outstanding ........................................................................................
Balance due to Union Bank ..................................................................................

£

a. ci.

111,422 0 4

123,502 3 0

277,179 2 2

10,000 0 0
27,355 18 4
37,355 18 4
559459 3 10

SxNxua Fuyr,—Amount to credit at the Union Bank.................................... .................
City Treasurer's Office,
Sydney, 24th January, 1880.

[3d.]

£

19,292 0 11

EDW. LORD,
City Treasurer.

Sydney: Thomas Richards, Government l'rinter.-1880.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

CITY OF SYDNEY IMPROVEMENT ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
(MESSAGE No. 55.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 23 ..lSe, 1890.

AUGUSTUS LOFTUS,

Message No. 56.

Governor.
In accordance with the provisions contained in the 54th section of the Constitution Act, the
Governor recommends for the consideration of the Legislative Assembly the expediency of making
provision to meet the requisite expenses in connection with a Bill to amend the City of Sydney
Improvement Act.
Government House,
Syàey, 23 June, 1880.

[3d.]
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LEGiSLATIVE AssELy.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

MUNICIPALITIES SPECIAL ENDOWMENT BILL.
(MESSAGE No. 60.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 1 Judy, 1880.

AUGUSTUS LOFTUS,

Message No. 60.

(]overnor.
In accordance with the 54th section of the Constitution Act, the Governor recommends for the
consideration of the Legislative Assembly the expediency of making provision for the rcquisite expenditure
in connection with a Bill to grant to the Municipalities of the Colony, other than the Municipal Council of
Sydney, a special endowment extending over twelve calendar months.

Covernrnent House,
Sydney, 1 July, 1880.

0

Cu.]
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1879-80.

NEW SOTJTR WALES.

MUNICIPALITIES.
BOROUGH OF ASRFIELD—SUPPLEMENTARY BY—LAW.

uøenteb to joarliament, purøuant to ct 31 }Jict.

flo. 12, %ct. 158.

Colonial Secretary's Office,
Sydney, 28th July, 1679.
BOROUGH OF ASHFLELD.
Suprx.nENpny By-i.aw.
THE following Supplementary By-law relating to Sewerage, made by the Council of the Borough of Ashfield, hating been
confirmed by His Excellency the Lieutenant-Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, is published in accordance with
the requirements of the Municipalities Act of 1867.
HENRY PARKES.

8nPLEMENTARY By-law, made by the Council of the Borough of Ashfield, tinder the provisions of the Municipalities Act of 1867.
Disposal of

Sewage.

The Council shall have power from time to time to enforce the adoption or alteration of any system, which to them may
appear necessary, for the better regulation, disposal, or treatment of night-soil, sewerage, or other drainage, and may suspend the
use or further extension of any system which may seem detrimental to public health.

Made and passed by the Council of the Borough of Ashfield, this nineteenth day of May, 1879.
(LB.)

W. R. Mum, Council Clerk.

[3d.)

45—

DANL ROLBOROW,
Mayor.
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

MUNICIPALITIES.
(BOROUGH OF GULUONG—PEBE LIBRARY BY-IaA.WS)

reøtn±cb to 1parlialumt, purzaant to ,34 St Thr. go. 12, otic. 158.

Department of Justice and Public Instruction,
Sydney, 2nd August, 1879.
BOROUGH OF GULGONG,
Tar following Bylaws, made by the Council of the Borough of Gulgong, for the regulation of the Gulgong Free Library, having
been confirmed by His Excellency the Lieutenant-Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, are published in accordance
with the requirements of the Municipalities' Act of 1867.
F. B. SEnOR.

Br-LAWS ron REGULATING TRE GULQ0NG FREE Puanro
LIBRARY.
The Library and..Roading-room shall be open every
Monday, Tuesday, and Friday from? to 10pm.; on Saturdays
from 2 to 6 p-rn., and from 7 to 10p.m.; and on Wednesday
mornings from 10 to 12 am.
Every person who shall enter the Library or Reading.
room shall immediately on entering the same write his or her
name and address in a book to be kept for such purpose at such
Library or Reading-room, and to be called the "Visitors'
Book," and if such person shall be unable to write, then such
name and address may be written by any other person or shall
be so written by the proper officer of the Council, at such
Library or Reading-room, at the request of such person ; and
no person who shall refuse to comply with this regulation shall
be permitted to remain in such Library or Reading-room and
it shall be the duty of the officer of such Library or Readingroom to enforce this by-law.
Any person who, being intoxicated, shall enter such Library
or Reading-room, shall be at once removed from the premises.
Any person who shall use therein any abusive, improper, or
unbecoming language, or who shall, by unnecessarily loud
talking, or by any noise, or otherwise, disturb or annoy the
persons using or resorting to such Library or Reading-room, or
who shall without lawful excuse, but without felonious intent,
remove any property from such Library or Reading-room, shall
forfeit and pay any sum not less than t.en shillings, nor more
than ten pounds and any such person may be forthwith removed by any officer of the Council in charge of such Library
and Reading-room.
Any society or class for mutual improvement or instruction, or for study, or experiments, may, with the consent of the
Council, be fonned in connection with, or may hold its meetings,
or carry on its studies or experiments at the said Library or

[3d.]

SO—

Reading-room, provided that the general free access to and use
of the said Library or Reading-room by persons who are not
members of such society or class be not thereby interfered
with: Provided, however, that no rule made by the members of
any such society or class for the management of the same shall
oonflict in any way with these Regulations made by the said
Council hereinunder.
Any person who shall wilfully damage any "Visitor's
Book," Catalogue, copy of Regulations, or other book or record
kept at the Library or Beading-room for the general uses
thereof, shall for every such offence forfeit and pay any sum
not less than ten shillings, or more than tea pounds.
G. It shall be the duty of the Librarian to report at every
meeting of the Library- Committee any infraction of the rules,
or any injury to the books.
1. A copy of these By-laws shall be suspended in the Libraryroom for the information of visitors.
Any ratepayer may propose books for addition to the
Library on entering the titles, price, and other particulars in a
book to be kept for that purpose.
The Library shall be closed annually from the 15th to SOt].
November inclusive.
Reading-room Regulations.
Newspapers shall not be detained more than a quarter of
an hour, or periodicals more than half an hour, if required by
another visitor, be having intimated his wish to the person
rending the same.
These By-laws were confirmed at a special meeting of the
Council of the Municipality of Gulgong, held 4th
Juue, 1879.
(Ls) WILLIAM SELFF,
W. Al. HOPPER,
Mayor.
Council Clerk.
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NEW SOUTh WALES.

MUNICIPATiTTIES.
(BOROUGH OF SHBLLHARBOUR—BY-LAWS OF THE ALBION FAUX FREE LIBRARY.)

jtt%tnttb to 3adiammt, put%Uflnt to *t 31 Pit, ftc. 12, on. 158.

Department of Justice and Public Instruction,
Sydney, 21st January, 1880,
BOROUGH OF SHELLIIARBOUR
TEn following By-laws made by the Council of the Borough of Shdilbarbom' for the regulation of the Alhion Park Free Library'
having been confirmed by His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, are published in accordance
with the requirements of the Municipalities Act of 1867.
F. B.'SUflOR.
Br-LAWS

FOR

BEUULATIIIG TEE .&x.niox PARK FREE LrDBARY.

The Municipal Council of Shdllharbour shall appoint a Librarian, who shall make out and keep a catalogue of all the
books in the Library.
The Library shall be open to the public from the hour of 6 p.m. to 9 p.m. each day, excepting Saturday, on which day
it shall opened from the hour of 2 p.m. to 5 p.m., subject to the provisions of the 141st section of the Municipalities Act of
1867.be
3. Persons making use of the Library shall entor their names in a book to be kept for that purpose.
Any person damaging a book shall pay to the Librarian on behalf of the Municipal Council of Shellharbour the cost of
such damaged book.
The Library shall be kept in a room under the control of the Municipal Council of Shellharbour.
No person shall be admitted into the Library while in a state of intoxication.
Any person behaving in a disorderly manner while in the Library or on the premises, or damaging any property in such
Library or on the premises, shall for every such ofFence be liable to a fine of not less than (5s.) five shillings, and shall make
good and replace any such damaged property.
Made and passed by the Municipal Council of Sheliharbour, this 22nd day of November, 1879.
RICEflD HATA, Council Clerk.

[3d.]

266—

JOHN FRASER, Mayor.
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

MUNICIPALITIES.
(BOROUGH OP WOOLLAURA—AMENDED BY—LAWS.)

øteseuteb to 3jatliament, pursuant to Mt 31 Pitt. ja. 12, Ott, 158.

Colonial Secretary's Office,
Sydney, 12th January, 1880.
BOROUGH OF WOOLLARRA.
AMENDED BY-LAWS,
Tun following amended By-laws, made by the Council of the Borough of Woollahra, for regulating the proceedings of the
Council and the duties of the officers and servants thereof; for collection and enforcement of rates ; relating to roads and
streets and encroachments thereon; for suppressing nuisances and houses of ill-fame; for restraining noisome and offensive
trades; for providing for the health of the Municipality; for regulating sewerage and drainage ; for preventing and extinshing fires; for regulating public amusements; for regulating the supply of water; for regulating public jetties, &c., and
generally maintaining the good nile and government of the Municipality, having been confirmed by His Excellency
the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, are published in accordance with the requirements of the Manicpahties Act of 1907.

for

HENRY PAR.KES,
BY-LAWS OP THE BOROUGH OP WOOLLAUnA.
PART I.
By-laws repealed.
I. The By-laws of the said Council of the Borough of
Woollahra, dated the 8th day of December, 1868, and published
in the Government Gazette of the 2nd April, 1869, No. 78, are
hereby repealed.

Proceedingsofthgcoi,nc;l and Comn,iae s—Preset-ration of Osvkr
at Council Meetings—Duties of Officers ann! Servants, ct-c.
)lfeetings of the Council.
Ordinary Meetings,
2. The Council shall meet for the dispatch of business on
the second Tuesday in each month, at the hour of quarter to
eight pin., unless such day
s be a public holiday, in
hall
which ease the meeting shall be held on the day following.
Adjonrnnsent for want of quorum.
3. Whenever there shall be an adjournment of any meeting
for want of a quorum, the names of the members present shall
be taken down, and recorded in the minute-book.
Course of procedure,
4. The following shall be the course of procedure at such
meetings, Viz
1, The reading and eonfinnation of the minutes of the
proceedings of the previous meetings.
Questions and complaints.
Statement of accounts, showing the moneys received
and paid since last meeting, with the balance in the
Bank to the credit of the Municipality,
The presentation of reports and petitions.
223—A

The reading of correspondence.
0. Adjourned motions and motions of which notice has
been given.
7. Such other business as may lawfully be brought before
the Council.
Business at Special Meetings.

5. At special meetings of the Council the business shall be
taken in such an order as the Mayor, or in his absence, the
Aldermen at whose instance such special meeting shall have
been called, may direct.
Motion to to seconded.
G. No motion shall be discussed until it be seconded.
Motions to be in writing sini not withdraw,, without leave.
7. Every motion shall be in writing—shall be signed by the
mover, and no motion when seconded shall be withdrawn
without leave' of the Codncil.
Amenslments may benioved.
S. When a motion shall have been moved and seconded, any,
Alderman shall be at liberty to move an amendment tlsereon,
but no such assiendnient shall be discussed until it be
seconded.
Petitions.
The Council may at any meeting resolve, without previous notice, that any petition be received, and that the same,
or any correspondence read, be referred to a Committee for
report [or that the requests thcrein contained be granted].
Mayor to preserve order.
The Mayor shall preserve order, and may at anytime
call to order any Aldermen who may appear to him to be out
of order.
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Calls to order.
11'Any Alderman may at any time call the attention of
the Mayor to any Alderman being out of order, or to any
other point of order.

Constitution of Standing Committees.
The Committees of Works shall consist of the Aldermen
for their respective Wards. The Finance Committee shall
consist of three members.

Mayor's decision on points of order final.
Even' point of order shall be taken into consideration
immediately upbn its arising, and the decision of the Mayor
thereon shall be conclusive.

Committees of Works.
The Committees of Works shall have the general direction of all works ordered or sanctioned by the Council, -and
the general inspection of all streets, roads, ways, bridges,
public reserves, and other places under the care and manageinent of the Council in their respective Wards. They may
also report from time to time upon such improvements,
repairs, or other matters as they may think necessary.
Finance Committee.
The Finance Committee shall examine and cheek all
accounts, and shall watch generally over the collection and
expenditure of the Municipal revenues. They shall inquire
and report from time to time as to all matters which they
may consider to affcctthe finances of the Borough.

Mayor zilay tsLke part in proceedings.
The Mayor may take part in all the proceedings of the
Council or Committees thereof.
Questions Ilot by Mayor.
The Mayor shall put all questions, first in the all rina.
tive and then in the negative, and may do so as often as may
be necessary to enable him to determine the sense of the Council thereon, and thereupon be shall declare his decision, which
shall be final, unless a division be called for.
Mayor to decide as to pro-audience of Aldennen.
15, If two or more Aldermen rise to speak at the same time,
the Mayor shall decide which of them shall be entitled to prc.
audience.
No Alderman to speak twice on the mine question or amendment, except
in Committee.
No Alderman shall speak twice on the same question,
unless in Committee, or in explanation, where be shall have
been misrepresented or misunderstood Provided that an
Alderman, although having previously spoken, may slsca
once on every aendment,
and that the mover of every quesna
tion shall always have a riglat of final reply.
No Aldennan to snake personal reflections.
No Alderman shall digress from the matter under discussion, or make personal reflections on, or impute inotivesto,
any other Alderman.
No Aldennan to speak for nine thai, fifteen minutes.
lS. No Alderman shall speak upon any motion or amendment for a longer period than fifteen minutes, without the
consent of the Council.
Aldenuasi using offesisive expression to apologize.
When any member of the Council slaall make use of any
language or expression offensive, or capable of being implied
offensively, to any Alderman, the member so offending shall
be required to withdraw such language or expression, and to
make all apology satisfactory to the Conned or Committee
thereof.
Debate may be adjourned.
A debate may be adjourned to a later laour of the same
day or to another day.
AlcierlIlan adjourning debate entitled precedence on resuniptiosi.
The Alderman upon whose motion any debate shall be
adjourned shall be entitled to precedence on the resumption
of the debate.
Adjountmelits.
Any motion for adjournment, if seconded, shall be
ianmediately put without discussion; but if such motion be
netived; it shall not be competent for any Alderman to
ma e a similar motion until thirty minutes have elapsed
thereafter.
Any Alderman may divide Council.
It shall be eo]npetent for any Alderman to divide the
Council on any question, both in full Council and in Committee of the whole Council.
Divisions to be entered on minutes.
All divisions of the Council shall be entered on the
minutes of the proceedings.
Questions to be read when i-equirccl.
Any Alderman may require the question or matter
under discussion to be read for his information, and upon
such request the question or matter under discussion shall be
mad.
Suspensioli of By-laws.

Rules to be observed in Co,n,nittce.
The rules of the Council shall be ohson'cd in Cornlnittee, except the rule limiting the number of times of
speaking.
Reports of Committee to be signed.
Every report of a Committee shall be signed by the
Chairman thereof.
Protection

of Fallos and Records,

Member or officer of Council not to be surety.
23. In cases where surety is required by the Municipalities
Act, it shall not be colnpetcnt for the Council to accept as
surety any of their members, or any person holding office
under the Council.
Custody of records, seal, &c. The colnmon seal and all charters, deeds, muniments,
books, papers, and records of the Council shall be kept in the
Council Chambers oroflice of the Council in the custody of the
Council Clerk, unless the Council shall otherwise order for
any purpose ; and the conunon seal shall not be used, except
with the signature of the Mayor.
Records, Sic., not to be defaceml or altered—Nor removed.
Any person who shall deface, alter, or destroy, or
attempt to deface, alter, or destroy any such common seal,
charter, deed, munisneut, book, paper, or record shall on
conviction thereof forfeit and pay for the first offence a
penalty not exceeding fifty pounds nor less than five pounds,
and upon every subsequent conviction a penalty of not less
than twenty pounds.
Any person who shall remove or attempt to remove
(except for the purposes of evidence in any legal proceedings)
any such seal, charter, Iced, mnuniment, book, paper, or
record from the Council Chamber, without leave from the
Council or Mayor, shall on conviction thereof forfeit and pay
a penalty of not more than twenty pounds nor less than two
pounds, and for every subsequciat oflhnce a penalty of not less
than five pounds.
Expense of proposal works to be first ascortained—Aceouuts to be
examined by Finance committee,
No work except as hereinafter provided shall be under.
taken until the probable expense thereof shall have been
ascertained by the Council ; and all accounts to be paid by the
Council shall be examined by the Finance Committee before
any warrant shall be issued for the payment thereof.
Outlay in urgent cases.
In cases of emergency arising between meetings of the
Council, it shall be lawful for necessary works to be ordered
without vote of the Council, as under, viz. :—By the Mayor,
to the extent of twenty pounds. By the Chairman of any
Committee of Works, to the extent of ten pounds. By any
Alderman, to the extent of five pounds.
Levying Rates, i.e.

Standing and Special Committees.

Due dates for rates—Defaulters.
The rates and taxes levied by the Council shall be held
to be due and payable on such day or days as the Council
shall, by resolution, from time to time appoint. Every person
not paying Imis or her aates or taxes at the office of the
Council, or to the Council Clerk or other proper officer of the
Council, -maithin thirty days after any of the days so appoanted
for payment thereof, shall be deemed a defaulter: Provided
that due notice of such rate shall have been given in nmannemas required by the Municipalities Act of 1861.

Standing Committees.
There shall be a Committee of Works for each Ward,
and a Finance Committee. These Committees shall be reappointed every year at the first meeting of the Council
which shall be holden after the election of the Mayor.

Rates on damaged premises.
In the event of any premises being wholly or partially
destroyed by fire or other accident, the Council shall have
power to accept an equitable proportion of the assessed mates
of such premises for the remainder of any municipal year.

Any By.law relating to or affecting proceedingsat
meetings of tile Council may by resolution of the Council be
suspended ro tempo,'e in cases of emergency.
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Streets and public pl&es, &c.
New roads to be reported upon.
No new public road, street, way, park or other place
proposed to be dedicated to the public, shall be taken under
the charge and management of the Council until after such
road, street, wax, or park shall have been examined by a
Committee for Works and reported upon to the Council by
such Committee.
Plans of proposed new read, 5,-c., to be deposited.
\Vhieiiever any proprietor or proprietors of land within
the said Borough shall opeci any road, street, or way, or lay
out any park or other place for public use or recreation
through or upon such laud, and shall be desirous that the
Council shall undertake the care and management of such
road, street, way, park, or other place, he or they shall furmush the Co'uucil with a plan or plans, signed by himself or
theitiselves, showing clearly the position and extent of such
road, street, way, park, or other place as aforesaid. And he
or they shall execute any instroment dedicating such road,
street, way, park, or other place, as the Council may consider

necessary.
Roads and streets, and esseroac'lunents thereon, &c.
The Sun-eyor of the Borough, or other officer or person
duly authorized by the Council in that behalf, shall be the
proper officer for snaking out, and shall fix, mark, and lay out,
when and where necessary in the opinion of the Council or
Committees of Works, the levels of all public roads, streets,
lanes, and thoroughfares, and the carriage said foot ways
thereof, which now are or shall hereafter be under or subject
to the control, construction, care, or management of the
Council. And it shall be the d,sty of such surveyor or ollieer
to place posts at the corners or i,itersections of such streets,
roads, lanes, and thoroughfares wl,euever the same may be
deemed necessary or desirable by the Council, so as to give a
width of 42 feet for the carriage and 12 feet for the foot way
on each side, where the road, street, lane, or thoroughfare
shall be sixty-six feet wide, and in proportion, and in the li5eretioss of the Council, of any such road, street, lane, or
thoroughfare, or other public place of other width than 66
Provided that there shall be no change of level in any
feet
such, public road, street, lane, thoroughfare, or public place
until the same shall have been suh,snittcd to and adopted by
the Council as hereinafter provided.
Change of street levels.
\Vhsenever it may be el ccene,l necessary to alter the level
of any such public road, street, or way as aforesaid, the Coinmittce of Works shall cause a plan and section, showing the
proposed alterations, to be exhibited at the Council Chamber
for fourteen days, for the information and inspection of ratepayers, and shall notify, by advertisement in some newspaper
circulating in the Borough, that such plan is so open to inspection. At a subsequent meeting of the Council the said
plan and section shall, if adopted, be signed by the Mayor or
Chairman, and cousstersigssed by the Council Clerk.
Footways may be levelled, 5cc.
The Surveyor may cause all footways to be levelled,
and made as nearly as practicable of equal height and breadth
and with an equal slope and inclination ; and for this purpose
may remove any flagging, steps, or other matter, thing, or
obstruction that may injure or obstruct the said footway, or
render it unequal or inconvenient, and which now is or may
hereafter he erected or placed on the space marked out for any
of the said footways.
Temporary stoppage of traffic for repairs, &-e.
The Committees for Works, or any officer or person
actissg under the authority of such Committees, may at any
time cause the traffic of any street., lane, or thoroughfare, or
any portion thereof, to be stopped for the purpose of repairing the same or for any necessary purpose ; and any person
or persons offending against this By-law, either by travohing
on such street, lane, or thoroughfare, or by removing or destroying any obstruction that may be placed thereon for the
purpose of suspending the traffic, shall forfeit and pay a
penalty of any sum not exceeding five pounds for every such
offence.
No encroachment allowed 0's streets, &e.
\Vhmcnever assy road, street, lane, or thoroughfare has
been marked out in niansser herein provided, no house, shop,
fence, or other structure shall be allowed, except as hereinafter mentione,I, to project or encroach on any part thereof;
and it shall not be lawful for any person, unless for any temporary or other purpose permitted by the Council, to erect or
put up any building, erection, obstruction, fence, or enclosure,
or make any excavation or hole us,, under, or near such, road,
street, lane, or thoroughfare, unless due notice of the same
shall have been given to the Council of the Borough at least
one week before any such building, erection, obstruction,
fence, or enclosure, excavation or hole, as aforesaid, shall be
eomnl,,eneed to be erected or put up or made, and the assent
of the Council first obtained. Any person or persons offend-

ins against this By-law shall forfeit and pay for every such
ofience a suns not exceeding five pounds nor less than forty
shillings and on every successive conviction for a similar
offence, shall forfeit and pay a penalty of not less than five pounds.
Obstructing public patl,wayo.
43. If the owner or occupier of any premises situate on the
side of any street or road in this Borough shall permit any
tree, shrub, or plant, kept for ornament or otherwise, to overhang any footway, street or road, And on demand made by
the Council or their overseer or inspector shall not cut or
cause to be cut, lop or cause to be lopped, all such trees,
shrubs, or plants, the said Council and their sen-ants and
workmen may cut or eanse to be cut or lopped, all such overhanging trees, plants and shrubs, and to remove or hnrn any
portion of such trees, plants, or shrubs so cut or lopped without beimlg deensed a trespasser or trespassers and the Council
may recover the cost of Stich work from the owner of the
pl'emsliscs and in case any person ot persons shall resist or in
any ismanuer forcibly oppose the said Council or their sen-ants
or work,nen in carrying out this By-law, every person so
offending shall on conviction for every such offence forfeit
and pay any sum not exceeding ten pounds.
No balcony, &e., to project more than 18 inches.
49. It shall not be lawful for any awnissg, verandah, portico, balcony, coping, paravet, overhanging eaves, cornice,
windows, string-conuce, stm'ingcourse dm-essing, or other erection or cos,strnetion of any kind, to project more than
eighteen incises beyond the mdignsnent of any street, road, or
thoroughfare, except with the consent of the Council first
obtained, under a penalty not exceeding five pounds nor less
than one pound.
E,seroachs,uents snug be rem,l'n-cel 0s ,,otice.
30. The Surveyor or other officer of the Council may at any
time, on time order of the Council, give seven days notice in
writing direetismg the removal of any building, fence, signboard, obstruction, encroachment, or erection of any kind, in
and upon any resen-e, road, street, lane, footway, thoroughfare, or place tinder the charge of the Council, and such
notice shall be sen-ed either persomsally or at the usual or last
kison-ss place of ahode of the person to whom such ereetioss,
obstruction or encroachment belongs, or who has erected the
samne, or caused it to be erected I and shall state that in the
event of such notice not being complied with in ten days, the
work will be d one at the s'isle and expense of the person
served with such notice. Assrl in any case where, after service
of notice as aforesaid, the person served shall not comply
therewith, it shall Ise lawful for the Council to direct the
removal of the same under the superintendence of its officer,
and the cost thereof to be recovered from time person so served
as aforesaid; and the person neghectimsg to comply with such
notice shall, in addition to the cost of removal, be liable to a
penalty not exceeding twenty-five pounds nor less than one
pound and in ease of every successive offence, the penalty
on conviction shall not be less than five pounds.

Or may proceed by action.
Notwithstanding the above By-law the Council shall be
at liberty to proceed by action for trespass in respect of any
such excavation, ohstrimction, or encroachment.
To apply also to obstructions by digging, &e,
The provisions, remedies, and pessalties contained in
the last two By-laws shall apply in all eases of obstruction,
injuries, or encroachments by excavating under, digging, or
taking aM-ay any portion of any reserves, road, fence, street,
lane, footway, thoroughfare, or place witlmin the Borough or
under the charge of the Council.

Persons obstructing Overseer, &c
Any person who shall wilfully obstruct or interfere with
the Surveyor or other officer of the Council, or any person acting for or under him or them, in the exercisa of any of the
duties or pon'ers by these By-laws imposed, shall on conviction forfeit and pay a penalty of not less than two pounds
nor m ore than twenty pounds.

Offences, nuisonces—General good o,-drr of the Borough.
DamaØng public buIldings, jetties, Sic.
Any person who shall damage any public building, wall,
parapet, bridge, road, street, kerbissg, sewer, watercourse,
gutter, stone steps, footway, fence, posts, rails, wharf, jetty,
truck, rails, implement, or other property of the Municipality,
shall pay the cost of rcpairimmg the same and if the same be
wilfully dosse shall also forfeit and pay a penalty not exceeding
fifty pounds.
J,mjuring public foontai,ss, washing thereat, Si-c.
Any person who shall wilfully injure any public fountain, well, pump, cock, tap, jet, or water pipe, or any part
thereof, shall pay the cost of repairing the same; and if the
imsjmmry he wilfully done, or pollute the water thereof, shsall
forfeit a sum not exceeding twenty pounds nor less than one
pound; and any person who shsnll have in his possession any
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private key for the purpose of opening any cook, tap, or
pump, or who shall in any manner clandestinely or unlawfully
appropriate to his own use any water from any public fountain, well, or pipe, shall forfeit a sum not exceeding twenty
pounds nor less than one pound ; and any person who shall
use, open, or leave open any cock, tap, or pump of any public
fountain or well, so that the water shall or may run to waste,
shall forfeit a sum not exceeding two poniids nor less than
five shillings; and any person who shall wash any clothes,
omnibus, carriage, cart or other vehicle, or any horse, animal,
or thing, at any public fountain, well, or pump, shall forfeit
and pay a sum not exceeding five pounds nor less than five
shillings,
Injuring or extinguishing lamps.
56. Any person who shall wantonly or maliciously break or
injure any lamp or lamp-post, or extinguish any public lamp
set up in the said Borough, shall, over and al,ove thc necessary expense of repairing any injury committed, forfeit and
pay for every such offence a penalty of not less than one
pound, nor more than five pounds.
Damaging trees.
Si. Any person who shall wilfully, and without the
authority of the Council, cut, break, bark, root up, ring, or
otherwise destroy or damage the whole or any part of any
tree, sapling, plant, scrub, or underwood growing in or upon
any street, reserve, or place under the management of the
Council, shall forfeit any sum not exceeding ten pounds nor
less than ten shillings.
Throwing dead animals, &c, into any watercourse, &c.

58. Any person who shall throw or east any filth, rubbish,
or any dead animal, or any living animal with intent to drown
the same, into any watercourse, waterhole, river, creek, or
canal, or who shall permit or suffer slops, suds, or filth of any
kind to flow from his or her premises into any such watercourse, waterhole, river, creek, or canal, or shall permit or
cause by means of pipes, shoots, channels or other contrivances, filth, refuse, or offensive matter of any kind whatsoever to flow into any watercourse, waterhole, river, creek, or
canal, or shall obstruct or divert from its channel any sewer
or watercourse, river, creek, or canal, shall forfeit any sum
not exceeding five pounds nor less than o"e pound, and shall,
in addition to ally such penalty, pay the cost of removing
such filth or obstruction, or of restoring such watercourse or
canal into its proper channel Provided that such cost and
penalty shall not together exceed the sum of fifty pounds.
Tl,rowing Sills on ron,lway, &-,.
59 If any person shall, in any street, road, lane, reserve,
orpublic place, throw, east, or lay, or shall cause, permit, or
suffer to be thrown, cut, or laid any ashes, rubbish, offal,
dung, soil, dead animal, blood, or other filth, or shall kill,
slaughter, dress, scald, or cut up any beast, swine, calf, sheep,
lamb, or other animal, in or so near to any such street, road,
lane, reserve, or public place as that any blood or filth shall
run or flow upon or over, or be on any road, reserve, lane,
footway, or public place, he shall forfeit and pay a penalty
not exceeding five pounds, nor less thau one pound.
Allowing filth to flow from j,ron,ises.
Any person or persons allowing any filth or offensive
matter to flow or come from his, her, or their premises, shall be
liable to a penalty of not less than forty shillings nor more
than twenty pounds.
Driving or riding on footway.
Any person who shall run, roll, drive, draw, place or
cause, permit or suffer to be run, rolled, driven, drawn, or
placed upon any footway any wagon, omnibus, cart, dray,
stage, bicycle, carriage, wheelbarrow, truck, cask, or vehicle,
or shall lead, drive, ride, or place any horse, cattle, or other
beast upon any footway, shall forfeit and pay a penalty not
exceeding five pounds nor less than one pound.
Placing goods, &e., on road,rav, Rio.
If an' person shall set or place, or cause or permit to be
set or placed, any stall, show-board, sign-board, basket, or
goods of any kind whatsoever, or shall hoop, place, wash, or
cleanse, or shall cause to he honped, placed, washed, or
cleansed any cask or vessel in or upon or over any road,
footway, or public place within the said Borough Or shall
set out, lay,
place,
or or shall cause or procure, permit or
suffer to be set out, laid, or placed, ally coach, carts dry,
harrow, truck, or other carriage, upon any footway Or shall
allow any vehicle, goods or property, to remain in or obstruct
any road, street, lane or way Or if any person shall set or
place, or cause to lie set or placed, in, upon, or over, any of
the said carriage orfoot ways, any timber, stones, bricks, lime,
or other materials or things for building whatsoever (unless
the same shall be enclosed as hereinafter directed), or any
other goods or things whatsoever Or shall hang out or

expose, or shall cause or permit to be hung out or exposed,
any meat or offal or other commodity or thing whatsoever,
from any house or premises, over any part of such footways
or carriageways, or over any area of any house or premises,
over or next to any such street, road or public place; in
every such ease every person so offending shall forfeit and pay
a sum not exceeding forty shillings nor less than ten shillings:
And it shall be lawful for any constable, without any warrant
or other authority than this By-law, to seize any such stall,
show-hoard, basket, goods, coach, cart, dray, barrow, truck,
or other carriage, together with the horses or other animals,
if ally shall be thereunto belonging, with the harness, gear,
and accoutrements thereof, or any such timber or other
materials or other matters or things aforesaid, or any of them:
And in ease any of the goods, wares, or merehandize so
seized shall beperishable, or shall be articles of food, then
the same shall be immediately forfeited and the person or
persons who shall seize the same shall deliver the sante or
cause the same to be delivered to the Superintendent for the
time being of the Benevolent Asylum, and the same shall and
may be distributed for the benefit of the inmates of the said
Asylum ; lmt otherwise, such constable shall cause the stall,
basket, cask, goods, coach, cart, dray, harrow, truck, or other
carriage, horses or other animals, materials or other things
so seized, and not being of perishable nature, to be removed
to any place appointed for the reception thereof (if there be
any such), or otherwise to such place or places as lie or they
shall judge comivenient, giving verbal notice of such place unto
the owner, driver, or person having iimterest in the things so
seized or removed, if he shall be then there present, and the
same shall be tlmere kept and detained until such owner,
driver, or other person interested therein aforesaid, shall
cause to lie paid the penalty in wlmich he shall be convicted
together with the charges for taking and resnovng the same,
and of keeping such horses or other animals (if any); and ill
case the animals or other things so removed shall not be
claimed mmd the said penalty and charges be paid within five
(lays next after such re,novnl, it shall be lawfrd for any
Justice to order the same to be sold and the ovcrplus of the
Inosmey arisimmg from such sale (if any) shall be paid to the
owner thereof.
Drawing or trailing tim,lher, &r.
If any person shall haul or draw, or cause to be hauled
or drawn, upon any part of the streets, roads, or public
places, ally timber, stone, or other thing otherwise than upon
wheeleml conveyances, or shall suffer any timber, stone, or
other thing which shall be carried principally or in part upon
wheeled carriages, to drag or trail upon any part of such
street or public place to the injury thereof, or to project or
hang over any part of such conveyance so as to occupy or
obstruct the street or road beyond the breadth of the said
conveyance, every such person Be offending shall forfeit and
ay for every such offence a penalty of not less than ten elailr ugs, nor more than five pounds, and shall also pay any
damage occasioned thereby.
No turf, gravel, &e,, to be removed from streets without leave, &c,
Any person who from any part of the roads, streets,
thoroughfares, resen-es, footways, or public places shall
remove or cause to be removed any turf, clay, sand, soil,
gravel, stone, or other material, without leave first had and
obtained from the Council, or who shall wantonly break up
or otherwise damage any part of the said roads, streets,
thoroughfares, reserves, footways, or public places, shall, on
conviction, forfeit and pay for every such offence any sum not
exceeding ten pounds, nor less than five shillings, and for
every subsequent offence shall forfeit and pay a sum of not
less than one pound.
As

to riding or driving impro,enly through streets, &c.

Any person who shall ride or drive through any road,
street, or public place so negligently, carelessly, or furiously,
that the safety of any other person shall be actually endan ered, shall on conviction forfeit and pay a sum not exceeA.
ing ten pounds, nor less than five shillings.
Loitering in streets, &e
Any person or persons remaining or loitering in or
obstructing any road, street, footway, or other public place
within the Borough shall be liable to a penalty of not less
than ten shillings nor more than ten - pounds; and for any
subsequent conviction shall he liable to a penalty of not less
than five pounds, nor more than twenty pounds.
Gambling in streets, &e
Assy person playing or betting at any unlawful game,
or playing or betting at or with any cards, money table, imnplement or instruusent of gaming, in any street, road, footway,
reserve, or other open or public place, shall be liable to a
penalty of not less than forty shillings nor more than ten
pounds and for every subsequent conviction shall be liable
to a penalty of not less than five pounds, nor more than
twenty pounds.
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Affixing planrds on walls, and chalking thereon.
It shall not he lawful for any person to paste or otherwise affix any placard or other paper or notice upon any wall,
fence, post, stone, pillar, railing, house, or building; nor to
deface or mark any such wall, fence, post, pillar, railing,
house, or building by chalk or paint, or in any other maimer,
unless with the consent of the owner thereof and any person who shall be guilty of any such offence shall forfeit and
pay a sum not less than ten shillings, nor more than ten
pounds.
ttle, &e,, not to wander about streets, &e.
It shall not be lawful for any person to suffer any kind
of cattle, horse, ass, mule, sheep, swine, orgoat belonging to
him or under his charge, to stray or to be depastnred in any
road, street, lane, reserve, or public place in this Borough; and
any person who shall so offend shall forfeit and pay in respect
of everysuch offence, a sum not exceeding forty shillings, nor
less than five shillings.
Swine, &c., not to be kept within fifty yards of a dwelling-house &c.
It shall not be lawful for any person to breed, feed, or
keep any kind of swine in any house, building, outhouse,
yard, garden, or other tenement or hereditament situate and
being in or within fifty yards of any street, way, or public place
or dwelling-house now, erected or hereafter to be erected
within the limits of this Borough; and every person who shall
so offend shall on conviction forfeit and pay for every such
offence a sum not exceeding five pounds, nor less than ten
shillings,
-

Allowing filth to remain on premises.
Any person or persons allowing any filth or -offensive
matter to lie or remain on his or their premises, shall he liable
to a penalty of not less than forty shillings, nor more than
twenty pounds.
Stables and iluimnees not removed on complaint, Ac.
In case any privy, stable, cow-yard, pig-stye, or any
other enclosure, place, or thing within the said Borough shall
he or become a nuisance, or shall he an close to a dwellinghouse as to become a nuisance or injurions to the health of the
inhabitants, it shall he lawful for the Council by notice in
writing, to order that such privy, stable, cow-yard, pig-stye,
or other place or thing, being a nuisance or injurious to health,
be remedied or ren,oved within fourteen days after such notice
shall have been &cn to the owner or occupier of the premises
wherein such nuisance shall exist, or shall have been left for
such owner or occupier at his or her last or usual place of abode,
or on the said premises ; and every such owner or occupier
neglecting to remedy or remove such nuisance, shall for every
such offence forfeit and pay a penalty not exceeding twenty
pounds.
Weeds.
Any person permitting llathurst burs, Scotch thistles,
or other noisome or obnoxious plants and weeds to grow iii his
or her enclosed or unenclosed lands in the said Borough, so
that the said plants or weeds shall spread or he likely to spread
to the injury or detriment of any resident in the said Borough
who shall not remove and burn the same within seven days
after receiving notice to that effect from the. Council or its
officer shall forfeit and pay a sum of not more than five pounds,
nor less than ten shillings.

cleansing butchers' sha,ubles, slaughter-h au's,, Ac
It shall be lawful for the Inspector of Nuisances or for
any other officer appointed by the Council, when and as often as
lie or either of them shall see occasion, to visit andinspect any
butchers' shambles, shops boiling-down establishments, tanneries, fellmnongering establishments, breweries, or places of a,
like nature in the said Borou gh, and to give such directions
concerning the cleansing of thu said shambles, shops, tanneries,
breweries, and establishments, both within and without, as to
him shall seem needful ; and any butcher, or the occupier of
any such premises as aforesaid, who shall refuse or neglect to
comply, with such directions within a reasonable time (not
exceeding 14 days) after being so directed shall forfeit and pay
a sum not exceeding ten pounds nor less than twenty shillings.
Slaughtering,
Any person slaughtering or causiug to be slaughtered
any cattle, sheep, swine, or other bmst, in any house,
enclosure, or place, the same being not less than three miles
from the city of Sydney, without the written sanction of the
Council, shall be liable to a penalty of not less than two
pounds nor more than ten pounds for every animal so slaughtered.
Inspection of premises, Ac,
The Inspector of Nuisances or other officer appointed
by the Council, shall make an inspection of any premises,
yards, closets, or drains in the Borough, and shall have full
power, without any other authority than this By-law, to go
upon such premises for the purpose of such inspectioii, and any
person obstructing any Inspector or officer in the execution of
his dnty shall he liable to a penalty not exceeding temi pounds.
Disclmargimmg fircarn,s, Ac-.
Any pci-son who shall discharge any fmm'earmn, within the
Borough without lawful cause, shall forfeit and pay a sum not
exceeding five pounds Isor less than ten shillings.
No mock to be blastc-d without notice to time Surveyor,
Any person who shall iso desirous of blasting any rock
within time distance of 159 feet of any dwelling house, street,
m'oa,l, or nthcm- public place, shall give notice in writing twentyfour hours previously to the said Council or Surveyor thereof,
and they shall he at Iibemty either to prohibit such blasting,
or may appoint in writing a time when the same may take
place, and give such other directions as they or he may deem
necessary for the safety of life and pmoperty, and if any person
shall lilast or cause to be blasted any rock within the limits
aforesaid without giving such notice, or shall not conjoint to
time directions given to him by the said Council or Surveyor,
he shall forfeit and pay for every such, offence a sum not
exceeding twenty pounds nor less than one pound, and for
every subsequent offence shall pay a penalty of not less than
five pounds.

Removal of Ni!ht-soll,
It shall not be lawful for any person or persons to
deposit night-soil, amenoniacal liquor, or other offensive matter
nearer to any street, road, or dwelling-house, than shall be
directed by the said Council or its officer; and all night-soil
and other offensive matter shall be removed within the hours
hereinafter prescribed, in pm-operly covered and water-tight
carts or other vehicles ; and no vehicles used for this purpose
shall be allowed to stand on any premises nearer to any road,
street, or dwelling-house than shall he directed by the said
Council or its officer ; and every person offending against this
By-law or neglecting to comply with, any directions given them
shall for every such offence forfeit and pay a sum not exceeding ten pounds nor less than ten shillings,

Entrance to cellars, Ac,, to be covered, Ac,
If the owner or occupier of any premises, having any
rails, bars, or covers over the areas or openings to any kitchen
or cellars or other part of the said premises beneath the
surface of the footway of any streets or public places, or
having any doorway or entrance into the basement or cellar
story thereof, shall not either keep the same, or the rails or
cover of such kitchens, celiam's, or other Ixurte, in sufficient
and good repair, or constantly keep time same securely guarded
by rails or otherwise, or cover the more over with a strong
flap or trap-door according to the nature of the ease, and so as
to prevent danger to personspassing and re-passing; or, if
any such owner or occupier shall leave open, or not sufficiently
or substantially kept covered and secured, any coal or other
hole, funnel, trap-door, or cellar-flap, belonging to or connected with his premises ; or, if such owner or occupier shall
not repair, and from time to time keep in good and substantial
repair, all and every of such rails, guard-rails, flaps, trapdoors, and other covering, then and in every suolm ease he
shall for every such offence forfeit and pay a sum not exceeding
five pounds nor less than one pound.

Hours for removing night-soil, anmoniacas liquor, or other offensive
matter,
If any person shall take away night-soil, ammoniacal
liquor, or other offensive matter from any house, place or
premises within the said Borough, or shall come with carts or
carriages for that purpose except within the hours of 11 at night
and 5 in the morning, or if any person or persons shall cast, or
permit to leak or slop out of any cart, bucket, tub, - or otherwise, any night-soil, amomoniacal liquor, or offensive matter in
or near any of the streets or public places, he shall forfeit and
pay a penalty of not less than forty shillings nor more than ten
pounds for every such offence and in case the person or
persons so offending cannot he found, than the owner or owners
of such cart, carriage, or other vehicle employed in and about
emptying and removing such night-soil, and also the employer
or employers of time person or persons so offending shall be
liable to and forfeit and pay such penalty as aforesaid.

Wells to be covered over, Ac.
Every person who shall have a well, sunken tank, or
pit, situated between his dwelling-house or the appurtenances
thereof, and any public place, road, street, or footway, within
the limits of the said Borough, or at the side of such
public place, road, street, or footway, shall cause such well to
be securely and permanently covered over; and if any person
having such well, tank, or pit, as aforesaid, shall fail to cover
and secure the same within twenty-four hours after notice in
writing shall have been given to him or her by any officer of
the said Council, or shall have been left at such person's usual
or last known abode or at the said premises, in the manner
and with, such materials as the Council or its officer shall
direct and to their satisfaction, such person shall forfeit and
pay a sum not exceeding ten shillings for every day that such
well, tank, or pit, shall remain open or mmnoovered contrary to
the provisions hereof,
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Roles made for vaults, &c., to be enclosed, &c
If any person shall dig or snake, or cause to be dug or
made, any hole, or leave or cause to be left any hole in or
adjoining any street, road, lane, or public place, for the
purpose of making any vault cellar, or basement1 or the
foundation or foundations to any house or other building, or
for any other purpose whatsoever, and shall not forthwith
enclose the same in a good and sufficient manner, and keep up
or cause to be kept up and continued any such enclosure,
and shall not, when thereunto reinired by the said Council or
officer thereof, well and £nfficiently fence or enclose any suds
hole, within the time and in the manner provided by the preceeding By-law, and shall not place a light upon the said
enclosure, and keep the same constantly burning, from sunset
to sunrise, during the continuance of such enclosure, then and
in every such case the person so offending shall forfeit and
pay for every such offence and for every such refusal or
neglect, any sum not exceeding five pounds nor less than ten
shillings; and on conviction for every subscqnent offence a
sum not less than one pound.
Excavation, &c., to be protected by fence or ,rall.
It shall not be lawful for any person to make any
quan-y, excavation, or opening in the ground, on any premises
adjoining or near to any public road or footpath within the
licnits of this Borough, nutil the owner or occupier of the said
property shall have erected a good substantial fence or wall
at the least four feet high aruun,l such parts of the said
property as adjoin such public road or footpath ; and any
person neglecting to enclose any premises upon which any
such quarry or excavation shall be made, shall forfeit and pay
for every such offence a sum not exceeding five pounds nor
less than ten shillings ; and all existing quarries, excavations,
or precipices situated within the limits of this Borough shall
be enclosed and protected in the manner aforesaid, within
one month after due notice to that efibet shall have been
en by the said Cousseil, and in the event of the failure or
ect of the owner or occupier of any such last-mentioned
premises to enclose the same, after notice as aforesaid, such
person so offending shall be subject to the penalty beforementioned.

T"g

Bathing prohibited within certain limits.
It shall not be lawful for any person to bathe in any
waters exposed to view from any inhabited house, public
wharf, jetty, bridge, road, street, reserve, or other place of
public resort, in or near to the said Borough, between the
hours of six in the morning and eight in the evening; and any
person who shall offend against this By-law shall forfeit and
pay a sum not exceeding five pounds.
Indecent exposure of pence.
Any person who shall offend against decency by the
exposure of his or her person or by indecent behaviour or by
committing a nuisance, in any street or public place or isnenclosed land within the said Borough or in view thereof or in
any public conveyance, shall forfeit and pay a suns notexceeding ten pounds nor less than ten shillings.
Houses of ill-fame.
Upon representation to the Council that any house or
premises within the Borough is of ill-fame, it shall be lawful
for the Council to cause the residents of such house orpresnises to furnish to the Council a list of names, ages, sexes, and
occupations of all the inmates of the said house or premises
and upon non-compliance with such request, or if, upon consideration, the Council consider the house to be one of illfame, they shall declare the same to be a nuisance, and shall
cause a notice in writing to be served upon the holder of such
house or premises, or any person resident or being therein, to
discontinue or abate the said nuisance within forty-eight hours
after the receipt of such notice ; and if such nuisance be not
so abated, the holder of such house or premises, or person
residing or being therein, shall be liable to be proceeded
against for such nuisance, and shall on conviction thereof,
forfeit and pay any sum not less than two pounds nor more
than twenty pounds and if such nuisance shall not be abated
within forty-eight hours after such conviction, the holder of
the house, or person residing or bring therein as aforesaid,
shall forfeit and pay for such second. o?cnce a sum of not less
than five pounds nor more than fifty pounds; and if a further
period of forty-eight hours shall elapse after such second cossviction, without the aliatcinent of such nuisance, the holder
of such house or other person sesidiog or being therein as
aforesaid, shall for such third offence forfeit and pay any, sum
not less than ten pounds nor more than fifty pounds.
varsosss ohstnsctions and annoyance,.
Every person who, in any street or other public place
or passage within the said Borough, to the obstruction,
annoyance, or danger of the residents or passengers, shall
commit any of the following offenees, shall on conviction
for any and even such offence, forfeit and pay a penalty of
not more than five pounds nor less than five shillings-:—

Every person who shall hoist, or cause to be hoisted, or
lower, or cause to be lowered, goods of any description from any house fronting any street or public
place, and close to the footway thereof, without
sufficient and proper ropes and tackling.
Every person who shall carry or convey, or cause to be
carried or conveyed in any street or public place the
carcase, or any part of the carease, of any newly
slaughtered animal, without a sufficient and proper
cloth covering the same, for the cosscealment froas
public view, or shall hawk or carry about butchers'
meat for sale without covering the same as aforesaid.
Every person who shall place any wire, line, cord, or
pole across any street, lane or passage, or hang or
place clothes theron to the dasiger, obstruction or
annoyance of any person.
Every person who shall place any flower-pot, vase, or
utensil in any upper window, near to any street or
public place, without sufficiesstly guarding the same
from being thrown down.
Every person who shall throw or cast from the roof, Osany part of any house or other building, any slate,
brick, wood, rubbish, or other material, or thing
(unless within a board or enclosure when any house
or building is erected, pulled down, or repaired).
Every blacksmith, metal-founder, lirne-bunsor, brickmaker, potter, or other person using a forge, furnace,
fire, or kiln, and having a door, window, or aperture fronting or opening into or towards any street,
lane, or passage, and not enclosing such door, or not
fastening the shutters or other fastenings of such
window, and closing such aperture, or placing a screen
before the same every evening, within one Incur
after sunset, so as effectually to prevent the light
from showing through the doorway, window, or apes-ture next or upon such street, lane or passage.
Every person who shall, within the distance of one hundred yards from any dwehling-hossso, bunt any rags,
bones, cork, or other offensive substance (garden refuse excepted) to the annoyance of any inhabitant.
Every person who shall carry goods or any frame to the
annoyance of any person upon any public footway.
Every person who shall be the keeper of or have any dog
or other animal which shall attack or endanger the
life or limb of any person in any street, or other
public place within the said Borough.
fQoisome or offe,erive tm-odes.
No noisome or offensive trade, to be carried on to Injury of

any
i ,sliahita,, ts.
89. No person shall carry on any noisome or offensive trade
or calling within the said Borough so as to injure or be a nuisance as hereinafter stated to any of the inhabitants thereof
and the business of a soap-boiler, tallow-melter, boiler-down,
glue-maker, blacksmith, tanner, currier, or cowkeeper, or any
other business, manufacture, trade, calling, or operation, in
the conducting, following, or carrying on of which, or in connection wherewith. or from the premises where the same is
conducted, followed, or carried on, any gas, vapour, effiuvia,
liquid, or any large quantities of smoke shall be evolved or
discharged, which gas, vapoun', efituvia, liquid, or smoke,
shall be calculated to injure animal or vegetable life, os-is1 any
other way to injure or he a nuisance to any of the inhabitants
of the said Borough, shall he considered a "noisome and offensive trade or calling" within the meaning of these By-laws.
And if the Council or Mayor shall, after such inquiry as may
be necessary, be of opinion that any manufacture, trade, calling, so being conducted, followed, or carried on as aforesaid,
is a "noisome or offensive trade or calling" within the meaning of these By-laws, it shall be lawful for the said Council or
Mayor to give to the person or persons conducting, following,
or carrying on such trade or calling, notice to cease and discontinue the same in such reasonable time, not being less than
twenty days nor more than sixty days, as the said Council or
Mayor may direct, or so to conduct, follow, or carry on his,
her, or their manufacture, trade, calling, or opemation, as that
in such, reasonable time as aforesaid the same shall wholly and
permanently cease to be noisome and offensive within the
meaning of these By-laws to any resident within the said
Borough and if such manufacture, trade, calling, or operstion, shall not he discontinmed or shall not be so conducted as
that it shall wholly cease to be noisome and offensive, by the
end of the time named in such notice as aforesaid, any person
thereafter conducting, following, or carrying on such manufacture, trade, calling, or open-ation as aforesaid, shall for the
first offence forfeit and pay a sum of not less than forty
shillings, nor more than five pounds; for a second offence, a
sum of not less than five pounds nor more than twenty-five
pounds; and for a third aM every subsequent offence, a sum
of not less than ten pounds nor more than fifty pounds.
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Mode of proceeding when "noisome or offensive trade" is about to
be cominniced—Peicaity,
The like proceedings, as in the last By-law, may be
taken whenever any manufacture, trade, calling, or operation
is about to be coaeemeeteed or ente]ed upon which is likely to
prove "noisome and offensive" within the meaning of these
By-laws, and notice may be given to the person or 1rnmuonS
about to commence or enter upon such manufacture, trade,
calling, or operation, and shall require hint, her, or them, not
to commence or enter upon the same and any person who
shall, after such notice, commence, enter upon, or continue
any such manufacture, trade, calling, or operation, so that the
same shall be in any way " noisOteie or offensive" within the
meaning of these By-laws, shall for every such offence forfeit
and pay a sum of not less than ton pounds nor more than
fifty pounds.
Service of notice—Liabilities.
Service of any such notice as aforesaid upon the occupier or owner of any premises or land wherein or whercon
such manufacture, trade, calling, or operation is being conducted, followed, or carried on, or is about to be commenced
or entered upon, or at the last known place of abode of such
occupier or owner, or upon any person on the said premises
or land, shall be a good and sufficient service of such notice
for all the purposes of these By-laws. And every person who
shall be actually engaged in superintending, directing, or
managing, or who shall be in any other way actually engaged
or employed fee any Such manufacture, trade, calling, or operation as aforesaid, or on any premises where the same is about
to be established, shall be liable to lie regarded and treated as
a person conducting, following, or carrying on such manufacture, trade, calling, or operation, witlnn the meaning and for
all the purposes of these By-laws.
Closets, &ablrs, ,(.c
PrIvies or closets to be provided for every hiildisg,
Every building already built or hereafter to be built
shall be provided with sufficient privy or closet accommodation for the sole use of the occupants of such building, and to
closet or privy shall be built except in such place as shall be
appioved in each case by the Inspector of Nuisances,
Insufficient privy aceonnn,,datiosl.
If the Inspector of Nuisances shall be of opinion that
there is not sufficient privy or closet accommodation to meet
tIme requirements of the occupants of any building or premises
or of the persons employed therein, lie shall cause a notice to
80011 effect to he served upon the owner or occupier of such
building or premises, together with full particulars of the
extra accommodation in his opinion necessary and if any
such owner or occupier shall not within thirty days from the
service of such notice cause the accommodation therein specified to be provided lie or site shall, for every day after the
said time during which such building or premises shall remain
occupied or such person be omnploye.l them-cm, be liable to a
penalty of a suns not exceeding twenty pounds and not less
than two pounds and in all cases the onus of pi'oving that
such building or premises al-c not occupied or that such persons are not employed tilerein shall be upon the said owner or
occupier.
Closets, stables, he., not built in coriforesity with this Act or being
a nuisance to be altered or removed,
91. if any stable cow-shed or other out house or any closet
privy and cesspit is or shall be in the opinion of the Council
or Mayor and time Inspector of Nuisances a nuisance front its
too ele proximity to any adjoining premises or from any other
cause or is not kept in i-epair and clean, the Council or Mayor
may by notice in writing given to the owner or occupier order
the same to be taken down, altered, repaired, or cleaned as the
ease may require and if any such orde,- lie not obeyed within
seven days from the service of such notice the Council or
Mayor may without any furthei- notice cause the same to be
pulled down, destroyed, altered, repaired or cleaned and shall
lie entitled to recover all expenses that may be incurred from
the owner in a summary way at the suit of the Council.
Stables to be erected only on site chosen by officer.
No stable cow-shed cm' other out-house shall be erected
except upon a site approved of by the Jmtspector of Nuisances
and every stable cow-shed or other out-house already built or
hereafter to be built shall be drained, paved, ventilated, and
provided with a properly constructed pit for the receipt of
manure and drainage therefrom to the satisfaction of the
Council and Inspector of Nuisances.
Power of eno- for imispection, he.
The Mayor, Surveyor, Health Officer, Inspector of
Nuisances or any person authorized by these, or either of them
shall be entitled at any time between the hours of nine am,
and five p,mn. to enter upon any premises for the purpose of
inspecting any portion of the said premises in the Borough or
for the better carrying into effect these By-laws.

Aligssneent, Street; Eneroachsnsnte, New Enildings, 'r,
Powers under section 128 delegated to Council Clerk.
The Council by this By-law hereby delegates to the
Council Clerk by the time being, all the powers and
obligations vested in the Council by virtue of the 128th section
of the "Municipalities Act of 1867,"
Public. Jirolf I,.
Houses to be purified on eertiflmte of two niediml practitioners.
If, upon the certificate of any two duly qualified ntedical practitioners, it appear to the Council or Mayor thereof,
that any house, or part thereof, or the premises occupied in
connection therewith, within the limits of the said Borough,
is in such a filthy or unwholesome condition that the health
of any person is or may be liable to be affected or endangered
therelsy, and that the wleitewashing, cleasising, purifying, or
fumigating of any house or part thereof, or the premises
occupied in connection therewith would tend to prevent or
cheek infectious or contagious disease, the said Council or
Mayor shall give notice, in writing, to the owner or occupier
of such house or part thereof or the premises occupied in connection therewith, to whitewash, cleanse, purify, or fumigate
time same, its the ease may require and if the person to whom
notice is so given shall fail to comply therewith within the
time specified in the said notice, he at- she shall be liable to a
penalty not exceeding teee shillings for every day during which
lie or she continues to make default Provide,l that no such
penalties shall collectively amount to any greater sent than
fifty pounds.
Same or letting or infected premises or goods.
If anyperson shall sell, let, or cause to be sold or let
any dwelling house or part thereof or premises occupied in
connection therewith in the said Borough which then is or
shall have been within thurty days prior to the date of such
sale or letting occupied by any person sufibring from any
infectious or contagious disease, without giving due notice
thereof to the person or persons purchasietg, i-eiating, or hiring
any such house or premises, the person so selling, letting, or
causing to be sold or let, shall be liable to a penalty not
exceeding fifty pounds nor less than ten pounds. And any
person who shall sell, let, or cause to be sold or let, in the
said Borough any article of fmmm-niture, bedding, household, or
persomeal effects, knowing the same to have been within three
ntonths prior to the data of such saleor letting, used by any
person or persons suffering from any infectious or contagious
disease, shall forfeit and pay a sum not exceeding fifty
pounds nor less than ten pounds.
Exposing imefeceed articles
Any person who shall expose or caeese to be exposed
in any road, street, public place, or unenclosed laud adjacent
to any, dwelling, road, street, or public place, any article
whatsoever, knowing the same to have been in the use or
occupatioet of any person sufferimmg from any infectious or
contagious disease within thirty, days prior to the date of such
exposure as aforesaid, shall forfeit and pay a sum not
exceeding fifty pounds nor less than test pounds.
Sewereqe and Drainemgr,
No Isririle sewers to lie nude to communicate with time public sewer
without notice.
It shall not he lawful for asey person, without perneission from the Council, or otherwise than according to such
phamis and directions as such Council may make and give, to
make or branch any private drain or sewer into any of the
public drains or sewers, or into any drain or sewer communicating therewith and in case any persoet or persons shall
make or branch any private drain or sewer comenunieating or
to communicate therewith without such permuissiosm, or otherwise than Be aforesaid, every person Be ofFending shall for
every such offence forfeit and pay any, sum not exceeding fifty
pounds nor less than forty shillings, and shall, at his owmt
expense, make gooml all roads, streets, kerbing, &e,, which
shall have been injured by or thuough any such work; and all
such repairs shall beperformed to the satisfaction of such
officer as time Council shall appoint to superimatend such work
and any person who shall do or perform anything contrary to
this clause or shall neglect to make good all such damage as
aforesaid, shall on conviction thereof forfeit and pay any sum
not exceeding fifty pounds leer less than one pound.
Proprietur, of private sewers, &e., to repair and cleanse same,
102, All ,lrains or sewers eoieemunicating with any public
drain or sewer shall from time to time be repaired and cleansed
by the occupiers of the leouses, buildings, lands, and premises
to which time said private sewers or ds-ains shall respectivoly
belong and in ease any person shall neglect to m'epair and
cleanse or cause any such private drain or sewer to be repaired
and cleansed according to tlee direction of the said Council, lie
shall forfeit and pay for every such offence a sum not exceed'
ing five pounds nor less than ten shillings.
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Water train roof,, &c.
Every owner or occupier of any dwelling-house, shop,
or other building who shall permit rainwater to fall dowii from
any roof, spout, balcony, or other projection, upon or over any
street, road, lane, or footway, or shall cause or permit any
such roof or rainwater to be discharged by any pipe upon any
such street, road, lane, or footway, shall, if such nuisance he
not abated within seven days after written notice to abate the
same shall have been given by the Council orits oflicer, forfeit
and pay for every such offence a awn notexceeding five pounds
nor less than one pound. Provided that any tenant of such
premises who shall erect any spouting or pipe in accordance
with any such notice may deduct the cost thereof from the
rent of the said prennses.
Drums in footpaths and slopes, ire.
No surface-drain shall be made in any footpath, nor
any pipes laid under or across the same without the authority
of the Council, and no such pipe or drain shall be used for the
discharge into any street or roadway of any offensive liquid or
matter of any kind whatsoever; and any person who shall so
offeud, or shall permit or suffer any slops or flltla from his or
her premises to flow over or on any footway or street, shaU
forfeit and pay any sum not exceeding twenty pounds nor less
than one pound.
Drains for discharge of surface water from laud.
Every owner or occupier of land so situated that surface or storm water from or upon the same shall overflow or
shall tend naturally, if not otherwise discharged, to overflow
any road, lane, or footway, shall, within fourteen days next
after the servico upon him of notice in writing by the Council
or its officer, abate such nuisance; and in default of compliance with any such notice within the period aforesaid, such
owner or occupier shall forfeit any sum not exceeding five
pounds ; and if within fourteen days after such conviction such
owner or occupier shall still have failed to comply with such
notice or be otherwise in default as aforesaid, he shall forfeit
and pay any sum not less than one pound nor more than ton
pounds, and for every further such offence he shall forfeit and
pay any sum not less than two pounds nor more than twenty
pounds And every such owner or occupier who shall still
have made default as aforesaid for more than fourteen days
after such second or any further conviction shall he held guilty
of a further offence within the meaning of this By-law.
Natural water-courses.
Any person who shall close or intercept any natural
watercourse, by building or otherwise, shall provide another
outlet for the surface-water with pipes or sewers of a size, and
in a manner to be approved of by the Council, and anyperson
closing or intercepting any such watercourse and faihng to
comply with the provisions of this By-law, shall forfeit and
pay a sum not exceeding fifty pounds nor less than five
pounds.
Preventing and Extinguishing Fires.
Fire or combusUblo materials, &c.
Every person who shall place or light, or knowingly
permit to be placed or lit, in any house, yard, workshop, out.
offices, or other premises, fire, gunpowder, or eobustible
sn
or
inflammable article of any kind, in such a manner as to
endanger contiguous buildings, fences, or erections, shall on
conviction for every offence forfeit and pay a penalty of not
more than twenty pounds nor less than one pound ; and shall
forthwith remove or extinguish such the, gunpowder, or combustible or inilammablo article and any person allowing such
fire, gunpowder, or combustible or imsilalumable article to
resnain as aforesaid for twenty-four hours after any such conviction shall be deemed guilty of a further offence againstthis
By-law.
Isuflausniablc fences, ire.
Every person who shall erect any femmce of brushwood,
bushes, or other similar inflannnable material, or shall make
or place any stack of hay, cons, straw, or other produce, or
place as or for the covering of any such stack, any inflammable
material, or shall place, keep, or store any hay, straw, or other
inflammable material in any building, so as to endanger contiguous buildings or properties, or any trees, shrubs, or other
roduce of such properties, or any chattels in at- upon such
buildings or properties, shall forfeit on conviction for every
such offence a penalty of not more than five pounds, nor less
than one pound, and also shall remove such fence, stack,
covering, or inflammable material within forty-eight hours
after such conviction ; and any person failing to remove such
fence, stack, covering, or inflammable material within fortyeight hours after any such conviction as aforesaid shall be
deemed guilty of a further offence against this By-law.

t

Fires in yanis169. Any person having or lighting any open or other fire
in any yard or premises so close to the neighbouring premises
as to be a msuisance or dangerous thereto shall be liable to a
penalty of not less than twenty shillings nor more than
twenty pounds.

Horning shavings, &a, In streets.
Any person burning any shavings, or other matters or
things, in any street, road, or public place, shall forfeit and
pay a sum not exceeding forty shillings nor less than five
shillings.
Fireworks.

-

Every person who shall light any bon-fire open fire,
tar barrel, or fire-work upon or within sixty feet of any
bnildin , public or private street, or any public place, or
shall as I gunpowder, fireworks, or other combustible matter
by any artificial light other than gas, shall forfeit n sum not
exceeding five pounds nor less than five shillings.
Wilfully soiling Ore to chimneys.
Every person who wilfully sets or causes to be set on
fire any chimney, flue, smoke-vent, or stove-pipe, herein
called in common a "chimney," or if the chimney of any
building or premises shall take fire by reason of time occupants
havingnoglected to cause such chimney to be sufficiently
swept or cleansed or from any other neleot of such occupant,
than such person or occupant shall forfeit a sum not exceeding
five pounds; and in every case the proof that such chimney
did not take fire through the neglect of such occupant shall
rest upon such occupant.
Manufacture of substances liable to sudden explosion.
It shall not be lawful for any person to establish or to
carry on either in any building or vault or in the open air
any business for the mnannfacture of gunpowder or detonating
substances or of matches ignitable by friction or otherwise or
other substances liable to sudden explosion, under a penalty
not exceeding twenty pounds.
Manufactere of infia,nnmable substances. Pemnity.
114, It shall not be lawful for any person to establish or to
carry on either in any building or vault or in the open air at it
less distance than forty feet from any public way or than fifty
feet from any other building or any vacant land belonging to
any other person than the landlord any business for time
mssannfacture of vitriol, or turpentine, or napthsa, or varnish,
or fireworks, or oil, or oil-cloth, or other things dangerous on
account of the liability of snaterials or substances employed
therein to cause sudden fire or explosion ; and if any person
shall establish or carry on any such business contrary to this
By-law he shall be liable, for every day dum-ing which such
business shall be so carried on, to a penalty of a sum not exceeding twenty pounds nor less than ten pounds.
Subsidy resents to Fire Brigades.
For time purpose of protecting life and property in the
Borough, the Council may from time to time pay to the
fnnds of any Fire Brigade established in the Borough, or to
any other Brigade or person or persons as may assist in extinguishing any fire, such sum or sums of money as shall be
determined by resolution of the Council. And further, thse
Council shall pay to any Fire Brigades as shall, with air
esigine, have first and second in order attended at any fire
within the Borough, such sums of money by way of reward
as the Council may, by similar resolutions have fixed, but no
such rewards shall be paid for attendance at bush fires, unless
the safety of buildings shall have been thereby endangered.
A1mpointsnent of Inspector,
For the better carrying out of the By-laws relating to
the preventing and extinguishing of fires, the Council may
appoisst an Inspector of Fires, and shall if necessary, pay to
such Inspector a salary.

Inspector's dotS.
It almalh be time duty of such Inspector to attend all
fires, maintain order tlsoreat, inspect and report upon the
appliances of any Fire Brigade established in the Borough,
and qenerally see to the proper carrying out of the By-laws
relating to fires and the Inspector shall have fnll power
without any other authority than this By-law to emmter amid go
isposs any premises within the Borough to oxtinguish fire, and
for the purpose of carrying into effect these By-laws, and any
person hindering or mholesting such Inspector in the discharge
of his duties shall forfeit and pay a sum of not less than one
pound or more than twenty pounds.
J'5451ic Amusement,.
Unlswtul 5'sn,et
No games with dice or other games of chance for
money, prize-fighting, or any dog-fightissg, cock-fighting, or
other exhibition or emmtertainmnent opposed to public morality,
or involving cruelty to animals or likely to cause a breach of
the peace, shall be established, held, or given within this
Borough, and any person or persons who shall establish, hold,
give, or cause to be established, held, or given, or be present
at or concerned in any such game, exhibition, or entertainmerit shall for every such offence forfeit and pay a sum of not
less than five pounds or more than fifty pounds.
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Places of amusement to be Iioonsed.
No dancing saloon, howling, or skittle alley, shooting
gallery, public billiard or bagatello tabl or similar place of
amusement (other than entertainments requiring to he licensed
by Jaw) shall exist or be established within the Borough,
unless and until such place of amusement shall have been
licensed by the Council as hercinaftcr provided, and in the
event of any such licensed place of amusement being improperly conducted or becoming a nuisance, or an annoyance
to any inhabitant, or violating public dcccncy, or endangering
the public peace, the Mayor shall on representation to that
effect being made forthwith suspend the said license, and the
Council at its next meeting shall by resolution cause the said
license to be cancelled or otherwise as may appear necessary
ordesirable, and any person or persons having already
established such places of amusement, who shall not within
thirty days after these By-laws come into force, apply for
such license, or any person or persons who shall open,
establish, or maintain any such place of amusement as aforesaid without having obtained such license, shall forfeit and
pay a sum of not less than ten pounds and not more than fifty
pounds.
Mode of grantl,ig licenses.
Applications for licenses as aforesaid must be in
writing addressed to the Mayo" and Aldennen, and must he
endorsed by two responsible householders, testifying to the
respectability of the applicant, The application must describe
clearly the nature of the entertainnient for which the license
is sought, and the premises in which it is to be held.
Liee,rse fees.
Licenses shall be granted by resolution of tIme Council
upon payment of license fees as follows —For every license
granted between the 1st January and 1st July, one pound one
shilling, and between the ]at July and 21st December, ten
shillings and sixpence. All licenses shall expire on the 21st
December in each year, and may lie renewed by resolution of
the Council upon written application, and on payment of the
annual foe of one pound one shilling.

Water Supply.
I'olluting water, reservoirs, &'e.
Whosoever shall bathe in any stream, reservoir,
conduit, aqueduct, or other waterworks belonging to or under
the management or control of the Council, or shall wash,
cleanse, throw, or cause to enter therein any animal, whether
alive or dead, or any rubbish, filth, or thing of any kind
whatsoever, or shall cause or permit to suffer to run, or to be
brought therein, the water of any closet, sink, sewer, drain,
engine or boiler, or other filth, unwholesome, or improper
liquid, or shall wash any clothes, in or at any such stream,
reservoir, conduit, aqueduct, or other waterworks as aforesaid,
or shall do anything whatsoever whereby any water or waterworks belonging to the said Council or under their management or control, shall be fouled, obstructed, or damaged, shall
for the first offence forfeit and pay any sum not exceeding
five pounds for a second offence, any sum not less than one
nd or more than ten pounds; and for a third and every
sequent
pM
offence, any sum not less than five pounds nor
more than twenty pounds.
Wilful waste of water.
Whosoever, being supplied with water by the Council,
from any waterworks, fountain, pump, well, tank, or reservoir,
of or belonging to, or under the control or management of the
said Council, or having access to any such waterworks, fountain, pump, well, tank, or reservoir, for the taking of water
therefrom, shall wilfully or negligently suffer any water to
run to waste front any pipe, pump, or conduit, from or by
which he shall be so supplied, or to which he shall have such
access, shall forfeit and pay for the first offence any sum not
exceeding fivepounds ; for a second offence any susn not less
than one pound nor more than twenty pounds; and for a
third and every subsequent offence any sum not less than five
pounds nor more than twenty pounds.
Dasomiug up water without eouse,,t..
Whosover shall, without the consent in writing of the
Council, construct or place any data or embankment in or across
any river, creek, or natural water-course, shall forfeit and
pay any sum not less than one pound not, more than twenty
pounds, and shall remove such dam or embankment within a
reasonable time after such conviction, or shall forfeit and pay
any sum not less than five pounds nor more than fifty pounds;
and if after such second conviction, such person shall fail to
remove such dam or embankment within a further reasonable
time, he shall forfeit and pay a stun of not less than twenty
pounds nor more than fifty pounds; and if within a reasonable time, after a third or any further conviction, he shall
t.i *o smove such dam or embankment, he shall for every
su,h siffstlie forfeit and pay a sum of fifty pounds.
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Diverting water from reservoirs of Council in certain cases.
In any case in which the Council shall have the
exclusive right of collecting for the suply of any reservoir or
waterworks belonging to the said Council or under their
management or control, the storm-water on any gathering
ground, whosoever shall by any means whatsoever divert any
such water from the course of its natural flow, so that the
same shall tend to flow elsewhere than to such reservoir or
waterworks or souse watcrconrse leading thereto, or to flow
to the same respectively in a foul state, shall forfeit and pay
for the first offence any sum not less than one pound nor
more than twenty pounds; for a second offence, any sum not
less than two pounds nor more than forty pounds; and for a
third and every subsequent offence, any sum not less than five
pounds nor more than fifty pounds.
Supply of water in time uf drought.
in time of drought or scarcity of water, the Council
may, by resolution to that effect, cause water to be supplied to
the inhabitants of this Borough by water-carts or otherwise,
and shall, by such resolution as aforesaid, fix a price to be
charged for water so supplied.

Public Jetties, ke.
Vessels not to make fast to jetties except to load or unload.
No ship, steamer, punt, or vessel of any kind, shall be
allowed to be made fast to the Double Bay, Darling Point, or
Bose Bay jetties or any other jetty or wharf under the control of the Council, by ally lines, warps, or chaimsa, or liealongside
thereof, except for the purposes of loading or unloading.
Any person who in any way shall mnakc fast or cause to he
made fast, any vessel to the said jetties or any of them otherwise than for the purposes herein provided, shall for every
such offence forfeit any auto not exceeding ten pounds.
Notice to be given to Council before goods placed or' jetties.
No person shall place any goods or matter on any of
the said jetties or wharves without first mformning the Council
Clem'k or other officer of the Council in charge of such jetties
of such intended placing of such goods. Any person committing a breach of this section shall for every such offence forfeit
and pay any sum not exceeding ten pounds.
Jetty dues.
The master of every ship, steamer, pusit, or vessel,
which shall lie at, be moored or laid at or alongside any of the
said jetties or wharves for the purpose of loading or unloading goods, orwhich shall load or unload goods from or upon
the said jetty or wharf, by lneamms of lighters or otherwise, or
for the loading or unloading of which the said jetty or wharf
shall he in any way used, shall pay dues according to
the scale set out in Schedule B, and the Council shall be
entitled to demnand and receive the tolls and dues set out in
the said schedule from all persons using the said jetties or
wharves or any other jetty or wharf under the control of the
Council or any part thereof.
Master.
E\-ery person who shall act or shall assume to act, as
the master of any ship, steamer, punt, or vessel, or shall be
apparently in charge thereof, shall for all the purposes of this
"Part" of these By-laws be deemed and taken to be such
master.
l)rnys only to remain on jetty whi]e loading or unloading.
121. No dray, cart, or other vehicle shall be allowed to
remain on the jetties or any of them, or on any jetty or wharf
under the control of the Councillonger than the time actual1
occupied in loading and unloading the same, and no sue
vehicle shall at any time be left upon any of the said jetties
or wharves or entrance thereto, unless in charge of aperson
competent to manage the same. Any breach of this By-law
shall be punishable by a penalty not exceeding ten pounds.
Goods msot to remain on jetty.
No goods, merchandise, produce, live stock, or
property of any kind shall be allowed on any of the said
jetties or wharves for any longer time than may be necessary
to ship at, cart away the same, and shall only be deposited
for such immediate removal upon such part of the jetty or
wharf as shall be indicated by the Council or its officer. And
any person allowing any such property so to remain in breach
hereof, or shall otherwise break this By-law, shall be liable to
a penalty not exceeding twenty pounds.
Chains, &c., not to remain on jetty.
No buoys, chains, anchoms, ropes, gear, or boats shall
be allowed to remain on any jetty or wharf except such as
may be in immediate use. And any person committing a
breach of this By-law shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding twenty pounds.
May be extended to any jetties, &c.
The provisions of these By-laws may, by resolution of
the Council, be extended to any jetty or wharf now or hereafter to be under the control of the Council.
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B.

Charges on Double Bay, Darling Point, and Rose Bay
jetties, and any other jetties now or hereafter uniter the
control of the Council
£ s. (I.
Bricks, tiles, nail slates, per 1,000 ...... 0 2 6
Sawn timber and timber in logs, per 1,000 0 2 0
Laths and shingles, per 1,000 ......... 0 0 3
..................... 0 1 6
Ray,
Coal, per ton ..................... 0 1 0
Firewood,
per ton per ton .................. 0 1 0
Potatoes or other vegetables, per bushel or
less quantity .................. 0 1 0
Lime, charcoal, or ashes, per bushel or
less quantity .................. 0 0 1
............ 0 1 0
Posts and rails, per 100
Palings, per 100 .................. 0 0 :3
Blue metal, ballast, stone, or earth, per ton 0 1 0
All unmentioned articles, per ton ...... 0 1 0
Recreation ornunda
125. Parks or places of a like nature for the purpose of
public recreation maybe established by the Council eitherwithan the beundaries of the said Borough or ilL any public reserve
adjacent thereto, which, or the use of which, may be ranted
to the Council for the purpose of public recreation, upon such
terms as the Council shall by resolution approve and the
Council may make rules and regulations for the management
and maintenance of such places of recreation, and any person
breaking any of such rules and regulations shall be liable to a
penalty not exceeding twenty pounds nor less than one pound.

'Frees in Streets.
137. The Council shall have power to plant trees, shrubs,
and plants in the streets, reserves, and public ways of this
Borough, and any person wilfully injuring or destroying any
of such trees or any miling, fence, or thing protecting the
same, shall on conviction forfeit and pay apenalty of not
more than ten pounds nor less than two pounds, in addition
to the value of the trees, railing, fence, or thing so injured.
Penalties niure lie special penalty n,ei,tioned and for obstnieti,ig enforcement or By-laws.
138, Every person committing a breach of any of these
By-laws, shall, where no penalty is mnentio]sed for such
offence, be liable to a penalty of a slIm not exceeding twenty
pounds. And any person obstructing any person in the discharge of any ditty imposed, or in the exercise of any privilege
conferred by any of these By-laws, shall be liable to a penalty
of a sum not exceeding twenty pounds.
Passed by the Municipal Council of the Borough of
Woollahra this twenty-third day of September, one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-nine.
(L,S.)

Sydney: Tbosnna ltlebards,'Government Printer.-188e.
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Cricket, tSr., only to be played by pennission.
136, No person shall be permitted to play cricket, football,
baseball, or any game in any public reserve or park in this
Borough, except by and with the written consent of the
Mayor or Council, and any person offending against this
By-law shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding ten pounds.

'5

'iv.

J. TRICIiETT,
- Tilayor of Woollahra,
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Sydney, Seth December, 1879.
BOROUGH OF NORTH WILLOUGIIBY.
Aornnosaa BY-LAWS.
THE following additional By-laws, made by the Council of the Borough of North Willoughby, for the protection of public
buildings, works, reserves, boundary marks, &c., and for the better control and management of the reserves, road,, Az., within
the Municipslity, having been confirmed by His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, are published
in accordance with the requirements of the "Municipalities Act of 1867."
HENRY FARKES.
JIOR000II OF Noscrz WILLOUGHBY—BY-LAWS.
ADDITIONAL By-laws made by the Council of the Borough of
North Willoughby, for the protection of public buildings,
work,, reserves, boundary marks, Az., and for the bettor control
and management of the reserves, roads, 8cc., in the Borough.
protection of public buildings, works, &c.
Any person who shall damage any public building, wall,
parapet, fence, bridge, culvert, sewer, well, watercourse, pump,
gate, or other public property within the Borough, shall pay
the cost of repairing the same, and if the damage be wilfully
done shall forfeit and pay not less than one pound and not
exceeding twenty pounds.
Dasnagi,ig, trees, shrubs, &c
Any person who shall wilfully or without authority of the
Council, cut, break, bark, or root up, or otherwise damage,
destroy, or remove any tree, sapling, shrub, flower, hedge, or
underwood, growing in or upon any reserve or enclosed
place, road, or path, under the management of the Council,
shall forfeit and pay not less than five shillings and not exceeding five pounds.
Not to cross fences of reserves,
Any person who shall cross or pass, or attempt to cross or
pass, any fence, or hedge on or enclosing the reserves, or any of
them, otherwise than by the gates or other openings intended
for passage, shall forfeit and pay not loss than five shillings and
not exceeding two pounds.
Animal, not to be put in the reserves.
Every person who shall wilfully let in, or knowingly suffer
to cuter upon the enclosed reserves or public recreation grounds
any animals without due authority shall be deemed guilty of
wilful trespass, and shall be liable for every such offence to a
penalty of not less than two pounds and not exceeding twenty
pounds.
Damaging or pulling up alignment marks or posts, &c.
Any person pulling down, or pulling up, destroying or
injuring any alignment or other boundary marks, or stones,
notice boards, public notices, or other erection on any reserve,
public place, or road, without the authority of the Council,
shall forfeit and pay any amount not less than one pound and
not exceeding ten pounds.

[3d.
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Stop roads for repairs.
The Committee for Work, may at any time cause the
traffic on any roadway or portion of roadway to be stopped for
the purpose of repairing the same, or for any other necessary
purpose, and any person or persons wilfully travelling thereon,
or removing or destroying any obstruction that may have been
placed thereon for the purpose of suspending or diverting the
traffic, shall forfeit and pay any sum not less than Eve shillings
and not exceeding five pounds.
Unwholesome or offensive liquid not to flow over 1,eths.
No person or persons shall allow any liquid which is unwholesome or offensive to flow from premises over any footpath
to the water tables in the streets; any person offendiissg against
this By-law shall be liable to a penalty of not less than ten
shillings and not exceeding ton pounds.
No culvert, bridge, croning, &c., to be put across any, water-table, without

the consent of the Council.
No culvert, bridge, crossing, or drain, shall be construoted
or commenced across any water-table, water-course, or footpath
in this Borough until the consent of the Counbil has been
obtained; and any person offending against this By-law shall
forfeit and pay any sum not less than one pound and not
exceeding five pounds.
Council tnay accept the minimum fine without instituting legal
proceedings.
In all cases where, by any By-laws of this Borough, a
minimum fine shall be stated for any offence, tlsc Council may,
before instituting legal proceedings, give notice of such inten.
lion to tllo person chargeablo with such offence, and if such
person shall pay to the Council Clerk or other officer on behalf
of the Council, within twenty-four hours after receiving such
notice, the minimum fine named in the said By-law, the
Council may accept the same, and may refrain from taking
further proceedings in respect of such offence.
Passed by the Borough Council of North Willoughby, on
the 20th day of September, 1879.
(LB.)
RICHARD SELDON,
JnrEs Anninsoy,
Meyer.
Council Clerk.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Sydney, 6th May, 1880.
BOROTJGH OF PADDINGTON..
AMXNDRD By-x4ws.
Tns following Amended By-laws, made by the Council of the Borough of Paddington, for regulating their own proceedings and
the duties of their officers and servants for determining the times and modes of collecting and enforcing payment of rates ; for
the care and management of streets for regulating the blasting of rock for regulating the use of public pumps ; for the suppression of nuisances and the preservation of decency; for the suppression of houses of ill-fame, and generally for maintaiaing
the good rule and government of the Municipality, having been confirmed by His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of
the Executive Council, are published in accordance with the requirements of the Municipalities Act of 1867.
HENRY PARKES.

PART I. By-laws repealed.
The By-laws of the said Council of the Borough of Paddington, dated 14th June, 1870, and published in the
Government Gazette of the 10(11 August, 1870, No. 188, are
hereby repealed.

Meetings of Council.
Ordinary Meetings.
Unless otherwise ordered, the Council shall meet for the
dispatch of business at the hour of half-past seven p.m., on every
fourth Tuesday, unless such day shall happen to be a public
holiday, in the latter case the meeting shall be held on such
other day as the Mayor shall appoint.
Election of Chairman in the absence of the Mayor.—Atijnurr,mcnt for want
of ,1uoru,n.
If at any meeting of the Council the Mayor be absent at
the expiration of fifteen minutes after the time appointed for
holding such meeting, the Aldermen then present shall choose
from among themselves a Chairman for such meeting. Whoaever there shall be an adjournment of any such meeting for
want of a quorum, the names of the members present shall be
entered in the minute-book.

(5th.) Questions as to any matter under the jurisdiction
or within the official cognizance of the Council to be
pat and replied to, and statements as to any facts,
matters, or circumstances requiring attention by the
Council er any of its Committees or officers to be
made.
(6th.) Motions of which notice has been given.
(7th.) Orders of the clay.
(8th.) The questiou for confirming the minutes of the
previous meeting shall be put by the Mayor (or other
Chairman) immediately upon their being read, and no
discussion shall be allowed except upon the point of
necuraey.
(0th.) Orders of the day sl,all comprise all business set
down for the day by any previous meeting or
necessarily arising out of the proceedings of a former
meeting.

Order of BasEness.

Business at Special Meetings.
At special meetings of the Council the business (after the
minutes shall have been read and confirmed, which shall be
done in the same manuel as at an ordinary meeting) shall be
taken in such order as the Mayor or Alderman at whose instance
such special meeting shall have been called may have directed.

Course of procedure.
The following shall be the order of business at all meetings
of the Council, other than special meetings:—
(let.) The rending and confirmation of the minutes of
previous meeting.
(2nd.) The reading of correspondence.
(3rd.) The presentation of Petitions.
(4th.) Reports from Committees and minutes from the
Mayor (if any) to be presented and ordered upon

Business paper for Ordinary Meetings.
The business paper for every meeting of the Council other
than a special meeting shall be made up by the Council Clerk
net less than two days nor more than three days before the
day appointed for such meeting. He shall epter on such
business paper a copy or the substance of every notice of
met-son, and of every requisitien or order as to business
proposed to be transaeted at such meeting, which he shall have
received, or shall have been required or directed so to enter in
due course of law and as hereinafter provided. Every such
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entry shall be made (subject to the provisions of Section 4 of
this part of tie By-laws) in the same order as such notice,
requisition, or direction shall have been reeL-ned.
Business paper for SpeSI Meeting.
The busine's paper for each special meeting shall contain
only such matters as shall have been specially ordered to be
entered thereon by the Mayor or Aldermen calling such
meeting.
Summons to 3fen,bers.
The summons to nuembersof the Council for every meeting
thereof shall be prepared from the business paper for such
meeting, and shall embody the substance of such business paper
and be sarved not less than twenty-four hours before the time
for holding such meeting.
Notices of motion.
All notices of motion and all requisitions from Aldermen
and directions from the Mayor as to the entry of any particular
matter of business for the consideration of the Council at its then
next or any future meeting shall be numbered by the Council
Clerk as they are received, and each notice, requisition, and
direction shall be preserved by such clerk until after the matter
to which it relates shall have been disposed of, and the record
in the minute-book of the manner in which such matter has
been so disposed of shall have been duly verified as required by
section 4 of this part of those By-laws. Provided, however,
that the person givingor forwarding any such notice of motion,
requisition, or direction to the Council Clerk, shall be at liberty
to withdraw the same at any time before the making up of the
business paper.
Withdrawal of motions and notices of n,otinsL
After the business paper shall have been mndc up as
aforesaid, all the said notices of motion, requisitions, and
directions a, to which entries have been made thereon shall be
the property of the Council, and shall not be withdrawn, altered,
or amended without leave having been first obtained from the
Council for such withdrawal, alteratin, or amendment.
Motions to be in wrlttng..
No member shall make any motion (except when otherwise provided by the Act) but in pursuance of notice in writing
delivered to the Council Clerk four days before the day of
meeting for which such motion is intended with his signnturc
thereto.
Order in which motions shall be moved.
Except by leave of the Council, motionô shall be moved
in the order in which they stand on the business pa1er, and if
not so moved or postponed shall be struck from such business
paper, and be considered to have lapsed.
Conditions under which motion shall be moved in the absence of Alderman
giving notice, &c.
No motion of which notice shall have been entered on
the business paper, shall, except as hereinafter provided, be
proceeded with in the absence of the Aldermen by whom such
notice shall have been given unless, by some other Alderman
producing a written authority for that purpose from such firstnamed Alderman.
Motion to be seconded.
No motion in Council shall be discussed unless and until
it be seconded.
Amendment may be moved.
When a mo'ion in Council shall have been made and
seconded, any Alderman shall be at liberty to move an amendment thereon, but no such amendment shall be discussed unless
and until it be seconded.
Subsequent asneadments.
No second or subsequent amendment shall be taken into
consideration until the previous amendment shall have been
disposed of,
Amended motions.
If an amendment be carried the question as amended
thereby, shall become itself the question before the Council,
whereupon any further amendment upon such question may be
moved.
Amendment.s negatived, &c.
If any amendment either upon an original question or
upon any question as amended as aforesaid shall be negatived,
then a further amendment may be sstoved to the question to
which such first-mentioned amendment was moved, and so on,
provided that not more than one question and one proposed
amendment thereof shall be before the Council at any one time.
Motion for Adjournment.
19. No disseussion shall be permitted upon any motion for
adjournment of the Council, and if upon the question being
put on any such motion the same be negatived, the subject then
under consideration, or the next in order on the business paper
or any other on such, paper that may be allowed precedeuee shall
be discussed before any subsequent motion for adjournment
shall be receivable.

Lull of the Council to rescind, &c.
No motion, the effect of which if enrried ivonld be to
rescind or be repugnant to any resolution which has been passed
by the Council, shall be entertained during the same municipal
your unless a cull of the whole Council be made for that purpose, and no such motion if negatived shall be again entertained
during the same municipal year.

Petitions.
Alderman presenting Petitio,,.
It shall be incumbent on every Alderman presenting a
Petition to acquaint himself with the contents thereof, and to
aseert,ei n that it does not contain language disrespectful to the
Council.
Council inny deal is-itt, Petitions.
The Council may at any meeting resolve, without
previous notice, that any petition be received, and that the
same or any correspondence read be referred to a Committee for
report, or that the request therein coutaiucd be grnntcd.

Reports from Committees and Minutes front the Mayor.
Iteports, Re., to be written on foolscap, U.
All reports from Commitlees shall be written on foolsoap
paper with a margin of at least one-fourth of the width of such
paper, and shall be signed by the Chairman of such Committee,
or in his absence by some other member of the same.
Upon Report being adopted, Re.
Upon any report being submitted to the Council for
adoption any Alderman may claim to have the items taken

serietins.
Order of De6ale.
Member to stand when speaking.
Every member shall stand is-lien speaking, and shall
address the Chair.
Times of speaking, &-c.
Except in Committee no member shall speak more than
once upon the same question unless in explanation when misrepresented or misunderstood. Provids'd, however, that the mover
of every motion shall be allowed the right of reply, and provided further that any member shall be allowed to speak once
on every amendment as well as on the original motion, but the
right of reply shall not extend to the mover of an amendment.
Time allowed for speaking upon Matson, Re.
No member shall speak upon any motion or amendment
for a longer period than fifteen minutes unless by permission of
the Council.
Member not to digress from the subject, Re.
No member shall digress from the subject under discussion, nor make personal reflections on members, nor impute
motives.
Member using oslenslre expression.
When any member shall use any expression which the
Mayor shall think capable of bcinn applied offensively to any
other member time member so ofl'ening shall be required by the
Mayor or other Chairman to withdraw the expression, and, to
make a satisfactory apology to the Council.
Questions of Order.
When any question of order arises it shall be taken into
consideration immediately, and upon a member rising to other
he shall be heard, and the member who was speaking shall sit
down until the question of order has been decided.
Member may require question to be read, Re.
Any member sissy require the question under discussion
to be read for his information at any time during a debate,.
but not so as to interrupt any other member when speaking.
Adjournment of Debate.
32, A debate may be adjourned to a later hour of the day,
or to another day specified, and the member upon whose motion
the debate is adjourned shall be entitled to pre-audience on the
resumption of the debate.

Questions of Order.
Mayor to preserve order
The Mayor or other Chairman shall preserve order, and
his ruling upon disputed points shall be final.
Member how out of order.
Every member of the Cou,s,'il who shall commit abreach
of any section of I-his part of these By-laws, or who shall move
or attempt to move any n,otion or esnendment embodying any
matter as to which the Council has no legal jurisdiction, orwho
shall in any other way raise or altempt to raise any question, or
shall address or attempt to address the Council upon any subject which the said Council has no legal right to entertain or
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discuss, or who shall use any other language which, according
to the common -usage of gentlemen, would be helddisordcrly,
or who shall say or do anything tabulated to bring-the Council
into contempt, shall be out of order.
Mayor to call to order.
85. The Mayor or Chairman may without the interposition
of any other member of the Council call an-v Alderman to
order whenever in the opinion of such Mayor or Chairman
there shall be a necessity for so doing.
Member may call the attention of the Mayor to irrulai1ties.
36. Every member of the Council shall have the right of
calling the attention of the Mayor or Chairman to any motion,
amendment, statement, argument, or observation, moved, used,
or made by any other member, which such first-named member
may consider out of order.
Aldennen dttlalrd with the decision of the Mayor
87, Any Aldcrnmu who is dissatisfied with the decision of
the Mayor or Chairman on any mach question of order or of
practice, may by motion on notice respectfully worded invite
the Conneil to Thy down a different rule or principle for the
determination of any similar question of order or of practice
which may thereafier arise, any rule or principle thus laid
down slutll be binding upon all parties unless and until it be
rescinded, but shall have no rotro-active operation. Provided
however, that nothing herein contained shall be held to bind
any Mayor or Chairman to put any motion to the Council which
in his opinion is contrary to law.

Mode of toting.
Mayor to put questions, &e, as often as necessary, lb.
38. The Mayor or Chairman shall put to the Council all
questions on wInds it shall be necessary that a vote be taken,
and shall declare the sense of such Council thereon, and he
shall be at, liberty to put any such question as often as may be
necessary to enable him to form and declare his opinion of the
majority.
Divisions.
89. It shall be competent for any member to divide the
Council upon any question put from the Chair, whether in
Council or in Committee of the whole Council, and upon such
division, those who are on the aflirrnative side shall place
themselves upon the Mayor's or other Chairman's right band,
and those who are on the negative shall place themselves on his
left hand, and shall so remain until the names of all the
members then present shall be taken down by the Clerk then
officiating.
Divisions to be entered on minutes, &e.
All divisions of the Council shall be entered on the
minutes of proceedings.
In divisions member to vote.
In divisions every member present shall be compelled to
vote.

Protests.
Moodier may protest
Every member of the Council (the Mayor included) may
protest against any resolution or vote by the Council, Notice of
the intention so to protest mut, however, be given at the meeting
when such resolution is passed, or such vote is arrived at, and
the protest; itself must be handed or sent to the Council Clerk
not later than seven days after such notice. The Council
Clerk shall enter such protest in the minute-book.

Committees.
Committee of the whole, Ic.
4a. In a committee of the whole Council the general rnles of
the Council 511511 be observed wills the exception of the rule
uniting the ns,siiber of times of speaking, and that motions
shall be necouded.
Chairman of committees.
41. Every Committee of irhiel, the Mayor is not an elected
member shall choose its own Chairman, The Chairman of every
Committee shall be the convener thereof, and may direct the
Council Clerk to call sneetiugs whenever lie shall thiak fit.
iteport of Committee.
When the report of a Committee is presented to the
Council, the question as to its reception may be uiorcd and put
at once, but it shall not be adopted or taken into consideration
withont notice of motion 555 hereinbefore provided.
Standing Committee.
There shall be four standing Committees, to be called
respectively the By-laws Committee, the Finance Committee, the
Improvement Committee, and the Committee for General
Purposes. Tl,ese Committees shall be re-appointed every year
at the fi rst meeting of the Council which shall be holden after
the election of the Mayor, any vacancies occurring thercia
during the year shall be filled up by the Council.

Committee for General Purposes.
The Committee for General Purposes shall oonsist of the
Chairmen of the three said first .aasned Committees.
11y4.ws Committee.
The By-laws Committee shall prepare for the consideralion of the Council drafts of all such By-laws as may be
required for the good government of the Borough, they shall
also "watch over the administration of the By.lawe, and of any
stntut-c of which the operation has been or may be extesided to
the Borough, and shall ielie such steps as tiny be necessar for
the prevention or punishment of olfenees against such By-law
or statutes, and for thepreservntion of publio health, order, and
decency.

Finance Committee.
Mayor to be Chairsiun of the Finance Committee.
The Mayor of the -Borough shall be ex.officio Chairman
of the Finance Committee.
Accounts how disposed at
No aeeonnts shall be disposed of by the Council until
they-have been examined and reported upon by the Finance
Committee.
Payments to be authorlEed by vote of Council, IC.
No peyment out of the funds of the Corporation shall be
made but such as are authorised by n vote of the Council:
Provided always that the Finance Committee may at its own
discretion authoriae disbursements for current expenses to any
amount not exceeding five pounds in any one week ; and provided further that in case of emergency the Mayor, with the
assent of any two Aldermen, may authorise the expenditure of
any sum not exceedislg twentyfivo pounds in all during a recess,
but all such discretionary payments, whether by the Finance
Committee or by the Mayor, shall be reported to the Council at
its next meeting.
nrafts to be signed by the Mayor, I-c.
All drafts upon the funds of the Borough shall be signed
by the Mayor and one or more Alderman or Aldermen
authoriseel from time to time by the Council, and countersigned
by the Council Clerk.

ommittem
1"eepros'eisien I CommitteeCommittee to report upon probable cost, tie.
Committee
No public works involving a probable expenditure of
more than twenty-five pounds shall be undertaken until the
Improvement Committee has reported to the Council an estimote of the probable cost thereof.
Improvement Committee to exanlisle aecon,lts for works, &c.
All accounts against the Corporation relating to works
shall be exaniiued by the Improvement Committee. Such as
are found to be correct 511511 be certified and passed to the
Finance Committee.
Committee for General Phrposes.
Matters for coslsidenstioo of Committee for General Purposes, Ic.
The Committee for General Purposes shall take cognizance of every matter, subject, or question within the jurisdiction of the Council not coming within the province of one or
other of the before-mentioned Standing Committees, and shall
from time to time inquire into and report upon imy such
subject, matter, or question as they may think necessary, or as
they may be directed by resolutiou of the Council to inquire
illtO and report upon.

Special Committees.
Special Committees may be appointed, tic.
66. Special Conllnit-tees may consist of any tssiiuber of mainbert, and may be appointed for the performance of any duty
which may be lewfldly entrusi ed to a Commit see, and for which
in the opinion of the Council a Special Committee ought to be
appointed; and no Standing Committee shall interfere with the
performance of any duty which may for the time have been
entrusted to any such Special Committee. The appointment of
every such Special Committee shall be made by resolution of
the Council, and it, shall be incllmbent on the mover or such
resolution to embody therein, a stetemcr,tof the duties proposed
to be entrusted to such Special Committee. The mover of any
such resolution may uasuc therein such menibers as in his
opinion ought to constitute such Committo,', or lie may propose
that such Committee consist of a certain number of mneu,bers to
be appointed by the Council.

Catte q/ the Council.
Call of the Council may be ordered by resolution of Council, lb.
A call of the Council may be ordered by any resolution
of winds clue notice shall have been given for i-he eonsideratioll
of any motion or matter o, business before such Council.
Call of the Council shall be made without special order, I-c.
There shall, without any spocisil order to that effect-, be a
call of the Council for the considenstion of every motion which
may be made under section 37 of this part of these By-laws, and
of every motion for the rescission of any resolution, order, or
decision of such Council.
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Call of the Council to be made alphabetically, and members to answer their
liames, as.
The call shall be made immediately before the motion or
business for which such call has been ordered, or is required to
be made by the last preceding section, shall be moved or considered. Such call shall be made as follows :—The Council
Clerk shall call the names of all the members in their alphabetical order; each member present shall answer to his name
as so called, and if any members are absent a record shall be
made of such absence; but if leave of absence to any such
member shall have previously been granted, or if such an excuse
in writing shall have been forwarded to the Mayor or Council
Clerk as a majority of the Council then present shall consider
satisfactory such absent member shall stand excused, and a
record shall be made of such excuse, and of the reasons for the
same.

Miscellaneous.
Adjournment for want of quorum, Ice.
Whenever the Council is adjourned for want of a quorum,
the names of the members then present, and the hour at which
the adjournment takes place shall be entered on the minutes.
Custody of Seal, Ice.
The common seal, all charter deeds, munimeats, and
records of the Corporation, shall be kept in the office of the
said Corporation, in custody of the Mayor and Council
Clerk, unless for any special purpose the Council shall order
otherwise.
Seal not to be affixed without the authority of the Council, Ice.
The common seal ahall not be affixed to any document
without the express authority of the Council; and every
impression thereof shall be verified by the signatores of the
Mayor and Council Clerk.
Doeusncnts, &u, not to be shown, &e
No member or officer of the Council shall be at liberty to
show, lay open, or expose any of the books, papers, or records,
of the Councilto any person other than an Alderman without
leave first had froth the Council, except as provided by the
Municipalities Act of 1867.
Security from officers how accepted, Ice
In cases where security is required by the Municipalities
Act of 1867, no securities shall be accepted otherwise than by a
vote of the Council; and it shall not be competent for the
Council to accept as security any of its members or officers.
Bonds—care of, Ice.
All bonds given by officers or servants of the Council for
the faithful performance of their duties, shall be deposited
with the Attorney or the Bankers of the Corporation as the
Council may order, and not be withdrawa unless by an order
signed by the Mayor and one other Alderman.
Leave of absence, &c.
No leave of absence shall be ranted to the Mayor or
any Alderman otherwise than by a resolution of the Council
adopted after due notice.
By-laws may be suspended, Icc.
Any one or more of this part of these By-laws may be
suspended ro teisspere in case of emergency if a majority of
the Council then present shall deem such suspension necessary.

PART

Jr.

Collection and es,fercement of Refer.
Due elates for rates—Defaultens, Ice.
1. All rates levied or imposed by the Council under the provisions of section 164 of the Municipalities Act of 1867, and for
the purposes mentioned in the said section sFall be held to be
due and payable at the Council Chambers within thirty days
after service of notice Provided half the amount due by
any ratepayer together with all arrears of rates (if any), be
paid within the said period of thirty days after notice the same
shall be received as payment on account, and a further period
of three months shall be allowed for payment of the residue
Provided further that if any person shall fail to make such
payment within the thirty days aforesaid or on account as
aforesaid, legal proceedings be forthwith taken for the recovery
of the whole amount due from such person, that is to say for
the recovery of the present year's rates, and of all arrears (if
any), and where a payment on account as aforesaid shall have
been made within the period allowed for such payment, and a
further period of three lnonths shall have elapsed without payment of the balance, legal proceedings be forthwith taken for
t1ie recovery of the same.

Payments to be made at the Council Chambers, &c.
All persons liable to pay any rates as aforesaid, shall pay
the amount thereof within the time or times prescribed in the
foregoing By-law into the office of the Council Clerk during
office hours, that is to say, on Mondays between the hours of
nine (9) a.m. and one (1) p.m., and on Wednesdays, Thursdays,
and Fridays, between the hours of 2p.m. and 6 p.m.
Council Clerk to furnish list of defaulters, Ice.
It shall be the duty of the Council Clerk to furnish the
Mayor with a list of the names of all persons whose rates are
unpaid at the exp iration of the times fixed for payment of the
same as aforesaid.
Distress warrants to be issued, Ice.
It shall be the duty of the Mayor to issue distress warrants against all such persons, and to cause such warrants to be
enforced, or cause such- defaulters to be sued for the amount of
such rates in a court of competent jurisdiction.

Enforcement by distress.
Bailiff, how appointed.
The Bailiff shall be appointed by resolution of the said
Council, and shall be at any time removable by a like
resolution.
Bailiff to Cud sureties.
The Bailiff shall find two sureties to the satisfaction of the
Mayor to the extent of fifty pounds each for the faithful performance of his duties.
Bailiff to make levies.
It shall be the duty of the Bailiff to make all levies by
distress for the recovery of the rates in the manner hereinafter
provided.
Levies, &c., to l,e made under warrant.
All levies and distresses shall be made under warrant in
the form of Schedule A hereto under the hand of the Mayor.
Bailiff to sell goods, Ice.
It the suns for which any stIcli distress shall have been
made shall not be paid with costs as hercinnftor provided on or
before the expiration of five days, the Bailiff shall sell the
goods so distrained, or a sufficient portion thereof, by public
auction, either on the premises or at such other place within
the said Borough as the Bailiff may think proper to remove
them to for such purpose, and shall pay over the surplus (if
any) that may remain after deducting the amount of the sum
distrained for and costs as llereinafter provided to the owner of
the goods so sold on demand of such surplus by the owner.
Bailiff to make written inventory, Ica
At the time of making a distress the Bailiff shall make
out a written inventory in the ferns of Schedule B hereto, which
inventory shall be delivered to the occupant of the land or
premises or the owner of the goods so distrained, or to some
person on his or her behalf, resident at the place where the distress shall be made, and in case there shall be no person at such
place with whom such inventory can be left as aforesaid, then
such inventory shall be posted on some conspicuous part of the
land or premises on which the distress is made ; and the Bailiff
shall give a copy of the inventory to the ratepayer on demand
at any time within one month after the making of such
distress.
Bailiff to impound goods, Ice.
The Bailiff in making a distress as aforesaid may impound
or otherwise secure the goods or chattels so distrained, of what
nature or kind soever, in such place or places or in such part of
the land or premises chargeable with rates as shall be most fit
and convenient for the purpose, and it shall be lawful for any
person whomsoever after thd expiration of five days hereinbeforementioned to come and go to and from such place or part
of the said laud or premises where such goods or chattels shall
be impounded and secured as aforesaid, in order to view and
buy, and in order to carry off and remove the same on account
of the purchaser thereof.
Owner of goods distrained may appohst mode of sale.
The owner of any goods or chattels so distrained upon
may, at his or her option, direct and specify the order in which
they shall be successively sold, and the said goods or chattels
shall in such ease be put up for sale according to such direction.
Bailiff to band proceeds to Council Clerk.
The Bailiff shall hand over to the Council Clerk all proceeds of every such distress within forty-eight hours after
having received the same.
Payments to Bailiff.
There shall be payabie to the Bailiff, for the use of the
Council for every levy and distress made under these By-laws,
the costs and clsarges hereto annexed, marked C.
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ScuEnuLn A.
Warrant of Distress,
Mayor of the Borough of Paddington,.do
I,
, the Bailiff of the said
hereby authorize you,
Borough, to distrain the goods and ohattels in the dwellinghouse or in and upon the land and premises of
, being the
, for
situated at
amount of Municipal rates due to the said Borough to the
, for the said dwelling-house (or laud or preday of
mises as the case may be), and to proceed I esoon for t be
day
recovery of the rates according to law—Dated this
of
is Mayor.

B.
Inventory.
I have this day, in virtue of the warrant under the hand of
the Mayor of the Borough of Paddington, dated
distrained the following goods and chattels in the dwellingsituate
house (or in upon the land and premises) of
, being
within the said Borough, for
at
day
the amount of rates due to the said Borough to the
of
—Dated this
day of
, 18
Bailiff.
SCHEDULE

SCHISDULE C.
Fees to Raili/J

s. it.
1st. For making every entry and inventory in the
executionof warrant .................................... 5 0
2nd. If in possession more than five hours .................. 5 0
3rd. For every other (lay and part of a day ............... 5 0
And 5 per cent, on the net amount of sale.
Panr III.
Care and maeaqesaent of Streets.
Change of Street Levels.
Whenever it may be deemed necessary to alter the level
of any street, road, or way, the Council shall cause a plan and
section. showing theproposed cuttings and fillings to be
exhibited at the Council Chamber for fourteen days, for the
information and inspection of ratepayers, and shall notifT by
some newspaper circulating in the Borough that such plan is so
open to inspection. At a subsequent meeting of the Council
the said plan and section shall if adopted, be signed by the
Mayor or Chairman and countorsignod by the Council Clerk,
and such plan so signed and eountersigned shall be a record of
the Council.
Persons not to open drain or remove soil, &c. without leave, &c.
Any person who shall form, dig, or open any drain or
sewer, or remove or cause to be reenoved any turf, clay, sand,
soil, gravel, stone, or other material, in or from any part of the
carriage or foot way of any street or other public place within
the said Borough without leave first had and obtained by a
written order from the Mayor, or who shall wantonly break up
or otherwise damage any such carriage or foot way, shall on
conviction forfeit and pay for every such offence any sum not
exceeding five pounds nor less than ten shillings.

such owner or occupier of any such house, building, premises,
or land having any steps adjoining the footway of any such
street or public place, shall in like manner protect and guard
the same by fences, rails, or other enclosures, so as to prevent
the like danger to persons passing and repassing, and on failure
thereof every such owner or occupier shall as often as he shall
be convicted of such offence forfeit and pay any sum not being
less than forty shillings nor more than five pounds; and every
such owner or occupier as aforesaid who shall fail to erect such
rails, fences, or other enclosures as aforesaid within fourteen
days after any such conviction as aforesaid, shall be deemed
guilty of a fnrthcr offence against this By-law.
Improvement Committee may cause thorouighfares to be stopped, &c.
The Improvement Committee or any officer or person
acting under the anthority of such Committee, may at
any time cause the traffic of any street, lane, or thoroughfare, or
any portion thereof to be stopped for the purpose of repairing
the same or for any necessary purpose, and any person or
persons offending against this By.law either by travelling on
such street, lane, or thoroughfare, or by removing or destroying
any obstruction that may be placed theroon for the purpose of
suspending the traffic, shall forfeit and pay a penalty of any
tuna not exceeding five pounds or less than one pound for every
such offence.
Careless riding or driving.
Any person who shall ride or drive through or upon any
street or public place within the said Borough, so negligently
carelessly, or furiously that the safety of any other person shall
or may be endangered shall on conviction forfeit and pay a sum
not exceeding one pound nor less than five shillings.
Riding and driving round corners, &e.
Any person who shall ride or drive round the corner of
any road, street, or lane, within the said Borough, at a faster
pace than a walk, shall on conviction forfeit and, pay any sum
not exceeding ten shillings nor less than five shillings.
Boning and driving on footways, Bc.
Any person who shall run, roll, drive, draw, place, or
cause, permit, or suffer to be run, rolled, driven, drawn, or
placed upon any fcotway any waggon, omnibus, cart, dray,
stage, bicycle, carriage, wheelbarrow, truck, cask, wheel, or
velnele of any kind, or shall lead, drive, ride, or place any
horse, cattle, or other beast upon any footwny shall forfeit and
pay a penalty not exceeding five pounds nor less than one
pound.
Placing obstructions on foatway,, die;
0. If any person shall set or cause or permit to be set or
placed any stall, show.board, sign-board, baskot, or goods of any
hind whatsoever, or shall hoop, place, wash, or cleanse, or shall
cause to be hooped,placed, washed, or cleansed, any cask or vessel
in or upon or over any road, footway, or public place within the
said Borough, or shall set out, lay, or place, or shall cause or
procure, permit or suffer to be set out, laid, or placed, any
coach, cart, dray, barrow, truck, or other carriage upon any
footn'ay; or shall allow any vehicle, goods, or property to
remain in or obstruct any road, street, lane, or way; or if any
person shall set or place or cause to be set or placed in, upon,
or over any of the said carriage or foot ways, any timber, stones,
bricks, lime, or other materials or things for building whatsoever (unless the same shall be enclosed as hereinafter directed),
or any othergoods or things whatsoever, or shall hang out or
expose, or shall cause or permit to be hung out or exposed, any
meat or offal or other commodity or thing whatsoever from any
house or premises, over any part of such footways or carriage
ways, or over any area of any house or premises over or next to
any such street, road, or public pinee,—in every such case every
person so offending shall forfeit and a pay a sum not exceeding
forty shillings nor less than ten shillings.

persons not to dig holes, &c.—Persons to enclose buildings and building
material, &-e.—Lighta to be provided, &e.
Any
on or persons who shalt dig or make or cause
to be dug or made any hole, or leave or cause to be left any
hole adjoining or near to any street or public place within the
said Borough for the purpose of making any vault or vaults,
or the foundations of any house or other building or for any
flaT IV.
other purpose whatsoever, or shall erect or all down any
building, and shall not forthwith enclose the same and keep the
.Elostiny socK'.
same enclosed in a good and sufficient manner to the satisfaction
persons blasting rock to give notice, die.
of the Council of the said Borough, or who shall keep up or
Any person who shall be desirous of blasting any rock
cause to be kept up and continued, any such enclosure for any
time which shall be longer than shall be absolutely necessary within one hundred yerds of any street or public place within
in the opinion of the said Council, and shall not place lights I the said Borough shall give notice in writing provioua!y to the
upon each side of the said enclosure, and keep the same con- Council Clerk, who shall appoint a time when the same shall
stanfly burning from sunset to sunrise during the continuance take place, nncl give such other directions as he may deem
of such enclosure shall forfeit and pay for every such refusal necessary for the public safety and if any person shall blast or
or neglect any sum not being less than forty shillings nor more cause to be blastod any rock within the limits aforesaid without
giving such notice, or shall not conform to the directions given
than five pounds.
to lum by the said Council Clerk, he or she shall on conviction
persons no to leave dangerous openings exposed or obstructions on forfeit and pay for every such offence any sum not less than five
public ways, &e.
pounds nor more than twenty pounds.
Every owner or occupier of any house, building, premises,
Careless use of gunpowder, Be,
or land within the said Borough having any entrance, area,
garden, or other open space, or any vacant building lot, waterEvery porson who shall place or knowingly permit to be
bole or excavated space adjoining the footway of any street or placed in any house, yard, workshop, ontoffices, or other
public place in such Borough shall protect and guard the annie premises, fire, gunpowder, or combustible, or other inflammable
by good and sufficient rails, fences, or other enclosures so as to material of any kind, in such manner as to endanger contiguous
prevent danger to persons passing and repassing; and every buildings, shall on conviction of such offence forfeit and pay a
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rsenaltv of not more than five pounds nor less than tne pound,
semi shall forthwith remove such fire, gunpowder, or combustible
or inflammable material, and every such person who shall Buffer
any be, gunpowder, or combustible or inflammable materials to
Temain as aforesaid for seven days after any such conviction
shall be deemed guilty of a further offence against this By-law.

Persons committing offences, Sit.
6. Every person who in any street or other public place or
passage within the said Borough to the obstruction, annoyance,
or danger of the residents or passengers, shall commit any of
the following offences, shall on conviction for any and every
such offence forfeit and pay 'a penalty of tot more than five
pounds nor less than ten shillings
Hosstioggoods, &c.
Every person who shall hoist or cause to be hoisted,
or lower, or cause to be lowered, goods of any description from any opening in any house fronting any
street or public place and close to the footway thereof
without sufficient and proper ropes and tackling.

Pint V.

Pnhlic Pumps.
Negligent we of public pumps and water, &e,
1. Whosoever, having access to any or either of the public
pumps within the said Borough belonging to the said- Council
for the taking of water therefrom or otherwise, who shall
wilfully or negligently suffer any water to run to waste from
any pump, from or by which he or she shall be supplied, or to
which he or she has access, or slinli by himself or herself, or
by any of his or her employics, supply water in any quantity to
contractors or others for building purposes, orshall use the said
water from said pumps for the purpose of washing horses or
carriagds, or shall use the said water for any purpose excepting
for household purposes, or who shall in sny way injure any or
either of the said pumps, shall on conviction forfeit and psy for
every such offence a sum not exceeding forty shillings nor less
than ton shillings, in addition to the amount of damage that
might be occasioned.

Conveyance of mnsal
Every person who shall carry or convey or cause to
be earned or conveyed in any street or public place,
the earcese or any part of the ogrcase of any newly.
slaughtered animal without a sufficient and proper
clean cloth covering the same for the concealment
from public view, or shall hawk or carry about
butcher's meat for sale 'without covering the same as
aforesaid.
Placing lines across the streets, &c.
Every person who shall place any line, cord, or pole
across any-street, lane, or passage, or lsaug or place
clothes thereon, to the danger or annoyance of any
person.
Every person who shall place any fiower.pot in any
upper window time to any street or public place
without sufficiently guarding the same from being
thrown down.

Pszr VT.

lVuisaacey.
eting AIM, or rubbish into streets, &c.
1. Any person who shall east or cause to be cast any filth,
rubbish, or any dead animal into any street, lane, public water.
course, sewer, or waterhole, or who shall suffer any dead animal
to remain upon his or her land or premises to become a nuisance
or otherwise offensive, or who shall permit any filth to flow
from his or her premises, or shall permit or cause by means of
pipes, channels or other contrivances filth from closets to flow
into any street, lane, public watercourse, sewer, or waterhole, or
shall obstruct or divert from its channel any such sewer or
watercourse, shall forfeit any sum not exceeding five pounds
nor less than one pound, and shall pay the cost of removing such
filth or obstruction, or of restoring such sewer or watercourse
to its proper channel.

(hsting building material from roofs, Sic.
Every person who shall throw or east from the roof
or any part of any house or other building, any
slate, brick, part of a brick, wood, rubbish, or other
material or thing (unless within a hoard or enclosure),
when any house or building is being erected, pulled
down, or repaired.
Elaeksmiths, Sic., to close establishments after sunset, &-c.
Every blacksmith, whtcsmith, anchor smith, nailmaker, metal-founder, himeburner, brickmakcr, potter,
or other person using a forge, furnace, or kiln, and
having a door, window, or aperture fronting or opening into or towards any street, lane, or passage, and
not closing such door, or not fastening the shutters
or other fastenings of such window and closing such
aperture or placing a screen before the same every
evening within one hour after sunset, so as to effecttually prevent the light from sinning through the
doorway, window, or aperture next or upon such
street, lane, or passage.

I

Keeping swine and straying animals, &c,

2. Any person who shall breed, feed, or keep any kind of
swine in any building, yard, garden, or other hereditament
situate and being in or within 120 feet of any street or public
place in the said Borough, or shall sufl'cr any kind of swine, or
any horse, ass, mule, sheep, goat, or other cattle belonging to
him or her, or under his or her charge, to stray or go about, or
to be tethered or depastured in any street or public place, shall
on conviction forfeit and pay for such offence a sum not exceeding forty shillings nor less than two shillings and sixpence.

Parsons burning bones, or sags, Sic.
Every person who shall 'within the distance of one
hundred yards from any dwelling-house, burn any
rags, bones, corks, or other offensive substance to the
annoyance of any inhabitant.

Premises and private avenues to be kept clean, &e.
3. Any owner or occupier of any house or place within the
said Borough who shall cirglect to keep clean all private avenues,
passages, yards, and ways within the said premises, so as by
such neglect to cause a nuisance by offensive smell or otherwise,
shall on conviction forfeit and pay a sum not exceeding forty
shillings nor less than ten shillings for every such offence.
Inspector of Nuisances to visit and inspect butchering establishments, Sit.
4. For preserving the cleanliness of the said Borough and
the health of the inhabitants thereof, it shall be lawful for the
Inspector of Nuisances or for any other officer or officers
appointed by the Council from tune to time, and when and as
often as he or either of them shall see occasion to visit and
inspect the butchers' premises, boiling-down establishments,
tanneries, and fellmonucring establishments in the said Borough,
and to give such directions concerning the cleansing of the said
premises, tanneries, and establishments both within and without, as to him shall seem needful ; and any butcher, or she
owner o" occupier of any such tannery or csi,,blishment who
shall refuse or neglect to comply with such directions within
forty'eight hours, shall forfeit and pay asum not exceeding ten
pounds nor less than ten shillings.
Premise, to be inspected upon the complaint of any householder, &c.

5. Upon the rcn,onnble complaint of any householder, that
the house, promises, yards, closets, or drains of the neighbouring or adjoining premises are a nuisance or offensive, the
Inspector of Nuisances or any other person appointed by the
Council shall make an inspection of the premises complained of,
and the officer of the Council shall have full power without any
other authority than this By-law, to go upon the said premises
for such purpose.

crrying goods on fnuncs, &c.
Any person who shall carry goods on any frame to
the annoyance of any porson upon the footwity of any
street or other public footway.
Keeping ferocious animals, &e,
Every person who shall be the keeper of or have
any dog or other animal which Bliall attack or endanger the life or limb of any person who may have
the right of u'ay or the use of any private road, yard,
alley, street, or other place within the said Borough.
Filthy premises injarious to public health,
If upon the certificate of any two duly qualified medical
practitioners, it appear to the Council that any house or part
thereof, or the premises occupied in connection therewith
within the limits of the said Borough, is in such a filthy or
unwholesome condition that tl,e health of any person is or nifty
be affectod or liable to be affected or endangered thereby, and
that tlse whmtew-a'lung, cleansing, or purifying of any house or
part thereof, or the presnist-s occupied in connection therewith,
would tend to prevent or check any infectious or contagious
disease, the said Council shall give notice in writing to the
owner or occupier of such house or part thereof, or the premises
occupied in connection therewith, to whitewash,, clean,'-, or
purify the same, as time ease may require; and if the person to
whom notice is so given shall fail to comply therewith within
such time as shnll be specified in the said notice, he or she shall
be liable to a penalty net, exceeding ten shillings for every clay
during which he or she oonti,,nes to make default. Provided
thatuao such penalty shall collectively amount to any great
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sum than twenty pounds; and the said Council shall, if they
shall think fit, cause such house, building, or part thereof, or
the premises occupied in connection therewith, to be whitewashed, cleansed, or purified, and for such purpose the proper
officers, servants, and workmen of the said Council shall have
power to enter the same, and the expense incurred by the
Conncil in so doing shall be paid by the owner or occupier.
BathIng inpublic pisees.
Any person who shall bathe near to or wititia view of any
public wharf, quay, bridge, street, road,or other place of public
resort within the limits of the said Borough between the hours
of six o'clock in the morning and eight in the evening, shall on
conviction forfeit and pay a sum not exceeding one pound for
every such offence.
Offending against decency.
Any individual who shall offend against decency by the
exposure of his or her person in any street or public place
within the said Borough, or in the view thereof, shall on conviotion forfeit and pay for every such offence a sum not
exceeding five pounds nor less than one pound.
Persons keeping cows to provide sufficient space, &c.
Any person who shall keep cows on any premises within
the said Borough, and shall not provide a space for each cow of
seven feet by five feat, shall on conviction forfeit and pay any
sum not less than ten shillings nor more than forty shillings for
each offence.
Onnecting drains with sewers, &c., without pennission.
H. Any person who shall connect any pipe or drain with any
sewer belonging to the said Council without permission first
obtained from the said Council, shall on conviction forfeit and
pay any sum not exceeding twenty pounds nor less than five
pounds.

By-law Committee to cause the residents of such house or
premises to furnish to the Council a list of names, ages, sexes,
and occupation of all the inmates of the said house or pre.
inises, and upon non.compliance with such request, or if upon
consideration the said Committee consider the house to be one
of ill-fame, they shall, with the sanction of the Council, declare
the same to be a nuisance, and shall cause a notice in writing
to be served upon the holder of such house or premises or any
person resident or being therein to discontinue or abate the said
nuisance within forty-eight hours after the receipt of such
notice, and if such nuisance be not so abated the holder of such
house or premises or other person residing or being therein and
acting as such holder shall be liable to be proceeded against
for such nuisance, and shall on conviction thereof forfeit and
pay any sum not less than two pounds nor more than twenty
pounds; and if such nuisance shall not be abated within fortyeight hours after conviction such holder of such house or such
other person residing or being therein as aforesaid shall forfeit
and pay for such second offence a sum not less than five pounds
nor more than fifty pounds ; and if a further period of fortyeight hours shall elapse after such second conviction without
the abatement of such nuisance such holder of such house or
other person residing therein as aforesaid shall for such third
offence forfeit and pay any sum not less than ten pounds nor
more than fifty pounds.
Penalties whore no special penalty mentioned, and for obstroctlng
enforcement of By-laws.
Every person committing a breach of any of these By-laws
shall, where no penalty is mentioned for such offence, be liable
to a penalty of a sum not exceeding twenty poonds; and any
person obstructing any person in the discharge of any duty
imposed, or in the exercise of any privilege conferred by any
of these By-laws, shall be liable to a penalty of a sum not
exceeding twenty pounds.
Passed by the Municipal Council of the Borough of

PART VII.

Paddington, this sixth day of January, one thousand

Houses of ill.fame.
By-laws Committee to deal with houses of ill-fame.
Upon representation by any respectable ratepayer that any
house or promises within the Borough, and near to the residence
of such ratepayer, is of ill-fame, it shall be lawful for the

eight hundred and eighty.
(is.)
CRABLEc JIELLMRICII, Council Clerk.

Sydney; Thomas Richards, Government Fe-inter. —1880.
[6d.]

W. TAYLOR,
Mayor.
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

MUNICIPALITIES.
(BOROUGH OF ALEXANDRIA—BY-LAWS.)

3ffircaente1l to 33arhnrntnt, purEulaut to act Si 'Qir. So. 12., oct. 158.

Colonial Secretary's OMee,
Sydney, 24th June, 1880.
BOROUGH OF ALEXANDRIA—BY-LAWS.
THE following By-laws, made by the Council of the Borough of Alexandria, for the establishment of a Toll-gate on the Henderson
Road, and the collection of Tolls thereat, having been confirmed by His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, are published in accordance with the requirements of the Municipalities Act of 1867,
HENRY PARHES.

BY-LAWS for the establishment of a Toll-bar on the Henderson
Road and the collection of Tolls thereat, passed by the
Municipal Council of Alexandria, on the 7th day of April,
1880.
WHEREAS it has been deemed expedient by the Municipal
Council of Alexandria to place a Toll-gate on the Henderson
Road, for the purpose of collecting tolls for the maintenance
and repairs of the said road, they, the said Municipal Council,
have agreed to the following By-laws for establishing and
regulating the same, for the scale of tolls to be levied, and for
the collection of said tolls
1st. That a gate be erected on the Henderson Road.
2nd, That the following scale of tolls be levied on every
vehicle or animal passing through the said gate each time, the
said vehicles being allowed to return without such toll being
demanded
d.
For every sheep, goat, or pig .................................0 01
For every or or head of neat cattle ........................0 1
For every horse, more, gelding, ass, or mule ............0 1
For every cart, dray, or other such vehicle with two
wheels, drawn by one horse or other animal,,,.,. 0 2
If drawn by two horses or other animals ------------------0 3
And for every additional horse or other animal .........0 1
And for every waia, waggon, or other such carriage'
with four wheels drawn by two horses or other
animals......................................................0 4
And for every additional horse or other animal drawing
such carriage................................................0 1

[8cL]
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s. d.
For every gig, chaise, or other such carriage with two
wheels, drawn by one horse or other animal --------0 3
If drawn by two horace or other animals ------------------0 4
For every coach, chariot, or other such carriage with
four wheels, and drawn by one horse or other
animal......................................................0 5
If drawn by two horses or other animals ------------------0 6
And for every additional horse or other animal .........0 1
3rd, That for every vehicle with four wheels, usually drawn
by two or more horses, affixed, tied, or secured to any other
vehicle, there shall be paid for such vehicle the same rate of
toll as if drawn by two horses.
And for every vehicle with two wheels the same rate of toll
as if drawn by one horse.
Provided always that if any such vehicle so tied or secured to
any other vehicle, shall eoutain any goods other than the
harness thereto belonging, and such articles of package as may
be necessary for the protection of such carriage or passengers,
the same shall be liable to double the toll hereby imposed.
4th. The said. Toll-gate, with the power of levying tolls, shall
be sold by auction on the first day of July in every year, but,
the Council will reserve the right of disposing of the said Tollgate in any manner they shall deem expedient
(u.s.) CHARLES B. HENDERSON,
Mayor.
he. Jons, Council Clerk.
Council Chambers, Alexandria,
3rd May, issa
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NEW SOUTU WALES.

MUNICIPALITIES.
(MENICIPAL DISTRICT OF YASS—BY-LAW.)

re%enteb to arlfament, purminut to Art 31 lIlt. 13a. 12, sec, 15$.

Colonial Secretary's Office,
Sydney, 10th September, 1879.
1\fXTNICIPAL DISTRICT OP YASS.
BY-LAW.
TEE following By-law made by the Council of the Municipal District of Yass, in substitution for the

first of the existing By-laws of that Municipality, to alter the time of meeting of the Council, having
been confirmed by His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, is published in
accordance with the requirements of the Municipalities Act of 1867.
HENRY PAIIKES.

1. The Council shall meet at the Chambers on every alternate Friday, at 780 p.m., unless such day
shall be a public holiday, in which case the Council shall appoint some other day for the meeting.

[ad,]
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

MUNIOIPALJTJIE S.
(MUNICIPAL DISTRICT OP TENTRRFIRLD_EY.LAWS.)

rcrntgb to ljavliamcnt, purøuant to 21d 31 nc,

ftc. 12, øtt. 158.

Colonial Secretary's Office,
Sydney, 28th July, 1879.
MUNICIPAL DISTRrOT OF TENTERFIELD.
BY-LAWc.
THE following By-laws, made by the Council of the Municipal District of Tenterfield, for the preventing of fires, having been
confirmed by His Excellency the Lieutenant-Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, are published in aecordance with
the requirements of the Municipalities Act of 1867.
HENRY PARKES.
TEZcTERFIELD Muneipn By-tAwe,
Every person who shall erect or repair or knowingly permit to be erected or repaired within the said Municipality any
building or portion of a building, any portion of which shall be constructed of bark or other dangerously inflammable materials,
shall on conviction of every such offence pay a penalty of not more than twenty pounds; and every person who shall suffer any
such building or portion of a building to remain as aforesaid for twenty-four hours after such conviction shall be guilty of a
further offence against this By-law: Provided that this By-law shall only be onforced within that portion of the said Municipality,
bounded on the west by the Tenterfield Creek, on the north by Nans-street, on the east by Wood-street, and on the south by
Doug]as-at.reet.
Every person who shall, within that portion of the Municipality named in the preceding By-law, erect any fence of
bruahwood, bushes, or other inflammable material, or shall make or place or cause to be made or placed any stack of hay, corn,
straw, or other produce, or place as or for the covering of any such stack any inflammable material, so as to endanger contiguous
buildings or properties, or asy trees, shrubs, or other produce thereof, or any chattels therein, shall on conviction of every
such offence pay a penalty of not more than ten pounds; and shall also remove such fence, stack, or covering within seven days
after such conviction; and any person failing to remove such fence, stack, or covering within the time specified after such conviction as aforesaid shall be deemed guilty of a further offence against this By-law.
Made and passed by the Municipal Council of the Municipal District of Tenterfield, on the 5th day of May, 1879.

OEo. XENNZDY, Council Clerk.

[&L]
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(n.e.) EDWARD B. WUEREAT,
Mayor.
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Colonial Secretary's Omco,
Sydney, 31st Suly, 1879.
MUNJCIPAL DISTRICT OF IsIOLONG.
Br—jaws.
Tao following By-laws, made by the Council of the Municipal District of Molong, for tug ulating the proceedings of the Council,
the coUcetion of rates, for the prevention and abatement of nuisances and other matters, and for the general good rule and government of the Municipality, having been confirmed by his Excellency the Lieutenant-Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, are published in accordance with the requirements of the Municipalities Act of 1867.
HENRY FAMES.

MvnclrALTry or MoaoiG.
Br-asws to regulate by means of Standing Orders the proceedings of tIm Municipal Council of Molong for the general
good role and government of the Municipality, and for the
collect-ion of rates, the prevention and abatement of
nuisances and other matters.
The following shall be the By-laws of the Municipality of
Molong Meetings of Municipal Ceuneil, and duties of Mayor and Aldermen.
The Council shall meet at the School of Arts or -other
place that may hereafter be appointed within the Municipality
of Molong, at half-past seven o'clock pm. on every alternate
Tuesday, for the transaction of business, unless othorwiso
adjourned, subject however to the provisions of the Municipalities Act of 1867.
There shall be two half-yearly meetings of the Council, in
the months of March and September in each Municipal year,
for the purpose of making sip the neeounte of the Municipality
for the half-years respectively expiring in the preceehiog months
of February and August in such year.
The Mayor or presiding Alderman shall preserve order,
and his decision on disputed points of order shall be final.
4, The Mayor or presiding Alderman may take partisa all the
proceedings of the Council.
When the Mayor or presiding Alderman is culled upon to
decide upon a point of order or practice) he is to state the rules
applicable to the ease without argument or comment.
The Mayor or presiding Aiim-man shall put all questions
and declai-e the sense of the Council thereon.
If two or more anenibers rise to speck at the Caine time
the Mayor or presiding Alderman shall decide which, member
is entitled to pre-audience.
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The Mayor or presiding Alderman may, without waiting
for the interposition of any member of the Council, call to order
any member proceeding to speak a second time on the same
subject-, except in the way of explanation only or of reply by
the mover of any motion then under consideration.
The Mayor or presiding Alderman shall on every metioa
made put the question first in the affirmative and then in the
negative, and he may do so as often as may be necessary to
enable mm to form and declare his opinion from the chow of
hands as to which party has the majority.
livery Alderman shall enter his name and address in a
book kept by the Council Olerk, where su,nusonses and other
papers may be left for him Every Alderman present shall reeerd his vote epenly
upon all subjects.
Order of Business.
The business of the Council shall be taken in the following order
Bending and signing minutes of last meeting.
Rending of copies of letters sent by authority of
Council.
lteadissg of letters received, and considering and ordering
thereon.
Reception and itading of petit.ieus a-nd memorials, but
without discussion.
Reception and reading of reports from Permanent and
Select Committees, and ordering thereon.
6- Order of the day and adjourned motionsMotions according to notice.
Foymnoat of accounts and special payments.
All motions shall be made, and petitions presented by
Aldermen in their places, and every Alderman shall
stand when speaking and address the Chair.
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The order of the day shall include business, of which
due notice has been given, and all matters arising out of former
meetings of the Council.
Any motion entered on notice paper, and the Alderman
having given notice of the same being absent, and no other
Alderman having been deputed to bring forward such motion
when the business is called on, shall be struck out.
Any number of amendments may be proposed on a
motion before the Council, and when. more than one amendment is moved the question shall first be put on the last
amendment and then on the next, and so on in the reverse
order in which they were moved, except when such motion or
amendment shall relate to the acceptance of tenders, the fixing
of salaries, or other matters of finance, in which ense the
lowest sum shall be put first, then the next lowest, and so on
to the highest.
16, It shall not be necessary for any motion to be seconded.
17. Motions for adjournment, shall be put without discussion,
and, if negatived it shall not be competent for any Alderman to
make a similar motion until Iialf-an.hour shall have elapsed.
18. Motions to rescind or to vary a former vote of the
Council shall not be moved without express notice, and a call of
the Council on a particular day to be named for the purpose.
Notices of Motion.
19. The Council Clerk shall enter in a book to be kept for
that purpose, to be called the " Notice Book," all notices of
motion in the order in which they are reoeived,
Petition,.
20. No discussion shall take place on the presentation of any
petition without notice of motion given after its reception.
21. It shall be incumbent on any Alderman presenting a
petition to acquaint himself with the language thereof, and to
report to the Council that he considers it unobjeetionable in
that respect.
22. All petitions shall be received only as the petitions of the
parties signing the same.
Committees and their Reports
23. No Committee shall consist of less than three members
of the Council, which number shall form a quorUm.
24. Tbo mover of any motion for a Committee shall be a
member thereof, and at all meetings of such Committee the
Mayor, if a member, shall preside; or, if he be not a member,
then such Alderman shall preside as a majority of the members
of the Committee shall have appointed permanent Chairman
thereof; and in the absence of the Mayor or permanent Chairman respectively, such Chairman as the members present shall
appoint shall preside.

It shall be competent for any Alderman to divide the
Council on any question both in full Council and Committee,
and the Mayor or presiding Alderman shall take the division in
the usual wny by show of hands, and the names given by the
Mayor or presiding Alderman to the Council Clerk shall be taken
down by him and recorded.
All divisions of the Council shall be entered in the minutebook.
Any Alderman using offensive or abusive language towards
any other Alderman, or persisting in speaking when requested
by tl,e Mayor or presiding Alderman to desist, or ref using to sit
dowa when called to order by the Mayor or presiding Alderman
shall forfeit and pay for evrry such offence a sum of money not
being less than five shillings nor exceeding five pounds.
No work affecting the expenditure of the funds of the
Municipality shall be undertaken until in estimate of the
expense shall have been laid before the Pi,ianeo Committee,
reported thereon at the next meeting, and approved of by tl,e
Council.
31. A Committee or Surveyor shall in all cases be appointed
to inspect the work performed. as soon as completed, and on the
written approval of such Committee or Surveyor the same shall
be paid for.
It shall be lawfi,l for any ratepayer at any time previous
to any tender for work being accepted to petition the Council in
support of or against the expenditure on account of such contract.
Officers.
The Council Clerk shall have the custody of the Common
Seal, and of all books, charters, deeds, muniments, and records
of the Corporation or relating to the property thereof.
The Treasurer's cash-book and the Banker's pass-book
shall be laid before the Council at all its meetings.
ny-laws
That no new By-law shall be proposed at any meeting
unless notice in writing has been duly given, and no new
By-law, amendment, or repeal shall be finally passed at the
meeting at which it is first proposed.
That no less than seven days shall intervene between the
meeting at which the new By-law, amendment, or repeal thall
be proposed and the meeting at which the same shall be passed
by the Council.
That any proposed new or imended By-law or repeal of
any existing law shall be filed in the Council Clerk's office, for
the inspection of the Aldermen or inhabitants of the Borough,
from the time at which it is proposed until the meeting at
which it is to be finally adopted.
Miscellaneous Regulatioo,.
All contracts for Municipal works shall be by tender or
otherwise, as the Council may see fit.

25. No report of any Committee shall be adopted unless due
notice of motion for that purpose be given after its reception.

,No Alderman or officer of the Council shall be surety for
any contractor or officer of the Municipality.

26. The rules of the Council shall be observed in a Ceni
mittee of the whole Council except ruling limiting the number
of times of speaking.

Collection of rates.

Order of Debate.
27. Any Alderman proposing a motion or amendment or
discussing any matter shall not be interrupted unless by a call
to order, when lie shall sit down ; the Alderman calling to
order shall then be heard and the question of order decided
before the subject is resumed or any other business procceded
with.
28. Any Alderman proposing a motion or any amendment
most state the nature of it before addressing the Council.

29. Except in Conuuittee no Alderman shall speak twice on the
same question, unless in explanation when he has been misrepresented or misunderstood: Provided however that the mover
shall be allowed to reply, and that every Alderman shall have
the liberty of speaking once on every amendment as well as on
the original motion.
30. No Alderman shall digress from the subject under discussion, nor shall he speak upon any motion or amendment for a
longer period than fifteen minutes without the consent of the
Council.
81. A debate may be adjourned to a later hour of the same
evening, or to another day to be specified.
32. The Alderman upon whose motion any debate shall be
adjourned by the Council shall be entitled to pre.audieaee on
the resumption of the debate.

That if necessary a duly qualified person shall be
appointed for the collection of the Municipal rates, and the
remuneration shall be an agreed por'centage upon the actual
amount collected by such officer from the ratepayers.
4-7. That such rates be collected by half.yearly instalments.
The Collector of such rates for the time being, if
appointed, shall he the Bailif for the Municipality, and in the
meantime until such Collector be appointed a proper person
shall be appointed as Bailiff..
The Collector if appointed shall, in accordance with
the provisions of the Municipalities Act of 1867, collect the
rates when made from the ratepayers, and shall from time to
time report the result of ]its collection to the Council, and shall
execute all warrants for distresses or take such proceedings for
enforcing payment of the said rates if in arrear, as the Mayor
or any person who may for the time being be duly authorized
to perform the duties of that office, shall direct.
The Collector if appointed shall keep such books required
for the collection of rates as shall be furnished him by the
Council Clerk, and shall produce the same for the inspection of
any ratepayer at any reasonable time.
All levies and distresses shall be made under warrant in
the form of the Schedule hereunto annexed and marked with
the letter "A," under the hand of the Mayor or any person who
may for the time being be duly authorized to perform the
duties of that office.

I

B
52. The Bailiff shall be paid for every levy made by him
tinder theso By-laws the foes mentioned in the Schedule herounto annexed and marked "B."

Scittionutils A.
1,
, Mayor of the Borough of Moloug, do hereby
authorize you,
, the Bailiff of the said Borough,
to distrain the goods and chattels in the dwelling-hnuse (or in
and upon the land and premises) of
, situate
ot
, for
, being the amount of rates
due to the Corporation of the said Borough to the
day of
for the said dwehliig-hiouse (or premises, as the
case may be), and to proceed thereon for the recovery of the
said rates according to law.
Dated this

day of

, 187

By-laws for the rare and management of the public made and street,
and the general good ruts and government of the Municipality.
No cattle intended for slaughter and solo in the town
shall be driven through any street or public thoroughfare of
the Municipality between the hours of S in the morning and
6 in the evening, and every person who shall drive or cause to
be driven, any such cattle through any street or public
thoroughfare of the Municipality between such hours, shall on
eonviot,on forfeit and pay for every such offonce a sum of
money, not being less than five shillings nor exceeding five
pounds.
That any person who shall drag any logs, stump, or an;
kind of rubbish on to any of the reserves within the Municipality, or take loam, sand, or stone from off of any of the
streets within the said Municipality without the permission of
the Mayor, shall on conviction for every such offence forfeit
and pay a sum of money, not being less than five shillings and
not exceeding five pounds.

Mayor.

(as.)

W. TANNER, JNU., Mayor.

Scm-Drtlt B.
Fees to Bailiff.
For making entry and inventory, t]ireo shillings; if in
possession more than five hours, three shillings additional, and
for every subsequent day whilst in possession, five shillings per
day, and five per cent, upon the not proceeds of the sale.

[3d.]

Made and passed by the Municipal Council of Molong this
25th day of March, A.D. 1879.

Sydney: Thomas itichards, Government Printer. --iShO.

MIcirABa Tnous Pantairs,
Council Clerk.

I.'
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Sydney, 1st August, 1879.
MUNICIPAL DISTRICT OF LAMBTON.
BY-LAWS.
'Ins following By-laws, made by, the Council of the Municipal District of Lamblon, for regulating the proceedings of the Council
and the duties of its officers and servants for preserving order at its meetings; for determining the times and modes of collecting
and enforcing the payment of rates; for preventing and extinguishing fires for suppressing nuisances for compelling residents
to keep their promises free from offensive or unwholesome matters for restraining noisome and offensive trades ; and for
generally maintaining the good rule and government of the Municipality, having been confirmed by His Excellency the LieutenantGovernor, with tIm advice of the Executive Council, are published in accordance with the requirements of the Municipalities
Act of 1867.
HENRY PARKES.

BY-LAWS 07 MUNICIPAL DISTBiOD 01 LAnrolc.
PAin' I.
Proe.disegs of the Council and Committees—Duties of Officers
and Servants, 4c.
Ordinary Meeting.
The Council shall meet for the transection of business on
such days and at such hours as the Council may from time to
time appoint.
itlection of Chairman in the absence of the Mayor.
If at any meeting!of the Council the Mayor be absent at
the expiration of fifteen minutes after the time appointed for
holding such meeting, the Alderman then present shall proceed
to elect a Chairman from themselves for such meeting.
Blisitiese of Ordinary Meetings.
2. The following shall be the order of brlsiness at all meetings of the Council, other than special meetings:The minutes of the last preceding meeting to be read,
corrected, if erroneous, and signed by the Mayor or
other Chairman. No discussion to be permitted on
such minutes, except as to whether they are correct.
Correspondence to be read, and order made thereon if
expedient.
Petition. (if any) to be rend and deaTh with.
Reports from Committees and minutes from the Mayor
(if any) to be presented and orders made thereon.
Questions as to any matters under the jurisdiction or
witlun the official cognizance of the Council to be put
and replied to, and statements as to any facts, matters,
or circumstances requiring attention by the Council,
or any of the Comniitt,ees or officers to be made.
Motion, of which notice has been given to be dealt
with in the order in which they stand on the business
paper.
Orders of the day to be disposed of as they stand on
the business paper.
44—

Business may be faken out of regular order.
Provided, that the Council may, by resolution without notice,
entertain any particular motion or deal with any particular
matter of business out of its regular order on the business
paper -without any formal suspension of this section, and may
in like manner direct that any particular or matter of business
may have precedence at a future meeting.
Gcnercl deties of the Mayor or presiding Aidermase.
Order.
4. The Mayor or presiding Alderman shall preserve order,
and his decision on all disputed points shall be ilnal, but he is
to give his decision without argument or comment.
The Mayer may take part to proceedings.
6. The Mayor or presiding Alderman may take part in all
proceedings of the Council.
Putting questlen.
The Mayor or presiding Alderman shall put all questions
and declare the sense of the Council thereon.
Prs..audience.
If two or more members rise to speak at the same time,
the Mayor or presiding Alderman shall decide which Member
is entitled to pre-sudience.
Not to speak a second time
S. The Mayor or presiding Alderman may, without waiting
for the interposition of any member of the Council, call to
order any member proceeding to speak a second time on the
same question (except in explanation, and without introducing
any new matter). The member introducing the motion to have
the right of reply, and every member shall have the liberty of
speaking once en every amendment as well as on the original
motion.
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Questions put by Mayor.
The Mayor or presiding Alderman shall on every motion
made and seconded put the question first in the affirmative and
then in the negative, and he may do so as often as may be
necessary to enable him to f orm and declare his opinion from
the show of hands as to which party has the majority.
Not speaking to question.
No member shall deviate from the subject under debate,
or make personal reflections upon any other member.
Time for speaking.
No member shall speak on any motion or amendment
longer than ten minutes.
Oensive expressions.
No member shall make use of any expression capable of
being applied offensively to any other member.
Adjournment of debate.

A. debate may be adjourned to a later hour of the same
day or to another day specified.

Petition of parties signing.
All petitions shar be received only as the petitions of the
parties signing the same.
Committees.
Besides such special Committees as from time to time
shall be found necessary, there shall be a standing Finance
Committee, which shall examine and check all accounts, and
shall watch generally over the collection and expenditure of the
Municipal revenues. They shall enquire and report from time
to time as to all matters which Ibey nsay consider to affect or be
likely to nll'ect the finances of the Municipality, and as to such
matters or subjects of the like nature as they may be directed
by resolution of the Council to enquire and report upon. Such
Committee shall be appointed by resolution of the Council
within tlurty days after the election of the Mayor for the
Municipal year.
Chairman of Committees.
The Mayor shall be Chairman of all Committees of which
he shall be a member, and every Committee of which the Mayor
shall not be a member shall elect a permanent Chairman of such
Committee; and such Chairman may du,'ect the Council Clerk
to call meetings whenever he shall think it expedient.

Member entitled to pre.audieace.
The member upon whose motion any debate shall be
adjourned shall be entitled to pre-eudience on the resumption
of the debate.
Calls to order.
Any Alderman may at any time call the attention of the
Mayor to any Alderman being out of order, or to any other
point of order.
Motion for adjourcimsnt.
Any motion for adjournment if seconded shall be
immediately put without discussion, but if such motion be
negatived it shall not be competent for any member to make a
like motion until the lapse of a qunrter of an hour.

Ilepert to be signed.
Every report of a Committee shall be signed by the
Chairman thereof.
Funds of Municipality.
No work affecting the funds of the Municipality shall be
undertaken until the proibable expense be first ascertained by
the Council, and all accounts to be paid by the Council shall be
examined before any warrant shall be issued for the payment
thereof. Provided that in cases of emergency the Mayor with
the assent of any two Alderman may authorize the expenditure
of any sum not exceeding five pounds, and such expenditure
shall be reported to the Council at its next sitting.

Motions most be seconded.
No notice shall be taken by the Mayor or presiding
Alderman of any motion unless it be seconded.

Sec urit.y.
In cases where security is required by the Municipalities
Act of 1867, no security shall be accepted otherwise than by a
vote of the Council.

Notice, must be in wriliag.
All notices of motion shall be in writing, dated and
signed by the Alderman proposing the same, previous to being
handed to the Council Clerk, and shall not be withdrawnfrom
the business paper unless a call of the whole Council has been
duly made and granted for that purpose.
Call of the whole Council.
No motion, the effect of which if carried would be to
rescind any motion which has already passed the Council, shall
be entered on the business paper unless a call of the whole
Council has been duly made and granted for that purpose.
new ordered.
A call of the Council may be ordered by any resolution
of which due notice has been given for the consideration of any
motion or matter of business before such Council.
How rating determined.
The Council shall vote by show of hands, but any Alderman may divide the Council on any question both in full
Council or in Committee of the Whole, in which ease every
Alderman there present shall be compelled to vote, and divisions
shall be entered in the minute book.
Question to be read when relutred.
2. Any member may require the question under discussion
to be read for his information at any time during the dehate,
but not so as to interrupt any other member whilst speaking.
Hew amendments to be put.
When a motion in Council shall have been made and
seconded, any Alderman shall be at liberty to move an amendment thereon, but no such amendment shall be discussed unless
and until it be seconded. No motion or amendment shall be
discussed until it shall have been reduced to writing.
Council Clerk to give notice of Committee me sting,.
The Council Clerk shall call a meeting of any Committee
when requested to (10 so by the Chairman or any two members
of such Committee.
I'stitions-No debate.
On the presentation of a petition no debate shall sake
place until notice has been given in the usual manner, and the
only question that can be entertained by the Council on the
day of its prescnsatioa shall be that the petition be received, or
that it be referred to a Committee.
Language of Petition,.
It shall be incumbent on any Alderman presenting a
petition to acquaint himself with the language thereof, and to
report to the Council that he considers it unobjectionable.

Books and parer, not to be shown.
No officer or servant appointed by the Council shall be at
liberty to show, lay open, or expose any of thee books, papers, or
records of the Council to any person not a member of the
Council without leave from the said Council, except as provided by law.
comm.. seal.
The common seal shall nott be affixed to any document
without the express authority of the Council, and every impression thereof shall be verified by the signatures of the Mayor
and Council Clerk.
Seal, Charter, &c., u-here kept.
The seal of the Municipality, and all charters, deeds, and
records of the Council shall be kept in the custody of the
Council Clerk, unless the Council shall otherwise order.

flier II.

Collection and enforcenzen/ of Rates.
Times and modes of cofleetien.
All rates levied or imposed by the Council under the
provisions of the Municipalities Act of 1867, and for the purposes mentioned in the said Act, shall be collected 011cc a year,
and such rate shall be held to be due and payable on and after
such days as the Council may from time to time appoiat.
Rates to be paid at office of Council Clerk.
All rates made and authorised by the Council, shall be
paid within the time prescribed by the Act on such hours and
days, and at such places as the Council may from time to time
appoint.
Unpaid rates.
The Council Clerk shall prepare at such times as may be
ordered by resolution of the Council or the Mayor, a list of thee
names of all persons whose rates are unpaid at the expiration
of the tune fixed for the payment of tha same and the Mayor
may take i,nmcdiate proceedings either by summons or by the
issue of distress warrants agoinst defaulters.
Bailiff.
The Bailiff shall be appointed by resolution of the
Council, and shall be at any time removable by a like resolution, and shall give such security a, the Council shall approve
of for the faithful performance of the duties of the office.
Levies and distress.
The Bailiff shall make all levies and distresses for the
recovery of Intel under the warrant of the Mayor, such warrant
to be mafle in accordance with the form in Schedule hereto
annexed, mar]se.d A.
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Entry and levy.

SounnuLs B

The Bailiff shall be paid for entry and levy made under
theso By-laws, according to the Schedule annexed, marked C.
Making a distress.
At the time of making a distress, the Bailiff shall forth.
with make out a written inventory in the form, or to the effect
of the Schedule annexed, marked B, which inventory shall be
delivered to the occupant of the ]and or premises, or t;he owner
of the goods so distrained, or to some person in his or her
behalf resident in the place where the distress has been made,
and in ease there shall be no person at such place with whom
such inventory can be left as aforesaid, then such inventory
shall be posted in some conspicuous part of the land or
premises on which the distress has been made, and the Bailiff
shall deliver a copy of such inventory to the Council Clerk for
the information of all patties concerned.
Bailiff to enter upon land.
It shall be lawful for the Bailiff, and such assistance as
he may require, to enter into any part of the land , building,
tenement or other property, in respect of which a warrant has
been issued for the recovery of any rate or rates as aforesaid,
and to distrain the goods therein or thereon, and to remain in
such tenement, building, or other property in charge thereof
and if the sum for which such distress shall have been made or
taken shall not be paid on or before the expiration of Eve days,
it shall be lawful to sell the goods so distrained, or a sufficient
portiosi thereof, by public auction either on the premises or at
such places within the Municipal District as the said Bailif
may think fit to remove them to for such purpose; and the
surplus (if any) that may remain after deducting the sum dis.
trained for, together with the expenses attendant upon such
distress, shall be paid over on demand to the owner of the
goods so sold: Provided always that nothing herein contained
as to the time of sale shall apply to any crops of cereals, fruit,
or vegetables which may be growing at the time when such
distress shall be made.
The Bailllrnsny impound.
41. The Bailiff, when making a distress as aforesaid, may impound or otherwise secure the distress so made of what nature
or hind soever it may be in such places, or in such part of the
land or premises chargeable with the rate as shall be most fit
and convenient for that purpose ; and it shall be lawful for any
person whatsoever, after the expiration of the fire days hereinbefore meat ioned, to come and go to and from such place or
part of the said land and premises where any distress shall be
impounded and secured no aforesaid, in order to view and buy,
and to carry off and remove the same on account of the purchases thereof.
Geod,, hew to be to.
¶hiac owner of any goods so distrained upon may, by writing direct and specify the order in which they shall be successively sold, and the said goods and chattels shall in such case
be put up for sale according to such direction.
Proesesis of sale to be paid to Council Clerk,
The Bailiff shall hand over to the Council Clerk all proceeds of such distresses within twenty-four hours after such sale,
also the copy of every inventory and account of every such sale
or sales.
Balisrnay appoint deputy,
The Bailiff, with the sanction of the Mayor, may audiorise any person to act temporarily as his deputy, and the person
thus authorized shall have and exercise for the time being, all
the powers of the Bailiff himself; but the Bailiff and his
sureties slinU, in such ease, be held responsible for the net of
such deputy.

SChEDULE A.
warrant of Distress.

r,
Mayor of the Municipal District of Lambtou,
do hereby authorize you
, Bailifl'of the
said Muncipal District, to distrain the goods and chattels' of
which are in the dwelling-house, or in
and upon the land and premises of
, situate
at
, for tho sum oNc
being the mnount of Municipal rates, due to the said Municipal
District, for the Municipal year ending
18
for the said dwelling-house, land, or premises, as the case may
be, anC te proceed thereon for the recovery of the said rates
according to aw.
Dated this

day of

187 Mayor.

Iisventos'y.
1 have this day, in virtue of a warrant under the hand of the
Mayor of the Municipal District of Lambton, dated
of which a copy is attached hereto, distrained the
goods and chattels set forth at foot hereof, in the dwellinghouso, or in and upon the land and premises of
situate at
within the said Municipal District, for the
sum of £
, being the amount of rates duo to the said
Municipal District for the Municipal year ending
18
Dated this
day of
187 Bailiff.
Scuznz,n C.

Cost:.
For every warrant of distress .....................
For serving every warrant and making levy ...
For making and furnishing copy of inventory
For man in possession, each day orpart of a day
For sale and delivery of goods, one shilling in
the pound on tim gross proceeds of the sale,
in addition to the costs of advertisements, if
any.

s. d.
2 0
2 0
2 0
G 0

PAnT III.

l's'eeeuting and extinguishing fr-es.
Fire or eembu,tible materials, &e,
Every person who shall place, or knowingly permit to be
placed, in any yard, house, workshop, out-offices, or other
premises, fire, gunpowder, or combustible or inflammable
materials of any kind, in such a masiner as to endanger contiguous buildings, shall on conviction of every such offence
forfeit and pay a penalty of not more than five pounds; and
shall forthwith remove such fire, gunpowder, or other combustible and inflammable materials. And every such person who
shall suffer any such fire, gunpowder, or combustible or
inflammable materials to remain as aforesaid for forty-eight
hours after such conviction, shall be deemed giulty of a further
offence against this By-law.
hireworkp
Every person who shall discharge any firearms without
lawful cause, or who shall light any bonfire, tar-barrel, or fireworks, upon or within tess yards of any public or private street,
or any public place, shall forfeit a sum not exceeding fire
pounds.
Negligently allowing Chime.y to be an fire.
0. If any chimney accident.ly catch or be on fire, or if
a chimney emits sparks to endonger the property of persons
within this Municipal District, tbe person occupying or using
the premises in which such chimney is situated, shalL forfeit a
sum not less than five shillings nor more than forty shillings.

Pat IV.
Suppression of Nuisances.
No householder or resident in the said Municipal District
shall be allowed to permit his or her premises, yards, closets, or
drains to be offensive or a nuisance to this adjoining householders or residents.
Offensive Prado.
No noisome or offensive trade shall be permitted to be
carried on in any premises to the inconvenience of the residents
of adjoining or other houses,
Notice to proprietor.
Upon complaint being lodged at the Council Chamber
with the Council Clerk that the yard; closets, or drains of any
premises is or are a nuisance or offensive, and after inspection
such shall be found to be the case, notice shall be given in
writing to the proprietor or tenant to remove or abate such
nuisance within forty-eight hours after such notice, and if after
such notice the nuisance shall not be removed or abated, the
proprietor or tenant of the said premises shall be liable to a
penalty not exceeding forty shillings nor les, than ten shillings,
Wells to be esvered over.
Every person who shall have a well situated between his
or her dwelliug.house or the appurtenances thereof and any
road, street, or footway, within the limits of the said Borougo,
or at the side of or in any yard or place open or exposed to such
road, street, or footway, shall cause such well to be securely and
permanently covered over, and if any person haying any such
well as aforesaid shall foil to cover and secure (he same within
twenty-four hours after notice in writing shall have been given
to him or bier by any officer of the said Council, or shall have
been left for such person at his or her usual or last known place
of abode, or on the said premises, shall on conviction forfeit
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and pay not less than two shillings and sixpeace nor more than
twenty shillings, and for every twenty-four hom after such
notice that such well shall remain open and uncovered contrary
to the provisions hereof, such parson shall be doomed guilty of
a separate offence against this by-law.
Drawing or hauling timber.
55. Any person who shall haul or draw, or cause to be hauled
or drawn, upon any part of any street or publicplace within the
said Municipal District, any timber, stone, or othcr thing, otherwise than upon wheeled vehicles or barrows, or shall suffer any
timber, stone, or other thing, which shall be carried principally
or in part upon a wheeled vehiclo or barrow, to drag or trail on
any part of such street or public place to the injury thereof,
shall upon conviction forfeit and pay for every such offence a
sum of not more than forty shillings nor less than five shillings
over and above the damages occasioned thereby.
Conveying animals slaughtered.
St. Every person who shall carry or convey, or cause to be
carried or conveyed, in any vehicle, in any street or public place,
the carcase or any part of the earcase of any newly-slaughtered
animal without a sufficient and proper cloth covering the same
for the concealment thereof trout public view, or shall hawk or
carry about butcher meat without covering the same as aforesaid, shall be liable on conviction to a penalty of any sum not
exceeding two pounds for every such offence.
Rubbish not to be thrown on streets.
No person shall be allowed to throw rubbish sweepings,
broken glass, dead animals, or other offensive matter or thing,
or deposit of any kind whatever on the streets, pathways, or
channels, or in any public place within this Municipal District.
Injury to curbetones, guttering &c.
ITo driver, carter, or other person shall wilfully or negligently do or suffer, or oause to be done, any damage or injury
to the ourbstones, gutters, or pathways of any street or roadway; and no person shall be at liberty to ride on horseback or
to drive a wheeled-vehicle of any kind on the footways.
Cattle straying.
It shall not be lawful for any person whomsoever to
suffer any horses, cattle, swine, or goats belonging to him or
under his charge to stray in any public road or thoroughfare
within the said Municipal District.

Careless riding or driving.
No person shall ride or drive through or upon any street
or public place so negligently, carelessly, or furiously, that the
safety, of any other person shall or may be endangered.
Destroying pathways or roads.
No person shall be allowed to alter, out up, or destroy
the pathways or roads, or to remove loam, sand, or gravel from
any of the streets or roads of the Municipality without the
authority of the Council, and for such authority a f cc of one
shilling shall be paid.
maclug material on streets or pathways.
No person shall be allowed to place on the streets or
pathways building materials otherwise than is absolutely necessary, andby the sanction, in writing, of the Mayor or Council
Clerk ; and no person shall be allowed to have water-holes or
excavations for cellars or other purposes in or adjoining any
public place unfenced, or in such manner as to be dangerous to
passers-by; and all places where buildings aro being carried on,
or where any obstruction to the danger of the passer-by exists,
the person causing such obstruction shall be required to place
lights on either side, and keep the same lighted from sunset to
sunrisebamaging trees and shrub,.
No person shall destroy or damage any shrub or tree
growing in any street or thoroughfare or other public place
within this Municipality, or injure any hedge, fence, gate, or
building in such street, thoroughfare, or public place; or to set
fire to any shrubs or trees, or to out or remove any timber from
any such street, thoroughfare, or public place aforesaid; or to
destroy, tear, deface, or otherwise injure any notice, proclamation, or other document purporting to be under the authorit7
of the Council, or of any officer of the said Council, which shall
be affixed in any public place.
Expesleg gseds for sate.
No person shall place or expose for sale on the pathways
or streets, carts, gonds, parcels, or produce of any kind whatever, to the obstruction of the public.
Made and passed at a meeting of the Municipal Council of
the Municipality of Lambton, this 24th day of June,
1879.
(as.)
W. P. DENT,
Mayor.
THOMAS J0HNS0Y,
Council Clerk.

Sydney Thomas Richards, Government Fdnter.-1879

[3d.]
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

MUNICIPALITIES.
(MUNICIPAL DISTRICt OF GLEN 1NNES—BY-LAW.)

4rtzeiU.eb

to 3ffiutrliatncnt, 4)urttan1 10 ½rt 21 Dii. ,Øo. 12, 0cc. 158.

Colonial Secretary's Office,
Sydney, 28th October, 1879.
MUNICIPAL DISTRICT OP GLEN INflS,
AMENDED BY-LAW.
Tan following By-law, re]ating to the erection of Bark Buildings, made by the Council of the Municipal District of Glen
Innes, in substitution of By-law No. 52 of part xii of the By-laws of that Municipality, having been confirmed by His
Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, is published in accordance with the requirements of the
Municipalities Act of 1867.
HENRY PARKES.
Thefoikwing By-law being No.52 Part 3 of the By-laws of the Municipal Council of Glen hines was olin-ed and amended by the
said Municipal Council at a Regular .Mbnthly Jlfcetiiçq, held on the 191h day of Meg, 1879, as hereinafter specified.
Funcriox OF BATiK BUILDINGS.
All persons are prohibited from erecting buildings any portion of which shall be constructed of bark or other dangerously
inflammable material ; and any person or persons erecting such buildings shall forfeit on conviction of every such offence a penalty
of not more than twenty pounds: Provided that this By-law shall only be enforced within the now populous portion of the
Municipality, that is to say, within the following boundaries: Commencing on the west by Guy-street ; on the north by Herbcrtstreet; on the east by East-street ; on the south by Oliver-street, inclusive of frontages by both sides of tho streets named.
Thn ALnasTroNs SPEC1FD ARB AS
Alter the words "All persons are prohibited from erecting." The following is the alteration specified Or in any way
making good or repairing."
Passed the Municipal Council at Glen Tunes, 19th May, 1879.
JAMES EARLE MAUND,
Mayor.

THoMAs M'Dosnn, Council Clerk.

Glen lanes, 8th July, 1879.

Certifled by,—
JAMES EARLE MAIYND, Mayor.
THOMAS M'DONALD, Council Clerk.
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1879.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

MTJ1NICTPATTTIES.
(MUNICIPAL DISTRICT OF WENTWORTII—BY.LAWS.)

Prcøtnttb to }arIiaincltt, pursuant to Oct 31 Bitt. Lb. 12, occ. 158,

Colonial Secretary's Office,
Sydney, 28th October, 1870.
MUNICIPAL DISTRICT' OF WENTWORTH.

-

Tns following By-laws mode by the Ommeil of the Municipal District of Wcntworth for regulating their own proceedings and
the ii istie, of their officers and servants, and preservJ isg order at meetings of the Council—for deterisuning the times and modes
of col]cct ing and e.nfoi'eing payment of ratos,—for restraining noicome and offensive trades,—for ssspprc'sSilig iiuisaiices, &e.,—for
s'ollipetlisg residents to keep their preini es free Cross, offensive and unwlmolesonme nsat.ters,—opening new public rends and streets,—
si igni ng and cleausisig road s and street-s,----t lie kit liii g of eat I Ic,— for ps-event i hg a ssd extinguis] is sg fires, —preson' in g trees and
shrubs, - preserving p isIs] icd seen iv,— pvc cmli I ig or rigs] at i tug and lice isis sg 'xlii bit ions or pl sees of alan scum as it, and generally
in ai nt iii ruing 1110, good r LI Ic and government of t.] te M un iei pahity,—havii ig been eon firmed by His Excellency ti so 0 overi,or, with
the advice of the Executive Council, are published in accordance with the requirements of the Municipalities Act of 1867.
hENRY PAREES.

-. Br-ttws made by the Council of the Municipal District of
Went worth s for i'egsihat lag their own proceedings and the
(list ies of their scu-vnsut s md ofhieers,—for preserving artier
at Council in cc tin gs— for d it rein in i smg the terms msd modes
of collecting and ess forcing payment of rsutes,--for suppress ng nuisances—for compelling residents to keep their
premises free from offensive and osuwlsolesome nimitters—
lie slaughter of ent.t le,—opesnng new public roads, ways,
and street s,—ahigsnn g and cleansing roads and streets,—
preserving trees and shrnbs,—preserving public decency,—
restraung noisome and oti'ensive trathes,—and generally
maintaining the good rude and goverusnent of the Munirimlity.
Meetings of Council.
1. The Council sIsal I meet at such phi.ee no a majority of the
Council sI intl from t i ale to Ii ne njl paint for the dispatch of
business at 7 plo. on every alternate Tuesday usuless such day
slsa U Is a ppe a I o be a public he] idny. In the latter ease thee
aseet ing shall be lucId on such other day as the Mayor nuay
appoint.
2. If at any meeting of the Council the Mayor be absent at
the expinstion of fifteen in inistes alter the tiisse nppoioted for
holding such meeting, the Aldersnen then present. shall proceed
to elect from among ulmemnselves a Olsssirnman for such meeting.
Whenever t:hsere shall be on adjournment of any such iii orting
for want of a quorum, the names of the rne,nbers presesit shall
be taken down anti shall be recorded in the minute boots.
order of Bustssess.
3. The following shall be the order of business at all meet ings
of the Council other than special meeti usgs
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The snisuutes of the last preceding meeting to be read,
corrected (if erroneous), and to be signed by the
Mayor or presiding Aldernsan. No diseuussioa to bo
penn it ted on such miii iuutes except as to wI tot]i Cr they
are correct.
Petitions (if any) to be presented and dealt with.
Correspondence to be read, and (if aceessary) ordered
u])on.
Reports froin Committees and minutes from the Mayor
(if ally) to be presentod and ordered upon.
Questions as to matters under the jurisdiction or within
the official cognizance of the Council to be put and
replied to, and statements as to any facts, matters, or
circumstances requiring attention by the Council or
any of its Cosmsmit-tees or officers to be made.
(C.) Motions of which notice has been given to be dealt with
in the order in which they stand on the business
papem'.
(7.) Om'don of the day to be disposed of as they stand on
Provided that it shall be consthe business paper
potent to the Council at any t isne by resolnt-iosi wit],out ssolice to entertain any particular motion or to
deal with any particular matter of business out of its
regular order on the business popem- v-itbosst any
formal suspension of this section also and in like
nmosmmmer to direct that any particular motion or matter
of business shall have precedence at a future meeting.
4. At special meetings of the Council the business, after the
lninLstes shall have been read and verified, which shall be done
in the same snsnner as at an ordinasy meeting, shall be taken
in such order as the Mayor or the Alderman at whose instance
such specie I meeting shall have been called may have directed.

C.
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The business paper for every meeting of the Council other
than a special meeting shall be made up by the Council Clerk
not less than one nor more than three days before the day
appointed for such, meeting. He shall enter on such business
paper a copy of the substance of every notice of motion and of
every requisition or order as to business proposed to be transacted at such meeting which he shall have received or shall
have been required or directed so to enter in due course of law
and as hereinafter provided. Every such entry shall be made
(subject to the provisions of section 3 of this Part of these
Ey.laws) in the same order as such notice, requisition, or
direction shall have been received.
The business paper for each special meeting shall contain
only such matters as shall have been specially ordered to be
entered thereon by the Mayor or Alderman calling such
meeting.
The suinmonste members of the Council for evorymeeting
thereof shall be prepared from the business paper for such
meeting, and shall embody the substance of such business
paper.
S. All notices of motion and all requisitions from Aldermen
and directions from the Mayor as to the entry of any particular
matters of business for the consideration of the Council at its
then next or any future meeting shall be numbered by the
Council Clerk as they are received and each such notice,
requisition, and direction shall be preserved by such clerk until
after the matter to which it relates shall have been disposed of,
and the record in the Minute Book of themanner in which such
matter has been disposed of shall have been duly verified as
required by section 3 of this Part of these By-laws: Provided
however that the person giving or forwarding any such notice
of motion, requisition, or direction to the Council Clerk shall
be at liberty to withdraw the same any time before the making
up of the business paper.
Aftor the business paper shall have been made up as
aforesaid, all the said notices of motion, requisitions and
directions as to which entries have been made thereon shall
be the property of the Council, and shall not be withdrawn,
altered, or amended without leave having been first obtained
from the Council for such withdrawal, alteration, or amendsnesit.
Motions and Amend,nents.
Except by leave of the Council motions shall be moved
in the order in which they stand on the business paper, and if
not so moved or postponed shall be struck from such business
paper and be considered to have lapsed.
No motion of which notice shall have been entered on the
business paper shall, except as hereinafter provided, be proceeded with in the absence of the Alderman by whom such
notice shall have been given, unless by some other Alderman
producing a written authority for that purpose from such firstnamed Alderman
No motion in Council slm!1 be discussed unless nnd until
it be seconded.
When it motion in Council shall have been made and
seconded, any Alderman shall be at liherty to move an amendment thereon, but no such amendment shall be discussed unless
and until it be seconded.
No motion or amendment shall be discussed until it
shall have been reduced into writing.
No second or subscqoent amendment shall be taken into
consideration until the previous amendment or amendments
shall have been disposed of.
if any amendment be carried, the question as amended
thereby shall become itself the question, and the Council shall
tq all intents and purposes be bound by such amendment as
if it were the original question.
if any amendment—either upon the original question, or
upon any question amended as aforesaid—shall be negatived,
then a further amendment may be moved to the question to
which such first-mentioned amendment was moved and so on
Provided that not more than one question and one proposed
amendment thereof shall be before the Council at any one time.
No discussion shall be permitted upon any motion for
adjournment of the Council; and if upon the question being put
on any such motion the same he negatived, the subject then
under consideration or the next in order on the business
paper or any other oil such paper that may be allowed precedence, shall he discussed before any subsequent motion for
adjournment shall be receivable.
Every requisition by an Alderman that any particular
matter of business be brought before the Council shall be
regarded and, treated as a notice of motion by such Alderman
that such business be taken into consideration by the Council; and
he shall be called upon in due order to move that such business
be so considered, or to make any other motion which lie may
think fit in reference thereto, which shall be consistent with
the notice of such business and with good order; and if such
Alderman be absent, or if being present and so called upon
he shall make no such motion, then it shall be open to any
other Alderman to make such motion. And when any such
motion shall have been made, it shall be dealt with, in precisely
the same manner as if notice thereof had been given, subject

however to any objection which may exist as to its not being in
accordance with the notice actually given of such business or
with good order. And if no motion shall be made in reference to
such business, the entry relnling thereto shall be struck from
the business paper.
Orders of the day.
The orders of the day shall consist of any matter other
than motions of notice which the Council shall ata previous
meeting thereof have directed to be taken into consideration, or
which the Mayor or any Committee of the Council shall have
directed to be entered on the bo,iness paper for consideration.
Section 19 of this Part of these By-laws shall be considered applicable to orders of the day
and the Alderman
who has the usual charge of, or who has previously moved in
reference to the particular business to which any such order of
the day relates shall be the person called upon to move: Provided that as to any order of the day entered as aforesaid by
direction of the Mayor, such Mayor man arrange with any
Aldermen to move, and may in sucheasecall upon the Alderman
with whom lie has so arranged.
Petitions.
It shall be incumbes,t on every Alderman presenting a
petition to acquaint himself with the contents thereof, and to
ascertain that it does not contain language disrespectful to the
Council. The nature and prayer of every such petition shall
be stated to the Council by the Alderman presenting the same.
All petitions shall be received only as the petitions of
the parties signissg the same.
No motion shall, unless as hereinafter provided, be permissible on the presentation of it petition except that the same
be received, or that it be received or referred to one of the
permanent Committees herei,saftermesstionerh, or that it be
received and that its consideration stand an order of the day
for some future meeting : Provided, however, that if any
Alderman shall have given notice of a motion, in reference to
any petition, and such petition shall have been presented before
such Alderman shall I,ave bee,, called upon to move such
motion, the said motion shall if othere-ise unobjcrtionabhe, be
considered in order.
Correspondence.
The Mayor shall have the same duty in reference to
letters addressed to the Council before directing the same to be
read as by section 22 of this Part of these By-lairs is imposed
upon Aldermen presenting petitions. The Mayor shall direct as
to the order in which all correspossdence shall be read, and no
letter addressed to the Council shall be presented. or read by
any Alderman. if the Mayor be absent and sl,all not have
ex,imined any such letters addressed to the Council, or have
given any such directions as aforesaid, then the duties imposed
by this section shall devolve upon the presiding Aldermen.
Section 24 of this Part of these By-laws shill be considered as fully applicable to letters addressed to the Council as
to petitions.
No discussion shall be permitted in reference to any
letters which have been written and sent by the Mayor, or by
any ollicer of the Council, and copies of which may be read to
such Council : Provided, however, that any notice of motion
consistent with good order may be entertaissed with reference
to any such letters, w-hether read or ,iot, or With reference to
any letters addressed to the Council which the Mayor or
presiding Alderman may not have ordered to be read as
aforesaid.
aeports from Cemasittees and Mi,,nte, from the Mayor.
All report.s from Committees shall be written on foolscap
paper, with a margin of at least one-fourths of the width of emicha
paper, and shall be signed by the Chairman of such Committee,
or in his absence by sonic other mentbcr of the same.
The Mayor sIsall have the right of directing the attention
of the Council to any matter or subject within its jurisdiction
or otlieial cognizance by a minute in writing. Every such
minute shall be written upon paper of the same kind and with
the scene margin as a report from a Committee, and shall be
signed by such Mayor.
No motion shall (unless as hereinafter provided) be permiesible on the presentation of a report from a Committee era
minute fron the Mayor, except that tise same be received, or
that it be received and that its consideration stand an order of the
day for some future meeting : Provided, however, that if any
Alderman shall have given due notice in reference to any such
report or minute, or if all order for the consideration of such
report or nsinuto shall have been entered among the orders of
the day, such motion or order may, if otherwise unobjeetionable,
be moved em considered in due course. Andwheneverauy such
report or minute embodies any reeomsnendatioa which cannot
legally be carried out witlmout due notice, and it is nevertheless
desirable that such report or minute shall be definitely ordered
upon during the meeting of the Council at which such report
or minute is presented, it shall be the duty of the Chairman or
snemher of such, Committee sigmung such report, or of such
Mayor, as the ease may be, to give or transmit to the Council
Clerk such a notice of motion, requisition, or direction as aforesaid as will enable such Council Clerk to make the necessary
entry elm the business paper and to give such dite notice.
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Questions and statements.
No question or statement shall be allowed to be put or
made which is inconsistent with good order or is. not in strict
accordance with the requirements of section 3 of this Part of
these By-laws.
82. $uificicnt notice of every quesflo:i shall be given to the
person who in expected to reply thereto, to allow for the consideration at such reply, and if necessary for a reference to other
persons or to documents.
38. It shall not be compulsory upon any person questioned
as aforesaid to answer the question no put to him,
84. Every such question must be put categorically without
any argnnmcnt or statement of fact.
35. Every such statement must be made without argument.

at.

No discussion sirnIl be permitted as to any such question,
or its to any reply or refusal to reply thereto, or as to any such
statement, at the time when such question is put, or such reply
or refusal to reply is given, or such statement is made: Provided, however, that nothing herein contaiued shall prevent the
taking of any objections to any such question or statement
being out of order, or shall prevent the discussion, after duo
notice, as hereinbefore provided, of any matters properly arising
out of or relatin to any such question or reply, or ref neal to
reply, or any sue s statement as aforesaid.
Order of debate.
37. Every Alderman who shall make or second any motion,
or shall propose or second any amendment, or shall take any
part in any, debate or discussion, or shall pul, or reply to any
question, or shall make any statement,, or sl,all in any other way,
or for any other purpose, address observations to the Council,
shall while so doing stand sip in his customary place (unless he
shalt be prevented from so doing by reason of some bodily
infirmity) and shall address himself to the Mayor or other
Chairman then presiding : Provided that in tl,e case of a
question, such question may, by permission of such Mayor or
Chairman, be put directly to the Alderman or officer to be
questioned and may be replied to in like manner; but in
every such, ease the question so put, and the answer thereto,
shall be subject to every legal objection on the ground of din.
order or irrelevanr.y. And all members of the Council shall on
all occasions when in such Council address and speak of each
other by their official designations, as Mayor, Chairman, or
Alderman, as the case may be.
88. No Alderman shall be iuterrnpted while thus speaking,
unless for tl,e purpose of eshling him to order, as hereinafter
provided.
Every mover of an original motion shall have a right
of generol reply to all observations which may have been made
in reference to such motion, and to any amendments moved
thereon, as well as a right to speak upon every such amendment.
Every Alderman, other than the mover of such original motion,
shall have a right to speak once upon such motion and on every
amendment thereon. No Alderman shall speak of toner than once
upon any question other than a question of order unless when
misrepresented or misunderstood, in which case he shall be
permitted to explain, without adding any further observations
than may be necessary for the purposes of such explanation.
An Alderman who ],as moved ally motion or amendment
shall be considered to have spoken thereon but an Alde.rma,,
who shall have seconded any such motion or amendment without any further observation than that lie seconded the same, shall
be at liberty to speak on such motion or amendment..
4.1. No Alderman shall digress from the subject under disoussion, or shall mnke personal reflections on nor impute
improper motives to any other Alderman.
A debate may be adjourned to it later hour of the day
or to any other day specified, and the Alderman upon whose
motion such debate shall have bee,, so adjourned shall be
ontitled to pre-audicnce on the resumption of time sense.
If two or more Aldermcu rise to speak at the same time
the Mayor or Chairman shall decide which of such Aldermen
shall be first heard.
Any Alderman may request the question or matter uuden'
discussion to be reed or stated for his information, or may
require the production of any rccerds of the Council bearing
upon such question or matter which are readily accessible
Provided however that no such request or requisition shall be
so made Its to interrupt any other Aldern,an when speaking, or
materially to interrupt the discussion
also, that if such
request or requisitions shall stppesr to tine Mayor or Chairman
not to have been made boast fide it shall not be complied with.
4.5 The Mayor or Chsairson,, shall not move nor second any,
motion or mnend,ssent, nor put any question as provided for by
section 8 of this Part of these By-laws, except as is further provided for by section 37 of tine same ; but such Mayor or Chairma,, shall have the same right as any other Alderman to speak
once upon every such subject or amendment.. The Mayor or
Clmnirsnan shall rise when so speaking (unless prevented by some
bodily infirmity from so doing), but shall be considered as still
presiding.

Questions of order.
46 The Mayor or Chairman shall preserve order, and his
decision on disputed points of order or practice sl,all be final,
except in so far as the same may be questioned as in the manner horcinofter provided.
Every member of the Council who shall commit a breach
of any section of this Part of these By-laws, or who shall
more or attempt to move any motion or amendment embodybig any matter as to which the Council has no legal jurisdiction, or who shall in any other way raise or attempt to raise
any question, or shall address or attempt to address the
Council upon any subject which the said Council has no legal
right to entertain or discuss, or who shall use any other language which, according to the commons usage of gentlemen,
would be i,eld disorderly, or who shall sayer do aythiog calculated to bring the Council into contempt, shall be out of order.
The Mayor or Chairman may, without the interposition
of any other member of the Council, call any Alderman to
order whemmever in the opinions of such Mayor or Chairman
there shall be a necessity for so doing.
Every member of the Council shall have the right of
cnlling the attention of the Mayor or Chairman to any motion,
amendment, statement, argmnuent, or observation moved, ,,sed,
or made by any other member which such first-named may
consider out of order.
A member called to order shall withdraw while the
question of order is being discussed and decided upon, unless
specially permitted to offer an explanation, retractation, or
apology but on obtaining such special permission sochame,nber
may explain, retract., or apologize for the matter or remark
alleged to have been out of order And if such explanation,
retractatnon, or apology be deemed satisfactory, no further discussion on the question of order shall be perautted. If any monaher on being called to order shall ask such permission to
explain, retract, or apologize as aforesaid, the Mayor or Chairman may of his ow-a aot;hority grant or refuse such permission
as be may think fit, unless any member shall require the sense
of the Council to be taken on this question. In such case it
si,ahl be time duty of the Mayor or Chairman to take the sense
of the Council at once, and without discussion as to whether
such permission shailbe granted. And when any snoh explanation, retractntion, or apology shall have been made or oflhred
by permission of the Itbayor or Chairman, the latter shall in
like nnanner decide, or if required so to do, shall take the sense
of the Council as to whether such explanation, rstractation, or
apology is considered sufficient. If such permission be refused,
or if sncht exphnnation, rctraetatio,m, or apology be considered
insufficient, the question of order shall be considered and
decided before any further business is proceeded with : Provided that if such Mayor or Chairman shall have decided the
question of order beforo any member shall have required the
sense of the Council to be taken in reference thereto, such
question of order shall not be re-opened ; and provided further
that nothing herein contained shall be hehd to affect the right
of such Mayor or Chain-nina to decide finally as hereinbefore
provided upon any such point of order after time seine shall
have been discussed.

51 rf he Mayor or Chairman when called upon to decide
points of order or practice shiahl state thme provision, rule, or
practice which Its shall deem applicable to time case, without
discussing or commenting upon the same.
Whenever it shnil have been decided as aforesaid, that any
motion or amendment, or other matter before the Council is out
of order, the same shall be rejected ; and wh,enever anythiing
said or done in Council by any Alderman shmhl be siniilarly
decided to be out of order, such, Alderman shall be called upon
by the Mayor or Chairman to make such explanation, retraetatiow or apology as the case may require.
Any member of the Council who shall have been called
to order, and who sb,all, ofter having been twice directed
to withdraw as aforesaid, refuse to do Be, or who shall
persist; in any line of conduct or arg,iment, or of observations,
which shall hare been decided as aforesaid to be disorderly, or
who shall refuse to make such, explanation, retractation, or
apology as aforesaid, when required so to do, or who shall be
guilty of any oilier act of disorder as defmn,ed in section 47 of
this Part of these By-laws, and shall refuse to make such
explanation, retraetation,or apology, sea majority of the AlderThea then present shall consider satisfactory, shall be liable on
conviction for this first offence to a penalty of not less than ten
shmni]sngs nor more than five pounds ; and on the second eonvection for time like offence, be shall be liable to a penalty of not
less than one poand nor more than ton pounds; and on it third
conviction, for the like ofl'ence, lee shall be liable to a penalty of
not less than two pounds not, more than twenty pounds.
Any Alderman, who is dissatisfied with, the decision of
the Mayor or Chairman on any such question of order or of
practmeenay, by nnot,ion on notice respectfully worded, invite
the Cosnneii to lay down a different role or principle for the
detern,inatson of any similar qnestions of order or practice
which may thereafter arise. Any rule or principle thins laid
down shall be bmding upon all parties, unless and until it be
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rescinded, but shall have no retrospective operation Provided,
however, that nothing herein contained shall be held to bind
any Mayor or Chairman to put any motion to the Council
which in his opinion is contrary to law.
Mode of voting.
The Mayor or Chairman shall put to the Council all questions on which it shall be necessary that a vote be taken, and
shall declare the sense of such Council thereon; and he shall be
at liberty to put any such question as often as may be necessary
to enable hun to form and declare his opinion as to the opinion
of the majority.
Any Alderman shall be at liberty to call for a dii'ision.
In such case the question shall be put first in the affirmative,
and then in the negative ; and the Aldermen shall vote by
show of hands, and the names and votes of the Aldermen
present shall be recorded. Any Alderman who shall be present
when a division is called for, and shall not vote in such division
—not being disabled by law from so doing—shall be liable for
every such offence to a penalty of not less than ten shillings nor
more than five pounds.
Protests.
Every member of the Council (the Mayor included) may
protest against any resolution or vote by the Council. Notice
of the intention so to protest ,nust., however, be given at the
neetisig when such resolution is passed or such vote is arrived
at, and the protest itself most be handed or sent to the Council
Clerk not later than seven days after such notice. The Council
Clerk shall enter every such protest in the Minute Book but if
in the opinion of the Canned it be inconsistent with the truth
or disrespectfully worded it may, by resolution osi notice, be
ordered to be expunged. TO such case the erpunction shall he
made by drawing a particular line with the pen through the
entry of such protest, with a reference in the margin to the
resolution ordering such expunction.
Committees of the whole Council.
The following sections of this Part of these By-laws shall
(except as is heroin excepted) be taken to apply to the conduct
of business in Committee of the whole Council, snunely
Sections 13 (except that it shall not be necessary that any
motion or amendment in Committee shall be seconded), 141 15,
16, 17, 37, 38, 41, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 55,
and 56.
69. Whenever any member of the Council shall, while the
Council is in Committee of the u-hole, be considered ginity of all
offence against good order within the sneaning of section 53 of
this Part of these By-laws, it shall be competent to any Alder.
man to move that the Council resume its sitting and that such
matter be reported and if such motion be carried, such matter
shall be reported accordingly, and an entry of such report shall
be made in the Minute Book, And whenever any Alderman
shall have failed to vote on any occasion in Committee of the
whole Council as reqisired by section 56 of this Part of these
By-laws, the facts shell he reported to (he Council, and such
report on such facts shall be duly recorded in the Minut.eBook:
Provided that in the case of an Alderman failing to vote as
aforesaid, no special motion that the Council resume its sitting
shall be necessary but it shall be the duty of the Chairman of
such Committee of the whole, in making his report of the proceedings in such Committee, u'hes,ever such report may be
made to include in such report a statement of such failure to
vote as aforesaid, and of the question as to which such Aldermen has so failed to vote.
Whenever a decision upon any question of order shall
have been given by the Chairman of a Committee of the
whole Council under the provision of section 46 of this Part of
these By-laws, any Alderman may move that such decision be
embodied in the report to the Council of the proceedings in such
Committee; and if such motion be carried, such decision shall be
so embodied in such report whenever the same shall be made.
Any Alderman may at any time during the sitting of the
Committee of the whole Council move that the Chairman
report "progress," (or " no progress" as the case may be), and
that leave be asked to sit again at a later period of the same
day, or on any future day, or t lint no leave be asked to sit
agnisi. And if any such motion be carried, the Council sIsnIl
resume its sittings, and a report shall be suede nccordingly, but,
no discussion shall be permitted on any such n,otion and if
the mine be negatived, the subject then tinder consideration
shall he discossed before another such motion shall be receivable.
All rcpos'ts of proceedings is' Couin,ittec of the whole
Council shall be made to the Council viva roce by the Chairman of such Committee, and a report of such proceedings shall
be made in every case, except when it shall be found on counting the number of inosnhtrs during the sitting of any such Committee that there is not a quorum present. In the latter case
the sitting of the Council shall be resumed without any motion
for that purpose, and the proceedings in Committee 'shall be
considered to have lapsed Provided that, in makisug of any
such report as aforesaid, it shall not be necessary to report any
such proceedings in extessso, but only to state the result, general
effect, or substance of such proceedings.

All such reports of proceedings in Committee of the
whole Council shall be recorded in the minute book, but except
as heroinaf tar mentioned, no such report shall be considered as
adopted by The Council, nor shall any such application, as
aforesaid, for leave to sit again be considered to have been
granted by such Council, ssntit a motion shall have been made
and passed for such adoption, or for the granting of SUCIL leave.
And every such motion for the adoption of a report, or for the
granting of leave, as aforesaid, and the order of dehate on site),
motion shall be subject to all the same rules as other mnetions
in Council, and the order of debate on such other motions.
Provided however, that where a report shall have been made
under section 59 of this Part of these By-laws, of disorderly
condoct in Committee, or, under section 56 of this Part of
these By-laws, of failure to vote on division, or of amly decision
in Committee upon any question of order, such report shall, so
for as it relates to such facts, be regarded and recorded as a
statement thereof, and to that extent shall not, unless for the
correction of a manifest error, be interfered ivitla upon any pretext whatever,
calls of the Council.
61. A Call of the Council may be ordered by any resolution,
of which due notice shall have been given, for the consideration
of any motion or matter of business before such Council,
There shall, witlsoist any special order to that effect, be a
Call of the Council for the consideration of every motion irish-h
may be made under section 54 of this Part of these By-laws,
and of every motion for the rescission of any resolution, order,
or decision of such Council.
The Call shall be made itoinediately before the motion or
business for which such call has been ordered or is required to
be made, by the last preceding section, shall be moved or coil'
sidercd. Such Call shall be made as follows —The Council
Clerk shall call the llamas of all members in thuair alphabetical
order ; each member present shall answer to his name as so
called, and if any mosnbers are absent a record shall be made of
such absence. But if leave of absence to any such member
shall have previously been grunted, or if such an excuse in
wilting shall have been forwarded to the Mayor or Council
Clerk as n majom-ity of the Council then present shall consider
satisfactosy, such absent member shall stand excused, and a
record shall be made of such excuse, and of the reasons for
the 'nine.
Any member of the Council who having had notice of
such Call of the Council shall not answer to his name as aforesaid, or who beitsg absciat shall not be legally excused as aforesaid, or who if absent, and not so excused shall fail to show
that, by reason of extreme illness, or our other sufficient cause,
lie has been unable to sossd a sufficient excuse in writing, as
aforesaid. or who having answored to his name as aforesaid,
shall not be present when a vote is taken o,i the motion or
business as to which such call has been made as aforesaid,
shall for every such offence be liable to a penalty of not tess
1,1,11,, ten shilhissgs nor more than five pounds
Provided that
if the consideration of eves y such motion or matt;sr of business be
adjourned to ii future day, there shall be a further Call osi the
rcsuniption of such eosiside,-atiou and the provisions hcreisi, as
to penalties for absence, shall have reference to such further
Call. And if there shall be more t.hesa one adjournmont, this
proviso shall be taken to extend to the vesumption of the consideration of such motion or matter of business after every such
adjous-ament.
Sta,,ding and Special Camnsittces,
A Committee of the whole Council shall have the
functions of a By-law- Committee, a Committee for Works, a
Finance Committee, and a Committee for general purposes, to
he appointed every year, at the 5,-st meeting of the Council
ivhnels shall be holden after the election of Mayor, and shall
exercise the following powers—that is to say
(I -) The By-law Committee shall prepare for the consideration of the Council drafts of all such By-laws as
may be required for the good governn;esmt of the
Municipality,
The Committee for Works shall have the direction of
all works ordered and sanctioned by the Council, and
the general inspection of all streets, road,, ways,
bridges, public reserves, and other public places under
the care and snanegeinent of the Council,
The Finance Committee shall exasnine- and check all
accounts, and shall watch genes-ally over the collection
and expenditure of the municipal revenue, and may
during the interval of regular uscetisugs expend any
sum not exceeding five pounds.
The Committee for general purpescs shall fiske cogsncalico of every matter, subject, or question within
the jurisdiction of the Council, and not hereinbeforo
reserved.
CO. Special Committees may consist of any number of members, and may be appointed for the perforsuance of any, duty
which may be hawfulhy eat-I-listed to a Committee, and for winds,
in the opinion of the Council, a special Committee ought to be
appointed.
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Conunon seal and records of the Council.
The common said shall be in custody of the Mayor, or if
fnnnd more conveisient it 'nay, by resolution of the Council, be
placed in charge of the Council Clerk, and shall be kept in stick
secure form as the Mayor may direct..
The common seal shall not be attached to any document
without all express order of the Council. In every case where
such, common seal has been ordered to be attached to any document, such document shall also be signed by the Mayor ; or, in
case of the absence or illness of such Macor, by two Aldermen,
and eountersigned by the Council Clerk.
The Treasurer shall keep such, books of account and sue.1'
records, statements, and memoranda of receipt and expenditure
in such manner and form as the Council may from time to time
direct. It shall be the duly of tIm Finance Committee to inspect all such books of account, records, statement:;, and useinoranda from time to time, to ascertain that (he same are properly kept., and to report it once to the Council any net of neglect
or appearance of inefficiency which, they mac- intro discovered in
the keeping of the same; also to report to the Council, from
time to time, any changes which such Committee may think advisable in the anode of keeping the aeeoussts.
The Minute-book, Letter-book, and all Rate and Assessment books, books of account, records, state,nents,iand mensoranda
of a'eeeiptsand expenditnre, electoral rolls, and otl,ert'eeords I-elating to elections, business papers, reports from Comnsitl ecs,
minutes from the Mayor, petitions, letters on municipal business addressed to the Council or to the Mayor, or to any
officer or servant of the Council, orders, reports, returns, and
memoranda relating to municipal business, drawings, maps,
plans, contracts, specifications, ags-eemonts, and all other books
and papers connected withi the business of tIme Cunneil, shall he
deemed records of the Council. All such records, other than
the Minute-book and other books, and other than electoral rolls,
and other records relating to elections, shall be insusbered and
filed in due order, and shall be duly registered by the Council
Clerk in a book to be kept by him for that purpose. Upon the
face of every document tl,t,s registered to which there is any
reference in the Minute-book, there sun31 be a note of the page
wherein it is so referred to. And when any order has been made
by the Council, or it report has been brought up by any Coinmnittce thereof in reference to any doen,ssent so registered as
aforesaid, a. note of such order or report shall be made upon
such document. It shall be the ditty of the By-law Committee
to inspect the records from tinse to time, to aseertsi ii that the
same are properly kept as aforesaid, and to report at once to the
Council any eet of neglect or appearance of inefficiency which
they sssny discover in the keeping of such records.
It. No ,nen,l,er or officer of the Council shall be at liberty to
take any iunprtssion of time corporate seal, or to show, lay open or
expose ally of I lie books or records of the Council to any person
other thou a member of the same without leave from such
Council, except as otherwise provided by law. Any member or
officer of the Council who shall be guilty of a tsreach, of this
section shall be liable, on conviction for the fl5t olt'es,co, to it
penally of not less than five sls illings nor more than two
pounds; for a second offence, to a penalty of not less than
one pound nor snore than tea pounds ; and for it tIn i'd and
every snbseqoont offence, to it penalty of not less tl,an five
pounds nor snore than twenty-five pounds,
75. Any person removiusg any such book or other record of
the Council as aforesaid from the Council Cliasnber, or the
plate where by direct io,s of the Council such book or other
record is ustual ly kept, without leave for Each removal luavi]ig
been first obtained from such Council, or without other
lawful cause for such removal as hereinafter provided,
shall for every such, offence be liable to it pesmlty of not
And
less flint, teis shillings nor sssore than t:ess pounds.
nothing herein co,stsined shall be held to affect the fin ther
liability of any person who shall have removed such book or
other record as aforesaid, and slssil not have s-oturned the same,
to prosecution for stealing such book or record, or to an ,setios,
at law, for detention of the same, as the circumstances of the
Provided that leave for teniporai'y s-eanoval
case may warrant
of a book orother record may ho granted to the Council Clerk or
the Treasurer by the Mayor, in order t.lnit. such Clerk or Treasurer me's- post sip entries, prepare returns, or perform any other
dnt y ivliioh it may be necessasy that lie sl,onld perforns also
tlsattlie Mayor or the Chairman of any Committee, or any Aldersnan acting for nisy such Cl,ainnan, nifty teniporarily remove any
record necessary for the preparation of a mniisute or it report, or
for the ptnposo of any prosecsitiois or suit at law, by, against, or
at the instance of the Council. But in all such eases such Clerk,
Treasurer, Mayor, Clsait'man, or Alderman, as lie case-may be,
shall give it receipt under Ii, hand for every document so re
moved, and every such receipt shall be carefully preserved
among the records until the book or other record to which it
refers shall have been i-cturiserl, when such receipt shall be
destroyed and provided also that the Mayor, Council Clerk,
or other officer of the Council who may be snhpmnaed to harednce any book or other record of the Council in aConit of law-,
shall Iave the right to remove said, book or other record for the
purpose of obeyissg such summons, but shall return such book or

record as speedily as may be, and shall before removing the same
leave at the Council Clnatuber a receipt for such book or other
record as aforesaid. And every sticis limon so tesimporarily removing any book or other record of (lie Council as aforesaid
shall be legally responsible for the safe keeping and return of
the same.
6. Any person destroying, defacing, or altering any record
of the Council, shall for every such offence be liable to a
pessalty of not less than five pounds "or more than fifty
pounds.
Otlicere and Servants.
No appointment to any permanent office at the disposal
of the Council shall take place until public notice shall have
been given, as hereinafter provided, inviting applications from
qualified candidates for the same.
Every such appointment shall be made by ballot, in such
made as may at the time be determined on by the Council.
Nothimsg heroin contained shall be held to prevent the
appointment by the Council, without advertisememst, of any
salaried officer or servant of the Corporation to any other permnanent office or emplopnent at the disposal of such Council,
to which no furtlser salary is attached, or to prevent the
appoit'ntent in like manner of any such officer or servant to
any other office or employment of which the duties require only
occasional atte,,t.io,a, and are (.0 he paid for by allowance proportiouat.e to the extent of such duties, or to prevent any
similar appointment or employment by the Mayor, or by any
Committee or officer of the Council, or of any mud, officer or
servant under the authority of any by-law, or to prevent the
employment as may be from time to time found necessary and
as may be ordered by the Council, of any w-orknsen or labourers
on the public works of the Municipality.
All bonds given by officers or servants of the Council for
the faithful performance of their duties shall be deposited with
the attorney or the bankers of the Corporation astise Council may,
order, and no officer or servant of the Council shell be received
as snret.y for any other such officer or servant.
The Council Clerk, in addition to the duties which by
the Municipalities Act of 1867 or by the present or any other
by.lnw thereunder he may be required to perform, shall be the
clerk of till Revision Courts held in the Municipality under the
pi'Ovisios's of the said Mtiuieipalities Act. lie shall also, under
the direction of One Mayor, conduct all correspondence which
nsay be necessary on the part of the Council. He shall likewise have charge of all the records of such Council, except such
books or documents as may (as hereinafter provided) be
entrusted to nay such officer, and shall be responsible for the
safe keeping of such records. lIe shall generally assist the
Mayor in carrying out the orders of the Council and the duties
of such Mayor.
The Treasurer shall have charge of such books of account
and other records of the Council as are sncntio,scd in section 72
of this " Part" of these By-law;, and shall be responsible for
the safe keeping of the Caine. Any other officer of the Council
ss,ay l,ttve any other records thereof committed to his charge
by an order of the Council, and in such case shall be responsible
for the safe keeping of such records.
The duties of all officers used servants of the Corporation
other than the Council Clerk and Treasurer, shall be defined by
such regnlatious as may from time to time and in accordance
with law be nsade by the Council.
'The Mayor shall exereiso a general supervision over all
officers and ses vants of the Corporation, and may order the
preparation of any such return or statement, or the giving of
any such, explanation or information by any such officer or servant as he may think necessary, unless such return or statensent shall have been already prepared or such explanation or
information already given and such return statement explanation or information is on record as hereinbefore provided, or
unless the Council shall have expressly forbidden or dispensed
with the preparation of such return or statement or the giving
of such explanation or information. All such returns or statements as aforesaid shall be in writing and shall be recorded.
All such, explanation or information may, except as hercimsafter
provided, be either rendered vicá voce or put into writing as
the Meyer may direct.
All complaints against officers or servants of the Corporation antest lie in writing, and must in every ease be signed by
the person or persons eomplaissiag. And no notice ;vhiatever
shall be take,, of any complaint which is not in writing or is
assonysnous. All such eonsplaints may be addressed to the
Mayor, who inunediately upon the receipt of any such complaint, and without Is_vimig the same before the Council, shall
have pow-er to i,,vestigate the same. And if any such coinplaint be made to the Council, or to any messiber or officer
thereof, it shall be referred to and investigated by the Mayor
before it shall be in any way (otherwise than by such reference)
ordered upon or deatt with by such Council Provided that
every report, explanation, and information which may be made
or rendered in reference to every such eoanplaiat shall be in
writing. And sisal, Mayor shall state in writing the result of
every steel, investigation, and his opinion as to what order (if
any) ought to be made in cos,ueetiou therewith. And such
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complaint, with all reports, explanations, and information as
aforesaid thereon, shall be laid before the Council at the next
meeting thereof which shall be holden after the Mayor shall
have made such statement and shall be duly recorded Provided further that nothing herein contained shall be held to
affect in any way the special powers conferred on the Mayor by
section 152 of the Municipalities Act of 1867, or any other
special power which now is or hereafter may be conferred by
statute upon such Mayor.
Miscellaneous.
No leave of absence shall be granted to the Mayor or to
any Aldermaa otherwise than by a resolution of the Council
adopted after due notice.
Whenever it is decided that any work shall be executed
or any materials supplied by contract, tenders for the execution
of such work, or the supply of such matorials, shall be called
for by public notice, as hereinafter provided.
88- A draft of nny future by-law shall be in the office of the
Council for at least seven days before such draft shall be taken
into consideration by such Council, and shall be open to the
inspection of any ratepayer who may desire to inspect the same,
and public notice shall be given, as hereinafter provided, that
such draft is so lying for inspection.
Whenever a motion for the rescission of any order, resolution, or vote of the Council shall have been negatived no
other motion to the same effect shall be permissible until a
period of three months shall have elapsed from the time of
negativing such first-mentioned motion, Provided that nothing
herein contained shall be held to prohibit the reconsideration
and amendment of any proposed by-law which may have been
submitted to the Governor for confinnation, and may liars
been remitted to the Council with suggested amendments of
the same, or the passage after due notice as l,ereinbefore
provided, and in due course of law by any by-law for the repeal
or amendment of any other by-law.
Whenever the consideration of any motion or matter
of business shall have been interrupted by reason of a quorum
not having been present, the resumption of such consideration
may be ordered by resolution of the Council after due notice,
and such consideration shall in such case be resumed at the
point where it ss-asso intea-rnpted as aforesaid.
Such suits or informations for the enforeements of
penalties for or in respect of breaches of the Municipalities
Act of 1867, or of any by-law made thereunder, or of any
statute, the operation of which may have been extended to the
municipality, as may have been directed by the Council, or by
the by-law committee, or by the Mayor, to be commenced or
laid, shall be so commenced or laid as follows, namely :—When
against a mesnber of the Council, or an Auditor, or any officer
of the Corporation, by the Council Clerk, unless such Council
Clerk shall be the officer to In proceeded against, and in such
case by any other officer named by the Council for thatpurpose.
When against any other person, by the officer to whom the
carrying out of the statutory provision or by-law imposing the
penalty sought to be enforced has been entrusted, and if there
shall be no such officer then by any such officer or person as shall
be appointed for that purpose by the Council or the By-law
Committee, or the Mayor, as the case may be, on directing such suit or information as aforesaid. And 110 such suit
shall be brought or information laid as aforesaid against
any member of the Council or Auditor, excopt by order
of such Council, nor any similar proceeding be taken against
any officer of the Council, except on the order of such
Council or of the Mayor, nor against any other person,
except upon the order of the Council or of the Mayor
or of the By-law Committee. And no such suit shall be
directed to be brought, nor shall any information be directed
to be laid as aforesaid, except on an express resolution of the
Council in any case when the bringing of such suit or the laying
of such information will be adverse to any previous direction by
such Council or where on the trial or hearing of any such suit
or information the same shall have been dismissed on the
merits Provided that in any such case the conduct or prosecution of any such suit or information may on the order of the
Council be entrusted to an attorney.
In all cases where public notice is or shall be required to
be given by any by-law of any appointment., resolution, ,set.,
order, or regulation done, made, or passed, or proposed to be
made, done, or passed by the Council, or by any Committee
thereof, or by the Mayor or any officer of the said Council, such
notice shall be given and published by posting the same on or
'scar the outer door of the Council Cisanibers for the space of
seven days, and by advertising the same irseme newspaper circulating in the Municipality.
Collection ant] entcreenme,,t o rates.
All rates levied or imposed by the Council under the provisions of section 161 of the Municipalities Act of 1867, and for
the purposes mentioned in the said section, shall be collected
by half-yearly instal,nents. ]L,Leh such instalment shall as to
every such rate and every such instalment thereof he held to be
c}pe and payable on and after such days a, the Council shall
by resolution appoint at the time of making or imposing such

All rates levied orimposed by the Council under sections
165, 166, and 167 of the said Municipalities Act of 1867, and
for the purposes mentioned in the said sections, or under the
provisions of any of the said sections, or for any of the purposes mentioned therein, shall be collected in such manner, and
shall be held to be due and payable on and after such day or
days as the Council may by resolution at the time of making
or imposing such rates or any of them, have appointed.
All persons liable to pay any rates as aforesaid shall pay
the amount thereof, within the time prescribed by the Act, into
the office of the Council Clerk during office hours, or to any
person that may be appointed to collect the said rates.
It shall be the duty of the Council Clerk to furnish the
Mayor with a list of the names of all persons whose rates are
unpaid at the oxpiration of the time feted for payment of the
same as aforesaid.
It shall be the duty of the Mayor to issue distress warrants against all such persons, and to cause such warrants to be
enforced, or to cause such dcfaulters to be sued for the amount
of such rates in a Court of cosupetent jurisdiction.
Enforcement by distress.
95. The Bailiff shall be appointed by resolution of the said
Council, and shall be at any time removable by a like resolution.
The Bailiff shall find two sureties to the satisfaction of
the Mayor to the extent of fifty pounds each for the faithful
performance of his duty.
It shall be the duty of the Bailiff to make all levies by
distress for the recovery of rates in the manner hereinafter
provided.
All levies and distresses shall be made under warrant in
form of Schedule A, under the hand of the Mayor or any
Alderman who may for the time being be duly nut;hori-sed to
perform the duties of that office.
If the sum for which any such distress shall have been
made shall not be paid with costs as hereinafter provided on or
before the expiration of five days, the Bailiff shall sell the
goods so distrained, or a sufficient portion thereof, bypublie
auction, either on the premises or at such other place within
the said Munioipality as the said Bailiff may think proper to
remove them to for such purpose, and shall pay over the surplus
(it any) that may remain after deducting the amount of the
sum distrained for and costs as hereinafter provided to the
owner of the goods so sold on demand of such surplus by such
owner.
At the time of making a distress the Bailiff shall make
out a written inventory in the form of Schedule B hereto,
which inventory shall be delivered to the occupant of the land
or premises, or the owner of the goods so distrained, or to
some person on his or her behalf a-esident at the place where
the distress shall be made, and in case there shall be no person
at such place with whom such inventory can be left as aforesaid, then such inventory shall be posted on some conspicuous
part of the land or premises on which the distress is made, and
the Bailiff shall give a copy of the inventory to the mtepayer
on demand at any time within one month after the making
such distressThe Bailiff, on making a distress as aforesaid, may impound or otherwise secure the goods or chattels so distrained of
what s,atnra or kind socvor, in such place or places, or in such
part of the land or prclnisas chargeable with rates as shall be
most fit and convenient for this purpose; and it shall be lawful
for any person wholnsoever, after the expiration of the five
days herainbcfore-mentioned, to come and go to and from such
place or part of the said land or premises where such goods or
chattels shall be impounded and secured as aforesaid, in order
to view and buy, and in order to carry off and remove the same
011 account of the purchaser thereof.
The owner of any goods or chattels so distrained upon
may at his or her option direct and specify the order in which
they shall be snecessively sold, and the said goods or chattels
shall in such case be pot up foi- sale according to such direction.
The Bailiff shall hand over to the Council Clerk all proceeds of every such distress within forty-eight hours after
having received the same.
There shall be payable to the Jlnihiff for the use of Lite
Council for every levy and distress made under this By-law, the
costs and charges in the Schedule hereunto annexed marked CScnsrnran A.
Warrant of Distress.
Mayor of the Municipal District of Wontworth, do hereby authorize you
, the Bailiff of the
said Municipality, to distrain the goods and chattels in the
dwehliog-house, (or in and upon the land and premises)
of
situate at
, for
, being the
amount of rates due to the said linnicipality to the
day of
, for the said dwelling-house (or land or
premises), and to proceed thereon for the recovery of the said
rates according to law,
Dated this
day of
18
MayoL
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Sc,rnnur,a B.

Inventor3,.
I have this day, by virtue of the warrant under the hand of
the Mayor of the Municipal District of Wontworth, dated
dists-nined the following goods and chattels in
the dwelling-house, (or in and upon the land and premises) of
situated at
within the said
Municipality, for £
, being the amount of the rates due
the said Municipality to the
day of
Dated this
day of
iS
Bailiff.
ScIJEDULa C.

.Eailf/J's fees.

a. d.
For snaking entry into or upon the premises
on executing a warrant with or without inventory
..
...
...
...
...
... 2 6
If more than one hour in possession
(additional) ...
...
..
...
... 2 6
For every other day or part of a day
... 2 6
Five per cent. on the net proceeds of sale.
Suppression of nuisances.
It shall be lawful for any Inspector of Nuisances or other
officer appointed by the Council in eases where he has reasonohIo grounds for believing that any nuisance exists to enter upon
and inspect any premises within the Municipality between sunrise and sunset, and upon the reasonable complaint of any
householder or occupier of land or premises that the house or
premises, yards, closets, or drains of the neighbouring or adjoining promises, are a nuisance, or are kept in an offensive condition, such inspector or other officer as aforesaid shall and is
hereby empowered to enter upon and inspect the same; and if
upon any such inspection as aforesaid, the said Inspector of
nislinces or other officer as aforesaid shall be of opinion that a
nuisance exists on any such premises as aforesaid, or that the
said complaint is well founded, notice shall be givest in writing
to the owner or occupier ; of such premises to abate or remove
such nlsisas,ec within ton days after service of such notice upon
such owner or occupier and if such nuisance shall not be
abated or removed within the time aforesaid, such owner or
occupier shall be liable to a penalty of not more than ten pounds
nor less than one pound.
No offensive trades or occupations shall be carried on
within the li,nits of the Municiprility so as to be a nuisance to
the reside,il-s of adjoining or neighbouring premises, or to the
public in general, under a penalty of not more than twenty
pounds nor less than two pounds.
Any Slicer appointed by the Council to inspect nuisances
si,all be the person to whom any complaint as to nuisances
shall be snade in the first instance; and such officer shall have
power to enter and inspect the premises complained of, and to
order the same to be abated ; and any person hindering
such officer in the discharge of his duty shall be subject to a
penalty of not more than tess pounds nor less than one ponn[t.
Any person casting filth, rubbish, or any [lend animal
into any public watercourse, sewer, waterisole, drain, or
reservoir, or who shall suffer any de:sd assimal to remain on his,
her, or their land or premises so as to be or become a nuisance,
or who shall suffer Gills of any kind whatever to flow from their
premises over the foot-ways of the streets or roads within the
Municipality, shall be subject to a penalty of not more than ten
pounds nor less than two pounds.
1.12. Upon the s-epresesstation of any respectable resident or
owner of property within the Municipality that any imouse near
to or sdjoinimsg his premises is a house of ill-fame, it shall be
lawful for the Mayor and any two Aldermen to take such legal
steps for the removal of the same as may be found necessary;
and upon conviction the owner of such establishment shall be
liable to a penalty of not more than twenty pounds nor less
than five pounds.
Any individual who shall offend against decency by the
exposure of his or her person in any street or public place
within the said Manicipolity shall or, conviction forfeit and pay
for every such offence a sum not exceeding ten pounds nor less
than five pounds.
Public roads and streets.
No new road, street, lane, or park, or other place, to be
dedicated to the public, sIsall be taken nuder the control or
management of the Council until after it shall have been cxamnivael and reported upon to the Council by the Committee of
Works.
Whenever it shall become necessary to alter the levels
of any street, road, or lane above or below time depth or height
of sir inches, the Council shall cause a plan and sections of such
alterations which shall be exhibited at the Council Chambers
during the period of twenty-one dayst orL no inspection of ratepayers, and notification of such plan and section slsall be given
by advertisement in some newspaper circulating in the locality,
and by notice written in a plain hand in front of the Council
Chambers. If during the said period of twenty-one days no

valid objection against such &lterations of levels is made, the
Council may alter or adopt the same as they see fit, but such
alterations (if any) shall in no ease increase the depth or height
as marked on such, plan, and when adopted it shall be signed by
the Mayor and countersigned by the Council Clerk, and be a
record of the Council.
The Works Committee, or the Surveyor (if any), or any
person acting for him, shall when necessary ,nark out any roads,
streets or lammes in actual public use, or such as have been dedicated to the public by any plan of sale or lease of land within
the boundaries of the district. And it shall be lawful for the
Council, or any of its officers appointed for that purpose, to hove
recourse to any such plans or correct copies thereof for the purpose of defining the point of entrance and point of exit of such
road, street or lane.
When any street, road or lane has been definitely marked
oft; the Works Committee or the Surveyor shall cause posts to
be placed at the corners of the intersection thereof, leaving for
every street of one chairs wide a carriage-way of forty-two feet,
and for every road or street other than sixty-six feet wide such
width of carriage-way to be in the same proportion.
Any person who shall open any drain or sower, or remove
or cause to be removed any turf, clay, sand, soil, gravel, stone,
or other material in or from any part of any road or footway,
or other public place within the municipality without leave
from time Council, or who shall in any way wantonly dasnage
any such road or footway, slmall forfeit and pay for every such
offence a sum not exceeding We pounds, nor less than five
shillings.
If any person after the publication of these By-laws shall
erect or cause to be erected any building or other structure on
any part of any road, street, or way, such person or persons sIsal I
be compelled to remove such building or struct,mre or any part
of the ssense, which may be found to obstructor prevent the eren
alignnsent of such street, road, or way. And if the same be not
removed within seven days after notifieatiou from the Council,
the person or persons to whom such ebstrnctions belong shall
pay all costs and charges incurred by the Council in removing
the same, in addition to a penalty of not more than ten pounds,
nor less than five pounds.
The Works Committee, or any person acting under their
autlsority, may at any time stop the traffic on any road, street,
or lane, for the purpose of repairing, or making the same or any
part thereof, or for any necessary purpose, and any person who
shall offend against this fly-law either by riding or driving
thernon, or by removing or destroyissg any fence or other obstruction which may be placed times-eon for the purpose of suspending the traflic, shall forfeit and pay a penalty not exceeding
ten pounds.
Any driver or rider who shall negligently or wilfully
injure or cause to be injured any kerb, whether of wood or ahne,
or any properly aligned patlrway, or lead, ride, or drive any
horse or other animal, or permit any horse or other animal to
stand on any pathway, or cause, permit, or suffer to be nit,,
drawn, drives,, or placed upon any of the said pathways any
waggon, cart, dray, sledge, or other vehicle, shall forfeit and pay
a penalty not exceeding two pounds, nor less than one shilling.
Provided olways that the provisions of this fly-law shall not
apply to any person's right of ingress and egress to premises
occupied by them.
Any person damaging any road, street, or lane, or any
portion thereof, by trailing stone or timber thereon, or who
shall suffer any timber or stone to trail over time sides of any
wheeled vehicle, so as to occupy a greater space than tIme hrendth
of the cart or dray upon which it; may be drawn, shall forfeit
and pay a sum not exceeding two pounds, ;or less than one
shilling.
Any person riding on the shaft of any waggon, dray, or
other carriage whatsoever, or the driver of any waggon, cart,
dray, or other carriage whatsoever mnoeti,ig any other waggon,
cart, dray, or carriage whatsoever, and not keeping his waggon,
cart, dray, or any other carriage whatsoever on the left or "ear
side of the road, or any person in any maimer wilfully preventing any other persons from passing bins, or any carriage, waggons,
dray, or cart under his care upon any street, road, public 1)10cc,
or by negligence or misbehaviour preventing, isindering, or
interrupting time free passnge of any carriage, waggon, dray, or
cart whatsoever, or any person in, or upon the same, shall be
subject to a penalty of not[ ess than ten shillings, nor more than
two pounds.
124-. Any person drivisig any waggon, dray, cart, or other
carriage whatsoever, in any water-table of any street or road, or
in any other way damaging such street or road, shall be liable
to a penalty of not less than ten shillings 55cr more than two
pounds.
125. When any road, street;, or lane has been formed, and
the pathways put in order, tlse owners of all houses or other
strmsetsares abuttimmg theroo,m shall so arrange the roofs of such
structures by spoutisig or otlnerwiso, as shall prevent the ramsi
from Ilowisg thmerofrom on to such patlsway, and any owner or
oeenpant who slushl refuse or neglect to carry out the provisions
of this By-law, shall forfeit and pay for every such ofteace after
due notice given, any owns not exceeding five pounds.
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NOthing contained in any of these By-laws shall be
taken to refer or be applied to the driving of any travelling
flocks or herds of cattle or other animal, provided the same be
not negligently driven.
Whenever the word "Mayor" occurs in these By-laws
as directing to be done or as being directed to do any matter or
thing, the same shall apply to and be understood to mean any
Alderman appointed by the Council to act as Mayor for the
time being.
All fines and penalties for any breach of these by-laws
shall be recoverable only by process us directed by section 193
of the Mumcipalities Act of 1867.
All drains or sewers communicating with any public
drains or sewers shall from time to time be repaired and
cleansed under the inspection and direction of the Council, at
the costs and ebarges of the occupiers of houses, buildings,
lands, and premises, to which the said private sewers or drains
shall respectively belong, and in case any person shall neglect
to repair and cleanse or eanse any such private drain or sewer
to be repaired or cleansed according to the directions of the
said Council, he shall forfeit and pay for every such offence any
sum not exceeding five pounds.
Any person who shall wilfully, and without the
authority of the Council, out, break, bark, root-up, or otherwise
damage or destroy the whole or any part of any tree, sapling,
shrub, or underwood, growing in or upon any street, footpath,
or other place, under the ananagenment of the Council, shall
forfeit any sum not exeeeping ten pounds, nor less than one
pound.
Slaughter-houses.
Every person who may from time to time be in that
behalf appointed by the said Council shall be the inspector of
Slaughter-honses and of animals intended to be slaughtered
Provided that if any such
within the said 3lnnieipslity
inspector shall have been appointed by the Governor for the
said municipality, or for any district including the same under
the provisions of theAetFifth,William the Fourth, number One,
such last-named inspector shall be considered as the Inspector
of Slaughter-houses and of animals intended to be slaughtered
within the municipality, for all the purposes of these bylaws.
The inspector shall only inspect animals for slaughter
in the yards adjoining licensed slanghter-houses.
Such inspector shall from time to time cuter into and
examine all such slaughter-houses, and shall examine the milts
or spleens, and lungs, and eareases of all animals slaughtered,
or any animals intended to be slaughtered therein.
The owner or occupier of any or every such slaughterhouse used for the slaughter of animals intended for human
food shall keep the milts or sptecns and lungs of all animals
slaughtered in the said slaughter-house, for a pariod of six
hours after the animals h-ave been slaughtered, unless the
Inspector of Slaughter-houses shall lusve previously examined
the mills or spleens and lungs of such slaughtered animals.
And any such owner or occupier as aforesaid who shall neglect
or refuse so to do shall forfeit and pay a penalty of not less
than forty shillings nor more than twenty pounds.
If the owner or occupier of any such slaughter-house
shall knowingly muse, permit, or suffer any animal infected
with a-ny disease affecting the milt, or spleen, or lungs, to be
slaughtered in any such slaughter-house, or if after time slaughter
of any auimal it shall be found to be diseased, and such owner
or occupier as soon as the ani,ual is inspected and conde,s,ned
shall not immediately thereupon cause the entire carcase to be
destroyed by fire in the presence of the inspector, such owner
or occupier shall for every such offence forfeit and pay any suns
not exceeding fifty pounds nor less than ton pounds J Provided
however that should the owner of any animal which may be
eandemned by the inspector, object to the decision of that
officer, such owner shall heat liberty to appoint some veterinary
surgeon or other competent person as arbifrator in his behalf,
and in the event of the inspector and such veterinary surgeon
or other competent person not agreeing, it shall be lawful and
incumbent upon them under a penalty of ten pounds each, to
appoint an umpire whose decision shall be fiunl.
136 The blood, offal, and filth of all such animals as may be
shnugltcred in any such slanghter-1 louse, shall be minored at
least o,,co in every twelve Isosus, and any owner and occupier of
any such slnughter-honse who shall fail, neglect, or refuse to
comply with this By-law shall for every such offence forfeit and
pay a penalty not less than forty slnilings nor more than ten
pounds.
137. Nothing herein contained slsall extend to or alfeet any
person or persons slaughtering at his, her, or tl,cir own ,-esid uces within the said municipality, ani,uals for his, or her, or
e
their family, servants, or labourers.
133. The word " animal" shall for the purpose of this part
of these by-laws be held to include cattle, sheep, pigs, calves
lambs, and goats and the words " slaughter-house" shall be
held to mean any building or place wherein or whereat anisuals
are slaughtered.

- Prcvaoting ansi extiagnlshi,,g fires.
Every person who shall place, or knowingly permit to be
placed, in any house, yard, workshop, out-offices, or other
premises, fire, gunpowder, or combustible, or inflammable materials of any kind, in such a manner as to endanger contiguous
buildings, shall, on conviction for -every such offence, forfeit and
pay a penalty of not more than five pounds, and shall forthwith
rcmove such fire, gunpowder, or eoubustible or inflammable
materials. And every aach such person who shall sailer any
such fire, gunpowder, or combustible or inflammable materials
to remain as aforesaid, for three days after any such conviction,
shall be deemed guilty of a further ofEbnce against this by-law,
Every person who shall erect any fence of brushwood,
bushes, or other inflasaniable material, or shall make or place
any stack of hay, corn, straw, or other produce, or place as or
for the covering of any such stack any inflammable material, so
as to endanger contiguous buildings or properties, or any trees,
shrubs, or other produce thes-eof, or any chattels therein, slsall
forfeit, on conviction, for every such offence, a penalty of not
more than five pounds, and shall also remeve such fence, stack,
or covering, within a reasonable time after such conviction.
And any person failing to remove such fence, stack, or covering
within a reasonable time after any such conviction as aforesaid,
shall be deemed gmulty of a, further offence against (-Isis by-lnw.
Every person who shall wilfully set fire to any inflammable matter w-halsocvcr in the open air without having given
notice in writing to s-lie occupiers of the land adjoining to the
land upon which such matter shall be, and also to the Council
Clerk, of his intention so to do, or within twenty-four hours
after giving the last given of such notices, or between the hours
of feurintl,eafternno,s of any day and eight in the morning of the
following day, shall forfeit it suna not exceeding five pounds.
Every person who shall light any bonfire, tar-barrel, or
firework upon or within sixty yards of any public or ps'ivnte street,
or any publiepinee shall forfeit a sum not exceeding five pounds.
Every person who wilfully sets, or causes to be set on
fire any ehimuey-fluc, smoke-vent, or store-pipe, herein called
in common ''chimney," shall forfeit a sual not exceeding five
pounds Provided always that nothing herein contained shall
- exempt the person so setting or causiog to be set on fire any
chimney from liabilit-y to be informed against, or prosecutor1 before any Criminal Court for such act- as for an indictable offence.
14-i'. If any chimney eceidently catch or be on fire, the person
occupying or using the presnises in which such clsisnncy is
situated, shall forfeit a surn not exccedingf'orly shillismgs.
Public Exhibit-io,is, &e.
No exhibition—other than exhibitions licensed by, the
Colonial Secretary, under the previsions of the Act 141.1,
Victoria No. 23, or exlnbitions of a temporary character hereinafter specialty provided for—shall be held, or kept for hire or
profit, n-i tim in the said municipality, nor shall any bowling alley
or ether place of public amusement—other than a place licensed
as aforesaid, or a place for tenmporarv aiu,sscnient hereinafter
specially provided for—be 1,5cct as such for hire or profit within
the said municipality, unless and until the same shall be duly
registered as hereinafter prescribed.
it shall be lawful for the Mayor by wriling under his
hand, and u-ithout charge to permit any such exhibition as aforesaid, other than an exhibition requiring to be licensed by the
Colonial Secretary under the said Act, and which shall not be held
or kept formore thai, seven days; and in like manner, toallowany
place within the said municipality to be used for purposes of
public amusement, other than entertainments requiring to be
licensed as aforesaid, for not more than seven days provided
that it shall be incumbent upon sucla Mayor to inquire strictly
as to the nature of sad, proposed exhibition or amusement-, before grant lag such permission, and to refuse such permission if
it shall appear that such proposed exhibition or amusensoat is of
such a nature as to require to be licensed by the Colonial
Secretary, asaforosaicl, or if there shall be reasonable cause for
believing that such such exhibition or amusement will be likely
to esit-ail any violation of public derency, to endanger the public
peace, or to be a nuisance to any inhabitant of the insuneipnlitv.
Every person holding or keeping any such oxh,ibition, or
sismg any place withi,, the said municipality for public amusement as aforesaid, or eansisig or permitting such place tobo soused
without the permission of such Mayor, shall forfeit sand pay a
sum of not less tlma,i five shillings slor ,n,sre t-hnn forty shillings
for every day that such exhibition shall be so held or kept, or
such, place shall be so used fur public ou,usen,ent as aforesaid.
Every occupier of any building or graund in which any
exhibition is held or kept, or any public an, usemeut, conducted
as aforesaid, shall, in each year, register at the office of the
Council, such building or ground, together with the situation
and dcsci-ipticn thereof, and of time exhibition proposed to be
held or kept, or the public amusement proposed to be conducted
as ,,fo,-esaid in or npnes such building or ground, and the slainc
of such occupier. And every person who causes, and every
occupier of any such building or land who pei'mits any such
exhibition to he 1,etsi or kept, or any public amusc,nent to be
conducted, for a langer period than seven days, isi or on asiy
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such building or land not being registered for the purpose,
or without such certificate of registration as hereinafter
mentioned having been obtained for the same, shall forfeit for
every such offence any sum not less than one pound nor more
than twenty pounds.
The Council upon the written appfication of any
such occupier as aforesaid stating the particulars aforesaid,
and if upon inspection by the proper officer, the building or land shall have been found to be secure and
proper for the purpose stated, and if the proposed exhibition
or amusement shall not be such as to require a license
from the Colonial Secretary, as aforesaid, and shall not be
thought likely to entail any violation of public decency, or to
endanger the public peace, or to be a nuisance to any inhabitants
of the said municipality, the said. Council shall cause the aforesaid penalties to be registered in a registry book to be kept for
that purpose; and shall thereupon grant to the applicant a
certificate of such registration of such premises. And the said
Council may at any time and for any of the causes hereafter
mentioned, suspend for a stated period the effect of, or cancel
any such registration, and shall forthwith give notice of such
suspension or cancellation to the occupier of the registered
building or land; and during such suspension, or after such
cancellation, such premises shall be deemed to be unregistered
in respect of the purpose mentioned in the certificate of registration, and such certificate shall be of no force or virtue.
The proper officer of the Council may, at all reasonable
times, enter into or upon, and inspect any such registered
building or land.
No such exhibition or place of public amusement as
aforesaid, shall be held or kept open or used for the purpose
of such public amusement on Sunday, Christmas Day, or Good
Friday. And every person offending against this By-law in
this behalf shall on conviction forfeit and pay a sum not
exceeding five pounds nor less than two pounds for every such
offence.
For every such registration as aforesaid, the occupier
of the building or land so registered, shall pay to the Council
Clerk, for the benefit of the said Municipality, a fee of one
pound; and every such registration, whenever the same may
be made, shall be in force until the thirty-first day of December,
then next ensuing, and no longer.
The certificate of registration aforesaid shall be regarded
as a license from the Council for the holding or keeping of the
exhibition1 or for carrying on of the public amusements therein
mentioned, but for none other. Any occupier of such building
or land who shall holder keep therein or thereon any exhibition,
or shall use such building or land for any public amusements other
than such exhibition or amusethents mentioned in such
certificate or license shall, for every such offence, forfeit and
pay any sum not less than ten shillings nor more than ten
pounds.
No license shall be granted as aforesaid to or for any
building or land wherein or whereon any games with dice, or
other games of chance for money, or any bull-baiting, dog.
fighting, cock-fighting, or other exhibitions or amusements,
opposed to public morality, or involving cruelty to animals,
or likely to cause any hrcach of the peace, are proposed to be
had, held, Cr carried on. And the occupier of any building or
land so registered as aforesaid, who shall permit any such game
of chance or exhibition, or amusement, as are in the section
before mentioned, to be had, held, or carried on, in or upon
such building, shall, for every such offence forfeit and pay a
sum of not less than ten shillings nor more than ten pounds.

The effect of any such registration as aforesaid may be
suspended, or such registration may be cancelled, as the Council
shall think fit for any of the following causes, namely;—
Whenever the occupier of the registered building or land,
or the manager of any such exhibition or amusement as
aforesaid, held, kept, conducted, or carried on in or upon
such building or ground, shall have been twice convicted of
offcnces against these by-laws within a period of twelve
months, or whenever it shall be shown to the satisfaction of the
said Council that the superintendent, director, manager, or
other person in charge of any such exhibition or amusement is
a confirmed drunkard, or that any such exhibition or amusement is being conducted in such a manner as to violate public
decency, to endanger the public peace, or to become a nuisance
to any inhabitants of the said municipality: Provided that
before any such suspension or cancellation as aforesaid, the
occupier of such registered building or land shall have notice of
the fact that the said Council is about to consider whether there
shall be any such suspension or canecllation, and of the causes
for this proceeding; and shall be allowed to show cause
against such suspension or cancellation before the same shall be
ordered.
Any person who shall superintend, direct, or manage,
or shall be otherwise in charge of any such exhibition or public
amusement as aforesaid; or who shall reside in or upon any
such building or land wherein or whereon any such exhibition
or public amusement shall be held, kept, or carried on; or who,
being the owner, lessee, or tenant of any such building or land,
shall permit the same to be used for the purpose of any such
exhibition or public amusement, shall be deemed the "occupier"
of such building or land for all the purposes of these by-laws.
And the said by-laws shall be held to be as applicable in every
case to any number of such occupiers as to any single occupier.
And every such occupier whose name shall have been so
registered as aforesaid, shall be deemed and taken to be and
continue such occupier for all the purposes of these By-laws:
Provided that in the event of any change in the occupancy of
any such building or ground as aforesaid, it shall be competent
for the parties concerned to notify the same, by writing under
their hands, to the said - Council Clerk, who shall lay such
notification before the Council at its next anccting; and if, after
such enquiry as such Council may deem necessary, there shall
seem to be no valid objection to such change of occupancy, a
corresponding entry shall be made in the register aforesaid, and
a new certificate shall be issued, which shall be in force until
the then next ensuing 31st day of December, and no longer.
And for every such new certificate a fee of five shillings shall be
paid to the said Council Clerk for the bcnefitof the said munici.
palitv. And any person who shall make any false statement in
any such application or notice as aforesaid as to any of the facts
or particulars requircd by these By-laws to be stated in such
application or notice shall for every such offence forfeit and pay
any sum not less than one pound nor more than twenty pounds.

Made and passed at a meeting of the Municipal Council of
the Municipal District of Wentworth, this 12th day of
August, 1879,
(nc,)
Josnrn HIGGINS,
Council Clerk,

aydnsy: Thomas RIchards, Government Prlater.-1879.
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WILLIAM GUNN,
Mayer.
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NEW SOUTH WALE, S.

MTJNICIPALTTIE S.
(MUMOIPAL DISTRICT OF MUSCLR13ROOR—BYLAW.)

19tzøentcb to joarliamen t, puismant to tt 31 Fir. No. 12, zcc. 158.

Colonial Secretary's Office,
Sydney, 11th December, 1579.
MUNICIPAL DISTRICT OF MUSCLEBROO1C—AMENDFD BY-LAW.

TJIH following Amended By-law, mado by the Council of the Muoicipsl District of Moselebrook, relating to Swine, ke..,
wandering about the Streets, having been confirmed by His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of tim Executive Council,
is published in accordance with the requirements of the Municip&ities Act of 1867.
HENRY FLEXES.

MuyjcIpAL

DISTRICT

OF

Musctrnnzoon.

AT a meeting of the Council of the above dist.nct•, held on Wednesday, the 23rd of July, 1879, a resolution was adopted for
amending section 27, Fart 6, of the Municipal Bylaws, by inserting after the words "shall forfeit and pay," in respect of every
such animal, and after the words "for every such offence,'' a suns not exceeding twenty shillings nor h-es than two shillings and sir
pen 08.
S,risie, 4'o., not to sra,,der about Streets.
37. Any person who she'l breed, iced, or keep ally hnd of swine in any house, yard, or eiiclosnrc, situate and being in or
within forty yards of any street or public place in the Municipality, or who shall suffer any kind of swine, or any horse, ass, cattle,
mule, sheep, goat, or any oilIer animal of like nat Lire, belonging to bin or her, or clad' r his Or her charge, to stray or to go about,
or to be ttth,ered or depatured in any street, roerl, or 1,nblio plare witl,in the said Municipal District., shall forfeit and pay in
respect of every snub animal for every such offence, a sum not exceeding twenty shillings nor less than two shillings and sirpenu'.
ROI3T. CEO. D. FITZGERALD,
Mayor.
S. STAFFORD, Council Clerk,
Mnnieipal Council Chamber, Mueclebrook,
4th November, 1879.
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MUNICIPALITIES.
(MUNICIPAL DISTRICT OF WELLINGTON—BY-LAWS.)

13rccntcb to l,at1iantsnt, puruant to ct 31 7Ic, io. 12, 0cc. 158.

Colonial Secretary's Office,
Sydney, 2nd January, 1880.
MUNICIPAL DISTRICT OF WELLINGTON.
Br-LAWS.
Tax following By-laws, made by the Council of the Municipal District of Wellington, for regulating the proceedings of the
Council and the duties of the officers and servants thereof; for determining the times and mode. of collecting and enforeing
payment of rates; for preventing and extinguishing fires; for licensing public vehicles; for suppressing nuisances and houses of
ill-fame and generally for maintaining the good rule and government of the Municipality, having been confirmed by His
Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, are published in accordance with the requirements of the
Municipalities Act of 1867.
HENRY PARKES.
By•xawe

YOR TUE

MUNIcZTAL DiemaicT

OF

WELLINQTOY.
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Ordinary and Special Meetings.
The Council shall meet for the transaction of ordinary
business on every alternate Thursday, at 7 o'clock p.m., unless
such day shall happen to be a public holiday. In the latter
ease the meeting shall be held on such other day as the Mayor
may appoint. Special meetings may be called by the Mayor,
or, in his absence, by any two Aldermen.
ElectIon of Chairman in absence of Mayor.
If at any meeting of the Council the Mayor be absent, at
the expiration of fifteen minutes after the time appointed for
holding such meeting, the Aldermen then present (being a
quorum) shall proceed to elect for themselve, a Chairman for
such meeting.
Business of Ordinary Meetings.
The follou'ing shall be the order of business of all meetings
of the Council, other than Special Meetings:The minutes of the last preceding meeting to be read,
corrected, if erroneous, and signed by the Mayor or
other Chairman. No discussion to be permitted
except as to whether the minutes are correct.
Correspondence to be read and orders made thereon, if
expedient.
Petitions, if any, to be read and dealt with,
Reports from Committees and minutes from the Mayor
to be presented, and orders made thereon.
Questions as to matters under the jurisdiction or -within
the official cognizance of the Council to be put and
replied to, and statements as to any facts, matters, or
circumstances requiring attention by the Council or
any of the Conisnittees or officers to be made. Sufficient notice of questions to be given. Answers not
compulsory.
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Motions of which notice has been given to be dealt with
in the order in 'which they stand on the business
paper.
Orders of the day to be disposed of as they stand on the
business paper.
Provided that the Council may, by resolution without notice,
entertain any particular motion out of its regular order on the
business paper, and may in like manner direct that any particular motion or matter of business shall have precedence at
future meetings.
Business at Special Meetings.
At special general meetings of the Council, the business—
after the minutes shall have been read and signed, which shall
be done in the same manner as at ordinary meetings—shall be
taken in such order as the Mayor, or the Aldermen at whose
instance such special meeting shall have been called, may have
directed; and no other business shall be tmnsaeted
Business paper for Ordinary Meetings.
The business paper for every meeting of the Council, other
than special meeting, shall be made up by the Council Clerk not
less than one nor more than three days before the day appointed
for such meeting.
He shall enter on such business paper ii copy or the substance
of every notice of motion, and of every requisition or order as
to business proposed to be trunsacted at such meeting, which he
may have received or shall have been required or directed so to
enter, in due course of law, and as hereinafter provided. Every
such entry shall be made (subject to the provisions in section 3
of this "Part" of these By-laws) in the same order as such
notice, requisition, or direction shall have heer. received, and a
copy of such business paper shall be served or posted to all
members of the Council.
Business paper for Special Meeting.
The business paper for each special meeting shall contain
only such matters as shall have been specially ordered to be
entered thereon by the Mayor or Aldermen calling such meeting.
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How business paper to be disposed of.
C. The business paper for each meeting of the Council shall
at such meeting be laid before the Mayor or Chairman, who
shall make a note upon such business paper of the made in
which each matter entered thereon has been dealt with, and
such business paper so noted shall be a record of the Council.

Notice,, &e., to be the property of the Council.
After the business paper shall have been made up as afore.
said, all notices of motion, requisitions, and directions to which
entries have been made thereon, shall be the property of the
Council, and shall not be withdrawn, altered, or amended
without leave having been first obtained from the Council for
such withdrawal, alteration, or amendment.
Motions—how to be made.
Except by leave of the Council, motions shall be moved in
the order in which they stand on the business paper, and if not
so moved or postponed, shall be struck from such business paper,
and shall be considered to have lapsed.
Absence of mover.
No motion of which notice shall be entered on the business
paper shall be proceeded with in the absence of the Alderman
by whom such notice shall have been given, unless by some
other Alderman producing a written nuthority for that purpose
from such first mentioned Alderman.
Motion to be seconded.
No motion in Council shall be discussed unless and until
it be seconded.
Amendment may be moved.
When a motion or amendment shall have been made or
seconded, any Alderman shall be at liberty to move an amend.
ment thereon, but no such aondme,,t
ie
shall be discussed unless
and until it be seconded.
Motions and amendments to be in writing.
No motion or amendient shall be discussed until it shall
have been reduced into writing.
Only one amendment at & time.
No second amendment shall be taken into consideration
until the first amendment shall have been disposed of.
Amended questions—further amendment may be moved thereon.
If an amendment be carried, the question amended
thereby shall become itself the question before the Council,
whereupon any further amendment upon such question may be
moved.
How subsequent amendments may be moved.
If an amendment either upon an original question or
upon any question amended as aforesaid, shall be negatived,
then a further amendment may be moved, and soon: Provided
that not more than onequestion and one proposed amendment
thereof shall be before the Council at any one time.
Motions for adjournment.
Any motion for adjournment, shall, if seconded, be put
at once without discussion. If negatived, a similar motion
shall not be made until half an hour has elapsed after moving
the one that has been negatived.
Orders of the it,.,.
The orders of the day shallconsist of any matters other
than motions on notice which the Council shall at a previous
meeting thereof have directed to be taken into consideration,
or which the Mayor shall have directed to be entered on the
business paper for consideration.
How they are to be dealt with,
IS. The Alderman who has the usual charge of, or who has
previously moved in reference to the particular business to which
any such order of the day relates, shall be the person called
upon to move: Provided that the Mayor may, as to any order
of the day entered by his direction, move the same.
Petitions to be respectfully worded.
It shall be incumbent on every Alderman presenting a
petition to acquaint himself with the contents thereof, and to
ascertain that it does not contain language disrespectful to the
Council; the nature and prayer of every such petition shall
be stated to the Council by the Alderman presenting the
same.
Petitions—How received.
AU petitions shall be received only as the petitions of the
psrties signing the same.
l'etitione.—No debate.
On the presentation of a petition no debate shall take
place until notice has been given in the usual manner, and the
only question that can be entertained by the Council on the
day of its presentation shall be that the petition be received, or
that it be referred to a Committee.

Correspondence.
The Mayor shall have the same duty in reference to letters
addressed to the Council before directing the same to be read,
as by section 19 of this "Part" ofthese Bylaws is imposed upon
Alderman presenting petitions—if not read to be returned to
the writer and reported to the Council. The Mayor shaU direct
as to the order in which all correspondence shall be read, and
no letters addressed to the Council, or any of its officers, shall
be presented or read by any Alderman. If the Mayor be
absent, and shall not have examined any such letters, or have
given any such directions, or have given any such directions as
aforesaid, then the duties insposed by this section shall devolve
upon the presiding Alderman.
Section 19 to apply to letters.
23, Seclion 19 of this "Part" of these Bylaws shall be considered as fully applicable to letters addressed to the Council or
any of its officers as to petitions.
Reports from 000senittees.
Every report from a Committee shall be in writing, and
signed by the Chairman of such Committee, or in his absence
by some other member of the same.
Mayor's Minute,.
The Mayor shall have the right of directing the attention
of the Council to any matter or subject within its jurisdiction
or official cognizance, by minute in writing, signed by him.
How reports, &c., are to be dealt with.
No motion shall, unless as hereinafter provided, be per
miscible on the presentation of a report fram a Committee or a
minute from the Mayor, except that the same be received, or
that it be received and its consideration stand an order of the
day for some future day: Provided that if any Alderman shall
have given due notice ill reference to any such report or minute,
or if the consideration of any such report or minute shall have
been entered among the orders of the day, such order of theday
or such motion, if otherwise unubjectionable, may be moved and
considered in due course and whenever any such report or
minute embodies any recommendation which cannot legally be
carried out without due notice, and it is desirable that such
report or minute should be ordered upon during the meeting
of the Council at which such report or minute is presented, it
shall be the duty of the Choirnian, or member of such Committee signing such report, or of the Mayor, as the case may be,
to give or transmit to the Council Clerk such a notice of motion,
as will enable the Council Clerk to make the necessary entry on
the business paper, and to give such due notice.
Questions and state.nenta
No question or statement shall be allowed to be put or
made which is inconsistent with good order.
Questions to be put without argument.
Every question must be put categorically, without any
argument or statement of fact.
Mode of addressing the Council,
29, Every Alderman who shall make or second any motion,
or shall take part in any debate or discussion, or shall put or
reply to any question, or shall make any statement, or shall in
any other -way or for any other purpose address observations to
the Council, shall, while doing so, stand up in his customary
place, unless lie shall be preronted from so doing by reason of
some bodily infirmity, and shall address himself to the Mayor
or other Chairman then presiding : Provided that in the case
of a question, such question may by permission of such Mayor
or Chairman be put directly to the Alderman or officer to be
questioned, and may be replied to in like manner. But in every
such case, the question so put and the answer thereto, shall be
subject to every legal objection on the ground of disorder or
irrelovanoy. And all members of the Council shall on all oeca
sions, when in such Council, address and speak of each other by
their official designations, as Mayor, Chairman, or Alderman, as
the case may, be.
Speaker not to be interrupted
No Alderman shall be interrupted while thus speaking,
unless for the purpose of calling him to order, as hereinafter
provided.
Limitation as to number of speakere,
Every mover of an original motion shall have a right of
general reply to all observations which may have been made
in reference to such motion, and to any amendments moved
thereon, as well as a right to speak upon every such amendment. Ev.,ry Alderman, other than the mover of such original
motion, shall have a right to speak once upon such motion and
once upon every amendment thereon. No Alderman shall
speak oftener than once upon any question other than a question
of order, unless when misrepresented or misunderstood, in which
case be shall be permitted to explain without adding any further
observation than may be necessary for the purpose of such ex
planation.
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Mover and Seconder.
32., An Alderman who has moved any motion or amendment
shall be considered to have spoken thereon, but an Alderman
who shall have seconded any such motion or amendment with.
out any further observations than that he seconded the same,
shall be at liberty to speak once again on such motion or amend.
mont.
Speaker not to digress. &e.
33. No Alderman shall digress from the subject under discnssion, or shall snake personal reflections on, or impute mproper nsot.ives to, any other Alderman.
Adjournment of debate.
No. A debate nifty be adjourned to a later hour in tire day, or
to any other day specified, and the Alderman upon whose motion
such debate shall have been so adjourned shall be entitled to
prc-audience on the resumption of the same.
Mayor to decide as to pre-authence.
If two or more Aldermen shall rise to speak at the same
time, the Mayor or Chairman shall decide which of such Aldermen shall be first heard,
Mayor to decide points of order.
The Mayor or Chairman shall preserve order, and his
decision upon points of order or practice shall be final.
Mayor may addrces the Council.
The Mayor shall have the same right as any other Alder.
man to speak upon every subject or amendment.
Mayor may call a member to order.
The Mayor or Chairman may, without the interposition
of any other member of the Council, call any Alderman to order
whenever in opinion of such Mayor or Chairman there shall be
a necessity for so doing.
Deelmiost of points of order.
The Mayor or Chairman when called upon to decide
points of order or practice shall state the pro-vision, rule or
practice which he shall deem applicable to the ease, without
iscussing or commenting on the same.
Motions out of order to be rejected.
Whenever it shall have been decided as aforesaid that
any motion, amendment, or other snatter before the Council is
out of order the same shall be rejected.
How queatiosss to be put.
the Mayor or Chairman shall put to the Council all
questions on which it shall be necessary that a vote be taken,
and shall declare the sense of the Council thereon.

Standing and Special Cosmmrsillee-s.
Standing Committee.

47. Besides such special Committees as may from time to
time be found necessary there shall be three standing Committees of time Council, each consisting of not less than three
members, namely —A Finance Committee, an Improvement
(or Works) Committee, and a General Committee.
Finance Committee.
48. The Finance Committee shall examine and check all
accounts, and shall watcls generally over the collection and expeaditure of the municipal revenues. They shall inquire and
report from time to time as to all matters which they may consider to affect the finances of the said Municipality, and as to
such matters or subjects of the like nature as they may be
directed by resolution of the Council to inquire and report
upon.
Improvement Committee.
49. The Improvement Committee shall have the general
direction of all works ordered or sanctioned by the Council, and
the general inspection of all streets, roads, ways, and other
public places under the care and management of the Council.
They shall also inquire and report from time to time as to such
improvements or repnim-s as they may think necessary or as they
may be directed by resolution of C-lie Council to inquire and
report upon.
Chairman of Committees.
50. Every Committee of which the Mayor shall not be a
member shall elect a permanent Chairman of such Committee,
who may direct the Council Clerk to call meetings whenever he
shall think it desirable.
Cost of works to be estimated before undertaken.
51. No works affecting the funds of the Municipality, except
as hereinafter is mentioned, shall be undertaken until the probable expense thereof shall have been first ascertained by the
Council.
Cases of emergency and current expenses.
52. For emergent matters and for necessary current expenses
during the intervels which may elupsc between the meetings
of the Council, outlays to the following extent may be incurred
By order of the Improvement Committee, or of Mayor
and one member of such Committee, for repairs or
emergent works, to the extent of three pounds.
By order of the Mayor for necessary current expenses,
to the extent of two pounds.
Completion of works to be ropertod b y Improvement Committee.
53. No works undertaken by the Council shall be deemed to
have been completed, and no order shall be made for the payment in full of the same, except upon a report or certificate to
that effect frosts the Improvement Committee, except for emergent works an provided for in sect-ion 52 of this "Part" of these
By-laws.
Consmon Seal—how secured,
54. The Seal shall be secured by a cover or box, which shall
be kept at time Council Clerk's Office in time custody of the
Council Clerk. There shall be duplicate keys to the lock of
this cover or box, of which keys one shall be kept by the
Mayor, and the other- by the Council Clerk.

Divisions—Pessalty for refusing to vote.
Any Alderman may call for a division and the vote shall
be taken by a show of hands, and the names and votes of the
Aldermen present shall be recorded. Any Alderman present
when a division is called for who shall not give vote on such
division, miot being disabled by lairfroin so voting, shall be liable
for every such offence to a penalty of not less than five shillings
nor more than two pounds.
How call of Council to be made.
A call may be made by any resolution of which dno
notice has been given, for the consideration of any motion or
matter of business before the Council.
When and here Common Seal to be used.
Such call to be compulsory in certain cases.
55. The Seal of the Council shall not be affixed to any
No motion, the effect of which if carried would be to
document without - the express authority of the Council, and
rescind any resolution, order, or decision of the Council, shall
every inmpression thereof so authorized shall be verified by the
be entered on the business paper nnless a call of the Council - signature of the Mayor, or in ease of illness or absence of the
has buen duly made and grnutod for such purpose.
Mayor, by two Aldermen, and eountersigned by time Council
Clerk.
Mode of proceeding.
Hot,' books of s,eeoumst, &e., are to be kept.
The call shall be made inunediately before the motion,
56. All books, deeds, nseinorinls, letters, documents, and other
or business for which such call has been ordered, shall be moved
records of the Council, except, as hereinafter mentioned, shall
or considered. The Council Clerk shall call the names of all
be kept at the Council Clerk's Office in Ike custody and care of
the me,nbers in alphabetical order; and if any members are
the Council Clerk, who shall be responsible for the safe custody
absent, a record shall be made of such absence; but if leave of
of the same ; but the Mayor may for any special purpose,
absence to any such member shall have been previously granted,
authorize their removal.
or if such an excuse shall have been received in writing by the
Mayor or Cotincil Clerk as the majority of the Council then
Books, &e not to be shown or exposed without- leave.
present shall consider satisfactory, such absent member shall
57.
No
member or officer of the Council shall be at liberty to
stand excused, and a record shall be made of such excuse and
show, lay open, or expose any of t-hse books, papers, or records of
of the reason for the same.
the Council to any pereoa smot a member of the Council, without
Penalty for absence.
time written permission of time Mayor, usmless as otherwise proAny member of the Council who, having had notice of
vided by law. Anynmesmmhcr or officer who shall commit a breach
the call, shall be absent without having been legally excused as
of this section shall be liable on conviction to a penahi;y of not
aforesaid, and shall fail to show that, by reason of illness or
less than five shillings nor more than two pounds.
other suflicient cause, he wits unable to send an excuse in writRecords not to be removed.
ing as aforesaid, or, who, having answered to his name, shall not
be present when a vote is takess on the motion or business as to
58. Any person removing any such book, paper, or record
whicls such call was made, shall for every such offence be liable
from the Council Clerk's Office without leave of the Mayor in
to a penalty of not less than five shillings nor more than two
writing first obtained, shall be subject to a penalty of not less
pounds.
than ten shillings or more than tea pounds. And nothing
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herein contained shall be held to affect the further liability of
any person who shall have removed such book, paper, or record,
and shall not have returned the same, to any action at law for
the detention of such book, paper, or record, or to prosecution
for stealing the same, as the ease may warrant.
Penalty for defacing or destroying records.
Any person destroying, defacing, or wilfully or improperly
altering any book, paper, or record, shall for every such off once be
liable to a penalty of not less than five pounds nor more than
twenty pounds.
Bonds for good conduct.
All bonds given by officers or servants of the Council
for tlte faithful performance of their duties, shall be deposited
in such custody as the Council may order; and no member,
officer, or servant of the Council shall be received as a surety
for any officer or servant.
Duties of the Council Clerk.
The Council Clerk shall perform all duties which, by
the Municipalities Act of 1867, or by the present or any other
By-laws hereunder he may be required to perform. H. shall
be Clerk of all Revision Courts held in the Municipal District
under the provisions of the Municipalities Act. He shall also
under the direction of the Mayor conduct all correspondence
which may be necessary on part of the Council, and shall genemily assist the Mayor in carrying out the orders of the Council, and the duties of such Mayor.
Special powers of Mayor.
The Mayor may from time to time define the duties of
all officers and servants of the Council, and shall exercise a gem
es-al supervision over all such officers and servants; and may
order the preparation of any such return or statement, or the
giving of any such explanation or information, by any such
officer or servant as he may think necessary; unless the Council shall have expressly forbidden or dispensed with the preparation of such return or statement or the giving of such explanstion or information.
Drafts of intended By-laws.
A draft of any intended By-law shall lie in the office of
the Council at least seven days before such draft shall be taken
into consideration by the Council and shall be open to the
inspection of any ratepayer who may desire to inspect the same.
Motions for rescission of previous orders.
6. Whenever a motion, the electof which, if rerricd, would
be to rescind any order, resolution, or vote of the Council shall
have been negatived, no other motion to the same effect shall
be permissible until a period of three months shall have elapsed
from the time of negativing such first mentioned motion.
Suits and prosecutions for penalties.
OS. Suits or informetions for the enforcement of penalties
for or in respect of breaches of the Municipalities Act of 1867,
or of any By-law made thereunder, or of any Statute, the opentija of which may have been extended to the Municipality,
shall be cosumenced or laid as follows, viz.:—Wlicn against a
member of the Council or any Auditor or any officer of the Corporation, by such officer as shall be namcd for that purpose by
the Council ; when against any other person, by the officer to
whom the carrying out of the statutory provision or By-law
imposing the penalty sought to he enforced has been entrusted
and if there shalt be no such officer, thcu by such officer or person as shall be appointezl for that purpose by the Council or
the Mayor as the case may be, on directing such information
as nforesaid. And no such suit shall be brought or information
laid as aforesaid against any m:'mber of the Council or Auditor,
except by order of such Council; nor shall any similar proceeding be taken against any officer of the Council, except on the
order of the Council or of the Mayor. And the conduct or
prosecution of any suitor information may, on the order of the
Council, or of the Mayor, he entrusted to an attorney,
rower to suspend temporarily, any portion of these By-laws.
66. Any of the foregoing By-laws which relate to or affect
the proceedings at meetings of the Council may be suspended
pro tesnpore without notice in a cses of emergency, if all the mombcrs of the Council thesi present shall deem such suspension
necessary.
PLaiT

within thirty days after the day so appointed for payment
thereof, shall be deemed a defaulter, and it shall be the duty of
the Council Clerk to furnish the Mayor from time to time with
a list of the names of all persons so in default.
Mayor to enforce payment.
It shall be the duty of the Mayor to take proceedings to
enforce the payment of all rates in default, either by action at
law or by issuing warrants of distress llpoit the goods and chattels of the defaulter.
Bailiff how appointed.
The Bailiff of the Municipal District shall be appointed
by the Council, and may from time to time be removed by
them.
Bailiff to find sureties.
The Bailiff shall find two sureties to the satisfaction of
the Mayor, to the extent of (flO) fifty pounds each for the
faithful performance of his duty.
Duties of Bailiff.
It shall be the duty of the Bailiff to make levies by distraint for the recovery of rates in the manner hereinafter
provided.
Warmest of distress.
All levies and distresses shall be made under warrant
under the hand of the Mayor or any Alderman who may for
the time being be authorized to perform the duties of that
office, such warrant to be in the form or to the effect of the
Schedule hereunto annexed and marked A.
Inventory.
At the time of making a distress warrant the Bailiff shall
mske a written inventory in the form or to the efleet of the
Schedule marked B, which inventory shall be delivered to the
occupant of the land or premises or the owner of the goods so
distrained, or to some person resident in the place where the distress shall be made; and in case there shall be no person at such
place with whom such inventory ran be left as aforesaid, then
such inventory shall he posted in some conspicuous part of the
land or premises on which the distress is made; and the Bailiff
shall deliver a copy of such inventory to the Council Clerk.
Distress and sale, he
It shall he lawful for the Bailiff or his deputy and such
assistants as he may take with him to enter into any part of
the land, building, tenement, or other property in respect of
which such rate or rates shall have been made as aforesaid, and
to distrain the goods therein or thereon, and to remain in such
building, tenement, or other property in charge thereof. And
if the sun' for which any suelL distress shall have been made
or taken, together with the costs of such clistruisit, shall not
have been paid on or before the expiration of two clear days,
the Bailiff or his deputy may, between the hours of eleven in
the morning and two in the afternoon, on the next day there.
after, cause the goods so distrained, or a sufficient portiose
thereof, to be sold by public auction, either on the premises or
at such other place within the Municipal District as the Bailiff
may think proper to remove them for such purpose, and shall
pay over the surplus (if any) that may remain after deducting
the amount of the sum distrained for and costs of such distraint, to the owner of the goods so sold on demand by such
owner.
Goods may be impounded.
The bailiff unmaking a distress as aforesaid may impound
or otherwise secure the goods and chattels so distrained of
what nature and kind soever, in such part of the land or premises chargeable with rate, or in such other place as shall he
most fit and convenient for that purpose; and it shall be lawful
for any person whosnsoever, after the expiration of the clear
days as hereinbeforo mentioned, to come and go to and from
such part of this said land and premises where such goods or
chattels shall be impounded and secured as aforesaid in order
to view and buy, and in order to carry off and recove the same
on account of the purchaser thereof.
Owner to direct order of sale.

II.

Collection and enforcement

Defaulters.

a. Every person not paying his or her rates as aforesaid,

of Rates.

Bate when due and paynbic.
I. All rates levied and imposed by the Council shall be held
to be due and payable on and after such day or days as the
Council shall by resolution from time to time appoint.
Time and place of payment.
2- All such rates shall bepaid at the Council Clerk's office
durinz the hours appointed by the Council for that purpose.

The owner of any goods or chattels no distrained upon
may, at his or her option, direct and specify the order in which
they shall be successively sold, and the said goods or chattels
shall in such cases be put up for sale according to such directions.
Proceeds of distress.
The Bailiff shall hand over to the Council Clerk all proceeds of every such distress within twenty-four hours after
having received the same.
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Deputy.
The Bailiff may, with the sanction in writing of the
Mayor, or in his absence with the sanction of any two Aldermen
of the Municipal District, authorize by writing under his hand
nay person to act temporarily as his deputy; and the person so
authorized shall have and exercise all the powers of the Bailiff
himself, but the Bailiff and his sureties shall in every such ease
be responsible for the acts of such deputy.
Coste.

There shall be payable to the Bailiff for every levy and
distress made under these By-laws, the costs and charges in the
Schedule hereunto annexed, marked C.
Senunuax A.
Warrant of flhstress.
I
, Mayor of the Municipal District of Wellington,
do hereby authorize you,
,the Bailiff of the said
Municipality, or your depoty, to distrain the goods and chattels
in the dwelling-house or in or upon the land or premises of
situate at
, for
, being the amount
of rates due to the said Municipality to the
day of
for the said dwelling-house, land, or premises (as the case may
be), together with the costs of this distraint, and to proceed
thereon for the recovery of the said rates and costs according
to law.—Datod this
day of
, 18
Mayor.
Sonseours B
Inventory.
I have this day, by virtuo of the warrant under the hind of
the Mayor of the Municipal District of Wellington, date
18 , of which a copy is attached hereto, distrained the following goods and chattels, in the dwelling-house or in or upon the
laud or premises of
, situate at
, within
the said Municipality for
, being the amount of rates
due to the said Municipality to the day of
, and also the
costs of this levy—Dated this day of
, 18
Bailiff.
(List to be appended.)
SCHIEDULIS C.

Costs.
a. d.
For making an entry and inventory ........................... 2 6

For man in possession for period of not longer than two
hours---------------------------------------------------------5 0
For men in possession for every other day or part of
day-- .................... -................... ................. 50
For sale and delivery of goods one shilling in the pound
on the gross proceeds of the sale, in addition to cost
of advertisements (if any).
PART 111.
Ps-erenting and extinguishing fires.
Fire or combustible material.
Every person who shall place, or knowingly permit to be
placed, in any house, yard, workshop, out-office, or other
promises within the said Municipality, fire, ginipowder, or
combustible or inflammable materials of any kind, in such a
manner as to endangar any buildings, shall, on conviction thereof, for every such offence forfeit and pay a penalty of not more
than five pounds, and shall forthwith remove such fire, gunpowder, or combustible or inflammable materials; and for each
and every period of twenty-four hours aft-er such conviction,
that such person shall suffer fire, gunpowder, or combustible
or inflammable materials to remain as aforesaid, such person
shall be deemed guilty of si further offcace against this Bylaw.
Settthg fire to matter without notice.
Any person who shall wilfully set fire to any inflammable
matter w'lratover in the open air, within five yards of any
dwelling house or other building or boundary or dividing fence
within the said Municipality, without having given notice in
writing to the occupiers of the land adjoining the land upon
which such matter shall be of his intention so to do, or between
the hours of six in the afternoon of any day and six in the
morning of the following day, shall, for every such offence,
forfeit a sum not exceeding five pounds.
Erecting brushwood fences, &e.
Every person who shall erect any fence of brushwood,
bissises, or other inflammable material, or shall make or place
any stack of hay, corn, straw, or other produce, or place as or
for the covering any such stack any inflammable materials, so
as to endanger any contiguous buildings or properties, or any
trees, shrubs, or other produce thereof, or any chattels therein,
shall forfeit on conviction for every such offence, a penalty of
not more than five pounds, and shall remove such fence, stack,
or covering within a reasonable time after such conviction, and

any person failing to remove such fence, stack, or covering
within a reasonable ti,,,e after any such conviction as aforesaid,
shall be decnred guilty of a fttrtlirr offence against this Bylair.
Burrs, he.
The Council shall have power in the Municipal District
where the land is for the most part under cultivation to order
and compel1 the extirpation of the Batlsurst burr and other
noisome weeds, and gesserally to make By-laws for preventing
the growth of weeds detrimental to good lisisbandry.
Wilfully setting fire to elsisnsreys.
Any person who shall wilfully set or caused to be set on
fire any chimney, flue, smoke-vent, or stove-pipe, herein called
in coin mon clii nancy " within the said Municipality, shall
forfeit a sum not exceeding five pounds Provided always, that
nothing herein contained shall exempt time person ro setting or
causing to he set on fire any ohimnney fro,sm liability to be proceeded against or prosecuted before any Criminal Court for such
act as for an indictable offence.

Negligently sultering thlnmeys to be set on fire.
If any chimney accidentally catch or be on fire, the person occupying or usi rig time premises in which such chimneys
are situated, shall forfeit a sum not exceeding forty shillings
Provided always that such forfeiture shall not be incurred if
such person prove to the satisfaction of the Justices before
whom the ease be heard that such fire was in nowise owing to
the omission, neglect, or enrolossness, whether with respect to
cleansing such olnmneys or otherwise, of himself or his
servants.
Water-carts attendIng fire
There shall be paid out of the funds of the said Municipality to the owner of every licensed water-cart, who shall have
attended with any water at the place of any fire as herein provided, and deliver the same as required for the extinguishing
such fire, such reasonable compensation as the Council shall by
resolution have appointed in that behalf and also to such
owners of such cart-s as shall have first and second in order
attended with loads of water, such fui-tlser sums by way of
reward as the Council may by similar reaolution have fixed.
PART IV.

Lkenrin,q public vehicles
From and after the 1st day of July, one thousand eight
hundred and severity-nine, no vehicle shall ply for hire, nor
shall any person act as driver or conductor of any such vehicle
within the Muaieipal District of Wellington until and unless
licensed for such purpose in the manner hereinafter mentioned,
nor during the suspension or after cancellation of such license
as hereinafter provided.
Before any license for plying any vebicle or for driving or
conducting the same shall be granted, the party requiring such
license shall obtain from the Council Clerk, free of elsarge, a
requisition in the fovm of Schedule A hereto, or to the like
effect, and shall duly fill up and sign the same and deliver it to
the Council Clerk, and shall also insert in such requisition, in
addition to the particulars set forth ia Schedule A hereto, tables
of rates and fares pi-oposed to be charged by such party for any
such vehicle.
The Mayor for the said District for the time being shall
be and is hereby autlmorized to issue all such licenses in the
nnnie and on behalf of the said District Council, and the Mayor
shall, by iadorsernent on such license, sigmnfy his approval of
the scale of rates proposed to be charged for the hire of any
such vehicle so licensed.
Licenses for proprietors, drivers, or conductors of vehicles
shall be in the form of Schedule B hereto, or to the like effect,
and shall be made out, numbered, and registered by the Council
Clerk.
Every license granted by the Mayor shall be signed by the
Mayor and countersigned by the Council Clerk, and shall be in
force until the thirty-first day of December next ensuing tlse
date thereof, and no such license shall include more than one
vehicle, and that Istato the number of passengers such vehicle
shall be permitted to cnrry.
0. For every vehicle license, and for every renewal thereof,
there shall be paid to the said District Council the sum of two
pounds annually if the license be granted on or after the 1st
day of January and on or before the thirty-first day of M:rm-ch
in every year, and if after that day then in the following proportions —If on or before the t-hirtioth day of June, the sum
of thirty (30) slullings if on or before the tlurtiethm day of
September, the sum of twenty (20) shillings ; and if after that
date, the sum of ten (10) shillings.
7 For every conductors or driver's license, and for every
renew-al thereof, there shall be paid to the said District Council
the sum of live sisi Ilings annually.
8- The person or persons in wimoso name or names a license
shall been been obtained shall be deemed the proprietor of the
vehicle in respect of which such license shall Isa-re been taken
out.
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Carters, ic—Licenses for enrt,.
No license shall be granted to any person to drive any
The Council may, from time to time, license to ply for hire
vehicle unless he be above seventeen years of age, nor to eot as
within the said Municipality, carts approved of by the By-law
conductor unless lie be fourteen years of age.
Committee for any or either of the following purposes, namely:
Any proprietor transferring or selling Isis licensed vehicle
drawing wood, water, wash-dirt, quartz, earth, stone, gravel,
shall immediately give notice thereof to tim Council Clerk, and
timber, bricks or for any other purpose, whether hired by the
the t ransferree or purchaser shall thereupon apply to have the
license transferred to lu,n, and shall sign Isis name in the books I day or by the load, and whether driven by the owner or by any
person in the ow,,er's employ. Licenses may also be granted
of the said District Council and on the license, and until this
for the drivers of such to suds persons as may be approved of
By-law shall have been complied with the transferror or seller
by the By-law Committee, such licenses to be personal to the
shall remain liable as owner for breach of any of these By-laws
and no transferree or purchaser shall use such vehicle or allow - guarantee and not transferable, but the license for the cart may
be transferred wit Ii the cart to any person upon approval as
it to ply for hire until the By-law shall have been Be complied
aforesaid, and for every such license, &c.
with.
No driver or conductor of any licensed vehicle shall lend
Apjllication for license.
or part with his license, nor shall the proprietor of any such
Every such license shall be a
gr nted on the written applivehicle employ an unlicensed person as the driver or conductor
cation for the same of the owner. or if there be more owners
thereof.
than one, of some one owner of the cart to he licensed ; and in
Every proprietor, driver, or conductor of any vehicle, and
every such application shall be set forth truly the name and
every vehicle shall be deemed to be licensed tinder these Bysurname and place of abode of the applicant, and the like shall
laws on the production by the Inspector of the Licerne Register
he set fortls in the license when granted, which should be in
Book containing a copy of any such license ; and it shall not
the form of Schedule I) hereto, or to the like effect; and any
be necessary to call upon the person proeeuted to produce the
person who shall wilfully omit from any such application any
original license to enable the prosecutor to give secondery eviparticular hereby required to be stated therein, or shall wilfully
dence of its contents.
state anythimsg falsely touehiisg any such particular, shall forfeit
The license of the proprietor, driver, or conductor of any
a sum not exceeding five pounds.
vehicle may be cancelted or suspended by the Mayor for the
time being of the said District Council as he shall deem right
Numhserit,g, &c., of license and carts.
(after three days notice in writing signed by the Council Clerk
Every such license for cart shall be numbered and regisand served upon such proprietor, driver, or conductor, or left
tered by the Council Clerk, and shall be in force from the date
at his usual place of abode, rolling upon him to show cause why
thereof until the 31st day of December then next ensuing; and
such license should not be cancelled or suspended, and opportuthe owner named in any such license shall cause to be painted
nity given such proprietor, driver, or conductor, to show such
or marked, and to be kept so painted or msrked, on soe roncause), in ease either the proprietor, driver, or conductor shall
spicuous place on the right or off side of the cart thereby licensed,
have been convicted of two offenees against these By-laws coil].
the name of the Municipality, with the number of such
mitted within a period of six months next preceding.
license, in legible letters and figures one inch in length
- Suds person or persons as may from time to time be ap- and of a proportionate depth, and the woths 'Licensed
pointed by the said District Council shall be the Inspector or
cart " in the like letters ; and every such owner who
Sub-Inspector of all licensed vehicles plying for hire within the
shall omit or fail to comply with the provisions of this section
said District, and such Inspector or Sub-Inspector shall as often
shall forfeit a sum not exceeding forty shillings; and every
as iso or them may deem necessary inspect all licensed vehicles,
such license for a driver shall be made out in the form of
and also the harness and horse or horses or other animal or
Schedule E, and shall be exlsibited on demand to any person
animals used in drawing the same ; and if such vehicles, horso
autlsorized for that purpose by the Council.
or harness, animal or animals shall in his or their opiniou be
Plying for hire, ic., without license, &c
unfit for public use he shall report the same in writing to the
Mayor who shall have pow-er to suspend the license of such
If any owner of any cart permit the same to stand or ply
vehicle until such vehicle, harness, horse or horses, or other
for hire within the Municipality without having a license in
animal or animals used in or drawing the same shall be in a
force for such cart, licensing or authorizing such standing, plyfit state for public use, and it shall be the special duty of such
ing for hire or use respectively within such Municipa]it.y, or if
Inspector at all times to see that as far as possible these By-laws
any person be found within such Municipality standing or plyare duly observed and enforced.
ing for hire with any cart for which no such license is in force,
or without having the 'same of the Municipality and the number
No proprietor, driver, or conductor of any vehicle, nor
of such license and the words 'Licensed cart" displayed upon
any other person, shall hinder or obstruct such Inspector or
.such cart openly and in manner herein provided; and every
Sub-Inspectors in the execution of any of his or their duties.
person acting as driver of any licensed cart so plying as aforeThe number of the license granted for every omnibus or
said without holding a driver's ]icense,—every such person so
ear in figures not less than four issohes in height, and for every
ofi'endissg shall, on conviction, forfeit a sum not exceeding forty
hackney carriage, cab, or buggy, in figures not less than two
shillings.
incises in height, and of proportionate breadth, white upon a
ground of black, shall be printed or painted outside on the
Leaving carts unattended, ic.
panel of the door or doors of such vehicles, or on a plate or
If the driver of any cart shall leave the same unattended
plates fixed thereon, and also upon each lasnp used isposs such
in any street, whether public or private, or shall go for a disvehicle as the Inspector may direct, and the proprietor of such
tance of more than two yards from the side of such cart, being
omnibus or car, lmekuey carriage, eat, or buggy shall keep such
in any such street, without passing through the near wheel or
number on such pmsel of the door or doors or on such place or
wheels that
a suitable chain or chains so as effectually to
places as aforesaid legible and undefaced during the time such
prevent the rotation of such wheel or wheels, whether in any
vehicle shall ply or be used for hire.
such case such cart be hired or not, such driver shall in every
such case forfeit a sum not exceeding forty shillings for such
offence.
Lights for carts.
ScHEDULE A.
The driver of every cart which shall, during the Isours
Requisition for License.
after sunset of any day and before sunrise of the following day,
be in any street or public place within the said Municipality,
To the Municipal Council of Wellington.
shall keep a light attaelsed to or suspended from the off or right
I,
, residing in
street, do hereby reside of such cart so as to be plainly visible to the driver of any
quest that a license may be granted to sac to
No.
carriageproceeding along or through such street or place in a
within the said Municipality.
contrary direction to that in which such first-mentioned cart
shall he directed ; and every driver who shall fail to comply
Dated
1 18
with this section shall forfeit a sum not exceeding forty
shillings.
Interpretation.
SCHEDULE B.
The word "cart" shall for the purpose of this "Part" of
License,.
these By-laws include every waggoa, dray, or other carriage,
whatever be its construction, drawn by horses or other animals,
This is to certify that
is hereby licensed to
used for any of time purposes lsereinbefos-o described in section 1
a certain
No.
within the Municipality of Wellington,
of this Part.
from the date hereof to the thirty-first day of December next,
subject nevertheless to all and every the By-laws, Rules, and
Regulatious is, force relating thereto.
S0H2DtLE C.
Given ,,nder the Cosusuon Seal of the Municipal Council of
Table of Charges for carters' Liesuses.
Wellin gton, this
day of
, iS
s. d.
(La.)
Mayor.
Poreart ...
,..
.,.
... 5 0
Council Clerk.
For driver
...
,..
...
--... 1 0

A.
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Scnnnuia D.
Municipality of Wellington—Cart License, No.
Issued to
, subject neyertheless to all the Bylaws, Rules, and Regulations in force relating thereto.
Given under the Common Seal of the Municipal Council
of Wellington, this
day of
, 18
(L.a.)
Mayor.
Council Clerk.
ScscsnwLu E.
Municipality of Wellington—Driver's License.
Issued to
, subject nevertheless to all the Bylaws Rules, and Regulations in force relating thereto.
Given under the Common Seal of the Municipal Council
of Wellington, this
day of
, 15
(L.s.)
Mayor.
I
Council Clerk.
PART

V.

Suppression of Nuisances.
zeIcss riding or driving.
No person shall ride or drive through or upon the streets
or any public plate so negligently, carelessly, or furiously, that
the safety of any other person shall or may be endangered.

Every person who shall carry goods or any frame to The
annoyance of any person upon the footway ofany
street or other public footerny.
Every person who shall be the keeper of, or have any dog
or other animal which shall attack or endanger the
life or limb of any person who may have the right of
way, or use of any priv,ite yard, alley, street, or any
otl,er place within the said District.
Persons bathiog.
No person shall batl,e within two hundred yards of any
public road or place, unless in some enclosed place, or otherwise
in such manner as not to offend against common decency.
Notice to Proprietor.
Upon complaint being lodged at the Council Clerk's office
that the yard, closets, or drains of any premises is or are a
nuisance or offensive, and after inspection, such shall be found
to be the ease, notice shall be given in writing to the proprietor
or tonant of such premises to remove or abate such nuisance
within 24 hours after such notice; and if, after such notice,
the nuisance shall not be removed or abated the proprietor or
tcncust of the said premises shall be liable to a penalty not
exceeding forty shillings nor less than five shillings.
Injury to curbstooes, guttering, Sc.
No driver, carter, or other person shall wilfully or negligently do or suffer, or cause to be done, any damage or injury
to the curbstones, gutters, or pathways of any street or roadway.

Riding on drape, careless driving, Sc.
If the driver of any woggon, cart, or dray of any kind
Destroying pathways or roads.
shall ride upon any such carriage in any such street as aforeNo person shall be allowed to alter, cut up, or destroy the
said, not having some person on foot to guide the same (such
carts as are drawn by one horse and driven or guided with reins pathways or roads, or to remove loam, sand, or gravel, from anyof the streets or roads of the Municipality withont the authoonly excepted), or if the driver of any carriage whatsoever shall
rity of the Council, and for such authority a fee of one shilling
wilfully be at such a distance from such carriage, or in such a
shall be paid.
situation, whilst it shall be passing upon such street,
that he cannot have the direction and government of
Placing materials on streets, Sc,
the home or horses or cattle drawing the same, or if the driver
No person shall be allowed to place on the streets or pathof any waggon, cart, dray, or coach, or other carriage whatsoways building materials otherwise than is absolutely necessary,
ever meeting any other carriage shall not keep his vehicle on
and by the sanction i's writing of the Mayor or Council Clerk,
the left or near side of the road, or if any person shall in any
and no person shall be allowed to have water-holes or excavamanner wilfully prevent any other person or persons from
tions for cellars or other purposes in or adjoining any public
passing him or her or any carriage under his or her care upon
place unfenced, or in such a manner as to be dangerous to
such street., or by negligence or misbehaviour prevent, hinder,
passers by; and all placcs where buildings are being carried on,
or interrupt the free passage of any carriage or person in or
or where any obstruction, to the danger of passers by exist, the
upon the same, every such driver or person so offending shall
person causing such obstruction shall be required to provide
upon conviction forfeit and pay any sum not exceeding forty
lights on either side, and keep the same lighted from sunset to
shillings.
sunrise, under a penalty of not exceeding five pounds nor less
Washing vehicles or animals.
than two pounds.
Any person who shall wash any description of vehicle,
Damaging trees and sh,ubs, Se.
horse, or other animal, in any public water or in any way polNo person shall destroy or damage any shrub or tree
lute the same shall forfeit and pay for the first offence not more
growing in any street or thoroughfare, or other public place
than tweaty shillings nor less than five shillings, and for every
within this Municipality, or injure any hedge, fence, gate, or
subsequent offence not more than forty nor less than ten
building in any such street, thoroughfare, or public place, or act
shillings.
fire to any shrubs or trees, or to cut or remove any timber from
Nuisances.
Every person who, in any street or other public place or any such street, thoroughfare, or public place aforesaid, or to
destroy, tear, deface, or otherwise injure any, notice, proclamapassage within the said District., to the obstruction, annoyance,
tion, or other document purporting to be under the authority
or danger of the residents or passengers, shall commit any of
of the Council, or of any officer of the said Council, which shall
the following offences, shall on conviction for any and every
be affixed in any public place, under a penalty of not more than
such offence forfeit and pay a penalty of not more than two
two pounds nor less than five shillings.
pounds
Every person who shall hoist or cause to be hoisted, or lower
Exposing goods for sale.
or cause to be lowered, goods of any description from
No person shall place or expose for sale on the pathways
any opening in any house fronting any street or pub- or streets, carts, goods, parcels, or produce of any kind whatever
lic place, and close to the footway thereof, without
to the obstruction of the public.
suffieieat and proper ropes and tackling.
injuring or extinguishing lamps.
Every person who shall carry or convey, or cause to be
carried or conveyed in any street or public place, the
Any person who shall wantonly or maliciously break or
crease, or any part of the earcase, of any newly
injure any lamp or lamp-post, or extinguisl, any lamp set up
slaughtered animal without a sufficient and proper
for publae coavenienne in the said Municipality, shall, over and
cloth covering the same for its concealment from public
above the necessary expense of repairing the injury con,mitted,
view, or shall hawk or carry about butcher's meat for
forfeit and pay for every such offence any sum not less than one
sale, without covering the same as aforesaid.
pouad nor more than five pounds.
Every person who shall place any line, cord, or pole, across
Rouses of ill.rame.
any street, lane, or passage, or hang or place clothes
thereon to the danger or annoyance of any person.
Upon representation by any respectable ratepayer that
Every person who shall place any flower-pot in any upper
any house or premises within the Municipality and "ear to the
window near to any street or public place, without
residenc, of such ratcpaysr is of ill-fame, it shall be lawful for
sufficiently guarding the same from being thrown
the By-law Committee to cause the residents of such house or
down.
premises to furnish to the Council a list of names, ages, sexes,
Every person who shall throw or east from the roof or any
and occupation of all the inmates of the said house or premises,
part of any house or other building any slate, brick,
and upon non-compliance with such request, or if upon conpart of a brick, wood, rnbbish, or other material or
sideration the said Committee consider the house to be one of
thing (unless within a hoard or enclosure when any
ill-fame, they shall, with the sanction of the Council declare the
house or building is being erected, pulled down, or
same to be a nuisance, and shall cause a notice in writing to be
repaired.)
served upon the holder of such house or premises or any, person
Every person who shall keep any kind of swine within
resident or being therei,s, to discontinue or abate the said
forty yards of any street or public place in the said
nuisance within forty-eight hours after the receipt of such
District, or shall suffer any swine, horse, ass, mule,
notice. And if such nuisance be not so abated, the holder of such
sheep, gnat, or other animal belonging to him or her,
house or premises, or other person residing or being therein and
or under his or her charge, to stray or go ahout, or to
acting as such holder, shall he liable to be proceeded against for
be tethered or depastured in any street or public such nuisance, and shall on conviction thereof forfeit and pay
thoroughfare.
any sum not less than two pounds nor snore than twenty pounds.

And if such nuisance shall not be abated within forty-eight
hours after such conviction, such holder of such house, or such
other person residing or being therein as aforesaid, shall forfeit
and pay for such second offenee a sum of not less than five
pounds nor more than flhtv pounds. And if a further period of
forty-eight hours shall elapse after such second conviction without the abatement of such nuisance, such holder of such house,
or other person residing or being therein as aforesaid, shall for
such third offence forfeit and pay any sum not less than tea
prnt&u nor more than fifty pounds.

morning and 4 and half-past 5 in the afternoon. And all
cattle driven through the said town at any time shall be kept
under proper control. For a breach of this law the driver or
owner of the cattle shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding
th,ee pounds and not less than five shillings.

Deposit of refuse.
Any person who shall throw, cast, or lay any refuse or
rubbish within the boundaries of the town, except at the depAts
proclaimed for that purpose by the Connuil, shall forfeit and
pay a sum not exceeding forty shillings nor less than five
shillings.

Boiling down establishments, &e.
18. Every person who shall have a boiling down establishment, a slaughter-house, or other premises in such a state as to
be a nuisance or injurious to health, or any pool, diteh, gutter,
watercourse, privy, urinals, cesspool, drain, or ashpit, so foul as
to be a nuisance or injurious to health, or any animal, or the
earease of any animal, or any part thereof, in such a state or so
kept or left as to be a nuisance or injurious to health, or any
neenmulation or deposit which is a nuisance or injurious to
health, shall, upoa conviction of the same by any two Justioes
in Petty Sessions upon information or complaint made before
Iliem, be liable to a penalty not more than two pounds nor less
than five shillings for the first offeace, and for every subsequent
offence not more than five pounds nor less than ten shillings.

Buildings not to be erected beyond the building line of any street.
Should any person erect any building, verandah, or fence,
other than an awning, beyond or outside the building line of
any street within the Municipality, without the consent of the
Council, he or she shall be liable to it penalty of not less than
one pound nor more than five pounds, and should be or she
neglect to remove the same, upoa receiving notice in writing
from the Council so to do, the Council shall hove power to
remove the building, verandah, or fence, or other emotion or
obstruction, at the expense or charge of the person so offending.
Driving cattle, &c.
No cattle, except milkers, or working bulloeks drawing
a dray or other vehicle, shall be driven within the boundaries of
the Town of Wellington, between the hour. of Sand 10 in the

OsTensive trades.
37. No noisome or offensive trade shall be permitted to be
carried on in any premises to the ñsconvenienee of the residents
of adjoining or other houses.

The foregoing are the By-laws of the Municipal District of
Wellington, passed at a meeting of the Municipal Council held
the 25th September, 1879.
(L.a.)
10SEP11 AARONS,
Mayor.
W. H. Foawoom
Council Clerk.

Sydney: Thomas Richards, Government Printer—Jest.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Sydney, 30th January, 1580.
MUNICTPAL DISTRICT OF CARCOAR,

BY-LAWS.
Tiir following By-]aws macic by the Council of the Municipal District of Carcoar, for regulating the proceedings of the Council,—
for the collection and enforcement of rates—for the management of roads and streets—for preventing fires, and for the sup.
pression of nuisanecs,—hnving been confirmed by His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, are
published in accordance with the requirements of the Mstiueipa]ities Act of 1867.
HENRY flEXES.

Er-niws for regulating the proceedings of the Council of the
M unicipal District of Carcoar, for the collection and
enforcement of rates, for preventing and extinguishing
fires, for the suppression of nuisnnccs, and for the care and
management of the public roads and streets.

General duties of the Maqor or presiding Alderman,
1, The Mayor, presiding Alderman, or Citairninu at any
Committee meeting, shall preserve order, and his ruling upon
all matters shall be (inn!, and no argument or discussion shall
ensue thereon
but ho shall state his reasons for such
decision.

Every Alderman being absent from three consecutive
nicetings of I-lie Council shall be liable to a fine of five shillings
sterling for every successive meeting thereafter until lie resume
his attendance and all such, fines and penalties so incurred
shall be paid to the Council Clerk within ten days after the
person so fined shall have received, or had left at his residence,
a notice of such fine and, in case of default, the Mayor shall
enforce the payinesit thereof tinder the provisions of the Municipalities Act of 1867. All such fines to be carried to the credit
of the Borough funds.

Order of Business.

The Mayor, presiding Alderman, or Citnir]n;n) shall put all
questions, and declare the senso of the Council or Committee
thereon.
TIe Mayor, presiding Alderman, or Chairman shall decide
as to pro-audience of members where two or more desire to
speak, and may call any metitber to order for ref nsing to comply
with his decision, or speaking is second time upon the subject
unless in explanation.
-

The minutes of the last meeting shall be read, and if no
objection be taken as to their correctness the Mayor or presiding
Alderman shall thereupon sign the same but if any ebjeetion
be made as to tlteir correctness, or any part thereof, the question
shall be put to the Council, and if s-Ito Council shall so decide
the alteration shall be made, and such alterations shall be signed
in the margin by the Mayor or presiding Alderman and the
Council Clerk.

Every Alderman introdueinga mution shall have the i'igltt
of reply, and of speaking once on every amendment.

After the confirmation of the minutes of the preceding
meeting, the order of business shall be as follows
Readnig of correspondence.
The presentation of petitions.

Every motion dttly put and seconded shall be put first in
the affirmative and then in the negal ire, and the Mavot', presiding Alderman, or Chairman may, if lie tlnnks fit, call upon
the members to divide, in order that the correct scesee of the
meeting may be ascertained.

Meetings ef tire Council.
The Conneil shall meet for the dispatch of business at
seven o'clock pm on every alternate Tuesday bitt when such
(lay shall be a holiday the Mayor shall appoint sach other day
for holding the meeting as he may think fit, not exceeding four
days earlier or later titan the said holiday.
In the event of a quorum not being present within halfan-htour after the time nppoist(ecl for such meeting of the
Council, the names of the Aldermen present shall be taken
down and entered into the minnie-book by the Council Clerk.

02-

Reports of Comnnt,tees.
14-. Motions of which notices have been given.
15. Questions of which notice had been given at the Inst
meeting of the Council.

Conduct of Business.
1.6. Every Alderman shall stand while speaking, and shall
address the Mayor or Chairman,
Every Alderman shall confine his remarks to Site subjt
before the Council.
No Alderman shall aisle any remarks of all offensive or
peraonal nature upon any Alderman or officer of the Council.
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10. No member shall speak longer than ten minutes Os' any
subject under debate, except it be the mover of any motion
and he shall not speak for a longer period than twenty mi neetos,
unless by consent of the Council previously obtained.
A debate, by motion, may be adjourned at any tisno.
All petitions shall be presented by a" Alderman, and
read by hun to the Council ; and no petition shall be received
unless its reception be moved, seconded, and carried.
All notices of motion shall be in writing signed by the
mover, and delivered to the Council Clerk four clear days
before the day of meetiag.
The Council shall vote by show of hands, and every
Alderman present shall be compelled to vote, excepting the
Mayor or Chairman,
No member shall interrnpt another ivhilc speaking. by
any acclamatiou or other expressions of approval or dissent.
No motion in Council shall be discussed unless and until
it be seconded.
When a, motion in Council shall have been made and
seconded, any Alderman shall be at liberty to snore an amendment thereon; but no such amendment shall be discussed
unless and until it be seconded. No motion or amendment
shall be discussed until it shall have been reduced into writing.
No second or subsequent amendment shall be taken into consideration until the previous amendment or amendments shall
have been disposed of. If an amendment be carried, the
question as amended thereby shall become itself the question
before the Council; whereupon any further amendment upon
such question may be moved. If coy amendment, either upon
an original question or upon any question amended as nforesaid, shall be negatived, then a further amendment may be
moved to the question to which such first mentioned amendmatent was moved, and so on, provided that not more than one
question and one proposed amendment thereof shall be before
the Council at any one [into.
No motion to rescind a resolution or to affect it in any
way, shall be put upon the business paper, unless by consent of
a majority at a eall of the whole Council.
A call of the whole Council may be ordered by resolution
of which due notice has been given.
20. Whenever any matter of order arises, it shall be taken into
consideration immediately ; and upon a member rising to
order, he shall be heard, and the member who was speaking
shall sit down until the question of order has been decided
but in ease any Alderman called to order, or reqoested to sit
down, refuses to obey the ruling of the Mayor or Chairman, he
shall pay a duo of five shillings. The Council Clerk shall make out a paper, to be called
the Business Paper, which shall contain all matters to be coalsidered, and all such papers shall be filed and become records
of the Council.
All such business papers shall be indovsed in the margin
by the Mayor or Chairman, specifying the nmanner in which
each matter has been disposed of.

Committees.
82. There shall be four permanent Committees, viz.:-The
Finance, the By-law, the Works, and the Committee for General
Purposes, and all reports of Committees shall be signed by time
Chairman.
88. No expenses shall be incurred until the probable cost is
first ascertained.
The Mayor may in eases of emergency authorize the expenditure of any sum not exceeding five pounds, and by request
of not less than three Alderman given him in writing, oncler
their signatures may for a like reason authorize the expenditure of a sum not exceeding ton pounds; but no further expenditure shall be permitted until the Council shall have suet and
_npproved of the outlay.

Collection of Rates.
Al] rates made by the Council sony be paid half-yearly-'viz., within fourteen days after the expiration of the thirty
days allowed by law, and the balance within six months thereafter in each year, and shall be paid to the Council Clerk at the
Council Chambers daring office hours.

The Council Clerk shall, at the expiration of the dates
before,neationed, lay before. the Council it list of all persons
whose rates are in arrear.
The Mayor shall tab-n innnediate steps to enforce paymont
of all rates due as aforesaid, either by summons or distress warrant, by resolution of the Council.
The Council may appoint a Bailiff, who shall make all
levios of distresses for the recovery of msny, rates, order the warrant of the Mayor, according to Schedule A hereto annexed.
The Bailiff shall be paid for all levies, e,st.rie-s, distresses,
and warrauls made under these By-laws, mme.eorc1inn to Schedule
B hereto annexed.

The BailifTshall, at the time of making any distress, make
out an inventory of all goods, live stock, land, houses, or other
property ; and shall deliver a copy thereof to the owner of the
property or goods so distrained thereon, or the occupier thereof,
or to some person on his or her behalf or in the absence of any
such owner or occupier, then such inventory shall be posted oil
some pnrt of I he premises, and a like copy shall be dohvered to
the Council Clerk.
It shall be lawfuifor any Bailiff, and such assistants as iso
may require, to enter into and upon any land, buildings, or
other property in respect of which a warrant has been issued,
for the recovery of rates as aforesaid, and to distrain goods
therein and thereon, and to remain in charge of such building
or other property ; and if the sum for which such distress shall
have been made or taken be not paid on or before the expimu,
tion of five days, it shall be lawful to sell the said goods, or any
part thereof, by public auction, either on the premises or at any
other place within the Municipal District of Carcoar ; and the
surplus, if any, that moy remain after dedtietiiig the costs, in
addition to the sum distrained for, shall be paid over to the
owner of the goods so said.
The Bailiff shall, within forty-eight hours after such sale,
deliver to the Council Clerk the proceeds thereof, as also the
inventory of the effects so sold.
48. In the temporary absence of the BkiIiIF through illness or
business, the Mayor may appoint a substitute.

Manage-meal of Roads cud Streets.
No persomm shall erect asc- house or other building in any
street, road, or mime in the Municipal Distrietof Carcoar without
giving notice thereof in writing to the Council Clerk, describing
the namturo and situation of the intended erection.
No person shall be permitted to eqçroaeh beyond the
building-line in any road, street, or lane under the control of
the Council, by the erection of houses, veraudahs, steps, fences,
or any other obstruction, order a penalty of one pound.
Any person erecting such obstruction a, aforesaid, and
not removilsg the same within fourteen days front the data of
notice served on the premises or ground complained of, shall be
liable to a penalty of not less than forty shillings, nor more
than five pounds.
All houses within the Municipality, having frontages to
a main theroughfai-e, being kerbod and guttered, shall be
suflieicistly spouted with down piping, to be laid under the
footpath and herb into the gutter, uçmder a penalty of five
shillings.
45. No person shall throw or deposit any rubbish, dead
fowls, or animals of any description, or offensive matter, into
any road, street. lane, fuotpathi, gutter, or any ground lIner to a
public way, under a penalty of five shillings.
49. No dris-er or other person shall wilfel]y or negligently
do, or cause to be dosst, any damage or injury to the herbstones, gutters, or footpaths, or to drive any horses, cattle, or
other animals, orwheeled vehicles of any description, on the
footpaths, under is penalty- of ten shillings.
50. No person shall be allowed to place any building
materials on the footpaths, unless by the sanction of the Mayor
in writing, eouatarsigued by the coummeil Clerk; and any building materials so placed, or any open entting or excavations,
shall be proteoted by two ligtmts, to be kept burning from dark
until daylight; and for every such authority as aforesaid the
sum of two shillings and sixpenee shall be charged.
51. No person slsall place on the footpath, or in the gutter,
nay cart, barrow, goods, or peodmce of any kind to the obstruction of the public, under a penally of ten shillings.
Prevention of Fires.
52. No person shallplace or permit to be placed in any house,
workshop, or other building, fire, gunpowder, or combustible or
inflammable material of may kind so as to endanger contiguous
buildings.
53. The Inspector of Nuis,anees shall, upon reeeivismg a
representation in writing that fire is being used, or combustible
matter stored, to the danger of adjoining buildings, proceed to
the premises complained of, and shalt, if lie thinks necessary,
cause the danger to be removed imnnsediat.ely.
Thaisa,mcer.
54. No person residing within the Memmieipality shall be
allowed to permit his or her premmmises, ehosets or drains to be
offensive to the neighbours.
55. No offemmsivo trade shall be permitted to the inconvenience or anuox-aimee of any resident in the ?dunicipnlity.
56. No person shall breed or keep swine in any house, yard,
building, or enclosure of any description, sitimate within forty
yards of any public road or thoroughfare, undor a pemiudl.y of
for every offc,mee.
not less thmqsm forty shillings nor more than

a
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SouEDnE A.
I,
Mayor of the Municipal District of
Cavooar, do hereby authorize you,
Bailiff of the
said Municipal District., to distrain the goods and chattels in
the dwelling-house, or in or upon the land and premises of
situate at
for the tutu of
being the amount of Municipal rates due to the said Muniei•
pality, to the
day of
for the said dwelJinghouse, land, or premises, and to prooced thereon for the
r000very of (die said rates according to law.
Dated this
day of
18 Mayor.
SonanuDE B.
of Bailiff.
A. d.
For every warrant ................................................3 6
For making every eatsy and inventory in the oxeention
ofa warrant ......... ......................................... 3 C)
If in possossioss five hours.......................................5 0
For every other day or part of a day ........................6 0
And 5 per cent. on net umount of salo.

Fees

Inventory.
I have this day, in virtue of a warrant under the hand of
the Mayor of the Municipal District of Careoar, dated
1ist,raincd the fo]lowing goods and chattels in the dwellinghouse, or in or upon the land and premises of
situate
within the said Munici1sality, for the sum of
being the
amount of rates due to the said Municipality, to the
day of
is
Bailiff.

Made and passed by the Council of the Municipal District of
Carcoar, this 15th day of April, 1879.
B. STIMTSON,
Mayor.
Jony PAlsies, Counoil Clerk.

Sydasy Thomas ltichards,Gavern,nent Priuter.—LSbO,

1Gb
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

MTJNICIPALITIE S.
(MUNICIPAL DISTRICT OF GULGONG—AMENDED BY-LAWS.)

3Jrtzznteb to 3flattiarnsnt, pnrzuant to art 21 Bic 50. 12, zec. 158.

Colonial Secretary's Office,
Sydney, 13th February, 1680.
MUNICIPAL DISTRICT OF GULGONG.
A.MEDED

By-naw.

Tan following By-law, made by the Council of the Municipal District of Gulgong, in substitution of clause 6 of Part I of the
By-laws of that Municipality, having been confirmed by His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
is published in accordance with the riquirements of the "Municipalities Act of 1867."
HENRY PARKES.

GULGONG MUNICIPALITY
Br-naw No. 6,
A Member called to order shall withdraw while the question
of order is being discussed and decided upon, unless specially
permitted to offer an explanation, retraction, or apology, but
on obtaining such special permission such Member shall explain,
retract, or apologisc for the matter or remark alleged to have
been out of order ; and if such explanation, retraction, or apology
be deemed satisfactory no further discussion on the question of
order shall be permitted. If any Member on being called to
order shall ask such permission to explain, retract, or apologise
as aforesaid, the Mayor or Chairman may, of his own authority,
graiit or refuse such permission as he may think fit, unless any
Member shall require the sense of the Council to be taken on
this question in such case it shall be the duty of the Mayor
or Chairman Ito take the sense of the Council at once, and
without discussion, as to whether such permission shall be
granted ; and when any such explanation, retraction, or
apology shall have been made or offered by permission of the
Mayor or Chairman, the latter shall in like maaner decide, or,
if required so to do, shall take the sense of the Council as to
whether such explanation, retraction, or apology is considered
sufficient ; if such permission be refused, or if such explanation,
retraction, or apology be considered insufficient, the question of

(ad,)
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order shall be considered and decided boforo any other business
is proceeded with. If any Member of the Council refuses to
explain, retract, or apologise after being ruled out of order by
the Mayor or Chairman, lie shall be liable to a penalty of not
less than ton shillings nor more than five pounds (5) : Provided that if such Mayor or Chairman shall have decided the
question of order before any Member shall have required the
sense of the Council to be taken in reference thereto, such
question of order shall not be re-opened: And provided further, that nothing herein contained shall be hold to affect the
right of such Mayor or Chairman to decide finally, as hereinbefore provided, upon any such point of order after the same
shall have been discussed.

This By-law, as ameaded, was duly passed at a general
meeting of this Council held on Wednesday, 17th
December, 1879,—a call of the Council having been
made for that purpose.

(is.)
W. M. llopnn, Council Clerk.

WILLIAM SELFF,
Mayor.
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1879-80.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

MTJINICIPALITIE S.
(MUNICIPAL DISTRICT OF LISMOEE.EY.LAWS.)

3Jrexitteb tor jabirliftnirlit, pu-rsuznd to Jtd 31 lilt. £T. 12, sec. 15$.

Colonial Secretary's Office,
Sydney, 16th April, 1880.
MUNICIPAL DISTRICT OF LISMORE.
Tan following By-laws, made by the Council of the Municipal District of Lismore, for regulating their own proceedings and
the duties of their officers and servants, and preserving order at Council meetings; for determining the times and modes of
collecting and enforcing payment of rates ; for preventing and extinguishing fires ; for the regulation, management, and
preservation of streets and public places, &c. ; for promoting and preserving public health; preventing and suppressing nuisances
,and preserving public decency ; for restraining noisome and offensive trades ; for preventing or regulating and licensing
exhibitions held or kept for hire or profit, bowling.ahloys, and other places of amusement and generally for mnaintaisrung the
good rule and government of the Municipality, having been confirmed by His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of
the Executive Council, are published in accordance with the requirements of the Municipalities Act of 1867.
HENRY PARKES.
By-LAws made and adopted by the Council of the Municipal
District of Lismnore for regulating the proceedings of the said
Council and of the Committees connected therewith, for the
preservation of orderand the conducting of business at all the
meetings of such Council and Committees; for defining and
regulating thu powers and duties of the officers and servants of
the said Council for deterininiog the times and modes of collecting arid enforcing payment of rates ; for preventing and
oxtinguishing fires; the regulation, management, and preservation of the streets and public places; regulations for promoting
and preserving public health for the prevention and suppression of public nuisances, and for preserving public decency;
for dealing with and abating public annoyances and obstructions ; for preventing or rerulating and licensing exhibitions,
bowling.alleys, and other iaces of amusements held or kept
for hire or profit, with miscellaneous regulations for generally
maintaining the good rule andgovernment of the said
Municipalit
y.
PART I.

J'nocrnuixos or THE Courcn Afl) COMMITTEES—DUTIES OF
OFFIOEnS AND SERVANTS.

.V.thisgs of the Council
Ordimmary Mccii rigs.
The Council shall inset for the transaction of business on
every alternate Monday, at the hour of 7 o'clock p.m., unless
such day shall happen to be a public holiday. In the latter
case tire meeting shall be hold on such other day as tire Mayor
may appoint.
Eleetlen of Ohairmnan.
If at any meeting of the Council the Mayor be absent at
the expiration of twenty minutes after the time appointed for
holding such meeting the Alder-men thenpresent shall proceed to elect from among theniselves a Chainnan for such
meeting.
406—A

Order of Berdness.
Business of Ordinary Meetings.
The following shall be the order of business at all
meetings of the Council other than special meetings The minutes of the last preceding meeting to be read,
corrected if erroneous, and signed by the Mayor or
other Chairman. No discussion to be permitted on
such minutes, except as to whether they are correct.
Petitions (if any) to be presented and dealt with.
Correspondence to be read and orders made thereon,
if expedient.
Reports from Committees and minutes from the Mayor
(if any) to be presented, and orders made thereon.
Questions as to any matters under the jurisdiction or
within the official cognizance of the Council to be
put and replied to ; and statements as to any facts,
matters, or circumstances requiring attention by the
Council or any of the Committees or officers to be
made,
Motions of which notice has been given to be dealt
with in the order in which they stand on the business
paper.
Orders of the day to be disposed of as they stand on
the business paper.
8- Consideration of tenders and acceptances.
Business may be dealt with out of regular order.

4. It shall be competent for the Council at any time by
resolution, without notice, to entertain any particular motion
or to deal with aiiy particular matter of business out of its
regular order on the business paper without any formmmal suspension of this section or ,such particular motion or business
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may be adjourned to a later hour of the day, or to any
other day specified and the Alderman upon whose motion
such debate shall have been so adjourned shall be entitled
to pre-audiesace on the resumption of the same.
Bississess paper —Ordinary meetings.
ii. The business paper for every meeting of the Council
shall be made up by the Council Clerk or su%stitute, and delivered to the Mayor and Aldermen, or left at their respective
residences, at least twenty-fourlsours before the time appointed
for such meeting. The Council Clerk shall enter on such
business paper a copy or the substance of every notice of
motion proposed to be entertained at such lneetin:g which he
shall have received.
Business paper—Slow disposed of.
The business paper for each meeting of the Council
shall, at such meeting, be laid before the Mayor or Chairman,
who shall make a note upon such business paper of the anode in
which each matter en ered thereon has been dealt with. And
such business paper so noted shall be a record of the Council.
Business paper—Special Meetieg.
At special meetings of the Council the business after
the minutes shall have been read and verified, which shall be
done in the same manner as at an ordinary meeting, shall be
taken in such order as the Mayor, or the Alderman at whose
instance such special meeting shall have been called, may
have directed.

Petitions.
Petitions to be respectfully uerdedi
S. It shall be incumbent on every Alderman presenting a
petition to acquaisLt himself with the contents thereof, and
to ascertain that it does not contain language disrespectful to
the Council. The nature and prayer of every such petition
shall be stated to the Council by the Alderman presenting
the same.
Petitions—how received.
All petitions shall be received only as the petitions of
the parties signing the same.
Petitions—How to be dealt with.
No motion other than for the reception of a petition
shall, unless as hereinafter provided, be preinissible on the
presentation of such petition, except that the same be referred
to a Committee, or that its consideration stand an order of
the day for some future meeting. Provided however that if
any Alderman shall have given due notice of a motion in
reference to the subject of any petition, or of the consideration of the subject of any petition shall have been made an
order of the day, and such petition shall have been presented
before such motion or order of the day shall have been called
on, such order of the day, or the said motion, if otherwise
unobjectionable, shall be considered in order.
Correspondence.
The Mayor shall have the same diaty in reference to
letters addressed to the Council before directing the same to
be read as by section 8 of this part of these by-laws is imposed
upon Aldennesi presenting petitions. if not read, to be
returned to the writer and reported to the Council. The
Mayor shall direct as to the order in which all correspondence
shall be read, and no letter addressed to the Council or any of
its officers shall be presented or read by any Alderman. If
the Mayor be absent, and shall not have examined a-ny such
letters, or have given any such directions an aforesaid, then
the duties imposed by this section shall devolve upon the
presiding Alderman,
letters sent not to be discussed, but every letter may he subject of motion:
Nodiscussionshallbcpermitted inrefereneeto anylctters
which have been written and sent by the Mayor or Town
Clerk, and copies of which may be read to the Council provided however that any notice of motion consistent with good
ordermay be entertainedwith reference to any letters, whether
read or not, or with reference to any letters addressed to the
Council which the Mayor or presiding Alderman may not
have ordered to be read as aforesaid.

Reports—how to be dealt with.
No motion shall, unless as hereinafter provided, be permissihile on the presentation of a report from a Committee,
or a minute from the Mayor, except that the same be received,
or that it be received, and that its consideration stand in
order of the day for some future meeting Provided that if
any Alderman shall have given due notice in reference to any
such report or minute. or if the consideration of such report
or minute shall have been entered among the orders of the
day, such order of the day, or such motion, if otherwise
unobjeetionable may be moved and considered in due course.
And whenever 'such report or minute embodies any recommendation which cannot legally be carried out without due
notice, and it is desirable that such report or minute should
be ordered upon during the meeting of the Council at which
such report or minute is presented, it shall be the duty of the
Chairman or member of such Committee signing such report,
or of the ?slayor, as the case may be. to gn'e or transmit to
the Council Ulerk such a notice of. motion, requisition, or
direction as aforesaid, as will enable the Council Clerk to
make the ueeessary entry on the business paper, and to give
such due notice.
Qssestiosss and state,,aesmt.s.
Umitation as to questions and statements.
No question or statement shall be allowed to be put or
made which is inconsistent with good order or is not in strict
accordance with the requirements of section 4 of this part of
these By-laws.
Notice to be given.
Sufficient notice of every question shall begiven to the
person who is expected to reply tlaeroto, to allow for the consideration of such reply, and, if siecessary, for a reference to
other persons or to docuni eats.
Answer not compulsory.
it shall not be compulsory upon the Mayor or upon any
Alderman so questioned as aforesaid to answer the question
so put to him.

is.

Questions to be put e'ithont argument.
Every such question must be put categorically without
any argumemat or statement of fact.
Similar ]srovisioml as to ,tatemncnts.
Every such statement must be made without argument
No discussion on questions, &c.—Right of objection and of subsequent
motion resesved.
21: No discussion shall be permitted as to any such question, or as to any reply or refusal to reply thereto, or as to
any such statement at the time when such question is put, or
such reply or refusal to reply is given, or such statement is
made Provided however that nothing herein contained
shall prevent the taking of any objection as to any such
question or statement being out of order, or shall prevent the
-discussion, after disc notice as hereinbefore provided, of any
matter; properly arising out of or relating to any such question or reply, or refusal to reply, or any such statement as
aforesaid.

.)Ifotions.
Notices of •,sotion to he numbered as received, cud preserved umitil matter
disposed of.
All notices of motion, &c., for the consideration of the
Council at its flext meeting shall be numbered by, the Council
Clerk as they shall be received, and entered on the business
paper aocordismg to their nnmnber, and each notice ehallbo
preserved by such clerk until after the matter to which it
relates shall have been disposed of.
Motions and amondmmments.

Reports of Committee,.
All reports from Committees shall be written on foolscap
paper with a snargin of at least one-fourth of the width of
such paper, and shall be signed by the Chairman of such
Committee, or in his absence by some other mcmnber of the
same.

All notices of motion shall be in writing, dated and
signed by the Alderman proposing - the same previous to
being handed to the Council Clerk, and shall not be withdrawn from the business paper without the leave of the
majority of the Council.
No motion the effect of which if carried would be to
rescind any motion which has already passed the Council shall
be entered on the business paper, unless a "call of the whole
Council" has been duly made and granted for that purpose.
A call of the Council may be ordered by any resolution
of which due notice shall have been given for the consideration of any motion or matter of business before such
Council.

Mayors Minsmto.
The Mayor shall have the right of directing the attentionof the Council to any matter or subject within its jurisdiction or official cognizance by a minute in writing. Every
such minute shall be written on paper of the same kind and
with the same margin as a report from the Committee, and
shall be signed by such Mayor.

flow to be moved.
Except by leave of the Council motions shall be moved
in the order in which they stand on the business paper, and
if not so moved or postponed shall be struck from such
business paper and be considered to have lapsed.

Mot ions.
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8
Absence of mover.
No motion of which notice shall have been entered on
the business pallor shall be proceeded. with in the absence of
the Alderman by whom such notice shall have been given,
Mess by some other Alderman producing a written authority
for that purpose from such first-named Alderman.

order, unless when, misrepresented or misunderstood, in which
ease be shall be permitted to explaan, without adding any
further observations than may be necessary for the purposes
of such explanation.

Motion to be seconded.
No motion in Council shall be discussed unless and
until it be seconded.

An Alderman who has moved any motion or amnendinint
shall be considered to have spoken thereon, but an Alderman
who shall have seconded any such motion or amendment without any further observation than that be seconded the
same shall be at liberty to speak on such motion or amendment.

Amendments may be moved.
When a motion in Council shall have been made and
seconded any Alderman shall be at liberty to mitove an
amendment thereon, but no such amendment shall lie
discussed until it be seconded.
Motions and amendments to be in writing.
No motion or amendment shall be discussed until it
shall have been reduced into writing.
Amendments—only one at a time.
No second or subsequent amendment shall be taken into
consideration until the previous amendment or amendments
shall have been disposed of.
Amended question further amended may be moved thereon.
If an amendment be carried the question as amended
thereby shall become itself the question before the Council,
whereupon any further amendment upon such question may
be moved.
Anme,mdsnents—how subsequent ones may be moved.
If any amendment either upon alt original question or
upon any question amended as aforesaid shall be negatived,
then a further amendment may be moved to the question to
which first.mentioned amendment - was moved, and so on,
provided that not more than one question and one proposed
amendment thereof shall be before the Council at any one
time.
Adjuc nones ts—mnotiemms for.
No discussion shall be peramtted on any motion for
adjournment of the Council, and if upon the question being
put on any such motion time same be negatived, the subject
then under consideration, or the next in order on the business
paper, or any other on such paper that may be allowed pieeedence, shall be discnssed before any subsequent motion for
adjournment shall be receivable.
orders of the Day,
The orders of the day shall consist of any muatters other
than motions on notice which the Council shall at a previous
nseetismg thereof have directed to be taken into consideration,
or which the Mayor shall have directed to be entered on the
business paper for consideration.
How they are to be dealt with.
The Alderman who has the usual charge of, or
who has proviclusly moved in reference to the particular
business to which any such order of the day relates shall
he the person called upon to move provided that the
Mayor may as to any order of the day entered by his
direction arrange with and call upon any Alderman to move
the same.

Oreltr

of

Debate.

Mode of mddressing the Council, &c.
Every Alderman who shall snake or second any motion, or shall propose or second any amendment, or shall
take any part in any debate or discussion, or shall put or
reply to any question, or shall make any statement, or shall
in any other way, or for any other purpose, address observations to the Council, shall while so doing stand up in his
customary place (unless he shall be prevented from an doin
by reason of some hodily infirmity), and shall address himsel
to the Mayor or other Chairman then presiding. And all
Members at the Council shall on all occasions when in such
Council address and speak of each other 1,ythcir official designations, as Mayor, Chairman, or Alderman, as the ease may be.
Speaker not to be interrupted if in order.
28. No Alderman shall be interrupted while thus speaking,
unless for time purpose of calling liini to order as hereinafter
provided.
Nimniber of ,Speeehes—Thnitntio,m of.
39. Every mover of an original motion shall have a right of
general reply to all observations which may have been made
in reference to such motion, and to any amendments moved
thereon, as well as a right to speak upon every such amendment. Every Alderman, other than the mover of such original motion, shall have a right to speak once upon such motion,
and on every amendment thereon. No Alderman shall speak
oftener than once upon any question other than a question of

Mover and Seconder.

Speaker not to digress, &c.
No Alderman shall digress from time subject under discussion, or shall snake personal reflections on nor impute
improper motives to any other Alderman.
Adjournment of Debate.
A debate may beadjourned to a later hour of the day, or
to any other day specified, and the Alderman upon -whose
motion such debate shall have been so adjourned shall be
entitled to pro-audience on the resumption of the same.
Pro-audience--Mayor to docide,
If two or more Aldermen rise to speak at the same time
the Mayor or Chairman shall decide which of such. Aldermen
shall be first heard.
Points of Order—Mayor to decide.
The Mayor or Chairman shall preserve order, and his
deeisiosm upon disputed points of order or pa-aetico shall be final.
Mayor may address the Council.
The Mayor shall have the same right as any other
Aldçrsnan to speak upon every subject or amendment.
Mayor or Chairman any inure or second motion.
The Mayor or Chairman may move or second any motion
or amendment, or put anyquestion, as premvided for by section
three of this part of these By-Ian-i; and such Mayor or Chairman shall have the same right as any other Alderman to speak
once upon every subject or amendment. The Mayor or Chairman shall rise when so speaking. unless prevented by some
bodily infirmity from so doing, but shall be nonsidered as still
presiding.
Mayor may call Members to order.
The Mayor or Chairman may, without the interposition
of any other Mesnber of the Council, call any Alderman to
order whenever in the opinion of such Mayor or Chairman
there shall be a necessity for so doing.
Mayor's authority in deciding points of order.
48. The Mayor or Chairman when called upon to decide
points of order or practice shall state the provision, rule, or
actice which be shall deem applicable to the ease without
gscussing or connnent-ing upon the same.
Mode of voting—hew qmmestions to be hut.
The Mayor or Chairman for the time being shall put to
the Council nil questions on which it shall be necessary that a
vote be taken, and declare the sense of the Council thereon,
Divisions—Penalty for refusing to vote,
Any Alderman may call for a division, and the votes
shall be taken by a show of hands. In mach ease the ques.
tion shall be put first in the affirmative and then in the negative, and the namtmes and votes of the Aldermen present shall
be recorded. Any Alderman present whemi a division is called
for who shall not vote oim such division, not being disabled
by law, frotn so voting, shall be liable for every such offence to
a penalty of not less than five shillings nor more than two
pounds.
Rules applicable to business in Communittee.
Seetiosms 29, 30, 31, 32, 23, 37, 38, 41, 43, 44, 45, 47,
48, 49, 50 of this part of these By-laws shall be taken to apply
to the business in Conmmssittee of time whole Council, except
that it shall not be necessary that any motion or amendment
in Consmittee shall lie seconded.
Calls

of

the Coumseil—how Calls may be ordered.

A call of time Council may be ormlesed by any resolution
of which due notice shall have been givema for the consideration
of any mnotios, or matter of business before such Council.
Calls conspulsery in certain cases.
No motion time efflict of which if carried would be to
rescind any resolution, order, or decision of the Council shall
be entered on the business paper unless a call of the Council
has been duly made and granted for such purpose.
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Mode of proceeding.
TIse call shall he made inunecliately before the motion
or business for which such call has been ordered shall be moved
or considered, The Council Clerk shall call the names of all
the Members in alphabetical order, and if any Members are
absent a record shall he made of such absence. But if leave
of absence to any such Member shall have been previously
granted, or if such an excuse in writing shall have been
received by the Mayor or Council Clerk as the majority of
the Council then present shall consider satisfactory, such
absent member shall stand excused, and a record shall be
made of such excuse and of the reasons for the same.
Penalty for absence.
Any Member of the Council who having had notice of
the call shall be absent without having been legally excused
as aforesaid, and who shall fail to show that by reason of illness or other sufficient cause he was unable to send an
excuse in writing as aforesaid, or who having auswcred to his
name shall not be present when a vote is taken on the motion
or business as to which such call was made, shall for every
such offence he liable to a penalty of not less than ten shillings
nor more than five pounds.
Protests- -Mode of proeecdi,ig.
The Mayor shall exercise a general supervision over all
officers and servants of the Corporation and may order the
preparation of any such return or statement or the giving of
any such explanation or information by any such officer or
servant as lie may think necessary.
Standing and Special Committees.
Besides such Special Committees as may from time to
time be found necessary, there shall be two standing Committees of the Council, each consisting of not less than three
Members, viz., a Finance Committee, and an Improvement
Committee.
Improvement Committee.
The Improvement Committee shall have the general
direction of all works ordered or sanctioned by the Council,
and the general inspection of all streets, roads, ways, bridges,
public reserves, and other public places under the care and
managemesst of the Council. They shall also inquire and
report from time to time as to such improvements or repairs
as they may think necessary, or as they may be directed by
resolutioa of the Council to inquire and report upon.
Finance Conunittee.
The Finance Committee shall examine and check all
accounts, and shall watch generally over the collection and
expenditure of the Municipal revenues. They shall inquire
and report from time to time as to all matters which they
may consider to affect, or to be likely to affect, the finances
of the Municipality, and as to such matters or subjects of the
Eke nature as they maybe directed by resolution of the Council
to inquire and report upon.
o,unmittee of the whole Council
The Council may at any time resolve itself into a Committee of the Whole for the consideration of any matter affecting the Municipality, and the business of such Committee
of the whole Council shall he conducted in accordance with
the rules hereissbeforc provided, as near as the same shall
apply, except that it shall not be necessary that any motion
or amendmesst in Committee shall be seconded.
Records of transactions in Committee.
The Chairman of each standing Committee shall make,
or cause to be made, in a book kept by, him for that purpose,
memoranda of all the transactions of such Committee, which
book he shall on ceasing to be such Chairman hand over to
his successor.
Chairman of Committees.
Every Committee of wInch, the Mayor shall not be a
Member shall elect a permanent Chairman of such Committee,
who may direct the Council Clerk to call meetings -whenever
he shall think it desirable
Expenditure—Cost of works to be estimated before undertaken,
No works affecting the funds of the Municipality, except
as hereinafter is mentioned, shall be undertaken until the
probable expense thereof shall have been first ascertained by
the Council.
Qses of emergency and current expenses.
In cases of emergency the Mayor may authorize the
eicpenditure of any sum not exceeding fifteen pounds, and
such expessditure shall be reported to the Council at the next
meeting. And the Mayor may order the payment of wages
of labour for officers, servants, and labourers employed at
fixed rates of payment, mush rates being fixed by order of the
Council.

Completion of work to to reported by Improvement Committee.
No works undertaken by the Council shall be deemed
to have been cosnpleted, and no order shall be made for time
payment in full of the same, except upon a report or certificate to that effect from the Improvement Committee.
Co,oe,mon Seal—how secured.
The common seal shall be secured by a cover or box'
which shall lie kept at the Council Chambers, in the custody
of the Council Clerk. There shall be duplicate keys to the
lock of this cover or box, of which keys one shall be kept by
the Mayor asad the other by the Council Clerk.
Common Seal—when and how used.
The seal of the Corporation shall not be affixed to ally
document of the Municipality without the express authority
of the Council ; and evcs'y impression thereof so authorized
shall he verified by the signature of the Mayor, or incase of
the illness or absence of the Mayor, by two Aldermen, and
eountcrsigned by the Council Clerk.
The custody of books of accounts, deeds, and other records.
All books, deeds, memorials, letters, doeusnents, and
other records of the Council, except as hereinafter tnentioned,
shall be kept at the Council Chambers, in the custody and care
of the Council Clerk, who shall be responsible for the safe
custody of the same; but the Mayor may for any special
purpose authorize their removal.
Books, &o., not to be sliowo or exposed to view without leave.

No mesnbcr or officer of the Council elsa11 be at liberty
to show, lay open, or expose any of the books,papers, or
records of the Council to any person not a member of the
Council without the written permission of the Mayor, unless
as otherwise provided by law.
Records not to be removed.
Any person removing any such book, paper, or record
from the Council Chambers without leave from the Mayor in
writing, first had and obtained, shall be subject to a penalty
of net less than ten shillings, nor more than ten pounds, and
notbing herein contained shall he held to affect the further
]iability of any person who shall have removed such book,
paper, or record, and shall not have returned the same, to
prosecution for stealing such book, pa3er, or record, or to in
action at law for detention of the same, as the circumstances
of the case may warrant.
necoipt for docounents.
Every person resnoving any document or record with
such consosot as aforesaid shall give a receipt under his hand
for every such document, which receipt shall be carefully
preserved among the records until the document or other
record to which it refers shall have been returned, when such
receipt shall be destroyed.

Records.
Penalty for defacing or deetroylog.
Any person destroying, defacing, or wilfully or
improperly altering any books, papers, or records shall for
every such offence be liable to a penalty of not less than five
pounds, nor more than twenty pounds.

Officers cad &rvants.
Mode of appointment,
Every permanent appoisstment shall be made by ballot,
in such mode as may at the time be determined upon, whenever there is more than one candidate for such permanent
office.
Ixceptiossa] eases.
Nothing herein contained shall be held to prevent the
enaployment, as may be from time to time found necessary, and
as may be ordered by the Council, of any workmen or labourers on the public works of the Municipality.
Bonds for good condcct.
All bonds given by officers or servants of the Council
for the faithful performance of their duties shall be deposited
iii snch custody as the Council may order; and no member,
officer or servant of the Council shall be received as a security
for any officer or servant
Council Clerk—duties of.
The Council Clerk shall perform all the thsties which
the Municipalities Act of 1867, or by the present or any other
by-laws hereunder, he may be reqssired to perform. lie shall
be the clerk of all Revision Courts held in the Municipality
under the provisions of the Municipalities Act, lie shall also,
under the direction of the Mayor, conduct all correspondence
which may be necessary on the part of the Council, and shall
generally assist the Mayor in carrying out the orders of the
Council and the duties of such Mayor.
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Complaints against officers.
All complaints against officers or servants of the Corporation insist be in writing, addressed tb the Mayor, and
must in every case be signed by the person or persons complaining 4 and no notice whatever shall be taken of any coalplaint which is not in writing, or which is anonymous. And
such eeinpla.mit as aforesaid shall be laid by the Mayor before
the Council at the next meeting thereof which shall be holdcn
after the Mayor shall have received the same, and shall be
duly recorded.
Special powers of ilavor.
The Mayor may from time to time define the duties of
all officers and servants of this Corporation, and shall exercise
A general supervision over all such officers and servants, and
may order the preparation of any such return or statement or
the giving of any such explanation or information by any such
officer or servant as be may think necessary, unless the
Council shall have expressly forbidden or dispensed with the
preparation of such return or statement or the giving of such
explanation or information.

and to distrain the goods therein or thereon, and to remain in
such building, tenement. or other property in charge thereof;
and, if the sum for which any such distress shall have been
made or taken, together with the costs of such distraint, shall
not have been paid on or before the expiration of three clear
days, the bailiff or his deputy allay, betweesa the hours of
eleven in the snorniug and two in the afternoon on the next
day thereafter, cause the goods so distrained, or a sufficient
portion thereof, to be sold by public auction, either on the
premises or at suam other place within the Municipality as the
bailiff may think proper to remove them for such purpose,
and shall pay over the surplus (if any) that may reenaiss after
deducting the amount of the sum distrained for and the costs
of such distraint to the owner of such goods so sold on demand
of such owner ; and any person interfering with the said
bailiff in the execution of any of the duties devolving upon hem
under these By-laws, or lundering or preventing Isbn from
delivering to the purchaser thereof any property so sold by the
said bailiff shall be liable to a penalty of (d15) five pounds.

.jltiscellaneom,s.
Drafts of intended additional By-lao's.
70. A draft of any intended By-law shall lie in the office of
the Council for at least seven days before such draft shall be
taken into consideration by the Council, ammd shall be open to
the inspection of any rate payer who desires to inspect the
same.
Lapsed business.
80. Whessever the consideration of any motion or matter of
business shall have been interrupted by reason of a quorum
not having been present the resumption of such, consideration
shall in such case be resumed at the next meeting, at the
point where it was so interrupted.

0. At the time of making a distress the bailiff shall make
out a written inventory, in this form of Schedule B hereto,
which inventory shall be delivered to the occupant of the
land or premises, the owner of the goods so distraiacd, or to
some person on his or her behalf resident at the place where
the distress shall be made; and in case there shall be no person at such place with whom such inventory can be left as
aforesaid, then such inventory shall he posted on some coalspicuous part of the land or premises on which the distress is
made, and the bailiff shall give a copy of the inventory to
the Council Clerk.

Public notices—how published
SI. In all cases where public notice is or shall be required
to be given by any By-law, such notice shall be given and
ublished by advertising time same in soene newspaper circuPating in the Municipality.
fly-Laws.
Powers to suspend temporarily certain portions.
82. Any of the foregoing By-laws which relate to or affect
the proceedings at meetings of the Council may be suspended
pro ternpo;'e without notice in cases of emergency if all the
members of the Council thea present shall deeeu such suspension necessary.
PART II.

Collection and Enforcement of Bates.
All rates levied and imposed by time Council shall be
held to be due and payable on and after such day or days as
the Council shall by resolution from time to time appoint.
Time and place of payment.
All such rates shall be paid at the Council Chaisibers
during the hours appointed by the Council for that purpose.
flefaulters.
Every person not paying his or her rates as aforesaid within
thirty-seven lays- after the day so appointed for payment
thereof shall be deeissed a defaulter, and it shall be time duty
of the Council Clerk to fornish the Mayor from time to time
with a list of the names of all persons so in default.
Mayor to enforce payment.
It shall be the duty of the Mayor to take proceedings
to elf ores the payment of all rates in default, either by action
at law or by issuing warrants of distress upon the goods and
chattels of the defaulters.

In ren tory.

Goods may be smpoummded,
The bailiff, on making a distress as aforesaid, may impound or otherwise secure the goods or chattels so distrained
of what nature or kind soever, in such, place or places, or in
such part of the land or premises chargeable with rates as
shall he most fit and convenient for this purpose; and it shall
be lawful for any person whomsoever, after the expiration of
three days as lcoreimsbefore mentioned, to comae and go to and
froum such place qr part of the land or premises where such
goods or chattels shall be impounded and secured as aforesaid,
in order to view and buy, and in order to carry off and remove
the same on account of the purchaser thereof.
Outer nmay, direct order of sale.
The owner of thegoods or chattels so distrained may at
his owmm option direct acid specify the order in which they shall
be successively sold, and tIme said goods or chattels shall in such
case be put up for sale according to such direction.
Preeeeds of distress.
The bailiff shall hand over to the Council Clerk all
proceeds of every such distress within forty-eight hours after
having received the same.
Bailiff's deputy.
The Bailiff, may with sanction in writing of the Mayor,
or in his absence with, the sanction of any two Aldermen of the
Municipality, autimorize by writing under Isis lined any person
to act temporarily as his deputy, amid the person so aeetlmorized
shall have and excerise all the powers of the bailiff himself,
but tlse bailiff and his sureties shall in every case be
respommsiblc for the acts of such deputy.
costs.

There shall be payable to the bailiff for the use of the
Council for every levy and distress made under this By-law the
costs and charges in the Schedulehereunto annexed marked C.
SCSSEDULS A.

Ba
flow appointed.
The Bailiff of the Municipality shall be appointed by the
Council, and may from time to time be renmoved by them.
Duties of Bailiff.
It shall be the duty of the Bailiff to make levies by
distraint for the recovery of rates in manner hereinafter
provided.
Warrant of Distress,
All levies and distresses shall be sathe under warrant in
the form of Schedule A hereto, under the ]land of the Mayor
or any Alderman who may for the time being be duly authorized to per! onsa the duties of that office.
Distress and sale, &-c
S. It shall be lawful for the bailiff, or his deputy, and such
assistants as he may take with hisn, to enter into any part of
the land, huildiug, tenement, or other property in respect of
which such rate or rates shall have been made as aforesaid,

-

lVarrant of Dist,'cse,
To

and his assistants.
The premises comprised in the Schedule
hereunder written have been rated by time Municipal Council
of Lismore in the smun of £
as
for
gesmeral rates. And whereas time said susa was due and payable on account of such rates by the said
on
the
day of
And whereas default has been made in
payment of the same, and the same is still due and owing; and
whereas dmie notice demanding payment of the said sum of
£
has been duly sen'cd These are therefore to
authorize you forthwitlm to make distress of the goods and
and if within three days after
chattels of the said
the making of such distress the sum of E
and also
all costs thereon, payable according to the Schedule of costs
hereunder writtesm, shall net be pasd, that thmemm you do sell the
so by you distrained,
goods and chattels of the said
and out of the money arising by such you retain the said simm
the surplus,
rendering to the said
of £
WHEREAs
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if any, after deducting the costs as aforesaid, and that you
certify to Inc on or before the
day of
, what
you shall have done by virtue of this warrant.
stales
Situation
Fanie Description
of Year
51 'llepM
occupier, of propertr. wnporty.
ending.

Costs.

Total.

Burning shavIngs and otheroffeusive matter.
Any person who shall burn any shavings, rubbish, or
other inflammable substance in any fowl, street, lane, or
public place within this Municipality, or shall bum rags,
bones,corks. or other offensive matterin anyyard within thepre
eincts of the township of Lismore shall for every such offence
forfeit and pay a sum not exceeding forty shillings nor less
than five shillings.
PART IV.

Given under my hand, and the common seal of the 3luni.
eipal Council of Lismore this
day of
SCHEDULE B

Inventory.
1 HAVE this day, in virtue of the -warrant under the hand of

the Mayor of the Municipality of Lismore, dated
distrained the following goods and chattels in the dwelling-house
(or in and upon the land and promises) of
situate at
within the said
Municipality for
the Municipal year ending
day of
Dated this
day of
18
ScHEDULE C

Chats.
S. (1.
For every warrant of distress .........2 6
For every levy ...............2 6
For men in possession, each day or part of a
day ..................60
Inventory, sale, colmniesiosi, and delivery of
the goods, ö per cent, on the net proceeds
of the sale.
PART III.

Prerenfing and e.thnymrisltfsg flies.
Fire or combustible materials, &v.
Every person who shall place or knowingly permit to be
placed in any house, yard, workshop, out-offices, or other
premises, fire, gunpowder, or combustible or inflammable
materials of any kind in such a manner as to endanger any
buildings shall on conviction for every such offence forfeit and
pay a penalty of not more than five pounds, and shall forthwith
remove such fire, gunpowder, or combustible or inflammable
materials ; and every such person who shall suffer any such
fire, gunpowder, or combustible or inflammable materials to
reniam as aforesaid for twenty-four hours after any such conviction shall be deemed guilty of a further offence against
this By-law.
lnfiam,,,ab!e fences, &-c.
Every person who shall erect any fence or brushwood,
bushes, or other inflammable material, or shall make or place
any stack of hay, corn, straw, or other produce, or place as
or for the covering of any such stack any inflammnable
inatenal as to endanger contiguous buildings or properties,
or any trees, shrubs, or other produce of sucia properties, or
any chattels in or upon such buildings or properties, shall
forfeit on conviction for every such offence a penalty of not
more than five pounds; and if he also shall fail to
remove such fence, stack, or covering within a reasonable
time after such conviction as aforesaid shall be deemed guilty
of further offence against this By-law.
Setting fire to nutter without notice.
Any person who shall wilfully set fire to any inflammable matter whatever in the open air within five yards of
any dwelling-house or other building, or boundary or dividing
fence, within the said Municipality without having given
notice in writing to the occupiers of the land adjoining the
land upon which such matter shall be of his intention so to
do, or between the hours of six in the afternoon of any day
and six in the morning of the following day, shall for every
such offence forfeit a sum not exceeding five pounds.
Fireworks.
Every person who shall light any bonfire, tar-haa-rcl, or
firework upon or within ten yards of any public or private
street or any public place, or shall discharge any firearms
without lawful cause within one thousand yards of any dwelling within the boundaries, shall forfeit a sum not exceeding
five pounds.
%%'ilfuily setting fire to chimneys.
Every person who wilfully sets, or causes to be set, on fire
any chimney. flue, smoke-vent-, or stove-pipe, herein called in
common a chimney, shall forfeit a sum not exceeding five
pounds. Provided always that nothing herein contained shall
exempt the person so setting or causing to be set on fire any
chimney from liability to be informed against or prosecuted
before any Criminal Court for such act as for an indictable
offence.

Streets and public places. PnUie heolth and decency.
JIoles, wells, I.C.
e
New roads to be reported on.
No new public road, street, way, reserve, or other place
proposed to be dedicated to the public shall be taken under
the charge and management of the Council until such road,
street, way, or reserve shall have been examined by the
Improvement Committee and reported upon to the Council
by such committee.
Plans of proposed new road &e, to be deposIted.
Whenever any proprietor or proprietors of land within
time said Municipality shall open any road, street, or way, or
lay out any park or otherplace for public use or recreation
through or upon such land, and shall he desirous that the
Council shall undertake the care aced snanagemnent of such
road, street, way, reserve, or other place, he or they shall furnish the Council with a plan or plans, signed by himself or
themselves, showing clearly the position and extent of such
road, street, way, reserve, or other place as aforesaid.
Dedications of new roads, Sn.
If the Council dctennine to take charge of any such
road, way, or other place as aforesaid, the plan or plans Be
signed as aforesaid shall be preserved nsa record or records
of the Council, and thc proprietor or proprietom's aforesaid
shall execute such further instrument dedicating such road,
way, reserve, or other place to public use or recreation as
afom'esaid as may be considered necessary by the Improvement
Committee, and such further instrument of dedication shall
also be preserved as a record of the Council.
I nprove,nelmt Con,,nitt-ee to fix street-levels, at.
TIm Tmprovcmnelst Committee, or any officer or person
acting under the supervision of such Committee, shall, subject to such orders as shall from time to time be made by time
Council on that behalf, fix and lay out the levels of all
public roads, streets, and ways within the Municipality, and
the carriage and foot ways thereof; and it shall be the duty of
such committee, officer, or person to place posts at the curlie's or intersections of any such public roads and streets
wherever the same may be considered necessary or desil'able
by the Council. Provided that thei-e shall be no change of
level in any such public road, street, or way until the same
shall have been submitted to and adopted by the Council,
Be hereinafter directed.

Cha,,ge of street-levels.
Whestever it may be deenaed necessary to alter the level
of any such public road, street, or way as aforesaid the
llnprovement Committee shall cause a plan and section showing the proposed cuttings and fillings to be oxhibited at the
Council Chambers for fourteen days, for the informnation and
inspection of ratepayers, and shall notify by advertisement
in some newspaper circulating in time Municipality that such
plan is so open to inspection. At a subsequellt meeting of
the Council the said plan and section shall, if adopted, be
signed by the Mayor or Chairman and the proposer and
seconder of the motion for such adoption, and coullt-ersigned
by the Council Clerk ; and such plan and section so signed
and eomustcrsigned shall be a record of the Council.
Plamrds not to be efsleed on walls without consent.
It shall not be lawful for any person to paste or otherwise affix any placard or other paper upon any wall, house,
fence, or other erection, nor deface any such wall, house,
fence, or erection with chalk, paint, or other matter, unless
with the consent of the owner thereof; and every person who
shall be guilty of any such, offence shall pay a sum not exceeding twenty shillings nor less than five shillings.
Turf, gravel, stone, Sn., not to no removed from streets wltlloutpermnlnioll.
Any person who shall loran, dig, or open any drain or
seaver, or remove, or cause to be removed, any turf, clay, sand,
soil, gravel, stone, or other material, or any road scrapings, or
sweepings in, or from any part of the carriage or foot way of
any street or any other public place within the said Municipality, without leave first had and obtaismed from the Council,
or who shall waittonly break up or otherwise damage any such
carriage or foot way, shall on conviction forfeit and pay for
every such offence any sum not exceeding five pounds nor less
than one pound.
S. No person shall be allowed to remove loam, sand, gravel,
or other mnaterial from any reserve or other lands of the
Municipality without authority in writing of the Council, or
their duly authorized officer, under a penalty not exceeding
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two pounds. Any person offending against this By-law shall
be liable to a penalty of not less than one pound or more than
forty shillings. The drive,' of any vehicle shall, for tho•purposes of the By-law, be held and taken to be the owner
thereof until the contrary be shown.
Holes to be enclosed.
9. Any person or persons who shall dig or make, or cause
to be (lug or made, any hole, or leave, or cause to be left, any
hole adjoining or near to, any street Or public place within the
said Municipality, for the purpose of snakiug any vault or
vaults, or the fouudation or foundations to any house or
building, or for ally other purpose whatsoever, or shall erect or
pull down any building and shall not forthwith enclose the
same and keep tile smile enclosed in a good and sufficient
inanjier to the satisfaction of the Jinproveinent Committee of
the said Municipality, or shall keep at), or cause to be kept up
and continued, all\' such enclosure for any time which shall
be no longei- than shall he absolutely necessary in the opinion
of the said Committee, and shall not place lights upon each
side of the said enclosure, and keep the same constantly
burning from sunset to sunrise during the continuance of such
enclosure, shall forfeit and pay for every such refosal or
neglect any sum not being less than forty shillings nor exceeding five pounds.
Oi'eo spaces and steps adjoining footws.ys to be enclosed
lO. Every owner or occupier of any house, building, or
premises or laud within the said Municipality having any
entrance area, garden, or other open spaoe, or any vacant
building lot, waterhole, or excavated space adjoining the
footway of any street or public place in such Municipality,
shall prntect and guard the same by good and sufficient rails,
fences, or other enclosures, so as to prevent danger to persons
passing and repassing and every such owner or occupier of
any such house, building, edlses, or laud having any steps
adjoining the footway of any such street or public place shall
in like manner protect and guard the ,same by fences.,r'ils, or
other enclosures, so as to prevent the like danger to porsons
passing and repassing, and oil failure thereof of every such
owner or occupier shall, as often as he shall be convicted
of such alIenee, forfeit and pay a slim not being less than forty
shillings nor noire than five pounds. And every such owner
or occupier as aforesaid who shall fail to erect such fences or
other enclosures as aforesaid shall be deemed guilt' of a
further offence against this By-law.
wells to be covered over.
1. Every person who shall have a well situated between
his or 11cr dwelling-house, or tile appurtenances thereof, and
any road, street, or footway within the limits of the said
Municipality, or at the side of or in any yard or place open or
exposed to such road, street, or footway within the limits of
the said Municipality, or at the side of or in any yard or
place open or exposed to such street, road, or footway, shall
cause such well to be securely and pennanently covered over;
and if any person having such well as aforesaid, shall fail to
cover over and secure the same within twenty-four hours
after notice in writing shall have been given to him or her by
any officer of the said Council, or shall have l,cen left for such
person at his or her usual orlast place of abode, or on the said
premilises, shall on conviction forfeit and pay a sum of ten
shillings and for every day after such notice that such well
shall remain open or uacovercd, contrary to the provisions
therein, such person shall be deemed guilt)' of it separate
offence against this By-law.
Temporary stoppage of traihic for repairs.
12. The Improvement Committee, or any officer or person
actiug under the authority of such Committee, may at any
time cause the traffic of any street, lane, or thoroughfare, or
any portion thereof, to be stopped for the purpose of repairing
the same, or for any necessary purpose and any person or
persons offending against this By-law, either by travelling on
such street, ]one, or thoroughfare, or by renlovislg 'Jr 'lestroying any obstruction that may lie placed thereon for the
purpose of suspending the traffic, shall forfeit and pay it
penalty of any sisill not exceeding five pounds for every such
offence.
Drawing or trailing timelier.
12. Any person who shall haul or draw or cause to be
hauled or drawn upon any part of any street or public place
within the said Municipality any timber, stone, or other thing
otherwise than upon wheeled vehicles or barrow's, or shall
suffer any timber, stone, or other thing which shall be can-ied
principally or in part upon any wheeled vehicle or harrow to
eli-e.g or trail open any part of such street or public place to
the Isljury thereof, or to hang over any halt of any such vehicle
or harrow so as to occupY or obstruct the street beyond the
breadth of the said vehicle or harrow, shall, upon convictiu n forfeit and pay for every such offence a sums t srot more
than forty shillings nor less than five shillings over and above
the damage occasioned thereby.

Driving carriages, horses, &c., on footivays, and throwing filth, &c.
Any person wlso shall throw, cast, lay, or shallcause,perin any ashes,
snit, orsuffer tohe thrown, cast, or laid, orto remain,
robbish, offal, dung, soil, dead annual matter, or other filth,
or annoyance, or any matter or thing, in or upon the eal-nageway or footway of any street or other public place in the said
Municipality, or shall kill, slaughter, dress, scald, or out lip
any beast, swine, calf, sheep, Jamb, or other animal in or so
near to any such street or other public place as that any
blood or filth shall run or flow- upon or over or be on any or
either of any such carriage or foot way, or shall ran, roll, drive,
draw, place, or cause, permit, or suffer to be reIn, rolled,
driven, drawn, or placed upon any of the said footways of
.any such street orpuhhc place any wnggosr, cart, dray, sledge,
or other ca]-nage, or any wheelbarrow, lrandl,arrow', or truck,
or any llogshead, cask, or barrel, or shall wilfully lead, drive,
ride, or allow to remain, any horse, ass, merle, or other beast
upon any such footway, or do, or cause to be done, any
damage to the kerbing, streets, pathways, roads, lanes, or
gutters of the Municipality, shall upon conviction forfeit
and pay, for tire irst offence a suns not exceeding forty
shillings nor less than five shillings for the second offence a
sum not exceeding five pounds nor less than ten shillings
and for a third and every subsequent offence a sum net exceeding ten pounds nor less that) one pound for each such
oflbnce.
Throwing or allowing steps, &-c,, on carriage and foot ,vays not allowed.
Any person who shall cast or throw, or shall cause,
suffer, or permit to be cast or thrown upon any footway, or
carriageway, any soapsuds, slops, or refuse water, or any
refuse vegetables, or any other matter or thing, or shall cause,
or suffer, or permit the same to run or flow from any premises
in his or her occnpati011 over any such footpath or carriageway shall for cc-cry such offence suffer and pay a snn not exceeding two pounds nor less than five shillings.
Placing carriages, goods, &-c,, oil footpath—Not reluorisig when required—
Re'ladng satin.
Any person who shall set or place, or cause or permit to
be set or placed, any stall-hoard, chopping-block, show-hoard
(on hinges or otherwise), basket, n-ares. merchandise, casks, or
goods of any kind whatsoever, or shall hoop, place, wash, or
cleanse, or shall cause to be hooped, placed, washed, or
demIsed, any pipe, barrel, cask, or vessel in or upon or over
any carriage or foot way in any street or public place within
the said Municipality, or shall set out, lay, or place, or shall
cause or procure, permit or suffer to be set out, laid, or placed,
any coach, cart, w-:uu, waggoll, dray, wheelbarrow, handbarrow, sledge, trssck, or other carriage upon any such carriageIvay except for the necessary time of loading and unloading
such, cart, \vain, svaggosl, dray, sledge, truck, or other carriage, or taking up or setting down any fnre, or waiting for
passengers when actually hired, or harnessing or lsIlharllesslllg
the horses or other assisnals from such coach, cart, vain, waggot!, dray, sledge, truck, or other carriage, or if any person
shall set or place, or caused to be set or placed, in or upon or
over iry such carriage or foot way any txmnber, stones, hs-ieks,
time, or other materials or things for building whatsoever
(unless the same shall be enclosed as herein directed), or ally
other ,natters or tlnugs whatsoever, or shall hang out or expose, or shall cause or permit to be hung out or exposed, any
most or offal, or other thing or matter whatsoever, from any
house or other building or premises, or any other nsatter or
thing from and on the outside of tlse front or any house or
other lsmiildiog or prelnises over or next ssnto any such street
or public place, and shall 1101 inunediate-hy remove all or any
such nsatters or things being thereto rcqmnred by the Inspector
of Nuisances or other proper officer of the Coslncil, or if any
person who having in pursuance of any such requisition as
aforesaid removed or caused to be removed any such stallhoard, 5110w-board, choppillg-block, basket, n-ares, ,sserehandisc, casks, goods, coach, cart, wain, waggon, dray, wheelbarrow, sledge, truck, carriage, timber, stones, bricks, hInd,
meat, offal, or other snattcrs or things, shall at any tiune hereafter agaiss set, lay, or place, expose Os' put out, or cause, procure, per nit, or ssiffer to be set, laid, placed, exposed, or put
out the same or any of them, or any other stall-board, showisoal'd, choppislg-block, basket, wares, merchandise, goods,
timber, stones, bs-icks, time, coach, cart, wail,, waggon, dray,
truck, wheelbarrow, halldbarrow, sledge, most, offal, or
other things or niatttcrs whatsoever (save and except as aforesailll in, upon, or over any such carriage or footway of or next
unto any elIcit street or public place as aforesaid shall smp0sa
conviction for every such offence forfeit and pay for the first
offence a wool not exceeding forty shillings nor less than five
shillings, for the second offence a suso not exceeding five
pounds nor less than ten shillings, and for a third and every
subsequent offence a sure not exceeding ten pounds nor less
than one pound.
Vensodalls and awnings sIssy be erected subject to approval of council.
Icotlnng in these by-laws contained shall be deemed to
pre-vesat any j'rrsoss from placing or fixing a suovstble awnissg
or erecting a vcrnsadait in front of his or her shop or house.
Provided that. such awning shall be at least eight feet, and
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that such verandah-shall be at least ten feet above the proper
level of the footways, and according to plans and specifications
of the Council for the time being; anti that the posts of the
said awning and verandah together with all framework connected therewith shall be prepared and erected to the satisfaction and approval of the Council, as they may from time to
time direct,
Riding on drars—carciess driving, &c.
13. If the driver of any waggon, wain, cart, or dray of any
kind shall ride upon any such carriage in any street as aforesaid, not having some person on foot to guidc the same (such
carts as are drawn by one horse and driver or guided with
reins only excepted), or if the driver of any carriage whatsoever shall wilfully be at such a distance from such carriage or
in such a situation whilst it shall be passing upon such stree t
that he cannot have the direction arid government of the horse
or horses or cattle drawing the same, or if the driver of any
waggon, cart, dray, or coach, or other carriage whatsoever
meeting any other carriage shall not keep his waggon, cart,
dray, or coach or other carriage on the left or near side of the
road, street, or thoroughfare, or if any person shall in any mannor wilfully prevent any other person or persons from passing
lum or her or any carriage tinder his or her care upon
such street, or by negligence or misbehaviour prevent, lunder,
or interrupt the frce passage of any carriage or person in or
upon the same, every driver or person so offending shall upon
conviction forfeit and pay any area not exceeding forty
shillings.
Riding or driving furiously, ice.
Any person who shall ride or drive through or upon any
street or public place within the said Municipality so negligently, carelessly, or furiously that the safety of any other
person shall or may be endangered shall en conviction forfeit
and pay a sum not exceeding ton petunia nor less than one
pound.
\'chicies driven after sunset to carry light.
Every person driving arty vehicle within the Municipality between sunset and sunrise shall carry a light on such
vehicle in a conspicuous place. Any one offending against
this By-law shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding one
pound.
nhmting ronk not allowed without notice to Council Cleric,
Any person who shall be desirous of blasting any rock
within one hundred yards of any street or public place or
dwelling-house in the said Municipality shall give notice in
writing taventy-four hours previously to the Council Clerk,
who shall appoint a time when the same may take place, and
give such other directions as he may deem necessary for the
public safety; and if any person shall blast or cause to be
blasted any rock within the limits aforesaid without giving
such notice, or shall riot conform to the directions given to
him by the said Council Clerk, lie or she shall on conviction
forfeit and pay for every such offence any Sam not less than
one pound nor more than ten pounds. Public property—Injuring or exUrmp.iisbmng lamps.
Any person who shall wantonly or snalieimmsly break or
injure any lamp or lamp-post, or extinguish any lamp so' up
for public convenience in the said Municipality, shall, over
and above the necessary expense of repairing the injury coinmittcd, forfeit and pay for every such offence any suns not
less than one pound nor more than five pounds.
Damaging buildings.
Any person who shall damage any public building,
punt, boat, toll-gate, toll-bar, toll-hoard, wall, parapet,
fence, sluice, bridge, culvert, sewer, watercourse, or other
public property within the said Municipality, shall pay the
costs of repairing the same; and if such damage be wilfully
done shall forfeit and pay a sum not exceeding twenty pounds
nor less than five pounds.
Damaging trees.
Any, person w],o shall wilfully and without the authority
of thee Council, cut, break, hark, root up, or otherwise destroy
or damage the whole or any part of any tree, saplieg, shrub,
or underwood, growing in or upon any street or place under
the management of the Council, shall forfeit any sum not
exceeding ten pounds nor less than one pound.
Obstructing public pathways.
That the owner or occupier of any land situate on the
side of any street or!roadimC this Municipality who shall persuit any tree, shrub, or plant, kept for ornament or othcrivise,
to overhang any(footpath orfootsvay on the sido of any such
street or road so as to obstruct time passage thereof, and who
on demand made by the Council, or their Ovaiseer or Inspector, shall not cut or cause to be cut, lopped or cause to
be lopped, all such trees, shrubs, or plants to the height of
eight feet at the least., the said Council and their servants,
labourers, and workmen, may cut or cause to be cut or lopped
all such overhanging trees/plants, and shrubs, and to remove

or burn any portion of such trees, plants, or shrubs so out
or lopped without being deemed a trespasser or trespassers
and oh case any person or persons shall resist, or in any manner
forcibly oppose the said Council, or their servants, labourers,
or workmen in the due execution of the powers given in this
],ehalf by virtne of the Municipalities Act of 1867, every
person so offending shall on conviction for every such offence
forfeit and pay any sum not exceeding ten pounds.
injuring public fountains, icc.
20. Any person who shall injure any public fountain,
pump, cock, watei-pipe, or any other tIring cennectecl with
the prcsen'ation or supply of water to the ?vlouicipality, or to
airy portion thereof, shall forfeit and pay the amount of such
damage, and any further sum not exceeding twenty pounds
not, less than one pound and any person who shall bathe and
wash lumnself, or shall Ivash nmmy clothes or other article at or
in any reservoir, channel, fountain, or basin provided for
public use, or who shall in any other way foul the water preserved or used for the purpose aforesaid, shall forfeit and pay_
any sum not exceeding one pound nor less than five shillings.
Ersstiomm of houses, ice., to be notifleeL
No person shall be permitted to erect any lrosmso, shop,
or other building in any street. lane, or place in the Municipality without first serving notice in writing on the Nayor
or Council Clerk, on any lawful day between the hours of nine
am, and four o'clock pin., stating such intention and describing the proposed situation of the building or erection, and
without having received any authority front the 1\iayor or
Council Clerk, who will give the required level and alignment,
if in a proclaimed street, cit a payment of a foe of five shillings.
No person shall be at liberty to encroach beyond the building
line ill any street or lane by time erection of houses, verandahs,
door-steps, fences, or any other obstruction whatever. Any
person offending against this By-law shall pay for this first
offence a sum not exceeding five pounds nor less than one
pound, for a second offence a sum not more than ten pounds
nor less than five pounds, and for every subsequent offence
riot more than fifty pounds nor less than ten pounds.
houses to be properly spouted.
All proprietors of houses and other buildings within
this Municipality having a frontage to any main thoroughfare
shall be rceplirod to have the roofs of the said buildings
sufficiently spouted and connected with suitable down-pipes
and conductors, to be carried under the surface of the footpaths into the gutters, or away fronl the public streets, to the
satisfaction and approval of the Council, under a penalty of
ten shillings en conviction and if not remedied at the expiration of one day after such conviction the offender shall be
ain liable for a lilco penalty for every day or part of a day
th the same shall not be remedied, and together with the cost
of repairing all damage to such footpaths resulting from such
neglect.
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Houses and erections not to be encroached on footpaths.
Whenever any road, street, or lane has been marked
out in manner herein provided, no house, shop, fesice, or other
structure shall, except as hcreinaftor mentioned, be allowed to
projector encroach on any part thereof. And, it shall not be
lawful for any person to erector put up any building, erection,
cbstruction, fence, or enclosure, or to make any excavation,
hole, &e,, or opening in, under, upon, or near to any such
road, street, lane, or thoroughfare, unless time consent of the
Council or Mayor has been obtained to the erecting or making
of any such building, erection, obstruction, fence, or cnclosnre,
excavation, hole, or opening as aforesaid; and every person
offending against this By-law shall forfeit and pay for the first
offence a sum not exceeding five pounds nor less than forty
shillings, and for the second and every subsequent offence a
sum not exceeding ten pounds norless than three pounds.
No balcony to project more than five feet.
- 30. No balcony shall be erected so as that the same or any
part thereof shall project or hang over the footway of any
street, road, or thoroughfare which, shall be less than forty
feet in width, and no balcony'whsieh shall project or hang over
any street, road, or thoroughfare shall be more than five feet
wide nor less than ten feet in height from the bottom of time
floor joists to the proper level of the footwrtv and every person who shall offend against this By-law shall on conviction
forfeit and pay a sum not exceeding five pounds nor less than
one pound for every day that such balcony shall be allowed
to renaain after such conviction.
Footways may be ievcu&l.
21. When any footway shall have been marked out in alanncr herein directed, the Sun'eyor or other person as aforesaid
cause the same to be levelled and made as nearly as pracmay of equal height and breadth and with an equal slope
ticable
and iuehim,atioir, and may remove any flagging, stops, or other
matter, tiring, or obstruction that may ialjnre or obstruct the
said footway or render it unequal or irrconvenicnt, and wlaich
new is or may loercafter be erected or placed on the space
marked out for the said footway.
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Encroachments to be removed on notice.
The Surveyor or such other officer or person as aforesaid
may at any time, on the orderof the Council and upon duo notice
of thirty days, directthe removal of any building, fence, or other
obstruction or encroachment in or upon any road, street, lane
or thoroughfare under the charge of the Council. Notice shall
in this case be served either personally or at the usual or last
known place of abode of the person to whom such obstruction
or encroaching structure belongs, or who has erected the same
or caused it to be erected.
Council may remove at expense of offender or precewi for breach
ISv-law.

of

In any case when after service of notice for the removal
of any obstruction or encroachment as aforesaid the person
causing or pernutting the same shall not remove it within
thirty days after the service of the said notice, it shall be
lawful for the said Council to direct the removal of the same
under the superintendence of its own proper officer and at the
cost of the person so offending (provided that the expenses
hereby incurred shall in no case exceed the sum of ten
pounds); or at the option of the Council to proceed against
the offender for breach of By-law ; the penalty for the first
offence not to exceed twenty-five pounds nor to be less than
twenty shillings, and for a second and every subsequent offence
a sum not exceeding twenty-five pounds nor less than five
pounds.
Or may proceed by action.
In any case where the obstruction or encroachment cannot be removed unless than at a greater cost than ten pounds
it shall be open to the Council either to direct such removal
and to pay all the costs thereof above ten pounds from the
funds of the Municipality, or to proceed by action of trespass
against the person causing such obstruction or encroachment.
To

apply to obstructions by digging, &e.

The foregoing provisions shall be equally applicable to
all obstructions by digging or excavation.
PART V.

Nuisances, annoyances, obstructiona (-c.
Swine not to be kept,
Any person who shall breed, feed, or keep any kind of
swine in any house, building, yard, garden, or other, hcreditament, situate and being in or within forty yards of any street
or public place or any dwelling-house in the said Municipality
shall on conviction forfeit and pay for every such offence a
sum not exceeding forty shillings nor less than five shillings.
Swine, &c_ not to wander about streets.
Any personwhoshall breed, feed, orkeepanykindof swine,
in any house, yard, or enclosure situate and being in or within
forty yards of any street or public place in the Municipality,
or who shall suffer any kind of swine or any horse, ass, cattle,
mule, sheep, goat, or any other animal of like nature belonging
to him or under his charge to stray or to go about or to be
tethered or depastured in any street, road, or public place
within the Municipality shall forfeit and pay for every such
offence a Rum not exceeding forty shillings nor less than five
shillings. Provided that if after dec inquiry shall have been
suede and the owner thereof cannot be discovered it shall be
lawful for the said Council to cause to be destroyed any swine
or goats so straying or injuring property of any description.
Hog-stycs and misnnces not removed on notice.
In ease any privy, hog-sty, or any sink, cesspool, yard,
or enclosure, or any matter or thing which shall at any time
be in any place within the Municipality, shall be or become
a nuisance, it shall be lawful for the Council after due investigation, by-notice in writing, to order the removal of the said nuisance within seven days after such notice shall have been
given to the owner or occupier of the said premises wherein
such nuisance is situated or shall have been left for such
owner or occupier, at his or her last or usual place of
abode, or on the said premises, and every such owner or
occupier refusing or neglecting to remove or abate such nuisance pursuant to such notice, and to the satisfaction of the
Council, shall forfeit and pay a sum not exceeding ten pounds
nor less than forty shillings. And it shall be lawful for
the Council to indict, or cause to l,e indicted, for such nuisance
such person so neglecting or disobeying any such notice at the
then next Court of Gvneisil or Quarter Sessions to be held
nearest the Municipality ; and on such person or persons
being found guilty thereof such nuisance or nuisances shall
be removed, taken down, and abate,l according to the law
with regard to public or common nuisances; and the person
so offending shall be subject to such punishment for the misdemeanour as the Justices asselnbled at such Sessions shall
direct.
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Dead ani,nals not to be thrown into public places, reserves, or watercourses.
Any person who shall east any filth, rubbish, or any dead
animal, or any animal, with intent of drowning such animal,
into any public watercourse, waterhele, bay, creek, or canal,
or shall obstruct or divert from its channel any sewer, canal,
or watercourse, shall forfeit a sum not exceeding five pounds,
nor less than ten shillings, and shall in addition to such
penalty, pay the costs of removing such filth or obstruction, or
of restoring such watercourse, sewer, or canal to its proper
channel.
SuppressIon of nuisances, tic.
In case any privy, hog-sty, or any other matter or thing
whatsoever which shall at any time be or become a nuisance, by
causing unwholesome smells to arise within any part of this
Municipality, it shall be lawful for any two Justices, upon
complaint thereof by any person, to investigate such complaint and to order that such privy, hog-sty, boiling-down
establishment, or other sthtter or thing, being a nuisance as
aforesaid, to be cleansed, removed, or discontinued, as the
case may be, within seven days after such order has been
made, and notice given to the ewneror occupier of the premises
whereon such nuisance shall exist; and every such owner or
occupier neglecting to remedy or remove such nuisance, pursuant to such notice or order and to the satisfaction of such
Justices, shall forfeit and pay a sum of ten pounds for every
such neglect or disobedience; and also it shall be lawful for
such Justices to indict, or cause to be indicted, for such
nuisances such person or persons so neglecting or disobeying
any such notice or order at the then next Court of General or
Quarter Sessions to be held nearest to the said Municipality
and the person or persons being found guilty shall be subject
to such punishment and such further order as the Justices
assembled at such Sessions shall lawfully decide.
Cleansing private avenues, yards, &e.
Any owner or occupier of any house or place within the
said Municipality who shall neglect to keep clean any private
avenues, passages, yards, and ways within the said premises
so as by such neglect to cause a nuisance by offensive smell or
otherwise, shall on conviction forfeit and pay a sum not
exceeding forty shillings nor less than ten shillings for every
such offence.
Placing dead anImals on premises.
Any person who shall place or shall cause or suffer to be
placed upon any land or premises within the Municipality any
dead animal, blood, offal, night-soil, or any other offensive
matter so as to become a nuisance to the inhabitants thereof,
shall on conviction suffer and pay a penalty not exceeding five
pounds nor less than ten shillings for every such offence.
Allowing dead animals to remain on premises.
S. Any owner or occupier of any land or premises who
shall suffer or permit any dead, animal, bleed, offal, night-soil,
or any other offensive matter to remain upon the said land or
premises after notice shall have beengiven to remove the
same shall be subject to a penalty not exceeding two pounds
nor less than ten shillings for every day that the same shall so
remnaili.
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nutchers' shamble,, slaughter-houses, &c., to be cleansed.
For preserving the cleanliness of the said Municipality
and the health of the inhabitants thereof it shall be lawful
for the Inspector of Nuisances, or for any other officer or
officers appointed by the Council from time to time, and when
and as often as lie or either of them shall see occasion to visit
and inspect the butchers' shambles, slaughter-houses, butchers'
carts, casks, baskets, and other utensils used by them, boilingdown estnblishments, tanneries, and fellmongering establishsnonts in the said Municipality, and to give such directions
concerning the cleansing the said shambles, slaughter-houses,
tanneries, and establislunents both within and without as to
him shall seem needful ; and any butcher, or the owner or
occupier of any such sbanible, slaughter-house, tannery, or
establishmesit who shall refuse or neglect to comply with such
directions within a reasonable time shall forfeit any pay a sum
not exceeding ten pounds nor less than ten shillings.
5u,peetion of offensive premises.
Upon the reasonable complaint in writing of any householder that the house, premises, yards, closets, or drains of
the neighbouring or adjoining premises are a nuisance or oftenSi t'O, the Inspector of Nuisances, or any other person appointed
by the Council, shall make an inspection of the premises
complained of, and the officer of the Council shall have full
power, without any other authority than this By-law, to go
upon such premises for the aforesaid purpose.
various obstructions and annoyances,
II - Every person who in any street or other public place of
passage with,n the said Municipality, to the obstruction,
annoyance, or •langer of the residents or passenges's, shall
commit any of the following offenees shall on conviction for
any and every such offence forfeit and pay a penalty of not
more than two pounds
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1. Every person who shall hoist or cause to be , hoisted, or
lower or cause to be lowered, goods of any desenption from
any opening in any house fronting any street or public place
and close to the footway thereof without sufficient and proper
ropes and tackling.
2. Every person who shall carry or convey, or cause to be
carried or conveyed, in any street or public place the carcass
or any part of the carcass of any newly slaughtered animal
without a sufficient and proper clean cloth covering the same
for the concealment from public view, or shall hawk or carry
about butehers' meat for sale without covering the same as
aforesaid.
3. Every person who shall place any line, cord, or pole
across any street, lane, or passage, or hang or place clothes
thereon to the danger or annoyance of any person.
4. Every person who shall place any flower-pot in any
upper window near to any street or public place without
sufficiently guarding the same from being thrown down.
5. Every person who shall throw or cast from the roof or
any part of any house or other building any slate, brick,
part of a brick, wood, rubbish, or other material or thing,
unless within a hoard or enclosure, when any house or
building is being erected, pulled down, or repaired.
6. Every blacksmith, whitesmith, anchor.smith, naihnaker,
metal-founder, limeburner, brickinaker, potter, or other
person using a forge, furnace, or kiln, and having a door,
window, or aperture fronting or opening into or towards any
street, lane, or passage, and not enclosing such door, or not
fastening the shutters or other fastenings of such window,
and closing such aperture and placing a screen l,cforo the
saute every evening within one hour after sunset so as
effectually to prevent the light from showing through the
doorway, window, or aperture next or upon such street, lane,
or passage.
7. Every person who shall be the keeper of or have any dog
or other animal which shall attack or endanger the life or
limb of any person who may have the right-of-way or use of
any private yard, alley, street, or any other place within the
said Municipality.
Premises in state to endanger public health. Houses to be purified on
certificate.
If upon the certificate of any two duly qualified medical
practitioners it appears to the Council that any house or part
thereof, or the premises occupied in connection therewith,
within the limits of the said Municipality is in a filthy or
unwholesome condition that the health of any person is or
may be liable to be affected or endangered thereby, and that
the whitewashing, cleansing, or purifying of any house or part
thereof, or the premises occupied in connection therewith,
would tend to prevent or check infections or contagious
disease, the said Council shall give notice in writing to the
owner or occupier of such house or part thereof, or the
premises occupied in connection therewith, to whitewash,
cleanse, orpurify the same, as the case may require, and if the
person to whom such notice is so given shall fail to comply
therewith within such time as shall be specified in the said
notice lie shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding ten
shillings for every day during which he continues to make
default. Provided that no such penalties shall collectively
amount to any greater sum than twenty pounds.
Offences against Public Decency.
Bathing prohibited within certain limits.
Any person who shall bathe near or within view of any
inhabited house, or of any public wharf, qnay, bridge, street,
s'ond, or other place of public resort within the li,nits of the
said Municipality between the hours of six in the morning
and eight in the evening shall on conviction forfeit and pay
a stun not exceeding one pound for every such offence.
Insistent exposure of the person.
Any individual who shall offend against decency by cxposure of his or her person in any street or public place within
the said Municipality, or in the view thereof, shall on conviction forfeit and pay for every such offence a sum not exceeding
ton pounds nor less than five pounds.
Earth-closets

Every earth-closet shall be built with walls seven feet
lugh, and shall not be less than three feet six inches wide and
four feet six inches long, and must not be less than fifteen
feet from any dwelling-house or public street, and shall be
provided with a door capable of being fastened from the inside, and shall be ventilated and every person havissg a,-r
building any earth-closet contrary to this By-law shall be
building
liable to a penalty of not less than one ponnil ncr more than
five pounds.

Other closets—Privies not being proper water-closets.
lii. Asmy person who shall dig, form, or make any eartbcloset within fifteen feet of any dwelling-house, or any other
elosct within thirty feet of any dwelling-house, or within tlurty
feet of any well used for supplying any dwelling-house with
water, shall ore conviction forfeit and pay any sum not exoeeding two pounds nor less than five shillinp, and if not removed
within forty-eight hours after such conviction it shall be dealt
with as a fresh offence.
Emptying ccssp[ts and removing nightsoil.
17. Every closet shall be built in such a position that the
same may be emptied without the contents being carried
through any dwelling-house; and every person having or
building a closet contrary to this By-law shall be liable to
a penalty of not less than one 1ound nor more than five
pounds.
How nightsoil to he disposed of.
8. Until and unless otherwise provided by the Council
all nightsoil shall lie disposed of by burying it in the earth at
such places as the Council may from time to time appeint.
Hours for removing nightsoil.
Any person who shall remove any nightsoil, or ammoesiacal liquor, bones, or other offensive matter, or shall come
with carts or carriages for that purpose between the hours of
six o'clock in the morning and eleven o'clock at night, or
shall at any time remove any such nightsoil or amnmosuacal
liquor otherwise than in properly covered and water-tight
carts or vehicles, or in such a manner so as to upset, cast, spill,
or strew any of the said nightsoil, amto
uniacal liquor, slop,
urine, or filth, in or upon or near to any of the streets, roads,
public places, or footways of the Municipality, or shall deposit
or throw nightsoil, ammoniacal liquor, bones, or other offensive
matter nearer to any street, road, or dwelling-house than shall
from time to time be directed by the Council, or by the
Inspector of Nuisances, or shall allow vehicles used for this
purpose to stand on any premises nearer to any road, street,
or dwelling-house than shall from time to time be directed by
the Council or Inspector, shall upon conviction forfeit and
pay for every such offence a sum not exceeding five pounds
nor less than one pound; and in case the person or persons so
offending cannot be found, then the owner or owners of such
carts, carriages, or other vehicles employed in and about
emptying or removing such nightsoil, bones, or other offensive
matter, and also the empleyerlor employers of the person or
persons so offending shall be liable to and forfeit and pay such
penalty as aforesaid.
.Noisonee and Offensive Trades.
No noisome and offensive trades slowed.
No person shall carry on any noisome or offensive trade
within the said Municipality so as to injure or be a emuisance,
as hereinafter stated, to the inlmabitammts thereof.
Definition of noisome and offensive trades.
Any manufacture, trade, calling, or operation in the
oommdncting, following, or carrying on of which, or in consequemsce of or in connection therewith, or from the premises
where the same is conducted, followed, or carried on, any
gas, vapour, or efiluvia, or any large quantities of smoke shall
be evolved or discharged, which gas, vapour, effluvia, or
smoke shall be calculated to injure animal or vegetable life,
or in any other way to injure or be a nuisance to the inhabit.
nato of the said Municipality, shall be considered a noisome
and offensive trade within the meaning of those ]3y.laws.

Complaint.
Inquire and Report—Orders of Council thereon—Notice to discontinue, &e.
penalty.
Upon the complaint in writing of any householder that
any noisome or offensive trade is being so followed, conducted,
or carried on in the vicinity of his or her residence or property,
as to injure his or her health or the health of any member of
his or her family, or to be a nuisance to such householder, and
to his or her family, the Inspector of Nuisances, or any other
person or persons appointed by the Council, shall make an inspectioms of the premises where such trade is alleged to be so
conducted, followed, or carried oms as aforesaid, and of the
premises or property of the complainant, and shall inquire into
the grounds for such complaint, and shall report thereon to the
said Council; and if the said Council shall on the consideration
of such report, or after any such further inquiry as may lie
- deemed necessary, be of opinion that the said complaint is
well founded, and that any manufacture, trade, calling, or
operation so complained of, and so being conducted, followed,
or carried on as aforesaid is a noisome or offensive trade within
the meaning of these By-laws, notice shall be given to the
person or persons conducting, following, or carrying on such
trade to cease and discontinue the same within such reasonable
time, not being less than thirty days nor more than sixty days,
as the said Council may direct, or so to conduct, follow, or
carry On his, her, or their manufacture, trade, calling, or operation as that within such reasonable time as aforesaid, the same
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shall wholly and permanently cease to be noisome or offensive
within the meaning of these By-laws, either to the said cornplalnant or to any other resident within the said Municipality
and if such ti-ado shall not be discontinued as aforesaid, or
shall not be so conducted as that it shall wholly cease to be
noisome and offensive as aforesaid within the time nanicci in
such notice as aforesaid, any person conducting, following, or
carrying on such trade as aforesaid, shall for the first oflence
forfeit and pay a sum not less than forty shillings nor more
than five pounds, for a second offence a sum not less than five
pounds nor more than twenty-five pounds, and for a third
and every subsequent offence, a suns not less than tea
pounds nor more than fifty pounds.

No such exhibition or place of public amusement as
aforesaid shall be held or kept open, or used for the purposes
of such public amusements, on Sunday, Christmas Day, or
Good Friday ; and every person offending against this by-law
in this behalf shall on conviction forfeit and pay a sum not
exceeding five pounds nor less than two pounds for every such
offence.
Bvery person who shall wilfully let in or knowingly
suffer to enter upon the reserves or public recreation ground
any animals without due authority shall be deemed gu lty of
wilful trespass, and shall be liable for every such offence to a
penalty not exceeding twenty pounds nor less than two
pounds.

Mode of proceedIng, &c.
The like proceeding shall be taken as aforesaid whenever
there shall be a complaint as aforesaid that any manufacture,
trade, calling, or operation is about to be commenced or
catered upon which is likely to prove noisome and offensive
within the meaning of these By-laws, save and except that
the notice to be given as aforesaid shall be given to the person
or persons about to enter upon such manufacture, trade,
calling, or operation, and shall require him, leer, or them not to
commence or enter upon the same, or take such measures as
shall effectually prevent the same from becoming noisome and
offensive within the meaning of these By-laws to any resident
within the Municipality. And any person who shall in such
case commence, enter upon, or continue any such manufacture,
trade, calling, or operation, so that the same shall in any way
be noIsome and offensive within the meaning of these By-laws,
shall for every such offence forfeit and pay a sum not less than
ten pounds nor more than fifty pounds.

Any person pulling down, destroying, defacing, or
injuring any marks, or any fence, or other erection thereon,
withont the authority of the Council, shall forfeit and pay
any sum not exceeding ten pounds nor less than one pound,

Service of notice of liability.
Service of any such notice as aforesaid upon the occupier
or o\vncr of any premises or land wherein or whereon any such
manufacture, trade, calling, or operation is being conducted,
followed, or carried on, or is about tobe commenced or entered
upon, or at the last known place of abode of such occupier or
on-nor, or upon any person on the said premises or land, shall
be a good and sufficient service of such notice for all the purposes of these By-laws. And every person who shall be
actually engaged in superintending, directing, or managing,
or who shall be in any other way actually engaged or employed
in any such manufacture, trade, calling, or operation as aforesaid, shall be liable to be regarded and treated as a person
conducting, followthg, or carrying on such manufacture, trade,
calling, or operation, within the meaning and for all the
purposes of these By-laws.
PAnT VI.
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1. No exhibition other than exhibitions licensed by the
Colonial Secretary under the provisions of the Act 14 Victoria
No. 22, or exhibitions of a temporary character specially provided for, shall be held or kept for hire or profit within the
said Municipality; nor shall any bowling-alley, skittle-alley, or
other place of public amusement other than a place licensed
as aforesaid, or a place for temporary amusement, be used as
such for hire or profit within the said Municipality unless and
until permission in writing be granted by the Mayor.

V

Any person or persons riding or driving into or out of
any yard or alley abutting on any street or road within the
Municipality shall do so at a walking pace, and any one
offending against this By-law shall on conviction be liable to a
penalty of not less than five shillings nor more than two
pounds.
Any person wantonly or maliciously breaking or injuring
any lamp-post, or street name-plate, or extinguishissg any
light set up for public convenience, or damaging any Corporation property whatsoever, shall be liable to a penalty of not
less than twenty shillings nor more than five pounds, to be
recovered in a summary way before two Justices in Petty
Sessions,
Council Clerk or other officer may take legal proceedings.

The Council Clerk or other officer, under the authority
of the Council may take legal proceedings against any person
or persons committing any offence or offences against any of
the By-laws of the said Municipality.
Penalty for lutarfering or obstructing Council.
Any person who shall obstruct or interfere with any
officer of the Council, or other person doing or performing any
duty or act under any of the By-laws of the said Municipality
shall forfeit and pay a penalty not exceeding twenty pounds
nor less than two pounds.

Passed and adopted by the Municipal Council of the
Municipal District of Lismore this twenty-second day
of September, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-nine.
- JAMES STOCKS,
Mayor.
By order of the Council,
Wit, Oseonxn HanMaci,
Council Clerk,

Sydney: Thomas Rleliaj-ds, Government Printer.—I880,
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

MTJNICiIPA LITIES.
(MUNICiPAL DISTRICT OF UAMILTON—BY-LAWS.)

ttsentcb to ljatliamrnt, puruant to Ort 31 IJict, jo. 12, %ft. 158.

Colonial Secretary's Office,
Sydney, 26th April, 1880
MUNICIPAL DISTRICT OP HAMILTON.
Br-LAws.
Taix following By-laws, made by the Council of the Municipal District of Hamilton, for the regulating and licensing of vehicles
plying for hire within the Municipality, having been confirmed by his Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, are published in accordance with the requirements of the Munieipnlit.ies Act of 1867.
HENRY PARRES,

MUNICIPAL DISTRICT OR HAMILTON.
fly-LAWS -

Tnn following By4aws, made by the Municipal Council of
Hamilton, for the regulating and licensing of vehicles plying
for hire within the Municipal District, having been confirmed
by His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, are published in accordance with the
rcquiresnents of the Mttnicipslities Act of 1867.
By-laws for regulating and licensing vehiles plying for
hire within the Municipal District of Hamilton —The word
vehicle in these By-laws shall include and apply to every
omnibus, car, hackney carriage, cab, buggy, waggonctte, or dray;
and an "omnibus" shall mea a vehicle upon four wheels,
drawn by one or snore horses, and a "car" shall mean a vehicle
upon two wheels for which an omnibus license has been taken
out;, and a "hackney carriage" shall mean a -vehicle upon four
wheels drawn by two or more horses, and a "cab" shall mean
a vehicle upon two wheels drawn by one horse, and a 'buggy"
shall mean a vehicle upon four wheels drawn by one or more
horses, a " waggonette ' shall mean a vehicle upon four wheels
drawn by two horses, and a 'dray" shall mean any vehicle
used exclusively for the cavriage of good. and plying for hire
within the Municipal District of Hamilton.
From and after the
day of
one thousand
eight hundred and eighty, no vehicle shall ply for hire no!"
shall any person net as a driver or conductor of any such vehicle
within the said Municipal District of hamilton, until
licensed for such purposes.
Before any license for plying any such vehicle or for
driving or conducting the same shall be granted, the party
requiring such license shall obtain from the Council Clerk free
of charge a requisition in the form of Schedule ''A" hereto or
to the like effect, and shall duly fill up and sign the same and
deliver it to the Council Clerk, and shall also insert in such
requisition in addition to the particulars set forth in Schedule
A hereto, the table of rates and fares proposed to be charged
by such party for any such vehicle ; and in the case of drivers
and conductors, not being the proprietor, shall obtain a oert-ifieate
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from the proprietor as to his competency to act as such driver
or conductor; and shall obtain from the Inspector hereinafter
named a certificate that the vehicle for which a license is
applied for is fit for the accommodation and conveyance of
passengers.
The Mayor of the said Municipal District for the time
being, shall and is hereby authorized to issue all such licenses
in the name and on behalf of the said Municipal Council ; and
the Mnyor shall by endorsement on such license signify his
approval of the scale of rates proposed to be charged for the
hire of any such vclueln so licensed, not exceeding the rates set
forth in Schedule 1? hereto.
6. Licenses for proprietors, drivers, or conductors of vehicles
shall be in form of Schedule B hereto or to the like effect, and
shall be made out, numbered and registered by the Council
Clerk.
Every license granted by the Mayor shall be signed by
the Meyer and countersigned by the Council Clerk, and shall
be in force until the thirty-first day of December next ensuing
the date thereof, and no such license shall include more than
one vehicle, but shall extend to any vehicle which shall bear
the mmc number, and shall be used in substitute for any vehicle
already licensed and subject to all necessary certificates, any
such substitut;cd vehicle being first certified as aforesaid.
For every such license or annual renewal thereof there
shall be paid to the Council Clerk the several rates set forth in
the Schedule hereunto anuexed, marked "C."
S. For the license of driver or conductor which license may
be transferred to the successor of such driver or conductor, and
for every renewal thereof there shall be paid to the said
Municipal Council the sum of tea shillings for driver—conductor, five shillings.
The person or persons in whose name or names a license
shall have been obtained, shall be deemed the proprietor of the
vehicle in respect of which the same shall have been takea out.
No license shall be granted to any person to dtive any
vehicle unless be be eighteen years of ego, or to net as conductor unless he be fourteen years of age.
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Every proprietor of a licensed omnibus or omnibus
car shall provide a driver for the same, and shall be held
responsible for the good conduct of the driver and also for the
conductor, if a conductor be employed by him, and shall also
be liable for all penalties which such driver or conductor may
incur under these By-laws.
No proprietor shall be at liberty to put with or lend his
license, nor sell or dispose of his licensed vehicle to any person
without the knowledge of the Mayor, and if sold shall cause
the name of the purchaser with the approval of the said Mayor,
but not otherwise, to be registered on the book of the said
Municipal Council, whereupon the purchaser shall become
amenable to these By-laws to the same extent as the original
licensee; and the purchaser of such vehicle who shall allow the
same to be used or to ply for hire without such knowledge,
approval, and registry shall be ccnsidcred as plying such vehicle
for hire without a license, and liable under these By-laws
accordingly.
No driver or conductor of any licensed vehicle shall lend
his license, nor shall the proprietor of any such vehicle employ
any unlicensed person as the driver or conductor thereof.
Every person driving or conducting any vehicle and every
vehicle shall be deemed to be licensed under these By-laws,
on the production of the license-book containing a copy of any
such license.
The license of the proprietor, driver, or conductor of any
vehicle may be eaneeUed by the Municipal Council of Hamilton
in ease such proprietor, driver, or conductor shall have been
convicted of three effenees against these By-laws committed
within a period of six months next preceding. or for such other
cause as to the said Municipal Council may seem sufficient.
Such person or persons as may from time to time be in
that behalf appointed by the said Municipal Council shall be
the Inspector or Inspectors of all licensed vehicles plying for
hire within the said Municipal District, and such Inspector or
Inspectors of all licensed vehicles shall as often as he or they
deem necessary inspect all licensed vehicles and also the harness
and horse or horses or other animals used in drawing the same;
and if such vehicles, horse or horses, aniu,al or animals shall, in
his or their opinion, be unfit for public use, lie shall report the
same in writing to the Mayor, who shall have power to suspend
the license of such vehicle until such vehicle, harness, horse
or horses, or other animal or animals used in dreu-ing the same
shall be in the opinion of the said Mayor in a fit state for public
use ; and it shall be the special duty of such Inspector or
Inspectors at all times to see that as far as possible these By-laws
are duly observed and enforced, and the owner of every such
vehicle shall upon receipt of a notice in form of Schedule &
hereto forthwith put such vehicle in repair.
No owner or driver of any vehicle nor any other person
shall hiader or obstruct such Inspector or Inspectors in the
execution of his or their duty.
Proprietors of every licensed vehicle shall cause to be
painted or printed thereon the anmber of the license granted
for every omnibus or car in figures not less than four inches in
height, and for every hackney carriage, cab, or buggy, in figures
not less than two inches in height, and of proportionate
breadth, white upon a ground of black on the panel.of the door
or doors of such vehicle, or on a plate or plates affixed thereon,
and also upon each lamp used upon such vehicle or as the
Inspector may direct, any such number shall be kept legible
and undefaced during all times such vehicles shall ply or be
used for hire; and the rate of fare chargeable under license
ranted for such inside in figures of not less than two inches in
height and of proportionate breadth.
No proprietor or driver of any licensed vehicle shall
demand or take more than the several fares endorsed an the
license of such vehicle.
The place specified in Schedule D hereto annexed is
hereby appointed a public stand for licensed vehicles, provide([
that the Council may from time to time, as they shall see fit,
by resolution abolish or alter the a timber and situation of the
said stand.
The proprietor or driver of any licensed vehicle shall not
permit the same to stand for hire except at an appointed stand,
and shall drive on to such stand before commencing to ply for
hire.
No driver or conductor of any vehicle while standing at
his proper stand (or on Sunday in any part of the said Municipal District), shall endeavour to attract notice by shouting,
ringing of belle, blowing of horns, or other noise, nor shall
deceive any person in respect to the route or destination of such
vehicle by word or sign.
The first omnibus or car that arrives at any public stand
shall be the first to start therefrom, and the others in due rotation in the order at which they arrive at such stand at intervals
of not less than eight aninntes and not more than twelve.
At every second vehicle on every stand there shall be
left a space of at least eight feet, and not more than twelve.
Every vehicle on its arrival at any such public stand shall
be drawn at the end of, and be the last of the rank of, any
vehicle that may be then on such stand. All vehicles shall be
arranged only in silgle rank.

No driver of any vehicle other than such as shall be lured
by the than occupaat for a specific purpose shall suli'er the same
to loiter in any street or alosigside any other vehicle, nor allow
his vehicle to remain stationary, except at any appointed stand,
longer than it may bo necessary for passengers to alight from or
enter such vehicle, nor shall the driver of any vehicle obstruct
the driver or conductor of any other vehicle in taking up or
setting down any person, or w-ilfully, or wrongfully, or forcibly
prevent or endeavour to prevent the driver of any other vehicle
from taking it passenger or fare.
No driver or conductor of any vehicle shall whilst driving,
lending, or unloading, or attending any vehicle, or whilst on
any public stand, wilfully or negligently do or cause or suffer
to be done, any damage to the person or property of any one,
or be ginity of any breach of the peace, misconduct, or ill.
behaviour, or make use of any threatening, obscene, profane,
abusive, or insulting language or gesticulation.
Every driver, whilstengaged in taking up or setting down
any passenger, shall, if required during such taking up or setting
down, place his vehicle as near as conveuiently may be to that
side of the street (and at a line with the karb-stone or edge of
the foot.pntli), at which the taking up or setting down is
rcquirod.
No omnibus shall pass any other omnibus proceeding in
the same direction if the latter be proceeding on its journey at
a pace faster than a walk.
No licensed vehicle shall be draw-n at a pace faster than
that commonly known as trotting, and in the event of the
convictieit of any driver for a breech of this By-law his license
may be cancelled by the Municipal Council.
No driver or conductor shall carry or knowingly permit
to be carried in any licensed vehicle except to some Police
Office or Watch-liotise, any deceased human body, or any person
behaving or noisily conducting himself or herself, or otherwise
so misbehaving as to occasion any annoyance to any occupant of
such vehicle or disturb the public peace.
The proprietor of every licensed vehicle shall at all times
when plying or ooiployed for hire have the same in good
order, with harness perfect and in good condition, and the
glasses and frames of such vehicle whole, and the leathers
attached to the frames of sufficient strength, and time inside
cloan and in good repair, and the whole ready and sufficient for
ditty, with driver and horses competent to perform the journey
of such velucle in due and reasonable time.
33 No driver of any vehicle shall carry more passengers than
his vehicle is licensed to carry on the report of the Inspector,
nor shall the driver of any cab may any passenger or person
en the driver's box or step behind the same, tier shall the
driver or conductor of any omnibus or omnibus car permit or
suffer any person except the conductor to be on the feet-step
at the back of any omnibus or omnibus car.
No driver or conductor shall smoke any ripe or cigar
whilst di-iving or conducting any licensed vehicle engaged on
any fare, nor shall any passenger smoke inside or on any vehicle
other than a cab without the permission of the driver or
against the wish of any passenger.
The driver, and conductor, if any, of every licensed
vehicle shall be constantly attendaut upon the same whenever
standing or whilst plying or engaged for lure.
Every licensed vehicle plying or engaged after sunset
shall be provided with a lamp on each side, and the same shall
be kept by the driver tl,ereof properly lighted until sunrise if
so long plying or engaged.
The driver of every omnibus or omnibus car shall provide
and keep a lamp properly lighted in such a position inside of
every ouch vehicle as the Inspector may direct whenever such
vehicle is plying or engaged at any time between sunset and
sunrise.
Every lamp used on the outside of any vehicle shall be
such and so disposed as to appear white on the front and outer
sides and red behind.
No vehicle which shall be let to hire by special agreement only, or only when bespokeu at the stables or residence of
its owner, shall be deemed a licensed vehicle within the meaning
of the By-laws, nor shall the owner or driver or conductor of
such vehicle be subject to the provisions thereof in any respect
whatever,
No proprietor or driver or owner of any licensed vehicle
shall feed his horse or horses while standing on such stands
except with nose bags.
No proprietor or driver of any licensed vehicle shall put
or allow to be put into any vehicle any horse that is not
thoroughly quiet and broken into harness.
The driver of any licensed carriage and conductor of
every omnibus shall carefully examine his vehicle immediately
after setting down his fare, and in every ease of property
having been left in any vehicle by any person having used or
hired the same, such property if found by such driver or conductor, shall be dehvored within eighteen hours after such
finding to the Council Clerk at the office of the Council, and
there deposit it, under a penalty not exceeding twenty pounds.
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43. In the event of any vehicle licensed by any other Municipality plying for hire within the Municipality of Hamilton, or
of any vehicle licensed by the Municipality of Hamilton plying
for hire into any other Municipality, it shall be lawful for the
Council of the Municipality of Hamilton to reduce the license
fee proscribed by these By-laws.
Pray itegulations.
4.4. No owner, driver, or any other person having the cure
and charge of any dray drawn by one or more horses or other
animals, shall ride thcreon unless he shall be provided with
sufficient reins, and no block dray shall be allowed to proceed
out of a walking pace.
In every case of goods or merchandise being loft on any
licensed dray or with the driver thcreof, by any person having
hired or used the same, such property shall be delivered up to
such person, or shall within eighteen bonn be taken in the
state in which it shall have been found to the Council's office,
and thence deposited with the Council Clerk.
No owner or driver shall at any one time carry on any
licensed dray having only two wheels and drawn by one horse,
a greeter weight than one ton.
Whenever any dray hired by the load or distance having
taken up a load shall be detained with the same more than
fifteen minutes, the hirer shall pay for every fifteen minutes
after the first, sixponec, and so on in proportion for any longer
period.
45. The number of the license granted for every dray shall
be painted white on a ground of black or the reverse on the
sides thereof in a conspicuous place in figures not less than
three inches in height and of proportionate breadth, with the
letters H.M.C. of the same colour immediately above the
figures, and the driver or owner of such dray shall at all times
keep the same legible and undefaced.
No owner or driver of any dray shall demand, receive, or
take more than the scveral fares and amounts which may, from
time to time be fixed by the said Municipal Council, and no
owner or driver of any dray shall permit or suffer any person
to be carried therein as a passenger.
Any person calling or sending for any licensed dray and
not further employing the same, sisall pay the sum of two
shillings or the fare or hire from the stand or place where the
dray was engaged at the driver's option, he shall further for any
time the dray may be detained not exceeding a quarter of an
hour, pay the sum of one shilling, and for any time not
exceeding a second quarter of an hour the sum of sixpence, and
any further time at the rate of sixpencc for every quarter of
an hour.
Any person having hired a licensed dray, shall pay the
legal fare when demauded, and any person neglecting or
refusing to do so shall upon conviction before any two Justices
of the Peace pay a penalty of ten shillings.
When the hiring of any dray shall be by distance, then
such distance shall be computed from the stand or place where
the dray was hired.
58. The place enumerated in the Schedule hereto marked B
an hereby appointed public stands for drays.
No driver of any licensed dray shall suffer the same to
stand for hire across any street except so directed by the
Inspector, or alongside any other vehicle, nor obstruct the
driver of any other dray in loading or unloading any goods or
merchandise, or wilfully, wrongfully, or forcibly prevent or
ondeavour to prevent the driver of any vehicle from taking a
fare or hiring.
Rvory offender against any of these By-laws to which no
specific penalty has been attached shall be liable to a penalty
not exceeding twenty pounds.
55. All proceedings for any offence against any of these
By-laws shall be taken in the name of the Inspector of Vehicles
of the Municipality of Hamilton, in a summary way Be provided
by the Municipalities Act of 1867.

Sonanuns A.
To the Municipal Council of Hamilton, I
roshhing
in
street do hereby reuest that a license be
granted to mc to
No.
within the said Municipality.
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SezEDn,n 33
THIS is to Certify that
is hereby licensed to
a certain
number
within the Municipal District
of Hamilton, from the date hereof to the thirty-first day of
December next, subject nevertheless to all and every one of the
By-laws, Rules, and Regulations in force relating thereto.
Given under my hand at Hamilton, this
day of
in the year of Our Lord one thousand eight hundred
and
Mayor.
Build
color
lining.
Name
stand
line of road.
Fare
Licensed to carry
inside passengers,
outside.
ScEEDuLE C.

I
l'raprletor of—

I after
I.
Onand

(manS
after 1st
Vamuarr
In
each year.

Onand
after 1st after 1t
April in I a ely in Octeber in
each year. each year, each year.
J

Led. Ls.d.

Lad.

Lad.

Omntbuses ............ ..eaeh 6 0 0
Omnihuscars ...... ...... ...a e 0

4 10 0

30 0

110 0

315 0

210 0

ia o

Wsggeustte .................. 500
Cars.............................. 4 0 0

315

210 0

1 50

300

200

100

Backneyearriagcs ......... 3 0 0
Cabs ........................... 2 0 0
Dray,, carts, and vans
200

250

1 10 0

0 15 0

100

0 16 0

Drivers ... ............... yearly

105

0 10 0

Conductors ............... 0 5 0

Sonanuns 1)
Stand for licensed vehicles other than drays—On the south
side of Denison.st.reei;, between Beaumont.street and the
Bridge.
Scnsnuna fl.
Stand for drays—Ou the east side of Beaumont-street,
between James and Tudor Streets.
Sonsnuns P.
From the stand or any place along the line of road between
Hamilton and Newenstle
s. d.
Hamilton to Newcastle, fare ............... 0 6
Wickham, fare.... .............. 0 3
Tighe's Hill, fare............... 0 6
Glebe, fare ..................... 0 6
New Lambton, fare............ 0 6
Lambton, fare .................. a
Ws'ratah, fare .................. 0 9
Sorninunu G
To Mr.
owner of the
numbered
Take nolice that, I, the duly appointed Inspector of Public
Vehicles for the Municipal District of Hamilton, having this
day examined your
and find it defective, it being
and I therefore prohibit the same from again being used or
hired until the repairs above noted are made and approved
of by me.
Inspector. Hamilton.

18

Made and passed by the Municipal Council of the
Municipal District of Hamilton, this 12th day of
January, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and eighty.
(n.e.)
DAVID MURRAY,
Mayor,
JAMES RAY,
Council Clerk.

Sydney; Theuaas Biehards, Government Printer—less.
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1579-80.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

MTJNICIPAL1TIES.
(IIUNICJPAL DISTRJC1' OF INVERELL—AMENDED PY—LAW.)

4tcøct1tcb to 3$atlIatncnt, purcstlant to d

31 Bit. jfta. 12, ac. 158.

Colonial Secretary's Office,
Sydndy, 26th May, 1880.
MUNICIPAL DISTRICT OF INVERELL—AMENDE]) BY—LAW.
Tue following 13y-law, made by the Council of the Municipal District of Inverell in substitution of section 14 of part VT of the
By-laws of the Municipality, relating to the throwing of filth on roads, &c., having been confirmed by His Excellency the
Govenior, with the advice of the Executive Council, is published in accordance with the rcquirmnents of the Municipalities Act
of 1867.

HENRY PARICES.

By•law No. 14 of jart T77, as amended.
TuxowiNG Finns ON ROADS, DRIVING CABBIAGES AND LEADING ilonsus ON FOOTWAYS. 14. Any person who shall throw, cast;, or lay, or shall cause, permit, or suffer to be thrown, east or laid, or remain any dead
animal, offal, dung, soil, ashes, rubbish, or any other filth or annoyance, or any matter or thing, in or upon the footsvay or
carriageway of any street, road, lane, or other public place within the said Municipal District, or shall kill, slaughter, dress,
scald, or cut up any swine, calf, sheep, lamb, or other aisisnal in or so near to any such street or other public place as that any
blood shall run or flow upon or over, or be on any such carriage or foot way, or shall run, roll, drive, drawi place, or cause,
permit, or suffer to be run, rolled, driven, drawn, or placed upon, along, or across the footway of any street, road, or public place,
any waggon, cart, dray, sledge, or other carriege, or any wheelbarrow, wheel, or truck, or any liogshead, cask, or barrel, or shall
wilfully lead, drive, ride, or stand any horse, ass, mule, or other beast upon, along, or across any such footsvay, shall upon conviction forfeit and pay for the first offence a sum not exceeding forty shillings nor less than five shillings, and for the second
and, every subsequent offence a sum not less than ten shillings nor more than forty shillings. Provided always that this By.law
shall not extend or be taken to extend to or include persons seeking ingress to or egress from any premises within the said.
Municipality by the usual back or side entrance.
Passed by the Municipal Council of layereD this fifth day of April, 1880,
(L.a.)
Hm'tn PLnALrv, Council Clerk.

536—
[3d.]

MS. H. HINOMARSIT, Mayor.

C
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1879—SO.

NEW SOTJTII WALES.

MUNICIPALITIES.
(MUNICIPAL DISTRICT OF LEICIIIIARDT—AMENDED BY-LAWS.)

arcetiUb to 3ar.Iiantzu.t, pur.uaiU to 3d 21 'Uic. LIv. 12, get. 15$.

Colonial Secretary's Office,
Sydney, 2nd June, 1880.
MUNICIPAL DISTRICT OF LEICJTHARDT.
AlxswED Bv-Lxws.
Ties following By-laws made by the Council of the Municipal District of Leiehhardt, for regulating their own proceedings and
the duties of their officers and servants; for detennining the times and modes of collecting and enforcing payment of rates
for the management of roads, streets, and public plases; for regulating the blasting of rock ; for preventing the damaging
of public property, trees or shrubs, &e,,aimd t.hc suppression of nuisances; for regulating the keeping of swine; for oompelling residents to keep their premises free from offensive or unwholesome matters; for preserving public decency; for
suppressing houses of ill-fame ; for regulating the interment of the dead; for restraining noisome and offensive trades;
for regulating the erection of buildings and generally for maintaining the good rule and government of the Municipality,
having been confirmed by His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, are published in accordance
with the requirements of the Municipalities Act of 1867.
HENRY PARICES,

BY-LAWS FOR TIER MIJNIOIFAL DISTRICT OF LEIC'IUIARDT.
All the By-law's now in force are hereby repealed.
PART I
I. if at any meeting of the Council the Mayor be ahsent at
the expiration of fifteen minutes after the time appointed for
holding such meeting, the Aldermen then present, if they be
a quorum, shall proceed to elect from among themselves a
Chairman of such meeting. Whenever there shall be an adjournment of any such meeting, for want of a quorum, the
'lames of the members prcscnt shall be takcn down, and shall
be recorded in the minute book.
2. The following shall be the order of business at all
meetings of the Council other than special meetings
- The minutes of the last preceding meeting to be read,
corrected (if erroneous), and verified by the signature
of the Mayor or other Chairman. No discussion to
be permitted on such minutes, except as to whether
they are correct,
2. Petitions (if any) to be presented and dealt with,
S. Correspondence to be read, and, if necessary, ordered
upon.
4. Reports from Committees and, minutes from the
Mayor (if any) to be presented and ordered upon.
ö. Questions as o
t any matters tinder the jurisdiction or
within the officialcognizance of the Council to be
put and replied to, and statements as to any facts,
matters, or circumstances requiring attention by the
Council or any of its Committees or office's to be
made.
Motions of which notice has been given to be dealt
with in the order in which they stand on the business
paper.
Orders of the day to be disposed of as they stand on
the business paper.
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flesolution without notice.
Provided that it shall be competent for the Council at any
time, by resolution without notice, to entertain any particular
motion, or to deal with any particular matter of business out
of its regular order on the business paper, without any formal
suspension of this section ; and also in like manner to direct
that any particular motion or matter of business shall have
pi'eeedencc at a fntnre meeting.
special Mectimigs, Ice.
At special meetings of the Council the business, after the
minutes shall have been read and verified—which shall be
done in the same manner as at in ordinary meeting—shall be
taken in such order as the Mayor or the Aldermen, at whose
instance such special meeting shall have been called, may have
directed ; and in default of such direction, in such order as
the AJ.dem-m,ien present may determine.
Business for Special Meetings.
The business paper for each special meeting shall contain
Only such matters as shall have been specially ordered to be
entered thereon by the Mayor or Aldermen calling such meeting.
Papers property or Council.
After the business paper shall have been made np as
aforesaid, all the said notices of motion, requisitions, and
directions, as to which entries have been made thereon, shall
be the property of the Council, and shall not be withdrawn,
altered, or amended, without leave having been first obtained
from the Council for such withdrawal, alteration, or amend.
inent.
No motion or amendment in Council shall be entertained
until the same shall have been comnutted to writin , 'icr
shall any such motion or amendment be discussed unti it be
seconded. Any number of amendments may be moved, but
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no second or subsequent amendments shall be taken into consideration mitil all previous ones are disposed of. if any
amendment he carried, the question, as amended thereby,
shall become itself the question before the Council. No discussion shall be permitterl On any motion for adjournment of
the Council, and if upon the question being put oss arty such
motion, the same he negatived, the subject then under consideration, or the next in order on the business paper, or any
other on such paper that may be allowed precedence, shall be
discussed before any subsequent motion for adjournment shall
be receivable.
7. Every requisition by an Alderman that any particular
matter of business he brought before the Council, shall be
regarded and treated as a notice of motion by such Alderman that such business be taken into consideration by the Council
and he shall be called upon in flue order to move that such
business be so considered, or to make any other motion which
he may think fit in reference thereto when shall be consistent
with the notice of such business and with good order. And
if such Alderman be absent, os if being present and so called
upon he shall make no such motion, then it shall be open to
any other Alderman to snake such motion. And when any
such motion shall have been made, it shall he dealt with in
preeisoly the same maimer as if notice thereof had been given,
subject however to any objection which may exist as to its
not being in accordance with the notice actuallygiven of such
business or with good order. And if no motion shall be made
in reference to such business, the entry relating thereto shall
be struck from the business paper.
S. The orders of the day shall consist of any matters other
than motions on notice which the Council shall at a previous
meeting thereof have directed to be taken into consideration, or which the Mayor or any Committee of the Council
shall have directed to be entered on the business paper for
consideration,
Section 7 of this Part of these By-laws shall be considered applicable to orders of the day and the Aidcrnian
who has the usual charge of, or who has previously moved in
reference to the particular business to which any such order
of the day relates, shall he the person called upon to move
Provided that as to any order of the day entered as aforesaid
by direction of the Mayor, such Mayor may arrange with any
Aldennan to move, and may, in such case, call upon the
Alderman with whom he has so a'rangcd.
It shall be incumbent on every Mdennams presenting a
petition to acquaint himself with the contents thereof, and to
ascertain that it does not contain language disrespectful to
the Council. The nature and prayer of every such petition
shall be stated to the Council by the Alderman presenting
the same. All petitions shall be received only as the petitions
of the parties signing the same. No motion shall, unless as
hereinafter provided, be permissible on the presentation of a
petition, except that the same be received or that it he received
and referred to one of the permaneist Committees hereinafter
mentioned, or that it be received and that its consideration
stand an order of the day for some future meeting Provided
however, that if any Alderman shall have gives) due notice of
a motion in reference to any petition, and such petition shall
have been presented before such Alderman shall have been
called upon to move such motion, the said motion shall, if
otherwise nnobjectionable, he considered in order.
ii. The Mayor shall have the right of directing the attention of the Council to any matter or subject withiu its
jurisdiction or official cognizance, by a minute in writing.
Every such minute shall be written upon paper of the same
kind and with the same margin as a report from a Committee,
and, shall he signed by such Mayor. Mid the consideration
of such minute shall have precedence next after the reading
of eorrespondenee and order made thereon mentioned in Bylaw No. 2, Part I.
Every Alderman who shall make or second any motiou,
or shall propose or second any amendment, Or shall take any
part in any debate or discussion, or shall put or reply to any
question, or shall make any statement, or shall in any other
way or for any other purpose address observations to the
Council, shall while so doing stand up in his customary place,
unless lie shall be prevented from so doing by jensen of some
bodily infirmity, and shall address himself to the Mayor or
other Chairman then presiding Provided that in the case of
a question, such question may, by pennission of such Mayor
or Chainnan, be put directly to the Alderman or officer to be
questioned, and may be replied to in like manner, but in every
such ease the question so put, and the answer thereto, shall
be subject to every legal objoction on the ground of disorder
or irrelevancy. And all members of the Council shall on all
occasions when in such Council address and speak of each
other by their official designations as Mayor, Chairman, or
Alderman, as the case may be, nor shall any Alderman he
'mterrnpted while thus speaking, unless for the purpose of
calling him to order as hereinafter provided.
Every mover of an original motion shall have a right
of general reply to all observations which may have been
made in reference to such motion, and to any amendments
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moved thereon, as well as a right to speak upon every such
amendment. Every Alderman other than the mover of such
original motion shall have a right to speak once upon such
motion and on every amendment thereon. No Alderman
shall speak oftener than once upon any question other than a
question of order, unless when misrepresented or misunderstood, in which ease lie shall be permitted to explain without
adding any, further observations than may he necessary for
the purpose of such explasiatioss. And no Alderman shall he
allowed to speak at any one time longer than fifteen minutes.
An Altlursnan who has moved any motion or amendment shall
be considered to have spoken thereon, but ass Alderman who
shall have seconded any such motion or amendment without
any further observation than that 110 seconded the same shall
he at liberty to speak on such motion or amnendmuent. No
Aldennau shall digress from the subject under discussion or
shall make personal reUcetions on, nor impute improper
nsotives to, any other Alderman.
A debate may be adjourned toa later hour of the day or
to any other day specified, and the Alderman upon whose
motion such debate shall Isave been so adjourned shall be
entitled to pre-audience on the resumption of the same. If
two or more, Aldermen rise to speak at the same time the
Mayor or Chairman shall decide which of such Aldermen shall
be first heard.
Any Aldennass may, request the question or matter
under discussion to he read or stated for his information,
or may require the production of any records of the Council
hearing uponsuch question or matter which are readily
accessible Provided however, that no such request or requisition shall he so made as to interrupt any other Alderman
when speaking, or materially to interrupt the discussion
also that if any such request or requisition shall appear to the
Mayor or Chairman not to have been made bone ,fide it shall
not he complied with.
The Mayor or Chairman shall not move or second any
motion or amendment, nor put any question as provided for
by section 2 of this Part of these By-laws, except as is further
provided for by section 12 of the same but such Mayor or
Chsairnsan shall have the same right as any other Alderman
to speak once upon every such subject or zimnmidmnemst. The
Mayor or Chaisanan shall rise is'hmcn so speaking (unless prevcssted by some bodily infirmity from so doing) but shall he
considered as still presiding.
17, A Call of the Council mmsay be ordered by any resolu
tion of which due notice shall have been givesm, for the consideration of any motion or matter of business before such
Council. There shall, without any special order to that effect
be it Call of the Council for the consideration of every motion
which may be made, and of every motion for the recission of
any resolution, order, or decision of such Council. The Call
shall be made immediately before the motion or business for
which such Call has been ordered or is required to be made
by the Inst preceding section shall be moved or considered.
Sncha Call shall be made as follows The Council Clerk shall
call the names of all the members in their alphabetical order,
each member present shall answer to his named as so called,
and if any members are absent, a record shall he made of
such absence but if leave of absence to amsy such member
shall have previously been granted, or if such an excuse
in writing shall have been forwarded to the Mayor or
Council Clerk as a majority of the Council then present
shall consider satisfactory, such absent member shall
stand excused and a record shall be made of suchexcuse,
Any member of the
and of the reasons
'
for the same.
Council who, having had notice of such Call of the
Council, shall not answer to his namue as aforesaid, , and
shall not he legally excused as aforesaid, and shall fail to
show that by reason of extreme illness, or any other sufficient cause, he has been unable to send an excuse in writing
as aforesaid, or who, having answered to his lsamne as aforesaid, shall not he present wllesi a vote is taken on the motion
or business as to which such Call has been made as aforesaid,
shall, for every such offence, be liable to a penalty of not less
than ten shillings nor mm'orc than five pounds Provided that
if the consideration of every such motion or matter of business
he adjoin-ned to a future day, there shall be a further Call on
the resusssption of such consideration and the provisions
I herein, as to penalties for absence, shall have reference to
such further Call and if there shall he more than one adjournment,this pm'oviso shall be taken to extend to the
resumption of the consideration of such motion or matter of
business after every such adjournment.
18. There shall be four Standing Committees, viz., a By-law
Committee, a Committee for \Vorks, a Emanco Committee,
- and a Committee for General Purposes. The By-law Committee shall prepare for the consideration of the Council,
drafts of all such By-laws as may be required for the good
govensmnent of the Municipal District they shall also wateh
over the administration of the By-laws, and of any Statute of
which the operation has been or may be extended to the said
Municipal District, and shall take such are )a as may henecessary for the prevention or punishment of offenees against such
By-laws or Statutes, and for the presen'ation of public health,
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order, and decency. The Committee for Works shall have
the general direction of all works ordered or sanctioned by
the Council, and the general inspection of all streets roads,
ways, bridges, psthhe reserves, and other public places under
the care and nimsagensent of the Council they shall also
inquire, and rcportfroni time to time, as to such improvements
or repairs as tile)' may think necessary, or as they may be
directed by resolution of the Council to inquire and report
upon. The Finance Committee shall examine and check all
accounts, and shall watch generally over the collection and
expenditure of the Municipal revenues they shall inquire and
report, from time to time, as to all matters which they may
consider to affect, or to he likely to affect, the finances of the
Municipal District, and as to such matters or subjects of
the like nature as they may be directed by resolution of the
Council to inquire and report upon. 'I'lie Committee for Geneml Purposes shall take cognizance of every matter, sulijeet, itor
question withus the jurisdiction of the Council, not comm
within the provInce of one or other of the before-montiouc
Standing Co]nmittees and shall from time to time inquire
into and report upon any such subject, matter, or question as
they may think necessary, or as they may be directed by resolution of the Council to inquire into and report upon.
Every Committee of which the Mayor shall not be a
member shall elect a permanent Chairman of such Committee,
within sevcn lays after their appointment. The Council Clerk
shall call a meeting of any Committee when requested so to
do by the Chairman or any two members of such Committee.
The Chairman of each Standing Committee shall snake, or
cause to be made, in a hook to he kept by him for that purpose, memoranda of all the transactions of such Committee,
which book he shall, On ceasing to be such Chairman, hand
over to the Council Clerk, and by him to the succeeding Chairluau.
With the exception of emergent matters hereinafter
specially provided for, no work affecting tise funds of the said
Municipal District shall he undertaken until the probableexpense thereof sisall have been first ascertained by the Council.
,
or emergent matters, and for necessary current expenses
during the intervals which may elapse between the meetings
of the Council, outlays to the following extent may be incurred —1. By order of the Committee for Works, or of the
Mayor and one member of such Committee, for repairs or
emergent works to the 'extent of five pounds. 2. By order of
the Mayor and any two Aldermen, or without time Mayor, of
any four Aldermen, for any emergent purpose, to the extent of
five pounds .3. By order of the Mayor, for necessary current
expenses, to the extent of two pounds '. Provided that in every
case a detailed report, in writing, of every such outlay, shall
he laid before the Council at its next meeting,—such report to
be signed by the Chairman of the Committee of Works, or the
Mayor, or the Mayor and Aldermen, or the Aldermen without
the Mayor, as the case may he, by whomn such outlay shall
have been authorized. Also, that such outlay shall only he
permissible in reference to matters coming strictly within
the jurisdiction or functions of time Council, and that no outlay involving a disobedience or evasion of any order or resolution of such Council shall oss any pretence be tlmus authorized.
Accounts or demssand, for money, &e
All accounts and demands of money against or from the
Council shall he examined and reported on by the Finance
Committee, before any order shall be ]nnde for payment of
such accounts or demands, No payment shall he so ordered
unless there shall be it certificate or niensorandum from the
Committee, from the Mayor, or from the officer of time Council
to whom the direction os guardianship of such expenditure
properly belongs, showing that the demand is a legitimate
one, and has been duly authorized or inquired into. It shall
he the imnpe'rative dut.y of the Finance Committee to see that
this res1 uiresneut is fulfilled, or to report specially as to the
reasons for its non-fulfilment, before reeonnnending payment:
Provided however, that such special report as last herein
mentioned, may be embodied with the report by which payment of the amount in question is recommended Provided
also, that in eases of special expenditure under section 20 of
this I'art of these By-laws, the report directed by that seeti,ssi
to be laid before the Council shall, if the outlay shall have
been lawfully incurred be deemed a sufficient certificate ; and
providesl further, that in regas'd to salaries and images of
labour, for olfmcers, servants, and lailourer4 enmphoyed at
fixed rates of payment by order of the Cousseil, the certificate
of the Mayor of the amount due to any such ofliccr, servant,
or labourer, and the order of such Mayor for payment of such
amount, shall ic sufficient authorization for such payment;
and such certificate, memoranda, and authorization shall be
attached respectively to the reports from the Finance Committee oil the payments or outlays to which such certificates,
memoranda, or authorizations have reference.
Destrnyimsg records,
Any person destroying, defacing, or altering any record
of the Council shall, for every such offence, he liable to a
penalty of not less than five pounds nor more than fifty
pounds.
-

aondx
2. All bonds given by officers or servants of the Council
for time faithful performance of tiseir duties shall be deposited
with the attorney or the bankers of the Corporation as the
Council may order, and no officer or servant of the Council
shall be received as ssmrcty for amsy other such officer or
servant.
Council cleric's duties, &c.
The Council Clerk, in addition to the duties which by
the Municipalities Act of 1867, or by the present or any other
By-laws thereummder he may he required to perfonn, shall be
the Clerk of all Revision Courts held in the Municipal District
under the provisions of the said Municipalities Act, He shall
also, under the direction of the Mayor, conduct all eorrss1sondenec which may be necessary ore the part of the Council.
lie shall likewise have charge of all the records of such
Council, except such hooks or documents as may (as hereinafter
provided), he entrusted to any other officer, and shall be
responsible for the safe keeping of suds records. lie shall
genem-ally assist the Mayor in carrying out the orders of the
Council and the duties of such Mayor.
Treasurer.
The Treasurer shall have charge of such hooks of
account and other records of the Council as the Council shall
from tinw to time order to lie kept by him, and shall he
responsible-for the safe-keeping of the same and any other
officer of time Council may have other records committed to his
clmas'ge by order of time Coummcil; and in such case shall be
responsible fur'the safe keepimmg thmereof.
Leave of absence, fcc.
No leave of absence shall be granted to the Mayor or to
any Aldenuan otherwise than by a resolution of the Council
adopted after duo notice.
Teselcre.
Whenever A is decided that any work shall be executed,
or any materials supplied, by contract, tenders for the execution of such work, or the supply of such materials shall be
called for by public notice as imereinafter provided.
nraft of imltcsldcd By-hue.
25, A draft of every intended By-law shall lie in the office
of the Council for at least seven days before such draft shall
be taken into consideration by such Council, and slmall be
open to the inspection of any ratepayer who may desire to
inspect the same, and public notice shall he givemm as hereinafter provided that such draft is so lying for inspection.
Itecismion of oremers, Sc.
20, Whenever a motion for the rccission of any order,
resolution, or vote of the Council shall have been negatived,
no other motion to time same efibet shall he ponnissible until a
period of three months- shall have elapsed from the time of
ncgativisig such first-mentioned motion Provided that
nothimmg iserein contained shall he ImelsI to prohilmit the reconsideratioms and aincmsdnuemst of ammy proposed By-law which may
have been submitted to the Governor for confirmation, and
may have been memitted to time Council with suggested amendmerits of the same, or the passage after due notice as hereinbefore provided, and in due course of law, of any By-law for
the repeal or amendment of any other By-law.
Quorum mob presesst,
30. Whenever time consideration of any motion or matter
of business shall have been immterrnptcd by reason of a quorum
not havismg been present, time resumption of such consideration
may be os'chem'ed by resolution of the Council, after clue notice,
ammsl such consideration shall in such case be rcsummmed at the
point where it was so intem-m-nptcd as aforesaid.
Suits amsd is mfonsmatiesssm—lmder I.M.
21 Any suits or infonnations for the emsforcement of penalties for or in respect of breach of time Municipalities Act of
1867, or of any By-law made thereussdcr, or of any Statute,
the operation of which smmay have been extended to the
Municipal District, which may have been directed by the
Council, or by the By-law Committee, or by the Mayor, to be
commenced or laid, shall be so comnmemsccd or laid as follows,
mmamaely When against a member of the Council, or all
Auditor, or any officer of time Corporation, by the Council
Clerk, unless such Council Clerk shall lie the officer to be
proceeded against, and in such case by any other officer mmamned
by tise Council for that purhmose im'hems against an)' other
person, by the officer to whom time carrying out of the
statutory provisiomm or By-law imposilmg the penalty sought to
be emmforccd has booms entrsmsted ; and if theme shall he no such
officer, then by any such officer Or person as shall be appointed
for that pum-pose by time Council or the By-law Committee, or
the Mayor, as the case may he, 0mm directing such sumt or
iuformnntion as aforesaid ; and no such suit shall he brought
or information laid as aforesaid against ammy member of the
Council or Auditor, except by order of such Council; nor
shall any sinmilar proceedmsmg lie taken against any officer of
the Council except on the order of such Council or of the
Mayor, nor against any other person, except upon the order

of the Council, or of the Mayor, or of the By-law Comuiib€ec.
And no such suit shall be directed to be brought, nor shah
any such information be directed to be laid as aforesaid,
except upon all express resolution of the Council, in any case
where the hringuig of such suit, or the laying of such information will be adverse to any previous direction by such
Council, or where on the trial or hearing of any such suit or
information the same shall have been disinisseil on the merits.
Provided that in any case the conduct or prosecution of any
such suit or information may on the order of the Council be
entrusted to all attorney.
Public Notice.
In all cases where public notice is or shall be required
to be given by any By-law of any appointment, resolution,
act, or or, or regulation done, znaãe, or passed, or proposed
to be made, done, or passed by the Council or by any Committee thereof, or by the Mayor or any officer of the said
Council, such notice shall be given and published by posting
the same on or near the outer door of the Council Chambers
for the space of seven days, and by advertising the same
once in some newspaper circulating in the said Municipal
District.
Persons liable to pay rates, &c.
All persons liable to pay any rates shall pay the
amounts thereof within the time prescribed by the ' Municipalities Act of 1867" into the office of the Council Clerk, during office hours. And it shall be the duty of the Council
Clerk to furnish the Mayor with a list of the names of all
persons whose rates are unpaid at the expiration of the times
fixed for the payment of the same. And it shall be the duty
of the Mayor to issue distress van'ants against all such persons, and to cause such warrants to be enforced, or to cause
such defaulters to be sued for the amount of such rates in a
Court of competeist jurisdiction.
PART U.
Bailiff, lion appointed.
1. The Council may froist time to time appoint a Bailiff
to the said Municipal District, and such Bailiff before
entering on the duties of his office shall enter into a bond
for the faithful performance of his duty—himself in the
sum of fifty pounds and, two sureties in the sum of twentyfive pounds each, such sureties to be approved of by the
Mayor. All distresses for rates in arrear in respect of
any premises shall be made by the Bailiff for the time
being on the goods and chattels on the said premises wIsic
in the occupation of the person 'on whous the notice of
assessment and rate was served, under warrant, in the
form of Schedule A hereto, under the hand of the Mayor
or any Alderman who may for the time being be duly
authorized to perform the duties of that office. If the scull
for which any such distress shall have been made shall not be
paid, with costs, as hereinafter provided, on or before the
expiration of five days, the Bailiff shall sell the goods so
distraiued, or a sufficient portion thereof, in the maimer
pointed out by the Act 15 \ ic No, 11, and shall pay over the
surplus (if any) that may remain, after deducting the amount
of the sum distrained for and costs as hereinafter provided,
to the owner of the goods so sold, on demand of such surplus
by such owner. The inventory on making every such distress
shall be in the form set forth in the Schedule 13. And the
person distraining and theperson distrained on shall respectively be entitled to the like advantages as are conferred
on either by the said Act Provided nevertheless that the
fees chargeable and recoverable shall be those set forth in
the Schedule C. And the Bailiff shall hand over to the
Council Clerk all proceeds of every such distress within fortyeight hours after having received the same, less the costs and
charges in said Schedule C.
SChEDULE A.
\Varr,uit of Distress.
of the Municipal District of Lcichhardt, do
, the Bailiff of the said
hereby authorize you
Municipal District, to distrain the goods and chattels in the
dwelling-house (or in and upon the laid and p,'erniae.$) in the
, being
, for
, situate at
occupation of
the amount of rates due to the said Municipal District to the
, for the said dwelling-house (or (earl
day of
or premises as the case flay be), and to proceed thereon for the
recovery of the said rates according to law.
, 18
day of
Dated this
ScHEDULE B.
mn'entory.
I have this day, in virtue of the warrant under the ]land of
of the Municipal District of Leiohhardt, dated
the
distrained the following goods and chattels in the
wc-lling-house (or in coid upon the land and picm.ises) in the

, within the, said
occupation of
, situate at
Municipal District, for
, being the amount of rates
due to the said Municipal District to
day of
1 18 I id of floods and Chattels tlistrnined on
day of
18
Dated this
Sciumsms:I,E C
Costs.
For every warrant of distress .................................
For serving every warrant and snaking levy where the
same is not more than £20 ..............................
Above that sushi in addition for every £10 ..................
For making and furnishing copy, of inventory -----------For alan in possession each day or part of a day .........
For sale, commission, and delivery of goods per pound,
on proceeds of the sale ..................................

s. d.
2 0
2
1
2
5

0
0
0
0

PART 111
New roads, &c.
I. No new public road, street, lane, way, park, or other
place less than forty feet in width proposed to be dedicated
to the public, shall be taken under the charge and management of the Council until after such road, street, lane, way,
or park, shall have been examined by the Committee for
Works and reported upon to the Council by such Committee
Nen' streets, roads, lee.
Whenever any proprietor or proprietors of land within
the said Municipal District shall opeit any road, street, or
way, or lay out any park or other place for public use or
recreation through or upon such land, and shall be desirous
that the Council shall undertake the care and management of
such road, street, way, park, or other place, he or they shall
furnish the Council with a plan or plans, signed by himself or
themselves, showing clearly the position and extent of such
road, street, way, park, or other place as aforesaid.
Neu' road, street, Re.
If the Council shall determine to take charge of any such
roadway or other place as aforesaid, the plan or plans so
signed as aforesaid shall be preserved as a record or records of
the Council and the proprietor or proprietors aforesaid shall
execute such further instrument dedicating such road, way,
park, or other place to public use or recreation as aforesaid as
may be considered necessary by the Committee for General
Ens-poses, and such further mnstrnnsent of dedication shall also
be preserved as a record of the Council.
Emitmnce to premises.
In all eases where access is necessary from a street or
road to any yard, private way, lane, or premises, the person
or persons requiring and using the same shall form and maintain at his or their own cost a crossing over the footpath
through the full depth thereof, to be formed amid constructed
as the Council or their Sun'eyor shall direct, under a penalty
not exceeding twenty pounds nor less than ten shillings
Provided in all cases where the Council shall consider crossings necessary, and the person or persons interested shall fail
to make application for the construction thereof, the Council
shall have power to form any such crossings.
Levels,
The Committee for Works, or any officer or person
acting under the supervision of such Committee, shall, subject
to such orders as shall from time to time be made by the
Council in that behalf, fix and lay out the levels of all public
roads, streets, and ways within the Municipal District, and
the carriage and foot ways thereof; and it shall be the duty of
such Committee, officer, or person, to place posts at the corners
or intersections of any such, public roads and streets, and of
the carriage-ways and foot-ways of such roads and streets,
wherever the same may be considered necessary or desirable
by the Council Provided that there shall be no change of
level in any such public road, street, or 'way, until the same
shall have been submitted to and adopted by the Council as
hereinafter directed.
Altcratio,i of herds.
'Whenever it may be deemed necessary to alter the level
of any such public road, street, or way as aforesaid, the Committee for Works shall cause a plan and section showing the
proposed cuttings, to be exhibited at the Council Chamber for
fourteen days, for thd information and inspection of ratepayers, and shall notify by advertisement in some newspaper
circulating in the Municipal District, that such plan is soopen
for inspection. At a snbsoquent meeting of the Council the
said plan and section shall, if adopted, he mioned by the Chairsnan of such meeting, and eountersigned by ate Council Clerk
and such plan and section so signed and countersigned shall
be a record of the Council.
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(;ral-el &-e., nut to be rcn,ored.
7. Any person who shall form, dig, or opeii any draiii or
sewer, or remove or cause to be removed any turf, clay, semi,
soil, gravel, stone, or other material, in or from ally part of
the carriage or foot way of any road or street or other pi,slslic
° within tile said Municipal District, without leave first
ad and ol tamed 11010 the (Jonncil, or who shall wantonly
break up or otlLerwise damage any such carriage or foot way,
shall on conviction forfeit and pay for every such offence any
sum not exceeding five pounds nor less than 0110 pound.
Holes, &c., not to he made Obsti-octions.- Feileci.
S. Any person or poisons who shall dig or snake, or cause
to be dug or made, any hole or excavation, or leave, or cause to
be left any hole or excavation, or any unenclosed or insufficiently enclosed land adjoi nag or near to any street or public
place within the said Municipal District, for asy purpose
whatsoever, and shall not forthwith enclose, and keep the
same enclosed in a good and sufficient nianner, to the satisfaction of the Committee for Works of the said Municipal
District, or shall keep up, or cause to be kept up and cotstinned any enclosure upon any public street, thoroughfare, or
other public place for all)' time which, in the opinion of the
said Committee, shall be longer than is absolutely necessary,
or shall not place lights upon each side of any such enclosure, and keep the slinc constantly burning from sunset to
sunrise (luring the continuance of any such enclosure, shall
forfeit and pay for every such refusal or neglect any stun not
being less than forty shillings nor exceeding lire pounds. If
any person or persons shall fence across, or fence in, or in
.any way obstruct any public street, or road, thoroughfare, or
highway, within tile said Municipal District, such person Or
persons so offending shall upon conviction forfeit and pay a
sum not exceeding five pounds nor less than two pounds for
every such offence.
Stoppage of Shuffle.
TIse Committee for Works, or any officer or person
acting under the autlsority of such Committee, may at
any time cause the traffic of any street, lane, or thoroughfare, or any portion thereof, to be stopped for the purpose
of repairing the same, or for any necessary purpose and
any person offending against this By-law, eitlser, by travelling
along such street, lane, or thoroughfare, or such portion tilcreof,
or by reluoving or destroying any obstr,ictiols that may be
placed thereon for the purpose of suspanding the traffic, shall
forfeit and pay a penalty of any suln not exceeding live
pounds for every such offence, and not less than two pounds.
Trailing of til,lher, &c.
Any person who shall Ilaul or dra'v, or caused to be
hauled or drawn, upon all)' part of any street or public place
within the said Municipal District., any timber, stone, or
other tising, otlsei-w'ise than upon wlseeled vehicles or harrows,
or shall suffer any timber, stone, or other tiling which shall
be carried principaUy or in part upon any wheeled vehicle or
barrow, to drag or trail upon any part of such street or public
place, to the injury thercof, or to hang over any part of any
such vehicle or barrow, so as to occupy or obstruct the street
beyond the breadth of the said vehicle or barrow, shall ulsoll
conviction forfeit and pay for every such offence a sum of not
more than forty shillings nor less than five shillings.
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Filth on road— Drswing on footsvays,
Any versoi who shall throw, cast, or lay, or shall
cause, permIt, or suffer to be throwll, cast, or laid, or to
remain, any ashes, rubbisls, offal, dung, soil, dead animal,
blood, or other filth, or annoyance, or any matter or thing, in
or upon the carriage-way or foot-way of any street or other
public place ill the said Municipal District, or shall kill,
slaughter, dress, scald, or cut up any beast, swine, calf, sheep,
lamb, or other animal, in or so near to any such street or
other public place, as that any blood or filth shall run or flow
upon or over, or be on any or either of any such carriage or
footway, or shall run, roll, drive, draw, or place or cause,
perlllit, or snifer to lIe run, soiled, driven, drawn, or placed
upon any of the said footways of any such street or public
place, any wnggon, cart, dray, sledge, or other carriage, or
any wheel-barrow, hand-harrow, or truck, or any hogsisead,
cask, or barrel, or shall wilfully lead, drive, or ride, any
horse, ass, mule, or other beast, upon any such footway, shall
upon conviction forfeit and pay, for the first offence, a sum
not exceeding forty shillings, nor less than five shillings for
the second offence a 5U115 not exceeding five pounds nor
less than ten shillings and for the third and every slhhsequent offence, a sum not exceeding ten pounds nor less than
olle pound for each such offence.
Obstruction of footways.
32. Any person who shall set or place, or cause, or permnit
to be set or placed any stall-heard, chopping-block, showhoard (on hinges or otisenvise), basket-wares, merchandise,
casks, or goods of any kind whatsoever, or shall hoop, place,
s'ash, or cleanse, or shall cause to be hooped, placed, washed,
or cleansed, any pipe, barrel, cask, or vessel, in or upon, or
over any carriage or footway, in any street or public place
within the said Municipal District, or shall set out, lay, or
place, or shall cause or procure, pennit, or suffer to be set out,

laid, or placed, any c,,aeh, cart, wan,, si-aggon, dray, wheelbarrow, hand-barrow, sledge, truck, or other carriage, upon
any such carl-iage-way, except for the lwcessal'y ti ne of loadi mig or tuslondi ig such cart, wail,, waggoll, dray, sledge, truck,
or other carriage, or takillg u , or setting ,lown any fare, or
waitillg for passengers whic,, actually himeil, or harnessing or
ussharncssing the horse's or other :nn,nals f,'uln such coach,
cart, 'vain, it aggols, dray, sledge, truck, or other carriage,—
or if ally person shall set on, place, or cause to be set or
placed in or upon or over any such carriage or footway any
timber, stones, i,rieks, hiue, or other materials oi' things for
bni]ding whatsoever (unless tile sasne shall he ellclosed as
herein ( ircctod), or atsy other matters or things whatsoever,. or shall hang out or expose, or shall cause or permit to be
hung out or exposed, any meat or offal. or other tising or
matter whatsoever, from any house or other building over
any part of any such footway or carriageway, Os' over any
area of any ilouse or otiler hnilfhlsg or prelises, on any oth er
matter or tlsing frells all([ Os, the outsi,lo of the front or any
other part of any house or other building or premises over or
next unto any ssscls street or public place, and dm11 not insmediately remove all or any such ,uatters or things being
thereto required by the Inspector of Xnisances or other officer
appointed by the said Conneil,—or if any person who, having
in pursuance of any such reqisisition as aforesaid, removed or
caused to be removed any such stall-hoard, show-board, chopping-block, basket-wares, meroisandise, casks, goods, coeds,
cart, Ivails, waggosl, dray, wised-barrow , imalsd-barrow, sledge,
truck, can'iage, tinsber, stones, bricks, hole, most, offal, or
other matters or things, shall at any time thereafter again set
lay or place, expose, at-psst out, or cause, lsroeure, permit, or
suffer to be set, laid, placed, exposed, or pnt out, the same or
silty of thelu, or any other stall-board, s]sow-hoard, eisoppingblock, basket-wares, merchandise, goods. timber, stones,
hs-icks, losse, coach, cart, wails, waggon, dray, truck, wisedbarrow, isand-ban,-ow, sledge, mneitt, offal, or otiscr things or
matter whatsoever (save and except as aforesaid), in, t1015, or
over any such carriage or foot way of or next unto any such
street or public place as aforesaid, shall, upon conviction, for
every such offence forfeit and pay—for the first offence a sum
not exceeding forty shillings nor less than five sililFmsgs, for
tlse secomsd offence a sisiss not exceeding five pounds liar less
than ten shillings, and for a thsird and every subsequent offence
a sum not exceeding ten pounds nor less than one ponlsd
Provided that slothllsg herein colstaimled shall lie dedlssed to
pt-event amm' person frons placing an awnillg in frosmt of his or
her shop or isoisse in such lnamsner as tis at such awn isig shall
be at least seven feet aisove the height of tlse footway, and
that the posts be placed close to the kerhstosme or outer edge
of such footway.
Carr'l,mg offal, &t.
1 3. Any person or persons who shall convey, carry, or cause
to be conveyed or carried, in any cart, carriage, or other veindo, or by any other colstrlvassce, any slamsghter-house refuse,
offal, msigist-soil, hones, ansmolsiacal hiquos', or other offesssive
matter, througis, or in any sti-ect, road, or public place within
the said Municipal District, between the hotirs of amine o'clock
in the sssorning and six o'clock at night, or who shall fill any
cart or other vehicle so as to turn over or cast ally slau&ltcr.
lsonse refuse, offal, ssiglst-soil, amnmnoniaeal liquor, siop, Inmrd, or
elsamsnol dirt, or filtls iss or upon anystreet, road, or public place,
or who shall deposit any slammgister-isoimse refuse, offal, ssight.
soil, ansmnotsiacal hquom-, blood, or other ofl'ensive matter nearer
to any street, road, public place, or dwelling-house than one
humsdre,l yards, or who shall remove slaughter-house refuse,
offal, bosses, ssigist-soil, or other offensive matter except hetweess the hours of six o'clock at nighmt and nine o'clock in
mn
the onhilsg,
and then not otlserwise thsau in properly covered
and water tight darts, or who shall cause or suffer any vehicle
used for this purpose to stalmd on ,smmy ps'eluiscs within one
lmussdrcd yards from aiy such street, road, or dweiliug-lsouse,
sisall for every suehoffesscepay anysuns not exceeding ten pounds
nor less than two pounds, and for every suhseqsment offence
all)' sum not exceeding twenty poulsds nor less than five
pounds, and the Issspeetor of Numsamsecs shall have power to
issspcct the contents of all vehicles carrying or smsed for convcying such offensive matters as aforesaid,
Furious C nis'i mg snd riding,
Any person who shall ride or drive furiously so as to
essdangcr the life or lives of anypersols or persons within any
streets, roads, or ways of the said Municipal District, or shall
break in any horse, or sisall drive alsyearriagcfor the pm-pose of
breaking in such horse or lsorscs to tho danger of the passengcs's
in any street, road, or way within the said Municipal District
shall for every such offence pay any sum not exceeding ten
pounds nor less than two pounds.
Dnivimsg cattle, &L'.
Any person or persons driving cattle, excepting working
bullock,, lnihch COWS, 01' isorses On any road, street, or public
place within the boumsdarios of the said Municipal District,
unless between tile Isours of tess o'clock at night and eight
o'clock in the mnonmismg, shall oss conviction forfeit and pay any
snot not exceeding five pounds nor less than forty slullmngs for
every such offence,
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Drafting cattle, &o.
Any person or persons drafting cattle upon any road,
street, or public place within the boundaries of the said Municipal District, shall upon conviction be fined in any sum not
xceeding five pounds nor less than two pounds.
Blasting, &c-.
No person shall blast, or cause to be blasted, any stone or
rock within one hundred yards of any public street or road
in the said Municipal District, without the pennission of the
said Council, or Council Clerk, or otiaer person appointed by
the Council for that purpose and any person contravening
this By-law, shall on conviction forfeit and pay a sum not exceeding five pounds nor less than two pounds.
Lamp, &c.
IS. Any person who shall wantouly or maliciously break or
injure any lamp or lamp post, or extinguish any lamp set up
for public convenience in the said Municipal District, shall
forfeit and pay for every such offence any sum not less than
two pounds nor more than five pounds.
Damaging toil Or other public building, asAny person who shall damage any public buildmg. tollgate, toll-bar, toll-board, v-all, parapet., fence, sluice, hri'lge,
culvert, sewer, water-course, or other public property within
the said Municipal District, shall fo]feit and pay a sum not exceeding ten pounds nor less than two pounds.
Daii,agiiig trees or shrubs, ku.
Any person v-ho shall wilfully and without the authos-ity
of the Council, cut, break, bark, i-cot up, or otherwise destroy
or damage the whole or any part of any tree, sapling, shrub,
or underwood, growiugin or upon any street or place under the
management of the Council, shall forfeit any sum not exceeding ten pounds nor less thau one llOtlWl.
Animals thrown in w,ttsr, &.
Any person who shall cast any filth, rubbish, or any
dead animal, or any animal with intelt of drowning, into any
public watercourse, sewer, watetbole, river, creek, or canal,
or who shall suffer slops, suds, or filth of any kind to flow
from his or her premises over any of thu footways or streets
ofth e Municipal District, or perit
]n or cause by Illealls of
pipes, slloots, channels, or other contrivances, filth of any kind
whatsoever to flow into any public watercourse, waterholo,
river, creek, or canal, or shall obstruct or divert froite its
channel any sewer or watercourse, river, creek, or canal, shall
forfeit any sum not exceeding five pounds nor less than one
pound.
])esti animals, mode of roilioval.
U any animal shall die in ally part of the said Mimi1
rict, and the owner of such animal or the occupier
MDist
he place, if pritatc property, where such aiiitrtal shall have
died, shall not cause such anisual to be immediately destroyed
by fire, or so effectually reniove,l and disposed of that no
nuisance can possibly result therefrom in any part of the said
Municipal District, lie shall for every such offence forfeit and
pay any sum not exceeding fifty pounds nor less that, teit
pounds.
Dead animals on road or street, &c.
If any animal shall die on any road, street, or public
place within the said Municipal District, or within half a
mile of any road, street, or public place, or (if any dwellinghouse, and the owner of such animal, or the occupier of the
place, if private property, where such animal shall have died,
shall not immediately cause such animal to be effectually
removed and disposed of as aforesaid, or destroyed as aforesaid
on the spot where it shall have died, if a quarter of a mile from
any dwelling-house, or if such spot shall not be a quarter of a
mile from any dwelling-house, if such owner (Sr occupier shall
not immediately cause such animal to be effectually removed
as aforesaid, or to be removed to some place not less than a
quarter of a mile from any dwelling-house and there dcsts-oyed
as aforesaid, every such owner or occupier shall for every
such offence forfeit and pay any sum not exceeding ten pounds
nor less than two pounds,
Power of Inspector as to dead animals on 5th-sIte premises.
The Inspector of Nuisances, or any other officer
appointed by the said Council of the said Municipal District,
with his assistant, may at any hour enter upon any premises
or place within the said Muniepal District whore any animal
has died, and require the owner or occupier of such premises
or place immediately to destroy such animal by fire, and if
necessary to remove the same for that pnrpose as such
Inspector of Nuisances or other officer appointed by the said
Council shall direct, or otherwise forthwith effectually to
Itmove and dispose of the same as aforesaid, in default of
which it shall be lawful for any one or isioi-c of such officers
to cause such animal to be removed for that purpose, and
every owner or occupier of such premises or place failing,
lectiug, or refusing to comply with suchrequisition, sisal I
for eit and pay any suns not exceeding thirty pounds nor less
than three pounds.

Dead animals in certain cases-co be removed at cost of Municipality.
If any animal shall die in any public street or place
within the said Municipal District, and the owner or any
person having charge of such animal cannot at the time be
found or ascertained, it shall be immediately removed by the
Inspector of Nuisances or othe? officer appointed by the said
Council, and destroyed in the manner aforesaid, at the cost of
the said Municipal District.
Hog-sties to lie forty vanis from rtreets, and animals suffered to stray, &c.
Any person who shall breed or keep any kindof swine
in any house, building, yard, garden, or other place situated
and being within forty yards of any street or public place in
the said Municipal District, or shall suffer any kind of swine
or any horse, ass, mule, sheep, goat, cow, or any other animal
of a like nature belonging to him or her, or under his or her
charge, to stray or go about, or to be tethered or depastured
in any street. road, or public place, shall on conviction forfeit and pay any sum not exceeding forty slullings nor less
than five shillings for such and every animal so bred, kept,
suffered to stray, or goabout, or to he tethered, or depastured
in any such street, road, or public place as aforesaid Provlded that if after duo inquiry shall have been made the
ois'mter thereof cannot lie discovered, it shall lie lawful for the
said Council to cause to be destroyed any swine or goats so
straying, tethered, or depastnrcd. And tlae owner or occupier
of any laouae or premises (Sr other place within the said Municipal District, wherein any such swine, horse, ass, mule, sheep,
goat, cow, or other animal is kept, fed, milked, or used in
any 's-as' whatsoever, shall, within the meaning of those By.
laws, lie deensed the owner of every such animal so bred, kept,
suffered to stray, or to be tethered, or depastured in any such
street or public place as aforesaid, and the words ''all)' house,"
"building, '''yard," ''garden," or ''other place" wherein any
kind ofswineshallhebred orkeptas aforesaid, shallrespectively
be deemed hog-sties within the meaning of those By-laws, and.
thcword ''horses" shall besllfficient desigsiation foranyeutires,
geldings, snares, or foals, and the word ''cattle" for any bulls,
oxen, cows, or calves, when more than one is the subject of
any ietfonnation and snmnmuons under the provisions of these
By-laws.
Poller to impound.
The Inspector of Nuisances or any other person duly
autllol'ized by the said Council shall have the power to mlpound, in the public pound of the said Municipal District, all
animals of evel-y description found straying within the said
Municipal District.
l'renuses and offal, &c.
Any owner or occupier of any house, premises, or place
within the said Municipal District who shall neglect to
keep clean all Inivate avenues, passages, yards, and ways,
within the said premises, so as by such neglect to cause an
nuisance by offensive smell, or who shall suffer any slaughterhouse m-cfusc, offal, bones, or any decomposed substamscc under
any process or otherwise to remain in or upon any premises
in the said Municipal District, or who shall allow the remains
of any boiled carcass or boiled slaughter-house refuse, bones,
offal, or liquid, to remain or stand in any cart, boiler, trongh,
cask, tub, in any shod, house, yard, paddock, or other place
within the said Municipal District, until it shall become an
nuisance by causing all offensive snaoll or otherwise, shall for
every such offence pay any sum not exceeding fifty pounds
nor less than two pounds, and for every subsequent offence
any sum not exceeding fifty, pounds nor less than five pounds.
And the Inspector of Nuisances, or any other officer appointed
by the said Council, for the purpose of abating those nlnsances,
ulav, when and as often as lie shall see occasion, with any
assistance lie may deem fit, shsit and immspect all pnvate
avenues, passages. yards, ways, premises, butchers shambles,
slaughter-houses, tannery, sties, boiling-down, and fellusongering establishments in the said Municipal District, and an
proprietor or proprietors of such establishments who sha
sufler soul) or other offensive liquid to run through any draiu
w or pipes into any creek, or cause to pollute any creek
seer,
or other place in a like nsanuor, shall forfeit and pay a
similar penalty as aforesaid.
eomplaiilcs respecting dirty mirdnlises, kr..
tpon the eolnplaint of any householder that the house,
premises, yards, closets, or drains of the neigllhouring or adjoining premises are a nuisance or offensive, the Inspector of
Nuisances, or any other officer appointed by the said Council,
shall make an inspection of the premises complained of. And
the officer of the said Council shall have the full power, with.
out any other authority than this By-law, to go upon such
premises for the aforesaid purpose. And any person who shall
personahly, or by any person in his employincut or under his
coutlol, suffer any waste or stagnant water, or any muck, filth,
soil, or other offensive usatter to remain in any cellar or
place within any dwelling-house or premises within the said
Municipal District for the space of twenty-four hours after
siritteis notice to hisn from the Inspector of Nuisances, or
officerof the Council, to remove the same, or shall in like manner suffer the contents of any water-closet, privy, or cesspool
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to overflow or soak therefrom, shall for every such offence
forfeit and pay a stun not exceeding two pounds nor less thait
five shillings, and the like sun' for every day that the some
shall reinaul after such notice and the Council may remove
or abate the nuisance.
Every person who in any street or other public
place or passage within the said. Municipal District, to the
obstruction, aimoyaitce, or danger of the residents or passeitgors, shall commit any of the following oftnees. shall on conviction for any and every such offence, forfeit and pay apenalty
of not more than two pounds for less than ten shillings—
Every person who shall carry or convey, or cause to be
carried or conveyed in any street or public place the
carcass or any part of the carcass of any newly
slaughtered animal without sufficient and proper cloth
covering the saute for concealment from public view,
or shall hawk or carry about butcher's meat for sale
without covering the same as aforesaid.
Every blacksmith, whitessnith, anchorsmith, nail-maker,
metal-founder, lime-burner, brick-maker, potter, or
or other person using a forge, furnace, or kiln, and
having a door, window, or aperture fronting or opening into or towards any street, lane, or passage, and
not enclosing such (leer, or not fastening the shutters
or other fastenings of such window, and closing such
aperture, or placing a screen before the same every
evening within one hour after sunset, so as to
effectually prevent the light from showing through
the doorway, window, or aperture next or upon such
street or lane or passage.
Every person who shall within the distance of one hundred
yards from any dwelling-house hunt any lags, bones,
cork, or other offensive substanee, to the annoyance
of any inhabitant.
Every person, who shall carrygoods, tools, implements,
ladders, scaffolding, or alLy frasllc, to the aunoyaucc of
any person upon the footway, of any street or other
public footway.
Every person driving ally cart, waggon, dray, coach,
hackney-carriage omnibus, gig, or other carriage
whatsoever who silall not keep to the near or left-hand
side of such street, road, thoroughfare or public place,
or passage, except when passing any other carriage
or other vehicle which is stationary or going in the
same direction, or shall in any manner prevent wilfully any other person from passing bun or any
carriage Ililder his care, upon such street, road,
thorougllf are, or public place, or passage, or by neglince or by misbehaviour pleveslt, injure, or interrupt
ge free passage of any carriage or person in or upon
the same, and every person having the care or
charge of any cart, waggon, dray, waill, or van, which
shall be drawn by two or more horses or other beasts,
who shall ride on the sanle without sufficient reins to
guide the annuals drawing the same
Every person driving or having the care or charge of any
wain, waggoli, vail, cart, or dray, which shallbedrawi,
by any li,irse or other animal, amId driven or guided by
reins, who shall wilfully allow tise horse or other
animal thawing the ab
.... to pi-reeetl out of walking
pace.
']'be owner of every such svain, waggon, vail, cart, dray,
as last above mentioned, who shall allow the same
to be driven throllgh the said Municipal District
witilout having his name alId place of abode painted
in full length on the off side legibly, at least two
inches high and proportiollably broad, in white
letters on a black ground such cart as
'I'he driver or person ill charge of
aforesaid wllo shall refuse to give
any Ilit and the
owner's name and address, or shall give a false or
fictitious name of himself or the owner, or of the
place of abt,de of either of them.
L'iacard,, Sc,
Every person who shall paste or otherwise affix any
placard or other paper upon any wall, lIons, building, fence, or enclosure, or who shall chalk or paint,
or in any other manner mark or disfigure such wall,
house, building, fence, or enclosure, unless with the
consent of the owner thereof,
Offe,imes aizain,t ,1eoonc', Sc
Any person who shall offend against decency by exposure of his or her person, ill any street or public place
within the said Municipal District, or in the view thereof,
shall on conviction forfeit and pay for every such offence a
sum not exceeding tea pounds nor less than five pounds.
Heuses of Iti-fuesUpon representation of any respectable ratepayer that
any house or premises within the said Municipal District, and
near to the residence of such ratepayer, is of ill-fnnle, it shall
be lawful for the By-law Committee to cause the residents of
such house or premises to furnish to the Council a list of the
names, ages, sexes, and occupations of all the inmates of the

said house or premises, and upon nen-eompliaslee with such
request, or if upon consideration the said Committee consider
the house to he one of ill-fame, they shall, \Vitil the sanction of
the Council, declare the same to be a nuisance, and shall cause
a notice in writing to be serve,1 upon the holder of such house
or premises, or any person residemlt or being tilel'ein, to uscontinue or abate the said lluism,lce within forty-eight hours
after the receipt of such j,otice. And if such nuisance he not so
abated, the holder of such house or premises, or other person
residing or being therein and acting as such holder, shall be
liable.to be proceedeil against for such nuisance, and shall on
conviction thereof forfeit and pay any null not less than two
pounds nor more than twenty pounds, and if such 'auisanee
shall not be abated within forty-eight hours after such conviction, such holder of such house, or such other person residing or being them-the as aforesaid, shall forfeit and pay for such
second ofihnee, a stills of not less thai, five pounds nor more
than fifty pounds. And if a further period of fomYty-eight
hours shall elapse after such second conviction without the
abatement, of such nuisance, such holder of such 110us$ or
other person residing or being therein as aforesaid, shall for
such thir,l offeaee pay any sum not less than ten pounds nor
more than fifty pounds.
New ce,llct,riosNo person or persons shall open any new cemetery or
h,urisl gm-ouiid within a distance of one hundred yards from
any existing cemetery or burial ground withi,, the saki
Municipal District.
Graves find vao]ts.
34Ev ery grave or vault shIn11 be of the depth of seven feet
at least, and not less than sevesl feet distant from any other
gI-ave or vault, and not more than two adults shall be interred
lii one glove within the said -Municipal District.
Doilies ii at to be atcrreI in ti ill err-lain ill stliicea,&e
:45. No body shall be interred in any existing cemetery now
opened for burials within the distance of one hundred feet
from any public building, place of - voi-ship, - school-room,
dwclling-house, public pathway, street, road, or place whatsoever, within the said i\l sulieipal District, and no body shall be
interred in any now ceusetery that may be hereafter opened
within the said distance of one huu,lred feet front any such
public building, place of worallip, school-room, dwellingllouse, 1otblie pathway, street, road, or place whatsoever,
within tIme said Municipal District.
Hour,, for interi,iei, to.
No intersneslt shall take place before the hour of S a-rn
nor after time hour of 5 p. iii., within the said Municipal
District.
lissrill, coiltmrs to Ily-havs, Se Any person or persons having tIme charge of any
cemetery, or other person or persons who shall knowingly
iliter, or cause to be interred. any body within the said Municipal District contrary to the provisions of those By-laws, or
othlerwise eoin,nit a bi-each of any of them, shall for every
such offence be liable to a penalty not exceeding fifty pounds
nor less than live pounds, and for every subsequent offence to
any paualty not exceeding the first mentioned amount nor
less than ten pounds.
Noisome and offensive trades.
No person shall carry Oil any, mloisosne or offensive trade
within the said Municipal District, so as to injure or be a
nuisance, as hereinafter stated to the inhabitants thereof.
.11oihing-dou-n estabhislm,nesits, S-c.
Any manufacture, trade, calling or operation, in the conducting. following. or carrying on of which, or in consequence
of, Or in eOmulectioll therewitls, or fm-out the premises where the
g, vapour,
same is condueteil, followed, or carried on, anyas
of, effiuvia, or any large c1uamltitics of smoke sitaR be evolved
or discharged, which gas, vapour, effluvia, or smoke shall be
calculated to injure animal orvegetable life, or thmeboiling-down
Or stealnimlg of a carcass or part of a carcass of any amnial,
slaughter-house refuse, offal, bones, or the keeping of stacked
bones tinder amnmoniacal process, or thme letting off of any
liquid, steam, or vapour from any boiling-down whereby any
such manufacture, trade, calling, operation, steaming, boilingdown of any carcass, part of it carcass, refuse, offal, the letting
off of any gas, liquid, steam, or effluvia from bones, or other
vapour emanating fromn any process, liquid, or decomposed
matter or substance whatsoever, shall cause an offensive smell,
or in any other way to injure or be a nuisance to the inhabitants or to any portion of the inhabitants of the said Municipal District, or to Imeople passismg through the said Municipal
District, shall be considerel-1 a mloisosne and offensive trade
within the meaning of those By-laws and, generally, anything
that by definition of law can be held or construed to be a
nuisance within the meaning of the Municipal Act of 1867, or
otherwise according to the principles of common law on
which the Municipal law is based, shall be deemed a nuisance,
audit shall be in the power of the Council to cause inquisition,
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and the Inspector of Nuisances or other officer appointed by
the Council for that purpose may take legal proceedings for
the abatement of the same, and the party or parties offending
therein, for every such offence as aforesaid, shall be liable to
an)' penalty not exceeding fifty pounds nor less than twentyfive pounds.
Boili ,ig-elowii, hog-sties, &c., Council nec indict.
40. In case any boiling-down, privy, hog-sty, sink, cesspool, yard or enclosure, or any matter or thing which shall at
any time be in any place within the said Municipal District
shall be or become a nuisance, it shall be lawful for the
Council, after due investigation, by notice in writing, to order
the removal of the said nuisance within seven days after such
notice shall have been given to the owner or occupier o( the
premises wherein such nuisance is situated, or shall have been
left for such owner or occupier at his or her last or usual place
place of abode, or on the said premises, and every such owner
or occupier refusing or neglecting to ,enmove or abate such
nuisance pursuant to such notice and to the satisfaction of the
Council, shall forfeit and pay any 511111 not exceeding fifty
pounds nor less than five pounds.

]'Alrr l\
Erection of house, foe for pci-i,iissiou, &r.
No person shall be pennitted to erect any house, shop,
or other building, in any street, lane, or plac witllin the said
Municipal District, without first serving seven days notice in
writing on the Mayo! or Council Clerk before eomnleneing the
same, stating his intention, and describing the proposed situation of the building or e,eetion, and every owner of, and every
contractor for, such house, shop, or other building, .or any part
thereof, cosninellcing to build or work thereon without such
notice having been given, and shall at the time the said notice
is given as aforesaid, pay unto the Council Clerk a fee of five
sllfililsgs for permission to erect any fence or any such house,
shop, coach-house, stables, or other detached bnildings to be
so erected on any premises, street, lane, or other place
within the said Municipal District, shall forfeit and pay for
every such offence any suni not exceeding fom-ty shillings nor
less than five shillings.
I'ipe,, gutters, &o.
It shall not be lawful for any person to carry by means
of pipes, gutters, or other contrivances, an)' mite water from the
soof of his or her premises or house upon any of the footways of
any street or public place within the said Municipal District,
and any owner or occupier of any such house or premises who
shall neglect or refuse to remedy or remove any such pipes,
gutters, or eont,-ivances when required to (to so by any officer
of the said Council, shall on conviction forfeit and pay any
sun, not exceeding two pounds nor less than five silillilsgs
I'ro,-i,led that the owner or occupier of any such premises or
house may convey any such rain water by means of pipes laid
1,ilder the surface of any such footways into the gutter
adjoining the same, subject to the approval of the Improvesuent Committee.
Private Oral,,,, &c.
It shall not be lawful for any person without notice to
the Council, or otherwise according to such plans and directiolls -as such Council nlay make and give, to make or branch
any private drain or sower into any of the public drains or
sewers, or into any drain or sewer communicat sg therewith,
aml in case any person or pci-sons shall make or l,ranch any
private drain or sewer into any of the said drains or sewers,
or into any drain or sewer communicating or to eonrsnunicate
therewith, without 511011 notice or otherwise than as aforesaid,
every person so offending shall for every such offence forfeit
and pay any sun) not exceeding fifty- polsl'ols, nor less than
two pounds.
Drai,,s to lie L- e1it tIe,,,.
All drains or sewers corumunicatmig with any public
drain or sewer shall from time to time be repaired and cleansed
under the inspection and direction of the Council, at the
costs and charges of the ocenpiei-s of the houses, buildings,

iruids, and premises to which the said private sewers or drains
shall respectively belong, and is, ease any person slIall neglect
to repair and cleanse, or cause any such private drains or
sewers to be repaired and cleansed according to the direction
of the said Council, he or she sllnil forfeit and pay for every
such offence any sum not exceeding five pounds nor less than
0110 pound.
Storm water overfion-ing on pathwnys, &c
5 Every owner or occupier of land in, adjoining to, or near
to any street, if such land slIall lie so situated that surface or
storin water from or upon the same shall overflow, or shall
tend natsu-ally, if not otherwise dischlarged, to overflow any
footway of any such street, shall within seven days next after
the service of notice by the Council for that purpose, coststruet and lay from such point upon such ],and being near to
the footway as shall be specified in such notice by plan
appended or otherwise, and lsighcr in level than the bottom of
the channel at the outer edge of the footway, to the said
channel, and through, under, and trallsverscly to the footway,
and keep in good condition a good and sufficient covered drain
or tm-sInk, subject to the insllection of the Council or its proper
officers, and in default of compliance with any such notice
within the period aforesaid, or with the provisions of this
section, such owner or occupier shall forfeit and pay a sum not
exceeding five pounds nor less than forty slsillings. And if
within seven days after such conviction such owner or occupier
shall still have failed to colnply with such notice or other-wise
in default as aforesaid, lIe or she shall forfeit and pay any sum
not less than one pound nor more than tell pounds, and for
cvel-y furtllér such offence lie shall forfeit and pay any suin not
less than two pounds nor more than twenty pounds. And every
such owner or occupier who shall still have made default as
aforesaid for more tIsamI seven days after such second or any
future conviction, shall be held guilty of a further offence
within the mlleanlng of this section.
ilorses fastened to back or sides of vehicles, La
6. Any person who shall fasten, tie, or allow to be fastened
or tied, any horse or ilorses to the back or,sides of any dray,
cart, or other vehicle, while moving or otherwise in any street,
road, or public place within the said Municipal District, shall
forfeit and pay any sum not exceeding two pounds nor less
thall five shillings for every such horse so fastened or tied as
aforesaid, and for every subsequent offence, any sum not
exceeding five pounds nor less than ten shillings; and the
personfound in charge of such horses, dray, cart, or other
vehicle, shall be the person against WhOln proceedings shall be
taken under these by-laws.
I'ART V
Interfes-imig 551151 officer.
Any person or Ilemisoris who shall obstruct any officer of
the said Council while in the performance of his duty, or who
shall interfere with any officer of the said Council doing, or
performing, or going to perfonn, or retslruillg from the per.
formancc of any duty or act under these By-laws, by using
any tilroats, offensive language, lunderance, or insulting language towards the said officer, in any street, road, or other
idace within the said Municipal District, shall forfeit and pay
for every such offence a penalty not exceeding twenty pounds
'br less than two pouslds.
Construction of ]'ensss.
Iii the coustructio,, of the foregoing By-laws the provisions
of the Act 16 Victoria No. 1, shall be applied so far as the
same may be applicable.
Made and passed by the Municipal Council of the MnllicilIa1 District of L-eiehhardt, in Council assembled,
this 18th day of December, 1870.
(La.)
-JOHN YOUNG,
lsl.ayor.
WALTEu BEAnES, Council Clerk.

'h)iossas Rieh,,,rds, Os,,- crms,sse,st Prlsitsr.—lSso_
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1879-80.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

MTJNIC)IPA LITIE S.
(MUNICIPAL DISTRICT OF HAY—BY-LAWS.)

4trøentsb to 3jadianwnt, pursuant to Ret 31 Bitt.

je. 12, zcc, 158.

Colonial Secretwis Oflce,
Sydney, 5th June, 1880.
MUNICIPAL DISTRICT OP HAY.
Br—LAWS.

THE following By-laws, made by the Council of the Municipal District of Hay for the prevention of fires, having been confirmed
by His Rxcelleney the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, are published in accordance with the requirements
of the Municipalities Act of 1887.
HENRY PARKES.
Murroirn DIsruIeT or HAL—Br-LAWS FOR TUE Pnivnxnor or Pins.
let. No person shall make or knowingly permit to be made any fire in the open air nearer than 25 feet to any building or
fence, except in properly constructed fireplaces or furnaces, under a penalty not exceeding ten pounds nor less than one pound.
2nd. Any person throwing hot ashes or live coals nearer to any buildings or fences than 25 feet, shall be liable to a penalty
not exceeding five pounds nor less than one pound.
3rd. Any person who willingly sets or causes to be set on fire any chimney-flue or stove-pipe shall be liable to a penalty not
exceeding five pounds nor less than one pound.
4th. If any chimney accidentally catch or be on fire, the person occupying or using the premises in which such chimney is
situated, shall forfeit a sum not exceeding forty shillings, provided always that such forfeiture shall not be incurred if such
person prove to the satisfaction of the Justices before whom the case is heard, that such fire was in no wise owing to the omission,
neglect, or carelessness, whether with respect to cleansing such chimney or otherwise, of.biinself or his servant.

Agreed to at a meeting of the Municipal Council held on the 29th day of January, 1880.
LB.)

[3d.]

506—

ALLEN LAKEMAN,
Mayor.
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1879-80.
NEW SOUTIFI WALES.

MUNICIPALITIES ACT OF 1867 AND NUISANCES
PREVENTION ACT, 1875.
(BOROUGH OF ORANGE—AMENDED BY-LAWS.)

Vrc8dnicb to Vnrlianicnt, yMrzunni to ,3th Si tc.

co. 12, ocr. 15$, nub 29 Vic. tTo. 14, ocr. 18.

Colonial Secretary's Office,
Sydney, 29th May, 1880.
BOROUGH OF ORANGE.
AMENDED BY-LAWS.

THE following amended By-laws, made by the Council of the Borough of Orange, having been confirmed by His Excellency
the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, are published in accordance with the requirements of the Municipalities Act of 1867, and the Nuisances Prevention Act, 1875.
HENRY PA1tKES,

By-saws to regulate, by meal's of Standing Orders, the proceedings of the Municipal Council of Orange, for the general
good rule and government of the Municipality, and for the
collection of rates, the prevention and abatement of nuisances,
under the powers conferred by the ''Nuisances Prevention
Act of 3875," and other matters.
That the By-laws made and passed by the Municipal
Council on the third day of November, 1868, under the
powers for that purpose given by the 'Municipalities Act of
1858," and those made and passed by the said Council on the
twenty-eighth day of November, 1876, under the powers for
that purpose given by the "Municipalities Act of 1867," so far
as the same may now be in force, except as to any portion of
such By-laws as repealed, any former By-laws made and
passed under the said first mentioned Act shall be and the
same are hereby repealed, and in lieu thereof the following
shall be the By-laws of the Municipality of Orange.
Moetizigs of Murnolpal C,,uncli, and Duties of Mayor and Aldermen.
The Council shall meet at the Court House, or other
place that may hereafter be appointed, within the Borough of
Orange, at 7 o'oloc]r p.nl. en every alternate Tuesday, for the
trnusaotion of business, unless otherwise adjourned, subject,
however, to the provisions of the Municipalities Act of 1667.
- 3. There shall be two half-yearly Meetings of the Council
in the months of March and Septesnber, in meh Municipal
year, for the purpose of making up the accounts of the Municipality for the half-year respectively expiring in the proceeding months of February and August in such year, and auditjug the same.
The Mayor or presiding Alderman shall preserve order,
and his decision on disputed points of order shall be final.
The Mayor or presiding Alderman may take part in all
the proceedings of the Council.
When the Mayor or presiding Alderman is called upon
to decide upon a point of order or practice be is to state the
roles applicable to the ease, without argument or comment.
The Mayor or presiding Alderman shall put all questions
and declare the sense of the Council thereon.
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S. If two or more Aldermen rise to speak at the mane time
the Mayor orpresiding Alderman shall decide which aldermali is entitled to pro-audience.
9. The Mayor or presiding Alderman may, without waiting
for the interposition of any Alderman, call to order any Alder.
man proeeednig to speak a second time on the same subject,
except in the way of explanation only, or of reply by the
mover of any motion then under consideration.
10. The Mayor or presiding Alderman shall oil every motion
made put the question first in the affinnative and then in the
negative, and he may do so as often as may be necessary to
enable him to forni and declare his opinion from the show of
hands as to which party- has the majority.
11. Every Alderman shall enter his name and address in a
book to be kept by the Council Clerk where snnamonses and
other papers may be left for him.
12. Every Alderman present at any meeting shall record Ins
vote openly upon all subjects.
Onler of sinsincan
13. The business of the Council shall be taken in the following order
Reading, confirming, and signing minutes of last
meeting.
Reading of copies of letters sent by authority of
Council.
Reading of letters received, and considering and ordering thereon.
Reception and reading of petitions and memorials, but
without discussion.
Reception and reading of reports from pennanent and
select committees, and ordering thereon.
Order of the day and adjourned motions.
Motions according to notice.
S. Payment of accounts and special payniesits.
14. All motions shall be made and petitions presented by
Aldermen in their places, and every Alderman shall stand when
speaking and address the chair.
15. The order of the day shall inelnde all business of which
no notice has been given and all matters arising out of former
meetings of the Council
-
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Any motion entered on the notice paper, and the Alderman having given notice of the same being absent, and no other
Alderman having been deputed to bring forward such motion
when the business is called on, shall be struck out of the paper.
Any number of amendments may he proposed on a
motion before the Council, and when more than one amendment is moved, the question shall first be put on the last
amendment, and then on the next preceding, and so on, in
the reverse order in which they were moved except when
such motion or amendment shall relate to the acceptance of
tenders, the fixing of salaries, or other matters of finance, in
which case the lowest sum shall be put first, then the next
lowest, and so on to the highest.
is. It shall not be necessary for any motion to be seconded.
Motions for adjourumentshall be put witlsoutdiscussion,
and if negatived it shall not be competcnt for any Aldennan
to make a similar motion until half an hour shall have
elapsed.
Motions to rescisid or to vary a fonner vote of the
Council shall not be moved without express notice for the
purpose given in writing at least four (lays previous to the
meeting at which it is intended to move the sante.
Notices of motion.
The Council Clerk shall eater in a book, to be kept for
that purpose, to be called the ' Notice Book," all notices of
motion in the order in which they are received.
Petitions.
No discussion shall take place on the presentation of
any petition without notice of motion given after its reception.
It shall he incumbesst on any Alderman presenting a
petition to acquaint himself with the language thereof, and
to report to the Council that he considers it unobjeetionable
in that respect.
All petitions shall he received only as the petitions of
the parties signing the same.
Committees and their reports.
No Committee shall consist of less than three members
of the Council, which number shall form a quormn.
The mover of any motion for a Committee shall be it
member thereof, and at all meetings of such Committee, the
Mayor, if a member, shall preside, or if he be not a member
then such Alderman shall preside as a majority of the nicmnhers of the Committee shall have appointed permanent Chairman thereof, and in the absence of the Mayor or the
permanent Chairman respectively, such Chainuan as the
snembers present shall appoint shall preside.
No report of any Committee shall he adopted unless
due notice of motion for that purpose be given after its
receptioss.
The rules of the Council shall be observed in a Com.
mnittee of the whole Council except the nile limiting the
number of times of speaking,
Order of debate.
Any Alderman proposing a motion or amendment, or
discussing any matter, shall not be interrupted, unless by a
call to order, when he shall sit down, the Alderman calling to
order shall then be beard, and the question of order decided
before the subject is resumed or any other besiness proceeded
with.
Any Alderman proposisig a nintion or any amendment
must state the nature of it before addressing the Council.
3L Except in Committee, no Alderman shall speak twice
on the same question unless in explanation, when he lsas been
misrepresented or misunderstood Provided, however, that
the mover shall be allowed to reply, and that every
Alderman shall have the liberty of speaking once On every
amendment as well as on the original motion.
No Alderman shall digress from the subject under
discnsssion, nor shall he speak upon any motion or amend.
mnent for a longer period than fifteen minutes without the
conseat of the Council.
A debate may he adjourned to a later hour of the same
evening, or to another day to he specified.
The Alderman upon whose motion any debate shall be
adjourned by the Council, shall be entitled to pie-audience on
the resumption of the debate.
5. It shall he competent for any Alderman to divide the
Council on any question, both in full Council and Committee,
and the Mayor or presiding Alderman shall take the division
in the usual way, by show of hassds; and the names given by
the Mayor or presiding Alderman to the Council Clerk shall
be taken down by him and recorded.
All divisions of the Council shall be entered in the
Minute Book.
Any Alderman using oflensive or abnsive language.
towards any other Alderman, or persisting in speaking -when
requested by the Mayor or presiding Aldennan to desist, or
refusing to sit down when called to order by the Mayor or
presiding Alderman, shall forfeit and pay for every such
offence a sum of money net being less than five shillings nor
exceeding five pounds.

The Estimate.
No work affecting the expenditure of the funds of the
Miuncipality shall be undertaken until all estimate of the cost
thereof shall have been laid before the Finance Committee,
reported thereon at the next meeting, and approved of by the
Council
A Committee or Surveyor shall in all cases be appointed
to inspect the work perfonned, as soon as completed, and on
the written approval of such Committee or Surveyor the same
shall be paid for.
It shall be lawful for any ratepayer at any time previous to any tender for work being accepted, to petition the
Council in support of or against the expenditure on account of
such contnet.
Offleers.
The Council Clerk shall have the custody of the Consmon Seal and of all books, charters, deeds, muniments, and
records of the Corporation, or relating to the property
thereof.
The Treasurer's cash-book and the Banker's pass-books
shall be laid before the Council at all its sittings.
By-laws.
That "o new By-law shall be proposed at any meeting
unless notice in writing has been duly given, and no new Bylaw, amendment, or repeal shall be finally passed at the
meeting at which it is first proposed.
That not lessthan seveu days shall intcryene between the
meeting at which the new By-law, amendment, or repeal shall
he proposed and the meeting at which the same shall be passed
by time Council.
That any proposed new or assscnded By-law, or repeal of
any exisiting By-law, shall be filed in the Council Clerk's office,
for the inspection of the Aldermen or inhabitants of the
Borough, from the time at which it is proposed until the
meeting at which it is to be fissafly adopted.
Any one or more of the By-laws of the Council may he
suspended pro tcmpore in cases of emergency, if notice of the
intended motion for that purpose be given to the Council
Clerk four days previous to the day of meeting at which such
motion shall be intended to he made, and the majority of the
Aldermen present agree thereto, or, without such notice, if
the whole of the Aldermen present at such meeting agree
thereto,
MiseeiIa,ieous Rqulations.
All contracts for Municipal works shall be by tender, or
othenvise, as the Council may see fit.
No A Idermnan or officer of the Council shall be surety for
,any contractor or officer of the Municipality.
couection of Rates.
That if necessary a duly qualified person shall be
appointed for the collection of the Municipel rates, and the
remuneration shall be in agreed per centage upon the actual
amount collected by such officer from the ratepayers.
That such mates shall be collected by half-yearly instalmnents.
SI. The Collector of such rates for the time. being, if
appointed, shall be Bailiff for the Municipality, and, in the
meantime, until such Collector he appointed, a proper person
shall be appointed as Bailiff.
TIme Collector, if appointed, shall, in accordance with
the provisions of the Municipalities Act of 1867, collect the
rates, when made, from the ratepayers, and shall from time
to time report the result of his collection to the Council, and
shall execute all warrants for distress, or take such proceedings for enforcing payment of the said rates, if in an-ear, as
the Mayor, or any person ivho may for the time being be duly
authorized to perform the ditties of that office, shall direct.
The Collector, if appointed, shall keep such hooks
required for the collection of rates as shall be funsished him
by the Council Clerk, and shall produce the same for the
inspection of any ratepayer at any reonable
as
time.
All levies and distresses shall be made under warrant in
the form of the schedule hereunto anssexed, and marked with
time letter A, under the hand of the Mayor, or any person who
may for the time being be duly authorized to perfonn the
duties of that office.
The Bailiff shall be paid for every levy made by him
under these By-laws, the fees mentioned in the schedule hereunto annexed, and marked B.
SCHEDULE A.
Warrant of Distress.
Mayor of the Borough of Orange, do
hereby authorize you
, the Bailiff of
the said Borough, to distrain the goods and chattels in the
dwelling-house (or in and upon the land and premises) of
situate in
street, Orange
for
, being the amount of rates due to the
Corporation of the said Borough to the
day of
for the said dwelling-house (or bther premises, as the case
may be), and to proceed thereon for the recovery of the said
rates according to law.
Dated this
18
Mayor.
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Sonanurs B.
Fees to Bailiff,
For making entry and inventory, three shillings; if in
possession more than five hours, three shillings additional;
and for every subsequent day while in possession, five
shillings per day, and fivo per cent, upon the net proceeds of
sale, with actual costs of advertisements (if any).
Prevention and Extiuguishing Fires.
56. It shall be lawful for the Mayor, upon the representation of one or more householders, that fire is being used to
the danger of contiguous buildings, to cause a notice in
writing to be served upon or left at the residence of the
owner or occupier of the premises on which any such fire may
exist, and direct (if the urgency of the case should require it)
that the said fire should be extinguished at once, or within
any reasonable time afterwards which he might deem
expedient.
117. In every ease in which it shall be made to appear to
the satisfaction of any two Justices of the Peace that the
chimney of any house or building within the limits of the Municipality has taken fire from the occupier of any such house or
building having omitted to cause the chimney of such house
or building to he regularly and sufficiently swept and cleaned,
or from any other neglect of such occupier, or of his or her
servants or servant, such occupier shall, on conviction before
any two Justices of the Peace, forfeit and pay for every such
offence any sum not exceeding forty shillings, to be recovered
as provided by section 193 of the Municipalities Act of 1867,
and in every such ease the proof that any such chimney did
not take fire through the neglect of such occupier in not has-ing
the same regularly and sufficiently swept or cleaned, shall be
upon such occupier.
re and management or the public Road, and Streets and public
thoroughfares of the Borough.
Whenever any footways shall have been marked outs
the Surveyor or person acting for him may, with the sanction
of the Council, cause the same to be levelled and made as
nearly as practicable of equal height and breadth, and with
an equal slope and inclination, and for this purpose may remove any flagging, steps, or other matter, or thing that may
injure or obstruct the said footway, or render it unequal or
inconvenient, and which now is or may hereafter be erected
or placed on the space marked out for any of the said footways.
The Surveyor or person acting for him may at any time
by order of the Council cause the traffic of any street, lane, or
thoroughfare, or any portion thereof, to be stopped for the
purpose of repairing the same, or for any necessary purpose,
and any person or persons offending against this By-law, either
by travelling on, or by removing or destroying any obstruction
that may he placed thereon for the purpose of suspending the
traffic, shall forfeit and pay a penalty not exceeding five pounds
for every such offence.
No person shall be allowed, to obstruct any pathway,
road, street,br public thoroughfare within the Municipality by
building materials, drays, carts, goods, merchandise, or anything whatsoever calculated to obstruct or hinder free passage,
without the sanction of the Mayor, in writing ; and no person
shall be allowed to leave waterholes or excavations for cellars
or other purposes unfenced, or in such a manlier as to be
dangerous to passers-by; and at all places where buildings
are being carried on, or where any obstruction to the danger
of passers-by exists, the person causing such obstruction shall
be required to provide lights on either side, and keep the same
lighted from sunset to sunrise.
Trespassers and removal of Nuisances, &c.
No person shall form, dig, or open any drain or sewer,
in any public road, street, lane, or thoroughfare, or shall cut
up the surface of any such road, street, lane, or thoroughfare
upon any pretence whatever, without leave in writing from
the Maor.
No person shall be allowed to throw rubbish, sweepings,
or deposits of any kind whatsoever on the streets, pathways,
or gutters of the Municipality.
No driver, carter, or other person shall wilfully or negligently door suffer, or cause to be done, anydamageorinju
to the kerb-stoneo, gutters, or pathways of any street or roa way; and no person shall be at liberty to drive a wheeled
vehicle of any kind, or ride or drive, lead or stand, any horse
or horses, or other animals, on the pathways within the Municipality.
Any person who shall form, dig, or open any drain or
sewer on any part of the reserves, roads, streets, or thoroughfares of the Municipality, or who shall remove, or caused to
be removed, any turf, loam, clay, sand, soil, gravel, stone, or
other material from any reserve, creek, road, street, or thoroughfare within the Municipality, without leave in writin
first had and obtained from the Council, or who shall brea
up or otherwise damage any part of the said reserves, roads,
streets, or thoroughfares, shall, on conviction before any two
Justices of the Peace, forfeit and pay for every such offence a
sunk not exceeding two pounds.

Any person who shall damage any building or other
public property belonging to, or in possession of, the Council
shall pay the costs of repairing the same, such costs to be
recovered summarily in the manner provided for the recovery
of penalties under these By-laws; and, if the same be wilfully
done, shall, on conviction before any one or more Justices of
the Peace, forfeit and pay a sum not exceeding ten pounds.
And it shall be lawful for any Constable to seize any person
whom lie shall find ha the act of wilfully cosnsnitting any such
offence, and to convey such person to the nearest watch-house,
there to be detained until he or she can be brought before a
Justice of the Peace to be dealt with according to law.
Throwing filth on carriage or footway, driving, nuisances, 5-c., on footways.
If anyperson shall, on any street or road, throw, cast,
or lay, or shall cause, permit, or suffer to be thrown, east, or
laid, or to remain, any ashes, rubbish, offal, dung, soil, dead
animal, blood, or other filth or annoyance, or any matter or
thing, in or upon the carriage-way or footway of any such
street or road, or shall kill, slaughter, dress, scald, or cut up
any beast, swine, calf, sheep, lamb, or other cattle in or so
near to any of the said streets or roads as that any blood or
filth shall run or flow upon or over, or be on, any such carriage
or footway, or shall run, rhIl, drive, draw, place, or cause,
permit, or suffer to be run, rolled, driven, drawn, or placed
upon any of the footways of such streets or roads any waggon,
cart, dray, or other carnage, or any wheelbarrow, or any truck
or cask, or shall wilfully lead, stand, drive, or ride any horse
or othiem beast upon any of the footways aforesaid Every
person so offending, upon conviction before any two Justices
of the Peace, or upon the view of any such two Justices,
shall forfeit and pay a sum not exceeding forty shillings for
every such offence.
Sups,rcssien of nuisance, and houses of Ill-fame.

No householder or resident shall be pcnnitted, under a
penalty of a main not exceeding two pounds, to allow his or
her premises, yards, closets, or drains, to be offensive or a
nuisance to the neighbouring householders or residents
No noisome or offensive trade shall he pennitted, under
a penalty of a sum not exceeding ten pounds, to be carried on
in any premises to the inconvenience or ansioyauce of the residents of neighbouring or adjoining houses or premises.
owner or occupier of any house or place who shall
"Any
neglect
to owner
clean all private avenues, passages; yards, and
ways within the saidpreinises, so as by such neglect to cause
a nu sance by offensive snsell or otherwise, shall forfeit and
pay upon conviction before any two Justices of the Peace, a
sum not exceeding forty shillings for every such offence.
For preserving the cleanliness of the said Municipality
and the health of the inhabitants thereof, it shall he lawful for
the Inspector of Nuisances or any other officer appointed by the
Council, by any writing under the band of the Mayor from
time to time, or when as often as he or the Council shall see
occasion, to tisit and inspect the butcher's shops or shambles,
and to give such directions concerning the cleansing such
shops and shambles, both within and without, as to him or
the said Council shall seem needful, and any butcher and the
owner or occupier of any shops or shambles who shall obstruct or molest any such oflicer in the inspection thereof, or
who shall refuse or neglect to comply with such directions
within a reasonable time, shall, upon the view of any two
Justices of the Peace, or on conviction on the complaint of
any such officer, for every such offence forfeit and pay a sum
not exceeding two pounds.
Swine, horses, goats Sic., not suffered to wander about the streets.
It shall not be lawful for any person whatsoever, to
suffer any kind of swine, or any horse, ass, mule, sheep, or
goat,' or other animal belonging to lain or her, or under his or
her charge, to stray or go about, or to be tethered or depastured in any road, street, or public place, and any person
who shall so offend, shall forfeit and pay in respect of every
such animal a sum not exceeding two pounds.
Hog-sties and ,iuisences not removed on complaint
In case any hog-sty, boiling-down, or any other matter
or thing, which shall at any time or times hereafter be in any
place within the said Municipality, shall be or become a
nuisance, it shall be lawful for the said Council upon Complaint thereof to them made by any of the inhabitants, and
after due investigation of such complaint, by notice in writing,
to order that such hog-sty, boiling-down, or other matter or
thing being a nuisance, shall be remedied and removed within
fourteen days after such notice shall have been given to the
owner or occupant of the said premises wherein such nuisance
shall exist, or shall have been left for such owner or occupier
at his or her last or usual place of abode, or on the said
premises, and every such owner or occupier neglecting to
remedy or remove such nuisance pursuant to such notice, and
to the satisfaction of the Council, shall on conviction forfeit
and pay a sum not exceeding ten pounds for every such neg
heat or disobedience.
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Drawing and trailing timber, lie.
If any person shall haul or draw, or caused to be hauled
or drawn, upon any part of the streets, roads,, or public places
within the said Municipality, any timber, stone, or other
thing otherwise than upon wheeled carriages, or shall suffer
any timber, stone, or other thing which shall be carried principally or in part upon wheeled carriages, to drag or trail
upon any part of such streets or public places, to the injury
thereof, or to hang over any part of such carriage so as to
occupy or obstruct the street or road beyond the breadth of
the said carriage; every person so offending shall upon
conviction forfeit and pay for every such offence a sum not
exceeding two pounds over and above the damages occasioned
thereby.
Wells to he covered over, &c.
Every person who shall have a well situated between
his dwelling-house or the appurtenances thereof and, any road,
street, or footway within the limits of the said Municipality,
or at the side thereof, or in any yard or place opened or
exposed to such road, street, or footway, shall cause such
well to be securely and permanently covered over; and if any
person having such well as aforesaid shall fail to cover and
secure the same within twenty-four hours after notice in
writing shall have been given to him or her by any officer of
the said Council, or shall have been left for such person at his
or her usual or last known place of abode, or on the said
relnises, shall, on conviction before any two Justices of the
eace, forfeit and .pay the suln of two shillings and sixpence
for every day that such well may remain open or tuicovered
contrary to the provisions hereof.

ammnniacal liquor, s1op, filth, mire, or channel dirt, shall be
put or placed, and also the employer of the person so offending
shall be liable to, and forfeit and pay such penalty as aforesaid.
Interrupting free passage, In—Driving on wrong side of the road lie.
If the driver of any waggon, vain, cart, or dray, of
any kind shall ride upon any such carriage in any street as
aforesaid, not having some person on foot to guide the same
(such carts as are drawn by one house and driven or guided
with reins only excepted), or if the driver of any carriage
whatever shall wilfully be at such a distance from such
carriage or in such a situation whilst it shall be passing upon
such street that be cannot have the direction and government
of the horse or horses or cattle drawing the same; or if the
driver of any waggon, cart, dray, coach, or other carriage
whatsoever, meeting any other carriage, shall not keep his
waggon, cart, dray, coach, or other carriage, on the left or
near side of the road, street, or thoroughfare, or if any person
shall in any manner wilfully prevent any other person or
persons from passing him or her, or any carriage under his or
her care, upon such street, or by negligence or misbehaviour,
prevent, hinder, or interrupt the free passage of any carriage,
or person in or upon the sanie every such driver or person so
offending shall, upon conviction "before any Justice of the
Peace, forfeit and pay a sum not exceeding two pounds, and
it shall be lawful for any constable to seize and convey any
person so offending, before any Justice of the Peace, to be
dealt with according to law.
Furious or earelees driving, lie.
Any person who shall ride or drive through or upon any
road, street, or public place, negligently, carelessly, or furiously,
so as to endanger the life or limb of any person, or to the
commondanger of foot passengers, shall, on conviction before
Any Justice of the Peace, forfeit and pay a sum not exceeding
ten pounds.
Leading animals on footpaths, let
80 Any person who shall lead, drive, or stand, orpermit to
stand, or ride any horse or other animal upon any of the
footways of any of the streets or roads of the Municipality,
shall oma conviction for every such offence before any Justice
of the Peace, forfeit and pay a sum not exceeding two pounds.
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Enelousures arowol scaffoldinu.
If any person shall dig or make, or cause to be dug or
made, any hole, or leave, or cause to be left, any hole in or
adjoining to any street, road, or public place, for the purpose
of making any vault or vaults or the foundation or foundations of any house or other building, or for any other purpose
whatsoever, and shall not forthwsth enclose the same in a
good nnd sufficient manner, or shall keep up, or cause to be
kept up and continued any such enclosure for any time which
shall be longer than shall be reasonably required, or shall not
when thereunto required by the said Council or its officer
well and sufficiently fence or enclose any such hole within
twenty-four hours after he shall be required to do so by the
said Council or officer, and in the manner and -'with such
materials as they or he shall direct, and to their or his satisfaction, and shall place a light upon the said enclosure, and
and keep the same constantly burning front sunset to sunrise,
during the continuance of such enclosure, or shall fail to place
or erect a fence, rail, or boarding around any scaffolding or
ladder that may be required during the repairs or erection of
any building (such fence, rail or hoarding, not to extend
beyond the footway of any street), or fail to keep during the
existence of such fence, rail, or hoarding, a light burning from
sunset to sunrise at each corner of the same ; then and in
every such ease the person so offending shall, on conviction
before any two Justices of the Peace, forfeit and pay for every
such offence, and for every such refusal ornegleet, a sum not
exceeding five pounds.

Affixing placards on walls, lie, and chancing thereon.
It shall not be lawful for any person to paste or other,
wise affix any placard orother paperuponany wall, house, building or fence, or by chalk or paint, or in any other manner, unless
with the consent of the owner or occupier thereof; and every
person who shall be guilty of any such offence shall, on conviction before any two Justices of the Peace forfeit and pay a
sum of ten shillings.
hours for cattle driving.
No person shall drive through any street or public
thoroughfare of the Municipality any live stock between the
hours of eight o'clock n.m. and six o'clock p.m. during the
months of May, June, July, and August, nor between the
hours of six o'clock am, and eight o'clock p.m. during the
other months of the year, except any such as may be sent to
the Orange Cattle Sale Yards for sale, and removed therefrom
between the hours appointed by the By-laws made and passed
and for the time being in force for the maintenance, regulation,
and management of the said yards, and except calves and foals
under the age of one year, quiet mileh cows, horses, or cattle
broken to draft or saddle and known as such, and pigs and
goats; and any and every person or persons who shall drive
or cause to be driven any live stock except those above
enumerated, through any street or public thoroughfare of the
Municipality between such hours, shall, on conviction for
every such offence before any two Justices of the Peace,
forfeit and pay a sum not exceeding five pounds.
Sadtme not to be kept.
It shall not be lawful for any person whomsoever to
breed, feed, or keep any kind of swine in any house, building,
yard, garden, or other hereditaments, situate and being in or
within forty yards of any street or public place in the Municipality; and any person who shall Be offend shall, omm conviction
before any two Justices of the Peace forfeit and pay. for every
such offence a sum not exceeding two pounds.

Erections lie., in trout of public streets, roads, lie.
No person shall build, erect, put up, or remove or
cause to be built, orected, put up, or removed, any buildin,
house, shop, warehouse, wali, or fence fronting any public
street, road, or thoroughfare, unless lie shall have previously
given notice of his intention to commence such works to the
Mayor or the Council Clerk of the Municipality; and any
person so offending shall, upon conviction before a Justice of
the Peace, pay for every such offence a sum not exceeding tell
pounds.
Slops, Nightiell,

lu to be conveyed away at certain hours, lie.

It shall not be lawful for any person or persons to.
drive, or cause to be driven, any cart or other carriage with
any nightsoil or aminoniacal liquor therein, through or in any
of the streets or roads of the Municipality between the hours
of five o'clock in the morning and ten o'clock at ingllt, or to
fill any cart or other carriage so as to turn over or east, any
nigbtsoil, ainmoniacal liquor, slop, mire, or channel dirt, or
filth in or upon or near to asly of the said streets or public
places, and in order to prevent nuisances it shall not be
lawful for any person to deposit nightsoil, ammoniaeal liquor, or other offensive matter, nearer to any
-street, road, or dwelling-house, than shall be directed by the
said Council or their officer, and all nightsoil or other offensive
matter shall be removed within the houri before prescribed
in properly covered and watertight carts or other vehicles
and no vehicles used for this purpose shall be allowed to stand
on any prenuses nearer to any road, street, or divel]ing-house
than shall be directed by the Council or their officer ; and
every person offending against this By-law shall for every such
offence forfeit and pay a sum of five pounds. And in ease
the person so offending cannot be apprehended, then the
owner of such cart or carriage in which such nightsoil,
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Open spaces and steps adjoining the footwsys to be enclosed.
Every owner or occupier of any house, building, or
premises having an entrance area, garden, or other space open
adjoining the feotway of any street or public place within the
Municipality beneath the level of the kerbstone or exterior
edge of such footway, shall protect and guard the same by
good and sufficient rails, fences, or other emmelosures, so as to
prevent danger to persons passing and repassing and further,
that every such owner or occupier of any such house, building,
or other premises, having any steps adjoining or upon the footway of any street or public place, shall in like manner protect
and guard the same by rails or other enclosures, so as to prevent the like danger to persons passing and repassing; and in
failure thereof every such owner or occupier shall, upon conviction for every such offence before any two Justices of the
Peace, forfeit and pay a sum not exceeding five pounds
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Can'ying etroasoc of newly slaughtered most, lb.
Every person who shall carry or convey, or cause to be
carried or conveyed, in any street or public place within the
said Municipality, the earcase or any part of the carcase of
ally newly slaughtered animal without a sufficient and proper
cloth covering the same for the concealment from public view,
shall, upon conviction for every such offence before any two
Justices of the Peace, forfeit and pay a sum not exceeding
two pounds.
Baill not to be oarriod to footways.
It shall not be lawful for any person whomsoever to
carry by means of pipes, gutters, or other contrivances, any
raliwater from the roof of his or her premises or house, nor
ermit or stiffer any rainwater to drop front the roof of his or
Eor promises or house upon the surface of nil)'part of the
footways of any street or public place within the 3iunici.
pality; and any owner or occupier of any such house or
premises who shall neglect or refuse to remedy or remove any
such pipes, gutters, or contrivances when required to do so-by
any Municipal officer, shall, on conviction before any two
Justices of the Peace, forfeit and pay any sum not exceediisa
five shillings for every day that the same shall not be remcdie
or removed Provided that the owner or occupier of any such
house or premises may convey any such rainwater by means
of pipes laid under the surface of any such footways into tile
gutters adjoining the same and provided also that all such
pipes shall be laid down to the satisfaction and under the
superintendence of the Town Surveyor or some other person
appointed by the Council.
Penalty for interference with servant of Council removing obstrlletiolls or
encrcachnlents.
87, Any person who shall wilfully obstruct or interfere with
the Surveyor or other officer as aforesaid, or with ally person
or persons acting for or under him in the exercise of any of
the duties or powers by these By-laws imposed or cast on the
said Surveyor or officer, or who slall wilfully obstruct or
interfere with any sers'ant or servants of the Council in the
exercise of the powers given to the Council, or in carrying
out any orders lawfully given by the Council under the provisions of section one hundred and forty of theMunicialities Act of 1867," shall, on conviction before any two
ustices of the Peace forfeit and pay a penalty of not
exceeding ten pounds.
Placing carriages, stalls, goods, Ic., on footways.
Any person who shall set or place, or cause or permit to
be set or placed, any election or other obstruction of any
kind whatsoever in or upon any carriage or foot way in any
street or public place within the said Municipality; Cr shalt
hang out or expose, or shall cause or permit to be hung out
or exposed, any meat or offal, or other thing or matter wllatsoever, from any house or otllêr building or premises, over
any part of any such footway or carriageway, and shall not
immediately remove all or any such erections, obstructions,
matters or tlllltgs on being thereunto required by the Inspector
of Nuisances, or other proper officer of the Council, shall,
upon conviction before any two Justices of the Peace, for
every such offence, forfeit and pay a sum not exceeding two
ounds: Provided that nothing herein contaillod shall be
cemed to prevent any person from placing an awning by
permission of the Council in front of his or her, shop or house
in such manner as that such awning shall be at least nine feet
above the height of the footway, and that the posts be placed
close up to the kerbstone or outer edge of such footway.
Dacllsglllg public ln,ildi,lgs, &e.
Any person who shall damage any public building, or
other public property, shall pay the costs of repairing the
same, such costs to be recovered in a summary manner before
any two Justices of the Peace, and if the same be wilfully
done, shall, in addition to such cost of repair, forfeit and pay
a penalty of not exceeding twenty pounds.
Dlsthaing firoanne.
Anyperson discilarging fireanns without lawful cause;
or letting off fireworks in any street or public place, shall, on
conviction before any two Justices of the Peace, forfeit and
pay a penalty of not exceeding five pounds.
Indecent exposllre.
Any person who shall offend against decency by the
exposure of his or her person in any street or public place,
within the said Municipality, or in the view thereof, shall, on
conviction for every such offence, before any two Justices of
the Peace, forfeit and pay a sum not exceeding ten pounds.
llljuring or extInguishing lamps.
Any person who shall be convicted of wantonly or
maboiously breaking or injuring any lamp or lamp-post, or
extinguishing any lamp set up for public convenience within
the limits of the said Municipality, shall, over and above the
necessary expense of repairing the injury committed, to be
estimated by the Justices before whom such offender shall be
brought, forfeit and pay upon conviction before any two
Justices of the Peace, for every such offence, a sum not exending five pounds.
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Carrying goods, 1., on footway.
03. Every person who shall carry goods or any frame to the
annoyance of any person upon the footway of any road, street,
lane, or thoroughfare, or other public footway, within the
Municipality, shall, on conviction before any two Justices of
the Peace, forfeit and pay a sum of money for every such
offence not exceeding two pounds,
l,spestor of Nuisances may enter shop, Ic., for certain pulposes.
The Inspector of Nuisances for the said Borough may, and
he is hereby empowered at all reasonable times, with or without
assistants, to enter into and inspect an)' shop, building, stall,
or place kept or used for the sale of butchers' meat, and to
examine any animal, carcase, meat, or flesh which may be
therein, and in ease any animal, carcase, meat, or flesh, appear to Isbn to be intended for food of lnankind, and to he
unfit for such food, the same may be seized and if it shall
be made to appear to any two Justices of the Peace, upon the
evidenoe of a eonmpetent person, that any such animal, earcase,
meat, or flesh, is unfit for the food of mankind, he 511511
order that the salne be destroyed, or be so disposed of as to
prevent its being exposed for sale or used for such food
and the person to whom such animal, carease, meat, or flesh
belongs, or in whose custody the mIne is found, shall, on conviction thereof before any two Justices of the Peace, be liable
to a penalty not exceeding ten pounds for every animal or
earcase, piece of meat, or flesh so found.
Slaughtering in unlicensed premises.
If any person orpersons shall slaughter or cause to be
slaughtered any animal in any house or place within the
Municipality not licensed for such purpose according to law,
such person or persons shall, on conviction before any two
Justices of the Peace, forfeit and pay a sum of money not exceeding ten pounds for each and every animal so slaughtered.
Animals slaughtered for home consumption.
Nothing in these By laws contained shall extend to or
affect any person or persons slaughtering at his, her, or their
own residences within the said Municipality, animals for the
personal consumption of himself, herself, or themselves, or
for his, her, or their family, servants, or labourel's Provided
that the place where any such animal Be slaughtered be not
less than fifty yards from any street or other public place, or
from any residence other than the residence of the person or
persons so slaughtering as in the By-law aforesaid mentioned.
Public reserves, gardens, or other public plaeesof amusement or recroation
The gardens and other public places of amusement and
recreation under the management or control of the Council
and herein called "The Gardens," shall be open every day.
No person shall pluck any of the flowers, or walk on the
beds or borders, or climb upon or get over the fences, or
remove any of the tallies, or disturb, damage, or destroy any
pI-operty or thing in the gardens.
No person shall carry firearms through the gardens, or
shoot, snare, or destroy any wild fowl either in the gardens
or in or on any water adjacent thereto, or bathe in any such
water.
No cart or other vehicle used for the conveyance of
goods shall, without the authority of the proper officer of the
Council, be driven through the gardens.
Such plants seeds, or cuttings as are commonly purchasable at nurseries in New South Wales, shall not be
supplied from the gardens to any person unless in exchange,
or for public institutions, or for benevolent purposes.
No visitor shall interrupt the gardeners or labourers
by eonversntion or otherwise, or shall use any abusive,
improper, or unbecoming language to any person in the gardens, or otherwise annoy any such person.
Children under the age of ten years not being under
the control of sonic competent person, shall be removed from
the gardens.
All dogs and goats and all poultry found within the
-gardens. .shalLbe destroyed, and the owner shall make corn.
pensation for any damage done.
Any person offending agaInst By-laws numbered from
98 to 105, both inclusive, shall on conviction before any two
Justices of the Peace for the first offence, forfeit and pay any
sum not exceeding five pounds; for the second offence, any
sum not exceeding this pounds; and for a third and every
subsequent offence any sum not exceeding twenty pounds;
and any person may on committmmg any such offence be forthwith removed from the gardens by the proper officer of the
Council, or by any of the gardeners or labourers employed in
such gardens, without affecting the liability of such person so
offending to be subsequently prosecuted for such offence.

By-tans under (lee "Nvisances Prevent fox Act of 1875."
IN. Every person about to erect a closet or form a cesspit
shall before be commence any such work, give to the Council
Clerk seven days notice in writing of his intention and of the
proposed position of such closet or cesspit, and in default
thereof, or in case of his commencing such work without such
notice, he shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding twenty
pounds nor less than one pound.
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No closet shall be erected, or cesspit- formed, except in
such position as shall be approved of by the Council or their
authorized officer, such closet or ecsspit to stand at least
twenty feet from any dwelling-house or factory, whcre practicable,
All the closets where the dwelling-house consists of
more than (3) three rooms shall he built with eesspits of not
less than (4) four feet by (3) three feet clear, internal measure,
and not less than (4) four feet or more than (6) six feet below
the ground surface, and the top of every ecsspit shall not be
less than (6) six inches higher than' the lughest part of the
ground immediately adjoining it. Every such closet shall be
provided with a flue or ventilating shaft at least (9) nine inches
by (6) six inches, and shall reach from theeesspit to the roof,
Every closet shall have a manhole of the clear internal
dimensions (2) two feet (3) three inches by (2) two feet outside
the walls of the closet, and connected with the pit as shown
on the drawing exhibited at the Council Chambers, and eonstrueted of the same material specified for the construction of
the soil pit, and covered closely with such material as the
Council may approve of.
The walls of every eesspit shall he built of brick or
stone laid in cement, of a thickness if of brick, not less than
(9) nine inches, and if of stone, not less than (12) twelve
inches, and shall be cemented () three-pmarters of all inch
thick inside at the bottom and on the walls, and the walls and
bet-tom shall be puddled with clay on the exterior surface to
the depth of (6) six inches at least in such a manner as to
snake it -watertight to the satisfaction of the Council or their
authorized officer.
Every closet shall he built (7) seven feet high from the
floor to the wall-plate of the roof, and shall not be less than
(3) three feet (6) six inches wide, and (4) four feet (6) sixinches
long, and shall he provided witha door -capable of being
fastened from the inside, and shall have ventilating holes (fl)
four and a-half inches wide, or a window that will open.
When two or more closets adjoin each other, there
shall be a brick or stone dividing-wall of not less than (9) nine
inches in thickness between every two closets, and each wall
shall extend from the bottorn of the ceaspit to the s-nof of the
closets, so as to affect a complete separation.
A separate closet shall be provided for each tenement-,
and a breach of this By-law shall make the ewners or occupiers
of any premises upon which them shall be a joint closet,
liable to a penalty not exceeding (00) twenty pounds, nor
less than (il) one pound.
111. The place of deposit for night-soil shall be upon land
to be obtained by the Council for the purpose.
115. That all night-soil shall he removed in a water-tight
vehicle by the servants of or contractors with the Council,
between the hours of eleven o'clock in the evening and five
o'clock in the morning.
116, The Inspector of Nuisances or other officer appointed
by the Council may visit or inspect any premises, or do any
work authorized by the "Nuisances Prevention Act of 1875,"
on all days except Sundays and public holidays, betwixt the
hours of ton o'clock in the morning and four o'clock in 'the
evening, and he shall at once report to the Council of any
existing nuisance coming under his notice.
117. Any person desirous of erecting an earth closet, or
any other improved plan of closet, shall he at liberty to do so
after giving notice of his intention to the Council or authorized
officer subject to the Council's approval, but all night-soil
shall be
' removed therefrom at least omke in four days, and
buried in the earth,

Every person shall he at liberty to use on his own
premises all night-soil collected thereon - from any earth
closets, but if any nuisance shall arise therefrom he shall be
liable to a penalty not exceeding twenty pounds, nor less than
one pound.
No person shall be at liberty, without the perinissiou
of the Council, to use on his own premises any night-soil
brought from elsewhere.
If any alteration shall be requisite in the opinion of
the Inspector of Nuisances or other officer appointed by the
Council, for preserving public health or decency in the case of
any existing eesspit or closet, he shall report the same to the
Council, and if they consider such eesspit or closet injuriens to
health, or through soakage, drainage, or otherwise opposed to
decency by exposure or othsenvise, the same shall be altered,
-within fourteen days of notice being given, by the owner or
occupant of such premises. Should they neglect or refuse to
do so, the sasne shall be done by the Inspector of Nuisances,
or other person or persons authorized by the Council, and tIme
cost of such alteration shall be paid by the owner or occupier
of such premises whereoa the same may be.
The Council may recover, and the owner or occupier
of the premises shall pay, such sums for the emptying of cesspits as may be decided upon from time to time by resolution
of the Council.
Interpretation Clauses.
The words "Municipality" or "Municipality of
Orange" (where necessary) shall be deemed to apply to, and
shall lie taken to be included in every clause of these By-laws,
whet-her the same shall be expressly mentioned or not, and no
objection shall he taken or allowed by reason of the absence
of such words or any or either of them in any part of these
said By-laws. And where anything is directed to be done, or
prohibited from being done, whether in any rend, street, lane,
or thoroughfare, or other public place, or in any manlier whatsoever, howsoever, or by whomsoever, the same shall be taken
to mean within the Municipality of Orange, anything herein
contained to the contrary notwithstanding.
Any verdi in these By-laws appearing in the singidar
number shall be taken to include the plural number, and, any
words in the plural number shall be taken to include the
singular number, and any words in the masculine gender shall
be taken to include the feminine gender, and slice versa.
124, The word " aninsal" shall for the purpose of these
By-laws he held to include cattle, sheep, pigs, calves, and
lambs, and the words ''(lie of any disease" shall be held to
apply to all eases of death, other than death caused by killing
or slaughtering.
125. All penalties imoscd under these By-laws may be
sued fos',and recovered in a summary way before any two
Justices of the Peace.
120. All words occinting in the foregoing By-laws made
and passed under the "Nuisance Frevesition Act of 1875,"
which also occur in that Act, shall have the like meanings
assigned to them as are provided in the 4th Section of the
same Act.
Made and passed by the Municipal Council of Orange, this
sixth day of January, in the year one thousand eight
hundred and eighty.
JAMES TOB1Y,
Mayor.
GEonor- Towsox,
Council Clerk.

Sydney Thonsa Richards, oovemnment Printcr.—llSO,
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Sydney, 21st October, 1879.
Tnn following By-laws, made by the Council of the Borough of Bathurst, having been confirmed by His Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, are published in accordance with the requirements of the Municipalities Act of 1867
and the Nuisanees Prevention Act of 1875.
HENRY PARKES.

Tns.r the owners or occupiers of all enclosed lands within the upon the carri&ge.way or foot-way of any street ci otherpublic
Municipality shall keep such lands free from the Bathurat burr,
place in the said Borough or shall kill, slaughter, dress, scald,
the Scotch thistle, and other noisome weeds, failing which after
or cut up any beast, swine, calf, sheep, lamb, or other aaimal,
notice the said owners or oceupiors shall be sub jcct to a penalty in or so near to any such street or other public place as that
of not more than £5 nor less than lOs.
any blood or filth or surface water shall run or flow upon, or
Standing Committees.
over, or be on any or either of any such carriage or foot way or
80. Besides such Special Committees as may from time shall run, soil, drive, draw, place, or cause, permit, or suffer
to time be found necessary, there shall be four standing to be run, rolled, driven, drawn, or placed upon any of the said
Committees, viz—a By-Law Committee, a Finance Committee, foot-ways of any such street or public place, any carriage,
an Improvement Committee, and a Lighting Committee.
'buggy, gig, dog-cart, waggon, cart, dray, sledge, or other
carriage, or any wheel, wheel-barrow, hand-barrow, or truck,
Rates to be paid at Office of Council Clark.
54. All persons liable to pay any rates as aforesaid, shall pay or any hogshead, cask, or barrel; or shall wilfully lead, drive,
the amount thereof within the time prescribed by the Act into or ride any horse, ass, mule, or other beast upon any such footthe office of the Council Clerk during office hours, that is to say, way, shall upon eoavietiou forfeit and pay for the first offence
every Monday, Tuesday, and Thursday, between the hours of a sum not exceeding forty shillings nor less than five shillings,
for the second offence a sum not exceeding five pounds nor less
10 a.m. and 1 p.m. and 2 pin, and 4 pan.
than ten shillings, and for a third and every subsequent offence
Bailiff to appoint Deputy.
a sum not exceeding ten pounds nor less than one pound for
The Bailiff, with the permission in writing of and signed each such offence.
by the Mayor or any Alderman who may for the time being be
duly authorized to perform the duties of that office, may employ
Passed at a meeting of the Bathurst Borough Council, held
any person or persons to act temporarily as his deputyor deputies
on Friday, March 21st, 1879.
and sssistaut or assistants in earryine into effect any distress
(na.) Wit BUTLER,
warrant
Provided always that in such case the Bailiff shall
Mayor,
be held responsible for the acts and omissions of all and any Jyo. B. DURHAM,
such persons so employed by him.
Town Clerk.
Cest of distress.
There shall be payable to the Bailiff for the use of the
By-rAw respecting the Lighting of Vehicles
Council, for every levy and distress made under these ByThat
all
vehicles plying for hire within the Borough of
laws, the costs and charges as follows
Bathurst after sunset shall be provided with • light on each
s. d.
side, and shall keep the same lighted till sunrise, if so long
Distress warrant .......................................1 0
being driven. Every driver of any such vehicle shall, if he
Levying distress and making inventory .........1 6
disregard the provisions of this By-law, be liable to a penalty
Man in possession each day or part of a day ... 5 0
Advertising (whatever amount has been paid) and 5 per not exceeding five pounds (5), and not less than ten shillings
(10..)
cent, on the net proceeds of the goods.
Driving carriages or throwing filth on footwsys,
Passed at a meeting of the Bathurst Council, held on
81. Any person who shall throw, east, or lay, or shall eanse,
March 21st, 1879.
permit, or suffer to be thrown, east, or laid, or to remain, any
(as.) WM. BUTLER,
ashes, rubbish, offal, dung, soil, dead atimal, blood, or other
Tzo. K. DUBBAM,
Mayor.
filth, surface water, or annoyance, or any matter or thing, in or
Town Clerk.
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By-rws under the powers conferred upon the Bathuret
Borough Council by the "Nusiances Prevention Act of
1875."
1. Every person about to erect a closet or form a cesspit
shall, before he shall commence any such work, give to the
Council Clerk seven days' notice in writing of his intention,
and of the proposed position of such closet or cesspit, and in
default thereof, or in cli so of his commencing such work without such notice, he shall be liable to it, penalty not exceeding
£20, nor less than £1.
2. No closet shall be erected or cesspitj formed, except in
such position as shall be approved of by, the Council or their
authorized officer, such closet or eesspit to stand at least 20 feet
from any dwelling-house or factory where practicable.
3. All closets where the dwelling-house consists of more than
(3) rooms shall be built with ccsspit.s not less than (4) four feet
by (3) tlsreefeet clear, internal measure exclusive of the manhole
hereafter mentioned, and not less that (4) four feet nor more
than (6) six feet below the ground surfaco, and the top of every
cesapit shall not be less than (6) six inches higher than the
highest part of the ground immediately adjoining it.
4. Every closet shall have a man-hole of the clear internal
dimensions (2) two feet (3) three inches by (2) two feet outside
the walls of the closet, and connected with the pit as shown on
the drawing exhibited at the Council Chambers, and constructed
of the same material specified for the construction of the soilpit, and covered closely with such material as the Council may
approve of.
5. The walls of every cesspit shall be built of brick or stone of
a thickness of not less than (9) nine inches, and shall be cemented
(4) three-quarters of an inch thick inside at bottom and on the
walls in such a manner Be to n,alce it perfectly watertight, to the
satisfaction of the Council or their authorized officer.
6. Every closet shall be built (7) seven feet high from the
four to the wall-plate of roof, and shall not be less than (3)
three feet (6) six inches wide, and (4) feet (6) suchrs long and
shall be provided with a door capable of being fastened from
the inside, and shall have ventilating holes (44) four and a half
inches wide, or a window that will open.
7. When two or more closets adjoin each other, there shall
be a brick or stono dividing wall of not less than (4k) four and a
half inches thickness between every two closets, and each walL
shall extend from the bottom of the cesspit to the roof of the
closets, so as to cilect a complete separation.
8. A separate closet shall be provided for every tenement-,
and a breach of this By-lsw shall make the owners or occupiers
of any premises upon which there shall be a joint closet liable
to a penalty not exceeding (20) twenty pounds or less than
(tl) one pound.
9. The place of deposit for night-soil shall be upon (10) tea
acres of land, situate on the town common and set aside by the
Government for that purpose, or on any other place where the
Council may appoint.

That all night-soil shall be removed in watertight covered
vehicles by the servants of or contractors with the Council,
between the hours of eleven o'clock in the evening andfour o'clock
in the morning. (See By-law No. 88).
The Inspector of Nuisances or other officer appointed by
the Council may visit or inspect any premises, or do any -work
authorized by the 'Nuisances Prevention Act of 1875" on all
days except Sundays and public holidays, betwixt the honrs of
(10) ten o'clock in the morning and (4) four o'clock in the
evening and he shall at once report to the Council of any existing
nuisance coming under his notice.
Any person desirous of erecting ad' earth closet or any
other improved plan of eset•, shall be at liberty to do so after
giving notice of his intention to the Council or authorized
Officer, subject to the Council's approval, but all night soil shall
be removed therefrom at least once in four days, and buried in
the earth.
Every person shall be at liberty to use on his own
premises allnightsoil collected thereon from any earth closets,
but if any nuisance shall arise therefrom he shall be liable to a
penalty not exceeding (20) twenty pounds nor less than (fl)
one pound.
No person shall be at liberty without the pennission of
the Council, to use on his own premises any nightsoil bronght
from elsewhere.
If any alteration shall be ruisite, in the opinion of the Inspector of Nuisances or other Officer appointed by the Council for
preserving public health or decency, in the ease of any existing
eesspit or closet, he shall report the same to the Council, and
if they consider such cesepit or closet injurious to health, or,
through soakage, drainage, or otherwise, opposed to decency, by
exposure or otherwise, the same shall be altered -within fourteea
days of notice being given by the owner or occupier of such
premises. Should they neglect or refuse to do so, the same
shall be done by the Inepsetor of Nuisances or other person or
persons properly authorized by the - Council; and the cost of
such alteration shall be paid by the owner or occupier of such
premises whereon the same may be.
The Council may recover, and the owner or occupier of
the premises shall pay, such sines for the emptying of
eesspits as may be decided upon from t-ime to by resolution of
the Council.
All words occurring in Ihese By-laws, and which also
occur in the "Nuisances Prevention Act-, 1875," shall have the
like meaning assigned to them as are provided in the Rh section
of the same Act.
Pdssed at a meeting of the Bathurst Borough Council, Iseld
on Wednesday, the 13th November, 1878.
F. EALLIDAY,
MayorS
J. Svannr,
Acting Council Clerk.

Sydsey: Thomas ltlehard.,Oovarnmtnt Prictar.—ia$.

[3d.]
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Colonial Secretary's 011ice,
Sydney, 3rd December, 1879.

Tin following By-laws made by the Council of the Borough of Tamworth, having been confirmed by His Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, are published in accordance with the requirements of the Municipalities Act of 1867,
and the Nuisances Prevention Act, 1875.
HENRY PARRES.

Pnt-r I.
Ordinary anti Special Meetings.
The Council shall meet for the trsinsaetion of ordmary
business on every alternate Tuesday, at 7-30 o'clock p.m.,
unless such day shall happen to be a public holiday. In the
latter case the meeting shall be held on such other day as the
Mayor may appoint. Special meetings may be called by the
Mayor, or, in his absence, by any two Aldermen.
Election of Chairman in absence of Mayor.
If at any meeting of the Council the Mayor be absent, at
the expiration of fifteen minutes after the time appointed for
holding such meeting, the Aldermen then present (being a
(11(0mm), shall proceed to elect for themselves a Chairman for
such meeting.
Business of ordinary Meetings.
The following shall be the order of business of all meetings
of the Council, other than Special Meetings
The minutes of the last preceding meeting be read,
corrected if erroneous, and signed by the Mayor or
other Chairman. No discussion to be permitted
except as to whether the minutes are eorroet.
Correspondence to be read and orders made thereon, if
expedient.
Petitions, if any, to be read and dealt with.
Beports from Committees and minutes from the Mayor
to be presented, and orders made thereon.
Questions as to matters under the jurisdiction or within
the official cognizance of the Council to be put and
replied to, and statements as to any facts, matters, or
circumstances requiring attention by the Council or
any of the Committees or officers to be made. Sufficient notice of questions to be given. Answers not
compulsory.
Motions of which notice has been given to be deal
with in the order in which they stand on the businesat
paper.
Orders of the day to be disposed of as they stand on the
business paper.

172—A

Provided that the Council may, by resolution without notice,
onterl nin any particular motion out of its regular order on the
business paper, and may in like niannor direct that any particular mnotiomu or matter of business shall have precedence at
future meetings.
linsiness at Special Meetinga
At special general meetings of the Council, the business—
after the minutes shall have been read and signed, which shall
be done in the same manner as at ordinary meetings—shall be
taken in such order as the Mayor, or the Aldermen at whose
instance such special meeting shall have been called, may have
directed and no other business shall be traasacted.
nusiness paper for Ordinary Meetings.
TIme business paper for every meeting of the Council, other
than special meeting, shall be made up by the Council Clerk
not less than one nor more than three days before the day
appointed for such meeting.
He shall enter on such business paper a copy or the substance
of every notice of motion, and of every requisition or order as
to business proposed to be transaeted at such meeting, which
he may have received or shall have been required or directed so
to enter, in due course of law, and as hereinafter provided.
Every such entry slicE be made (subject to the provisions of
section 3 of this "Part" of those By-laws) in the same order
as such notice, requisition, or direction shall have been received,
and a copy of such business paper shall be eerved or posted to
all members of the Council.
nuness paper for Special Meeting.
The business paper for each special meeting shall contain
only such matters as shall have been specislly ordered to be
entered thereon by the Mayor or Aldermau calling such
meeting.
How business paper to be dispesed of,
The business paper for each meeting of the Council shall
at such meeting be laid before the Mayor or Chairman, who
shall make a note upon such business paper of the mode in which
each matter entered thereon has been dealt with, and such
business paper so noted shall be a record of the Council.
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Notices, &e., to be the property of the Council.
Alter the business paper shall have been made up as aforesaid, all notices of motion, requisitions, and directions as to
which entries have been made thereon, shall be the property of
the Council, and shall not be withdrawn, altered, or amended
without leave having been first obtair,ed from the Council for
such withdrawal, alteration, or amendment.
Motions—hoiv to be made.
Except by kayo of the Council, motions shall be moved in
the order in which they stand on the business paper, and if not
so moved or postponed, shall bestruck from such business paper,
and shill be considered to have lapsed.
Absence of n,ovcr.
No motion of which notice shall be entered on Lite basi,
ness paper shall be proceeded with in the absence of the Alderman by whom such notice shall have been given, unless by some
other Alderman producing a written authority for that purpose
from such first mentioned Alderman.
Motion to be seconded.
No motion in Council shall be discussed unless and until
it be seconded.
Amendment may be moved,
When a motion or amendment shall have been made or
seconded, any Aldennan shall be at liberty to move an amend.
msnt thereon, but no s,,eh amendment shall be discussed unless
and until it be seconded.
Motions and amendments to be in writing.
No motion or amendment shall be discussed until it shall
have been reduced into writing.
Only one amendment at a time.
No second amendment shall be taken. into consideration
until the first amendment shall have been disposed of.
Amended questions—further amendment may be moved thereon,
If an amendment be carried, the question amended
thereby shall become itself the question before the Council,
whereupon any further amendment upon such question may be
moved.
How subsequent amendments may be moved.
If any amendment either upon an original question or
upon any question amended as aforesaid, shall be negatived,
then a further amendment my be moved, and so on: Provided that not more than one question and one proposed
amendment thereof shall be before the Council at any one
time.
Motions for adjournment
Any motion for adjournment, shall, if seconded, be put at
once 'without discussion. If negatived, a similar motion shall
not be made until half-anhour has elapsed after moving the
one that hns been negatived.
Order, of the day.
The orders of the day shall consist of any matters other
than motions on notice which the Council shall at a previous
meeting thereof have directed to be taken into consideration,
or which the Mayor shall have directed to be entered on the
business paper for consideration.
How they are to be dealt with.
The Alderman who has the usual charge of, or who has
previously moved in reference to the particular business to
which any such order of the day relates, shall be the person
called upon to move: Provided that, the Mayor may, as to
any order of the day entered by his direction, move the same.
Petitions to be respectfully worded.
It shall be incumbent on every Alderman presenting a
petition to acquaint himself with the contents thereof, and to
ascertain that it does not contain language disrespectful to
the Council; the nature and prayer of every such petition
shall be stated to the Council by the Alderman presenting the
same.
Petitions—How received.
All petitions shall be received only as the petitions of the
parties signing the same.
How petitions to be dade with.
No motion, other than for the reception of a petition,
shall, unless as hereinafter provided, be permissible on preseutation thereof, except that the same be referred to a Committee,
or that its consideration stand an order of the day icr some
fnture meeting : Provided, however, that if any Alderman
shalt have given due notice of a mutioe, in reference to the
subject of any petition, or if the consideration of the subject of
any petition shall have been made an order of the day, and such
petition shall have been presented before such motion or order
of the day shall have been called on, such order of the day
or the said motion, if othertvise unobjeotionable, shall be considered in order.

Co rrespo ,, den cc.
The Mayor shall have the some duty in reference to
letters addressed to time Council before directing the same to be
read, as by section of this Part of tisese fly-laws, is imposed
upon Alderman presenting petitions—if not read to be returned
to the writer and reported to the Council. The Mayor shall
direct as to the order in winch all correspondence shall be read,
and no letters addressed to the Council, or any of its officers,
shall be presented or read by any Alderman. If the Mayor be
absent, and shall not have examined any such letters, or have
given any such directions as aforesaid, then the duties imposed
by this section, shall devolve upon the presiding Alderman.
to apply to letters.
Section
Section
of this part of tleesc fly-laws shall be considered as fully applieablo to letters addressed to the Council
or any of its officers as to petitions.
Reports front Co,nmittees.
Every report from a Committee shall be in *riting, and
signed by the Chairman of such Committee, or, in his absence,
by some other member of the same.
Mayo/s Minutoa
The Mayor shall have the right of directing the attention
of the Council to any matter or subject within its jurisdiction or
official cognizance, by a minute in writing, signed by him.
How reports, &e., are to to dealt with.
No motion shall, unless as hereinafter provided, be per.
missible on the presentation of a report front a Committee or a
minute from the Mayor, except that the same be received, or that
it be received and its consideration stand an order of the day
for some future meeting : Provided that if any Alderman shall
have given due notice in reference to any such report or minute,
or if the consideration of any such report or minute shall have
been entered among the orders of the day, such order of the day
or such motion, if otherwise unobjeetionable, may be moved and
considered in due course. And whenever any such report or
minute embodies any recommendation which esnnot legally be
carried out without due notice, and it is desirable that such
report or minute should be entered upon during the meeting of
the Council at which such report or minute is presented, it shall
be the duty of the Chairman or member of such Committee
signing such report, or of the Mayor, as the case may be, to
give or transmit to the Council Clerk such a notice of motion
requisition as will enablo the Council Clerk to make the necessary entry on the business paper, and to give such due notice.
Questions and statenaeuts,
No question or statement shall be allowed to be put or
made which is inconsistent with good order.
Questions to be put without argument.
Every question must be put categorically, without any
argument or statement of fact.
No discussion on question, &e. right of objection and of subsequent motion
reserved.
No discussion shall be permitted as to any question, or
as to any reply or refusal to reply thereto, or as to any statement at the time when such question is put, or such reply or
refusal to reply is given, or such statement is made : Provided,
however, that nothing herein coulained shall prevent the taking
of any objection as to any such question or statement being out
of order, or shall prevent the discussion after due notice as here.
inbefore provided, of any matters properly arising out of or
relating to any such question, or reply or refusal to reply, or
any such statement as aforesaid.
Mode of Mdresng the Council.
Every Alderman who shall make or second any motion
or shall take part in any debate or discussion, or shall put or
reply to any question, or shall make any statement, or shall in
any other way or for an), other purpose address observations to
the Council, shall, while doing so stand up in his costomary
place, unless he shall be prevented from so doing by reason of
some bodily infirmity, and shall address himself to the Mayor or
other Chairman then presiding Provided that in the case of a
question, sucle question may by permission of such Mayor or
Chairman be put directly to the Alderman or officer to be questioned, and may be replied to in like manner. But in every such
case, the question so put and the answer thereto, shall be subject to every legal objection on the ground of disorder or irrele
vaney. And all members of the Council shall on all occasions
when in such Council, address and speak of each other by their
official designations, as Mayor, Chairman, or Alderman, as the
case may be.
Speaker not to be i,iterrupted.
No Alderman shall be interrupted while thus speaking,
unless for the purpose of calling hiva to order as hereinafter
provided.
Li,nitati,n as to number of Speakers.
mover of an original motion shall have a right of
it
general s'eply to all observations which may have been made in
reference to such motion, and to any amendments moved thereon,
as well as a right to speak upon every such amendment. Every
Alderman, other than the mover of such original motion, shall
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have a right to speak once upon such, motion and once upon
every amendment thereon. No Aldermen shall speak oftener
than oueo upon any question other than a question of order,
unless when misrepresented or misunderstood, in which ease
he shall be permitted to explain without adding any further
observation than may be necessary for the purpose of such
explanation.
Mover and Seconder.
An Alderman who has moved any motion or amendment
shall be considered to have spoken thereon, but all Alderman
who shall have secondedony such motion or amendment without any further observations than that he seconded the same
shall be at liberty to speak once again on such motion or
amendment.
Speaker not to digress, &c.
No Alderman shall digress from the subject under discussion, or shall make personal reflections on, or impute
improper motives to, any other Alderman.
Adjournnment of debate.
A debate may be adjourned to a later hour in the day, or
to any other day specified, and the Alderman upoa whose motion
such debate shall have been so adjourned shall be entitled to
pre-audienec on the resumption of theseme.
Mayor to decide as to pro-audience.
if two or more Aldermen shall rise to speak at the same
time, the Mayor or Chairman shall decide which of such
Aldermen shall be first heard.
Mayor to decide points of order.
The Mayor or Chairman shall preserve order, and his
decision upon points of order or practice shall be final.
Mayor may addrem the Council.
80. The Mayor shall have the same right as any other
Alderman to speak upon every subject or amendment.
Mayor may call a member to order.
The Mayor or Chairman may, without the interposition
of any other member of the Council, call any Alderman to order
's-honorer in opinion of such Mayor or Chairman there shall be
a necessity for no doing.
Dccisioo of points of order.
The Mayor or Chairman when called upon to decide
points of order or prnctieo shall state the provision, rule, or
practice which he shall deem applicable to the ease, without
discussing or commenting on the same.
Motions out of order to be rejected.
Whenever it shall have been decided as aforesaid that
any motion, amendment, or other matter before the Council is
out of order the same shall be rejected.
How questions to be put.
The Mayor or Chairman shall put to the Council all
questions on which it shall be necessary that a vote be taken,
and shall declare the sense of the Council thereon.
Divlslons—l'snalty for refusing to vote.
Any Alderman may call for a division and the vote shall
be taken by a show of hands, and the names and votes of the
Aldermen present shall be recorded. Any Alderman present
when & division is called for who shall not vote on such dinnon, not being disabled by law from Be voting, shall be liable for
every such offence to a penalty of not less than five shillings
nor more than two pounds.
holes applicable to business in Committee.
Sections 12, 13, 14, 16, irs, ai, 32, 35, 87, 38, 39, 40, 41,
42, 43, and 44, of this part of these By-law-s shall be taken to
apply to the business in Committees of the whole Council,
except that it shall not be necessary that any motion or amendment in Committee shall be seconded.
110w call of Council to be made.
A call of the Council may be made by any resolution of
which clue notice has been given, for the consideration of any
motion or matter of business before the Council.
Such call to be compulsory In certain casts.
No motion, the effect of which if carried would be to
rescind any resolution, order, or decision of the Council, shall
be entered on the business paper unless a call of the Council
has been duly made and granted for such purpose.
Mode of proceeding.
The call shall be made immediately before the motion, or
business for which such call has been ordered, shall be n,oved
or considered. The Council Clerk shall call the names of all
the members in nlphabctical order and if any members are
absent, a record shall be made of such absence; but if leave
of absence to any such member shall have been previously
granted, or if such aacxcuse shall have been received in writing
by the Mayor or Council Clerk as the majority of the Council
then present shall consider satisfactory, such absent member
shall stand excused, and a record shall be made of such excuse
and of the reason for the same.

Penalty for absence.
Any member of the Council who, having had liotico of
the call, shall he absent withdut having been legally excused as
aforesaid, and shall foil to show that, by reason of illness or
other sufficient cause, he was unable to send an exeuso in
writing as aforesaid, or who, having answered to his name,
shall not be present when a vote is taken on the motion or
business as to which such call was made, shall for every •uch
offence be liable to a penalty of not less than five shillings nor
more than two pounds.
,Ste,sding and Special Co,nrniitees.
Standiog Committee.
Besides such special Committees as may from' time to
time be found necessary there shall be three standing Corninittees of the Council, each consisting of not less than three
members, namely —A Finance Committee, an Improvement
(or Works) Committee, and a General Committee.
Finance Committee.
The Finance Committee shall examine and check all
accounts, and shall watch generally over the collection and expenditure of the municipal revenues- They shall inquire and
report front time to time as to all matters vhiels they may consider to affect the finances of the said Municipality, and ns to
such matters or subjects of the like nature as they may be
directed by resolution of the Council to inquire and report
iipOO-

I mprovement Committee.
The Improvement Committee shall have the gene r I
direction of all works ordered or sanctioned by the Council,
and the general iuspeetion of all streets, roads, ways, and other
public pIsces under the care and management of the Council.
i'hey shall also inquire and report. from time to time as to
such improvements or repairs as they may think necessary or
as they may be directed by resolution of the Council to inquire
and report upon.
Chairman of Committees.
Every Committee of which the Mayor shall not be a
member shall elect a permanent Chairman of such Committee,
who nitty direct the Council Clerk to call meetings whenever lie
shall think it desirable.
Cost of works to be sstimatod before ,mnderta]een.
No works affecting the funds of the Municipality, except
as hereinafter is anentiooed, shall he uridertakon untit the
probable expense thereof shall have been first ascertained by
the Council.
Cases of emergency and current expenses.
6. For emergent matters, and for necessary current expenses
durirg the intervals which may elapse between the meetings
of the Council, outlays to the following extent may be
ineaned
By order of the Improvement Committee, or of
Mayor and one member of such Committee, for
repairs or emergent works, to the extent of three
pounds.
By order of the Mayor for necessary current expenses,
to the extent of two pounds,
ConmIletion of works to be reported by Improvement Committee.
No works undertaken by the Council shall be deemed to
have been completed, and no order shall be made for the
-povsnent in full of the.saune, except upon a report or certificate to that effect from the Improvement Committee, except
for emergent works as provided for in section 58 of this
Part" of these By-laws.
Cn,tu muon seal—how secured.
The seal shall he secured by a cover or box, w]nel, shall
lie kept at the Council Chambers in the custody of the Council
Clerk. There shall he two locks to this cover, the key of one
shall be kept by the Mayor, aid the key of the othcr by the
Council Clerk.
When and how common Seal to he used.
The seal of the Council shall not he aflixed to any dorament without the express authority of the Council, and every
impression thereof so authorized shall be verified by the signature of the Mayor, or in case of illness or absence of the Mayor,
by two Aldermen, and eountersined by the Council Clerk.
lieu books of account, &c, are to he kept.
All books, deeds, memorials, letters, documents, and other
records of the Council, except its l,ereinafter anentioned, shall be
kept at the Council Cha,,mbers in the custody and care of the
Council Clerk, who shall be responsible for time safe custody of
the same ; but the Mayor may for any special purpose, authorize
their removal.
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Pooks &e., not to be shown or exposed without leave.
No member or officer of the Council shall be at liberty to
show, lay Open, Cr expose any of the books, papers, or records
of the Council to any person not a member of the Council, with.
out the written permission of the Mayor, unless as otherwise
provided by law. Any member or ollleor who shall commit a
breach of this section shall be liable on eon vict.ion to a penalty
of not less than five shillings nor more than two pounds.
Records not to be removed.
Any person removing any such book, paper, or record from
the Council Chambers without leave of the Mayor in writing
first obtained, shall be subject to a penalty of not less than ten
shillings or more than ten pounds. And nothing herein contained shall be held to affect the further liability of any person
who shall have removed such book, paper, or record, and shall
not have returned the same, to any action at law for the detention of such book, paper, or record, or to prosecution for stealing
the same, as the case may warrant.
Penalty for defacing or destroying records.
Any person destroying, defacing, or wilfully or improperly
altering any book, paper, or record, shall for every such offence
be liable to a penalty of not less than five pounds nor more than
twenty pounds.
Bonds for good conduct.
All bonds given by officers or servants of the Council for
the faithful performance of their duties, shall be deposited in
such custody as the Council may order; and no member, officer,
or servant of the Council shall be received as a surety for any
officer or servant.
Duties of Council Clerk.
The Council Clerk shall perform all duties which, by the
Municipalities Act of 1867, or by the present or any other Bylaws hereunder, he may be req,ñred to perform. He shall be
Clerk of all Revision Courts held in the Municipal Borough
under the provisions of the Municipalities Act. He shall also
-under the direction of the Mayor conduct all correspondence
which may be necessary on part of the Council, and shall generally assist the Mayor in carrying out the orders of the Council
and the duties of such Mayor.
Special powers of Mayor.
The Mayor may from time to time define the duties of all
officers and servants of the Council, and shall exercise a general
sapervision over all such officers and servants ; and may order
the preparation of any such return or statement, or the giving
of any such explanation or information, by any such officer or
servant as be may thiuk necessary ; unless the Council shall
have expressly forbidden or dispensed with the preparation of
such return or statement or the giving of such explanation or
information.
BraS c-s of intended By.laws.
A draft of any intended By-law shall lie on the table in
the office of the Council at least sevea days before such draft
shall be taken into coasideration by the Council, and shall be
open to the inspection of any ratopaycr who may desire to inspect
the same.
Motion, for rescission of previous orders.
Whenever a motion, the effect of which, if carried, would
be to rescind any order, resolution, or vote of the Council, shall
have been negatived, no other motion to the sameefl'ect shall be
permissible until a period of three months shall have elapsed
from the time of negativing such first mentioned motion.
Suits and prosecutions for pcnaltic,.
Suits or informations for the enforcement of penalties for
or in respect of breaches of the Munipalities Act of 1867, or
of any By-law made thereunder, or of any Statute, the operation of which may have been extended to the Municipality,
shall be commenced or laid, as follows, viz. —When against a
member of the Council or any Auditor or any officer of the
Corporation, by such officer as shall be named for that purpose
by time - Council ; when against any other person, by the officer
to whom the carrying out of the statutory provision or By-law
imposing the penalty sought to be enforced has been entrusted
and if there shall be no such officer, then by such officer or
person as shall be appointed for that purpose by the Council or
the Mayor as the case may be, on directing such suit or informal.ion as aforesaid. And no such sent shall be brought or
information laid as'aforcsaid against any memberof the Council
or Auditor, except by order of such Council ; nor shall any
similar proceeding be taken against any officer of the Council,
except on the order of the Council or of the Mayor. And the
conduct or prosecution of any suitor information may, on the
order of the Council, or of the Mayor, be entrusted to an
attorney.
Power to s,sspeul, temnporarih-, any partien of these By-laws.
60. Any of the foregoing By-law's which relate to or affect
the proceedings at Meetings of the Council may be suspended
pro tesnpore without notice in cases of emergency, if all the
members of the Council then present shall dccua such suspension necessary.

PART II.
OollecUon and eeforee mat at of .Retet
Rate when due and payable.
All rates levied and, imposed by the Council shall be held
to be duo and payable on and after such day or days as the
Council shall by resolution from time to time appoint.
Time and place of payment.
All such rates shall be paid at the Council Chambers
during the hours appointed by the Council for that purpose.
Dcfaulters.
Every person not paying his or her rates as aforesaid
within thirty days after the day so appointed for payment
thereof, shall be deemed a defaulter, and it shall be the duty of
the Council Clerk to furnish the Mayor from time to time with
a list of the names of all persons so in default.
Mayor to enforce paymont.
It shall be the duty of the Mayor to take proceedings to
enforce the payment of all rates in default either by action at
law or by issuing warrants of distress upon the goods and
chattels of the defaulter.
Bailiff hon appointed.
The Bailiff of the Municipal Borough shall be appointed
by the Council, and may from time to time be removed by
tilem.
Bailiff to find sureties.
The Bailiff shall find two sureties to the satisfaction of
the Mayor, to the extent of (50) fifty pounds each for the
faithful performance of his duty.
Duties of Bailiff.
It shall be the duty of the Bailiff to make levies by
distraint for the recovery of rates in the manner hereinafter
provided.
Warrant of Distress.
All levies and distresses shall be made under warrant under
the hand of the Mayor or any Alderman who may for the time
being be authorized to perform the duties of that office, such
warrant to be in the form or to the effect of the schedule here'
unto annexed and marked A.
Inventory.
At the time of making a distress warrant the Bailiff shall
make a written inventory in the form or to the effect of the
schedule marked B, which inventory shall be delivered to the
occupant of the land or premises or the owner of the goods
so distressed, or to some person resident in the place where the
distress shall be made; and in case there shall be no person at
such place with whom such inventory can be left as aforesaid,
then such inventory shall be posted in some conspiouons part
of the land or pfemises on which the distress is made; and the
Bailiff shall deliver a copy of such inventory to the Council
Clerk.
Distress and sale, &c.
It shall be lawful for the Bailiff or his deputy and such
assistants as lie may take with him to enter into any part of
the land, building, tenement, or other property in respect of
which such rate or rates shall have been made as aforesaid,
and to distrain the goods therein or thereon, and to remain in
such building, tenement, or other property in charge thereof.
And if the sum for which any such distress shall have been
made or taken, together with the costs of such distraint, shall
not have been paid on or before the expiration of two clear
days, the Bailiff or his deputy may, between the hours of
eleven in the morning and two in the afternoon, on the next
day, thereafter, cause the goods so distraiued, or a sufficient
portion thereof, to be sold by public auction, either on the
premises or at such other place witlna the Municipal Borough
as the Bailiff may think proper to remove them for such
purpose, and shall pay over the surplus (if any) that may
remain, after deducting the amount of the atim distrained for
and the costs of such distraint, to the owner of the goods so
sold on demand by such owner.
Good-s may be impounded.
The Bailiff on making a distress as aforesaid may impound
or otherwise sccurc the goods and chattels so distraisied of
what nature and kind soever, in such part of the land or
premises elinrgcaMe wil;h, rate, or in such other place as shall
be most fit and convenient for that purpose; and it shall be
lawful for any person whomsoever, after the expiration of two
cheer days as hereiubefore mentioned, to come and go to and
from such part of the said land end prennses where such goods
or chattels shall be impounded and secured ems aforesaid in order
to view and buy, and in order to carry off and remove the same
on account of the purchaser thereof.
On',ier to direct order of sale.
The owner of nay goods or chattels so distrained upon
may, at his or her option, direct and specify time order in which
they shall be successively sold, and the said goods or chattels
shall in such eases be r it up for sale according to such
directions.
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Proceals of distress.
The Bailiff shall hand over to the Council Clerk, all procoeds of every such distress within twenty-four hours after
having received the cause.
Deputy.
The Bailiff may, with the sanction in writing of the
Mayor, or in his absence with the sanction of any two Aldermen
of the Municipal Borough, authorize by writing tinder his
hand any person to act temporarily as his deputy; and the
person at, authnrized shall have and exercise all the powers of
the Bailiff liin,self, but the Bailiff and his sureties shall in
every such ease be responsible for the acts of such deputy.
Costs.
There shall be payable to the Bailiff for every such levy
and distress made under these By-laws, the costs and charges
in the Schedule hereunto annexed, marked C.

SCUEDULE A.

Warrant of distress.
Mayor of the Municipality of the Borough
I,
, the Bailiff
of Tamworth, do hereby authorize you,
of the said Municipality, or your deputy, to distrain the goods
and chattels in the dwelling-house or in or upon the land or
, for
, situate at
premises of
being the amount of rates duo to the said Municipality to the
, for the said dwelling-house,
day of
land, or premises (as the case may be), together with the costs
of this distnont., and to proceed thereon for the recovery of
the said rates and costs according to law.—Dated this
,187
day of
Mayor.
Scuimuams B
inventory.
I have this day, by virtue of the warrant under the hand of
the Mayor of the Municipality of the Borough of Tamworth,
, 187 , of which a copy is attached hereto, distrainod
date
the following goods and chattels, in the dwelling-house, or
, situate
in or upon the land or premises of
, being
, within tho said Municipality for
at
the amount of rates due to the said Municipality to the
, and also the costs of this levy—Dated this
day of
day of
187
Bailiff.
(List to be appended.)

ScHEDULE C.

Costs,
s. d.
For making an entry and inventory........................... 2 6
For man in possession for period of not longer than two
ho,,rs ...................................................... 5U
For anna in possession for every other day or part of
day ......................................................... 5 0
For sale and delivery of goods one shilling in the
pound on the gross proceeds of the sale, in addition to cost of advertisements (if any).

fln

Trcre;stiog and, extinguishing fires.
Fire or combustible material.
Evei7 person who shall place, or knowingly penuit to be
placed, in any house, yard, workshop, out-office, or other pvcsn,scs within the said Municipality, fire, gunpowder, or
combustible or inflammable materials of any kind, in such a
manner as to endanger any buildings, shall, on conviction
thereof, for every such offence forfeit and pay a penalty of not
more than five pounds, and shall forthwith ren,ove such fire,
gunpowdr, or combustible orinflammablematerials; audforeaeh
and every period of twenty-four hours afte, such conviction, that
such person 51, all suffer fire, gnnpowder, or combustible, or
inflammable materials to remain as aforesaid, such person
shall be deemed guilty of a further offence against this
By-Law.
Sdting fire to matter without ,,otiee.
Any person who Slaill wilfully set fire to any i,,flamn,able
matter whatever in the open air, within five yards of any
dwelling-house or other building or boundan- or dividingfence within tb e said Mus,icipnlitv, without having gives'
notice in writing to the occupiers of the land adjoining
the land upon which such matter shall be of his intention
so to do, or between the l,ours of six in the afternoon of
any day and six is, the morning of the following day, shall,
for every such offence, forfeit a sum ,,ot exceeding five
pounds.

Erecting hn,ehwoed fences, &e.
lIvery person who shall erect any lessee of bnishwood,
bushes, or other inflammable material, or shall make or
place any stark of hay, corn, straw, or other produce, or place
as or for the covering any such stack any inflammable
materials, so as to endanger any contiguous buildings or properties, or any trees, shrubs, or other produce thereof, or
any chattels therein, shall forfeit, on conviction for every such
offence, a penalty of not more than five pounds, and shall
remove such fes,ce, stack, or covering within a reasonable time
after such conviction, and any person failiug to rmnove
such fence, stack, or covering within a reasonable time after
any such conviction as aforesaid, shall be deemed guilty of
a further offence against this By-law.
Fireworks.
Evesy person who shall discharge any firearms without
lawful cause, or who shall light any bon-fire, tar-barrel,
or fireworks upon or withia ten yards of any public or private
street or any, public place, or shall sell gunpowder, equibs,
rockets, or any other combustible matter by gas, candle,
or other artificial light within the said Municipality, shall forfeit a sum not exceeding five pounds.
\Vilfi,lIy setting fire to chimn,,eys.
Any person who shall wilfully set or cause to be set on fire
any chimney, flue, smoke-vent, or stove-pipe, herein called in
common "chimney" within the said Municipality, slsall
forfeit a sum not exceeding five pounds: Provided always,
that nothing herein eo,,tained shall exempt the person so
setting or causing to be set on fire any chimney from
liability to be proceeded against or prosecuted before any
Criminal Court for such act as for an indictable offence
Negligently suffering elsimucys to be set on fire.
If any chimney aceidently catch or be on fire, the person
occupying or using the premises in which such chimneys are
situated, shall forfeit a sum of not exceeding forty shillings
Provided always, that such forfeiture shall not be incurred if
such person prove to the satisfaction of the Justices before
whom the ease be heard that such fire was in nowise owing to
time omission, neglect-, or carelessness, whetlser with respect to
cleansing sue1' chimneys or otherwise, of lummelf or his
servants.
Water-carts attendi,ig fires.
There shall be paid out of the funds of the said Municipality to the owner of every licensed water-cart, who shall have
attended with any water at the place of any fire as herein
Provided, and deliver the same as required for the extinguishng such fire, such reasonable compensation as the Council ella11
by resolution have appoimsted in that behalf; and also to sue1,
owners of such carts as shall have first and second in order, attended with loads of water, such further same by way of reward as
the Council may by similar resolution have fixed.
Panp IT.

Licensing Peddle vehicles.
From and after the 1st day of July, one thousand eight
hundred and sovcaty-snne, no vehicle shall ply for hire, nor
shall any person act as driver or eossduetor of any such vehicle
within the Borough of Tnmworth until and unless licensed for
such purpose in the m,ulner hereinafter ,neatio,sed, nor during
the suspension or after the cancellation of such license as hereinafter provided.
Before any license for plying any vehicle, or for driving
or conducting the same shall be granted, the party requiring
such license shall obtain from the Council Clerk, free of charge,
a requisition in the for,n of Schedule A hereto, or to the like
effect and shall duly fill up and sign the same and deliver it to
he Council Clerk, and shall also insert iCsuel, requisition in
I addition to the particulars set forth in Schedule A hereto,
tables of rates and fares proposed to be charged by such party
for any such vehicle.
The Mayor for the said Borough for the time being shall
be and is hereby authorized to issue all such lice,,scs in the
"acne and on bei,alf of tiicsaid Borough Council, and the Mayor
shall by indorsenient on such, license signify ]'is approval of the
scale of rates proposed to be charged for the l,irc of any such
vehicle so licensed.
Licenses for proprietors, drivers, or conductors of vehicles
shall be in the form of Schedule B hereto or to the like effect,
and sisall be made out, s,umbercci,asid registered by the Council
Clerk.
Every license granted by the Mayor shall be signed by
the Mayor and countersigned by the Council Clerk, and ,hall be
in force until the thirt'-tirst day of Deecn,ber next ensuing the
date thereof, and no such license shall i,seli,de more than one
vehicle, and shall state the number of passengers such vehicle
shall he permittrd to carryFor every vehicle license, and for every renewal thereof,
there shall be paid to the said Borough Council the sum of two
pounds annually, if the license be granted on or after the first
day of January and on or before the thirty-first day of March in
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every year, and it after that data, then in in the following
proportions —If on or before the thirtieth day of June the
sum of thirty (30) shillings, if on or before the thirtieth, day of
September the sum of twenty (20) shillings, and if after that
date the Sulu of ten (10) shillings.
7. For every eouducto,"s or driver's license, and for every
re,iesval thereof, there shrill he paid to the said Borough
Council the suns of five shillings.
S. The person or persons in whose name or names a license
shall have been obtained shall he deemed the proprietor of tl,o
vehicle in respect of which such license shall have bee,,
taken out.
No license shall be granted to any person to drive any
vehicle unless he he above seventeen years of nge, nor to net
as conductor unless he be fourteen yeas's of age.
Any proprietor transferring or selling his licensed vehicle
shall immediately give notice thereof to the Council Clerk,
and the trnnsferree or purchaser shall thereupon apply to have
the license transferred to hisn, and shall sign his name in the
books of the said Borough Council and on the license, and
until this By-law shall have been complied with time transferror or seller shall remain liable as owner for breach of any
of these By-laws, and no transforree or purchaser shall use
such vehicle or allow- it to ply for hire until the.By-iaw shall
have been so complied witi,.
No driver or conductor of any licensed vehicle shall le,,d
or part with his license, nor shall the proprietor of any such
vehicle employ an unlicensed person as the driver or conductor
thereof.
Every proprietor, driver, or conductor of any vehicle,
and every vehicle shall be deemed to be licensed under these
By-laws on the production by the Inspector of the License
Register Book containing a copy of any such license and it
shall not be necessary to call upon the person prosecuted to
produce the original license to enable the prosecutor to give
secondary evidence of its contents.
18. The license of the proprietor, driver, or conductor of any
vehicle may be cancelled or suspended by the Mayor for the
time being of the said Borough Council as lie shall deem right
(after three days notice in writing signed by the Council
Clerk and served upon such proprietor, driver, or conductor,
or left at his nsusl place of abode, calling upon him to show
cause why such license should not be cancelled or suspended,
and opportunity given such proprietor, driver, or conductor to
show such cause), in ease eitl,er the proprietor, driver, or conductor shaft have been convicted of two offences against these
By-laws committed within a period of six months next preceding.
Such person or Persons as may from time to time be
appointed by the said Borough Council shall be the Inspector
or Sub-Inspector of all licensed vehicles plying for hire within
the said Borough, and such Inspector or Sub-Inspector shall as
oftea as he or they may deem necessary inspect all licensed
vehicles, and also the harness and horse or horses or other
animal or animals used in drawing the cause; and if such
vehicles, horse or horses, aninsol or animals shall in his or their
opinion be unfit for public use he shall report the same in
writing to the Mayor, who shall have power to suspend the
license of such vehicle until such, vehicle, harness, horse or horses
or other animal or nnimisls used in or thawing the same shall be
in a fit state for public use, and it shall be the special duty of
such Inspector at all times to see that as far as possible these
fly-laws are duly observed and enforced.
No proprietor, driver, or conductor of any vehicle, nor
any other person, shall hinder or obstruct such Inspector or
Sub-Inspectors in the execution of any of his or their duties.
The number of (lie license granted for every omnibus or
ear, in figures not less than four inches in height, and for every
hackney carriage, cab, or buggy, in figures not less than two
inches in height and of proportionate breadth, white upon a
ground of black, shall be printed or painted outside on the
panel of the door or doors of such vehicles, or on a plato or
plates fixed thereon, and also upon each lamp used upon such
vehicle as the Inspector may direct, and the proprietor of such
omnibus or car, hackney carriage, cab, or buggy, shall keep
such number on such panel of the door or doers, or on such
place or places as aforesaid, legible and undefaecd during the
time such vehicle shall ply or be used for hire.
The number of the license of every omnibus or oar, or
hackney carriage, or cab, or buggy, on a card or plato six inches
by three inches, printed or painted in olear legible figures, and
the table of fares so indorsed by the Mayor upon such license as
aforesaid, shall be affixed at the upper part of the front panel,
or in such other place inside of such omnibus or ear, or hackney
carriage, or cab, or buggy, as the Inspector may direct, and the
proprietor of such omnibus or ear, hackney carriage, cab,
or buggy, shall keep such card or plate so affixed and
legible and undefaeed during sill the time the omnibus
or ear, hackney carriage, cab, or buggy shall ply or be used
for hire.
No proprietor or driver of any licensed vehicle shall
demand more than the several fares indorsed on the license of
Buell vehicle.
-

No driver or conductor of any vehicle shall, wlmilst da iv.
ing, loading, or unloading, or attending any vehicle, or whilst
oil our public stand wilfully or negligently do, or cause or suffer
to be done, nny damage to the person or proprrty of any one, or
be guilty ofany breach oftl,e peace, misconduct, or ill-bali's, aot,r,
or be intoxicated, or make use of any tlirestemming, obscene,
indecent, profane, abusive, or insulting language, sign, or
gesticulation, but shall at all t-hsscs be sober and careful in the
discharge of his duties.
Every driver whilst engag ed in taking upor setting down
any passenger, shall during s,iels taking imp or setting down
place Ins vehicle as near as conveniei,tly mssy be to that ssde of
the street (and at a line with the kerbstoue or edge of the footpath) at wimich such taking up or setting down is required.
21 Every driver of any vehicle shall keep the same on time
left or near side of the road, and shall permit any other vehicle
to p555, having time righmt so to do, and when about to stop such
driver shall raise his whip straight up so as to warn the driver
of any vehicle that may be behind.
No omnibus shall pass another omnibus proceeding in
the same direction if the latter be proceeding on its journey at
a pace faster than a walk
No licensed vehicle shall be drawn at it pace faster than
that eomnmonly hcnomvn as trotting. And in the event of the
conviction of any driver for a breach of this Bye-law- his license
shall be cancelled by (lie Mayor.
24.. 'lIme proprietor of every vehicle shall, at all times when
time same is plying or employed for hire, make and keep it clean,
strong, and in good order in all respects and if with windows
they shall be sound and unbroken, with the ]eatlmers or lifts
suitably attached to the frames. The horse or horses shall be
able and sufileicut for their work, free from disease, and properly broken in to harness; time Imaroess for each Imorse shall be
perfect, good, and sufilcient for the purpose; and every driver
or conductor shall be clean in his person, and -wear a good hat
.Said other clean and respectable clothes, and conduct himself in
a proper and decorous manner.
No person suffering from amm infoetious or contagious
disease shall ride in or upon any licensed vehicle, and no driver
or conductor shall knowingly carry, or permit to be carried, any
such person, or (except to some police oflico or watch-house) any
corpse or any person in a stat-c of intoxication, or who is so
noisily or violently conducting himself, or otlmerwiso so misbehaving as to occasion any annoyance or to disturb time public
peace. And no passenger shall carry inside any vehicle any
aninmal or any substance of an offensive character, or that might
soil or damage the vehicle, or the apparel of other passengers;
and no driver or conductor shall sleep in or upon any licensed
vehicle, or use the smue for eating his meals therein.
No driver of any vehicle shall carry more passengers than
his vehicle is licensed to carry, nor shall the driver of any cab
carry net passenger or other person on the driver's box or step
behind time same, nor shall the driver or conductor of any
omnibus or omnibus car permit or suffer any person, except the
conductor, to be on the footsteps at the back of any such omnibns or omnibus carNo driver or conductor shall smoke tobacco, cigars, or
other tIming, whilst driving or conducting any licensed velmicle
engaged on any fare, nor shall any passenger smoke inside or
on any velmiclo without time permission of the driver, or against
the wish of any passenger.
The driver and conductor of every licensed vehicle (if such
vehicle has a conductor) shall be constantly attendant upon the
same whenever standing, or whilst plying or engaged for isire,
Every licensed vehicle shall be provided with a lamp on
each side of time same outside, and time driver of such vehicle,
when plying for lmire, between sunset and sunrise, shall light
and keep such, lumps lighted.
The driver of every omnnibus and omnibus car, shall provide and keep a lamp properly lighted in such a posit-iota inside
of every snobs licensed vehicle as the Inspector may direct,
whenever such vehicle be plying for hire or cngaed at any
time betweon sunset and sunriso.
Every lamp used on time outside of any vehicle shall be
such and so placed as to nppear white on the front and outsides and red behind.
When an application is made for a license for any other
omnibm,s than those in use at the time of time passing of these
By-laws, it shall be the duty of time Inspector to see that the
fittings and furniture are complete, as detailed and provided for
in the last preceding By-]aw, are properly affixed to such
omnsmihmms, and the Inspector shall not grant a certificate to any
such omnibus unless it shall be of the dimensions set out in
such By-law.
Any person lmavimmg emmgnged any licensed vehicle and not
paying the charge so endorsed as aforesaid upon the license of
suehm vehicle when demanded, shall on cenvietion forfeit and
pay the proprietor or driver of such vehicle such charge, together with, such further sum,) for damages, costs, and expenses
for loss of time or, otimerwise as the convicting Justices shall in
their discretion think proper.
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No vehicle which shall be let to hire by special agreement
only, or only when bespoken at the stables or residence of its
owner, and which shall "ever publicly ply for hire off the premises of its owner, shall be deemed a licensed vehicle within
the meaning of these By-laws nor shall the proprietor, driver,
or conductor of such vehicle be subject to the provisions thereof
in any respect whatever.
The word "vehicle" in the forgoing By-laws shall inelude and apply to every omnibus, car, hackney carriage, cab,
or buggy. An omnibus shall mean a vehicle upon four wheels
drawn by one or more horses, and a ear shall mean a vehicle
upon two wheels, for which omnibus licenses have been taken
out, and a hnckoey carriage shall mean a vehicle upon four
wheels drawn by two or more lsorses, and a cab shall mean it
vehicle upon two wheels drawn by one horse, and a buggy shall
mean a vehicle upon four wheels, drawn by one or more horses,
plying for hire within the Borough of Taonworth ; and in the
construction of these By-laws any word importing the singular
number shall be understood to include several personsor things
as vall as one person or thing, and any word importing the
plural number, shall be applied to one person or thing, and
every word importing the masculine gender shall extend and
be applied to a female as well as a male.
For every offence against the provisions of these By-laws
the offender shall be liable to and shall pay a penalty not exceeding ten pounds nor less than five shillings; and such
penalty shall be recoverable before any two Justices in Petty
Sessions according to the provisions of the Act fourteen Victoria
number forty-three and the Acts therein adopted.
-

SO1IIDULE A.
A Requisition for License.
To the Borough Council of Tamworth.
Street do hereby request that
residing in
I
within the said
a license may be granted
Borough.
, 187
Dated the
day of
SCHEDULZ B.
License.
is hereby licensed to
This is to certify that
within the Borough of Tam worth, from the day of the
date Isereof to the thirty-first day of December next, subject
nevertheless to all and every the By-laws, Rules, and Regulations in force relating thereto.
Given under the Common Seal of the Borough Council
187 day of
of Tomworth, this
Mayor.

PART V.

Public Exhibitors.
Exhibitions &c. to be licensed.
No exhibitions other than such as may be licensed under
the provisions of the Act 14 Vie, number 23, or exhibitions of
a Ienipornry character, hereinafter especially provided for, shall
be held or kept for hire or profit within the said Municipality,
nor shall any bowling-alley or other place of public amusement,
other than a place licensed as aforesaid, are place for temporary
asnusninesit hereinafter specially provided for, be used us such
for hiro or profit within the said Municipality unless and until
the same shall be duly registered as hereinafter prescribed.
Temporary license by Mayor—Penalty for exhibiting, &-c,, without
license.
The Mayor may, by writing under his hand, permit any
such exhibition as aforesaid, other than any exhibition requiring to be licensed sunder the said Act, for not more than one
week, and in like manner and for a like time may allow any
place to be used for purposes of public amusement other than
for entertainments requiring to be licensed as aforesaid; and
any person Isolding or keeping any such exhibition or issing
any place within the said Municipality for public amusement
as aforesaid without such permission of the Mayor, shall forfeit
and pay it sum of not less than one pound nor more than five
pounds for every day that such exhibition shall be so held or
kept at such place, shall be to used for public amusement as
aforesaid.
Buildings, h-c., to be registered.
3' Every occupier of any building or ground in which any
exhibition is held or kept, or any public amusement conducted
as aforesaid, shall in each year register at the office of Use
Council such building or ground, and a description of tlse
exhibition or public amusement proposed to be kept, held, or
conducted as aforesaid ; and the name of sud, occupier, and
every person who causes, and every occupier of any building or
land who permits, any such exhibition or public amusement
to be held, kept;, or conducted for more than one week in or
upon such building or l,usd not registered for the purpose,
or without having obtained a certificate of registration as
hereinafter sneistinned, shall forfeit and pay for every offence
a suss isot less than one pound nor more than Lou pounds.

Certificate of registration, he.
I. The Council, upon the written application of any such
occupier as aforesaid stating the particulars aforesaid, may
cause the aforesaid premises to be registered, and grant to the
applicant a certificate of e,sels registration, unless upon inspection the building or laud shall be found to be unsuitable
for the purpose of exhibition or amusement, or unless it shall
appear to the Council that such exhibition is likely to entail
any violation of public decency or eesdmsnger the public peace,
or be a nuisance to any inhabitant of the Municipality.

I,spection.
Any officer or person appointed for that purpose by the
Council may at all reasonable times enter into or upon and
inspect any such building or land.
No exhibition,, ha, on Sssnday, &c.
No such exhibition or place of public amusement as afore
said shall be lucId or kept open or used for such public amuseinents on Sunday, Christmos Day, or Good Friday; and every
person offending Against this By-law shall on conviction forfeit
and pay a sum not exceeding five pounds nor less than one
pound for every such offence.
Itegietration fee, tic.
Per every registration as aforesaid the occupier of the
building or land so registered shall pay to the Council Clerk,
for the benefit of the Municipality, a fee of one pound ; and
every such registration, whenever the same may be mode, shall
(subject to the power of suspension or cancellation herein
contained) be in force uatil the 31st day of December thence
next ensuing and no longer.
Suspension or revocation of license,
The effect of any such registration as aforesaid may be
suspended, or such registration may be cancelled, as the
Council shall think fit, for any of the following causes,
namely
Whenever the occupier of any registered building or land, or
the manager of any such exhibition or anluLsement as aforesaid
held, kept, conducted, or carried on, in, or upon such building
or ground, shall have bee,, twice convicted of offenees against
these By-laws within a period of twelve months ; or whenever
it shall be shown to the satisfaction of the Council that the
ssiperinteadent, director, manager, or other person in charge
of any such exhibition or aiesnse,neatis a confirmed drunkard
or that any such exhibition or amusement is being conducted
in such a manner as to violate public decency, to endanger
the public peace, or become a nuisance to any inhabitant of
the said Municipality provided that before any such suspension or cancellation as aforesaid such occupier shall have
notice that the Council is about to consider whether there
shall be any such suspension or cancellation and of the causes
for this proceeding, and shall be allowed to show cause against
the same.
Gaming, cruelty to amsimnals, ha, prohibited,
No license shall be granted as aforesaid to or for any
building or land wherein or whereon any games with dice or
other gaines of chance for money, or any bull-baiting, dogfighting, cock-fighting, or other exhibitions or ansusesnents
opposed to public morality, or issvolciisg ersselty to animal,, or
likely to eauso a breach of ti,e p04cc, are proposed to be hod,
held, or csrried on and the occupier of any building or land
so registered as aforesaid who shall permit any such game of
chance, or exhibition, or amusement as are in the section
beforainentioned to be had, held, or carried on,in, or upon
such building or land, shall for every such offence forfeit and
pay a Sian of not less than ten shillings or more than ten
pounds
Construction of tenn Oecupier" Change of occupancy
It). Any person who shall snpei-iutend, direct, or mansgo, or
shall be otherwise in elsarge of any ssseh exhibition or public
amusement as aforesaid in or upon any such building or land
as aforesaid, or who shall reside in or upon any such building
or land wherein or whereon any such exhibition or public
amusement shall be held, kept, or carried on, or who, whether
resident or not shall usc any such building or land for the
purposes of any such exhibition or public amusement, shall be
deemed the occupier of such building or land for all the pus-poses of these By-laws, shall be held to be as applicable in
every case to any number of Much occupiers as to any single
uceespier ; and every such occupier whose name shall hate
been so registered as aforesaid shall be deemed and be taken
to be an d eonti,sese such occupier for all purposes of these Bylass-s: Provided that in event of any change in the occupancy
of any s,,ch building or land as nforesaid the parties concerned
shall notify the same in writisig to the Council Clerk ; and if
sifter such inquiry as the Council may deem necessary an
entry thereof shall be made in the Registry and a new certificate
shall be issued, which (subject as aforesaid) shall be in force
tssmtil the than next thirty-first day of December, and no
longer; and for every such certificate a fee of five shillings
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shall be paid to the Council Clerk for the benefit of the
Municipality; and any person who shall make any.false statement in any such notice or application as aforesaid as to any
of the facts or particulars required by these By-laws to be stated
in such application or notice shall for every such oence forfeit
sad pay a sum not less than one pound nor more than ten
pounds.
PART VI.

Streets and l'oilic Places, Public Health, Decency, 40.
New roads to be reported upon.
I. No new public road, street, way, or other place proposed
to be dedicated to the public shall be taken under the charge
or usanagemeot of the Council until after such road, street, way,
or place shall have been exaunned by the Improvement Committee or other Committee appointed for tIns purpose, and
reported upon to the Council by such Committee.
Plan of proposed new road, &e., to be deposited.
Z. Whenever any proprietor or proprietors of land within the
Municipality shall open any road, street, or may, or lay out
any place for -public use or recreation through or upon such
land, and shall be desirous that the Council shall undertake
the care and management thereof, he or they shall furnish the
Council with a plan or plans, signed by himself or themselves,
showiog olearly the position and, extent of such road, street, way,
or other place as aforesaith
Dedication of nest roads,
If the Council shall determine to fake elsarge of any such
road, way, or place as aforesaid, the plan or plans signed as
aforesaid shall be preserved as a record of the Council, and she
proprietor or proprietors shall sxecntc such further instrusnent,
dedicating such road, way, or place to public use or recreation
as aforesaid as may be considered necessary by the Council,
which said instrument shall ho preserved as a record of the
Council.
Who to mark out roads, &a
The Surveyor of the Municipal Borough or other officer
or person duly authorized by the Council in t-lset behalf, shall
be the proper ofticcr for mnrking out when and where necessary
the road,, streets, lanes, and thoroughfares, which now are, or
shall hereafter be under or subject to the care, construction, or
management of the Couueil, and the carriage or foot ways in
each of such roads, streets, lanes, or thoroughfares.
No encroachment, in.
S. No person shall be at liberty to encroach beyond the
building-line in any street or lane by the erection of honses,
vemudahs, doorsteps, fences, or any other obstruction whatever, nod all proprietors or lessees of houses within the Borough
having a frontage to any main tleoroughf are shall be bound to
bare the same sufficiently spouted with down-pipe to carry
under the surface of the footu'ay in the street gutter.
No balcony, &e.
No balcony shall be erected, ssnless the construction of the
same shall have been approved by the Council.
Footways may be levelled.
When any footway shall have been marked out in manner
herein directed, the seLrveyor or other person as aforesaid may
cause the same to be levelled and made as nearly as practicable
of equal height and breadth, and with an equal slope and ineination, and may remove any flagging steps or other matter,
thing, or obstruction that may injure or obstruct the said footway or render it unequal or inconvenient, and which now is
or may hereafter be erected or placed on the space marked out
for the said footway.
The Isoprovonsent Committee to fir street level.
The Improvement Committee or any officer of the Council
acting under the supervision of such Committee shall, subject
to such orders as may from time to time be made by the Council
in that behalf, fix and lay out the level of all public roads,
streets, and ways, within the Municipality, and the carriage.
ways and footways thereof: Provided that there shall be no
change of levels in any such public road, street, or way, until
the same shall have been submitted to and certified by the
Council as hereinafter directed.
Change of street levels.
Whenever it may be deemed necessary to alter the level
more than one foot, of any such public road, street, or way as
aforesaid, the Improvesnent Committee shall cause a plan and
section showing the proposed cuttings and fillings, to be exhibited at the Council Chambers fourteen (lays for the infer'
mation and inspection of the rntepayers, and 'shall notify, by
advertisement in some newspaper circulating within the Borough
that such plan is open for inspection. At it snhseqnent snecting
of the Council the ssid plan and section shall, if adopted, be
signed by the Mayor or Chairman of such auoetissg and countersigned by the Council Clerk; and such plan and section n
signed and countersigned shall be a record of the Council.

No tssrf, gravel, in., to be ronmoved from streets without penoissian
Any person who shall form, dig, or open any drain or
sewer, or remove, or cation to be removed, any turf, gravel, sand,
loans, or other material in or from any part of the carriage or
footway of any street or road, or any reserve or other public
place within the Municipality, witlsout leave first had and obtaisscd from the Council or from the Mayor, or who shall
wantonly break up or damage any such cnrrisge or footway,
shall oss conviction forfeit and pay for every such otfenee a sum
not exceeding five pounds nor less than one pouad.
tensparary stoppIng of tnetlie for repair,, lao.
The Mayor or any officer or person acting under the
authority of the Council may at any time cause the traffic of
any street, lane, or thsrouglsfare, or any portion thereof, to be
stopped for the purpose of repairing the same, or for any necessary purpose; and any person or persons offending against this
By-lasv----either by travelling on such street, lane, or throughfare, or by destroying or rcmuovmg any obstruction that may be
placed thereon for the purpose of suspending the tratlie—shall
forfeit and pay a pessalty and sum not exceeding five pounds.
Cellars or openings beneath the footorays prohibited,
Any person who shall make any cellar or opening, door
or ,vissdow in or beneath thesurfacc of the footway of any street
or public place, unless the, plans tlsernof have been preriously
submitted, to and approved by the Council, and the creations
and opessings made to the satisfaction of the Council, shall on
conviction forfeit and pay the stun of five pounds ore r and
above the expense of filling up, remedying, or removing such
cellar, opening, door, or window, so as the same shall not
exceed fifty pounds.
holes to be enclosed.
Any pretost who shall dig or make, or cause to be dug or
made, any hole, or leave or cause to be left any hole adjoining
or near to any street or public place within the said Municipality, for the purpose of making any vault or vaults, or the
foundation or foundations of any other building or house, or
for any other purpose whatsoever, or shall erect or pull dowse
ally building, and shall soot forthwith enclose time on ne, and
kee1s the same enclosed in a good and sufficient manner, to the
satisfaction of the surveyor or other officer or person as afore.
said, or shall keep up, or cause to be kept up and contissued,
any such enclosure for any time longer than shall be necessary
in the opinion of the surveyor or other officer or person afor,:said, and shall not place lights upon each side of the said
enclosure, and keep the same constantly buroissg between
sunset and sunrise during the continuance of such enclosure,—
shall forfeit and pay for every such refusal or neglect any
sum not less than forty shillings nor exceeding five pounds.
Open spacas and steps adjoining the foetways to be enclosed
under penalty.
Every owner or occupier of any house, building, promises,
or land within the said Municipality having any entrance area,
garden, or other open space adjoining the footsvay, or public
place in such Municipality, or any quna-ry, excavation, or opening
in the ground, or any presnises within six feet of any such footway or public place, shall protect and guerd the mine by good
and sufficient fences, n-ails, or other enclosures, so as to prevesit
danger to persons passing and repassing ; and sny such owner
or occupier of any house, building, premises, or land havingany
steps adjoining the footway of any such street or public place
shall in like manner protect and gssnrd the same by fences,
rails, or other enclesns-es, so as to prevcut danger to persons
passing and repassing ; and on feilure thereof of any such
owner or occupier, as often as be shall be convicted of such
offence, forfeit and pay any ni,sn not being less tlsnss forty
shillings nor more than five pounds. And every such owner or
occupier as aforesaid who shall fail to erect such rails, fences, or
other cssclosures as aforesaid within one u'eck after any cossvietion as sforesnicl, shell be deemed guilty of a further oliessee
against this By-law.
Wells to be covered over.
Every person who shall Isavu a well situated between his
or her dwclling-house, or the appnrtonances thereof, and any
road, street, or footway, or at the side thereof, or in any yard
or place open or exposed to such road, street, or footway within
the said lifossicipalitv, shall cause such well to be securely and
permanently covered over; and if any person lsavsssg such well
aforesnid shall fsil to covcr and secure the same within twenty'
four hours after tsot,ieo in writing shall have been given to him
or her by any officer of the Council, or shall have been left for
such person at his or her last ksso,vn place of abode or the said
premises, shall on conviction forfeit and pay a sons of ten
shillings ; and for every (lay after such notice that such well
shall resuaiss open or uncovered, contrary to the provisions lies-n.
of, such, person shall be deemed guilty of a sepssrnte offence
against this By-law
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Throwing filth on roads, driving carriages and leading horses
on footways.
10. Any person who shall throw, cast or lay, or shall cause
permit, or stiffer to be thrown, east, or laid or remain, any dead
animal, offal, thing, soil, ashes, rubbish, or any other filth or
annoyance1 or any matter or thing in or upon the footway or
carriage-way of any street, road, lane, or other public place
within the said Isfuniripatity, or shall kill, slaughter, dres., scald,
or cut up any beast, swine, calf, sheep, lamb, or other animal in
or so near to any street or other public place as that any blood
shall run or flow upon or over, or be on any carriage or footway,
or shall run, roll, drive, draw, place, or cause, permit, or suffer
to be run, rolled, driven, drawn, or placed upon the footway of
any street, road or public place, any waggon, cart, dray, sledge,
or other carriage, or any wheelbarrow, wheel, or truck, or any
liogsliead, cask, or barrel—or shalt wilfully load, drive, ride, or
stan,l amiy horse, ass, mule, or other beast upon any such foot.
way, shall upon conviction forfeit and pay for the first offence a
stun not exceeding forty shillings nor less than five shillings, and
for the second and every subsequent offence a sum not less than
ten shillings nor more than forty shillings.
Disposal of rubbish.
Provided that rubbish of an inoffensively decaying nature
may be deposited on the following localities, viz.:—
lsourke Ward.
1 On one-tenth part of an acre being a square block, the
boundaries whereof, being one chain each, are indicated
by four posts painted white, and lettered fIG,,
situated near the police paddock.
2. On two-tenth parts of an acre the boundaries whereof
are respcetivcly, two lines one chain long, and two
lines two chains long, and indicated by four posts
painted white, and lettered T.M.C., situated near the
incidence of Brisbane-street with the Peel River.
Cohe,s Ward.
1. On four-tenth parts of an acre, the boundaries 'whereof
arc rcspectively two chains each, and indicated by
four posts painted white, and lettered T.M.C.,
situated time the incidence of Fitzroy-street and the
Peel River.
4 On about four-tenths of an nero, the boundaries whereof
are respectively, two of two chains and fifty links,
and two of one chain and seventy-seven links long,
indicated by four posts painted white, and lettered
T.M.C., situated near the incidence of hill-street with
Peel River.
King Ward.
ff. On one-tenth part of an acre, the boundaries whereof
are each one chain long, and indicated by four posts
paismted white, and lettered T.M.C., situated near the
incidence of Church-street and ana-braneb of Gooaoo
Qoonoo Creek.
Throwing fllth into watorcourses.
Any person who shall east any filth, rubbish, or any dead
animal, or any animal 'with intent of drowning suds animal,
into any public watercourse, waterhole, river, creek, or canal,
or shall obstnsrt or divert frosts its eha,snel any sewer, canal,
or watercourse within the said Municipality, shall forfeit a sum
not exceeding five pounds nor less than ten shillings, and shall
in addition to such penalty pay the cost of removing such filth
or obstruction, or of restorissg such watercourse, sewer, or
canal to its propor ohannel, so as the same shall not exceed
fifty pounds.
Throwing slops on carriage or footways.
10. Any person who shall east or throw, or shall cause,
suffer, or permit to be east or thrown, upon any carriageway or
footway, any soapsuds, slops, or refuse water, or any refuse
vegetablrs, or any other matter or thing, or shall cause, suffer,
or permit the same to run or flow front ally premises in his
or her occupation, over any such footpath or carriageway,
within the said Municipality, shall for every such offence
forfeit and pay a sum not exceeding two pounds/nor less than
five shillings.
Italu not to be carried on to footpaths.
20. It shall not be lawful for any person wlsomsoerer to
carry by means of pipes, gutters, or other contrivances, any
rainwater from the roof of his or her premises or bouso upon
any of the footways of any street or public place within the
said Municipality; or any owner or oeesspier of any such house
or premises who shall neglect or refuse to remedy or remove
any such pipes, gutters, or contrivances, when required to do so
by any officer of the Council, shall, on conviction, forfeit and
pay any sum not exceeding ten shillings, and a like sum for
every day or part of a day that the same, shall not be remedied
or removed Provided that the owner or occupier of any such
house or premises may convey any such rain water by means of
pipes laid under the surface of such footways into the gutters
ndoiniug the same And provided also that all such pipes
shall be laid down to the satisfaction and nuder the superintendence of the Town Surveyor or any other person appointed
by the Council.
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Piscing carriages, goods, eta, on footw,iys—nat removing them when
requireel—rc1'laeim,gtbe same after removal.
Any person who shall sot or place, or cause to be set or
placed, any stall, board. chopping-block, show-board, basketwares, merchandise, casks, or goods of any kind whatsoever;
or who shall Loop, place, wash or cleanse, or who shall cause to
be huoped, placed, washed or cleansed, any pipe, barrel, cask, or
vessel, in or upon any carriage or footway in any street, road
or public way within the said Municipality, or shall set, lay
out, or place, or shall cause to be set, laid out, or placed, any
cone],, cart, waggon, ,wain, dray, sledge, truck, or other carriage,
upon any such earringe-way except for the purpose of loading
or usltoading the sa,no, or taking up or setting dowia any
fare, or waiting for passengers when actually hired, or when
actually engaged in harnessing and unharnessing the horses
or other ai,imeds from such eoaels, cart, wain, waggon, dray,
sledge, truck, or other carriage ; or if any person shall set or
place, or cause to be set or placed, in, upon, or over such
carriage-way or footway, any stone, brick, lime, timber, or
other material or tlungs for building (except as hereinbafore
provided) ; or who shall hang out or expose, or shall cause or
permit to be hung out or exposed, any meat or offal, x- any
other matter or thing whatsoever, from any house or premises,
over any part of such footway or carriage-way, or over any
area of any house or other building or premises, or any other
matter or thing, from and on the outside of the house or front
or any other part of any house or houses or other buildings or
premises over or next unto any such street, road, or public
place and shall not immediately remove the same upon being
required so to do by the Council or any officer thereof; or if
any person who, having in pursuance of any such requisition
as aforesaid, removed, or cause to be removed, any such stall,
board, show-board, chopping-block, basketware, merchandise,
barrow, sledge, truck, carriage, timber, stones, bricks, lime,
meat, offal, or other matter or thing, shalt at any time thereafter again set, lay, place, expose, or put out, or cause,
procure, permit, or suffes- to be set, laid, placed, exposed,
or put out, the same or any of them, or any other stallboard, shsow-board, chopping-block, basketwares, merchandise,
goods, timber, stones, bricks, lime, eoacla, cart, wain, waggon,
dray, truck, barrow, sledge, meat, offal, or other things or
,natters whatsoever (save and except as aforesaid), in or upon
or over ammy such carriage or footway, of or next unto any such
street, road, or public place as aforesaid, shall, on conviction
for every such offence, forfeit and pay for the first offence a
sum not exceeding forty shillings ssnr less than five shillings
and for overy second and every subsequent offence, a sum not
exceeding forty shillings nor less than ten shillings.
Not to prevemst the erection of awnings.
Notlsing in tl,ese By-laws eoutained shall be deemed to
prevent any person from placing a movable awning in front of
his or her shop or house ; Provided that such awning be U
least eight feet high above the proper level of the footway,
and the posts be kept close up to the curbstone or outer edge
of such foot-way, and that the said posts or any framework be
erected to the satisfaction of the Council, and as may from
time to time be directed.
Damage to public buildings.
Any person who shall damage any public building, lamp,
wall, parapet, sluice, bridge, road, street, sewer, watercourse,
or other property of the Council of the said Municipality, or
improperly extinguish any lamp set for public or private convenience, shall pay the cost of repairing the same ; and if the
same be wilfully done, shall forfeit and pay a sum not exceeding twenty pounds, nor less that five pounds, in addition to
the cost of repairing the same, so as the Caine shall not exceed
fifty pounds.
firawiag or trailing timber, &e.
Any person who shall bawl or draw, or shall cause to be
bawled er drawn upon any of the streets, roads, or public ways
or places within the sai4 Muniep,ality any timber, stone, or
other snatcrial or thing which shall be carried principally or in
part upon any wheeled carriage or harrow to ding or trail upon
any part of any such street, road, or public place, to the iury
thereof, or to lsang over any part of such carriage or barrow so
as to occupy or obstruct the street or road, shall upon conviction, forfeit and pay for every such offence a sum not
exceeding forty shillings nor less than ten shillings over and
above the damage occasioned thereby.
Riding in dna-s, carelen driving, &c.
If the driver of any waggon, wain, cart or dray of any
kind shall ride upon any such carriage its any street, road, or
thorouglsfare within the said Municipality, not having some
person on foot to guide the same (such carts as are drawa by
one horse and driven or guided with reins only excepted), or
if the driver of any carriage whatsoevever shall negligently be
at a distance from such carriage or in such situation whilst it
shall be passing aloasg such street, road, or thoroughfare that
he cannot have time direction and government of the horse or
horses or cattle drtns'ing the same; or if the driver of any
waggon, cart, dray, or conch or other carriage whatsoever,
meeting any other carriage, shall not keep his 'waggon, cart,
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dray, or coach or other carriage on the left or near side of the
road, street, bridge, or thoroughfare, or if any person shall in
any manner wilfully prevent any other person or persons from
passing him or any carriage under his care upon such street,
road, or thoroughfare; or by negligence or misbehaviour prerent,
hinder, or interrupt the free passage of any carriage in or upon
the same, every such driver or person so offending shall upon
conviction forfeit and pay for every such offence a sum not
exceeding forty shillings nor less than ten shillings.
Riding or driving furiously.
Any person who shall ride or drive through or upon any
street, road, or public place within the said Municipality so
negligently, carelessly, or furiously that the safety of any other
person sIsall or may be endangered, shall on conviction forfeit
and pay a sum not exceeding five pounds nor less than two
pounds.
Breaking horses, &e.
It shall not be lawful for any person or persons in any
street, road, or public place within the Municipality to drive
any carriage or carriages for the purpose of breaking, trying,
or exercising horses, orto ride, drive, or lead any horse, mare,
or gelding for the purpose of airing, exercisin", trying, breaking, showing, or exposing for sale any such torso, mare, or
gelding otherwise than by passing quietly through such streets
or public places Provided further, that no person or persons
shall be allowed within the said Municipality to furiously or
caralossly drive any horse, mare or gelding to or from any
public watering place, creek, or river, or pssturnge, or elsewhere; and the person or persons in charge thereof shall be
prima feels presumed to be the owner of the said ani at or
animals, and shall be liable accordingly; and every person so
offending shall forfeit and pay for every such offence any sum
not exceeding forty shillings nor less than five shillings.
Hours for driving cattle
No person shall drive or cause to be driven, through any
street or public thoroughfare of the said Municipality any live
stock, between the hours of 6 o'clock a-m- and 10 o'clock a_rn.,
or between the hours of 12 o'clock am. and 2 p.m., or between
the hours of 4 o'clock p.m. and 9 o'clock p.m., except calves
and foals under the age of one year, quiet milch cows, horses
or cattle broken to saddle or draught, and pigs, sheep, and
goats. And any person or persons who shall drive or cause to
be driven any live stock except those above enumerated,
through any street or public thoroughfare of the Municipality
between tho hours above mentioned, shall on conviction before
any Justice or Justices of the Peace forfeit and pay a sum not
exceeding five pounds for every such offence.
Horses, cattle, tic.
Any person who shall breed, feed, or keep any kind of
swine in any house, yard, or enclosure, situate and being in, or
within forty yards of any street or public place within the
Municipality, or who shall suffer any kind of swine, or any
horse, ass, cattle, mule, sheep, goat, or any other animal of the
like nature belonging to him or her, or under his or her charge,
to stray or to go about or to be tethered or depastured in any
street, road, or public place ,vitlsiu the said Municipality, excepting on the permanent and temporary commons, shall
forfeit and pay for every such offence a sum not exceeding
forty shillings nor less than five shillings.
Inspector may impound.
So. The Inspector of Nuisances, or any other person duly
authorized by the Council, shall have power to inspouud in the
¶famworth Public Pound, all animals of every descnption found
straying in any street, roadway, or thoroughfare within the
said Municipality of Tamworth, and shall also have power to
destroy all goats found straying in any street, roadway, or
public place within the said Municipality.
Burning sliavisigs, Sc,, in the streets.
31. Any person who shall burn any shavings, rubbish, or any
other matter or thing in-any road, street, lane, or public place
within the said Municipality, or who shall within ten yards of
any dwelling-house burn rags, bones, corks, or other offensive
substanco, shall for every such offence forfeit and pay a sum
not exceeding forty shillings nor less than five shillings.
Placards not to be affixed on walls nor bridges without consent.
32. It shall not be lawful for any person to paste or otherwise affix any placard or other paper upon any wall, house,
fence, or other erection, nor deface any such wall, house, fence,
bridge, or erection with chalk, paint, or other matter, unless
with the consent of the owner thereof; and every person who
shall be guilty of any such offence shall forfeit and pay a soul
not exceeding twenty shillings nor less than five shillings.
Any person or persons who shall wantonly or maliciously
break or injure any lamp or lamp-post or injure or extinguish
any light set up for public safety and convenience within the
said Borough, shall, over and above the necessary expense of
repairing the injury committed, forfeit and pay any sum not
less than one pound nor more than five pounds.

No rock to be blasted without notice to the Mayor, &c.
33. Any person who shall be desirous of blasting any rock
within fifty yards of any road, street, public place, or private
dwelling within the Ps ìä Municipality, shall give notice in
writing twenty-four hours previously to the Mayor or any two
Aldermen, who shall appoint a time when the same shall take
place, and give such directions as he or they may deem
necessary for the public safety; and if any person shall blast,
or cause to be blasted, any rock within the limits aforesaid,
without giving such notice, or shall not conform to the directions given to him by the Mayor or any two Aldermen aforesaid,
be shall on conviction forfeit and pay for every such offence
any sum not less than one pound nor more than ten pounds.
Cicansing private avenues,
34, Any owner or occupier of any house or place and premises who shall neglect to keep clean all private avenues, passages, yards, and ways within the said premises, so as by such
neglect to cause a nuisance by offensive smell or otherwise, shall
forfeit and pay a sum not exceeding forty shillings nor less than
ten shillings for every such offencel'lachi,g dead animals on premises.
Any person who shall place, or who shall cause or suffer
to be placed, upon any land or premises within the said Municipality any dead, animal, blood, offal, night-soil, or other
offensive matter, shall on conviction suffer and pay a penalty
not exceeding five pounds nor less than ten shillings for every
such offence.
Allowing dead animals to remain on premises.
Any owner or occupier of any land or premises who shall
suffer or permit any dead animal, blood, offal, night-soil, or any
other offensive matter to remain upon the said land or premises,
after notice shall have been given by the Inspector of Nuisances
to remove the same, shall be subject to a penalty of not exceeding two pounds nor less than ten shillings for every day that the
same shall so remain.
Hog-styos and nuisances not removed on notice, tic.
In case any privy, hog-stye, ally sink, cesspool, yard, or
enelosnrc, or any matter or thing which shall at any time be in
any place within the said Municipality, shall be or become a
nuisance, it shall be lawful for the C,,uucil, after due investigatao,,, by notice is, writing to order the removal of the said
msisnneo within 'even days after such notice shall have been
gives' to the owner or occupier of the premises wherein such
nuisance is situated, or shall have been left for such owner or
occupier at his or her last or usual place of abode or on the said
premises ; and every such owner or occupier refusing or neglecting to remove or abate suchnuisance pursuant to such notice,
and to the sat isfactiou of the Council, shall forfeit and pay a
main not exceeding ten pounds nor less than forty shillings.

Penalty for mint removing offensive matter on notice—Council may abate
nuisance—Right of entry for such purposes.
Any person who shall suffer any waste or stagnant water,
or any muck, filth, sosi, or other offensive matter to remain in
any cellar or place within any dwelling house or premises within the said Municipality for the space of twenty-four hours
after written notice to him or to her from the Inspector of
Nuisances or other officer of the Council to remove the same, or
shall allow the contents of any water-closet, privy, or cesspool
to overflow or soak therefrom, shall for every such offence for.
feit and pay a sum not exceeding forty shillings nor less than
ten shillings, and a further sum of ten shillings for every day
the offence shall be continued; and the Council may remove or
abate, or cause to be removed or abated, every such nuisance,
and do what shall be needful for preventing is contiauation or
recurrence thereof and the officers of the said Council shall
for such purpose have power from time to time to enter any
house or premises, and the expanse incurred in carrying out the
provisions of the By-law shall be paid to the said Council by the
occupier or owner of the premises upon which the same exists,
in addition to time penalty aforesaid, so as the same do not exceed
fifty pounds in the whole.
Cleansing butchers' shambles, tic,,
For preserving the cleanliness of the said Municipality
and the health of the iohabitants thereof, it shall be lawful for
the Inspector of Nuisances or for any other officer appointed by
the Council from time to time, and when and as often as he or
either of them shall see occasion to visit and inspect the butchers' shops, soap and candle sianufactories, fellmongering
establishments and tanneries, private avenues, passages, yards,
and ways within the premises of any owner or occupier within
the said Municipality, and to give such direct-ion with respect to
the cloansing of the same respectively both within and without
as to him shall seen, needful. And any owner or occupier of any
such premises aforesaid who shall refuse or neglect to comply
with such directions within a reasonable time, shall forfeit and
pay a sum not exceeding five pounds nor less than one pound.
Danmaging trees, Ice.
Any person who shall willfully, or without the authority
of the Council, cut, break, bark, root-up, or otherwise destroy
or damage, time whole or any part of any growing or live tree,
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sapling, shrub, or underwood, growing in or upon any reserve
or place. under the management of the Council, shall forfeit
and pay a sum not exceeding ten pounds nor less than one
pound.
Extirpation of noxious eaeds.
Any owner or occupier of land within the said Municipality who shall permit or suffer to grow and ripen seed on the
said land the weeds known as the llathurst burr and thistle,
and who shall fail to extirpate, remove, or destroy the same
within ten days after the receipt of a notice in writing, by post
or otherwise, from the Council so to do, shall, for every such
offence, forfeit and pay a sum not exceeding five pounds nor
less than one pound. provided that if no owner nor occupier
can be proceeded against the Municipal Council shall incur the
necessary expense.
Newly-slaughtered carcass.
Every person who, within the said Municipality shall
carry or convey, or eanse to be carried or conveyed, in any
public street or place, the carcass or any part of the carcass,
of any newly-slaughtered animal, without sufficient and proper
cloth or covering to conceal the same from public view, shall be
liable on conviction to a penalty of any sum not exceeding
forty shillings for every such offence.
Bathing prohibited within certain limits.
Any person who shall bathe near to, or within view of,
any inhabited house, public bridge, street, road, or other place
of public resort within the limits of the said Municipality,
between the hours of seven o'clock in the morning and halfpast six in the evening shall, on conviction, forfeit and pay for
every such offence a sum not exceeding twenty shillings.
Indecent exposure of person.
Any person who shall offend against decency by exposure
of his or her person in any street or public place within the
said Municipality, or in view thereof, shall on conviction forfeit and pay for every such offence a sum not exceeding five
pounds nor less than one pound.
Inspector of Nuisances may take leg.5 proceedings.
The Inspector of Nuisances or other person appointed
by the Council may take legal proceedings against any person
or persons committing any offence or offouces against any of
the By-laws of the said Municipality.
Penalties to be paid over to Treasurer.
All penalties under any of these By-laws shall be paid over
to the Treasurer of the said Municipality, to be appropriated
as the Council may direct.
interpretation of " Mayor" and " Municipality."
Whenever in any of these By-laws the word "Mayor"
is made use of, it shall, unless a context shall indicate a contrary distinction, be construed also to signify and include any
Alderman lawfully acting for the time being in the place or
stead of the Mayor ; and whenever the word " Municipality"
is made use of in the said By-laws, it shall be understood to
signify the "Municipality of the Borough of Tarnworth."
As to interference with officer of the Council in enforcing By-laws.
Any person who shall obstruct or interfere with any
officer of the Council or other person doing or performing any
duty or act under any of the By-laws of the said Municipality,
shall forfeit and pay a penalty of not exceeding twenty pounds
nor less than two pounds.

PART VII.
Closets and night.soii.
1. Notice in writing shall be given to the Inspector of Nuisances by every person about to construct new or alter existing
closets or cesspits seven days before the commencesnent of such
work, so as to enable the Inspector of Nuisances to visit and
determnino the situation of any proposed new closet or cesspit,
and approve or otherwise the alteration of any existing closet
or eesspit, and every closet or cesspit constructed or altered
without such notice having been given shall be removed or
altered, if judged necessary by the Council, by the owner or
occupant of the premises whereon such closet or cesspit shall
be within such time as the Council shall by written notice to
such owner or occupant appoint; and if any new closet or ccsspit or any existing closet or cesspit shall be constructed or
altered or shall be cocommonced to be eonstruted or altered
without such notice as aforesaid having been given, the owner
or occupant of the premises whereon such closet or cesspit
shall have been constructed or altered or cosnmeuced to be
constructed or altered shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding twenty pounds nor less than two pounds, and also to a
further penalty not exceeding one pound nor less than
shillings for every day that such closet or cesspit shall remain
,ssn'einoved or unaltered after notice to remove or to alter the
same as ufos'esaid.

No new closet or eesspit shall be made or placed upon the
premises of any person excepting in a spot thereon autherizad
by the Inspector of Nuisances or by the Council or by such
officer other than the Inspector of Nuisances as the Council
may for that purpose appoint,
All closets hereafter to be made shall be constructed as
follows —Each closet shall be built with a eesspit not less than
4 feet long by 3 feet wide clear internal measurement, exclusive
of the man-bole hereafter mentioned, and not less than 4 feet
nor more than 6 feet below the surface of the ground, and the
top shall be built at least 6 inches above the -surface of the
ground, and if from the nature of the ground a greater depth
or a greater height above the surface of the ground shall be
required, the same shall be determined by the Council, or such
officer as they may appoint. The wall, of every cesspit shall
be constructed of brick not less than 9 inches thick. Each
closet shall have a man-hole of the clear internal dimensions of
3 feet by 2 feet outside the wails of the closet, constructed of
brick and covered closely with planking of hardwood 2t inches
thick. And any person refusissg or neglecting to comply with
this by-law or any part thereof, shall be liable to a penalty
not exceeding twenty pounds nor less than two pounds.
A separate closet shall be provided for every tenement,
and in dwellings where the ordinary sssunber of imnates exceeds 10, the capacity of the cesspit shall be increased by three
cubic feet for every person beyond such number, or a separate
closet provided for every 10 persons. In schools and factories
where a number of persons exceeding 12 shall reside or be
engaged, one closet shall be provided for every 30 persons,
with a cesspit of a capacity of 80 cubic feet, and separste
closets shall be provided for cads sex. In the ease of schools,
closets may be erected containing not more than 10 seats each,
and at least one seat shall be provided fur every 40 children
att:ending school. Closets shall have walls not less than 7 feet
lsigh to the wall-plate, and not loss than 3 feet 6 inches wide
and 4 feet 6 inches long, and be provided with a door to fasten
on the inside. Where two or more closets adjoin each other,
there shall be a dividing wall between each, 9 inches thick, from
the bottom of the cesspit to the roof, so as to effect a complete
separation. And any person off'ending against the provisions of
this By'haw or any of them, shall be liable to a penalty not
exceeding twenty pounds nor less than two pounds.
If in the opinion of the Inspector Of Nuisances any
alteration be required in any existing closet or cesspit he shall
report the same to the Council, who shall determine what
alteration is necessary for the preservation of health or
decency, and such alteration shall be made by the owner or the
occupant of the premises within one montil after notice to do so
shall have been given by the Inspector of Nuisances to such
owner or occupant, who shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding five pounds nor less than one pound for every week's
neglect or delay in effecting such alteration.
Hours for censoring night-soil.
Any person who, within the said Municipality, shall
remove any night-soil or ammoniacal liquor, bones, or other
offensive matter, or shall come with carts or carriages for that
purpose, between the hours of six o'clock in the morning and
eleven o'clock at night, or shall at any time remove any such
night-soil or amniosaiaeal liquor otherwise than in properly
covered and watertight carts or vehicles, or in such a manner
as to upset, east, spill, or strew any of the said night-soil,
ammoniacal liquor, slop, urine, or filth in or upon or near to
any streets, roads, public places, or footways of the Municipality, or shall depositor throw night-soil, ammoniacal liquor,
bones, or other offensive matter nearer to any street, road, or
dwelling-house tlsan shall frosn time to time be direoted by the
Council or by the Inspector of Nuisances; or shall allow
vehicles used for that purpose to stand on anypremises nearer
to any road, street, or dwelling-house than shall from time to
time be directed by the Council or Inspector of Nuisances,
shall upon conviction forfeit and pay for every such offence
a sum not exceeding five pounds nor less than one pound;
and, in cue the person or persons so offending cannot be
found; then the owner or owners of such carts, carriages, or
other vehicles employed in and about emptying or removing
such night-soil, bones, or other offensive matter; and also the
employer or employers of the person or persons so offending
shall be liable to and forfeit and pay such penalty as aforesaid.
The night-soil shall be deposited in the places hereafter
appointed for the purpose, and covered with soil 6 inches
thick.
The Inspector of Nuisances shall have power to visit and
inspect any closet or cesspit on all days except Sundays and
public holidays between the hours of 10 am, and 4 p.m, and
any person refusing admitanee to or obstructing or hindering
such Inspector in the discharge of his duty shall be liable to a
penalty not exceeding five pounds nor less than one pound.
The owner or occupant of any premises requiring any
cesspit wllich may be included in his premises to be emptied
shall sesid a written notice thereof to the Council or the
Inspector of Nuisances.
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Earth closets may be used on intimating to the Council
the plan and arrangements for their construction and management, and on obtaining the Council's approval thereto.
Pvery person offending against any of these By-laws
shali unless otherwise herein specially provided be liable
to r. penalty not exceeding twenty pounds nor under two
pounds.
The following sites are appointed for the deposit of nightsoil viz—On one acre in Pine-scrub, bounded by a line cornnieneing at a peg bearing north 12 degrees east 82 chains from
the intersection of Carthage-street and Murrsy-street and running south 383 chains; thence west 3 chains ; thence north 3•33
chains; thence most 300 chains, to the point of commenc]ncnt.
One acre, bounded by a line commencing at a peg near the
south bonndai--line of the pennanent common, bearing about
north 35 chninsfrom theintersection ofJewryandMarius-streets,
and running south 333 chains thence -west 800 chains
thence north 333 chains ; thence east 3-00 chains, to the point

of commencement. One acre, bounded by a line commencin
at a peg bearing south-west by south from intersection o
Belmorc and Gipps Strccts,inthe township laidout hythe Peel
ltiyer Land and Mineral Company (Limited), and running
south 383 chains; thence vest 300 chains; thence north
333 chains; thence east 300 chains, to the point of commencemauL, for which arrangements have been made with the said
Company.
Adopted by the ?ifunicpal Council, 4ngust 6, 1870.
PHILLIP GIDLEY KING,
Mayor.
The Corporate Seal was affixed by order of the Council, on
the 14th October, 1879.
(ta.)
PHILLI]? GIDLEY ICING,
Mayor.
D. P. W. Vsxsss,
Council Clerk.

Sydney: Thomas ltichszds, Government Printer.-1830. I
[Ddj
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MUNICIPALITIES ACT OF 1867 AND NUISANCES
PREVENTION ACT, 1875.
(BOROUGH OF CAMPERDOWN—AMJENDED BY-LAWS.)

j)wscittcb to Vartilwunt, 1mrsualit in Acb 21 434. 4jk. 12, sec. 158, nub 39 Thc. LIe. 14, set, 18,

Colonial Secretory's Office,
Sydney, 24th April, 1880.
BOROUGH OF CAMPEEDOWI'T.
Aarzsnan Br-LAWS.
'Inn following amended Bylaws, made by the Council of the Borough of Camperdown, having been confirmed by His Excellency
the Governor, with the advice of the Ereeutjvo Council, are published in accordance with the requirements of the Municipalities
Act of 1867, and the Nuisances Prevention Act of 1875.
HENRY flEXES.
Bonoran OP CAsjpnrnowx.
13v-uws of the Borough of Camperdown, made unde the
iS[ssnieipnlitics Act of 1867, and Nuisances Prevention Act,
1875, respectively.
PART I.
By-law, repealed.
That all existing Br-laws of the Co uncil of the Borough
of Camperdown, save and except such no refer to the Free
Public Lihiury, and published in the Government Gazette from
limo lo I inn, prior to the achoptaon of the following, be and are
hereby repealed.
Proceedings of the Council nndcommittoes, proservationof order
at Council's meetings, duties of officers, and servants, &e.

Meetinjs of the Council.
OrdInary keetlags.
Unless otherwise ordered, the Council shall meet for the
dcspatclt of business on every alternate tuesday, at the hour of
hnlf-1mst Loven pal., unless such day shall happen to be is
public holiday. In the latter case the meeting shall be held on
the day following.
me,,sioa of Chairman in al,ienee of 3!ayor.—Adjouroment for want
of querulu.
If at any meeting of the Council the Mayor be absent at
the expiration of fifteen minutes after thetime appointed for
holding such meeting, the Aldermen then present shall proceed
to elect from among themselves a Chairman for such meeting.
Whenever there shell be an sidjouninlent of aem- such meeting
for want of is quorum, the'lames of the members present shall
be taken down and recorded in the niinute.book.
Course of Prosedure.
The following shall be the couIe of procedure at such
meetings, viz.
The rending and confirmation of the minutes of the
proceedings of the previous meetings.
Questions and Complaints.
467—A

Statement of aeeouats, showing the moneys received
and pnid since last meeting, with the balance in the
Bank to the credit of the Municipality.
The reading of correspondence.
The presentation of reports and petitions.
Adjouarned motions and motions of which notice has
been given.
Such other business as may lawfully be brought before
the Council.
Business at SpecIal Meetings,
At special meetings of the Council the business, after the
minutes shall have been read and verified, which shall be done
in the salne manner as at an ordinary meeting, shall be taken
in such order as the Mayor or the Aldenuan at whose instance
the special meeting shall have been called, They have directcd.
Absence of proposed mayor.
No motion, of which notice shall have boon catered on the
business paper, shall be proceeded with in absence of the
Alderman by -whom such notice shall have been given, unless
by some other Alderman producing a written authority for that
purpose from such flrstnamed Alderman.
Motioa to be seconded.
No motion shall be discussed unless and until it be
seconded.
asotion to be in writing and not witlidrawa witimeut leave.
Every motion of which notice has been given shall be in
writing—shall be signed by the mover, and no motion when
seconded shall be withdrawn without leave of the Council.
Amendmenta may be nays,!.
'When a motion shall have been moved and seconded, any
Alderman shall be at liberl.y to move an asnondment, thereon,
but no such amendment shall be discussed unless and until it
be seconded.
Only one amendment at a time,
No second or subsequent amendment shall be taken into
consideration until the previous amendment shall have beset'
disposed of.
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tubes.
The Council may at any meeting resolve, without previous
notice, that any petition be received, and that the same, or tiny
correspondence read, be referred to a Committee for report., or
that the requests therein contained be granted.
Mayor to preserve order.
The mayor shall preserve order, and may at any time call
to order any Alderman who may appear to him to be out of
order.
Cans to order.
Any Alderman may at any time call the attention of the
Mayor to any Alderman being out of order, or to any point of
order.
Mayor's decision on points oforder final.
Every point of order shall be taken into consideration
immediately upon its arising, and the decision of the Mayor
thereon shall be conclusive, except as hereinafter provided.
Power of Council at to laying down general roles, &e.
Any Alderman who is dissatisfled with the decision of
the Mayor or Chairman on any such question of order or of
practice may, by motion on notice, respectfully worded, invit.e
the Council to lay, down a different rule or principle for the
determination of any similar question. of order or of practice
which may thereafter arise. Any role or principle thns laid
down shall be binding upon all parties, unless and until it be
rescinded, but shall have no retrospective operation.

Divisions to be entered oil minutes.
27. All divisions of the Council shall be entered on the
minutes of the proceedings.
Questions to be reed when required.
28, Any Alderman may require the question or matter under
discussion to be read once for his information, and upon such
request the question or matter under discussion shall be read.
Suspension of By-Laws.
Any of these By-laws relating to or effecting proceedings
at meetings of the Council may be suspended pro tempore in
cases of emergency by resolution of the Council.
lteseLnding motion already passed.
No motion to rescind any decision of the Council shall
be entertained except at a Council of the whole specially called
for the purpose.

St ending and Special Committees.
Sianding Committees.
There shall be a Committee of Works, it Finance Committee, and a Committee for general purposes. These Committees shall be re-appointed every year at the first meeting of
the Council which shall be holden after the election of the
Mayor.
Committees of Works.
The Committees of Works shall have the general direction of all works ordered or sanctioned by the Council; and
the general inspection of all streets, roads, ways, bridges, public
Mayor may take part in proceedings.
reserves, and other places under the care and inaungemnent of the
The Mayor may take part in all the proceedings of the I Council. They shall also inquire and report from time to time
upon such improvements, repairs or other matters, as they may
Council or Committees thereof.
think necessary, or as they may be directed by resolution of the
Questions put by Mayor.
Council to inquire and report upon.
The Mayor shall put all questions, first in the aflirmativc
floanee Committes,
and then in the aicgativo (provided that where an amendment
The Finance Committee shall examine and check all
is snored to any motion the amendment shall be first put), and
may do so as often as may be necessary to enable lnin to deter- eecounts, and shall wateh generally over the collection and
mule the sense of the Council thereon, and thereupon he shall expenditure of the Municipal revenues. They shall inquire and
report from time to time as to all matters which they may condeclare his decision, which shall be final, unless a division be
sider to affect the finances of the Borough ; and as to such
called for.
matters or subjects of the like nature as they may be directed
Mayor to decide as to pre.audlenee of Aldermen.
by resolution of the Council to inquire and report upon.
If two or more Aldermen rise to speak at the same time
Committee for general purposes,
the Mayor shall decide which of them shall be entitled to weaudience.
'J.'he Committee for general purposes shall take cognizance of every nsattter, snhject, or question within the jurisdicNo Alderman to speak twice on same I uestion or amendment, except in
tion of the Council, not coming within the province of one or
committee.
No Alderman shall speak twice on the same question, other of the beforemeutiomled Standing Committees, and shall
unless in Committee or in explanation, where he shall have from time to time inquire into and report upon any such subeet,
been misrcpreseoted or misunderstood Provided that any inciter, or question as they may think necessary, or as they may
Alderman, although having previously spoken, may speak once be directed by resolution of the Council to inquire into and
report upon.
on every amendment, and that the mover of every question
Special Cemnuuttees.
shall always have a right of final reply.
35, Special Committees may consist of any number of memNo Alderman to make personal reflection,.
bers, and may be appointed for the performance of any duty
No Aldermen shall digress from the matter under diswhich may be lawfully entrusted to a Committee, and for which,
cussion, or make personal reflections on, or impute motives to,
in the opinion of the Council, a Special Committee ought to be
any other Alderman.
appointed. And 110 Standing Committee shall interfere with
the performance of any duty which may for 1-lie time have been
No Alderman to speak for more than ten ,ui,,ntcP.
entrusted to ally such Special Committee. The appointment of
No Alderman shall speak upon any motion or amendment
every such Special Committee elmll he made by resolution, and
for a longer period than ten minutes without the consent of the it shall be incumbent on the mover of such resolution to embody
Council.
therein a statement of the duties proposed to be entrusted to
such Special Committee. The mover of any such resolution
Alderman using offen,ivs expressions to apologise.
may name therein any such members as, in his opinion, ought
When any member of the Council shall make use of any
to constitute such Committee, or lie may pl'oposc that such
language or expression offensive, or capable of being applied
Committee consist of a certain number of members to be
offensively, to any Alderman, the member so offending shall be
appointed by ballot or an amendment to the effect that such
required to withdraw such language or expression, and to make
Special Committee be appointed by ballot, may be carried.
an apology satisfeetory to the Council.
Duration of Special Committees.
nsbate may be adjourned.
g.
Special
Committees
shall continue until time specific duty
A debate may be adjourned to a later hour of the same
for which they have been appointed shall havebeen discharged:
day, or to another day.
Provided that such Committees mmiay at any time be dissolved
Alderman adjourning debate entitled to precedence on reenniption.
by vote of the Council.
The Alderman upon whose motion any debate shall be
Rules to be ohsurvcel in committee.
adjourned And be entitled to precedence on the resumption of
The rules of the Council shall be observed in a Committee
the debate.
of the whole Council, except the rule limiting the number of
Adjournnsen's.
times of speaking.
Any motion for :sdjourumeut, if seconded, shall be immeReports of committee to be eigned.
dietelv put without discussion but if such motion be negatived,
Every report of a Committee shall be signed by the
it shall not be competent for any Alderman to make a similar
motion until thirty minutes shall have elnpscd.
Chairman thereof.
Any Alderman may divide Council.
26, It shall be competent for any Alderman to divide the
Council on any question, both in toll Council and in Committee
of the whole Council ; and no Alderman shall leave his seat or
place till the names of the Aldermen and how voting shall have
been taken down by the Council Clerk, or poison officiating for
him.

Protection of Funds and Reeord.t.
Member or officer of Cemomiomi not to be surety.
In cases where surety is required by the Municipalities
Act, it shall not be competent for the Council to accept As
surety any of their members, or any person holding office under
the Council.
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Custody of records, seal, &c.
The common seal and all charters, deeds, muniments,
books, papers, and records of the Council shall be kept in the
Council Chambers or office of the Council in the custody of the
Council Clerk, unless the Council shall otherwise order for any
purpose and the common seal shall not be used, except with
the signature of the Moyer.
Records, &c. not to be dettocad or altered.
Any person who shall deface, alter, or destroy, oral-tempt
to deface, alter, or destroy any such common seal, charter, deed,
snunimeut., book, paper, or record shall, on conviction thereof,
forfeit and pay for the first offence a penalty not exceeding fifty
junds nor less than five pounds, and upon every subsequent
conviction a penalty of not less than twenty pounds.
Nor removed,

Any person who shall rcnieve or attempt to remove
(except for the purpose of any legal proceedings) any such
seal, charter, deed, ninniiiient book, paper, or record front the
Council Cl,an,bcr, without leave from the Council first hind and
obtained, shall, on conviction thereof, forfeit and pay, a penalty
of not more than twenty pounds ncr less than two iou1is, and
for every subsequent offence a penalty of not less tItan five
pounds.
llxpensc

proposed works to be first aseertained,—.\ecaui,te to ho
ex,unt,,ed by Fhtsance Committee.
No tvork shall be undertaken until the probable expense
thereof shall have been rat' ertained by the Council ; and all
r.ecou,its to be paid by the Council shall be examined by the
Finance Co,ni,,itl Ce and reported on by them before any warrant
shall be issued for the payment thereof.
of

Oatlay In argent cases.
Tn cases of onmerrceney arising bctw'een meetings of the
Council, at shall be lawful for necessary werhas to be ordered
without vote of the Council. viz. By the N aror to the extent
of £10. provided that in the absence of the Mayor nay three
Aldermen shall have tl,,,t power.
Jiec'qiiiy Rates,

e.

Doe dali-s fir rates,—Dcf,eulters.
TI, n rates and t ,,xes levied hi' ti l e Council shall be held
to be chic anal sn able en such clay or da ys as th,eCe,eil
,n
shall,
In' resisI lImp, frost, I iliac tO Ii leo op P° i ut. Fr CIV person not
ring ]'is or her rates or taxes a, t tI, e ollhcte of 1.1 sca Council. or
so the Cs in ,eil CI ak or other p rope r officer of t.h e Court ci I,
thin I In rtv days aft Cr lily of the (lays so appointed for payment thereof, shall be deenieri ii defaulter Provided that due
a u,si,,e,, f it eli sale shall lie, vu been given in soon ncr as required
by lie 31 nil ieipalit leg Act of 1567.
Council clerk to fern IsIs lists of defoaaltt'rs.
it shall be the duty of the Council Cle i-k to finnish the
Mayor and Coutaril, or any Committee as directed, with lists of
all persons so in default.
Mayor to enforce payment,
It, shall be the ditty of the Mayor to cause such delanhtcrs
to be stied for ti I C a, nouTa t of such rates in any Court of
corn lietont jurisdict iota, or to issue distress warrants ngniost all
such persons, and to cause such warrants to be enforecri.
it.at,:v en chant aged pree, ises.
49. ii I lie event of any premises being wholly or part idly
destroyed by r rot or oil ,oracaideni, the Council shall have
power to accept an equite.ble proportion of the assessed rates of
such premises for the remainder of any municipal year.

Streets and P,aMie fleeces, efe.
New reads to he reported upon.
49. No lieu- public road, street, way, park, or of-lw,' place
proposed to be dedicated to Use public, ehaedl be ta,koii under the
charge and management of the Council until after soda road,
sI ret-I , way, or park ci ush 1 have been exam in eel by a Con
moittee for Works and reported upon to the Council by such
Commit-fee,
flans of proposed new rca-I, Ion, to be deposited.
60. Whenever tiny proprietor or proprietors of land within
the said Borough shall open any road, street, or way, or lay out
any park or other place for public use or recreation, through or
upon such hal ci, and Pliall be ci esiro us that the Council shall
undertake I lie care and nianagement of such i'oad, street, way,
park, or other place, Ire or tI ny shall fu a'niols the Cou ncil witl
a phi's or plane, signed by lnmself or themselves, shion-ing cleanly
the posit-ion and xlemst of such road, street w'ay, park, or other
place as aforesaid. And lie or they shall oxecute any instruaneut dedicating such road, street, way, park, or other place as
the Council may consider necessary.

Roads and streets, and encroachments thereon, tic.
The Son'eyor of the Borough, or other officer or person
duly authorized by the Council in that behalf, shall be the
proper officer for marking out, and shall fix, mark, and lay out
the levels of all public roads, streets, lanes, and thoroughfares,
and the carriage and footways thereof, which now are or shall
hereafter be under or subjectt to the control, construction, care,
ormanagement of the Council. In marking out such roads,
streets, lanes, and thoroughfares, recourse shall be had, when
practicable, to the plans under which the laud, with frontage to
the. road, street, lane, or thoroughfare in question shall have
been sold or let. And it shall be the duty of such surveyor or
officer to place posts at the corners or intersections of such
streets, roads, lanes, and thorou gh fares, avhicnover the same
may be deemed necessary or desirable by the Council, so as to
give a width of 42 feet for the carriage way and 12 feet for the
footway on each side, where the road, street, lane, or thoroughfare, shall be 66 feet wide, and in proportion, and in the discretion of the Council in any such road, street-, lane, or thoroughfare, or other public place, of other width than 66 feet. Provided that there shall be no ehiaogc of level in any such public
road, street, lane, thoroasghfaarc, or public place, until the same
shall have been submitted to and adopted by the Council as
hereinafter provided.
Change of street levels.
Whenever it may be deemed necessary to alter the level
of any such public road, street-, or way, as aforesaid, the Corn'
amttee for Works shall cause a plan and section showing the
proposed cuttings to be exhnbited at the Council Chamber for
fourteen days, for the information and inspection of ratepayers,
and shall notify, by advertisement in sonic newspaper oirculating in the 13erougli, that such plan is so open to inspection. At
a subsequent meeting of the Council the said plan and section
shall, if adopted, be signed by the Mayor or Clinui'man, and the
proposer and seconder of the motion for such adoption, and
eouutersigocd by the Council Clerk, And such plan and
section so signed and eountcmigned shall be as record of the
Council.
Peotways may be levelled, &c.
When any footway shall have been marked out in
manner hcreinbeforc directed, the Surveyor or such officer or
person so authorized as ],ereinbeforo mentioned may cause the
same to be levelled and made as nearly as practicable of equal
height and breadth, and orith an equal slope and inclination
anti for this purpose may i'einove any flagging, steps, or other
anattor, II, ing, or obstruction I-hat may injure or obstruct the
said footw'ay, or ree,der it unequal or incouvenieat, and, which
now is or may hereafter be erected or placed on the space
ninrkcd out for tiny of the said lootways.
Tensporary stoppage ci' trahile for repairs, Its.

si. The Council may at, any tinie cause the traffic of any
street, lane, or tlaoronghalare, or any port-ion thereof, to be
stopped for the purpose of repairing the same, or for any
necessary purpose ; and any person or persons offending against
this ny-lair, either by travelling on such street, lane, or
thoroughfare, or by rensoving or destroyhug any obstruction
that only be placed thereon for the purpose of suspending the
trathic, sisal' forfeit and pay a peorelt: of any stem not exceeding
live pounds for every such ofi'encc.
Na encroachment allowed on streets, Ito.
Whioneves' any road, street, lane, or tharoroughfarc has
been m,,ar-ked out ii, manner herein provided, no house, shop,
fei,ec, or other structure shall be allowed, except as hereinafter
eneatiotued, to project or encroach on any part thereof and in
order that, the di, e al gunl c-nt; of the roads, streets, lroui es, or
thoi'oughfares withii the said Borough shall be observed, and
that no encroachment shall be made thereon, it shall not be
lawful for any person, uuahess for any temporary or other
purposes pernntted by the Council, to erect or put up any
building, ereclion, obstruction, fence or enclosure ; or make any
,'xc,,vasion or l,olc out, undo,', or fleer such road, street, lane, or
t-hioronglifni'e, unless doe notice of the same shall have been
given to the Couimnil of the l3orougha it least one areck before
any such benlding, erection, obstruction, fence or enclosure,
exaavatiou or hole, as aforesaid, shall be commenced to be
erected or put isp, or made, and the assent of the Council first
obtaioed. And iii default of the same, the person so offending
shall forfeit and pay for every such offence a sum not exceeding
five pounds nor less than forty shillings; and on every successive
conviction for a si,nilar offence, shall forfeit and pay a penalty
of not less than three pounds.
Ohstrisctlmsg public pathways.
If the on-ocr or occupier of any land situate on the side
of any street orroad in this Borough shall permit any tree, shrub,
or plait, kept for ornament or otherwise, to overhiang any footpatio or fuotway on the side of any such street or road, so Be to
obstruct site passage thereof, and on deinaumd uiedc by the
Council shall tot out, hop, or cause to be hopped, all such trees,
shrubs, or plants to the hieightt of eight feet at the least, the
said Council, by their servants, labourers, and workmen may
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cut or cause to be cut or lopped, nil such over-hanging trees,
plants, and shrubs, and to remove or burn any portion of such
trees, plants, or shrubs so out or lopped, without being deemed a
trespasser or trespassers and in case any person or persons
shall resist or in any manner forcibly oppose the said Coin cii or
their servants, labourers, or work,nen in the due execution of
the powers given in this behalf by virtue of the Municipalities
Act of 1867, every person so ofibuding shall, oil conviction for
every such oQ'eoee, forfeit and pay any slim not exceeding ten
pounds.
No balcony, &e., to project more than 15 inches.
57. With regard to buildings hereafter to be built or rebuilt,
it shall not be lawful for any awning, verandah, portico,
balcony, coping, parapet, overhanging eaves, cornice, windows,
string-cornice, stringeourse dressing, or other architectural deooration forming part of, or attached to, any external wall, to
project snore than eighteen inches beyond the general line of
front in any street or road, except with the consent of the
Council first obtained ; nor shall any balcony, or any other
external projection as aforesaid, which may hereafter be added
to any existing building, be allowed to project more that) eighteen
inches, as aforesaid, under a penalty not exceeding five pounds
nor less than one pound, except with the consent of the Council
first obtained.
Encroachments must be removed on notiec.
55. The Surveyor or other such officer or person may at any
time, on the order of the Council, and upon due notice of thirty
days, direct the removal of any building, fence, or other obstruction or encroachment in and upon city road, street, lane, or
thoroughfare tinder the charge of the Council. Not ice shall, in
this case, be served either personally or at the usnat or last
known place of ubodo of the person to whom such obst:rpet.ion
or eameroaelnng structure belongs, or who has erected the same,
or caused it to be erected.
Council may remove encreachments.
In any case where, after service of notice for the removal
of any obstruction or encroachment as aforesaid, the person
causing the same shall not remove it within a reasonable tinme,
it shall be lawful for the Council to direct the removal of the
same under the snperintendance of its own propel- officer, and at
the cost of the person so offending, provided that the expenses
thereby incurs-ed shall in no case exeocil the sum of ten pounds,
or, at the Conneil's opt-ion, to proceed against the offender for
breads of by-law, the penalty not to exceed twenty-five pounds,
nor be less than one pound ; and, in case of every suceessivo
offence, the penalty, on conviction, not to be less than five
pounds.
Or may proceed by action.
In every case where the obstruction or encroachment cannot be removed unless at a greater cost than ten pounds, it shall
be open to the Council, either to direct such removal and to pay
all the costs thereof above ten pounds from the funds of the
Council, or to proceed by action for trespass against the person causing such obstruction or encroachment, or to proceed as
for a breach of such by-laws as aforesaid.
To apply also to obstroctions by digging, &e
The foregoing provisions shall be equally applicable to
all obstructions by digging or excavation; and any person who
shall wilfully obstruct or interfere with the Surveyor or other
eflicerasaforesaid, oranvperson acting for or tinder him, or either
of them in the exercise of any of the duties or powers by these
By-laws imposed or cast on the said surveyor or officer, shall,
on conviction, forfeit and pay a penalty of not less than two
pounds or more than twenty pounds.

Offessces, Nuisances— General good order of the Soro,,g/s.
Damaging pnblie buildings, &c.
Any person who shall damage any public building, well,
parapet, sluice, bridge, road, street, sewer, watercourse, or other
property of the Municipality, shall pay the cost of repairingthio
some; and if the same be wilfully done, shall also forfeit and
pay a sum not exceeding twenty pounds nor less than five
pounds Provided that such cost and penalty shall not exceed
in the whole the sum of fifty pounds.
lm,jnring public foentains, Sac.
Any person who shall injure any public fountain, pump,
cock, or water-pipe, or any part thereof, shall pay tl,e cost of
repairing the same ; and if the injury be wilfully donc shall
also forfeit a stun not exceeding twenty pounds nor less than
one pound and any person who shall have iii his possession
any private key for the pisrpose of opening any cock, or who
shall in any manoer clandestinely or unlawfnhly appropriate to
his own use any water from any public fountain or pipe, shall
forfeit a. sum not exceeding twenty pounds nor less ihan five
pounds ; and any person who shall open or leave open any cock
of any public fountain or pump, so that the water shall or may run to waste, shall forfeit a sum not exceeding two pounds nor
less than five shillings; and any person who shall wash any
clothes, omnibus, carriage, cart, or other vehicle, or any horse,
at any public fountain or punip, shall forfeit and pay a sum not
exceeding one pound nor less then five shillings.

Injuring or extinguishIng lamps..
34. Any person who shall wantonly or maliciously break or
inj ui-c any lain p or lamp-post, or extinguih any lamp set up
for public convenience in the said Borough, shall, over and nhnve
the necessary expense of repairing the injns'y committed, forfeit
and pay for such urn-nec any sum not less than one pound nor
more than five pounds.
namagieg trees.
63. Any parson who shall wilfully, and without the authority
of the Council, out, break, bark, rout up, or otherwise destroy
or datnngo the whole 0%-ally part of any trre, asplissg, shrub, or
nndcrwo1 d, growisug in or upon any street or I ,loea under thu
management of the Con,meil, shall forfeit any sum:' not exceeding
ten pounds nor less than two pounds.
ThrowIng dead ani,nals. &-.c., into any watercourse, be.
6(3. Any person who shall tlsrotv or cast any filth, v'ibbisli, or
any de,,d anisnal, or any animal wit.h into,, t to drawn the seine,
into any avatereourse, waterhole, river, creek, or calml, or who
shall permit or sutlhr sbus, sods, niglitsoil. sewcrngc smmntter cv
Ill tls of any kind to flow or be ens t from his or Ii ,'r prena ises
into any such watercourse, waterimnit-, river, creek, or canal, or
who shall permit or suffer any such slops, suds, or filth to flow
from his or her premnises over any of the foot vvnys or streets of
the Borough, or shall permit, or cause by menus of pipes,
shoots, eh,cnnels, or other contrivances nightsoil, sewers go
snnttcr, slops, snds, or filth of any kind whatsoever to flow or
be cast into any watercourse, waterhole, river, c,'nulr, or rammal,
or shall obstruct or divert front its eI manuel any Fewer or watercourse, river, creek, or canal, shall forfeit any sunm not exceeding fit-c pounds nor less than one pound, and shall in ad ditio a
to our such fovfeitnra, pay the cost of removing such tith or
obstruction, or of restoring such watercourse or canal into its
proper channel.
Throwing 111th on roadway, &a
If any person shall, in any street, i-cad, lane, or ptmhslic
place, throw, cost, or lay, or shall cause, pernmit, or suffer to be
tin-own, cast, or bid an)' ,,shes, ruhbish, offal, thing', soil, dead
n,oimnal, blood, or other filth, or shall kill, sl,mmmghmter, dress,
seeld, or cut imp any beast, sn-inc calf, sheep, lnmb, or other
animal, in or so hear to any of tIme said streets or roads as that
nay blood or filth shall run or flow upon o,- ore:', or be on any
carriage or footw-ay, or shall run, roll, drive, di-asi, pIece, or
cause, permit or stiffer to be run, rolled, driven, drawn, or p1cc-cd
upon any footn-ay, any waggon, cart, dray, sledge, or other
carriage, or any wl,eelbai-row, or truck, or any ea'k, or shall
wilfully lead, drive, or ride any horse or other beast upon a]))'
footway aforesaid, shall forfeit and pay
a
sum not exceeding
five pounds nor less than site pound.
Placing geeds, &c, on readway, Sac.
If any person shall set or place, or cause or permit to be
set or placed, any stall, show-board, basket, or goods of any
kind whatsoever, or sludl hoop, place, wash or cleanse, or cause
to be honped, pineed, washed, or clea,ssed, any ea,hi or vessel in
or upon, or over any road, footu'ay, or public place, within the
said Borongh, or shall set out, lay or place or, shall cause or
procure, permit or suffer to be set out, laid, or placed, any
coach, cart, dray, barrow, truck, or other carriage, uponany
footway, or if any person shall set or place, or cause to be set
or placed, in, upon, or over ally of the said carriage or footwnys,
any timber, stones, bricks, h imne, or other materials or things for
building whatsoever (unless the same shall be enclosed Be here'
immafter dirceted), or any other matters or tlnngs whatsoever
or slinll hang out or expose, or shall ca,mse or permit to be hung
out or exposed, any meat or offal, or other tlnmsg or sunttetwhatsoever from any Isouse or premises, over any part of such
footweys or carriage-ways, or over any srea of one lmotmse, or
premises, or any other mettcm- or thing from and on the outside
or any part of Ito)' Isonso or premises, over or next to any such
street or road, and shell not immediately remove all or any such
matters or t.lsings, bring t;hcrcto reqmmired by the Council or any
officer thereof, and shall not continue and kce1s time same so
removed ; or if any person having, in purelaneo of nny such
requisiti us aforesaid, removed, or cmused to be removed, any
Such stall, sl,owbosrd, basket, goods, coach, cart, drumy, barrow,
truck, carriage, timber, stone, brick, himue, meat, offal, or other
matters or things, and shall at any time timerenftcr again set,
lay, or place, expose, or cause, procure, permit, or suffer to be
set, laid, placed, or exposed, the same or any of t:hsc,n, or any
other article or thing whatsoever (save and except as nfos'essid)
in, upon, or over any of the carriage or fool.u-ays of or next
unt.o any streets or roads as aforesaid,—in every such cmmse every
person so offending stall forfeit and pay a sum not exceeding
forty shillings nor less than ten shilling',
Drawing or trailing timber, Sac.
If any person shall haul or draw, or cause to be hauled
or drawn, upon any part of any street, road, or public place, in)'
timber, stone, or ethos' thing, ot-hcru-isc than upon wheeled
carriages, or shall suffer any timber, stone, or other thing whiclm
shall be cut ied principally or in part upon wheeled Carriages, to
drug or trail upon any part of such street or public place to the
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injury thereof, or to hang over any part of such carriage so as to
occupy or obstruct the street or road beyond the breadth of the
grid carriage, every such pen on so offending shall forfeit and
pay for every audi offence the sum of forty shillings over and
above the damages occasioned thereby Provided that stick
penalty and damages shall nut tegrtlicr exceed the sum of fifty
pounds.
No tnrf, gravel,

cf., to ho removed from streets with leave, &c,

70. Any person who from any part of tim rends, streets,
thoroughfares, or public places 'Ehall remove or cause to be
reniOvell any turf, elsa)', sand, sni]. gravel, stone, or other material, with out lease first had and obl.ainccl from the officers or
persons leaving lawful chiorgo of such roads, streets, t boroughfares, or public places, Or who shall want oily break up or
otherwise damage any part of the said roads, streets, thoroughfares, or public places, shall, on conviction, forthis and pay for
every such offence ally sum not exceeding five pounris not- less
than five shillings, anti for ever y subsequent offence shall forfeit
as,d pay a Anile of not less than one pound.

No driver to ride on vehicle without a par'an to guide lii, beasts (vehicles
cviii, nine excepted), or go to as distance fr,.m hi, vehicle, or drive on
wrong side, &c.
71.. If the driver of any wagcan, cart, dray, or vehicle of
ala)' kind, sho.11 ride upon the same it] any street, road, or
thoroughfare, nor liaviag some person on foot to goide the
animals drawing the same (sue], vehicles as are drawn by horses
drivel] or guided with reins only excepted), or if the driver of
ally cna'riulgo or vehicle whatsoeve, sl,,dl wilfully be it such a
distance fro,i, snela carriage or vehicle, or in such a situation
cvl,ilst; it shall be passing upon such street, road, or fleoroughfare, that, lie cannot have flee direction or govea'nenent of the
horse or horses, or cattle drawi's g tise same ; or if the driver of
ally waggon, cart, dnay, coach, rains ge, or other vehicle, shall
net dt'i c's' on the left, or near ride of uny such road, str"et,, or
Ii ore uglsfare ; or if a nv person shall in any manner evil fully
prevent any other person or persons from passing him or her,
or any vel,,elc under isis or her care, upon such sts'eet, road, or
thtoronglafare, or by negligence or Inisbeleaviour prevent. l,ender,
or intea'rupt the free passage of any person or vehicle, or
carriage, in or upon the same—every such driver or person so
offeudiug shall forfeit and pay for every such offence any tnlsl
not exceeding forty shillings nor less than ten sin1 hugs.

A. to riding or driving lmproi,ariy through streets, &c.
77. Any person who shall ride or drive through any road,
street, or public place aeghigently, carelessly, or foriously, or so
as to eatelanger the life or limb of any person, or to the common
danger of the passengers, shalt forfeit and pay a sum not
exceeding ten pounds, nor less than two pounds.
Affixing placards an walls, and chalking thereon.
it shall not be lawful for any person to paste or otherwise
affix any placard or other paper upon any avail, fe,aee, house,
or building, nor to deface any such wail, fence, house, or building by chalk or paint, or in any or iler manner, ln,le'ss with
the consent of 'the owner thereof. And any pe]'sOis cr110 shall
be guilty of any such, otl'cuce shall forfeit and pay a sum not
exceeding ten shillings.

Removal of nighttoil.
It shall not be lawful for any person or pevsolss to drive,
or cause to be driven, any cart or eerrnsge of any Isi ted with ally
snght-soil, uaunconiaeat liqncr, 5lO, urine, or ehsa,,nel dirt or
filth, in or upon or near to any of tl,es,ud streets, roads, or
other public places ; and in order to prevent nnisnnces it alra,ll
not be lawful for ally person to deposit night-sell, au,moniac'ul
I quo]', or uti,er ollbnsive matter, nearer to ally street, e',,asl, or
dwehhing-llousss (1:111 sh.all be directed by else said Council or its
officer nnd all nilat-soil and other oflinsiva matter shall be
removed within the hours l]ercil]al'ter prescribed, in properlycovered and w'ater-tighi t carts or other vehicles and no vehicles
used for this purpose shall be allow'od to stand on Any p]'s'lasaseS
nearer to any road, ci ,'eet•, or dwelling-house that, shall be
directed by the said Council or its ofiieer ; and every pt'rseat
offending against this By-law shall for every such offence forfeit
anti psi)' a sum not exceeding five pounds nor less tha an ten
shillings.
floors for rslaovlug aigT,teoil, she.
If Any person shall tnke away night-soil from any house
or premises within (lie said Borenglt, or shall collIe will, earls
or carriages for that purpose, credIt hctweels the horn s of 10
at lligl it and 5 in t:he morning, or if :in y persel] or persons shall
east., or permit to leak or slop out of any cart ol' tub, or otherwise, Any aighit'soih in or neal' exay of the streets or public
places, lie shall forfeit and pay a penalty of five pounds for
every saucic offence ; and in 5:050 the person or persons to offending cannot be, found, then the owner or owners of stiehi cart,
carriage, or other veloehe employed in and about ensptying and
removing such night-soil, and also the employer or en,ployt'rs
of the person or persons so offeuding, shall be liseblo to and
forfeit and pay such penalty as aforesaid.
inspection of premises. Yards, the., to be sept clean,
Upon the reasonable complaint of any householder, that
thee house, premises, yards, closets, or drains of the sreighlhounilu g
or odjoiuing premises, are a Isnasnacee or offensive, the Inspecter
of Nuisan ces, or any other person nppointed by the Council,
shall nsahre an inspec lion of fit's p rel,,idcs complain rd of ansi
tim oflieers of tho Council shell have full power, without any
other authority than this By-Jan', to go upon such prelnises for
the aforesaid purpose. Any uwner Cr occupier of any Itouse or
place within the said Borongla who shall neglect to keep clean
all pri rate nvcnues, pusssalres, yards, paddoeks, and arays avithuls,
attached to, or oecsapied in cnajunction with the said house or
place so as by such neglect to cause it nuisance by offensive
smell, sheall forfeit and pay it sum not exceeding forty shillings
and not less than tee, shillings.
])iocharging firearm,1 &c,
Any person who shall discharge any firearms without
lawful cause, or let cli tiny fireworks or other explosive matter
in or icear to any road or street, shall forfeit and pay a sum not
exceeding five pounds ]ee,r less than tea shillings
No rock to be bt,sstod without notice to the Surveyor, &o.

It shall not be lawful for any person to suffer any hind
of cattle, Ilorse, ass, mule, sheep, swine, or goat belonging to
isim, or under his ehni'e, to stray or go about, or to be depastured in ally road, street, or public place, in this Borough and
cv
any person who shall so offend shall forfeit and pay, in respect
of every sncl. oflenco a sum not exceeding forty shillings 110]'
less 1,hsnai five shillings.

Any person who shall be docireus of hhasliiag any rock
within thio distance of 100 feet of any tlwclhing-heouse street,
road, or other public place, shall give notice in writing twentyfout' hours previously, to the said Council or Surveyor thereof,
as- Iso shall appoint in writing a t in) e when the slime may take
place, osad give such other directions as they or lie niay deem
asecessary for the public safety ; and if any person shaft blast
or cause to be blasted any rock within the htuits nforcsnid, without giving such notice, or shall not eoniol'la to the directions
given to him by thee said Council or Surveyor, lie shall forfeit
and pay for every such offence a sum not exceeding tcventv
pounds nor less than one pound, and for every subsequent
offence shall pay a penalty of not less thou five pounds.

fleatrictions on certain trades, bc,

Entrance Co cellars, she., to be eovsrad, Ac.

it shall not be lawful for the business of soap'boiler,
allow-melter, tripe-boiler, tanner, eclrrier, or pig'lcceper, OV an'
other ocenpation, trade, or manufacture of an obnoxious or
unwholesun,e nature, prejudieml to the health of or otherwise
ofie]ssivc to Any of the inllabitarlts thereof, to be consaneneed or
establ is lied within the hi ni its of ti 'is Borough ; curl that from
and lIfter the first elay of May. in the year of unr Lord one
thnnsnnd eight hundred and eighty, tl,o business of a soapboil or, tal lo cc-in elter, tripe-boiler, tat, ncr, en rn Cr, or pig-Ieee ar,
or any other obnoxious, offensive, or ulIw-llolosonse occupation,
trade, or luanllfaetl,re, as aforesaid, xvhiplt has been already
conancenced or established ella11 not be contuened or carried on
within tIle limits of this Borough ; and whosoever shsnll offend
against this By-law' shall forfeit md pay, on convict ion, a penalty
not exceeding fifty pounds nor lees than ten pounds; and a
farthser sutnof two pounds for each and every dayduring which
lie coistinues to offend Provided that notice in writing shall
be given to the person engaged in any such trade, manufeeture,
or occupation, and if lie shall diseonti 'cue the same witlt.iis Fix
monthss from the day on which lie receive, such notice he shall
not Ic liable to any penalty in that regard.

Si. If the owner or occupier of any prcsniscs, hnving neiy
rails or hILTs over the nreas or openings to any kitchen or cellars
or other port of the said promises lament Is the surface of the
foot.w-ay of any streets or public phees, or having arty doorway
or entrance into the baseeneest or char story thereof, shall lInt
either keep the same, or the rails of such kitchen, cellars, or
other parts, in suflieiccit and georl repair, or constantly keep
the caine securely guarded by rails, or cover the comae over with
it strong flap or tnip'deor, aecordimag to the nature of the case,
and so ass to p:-evetst danger to persolsa passing and re-passing
or if many inch owner or occupier shall heave open, or not sullieiently or substantially keep covered and secored, any coal or
oilier 11010, fun,seh, trap-door, or ecliar-Ihap, hclongissg to or connected aviths his premises (save and except only during reasonablo
time for use, alteration, or repail') ; or, if such, owner or occupier
shah not repair, and fron, tilumo to time keep in good and substantial repair, all and every ol' anc- Each rails, guard-i ails, flaps, trapdoors, and other covering, t:hca and in every sue], case the person lseghectiaag so Co do shall, for every such offence, forfeit and
pay it slun not exceeding live pounds nor less than forty
slnilings.

Cattle, &e., not to cvander about streets, &e.
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Cellar, or ononings beneath feotways prohibited.
It shall not be lawful for any person to make any cellar,
or any opening, (1001, or window in or beneath the surface of
the footsv.sy of any road, street, or public place, within the said
Borough, except ii' permission of tile Council and if any person shall so offend, he shall forfeit and pay any sum not oxceeding five pounds over and above the expense of remedying or
removing any such cellar, opening, door, or window, such
expense to be assessed and allowed by the convicting Justice or
Justices: Provided that such expense and penalty shall not
together exceed fifty pounds
Wells to be covered over, &e.
Every person who shall have a well situated between his
dwelling-house or the appurtenances thereof, and any public
place, road, street, or footway, within the limits of the said
Borough, or at the side of such public place road, street, or footway, or in any yard or place open and exposed to such public
place, road, or footway, shall cause such well to be securely ai,el
permanontly covered over; and if any person having such well
as aforesaid shall fail to cover and secure the same within
twenty-four hours after notice in writing shall have been given
to him or her by any officer of the said Council, or shall have
been left at such person's usual or last known abode, or at the
said promises, in the manner and with such materials as the
Council or its officer shall direct,and to their satisfaction, such
person shall forfeit aad pay a sum not exceeding ten shillings
for every day that such well shall remain open or uncovered
contrary to the provisions hereof: Provided that, with respect
to wells open at the time when this By-law shall come into
operation, such penalty shall not be recoverable if the same be
properly covered within one week thereafter.
Holes made for vaults, &c., to be encloaed, 510,
If any person shall dig or make, or cause to be dug or
made, any hole, or leave, or cause to be left, any hole in or
adjoiaing any street, road, lane, or public place, for the purpose
of making any vault or,vaults, or the foundation or foundations
to any house or other building, or for any, other purpose what.
soever, and shall not forthwith enclose the same in a good or
sufficient manner, and keep up or cause to be kept up and continued, any such enclosure, or shall not, when thcreunto required
by the said Council or officer thereof, well and sufficiently fence
or enclose any such hole, within the time nnd in the manner
provided by the preceding By-laws, and shall not place a light
upon the said enclosure and keep the as constaatly burning,
from sunset to sunrise, during the continuance of such enclosure, then and in every such case the person so offending shall
forfeit and pay for every such offence and for every such refusal
or neglect, any sum not exceeding five pounds nor less than ten
shillings, and on conviction for every subsequent offence not less
than one pound.
Excavation, &c., to be proteetad by fence or will.
It shall not be lawful for any person to make suly qual'ry,
excavation, or opening in the ground, on any property adjoining
or near to any public road or footpath within the li,nits of this
Borough, until the owner or occupier of the said property shall
have erected a good substantial fence or wall at the least kitr feet
high aro,,nd such parts of the said property as ncljoin such public
rend or foot-path ; and any person neglecting or refusing to
enclose any premises npoo which any such quarry or excavation
shall be made, shall forfeit and pay for every such offence a
sum not exceeding five pounds nor less than ten slnhlings ; and
all existing quarries, excavations, or precipices situated within
the lisnits of this Bbrongli shall be closed and protect-ed in the
manner aforesaid, within one month after due notice to that
effect shall have been given by
the said Council;and in the
event of the failure or neglect of the owner or oucupier of any
such lattmentioned property to enclose the same, after notice
as aforesaid, such persons so offending shall be subject to the
penalty boforementioned.
Various abstractions and annoyances,
Every person who, in any street or other public place or
passage within the said Borough, shall commit any of the
following oll'ences, shall on conviction for any and every such
offence forfeit and pay a penalty of not more than two
pounds
Every person who shall hoist, or canso to be hoisted, or
lower, or cause to be lowered, goods of any, descriptioia
from any opening in any house fronting any street or
public place, and close to the footsvay thereof, without
sufficient and proper ropes and tackling.
Every person who shall carry or convey, or cause to be
carried or conveyed in any street or public place, the
carcase, or any part of the eareasc of any newly
slaugh tered animal, without a sufficient and proper
cloth co
vering the same, for the concealment from
public view, or shall hawk or carry about butchers'
meat for sale, without covering the snnsc as aforesaid.
Every person who shall place any line, cord, or pole
across any street, lane, or passage, or hang or place
clothes thereoa to the danger or annoyance of any
person.

Every person who shall place any flower-pot in any upper
window, near to any street or public place wil,hout
sufficiently guarding the sinno Ironi being I lirowu
down.
Every person who shall throw or cast from tIle roof, or
any part of any house or Cl her building, any slate,
brick, wood, rubbish, or other m,,teri,il Or tli ing
(unless vitl,i n a hoarrl or enclosure, when nny house
or buildi '' g is bci I g erected, pulled down, or repaired)
Every bliecitsini lii, lout al-founder, Ii ''is h,,,r,ler, brickmaker, potter, or other person, nsiIg a forge, fnrsmre,
or k-il Ii, and Ii a si ci g it door, 'vi ,idoav, or aperture
frositiiig or opening into or tor.,rds lIar street, lane, or
passage, and not enclosing such door, or not fastening
the shuttei-s or other fastenings of such window, and
closing such aperture, or placing a screen before the
same every evening, within one hour after sunset, so
as efmctoally to prevent the light from showing
through the doorway, window, or aperture next or
upon such street, lane or passage.
Every person who shall, within the distance of one
hundred yards from any dwelling-house, burn any
rags, bones, cork, or other olfensivo substance (garden
rolttse excepted), to the annoyance of any inhabitant.
Every person who shall carry goods or any frame to the
annoyance of any person upon any public footway.
Every person who shall be the keeper of or have ally dog
or other animal which shall attack or endanger the
life or limb of any person in any street or other public
place within the said Borough.
jVbcsosne and offe,s.si.ee trades.
No noisome or offensive trades to be carried on to injury of any

inhabita,,t.

No person shall carry oit any not
or offensive trade
within the said Borough, so as to injure or be a nuisance as
hereinafter stated to the isihabitants thereof.
Deanition or "noisome and offensive trades."
Mn' manufacture, trade, calling, or operation, in the
conducting, following, or carrying on of which, or in conscqueneo of. or in conuecilon wherewith, or from the premises
where the same is conducted, followed, or carried on, any gas,
vapour, efhluvia, liquirl, or any large quantities of smoke shall
be evolved or discharged, which gas, vapour, etllnvia, liquid, or
smoke, shall be calculated to injure animal or vegotabln life, or
in any other way to injure or be a nuisance to the inhabitants
of the said Borough, shall be considered 'a noisome and
offensive trade" within the meaning of these By-laws.
Complai,it—lnquire a,,d report—Order of Council tharoea—Noticc to
discontinue, &e. —Poi,alty.
Upon complaint, in avritiog, by any householder that any
noisome or offensive trade is being so followed, conducted, or
carried on in the vicinity of his or her residence or property, as
to injure his or her hualtl,, or the health of any me,nbcr of his
or her family , or to be a nuisance to such l,onseholder, and to
his or her family, the Inspector of Nuisances, or any other
person or persons appointed by the Council, shall make an
inspection of the premises where such trade is alleged to be
so conducted, followed, or carried on. and of the I emises or
properly of the coniplaisiont, and shall inquire into the ground,,
for such complaint, awl shall report thereon to the said
Council nnd if the said Con neil shall, em' the consideration of
such report, or after any such forther inquiry as may be deemed
necessary, be of opinion that the said complaint is well
founded, and that any snann-fneture, trade, calling, or operation
so complained of, and so being conducted, followed, or carried
on as aforesaid, is a " noisome or offensive trade" within the
meaning of these By-laws, notice shall be given to the person
or persons conducting, folloo- issg, or carrying on such trade, to
cease and diseontin tie the sonic witisin snch reasonable time,
not bsi ng less than thirty days, nor more than sixty days, as
the said Council may direct, or so to conduct, follow, or carry
on his, her, or s.l,eis' manufacture, trade, calling, or operation,
It' that within such rcnsoiaahhc time as aforesaid, the same shall
wholly and permanently cease to be noisome amid offensive
within tl,e meaning of theso By-laws, eis,her to the said coinplainant, or to any other resident within the said Borough
and if such I mdc shall not be diseontiiiue,i or shall not be so
conducted as that it shall wholly coast, to be noisome and
offensive within the linac named in such notice as aforesaid, any
persoi, conducting, followin g, or carrying on such trade as
aforesaid, shall for the first offe,lcc forfeit and pay it sum of
,,ot less tb,an forty shillings, nor more than five pounds for a
second nffem,ce a sum of not less t;l,ali five pounds, nor more
than twenty-five pounds; and for a tinrd and every subsequent
offence, a stun of not less than ten pounds nor more than fifty
pounds.
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Mode of proceeding when " ,ioisoiae or offensive trade' is about is, lie
eomnieneed—I'eualty,
90- The like proceedings shall be taken whenever there shall
be a complaint as aforesaid that any manufacture, trade, calling,
Or operation is about to be commenced or entered upon winch
is likely to prove noisome and oflbnsive" within the meaning
of these By-Jaws, and the notice to be given as aforesaid shall
be given to the person or persons about to commence or enter
upon such manufacture, trade, calling, or operation, and shall
require hint, her, or them, not to commence or enter upon the
same, aid the Council shall talc suet' measur'-s as shall
effectually and permanently prevent the same from becoming
11
noisome or offensive" within the meaning of these By-laws to
any resident within the Borough. And any person who shall
in any such ease comane,ice, enter upon, W continue any such
manufacture, trade, calling, or operation, so that the same
shall be in any way noisome or offensive" within thin luetinilig
of these By-laws, shall for every such offence forfeit, and pay a
sum of not less than ten pounds, nor more than fifty pounds.
Senlee of notice—Liabilities.
Sorvice of any such notice as aforesaid upon the occupier
or owner of tiny premises or land wherein or whereon any such
manufacture, trade, calling, or operation is being conducted.
followed, or carried on, or is about to be commenced or ciiteied
111)011, or at the last howis place of abode of such occupier or
owner, or upon any person Os' the said premiseJ or hand, shall
be it good and sutlicient service of such notice for all the purposes of these By-laws.
And every pei'seis who shall be
actually engaged in superinleuding, directing, or managing, or
who shall be in any other way actually engaged or employed iii any
such manufacture, trade, calling, or operation as aforesaid,
shall be liable to be regarded and treated as a person conducting, following, or earning on such manufacture, trade,
calling, or operation, within the meaning and for all the purposes of these By-laws.

l'n&lic B.èelth.
louses to be purified on certificate of two inech,uI Iracutioners,
If, upon the ecrlifacate o f' any duty qualified medical
practitioner, it appear to the Council that any house, or part
thereof, or the premises occupied in eomleetion therewith,
within the limits of the said Borough, is in such it filthy or
unwholesome condition that the licadth of any person is or naav
be liable to be nffected or endangered thereby, and that the
svlutesvushiug, cleansing, purifying, or fumigating of any house,
or part thereof, or the premises occupied in connection therewith would tend to prevent; or check infectious or eoatngious
disease, the said Council shall give notice, in writing, to the
owner or occupier of such house or part thereof or the premises
occupied in con,icction therewith, to whitewash, cleanse, purify,
or fumigate the same, as the ease may require and if the
person to whom notice is so given shall fail to comply therewith
within the time specified in tile said notice, lie or she shall be
liable to it penalty not less than fort.y shillings nor more than
,on pounds. Provided that cacti day during which such house
shall, after such notice as aforesaid, resn;,in uneleansed or
unfumigated, shall be a sepa.i-atn offence. Provided also that
no such penalties shall collectively a,,iount to any greater sum
than fifty pounds.
Sale or letting of infected premises or goods.
If any person shall sell, let., or cause to be sold or let, r.uy
dwelling house or part thereof, at, premises occupied in c.ollncclion therewith in the said Borough, which then is, or shall hare
been within tiurty days prior to the dato of such sale or h,'t b.illg,
occupied by any person suffering from any infectious or eontatagious disease, without giving duo notice thereof to the person or
persons purclmasislg,rentis,g,or luring ally such house or prcnnses,
1,110 person so Felling, letting, or eausimlg to be sold or let, shl ill
be liable to a penalty not exceeding fifty pounds nor less tllass
ten pounds. And any person who shinll sell, let, or e,inso to be
sold or let, in the said Borough any article of furniture,
bedding, household, or personal effects, ksiow-iog the same to
have been withun three months prior to the date of such sale
or letting used by any person or persons suffering li-out any
infections or contag ious disease, shall forfeit and pay a sum not
exceeding fifty pounds Ilur less than ten pounds.
Exposisig iufectasl articles,
04-Any pet-son who shall expose, or cause to be ex'josed, in
ally road, street, public place, or unenclosed land adjacent to
lay dwelling, road, street:, public place, ally srticic whatsoever,
knowing the same to have been in tlae misc or occupation of any
person suffelillg from any infectious or contagious disease within
thirty days prior to the date of such exposure as aforesaid, shall
forfeit: aud pay a sum not exceeding fifty pounds nor less than
ten pounds.
05. No kind of rubbish or offensive tn, I[or shall be tl,ru\a-sl
upon any public or private property witl miii the Borough
w it,hu It perinissi on first obtained Iron tl me M i'm i ci1 ,;d Gout ne-il
and t.h to owner or owners of cut-b i pt, pert y Pc 'Soils fun nil
guilty of a breach of this By-lao sh,all forfeit tad pay for 'very
such ollbnce any sum not exceeding to o pounds nor less than
ten shillings.

&elrerage and Drainage.
No private sower, to be made to cemm,snieate with the public sewers
without notice,
96. It shall not be lawful for any person, without notice to
the Council or otl,rrwise than according to such plans and
directions as such Council wake and give, to make or branch
any private drain or sewer into any of the public drains or
sewers, or into any drain or sewer communicating therewith
and in caso any pm-son or persons shall mako or branch any
private drain or sower communicating or to communicate therewith without such notice, or otherwise than as aforesaid, every
person so offending shall for every such offence forfeit and pay
any sum not exceeding fifty pounds, and shall, at his own
expense, make good all roads, streets, kerbing, &e., which shall
have been injured by or through any such work and all such
repairs shall be pertormod to the satisfaction of such officer as
the Council shall appoint to superintend such work and any
person who shall do or perform anything contrary tothis clause,
or shall neglect to nliakc good all such damage as aforesaid, shall
on conviction thereof forfeit and pay any sum not exceeding
fifty pounds nor less than one pound.
Proprietors of private sewers, Sle,, to repair a,md cleanse same.
07. All private drains or sewers communicating with any
public drain or sewer shall from time to ti,ne be repaired and
cleansed under the inspection and direction of the Council or
officer thereof, at (lie costs and charges of the occupiers of the
houses, buildings, lands, and premises to which the said private
sewers or drains shudi respectively belong and in case any
person shall neglect to repair and cleanse, or cause any such
private drain or sewer to be repaired and cleansed according to
the. rtiroctions of the said Council, lie shall forfeit and pay for
every such offence any sun, not exceeding five pounds.
leatra from reors, &e.
98. Fves'y owner or occupier of any dwelling-house, shop, or
other building who shall permit rainwafer to fall from any roof,
balcony, or other projection, upon any street, road, lane, or footway, or shall cause or permit any such roof or rainwater to be
disehat-ged by any pipe, upon any such street, road, lane, or
footwoy, shall, if such nuisance be not abated within seven days
after notice to abate tile same shall have been given by the
Council, forfeit and pay for every such offence a sum not
exceeding five pounds nor less I han one pound,
Drains in foetpaths.
00. No surfaee.drain shall be made in any foot-path, nor any
pipes laid tinder or across the same, without the authority of
the Council and no such pipe or drain shall be used for the
discharge into nay street or roadway of any offensive liquid or
n,ustter of any ki,,d whatsoever and any person who shall so
offend sbaail forfeit and pay any sum not exceeding fifty pounds
nor less than one pound.
Drains for dis',hnrmze of surface water Incas land.
100Evcry owner or occupier of land so situated that surface
or storm water from or upon the same shall overflow, or shall
tend naturally, if not otherwise discharged, to overflow any
road, lane, or footway, shall within seven days next after the
service of notice by the Council abnte such nuisance where
possible and in default of compliance with any such notice
within the period aforesaid, such owner or occupier shall forfeit
any sum not exceeding five pounds and if within scvon days
after such conviction such owner or occupier shall still have
fnilcd ho comply with such, notice, or be otherwise in default as
aforesaid, lie shall forfeit and pay any sum not less than one
pound nor more than ten p01111th, and for every further such
offence lie shall forfeit and pay any sumnot less than two
pounds nor more than twenty pounds And every such owner
or occupier who shall still have made default as aforesaid for
lno,-e than scvcll days after suela second or any future eOnvicboll, shall be held guilty of ii furtheroffenee WitIlill the meaning
of this section.
Natural a-atereeurses.
101. Any person ivlio shall close or intercept any natural
watercourse, by building or otherwise, shall provide another
o,,tict for the surfece-water with. pipes or sewers of a size, and
in a manner to be approved by the Council, and any person
failing to comply with the provisions of this By-law shall forfeit
and pay a su,n not exceeding fifty pounds nor less than five
pounds.
Preventing and ertmgseisluag fires,
Fire ,,r connl,ueiih,le materials, &e,
109 lIvely person who shall place, or lcuow'anghv perinit to
be pin"rrh, in any house, yitrd, workshop, out-oflices, or other
premises, fire, guitpowdcr, or eouibustible or inflammable article
of any kind, is, slleh a snanner as to endanger contiguous buildiasge (except with the eolssent, of the owners and occupiers
thc'eol), shall 011 roaavich ion fer every such 0510,1cc forfeit and
pay a penalty of not more than five pounds nor less than one
pound
and $1,1111 foi'tlmwhr,h remove such 0°, gunpowder,
or r'omb,msti We or inflalnn,,,hle article And every such person
who 5111111 suffer any shell lure, gunpowder, or con,bustible
or inilaminmahlc a, tim-Ic to rcluain as afm;resnid for forty-eight
hours after any such conviction shall be deemed guilty of a
further offence against this By-law.
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Inflammable fences, &-e.
103. Every person who shall erect any fence of brushwood,
bushes, or other inflammable material, or shall make or place
any stack of hey, corn, straw, or other produce, or place as or
for the covering of any such stack, any inflammable material
or shall pine-i, keep, or store any hay, straw, or other inflamrnflle material in any building, so as to endanger contiguous
buildings or properties, or smrry trees. sirrobs, or other produce
of such properties. or any chattels in or upon such, buildings
or properties, shall forfeit, on conviction for every such offence,
a penalty of not more than five pounds nor less than one pound,
and also shall remove such fence, stack, covering, or inflammable
material within forty-eight hours after such conviction. And
any person failing to remove such fence, stack covering, or
infLammable material within a reasonable time after any such
conviction as aforesaid shall be deemed guilty of it further
offence against this fly-law.
hornIng shavings, See, in streets.
Any person burning any shavings, or other matters or
things, in any street, road or public place, shall forfeit and pay
a sum not exceeding forty slnllings nor less than five shillings.

lot.

Fireworks.
Every person who shalt light any boa-fire, tar barrel,
or ilnjcrork upon or within sixty feet of any building, public or
private street;, or any public place, or sladi sell gunpowder, fireworks, or other eon,bustible matter by any artificial light, other
than gas, shall forfeit a sum not exceeding five pounds.
Wilfully aritiag Ore to Chimneys.

Every person who wilfoily sets, or causes to be set on
fire, any chimney, flue, smoke--vent, or stove-prpe, herein called
in common a " Chimney," shall forfeit a sum not exceeding
five pounds.
FaUlt ,Amusesnesrts.
ljolawfal Games.
107 No games with dice or other games of ehance,for
money, prize fighting, or any dog-fighting, cock-fighting, or
other exhibition or entertainment opposed to public momlity,
or involving cruelty to animals, or likely to chuse a breach
of the peace, shall he established, held or given within this
Borough, and any person or persons who shall establish,
hold, give, or cause to be established, held or given any such
ame, exluhition or entertainment shall for every such offence
forfeit and pay a sum of not less than ten pounds or more than
fifty pounds.
Wafer Ssepplj/.

f

Polluting water, reservoirs, &e,
103. Whosoever shall hattie in any stream, reservoir, conduit,
aqueduct, or other water-works belonging to or under- the
management or control of the 4Jouncil, or shall wash, cleanse,
throw, or cause to e],ter therein, any senimarri, whether alive or
dead, or any rubbish, 111th, or thing of any kind whatsoever, or
shall cause or permit to sufFer to run, or to be brought therein,
the water of any sink, sewer, dmin, engine, or boiler, or other
fill liv, unwholesome, or improper I iq rid, or shall wash any
clothes at any public fountain or pump, or in or at any such
strcs,na, reservoir, conduit, 5' quednet, or other writerrvorks as
aforesaid, or shall do anything whatsoever whereby any water
or water-works belonging to the said Council, or nuder their
nranaccnaent or control, shall befouled, obstructed, or damaged,
shall ?or the first offence forfeit and pay any tuna not exceeaing
five pounds for a second ofl'esmee, any sun, not less than one
pound nor more than ten pounds; and for a tl,ird cod every
subsequent offence, any sum not less than five pounds nor more
than twenty pounds.
l)annnlng up water without consult,
Whosoever shall, without the consent in writing of the
Cormncil, eonstr,aet or place any dam or embankment in or across
any river, creek, or n,etuesd water-course, shall forfeit and pay
any sum not less than one pound, nor more thautwonty pounds,
and shall remove such dam or embankment within a reasonable
time after usda conviction or sImall forfeit and pay ally sum not
lees than five pounds nor more than fifty pounds, and if after
such second conviction, such person shall fail to remove such
dana or eaabankmnent within a fsarthaor reasonable time, he shall
forfeit and pay it sure' of not less than twemrty pounds nor, more
than fifty pounds; and if within a reasonable time ef t,ar a third or
any further conviction lie shall fail to remove such darn or
ereibankmnent, Inc shall for every such offence forfeit and pay a
sum of fifty pounds.
Se,01,ly of water in time of drooglat.
in time of dronclat or scarcity of water the Coonrilmay,
by rccolutioo to that effect, cause water to be supplied to tIme
inl,abitaots of this Borough by water-carts or otherwise, and
shall, by such resolution as aforesaid, fix it price to be charged
for water so supplied.

Ts'ees in streets.
The Co mencil shell Irma-c power to plant trees in the
streets u:ad public ways of this Borough, and any person wilfolly
injuring or dcstioyingg lain' of such trees, or any railing or fence
pm'otecticg the same, small on conviction forfeit and pay a
penalty of not snore than ten pounds nor less than two pounds,
in addition to the value of time tiee, railing, or fence so injured
or destroyed.

Br-un's of the Borough of Camperdowin, made under and for
carrying into effect the provisions of the Nuisances
Prevention Act, 1875.
Even person who shall be about to erect a closet, orforru,
excavate, or make a cesspit, shall, before he shall commence to
,-rcct such closet-, or to form, cxe,mvate, or analco any such cesspit,
deliver to the Comeueil Clerk of time said Borough of Camperdown
a not ice in writing of the intention, of circle person to erect such
closet, or form, excavate, or make such ceaspit, and of the place
or position ira which it is intended that such closet shall he
erected or such ccsspit formed, excavated, or made, and if any
person shall eouln,a,,co to erect any closet, or to form, excavate,
or make any essspit within the said Borough, without laariirg
given such notice in writing as aforesaid, and before the expiration of seven days after the deliver)' of such, ,rotice (except
by the written authority of the Inspector of Nrsisnrrees for the
said Borough, or other officer for the time being appointed by
time Conneil of the said Borongla in that hclmalf) Ire shall forfeit
and pay a penalty of not less than one pound nor more than
live pounds.
No person shall erect or commence to erect any closet, at-r
to form, exeravate, or annIe any ersspit, except in such place or
poaition as shall be npproved by the said Inspector of Nuisances
or other officer as aforesaid and any person who shall erect or
conamnence to elect any closet or to form, excavate, or make any
such cesspit without lnevimrg obtained time approval of the said
Inspector or other officer, or in any place or position other
timana tl-,c place or positioar epproved of by time said Inspector or
other officer as aforesaid, shall forfeit and pay a penalty of not
less thai, Iso shillings nor more than forty shillings. But any
person who shall feel rrggrieved by f-Ire decision of sire1, Inspector
or other officer rcay appeal against the same to the Coorroil.
Every ccsspit shall be at least 4, feet long by 3 feet wide
by internal rnensuremnent, and shall be at, least I' feet (hut not
Ir'ore tI,arr 6 feet) helon' the service of the gromrnd, and tire top
of such ccsspit shall he at least C incises higher than time
highest part of the srmrfnce of the gi-orand immediately adjoining
such cesspit, and every such eesspit shall have walls on each
side of brick or stone of at least ft inches tlrick and such walls
shall be built in cement and rendered at least 4 an inch thick
inside with ceinemat, in such, maimer as to make such avaIls
tlnos-ouclrly u'ateal igiml;, and no ccsspit slmall be formr1,excavated,
or made amnder any dwelhiimg-hmouse, nor at a less distance than
6 feet thcrefrona and if any person shall form, excavate, or
make any cesspit which shall not be in accordance with the
provisions of this By-lorv, or shall form, excavate, or make any
cmaspit nader marry dneilirmg-imousc or at a less distance than 6
fecttherefrom, he shall forfeit and pay a penalty of not less
than one pound nor more than five pounds.
Every closet shall. be built wit-Ir walls 7 feet lugis, and
shall not be less than 3 feet 6 moines wide, and 4 feet 6 imneises
long, and shall he provided with a doer capable of being fssteinsd
insido ; and every person who shall build or erect any closet
wlricir shalt not be i,, accordance with this By-hew shall forfeit
and pay a penalty of not less than ten ehillirrgs nor more than
forty sinillings.
Where two or more closets edjoin eat-I, other I-here shall
be a sufficient dividimrg avail not less thin,, muse imrebcs in thickness between every two closets, and such wall shall extend fronrr
the bottom of tire edaspit through the roof of the closet, so as to
effect a eourphete separation, and if any person shall erect airy
two or more closets ndjoirtirag cache otlrcr and not in acorn-dance
with this lly-lav, he shall forfeit and pay a penalty of not hels
than ten slnillings nor more than forty pbifbngiz.
A separnte closet slrhl be provided for each temrement, aad
my peyszamr offending against the provisions of this By-law sIrall
forfeit and pay, a penalty of not less than two pounds rror' more
their five pounds.
In schools, f,retories, or other pisces of buisness wirer-c it
mm umber of pen-eorrs exceeding I-n-else simsil ordinarily reside, or
beooenpied, or enrpioycd, one closet sirr,Il be provided for every
tu-errts' persons, with a ecsspit of a capacity of not less than 80
cubic feet, and sepnmwte closets shall be provided for ,'n&r sex a
and every oavnea', occupier' or tcnar,t of any such, school, factory
or other place of business, and every Otirer person, who sirnhl
oh7enrd against this l3y'law or fmmiI to provide the armatanber of
closets and of the capacity in this By-lair anentioned, shall
forfeit and pay ta penalty of not less than one pound aol- more
than five pounds..
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S. If any alteration shall be requisite in the opinion of the Nuisances or other officer as aforesaid upon any such visitation
Inspector of Nuisances or other officer appointed by the Council or iuspoction, or in the doing or performing of any work, shall
in their behal, for preserving public health or decency in the forfeit and pay a penalty of not less than ten shillings nor more
ease of any existing cesspit or closet, and the Council shall - than forty shillings.
adjudge such cesspit or closet to be injurious to the health or
Any person desirous of erecting an earth closet, shall be
opposed to deeenoy by exposure or otherwise, and the owner or at liberty to do so after giving notice of his intention to the
occupier shall not make the necessary alterations after receiving Inspector of Nuisances or other officer appointed by the
fourteen days' notice from the Council Clerk, it shall be lawful Council, but all night-soil shall be removed therefrom once in
for the Inspector of Nuisances or other officer appointed by the four days or oftener, and buried in the earth; and every person
Council to remove the said nuisance, and any expense incurred infringing or not complying with this By-law, shall forfeit and
thereby may be sued for and recovered in a summary way pay a penalty not less than one pound nor more than two
before any two or more Zustiees of the Peace.
pounds.
The place of deposit for night-soil shall be in such locality
No person shall use on his own premises any night-soil
as may be from time to time determined upon by the Council.
other than that taken from the earth closet upon his own premises, and in the event of his so doing he shall forfeit and pay
Until otherwise provided for by the Council all night-soil a penalty of not less than two pounds nor more than ten
shall be removed from eesspits, by contract, in watertight - pounds.
covered vehicles, between the hours of 10 o'clock in the evening
15- All expenses incurred by the Council in emptying any
and five o'clock in the morning, and if any person shall remove
from any cesspit any night-soil in any other manner or at any cesspit shall be repaid to the Council by the owner or occupant
other time than as provided by this By-law he shall forfeit and of the premises whereon such cesspit is situated within one week
pay a penalty of not less than one pound nor more than five after a written demand of the amount made by the Council or
Inspector of Nuisances shall have been served upon him, otherpoundswise the same may be recovered in a summary way before any
In ease the Council shall sell or give away any night- two Justices of the Peace,
soil, the same shall be removed in the same manner and
16. The Inspector of Nuisances shall furnish the Council
between the same hours as above provided, and on being with a monthly return showing the number of cesspits emptied,
removed from the vehicles in which it is carried, shall be the amount due and payable for each cesspit, and the amount
deodorized by ohemicals or in some other effective manner, or
of arrears due for emptying oesspits. He shall collect the
covered with earth so as to prevent any offensive smell arising amounts so due and payable, and account therefor to the Council
therefrom; and if any offensive smell shall arise therefrom, the at the least once in every month, or as may be determined upon
person or persons to whom the said night-soil shall be sold or by such Council.
given, shall forfeit and pay a penalty of not less than one pound
nor more than five pounds.
12- The Inspector of Nuisances or other officer appointed by
the Council, may visit and inspect any premises, or do any work
authorized by the Nuisances Prevention Act of 1875 therein, on
all days except Sundays and public holidays, between the hours
of ten o'clock in the morning and four a'eloek in the afternoon ;
and any person who shall lunder or obstruct any Inspector of

Passed by the Municipal Council of the Borough of Camperdown, on the fourth day of March, in the year of
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventynine.
P. C. LUCAS,
(Ls.)
Mayor.

Sydney: Thomas Richard,, Government Printer.-1880.

[9d.]
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

PUBLIC VEHICLES

REGULATION

ACT OF 1873.

(BY-LAWS UNDER.)

ttfifflttb to 3$a1Tiamtnt, purøuaitt to'Act 36 Jic.

Ba. 14, arc, 15.

Colonial Secretary's Office,
Sydney, let September, 1879.
METROPOLITAN TRANSIT COMMISSIONERS BY-LAWS.
Tnt following By-laws, made by the Metropolitan Transit Commissioners, to amend in certain particulars the By-laws
heretofore in force under the Public Velueles Regulation Act of 1873. having been confir]ned by His Excellency the Governor;
with the advice of the Executive Council, are published in accordance with the provisions of the above cited Act.
HENRY PARTIES.
WUtRISAS

it is expediesit to amend in certain particulars

the By-laws made and passed by the Metropolitan Transit
Commissioners, eondit.uted and empowered by the Public
Vehicles Regulation Act of 1873, the said Metropolitan Transit
Commissioners do by virtue of the powers and authorities
in them vested ]icreby ordor and deela,-o,—
Repeal ofBy-laws.
That By-laws numbered respectively eighteen and twentyseven, made and passed on the fourth day of October, in the year
of our Lord one tho,,sancl eight )snndred and seventy-six, shall
be and the same arc hereby i-epealed.
Vehicles net to be wit lidrav;o

milbout

nehes-

No owner of any licensed vehicle slaatl without leave
from the Commissioners withdraw the same from hire for to-0
eo,,sec-ntivc days or for any two days in any one weak, except
in case of accident. Any owner desirous of svithidraui,,g his
vehicle, may do so on giving five dais notice of his intention to
the Commissioners, and Upon receipt of such notice the Coinmissioners may cancel the lieuse granted to such vehicle.

Drivers and Cond,sctors guilty at nliecendnet.
No driver or conductor shall whilst acting as driver or
conductor be guilty of any breach of the peace, misconduct or
inisbeh,a,'ioc,r, or be intoxicated, or make usc of any threatening,
obscene, filthy, indecent, blasphemolls, profane, abusive, or
insult i ig language. sign or gestietila tion, t ut shall at 1111 limes
be sober and careful in the discharge of his dntios.
l'a,scngers guilty of loiscelidact.
No person using any licensed vehicle shall be guilty of any
breach of Ibm peace, nli,e-oalcluet or uiisbehaviour, or be intoxioat-ed, or snake use of any threatening, obscene, filthy, indecent,
blasphenlous, profane, abusive, or insulting langugage, sign or
gesticulat ion, or wilfully or negligently injure or daanage elIcit
i-chicle or the dI-irer Or conductor ft ercof.
Driver to deliver Table at 1-',res.
G. The driver of any carl-iage shall ins n,edial ely 11 1)011 any
person etitenng the same, give to such person a table of the
fat-es payable for the lure of licensed velnrl,,, printed in clear
and legible characters.
Fe ii all 3'.
7. For any offence ngainst the provisions of those By-laws
the offender shall be liable to, and on conviction shell pay, is
penalty not exceeding ten pounds nor less than five shillings.

Wilfulty or negligently damaging property.
Any owner, driver, or conductor, into shall whilst di-iving,
louding, unloading, or attending any vehicle, or whilst 1111011
any public stand, wilfully or negligently do or suffer or cause
any etainago to be clone to the person or property of ally osic,
shall upon conviction forfeit and pay to the person whose
person or property shall have been damaged such stun for
eotupeusatn not execediug teta pounds us the Justices hearing
the ease may award.

[3d.]
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l'nesed by l:l,e Board of Metropolitan Transit Coin.
arissioners, thus sixteenth day of J illy, in the year of
Our Lord one thousand eight hundred anti seventy51 inc.
C. T. ROPERyS, Ch,nirntast.
(as)
MICL. CJ[APMAN, Commissioner.
EDM IJND FOSBE1IY, Coinmissicaser.
W. J. LTERRIMAN, Bogistror.
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

PUBLIC VEHICLES REGULATION ACT OF 1873.
(BY-LAWS UNDER.)

lPreøenttb to 9ar1Iament, putøuant to (Act 36 rig. tb. 14, zec. 15.

Colonial Secretary's Office,
Sydney, 2nd September, 1879.
METROPOLITAN TRANSIT COMMISSIONERS BY-LAWS.
Tnn following By-laws, made by the Metropolitan Transit Commissioners, under the Public Vehicles Regulation Act of 1873,
for the Regulation of Public Vehicles daring the Sydney International Exhibition of 1879, having been confirmed by His
Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, are published in accordance with the provisions of the above
cited Act.
HENRY PARKES.
WirIBEAS it is expedient that provision be made for the special regulation of Public Vehicles during tho International Exhibition
of 1879.
And the Metropolitan Transit Commissioners, duly appointed in that behalf, do by virtue of the power and authority
vested in them by the Public Vehicles Regulation Act of 1873, hereby make and establish the following Omnibus and Cab Stands.
Oxuernus STAND.
St. Mary's Road, at the Fountain, to rank out..
CA3 Sinus.
Macquarie-street, north of Bridgo-streot, to rank north.
Phillip-street, cast side, north of Bent-street, vehicles to rank north; first cnb to stand on north side of Bent-street,
west of Free Public Library.
Domain, east road, west side, north of Avenue, to rank north; first cab at north-east corner of Exhibition Ground.
Domain, Central road, east side, one hundred yards north of St. Mnry's entrance gate, to rank north ; the rank to
and ao yards south from Avenue.
That the Cab Stand in Maequarie-street, at Hunter-street and Legislntivo Assembly, is hereby repealed during the hours
of the Exhibition.
Cabs and carriages only to enter at the near side gate at St. Mary's to put down or take up and leave by keeping to their
near side after turning round at entrance to Exhibition Ground, at the south end.
Cabs and carriages to enter and leave by Palmer-street gate to Domain. Vehicles to enter only by way of road out of
Maoquarie-strect, opposite Hunter-street.
Passed by the Board of Metropolitan Transit Commissioners, this twenty-seventh day of Augu* in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-nine.
C. J. ROBERTS, Chairman.
(as.)
MICL. CHAPMAN, Commissioner.
EDMUKD FOSBERY, Commissioner.
W. S. MERRIXAN, Registrar.

(3d,]
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

PUBLIC VEHICLES REGULATION ACT OF 1873.
(BY-LAW ElmER.)

ljreøentcb to j9atliamcnt, put%uant to Act 36 rig. ftc. 14, ztc. 15.

Colonial Secretary's Oce,
Sydney, 2nd December, 1879.
METROPOLITAN TRANSIT COMMISSIONERS' BY-LAW.
TEE following By-law, made by the Metropolitan Transit Commissioner,, appointing Public Stands and a Time-table for
Omnibuses plying to and from Darling Point Road, Balmain, and Erskine-street, Sydney, having been confirmed by Ills Excel.
lency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, is published in accordance with the provisions of the "Public
Srehicles Regulation Act of 1878."
HENRY PARKES.

THE Board of Metropolitan Transit Commissioners, constituted and empowered by the Public Vehicles Regulation Act
of 1873, do, by virtue of the power and authority in them vestal
by the said Act, hereby niake and establish the following
Public Stands for Omnibuses and Time-table for Omnibuses
:—
mnibu es—
Oncuaus STANDS, with the Line of Road to and from the
OncIBue
same.
Stand.

Stand.

LIne of Road.

J

Darling Road, Bal- Darling Road, fleattie Erskine-street,
main, east side, and Mullens Streets, north side, at
northofWestern- Abattoir Road, Pyr- York-street.
Street.
mont Bridge Road,
Harris, George, Bar
rack, Clarence, Erskioe,
Wynyard, George, and
Harris Streets, Pyr
mont Bridge Road,
Abattoir Road, Mullens-street, and Darling
Road.
for Omnibuses plying to and from Darling Road,
Balmain, and Erskine-street, Sydney.
Omnibuses shall start from Darling Road for Erskine-street
at 8a.m. and every hour tillS p.m., except at 1p.m.; and shall
start from Erskine-street at 9 am. and every hour till 9 p.m.,
except at 2 p.m. And each omnibus shall perform the journey
in fifty minutes, and the parts thereof as follows
TrMZ-TA]5LZ

[3d.]
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Prom Darling Road at Western-street, to Abattoir Road, in
-15 minutes.
Abattoir Road, at Mullens.street, to Pyrmoat Bridge
Road, in 10 minutes.
Pynnont Bridge Road at Abattoir Road, to Georgestreet, in 10 minutes.
George-street, at Harris-street, to Liverpool-street, in 5
minutes.
Liverpool-street to "Royal Hotel, in 5 minutes."
"Royal Hotel" to Erskine-street, in 5 minutes.
Erskine-street to "Royal Hotel," in 5 minutes.
Royal Hotel " to Liverpool-street, in 5 minutes.
Liverpool-street to Harris-street, in 5 minutes.
Harris-street, at George-street, to Pyrmont Bridge Road,
at Abattoir Road, in 10 minutes.
Pyrmont Bridge Road to Mullens-street, in 10 minutes.
3tullen8-street, at Abattoir Road, to Darling Road, at
\stestera street in 15 minutes.
Passed by the Board of Metropolitan Transit Commissioners this seventh day of November, in the year of
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventynine.
C. J. ROBERTS, Chairman.
MLCHL. CHAPMAN, Commissioner.
E]M4UND POSBERY, I.G.P., Commissioner.
W. T. MEnsuaraN, Regisirar.
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

PUBLIC VEHICLES REGULATION ACT OF 1873.
(AMENDED BY-LAW UNDER.)

ffihcenteb to 13arlininent, putunnt to'Act 36 trig, 41o. 14, occ. 15.

Colonial Secretary's Office,
Sydney, 31st December, 1879.
METROPOLITAN TRANSIT COMMISSIONERS' BY-LAW.
Tiax following By-law, made by the Metropolitan Transit Commissioners, amending certain By-laws heretofore in force under the
Public Vehicles Regulation Act of 1873, having been confirmed by His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, is published in accordance with the provisions of that Act..
HENRY PARXES.

WHEREAS it is expedient to amend in cert ails particulars the
By-laws made and passed by the Metropolitan Transit Consmtesioiiers, constituted and empowered by the Public Vehicles
Regulation Act of 1873, the said Metropolitan Transit Corn.
niissioners, do, by virtue of the powers and authorities in them
vested, hereby order and declare

That By-law numbered FIFTy, made and passed ontlie
fourth day of October, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-six also, By-law numbered Six,
made and passed on the sixteenth day of July, in the year of
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seveuty-niue, shall
be, and the same are hereby repealed.
The driver of every licensed carriage shall have the i,nmber
of the license thereof and the table of fares now or hereafter to
be fixed by the Commissioners, printed in large, legible, and
conspicuous figures on a card six inches long by three inches
wide, affixed to the back panel inside such, carriage; and such
card shall be kept so affixed, legible, and undefaced during all
the time such carriage shall ply or be used for lure ; and no
owner or driver of a licensed carriage shall demand, receive, or
take more than thia severa.l fares set forth in the schedule hereunto annexed marked F of. the By-laws as passed by the
Commissioners on the fourths day of October, in the year of
Our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-six.
The driver of every carriage shall whilst plying for lure
keep affixed to the right-hand side under the window of his
carriage, a leatbern satchel of a liattci'ul approved of by the
Commissioners, which satchel shall always contain at least two
copies of a ticket containing a table of the fares payable for the
hire of licensed vehicles, number of vehicle, owners name and
residence in the form given in schedule hereto, printed in
clear and legible characters; and such satchel shall always be
kept in such manner that the hirer may without difficulty
obtain and take one such printed table.
For any offence against the provisions of these By-laws the
offender shall be liable to, and on conviction shall pay a
penalty not exceeding ten pounds nor less than five shillings.
220—

Some EDULE.

Cab and Hackney Carriages. M. T. U. By-law, Eb.
No.
Owner
Residence
The owner of every carriage must provide, and the driver
is bound to give to every passenger on entering, a printed ticket
containing the fares, the No, of the vehicle, and the owner's
name and address.
See that the No. corresponds with that on the vehicle.
Keep this ticket—In case of complaint apply at the Metropolitnim Transit Commissioners' Office, 164, Phillip-street,
Sydney.
to be paid for any carriage (not an omnibus)
within the limits of this By-law, in the City and Police
District of Sydney.
Jis,d.
For a cab for any time not exceeding one quarter of
an hour, to carry two passengers if required by
hirer......................................................0 i o
RATES AND PAnES

For every subsequent quarter of an hour or part
thereof...................................................0 1 0
But if engaged for more than one hour, thea to be
paid at the rate of nineponce for every
additional quarter of an hour or part thereof.
For a hackney carriage for any time not exceeding
one half-hour, to carry five persons if require
byhirer ................................................0 2 6
For every subsequent quarter of an hour or part
thereof...................................................0 1. 3
But if ongaged for mere than one hour, thea to be paid at the
rate of one shilling, and three balf-pcnoe for every additional
quarter of an hour or part thereof.
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If the vehicle is discharged at any place that is beyond the
following boundaries, viz. —a straight line drawn from the
undermentioned places to each succeeding one in the order in
which they are placed, viz.
Double Bay Wharf;
Old South Head Road, at Cowper-street;
Randwiek Road, at flenison-street;
Bannerong Road, at sooth-west corner of Racecourse fence;
- Botany Road, at MErcy-street;
Newtown Road, at Camperdown Road;
Parran,atta Road, at Camperdown Road;
Abattoir Road, at Crescent-street,—
the driver thereof shall be entitled to his ordinary fare by
time back to the City boundary, unless a special arrangement
as to fare has been made at the time of hiring.
Vehicles to travel at a speed of not loss than six miles an
hour, except when otherwise ordered by the hirer.
The drivers of such vehicles respectivety shall be bouad to
take, if required, exclusive of the driver four persons inside and
one outside a hackney carriage, or two persons inside a hansom
cab. The driver shall not be obliged to take any luggage
exceeding fifty pounds in weight, being clean and of such a
description as may be placed inside or ontaide the vehicle without
injuring the same; and the driver shall be entitled to claim one

shilling for every additional fifty pounds weight or portion
thereof so carried, but the person hiring such -vehicle shall be
allowed eighty-four pounds weight of luggage when the number
of persons is short of the number aforesaid. Whenever the
number of persons carried shall exceed that named for each
vehicle respectively, the driver shall be entitled to charge by
time or distance, as the hiring may be—one third more for
each adult or two children over five and under fifteen years of
age.
Tolls to be paid by the hirer.
Ralf.fare, in addition to the ordinary fare, after ten p.m. and
before 5a.m.
Passed by the Board of Metropolitan Transit Commissioners this third any of December, in the year of
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventynine.
C. J. ROBERTS, Chairman.
MICUL. CII4PMAI, Commissioner.
EDMUND FOSBERY, Commissioner,
Tnspr. GenI. of Police.
W. J. MERRIMAI", Registrar.

Sydney: Thomas Riohnrds, Government Frinter.-1880.
LSd.J
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

PUBLIC VEHICLES REGULATION ACT OF 1873.
(BY.LAW UNDER)

uøcnttb to 3jariinmcnt, pttrøuant to Act 36 331c, lao. 14, ssec. 15.

Colonial Secretary's Office,
Sydney, 30th January, 1880.
METROPOLITAN TRANSIT COMiBSSIONERS' BY-LAW.
Tira following By-law, made by the Metropolitan Transit Commissioners, amending the Time-table for Omnibuses plying to and
from Creseent-strcot, Enmore, and Erskine-street, Sydney, having been confirmed by His Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, is published in accordance with the provisions of the "Public Vehicles Regulation Act of 1873."
HENRY PAIt&ES.
TJIE Board of Metropolitan Transit Commissioners, constituted
and empowered by the rublic Vehicles Regulation Act of 1873,
do, by virtuo of the power and authority in them vented by the
said Act, declare that the following Omnibus Time-table under
By-lawn, as adopted on the ninth day of May, in the year
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven,
shall be and the lame is hereby repealed, viz. Tnjn.nntt for Omnibuses plying to and from Erskine-street,
Sydney, and Crescent-,treet Enmore.
And that the following Time-table shall be adopted in lieu
thereof
Tzxn-nnnn for Omnibuses plying to and from Crescent-street,
Emnore, and Erskine-street, Sydney.
Omnibuses shall start from the north side of Crescent-street,
Enmore, for Erskine-street, Sydney—
Prom 8a.m. to 9-30 am, every 5 minutes.
930 am, to 4p.m. every 10 minutes.
4 p.m. to 630 p.m. every 6 minutes.
680 p.m. to 1030 p.m. every 8 minutes;
And shall start from Erskine-street for Crescent-street--Prom 830 &m. to 10a.m. every 5 minutes.
10 am, to 4-30 p.m. every 10 minutes.
480 p.m. to 7 p.m. every 5 minutes.
7p.m. to 11 p.m. every 8 minutes.
And each Omnibus shall perform the journey to and from
Crescent-street, Edmore, and Erskine-street, Sydney, in 30
minutes, and the parts of the journey as follows

[3d.]
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From Crescent-street to Fitzroy-street, in 6 minutes.
Fitzroy-street to George-street West, in 6 minutes.
George-street West at Newtown Road, to Railway Bridge,
in 5 minutes.
Railway Bridge to Liverpool-street, in 6 minutes.
Liverpool-street to ''Royal Hotel," in 5 minutes.
"Royal Hotel" to Erskine-street, in 4 minutes.
Erskine-street to "Royal Hotel," in 4 minutes,
"Royal Hotel" to Liverpool-street, in 5 minutes.
Liverpool-street to Railway Bridge, in 5 minutes.
Railway Bridge to George-street West at Newtown Road,
in 5 minutes.
George-street West to Fitzroy-street, in 5 minutes.
Fitzroy-street to Crescent-street by way of Enmore Road
around Station-street and up Crescent-street to Stand,
in 6 minutes.
Special omnibus accommodation from Newtown Road, south
aide at Missenden Road, to Erskine-street, Sydney, shall be
provided to start at 8-35 am., 8- 45 n.m., and 9 n.m., and perform the parts of the journey as shown in the above table, to
Erskine-ntreet.
Passed by the Board of Metropolitan Transit Commissioners this soventh day of January, in the year of
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty,
R.OBT. FOWLER, Chairman.
(us.) MICHL. CHAPMAN, Commissioner.
EDMUND FOSBERY, I. G. Police, Commissioner.
W. J. Mananu; Registrar.
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1879-80.
NEW SOUTH WALRS.

PUBLIC VEHICLES REGULATION ACT OF 1873.
(BY-LAW V2iDEL)

]teømteb to attiament, pnrøuant to Ad 36 lYle, sb. 14, 0ev. 15.

Colonial Snretary'. Office,
Sydney, 8th April, 1880,
METROPOLITAN TRANSIT COMMISSIONERS' BY-LAWS.
Tnn following By-laws, made by the Metropolitan Transit Commissioners, amending the Time-tables for Omnibuses plying between
George-street, Waterloo, and Wynyard Square, Balmain, and V,nyard Square, and Darlington and Miller's Point, having been
confirmed by his Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, are published in accordance with the
provision, of the "Public Vehicles Regulation Act of 1873."
HENRY PARKES.
Tns Board of Metropolitan Transit Commissioners, constituted
and empowered by the Public Vehicles Regulation Act of 1873,
do, by virtue of the power and authority in them vested by the
said Act, declare that the following Omnibus Time-tables undtr
the By-laws now in force for regulating licensed vehicles, shall
be and the same are hereby repealed, viz,
TIME-nBLE for Omnibuses plying to and from George-street,
Redfern, and Wynyard Square East.
TrMn-nBLE for Omnibuses plying to and from Old Newtown
Road, Darlington, and Miller's Point.
TIn-taBLE for Omnibuses plying to and from Darling Road
Balmain, and Erskine-street, Sydney.
And that the following Omnibus Time-tables shall be adopted
in lieu thereof;—
TIME-TABLE for Omnibuses plying to and from George-street,
Waterloo, and Wynyard Square East.
Omnibuses shall start from George-street, Waterloo, for
Wynyard Square, at 8 am., and every 20 minutes till 9 p.ns. ;
and shall start from Wynyard Square for George-street,
Waterloo, at 825 n.m., and every 20 minutes, till 9'26 p.m.;
and each omnibus shall perform the journey to and from Georgestreet, Waterloo, and Wynyard Square East, in 25 minutes, and
the parts thereof as follows From George-street at John-street, to Regent-street, in 6
minutes.
Regent-street, at Cleveland-street, to Railway Bridge,
George-street, in 5 minutes.
Railway Bridge to Liverpool-street, in 5 minutes.
Liverpool-street to "Royal Hotel," in 5 minutes,
Royal Hotel" to Wynyard Square, in 4 minute..
Wynyard Square to " Royal Hotel," in 4 minutes.
Royal Hotel" to Liverpool-street, in 5 minutes.
Liverpool-street to Railway Bridge, in 5 minutes.
Railway Bridge, George-street, to Cleveland-street, in 5
minutes,
Cleveland-street, at Regent-street, to George-street, at
John-street, in 6 minutes.
Din-TABLE for Omnibuses plying to and from Old Newton
Road, Darlington, and Miller's Point,
Omnibuses shall start from Darlington for Miller's Point at
8 a m., and every 8 minutes till 9-28 pm.; and shall start from
Miller's Point for Darlington at 8-30 a-rn., and every 8 minutes
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till 958 p.m.; and each omnibus shall perform the journey to
and from Darlington and Miller's Point in 30 minutes, and the
parts thereof as bows:—
From Alma-lane, to Railway Bridge, in 8 minutes.
Railway Bridge to Liverpool-street, in S minutes.
Liverpool-street to 4 Royal Hotel," in 5 minutes.
Royal Hotel " to Essex-street, in 5 minutes.
Essex-street to Kent-street, in 7 minutes.
Kent-street to Essex-street, in 7 minutes.
Essex-street to "Royal Hotel," in 5 minutes.
"Royal Hotel" to Liverpool-street in 5 minutes.
Liverpool-street to Railway Bridge, in 5 minutes.
Railway Bridge to Alma-lane, in 8 minutes,
Tiuz-rasn for Omnibuses plying to and from Darling Road
Balmain, and Erskine-street, Sydney.
Omnibuses shall start from Balmain for Erskine-street at S
am., and every 20 minutes till 8 p.m. ; and shall start from
Erskine-street for Balmain at 9 am,, and every 20 minutes
till 9 p.m.; and each omnibus shall perform the journey to
and from Balmain and Erskine-street in 50 minutes, and the
parts thereof as follows
From Darling Road at Western-street, to Abattoir Road, in
15 minutes.
Abattoir Road at Mullens-street, to Fyrmont Bridge
Road, in 10 minutes,
Pyrmont Bridge Road, at Abattoir Road, to Georgestreet, in 10 minutes.
George-street, at Harris-street, to Liverpool-street, in 5
minutes.
Liverpool-street to "Royal Hotel," in 5 minutes.
"Royal Hotel" to Erskine-street, inS minutes.
Erskine-street to "Royal Hotel," in 5 minutes.
"Royal Hotel" to Liverpool-street, in 5 minutes.
Liverpool-street to Harris-street, in 5 minutes.
Harris-street at George-street to Pyrmont Bridge Road,
at Abattoir Road, in 10 minutes,
Pyrmont Bridge Road to Mollens-street, in 10 minutes,
Mullens-stmet at Abattoir Road, to Darling Road, at
Western-street, in 15 minutes.
Passed by the Board of Metropolitan Transit Commissioners this tenth day of March, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty.
ROBT. FOWLER, Chairman,
(La,)
MICUL. CRA1'MAN, Commissioner,
EDMUND FOSBERY, Commissioner..
W. J. Mpaazua, Registrar.
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

PUBLIC VEHICLES REGULATION ACT OF 1873.
(BY-LAW UNDETh)

4teEntzb to ljatlfamvnt, putuant to lad 36 Wit, 42o. t, oer. 15.

Colonial Secretary's Office,
Sydney,.lOth April, 1880.
M])TROPOLITAN TRANSfl COMTSflSSJONERS' BY-LAW.
Tha following By-law, made by the Metropolitan Transit Commissioners, amending the Time Table for Omnibuses plying between
Arncliffo and Erskine-street, Sydney, having been confirmed by His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, is published in accordance with the provisions of the Public Vehicles Regulation Act of 1873.
HENRY PARKES.

Tns Board of Metropolitan Transit Commissioners, constituted
and empowered by the Public Vehicles Regulation Act of 1873,
do, by virtue of the power and authority in them vested by the
said Act, declare that the following Omnibus Time-table under
the By4nws now in force for regulating licensed vehicles, shall
be and the same is hereby repealed, viz. TiME-TAISLE for Omnibuses plying to and from Arnclio and

Erskine-street, Sydney, and that the following Time-table shall
be adopted in lieu thereof.
Tni-Tantt for Omnibuses plying to and from Arneliffe and
Erskine-street, Sydney.
Omnibuses shall start from Arneliffe at 730 am., and every
15 minutes till 930 p.m., and each omnibus shall perform the
journey to and from Arncliffe and Erskine-street in 60 minutes,
and the parts thereof as follows
From Arneliffo Road to St. Peter's Church, in 15 minutes.
St. Peter's Church, to Railway Bridge, Newtown, in 15
minutes.
Railway Bridge, Newton, to Fitzroy-street, in 6 m'mutes
Fitzroy.street to George-street West, in 5 minutes.
George-street West, at Newtown Road, to Railway Bridge,
in 5 minutes.

[3d-]
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From Railway Bridge to Liverpool-street, in 5 minutes.
Liverpool-street to "Royal Hotel," in 5 minutes.
"Royal Hotel" to Erskine-street, in 4 minutes.
Erskine-street to "Royal Hotel," in 4 minutes.
Royal Hotel" to Liverpool-street, in 6 minutes,
Liverpool-street to Railway Bridge, in 5 minutes.
Railway Bridge to Newtown Road, in 5 minutes.
Newtown Road at George-street West, to Fitzroy-street,
in 5 minutes.
Fitzroy-street to Railway Bridge, Newtown, inS minutes.
Railway Bridge, Newtown, to St. Peter's Church, in 15
minutes.
St. Peter's Church to Arneliffe Road in 16 minutes.

Passed by the Board of Metropolitan Transit Commissioners
this first day of April, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and eighty.
ROBT FOWLER, Chairman.
(14,)

MICHI. CHAPMAN, Commissioner.
EDMUND FOSBERY, Commissioner.

W. J. MZBBzMAN, Registrar.
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

COLONIAL DEFENCES.
(DESPATOR RESPECTING APPOINTMENT OP ROYAL C0MWSSION ON.)

13rc5eutcb to f,dnrliniucitj bg Qonmtath.

The Secretary of Stato for the Colonies to The Officer Administering the
Government of New South Wales.
Circular (2).
Sir,
Downing-street, 21 October, 1879.
I have the honor to transmit to you a copy of a Commission passed under the Royal Sign
Manual and Signet, appointing the Right Honorable the Earl of Carnarvon, the Right Honorable H. C. B.
Childers, M.P., Sir H. P. Holland, Baronet, M.P., 1(0MG., Admiral Sir Alexander Mime, G.C.B.,
General Sir J. L. A. Simmons, G.C.B., Sir Henry Barkly, G.OM.G., 1(0,13., Thomas Brassey, Esq.,
M.P., and Robert George Crookshank Hamilton, Esq., to be Commissioners to inquire into the state of
the Defences of the more important Colonial Ports and Naval Stations, and the best mode of placing them
in a thoroughly secure condition.
The Committee appointed by Her Majesty's Government in the early part of last year, to
inquire and report as to the defences of those parts which might stand most in need of dcfence in any
sudden emergency, made considerable progress in the examination of the subject referred to them, and in
pursuance of their recommendations much has been already done towards the provision of such temporary
defences as appeared to be most urgently required, but the larger questions connected with the permanent
defences of each place have, in most cases, yet to be considered. The Royal Commission which is
the subject of the present communication ha.s been appointed to deal with these qnestions, and Her
Majesty's Government are confident that you will use every effort to ensure that any information affecting
the Colony under your government, which may be necessary to assist the Commission in the prosecution
of its labours, shall be promptly and carefully supplied.
It is, of course, not the intention of Her Majesty's Gosernment by the appointment of this
Commission to interfere in any way with the measures already taken in the Colony under your govern.
ment forproviding an adequate system of defence. They recognize, with great satisfaction, the intelligence and public spirit with which this responsibility has been assumed, and the cordiality with which, in
most cases, the recommendations made, after careful inquiry, have been adopted.
There are probably, however, many further points in regard to which the Commission, after
considering the detailed local information which you may be able to place at its disposal, may render
most valuable assistance to your Government; and I am fully satisfied that the ability and special
experience of its members will secure for its recommendations and for such proposals as Her Majesty's
Government may found upon those recommendations the most cordial and earnest consideration.
I have, &c.,
Al. E. HICKS-BEACH.
[.EzwZosu-e.]
DRAFT of a Commission appointing the Right Honorable the Earl of Carnarvon, the Right Honorable

H. C. B. Childers, K?., Sir H. T. Holland, Bart., M.P., IC.C.M.G., Admiral Sir Alexander 1\ilne,
Bait, G.C.B., General Sir J. L. A. Simmons, G.C.B., Inspector General of Fortifications and Director
of Works, Sir Henry Barkly, G.C.M.G-., K.C.B., Thomas Brassey, Esq., M.P., and Robert George
Crookshank Hamilton, Esq., Accountant-General of the Navy and Comp&oller of Navy Pay, to be
Commissioners to inquire into the state of the Defences of the more important Colonial Ports and
Coaling Stations, and to consider the apportionment of the cost of such Defences ; and Captain
Herbert Jekyll, RE., to be Secretary to the said Commissioners.
Dated September 8, 1879.
VICT0RII, by the Grace of God, of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland Queen,
Defender of the Faith, to Our Right Trusty and Right l5Tell-beloved Cousin and Coundillor

Henry Howard Molyneux, Earl of Carnarvon, Our Right Trusty and Well-beloved
Councillor Hngh Culling Eardley Childers, Our Trusty and Well-beloved Sir Henry
Thurstan Holland, Baronet, Knight Coininandor of Our Most Distinguished Order of Saint
Michael and Saint George, Our Trusty and Well.beloved Sir Alexander i1ilne, Baronet,
Knight Grand Cross of Our Most Honorable Order of the Bath, Admiral in Our Navy;
Our Trusty and WeU.beloved Sir John Lintorn Arabin Simmons, Knight Grand Cross of
214—
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Our Most Honorable Order of the Bath, General in Our Army, Inspector-General of
Fortifications and Director of Works; Our Trusty and Well-beloved Sir Henry Barkly,
Knight Grand Cross of Our Most Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint George,
Knight Commander of Our Most Honorable Order of the Bath, Our Trusty and Wellbeloved Thomas Brassey, Esquire, and Our Trusty and Well-beloved Robert George
Crookshank Hamilton, Esquire, Accountant-General of Our Navy and Comptroller of
Navy Pay.
WnERns we have thought it expedient, for divers good causes and considerations, that a Commission
should forthwith issue to inquire into the condition and sufficiency of the means, both naval and military,
provided for the defence of the more important sea-ports within Our Colonial Possessions and their
Dependencies, and of the stations established or required within Our said Possessions and Dependencies for
coaling, refitting, or repairing the ships of Our Navy, and for the protection of the commerce of Our
Colonies with the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, with each other, and with foreign
countries;
And whereas it is expedient to consider and determine in which of Our stations and ports it is
desirable, on account of their strategical or commercial importance, to provide an organized system of
defence, in addition to such general protection as can be afforded by Our Naval Forces; and whether such
defence should consist of permanent works nianned by garrisons of Imperial or local troops, or both combined, or of any local naral organization or other armaments and appliances:
And whereas it is desirable to consider whether, and in what proportions, the cost of such measures
of defence should be divided between the Imperial Government and the Colonies to which they relate, or
should be wholly defrayed by the Imperial Government or by the Colonies
Now know ye that We, reposing great trust and confidence in your zeal, knowledge, and ability,
have authorized and appointed, and do by these presents authorize and appoint you, the said Henry
Howard Molyneux, Earl of Carnarvon, Hugh Culling Eardley Childers, Sir Henry Thuratan Holland,
Sir Alexander Milne. Sir John Lintorn Arabin Simmons, Sir Henry Barkly, Thomas Brassey, and
Robert George Crookshank Hamilton, to be Our Commissioners for the purpose of such inquiries .as
aforesaid, and that you may offer such snggestions as may seem to you meet as to the best means (regard
being had to the works completed and in progress, and to the ordinary number of Our Naval and Military
Forces voted by Parliament), of providing for the defence and protection of Our Colonial Possessions and
commerce as aforesaid, special attention being given to the necessity of providing safe coaling, refitting,
and repairing stations in such of Our Colonial Possessions and their Dependencies as you may deem best
suited for the requirements of Our fleet and mercantile marine in time of war.
And for the better enabling you to carry those Our intentions into effect, we do hereby authorize
and empower you, or any three or more of you, to call for, have access to, and examine, all plans and
designs for all works of defence now in progress or under Our consideration, or any other plans or designs
that may be laid before you for the same object.
And we do give and grant to you, or any three or more of you, full power and authority to call
before you such persons in Our Civil, Military, or Naval Services, or others connected with Our Colonial
Possessions, as you shall judge likely to afford you the best and fullest information upon the subject of this
Our Commission, and to inquire of and concerning the premises by all other lawful ways and means whatso ever.
And we do by theso presents will and ordain that this Our Commission shall continue in full force
and virtue, and that you, Our said Commissioners, or any three or more of you, may from time to time
proceed in the execution thereof, and of every matter and thing therein contained, although the same be
not continued from time to time by adjournment.
And Our further will and pleasure is, that you, Our said Commissioners, or any three or more of
you, upon due inquiry into the premises, do report to Us, in writing, under your hands and seals, your
several proceedings under and by virtue of this Commission, together with what you shall find touching
or concerning the premises.
And We further ordain that you, or any three or more of you, may have liberty to report tote your
proceedings under this Commission from time to time, should you judge it expedient so to do.
And for your assistance in the due execution of these presents, We have made choice of Our trusty
and well-beloved Herbert Jekyll, Esquire, a Captain in our corps of Royal Engineers, to be Secretary to
this Our Commission, and to attend you, whose services and assistance We require you to avail yourselves
of from time to time, as occasion may require.
Given at Our Court at Balmoral, this eighth day of September, 1879, in the forty-third year of
Our Reign.
By Her Majesty's Command,
M. E. RICKS-BEACH.

Sydney Thomas Rhehirds, Government Printer—issO,

[3d.]
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

NEW SOUTH WALES ARTILLERY.
(COMPLAINT AGAINST OFFICERS OF, WffILST STATIONED AT NEWCASTLE—COFR.ESPONDENCE.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 9 July, 1980.

RETURN to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New
South Wales, dated 2 July, 1880, That there be laid upon the Table of this
House,—
"Copies of all Correspondence between S. S. Moses and the Colonial.
"Secretary in reference to the complaint of Mr. Moses, made against the
"Officers of the New South Wales Artillery while stationed at Newcastle
"in the months of September and October last."
(Mr. Buchcznai)

SCHEDULE.
im.

PAGE.

Mr. Moses to the Colonial Secretary. 21 April, 1880.................................................................................
8 May, 1880....................................................................................
Do.
do.
8. The Commandant to the Principal Under Secretary 12 May, 1880 ............................................................
20 May, 1880 ............................................................
Do.
do
4.
21 May, 1880 ............................................................
Do.
do
5.
6. Mr. Moses to the Colonial Secretary. 19 Tune, 1880.................................................................................
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5
6
5
6
7
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NEW SOUTH WALES ARTILLERY.
No. 1,.
Mr. S. Moses to The Colonial Secretary,
Dear Sir,
" Great Northern Hotel," Newcastle, 21 April, 1880.
On Thursday last I called at your office to see you, for the purpose of laying a complaint
against some of the officers of the N.S.W. Artillery, lately stationed at Newcastle, and after waiting about
30 minutes I was shown into the office of the Principal Under Secretary, who asked me what it was I
wished to see you about. I explained my case fully to him, and he gave it every attention, and requested
me (as he said you desired it) to lay my complaint in writing before you, when it would receive every
consideration at your hands. I therefore now have the honor to submit my case to you as fully as it is
possible to do in writing. If there should be any point which you cannot clearly understand, I will, if
possible, explain it more fully. I shall therefore now commence, as briefly as the case will admit, to
submit my complaint to you.
On Saturday, the 20th September, 1870, a private sitting-room and sleeping accommodation were
retained for eight officers of the N.S.W. Artillery, to arrive on the following day (Sunday). They arrived
here in due course, but on that day some left to go out to the mines; the others remained here until
Monday evening, the 29th September, when they requested me to give them their accounts, which I did.
Some paid, as they said they were going to Sydney to a ball; the others remained. However, on the
following Thursday they returned from Sydney, and during the day Colonel Roberts caine into my office
and said, "It is likely we shall be remaining here some time. Some of my officers cannot afford to pay
you your charges. Cannot you make some reduction ?" I asked the Colonel if he could guarantee any
number, as there was only all average of four staying, and less than 15s. a day would not pay me to give
them a private sitting-room and provide separate meals. He said he could not give any guarantee, so I
told him I could not make the charges any less. He then asked me if I would agree to this proposal, viz.
The officers had paid me lös. a day,—would I agree to return them the 5s. a day I had charged for
private sitting-room and separate meals, and for their subsequent accounts to only charge them lOs., and
the other 5s., for private sitting-room, &c., to make out a separate account for, and he would vouch for it.
And the reason he assigned was that I could obtain my money at once, whereas the officers might have to
wait for theirs. He said he bad got the Commandant to allow this 5s. a day. I agreed to this, and
everything went on as usual (sometimes some officers were here, at other times they went away and others
returned in their places) until Sunday, the 12th October, when Colonel Roberts commenced to be
dissatisfied with the meals which I provided on that day, when the canse of dissatisfaction was without
any reason whatever, and for your information I give you the menu which was provided for lunch and
dinner
Lunch—Mock turtle soup, cold sirloin beef, English ham, goose stewed in port wine, calf's feet
stewed in lemon, sauce, cheese, and salad.
Cold dinner.—Mock tnrtle soup, cold duck, cold fowl; cold tote-quarter lamb, cold ribs beef, cold
English ham, hot vegetables, pastry and puddings, boiled custard, checse, salad, and dessert.
The above is a faithful list of what was provided; and I may here remark everything was well
cooked and in first-class order, which can be proved by my household, and several gentlemen who saw the
remaining part of the lunch which came from their table; and as they grumbled with the lunch I took
the precaution to show the dinner to the same gentlemen before sending it np. I asked Colonel Roberts
the cause of complaint about the dinner, and he could not give any, but said that during the week the
curry had been served up on the same dish as the rice, and that turnips were sent to table whole in lieu
of being sliced. I asked if there was anything else to complain of, and he said he had been here three
weeks, and during that time had not had a turkey. I replied it was impossible to obtain any—that I had
even gone to Maitland to try and obtain some, but that they were not procurable ; but fish, ducks, geese,
fowls, wild ducks, teal, English ham, and other delicacies had been served, and that it was impossible to
provide better. I thereupon wrote the following letter, under cover, to Colonel Roberts
To the Officers of the N.S.W.A. forming the Mess,—
"0. N. F.," Newcastle, 12 October, 1879.
Sirs,—As I am informed the sccommodatioa you receive here is not satisfactory, I must request that, from to.
morrow, you will seek accommodation elsewhere, as I sEall require all the rooms you now occupy. I have done all in my
power to give you satisfaction, and it appears you are determined not to be satisfied. In justice to myself I intend to make
public the bill of fare I provided for you each day, so that the public may be in a position to judge between us.
Yours truly,
SIMEON S. MOSES.
On the following morning I made out their accounts, and Colonel Roberts paid me his; the other
officers paid me part of their account, viz., lOs. per diem; the remaining 5s. they asked me to send
in the bill for, to Colonel Roberts, who agreed to vouch for it, and I may say Colonel Roberts told me to
do so and he would vouch for it in due course. This step I took by torwarding the following account
under cover to Colonel Roberts one week after the officers left
"0. N. U.," Newcastle, October 20, 1579.
The Officers of N.S.W.A. stationed at Newcastle, Dr. to Simeon S. Moses,—
To use of private parlour and extra for private meals as follows
Sept. 21st to 29, Oct. 2-10—Lieutenant Le Patburel, 18 days, 6,........................................
21
,, Oct. 7th—Major Spalding, 17 days, 5s....................................................
11
Oct. 12-110jor Spalding, 1 day....................................................................................
Sept. 21-22, Oct. 6-13--Lieutcnant Savage, 8 days, Ss. .......................................... ............
21, Oct. 2, 0-13-0aptain Mackenzie, 18 days, Si. ...................................................
21-29, Oct. 3-13—Dr. Bedford, 19, 5'. ..................................................................
21, Oct. 2, Oct. 9-1S--Capt. Murray, 15 days, 5s .......................................................

4 10 0
4 5 0
0 5 0
2 00
4 10 0
4 15 0
3 15 0

£24 0 0

On
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On October 25th Colonel Roberts returned to me this account with this memo. at foot, viz.
I cannot see hew you charge officers for use of a private room which I have already paid for in my aecount.—C.F.Rj.
OoI., 25/10/79.

I immediately rendered him a duplicate of the above account, and attached the following memo. at
foot
Colonel Roberts,—
If this account is not duly and properly vouched for by you as agreed, and returned by to-morrow (Wednesday) evening
to me, 1 shall render each officer his respective account as per account now sent you; and if they am not forthwith liquidated
shall place them in the bands of my solicitor for immediate recoveiT.
Newcastle, October 28/79.
SIMEON S. MOSES.
I awaited a reply from Colonel Roberts until Saturday, November 1st (three days longer than I
wrote I would wait), when not receiving one, I made out a separate account for each officer, and attached
this memo. to the foot of each
As Colonel Roberts refuses to certify to the above as agreed, I must request your immediate atte ntion to the liquidation
of this account.
On November 4/79, I received this note from Colonel Roberts in reply to the memo. which I wrote
at the foot of the duplicate invoice:-Sir,
The Camp, Lambton, November 4th, 1879.
On my return to Newcastle District I received a letter from you addressed to Offleers of N. S. W. Artillery, stationed
at Newcastle, with memo, attached.
As my time has hitherto been fully occupied with military matters, I now write to inform you that I told ,you licould
vouch for afair charge, but I never supposed that you would in my absence send such a claim as you have forwarded. I
therefore decline to vouch for the amount you claim ; and should you take the steps you indicate I shall probably, on my next
visit to Sydney, lay the whole of your correspondence and claims before the proper authorities for legal advice.
am, &e.,
Mr. S. Moses, "0. N. Hotel."
CHAS. F. ROBERTS, Col., N.S.W.A.
You will note that in this letter Colonel Roberts states, that "I told you I would vouch for a fair
charge," so that he acknowledges he agreed to vouch for a charge; but in his memo, to me of the 25/9/79
(see folio 5) he entirely repudiates it but when he finds by my memo. of the 28th Oct. (see folio 6)
attached to foot of duplicate invoice that I intend to take legal proceedings to recover the accounts he
then acknowledges to having agreed to vouch for a 'fair" charge. To this I entirely deny that he ever
told me he would vouch for a "fair" charge. I. told him when he asked me if I could make any reduction
that I could not unless he would guarantee me 'a certain number, and in proof of this he paid me his own
account in full, 15s. a day.
I replied to the foregoing letter of Colonel Roberts as follows
Sir,
"Great Northern Hotel," Newcastle, Nov. 5, 1879.
I received your note of yesterday's date wherein you now acknowledge to having promised to vouch for use of private
parlonr and extra for private meals for your officers, but after having denied your liability to me in your memo, of the 25th ult.,
I again sent you a duplicate invoice, with a memo- attached, and as I waited two days longer than I stated I would wait, I
forwarded each officer his account stating you refused to vouch for it, and requested immediate payment of same. I intend
waiting for a reply from each one until Monday next, the 10th inst., when, if payment is not made by that date, I shall take
the step I indicated to you in my memo, of the 28th ult., attached to my duplicate invoice
I might add that after your refusing to vouch for the account I sent you, I now look to the officers for payment of their
respective accounts, and decline to hold any further correspondence with you on the subject after having denied your liability,
and when you find I intended rendering a separate account to each officer, and in the event of it not being responded to to place
it in the hands of my solicitor, you then acknowledge to having agreed to vouch for them.
Yours truly,
Colonel Roberts.
SIMEON S. MOSES.
To this letter I received the following
Sir,
Camp, Lambton, 9/11/79.
With reference to the second paragraph of your letter of 5/11/79, declining to hold any further eorrespondessee on
the subject of your claim for use of private parleur with Colonel Roberts, I am desired to inform you that you evidently do not
understand the meaniug of either memo., dated 25/10/79, or of the letter dated 4/11/79. It was distinctly pointed ouC to you
that the Colonel would not recommend the charge you made, viz., 5s. per diem for each officer for the use of a room with
attendance, for which he had already paid; but he said lie would recommend a fair charge.
As you sent is your claim on the full charge of 5s., the memo. 25/10/79 was written as this claim was again
repeated withoi,t alteration the letter, 4th November, was written.
Considering that you have declined to hold any further correspondence on the subject, I do not see how the
Colonel can now vouch for any account for you, and the papers sent for the Colonel to be vouched for are forwarded direct by
him to the proper authorities.
Faithfull y yours,
H. D. MACKENZIE,
Mr. S. Moses, "Great Northern Hotel," Newcastle.
Capt.-Adj., N.S.W.A.
I replied to this letter as follows:—
Dear Sir,
"Great Northern Hotel," Newcastle, 11 November, 1879.
I have to acknowledge the reecipt of your letter of the .9th instant, in reply to mine of the 5th idem, addressed
to Colonel Roberts, wherein you state you are desired to inform me "that I evidently do not understand the meaoing of
either memo., dated the 25th nIt, or 4th inst." In reply, I have to state that I am at a loss to understand upon what hypothesis
you base that statement;, as the phraseology of each memo, was so explicit it was impossible to misconstrue either. had
there been the slightest ambiguity in reference to them I could understand your letter, but on the eootrary, such was not the
ease. ITowever, it appsars to ,ue a useless correspondence now that ColonelBoberts refuses to vouch for my aceeu,,ts, so therefore I have no alternative but the one I stated I would aet upon in reference to the officers if they did not pay me their
respective accounts. I find the Court does not sit until the 24th instant, so that I can wait until Saturday next before I take
proceedings. I might add that up to the present my application to the officers for their accounts has been treated with
silence, and should they compel me to resort to the step which i: shall be reluctantly compelled to adopt, I shall make it my
duty to lay the whole of the correspondence on this unpleasant subject befora the Hon. the Colonial Secretary.
I might state it would have been advisable for you to have perused the memo, of Colonel Roberts of the 25th nit,
to me, when you would have seen how utterly impossible it was for Inc to misunderstand it, and then to look over his letter to
me of the 4th instant, when you would find how utterly at va,aaec the latter is to the for,uer.
Faithfully yours,
H. D. Mackenzie, Esq., Capt. Adjt. N.S.W.A.
SIMEON S. MOSES.
This closed the correspondence, and I waited four months, giving the officers every opportunit;y of
paying me their accounts, but finding they would not do so I instructed my solicitor to site them in the
District Court, Sydney, for their respective accounts, as he told me I could not do so here. I therefore
was obliged to leave my business to go to Sydney, and at the same time employ it, solicitor, whose expenses
I have to pay, as I cannot recover from them, their respective amounts being under £10, which debars the
Court from allowing a solicitor his costs.
The
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The cases came on for hearing on Monday, the 5th instant, at the Metropolitan District Court,
before his Honor Judge Dow'ling, when it was agreed that one case should decide the other five, so
the one against Captain Murray was called. I. proved my case, when Colonel Roberts was called for the
defendant. He swore that the officers were not allowed any expenses during their first trip to Newcastle
(which was from September 21st to 20th), but that when he went to Sydney he represented the case to
the Commandant, who then agreed to allow them 15s. a day from the time he returned (2nd October),
and that the officers would have to pay their expenses previous to the latter date out of their own pockets.
The Judge asked Colonel Roberts if he ever stayed at the " Great Northern Hotel" under the former
management, and what he paid, when he replied, Yes, I have, and was only charged 12s. Gd. per diem;
to which his Honor said, Do you not think the present accommodation better worth half-a-crown
more?" when Colonel Roberts said, no, he did not, as he could obtain a good meal then, which he
could not do now. The Judge then said, The Bar and I stay there, and we consider it the best hotel in
the Colonies, and I have never heard a different opinion expressed to that except yours, and I cannot
understand why you should have been treated in the manner you say you have been."
The Judge then said to my lawyer, "Colonel Roberts has sworn that they were not allowed any
expenses for their first visit, and that they would have to pay whatever he allowed out of their own
pockets, as the Government would not, Colonel Roberts thought, pay anything more, as all vouchers in
connection with the late trip had been sent in and paid, and would my lawyer make any compromise?"
In reply, my lawyer stated that it had not anything to do with his client what expenses the officers were
allowed; if they could not have afforded to have stayed at the hotel they were at liberty to leave, but it
was not his client's province to support them at what price they felt disposed to pay, and that I was
entitled to my regular and only charge, or none. The Judge replied, as Colonel Roberts swears they were
not allowed anything during their first trip, and that the allowance of 15s. per diem did not commence
until their second visit, I will only allow one-half the amount sued for in each case, viz., 2s. Gd. a day,
and that they will have to pay out of their own pockets, so I lost £12 through Colonel Roberts swearing
they were not allowed any expenses from 21st September until he returned the second time, which was
the 2nd October.
I felt sure that Colonel Roberts's statement regarding the subsistence allowance was not truthful,
and so I find by the replies which you gave in the House on Tuesday, April 13th, in answer to queries
asked by Mr. Thompson as to what expenses the officers were allowed during their stay in Newcastle. I
find that Colonel Roberts was allowed 21s. per diem, and the other officers lBs. per diem for subsistence
during their stay at Newcastle, and unprovided with quarters there, and Colonel Roberts swore they were
only allowed 15s. from their second visit. I will now draw your attention to the number of days I charged
the six officers for, as they were at my hotel all the while they were at Newcastle, except one day (October
13th) from 10 a.m. until about the same hour October 14th. The following is correct. The intervening
dates they were either at Lambton, Raspberry Gully, or Sydney
Major Spalding, Sept. 21 to Oct. 7 and Oct. 12-18 days; allowed 27 days.
Lieut. Le Patourel, Sept. 21 to Sept. 29, October 2 to 10-18 days ; allowed 20 days.
Lieut. Savage, Sept. 21 to 22, Oct. 0 to 13-8 days; allowed 10 days.
Captain Mackenzie, Sept. 21 to October 2, October 6 to 13-18 days; allowed 21 days.
Dr. Bedford, Sept. 21 to 29, Oct. 3 to 13-1.9 days ; allowed 21 days.
Captain Murray, Sept. 21 to October 2, October 9 to 13-15 days; allowed 23 days.
I cannot see by the foregoing statement how Colonel Roberts's oath can be substantiated, as it
clearly appears the officers were allowed lBs. a day for subsistence from the time they arrived here, besides
receiving their respective share of £24 9s. 2d. for travelling and contingent expenses.
I have now explained to you my case as clearly as I can possibly do in writing; and I may here
remark, that Major Spalding, Captain Murray, and Lieut. A. Le Patourel stayed with me in August last
when they were sent up to Newcastle on similar business, when they paid me 15s, per diem for the same
kind of accommodation, without making any complaint about price, and on leaving complimented inc on
the management of the hotel. 1 quote this to show you they were perfectly cognizant of my charges, and
the only reason I have been put to all this trouble is because I was compelled to request them to seek
quarters elsewhere. And I might also state that the Regulations of my hotel, with tariff of prices, are
in my hall, public rooms, and in every bed-room. The tariff of prices, on a small card, I enclose for your
perusal. Those in the rooms are exactly word for word, only on a larger scale. In conclusion, I consider
it a great hardship that I should be compelled to leave any business to go to Sydney to sue these officers,
when they received a liberal allowance from the Government for the purpose of paying their expenses,
and then refuse to do so. Leaving the case in your hands,—
I have, &e.,
-SIMEON S. MOSES.
May be referred for report of the Commandant—H.P., 284/80.
B.C., 2814/80.—C.W.
The
Officer commanding Artillery may desire to offer some remarks on this correspondence Prior to my forwarding my report to the Colonial Secretary as desired.—J.S.lt, Col., Comdt., 29/4/80, B.C.
Remarks
herewith, marked 834-80, 18/5/80.—C.P.R., Col.
True copy.—W. B. B. CHRISTIE, Major of Brigade.
[Enclosure.]
Tariff of Prices
Hotel accommodation
S. d.
Publictable .......................................................................................... 10 0 per diem.
Do.
with use of private pa.rlour ..................... ................................. 12 6
Withprivate suite and meals ................................... ................................. 15 0
or as may be
agreed upon.
Childrea under 12 years of age and servants, half.priee.
Hotel accommodation includes bed, breakfast, lunch, dimmer, or tea—suppers extra.
Baths—Ho!;, cold, or shower, is. each. Noa.residents of the hotel, is. Gd. each.
Sample room, 2s. 6d. per diem.
Separate annals at the public table and beds are clisrgocl as follows —Breakfast, 2e. Cd. lunch, Qs. dinner, 3s. Gd.
beds, 2s. Gd.
True copy,—W. B. B. Cnuis'rru, Major of Brigade.

No. 2.
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No. 2.
Mr. S. Moses to The Colonial Secretary.
" Great Northern Hotel," Newcastle, S May, 1880.
Dear Sir,
On the 21st ultimo I forwarded for your perusal a letter containing a statement of my complaint
against Colonel Roberts and some of the officers of the New South Wales Artillery who were stationed
at Newcastle during the months of September and October last, and to which I have not received an
acknowledgment of your having received it. I fear it has been miscarried, and should feel obliged by
your informing inc whether such is the case; if so, I will immediately forward you a duplicate copy.
Yours respectfully,
S1MEON S. MOSES.
The Principal
The Commandant with reference to previous pagers, B.C., 14/5/80.—OW.
Under Secretary,—Seemy letter to you of the 12th inst., Iso. 80/230.—J.S.R., Col., Comdt., 15/5/80, B.C.
True copy,—W. B. B. OuRIsnn, Major of Brigade.

No. 8.
The Commandant to The Principal Under Secretary.
(80-230.)
Sir,

Brigade Office, Sydney, 12 May, 1880.
On the 29th of last month a complaint, preferred by Mr. Moses, of the "Great Northern Railway
Hotel," Newcastle, against the officers of the New South Wales Artillery, was forwarded to me from your
office for my report. The correspondence was duly transmitted to the Officer Commanding Artillery for
his remarks. I have now to state, as explanatory of the delay in complying with the Colonial Secretary's
instructions, that Colonel Roberts has this day requested permission to further retain the correspondence
until he has decided on the steps to be taken in regard to certain statements of Mr. Moses, which more
I have, Le.,
nearly concern himself.
JOHN S. RICIIAItDSON,
Colonel, Commandant.
True copy,—W. B. B. CHRISTIE, Major of Brigade.

No. 4.
The Commandant to The Principal Under Secretary.
(80.241.)
Sir,

Brigade Office, Sydney, 20 May, 1880.
I have the honor to return correspondence embodying a complaint by Mr. Moses, the landlord
of the "theat Northern Hotel" at Newcastle, against certain officers of the New South Wales Artillery.
I also enclose Colonel Roberts' reply to the same.
In accordance with instructions, I have to report that it seems to me the complaint is to the effect
that Mr. Moses' charge of Ss. per diem for the use of a private sitting-room against each officer, in addition
to the daily charge of lOs. per diem (making 15s. each per diem) was not paid, and consequently
Mr. Moses was obliged to sue the officers in Sydney for the amount due. Mr. Moses also implies that an
order for the full amount claimed would have been given by the Court had not Colonel Roberts stated in
evidence that the officers had not been granted an), special allowance for a certain portion of the time
they lived at the hotel, viz., from the 21st September to 2nd October last, whereas in point of fact these
officers did receive a special allowance at lOs. per diem not only for that particular period, but also for
their entire stay at Newcastle.
Colonel Roberts on the other hand denies he swore that no allowance was made to the officers from
the 21st September to 2nd October, but explains that what be stated to the Court was, that no allowance
was granted until his second visit to Sydney in October. Neither did he swear that such allowance was
not retrospective.
I may here remark that I am not in a position to question the right of Mr. Moses to charge a
body of officers 5s. each per diem for one and the same sitting-room. A.t the same time I think be should
in equity have entered into an arrangement such as appears to have been suggested by Colonel Roberts.
The exact nature of the testimony given by Colonel Roberts before the Court can only be authcnti.
eatecl by reference to the records of the Court itself.
it is undoubtedly a fact, as quoted by Mr. Moses, that these officers received a special allowance of
lBs. each per diem for the whole time they occupied quarters in the "Great Northern Hotel," which was
granted them for the purpose of defraying the cost of actual board and lodging.
It seems to me that if Mr. Moses conceives himself to have unjustly suffered by reason of evidence
improperly tendered to the Court by Colonel Roberts, his proper remedy is by an appeal to a civil tribunal,
rather than to the Colonial Secretary, in that the original matter has already been adjudicated on by a
Court of law.
In conclusion I may mention that I have thought it advisable to call upon Colonel Roberts for
explanation in regard to the statements contained on page 13 of Mr. Moses' letter, wherein be implies
that the officers have received the special allowance of lBs. per diem for days in excess of those to which
they were so entitled. Colonel Roberts' explanation will be duly forwarded for the Colonial Secretary's
I have, &c,,
information.
JOHN S. RICHARDSON,
Colonel, Commandant.
True copy,—W. B. B. Cmnusnr, Major of Brigade.
Submitted.-21/5/80.
[Enclosure.]
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[Enclosure.]
Colonel Roberts to The Commandant.
Sir,
Artillery Brigade Office, May 18, 1880.
In answer to memo, dated 29)4/80, asking if I desire to offer any remarks upon the correspondence re Moses'
complaint, I cannot but express astonishment that after this ease has been tried in the District Court before Mr. Justice
Dowling, and settled by him, that any further report should be necessary. As, howevar, 1 was occupied at the time of its
receipt with an examination of the officers of the Volunteer Artillery for fitness for promotion, I directed that the officers who
had been in the Newcastle district should read the correspondence in case it might be necessary to call upon them for nnyreport.
- However, considering the matter more intimately concerns inyself, I will briefly remark upon each page in the form of a
statement.
Prior to leaving Newcastle the first time, about the 20th September last, I paid my account, being charged at the rate
of lOs. per diem, and on my return, seeine that officers might have to remain in Newcastle for an indefinite time, I asked Mr.
Moses to make some reduction in his rate ? charges, these as in my ease lOs., being charged for each officer. (His tariff, which
was not printed at the time, so he informed us, but is now attached, shows that 15s, is the rate for a private suite, or as may be
agreed
said I could not agree to officers each paying 15s. (or at the rate of a private suite and meals each person), whereas
we only occupied one sitting-room and dining-room in one, but that a fair charge might be made (which unless we obtained
an allowance from Government, I would submit for approval and payment by the p'oper authorities). On the 30th Septem".a I applied through the Commandant for a special allowance for the Force while in the district, owing to the charges
ber,1879,
being heavy, as we were frequently away from the hotel, and had to pay elsewhere as well as the daily charge at the hotel;
this
allowed by letter of the 10th October, 1879, some time after my having seen Mr. Moses. With regard to the complaint about the food, I need only to refer to Lieutenant Nathan, who was present on that day as a visitor to Newcastle, and
to the other officers present at the time, as to whether there was not very good grounds for complaint. Bxcellent food
could be obtained elsewhere, but it was necessary to keep the officers together, as we did not know when we might be called
upon to move, and thus the " Great Northern Hotel" was best adapted from the point of amount of accommodation required.
I said I would vouch for a fair charge only as Iliad paid for the sitting-room, and this fair charger certainly did not
consider to be 5s. per diem for each person; my vouching would only have been for the satisfaction of the Government, prior
to the allowance being made. As I did not think 5s. per head a fair extra charge to be submitted to the Government I did
not think it a fair charge to be made against. each officer.
At the time Mr. Moses sent his letter of the 28th October I was on duty in Sydney, and replied on my return in letter
of November 4th.
The fair charge I expected would be made by Mr. Moses was for extra atteadance, certainly not for use
a room for
which I/sad already paid, which I pointed out to Mr. Moses, although lie conveniently omits to state this on of
page 2. I paid
the charge of 15s., as I considered that having ordered the room, and requiring to use it probably more than any other officer,
that by my payment I secured the room and it could be used by others only so long as they did not cause inoonvenicnee to
the duties which had to be carried out there;
Again points out that I would only recommend a fair charge. I don't think that Mr. Moses has proved his ease, as I
was called as first witness for the defence.
Mr. Moses here refers to the trial of the ease before Mr. Justice Bowling, who came to a decision after, I feel certain,
distinctly understanding all its bearings ; and I cannot imagine why this decision is questioned, unless that it is Mr. Moses
not gaining his full demands thus feels dissatisfied with the Judge's verdict,
Mr. Moses was allowed some expenses, amounting to £6 or more.
I need only call upon the Commandant to bear me out in my statement, that no allowance was ]nade until after my
application on the 30th September, and this allowance was authorized in letter dated October 10th, 1879, and for such
days only as we were actually in the Newcastle district. Mr. Moses draws his inference that the allowance would only
count from my return. I distinctly said that my application was made for an allowance while in the Newcastle district, and
I certainly did not think that Mr. Justice Dowliug understood anything else, but that during the days we were in Newcastle
the allowance was made, and ho calculated the charges accordingly.
My impression is that the Judge's remarks with reference to the" Great Northern Hotel" were that it was one of the best
appointed hotels in the Colony, and as everything is new in the hotel this is undoubtedly a fact.
The Judge asked mc if 1 would now vouch for these expeuses, and I said it would be no use, as the Government would
not pay thcsu, the officers having received their special allowance.
The Judge did not, as well as I remember, say that I had sworn that the allowance did ,,ot commence until their second
trip; what he said, to the best of my recollection, was that the allowance was not granted until my second visit to Sydney;
this was, I believe, in reference to a remark from Mr. Moses, i/set scene of the officers had on their first visit paid their accounts
withosit remark; this visit was on the first occasion of a disturbance in Newcastle.
I did not swear that no allowance was made from September 21st to October 2nd; what I stated (as previously
remarked) was, that no allowance was granted until my second visit to Sydney, and I did not swear that it was not retrospective.
Theallowance was made, and paid by the paymaster, only on vouchers for such days as the officers were in the
Newcastle district, at the rate of lBs. per diem, and the accuracy of the number of days can be ascertained by reference to the
pay lists.
The amount, £24 9s. 2d., mentioned as travelling and contingent expenses, I need hardly point out, did not in any way
benefit any of the officers, as suggested by Mr. Moses.
1 have pointed out that my oath was upon the question of any allowance, and that I stated (as the conversation on
reduction of charges took place before any allowance was authorized) that at that time, viz., end of September, '79, no
allowance had been made, but that it was eventually made about 10th October, 1870.
The visit referred to by Mi'. Moses, of Major Spalding, Captain Murray, and Lieut. A. Le Patourel, was prior to that,
when the eight officers went up, and these three officers were under the impression that they would receive £1 per diem each,
an expectation 1 need hardly say was not realized, although according to authorized charges for officers travelling.
I can only add that while at the "Great Nerthcrn Hotel" neither myself or any of the officers ever saw a list of prices,
and if we were to believe Mr. Moses, they were not printed at the time of our visit ; they certainly were not in the rooms we
occupied, and Mr. Moses stated that his cards of wines, he., were at that time being printed.
In cossclusion, I must beg to request that as Mr. Moses has taken upon himself to charge me with false swearing, that
the matter may be submitted to the higher authorities in order that it may be placed in the hands of the Attorney General, as
I claim that protection I consider I am entitled to while performing a ditty under Government., and especially as my character
has been brought in question, and this through the medium of one of the public offices of the Colony.
I have, he.,
CHAS. P. ROBERTS,
Colonel, Coin. N.S.W. Artillery.
Ttue copy,—W. B. B. Cnarsnz, Major of Brigade.

upon

(80-245.)
Sir,

No. 6.
Colonel Richardson to The Principal Under Secretary.

Brigade Office, Sydney, 21 May, 1880.
In accordance with
minute of 28/4/80, calling for report on certain complainta made
the' officers of the New South Wales Artillery by Mr. Moses, proprietor of
against Colonel Roberts and the
the "Great Northern Hotel," Newcastle, and as noted in the last paragraph of my letter of yeaterday'a date
(No.241), furniahing a partial report on the matters submitted to me, I have now the honor to forward an
explanation from Colonel Roberts having reference to the diaerepancy stated by Mr. Moses to exist
between the number of days board for which Mr. Moses was paid, and the number for which the
allowance was actually drawn by the aeveral officers of the New South Wales Artillery.
When
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When furnishing lily last report on the subject (20/5/80, No. 241), which report I understood it
was desired should be rendered as soon as possible, it appeared to me that the special matter of the
discrepancy in question had not been gone into by Colonel Roberts in such a clear and definite manner as
would be required by the Colonial Secretary, and was indeed advisable in the interests of the officers of
the New South Wales Artillery themselves; I therefore, as will be seen by my minute of 20/5/80, called
Colonel Roberts' attention to this, and indicated the advisability of the allegations being answered with
greater detail. It will now be seen that that officer, in his memo. of 21/5/80, gives some further
information, but, protesting against doing so, has desired the matter in question may be referred to His
Excellency the Governor, which course I have not deemed it proper to pursue, seeing Colonel Roberts'
explanation was asked for with reference to a financial matter being inquired into by the Ministerial head
of the department, and seeing also that the Colonial Secretary is in a position, should he deem it advisable,
to niake the reference in question himself.
With reference to the discrepancies noted by Mr. Moses, the following can be accounted for by the
fact that the days spent by the officers in question in the "Great Northern Hotel' on their first visit to
Newcastle do not seem to have been noted by Mr. Moses, although they were indicated in the answer
given by me to the Parliamentary questions as to the number of days for which the allowance of 16s. per
officer per day was drawn. This would seem to have occurred through these officers having settled with
Mr. Moses on the first visit to Newcastle without any disagreement having taken place, viz.
...
0 days.
Major Spalding
...
...
...
...
..
...
6 days.
Captain Murray
...
...
...
...
...
6 days.
...
Lieut. A. Le Patourel
..
...
...
...
This leaves a discrepancy in Major Spalding's case of three days; in Captain Murray's of two days;
Captain M'Kenzie, three days; Lieuteuant Savage, two days ; Lieutenant A. :Le Patourel, two days ; and
Dr. Bedford, two days; the explanation as to which, so far as I can gather from Colonel Roberts' memo.
21/5/80, is that the officers stopped when in Newcastle at hotels other than Mr. Moses'—Mr. Moses
stating, as far as I can recollect in his letter, that when in Newcastle they stopped at no hotel other than
his. As to what the facts are in this respect I cannot say, nor has Colonel Roberts thought proper to
give such detailed information on the subject as will enable me to judge. I may remark that the vouchers
referred to by Colonel Roberts are nothing more than the documentary pay-sheets on which the allowance
in question for the officers of the New South Wales Artillery has been estimated and drawn. They can
therefore furnish of themselves no proof other than that given by the certificate of the commanding officer,
that the officers resided for any certain number of days at Newcastle.
I have, &e.,
JOHN S. RICHARDSON,
Colonel, Comnnndant.
Submitted—S/U/SO.
True eopy,—W. B. B. CH1u:s'rrE, Major of Brigade.

[Enclosure.]
EXTRACT from n letter from Mr. Moses to the Colonial Secretary, dated 21st April, 1880.
I will now draw your attention to the number of days I charged the six officers for, as they were at my hotel all the

while they were at Newcastle, except one day—October 13th, from 10a.m. until about the same hour October 14th. The
following is correct; the intervening dates they were either at Lambton, Raspberry thdly, or Sydney.
Major Spalding, Sept. 21 to Oct. 7, and Oct. 12-18 days; allowed 2 days.
Lieut. Le Patourel, Sept. 21 to Sept. 29; Oct. 2 to 10-18 days; allowed 26 days.
Lieut. Savage, Sept. 21 to 22; Oct. 6 to 13-8 days; allowed 10 days.
Captain M'J{enzie, Sept. 21 to Oct. 2; Oct. 6 to Oct. 13-18 days; allowed 21 days.
Dr. Bedford, Sept. 21 to 29; Oct. 3 to 13-19 days; allowed 21 days.
Captain Murray, Sept. 21 to Oct. 2; Oct. 9 to Oct. 13-15 days; allowed 23 days.
I cannot see by the foregoing statement how Colonel Roberts' oath can be substantiated, as it elcarly appears the
officers were allowed 16s. a day for subsistence from the time they arrived here, besides receiving their respeetive share of £24
9s. ad. for travelling and contingent expenses.
True copy,—W. B. B. CHRIStiE, M. of B.
Perhaps Colonel Roberts will be good enough to explain how it is that officers have apparently
drawn the special allowance of LOs. a day for days on which they were either at Sydney, Raspberry Gully,
or Lambton, and for which they were not charged at the "Great Northern iotel" ?—J.S.Th, Colonel,
Commandant, 20/5/80, B.C.
The officers have only drawn the lOs. for such days as they were obhged to provide themselves with
hotel accommodation in Newcastle, and after the 12th October they found other hotelabesides the " Great
Northern" where they could stay, but not altogether. Some of the officers were allowed the special grant
of lOs. for the time of their previous visit to Newcastle in August, and Mr. Moses seems to forget that he
received his full demands for those days. As it appears to me that a certain amount of doubt is cast upon
the correctness of the return of number of days for which the officers were granted the special allowance,
and I consider it extremely hard that the base statements of Mr. Moses should be weighed against my
remarks, especially when I refer to the pay vouchers which have been duly authorized in confirmation,
I would respectfully request that the whole of the correspondence on this subject be submitted to His
Excellency the Governor and Commander-in-Chief.—CmrAs. P. ROBERTS, Col., 21/5/80.
True copy,—W. B. B. CHRIstiE, Major of Brigade.

No.6.
Mr. S. S. Moses to The Colonial Secretary.
'Great Northern Hotel," Newcastle, 19 June, 1850.
Dear Sir,
At my interview with you on Friday, the 11th instant, you promised that I should have a reply
from you in answer to my charges made against some of the officers of the New South Wales Artillery during
their stay in Newcastle during the months of September and October last, but up to the present time
have not received such. I beg to state that my charges bear date April 21st, and I have been patiently
awaiting a reply, and trust that I may now receive one during the coming week. I may state that I wrote
a note drawing your attention to my charges of the 21st April, such note bearing date 8th pronmo. To this
Yours, &e.,
I have also not received a reply.
SIMEON S. MOSES.
True eopy,—W. B. B. CHRISTIE, Major of Brigade.
[Gd.]

Sydney: Thomas lUchards, Government Prtnter.-158O,
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLL
NEW SOUTH-WALES.

FORAGE ALLOWANCE ,O OFFICERS OF PERMANENT AND
VOLUNTEER MILITARY FORCES.
(CORRESPONDENCE RESPECTING.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 12 February, 1880.

SCHEDULE,

No

PAGE.

L The Commandant to The Principal Under Secretary, with enclosure and minute. 16 June, 1879 .....................1
Same to same. 23 June, 1879 ..................................................... .......................................................... 2
Same to same, with enclosure. I July, 1879 ............................. ............................................................... 2
Same to same, with enclosure and minute of the Colonial Secretary. 5 January, 1880 ....................................2
Same to same, with enclosure, 28 January, 1880.......................................................................................4

No.1.
The Commandant to The Principal Under Secretary.
Brigade Office, Sydney, 16 June, 1879.
I have the honor to forward, for the consideration of the Colonial Secretary, the accompanying
letter from Lieutenant.Colonel Raymond, Commanding let Regiment, New South Wales Volunteer
Infantry, having reference to the recent vote reducing the forage allowance to Volunteer Officers.
I have, &c.,
JOHN S. RICHARDSON, Col.,
Commandant.

Sir,

[Enclosure.
Lieutenant.Colonel Raymond to The Commandant
Battalion Office, Sydney, 14 June, 1879.
I have the honor to draw your attention to the recent vote reducing the forage allowance to Volunteer Officers
to the sum of £40 per annum each, instead of 3s. Gd. per day.
This smn is £10 less than a late reduction in another part of the Force, where the officers receiving the higher rate
have stables found them, and servants at considerably lower rates than private grooms can be hired for.
The Adjutant of my Regiment informs me that the hire of a boy to look after his horse costs hint over £50 per
annum; lie has of course to provide the horse and a stable. I ant Euro no horse can be properly fed for less than £4 a
month, if a groom is ever so careful, irrespective of accident, veterinary expenses, trappings, &c. This makes actual cash
expenses in his case £98 per annum, out of which he is paid by present arrangements £40 by the Government.
In my own case I am nowpaying 35s. a week for a groom (board wages)—I cannot get one for less. I have had to
pay more, but as I make him useful in other ways I cannot charge the whole of this expense agamst my allowance; but
it is evident that I should not have to incur that expense unless obliged to keep a horse for military purposes.
Thus a large expenditure has to be incurred by 'no annually over and above the allowance from the Govennnent.
I have the honor to request, therefore, that you will submit this matter for the consideration of the Govermnent,
with a view of affording some relief to my Adjutant and myself.
I have, &e.,
H. PEEL RAYMOND,
Lieutenant-Colonel,
Ceinmanding 1st Regiment N.S,W. Vol. Infantry.
Sir,

Minute by Colonial Secretary.
All the papers i?elating to same subject may be submitted together.—H.P., 23/6/79.
No. 2.
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No. 2.
The Commandant to The Principal Under Secretary.
Brigade Office, Sydney, 23 Jime, 1871).
The reduction recently made by Parliament in the amount of the forage allowance granted to
those officers of the Volunteer Permanent Staff who are acting as Adjutants of Regiments, having so
affected them as to make it impossible that the # can keep hbrèS of their own for use on the Public
Service, without being subjected to an annual loss, at the very least, equivalent to the amount now
authorized for their forage allowance, viz., £40 per annum, I hctve the honor to request that in such cases
as the officers named may desire In Addlit that alternative, I may be authorized to waive their keeping
horses of their own, and to issue to them horse allowance, in hen of forage allowance, at the rate of £25
per annum,'to enable them to defray the expenses thrown upon them for the hire of hones.
The field duties of these officers, under the system proposed, cannot of course be performed by
them in the efficient way possible when they have horses of their own; nor can they be mounted (as I
think is desirable) in such a manner as will be creditable to the Military Service of the Colony; but it is
manifestly not to be expected that they should, out of their small means, incur the loss contingent on an
endeavour to keep a horse upon the inadequate allowance voted.
I have, Le.,
TORN S. RICHARDSON, Col.,
Commandant.
Sir,

No.3.
The Commandant to The Principal Under Secretary.
Brigade Office, Sydney, 1 July, 1879.
I have the honor to forward, for the consideration of the Colonial Secretary, the accompanying
letter from the Officer Commanding Artillery Forces, having reference to the recent vote reducing the
forage allowance to officers of the Permanent Artillery.
I have, &e.,
JOHN S. RICHARDSON, Cob,
Commandant
Sir,

so

UOC) 1879.

[Enclosure.]
The Colonel Commanding Artillery Forces to The Commandant
Artillery Brigade Office, Sydney, 30 June, 1570.
I Isa-ye the honor to bring to your notice the n,anifest injustice under which the officers of the New South \Vales
Permanent Artillery are suffering. Beissg required to proulde and keep horses for the l'ublie Service, they were granted an
allowance which enabled them to pay for forage, shoeing, clot-lung, &, this sum has been reduced suddenly by £24 per
aunun) for each horse in the ease of the Fern,anent Artillery in the ease of the Staff, the sum of £17 per al,nurn has been
reduced and in the ease of so,ne other officers connected with the Defence Force, no reduction has taken place.
I would beg to request that this ease night receive the favourable reconsideration of the proper authorities, as the ,u,n
now voted, viz., £40 per annum per horse, is barely sufficient oven to provide necessary food and, bedding, and it can hardly be
intended that one officer should keep a horse upon two-thirds of the amount voted for another to do the same with.
I have, &c.,
CITAS. F. ROBERTS,
Colonel Commanding Artillery Forces.
Sir,

No. 4.
The Commandant to The Principal Under Secretary.
Brigade Office, Sydney, 8 January, 1880.
I have the honor to forward herewith a letter from the Officer Commanding the New South
Wales Artillery, drawing attention to, and protesting against, certain deductions now made from the )ay of
officers of this department by the Treasury, as per schedule attached.
In the early part of 1879, payments were made to officers on account of horse allowance on the scale
obtaining for many previous years, viz., £64 per annum. Subsequently, on the passing of the Estimates,
horse allowance was granted to Captain Strong and Dr. Bedford at the rate of £64 per annum; to the
officers of the genera) stall; at £52 per annum ; and to those of the New South Wales Artillery and
Volunteer Force, at £40 per annum. It appears to me inequitahlc that after having until the Estimates
for 1879 were passed, been led to believe they would receive the rate heretofore granted; and incurred actual
pcnse accordingly, officers should suddenly not only find their horse allowance largely reduced, but such
reduction made to operate ret rospectirely, against them. I have therefore urgently to draw the attention of
the Colonial Secretary to the matter, feeling assured that he will see the hardship involved on individuals
by the course taken, and will, if possible, as I would strongly recommend, sanction the payment of the difference
between the rate granted prior to 1819 and that voted in the Estimates for that year, at least up to the
date on which the alteration of the rate of the allowance was made by Parliament from the unexpended
balance for the Military Department for the year 1879.
I would also urgently and respectfully draw the attention of the Colonial Secretary to the entirely
inadequate allowance now given to the officers of the General StauI and the New South Wales Artillery,
and the Commanding Officers and Adjutants of the Volunteer Force, for the maintenance of horses and
equipment
Si,
r
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equipment for the Public Service. Schedule A attathed to this letter will show the actual expenses connected with the keeping of a horse, and the loss incurred by officers even under the old rate on this account
will be at once apparent. I feel sure that the Members of the Legislature must have been quite unaware
of the actual expenses connected with keeping a. horse for military purposes when the change was made,
and that it never could have been foreseen or intended that actual loss, and that considerable, should be
suffered by a body of officers already in most eases paid on a scale lower than that adopted in the Imperial
Army.
Feeling assured that the Colonial Secretary will give a fair and kindly consideration to this
communication,—
I have, &c.,
CHAS. F. ROBERTS, Colonel,
pro Commandant,

[Enclosure.]

The Colonel Commanding the Artillery Forces to The Comthaudant.
Sir,

Artillery Brigade Ofllce, Sdnoy, 8 Janutry, 1880,
I have the honor to request that the late order issued by the Treasury may be subh,itted for the consideration of
the Honorable the Colonial Secretary, and for the following reason,
The order directs that such officers as may have rcceived forage allowance at a rate higher than the allowance of £40
per horse per annum he charged with the difference of the two amounts, viz,, £64, the allovjahce granted for the last thirteen ,wars,
and £40, the sum decided upon in ,June last, on passing the Appropriation Act The result of thi, will be, that officers will
have to repay the sums opposite their names, as per schedule, marked "B," in addition to other expenses they have already
been obliged to incur.
On 30th June last, I forwarded a letter to the Commandant, requesting that it might be submitted to the Honorable
the Colonial Secretary, in which I pointed out a manifest injustice under which, unintentionally I felt sure, the officer, of the Permanent Artillery had been placed by the Sudden reduction of the forage allowance from £64 to £40 per annum for each
horse kept.
I would now beg to draw attention to the accompanying scheddle, marked "A," explanatory of the allowance granted,
and the consequent considerable deficiency or extra charge failing upon officers, as they an obliged to purchase retail:—
s. d.
Each horse coats per week for food ....................................17 3
for shoeing.................................1 6
18 9
This amounts alone to £48 16s. per annum, and does not include any charge for medicine in eAse of illness, or allows any sort
of fund for replacing horses lost, either through illness or accident, which cost fells upon an officer', private means, as the
Government do not supply the horses and the supply of the necessary appointments also falls upon the ofileer.
It will be therefore manifest that the officers who receive an allowance at the rate of £40 per annum are thus £8 15,.
per annum out of pocket, while they are at a disadvstsstuac compared wit), officers of the staff, who receive £52 per annum, and
others who receive £64 per annum, to the extent respectively of £3 5s. and £16 5s., and ae therefore called upon to maintaih
a horse for service at their own expense to the extent of the amount £8 15s. named above, to which must be added all coats
for horses when sick, the necessary hiring of others to perform the duty, and some sum which might be Put aside annually
to form a fund to replace any horse becoming unserviceable.
I feel quite sure that it could never have been the intention of the Governnieut that such should be the ease, and I
trust that the officers may not be called upon to refund the amounts opposite their names in schedule marked "B."
I trust also that, for the above reasons, the forage allowance may be allowed in future to officers at the rate of £64 per
annum, as has been the estee for thirteen years previous.
I have, &e.,
CHAt F. ROBERTS, Col.,
Comdg. Artillery Forces.
9
Weeklc'

s. d.
0 69

£

14 cwt. straw, at £4 10s. per ton .................................................................................
112 The, hay, eaten, at £7 ..
................................... . ............ .................................
70 lbs. corn (at present very low) 3,..............................................................................
Shoeing at the rate of Ge. per month ..............................................................................
Allowance to soldier groom ..........................................................................................
Rate for clothes, at £6 per annum ................................................................................

o 7 o
o s 6

0 1 6
0 50
0 2 4

161
Allowance-40 per annum, or per week ........................................................................ 0 15 44
Leaving a deficit of ................................................. ......... . ................... ..................... o 10 84
Or per annum, £27 16s.
Annual expenses connected with keep of one horse
Cost of horse keep, at 18s. Sd. per week ............... ............................................................ 48 15 6
Allowance to soldier groom £1 per month, and clothes per annum £6 .................................... 18 0 0
Repair and replacing saddlery and veterinary expenses, &e., per annum ................................10 0 0
Sinking fund to replace horse, say, per annum ..................................................................5 0 0

£81 15 6
CHAt F. ROBERTS, Colonel.
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B.
Forage allowance orerdrawn.

Rank and Names.

a

Amount.

Col..Comnisndant—J. Richardson
.
Major—W. B. Christie .............................
P. Baynes ................................
11
Captain—Compton ...............................
Colonel—C. F. Roberts
Major—W. Spalding .............................
M. Murphy ................................
G.Airey ...................................
Captain—P. Murray ................................
H. P. Mackenzie .......................
11
Lieutenant—H. LePatourel .......................
A. LePatourel .......................
F. Baynes.............................
EP.Airey ..........................
R. Nathan ..........................
A. H. P. Savage ...................
C. Bouverie .........................
Lieutenant-Colonel Wilson ......................
Goodlet......................
Raymond ...................
Major—Holborrów ................................
Captain—Wilson ...................................
Taunton ................................
Norris ..................................
Lieutenant—mn ...................................

I

£ s. d.
364
1 13 2
1 13 2
1 13 2
19 10 4
9 15 2
9 15 2
9 15 2
9 15 2
9 15 2
9 15 2
9 15 2
9 15 2
9 15 2
9 15 2
9 16 2
9 15 2
9 15 2
0 15 2
9 15 2
9 15 2
9 it 2
0 15 2
9 15 2
9 15 2

Remarks.
£ a. d.
January and February, 1379.
S 5 10

From let January to 21st May,
1879.
138 12 4

78 1 4
£222 19 6
CHAS. F. ROBERTS, Col,,
Comdg. Artillery Forces.

Submitted, 12/1/80
Minute by Colonial Secretary.

It is quite impossible for Inc to comply with the request made in this letter. The forage allowance
was reduced by the Committee of Supply after the Minister in charge of the Estimate had said all he
could in support of it. To supplement the reducod sum which was so voted from. any other source
would be setting at naught the decision of Parliament and would be extremely improper. If the Oemmandait thinks his case is sufficiently strong to satisfy the Assembly that the reduction was made without
sufficient knowledge or consideration, I am willing to lay copies of these papers on the Table.—
H.P., 23/1/80.
The Commandant—B.C., 23/1/80, C.W.

No. 5.
The Commandant to The Principal Under Secretary.
Sir,

Brigade Office, Sydney, 28 January, 1880.
I have the honor to observe, in reply to the Colonial Secretary's remarks contained in minute
23/1/80 on accompanying correspondence, having reference to various scales of forage allowance granted
to mounted officers of the Permanent and Volunteer Military Forces, that I conceive the case of those
officers is sufficiently strong to warrant an appeal for reconsideration, and on the grounds disclosed in
that correspondence. Accordingly, with that view, I have respectfully to recommeud that these papers
may be laid on the Table of the House of Assembly. I also enclose an extract of a letter from myself to
Principal Under Secretary, bearing on the question, which I bcg may be regarded as part of the
correspondence, and dealt with as above indicated.
I have, &c.,
J011Y S. RICHARDSON, Col.,
Commandant.

[Enclosure.]
Extract from Commandant's letter, 79/64, dated 20th August, 1870, to Principal Under Secretary,
forwarding Estimates for 1880.
"Ix conclusion, I beg to invite the Colonial Secretary's attention to the question of forage allowance, both as regards
increase and the unequal manner in which the officers of the Force are treated in respect thereto. At presont some officers
receive £64 per annum in place of drawing forage allowance; others receive a forage allowance of £52 per annum and,
n, others of £40 per amluin. It seems to. me hut reasonable that all officers should he treated alike (including
unteer Majors, who have hitherto been drawing horse allowance). As regards the sum to be allowed, I think that
originally granted, viz., £64 per annum, is not excessive, if it is taken into account that a officer who has to keep a superior
style of horse for the Public Service, has to meet expenses incidental to the purchase and replacement of horses from time
to time, supply food and clothing, shooing, veterinary charges, groom's wages, the provision and keeping up of appropriate
saddlery and appointments, ate., ate.
"I may mention, as illustrative of the serious loss to which officers are subject who have to provide horses for the
Public Service, that smeo my appointment I have had to buy some six horses, varying from £30 to £50 each; and at the
resent time both m y horses are disabled by accident, one of which will probably have to be replaced. The Major of
Brigade, through ill luck, is between £300 and £400 out of pocket. Other officers have also in a comparative degree been
adversely affected. I trust, therefore, the Colonial Secretary will be good enough to refer to the original rato, viz., £64,
as it is obvious that instead of the forage allowance being a source of emolnmnent, it is practically the reverse, and
consequently officers can but ill afford the reduction recently oan'icd out.
I have, ate.,
JOHN S. RICHARDSON, Col.,
Commandant."
True extract. —W, B. Cnicrsns, Major of Brigade.

n

t

[ad.]

Sydney: Thomas Richard,, Government ?rintor.-1580.
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1879-80.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

VOLUNTEER FORCE REGULATION ACT OF 1867.
(AMENDED REGULATIONS UNDER.)

4r.cnnlcb to 4arhallic.1tt, yuriiani I.e Act Si Thc. a3o. 5, ne. 50.

Colonial Secretary's Office,
Sydney, 9th January, 1880.
his Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having been pleased to make the following Regulations
for the Volunteer Force, in substitution of clauses 25, 27, and 28 of the Regulations published in a Supplementary Government
Gazette of the 91h September 1878, directs its publication in accordance with the 50th section of the Volunteer Force Regula
tion Act of 1867.
HENRY PARKES.

25. In addition to the above, a Subaltern appointed direct
must, within one year from the data of his appointment, and
a candidate for a commission from the ranks must, prior to
his appointment, pass an examination before a Board of
Officers in the undcrmentioned subects
AItriLLny Couvs.
Company drill in close order—Field Exercise, part II.
Duties of guards—Field Exercise, part VII.
Carbine or short rifle exercises, and the drill of one
description of gun used by the Corps.
(ci) Volunteer Act and Regulations.
ENGINEER Coups.
Company drill in close order—Field Exercise, part II,
Duties of guards—Field Exercise, part VII.
Short rifle exercises.
(ci) Military engineering (Sappers Manual)
1. Easty defences—chap. I, sec. 1-12.
2, Defence of posts—chap. I, sec. 12-33. Field-works,
chap. II see. 24r-32,
Throwing up earthworks—chap. IV, sec. 56-62.
Revctting materials—chap. V.
Revetments—chap. VI.
(e.) Volunteer Act and Regulations.

TORPEDO AND SIGNAL Cospc.
(a.) Company drill in close order—Field Exercise, part 11.

(6.) Duties of guards—Field Exercise, part VII.
(c.) Short rifle exercises.
(ci) Signalling—flags, lights, electric telegraph, &c., &c.
(e.) Electricisy in connection with submarine warfare, and
how applied—batteries required, how constructed,
and kind generally used.
Magneto-electricity for exploding submarine mines.
Galvanometers.
221—

(f) Torpcdnes—cicctro, contact mines, ground mines

mechanical mines, circuit closers—how, arranged
and exploded.
Aggressive Torpedoes—Harvey's, Whitehend's, outrigger for boats.
Fnzes and detonators—how constructed and applied—
charges: powder, gun-cotton, dynnmite, and lithofracteur—relative values.
Cases—Size of cases for certain quantities of explosives
and for differcat depths.
Firing by observation, and cross-bearings by Shutter
apparatsis.
Testing table.
Cables for submarine mines.
Testthg the same.
(g.) Volunteer Act and Regulations.
Examination for Captains and Field Officers will be of a
more extended nature in the abovo subjecte than is required of
Subalterns, with the addition of—
Battalioa drill in close order, and proper mode of
route marching—Field Exercise, parts lIT, and VII.
Standing orders of the Volunteer Force.
INrnv

Coups.

(a.) Squad and company drills—Field Exercise, parts I.

and II.
(5.) Duties of guards and outposts—Field Exercise, parts
VI. and VII.
Short rifle exercises.
(ci.) Volunteer Act and Regulations.
27. Previous to promotion to the rank of Captain, Subalterne
will be required to pass an examination before a Board of
Officers in the following subjects:—
ARTILLERY Coups.

(a.) Company drill and commend of a Company in

Battalioa in close order—Field Exercise, parts II
and III.

700
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(6.) Duties of guards —Field Exercise, part VtL
annce worked by the
special branch of the Corps to which they belong.
(ci) Exercise with or -without machines with the same
guns.
(e.) General knowledge of the ordnance served by the
special branch of the Corps to which they belong
as regards ammunitaon, stores, and carriages, care
of magazines and shell-rooms, flight of projectiles,
ranges, and penetration.
(f) Volunteer Act and Regulations and Standing Orders
of the Volunteer Force.

(c.) Service of description of

ENGINEER Coaps.
In addition to the subjects specified in examination for
Subalterns :—
(a.) Command of a Company in Battalion in close order,
and proper mode of route marching—Field Exercise, parts III. and VII.
(6.) Military engineering:—
Defilade and obflacles, &c.—chap. IT., sec. 33-45.
Batteries—ehap.'III.
Execution of the work in connection with throwing
up eartbworks—chap. IV., sec. 63-68.
Detail of batteries—chap. VII.
Field kitohen—ehap. X. Boning and levelling. From
instruction.
- 6. Trenches. From instruction.
(e.) Standing orders of the Volunteer Force.
INrANmY Coxes.
-(a.) Company drill, and Cosncnand of a Company in
Battalion—Field Exercise, parts If. and Iii.
(6.) Duties of guards and outposts, and proper mode of
route marching—Field Exercise, parts Vt. and VII.
(c) Volunteer Act and Regulations and Standing Orders
of the Volunteer Force.

-

C3d.J

28. Captains, before they are eligible for promotion to be
Field Officers, will be required to pass an examination in the
following subjects
ARTILLERY CORPS.
Battalion drill in close order, and the command of a
Battalion in Brigade—Field Exercise, parts III.
and IV.
Duties ofguards and proper mode of route marching
—Field Eercisc, part VII.
(a) Drill of guns in use in the Corps, and exercise with or
without machines with the same.
(ci.) General knowledge of the ordnance used by the Corps
—ammunition, stores, carriages, &c., can of maga.
ames, sl,ell-roorns, flight of projectiles, ranges, and
penetration.
(e.) Volunteer Act and Regulations, and Standing Orders
of Volunteer Force.
(f) Riding.
INFANTRY Coups,
(a.) Battalion drill—Field Exercise, part III.
(6.) Knowledge of movements of Battalion in Brigade—
field manwuvres and tactics—Field Exercise, part
IV. and V.
(a.) Duties of guards and outposts, proper mode of route
marching—Field Exercise, parts Vi. and VII.
Volunteer Act and Regulations and Standing Orders
of Volunteer Force.
Riding.
They must further be in all respects eligible to take commend of the Corps or Regiment in the absence of
the Commanding Officer.
All officers will be expected to be practically acquainted with
the exercises in which they may have been theoretically
examined.

Sydney Thomas Riehntls, Government Printer. --1880.
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1.879-SO.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

VOLUNTEER FORCE REGULATION ACT OF 1867.
(MONEYS EXPENDED UNDER., IN 1879.)

3J3 rtcntth icc a slfautcut, pursuant Is RU 31 }Jic.

430. 5, etc. 51,

VOLUNTEER FORCE, NEW SOUTH WALES.
STATEMENT of all tnOlieys paid on account of the above Force during the year ended
31st December.

1879, fnrushed in accordance with paragraph 51 of the Volunteer Act, 1867.
Salaries and Allowances—
£
s.
Amount paid
...
...
...
...
...
,..
...
...
... 21,415 1
Forage—
Allowance in lieu thereof paid to the Officers of the General Staff, to Officers
Commanding Brigades of Artillery, Sydney and Suburban :r3attauions,
and four- paid Adjutants, and Garrison cart horse ...
.
. ..
..
800 0
Travelling Expenses—
To General Staff and Volunteer Officers
..
,.
,..
...
....
061 10
Compensation in lieu of Uniform—
To Stall Sergeants and Sergeant instructors
...
..
...
..
...
1.1.5 0
Uniforms—
bor Artillery and Rifle Corps...
...
...
...
.
..
...
'1l 1.2
Muskeli-y Badges1:ssired to Marlcsmneij
...
...
...
..
.-.
...- - .
50 10
Hire of 1-torses—
For hold 0-tins and IWaunlerl Officers for Arl;illery and Rifle.,
...
...
.I3rigade Band—
Contribution to ...
...
..,
...
...
...
...
...
...
150 0
Rifle Association—
Contribution to
...
...
...
...
...
...
500 0
...
Armoury repairs and Materials, Incidental and Postage and Stationery- including freight and cartage of Ammunition and other unforeseen Contingencies
...
...
...
...
...
..
...
...
... 1861 4
Rent of Armouries—Country Corps—
Amount pain
. -.
...
...
-....
...
.......
8k 0
Rifle Ranges—
Constructing new Butts, and keeping in repair the several Rifle Ranges at
Head Quarters and Country Corps...
.-.... ...
..
si, ii.
Office Rent—
For General Staff, Volunteer Artillery Brigade, Sydney and Suburban
Battalions of Rifles ..
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
375 0
For Officers Commanding the Northern and Western Battalion Rifles, at
£15 per annum
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
30 0
Office-keepers—
lo Offices at Head Quarters
...
...
.
...
...
...
...
42 0
Sheds at Rifle Ranges—
Cotoplel i ng R111110, ..... .
...
. .
...
.... . .
.
...
Total

...

,..

...

...

d.
1

0
7
1)

3
0

0
0
2

0

s
0
0
I)

£25,804 10 0

* L"ifornis unni tn lie iv Rn-g, l,i in', (1,91 i,su'') olin rgeil I o vole for 1878, eli nFcq ,,eni !y on iv a s ia! I sum pa iii at pre-r

for 1879.

Trios. BAYYJiS, Major,
Brigade l'aymnnstei-,
24/3 Su.

[3d.]
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.101 LX S. RICJIAR1)SON, Col..
Cornmnandaul
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LEG 1SJATrVE ASSEMBLY.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

VOLUNTEERS.
(NAMES OF WA) FORCE TO WTJJOM LAND ORDERS WERE ISSUED DURING 1879
AND SUBSEQUENTLY.)

Onlered by the Leqislative Ancrnbb, to be printed, 11 May, 1880.

RETURN showing the names of members of the Old Volunteer Force to whom Laud
Orders were issued during the year 1579 and subsequently, and the dates when
issued.
- N:unes.

—
A.churcli, George. Private
...
Barnes, Thomas .Iohn. Private ..
Barnett, Louis Benjamin, Bugler
Buddle, John George, Gunner ...
Bailey, John, Private
...
Buekton, James, Private..,
..
Beggs, Henry. Private ...
..
.Haylis, Samuel Ernest. Private ...
Barnett, Charles, Private
,..
I3eaeom, Thomas, Private
..
l3utsou, John Samuel, Private ...
Bradley. James, Private ...
...
larr. James, Private
...
...
.I3irkinshaw, Frederick, Private...
Baxter, Henry, Private ...
...
I3astable, Charles, Private
..,
Baillie, .las. Win. Edward, Private
.Borsviek, John, Private ..
..
Bryant, John Ambrose. Private...
Camper, John, Bombadier
...
allaghan, James, Corporal
...
('ross, Stephen, Private ...
,.
Campbell, Alexander. Private ...
'olquhoun, John, Private
...
('orkhill, Sydney Richard. Sergeant('arberry, John, Private ...
...
Can-eu, Patrick, Gunner,..
...
Cofev, Patrick, Private ...
.,
('orawell, Percy Char1 es, Private
Causdell, Robert, Private
...
Cameron, James, Private
...
(:onroy, William, Private
...
('hainpion, Edward, Private
...
Connors, Michael, Private
.. ,
Clifford, Charles, I3onibadier ...
Cork, William, Private ...
...
Crisp, John Henry, Private
...
Callaghan, John, Private...
•..
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Corps.

IDate
when issued.

1879.
...
...
...
...
...

...
...
...
...

...
..
...

..
..
..
...
...

•..
..

..
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
..
...

Singleton
...
East Maitland
. . Ilawicesbury
.. No. 10 Battery
... iCiaina
..
... Richmond ,..
... Penrith
.,.
... 1st Regiment
...
do
...
.. Kiaina
...
. . Ulladulia
. 2nd Regiment
...
do
...
... TJlladulla
...
.. 0-outhurn ...
... Wollongong
... it Regiment
... Mndgee
...
... Orange
,.
... No. S Battery
. . . 1st Regiment
... 2nd Regiment
.. 2nd Highlanders
. .. East Maitland
.. No. S Battery
..Jamberoo ...
... No. 1 Battery
... Singleton
...
. . Richmond ..
.. 2nd Regiment
... Parramnatta ...
..
do
...
... West Maitland
..
do
...
.. No. 4 Battery
.
Ufladulla
...
. . Parnmatta . . .
.. Orange
...
...
...

...! 14 January.
..: 2
... 10
... 10
. 14
.1 15
,.. 20
... 2-I'
.. 2-1
..
7 February.
-!

- . . 14
17
,. 20
.. 10 March.
... 5 April.
..
6 May.
..j 31 July.
. . 18 August-.
6 January.
...;
... 6
-,
.. . 6
... 6
... S
.1 8
... 10
... 14
... 14
... 15
... 20
.. 20
... 21
... 22
. 22
..
.. 23
... 24
.. . 25
29
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Names.

Cooper, John William, Gunner...
Carroll, John, Gunner
Coomber, Hardy G-ooche, Private
Cunningham, Robert, Private
Cropley, Sidney, Private...
Came, Benjamin, Private
Clubb, John, Private
Cork, Robert John, Private
Campbell, Edward, Private
Cheesernan, John, Private
Creek, John, Private
Crisford, Caleb, Private
Carter, William, Private..,
Council, Patrick, Private.,
Coomber, Alfred Thos., Private
Crawley, Charles, Corporal
Clark, James White, Private

Corps.

No. 1 Battery
No. 11 Battery
- Orange
Kin-ma
2nd Regiment
do
1st Regiment
iJiladulla
Kiama
... Richmond
do
do
do
do
Orange
No. .9 Battery
Mudgee

P

I

Date
when issued.
1879.
7 February.
7
I
ii
19

4 March.
12
14
14
14
17
6 May.
5 September.
26
1880.
29 January.
29 February.
1579.

Davis, John, Private
Davis, Samuel Thos., Private
Dennis, James Tracton, Private
Davis, Thomas Harrison, Gunner
Donoghue, John, Private
Dixon, Fred. Bardett, Sapper
Dillon, John, Gunner
Dixon, George, Gunner
Dufy, Austin, Private
Dinning, George, Private
Dravton, William, Private
Doyle, John, Private
Edmonds, Thomas, Gunner
Evans, John, Corporal
Etherington, James Watson, Private
Edye, John, Private
East, James, Private
East, John, Private
Eggleton, Robert, Private
Etherden, Henry, Private
Francis, Alfred, Private
Fraser, Alexander, Private
Fliteroft, James, Bugler
Fleming, Wilson, Private
Ferris, William John, Sergeant...
Fry, George Henry, Private
Furey, Edward, Private
Fullerton, Archibald, Corporal
Fischer, Joseph Bartholomew, Private...
Feltham. Joseph, Private
Griffin, Daniel, Private
Gleeson, Joseph, Gunner
Gollogher, John, Private
Gellately, Joseph Gordon, Private
Glassby, 'Walter James, Private
Graham, William John, Private
Gilligan, Dennis Joseph, Lance-Corporal
Griffin; William, Private...
Graham, James, Private
Gjedsted, Edward, Gunner
Gifford, Charles, Gunner
Geoghegan, Richard, Private

lJlladulla
do
Parramatta
No. 9 Battery
-Orange
Engineers
No. 1 Battery
No. 2 Battery
1st Regiment
:!ciaina
Richmond
16t Regiment
Band, Artillery I
Mudgec
2nd
Kiama
do
Richmond
do
Uflaclulla
Jamberoo
do
Kiama
Parrainatta
West Maitland
1st Regiment
Orange
1st Regiment
Goulbumn
Woliongong
No. 2 Battery
Jamberoo
Mudgec....
1st Regiment
2nd Regiment
West Maitland
tilladulla
1st Regiment
No. 4 Battery
No. 2 Battery
..jKiama

Green, Henry, Private

1st Regiment

Rough, James Alfred, Gunner
Hopkins, Joseph, Private
Harding, Charles, Private
Halliday, John, Private
Hake, John James Angustus, Private
Hardy, James. Private
hack, Charles, Quarter-master Sergeant
Hill, David, Private
...
. -.

No. 1 Battery
1st Regiment
Kiama
Singleton
Mudgee
do
1st Regiment
Bathurst

10 January.
10
21
29
29
4 February.
7
2-7
10 March.
14
14
20
.do 6 January.
1
22
7 February.
14 March.
26
2-7
7 April.
10 January.
10
10
14
20
22
24
29
5 March.
10
13 November.
8 January.
10
15
20
22
22
24
30
10 March.
12
14
1880.
20 January.
1879.
6 January.
10
10
14
15
15
15
20

tO5

Names.

layman, George, Sapper
Ilodge, Wm. Sebastian, Bugler
ilolmes, William, Bugler
houston, William, Private
Hogan, John, Private ...
Holden, John, Private ...
loran, Rodey, Private ...
..,
Hill, Joseph, Sergeant ...
looper, John Frederick, Private
ilouston, James, Bugler...

Date
when issued.

Corps.

Engineers .,
Bathurst
1st Regiment
Penrith
'Hawkesbury
do
Goulbnrn
Kiama
1st Regiment
Penrith

1879,
7 February.
...

24
24
24
.24
10 March.
14
11
24 April.
17 June.
1880.
Hair, Henry Leoachleaii, Private
Richmond
20 January.
Hathaway, Joseph, Private
.,
Mudgce
7 February.
1879,
........ mkdlm.
Jackson, Thomas, Corporal
.., 10 January.
.ludge, John, Private
...
.,
1st Regiment
10
Johnston, James, Private
.,
Kiama
.., 14
Johnston, John, Private ...
do
14
Johnston, Andrew, Private
do
14
Jackson, Charles, Private
Penrith
20
Johnson, Robert Hamilton, Private .
1st Regiment
27
Jarinan, Alexander, Private
..,
Kiama
..,
14 March.
1.880.
Johnson, Henry William, Private
let Regiment
4 February.
1879.
Kitchen, Arthur, Gunner
,
No. 2 Battery
8 January.
Kelly, James, Private ...
2nd Regiment
10
King, Jolm, Private
...
1st Regiment
15
sky, Charles, Private ...
,
2nd Regiment
19 February.
Kenane, Patrick Augustine, Private ..,
Goulburn
10 March.
1880.
Kerr, 'William Frederick, Private
Mudgee
20 January.
1879.
Linsley, Frederick William, Bugler
Hawkesbury
10 January.
Lutton, James, Private ...
1st Regiment
20
Lemon, Robert, Private ...
Parramatta
21
Long, George, Gunner ...
.,
No. 11 Battery
7 February.
1201.igford, George Henry, Private
1st Regiment
7
Lavott, James Charles, Private
2nd Regiment
7
Lee, George, Private
...
Kiama
..,
17
May, Joseph, Private ...
1s1 Regiment
6 January.
Milno, James, Gunner ...
No. 10 Battery
8
11
Moon, Andrew, Private ...
Ulladulli....
10
Murphy, Michael, Private
Singleton
14
Mackensey, James, Private
1st Regiment
15
Manning, John, Private ...
Penrith
20
Morrant, William, Private
Head Quarters Band 21
Meyers, Julius Bartholomew, Private
1st Regiment
21
Mndge, John William, Private
do
22
Macichness, George, Gunner
.
No. 5 Battery
23
Murray, William Arthur, Bugler
1st Regiment
24
Moss, George, Private ,.
do
24
Moloney, John, Private ...
do
24
Mann, Robert;, Sapper ...
..,
Engineers
4 February.
Martin, Thomas William, Private
1st Regiment
7
Mathieson, Keimeth Alexander, Gunner
No. 3 Battery
24
Marshall, Thomas, Private
,
1st Regiment
27
Marlyn, Richard John, Gunner
,
No. 2 Battery
10 March.
Mirnliy, Stephen, Private
2nd Regiment
12
Mood, Henry, Private ...
,
Kiama
14
Mood, Louis, Private
...
do
14
Meally, Michael, Private
Mudgee
14
Martyr, George, Corporil
0-oulburn
0 April.
1880.
Mulroady, Thomas Private
1st Regiment
20 January.
Martit, William, Private
Bathurst
20
Mulholland, John, Private
,,
Orange
,
16 April.
1879.
3POee, Francis, Private..,
Ulladulla
10 January.
M'Cnffrey, Francis, Private
Kiama
14
M'.Donall, Gerald Hastings Crighton, Private
Singleton
14
M'Cormiek, Thomas, Private
West Maitland
22
M'Cormick, Joseph, Private
22
do
N'Kay, Edward, Private...
Ulladulla
24

E

.1.

.
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Names.

M'Call, John, Private
M'Whieter, Andrew, Gunner
M'Auena, Henry, Private
Newell, William, Private
Norman, George, Gunner
Newton, William, Private
Nicholson, Henry, Private
Ogle, John, Private
O'Connor, Martin, Private
O'Brien, James George, Private
Orr, Alfred Ambrose, Gunner
Paton, Albert, Private
Pearson, Isaac, Private
Paton, John, Gunner
Porters, 'William, Private
Pateman, William, Private
Payne, Spencer, Private
Petrie, William, Sapper
Peechy, Thomas, Lance.Corporal
Poyner, Francis, Private...
:Petschler, Charles Thomas, Gunner
Perry, John, Private
Primrose, Thomas, Private
Pearce, William, Private...
Pedley, John, Private
Power, Manriee, Private...
Page, Frederick Joseph, Private
Perry, John, Private
Rivennch, Rasper, Private
Robinson. Frederick, Private
Robinson, David, thinner
Redgrave, Charles Alfred Hurst, Gunner
Riley, George, Private
Robinson, George Marshall, Private
Rice, John, Sapper
itofe, Edward, Private
Robinson, Robert, Private
Ritchie, William, Private
Robinson, William, Private
Rae, William, Private
Soms, John, Private
Scott, James Campbell, Private...
Snnners, Edward, Gnnnc.r
Seller, Frederick, Gunner
Swain, William John, Sergeant...
Simmons, James, Corporal
Sappy, Auguste, Gunner
Sparkes, George Hudson, Private
Shepherd, John, Private...
Smith, Frederick, Private
Smith, George, Private
Semple Robert, Private
Summers, John.,ii'i'ate
Stobo, Thomas, Private
Stone, William. Private
Sherwood, Francis, Private
Schmidt, Andrew, Private
Sandbroolc, Henry, Private
Sawyer, Francis, Private..,
Sonierville, Alexander William, Private
Sclwin, John William, Gunner
Sly, Charles, Private
Smith, Theodore Burton, :Hugler
Smith, George, Private

2nd Regiment
No. 2 Battery
K.iama
2nd Regiment
No. 3 Battery
Ulladulla
1st Regiment
East Maitland
. - Hawkesbury
1st Regiment
No. 11 Battery
• East Maitland
- . - Jamberoo
...
. - No. 10 Battery
Singleton
...
Mudgee
...
Pehrith
Engineers
West Maitland
2nd Regiment
No. 5 Battery
... Hawkesbury
do
1st Regiment
G-oulburn
Richmond
do
..
Goulburu
Riama
Ulladulla
No. 5 Battery
No. S Battery
Ulladulla
Orange
Engineers
2nd Regiment
West Maitland
Kiaina
Goulburn
No, 1 Ilighlanders
East Maitland
1st Regiment
No. 4 Battery
do
.,
Wollongong
Ulladulla
No. 5 Battery
14 Regiment
Kiaina
Singleton
do
2nd Regiment
Ulladulla
2nd Regiment
1 Orange
Parrainatta
1st Regiment
No, 2 Battery
2nd Regiment
do
No. 2 Battery
Richmond j
Wollongong
2nd Regiment

Stanbury, George Henry, Private
Storcy, Henry, Private ..
...

...
...

... Mudgee
... Singleton

...
...
...
...
...

...
...
...
...
...

...
...
...
...
..

Trimble, Samuel, Private
Tiudal, Francis Righy, Private
Tomkins. George, Private
Taylor, Henry, Gunner ...
rural)1) John, Private
...

Date
when issued.

Corps.

...
...

Riama
...
Mudgee
...
do
...
No. 4 Battery
Ulladulla
...

..
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...

1879.
7 February.

14

11

14 March.
22 January.
23
24
30
2
10
17
30
8
... 10
... 10
... 14
... 15
... 30
... 4 February.
... 22 January.
... 11 February.
24
... 24
... 24
.. 4 March.
... 10
... 10
... 26
... 20
... 10 January.
.. 10
... 10
... 14
... 24
... 29
-. 4 February.
..: 17
... 20
.. 14 March.
... 17
11
.... 11 June.
... 2 .larivary.
... 0
... S
... S
... 10
... 10
... 1.0
... 14
... 14
... 14
... 14
... 15
... 20
... 24
... 29
... 30
... 7 February.
... 14
... 17
.1 24
... 1.0 March.
. . . 17
... 1.0 June.
....10
1880.
..
7 February.
... 7 April.
1579.
... 14 January.
... 15
... 15
.. 20
... 7 February.
11
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Date
when issued.

Names.

Tait, John, Private
Thomas, William Henry, Bugler
Turner, James, Private
Thomas, Edward, Private
Tomkinson, William, Quarter-master Se:
Tucker, Frederick William, Private
Tanner,George, Private
Wilson, Thomas, Private...
Whatman, John, Private
..Walker, James, Private ...
...
. -.
White, La1jai, Private
Wood, Thomas, Corporal
Webb, George William, Private
Wilson, Frederick William, Private
Wellington, William, Private
Williams, James, Private
...
. -.
Whysall, Maitland E. S., Private
Wigram, James Sven, Lieutenant
Watt, Alexander, Private
...
...
Watson, John, Private
Wildie, James, Private
Walker, William Henry, 2nd Corporal...
Wheeler, Charles, Gunner
Wilson, Alexander, Private
Wheeler, Henry, Gunner
Walker, Peter, Private
Walsh, Thomas, Private ...
..Willis, Charles Alexander, Private
Wearne, Thomas, Private
Walker, Horatio Joseph, Private
Waddell, John, Private
Waugh, John, Quarter-master Sergeant

[Gd.]

1879.
2nd Regiment
14 February.
do
4 March.
Goulburn
10
Mudgee
14
t.. Richmond
14
Bathurat
1 May.
Orange
3 Scptember.
1st Regiment
10 January.
lilladulla
10
Jamberee
10
Hawkesbury
10
do
10
Newcastle
10
Mudgee
15
Richmond
15
1st Regiment
20
do
.24
No. 2 Battery
7 February.
No. 1 Highlanders
2nd Regiment
17
Orange
24
Engineers
27
No. 2 Battery
10 March.
Goulburn
10
... No. 2 Battery
12
Kiama
14
do
14
Penritli
25
1880.
18t Regiment
20 January.
Mudgee
20
Newcastle
30
No. 10 Battery
3Marclj.

Sydney Thomas Richards, Oovero,ncnt Printer.—JS$O.
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1879-80.
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

NAYAT2 BRIGADE.
(COMMODORES' REPORTS.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 17 March, 1880.

Commodore Goodenougli to His Excellency Sir Herc'.iles Robinson.
Her Majesty's ship "Pear'," Sydney, 1 June, 1874.
The state of the Naval Brigade, which I inspected on the 25th May, at your Excellency's
invitation, shows the following numbers as present
1 Captain.
2 Commanders.
5 Lieutenants.
1 Surgeon.
6 Sub-Lieutenants.
8 Cadets.
2 Instructors.
175 Petty Officers and A.Bs. (Rifles.)
(Field pieces,)
50
do.
12 Warrant Officers.
46 Bands.
Sir,

308 Total.
I have the honor to inform your Excellency that I consider the appearance and steadiness of these
men to be highly satisfactory. They were inspected by me in heavy rain and on rough ground, and executed
the movements ordered, with such precision as showed that they had been drilled with care; and the whole
state of the Force is very creditable to Captain Hixson, its Commander.
I may remark that, in future drills, care should be taken to impress upon the men the necessity of
deliberation in the delivery of their fire, and that no fire should be delivered in exercise without an aim
I have, &c.,
being taken.
JAMES G. 000DENOUGII,
Captain and Commodore 2nd-class,
Commanding Australian Station.

Commodore Chapman to His Excellency Sir Hercules Robinson.
"Dido," at Sydney, 27 November, 1875.
I have the honor to inform your Excellency, that in accordance with the request conveyed in
your letter of the 20th instant, I have this day inspected the Naval Brigade under the command of Captain
Hixson; and I beg leave to express to your Excellency my satisfaction at the general smartness, activity,
and good discipline displayed by the mcii, which reflect great credit on Captain Hixson and the Officers of
the Force.
I would further observe, that the firing of great guns was carried out with care and precision, and
the whole of the target practice was eminently satisfactory.
I have, &c.,
W. C. CHAPMAN,
Commodore.
Sir,

Naval Brigade Office, Sydney 23 November, 1878.
CoMMoDoRE Hoskins inspected the Naval Brigade on the above date, He addressed the Force and expressed

himself as being satisfied with the performance and appearance of the men, but no official report of the
FRANCIS IIIXSON,
inspection ever reached this office.
17/5/SO.
377—

Commodore

r
Comniodore Wilson to His Excellency Lord Augustus Loftus.
My Lord,
"'slTolverene," at Sydney, 22 Septembei 1879.
I have the honor to acquaint your Lordship, that in compliance with your request, Ion Saturday
the 20th instant, inspected the New South Wales Naval Brigade, in Moore Park, and found the Brigade was
formed of (about) 200 small arm men and officcrs, and half a battery of 1 2-pound howitzers, each with a crew
of sixteen men.
I was informed by Captain Rixson, who commands the corps, that all those comprised in it were
men who earned their livelihood either as seamen or boatmen, and judging by their nautical appearance I
conclude he is right
As a Naval Volunteer Force I think their proficiency under arms is most mark-ed, and reflects credit
not only on the Officers for the time and trouble they have expended, but on the men, who must have been
careful and attentive to have mastered so much infantry drill.
At the same time I thought it right to point out, when speaking to the corps, that their primary
duty as a Nautical Force was not that of infantry, but as naval gunners afloat; and that I hoped soon to see
such a valuable body of men, whose value is enhanced from the fact that they are exceedingly scarce,
showing their proficiency not so much on shore as riflemen, but on their proper element in suitable vessels for
home defence.
Whilst expressing this opinion, it must not be supposed that I condemn infantry instruction, which is
most valuable, especially as a means of disciplining men.
I have, die.,
J. C. WILSON,
0ommodore

Sydney: Thomas Richards, Government Thioter.-1580,
[3d.)
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

IMMIGRATION.
(REPORT FROM AGENT, FOR 1879.)

18rtcnteb to ftatliamtnt

bu

?zmmaitb,

The Agent for Immigration to The Principal Under Secretary.
Government Immigration Office, Sydney, 14 February, 1880.
I have the honor herewith to forward my report on Immigration for the year 1879.
Having given a full report of the immigrants on their arrival by each slnp, I have only now to
summarize the information contained in those several reports.
As compared with previous years there has been a considernble increase in 1879 in the number of
persons who have been nominated by relatives or friends resident in the Colony. Tints, from 19th September,
1876 (date of issue of the present Immigration Regulations), to December 31st, 1877, a period of 151 months,
there were nominated 2,009 persons; and in 1878 1,798; whilst in 1879 there were nominated 3,602; total
nominated in 3J years, 7,499. The nominations in 1870 were for residents in England, 1,559 Ireland,
1,690 ; Scotland, 402 ; Foreign Countries, 41; total, 3,602. And for the whole period of 31 years the
nominations were for residents in England, 2,933 ; Ireland, :3,732 ; Scotland, 713 ; Foreign Countries, 121
total, 7,499.
There have arrived during the past year 12 ships with 5,731 immigrants. During the voyage
there were 90 deaths, being only at the rate of about 1- per cent, on the total number of emigrants
embarked; of these 96 deaths there were 15 above 12 years of age, 44 between 1 and 12, and 37 infants;
total, 96.
Two ships were placed in quarantine, as noted in the margin. The total amount payable as 'Simuel plim.
demurrage on these ships was £605 16s. 3d., in addition to which was a further charge amounting to £751
Os., incurred in provisioning the immigrants whilst at the Quarantine Station. This expenditure (although
thIrteen days.
large), may be considered as having been judiciously incurred, rather than that infectious and contagious
diseases should have been allowed to spread had the immigrants not remained in Quarantine until they were
convalescent
Of the total of 1,225 women who were received at the depCt, 1,077 wore classed as "domestic
servants," 422 left to join their friends, 655 readily obtained engagements from the depôt at an average rate
of wages of £23 is. per annum, the remaining 148 were either wives coming to join their husbands, or were
of trades and callings other than domestic servants.
Arrangements have been made so as to give an opportunity to the immigrants of obtaining immediate
employment, and on each successive occasion the results have been increasingly satisfactory. They are
directed to attend at the hiring-room on the second and third days after their arrival, full notice of which
have been preiousiy given to employers by advertisements in the daily newspapers. Although not above
one half of the male immigrants have been found willing to present themselves for hire, preferring at mice
to join their relatives or friends, yet a large proportion of the farming and laboring men readily obtained
engagements. Of those who did so attend, 183 married couples and 236 single men were hired by employers,
while many of those who declined to accept the current wages subsequently proceeded into the country
districts in search of employment. Of the 5,731 immigrants who arrived, 2,818 were provided with free
passes by railway and by coasting steamers in accordance with the regulations ; they proceeded, as shewn in
Appendix F, to 154 different localities. Those who went in search of employment were also furnished with
orders to obtain (after arrival at their destination), free board and lodging for 48 hours, which however,
under certain circumsta,ices and at the discretion of the officer in charge of the Police at that special locality,
might be increased to 7 days for married people ivith their families, and to 4 days for single men; this
privilege however has only been claimed on behalf of 2.5 married couples with their children, and for only 2
single men; doubtless therefore the men must either have obtained employment within the limit of the 48
hours, or have been able and willing to provide for themselves.
The most careful investigations have invariably been made by the Board of Immigration into all
complaints which have been preferred by the immigrants as to their treatment during the outward voyage.
In very many instances such complaints have been found to be most frivolous, and unworthy of further notice;
in other eases satisfactory explanations have been given, In three instances however the Board have
made certain recommendations, which have on each occasion been upheld, thus —The chief mate of the
"Northampton"
311—
Sir,
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"Northampton" (arrived I 2th January), was, on account of his misconduct, not only deprived of his gratuity
but it was notified that he was considered to be unfit to be again employed on beant a ship with immigrants.
Again, in the case of the ship "Peterborough" (arrived May 4th), the flour issued to the emigrants during
a great portion of the voyage was found to be of bad quality, and a fine of £100 was theref ore inflicted. And
in the case of the Surgeon-Superintendent of the slut) 11 La Hogue" (arrived September 16th), it was found
that he had most grossly neglected his duties in many ways; a deduction therefore of £100 was made from
the gratuity which would otherwise have been payable to him; and it was further recommended that he
should not again be permitted to receive the appointment of a Surgeon-Superintendent in charge of emigrants
to this Colony.
0. The Appendices herewith annexed give full information in detail, viz.
Appendix A—General statistical information.
B. —Nationality of immigrants.
O.—Religious persuasion.
D,—Educational attainments.
K—Trades and callings.
F.—Distribntion of immigrants into the country by
steamer and by railway.
10. It has not been found possible to make the very desirable comparison between the number of
individuals who have arrived from Europe under the Assisted Immigration Regulations and of those who
come hither .it their own expense, as, by the Custom-house returns, all persons arriving by the ocean
steamers are classified under the head of "arrivals from intercolonial ports."
I have, &e.,
GEORGE F. WISE,
Agent for immigration.

APPENDIX

APPENDiX A.
JtLTUBN of Assisted Immigration to New South Waes-1879.
C

0

Date of
Departure.

Name 01

Date of
Arrival.

.Si df'

.

1879.
Ellorn ..................... .................Tanuary
Peterborough ............................ February
S Samuel Plimsoll ......................... March
7 Niisevoh ............. ................... April
8 Nortbbrook ............................... May
9 Laliogue ............................... Juno
10 Corona ... .................................. July
11 SB. Strathlevon . ....................... September
12 Pericles .................................. August
4
5

.

,,
14
24
4
22 May
12
2 Juno
9
10 July
15
15 August
12 September16
9
10 October
,,
27
4
29 November 14

87
97
104

...
1
3

80
71
83
90
91
96
91
53
77

3
2
2
3
5
7
3
2
6

'

37
I

1
3
3

1

1 1
5
1 4
1
3 1
2
1 1
1
4 ...

S
2

2c5

—

Es,

fl

ntnsLt 9tiCt
par
Statute adult.

Arnnuniçald
in the
by
Depesitors.

APoLPa{d
tothe
AgentGeneral.

F.

M.

F.

1
3
1

5
1
1

158
173
146

147
190
148

60
55
67

57
54
60

75
100
91

347
402
330

422
502
421

364
4251
348

Lad.
12 15 0
14 14 0
1696

128 0 0
169 0 0
15400

£s.d.
575 0 0
728 10 0
55600

1... 2189
1 6 ... 172
2
5 1 156
134
5 1
2
5 10 150
4 3 140
5 146
6
3 41 199
1 2
7144

174
179
165
143
196
183
180
248
189

67
92
67
62
95
82
58
69
66

76
68
68
64
83
73
62
57
92

109
114
118
85
103
76
160
213
177

397
397

506
511
46
403
524
478
446
571
491

425
416k
330fr
330
422
388
376
498
402*

14 17 6
18 16 0
14 14 0
14 19 0
1496
13150
1266
1412 6
13 9 6

17700
180 0 0
104 0 0
14700
15800
13800
27700
378 0 0
260 0 0

72100
611 0 0
580 0 0
49200
67700
60100
45600
6360 0
610 0 0

40 1,906 2,141

840

2,270 0 0

7,143 10 0

2687 41

F.

Amountpaid forsadhy
Inisnigrants on account of their cost
of passage.

C

hi.

F.

M.

-

.

-

years.

M.
1879.
1878.
7 January 12
1 NorthAmpton .................. ......... October
4
2 Blair Atbole ... ........................ November 27 March
3
3'Clytle .................................... Dccombcr2oApril

From
Great Britain and
Ireland.
______
.-

I)oat Fis
Number landed,
the Oyagt.
Births on
the
________ ______
Voyage.
Above
Under
Above 12 tJnderiQ
Oi,

t

Z'

338

818
421
402
286
358
314

844 1,421 4,310 5,731 4,766 ................

Ltsd.

Average length of voyage from Plymouth of the cievezi sailing vessels was SB (lays. 2 Of the total o196 deaths on the voyage, 37 were infants of one year old and under. S Average cositluet price Irons England, per statute adutt, £14 IN.
1,832
Marriedcouples ............................................................................010
Singlethen..........................................................................................990
women.......................................................................................1,225
Male children under 12 ..............................................................................840
Female................................................................................ 844
Total ..........5,731

Government Immigration Office,
Sydney, 14 February, 1880.

GEORGE P. WISE,
Agent for Immigration.
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APPENDIX B.
RETURN showing the Native Countries of the Assisted Immigrants who arrived in 1870.

Xorthsrn Counties.

.=

Counties.

50

Southern Counties.

Counties.

.200

Counties.

I
Eastern Counties.

Midland Counties,

$00

Counties.

.2

249
12
7
539
249
212
2

Kent .......... 321
Sussex ..,...
S
Surrey
26
Hampshire... 24
Berkshire ... 10
Dorsetehire..
6
Wiltshire ... 12
Somerset
shire
50
Devonshire.. 40
Cornwall ... 206
Guernsey I.. 10
Jersey 1 ..... ---5

z

Cheshire... 15 Lineolnshire
Derbyshire... 54 Norfolk
HuntingNottingham38 donshire
shire
Staffordshire 231 Cambridgeshire
Warwick73 Suffolk
shire
Bedfordshire
Worcester
35 Hoflford.shire
shire
Leicester.
ut Essex ---------shire
1: Midd]esex.
Rutiandshire
Nortlsainptonshire -.. 15
Bucking
banishire...
3
Oxfordshire
6
Gloucestershire
74
Monmoutlishire
24
Herefordshire
10
Shrop

.-

.

-

Ll

429

Government Immigration Office,
Sydney, 14 Pcbi'uary, 1880.

699

a

CC
552

52

z
Northuinber.
land ..........
Cumberland...
Westmoreland
Durham ..... -Yorkshire ...
Lanenshire ...
[sic of Man...

-

Scotland.

England and Wales.

Northern Counties.

Wales.

Counties.

.o
5
00

Counties.

Counties.

.2

to

z

-

81

10

00
0(0

i

Edinburgh
99 Donegal....... 61
Cuithuess
Sutherlimrl
4 Haddington
8 Londoiderry 34
43
Ross-shire
.Antrim
8 Berwiek
78
Crouaarty
shire
4 Fermanagh
65
Nairsi ------------J -Roxburgh
Tyrone
shire
InvernessS Down ... -..... -37
Selkiskshiro
shire
1 Cavan
125
Fecbles ...... - --- Monaghan... is
Momv, or
Elgin
3 Lansrkshiro 300 Armagh ------- 34
Banfi -------------- -Dumiries
9
Aberdeen ... 14 shire
2 Galloway
Kineardine
Forfarshire
29 Ayrsbire ..
39
Fifeshire -----34 Dumbarton
12
Kinross
1 Argyleshire
Eenfrewshire 53
Clackinan
26
an --------- -- Stirling
32
Peithshire...
4 Linlithgow
Bate ---------- 1
Orkneyand
Shetland Is
3
Isle of Skye.

--

Counties.

5
.,2

€

Longford
West Meath
East Meath
Lout-h
King's
County
Kildare
Dublin
Queen's
County
Carlew
Wicklew ...
Kilkenny
Wexford ...

--

Counties.

.n '5
5°

Counties.

7
40
31
6

Leitrim
43
Sligo ...........17
Mayo ......... .132
G-alway ....... 1.05
€3
Ruseommou

24
10
22

c

2
a
50

6

a

45

63

1071 45

53

O7

to

H

to

to

Munstor.

Connaught.

Leinste,

Ulster.

Counties.
tO

052

9 C:s.rnarvon
S
40 shire
Denbighshire
2
2 Flintshire ...
1
Merionet
13 shire- ------ ---15 Montgomery
2
8 shire
Cardigan
2
10 shire
3
-13 Radnorshire
216 Pembroke
shire
4
Carmarthen
shire
S
Breeknock
shire
13
Glamaorgan
shire
4C
Anglesea ..
1

326

.c00

Southern Counties.

Ireland.

to

Clare .......
Kerry ..
Cork .......
Waterford
Tippernry
Limerick

.

469
85
124
24
26€
103

7
23
3
22
5

—

105
700

1 495

1991

360

2,125

GEORGE P. WISE,
Agent for Immigration-

7
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APPENDIX C.
RETURN showing the Religious Persuathons of the Immigrants who arrived in 1879.
ltzr.,oioys.

CLABSIFICATIONR OF

Nationality.

Cbureh
England.

Scotland.

M.

F.

M.

F.

F.

M.

F.

H.

Eaglandroxl%Vales ................ 897

923

32

28 304 309

89

93

49

Ireland .................................. 105

99

34

32

7

4

4

38 280

296

2

1

12

1

24

Scotland ...............................

29

Amorioa and Canacla ................

8

Other Countries ........... .........

21

Chu1eh

10

2...

Total ...................1,041 1,075 348

M.

F

M.

65

6

F

M.
4

5

CrTRI
Total.

°tal

T

F

M.

F.

4 1,382 1,426 2,808

1 822 1017............972 1,153 2,125
11

12.............
.
342359700

19

.
25
5.............

310

71

14111137

5...

Other
Per

Roman
wesicyan Other
Methodiste. Protestants Catholics.

357 318 317 120 121 907 1106

7

252853

1
5

2045

5

4 2,746 2985i5731

GEORGE F. WISE,
Agent for Immigration.

Government Immigration Office,
Sydney, 14 February, 1880.

APPENDIX D.
RETURN showing the Educational Attainments of the Assisted Immigrants who arrived in 1819.
CT.AaSIFIOATTON OF EDUCATION.

12 ycass of age and upwsrda.

Under 12 years of age.

Nationality.

Cannot read.

}

Read only.

Read and write. Cannot read.

Total.

Read only. laced and write.

England and Wales

743

52

235

67

43

1,668

2,808

Ireland ............................

233

15

62

138

47

1,630

2,125

Scotland ............................

215

20

03

6

2

394

700

20

3

7

2

13

45

3

1

7

5

37

53

1,214

91

374

218

3,742

5,731

America and Canada
Other Countries ..................

Totals ...................

Government Immigration Office,
Sydney, 14 February, 1880.

92

GEORGE F. WISE,
Agent for Immigration.
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APPENDIX E.
TRAnS AND CaL1NGS.

Males.

Scotland.

Ireland.

474

109

728

2. Mining—
Miners ...........................................27

(1

33

Totals ..................................

6

33

1. Pastoral—
Fanning and General Labourers

LM

I United States II Other
and
countries.
naela.

Eiilaitd,

27

3. Building Trades—
Builders.................................................
Carpenters and Joiners ......................
21
55
Masons ...........................................
42
26
Bricklayers .....................................
3
31
Brickmakem ..................................6
Plumbers.................................... ...S
Painters ........................................
16
Plasterers ......................................S
2
Totals ....................................160
52

1,320

a

IS
16

3

94
84
34
6
S
16
13

34

255

2
4

14
4
1]
28

4. Iron Trades—
Patterumakers ...................................
Engineers .......................................
3
10
Moulders ...................................... ...:i
Fitters ...............................
.......
..
S
Blacksmiths ..................................
19
5
Turners ...................................... ........
Brass Finishers ...............................
4
F
Labourers ...................................
I
7
Totals ..................................51.
12
5. Clotlung Trades—
Tailors...........................................
2
11
Boot and Shoemakers ......................
13
1
Weavers ........................................
1
Hatters ................ ......... ...............I
I

.. . .

Total,

.

Totals.................................

. .

26

1

5
10

9

72

4
2

19
JO
1

3

6

37

6. Provision Trades—
I
Butchers ........................................
4
Bakers...........................................
4
Grocers ...... .................... . ......... ..................

4
2

4
9
2

Totals.................................

0

7. Various Manufacturing Trades—
Cabinetmakers ...............................
5
Carriage Builders ...............................12
Glassmakers .......................................1
Zineworkers .......................................
Tinamiths ....................................
6
Saddlers........................................4
Peddlers........................................2
Totals...................................30
8. Miscellaneous Trades, including males
above 12 years of age, accompanied
by or coining to relatives .................83
Grand Totals of Males .................865
FEaiALie.
....
1. Married WTome n
Domestic Servants .........................
230
Other callings, including females
above 12 years of age accompanied
by or coining to relatives .................94
Grand Totals of Females .............

324

Government Imungration Office,
Sydney, 14 February, 1880.

¶1

1

13
2

6
7
2

2

38

21

2

4

136

207

813

16

1,906

55

780

10

016
1,077

21

29

76

809

2

4 148 a
2

14

2,141

GEORGE F. WISE,
Agent for Immigration.
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AP1'ENDJX F.
RETURN showing the number of those Assisted Immigrants who arrived in 1879, and who at their own
request were forwarded into the Country Districte,
Ii

Cliii- I Single I Single
dron. p onion: Men.

Itilanil Toinia.

Chil- Single I Single
dren. Women. Mcii.

SouTn—rontd.

NORTH

.2
Arinidale .............................
Branzton ..............................1
Barraba .................................1
Blandford ............................
Bundarra ..............................
.1
Bendemeer ........................... ..
0ope's Creek ...........................1
Coorabong ..............................1
...
Dungog ............................
P enman ............................... 1
Qunnedali ........................... I
)roxha,s .............................
liinton ............................... 1
hamilton ...........................
8
lnvercll .............................. 1
Lambton ............................ g
Maitland , ......................... 18
Mtrurundi ..........................1
Mmmi................................3
Muswellbrook .......................
Now Lambton .......................5
Paterson ................................1
Quirindi ................................
Scone ..................................2
.
Singleton .............................2
Taanworth ............................ 7t
Vegetable Creek .....................
Warialda ..............................1
Wallendbeen ...........................1
Waratali .............................. ..1
Wiokha ..............................1
Walisond ............................ 6
Wallabadah ............................

1

2

1
1

1
3
1

Tmnnna .....................................
Woodford ..................................
29
WaggaWagga ---------------------- 16
1
Young .................................- --4
raps------------------------------ --- - --2
2

...
1
... 1
12
12
3
6

WEST.

3

3
2

1
2

1
3
2

1
1
14
30
4
8
12
1

3

2

7
1
1
1
6

29
3
1

1

4

7

I
20
1

1
4
35

3

1
1
5

1
13

i

Sourn
Appmn................................
Adelong .............................
Albury..............................
Binnlong.............................
Braidwood ..........................
Burrows .............................
J3ungondore .......................
Betbungra ...........................
Berthong..........................
Bungonia ..........................
Bredaibano ...........................
Bowning ..............................
Begs.................................
Bombala .............................
Bowral .............................
Burwood ..........................
Cooma............................
Campbelltown .....................
Cootamundra........................
Ciunpbellflelds ....................
Douglas Park........................
Deniliquin ...........................
Duntroon...........................
]?nirield .............................
Goulburn ..........................
Glenlield .............................
Gunning..............................
oundagai ..........................
Gronfell ..............................
Hay....................................
Junee................................
Joadja Creek .......................
Kauguloon ..........................
Kangaroo Valley .................
Liverpool .........................
Moss Vale ..........................
Marulan ............................
Murrumburrali ....................
Manna Ficldq ....................
MitEnong ..........................
Nattai ................................
Parrinnatta..........................
Q ueanbcyan ......................
Sutton Borest ....................
Tumut. .................... .........

Inland Towns.

4
6

1
2

3

2
1

1

S
8
1

1
1
1

2
3
1

1
4

4

3
9

0

13
1
2
3
1

5
31

2
6

11
17
U
3
9
57
1
11
9

22
6
2

---

1
5
1
1
6
2
4
1

--

1
4
17
2

2
2
12
27
3
2

a
1
--2

1
3

Coast Towins.

4
4
5

3
1
2

Auburn Park ........ -............... - -1
15
11
Bathuret ------------------------------- -- 5
1
Bleyney ------------------------------ -- ...
2
Blaektown ---------------------------- - -3
Bowenfels --------------------------- ---Croydon---- ..... --- .................. -1
2
--..
1
Condobolisi ---------------------------- --1
1
4
Careoar ------------------------------- --6
2
Emu Plains -- ---------------------- ----1
Frogmore --------------------------- ---- ... ..
1
George's Plains ----------------------- 2
4
1
--.
Gulgong ----------- ------ ------------ --..
410
Hartley Vale ------------------------- - 5
Ji omebush ---------------------------- ---...
...
... 4
Home Rule .................... -...... - -1
Kahn- --------------------------- ----- ---...
12
Lithgow Valley--- .................. --191 49
3
--Maequnrio Plains ------------------- -4
---2
6
Mudgee --------------------------..3
Moloog .................................- -2
Muigrave ...............................- - Nowbridge --------------------------- --—
-- -.
O'Connell's Plains -------------1
19
46
Orango ------------------------------- 23
Parloos ----- ----- -------------- ------ ------- -- 1
2
Penrith - ------ ---------------- ------ -1
4
Rooty lull--- - -------- --------------- -- 2
-1
Richmond ------------------ --------- --- --- ...
6
Raglan ------------------------------- - -1
2
Rydal -------------------------------- --3
.......
Sofaia ---------------------------------South Creek ----------------------- ----11
Spring Grnvo ....... -................ - 1
4
Windsor ------------------------------- -2
S
Wellerawang ------------------------- a

I
1
10
8
1
2

15
Bulli ---------------------------------- 7
4
6
Broughton Creek ................
.
.
1
3
Bellingor River -------------------- - - --1
3
Brisbane Water ------------------- -- - -1
4
Buhladelah ---------------------------------- . 1
Croki .... -.................. ........ - ...
...
. -.
3
Clarence River ---------------------- -1
... 4
Cape Hawke ------------------------- -1
----...
Camden Raven ---------------------- -1
...
Casino ... ---- ...... -................. - -1
4
Graf ton ------------------------------- -12
29
3
24
Hunter's Hill --------------------- --- ---. -.
...
1
ICiama ... - ................. -......... - -5
7
9
7
4
1
Xompsey ---------------------------- -1
1
Kamoruka ---------------------------- -1
----Lismore .............................------...
...
1
1 ...
Moruya --------------------------------2
S
Morpeth ------------------------------ -------..
1
6
Mneleay River ---------------------- -2
5
2
6
... 5
Manning River ---------------------- 10
22
Merimbula ---------------------------- -1
...
...
3
Newcastle .........................--- 8Sf 190
55
47
Port. Meoquarie ...... -......-.......- 5
4
-.1
Pambula .........................-....
7
Richmond River ------------------- 6
17
23
Eyde ---------------------------------- 4
4...
Raymond Terrace .... -............. - ...
...
2
Shonihaven ........................... - 1
3
1
4
------------------------I
Shellharbour
I
-' --Terrigal ... ---------------------------- ... I ...
--3
Tat;lim ------------------------------- 1
3
...
7
Ulladuhla ----------------------------Sf 12
3
9
Wollongong ------------------------- 3ft , 70
4 33
...
.
Woonona ------------------------------1
Winghinin --------------------------- 2

718

8
Snncanr.

By Sea

Maniod Couples.

Children.

Single Women.

Single Mon

Souls.

192

397

95

211

1,087
S

138
247
165

34
96
68

84
150
133

425
765
641

947

293

688

2,618

.

By Rail—
North .........................................844
131
South ............................................
West ............................................874
Grand Totals ............. 495

•

= 990

LOCALITIEs.
North....................................... 33
South.......................................... 50
West.......................................... 36
Coast Towns........................... ..... 35
Total .................. 164

Government Immigration Office,
Sydney, 14 February, 1880.

GEORGE F. WISE,
Agent for Immigration.

Sydney: Thomss Richards, Goven'mcnt Printer.--1880.
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1879-80.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
'C

NEW SOUTH WALES.

*

PROGRESS REPORT FROM THE SELEC.0 COMMITTEE

ON

ASSISTED IMMIGRATION;
TOGTREB WITH THE

PROCEEDINGS OF THE COMMITTEE,

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE,
AND

APPENDIX.

ORDERED BY THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY TO BE PRINTED,

13 Jtly, 1880.

128. Dd.J

SYDNEY: THOMAS RICHARDS, GOVE1INMEFT PRiNTER.
1880,
459—A

720
2
1879-80.

EXTRACTS FROM THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
VOTES No. 77. TUESDAY, 6 APRIL, 1880.
6. ASSISTED huuGnnoN —Mr. Burns moved, pursuant to Notice,—
That a Select Committee be appointed, with power to send for persons and papers, to 1nquire
in to and report upon the expediency of continuing Assisted Immigration.
That such Committee consist of Sir Henry Parkes, Mr. Cameron, Mr. Greenwood, Mr. Garrett,
Mr. Jacob, Mr. Charles, Mr. Day, Mr. Moses, and the Mover.
Debate ensued.
Question put and passed.
Vorxs No. 79. THURSDAY, 8 APRIL, 1880
ASSISTED IMMIGRATION —Mr. Burns (by consent) moved, without Notice, That the name of Mr.
Barbour be added to the Select Committee now sifting on "Assisted Immigration."
Question put and passed.
Vons No. 91. THURSDAY, 6 MAY, 1880.
ASSISTED IMMIGRATION:— Mr. Burns (by consent) moved, without Notice, That the following Message
be carried to the Legislative Council
ME. PRESIDENT,
The Legislative Assembly having appointed a Select Committee on "Assisted Immigration,"
and the Committee being desirous to examine the Honorable George Henry Cox and the Honorable
Edward David Stuart Ogilvie, Members of the Legislative Council, in reference thereto, requests
that the Legislative Council will give leave to its said Members to attend and be examined by the
said Committee on such day and days as shafl be arranged between them and the said Committee.
Legislative Assembly Chamber,
Sydney, 6th May, 1880.
Question put and passed.
*

*

*

*

*

*

44

t

*

S. AssIsrn IMMIGEATION —Mr. Speaker reported the following Message from the Legislative
Council
MB. SPEAXER,
In answer to the Message from the Legislative Assembly, dated the 6th instant, requesting
leave for the Honorable George Henry Coy and the Honorable Edward David Stuart Ogilvie,
Members of the Legislative Council, to attend and be examined before a Select Committee of the
Legislative Assembly on "Assisted Immigration," the Council acquaiuts the Assembly that leave
has been granted to its said Members to attend and be examined by the said Committee, if they
think fit.
Legislative Council Chamber,
JOHN 11kv,
.S'ydney, 6th May, 1880.
President,
VOTES No. 109. THURSDAY, 10 JuNE, 1880.
2. Assrsrrn IMMIGRATION —Mr. Burns (by consenO moved, without Notice, That leave be granted to
the Select Committee now sitting on "Assisted Immigration" to make a visit of inspection to the
ship "Camperdown," lately arrived in Port Jackson with immigrants.
Question put and passed.
VOTES No. 127. TUESDAY, 13 JULY, 1880.
ASSISTED IMMIGRATION —Mr. Burns, as Chairman, brought up a Progress Report from, and laid
upon the Table the Minutes of Proceedings of, and Evidence taken before, the Select Committee
for whose consideration and report this subject was referred on 6th April, 1880; together with
Appendix.
Ordered to be printed.

CONTENTS

3

ASSISTED IflIGRATION.

REPORT.
THE SELECT ConuniE of the Legislative Assembly appointed on the 6th April,

1880,—" with power to send for persons and papers to inquire into and report
vpon the expediency of continv4ng Assisted Immigration," and to whom was
granted on the 10th June "leave to ma/ce a visit of inspection to the ship
'Camperdown,' "—have agreed to the following Progress Report

Your Committee have examined the witnesses named in the List,* and had • s
proposed to examine other witnesses in furtherance of the inquiry remitted to them;
but as Parliament will in all probabifity be prorogued on Tuesday, they beg to lay
the evidence already taken by them beforyour Honorable House, and to recommend
that the inquiry be resumed next Session.

No. 2 Committee Room,
Sydney, 9th July, 1880.

J. F. BURNS,
Chairman.

Ht o1.
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE COMMITTEE.
THURSDAY; 8 APRIL, 1880.
MEMBERS PRESENT
Mr. Bums,
Mr. Cameron,
Mr. Jacob,
Mr. Charles.
Mr. Burns called to the Chair.
Entry from Votes and Proceedings, appointing the Committee, read by the Clerk.
Committee deliberated.
Ordered,—That George Foster Wise, Esq., be summoned to give evidence next meeting.
[Adjourned to Wednesday next, at half-past Two o'clock.]
WEDNESDAY, 14 APRIL, 1880
MEMBERS PRESENT
Mr. Burns in the Chair.
Mr. Cameron,
Mr. Day,
Sir Henry Parke;
Mr. Jacob,
Mr. Moses.
George Foster Wise, Esq. (Agent for Immigration), called in and examined.
Witness handed in certain documents, which were ordered to be appended. (See Appendices Al to 8.)
Committee deliberated.
Ordered,—That Frank B. Treatt, Esq., and Mr. William Roylance be summoned to give evidence
next meeting.
[Adjourned to Friday next, at Eleven o'clock.]
FRIDAY, 16 APRIL, 1880
Mr. Burns in the Chair.
Mr. Barbour,
Mr. Cameron,
Mr. Charles,
Mr. Moses.
I
Frank B. Treatt, Esq. (Chief Clerk and Accountant, Immigration Department), called in and
examined.
Witness withdrew.
Mr. William Roylance (Secretary to the Trades and Lahour Council), called in and examined.
Witness withdrew.
Committee deliberated.
Ordered,—That Mr. Henry J. Windon be summoned to give evidence next meeting.
[Adjourned to Wednesday next, at half-past Two o'clock.)
WEDNESDAY, 21 APRIL, 1880
MEMBERS PRESENT :Mr. Burns in the Chair.
Mr. Barbour,
Mr. Cameron,
Mr. Day,
Mr. Jacob,
Mr. Charles.
Mr. Henry J. Windon (Secretary to the Amalgamated Society of Engineers), called in and examined.
Witness withdrew.
Committee deliberated.
Ordered,—That William Jarrett, Esq., and J. W. Watkin, Esq., be summoned to give evidence
next meeting.
[Adjourned to Wednesday next, at Two o'clock.]
WEDNESDAY, 28 APRIL, 1880.
MEMBERS PRESEWr
Mr.. Burns in the Chair.
Mr. Barbour,
Mr. Greenwood,
I
Mr. Jacob.
William Jarrett, Esq. (Manager of the Industrial and Provident Building Society), called in and
examined.
Witness withdrew.
John Wesley Watkin, Esq. (Secretary to the Sydney Permanent Freehold Land and Build&ng
Society), called in and examined.
Witness withdrew,
Committee deliberated.
Ordered,—That Mr. William Davies and Mr. John Dixon be summoned to give evidence next
meeting.
[Adjourned to To-morrow, at Two o'clock.]
THURSDAY,

THURSDAY, 29 APRIL, 1880.
MEMBERS PRESENT
Mr. Burns in the Chair.

Mr. Barbour,

Mr. Jacob,
I
Mr. Cameron.
Mr. William Davies (Chairman of the Miners Union, at Newcastle), called in and examined.
Witness withdrew.
Mr. John Dixon (Secretory to the Miners Association, at Newcastle), called in and examined.
Witness withdrew.
Committee deliberated.
Ordered,—That John Young, Esq., and Mr. Joshua Parr, be summoned to give evidence next
meeting.
[Adjourned to Tuesday next at Two o'clock.]

TUESDAY, 4 MAY, 1880.
MEMBERS PRESENT
Mn Burns in the Chair.
Mr. Day,
Mr. Charles,
I
Mr. Jacob.
John Young, Esq. (Contractor), called in and examined.
Witness withdrew.
Mr. Joshua Parr called in and examined.
Witness withdrew.
Committee deliberated.
Ordered,—That Mr. John C. Glue and Mr. Robert Meickhjohn be summoned to give evidence next
meeting.
[Adjourned to Thursday next, at Two o'clock.]

THURSDAY, (I MAY, 1880.
MEMBERS PRESENT
Mr. Burns in the Chair,
Mr. Charles,
Mr. Cameron,
I
Mr. Day.
Motion made (Mr. Day), and Question,—That the Chairman take the necessary steps to obtain the
leave of the Legislative Council for the Honorable George H. Cox, M.L.C., and the Honorable E. D. S.
Ogilvie, M. L. C., to attend and give evidence before this Committee,—put and passed.
Mr. John C. Glue called in and examined.
Witness withdrew.
Mr. Robert Meicklejohn called in and examined.
Witness withdrew.
Committee deliberated.
Ordered,—That Francis C. Brewer, Esq., and Mr. Herbert V. Wigg, be summoned to give evidence
next meeting.
[Adjourned to Tuesday next, at Two o'clock.]

TUESDAY, 11 MAY, 1880.
MEMBERS PRESENT :Mr. Burns in the Chair.
Mr. Charles,
Mr. Day,
I
Mr. Jacob.
Entry from Votes and Proceedings, granting leave for the Honorable George Henry Cox, M.L.C.,
and the Honorable B. D. S. Ogilvie, M.L.C., to attend before this Committee and give evidence, read by
the Clcrk.
Francis C. Brewer, Esq., called in and examined.
Witness withdrew.
Mr. Herbert Valliant Wigg (Intrisigrant per 11 1Y'orthbrook") called in and examined.
Witness to supply information as to the caffings of some of the Immigrants by the ship "Northbrook"
(See Appendiiz B.)
Witness withdrew.
Motion made (Mr. Day), and Question,—That a copy of the evidence taken before this Committee
be supplied to Mr. Wise by the Clerk,—put and passed.
Committee deliberated.
Ordered,—That the Honorable George H. Cox, M.L.C., and the Honorable B. D. S. Ogilvie, M.L.C.,
be requested to give evidence next meeting.
[Adjourned to Thursday next, at Two o'clock.]
THURSDAY,
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THUSSDAZ 13 MAY, 1880.
Mminggs PaEsIswr
Mr. Burns in the Chair.
Mr. Charles,
Mr. Barbour,
Mr. Day.
The Honorable G. H. Ccx, M.L.C., called in and examined.
Witness withdrew.
Cónxmittee deliberated.
Ordmd,—That the Honorable E. D. S. Ogilvie, M. L.a., be requested, and Charles Field, Esq., S. P.,
be summoned, to give evidence next meeting.
[Adjourned to Tuesday next, at Two o'clock.]

TUESDAY, 18 MAY, 1880.
MEMBERS PRESENT

Mr. Bin-ns in the Chair.
Mr. Charles,
Mr. Barbour,
Mr. Day,
Mr. Jacob.
I
The Honorable B. D. S. Ogilvie, 1tL.C., called in and examined.
Witness withdrew.
Charles Field, Esq., S.F., called in and examined.
Witness withdrew.
Committee deliberated.
Re-assembling of the Committee to be arranged by the Chairman.
[Adjourned.]

TUESDAY, 8 JUNE, 1880.
MEMBERS PRESENT :-

Mr. Burns in the Chair.
Mr. Day,
Mr. Jacob
I
Alderman George Withers called in and examined.
Witness withdrew.
John Macintosh, Esq., M.P., called in and examined.
Witness withdrew.
Committee deliberated.
[Adjourned to Thursday next, at half-past Ttho o'clock.]

THURSDAY, 10 JUNE, 1880.
MEMBERS PRESENT

Mr. Burns in the Chair:
Mr. Barbour,
Mr. Day.
I
Motion made (Mr. Barbour), and Question,—That the Chairman take the necessary steps to obtain
the leave of the House to make a visit of inspection to the immigrant ship "Camperdown,"—put and
passed.
Committee deliberated.
Re-assembling of the Committee to be arranged by the Chairman.
[Adjourned.]

TUESDAY, 6 JULY, 1880.
MEMBERS PRESENT

Mr. Burns in the Chair.
Mr. Day,
Mr. Barbour,
I
Mr. Jacob.
Entry from Votes and Proceedings, granting leave to the Committee to mak& a visit of inspection
to the immigrant ship "Camperdown,"—read by the Clerk.
Committee deliberated.
Motion made (Mr. Jacob), and Qnestion,—That this Committee do proceed forthwith to the "C&mperdown,"—put and passed.
Committee, thereupon proceeded on board the ship "Camperdown," and were received by the Captain
and Medical Officer in charge of the immigrants, and were conducted to the saloon.
Henry Kill (Immigrant), called in and examined.
Witness withdrew.
Richard Norwood (Immigrant), called in and examined,
Witness withdrew.
.
Alexander
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Alexander Goodwin (Isn'rMgrant), called in and examined.
Witness withdrew.
John Wade (Immigrant), called in and examined.
Witness withdrew.
Stephen Powell (Immigrant), called in and examined.
Witness withdrew.
Robert Nevin (Immigrant), called in and examined.
Witness withdrew.
William Anderson (Immigrant), called in and examined.
Witness withdrew.
Stephen Howell (Immigrant), called in and examined.
Witness withdrew.
Dr. Charles Henry Gibson (Medical Officer in charge of the Immigrants), examined.
William Cousens (Immigrant), called in and examined.
Witness withdrew.
John .Allmett (Immigrant), called in and examined.
Witness withdrew.
Committee having returned to No. 3 Committee Room, deliberated.
[Adjourned to Friday next, at Three o'clock.]

FRIDAY, 9 JULY 1880.
MEMBERS PRESENT

Mr. Bums in the Chain
Mr. Cameron,
Mr. Jacob,
I
Mr. Barbour.
Chairman laid before the Committee a letter from the Honorable John B. Watt, and also a letter from
the Reverend George Sutherland, which were ordered to be appended (See Appendices. C 1 and C 2.)
Clerk laid before the Committee the following claims for expenses attending before the Committee
as witnesses —Mr. Herbert V. Wigg, £2 is: 2d, ; Mr. John Dixon, £2 lOs. ; Mr. William Davies, £2 lOs.
Resolved, that expenses be allowed as follows :—Mr. Herbert V. Wigg, £2 is. 2d.; Mr. John
Dixon, £2 lOs.; Mr. William Davies, £2 lOs.
Chairman submitted Draft Progress Report.
Same read and agreed to.
Chairman to report to the House.
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George Foster Wise, Esq., called in and eramined:Ulàair;nam.] You are, I believe, Immigration Agent in this Colony? I am.
G. F. Win,
How long have you held that office ? Since 1st November, 1862.
2sq.
Can you tell the Committee, in general terms, what is meant by the system of assisted immigration?
All persons who come to the Colony under our immigration regulations receive assistance from the Govern- 14 April, 1889.
inent ; they only pay £2 per head per statute adult for their passages.
The remaining cost of the immigrant's passage is paid by the Government? Yes.
Have you a copy of the Immigration Regulations of September 19, 1870? Yes. I hand in a copy.
Can you tell us how many assisted immigrants arrived in the Colony during the years 1877, 1878, and
1879—the number of each class, and their professed trades or calling? The total number of adults who
arrived during those three years was 12,411, with 4,628 children, making a total of 16,989; they corn.
priscd farming and general labourers, miners, builders, ironworkers, makers of clothing, provision manufacturers, manufacturers. &c. I may be allowed to call attention to a fact worth recording, that is, the
large difference in the numbers of some of the classes who came out, comparing one year with the other.
For instance the number of farming and general labourers who came out during the three years was as
follows —In 1877, 1,295 ; in 1818, 1,218 ; in 1879, 1,320; the number of miners who came out was :—In
1877, 837; in 1878, 114; but in 1870 only 33 came out. The immigrants connected with the building
trades numbered 394 in 1817, 270 in 1878, and 255 in 1879; in the iron trades the numbers were 829 in
1877, 101 in 1878, and 12 in 1879; in the clothing trades the numbers were 110 in 1877, 58 in 1818,
and 37 in 1879; in the provision trades the numbers were 60 in 1877, 38 in 1878, and 15 in 1879; in
the manufacturing trades the numbers were 12 in 1871, 45 in 1878, and 38 in 1819; the immigrants
classed as miscellaneous (principally boys between 12 and 15 coming with their parents) numbered
283 in 1877, 187 in 1878, and 136 in 1879. The total number of male adults who arrived during those
three years was 6,889, that is 2,892 in 1871, 2,091 in 1878, and 1,906 in 1879. The married women who
came out as immigrants during the same three years numbered 2,528, domestic servants 2,398, other callings
596—making a total number of females of 5,522.
Then there is a less proportion of female immigrants? Yes. I have prepared a return showing the
number of immigrants who arrived during the years 1877, 1878, and 1879, specifying their sex and their
trades or callings. (Returu handed in. See Appendix Al.)
S. How many of the total number who came out during the three years named were nominated by their
friends in the colony? 7,219 were nominated by their friends in the colony; the depositors on account.
of those 7,219 nominees numbered 8,270.
459—A
9.
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G. F. Wise, 9. Can you name the districts in which the nominators reside? Yes, I have a return prepared showing
sq.
the districts in which they reside. (Re/urn handed in. See Appendzz A 2.)
10. Looking at the return, can you say how many of the depositors or nominators reside in Sydney or
144.pr
' the suburbs? A large proportion of them reside in Sydney or the suburbs.
Can you state now what was the total cost of this iinniigratioa to the colony during the three years
named?. No I cannot, because the account is kept at the Treasury.
What is the average cost of each adult immigrant? £15 to £16.
Will you explain to the Committee the arrangements that are made for the reception and distribution
of the immigrants on their arrival in the colony? Immediately after the arrival of a ship I go on board
and inform the immigrants that they have to be examined on the following day by the Immigration Board.
Until the Board meets no person can go on board the ship, nor can any person leave it. Those instructions are given to the captain. For fear there should be any misunderstanding as to when the immigrants
are to leave the ship, I have a printed notice issued infurming them that they can remain on board the
ship until I tell them to leave. On the first day after their arrival I give them notice that 1. shall be there
at half-past 8 o'clock on the following morning to take all who wislf to go to the hiring-room. All the
single women proceed to the Immigration Depot on the day of the arrival of the ship, where they are
examined, the next morning by the Immigration Board.
Of whom does the Immigration Board consist P Dr. Alleyne, the Rev. Dean Sheridan, the Rev. Canon
O'Reilly, the Rev. Mr. Wilkinson, Mr. Marsh, Water Police Magistrate, and myself.
What are the duties of the Board? It meets at 10 o'clock on the morning following that on which
the immigrants arrive at the Depot, and each individual immigrant is asked if she has any complaint to
make as to the quality or quantity of the provisions that were issued during the voyage, or any complaint
against aay officer of the ship, or the matron, or about anything that has occurred during the voyage.
These questions are put by the Chairman to each one as they are called up in alphabetical order.
After that examination all the single women who have been sent for by their friends, the depositors, are handed to those friends on production by the latter of the deposit receipt. This
precaution is taken to ensure the immigrants against being handed over to any but their friends.
No matter whether a recommendation is brought or nob, I do not allow any immigrant to leave
with any one who does not bring the actual deposit paper, or proves that be or she, as the case may
be, is the sender for the immigrant. Of course there are many women who paid to"ards their passages
in England, and they remain at the depOt until the hiring-day. In no instance, wives who come out to join
their husbands excepted, do I allow any one of these women to leave the depOt.; because, of course, I cannot
tell who may be their friends or relatives. On the hiring-day, which is generally about the third day
after arrival of the ship, all those who like to engage as domestic servants, and all those who have paid
for their passages in England, attend in the hiring-room. The hiring-day is duly advertised, and no
erson is allowed into the hiring-room withont first obtaiaing a written permission from myself. I never
epute that duty to anybody. If I have any doubt at all as to the bon&jides of the individual who asks
for an order of admission I decline to give it. By a rule which has existed for many years the
Government does not allow any female immigrants to hire with persons who keep inns or public-houses,
therefore I am very careful as to who I allow in the hiring-room. Everyone who goes in is supposed to
be known to me, or to present to me a letter of introduction from some well-known person. Whatever
may be .the number of women for lure they are generally hired within half -an-llou! after the hiring-room
is opened.
Do you mean they are open to engagement within half-an-hour? No; they are actually hired within
half-an-hour.
Has that been your experience throughout the whole of the last three years P Throughout the whole
of the three years. I generally give from a hundred to a hundred and thirty passes to employers to enter
the hiring-room.
Now, explain what is done with regard to the male immigrants P At 12 o'clock on the first day
after arrival the Immigration Board proceeds on board the ship, when all the married men, with their
wives and children, also the single men, are brought before the Board individually, in alphabetical order,
and each is asked whether be or she, as the ease may be, has any complaint to make against anybody or
anything connected with the ship. If complaints of anything like a serious character are made they are
looked into at once. But very often the complaints are of a very trifling character, relating to some loss of
clothes, &ce., or to some quarrel with other immigrants. Trumpery complaints are passed over; but any
serious complaint is at once looked into by the Board. For instance, if the complaint is that the meat is
bad, the captain of the vessel is immediately called and required to open the hatches and produce it
cask of meat for the Board's inspection. Then the Board selects a cask indiscriminately, and inspects the
meat to see if it is good or bad. Any more serious complaint, that cannot be settled in that summary maimer,
is dealt with by the Board subsequently at it special meeting. The special meeting is held on the
day following that on which the complaint is made, or as soon as practicable, and an examination of
witnesses takes place. The evidence is given verbally, but not upon oath. The result of the inquiries in
many instances has been that the captain has been fined in heavy sums. Fines of £100 or £250 are sometimes
imposed; a fewyears ago it fine of £500 was imposed upon the captain of an immigrant vessel. These fines are
generally inflicted for misbehaviour, or on account of the bad quality, or insufficient quantity of the provisions. One captain was fined £200 for not having a sufficient supply of provisions on board. Luckily
the vessel came into port all right, and the immigrants were not aware that the supplies for their use were
so nearly run out as they were. She had been out one hundred days, and it was only upon examination
that I found the supply was short. The captain and doctor admitted that if the vessel had been at sea
three or four days more there would not have been sufficient stores on board. They would not have had
a single candle, and a few other things ran short. The ship was fined £200; that is to say, the Board of
Immigration recommended such a penalty should be imposed. The Colonial Secretary has generally acted
upon the Board's recommendation. Until an inspection of the vessel has been made by the Immigration
Board no person is allowed to go on board. The inspection generally takes abont two hours, from 12
o'clock
I
until 2. I then a second time have all the immigrants collected and address them. I tell them
that I amthe Agent for Immigration—that I represent the Government, and that they need not leave the
ship until I tell them to leave, or until some gentleman from my office tells them—that they need not obey
ny one else who may tell them to leave. I then inform them they are at liberty to leave the ship at once,
and
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and that I am prepared to give free passes to all who wish to go into the country, and that a steamer will a F. W";
convey all who wish to go ashore, together with their luggage. The result is, that about one-third of them
immediately go ashore with the steamer, and I never hear anything more of them. I give free passes to
those who wish to go to their friends in the country, to Newcastle, or elsewnere. The), are at liberty 14April,1880.
to go where they like and do what they like after leaving the ship ; but I warn them that if they come on
board, again they must not bring any grog with them; and that they will be under the same discipline as
they were under on the voyage out. I inform them that on the following morning at half-past 8
o'clock I shall be there with a steamer to bring them on shore. I explain to them that I am then
going to take them to the hiring-room, where they may or may not hire, as they please. I
always advise them to hire at the first rate of wages offered. I say to them, "Whatever pay is
offered, you may depend upon it it will be a fair rate. A master will not attempt to impose
upon you, and you will very soon find out if he does." My advice to labouring men is invariably
to go up the country and take the first engagement that :offers. I tell masons that 1 cai]flot
advise them to go np the country, but I generally advise rough carpenters with families to go. I tell
them there is a difficulty in getting employment in Sydney as carpenters unless they have friends. On
the two foUowing days, from 0 to 1 o'clock, the immigrants may remain at the hiring-room, and may
engage with any persons who may desire to employ them. That system has been very successfully carried
out.
As to the distribution of the people? As to the hiring alone. For instance, last year, 1879, 188 married couples and 236 single men were hired in the hiring-room. This system of hiring has only been
adopted during the last eighteen months. I have thus disposed of three days out of the seven lay-days
allowed. I tell those who remain nnhired or on board that they will have to leave the ship in three days
time, and I offer them free passes into the country if they like to go. Some of them ask advice, which I
give them. I do not promise anything. When they tell me what kind of work they can do I advise
them to go to sueh.and-snch a place. The return which I hand in (See Appendix A 3) shows that during
1877-78-70 I have given free passes to 8,395 individuals out of the 16,039 who arrived, to proceed into
the interior of the country I have sent them to no less than 212 different localities. To the North I
have sent immigrants to forty-four localities ; to sixty-four localities in the South; to fifty-seven in the
West; and I have sent them to forty-seven coast towns.
Canyou furnish a return showing the rate of wages at which immigrants have hired on their arrival,
and of the different trades and occupations of the persons who have hired at those wages P I have a
return showing the current prices paid for labor in the colony in May, 1876, March, 1878, and March, 1880.
But does that return show the actual rate of wages at which those immigrants were hired? No, it is
a return which 1 send home monthly to the Agent General in London; I also send it to New York, San
Francisco, and elsewhere. It is headed: "Statement authorized by the Government of New South
Wales of the current rates of wages of labouring people in the colony of New South Wales, and the cost of
their house-rent, food, and clothing, to enable officers duly appointd by the Governor and Executive
Council to furnish necessary information to persons entering into engagements for service under the Act
of the New South Wales Parliament, 30 Vie., No. 29." That return shows, in a comparative form, the
rates of wages during the three years specified. There is scarcely any difference between the rates for 1876
and those for 1880.
But have you any record of the rates of wages for which immigrants have hired at the barracks here?
The average rate of wage at which women have hired is from Ss. to lOs. per week. I refer to domestic
servants. Amongst those classed as domestic servants are many children of from 14 to 16 years of age,
who obtain wages from 7s. upwards ; they of course bring down the average rate.
Could you furnish a return, may for last year, showing the actual rate of wages at which immigrants
have hired at the barracks in Sydney, or on board ship, in the various descriptions of labour; for instance,
farm labourers, mechanics, domestic servani.s, and so on P The average rate of wages paid to domestic
servants in 1877 was £24 iSs. a year; in 1878 the average rate was £23 lOs. 2d. ; in 1879 the average
rate was £23 7s.
What we wish to know is the rate of wages at which mechanics, farm labourers, and other classes of
immigrants have hired after their arrival in Sydney. Could you furnish a return showing the rates at
which they hired last year P No ; as a matter of fact scarcely any of the mechanics hire at the hiringroom ; most of them go into the town and engage in the town. I have often endeavoured to ascertain the
rate of wages at which they engaged, but never could ; after they leave the ship or the hiring-room they
are lost to inc. I cannot get at them. The first day on which permission to leave the ship is given more
than a third of the immigrants leave, and I never hear of them again. Those who hire at tho hiring.
room or from the ship obtain from £35 to £45 per annum—that is single men.
Farm labourers P Farm labourers.
20. Does that rate include rations P Yes, it includes rations and lodging. Men with wives and families
get from £00 to £70 per annum.
27- What class of immigrants have you found to be in most demand? Searoly any one comes to the
hiring-room to engage any but labouring men.
But you have, I presume, inquiries for different classes of immigrants ;—what class is in most request?
Labourers?
Of the males you find labourers in most request, and of the females you find domestic servants most
in request? Any number of domestic servants are in request, and amongst the males, labouring men and
farm labourers are mostly in demand.
Has it come to your knowledge that any of the assisted immigrants have been unsuited to the requiremenlu of the colony; have you heard it alleged or observed it yourself, that many of them are aged or
deerepid? Never; a deerepid man—a luau with only one leg, for instance, would not pass the Agent
General in London; lie would not be allowed to come. I have never known such a person to come.
Have you known any aged or infirm persons to come? An aged person, say one who is about seventy
years of age, would have to pay his own passage. During three years eighty aged persons have come to
this colony with their children, or with other relatives, but they have had to pay the full passage money,
namely £15. They were thercfbre not immigrants in the ordinary sense of the term—they were not
immigrants at the public expense. I hand in a return (See Appendix A 4) showing the number of persons
of fifty years of age and upwards, who have arrived under the immnigrat ion regulations during the years
32.
1877, 1878, ad 1879.
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. P. Wise3 82. I observed, from your statement as to the occupations of the immigrants who came during the year
q.
1878, that there was in that year a great decline in the number of miners P Yes, a large decline.
83. Have you any reason to suppose that coal-miners have come out to the colony under the designation
P
of agricultural labourers? I think it is very possible. I have on some few occasions detected such
persons; I have found that they did come out under false designations—not miners, perhaps, but
engineers. When I detect such a person I say, "You are not a labouring man; you had better
tell the truth; I am sure you are not a labouring man." The answer sometimes is, "No, I am an
engineer, but I have been obliged to pass as a labouring man." It has been notified in England and
elsewhere that miners and men engaged in the iron trades are not in demand in the colony.
34. Can you explain by what process immigrants are selected in the mother country? I have all the
documents sent to me by Sir Charles Cowper, when he was Agent General. They show how the
immigrants are selected, and what is done with them.
85. Can you state generally in what way they are selected P A detailed nominal list of those who have been
nominated in the colony is sent to the Agent General each month with full particulars as to their age,
occupation, and residence. On receipt of that monthly account the Agent General communicates with
the person who has been sent for. He sends them a form of application, which contains certain
questions which they have to answer. They have, for instance, to state their place of residence, where they
were born, whether they are married or single, the number of children, and whether any increase is
expected within the next four months; they have also to state the name, address, and occupation of their
late employer, and the time he worked for him, the rate of wages received, and when they left their
employment; the name and address of the minister of the parish in which they reside; whether they
have been in receipt of parish relief, and if so, for how long; whether they have been out to any colony
before, and if so, they must state to which colony they went, when they went, and by what means they
went and returned, and at whose expense. The applicant has to sign the certificate declaring that the
statements he has in
therein are true. The certificate has then to be signed by two respectable householders. They certify that the form of application was duly filled up before their signatures were attached;
that they have perused the statements contained therein, and believe them to be strictly true; that they
are well acquainted with the applicant, and know him to be of the calling stated, and believe him to be
honest, sober, industrious, and of general good character, and that none of the persons named in the
application are deformed, deaf, blind, lame, or idiotic, or likely to become a burden to the colony.
The form of application must also be signed by a physician or surgeon, who must certify that
he has examined the applicants named therein, and that none of them are deaf, blind, lame, idiotic,
or seriously mutilated or deformed in person, or in his opinion afflicted with any disease calculated to
shorten life, or to impair physical or mental energy, and that each person appears to be of the age set
against his or her name. He has also to certify that the applicants have all had the small-pox, or have
been vaccinated and are entirely free from every disease usually considered infectious or contagious; and
that all the applicants are capable of labour in their respective callings. The magistrate or clergyman of
the parish in which the applicant resides has also to sign the form of application, certifying that he
has examined the statements contained therein made by the applicant, and that he has no reason to doubt
their truth; and further, he has to certify, to the best of his belief, that the certificates of the two house.
holders, and of the physician or surgeon, who signed the form of application, are authentic, and that the
persons whose signatures are affixed to the certificates are worthy of credit. The applicants are informed,
on the margin of the form of application, that the sale of such form subjects theparty offending to a
penalty not exceeding £50 nor less than £2. When the form of application is duly filled up and returned,
the Agent General informs the applicant that he must hold himself in readiness to proceed to Plymouth
or other place of embarkation. A further letter informs them when they are to be reasly to go on board.
When the applicants arrive at Plymouth, they go to the emigration depot for a few days before the ship
leaves; they are there placed in charge of the Surgeon-superintendent, who rejects them if he thinks
there is disease amongst them, as sometimes is the case. I should say that if the statements in the form
of application are not considered satisfactory, the Agent General sends the applicant a printed form, duly
filled up, informing him that he declines to grant them a passage. The Agent General subsequently
sends out a full account of the transactions, and gives his reasons for what he does, and why the applicants are not accepted. The reasons are various: sometimes they decline to emigrate; sometimes it is
found they have been to a colony before; sometimes it is found they wish to get from New South Wales
to Melbourne, or some other place not in New South Wales.
36. I believe that you are one of the members of the Board appointed by the Government of this colony
to issue passes to the unemployed, to enable them to go into the country districts? I am.
87. Who are the other members of the Board? There are only two members—Mr. Fosbery, Inspector
General of Police, and myself.
38. How long has the Board been in existence? Since March, 1878.
39- Can you state in round numbers how many passes have been issued by the Board since its appoint.
ment? About 2,350, from March 8, 1878, to April 13, 1880.
Are you aware whether any of the newly-arrived immigrants have applied for freo passes? It is a
very rare occurrence. Perhaps one a week, or possibly two. It is a very rare occurrence indeed. By newlyarnved immigrant I mean an immigrant who has only been in the Colony twelve months or two years.
An immigrant is easily recognised by his dress and general appearance. Sometimes they recognise me
when I do not recognise them. But it is a very rare occurrence that an immigrant of twelve months'
standing or more comes before the Board.
Have you taken any trouble to ascertain the Colonial career of those immigrants who have remained
in or about Sydney? Yes. I impress upon them all, when on board ship, that I, being representative of
the Government, am their best friend; that it is my duty as well as my wish to do everything I can for
them; and therefore to let mekaow if they are in difficulties at any time, and I will do what I can for
them. I address these remarks to the whole of the immigrants, including the women and don1estic servants.
It is too often the case, I am sorry to say, notwithstanding their agreements, that demcstic servants are
dismissed without their wages. They come and show me their agreement, and I recommend them to some
solicitor, who generally obtains the money for them. As for the male immigrants I frequently hear of
them, or see them in the streets. When one of them recognises me I stop immediately. Sometimes I
am stopped in the street by a man who will tell me he came out as an immigrant and has done very well
indeed. I Oannot name any individual, but I frequently meet with such persons in Sydney. Yesterday
for
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for instance I met a man who came out by the 1'Earl Dalliousie" ; he told me lie was living somewhere near G. P. Wis;
Fit
Newtown, and has got a large number of cows. I constantly receive letters from immigrants, who tell
me they have done very well since they came out; and some of them express it wish to send for their
friends. In a letter which I received two or three days ago the writer says :-" I am very proud of this 14ApriI,1889.
my adopted country, and shall be very sorry to see that door closed that I came through."
Mr. Jacob.] Do you often receive communications of that kind P Very often.
Chairman.] In your last annual report you state that not above one half of the male immigrants have
been found willing to offer themselves for hire; that most of them prefer to go to their relatives or friends;
that a large proportion of farming or labouring men readily get engagements; then you go on to state
that some of them decline the wages offered them on arrival ; can you say what class of persons they were,
and what wages were offered them? Labouring men, single men, refusing LW or £45 a year.
Farm labourers? No, labourers, who refuse £40 or £45 at the hiring-room.
Mr. Day.] With board and lodging P With rations and lodging.
Giiairman.] They prefer to go away on their own account? Yes ; perhaps I ought to add that when
they do go away into the country the arrangements made on their behalf are these: They receive
forty-eight hours board and lodging at the place they go to. I do not order them to go to any particular
place ; I impress it upon them that they must choose the place they wish to go to, and then I will give
them the best advice I can; but they go at their own risk. When they have selected a place I give them
an order for maintenance for forty-eight hours after arrival at their destination. They go with that order
to the police, who take them to the best inn in the place. The police are authorized at their discretion to
grant maintenance for seven days to married couples, and four days to single men.
Mr. Day.] Should they deem it necessary? Should they deem it necessary. It is at their option.
The privilege of this extendQd maintenance was claimed by only twenty-five married couples during the
past year, and by two single men. The immigrants generally have been satisfied with the fortyeight hours.
I understood you to say you gave them board and lodging at the best hotels P I believe they are the
best hotels. The police send them where they like.
What are the charges? One shilling each meal, and one shilling for a bed. There is no
contract; the police send first to one inn and then another. The accounts are sent to me from the
different inns.
Chairman.] Have you during the past year or at any time experienced any difficulty in finding
employers for the immigrants, or engagements at the current rate of wages, especially with regard to
farm ]abonrers and persons accustomed to country pursuits? A great many go up the country who are
not engaged. When they go into the country 1 lose sight of them.
ViThat I want particularly to know is this: Is there any difficulty experienced in getting engagements
for persons used to country pursuits, whilst they are in Sydney, before they go up the country? A great
many who go up the country are disengacd.
Aft. Day.] have you found any difficulty in obtaiaing employment for persons used to country
pursuits? Yes, only a portion of those who go to the hiring-room engage.
Mr. Moses.] But do those who are willing to engage readily get employment? No, because there
are not a sufficient number of employers in the hiring-room.
Chairman.] As farm labourers? As farm labourers.
What becomes of them? They go into the country after the two hiring days are over.
Do you obtain any knowledge of them afterwards P No, as a rule I never hear of them again; if I
do hear of them it is oftener regarding their welfare than their ill success. I do occasionally hear of them
coining back to Sydney at their own cost.
Who are those immigrants who decline to accept the current rate of wages? They are labouring
men.
Are they farm labourers? Yes, farm labourers. What I mean may perhaps be best explained in
this way. There are say 100 men in the hiring-room; but there are only employers found for about 80
or 40. The others go into the country.
How often do you have men who decline to accept the current rate of wages? By every ship. They
are often those who come back again and take other engagements.
Do many remain about Sydney? Some few; they sometimes come to me for passes, that is how I
know. Almost as a rule the labourers go into the country, simply because I tell them there is no employment in Sydney.
It has been alleged that many of our newly-arrived immigrants join the ranks of the unemployed;—
now so far as your knowledge extends do you think that statement correct? I can only Ova one instance,
and it may be somewhat unfair to mention it. But I met an immigrant not long ago in Sydney, and I
asked him what lie was doing: He replied,." I am doing very well indeed." I asked him what it was he
was doing, and lie said, " Oh, I am doing nothing, and am receiving £1 a week for doing nothing."
Was be one of the unemployed? He was unemployed, and was receiving £1 a week for not doing
anything. There are many men who come to me and say they cannot get work.
Are they persons who have remained in Sydney? I can give an instance: On Saturday last a man
came to me and said lie was a married man and could not get employment, and was very hard up, and
wished to be sent into the country. I am only allowed to Benathern into the country within three or
four days after arrival. But if good reason is shown for a relaxation of that rule I use my own judgment
in the matter, and to give a free pass even after the specified time has lapsed. The man .f speak of said
his wife was very ill and could not go into the country at flrst I asked him to come again on Monda
morning, and I would give him a pass. The man gave me good and sufficient reason for so doing; but
have never seen him smce.
61. Was lie a farm labourer? Yes.
Has it occurred to you that some of the immigrants are of a class not required in the colony, that they
follow occupations which have not yet taken root here? Yes, the demand is linuted for boiler-makers,
engineers, fitters, and brass-finishers. Not; many brass-finishers have come, only 21 in three years. These
men do experience great difficulty in meeting with employment. A fter a short time I lose sight of them
and I take it for granted that they have obt:i,ined employment of some kind.
Do you meet with many immigrants who will take only light kind of employment, or who, from their
previous habits, are unable to do labouring work P That may apply to some few persons who pay their
67.
own passages.
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G. F. Who, 67. Not to assisted immigrants P You mean men who are not fit for work, who are not fit for hard work
sq.
as labourers ; such for instance as bookkeepers, &c., of whom very few come.
i' 68. But light porters and persons of that character F Several apply for situations as light porters. I
14April,188O. hand in a return showing the classification of educatiou of the immigrants who arrived under the lmmigration regulations during the years 1877, 1878, and 1879; also, a return showing the classification of
religions of the immigrants who arrived under the Immigration regulations during the same years.
(Returns handed in. See Appendices AS and AU.)
69, Have any immigrants been landed elsewhere in this Colony than at Sydney? Yes, in the year 185
one ship, and in 1855 four ships, bringing out 1,195 souls, went to Newcastle and landed them there.
Those immigrants are spoken of as railway labourers. At no other place in the colony have any
immigrants been landed who came out under Government regulations. From the year 1838 to the present
time no such immigrants have been landed in any place in the Colony other than Sydney, except those
who came out in the five ships which I have just referred to, and who went to Newcastle. I hand in a
return relating to this, and one showing number of deposits under existing regulations of 1876. (See
Appendices A7 and As.)
Mr. Day.] Do you think the present system of assisted immigration works well? It appears to me
to work very well indeed, especially for immigrants.
You think the immigrants who come here, so far as you are aware, have no complaints to make? As
a rule, certainly not.
And they have always found employment? I warn them over and over again, and advise them over and
over again to communicate with me if they do not find employment. As I rarely receive complaints I take
it for granted they are well to do, or at all events that they have got some engagement. As I have already
remarked, I do occasionally hear of immigrants returning from the country to Sydney at their own expense.
You take great interest in immigration of course? Yes ; and I may say 1 feel a great personal
interest in the immigrants.
It would be likely to come to your ears if many did not find employment? It ought to do; I have
taken every, opportunity to find out whether they have obtained employment or not.
What has your experience been? On one occasion I recollect a statement made in one of the
newspapers that certain immigrants who had been sent up to Yass were very badly treated; that
is three or four years ago ; there were five or six of them. Sir John Robertson was Colonial
Secretary at the time. He sent for me immediately and asked me if I knew anything of the
matter complained about. I said I knew nothing more than the fact that five or six immigrants
did go to Yass. He replied, I must send some one to ascertain the truth of the case. I sent a clerk from the
office to Yam that night, and he found that half of those mentioned in the newspaper had obtained employment; the others obtained employment within two days subsequently. On another occasion a notification was sent to the Colonial Secretary to the effect that a number of immigrants were ill, or dying, from
fever at Murrurundi. I think the doctor at Murrurundi confirmed the statement; and it was also said
that one of the immigrants named Chapman could not get work. The Colonial Secretary sent for me,
and inquiries were at once instituted by Dr. Alleyne as regards the fever. As for the man Chapman, who
was said to be wandering about in a destitute condition, unable to obtain employment, I may mention that
at that very time a ship had come into port with his brother-in-law on board; and the brother-in-law
showed me a letter from Chapman, in which he begged him to come up to Murrurundi as fast as he could,
as he could get employment for him. I handed a copy of the letter to the Colonial Secretary.
Has the system of sending immigrants up the country and ailowing them two or four days board always
been in existence P Under the regulations of 1870 people have always been sent into the country; but
the system of giving them two or four days board originated about two years ago.
Have you ever sent immigrants up the country and turned them out on the railway platform and
allowed them to go where they liked or could? Yes, if they were going to employers under engagement.
I am speaking of men who have been sent up to get employment. Have any of them been turned out
on the platform and allowed to do what they could, without provision being made for their getting a day
or two 's board until they were able to get employment? No ; if such a thing has ever occurred there has
been some very good reason for it.
Onalloccasions thissystem of taking care of these people for a few days after their arrival, at any specified
place in the country, has been adopted? Yes, at the places they chose to go to, They hold -,in order from
inc to the Superintendent of Police in the district; the, police understand that upon the production of
that document by the immigrant they have to find him accommodation for two or four days; the time
may, under certain circumstances, be increased to seven days at the option of the Police authorities.
I think you have stated in evidence that in most instances the immigrants have not availed themselves
of the longer period? I gather from the accounts I have had to pay that only two single men have availed
themselves of the extended period during the past year, and only twenty-five married people availed themselves of the privilege.
Have you found any immigrants who have been sent up the country, come back to Sydney and complain about not being able to obtain employment? Yes, I will not say that it often occurs; but it does
occur sometimes. They will perhaps say, "Oh, I was only offered £30 with board and rations, and the work
was harder than I expected it would be"; or make some other such statement, and they want perhaps to go
elsewhere ; but I have nopower to give them a pass to go elsewhere, and do not do so.
Afr. Atones.] What is the amount paid by depositors who send for their friends? £2 per head.
There is no charge upon the immigrant when not sent for by his friends here? Depositors nominate the
persons whom they wish to have brought out, and pay £2 per head for every adult. When they come out
they are handed over to their friends who hold the deposit receipt. Another class of immigrants consists of
those chosen by the Agent General, or who apply to the Agent General, and pay £2 each adult in London,
'What is your experience in regard to time domestic servants who arrive—are they generally experienced
persons who have been in service before? Very few of them.
If they were exporieaced the wages they receive would be very much higher P Anything they ask
they nsually get.
Notwithstanding their inexperience? Notwithstanding their inexperience.
The majority have not been in service before? The majority have not; beeu in service before.
Is the supply of immigrants of that description equal to the demand? Nothing like it. I
generally give from 120 to 130 permits to go into the hiring-room on each (lay immigrants arefor hire.
89.'
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U. P. Wise,
SO. Do you think a larger number of female immigrants could find employment here? Yes.
q
I notice that in 1877 there were 915 depositors, and in 1870 there were 1,532 (See Appe;zd&t A 8.)
a considerable increase ;-do you think that shows want of employment for people in. the colony? When
a person in the colony makes a deposit to send for a friend, it is I consider a proof that lie has obtained
or will be able to obtain employmentfor that friend when he comes. The increase in the number of depositors
show; I think, that there is increased employment for those who come.
I suppose the people who settle here would not send for their friende unless they could find employment for them? No, the nominees invariably go to their friends on arrival.
Have the immigrants on arriving here any means? I always try to discover what means they have.
03. And what is your experience? In one ship that came from America, the immigrants had in their
possession drafts on a Sydney mercantile firm to the value of nearly £1,800. That is an exceptional case.
But those coming from Great Britain? I always tell them when they arrive that if they have any
drafts or cheques, or bank notes, Jam the proper person to witness their signature. Ihave known
instances of immigrants bringing £200 or £300 with them.
The majority, I suppose, have some means? I do not think very many of them have as much as £20.
Some few have larger sums, say up to £100. One man called upon me who possessed £350 when be first
arrived, lie went to Cootamundra, and is now possessed of two flocks of sheep. He became a free
selector, and is doing very well.
00. Do any of the immigrants ship to the other colonies? Occasionally I discover it. But I never give
them the slightest assistance. I tell them, when they ask me for passes to go to iinother colony, that I
cannot give them one, and I point out that they have cheated this colony.
2fr. Jacob.] Have I drawn a correct inference froul your answers to time questions put by Mr. Moses,
that no immigrants come out to the colony free P None come out free.
Each one has to pay £2 P £2 is paid by somebody for each adult who comes.
I understand you to say that as a rule not more than one or two persons a week come to you for
passes to go into the interior? Yes; I allude, of course, to recently.arrived immigrants.
Have you any means of ascertaining whether immigrants supplant workmen in Sydney, which
induces those workmen to come to you for passes into the interior in the numbers you speak of? I cannot answer that question. I must say that many of the unemployed have said that it is rather hard they
cannot get employment, because immigrants are taken on in place of them.
You rather roused my curiosity when you said thata newly-arrived immigrant was getting £1 a week
for doing nothing? He said lie was getting Liii week from some Union for doing nothing, and that he had
been doing so for three months.
Mr. Oarncron.] Did you ascertain what Union was paying him the money? I did not; I rather
doubted the stateineiit myself.
Are there any immigrants on their way out at the present time? Two ships with immigrants.
how many immigrants are those two ships bringing P There are 780 souls in the two -ships.
105:Are many of those immigrants who are on their way connected with mechanical trades P The nominal
lists of passengers by those ships have not yet arrived.
100. Can you give any idea as to the percentage of mechanics who come out in each ship P The return
which I have handed in will give you that exactly, with regard to all who have come within the last three
years.
Have you any idea of the state of the mechanical trades at the present time in Sydney P Not
personally. .1 know that engineers, fitters, and boiler-makers find it difficult to get work. I send them
with a recommendation from place to place, and tell them if they cannot get work to come back to me.. It
is very rarely they come back.
That only refers to immigrants ;-have you any idea as to whether or not at the present time there
are large numbers of men out of employment in the mechanical lines? No.
Have you any knowledge of the state of the building trades at the present time P I understand that
buildore, more especially at North Shore, cannot get labourers.
Would it be asking you too much to inquire from what source your information is derived ;-is it
from the men or from the employers? From the employers. I am speaking more especially of North
Shore. The builders there often ask me to send them men when a ship comes in.
Suppose now that trade is dull in Sydney, say in the iron trades, do you know of any other town in
the colony which could absorb a number of ironworkers? No.
Not at the present time? No I always tell men of that kind, irenmouldcrs for instance, when they
come to me and tell me they cannot get work in Sydney that I will send them into the country to do what
they can, but that there is no iron moulding to be done in the country.
You do not know of any place out of Sydney where that class of men could be employed P I do not.
li-li. I-low are emigrants obtained in the mother country-is it by a system of advertising? Yes. Sir
Charles Cowper sent out to the Government an explanation of the whole routine.
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Prank B. Treatt, Esq., examined
115. Chairman.] I believe you are employed in the Immigration Department? Yes.
F. B, Treatt,
110. In what capacity ? As Chief Clerk and Accountant.
Eoq.
117. How long have you been in the department in this colony P I first came to the colony in February in r-'-m
1870.
.
lOApril,1880.
118.
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F.B. Treatt, 118. In the department? I have been in the department since May, 1877.
Rig.
119. I believe you were previously employed in the office of the Agent General in England? I was.
tl_ 120. Did your duties in that office bring you in contact with intending emigrants? With intending
16Aprñ,1880. emigrants who were resident in London.
I presume you are familiar with the whole system of assisted immigration? I am.
It is, I believe, the fact that upon the arrival of immigrants here, those who do not join their friends
are open to hire by any one who may desire their services? Yes.
What has been the class of immigrants who have been mostly open to engagement with respect to
their occupations? I cannot speak statistically, but they have been chiefly farm and other labourers,
persons employed in building and other trades.
Have you observed any difficulty on the part of immigrants who desired engagement either on
board the ship or at the depot? Those who are not engaged or forwarded up to the various eonntry districts,
leave the control of the Immigration Department and disappear among the masses of the community here.
Have you at all followed the career of those who have not been engaged upon their arrival? I can
speak with greater accuracy with respect to those who came out in the emigrant ship with me, the Earl
Dalhousie." I do not know one of them at the present time out of employment. I have made several
inquiries respecting them, inasmuch as I looked upon them as familiar acquaintances, having made the
voyage with them, and of only two or three out of the whole number have I heard unfavourable accounts.
Was that owing to any fault of their own? Owing to their own fault.
Do you recollect from your own memory, or have you any statement of the rates of wages at which
the different immigrants were engaged upon their arrival here P Farm labourers, single men, at from £30
to £45 a year; married couples, at from £50 to £65, with rations.
As to the demand for farm labourers and persons of that class, is the demand equal to the supply?
It seems to me to be increasing every year.
Have all the farm labourers been able to get employment at these stages immediately upon their
arrival? A large number will not accept employment immediately upon their arrival; they prefer to
exercise a little independence, and to see a little of Sydney. Some of them go up the country at once,
for which they obtain a pass by rail or water. I know of no farm labourers out of employment.
As to persons of other callings, have you obseived any difficulty in obtaining engagements for them?
Very few engagements among skilled artizans come under my cognizance.
I presume, when any immigrants are hired, some part of the work connected with their engagement
comes under your personal observation? Yes; in the hiring-room.
As a matter of fact as far as your information extends, how many on an average remain in or about
Sydney P I cannot speak statistically; but I should say from two.flfths to one-half go up the country by
rail or steamer.
What becomes of those who locate themselves here P I cannot speak from personal knowledge.
What classes of tradesmen or skilled mechanics find the most difficulty in getting employment? The
immigrants hired at the depOt are almost all farm or other labourers. Skilled artizans go out into the
town themselves in search of employment. Some come subsequently to the Immigration Office; for
example, the day before yesterday, three stonemasons-Yorkshireinen- came and stated that they could
not obtain employment. We had heard from Bombala that stonemasons were required there for the
erection of a Court-house, and passes were given to them to proceed thither. Subsequently one of them
returned, and stated that he had, since applying, obtained employment in town at wages commencing at
lOs. a day.
Has it been the practice for assisted immigrants to return to the depOt for information or assistance
when they have been unable to get employment? It seldom occurs.
130. Have you heard of these assisted immigrants remaining in or about Sydney? Not officially.
Of your own knowledge P Of my own knowledge in occupations other than that of an agricultural
description.
Of what classes were they? In the iron trade, and some in bmlthng trades who have been unable
to obtain immediate employment.
Have you had many of that class come out as assisted immigrants? A few; but by far the larger
proportion consist of farm and other labourers. The remainder are men of a great variety of trades.
How many skilled mechanics come out as assisted immigrants? The Agent for Immigration
brought a paper to the Committee containing the information. I could not speak with any statistical
correctness.
Has your attention been drawu to persons who have come out under designations different from their
actual trades or callings? It occurs sometimes.
To any extent? No.
Have you heard of coal-miners coming out as farm-labourers? Very seldom.
It has occurred P On one or two occasions.
Have you found any demand for coal-miners? Yes.
On the part of the proprietors of mines? Yes; during the past two years.
On the occasion of disagreements between the miners and owners of collieries? Yes, at that time
and other occasions. I may to permitted to explain that it occurs frequently In England that a man who
has worked as a coal-miner has also been employed as a farm labourer, and if he states that lie is a farm
labourer, and upon reference it is found that he has been so employed, he is permitted to embark.
Have you heard unofficially that any of the assisted immigrants have remained in Sydney and have
joined the ranks of what are called "the unemployed P' I have not known of one from my own observation.
While you were in the office of the Agent General did you pay any attention to the class of persons
who were coming out as immigrants? The class of immigrants who came out then were under the existing
regulations of 1873? They were chosen in view of the provisions contained therein.
Did they seem to be persons of good character and of industrious habits? The only persons of
whom I could speak are those who applied at the counter in the office at London. The others sent in
applications on printed forms.
Did they appear to be persons whom it was desirable to send out as colonists P Not from London.
I presume they were mostly artizans, or persons not likely to be in demand here? Yes, from
London.
.
153.
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158. But with regard to the people from the country districts of England P I cannot speak from my F. B. Treutt,
Lsq.
personal knowledge, because they went direct from their places of residence to join the ship at Plymouth.
As to the demand for domestic servants at the depot in Sydney, have you found it to be in excess of
6 r 188
the supply? The demand appears to be inexhaustible.
At what rate of wages? Running from Os. to 1.4s. or 15s. a week, with board of course.
150. Mr. Gzmeron.] How long were you in the Agent General's office in England? From October,
1875, until within a week of my departure from England in the emigrant ship "Earl Daihousie."
The only emigrants with whom you came into contact were those who applied at the London office?
Yes, with the exception of the "Earl Dalhousie" emigrants.
There are other agencies, are there not, throti;hout the United Kingdom? I understand there are
none at present.
Were there any at the time you were in England? There were throughout Euglhud, Ireland, and
Scotland.
In the principal towns, I suppose? Yes, and elsewhere.
Can you give the Committee any ideahow those agents were remunerated? They received los. per
head upon approved adult emigrants. I speak open to correction I think it was lOs. per adult.
Can you give the Committee any idea how many of those agents there were? About 100.*
I suppose by far the larger number of emigrants who sailed for New South Wales were those who
were sent to the office by those agents? On the contrary.
Could you give the Committee any approximate idea of the percentage of emigrants obtained through
the agency of these people? I cannot now, but I know it was very small.
What class of people did you find, as a rule, applied to the London office; were there more agricultural labourers than mechanics P There were no agricultural labourers-personal applicants.
160. They were mostly mechanics? They were mostlymeehanics, who personally applied at the London office.
And by far the larger number of persons you say applied at the London office? By far the larger
number of persons applied at the London office possibly, but by far the larger number of those who
were approved were from the country districts.
How did these become the subjects of approval at the London office if they resided in the countrywas it not through the medium of the country agents? The Agent General received applications from
those in London personally, but the applications from the country came by letter. The gross number of
applications is very different from the number of approvals.
Of course I am speaking of the applications that were approved. Can you give the relative percentage of the two classes? No, I could not,
In your opinion which class preponderated? The agricultural labourers.
With reference to the skilled artisans who came here, you say you have not mach knowledge of
them after landing here? No.
They do not wait any considerable time in the depOt for hiringpurposes? They do not.
Having left the depOt they are lost to your sight altogether? Yes.
174.. With reference to agricultural labourers, have you at the present time any coming out in ships now
on their way P Yes.
I suppose you have no idea of the number? I cannot speak statistically; I know that the far larger
number of the immigrants are farm labourers.
Have you any documents in your office from any parties in the country expressing their desire to
hire these people on their arrival P The hiring-room, since it has been established, has been the means of
causing these applications to fill off. The employers of labour now send to their agents, who come to the
depOt and make their selections,
As a matter of fact, does the Immigration Department make any inquiry prior to the arrival of an
immigrant ship, as to the localities where the men are most likely to find esnploynient? Yes, it has done so,
but not of late.
I am speaking now with reference to the two vessels now expected. Has the Immigration Department made any inquiries with reference to the parts of the colony where these immigrants would be likely
to find employment? No.
Have you any agents throughout the colony? None.
If people who have not been lured at the hiring-room wish to go up the country, I presume they
receive free passes? Yes.
Are these passes given to certain places upon the advice of any particular person, or at the expressed
wish of the immigrant himself? On the expressed wish of the immigrant lusclf,
ni
excepting when they are
going to their friends.
I am speaking of that class of people who do not come here to their friends. Supposing a man
comes to the colony, not knowing much of different localities in the colony or of their requirements, does the
Immigration Department make any inquiries or afford any information to these people as to the parts of
the colony where they may find employment? Certainly, in every case.
If an immigrant were to ask you to day as to the parts of the Colony where lie would be most likely
to find employment, have you any authentic information in your office that would enable you to form a
correct judgment upon the subject? We have no applications at present in the office from employers of
labour. Supposing a ship to have arrived here a few days ago, aid that I had been instructed this
morning to proceed on board and to despatch the immigrants to the country districts, after having
disposed of those going to their friends, I would then gather the others around me, and take their names
alphabetically. Those who worked at trades not fitted for country pursuits would be instructed to remain
for some time and to look about for themselves. Those who were fitted for country pursuitsagricultural labourers, farming men with families, after having had explained to them the capabilities of
various parts of the colony-they would then, of their own free will, determine upon the district of the
colony to which they would proceed. They would then be provided with free passes and maintenance
orders for a limited period, in the first place for forty-eight hours and afterwards to be left to the
discretion of the officer of police, to extend the time for a certain period not mentioned to the immigrant;
as from our knowledge of human nature we believe that if this were communicated to them they would
take the full benefit, even where it was not needed.
184.
Nom (on ravines)
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P. B. trestt, 184. Out of what fund are these expenses defrayed; are they charged to the Immigration Vote. They
%
are..
185. During the time you were in England I suppose advertising was resorted to very extensively P Yes.
pril, 1880. 186. in all the papers of the United Kingdom P No; that could not be done, as there are about 1,400
papers in the United Kingdom-in the papers published in the different country towns.
Were those advertisements inserted daily? .Accorthug to the discretion of the Agent General.
Ooul.d you give the Committee an idea of the sum annually expended upon advertisements during the
time you were in the office? I could not say now.
Have you any idea of the state of trade in and around Sydney so far as skilled artisans are
concerned, either of your own personal knowledge or officially? Officially, no; of my own personal
knowledge I should say things are depressed at present.
Do you think 'the supply of labour in the building trade is equal to or greater than the demand?
That is a difficult question to answer.
You think trade is depressed in that particular line? I do.
. Do you think it is depressed in the iron trade? 1 do.
1.93. What per centage of workmen, either in the iron or building trade, are unemployed? I cannot
speak as to the per centage; I do not think it is large.
Have you anythingto do with the issue of free passes to immigrants who cannot find employment in
Sydney? I have nothing whatever to do with the Free Pass Board.
Have you brought out many railway navvies? We may have brought out a dozen of thorough
Jnglish navvics within the last two years, not more.
Have you during the last two years heard of men going as railway navvies into the country who
have not been able to obtain employment? I have.
Have you heard of its occurring to a great extent? Not to any great extent.
Did you see a series of articles which were published in one of the daily papers upon the subject by
a writer under the swim deptume of The Vagabond ?" Yes; in those articles the immigration system
was found fault with, and it was said that men could not find employment.
Can you remember whether at that time these statements were true or false? I think it is not to
be expected that men should invariably obtain employment immediately upon their arrival in a new
country; I did not myself when I first came out here in 1870; you can no more expect it than you can
expect a tree to send forth its roots into the ground immediately it is transplanted.
You spoke, in answer to a question from the Chairman, of some farm labourers who, upon their
arrival find dilliculty in obtaining employment? Occasionally farm labourers with large families have
difficulty in settling down.
How long do you think it takes a farm labourer with a large family to settle down? When a man
has a large family it is a greater undertaking for him than for a young married couple without encumbrances.
Have you known many of these married men to be sent into the country with free passes to places
they knew nothing of before? Yes, married couples and their families by every ship.
Have such persons returned to Sydney? Yes, but not farm labourers.
In a state of destitution? No, not in a state of destitution.
Do farm labourers land here with much money in their pockets as a rule? Farm labourers-no.
Generally with only a few shillings, I suppose? I cannot say what they possess,,as there is often a
great deal of reticence on their part, and a desire to conceal what they possess; but I have heard in some
cases of as much as £200 being in the possession of an immigrant.
Of a farm labourer? No, of a small tenant farmer.
1 am speaking of farm labourers ;-does not a farm labourer receive wages sometimes as low as 128. or
15s. a week? They used to do so.
Even now they do not receive more than £1? No, not more.
I suppose very fewof these inca land here with a couple of hundred pounds in their pockets? No,
I should say none.
Do they land even with £20 or £10? I should think so, but I am not acquainted with the sums of
money they bring. I should say from the general ideas I have formed during the last three years that a
large number of them have been frugal and thrifty at home and have saved money.
As a matter of fact are there not a great many of this class as well as of artisans who land here with
not more than lOs., 15s., or 20s. in their pockets? Yes.
Would not the natural result in the case of men like this be, that if they went into the country and
were unable to obtain employment they must return to Sydney in a state of destitution? Yes, provided
they could return, I suppose it must he so.
What would become of such men ; would they be out of the cognizance of. the Immigration Department? I have never known farm labourers to return to Sydney, unless they have been men who have had
some means by them.
215: I am asking whether supposing such a person to come back, he would not be beyond the coutrol or
cognizance of the Immigration Department? He would.
218. And would mix with the ranks of the unemployed in Sydney? He would if he returned.
You said something about a certain demand for coal-miners, which has been I presume within the
last two years? Two and a half years.
Have you had any demand for coal.miuers lately? Not lately.
Are you aware that there has been any distress in the coal-mining community? From hearsay.
From the public prints? From the public prints.
Mr. Char-lea.] In the case of persons who have gone into the country and who have been unable to obtain
employment and who are destitute, do you recommend that free passes should be given them to enable
them to return? No second free passes are given.
Then it is hardly likely that a farm laborer in the country, with a family, could find his way back to
Sydney? It is hardly likely.
You have stated that you think Londoners are an unsuitable class to bring out? Yes.
That I suppose refers to males? To males only.
Are not female immigrants from London likely to make as good servants as those from the country?
Yes, for Sydney purposes.
220.
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220. And the London oce receives london female immigrants on the same 'terms as those from the F. B. Treatt,
country ? Quite so; my reference just now was to male applicants.
Mr. Barbour.J Do you think the country agents in England are of any advantage to the Agent Pff
TBApnl, 1880.
General in the way of selecting good emigrants P There are no country agents at present 1 believe.
When they existed do you think they were of any benefit? Some of them were good, but I think
there is always a temptation when IN. a head is offered, to pass over little faults. I should be disposed
to keep a sharp look-out over these agents.
Would you suggest any arrangement by which these men might be more useful in selecting immigrants for the colony? With respect to any suggestions might I respectfully ask that I may be
permitted to in
them in any remarks that may be made by the head of my department upon a
tuture day?
Do you think these agents are any benefit that they thould be continued, oi is there any way by
which
'are they could be made more useful in the selection of immigrants? I do not think on the whole they
are
I
of any further use. I think times have changed, that a wave of depression has passed over England
common with other countries, and that there is a greater disposition towards emigration than there
was, and that therefore the assistance of these gentlemen would not be required now, especially in view
of the lower rates we now charge immigrants for their passages.
Would not a man on the spot where these people reside be better able to select suitable emigrants
than the officials in London? The selection is not left in the hands of these local agents.
They receive applications and, I suppose, recommend to the head oce? The local agents simply
receive applications.
He is merely the medium of receiving and forwarding—a mere conduit-pipe? Yes.
What I want to arrive at is this: whetbcr the agents in the country, who would personally know
the greater number of applicants, would not be able to point out the men most suitable for the approval of
the Agent General? I do not like agents; I am always suspicious of them because of the lOs. a head.
Suppose the lOs. a head did not exist, and a better system were adopted, would they not then be an
advantage? I do not see that any other arrangement could be made with sub-agents.
Would it not be an advantage to your office if you received periodical reports from various districts
of the colony as to their particular wants, the special class of labour required;—would not this be a benefit
to the districts themselves, and to your department, as enabling you to supply immigrants with information as to the parts of the colony where their services wore required F Yes.
Would that be a good or bad plan? It would be a good plan. We have something of that sort at
present; but with reference to the last two vessels, we did not getreplies from the Clerks of Petty Sessions.
288. How do you get this information. Do you write to the various Benches, or arc they instructcd to
send to the ollice? A circular is sent to the Clerks of Petty Sessions, inquiring as to the state of the
]abour market in their respective districts. On receiving this circular they have been in the habit of
calling the magistrates together for the purpose of consultation, and the result of the meeting is communicated to us by circular.
Have these letters been written by you when you have had a number of immigrants on hand that
you have not known what to do with? No, it has been done at intervals.
Do you not think it is advisable that it should be done continuously? Not continuously, because that
would involve a large amount of work without any result in many instances.
What work would it cause? The sending of circulars to all the Benches of Magistrates, from many
of which we should never receive any returns, or where, from previous experience, we know we should be
unable to satisfy the demand for immigrants; for instance, the clerk of Petty Sessions at Inverell after
taking the trouble to collect the information and transmitting it to Sydney has never bad any immigrants
sent to invorell,
Would it not be better if instead of the vague information you receive from the country districts
when a vessel came in with a number of immigrants, the parties were to write definitely, "We can take
twenty or thirty of such or such a class in this district"? We know from our repeated communications
with the Clerks of Petty Sessions what is the demand for farm labourers, domestic servants, shepherds,
and other kinds of labour in the various districts.
21,9. You know only in a general way? Yes.
Would it not be better that you should know in a special way that there were five, ten, or twenty
persons required in a particular district; would not immigrants going to places under these circumstances
be more certain of employment? Yes; but we have sometimes had special applications for immigrants
before the arrival of a ship. The vessel has not arrived at the time expected, and the result has been
that the employer has not waited, but has supplied his requirements through other channels.
Would it not be beneficial if you bad returns as often as possible of the requirements of different
districts through the country? It might be a benefit.
Would it not be? it could do no harm.
Would you not have a greater certainty in saying to an immigrant "You can go to so and so,"
rather than leaving them in ignorance of the grounds upon which they made their choice, to go to any
part of the country they pleased? I think it would be better to send the people in drafts according to
the sizes of various agricultural areas and according to their wants.
These wants could only be ascertained by information supplied to you from time to time? We
know precisely where the agricultural people are needed.
You would know better if there were special applications for them? If we bad special applications
exactly timed to the arrival of a ship we would lot the men know at once.
260. Is advice sent to England from time to time as to the class of persons in greatest demand? I
cannot answer that 3uestion.
Do you think it would be any advantage to the colony if you were able to offer to agricultural
labourers, either with or without families, farms say of fifty or a hundred acres if they chose to go and
settle upon them in different localities P This question opens up a large subject which I could hardly
answer, except at considerable length and after serious consideration.
Answer it in a simple way: Here are half a dozen farm labourers with large families; you have a
difficulty in knowing where to send them. Supposing you could say, "Here are farms of 50 acres each
if you choose to settle upon them," would they be likely to accept them? No, for they would have no
money upon which to live until they could obtain a return.
.
258.
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men have £200? I was then speaking of tenant farmers.
were made to a tenant farmer, do you think he would be likely to accept it?
I should say yes, speaking from what I have observed.
16 prd, 1880. 255. if such an offer were made in the old count7, do you think it would be a means of inducing an
useful class of people to come out here as colonists? i: do.
Do you think it would be largely taken advantage of now that you say there is a disposition in the
old country to emigrate? The United States, British Columbia, and, more or less, the various Australian
colonies are all competing for the class of tenant farmers from the old country, and I think we ought to
put out pecial energies in that direction.
Do you think it would be beneficial both to the English people and to this colony to adopt such a
plan? 1 consider the Colonial interests.
253. You think if such an inducement were held out it would be largely taken advantage of? Fanning
prospects may improve at home, although exceedingly depressed at present; other States may be offering
larger inducements. It would depend upon the energy pub forth, as to the value of the outcome.
All success depends upon tho energy put forth. Do you think if this were put forth with energy by
this colony, it would be largely taken advantage of? I do.
Mr. Moses.] How long have you held your present position? Since May or June, 1877.
Has the supply of immianté for the last twelve months been larger or smaller than in the year
previous? Smaller.
202. Do you find any more difficulty in obtaining employment for immigrants now than you did in the
beginning of your career? Not among the farm-labouring classes.
Among what classes do you find greater difficulty in obtaining employment P The tradesmen and
skilled artisans leave our control almost immediately after their arnval.
You do not find any difficulty in getting them out of the barracks P They do not go into the
barracks. The married and single men remain on board ship.
Do not the tradesmen come on shore to the hiring-room? Yes, and they return each day to the ship
at 1 o1clock.
The only barracks you have is the hiring-room? Yes; for married people and single men.
They do not hang about depending upon the Government-they get away from the ship within seven
days of her arrival? Yes; but by every ship there are a certain number of men who lack self-reliance
and who hold on to the ship up to the last moment, and who, if the ship remained here six months would
like to stop on board until the last.
263. You have no difficulty in disposing of female immigrants? Not the slightest.
Could we absorb a larger quantity with great advantage? Far larger.
Persons who nominate theirfriends are increasing in number? Yes.
What class of persons do they generally send for? Mostly farmers and farm labourers, and domestic
servants.
I suppose that would be a proof that the requirements of the colony are in that direction? Yes.
People generally would not send for their friends unless they were likely to obtain occupation when
they came? ,No.
Who approves or rejects the applications in the old country? When I was in England it was done
by the despatching officer, the emigration agent.
Had he any Colonial experience? t one.
Do you think a person from the colony and who knew the requirements of the colony would be better
suited to a position of that kind? Yes.
What knowledge of the requirements of the country can a man have who has never been here? He
works under certain regulations, but he has no personal knowledge of the colony.
Mr. cameron,] Does this emigration agent receive any fees? No, he has a fixed salary. He is an
officer in the Agent General's office.
270. Do you remember what salary lie receives? It was £300, but it was increased to £350.
Mr. Moses.] Do you think a person with Colonial experience conld be induced to go to London to
take the position at that salary? I do not think so, for my own opinion is, the emigration question is
such a large one, that it requires for such an office a man possessed of great powers of observation, and of
scientific method. I think none of the Australian Colonies have gone into this matter with sufficient
thought, energy, and thoroughness.
In order to obtain suitable people as colonists should there not be a person appointed who was
acquainted with the requirements of the colony to select those who applied for passages? Decidedly.
Would it not be better to pay a higher salary to a person so acquainted than to pay a lower salary to
one who had no practical knowledge of the colony ? Yes.
Chairman.] flow many of the officers who were einployedin the office of the Agent Generaihad been
in this colony? None.
Do you remember how many officers were employed in the office and in connection with emigration?
The emigration agent, myself, and when I first entered the office, another clerk. The regulations of 1876
caused an increase in the staff, and three others were taken on.
Were they chiefly in connection with emigration? Yes; they had to attend to the ordinary duties
of the Emigration Department.
What duties had the despatching officer to perform besides those of despatching officer? He at
that time examined such applications as came from country and metropolitan districts; and when a certain
number of emigrants had been approved, enough to fill a ship, a vessel was chartered and embarkation
orders were issued.
Upon whom rested the decision as to who should be approved? In any case in which he had any
doubt the Emigration Officer would refer to the Agent General.
He in the first instance would approve or disapprove ? In the first instance he would approve or
disapprove.
Had lie ever been in any of the Australian Colonies? No.
290, Had he ever been out of England? Yes, he had been on board one of Her Majesty's ships of war.
291. In answer to a question of Mr. Barbour you spoke about the desirability of increasing the settlement
of fhnners in this colony;-do you think that persons having capital at their command would be likely to
enter
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enter upon farming in the firstinstance without previous knowledge of the Boll, climate, or markets of the F. B. Trentt,
E.g.
colony ? Not persons of small capital—in fact such persons ought not to do so.
Do you think persons of large capital would embark in these pursuits without some experience ? leA •
P'
They would come out and look around them for a time and live economically, as they do in the States of
America and in British Columbia.
hr. Cameron.] Are the emigrants medically examined before they leave the mother-country? Yes.
Since the abolition of these agents what means are employed to get emigrants? I cannot speak
from personal knowledge.
Do you know officially? No; I believe the applications come direct from the emigrants to the
Emigration Office in London.
290. Have you any appacations from employers in the building trade at your office for men? Not of late,
207. During the last six or twelve months? We have had some occasionally, not many.
You have said that you know now, without consulting the Clerks of Petty Sessions, to what pAte of
the Colony it is desirable to send these people P Yes.
To what locality would you send, say a batch of fifty farm labourers now ? Not to any one place.
Whore would be the more likely places to send them P They would be distributed, and would have
their own choice in the matter; but iFthey were not employed through any of the employers' agents, such
as the agents in. Sussex.street (for single men might hire outside and be forwarded at the expense of the
employers), married couples with grown-up families, of whom some of the children could be employed in
milking and other agricultural work, would be sent to the Bega District, some to Orange, Port Macquarie,
0-rafton, and other places.
With respect to tenant farmers, men who come out here with two, three, or four hundred pounds in
their pockets, do you think the mere inducement of a free passage would tempt persons of that class to
break up their homes and to go to a now and unknown country? No, I should say if a man is doing well
at home let him stop there.
If a man had four or five hundred pounds were not doing well and wished to go to another country
do you think a free passage would induce him to go to a country at so great a distance, or the inducements
held out when be got there? If we held out inducements as great as those which lead people now to
British Columbia or the United States.
Do you think a free passage alone would bring a man to this colony? Not alone to any considerable
extent.
With respect to the nominations by persons here you say they are on the increase? Yes,—
greatly.
You say you hold that to be a proof that the country can absorb them and requires the now
corners P Yes.
300. Is it not the fact that in many of these cases people here send for their friends from motives of
affection, and afterwards employ these new comers where strangers had been employed before? I
cannot say.
307. It is quite possible? It is possible, but not probable.
303. Chairman.] I think you said you had some observations to make on the subject of colonization
generally. You can either make them now or put them into writing and forward them to the Committee?
May I respectfully request that any remarks I may have to make may be incorporated in any report
that may be made to the Committee by the head of my department, the Agent for Immigration.
Mr. William itoylance examined
309. Chairman.] I believe you are Secretary to the Trade and Labour Council? I am.
Mr.
810. What is your occupation? Stonemason.
W. Roylanee.
311.. How long have you been in the eolbnyP Between four and five years.
tion P l6April, 1860,
1 believe the Trade and Labour Council have taken a lively interest in the question of immigra
Yes, we have taken a lively interest in the question so far as it affects the employment of the masses.
Could you, on behalf of the Council, furnish the Committee with a statement of the rates of wages
prevailing for the different trades and eallings in and about Sydney, and as to the demand for men in these
several walks of life? I can prepare one and furnish it to the Committee.
31.4. Can you say of your own knowledge whether any of the assisted immigrants who have been brought
out have remained in and about Sydney, and swelled the ranks of the unemployed P Yes, I meet them
in the streets frequently. I have known them to leave town and go into the country without
obtaining employment I saw a couple lately who caine out in the
who had been as fa.r as
Wagga Wagga seeldng employment, and who had returned unsuccessful. They were big strong fellows
who seemed fully equal to a day's work.
Of what calling were they? Farm labourers. I believe they were willing to take any work that
offered.
Are you sure they were farm labourers P Yes,they had been brought up to that at home.
flow long ago is that? Three weeks or a month since.
313. Have you met with any others in Sydney who have come out as assisted immigrants, and who are now
unemployed? I ha e had ihoun pointed out to me as having come out as assisted immigrants, but I have
not cross.exa,nined them.
How many of that class have you met? I could not say. I have met them in groups of two or
three, and so on in Sydney.
Have von met with any at Newcastle? No, I do not know that I have seen them there. I have
known them to come there seeking employment as miners and to fail.
321.. Were they assisted immigrants? Yes.
Are you sure they were not from some of the other colonies ? No, you can generally tell the
difference from their appearance, their clothing, and general bearing. They generally have a seafaring
air about them. You can generally pick them out at once.
have you known many of the assisted class who have been brought out as farm labourers, who were
in reality coal-miners P No, I could not speak definitely upon that point, but as to the working of the
ystein generally I know it is done. I have had that experience both at home and here.
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324. Do you think there are many -skilled tradesmen in and about Sydney who are unable to obtain
W. Roylanee. employment? Any amount-their name is legion.
325. In what trades particulafly P In all classes of building and iron trades.
16Apr1111880. 826. You think the supply of people in these different trades far exceeds the demand P Far. With
respect to myself I may say that I was out of employment nine weeks, although I am well-known in
town, and could always obtain work until lately. I did not know where to look for work, as there was
none going on.
327. Mr. Ganieron.] If it has been stated to this Committee that in the vicinity of Sydney gentlemen in
the building trades had been unable to obtain labour would you credit that P Decidedly not.
828. Could you, if an application were made to you, supply such a person with men? Yes, of any class
at the current rate of wags. In fact I may say with reference to wages that although masons wages
have been us, a day, Mr. Elphinstone, the contractor for the light-house at South Head, has been paying
his men but lOs.
Have any cases come under your observation where hewly-landed immigrants have been employed at
a reduced rate of wages, causing the expulsion of hands who had been previously employed? As a rule,
I do not like interfering with these people but I have been told that those who have come out have been
employed at lower rates than older residents.
Do you obtain that knowledge officially? Not officially, because my work has been such that I
could not go into these matters personally.
831. Have you heard that that has been the case in Government departments or on railways? No, not
in Government departments.
332. How many stonemasons are there in and about Sydney P Between four and five hundred.
833. Could you give the Committee a rough percentage of the number that would be out of work at the
present time P I should say 300 in and about Sydney.
Carpenters and joiners ;-what condition are they in? A similar condition.
Have they lately suffered any reduction of wages? Among carpenters there is generally what we
my call a sliding scale of rues, and I believe they have suffered all round. That they are working for
less than they would if trade were in its normal state.
886. Does that remark apply to the whole of the building trades P I believe it does, with the exception
of bricklayers. They say they have not suffered any reduction.
337. Are bricklayers at the present time pretty busy? No.
Are many of them out of employment? A good few, but not so many as carpenters and stonemasons.
Can you tell the Committee the average dnily wages of bricklayers? The average is about 9s. Gd.
a day.
M. Mr. .flJoeee.] Do they get only Os. Gd. a day? There are some getting ils.
Some of them, you say, get as high as us, a day? Yes.
Their wages vary from Os. Gd. to lls.? They go below Os. Gd., I spoke of the average. I would
explain that a great number of boys are employed in the bricklaying trade, and when a lad arrives at the
age of seventeen or eighteen he, if he is a strong smart lad, can often lay as many bricks in a day in
straightforward work as a man.
Speed is a great element in this trade? Yes.
What you wish to convey is that a young man of from 17 to 20 years of age can do as much work
as an adult P Yes, but he has not the experience, and would not be trusted with a job that would, be
confided to a more experienced hand, and' there is therefore a sliding scale of wages.
845. These men are unable to work in wet weather? Neither bricklayers nor stonemasons can work in
wet weather in this country.
That would take from their average earnings? Yes.
Masons in the mother country do not lose so much time? No, because the shed system is adopted
there-working under sheds. We have endeavoured to introduce it here, but it has met with much
opposition owing to the apathy of employers.
.348. Do you know anything of the condition of the iron trade? Yes, it is very bad.
349. Is it as bad now as, or worse than, it has been at any time during your experience? It is worse,
and those who have been in the country a number of years say it is worse than it has been at any time
during the last ten years.
350. You are aware that the Government have let a number of locomotives to two firms here P Yes.
351, Are the contractors not yet ready to take the men on for this work? Yes, but it has not yet made
the perceptible difference in the employment that was expected.
852. Is not that attributable to the fact that the manufacturers have not the templates and other patterns
of the work ready for active operation? No, I do not think it is so much that. I was told it would be
months and months before they would get into going order, but they did not attribute it to want of
patterns.
What did they attribute it to? I did not hear, but it was stated that so many men would not be
employed as was at first expected.
Statements have been made in the public prints that skilled artisans were so depressed that they were
working under the Corporation as pick and shovel men ;-have you had an opportunity of knowing whether
that is true ? I have heard it officially stated that it was a fact, such as engine-fitters. Some of the
delegates who have gone round to inquire into the state of trade have reported that good skilled men
have offered themselves for any work, such as dressing, or anything to keep the pot boiling.
Mr. Uharles.] You have stated that a great number of tradesmen are now out of employment;-are
the wages here uniform with those of other countries, or are they higher here than in England? They
are nominally higher here, but as I stated, in answer to Mr. Cameron'squestion, in reference to my own
trade, that although wages in the old country are nominally not so high the amount earned is made up by
more regular employment.
Tradesmen, I think, were all pretty well employed about two years ago? I think two years ago that
was not the ease.
Do you think if wages were somewhat reduced it would be an inducement for people to enter more
largely upon building? No, I do not think it would.
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358. Do you not think the high rate of wages has some effect in preventing people from building? No, I
do not. It may a little, but nothing to speak of; because the higher rents make up for the higher wages. . Ro1nn C O
There are now a number of unoccupied houses in Sydney. Rents here are far in excess of those paid in
16April,1
the old country.
859. But if there were more houses rents would go down? I do not know that. I Bee houses now
empty, yet rents do not go down. I believe there has passed a general wave of depression over the
industrial world, and New South Wales, in common with other countries, has suffered from this, but I
believe the suffering here has been aggravated by the immigration policy of the Government here.
300. Do you know the number of tradesmen that have been brought to this colony during the last twelve
months by assisted immigration? I have known some in my own trade.
Have there been 300 tradesmen brought in by assisted immigration during the last twelve months?
I cannot say. When I spoke of 300 tradesmen I referred to those who were nnemployed in my own trade.
The majority of immigrants who have been brought here have been farm servants? I do not think
they are the majority.
863. You think the majority that come in are tradesmen? Tradesmen and labourers, not farm labourers.
Would these labourers be of a class whose introduction would be likely to affect the employment of
tradesmen? It would affect the particular class to which they belonged. If they were labourers they
would affect the labouring class, and if tradesmen, the class of tradesmen.
1 am speaking of tradesmen. You say there are about 300 idle in and about Sydney? About 800
masons.
The introduction of farm labourers or labourers of any class could not affect their employment? No.
You seem to say that the introduction of these assisted immigrants has affected the employment and
wages of these men? No, I spoke generally when I spoke of the introduction of immigrants as affecting
trade. I spoke of the whole trade of the colony, of farm, building, and iron. All classes complained.
Do you know of your own knowledge that there is a superabundance of farm labour throughout the
colony? Yes, I know plenty of farm labourers about time city who take to pick and shovel work, or do
any labouring work about a building.
Do you think the city is a place suitable for farm labourers? Certainly not.
Do you think if these men were to go into the country they could not get employment? I am sure
they could not.
Is there any particular district of the colony where you are sure they could not get employment?
From official reports of persons who write to me I know it is so, and these reports come to me from all
quarters. I had a letter yesterday from Wilcannia in which my correspondent informed me that station
hands were reduced from 20s. to 159., and from 25s. to 208. a week, and I have the same information from
Arinidale, from Bulli, and from other places. Men are wandering about the country with their swags
unable to obtain employment.
Are you not aware that for years past there have been a number of idlers travelling about the
country with their swags—men who have no desire to obtain employment? I know there are idlers in
all countries; that class of men is not peculiar to New South iWales; but I know some of these men
prsonally, and they are able and willing to do a day's work if they can get it.
873. Have you seen in local papers advertisements stating that employment could be obtained in the
country districts? I have seen such but not many ; at the same time I do not think there was any
necessity for them.
You scem to know better than the employers themselves what their wants were? It is not a
question of knowing better what they want.
If a farmer wants servants and advertises for them, how can you say there is no necessity for
advertising? From my experience in Sydney; I know persons to advertise for hands when at the same
time hundreds are going about looking for employment. There are certain trades in Sydney in which
employers are constantly advertising for hands when they have no need for or intention of taking on any.
lIft. Barbour.] As Secretary for the Trade and Labour Council, can you state whether they, as a
body, object to all classes of immigration? No, we do not object to immigration at all, if it is necessary
—that is, the majority; but we desire that only those shall be brought out who are required by the colony.
At the same time we consider that there is a superabundance of all hands at the present time.
877, And for a time you think immigration should be suspended? Decidedly.
Would that remark apply to femaleservants—domestic servants? That is a class I could not speak
about.
As a body, have the Trade and Labour Council any complaints to make with reference to female
immigration? Our information is not explicit enough upon that head.
You say if proper regulations were adopted. Do you mean if agents in England, acquainted with
the wants of the colony, were appointed to select immigrants that would be a step in the right direction?
Yes ; if there were proper men appointed who really knew the wants of the colony. I had a lotterlately
from Mr. Joseph Arch, of the Agncultural Labourers' Union in England, in which it was stated that
lecturers went about who were not farming men and who knew very little about farming, and that when
these men went into agricultural districts the people paid very little attention to them, because they could
not give them the information they required with reference to farming in New South Wales.
881. Then the Trade and Labour Council do not object to immigrants of the farming class? We do not
object to them if they are necessary; but at present we do not think they are necessary. We believe
there are more here than the country can employ.
382. If facilities were given for additional settlement here, do you think that would be an advantage?
Yes; I think that would be a great blessing and a boon to the unemployed.
Is it your opinion that the country is large enough to absorb any number of immigrants of a proper
class if proper arrangements were made? Yes, for distributing them, and giving the men a start when
they got here.
Do you think if a system were adopted of giving them a chance of settling upon small farms that
would be an inducement to persons of the proper class to come out, and would be a benefit to the colony?
I think if a proper system were adopted for placing farm labourers upon the land and maintaining them
for the first twelve months; hundreds would be induced to come out.
38. You would give them an opportunity of settling upon the land, instead of entering into the general
labour market? Yes.
386
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I suppose, from your own experience, you are aware that immigrants who come out here as farm
labourers are induced by the temptations of town-life to remain in Sydney in the first instance, and to
seek for employment under the Corporation, rather than to go into the interior to seek occupation in their
16 pri 1880. own avocation? Yes; many would be induced first to seek occupation in town.
Is not that the reason you sometimes find farm labourers using the pick and shovel in Sydney? That
is one reason, but I have known men who have gone up the country in search of employment as farm
labourers, who being unsuccessful have returned to seek work in Sydney.
If these persons had an opportunity of settling upon land in the country there would be less inducement to them to remain in Sydney? Yes, the prospect would be much more encouraging.
Would it not be an advantage if the Immigration Department ece
rived information from the Government officials in the interior as to want of labour in particular districts P Yes, if the information were
authentic, and from sources that could be relied upon.
If upon the arrival of an immigrant ship the department received information from certain districts,
"We can take so many," would there not be less probability of these people returning to Sydney P
Yes, provided when they got there work was obtainable.
You think some system should be adopted by the department before sending immigrants to a district
to ascertain whether they were required there F Yes.
I suppose the Trade and Labour Council are not always inclined to grumble at a fall in wages if it
becomes necessary by depression in trade? We do not grumble at that. We take it as a matter we
cannot alter.
Do you not think that concession in wages sometimes induces additional employment? No, we do
not think it causes additional employment, but that dire necessity may compel it.
Are not concessions made with the view of getting additional employment P Yes, because the men
must get some wages upon which to live.
When trade becomes brisk again and there is an increased demand for labour of course you look for
better wages P Wages come up again as a matter of course; but it is a great mistake to suppose that
wages rise and fall just as the price of wool or flour according to the state of the market. Demand and
supply does not affect the rate of wages as it does commercial commodities. I think the system the
Government adopts in the matter of immigration, of running a ship into Sydney harbour, landing immigrants on the Circular Quay, and leaving them to take their chance either in the country or in town is a
most objectionable system. The only provision made for them is that they are given a railway pass to
some strange place in the country where they have never been before, and where they have no friend to
advise them. I think a Labour Bureau should be formed, and some attention should be paid to these
people after they are landed. I know the case of one tradesman who after walking about the town
trying to obtain employment at his trade was obliged to take a situation as boots at an hotel.
You think some arrangements should be made for supplying the Immigration Department in Sydney
with information as to the wants of the interior? I would take it out of the hands of the Immigration
Department. I would have a Bureau, whose duty it should be to look after these men who come hero.
.Mr. 210888.] I suppose you are aware that Government does make some provision for these people
by giving them free passes to enable them to go into the country? Yes.
Also that a number of them are sent for by their friends, who are in a position to receive them and
to advise them upon their arrival? Yes.
Are you aware that the number of depositors who are sending for their friends are increasing
very rapidly? I have heard the number has increased.
Do you think they would do that if they were aware that the country did not require farm
labourers? I do not think that is a criterion, as many of these persons are sent for by their friends or
relatives from motives of affection.
What parts of the country are you acquainted with? I have said before that I have lived in Sydney
and Newcastle.
You are scarcely in a position to give an opinion of the requirements of the interior if you have not
been out of Sydney or Newcastle? It is not necessary to go to Waggato know what is wantedtherc. I
have read Government hand-books and reports, and made myself acquainted with the subject in a variety
of ways, and we must depend for most of our knowledge upon the information derived from others. I.
have never been in the United States, and yet I have made myself acquainted with the circumstances of
that country through the medium of books and other sources of information.
From your personal knowledge you do not know much of the wants of the interior P Perhaps not.
I have been to Bathurst and to other places.
How are bricklayers engaged; by the day or by rod? By the day.
I suppose you are aware that a bricklayer can earn much more than lis, a day if he takes work by
the rod. How much can a first-class workman earn it day taking work by the rod? The prices are not
fixed by the Trade and Labour Council; it is a gross error to suppose that they fix or interfere with
wages at all.
AIr. Cameron.] They only collect information and exercise their influence in favour of the men?
Yes, and prevent strikes by it system of conciliation.
Mr. Moses.] You have a current rate of wages I suppose? Yes, we have a current rate of wages;
for instance, the current rate of wages for masons is us, a day, but we know that a number of men are
working for less.
For bricklayers? The wages are !Is.
At per rod ? \re do not recognise that system; the contractor takes it at per rod,
What are the wages of bricklayers' labourers F is. an hour.
How many hours do they work in the day? Bight hours.
Is that a full eight hours? Yes.
From the time of commencing to the time of leaving off P Yes, the meal hours intervening. They
work eight hours and are paid for eight hours.
Do the men in the iron trade work eight hours? Yes, in most of the branches.
Do any work less P No.
For instance if the men are employed outside the manufactory? Do you mean jobbing?
Yes. Is the time deducted from their leaving the factory until they get their time ticket? The
418.
man generally goes to the works and books his time, and then goes to his job.
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418. Is the time occupied in going to the job and returning to get his ticket included in the work? Not - Mr.
W. Rolaiice.
generally. On the first morning it may be charged but afterwards he charges his usual time.
41.0. You say there are 400 or 500 masons in and about Syrineyand its suburbs? I speak approxunately.
01 that number about 300 are out of employ? Of course it mast be borne in mmd that this is It 16ApriI,1880.
constantly migratory class.
Thai; would leave about 200 who are employed? Yes.
Bow do you account for the depression in trade? I account for it partly through over speculation,
and partiy through the state of the political atmosphere at home and on the Continent.
In the iron trade F 1 attribute all to the sane causes.
Do you not think that the importation of a large quantity of engines has somewhat caused the
dullness in this department of trade Fit has intensified it.
What are the working hours in your trade in the old country? 481 hours in some towns, 50 in others,
and 54 in others per week.
420. What are the working hours here? 43 hours.
Does the same apply to the iron trades ? 51 hours at home, 48 hours here.
Do you not think if the men here were to come down in the rate of wages, or to increase the number
of hours, it would prevent the bringing out of such a quantity of machinery as is now imported P I think
it would make matters worse. Suppose eight men wore to work nine hours a day instead of eight, it would
enable the employer to do vi thout the ninth in an.
Should we not be in a better position to compete with outside manufacturers? That is a matter of
speculation, but the other is a matter of certainty.
Do you think there is any chance of improving the present position by still holding out for the rate
of wages and for shorter hours? I. hardly understand the question.
You say thatin England the men emploved jul heiron trade work 54 hours a week at it lower rate of wages
than is paid here-do you not think if wages were reduced it little here, and the men worked a greater
number of hours employers would he in a better position to compete for the trade which is now sent
away? I do not think it would make any perceptible difference.
Do you not think it would be better for the men to have full employment at a lower rate of wages
than only partial employment at a higher? It is a mere speculation whether they would obtain fuller
employment ; I lia.ve heard this argument in England, where ithas been tested, but it has always fallen
through ; a capitalist would not invest his money in building, for instance, unless lie had a prospect of
retur]1? He could build a.t a low rate now-lie never had a better opportunity.
You say that at the lighthouse the wages of the men have been reduced from Its. to lOs.? Yes,
that is all all round reduction, and 1 have heard that there has been a reduction made in the wages of the
inca at i\[ort's dock; men, as a rule, do not like to ray that they are working at lower wages than the
ordinary rates, and we do not hear about it.
431. What is your recognized rate? us, a day.
Chairman.] You have stated that there has been a wave of depression over the whole world? Yes.
Do you think New South Wales has suffered more from that depression than any other country?
I do not think it has, excepting so far as it has been affected by local circumstances; I think the immigration system has aggravated the evil very largely.
Have you seen any signs of reaction during the last three or four months? Not a permanent one.
have you seen evidences of greater activity in the building trades? In the building trades there may
be signs of a little activity.
Do you know that in consequence of the restoration of confidence capital is more abundant thauit used
to be? The money market is not so tight.
Are you aware that the banking and building companies have reduced the rate of interest for deposits? I am not aware.
Are you aware that the deposits in the Post Office Savings' Banks and other Institutions of the same
spirit indicate the possession of a large amount of money among the industrial classes? Not more than usual.
Has your attention been drawn to the fact that as flue as returns afford it criterion we have a greater
amount; of deposits per head for what may be called the industrial classes, than they have in most other
parts of the world F You mean comparatively ; no.
With regard to the reduction in wages, do you find that the cost of living has been at all affected by
these changes? I think not-I. think it is about the same.
441. Do you think the cost of living is as low here as it is in England? Upon the whole I think it is
about the same, taking one thing with another, except with respect to clotlnng. I think good clothing is
much dearer here than at home. What we call slop clothing is about the same price.
I think you have stated that you could give a list of houses now to let;-in what locality are they to
let in Sydney? I passed two down in Wil]iam-street, on the cast I think.
Douses for the working classes? I do not know whether they are cal]ed houses for the workingclasses-working men often live in houses of six rooms, and let out a portion of them to others. Further
lip the street I found two or three others.
41.7. Are you aware that visitors from the other colonies, particularly from Melbourne, have remarked
how very thw houses there are to let in and about Sydney? No.
I-Live you been in Melbourne at all? No; in reference to house property I had a letter from an
official in the Council at Newcastle, stating that there were a large number of houses to be let there.
That does not apply to Sydney and its suburbs? No.
Are you aware that there is an immense amount of suburban property owned by mechanics wholly
or in part, through various building societies? Yes.
Areyou aware that that class of property is rapidly ext-ending? Yes.
JILl'. Gameron.] Are you aware of the maimer in which railway contracts are carried out in the
Colony ? Yes I have not been employed upon a railway, but I have received complaints.
What has been the nature of those complaints ? What has been complained of most bitterly is the
system of advertising for hands in the city papers where they have not been required; and the men have
found after travelling
t in o the cnuntry that; they have not; been required. Some parties seem to have It
system of keeping a stauiding advertisement in the city papers.
Can you name to this Committee any particular railway contract in connection with which there has
been thisstanding advertisement P Yes'; both north and south-Junee and Narrandera, and the section
between Tamworth and Gunnedah. Persons have told me that they have seen these advertisements in the
city papers when they have gone to these places there have been no such advertisements in the local
papers, and upon application at the works they have been told they were not wonted.
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Mr. Henry J. Windon examined
H.LWindon. 455. G/zairmam.] You are secretary to the Amalgamated Society of Engineers? Yes, to the Sydney
branch of it.

20APru

isso 456. What is your own occupation? I follow the occupation of iron turning principally.

457. Are you in business on your own account? I am working for one of the Sydney firms.
Have you been long in the colony? Twenty-eight years.
In what part have you spent most of that time? Most of the time in Sydney, very little out of it
in fact.
Have you seen much of country districts? No, very little, having served my time in Sydney; of
course I have been occupied in my business here.
Jb-. Gameron.] How many members have you in the Amalgamated Society of Engineers in Sydney?
About 270.
Are there branches in other parts of New South Wales P There is one at Newcastle, and there are
branches in all the Australian colonies.
Are there not in fact all over the world? All over the world ; there are over 400.
Do you, as Secretary of the Socict.v in Sydney, correspond with the iron-workers of the mother
country? Yes, -monthly.
Could you tell the Committee how many branches of the iron trades are admitted into the Amalgamated Society of Engineers? The turners, fitters, millwrights, pattern makers, planers and borers, and
blacksmiths.
That comprises the whole of the engineering branches? Yes.
You make provision, do you not, in your society's rules, for bringing workmen from one part of the
world to another if periods of depression exist in particular places? Yes, we have rules to that effect.
If there were it demand for extra hands here you would place yourself in communication with the
authorities of the iron trade in the mother country to supply that demand? Yes.
Can you tell the Committee what is the state of trade in the various branches of the iron trade jnst
now? it is very bad, and has been for the last twelve months.
What is the average rate of wages for the various branches of your Society? So far as our Society
men are concerned--into which a man is not admitted unless be is a good average workman-the average
wages is 14d. an hour in Sydney; that would be rather above the average paid in Sydney.
Is 14d. an hour paid to turners, blacksmiths, millwrights, and all the various branches? I think it
would be a little higher if you take all the branches together, and it might be a little below if you take a
single branch. For instance, pattern makers, who are few in number, may some of them receive 15d. an
hour perhaps 144d. would be a fair average to take in their case.
Can you give the Committee any idea of the number of iron-workers in Sydney altogether-men who
are employed in the iron trade ? I think 1 am within the mark when I say 600 engineers, boiler-makers,
from 200 to 230, moulders in Sydney and its suburbs from 120 to 130, pattern makers somewhere from
70 to 100, blacksmiths I could hardly say with any degree of accuracy, but I know there are a considerable
number of them.
Do you think that the men who are employed in these trades at any time have found fault with the
introduction of men of the same trade by assisted immigration? I might almost say that they always
find limit with it. For instance, take our own society ; it causes a great expense to our society, from the
ihet that if our members come out here the Sydney branch has to support them before they get employment. They obtain a travelling card in England from their various branches, and on their arrival here
these are placed in my hands, and the parties are entitled to the benefit of the society, the same as if they
were in England.
How does that entail expense? In this wise It places a larger number on our books while they
are waiting for employment, often from three to six mouths. At the present time there are I think I can
count six or seven men who have not done a hand's turn for months together, as far back as the time of
the arrival of the "La Rogue" One of these is a man named Hartley.
Do you know any number of skilled mechanics who have been compelled from the depression of
trade to take employment as ordinary labourers? Yes, several I can name at the present time who are
at labouring work and dressing castings in foundries, and as blacksmith's helpers
470. Statements have been made in the public press, from time to time, that skilled mechanics have
been compelled, in order to get a living, to take to pick and shovel work on our railways and under the
Corporation. Are you aware of any such eases? I know of two instances under the Corporation. I
know too that men go into the country and seek for employment and sometimes write to me that they are
compelled to take to the pick and shovel.
Have you had any eonsiderabl.e addition to your ranks for the last two years from assisted
immigrants? Yes, by almost every vessel there are never less than three or four, and sometimes as many
as six; three arrived by the last vessel " Norval," which in the latter ease entails an expense of at least
£8 a week upon the society.
Your society is not so much a bondflu trades' union as a society to provide for sickness and distress
among its members? Its principal objects are to provide for members out of work, for old age and
sickness. I have brought with inc a few of our latest annual reports which I shall be glad to give to the
members of this committee, and a copy of the rules and the last monthly report I am in receipt of, from
whichreport itwill be seen that although this societyhasbeenadverselycriticisedthe llonorableW.E.Forster
acknowledged that it had been of some advantage to England.
Have lot the Government at the present time a number of locomotives being constructed in the
colony? Yes.
480.
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Will not that have the effect of increasing th'e amount of employment in the iron trades? I was infr,
hopes it would have done. but from the statements I have received from some of the employers it will not H. J'.Wrn&on.
make the diWerenco 1 had expected. They say it will not increase the numbers of men employed in the 1
various shops by more than four or six fresh men in the different departmenl s in those shops which are 20 pr11 1880
confined to this job, because they had previously a sufficient number of hands.
if that contract were doub]ed do you think there are a sufficient number of hands to carry out the
work? *That has reference to the engineers it would require extra hands for boiler-making.
I would wish you to speak of the iron trade as a whole. Could you give the Committee any idea of
the number of iron-workers at the present time out of work ? 1 feel convinced that there are at least
200 engineers, and I suppose of boiler-makers, who number from 200 to 230, there are half; of moulders,
there are a large number out of work, and of pattern-makers also; and of blacksmiths a very large number.
You have for some years been connected with the Trades Associations of this city? Yes.
Have you any knowledge of the state of trade in the building trade? From all 1. can learn I believe
it is very dull, and has been for some time past.
Statements have been made here that out of about 450 or 500 masons in the police district of
Sydney some 300 are out of work;—would you think that a correct statement? I should think that rathsr
exceeded the number. 1 would not like to say there are not so many, but j: am about the city every day
going to work and to my meals, and I hardly think there can be so many. I know there are a large
number, but I do not think it would amount to that.
480. Mr. Day.] What are the objects of your society? principally to assist its memberswhen theyare out of
work, to provide for sickness and for old age, so that when unable to compete with their fellow-men they
may have a superannuation fund to f:ali back npon.
Are you bound by your rules to give assistance to all your members who are out of work? To all
our members who are out of work who are entitled to it by keeping their payments up.
They would not be members, I suppose, unless they kept their payments up? They can go to a
certain limit without ceasing to be members. A. man is not entitled to receive the pecuniary benefit
if he allows his unpaid contributions to exceed lOs., and some instances 14s. He would then have to go
without the benefit for a mouth. 'These provisions are made to compel members to keep up their payments
and maintain the fund.
Are you bound to afford assistance to all members whose names are on the books? Yes, if entitled
to it.
What assistance do you give them P lOs. a week for fourteen weeks, Is. for thirty weeks, and Os.
as long as they may be out of work even if it should be for the rest of their lives. Of course while they
are in receipt of the benefit they are not expeetcd to pay.
Have you any notion of how many are on the books? Within the last fortnight, through the energy
of the men in employ, they have decreased a little; but I find this morning on looking at the book they
have increased by five. Almost every week we have men who come from the other colonies encouraged by
the idea that they will be required in the construction of a large number of locomotives.
402. How many are there on your books who are now getting assistance? Seventeen this wcek. At
the latter part of last year and the early part of this we had twenty-five to thirty, causiag an expenditure
of £15 or £10 per week for donation benefit alone, as shown by my books for the week ending January
30th; besides these we had the sick and superannuated on the Both .January. We have not so many now.
One canse of the decrease in the numbers is that some of those belonging to our society, who have come
out as assisted immigrants, after tramping over the country in search of employment, and seeking it in
vain, have returned to England. 1 know two or threo who have gone by each trip of the Orient Line of
steamers at is. a month. i know on(, who went home by the" Garoune" as a coal-trimmer.
Have you any way of finding out whether these men have been offered fair wages? Yes, they would
be compelled to take them or to forfeit the benefits of the society if they refused.
How do you find out if they have been offered and have refused P Because if they applied at any
shops where there were members it would be known and would be sure to come to me.
405. They do not apply to the members but to the employers. Supposing an employer were to offer fair
wages and these men were to refuse how would it be known. 1-lave you any means of finding out whether
they refuse a fair rate of wages ? Sometimes the employer himself will mention that he has offered a
man work, and he has refused it. in such a case the man loses the benefit of the society. As an instance;
Not above sir months ago a man declined to work for the wages offered, and as the rate of wages offered
was within the average allowed, lie forfeited his donaf ion.
490. Then you have no certainty at all that some of the members on your book who are getting assistance
have not refused work at a fair rate of wages? I feel confident from the condition of the men that they
would not refuse it—they would he too glad to get it. A man met me no later than this morning, and
told me he had got a job to dig a drain at the lower end of Druitt.street.
From your position as secretary to the Amalgamated Society of Engineers are you in a position to give
us some notion of the state of the labour market with regard to immigrants when they come in P Yes, I
think so.
What has been your experience with regard to those people getting employment when they come
into this colony ;—have you found that large numbers have not been able to get employment? Yes, I
have always found it so.
Then if the Immigration Agent has said that is not the ease he has not stated the truth? Undoubtedly
he has not stated the truth if he has said that they get work, for I am in a position to state that they
cannot get it.
If the Immigration Agent has stated that the whole of the shipments of immigrants who have arrived
here lately have not remained above a day or forty-eight hours but have found employment, would that
be incorrect? It would be undoubtedly; I have no hesitation in saying so.
Is it within your knowledge that those who have not found employment have communicated with the
Immigration Agent? I know they have, and that he has given them a pass to the country.
1. suppose your information would be principally with reference to engineers and those belonging to
your association? Yes, principally to those, but our members are scattered about, and are in contact with
ethers
*NorE (on revision) —This snm'er
question should be simply "Yes."
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others who do not belong to us. I am known to a large number of men in and about Sydney in various
H.LWindon. trades from having been here so long.
Did I understand you to say that if work were plentiful here you would communicate with the 400
20Apnl, 1850. other branches and tell them to send out men P It would be my duty to do so.
You do communicate with these societies and tell them when labour is plentiful P Yes, each of the
branches communicates with the head office, and each branch is supplied with these reports.
Do you oflen have occasion to communicate with the head office that labour is plentiful here?
Seldom from Sydney, for we have always sufficient haiids to do the work. A.s a sufficient proof of that I do
not think any member of the committee can point to an advertisement from any of the Sydney engineering firms for an engineer, excepting perhaps, for one. of a second-class on hoard a small steamboat., within
the last two years. I may say that a little while ago, in consequence of the good harvests there, trade
was pretty brisk at South Australia, and they were short of hands, and in accordance with the rules of
our society the secretary of the branch there wrote to me, and we sent five away. Two of them found
employment about a fortnight after, and the others a little later.
500. AIr. Jacobs.] Do the members of your society fix the minimum rate of wages P Yes.
Periodically, according to the state of the markct P Yes.
Supposing members refused to receive this minimum rate, would they cease to be members? They
would have to show that they were competent and able to earn a higher rate.
If these men went to bc pick and shovel men would they take a less rate P They could take what
they liked.
And remain members of your society? Yes.
As engineers they are not allowed to take less than a certain amount-as labourers they are? Yes.
What they get is labourers is just to keep body and sonl together? Yes, that is what they take it
for.
Just to obtain a mere maintenance? Yes, those who take to labourer's work are employed chiefly in
inferior grades connected with their own trade; for instance, dressing-in moulder's shops-the castings.
Of course engineers are better able to adapt themselves to work of this kind than wiskilled labourers
from their general knowledge of engineering.
Then your society keeps up the general rate of wages for engineers P For their own members; they
do not interfere with any one else. But in saying that they keep up the rate of wages, I wish it to be
understood that the rules nrc not immutable. For instance, now that trade is bad and there is an evident
desire on the part of employers to reduce the rate of.. wages, I believo it will be found that the average is
lower now than it was. Six years ago the rate was 14*d. an hour, now it is 14d.
515, Mv. harbour.] Is that your average P That is the minimum.
There are higher rates than that paid? Yes, with reference to the rates of wages we find no fault
with the Monthly Labour Summary sent away, with this exception, that a larger number is represented as
receiving the lugher rate than is really the thet.
What is the maximun rate at present paid? There is one man to my knowledge getting 17d. an
hour, but he is a brother of his employer. That ainouiit is put down in the Labour Summary, but it is
quite an exceptional case. A. few get as much as lad., lod., 14'd., and some down to is. and lid, all
hour.
Are these men working in accordance with your rules, who are working for lid.? The only men
who are working at these rates by permission of the Society are young men who have just served their
apprenticeship. They are allowed to come in as junior hands at Is. per hour for a certain term until
they have qualified themselves for the higher rate.
51.9. Is there plentiful work for men as labourers ? I should think not.
It is dull for labourers as well as for tradesmen? Just so.
AIr. tTacsh.] Of course you speok of Sydney? I speak of Sydney.
Mi'. Barhour.] Supposing your members go into the interior hove you any cognizance of what they
are doing -do you control tlieiii in any way? Yes, they are bound to correspond with me as secretary
to inform me as to their whereabouts. Of course if they are out of work we must have an antlic.ut io
document to that effect if they apply for assistance.
If they go into a district where there are no established engineering shops, and can get only
occasional work, would they then be regulated by your rate of wages? lo, we do not compel them to
adopt any particular line of action when they get into the country, knowing that they can only obtain
casual jobs.
Your opinion is that at the present time there are plenty of tradesmen in the colony P Yes, I believe
so ; indeed I am sure of it.
Do you think there is an opening in the colony for any description of labour at all? That is a
matter of opinion. I believe the colony is large enough to receive, a considerable number of' people, and
as we all lice for each other, if the proper kind of people were to come there would be room enough for
them, and be a benefit to the country.
520. Then you do not object to immigration of a proper description? No; but so many come out who,
according to my ideas, are not of the proper description, but possibly my ideas might not beaceept:ed.
It is your ideas we want to get? 'there is one point upon which I have a strong opinion, and it is
this, that there are now such improved means of communication and facilities of transit that people are
able to come out here if they desire to do so,-that is, people who would be likely to be it benefit to the
colony. The cost is now so trifling that people could come out at their own expense, and that it is a waste
of public money to expend it in bringing them here.
'What I want to know is whether in your opinion there is any class of immigrants who would be
beneficial to the colony if we continued to bring them out under a similar system to the present. You
think it is not advisable to bring out tradesmen ? I am fully of that opinion.
For example, do you think it would be advisable to bring out people of the farming class P I am
afraid they lack the great thing that is needful-Colonial experience. They would find the circumstances
of the colony so different from those of the country they had left that they would be of little service
when they-arrived. They would also require considerable assistance when they arrived here unless they
had means of their own at their disposal for a time to enable them to look about.
Is not that a common thing with people of all classes who come here-they cannot jump at one, into
the position they like? I admit that,.
581.
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'With all these conditions do you think there is any class of immigrants who would be usof4il and
beneficial to the colony if they Were brought out P I incline to the opinion that the agricultural class H. J. Wrndon,
would be fhemost beneficial to the country, provided there werea suflicientiidueement, but 1 do not think 204 ru 1880
the mere factof ,in assisted passage being offered would be sulheieut I think it would be necessary to support them for a while after their arrival here.
Do you think if farms were offered 11 -era on their arrival that would be in inducement? I think
it would be more useful to give them to those who have come here and have helped to make the colony
what it is.
Your experience is principally confined to Sydney P Yes.
Do you think the country should still bring out female servants? From all I can learn, by bringing
them here we are only increasing the people somewhere else. There seems to be the same cry all over
the world.
'What is the cry P That servant girls are scarce. I know as a fact that in my own humble sphere
of life it is difficult to get a female servant if I want one.
530. Do you not think the country could absorb a number more of them? I believe there is room for
them, and that they could obtain eniploymnent.
lIft. Jacob.] You think we should increase the difficulty in the places whence they came? Yes, I
think we should shift the difficulty merely.
You think there is a scarcity of female domestic labour. I think so, from what I gather from the
public press.
Chairman.] I think you said you send home a regular report of the state of business in your own
particular line, to your societies, which are affiliated throughout England? Yes.
In the face of your reports that trade is so bad here, how can you account for a number of men
iii your trade still coining out to this colony as assisted immigrants? I ca-u to a certain extent by their
being induced to believe that the reports are not true.
Although you have authenticated them? Just so. They have been told that they could not be sent
out as mechanics, but if they liked to apply as farm labourers they could go, and they have so applied, and
have come out as farm labourers,
542. Do you know of your own knowledge that any parties in the iron trade have come out as assisted
immigrants, as farm labourers or agriculturists? There are three I know who have -one back again.
They w'eut back as coal-trimmers.'
.54:3. Do you know of your own knowledge that they were in the iron trade, and that they come out as
assisted immigrants under the dosignanon of agricultural or farm labourers P From what they told Inc.
514. You have only their word for it P I have oiily their word for it.
545. How long a-go is that? Within the J:st eighteen months these three cases have orcurred.
516. Have you known men in the iron trade who have had to come to pick and shovel work? Yes.
547. Were they persons who had come out here notwithstanding your reports of the bad state of the trade
hero? Yes. The first question 11 nut to them when they arrive here is, what brought them out and if they
had read my reports.
C IS. Are you sure that those who have had to take to pick and shovel work have becn assisted immigrants P Yes, they have come out in immigrant vessels. There is one notable ease which I am sure Mr.
\V'ise would know because the person has given him a great deal of trouble. His name is Robinson, and
he came out in the "Nineveh." He was assured he would find an opening upon his arrival, but he has done
very little work since lie came here.
I think you stated in answer to Mr. Barbour that work for labourers in Sydney was dull? Yes.
Do you state that from any knowledge of your own? Yes, from my personal knowledge.
and transit between England and this colony were
m
You also said that the means of comunication
nowso easythat aperson disposed to immigrate could easily do so;--do you know thecost of immigration?
From £16 to £20.Is not that a large sum in the estimation of the industrial classes in England? I adnmit that; but I
qualified what I said, and stated that persons who were able to pay for their passages would be of greater
yahoo to the colony, as they would more likely be able to provide for themselves for a time while they
were getting uscd to the colony, and obtaining means to subsist afterwards.
Is it within year knowledge that most of our successful agrieulturists have come out here as assisted
immigrants? 1 am not prepared to say that. I have no definite knowledge on the subject.
.31)'. Uamcrom.] There are a large number of labourers employed in the iron trade in Sydney? Yes.
Can you tell the Committee the rates of wages paid to them? From 28s. to 36s. a week blacksmiths'
strikers, boiler-makers' helpers, labourers about the yards, and so on.
550. They average from 28s. to 36s. a week? From 33s. to 369. a week for the bettor class of labourers.
557. Are many of them out of work? Yes, a great number.
555. Chairman.] Have they been long out of wom-k? I know some who have not done any work this year,
beyond a day or two occasional work for the Corporation.
Do you know many? Yes, personally, I know, twenty.
.211). Day.] Who have been out of work all the year? Who have not done anything all the year?
I know mechanics who do not belong to our society who would gladly take any wages they could get at
labounug.
Air. Oamerom.] Have you ever heard of eases where Trades Unions have paid immigrants landing
here not to go to work, when they were offered good wages? No, never.
You are pretty well acquainted with the rules of these several Unions P Yes.
Do you know any Union in this city which does this sort of thing at all? No, I am not aware of
any.
If you heard a statement made that that had been done by any Trades Unions, would you say that
that statement was untrue P I would unhesitatingly say it was untrue, for this roa on, that none of the
Trades Unions have been in such a position as that they could keep men from work'
31)'. Day.] I suppose you have plenty of experience among immigrants who arrive in this colony?
Yes, particularly those connected with our line, but Isee a great deal of those outside, many of whom
come in contact with me, and are introduced to Inc as shipmates by those belonging to our society.
566, 1 suppose you make it a- practice to learn all you can in regard to assisted immigration? I do not
make
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make it a special duty, but I glean casually, from the men with whom I come into contact, a good deal of
H. M
Windon. information, and knowinc as I do that so much money is spent, I have taken the matter into consideration.
Do you hear any complaints among those men with whom you have come into contact, as to their
20A ru 1880
having been deceived by the Agent General with regard to the rate of wages in this colony P Not as to
the rate of wages, as to the prospect of employment I have.
Have any of the men complained that the Agent General has misled them? Yes, they have said
that the Agent General told them they would have no difficulty in obtaining employment.
Although when they said this they were out of employment and had been seeking it for some time?
Yes.
Have you many complaints of that kind P Perhaps as many as a dozen or fifteen. I had one only
a week back from a man who was induced to come out. He is a German, and he told me that before he
came out he went and saw the Agent General, Mr. Forster, whose name lie mentioned and told him that
he was a locomotive engineer. Mr. Forster told him that he was just the man we wanted, that he would
readily obtain work, and gave him a letter to Mr. Wise. He also gave him his credentials copied from
the German into English.
Uhainnan.] Did he get employment P He is now employed, but not by the Government; he is a
first-class worlunan.
Air. Day.] From what you have heard from the immigrants who have come into communication
with you, have you reason to believe that the Agent General has misled them with regard to the rate of
wages or the prospect of employment? I should not like to say as to the rate of wages, but with regard
to the prospect of employment I-have reason to believe they have not found it exactly as they have been
told.
Have you ever heard a report in Sydney that some of these men who are walking about without
employment have said that they did not want any work because the Society is keeping them? No. I
know that no member of the Society dare do it. It could not be done without my hearing of it from
some one, and the parties would soon be punished, as according to the rules no member is allowed to be
insolent to an employer, or to boast of his independence as a member of the Society, either to his
employer or to any one else.
Mr. Jacob.] Have I drawn a correct inference from your answer to Mr. Barbour, that from your
practical experience, reading, and knowledge of the labour market, it is not desirable to continue assisted
immigration? Yes, that is my opinion.
Have you any objection to labourers coming out if they have the means of paying their passages and of
providing for themselves for a short time after their arrival. Do you not think that the field is wide
enough? Yes.
Ye do not approve of assisted immigration as at present carried ont F No, I do not.
Ohairman.] Your objection has special reference to mechanics because you think the market is fully
supplied? Yes, and to labourers generally.
You have no knowledge of the demand for labour in the country districts F No personal knowledge
exactly, but I learn from our members who go into the country.
Your members are mechanics? Yes, but they are prepared to take other labour in many cases. I
have an instance in my mind of a first-class mechanic who is now employed as a labourer at Messrs.
Brown's City Iron Works. He went up to work as a labourer on the railway extension at Hanging Rock,
and had not been at work above a fortnight when one of the contractors came up, and in a fit of anger
discharged him and over fifty others. This is only three weeks back. The consequence was that these
men hadnothing to fail back upqn.
These were all railway labourers? Yes, but the man to whom I refer was it mechanic who had gone
up seeking work.
Mr. Day.] Have you endeavoured to obtain correct information as to whether that statement was
true. Did you seek any confirmation of the statement? No.
It might not be true? It might not, but I have every reason to believe it is.
Did you make any effort yourself to find out whether it was true or not? I did not.
Is the maim in Sydney now? Yes, his name is William ltiddell, and he is working as a labourer at
Brown's City Iron Works. I know he is a man who would not tell an untruth with reference to this case.
He is a married man with a wife and children.
Chairman.] You think the labour market is well supplied both with mechanics and labourers? Yes,
we always have an influx from the other colonies.
580. An influx both of labourers and of mechanics? Chiefly of mechanics; labourers are hardly in a
position to bear the expense, unless they are single men.
How can you account for this migration of mechanics from other colonies if trade is so bad here.
Would they be likely to come to New South Wales unless they thought there was a better prospect of
obtaining employment here than in the colonies they wore leaving? I have asked the men when they
have brought their travelling card to me why they had come here, and they have said it was because they
thought they had a better chance of getting back to England from Sydney.
You say there are a large number of mechanics constantly arriving from other colonies—how long
has that been the case P During the last 12 or 18 months. The report that we were about to construct
100 locomotive engines brought engineers, boiler-makers, mnoulders, and others couneeted with the iron
trade; and the Exhibition brought carpenters, bricklayers, and others in the building trade.
The cessation of work at the Exhibition must have caused some disturbance in the market both for
persons in your own trade, and labourers also? Yes, it did.
From an answer you have given I iofer that before the Exhibition building was commenced people
were coming from other colonies to New South 'Wales? Yes, trade was declining to some extent, but it
seems to have got much worse since such a large amount of machinery has been imported. *
59t. Are you awsre that trade has been dull all over the world F Yes.
592. Must it not have been somewhat better in New South Wales than in other colonies to account for
the large ii,iinher who arriVe here from those colonies? I am of opinion that New South Wales has been
593.
better for trade generally.
* yorE (on rerac'ion) —This answer refers le the state of trade prior to the commencement of the Exhibition, and is in
no sens an answer to the question as quoted.
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Now, at the present time? No., I think they are all on a par just now.
It has been better here, you think? Yes, the majority of our manufactories are better, have had HJ.\indon.
better trade, no doubt.
When do you think the decline in the prosperity of this Colony as compared with others took place? 2OApnl, 1880.
I am not prepared to say there has been a decline in the prosperity of the Colony to such an appreciable
extent as there has been in the particular trades lately.
Do you think that all the demand for skilled mechanics can be supplied from the other colonies?
Yes, and from the surplus labour within this Colony.
591. Do you think there will be still a tendency on the part of mechanics to come to New South Wales
from other colonies? Yes, I do, because the colony has been in existence longer than the other colonies.
It is generally thought there are more avenues of employment in the various departments of trade, and
there is an opinion very general that men can obtain work more readily here.
If there had been this general opinion, and time had proved it to be LiThe, would not this have led
to the cessation of this immigration? I can hardly say that, because we have constantly in our report to
England tried to prove that there was no work here-still assisted immigrants come.
Are you aware that the men who are now walking about Sydney unemployed are assisted immigrants?
Yes, those whom 1 know are principally mechanics,
Row many mechanics do you suppose have been brought out as assisted immigrants during the last
18 months? I am hardly in a position to say, but from six to ten by each vessel.
001. Mr. Uarneron.j Of your particular trade? In the iron trade I think the "La Rogue "brought out
ten in the last batch.
Did they come out as mechanics? I do not know whether they came out as mechanics, but they
announced, themselves as mechanics when they came.
Do you think the depression in your trade arises from the influx of these assisted immigrants or from
persons coming from other colonies? From immigrants principally, for this reason, that they are not so
well prepared to hold out as those who come from the colonies; they do not know the rates of wages and
are glad to take anything that offers. Besides, when immigrants arrive by the same ship, two or three
families will live together at first until they are able to get separate homes.
604, Mr. Barbour.] Did I understand you to say that the wages of labourers in iron yards was 28s. a week?
From 28s. to 30s. a week.
005. Does the 28s. a week include board and lodging? No.
28s. a week is only 4s. Sd. a day? Yes, and many a man thinks himself lucky to get five shillings a
day. These are unskilled labourers.
Do you know what is the usual rate of wages for labourers at pick and shovel work on the road?
From Os. to Os. Sd. I think.
Is not about Is. the average? I think not. From the reports I have seen J. believe the Corporation
pay to hands who have been some time in their employ Is. a day, to others Os. Gd.
609, low do you account for labourers in iron yards being satisfied with 4s. Sd. a day when labourers
at work outside in the open air get is.? I. do not wish iron to understand that the majority get only
4s. Sd.
610. The highest rate you say is 30s., so that the average would be about 33s. or Ss. Gd. a day P Yes.
Gil. Are these men who are working alongside tradesmen who get a much higher rate of pay satisfied to
remain as labourera at 5s. Gd. a day, when people outside are getting is. a day as labourers? They would
gladly take Is. a day, but the men who are employed by the Corporation are only those principally who
are known to the aldermen or officers. Besides there is not a large number employed by the Corporation.
Are these rates of wages paid to youths or to men who are capable of doing a man's work? 45. Sd.
a day would be given to young men of from 20 to 22.
These rates are paid only to lads not to men? There are plenty of men, married men with large
families, who are in receipt of not'more than 5s. a day.
Is it likely that these men whom you describe as tradesmen would be willing to work as labourers in
a-n iron yard at 365. a week when they could claim assistance from your society as mechanics? They
would have to prove their right to assistance before they could get it- .
If the assistance had not been there, and the big wages had not been there, would they not have
been satisfied with the small ones? They would not have worked at the trade for it.
010. Not if the big wages were not there? If those were the only wages to be had. But if a *orkmau
know that his fellow.craftsman received higher wages he would be likely to ask for the same.
Thers is the probability that these men came out intending to be satisfied with the labourers' wagee,
and when they found tradesmen's wages were so big they determined to rank themselves as tradesmen?
I do not think that line of'arguinent exactly the thing, for they may have represented themselves as
labourers in order to get here; thinking we had got the work in our own hands they have when they
have come here determined to take their stand as tradesmen.
They are satisfied with small wages when they cannot get big ones P They are mechanics; but in
order to get here they have deceived those in power, as they would not obtain passages as mechanics.
Suppose you had a brother in the old country who was a good mechanic, he had a difficulty in getting
employment, and had sufficient means of his own to keep him for three months after his arrival in this
colony, I ask you whether, under these circumstances, you would advise him to stay at home or to come
out here? I should, seeing he was my brother, certainly advise him to come here if he could show me
that he had the money to keep him for some time after his arrival.si
Then i infer that you think if immigrants could get over the first three months from the time of
their arrival, there is a better field for their labour here than in the old country? Not if mechanics are
brought out here pell-mell.

* NOTE (on revision,) -Owing to the rapidity and direct-ness of the questioas put by 1r. Barbour, I must confess that I
was unable to make myself clearly understood in the answer given, which conveys a wrong impression, and I would wish to
altvr time answer in order to be clearly underst;ood, W11104 would be titus-" F should possibly, I;htrougli the ties of relatio,ishi1t
as a brother, be inclined to advise him to come here upon the distinct- understanding that lie could inure ale thmmt, lie had
sufficient means to keep him for some tune after arrival, and also with the knowledge that Ito was a- single
man, as under no
consideration would 1. be a party to inducing or advising a brother who was married to come here under Site present cii'enm.
stances connected with the labour market."
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621. But being properly selected? Yes.
H. J.Wmclon. 022. Not too many of one sort, you think then this would be a better field for their labour than the
r"
'N old country P Not in particular industries.
201priI,l880. 623. Do you not think there is in inijSression upon the minds of many in the old country, who are pretty
hard up, and have difficulty in keeping the wolf from the door, that ii they could get away to a iiew
country, if they did not get one job they would get another? I believe there is that feeling.
Do you not think it is better for such men to come here? I believe there is a better chance here of
beiiig kept from starvation ; but it is upon the working men who are already here that the burden falls
when they come. These people generally have some friends here of their particular class, and the burden
of keeping them falls upon them. i:t is no unusual thing to go round in the workshops to make collections for new arrivals nuder such eirenmstanees.* to enable them to return home.
1-lave you in those eases known people want to go home, preferring the old country to this, or from
some peculiar circumstances, such as a desire to see their friends or ,in ufifitness to adapt themselves to
the colony? No they have desired to go back because, after walking about the streets in search of
employment, they have been unable to get away.
These are only exceptional eases they do not often occur? By every one of the Orient line
steamers there are some who return as coal-trimmers or oilers at a shilling a month. By the last there
were two men, one named Macintosh and the other Macdonald.
Were there any special circumstances connected with those men that induced them to go? The
only circumstance was that these men had been out of work a very long time, and they believed there
was a better chance for them in the mother-country. 'There arc more shops to go to.
Chairman.] Were these men assisted immigrants? Several of those who have gone home have been.
I am not prepared to say whether those particular two I have just mentioned were.
029. You have said that some went back by the " Garonne" P Yes; I know some of those were assisted
immigrants.
How many? Two.
How long had they been here? Eight or ten months.
032. Were they iron-workers? Yes, both engineers.
Had they come out as iron-workers? That 1 could not say.
They c,ould not succeed in their own calling here? No.
Had they any special reason that led them to return to England except want of employment? That
was the only reason.
lIft. Day.] Are you quite sure, from your own kaowledge, that that was the reason? I feel confident it was.
They appeared to be in,
From the distress they seemed to be in.
Why do you-feel confident?
great poverty.
038. What wages were they getting on board the ' G-aronno"? They had a shilling a montlm, to comply
with the law, as they were required to sign articles. 'fhiev were working their passage home.
Then they were working for nothing? Yes ; and were glad to get home at that.
Are you quite sure that two engineers went on board the "0-aronne," and worked on board for a
shilling a month? I am sure there were four.
On what date? I forget.the date; the last time the " Garoime" went out.
You are quite sure that the last time the "Gronne" left here there were four engineers who went on
board, and worked there for nothing? They did not work as engineers, but were glad to do any menial
work as coal-trimmers or in any other capacity, in order to get home.
Jfr. Cameron.] Is employment more fluctuating in its character here than in England? No, 1.
cannot say that it is more fluctuating, but that the demand here does not increase to the extent of the
people who come here.
Chairman.] Have you known any of your trade to nominate their friends to come out here as
assisted immigrants F I am not aware of any.
I suppose you are aware that a large number of persons of different eallings have come out under
such circumstances? I am not aware that any of our particular trade have come out on the nomination of
their friends. I have no knowledge of any.
Mr. Oharics.] Are you aware of engineers going home at a shilling a month to see their friends
with the intention of coining out again? No.
047. Do you know a man of the name of Waugh, an engineer in the city of Sydney? I know him by
name but am not personally acquainted with him.
Do you know, that he wont home at a shilling a month? I was not; aware of it.
Is he one of the four you spoke of just now? No.
Did he not deliver a lecture on his experience of his voyage home and out? Yes, I saw an account
of it as read to the Engineering Association of Sydney. I know him by sight.
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William Jarrett, Esq., examined
Chairman.]
You
051.
are Manager of the Industrial and Provident Permanent Building Society? Yes.
w.
Jarrett,Esq. 652. in what year was your Society established F In January, 1871.
653. 1-low long hare you held the office of Manager P Since the commencement.
28Apri1,1880. 654. Can you tell us the amount in round numbers advanced by the Society for building and the like
655.
purposes you it was first established? About £501,000.
* Noru (on retirEes) -Many of whom say they would be only too glad to return home.
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655. What amount was still due to your Society on mortgages on the 1st of January last ? £298,865
Jarrett,Fsq.
2s. 5d.
056. To what class has your advances for the most part been made? Principally among the working ZSA HI 1880
classes, or to those who have raised themselves a little above their fellows, and who require houses of
their own.
657. Were the properties upon which you made advances chiefly in the suburbs? Yes, or within 5 or
6 miles of the city.
055. For the most part in the suburbs? Yes, iii the city and suburbs.
What has been your experience as to the fulfilment of their obligations on the part of the borrowers
They have paid up very well ; we have not had £100 loss since the Society first started. We have sold
very few properties, and those Ave have sold belonged to parties who never do pay well and cannot be
coaxed into paying-people who probably give way to drink, some of them. I do not suppose we have
sold ten properties since we have started.
Has your experience led you to the conclusion that the industrial classes of the city and suburbs are
of thrifty habits and in a prosperous state? Certain classes are not so well off-clerks for instancebut so far as mechanics are concerned in the building trade they have generally been well DII' during the
last few years, until within about five or six months.
What amount did you advance upon mortgage in 1878? £78,500.
In 1879 P £132,874 in round numbers.
I believe that like other Societies of the kind your business was curtailed to a large extent by the
stringency of the money market P In 1878 we could have lent a great deal more; also during the first
few months of 1879 we could have lent one-fourth more than we did; we could have easily lent £50,000
more.
601. From what class do the applications chiefly come? They are for suburban properties; most of our
appilcatsons are for houses from £200 to £450 or £500.
You could have lent much more last year if you had had a sufficient supply of capital at your command? Yes.
Have you experienced a change in the condition of the money market during the present year P
There has been a great difference during the last two or three months.
067. Have you not also reduced the rate of interest on deposits? Yes, we have reduced that 1 per
cent., and we shall reduce that still more.
In consequence of your supply of capital being so much greater than formerly P Yes.
I believe the reduction is common to all Building Societies? Yes; I think so.
And banks also? And banks also.
What amount did you hold on deposit on the 1st of January last? £174,000; that is simply
deposits.
672. From what class do you get these deposits P Although some of the working classes who are very
thrifty make them by far the larger portion comes from capitalists.
Could you give the Committee some idea of the, amount advanced by all the Building Societies of
this city upon buildings or for building purposes in 1878 or 1879? In 1879 I should think about a third
of a million. I think we lent one-third of a million in 1879, which is as much as the three leading Building
Societies put together, perhaps a little more.
You are aware that the Savings Rank also advances upon mortgages? Yes; but they do not lend
so large a proportion upon buildings as the Societies, although they charge less for interest, and therefore
people generally cannot avail themselves of the advantages that Savings' Banks offer.
I presume that your duties bring you largely into contact with architects, builders, and persons
connected with the building trade in Sydney and its suburbs? Yes, to a considerable extent.
If you were told that there were at the present time two or three hundred masons unemployed in
Sydney would you believe it P I believe there are more masons unemployed than any other workmen in
the building trade. Their trade has not been very brisk for some years. They are not like some others,
as plasterers, carpenters, and bricklayers ; plumbers it has been difficult to get, but I think the market is
overstocked with masons.
What is the impression you have formed from your intercourse with professional architects and
builders as to the present condition of the building trades in Sydney and its suburbs P For the last five
or six months it has generally been slack, but for the five or six years previously the trade was very brisk,
you could hardly get mechanics at the building trades. Indeed a plasterer would not undertake a job
out of town, at a place like Ashlield, unless the employer paid for their carriage, or sent them by a
spring cart.
What is the present position of persons in the building trades P It is not so good. Now if a job
is advertised in all architect's office there is a great deal of competition for it, and the consequence is that
houses are built very cheaply. Indeed in many eases I believe the contractors are losing. Last year you
could hardly get men to tender.
To what do you attribute the excessive competition P There must be an excessive supply for imuinediate requirements.
Owing to assisted immigration or to immigration from other colonies? I could not say. I dare say
a great many come from other colonies. People have been building very largely in the suburbs of Sydney
lately, and it may be overdone. There are many more houses now empty than there were.
Since when? The last four or five months. I have had five empty out of six in a good position at
the Glebe.
682, How do you account for so many houses being empty? In my easel attribute it to the fact that
there have been so many houses built on Pyrmont lately, and many people like to go into new houses,
perhaps too it may be because they are a little nearer to Sydney.
Do you think people prefer living at Pyrinont on account of its being nearer to Sydney, and that
therefore houses beyond are left empty? if there are many houses built nearer to Sydney people who are
living at a greater distance from the city naturally take them, and leave the ontride houses empty; but I
do not think it is general. I cannot account for mine being empty as the rent is not excessive, still several
of them have been for the last five or six months.
Do you not find the demand for advances for building still as active as ever? Yes.
And are mechanics and others still building in the suburbs P Yes, faster than ever as far as our
Society is concerned.
686.
459-D
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080. What is your general observation as to the demand for persons in the building lines, such as carpenters
Jarrett, ESq. and others? I think it is rather slack now.
28kpn
1 1380 (387. Have you ever heard of any newly-arrived immigrants remaining about Sydney and competing

unduly with other mechanics? I do not think they can come into competition with them to any extent;
they may work for it little less, but there is less work going on than there was a year or two ago. AM that
time we could scarcely get a contractor to tender for a house that would be worth £500 or £600 without
tendering £100 more than it should be. Now if an architect has a job he has sixty applicants for it,
where before he would not have six. That I think shows that there must be less buildings going on, for
a man just arrived here as an immigrant would hardly become a contractor at once; hc must have a little
experience before lie can tender.
083. Mr. Greenwood,] You have said that one out of six of your houses were empty P Yes.
Is that at the present time P I think I have now about six empty.
Out of' how many? Out of thirty-four. They are houses suitable for working men.
Then you menu that you have one out of six empty? I have had five out of six in one row.
602. Does that apply to all your houses P I have had one-third empty, or twelve out of thirty-four.
Have you now P I have now about six or seveu. They are houses on the Glebe, not far from the
C-lobe Road.
Are these houses the Society's houses or your own? My private property.
Have you any means of knowing what proportion of the Society's houses, or houses upon which the
Society has lent money, are occupied, and what are unoccupied? I presume they are occupied, because
we get the returns from the parties. Generally the people who borrow money from the Society live in
the houses themselves, or where they have five or six houses they live in one of them, and are in a better
position to look after, and to let any that may be unoccupied, they themselves being upon the spot. They
are more likely to get good tenents, while I, not being ,this to look after the property myself, may get bad
ones, which I often do.
What is the average rent of these thirty-four houses? 12s. and 13s, a week-they have four rooms
and a kitchen.
They are in the Glebo? In the C-lebe.
When had you the largest number of houses unoccupied? Within the last twelve months, Just
now they are begirning to be occupied again. Three or foul' weeks ago I dare say there were ten empty.
69.9. When so many were empty did you reduce the rent at all? Yes, they were 14s. a wee];, and I
reduced them to 13s. and 12s.
I-low long is it since they were 14s.? Seven or eight weeks ago. Mine are by no means high
rented, because there are houses almost within a stone's throw, which are no larger, which are let at 15s.,
while I am getting 12s. These are new houses, but mine are not old, some of them having been built
within the last two years. Houses exactly opposite some of mine are letting for 14s. a week, while I am
getting 13s.
How do you explain that? I really cannot tell.
Do you find neighbouring houses vacant to the extent of yours? No, I do not.
Now would you exp!aiim that? I eannotexplain it.
Judging from your knowledge as Secretary of a Building Society, would you not nnagme that if a
house is vacant more than others of it similar description in the same locality, it must be due either to
its being in a worse situation or to higher rent? That mine are not. It may be due perhaps to their not
]maving been so well looked after, as I have not been able to attend to them myself; but it is not to the
high rent.
Speaking of the suburbs generally, are there many houses vacant now? No, I do not think there
are many houses empty.
And yours are better occupied now than they were previously P Yes, just lately; a few have been
let lately-the last two or three weeks.
At lower rents? I have reduced them from Us. to 12s. These are on the mciii road, leading from
Sydney to the Glebe, the Pyrmont I3ridge Road, where five out of six were empty near the Park
which has been laid out between the City and the Globe.
In time subum'bs generally do you think buildings are progressing and still there are not many houses
empty P Yes; they are still building, perhaps not as Thst as formerly.
You are lending money more than over on now buildings? Yes; still that immight not prove that
more houses are going on. We have it run that probably no other Building Society has perhaps we may
be a little more favourable to the borrower, though I cannot say there is much difference in that respect.
flowerer, we have it run and we are likely to keep it.
You believe that buildings are em'ected more cheaply now than they were some time ago? Yes.
About; when would you fix the date of the cl-mange ? During the last six months.
Building is cheaper than it was formerly? Yes, a great deal.
What means have you of knowing that? Only from a knowledge of time tenders that come in. We
have in architect's office above in connection with our Society, and I get infornmatioa from the architect
and others.
Are the teuders for buildings on which you advance submitted to your Society? No ; we have the
architect's and valuator's reports.
Does the architect or valuator tell von what is to be (lie cost of the building on which you make an
advance ? I see all the valuntions,and have myself generally a good idea of the v;due of property, and
I know from my own knowledge that a few years ago you could scarcely get mcehoumcs to tender for a
job; and as I liive said, if plasterers were required to do a job at Petersham or some other place it short
distance from Sydney, they would require the employer to find them a spring cart or some other conveyalice to take them there. It may be so now with respect to plasterers, for they have been very busy, and
I have heard that they intended to strike fbr more wages.
In the building trades which of them are now fully employed as for as you know? Bricklayers and
plasterers chiefly ; 1 think they are the only two classes in the building trade.
What about carpenters? There are more carpenters than are required just now. Carpenters as a
class do more in the way of teodcrimmg for the entire building of a house than either bricklayers or plasterers. They are in a better positiomm to get a knowledge of the value of the whole work. There are
more contractors amneng carpenters than ainomig any other branch of the building trade.M.
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So that they are very often masters and not merely labourers? rpliey become masters if they have
any tact or management, that is, the best of them. Of course there are also bricklayers who under- 7ett, Esq.
take to do the whole work, and there may be masons, but I think there are more carpenters than any 28ApnL1880.
others.
What hours do builders work at present in Sydney? Eight hours.
Plasterers the same? Yes.
Carpenters the same P Yes.
What is the ruling price of labour per hour or day of men engaged in the building trades? les.
and us, for most of the building trades. 1 dare say you could get as many as you wanted just now at
lOs. a day.
flow long has that been the ruling price P I think it has been the ruling 'price for a considerable
time-four or five years perhaps.
724, Do you remember it to have been either higher or lower? Yes, I remember mechanics getting 35s.
a day.
That was a long time ago, I presume during the gold mania P In 1853 and 1854,1 think.
Were they working the same hours then P I think they worked it little longer then; ten hours for
some time after that, perhaps eight or nine years, and they then struck for eight hours.
Have you any recollection of what was the price of provisions when wages were so high? Provisions
were very little higher than they are now. Rent was higher. For a short time bread was up, I think to
is, for a 2.lb. loaf, but only for a little time, it then came down to 41.
This was about the time the gold mania wall at its height? Yes.
How long did these high wages continue? It is a long time back to think about. They were lOs.
it day in 1852, and gradually went up to 35s. and even 38s. a day. Of course I cannot be positive as to
the time these high wages were maintained, but I think for a couple of years, and then wages gradually
went down to about 8s. I do not think they ever went lower than Ss. or Os.
You consider that due to the exceptional state of the Colony at that time in consequence of the gold
mania? Yes, the great demand for mechanics at that time caused it.
i-rov has assisted immigration affected the building trade so far as you have had the means of
observing during the last two or three years P So far as the building trades are concerned I do not think
it has done it great deal of injury. Those who have come here seem to have obtained employment. I am
speaking only of the building trades. If I were to speak of clerks I should tell another story a1togethe.
'What trades do you think are overdone in New South Wales, so far as you can judge? I have not
much knowledge of any other class of tradesmen than those in the building trades. There are certainly
too many masons just now, and I think from what I can see the same will soon have to be said of
carpenters, but I do not think that will be for long. You might bring from any country or from any class
of labourers a number into the country that might at first be too great for the demand, but they would
soon be absorbed.
Air. Barbour.] What do you mean by overdoing-that the supply may become greater than the
demand, or that building may be stopped for a time? If too many houses were built, as a natural consequence people would stop building.
731. Do you think there is at present a tendency to build more than there is a demand for P Yes, I think
so ; and that people will cease to build.
The consequence would be that shortly tile labour which is now employed would be unemployed? I
think so. That is what seems looming in the future to me ; building has been going on at so rapid a rate
that I think it must soon quite exceed the demand. Hundreds of houses must have ,, one up on Pyrmont
within the last two or three years.
Do you think there has been an extraordinary influx of tradesmen during the last two or three years
which has exceeded the ordinary demand? That I cannot say.
Do you think there is any depression at the present time in the Colony, that it is any less prosperous
than it has been in times past? No I think it has been an excellent time lately for the Colony.
How do you account for the greater supply of buildings at the present time than the usual demand
in the Colony? It must have been in consequence of an influx of population from somewhere, probably
from the old country.
That would require more houses? Yes; if there were not a demand houses would not be built.
Do you think there is anything indicating that the demand will stop P Yes, I think so. From the
knowledge I have I should say, we have been building too fast for the population.
Do you think to make good the extraordinary demand from the extraordinary influx of people, there
has been an extraordinary addition to the tradesmen of the Colony? Yes, I think so.
712. 'Whore have these generally come from? That I could not tell you. 1 do not know.
Do you think they have come, from the old country? I do not know. I have not taken particular
notice; but I know there must have been a groat accession to the population of the Colony during the
last two or three years, and consequently there has been a greater number of houses built than hitherto.
Can you say whether it is owing to the depressed state of trade in the adjoining colonies, or to
immigration from the old country P I cannot say. I could only spc.ak from hearsay of Victoria.
From your own knowledge you cannot tell us in what way immigration, assisted or other, has
affected the building trades? No, I cannot.
If contracts are taken at a lower rate now than formerly, does that indicate a reduction in the
workman's wages? No, that might not, an immediate reducl:ion. The contractor has his hands and a
certain number of jobs going on, and probably he might take a job to-day at less than its value to keep his
men going, in the hope of getting a better price for the next contract lie took.
Would not that be a very exceptional circumstance-it could not continue for any length of time?
It would not continue; nor have I said that this depression has existed more than five or six months. It
is only recently that jobs have been taken at these low rates.
You gave us to understand that the time was when the workmen were very saucy, and had to be
driven out to Newtownin a spring cart, or to have their fares paid ;-iS that state of things removed? I
cannot say that it is. I believe that now if an employer had a job at Ashfield for a plasterer be would
either have to pay the man's fare or to take him to the jgb in a spring cart,
0 Anurn (cm

revision) :-Wo have made advances on some two tothec hundred of houses in time last two or three years.
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749. Then the extraordinary prices that contractors demand for their contracts were not due to exceptional
Jarrdt, Fsq. circumstances, as I understood you to say? 1 am speaking of from two to four years ago, when it was a
2811
pm ,1880. difficult matter to get contractors to tender for a job-now there are more contractors than jobs.
750. What is the cause of that-is it from any ease he has received in the reduction of wages, or from
better bargains made with the workmen? No, I think lie has to pay the same wages.
751, Then are we to understand that at the present time the competition is unhealthy? It is just now.
And if persisted in will end in ruin both to the contractor and to the workmen? Yes, I think it
will. Of course you will undettand that I am now referring to general building contracts, not to large
Government contracts.
You have no knowledge yourself of the influence of immigration upon anything else than the
building trades? No.
Do you know yourself of any class of immigrants that could be beneficially to the Colony brought
here, and that the Colony could absorb? I do not know of my own knowledge.
For example, do you think it would be beneficial to contiuue to import female immigrants? Yes, I
think we could take some thousands.
With that exception, is there any class that you think could be beneficially brought to the colony?
1 cannot say that there is.
Do you know anything of the iron trade? No, I do not. Trade here seems to be too much restrictedonly just the same line of work over and over again. There are no industries that would absorb mechanics.
Do you think if any industries were established here it would be beneficial to the Colony P Yes;
industries and immigration should go hand in hand together. We could scarcely have too many immigrants if we had local industries.
Those industries would have to be payable industries? Yes.
Do you know any such industries in the Colony that are payable? No, I do not.
701. Then of course you could not say whether an accession of popnlatiou would be beneficial, either of
mechanics or of others? No.
•
John Wesley Watkiu, Esquire, examined
W.
762. Chairman.] You are manager of the Sydney Permanent Fteehold Land, and Building Society?
Watkin, Esq. Yes.
281 ru 1880 763. When was the Society established? This is our Mth financial year.

- 764. Can you tell us what amount has been advanced by the Society to its members for building purposes
since it was first established? £109,000.
705. What amount was due upon mortgages on the 1st January last? £72,000.
What has been your experience with respect to the repayment of advances by members? We have
never had to sell any one off.
You find the payments made by way of redemption regular P Yes, that can be answered pretty well
by the amount of fines. We inflict fines if the parties do not keep their payments up to the mark, and
the whole of our fines last year was £70.
What class has chiefly availed itself of the privilege of borrowing from your Building Society?
Chiefly what we may call the artisan and middle class, such as clerks, warehousemen, and others. Most of
our transactions have been in the suburbs.
The properties upon which advances have been made have been for the most part in the suburbs P
Yes; occasionally wehave made advances upon outside city properties at Surry Hills and Woolloomooloo.
What amount was advanced last year upon mortgage? It was a bad year-fl2,300.
Was that in consequence of the state of the money market? Yes; the previous year we advanced
£30,000.
Since the opening of the present year have you experienced a greater supply of capital P A marked
change is beginning to be felt; up to to-day we have paid £16,722.
773, The Society has of course been in a better position to make advances to those who have required
them for building purposes? Yes; there has been a better supply of money.
I believe one of the consequences of a. greater supply of capital has been a reduction in the rate
allowed by this and other building societies for deposits P Yes ; a reduction of 1 per cont.
The banks also have made a reduction in the interest upon deposits? Yes.
Your business has brought you in contact with architects and persons in the building trades P Yes.
What is your impression of the condition of the building trades at the present time? I should say it
is very good; far better than it was last year.
Owing to the great amount of building that is going on? Yes, through the building societies of
houses ranging from £100 to £2,000.
The building is chiefly in the suburbs? Yes.
Are you aware whether there are many houses unoccupied in the suburbs? Very few indeed, so far
as my observation has extended on the railway suburbs,
You live at Ashfield? Yes; and I do not believe there are half-a-dozen now to let in that borough.
The Society with which you are connected is in the habit of purchasing land in large blocks, subdividing it and selling it to it; members ? Yes.
Your business leads you to travel about a good deal, and to see the different suburbs? Yes.
Looking at lands offered to the Society for sale, and giving instructions for subdividing the lands
after their purchase? Yes.
785. Have you been fravelling much lately? Yes.
780. And your observation leads you to the conclusion that there are very few places to let? Yes; in
The railway suburbs.
Have you been about the Glebe at all? i: know very little about the Glebe.
1l.edfern and Pyrmont? No; I do not know much about those places, as we do not lend on leasehold properties to any extent.
Paddington? No.
There are a number of freeholds at Paddiugton? Yes; still I have not an intimate knowledge of
that locality.
Do you think building has been carried on in excess of the requirements of the Colony? Certainly
not, so far as I can see.
792.
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Is it your opinion that there has been a large increase in the population of the city and its suburbs
Watkm, Lsq.
to require these buildings? Yes; the natural increase alone is very great.
Is there not also all increase from immigration P Yes, although 1. do not see many new-chums about. 2°A HI 1880
p
You do not meet many persons who have newly-arrived? No, I do not.
You know them from the style of their clothing? Yes, from their general appearance and
conversation.
790. Have you met in the building trades with many newly-arrived immigrants? Very few. The men I
meet seem almost all to be men with some Colonial experience. I come mostly in contact with the contractors
and not with the men.
Still your business leads you to see what is going on in the trade? Yes.
Have you heard of greater competition in the trade for building contracts P Yes; when there is
any work a greater number of people come to look at the plans and specifications than formerly. I think
there are more small contractors, and that is evidence that some of the men are getting on better. Many
of these men who have been employés become employers; they make a few pounds and theu become
contractors, and the employers of others.
Does your experience as the manager of this Society lead you to form the opinion that the industrial
classes of Sydney and its suburbs are fairly well off? 1 certainly think so. As a seller of land I think I
may say I am in a position to form some judgment. I had a sale about a fortnight since at Ashfleld, at
which a large number of people attended, and I sold land to the amount of £4,500 to 00 buyers, mostly
of the artisan class. I do not think any of them were new arrivals.
You also act as auctioneer for the sale of land for the Society of which you are the Manager? Yes.
Who are the principal purchasers of the land sold by you on behalf of the Society? The lands we
have sold hitherto have been in the suburbs at Ashflel.d, Petersham, and some between Newtown and
Sydney; the purchasers have been persons chiefly of the middle class and artisans.
802, Have you met with any newly-arrived immigrants about Sydney seeking employment? No.
803. Have you heard of any of them competing unduly with artisans and others in different trades for
employment? No, I recollect the other day a man came to me who said be was a stonemason, and I sent
him to Mr. Elphinstone, the builder, but he said that for the work he had he required a man with Colonial
experience.
Sot. Have you heard that many masons are out of employ? I have heard so, but I do not know it of my
own knowledge.
SOS. Mr. Barbour.] You say that contracts are now more easily let than formerly? There are more
tenderers for small jobs—there is greater competition.
800. What do you think is the cause of this? Many men who have been journeymen have saved a few
pounds, and have become contractors.
807. Is it likely that such agreat change should take place in a few months? Yes, I think so. At this
time last year there were few jobs out.
SOS. Is it likely to have occurred from the influx of immigrants from the old country? I think not; the
men I have met with have been men with Colonial experience. Whether they were men who had come
from other colonies I had no chance of knowing.
"New chums" do not jump into the position of contractors at once? No.
Nor do they take leading positions among tradesmen, or even among labourers? No.
But if they are on the lower rungs of the ladder they still press those above them still higher up ?
Yes, I should think so.
81.2. I suppose that the influence of new-arrived immigrants in the Colony will be more indirect than
direct upon the working population? Yes.
Do you think that the immigrants we have been bringing out the last year or two have been acting
in this way? I can hardly say—I have not given the subject consideration.
Do you know any class of immigrants that the Colony could profitably absorb at the present time?
We want briekwakers. I know half-a-dozen jobs standing still for want of bricks. Notwithsthnding all
the brick-making machinery that has been imported the supply of bricks does not come up to the
demand.
Is there any reason wily if there is an excessive supply of masons, masons should not become bricklayers? I should hardly think masons could become good bricklayers—the trades are quite distinct,
and there is it general unwillingness on the part of tradesmen to undertake jobs not connected with their
own trades.
810. Mr. Jacob.] Does not a sort of freemasonry among the trades prevent that sort of thing? Very
likely it does in Sydney. 1 dare say in the country a man who is a mason may also act as a bricklayer.
Mi. IJarbour.] Do you attribute the large demand for houses at Ashfield by the middle class and
artisans to their leaving the more immediate suburbs? Yes, and to the facilities the Building Societies
afford them of becoming their own landlords. The people swarm out of the city to the suburbs—along
the railway-line.
Their coming there would have a tendency to cause empty houses in the Globe and Pyrinont? Yes,
it is likely; besides we do not lend money on leasehold property, as that at the Glebe and Pyrmont is for
the most part.
Is there any want in the Colony of female immigration? As far as they are concerned there is
plenty of room for two or three thousand.
there is no surplus of female servants? No,
Do you know whether there is any surplus of tradesmen P People in the iron trade complain of
being short of work. I know a pattern-maker who has complained to me that be has been out of work a
long time, and also a boiler.maker, but I know it only from what they have told me.
.AIr. Jacob.] With reference to Mr. Barbour's question as to female servants, you state that there
is plenty of room in this Colony for several thousands ;—are you aware from reading the newspapers that
there is the mine want of female servants in the old countries, and especially in England? Yes.
Then if we were to bring out servants from England at the public expense we should be increasing
the difficnity there? No doubt we should only shift the difficulty. What is wanted is that these girls
should learn the dignity of labour instead of seeking to become fine ladies by working at sewing-machines
or serving in shops.
What is your opinion from reading and observation as to assisted immigration ;—do you think assisted
immigration
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immigration should be continued, or that all classes of people should be allowed to immigrate at their own
Watkin, Esq. expense? I think one volunteer is worth a dozen pressed men, and I fancy if we make the Colony
attractive enough we should draw people here. Under the present system we get all sorts-some good
28A nI 1880
men, and a great many of the other kind.
825- Mr. Barbour.] You do not approve of assisted immigration? I do not believe in people being shipped
out here at so mitch per head, as I believe has been done.
828. You believe it would be beneficial if the people were properly selected? Yes, certainly; what would
the Colony be without population?
Would you bring out population at the public expense P That is a question for a politie]an rather
than for inc. If we could get the right sort I should certainly say bring them here, but I hardly believe
we have been getting the right sort.
lIft. Jacob.] You say you have not come in contact with many newly-arrived immigrants? No, I
have not.
THURSDAJ! 29 APRIL, 1880.
Mit. BARBOIJR,
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J. F. BURNS, IESQ., IN THE CHAIR.
Mr. William Davies, called in and ezamined
Mr.
329. Okairinan,] You are Chairman of the Miners' Union of the county of Northumberland? I am.
W. Davies. 830. I believe you are yourself a miner? I am.
1-831. How long have y6u resided in the county of Northumberland P Twenty-four years.
2OJApril,1380 . 832. Have you been all that time engaged in mining pursuits P Yes.
I believe that what may be called a crisis in mining affairs has lately arisen in your district, owing
to the breaking up of what is known as the vend scheme? No; it is not owing to the vend scheme that
the crisis has been brought about.
To what do you attribute it? To the falling off of trade and the great amount of surplus labour in
the district.
885. In consequence of the falling off of trade, the vend scheme is at an end, is it not? It is at an end
so far as the miners are concerned.
I want you to carry back your mind to the period before this disagreement, I suppose we may call
it, between the masters and the men, and to ask yell whether the number of miners in your district was
then in excess of the requirements of the district itself? They were even then in excess; there was a
great deal of short-time-work even at that time-in 1.874. In 1874 there 1,450 miners in the district ; iii
1879 there were 2,700; all increase of 1,250. Taking the output of coal for 1874, and the output for
1879 there was somewhere about 60,000 tons of increase.
Of the number of miners you have in your district, what number do you suppose are regularly in
receipt of wages? I may answer the question in this way: The number of days per fortnight worked by
the various collieries in 1879 was as follows -Newcastle Company, 4•} days; irerudale Company, 5k days;
Walisend Company, 5. days; Greta Company, 41 days; Borehole Company, G days; Mmmi Company,
54 days; New Lamubton Company, 6% days; Co-operative Company, 5 days; Lainbton Company, about
9 days ; averaging a fraction over 5% days per fortnight for the whole year.
The average employment at the mines was 5 days per fortnight? Yes.
339. What was the average rate of wages earned by those who worked during that time? About lOs. a
day.
Were there at that time-I am still speaking of the period before the late disagreement-many
miners in the district who were unemployed? There were some unemployed even in 1874, but nothing
to what there are now ; say in 1872 there were some. 1 have not the number then unemployed, but that
was the year in which the agreement was entered into-the early part of 1873.
in 1872 the vend scheme was arranged? No, not the vend scheme; the agreement between the
masters and the miners; that was when the sliding scale was arranged-in 1872,
When you came to this understanding in 1872 do you think there were many men unemployed after
you had completed your agreement P Not many after the agreement was come to.
343. Now as to 1873 and subsequent years, will you tell the Committee what your observation is with
regard to the supply of men in proportion to the demand? The supply has been in excess of the demand;
I may say that for the first year or two of the agreement the collieries worked pretty regularly-say for
the first !we years.
844. The miners were pretty regularly employed than P Yes. I do not know that ever I saw the
district in such a prosperous state as it was then-say in 1873 and 1874.
SW. What was the price of coal then? 14s.
810. What did the miners get for cutting the coal? They received then 5s.a ton when it was at 148. it
went to 14s. I think in July, 1873.
In what year did you first notice that the miners were to any extcnt in excess of the demand?
More particularly in 1876, 1877, and 1878.
During those years did you observe that there were very many wating employment? Very many.
How do you account for that PA number of miners arrived in the Colony at tii c:;p:nzc of the
Government.
In what years? In 1877, 1878, and 1879.
Do you know the number of miners that arrived in 1877 P I could not say.
The number of coal-miners, according to the report of the Immigration Agent, was 337 in 1877, 114
in 1878, and 33 in 1879 ;-Do you think the numbers set out in the report of the Immigration
agent included all the miners who really arrived as assisted immigrants P Nothing like it.
Do you know of your own knowledge whether any of the parties who came out as farm labourers,
and under othei designations, were in reality miners P Yes.
855.
lIft. Jhcob,] Many? Yes, many.
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855. O/iair•man.] Where did these persons locate themselves? About Newcastle..
W. Davies.
.
850. Are many of them there 110w? Yes.
Tn what -years did they
' conic out? rfliev Caineout about 1877' 1878, and the early part of 1879. I
may say this, that I had occasion during the Anvil Creek strike to be n iSydney, and I visited nearly every 29ApriI, 1880.
immigrant ship that came in during that time.
In what year Was that strike? About 1878, and the early par!; of 1879.
What dia you learn with regard to these immigrant ships? I was trying to hire miners sometimes.
I do not know that I am obl;cd to say what I was clown upon at; that time.
Did you learn that ther'were many, or any parties who had come out under other designations who
were really coal-miners P Yes.
Do you know it of your own knowledge? Yes. Some came as labourers, some Caine as qnarrymen.
What became of these men? They are at Neweestle. They did not engage here.
They left here to go to work as coal-miners? Yes they are working now as coal-miners.
Are there some of these people in your districl; 1)0w? Yes.
How many do you suppose P I could not say how many, but I know there are a great number
of them. I know that in the Iewcastle Company's pit, where I ant working, half of them are newly
arrived.
808. Of course you have observed that there has been a great falling off in the number brought out as
coal-miners since 1877 ? Yes ; I may account for that. We interviewed Sir John Robertson, and he
promised that no more coal-miners should be brought out, believing they were not required. We also
interviewed Mr. Fitzpatrick, when he became Colonial Secretary, and he wrote a memo, that a telegram
should be sent to the Agent General to send out no more miners; but I know parties that Caine out
after that as coal-miners.
807. Do you know whether any have comno recently? Not as coal-miners but I know some coal-miners
who have come out.
How recently P As reeentlyas the Northbrook."
What became of them P Some ivent to Newcastle and some to 'Wol]ongong there were also some
who came in the " Ellora," and I know they are working at the present time at Wollongong.
I would like to ask you whether in your experience miners as a class become attached to their
occupation and do not care to go to other pursuits? They do not care to go to ether pursuits.
Have you noticed that men brought up to other pursuits, who cannot get profitable engagements in
their own particular callings, are willing to take other employment? Yes.
It is not so with miners? No.
Are miners as a class provident P Yes, as a class they are.
Do you see any prospect of any improvement in mining at the present time? Not the slightest.
Do you think we have in the Colony all ample suppiy of miners for all the work to be done in that
particular line? I think we have a great many more than are needed. I have a note here that there are
about two men for one or five for every three required, and I do not exaggerate when I make that
estimate. We are working oven less this year than in 1879.
876, Mr. Barbour.] Did I umdersto'id you to say that when things were prosperous with the coal-miners
they only made fiveS and three-quarter days per fortnight as all average? No the number of days I
gave you were for 1879.
Aft. Jacob.] When there was a surplus of labour? Yes.
Aft. Barbour.] That would leave less than 30s.a week at in average rate of lOs. a day F Yes; I
think I have gone beyond the average.
'Why did these men go on working at that rate, when by going as navvies on the railway they would
have made a great deal more P Will you point out any section of railwa.y where they were required.
U/ian'mnan.] You do not know any place where they were wanted? No, I cia not,
81. Aft. Barbour.] Were not lot4 of men wanted for the eitensiou of the Northern Railway on Amos's
contract? It was stated so; but 1. know that men returned back from there because they could not get
employment. At a. time when there was great distress among the miners, when men did not know where
to turn for a loaf, men have gone to the railway and found there were hundreds of men in camp in the
vicinity waiting to get taken on, and then these inca returned back. 1. judged by their returning back
that it was something like Noah's (love with them-that they could not find nesting place, otherwise they
would not have returned to starvation.
Was there not plenty of work to be done on the railway F No, they could not get employment.
Was it that they could not get the wages they wanted? No, it was because they could not get
employment; that was the statement of the men when they came back.
Did they report that there was no work at all going on at the railway? No, they did not report
that; they reported that every morning when they went up there would be perhaps a hundred men seeking
to get on; some were put on br a day or two and discharged, and another lot put on.
Did that arise from the incompetency of the men? I could not say. I should judge that coal-miners
would make as good navvies as could be found.
880. Did the men coosidcr the wages sufficient? I could not say what the wages were.
887. if the contractors put a man on to-day and discharged him to-morrow would not that indicate his
unfitness for the work P Not always.
883. As a rule? Not even as a rule either.
Speaking of the large influx of immigrants during the three years you mention-1877, 1878, and
1879- -are you ownre thatt a large number of these wem'e sent for by friends among the coal-miners of
Newcastle? 1 believe they were I believe many of Ihoni were sent for by their friends.
Do you know that the largest number \u'ere sent for in 1870? I could not say whether the largest
number were sent for in 1879.
The returns show that in 1877 there were 105, in 1878 there were 186, and in 1879 there wore 50.
Are you aware that a large number of these, if not the whole were sent for by coal-miners? That may
be. I think I rcmnember Mr. 'Wise telling me once that 73 per cent, of the moneys paid were paid out of
our own dislriet. I also know this, that some of the men that came out in 1879 sent for by their friends
have not got uvorlc yet-they are lying idle.
'\V'oald you nor think it is very cruel tlnng of their friends to send for them from England and assist
to pay their passages, when they know there was no work for them when they came here? I think it was
cruel and very injudicious of them to do so.
893.
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893. Do you think it is usual for persons here to send for their friends at home when they know there is
W. Davies. no work for them? It is usual in our district.
29A '1 1880 894. How do you account for that principle of action, so different from human nature generally P They
pri,
want their friends to be with them I suppose. But you must remember that during the last two years
things have been fearfully depressed in the mining districts of England, and therefore miners there have
been glad to leave.
Do you think this depression in England induced their friends here to pay part of their passagemoney in order to bring them out? Yes.
And that although the men who have come out are badly off here they would have been a great deal
worse off in England? I do not know that they would be worse off; they would have some kind of eniploymeut; there is none here. I know of one family especially who spent a lot of money to get their
friends out, with the clear understanding that when they came they should pay the money back, but they
have not got work yet-four of them. They arrived here soon after last Christmas, 1879.
Then you believe that a large number of these people that came out came out of their own free will
and accord, knowing trade was bad in the Colony? Yes they knew trade was bad.
And yet they preferred coming hore to staying in England? Yes; they thought things might turn
out better, perhaps-that things might improvo.
And as a further proof of their anxiety to come out here they represented themselves as farmlabourers? Yes.
When in reality they were coal-miners P Yes,
Do you know anything about work generally about Newcastle ;-is there anything but mining
depressed? Yes all trades are to a greater or less extent depressed ; they depend entirely on the coal
trade. When that is depressed they are all depressed.
Has the Miners' Union done anything to try to induce the miners to go into the interior? Not as
an association we have not.
Has there not been any desire to find out how the labour market could be relieved at Newcastlehas there been no attempt made by the Society to try to find out how the excess of miners could be relieved P
No, I do not know of any steps being taken. I may say that during the distress about fifty men from
the colliery I am working at left to go to different parts, and within a few weeks their places were filled
up by new hands.
Is that the reason why the men hang on, though they do so badly, the fear that if they go away their
places will be filled by other workmen P No; the reason they do not go away is that they do not know
where to go.
Has the Society, acting on behalf of the miners, endeavoured to find out what part of the Colony
they might go to with advantage to themselves P Not as ,in association. The reports that men bring
back, after being away some considerable time, are that there is no employment to be obtained.
How do you account for the great difference in the demand for coal-for the failing'off of the coal
business? There are various causes. Perhaps I am not so well up as to give a definite answer.
Has the price of coal had anything to do with it? It may have had.
Do you think irregularity in getting supplies, caused by strikes and other such causes, has been the
cause of sending the trade to other ports? There have been no strikes lately.
Have there not been interruptions in getting supplies of coal for ships that come there? Not that
I know of.
910, Have you not heard it reported? No, not that ships could not obtain coal; audI think I would be
very likely to know.
You said there were no strikes-Was there nota time when there was a long strike, and nearly all
the coal held in reserve was exhausted P That was in 1872. We have had no general strike since 1872.
Was there not a strike in 1878 or 1879, when almost all the coal was exhausted that was held in
reserve P No, there has been no strike since January, 1873, with the exception of the strike at Mull
Creek, where they employed about thirty men, and a strike at Lamnbton for about a fortnight last August.
1 remember myself being told, by steam-boat proprietors I think, that awi ig to a strike at Newcastle
their stock of coal was nearly exhausted, and that the steamships would have to be stopped unless the
men went to work;-was that true P No, it was not. There was no strike except those I have named
since 1873.
Was there no scarcity P No, not at all, The Lambton Colliery was idle for about a fortnight.
Was that caused by a strike? Yes; but there was no general strike.
016. Was that strike not snificient to cause a scarcity of coal? No ; one-half of time collieries were idle
a great part of their time at the same time those men were idle.
Would not that make the supply still more scarce F No, they were idle for want of trade; there
was no work for them to do. Does not the return I have given of the number of days work in a fortnight
for 1879 speak for itself?
You think strikes and interruptions in the supply were not the cause of the trade leaving the
district? No, there was no interruption of the supply, at all-no interruption whatever.
Mr. Jacobi The miners who sent for their relations and friends from home nominated them in this
Colony? Yes.
And represented them as being other than miners? Yes.
Then the authorities at home were not blamable for allowing them to ship as labourers-they would
not know they were miners? No.
922, You said there was all indisposition on the part of miners to 'undertake other work P No, I do not
know that 1 said that I said they became attached to their work, and unwilling to leave it as long as
there was work for them to do; but they would take any work they could obtain if they could not get
employment in their own trade.
923. They have gone up north to get work, and are as capable to work as navvies as they are as miners? Yes.
024. You state that the depression has been owing to surplus labour P Yes.
Chargeable to those sent for by their friends under the Government system of immigration ? Yes.
Do these men supplant the older hands ? No, they do not.
They come there and remain idle? No, they take a share of the loaf-a shame of the work that is
going.
Do they work for less or for not so many days? No, they have the same wages as the others.
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929, Then they are absorved? No, not exactly. Through there being so much surplus labour each
man has less work to do. This is where we have a difficulty to make outsiders understand mining matters. W. Davies.
The thing works in this way: Say there is a certain amount of trade, which sixty men are capablo 29A l 1880
.'
''
of supplying; perhaps next week seventy men are put on, with no additional trade to supply; and then
the same amount of work has to be shared among the seventy as among the sixty; consequently each man
gets less pay; instead of being divided amongst the sixty it is divided amongst the seventy. The same
amount of work is done for the same amount of money, but in less time, and the pay being divided among
a larger number there is a reduction in the receipts of all. The new arrivals do not get less pay than the
others.
930. You have stated that because of some interviews with Sir John Robertson and Mr. Fitzpatrick, a
stop was put to sending out miners from home? Yes, as coal-miners.
981. flow could that be done if miners have been sent for by their friends—how has a stop been put to
it? A stop has not been put to the sending out of labourers, and miners now come out as labourers.
You say less miners have come out as a result of these interviews FNo, I say a promise had been
given to its that they should not be sent out under the head of coal-miners, and therefore they have
now to come out under the head of agricultural labourers, or other designations.
Then, being miners, they do still come tinder other designations? Yes. I know that on board the
".Nort.hbrook" there were twenty or thirty coal-miners I would say within bounds there were thirty.
Do you blame the Agent General or the emigration ocers at home for this? I have gone on
board immigrant ships to inquire for coal-miners and I discovered that it was sometime before they would
acknowledge themselves as coal-miners, though I was sure from the marks on their hands and faces that
they were so. I have gone up to them and said, "Are you not a coal-miner?" and they have said "No;"
and then afterwards, when I get a little bit more acquainted with them, I was told that the reason why
they did not like to acknowledge themselves as coal-miners was that they had come out as farm labourers;
they had gone to the Emigration Agent at Rome, and were told they would not be taken as coal-miners;
but it was said, "Can you do nothing else; can you not use a pick and shovel, or do farm work, and then
they could come out as labourers?
Though to the knowledge of the agent they were coal-miners P Yes,
938. And when they come out do they come to the coal-mines 9 Yes, they come where theirfriends are.
1 suppose their real position is not always known to the agent. Do you think they could be detected
as being miners by the authorities at Rome? Yes, undoubtedly by anyone who had lived in a colliery
district, by the marks on their faces and hands; and there is a freshness in the appearance of a farm
labourer that is not seen in a miner.
Mr. Bar-boar.] An experienced miner would be able to tell whether a workman was a miner or not P
Yes, anyone living in a colliery district.
If a man had been a coal-miner, and then for the last ten years a farmer, could you tell then that he
had been a miner? No, I could not. If you were to put a hundred miners and a hundred free selectors
together you would soon see the difference.
.2W-. Gamer-on.] You said in answer to the Chairman that the average rate of wages the miners could
earn was about lOs. P That was about the average they have earned.
1 would like this to be thoroughly understood ;—do you meau lOs. for every day they work, or lOs.
a day on an average? lOs. for each day they work. Of course I do not mean that they earn £3 a week
at lOs. a day, but when they work say two days a week they earn £1.
The lOs. merely applies to those days when they work? Yes. Do not misunderstand me. That
was the rate they earned when the price for cutting coal was 5s, a ton. Of course I do not take one
colliery only; at some collieries they may earn more, where less men are employed ; but I take an average
all the pits through.
Which colliery employs the largest number of hands in your district F The A. A. Company.
Next to that P The Lambton Company, I think. I have here a list of the number of hands
employed by each colliery, taken from the last mining reports:—
Number of men employed,—
Above ground.
Below ground.
Total.
A. A. Co.
......
...
......
...
105
696
801
Wn'atah Co
,.,
,.,
52
106
248
.........
Wallscnd Co
,
,.108
490
598
Co-operative Co
66
384
450
Lejubton Co
36
400
436
New Lambtoa Co
.,.,.,
40
256
296
Duckenfield') .
................
60
186
246
,,
,,
Brown's 5 m,
25
166
191.
Newcastle Co
...
...
25
239
264
'ernda1c Co............,
...
...
19
133
152
Greta Co......,
,..
...
...
... ,
94
249
155
Total

...

...... 3,931

915. Could you give the Committee any idea how many days per week on the average the coal-miners
have worked during the last six months? I have given that—a fraction over five and three-quarter days
per fortnight for the whole year 1879. I may say it is less than that this year, so far as we have gone.
The number of days worked by the various collieries during 1879 has been —A. A. Company, 174k days;
Wallsend, 149j days; Ferndale,139 days ; Glebe, 120 days ; Greta, 112 days ; Mmmi, 140 days-; New
Lambton, from 23rd December, 1878, to 23rd December, 1879, 1731 days.
With referonce to the miners who came out as agricultural labourers—had you any knowledge of
mining in the mother country? Yes, I was brought up as a miner.
Is it a fact that coal-miners in certain districts work part of the year as agricultural labourers in
addition to being miners F In some of the very small collieries they do. In the Forest of Dean I know
that some of them do farm during part of the year, and they may go into the pit during the winter.
Do you think that state of affairs to any extent represents the average coal-mines of England? Not
at all.
It is merely in exceptional cases P Yes. I may say that in the large mining centres of England,
such as the North and South Wales, there are no farms at all about the mines to employ the men.
459—E
.
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950. You said to the Chairman that some of the miners here had sent for their friends, owing to the very
W. Davies. depressed state of things amongst the coal-miners of England during the ]ast two years? A good number
have.
29A ru
'951. Do you find any unwillingness amongst them to accept employment elsewhere in other lines? I
do not.
Does your experience ]ead you to believe they would take other work if they could get it? Yes.
Do you recollect that, a year or two ago, one of your district officers, in conjunction with myself and
Mr. Sweet, of Newcastle, waited upon Mr. Watkins, the railway contractor, with a view to getting
employment on the railway works for miners for whom there was not sufficient employment at the coalmines? Yes.
Did any number of them go seeking work on the railway ? Yes.
What sort of reception did they meet with-did they obtain employment? Theydid not.
Did they stop such a time as they might expect to get employment? They stopped as long as their
funds allowed it.
Mr. Barbour asked you whether they could not earn better wages on the railway contracts than
they were doing at the collieries; do you think that if inducements were offered to these men they would
go now to work on the railways P Yes, if they were bond fide offers.
Did you hear any complaints from the men who went to Mr. Watkins's contracts as to the prevalence
of the truck system? Yes, I did. What the men complained of most was that tools were not supplied
as they expected; they had to purchase barrows, shovels, and planks, without which they could not go to
work, and they could not get them; they also complained-those few that did stop-that they had to
take slops instead of cash for their work.
Did you hear anything at thattime about certain persons having the right to sell food to the men
on the line? Yes.
They were compelled to take out the result of their labour from the storekeepers? Yes.
Did you hear this in many instances? Yes.
Did you ever meet men in your district, who having been at work as railway navvies, came looking
for work as coal-miners? Yes.
983. Among the collieries at Newcastle there are, I understand, certain of them associated and certain
non-associated collieries? Yes.
064. 'How many collieries are there associated? Five now.
These associated collieries are at the present time not working? They are not.
The non-associated collieries are working? Yes.
Is it trae, as has been alleged through certain sections of the Press, that these non-associated
collieries can supply the whole trade, if the associated collieries do not work at all? They can supply
the whole trade.
What are the rates of wages now in the non-associated collieries P 4s. and 4s. Gd. per ton.
Then so far as the present strike among the associated collieries is concerned, people who want coal
will not suffer inconvenience? None at all.
Mr. Barbour.] Referring again to these men who went up to the railways to seek for work-you
said they could not accept the terms of the contractors P I did not say so.
1 will put it in aaother way: You said that the reason why they did not stop to work was because
they were made to buy their barrows and shovels, and they could not do that, and therefore they could
not commence to do the work? Yes.
.972. Were these terms which were submitted by the contractors to these coal-miners different from what
the workmen on the works were subject to? Yes, they were different.
Then the navvies that were regularly employed on the work were not made to buy their barrows and
shovels? No, they were not. I may say, in explanation, that a promise had been made, I think, that
these things should be supplied when they got on to the work. We made an offer to supply 500 men anywhere where they could find employment for them, and the men found there were not tools on the work
for them. The old hands had their tools found, but the new hands had to purchase what they required to
start them.
Mr. Caneron.] Is it a fact that more men went than could be employed? Yes, considerably more
than could be employed.
Mr. Barbour.] The reason was the want of tools? Them were other reasons besides that.
Mr. cameron.,] if they had all had tools, more men went than could be employed? Yes, they would
not have come back to starvation if they could have been employed.
Mr. Barbour.] You have given certain numbers of miners that are employed at certain mines ;-are
those the numbers thtt are employed now? Those figures are taken from the last mining report.
What date does that refhr to? The number of men I have given is for 1879.
Do I understand you to mean that all these men were in full work? No; I have just put in a
statement that they were working only so many days a fortnight.
I asked was Ito understand that the numbers you have given were men in full work? Not at all.
Then there was another matter. You said there was great misunderstanding about in the public mind,
that was as to the share of the loaf-I do not understand it yet? We will say there are £60 of wages
to be earned, and sixty men are earning it, that will be £1 a man; but if seventy men are put on to earn
the £60, it will be so much less to each.
Mr. Uameron.] What you mean is that the men in work will employ their fellow-men rather than see
them starving? Yes.
083. Mr. Barbour.] Who puts on these extra men? The manager.
984. Why does lie put on 70 men when there is only 60 men's work to do? That is what we cannot
understand.
985. If you had a certain amount of work you wanted a workman to do, and no more than one man could
do, would you put on two macn to do it? No, I would not.
986. Is that done in the coal-pits? Yes.
087. Is it because they are asked to do it? Yes ; it is because men come seeking employment.
Supposing there was work for 50 miners, and 100 men came asking employment, would the 100 men
be put on? it has been done, and is done now.
Mr. Uameron.] The 100 men would work half-time? Yes.
990.
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Chairman.] After all it is piece-work-the employer pays by the piece? Yes, it is no loss to the
W. Davies.
employer.
Mr. .Darbour.] Supposing fifty men only were employed to do the work during a fortnight, if 100 men
were employed the pit would work only one week P No, it would work just the same. There must be 29Apnl,1880.
some misunderstanding between you and me.
I want you to explain this: Supposing there are fifty miners to do certain work, and it requires that
they should work two weeks in the fortnight, but 100 miners are put on, is the work then done in a week
and the pit left idle the other week P It is this way. Let me put it my own way: Say the A. A. Company
has two shipsand they are going to take 100 tons each, instead of spreading that over four days, at 350
tons each day they would do it in two days; they would draw out 700 tons each day.
Then it keeps the pit working half the time if there are double the quantity of miners; the pit is idle
the other week P Yes, the pit lies idle then they work two days in the fortnight instead of four.
Is the object of employing double the number of workmen to save money to the owner of the mine by
working half the time? No doubt it saves time.
993. Is that course adopted by the owners of the mines of their own will, or is it adopted at the suggestion
of the miners? Of their own accord. The miners have on more than one occasion asked the masters not
to elnloy any more labour till those they have already employed get seven days in a fortnight.
Iou said the wages a miner earned were lOs, a day-I suppose that is if he puts out 2 tons of coal P
Yes, 2 tons at 59. that was the price in 1879.
If he puts out 3 tons of coal? He gets 15s.
Are there any rules of the Society which limit him to 2 tons? Not at all.
990. Can he put out as much as he likes? He can put out his turn. Say there are six working places,
each one takes his turn, the man with the waggon turns into each man in his turn; if a man's skip is not
full he loses his turn ; but as iong as he can fill it he can do as much as the others.
1000. But lie cannot do more-he must keep his turn? lie must keep his turn.
1001. Do I understand that each one of the whole six has to do the same amount of work? Yes, because
the waggons only come round at certain intervals. I know it is alleged against us that we prevent men
earning what they can, but it is not the case.
1002. Mr. Gameron.] As a matter of fact does the Coal.miners' Association restrict any man from producing
as much as he can? It does not.
1003. From every coal-pit there is a line laid down on which trucks or skips are run into each man's
working place, and if a man is behind-hand the skips cannot wait for him, so that it is to every man's
interest to produce as much as he can, in order not to lose his turn? Yes.
Mr. JoI1n Dixon, caUed in and examined
lOOt. Chairman,] You are secretary to the Miners' Association of the county of Northumberland? Yes. Mr. J. Dixon.
1005. How long have you held that position? Three years and seven months.
29April, 1880.
1006. How long have you resided in the district? I have been 23 years in the district.
1007. Have you been all the time a miner? Yes ; all my life, since I was 11 years of age.
1008. Mr. Cameron.] Were you set to work as young as that? Yes.
1009. Uhairman.] Have you any personal knowledge of any persons in your district, now working as
miners, who arrived here in 1878 and 1879 as assisted immigrants? I have.
1010. Do you know it of your own knowledge? I do.
101.1. Do you know whether they arrived under the desipation of coal-miners? They came under the
designation of some other occupation, not as coal-miners.
1012. Do you know in what year they came? in 1878, and the commencement of 1879, especially.
1013. have you any knowledge of the return by the A gent for Immigration showing the number of miners
brought out in 1877, 1878, and 1870. The numbers are stated to have been 337 in 1877; 114 in 1878;
and 33 in 1879. Are you sure the miners you speak of did not come out as miners? I am sure by what
they told me themselves.
1014. Mr. Uamcron.] Were you ever coal-mining in the mother country? Yes.
1015. How old were you when you left there P Fourteen ; I did not have much of an experience.
1016. You would not know what the practice was in other parts of England? No.
1017. Do you think that if inducements were offered to miners in your district to work at anything
else they would take it? They would jump at the chance to-morrow.
1018. Are there a good many single men among them? Yes.
1019. Suppose some of these single men were offered positions as farm labourers at £30 or £40 a year,
and rations, do you think they would go? Yes.
1020, Any considerable number? I could not say for any considerable number; I might say for perhaps
fifty or sixly.
1021. Suppose any squatter in the country is prepared to give the wages I have named, do you think there
would be any difficulty in his being supplied with labour from your district? I do not think so.
1022. Do you hunk you could find the men in three or four days? I do.
1023. If any railway contractor wants men do you think he could be supplied? Yes.
1021. How many men could you send to a railway contractor at the present time? If anything like a
reasonable wage were offered 500 men could now be got in our district before this week is out. That is
my firm conviction.
1025. What would they work for-Ss. a day at the railways? They would.
1020 Do you know what generally are the wages of a navvy? it depends on how he is put on. There
is so much coni racting and sub-contracting that a man is screwed down sometimes till he scarcely knows
what he is going to get ;* but 8s. a day 1 reckon a good day's wage for a good man.
1027. A year or two back do you recollect going with me and Mr. Sweet, of Newcastle, to Mr. Watkins,
the railway contractor? I do.
1028. Mr. 'Watkins was then constructing the line from Werris Creek to Gunnedab P Yes.
1029. l[e offered to take on a certain number of men? Yes.
1030. Could you give the Committee any idea how many men availed themselves of Mr. Watkins' offer?
1031.
I can say of my own knowledge about thirty went up to spy out the promised land.
*J?erised :-But for Ss, a day I reckon good men could be got.
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Dixon. 1031. What you mean to convey is that these thirty men svent to see what it was like in order to let their
r-fellow workmen k-now? Yes; just so.
29 April, 1880. 1032. What was their report P The report of those that came back-and I could name some of them
that came back blind.
1033. That would be no fault of Mr. Watkins'? No; it was like this: Going out of a pit where a man is
not used to the sun, on to that clay in hot weather, they got disease of the eyes, and some of them are
suffering now.
1034. I am not so much concerned in finding out the effects of the trip as whether they found employment P They did not-not according to the promise given to us by Mr. Watkins.
1035. As a matter of fact, did any men go from your district to Mr. Watkins' contract and find themselves unable to obtain any employment at -all? They did.
1036. Did you ever come across railway navvies who, being out of employment themselves, came to the
Northumberland coal district looking for work as coal-miners? Yes.
1037. Does it frequently occur P I have not seen them lately, but during the last year I know of several
instances.
1038. Do you ever hear any complaints from people who have come out here by immigrant vessels, of
having been deceived by false representations in the mother country? Bitter complaints.
1039. Do they at any time throw the blame on any particular person-do you hear any name mentioned
as that of the person who has deceived them P I cannot say I do; they only complain of the emigration
agents.
1040. Have you seen any immigrants who have been sent from Sydney up country as farm labourers
have you seen them as tbey, passed through your district or come back? I cannot say for farm labourers.
1041. Anything else? Yes, I am well acquainted with some in our district at the present time, who
were sent up to Orange from here, and promised constant work, but how they got to Newcastle they
scarcely knew themselves. There was no work for them when they got there, and after various
wanderings they found themselves in the coally regions after all; they scrabbed or begged their way somehow.
1042. I am alluding more particularly to the Northern districts-Murrurundi, Tamworth, and so onhave you seen immigrants who have been sent there? I have.
1043. Have you at any time heard complaints made by those who have gone up there, relative to the
difficulty of finding employment? I have.
1044. Can you mention any specific case that came under your more immediate observation? Not through
having conversed with any one on it, but by letters; I have had letters sent me during the past year by
men I knew well, stating that there were scores of men up the line waiting for a chance to get work, and
amongst these scores were some recently arrived in the country; they could not get a day's work, though
they were anxious to take anything they could lay their hands on.
1045. There is considerable distress in yourdistrict just now, is there not? There is.
1046. Is it true that some men have worked as little as 27 days in so many weeks? It is.
1047. There is a disagreement just now, is there not, between the colliers and the Associated Masters ?

Yes.
1048. Before this disagreement was it as bad then? The work?
1049. Yes? Yes.
1050. Then the present disagreement has but little to do with the existing distress? It can have nothing
to do with it yet; the disagreement is of only three days duration, and the probabilities are that the
collieries would not have worked above half a day out of the three if there had been no disagreement.
1051. The non-associated collieries are still working? Yes.
1052. Are they sufficient just now to supply the demand P Yes, amply sufficient.
1053. Then, as a matter of fact there are too many men in the district? Yes.
1054. Mr. Barbour.] How many of these men went up to look at the railway works? About thirty.
1055. How many returned? I saw three of them coming down in the train. I came down with them one
night.
1050. The three men that had the bad eyes? Yes.
1057. Three out of thirty? Yes.
1058. Were the others put to work? The others got scattered abroad. They travelled their way round,
and got work where they could. They found their way home again to the district.
1059. Their finding their way back to the coal-pits would be in indication that they were fonder of that
kind of work than of any other? No, no indication whatever.
1000. Mr. Jacob.] It might be because they could not get work? It was simply because they could not
get -work, and they came down amongst their friends, where they were sure of getting a share of the loaf
that was going instead of starving.
1061. AIr. Barbaur.] That was not a very large proportion-three out of thirty P Those men had the
blight, and it showed dctertnination on the part of the men to go up there to try and get something to do
in preference to remaining in 2s'ewcastle.
1062, You said the coal-miners wouldaccept Ss. a day at navvy's work ;-would they accept less than Ss. P
There are coal-miners now-good men-napping slag that comes from the copper works, all along the road,
wherever the Government has let the road to be made. I can go and pick miners out-good mennapping away from early morn to late at night, and earning perhaps Os. a day.
1063. Then they would take less than Ss. if they could get the work? Yes.
1064. Are you aware that a large number of the miners that came out last year were nominated by their
friends who were miners at Newcastle P I have every reason to think so by reports I have heard.
1065. And owing to representations from the miners' societies to the Government the immigration of
miners having been stopped, do you know whether their friends nominated them as farm labourers? I
could not say.
1066. had they been nominated as miners, would they have been sent? - I do not think they would. 1
give the Government credit for having kept their word to as that no mcre miners should be sent.
1067. Mv. Jacob.] We have been told that an experienced miner, or a. person who has been accustomed
to see miners, could detect a miner from other people? Yes, that is quite true.
lOGS. Could all ordinary emigration agent be capable of doing that? No, I do not think so, unless he
had been brought up amongst coal-miners.
1069.
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1069. Then you would hardly blame the agent at home for allowing them to come out under other Mr. J. Dixon.
designations? I would not; but I blame the agent for sending them out when, on their own confession, p_A\
he knew they were miners. For instance, a man would go to the agent and say, "I want to go out to 21.'Apnl,1880.
New South Wales."
Well, what are you?"—" A coal-miner"—and the agent would return the papers
and tell him to put on farm labourer.
1070. Have you known people who have come out in that way? I have. The Government agent told them
to put on anything but coal-miners; I know people who have told me that has been done with them.
1071, Mr. Uamcrom.] Is there a strong feeling against assisted immigration in the district where you
reside? Yes, throughout the district, from one end to the other.
1072. Do the miners, as a body, complain that they have suffered through immigration ? Yes, they do.
1073. Chairman.] I presume the miners would not object to the continuance of immigration of the really
farming class, which does not in any degree interfere with their own pursuits? M1'elI, the miners look at
it in a broad light ; they cannot see room for immigrants of any class in the way they are brought out, for
eventually it tells on any class of people when the country is flooded with labour; it is bound to; if men
do not get work at one thing they must turn to another.
1074. Do you think it is a broad view to say new hands are not required? I cannot see how it can be
otherwise when men are out of work in other pursuits besides coal-mining.
1075. In your district? Yes.
1076. have you lived anywhere besides in Northumberland? Yes, I have lived in the Hartley district,
and in the Fitzroy district.
1077. You have always been confined to mining districts? Yes.
1078. Mr. Jacob.] Your objection would apply to all immigration assisted at the public expense? Yes.
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John Young, Esq., examined
1079. Uhairman.] I believe you are an old colonist 9 Yes.
J. Young
1080. You have, I think, been a resident of Sydney for many years, though you previously resided in
Fsq.
Melbourne and ITobart Town? I have been in Australia five and twenty years.
1081. And you have carried out contracts for important buildings in the Colonies of Victoria., Tasmania, 6 May, 1880.
New Zealand, and New South Wales? Yes.
1082. I believe you were the contractor for the Exhibition Building at the Prince Alfred Park, the
General Post Office, and the Lands Office, and that you superintended the building for the Sydney
International Exhibition, known as the Garden Palace? Yes.
1083. You have consequently had extensive transactions with architects and other professional gentlemen,
and have been a large employer of stonemasons, carpenters, and others in the building trades? In all
the skilled trades nearly.
1084. I think you are a Director of the Operative Building Society, of the Annandale Frechold and
Investment Company, and also of the Civil Service Building Society? Yes.
1085. Would you then be good enough to tell the Committee your opinion of the state of the building
trade in this Colony at the present time, more particularly in the city of Sydney, stating first the prevailing
rate of wages in each line, and nextwhat relation the supply of hands bears to the demand? The pre.ent
state of the building trade is very fair, neither excessively brisk nor yet dull—about medium.
1086. Are there many hands out of employment at the present time in Sydney? Not a great many.
1087. Do you suppose that there are as many as 200 or 300 masons out of employment. If that has
been stated do you think it is the fact? It is not true.
1088. Do you suppose that at any time during the last twelve niooths so many as 200 masons could not
find employment in Sydney? No; I should say such a statement was quite wrong.
1039. Have many masons at; any time during that period been seeking for employment, and been unab1e
to obtain it? A. few have been, but I should say the buildings about to be commenced and in hand will
absorb all the masons to be obtained, and I would say that had I to csrry out the extension of l.hc Post
Office I believe I should have greater difficulty in getting really good masons now than 1 had at the tine
I erected the original building. This work alone will require from 150 to 200 men, and it will be hard to
find men to carry out the good work required upon it.
1000. You think there is a scarcity of good masons at the present time as compared with the time when
You took the contract for building the Post Office? I think there was a much better class of masons
then than now, although there are still some good tradesmen among them. But I speak of them as a
class.
1091. What has become of these good workmen? They are either dead, have left the Colon)', or have
gone from the business. I speak from experience, and I know we cannot get men to do the work as they
(lid formerly.
1092. In other branches of the building trade, for instance among carpenters, painters, and others, is
there a fair demand F Avery fair demand.
1093. Do you think mechanics in these and other trades, if they are good workmen, need wait bug for
employment? No, if there is any distress among mechanics I think, as a rule, it is in consequence of
their being inferior workmen.
1094. It has been stated to the Comnmiti ec that New South Wales has, during the last eighteen unontlis,
been indebted to the other colonies for a large number of mechanics who caine on their own account ;--has
that been your experience in the building trades? Yes, a great number have come from Victoria, New
Zealand, Q ueem,sla,,d. and Tasn,an a.
1095. How do you account for this voluntary immigration? Because of the additional work that has been
doing here during the last year.
1090.
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J. Young, 1090. Have you observed any refiux of this tide of immigration? Some of those who came here have
Esq.,
returned.
1091. Have many returned P I should think about one-third. The rest have settled down in New South
4 May, 1880. \\Tales
1098. You think they have found employment? Yes, they have fallen into something suited to them.
1099. I presume that the new Lands Office and the Garden Palace were your latest works in this Colony?
Yes.
1100. Were many of those you employed in connection with these buildings persons who had come from
other colonies? I employed a very large number, and some no doubt came from other colonies. I could
not say how many.
1101. Must not the demand for skilled labour have been greater here than in those other colonies to have
induced this voluntary immigration? Certainly.
1102. What is your opinion of the financial condition of the industrial classes of this city? I think it is
very comfortable ; and I wish to say with respect to the working classes of Sydney that they are much
more sober and steady than the same class in England. I do not think they drink so much.
1103. Do you think the cost of living here is greater than it is in England P With the exception of house
rent I think it cheaper.
1104. Would your experience as a director of various building societies lead you to the conclusion that
the working classes are frugal, and able to meet their engagements for advances for building from those
societies P Yes, in fact there are very few defaulters in any of the societies with which I am connected.
1105. I suppose you are aware that a large portion of suburban property is owned by what may be called
the industrial classes P Yes. I think the great majority are careful and saving.
1106. You are no doubt aware that the building societies and banks have, during the present year,
reduced the rate of interest upon deposits? Yes. I may say in reference to one of the societies to which
I belong that there is a large increase in the number of applicants for advances in consequence of the
change in the money market.
1107. Then there is greater liberality shown by the building societies in making advances in consequence
of the greater supply of capital? Yes.
1108. Is there much building now proceeding in the city and suburbs? A considerable amount of
suburban property is now being erected. As a proof of this I may mention that, although at the time the
Exhibition building was going on, when sometimes 50,000 or 60,000 bricks were laid in a day, the price of
bricks delivered was only £2 los. a thousand-the price now is £3.
1109. AIr. Charles.] With new brickworks in operation? Yes. This too at a time when the weather is
fine for making bricks.
1110. Chairman.] Your private residence is at Annandale? Yes.
1111. Are there any empty houses there? No; there are not a great many upon the estate.
1112. Have you observed any signs of over-building in the suburbs? No, and for many years I think
Sydney has had scarcely sufficient buildings for the demand.
1113. You think then there is not a probability of over-building? No, not for many years to come.
1114. Have you at any time employed any assisted immigrants P Yes, frequently.
1115. Shortly after their arrival? Yes.
1116. Have you known these immigrants to compete unduly with other persons who have preceded them
here in the city? No, I think it has been quite the reverse; people who come here require to reside here
some time to get Colonial experience before they can compete with older residents.
1117. Do you find notwithstanding their want of Colonial experience that they look for as good wages
as those who have been here before them? Precisely the same.
1118. As a matter of business I suppose you prefer persons who have had some experience in the country
to new hands P Yes, that is natural; still I have found some good tradesmen among the new amvals.
1119. Have you ever known any assisted immigrants to loiter in and about the city instead of looking for
employment? N0 doubt some of those who come out do loiter about the city; they are not always the
best fitted for the Colony who are selected.
1120. Have you met with many who did not seem fitted for the Colony? No, very few; still there must be
some.
1121. Do you think the requirements of the Colony with reference to skilled labour would be sueiently
met if assisted immigration were to be discontinued? No, while work is at all brisk or in its usual state.
Of course if work were very dull less men would be required; but that is not the case at the present
time nor has it been for a good while.
1122. Do you not think the seasons with which the Colony has been favoured, the high price of wool in
the English market, the ease with which the New South Wales loans are floated on low terms in London,
and the public works projected on Governmental and private account, afford a good outlook for the
industrial classes of the community? Yes, I do think so, undoubtedly.
1123. .ilfr. Day.] I suppose you understand the regulations under which assisted immigration to this
Colony is eoiiducted P I believe I do; a certain amount is paid by persons here to bring out their friends,
that is the usual rule.
1124. Do you think from your experience in the building trades that there is profitable employment in
this Colony for immigrants at the present time? I think a certain number can be absorbed with benefit
to the Colony.
1125. Supposing we were to have a ship-load of 300 or 400 a month, do you think that would be too
much? No, not if they were properly selected.
1126. If we were to have ship-loads of from 300 to 400 once a month, of different trades, you do not think
that would be too many to find profitable employment in the Colony? No; but if men are badly selected
in the first instance, that is to say, if they know nothing in England, when they come out here they know
nothing more. Such men must learn, and will have a difficulty in falling into their proper places. Ido
not think it desirable that we should have clerks or people of that description sent out here I think
there are quite enough of them here already.
1127. I think I understood you to say that you knew artisans to be out of employ, such as masons and
carpenters P I have known them sometimes to be out of employ. There are always some men out of
employ ; inferior hands for instance are refused if you can get better ones.
1125. Have you known the same parties to be out of employment for a length of time together? Not
1129,
very long; I think it is generally their own fault if they are very long out of employment.
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1129. You have had I suppose more experience than any man in Sydney in the building trade;-will you J. Young,
EM.,
have the goodness to state what rate of wages you pay to masons and carpenters? The average rate for
•"'
carpenters is lOs., sometimes we pay Os., but, very seldom. The rate is lOs. a day for eight hours. For
masons it was formerly the sane, but when I was doing the Lands Office they struck for Is., and they May, 1880.
have continued at that rate since.
1130. Does that rate of wages apply to masons, carpenters, painters, bricklayers, and plasterers? Bricklayers get 12s. a day, of eight hours, plasterers according to quality-lOs., us., and 128.
1131. That is the rate you have been paying for a long time? Yes.
1132. You never employ tradesmen at lower rates than those you have named? No.
1133, What rate do you pay to labourers? 'What are termed pick and shovel men get Os., 78., and Ss. a
day, according to quality.
1134. how many hours do they work? Eight hours. Bricklayers and plasterers' labourers get Os. and
lOs. a day for eight hours work; painters get 9s. a day as an average; plumbers net from lOs. to 12s.,
according to quaht
1135. Mr. Clrar7esl l You have stated that you knew in some of the building societies with which you were
connected that there were large sums of money available for carrying out buildings? Yes.
1136. Is that capital or any pact of it the accumulated savings of the working class? Yes; it is
their money.
1131. You say that there are some men generally out of employment;-do you believe that industrious
men, good tradesmen, could find employment within a reasonable time? Yes; good tradesmen could,
1138. And that it is from other causes than scarcity of work that these men are out of employment?
Yes, various causes; some men may not like to take work far from home, others may be given to drink,
or may be known as inferior workmen. Masters do not care to employ men who are inferior, unless they
are compelled to do so; good men soon become known, and are naturally preferred.
1139. If the building trade continues to be carried on as briskly as it has been during the last two or
three years will a steady supply of good tradesmen be needed to maintain the supply, or would the demand
be met by apprentices in the usual way P I do not think the apprentices here are sufficient to make up
the deficiency.
1140. Therefore you think a steady influx of a moderate number of good tradesmen will be required?
Yes. There seems a little disinclination among Colonial youths to apply themselves to handicraft; they
scorn to lack the application necessary to make them good tradesmen; of course there are exceptions to
that rule, for I have some apprentices of my own who are as good as any tradesmen in the world; but
I am speaking generally, and I think it would be better both for themselves and for the Colony if more
of our Colonial youth would learn trades, and become good tradesmen, but they seem to prefer something
lighter, and have not the plodding application necessary to success.
1141. Is there a sufficient supply of female domestic servants in the Colony, or is it necessary that we
should import them? There can be no doubt that female domestics are greatly required here, but there
again time difficulty I have alluded to with regard to our youths come in; young girls iustead of devoting
themselves to house or domestic duties take to sewing, or to other employment which they think more
genteel. It would be better for them, as well as for the Colony, if they would learn to perform domestic
work.
1142. 0/tairman.] Have you observed that for any kind of light employment there is always a large supply
in excess of the demand? Yes, for all light employment.
1143. For porters? Yes, or watchmen. I had a hundred applications for the situation of a watchman.
1144. There will always be a large floating population looking out for employment of a light character as
porters, doorkeepers, and so on? Any kind of light work where no skill is required, we can get any
number of such persons. As all instance of the great number of certain classes that require employment
I may mention that at the Town Hall the other day there were five clerks required, and for these situations we had over 500 applications. The highest remuneration offered was £300 for audit clerk, for which
there were seventy-nine applications; for a situation of £200 a year we had 179 ; for one of £180 a year
we had, I think, 160 or 170; and for the other two of £120 a year each, upwards of 1.50.
1145. It is not then, I infer, desirable to assist any of that class to immigrate? No.
1146. Mr. Day.] I understood you to say that there were over 500 applications for these positions at the
Town flail? Yes, the reason I mentioned the number for each is that some applicants applied for two or
three, thinking perhaps if they failed to get one they might obtain another.
1.147. These were all clerks? Yes.
1148. And they understood no other business? That I do not know; but they all had testimonials as
clerks.
1149. I suppose these offices were advertised, and persons were invited to send in applications? Yes, to
the City Council.
1150. Suppose you were to take a large contract to.morrow and to call for applications for artisans, say
masons, bricklayers, and others in the building trade, how many applicants do you think you would
have? I cannot say, for if the work were in town and nearer their own residences than the job on which
they were employed they would leave their old work and come to the new.
1151.. Do you ever advertise for tradesmen? Very seldom. The men know me so well, and in fact we
know 1mow to go about getting all the men we require for any work.
1152. I suppose you have a lot of tradesmen who follow you wherever you go? Yes, if I had a contract
1,000 or 2,000 miles away I could get as many men as I wanted.
1153. They would knock off other work to go to you? Yes, many would in a minute.
1154. U/iairmnan.] You generally have large jobs on hand, and that I suppose is one reason why men would
prefer going to you, knowipg that the work would continue for a long time? Yes, 1 have a very large
staff, and they can depend upon me.
1155. You are clearly of opinion that if Government continue assisted immigration and bring out a proper
class such as good masons, carpenters, bricklayers, and plasterers, they can find profitable employment
here? Yes, some of the people who are brought here are quite unsuitable; for instance, when I was
carrying on the Exhibition building I had application for employment from two Manchester weavers.
I did employ these two, but of course they
a re not the class we require. They cannot earn their wages
properly. Still, any self.reliant man who conies to this Colony can do well, no matter what his trade or
calling.
1156.
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J. Young, 1150. If he is willing to adapt himself to any occupation that may offer? Yes, and has a genius for it.
Esq.
He must have the genius and be able to settle down to it. But, unfortunately, there is an outcry against
emigration, and it arises in a great measure from the fact that the men who come out and do not succeed
May, 1880. are those who have been relying at home upon steady work npon one single thing, going through one little
routine in a certain way; and when they come to Australia, circumstances being different, they cannot
accommodate themselves to the change.
1157. Mr. DaN.] Have you had any experience at all in the farming line ? Not a great deal.
1158. Do you think the Colony is fully supplied with farm labourers such as ploughmen, horse-drivers, and
others P I should think not. I think they are wanted.
1159. You think this class of men and tradesmen could find plenty of employment in this Colony? Yes.
1100. Do you think we could absorb 400 a month if they were sent out? Yes. I think there is an
unlimited extent for farming men, if they were self-reliant and would settle down ; but they are not
generally willing to do that at once.
1161. Uhairman.] Have you found a general unwillingness on the part of the people you have employed to
go into the country P Yes. If a contract were taken at a place like Armidale it might be difficult to get
workmen to go there.
1162. They show great reluctance to leave the city P Yes; they would require more wages to go. In
fact they do not care about leaving, and the reason in many cases is that the good workmen, who of course
are the men we want, are settled in Sydney, and they do not care to go away and leave their wives and
families.
1163. Mr. Oharies.] Do you consider that these persons who applied for offices under the City Corporation
were all out of employ, or that a portion of them were in other employment? I should think, judging
from the references I read, about one-fourth were out of employment, and the remaining three-fourths
were employed, but that they sought to improve their positions.

Mr. Joshua Parr examined
Mr. J. Fart. 1164. Chairman.] I believe you have been it resident of the Colony for many years? Twenty-five years.
4MlSso
ay, 1165. And that at the present time you are in business as a builder at R•edfern? Yes.
1166. How long have you been in business on your own account? About twelve or fourteen years.
1167. On your first arrival in the Colony what kind of employment did you obtain? I took employment
as a carpenter and joiner, to which trade I served an apprenticeship at home, in England.
1108. Have you taken any interest in the question of immigration? Only on this side-I have always
been an advocate for it.
1169. Can you tell us the present condition of the building trades; you say you have taken an interest
in immigration. Will you have the goodness to state why you have taken that interest? Because I have
often thought in a young country like this the more people come here the better it will be for those who
are. Being about Be much among the working classes I hear what is said on both sides of the question;
but I take my stand on my own side, and I believe that the increase of population of the right description
will be for the benefit of all.
1170. To those who come? That I am quite sure about.
1171. Since your arrival here have you been the means of inducing any of your friends to come out?
Soon after I arrived I sent home for my brother, and paid his passage out; he is a bricklayer by trade,
and has done very well by coming, even better than myself.
1172. I think you have done very well in your business? I have no cause to complain.
1173. You are what is called a prosperous man? Yes, I think so.
1174. Has your brother done as well as yourself? Yes.
1175. How long has he been here P About twenty-two years. 1176. May I ask you whether, when you embarked in business on your own account, you had much
capital of your own? Perhaps £200 or £800-scarcely that.
1177. Which you had made here by your own labour? Yes; when I came here I had nothing.
1178. Do you know whether at the present time there are many persons in the building trade unable to
obtain employment? From what I hear there are a pretty good number, but I can hardly say whether
that is true. If you wish me to state my own opinion I will do so, and it is this, that in a large city like
Sydney there will always be a number of men out of employment; and we can hardly wonder at it, when
we know that a good tradesman can do as much in one day as some of these people who are wandering
about will do in two. Some of these are good tradesmen but slow, and an employer will only give
them work to suit his own convenience, and when he cannot get others. The consequence is that there
are a good many of this sort of men in and out of employment; and there are some who keep in work just
long enough to earn a little money, and then remain for some time unemployed.
1179. You think there are many of this sort about Sydney? Yes, I know many myself.
1180. You think that these men, although good workmen, are slow, and therefore have a difficulty in
getting continuous employment P Yes, that is exactly what I mean.
1181. Do you think that at any one time these are long out of employment? No, not for any length of
time.
1182. Mr. Jwob.] Do you think they would obtain employment if they were willing to take less wages?
They will not take less wages; a bad mechanic expects the same wages as a good one. A good mechanic
is honestly better worth 12s. a day than many of those men are worth 7s.
- 1183. Mr. Day.] Still you say these men are good tradesmen? Yes, but they are men who always have
pipes in their months, will not push on with their work, and all they scent to think of is to get the day's
work over.
1184. Uhairtnan.] Have you many men now in employment? At the present moment I have about
fourteen.
1185. You reside at ltedfern? Yes.
1186. You have some property of your own there? Yes.
1187. Do you know of any empty houses in and about Redfèrn P No, empty houses are almost
unknown.
1188. Has it come within your knowledge that in any of the suburbs of Sydney there are many houses to
let?
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let P At the present time I think there are very few. There may be a few more now than there yere Mr. J. ran.
twelve months ago, but they are very few. I may state that I inn not only the owner of a good hut of
property myself, but I inn also the agent of a gentleman who is away from the Colony who has considerable 4 May, 1880.
property.
1189. Do you think there is any probability of buildings being erected for residencesi n the suburbs in
excess of the demand? I do not think so.
1100. When you have a house vacant in Redfern do you experience much difficulty in re-letting it?
None whatever.
1191. Have you any connection with building societies P No, I have never had any.
1192. If you were told that at the present time there were 300 masons in Sydney unable to obtain
employment, would you think that statement reliable? I should think it most unreliable-I should not
think it correct. I discharged two masons the other day, having finished the job on which they were employed, and I saw them working the second day•fter.
1193. Assuming it were said there were 200? I should not think it true.
1191. Do you think many masons have been unable to obtain employment for any length of time? I
certainly should think not.
1195. Do you find the cost of living in this Colony any greater than it was in England? No, I think, to
speak truthfully, it is not, and I was in England nine months ago.
1196. Did you when you were in England endeavour to induce any of your friends to come to the Colony?
Certainly I did.
1107. Of what class were they? I offered to pay the passages of two or three, but they were frightened
at the water.
1108. You thought so well of the Colony that you were desirous of inducing -friends to come with you?
Yes, and I told many persons at home that the best thing they could possibly do was to come out.
1109. Were they principally mechanics P Yes.
1200. And you thought they would be better off here than in England P I am positive of it.
1201. ma you call at the office of the Agent General when you were in England? I did.
1202. Did you make inquiry as to the terms upon which your friends could come out? I know that two
or three made application at the emigration office, Park-street, Westminster, and they were told that
instructions had been sent from New South Wales to send out no more mechanics. They did not meet
with the respect they thought they were entitled to, considering what I had told them, that mechanics
were in great demand, which was the ease when I left, twelve months ago.
1203. When did, you leave here F Last April twelve months.
1204. At what time did you call at the office in London P About last July.
1205. 'What description of mechanics do you speak of? Good carpenters and joiners.
1200. From your experience as a man of business do you think these men would have been likely to do
well here? I should have been glad to have had them in my employ.
1207. Did you while you were in England come in contact with other classes who were desirous of
emigrating? Yes, many came to ask me about immigration, and I told them it was an easy matter; but
while I was in England a Sydney Morning Herald came with a letter in it, written I think by Mr. Cameron,
through remarks made by him in the Legislative Assembly, and that set people against emigrating.
1208. Your business is chiefly among artisans and mechanics? Yes.
1209. Is it within your knowledge that during the last eighteen months we have had a large accession to
our population by arrivals from the other colonies? I have heard so; but I was away during the greater
part of last year. I believe a great number came here during the Exhibition,
1210. Were they not coming for sometime prior to that? Yes, they were coming before that from
Melbourne, and as a builder I was glad to see them come, because it enabled us to get some good men.
1211. I presume they would not have come unless they had heard a good report as to the state of business
here? The business was 1-cry brisk in Sydney, and good mechanics were not obtainable.
121.2. Have you heard of many of these tradesmen returning? No, I think most of them have located
themselves here.
1213. 'ave you found an unwillingness on the part of new arrivals to go into country districts? I have.
I have had one of my carpenters who came out in the ship with me, who has been working for me ever
since I came from England ; but some of the passengers returned by the same ship that brought them out,
because they could not get employment.
1214. What were they? Weavers and tailors; and I did not wonder that they returned.
121.5. Have you met any newly.nrrived immigrants loitering about the streets of Sydney unable to, obtain
employment? I certainly have not.
1210. You have spoken of some men returning to England by the ship which brought them out. You say
some of these were tailors, and that they could not obtain employment? I heard thus from others-I know
positively that some of them did return.
1217. Were there many? No, there might have been three or four.
1218. Out of one ship? Yes.
1219. Mr. Day.] What is the rate of wages generally ruling for masons, bricklayers, and carpenters
From los. to us-a great number are getting us., not less than lOs. I am paying that myself, and to
one of my carpenters us., and he is worth more than that.
1220. For how many hours? Eight, and not a minute more if they can help it.
1221. And you think there is profitable employment for men at these trades? Yes, for really good
mechanics.
1222. You do not think the market is overdone in consequence of assisted immigration? Not for really
skilled tradesmen, but there are many who call themselves mechanics who know very little of the trade
they profess P At the Exhibition Building there were a number of men at work who had never used a tool
before. These got on a little by degrees, and they call themselves carpenters now. This is the class of
men I complain of. If you were to put one of them to make a door or windowthey would only spoil the
timber.
1223. Still they call themselves tradesmen P Still they call themselves tradesmen, and it is this that is
doing the Colony harm.
1224. From your knowledge of the wants and requirements of this country do you not think we could
absorb 300 or 400 immigrants a month, provided they were well selected? That is my firm and honest
belief.
1225.
450-F
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'Ms. J. Parr. 122.5. Will you be kind enough to state what class of people would be most likely to succeed here, having
-'' regard to their own good and to that of the country? The only class I could recommend would be
4 May, 1880. skilled laboor.
1226. What do you mean by skilled labour? Carpenters, joiners, masons, bricklayers, plasterers, firstclass skilled men not afraid to work.
1227. Then it would be useless to bring needle-makers, weavers, pin-makers, iron-moulders, or persons of
that kind? I believe it would be a waste of money.
1228. Have you had any experience in the farming line in this country? Not the slightest.
1229. Have you had any experience as tothe wants and requirements of the people of this country with
regard to domestic servants 9 I think the want is very great for good domestic servants; I tried to induce
some respectable young females to come out, and told them what an excellent chance there was for them
here, but the same thing frightened them as had alarmed the men-the water.
1230. Do you know what is the rate of wages for domestic servants, cooks, honsemaids, and laundresses?
I should say from los. to 14s. a week.
1231. You think there is plenty of employment for them F I am sure gentle people would be too glad
to get a good class of servants.
1232. Have you found any difficulty yourself in obtaining domestic servants? If I must be candid my
wife would not be troubled with them; she would rather do the work herself.
1233. Have you a large family? Yes.
1234. Does your wife do the whole of the work? No, I have a daughter just about twenty-one.
1235. Then your family is grown up9 My yonngest child is now six years of age. I have seven in all
and my second eldest daughter and her mother do the whole work.
1236. I suppose during your experience you have heard many persons exclaim against assisted immigration? Yes, I have continually1237. What class of people were they? Persons of all classes, even in the building trade.
1238. Labourers and artisans? Yes; they run away with the idea that if immigration continues it will
tend to reduce wages, but I have endeavoured to convince them that the more people come here the more
work there must be, for every person who comes must be a consumer-he must have a house to live in,
in, food to eat, and clothes to cover him. The more people come the better it will be for those who are
here, and for the colony at large.
1239. Have you had many applications for employment in your own line of business, when you have had
work going on? No, I have not twelve months ago I could not get men, but for the last three months
I have been away from Sydney doing some work for the Honorable Mr. G. H. Cox, at Mulgoa.
1240. Being connected with the building trade if many people had been out of employment they would
have been likely to have applied to you 9 They would have been sure to.
1241. And you have not had many applicants? No; I have been troubled two or three times with a
class of men who as soon as they get a few shillings to spend get on the drink, and do not care for work
or for anything else.
1242. What prospect is there in this country for a good tradesman, who is sober, and will keep diligently
to his work? I consider that there is the same prospect for him as there was for myself. When I came
here I had scarcely £1 in my pocket, and I worked at the bench for years and years as hard as any man.
I was never particular about its being early or late. After I had been a few years at jouruy work I
thought I might better myself by taking jobs myself. I have done so, and have always endeavoured to
give satisfaction, and I have prospered.
1243. And now you are a large employer? Not a very large employer, and I do not intend to be. If
you offered me work just now I should decline it, whatever it might be, because I do not want to be
bothered with too many men.
1244. I think you said you had fourteen men at work? Yes; I have just now, because I am now doing
some work for Mr. Cox at Mulgoa., but as soon as that is done I shall go on in my own quiet way.
1245. What do you mean by your own quiet way? Keeping on only six or seven men.
1246. If you had a number of friends in England-artisans, such as masons, bricklayers, and others in the
building trade,-would you strongly advise them to come to the colony? Yes ; if they could not get on
well at home I should certainly say come.
1247. You think if they came here and were careful and industrious they would be bound to succeed?
I have no doubt whatever of it.
1248. Mv. Oliarlee.] You have stated that you have a job in the country; from your observation and
knowledge of working men would you say that a number of these could find employment in the country?
I have my doubts about it.
1249. Do you not think they are required in the country-upon farms? I could not say much about
that; I am not in a position to speakpositively upon that point, but I may say that I was at Tamworth
about two years ago, when I was asked by a builder there to send him up some good men as he wanted
them badly, and could not get them.
1250. You think the cause with most of the tradesmen who are out of employ, and who are complaining,
is either that they are bad, or slow workmen, or through drunkemiess? That is the cause with many of
them.
1251. Probably these three causes combined may account for so many being out of employment? They
may, but I do not think drunkenness is so prevalent among tradesmen now as formerly.
1252. Mv. facoó.] t'rom the general tenor of your evidence I infer that you are in favour of an increase
of population of the right description? Yes, certainly, if proporly selected,
1253. Have you given any attention to the assisted immigration system, or to the regulations under which
people are Bent out here? I must candidly confess that I hardly know what the rules are.
1254. Do your remarks apply to those who come out at their own expense, or to those who come out under
the system of assisted immigration? I was given to understand that any person desirous of coming here
from the old country could do so upon the payment of £2.
1255. You have not given the system of assisted immigration sufficient consideration to enable you to
speak as to the desirableness of continuing that system? No.
1256. Do you know if there is a great scarcity of bricks? At the present time there is.
1257. Could others take to the trade of briekmaking. For instance, it has been stated that a number of
masons are out of employment,--could they readily adapt themselves to the business of brickmalung? I
1258.
do not think they could.
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1258. If they could do so is there any arrangement among tradesmen to prevent a man belonging to a Mr. J. Fm.
particular trade taking to another? I believe there is, but I am not in a position to speak to that, because ç.&.'
I do not belong to any society. I may say that the masons are a highly intelligent and respectable body 1, MhY; 1880
of men.
1259. You say that a great many of the mcii who were employed at the Exhibition building, were not
tradesmen, but that they picked up a smattering of the business, and now call themselves tradesmen,
althounh they are not capable to do their work properly? You have stated correctly what I have said.
1200. If they cannot get work of the superior description are they now, disinclined to work as labourersarc they above that now? No doubt most of them are above it.
1201. They think they are fully qualified to be considered tradesmen? Yes.
1262. You have spoken of the scarcity of domestic servants-you say they are much wanted? Yes.
1203. Are you not aware that the same complaint is made in Ei;gland as to the scarcity of domestic
servants? I am not aware of that.
126. Have you not seen it mentioned in the press? No, I have not.
1205. In answer to a question of Mr. Charles you said that you did not think there was a want of
labouring ineu ;-was that answer in reference to labourers connected with trades in Sydney? Yes. I
know very little of the wants of the country.

THURSDAY, 6 MAY, 1880..
Mn. CAI'IERON,

j Y. M. CHARLES,
Mn, DA

J. F. BURNS, ESQ., IN THE OIIAIm
Mr. John C. Glue examined
1266. Chairman.] I believe you are an old colonist? Yes.
Mr 3.0 Glue
1267. How long have you been in the Colony? In New South Wales since 1854.
1268. Have you resided for the most part of that time in Sydney? All the time,
6 May, 1880,
1239. You are now in business in Pitt-street as a labour agent? Yes.
1270. low long have you been carrying on that business? Rather more than twenty-four years.
1271. Will you be good enough to tell the Committee the present condition of the labour market; and;
first, I should like to know from you in what particular branches there is a demand for labour, whether
skilled or unskilled, and the rates of wages that prevail at the present time? Perhaps I had better first
tell you the kind of business I carry on, because my knowledge may be rather limited with regard to the
demand for skilled mechanics.
1272. As far as your knowledge extends? I think taking (say) the iron trades there is a suverabundance
of that, for this reason that persons in that trade are seeking employment in other occupations, because,
as they state, they cannot get their own work. Carpenters I do not think are so numerous as the others,
and good skilled workmen can get employment.
1273. Have you met with many carpenters out of work? I o, not so many.
1271. Stonemasons? Those 1 have not a great deal of knowledge of; sometimes I require a rubblemason, and perhaps I might have eight or ten applicants.
1275. In answer to advertisements? Yes.
1276. Do you think there is a sufficient supply of stonemasons? I cannot give a positive answer to that
question.
1277. As far as your own knowledge extends do you think the supply of masons equal to any demand that
may grow np? I think so.
1278. Blacksmiths? I do not get many applications for them.
1279. Do you sometimes get applications for them? Yes.
1280. Can you supply them when they are applied for? If I give the rate of wages wanted by them.
They are a8king £3 a week.
1281. For town or country? For country places.
1282. With regard to printers? That I could not say.
1283. Female servants P There is an unlimited demand for them.
1284. Do you find much unwillingness on the part of those who apply to you to go into the country
districts? Very great.
1285. Are you generally able to meet the applications made to you from the country? Invariably I
eledute the orders, excepting in the case of female servants. In some cases I cannot execute them, and
they pass over. There are exceptions to this; for instance, I have an order for a blacksmith at. £70 a year,
with board and lodging, and that is refused. I have had that order for five or six weeks.
1286. Is that in the country, far away? In the neighbourhood of Bathurst. This offer is equal to £2 5s.
or £2 7s. Gd. a week, The men consider the wages a great deal too low.
1287. Added to that there is the unwillingness to leave Sydney, I presume? Yes.
1288. Have you at any time had many newly-arrived immigrants come to your office seeking employment? Yes.
1289. I mean assisted immigrants? Yes.
1290. You can tell them by their clothing and language? Yes. They are generally mechanics.
1291. What class of mechanics? They would be some of them carpenters, some moulders, some
engineers. Many of them, perhaps, have been accustomed to railway work, such as porters or men
employed about railway stations, and very often the latter class find difficulty in obtaining employment.
1292. Unskilledlabour? Yes.
1293. You find that persons seeking light employments have great dimculty in getting situations? Yes.
1294. With respect to carpenters who appear to you to have newly-arrived, do they Bueceed in getting
employment? I have not so much demand for mechanics, that I do not have many applications from that
class.
1295.
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Mr.LC.Glue. 1295. Have you seen many newly-arrived immigrants loitering about Sydney unable to obtain employment P No; perhaps they may come to Inc and make application three or four times, and then they drift
B May, iBsO. off in some other direction - Perhaps I do not see them again, and could not state whether they get work
or not.
1206. Mr. Cameron.] I suppose your experience is more confined to people open for hire to go into the
country than with people whose more immediate calling lies in the city? Yes, generally it is.
1297. As a rule you say you have no difficulty in supplying any demand made upon you, except in one or
two cases? Some of the orders are on terms that are not according to their ideas of what the rate of
wages should be ; or there may be an objection to the locality.
1298. But you have an unlimited demand for female domestic servants? Yes,
1299. For more than you can supply? Yes, of the right sort. A great many women apply for service
whom I would not send from my office.
1300. Do you not think that the employment in factories of various kinds, and at sewing-machines, of
females, when they have their evenings and Sundays to themselves, has had a great deal to do with the
scarcity of female domestic servants? No doubt it creates a great 'disinclination to domestic drudgery.
- 1301. With the natural love of liberty common to women as to men, they desire to have their evenings
to themselves? Yes.
1302. With reference to farm laliourers, what are the ruling rates for healthy farm labourers—single
men? Up to within the last six months—I should say for the last five or six years—they have been equal
to £40 a year to hire for the country, with rations.
1303. Have you in any marked manner been brought into communication with the class of persons who
have been the recipients of this assisted immigration vote? No.
1304. As far as you, as a man of the world, are able to form an opinion, do you think the class we are
importing here is the right class at the present time? Of course in a ship-load of immigrants there are a
great variety of people. Some of them I have no doubt are very good men, in this way, that they are of
industrious habits and want to push on in the world, and as a matter of course they do get on. They find
employment and remain in it until they themselves are able to become employers, or work on their own
farms. Others are of a careless kind, tho do not care whether they have work or not, and they of course
begin to condemn the Colony, that they had no business to be brought here, and that the Colony was not
what it had been represented.
1305. I am not speaking so much about the moral character of these people—I will put the question in
another way: Do you think the class of people sent out under the present eystem of assisted immigration,
having regard to the nature of their previous avocations, the hest suited to make enterprising colonists as
a rule? I do not see how the difficulty could be got over.
1306. You admit there is a difficulty then? Yes, I think so.
1307. For instance, the result of your observation and long connection with the labour market would not
induce you to bring out a large number of the artisan class in the building and iron trades? No, I think
they ought not to be brought out so numerously as the others; I do not think there is the same scope for
them. Another reason is that it does not give the rising generation a chance.
1308. At the present time you would not be in favour of bringing out coal-miners? No.
1309. In that line the supply is equal to the demand? Yes; I have lately engaged a man and his vife to
go to the Richmond River. They have been in the Colony about twenty months. He is an Irishman,
and lnd been engaged as a miner for 14 years in Wades, and on his arrival here he went to Newcastle,
where he followed the samne occupation for a time, but at length wrote to me to obtain a situation for himself and wife. I told him he had better come to Sydney, and when he had been here about a week I
obtained an engagement for them to go to the Richmond River. His statement to me was that he had
great difficulty to obtain constant work at Newcastle in consequence of the disturbances with the men
there, that he could keep no money in his pocket, and that the district was not suited to him.
1310. Do you find an unwillingness on the part of mechanics out of work—men in the building and iron
trades—to go into the couutry to other avocations? No, not if they are adapted to it. But the difficulty
is to engage a man who has been brought up in a fitter's shop or as a moulder to do farm work,
1311. Then you think the present system of immigration could be amended by refusing to bring so many
people of these particular avocations? I think so. There is plenty of scope for farming men. Bushmen will find their level here, and will work their way if they have any energy in them.
1312. A. man who has served his time in time mother country to a skilled trade is not fit to go into the
country to follow farming pursuits? No.
1313. To put the matter in another way, from your experience would you be inclined to thick that a man
who had served his time to the iron or building trades, or who had been brought up to some manufacturing
industry, and who upon coming here could find no employment at his particular trade or avocation would
be fit to go into the country and work on a farm P No, unless he had great muscular strength.
1314. He would not command the wages? No.
1315. Mv. Charles.] You think that although there might be an odd man here and there who might adapt
himself to the work it would not be advisable to bring out this class of men? I do not think the
Government of this country has any right to assist that class of persons, as there appears to be at present
plenty here. I think lahouring men are better adapted to the wants of the colony.
1310. You say you believe many persons could improve their condition by coming here. Do you think
if a number of stout robust farm lad onrers were to come out they would have auy difficulty in finding
employment upon their arrival? No, I think not.
1317. Have you any knowledge of the assisted immigrants who came out during the past years as to how
they have succeeded P I suppose there are few agents whose experience is not similar to mine, and that
is that many of those who formerly passed through my hands as servants are now my constituents and the
employers of labour themselves. There is a vast number of such in the Southern Districts.
1318. Mr. Day.] You have had very great experience in the labour market in this colony? Yes,
1319. From your experience in the labour market of this Colony are you under the impression that the
present system of assisted immigration should be continued or abolished P I do not think it should be
discontinued for this reason, that a great many people who are poor and needy at home have not the
means of coming out here. This is an extensive country, and there is plenty of scope for them here, and
they have a better chance to do well here than at home. I do not sec because in a number of people
1320.
who come here there are some bad, that therefore the good should not be allowed to come.
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1320. You are under the impression that if the present system of assisted immigration were carried on MrJ.0. Glue.
A_
properly, the people who came would find remunerative employment? Yes, iftheydo not come out with
too extravagant ideas. Some people when they arrive in the Colony seem to think they shall pick up 6 May, 1880.
gold in the streets, that money is to be obtained without working for it. Besides, there is a class who,
when they arrive here, fall into bad, dissolute, and drinking habits, and we therefore require a constant
supply to renew the stock.
1821. Are there at the present time many men out of employment in and about Sydney? A great
number in Sydney.
1322. What class of men are these out of employment? They are generally men who would seek lighter
employments, such as driving a horso and cart, or picic and shovel men. The great majority of them
appear to be men who have been in a better condition of life.
1323. Are they some of the assisted immigrants who have come to the Colony P I do not know. I could
hardly answer that question.
1324. Do you know of many of these assisted immigrants being out of employment? No, I do not know
of any particularly.
1325. I suppose you lose sight of them as soon as they get engaged? Yes ; when they fulfil their
engagements they come back to me.
1320. What is the daily rate of wages now for masons, carpenters, and bricklayers? Bricklayers from
lOs. to i.ls. a day; masons, I think, lOs.; carpenters are not confined to one rate, it all depends upon
their skill; they get from Is. to lOs.
1327. What is the average rate for carpenters? It is a little less now than it has been-from 99. to lOs.
1328. That is for eight hours a day? Yes.
1329. I think you said before that farm labourers received about £40 a year on the average? That was
up to six months ago.
1330. Do you find that there is plenty of demand for that class of labour in the interior? Not so much
for farming men. There seems to be a disinclination to engage just now. I do not know whether it is
because there are sufficient people in the districts, or whether the farmers are not in a condition to engage
them. One of these two causes it mnst be. I sent a man to Shoalhaven for Mr. John --, whom I
engaged at £35. About six months ago I engaged a man for the same farm at £40 a year. Men are
now easily obtainable, and of course the rate of wages is reduced.
1331. You are clearly of opinion that if assisted immigration were carried on properly it would be
beneficial to the country ? Yes, and to the people themselves.
1332. What is the average rate of wages for married couples for station hands? It differs a great deal.
I engaged a man and his wife at £75; I also engaged the miner I spoke of and his wife at £65; I have
just engaged a man and his wife at £65, and am going to engage another couple to-morrow at £70. It
depends a good deal upon the experience of the partics engaged; and some squatters give a little more
than others.
1883. Are they also allowed rations? Yes.
1231. The last time I went to your place I paid £75? Yes, and I engaged a couple for a neighbouring
station at £75 at the same time. I engaged a couple a short time ago at £95 a year, but the man was a
skilled carpenter. He had several houses at 'Wool]ahra, but they were in a Building Society, and he wanted
to pay off the advance upon them; as work was not very plentiful in Sydney he took this engagement.
1335. Mr. Cameron.] I suppose you have a great glut of persons seeking for light employment, such as
porters and clerks? Yes. With regard to fthpale emigrants, in some of the classes that come out they
are not satisfied to remain in one employment; I refer especially to general servants. If these would
confine themselves to one thing it would be well both for themselves and for their mistresses, butafter they
have been here a little while they get into bad habits; they do not like the drudgery of a general servant,
and strive to obtain superior situations as parlour maids and upper servants, for which they are unfitted,
and as a consequencethey go from office to office, idleness creeps upon them, and they fall into bad habits.
1336. Wutirmam.] What are the wages current in Sydney for general female servants? From 12s. to 15s.
a week.
1837. .A&. cameron:] Some lower than that P I seldom engage a good servant for less that 12s.; the rule
is above 12s. I sent a rough Irish girl to Jerra Jerra at 14s. a week, and if I could get another for
1 would give her lOs. as cook and laundress, but I cannot induce one to go; they will not go into
the country, they like town life, to be amoiig their friends, and to display their finery.
Mr. Robert Micklejohn examined
1338. Chairman.] You are in business, I think, as a produce and general merchant? Yes.
1339. I believe you are agent for a large number of persons in the coast districts? Yes, I am.
Micklejoin.
1340. Have you been long in business in Sydney? In connection with that business about twenty years. .-'-1341. Have you ever resided in any country district? No.
6 May, 1850.
1342. Your business brings you closely into association with farmers, graziers, and others engaged in the
like pursuits P Yes.
1343. Can you tell the Committee whether in the course of your business you have many applications from
your constituents for persons to be sent to them? Yes; we have constant applications from time to time.
1341. For what class? Agricultural laborers.
1345. Recently? Occasionally ; perhaps once a month, or something of that sort.
1310. At what rate of wages do you generally engage them? Latterly about £40 a year and rations.
1347. Would that be for fanning men? Yes; formerly we used to get them for £30, £31, and £32.
1348. Since when has there been this advance in wages? Within the last few years.
1849. Have you found any difficulty in getting the class of men you have wanted? Yes, very great
difficulty; perhaps we do not get one man in five that is any good.
1350. That is, those who have been accustomed to farming? Who say they are when they are engaged,
but who, when we send them prove themselves to be absolutely valueless. It is a most difficult matter to
get really good agricultural labourers.
1351. Have you engaged many newly-arrived immigrants as farm labourers P Yes,
1352. How have they turned out? Very badly. We lately engaged a very likely-looking family-a man,
his
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his wiTh, twedaughters, and son-supposed to be agricultural laborers, for Ktama. When our constituent
Mieklejohn. had had them a very short time be was glad to pay their passages back to Sydney to get rid of them.
6May,188O 1353. I suppose the persons whom you find most suitable for the requirements of people in the country
are those who have been in the colony some time? Yes.
1354. Can you get many of them? No, not really first-class men. There are always good openings for
them in the country.
1355. Do you think if the Colony were to bring out a regular supply of persons experienced in farming
they would be able to obtain employment? I am sure they would.
1356. Then, I presume, you are in favour of immigration of that class being assisted? Most decidedly.
In fact, a really good man can in three or four years save money, make a selsction, and in a short time
become an employer of labour himself.
1357. Have you any demand for any other description of people? No; my business is confined entirely
to produce and in connection with agriculture.
1358. The price of farm produce, especially with respect to grain, is at present rather low? Yes, it has
been, and is likely to be for some time to come; consequently there is, perhaps, not so large a demand for
labour at the present time, because farmers are economising as much as they can, and do with fewer
servants than usual.
1359. Yet the grazing and agricultural interests are in a prosperous state? Yes.
1360. Mi-. Cameron.] You are not brought much into contact with the labour market, so far as it affects
artisans and meehaniis in Sydney? No.
1361. You do not know whether it is in a prosperous state or not at the present time? I cannot speak
from personal experience.
1362. From your experience, what the country wants is first-class agricultural labourers? Yes, they are
very necessary.
1363. Mi-. Charles.] From what you say I infer that immigrants who are suitable, good agricultural
labourers, in a short time take up land and become employers themselves? Yes.
1364. Do you consider that we require a steady supply of others to take their places ? Yes, because the
demand is gradually increasing. As these people take up land they in a short time require servants, and
consequently a constantly increased supply is needed.
1365. You think then that any assistance that might be afforded to immigrants should be given to people
brought from the agricultural districts of the old country? Yes; and even in the ease of girls, those
should be brought out who are acquainted with dairy work-a class hardly to be obtained in Sydney.
1366. You think there would be a good opening for girls who have been brought up on farms in the old
country? Yes; I have had orders for them, and have been unable to get them in Sydney.
1367. Do you often get orders to supply female servants for your constituents? Yes.
1368. Is it within your experience that when immigrant ships arrive in Sydney people in the country
write to their agents to engage newly-arrived immigrants? Yes; but the girls are seldom willing to go
into the country.
1369. Mr. Cameron.] I suppose they prefetwoiking at sewing-machines? Yes; most of the girls do not
care about going into the country- If it could be arranged that girls intended for agricultural districts
could be sent at once to those districts it would be far better than the present system of allowing them to
land and remain in Sydney.
1370. Would y ou advocate the same course of conduct in reference to farm labourers, that rnstead of
being allowed to remain in Sydney they should be at once sent to the agricultural districts wherc they
were required? Yes, I think that would be a great improvement.
1371. Mr. Day,] Have you had any experience with reference to our assisted immigration regulations?
not much.
1372. Do you know anything at all about them? I know that many years ago large numbers came out
here under the assisted immigration rcgulatious; many of the present settlers in Illawarra who are now
well off were brought out here by their friends.
1373. 3fr. Charles.] Are you not aware that a large number of the assisted immigrants who have been
brought out for fliawarra were assisted by persons who had themselves come out under that system?
Yes.
TUESDAY, 11 MAY, 1880.
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Francis Campbell Brewer, Esq., examined
F. 0.
1374. Chairman.] You are connected with the Press in this city? Yes.
Brewer, Esq. 1375. How long have you been in this Colony? Since 1834.
1376. I believe you visited England a short time ago? Yes, in the latter part of 1877.
11 Mn- 1880. 1377. How lonj did you remain in England? About a year and niue months.
1378. Where did you reside? I went home in coanection with the Sydney Morninq Herald; my office
was in George Yard, Lombard.street, and my private residence at Gloucester Terrace, Kensington
Gardens.
1379. While you were in London you acted as agent for the %d'ney Morning Herald? Yes, in an
editorial, and in ether capacities.
1380. Were you in the habit of calling at the office of the Agent General for this Colony? Only upon
two or three occasions. My first call was just after I arrived there, and I saw Mr. Porster and Captain
Jopp-I had some conversation with them with reference to office matters.
1.381. Was it your habit at any time to call there to obtain information relative to the Colony?
Occasionally-not very often.
1832.
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P. 0.
1382. Did you meet with persons in the office other than the Agent General who had any personal knowledge of Australia P No. Captain Jopp was there and I think there were two clerks in another office Brewe Eso1
1383. Could they give any information relative to the Colony to those calling at the office, other than
they had gained from books and newspapers? I do not think either of them had been to the Colony.
1884. Had you many applications made to you while you were in London for information about New
South Wales? Yes.
1385. From intending emigrants? Yes. I may state that I advertised my office in London in the papers,
and that brought a number of persons to me asking for information respecting New South Wales.
1380. Could they have obtained the information respecting which they came to you at the office of the
Agent General? Unless from Mr. Forster ]i do not think they could.
1387. 'What was the nature of the information these intending emigrants wanted? Principally they used
to inquire with reference to the modes of employment here, the avenues for industry, the openings for
mechanical and other labour, and the price of food, and out of these inquiries several others arose. In
several instances I had applications also from clerical persons.
1388. Did they ever send parties from the office of the Agent General to you for information of this
kind? That I cannot say, but I referred persons generally to the office of the Agent General, after I had
given them any information.
1389. Were they in the habit, or have they at any time sent to you from the Agent General's office for
information? Not from the Agent General's office.
1390. Did you find much disposition on the part of the people who called upon you to emigrate? Yes,
they were particularly anxious to get information about the Colony. No work seemed to supply them
with many of the details of information they required, which they considered of importance.
1391. What class of mechanics was it who desired to emigrate? I did not keep a note of them, but so
far as I can recollect among others there were one or two carpenters, two engineers, and two cutlers; the
two Intl or had been employed, I think in Sheffield ; they sent letters to me and asked if there were an
opening for men of their class out here.
1892. Did you find that there was much or great misconception with reference to this country? I found
the most profound ignorance with regard to New South Wales in London, and in other parts that I visited.
1393. Did you travel much while you were in England P Not much, my duties did not permit me, as
they required my stay in London, but I went to Yorkshire, Sutton, and Gloucestershire.
1394. Did you go into any of the agricultural districts? I noticed many tenements vacant, good sort
of farmthouses, such as would be occnpied by what I should call yeoman farmers. These were, I think,
upon Sir Richard Phillips's and Lord Redesdale's estates, and I inquired from some persons as to what
had become of the tenants, and was informed that most of them had emigrated to New, Zealand. One
family, consisting of father, mother, and six children, had sold out of their farm and had taken four
labourers with them to New Zealand.
1395. Did you make any inquiry as to the cause that had attracted them to New Zealand rather than to
New South Wales P There is more known about New Zealand than any other Colony. It is kept more
constantly before the public.
1896. You think there is the most profound ignorance with respect to New South Wales P Yes.
1397. Did you find that ignorance pretty general? Yes; I may say that I mixed a good deal with various
classes in London, and I also visited some country districts around London, and many persons whom I
met hardly knew that such a place as New South Wales ested.
1398. Do you think it would be easy to get parties who have been accustomed to farming to emigrate to
this Colony, if agents were to go among them and speak to them in their own language, pointing out the
advantages the Colony offered to their class P Yes; I think so. I do not think this class of people
can be reached by pamphlets, they do not care about reading them, they want information communicated
to them vivd voco, or by letter.They ask questions as to a number of details with reference to climate,
the cost of settling on the land, the class of land, the cost of clearing, and many others which are not
answered in a pamphlet
1399. I presume you are aware that a very large number of pamphlets, written by Mr. Charles
Robinson, were sent to the Agent General for distribution 1? Yes, I believe I was told that some 50,000
were sent Home, but I have reason to think that they were not distribnted, but simply given to
persons who called at the office, which is really no distribution at all. I may say that I did not see a
single copy, either of thatpamphlet or of Mr. Reid's, while I was in England. Of course I could have
seen and obtained copies if Ihad applied for them.
1400. Did the class of persons who were coming out here as immigrants at all come under your observation while you were in England? The only emigrants I saw were, the hop-pickers, who were sent out by
Sir Julius Vogel to New Zealand.
1401. You saw none of the emigrants who left for this Colony? No, I did not. I know some of those
who called upon me came out, for I went with some few of them to Thompson's, the ship-owners in
Leadenhall.street, and also to Anderson and Anderson of the Orient Line, and they paid deposits on their
passages.
1402. Could you make any recommendation as to the best means of attracting the attention of desirable
persons as immigrants to this Colony? I do not think the pamphlet or lecture systems correct ones, for
the effect of the lecture is simply local, and does not extend beyond the town whero it is delivered, and
agricultural labourers are not a class who will read heavy amphlots, ci' go through statistics so as to get
anything out of them. The best way to get at the ritish public is through the columns of the
newspaper, and if anything is published in any of the leading London papers with reference to Australia
it will be rejmblished, not only in other London papers, but in a hundred and fifty newspapers in the
provinces. If there were some one in London who would make it his study to get the Colony brought
before the public through that medium, I am certain it would do more good than anything else I can
possibly imagine, because the British people are a great newspaper reading people, and thero are an
immense number of papers published in the provinces.
1403. And the provincial papers reprint from the London press? Very largely. I used to go to places
where the country papers were received, in fact it was my business to do so, and I have constantly seen
many things that had appeared in the London papers, with reference to Australia, Canada, or other
colonies likely to attract the attention of persons likely to emigrate, copied into numbers of them. 1404.
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1404. Anything about the climate, the soil, the crops, prices, or the experience of others who bad come to
Brewer, Esq. this Colony, if published in the London Press would be likely to get circulated all over G-reat Britain?
p_A_•
Yes. I visited Dublin and the country just around. I was there about seven or eight days, and I found
11 May, 1880) considerably more was known about New South Wales there than at any other place I visited. This I
attributed to the greater number of persons who had gone from that part of the United Kingdom to this
Colony, and who communicated with their friends at home.
1405. How do you suppose the getting the Colony noticed by the Press in the way you suggest could be
accomplished? It could only be accomplished by a person who understood Press operations.
1406. Who would compile extracts from the Australian press ready for use? Ready for use and brief.
I never found any great difficulty myself in getting extracts into the press, provided they were not too long.
1407. Could that work be well done in the office of the Agent General? I think so, but it would require
somebody who understood the business.
1408. It would also require some one who had been in the Colony, and who was able to understand local
allusions F Yes.
1409. Aft. Charles.] You state that in Ireland you found a better knowledge of the state of this Colony
than in England? I spoke only of Dublin, and of the country around. I did not go into the interior of
Ireland.
.
1410. You think that any person who might be appointed in the office to perform the duty you mention
should have a thorough knowledge of the geography of the Colony? Yes, of its social life, its organization
indeed he should have a thorough knowledge of the Colony all through. I think he should not be confined
to the Agent General's office, but that the same person who arranged for the notice of the Colony by the
press might take trips in the country, go among the agricultural population, and in a conversational and
friendly way mix with the people. In this way a vast amount of information could be disseminated
respecting the Colony. I did it myself when I was going about, and think more good can be done in this
way than by set lectures. As regards pamphlets, however valuable the information contained in them,
the difficulty is to circulate them ; but this difficulty is overcome by giving it through the newspapers.
Perhaps by no means has information respecting the Colony been so widely circulated as by that adopted
at the time of the French Exhibition, when copies of a special supplement of the Eydaey AScii, containing
& great variety of information respecting the capability, productions, and resources of New South Wales,
were published in French and English. These papers were given away in the New South Wales Court,
and they went all over the continent no doubt though very few I fear came to England. There is another
matter which requires to be watched in England. I mean the misrepresentations often made in the
lish papers with reference to Colonial matters. Two notable instances of this kind occUrred while I
in EnglanThe
d.
first was in The Globe, which takes perhaps more interest in Colonial matters than
any other paper in London. In this paper was published a very elaborate tabulated statement of the
imports and exports of the British colonies, and in looking over it I found that for the year 1878 they had
given the exports of New South Wales at nine millions, which I knew was wrong, and the exports from
Victoria at fourteen millions. I went through the exports myself, and discovered that they had given
credit to Victoria for all the border trade, but had omitted the border trade of New South Wales, which
brought our exports up to thirteen millions. I wrote to the Globe, asking them to correct the statement;
but it was not until I had written a second time that they did so. On another occasion, just before the
New South Wales loan was put on the market, a very damaging article appeared in the Investors'
Guardian on the finances of New South Wales. I brought the matter under the notice of Sir Daniel
Cooper, who said he thought it was not worth while taking notice of it. I also spoke to Mr. B. L.
Lloyd, a gentleman who takes considerable interest in New South Wales, upon the subject, and he advised
me, if no more influential person did so, to reply to it; I did so. My purpose was to show that the loans
of New South Wales had been expended in works for which loans are intcnded-.--that is to say railroads,
roads, bridges, and public buildings, to the extent of the loans. The article of which I am speaking went
to show that we were living in a most extravagant manner, and were virtually insolvent. That appeared
about three wrecks before the tenders for the loan wereopened, and I do not think there was anyone in
London at the time who thought it worth while to reply to these misstatements, although no doubt they
militated greatly against the Colony.
1411. Chairman.] I presume Sir Daniel Cooper thought the paper was too insignificant to be noticed?
He might have thought so, but I thought 1 knew as much of the city as Sir Daniel Cooper, as I was there
every day, and I knew that the Investors' Guardian was a high class financial paper, and had a large circulation among mouey.investing people; although it would not be likely to do much injury among capitalists who knew the Colony, it would be likely to injure us with those who did not know it.
1412. AIr. Day.] From your experience of the office of the Agent General, do you think any person going
there would be able to get requisite information as to the Colony? I do not think they could get the
information which might be given by a person thoroughly acquainted with the Colony, unless from the
Agent General himself.
1413. Did you find any difficulty in getting any information you required? I did not go for information,
excepting with reference to something that might have occurred in the Colonial office of interest to New
South Wales.
1414. You would be in a better position to get information than an immigrant would? I think I was
in as good a position to give general information to emigrants as the Agent General's office.
1415. I am speaking of getting information? 1 dare say I could have obtained information better than
any emigrant could, but I never applied for information upon emigration matters. 1416. I suppose you had no experience with regard to the conduct of the office? Tso, I called there on
one or two occasions; I saw Captain Jopp twice, I think.
1417. From what you saw do you think the office was as well conducted as it might have been? I think
the office itself was conducted well enough, but there was not enough energy in it. 1418. Could you suggest to the Committee any alteration in the conduct of the office that would be productive of good? I think the clerks in it ought to have some personal knowledge of the Colony, and
certainly the Secretary to the Agent General ought.
1419. But it would be of no use that they should have a knowledge of the Colony if they did not give it
to other people? If they had the knowledge I suppose it would be one of their duties to give information to others. In fact there ought to be an inquiry office, and some one appointed whose special duty it
should be to give information.
1420. I understood you to say that there was the most profound ignorance in the office with respect to the
1421.
Colony? Not in the office—in England.
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1421. What causes New Zealand to be better known than our own Colony? It isapet colony with many P.C. Erewer,
Esq.
persons. The establishment of Lyttleton itself kept the Colony before the eyes of the public, and Sir
.Julius Vogel is very energetic.
1422. What makes it a pet Colony—ours is richer? That is what we think; they do not th ink so. New 11 May,1980.
Zealand is considered very wealthy in resources.
1423. What are the causes that have been set in operation to lead people to think New Zealand a more
prosperous colony than others? I think it is the fact of New Zealand being kept so continually before
the public.
1424. How is it kept so continually before the public? Sir Julius Vogel himself reads papers, and wntes
in the press on various subjects connected with New Zealand, You will find that in London New Zealand
is better known than any other colony.
1425. Why could not other colonies be brought before the public as prominently as New Zealand if the
same means were adopted? No doubt they could, but the New South Wales colomsts in England are
very apzithctic. In many places in England, if you speak of Victoria, very little is known of it by name,
but almost every, one has heard of Melbourne—indeed Melbourne seems to be considered Australia.
1426. From your experience of the Colonies, do you think New Zealand more prosperous than New South
'%ra les ? It is simply my opinion—but I do not think so. New South Wales has great resources, and I
think is altogether more prosperous than New Zealand,
1427. That is your opinion as a colonist, after having had experience? Yes; at the same time New
Zealand is a very great Colony.
1428. Do you think the people of England would desire to emigrate to this Colony if they had a fair
opportunity P I think, from the frightfully depressed condition of agriculturists when I was in England,
that class would desire to do so.
1420. You have said that a number of people called upon you in England to gain information with regard
to New South Wales? Yes.
1430. Did they know anything about the Colony? Very little, excepting what they had gamed through
letters from their friends, but it was very little.
1431. Did they ask you where they were likely to gain information? I always directed them to the Agent
General's office.
14.32. Do you know if any went there? I cannot say; I did not see them afterwards generafly. There
is one gentleman who came to me for information, and who is now here—Mr. d'Avigdor; he was with me
about an hour, asking questions respecting the Colony.
1433. From your experience in the Colonies and in England, are you under the impression that we should
have no difficulty in getting a sufficient number of agricultural labourers to come here, if we offered
inducements, under the assisted immigration system? I thinkthe assisted immigration system is confined
principally to those for whom a portion of their passages is paid by their friends.
1434. Do you think there would be any difficulty in getting out this class if the immigration system
were carried out properly P I think not; I think a very desirable class might be obtained if proper
persons were appointed to go into the agricultural districts and to make the Colony well known. I presume it is from these districts that the class of laboni'ers most required here are to be obtained.
1435. What is your opinion with regard to the assisted immigration regulations? I have not read them
carefully through; I had copies of them and gave some away.
1436. From your experience as a colonist do you think it desirable to continue immigration to this
Colony? That is a question I should not like to give a decided opinion upon. Immigration is no doubt
desirable to a certain extent; but my opinion is, that if this Colony were properl.y put before the British
public we should get a large stream of desirable people—people who would bring small capital with
them—men of energy and thrift. Besides these, there would be an addition to the labour market by the
natural increase of the population in the Colony.
1437. That is not the question I am asking you; the question I am asking is widely different—it is
whether, as a colonist, you think it desirable to continue the system of assisted immigration? I think if
a large number of persons could be induced to come here and to pay their own passages there would be
no necessity for assisted immigration; the means of communication now are so different from what they
were a few years ago—passages are so much cheaper, and the distance is, so to speak, lessened. In the
vessel by which I came out there were nearly 500 passengers, 400 of them in the third class and steerage.
1428. Were they persons who would locate themselves in the Colony? I should imagine they were;
they seemed to be a class of people who had come out to benefit their position, and who were likely to
remain.
1430. You have scarcely answered my question now; I would like to get your opinion as to whether you
think it desirable to continue immigration to this Colony P I have no doubt it will benefit the people of
England—those who take advantage of the assisted immigration, but I have grave doubts 'as to whether
there is not a sufficient stream of immigration coming here in the ordinary way. I confess it is a question
to which I can scarcely answer either yes or no.
1440. Do you know anything about the labour market in this Colony? I know only from the reports.
1441. Simply from your position in connection with the Sydney Aiorninq Herald? I know only from
their reports—I do not go much among the labouring classes here, it is not among my duties.
1442. Then you do not know of your own knowledge whether the labour market is overdone? I do not
think what 1 would call the rural labour market is, andI would go so far as this, that if we could secure
by assisted immigration a large agricultural population, it would be a very good thing.
1443. What about mechanics, such as bricklayers, carpenters, stonemasons, and artisans of that kind,
could they find employment here? I cannot say, I am sure. No doubt a few could find employment, but
I question whether they could if they caine out in large numbers, I know that mechanics get so much a
day, and that it is said by some there are a large number out of employment, wlule on the other hand
employers say they cannot get men when they want them.
1444. You mix pretty freely among the people of New South "Vales? I see a good deal of them.
1445. Can you state the opinion of the people generally on the subject of assisted immigration? I think
as far as mechanics are concerned their opinion is against it.
1446. .A&. Jacob.] As to other classes is their opinion in favour of it? A good many are in favour of it
because it supplied them with perhaps cheaper labour.
459—G
1447.
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F. C. Brewer, 14-111, Mr. Day.] You find from your experience that the principal opposition comes from mechanics or
Esq.
artisans P Yes I think so; from miners and what Ishould call skilled labour.
1443. Have you ever heard employers of labour say they were sufficiently supplied? No; I never did1IM5 5,1880
1 have heard great complaints of the want of skilled labour by those who re4uire it, and on the other hand.
I have heard it said that there was plenty of skilled labour in the country.
1449. Have you heard that from any others than mechanics P No
14.30. It is natural that they would say there is plenty of skilled labour in the Colony P You are as we11
able to form an opinion upon that point as I am.
1451. But we want your opinion? T say that I have not mixed sufficiently with all classes to give it very
decided opinion upon the question of immigration. I have my own opinion upon one point which is that
assisted immigration is probably a very desirable thing if you can get the proper class of labour to come
here, but an agent would be required who could make a proper selection.
1452. Uhairman.] I presume that one of the reasons why New Zealand has attracted and sustained so
much attention in England, has been the fact that it was colonised at first by an association formed in
England and Scotland? No doubt that is one reason.
14.53. I suppose you are aware that the Canterbury settlement was formed by an association of shareholders of the leading members of the Church of England, and that Otago was originally settled by an
association which had its head quarters in Scotland P Yes.

H
11

Mr. Herbert Yalliant Wigg examIned
1454. Chairman.] You arrived in this Colony as an assisted immigrant, by the "Northbrook," in the month
igg. of August last P I did on the 15th of August.
1455. I believe you now reside at West Maitland? I do.
ay,
1456. What pursuit are you following P I am working at the trade to which I was originally apprenticed—
that of a wood-carver.
1457. Do you find sufficient employment in West Maitlaud? No, not sufficient.
1458. You are an Englishman? Yes.
1450. Letters have been placed in my bands in which you state that you can prove that more than half of
the immigrants who came out in the vessel with you \vcle really of different trades to those that appeared
against their names upon the books P Yes, I think I could prove that to be the fact.
1460. Have you any.evidenee in support of that statement? Yes: a list of the names of the immigrants,
with the occupations filled in, and being schoolmaster on board I learned from the children what were the
real trades of their parents I had also conversations with the parents.
1461. You say you can prove that statement P Yes. If I had the list here I could point out the names
of those who were vrongl+ described. Of course, I am speaking approximately; lam not confining myself
to one or ten either way. I think half the married men came out here as belonging to trades different from
those they really followed.
1462. How many married men were there on board the ship P 1 think ninety-two or four. I believe
nearly halt' of these were miners, and only three came out under the calling of miners. One of these had
paid his own passage ; at least I heard him tell Mr. Wise he had done so. His brother-in-law, who was a
miner, came out as a plasterer, and this man wanted to come out with his brother-in-law.
1463. Why did lie come out as it plasterer P Because they refused to allow him to come out as it miner,
so he told me.
1461. If you had a list of the immigrants could you point out who were miners P Yes. For instance, I
could give you the case of a cousin of Mr. Croudace lie applied for a passage as a miner and was refused.
A letter was sent to him to the effect that if lie has followed any other occupation, and could get a certificate to that effect, he could make it fresh application; he did so, and was accepted ; he filled in a fresh
paper, and accompanied it with a letter stating that he was a plato-layer, and he came out as it plate-layer
or miners' laborer.
1465. Did he shew you the letter stating that he could make a fresh application? He did not show me
the letter, but he told me and others, in general conversation on the ship, ho had received it. lexpressed
my surprise that there were so many miners on board, when I was told that they had come out under other
designations.
1466. Had not some of these men been sent for by their friends P.& few of them had.
1467. From the coal-mining districts? From the coal-mining districts. I know five or six. One who
came out as a horsekeeper had been sent for by some one at Wallsend, and he is now eMployed there as
a miner. He was from the county of Durham.
1468. You state that when you left the ship you Nvent to Raspberry Gully with a party of men, each and all
of whom were deceived by the agent of the Waratali Coal Company, and also by Messrs. Wise and Treatt?
Yes.
1469. Are'you a married man P Yes.
1470. Did you bring your wife and family with you P Yes.
1471. You paid the deposit yourself to enable you to come out? Yes.
1472. You were not sent for by any one in the Colony P No.
1473. Under what representations did you-leave England for New South 'Wales? I had a desire to go to
New Zealand, but they would not take me there because I was not an agricultural labourer. I had gone
to their office in London, and was returning from it when I called in at the office of the New South 'Wales
agent, and asked for forms of application for assisted passages. These were filled up in due course, and
were accepted.
1474. As what did you descm-ibe yourself? As a mood-carver.
1475. Did you obtain employment immediately upon your arrival in Sydney? I obtained employment in
this way; We came in on a Thursday night, and I got on shore for the first time on Saturday. I took a
turn itund Sydney, and found my. trade was actually useless here for the men working at it, and that 1
had frw better been a coal-heaver.
147,9. Was any representation made to you that persons in your trade were in demand here? 1 was told
that it was a splendid trade here, and that I had better work at that and nothing else when i: arrived.
1477. Who told you so? One of the clerks in the office.
1479,
1478. In the office of the Agent General? Yes, a little dark man—I do not know his name.
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1470. Are you quite sure he was an officer of the department P He filled up the papers that]: signed, or
H. V. \s igg.
some of them.
1480. You could not get employment at your own trade in Sydney, and you accepted employment at
Raspberry Gully? Yes, a man came on board the ship on Saturday evening—the agent of the Waratah
Coal Company—and made inquiries for men as coal-miners, He spoke to it Mr. Ingles, who had come
out as a farm labourer, though he was a miner, as I knew, having been acquainted with him in England,
through his brother-in-law Mr. Thomas Burt,a member of Parliament. He also afterwards spoke to me,
and told me that lie wanted men for the pit at Raspberry Gully. As I had no funds beyond what 1 had
received as schoolmaster, £5 I think it was, and £2 lie, besides—i may say that 1. afterwards had a
draft from Home for £20, which 1 have spent in furnishing a borne and other matters, and as 1
had been so deceived in respect to my own trade I thought I would try. This agent represented to us
that men were wanted at this pit, and we had no suspicion then of a strike, nor indeed until the
Monday morning, when the iiewspapera were brought on board by one of the inca. On Monday, when we
saw the agent at the depot, he said it was not a strike on the part of the mcii but simply a dispute on the
question of vend as between the masters and men, a term which I did not then understood as applied to
the coal trade, Before I. was engaged I spoke to Mr. Treatt, and asked him whether I should be doing
right with a sick child and young family to go to such a place. lie said I had a splendid opportunity. It
was men with fair education, as I had, who were wanted, and that 1 should speedily rise. The end of it
was that we were all engaged.
1431. in what capacity did you hire? I hired to act as a kind of overman or clerk for a coal-mine. I
was led to believe that: I should receive Ss. a day, and have twelve days a fortnight.. Mr. Ramsey told me
afterwards such would have been my iay had I started.
1482. Had you any experience in regard to coal-mines? No more than that I had gone down a coalmine—never to work in one.
1483. Did you make any representation to him I.e that effect P Not the slightest. I put the quesl.ioa to
him, Shall I be of any good to you, as 1 have never worked in a coal -mine indeed I have not worked at
any manual labour at all for ten years past--shaH I be any good to you or to myself?" For fear I should
be deceived I put the question to Mr. Wise and to Mr. Treatt; subsequently to the one on board ship and
the other at the DepOt.
1484a How could Mr. Wise or Mr. Treatt tell you whether the employment would be sutable for you or
not? That I did not know, and have wondered at many times. I have since found out that they had no
knowledge of the matter. They told inc that coal-mining here was very different from what it was at
home.
1485. Who told you that? Mr, Treatt.
1486. In what respects did he say they differed? The pits were not so deep; there was no danger from
gases, and they were more easily worked. The same answer was given to me by the agent for the pit,
whose name 1. do not know.
1487. Are they so deep here P I have been in two or three here which are not so deep and not so
dangerous, but the coal in Raspberry Gully is far harder to get.
1488. You think you were deceived by Mr. Wise and Mr. Treatt? I do not say I was deceived by
Mr. Wise, 1. was by Mr. Treatt; but others were by Mr. Wise. I think he should have given a fair
answer to the questions that were put.
1439. What question wa.s put? 'l'hey asked first about the position of affairs between the company and
their men. 1 did net hear the answer given ; but the answer they told me they received was a far
different answer from the one they should have received, which put another complexion upon the state of
affairs.
1490. You did not hear Mr. Wise give the answer? No, I did not.
1491. You say here, "Each and all of us deceived by the agent of the Waratah Coal Company, and
Messrs. Wise and Treatt"? I ]ieard the questions put to Mr. Wise, but I was not near enough to
hear the answer. I should not commit such it breach of good manners as to listen to a conversation I.
was not wanted to hear, but they informed me of the answer they had received front Mr. Wise. 1 was
not more than a dozen yards away at tho time.
1402. Upon that hearsay evidence you charge Mr. Wise with deceiving you and the me,! F I do not
charge him upon hearsay evidence.
1493. Did you write that? Yes, certainly, and as it stands it is correct, I am excepting Mr. Wise from
myself, that is all; but I can safely say, with reference to Mr. Treatt, that I was deceived by him, and as
regards the other men they were deceived by Mr. Wise, and the two circumstances are incorporated in
the same sentence.
1494. You say that Mr. Treatt deceived you F Yes. I went to him, and put the question to lam, should
I be doing right to go.
1495. What answer did he make to yon? Jost the answer I. gave formerly.
1400. You think he deceived you instead of advising you P Yes. 1 should be sorry to say lie did it
purposely, because I can conceive of no motive beyond this, that lie desired to get rid of as from off the
ship. I think, bowever, that they were biassed—that their sympathies were with the employers, and
against the men.
1497. How do you know that they had any sympathies at all in the matter? Because 1 afterwards heard
Mr. Treatt order one of the men, who was one of the delegates of the Miners' Union, as I afterwards
discovered, out of the depot, while the Waratah Coal Company's agent was allowed to remain.
1498. What was the result of your engagement to go to Raspberry Gully? Before I finally decided to
go I again, when receiving my fee as schoolmaster, put the question to LIp. Treatt, "Shall we be perfectly
safe—is there likely to be any violence there" P His answer to me was—lie and, the agent were
together—the agent was then waiting for our passes—I am not quite certain whether it was Mr. Treatt or
the agent who gave me the answer, but it was to this effect That Sir Henry Parkes was the head of
the Government, and that lie was determined to prevent anything like viole]lee, and that we were as safe
as we should be in the streets of Loudon. Mr. Treatt was present w lieu that was said, standing on the
side of the agent. Whether he said it or the agent I could not tax my memory now after nine months.
If lie (Mr. Treatt) did not say it he endorsed it by his silence.
3.409. Do you think Mr. Treatt was likely to know more than you from report? lie would be likely to
know better that, I, ile should not be in that place unlçss he had some special knowledge of the labour
market.
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market. Moreover, Mr. Treatt and Mr. Wise both said openly "Trust no one but us ; we will give you
H. V. Wigg. the truth; come and asIc our advice if you want it," and we took it in good faith.
Who do you think told you you would be safe P I am under the impression that it was Mr.
11. May, 1850. 1500.
Treatt, but I am not certain.
1501. When you went to Raspberry Gully what was the result of your engagement? We went from the
ship on board the Waratah Coal Company's steamer "Waratah," under the promise that they
uld
wo
anchor somewhere near the Circular Quay to allow us to get some necessary refreshments and clothing.
There was a woman taken on board who had been confined only* two days befbre, and my child was not
expected to recover. This woman was very ill. However, when we were on board they would not allow
us to leave the vessel until wepersistently refused to go further unless they did allow one of us to go and
get some brandy and milk for this woman and my baby. Mr. Walton, and Mr. Lord, and Mr. Dowson
then went ashore. The latter fetched his daughters from the single women's depot. There were fifty of
us altogether.
1502. How many were engaged to go to Raspberry Gully altogether P Twelve men—their wives and
families altogether made up fifty souls. Mr. Mood, gas-fitter, wife and no family; Mr. Ingles, who came
out as an agriculturist, but who was really a miner, wife and two children ; Mr. Dowson, miner, wife and
five children ; myself, wife, and four children; Mr. Robinson, wife, and one child; Mr. Meredith, wife, and
one child; Mr. Brown, wife, and two children ; Mr. Garfoot, wife, and four children, or five—I would not
be certain which; Mr. Welsh, wife, and two children; Mr. Lord, wife, and three children ; Mr. Garfoot,
junior, a young man; and Mr. Walton, wife, and five children. The latter was a miner originally, but he
had been a butcher for a year previously to his coming out, and he came out as a butcher. We, I think,
were all put on board this steamer and landed at daybreak at the Waratah Coal Company's shoots at
Waratah, and put into coal waggons. My first suspicion of there being anything wrong was from our
being advised to lie down in the coal trucks, so that no one should see us. There were about forty men,
chiefly on horseback, waiting at one point of the road for the train, and the moment they saw it they
galloped away. We were taken from the train about a quarter of a mile from the pith, with the exception
of this woman, Mrs. Meredith, who was seriously ill, and who was left in one of the overseer's houses.
We then went on to the village, or rather to where some now houses were; and I should mention that
among other things they told us that there were houses already built for us, which we should have rent
free—at least for a time. We went to these houses, and found there were six available. Eight had
been started, two of which were occupied. Of the rest only one was finished. The others were
unfinished—some had not roofs on. The fifty of us were marched to that place, and when we got there
we found some hundreds of miners and their wives ready torcccive us. Some (young men chiefly) had gans,
others pistols, some were blowing cow.horns. Those who had not other aims had sticks. 'they at once
surrounded us, and said that some thousands more were coming from Lambtoim, but if we liked to come
with them to the village everything should be safe; but if we dared to sleep in the cottages they would
burn them over our heads, or blow them up. After expostulati ig with them, some of the miners came to
us and advised us, for safety sake, to come to the manager's house or to the township. Some thought it
would be safer to go with the miners. My wife heard of this woman's illness, elected to go with her to
the manager's house. The manager of the mine and the Secretary of the Waratah Coal Company, who
was present, advised us not to go to the cottages at all. A deputation of miners then came and waited
upon the manager, and it was subsequently arranged that an interview should take place between the
immigrants and some of the deputation at a miner's house, a public-house kept by a Mr. Luke Smith
in township Charleston, the next night. However, when the night of the meeting came the miners
refused to let any but one man, who had a card of membership from the Associated Miners' Union,
Durham, meet them. The result of that interview was that they ordered us all to leave the village or
township. The question then was, how we should get away. A number, of the people came to me and
asked if I would act as spokesman, see the manager, and ask him if lie would send us back as far as
Newcastle by the train. He refused to do so, and said he would not do anything of the sort, lie said,
"There is work for you if yen like to start; I suppose you would like to be taken to the Barrington, and
then you would be satisfied F"
1503. Did you get no employment at Raspberry Gully? Not at all. All the men but two refused to
work; one of the two was myself. I suppose it was from obstinacy, because I did not believe in being
frightened or coerced. I said, "if you will come with me I will begin to work."
1504. Was it in consequence of intimidation they refused to work? Yes. After a deal of persuasion
Mr. Ramsay consented to put the boxes of these people into the trucks. During the discussion—and it
was not till 0 in the evening that the boxes, bedding, &c., were carried by some of the miners to the
trucks—the boxes with clothing and other effects were in the air being spoiled by the rain that was
falling heavily. Sonic of the people were actually penniless; one had only half-a-crown, and another—
Walton—had absolutely no money at all.
1505. As a matter of fact although you were engaged to go to Raspberry Creek, in consequence of the
intimidation of the miners, you were never employed there? That is so.
1500. Mr, Day.] That was not the fault of the employers but of the miners P Yes; but our complaint
is that the real state of things was not represented to us.
1507. Uhairan..] What is the name of the agent who employed you here? I do not know. I have
never seen him from the time he engaged us.
1508. What hecame of these people afterwards? I will tell you: They were left there on the road; it
was getting dark, and it was a Saturday, and the minister saw them in that condition, and on enquiry
aniong the whole lot found they had not enough to pay for their passages and the carriage of their effects
to Newcastle. The minister interested himself in the matter, get them taken to Newcastle, and found
employment for one man on the line—a Mr. Lord; Brown came up to Sydney, pledged some of his
clothing, with the proceeds of which he bought a few tools and obtained employment at the Exhibition
Building for a few days:; he then went back again to mining, and is at Raspberry Gully now, I think.
Ingles and Walton knocked about Newcastle for some time, then went to Woodford and worked there
till Woodford pit was closed ; I think they are living at the Glebe now. All this was told me by one and
the

Noru (on ,euision) —My wife says now, a week, but that can easily be proved by reference to Doctor's books. I kept
them and entered the births at the time.—JI,V.W.
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other of the party subsequently. One man Mood, a gastitler, was taken in from charity by the miners,
and is 5till living with them. He has never been able to get work, except for two (lays or so at I\ewcastle. II. V. Wigg.
1509 is lie a man of any force of character? Yes, at home he was foreman in the shop where 11
heMay,
had1880.
''''
been apprenticed.
-,
1510. is lie a young luau? Yes,a young man, and a splendid workman I have heard.
1511. Of what trade did lie describe himself when lie came out? As a gasfitter and plumber I. believe.
lie came up to Sydney later on, and I was with him some days. We went about seeking employment.
Were unable to obtain it, and went back together. The other people—that is, myself, wife, and family,
and Meredith, his wife and child—who were left at the manager's house, among them this woman and
Meredith's wife, who was terribly ill, were peremptorily ordered to leave it. The words were, as
brought to me by one of the hands about the pit, "Tell Wigg and the other people to get out at once.'
I represented to Mr. Ramsay that if this woman were turned out of doors she would be likely to die,
and ultimately consented to let us have the cottage that was furnished. We stayed there three
weeks, my wife took a fever, my child was taken ill, and in fact we were -,ill ill. We were eventually
ordered to leave, which we did, coming up to the Lambton pit in the coal trucks. Robinson, who had
stayed in the village, came with us. He had money, and had paid 20s. a week for board.
1512. How came you to locate yourself at West Maitland? *The manager of the mine at Greta wrote
down to say he could make room for four men, and offered us employment.
1513. Employineut as coal-miners? Yes; there were two who were practical miners, and they agreed to
take the two who were not with them ; but we had no money to go up, and wrote to Mr. 'Wise asking
for passes to enable us to go. He replied that we had had passes already, and could not have others.
Also that work had been found us once at Raspberry Gully, and we bad refused it.
1514. 'What is the distance between Newcastle and Greta? Something like 30 miles. We heard of the
work through a Mr. John Williams, at Hamilton.
1515. 'What would have been the fare to Greta? 48. and something, and we had not the money; indeed
we had not the money for food, except Robinson, and perhaps myself. We got credit for a little, that is,
I did, until money came.
1516. Did you get any employment about Lambton or Hamilton 9 About Hamilton—yes. I wrote back
to Mr. Wise, that neither 1 nor those who were with me had had any pass, that we had been taken in the
Coal Company's own steamer, and I asked him if he could give me it pass to Sydney, as I was more likely
to get employment there at m y own trade. Thin was before I bought my tools, I got no reply from Mr.
'Wise. I was knocking about Hamilton for seven or eight weeks, and did about it fortnight's work in that
time. I then, as I before stated, came to Maitland. Beforethat I went back to Raspberry Gully, but the
only work I could get was at the Screens. I worked there one day for (is.; then a letter coining informing
me of work I went to Maitland.
.1517. Would you not be likely to find more. employment at your trade in Sydney than in Maitland? No;
when I was in Sydney I went to every shop and found that although at one time there were a good
number of wood-carvers here, they had been ousted out by China.men, who would do for Is,, and
find the wood, work for which an Englishman would charge 3s. It is inferior work, but it answers the
purpose of the cabinet-makers, and the public are generally satisfied with it.
1518. I suppose these Chinamen's work does not extend so fir as 'WTest 3laillaud? Their work does not
stand packing, so Mr. Hyndes told me. The work sent into the country requires to be st:rong, and able to
hear carriage.
1519. You say you are "in a position to prove that Mr. 'Wise has been repeatedly written to by starving
immigrants after they have been sent up country?" Yes, Mr. Moor.1 informed inc that he wrote to
Mr. Wise, and I wrote to Mr. Wise myself.
1520. 'Where wa's Mood living at the time he wrote to Mr. Wise? 1 think at Raspberry Gully—if not, at
Hamilton. He was one of the party hired for Raspberry Gully: I wrote also on behalf of Robinson and
Meredith to Mr. 'Wise.
1521. Were they also of your party? Yes. There was also a man named Peacock. I do not know what
has become of him ; but I was informed that he had written up to the Immigration Office, whether to
Mr. 'Wise or not I am unable to say, but I assume it was to Mr. 'Wise.
1522, What did he write for? He was in the same position; he could not get employment.
1523, 'Where did you meet with him? He was one of the immigrants by the "Northbrook."
1524. 'Where was he living when he wrote to Mr. 'Wise? That I could not say. I do not know Mere
he was living, but he was knocking about 'Wallsend. He was a coal.miner, and could not obtain employment. lie went with a cousin of Mr. Croudace, and was told by that gentleman, so I was informed, that
if he could knock up another twenty.eight men and start a mine he would give him employment.
1525. You say none of these men could obtain employment? 1 cannot say with the exception of two.
1526. Are you aware that coal-miners of the district of Northumberland have in many eases been the
nominators of their own friends, who have come out as assisted immigrants? I am not aware. I have
had no proof given me of any such cases but hearsay.
1527. Were none of the parties on board the "Northbrook" nominated by friends who were living iii
Northumberland? No, I do not know any except one—a Mr. Lovatt; in fact I am sure that none of
the party who came to Raspberry Gully were nominated by their friends; at least they told me so.
1528. Did you hear of any others who went to Newcastle? Yes; there are some who are living there
now, or rather who are starving there. But whether brought out by their friends I cannot say. Those who
are have a better chance than the others, because having friends they have homes and shelter which the
others have not
1529. Mr. Charles.] You have stated that a gentleman was willing to give work to some of these men if
they could get twenty others to join them;—were not twenty men unemployed in the district? That was at
a pit where the men had struck at the Lambtou Pit. I believe I saw Mr. Croudaco with Meredith, but
could not get a day's work.
1530.
* AimDtn (on revision) —Meredith, Robinson, and I took a house in Hamilton between us. I sold my wife's watch.
went up to Sydney, and bought some tools. I got a pair of brackets to carve, then a little polishing, and a little more nsrvmg.
I eventually (lid a little work and took it up to Maitland and sold it. Mr. Hyndes and another gentleman then engaged 'no
for a few weeks work on stock, so I came up with my wife and children, and have stayed ever since. While at Hamilton"
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1530. Then the want of employment was simply in consequence of the men striking? Yes; the question
H. V. Wigg. was put to the manager at Raspberry Gully, when the exact state of affairs was discovered: "Supposing
we start the pit and you afterwards make terms with your men, will there be sufficient employment for us
11 Ma, 1 80. as well as for the others?" The answer was—yes there would; the pit had splendid prospects. But the
immigrants upon inquiry found that the original staff had had only two days and a-half work a week at
the pit fcr weeks together.
1531, They refused temporary work because they could not get permanent? No; they were afraid
to accept it because of the threats held out.
1532. Then it was simply the action of the labouring class that prevented these men getting work? Yes,
decidedly, although there was the difficulty that they feared would crop up afterwards, and which has
cropped up. For when some of the men who went, and were brought to Raspberry (hilly, commenced to
work, the old men gave way bit by bit, returned to their work, and the new men had to go. I omitted to
state with respect to myself that I got one week's work at the Copper Smelting Works. Three of us
were engaged there, bitt when we had worked two days, we found we were engaged as only temporary
men, for when the other men came in we had In wait our turn of work, so that we managed to get
only six days real work out of sixteen. I left, the other two stayed ; but their earnmgs up to Christmas,
was only about 20s. weekly; then they were off for six weeks right away ; they have since left altogether.
1533. AIr. Jacob.] You were stating that numbers of persons who applied for passages as miners au6who
were refused, came out here in other capacities? Yes ; so they informed Inc.
1534. You stated that you knew that at least in one instance a. person who had applied as a miner was
refused a passage, but told that if he had followed any other occupation not excluded by the regulations,
and would apply under that designation, a passage would he granted P Yes, there were two, Peacock and
another whose name I forgot.
153.5. Were there other instances of that sort which you heard of P I heard of several; it was a matter
of common talk.
1536. Were they all told to that efihet that if they had worked at other trades they could get passages?
Yes; 1 heard several people state that they had a double set of papers, so that if they failed upon one
they might- succeed upon another.
1537 if they were miners and had followed other occupations, if they applied as belonging to those other
occupations they could get passages? Yes.
1538. The Chairman asked you some questions with reference to your letter in which you charge Messrs.
Wise and Treatt with deceiving the immigrants—do 1 understand you to say that both were there, and one
or other was advising the immigrants? The advice was given both by Mr. Wise and by Mr. Treatt. In
some instances Mr. Wise gave it, in others 31r. Treatt gave it. Mr. Treatt gave it to me specifically.
Mr. Wise gave it to others. I saw them myself go up to Mr. Wise.
1539. And immediately afterwards they told you what he had said? Yes, this Mr. Ingles did.
1540. They would not have had time to make up a long story themselves before they came to you? Not
the least. The whole thing was done in a great hurry. We wanted to wait until the next day, and were
told by the agent that if we did not go that night very likely they would not be able to take us the next
day, and we might lose the opportunitt I ar,ked thedoctor did he know anything about it. He shrugged
his shoulders and said lie did not know, 'It looks a tshy thinc, but Treatt is a good fellow, and knows
better than I."
1541. In reply to a question of Mr. Charles you stated that through the action of the men at the mine
you could not get employment P Decidedly.
1542. If the pit had been in its normal condition you would not have been taken up there? No.
1543. You were deceived by not being told the state of things at the pit? Yes, we were actually told
by the agent that there were fifty men at work at the pit.
1544. When you arrived at Newcastle you found that the fifty men wlioui the agent told you were at
work at the pit were not there? Not one was there.
1545. When you were told by the doctor that the matter looked "fishy," what do you suppose led him to
make use of that expression P I think he was a shrewder man than I, and knew more of this part of the
world than I did.
1546. You complain that you were not told of this disagreement about the vend business? It was not
fully explained to us. 1. think gentlemen in the position of Messrs. Wise and Treatt should take
unbiassed views of such matters.
1547. Chairman.] If a list of the immigrants who came out in the ' Northbrook" was placed in yourhands
could you point out the names of miners who came out as following other trades or occupations? I think
so. I will supply a list if you wish it, giving the real callings which these men by repute and their own
statements had followed at home. (See Appendix B.)

T'HURSDAY, 13 MAY, 1880.
3ttstitt
ME. BLI1BOUB-,

I

Mn. CI{ARLES,

Mn. DAY.

J. F. BIJRJNS, ESQ., IN THE CHAIR.
The Honorable George Henry Go; M.L.C., called in and examined:—
Tim Hon. 1548. Chairman.] I believe, Mr. Cox, you are a native of the Colony? Yes.
G. Ii, Cot, 1549. And von reside in the district of Mndgec? Yes, I have resided there for the list 35 years.
M.L.C. isno. 1 beleve you are the owner of extensive property in that district? Yes.
13 May, 1880. 1551. Pastoral and agricultural? Pastoral and agricultural.
1552. And you employ many persons? At the present time I employ very few compared with what I
did some few years since. The reason of my, ernployiug so few now is that I have all my sheep in
paddoeks which are fenced, and they re uire much less care : and nearly all my ]and is let to tenants.
All the agricultural land on the river istt to tenants,
1553.
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1553. Then in what capacity do you now employ men? I have some in the farming way, and I employ ghll0on.
a certain number of men as boundary-riders?
:,1j
1 54 You employ some as agricultural labourers and some as boundary-riders? Yes.
5 €r
.
1555. Will you tell us, Mr. Cox, the rate of wages you pay F £45 a-year for my farming men, with house 13 May, 1880.
accommodation and full rations.
1556. And the boundary-riders? They are all married mcii. They find their own horses and rations, and
I give them from £60 to £05, in accordance with the size of the paddocks.
1557. 1 presume you find no difficulty in getting boundary-riders? None whatever; if a vacancy occurs
I have half-a-dozen applicants.
1558. They belong to a class that I think is to a large extent disappearing F Yes.
1559. Any difficulty as to agricultural labourers? I find it exceedingly difficult to get good farming men,
I have advertised sometimes for weeks, but have been unable to get men competent to drive horses or
hold a plough.
1500. And you had very few applicants? Very few indeed, Sometimes I have been unable to get one
good farming man.
1561. Have you at any time hired newly-arrived.immigrants 9 Yes, at various times I have taken them
from the ship.
1562. Persons who came out on their own account or sent for by their friends? Sometimes sent for by
their friends, and occasionally-very seldom-on their own account.
1568. Do you think it probable that your part of the Colony is likely to require the services of an increased
number of farming labourers? I think when the rail; ly ;c-ts near to Mudgee there will be a very large
demand for farm labourers.
1564. The soil in and near Mudgee is suitable for fat'iniug, I believe? Very suitable.
1505. What are the principal crops? On the rich liver Bats, grain and lucerne; on the higher lands,
wheat.
1500. You had some exhibits of wheat from your district at the Exhibition, had you not? Yes they
took first and second prizes against all the Colony.
1567. Is there a large extent of country that might be made available for agriculture? A. very large
extent-from Talbragar to Gulgong ; it is allwvery suitable for the growth of wheat. A. deep red rich soil.
1509. Have you turned your attention at all to the question of assisted immigration? I have had very
strong opinions upon the subject all my life, and I think it would be it very sorry day for this Colony if
immigration ceased.
1509. Do you think that in the sense of colonization? Yes, because after immigrants arrive here, if they
are steady thriftr men, they become employers of labour iii a few years themselves.
1570. Has that been your experience in regard to those in your own employ? Yes.
1571. Do you know many who are now on their own account as farmers? Many men who have been
in my service are now on their own account-some as tenant-a, and some as selectors.
1572. Are they well off? Many of them are very well off.
1573. Do you think there is any prospect of a continuous supply of immigration unless assisted by the
State? None whatever; we are too far from the old country.
1574.. I believe you paid a visit to England it short time ago? Yes.
1576. In what year? in lS?i-thc whole of 1877.
1570. Did you travel much when in England? Al! over Great Britain-England, Ireland, and Scotland.
1577. Did you meet with many persons having any knowledge of the Colony or of its interests ? I did
in the high
e r classes of life, but not among the low-er classes ; they knew very little of the country-they
merely got letters occasionally from their friends here, and they seemed to have very indefinite and cloudy
views of the Colony.
1579. Do you think if proper arrangements were made we might get a desirable class of immigrants to
come out? Those I. have seen conic here assisted by their friends have been it very desirable class.
1579. 1 presunie those you were acquainted with were sent for by pci-sons who were farming themselves?
Yes, and people in my own employment.
1.580. They would find employment, upon their arrival here, through the agency of their friends ? Yes,
through their friends.
1581. Has it occurred to you that it special effort might be made to obtain the immigration of those who
have been accustomed to farming in particular? 1 think there are two classes that we will always have
a demand for-a farming class, and domestic servants, and I have never yet seen a plethora of those two
classes in all my life.
1582. Do you think by any agency you could get a larger proportion of the classes you speak of? I
think if our Agent General was insti-ucted to confine his attention to those two classes efforts might be
made to have them out. We all know that latterly the agricultural masses of England have suffered
extreme depression and misery; and I have little doubt that if steps were taken we should get a desirable class of immigrants out-men compelled by force of circumstances to leave England. They are
going in large numbers to America. By reason of the representations of agents they go to New Zealand,
and I think this Colony offers quite as good a field.
1583. Mr. Charles.] Have you ever been in New Zealand? I only just called there.
1584. But from what you have heard you give it as your opinion that there is in equally good field for
employment here? I think so.
1585. Now I suppose in your district you have the usual number of that class of men commonly called
tramps? Yes.
1580. Could those men find steady employment if they were to apply- themselves to industrial pursuits as
farm labourers? Many of them might do so if they were sufficiently skilful, but I think they are insuffieientlyslilled as a rule. Many of them have been among the old hands, shepherds, and "ronseabout"
men, who do not know how to turn their hands to any useful employment. Some of them are very useful
men, and can turn their hands to many kinds of bush work, which is very often much in request, though
latterly it has not been so much in request owing to the depressed state of the Colony. Clearing,
ring-barking, making tanks and dams-these have been somewhat in abeyance owing to the rather hard
times.
1587. Do you not think that those men who generally shear in the season, anddoother jobs in stationwork-do
you not think that a great deal of their idle habits is caused by the amount of money that they earn in a short
time?
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The lion, time? In my part of the country we have no men of that class. To a great extent the men who go as
(ill!, shearers are men who have farms in the neighbourhood; they go to the same sheds year after year. I
am aware that in other parts of the Colony men do earn so much in three or four months that they can
13 Mat 1830 keep themselves alive for the rest of the year.
1588. These men would have no difficulty in taking up a farm to hve comfortably npon if they would
expend their money in that way? None whatever.
1589. So that men would have facilities for making a home in this country beyond anything they could
possibly find in the old country P I think so most decidedly, and particularly in my neighbourhood,
because the climate and soil and general run of things is so good that men would have no difficulty whatever in making a home for themselves, and they could find employmentin attending the sheds in the season.
1590. Ak. Barbomsr.] You said the land around Mudgee, or in the neighbourhood of it, is very well suited
for agriculture P Yes.
1591. Is much of it open for sale or not alienated? A. very large portion is still open for sale. In the
earlier days people were under the impression that if they bought the river frontage the rest was useless,
but now we find that much of this country has been taken up, and it is better for growing wheat than the
river frontages.
1502. Is it heavily timbered P Moderately timbered box-forest.
1593. There is plenty to be got? A good deal of it is shut up from selection, being a gold-field.
1594. Do you think that those reserves for gold-fields are larger than they ought to be, or should they be
kept as large as they are? i: think they are a mistake altogether.
1595. And that there is plenty of land within that gold-field that would be fit for agrieultnre, better than
for a gold-field? Much better.
1590. And therefore if the reserve was withdrawn it would be available for settlement? Yes; I do not
wish to be misunderstood: When a rich lead is found 1 think it is desirable that a reserve should be proclaimed, so that no person could take it up and monopolise it for mineral purposes. But the Government
hitherto have embraced a very large area of country, more than what was wanted ; the consequence has
been that men have been on those gold-fields and made money-4,000 or £5,000 a-piece,—and would
have settled down in the neighbourhood if they could have obtained the land.
1597. They could not get it? No, because it was reserved as a gold-field.
1508. X on gave your consent partly to the question put to you by Mr. Burns, that if proper arrangements
were made in the old Country you think we could obtain the class of immigrants that we require in this
Colony? Yes,
1599. Have you any idea of your own as to what those proper arrangements should be? it is a question
that requires a good deal of consideration. it strikes me that an agent living only in London would not
be able to select the best kind of labpur that we should require. I think it very desirable that agencies should
be established in the agricultural districts, and particularly where distress is most prevalent, to obtain the
kind of labour that would add to our wealth, and get the class of immigrants that we ought to obtain. I
think now that the distress is so very great, that many men who would never have dreamed of leaving their
country are compelled to leave, and they are the very men we are anxious to get.
1600. And you also said they are going to America and other places —why do they not come here? The
distance is too great.
1601. Why is the distance too great? A three months' voyage to men who have perhaps never seen the
sea in their lives seems a terrible undertaking, and unless they were anxious to come -1602. Exactly? We find that the representations of their friends is sufficient to induce many of them
to come over. 1 think also that the representations of agents who were properly seized with the subject,
might be made in those places where the distress is so great, so as to induce them to give up their
preud;ces against coming to the other side of the world—by showing the feasibility of the step, and
the almost certainty of their very much bettering their situation. The very fact of the Agent General
being in London, and only attending to the applications made to him, shows that he gets only those who
have been informed of the advantages of the Colony, either by their friends who return home, or by letter,
and many others if the matter was properly brought before them, would be induced also to come here.
1603. And one mode would be by the establishment of proper agencies through the agricultural districts?
Yes.
1604. Perhaps you are aware of the feeling in the minds of people—a sort of vague feeling ofpeople who
go to a strange place, and not knowing how they are going to get on? I can quite appreciate that feeling.
1605. Do you think it would fill this void—this craving to know what they would like to be at when they
got here; would it be an inducement to these people if we were offering them farms of moderate size—
say give them 50 acres for SOs., or 100 acres for £5, and let them go right on to it at once P I am satisfied
it would, because we know all humanity has a craving for land.
1606. And these are farming people we are speaking of. You say we require two classes of people—
farmers and domestic servants. Well, farming girls often make good domestic servants, and if we get
the men the girls will come as domestic servants. Von think they would come if Nye offered them inducements in the way of offering them farms at small rentals? It would be an inducement, but I ain afraid
it would be tempting them to their hurt. Fanning in Australia and farming in England are two very
different things, and farmers coining here would be to a. very great extent at a loss. A farmer here would
have to turn his hand to all kinds of timings, and if be had one or two years' apprenticeship be would be
all the better for it. 1 am afraid it would be tempting them to their injury to some extent. Well-to-do
men with a small capital might do, but I am not quite sure if a moderate apprenticeship here would not
be more desirable.
1607. Then do you think that to offer them nothing at all would be better than to offer them something?
I would offer them somethiog in the future, which with a certainty of employment in the meantime would
be quite sufficient to bring them.
1608. But it does not bring them out now? We do get them out, but only to a small extent. I think we
should get them out to a much larger extent if steps were taken to go into the agricultural districts and
induce then to immigrate. There are people who from their isolation have little means of making their
wants known ; they are not the men to go up to London and see the Agent General. These men want to
be looked after in their own locality.
1609. .21k. Char/cs.] You would recommend local agents to be appointed in England, or men who have a
knowledge of the Colony? Men who have a knowledge of the Colony. It would be very undesirable to
induce
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induce people to conic out hereby false representations—I do not mean f.alselu the full sense of the word, The Hon.
but coloured representations. People who had not this knowledge might go into those districts, and, with. &.H.Cox,
out telling an untruth, not give the full truth. A. person who was well up in the requirements of the
country would be far better.
13 May, 1880.
1.610. Air. J3orbour.] This is the only alteration in the present system
that you would suggest—the
appointment of agents in the agricultural districts P I can think of nothing better at present.
1011. Do you not think if they had sothething to fill the void—to give them some home which they could
say was theirs whether they became servants or not: do you not think that the fact of their getting it
home at a small rental would be better than nothing at all P I am afraid it would be an inducement very
undesirable to offer; it would be an inducement to them to waste a portion of their time which would be
better spent in working for others. I am afraid it would be an inducement that would not act properly
to the people themselves.
1612. You are speaking now only of labourers? Yes.
1613. But suppose you were to try and get it number of small tenant farmers, do you not think that
the offer of farms of small area would be a great inducement to that class? No doubt, and I should
very much like this Colony to offer an inducement of that kind.
1614, 1. think you meant that it was a desirable thing, but you expressed yourself as if you disapproved of
it? I was only speaking of immigrants for the purposes of labour, and not to colonize the country. The
people you now describe would be exceedingly desirable, and any inducement we could offer would be a
very great benefit.
1015. Even if we went the length of paying their passages, and letting them keep their capital? Even
that length.
1016. You said you had often advertised for farm servants and could not get them? Yes. They are
picked up so quickly that you have hittleelmanee of getting them, there is such an enormous demand.
1617. You want anyquantity of that class? Yes ; the demand is much greater than the supply.
1618. Of course you hare not had any experience of the class of immigrants who come out as tradesmen?
None whatever.
1010. Can you say of your own knowledge that you have found many of that class of immigrants in the
country? No ; I. think as it rule tradesmen remain in Sydney. Labour no doubt is very high, and
tradesmen's wages are very lugh, but I have never known a case where a person who wanted any work
done could not get it done by paying for it. Of eonrse it would not be desirable to discourage theso
men, because as the Colony increases in size they must all come. We want all classes of society to be
drawn into the Colony to meet its requirements. Many of those men, if they, are only thrifty and sober,
soon become employers of labour—small capitalists, and they employ labour instead of giving it.
1620. 31r. Day.] You are one of the oldest residents of the Mudgee district, I believe? One of the oldest.
1621. And you have had an extensive experience in the labour market in the country districts? Yes;
very large.
1622. From your experience do you think the labour market in the country districts is overdone? Sometimes ; lately on account of the depression of the pastoral interests 1 think there has been a superabundance of labour. I have known many men going about looking for employment, and could not getit.
1623. That is ordinary labourers P Yes, and sometimes unfortunate diggers. I have had a great
many of that class in my district. We are very near the diggings, and we have always had to a small
extent a mining population, and many of them who are unfortunate wander about seeking for employment.
1624. Is that the ease with a good class of men P No ;as a rule I find that good labouring men can
always keep their places.
1625. Have you heard many complaints in your district, or anywhere, of the want of remunerative employment in the country districts P I have just mentioned that in my district for a year or two a good many
men have been walking about looking for employment, which I attribute to the depression in pastoral
pursuits. There is less work going on on stations, such as dam-making, tank-sinking and so on, than
there has been for a long time past, and to that I attribute a corresponding superabundance of labour.
1626. Do you think that the present.mode of immigration should be continued P Yes.
1627, rjilie present system? Yes; I think it is very desirable. I have never found other than good
results from it. Of course occasionally persons do send for their friends, merely because they are their
friends and relatives, and sometimes they are not a desirable class. I have known men sent for by their
friends who could not turn their hands to anything, but that has been to a very limited extent. As a
rule I do not think a person would send for a friend or relation unless he thought they would not be a
burden to him when they caine out.
1628. Is it your opinion then that the present system could be continued with benefit to the persons themselves, and to the Colony too? Yes.
1620. Why P Because the class of labour we have to employ up the country is exceedingly difficult to
obtain. Domestic servants always have been in great demand. In all my experience I never yet knew a
sufficiency of that class of servants.
1630. Mr. C/tories.] Have you ever heard that there was a great dislike by immigrants to go up into the
interior—the female servants especially? Yes, and there is another very curious phase, and very likely
You may have seen it. Shepherds, who live from )land to mouth, I have known them take a pride in
thinking that they would bring np their children in idleness. They
I have had to work myself
but my children shall not go out to service." So it is difficult to get the class of domnesticlabour ; we can
only get it by immigration. My wife has generally taken some young girl, and taught her—andtheu after
a while she gets a husband and goes away.
1631. Mr. harbour.] if those tenant farmers were inducedto come here, and were induced to go up the
country, would not some of their family be the best domestic servants P 'We could not get better—
before they had time to get demoralised, as it were. My tenants—I have a considerable number, good
and steady men, well-to-do—many of them are so utterly stupid, and lost to all sense of what is right,
that they are brimmging up their daughters to ride on horseback, and play the piano, while the men are
worl(umig on time farms, and the mothers milking the cows.
1.632. What is the usual rental? in the imnmodiate neighbourhood of Mudgee from 15s. to 20s. an acre for agricultural land, and from 2s. Gd. to 5s. an acre for grass land attaelmed to the agricultural land. Our
lands are on two fiats, the river flat, and miother flat running towards the mountains ; good grass lands.
1633. Has that land been fenced in by you, or is it let on improving leases? All my farms are let on
improvimig leases.
.
.
1634.
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The Hon. 1634. Then you do not fence them? No.
G.H.Oox, 1635. That land you describe—that red soil—well adapted for wheat when it is in the hands ofprivate
parties, and rented in the same way ;—what is the usual rent? This red soil was never purchased, and is
13 May, 1830' net now. All the river fiats are taken up, but 2 or 3 miles away from the river is never taken up. It is
fine grass land, but very dry.
1636. And in your opinion it would make good wheat land? It does now, and grows splendid crops.
1637. Mr. Day.] Have you any evidence of an improvement in the pastoral interests of the Colony—
the squatting interests? Oh yes; I' should think it very great improvement. As a rule squatting now-adM's is carried on in a very different way to what it was in the old times. I can remember when men who
were placed in a position of a certain amount of confidence in managing large cattle and sheep stations
were living in huts.
1638. I mean in the financial condition of the squatters, which would enable them to employ more hands?
I think in a short time we shall have everything prosperous. The financial condition of the squatters is
no doubt very much improved.
1639. Has not this been a remarkably fine season? Yes, and there has been a wonderful rise in the price
of wool, which makes everything oouleur do roee.
1640. What difference do you suppose the increased value of wool will make to this Colony? I have
made a calculation—a million and a quarter.
1041. Do you not think then there is every probability of the squatters improving their properties to a
much larger extent than formerly? I have no doubt of it. This million and a quarter is' all surplus
money. For instance, we have our sheep run upon ridges rather heavily timbered, We have had to get
men to ring.bark it. I am now ring-barking rented land—Government land; and I believe I shall be
able to carry twice the number of sheep now.

TUESDAY, 18 MAY, 1880.
]flrrøcnt
Mn. DAY,
Mn. JACOB.

Mn. BAItBOUR,
Mu. ChARLES,

J. F. BURNS, ESQ.,

IN THE

Onnt.

The Honorable E. D. S. Ogilvie, M.L.C., examined:—
believe
you are an old colonist? Jam; I have been in the Colony nearly all my life;
1042. 011airman.] I
The
Hon.E. D. S. Icame to the Colony when a boy; with the exception of an absence of five years, I have dwelt in it ever
üvie, since.
kG. 1643. In what part have you resided? For many years upon the Upper Hunter, I resided there until
1840, and since 1840 on the Clarence River, with the exception of five years, from 1854 to 1859, when I
18 Ma
was absent in Europe.
1644. I believe you have some stations in the Clarence District? I have.
1645. And employ a good many hands? Yes; the number of months to be fed upon my station,
including men, women, and children, and my own family, is from 70 to 90.
1646. In what capacity are you an employer? As a cattle.breeder.
1647. You employ men then as boundary-riders, and in attending cattle? Yes; I employ a good many
stockmen, who are all married men—for I always employ family men. My run is divided by fences into
several compartments, and I always employ one for each compartment. Then I improve a good deal, and
employ gardeners and others. I have also always one or two carpenters, and very often a blacksmith.
There is always a great deal of work going on in making improvements and in building in various directions, so that I have had considerable experience in the employment of mechanics as well as of stockmen
and shepherds. I have built a house at the cost of some £10,000 or £12,000, which I began about 20
years ago, and employed mechanics of many descriptions in that work; and I have almost always some
buildings going on for outstations and improvements of various kinds ; so that I employ many men besides
those directly engaged in tending cattle.
1648. Did you employ as many last year as you had done in previous years? Not last year, for I have
been absent with my family from my own property; consequently there was little or no improvements
going on, and the number last year was below the ordinary number,
1649. Is it the fact that owing in some degree to depression cansed by drought, fewer men were employed
during the last thanin previous years? I should imagine it to be so, that the failure of means on the
part of owners of stations was the reason for their employing fewer hands in improvements than usual.
1650. Do you think there is a better prospect now opening for persons engaged in pastoral pursuits?
Yes, I do I think there is a considerable revival, and a desire to continue improvements in country
properties.
1651., Do you think that will be attended by an increased demand on the part of squatters for men on
their stations? Yes I feel no doubt it will do so. I may mention in my own case that I have lately sent
up a carpenter to my property; and four or five other married couples either have been despatchcd or are
going.
1652. You sent them from Sydney? From Sydney.
1653.Have you found any difileulty in getting the people you wanted for your stations? I have always
found more or less difficulty in getting people at a rate of wages I considered reasonable. For instance,
when I looked round for a tradesman who would be a tolerably good carpenter—and J may mention that the
proof of skill I required was whether lie could make a wheelbarrow—a rough carpenter—who would also
be able to use a paint brush or put in a pane of glass, I was told that I should not get it man to go under
lOs. a day for twelve months hiring. When I represented that the man would be 4bund in lodging and
in all the meat, bread, tea, and sugar he would require, the response from the man I spoke to was that in
that case be might go for Os. a day. By delaying some time and employing labour agents I ultimately
succeeded in getting a man and his wife for £95 a year with two rations, the husband to be wholly employed
by me and the wife to assist two days in the week in the laundry. Upon these terms the couple agreed
to go for twelve months, and I had to bear the expense of their transit from Sydney to the station.
1054.
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1654. What has been your rate of wages for ordinary hands employed upon the station to tend the cattle?
HO E. P• S.
I give my stockmen, who are all married men, £51 a. year and two rations.
1655, And it place to live i11? And a place to live in of course; also milcli Cows for their own use,- to
supply their families with milk and butter. When I said double rations I alluded to the articles flour,
tea, and sugar; of meat my stockmen are allowed to use as much as they require for the féedmg their 18 May, 1880.
families.
1056. Have you found any unwillingness on the part of the men whom you have met in Sydney to go
into the country? Yes; I find generally a disinclination to go into the country on the part of tradesmen
particularly. I have also found during all the years I have employed men that servants, particularly
tradesmen, whom I have engaged in Sydney for a period, always, or almost always, return to Sydney after
they have served their time and taken their money. Sometimes they will re-engage in the country for
another period, but they always gravitate back to Sydney. They come down when the hiring is over.
They seem to go out of Sydney for a specified time, and take it as a matter of course that they must come
back to Sydney at the end of the time; not only tradesmen, but frequently also gardeners, ploughmen,
stockmen, and others.
1657. All have a tendency to gravitate towards the capital P Yes; and I have often found that after
returning to Sydney they spend their money, exhaust their means, and then engage to go up the country
again. All the money earned in the country is exhausted in Sydney.
1658. have you in with norovident persons among those you have employed? Yes, 1 have; I have
met with some who have saved up considerable stuns of money.
1659. Did they remain in employment or go into farming or other pursuits? They have gone into
farming. When they have left service they have taken land for themselves, or have gone into business
on their own account as small shopkeepers or as butchers, as carriers, and sometimes as publicans.
1060. Do you think they have done well? Some have and some indifferently; the failure to do well has
generally been the result of intemperate habits.
1061. have you found any difliculty in getting the men you wanted for your stations, other than tradesmen? I can always get men by sending to Sydney,, and employing ,in agent, and by paying the expenses
of the transit of the men from Sydney to the country; but then in many cases the men turn out to be not
at all worth the wages they are engoged for. I have never been able to get men in Sydney for many years
past for less than £40 to £45, with rations, lodging, and their expenses paid from Sydney to the place of
employment. If a man is industrious and at all able he is worth the money, but it often turns out that he
is neither able nor industrious and not worth the money, and I suffer loss. It sometimes turns out that
a man is so worthless that after lie has been with me a week or so I am glad to pay him his wages and
get rid of him.
1062. You would not object to the wages for a good man who was willing to remain?No.
1063. have you at all turned your attention to the question of assisted immigration? Yes, I have
watched the progress of it.
1664. Have you yourself at any time had any of these newly-arrived immigrants? Not for some years
past. I do not think I have had an immigrant from the ship.*
1665. What is your opinion as to the capability of the Colony to absorb immigrants aided by the Governmcnt to come out? Seeing the large extent of territory that is occupied, and the great amount of work
that almost all people either have in hand, or contemplate having in hand, whenever they can procure
labour—considering the very limited amount of population existing in the country, 1 cannot feel a doubt
that there must be room for the absorption of a large additional amount of labour. The influx of inunigrants causes the demand for work of itself, immigrants when they come do not bring their houses on
their backs ; every man who conies requires house-room to be provided for him, and that house-room has
to be provided either in anticipation of his coIning or as soon as possible after lie has come.
1606. have you known any of these assisted immigrants to become employers of labour? Yes, to a
certain extent.
1667. After they have been some time in the Colony? Yes, I have known some very remarkable instances
of that kind, where men have come to the Colony without means who are now wealthy and employing
numbers of men. My observation has lcd inc to this conelneicim: Flihat any able-bodied man who comes
to this Colony, if able and willing to work, if thrifty, and especially if sober, can in a comparatively short
sace of time—in a comparatively small portion of his life-time—accumulatesufficient means to make
him independent and enable him to employ labour. I will take the iostance of a single man going into
the country upon wages of from £40 to £45 a year, with rat on.. There is nothing at all to prevent
that man from saving £25 to £30 a year, because £10 to £15 a year would fully cover all necessary
expenses if he were desirous of saving. lie has nothing to buy but clothing, and such clothing as is
necessary and is worn in the country here is very inexpensive.
1668. Have you known many instances of men under these circumstances becoming their own masters-possessors of farms and employers of labour? Yes, I have had men who while in my employ have saved
enough to become independent.
1669. Then you think the country is capable of absorbing a large number of useful immigrants? I feel
no doubt of it whatever.
1070. Both male and female? Both male and female—female immigrants particularly. There never
was a time within my recollection when female domestic servants were more difficult to procure or to retain
than at present, or when their wages were so high ; and I have been in the Colony since immigrants began
to be drawn to it.
1071. In what year did you visit England P I left the Colony in 1854 and returned in 1859.
1672. Did you travel much while you were there? Yes. I travelled thcoogh all Europe; I visited all
the principal countries and cities of Europe.
1673. Did you travel much through Great Britain? Yes, through Great Britain and Ireland.
1074. Did you meet with any disposition on the part of persons who would be desirable here as colonists
to emigrate to New South Wales P I had not much means of ascertainin. It was a question I did not
go into to any extent. When in Europe I was more engaged in sight-seeing. I went home for purposes
of
* ADDED (on revision) —'his last time I engaged an immigrant from the ship must be about six years past. The
person I then angsgcd is still in my senico is a superior overseer, at a sahiry of £300 a year, vvitli house and food and a
servant found him.
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of pleasure more than for business. I may mention that I sent out one Irish family from Ireland. They
were related to a man who had been in my service and who came here as an exile. I sent out two lads and
ML.C. their mother to join this man on my property, and they have done very well,
1675. .2lTr. Oharle.s.] There is now a large population on the Clarence? Yes.
18 May, 1880. 1676. Is there still room for a great many more? I think an increased population makes a demand for a
still greater increase. There are more employds and more work to be done.
1677. Is there an open field for new colonists—By extending backwards from the river, would they not
then be able to take up land and make homes P Not, I think, until railways are stretched into the country.
The land most suitable for agricultural purposes in the valley of the Clarence is already taken up the
whole of the banks of the navigable portion of the river from end to cml is occupied by farms, and bcneflciall.y cultivated by farmers who were never before in soprosperous a condition. They are mostly engaged
in sugar-growing.
1678. lain informed that a considerable quantity of the back country—the higher land—is good agricultural land? That is the case more in the valley of the Richmond than of the Clarence. In the valley
of the Richmond a good deal of forest country is good soil of volcanic origin, rich, and capable of
settlement, and it is being settled very fast. There is a considerable flow of conditional purchasers
into that district. I may, perhaps, be allowed to mention what is my view of the causes of the want
of employment of some persons or classes of people
From my experience and all - I have been
able to see and hear—and when I speak of want of employment I refer to the city, one does not
hear of it in the country—want of employment simply means in the vast majority of cases (I
do not doubt that there are some cases of real destitution, but I think they are very few'), means that
employment is not to be had at the arbit:ra.ry value which the person who complains has thought fit to fix
as the value of his labour; and if he cannot find any person willing to buy his labour at that fixed value
lie says he cannot get employment, whereas if lie were willing to be employed at such a rate of wages as
his work is worth to the employer lie could be employed. It does not appear to me reasonable to suppose
that a fixed value can be placed upon a man's labour to be invariable, any more than a fixed price can be
placed upon any commodity which is bought and sold. It would be no more unreasonable for me as a
lfreeder of cattle to say that my fat bullocks are worth a certain price and I will not sell them for less,
without reference to the state of the market, than it would be for it man to say his labour is worth a fixed
price without reference to the state of the labour market. For instsnce, a year ago I could sell fat
bullocks at £8 a head; therefore at that time I asked and could get £8-for them, but if I had established
that as the fixed value of my bullocks, never to vary, of course now I should not be able to sell a single
beast.' But it would not be just for me to say that there was no market for fat cattle, any snore than it
would be for a man to say "I cannot get employment," because he could not get the arbitrary value
which he himself, or others for lnm, had fixed as the price of his labour; or, to put it in another way:
If a man who is physically or constitutionally incapable, or who is unwilling to work up to his powers, for
labour, refuses employment because he cannot obtain wages equal to those obtained by men who are
physically capable and are willing to give a good day's work for a good day's pay, it is as unreasonable on his
part to say that he cannot find employment as it would be for the breeder of bullocks to say that he could
find no market for his inferior cattle, because he was unable to obtain for them a price equal to that
which he could command for the superior animals. The price of labour must rise and fall according to
the state of the market, according to the demand, and the state of prosperity of the community generally.
It must rise and fall like the price of any other commodity. lVhcn all classes are prosperous and profits
are large wages naturally rise, because employers can afford to pay high wages and make a profit out of
them. In times of depression, when profits are small, wages must naturally fall, and the only way then
for people who have labour to dispose of, to ensure constant employment, is to accept the wages which
represent the value of the men's labour at that particular time. Then, again, there has been a most
arbitrary rule established among mechanics, which is this that the most able and skilled mechanic shall
earn no more than the least skilled. According to the rules established among these people (I allude to
the rules of the Trades Unions), the men whose services are worth really very little to an employer are
not allowed to take lower wages than a man whose services are worth a great deal. The natural consequence of that must be that he goes without employment, and the man who is able and skilful earns less
than he could and would do if he were not restricted in this way, while the other being restricted from
working for what his labour is worth earns nothing at all.
1879. I presume that these remarks would simply apply to labour required and furnished bythe workin
class in the Colony. Would not the rate of wages here be influenced by the cost of production o
goods imported from other countries P That is another circumstance. If an artificial value is placed
upon labour, and the artificial value is more than the ieal value, the result is that the results of labour
where it is employed are so expensive that competition with the results of less expensive labour is
rendered impossible. Take a piece of furniture or any other article.
1680. An iron ship? Any article produced by means of labour which is remunerated at a rate more than
its market value—as value is determined in all other commodities. If a ship or piece of furniture is made
by means of labour paid at this artificial rate, which is more than the true value of labour, then that
piece of furniture or ship must cost so much as to put it out of the market as compared with other articles
or ships made under different conditions where the remuneration of labour is not fixed by artificial means.
1081. Then you think our tradesmen contribute to the causes of want of employment by the artificial
price they put upon their labour P Yes ; I think the main cause of the absence of employment is the
artificial value put upon the commodity to be sold. In nine cases out of ten where Irien complain that
they cannot find work the reason is that they demand for their work more than the employer can find it
to his interest to give.
1682. Air. Barbou-r.] Have you had any experience yourself in regard to town labour, for instance
tradesmen—I mean in a large way as a contractor? Not directly, but indirectly I have as w shareholder
in a Steam Navigation Company.
1683. You have never come directly in contact with working men I suppose in a large way? No; I
cannot say I have directly, but indirectly I have.
1684. But you have had a large experience in the country? Yes, but indirectly, as I have said, I have
also
ADDED (on revisios) :—I also sent out to my property on the Clarence one family from London, and from liamburg]m,
when I was travelling in Germany, I sent out twenty Germans, chiefly mecha,nes, but including some women and children,
These people- were selected from a large number of applicants who desired to emigrate to Australia, but who could not coimnand
the means to do so. Most of these people Isa-re done well for themselves, though some of them were very unprofitable servants.
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I find that one cause at any rate is that the merremplo
very high wages, not only work but eight hours but work very badly during those eight hours in which
they are supposed to work. They frequently do not perform n- ore honest work in eight hours than ought is May, 1880.
to be done in five. And 1 have understood that one cause of that great reluctance to work honestly is the
feeling or idea that for a workman to work hard would be to fail in his duty to others of his own class.
For if lie works hard lie performs a certain amount of work, and if lie works in a rhilatoi'y way, wastes as
much time as he can, performs as small a quantity as he can, he leaves the surplus for the employment of
some others. The result of all this is to anihilate profit in steamship companies, and to discourage the
investment of capital in all enterprises which necessitate the employment of large numbers of men.
1685. Is it usual for capitalists to go into transactions that cause them to lose their money P I think for some
time past there has been a general feeling among those engaged in concerns that necessitate the employment
of itlarge number of men if they could get clear of their business without loss they would do so.
1680. Are there not companies of that sort being formed every day; is not capital being put into such
companies every day? 1 cannot say that there are.
1637. Shareholders could sell out if they would take the price offered? They could only seil at a loss.
1688. It is only a question of price, as in the case of labour. You have had a pretty large experience in
the country? Yes.
1089. Is there plenty of employment in the country —it is limited, is it not? I may mention what- has
occurred in my own experience. Men come oii to the station expressing a desire for work ; they say they
are quite without means, have been -lookiig for work, and cannot find any. Under these circumstances I
never turn it man away, but always give him something to do to pass him on his way, and can find him
something to do, however little skilled in any occupation. Perhaps I may send him into the garden to hoe
weeds, or employ him in some other simple occupation. I often pnt the question, Can you use the hoe
or spade P' "Yes." "Well, you can go into the garden, and you will find something to do." The man
will go to work and after having worked a day or two, he will come to me and ask, 11 What wages are you going
to give inc F" "The ordinary wages of lós. a week and rations." In such cases I almost invariably
find that these people, after a week or two, when they have a little money to take, will say, " I cannot go
on working any longer at the wages you are giving me; I never work for less than £1 a week; and unless
you give me £1 a week I cannot stay." I reply, "I gave you employment to suit your purpose because
you said you could not get work. If you are iiot content with your wages I will pay what is due to you,
and you can go." The result generally is that the man takes his money, goes away, and spends it; and
when it is all gone goes to some one else with the same talc—that lie is without work—and obtains
assistance in The samo way. Now I do not think any man has aright to say, that he is without
With respect
employment as long as he can earn l.Ss. a week, with food and lodging added.
to the want of employment here, I may mention a circumstance that was recently related to
me by a gentleman, upon whose veracity I can rely. My friend lives in the suburbs, and he
told me that a man came to his house it few days previously to beg alms. He said lie
was quite dcstitnte and could not obtain work. My friend, who had some improvements going on upon
his grounds, said, "Do you want work I think I can give you some. 1 want a man to work upon the
grounds here; I can employ you for a fortnight at any rate, and will give you Os. a day." The man said
"No; I will never work fc less than 7s. a day." My friend said (I think very properly), "You rascal,
you come to me to beg, and you say you cannot get work, yet you refuse Os. a day. Get off my premises,
I will have nothing to say to you." That is a fair sample I think of what is called inability to procure
work, or want of work in many cases. As I have said before it is not that work is not to be had, but
that employers are not to be found who will give the arbitrary and often excessive amount workmen
demand for their labour.
1690. These are the exceptions, are they not—what is called "tramps" or "suu.dewners"? To give
my candid opinion I think with rare exceptions no good man who is able and willing to work need look
far for employment. I believe there is always work for men who will take it at a reasonable rate and do
a fair day's work.
1691. Do you think we ought to continue assisted immigration to the Colony? I think it is absolutely
necessary to the prosperity and due advancement of the Colony that there should be immigration.
1692. Assisted immigration? Assisted immigration is a very good form of immigration I think, because
under the regulations the immigrants are sent for by their friends who are here and who are ready to
receive and to assist them.
1693. I am speaking with reference to the selection of immigrants in the old country whose passages are
paid by the Government P That opens another question. I start with the assumption that immigration
to a new and thinly-peopled country like this is absolutely necessary to its advancement, and that from
our peculiar position, being so far distant from all centres of population, we cannot acquire immigration
unless we pay for it. The position of this Colony is peculiar in that respect. The increase of population which spontaneously flows into American and to some British Colonies can only be induced to flow
into this Colony by being paid for owing to the greater distance and consequentially increased expense. It
being determined to be had at all immigration must be paid for; the only question is whether it is better
to pay for immigration than to want it I think it is better to pay for it than to want it. From my own
experience from what I have observed I ca-n say that when immigration has been stagnant wages have
been lowest and the Colony has been least prosperous; and that with the return of immigration the general
pi'osperity has revived and wages have risen.
1691. What scheme of immigration do you think would attract the best class of mcii to the Colony
you have described a class of men who are not useful—these tramps ; these, I suppose, were brought out
at one time ; can we avoid bringing these and secure a more useful class? I do not know that it is possible
so to manage in any community as to avoid the existence of tramps; I believe to a certain extent persons
of that description will exist in every community ; it is a necessary evil that cannot he avoided. I have
knbwn instances—very prominent instances—in my own experience of men who have been brought to
this country as immigrants who have been most useful immigrants, capital tradesmen, excellent men, who
have become tramps in the end ; they have become drunkards, lost their self-respect, become worthless
vagabonds, and ultimately tramps. So that I do not think it is possible to avoid having to a certain
extent an element of that kind in the community. It is one of the evils incident to the foibles of human
1695.
nature.
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1895. I suppose the selection might be improved ;—you would not say because these people will be found
in all communities that we should take them as they come? Certainly not; I think it very desirable that
immigrants should be selected with care as they have to be paid for, Nye ought to be careful that they
are worth paying for. Of course where immigration is spontaneous we cannot regulate it—we must take
0 May, 1880. the bad with the good ; but every care should be exercised that every individual selected should be worth
the money he is to cost the Colony, so far as that is praeticable.
1096. By what class of immigrants do you think the Colony would be most benefited P A.t the present
time I think all kinds of agricultural labourers. I am iuelined to think that the number of skilled
mechanics in the Colony is sufficient for the requirements of the present population ; but I am of opinion
that there is avery great dearth of ordinary labour, such labour as is necessary for constructing roads,
for forming railway earthworks, for cleariog land, agricultural labour, and such labour as any man with a
pair of strong arms can perform.
1697. Have you had any experience of tenant farmers in the old country? No; i have not.
1098. Do you not think they would be a desirable class of immigrants to bring out? I think, in the
present depressed state of the agricultural interest in England, many would very much better their
fortunes by coining out here.
1699. Do you think any attractions should be offered them to come here F I am quite of opinion they
will not come unless some attractions are offered; they will rather go to some nearer British colony or to
America.
1700. Is there any scheme you could suggest to induce them to come here, instead of going, for instance,
to America P I cannot say that I have been able to arrive at any very positive conclusion. In America
the chief attraction seems to be cheap land. The facility with which land can be acquired, and the low
rate at which it can be.bought. That being so, one would be inclined to suppose that the system in
operation in Queensland would have had the desired effect; land there was given directly in exchange
for immigrants by giving immigrants the right and authority to take up land to the value of their passage
money. But it does not appear to haveworked satisfactorily thcre,the land orders received by the immigrants
having been used very much in the same way as the land orders given to our Volunteers here were used.
They were sold to those already in possession of the land ; therefore having seen the difficulty of devising
any scheme by which the land of this Colony, and the fanning population of England could be brought
together, it appears to me that the difficulty is greater in practice than it appears to be in theory.
1701. Suppose instead ofgiving land or land orders we were to offer to allow these people to have land at
a small rental, do you think that would be all inducement to the tenant-farmers of the old country to
come out here, as they would not have to spend their capital? Yes, I think if they could obtain land at
a small rental, and for a goodloug period, that would be an inducement.
1702. I suppose there can be no doubt that that would be the best class to bring out as they would bring
out their families, which are generally large! and who would be useful? Yes, they would be a -valuable
class, but their comes the question whether they would be able to carry on agriculture at a profit.
1703. Ihve you any tenants on the Clarence? No ; J. have not more than two agricultural tenants, and
some eight or ten tenants in the township. The question is whether they could carry on agriculture at a
profit on account of the scarcity of labour I have alluded to, so long as ordinary labour is paid at so high
a rate as it can command. I do not think agriculture can be carried on at any profit by persons who
would have to employ hired labour. Agriculture now only pays when carried on without the assistance of
hired labour. Small farmers cultivate their lands mainly with their own hands, and the hands of their
families. If they use hired labour it is only, to a limited extent and for a short period, but when we come
to the case of the English tenant farmers, who would have to cultivate land mainly by the hands of hired
servants, I do not think they could make it pay.
1704. if small tenant farmers who in the old Country cultivate their farms with the labour of their own
hands and the hands of their families were to come here would they not make it pay? Yes, farmers of
that class do make agriculture pay here. Farmers who do not employ hired labour to any extent; it has
been expected that the extension of rathvays into the country would have the effect of rendering profitable the cultivation of lands in the interior where cultivation has not been profitable hitherto, but I kave
always felt some doubt of this, and lately have seen some proof that the expectation will not he realized
so long as the wages of common agricultural labourers continue as high as it is now. For this reason,
that by the construction of a railway the cost of transit is so very nmuch lessened, that such agricultural
produce as wheat and flour imported from California or the Western. States of America, can, by means of
railway transit, reach the interior and be sold at a lower price than would pay the local agriculturist, who
complains already of being injured by the American farmer, that imported flour is brought up by railway
and is sold at a rate at which he cannot afford to sell his. Hitherto, or before the railway reaches these
inland agricultural districts, there has been, or is a certain demand for agricultural produce at a high rate.
The principle upon which the agriculturists in the interior have generally acted, has been to add to the
Sydney price of their produce the cost, or something near the cost, of bringing similar produce from
Sydney. The farmers, for instince, at Inverell, or othcr of those inland settlements, has been in the
habit of charging for his flour the Sydney price with the cost of transport from Sydney, or something
approaching it, added, and in that way has been able to obtain for his produce a high price, although the
market for its sale was limited. These people have looked forward to the construction of railways as
enabling them to find a market for their produce in Sydney at a remunerative rate. But it seems in
some cases they are now finding out that the price they would be able to obtain for their produce, after
sending it to Sydney, would not be sufiicientto make the transaction profitable to them—that they would
not be able to obtain in Sydney the price they could obtain in their own neighbourhood formerly, while
flour is sent from Sydney and they are undersold in their own district. So that, looking to all these
things, it seems to me that the question of success or failure of agriculture in this country is dependent
entirely upon the rate of wages of farm-labourers. As long as farm labourers' wages continue at the
present prices farming cannot be profitably carried on, as lime imported article will always be cheaper than
the home produce.
1705. Why should not farmers in this country produce as cheaply as the farmer in California or in other
places? I have heard it explained by Americans who have been in this country in this way —They have
said in the first place, "Although we pay our men as high wages as you, our men do twice as much work
as yours.1'
1760. By means of machinery? No, because they work harder. I have known Americans to say they
would
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would not employ such men if they would work for nothing in their country—that they were not worth
Hon. E. D. q.
their salt. An American farmer would not look at such men, but would discharge them immediately.
1707. Why should an American in America work any better than an Englishman in Australia? I cannot
say.
why. I simply mention what I have heard from Americans.
1708. is it reasonable to suppose it? Very likely the climate has something to do with it.
18 May, 1880.
1109. Supposing Australia is equally as salubrious, equally as healthy, equally as inviting, why should not
our men settle here on the land and produce grain every whit as cheaply as they can in America? It
is a question every one can ask, but it is a fact that they do not produce it so cheaply. 1. think something may be attributed to climate. This is an exceedinglyluxurious climate, mere existence is a pleasure,
the sun is warm, the air is clear and bright, and possesses an exhilaratingquality that makes mereexistence
a happiness to a certain extent, while in America the climate is much more vigorous, excepting for a few
months they have a great deal of cold weather. Altogether it is a less enjoyable climate, but more
:invigorating, and men are more inclined to exertion than here.
1710. Uhairman.] in speaking of farming not being remunerative, have you kept in view chiefly the
Clarence—you are not speaking generally of New South Wales? In the district of the Clarence—on the
navigable parts of the Clarence—agriculture is carried on, and is very remunerative. Its profitableness
is mainly attributable to the kind of agriculture carried on there, which is sugar cultivation, conducted
by small farmers who employ little hired labour.
.1711. You seem to speak as if wheat were the only product of the Colony ;—do you not know that in many
districts wheat is not cultivated, and yet agriculture is profitable P Yes, sugar pays better than wheat;
maize pays better than wheat; but the demand for maize is not unlimited. I may mention now that my
attention is called to it, that before the introduction of sugar culture on the Clarence, the farmers there were
exceedingly poor as a class, so poor indeed that many scarcely, tasted butcher's meat from year's end to
year's end, but shot wallabies, wild ducks, and cockatoos for food. The price of maize had fallen so low
in consequence of the quantity produced, and that was the resul'u. Since they have turned their attention
to sugar growing they have produced less maize, and the price of maize as a rule has been higher. The
land devoted to sugar-culture has paid a great deal better than when previously devoted to maize.cultnre,
and those farmers who were so very poor a few years ago are now exceedingly well off.
1712. Aft. Day.] Do you employ many men? Yes, for many years—for twenty years after I settled
on the Clarence my land was stocked with sheep, and I had often considerably over a hundred persons
to whom I issued rations. Of late years, as I have already stated, the number of mouths I have to
provide food for is from seventy to ninety.
1713. Have you found that many of those in your service have saved money? Yes.
1714. From your experience do you think there is a fair field in the Colony for a large number of immigrants? Yes, I think so as I have already stated.
1715. Have you had any experience of the labour market in America? No, only from reading, and
talking with Americans.
1710. Do you think America a better field for emigrants from the mother country than this Colony? It
would be perhaps rash in me to express an opinion, as I have never visited America.
1717. Is there not generally a disposition to go there rather than to come here? No doubt, on account
of the greatly diminished expense. There are thousands of persons who can reach America by their own
means to whom Australia would be quite out of reach without assistance. I think, speaking from recollection, persons can reach America from the United Kingdom by paying £3.
1718. Do you think it would be advantageous to the Colony and to immigrants themselves to continue
the system of assisted immigration? Yes, I think it would be very disastrous to the Colony if immigration
should cease. I think immigration can only be obtained by paying for it, and that therefore the moment
we cease paying it will cease.
1719. Do you think it is as beneficial to the immigrants themselves as to the Colony—do you think they
have a fair chance of succeeding here? I think every strong and healthy man who comes to the Colony
has it in his power to gain a competence, if be is only industrious and sober.
1720. You think most of the men who are out of employment are what is called "loafers ?" Yes.
1721. From your experience you think any man can find remunerative employment P Yes. I have no
doubt that any man capable and willing to work at such rate that his employer can make any profit out of
his labour can find employment. If be cannot find it in one place he can in another.
1722. What do you think of Chinese immigration—do you think that ought to be put a stop to? I do
not think it ought to be encouragcd. I do not think it ought to be put a stop to, unless we find it to be
excessive in degree. To put a stop to it unnecessarily would be a grievous violation of our Treaty relations
with China. 1 think it would be undesirable that Chinese should form a large element in the population,
and if we saw a danger of that becoming the case it would be a ground for appealing to the mother
country to alter the Treaty obligations in such a way as to allow us to prevent any further influx. I have
employed Chinese, and have found them exeel]ent servants.
1723. Mr. Jacob.] Are there many Chinese on the Clarence? There are a good many in the Clarence
district, but I do not know any in service now. There are a good many scattered over the gold mines,
generally on mines which have been abandoned by Europeans.
1724. Do large landholders on the Clarence River let farm lands on lease? Those who possess lands
which they do not cultivate themselves and which are fit for the purpose do so.
1725. Are there many farms let on the Clarence? Yes, on the Lower Clarence.
1720. What is the yearly rent paid? I heard from a person upon whose statement I can rely that
conditionally purchased land, taken up under the lath clause—for which the deposit of 5s, an acre had
been paid—was now let at £3 an acre per annum.
1727. Is that fully improved? Probably it was taken up at first on a clearing lease; it is now cleared,
and the owner is obtaining £3 an acre rent; but this is an exceptional case. The usual rents for farm
lands on the lower Clarence is £1 per acre, and the selling price abont £20.
1728. That is for agricultural pnrposes? Yes, for sugar growing.
1729. Would there be any chance at all for immigrants coming to this Colony with small capitals to get one of these farms at small rentals, and so obtain homes at once and settle down? These farms are
already rented.
1730. It would be hard to get one of tbese farms? Yes. When offered for sale they bring very high
prices, as much, in some eases, as £30 or £40 an acre.
1781,
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1731. Do you know any other parts of the Colony where there are large landed properties let as farms P
ion. E. B. S. Yes. I might mention Bodalla, the property of the ]ate Mr. Mort.
Ogilvie,
M.L.C. 1732. It is, generally speaking, pretty difficult to get these farms, is it not P I am hardly suflieicnt]y
acquainted with the subject to give an opinion. As a rule men are not inclined to look for farms to rent
18 May, 1880. while the country lies open to them to select.
1733. With reference to the Chinese, do you think it is desirable to include the immigration of Chinese
under the Assisted Immigration Regulations? No, I should think not. China being so near to as with
such a redundant population we are likely to receive, without any encouragement from us, as large a flow
of immigration as it is desirable, we should have.

Charles Field, Esq., J.P., examined
C. Field, 1734. flairinan.] How long have you been in the Colony? About forty.two years.
Fsq., S.F. 173.5. I believe that when you first arrived you went into agricultural and grazing pursuits? Yes. I
came out as an agriculturist, and employed my first time as an agriculturist. 1 cleared the stumps and
18 May, 1880. fenced the farm, and worked it for seven years as a farmer.
1733. You have also been in business as a miller? Yes. I had about fourteen years as a miller.
1737. You are now in business in this city as a produce and general merchant? Yes, and have been the
last eighteen years.
1738. has your opinion as a colonist led you to form a decided opinion upon the expediency of immigration being aided by the Government? Yes. I think it should be aided by the Government.
1739. Have you found any difficulty in getting persons of the agricultural class as labourers for your
constituents? My constituents are farmers, all of them and we have had great difficulty in getting
suitable immigrants for the parts of the country 1 have wanted to send them to. I have been restricted
to a certain price, generally from £35 to £40 a year with rations and a house, and it has been difficult to
get the class of men I have wanted at those wages that is to say, men that, knowing something of the
requirements of the place, I have thought suitable.
1740. Have you generally been able to get them even at a higher rate? I have had very great difficulty
in getting agricultural labour that would have suited my constituents or the Colony. When I have gone
on board all immigrant ship, or to the hiring-room at the depot, I have asked men, "Can you plough or
sow ?" The reply has been, "Yes." I have hired them, and sent them to my constituents, and when
they have been set to work they have not suited at all, and perhaps have never had their hands on a plongh
in their lives.
1741. Do you think the Colony could absorb a large number of persons of the class you refer to that
would be suitable for agricultural purposes here? 1 believe the Colony could employ any number
proyided we could get the right class of agricultural labourers. There are many places to which I could
send labourers at the present time if I could get men of a suitable class.
1742. From what districts do you chiefly receive consignments of produce from farmers? From the
Hunter, the Manning, the Richmond—from the north generally, but I also receive some from the south.
1743. From what places in the south? Wollongong and Kiama. Not so much from the south. A large
portion of the farming population removed to the Clarence and Manning are old Hunter River residents,
and when free selection was permitted many of the tenant farmers left and established farms for
themselves. Many of these are now possessed of comfortable homes, have good farms of their own, and
are in a good way of business.
1744. Have you known many who when they first came here were hired by others, who afterwards
selected land, became farmers themselves, and have done well? I know large numbers of such eases.
I know people who came out in the same vessel as myself without a shilling in their pockets, who are now
some of the richest mcii in the Colony.
1745. Do you think there is an ample field in the Colony for a great number of the same class P Yes;
I think there is an ample field for really good labourers, but they are not so handy to get at as they were
a few years ago. My idea is that immigrants coming to this Colony must alwais be willing to submit
themselves to a certain amount of humiliation at first till they establish themselves. I came out hero
myself as a farmer's boy, and had to make my own way. For the first few years I had hardships to
contend with and poor food to eat very often; and no doubt some deserving men have a great deal to put
up with when they first arrive, but if they are steady, sober, and industrious they soon find their level
and get on. Drmk is the great curse of the Colony; it makes homes unhappy and prevents men
getting on.
1746. I believe you visited England a few years ago? I was in England two years ago ; I was there only
a few months.
1747. Did you spend much of your time in farming districts? Yes all that are left of my relations
are agriculturists in Kent and elsewhere, and I spent a good deal of my time in several of the counties of
England. I really felt it a pleasure and thought it a duty to advocate the claims of the Colony as far as
my means and ability would allow mc.I went among a good many tenant farmers in Kent, Sussex,
Devonshire, and Somersetshire, having friends living there, and they understanding that I had been in
the Colony many years flocked around me, and I felt a pleasure in extolling the Colony, as the Colony had
done so much for inc. I thought it my duty and privilege to do something for the Colony.
1748. Did you find much disposition to emigrate to this Colony? It seemed to be beyond the power
of many to do so even if they had wished.
1749. How beyond their power? Beyond their means. To come out with a family would cost them £20,
£30, or £40 for their outfit and expenses.
1750. Would their outfit cost them so much when the Government cntributes so largely towards the
cost of the passage P The Govdrnment- contribute some of it; but they must have an outfit, pay their
expenses to the port they sail from, and be at a good deal of expense in that way. But I think if some
inducement, some permanent inducement, were offered in the Colony, a good many agriculturist.s from the
old country would find their way here. I say so because I have heard that a few months after I. left
England as many as 400 went from the county of Kent to New Zealand; and 1 make no doubt that what
I said about the Colonies induced many of these people to go to New Zealand.
1751. What inducement was offered to them? Their psages were paid, and they were rationed.
1752.
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1752. Paid the whole of their passage money? Paid the whole of their passage money. A great many C. Field,
people have gone from these counties and are doing very well there.
1753. You are aware that there has been great depression in the agricultural interest in England during I
the last year or so? There has been since 1 caine away. When 1 was in England the depression was
not felt. Agricultural labourers were paid better the year I was in England than they were forty years
before when I left the country. Agricultural labourers, when I was inngland last, were reeeivmgfrom
tenant farmers 15s. a week.
1754. Exclusive of rent? Yes.
1755. Did they receive anything else? No; but when I loft England forty years before they were
receiving only 12s. or 13s. a week.
1756. Would not the labourer have to pay for his house out of the 15s. a week? Yes, be would have to
pry for everything. The tenant farmer would pay him nothing beyond his week's money on the Saturday
night, and be would (10 his best with them.
1757. No board P Some might be boarded in the house, but they would have only 8s. or 9s. a week. I
am speaking of agricultural labourers who are married and have wives and children, As 80011 as the
children are old enough to work they help a little.
1758. Do you think many tenant farmers and their labourers would be induced to immigrate to this
Colony if the Government were to pay the cost of their passage? I think a good many of them might;
but I must remark that when I was in England things were in a very different condition from what they
were when I first left it. The large number of railroads that had been formed, and the building going
on in various towns employed the surplus labour, and I was struck, in going through many English
Yillages, by the fact that there were scarcely any young men to be seen. As soon as lads have done their
schooling—and I am glad to say that the young people in England now have the benefit of good schools
and good education, and are very different from what they were in my time—they go off to work on
railroads or obtain employment as porters or in other capacities. This has taken off many who would
have been labourers on farms, or have found surplus ariculturai labour.
1759. Did you call at the office of the Agent General
Yes; I saw Mr. Porster.
1760. I gave you a letter of introduction to Mr. Forster? Yes.
1761. Did you meet with any one in the office who had been in the Colony, other than Mr. Forstcr? I do
not think I did.
1732. Do you think it desirable that there should be some one in the office who could give mnformatmon
respecting the Colony P I think a really practical man in the office would be very useful indeed.
1733. A man who could give information about the Colony generally P Yes; a man who knows the
country and its wants, and who could travel about the country a bit, and address the people. Mr. Forster
seemed to be very much employed. Tie had very little time to chat with anyone he was so taken up.
1764, And there was no one else in the office, so far as you could learn, who could give information? I
did not hear of any.
1765. As an agent in Sydney, have you met with any demand for vine-dressers, as well as for farm labour.
em? I have never been requested to try and got vine-dressers.
1766. Mr. Char/ct.] You have had considerable experience with respect to farms and ngriculturmsts along
the coast? Yes.
1767. And you know that there would be no difficulty in good agricultural labourers finding employment
either to the south or to the north along the coast? I think there would be no difficul'.
1768. From your knowledge of the rivers to the north as well as of the southern coast, do you think if a
few small farmers with their families were to come out they could get homesteads at a rental, or at any
rate by putting up temporary buildings themselves. Do you not think they could settle on the southern
coast at Illawarra on the Moruya, or to the north on the Manning, the Brunswick, and the Richmond P I
think they could, but I would wish to say in the first place that there is no land to be had, or seareelyany
to be had upon the river banks ; it has generally been taken up by free selectors, and 1 was surprised to hear
Mr. Ogilvie say what be did with regard to large proprietors letting their lands, for to my knowledge
there are no large landed proprietors on the river banks ; every acre has been taken up by small free
selectors. If any of the land has fallen into the hands of speculators or monied men, it has been through
the misfortune of free selectors. On the Clarence and Manning, away back from the riverbanks, in some
instances not more than 200 or 300 rods, in others half-a-mile or a mile, there is swamp land which has
never been utilised, but if labour could be employed upon it and this back land drai ued into the river, it
would be as good as the land on the river bank. It only wants labour to become productive as it is good
rich alluvialsoil in some places from 5 to 20 feet deep; so that 1 have no doubt some years hence when
labour can be obtained cheaply that it will all be taken up.
1769. Is that Crown land now? Yes, I dare say a good deal of it is Crown land.
1770. Open to selection? I suppose it is open to selection.
1771. Mr. Day.] They could take that up by paying down Ss. an acre if it is Crown land? Yes, I suppose
they could.
1772. Mr. Uhar/et] Are you not aware that on the Richmond and the Tweed parties have taken up larger
tracts of land than they can occupy themselves? Yes, a great many have taken up land not only for themselves but also for their oluldren and families, and by that means they have become possessed of large
tracts. I have no doubt if we had a number of tenant-farmers coining out they would after a little time
be able to find homes.
1773. Do you know anything about tradesmen's wages or the employment of tradesmen about town, or
about the demand for tradesmen in the country? 1 do not often have applications to send tradesmen into
the country; but living in town myself, and having property here, I have had some experience of tradesmen and labourers in the building trade, and I find the expense of building so excessive that it is better
not to do anything with your money than to engage in it. I have been building a couple of houses lately,
and I shall derive nothing from them as a speculation. It is better to buy Bank shares than to engage in
building.
1774. You think if wages were more moderate there would be a greater amount of employment for tradesmen? I make no doubt of it.
1775. Mr. Barbamtr.] Do you think if we could offer the tenant-farmers of England such an inducement
as that you have alluded to, there would be a likelihood of a great number coming here? I think there
459—I
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C. Field, would, but I should say with regard to that, that at the present time the young people in the families
Esq.,
of the tenant-farmers at Home as they grow up leave their homes and follow other occupations.
1776. If we could induce small farmers to come out and bring their families with them would they be a
18 May, 1880. desirable class of colonists? Yes; very desirable I know of none more so.
1777. Because they would both be practical farmers themselves, and their sons would be fit to be ploughmen
or to fill other useful positions as ngrieulturists, while their daughters might attend to other duties? Yes.
1778. Do you think it would be a good thing for the Colony to offer to these mcii in the old country,
besides bringing them out free of expense, pieces of land at a small rental; for instance, 100 acres of land
for £5 a year, or 200 acres for £10 a year, so that they might have some place to go to when they came;—
do you think that would be a great inducement to them to come? I think it would be a great inducement. Why I think so is this: It would give the tenant-farmers an assurance that when he came out
here with his family he would have some place to go to. At present those who come out have no such
assurance, they float about for a long time unable to find a suitable place, and spend all their means with.
out settling down at all.
1770. I have no doubt you found when you were in the old counfry, and entered into the feelings of
others, that there was a dread of going to a strange country, and a vague feeling as to where they were
going on the part of those who desired to emigrate, and as to what they should do. Is not that a usual
feeling? That is the usual feeling. I felt it myself when I came here a young man of 21, bringing my
wife with me. Iliad no means when I came here, and 1 engaged with a gentleman at £30 a year and my
rations. I went to work, and I worked like a man for a year, and made acquaintance with my neighbours.
in this way 1 got information that was useful to me, and I became fitted to take a farm of my own.
1780. You were then young and inexperienced P Yes.
1781. But suppose the case of an experienced tenant-farmer in the old country—a 30-acre farmer—such
a person to have the opportunity of getting a 100-acre farm for £5 a year, or a 200-acre farm for £10, the
Government offering to bring him out and to put him upon the land, would not that be a far greaterinducenient to him to come out than if he had no such certainty? I think it would be a very great inducement;
nothing could be so great as that.
1782. Then do you think it would be worth the while of the country to offer some such inducement as
that? I do.
1783. You have said that you have had a great difficulty in getting good fanning men when you have had
a commission from the country? Yes.
1784. Do you think if these tenant-farmers came out with their families, and they generally have big
families, they would bring a large number of people of the farming class with them? Yes, I think they
would, for every one who knows anything of the country people of England is aware that they are a little
clannish, and if one were disposed to emigrate he would induce others to accompany him, and perhaps
twenty or thirty would at last agree to go, nuder the idea that they would be located together, mutually
help and share their burdens alike.
1785. Then there would be likely to be farm servants as well as tenant-farmers come out with that class?
Yes.
1786. Do you think it is wise in employers of labour in this country, people who have done well themselves, and are in a good position, to try to get servants at too low wages? No, I do not think it is. I
think any labourer is worthy of his hire, and if a man is a good labourer he should have the top wages for
his labour.
1787. Have you not sometimes felt, when employers have sent you commissions, restricting you not to
give more than £30 or £35 for good labourers that you wished they would come to Sydney to seek for
servants themselves P When men do so I often send them their commissions back, and tell them they had
better come down themselves and look for servants at the wages they mention.
1788. Is it not often the case that employers of this class expect to get the best men at the lowest wages?
It is generally no. No later than yesterday, at the hiring-roomri, I saw two or three gentlemen (I suppose
I must call them gentlemen) who wanted to hire some of the best men, and they said they would not give
more than £30 a-year. I told one of them [ hoped he would not get what he wantd.
1789. If a man came out as a good farming man, he would be able to drive a cart, to act as a light porter
in a warehouse, or to do almost anything in a store P Yes, a good agricultural labourer is fit for any
business, he can do anything of that sort of work for the Corporation, or any kind of work with the pick
or spade.
1790. If he does so does he not get wages much in advance of what he would receive for farrning work?
Yes.
1791. Under such circumstances are not men of this class likely to remain in Sydney? Yes, I think so.
At the same time I would like to remark that it is not to the advantage of young men to remain in
Sydney, as it requires some time for a person to establish his character and to become known in town.
1792. At all events, your experience is that if a man can get 25s. a week in Sydney he is not likely to go
into the country to farming for £1 a week? No.
1793. If farmers and people in the country, stationowners, expect good men, they will have to pay good
wages? They will—that is my experience.
1794. I suppose your experience is also that good men are better worth good wages than inferior men
are worth inferior wages? A. good man is better worth £40a year than a bad man is worth £20.
1795. Mr. Day.] Do you know anything about our land laws 3 I never made myself fully acquainted
with them ; indeed it has seemed to me that no one else understands them.
1796. Do you know that any man can go upon Crown. land upon paying a deposit of 5s. an acre, and that
the balance of ISs. can remain for 25 years? Yes, and I know that many of these free selectors have
land outside of what they have taken up—lands adjoining them.
1797. That being the case, and having the pick of the whole of the land of the Colony, do you think the
tenant-farmers of England would be induced to come here by the prospect of renting land at lOs. or 12s.
a year rather than by the prospect of taking up land of their own, upon the payment of Ss.? The English
farmers or the agriculturists of England are so confused in reference to this matter that whether they
had to pay is , Ss., or lOs. would not much matter. They would want to know where the land was
located, what was the character of the soil, the expense of bringing their produce to market, and a number
of other matters before they would determine upon settling.
1798. If you had your choice to-morrow which would you rather do, become a tenant-farmer at lOs. or
take
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take up land at 5s., with twenty-five years to pay the balance of 15s. P With my experience I would take 0. Field,
a good horse and look at the country, see what the land was, what market I could convey my produce to. Esq., S.F.
But these men having no practical experience could not do that.
1799. Do you think they know nothing about our land laws in England P I must say that nothing pained 18 May, 188
me so much while I was in England as to hear so little about this Colony. I went once from London to
Bristol—there were a number of gentlemen in the carriage with me, but we travelled four and twenty miles
without speaking a word to each other. I thought it very unlike what I had been accustomed to, and that
I would say something so contrary presently that it would call forth some remark. so I opened one of
the windows and looked out—" What a stormy, wet day," said I. "This isa beautiful day,' said one of
the passengers. This broke the ice, and I soon entered into conversation with a gentleman who lived at
Clifton. It came out very soon that I was from Australia, and I learned that very little was known of
that country, as was proved by the question put to me by him. He said, "I have a brother in Australia
and that is the renson I am so interested in it; I do not know whether you may have met him." I said,
"I do not know what might be his name." He told me his name. "Where does be live?" "He lives
at Perth, Western Australia." I said I had never happened to meet him. "Now," I said, "If I were to
tell you how far my home is from your brother's you would be surprised. Perth is more than 1,500 miles
from Sydney, and thefore I have not happened to meet him." He said, " You astonish me ; is it
possible ?" 1. replied, "If I were to put a theusand more to it what would you say?" He could scarcely
believe it. Since then I have had several letters from this gentleman; and I think we have done each
other good.
1800. Then they seemed to know nothing about our land laws? They know but very little about the
Colony at all. There are some few who have friends here who keep up correspondence, and there are
some who have gone back to England, and in that way there may be a little knowledge of the country
circulated, but it is very little. When I was in London, being anxious to hear intelligence respecting the
Colony, I could not get a paper upon the arrival of the mail from Sydney without going to Messrs. Gordon
and Goteh, and if I were three or four days behind the time I could not get one at all. I also went
to the Paris Exhibition, and found that in that city the people knew as little of the Colony as they did
in London.
1801. Mr. Jacob.] You have stated that if a. suitable class of imniigrants of the agricultural kind could be
obtained for this Colony there is any amount of employment for them here P Yes.
1802. You have been home lately ;—can you say whether that suitable class of people is to be had there P
When I was at home there had been a year or two of great prosperity, and 1 found a very different state
of things from that which existed when I left it at first, and I said to my friends, "You are settled down
here and have homes of your own, and I cannot seriously advise von to come to Australia, because you
would have to work for three, four, or five years before you could get to where you are to-day, with all
your comforts around you. You would have to build your houses, get furniture, and make your homes."
So that among my own friends 1 did not insist much upon it.
1803. The]1 there is not a superabundance of the class of people you speak of? Not in the counties I
have spoken of.
1804. You have had a good deal of experience of the working of our immigration rogulalions P Yes.
1805. Do you think it desirable to continue them? 1 do not know about the present regulations.
1806. With regard to persons coining of their own accord, do you think it desirable to allow any persons
applying to obtain passages on payment of £2? I ant under the impression that there is not proper care
in the selection.
1807. You know that persons nominating their friends can have them brought out upon payment of £2?
Yes.
1808, Do you think that system is likely to bring out a suitable class of people? It would if it were done
in a different way from the present.
1809. You think then it does not work well under the present system? I do not find that it does.
1810. With regard to female servants you say there is a scarcity here;—did you not find there was a
difficulty in getting good female servants at home P I do not think there was any abundance of female
servants where I was,
1811. There is a great demand for them in this Colony? Yes.
1812. Supposing then we encouraged the immigration of female servants in the way proposed we should
be doing those at the other end an injustice P If we were to encourage a large immigration we should do
them all injury.
1813. We should be "robbing Peter to pay Panl?" Yes; I do not think female servants are very
abundant.
1814. If we have been told that the climate of this country disinclines men to work at a remunerative
rate to their employer, is that in accordance with your experience? I think, take it as a whole, they
work as well here as in their own country.
1815. Are they inclined to work as well for the wages paid? I should not think they are.
1816. Do you think the climate has anything to do with it? I know that no one worked harder than I
for 27 years, and I do not think the climate prevented me.
1817. Then how do you account for the disinclination? My idea of the disinclination is that people get
too well off to work hard.
1818. You mean that they get paid too well and are too prosperous? There is a very near way of getting
along that they do not expect at home.
1819. Do you think- the gold discovery has had a beneficial effect in that respect, that men are disinclined
to work for less wages than formerly P I think the gold discovery, upon the whole, has been a blessing to
the Colony ; still it has made plenty of loafers.
1820. Of course we all have our own ideas with regard to farmers coining out to this country under a
system of free grants ;—do you think people of a desirable class would be induced to come here and settle
under a system of that kind F 1 think what Me. Barbour suggests would meet my views to a great extent,
to invite them to come here and settle upon the land with the assurance that when they caine they would
be able to establish homes.
1821. If they Caine here with their families under that system would they not naturally employ their
families upon their own land, rather than allow them to go out to work for others? No doubt, if they all
had means to do so; but if their means were limited, they would have to send out their children. They
would
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C. Field, would say, "John, or Thomas, or Mary, go out to work until next year, earn a little money, and when
Esq., I.E. things are settled, I shall be glad of your labour at home."
18 May, 1880. 1822. If they had laud leased to them at a low rental it is to be assumed that they would have a certain
number of acres? Yet; if they had this land to go upon it would take them at least two or three years
to establish themselves before they could produce anything for the market.
1823. Would they not want their families to assist them P They would, and would probably keep them
if they had the means. If they had not they would be compelled to let them go out for a year or two, and
at the end of that time they could have their families back upon their own farms.
1824. Is it your opinion that this system should be adopted in substitution of the other, or could the two
systems be worked together? I should prefer the other system.
1825. Chairmam.] Would you allow parties here to nominate their friends? Many people do not
nominate their friends.
1826. Mr. Jacob.] What do they do? Money is paid by various persons into a common fund for sending
people to the Colony.
1827. Who nominates them? I cannot say.
1828. Somebody must nominate them? Yes. Yesterday at the hiring.room a young woman wanted to
go away with a young man, when it was objected to. The young man said, "She is my sister." The
reply was, "You never nominated this young woman; the person who nominated her must put his signature to the pope; and take her away."

TURSDAY 8 JUNE, 1880.

I
J. F. BURNS, ESQ.,

Mn. JACOB.

Nx. DAY,

TN THE

George Withers, Esq., called in and examined:—
are,
I
believe, a native of this Colony, and an Alderman of the City of Sydney P
G. Withers, 1829, Ohairman.] You
Esq.
Yes.
1830. You are also one of the trustees of the Sydney Permanent Freehold Land and Building Society P
une, 1880- Yes.
1831. I understand you have been in business as builder on your own account for some years in this
city? For fully twelve years.
1832. How many men do you generally employ? Directly and indirectly about fifty; sometimes I have
as many as 150.
1833. All of them in the building line? Yes, I have about fifty of them all the year round.
1834. What is the condition of the building trade at the present time? There must be a large amount of
building going on in the suburbs, and also in the city. The fact that brickmakers are able to obtain any
price they like for bricks is an indication that the building trade is brisk, although I know that some in
the trade do not consider it so.
1835. But there is an unusual demand for bricks? Yes; the price of bricks is from £3 to £3 5s. per
thousand: and they are not to be had always at that price, the demand is considerably above the supply.
1836. To what circumstance do you attribute the present extraordinary demand for bricks P It must
chiefly be from the fact that a large area of the suburbs is being built upon, thus absorbing the bricks; I
am waiting for bricks myself at the present time.
1837. But bricks can still be bought at the advanced price? Yes, the price ranges from £3 to £3 5s. per
thousand.
1838. You say there is a large amount of building going on both in the city and suburbs ? Yes, especially
in the suburbs.
1839. Altogether what is the condition of the building trades at present P I consider the trade is in a
flourishing state. The new Building Act has to some extent checked building in the city. Capitalists
have not made themselves acquainted with the provisions and technicalities of the new law, and others are
seemingly timid ; many persons are building in the suburbs rather than be hampered by the Act. A large
amount of work must be going on somewhere, but there is nothing like the extent of work in the city
that there is in the suburbs.
1810. There is more activity in the suburbs than in the city, but still there is a large amount of work
going on? Yes. There is one feature of the building trade that has been lost sight of to some extent—
that is, there are not so many alterations being made in merchant's premises, in businesspremises
generally, and I attribute that to the tightness of the money market during the past twelve months or so.
1841. have you noticed any change in the condition of the money market within the past few months?
Yes; things are much more favourable now for the building trades.
1842. Capital is more plentiful? Yes, more easily obtained by those desirous of building; the Building
Societies too have reduced their rakes.
1843. You are aware that the banks and building societies have reduced the interest on deposits? I am
not quite sure about the banks, but I know that the building societies have studied their constituents;
and the banks I think are willing to accommodate their customers with overdrafts to a greater extent
than before.
1841. From your experience as a director of a building society you know that such societies have reduced
the rates of interest for deposits P Yes.
1845. And that is one indication of there being an increased supply of capital? Yes, and increased
capital will tend to increase building operations.
1816. Do you know if building societies are more liberal in consequence of there being an increased
supply of capital ? Yes, of course they are.
1847. If you were told that at the present time there are some two or three hundred masons in or about
Sydney who cannot obtain employment, would you be disposed to think the statement correct? Well, I
should scarcely think there are that number out of employ. It is a peculiar branch of the trade;
a
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a number of masons may be thrown out in consequence of the unsettled state of the weather. If 1 G. Wither
wanted twenty, or thirty, or fifty masons to$norrow to put on a job, I think I should experience some
difflcult.y in obtaining anything like the number. Plenty call themselves masons who are simply seabblers, 81860
une,
or who have worked with masons it would not perhaps be diTheult to obtain a number of such men.
1848. Do you think that within the last eighteen mouths two or three hundred masons, in and about the
city, have been contiiinously unable to obtain employment? There is this fact which might make it
possible Many large first-class public buildings have been completed within that time, and it is possible
that some of the men who were engaged on them have been thrown out of cuiploynient, first-class
masons, that is, masons who would not take such work as laying a foundation. I believe there is work
for the whole of the masons in the Colony ; but first-class men will not take rough work, and will rather
walk about than take a job unsuited to their tastes.
1849. Do you think there is a fair demand for masons generally in the city and suburbs? I think so.
1850. Do you know whether the Colony has gained much accession of population from the other Colonies
during the last year or two? I am sure it has; there has been a large accession of mechanics in the
different branches of the building trade.
1851. What has attracted those mechanics from the other Colonies? Most of those whom I have
encountered came from Victoria, and they came because of a slackness of trade there.
1852. In the special branches of the trade in which you are concerned? Yes. I have never had occasion
to employ many strangers. My own impression is that in this Colony, throughout its worst stages, really
good mechanics could always get employment.
1853. Do you think that most of those who Caine from Victoria found employment in this Colony
eventually and settled here P Many of them have. I know of one or two of my own knowledge; in fact
I may say I know a dozen who have done so. They did not cling to the city altogether, but found
employment in the suburbs, or went into the country—to Bathnrst and other places—and got employment. A case came under my notice last week An intelligent fellow, whose father is a builder in
Melbourne, had some difference with his family and came to this Colony, and got work here; be is a very
good mechanic, and has every prospect of success. He has gone to Bathurst, together with another yoimg
man, and has two years work.
1854. The tendency of population has been towards this Colony from the other colonies? Yes, I can
speak in regard to the building trades.
1855. I think you reside at Surry Hills? Yes.
1856. Are there many unoccupied houses in that quarter? There are very few vacant houses; as a rule
houses are let rapidly enough.
1857. Your business must lead you to travel about a good deal? Yes, I am constantly about.
1858. In all parts of the city and suburbs? Yes, it is part of my business to be about out of doors.
1859. Have you observed many houses to let in the city or suburbs? I think there has been a disposition
011 the part of city residents to go into the suburbs to live.
1800. What class of residents do you mean? 1 mean there is a disposition on the part of the working
classes to avail themselves of the low rate of travelling on the railways, and build homes for themselves
along the line of railway; that to some extent causes houses in the city to be sometimes vacant. I was
especially struck with this after a recent visit to Melbourne.
1861. Then you have lately been in Melbourne? Yes.
1862. Are there many houses to let there? Not so many as I expected to have seen; and more building
is going on there than I expected to see.
1803. Hare you any reason to anticipate that the suburbs here will be overbuilt? No, I think the
natural increase of population in this Colony will keep that sort of thing going for a long time.
1864. Have you ever met any of our newly-arrived immigrants loitering about the city unable to get
employment? No, I have not. During the time the Exhibitiou building was being constructed I
encountered many men who had no particular trade or capabilities. A number of men who were not
mechanics ,it all had the assurance to go round asking for work as carpenters; many were put on and
earned their lOs. a day, who had perhaps nothing at all to do with the trade before. Of course such men
could never expect a second job as carpenters. At the time the Exhibition building was being put up
encountered a number of these men, but I never see any about now.
1865. What has become of them? They must have settled down as labourers or got some other work.
1866. Do you think there are many mechanics now about Sydney unable to get employment? I do not think
there are. There are a good many labourers, very much worn, Jookin for work; but if I wanted fifty good
mechanics to-morrow I know I should have to be contented with a ttird of the number—that is, good
mechanics.
1867. You say you see many worn men looking for work? Yes; as I am an alderman I suppose they
come to inc in the hope of being put on the Corporation works.
1868. A class of persons who would not care to leave the city? It would not, perhaps, suit them to leave
the city. They have their families here. They form the class of men I feel sympathy for.
1869. .Afr. Jacob.] When you say worn, do you mean worn from old age? Yes, old age.
1870. Chairman.] As an alderman you meet with many persons in search of light employment? Yes.
1871. Do you find a superabundance of that class of persons in the city? Not more than might reasonably be expected in a city like this.
1872. Air. Day.] Do you understand our assisted immigration regulations? I do not know that I am
actuainted with them thoroughly.
1873. You know nothing about our immigration system? I am not thoroughly acquainted with the
assisted immigration regulations.
1874. Do you think, from your experience, that it would be unwise to bring emigrants to this Colony—
such as carpenters, bricklayers, joiners, and other such classes of persons? I am convinced of this, that
if such a class of persons as those whom I served my apprenticeship with (mechanics) came here, they
would benefit themselves and benefit the country. I refer to thoroughly steady, sensible mechanics.
1875. Air. Jacob.] Mechanics of all kinds? Yes. 1 am a native of the Colony ; but I am thoroughly
coilvinced, from my own experience, I could get £50 preinium to take boys as apprentices; but I look
upon it as a great responsibility to take a boy myself. Of course if be learns the business well he makes
a good man. But there are so many counter-attractions, such as sports, &c., that are detrimental to youths
learning their trades. In this Colony youths give too much of their time to sports, and apply themselves
too little to business.
1876.
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G. Withers, 1876. You think there is a fair field for the introduction of more labour into this Colony—that is,
Esq.
labourers and artisans of a good class? Well, I am convinced there is for artisans of a good class.
The country, I think, should produce a sufficiency of ordinary labourers. I think Melbourne must
.8 Suns, 1880. possess bettcr mechanics than we have in Sydney. There is more artistic work generally introduced into
the buildings there.
1877. You have had large experience amongst the labouring classes in the city and suburbs? Yes.
1878. Have you found many of that class out of employment P I have not recently encountered so
many as I did at the time the Exhibition building was being constructed, when there was such an influx
of persons to the city.
1879. If you wanted a number of tradesmen to.morrow would you have any difficulty in getting twenty
or thirty together? I think I should have great difficulty in getting thirty good tradesmen. I should
have to advertise for them I might have thirty applicants, but there would perhaps be only five out of
them who would be tradesmen who could be trusted.
18-0. Then from your experience, a good workman, a good artisan, can always get employment? Always
get employment, and be a benefit to the country.
1881. Such persons need never be out of employment? They need never be out of employment.
1882. What wages do such a class of persons obtain—carpenters, bricklayers, joiners? Masons get
us, to 12s. per day; carpenters, los. to lie—lOs. would be the standard wages ; labourers would get Ss.
1883. That is for eight hours' work? For eight hours' work.
1884. I think I understood you to say that the price of bricks was now very high? Very high.
1885. I suppose the high price of bricks path a stop to the building trade to some extent P Yes.
1886. What is the reason that bricks are so high at this particular time? One might imagine it was the
difficulty of getting labour. I often put the question to myself, seeing so many labourers in want of a
job, and hearing the cry about there being so many labourers out of work. But in the winter months
there are many things that cause a high price of bricks. There is always a greater difficulty in drying
them than in summer, and sometimes there is a want of water. In winter there is generally a scarcity of
bricks owing to the difficulty of drying them fast enough.
1881. Have bricks ever been up to £3 5s. per thousand within the past few years? Yes, about two years
-ago they were up to £3 lOs. per thousand.
1888. Then £3 5s. is not all unprecedented price to pay for bricks P No.
1889. Do you know anything about briekmakiog P I have had nothing much to do with bricks beyond
-buying them.
1890. But from what you know, if a man is getting £3 per thousand for his bricks he is doing a very
good thing P Yes.
1891. It is a branch of industry that might be gone into with advantage by any one? Whoever has gone
into it has done well. There is room in the metropolis for three or four more establishments such as
Goodlet & Smith's and others.
1892. Mr. Jacob.] Is the need for mechanics in this country sufficiently great to justify their being
introduced here at the public expense—do you think the Government of the country is justified in introducing mechanics of all kinds at the public expense P I think it would be unwise for the Government to
hold out certain inducements; the class of men I refer to as being useful colonists is that of men
requiring little assistance, who can rely on themselves.
1893: You have not thought so much upon the subject as to be able to give a definite opinion upon it P
No, I have not.
John Macintosh, Esq., M.L.A., called in and examined
S. Macintosh, 1894. Ohairman.] You are one of the representatives in the Legislative A ssembly for East Sydney? Yes.
Esq., M.L.A. 1895. I believe you issued a large number of railway passes on behalf of the Government a year or two
ago to parties who wished to go into the country in search of employment? I have never issued a pass
8 June, 1880. in my life; I have never had any power accorded to me to issue passes; but I may explain that about Thur
or fiveyears ago, when the Palmer diggings broke out, a large number of persons went from New South
Wales to those diggings. From several causes they were disappointed. When they returned to Sydney
they were almost destitute; in fact they were brought back by the steamship companies from the north
of Queensland for about Li each. The Mayor of Sydney, as I understood, was empowered by the
Government to recommend to the Commissioner for Railways such of those persons as be thought deserving
of a free pass by railway into the country. As the Mayor was not allowed to grant passes I think lie
declined the work of recommendation or of even making inquiry into the truth of the statements made
by the men. From some cause or other the men who were destitute came to me. Happily, at that time
New South Wales was in a prosperous state, whilst the neighbouring colonies and New Zealand were inn
rather depressed condition. A larger number of public works was being carried on than in the other
Colonies; and these people flocked here from the other Colonies. As I was well known and easily
comeatable at all hours of the day nearly, those men, or many of them, at all events, came to me. I made
strict investigationinto their circumstances, and if I believed their statements to be true I gave them a
'recommendation to the Commissioner for Railways for a free pass into the country. The Commissioner
almost invariably granted a pass on my recommendation. So many men came wanting passes that nearly
the whole of my time was taken up in investigating their claims. Hundreds of persons who obtained
passes at my recommendation and went into the country have written to me. All, or nearly ill, obtained
employment of some sort or other in the country, and in their letters they express great gratitude to me
for the trouble I took on their behalf, and for the advice I was able to give them. 1 was, however,
eventually relieved of the duty, as I may term it. The Inspector General of Police and Mr. G. F. Wise
now constitute a Board to consider the claims of persons requiring free passes into the country. I still
give a great number of recommendations to strangers and others who I think may be deserving of them,
and they are generally complied with. But that is all that I have had to do with granting railway passes,
and for which I have been so much abused. Looking at it myself as a colonist--and I have had one or
two years to consider the matter—I feel that I never did a better public work than when doing that.
1896. Afi. Day.] Do you find many of the new'ly-arrived immigrants from England require passes P
Some few of them do; but independently of those who came from the other colonies, I have found that
the greater number of those who required free passes were persons who had come out in steamers, who had
paid
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paid their own passage money. The steamers comi]ig to the Colony then were not so numerous as they J. Maeintosh
are now; but I used to expect about one-fifth of those persons who came out in the large steamers to call Esq.,M.L.A.
upon me before they had been in the Colony five or six weeks. Many of them, on landing, would have a
tinS, 1880.
good stock of clothing and perhaps from £4 to £10 each in money. They would go into tolerably good
lodgings, and as long as their money lasted they were all right; but when their money was exhausted they
would go into a poorer class of lodgings and very frequently before they came to me they had nothing
but what they stood upright in; and in some cases they had slept one or two nights in the open air—in
one or other of the parks.
1807. Were they artizans or labourers? Generally educated persons; some few of them farmers Sons
who perhaps had been on their fathers' premises, but had not done much work. A few of them had been
in regular employment.
1808. Did many artisans apply for free railway passes into the country 9 A few..
1809. A large number of those persons who applied to you belonged to New South Wales? A large
number who applied to me were returned colonists, the larger proportion from the other colonies—especially Northern Queensland. They came back with impoverished means and debilitatcd in health, some of
them sufering from fever and ague. Upon my recommendation the Commissioner for Railways generally
considered a case favourably.
1900. You say you have received a number of letters from persons to whom these passes were given;—
what was the result of their going into the country ; did they succeed in getting employment P Yes; I
refer more particularly to educated persons. For instance, one person for whom I. obtained a free
pass had received a University Education ; he went into the country and got employment from a small
contractor as cook, near Junee, received Ss. per week and his board ; he was there several months; when
he was paid his employer was so pleased with him that he gave him at the rate of lOs. per week ; the person referred to regretted exceedingly that the contract was finished, because he considered he was
obtaining information and experience that would be likely to be of great value to him. He wrote to me
at that juncture, and I sent him it few suggestions in a letter ; he then went towards Adelong and the
Tumut, and joined a survey party, and I think he is with them now.
1901. Did you get any letters from those for whom you procured free passes into the country, stating
that they were unable to get employment in the country? No, except from a very few, such persons as I
should expect to get such letters from.
1902. Then your impression is that most of those whom you were instrumental in sending into th6
country found employment P Yes; what they chiefly wanted was a little advice to enable them to look at
the Colony as it is, and not as they had pictured it before coming here. I may mention another instance
A person who had received a college education went to Wagga Wagga and took a situation as groom in
one of the hotels there; he stayed there several months, receiving 15s. a week ; he sent me word he could
perform the duties very well, and under the circumstances was very well contented with the situation.
Another person of education went towards Cooma and succeeded iu establishing a small school there.
Several other persons, educated gentlemen as they may be termed, went on to stations and took situations as
tutors, or got light work about the station, and many of them are doing very well. Many of those persons
out of employment in Sydney are persons who have been accustomed to a better employment than they
can get in Sydney.
1003. Chairman.] Your house of business is in it part of the city; that makes you easy of access to
people generally? Yes.
1901. And as an old resident of the city, and for many years an alderman, you are widely known? It
seems so.
1905. That accounts for so many of those persons who could not get employment going to you to consult
you as to what they could best do to get work 7 Yes I have generally taken an interest in strangers,
and have left myself open to be called upon by them. For various reasons lam often enabled to get them
employment either in Sydney or in the country. I have a number of friends in different parts of the
Colony to whom I can recommend them to go to get information or advice.
1906. You have also travelled agood deal about the Colony? Yes. I may state that last Saturday I
visited the works now going on for bringing the water from the Nepean. About 150 men are employed
a day. I have never seen a better class of labourers than they
there, and they are getting 7s. and Ss.
are—I mean the ordinary labourers who use the hammer, the gad, shovel, or pick, not tradesmen. Inferior
men, men of inferior strength or ability to do a standard amount of work per day, have little chance of being
taken on there. It seems to me there is a great desire on the part of the employers to pay the standard
rate of wages and employ the best men; I find that so generally in the Colony, that employers do not
care to pay second-rate wages. That of course tends to keep second and third-class men out of
employment.
1007. Second- and third-rate men have a far less chance of getting employment? Yes.
1908. Does that apply to mechanics as well as to labourers? Yes, that is my experience amongst
mechanics as well as labourers.
1909. Do you know whether there has been any difficulty on the part of stonemasons in obtaining
employment in the city during the last year or two? Yes, during the last year or two there has been.
For instance, before that time, the buildings for the Works Offices, the Lands Departments, and other
large buildings were going on in the city, and in which large quantities of dressed stone were used. A
large number of stonemasons were drawn to Sydney. But during the last year or two there have not been
so many buildings of that class going on, and there is a number of masons out of employ. People will
not leave the city if they can help it. Some few of them have gone into the country, and are doing
work about the railways—a rougher kind of work than they were accustomed to in Sydney. By far the
eater number of mechanics who have called upon me out of employment are those connected with the
mron trades, such as boiler.makers and engineers.
1910. Persons euaged in the iron trades find a difficulty in getting employment in the Colony in their own
line of business, at the standard rate of wages? There is not sufficient employment for them. Most of
them are brought np to a particular branch of the trade, and are not what may be termed " good allround mcii"; and unless they posses very good eharacters and are very good workmen, and can and aredesmrous
of making themselves useful in a general way, they find it difficult to get employment. At the same time
very good mechanics are occasionally out of employ. A. large number of what may be termed second-class
men have always been found out of employment during the last two or three years—men who get tipsy,
or who have debilitated constitutions, or who vil1 not work unless under the eye of an overseer or foreman,
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Z. Maeinth, man, find it difficult to get work. For instance, a great deal of the work done in connection with the
BsM.LL building trade is of a confidential character. A master builder has perhaps to send men into some inerchant's stores or gentleman's residence, and none but men in whom great confidence can be placed are
8 June
likely to be employed. Men of second- and third-class qualifications find it very difficult to get employment, and that is the ease with mechanics as well as labourers.
1911. They are not worth the standard rate of wages? There is a great desire on the part of employers
in Sydney to pay the standard rate of wages Suppose Ss. or lOs. is the standard rate of a day's pay,
there are very few employers who would care to give 5s. or Us. They prefer to have good mcii who are
worth the higher rate.
1912. A great many in the category of men out of employment are men who, through some deficiency or
fault of their own, do not find favour with employers F A considerable proportion. But there are many
good men amongst the unemployed. Another class of men who come to inc for advice or assistance comprise men who have been overseers for a number of years in large establishments in other countries.
When they come here they seem to inc to have to walk about more than others. I can hardly give the
reason, but it is nevertheless the fact. Many of the persons who come out as immigrants have been
brought up altogether to city life, and have been for a considerable time in one employ. Such persons
are most helpless when they come here. They do not seen capable of exercising sufficient thought to
make their own way; they lean more for assistance than thom, who have travelled in different places.
Eventually, however, they fall into something.
1913. When you speak of immigrants do you refer to those who pay their own passages, or those who are
assisted to come here by the Government? Those aided by the Government as well as others.
1914. have you within the last two or three years had immigrants coming to you in search of employment?
Yes, a great many. But I cannot say that they were persons who, upon the whole, were well adapted to the
requirements of the Colony. They were often mcii who had been brought up to some special description
of work, and at which there was little or no employment for theirs here. I have had very fbw of what may
be termed first-class labourers or mechanics coining to sue for assistance. They geiserally get takeir up
almost immediately on arrival—that is, first-class men, who are determined to succeed and attain to a
comparatively independent position.
1915. Mr. Day.] You know something about our assisted immigration regulations F A little.
1916. You have had a good deal of experience in the labour market of Sydney P Yes.
1917. Knowing these two things, and knowing also it good deal about the country, do you think it
advisable to continue the system of assisted emigration to this Colony? That is a question that requires
a good deal of consideration. We w-ant no persons in this Colony bitt able-bodied healthy people—male
and female. The first matter that made inc take notice of theassisted immigration system was this: About
fourteen or fifteen years ago I lived at Botany; at that time Haslenfs Creek Cemetery was being cleared of
timber by men who had been put on to the work in consequence of the then depressed state of the Colony.
As I was going home one evening I noticed a number of these men get out of the train, and I was
surprised to find that the Colony possessed such, a number of men so physically unfitted for hard labour
as they appeared to be. I followed the tlsissg up, and found that many of them were new arrivals. Many
had come to the Colony by the aid of their friends who were already here. I thought that proper
supervision had not been exercised in the selection of those persons. When the deposit of £2 is made
here I am afraid there is not much inquiry made as to whether the person boing sent for is fitted for the
Colony or not. He comes out at the recommendation of the person paying the deposit. Many who come
out in this way are not suited to the requirements of the Colony ; on the other hand many who then come
out are well fitted for the Colony. Very frequently those who come displace older colonists from
their situations.
1918. The question I should like to put to you, and obtain ,in answer to, is this : From your experience
of the labour market, and the assisted immigration regulations we have in operation at the present time,
do you think it beneficial to the country, and to the immigrants who come to it, to bring people to the
Colony under our system of assisted immigration—is it likely they will find remunerative employment?
Yes, I think so ; if there was a proper distribution of them in the country—in the interior, similar to the
system adopted in Ganada, and even in the United States. What I think is required is the appointment
of provincial boards, not composed of Government officials, but of persons elected by the people of the
district or selected by the Government, and having an interest in their respective districts, who would
advise the Government from time to time as to the requirement of their districts, and see to the
distribution -of immigrants. Such boards might be established for instance at such towns as Coulburu,
Wagga Wagga, Hay, Maitland, and other places. They might even employ the new eomers for a short
time after their arrival at a lower rate of wages than is prevailing in their districts until the immigrants
got familiarised to some extent with the Colony.
1919. Until they became colonized? They should work at low wages, but I should be no advocate for
making them depend upon the Government. If they were carefully selected in England for their health,
character, and capabilities, such men would get on well.
1920. Do you kuow anything about the labour market in England, Ireland, or Scotland—I mean as to
the rate of wages, and the likelihood people have of getting employment? Not a great deal, iiothiug
beyond what 1. hear from my friends, and learn from the newspapers.
1921. But from what you know of the labour market there, and what you know of the labour market
here, and the likelihood of men succeeding, would you, if you had a friend in England, advise him to
come here to seek employment? Yes, I should advise him to come here. I would give him advice, and
then if he determined to live by his owa work and not lean upon others, I would advise him to come here.
1922. Then from your experience you think there could not be too many come here if they are of the
right stamp of men—men who would tuck up their sleeves and go to work? No I find all our successfu men, such as contractors or farmers, in different parts of the country, came to the Colony very poor.
They have never done any harm to any person that 1 On aware of, but by their hard work and frugality
they have succeeded, and become in time employers of labour. By almost every steamer that leaves the
port a large number of such persons leave the Colony for it visit to the old country. They came here
poor and go away in comparatively independent cirenmstances. (1 came myself as an emigrant in 1839,
I was then eighteen years of age, and landed without one shilling)
1923. Have you found much poverty and indigence about Sydney among the labouring classes? Yes, a
great deal, but chiefly amongst that class of persons to whom an employer would not give the standard
1924.
rate of wages.
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1q24. That poverty does not exist in the country towns? Not to my knowledge. I was in the western J. Mainto3h,
districts a short time ago, and I did not see or on my inquiry hear of any labourers walking about idle. Bsq., M.L.A.
1925. Do you think there is any necessity for a strong able-bodied man to want work in this country?
8 June, 1880,
Not for any length of time if he has an aim.
1926. But even without an aim? There are many persons, such as railway labourers or diggers, who
occasionally Buffer great distress, because they will not take up with other employments. They will hang
about the gold-diggings and railway works until they get impoverished. I have not found much poverty
with that class of persons who aim at having a home of their own, and the surroundings of a home; but
amongst the class who only aim at obtaining daily wages there is occasionally great distress, both in the
country and the towns.
1927. And that good class of men you are speaking of, if they were brought here they would assist the
men of this Colony instead of being an injury to them? Yes.
1928. They would find avenues for their labour in all directions? Yes; if they are enterprising intelligent
men, determined to get on, they will make their own way.
1929. You say you saw a large number of men at work ou the Nepean water scheme works ;—did I understand you to say that the men had taken a contract? It was explained to me in this way: Twenty-two
miners from Hartley had the No. 3 contract in connection with the waterworks; and two of their number
wereappointed by the men themselves as leaders, and take the contract.
1930. And the men draw their pay according to the quantity of work they have done? Yes; their work
is measured off every fortnight, and then they get their money; they pay the labourers whom they
employ and divide the balance amongst themselves. I have every reason to believe that this gives
the twenty-two associated labourers lOs. per day, and may eventually give them us, per day clear of all
expenses. When I was there I found beef equal to the Orange beef, being sold at from fld. to 2d. per lb.,
and mutton at from E.A. to 2d. per lb. ; milk and bread were also selling at a reasonable price; and the
men have no rent to pay.
1931. And other parties of labouring men, if they chose to associate themselves together, might obtain a
contract? I don't see anything to prevent them. The contracts let at thepresent time extend about
8 miles, but there is at least 40 miles of similar work to perform, besides the dam and the aqueducts
across the creeks and other places along the route taken to convey the water to the distributing reservoir
in and near Sydney.
1932. From whom did the men get the contract? From the Government.
1933. Did they send in tenders the samo as other contractors? Yes.
1934. And they beat other tenderers P No; they lost their tender for the tunnel, and offered to do the
open canal work attached to the tunnel contract at 3s. Gd. a yard, whilst other contractors had tendered
to do it at 7s. They were informed that if they liked they could have 2 miles of open canal cutting at
their tender. There is a large quantity of similar work to be performed, but it requires good sound sober
men to do it.
1935. There is plenty of opening there now for labourers to go to work? Yes, there will be a good deal
of labour required in the open canal cuttings. In the tunnel of course only a limited number of men
can work at a time.
1936. You say that the twenty-two associated labourers are now employing other labourers? Yes.
1937. They employ other labour, and make a profit out of it? Yes.
1938. Ift. Jacob.] Besides getting lOs. a day each they willget an additional share perhaps by employing
other labourers? lOs. is the profit of the whole labour.
1939. With the additional profit by employing other labourers? The additional men get 78. or 78. Gd. a
day. The balance of the draw is divided amongst the twenty-two associated men, and it gives them lOs.
a day. But with regard to immigration I strongly suggest that provincial boards should be appointed,
composed of men possessing an interest in their respective districts and they should have some money
at their command in order that they might find immigrants work for a short time, say three or four weeks,
giving them a lower rate of wages than the wages prevailing in the district. The immigrants could leave
that employment whenever they thought proper. But I think if boards were established for this purpose
it would be a great inducement to persons to go into the country. A large number of persons, especially
those who are married, do not like to venture into the country, but they might be induced to go if some
such inducement as that I have suggested were held out to them.
1940. Uhairman.] Your recommendation would have reference to immigrants who caine here on their own
account, who had not been sent for by their friends. Many who have been sent for by their friends at
once find employment or remain with their friends? Yes, but often those who come out in that way displace others who are already here. The assistance and advice I suggested by the inland Boards should be
given to all new comers.
1941. Mr. Jacob.] With regard to the system of assisted immigration as it is at present worked, do you
think it desirable t0 continue it or stop it? I do not think it would be advisable to continue it. The
practice might be continued.
1942. But as at present worked—as the Government are working it—do you think it beneficial to the
country or not? It is beneficial to a large extent, but it might be made a great deal more beneficial if
the emigrants were properly selected in Great Britain.
1943. Mr. Day.) Do you think £70,000 too much to expend on an immigration system? No, I do not
think £100,000 would be too much, if care was exercised in the selection of persons who are to come out,
and if such boards as I have proposed wore appointed in different parts of the country, in order to secure
the immigrants certainty of work for a short time after their arrival I should even like to see the Government more liberal with free passes by railway to those who wished to seek work in the country than they
have hitherto been.
1944. But the Government now gives a free pass to every immigrant who requires one? Yes. I also
mean to actually destitute persons.
1945. And seven days free board and lodging to an immigrant who requires it in the country? Yes; but
I would rather see the Government give them some kind of employment at a low rate of pay.
1946. Mr. Jacob.] Do you mean that the Government should send them into the country, and then make
employment for then? There is always work in the country that must be done by the Government,
1947. There is always contract work P People coming from a ship are not all fitted for contract work,
459—K
but
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J. Macintosh, but there is other work to be done. Take Wagga Wagga for example. There is not a great deal of
Esq., M.L.A. work there, but there is the embankment of the river, and the drainage of the town requires seeing to.
r'
1948. Chairman.] You think it advisable that the Govensmcnt should give immigrants a short period of
8 June, 1880. employment in the country in order to enable them to gain experience, and give them time to look round
and find employment elsewhere? Yes, but I would give them less pay than the wages ruling in the
district; and I would place them under provincial boards, such as I have suggested the appointment of.*

TUESDA4Y 6 JULY, 1880.

Mn. BARBOUR,Mn. DAY.

Mn. JACOB,

J. P. BURNS, ESQ., IN THE ORATE.
The Committee met and proceeded on board the immigrant ship "Camperdown," lying of Neutral Bay
Henry Hill examined
What
is
your
name?
Henry
Hill.
Chairman.]
u. Hill. 1949.
1950. What is your business? I am a miner.
6 July, 1880. 1951. Were you sent for by your friends? It is a man out here who nominated me; I do not know
the man. He works in a colliery. His name is William Johnson.
1952. Is he a miner? He is a labourer.
1953. Where? He is at Newcastle now.
1954. How came he to nominate you? He nominated his brother-in-law, and I asked his brother-in-law
to get him to nominate me, and he did so.
1955. Do you know what William Johnson is doing now at Newcastle? I do not know. At the time
he nominated me his brother-in-law told me he was sinking a well at Liverpool.
1956. Where were you at work when you received that nomination? At Brownie Colliery, in the county
of Durham.
1957. Were you induced by any representations of Johnson's brother-in-law to immigrate, or did you
immigrate on your own account P I immigrated on my own account.
1958. It was from no representations of the condition of the market for miners that you agreed to come
out? No; I just came on my own account,
1959. Had you obtained any information as to the condition of business in your line here? Only what
I had seen in the papers; and I had seen letters from here. I had seen what were the wages in the
papers.
1960. Do you know whether Johnson is acting in the capacity of agent to any person? I do not know;
he is a straoger to me.
1961. Mi-. .Barboz&r.] Did you know Johnson's brother-in-law? I had seen him three or four times.
1962. Chairman.] When you were nominated did you state that you were a coal-miner? 1. did.
1963. Mr. Barbour.] You came out here on your own account? Yes.
1964. 'Why did you come out? Because I thought 1. should do better here.
1965. Do I understand that you gave Johnson's brother-in-law money F I asked him if he would send
the money to his brother-in-law for me, to nominate me. I went to Durham and got a post office order,
and gave it to him, and he sent it off straight away.
1966. And in consequence of that you got a paper, and you caine out here? Yes.
1967. Chairman.] What is the condition of the coal trade in England? It was getting a httle brisker
when I left. It had been very dull.
1968. Mr. Jacob.) Why did you not apply for your passage at the other end yourself: why did you send
your money out here; could you not have got your passage by applying to the proper authorities? I was
not aware of that. I heard he was nominating persons out. I heard they had stopped all immigration
here.
1969. You understood they had stopped all immigration? II understood all immigration of miners was
stopped out here, unless they were nominated from this end.
1970. Did you give it to be understood that you were a miner-did you give any description of yourself?
I did. I stated what I was.
1971. Did you tell them that you were a miner? I stated I was a miner.
1972. Mr. Day.] Do you understand anything about any other kind of work besides coal-mining? I have
never worked at any other trade.
1973. You have been working in coal mines all your life? Yes; about sixteen years.
1974. Have you any friends in this Colony? No.
1975. Mr. Barboetr.J Is Johnson's brother-in-law on board this ship? No, he came out on a passage
before this. When he sent my money he was coming then. I am not aware of the name of the ship he
came in.
1976. When you got on shore do you intend to search for Johnson? No, I am going to try to find a
man of the name of Gilbert Ridley. They tell me he is at Lambton.
1977. Is he a coal-miner too? No; he keeps a public-house.
1978. Has he been a coal-miner? I think so; 1 am not sure.
1979. Mr. Day-] Do you belong to any Trades' Union? I belonged to the Miners' Union.
1980. Did you ever receive any communication from the Societies in this Colony? No, I never received
any.
1981. No particulars from the Trades' Unions of this Colony? No; nothing. All I ever received was
1982.
the nomination paper; nothing else besides the papers I got from home.
*AJmn (on ,-evi4on) :-Whcn duties, such as I have suggested to be done by a provincial board, are out upon resident
Govermnent officials, they am apt to look upon it as an extra gratuitons duty they are called upon to perform, and they are
not likely to have sufficient cxpericnce, or be zealous and kindly in their manner to thoso strangers who desire to receive
practical advice or assistance when friendless on arrival, and bsginning a new career as colonists.
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B. Bill.
1982. Did you pay anything into that society P I paid something fortnightly.
1983. What benefit did you get P IT got none.
1984. What did you expect to get P They said 7s. or lOs. a week in the event of accident, but if there 6 July, 1880.
was any strike it was Is. a wee]; but when they were on strike they only got 4s. lid, for six weeks.
1985. Did you understand they were united with any other society in any part of the world? They
were simply for the county of Durham, and nowhere else that I am aware of.
Charles Norwood examined
C. Norwood.
1986. Chairman.] What is your name? Charles Norwood.
1987. Were you sent for by your friends? A. relation by the wife's side.
6 July, 1880.
1988. 'What was your occupation in England? I was brought up on a farm.
1989. Any coal-mining in connection with it? Yes, for the last six or seven years.
1990. Where P Croup colliery, ueai- the farm.
1991. 'Where does your friend live who sent for you? At Orange.
1992. What is he? He has a home and cart, loading wood about.
1993. Did he nominate you? Yes, or some of his friends.
1994. What representation did you make when you left England in the paper to enable you to come out
here? Farm labourer.
1995. You made a representation that you were a farm labourer? Yes. I had been mining for seven
years.
1096. Do you intend to go to Orange? No, I want to go to Tamworth to the wife's brother.
1997. 'What is he P He is a road man under the Government.
1998. What family have you got P Three.
Alexander Goodwin examined
1999. Chairman.] What is your name ? Alexander Goodwin.
A. Goodwin.
2000. From what part did you emigrate? From Stirlingshire, in Scotland.
2001. 'What is your occupation ? I was mining when I left.
6 July, 1880.
2002, Did you describe yourself as a miner to the agent in England? Yes. My brother did, the
nominee.
2003. 'Where does your brother reside? At Wailsend.
2001. Is he a miner? Yes.
2005. How long had you been mining before you left Scotland? For the last eight years.
2006. 'Was it upon the representation of your brother that you were induced to immigrate P Yes.
2007. You thought you would do better here than in Scotland P Yes.
2008. Have you brought a family with you? Yes, three-two daughters and a son.
2009. You are sure your brother is a miner at the present time? Yes.
2010. Has he any other employment? Only a labourer.
2011. Not an overseer in the mine or agent P No, I do not think so. I could not exactly give any details
of that.
2012. I suppose there had been a correspondence between you and him for some time P Yes.
2013. Mr. Barbour.] Did your brother recommend you to come? He did.
2014. 'What was the inducement he offered-did you think you would do better here? Trade was exceedingly dull in the old country, and he thought I would do better here.
2015. Chairman.] Had you been accustomed to farm labour too? Yes.
2016. How long? I was always doing a little at it, more or less.
2017. Mr. Jacob.] But you were nominated as a miner? Yes.
2018. Chairman.] Do you inteid to go to your brother? For the present, until I see something better.
2019. Mr. Jacob.] Was there any objection to your going on board as a miner? No.
2020, ,211r. Barbour.] Were you entered on the paper as a miner? Yes.
2021. And you can turn your hand to anything? Yes.
John Wade examined:2022. Chairman.] What is your name? John Wade.
J. Wade.
2023. What part did you emigrate from? Northumberland.
6 July, 1880.
2024. What occupation did you follow there? Miner.
2025. Mr. Barbour.] Coal-miner? Yes.
2026.. Mr. Day.] All your life? Yes.
2027. Chairman.] Had you followed any ether pursuit? For a few months. I was at a strange place;
but still it was connected with mining.
2028. Who sent for you P William Johnson.
2029. Whore does lie live? At New Lambton.
2030. Did you know him personally? For five years before he left and came out to the Colony.
2031. How long has he been in the Colony? About two years I think.
2032, Is he working as a miner, or is he acting as agent for any one? He is working as a miner.
2033. Was it owing to correspondence with him that you came out? Yes.
2034. I suppose he told you that you would do better in the Colony? Yes, that was about what he said.
2035. Are you a married man P Yes.
2036. And have a family with you? Wife and five children.
2037. Did you get any ijiforination from any one besides Johnson? Another one who lives in Lithgow
Valley.
2038. He wrote to you and told you what the prospects were out here? Yes.
2039. And he thought you would do better here than in England F Yes.
2040. And when you entered your name in the paper did you state what your occupation was? Yes.
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J. Wade. 2041. Coal-miner P Yes. In the paper that came out I was entered as a miner.
r-"2042. Mr. Jacob.] Why did Johnson nominate you P I had applied to come out and could not.
6 July, 1880. 2043. Was any reason given to you P They said emigration was closed.
2044. Any particular class? They said it was closed, and if I wished to come out I would have to send
out to some one to nominate me.
2045. Who told you that, one of the authorities P I got a letter from London; from the Agent General's
Office.
2046. Chairman.] From whom P I could not tell you, it was one of the clerks.
2047. .211'r. Day.] Have you got that letter by you? No.
2048. .2113-. Jacob.] Were you told that any particular class of emigrants would not be aUowed to be
nominated? No; they did not make any distinction. 2049. But you would have to be nominated at this end to enable you to come out? Yes.
2050. Mr. Barbour.] To whom did you send the money? To William Johnson.
2051. How much did you send P I sent out M.
2052. That was for yourself, your wife, and five children P Yes.
2053. Mr. Jacob.] How much delay did that cost you? I sent away in May last year.
2054. Mr. Barbour.] And you got your paper back when? About the 28th or 29th of August
2055 Chairman.] Do you know of any others besides yourself who came out under the nomination of
William Johnson P No I do not.
2056. 313-. Day.] What wages were you getting at Home coal.iuining? Wages used to vary; it was
piece-work.
2057. What did you earn a day? About 4s. Gd. to 5s. a-day.
2058. Chairman.] On an average? Yes.
2059. Mr. .Barbour.] How much did you have per ton? According to the thickness of the seam.
2060. Mr. Day.] Was that the average of the district P The average of the district, I think, was about
4s. 4d. a day.
2001. Chairman.] Did you get regular employment P Not in the wiuter.time.
2062. What were your average earnings per year as a miner P I could hardly tell that; I do not think
the pits would average more than half-time.
2063. Mr. Day .] About £1 a week on the average? Scarcely so much as that.
2064. Mr. Barbour.] In the w inter-time did you work at anything else? No, just idle.
2065. Mr. Day.] Then all the men were working by piece.work, and not by day labour? There were
some worked by day labour.
2066. Mr. Barbour.] What is the leastprice they pay for the thin scams? I have worked at is. 4d. per ton.
2067. And what is the highest price you have worked for? You must remember that we had a percentage. It was from iso 6d., as high as 4s. Gd.
2008. Chairman.] I suppose Mr. Johnson sent you full information as to the rates of wages paid in the
Newcastle district? Yes ; he thought a working man had a better chance out here, and I was desirous
to come.
2069. Do you know of any coal-miners on board who entered under other designation P Yes, there
is one on board who has come out of Northumberland.
2010. Have you heard of any coal-mine's on board who entered their names under other trades P I do
not know how they entered. I know there are some who have worked in mines, but whether they worked
in mines all the time I cannot say. My object in coining out was not to stop at the mines; I ain going
to get other work if possible.
•

Stephen Powell examined
S. Powell. 2071. Chairman. 'What is your name? Stephen Powfl.
2072. What part of England are you from? About 3 miles from Pontypool, in Monmouthshire.
6 July, 1880. 2073. What occupation did you f&lov there P A miner.
2074. How long have you been coal-mining P All my life-time.
2075. Who nominated you? My uncle.
2076. 'Where does he live? At Lambton.
2077. Mr. .Barbour.] What is his name? Stephen Powell.
2078. Chairman.] How long has he been living there? Close upon twenty-five years.
2079. Did he write and tell you the rate of wages there? No.
2080. Did he tell you you would be better off there? He would not have nominated me if he had not
known that. Trade was very bad at home.
2081. You thought you would be better off here P Yes.
202. Did he write and tell you so?, No, lie did not write.
2083. Did ho advise you to emigrate? Yes.
2084. And he paid the deposit for you? Yes.
2085. You are a single man? Yes.
2086. Are you entered in the papers as a coal-miner? I am not certain whether he nominated me as a
labourer or as a coal-miner.
2087. Do you know how many miners there are . on board? I do not.
2088. Have you any idea? No.
2089. You do not know how many were coal-miners and entered as other trades? No.
2090. Mr. Barbour.] We do not want it for anything pariieular, we only want to male you more comfortable? No, sir, I do not know. I think my cousin gave his statement last night as a labourer.
2091. 'What is his name? Stephen Howell. He was not certain whether uncle entered him as a coalminer or labourer.
2092. Mr. Jacob.] Did you give any description of yourself to any Government agent at home before
you embarked P No.
2093. No particulars were taken from your mouth as to what you were, and what your occupation was?
We gave it to the agent at Pontypool.
2094. 'What did you give as your occupation? A stone-nuner. That means getting coal, or hard round,
2005.
or anything.
-

-
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S. PowelL
2095, Chairman.] You have been all your life a coal-miner? Yes.
2096. Mr. Jacob.] Did you understand that as a coal-miner you would not be able to come out here? No.
6 July, 1880.
2097. Mr. Barbour.] Did you send the money out to your uncle? He paid it here.
2098. You did not send it out to him? No,
Robert Nevin examined

2099. Chairman.] What is your name? Robert Nevin.
B. Novin,
2100. From what part did you emigrate? From the County of Durham.
6 July, 1880.
2101. You are a married man? Yes.
2102. Have you any children? No.
2103. What occupation had you been following before you left England? I was in a mine.
2104. Coal-mining? Yes.
2105. Had you been coal-miping long? Four years.
2106. And what before that? I was in a factory-engine works.
2107. Who nominated you? Andrew Teasdel, the wife's uncle.
2108. Where does he live? At times in Newcastle.
2109. What did you say was your occupation before you came out? I said I was labouring in the mines.
2110. Do you know whether the wife's uncle is a coal-miner? He is not working in the mines at present.
2111. Did lie send for you? Yes.
2112, Did he recommend you to come out? He recommended the wife's father; I was not coming at the
time.

2113. Did he send for anyone elsc? For his father, his sister, and his sister's husband.
2114. Was his father a coal-miner? Yes; he is on board now.
2115. What is his name? William Teasdel.
William Anderson examined :-

2116. What is your name? William Anderson.
W. Anderson,
2117. From what part did you emigrate? The county of Durham.
2118. Who sent for you? The wife's brother, my brother-in-law.
6 July, 1880.
2119. Where does lie live? Near Newcastle.
2120. What is he? He has been a miner: he has been several things.
2121. Is he at the coal-mines now? He is not now.
2122, What was he before he came out to the Colony? A coal-mincr.
2123. Mr. Barbour,] What is his name? Andrew Teasdel.
2124. Chairman.] Did you describe yourself as a miner? Mining labourer.
2125. Was it owing to correspondence with Teasdel that you emigrated? Well, it was.
2126. I suppose you thought you would better your condition? Yes.
2127. You are aware that you are entered upon the ship's books as a labourer? Yes.
2123. A&, Jacob.] You described yourself as a mining laborer? Yes.
2129. To whom? In my papers that I sent up to London.
2130. Did you hear that miners' labourers would not be selected as immigrants? I did not hear that. I
have been close upon five years labouring in the mines.
2131. You mentioned that in your paper? Yes, I did.
2132. And no exception was taken to you as a miner? No.
2183. Mr. Day.] Do you understand any other work besides mining? Yes, labouring; just a common
labourer.
2134. You could do any kind of labouring work? Yes.
2135. Then you have not been all your life in a mine ? In and about a mine for 30 years, underground
and above, such as labouring on railways, and working down in the mines, and hewing coal.
9136. I suppose what you mean by labouring is that you can handle a pick and shovel, and dig? Yes.
2137. Can you do anything on a farm? No, nothing on a farm.
2188. Only as a general labourer? Yes, an ordinary labourer.
2189. Mr. Barbour.] Would you just mention how many of your relations are on beard? My wife's
father, and four sons, and a son-in-law, and two daughters. There are ten of us altogether.
2140. Chairman.] What are the ages of your sons? Two are 16, one 18, and the other 19.
2141. Ipresume they have also been working at the mines? Yes, in and about the mines.
2142. But your father-in-law has paid his passage out?
2143. Mr. Barbour.] In the mines, what you call labouring in and about the mines, those are not regular
miners? They are common labourers, just knocking about, doing anything. When I say labouring I
was kind of responsible. The coal-hewers and the deputy overmen, those are practical miners; but during
the last four or five years I have been looking after the work that has been going from the hewers to the
ships. That is what I call an ordinary labourer. I have also worked on the railway.
2144. You mean attending the trucks P Yes.
2145. And the practical miner is the hewer? Yes,
2146. Mr. Day.] What are you going to do here? I am engaged in a mine, but I do not know at what.
My sons and myself.
2147. Chairman.] Who engaged you? Andrew Teasdel. He is at a place called Raspberry Gully.
2148. Do you know who engaged you for Raspberry Gully? John Barker they call him. He was a
neighbour of mine at home.
2149. Mr. Barbour.] What is he now? A miner.
2150. For himself-on his own account? No, not on his own account.
2151. Chairman.] Does he offer to engage you on behalf of others? He tells me that his master would
employ us-all the six-and he will get a house for us with four rooms.
2152. flew did he know you were here? He knew I was coming out. His friends would send him a
letter.
Stephen
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Stephen Howell examined
S. Howell. 2153. Chairman.] What is your name? Stephen Howell.
2154. From what part of England? From Monmouthshi.re.
6 aoiy, 1880. 2155. From a coal-mining district? Yes.
2156. What pursuit did you follow there? Coal-mining.
2157. Have you been coal-mining all your life? Yes.
2158. Where do you intend to go to now? To Lambton.
2159. Who sent for you? . My uncle.
2160. What is his name? Stephen Powell.
2161. Stephen Powell sent for you? Yes, he is my uncle. He is my mother's brother.
2162. What is he? A collier,
2163. Did be nominate you? Yes.
2164. Was it owing to anything he wrote to you that you were induced to emigrate? From information
from friends in England.
2165. As to the prospects for coal-miners out here? Yes.
2166. What description did you give of yourself? A stone-miner.
2167. What did you mean by a stone-miner? Anything underground.
2168. Did you work at anything but coal-mining? Only the hard ground, as we call it.
2169. 'What does stone-mining comprise? Sinking the pits, or any hard. work.
2170. Are you aware that you are entered as a labourer P Yes.
2171. 'Why did you describe yourself as a bbourerP The officer in Pontypool told me it would suit best.
2172. The officer told you it would suit better if you described yourself as a labourer? Yes.
2173. What was he? The local agent for the Government, Mr. Morgan.
2174. Did he occupy any other position? No, nothing.
2175. Mr. Jacob.] Did he tell you why ? He said it would sound better,
2176. Oliairman.] How came you to go to see him? That was the one we had to go and see.
2177. Did he reside in any town or village there P In Pontypool. 2178. Did he carry on any other business P No.
2179. Did he reside there permanently? Yes.
2180. Mr. Day.] Have you made any arrangement as to where you are going? To Lambton.
2181. You are going to work down there P Yes.
2182. Have you got any work to go to? We are not sure till we go there and see.
2183. How were you treated on board ship? Very well.
2184. Since you started till now? Yes,
2185. Chairman.] Do you know how many coal-miners there are on board? No, I do not,
2186. Do you know how many are going to the Newcastle district from the ship P About sixty-four, with
women and children and all.
2187. That is males and females; adults and children P Yes, altogether.
2188. Mr. Jacob.] How do you happen to know the number; have you been telling one another P Yes.
Dr. Charles Henry Gibson examined
Dr. C. H. 2189. Chairman.] Your name? Charles Henry Gibson.
Gibson. 2190. You are the medical officer of this ship? lam.
r-'---m 2191. Can you tell the Committee about how many of the immigrants on board have been sent for by
6 July, 1880. friends in the coal-mining districts? About twenty-five.
2192. Has your attention been called to the fact that a number of the immigrants have been entered
under different occupations to what their real ones are? That is my impression, from conversation
with the people.
2193. Do you mean the heads of families? I mean the heads of families-ten or twelve leads of
families.
2194. How many of the immigrants do you suppose will leave the vessel for Newcastle? About eighty
souls. That is my impression.
2195. For the coal-mining districts P Yes.
2196. Do you know whether the coal-miners on board are in excess of the number entered upon the ship's
manifest P I believe they are in excess.
2197. Is that owing to the department in England checking the emigration of miners P I cannot tell you
that; I do not know that they have checked miners. It is out of my province.
2198. Do you know if any of the immigrants entered as farm labourers are coal-miners? I do not know.
It is not within my province to deal with the question of occupation, unless as bearing upon it man's state
in illness or disease.
2199. ,Mr. Barbour.] Do I understand you to say that it is your impression that there are some farm
labourers on board who are miners? I have no impression; I have no knowledge that would justify me in
giving an opinion.
2200. Mr. Jacob.] What data have you? Conversation among the people; addressing them, and speaking
to them. I have fairly good data to go upon.
2201. Mr. Barbour.] On the whole do you think they are a desirable class of immigrants for a new
Colony? I do not; but I would like to qualify that statement. As a whole, you have to take the whole
body, and that embraces a percentage of unfit men. In my judgment the percentage of unfit men is
larger than what it ought to be. Even under the best system there will be some who are absolutely
useless for any purpose whatever; but there are a far larger number of people-15 per eent.-who are not
likely to be of any use whatever.
2202. Have these been nominated in the Colony, or have they been sent out? I believe nearly all the
people in this ship are nominated.
2203. Chairman.] Are any of the unsuitable ones in the list of persons nominated by the Agent General?
None of those are objectionable.
2204. Your remarks do not refer to those? No.
2205. And consequently the 15 per cent. are nominated by parties in the Colony? Consequently. The
statement does not apply to the general body; and I except the single women.
William
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William Cousens examined
2206. Chairman.] Your name is? William Cousens.
W. Cousens.
2207. What part of England do you come from? I belong to Scotland, Aberdeen.
6 Jn]y, 1880.
2208. You are a carpenter by trade? A carpenter and joiner.
2209. What induced you to immigrate to this Colony? A cousin.
2210. Where does he reside? He is working up at Windsor.
2211. What is he? A carpenter.
2212. Did he nominate you? Yes.
2213. Did he write and tell you the state of business in your trade here? Yes; he said he could give
me work.
2214. Have you a family? Two in family.
2215. And you think you have better prospects here than in the old country? Yes; or I would not have
left.
2216. How long has your cousin been out here? Six years.
2217. And is he doing well? Yes.
2218. Did he come out as an immigrant? Yes.
2219. On his own account? Yes.
2220. Have you any more on board sent for by your cousin? I am the only one.
2221 Mr. Barbour.] You Bay your cousin has sent for you? Yes.
2222. Did he say he would give you a job? Yes.
2223. What is he doing, is lie working at his trade P Yes.
2224. Ishea contractor? As far as I can learn.
ZzzD. JILT. Day.J .Uid he tell you how much you could earn a.day? He said he would give me 12s,, but
now he said, on Saturday, that wages are down to us.
2226. Chairman.] You regard this as good wages? Yes. I was earning 9d. an hour before I left,
2227. Mr. Jacob.] How many hours did you work? Nine.
2228. Chairman.] And did you get regular work? Yes.
2229. Your position will be improved here; you can live for less? I should think so. Meat is cheaper,
and the price of provisions is less.
2280. .Mr. Day.] Then you are pretty sure of work at lis. a.day? Yes; as soon as I get on shore, a
house and work are ready for me.
John Alhnett examined
2281. Chairman.] What is your name P Jiohn Allmett.
J. .Aflmett.
2232. What part of England do you come from? Bristol.
2233. 'What is your trade? Carpenter and joincr.
6 July, 1880.
2234. By whom were you nominated? By my sister.
2235. Where does she live? At Marrickviile.
2236. Had you been living long in Bristol? All my life.
2237. What induced you to emigrate? To better my condition.
2238. Did you hear from your sister as to the rate of wages here? I saw it in the papers she sent Home.
2239. Have you had any communication with her since you arrivcd here? Three letters.
2240. Have you heard of your prospects of employment here? No.
2241. Are you a married man? Yes.
2242. Mr. Day.] What were you getting a day in Bristol? I was paid by the hour-7d. an hour.
2243. How many hours did you work? Pifty.four hours a week in the summer, and forty-eight in the
winter.
2244. That would be 5s. 3d. a day? About that.
2245. Did you get regular work? Yes; but within the last twelve months trade has been very depressed.
2246. Was it constant work? No, it was not.
2247. Did your sister tell you you could get constant work here? No.
2248, Did she give you encouragement to come? No; she said she would not advise me; I could please
myself, but she nominated me.
2249. Chairman.] -What led you to emigrate was seeing the rate of wages, and you thought you could
better your condition by coming here? Yes.
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APPENDIX.
[To the Evidence of G. P. Wise, Esq., 14th April, 1880.]
Al.
TRADES and Callings of Immigrants who arrived under the Assisted Immigration Regulations of September, 1876, in 1877
1878, and 1879.
'rrades and Oallings.

1878.

1879.

Total.

1,295
337
394
329
116
66
72

1,218
114
270
161
58
38
45

1,320
33
255
72
37
15
.38

. 3,833

283

187

136

606

2,892

2,091

1,906

6,889

1877.

Farming and General Labourers .....................
Miners....................................................
Bni1dizg Trades ..........................................
Iron
,,
Clothing ,,
Provision ,,
Manufacturing Trades...................................
Miscellaneous, principally boys between 12 and U
earning with the parents...............................

1

484
919
562
211
119
155

Total lifeles, 6889.
Married women ....... ......................................
Domestic servantf ............ .......... ......
Othereallings ...........................................
..... ... ......

872
477
278

740
814
170

1,027

1,754

2,528
2,398
596: 5,522

916
1,077
148
2,141 .

Total 112411
-'Adultsj

Total Females, 5522,
Total Adults,—Males ...........................................................................6,889
Females........................................................................ 5,522
12,411
GEORGE F. WISF,
Agent for Immigration.

14 April, 1880.
ThADEB AND CAnuxos, 1877, 1878, and 1879.
England.

Scotland.

Ireland.

F. Pastoral—
Farming and general labourers .................
1,380

218

1,912

Males.

United Stater
and
aounfes.
Qi

292

Totals.

31

3,833

t. Mining—
411
24
22
1
General miners ...................................317
47
1
43
1
Coal ...................................41
5
ron ....................................
20
Copper .................................20
Special
5
ITin....................................5
LGold......................................

r

2

Totals .......................................383

29

23

47

L Building trades—
Builders ............................................7
Carpenters and joiners ..........................216
Masons ...............................................137
Bricklayers .........................................66
Brickninkers ......................................26
Plumbers ............................................37
Painters ............................................76
25
Plasterers ............................................

1
42
35
3
1
1
2
6

43
35
8
1
1
5
4

4
4.2
19
12
6
8
19
4

2
11
4

Totals .......................................590

90

97

114

28

1
17
2
12
15
2
3
7

1
4
3
8
14
....

69

k Iron Trades—
Boilermaker ........................................1
Pattenmakers .....................................8
90
Engineers ...........................................
Moulders ............................................28
Fitters ...............................................69
93
Blacksmiths .........................................
Turners ............................................20
15
Brass finishcrs ......................................
62
Ijabourors ............................................
Totals ...................................... 386

11

24
9
4
17

7
1
4
1

7

3
8

2

37

65

15

484
12
354
226
89
34
49
113
42
919
1
10
142
43
97
140
22
21
86
662
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Trades and Cal.lings—eomtinued.
England.

Males.

OtherI
Countries.

Ireland.

Scotland.

Clothing Trades—
10
Tailors ...............................................40
7
23
Boot and shoemakers .............................56
11
2
15
1
Hatters...............................................3
20
31
Totals ......................................114
6. I'rovision Trades—
Butchers ...........................................
30 i
1
7
11
6
Bakers .............................................
32
4
Grocers ............................................
7
25
Totals
7. 'Various Manufacturing Trades—
2
Cabinet-makers ..................................
1
20
1
Carriage-builders ...............................
33
2
(3-lass-makers ......................................4- . ........
Zinc-workers ......................................1
1
Tinsimsiths...........................................
3
13
3
6
Saddlers ..........................................
20
1
Puddlers ..........................................
7
10
Totals
8. Mseellnneous Trades, including males
above 12 years of ace, accompanied by or
85 i
coming to relatives ................................372
00
2,223
493
Grand Totals of Males .................3407
Fnrans.
3fmrried n-omen ...............................................
1,639
Domestic Servants ...............................594
108
Other raIlings, including females above 12
years of oge, accompanied by or coming to
58
161
relatives .......................................... I
350
1,800
166
Grand Totalsof Females
9445.

4
12

Totals.

71
109
25
6

10

7

1
1

1

21

19

211

5
2
8

255
1

3
2
3
3
2
4

5

2

1

5
13

4,

0

i

119
31
41
21
40
12

i
i

155

I
71
613

18
123

30

27

600
6,889
2,523

2,398

12
696
5,522
39
Total Adults ... 12,411

15
45

GEORGE F. WISE,
Agent for immigration.

14 April, 1880.
A 2.

Rn'eaNshou-ing the Districts in which Depositors m-eside who have sent for relatives and friends under the immigration
Regulations of September, 1676.
1877

(including S months 0(1876.)

Grand

MariChllHch
North Coast—
ilcllinger River ............
Ijallina .........................3
Casino .........................3
Grafton ........................1
5
lemu psey .........................
J.ismnorc .............................
2
laelemn .....................2
Manning River ............ .........
Moi'pel.h .......................
Newcastle ....................20
61 j
Port Maequarie............... -.
Port stephens .................
3
Raymond Terrace ...........1
Trial Hay ......................
...
Tweed River ............... ..
3
Wingliaui --------------------'3
...
Wootiburn ....................
54
80

3
3
47
6
1
7
1
-1
26
-. ...
1
...
...
2
..
62

35

Sydney .........................55

255

398

173

North Inland—
2
Armidale .................... 2
...
Iloggabri .......................
]3 enciemneer .................... ...
Ilingeria .......................... ,..
B nn,liirra ....................... ,,
459—L

9

2

. -.
...
...
..

1379.

1378-

IlarriL

CthMren Mne HrngkMarr4hfldrefl

-

.-

82

52

87

76

64

160

30
6
...
9
9
7
56
6
OS
7
8
64
10
3
5
22
3
49
9
5
.- ...
.. 1
..
...
- -.
181 103
90 855
...
1 ...
4
6
1
1
11
25
1
4
5
...
I
...
1
10
3
1
41
...
1
45
229 188 143 1,277

61

161

247

342

133

386

4

3

1

1

5
2

--

1
4

5
8
5
7

..,

3

,
-

3
6
2
...

1

...

-.-

. ..

5

. ..

3

-..

...

3
4
3
1
..,

...
- -.

42
1
..
2

64
...
1
...

- .-

...

--.

--.

...

.,.

.. -

--

5

-

4
...
7
14
9
2
2

75 27
... 2
1
3
... -.-

21
...

4
...
.-

8

-.-

...
2
10

1

...
...

,..
...

. -.
--.

...
...

-"

4

-.....-

...
...

3

,..

,.. . ...
1

...

4

2

...

..
...
-..

.-.

...

4

...

...
...
-.-

7
8
17
18
9
12
1

540
3

...

...
...

592 3,592
4

...

...
..... _i

51
2
2

I
1

808
82

APPENDIX.
RETuRN showing the Disi riots in which Depositors,
1877 (including 3 months of 1876.

Milxrie4olnlareni
People.
North Inland—eoathwed.
Biceza ......................... ...
aekCreek .................... ...
J3ranxton .........................
Cassius ......................... ...
Clarence To.m ...............
.
...
Glennes
in
................... .,.
Cuedab
nn
...........................
Dnngog ......................
.... ...
Inverell ..................... ...1
3
Maitiand .................... ....
7
Murrurundi ..................1
2
Merriwa.............................
Muswellbrook .................,..
3lanilh............................
Nnrrabii .. ....................
,..
raterson ......................
....
Singleton .......................1
8cone ...............................
Tamworth ..........................
Tenterfield .......................2
Vegetab]ocreek
1
3
Warialda ..........................
Woluosubi .......................1
Waicha .............................
West Inland—
Bathurst ......................6
30
J3ourko ..............................
Eowenfol]s .................. .....
...
...
Coonamble....................... ...
Carcoar .........................2
10
Coonabarabran ................. ...
Cobar ............................. ...
Dubbo ...................... 1
5
Forbes .......................1
Gulgong .....................1
...
HulliEnd .......................
Hartley .......................3
Louth.............................
Lithgow ..........................
iMolong ......................1
3
Mudgoo .......................1
eninge ......................4
13
Parramatta .................1
Parkes ......................1
1
Penrith .......................5
aydal............................
Ioekloy ..........................
Sofala.............................
Wallerawang....................
Wellington ................2
.,.
Windsor .......................
4.6

94

South Inland—
Aibury ....................... 3
3
Adelong......................... ...
]3ombala ...................... ,,.
i3raidwood .....................2
2
Berrima ........................2
...
ilairacald ...................... ...
Bunowa ........................2
Camden ......................... ...
Cooma ...........................1
Cootmundm ...............1
3
Corowa .............................
Camphalitown ..................1
Daniliquin ................... 1
8
Goulburn .....................1
2
Gundngai ....................... ...
Grenfoll ..............................
Sunning ....................... ...
ilowlong ...........................
Hay ...........................
...
.Jerjlderie ...................... ...
Kiandra ......................... ..
Liverpool ..........................
3furrumburrah ....................
Moama ............................
Narrandara ................... ...
.
Picton ......................2
5
Queanbeyan ....................1
Tareutta.........................
...
Tumut ..........................
1

I

fl

Sg

1878.

...
...
...

,
3
1
I
2:3
1
1

1

.,
1
1
1
2

...

16
1
...
4
3
2
1
1
3
...
5
...
..,
...
1
6
20
...
2
1
...
...
.. 1
3

2
146

19
2
...
1
2
...
9
...
2
1
2
6

2
4
5
1
...
1
1
1
1
...
...
...
...
...
3
...
1

1879.

MamedI hllthfl Sge

•
. -.

5
3
14
9
ii
9
1
...
4
5
2
...
...
6
1
...
5
5
4
4
88
2' 3
1
...
2
1
2
2
...
...

&c.—conl.inued.

2

...
...
..
...
...
3

1
1
..
...
..
...
...
2
3
6
6

:t.tcliildreiij_Men.

...
...
...
...
...
1
...
...
2
3
3

.. ...
...
...
1

2

...
...
..,

...
...
...

1

...

...

3
2
1

...
3
...

...

3

1
1

...

..,

...

...
6
2

4
15
1

...
..,
...
...

.,.
...
..
...

...
...
...
.,.

...
24.
5
1
3

...
5
2
2
16
5
..
2

...

...
...
...
4
...
15
..
...
...
...
...

13
159
...
2
1
1
...
5
2
87
...
2
1
4
...
24
5
21
3
20
...
S
5
46
1
1
8 '
57
1
15
1
27
10
107
32
5
4
17
2
17
1
5
...
11
...
4
...
2
1
10
2
11

...
...
...
..

...
...
...

...
...
...
,..
3
...
..
...
...
1

1
,..
...
...
9
...
...
...
..
1

1
...
4
...
10
1
...
2
1
1

...
3
...
7
...
...
...
2
...

...
...
...
6
...'
...
...
...
1

...
...
...
8
...
...
...
1
1

4
...
6
...
9
3
a
1
4
...

1
...
...
...
...
...
...
2
...
1
...
3
...
...
...
1
1
...
...
..
...
1
.-.
...
.
..,

4
...
...
...
...
...
...
4
...
4
...
6
...
4
...
2
...
...
...
1
.,
4
...
...
...
..

5
1
...
..
1
...
...
...
1
2
...
2
...
1
4
1
8
5
...
1
...
3
1
...
..
2

8
...
...
...
1
...
...
3
...
2
...
3
..,
3
4
1.
4
1
1
...
...
2
...
...
..
1

6
...
...
...
1
...
...
1
2
...
.,.
3
...
5
..
1
4
1
...
...
1
...
1
...
...
...

16
...
...
...
...
...
1
...
...
...
...
5
.,.
18
...
5
12
5
...
3
1
...
...
...
...
...

14
...
...
...
6
...
...
...
5
5
...
8
...
13
...
3
11
9
4
3
1
...
...
...
1
...

42

49

84

59

as

9
1

2

6

1
2

2
1

3
2

2

4

1
1
2
1

1
3
8
8
5

3
...
2
5
4
...
3
2
1
...
..
1
4
1
14
2
..
...
1
...
...
...
...
2
1
..
3
...
1

6
...
...
1
4
...
2
3
4
1
..
2
5
6
4
1
1
...
...
...
.....
2
...
...
...
1
...
5

2
2
...
2
...
...
...
...
4
2
...
...
1
3
...
...
..
...
...
1
.,.
1
...
1
...
...
1
...
...

147

,
4
1
2
3
3
0
5
4

5
1
...

5
2
2

1
1
1

1
1
2
2

1
4
9
9
1
7
15
6
26
113
48
2
14
2
12
I
28
a
90
11
9
6
13
7

...

...
...
..
...

27
...
...
1
8
...
1
3
2
...
...
2
...
...
...
3
11
4
3
1
...
..
1
1
1
4

Grand
Single Totals.

ios

3
6
1
11
...
...
..
...
5
4
...
...
a
13
2
...
2
...
2
...
...
1
6
5
...
...
2
...
1

157

7
2
4
2
8
...
1
8
1
4
.,.
...
6
20
3
1
...
1
7
6
•
..1
7
...
1
3
a
9

124

1,141

4
1
5
2
3
2
6
5
2
2
..
...
5
14
5
3
1
..
5
6

73
16
12
40
31
2
27
18
33
23
5
14
46
89
49
15
4
2
21
16

2
3
2
.,.
...
1
...
6

12
21
4
19
20
3
26

6
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RETURN showing the Districts in chicli Depositors, &c.—conüneed.
1877 (includIng S months of 1876.

Manied

ldron.

South InlanU—continued—
Tumberumba ...............
lj
Wagga Wngga ............1
Wentwortic ............... ...
Young ...................... 1
Ynes .........................1

..
rana ............. ........... ..
..

...

2

1
1

Eden..........................
1

1

iliania

.

......................

Moruyn ...................... 2
5
No
Shoniliaven ................ 1
2
Ulladulla .......................
Woilongong ................ 23
wra

.....................I

.,

.,.

...

44

48

Omnil
Single Single Totals.
Mon. Wench.,

iL

I
1
32
1
19
20

3

3
1...
3
3

.........................

la~iod
L

I

1
2

2
.1

South Coast—
ilega

kt.

Chldren.
i

...

1
Brongliton Creek ........... 2

1579.

1878,

2
1

3
3

1

4

1

4
1
S

4

7
2

1

11

1
9

27

79 100

87

112

...

51.,.

5
4

2
37

33'
3
3
30
1,
1
92
15
2
25
12
20
2 14
3 22
35 I 245

141 192

157 11,209

5
7

3

-i

13

j 24

2
1
4

1'...
5 1 1
2
2
2
1
6

104

95 I 50

0

3
4

4
e

18

5.7

SUMMARY.
1877 (and S months of 1876).

I

1879.

1878.

I

I

I

.

..............I
Sydney .........................
Icortli and West Inland
South Coast and Inland

54
110
46
4-8

173
94
44

Totals—Souls .......... 255

391

...
..

______, 1 Crand
Totals.
Single
il&en Single
lien. ,Wo'non.i
..

Single I Single Mri
Single Single ilaniod
People. Cidluren Men Women.] People. Childron, Men. IWome1 People.
I

62
255
146
104

112
398
147
95

52
122
42
50

76
87
161
24.7
49 I 84
79
100

567

722

266

376

I

507

I

64
342
59
87

160
266
88 I
112

1431,277
229 I
540 I 592 3,592:
386
157 I 124 1,141
105
192
157 1,200
141

552

626

861

I

i,077 1,01.6 7,219

Total number of depositors on account of the 7,219 nominees is 3,270.
GEORGE P. WiSE,
Agent: for Immigration.
Immigration Office,
Sydney, 14th April, 1880.
RIrruny showing the number of Immigrants who arrived uder the Immigration Regulations of September, 1876, in 1877,
1878, and 1879, and who at their own roquest were forwarded into the country districts.
Inland Towns.

Children.

Men.

NORTH
Armidalo ......................4
1
1
3
Branxton ......................3
I
6
Barraba ......................1
1
Blaiidford .....................................2
)3nndarra .................................1
Bendemeor ...... . ............I
Clarence Town ................1
3
4
Cope's Creek ................1
Coorabong ......................1
3
3
3
Dungog ........................................2
..,

Denman ......................

.
1

1

I nland Towns,

coupl

Children.

NonTn—conhinued.
1
\Varialda ...................
2
1
Wallendbcen ...............1
\Varatah ....................3
1
3
1
Wicicham .....................1
3
1
Wnllscnd .....................9
23
2
Wallebadah
2
-Wollombi .......................1
32
Warrah .......................10
10
7
Willow-tree .... .......... ...
I
I
Walgott ...........................

..........................

Gunnedah ......... ......... .
2
3
1
Hexham ...................
6
18
5
Hintnu ......................
2
3
2
Hamilton ...................
3
1
Invorell......................... I
3
3
Lochinvar .......................................1
Lambton .....................9
14
1
1
Moree ..........................................1
Merriwa ...................
2
1
1
Maitland ................... 43
82
11
72
Murrurundi ................ 54
66
3
70
Mmmi ......................
1
3
8
1
Miswellbrook ............
2
4
3
10
NewLa,nbton ................5
12
0
3
Patterson ......................1
1
Pine Ridge
2
Quirincli ......................5
6
11
30
RockyPonds
2
Scone ...........................3
3
7
Singleton ......................3
7
2
13
Tamworth.....................l5
35
9
26
Uralla .........................1
2
½regrtahle Creek .......................
I

--

2041,

323

318

70

SOUTH.
1
Appin ........................1
4
6
Adclong ........................0
4
17
Alhury .....................................5
Beckham ....................................1
9
6
Binalong .....................12
27
4
1
Braidwood ....................1
3
4
Burrowa ......................1
2
Bungendore ....................1
1
24
1
Beth ungra ...... .................3
7
Berthong .......................................1
1
Bungonh .......................1
4
.7
Broadalbane ....................I
11
Bowning ......................8
20
5
15
13
4
Bega ............................6
1
Bombal-e ..................................1
4
Bowral .........................2
1
2
Berrimu.........................2
3
Burwnod ...................... I
1.
1
Croydon ......................1
2
2
Coomna ....................................
-

H 810
84
—
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Inland Towns.

Children. IV.

Sou-rir—conejnugej
I
Campbolltowa
2
1
8
7
Cootamnadr, ............. 15
liP
22
60
Campheiluields .............
1
1
Douglass Park .............
1
1
1
Deniliquia ................
2
5
5
2
D untroon ..................................2
Frogmore .....................2
1
Fairfield ......................1
3
8
Gonlbnni .....................27
42
30
79
Glenfleld ..................................1
Gunning ..................................2
9
Gundagai ..................
2
7
3
1
..
Grenfell. ....................
5
1
Homebusli ................
1
Hay ...............................1
Jordan's Crossing
3
3
3
Junee ...........................2
7
3
5
ToadjaCreek ..............13
31
6
9
Jugiong ............................2
Kangaloon
5
Kangaroo Valley
1
Kiandra ....................1
2
1
Liverpool .....................7
11
2
2
lilenangle ..........................4
Moss \ale .................... I7
28
10
32
Moama ........................1
1
Marulan .....................7
14
3
7
Murrmnbnrrali
34
47
3
210
Manna Fields ...............4
9
20
1i1ittaong ................. 38
84
10
24
Natlas .........................2
3
2
Pieton ..............................1
E
Parrainatti ................ 15
15
8
11
Queanbeyan ................
5
9
1
7
Robertson .................. ....... ...
2
1
Sutton Forest ..............1
3
3
1
Tumbenimba ..............1
1
Tuinut ..........................4
5
Torarig ...........................I
Wombat ...................1
1
Woodlord .........................1
Wagga Wagga..............38
33
77
32
Young .......................4
1
6
18
Yass ..........................3
3
2
20
302
537
202
689
Wnsr%
Auburn Park ................I
Brown's Siding
2
4
1
Bathurst ................... 601
132
33
136
burke ........................................1
Blayney......................
5
17
3
.38
]3laektown ................
3
2
2
coast Towns.
Ballina .........................1
i% ulli ...........
8
Bodalla ........................1
l3roughton Creek
1

CIIIrenJ

3
1
3
15
4
6
6
1
2
6
3
Bcnnagui .................................2
.
Ilellinger River
1
1
4
9
Brisbane Water
1
4
Bufladelah
1
Croki ........................................3
Clarence Five.................33
64
4
119
(ape Hawke.............. ...1
Camden Haven
1
Casino
....................1
4
Eden ...........................2
10
5
Gladstone ...................................2
Grafton ....................... 26
57
12
65
Greta ...........................2
4
2
Gerringong
1
Hunter's Hill
I
Kiasna ...................... 23
43
18
73
Kempsey ...................
1
4
1
7
Kaineruku..................
1
Lawrence ......................1
2
Lismore ..........................................i
Moruya ......................
5
6
1
16
Morpeth ...................
6
4
19
7

Inland Towns.

Single

couples. Child ren. s't.

WTERT_conhinucd.

Bowenfells
8
12
4
15
.1
Coonabarabrasi ............ ..
6
Croydon .. ...................1
2
Canowindra
1
Condobolin ..................1
1
1
Cudger'onr' ..................1
2
Careoa ,.° ....................7
3
14
7
Con ..................................2
Enm Plains .................1
2
3
4
Eskisauk .....................5
9
2
18
iroganore .............................
Forbes ........................1
1
George's Plains
4
12
1
8
Guyo!Ig ........................1
1
Gulgong .............................1
3
Hartley Vale ...............15
28
13
7
Homeljusli
I
Homdllule .................1
4
Kurragong ..................1
4
Kelso ...................................4
2
Keene's Swamp
1
2
Lithgow Valley
491
103
18
39
Locke's Platform ... .......2
6
Maquarie Plains
4
7
7
20
Mount Victoria
I
Mndgee ...................2
6
3
........................
Molong
]
3
3
2
Mejsjndie ..................................1
Mulgrave ..............................2
2
Newbridae .....................2
1
12
o'conneff's Plains
]
Oberon ......................................1
Orange ...................... 162
330
44
262
Pathos .........................................3
Penritli ......................
8
2
4
7
Rylestone ...................
I
Rooty Hill .................2
4
3
flookwood
2
Richmond ...................51
13
2
4
Riverstonc
I
I
Raglan ......................1
9
8
3
Rydal .......................4
6
2
2
Spring Hill .................1
1.
Sd ala .............................2
South Croe]c .................2
Spring Grove ..............3
3
1
8
Tarana .......................2
1
Trilukey Creek ...........
Windsor ....................3
5
2
4
Wimbleton ...................6
1
\Vallerawamig ..............6
8
19
8
I

3831
Coast Towns.

755

153

663

Couples. Children.

Mackay River ...... .......
10
7
6
23
irlamnung River
13
28
0
Merimhula ................6
15
1
14
Nelligen ....................2
9
1
5
Newcastle ................ .3k
22
436
85
172
Port Macquarie
6
4
2
Pambuh .....................1,
Rocky Mouth
3
Richmond River ............23
45
13
49
Ryde ..........................4
4
Raymond Terrace
2 •
honlhaven ..................10
17
2
20
Shellliarbour
4
Trialllay ....................1
1
6
Terrigal ..................... ..........
3
TathnL ........................3
4
3
26
UHadullu .....................61
3
13
17
Wollongong ..................66fr
131
62
7
Woonoim ...............................1
Wiughain .......................3
4
1
2
Wolumla ...............................2

Sundrea ...................

491

954

167

748

3

11

15

12

PflDIX.
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SUMMARY.
Single Women.

Children.

Married Couples

I

Souls.

954

167

748

2551

323
537
755
11

70
202
153
15

319
689
6(13
12

1,120
2,1132
2,333
54

2,580

607

2430

8,895

491
By Sea
By Rail—
204-fr
North ..................................................
South ..................................................302
283fr
West........... . ............ . .........................
Sundries ...............................................8
1,389

Single Men.

LOCALITIES.

44
64
57
47

North.................................................
South
Coast Towns .........................................

212

Total

GEORGE F. WISE,
Agent for Immigration.

14 April, 1550.

A 4.
RETURN showing the number of persons of 50 years of age and upwards who hare arrived under flee IininigraLioii Regulations
of September 19, 1876.
50 Years of

Date.

Males.
1577..........................11
1878........................21
1879 ..........................10
Total

Total.

Age and upwards.
Females.
14
14
10

25
83
20

83

80

42

Memo—The number of persons noted above were permitud to come as passengers with their children or relatives 011
condition that they paid fall cost of their passage, viz., £15 per head ; these, therefore, cannot be classed as ilninignlnts at the
public expense.
GEORGE F. WISE,
14 April, 1880.
Agent for Immigration.
AS

Renax showillg the Classification of Education of th,s Immigrants who arrived under the Immigration Regulations of
September; 1876, in the years 1877, 1878, and 1879.
12

Count,ie,.

Under 12 Veers of Age.

Years of Age and upwards.

Total.

,

nnot mad,} Read only.

lead oi'ly. Read and write.

nad and write- Cannot read,

21

280
55
42
19
9

707
111
115
41
33

9,361
5,111
3,422
428
317

3,086

4-05

1.037

16,939

803
Euglar.d andWales
.
Ireland .....................
456
Scotland ......................9
America and Canada
6
Other Countries
is

168
176
15
1
10

5,78
4,133
900
215
223

2,125
4-50
341
146

Tota11...............792

370

I 11,2-19

12,1.11.

-

'

4,528
GEORGE F. VlSE,
Agent for Immigration.

[

11 April, 1580.

WE
RETURN showing the Classification of Religions of the Immigrants who have arrived under the Immigration Regulations of
September, 1876, in the year 1877, 3878, and 1879.
Classification of Religions.
---------------t at,onaliv.
Church
C1,urch
Weslevan
Roman
Other
England, Scotland. Ilethoth,ts. l'roeestants. Catholics.
ILIF.

Enlaisd and Wales ...... 2,085
Irelend ...................1151
Scotland ................ 01
America and Canada ...... 80
Ut her Crn,,,tries .......... 57

N.

F.

SIHF.IM.

F.

N.

107
124
555
11
5

101
04 1,280 1,143 I 413347722
40
5 2,220 2,102
89
26 I 13
407
20
40
tO
10
10
71
38
11
51
28 [ 21
16
87
4'S
32
58
26 .
7
10
7

3550 2024

85

003 1411, 1220
11,6.

510

Other

rZJknn.

FHM.
F, IL.IF 3SF.
34 14
24 20 ......
..........1 , ,

2,481
201
70
40
36

565

Mai,ou,Nlane I

2696
5,132.

1
-1
3 1
10 10

2
2
8

..

4

..

-40 18 I

T0

IL

Grand
T',tals.

5.

F.

3,071 4,210
2,838 2,573

779
284
1119

143
144
118 -

0,301
5,411
1,422
125
311

i,i £ 68 16 939

139.
I

14 April, 1980.

Remarks ;—Protestants, 11,601; Roman Catholics, 5,132; other l'e,',uasions, 110; Tolal, 16,939.
GEORGE F. WISE,
Agent for Immigration.
A'7.

T812'
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APPENDIX.

A?.
NnEa of Ships arrived with Immigrants under Government Regulations from 1835 to 1865. None from 1865 to 1880.
Moreton Bay
...
.
..
.. 37 ships. ')
...... 44*
Port Phillip...
...
...
...
Hobart Town
...
,.,
..,
From 1838 to 1865.
Of ,,
Neweestlo .,. ... ,,, ,.. ..,
5
Chiefly with Railway labourers—
None from 1865 to 1876.
1 sbipm 1854} Total, 1
193
Immigrants.
1
14 April, 1880.

GEORGE F. WISE,
Agent for Immigration.
* in addition to this number three ships touched at Port Phillip. and lauded a portion of their passengers.
Four ships touched at Hobart Town, and landed a portion of their passengers.

AS.
NU3rnER of Depositors under the Existing Regulations of 1876.
From September, 1876 to 31st December, 1877 ..,
..,
...
...
...
913-15 months.
...
From 1st January, 1878, to 31st December, 1878
.,.. ,..
...
823-42
From 1st January, 1879, to 31st December, 1879
...
,..
...
... 1532-12
Total Number of Depositors to 31st December, 1879

...

.,. 5,270

GEORG1 F. WISE,
Agent for Immigration.

Immigration office, 14 April, 1880,

B.
[TO the Evidence of Mr. H. V. Wiqy, 11 May, 1880.]
Name
Trades given
Real calling.
Broadhead ........................ Labourer ........................... Miner.
Broadway ...................... ..do..
........... . .............. Bricklayer.
Brown Sam ........................
do.
.................... ....... Miner.
Barker.............................. Bricklayer ........................ do.
Cbayton ........................... Platelayer ........................... do.
Chappel ........................... Farm Labourer .................. do.
Croudace ........................... Labourer ........ ................... do.
Dowson...........................
do.
........................... do.
Farrar ............................. Mason .............................. Miner—lately a painter.
Foreman........................... do. .............................. do. lieslOp .............................. Farm Labourer .................. do.
Ingles.. ............................
do
........ . ..... .... do.
Jones .............................. Labourer ........................... Scientific Instrument Maker.
Lovett ... ... ....................... Farm Labourer .................. Miner—now at Wailsend.
Mack ..............................
.................. Miner—but lath a gardener.
do
M'Gill ............... .. ... ..... ...
do
.......... .. ...... do. now at Shale Pits.
Mobberly ........................
.................. do.
do
Nichol ..............................
do
........ .. ........ do.
now at Wailsend.
Peacock...........................
do
............... ... do.
Robinson ........................
do
............ ...... Screener.
Summerfseld ......... ............
do.
Engineer.
John Stark .......................
do
............ . ..... Miner—now at Lambton.
James Stark .....................do
......... . ...... ..do.
do.
Welsh ..............................
do
. ................. do.
at Charlestown.
Walton ...........................
do
.................. do. but late butchor.
Wilkinson ........................
do
..... . ............ Watchmaker.
]lousefield ........................ Labourer ................ ........... Miner.
Newton............ ...... ........
do.
........................... do.
Flynn Pat. ........................ Mason .. ...................... ...... do.
Heslop Win . ..................... Farm Labourer .................. do. now at Wailsend.
Ar II. ........................... Labourer ............................do.
There were-also about five single men, brothers and Sons of above mostly, who came in other callings than their real one
-

[Handed in by Chairman, 9 July, 1880.]
Cl.
The Rev. G. Sutherlmid to Chairman, Committee on Assisted Immigration.
Sir,

Ross-street, Forest Lodge, June 14, 1880.
Will you permit a citizen, who occupies a public position which affords some means for knowing what our Colony
requires in the matter of immigration, to offer some suggestions on the important subject entrusted to your Committee,
Assisted immigration cannot yet be dispensed with unless we are content to move slowly, and below the enterprise
and requirements of the age.
Our immigration should be freed from some of its fetters and prejudices. To give us the host returns for our money
we should draw a ship-load of emigrants in rotation from the south of England, the north of Ireland, and the cast of Scotland.
The thrift, the push, the energy, the enterprise of Scotch emigrants have made Canada and Otago very, largely what they are.
It is unneccssaq to say that the rule of introducing eight Englishmen to one Scotelisnan, or some such proportion, is so utterly
ludicrous that it is high time that it disappeared for ever from the code of regulations. We can afford at this time of day to
draw an equal number of Englishmen, Scotehmcn, and Irishmen into our Colony without this offensive class legislation. We
believe that we are the only Colony in all Australasia where such restriction exists. Certainly the intrnductioa of a large body
of Scotch agricultorists would not swell the numbers of those who hnng round Sydney looking for work as hewers of wood or
drawers of water.
The Agents ought to go home from here—one to each of the three countries—with such instructions that we would
not have Irishmen coining from England and Scotland as well as from their own Isle; and without iaquiry, as to their religion,
but with directions that would guard that important clement from being worked as it has been for the past periods to the great
advantage of one if not two parties.
As settlement on the waste lands of our Colony is most desirable, surveyed districts open for purchase should be put
within the reach of agricultural or pastorel immigrants, that if possible each ship-load might mark some further stage of
occupation and consequent cultivation. Such is now the programme of the Canadian Government in the settlement of their
great

813
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great north•western territory. We fire well aware that our Lion and geiienslly and soil over much of our upland territory
presents difficulties peculiar to our Colony; but we think that snaps of every agricultural and fruit-growing section of our
country open to selection or purchase could be prepared, furnished to Agents, and shown to immigrants on arrival, and every
inducement given to an early occupation of their new homes.
ii. Till something of this nature is done, the results of immigration may be more real than perceptible, in being scattered
as units from north to south and from east to west.
It will be an immediate gain to New South \Vales if every third ship-load of immigrants contains the hymns, the eaer
the enterprise, the love of independent homes of Scotohmen. If drawn from the right counties few of them will cver outer t e
police eonrt, the prison, or the pauper asylum.
loping that you may give the foregoing remnrks any attention to which they may be entitled as coming from one who
has seen the results of immigration in America, New Zealand, and Australia, and who has made New South Wales his permanent
tam, &e.,
home,
GEO. SUTHERLAND,
Pastor, St. George's Church, Sydney, and Editor of The Witnen

Mr. J. W.

C. 2.
\Vatt to Chairman, Committee on Aseisted Immigration.

My dear Sir,
Sydney, 16 June, 1880.
Referring to the Inquiry on Immigration, of which you are Chairman, I enclose copy of Chamber of Commerco
report, and will be glad if you will consider suggestions as to equalizing cost of passages from the United Kingdom to this
Colony with that to America, allowing passengers to choose their own ship, the only condition of Government paying part
passage being that the isninigrant paid the balance himself.
It is usual to grant free passes by rail to the interior in favonrof immigrants at public expense. Would it not be well to
give the same privilege to all passengers, second-class or steerage, who pay their own passages to the Colony, and the announcement in England of this privilege would be a great inducement to passengers. For instance, the Orient Company, for which
we are agents, would circulate the concession of such a privilege widely, and the concession would cost the Colony nothing
while it would aid in bringing here the most desirable class of passengers, viz., those who pay their own passages.
I leave for England to-morrow via San Francisco, but hope to return before the end of thear.
e
Voours, &c.,
JOHN W. WATT.

Sydney: Thomas Riehanis, Government Printer.-..1880.
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1879—SO.
LEGISIAnvE AssEMxx.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

IMMIGRATION.
(LETTER FROM COLONIAL SECRETARY TO AGENT GENERAL FOR THE COLONY.)

Ordered by the Legislative Aesembly to be printed, 13 May, 1880.

[Laid upon Table in accordance with promise made is answer to Questioa 10, Votes Dif, Wednesday, 12 May,
1880.]

The Colonial Secretary to The Agent General.
Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 27 December, 1877.
With rererence to your telegram of the 21st, and to mine, in answer, of the 27th instant,
concerning the exhaustion of the Immigration Vote, and the consequent need of restricting emigration
operations in the United Kingdom, I have now the honor to inform you that, from inquiries made, I
learn beyond doubt that by reason chiefly of difficulties arising between the large employers and tradesunions, there is not at present in this Colony any employment, or any prospect of employment, for
engineers or moulders, or in fact for any workers in any branch of the iron trade. You would do well
therefore to discourage or refuse assistance to persons of this class who propose to emigrate.
Sir,

2. On the other hand, I am able to assure you that there is good demand for stonemasons, brick.
layers, and carpenters, and generally for all persons employed in the building trade; whilst throughout
the whole of the interior there is practically an unlimited demand for pick and shovel labourers.
I have, &c.,
MICE FITZPATRICK.

[3d.]
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

IMMIGRATION.
(RETURN OF IMMIGRANTS ARRIVED IN 1879.)

Ordered by the Leqislative Assembly to be printed, 28 May, 1880.

RETURN
On

January 12
March 4
AprilS...
,,14...
May4
June 12

of Immigrant s arrived in 1879

...

.,.

...

...

...

...

...

..

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

.,.

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

..,

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

August 15

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

September 16

...

...

. -.

...

....

...

...

...

9

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

27

...

,..

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

,..

..,

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

July

9

...

October

11

November 14

Total

422
502
421
506
511

4513
403
524
478
446
571

491
5,731

Classification.
Farm and general labourers

Tiiners

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

Icarpenters, &c.
Masons
Building Trades... Bricklayers
Brickmakers...
(. Plumbers, Painters, and Plasterers
(Blacksmiths...
3 Engineers
Iron Trades
r 5
) Mouldors, Fitters, &c.
(.Labourers
Clothing Trades
Provision Trades
Sundry manufacturing Trades
Miscellaneous, including boys above 12 coining with parents
-

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

..

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

.,.

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

Total Male Adults
Married women
Domestic Servants
Other girls, including over 12 years of age, with parents
...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

..

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

Total Immigrants

~940—

...
...

...

Children under 12 years of age

[3d.]

..

...

...

...

...

...

...
...

...

...

...

1,320
33

94
84
34
6
37

28
14
20

10
87
15
38
136

1,906

916
1,077
148
...

...

2,141
1,684
5,781
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1879—SO.
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

IMMIGRATION.

(CORRESPONI ENGR RESPECTING DISCREPANCY BETWEEN THE CHARTER-PARTY OF THE SHIP "NORTITAMPTON" AND THE
CONTItACT TICKETS ISSUED TO THE I3IMICIZANTS BY THAT VESSEL.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to beprintéd, 10 March, 1880.

SCHEDULE.
The Agent for Immigration to the Principal Under Secretary, and minute by the Colonial Secretary. 24 January,
1879 .............................................................................................................................................
The Colonial Secretary to the Agent General. 29 January, 1879 ..................................................................
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No. 1.
The Agent for Immigration to The Principal Under Secretary.

Sir,

Government Immigration Office, Sydney, 24 January, 1879.
Referring to paragraph No. 5 of my report* of the arrival of the ship "Northampton," I
have the honor to bring under the notice of the Colonial Secretary a most important discrepancy which
exists between the "contract tickete1 ' issued to the immigrants prior to their embarkation, which purports
also to be an acknowledgment of their payment of £2 each towards their cost of passage, and the
charter-party of the ship, which gives in several instances a different scale of rations to be issued to the
immigrants, and thus on many occasions the immigrants have just cause for complaint, asserting, and
with truth, that they were promised to be provided with certain rations which have not been given to them.
Thus
Per contract ticket.
Per charter-party.
Pork,
per week 24 am.
16 am.
Preserved meat,
13 ,,
24
Butter,
6 ,,
9
Cheese,
6 ,,
3
Biscuit,
42 ,,
28
Flour,
56
90
Oatmeal or rice.
24
20
Peas,
* pint.
4 pint.
Potatoes (preserved),,
8 oss.
12 ozs.
Tea,
,,
1 ,,
14 11
Sugar,
12
16 11
Pepper,
'1 A further discrepancy," as stated by the Surgeon-Superintendent of the ship "Northampton,"
"also exists on the scale of rations issued to children under twelve years of age."
A printed form of the dietary scale as per charter.party is posted up in the ship, and is provided
and signed by the Agent General, to which of course the master of the ship is bound to adhere, " whilst
the passengers contract ticket" is signed by one of the officers in the department of the Agent General
in London, thus H. H. Speed Andrews, R.N., as agent on behalf of brokers.
There is no doubt that these two documents should exactly agree the one with the other, more
particularly as both appear to emanate from the office of the Agent General, although I fail to understand
why the signature of Mr. Speed Andrews is attached to the passenger contract ticket "as agent on behalf
of brokers."
I have the honor to suggest that this very important matter may he brought under the immediate
notice of the Agent General,
I have, &c,,
GEORGE F. WISE,
Agent for Immigration.
2finute by the Colonial Secretary.

The Agent General's attention should no doubt be invited to this matter.-24.
24/1/79.

Approved.—li.P.,

* Dated 23 January, 1879, and laid upon the Table of the Legislative Assembly, 24th January, 1879.
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No. 2.
The Colonial Secretary to The Agent General.
Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 29 January, 1879.
With reference to my letter of the 24th instant, enclosing a copy of the report* of the Agent for
Immigration, regarding the arrival of the ship Northampton," &c., I have now the honor to invite your
24 january,1879. attention to the statements and observations contained in the letter, of which a copy is herewith trans.
mitted, from Mr. Wise, on the subject of a discrepancy between the ship's charter-party and the contract
tickets issued to the emigrants, in the matter of the scale of rations,
I have, &c.,
HENRY PAItKES.
Sir,

The Principal Under Secretary to The Agent for Immigration.
Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 1 February, 1879.
In reply to your letter of the 24th of last month, reporting on the discrepancy between the
charter-party of the ship " Northampton " and the contract tickets issued to the emigrants in the matter
of the scale of rations, I am directed by the Colonial Secretary to inform you that the attention of the
Agent General in London has been invited to the statements and observations contained in your letter.
Ihave, &c.,
MAXWELL ALLAN.
Sir,

The Agent General to The Colonial Secretary.
3, Westminster Chambers, SW., 27 March, 1879.
I have the honor to invite your attention to the fact, that whereas, under the provisions
of the Address of the Legislative Assembly, dated the 6th July, 1877, the reports by the Immigration Agent, some of which contain reference to, or criticism on, proceedings taken or arrangements made
in this office, are constantly printed as Parliamentary papers, it has not hitherto been the practice to print
the replies which I am usually invited or instructed to make to such references or criticisms. I venture
therefore to submit, that not only does the above quoted address appear to render necessary the publication
of my replies, but that irreseetive of any such special reason it is in itself right upon general grounds
that the same publicity should be given to the one class of documents as to the other.
I have, &c.,
WILLIAM FORSTER.
Approved—H.P., 14/5/79.
Submitted, 13/5/79.
Sir,

The Agent. General to The Colonial Secretary.
3, Westminster Chambers, S.W., 27 March, 1879.
In reply to your letter No, 79/651, of the 29th January last, inviting my attention to the statements and observations contained in the letter from Mr. Wise, dated 24th of .Tanuary last, on the subject
of a discrepancy between the charter-party of the emigrant ship "Northampton," and the contract
tickets issned to the emigrants, in the matter of the scale of rations, I have the honor to explain that the
contract ticket is a legal document, which the owner of the vessel is obliged to give to the emigrant
under the "Passengers' Act, 1855" (copy of which is enclosed), and that the scale of provisions shown
therein is, as therein stated, that which, "at least" the master of the vessel is "required by law" to supply;
but the charter-party secures to the emigrant a more liberal scale of provisions than that "required by
law." Obviously, however, this increased scale cannot, from the nature and purpose of the document,
appear in the contract ticket., the form and wording of which it is not in my power ii any respect to
alter, be-cause it is a schedule to the Act, unless in the case of certain articles for which the substitution
of others is expressly sanctioned by the Act. But a notice of the increased scale is posted up in the ship,
as mentioned by Mr. Wise, in order that the emigrant may know the extra quantities, which are secured to
him by the charter-party, over and above what are required by law. It will thus be evident to you, notwithstanding Mr. Wise's emphatic affirmation that "there is no doubt that these two documents should
exactly agree the one with the other," that it is, on the contrary, absolutely impossible that these two
documents should agree, unless the actual be reduced to the bare legal scale,—which clearly would not be
for the benefit of the emigrant.
Again, with regard to Mr. lVise's remark, that "thus on many occasions thei mmigrants have- j ust
cause for complaint," on account of the difference alluded to, I have the honor to invite your consideration,
not of more extracts from the two scales arbitrarily selected by Mr. Wise, but of the two complete scales
placed side by side as hereto appended in columns so as to show the difference in favour of and against the
emigrant, and accompanied by brief explanatory remarks. It is difficult to conceive how, from a comparison of the two scales, any emigrant could find cause for complaint, or be otherwise than grateful for
the difference in his favour. In order, however, that attention may be specially directed to the fact of the
superior liberality of ours over the legal scale, I propose in future to add the following words to the form of
diel:ary scale which is posted in the ship —"NB—This scale, to the benefit of which the emigrant is
entitled, is more liberal than the scale required by law as shown on the contract ticket."
The difficulty Mr. Wise feels in failing "to understand why the signature of Mr. Speed Andrews
is attached to the passenger's contract ticket as agent on behalf of brokers," is also easily explained. The
contract ticket is a legal document which, as I have already remarked, the owner of the vessel is bound to
furnish, and which it is absolutely necessary in order to secure to the emigrants, as well as to the Government by whom their passages are paid, te benefits of the Passengers' Act, should be in the precise form
required
Sir,

* Dated 23rd January, and Isid upon the Table of the Legislative Assembly, 24th January, 1879.
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required by that Act. (I regret two slight clerical errors as explained in the appended table.) But
inasmuch as it would be in practice exceedingly inconvenient that the contract tickets should be issued
directly to the emigrants by the owners of the vessel, all other transactions with the emigrants or on their
behalf being conducted by and through this office, it is arranged, and is accordingly provided in clause 18
of the charter-party, that the owners should authorize our Emigration Officer to act for them in this
respect and capacity only, as set forth in a form drawn up for the purpose, a copy of which I have the
honor to enclose.
I cannot refrain from concluding this long, but I hope satisfactory, explanation, in a matter, the
merits of which are almost obvious upon the face of it, with a suggestion that it might be desirable if the
Immigration Agent would in future take a little more pains to examine the documents in his possession
before indulging in comments which impute negligence to others, and which, however easily, cannot be
even in the most summary way refuted without considerable trouble in examination and correspondence.
I have, &c.,

WILLIAM FO1ISPER.
[.Esaclosures.]
[No. 1,]
ScArr of Rations for one adult Emigrant.

I

I

.

Articles.

II

F
e

Remarks.

j
1fl

Beef. .................................... 16 ozs.

16 ore.
Pork .................................. 16
24 ,,
...
Preserved meat ...................... 24 ,,
16 ,,
8 ore.
Snot......................................6 ,,
6
Butter ..................................ft ,,
6 ,,
3 ozs.
...............................
Biscuit
28 ,,
42
...
Flour .................................. 90 ,,
56
34 ozs.
Rice or oatmeal ...................... 20 ,,
24
,..
.pt.
Peas split ............................4
I pt
.,.
Potatoes, fresh ...................... .3 lbs.
4 lb
24 lbs.
Or do. preserved ................... .
I
Carrots .............................. ..
8 ozs.
8 oss.
Onions ..................................4 ,
4 os.
Raisins ................................
8 ,,
8 o.
re
Tea.....................................14 ,,
1 ,,
4 oz.
Coffee, roasted .......................2 ,,
2
Sugar, raw ............................ 16 ,,
12 ,,
4 oz..
ilolasses, W,I. ......................8 ,,
8
Cheese .................................
6 ,,
...

Water .................................. 21 qts.
Mixed pickles .......................
t pt.
Mustard ................................
.4 oz.
Lime juice ............................ 6 ore.
Salt..................................... 2 ,,
Pepper ..................................
4 ,,

21 qts.
4 pt.
4 oz.
6 ozs.....
2
4 ,,
...

8 oze.
...

S oza. preserved meat substituted for pork.

5 See clause 25 Passengers Act.

14 ozs.
4 ore.
4 pt.

'

a.
3 ozo.

* oz.

Compensated by substituted issues of flour

5 and potatoes.

error in the contract ticket form. Cheese
is not required by the Act.

An error in the contract ticket form.
only is required by the Act.

* oz.

W.F., 2 7/379.
[Nos. 2 and 3.]
[Passengers' Act, 1855, 18 and 19 Vie., cap. 119. Passengers' Act Amendment Act, 1863, 26 and 27 Vie,, cap. 51.]
[No. 4.]
New South Wales Emigration.—Appointmeut of Agent to sign and issue Contract tickets for Emigrants.
To Mr.
Sii,
3, Westminster Chambers, Victoria-street, Westminster, 18
Whereas
have entered into a contract with Her 3lajest) the Queen on bebaif of Her Colony of New
South Wales, and with the Agent! General of that Colony to convey from Plymouth to Sydney certain emigrants as therein
mentioned, to be selected by the said Agent General, and for the more convenient issue and delivery to the emigrants of the
contract tickets and duplicates which it is requisite should be issued and delivered to them
desire to appoint you
of
to be
agent to issue and deliver the same.
do therefore hereby constitute and appoint you to be
agent for
and in
name, or in
your own name us such agent to sign, issue, and deliver all such passengers' contract tickets and the counterparts thereof, as
it shall be requisite or proper to sign, issue, and deliver in accordance with the Passengers Act to such emigrants as shall be
approved by or on behalf of the said Agent General,
hereby agreeing to ratify and confirm all or whatsoever you
shall ltswf ally do or cause to be done in the premises, and to hold you harmless and indemnified against all claims, demands,
losses, costs, charges, and expenses which may be made upon you or which you may sustain, pay, or incur in consequence of
acting as such
agent as aforesaid.
Your obedient Servant,

Minute kv the Colonial Secretary.

Agent for Immigration for any remarks he desires to make. To be returned and re-submitted.—
ll.P., 14/5/79.
The Agent for Immigration, B.C., 14 May, 1879.—OW.

No. 6.
The Colonial Secretary to The Agent General.
Sir,

Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 19 May, 1879.
In reply to your letter of the 27th of March last, concerning the reports on Immigration, laid
before Parliament in pursuance of the Address of the Legislative Assembly, dated 6th July, 1877, I have
the honor to inform you that I have approved of your suggestion that such replies as you may have to
make
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make to any of the Immigration Agent's reports, containing reference to or criticisms on, proceedings
taken or arrangements made in your office be printed, and laid before Parliament in the same manner as
the reports themselves, and that the necessary instructions have been given accordingly.
I have, &c.,
HENRY PARICES.

No. 7.
The Principal Tinder Secrethry to The Agent for Immigration.
Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 19 May, 1879.
I am directed to state for your information and guidance that, in consequence of a representation made by the Agent General in London, concerning the reports on Immigration, laid before
Parliament in pursuance of the Address of the Legislative Assembly, dated 6th July, 1877, the Colonial
Secretary has approved of a suggestion of Mr. Porster's that such replies as lie may have to make to any
of your reports containing reference to or criticism on proceedings taken or arrangements made in his office
be printed, and laid before Parliament in the same manner as the reports themselves.
I have, &c.,
fflUTCHEfl WALKER.
Sir,

No.8.
Report of Agent for Immigration.
Immigration Office.
Memorandum.
IN the letter herewith annexed from the Agent General, dated March 27th, 1879, referring to my communication of the 24th January, 1879, addressed to the Honorable the Colonial Secretary, relatrve to the
difference in the dietary scale as per contract ticket delivered to the emigrant, and to that of the charterparty, in accordance with which provisions are issued to the emigrant during the voyage, it appears to me
that my observations, which have originated in consequence of constant complaints from emigrants to the
Board of Immigration, have been misunderstood by the Aeut General; otherwise, I do not think that my
communication would have been interpreted as one in which I had "indulged in comments which impute
negligence to others, and which, however easily, cannot be, even in the most summary way refuted without
considerable trouble in examination and correspondence."
I am perfectly aware, as stated in my letter of the 24th January, that in many instances the emigrants have a more liberal allowance of provisions issued to them than by their contract ticket they are
entitled to receive of this excess of liberality they do not complain, but they have continually complained
that certain rations which, by their contract ticket, they expected would be provided for them have not
been Be provided.
I readily admit that on the whole emigrants have no cause for complaint, but nevertheless I have
considered that I should make known their complaint, so that if possible their contract ticket should be
more explicit, and certainly should not show a Thrger quantity of provisions in any one particular than
that which the master of the vessel is bound to provid e.
If reference be made to my own letter of 24th January it will be seen that the scale of rations
therein noted is confirmed by the ration scale furnished by the Agent General, in which it is stated that
the following articles are issued as against the emigrant, viz:—
per week.
S ozs. pork,
14biscuits
rice or oatmeal
4
cheese
3
As such contract ticket is a "legal document," which specifies the provisions which the owner of
the vessel is obliged to give to the emigrant under the Passenger Act, and that the scale of provisions
therein stated is that which "at least" the master of the vessel is required by law to supply, I submit
that notwithstanding that extra supplies are given to the emigrants, the fact remains that the legal
document which they hold is not carried out in its integrity; and although by the 35th clause of the
Passenger Act, referred to by the Agent General, it is incumbent on the master of the vessel, under a very
severe penalty, to "set forth in the contract tickets of the passengers a list of the substituted articles
which may, at his option, be made in the dietary scale," no such information is given thereon.
I notice that the complaints made are so fkr acknowledged by the Agent General that be proposes
"in future to add the following words to the form of dietary scale which is posted in the ship."
NB.—" This scale, to the benefits of which the emigrant is entitled, is more liberal than the scale
required by law as shown in the contract ticket."
I would respectfully suggest that the "substitutions" should also be entered upon the contract
tickets as is positively directed to be done in accordance zcth the 351/s clause of the Passenger Act, and thus,
every cause for complaint wouhlthen be removed.
G.P.W.
To the Principal Under Secretary, B.C., 20 May, 1879.

No. 9.
The Agent for Immigration to The Principal Undcr Secretary.
Government Immigration Office, Sydney, 24 June, 1879.
Referring to your communication of the 19th nitimo, (79/3,60.3,) I have the honor to suggest
that in coinpliauce with the request from the Agent General, the letter from the Agent General, addressed
to the Colonial Secretary, dated 27th March, 1879, relative to the complaints of the emigrants per ship
"Northampton" in January last, be submitted to the Legislative Assembly, also that my reply to the said
letter, addressed to yourself; dated 20th May, 1879, should be published at the same time. Both of these
documcnts are in your office.
Probably also the subsequent communication from the Colonial Secretary to the Agent General
I have, &c.,
would be published at same time.
mtflt
SU1ttit
Jij
F. W IOL,
Agent for Immigration.
Sir,

.Minwto by the Colonial Secretary.

Appd.—H.P., 12/2/80.
Sydney: Thomas Richards, Government P,intor.—iSSO.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

IMMIGRATION.
(REPORTS FROM IMMIGRATION AGENT AND OTEERS—SHIP "NOETREROOK.')

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 28 October, 1879.

FURTHER RETURN to an Addre.cs adopted by the Honorable the Legislative
Assembly of New South Wales on the 6th July, 1877, That, in the opinion of
this House, there should be laid upon the Table of this House,11 (1.) Copies of all Reports, since 1875 to date, from the Agent General,
"the Health Officer, and Agent for Immigration, to the Government,
"relative to the despatch of Emigrants from England or elsewhere, and
"after their inspection on arrival in the Colony by each ship.
That similar reports should henceforward be laid upon the Table of
"the House as soon as practicable after the arrival and inspection of the
"Immigrants by each ship.
That the above Resolutions be commtmicated by Address to His
"Excellency the Governor."
(Mr. Macintosh.)

51—.
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IMMIGRATION.
The Agent General for New, South Wales to The Colonial Secretary, New South
'Wa] es.
Sir,

3, Westminster Chambers, S.W., 24 April, 1879,
I ]iave the honor to inform you that the ship "Northbrook,' of 1,820 tons register, has been
chartered for the conveyance of emigrants from Plymouth to Sydney, New South Wales, to be ready to
embark passengers on Monday, the 121h May next.
The rates are as follows, viz.:—
If 325 and under 350
...
...
...
...
... £15 0 0
1f350
,,
375
...
...
...
...
... 14 15 0
If 375 and upwards
...
...
...
...
.. 14 9 6
I have, &e.
WILLIAM .FORSTE1t

The Agent General for New South Wales to The Colonial Secretary, New South
'%Tales
Sir,

3, Westminster Chambers, 15 May, 1879.
With reference to my letter of the 21-th ultimo, announcing the engagement of the
Northbrook" for the conveyance of the emigrants to Sydney, I have the honor to enclose herewith a
copy of the charter-party of the vessel.
The ship will sail from Plymouth with the passengers described in the accompanying list.
The undermentioned gratuities have been promised on condition that the several parties shall have
performed their duties to the satisfaction of the Government, viz. —To the surgeon-superintendent, Win.
Dunkley, Esq., seventh voyage, lOs. per head; to the master, the first mate, the second mate, the third
mate, or person who served out the pronsions, 4s. on each emigrant binded alive, to be divided as the
surgeon.s'mtperintendcnt recommends, subject to the approval of the Government; to the schoolmaster,
£5 ; the matron, £40 to the four sub-matrons, £3 each the cook, £5 the cook's assistant, £3; the
baker, £3 ; the men in charge of the distilling apparatus, £5; the hospital assistant, £3 ; the water-closet
constable, £5 ; the ordinary and female mess constables, each £3.
I have, &e.,
WILLIAM FORSTER

The Agent General for New South Wales to The Colonial Secretary, New South
Wales.
Sir,

3, Westminster Chambers, SW., 22 May, 1879.
Referring to my despatth of the 24th April last (No. 31 E,nigraEion-79), reporting the
chartering of the ship "Noi'thbrook," I have now the honor to advise you of the sailing of that vessel on
the 15th instaiit with 534 emigrants on board, eqnal to 429 statute adults, and to enclose:1st. Alphabetical list of emigrants, giving their names, ages, occupations, and the amount
received by the Emigration Officer for passages and bedding, and paid into the Bank of New
South Wales.
2nd. Return of the emigrants embarked, distinguishing the nominations made in the Colony,
general assistcd, English, Scotch, and Irish.
3rd, Certificate of Dr. William Dunkley of his examination of the emigrants before embarkation,
as well as of the medicine chest.
I have, &c.,
WILLIAM FORSTE1t.

The Agent for Immigration to The Under Secretary, Colonial Secretary's Department.
Sir,

Immigration Office, Sydney, 3 October, 1879,
I have the honor to report the arrival, on the 14th August, of the ship "Nortlibrook," with
immigrants. This vessel left Plymouth on 15th May, thus completing the voyage in ninety-one days.
The contract price, as per charter-party, is at the rate of £14 Os. Gd. per statute adult.
2. This vessel arrived in port in a cleanly condition.
With regard to the arrangements for the convenience of the emigrants, the surgeon-superintendent
reports that 'the accommodation was very good, with the exception of the single women's water-closet
and bath-room, which caused inconveinence, particularly at night, through the water-closet being on deck,
in lieu of in the 'trieen decks, for use of the women and children at night or in very bad weather.
Complaints having been made as to insufficiency of space in the compartment allotted to the female
immigrants, the Board of Immigration directed that a measurement of the ship should be made by a
marine surveyor. The report from the Board of Immigration thereon is herewith annexed.
3. The immigrants by this vessel consist&l of ninety-seven married couples, less one married man
English .... 293
i and two married women -]to died on the voyage, with their 178 children, 101 single women, and fifty-four
Sth ....
b:r ma ° single. men. Their nationality is ]ioted in the margin.
tri
. .4
In addition to the sum of £158 paid by depositors in this Colony, a further amount of £077 was
524 paid direct to the Agent General in London, thus making a total of £835 paid. by the immigrants or by
their friends towards the cost of their passage.
There occurred during the voyage eighteen deaths, namely three adults and fifteen infants
under two years of age there were also, eight births.
On examination by the Board of immigration of the married people and of the single men on
board the ship, and of the single women at the depot, all expressed themselves well satisfiW both as to
the sufficient quantity and as to the good quality of the provisions issued to them during the voyage.
Annexed herewith is ,in abstract return of the disposal of the immigrants.
6.
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The larger numberof the single women who were received at the depot were discharged to their
friends, leasing for who, on the hiring day, immediately obtained engagements as domestic servants at
cii average rate of wages of £23 Ss. per annum, equal to Os. per week.
A large number of the immigrants availed themselves of free passes by railway and by steamers
to twenty-seven different localities in the country districts, namely, fifty-three married couples with their
110 children, twenty-seven single women and thirty single men,.making a total of 282 individuals ; of
this number, twenty-four married couples and six single men were hired by employers previous to their
departure from Sydney.
S. The surgeon-superintendent, William Dunkley, Esq., appears to have given every satisfaction
in the performance of his duties ; it is therefore recommended that be be paid the gratuity of lBs. per
head, as per letter of instructions from the Agent General, for this his seventh voyage in charge of immigrants; also that he receive the usual certificate entitling him to a further sum of £00 towards the cost
of his retura passage to England.
0. it is further recommended that, in accordo.nce witli the letter of instructions, the usual gratuity
of 4s. per head on the immigi-ants landed alive be paid to the master and officers of the ship, namely,
is. Gd. per head to the master, is. per head each to the first mate and to the officer who served out the
provisions, and Gd. per head to the second mate.
The surgeon-superintendent reports of the matron, Mrs. Cochot, that "she performed her
arduous duties very well"; it is therefore recommended that the promised gratuity of £40 be paid to her,
also that she receive the usual certificate entitling her to a further sum of £30 towards cost of her return
passage to England.
Other gratuities are recommended to be paid, as follows :—To the schoolmaster, the baker, the
engineer, and the water-closet constable, each £5 ; £3 each to the surgeon's assistant, the assistant cook,
also to the four sub-matrons, and to the twelve constables, and on the special recommendation of the
surgeon-superintendent, the sum of £5 to the head nurse, of £3 to the second nurse, and of £2 to an
assistant school-mistress,
The surgeon-superintendent reports that diarrhea, pneumonia, and bronchitis were the
principal diseases which occurred during the voyage.
I have, &c.,
GEORGE F. WISE,
Agent for Immigration.
Ship "Northbrook," arrived at Sydney, 15th August, 1879.
Number of Births on Board :—Males, 6; Females, 2.
Nominal List of Deaths on Board.
No.
1
2
3
4
S
6
7
S
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

is

Name.

Age.

Gullies, Mary
Barker, James A.
Wilkinson, Hannah S.
Meredith, Florence...
Powers, Ellen M.
Stark Margaret
Aikman, Maggie
English, Connor . -.
Wilson, Mary
Longbottoin, Mrs.
Welsh, Mary Ann
Chaytor, Mary
Sheehan, Honora
Maxwell, Spencer
Parr, Young...
Broomhead, William
English, ,Tames
Dixon, Margaret

41 years
5 months
5 5,
14
?

10
47 years
2
24
14 months
13
12
... 10
18
18
12
Infant

Disease.
Pneumonia.
Convulsions.
Convulsions.
Diarrhma.
Diarrinca.
Diarrhoja.
Diarrha.
Diarrha and exhaustion.
Diarrhea.
Pneumonia.
-' Convulsions.
-' Diarrhcea.
Diarrha.
Bronchitis.
Diarrhma and exhaustion.
Enteritis.
Enteritis.
Enteritis.

Disposal of the Immigrants.

how disposed of.

Married ciuples
with their ohildren
under 12 years of age.
FIs.
Married I Children
couples. lunder12 yr,.

1. Left the ship to join their friends, or hire
on their own account ..,
...
424
59
2. Left the ship under engagements to proceed into the country ..
...
24
44
3. Forwarded at their own request into the
country by railway and by steam-boat
20
75
Received at the Immigration Depot,
widows and children included,..
...................114
Left the depOt to join their friends
C. Hired from the depOt ...
................. *40)
..
Government Immigration Office,
Sydney, 3 October, 1879.

24
6
24

*40 hired as domestic
servants, at average
rate of wages Os. per
week, or £23 Ss. per
annum.

GEORGE F. WISE,
Agent for Immigration.
Report

7
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Report of the Board of Immigration relative to the measurements of the ship "Northbrook."
Government Immigration Office, Sydney, 3 October, 1879.
TIIERE having been reason to believe that the area space allotted to the emigrants on board the ship
Cr
Northbrook," recently arrived, was less than that to which they were entitled by the conditions of the
charter-party, and as the single women had complained that their compartment was overcrowded, the
Immigration Board directed that Captain Poekley, marine surveyor, should be instructed to measure the
several compartments of the ship, and to famish his report thereon (copy of which is herewith annexed).
From this report it appears that the area space in the several compartments was sufficient, in
accordance with the terms of the charter-party, which allows 17 feet for each statute adult,—
In the single men's compartment, for 51 statute adults.
263
In the married people's ,,
854
In the single women's
whereas the number embarked and berthed—
In the single men's compartment, 54 statute adults.
270
In the married people's
In the single women's
105
Thus the number embarked in excess of the terms of the charter-party was as follows :—
In the single men's compartment, 3 statute adults.
7
In the married people's
104
In the single women's
Captain Pockley, however, has stated that in consequence of the encumbered condition of the
ship's 'twixt decks being, as they were, lumbered up with the partially demolished immigrants' fittings,
stores, and ship's equipment, it was not possible to obtain exactly accurate measurements."
On ref erence being made to the master of the vessel relative to these measurements, he stated that
he would have the ship measured by, his own surveyor. It was not, however, until Monday, the 29th
nitimo, that he forwarded for flue information of the Board the report of Captain Sustenance (copy of
which is herewith annexed).
This report differs from that furnished by Captain Pockley, inasmuch as in the married people's
and single men's compartment there is stated to be an excess of space for the number of emigrants
embarked; but Captain Sustenance reports there was only superficial area space for 95, in lieu of 105
statute adults who occupied the single women's compartment.
In view of the difference of the measurements given by the two surveyor,;, neither of which (in
consequence of the great delay on the part of the master in furnishing his surveyor's report) can now be
verified by a third measurcment, the Board are not prepared to recommend the infliction of a fine upon the
ship. They think, however, that the attention of the Agent General should be called to the fact that the
ship was permitted to sail with more persons on board than was consistent with the terms of the charterparty, and that the Agent General should be requested to give such instructions to the despatching
officer as will ensure for the future that the conditions. of the charter-party in respect of measurements
are positively complied with before the final dcparture of the vessel.
H. G. ALLEYNE.
JOIIN F. SHEFJ.BAN.
SAMUEL WILKINSON.
J. .MILBOTJRNE MARSH.
WM, J. KILLICK PIDDINGTON.
GEORGE F. WISE.

Sydney: Thomas Richards, Government Printer.—iS79,

[3d.]
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Ordered

kv tiw Legislative Assembly to be printed, 28 October, 1879.

FURTHER RETURN to an Address adopted by the Honorable the Legislative
Assembly of New South Wales on the 6th July, 1877, That, in the opinion of
this House, there should be laid upon the Table of this House,—
Copies of all Reports, since 1875 to date, from the Agent General,
"the Health Officer, and Agent for Tonnigration, to the Government,
"relative to the despatch of Emigrants from England or elsewhere, and
"after their inspection on arrival in the Colony by each ship.
That similar reports should henceforward be laid upon the Table of
the House as soon as practicable after the arrival and inspection of the
"Immigrants by each ship.
That the above Resolutions be communicated by Address to His
"Excellency the Governor."
(Air. .Jfacintosh.)
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1.

The Agent General to The Colonial Secretary.

3, Westminster Chambers, SW., 9 May, 1879.
I have the honor to inform you that the-ship 11 La Hogue,' of 1,331 tons register, hs been
chartered for the conveyance of emigrants from • Plymouth to Sydney, New South Wales, to be readyto
embark passengers on Monday, the 9th June next.
.4
£ s. d.
The rates re as follows, viL
14 9 6
If 300 and under 325
14 4 r
325
350
13 17 6
.375
350
13 15 0
375 and upwards
I have, Ic.,
WILLIAM P011STER.
p
Sir,

.

...

...

...

...

...

.

...

...

...

."

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

4

The Agent General to The Colonial Secretary.
3, Westminster Chambers, 9 June, 1879.
With reference to my letter of the 9th ultimo, announcing the engagement of the "La Hogue"
for the conveyance of emigrants to Sydney, I have the honor to enclose herewith a copy of
the charter-party
1
^
of that vessel. •
C
The ship will sail from Plymouth with the passengers described in the accompanying list.
The undermentioned gratuities have been promised, on condition that the several parties sball have
performed their duties to the satisfaction of the Government, viz. —To the surgeon-superintendent, Mr.
C. Pratt, first voyage, lOs. per head; to the master, the first mate, the second mate, the third mate, or
person who served out the provisions, 4s. on each emigrant landed alive, to be divided as the surgeon.
superintendent recommends, subject to the approval of the Government; to the schoolmaster, £5 ; the
matron, £40; the three sub-matrons, £3 each; the cook, £5 ; the cook's assistant, £3 ; the baker, £3;
the men in charge of the distilling apparatus, £5 ; the hospital assistant, £3; the water-closet constable, £5
I have, Ic.,
the ordinary and female mess constables, each £3.
WILLIAM PORSTER.
Sir,

The Agent General to The Colonial Secretary.
3, Westminster Chambers, S.W., 19 June, 1879.
Referring to my despateh of the 9th May last (No. 36 Emigration-79), reporting the chartering
of the ship "Is Hogue," I have now the honor to advise you of the sailing of that vessel on the 12th
instant, with 476 emigrants on board, equal to 389 statute adults, and to encl6se1st Alphabetical list of emigrants, giving their names, ages, occupations, and the amount received by
the Emigration Officer for passage and bedding, and paid into the Bank of New South Wales.
2nd. Return of the emigrants embarked, distinguishing the nominations made in the Colony, general
assisted, English, Scotch, and Irish.
3rd. Certificate of Dr. Charles W. Pratt of his examination of the emigrants before embarkation,
I have, Ic.,
as well as of the medicine chest.
WILLIAM PORSTEB.
Sir,

The Agent for Immigration to The Under Secretary, Colonial Secretary's Department.
Immigration Office, Sydney, 6 October, 1879.
I have the honor to report the arrival, on the I 6th ultimo, of the ship "La Hogue" with
immigrants. This vessel left Plymouth on the 12th June, thus completing her voyage in ninety-six days.
The contract price as per charter-party is at the rate of £13 15s. per statute adult.
2. The "La Hogue" arrived in port in a very good and cleanly condition. This vessel is well
adapted for the conveyance of immigrants, the twixt decks being lofty, and the poop affording ample space
for the convenience of the female immigrants.
3. The immigrants by this vessel consisted of eighty-two married couples, with their 155 children,
Engli,l.
266
lri,I, ......127 fifty-eight single men, and 101 single women. Their nationality is noted in the margin.
~tch
so
In part payment of their cost of passage, and in addition to the sum of £138 paid by depositors in
tdes
the Colony, a further sum of £601 was paid direct to the Agent General, making a total of £739 paid by
478 immigrants or friends towards their cost of passage.
4. Among the immigrants I have to report that one of the single women named Ellen Russell
(passage certificate No. 2,484) was confined on the 22nd August. The depositor, her sister, took charge of
her and the child immediately after arrival. I have also to report that an immigrant, Thomas Masterson
(passage certificate No. 1,637), was found during the voyage to be of unsound mind; he was on arrival of
the ship forwarded to the Reception House for Insane Persons, at Darlinghurst, for treatnient.
An abstract return of the disposal of the immigrants is herewith annexed.
During the voyage there occurred seven deaths—infants 2J years of age and under. There were
also nine birthg.
On examination by the Board of Immigration, of the married people and single men on board the
ship, and of the single women at the Dep6t, all expressed themselves well satisfied both with the good
quality and the sufficient quantity of the provisions issued to them during the voyage..
Sir,

. - -

-

-

-
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The single women were as usual received at the DepOt, the larger number of whom were called
for by their friends, leaving fort--six who, on the hiring day, immediately obtained engagements as domestic
servants, at an average rate of-vages of £24 5s. 4d. per annum, equal to 9s. 4d. per week.
A large number of the imigrants availed themselves of the privilege of free passes to proceed into
the country districts. There were thus forwarded, at their own request, either by steamer conveyance or
by railway, a total of 210 individuals (of the 478 who arrived) to thirtyne different localities; of whom
eight married couples four singla.women, and two single men, were hired previous to their departure from
Sydney; fiva married couples, fourteen single men, and nine single Women, were forwarded to their friends;
the remainder proceeded to such localities as they themselves had selected. It is rarely the immigrants will
accept advice as to where there would be the greatest probability of their obtaining employment.
I cia unable at present to give any repQrt relative to the surgeon-superintendeM, Dr. Pratt; he
left tlid ship without notifying his intention to do so, and without permission, immediately after the examination had Ron held by the Board of Immigration. I have not received any communication from him
since thqn. I must'necessarily therefore report respecting Dr. Pratt in a further communication.
10, The matron. Miss Chicken, appears to have given satisfaction in the performance of her duties;
it is therefore recommended that, in accordance with the instructio,is contained in the letter of advice from
the Agent General, that the gratuity of £40 be paid to her; also, that she receive the usual certificate of
£30 towards the cost of her return passage to England.
The other gratuities as per letter of instructions are as follows —To the schoolmaster, the cook,
the water-closet constable, and the engineer, the sum of £5 each; the sum of £3 each to two sub-matrons,
to the surgeon's assistant, the cook's assistant, the baker, and to the eleven ordinary constables; also, by
special recommendation, the sum of £5 to the nurse, of £2 to an assistant baker, and of £2 to a third
sub-matron.
It is further recoimnended that the usual gratuity of 4s. per head on the immigrants landed
alive should he thus distributed, viz. :—To the master of the vessel, Is. Gd. per head ; to the chief officer,
and to the officer who served out the provisions, each is. per head ; and Gd. per head to the second officer.
There was one we of scarlet fever on board during the voyage, otherwise the general condition
of the immigrants appcais to have been very healthy.
I have, &-c.,
GEORGE F. WISE,
Agent for Immigration.
Ship "La Hogue" arrived at Sydney, 16th September, 1879.
Number of Births OIL board —Males, 7; Females, 2.
Nominal list of Deaths on board.
No.

Name.

Age.

Botton, Mary
King, Ellen
M'Gregor, William
Mulliner (unbaptized)
Bull, Mary
..Mulhiner, Archibald
Hal), Robert

Disease.

... iS months
24 years
H months
2 weeks
8 months
Ii
ii

Diarrhtua.
Acute inflammation of lungs.
Marasmus.
Atrophy.
Marasmus.
do.
do.

Disposal of the Immigrants.
Married couples
with their children
under 12 years of age.
pem!les.
Married
Children
couples. underl2 yes.

How disposed oL

i. Left the ship to join their friends or
hire on their own account ...
Left the ship under engagements to pro
ceed into the country ..
...
Forwarded at their own request into the
country by railway and by steam-boat
4. Received at the Immigration DepOt.,
widows and children included
Left the DepOt to join their friends
E.ircd from the DepOt ...

...

Government Immigration Office,
Sydney, 6th October, 1879.

'?
ale

42

77

28

8

8

2

32

70

28

* 46 domestic servanti
hired at average ratt
of w-ages-9s. 4d. per
week, or £24 5s. 4d,
per annum.

Hi
65
*46 5

GEORGE F. WISE,
Agent for Immigration.

Sydney: Thomas Richards, Government Printer.-1879.
[3d.]
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FURTHER RETURN to an Address adopted by the Honorable the Legislative
Assembly of New South Wales on the 6th Jthy, 1877, That, in the opinion of
this Rouse, there should be laid upon the Table of this House,—
(1.) Copies of all Reports, since 1875 to date, from the Agent General,
the Health Officer, and Agent for Immigration, to the Government,
relative to the despatch of Emigrants from England or elsewhere, and
"after their inspection on arrival in the Colony by each ship.
That similar Reports should henceforward be laid upon the Table
of the House as soon as practicable after the arrival and inspection of the
"Immigrants by each ship.
That the above Resolutions be communicated by Address to His
"Excellency the Governor."

(Mr. Macintosh.)
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The Agent General for New South Wales to The Colonial Secretary, New South Wales.
Sir,

- 3, Westminster Chambers, 6 June, 1879.
I have the honor to inform you that the ship "Corona," of 1,199 tons register, has been
chartered for the conveyance of emigrants from Plymouth to Sydney, New South Wales, to be ready to
embarkpassengers on the 7th July next.
The rates are as follows, viz.
If 325 and under 350 ...
...
...
...
... £1212 0
350
... 12 9 0
,,
375 ...
...
...
..
375 and upwards
... 12 6 6
...
...
...
...
I am, &c,,

WILLIAM FORSTER.

The Agent General for New South Wales to The Colonial Secretary, New South Wales.
Sir,

- 3, Westminster Chambers, 9 July, 1879.
With reference to my letter of the 6th ultimo, announcing the engagement of the " Corona
for the conveyance of the emigrants to Sydney, I have the honor to enclose herewith a copy of the charterparty of that vessel.
The ship will sail from Plymouth with the passengers described in the accompanying list.
The nndermentioned gratuities have been promised, on condition that the several parties shall have
performed their duties to the satisfaction of the Government, viz :—To the surgeon-superintendent, Mr.
C. B. Strutt, sixth voyage, 14s. per head; to the master, the first mate, the second mate, the third mate,
or person who served out the provisions, 4s. on each emigrant landed alive, to be divided as the surgeonsuperintendent recommends, subject to the approval of the Government; to the schoolmaster, £5; the
matron, £40; the sub-matrons, £3 each; the cook, £5; the cook's assistant, £3; the baker, £3; the men
in charge of the distilling apparatus, £5; the hospital assistant, £3 ; the water-closet constable, £5 ; the
I am, &c.,
ordinary and female mess constables, each M.
WILLIAM FORSTEIf.

The Agent General for New South Wales to The Colonial Secretary, New South Wales.
3, Westminster Chambers, 1 August, 1879.
Refcrring to my despatch of the 6th June last (No.39 Emigrat.ion-79), reporting the chartering
of the ship "Corona," I have now the honor to advise you of the sailing of that vessel on the 10th ultimo,
with 454 emigrants on board, equal to 379, statute adults, and to enclose
1st.. Alphabetical list of emigrants, giving their names, ages, occupations,and the amount received
by theEmigrationOffcerfor passage and bedding, and paid into the Bank of New South Wales.
2nd. Return of the emigrants embarked, distinguishing the nominations made in the Colony, general
assisted, English, Scoteb, and Irish.
3rd. Certificate of Dr. C. E. Strutt of his examination of the emigrants before embarkation, as well
as of the medicine chest.
I am, &e.,
WILLIAM rOUSTER.
Sir,

The Agent for Immigration to The Principal Under Secretary.
Immigration Office, Sydney, 23 October, 1879.
I have the honor to report the arrival, on the 9th instant, of the ship "Corona," with immigrants, having left Plymouth on the 10th July, thus completing the voyage in ninety-one days.
The contract price, as per charter-party, is at the rate of £12 Os. Gd. per statute adult.
The "Corona" arrived in port in a most excellent condition; the arrangements for the comfort
of the immigrants appear to have been in all respects most satisfactory, and on examination by the
Board of Immigration of the married people and of the single men on board the ship and of the single
lv omen at the DepOt, all expressed themselves well satisfied with their treatment during the voyage.
The immigrants by this vessel consisted of seventy-three married couples, less one husband, who
died on the voyage, 120 children, 107 single women, and seventy-fonr single men.
Their nationality is noted in the margin.
515
....... 146
In part payment of their cost of passage, and in addition to the sum of £277 paid by depositors
in the Colony, a turther sum of £456 was paid to the Agent General, thus making a total of £733
contributed either by depositors or by the emigrants themselves.
4. Annexed herewith is an abstract of the disposal of the immigrants.
During the voyage there were four births and twelve deaths, viz —One adult and eleven infants.
The single women were received as usual at the Depot, the larger number were handed over
to their friends, leaving a remainder of forty-one, who readily obtained engagements as domestic servants
on the luring day, at an average rate of wages of £24 5s. 4d. per annum, equal to 9s. 4d. per week.
Free passes by railway and by steamers were granted to thirty-three married couples, with their
fifty-six children, thirty-seven single men, and eighteen single women. These were forwarded to thirty-six
diflèrent localities in the country districts. Of those thus forwarded, eleven married couples, eight single
men, and one single woman were hired previous to their departure from Sydney; the remainder either procecded to their friends who had nominated them, or to seek employment in such districts as they themselves
had determined upon.
7.
Sir,

!ii
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The surgeon-superintendent, C. E. Strutt, Esq., appears to have given great satisfaction in the
performaice of his duties; he is therefore entitled to receive, as per letter of instructions from the Agent
General, the sum of 14s. per head on the immigrants landed alive, for this his sixth voyage in charge of
immigrants ; also, to receive a certificate entitling him to be paid the further sum of £60 towards the cost
of his return passage to England.
Dr. Strutt reports of the matron, Mrs. Eagar, that "she discharged her duties efficiently "; she
is therefore recommended as entitled to receive a gratuity, as per letter of instructions, of the sum of £40;
also, to receive a certificate authorizing the further payment to her of the sum of £30 towards the cost of
her returnpassage to England.
The surgeon-superintendent reports that every assistance was afforded to him by the master and
officers of the ship; it is therefore recommended that the promised gratuity of 4s. per head on the
number of passengers landed should be thus distributed—to the master, the sum of is. (3d. per head; to the
chief mate and to the officer who served out the provisions, each is. per head ; and to the second officer
the sum of Gd. per. head.
:LO. Other gratuities, as per lettcrof instructions from the AgentGencral, are payable as follows:-To the schoolmaster, the cook, the man in charge of the distilling apparatus, and the water-closet constable,
each the sum of £5 ; the sum of £3 each to the three sub-matrons, the cook's assistant, the baker, the
hospital assistant, and the eleven ordinary constables; also, on the special recommendation of the surgeonsuperintendent, the sum of £3 to the chief nurse, and of £2 to the second nurse.
11. The surgeon-superintendent reports that during the voyage the principal diseases which occurred were dinrrhwa, dyspepsia, eroup, and catarrh.
I have, &e.,
GEORGE F. WISE,
Agent for Immigration.
Ship "Corona" arrived at Sydney, 9th October, 1879.
Number of births on board :—Males, 3; Female, 1.
Nominal List of Deaths on Board.
No.
1
2
3
4

5
6
7
S
9
10
11
12

Gibson, John
...
Pettigrew, Alexandra
Ellis, William
.-Erodie, Louisa B
Wood, Fred. C.
Spark, Mary X.
Payne, Caroline A.
Hawkins, Job11
Johnson, Thomas C.
Morsel), Peter
Aboy, M'Miles
.,
ELlis, Mary E

Disease.

Age.

Name.
...
...
- --..
...
...
..

.
--..
.-...
...
---

---

.--

...
--...
- -,

----...
..

. 1 year 11. months Diarrhca,
,,
Meningitis.
... 1 ,, 9
Meningitis.
,.
10
,,
Diarrhea.
... 1 ,, 5
Diarrha
- -.
fl
,,
Marasmus
. -. 1 ,, 9
,,
Croup
... 4 ,,
6
- -. 70 to 80 years ... Debility
... Premature Birth
- - - Infant
-.... Premature Birth
- . - Infant
...
.. Premature Birth
.. Infant
..
... Premature Birth
... Infant
...

Disposal of the Immigrants.
Married couples
with their children
under 12 years of age.

How disposed of.

-

-

},SI0

Remarks.

Married
Children
couples, under 12 p11,
Left the ship to join their friends, or
..,
hire on their own account
...
Left the ship under engagements to
proceed into the country
...
--Forwarded at their own request into the
country by railway and by steam-boat
Received at the Immigration Depot,
widows and children included
.,.
Left the DepOt to join their friends ...
Hired from the Dep8t ...
...
...
Government Immigration Office,
Sydney, 23 October, 1879.

39

64.

,...

37

11

14

...

8

22

42

...

29

,..
...
...

...
...
...

123
82
*41)

...
..,
...

*41 hired as domestic
servants, at averngc
rate of £24 Ss. 4d
per annum, equal tc
9s. 4d. per week.

GEORGE F. WISE,
Agent for ImmigraLn.

Sydney: Thomas Richards, Govern,nentprinter,—l$79.
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Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 28 October, 1.879.

FURTHER RETURN to an Address adopted by the Honorable the Legislative
Assembly of New South Wales on the 6th July, 1877, That, in the opinion of
this House, there should be laid upon the Table of this House,—
(1.) Copies of all Reports, since 1875 to date, from the Agent-General,
the Health Officer, and Agent for Tmmigration, to the Government,
"relative to the despatch of Immigrants from England or elsewhere, and
after their inspection on arrival in the Colony by each ship.
"(2.) That similar Reports should henceforward be laid upon the Table of
the House as soon as practicable after the arrival and inspection of the
Immigrants by each ship.
(3.) That the above Resolutions be communicated by Address to His
Excellency the Governor."

(Mr. Macintosh.)
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The Agent General for New South Wales to The Colonial Secretary, New South Wales.
Sir,

3, Westminster Chambers, S.W., 14 March, 1879.
I have the honor to inform you that the ship Nineveh," of 1,174 tons register, has been
chartered for the conveyance of immigrants from Plymouth to Sydney, New South Wales, to be ready to
embark passengers on Monday, the 7th April next.
The rates are as follows, viz.
If 325 and under 350 .
...
...
...
.. £14 19 0
350
,,
375 ...
...
...
...
... 14 14 0
875 and upwards
...
..
...
...
•.. 14 9 0
WILLIAM LOBSTER,

The Agent General for New South Wales to The Colonial Secretary, New South Wales.
Sir,

3, Westminster Chambers, SW., 24 April, 1879.
Referring to my despatch of the 14th March last (No. 17 Emigration-79), reporting the
chartering of the ship "Nineveh," I have now the honor to advise you of the sailing of that vessel on the
10th instants with 405 emigrants on board, equal to 331- statute adults, and to enclose
1st. Alphabetical list of emigrants, giving their names, ages, occupations, and the amount received
by the Immigration Officer for passages and bedding, and paid into the Bank of New South
Wales.
2nd. Return of the emigrants embarked, distinguishing the nominations made in the Colony,
general assisted, English, Scotch, and Irish.
3rd. Certificate of Dr. Richard Dawes of his examination of the emigrants bcfere embarkation,
as well as of the medicine chest.
I am.
WILLIAM LOBSTER.

The Agent General for New South Wales to The Colonial Secretary, New South Wales.
Sir,

3, Westminster Chambers, April, 1879.
With reference to my letter of the 14th ultimo, announcing the engagement of the "Nineveh"
for the conveyance of the emigrants to Sydney, I have the honor to enclose herewith a copy of the charterparty of that vessel.
The ship will sail from Plymouth with the passengers described in the accompanying list.
The undermentioned gratuities have been promised, on condition that the several parties shall have
performed their dutics to the satisfaction of the Government, viz. '—to the surgcon-superintendent,
Mr. B. Dawes, fifth voyage, 14s. per head; to the master, the first mate, the second mate, the third mate,
or person who served out the provisions, 4s. on each emigrant landed alive, to be divided as the surgeonsuperintendent recommends, subject to the approval of the Government; to the schoolmaster, £5 ; the
matron, £40; the two sub-matrons, £3 each; the cook, £5 ; the cook's assistant, £3 the baker, £3; the
man in charge of the distilling apparatus, £5; the hospital assistant, £3; the water-closet constable, £5
the ordinary and female mess constables, each £3,
I am, &c.,
WILLIAM LOBSTER.

The Agent for Immigration to The Principal Under Secretary.
Sir,

Government Immigration Office, Sydney, 26 July, 1879.
I have the honor to report the arrival, onthe Othinstant, of the ship "Nineveh," with immigrants,
having left Plymouth on the 10th April, thus completing the voyage in ninety days.
The contract price, as per charter-party, is at the rate of £14 lOs. per statute adult.
P. The "Nineveh" arrived in good order, her accommodations for the convenience of the emigrants
were most satisfactory.
8. The immigrants by this vessel consisted of seventy-five married couples, with their 126 children,
fifty-nine single men, and sixty-eight single women.
gith
Their nationality is noted in the margin. Botch
19
In part payment, and in addition to the sum of £147 deposited by friends in the Colony, a further
Otherconntriess
sum of £402 was paid direct to the Agent General in London, thus making a total of £630 paid by
403 immigrants or their friends towards their cost of passage.
4. An abstract return of the disposal of the immigrants is herewith annexed. During the voyage
there occurred three births and six deaths; also, one birth on the day after arrival in port.
5. On examination by the Board of Immigration of the married people and single men on board
the ship, and of the single women at the depot, complaints were made - as to the bad quality of the flour
and of bread which on several occasions during the voyage bad been issued. On inquiry from the master
of the ship, it was acknowledged that the flour was bad on several occasions, but other good flour having
been found in tanks, it was subsequently used. The surgeon-superintendent reports in his journal, the
flour is of very indifferent quality and unfit for use; the captain has shown the greatest anxiety in the
matter, and has ordered every tank containing flour to be examined in order to procure the best for the
-.
use
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use of the immigrants." Subsequently, he adds, "the captain found in several of the tanks good flour,
which was immediately brought into use, and good bread was therefore baked." Complaints as to the
very inferior quality of the flour issued for the use of immigrants have of late become very frequent,
especially of that which is usually shipped in casks. I am therefore desired by the Board of Immigration
to urge that the Agent General be especially invited to warn the representatives of the ships which are
chartered that good wholesome flour must be provided, and means must be adopted to prevent its deterioration during the voyage, as it is of the utmost importance that the terms of the charter-party should in
every respect be faithfully fulfilled, so as to leave no cause for such repeated complaints.
The single women were received at the Depot. one-half of whom left to join their relatives or
friends who had sent for them, leaving thirty-seven, who on the hiring day immediately obtained engagements as domestic servants at wages from Ss. to 12s. per week, averaging £22 Os. 4d. per annum.
Free passes by steamer and by rail were granted to those of the immigrants who elected to go into
the country districts; thus a total of 221 out of 403 who arrived were forwarded to twenty-five different
localities, of whom twelve married couples and fourteen single men were hired by employers previous to
their departure from Sydney. The remainder proceeded either to join their relatives or friends, or to seek
employment.
The surgeon-superintendent, Richard Dawes, Esq., appears to have given every satisfaction in
the discharge of his duties; it is therefore recommended that he be paid thepromised gratuity of 14s per
head for this his fifth voyage in charge of emigrants; also, that be receive the usual certificate entitling
him to a further sum of £60 towards the cost of his return passage to England.
The surgeon-superintendent reports of the matron, Miss Matley, that "she discharged her duties
to my satisfaction, being very kind and attentive to those placed under her charge" ; it is therefore
recommended that she be paid the promised gratuity of £40; also, that the usual certificate be granted
entitling her to receive the further sum of £30 towards the cost of her return passage to England.
Dr. Dawes reports that "the captain and officers of the ship were kind to the emigrants and
attentive to my requests "; it is therefore recommended that the usual gratuity of 49. per head be thus
distributed—the sum of is. Gd. per head to the master of the ship; of is. each to the first mate and to the
officer who served out the provisions; and Gd. per head to the second mate.
Other gratuities, as per letter of instructions, are recommended to be paid as follows :—To the
schoolmaster, the cook, the man in charge of the distilling apparatus, and to the water-closet constable,
the sum of £5 each ; £3 each to the two sub-matrons, the cook's assistant, the baker, the hospital assistant,
and to the ten ordinary constables; also, upon the special recommendation of the surgeon-superintendent,
the sum of £5 to the nurse.
U. The surgeon-superintendent reports that the principal diseases which occurred on board during
the voyage were bronchitis, rheumatism, diarrhita.
I have, &c.,
GEORGE F. WISE,
Agent for Immigration.
Ship "Nineveh" arrived at Sydney, 9th July, 1879.
Number of births on board :—Males, 3; Female, 1.
Nominal List of Deaths on Board.
No.
1

2
3
4
S
6

Name.

Gunn, George B.
Wailes, Isabella
...
Smith, James
..Carter, Ernest
...
Summerville, William
Mrs. Smith's child -

Age.

...
...
...
...
..
...

..
...
...
...
...
...

...
-.
...
...
...
...

Disease,

4 months .......... Diarrha.
2 years ............. Bronchitis
1 year .............Convulsions
Infant ...........
..
Teething Diarrhea.
1 year ............. Teething Diarrha.
3 hours ............. Weakness.

Disposal of the Immigrants.
Married couples with
their children onder
12 years of age.

Eow disposed of.

Married
couple,,

Left the ship to join their friends, or
hire on their own account ...
...
Left the ship under engagements to
proceed into the country
..
...
Forwarded at their own request into the
country by railway and by steam-boat
Received at the Immigration DepOt,
widows and children included
...
Left the DepOt to join their friends ..
G. Hired from the DepOt ...
...
...
Government Immigration Office,
Sydney, 26 July, 1879.

3d

-

Mafes.

&niarks.

I children
under 12 yrs.

29

39

12

23

84

63

...
... .
...

Ftts.

25
-

14
20

OS
31
*37 J

...
...
...

*37 Hired as domestic
servants, at average
rate of wages Ss. 7d.
per week, or £22 Os.
4d. per annum. -

GEORGE F. WISE,
Agent for Immigration.

Sydney: Thomas Richards, Oovernment Frintor,-1879.
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1879.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

IMMIGRATION.
(REPORTS FROM DHHGRATION AGENT AND OTHERS—STEAM.SHIP "STRATULEvEN:')

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 13 November, 1579.

FURTHER RETURN to an Address adopted by the Honorable the Legislative
Assembly of New South Wales on the 8th July, 1877, That, in the opinion of
this House, there should be laid upon the Table of this House,—
Copies of all Reports, since 1875 to date, from the Agent General,
the Health Officer, and Agent for Immigration, to the Government,
relative to the despatch of Emigrants from England or elsewhere, and
after their inspection on arrival in the Colony by each ship.
That similar Reports should henceforth be laid upon the Table of
the House as soon as practicable after the arrival and inspection of the
"Immigrants by each ship.
That the above Resolutions be communicated by Address to His
Excellency the Governor."
(Mr. Macintosh.)

*9.-

IMMIGIIAflOTh
The Agent General to The Colonial Secretary.

fr,

-

Sir,

3, Westminster Chambers, SW., 17 July, 1879.
I have the honor to inform you that the steam-ship "Strathleven," of 2,436 tons gross
register, has been chartered for the conveyance of emigrants from Plymouth to Sydney, New South
Wales, to be ready to embark passengers on the 1st September.
The rates are as follows, viz.
If 425 and under 450 ...
..
... £15 0 0
450
475 ••.
...
•..
...
1417 6
475 and upwards
•..
..
-.
...
...
14 12 6
I have, &c.,
WILLIAM FORSTER.

The Agent General to The Colonial Secretary.
Sir,

-

3, Westminster Chambers, 3 September, 1879.
With reference to my letter of the 17th July, announcing the engagement of the "Strathleven" for the conveyance of the emigrants to Sydney, I have the honor to enclose herewith a copy of
the charter-party of that vessel.
The ship will sail from Plymouth with the passengers described in the accompanying list.
The undermentioncd gratuities have been promised on condition that the several parties shall have
performed their duties to the satisfaction of the Government, viz. —To the surgeon-superintendent,
second voyage, lOs. per head; to the master, the first mate, the second mate, the third mate, or person
who served out the provisions, 49. on each emigrant landed alive, to be divided as the surgeon-superintendent recommends, subject to the approval of the Government; to the schoolmaster, £5; the matron,
£40; the sub-matrons, £3 each; the cook, £5; the cook's assist-ant, £3; the baker, £3; the men in
charge of the distilling apparatus, £5 ; the hospital assistant, £3 the water-closet constable, £5 ; the
ordinary and female mess constables, each £3.
I have, &c.,
WILLIAM FORSTER.

The Agent General to The Colonial Secretary.
Sir,

3, Westminster Chambers, SW., ii September, 1879.
Referring to my despatch of the 17th July last (No. 48, Emigration-79), reporting the
chartering of the sWam-ship Strathlcven," I have now the honor to advise you of the sailing of that
vessel on the 4th instant with 575 emigrants on board, equal to 501 statute adults, and enclose1st. Alphabetical list of emigrants, giving their names, ages, occupations, and the amonut received
by the Emigration Officer for passage and bedding, and paid into the Bank of New South
Wales.
2nd. Return of the emigrants embarked, distinguishing the nominations made in the Colony,
general assisted, English, Scotch, and Irish.
3rd. Certificate of Dr. John Al. Booth, of his examination of the emigrants before embarkation,
as well as of the medicine chest.
I have, Sic.,
WILLIAM FORSTER.

The Agent for Immigration to The Under Secretary, Colonial Secretary's Department.
Immigration Office, Sydney, 11 November, 1879.
I have the honor to report the arrival, on the 27th ultimo, of the steam-ship "Strathleven,"
having left Plymouth on the 4th September, thus completing the voyage in fifty-three days.
The contract price, as per charter-party, is at the rate of £14 12s. 6d. per statute adult.
2. This is the first occasion on which Government immigrants have been brought by steamer to
New South Wales, and those by the Strathlffixen" h&teojoyed..muy extra advantages. The accommodation has been more commodious—the voyage performed in a month's lesstiine—the
provisions less liable to deterioration than on the longer passage by sailing.slnps—and in all respects the
present voyage appears to have been a most prosperous one. It is, however, a matter for serious
consideration whether or not it be advisable that immigrants should be provided with passages in large
steamers in preference, as heretofore, in sailing-vessels. Assuming of course that no other passengers
would be permitted to come with immigrants, as is the case in sailing-vessels, there is always the risk of
some serious illness occurring, such as would oblige the vessel on arrival to be placed in quarantine. The
demurrage of such a detention in the case of the "Strathleven" would have caused an extra charge of
4d. per ton, equal to about £40 per day or £280 per week.
A minor difficulty should also be mentioned, viz. :—Tl,at the steamer must necessarily bring her own
advices. Consequently, depositors cannot receive any infer nation until after the ship's arrival, and
therefore a considerable delay must occur before the depositors can hear of the arrival of their friends
and prepare for their reception.
English .... 293
3. On examination by the Board of Immigration, all the immigrants expressed themselves well
-Scotch..:... 37 satisfied with their treatment during the voyage.
Oti9rcowi4. The immigrants by this vessel consisted of ninety-three married couples, with their 126 children,
106 single men, and 153 single women.
Their nationality is noted in the margin,
L.
in
Sir,

841
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In part payment of their cost of passage, and in addition to the sum of £378 paid by depositors
in this Colony, a further sum of £636 was paid direct to the Agent General, thus making a total of
£1,014 paid by the immigrants or by their friends towards their cost of passage.
Annexed herewith is an abstract report of the disposal of the immigrants. During the voyage
there occurred three births and seven deaths. Two other deaths of children occurred after arrival and
before the expiration of the lay days.
The single women were received at the Depot immediately after the arrival of the ship, eightyfive of whom were delivered to their friends, leaving sixty-eight, who readily obtained engagements from
the Depot as domestic servants, at an average rate of wages of £24 5s. 4d. per annum, equal to 9s. 4d.
per week.
Free passes by rail and, by steamers were issued to those who desired to proceed into the country
districts. There were thus forwarded to forty-eight different localities a total of forty-two married
couples, with their fifty-eight children, sixty-four single inert, and twenty-four single women. Of these
thus krwarded, twelve married couples, twenty-three single men, and five single women were hired
previous to their departure from Sydney; twenty-four married couples, nineteen single women, and forty
single men were forwarded to their friends, and the remainder were forwarded to obtain employment in
the country ; the latter were principally agricultural labouring men.
The surgeon-superintendent, J. M. Booth, Esq., appears to have given every satisfaction in the
discharge of his duties; he is therefore entitled to receive the gratuity of lOs. per head, in accordance
with the letter of instructions from the Agent-General, also to receive the usual certificate entitlmg him
to the further sum of £60 towards the cost of his returnpassge to England.
Dr. Booth reports of the matron, Miss Cullen, that she performed her duties "very well" ; she
is therefore entitled to receive the promised gratuity of £40, also the usual certificate entitling her to the
further sum of £30 towards the cost of her return passage to England.
Dr. Booth reports that every assistance was rendered to him by the master and officers of the
ship; it is therefore recommended that the usual gratuity of 4s. per head on the number of the immigrants
be thus distributed, viz.:—ls. Gd. per head to the master of the vessel; is. per head each to the first mate
and to the officer who served out the provisions; and Gd. per head to the second mate.
Other gratuities are. payable as follows —The sum of £5 each to the schoolmaster, the cook,
the man in charge of the distilling apparatus, to the water-closet constable ; also, by special recommendation of the surgeon-superintendent, to the nurse; the sum of £3 each to the three sub-matrons, the
hospital assistant, the thirteen ordinary constables, the baker, the cook's assistant, and the baker's
assistant.
The surgeon-superintendent reports that "diarrha, diphtheria, and gastric complaints were
the principal diseases which occurred on board during the voyage."
I have, &e.,
GEORGE F. WISE,
Agent for immigration.
Steam-ship "Strathleven" arrived at Sydney, 27th October, 1870.
Number of Births on board —Males, 2; Female, 1.
Nominal list of Deaths on board.
No.

Disease.
Pollock, Mary
--Polloek, David
...
MeEnzie, Cohn
-.Palpeyrnan, Mary ...
Smyth, Chades
...
Cart-wright, Harriett
Elleny, Frederick

--

- -.
-

2 years

Diphtheria.
do.
Convulsions.
Diphtheria.
do.
do.
Scrofulous.

7 days...
. - 15 months
... 2 years
.1 year
- - 7 years

Disposal of the Immigrants.
Married couples
with their children
under 12 years of age.

Hew dispesed of.

Married
coupS,

Left the ship to join their friends or hire
on their own account .....-.
Left the ship under engagements to
proceed into the country
...
.Forwarded at i-heir own request into the
country by railway and by steam-boat
Received at the Immigration DepOt,
widows and children included
Left the DepOt to join their friends
Hired from the DepOt ...
Government immigration Office,
Sydney, 11 November, 1879.
[3d.]

-

-

Mal

Remarks.

Children
under 12 yr.

Si

42

12

6

23

30

52

41
162
94
068
)

'68 hired as domestic
servants, at average
rate of £24 58. 4d.
per annum, equal to
9s. 4d. per week

GEORGE F. WISE,
Agent for Immigration.

Sydney Thomas Richards, Oovcnmme,it Printer.—i870.
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1879.
LEGISLLTIVE ASSEMBLY.
NEW SOUTU WALES.

IMMIGRATION.
(EEPOBTS PROM IMMIGRATION AGENT AND OTHERS—SHIP "PERICLES.")

Ordered by the Le,qi.ktive Assembly to be printed, 1Deeember, 1879.

FURTHER RETURN to an Addren adopted by the Honorable the Legislative
Assembly of New South Wales on the 6th July, 1877, That, in the opinion of
this House, there should be laid upon the Table of this House,—
" (1.) Copies of all Reports, since 1875 to date, from the Agent General,
"the Health Officer, and Agent for Immigration, to the Government,
"relative to the despatch of Emigrants from England or elsewhere, and
"after their inspection on arrival in the Colony by each ship.
That similar Reports should henceforward be laid upon the Table of
the House as soon as practicable after the arrival and inspection of the
"Immigrants by each ship.
That the above Resolutions be communicated by Address to His
"Excellency the Governor."
(Mi'. Jfaevnto8h.)

192—

IMMIGRATION.
The Agent General to The Colonial Secretary.
Sir,

3, Westminster Chambers, SW., 4 July, 1879.
I have the honor to inform yen that the ship cPericles, of 1,598 tons registered, has been
chartered for the conveyance of emigrants from Plymouth to Sydney, New South Wales, to be ready to
embark5assengers on the 28th July.
The rates are as follows, viz.:—
If 825 and under 350 ...
...
...
...
...
... £15 9 6
350
375...
...
...
...
...
... 1414 6
375
400...
...
...
...
...
... 1496
400 and upwards ...
...
...
...
...
... 13 19 6
I have, Lie.,
WILLIAM PORSTER.

The Agent General to The Colonial Secretary.
Sir,

3, Westminster Chambers, SW., 30 July, 1879.
With reference to my letter of the 4th instant, announcing the engagement of the "Pericles"
for the conveyance of the emigrants to Sydney, I have the honor to enclose herewith a copy of the charterparty of that vessel.
The ship will sail from Plymouth with thefl passengers described in the accompanying list.
The undermentioned gratuities have been promised on condition that the several parties shall have
performed their duties to the satisfaction of the Government, viz. :—To the surgeon-superintendent,
Mr. J. Neylan, first voyage, lOs. per head ; to the master, the first mate, the second mate, the third mate
or person who served out the provisions, 4s. on each emigrant landed alive, to be divided as the surgeonsuperintendent recommends, subject to the approval of the Government; to the schoolmaster, £5;
the matron, £40; the (three) sub-matrons, £3 each; the cook, £5 ; the cook's assistant, £3; the baker, £8;
the men in charge of the distilling apparatus, £5 the hospital assistant, £3 ; the water-closet constable,
£5; the ordinary and female mess constables, each £3.
I have, Lic.,
WILLIAM P011STER.

The Agent General to The Colonial Secretary.
Sir,

3, Westminster Chambers, S.W., 11 September, 1879.
Referring to my despatch of the 4th July last (No. 45, Emigration-79), reporting the
chartering of the ship "Pericles," I have now the honor to advise you of the sailing of that vessel on the
29th ultimo with 491 emigrants on board, equal to 4064 statute adults, and to enclose1st. Alphabetical list of emigrants, giving their names, ages, occupations, and the amount received
by the Emigration Officer for passage and bedding, and paid into the Bank of New South
Wales.
2nd. Return of emigrants embarked, distinguishing the nominations made in the Colony, general
assisted, English, Scotch, and. Irish.
3rd. Certificate of Dr. John Neylan, of his examination of the emigrants before embarkation,
as well as of the medicine chest.
I have, Lie.,
WILLIAI'iI P011STER.

The Agent for Immigration to The Principal Under Secretary.
Sir,

Immigration Once, Sydney, 11 December, 1879.
I have the honor to report the arrival, on the 14th ultimo, of the ship "Pericles," with immigrants, having left Plymouth on the 29th August, thus completing her voyage in seventy.seven days.
The contract price, as per charter-party, is at the rate of £13 lOs. 6d. per statute adult.
On arrival, the "Pericles" was placed in quarantine by the Health Officer until the 27th ultimo
all the immigrants then came to Sydney, leaving one family of four individuals and one nurse still at the
Quarantine Station.
The ship, when visited by the Board of Immigration, was found to be in most excellent order, all
arrangements for the accommodation of the immigrants were very satisfactory, and when examined by the
Board the married people and the single men and single women expressed themselves perfectly satisfied
both with the 9uality and with the quantity of the provisions issued to them during the voyac.
The immigrants by this vessel consigted of eighty-five marricd couples, less one wife, who died
during the voyage, one hundred and flhty.eight children, one hundred and five single women, and fifty-nine
single men.
English .... 222
Their nationality is noted in the margin.
In part payment of their cost of passage, and in addition to the sum of £260 deposited by friends
Scotch
6 in the Colony on their account, a further sum of £510 was paid to the Agent General in London, thus
0r°making a total of £770 paid by the immigrants or by their friends towards their cost of passage.
491
4. Annexed herewith is an abstract of the disposal of the immigrants. During the voyage there
occurred ten births and ten deaths; also one birth and two deaths occurred during the thirteen days that
the immigrants were detained at the Quarantine Station.
5. The single women were as usual received at the Depot; about one half of these were delivered
to t}'pir friends, leaving fifty.nine, all of whom readily obtained engagements on the hiring day, at an
avenge rate of wages of Os. Gd. per week, equal to £24 14s. per annum.

845
3
6. Of the 491 individuals who arrived by this ship, free passes by railway and by steamer were
granted to 231. These proceeded to thirty-two different localities; seventeen married couples, eleven
single men, and four single women were hired previous to their departure from Sydney; fourteen married
couples, thirteen single men, and twenty-one single women were forwarded to their friends, leaving only
eleven married couples and seven single men, who proceeded into the country to seek for employment;
the remainder of the immigrants, exclusive of the fifty-nine single women who were hired from the Depot,
did not apply for railway passes; it is therefore to be presumed, as was known to be the case in many
instances, that either they obtained employment or that their friends resided in Sydney.
7, The surgeon-superintendent, John Naylen, Esq., appears to have given every satisfaction in the
rformance of his duties; it is therefore recommended that he receive the promised gratuity of lOs. per
head on the immigrants landed alive, also that he receive the usual certificate entitling him to a further
sum of £60 towards the cost of his return passage to England.
Dr. Neylan reports of the matron, Miss Bant, that "she gave complete satisfaction"; it is
therefore recommended that thepromised gratuity of £40 for this her sixth voyage in charge of immigrants,
should be paid to her, also that she receive the usual certificate entitling her to a further sum of £30
towards the cost of her return passage to England.
The surgeon-superintendent reports that every assistance was rendered to him by the master
and officers of the ship; it is therefore recommended that the usual gratuity of 4s. per head on the
immigrants landed alive, should be thus distributed :—To the master of the ship, is. Cd. per head; to the
first officer, and to the officer who served out the provisions, each is. per head; and Gd. per head to the
second officer.
Other gratuities are payable as per letter of instructions from the Agent General as follows
the sum of £5 each, to the schoolmaster, the cook, the man in charge of the distilling apparatus, and the
water-closet constable ; of £3 each to the three sub-matrons, the hospital assistant, the baker, the cook's
assistant, and to the eleven ordinary constables; also, on the special recommendation of the surgeon-superintendent, the sum of £5 to each of the two nurses whom the surgeon-superintendent was obliged to
appoint on account of much illness during the voyage.
ii. The surgeon-superintendent reports that the principal diseases wInch occurred during the
voyage were diarrhea and bronchitis.
I have, &c.,
GEORGE P. WISE,
Agent for Immigration.

r

Ship "Pericles" arrived at Sydney, 14th November, 1879.
Nominal list of Deaths on board.
No.
1
2
3
4
S
7
S
10

Name.

Age.

Spruce, Benjamin ...
Veitch, Margaret ...
Jacks, Flora ...
...
Templeton, Marion P.
Hetherington, Mary Ann
Bower, Louise
..Poolford, Lice
...
Jones, Elizabeth
...
Templeton, Margaret
Buckley, John

..-

Disease.

...
...

...
...
...

... 14 year
... 1
,,
... 1

...

...

...

...
...
...
...
...

..
...

... 15 months
... 5
11

..-

...
...

•,

5 days

..
...
...
...
...
..-

... 24 years
... 14
... 28

...
...
...

10 days

...

Convulsions.
Acute hydrocephalus.
Tabes snesenterica.
Convulsions.
Diarrha.
Bronchitis.
Diarrhea and convulsions.
Acute nephritis.
Ulcerat.iosi and perforation of
stomach,
Congenital syphilis.

Disposal of the Immigrants.
sIanied couples
wit!, their children
under 12 years or age.

How disposed of.

FomSs.
Married
couples,

Left the ship to join their friends or hire'
on their own account...
..
Left the ship under engagements .to
proceed into the country ...
Forwarded at their own request into the
country by railway and by steam-boat
Received at the Immigration DepOt,
widows and children included
Left the DepOt to join their friends
Hired from the DepOt ...
...
Government Immigration Office,
Sydney, ii December, 1879.
[Seq

'?

Remark,.

children
under 12 yrs.

424

07

28

17

21

11

25

70

20
118
591
*59 J

*59 hired as domestic
servants, at an average
rate ofwagesof Os. Gd.
per week, equal to
£24 14s, per annum.

GEORGE P. WISE,
Agent for Immigration.

Sydney: Thomas Richards, Govom,nsnt Printer-1S79.
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1879-80.
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

IMMIGRATION.
(REPORTS FROM IMMIGRATION AGENT AND OTHERS—SHIP 'NORTHAMPTON.')

Ordered by the Legiticilive Aesembly to be printed, 4 Pebruary, 1880.

FURTHER RETURN to an Address adopted by the Honorable the Legislative
Assembly of New South Wales on the 6th Jii1y, 1877, That, in the opinion of
this House, there should be laid upon the Table of this House,—
Copies of all Reports, since 1875 to date, from the Agent General,
the Health Officer, and Agent for Immigration, to the Government,
"relative to the despatch of Immigrants from England or elsewhere, and
"after their inspection on arrival in the Colony by each ship.
That similar Reports should henceforward be laid upon the Table of
the House as soon as practicable after the arrival and inspection of the
"Immigrants by each ship.
(3.) That the above Resolutions be communicated by Address to His
"Excellency the Governor."
(Mr. Macintosh.)

250—

IMMIGRATION.

The Agent General to The Colonial Secretary.
3, Westminster Chambers, SW., 29 August, 1879.
I have the honor to inform you that the ship "Northampton," of 1,161 tons register, has
been chartered for the conveyance of emigrants from Plymouth to Sydney, New South Wales, to be ready
to embark passengers on the 29th November.
The rates are as follows, viz.
... £1310 0
If 325 and under35O
...
..
.,.
...
...
1315 0
,,350 ,,
375
...
...
...
...
...
13 12 6
375 and upwards
...
...
...
...
...
I am, &c.,
WILLIAM FORSTE1t.
Sir,

The Agent General to The Colonial Secretary.
3, Westminster Chambers, S.W., 1 October, 1870.
With reference to my letter of the 29th August, announcing the engagement of the "North.
ampton" for the conveyance of the emigrants to Sydney, I have the honor to enclose herewith a copy of
the charter-party of that vessel.
The ship will sail from Plymouth with the passengers described in the accompanying list.
The undermentioned gratuities have been promised on condition that the several parties shall have
performed their duties to the satisfaction of the Government, viz. —To the Surgeon.Superintendent,
second voyage, lOs. per head; to the master, the first mate, the second mate, and the third mate, or person
who sen-ed out the provisions, 4s. on each emigrant landed alive, to be divided as the Surgeon-Superintendent recommends, subject to the approval of the Government; to the schoolmaster, £5; the matron, £40;
the sub-matrons, £3 each; the cook, £5 ; the cook's assistant, £3; the baker, £3 ; the men in charge of
the distilling apparatus, £5 the hospital assistant, £3 ; the water-eloset.eonstable, £5 the ordinary and
I am.
female mess constables, each £3.
WILLIAM FORSTER..
Sir,

The Agent General to The Colonial Secretary.
3, Westminster Chambers, SW., 9 October, 1879.
Referring to my despateh of the 29th August last (No. 57 Emigration-79), reporting the
chartering of the ship "Northampton," 1 have now the honor to adviso you of the sailing of that vessel
on the 3rd instant, with 429 emigrants on board, equal to 360 statute adults, and to enclose1st. Alphabetical list of emigrants, giving their names, ages, occupations, and the amount received
by the Emigration Officer for passage and bedding, and paid into the Bank of New South Wales.
2nd. Return of the emigrants embarked, distinguishing the nominations made in the Colony, general
assisted English, Scotch, and Irish.
3rd. Certificate of Dr. George 's\Testby, of his examination of the emigrants before embarkation
I am, &e.,
as well as of the medicine chest.
WILLIAM FORSTER.
-Sir,

The Agent for Immigration to The Principal Under Secretary.
Immigration Office, Sydney, 30 Jinuary, 1880.
I have the honor to report the arrival from Plymouth, on the 0th instant, of the ship "Northa.mpton" with immigrants, having left that port on the 3rd October, thus completing the voyage in ninetyeight days.
The contract price as per charter-party is at the rate of £13 15s. per statute adult.
The "Northampton" - arrived in port in a cleanly condition; all the arrangements for the
convenience and comfort of the immigrants were very satisfactory.
The immigrants by this vessel consisted of sixty-three married couples with - their 119 children,
ninety single men, and eighty-nine single women.
Their nationality is noted in the margin.
Enish .... 204
IrIX
In addition to the sum of £246 paid by depositors in the Colony, a further amount of £461 was paid
Scotch....181
by the other emigrants to the Agent General in London, making a total of £707 paid by emigrants or
Or cmiiitheir friends towards their cost of passage.
424
4. Herewith is annexed an abstract account of the disposal of the immigrants. During the voyage
there occurred twelve deaths (chiefly infants), there were also seven births.
5. On examination by the Board Qt Immigration of the married people and of the single men on board
the ship, and of the single women at the depOt, satisfaction was generally expressed as to their treatment
during the voyage.
0. The single women were as usual received at the depot, of whom the greater number were
delivered to their parents and friends, leaving forty-four who, on the hiring day were immediately engaged
as domestic servants, at an average rate of wages of 9s. per week.
7.
Sir,

849
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A large number of the immigrants availed themselves of free passes b7 railway and by steamers.
There were thus forwarded to fifty-one different localities in the country districts a total of 174, viz.
Twenty-five married couples with their forty-five children, fiftiscven single men, and twenty-two single
women, of whom eleven married couples, twenty-three single men, and five single women were hired
previous to their departure from Sydney. Ten married couples, twenty-seven single men, and seventeen
single women were forwarded to their friends, leaving only four married people and seven single men, who
proceeded into the country in search of emplovmcnt.
No information could be obtained as to the disposal of the remaining 200 immigrants ; it is to be
presumed therefore that they either found employment or were provided for by friends or relations in
Sydney audits suburbs.
The Surgeon-Superintendent, George Westby, Esq., appears to have given every satisfaction in
theperformance of his duties it is therefore recommended that he receive the gratuity of lOs. per head
on the immigrants landed alive, as per letter of instructions from the Agent General, for this his second
voyage in charge of immigrants to this Colony; also to receive the usual certificate entitling him to the
further sum of £00 towards the cost of his return passage to England.
The Surgeon-Superintendent reports of the matron, Mrs. Kent, that she discharged her duties
satisfactorily; it is therefore recommended that she receive the promised gratuity of £40 for this her
fourth voyage in charge of female immigrants, also to receive the usual certificate entitling her to the
sum of £30 towards the cost of her return passage to England.
It is further recommended that Mrs. Kent receive an additional gratuity of £10, as compensation
for services rendered as matron at first appointed to the ship " Pericles," which vessel after leaving
Plymouth on 31st July last, grounded on the "Manacle Rocks," near Falmouth, and was subsequently
obliged to return to port. Mrs. Kent continued in charge of the female immigrants at the request of
Mr. Phillips, the Emigration Officer, until the 22nd August, when on account of serious illness, " caused
by anxiety in keeping secret the accident to the ship from the single girls" she was unable to continue the
voyage, and another matron was then appointed in her stead.
Dr. 'Westby reports that every assistance was rendered to him by the master and officers of the
ship ; it is therefore recommended that the usual gratuity of Is. per head en the immigrants landed alive
be thus distributed —To the master of the ship, Is. Gd. per head; to the chief mate, is., to the third
officer and the steward, who together had the charge of and issued the stores, is. per head; and Gd. perhead
to the second officer.
It is however to be noted, for the information of the Agent General, that the chief officer, named
Alexander Christian, was reported on two occasions during the voyage to have been under the influence of
drink. On investigation by the Board of Immigration relative to this charge, and on report of the
Snrgeon-Superintendent, it was found that some years ago Alexander Christian had a sun-stroke in the'\Vest Indies, and therefore that a very small portion of liquor would have an injurious efThct upon him.
Such being the case, although the Board recommend that lie should receive the promised gratuity, it is
considered that as lie appears to be physically incapable of taking much liquor, lie should not again be
permitted to hold the appointment of mate on hoard a ship with immigrants.
H. Other gratuities are payable, as per letter of instructions from the Agent General, as follows
To the schoolmaster, the cook, the man in charge of the distilling apparatus, and to the water-closet
constable, the sum of £5 each; to two of the snb-niatrons, the sum of £3 each and to the third submatron, the sum of £2 ; to the tea ordinary and mess constables, the sum of £3 each ; to two of the
constables, £2 each; and to the baker, the cook's assistant,and the hospital assistant, £3 each; also the
sum of £5 to the nurse, who is reported to have been fully occupied in tending to the sick, and who
"discharged her duties to the entire satisfaction" of the Surgeon-Superintendent,
12. The Surgeon-Superintendent reports that the principal disease that occurred during the voyage
was diarrham.
I have, &e.,
GEORGE P. WISE,
Agent for Immigration.
Ship "Northampton" arrived at Sydney, 9th January, 1880.
Number of Births on board —Males, 3 ; Females, 4.
Nominal list of Deaths on board.
No.

J

Name.

1 M'Namarra, Michael
..
2 Lahey, Joseph
..
...
3 Lahey, Julia
...
...
4 Hardyman, Caroline
...
5 Hunter, Henry
...
...
6 Townsend, Sarah ...
...
7 Pendlebury, Robert...
...
S Perrin, Priscilla
..
...
9 Sullivan, William ,..
...
10 I Grant, Henry
......
11 Denahy, James
...
...
12 Mason, Sarah
...
...

Age,

..
...
..
...
...
...
...
. .

...
...
...
...

Disense.

Infant ............. Diarrhwa.
,,
do
7 years ............. Hydrocephalus.
Infant ... ..........Aphthie.
... ..........Diarrhma.
............. Tabes Mesenterica.
1 year ............. Diarrha.
do
Infant ............. Tabes Mesenterica.
1 year ............. Hydrocephalus.
..
......... .... Diarrhma.
,,
.. 17 months ......... .do
....j
..
...
...
...
...
-. .
...
...

Disposal
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Disposal of the Immigrants.
Married eouple8 with
their children
as
under
12 yearS of age.

Row disposed of.

p05jlees•

tit°

Remarks.

Children
Married
Coupl. (under 12 yrs.

Left the shipto join their friends, or
...
hire on their own account ...
Left the ship under engagements to
...
...
proceed into the country
B. Forwarded at their own request into the
country by railway and by steam-boat
Received at the Immigration Depot,
widows and children included
...
Left the DepOt to join their friends ..
...
...
Hired from the DepOt ...
Government Immigration Office,
Sydney, 30th January, 1880.

-

88

74

33

11

14

28

14

31

84

...
...
...

105
61

*44 J

,

GEORGE -P. WISE,
Agent for Immigration.

Sydney: Thomas Richards, Government Printer—use.
[3d.)

...
...

*44 hired as domestic
servants, at average
rate of 9s. per week,
equal to £23 8s
per annum.
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IMMIGRATION.
(REroins

FROM IMMIGRATION AGENT AN]) OrRERS—ShIP 'NORVAL.')

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to bepruted, 31. March, 1880.

]?UR.TIIE1t RETTJRJN to an Adth'ess adopted by the Honorable the Legislative
Assembly of New South Wales on the 0th July, 1877, That, in the opinion of
this House, there should be laid upon the Table of this }Iouse,—
Copies of all Reports, since 1875 to date, from the Agent General,
the Health Officer, and Agent for immigration, to the Government,
" relative to the despatcit of Emigrants from England or elsewhere, and
11

after their inspection on arrival in the Colony by each ship.
That similar Reports should henceforwarci be laid upon the Table of

" the House as soon as practicable after the arrival and inspection of the
Immigrants by each ship.
That the above Resolutions be communicated by Address to His
Excellency the Governoi.."
(Aft. Ji(1cin.fosh.)
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IMMIGRATION.
The Agent General to The Colonial Secretary.
Sir,

3, Westminster Chambers, SW., 21 November, 1879.
1 have the honor to inform you that the ship "Norval " of 1,427 tons register, has been
chartered for the conveyance of emigrants from Plymouth to Sydney, New South Wales, to be ready to
embark passengers on the 8th December.
The rates are as follows, viz. —If 275 and Tinder 300, £17 5s. 300 and under 325, £16 12s. Gd.
325 and upwards, £10 2s.
1. have, &c.,
WILLIAM FORSTER.

The Agent General to The Colonial Secretary.
Sir,

3, Westminster Chambers, SW., S December, 1870.
With reference to my letter of the 21st- ultimo, announcing the engagement of the "Norval"
for the conveyance of the emigrants to Sydney, I have the honor to enclose herewith a copy of the charterparty of that vessel.
The ship will sail from Plymouth with the passengers described in the accompanying list.
The undermentioned gratuities have been promised, on condition that the several parties shall have
performed their duties to the satisfaction of the Government, viz.;—To the Surgeon-Superintendent, Mr.
Thomas Harrison, fourth voyage, 12s, on each einigrantlancled alive; the master, the first mate, the second
mate, the third mate or person who served out the provisions, 4s. on each emigrant landed alive, to be
divided as the Surgeon-Superintendcnt recommends, subject- to the approval of the Govermnent; the
schoolmaster, £5 ; the matron, £40; sub-matrons, £3 cach ; the cook, £5 ; the cook's assistant, £3, the
baker, £3; the men in charge of the distilling apparatus, £5 the hospital assistant-, £3 ; the water-closet
constable, £5 ; the ordinary and female mess constables, each £3.
i: have, &c.,
WILLIAM FO1tSTER.

The Agent General- to The Colonial Secretary.
Sir,

3, Westminster Chamber, SW., 10 December, 1579.
Referring to my despatch of the 21st November last (No. ft Emigration), reporting the
chartering of the ship "Norval," I have now the honor to advise you of the sailing of that vessel on the
12th instant, with 386 emigrants on board, equal to 340 statutc adults, and to enclose1st. Alphabetical list of emigrants, giving their names, ages, occupations, and the amount received
by the Emigration Officer for passage and bedding, and paid into the Bank of New South \Vales.
2nd. Return of the emigrants embarked, distinguishing the nominations made in the Colony,
general assisted, English, Scotch, and Irish.
3rd. Certificate of Dr. Thomas Harrison of his examination of the emigrants before embarkation,
as well as of the medicine chest, and provisions and stores supplied - for the voyage.
1. have, &c.,
WILLIAM FORSTER..

The Agent for Immigration to The Principal Tinder Secretary.
Sir, Immigration Office, Sydney, 23 March, 1880.
1 have the honor to report the arrival from Plymouth, on the 2nd instant, of the ship "Norval
with emigrants, having left that port on the 12th December, thus completing the voyage in 81 days.
The contract price as per charter-party is at the rate of £16 2s. per statute adult.
It having been reported that there were some cases of sickness amongst the immigrants, the
vessel was placed in quarantine, and remained there until the 11th instant; the ship was subsequently
required for the use of the immigrants until the 10th instant, thereby incurring a charge for demurrage
of six days.
The ' Norval" on her arrival from quarantine was in a cleanly condition, the arrangements for
the comfort of the immigrants appear to have been satisfactory, but the Surgeon-Superintendent reports
that "the fittings of the ship were in part defective, not being strong enough or firmly put together; the
means of ventilation in the single women's department were insufficient, and the matron's cabin was
badly placed" being in such a position that for want of sufficient light the matron was miable to write tip
her journal whilst in her cabin.
The immigrants by this vessel consisted of 45 married couples with their SO children, 124 single
women, and 80 single men.
fgiih ........Their nationality is noted in the margin.
in addition to the sum of £453, deposited by friends in the Colony, afurt;her sum of £236 was paid
Scotch:...
, 92
otseou,,triess to the Agent General in London, making a total of £689 paid by immigrants or by their friends towards
j their cost of passage to the Colony.
5. 1-f erewith is annexed an abstract return of the disposal of the immigrants.
During the voyage there was neither a birth nor a death, but during the time that the vessel was
in quarantine one of the single women died.
I have further to report that about seven or eight weeks previous to the arrival of the vessel in
port one of the married men showed symptoms of insanity, daily becoming worse, until upon arrival he
was declared to be a dangerous lunatic, and npon 'the certificatu of two medical practitioners the man was
temporarily placed in the Receiving House for Lunatics at Darlinghurst-, and the wife and children were
provided for at the Immigration Depôt.
6.
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On examination by the Board of Immigration of the married people and of the single men on
board the ship, and of the single women at the DepOt, all declared themselves well satisfied with their
treatment during the voyage.
The single women were as usual received at the DepOt, from whence the larger proportion
joined their friends, leaving only 36 for hire as domestic servants; these obtained engagements on the
hiring day at anaverage rate of wages of nearly 9s. per week.
S. Free passes by steamers and by railway were provided for all who desired to proceed into the
country districts; out of a total arrived of 356 immigrants there were forwarded to 37 different localities
23 married couples, with their 46 children, 42 single men. and 40 single women; the larger proportion of
these individuals (namely 105) had been nominated by their friends in the Colony, who therefore were
prepared to receive them ; :3 married couples, 1.0 single men, and 5 single women, were hired previous
to their departure from Sydney, leaving only 4 married couples and 4 single men who would require to
seek for employment, on arrival at their destination.
The Surgeon.Superintendent, Thomas Harrison, Esq., appears to have given every satisthotion in
the discharge of his duties, and is therefore entitled to receive the promised gratuity of 12s, per head on
the immigrants lauded alive, for this his fourth voyage in charge of immigrants to this Colony, also to
receive the certificate entitling him to the sum of £60 towards the cost of his return passage to England.
A. further claim of £3 Os. for continued attendance on board the ship, during the 6 days of demur.
rage. is also recommended to be paid.
The Surgeon.Snperintendent reports of the matron, Miss Jones, "I cannot speak too highly, of
the manner in which her duties were discharged" ; she is therefore recommended to receive the promised
gratuity of £40; also to receive the further sum of £30 towards the cost of her return passage to
England.
Dr. Harrison reports that every assistance was afforded to him by the master and officers of
the ship, and recommends that the usual gratuity of 4's. per head, of the immigrants landed alive, should
be thus distributed :—ls. Gd. to the master, is. to the ehiel'offlcer, is. to the officer who issued the provisions,
and 3d. per head to the second nmte.
Other gratuities are recommended for payment as follows —The sum of £.5 each to the schoolmaster, the cook, the man in charge of the distiffing apparatus, and to the water.eloset constable ; of
£3 each to the-three snb.matrons, to the twelve ordinary constables, to the hospital assistant, to the cook's
assistant, and to the baker, and on the special recommendation of the Surgeon$uperintendent the sum of'
£5 to each of the two men who for a period of seven weeks were required by day and by night to watch
over the man who had become insane, also a gratuity of £2 to each of the two women who be found it
requisite to appoint as nurses whilst at the Quarantine Station.
The Surgeon.Superintendent reports that no sickness could be said to have prevailed at any
particular period of the voyage, and on arrival he reported that the general health was good excepting a
few cases of chicken-pock.
I have, &c.,
GEORGE. F. WISE,
Agent for Immigration.
Ship "Norval," arrived at Sydhey, 2 March, iSSO.
Number of Births on board —Males, nil; Females, nil,
Nomival list of Deaths on board.
No.

Name.

Nil.

I

Age.

Dimsase,

Nil.

Nil.

Disposal of the Immigrants.
Married couples wit
their children under
12 years of age.

New disposed of.
-

Left the ship to join their friends, orE
hire on their own account
Left the ship under engagements to'
proceed into the country
Forwarded at their own request into the1
country by railway and by steam.boat
Received at the Immigration Depot,!
widows and children included
...
Left the DepOt to join their friends . . Hired from the Depot
Govermnent Immigration Office,
Sydney, 23rd March, 1880.

[3d.]

Single I Single Females. Males. I

Remarks.

Maffled I children
couple& under 12 rr

22
3
20

I

40

44

5

10

41

26
134

...

*3J

...

I

*33 hired as domestic
servants, at ,in
average rate of
wages of nearly 9s.
per week.
I

GEORGE F. WISE,
Agent for immigration.

syd,'oy 'I'ho,,,ns flichartl, Oovcrmoeut J'rmnter.—J.so.
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IMMIGRATION.
(REPORTS FROM IMMIGRATION AGEWP AND OTHERS—SHIP CLYDE.')

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 2 Jwme, 1880.

FURTHER RETURN to an Address adopted by the Honorable the Legislative
Assembly of New South Wales on the 6th July, 1877, That, in the opinion of
this House, there should be laid upon the Table of this House,—
"(1.) Copies of all Reports, since 1875 to date, from the Agent General,
"the Health Officer, and Agent for immigration, to the Government,
relative to the despatch of Emigrants from England or elsewhere, and
after their inspection on arrival in the Colony by each ship.
(2.) That similar Reports should henceforward be laid upon the Table of
the House as soon as practicable after the arrival and inspection of the
"Immigrants by each ship.
"(3.) That the above Resolutions be communicated by Address to His
." Excellency the Governor."
(Mr. Macintosh.)
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IMMIGRATION.
S

The Acting Agent General to The Colonial Secretary.
Sir,

3, Westminster Chambers, S.W., 1 January, 1880.
I have the honor to inform 'Plymouth
that the ship" Clyde,1 ' of 1,140 tons register, has been chartered
for the conveyance of emigrants from Plymouth to Sydney, New South Wales, to be ready to embark
passengers on the 26th instant.
The rates are as follows, viz. :—If 275 and under 800, £16 lBs. Od. ; if 300 and under 325, £16
13s. 9d.; if 325 and upwards, £16 Ss. 9d.
I have, &c.,
DANIEL COOPER.

The Acting Agent General to The Colonial Secretary.
Sir,

3, Westminster Chambers, 26 .Tannary, 1880.
With reference to my letter of the 1st instant, announcing the engagement of the " Clyde"
for the conveyance of the emigrants to Sydney, I have the honor to enclose herewith a copy of the charterparty of that vessel.
The ship will sail from Plymouth with the passengers described in accompanying list.
The undermentioned gratuities have been promised on condition that the several parties shall have
performed their duties to the satisfaction of the Government, viz. —To the Surgeon-Superintendent, Mr.
James Smith (seventh voyage), lOs. on each emigrant landed alive; the master, the first mate, and the
second or third mate, or person who serves out the provisions, 4s. on each emigrant landed alive, to be
divided as the Surc'eon.Superintendent recommends, subject to the approval of the Government; the
schoolmaster, £5; tte matron, £40; sub-matrons, £3 each; the cook, £5 ; the cook's assistant, £3; the
baker, £3; the man in charge of the distilling apparatus, £5; hospital assistant, £3; the water-closet
constable, £5; the ordinary and female mess constables, each £3.
I am, &c.,
DANIEL COOPER,

The Acting Agent General to The Colonial Secretary.
Sir,

3, Westminster Chambers, SW., 13 February, 1880.
Referring to my despatch of the 1st January last (No. 1.80 Emigration) reporting the
chartering of the ship " Clyde," I have now the honor to advise you of the sailing of that vessel on the
29th ultimo, with 384 emigrants On board, equal to 327 statute adults, and to enclose,1st. Alphabetical list of emigrants, giving their names, ages, occupations, and the amount received
by the Emigration Officer for passage and bedding, and paid into the Bank of New Seuth Wales.
2nd, Return of the emigrants embarked, distinguishing the nominations made in the Colony,
general assisted, English, Scotch, and Irish.
3rd. Certificate of Dr. James Smith of his examination of the emigrants before embarkation, as
well as of the medicine chest, and provisions and stores supplied for the voyage.
I am, &e.,
DANIEL COOPER.

The Agent for Immigration to The Principal Under Secretary.
Sir,

Immigration Office, Sydney, 28 May, 1880.
I have the honor to report the arrival from Plymouth, on the 13th instant, of the ship "Clyde"
with immigrants, having left thatport on the 29th January, thus completing the voyage in 105 days.
The contract price as per charter-party is at the rate of £10 Ss. 9d. per statute adult,
The ship arrived in port in good order; all arrangements for the comfort and convenience of the
immigrants were most satisfactory.
The immigrants by this vessel consisted of 35 married couples with their 115 children, 08 single
men, and 107 single women.
En&Iisb
Their nationality is noted in the margin.
In addition to the amount of £488, paid by depositors in the Colony, a further sum of £179 was
OtherCountrios7 paid to the Agent General in London, making a total of £607 paid by immigrants or by their friends
towards their cost of passage to this Colony.
The very large proportion of 308 individuals out of 384 who left England were nominated by
friends in this Colony.
Herewith is annexed an abstract Return of the disposal of the immigrants. During the voyage
there occurred one death and seven births,
On examination by the Board of Immigration of the single women at the DepOt, and of the
married people and single men on board the ship, all expressed themselves well satisfied both in respect
of the good quality and of the sufficient quantity of all provisions issued to them during the voyage.
0. The single women were received at the Depot on the day of the arrival of the ship, the greater
number of whom were received by their friends, leaving only 31, who were willing to hire as domestic
servants; these found immediate engagements, at an average rate of wages of Os. 2d. per week.
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7. Free paases by railway and by coasting steamers were granted to 189 of the immigrants who
wished to proceed into the country districts, as per follows
Snrxinr,
Why Proceeding.

Married.

Children.

Single Men.

Single

Hired...
...
..,
...
...
...
...
...
To or with friends ...
...
...
...
...
...
Seeking employment in districts selected by themselves...

1
16
4

3
48
10

15
89
4

2
26

21

61

58

28

General Total

...

...

189

These proceeded to 47 different localities in various parts of the country.
The remainder of the immigrants, making a total of 70, including children, left the ship within
two days after arrival, without any notification as to their proposed destination.
S. The surgeon-superintendent, James Smith, Esq., appears to have given every satisfaction in the
discharge of his duties; he is therefore recommended as entitled to receive the promised gratuity of lOs.
per head for this his seventh voyage in charge of immigrants ; also, to receive the certificate entitling him
to the further sum of £60 towards the cost of his return passage to England.
The surgeon-superintendent reports of the matron, Miss Matley, that on the whole she
performed her duties well. It is therefore recommended that she receive the promised gratuity of £40;
also the usual certificate entitling her to the further sum of £30 towards the cost of her return pasage
to England.
Dr. Smith reports favourably of the master, and of the several officers of the ship; the usual
gratuity of 4s. per head on the immigrants landed alive, it is recommended should be thus distributed
To the master, Is. Gd. per head; to the first mate and to the purser each is. per head; and Gd. per head to
the second mate.
Other gratuities, as per letter of instructions from the Agent General, are recommended to be
paid as follows —To the schoolmaster, the cook, the man in charge of the distilling apparatus, and to the
water-closet constable, the sum of £5 each to each of the three sub-matrons, the ten constables, the
hospital assistant, the baker, and the cook's assistant, the sum of £3 each; also £3 on the special
recommendation of the surgeon-superintendent to the nurse.
The principal diseases as reported by the surgeon-superintendent to have occurred during the
voyage were jaundice, acute rheumatism, and bronchitis.
I have, &z.,
GEORGE F. WISE,
Agent for Immigration.
Ship "Clyde" arrived at Sydney, 13th May, 1880.
Number of births on board :—Males, 4; females, 3.
Nominal List of Deaths on Board.
No.
1

Name.
Fowler, Margaret...

Ago.
...

...

. . . 1 year

Disease.

...

Capillary bronchitis.

. .j
Disposal of the Immigrnnts.
Married couples
with their children
under 12 years of age.

How disposed of.

Left the ship to join their friends, or
hire on their own account
...
...
Left the ship under engagements to
proceed into the country
...
...
Forwarded at their own reqnest into the
country by railway and by steain.boat
Received at the Immigration Depot,
widows and children included..
...
Left the DepAt to jein their friends ..
B. Hired from the DepOt .,.
...
...
Government Immigration Office,
Sydney, 28 May, 1880.

[ad.]

Remarks.

Females.

Married
Couplet

Children
under 12 Y.

14

54

...

40

1

3

...

15

20

58

...

43

...
...
...

...
...
...

131
100
315

...
...
...

*31 hired as domestic
servants, at average
rate of Os. 2d. per
week to £23 iGs. Sd.
per annum.

GEORGE F. WISE,
Agent for Immigration.

Sydsiov Turj a Richards, Coven . 'it Printer.—lsSO.
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IMMIGRATION.
(FETITIOZI AGAINST—JNJIABITANTS OF ILLAWARRL)

Received by the Legislative Assembly, 17 March, 1880.

To the Honorable the Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The humble Petition of the undersigned inhabitants of Illawarra,—
HUMBLY SIIOWIETH

That in consequence of the great number of men unsuccessfully seeking employment in this
district, and the still larger munber of unemployed in the Colony, your humble Petitioners are of opiulon
that further assisted immigration is unnecessary at the present time.
Your Petitioners therefore beseech your Honorable House to withdraw the £75,000 (seventy-five
thousand pounds) placed on the Estimates for the above purposes.
Also that such immigration be suspended until the surplus labour of the Oclony shall be absorbed in
employment.
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray, Sic., Sic.

[Here follow 844 ei,qnatwres.]

[3d,]
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1879-80.
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

IMMIGRATION.
(PETITION AGAThTST—MARTIN O1JES1, CIIAIRMAN OP WORKING MEN'S DEFENCE ASSOCIATION,)

Received by the Legislative .Assemb4, 31 March, 1880,

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled.
May it please your Honorable House,—
The humble Petition of the undersigned Labourers, Artisans, &c., Citizens of Sydney, and
Members of the "Working Alen's Defence Association,"—
RESPECTFULLY Suowin
That the voting of £7,000 for semi-pauper Immigration will be fraught with consequences
the most disastrous to this Colony; the labour market being flooded to its utmost extent with persons,
men and women, scouring the town in search of work and finding none.
Your Petitioners believe that the introduction of more immigrants would lead to more pauperism,
crime, and immorality, and would only tend to crowd our already overcrowded gaols and asylums.
Your Petitioners would humbly pray your Honorable House to take the foregoing premises into
your earnest consideration, and grant your Petitioners such relief as their case requires.
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
Signed on behalf of the Meeting,—
MARTIN GUEST,
Chairman.

09-1
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CHINE SE IMMIGRATION.
(CORRESPONDENCE RESPECTING.)

restnieb S l31trliamenj by tonxmanb,

SCHEDULE,
RO.

PAG1.

1. Circular letter from the Colonial Secretary, New South Wales, to the other Australian Colonies 11 June, 1880
1
2. The Colonial Secretary, Tasmania, to Colonial Secretary, New South Wales. 18 June, 1880..............................2
8. The Colonial Secretary, Queensland, to Colonial Secretary, New South Wales. 22 June, 1880 ........................... 2
4. The Chief Secretary, Victoria, to Colonial Secretary, New South Wales. 28 June, 1880............... ..................... 2
S. The Chief Secretary, South Australia, to Colonial Secretary, New South Wales. 28 June, 1880 ........................2
Telegram from Colonial Secretary, New South Wales, to Colonial Secretary, Hongbong. 17 June, 1880 ............... 2
Telegram from Colonial Secretary, Rongkong, to Colonial Secretary, New South Wales. 18 June, 1880...............2

No.1.
The Colonial Secretary, New South Wales, to The Chief Secretary, Victoria,
(Circular.)
Sir,

Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 11 June, 1880.
I have the honor to invite your attention to a question of high concern to all the Australasian
Colonies, which, it seems to me, cannot be allowed to remain without legislative interference, and in
dealing with which the Colonies might most effectively act in concert.
2. The presence of large numbers of Chinese in our populations is objectionable from the
conditions which have at all times marked their infux,—that the immigrants are all of one sex, and that
they are for the most part bound to some unknown authority, and are not really free. But experience
has shown that many social mischiefs attend their introduction, in whatever form it takes place, not the
least of which is that their presence is a constant source of discontent and dissatisfaction to large classes
of our own people.
3. There is a certain prospect of the evil being aggravated as time advances if sound remedial and
preventive measures are not adopted. The facilities of communication between China and Australasia are
daily increasing, and at the same time restrictive legislation and social obstacles are likely to drive the
Chinese from the Pacific States of America and from other countries. It is probable that these Colonies
will not only attract immigration in larger numbers direct from China, but become the receptacles for
Chinese refugees from other parts of the world.
4. In this state of things, I shall be glad to learn the views of your Government on the subject.
If you concur with me as to the desirability of the Colonies acting in concert, there are two courses which
seem to suggest themselves
The preparation of a measure to be sent round to the several Australasian Governments
for approval, with a view to uniform legislation in all the Colonies; or, what would perhaps
be better—
A Conference of all the Colonies, with a view to the consideration of the question in all its
phases, and to agreement upon a common basis for united action.
I have, &c.,
HENRY PAflES.
Similar letters addressed to The Chief Secretary, South Australia.
The Colonial Secretary, Tasmania.
Do.
Queensland.
Do.
Western Australia,
Do.
New Zealand.
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The Colonial Secretary, Tasmania, to The Colonial Secretary, New South Wales.
Sir,

Colonial Secretary's Office, Hobart Town, 18 June, 1880.
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your circular letter of the 11th instant,
suggesting the desirability of the Australasian Colonies acting in concert to prevent the introduction of
large numbers of Chinese into the Colonies.
I have, &c.,
J. W. AGNEW,
(For Colonial Secretary, absent).

No. 3.
The Colonial Secretary, Queensland, to The Colonial Secretary, New South Wales.
Sir,

Colonial Secretary's Office, Brisbane, 22 June, 1880.
I do myself the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 11th instant on the
subject of Chinese Immigration, and, in forwarding to you a copy of the Act passed here during the
Session of 1877, dealing with the question, to inform you that your proposal in favour of the preparation
of a measure to be sent round to all the Australasian group for approval with a view to uniform
legislation, appears to be a good one, and if you will prepare such a measure it will receive the careful
consideration of this Government.
Neither my colleagues nor myself view with approval.the proposal for a Conference; little, if any,
good has resulted from previous Conferences, and we do riot think the matter of such serious importance
as to require one.
I have, &c.,
A. H. PALMER.
[Enclosure.]
[The Chinese Immigrants Regulation Act of 1877. 41 Victoria No. 8.]

The Chief Secretary, Victoria, to The Colonial Secretary, New South Wales.
Sir,

Chief Secretary's Office, Melbourne, 23 June, 1880.
In reply to your letter of 11th instant, relative t6 the best means of checking the immigration
of Chinese to the Australasian Colonies, I have the honor to inform you that the Government of Victoria
is alive to the importance of the subject, as well as to the difficulties that stand in the way of dealing with
a matter that involves, as it does, large questions of international law.
This Government concurs in the suggestion that united action on the part of all the Colonies is
necessary in order to put an end to the evil, and it will be glad tto co-operate with New South Wales in
promoting such action ; but, as regards the holding a Conference to deal with the question, it would
prefer that a meeting were not held until a measure had been first drafted and circulated for general
consideration; and if you cause such a Bill to be prepared it will be carefully discussed by this Cabinet.
A Conference held after that stage is reached would be in a position to deal with the subject more
effectually probably than at present.
I have, &c.,
ROBERT RAMSAY.

The Chief Secretary, South Australia, to The Colonial Secretary, New South Wales.
Sir,

Chief Secretary's Office, Adelaide, 28 June, 1880.
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 11th instant, and in reply to
inform you that this Government are fully alive to the importance of the subject therein referred to, viz.,
the necessity for 'united action on the part of all the Australasian Colonies with reference to the influx of
Chinese, and that they will be happy to unite in any Conference you may be able to arrange for the consideration of the question in its several bearings.
I have, &c.,
WILLIAM MORG&N.

Telegram from Colonial Secretary, New South Wales, to Colonial Secretary, Hongkong.
Sydney, 17 June, 1880.
IT is reported here that your Government is promoting some scheme for the deportation of Chinese
convicted of criminal offenees to Australia. Kindly inform what foundation there may be (if any) for
this report.

Telegram from Colonial Secretary, Hongkong, to Colonial Secretary, New South
Wales.
Hongkong, 18 June, 1880.
No such deportation is now allowed from Hongkong. Governor Hennessy stopped all deportation of
Chinese criminals to Australia three years ago. I will write fully by mail.

[3d.]

Sydney Thomas Richard,, Government Printer.—iSSO.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
NEW SOUTRWALES.

CHINESE.
(PETITION FROM M. GUEST, CHAIRMAN OF THE WORKING MEN'S DEFENCE ASSOCIATION.)

Received by the Legislative Assembly, $ April, 1880.

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled.
May it please your Honorable House.
The humble Petition of the undersigned Mechanics, Artisans, Labourers, &e., Members of the
Working Men's Defence Association,—
REFECTFULLY SE0WE'FK
That your Petitioners have heard with alarm and regret of the arrival on our shores of 260
Chinamen in one vessel, and regard it as the begimiiig of a Mongolian invasion, which, if continued, will
lead to the most disastrous results.
To prevent all the horrors of an anti-Chinese war, your Petitioners would pray your Honorable
House to take the foregoing premises into your earnest consideration, and grant such speedy relief as in
your wisdom you may deem fit
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever ny.
Signed, on behalf of Public Meeting held at l3athurst-street Column, April 5th, 1880,—
MARTIN GUEST,
Chairman.

[3d.]
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1879-80.
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

OHINE SE.
(PETITION FROM JOHN HARPS, CHAmMAJI OF A PUBLIC MEETrnG OF OITIZENS OF SYDNEY.)

Received 1y the Legislative Assembly, 9 April, 1880.

To the Honorable the Speaker and Members of the Legislative Assembly.
The humble Petition of the Citizens of Sydney,
RESPECTFULLY Snowtpn
That your Petitioners now and eve,' have been oppose
d to the presence of Chinese in our midst,
chiefly because—
Of their gross Asiatic immorality.
Their introduction of loathsome and incurable diseases among the people.
Their competition in the labour market tends to the ultimate degradation of our own poorer
class of labourers.
Their not contributing to the support of the State in proportion to adult Europeans.
And lastly, because they fail to settle down as permanent colonists like persons of other
nationalities.
That your Petitioners, lamenting the many abortive attempts at effective legislation in this particular,
and feeling the direful necessity of resorting to what at first sight might be deemed un-English and
unehristiantike measures (seeing that no other measures are adequate to the requirements of the case),
humbly
objects-pray your Honorable Rouse to bring in another Chinese Bill forthwith, which shall have for its
The imposition of an annual tax of ten pounds a head on every individual of the Chinese race
resident in New South Wales (whether from the mainland of China or from the British
islands of the Straits Settlement (Singapore, Malaeea Penang, and Labuan), Hong Kong, or
elsewhere (but nothing herein said shall be taken to refer to the children of Chinese parents
born in New South Wales).
The disabling of any vessel from bringing to these shores any more than thirteen Chinese at
any one tune; and
The compelling the ship "Brisbane," now in Quarantine, with her 215 Chinamen, some of whom
are infected with small-pox, to clear out with all her passengers, and not to land any of them
in any part of this Colony under a penalty of twenty thousand pounds.
And your Petitioners, as in duty bonnd, will ever pray, &c.
Signed, on behalf of a Public Meeting held at the top of Bathurst.street, Sydney, on the 7th
April, 18801 —
JOHN HA1tDS,
Chairman.

[3d.]
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LEGISLATIV1 ASSEMBLT.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

CHINE SE.
(PETITION FROM CHAIRMAN OF THE NATIONAL ANTI-CHINESE LEAGUE.)

Received by the Leqülative Assembly, 17 .Ime, 1880.

To the Honorable the Speaker and Members of the Legislative Assembly, in Parliament assembled.
The humble Petition of the Members of the National Anti-Chinese League, passed at a Public
Meeting held at the Batliurststreet Column, on Wednesday, June 16th, 1880.
HUMBLY SRoWETU
Your Petitioners view with alarm the arrival of the steamship "Brisbane," on Sunday last, with
188 Chinese for Sydney, and the arrival this morning of the steamship "Java" with
185 more Chinamen for

this port the latter vessel having a virulent case of small-pox on board

Your Petitioners believing that this large Max of Chinese is the beginning of a great invasion of
Mongolians to our shores, which, if not restricted by legislative enactment, will lead to great destitution
amongst the working classes, and very daugrous results may follow; more especially if that terrible
disease the smaU-pox should be disseminated amongst us, the consequence would be most appalling.
And your Petitioners humbly pray your Honorable louse will take the foregoing premises into
your favourable consideration, and grant us relief by legislating on this question before you adjourn this
Session.
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
Signed on behalf of the Meeting,—
FHEDK. BRAINWOOD,
Chairman.
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GLEBE 'ISLAfflJ ABATTOIR INQUIRY,
I

FINAL REPORT
WITH

MINUTES OF EVLDENICE
OF

THE BOARD
APPOINTED TO INQUIRE INTO AND REPORT UPON THE CONDITION
AND MANAGEMENT OF THE PUBLIC ABATTOIR, GLEBE ISLAND.

ORDERED BY THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY TO BE PRINTED,
28 October, 1879.

SYDNEY: T1IO1AS INCITARDS, a0VERIcMENT ERJNTER.
1879.
[4&J
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The Chajrman'of the Board to The Honorable the Colonial Treasurer.
Sir,

0-lebe 'Sian4 Abattoir Inquiry, Sydney, 22 October, 1879.

I have the honor to forward to you herewith the Final Report, with Minutes of Evidence and
Appendices, of the Board appointed to inquire into and report upon the condition and management of
the public Abattoir at Glebe Island. A number of separate appendices, which consist of a drawing
representing the Philadelphia Abattoir, and of diagrams explaining the system with regard to the
slaughtering of cattle and the conveyance of meat in America, are not quite ready, but will be printed,
I am informed, in time to be laid upon the Table of the House when Parliament meets.
I have, &c.,
GEO. THORNTON,
Chairman.

II
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GLEBE ISLARD ABATTOIR INQUIRY.

FINAL REPORT.

TnE Bonn appointed by the Honorable the Colonial Treasurer for the purpose of
inquiring into and reporting upon the condition and management of the Public
Abattoir, (]-lebe Island, had the honor of submitting, on the 23rd June last, for the
information of the Minister, a Progress Report, with a printed copy of the evidence
taken up to that time. Since that period the Board have held several meetings for
the examination of witnesses, and otherwise in pursuance of their inquiry, and
now be0 to submit their final Report.
Considering it prudent to afford an opportunity for giving evidence on the
subject of inquiry to those persons desirous of doing so, and who had not already
been examined, the Board issued an invitation to such persons by advertisement in
the public newspapers; and the Board are now of opinion that the inquiry may be
safely closed, they having, as they believe, collected sufficient information to enable
them to make a hill report upon the whole subject, and one which they think will
be found not only interesting but likely to produce usefull and important results.
The Board have given much time and attention to the duty entrusted to
them, have held many meetings, visited and inspected the various institutions
associated with this matter, examined a great many witnesses, and taken voluiniiwus
evidence upon every part of the subject which appeared to be involved in the
question, no less than 5,098 questions having been put by the members of the
Board, and as many replies obtained.
The Board have also compiled a synopsis of the evidence, which will be
found a useful and ready means of reference to any person desirous of being
informed upon any point of the subject submitted to the Board for inquiry.
The Board have divided the subject into several parts, under separate headings, not only with the object of keeping the various points involved in the inquiry
distinct, but also of stating them with as much order and clearness as it is possible
todo.
The duties deputed to the Board were to inquire1st. As to the truth of certain allegations made in the Syd4wy Morning
Herald, .in recent articles under the head of "Butchers and Butchers'
Meat," as to practices carried on at the Abattoir;
2nd. As to the best neans of disposing of the blood and offal from the
Abattoir, with a view to utilizing the same for the public benefit;
ard. As to the present management of the Abattoir; and
4th.

4
4th. Whether the present position of the Abattoir is the most suitable for
the purpose intended, having regard to the requirements of the trade,
and the health of the community, and generally on matters relating
to the present system as practised at the Abattoir, with a view to an
improvement;
and although the language of these written instructions from the Honorable the
Treasurer would imply that the inquiry should not extend beyond them, yet in order
to make a full investigation and submit a complete Report the Board have thought
it undesirable to confine themselves to any limited action, and have endeavoured to
make the inquiry a comprehensive one.
GLEnn ISLAND

Suitability
of present
site for the
Abattoir.

AS A SUITABLE PLACE FOR PUBLIC ABATTOIRS.

The Board reiterate and confirm the statement made in their Progress Report,
viz. :—" They have taken the evidence of several witnesses of intelligence and grcat
experience, and have also the evidence of their own inspection of the Glebe Island
Abattoir. All the witnesses concur in the opinion that the site is eminently suitable
for the purposes of a public Abattoir; and that with necessary additions to the
buildings, the paving throughout and perfect draining of the Abattoir, an abundant
supply of hot and cold fresh water, and trolly appliances, the site will be found
sufficient to meet the wants of the metropolis for mny years to come."

Cattle-yards

The covering on all the yards attached to the killing-houses requires to be
aflered and extended so as to protect the animals from rain, and also from the effects
of the sun and strong winds. Additional secure yards should also be erected for both
cattle and sheep; and the existing yards should be altered to permit of easier drafting,
which would result in less cruelty with boat-hooks or similar instruments. Proper
provision should also be made for the feeding and watering of stock which remain
over the prescribed time in the yards, and that should be reduced from 48 to 30
hours; and the Regulation which requires these yards to be kept clean should be
strictly enforced.

Roads for
sehicletraffie.

The roads for the traffic of the vehicles used at the establishment require to
be extended and increased in width so as to admit of the passage of at least two carts
or drays at all times, and should be properly paved and drained. The present limited
space for cart traffic admits of the passage of but one vehicle at a time, causing much
delay and inconvenience, and seriously obstrileting urgent work required to be done
by the men.

Detached gut
and hide
hoaBes.

Detached gut, hide, and skin houses, with trolly and tramway appliances,
should be erected for the several killing-houses on sites where the butchers' drays
could have free access to take away the hides, skins, fat, and boiling offal without
interfering, as they now do, with the removal of the blood and offal from the
killing-houses.

The sheep, pig, and calf killing-houses are too small and inconvenient, and
killing-houses consequently cannot be kept clean. New and properly constructed pig-houses should
be erected on another site, and the space now occupied by them thrown into the
sheep-houses, which should be altered and enlarged.

Sheep,
pig,
an

Steam
.appliances for

hot

Steam power appliances for the supply of an alniudance of hot, clean water,
with large tubs, pans, &c., should be provided for the pig dressing as well as for
general purposes.
An

5
O I
An a1 undant constant supply of clean, cold water all through the buildings,bLmd.T\$
water
th
with hydrants and hose fixed where necessary, is also urgentlya required; and to
secure this the reservoir now in course of construction should be completed.
The whole surface of the establishment should be paved with Caithness Paving of
the establis
flagging or best aspi.xalt, so formed as to constantly drain itself; and the under-ground nt.
1
drains should be enlarged and relaid with proper fall.
Ga
The whole of the establishment should be lighted with gas.
Better accommodation should be provided for the Government employés on Accommodation
sites less subject to nuisances than these quarters now are.

A commodious buildin, fitted with large open and shower baths, lavatories, Baths and
and closets, should be erected in a convenient spot, where the men engaged in lavatories.
slaughtering, &c., could take their meals and exchange their clothes as required, and
have ever facility for personal cleanliness.
The Board are of opinion that a chilling-house in close proximity to the Chilling.
slaughtering-houses, with proper and adequate scientific appliances for removing the
bodies of meat there from the killing-rooms, and with proper means for suspending
and keeping the meat, is absolutely necessary as a part of the Abattoir requirements;
and that such a chilling-house, with every requisite appliance, should be erected
without any delay. There is abundant evidence to show that, especially in the
summer months, meat for consumption is delivered before it can possibly cool, with
the muscular action going on and in fact while the meat is in a state which is most
unwholesome and. such as to render it unfit for food. The meat when dressed, should
be taken by machinery to the elullir-house,
and there allowed to set before hem" Necessity
for
b setting the
b
delivered for consumption. This would improve the flavour and general quality of meat.
the meat, and cause it to keep good for at least one or two days longer than it would
ot]ierwise do. It would also do away with the starving of the stock in the waiting
paddocks, and many other disagreeable things unavoidable under the present system.
The Board have obtained and append scientific evidence as to plans and costitery.
ing
of machinery and other material for reducing the atmosphere of a chilling-house to
the degree of cold necessary for such purposes, and as to the cost of chilling and
setting the meat, which shows that this can be don.e at an expense at which every
one in the trade will gladly patronize the chilling-house.
The Board have also obtained much valuable information, evidence, plans, The system
in the United
as to the mode of killing and dressing animals in the United States of America, States.
the utilization of the blood and offal, the transit of live and dead meat, and also as
to the refrigerator cars used for such purposes. This information the Board strongly
recommend for careful perusal and consideration, and they are of opinion that where
practicable the system followed in the United States'should be adopted in this Colony.
THE TEANSIT OP STOCK TO floMEnusu

BY TUE

ROAD AND BY RAIL.

1. By Road.
In order to carry out the duty with which the Board were entrusted, they Ertent of
have found it necessary to commence their inquiry with the treatment which the inquiry.
stock receive from the time they leave their pastures, and to follow them till they are
delivered in the shape of meat to the consumer.
This was necessary not only for the sake of ascertaining the treatment to Treatment of
travelling
which the stock are subjected during all that tune, but it was absolutely necessary stock.
in order that the Board might know how the stock had fared for food and water prior
to reaching the Ahattoir.
The
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Effect of
treatment on
meat.

The Board thoub ht it necessary also to take this course in order that the
public3might be made aware of the hard treatment to which the fat stock have
usually been subjected in reaching Sydney and other markets; and to let it be
clearly understood why the meat with which they have generally been supplied has
been so unpalatable and innutritious.

Treatment of
stock on road,

Goin, then, into the heart of the pastoral country, i.e., the districts known as
the Bogan, Lower Macquarie, Castlereagh, and Lower Namoi, and following the
stock on foot from thence—say from Walgett to Sydney,—the Board find on evidence
that for the first hundred miles the stock are not subjected to very great hardship,
though every year, through the sale and selection of the land along the road, they
are fairing worse and worse; and that on that portion of the journey . they will lose
but little condition if they are carefully driven. After that, however, with almost
every stage they approach Sydney their hardships increase ; the feeding ground
becomes less; the Reserves are in many instances stripped of pasture; the roads
begin to be fenced in on both sides, and are frequently metalled; the traffic increases;
and the stock are rousted and knocked about by teams, coaches, and people on foot
and on horseback.

Rardships
travelling
stock undergo.

This is very bad for the stock, but; nothing to the hardships which they have
to undergo when they reach the mountains forming the Coast Range—say Wallerawang on the one road, and the Bulga on the other. They have then to encounter
what to them is absolute torture, for, bred and reared as they have been on plain
country, their hoofs are naturally soft and their feet by that time tender from
traveffing; and when they come to these mountains they are hurried and bustled along
the narrow broken stony tracks, weary and foot sore, at about twice the rate they ought
to travel, as they can get little or nothin.g to eat by the way. This state of things is
of course aggravated in every case where the drover is not veiy careful, and continues
until the cattle reach the foot of the mountains, on the Sydney side of the Range;
and so heat out and tired are the stock by the journey that they will, if allowed, lie
for 12 or 15 hours at a stretch at the foot of the mountains, only getting up to drink
and lie down again, and not even looking for grass, although they have had little or
none for 3 or 4 days previously.

Want of feed
on road,

Although the stock on their journey from thence into Homebush are not
punished as they are on the mountains, they are subjected to severe privations and
suffering for want of grass. As a rule they do not get a good feed all the way from
Kurrajong to Homebush, while they are a good deal knocked about in narrow lanes
and on hard roads.

The iraste in
mest,

The result of all this is the inifiction of a great deal of cruelty on the stock,
great waste of meat, and very great deterioration in its quality. On such a journey
as the Board have sketched, one gentleman of large exierience in these matters puts
the waste at an average, all the season through, of 120lbs. a head; another at 200 ;
and a third at lOOlhjs. Taking the average of the three we have a waste of 140lbs.
per head; and the Board themselves are of opinion that this is rather under than
over the actual loss on the journey in ordinary seasons and with ordinary drovers.
Even at 140lbs. per head this waste is a very serious matter, and especially so when
it is borne in mind that it is all the best and most nutritious part of the meat which
goes first, and still, more serious, as the effect of this hard treatment does not on.
with the loss in weight and flavour and nutriment of the meat, but fevers the animal
and renders its flesh to a large extent unhealthy.
While
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While the only real remedy for the evils here pointed at is the extension of our The remedy
for the 0 $
railways to the far interior, it is possible to do a good deal towards alleviating these evils
by the proclamation of ample Reserves on all the main droving roads, and protecting
these reserves for the sole use of travelling stock, and the Board would recommend
that this course be adopted as soon as possible, and a special staff, if necessary,
appointed for the work. In some districts ample provision has already been made
in the shape of driftways and reserves for the stock traffic; but in others very little
has been done in this way, and the stock suffer very much for the want of feeding
grounds.
It will, of course, be evident that whenever an owner can avail himself of Sending stock
by railway.
the railway he ought never to send his fat stock to market by the road; and that
this is especially true as regards the travelling of fat stock over the Blue Mountains.
Anyone who does so is not only very short-sighted and wasteful but guilty of
unnecessary cruelty.

2. By Rail.
We find on evidence that the accommodation for the stock traffic prior to Defects in
trucking
1870-7 was so very defective., that owners were deterred from using the railway. accommoda'on.
Since then considerable improvements have been made in these respects, but very
much still requires to be done in the selection of more suitable sites for trucking
and discharging the stock, the erection of larger and better-shaped yards, and the
use of more convenient and safcr trucks, while the time stock are now on the train
without food or water requires to be shortened by at least one-half. The stock
trains should be special, and should run through, and be subjected to far less
stopping and shunting.
Evidence has also been adduced that considerable losses have occurred
9°
fig trucks.
through over-crowding the trucks; and the Board *oultd recommend, as some
check on this practice, that the regular load of a 'cattle-truck should be fixed at
(say) 8 head of fat cattle, and of half a sheep truck, at (say) 40 unshorn and 45
newly-shorn fat sheep; and that all cattle and sheep put into trucks in excess of
these numbers respectively should be charged at (say) from 20 to 50 per cent. higher
a rate than that paid per head for the regular numbers, according as the Railway
Department may find it necessary.

OATILE SALE-YARDS.
The site of the present cattle sale-yards at Elomebush is too far from the Saleyards.
metropolis and the Ahattoir. The more such matters are concentrated the better
for all concerned. Moreover the sale-yards as they have existed for years past, and
are now carried on, are in all respects unsuitable—too small—fllthy---uuhealthy---the
cattle often for many hours up to their bellies in mud and slush ;—and the arrano'
b e Delivery from
ments for the delivery from the railway trucks are defective, wild cattle at times Railway
breaking away and getting on the line, endangering life and property.
The Board are of opinion and recommend that the cattle sale-yards should Glebe Island
a site for
be constructed on 0-lebe Island, and that all cattle brought by tram should be as
cattle saledelivered at Globe Island by a branch railway line. Although the Board are aware yards.
that some objections to this course may be raised, yet they think these objections
could

could be easily removed, and everything regulated and made to work conveniently
Advantages and advantageously for the general public. There would be an avoidance of the
Island.
abominations connected with the presen.t system of liavin.g the yards at Homebusli;
the cruelty and injury to the cattle by theii being kept in paddocks several days
without food, and then driven furiously, goaded by men, whips, and dogs, to the
Abattoir; where they are now kified in a state of fever, would cease; the meat would
be greatly improved in quality, whereas under the present system it becomes greatly
deteriorated; and the roads along which the cattle are now driven would no longer
be dangerous to the public. The nearer and more convenient the yards are to the
èity the better would it be for the smaller butchers, who could without difficulty
attend and purchase their stock at the yards; and while the buyers from Campbelltown, Liverpool, Penrith, Richmond, Windsor, and the Southern Districts would
have to come a somewhat longer distance to purchase their cattle, there need be
no inconvenience if the cattle are sent from the yards to their destination by train.
It is more than probable that there will gradually be a considerable increase in the
number of stock killed in the country, and a consequent decrease in the number sent
to Sydney, and therefore it is unnecessary, and would be very unwise, to incur the
cost of erecting large new yards of a very expensive description. A chilling-house
at 0-lebe Island, in which meat could be stored for as long as a fortnight, would
enable purchasers to overcome the difficulties arising from a glutted market, or the
stock, if unsold or waiting for slaughter, might remain in the yards at the Island
and be fed with hay. No nuisance need occur from having the sale-yards near the
Abattoir, and that C-lebe Island is a suitable site for the yards is shown by the facts
that the Island contains 33 acres of land, which is hard, dry, and easily drained,
that the site is isolated and at the same time very convenient, that it has deep
water frontage, and that it is a very short distance from the railway, with which
it could be connected by a branch line.
Beito for saleTo recapitulate—the question as to the best site for central sale-yards, shortly
stated, stands thus
That, as the trade is now conducted, a very great deal of cruelty is
being continually perpetrated on the stock after they leave the Homebush yards both on the road and while in the waiting paddocks,
where they are starved sometimes for a whole week.
That this state of things ought not to continue for a day longer than
the change can be made.
That as it is simply impossible to find grass for a tithe of the stock
within 20 miles of Sydney, the only effectual remedy for these evils
is to erect the sale-yards at G-lebe Island, and give the stock hay while
in the yards waiting for sale or slaughter.
That an outlay of from 4d. to 5d. a head per day would provide sufficient food for horned cattle, and id. to i*d. for each sheep, and that
this would be immeasurably better for the stock than as they now
are—very much better for the producer and butcher, and a great deal
better for the consumer.
Sale-yards for
The establishment of central sale-yards on Glebe Island would also meet
small stock.
another very urgent want. It would provide a general metropolitan market for
small stock which arrive by steamer and rail, and which are now treated in the
worst possible manner for the want of such a market, to the great injury of both the
producer and consumer.

k
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Couicn.r.
There can be no doubt that the meat trade is now in a state of transition, Advantage of
having cattle
and that the interests of the producers, dealers, and consumers are deeply concerned killed in the
COUfl r.
dn the recent and advantageous changes brought about by having cattle slaughtered
in the interior of the Colony, and conveyed as dead meat to the metropolis. It is
self-evident that such a system has immense advantages. A constant supply of -meat;
better flavoured, of primer quality, and cheaper than hitherto, can be offered to the
consumer, and the producer will obtain better prices for his stock—saving the hide,
horns, hoofs, bones, tallow, &c., &c., and avoiding the expenses of d.roviug as well as
the loss of weight and quality in the animals. This dead meat trade is also a certain Incrensedrailwe revenue,
-means of greatly increased traffic and revenue for the Railway Department, not only
n the carriage of the meat but also in the conveyance of the hides, horns, bones,
tallow, &c., &c.
DEAD MEAT FROM TEE

But to carry out these arrangements effectually there would require to be a Refrigerator
number of cool or "non-conducting" trucks, constructed upon the most modern and
improved, plans. The Board think every facility should be afforded by the Railway RaflwarDeDepartment for the reception, conveyance, and delivery of dead meat from the
interior of the Colony, and desire to call the attention of the Railway authorities to
the anomaly disclosed in Mr. Dawson's evidence—that the charge for the conveyance
of dead meat is 50 per cent. higher than for live stock, while it would seem to the
Board that the charge per truck for dead meat should be much less than for live
stock; for in the case of dead meat the trucks could always be used to take goods
up the country, whereas the sheep trucks could never be used in that way and the
cattle trucks very seldom, thereby entailing the expense on the railway of taking
them back empty.
Ti.i.e Board are of opinion and strongly recommend, that special trains for the Scial trains
for live and
conveyance of dead meat, and especially for live stock, should be run through to the
metropolis, without stoppages, and at a speed of not less than 20 miles an hour.
But to make such a system as proposed above perfect it is absolutely necessary bead meat
mar e.
that a dead meat market should be erected in a convenient part of the city, for the
storing and.keeping wholesome, and the sale of meat brought dot by railway. The Cold storeatmosphere of the meat store-rooms should be maintained at a degree of cold not looms.
exceeding 500 Fahrenheit, and this can be easily- accomplished by the erection of
proper machinery for the purpose. [Vide Appendices, pl(z12S, ic., and Scieflt?fic
evidence of Captain .Farqu-har, Aft. Nicolle, and others.] A small charge upon the•
meat would produce a sum which would more than pay good interest upon the cost.
It is necessary only to point to the difference between the quality and general Coinparisoll
meat
eonthtion of the meat supplied at the present time and for years past to the public, between
now supplied
gA1Ct
and what it would be if the meat were set by cold appliances in refrigerated stores,
s
ated tores.
to recognise the great advantages of a dead meat market such as the Board suggest.
llnder the present system the meat delivered in the summer months for consumption
is- almost alive—hot, unset, and unwholesome; the animals often killed in a state of
fever, and many of them cows about to calve or that have just calved ;—a state of
things that urgently requires a remedy.
t

But there is far more involved in the improvement of the general quality and Improvement
eondi.tipn of the meat delivered in Sydney than this. The export of preserved meat
C
from Sydney, and 3t eJbourne has, on the whole, been carried on at considerahe
loss. This has arisei almost entirely from the deteriorated condition of the beef
auth

I

w
and mutton which have been put up; and if the meat can be laid down at the
water's edge, as there is no doubt it now can be, in as good quality as it is in the
paddocks in which the stock have fattened, our preserved meats will fetch a different
price in the European and other markets; and if only id. per lb. more is realized,
that would be about 40s. per bullock—a rise which would place our cattle-owners in
a very different position from that in which they now are, while it would not affect
the consumer here.
UTILIZATION OF TUE BLOOD AND OFFAL, AND THE AVOIDANCE OF NUISANCES
ARIsING THEREFROM.
Present aye.
tem
and ineffec-

blood and
offiby punts
dangerous.

Pont should
be hermetiand =other
provided.

The evidence taken by the Board on this portion of the subject of inquiry
goes to prove that the present system withregardto the blood and the offal is very costly,
defective, and quite ineffectual. It will be seen by the evidence that many nuisances
still exist from the present drainage deposit and manner of conveying the blood and
offal away from the Abattoir. These have often been allowed to accumulate and
become very offensive, and this has arisen largely through mismanagement.
The system of delivering the blood and offal to the punts and the conveyance
and discharge outside the harbour is very defective. The stuff itself becomes exposed
and offensiv; the men employed in the punts have to discharge some of the worst
of the filth with their hands; the offal and filth have sometimes been allowed to return
into and float over the harbour and some of the beaches, thereby not only creating
an intolerable nuisance, but attracting voracious and dangerous fish, a state of things
which of course increase the risks to people engaged on the waters in the harbour.
For the avoidance of all offensive smells from the punt it should be so constructed as to be hermetically sealed, and as the Board are of opinion that the
cheapest and most effectual way of dealing at the present time with the whole of the
blood and offal is to have it conveyed outside the Heads, another punt should be
provided.
Then again, the system of blood coagulating and drying has been a failure in
all respects, for while the process has not removed the nuisance arising from bad
smells, the drying of the blood for manure and sale is a signal failure. The fact
of its costing from 17s. 7d. to £2 12s. Gd. per ton to produce, and that it is sold at
2s. Gd. per ton, needs no comment.

The United
States system

Offal dealt
with at onoe.

I

The Board are of opinion that the system pursued in the United States of
America—not only. in relation to the slaughtering of cattle, but also with reference
to the utilization of the blood and offal, as shown by the important and valuable
evidence of Dr. Williams, Mr. Alex. Stuart, and others—is well worthy of the consideration of the Governmcnt; and the Board recommend, as far as can be made
practicable, its adoption in this colony.
It should be a rule, and the rule should be strictly acted on, that the whole of
the blood and offal is dealt with as they come from the animal, or at any rate before
decomposition sets in.
MANAGEMENT OF THE ABATTOIR.

Management
of the
Abattoir.

The Board have taken evidence from various persons connected with the
Abattoir, and have also given some personal attention and observation as to the
general management of the Establishment; and they have come to the conclusion
that

11
that it does not come up to its requirements with regard to inspection and cleanli- Inspection.
ness. The hours of attendance by the Chief Inspector are from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.;
but he does not strictly keep this time, having to attend to other duties which
require his presence at the Treasury, the Police Courts, &c.
The Assistant Inspector is supposed to commence his duties at 6 a.m. and to Assistant
cease work at from 4 to 5 p.m. There are no other officers but the Inspector and
his assistant, and though by far the most important part of their duty is to inspect Inspection of
the killed meat before allowing it to be delivered for consumption, so as to prevent meat.
diseased meat from being used for food, yet, as abundant evidence shows, most of
the cattle slaughtered for consumption during the summer months are killed, cattle slaughtered between
dressed, and delivered to the retail establishments between the hours of 1 and 5 j and 5 a.m.
a.m. Consequentl.y for such period of the year as that mentioned there has not
been, nor is there now, any sufficient inspection of the cattle or meat—practically
no inspection at all during at least one-half of the year.
It is stated that the spleens of all cattle slaughtered at the Abattoir are Inspection of
examined, to ascertain if any disease has existed in the animals; but that cannot be 5P
any sufficient test, inasmuch as it is impossible for a spleen found defective or
diseased to be identified as having belonged to a beast which has been many hours
before cut up into joints and much of it delivered, and perhaps consumed.
The Board considers the inspection as carried out at the Abattoir a perfect Inspection a
failure. There can be no sufficient inspection where the supervision is not constant as UTC
and strict; and to be in a position to perform their work thoroughly the Inspectors
should reside on the Island, and one of them should be in attendance whenever any
work is going on. The gate-keeper should admit no stock nor any article whatever
on the premises without a delivery-note, and should see that all the meat leaving
the Abattoir bore the Inspector's stamp. He should also see that the conveyance
containing the meat, the cloth covering it, the driver and his clothes, were clean as
provided for by Regulations. The Abattoir Regulations require to be revised, so asAbattoir
Revision of
to give the Inspectors such additional powers as the evidence proves to be necessary,
more especially for the detection and complete destruction of diseased and unfit
meat, and the prevention of cruelty to animals; and with the view to the better suppression of the last-mentioned offence the Board would recommend that the
Inspectors on the Island be appointed Inspectors under the Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals Act.
The whole premises should be white-washed every three months, and the Additional
labourers
walls of the killing-houses every month. There should be three or four additional home
and and
labourers and another horse and cart employed at the Island. These are much cart*
required, and would be able to keep down and to prevent many of the evils and
inconveniences now existing, and the rules laid down for the cleanliness of the
Abattoir should be rigidly enforced.
The Board would also recommend that the powers of the City Inspector of Extension of
of City
Nuisances and of the City Health Officer should be extended to Globe Island, so powers
hsrcthr of
Nussancesaaid
that the Abattoir might come under their supervision.
City Health
Officer.

ARTICLES

C 882
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AETICLES 114 THE " SThNEY MORNING HERALD" UNDER THE HEANG OF
"BUTCHERS AND BUTCHERS' MEAL"

In their Progress Report the Board briefly referred to that part of the subject
of their inquiry which related to the statements contained in the articles pub1ished
Statements
in
the Sydney Mornwy Herald. A perusal of the evidence referring to the alleganot overtions in those articles will show that the statements of the writer were not overdrawn, and that they fairly described the practices then carried on at the Abattoir,
and the condition of some of the retail butchers' shops in Sydney. Amongst other
evidence upon this point is that of Mr. Richard Seymour, Inspector of, Nuisances, ,
and Dr. Dansey, City Health Officer, whose description of the state of affairs existing
in the meat trade generally shows the necessity for immediate and thorough reform.!
Necessity for Since uiublic attention was aroused by the Herald to the objectionable practices in
and thorough the trade conidcrable improvement has been introduced in some directions at the'
reform.
Abattoir and in other places concerned, but much requires yet to be done before the.
meat supply of the metropolis can be freed from the great abuses which have for so
long a period characterised it, and which the Board consider are largely attributable
to the lax supervision and want of management at the Abattoir.
GENERAL.
Registration
of butchers'
shops,

The butchers' shops in the city and suburbs should be licensed and registered—
the registration fee being a nominal one; and no! unsuitable premises should be
registered.

inspection 0!
outsidekilling.
houses

Inspectors should be appointed for outside slaughter-houses, and the inspectio'
duly carried out.

Knackmt'
tabllshTneuts
registered.

No diseased stock should be allowed to be slaughtered on Glebe Island.,
They should be disposed of at the knackers' establishments, which should all be
registered, and subjected to proper inspection.
.

Shipping-yrda

The necessary yards, forcing yards, and wharf should be erected at Glebel
Island for the shipping of cattle, and a fair charge made for their use.
GEO. THORNTON,
CIIAIRIaAN.

JOHN STEWART.
ALEX. BRUCE.
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EXTRACTS FROM THE MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS.

WEDNESDAY, 25 JUNE, 1S79. Mnnnts Pnrszsr
The Hon. George Thornton, Faq., M.B.C., Chairman.
Alexander Bruce, Esq.
John Stewart, Esq.,
ZoIm Wethcrill, Esq., examined.
Samuel Dickinson, Esq., examined.
THURSDAY, 3 JULY, 1879.
MntnxRs PRESENT
The Hon. George Thornton, Esq., M.L.C., Chairman.
Alexander Bruce, Thq.
John-Stewart, Esq.,
j
Minutes of the previous meeting read and confirmed.
Letter read from Mr. B. B. Nicolle as follows:—
Whiteheath, near Wollongong, 28 June, 1879.
To the Hon. George Thornton,.—
Sir
In reply to your letter of the 23rd instant, 1 beg to inform you that I am willing to give evidence before your
Board of Inquiry in reference to the application of artificial refrigeration for the purpose of preserving meat during the hot
weather, placed in a reception-house in connection with the .&battoir, and will give you the probable cost for building such
establishment; also thd expenses to be incurred for maintaining the same in effectual operation. My time will be of ihort
duration in the colony, as I am making arrangements for returning to Europe in February next, but during my stay here I
will give you every information in my power in this new and special application of science, which has been the objcet of my
study for many years. I thank you for your kind offer to defray my expenses in coming to Sydney, but I could not accept any
re,mn,eration as I shall consider myself well rewerded if the little mitei ayte able to give may lead to the improved
welfare of this great country, which has been any home during a quarter of a century.
Should you require my evidence imncdiately please to communicate the time it is to be received, and I will
I have, &e,,
endeavour to come to Sydney.
F. D. NICOLLE.
Daniel Holborow, Esq., J.P., examined.
Thomas Dawson, Esq., examined.

TUESDAY, S JULY, 1579.
IWEMBERS PRESENT :The Hon. George Thornton, Esq., M.L.C., Chairman.
Alexander Bruce, Esq.
John Stewart, Esq.,
I
Minutes of the previous meeting read and confirmed.
The Board having remained sitting hail an hour, waiting for Mr. E. D. Nicolle, who was expected
to attend for the purpose of giving evidence, and Mr. Nicolle not appearing the Board adjourned, but
first deciding to call a special meeting to examine him if he should arrive in Sydney before the day to
which the Board considered it advisable to adjourn.

THURSDAY, 10 JULY, 1879.
M1MnEns PRESENT:—
The Hon. George Thornton, Esq., M.L.C., Chairman.
Alexander Bruce, Esq.
John Stewart, Esq.,
I
Minutes of the previous meeting read and confirmed.
Thomas Dawson, Esq., further examined.
Mr. Frederick Penny examined.
Mr. Henry Woolfe examined.

THURSDAY, 17 JULY, 1879.
MEMBERS PRESENT:—
The Hon. George Thornton, Esq., M.L.C., Chairman.
Alexander Bruce, Esq.
John Stewart, Esq.,
j
Minutes of the previous meeting read and confirmed.
Letter read from Mr. E. D. Nicolle, informing the Board of his inability to attend for examination
before the first week in August, but offering to reply to any questions forwarded to him in writing.
The Secretary was iüitructed to endeavour to obtain from the City Council plans in their possession of the Melbourne Cattle Sale-yards, and to acknowledge the receipt of the letters and documents
received from America.
.George Maidem, Esq., examined.

MONDAY,
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MONDAY, 21 JULY; 1879.
The Board met at the Abattoir, Glebe Island.
MEMBERS PRESENT:The Hon. George Thornton, Esq., M.L.C., Chairman.
John Stewart, Esq.,
Alexander Bruce, Esq.
I
Minutes of the previous meeting read and confirmed.
The Secretary read a letter from Mr. Frederick Oatley, the Inspector of the Abattoir, forwarding
a report of statements made by Joseph Burrell and Josiah Wickham during an examination of these men
by the Inspector, in his office, relative to certain evidence previously given before the Board.
On the motion of Mr. Stewart the Board decided to postpone the consideration of the letter till
their next meeting.
Messrs. Joseph Burrell, Constable Carroll, Henry Brisbane Swan, Frederick Oatley, and Joseph
Jager, re.examined.
Messrs. Francis Pagan and William Luckett examined.

THURSDAY; 24 JULY; 1879.
MniBrnts PRESENT
The Hon. George Thornton, Esq., M.L.C., Chairman.
John Stewart, Esq.,
Alexander Bruce, Esq.
I
Minutes of the previous meeting road and confirmed.
The Board considered the letter and report received from the Inspector of the Abattoir, respecting
certain statements in the evidence of Joseph Burrell and Josiah Wiekham.
The Secretary was instructed to write to the Inspector, informing him that the Board had received
his letter with the statement appended, but that they were not aware by what authority he had made such
inquiry, and that they entirely disapproved of his having done so.
Alexander B. Farquhar, Esq., examined.

WEDNESDAY; 30 JULY, 1879.
MEMBERS Pntsncr
The Hon. George Thornton, Esq., M.L.C., Chairman.
John Stewart, Esq.,
j
Alexander Bruce, Esq.
The Board visited the works of the Fresh Food and Ice Company, Darling Harbour, and carefully
inspected one of the refrigerator cars or meat trucks used by the company for the conveyance of meat and
milk from the country to Sydney in a chilled condition—being accompanied by Captain Farquhar, the
Superintendent of the works, who elaborately explained everything to the Board.

THURSDAY, 7 AUGUST, 1879.
MEMBERS PRESENT
The Hon. George Thornton, Esq., M.L.C.; Chairman.
John Stewart, Esq.,
Alexander Bruce, Esq.
I
Minutes of the two previous meetings read and confirmed.
The Secretary reported that he had written to the Inspector of the Abattoir, in accordance with
the instructions at the meeting of the 24th July, and that the Inspector had replied, acknowledging the
receipt of the letter, regretting that he should have incurred the Board's displeasure, and intimating that
the course he had taken in holding the inquiry seemed to him only common justice to himself.
A letter was read from the Under Secretary for Finance and Trade, enclosing a Treasury Minute
having reference to the allegations which had appeared in the public Press as to the intimidation of
withesses, and holding "harmless from blame, or from any ulterior consequences, so far as this department is
concerned, any officer employed at the Abattoir who may be called on to give evidence" before the Board,
and enclosing also a letter of date 25th instant, wherein the Inspector of the Abattoir reported that in
accordance with instructions the minute had been read to the officers and men under him and dnly
initialled.
The Chairman reported that he had caused an advertisement to be inserted in the Herald, and also a
paragraph, inviting anyone desirous of giving evidence before the Board to communicate with him, and
that up to the present therehad been but one response.
Mr. Reuben Woodham examined.

TUESDAY; 12 AUGUST, 1879.
MEMBERS PnEsEn :—
The Hon. George Thornton, Esq., M.L.C., Chairman.
John Stewart, Esq.,
Alexander Bruce, Esq.
I
Minutes of the previous meeting read and confirmed.
Letter read from Mr. John Walsh, submitting the names of certain master butchers and salesmen
as those of persons it was desirable toexamine as witnesses before the Board.
Letter
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Letter read from the Inspectors of the Abattoir in further reference to the evidence given before the
Board respecting two carcases said to have been condemned by the Assistant-Inspector and afterwards
passed by, the Inspector.
Mr. Timothy O'Connor examined.
John Stewart, Esq., examined.
TUESDAY, 2 SEPTEMBER, 1879.
MEMBERS PRESENT

The Ron. George Thornton, Esq., M.L.C., Chairman.
John Stewart, Esq.,
Alexander Bruce, Esq.
I
Minutes of the previous meeting read and confirmed.
Letter read from Mr. E. P. Nicliolle, conveying to the Board further information respecting the
preservation of meat by means of ice and cold air.
John Rennie, Esq., examined.
Mr. Frederick Oatiey, re-examined.
TUESDAY, 9 SEPTEMBER, 1879.
MEMBERS PRESENT:— +

The Hon. George Thornton, Esq., M.L.C., Chairman.
John Stewart, Esq.,
I
Alexander Bruce, Esq.
Minutes of the previous meeting were read and confirmed.
Alexander Bruce, Esq., examined.
John Walsh, Esq., examined.
Thomas Elliott, Esq., examined.
The Board decided to close the inquiry with this meeting, so far as the taking of evidence, and to
meet on an early day for the purpose of considering and agreeing upon their final Report.
TUESDAY, 30 SEPTEMBER, 1879.
MEMBERS PRESENT

The Ron. George Thornton, Esq., M.L.C., Chairman.
John Stewart, Esq.,
Alexander Bruce, Esq.
j
Minutes of the previous meeting read and confirmed.
- Letter read from Mr. E. P. Nicolle, confirming his previous estimate of the cost of refrigerating
works in connection with the Sydney meat supply. The Board decided to publish the letter in the
Appendix to the evidence.
The Board considered and adopted with some additions the draft of their Report as prepared by
the Chairman.
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SUMMARY OF THE EVIDENCE.
I.—TrnNsIT OF STOCK BY ROAD.

1.—Treatmcnt of stock on road.
About half the stock come to market by road, and half by rail. Fewer would come by the road if Mr. Devkin, 2782
2787.
the train were available.
Cattle suffer excessively coming over the mountains through want of feed and had, steep, and rugged
roads. They are liable to meet with losses coming over the mountains.
Fat stock on foot travel 8 or 10 miles a day.
1r.1)awon,177,
1
Cattle from Bourke or from that direction do not begin to suffer till they get to Orange. The cattle no.
are cruelly treated crossing the mountains, and get little or no feed up to ilomebush.

2.—Want of grass by the way and waste on stock
Very little grass on the Mountain Road and what there is very rough.
Mr. Dcvlin 2798
Cattle on a journey of 300 miles will each waste from lOOlbs. to 140lbs. on an average trip and in 2800, 2795,27W?.'
an average season.
Sufficient attention has not been paid to provide reserves and grass and water for travelling stock.
Mr. Maiden, 508,
The wants of travelling stock are not nearly provided for. Sufficient reserves should be made, and to 616.
then they should be protected.
Mt Dawson, 271,
The waste on cattle would be 200lhs. a head.
278.
This waste would be over lOOlbs. each. Taking the average on journey of 300 miles at 130, that at Mr. Maiden, 669
to
661.
only 2d. per lb., would make a loss of £1 is. Sd. per head.
11.—TRANSIT BY RAIL.

1.—Accommodation for trucking.
Mr. Simpson,
There has been very great improvement of late in the accommodation for loading stock.
2096.
Mr. DevIin, 2816,
Thinks the trucking accommodation cannot now be surpassed—was at one time very defective.
People were for a long time deterred from trucking stock through defective accommodation.
Mr. Maiden, 517,
Everything in connection with this traffic was very defective. There were too few trucking stations, ?mCC 1636
the sites exceedingly ill chosen, the yards, gates, crushes, &c., were badly shaped and badly constructed, the 164&
trucks inconvenient and liable to damage, the stock and the arrangements for discharging were as bad as
those for loading.
There has of late years been considerable improvement in the trucking accommodation, but there is
room still for a great deal more.
The providing of proper accommodation for this traffic should be left to the Commissioner for
Railways and his staff, not to the engineers.
An Inspector of stock traffic should be appointed under the Commissioner, to supervise and cultivate
this branch of railway business.

2. —S/cape, construction, and cleanline8s of trucks.
The cattle-cars in America are 30 feet long and 7 feet wide. They have grated doors, a wooden Dt willing,
frame and iron grating, and work with slides, hanging at the top and running in a groove at the bottom, 244 250.
like the doors on N. S. Wales sheep trucks, but hung at the top.
The new trucks are boarded round, and the cattle are not now bruised as they were in the old trucks. Mr. Slmp,on,
2085, 2004.
The old trucks are not used except when there is a rush for trucks.
The trucks are now being constructed so as to allow the drippings to fall through and keep truck
clean.
He thinks the folding down doors necessary to keep the feet of the cattle from getting in between
the truck and the siding, in entering and clearing the truck.
Screw couplings would be an improvement on chains.
, 2140.
Is afraid that the folding down doors could not be dispensed with, as the feet of the cattle might get Mr. Dovlin, 2810
2325.
down.
If sliding doors were adopted they should be hung. The doors of new trucks should be made on the 2021, 2036.
sliding principle to try it
The couplings should be screws.
The trucks are now all boarded round.
Thinks the door in the side of the truck should be at one end and not in the middle.
Mr. Maiden, 625,
In this way cattle would not be so likely to turn round and come out again, nor so likely to be 581.
bruised coming out.
The door ought to be a sliding one.
There are not sufficient trucks—though the requirements have been fairly met—of late.

3.—Loading the trucks.
Is of opinion that the losses in transit by rail are mainly due to overcrowding and to stock having [r Si,np,on,
been over-driven.
2076.
Losses of sheep greatest in wet weather.
2125, 2187.
Railway officials have no power to stop overcrowding. The shipper engages trucks and loads as Ike
likes.
. .
Does
1—c
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Mr. Maiden, 684,

Does not think it would tend to safety of stock to put in a division after the truck is loaded.
Eight cattle are quite a sufficient load for a truck; and 90 to 100 sheep.
With proper appliances the wildest cattle can be trucked.

4—Time stock are in train.
Stock from Wagga Wagga are about 261 hours on the journey and from Orange 16 to IS hours.
They are carried at about 15 to 16 miles an hour.
Stock are now carried at a rate of about 12 miles an hour. This is much too slow. They should
2530,
,.
2931.
travel at least 20 miles directly through.
All stock trains should be special trains. There should be as little shunting and stopping as possible.
Mr. Maiden, 558
500, 593.
It is that which throws the stock down. It is shunting and delay that causes destruction of stock.
The trains are too slow. There is too much shunting and stopping, which bruises and throws stock
Mr. Bruce.
down.
Stock trains should be run through at 20 to 25 miles an hour.
1642.
Mr. Simpson,
2112, 2119.

Dr. Williams,
182, 217.
Mr. Simpson,
2150, 2158.
Mr. Deylie, 2832
2833.

5.—Feeding and watering stock
On long journeys in America the stock are tuned out of the trucks and watered and fed.
Stock on train are never watered nor fed,
If stock are watered before being trucked and the train runs through direct and at proper speed,
stock do not require feeding or watering.

6.—State in which stock reach Homebush
Cattle
now
generally
arrive
in fair condition. They are sometimes bruised; not many deaths—only
Mr. Simpson,
2021. 2124.
two in last three months. There are more deaths in shecp. These are principally caused by over-crowding
and over-driving.
Mr. Dcvii,,, 2321,
Cattle latterly, especially since drovers have got passes with them, seldom get hurt. Formerly it
good many did.
Quicker transit, less shunting, and judicious loading would lessen damage to stock.
Mr. Dawson, 196
Cattle are roused and irritated in loading, and frightened while in the trucks; and in this way bruise
198.
and knock themselves about,
7.—Convenience for discharging.
Mr. Simpson,
The arrangements at Homebush for discharging are not what they ought to be; but in view of
expected change they answer the purpose ?wth judicious management.
Stock could at one time break away and get on the line, but need not do so now.
Mr. Devils, 2837,
The arrangements atHomcbush need much improvement. Sheep are made tojump from the upper floor.
2846.
Stock should not be unloaded at a passenger station.
The fencing is not secure.
It would be very dangerous if stock were to break away and get on the line.
Mr. Maiden, 582,
The accommodation at Homebush is miserably defective; and there is not room there to do the work..
Last Thursday a truck-load of cattle b,'oke on to the line. Another time two truck-loads did so.
The accommodation at Homebush is not only in a very defective but lnghly dangerous state.
Mr. Bruce, 1645,
The accommodation is still very defective, and nowhere more so than at Wallerawang and Homebush.
Mr Simpson,
2077,
?:
Mr. Dawson, 243,
282.

Mr. Bruce, 1643.

S—Clcarge for live animals and carcases.
The avenge charge per bullock from Orange is about lOs. Could not say what the charge per carcase is.
Trucks of live cattle are charged less than trucks of dead meat
The charge for carcase is about 50 per cent higher than for live animals, although the Commissioner
has always expressed a desire to encourage dead meat trade.
The proportion of offal in a bullock is one-third and one-fourth. (See statement in appendicc.) The
railway in carrying the live animal is thus carrying 220 to 250 lbs. offal that is worse than useless; for it is
an expense and often a nuisance in Sydney.
If a low scale of charges had been fixed at first, and if there had been proper accommodation for
trucking, owners would seven or ten years ago have been induced to use the train.

9.—Advantages of rail over road.
Owners who have seen their cattle in the yards have always said they would truck in future.
Travelling knocks the goodness out of them.
Mr.itHuII, 2691,
Trucking cattle is also a great blessing to the consumer.
3.
Mr. 1)evlin, 2,847,
If there were proper facilities for trucking all stock-owners would avail themselves of the railway.
28A
Trucking saves time, and risk of loss, gives quicker returns, and saves condition and prime qualities
of meat.
Mr. Maiden, 582,
If there were proper accommodation, all the stock that could do so would come by rail and nonc by
the road, meat would be fresh from the pasture, owners would get better prices, and consumers bettor meat.
It costs less to drove cattle, but the waste in condition far more than counterbalances the saving.
Owners did not find out the advantages of trucking until the drought in 1877 and '78 forced their
Mr. Bnsce, ios,
1644.
stock on the line, and compelled the Railway Department to improve the accommodation fpr stock traffic.

Mt Devils, 2806,
2815,

Mr. Simpson,
Mr. DevOn, 2513,
2814.
Mr. Maiden,
630,653.
Mr. Bruce, 1533,

10.—Revenue from stock traffic.
The live stock has been a considerable and paying traffic to the Department.
The stock traffic could be made a large
c source of revenue to the Government.
The Stock Branch of the Railway Traffic has been neglected, and revenue to the extent of £20,000 a
year was, for the six years from 1869 to .1876, lost to the Department through the want of proper
accominmodation, and, although now perhaps nearly £40,000 a year, it might still, with proper management, be much farther increased.
III.—
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III. —SALE-YARDS.

1.—Yards at Homebush.
The yards are disgraceful.

Utterly unfit.

Dirty, dusty, muddy, and even boggy in wet weather.

They are a disgrace to the Colony

Mr. Mayfair,
Mr. LXIII, 2094,
2737, 2719,
Mr. DevIIn, 2549,
2353.
Mr. Dawson, 202,
205.
Mr. Maiden, 599,
601.
r.Wabh, 1710,
ELL

2.—Hew site for Yards.

Mr. Playfair
2017, 2029.
MnDevlln, 2368,

Haslem Creek.
Homebush.
(Jlebe Island, or near to it.

Mr. 11111, 2740,
2746,
Mr. Flood, 2604
to 2609.
Mr. Maiden, 024,
M.

Glebe Island is too near.
If cattle were trucked to Glebc Island, and fed when there, it would suit as a site for sale'ards.

Mr. Daeson,
Mr. WooIfe, .477,
480.
Mr,4
ha
1835.
Mr. Stewart,

s

Smithfield Market, which covered an area of 6 acres 1.5 roods, and held 4,000 or 5,000 cattle and
30,000 sheep, has been suppressed ; and new yards are erected at Islington, where there are 1.5 acres
witlun the walls and 12 or 14 outside which can accommodate 7,000 cattle and 40,000 sheep. See also
Encyclopedia Britannica, and Sir Francis Head's "Faggot of Sticks" and Reports of Select Committees of the
House of Commons, 1828, 1834, 1835, 1847, 1.849, 1850, and 18.56, on "Transit of Stock by Rail, Markets,
and Abattoirs."
Mr, lle,,nie,
Thinks Glehe Island would not do at all for sale-yards, and that the new yards should be somewhere 1554,1550.
between Homebush and Parramatta Junction.
Mr. Walsh, 1759,
Thinks it would be the act of a mad mall to have sale-yards at Glebe Island. Yards should be 1763.
where the cattle could get paddocks and water. Catt]e require rest, and meat would be bad if cattle were
killed without resting in paddocks.
There could be no more eonveniönt site than Homebush for sale-yards.
Glebe Island would not suit as a site unless there were daily sales; any other arrangement would Mr. Elliott,
make it necessary to have paddocks.

3.—Tar-rn arl7ing very objectionable.
it infiames and irritates the skin and damages the hide in hot weather.

IV.—ILLTREATMENT

OF STOCK IN TRANsIT TO

Mr.Dempstcr,
113,117.
Mr. Itticy, 760,
763.
Mr. Devlin,
2850, 2869.

AnA'rrolas.

1.—171treatrnent on road.

De,npstcr,
The stock are over-driven, dogged, whipped, frightened, maddened, and knocked about on the metalled Mr.so,89,
road. This is more especially the case since the cattle have been prevented by Municipal authorities from Mr. 2022
Pir-yfair,
Mr?oatlej-, 747,
traveUing between 6 am. and 6 pan.
7534
Mr. carro,, 2591,
2590.
Mr. DevIl,,, 2800,
2804.
Mr. Wethorill,
1, 49.
Mr. Dickinson,
68, 91.
Mr. llothorow,
92, 127
Mr. Mnidon.
His cattle are not badly treated on the road. They are sent to paddocks containing 200 or 300 acres 1k. Ronnie.
1553, to
where there is grass and scrub, and then taken to the Abattoirs as required.
1564.
The law which compels the driving of cattle at night is an iniquitous one.
The meat of cattle which have been over-driven is deteriorated, and shotl's the effects of the bad Mr. stewort,
treatment. In the opinion of medical men of the highest standing, such as the celebrated Professor Owen, 1437, 1459.
meat treated in this manner is unwholesome, less nourishing, and likely to occasion illness; and if it does
this in England much more would it do so here.
His stock are not over-driven. He would not keepw sthckman an hourwho would over-drive Ins!?14waIsh, 1712,
stock.
He has his own drover, and so has several other butchers. He does not generally buy cattle at
Homebush, but brings them from his own paddocks as required.

1.—Danger to.initabilanta
The driving of the cattle is a source of serious danger, and a very great nuisance to inhabitanta of Mr.
Wetherell,
bit.came,.
53, 49.
Burwood, Ashfield, and Petersham; several accidents have lately uccurred.
Mr. Dlck,on, 68,
91.
Mr. Holborew,
92, 1.94.
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Mr. Demp,ter,
Mr. Hill, 2769,

2..Treatment of stock in.waittng-paddoeks.
Stock are starved in these paddocks. No grass in any of them, and in some not even water—while
Mr.Wetherell, stock are kept in them sometimes a week—never less than two or three days.
Mr. Penny, 391,
395.
Mr. Carnes.
Mr. DevIlu, 2365,
2867.
Mr. Dawson, 143,
144, 285, 294.
Mr. Maiden, 662,
2774.

605.

Stewart,

MIRemile,

1665,15S2.

Mr. Walsh,
1783:'

Mr. walsh

1769, 1788.

Elliott,

Says that the want of water has a very deteriorating effect on the meat. It spoils its appearance.
The meat does not keep well, and it will not "take" salt.
Kills about 150 cattle a week. His paddocks contain about 200 acres, and there is good feed in
them; but this is not the case with waiting-paddocks generally.
He says there is plenty of land in the Colony where in a good season 1 acre would keep four bullocks,
while there is some that 80 acres would not keep one bullock.
He says if cattle were to get 4d. or Sd. worth of hay a day each in a yard on Glebe Island they
would be twenty times better than they now are in the paddocks.
The stock would eat the hay if they got it.
He gives hay to cattle whioh are left over on Saturdays at Glebe Island.
He has large paddocks at Duck River and at Concord for keeping his cattle. Other butchers have
also paddocks.
It is not true that his cattle are cruelly treated.
Thinks there are on an average about 200 cattle always in paddocks between ilomebush and the
Abattoirs. There is not much grass in them.
Would not believe that cattle could be kept for a week in any of the small paddocks at Petersham.
There are small paddocks near the Abattoirs with forty or fifty cattle at a time in which there is
nothing to eat, but they belong to twenty different owners.
It may be the practice to keep a week's supply on hand, but he likes to kill out
The cattle eat hay sometimes, and it would be better for them to get 10 or 12 lbs. of hay a day each
in the yards at Glebe Island than be as they now are in the waiting-paddocks.
Has a run for his sbeep near Canterbury, where they get plenty of grass and scrub.
The cattle paddocks are very bare.
V.—SMALL STOCK IN

TRANSIT

TO

ABATT0IR5.

1.—Arriving by steamer.
Mr. Dempstor,
Mr. Seymour,
3112, 3114.
Mr. Dansey,

111, 112.

The accommodation for small stock at wharfs is quite unfit They are starved and otherwise illused.

3202, 3203.

Mr- Seymour,
3115 to 3118.

2. —Central Sale-yards in City for these stock.
SVould be a very great benefit to all concerned,—the producer, the consumer, and the Corporation,
and very much better for the stock.
VI.—GLEBE ISLAND AS A SITE

Mr. Dempstcr,
Dr. Williams,

189, 143.

301, 170, 252,255.

FOR

ABATTOIRS.

1.—Requisites of proper site.
Thinks Abattoirs should be up the line.
Gives evidence that Abattoirs in even the Centre of large cities can, with proper management, be
conducted without creating the least nuisance, as in the case of New York, Philadelphia, and Chicago.

2.—Advantages of Glebe Island as a sUe for Abattoirs.
Mr. Oatloy, iso,
Every way most suitable; none better. Easily drained, isolated, nealt to Sydney, very accessible,
533, 629, 031.
Mr. flood, 2603, and with extensive deep water frontage.
2605 2003, 2609.
Mr. hill, 2700,
2723, 2729.
Mr. Maiden, 717,
718.
Mr. Stewart,
Thinks it has both advantages and disadvantages.
1873, 1374.
Mi, Ronnie, 1421,
Could not find a better site for Abattoirs than Glebe Island.
1424.
Mr. Wal,h, 1715,
It is eminently well situated,
1722.
It is both convenient and isolated.
Mr. Elliot, 1851,
1356.
Mr. Stewart,
In 1849 there were 148 slaughter-houses in London, all registered. The blood was sold at 3d. per
1471.
bullock, and collected and carried away by purchasers.
3.—Disadvantages.

r. Dempster,
122, 131.
Mr. OaUey, 705,
773.

Mr. Dawson, 133,

142.

Thinks it too near the city; causes cruelty to stock and a source of danger to inhabitants.
Sees the inconvenience where stock have to be turned out.
Does not think the site suitable. Thinks slaughtering should be done up the country.

4.—Form and state of buildings.
Mr. Oatley, 553,
They stand on too confined a neck of land, and the mom there is has not been turned to the best
509, 632.
account.
Mr. l'laytair,
2033, 2040.
Buildings though several times enlarged are still too small and badly ventilated. They were badly
Mr. Flood, 2607,
constructed at first.
20.
Mr. Woolfc, 409,
Yard-mom insufficient and yards insecure.
415.
Mr. Gilehrist,
1533 1593.
Mr. hiia
The
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The yards, sheds, and killing-houses should be altered and enlarged.
The buildings at the .Abattoirs are very much superior to those at Melbourne.
The cattle portion—if the yards were better covered—is all that could be desired.

Mr. O'9nnoi
1421, HA.
Mr. Ronnie,
1481, 1483.

Is of the same opinion as Mr. Rennie, and adds that there are not, so far as the trade is concerned, Mr. Walsh, 16,
in Australia abattoirs better provided or better kept than ours; and lie has had a large experience both in
these colonies and in America.

5.—Roads, lanes, and drainage.
The lane between the beef and mutton houses is too narrow.
The drainage is defective, and the roads and lanes are not kept clean; while the lane between the
houses is too narrow and not well drained.

Air. Mfddeu, 2
Wnennte, 1001
Mru\ai,b, 17
2731.

VII.—STnp AT ABATTOIRS, POWERS, DUTIES, Sic.

1.—Acts, Regulations, and instructions.
The Abattoir Act of 1850.
Mr. ogi-,.
Cattle Slaughtering Acts and the Regulations of December, 1877, issued under the Abattoirs Act.
The Inspector's powers are too limited, especially as regards the enforcement of the destruction of Mr. Jager
condemned meat and the condemnation of stock unfit through poverty for slaughter for meat; as also for
enforcing cicanliness and suitable conveyances for meat.

2.—Staff—inspecting, and duties.
Mr. Oatley, Inspector, and Mr. Jager, Assistant-Inspector. Mr. Gilchrist also at times, although not
appointed, does duty as Inspector.
Mr. Oatley has been 30 years in the service—non-resident.
Mr. Oatley, 279,
Mr. Jager, 12 years in the service. Assistant Inspector collects all moneys, takes brands, inspects W.
Mr. Jager, 88
003.
stock, and keeps aceomits.
Engineer, acts as Assistant Inspector, collects fees, has charge of labourers, and charge of the water Mr. Oflchris
1429,1483.
and nunt and sees to cleanliness of n.hn.ttnirs
Mn Swan deals with the blood, and sees to the removal of offal,
Mr. SWan..
Complains of obstructions by Mr. Oatley and others on the Island; says that staff is not sufficient to
keep abattoirs clean, and deal with blood; two more labourers, and horse and dray are required.
Says more labourers are required, and another horse and dray.
Thinks another horse and dray necessary, and two more men.
J. zrnim.
Is engaged in removing and preparing blood, and sometimes offal; says that more help is wanted. w. Joh,,st_
There are five hands employed at blood constantly.

3.—A ccomrnodatiou for Oovernment employês.
Is badly lodged, house too small, and out of repair.
His house badly placed. 1t is soaked with drainage from pig yard, and infested with rats.

4.—Attendance of employS.
His office-hours are from 9 to 4. He attends regularly, except when duty takes him to Mr. Oatley, 2
ago.
Treasury.
Does not leave at times till 5, 6, and even 7 p.m.
If not there, assistant always is, except when called to Police Office.
Attends from 6 a.m. in summer, and 7 a.m., in winter, to 8, sometimes 9, and sometimes 9-30. Is Mr. Yager,&U,
away an hour and a-half. There is no one in charge during meal-hours; and matters may be carried on 117
in the absence of Inspectors.
lie leaves at 4, while business goes on to 6, and sometimes 7.
He says Mr. Oatley generally leaves at 4, or shortly after it.
Arrives at 6 a.m., and leaves at 5, 5-30, and 6 p.m., and on Saturdays sometimes as late as 11 p.m. Mr. Swan, 135G
Says Mr. Oatley arrives from 9 to 11, and sometimes later, and leaves about 4.
constaue car.roll, 1776, 1718.

Butchers, employS, and other&
1.—Their habits.
Butchers not so tidy as they should be. They are very dirty.
They have conveniences for washing, but not for bathing.
They won't make use of rooms for ,neals.
Washing-room not suitable, and never used.
Butchers wash in buckets that they use for washing-down meat.
Would recommend shower-baths and hot water for them.
Proper baths ought to be erected. Hot water should be provided.
enforced.

Mr. Oilchfls
1040, 1648.

Cleanliness ought to be Mr. 1011, 2720,
2723.

2.—Their conduct.
Very bad in some cases. The Inspector has not the influence he ought.
Conduct at one time very bad—much gambling—but now better.
Gambling was bad, but now very rare.
Not much trouble with employds now.

Mr. Dempste,
70, 82.
Mr. Oatloy, s7a,
879.
Mr. 0llebfls
1635, 1639.
Coastauc
Carroll, 166;
3,_ 1667.
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3.-2ieir accommodation.
Dr. Williams,

Butchers at Philadelphia have bath-rooms and waiting-rooms; come to work in. clean. clothes; keep
working suits on premises.
,
Mr. ShuItz,
ihemi have to go into empty slaughter-houses alongside pigs to have their meals. Dining-room
holds only 14, while there avetearly 100 men at the abattoirs.
Mr. Swan's men have it room, and keep it tidy. Butchers' men have a room, which he'thinks is
kept clean.
Mr. Hill, 2,10,
Closet accommodation totally insufficient—only 6—and there are sometimes 500 people on the Island.
2778.
Dining-room br 12 men, when there ought to be room for 100 to 150. Baths cannot beused, and
Mr. Maiden, 707,
713closets disgraceful. There ought to be shower-baths. The accommodation a disgrace to civiliastion.
Mr. WreishliDS.
17N,,
The men have accommodation for washing. Shower-baths would be a great advantage to them.
Mr. Woodharn,

Some mcii will not keep themselves clean; but more accommodation is required.

4.•—Inoculation with Uumberland and other di,qease.
Mr. Sager, 1022.
}Fagan, 502,

851.

Directions for treatment in such cases, recommended by Mr. Stewart :—Washing and free use of
lunar caustic, a supply of which should always be kept on the premises.
Had been inoculated with Cumberland disease, but not in Sydney
TIIT.—Tnn

CATrLE-YARDS MO BLEr-nousEs.

(1.) 1'/ee Yards.
I .—Tlieirfonn, size, construction., and drainage.
Mr. Ontley, 774,
783, and Mr.
Jager, 1160,
1171.
Mr. Maiden, 710,
721.

Additionalyards would be a great convenience.
-

No facilities for drafting. Cattle have to be run backwards and forwards; butchers cannot get
particular beast out without knocking others about. There is very insufficient accommodation at back of
slaughter-pens, and no room for offal and hides.
Mr. T.o'coanor,
The yards should be extended; it would then be possible to go into the yard and drive the cattle
1425, 1439.
into the killing-house. As yards now are this would be dangerous. if yards were altered and crush
constructed, the boat-hook could be dispensed with in yarding.
Mr. Walsh, 17,
Cattle-yards should be enlarged. Now a difficulty in getting a day's supply into them.
1735.
Z

2.—Ti me cattle remain in yards.
Mr. nmnpster,
1, a
Mr. Oatiey, 784,
701 and
air. Sager, usi,
1183.
3. Burrell, 2472,
2470.

Cattle at times look very much tucked up, and as if they were kept too long.
Cattle kept 48 hours. If not killed when time is up they are sent back to paddocks, or get food in
yards. They are ge
nerally sent back.

The longest time cattle have been kept in yards is three or four days. The regulations as to fortyeight hours are not always adhered to. In one case a calf was kept five days.
He is not aware that cattle are frequently sent back to paddocks.
Stock ought not to remain more than twenty-four hours at Abattoirs without food.
Mr. Fio1, 2645.
Mr. Oatley, 01,
The cow and calf alluded to was kept forty-eight hours and then taken away.

975 and
Mr. Sager, 1036,
1041

3.—Food and water to stock, and shelter.

Mr. Deinpstcr,
11, 17.
Mr. oa!ey,444,
603, 64,9, 746, 747,
7s4, 730, 979, 089.
Mr. lager, 1043,
1048.
Mr. Woodhani,
1271, 1380.
Mr. T. oconnor,
1426, 1420.
Mr. RonnIe, 1549,
1150; and
Mr. Walsh, 1789,
1790.

Cattle are now supplied with water.
No food ever given them ; never allowed to remain over forty-eight hours; and seldom that time.
They are sheltered by roof over yards; but roof would have been better lower.
All cattle kept in yards on Saturday- get food. They always eat lucerne hay when it is given them.
If food is good the cattle always eat it.
Thinks the cattle would not eat hay in the yards.
Thinks the cattle should be provided with lucerne both in paddoeks and yards.
The covering over the cattle-yards should be eularged and lowered.

air. Dempeter, 7,
10.
Mr. Oatley, 447,
451, 700, M.
Mr. Sager, 1184,
1185.
Mr. Maiden, 721.
Mr. Walsh, 1791.

Sometimes filthy; can't clean them while occupied by cattle.
Yards cleaned every other day; drainage might be improved.
Men are constantly cleaning. yards.
The floors of the yards should be either flags or asphalte.
As the yards are paved with freestolie the paving wears, and offensive matter collects in the holes,
as also in the lanes. Bluestone paving would be better.
The lanes at the back of the yards, and that between them, should be kept cleaner, and a hose
should be provided for washing them out.

Mr. nennic,
1540, 1553.

4.—Cleanliness of the yards.

5—Housing cattle in pithing-leo use.
Great cruelty in housing with boat-hook. Truckfor running cattle would be an improvement, but
there is not room to work it.
Mr. OaUey,
No facility for drafting;partieular beast, and same cattle are driven over and over. again into killing807.
house ; sometimes takes 10, sometimes 15 minutes to put in a "fall"
Mr. Sager, 1172,
It would be a great advantage if plan for drafting out single beast could be got
1176.
The present yards are not of best shape.
Could not house with plain poles. Must use boat-hook.
S. Noah, 2s20,
.
Does
2532.
Mr. Den,pster,
iS, 37, 144, 153.
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Mr. R. Bill, 2702,
2706, 2776, 2776.

Does not know better plan than present; sometimesctoo severe with boat-hook.
Be better, if practicable, to put up convenience for drafting—two ways.

Would be handy to draft two ways; as it now is have sometimes to put the same cattle ten times
into killing-house.
Not possible to house without using boat-Look—without losing time.
If a race were constructed the men could get close to the cattle, and 11 house" them without using 2'. O'Connor,
14 33.
boat-hooks.
- Walsh,
Li their yards there is no difficulty in housing cattle but there is so where the butchers kill by con Mr.
tract. It would he a great convenience in their case if the yards were enlarged and arranged for drafting 170,1794,
Mr. Ronnie,
two ways.
Mr. ltenn,a
The capping of the yards is rotten in several places and dangerous.
(2.) The beef -houses.
I —The killing-houses.
There now is ample accommodation for cattle; could kill 600 more than at present.

OaOley,
Mr. Pensiy,
300, 313.

The buildmgs are suitable enough.

Mr. Walsh,

The buildings are 'very suitable,
The beef-houses should be enlar'ed.
5

Mr. Woodhan,
1241.

2.—The cattle gut-lwnse&
If running of guts was done at a distance from the killing-house in a separate shed behind the Mr. Oatley,
slaughter-house it would be a great improvement.
Mr. Jagr,
1186, 1192
It would be an excellent principle to lay down that everything in the shape of offal should be re Sir. Ronnie,
moved from the killing-house as soon as it comes from the beast This might be done if trollies were used 1065, 1503
and detached 'guts and hide-houses erected as suggested.
It would be an improvement to remove the whole of the offal at once on trollles, and to deal with it
in some place other than the killing-house. He says however that it is removed now without very much
delay.
If a plan could be devised for removing the offal on a troily a great good would be done. It would . Walsh,
liDS, h,OC.
prevent the block between skin and offal drays, and the places would be very much cleaner.

3.—Killing, pithing, and dressing.
Mr,Dcrnpstor,

Considers the practice of 'fiddling" a very cruel one.

Describes the mode of killing at Philadelphia by pithing. Hoisting and catching blood in large pan Dr. Williams,
and conveying it to receptacle in trucks. Not allowing it to run on the floor. "Fiddling" is not practised in 202, 207, 272.
America.
"Fiddling" is they say necessary to extinguish life quickly and save the butcher from being hurt by MrOalley,
: 08,
437,8
nervous movements of cattle when sVuck.
Soo
Mr. lull,
2695, 2667.
Sir. walsh,
Does not think the plan of killing at Glebe Island could be improved upon.
1665, 1680.
The sooner a beast is dressed after benig pithed the longer the meat will keep ; and the meat of the
first beast hung up is worth kd. per lb. more than the last.
Does not think the skinning on the floor among the blood affects the meat, but considers that the
hoistrng the beast, as in America, immediately when pithed, is an improvement.
Thinks the Abattoirs comparatively clean. Slaughter-houses are washed down after every fall. Does Mr. T. O'Connor,
not think the American plan of slaughtering cattle and catching the blood can be so well carried out as 1434, 1437.
represented.
Does not know of any improvement winch can be made on present mode of slaughtering. Has had Mr. liennie,
a great deal of experience in Scotland, England, and Canada. Has not seen or heard of now mode of killing 159, 1543.
in America,

4.—Cleanliness of slaughtering.
The slaughter-houses at Glebe Island are not, as a rule, in a state of cleanliness, but not worse than Sir. Deinpiter,
31, 35
slaughter-houses generally are.
Does not see present practice of skinning in blood can be avoided; slaughter-house cleaned after Mr. Oatley, 294,
303, 810, 813.
every "fall."
Mr. Sager, 982,
Present system does not affect the meat; there might perhaps be a better system.
953.
Pretty clean. IVashing water sometimes dirty. Floors sometimes swept after "fall" and some- constable
Carroll, 1653,
times not.
1705.
Mr. Hill], 2099,
Thinks present the proper mode of killing; knows of no other.
2701.
Has seen dirty water, and men in filthy state washing their hands in water with which they washed Mr. Seymour,
2903, 2965.
the meat.
louses are swept after a "fall."
J. Macal], 2502.
2503.
Houses are washed after each "fill."
Mr. Walsh, 1970.
IX.—S11En'-YkttDs AND MUTTON-HOUSES.
(1.) The yards.
1.—Thth' number, form, and construction.
Not sufficient yards. Yards not secure. Good sheep changed for bad. There is no watchman.
There are not sufficient yards, but be has recently been provided with one.
(2.)

Mr. Playfair,
1954, 1962.
Mr. Elliott,
1876, 1873.

24
(2) flie mutton-houses.
l.—Size, the., of kiUing-hou,ses.
Ni. OsIley, 494,
Mr. Jagor, 1092,

is.

lit. Phyfair,
U62, 1963.
Mr. Schultz,
2264, 2302,
Mr. R, Hill, 2718.
Mr. Maiden, 700,
'702.
Mr. Elliott,
1810.84.
Mr.Walsh, 1736,
1788.
&r. Woodham,
TaO, 1225.

Although the mutton-houses are better than they were they are still small, badly lighted, badly
shaped, too low in the roof, and not large enough to hang half the sheep when slaughtered. Three houses
should be thrown into two and better ventilation provided.

The mutton-houses should be larger and loftier, more airy, more convenient, and better paved.
There is not now sufficient room to do the work. The roof also admits the rain, the houses are
unavoidably very dirty, the dressed sheep have to be hung one over the other and the buildings are altogether unfit.
Three houses should be thrown into two, the roof should be raised, the ventilation improved, and the
drainage seen to.

2.—Convenience for running guts.
Mr. Oatloy, 849,
aager,
sin walsh,

The mutton-houses are now very filthy through being so small and inconveniently shaped, and
through the skin drays blocking the lanes and preventing the removal of offal. They would be far cleaner
if detached guts and skin houses were provided.
A better arrangement should be made for removing the offal and skins.

sir. Woodham,
nfl

Me'0atley,84
Jsser, 977, 981.

31r.Playfalr,

no, Ism

Schultz,

Mr. Hill, 2710,

3.—Cleanliness of mutton-houses.
The mutton-houses are very dirty and offensive, but cannot be helped with present system of running
guts and the offal left over night.
Uncleanliness occasioned mainly through "jam" between offal and skin drays.
The men used to complain; do not do so now. Heard Schultz complain.
If offal be left over night it is impossible to keep the place clean.
The place should be flagged and have a hydrant and hose, and be cleaned, as in London.
The principal cause of filth is the non-removal of offal.
No killing should be allowed, except between 6 and 6.
Thinks sheep-killing cleanly.
X.—CALF AND

LAMB

HOUsEs AND YARDS.

(1.) Yards.

1.—Food, water, and shelter.
siruempster,

The yards are not clean, and stock are without sufficient shelter, or food.
Calves and lambs are kept too long starving.
sir. CatSey, 322,
The water in troughs was dirty, through Gilchrist's neglect. The troughs are too high for small
%gt'sal. calves to reach. When very young the calves are not allowed longer in the yards than forty-eight hours.
Calves are very much neglected and starved ; sometimes kept seven or eight days without food. They
constable carroIl, 1712,1742,
have sometimes died of starvation. Often too young to eat lucerne hay. The calf-sheds are very dirty in
wet weather—have little or no protection.
WIckharakd
Calves and lambs were at one time without proper shelter, but now better treated.
isiMi
.3. B&ll; 2466,
Some calves are too small to reach water-troughs, and drink.
get no
47s.

fl—PIO-YAlaDs AND

Ponn-nousns,

(1.) Fig Yards.

Ni. Oilchrist,
snht,uiz,
1347.
Consle CM.
lit. Jager 988,
Vsa,
n,tab10
toll, 1727, 1754.
Mr. Woodham,
1251,12,
1122,
5
1235. 1226,

1.—Their form, construction, and drainage.

The drainage is very defective, and overflows, making the lane dirty and offensive. It could be
improved by open gutter and silt-pits.

2.—Rood, water, and shelter.
Pigs are fed oncorn, potatoes, and offal. They get lots of offal.
They get oflkl and rotten potatoes. Offal is often brought from Sydney for pigs, but not so much
recently.
The cpvering of the pig-pens is badly carried out. The roof is too high, and gives no shelter.
The floors should be asphalted.
He has never fed his pigs on offal.

3.—Cleanlinees of yards.
Bit. Dempster,
ri, 55
,
ConstableCarroll
iThS, 1756,
4. Wickhrem,
1826, 1839.
.Mr. Schultz,
847, 234S.
SIr. flood, 2644.

Pig-yards generally filthy and offensive.
Pig-yards generally filthy. Pigs never cleaned except when butchers do so. So offensive are they
that people passing complain.
Coni1,Iaiued of this to Mr. Oatley, but without effect
Pig-yards are badly anu.nged, and so are drains.
The yards badly constructed and dirty. The pigs-yards should be on battens with asphelte underneath.
The pigs are allowed to remain too long on Island.
They are a great nuisance. Ought to be kept elsewhere and only brought there for slaughter.
The pig-houses should be removed to another site.

(2)

295
25
(2.) Fork-houses.

i—The killing-houses.
The accommodation for slaughtering pigs is sufficient, but not a sufficient supply of hot water,

Mr. Woodhan,
1224.

2.—Supply of hot water.
Mr.
h
He thinks it would be better to heat water by steam ; appliances now decidedly defectiv
A proper supply of hot water would be a great improvement.
2347,2351.
There should be a steam boiler and pipes to each slaughter-house.
Mr. Woolfe,
The water for scalding the pigs is never changed because there are not sufficient means for obtaining Mr.
242.
a fresh supply.
There are about 650 pigs killed weekly on Glebe Island.
A considerable number of pigs are sent to Sydney dead in winter.
3.—Housing and felling pigs.
Thinks mode of felling and killing pigs cruel.

If men miss their blow they only hurt the pig.

Think present system very good.

34r. Dempster,
813.
R.
11111, 2712, 2713.

4.—Scalding and cleaning.
Describes American systcm, where sometimes as many as 15,000 pigs are killed in one day; but Dr. Williams,
179, and 208,210.
ordinarily only 3,000.

5.—Cleanliness of pork-houses.
If pigs are scalded in dirty water it is the fault of the butchers themselves. Inspectors have no Mr. Galley, 409,
F.
power to prevent the use of dirty water; but thinks it does not matter much, as the pigs are afterwards
washed in clean water.
Water dirty sometimes, but could not do it better. Pigs are at times washed with dirty water, and Constable
Caroll, 1728,
butchers wash the pigs with the same water as they wash their feet in.
1740
The pork-houses are dirty through want of water.
Mr. I'laylalr,
The pigs are sometimes brown through being scalded in dirty water.
Mr. Huhultz,
The killing is expeditious and cleanly, and the pigs white and clean.
Mr. R BIll. 2713,
2717.
Has been killing 130 or 140 every week, and keeps his slaughter-house quite clean.
Mr. Woolfe, 418.
The pork-houses were very dirty when he saw them.
Me. Maiden, 706
707.

6.—Removal of pork-houses.
It would be a great improvement to turn present pork-houses into sheep-houses, and re-erect pork- Mr. Oatley, 860.
houses on a proper site and in a proper shape.
Would not remove the pork-houses.

A better site for them could not be found on the Island.

XII.—Tnr

WATER

Suppty.

Mr. schultz,
2349.
Mr. Maiden, 705,
706, 707.
Mr.2Wooth,am
124

-

1.—Present supply.
Cannot speak as to whether there has been waste of water.
There was a wa-ste of water one night, but only for a very short time.
The beef was at one time washed with salt water.
.
Thinks there is now plenty of water on Island.
There is an abundant supply of water.
American slaughter-houses have an unlimited supply of water.
There should be an unlimited supply of water always available.

2.—Completion of reservoir.

Mr. Jager. 1072,
1081
Mr. bilchrist,
Mr. Schultz,
2294, 2299.
Mr. llurrell,
2416,2418.
J'Oall, 2498,
2501.
Mr. A. Stuart,
sil
MrJYr.lsh; 1803,
1804.
Mr. Elliott, 1832,
1886.

Strongly nrge completion. It would hold 1,000,000 gallon; and provide a supply should anvthing Mr. oatley, us,
375.
happen to pipes or works, and give necessary force to the hydrants. '
011ohrist,

3.—Hydrant and hose for each house.
Urge this.

549, 557, 1547,
1548.
Mr. Pisyfair,
1009, 972.
Mr. Schultz,
2346,
J. Burrell, 2419.
2420.
Mr. Walsh, 1804.
Mr. Elliott, 1832,

XI1I.—LlcrnTs

ON ISLAND.

1836.

1.—lights now in use.
All American abattoirs are well lighted, some with gas, one with electric light
Dr. Williams,
230.
Slush-lamps now used smoke, and give bad light Gas would be a great improvement, and should 254,
Mr. Osticy, Mo,
358,
417,
419.
be in all the houses.
Mr. schultz, 2274
2293.
Thinks there should be no killing after dark, and no occasion for lights.
Mr. Sager, 1099.
The slush-lamps make the hands sick; and work is sometimes carried on all through the night.
Mr. Woodham,
I —D
The 1127, 1228.

896
26
Mr. Walsh, 1805,
is®.
Mr. Elliott, 1826,
1881.

The fat used in the slush-lamps costs about four times as much as gas would. Gas is very much
wanted all over the buildings.
Now uses kerosene, but would prefer gas.
XIV.—ST.vrg

Mr. Oatley. 39'
860.
Jager, 969,
Mr. Stan, 1344,
1340.

Mr. Oilchrist,
1449.
Constable
rroil, 1700,
1705.
Mr. Playfair,
1941. 1943, 1964.

ABATIOIRS AS TO CLEANLINESS.
I <—Generally.
The Abattoirs are in want of better drainage.
The Abattoirs are better than they were some .years back ; but there is room still for improvement.
Complaints are still being made as to non-removal of offal.
The buildings have been only once in two years whitewashed. Pig-pens and lambs are not cleaned
every day.
Not so clean as they ought; but there are too few bands.
The houses are very dirty, especially the walls. They were not whitewashed for two years.
OF

There are not sufficient scavengers, only four men to keep the whole place clean. It is not properly
iaos.
flagged and drained.
Mr. Sdhultz 2226,
Some years ago he lost his health through noxious vapours arising from dirt and filth. The drains
ao, 2303, Ss.
were foul, and sheep were up to their bellies in filth. The management was bad, and the lanes, floors, and
houses were in a terrible state till the Herald articles appeared. Water-troughs not cleaned.
J. M0a11, 2450,
Three years ago the state of the Island was very bad. Offal sometimes 48 hours not moved. It has
2487.
been better since Mr. Swan came.
J. Burrell, 238D,
The Abattoirs are not nearly so bad as they were; but still not first-rate. Preservcd blood smells in
2291, 2420, 2465.
wet weather, and there are bad smells from the punt and reservoir.
Mr. B. Hill, 2724,
The drains in front of beef and mutton houses are very filthy and not fall enough on them. The
2732.
paunehes a terrible nuisance. A stage should be erected for loading. The lane by pig-yard at times very
dirty.
Mr. Seamour,
In 1878 the Abattoirs generally were very dirty, and especially where paunches were lying. There
2951, 2s, 5119,
3124, 2939,2950, was something wrong with the punt. The place was in a frightful state. The blood ran into the bay, and
and Dr. Danny,
was exposed at low water.
3129 3145.
Mr. %'ioolk, 416;
The Island is now generally as clean as could be kept.
Mr. O'connor,
Does not think the Abattoirs well managed, but much better than formerly. Would make consider1340, 1344.
able alterations in the slaughter-houses.
Thinks Mr. Oatley performs his duty well as Inspector, but does not know as regards Mr. Jager.
M, Ronnie,
The Abattoirs were never badly managed. Mr. Oatley has had too few labouring men under him1595, 1599.
too many "officers" and too few " men, "
Mr. EslioLt, is43
Thinks that latterly the place is better kept and that there are more men employed, who seem to try
their best to keep it clean.
.

2.-0n special occasions.
Mr. Oatley, 716,
727, .
Mr. 011ebrist,
1469, 1461.

J. Burrell, 2109,

2433.

J. WOaH, 2505,
2525.
W. Johhston
2657w 2559.

Whitewashed about a month ago, and the year before.
The men whitewashing worked on Sunday.
The buildings were whitewashed about a month ago, and thirteen or fourteen months before, or
perhaps two years.

One month ago, and also two years ago. Special preparation was made for visit of some gentleman
some short time since.
Twice—once one month ago, and once two years back. No special preparations were made for
gentlemen a little time ago.
Overseers are now more strict in seeing that the place is clean.

3.—As compared with other Abattoirs
Dr. woiloms,

The Abattoirs are very good in Paris; in Russia very crude; in Paris well lighted, ventilated, and
floored; but better in America.
Mr. Stuart, 1888.
In Chicago, Abattoirs scrupulously clean; there is there a full and constant supply of water.
1889.
Mr. Schultz,
In Tasmania slaughter-houses are better than here.

Mr. Dawuon, 160,
109,
Co,table Cor.
roll, 1762, 1773.
Mr. Schultz,
2361, 2382.
3. Burrell, 2392,
2407.
Mr. hl'G.il, 2488,
2490.
W. Johnston,
2655, 2656.
Mr. Seymour,
8012, 8814.
Dr. Dansey,
3166, 3164.
Mr. Ramie,
1596, 1699.

4.—Correctness of "Herald's" reports.
Consider the statements made in the articles in the Herald corrects and free from exaggeration.

The place has been kept cleaner since articles appeared in papers. Houses should be limewashied
every three months. The drains should be laid with better fall, and there should be an abundant supply
of water.
-

XV.—INSPECTI0N.

1.—Inspection of live anirna&
Mr. Dempster,
Dr. willsans,
218,222.

S~yd cattle 16 lio6r as to be unfit for food are slaughtered at Abattoirs.
States that inspection is rigidly enforced in America.
Stock

897
27
Stock always inspected before being slaughtered. If cattle are slaughtered very early in the
morning, they have been inspected on the previous day. Never knew of a cow calving in the yards, and being 441,404,034,
afterwards slaughtered; such cows invariably turned out. Cattle suspected of being diseased are slaughtered 638.
at once for inspection.
Have condemned thousand; or rather hundreds, of cattle, which were found to be diseased when
killed;
Did not see a very poor cow on a certain Sunday ; but his assistant would have done so.
If cattle are killed, say at 2 and 3 in morning, his assistant inspects them.
If cattle are killed after 4 then the lungs and spleens are kept for inspection.
391,638
Has known instance of cow which had slipped calf being condemned.
It is very rare that the carease of a cow slipping her calf would go into consumption.
Sows littering in Pens would not he slaughtered but sent away. Sows under such circumstances are
never slaughtered.
Mr. Jagor,
004, 907,
Animals affected with Cumberland or pluero easily detected.
1112,
1124.
Cows which calved or slipped calves in yards have been slaughtered and sold for food.
Calves dropped at Abattoirs have been smuggled away to Sydney for slaughter.
Sows littering not interfered with. No clear understanding that them should always be some one
in charge at Abattoirs.
Does not make poverty a cause for condemning most.
His impression is that there is no inspection of cattle killed before 5 o'clock, unless of those that were Mr. Swan, 1323,
1855.
in the yards the previous day.
Does not know of his own knowledge of a recently-calved cow, or a sow recently pigged, being killed 701i11r1st,
for food.
Constable earHas seen some very poor cattle killed at Abattoirs.
710.
and
examining
the
melts.
evening
Has seen Mr. Jager taking the brands in the morning and in the
&s4'iè
1732,
luG,
Does not know of cows which have calved in the yards being slaughtered.
Has seen cows with very young calves brought in.
Diseased pork might be killed and taken away without inspection for food, as Mr. Ostley seldom goes
into pig-houses.
Sows which have pigged are supposed to he killed for food.
Has seen a very wretehect cow in the yard for slaughter.
Cannot say what becomes of cows which calve in the yard, but never saw them taken out; have no J. Wickham,
1810,1825.
doubt they would be slaughtered for food ; and sows littering in yards are slaughtered for food.
ir huitz 22C
,
Kills 2,000 sheep a week and Mr. Oatley never comes once to look at them.
Has seen dead builocks brought to Abattoirs.
One best 4 hours without being dressed. Condemned by Mr. Jager, and afterwards passed by Mr. 2357, 2318.
Oatley, about 2 years ago.
Dead animals have been brought, skinned, and taken away, about 18 months ago.
Quite impossible for one Inspector to do all inspection necessary.
Has known old boar pigs killed for pork and sold as sausage-merit.
Cattle are not condemned on account of poverty.
J. Rumll, 2451
Sows which have had young in pciis are slaughtered.
2458.
Does not know what becomes of calves dropped in yards.
An Inspector with professional knowledge should be appointed, who would be competent to giveAirrood, 2616,
proper opinion.
2730.
Questions who examines stock killed early. Chief Inspector should reside on liland.
F.
Diseased and doubtful animals are kept back till Sunday night and killed on Monday mornings.
Z'"" °'
Has to skin diseased animals or leave. One Juan lost his finger by disease.
Confirms all lie formerly stated. A new case of cow with calf in yard with bullocks. Did not call
either Mr. Oatley's or Mr. Jager's attention to this cow. has no instructions to do so.
Constablo earConfirms former evidence. Cow recently in yard with calf. Calf taken away, and calf killed and roil, roHed,
769, 781.
sent to Sydney for veal. The cow was turned out to pad4ock, but died.
eatioy, 290,
Saw a very poor cow in yards ; but could not stop her slaughter. Had no power to do so.
294.
1017,
Saw the poor old cow brought for slaughter and boiling.
Saw cow calving, and Mr. Oatley told owner if she was killed she would be condemned.
Pigs which are too poor to kill are sold as stores. Thinks an Inspector should be appointed for the
1888.
s,ale-yards.
Mr. OConnor,
Thinks cattle should be inspected at sale-yards. Suggests that Mr. Bruce or Mr. I eo should do the 1405, 1414, 1456.
duty. Cannot see anything the matter with earcases of newly.ca]ved cows. Does not think fluke in the
liver affects the mutton. Has never seen the carease of an animal affected with Cumberland, or any other
disease, at Abattoirs, fluke in sheep excepted, Has seen cattle apparently diseased sold in the yards.
2.—Of the carease.
Has seen signs of pleuro in earcases in shops in Sydney.
Mr. Dempste
as, Ga
inspection of earease is ri0 idly enforced in United States.
hr. Williams.
9.
Judges as to soundness by lungs and spleens, and genera] character of earcase.
9j
Every pig is examined alive and dead by his assistant.
309,321,396,405,
.
086, 093, 856, 859
Frequently finds unfit pigs, and se,ids them away in offid-cart.
No diseased pig could be taken away for food.
Cat-cases are sometimes removed on Monday morning without inspection, but lungs and spleens are
kept.
It has never happened that his assistant condemned cattle that he has passed, nor that he condemned
cattle passed by assistant; but Mr. Oatley has condemned cattle Mr. Jager was in doubts about.
Never know s dead beast brought in and thinned, except cattle killed at Railway, or in paddock
.
Impossible
through having broken its leg.

Mr. Oatlr3,

Impossible for dead beast which had died of disease to he brought in without his knowledge.
He examines lungs and spleeus, and would know if they were affected with disease.
Jager,
Re would detect Oumbei-laiid or pleuro from spleen andlungs.
He would generally also have noticed animal in yard.
997, 1009, 1136,
Incipient Cumberland would show in enlarged or rather engorged spleen.
1163.
It is possible for the carcase of an animal in an incipient stage of Cumberland to pass without
detection.
Does not think that a beast 111 the incipient stage of Cumberland would make bad meat.
Cumberland disease is detected in carcase through the fat being lugh coloured and dirty, and the
veins engorged with gummy dark blood.
8 1108
It is possible by washing and dressing to remove these appearances to a great extent
There was one instance of all animal 'which had died having been brought in and skinned and dressed
for food, but only one. When opened it smelled very badly.
Condemned and scored two carcases, and left a third for Mr. Oatley's judgment, but when Mr.
Oatley came the third body had been removed.
Left Mr. Oatley with owners, and afterwards learned that out of the three carcases two whole ones
and the hind quarters of the third were sent to Sydney.
The fore-quarteLs of the third animal were in a terrible state. They went to the pots.
The animal from which a man died was stuck on the road and brought up and skinned. It was badly
affected with Cumberland disease.
He is not certain that the carcase of every animal slaughtered is examined.
There never was any division of the work of inspection made between lihn and Mr. Oatley.
Mr. swan,
Has seen dead cattle brought in and dressed. Does not know whether they were sold for food.
1339. 1343.
Does not know whether every carcase is inspected.
Mr. Gilebriet,
The carcases of a few pigs may he taken away without inspection. Also a few calves and lambs but
they have been seen before being slaughtered.
The carcases of cattle are not often taken away between 4 and 6 am., only a few.
Mr. Oatley comes between 9 and 10 n.m.
Assistant Inspector comes at 6 am. Sometimes carcases of cattle are taken away before either
Inspector or assistant is on the ground, without inspection at all.
Has recommended to Mr. Oatley to appoint hiiii (Gilchrist) as an Assistant Inspector.
Pigs are killed at 2 in the morning and no one there to inspect them.
Constablecarroil
Has seen bruised meat at Abattoirs—three or four carcases greatly bruised—recently—and taken to
'town. Thinks the Inspectors saw this meat.
1784.
Very little meat went to pots prior to articles in the Herald."
The very poor cow alluded to did not go to the pots.
It would be quite possible to kill and take away carcases both in the afternoon, after the Inspectors
leave, and before they come in the morning—without inspection ; as a matter of fact this is done.
Mr. Wickham
Often has seen cattle come in dead in carts ; three came from Homebush. Mr. Jager condemned two
1788, 1807
which Mr. Oatley afterwards passed. These cattle afterwards went to Sydney for consumption.
They were in a terribly bruised state and stank badly. Considered them unfit for food.
Mr. Schuliz,
Killed 2,000 sheep a week, and Mr. Oatley did not come near once a week. The Assistant Inspector
2247,2357.
dare not open his mouth.
Dead sheep have been brought to Abattoirs as offal and dead animals have been brought in and
skinned and their carcases taken away without inspection.
Impossible for Assistant Inspector to take brands and inspect both cattle and sheep.
Tumours and ulcers have been and are now cut out of stock without being detected by Inspectors,
and meat sold for food.
A few weeks back some very old cows were condemned.
Sometimes very unfit sheep are sold for food; Bought by retail butchers, who look for cheap mutton.
J. Burrell, 2436
Has seen three dead cattle brought in and two of them condemned by Mr. Jager, and he believes
2472.
they were all passed afterwards. Does not know whether animals brought in had been slaughtered or had
died.
Some cows dropped their calves in yards, and he supposes they were slaughtered like the rest for food.
Has no orders to report cows or sows slipping young to Mr. Oatley or Mr. Jager.
3.3l'GaII, 2504,
Has seen dead animals (those which had been shot) brought in, and Inspectors generally sent for.
2507.
Has seen no diseased meat offered for sale at Abattoirs.
Mr. Penny, 40
408.
Says the same ; but has seen bruised meat offered for sale.
Mr. woolf o, 474,
470.
F. FU, iso,
Has seen two years ago bullocks badly affected with Cumberland dressed at Abattoirs. Mr. Jager
793.
condemned cow affected with Cumberland.
Condemned caresses generally sent to pots ten years ago; sometimes went to the shops.
The meat of cattle slightly affected with pleuro is not iijurious, and is sent to market.
W. Luekett, 874,
053.
Cattle in last stage are unfit, and has seen Mr. Oatley cut such down.
Has seen no case of Cumberland of late years; could not pass carcase affected with Cumberland; it
is as black as your boots.
Has seen dead pigs brought in to be dressed.
Mr. Oatley, 957,
The animal referred to had been slaughtered at Homebusli, and brought to theAbattoirs to be dressed.
Told Mr. Oatley it *as a great mistake allowing most he had condemned to pass,—i.e., the two
°j Mr. Jager,
1030, 1030
carcases and two hind quarters alluded to.
Has seen very few diseased pigs in this Colony, and the ailment was only observable on opening
Mr woodham
1203, 1832. ' them.
Mr. Oatley is generally about in and out of the slaughter-houses.
Has never seen measly pork in the Colony, but has at Home. The flesh has a kind of blotches on
it—dark bloody spbts. Has never seen typhus fever in pigs. Never heard of people becoming diseased by
eating pork.
About

899
29
hMtI
About the boar pig mentioned by Schultz sausages could not be made from such a pig. What lie
said about smelling the boar is nonsense.
Has known Mr. .Jager to take blood in the chest for liver, and Mr. Oatley pomterl out his mistake. MnT. O'Cannor
Has seen and assisted in killing a very great number of pigs. Never saw boar jllgs killed and treated as 1330, 1441.
stated by Schultz. The meat could not be chopped up.
Does not believe the meat of a pregnant cow is unwholesome, and in some countries newly-born calves Mr. 67.
are used without had results. Neither does he think ulcers or tumours in the throat affect the flesh.
Knows of no disease, except Cuinherland, which renders the flesh of stock in this Colony poisonous or
dangerous, and is not certain that Cumbei'land is so when cooked.
It is almost universally held in Europe that roasting and boiling destroy poisonous properties in
diseased meat; but in Africa Dr. Livingstoue found that cooking did not have this effect in cattle
affected with pen-pneumonia.
Does not consider it likely that the flesh affected with Cumberland disease would be sold for food, as
its appearance would prevent this. But the meat of an animal in all early stage of that disease may
have sonic effect in producing carbuncle which was not known in human subjects in the colony till after
Cumbcrland had spread among our stock.
Experiments should be made on dogs with such meat to test this question.
Desired to be re-examined by the Board in regard to carcases said by some witnesses to have been Mr. Oatley, 1690,
passed by him after they were condemned by Mr. Jager, and stated lie could prove they were condcined by 1609.
him and did not pass into consumption.

3.—Action in regard to unfit meat.
Unfit meat is scored and slashed. Has condemned thousands or at least hundreds, but kept no Mr. OaUn,-,i1)
321,452,4 S.
record. Three weeks ago condemned fourteen head.
Says the same. Does not know what becomes of meat after scoring. Supposes it goes to the offal- Mr. Jager, 029,
cart. Authorities have no power to see it destroyed. It might go into consumption as sausages.
4.-1n9peetors' jiower to prevent cruelty.

Thinks the Inspectors at Abattoirs have power to prevent cruelty; but they do not exercise it.
S—Appointment of professional inspector.
Thinks a professional Inspector should be appointed.

XVI,—Knnrixc,

Mr. Demp,tor,
29,30.

1214 1225arnl
Mr. 'lood
26113, 2610.

SET1NCi, AND DELIVERING MEAT.

1.-3feat stores.
It would be a great improvement if hides, hearts, &c., were taken away and nothing but meat left in Mr. coney,
meat stores.
Mr.' Jagir,
1107, 1195.

2.—Chilling and setting meat.
Dn Williams,
Meat is always set either naturally or artificially in America,
Meat now in summer-time leaves Abattoirs before it is set. It is in some cases even cooked with Mr. Oatloy,
animal heat in it. It would be an immense benefit to all concerned if it could be set before it leaves the
er
1109, 104.
A hn.ttnirs
He believes it would be worth kd. per lb. more if set.
Mr. Oatloy,
840.
Thinks that a room to dull and set the meat would be a grand improvement.
Mr. swan,
Meat set and chilled would keep two days in hot weather.
MrPladair,
2047, 2055.
The trade would all adopt chilling and setting, if done at a reasonable price.
Meat is now sold quite warm on Monday morning—say two hours after animal is killed.
Thinks meat will set better in butchers' shops in the city than at the Abattoirs during the night.
Mr. Shultz,
If proper appliances were had, meat could be chilled on Glebe Island better than anywhere else.
Jj
2610.
Considers a chilling-house should be added to Abattoirs.
Mr. Ifill,
2707, 2706,
Better for all—for wholesale and retail butchers, and also for the public.
If meat were set before being put into the truck it would keep very much longer.
Mr. bawoon,
Meat now sent to retail shops is unset, and therefore unwholesome.
Mr. Penny,
320, 323.
wolfe
If there were proper appliances for chilling and storing meat, cattle might be killed nstead of being
458,
kept starving and wasting in paddocks.
-,
Meat now leaves Abattoirs quite warm, often not more than 10 minutes after it is killed and
dressed.
Chilling store at A.battoirs would be a great benefit to the trade.
Meat chilled and set would keep one and a half or 2 days longer.
If meat were chilled and set before being placed in the trucks, and the trucks built on tile Mr. Farquhar,
non-conducting pnnciple, it could be landed in Sydney from Dubbo or Wagga 'Wagga without any ice even 1052, 1109.
in slimmer-time; and the temperature of the truck would be only 5' or 6' lughen when it reached Sydney
than when it left either of these places, if it left late in the afternoon and arrived early in the morning.
The cost of setting and chilling to 48° or 50° would be about 3d. per lOOlhs.
When brought to Sydney, the meat in hot summer weather would keep two days; and if reduced to
and kept at 35° or 36° in a cold store it would keep 14 days.
Thinks chilling the meat would increase the price very much but it would be much better if there Mr. wham
: 1362
were a chilling-house to kill stock and store them there than to keep them starving in paddocks; and that
if it could be done it would be a great improvement to set all the meat before sending it from Abattoirs.
Slaughters about 140 cattle a week. Has now to send away the meat in summer-time quite Warm. Mr. RenTlie
1490 1510.
Can't help himself.
Thinks the meat would require too much handling to dull it; but if it could be done at slaughterhouse it would be an improvement. It would then keep longer and better.
Kills
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Mr. Waists, 1681,
1693.

Kills 200 a-week. Has sometimes to send the meat away warm, especially on Monday mornings.
In hot weather it never gets cold, and hot meat never cuts up well, nor is it liked by the public.
Chilling is not an actual necessity, but it would be a great improvement. If meat could be chilled
001.
and set at 34d. per 100 lbs. he and every other butcher would patronise the chilling-house. In warm
weather it would pay to give six times that price.
Mr. Elliott, 1844,
Does not think a chilling-house would be much advantage unless it could contain a week's
1850.
supply. He has now at times, and particularly on Monday mornings, to send his meat away quite
warm.

3.—Deliverinej meat
1ll1liams,
Mr. Ostley, 841,

Meat in America, while being delivered, is hung in waggons.
Rennie and VTil ama have provided waggons of a greatly unproved sort, in which the meat is hung.
He sees to the cleanliness of carts now used.
Has no power to compel butchers to use conveyances of proper sort.
Lr.oncsrist,
Formerly both carts and men were very dirty. They are now greatly improved.
1640,153,
oJtcarrcii
'Alen and carts very dirty. Clothes never changed; the same they have been killing in.
1717,1719.
Mr. Playfair,
Does not exactly approve of delivery, but thinks carts in most cases more convenient than waggons,
1941.
on account of smallness of orders.
The carts not too clean; but they are not so filthy as the clothes of the men and the covering.
Mr. HIU, 2733,
2786.
Rennie and Williams' waggon is a great improvement.
Mr. Seymour,
Both carts and rags filthy. Has called attention of Town Council to this. Now as had as ever,
2966, 3036.
except Rennie and Williams.
Mr. WoolIe, 471,
Present mode of packing warm meat into cart, the one piece on top of other, must make
490.
meat bad.
Mr. Wocdhain,
Thinks there ought to be a reform in the mode of delivering the meat
1381, 1382.
Mr. Rennie,
Their firm have introduced proper waggons, and with the exception of Mr. Richards', theirs is the
1484, 1490.
only proper conveyance in the city for meat.
Mr. Walsh, 1752,
Considers waggons such as used by Messrs. Rennie and Williams the proper conveyances for
1766.
meat, but there is no room for them at the Island, the lane between the meat-houses being too narrow.
Mr. Elliott, issy,
Thinks the van introduced by Messrs. Rennie and Williams not so convenient nor so likely to
1863.
protect meat from dust and dirt on the road as the carts now in use.
XVII.—DZAD MEAT 'SRADE.

1.—Advantages.
Mr. Dawsoo,170,
263.

The great reform would be to kill the meat up the country and send it to a dead meat market.
The Corporation or Government should erect a large dead meat market in a central position, say
near the Haymarket. Glebe Island would be out of the way as a site.
If meat were killed up the country it would be suitable for salting, which now it is not
Mr. Maiden,084,
The dead meat trade is likely to increase, and with refrigerating can could be carried on all
677.
summer.
This trade will have to contend against old establishments. Butchers will not buy counfry meat if
they can get cheaper at Tiomebush.
Thinks a dead meat market, with proper appliances, would be a very great advantage.
it 15 a necessity—all classes would be benefited.
Mr. Dempitor,
Thinks there should be slaughtering places up the country.
132, 135.
That the city should be principally supplied with country-killed meat.
That meat as now killed and dealt with is unwholesome.
The best beef in Philadelphia market is farmers' beef—country-killed and sent 240 miles. This
Dr. Williams,
180, 200,
beef is very much in request. Meat brought 1,500 miles is better than that killed in Philadelphia, but not
so good as farmers' beef.
No special carriage is required for conveyance of meat 100 or 150 miles; but it is for such long
distances as Chicago, 1,000; St. Louis, 1,200; Arkansas City, 1,700. in these cases special carriages with
ice are necessary. The temperature is kept at say 30 degrees, or as hear it as possible. The air is kept cool
and dry. These cars are not very expensive. Large quantities of chilled meat, fruit, &e., are sent regularly to Englaud from America every week by the same means.
Mr. ostley,
There is no dead meat market in Sydney, but it would be of great advantage.
689.
!ru'stuart,
'Would be a great advantage, but might throw the trade into hands of big butchers.
6.
Is in favour of dead meat market. Sale-yards should be near the metropolis, and close to Abattoirs.
Ir. h0 2518,
26fl
As the sale-yards and Abattoirs now are there is a monopoly, and has been for years.
He would send his cattle to Abattoirs for slaughter if there were a dead meat market and proper
appliances.
He would thus obtain good returns for his meat, and also for hides, tallow, kc.
The Abattoirs should of course be connected with the railway.
From what lie saw at Chicago lie would recommend this course.
A dead meat market would be an immense advantage. There is nothing so much required.
Mr. n.mii,.
Thinks a dead meat market ought to be a matter for private enterprise more than Government.
2708, 2,80.
Glebe Island would make an excellent dead meat market,
Mr. Devlin,
Thinks a dead meat market would be a very great benefit and convenience.
2889,292G.
Glebe Island is too far distant as a site for a meat market,—except for vholesale.
Arrangements for chilling and keeping meat would be a very great improvement, for it would sate
the condition and prevent the starving of the stock.
Does not think Glebe Island would be a good site for sale-yards, as the butchers would be able to
cause a 'knock out"
Mr. Seymour,
Dead meat market would be most advantageous to all classes, especially with appliances for chilling,
setting, and keeping meat.
Has no difficulty with fish market, and meat market might be planaged the same way.

The
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The fat stock trade is fast coming to be a dead meat one.
132,
When it does the meat will be far superior,—and this trade would also tend to increase railway
traffic. The dead meat will some day be the most important branch of the railway traffic. As it now is
the stock are very much deteriorated through coming by road and killed while fevered,
Every class would profit by slaughtering up country. The meat would be mfirntely better, wste
in weight would be saved, and the sending back empty trucks would cease as goods could be carried in
meat trucks.
The treatment cattle now get between Homebush and Abattoirs deteriorates the meat very much. Mr. Penny, 318
Hardly knows stock again after they have been in hare paddocks; and when killed the meat is quite
black.
Wishes he could always get country-killed meat—must be the best every way.
Thinks that a system of killing up the country would be much the best, and suit retail trade best.
Air. Woolf e, 424,
Glebe Island meat will not bear comparison with Orange or Bathurst beef.
467
The reasons are the stock are killed near where they are fed; they are killed cool and are allowed to
cool and set.
He thinks that the trade will have to come to a wholesale dead meat market,—which, with coolmg
appliances, would be a vast benefit to everyone.
Now gets all his meat from Orange; used to buy cattle at Homehush, and slaughter. Present
wholesale dead meat market is on Glebe Island.
A dead meat market would work quite a revolution in the trade. Considers such a market Mr. rarquhar,
1055 ilij.
absolutely necessary. It would be a great benefit to producer and to consumer.
It would be cheaper to consumer to pay even ld. per lb. more for such meat than that lie now gets.
Mr. Woodleare,
Glebe Island is a convenient place for a wholesale dead meat market

2.—Dna advantages.

Mr. Walsh, 1764,

1769.

Is afraid that the slaughtering up the country would lead to a monopoly. Then there would be the 3r. Stuart, 1876,
1885.
hides and skins also to bring down.
Killing up the country is the best so far as meat is concerned; but thinks it would not be the
most economical.
Doubtful also of certainty of cold appliances being always available; and upon that depends
practicability of scheme. Large cold storehouses in Sydney also necessary.
A dead meat market would bring the whole trade into one or two people's hands. Everyone would Mr. Ptair,
,
not have refrigerating machines.
Such a market would be an inconvenience for small butchers. It would lead to monopoly.
Mr. R. If iLl,
Does not think a dead meat market would answer in the summer-time, unless cold appliances were
available. If they were it would be a success.
1511, 1518.
He does not think country-killed meat better than meat killed in Sydney. The report that it is better
is only a cry; and unless cattle were killed and chilled at every station the meat would be no better than
Sydney meat.
Does not want to see a dead meat market He would decidedly oppose it. The present supply of Mr. Walsh, 169,
country-killed meat is a good thing for the retail butcher, but bad for the wholesale—while the public get 1107.
no benefit.
The meat will not be cheaper ; for although the retail butcher gets his meat cheap that does not
oblige him to sell it cheap to consumers.
Country meat is not better; for it is impossible now to find enough of stock at any one station to
supply Sydney. If railways were extended from Sydney to Liverpool Plains then a supply might be obtained.

3—Refrigerating care.
Willis
am
The American refrigerating waggons are 8j feet wide, 30 feet long, and 9 feet high, built double,
with some non-conductor between, and double doors. Raised box on top along the whole length, 21 feet
wide and 11 feet deep as an ice-box. Air goes into box, passes over ice, and only escapes at bottom.
Temperature aimed at 350; meat carried in ordinary goods train; taken from railway cars in waggons
lowered in temperature by ice; delivered in stores, looking as if it had only been killed the night before,
after coming 1,000 or 1,200 miles.
In America there is abundance of natural ice, but ice is made where natural ice cannot be obtained.
The "Tiffany," the newest refrigerating car—a car cooled (by evaporation), i.e., by discharging water
over it—the water being raised and distributed over the car by a pump, driven by a fan in front of car—is in
use in England, but that plan only reduces the temperature some 80 below the normal temperature of the
day.
lafair1
If cars could be made to carry meat sweet in summer from Orange Mid Wagga to Sydney it
would be a very great benefit.
But he thinks that cattle brought by rail would make as good meat as those killed up the country.
Mr. 11111, 2730
If meat could be conveyed in refrigerating vans in summer it would be a tremendous advantage.
It would be expensive to cool and set meat in refrigerating cars; but that is not necessary, for if the Mr. Farqubw,
meat were chilled and set at up-country stations where killed, and put into a non-conducting (a double-sided) iO&, 1177.
car, it could be carried in the summer-time from Wagga or Dubbo to Sydney without any ice.
Caresses have been conveyed in that way from Bowenfells in the hot summer months, and when the
truck arrived in Sydney there were only a few degrees difference in the temperature at which it arrived in
Sydney from that at which it left Bowenfells.

4.—Cold storage.
In America each Company engaged in the (lead meat trade has its own cold stores, and railway-cars 273,214.
are drawn there on tracks, i.e., rails, by mules.
It would be very much better to kill cattle and put bodies in cold stores than keep then in starving 1lr. Playfair,
lflO 2000.
paddocics. It is not done because there are no such stores, at any rate not open to the public.
Wishes the Govermnent would erect such a storc on Glebe Island. It would be a great benefit to
the trade. Not likely that a private Company would start cold or ice making.
Any
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Mr. Flood, 2634,

Any mode of keeping meat cool would be an immense advantage.
Thinks it an essential part of railway plant to have refrigerating cars and cold store.

2635.
Mr. Daweon, 265,
256.
Air. R. Still,
2,108, 2765.

Mr. Seymour,
Mr.abr,
1101, 1110.

Thinks this more a matter for private enterprise than for Government.
A cold room attached to the fish niarket would be very useful.
It would be necessary for this trade to have refrigerating power at the central dep6t. The meat
must either be disposed of instantly or have cold storage.
It would be necessary to have sufficient chilling power to keep a supply in hand lest anything should
interrupt regular supply.
If meat is kept at a temperature of from 40' to 50' it would be good for eight days, and beyond that
if it is subjected to lower temperature, i.e., fourteen days, at 35'.
XVIII.—Burcnmts' snops.

1 .—Tlie-ir suitability.
The shops are as a rule unfit for the business. There are not more than 30 or 40 out of 156 that
are suitable.
Some are exceedingly unsuitable, and their back premises by far too small.
Butchers' shops are not properly built. The meat is now exposed to dust. It should be hung in
Mr. Dawson 173.
a back room.
Mr. Penny,
The shop lie then had does not afford the convenience he requires. He is building one on an
298, 395.
improved plan, with eool chamber for meat, 26 feet by 23 feet.
Mr. Seymour,
2974, 2979.

2.—Cleanliness.
Mr. Schultz,
Mr. i3e~ymour,

2011, 3043.
Dr. Dansey,
3170,

There are some butchers' shops in Sydney which are not fit for a tuman being to go into.
The butchers' shops are much improved in cleanliness since Herald's articles.
They are now comparatively cleanly. One man has been repeatedly fined for dirty premises.
The butchers' back premises in some eases are filthy and dirty, and their sausage-machines in the
same state.

3. —Their Inspection.
Mr. Seymour,
2931, 3041.

Dr. Dansey,
3045, 3198.

An inspection of these premises is kept up. Has found more than one butcher with unfit meat on
his premises—particularly where sausages are made. Meat too poor, thin, and yellow, and unfit for
human food is used at these places. There should be an Inspector of Food appointed, with power to
enter premises at any time, inferior and unfit meat is slaughtered illicitly on premises by some town
butchers, and veal is blown by others.
Has inspected butchers' shops, and often found blown veal and lamb and stock too poor for food, also
sheep with flukes in liver, and with tubercular disease,

4.—Hawking meat.
3hSemur,

order.

Found the conveyance for carriage and hawking of meat suitable, and meat good, clean, and in niceXIX.—ILLIcIp

SLAUGHTERING IN THE CITY.

1.—Its extent and necessit&'.
Mn F,
11111,
2754.

Mr. Seymour,
3020, 303(

Mr. Penny,
315, 200.

A very great deal of this in the city—for 1 calf killed at Abattoirs 100 killed in the city.
A return of calves sold and of those slaughtered at Abattoirs would prove this.
Believes it is carried on all over the city.
is sure there is much of it—perhaps 1,200 head killed a year. Cannot as the law stands prevent
this. The existing law is almost wholly useless. Cannot say that there is any actual necessity to kill in
town.
Admits that lots of calves and lambs are killed in the city.
It suits better to kill on premises.
If allowed in the city greater inspection of premises would be necessary.

2.—Advanta,yeg of slaughtering in City.
Mr. Playfair,
2059, 20,0.

Glebe Island too far away to slaughter calves and lambs at it Butchers could not afford to send
there to kill a single lamb or calf, and people do not give their orders for lamb or veal till the last moment.
Would not advocate licensing places in city unless the premises were suitable—not unless the premises
were properly flagged and drained.
It is not the slaughtering that makes the nuisance, but because butchers now stow away offal
somehow.
Where the butchers have proper places they might be licensed or some central places in the city
might be licensed where small stock might be slaughtered.
In London places are licensed.
In Melbourne, where nearly ten times as many are killed, some three or four butchers have the
whole trade, and small stock are killed at the Abattoirs; but trade differs here. Whichever way is adopted
here the places must be fit and the supervision very strict, or we shall have outbreaks of fever.
Mr. Seymour,
Giving permission to slaughter on premises would do away with much of the evils of the present
.5091, 3091.
.i'stem.
With proper supervision, and the premises being fit, lie would allow the slaughter of small stock on
premises.
Would take away a butcher's license, i.e, the license for the premises, if lie were convicted three tunes.
The premises should be open at all hours for inspection.
Dr. Dangey, 3184,
In one of his reports he spoke of the difficulty of finding room at Abattoirs, and pointed out that if
3204.
places were to be established for killing in the city they must be under strict supervision.
There would be no harm in having killing-houses in the city for small stock, but there would be
considerable difficulty in keeping them clean.
If
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Mr. Pennr 337
If proper places were erected, and there were proper supervision, shall stock might be slaughtered in 373,
the city.
This would tend to supply veal and lamb of the best quality. He says that the carrying and handling of meat is prejudicial to it.
M, 1Yoolfe 445,
Says the same as Mr. Penny. Half the butchers in Sydney have unfit premises.
505.
Lamb brought over in carts from Abattoirs looks unfit to eat
Mr. Woodham,
Thinks that slaughtering of small stock might be allowed in the city on suitable premises.
1346,1801.

3.—Disadvantages of killing in city.

1rflood, 29,

Better not to allow killing in city. There is a great risk that the premises would not be kept clean 2663.
—difficult to enforce the law.
Would rather refuse to sanction such a law.
The best way to prevent illicit slaughtering would be to prevent stock from being on the promises.
There being a difficulty, in supervising such places, killing in the city should be prohibited altogether.
Hill, 275 5
Would keep all killing out of the city, especially as there is so suitable a place at the Abattoirs.
No occasion for killing in the city. Might be done in city if Inspectors did their duty. If they did the
Abattoirs might be as clean as this building.
Is sure that, with proper appliances at Abattoirs, and means of cooling and setting the meat, small Mr. Seymour,
stock might be killed there, and the veal and lamb would in that ease be more wholesome than if killed in
the city.
The only necessity for killing in town is that the small stock cannot be brought from Abattoirs as
wanted. He believes small stock could be brought (without damage) in proper carts from Abattoirs.
He submitted regulations to Town Council, prohibiting the keeping of small stock in city, with a view
to stop killing in the city.
If the law prohibited keeping stock on butchers' premises illicit slaughtering could easily be put down.
There is danger of small stock kept on premises being stan-ed; for there is only one butcher's
premises (Mr. Play-fair's) where proper provision is made for feeding small stock.
MnDansor,3192,
Is sure that the practice of killing small stock in the city is detrimental to public health. Proof in 3212
ease of fever at Croydon, in England. Blood attaches itself to sides of drains and does not wash away.
There would be far greater difficulty in getting rid of blood and offal in' the city than at the Abattoirs.
More Inspectors would be required. The only difficulty in killing small stock at Abattoirs is that
there is not sufficient room.
The butchers say the meat would be deteriorated by being conveyed from Abattoirs; but he is of
opinion it would take no harm if properly carried and hung as in the new vans.
Illicit slaughtering could be prevented by prolubiting stock from being kept on premises, and giving 270. Dawson 264,.
Inspectors power of entry.
As it is difficult to enforce inspection, as drainage is bad, and as butchers' premises are in most eases
unfit, killing in town should not be allowed.
It would be a great inconvenience to have to go to Glebe Island to kill a calf or lamb. But putting 1St. Woolte, 503,
the inconvenience out of view there is nothing to prevent their being slaughtered there and conveyed to 504
the city.
XX.—DIsposAL OF BLOOD AND OFFAL,
(1.) The Blood.
I. Former modes of disposing of it.
Mr. Oatky 475,
1st Run into Harbour.
489, 495, 644.
2nd. Sent to Callan Park
Mr. Moore, 1226,
very costly.
1259.
3rd. Sent to Botany
2. The present mode of disposing of it.
Mr. Oat1e, 347,
The present system of coagulating the blood with caustic soda and lime is a perfect failure and a
source of nuisance. He and his assistants have furthered the process as far as possible. It is prepared in
two ways, soft and thy; most valued dry; lOs. per ton has been offered for it dry. It is now sold at 2s. Gd.
per load, whether one or two horses, while it costs £2 12s.; about one-half of the blood is dealt with in this
way; the other half is sent away in the punt
He suggested to the Treasurer that it should be all sent to sea in a punt, as it would cost only about
Is. per ton to take the quantity now coagulated out to sea, with the rest and offal.
No analysis was ever made of blood manure as prepared by Mr. Swan, so far as lie knows.
The only test is the price it brings; could not get 5s. per load, and had to reduce the price to 2s. Gd.
Mr. Jager, 1040,
Part of the blood is dealt with by Mr. Swan with lime and chemicals, which in a few hours makes it 1070.
into a coagulum, manageable with a shovel.
Portion of this is dried on rocks. If weather is wet this smells badly. The preparation costs about
27s. per ton, and sells for 2s. Gd. The rest of the blood passes into drains and thence to the punt, and is
taken to sea at Is. per ton.
Mr. Swan, 1200,
Before the punt came he prepared from 22 to 28 tons per week; since then 16 or 17 tons, at a cost 1422.
of about 1 7s. Gd. per ton. The chemicals used are caustic soda and lime. Has tried alum, but that spoils
it for manure.
The lime and caustic soda mixture has been tested and makes the grass grow well.
He had an analysis of blood preparation, but lost it
A.
The present system of coagulating blood and selling it is attended with considerable loss.
10'
05.
){r. tuart, 1855,
When Treasurer he approved of Mr. Swan's mode of dealing with the blood after full inquiry.
Considers that the caustic soda is prejudicial to the manurial qualities of the blood. But does not 5kluot 2225
2220.
consider any evidence lie can give of much value.
2489,.
In wet weather the preparation of blood drying on the rocks smells a little.
2,150
The blood operated upon by Mr. Swan was offensive, and his preparation did not seem to have Mr. baesey,
3165, 3109.
the desired effect.
Evidence shows blood could be taken outside the Heads at Is., while at lowest calculation the
coagulum now costs lis. per ton.
2.—
1—E
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(2.) The Of/at
1.—Removed from killing-house.
Mr.

'

esi icy,

Mr. Jagcr,

!, o9s,

3ftthuitz,

-

çJfiiI.
71.

Mr. Maiden,

There is frequently a block between the offal, and butchers' hide and sidu drays. Butchers' drays
keep the men from removing the offal. The consequence is the offal is allowed to accumulate and become
offensive.
The offal, as a rule, is removed daily—somehmes small portions are not; but always on the following morning.
Offal is removed twice a day. What is made after 3 remains until following morning.
It takes skin drays a couple of hours to put on a load of skins, and while the dray is there the men
cannot take away the offal.
The use of trollies for removing offal would obviate the difficulty which now occurs with respect to
skin and offal drays, and enable the place to be kept clean.
There are very bad arrangements at sheep houses for drays to take offal away, and a waste of
time.

2.—Removal by gardeners and others.
Mr. Donipsier,
69,74.
31, OtIey,
808,

-

Mr. Trill,
Mr. Flood,
Mr. Oatley,
1000,1002.
Mr. oatIev,
1634, 1035.

Has seen ofihi going away in carts to feed pigs—principally paunches.
Paunches and other offal are taken away principally for feeding pigs. The paunches sometimes
accumulate in bad weather and become offensive.
A great quantity of offal is carried through the Municipality of Leichhardt for feeding pigs, and is a
very great nuisance.
It is also used for feeding poultry and ducks.
The paunches are thrown into a very inconvenient place for the gardeners to load—should be put on
a stage; if it were, gardeners would take it all away daily.
Very had smells at times from piggeries and boiling-down establishment at head of bay, to which
paunches and offal are"largely taken.
Suggests that a receptacle higher UI) OR the hill be made for paunches and offal, to admit of gardeners
and others carting away more easily.

(S.) Both, blood and offal.
1.—Removal by punt.
Both blood and offal are now sent away by punt The whole of the blood could be sent away at a
very trifling cost. Punt towage and men employed on punt cost about £700 a year.
Offal is carted to a shoot, from there it paáses into a truck, and thence into a punt
He recommended building the punt—the punt should be taken 4 miles outside the Heads before
being emptied. There have been complaints made that the contractor did not go proper distance. He does
not think offal is allowed to remain so long as to become offensive before sending it away in the punt. Complaints have been made about stench from punt in harbour. The punt goes out four or five times a week.
He has made application for a second punt.
The washing water and blood not dealt with by Mr. Swan passes by pipes into a large reservoir, and
thence by shoot into the punt.
Mr. Jwr
Thinks the punt an admirable way of getting rid of offal and blood; but that the arrangements for
putting the offal on board are inconvenient. They were made by Harbour and Rivers Department. As a
rule the offal is removed daily to the punt The punt carries offal and blood at about Is. per ton. It would
cost about 20s, a week more to send the whole of the blood to sea.
Mr. Swan,
Says duties connected with punt are improperly divided between him and Gilchrist.
412,
Sometimes through bad weather the punt cannot be taken outside the Heads. This does not happen
JbTiso,
1462, AN.
often. It has done so half-a-dozen times since punt began to work. When it does, offal and blood are
stored on Island.
When punt cannot go outside the men are instructed to take it to Watson's Bay or Middle Harbour,
Mr. Oiicbrist,
1462, 1609.
or to bring it back to Island.
Although men denied having discharged offal to westward of Sow and Pigs, he had found some of it
about Manly.
Tice mode of discharging offal is not good; but as there is only one punt it cannot be laid up for
alterations.
One punt not sufficient
Have not sufficient towage power; system of towage defective.
The towage of blood and offal now costs about is. per toii.
Have only had three complaints about nuisance arising from punt or offal-boxes. These were occasioned by accidents to punt or offal-boxes.
The whole of the blood and offal might be sent out to sea for a trifling additional cost
Has known offal kept three days at shoot till it fermented and became a terrible nuisance. On two
Contablc Carroll, 1743,17631 occasions this happened, and the men had to handle it in this state.
The punt is badly managed; it-. Swan cannot get it when wanted. He should have charge of it
When punt is delayed the blood remains in reservoir and becomes very offensive.
Mr. Skini,e!,
The defect in offal-box could be easily remedied.
The reservoir for blood smelt fearfully lately through not being properly emptied and cleaned out
Mr. 0.Eurrct,
Swan The nuisance lasted from Thursday to Monday; this was through neglect on the part of Swan or Gilchrist.
943 9
Says it costs is. 4d. per ton to take blood and offal to sea.
'
2.
Mr. eatley,
529, 865.
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2.—Desiccation and utilization of blood and offal.
The Harbour and Rivers Department is preparing a plant for desiccation on a plan submitted by Mr. Oatlej', 605,
30,
Mr. Swan, It will be ready in about three months.
' : 7
Thinks the plant he is getting prepared will deal successfully with both blood and offal, and make a Mr. Swa,, 1301,
1427.
valuable manure to sell at about £4 per ton. The price is for dried blood only. £2,000 has been voted for
its completion.
He gets, latterly, every assistance in the performance of his duties. Formerly there was jealousy
and obstruction.
He thinks the Government would get £8 a ton in the country for the manure he is going to prepare.
It is worth £10 or £12 in the North of England.
He described the principle on which his proposed plant is to work. The Harbour and Rivers
Department prepared plan of plant under his directions. All his own invention. He has never seen plan
of plant used in America.
When plant is prepared he will be able to take all the blood and offal—say 9 or 10 tons weekly.
The cost of desiccation will be about £1,000, and the return about £2,500.
Thinks the blood and offal could be more economically dealt with by taking it out to sea than drying Mr. Oilchrist,
it for manure. He approves of plan of drying blood, but thinks offal can never be dealt with. Has tried 1497, 1610, 1615.
drying offal in a small way in his own engine-house without success.
£2,000 having been voted, he was then making experiments with the view of carrying out Mr. Mr. Skinner,
Swan's suggestion; but had previously suggested sending blood and offal to sea by punt as a temporary 1504, 1920.
means of removing the nuisance.
The plant which is preparing is only on a small scale. If successful it can be utilized on a larger.
Will be ready in a month or so.
Cannot say if Mr. Swan's plan will succeed. Thinks blood will be dealt with successfully, but is
doubtful as to offal.
Complains of obstruction in carrying out his work, and a desire on part of persons on Island to filch Mr. Swan, 2569,
2573.
credit belonging to him.
Promised to send in written statement of obstruction.
Submitted plan and specification of plant, which he bad laid before Sir John Robertson nearly two
years ago. Produced sample of dried blood in powder.
Thinks he could deal in the way he proposes with both blood and offal at Abattoirs, and make a
profit of £30 a week.
The plant would cost from £1,500 to £2,000.
Plant is self-acting, and requires but little labour.
There did not seem to be sufficient accommodation being erected for Mr. Swan's plant and the %Th1b 2700
storing of prepared blood when desiecate±
Thinks the C-overnment should long ago have sent to Europe or America and obtained information Mr. Flood, 200t
for suitable plant for desiccating blood and offal.
Mr. Maiden, 680,
Thinks Mr. Swan's plan—if his statements be correct—should be carried out, and should have been 699.
so before.
Mr. Swan, 927,
The plant now in course of erection is only small, but will make the experiment.
Expects to get £4 per ton for manure, when prepared.
The cost of preparation will be about 19s. Gd.
Will send in statement to Board showing this.
The offal will be conveyed to desiccator by horse and cart.
Mr. Oatky,
Expects Mr. Swan's new machinery to be ready for trial to-morrow.
1631,1634.
It would deal with about 3- of the whole of the offal and blood.
3.—System of desiccation followed 'in America.
Both at Chicago and Philadelphia blood and offal are removed,—the former in waggons, and the Dr. Williams,
171, 201.
latter in boats—to places to be dealt with, in tight-fitting receptacles.
He submitted copy of Mr. A. Morris' report as to this system from Philadelphia Exhibition of 1876.
At Chicago the blood is dried, while the offal is triturated—pulverised--in a jul11, dried, and then Mr. A. Stuart,
mixed with dried blood, bagged, and sold to go all over the States. All sorts of offal are treated in this 1390, 1903.
way, even swines'—the hardest to deal with of any; and the Abattoirs are kept thoroughly clean.
If the same plan were followed here, Government would easily find a market for exportation; but
it ought to be retained in the Colony, to help to recuperate land—such as the work-ed-out soil of the county
Cumberland.
Plans and specifications could be got of plant in use in America for dealing with blood and offal.
The result of his inquiries confirmed him in the belief that our blood and offal can be profitably utilized.
It would be best to get plans in America, though in Paris something of the same kind has been successfully carried out.
In Chicago the sale of desiccated blood and offal pays expense of Abattoirs, sold at about £3 3s. per
ton.

4—Mr. Elliott's statement.
Dried blood worth here from £6 to £7 per ton.
Mr. Elliott'2170
He cannot say as to value of offal. Offal is difficult to pulverize. If it were pulverized it is worth 2224.
as much as blood.
It is hard to get farmers to purchase and use manure.
His finn tried to dry blood, and did not succeed in a way to pay; but with proper plant and a certainty of tenure and supply of blood be thinks the thing would pay.
There is about SO per cent of water in the blood, and the preservcd blood would be about -}th.

A
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A ton of dried blood would occupy about the same space as a ton of wheat.
If Government were to guarantee occupation and supply of blood it would pay to erect works.
XXI.—SIIIPPING WHARF AND YARD.
Accommodation for shipping cattle from Island to be put on board mail-steamer is urgently required.
Cattle now thrown down, tied, and can'ied on board, and are almost always injured and sometimes

Mr. Platfair

1921, 14O, 041,

2093.

killed.

There should be a proper wharf with convenient yards—forcing-yard and crush—from which the
cattle could be slung on board the small steamer, tied up, and taken to mail-steamer. Owners would willingly
pay a fee for the convenience.
)lr.Flood, 2624,
Was the first to ship cattle in this way and found it answer.
213-28.
Mr. Jagcr, 1049.
Thinks near the old ferry would be a very suitable place for shipping cattle.
XXIL—Tux REcEIPTs AND EXPENSES.

1.—Ths receipts.
Mr. Oalley, 570,
648,
'

Thinks the amounts received for rental of beef-houses £200, and mutton-houses £125, good rentals.
Submitted a statement of receipts and expenditure.
His assistants collect money for, manure and fees for stock.
The receipts of Abattoirs, £3,100. They would be increased 50 per cont. if fees were charged at per

I

Mr. Jeer, 1125,

1135.

head.

Mr. Swan, lass,
1560.

Mr. Gilebrist,
1434, 1446.

constable car-

The regulations do not allow credit to be given.
it is Mr. Gilcifrist's duty to receive price of prepared blood. He called attention to a few cases in
which he had doubts as to whether the price was paid for blood.
Receives fees for blood, pigs, calves, lambs, and manure.
He counts animals as they come in, and, with two exceptions, received fees as the stock come in there
and then. He is strict in enforcing payment of fees.
Has seen pigs brought inof which there was no account, as he found on inquiry afterwards.

2.—Expenses.

,all, 1724, 1720.

Mr. Jager, 1210,

Statement of annual cost of Abattoirs to he prepared.
XXIII.—OrrENcss, PROSEcUTIONS, AND CONVICTIONS.

1214.

Mr. Ostley, 332,
Mr. Galley, 325,
465,473.

Constable carroll, 1672, 1076.

l.—Breaelees of sanitary laws.
Has had from fifty to one hundred prosecutions, but has kept no record of them,

2.—Starving stock.
Has no power to compel owners to feed their stock; can only summon if stock remain more than fortyeight hours.
The rule is to keep stock only forty-eighthours atAbattoirs, but they maybe kept longer if they get food.
Calves have been kept too long, and their owners fined.
Has seen stock kept on the Island for three or four days without food.

3.—Cruelty to stock.
Mr. Oatley, 205,

Has known instances of cruelty and has prosecuted offenders. Does not think butchers in killing are
unnecessarily cruel.
Has known cases of great cruelty with boat-hook. It has been driven in some cases into the rectum.
Mr. .Jagcr, 962,
Has seen cases of cruelty and checked the butchers.
)lruOilchrist,
1619, 16U.
Has had to prosecute butcher for illtreating bullock and driving boat-hook into eye; but that form
of boat-hook has since been prohibited. Has also prosecuted in other cases for cruelty.
Has seen men illtreat cattle by thrusting boat-hook into the eye and in other ways.
constable carroll, 1676, 1689.
20-G, 438, 440,

4.—Brzngeng unfit stock and offal to Island.

Mr. Ocy,474
roll, 1754.
Mr hultz

Offal is brought on to Island from town; and in some cases given to pigs.
Bruised and unfit sheep have been brought on to Island from steamers,

2358,2360.

5.—DiJlculty in
Mr. De,npster,
160.
Mr. Oatloy, 341,
344, ,.is, 700.

secaring

conviction.

Has had great difficulty at Abattoirs in proving ownership and making out cases.
In' his cases never had any difficulty in fixing ownership.

XXIV.—IiyriailDATIoN OP WITNESSES.
Mr.
Oatley
called
and
cross-questioned
him before a witness in regard to his evidence before the
723,742.
Board Mr. Oatley also went to Mrs. Burrell and read the evidence to her, and upbraided us with
ingratitude. Has nothing to withdraw in his evidence, but confirms all he said.
Schultz was discharged for telling the truth. M'Nalnara did not wish to lose his connection, and
Mr. Luekett,
833, 599.
retail butchers said they would not deal with him if lie kept Schultz.
Has heard that Burrell was to he dismissed, first chance, on account of his evidence. Some of the
M, swan, ooi,
920.
men were cross-questioned by Mr. Qatley, and one of theln has left in consequence.
M

MlscELLAxlIous.

1.—Reason of high price (retail) a/meat
High price only charged for hind-quarter and prime parts, , lower price for fore-quarter and inferior

itt Penny,
405,

trg

cuts.
lianis,

The retail price of beef in Philadelphia is from Gd. to 7)4. ; in Chicago, 3d, to 3d.

2.—Island
It Schultz,

23z
sir. nun-eli,
2412, 2417.
Mr. Johnston
2360, 2564,

infested

with rats.

Rats in very great-numbers on Island, nothing done to get rid of them.
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GLEBE ISLAND ABATTOIR INQUIRY.

1\IINUTES OF EVIDENCE:
WEDNESDAY, 25 JUfl 1879.

THE HoN. GEORGE THORNTON, ESQ., M.L.O., OnrmN.
JOHN STEWART, E5Q.,
ALEXANDER BRUCE, E5Q.
I
John Wetherill, Esq., examined

Cliairrnav.] You reside at Petersham? Yes, Elswiàk-street, Petersham.

J. Wetherili,
Eeq.
Have you resided there long? A little over twelve years.
I suppose you are aware of the object of this Board,—it is to inquire into the condition of the Globe
Island Abattoir, and all matthrs connected with it? I know nothing about Glebe Island itself i it is only 25 June, 1879.
the surroundings that I am acquainted with.
I only want to ask if you know why this Board has been constituted? Yes.
Can you give us any information as to the mode of bringing cattle from the sale-yards to Glebe Island for,
slaughter? Yes. We find, as residents, that the cattle-driving is a great nuisance. They come down wild,
in mobs, and are driven by dogs and by mcii on horseback; it is really a great nuisance to the inhabitants, and
very dangerous to people passing. About a fortnight ago I had to jump over a fence to get out of the way.
It being dark, you merely hear what is coming.
At what time are the cattle driven along the road? This must have been between 6 and 7 o'clock.
About the time people are returning to their homes? They do not always keep to that time; they drive
at different times, earlier and later; it is very uncertain.
Mr. Stewart.] Never, in daylight? Yes, in the morning I have seen them frequently.
During the day-time? Yes, particularly when they have been taking them from one paddock to another
in the neighbourhood of Petersham.
Chairman.] Will you describe, for the information of the Board, the objections you have in regard to
the driving of the cattle to slaughter from the yards? It is most dangerous; you are often obliged to jump
over fences and that sort of thing in order to get out of the way, and if you speak to any of the drovers
about coming down the wrong roads—there are certain roads they ought to come down—you get most
disgusting language from them, cursing and swearing, and you do not wish to speak to them a second time.
You say it is dangerous to life'? Very dangerous indeed.
Particularly to those persons whose residences are in the district and who have to come to town and
return home every day? Yes. There is a bullock road for the drovers to come along, but they use Norton
and Elswick-streets frequently so as to get a little nearer cut. There are houses all about there, and in
a few years there will, be ten houses where there is one now. Most of the paddocks that were used for cattle
have been cut up into allotments and sold.
There is a road called the bullock road, appropriated for the purpose of driving cattle, but the drovers,
instead of keeping to that, drive through other streets—Norton-street- and Elswick-street you mentioned—
to the danger of people's lives? Yes. Sometimes they use the Balmain Road ;that is another street. Those
'three streets are a little nenrer than the bullock road. They are not particuJar, if they can get the cattle
along; they take the first road they come to.
As a resident there, you think it a very objectionable and dangerous practice? Very much so indeed.
There is another thing which creates a nuisance in the neighbourhood, and that is the bone crushing and
boiling-down establishments, which a slaughter-house always gives rise to. We have the flavour of them
almost every night, and it is enough to poison you.
The Abattoir being so near the city creates boiling-down and other establishments which become a
nuisance? Yes, at times Ave have to shut our doors and wiadows, particularly on a Sunday.
Through the foul smell? Yes, it is a terrible smell. There is another nuisance, and that is the offal which
is carted for feeding pigs. They are looking after that a little smarter now. The offal is left to decay, and
we have the stink.
The offal is carted from the Abattoir to feed pigs, and it is left to putrefy, and becomes a great nuisance? A. great nuisance indeed. I have known cattle to be from six to ten days in the paddocks, with scarcely a
bit of grass to eat ; that is opposite my own place.
You have known cattle intended for slaughter to be six and ten days without a particle of food? Without a bit of anything to eat; in fact the cattle actually 1)1111 up the roots of grass to eat, and nine-tenths of
the paddock will be as bare as that.
Mr. Stewart.] Whose paddock are you referring to? It is a paddock near my own place, owned by
Thomas Stewart
Chairman.] Is there any water for the cattle there? Yes. Other paddocks round about- near Balmain
—from my place to Balmain—are quite as bad, and worse, and we have noticed when there has been a glut
that cattle have been kept as long as I my.
Kept is long as ten days without food? Yes. 1 believe they shot two or three that were so weak they
were unable to move.
22.
1—A
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J. Wetherill, 22. Had become so weak from starvation that they were unable to move I That I know to be a fact; I
think it was within the last two months.
26 June, 1879 23. M,t Stewart.] Perhaps they were sick? Oh dear no. The poor things walked about the place looking
for something to eat. You can easily tell by their appearance. You have no idea of the change that takes
place in them in the course of one week; they are reduced to nothing almost.
Chairmain.] The cattle get rapidly thin I Terribly thin.
Do you think it would be an advantage, instead of leaving the cattle at Homebush as at present, to have
a branch railway to the island, and take the whole lot to the island at once? That would answer for those
that travel by rail, but not for those that come by the road. The majority come by road.
We are told by people well able to judge that about one half come by road? No doubt there is a larger
quantity coming by rail now than there used to be.
And the quantity is increasing weekly? Yes.
$
Well, as far as those that come by rail is concerned, do you think it would be an advantage to convey them
right on to the island by a railway, instead of leaving them at Hoinebush, and then driving them? The
cattle would be all right if they got something to eat.
Would it not avoid the evil you have complained of, namely, the danger to human life by driving them
along the roads? It would stop all that, but lam afraid it would not do away with the other evils, the
nuisances round the neighbourhood.
That is another part of the question? Yes; we sufi'dr very much from the bad smells created by the
boiling down; that is our chief complaint
You have a municipality there, have you not? Yes.
And they have by-laws for sanitary purposes? Yes.
And they have an inspector of nuisances? Yes, but they have been defied, until lately, to do their
best, and the butchers hang together very much. If you enter an action against them through the Council
they will hang together, and subscribe.
But with proper regulations, and those properly carried out, do you not think those nuisances could be
kept down? I do not think you could ever keep them down; you are watched too much. We have got a
very good man now as Mayor-and that is John Young-he is determined to do his best to put these
nuisances down.
What municipality is it? Leichhardt-Petersham divided into two.
Mr. Stewart.] Have you a regulation about driving cattle through your municipality? I believe so.
What is the nature of it? I could not tell you, I am sure; I am not very well acquainted with the
regulations; I am not an aldennan.
Do you not think cattle would be less dangerous if driven during daylight? I do not know I am sure;
there would be more traffic you seeThat is not the question ;-is there more danger during daylight or not? I myself would rather meet
them by daylight. If you see a mob of wild cattle you can get away in the day-time.
You know the direction they are coining, and have more chance of avoiding them, especially if you are
driving? Yes.
It would be more dangerous to meet them, if you were driving a buggy, at night than in the daylight?
Yes. When we meet flocks of sheep we have to pull up and wait .5 minutes sometimes.
What is your opinion as to whether it is wise to prevent cattle being removed in the day-time? I,
myself, would certainly prefer to have them come by daylight.
You complain of the boiling down, the pig-feeding, and other things associated with the Abattoir, as
being more or less a nuisance? They are a great nuisance.
Has no one taken steps to abate the nuisance? Yes, the Council have just got beaten in another
case.
The Council prosecuted? Yes; I cannot tell you the ins and the outs of it; I only know that they
were beaten. The inspector summoned them, and they went to considerable trouble and expense.
What was the nature of the prosecution-for boiling down? I think it was for boiling down fat and
causing a nuisance. Sometimes they are a great nuisance-at other times they are as clean as it is possible
to be. They are cleaner now than they used to be.
Clwirman.] And they can be clean if they like? Yes.
.31r. Stewart.] And the Council failed to get a conviction? Yes.
Do you know the reason? No, I only know that they entered an action, and lost it.
Are there many paddocks such as you describe, in the neighbourhood of the Ahattoir, to receive cattle?
Very few now; they have mostly been out into allotments, and people are building houses there, and in
a short time the houses will be as thick as they are in Sydney. I myself have sold four blocks behind
my own property.
There is no Government land there, I suppose? Not a bit that I am aware of.
You say that you have seen cattle remain from six to ten days? Yes.
That would be two or three cattle? More than that. Sometimestheremay be twenty or thirty brought down.
They drive them away in the monilng, taking perhaps ten at a time, but these particular ones that I spoke
of, being more difficult to get out, there were left from time to time; in fact the men would not take the
trouble to get them out, and they at last got so weak that the men were compelled to shoot them.
They were the dregs of a mob? Weakly ones; they were weak when brought in first.
What ground is now occupied as cattle paddocks-what acreage? I could not tell you that. There
must be four or five paddocks I should think, and the largest would not be more than 7 or 8 acres; and in wet
weather like this they are quite muddy.
That is about 30 acres for the whole lot? I should think so, about that, but I have not been there for
a long time. I very seldom go to that locality. I should think there is not more than 30 or 40 acres in
all ; of course there were more before some of the paddocks were out up.
Are there always cattle there ? Almost always.
What is the largest quantity you have seen at one time? I never took such particular notice as to
count them, perhaps ten or twenty in one, and so on, and perhaps there might be a smaller number in another.
Have they any stock.yards in those paddocks? I never saw one; they are simply open paddocks.
60Q. So that they have first of all to drive the cattle in, and then to drive them oat? The men go on
horseback
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horseback with dogs, and drive out what they consider the best, and leave the worst—just what will go the J. W.Gtherill,
Yaqquickest. That is the usual system.
That is because they do not want more than two or three perhaps 1 They very seldom take two or three; '-S-25 lure, 1879.
it is generally ten or a dozen.
They do not take the whole because they do not want the whole for present supply? Just so, they take
them as they want them.
If they wanted them they could take them all? I dare say.
Suppose they had a cool chamber to put the carcases in until the market demanded them, would not
that be a great improvement? I do not understand how that would be.
You are not sufficiently acquainted with the subject to form an opinion? No, I know nothing about it
Chairman.] You said something about the cattle paddocks being full of mud? Yes.
In a state of bog? Yes, you may say that one half or three-fourths is as muddy as that Street.
-

Samuel Dickinson, Esq., examined

Chairman.] You are a merchant of Sydney, one of the finn of "Learmontli, Dickinson, and Co."? Yes. S. Dickinson,

&q.
Where do you reside I At the Hall, Ashfield.
Have you resided there long I About 5 years.
How long have you resided in that district, about there, altogether? At Annandale about 8 years 25 June, 1879.
and Ashlield 5 years or so.
79. Then you have had good opportunities of noticing the mode of travelling stock intended for slaughter,
from the Homebush yards to the Glebe Island Abattoir? Yes, for some years past.
Will you kindly inform us as to the result of your observations of that practice, and your opinion on
the whole subject? Do you speak of recent date?
We will not dictate to you; you can put it in any way you please 1 I have noticed within the last shc
months that mobs of cattle have been driven at a furious rate, and, on inquiry, I found that by-laws had
been passed to prevent them from going through certain districts or certain municipalities. To avoid that I
have constantly seen them driving at a furious rate over the Underwood paddocks—they were then the
Underwood paddocks, but they have been recently sold—and on to the Parramatta Road, crossing the Liverpool Road. I am not speaking from hearsay, but what I know of my own knowledge.
Mr. SMwart.] Was that during the day? Between 5 and 6 in the afternooii, and as I always drive
home it is of course attended sometimes with danger. The animals are driven as hard as they can be,
panting and groaning, and they scarcely know which way to turn, being chased by, the dogs and two or
three drovers, following inquiek succession. I have frequently remonstrated with the men, and also given
orders to the pohce officer to be on the look out. For the last month it has been better. I think they have
been afraid of something like punishment. It was becoming a perfect nuisance, and a great danger.
You do not know for what reason they drive so furiously? I believe—I am speaking from hearsay
now—that it is because they wish to get the cattle to the Abattoir before dark. I think, as a rule, the
sales at Homebush are not over till 3 or 4 o'clock ; then there is the branding to be done, and then they have
to get the cattle to the Abattoir yards, a distance of 6 or 7 miles. They, have been in the habit of congregrating at Five Dock until 6 o'clock—i think it is from 0 to 6 that they are debarred from travelling
through certain Municipalities—aud then they start along the road. But the more daring drovers will not
wait They hurry through Ashfield, along the Parramatta Road, across the Underwood paddocks and the
Liverpool Road, and by the time they get to Norton's or Taverner's Hill, they will probably be safe. I
believe that is flip reason for the furious driving. About five weeks ago as I was driving into town I saw
two butchers--one with a cleaver—cutting up a bullock that had been driven into a cutting at the bottom
of Taverner's Hill. The mud and wash from the cutting, the soakage and sewerage and other things washed
over the beast, which, I suppose, was used for human food. Only last week I saw a sheep lying dead in
one of the gutters at Taverner's Hill. The mode of driving is not only dangerous but it is highly injurious to
the meat,
Chairman.] Do you think, from your experience of this matter, that it would be better to allow the
cattle to be driven in the daylight, when people could protect themselves? I see great danger in both.
In sulnlner-tune it is light in the evening when they drive, and the men, being anxious to get through their
work, drive rapidly, and if you meet a mob of Mty or 100 bullocks, it is a difficult thing to steer past
They take up the whole of the road and they push and crowd so, and if you have a restive horse there is
great danger in getting in the midst of them. iit.herto I have escaped but others have come to grief.
What is your opinion as to the position of the Abattoir as a public slaughtering-place for the Inetropolis 1 It is a subject I have not given very great thought to; but, considering the growth of Sydney
within the last three or four years, it seems to me that the provision is totally inadequate to the wants of
the city.
in what way? In the accommodation there and paddocks around; in the slaughtering; in removing
the offal and getting rid of the blood—the blood is deodorised now—and also in the driving of cattle
there and in taking the meat away.
Do you not think it would be a great advantage if the cattle which are brought down-by rail, instead of
being put out at Homebush, were conveyed on by rail to Glebe Island, and there delivered from the trucks,
or what is your opinion on that subject? it would certainly be an ;mprovement on the present system, but
110w far the appliances and the space afforded at the Abattoir would be sufficient I do not know.
That is another question? It would certainly he an improvement.
Do you not think, to say nothing of the danger you have described and the many nuisances arising
from cattle being driven on the highway, that it would be a great advantage to everybody concerned—to
the owner of the cattle, the consumer, and also in respect to the quality of the meat? It would, but then
the question of selling comes in; the cattle must be exposed and be seen and handled by the butchers.
But assuming that there were proper yards at Glebe Island for the purpose of selling I As they have in
Melbourne—they have some of their abattoirs there within gun-shot of the sale-yards; I went to see them;
they are almost perfect as to the yards, and the handling and selling.
You say you have visited the public abattoir at Melbourne? Yes, recently.
85.
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.. Dickinson, 85. Will you favour the Board with some information as to what you noticed there with regard to this
Esq.
subject? Its cleanliness, its order, the mode of sale, and the handling of the sheep and cattle I considered
25Y18'9
perfect.
The abattoir where the bulk of the cattle were slaughtered seemed to be close to the sale-yards,
USC,
and as regards the mode of selling, the handling and inspection of the beasts, the Jotting of sheep and calves,
the arrangements seemed to be excellent, and the place was scrupulously clean; but there is a rich City
Council in Melbourne.
In comparison with our mode you consider theirs perfection? Yes. I recollect in former years
attending at Smithfield. There was great cruelty practised there. They used to drive through the streets
of London. That is all done away with, and now there is one large metropolitan market. But we are
sadly behind the times.
We, in this colony, are sadly behind the times in this particular matter? Yes.
Mr. Stewart.] Are the slaughter-houses quite close to the selling-yards in Melbourne? I should judge
within half a mile. Some perhaps less.
They are not closely connected? No, not adjacent.
You spoke about the danger of meeting cattle on the road, in consequence of their being so furiously
driven, but I do not think you answered the question whether it would be more dangerous or less dangerous
to drive during the daytime. The question is whether it is more dangerous during the daylight or during
the dark? If properly driven, I should say less danger during the day.
Especially in meeting people in carriages or on horseback? On horseback you can always get out of .the
way; but ladies in our unsophisticated part of the suburbs often drive themselves, and it is not only pleasant
but dangerous for them to meet a mob of bullocks.
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JOHN STEWART, E5Q.,
ALEXANDER BRUCE, Esq.
Daniel Holborow, Esq., J.P., examined
D. Holborow, 92. Chairman.] You are Mayor of .Ashfleld? Yes.
Esq., J.E, 93. You have been a resident of that district for some years, I think? About eight years, I think.
94. Constantly moving about between there and Sydney, I suppose? Yes; continually.
3 July, 1879. 95. I suppose you are aware that this is a Board appointed by the Government to take into consideration
matters affecting the public Abattoir and all things in association with it, with a view to make such
suggestions for their amendment as may appear to be necessary? Yes, quite aware of it.
And, in association with the subject, 1 take it that you have had some experience of the matter of
driving cattle intended for slaughter from the sale-yards to the slaughter-yards? Yes, it is attended with
very great danger.
You have had some experience? Yes.
I will puta general question, and you can answer it at full length, generally, as you may be disposed.
Will you inform the Board as to the result of your observations in respect to selling cattle at the sale-yards,
or driving them from the sale-yards to the slaughter-house, or anything that may occur to you with reference
to the subject I have named? The only thing I can give you any sort of information upon would be as far
as regards the driving, which is attended with very great danger. We took the proper means, according to
the Police Act, of preventing them from driving cattle through Ashfield, and they are driven now on to the
border of our municipality early in the evening, and left there, causing great danger to ladies or gentlemen
driving to Burwood. There have been one or two accidents through mobs being left there. Cattle are
driven through our borough, at times, unknown to us when it can be done. We have had several cases at
the Police Office, and sometimes we have succeeded in getting a small fine inflicted, and sometimes we have
been defeated upon technical points in the Act. Of course, as you are aware, at the Police Court so many
technicalities are raised at different times by the lawyers, that the unpaid magistrates get a little bit
frightened of prohibitions, and very often no decision is given. We have been put to great expense by the
different suits we have instituted against the butchers.
What were the suits for? For driving during proMbited hours. We have a prohibition time in our
by-laws.
Driving cattle intended for slaughter during prohibited hours? Yes. Then again I know of numbers of
ladies that will never attempt to go out on Monday or Thursday through fear of meeting the cattle. They
say "We cannot go out to-day, it is cattle day."
On Mondays and Thursdays, which are the cattle sale days, you say the inhabitants of those districts
are afraid to venture out because of the cattle being about? Yes, and children are also kept from going to
school from the same cause. The cattle are also a source of great nuisance and expense to us, because they
trample our footpaths at whatever hour they pass through. They do very serious injury. It would be a
very great blessing if some other place for the Abattoir than Glebe Island could be got, so as to do away
with the driving through these municipalities.
If some other means of conveying cattle to the Abattoir were appointed it would be a very great
advantage to those municipalities? Yes, and save very great expense.
And some danger? And danger also. The other day I was on the Parramatta Road, at 10 o'clock in
the morning, when a mob of cattle was being driven along. There was a lady driving a buggy on the road,
and she did not know what to do, and was in a great state of alarm. Being on horseback, I was able to
render her some little assistance.
Do you think it would be an advantage to convey the cattle which come by rail to Homebush now
right on to the Abattoir by a branch railway? Yes, if you are going to continue the present Abattoir that
is the only way. I should imagine that it would be better to have the slaughtering place somewhere about
Haslem's Creek, and bring the beef in by rail. I think that is the best plan. If you could have the saleyards and the slaughtering place within an easy distance, it would be far better than having the slaughtering
place
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place at Glebe Island, because there is no question that one half of the stuff goes into the harbour one way D. Holborow,
•
Esq., S.F.
or the other. In the night, if not in the day, it is got rid of.
10.5. What are your prohibited hours of driving? From 6 to 6, I think.
3JJfl
U y,
Winter and summer? Yes.
From 6 in the molting till 6 in the evening they are not permitted to drive the cattle intended for
slaughter? Not through our borough, although they do so through the back streets.
They are constantly breaking the regulation? Yes.
And you have often prosecuted them for it? Yes.
And for reasons that you do not explain, or do not care to explain, you do not always get a conviction?
No, and it costs money always to do it, because we have to employ legal assistance.
Then you regard this cattle-driving through your borough as a very great and dangerous evil? - I do,
so much so
Is that the general impression of the people residing in the borough? Oh yes; in fact it was by a petition
from the residents that we were enabled to get a by-law approved for preventing the driving during the
hours I have stated.
Then, in former times, the cattle were driven at any hour day or night? Yes, it is only during the
last two years that the regulation has been in force.
Mr. Stewart.] Is it your opinion that people are safer during the darkness than during the daylight
when cattle are travelling? There are not so many people about.
Pardon me, that is not the question. Is there more danger during the day than during the night?
Except for the number of people I should imagine that the daylight is best for driving, but the people are
about during the day.
Then you prohibit the driving during daylight, not because there is less danger than at night, but
because there are then fewer people about? Of course, that is the reason. You do not have people riding or
children going to school at night I have heard it argued by those who have cattle to drive, that there is
great danger to the drovers in driving cattle at night, but the inhabitants are not in so much danger because
there are not so many people on the roads at night During the day there are a great many.
Chairman.] Would you not rather meet a mob of cattle in the daylight than in the dark? Yes,
because I could see better; l?ut if they were driven during the daylight it would have the effect of preventing
people from going out on those days.
)Jfr. Stenart.] Then your only reason for prohibiting the driving during the daylight is that there are
fewer people on the road at night? Yes, that is it.
Not so many people liable to be in danger? Yes.
At the same time the few people out at night are in great danger? I suppose so, but where there is
one in danger at night there would be a hundred during the daylight The majority would stiffer in daylight.
In those suburbs we have no gas, and it would be dangerous to meet a mob of cattle on a dark night.
Have you ever seen the Smithfield market? Often.
How do they manage there,-do they allow the cattle to come in in the daylight? Smithfield, as a
slaughtering place, is done away with now; they found that they required a fresh place, as we require one
here, I think. It has been done away with these last thirty years; they have a place now at St. Pancras.
Chairman.] But Smithfield is the great meat-market of England now? But the meat is taken there.
There are no cattle driven through the city. The meat is there, but it is killed soine;vhereelse.
Air. Stewart.] Do you know of any accidents through driving cattle? Yes, two within a week of each
other. In one place there was a buggy turned over. I was charged myself by a mob of cattle going
through our borough. I rode after the men to tell them they were breaking the law, and one of them
called out to me "Look out old man, or you will be into that paddock in a minute." I looked, and there
was a bullock after Inc.
Might not the same thing happen at night? Oh yes, but where one or two persons might get injured at
night there might be hundreds injured during the day, because people are more numerous in the day-time.
That depends upon whether people make use of their eye-sight or not. If they were blind there
would be great danger, but if they have got their eye-sight there would be fewer accidents? If ladies are
driving, and a mob of cattle come along, the road is fenced, they cannot get off the road, and they get
frightened, and the danger is great
But this happens at night as well as in daylight? There are not many ladies driving at night.
Aft. Brace.] Have you seen the cattle in the paddocks-cattle that have been sold at Homebush, and
that are waiting to be slaughtered at the Abattoir? There was a mob pointed out to me at Leichhardt that had
been there several days without food or water. That was near Mr. Wetherill's place. A cousin of mine
called the attention of the Inspector of the Animals Protection Society to the fact.
But you do not know it of your own knowledge? No, only from hearsay. I saw the cattle, but I
could not tell how long they had been there. I saw that they had nothing to eat.
Chairman.] But you could not say how long they had been there? No.
Aft. Bruce.] Can you say anything as to the food or water in the paddocks? No.
Thomas Dawson, Esq., examined
T. Dawson,
Esq.
You are aware of the objects of this Board of Inquiry? Yes.
You have been engaged for some years in matters connected with the sale of cattle for slaughter and 331 l99
u y, i
such things, have you not I Nearly thirty years.
SCan you give the Board any information upon the subject which we are appointed to inquire into and
report upon? The working of the Ahattoir 1
In any way that may appear to you to be necessary as connected with the subject? I have taken a very
great interest in the subject, inasmuchasyouknowl am trying to promote a company for the slaughter of cattle
in the country, and I believe, before we are five years older, that nine.tenths of the cattle will be slaughtered
up the line in different parts, and brought to the market in a dead state, instead of a live state. It is coming about very fast; even this winter there is a great deal of stock being slaughtered in the country.
Air. Stewart.] From the north? From the south and west; we have no means of getting it from the
north,-do you mean Queensland?
138.

Chairman.] You are a stock and station agent? Yes.
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138. Chairma] From Maitland and so on 1 A good many come from that district by Wallerawang, and
a great many also come over the Bulga.
fluly 1879 139. Then it is your opinion that Glebe Island is unsuitable? I do not believe that inS years it will be
used as a slaughtering place—to any extent: That is my firm belief.
What causes you to come to that belief Because in every other part of the world the meat is killed
before going into market, and why should we have our cattle driven to market, wasting miUions of pounds of
meat off their backs, and losing thousands of pounds of money every year.
Are you not aware that the largest slaughtering places in the world—in America—are in the heart of
cities? Yes, but tse
hoare for the slaughter of cattle that are fed and fattened in the district and brought
in by train. I was introduced lately to a gentleman from America, and he says they bring their meat
hundreds of miles, and that it is the best meat they use.
Are you not aware that there are abattoirs in Paris I Yes, and they are most beautifully kept, I
believe—and the same in Chicago, and in many other places.
Having that knowledge, you are still of opinion that the slaughter-houses here should be cousiderably
inland, and that the caresses should be brought in and not the animals themselves? I think, from the
position we are in, natural events will bring it about, inasmuch as we have no fattening paddocks, nothing
to keep a beast within 200 miles of Sydney.
That is a very important reason? TI you calculate how many cattle come, how many are put into
paddocks, and the number of aol-es in the paddocks, you will find that they are without drink or food for
weeks. They cannot possibly have a blade of grass to eat. We know that there are plenty of small
butchers who go to the sale-yards and buy two or three pens of cattle when the market is low, and keep them
for a week or ten days; and where do they keep them. You know what the paddocks about Sydney are.
Many times the cattle will be without water for a week together, because it is impossible to give it to them.
Our cattle are of such a nature that they will not drink out of anything you like to give them. If you provide the means of drinking they will not go near it.
You think that the fact of driving, and the want of food and water, on the way from the pastures to
the metropolis, deteriorate the quality as well as the quantity of the meat? Decidedly.
Very much so? Very much so. I have heard a butcher of 30 years experience say—and I can use
his name if I like—that cattle that are driven to market are not fit for human food—that is those that are
driven far.
Mr. Stewart.] Say how far? I think the last 200 miles into Sydney are worse than 500 miles before
you get to that 200.
Chairman.] And particularly so during the summer season? Well, I think the one is as had as the
other, in summer the roads are generally pretty sound, but in the winter, hetween the fences, the roads
become hogged, and the cattle suffer from that fact. Their feet get sore, and when they come to the mountains they lose their feet, and I am told that there is one bill where you can go and load drays with the
points of the cattle's hoofs. Some cattle get footsore much sooner than others, according to the country they
have been fed on. You could not bring cattle from the Clarence or Richm'ond into Sydney, because they
are fattened on the low country, and they get so footsore that they fall off perceptibly. But I am as sure as
that I am talking here now, that nine-tenths of the slaughtering will be done up the country before five
years have pasted.
Suppose the Government had a system of conveyance by means of refrigerated railway cars, for the
purpose of conveying earcases of meat to be received into a meat-market in or near the metropolis, in a meathouse also refrigerated, and the temperature kept within a certain limit, do you think that would be a great
advantage to the producer and the consumer? That is what it must come to.
I suppose you mean that is what it ought to come to? That is what it will come to. If they can do
it elsewhere we can do it here, and they are doing it in other parts of the world. The meat will have to be
cooled at the slaughtering place and well stiflérted, then put into refrigerated carriages for conveyance to
Sydney, and the train will have to be run into the meat-market and unloaded there, and the meat put into
cooling rooms.
The quality of the meat would be very superior to that from eattl9 driven? Yes, very superior. You
can fancy what cattle must be like after being driven over a mountainous road for days and weeks, and then,
when they come here, to be knocked about in the sale-yards up to their bellies in mud, and then to be hounded
to the slaughter place along a maeamadized road, and kept in paddocks a week after that again.
And would it not be a means of greatly increasing the revenue of the railway department? Of course
it would; I have looked upon it as the grandest thing that could be undertaken. S
There would be the hides, horns, tallow, hones, &e.,—all those things would also be brought? Yes,
and the tripe; and the whole of the pigs would be fed at the Abattoir, because it is impossible to do without that. The food for the pigs—all the entrails of the boast—would be cooked.
And the prospect of increased traffic to the railway is involved in this suggestion? It would be very great,
there is no doubt.
AIr. Stewart.] Axe you aware whether the meat is more apt to decompose when driven? From my
experience I should say very much more liable to decompose when the cattle are killed in a heated state,
such as they are in after trave]ling. The best juices come out with the perspiration of the meat, as would
be the case with me if I started to walk to Bathurst. There is no doubt that the meat is very much
deteriorated in travelling, by road or train.
Then you think meat carried by train would keep longer sweet than meat driven on foot? Decidedly; one
is killed in perfect health, and cool, and put into the train and brought down in a cool, stiffened state, while
the other is brought and slaughtered, perhaps in a high state of fever, then driven through the streets, and
mauled about when hot and flabby, so that it is not likely to keep.
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Thomas Dawson, Esq., further examined

Chairman.] 'What has been your experience amongst stock? I was brought UI) as a grazier in England T. ,awaon,
wider my father and grandfather, who were also graziers, and have done nothing in this colony for the last
forty-one years but follow the same business, being entirely engaged in stock transactions, in various ways. 10 July, 1879.
And you are thoroughly conversant with the whole subject matter remitted to this Board to inquire
into? I think so, inasmuch as I was with the late John Hamilton, who had the first establishment for
boiling down. When that industry was first experimented on here, I was engaged by him to go to
Goulburn for the purpose of erecting there the first establishment for boiling (Town. He then had large
contracts for meat for the Government, and lie appointed me his buyer in the Southern district where the
most of the fat cattle in those days came from. I was also appointed to inspect the stock during the first
New Zealand war, before they left this colony, 011 behalf of the contractors. I bought fat stock for the
Tasmanian Steam Navigation Company for several years, and shipped them continuously. I managed the
slaughtering establishment, and had control of all the affairs connected with it, at Collingwood, near Liverpool,
for the late J. IT. Atkinson, and I was the first Juan who ever brought beef into the city by train for sale at
auction. I managed Mr. Blaxland's business for the sale of meat that used to come down the Parramatta River
to Sydney from the Ncwington establishment. It was brought down twice a day. Altogether, from beginning
to end, I have had great experience in the slaughter and Usage of cattle.
1.59. As much as any man in the colony? No man more so. I have driven cattle over and over again to
market from stations, and have seen the way in which they have wasted day after day on the road.
Do you know anything of the Glebe Island Abattoir? I do not,
You have not visited there? I have seen it often, but have not visited there for years.
Did you notice recently, some month or two ago, articles in the Sydney fiforiiing Herald headed
"Butchers and Butchers' Meat"? I did,
Did you read them'? I did, carefully.
From your knowledge of the general subject, what is your impression as to the correctness of
those articles, or of their justification in any way'? It will be seen from the reply i: gave just now to another
question that I acknowledge not having been to the Abattoir for some time, and it might be said, why give
an opinion upon what you now refer to. But from my general knowledge of the Abattoir and the meat
supply, those articles were, I believe, a fair account of the whole thing. I do not think they were at all
exaggerated. I think they were generally admitted to be a fair account by the butchers and others, and
many things that might have been exposed, J am told, have not been. I have been told by men who dare
not say anything about it in other ways, that there are worse things than any that have been exposed.
165, Worse than those stated in the Herald's articles? Yes, worse things than there stated ; occasionally
worse things happen. I will tell you some few things if you like, without having it committed to paper.
lOfi. It must be committed to paper? It is what I have been told.
What, in your opinion, has been the effect of the publication of those articles in the trade generally, in
the city? With regard to those articles and the trade I have no doubt they have done a great deal of good
at the Ahattoir; but previous to those articles appearing there was a marked change for the bettet in the
shops and the various ways in which the butchering trade was conducted.
Previous to the appearance of the articles things had begun to improve? They had, consequent on the
movement I made. Now I am trying to get up a company to remedy the evils existing in the butchers'
trade throughout the city and suburbs.
That now exist'? Yes, but since those articles appeared there has been a great improvement Before
those articles appeared there were articles in various newspapers in the colony, setting forth the necessity
for such a company and the good it would do, and from that a great deal of improvement took place. The
butchers took the lunt5 and prices were lowered considerably. Many persons are killing in the country, and
the carts, the men, and the shops have been improved. And another matter I particularly noticed, and which
I mentioned in my prospectus was, that the meat should be conveyed hung up in vans, from the Abattoir to
the shops. Very soon after my prospectus appeared—a few months after—vans, as proposed by me, caine
into use, and others are being built, solely from my suggestion.
Can you state, for the information of the Board, what you consider the principal reforms required in
regard to these mattersgenerallyl Yes, Ihave an idea that a great reform could bemade in the way of me it supply
to Sydney, both in regard to producers and consumers. First of all, I believe that all cattle and stock that
could be slaughtered up the country should be so slaughtered. Of course, there arc some little lots which come in
which mnustbeslaughteredhere, but therest should beslaughtered somewhere up the line, 100 or 200 miles from
Sydney. Then the meat should be brought by train to Sydney, and, in the summer months, of course, we
should require refrigerated vans. The meat, after being brought from the slaughter-houses, wherever they
may be, in the train, should be conveyed to a dead-meat market in a central position in Sydney.
And sold as careases? Let them sell it as they like.
1 mean to say not distinguishing quarters or sides, but meeting requirements by sell, ing the dead meat
instead of live cattle? Yes, selling the dead meat instead of live cattle.
Any other improvement? I. think the Government or the Corporation should build a central meat
market that would accommodate either companies or single individuals, letting the market to those parties
and providing facilities by which the train could bring the meat into the meat market and discharge it right
and left as required, and, if necessary, that the meat should' be put into refrigerated rooms. I think, too,
that the Government or the Corporation, whoever possessed these markets, should have an ice-making
machine, and make ice for all those people, and sell it to them at the smallest amount of profit. Ice should
also go up the line to supply the trucks with the necessary means for cooling them in the summer months,
and the meat, after being killed at the slaughter-houses, should be made stiff to the bone before being put
into the trucks, and then, when the meat is brought down here to the meat market, the butchers could go
and
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T. Dwsou, and take it away as they want it, hourly, or once or twice a day, as their reçuirements would make it
necessary; and if they choose to have cooling rooms at their shops, so much the better. While on the
10 July, 1879. subject of the butchers' shops, I might say that the butchers' shops in Sydney are not properly built for the
purpose. There is scarcely a shop in Sydney that is fit for a butcher's business, and I will tell you why I
say so. You will recollect that last Monday was a very dusty day, and on that day I saw hanging out in
the street; outside butchers' shops, quarters of beef, and sheep, and all sorts of meat, for which there was
no room in the shop, and in some cases I could not see the meat for the dust that was flying about it,
and we know what the dust of Sydney consists of. These shops ought to be constructcd with a hack room to
hang the meat in.
174. Does your long experience enable you to inform the Board whether, if such a market as indicated by
you were established in Sydney, for the sale of dead meat, the trade generally would be content with it,
and it would meet their requirements I I think the consumers would particularly prefer it, and the trade
would have to go to it because the consumers preferred it We know that cattle cannot travel 100 or
200 miles to Sydney without being deteriorated considerably and losing the best and most nutritive quality
of the meat. The meat is so deteriorated that the value of some cattle becomes reduced, after' the animals
have travelled, say 200 miles. from £1 lOs. to £2 lOs. per head. We see from the agents' advertisements
that there are advertised, for instance, 80 odd wasters at one sale. That means the cattle have wasted on
the road. This wasting would not happen if the cattle were killed 200 miles away.
115. 'Would it be better for the producer of the cattle, for the owner of the cattle, for the railway, in regard
to an increased freight, and for the consumer in the metropolis and along the line, that the meat should be
so slaughtered and brought in bodies here, having been first set in the way you have indicated I Certainly
it would. First of all, we will take the railway. We know very well that if the railway would carry
dead meat, even at the price it carries live meat, the rcvenue from the traffic would be much increased.
The dead meat is already charged higher than the live beast, and the live beast carries the hide, and horns
and tallow, and such things with him. The meat traffic will some of these days be the greatest that the
Government have upon the railway.
It will give greatly increased business to the railway? No doubt a very great increase.
Mr. Stewart.] Have you ever followed cattle on the way to Sydney from the station? Many a
time.
Fat cattle? Yes.
What rate do they travel at generally? It depends on the state of the road, whether they get water
and such things. In some seasons they travel 8 miles, in others they have to go 10 or 15, a day, but in
good seasons they can go S or 10 miles a day with comfort.
That would be from sunrise to sundown? We are generally out early in the morning, and spell
about the middle of the day. Then we camp about sundown, and start off again after breakfast. The
cattle ought not to go more than 8 or 10 miles a day, but sometimes they go double that.
And suppose you had to bring cattle from a station 200 miles from Sydney, how many days would
you be on the journey? About 20 day; or 2 or 3 and 20 days.
You depend a good deal on the condition of the cattle, and the state of the weather? Some cattle
will travel better than others. Cattle off some stations you cannot get to market.
Why? Because of the nature of the country on which they are fattened. They knock up so much.
Monaro cattle, for instnce, or cattle reared on hard stony ground, are better.
154. And very fat cattle travel worse than lean ones? They waste more, although it does not show
perceptibly. We know that the road, anywhere you like to go, for 200 miles from Sydney, is perhaps as
bad as can be for travelling fat cattle in mobs to market.
Why? Because it is all mountains, or fenced in, rocky on the ground, and the little feed that the cattle
get is worthless.
What evil do they suffer particularly by going over this bad country? First of all, they go a journey of
perhaps 400 or 500 miles. Take Orauge for instance. Suppose that the cattle have come from Bourke
(some 400 miles) to Orange. Then commence their trouble and misery. They are crowded between fences,
and in wet weather are tip to their bellies in mud. They are dogged behind; everything that meets them
rushes them right and left, and even when out of the fences they get amongst the hills which are stony and
hard to their feet. They have to mount those hills, and the grass is very bad compared to what they have
been accustomed to, and if they get a mouthful it does then, no good. Then after they get down the hills
they are probably put into a paddock near the railway, where everything frightens them, and perhaps there
is no water. I am sure there is no grass, because there is no grass anywhere within 10 miles of Sydney.
Then they go into the sale-yards, and are knocked about there, and up to their bellies in mud, and are
drafted, and branded.
Then, by the time they get to the end of their journey, to the sale-yards, what is the difference between
then, the; and what they were at the time they started from the station? If you were the owner of the
cattle you would not know them. I have known men not recognize their own cattle in consequence of their
knocked-up state and reduced condition. In olden times in England, when I used to take cattle for my
father about 50 miles' to London, we travelled 8 miles a day, and those cattle were fed, morning and night,
on the best of feed. Even under those circumstances we estimated a loss of 8 lbs. a day on each beast, and
what must be the loss on these cattle here.
U/ta frman.] Those cattle in England were fed all the way on the road, and yet lost in condition? Yes.
Travelling cattle are bound to lose in condition. If you were to sit down and estimate the loss in the weight
and value of the cattle through travelling by road during the year, you would see what an enormous loss
there is to the country, and nothing can prevent it. Not even carrying cattle by train will prevent it. They
will lose in weight by train, but not so much, for our cattle are of such a disposition that nothing will prevent
them losing weight. They are frightened, for instance, in getting into the train, and they get knocked about
and starved in the paddocks.
Mr. Stewctrt.J And besides the loss of flesh is there any alteration in the quality of-the meat?
Yes, they losd the best quality of the meat ; that sappy, nice, nutritious part of the beast which you would
get on the station if you killed the beast there.
Would the meat that has lost this qaality not bring the same price in the butcher's shop as the meat
from country killed cattle? I dare say it would; there is no other to get.
191
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Suppose a buyer had the choice of a country fed carcase, and the earease of a beast travelled on the T. Dawson,
Esq.
hoof, would the same price be given for each I The buyers would give more for the country-killed meat, and
I believe advantage is being taken of that in many shops where the butchers are ticketing meat as. country- 10 Jdy, 1879.
killed meat when it is not killed in the country.
You can judge of the meat yourself? I think so.
In the raw st4ttC? Yes.
Is there any alteration in the colour of it? Sometimes some cattle come to market very well, but in
regard to that which looks well now, what would it have looked if killed 200 miles away.
Then there is an actual loss of flesh and it deterioration in the quality of the ,neatin the cattle traveiled
to market any distance front Sydney I Very serious, And so serious that 1 could show you figures that would
astonish you.
Do the cattle that are brought down by rail suffer anything I They suffer a good deal. In the first
instance our cattle are naturally wild. When about to be put into the train at Orange, for instance, there
is some difficulty in getting them into the trucks. You put eight into it truck, and after.getting them in with a
good deal of knocking about, you shut the true]c and serve another eight the same. I have seen when cattle
were being loaded, a beast plant his fore-feet in such it manner that the devil himself could not move him.
At another time I have seen a beast turn round as soon as he got into the truck and prevent the others
for a time from going in.
So that they are knocked about a good deal in getting them into the trucks? Yes, and knocked about
a good deal in coming in the 'trucks to market. The scenes they go through, the trains that pass them, and
the shunting at different places, cause the cattle to get very frightened, and you will see them rushing about
with perhaps one or more down, and the others treading them to death.
What is the result when cutting up the body of the beast? Terribly bruised.
Under the skin? Yes, of course, and the animals before they are killed must be to a éortain extent
very feverish. There is nothing worse than fright for making cattle feverish; and when these cattle arrive
at iomebush they are Jet out of the trucks into the sale-yards, and then after being sold hunted down to
the Abattoir.
But the train-carried cattle do not suffer near so much as those which travel? Not in waste ; it is
time and exercise that waste the others.
Is the meat deteriorated in any way besides being bruised? Decidedly so.
You think it is not equal to what is killed on the station? It could not be.
Are the cattle knocked about a good deal at the Homebush sale-yards? TeMbly.
Could not that be avoided? Not in those yards.
The yards are incommodious? They are bad--kmfit in every way for sale-yards.
You understand that the Corporation are about to be empowered to erect sale-yards? I understeed so.
Would not Glebe Island be a commodious place for selling yards I If Ilomebush is too near, and
yet the cattle travel too far to get there, Glebe Island would be too near town, and the worst day's journey
for the cattle is that from Homcbush to the Abattoir, as they have to pass people and houses.
I want to know whether there would be sufficient accommodation at Glebe Island for cattle sale yards;
there are 13 acres there altogether? Not if the sale of cattle to its present extent is going to continue.
But if there were sufficient room Glebe Island would be a very suitable place for sale-yards? I do not
think so.
Pray nientien why? Simply because Glebe Island is too near the city. You are away from any
paddocks in the event of your wanting to turn out any of the cattle, and men cannot kill all their cattle in
one day.
But what is the disadvantage of having the sale-yards so near the city as Glebe Island? You must
understand that if you bring 1,400 or 1,500 head of cattle into sale-yards at Glebe Island and they are
all sold, there must be some paddocks round about to put those cattle into in order to keep them for
slaughter.
Would there not be sufficient room? I think not.
That is the only disadvantage? Not the only disadvantage.
If there were sufficient yards for the accommodation of the cattle, Glebe Island would be a very sititable place for holding the sales? No, certainly not, I say.
Well, besides the "lairs" and the room not being sufficient, what other objection is thore? I think
those two objections are sufficient.
You do not know of any ether? I think they would be too close to the city.
You mentioned that before I And there would be no means of keeping the cattle until they were wanted
for slaughter. I do not know that I can give you any other reason.
The cattle that are sold at ilomebush, where are they slaughtered? Mostly at Glebe Island.
So they have to go there? But they go there in driblets; they are dropped into paddocks as they
come down and are brought on to the Abattoir as they are wanted for slaughter.
They are sold in the yards twice a week, and after being sold in the yards some of them are turned out
in the paddocks adjoining? Yes.
These paddocks are lairs, are they not? Yes.
Suppose Globe Island were connected with the railway at some point-say at Petersham-and all the
stock coming down for sale were carried right on to Glebo Island and discharged there, would that not be a
great advantage-discharged, and sold, and slaughtered? I think not.
Even if there were all the accommodation required, you think Glebe Island would not be a proper
place? I think not.
Instead of resting the cattle at Ifomebush they would be carried on to Glebe Island? Perhaps if all
caine by train it would be better.
I am speaking of those that come by train? Those that come by train are not a tithe of the total
nmaber that come; it might answer for those that come by train, so far as met-c room is concerned,
What proportion is there between the cattle that dome on the hoof and those that come by train?
I have not looked into that, but I think that four or five lots of cattle come by road for one that comes
by train.
And as to the sheep? Nearly all come by train.
1-B
228.
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9'. Dawsoii, 228. You spoke of a wholesale most market as a thing of great accommodation to parties connected with the
Esq.
meat trade; whereabouts do von think it should be I It should be in such a position that the railway could
lUll straight into it and discharge the meat right and left. I think somewhere about Paddy's Markethe
10 Jul"1879.
Hayinarkct, or thereabouts-would be the best place for it.
Suppose it were at Glebe Island, would that be suitable for sellers and buyers? That would be quite
out of the waq. If you are going to accommodate them with cooling rooms and all that is necessary for
keeping the meat, it might be different.
The wholesale meat market would be out of the way at Glebe Island? Yes.
Where are bodies sold now ? Principally at Glebe Island.
Is there any place other than Glebe Island where most is bought wholesale I Yes, several lots come
down by train in bodies, and are sold.
Thatis a recent thing is it not? Yes.
I mean apart from that? The meat has always been sold at Glebe Island.
The wholesale meat market the!) is virtually at Glebe Island now 7 Yes.
236, You have had a good deal of experience in the handling of meat after it has been killed? Yes.
237. Does pulhng the meat about before it is cooled or set injure it? No doubt it does; and by some men
particularly, if you can understand me.
238: Suppose a carcase were taken quite warm from the Abattoir, and carried to a butcher's shop in Sydney,
would the handling and conveyance of the meat in that state hurt it? In the summer months it would very
much.
It would interfere with the keeping of it? Yes ; that meat kept back, and thoroughly cooled to the
bone, would travel and keep three times as long as the meat you are speaking of
And the meat sent by the railway is almost always cooled and 5gt before being put into the van? This
time of the year there is no necessity for it ; in the slmer
im months it should be so.
And is it not so? There are no means of doing it. If there were, meat in the summer months might
be put into cooling rooms in the country, one night, audput into the trucks the next morning.as stiff as a board.
Then when it caine to the market here it would keep a fortnight or three weeks.
At present they kill meat shortly before they put it into the train? Yes ; they kill it chop it down,
and put it into the train at once. No meat will keep under those circumstances.
943. Have you ever been to the Melbourne sale-yards? I have.
Have you any idea what proportion the offal hears to the meat? Some a third, and some a fourth.
A fat bullock has less weight in proportion in offal.
From a third to a fourth; the poor cattle having most offal I Yes. A poor bullock weighing 500 lbs.
will have as much offal as a fat bullock weighing much more. I include horns, hoofs, head, and intestines,
Then in bringing cattle by rail you are carrying one-fourth of each beast which is not eatable?
Exactly.
Carrying to Sydney stuff that is not wanted? Yes.
'With the exception of the hide? Yes; but the heads, horns, tallow, hoofs, bones, &c., would have to
come eventually.
But in driving cattle alive to Sydney you are actually bringing to Sydney one out of every four of an
article not required for human food 1 Yes.
950. Do you understand why the railway charges more for carrying the dead meat than for living meat? I
have never understood the reason; but the Commissioner has always expressed a great desire to meet the
requirements of people slaughtering in the country, and has expressed himself in favour of the carriage of
dead meat. At the same time, the Government charges more for carrying the meat than for carrying the
cattle.
Encouraging people to send meat alive? Yes, and by making a calculation you will find the charge
to be 50 pet' cent more on dead meat than on the live bullock.
Then the railway fares as now regulated actually encourage people to send cattle alive rather than
dead? At present they do-unless there has been some alteration since I was at the office.
If the traThc in dead meat was likely to increase, the probability is there would be much less work to
do at the AbattoiL-? I reckon that in five years we will have nineteen-twentieths of the meat killed in the
country.
And in that case there might be at Glebe Island quite sufficient accommodation for the selling and
slaughtering of the cattle, and the sale of the caresses also? Yes, if the Government gives us the accommodation of refrigeratod vans.
You think it is an essential part of the railway traffic to provide cold vans? Yes, cooling meat vans.
And much of the meat that would come to market if these vans were provided will not come unless
that be done? It cannot.' Companies might do it, but it will not encourage the trade.
Have you had any experience in salting meat in this country? A little-not very much, nothing
worth mentioning.
I suppose you have heard that meat that is salted here does not keep very long? Mr. Leslie, at Camperdown, who is a practical man, has been trying the curing of meat for a long time in all sorts of ways, and
he asserts that no meat that comes down by road to this market could be salted and made to keep.
That is, it is so deteriorated that it will not take the salt readily? It will not keep. But I believe if
establishments were formed on the line, say 200 miles away from Sydney, that we should have a great deal
of salt meat prepared there. The meat would be in first-rate condition for salting, and the climate would be
suitable for the purpose.
Suppose you had slaughtering places established on the line, commencing where the feed for the
cattle stops in the paddocks, how would you dispose of the offal and the blood? I should think that was a
most simple thing. I would not have the slaughtering place in the town, and the people round about would
be only too glad to take the offal and the blood, and use, them for growing for this market vegetables that we
are obliged to send to Melbourne for. Let the slaughter-houses be built in suitable positions, either by the
Government or under Government supervision.
The blood and offal would be taken away, that is, if they were made portable? Yes,
The people do not take them away here? There are no gardens here.
There are a good many market gardeners? But you cannot well distribute it on land near the city,
264.
nor carry it through the streets.
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T. Dawson,
64. Do you know whether there is an extensive slaughtering of small stock in the city? Yes.
Lsq,
There is a large slaughter of small stock in the city? Yes.
Could it be prevented? With proper supervision. Lot every butcher's premises be inspected.
IOJul>' 1879.
But could it not be prevented? If the inspector is allowed to go on the premises and prevent any live
stock from being kept there.
If it is not possible to prevent it would it not be well to license the butchers' houses? Not those
houses that are unfit for the purpose-for instance, where there is no drainage. But the license would be refused if the premises were not fit? That might be done ; but you would
have to get an inspector who thoroughly understands the business.
970. But under those conditions the permission to slaughter small stock in Sydney need not be a nuisance?
That question is difllcu]t to answer, inasmuch as ourpresentsewerage is bad, and ourpresent watersupply is not
sufficient to wash these places out, and the places themselves are not sufficiently well built to carry off any
oljeotionable accumulation. Then if it were carried off it would go into the harbour. So I should say
prevent it altogether, and let the slaughtering bo done in one place. There is no reason why the butchers
should not go to the Abattoir to slaughter anything of the kind ; they do in other places, including
Melbourne.
271. JJr. Bruce.] Do you know the reason why notice has not been taken sooner of all the waste that has
been going on and deterioration in the quality of the meat? Well, I think it is in a great measure owing to
the apathy of the people.
72. Is there not another reason-the large quantity, the large supply, of meat we have always had? That
I as had a great deal to do with it. They do not mind wasting a little because the meat is so plentiful.
And it does not matter to the buyers? There is a good deal in that, but I think a great deal is owing
to the apathy of the people.
You mentioned the waste in weight ;-what waste would there be upon a beast travelling 300 miles
to market, including the road over the Blue Mountains-what would a 900 lbs. beast weigh when itreached
the Abattoir, after travelling 300 miles? It would weigh about 700 lbs.,' losing about 200 lbs.
Besides the loss to the consumer here is there not another element in this matter of waste to be considered-our export trade ; do we not almost lose our export trade through the quality of the meat we are
able to send away ? I think thatthe meat is so deteriorated in quality that it is not fit to send away. There are
macat companies which, if their meat were killed up the line, would have a much better chance of succeeding.
They never have paid 1 No.
Do you know what price our tinned meats fetch in the London market compared with the price of the
Scotch tinned meats? It is about half, and we ought to receive fully as much.
And this arises principally from the quality of our meat being deteriorated? Yes, in travelling and
being knocked about
219. With respect to trucked cattle killed in Sydney, compared with the same sort of cattle killed in the
country, is it not a fact that the former do notbleed like the country-killed cattle, and that the meat does not
set like that of the cattle killed in the country ? In any feverish animal-and ninety-nine out of every
one hundred beasts killed at the Abattoir are feverish-the blood will not come freely out of the meat when
the animal is stuck.
In mentioning the amount of offal in the live animal carried by train, you stated that it was about
a fourth? It depends on the weight and quality of the beast. A very fat beast will not turn out anything
like the proportion of offal that a poor beast will. A very.poor beast will be nearly hail offal.
With reference to the charges on the dead and the live animals, tlirc is one thing you did not notice,
and vineh I think ought to be noticed. Alter conveying the live animals, the railway authorities are obliged
to take back the cattle trucks empty? Yes.
They cannot carry goods in them? Not unless some particular goods; but they reckon that the trucks
have to go back empt5r.
That would not be the ease with the meat trucks? Meat trucks would be always taking something
back; they would be all clean, and there would be ice, salt, and casks, and other such things to go back.
Do you know whether the accommodation for trucking cattle is what it ought to be? I caimot say.
Do you know anything of what becomes of the cattle when they are sold at the Homebnsh yards? Do
you mean immediately after the sale?
Yes? There are drovers, each of whom takes his employer's cattle away, and some drovers are
employed by three or four butchers.
But where are the cattle taken to? Down the road to the neighbourhood of the Abattoir.
How long, on an average, is it from the time the cattle are sold at Homebush until they are
slaughtered? Part of them maybe slaughtered the same night, and the others may remain for days in some cases.
How many (lays? I have known them remain for a week or ten days.
Where? In small paddocks, in the neighbourhood of Sydney.
Any feed in the paddocks ? No more than there is in this room. Sometimes there is a little water.
Is it not the case that as a rule butchers have some cattle always on hand? Yes, they seldom num
clean out before they buy again.
In that case the cattle would go to the paddocks and not to the slaughter-house? Yes, usually threefourths of them go to the paddocks.
And there is nothing in the paddocks? Nothing.
Chairman.] You told the Board that you attributed the present state of things to the apathy of the
general public ;-do you not think that the public up to this time have been wholly unaware of the state of
things existing as to the quality of the meat they have been consuming? I think the majority of them have
been totally unaware.
And now that they are being by this and other means informed of such a state of things, do you not
think they will feel such an interest in the matter as to demand a reform? One would think so. The meat
that is coming from the country has a great run, and for that reason a great many of the butchers are selling
Abattoir-killed meat as meat from the country-because there is such a demand for it.
207. Then the consumers would snot buy meat slaughtered at Glebe Island if they could get it from the
country? They would not.
Mr.
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Mr Frederick Penny examined
Mr.
298. Chairman.] Are you a retail or a whelesale and retail butcher? Wholesale and retail.
RPenny. 299. Your establishment is in Dowling-street, Woolloomooloo 7 Yes.
10 July, 1879. 300. Were you not a butcher in the city of London? Yes, I scrved my time in the city of London.
You do a pretty large business in Sydney? Yes.
Family business? Yes, and shipping business-not a large shipping business, but amongst the small craft.
Is the establishment in which you do your business suitable, remembering what you have seen in
London in regard to butchers' shops ;-is your establishment so constructed as to be suitable for the purposes
of your trade? Well, not altogether ; there could be a great deal of improvement made.
Are you not building a new establishment for yourself? I am, at the top of William-street.
In view of the interests of your trade, are you making any improvements? Yes, undoubtedly, in
every shape and form; in fact similar to the shops in London.
And you intend to build a perfect butcher's shop? Yes, a perfect butcher's shop.
Very different from your own and other butchers' shops in Sydney? Yes, I hope it will be.
It is intended to be? Yes.
You have had a good deal of experience of the Glebe Island Abattoir? I have.
Do you slaughter your own cattle? At times. I used to kill all my hullocks, but not the sheep. In
the trade I do now however ; I want so many hind quarters of beef that it suits me to buy on the Island.
Where I get one fore quarter I get ten hind quarters.
You say you sometimes slaughter your own animals and at other times buy the caresses? Yes.
Then you have some experience of the mode of slaughtering at Glebe Island? Yes, I have.
What is your opinion of the manner in which it is generally conducted there, and as to the suitability
of the buildings I The buildings are suitable enough. The cattle are naturally wild, and they are slaughtered
differently from the method adopted at home. There, after the cattle are bought at Smithfield, they are driven
home, and there is always plenty of water and hay for them. Then when they are going to be slaughtered
a rope is put round the neck of the beast, and in a ringbolt, and the animal is then knocked down by
the poleaxc, and pithed. Here they could not do that, but there is no doubt that there is a great deal more
torture exercised at Glehe Island than there is any occasion for. I have seen the cattle as quiet there as I
have at home; but as it rule they are naturally wild. There is it great deal, however, in the driving of the
cattle.
How do you manage with your sheep-do you slaughter them at Glebe Island? No, I buy very few
sheep alive; but if by chance I do buy any I have them slaughtered there. You can get a good supply
there; you can buy them there, or you can buy them alive at Elomebusli and have them slaughtered at
Glebe Island.
You mostly buy caresses of mutton? Yes. There are many men who buy mutton alive, but there is
a chance of your not getting the sheep again after they are taken to the Island. You cannot keep your
eyes on the things there.
You noticed, when in London, the quality of the beef used there-it is generally very good, is it not?
Yes.
Looking at the quality of the beef killed here from cattle driven down the country, and comparing it
with the quality of London beef, what is the difference? There is not a great deal of difference. I have
seen beef here as fine as any at home. Stall-feeding at home may make a difference in the flavbur, but I
have killed cattle here as fine as any in London. I have seen some very, fine cattle here, and, in particular
instances, some finer than I have seen in London.
I am asking you respecting the general state of things. Do you not think that a beast driven a long
distance down the country, fatigued, footsore, and feverish, is less likely to become good meat? Undoubtedly.
The greater part of. our best cattle have been driven. Anybody may go to H
. .omeb9h on a Thursday and
buy a lot of cattle, and after they are bought bond them over to a man who slaughters for you. He will
drive them to Gàrryowen, where the cattle are kept, and there is never a blade of -grass nor a drop of water
for them. On Saturday they are driven to the Ahattoir for Mondays consumption, and there is no shelter
and no water nor hay for them in the yard. In London they are fed and watered. It stands to reason
that if a beast stands forty-eight hours without food or water the sap of the meat must degenerate. I have
known cattle driven into the yards and on Monday morning you would hardy know them ; they had fallen
off so much that you would not know them as cattle you bought on the Thursday.
Then, as a general thing, it is a fact that cattle driven down the country, and used in the way you
describe, lose the good quality of the meat? Undoubtedly, the sap of it is. gone. You may buy some
bullocks on a Monday, or on a Thursday, and they may be splendid cattle; but they are driven down to the
Ahattoir, where one or two are killed, and you will find the flesh as black as my cont. But leave these
cattle for a few days, and the blood would be settled down and run away from the animals when they were
slaughtered-different altogether from what is the case when the animals are driven down and killed while
hot, and when the blood will not flow. In that case, when the meat is seat to the shops, and cut up the
next morning, it is as black as a coal. This has given me so much experience that I would rather buy a
body of beef than buy an animal which in driven in and at once killed.
Is it not a fact that you get your meat almost hot, and with the muscular action going on? No doubt
that is the general rule in the sumner-time. As soon as tile bullock has his hide off be is cut up and put
into the cart, and goes jig-jog to the shops;
Can that meat be wholesome and fit for food? It cannot befit for human food.
And yet that is the way it is done? Yes.
That is the way in which it is conducted? Undoubtedly. That is correct, I assure you.
You must have noticed lately a new feature in the wholesale meat trade-bringing bodies of meat from
the country? Yes.
Does your experience lead you to give an opinion as to whether the public prefer that meat to the
Glebe Island meat? Decidedly they do. I wish I could always get it that 'my.
Is the country-killed most really better than the other? It is; that I am sure of.
Is it more wholesome? More wholesome.
Looks better? Looks better, and And i.e more palatable? Yes, more palatable. It has all its nature in it.
.330.
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330. And the customers prefer it? Oh, Yes.
331. And will have it if they can get it, in preference to the other meat? Oh, Yes.
Do you think if it system of slaughtering cattle in the far interior were adopted, and the meat were set lÔYuIy, 1879
and put into refrigerated vans, then brought down to Sydiiey, and put into it meat market, the temperature
of which would he considerably reduced, that it would be an improvement upon, the present state of things?
Oh dear, yes.
Would it suit the retail trade very much better? It would. No doubt if we were supplied with it
there would be the, necessary conveyances-horses and earls-to bring it to our own places, otherwise it
would be extra expense for us to get men, and horses and carts,
Would it not he better also for the producer and for the consumer-better in the interests of all
concerned? It would be, undoubtedly. I am speaking conscientiously, in regard to everything you have
asked Inc.
No man, of course, will dent that there is a lot of illicit slaughtering in the city? No,
Lambs and calves, and sucking pigs are killed contrary to the law. I do not want you to make any
admissions my object is to ascertain from you your opinion whether under proper supervision and in
properly licensed houses-butcl,ei's' establishments-the slaughtering of these animals might be permitted
without any detriment or nuisance to the public and with great advantage to all concerned? I believe so;
that is, if a man has got a lit and proper place to do it.
If it man has a proper place for the slaughter of these small animals it could be carried on without any
injury to the public, without any nuisance, and with many advantages? Just so, There are all the advantages if you could only have the thing done as it ought to be done.
Proper premises and properly supervised? Yes ; properly supervised all through. By killing lambs
and calves at Globe Island you expose tender animals to all sorts of weather, and the meat being delicate
meat goes much quicker than other meat. Then the less you more it about the better, and the handling
and the jolting about in the cart are, such that if you should not want the meat till the iiext morning after
it has been brought to the shop it will be as green as grass.
Then in respect to the quality of the macat of those calves, lambs, and sucking pigs, it would be it very
great advantage to the public if properly constructed places were licensed for the purpose of killing these
animals? Yes,
And under proper supervision it would be a very great advantage in all respects? It would indeed,
both to the public and the butchers, if properly eanied out.
Especially as to the wholesomeness and general quality of the meat? Yes.
Mr. Stewart.] You do not kill all the meat you retail? No, I do not.
You buy it wholesale? Yes, at Globe Island.
At any other place? Since the beef has conic down from the country I have bought Riverstone beef.
But until recently you bought all you required at Globe Island? Yes.
Is there any wholesale meat market in Sydney? No.
Is such a place not required? Undoubtedly it is.
343. Would Glebe Island be a good place to have a wholesale meat market? Well, I could not altogether
say that Globe Island would be a flrstelass place? If the market could be more central in the city it would
be better.
But Glebe Island is the only thing in the shape of a wholesale meat market that you have now? Yes.
Is there any real competition among the carcase butchers? No, it is a pity there is not.
Do they not arrange the prices among themselves? Yes.
And the retail butchers are quite at their mercy? Yes, and the public afterwards. There are only
about four men in the trade-mutton men and beef men. If it had not been for a few men who broke the
monopoly, by buying outside and supplying us, the monopoly would still have existed.
Are you pretty sure that they do arrange the prices among themselves without submitting the thing to
comnpotition? I could almost swear it.
354 Would not the present supply of carcases from the country help to bring down the monopoly?
Undoubtedly.
And if you had a well regulated wholesale meat market the retail dealers would not be at the mercy of
the earcose butchers I No. Melbourne is an instance of where you can buy it loin of beef in the same way
as you can in Newgate Market, at home.
When you happen to have more meat on Saturday night than customers what do you do with it? Put
it in salt.
Does it take salt well? Not well in the summer-time.
lEave you any cool chamber in which to put the meat? No.
Are you building one on your new premises? Yes, and it cellar-a double-walled building.
300. Do you mean to apply ice? They tell its that ice will be very cheap this season. I have not gone into
the thing thoroughly, but I intend to rail,off one put of the premises for nothing but a cooling place.
361. How much meat will it hold? it will be to hold meat from day to day. You would want a large
place to supply it trade for four or five days.
382. What size will the ice chamber be? 26 by 23.
If there were a wholesale meat market, supplied with it suflicient number of cool chambers, would it not
be a very great convenience to the retail dealers? Undoubtedly.
And then the necessity for keeping cattle in the bare paddocks would be at an end, as you could kill
them off at once? Yes.
Do you lose much meat in summer by spoiling? No, not a great deal. A good deal of judgment is
required in dealing with customers. You spoil a little.
Have you had any experience of butchers' shops in other parts of the world? I have in London.
Is it customary to have even large stock slaughtered there on butchers' premises? Yes, On butchers'
premises in the heart of London.
Some in the cellars? Yes In Nowgate Market they did all the slaughtering in the cellars.
Did it create a nuisance? No.
'Why? There was always a great supply of water, and all the offal was carted away.
It is not kept long enough to make a smell? No.
Is it not a fact that a small quantity of meat in a stinking state will spoil a large quantity? Yes,
373.
undoubtedly.
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373. Then if about the killing houses at Glebe Island there is a bad or foul smell it would be impossible to
Y kill calves and lambs and sucking ngs there, and to keep the meat good? Yes, you could not kill them there
10 Yul 1879 to keep. My experience is that if you leave a fore or hind quarter hanging till next morning unless that beef
is properly broken up the meat will not be worth much.
If there were a wholesale meat market here would it be necessary for you to kill any beast at all? No.
You would buy it dead? I would prefer to buy it all dead.
370. .ilft. Bruce.] Is there any actual necessity to kill calves and lambs in the city? There is, I assure you.
How is it that in Melbourne they can kill eight lambs to one killed here, and carry them further than
they are carried here ; in Melbourne they kill at Flemington thousands to our hundreds how do you account
for that? lam sure I could not answer that question; but there is no doubt that the butchers escape the law
there as they do here-I am certain of it. I know when I was butcher of the mail boats I have gone ashore
and killed half-a-dozen lambs on the premises, and taken them away with me.
How long ago is that? Eight or nine years ago. On many occasions we have been short of time, and
not knowing the number of passengers there would be, the order for the necessary quantity of meat has not
been sent from Sydney then we have been told to take half-a-dozen lambs or calves, and I have gone ashore
to pick out the stock, and have killed them.
chairman.] Then there is a good deal of illicit slaughtering in Melbourne? Oh, yes.
Mr. Jiruca] if there were a chilling house at the Abattoir, lambs and calves after having been killed could
he set there before being brought to Sydney? Lamb and veal ate required perhaps, only once a week, and you
could not kill them as you wanted them at the Abattoir. A man may go to the Abattoir and kill a lamb on a
Saturday morning, and during three months of the year the meat may not be good when you put it upon the
table on Sunday. It must be killed the very last thing on Saturday night, and then the meat is sent out hot.
I do not know what it would be if killed at Glebe island.
There is no more necessity for killing those animals on your premises than for killing sheep. Would
not killing the sthali stock at the Abattoir force that part of the trade into the hands of the wholesale men
and take it out of the hands of the retail men ; does it not pay the retail butcher better to kill the lambs and
calves on his premises than to buy from the wholesale butchers; and is it not at the same time more convenient?
Yes, if it were not allowed there never would be a beast supplied.
In other parts of the world, as in Melbourne, a far larger number of animals are killed at the Abattoirs
than are killed here, and without illicit killing? Then they must get the orders indifferently.
:383. As to the offal from the calves and lambs, how would you get rid of it? Take it away.
How? Let one of our own carts take it away.
What would become of the blood ;-it would have to go into the drain would it not? No; if a calf
or lamb to be killed were stuck over a bucket the whole contents would be caught and would not amount
to half a bucketful, and then it could be taken away in your own cart.
The blood of all the calves and lambs killed in Sydney would amount to a great deal? Yes, but does
it not make splendid manure. Ohinamen would give you 2s. 6d. a load for it. I send my dung away every
day in the week.
It goes now to your own dung-heap-the blood and the offal? Oh, no, it would do so. But if you
allowed slaughtering on the premises you would have to provide a place where you could put this stuff.
If a butcher were not very careful there would be a nuisance from this? No doubt of it.
And it would entail a gFeat deal of inspection and care? Yes.
And if the killing could be done at the Abattoir it would be much safer? No doubt, if you had
sufficieut and proper places.
Do you buy all your own cattle? No, I buy nothing to kill. I used to buy cattle, but I now cut up
more hind than fore quarters.
Do you know what the practice is of those who buy their cattle-is it to buy enough to last them just
to the next sale day, or to have a few on hand? To have a few on hand.
Where do they keep them? At Garryowen. As soon •as the cattle are knocked down to the
purchaser at the sale-yards they are delivered to a man who charges you so much for driving them and
killing them.
Then the cattle that would be sold on Monday would go to the paddocks until after Thursday's sale 1
Yes, till the following week. If the butchers saw a chance of buying a lot of cattle cheap they would buy
enough to last them a fortnight.
Then they would be some time in the paddeeks? Yes.
390. Chairman.] A butcher's shop for the sale of meat should be conspicuous for cleanliness throughout
every part of the premises, and every implement or instrument used should be thoroughly well cleaned and
constantly clean? It ought to be.
There should be perfect ventilation-a pure atmosphere always passing through the premises-good
drainage, and every other thing necessary to keep meat wholesome? Yes.
Any other condition of things would of course have a contrary effect--make the meat unwholesome
and unfit for human food? Yes.
Is it not a fact that just now, and for some months past, the wholesale price of cattle is very much
less than it has been? Yes.
More than one-half? More than that
At any rate it has been reduced to the extent of one-third or one-half? Yes.
Notwithstanding that, is it not also a fact that the retail price of meat has not fallen in the same
proportion? Yes.
The retail price has been kept up? To a great extent it has.
Now, I want you to tell me to what circumstance you attribute this state of things-that although the
producer gets so small a price for his cattle, yet the public pay so high a price for their meat? I am paying
2d. a lb. for my hind quarters of beef, 2d. and 1W., and so on.
To whom? To the Ahattoir. That is what the meat stands me, in, taking the earcase. The fore.
quarter meat is no use to us now. I do not know that there over was such a quantity of salt beef as
there is now through there being so much meat. If I wa at any rumps and loins of beef I buy them off
Woolf; and have to pay 4d. a pound for those.
406,
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Mr. You have to py for your meat the prices that the wholesale carcase butchers charge you? Yes.
Their charge is about 2d., taking it fair, but by the time you get what you want out of it, it stands you in F. Penny.
about 4d. it pound.
I only want to know the reason why you charge the public so much? It is because you want so much 0 July, 1879.
more of the best part of the meat now than you (lid before. l have now a lot of the finest beef-s]nppiug
meat-that I would be glad to get Ss. a hundred for; but people want better beef now. Where a man does
a chance trade you can buy a piece of roast beef off hun cheaply, because you have to take something else
with it. M'Carroll, for instance, will cut his beef right through, and sell you a piece for 2d. a pound.
Mr. Stewart.] What becomes of the. fore-qua.rtersi He can cut those up. People who come in with
the wood-carts, and others, buy it. But anyone in the habit of providing choice meat could not sell the forequarter meat.
Chairman.] Have you ever seen any diseased merit offered for sale at the Abattoir? I have not. I
have seen plenty that has been there, and cut down. It takes a good judge to tell a diseased bullock.
But you have not seen any, except after it has been out down? No.
Mr. Henry Woolf e examined
Mr.
Chairman..] You are a wholesale and retailbutcher in Sydney? Yes.
II. Woolfe.
On your own account, or are you one of a firm? On my own aceounh
Have you been 'cog engaged in the trade? Three-and-twenty years.
10 JuI 1879
.
And you do a large business? Yes.
Have you seen much of the mode of slaughtering, and of the business done at the Glebe Island
Abattoir? Yes, I have been there every day since, I think, the Abattoir was opened.
And what is your opinion of the establishment as an Abattoir, for the purpose required? Well, in the
first place, it was never intended, when it was first built, to be used for so large a business. It was never
'thought the country was going to grow as it has. The Abattoir is far too small. There is more accommodation now than ever there was, but some time ago the accommodation was very had.
The accommodation now is not enough? Well, there is plenty of room if it was only managed as it
should be managed.
What is your observation of its general state, as to cleanliness? Well, I think it is kept as clean as
any place could be kept.
With regard to the sheep-slaughtering place? Well, the sheep-slaughtering is a dirty business from
beginning to end. The place is cleaned when they are done at night. When they are done the place is
washed down as clean as a new pin.
And the pig-slaughtering? Well, I have been killing 330 and 140 pigs per week ever since Glebe
Island opened, and of course you cannot have anything else but a clean slaughter-house for pigs. it is a
person's own fault if he over allows his place to be dirty on Glebe Island, because there is plenty of water,
and they can wash down the slaughter-houses and the yard in 10 minutes.
Have you plenty of hot water? Well, we have not plenty of hot wafer; we have to make a fire and
provide our own waten
Would not steam be a great advantage? If they could provide enough steam. In my establishment
in the city we boil and cook everything by steam.
In some cities in Aineiiea, notably in Chicago, they kill as many as 15,000 pigs a day? Yer,
they do.
And where there can be such an extent of business done, we could, with advantage, I suppose, follow,
in some degree, the state of things that exists there? They only want a boiler at the end, and a steam pipe
running along, by which means you could supply every slaughter-house on the island.
425- Mr. Stewart.1 In any quantity? In any quantity.
Chairrnan] Have you had any experience the last few months of getting earcases of meat from the
country? I was the first one that got meat in Sydney from Orange.
What is the result of that new order of things in regard to the appreciation shown by the public,
the consumers? Well, it stands to reason that the meat killed in the country must be far superior to the
meat killed at Glebe island.
What is the reason of that? In the first place there is the slaughter-yard neir where the cattle are
fattened, so that the animals do not have to come any distance. They are killed and then hung up till
thoroughly cold, and then the eareases are sent to Sydney, whereas, if the cattle are trucked alive, there is
first a great difficulty in getting them into the trucks, and coming down they get knocked about and bruised,
and after al-riving at Homebush on a Friday night or Saturday morning, they are taken out of the trucks
mid put into a paddock where there is nothing to cat. If the market is bad on Monday the agents will not
sell them but put them back till Thursday, and the cattle are all this time starving. Then at Thursday's
market they are sold. Butchers bring in to the Abattoir what they want to kill, and put the rest in
paddocks the other side of the island, where there is no more grass than on the floor of this room, and there
the cattle stop perhaps 4 or 5 days before they are slaughtered.
That is the description of meat killed at Glebe Island? Yes, and when they are brought hi for
slaughter, and before they are knocked down, they are driven about very much, and the meat becomes as
black as that cloth. Then again, they may be put in the yards in the morning, and may not be killed till
night, and standing there all day does not do them any goorl.
Mr. StewarL] Does that sort of treatment affect the meat of the animal? It must do it. To see the
difference between the meat killed in the country and the meat killed at Glcbe Island you would not credit
it. Half the butchers in Sydney will not believe it, because it costs them more to get the meat down from
the country than from Glebe Island.
Chairman.] Then you say that the Glebe Island meat will not bear any, comparison for wholesomeness, flavour, or any other quality, with that brought down from the country? It will not.
And the public are now judging the difference by buying meat from the country to the exclusion of
the other? Yes, and a great many butchers ticket beef as country-killed beef, which people purchasing and
eating it find out, as they do not discover any difference.
Then butchers ticket the Abattoir beef as Bathurst or Orange beef? Yes.
And they find it necessary, in competition, to call it by these names, in order to get custom for lt?
435.
Yes,
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435. Is it not an undoubted fact that the meat which is brought from Orange and the country districts is
H. Woolfe* infinitely superior, in all respects, for human food, to that slaughtered at Globe Island? It is far superior.
I would not give 12s. for beef at Orange while I could get other beef at the Cliche Island for Ss. if it were
not so; but I prcfcr giving 12s. for the Orauge beef.
Have you ever considered the sul4eot of a wholesale meat market to be established in the metropolis;
say, for example, that a large meat market was erected near the Hayniarket? That is what it will have to
come to in the course of years, for all the meat to be brought to one market, and then things will be in a
great deal better state than they are in now.
Suppose a system were introduced similar to that in connection with meat markets in other parts of
the world, where the temperature is reduced to a freezing point, and the meat brought into the market by
refrigerated cars from the country, do you not think a system of that kind would be vastly to the benefit of
all persons concerned? I do.
-.
Particularly to the producer of the animals? Yes, they would get far more for the meat, and it would
be delivered in a nicer way.
And would not the consumers be better treated by getting more wholesome meat and less nuisance?
Yes.
Would not the railway derive a large additional revenue from such a course? Yes. In London the
train runs underground to the Ncwgate and Leadenhall Market and conveys the meat to the shops.
How long is it since you were in London? Porn-and-twenty years.
Then you have not seen the new Smithfield Market? No, we used to have the beef brought from
Aberdeen and all parts.
You say that half the butchers in Sydney are not yet aware of the advantages of meat brought from
the country over that slaughtered at the Abattoir? A groat many butchers do not study their customers
and only study themselves, and if they get meat a farthing a pound cheaper at Glebe Island than anywhere
else they get it rather than put themselves about in the interest of their customers.
Would not a meat-market cure that? Yes, the meat could be killed at Glebc Island and brought to
the market for sale.
Then a wholesale meat-market of the kind I have indicated would be better for the interests of all
concerned-the producer, the retailer, and the consumer? Yes, better for all parties.
You remarked just now that it must come to that in the course of time? Yes.
What is your opimon upon this point Suppose a properly built establishment were to be provided in
the city, or suppose you built a shop of your own, ivith every convenience in it, and that it was under the
proper supervision of the authorities, do you think you could carry on the slaughter of small animals-lambs
and calves-without any injury to the public? Of course you could.
And would it not be a great benefit to yourself as belug in the trade, arid also in respect of the
wholesomeness and general quality of those delicate descriptions of meat? Yes, it stands thus: If any
butchers' shops were built so that they could be licensed to kill calves and lambs, the butchers could keep
the places far more clean than now; but where any place had not the conveniences for slaughtering, let them
take the animals to Glebe Island. They now kill calves and lambs on the premises, and the blood runs
through the cracks in the floors and settles there, and in the summer-time it is very bad. They want places
built as in London. At the same time there requires to be a very heavy penalty if they are caught killing
sheep. If the butchers once commenced killing sheep the town would be a nuisance.
Then sheep ought never to be permitted to be slaughtered in the city? A butcher wants only two or
three calves and lambs, not to make a common slaughter-house of his place.
But, under proper supervision, and on properly constructed premises, the slaughtering of small stock might
be permitted with advantage in every respect? Yes; you want a very heavy fine to put on, and an inspectOr
visiting the place every day, and when you find a place dirty, make an example of it It is no use fining.l
or 30s., but make the penalty severe. Half the butchers in Sydney keep such filthy dirty places that you
would be ashamed to go through them.
Mr. &ewart.] Where do you buy meat wholesale? I am getting all my beef from Orange.
4521 Previous to that? I used to buy my own at Homebush and kill for myself.
Did you ever buy dead ,neat? At times.
There are people who do buy it? Hundreds.
Where do they buy it? At the Abattoir,-York and Walsh, and Rcmne and Williams.
That is the only thing in the shape of a dead-meat market? Yes.
Is there any competition among the dead-meat butchers? There is plenty of competition, but when
there is meat very dear there is something like a knock out.
But any monopoly would be done away with by the establishment of a dead-meat market? Yes.
Suppose you were to be supplied at a much cheaper rate than now, would it not be possible to make
arrangements at Glcbe Island for a wholesale meat market for storing meat there for two or three days? it
would.
I understand cattle are often kept alive starving for two or three days to wait a demand in the market,
whereas, with proper accommodation for storing the meat, they might be killed at once, and the carcases
kept in a cool store, and be ill the better for being so kept? Yes.
The meat would cut finner, and be more tender? Yes.
Is new meat always tough? Yes.
'Whatever has been the state of the animal when killed? Yes. Well, a nice young bullock of a
good run is not very tough.
461. Do you have any meat spoiled on your hands? Plenty, in summer.
465, Not having sale for it? Not that, but having beef in at night, and it going bad next morning.
What do you do with it when you find you cannot sell it? The bone man gets it.
You do not sell any of it? No.
478. It is used for boiling down? Yes.
Would that be necessary if you had a cooling chamber? Yes.
'Would not a cooling chamber preserve it? Only for a time.
Perhaps from Saturday to Monday? Yes.
In hot weather you can hardly do that now? No; I have seen meat come in on Saturday morning,
and be bad on Sunday.
473.
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4.73. One joint bad would spoil all the others I No, but the way meat is delivered in Sydney is a very bad
Mr.
way. When killing sheep at Glebe Island they stick five-and-twenty at a time on the ground. The sheep H. Woolfe.
put down first is dressed first, and by the time they come to the last animal, it has been lying upon the round
some time. The sheep want to be dressed very quickly. Then a cart is loaded perhaps with five-and-twenty, 10 .1U13' 1879
or thirty, or forty, mutton carcases-say thhty. They have to go to difibrent shops, and the sheep that is
put at the bottom of the cart, with all the other mutton on top of it, lying there in the summer, perhaps
two hours from the time of starting from the Abattoir until it reaches the butcher's shop where it has to
go to ; that must make the most go bad.
But if these mutton caresses were hung up in a cool chamber till thoroughly cold the carriage of them
would not be so detrimental? No.
It is because the meat is not cold and set that it is apt to spoil? Yes, apt to spoil.
Do you kill any mutton at Glebe Island? No, I do not kill any mutton.
Did you'ver see any meat that was supposed to be diseased offered for sale? No, I have seen meat
l,ruised very much.
That is bruised during the journey on the surface, under the skin? Yes. I think there should be
great alterations made at Glebe Island, in order to stop people from talking.
Could the cattle be sold at Glebe Island? No, there is no accommodation.
Could not accommodation be made there? If cattle were sold there, they would have to drive them
hack to the paddoeks.
Why? You would want to sell every day.
And if there were accommodation for keeping the meat after it was killed, would it not be better to
kill the animals at oixce? I do not think so, but I have not considered that.
You think if cattle were brought to the Glebe Island, and not sold, they would have to be taken away
again? Yes; it would be like bringing anything to market, and when the buyers knew they had got you
they would give you anything they liked for it.
The buyers might combine to keep the animals unsold? Yes.
Are there not some good large paddoeks about Glebe Island? None with any more grass than there is
in this room-nothing but rocks.
Is there any grass anywhere for them? No, nothing in summer.
Nothing at ilomebush? No; you know what the grass is at ilomebush.
Then the advantage of taking them to the paddocks is to give them a rest, a lie down? That is all.
Chainmam.] You were saying something about inspectors? The inspectors might look after the inland
a great deal different from what they do. They should go along the slaughter-houses of a morning, and if
they saw a dirty slaughter-house they should see that it was washed down, and they should look into the
carts. I have seen meat being taken off the island in carts which were in a dreadfully dirty state.
Do you not think the mode of delivery in the carts, with one or two exceptions, very unsatisfactory I
Those carts of Rcnnie and Williams are a great improvement.
And the others? They are right enough if they were kept clean, and if the men were clean.
There are neither clean carts, clean cloths, nor clean men? No.
is it not generally the case in the summer time, that is during the hot weather, that meat is taken
from the Abattoir ahnost hot, in fact almost alive, for delivery at the retail shops? I have seen a bullock
killed, and 5 minutes after quartered ofF and hung up, and put into the carts.
Can that meat be fit for human food? That does not interfere with the eating of the meat. It is
before the bullock is killed where the evil is.
Do you not think meat should be set before it is fit for consumption? It should be, but it is set in the
shop. If the carcase comes in hot you hang it up until it is set.
JILt. Stewart] How will you manage in summer with that country killed meat-will it come from
Orange without bemg spoiled? They think they can get it without being spoiled.
They will have to provide cool cars? That is what they are going to try to get.
Unless the railway provides some cool cars the meat cannot come in summer from Orange? No.
Chairman.] Refrigerated cars are in absolute necessity for bringing the meat from Orange in
summer? Yes.
.il[r. Bruce.] Is it not a fact that their not being sure of this trade continuing in the summer time is
keeping a good many retail butchers from buying carcases from the country-that they are afraid the
wholesale butchers would not supply them if they did not buy from them now? I do not know that. There
are a few men in the hands of the earcase butchers that cannot shift.
But yourself and others do buy? Yes, but those dependent on the carcase butchers cannot buy.
If there were a large chilling-store attached to the Glebe Island Abattoir, would it not be a great
benefit to the retail trade? I think it would be a great benefit both to the wholesale and retail trade, because,
in the summer-time a man would have four or five bullocks over, and would have, as it were, to give those
away. A butcher who goes over at half-past 4 to get something cheap sees a man perhaps with three or
four bodies of beef, and immediately wants to get it at his own price, and if that is not taken the meat spoils.
.503. Would not meat set to the bone keep a day longer than other meat? It would keep one and a-half
days or two days longer.
And your country-killed meat will keep longer than the most killed at the Abattoir? Two or three
days longer.
Is it an absolute necessity that you should kill small stock on your premises-could they not be killed
at the Abattoir? You are not allowed to put a breath of wind in a calf or a lamb, and it is a great
inconvenience for it man to take a calf or lamb to Glebe Island to kill it.
But putting the inconvenience out of view, if the calf or lamb were killed at the Abattoir, and put into
a proper conveyance to be taken to the shop in town, would it not be possible to can7 on the trade that
way? Yes, but on the other hand there are very few inca who can dress calves and lambs at Globe Island.
It is a particular part of the business, and your shopman generally does it. And if you have the convenience
to do it a butcher should be allowed to kill the small stock at his own shop. Lamb, after being brought
over in a cart from the Abattoir, does not look fit to eat.
Chairman.] That is to say, a lamb killed at thç Abattoir by the ordinary butcher, and a lamb killed
by a skilled butcher on the butcher's premises, would be such that one would be saleable and the other
not? Yes.
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I
JOUN STEWART, EsQ.,
ALEXANDER BRUCE, Esq.
George Maiden, Esq., examined
(1 Maiden,

sos.

Chairman.] You are one of the firm of Maiden, FUll, and Clark, of Sydney, engaged in extensive
stock and station transactions? Yes.
15Jfl, 1879 509. I suppose you are aware that the object of this Board, appointed by the Government, is to inquire into
the subjects of cattle slaughtering, the meat supply of the metropolis, and the condition and management of
the Abattoir I Yes.
You must have had considcrable experience in matters of this sort I I have had very great experience,
not only in selling stock but in the management of sheep, horses, and cattle, long before I entered the
auctioneering business.
Have you had any experience in travelling stock I Very great, for many years, overland. Do you
mean on the railway line?
Travelling stock generally—droving I mean more particularly? Very great experience.
I suppose your experience relates to travelling stock between the colonies as well as in this colony?
In Victoria and New South Wales principally, in fact nearly all over. I was a very large store-cattle buyer
at one time. I bought some thousands on the Clarence, and in all parts of the country.
Can you tell the Board how the droving roads are provided with reserves for the use of travelling
stock? I have not had much to do with droving of late years, but I have been able to see that not sufficient
attention is paid to that matter of reserves, that the stations are being fenced up to the roads, and that there
is not sufficient accommodation for travelling stock. Some tell or twelve years ago I wrote a letter on the
subject, either to the Herald or to Bell's LtJè, and signed it "A Bogan Squatter."
Do you kno* the present state of the reserves for such purposes? From what the drovers tell rue
they are insufficient. Therc is not nearly enough accommodation provided for that sort of thing.
Is it not essential that every provision should be made for the protection and for the travelling of
stock, especiIly for fat stock coining to market? It is.
Do you kno-si- anything of the travelling of stock by rail? Yes.
Do you know about when it commenced? I was trucking sheep tell or eleven years ago from Mount
Victoria; I think it is about that time.
How long has the cattle-trucking by rail been in operation as far as you know? Not very much until
the last two or three years. Very little was done until then; hardly anything in fact.
How do you account for that? Bad accommodation; want of knowledge.
Bad accommodation where? On the railway lines; want of accommodation, and proper yards for
putting the stock from the road on to the rail.
How do you account for the travelling of stock by rail not having been taken advantage of soonei?
Only the slow way of doing everything in Sydney, the same way as I account for the sale-yards not being
erected. Everything is left to chance until the necessity of the thing requiring to be done is so great that
it forces itself into operation.
The Western railway from here to Wallerawang, and the Southern railway from hero to Goulburn, have
been opened for a number of years? Yes.
And the advantage of bringing cattle by rail might have been taken many years ago? Yes. People
were deterred from sending cattle by rail very much through the iosses that occurred. The cattle got
bruised and knocked about so much that the owners would not truck them, and preferred coming by the
road, although, but for the loss they would have preferred trucking the cattle.
When you say the arrangements are so insufficient, and the trucking accommodation of stock so faulty, do
you refer to the sites for trucking, or the fonn and construction of the trucks? Everything in connection
with it. The yards were not constructed to facilitate the thing, and the trucks were very risky and oldfashioned, in my estimation, and they were loaded from the middle, and had an old-fashioned door that a man
had to go into the middle of the yard and lift up, which made it so unsafe for him that I wonder some men
have not been killed. Then it must knock the cattle about, because some cattle would run out before the
door could possibly be closed.
.526. Do you speak of by-gone times? No, of the present time.
The arrangemonts are still very defective in respect of trucks and accommodation generally? Yes, still
defective as to the mode of trucking.
Where should the trucking-yard be situated as regards the ordinary station traffic? Do you mean in
regard to the metropolis, or all along the line?
All along the line? Do you mean near the railway station, or from it?
I mean to receive cattle in the interior—where would the trucking-yards he most convenient for all
persons interested? There are different points; taking the south, I suppose you allude to Goulburn?
Yes? That is amatter I can hardly say.
Mr. Britee.] I think you hardly catch the question: Should the site of the trucking-yards be near or
away from the general station? Away from it.
Chairman.] I think you say these trucking places should always be away from the main station? Yes.
I conclude you mean that the cattle should be harassed as little as possible, and should be put into
the trucks as qnietly as possible? Yes, and away from the traffic as much as possible.
As a rule, where are these trucking-yards at present? As a rule, they are as close to the station as
they can be got.
And you think that most unwise? I do.
Because, J take it, that the cattle are irritated and cxcited by the noise, shunting, and unavoidable
confusion always about a main station? Quite so. When the wool season is on, for instance, there are
always a number of teams about the stations, and people loading up and taking their goods away.
.538. Then you say, emphatically, that the trucking-yards should be away from the main stations in every
case? I certainly say that if the place where a station is situated is much inhabited the trucking-yards
539.
should be at least half a mile away along the line.
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Do you know of any improvement being made, or intended to he made, with regard to the position of G. Maiden,
trucking-yards along the line, either west or math? There has been a good deal of improvement made.
I mean as regards the position of trucking-yards? I am not aware of that, but I know a great deal 15
1879
of improvement has been made during the last year or two. The yards at Wagga are very good.
What are those at Junee? I did not examine them.
As to the yards themselves, their form and construction, have they been planned and erected in the
best way possible do you think? Not as a rule ; only the recently built ones.
The recently built ones are a great improvement on the old ones? That I saw at Wagga is.
That at Wagga is a great improvement on the others? Yes.
Do you not think that might still be improved upon? I do not see that it could very much ; the
facilities are very good there.
And sufficient for the present? I should think so.
You speak of some of these places being badly constructed and insufficient ;-ean you refer us to any
yards on the VTestern or Southern Line that are defective in those respedts? Wallerawang.
That is defective? Yes.
Any other? I have not seen the Orange one; it has been put up since I was at Orange.
The cattle require to be taken into the trucks as quietly as possible and kept in the trucks as quiet as
possible, so as to prevent them from being knocked about? The object is to get the greatest dispatch you
can without knocking the animals about, which is impossible under the present system of cattle trucking.
It not only injures the cattle but is positively risky.
Do you speak of the cars that convey the cattle? Yes.
You say they are very faulty? Yes, to my idea.
Can you point out to the Board in what way they are faulty? In regard to wha,t I alluded to beforethe door.
They are old-fashioned and unsuitable because of the door-the flap door? Yes, my idea is that the
door should be oil slides. The door should be at the side of the cal' near the end, and should be a sliding
door, because then the cattle would go in, and remain in, and the door could be slid quickly.
Were the arrangements of the yards in respect to fastenings and the gates suitable in the places you
have referred to? At Wagga?
At any places where you speak of the defective system of trucking-yards existing? The only place
where I have seen any pretence of accommodation was at Wagga,
The only place that comes up to your idea of sufficient accommodation for trucking cattle is Wagga
all the others are faulty? So far as I have seen.
What about the speed that the trains go at;-do you think it sufficient, or that it might be increased
advantageously to all concerned? I think that all trains that carry stock should be special trains, and should
take the stock straight away. Now when they are brought down they are delayed on the way, and shunted
backwards and forwards, throwing the cattle off their feet, and this is the cause of a great deal of the loss,
particularly among the sheep.
You think cattle and sheep trains should be special trains, and should be taken away as quickly as
possible-all shunting and delay avoided? Quite so.
580. it is the shunting and delay that cause so much destruction to the animals? Just so.
Do you think we have sufficient trucking stations on our lines for present requirements? I think so,
provided they were properly constructed.
If properly constructed you think they are sufficient? Yes.
Do you remember when the line was opened to Orange? Yes.
Do you know how long it was after the line was opened that the trucking-yards were erected there?
I know it was some considerable time after.
Can you indicate it by a year or two, or the number of months? I could not say.
But there was a very great delay? A very great delay, I should think unnecessary delay.
Do you know whether sufficient attention has been given to having quiet and easy access to the trucking-yards on the line? 1 do not think there has been ; in fact the whole affair in connection with the
trucking of cattle has not been properly considered-that is my opinion.
'What is your opinion as to the conveyance of stock from the interior to the metropolis by rail ;-do you
not think it a very greatly improved plan on the old style of droving? Certainly.
Very much so, not only as regards the saving of time but also the preservation of the quality and
quantity of meat? Quite so,
It is a great improvement in the interests of the producer and the consumer, and is it not also a very
great improvement in the interests of the Government as a matter of revenue from the railway? Yes.
Do you not think that the traffic, that is to say, the cattle traffic on the railway, is of suflicientimport.
ance to claim the marked attention of the Government? I do; I believe that if the thing weru properly
considered there should be yards built, accommodation provided at both ends and then most of the squntters
would avail themselves of it. Those who did notwould snffer in regard to the price they would get for their article
when it came here, and that, of itself, would cause the grasiers to use the railway.
But cannot we get a much better quality of meat by such means? Considerably better.
A different sort of Ilavour and quality altogether? You would get it fresh from the pastures, instead
of being wasted, as in many instances it is now.
Do you not think that the conveyance of stock, alive or dead, from the interior to the metropolis,
would become the most important branch of the railway business? I do. As an instance of that J may
mention that very little stock now goes by road from Deniliquin to Melbourne, where they have every
facility for trucking, carrying, and unloading.
On the Victorian side, from Denihiquia to Melbourne, they have every facility for taking stock by
railway, and nearly all the business there is done by railway? Yes, all the business the other side of
Deniliqu in; there is hardly an exceptional case where the stock is driven along the road.
Are there a sufficient number of trucks for our present requirements on the railway ;--do you happen
to know whether there has been any experience of a want of trucking accommodation? When there is a
rush by the various agents requiring trucks at the one time there is not sufficient.
But as a general thing? As a rule they have met fairly the demands of the trade.
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Maiden, 578. The railway authorities always willingly and gladly avail themselves of any suggestion for improvement
q.
that may be made to them, do they not? Oh, yes.
15 Jul 1879 579. They are always willing to oblige the public; they see the necessity for improvements, do they not, but
the matter is beyond their control I Yes.
People practically acquainted with the railways in this matter are quite aware of the necessities for these
improvements, but they have no power to carry them out? They have no power to carry them out.
Has there been any improvement in the trucks during the last year or two? The sheep trucks have
been increased a good deal, and are very good, but require landing stages on a level with the upper deck.
The cattle trucks I do not see any improvement in at all.
'What is your opinion as to the present arrangements for landing stock at Homebush? Miserably
defective.
Can you make any suggestion in regard to that ;-what would you suggest? In the first place there
is not sufficient accommodation, nothing like sufficient. There is no land there sufficient to receive the stock
that come and not sufficient yards.
Not room enough, and not land enough? No; they have given all the land they can, but that is not enough.
And they have not sufficient land to give? No, it is not there.
And is this trade, the conveyance of cattle and other stock by railway, likely to increase? I think so.
To increase considerably? I think so, with the improved facilities.
Then these improved facilities are absolutely necessary, because there is no doubt that the public are
becoming fully alive to the quality of the meat coining by train, and the butchers, in view of that, will only
huy the best article? That is to say there is a better demand for a bullock that is prime and fleshy and fat,
than for one that is knocked about on the road.
Then you say the public have lately been educated and enlightened as to the qualities of meat, and
readily appreciate the difference between that brought by rail and that driven by road I Yes.
Then, as a matter of fact, cattle driven by the road are not so valuable or so good as those brought by
rail? They do not come in so fat, and, consequently, they bring loss money.
Theyare knocked about a good deal-tired and footsore? Some drovers bring them in,gencrally, very well.
As a general thing? As a rule, the butchers prefer the trucked cattle, provided they are not knocked
about and bruised in the transit, and if there were a better system of trucking that evil would be remedied,
and all the difficulties would be met
I will ask you again this question I think you said that cattle and stock of other descriptions should
be conveyed by special trains, that they should not be delayed, that all shunting should be avoided, and that
they should be brought at as great a speed as it is reasonably possible to obtain? Quite so. Talking about
Homebush, I saw a very risky and dangerous thing occur there last Thursday. In unloading a truck of
cattle seven broke away on the railway line, and ran towards Burwood, until some men working at a
bridge-repairing it-on the line, blocked them, and turned them back. Then they ran back half a mile
beyond the Homebush Station, stifi on the railway line, and if a special train had been coming along there
must have been some serious accident. Fortunately no train came along until the men managed to get the
cattle off the line. I have seen something of the same kind before. Nearly fifteen or sixteen animals-two
truck loads-might have got on the line. The men working at the bridge, byblocking the cattle stopped them
from going right up the line to the Redmyre Station.
Then the arrangements for discharging cattle at Homebush are not only defective but highly
dangerous? Highly dangerous. I wonder some one has not been killed at Homebush.
A whole train might have been brought to grief by this, an accident that could not be foreseen? Yes,
I saw it myself, and it might occur next sale-day.
)
It might occur any day? Any day. The yards should be away from Homebush altogether. The
railway trucking should be further away from Homebush. When a station is likely to have a moderately.
sized passenger traffic the yards should be fully half a mile away.
Mr. Stewart.] 'Where there is a passenger station? Yes; whereas now it is so close that it cannot
get any closer. The yards are as close up as you can get them, and unsuitable and unsafe in every way.
Chairman.] All the arrangements in that respect are defective, and the yards should be at least half
a mile from the Homebush Station where they are now? Yes.
You know the cattle sale-yards at Homebush welll Yes.
Do you not think they are very defective for the purpose? I think they are; anyone can see that.
They are disgraceful.
Are not the cattle seriously affected in all respects by having to stand in such a wretched place? I
don't know that it seriously affects them very much, because they are not long there, but it does them no
good. At the same time they are up to their knees in mnud, which is very much to the prejudice and
disadvantage of the ownet
Mr. Stewart.] Can you tell the cost of driving, say 60 bullocks, from Orange to Sydney, by road? I
never knew so small a let to come by road. They never send less than 120 or 130.
Say 100 or 1201 The general rule is that they scud not loss than 180 or 900, and the cost is-but I
do not know the cost from Orange. The contracts are made on the station, that the cattle shall be driven to
Orange, Bathurst, or Sydney.
So you cannot tell the exact cost? You cannot get at it.
Do you know the loss on stock travelling from Orange and Bathurst to Sydney by road? It varies
and depends on circumstances. Sometimes the animals die from Cumberland, or from pleuro.
There is always some loss? Not always; I have known drovers deliver to me without any loss.
What does the loss chiefly arise from? Sometimes animals are diseased with pleuro, or (Jumberland,
or some accident might occur.
Or they might get lame? Those are sold on the road, to the road -side public-houses, for instance.
You do not know the cost of bringing a similar mob of cattle by rail from Orange? L think it is
12s. per head.
'What difference is there in the value of the stock when they come to Homebush, between the cattle
driven by road and the cattle carried by train-are they equally valuable? They are more valuable by train.
You cannot tell to what extent? It depends on the drover; but of all cattle the preference is given
to those that come by train. It does not matter how good a drover may bring them by road, they are
612,
prefbrred by train.
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C. Maiden,
Gltainuan.] They arc of more value by train I Yes.
Mr. Stewart.] Then if it is cheaper to send by road rather than by rail, the loss incurred by the

additional cost of carrying the stock may be made up by the additional price obtained for the stock 1 In 15
July, 1879.
many cases a great deal more.
Is that the ease with the sheep tool Yes.
Sheep that travel on the hoof are not worth so much as those carried by rail? No, they waste on the
road a great deal even if the drover is ever so good, and in wet weather they lose a good deal. Then the
road in dry seasons may be bad for grass; everything is in favour of the train, notwithstanding even the
most advantageous way that you can bring them by road.
And when you send a lot of stock by road you never can tell what day they will arrive at Homebush?
Well, you can, but they are very often a sale-day later than it is said they will arrive.
You cannot be certain of their arriving at ilomebush on the day it is expected they will arrive when
they leave the station? No.
Because of the weather and other circumstances? , Yes.
But when they are started by rail you know the hour they will arrive? Yes, particularly if they get
express trains for the purpose.
In most cases a telegram would inform you from Orange as to what cattle were on the rail? Yes.
But the same information as to stock started on the hoof could not be depended on? No,
Is that not a matter of some consequence? Yes, but it may not be necessary to meet that market for
which we expect them to arrive; you may get a better.
If you knew that a lot of cattle so shipped were to arrive on Thursday, for instance, and were sure
that they would arrive, you might get a better price for them? Yes, if it was not a glutted market.
They have no slaughtering place at Homehush,I think? No.
Most of the cattle coming from the interior are sold there I Yes.
Would it be of any advantage to have a slaughtering place near the sale-yards? Yes, I think it would.
They all have to go to the slaughtering yards ultimately? Yes.
And the shorter distance they would have to go the better? The less knocking about they got the better.
Have you been often at Glebe Island? I have.
How would it be to have selling yards there? It would do very well, but I think there is not room
enough.
What room do you require? In view of the hig business here, which I see is increasing, I should say
not less than 30 or 40 acres-receiying and delivering yards.
Do you know what ground the yards at Homebush occupy? I should say about 2 or 3 acres,
but they are not to be mentioned as the style of yards which I am alluding to, and which I hope to see here.
Do you think it would be a suitable place to have selling yards at Glebe Island, if there was room
enough there? Yes, as near the Abattoir as you can get them, as far as that is concerned.
Have you paid any attention to the quantity of dead meat arriving from the interior? Yes.
Is that likely to incuasc in quantity? I think it is.
If that increases in quantity you would not want much room for selling yards and slaughtering places?
They will always require slaughtering places and selling yards.
For some purposes they would require them to some extent always, but if a large quantity of heef and
mutton are sent from the interior there will be less need of slaughtering houses in Sydney? I do not think
the mutton will ever be sent in carcases from the country.
Why? Because it does not waste so much on the road as cattle.
It deteriorates to some extent I Yes, but not so much as cattle, and it is a handier article to
dispose of.
Could they carry dead meat from Orange, and Bathurst, and Goulburn in summer? If they had
refrigerators they could, but not under the present, system. I believe the jolting about which the meat
would get in hot weather, without the refrigerators, would cause it to stink; but with refrigerators there is
no reason why it should not be killed at Orange, and brought to Sydney.
Have you seen the sale-yards at Melbourne? Yes, I have sold in them.
They are most suitable? Yes.
Not susceptible of any improvement? Hardly.
They have slaughtering yards alongside of them? About half-a-mile of, or it might be three-quarters.
Mr. Bruce.] You said the railway authorities were very ready to take any suggestion which was offered
to them. I think you were appointed by a late Minister of Works - ? I did not say the railway
authorities but the railway ernployés, the men who were practically engaged, and saw the defects.
Then the question is, have these defects been pointed out to the railway authorities or those in charge
of the railway for years? Yes.
Improvements have not been made, though pointed out? They have not, although pointed out and
required.
I think you were appointed once by the Minister for Works to report upon the matter? Yes.
You then made recommendations with respect to the Wallerawang yards? I did.
Have they been carried out? No, I see no alteration up to the present time-not the alterations I
suggested.
You said, with respect to the Wagga yards, that they were very good ;-do you include the site? No,
only the yards.
With respect to the site, do you think that objectionable? I do; I think it ought to be further away.
Do you know anything of the access to those yards at Wagga, for the stock? Do you mean coming
over the reserve?
Coming from the main road to the yards, how do you think the stock ought to come? I do not knew.
Do you not think it objectionable that they should come by that narrow road where the coaches got
Highly so,
And that the stock should have to travel round the houses, past the goods station, to the yards? I
thing that is otjectionable. None of these important trucking places should be erected within half-a-mile
of a station, and that is close up to the station.
How many sites for yards on the Southern and Western Lines do you consider fit? Not one.
659.
You forget Goulburn? I did not inspect the one at Goulburn.
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th Maiden, 659. You did not tell the Chairman what was the extent of waste there would be in stock travelling, say
&q.

300 miles to market, or what would be the saving in the waste between stock travelling by the train and
1879 those coming by the road? Oh, I should say about a little over lOOlbs.
'660. Chairman.] 100 lbs. weight in each beast? Yes.
Mr. Bruce.] And that would be the best part of the meat? Yes, the flavour and the fat.
Do you know anything as to the Melbourne abattoirs-whether the arrangements there are very good?
I am not aware.
With respect to the cattle after they leave the sale-yards hero what becomes of them? They are driven
very recklessly lb the difibrent paddocks that the butchers have. I consider that a great deal more care
should be taken in the manner in which they drive the cattle to those paddocks. The cattle are put into
those paddocks until they are required to be killed.
As a rule how long, on an average, is it from the time the ttle leave the sale-yards till they are killed?
That is a difficult thing to dfrive at; it depends upon the consumption of the butcher who buys. Some
butchers buy to keep them from one sale-day to another; some buy sufficient to keep them for two or three
days, particularly if cattle are cheap.
But, as a rule, the cattle are sent to the paddocks, and kept sometime? Yes.
Do you know anything of the paddocks in respect of feed ;-is there any feed in them? None whatever. As long as they got plenty of water, and were killed forthwith, it would not matter much; but I do
not know whether the water is good-I do not think it is.
You think that the dead meat trade is likely to increase? After a while.
When the proper appliances are obtained? Yes.
What principally prevents it from increasing now? Old establishments, such as glue places, factories,
tanneries, and such things, encourage the trade being done at iomebush, because they want the raw materials.
The dead-meat trade has to fight against this, besides the want of refrigerators.
Is not the fear on the part of the retail butchers of not getting a constant supply from the dead-meat
market one of the principal reasons why the dead meat is not better patronized now? Not altogether.
If they were certain they could get a constant supply would they not be more ready to buy the dead
meat now? Not so long as they can get the meat cheaper in this market-at Homebush-than they can
get it from Orange. They will go to the cheapest market.
Chairman.] Where is meat usually sold wholesale in Sydney? At the Glebe Island.
At the Abattoir? Yes.
At no other place that you are aware of? Well, Richards is sclling thirty or forty carcases a day at
Darling Harbour, and McMinn and Co. are selling a few carcases-ten or twelve a day.
Have you ever considered the subject of a meat-market for the metropolis? I have.
Do you not think the establishment of a large meat-market, so constructed in regard to all necessary
accommodation, particularly as to the meat being kept in a state of great coolness, and as to the accommodation provided for buyers, not only something that would be of very great advantage to the people of the
metropolis, and to all concerned, but an absolute necessity? I think it would be a very great advantage.
Do you not think such a meat-market a necessity for an increasing metropolis like Sydney? I think so.
Do you not think the public, the consumers, would he more likely to get a better class of meat, and
more likely to get what they wanted in such an establishmeit, than is the case at present? I do; in fact,
the greater the facilities you give the public the more it must redound to their advantage, and it certainly
is to their advantage to have a meat-market.
Then your experience enables you to say emphatically that cattle driven by road are in all respects,
whether as regards their value to their owner, or the quality of the meat to the consumer, very much inferior
to those brought by rail? As a rule. There are exceptional-very exceptional cases.
But as a rule it is so? As arnIe it is so.
And the subject is so important to the iiovernment as a means of revenue that it deserves their best
consideration? Yes.
With a view to making every improvement possible to be made in that respect? Yes, they have done
so in Victoria, and it is a great success there, and a great source of revenue-more so before they had the
stock-tax. Since the tax has been put on there a lot of stock have been driven here, and hence the necessity
for us to get these things put in such a way as to expedite out business the same as they have done there.
We should have the benefits of free trade as against the evils of protection in Victoria? We should.
The advantages would be very great in respect even of cattle? They would.
Mr. Stewart.] Have you ever seen cattle so wild that they could not be got on board the trucks without
being knocked about? I do not can how wild the cattle are if you have proper appliances. - But cases
have oceuried where the cattle have been wild, and knocked about for want of proper appliances.
Then with proper appliances the wildestof cattle can be put on board thetrucks? Yes. Ishouldliketostate
that I paid a visit to Glebe Island, and am rather surprised that something more has not been done by
Swan's process there. From what he told me, and showed me, I do not see why Glebe Island should not be
as sweet as it would be necessary to be if you had to kill in George-street.
Chairman.] You are well acquainted with Glebe Island? I am, and I went over there and inspected
it last week.
688.- And you think well of Swan's plan for utilizing the blood? I think that if what be describes is a
success the only thing that surprises me is that it has not been carried out before.
Then if Swan's statements are correct, it is a matter of surprise to you that his recommendations are not
- carried out? Yes, they have built a place for the steam-engine there, which is quite unfit, and have given
Swan no room at all.
But suppose you were made aware that the manufacture of the article cost £2 1 2s. 6d. a ton, and
that it was sold for 2s. 6d. a ton, what would be your opinion then I I am alluding to the desiccating.
You are alluding to the avoiding of a nuisance? Yes, not to the disposal of the blood, but to the
avoidance of the ofihl nuisance.
Then your remarks only tend to the removal of the nuisance arising from the blood and offal? Yes, I
do not allude to what Swan is now doing, because I consider it a waste of the man's time. If all this blood
and offal can be diposed of as lie says they could, I do not see why the plan should not have a triaL
693.
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698. I suppose you mean the plan that Swan has proposed to the Government, not the one he is carrying on G. Maiden,
53.
now? Yes.
His new proposal? Yes.
1.5J"17,1879.
You think that if Swan's new proposal is carried into effect it will be of great advantage? Yes, and I
cannot understand why it has not been put into operation before. I quite understand why the offal is left
where it is; you have to go down a large precipice, and then to draw it up.
Then you think if Swan's proposals were carried into effect it would be a very great advantage? I do.
And you express your surprise at its being delayed so long? I do.
I may tell you that the Government have given instructions for the machinery and the utensils necessary
for Swan's proposal to be made, and they are in course of being made at Cockatoo Island? 1 think it should
have been done long ago. If Swan can do it on a small scale he could do it on a large scale.
But still you confine your remarks to the avoidance of nuisances only, and do not refer to cost or sale?
I cannot see why it should not be made reproductive. Swan told me it could-be sold for £4 a ton. Even
at a loss, if it can be done it should, for the health of the inhabitants, be done. As it is, there must be a
loss in taking the blood and offal out to sea. If the trial is a success it should be carried out.
The machinery is in course of construction? And there is another matter, the sheep slaughter-houses
are most defective, most unsuitable.
Then you think the arrangements at Glebe Island for the slaughter of sheep most defective? Most
defective.
Are they not very filthy? Very filthy, and they have old-fashioned slush larnrs, which were used on
stations when they could get nothing else forty years ago.
Every regard should be shown for cleanliness, for an adequate supply of water, for lighting, and for
drainage? Yes, and these mutton slaughter-houses should be knocked two into one, to give the men more
room.
They should be at least twice their present size? Yes. Then there is another matter: Drays cannot
get up to get the sliecpskins and offal. I saw a mass of sheepskins thrown on the offal, and all the offal lying
there. I was told that it would not be disposed of for an hour, and carts were waiting outside for the offal, not
being able to get in to obtain it. It seemed to me such a waste of time to have Government men standmg
there waiting while the other men were taking the skins away.
Then you say the arrangements for sheep slaughtering are most defective? Yes, and incomplete.
The drainage is defective; more space is required; there is not room enough for the drays to pass up,
and do the work required of them ; and altogether the arrangements are too small? Yes. Then the
piggerics were in the most filthy state when I went there. They should he removed from there-removed
from another portion of the island, or immediately opposite. They were in a fearful state when I went
there.
You say they are filthy and defective? Yes. Their system of heating the water, and the oldfashioned vats and coppers are such as people are compelled to use on a station when they can get nothing else.
Everything is old-fashioned and out of date I Yes. I saw the dining-room where twelve men. can go,
and accommodation is required for one hundred. The baths cannot be used, and the closets are in a di.sgraceful state. There ought to he shower-baths.
You say the whole arrangements of the island are defective, and want vast improvement? Yes.
They want shower-baths for the men? Yes. Then, by the defective and filthy system there, men
naturally get into the careless dirty state they are in, whereas, if the proper conveniences were erected for
them, there is no reason why they should not be as clean as if they were going out of my office.
There is no accommodation for the men to get their meals? Only for twelve men, whereas there are
about 100 or 150 on the Island. And this dining-room has very often been used as a store-room, and
the men are not allowed to use that part. The butchers came to me, and told me this. The baths are never
used, as the bath-room is kept as a store-room.
Afr. Suwart.j They have got a lot of wash-hand basins there, big enough to wash their fingers in? Yes,
but the men are not allowed in there, because the place is used as a store-room. Then they have a telegraph
office also in this room. The whole thing is jumbled up altogether. It is a dining-room, a washing-room, a
store-room, and a telegraph office. Then the closets, the sheep-yards, and the piggeries, all want thoroughly
attending to.
Chairrnan.j All are capable of vast improvement? All are as rough as they can be.
Are they not a disgrace to a state of civilization? They certainly are. Then there is another matterthe butchers' carts. J see a little attempt has been made to have an improved kind of cart for carrying the
meat. Williams and Rennie have got it ; but if the whole of the carcase butchers get this kind of cart they
will not be able to work them, because there is not sufficient space between the slaughter-houses to allow the
carts to stand. As it is now there is barely room enough to allow an ordinary cart to pass, and get into
posiUon, and if these long improved carts are used generally they will not be able to get through.
Then you say that although tl,ere is an effort made to get rid of the present insufficient mode of conveying meat in carts the new mode will be unworkable because there is not room I Yes. There is not space
between the cattle and sheep killing yards.
up. Stewart] It is a mere laae there, not a road? Yes. I took particular notice of this.
U/iairmaa.] In all these, and many other respects, you consider the Globe Island arrangements very
defective, and capqble of very great improvement? Yes, but I consider the position of the Abattoir a very
excellent one.
What is your opinion ds to the position of Glebe Island for its purpose I With a pi'oper system of
drainage, and utilization of the offal, there could not be a better.
With the defects remedied it might be made a model establishment? Yes, Jam quite certain of that.
And if the place had been large enough there is no reason why a railway should not be run into it and the
sale-yards be there. Then all the calves and lambs landed in Sydney by sea could be landed there instead
of going into the city. But I ,im afraid the place is hardly large enough for that.
Did you pay any attention to the form and construction of the yards, and facilities for drafting, on
the Island? I did ; there are no facillties for drafting.
Those are all defective? Yes; the cattle are all running backwards and forwards; there is no
courenience if you want a certain beast for killing. Then the accommodation at the back of the slaughterpens
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0. Maiden, pens is most insufficient There is not room for the ofl'al and the hides. There is no accommodation
whatever; the places are too small and cramped.
15 July, 1879. 722. Then those yards require improvement, the slaughtering places require to be increased, the drainage
should be perfect, and the floors should be either flagged-or of asphalte? Yes; I should think asplialte
would do for the floors very nicely. I wish particularly to point out as a very serious thing that the
practice of carrying the meat in the present carts wants remedying, and if you are going to get the other
carts there is not sufficient room for them.
723. Da you say the present mode of carrying the meat is dirty and fllthy-dirty carts and dirty men? 01,
yes, it should be stopped.

MONDAY 21 JULY, 1879.
ttzent
TEE HON.

-

GEORGE THORNTON, ESQ., M.L.C., OnutMiN.

JOHN STEWART, Esq.,

I

ALEXANDER BRUCE, ESQ.

Mr. Joseph Burrell, re-examined
724. Chairman] You gave evidence some time ago before this Board? Yes.
Mr.
J. Burrell. 725. And since then have you been subjected to any annoyance arising put of that evidence you then gave I
Yes, both myself and my wife.
21
July, 18e9, 726. I may as well tell you beforehand that you need not fear any intimidation ; the Board and the
Government will protect you so long as you do what is honest and right? Yes.
You will be protected whilst you do everything honest and fair. As you can suppose, we can want
nothing else than to have this inquiry conducted in the injercsts of the Abattoir, and in the public interest.
You say both yourself and your wife have been subjected to some annoyance since you gave evidence before
the Board; will you state to the Board what the annoyance has been? Mr. Oatley called me down and
read the evidence to me in his office, and he had someone there to witness it.
Well, and what did he say I He cross-questioned me about the passing of those cattle which, it was
said, Mr. Jager condemned, and Mr. Oatley passed, and I told him that I did not hear him say so, but that 1
heard it was common rumour right through the slaughter-houses, and that one of the lessees of one
particular slaughter-house-I think there are two brothers who have the slaughter-house between them
-said so.
Well? I happened to go through the slaughter-house, and I said, "Those cattle are not gone yet?"
"No," said Steve Tancred, "Mr. Oatley has passed then)," and I judged from where they were that they
had been passed, for they were right in front of the door.
You mean the diseased or very much bruised cattle? Yes.
The lessee told you that Mr. Oatley had passed them? Yes, StephenTancred told Inc so.
And they were in the place from which the meat was to be taken away? Yes.
What sort of annoyance have you or your wife been subjected to? Mr. Oatley was not satisfied
with me and the evidence, but he thought it necessary to go down and read it to my wife, telling her that
I would have to put up with anything that the Treasurer
Mr. Oatley said what? That I should have to put up with anything in reference to being discharged,
if that should come about, I suppose. He did not exactly say that, but that was what was meant.
He said that anything that was done by the Treasurer, in consequence of the evidence you gave, you
would have to put up with? Yes. I happened to break the small bone of my leg some time ago through
there not being sufficient room in which to capsize my cart, and Mr. Oatley, when referring to the evidence
I gave recently, upbraided me to my wife with the time that he paid me my wages while I was lying ill
with the broken leg.
At one time you broke the small bone of your leg, and Mr. Oatley upbraided your wife for your
ingratitude, as he had been so kind to you during the time your leg was broken? Yes.
In what way was he kind to you? In paying me my wages while I was lying sick.
Were you called in and examined by Mr. Oatley the other day? Yes.
He asked you several questions? Yes, he badly wanted to know who told me the cattle were passed,
but I would not tell him that
Who was present when you were examined by Mr. Oatley I I really do not know, but he is a man
that does business for Mr. Turner.
Was he in the room with you? Yes.
What was he there for? Well, I suppose he was there to witness what I said.
Now, have you any cause to withdraw any of the evidence you gave before the Board on a former
occasion? No, I have nothing to say with regard to it, except what I mention now.
Then all you stated on that occasion was correct, and youu now confirm it? Yes, and things have
occurred since that.
What? Cows calving.
Matters have occurred since? Yes.
What are those I There was a cow that came into the yards on Thursday morning, and about the time
I noticed her she was calving. It was then about ten minutes to 12 o'clock, and all the bullocks were
running about and horning the cow.
She was put in with the bullocks, although she was calving? Yes.
And what was done with the cow? She stopped there until she calved, between 3 and 4 o'clock.
Still in the bullock-pen? Yes.
And she was kept in the pen with the wild bullooks? Yes; she was not with the wild bullocks at the
time she calved, but she had been with them previously. She was put into a top yard, but although she was
there she was drafted along with the others.
Mr. Stewart.] Was she standing or lying? Standing.
All the time? I could not say.
754.
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C1tairman] How long was she in that state before and after calving? I could not say.
Mr.
About how long I I could not say, but after her calving I noticed that she was all of a shiver and tremble. J. Eurrell.
Very ill? Yes, all of a shake ; and I made mention to one or two persons that if she got a wet night 2lJul'1879
on Thursday night she could not live through it.
What became of her? She went out on Saturday morning, but was very weak.
And you saw nothing more of her? Nothing more of her.
What became of the calf? I do not know what became of the calf, exeeptrng from hearsay.
We do not want hearsay. Can you tell us of your own knowledge what became of the calf? I cannot,
but I do not know whether l\Ir. Carroll can.
Did you see a cow here on Saturday-a sick cow. Did any cow on Saturday attract your notice?
Yes, I think she is in the yard now.
What colour is she? I think red and white.
What state is she in? She was very low on Saturday afternoon.
Very sick you mean I Yes.
Is she suffering from distemper, or from fever, or from what? I could not say ; she has been groaning,
and very sick.
Is she there now? Yes.
For slaughter? She must be there for slaughter. She is in the calf yard, and I suppose will be
slaughtered.
Don't you be in the least uneasy about the Treasurer or anyone cisc taking any measures against you.
You are not in the least danger so long as you do what is upright and fair. You will not be disturbed.
Mr. Bruce.] Did you call Mr. Oatley's attention to this cow ;-have you any instructions to call
attention to such things? I have no instructions to call the attention of anybody.
Do you know whether his attention, or the attention of Mr. Jager, was drawn to the cow? No; I
forgot to tell you that Mr. Swan was also told about the passing of the cattle.*

Constable Carroll re-examined

Chairman.] You were examined some time ago before this Board? Yes.

Constable
Has anything arisen since to give you any annoyance in consequence of the evidence which you gave? Carroll.
No, nothing that I am aware of.
21 July, 18,9
Do you see any reason to change or withdraw any part of the evidence you have given? No.
You confirm all you then stated? Yes.
What I sent for you for was to ask whether you saw, during the last day or two, a cow calve here?
On Thursday evening last I saw a cow drop a calf in one of the cattle-yards. She was then in the upper
part of the yard, and there were no other cattle with her. After she dropped the calf I went away, but
about noon next day I was round there again, and I then saw the cow in the outer yard, and the yard full
of bullocks. The calf was lying down near the fence, and looked nothing but a shivering mass. It was a
very small calf, and was lying in the wet and dirt, with the cow standing near. I was surprised to gee the
cow and the calf there, as I thought they would have been taken out.
How long had they been there ? I have been told since that the cow came in on Wednesday morning.
I saw it on Thursday evening about 4 o'clock. The calf was there for twenty-four hours in the wet yard. On
Friday evening, about 4 o'clock, the calf was taken away, and slaughtered in one of the slaughter-houses.
What became of the meat I I believe it went to Sydney.
For veal? Yes.
What became of the cow ? The cow was there all Friday, and on Friday night, about 11 o'clock, I
saw her lying in the wet yard moaning so badily that it was distressing to hear her.
Mr. St ewart.] Lying down? Yes, lying down.
Did the other cattle trample on her ? I did not see them trample on her. At that time there were
not many cattle there, as the killing was over, but in the day-time there was a lot of cattle with, her.
She was lying down on the ground at night ? Yes; on Saturday morning, about 7 o'clock, I saw her
taken out to the paddoeks, in a very weak state, with some bullocks. That was the last I saw of her. I heard
Mr. Jagcr remark, when she went out, that she would not come back alive again, and I heard since from the
men that owned her, that she died on the way out, on the road.
Chairman.] When the cow was in that state did you name the circumstances of the animal to anybody?
No; both Mr. 3 ager. and Mr. Oatley saw her in the act of calving; in fact they saw, it before I did; they
saw her dropping the calf.
Mr. Francis Fagan examined

Chairman.] Are you one of the slaughtermen? Yes.

Mr. F. Pagan,
have you been long on the island? I have been there since 1863.
I may as well tell you that you need not be afraid of any evidence that you give here ; you can speak 21 July, 1879.
out; speak the truth, that is all we want, and no harm will come to you? Well, Schultz has got discharged.
We will ask you about that. Have you seen anything, dnring your career as a slaughterman at the
Abattoir, with regard to diseased bullocks being cut up? Dressed?
Yes? Yes, I have.
Tell us what you have seen? I have seen bullocks with the Cumberland disease, commonly called
"blackleg" dressed there, with melts about 3 feet long.
With diseased melts over 3 feet long? Yes.
791.
1-D
* Nors (on revüdon) -I wish to add that there is a prachee, which has been going on for a long time past, of cuttin
what are called sweetbreads fro,n dead calves taken from cows after they have been killed, and these sweetbreads are sol
to the butchers for threepenee thepair. I do not know what is done with the calves. There have been a great number of
cows killed while in calf. On Sunday last a sow pigged in one of the pens, and the young, as fast as they were born, were
eaten by the other pigs.
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Mr.
791. How often have you seen that? Well, none of it lately, but about two years ago it was very baa
F. Fagan. 792. Were there several cases then? Oh dozens. I have seen Mr. J'ager tell them not to kill a cow when
2IJnlls'9 she came in, and they have killed her, and he has watched them in order to see the carcase dressed, and it
has been found to have "blackleg."
So he ordered them not to kill the animal, and they persisted in killing it? Yes, and he condemned it.
You are only engaged in the cattle slaughtering, not with the slaughtering of the sheep? No, only
with the cattle.
Do you know what becomes of the carcases that are condemned ? No; I could not rightly tell you
sometimes they are sent away to the boiling down, but 1 have seen them sent away to the shops. I remember
seeing one about ten years ago.
You know a man named Charles Schultz? Yes.
He was employed at the Abattoir was he not? Yes.
Do you know that he gave evidence before this Board? Yes, I saw it in the paper.
What has become of Schultz? I heard he was gone to see Mr. Thornton this morning.
But what has become of him'-has he been dis,uissed? He was dismissed on Saturday.
Do you know what lie was dismissed for? I was told that his master told him that the customers
would not deal with him while Schultz was there.
That the master's customers would not deal with him while he employed Schultz? Yes.
Has any other man who gave evidence been dismissed I No, not that I know of.
Did you see anything of a beast brought in here last week dead in a cart-brought here about
Thursday ;-did you cut it up? No. I saw three dead beasts brought in, I think two last week, and one
the week before.
Three dead beasts were brought in, two last week and one the week before? Yes, one was brought in
Lomax's dead-meat cart.
Do you know whether that beast died, or was killed? I do not know.
You saw it? Yes.
Did you see it out up? No, I only saw it come in.
Who would cut up that beast? I do not know, I am sure.
But it was skinned and dressed at the Abattoir? It was.
The three beasts you speak of were skinned and dressed? Yes.
Aft. Stewart.] You say yOU have seen cattle with what is dalled "blackleg," slaughtered at the Abattoir I
Yes, I had my ann joisoned with it.
Is "blarkleg' the same as Cumberland disease? That is what they call Oumberland disease.
The spleen was upwards of a yard long? Yes.
Was that beast dressed as if it were to be sold? It was.
Could you not tell by looking at it whether it was good or bad meat? Not when it was dressed.
It looked so well when it was dressed that you could not tell it from good meat? Yes; some of it
looked veiny, not properly bled.
Did you see the beast before it was killed? Yes.
Had it been long in the yard? No, it was killed the morning it came in. We can pretty well tell
any bullock that is very bad, by its eye, which protrudes out of its head, nud there is a yellow colour or
scum about the lower part of the eye. They generally keep those cattle for the nights. They keep them in
the paddoeks, and fetch them in on Sunday, and kill them on Sunday nights.
Clzairnian.] The), generally keep them for slaughter until there is nobody at the Abattoir to see what
is going on? Yes.
Mr. Stewart.] Did you notice this beast while it was alive? Yes.
What made you notice it? Well, we generally take notice of the cattle in the yard, and those that
have anything wrong with them generally single out themselves.
The sick ones do? Yes.
But had it any other signs of sickness about it? No.
Was it staggering? No.
Hanging its head? Yes.
Redness about the eye? Dark about the eye, between a red and a yellow.
Was it from that beast that you got your arm poisoned? No, from another one.
What caused you to think that your arm was poisoned? When I went to stick the beast his flesh was
as cold as ice. I had a sore on my arm, and as I put up my hand to stick him I said to my mateLuckett-that I thought the bullock was crooked. He told me to be careful, and wash my hands and, arms,
but when I went home I felt a sensation about the arm like pins and needles, and then it commenced to
swell very much.
What was the colour of it? A redness where the veins go. It swelled up very much, and when I
put caustic on, it burst, and a lot of foul niatter came out of it.
Was the caustic put on before it swelled I Yes, the swelling was about half way up the arm when I
put on the caustic, and then it went round the caustic as if it could not pass it, and afterwards burst
How did you know that the beast had CuTnberland disease? I saw his melt.
Was it very large? Yes.
And easily ton? Yes, touch it and it would fall to pieces.
Was that beast dressed for meat? It was dressed.
Did it look well enough to pass? No, it looked very bad.
What was the appearance of it? Blood running out all over it.
A dark pu4ile sort of blood? Yes.
Was the meat firm? The meat was firm enough because the animal was cold when we dressed it.
But if anybody did not know differently they would have thought the bullock had died.
The flesh was not flabby? No, hard.
Was the beast in good condition? Yes, very good condition.
You have no notion how long it had been ifi before you saw it? No, I could not tell.
Have you ever heard of anybody else getting a poisoned wound in slaughtering? Yes, there was a
man who died near the island from it.
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Poisoned in slaughtering? No, he used to take the offal away.
flow do you know he (lied from the poisoned wound? \Vell, he had the symptoms of it, and Dr.
Kingsbury cut his arm open.
21 July, 1879.
T
But he might have got a poisoned wound from putrid meat? No,
he had a sore on his shoulder, and
he used his shoulder to shove the bullock into the cart;, and got it poisoned in that way.
The wound was in the shoulder? Yes, and the poison worked inside, into his lungs.
Suppose you had to handle the meat of a beast that had Cumberland disease, and received a wound,
what would you do? Get some rum and brandy, and wash my hands in it.
Is that all I That is all they generally do.
Would it not be worth your while to get some professional opinion as to what you ought to do in a
ease of that sort? When I was in Queensland at the Long Bank Meat-Preserving Company, there was one
bullock that we could not get in, and they went to fetch him in in a cart. I had a sore on my knee, and
my trousers getting cut as we were getting the bullock into the cart, I was poisoned, and my leg swelled
up very much. Two days after I was taken in to the doctor, and he told me he would not be answerable
for my life if I went out of his house. I told him I could not stay there, and he gave me a bottle of
medicine, and another little bottle with some stuff that was very thick and black, and with it a brush, and I
used to have to paint the leg every three hours. In two days all the swelling was gone out of it. I have
got his prescription at home n9w.
When you get any part of your hands or arms poisoned, or when you suspectthat they are poisoned,
the proper thing to do is to dip them into hot water, bathe them and clean them well, as soon as possible
the same day, but the sooner the better; get them thoroughly cleaned in the hot water, and encourage
bleeding, and then, after drying them, apply a little lunar caustic, nitrate of silver, to the sore place,
putting it into the wound, and dressing it well with it. In ninety-nine cases out of a hundred you will
have no further trouble. But to do good it should be done within an hour or two after the poison is introduced. If the poison is allowed to remain for twenty-four hours, or perhaps less, without anytlnng being
done, the caustic is not sufficient. The caustic is only good for destroying the poison when it is fresh, and
it should he applied as soon as possible. It could easily be carried in a small bottle, and applied to the
wound the same day. Tell your mates that.
Chairman.] You perfectly understand what to do? Yes.
Mr. Stewart.] I have bathed my own hands, after they have been poisoned, scores of times, but no bad
consequences ever followed the adoption of the method I have described to you. I examined all the
Cumberland diseased cattle when they first appeared here, and dissected their bodies, and was repeatedly
wounded, but never had the slightest annoyance from the wounds, so the remedy has been thoroughly well
tried.
.ltfr. Bruce.] Are the yards for putting the cattle into the killing houses handy? Yes, they are handy
enough; I have never seen any trouble with them.
Do you kill by contract for others? I kill wcekly.
For whom? Davis and Turner.
But the yards where they reqnire to pick out particular beasts to kill, are they handy? Yes, I find
them so.
Would it not he better to have the yards contrasted, so as to be able to draft out a particular beast
that you want? We never have much drafting out; it is those men that kill for the little butchers that
have. We generally kill them as they run in.
But in killing them you have frequently to put the same cattle in twice or three times before you get
at the right ones? Yes, or as many as tea times in a day.
Is not that bad for the cattle, and does it not cause a loss of time? Yes, a great loss of time.
86]. Suppose you could draft two ways, letting what is wanted to be killed go one way and the others not
wanted another way? That would be handy.
Is it absolutely necessary to use the boat-hook? Yes.
Could you not draft the cattle with middling-sized sticks, if there were man-holes in the corners of the
fence for you to get away from the animals? Yes, you could draft them that way, but you would knock
them about more with the sticks. You would job a bullock with the stick under the tail, and the stick
would go right up.
But why job them under the tail? The owner will not let you touch them anywhere else, because if
you job them anywhere else there is a bruise left on the meat, and the customers findault with that.
You think it would not be possible, with conveniences for the safety of the men, to yard without a
heavy boat-hook? it would he possible, but it would he awkward, and would cause you to lose more time.
Chairmen.] You said something as to diseased cattle being put back until Sunday night? Yes.
Do you mean that they are kept back so as to avoid inspection? Yes. If there are any that the
drover has any doubt about he keeps them back.
Then you state that these diseased animals are killed on Sunday nights? Mostly, any that they have
any doubts about.
What inspection is there on Sunday nights then? None at all. We go at half-put 1 or 2 o'clock,
and we see nobody there but the man who opens the gate, and we do not see anybody till Mr. Jager comes
at 6 o'clock.
Meantime the bullocks have been killed and dressed? Yes, and taken out, and cut up in the shop; by
that time.
Before the assistant-inspector comet? Yes.
I think that you have already stated that you have been sevral times engaged in skinning diseased
animals? Yes.
You have to do as you are ordered? Yes, either have to do it or leave.
Either have to do it or leave your employment I Yes. There is a man named William O'Brien who
has lost one of his fingers by this disease.
Mr. Stewart.] Is the finger cut off? No, he has lost the use of it.

Mr.
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Mr. William Luekett examined
Mr.
87
Chairman.]
You
are
a
slaughterman
in the beef slaughter-houses? Yes.
IV luckett
877. How long have you been at the Abattoir? Just over eight years.
21 July, 1879. 878. Have you, in the performance of your duty, ever been called upon to skin and dress diseased hullocks?
Not on the island, not diseased cattle. Do you mean cattle suffering from Cumberland disease?
From any disease? I have seen cattle slightly affected with pleuro, in the early stages of it.
And they have been skinned and dressed at the Abattoir? Yes.
861. Have you assisted in skinning and dressing those? Yes.
i
What becomes of the cattle you say are slightly affected with pleuro? They go into the market.
That meat is not injurious.
When only slightly affected with pleuro you consider the disease does not afibet the meat? I consider
the meat is perfectly healthy.
You say the meat is sent into the market slightly diseased, but you do not consider it as unfit for food?
No. I consider it, bullock in the last stages of pleuro unfit for food, but I have seen Mr. Oatley cut them
dowa
Have you ever suffered from the effects of skinning them? No, never. There is no fear of a. man
sufibring from a bullock that has pleuro, as it is a lung disease.
Have you ever seen any cattle at the Ahattoir with Cumberland? Yes, but not of late.
Any on the island? Oh ye; but not of late years.
They have been slaughtered and dressed? Yes, for the pots. I think as far back as 1852 the cattle
were very bad with the Cumberland disease, but I have seen no case of Cumberland of late years.
I understand you can tell us something about the trucking of cattle ;-what can you tell us? I think
that the bullocks should be divided in the trucks by something to preveift the animals from falling. Each
bullock should be divided by a piece of timber, and should stand in a sort of stall which would prevent the
animal from falling.
Do you know a man named Charles Schultz? Yes, he is my brother-in-law.
Do you know that he gave evidence before this Board? Yes, I think hewastbo first butcher examined.
What has become of him? He is doing nothing. He gave evidence, and consequently was discharged.
Who discharged him? Some of the retail butchers told the person lie was working for that they would
not patronize him while Schultz was in his employ.
Some retail butchers told his employer that while Schultz was employed they would not buy from him?
Yes.
And he either had to lose his connection or discharge Schultz? Yes.
Then Schultz has lost his situation in consequence of giving evidence before this Board? That is it, sir.
Mr. Stewart.] Was lie employed by several butchers? No, he was employed by Mr. Macnamara.
How do you know that Macnamara discharged him in consequence of what you say? He told him he
could not keep him in his service in consequence of that,
Did you hear him tell Schultz? No, but Schultz told me when he came home.
Did they accuse him of telling an untruth? They could not do that sir. That man was discharged for
telling the truth. They are stubborn facts, is the truth, at times.
Then Macnamara did not wantthis truth to be known? Macnarnara did not want to lose his connection.
002. With reference to those cattle slaughtered haviag pleuro-pncumonia, does the meat not look inferior,
or does it appear as prime meat? When only slightly affected it makes no difference in the appearance of
the meat.
If sufficiently bled, and if it bleeds well? Yes, different from the Cumberland disease. That bleeds
badly ; the blood comes from that meat almost the same as coal-tar, so black.
So you could not dress a body with Cumberland disease so as to make it wholesome meat? No,
impossible.
Not es-en in the early stages of the disease-in the commencement of. it? I have never noticed them
in that stage.
Did you ever have to skin a beast after having been thoroughly bled, or bled as well as it could be;
suppose a beast with Cumberland were killed, and you bled him as well as possible, have you ever taken
the skin off him? Not on the island; I have killed theta up the road for the pots.
Then you know the appearance of the flesh after bleeding? Oh yes, as black as your booL
906. And it would not pass for sound meat? No.
Mr. Henry Brisbane Swan re-examined
Mr. H. B. 909. Chairman.] You were examined before the Board some time ago? Yes.
Swan.
010. Do you see any cause to vary the evidence you then gave, or do you confirm it? I confirm my evidence,
,A
and I could go a deal further.
21 July, 1879. 911. Has anything ansen with anybody on the island in consequence of the evidence you gave, or the part
you took? I have not heard anything on my part, but I have heard that the other men have been threatened.
Tell us of your own knowledge what you have heard of threatcnings? I have been told by a
gentleman on the island, confidentially, that a man who gave evidence had been dismissed the first chance
that was got..
Who was the man that was dismissed? Schultz was one, and the Government men were to be the
others.
014. Who were the Government men? Burrell was one. In fact the Government men stated that what
knew they ought to have kept to themselves, that they ought not to have given evidence.
they Because it was understood they would be discharged the first chance? Yes.
Who made that statement to you? It was a gentleman whose name I would not like to mention.
You must mention his name? But if I mentioned his name he might back out in giving the evidence,
and I only want to say what I can prove.
I only want the information of your own knowledge; you did not hear anybody make those
threatenings? Not the officials themselves, but I got it from the men themselves that they had been crossquestioned on the evidence which they had given before the Board.
919.
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919. Then these men told you after being cross-questioned by whom 7 By Mr. Oatley.
Mr. H. B.
Swan.
020. Where were they examined by him I In his office.
What did those men say? They said they would stand to the truth, that it was quite correct what ,-'--21 July, 1879.
they had said.
What (lid Mr. Oatley say to them? One man is going to leave the Abattoir, prnioipally through this.
He has got another situation, and his principaL reason for going away is, that unless lie took this situation
lie might be dismissed before getting another. The men might give far better evidence themselves on
this point.
Are you still going on with the desiccation of the blood? Coagulating better than one half of it.
There are only about 28 tons in the whole Abattoir.
You are still continuing on the same pnncwie as before? Yes. I saw in the Echo it was
represented that the cost of coagulating this blood was £2 iTs, a ton; that is altogether ineorreot. It does
not cost lOs. Gd. it ton. It was stated also that we have it on the rocks there drying, but it is not so; we
send it away to the gardeners, and there is such a demand for it that they cannot get enough of it.
You deny the statwnent in the Echo, and you say it costs only lOs. 6d. I Yes, it never costs more
than £1., but they reckon in the cost they mention the whole cost of the place, and it is represented also
that the blood and offal go outside the heads at is. a ton. That I deny, for it costs quite £1,000 for the
working of the punt.
What date was that Echo? About ten days back.
Is the nuisance arising from the drying of the blood exceptional? It is through the wet weather.
And unavoidable? It is unavoidable. I have no sheds. I applied to the Treasurer four or five
months back, stating that I had no sheds to work in, and Mr. Ottley had written to the Treasurer stating
that I had. I always report through Mr. Oatley, and lie delayed my letter; and during the time it was with
him, ran up a bit of a Hobart Town paling shed, and then reporter! that I had sheds.
Do you know what progress is being made with the machinery? Yes, it is going on now. Part of it
is on the ground now. The engineer reckons that lie will have it all done in about three weeks.
030. You expect that you will have the blood-drying machinery ready for work in about tIn-ce weeks? It
is only part of the machinery, to make the experiment. They have been very doubtful as to the succes of
the experiment, and this part of the machinery is to prove it,
The machinery will not then be complete? No, only sufficient to show what I can do.
.Tft. Stewart.] Theinachinery that is being got ready now is only as an experiment? Yes, but it is part
of the whole plant
How much blood will this machinery deal with,? With all, but not to dry it all. Another boiler will
have to be added, and a couple of drying pans ; then we think that with this all the offal can be dealt with
for years to come.
Then suppose this experiment turns out as you expect, you will require additional machinery? Yes. There
will have to be another boiler to supply steam. The boiler is already on the island, and only wants shifting.
I think you said you could guarantee the Government acertain price per ton for this dried blood ;-howmuch was it? £4.
How do you mean to guarantee it? A gentleman has promised me that if I can get it lie will take
it for growing sugar-cane in the North.
Who was it made that offer? Mr. Boyd made the offer to me verbally.
038. But suppose the Government cannot sell this prepared manure, what is to be done with it? I do not
think there is any doubt about selling it.
939: But suppose the Government cannot sell it? Then they will have to ship it to the Mauritius, to pay
expenses.
Suppose it does not pay expenses? I should think it would; Mr. Elliott has taken away a lot of the
offal, and mixed it with chemicals.
But if the Government cannot sell it, it will have to be slnpped? Yes.
And, in the meantime, one shipment will be accumulating after another? Yes.
At what rate will it accumulate? At about 9 tons per week, or 36 tons per month.
Then if the Government cannot sell it, they will have to ship it at the rate of 9 tons per week? Yes.
And if they cannot ship it they will have to provide stores for it? Yes, we have no place to store it
in now.
Chairman.] To justify your statement about the cost being 19s. Gd, a ton, the Board require you to
send in a detailed statement showing bow this cost of lOs. Gd. a ton is made up? Very well.
H,-. Bracs.] You say it costs more than is. a ton to convey the blood and the offal in the punt
outside the Heads? It costs over £1,000 a year.
How much a ton? About is. 4d. a ton.
Will the plant now being prepared deal with both offal and blood? With all the offal and refuse at the
Abattoir, but it will not dry it all, so that we shall still have to allow a lot of it to go away as now at 2s. Gd.
a ton, until the other boiler is added to the plant.
You are speaking of the blood now, but your plant is so far ready that in three weeks you will be able
to deal with the blood and offal? Yes.
And then we will be in a position to say whether you can deal with the whole of it? Yes.
Chairnani Do you know anything about dead pigs recently at the Abattoir ;-can you state anything to
the Board in reference to dead pigs? I have seen dead pigs at the Abattoir ; it is my duty to remove them.
053. What have you seen in reference to them? I have seen dead pigs there-pigs that have died in the
yards it natural death-and dressed. There was one about four or five weeks back that was hanging on the
hook, and that men were busy scraping down. The Inspector and I came in at the time, and lie had some
doubts about the pig, and wanted to know about the colour of it. He was told that it was scalded on the
steam-boat, and that that was why it was black when lying on the ground. I made some remarks about it,
and was jacketed the next day by other butchers for not knowing the difference between a pig that had died
and one that was killed. I was told the next day that the pig had died and was passed.
You have seen pigs that have died a natural death scalded, and dressed, and then sent away for consuinption? If I go into statements of that kind I shall render myself liable to dismissal.
Have you seen it? Yes I have seen it. I have seen a pig that had died, and when dressed and cut
open the stench was so abominable that it had to go amongst the offal, and I had to remove it. It was
958.
dragged in to be dressed in order to go and be rendered down for tallow.
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Mr. H. B. 956. Mr. Bruce.] How will the offal and blood be conveyed to your desiccator? By a horse and cart. I
Swan.
should like to state something about the cleanliness of the establishment It has been represented that the
21 Jul 1879 Abattoir has been cleaned up by Mr. Gilchrist and others, whereas I am here at all hours to do this, and am
responsible for the eleathness of the establishment. I have to stop here on Saturday night, and they Imock
off at 1 o'clock, and claim the credit of cleaning tlie establisinnent There should be one man appointed
to look after all the men. After I get this blood matter into working order I intend to resign, if things
are not changed, because I do not like the place at all. Gilchrist looks after three men, and I after seven
or eight. They should be under one man responsible for the cleaning of the place, and the Inspector should
look after the inspection of the stock.
Have you an opportunity of getting at the weight of the different organs or parts of an animal? Yes.
Will you send in a statement, showing this, to the secretary? Yes.

Mr. Frederick Oatley re-examined
Mr.
959. Chairman.] I noticed a letter from you in one of the newspapers, contradicting the statement made in
F...A,.
Oatley. an anonymous communication, published a few days previously, in reference to the carting of a dead beast to
the Abattoir? Yes.
21 July, 1879. 960. You had noticed the statement in the letter signed "Eye-witness?" I saw it
And you contradicted it in your letter to the Herald? I (lid.
With regard to that beast, it was brought to the Abattoir dead in a cart? Yes.
Had it died, or had it been killed? Slaughtered.
Where? At Homebush.
And was brought to the Abattoir to be skinned and dressed? Yes.
Was the meat of the beast perfectly wholesome? It was very much bruised. It appeared to be a
beast that had come by the train, and, I am informed, was driven over to the sale-yards, and sold for what it
would bring.
It was slaughtered at Homebush, and brought to the Abattoir, and skinned and dressed? Yes.
What became of the meat? It was condemned, and I saw it cut up, and thrown down by the ol
on the floor.
What do you mean by cut up? All in pieces; independent of the disfigurement it had received at
our hands.
When animals that are unfit for human food, from any cause whatever, are scarified at the Abattoir,
out up, and taken away, you have no positive knowledge of what becomes of the meat? No; it is so disfigured that it could not be sold to any butchcr for food, and persons could be crinunally prosecuted for
attempting to dispose of such meat.
Have you ever taken steps to ascertain what becomes of the meat? No,
'What prevents it from being chopped up for sausage-meat? There is nothing to prevent it, if they
choose so to do.
What I wanted to ask you most particularly to-day was as to a cow which it has been stated calved on
the island in one of the pens? I saw it calve. You saw the cow dalve? Yes.
How long was the cow allowed to remain in the place where she calved? 'Well, I think the prescribed
time, 48 hours.
She must have remained with her calf 48 hours? No, they were only together about 16 hours.
Do you not think it would have been more correct under the circumstances to have the cow removed?
Yes. I went to the owner, and requested him to remove her and the calf as soon as possible.
Had you no power to compel him? I have no power to do that The power we have is not to aflow
an animal to remain after 48 hours.
You have no power until after 48 hours have expired? No.
The cow and the calf were allowed to remain that time? The cow remained about 48 hours, and the
calf 16.
Were there other cattle with them ? Yes, but not until the following day.
Wild cattle intended for slaughter? The cattle usually brought down, intended for slaughter. I may
also say that I called the owner's attention to that fact.
But you had no power to remedy that? None.
Do you happen to know whether the cow or calf was injured in any way by these cattle? I should
think they were sure to be knocked about.
Do you happen to know what became of the calf? No. I think I told you that my instructions were
to send the cow and calf away as soon as possible.
No, you did not say so? I should have said so.
You now say you had instructions to send the cow and calf away as soon as possible? No, I gave
instructions.
That has a totally different meaning; you gave instructions to the owner, personally, to have the cow
and calf removed? Yes, and further instructed my assistant to see that my orders were carried out.
But the owner failed to do so? 1 saw him again on the following morning, and asked why he did not
send them away. He said there were no cattle taken out that morning, and it would be dangerous to send
the cow alone and wild on the road; and she had therefore to remain, until Saturday morning. That being
within the prescribed time I could not insist "pen the cow, going before.
'What became of the cow? I have not beard, except from what I saw in the papers.*
However she was taken away from the Abattoir? Yes, on Saturday morning.
Do you know anything of a cow now on the island, or that has been on the island within the last day
or so, in a state of poverty or sickness? I know of a- poor cow brought in on Saturday by Mr. \Vilhiani
O'Connor.
993
Narn (on renisien) -Since this evidence I have learnt that the cow was driven to Delaney's boiling.down establishment, on the Bullock Road, and there slaughtered and boiled down.
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Mr.
What is she suffering from? I did not notice any sickness about her. She is poor, and in low
F. Oatloy.
condition.
Not fit for beef? I should not like to eat the meat. It is some old dairy cow brought from Sydney, 21
juF• 1579
.
and is very poor-seems to have been starved.
Have you no power to interfere with the slaughter of animals in that state of poverty? No. I may
tell you I spoke to the Health Officer, Dr. Dansey, on that subject, whether a poor beast having its lungs
and other parts healthy is unfit for food in consequence of its poverty, and he said decidedly not.
My object in asking you the question was to ascertain whether you had any power or not to prevent
the slaughter of animals in that condition? I have not.
AIr. Bruce.] In your account of the animals killed at the Abattoir you make no distinction between
lambs and sheep? They are all put down as one, because we charge the same for lambs as for sheep. We
never kept a proper account of the lambs as distinct from sheep.
Chairman.] You do not distinguish them? No. In the return I gave you lambs were included with
the number of sheep. They are all charged at the rate of 1 ?d. per head, and are enterod as sheep.
Mr. Bruce.] Can you tell its the different Acts under which you perfonn your duties as Inspector?
There is the Abattoir Act; then there is another Act for the prevention of the sa]e of diseased meat-14 Vie.
No. 36. But really the power we have at the Abattoir is taken from the Abattoir Act and the regulations.
1000. The Abattoir Act and the Cattle Slaughtering Act? Yes; the power is given wider the Abattoir Act
to make certain regulations for the management of the establishment.
1001. Only those two Acts? Those two-or I might say we are confined solely to the regulations made
under the Act
1002. Can you give the Board any information as to the boiling-down places at the head of the bay, near
Glebe Island? Yes.
1003. Have you smelt any nuisance coming from them? Yes, very strong, and at times the policeman on
the Island has had to shut his windows to exclude the smell coming from the works on the creek beyond the
Island.
1004. Is there not a candle-making establishment also up there? Yes, all those works have a bad smell.
1005. Clzairraan] That is a matter for the police to attend to. That is all, Mr. Oatley? Did you want to
speak to me of anything in reference to my statement concerning the two men?
1006. No, not now; we may ask you something upon that subject at another time? What I was going to
observe is 1007. I think you had better not; it is no part of our proceedings to-day, and it may be necessary to call you
again, and ask you in reference to this, and perhaps other matters arising out of it? I am anxious that it
should not go to the world that I passed that which Mr. Jager condemned. L want that sifted to the bottom.
1008. The Board will give you an opportunity of speaking upon that, but not now? I am anxious about
that, and hope you will not loso sight of it, as I do not want that stigma to rest upon me. With regard to
the calf alluded to I have been told by the policeman it was slaughtered late on Friday afternoon, but I have
never been so informed by my oflicers. If it has been slaughtered it is without my knowledge, and I would
have condemned it had it been reported to me, but the knowledge of it has been kept from me.
1009. Mr. Bruce.] Do you give instructions to the men moving about to let you know anything that has
occurred l Yes.
1010. Have they all had special instructions to report to you about cows calving, and so on, in every case?
Yes, special instructions; 1 think I have been kept in the dark in a maimer which at some future time I shall
have to complain of. A t]ring occurs here, and the Herald obtains the information before I do.
Mr. Joseph Jager reexamined
1011. Chairman.] You may have noticed a letter in the Herald, signed "Eye-witness," in reference to a
Mr.
dead bullock brought to the Ahattoir? I did.
J. Jager.
1012. Do you know anything about that bullock ? I do. It came in about the time specified in Mr. Oatley's '-letter. I was late at the Abattoir that morning, and it must have been nearly 9 o'clock. I was finishing 21 July, 1879.
breakfast when a message came from Creasy, saying his father had a beast in a cart, and would I like to sec
it The beast was then in the slings; of course it was bruised.
1013. The beast was very much bruised ? Oh, yes ; but a magnificent animal.
1014. But very much bruised? Oh, heyond all 1015. And what became of the carcase ? It went to the boiling-down. I sent Mr. Oatley to it at once,
and he scarified it
1016. But you do not know what became of it? Oh, it went to the pots. There need be no reason to
doubt that The quantity of fat from the animal was, I understand, 350 lbs. I did not scarify him.
1017. All-. Stewart.] Do you know why they slaughtered the animal outside? He was lame, and unable to
walk.
1018. Chairman.] Was he killed outside? Yes, to get him into the cart.
1019. Did you notice anything of a poverty-stricken cow on the Island during the last day or so? Yes, she
went out on Saturday morning.
1020. She was driven away? Yes, to the paddocks.
1021. Then she has not been slaughtered here? No.
1022. Suppose it was intended to slaughter such a miserable object, have you any power to interfere? No,
not that I am aware of.
1023. I am alluding to a poor yellow-coloured cow that has been at the Abattoir within the last day or two,
belonging to William O'Connor? Oh, she is in the yard now, and going to be slaughtered for the boilingdown. I though you were alluding to a cow that went out on Saturday morning.
1024. There is a miserable cow in one of the Abattoir-yards now? Yes, all old miserable cow.
1025. Very poor? Wretchedly poor.
1026. She is intended for slaughter? To be killed, and sent out to the boiling-down.
1027. What is the use of sending a wretched animal like that to the boiling-down? The person for whom
she is intended is a manure manufacturer, and she is intended for use in that direction.
1028. That is, as far as you know? Yes. She is not slaughtered yet; but that is their intention.
1029.
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1029. But for all you know the meat may go into consumption for sausages? Oh, it may, for anything we
know, unless we have some means of dealing with it.
21 July, 1879. 1030. You have no meaus of preventing it from being used in that way, or authority over it after it leaves
the Island? No authority.
1031. You want to make some statement, do you not, in reference to your former evidence I Yes ; it is
in connection with my statement with reference to cattle that were condemned by me going into the city for
consumption. The same afternoon of the day on which this transaction took place, 1 ventured to say to
Mr. Oatley, "That was a great mistake allowing those cattle to pass, and, in consequence of what has
occurred, I shall never again put a knife upon a beast hovever it may deserve condemnation, but I will take
the necessary steps to detain it for your inspection, and leave the whole of the responsibility with you." He
said, "Perhaps it would be best;" and I left it at that. On the following day the engineer alluded to the
affair of the previous day.
1032. Who is the engineer? Gilchrist. He said to me, 11 What I find fault with Mr. Oatley for is that he
don't support his officer." "Provided," I said, "that his officer was in the right." There is a person on
the Island now that I spoke of—Levy. When he, and another person who was a lessee at that time,
came to pay me their fees, knowing the commotion there was about threatening to sue me, he said, "Mr.
Sager, you did perfectly right in what you have done, and if they bring you up for the value of that beast,
you call upon me—I will let them know what it was;" and the other individual, without consultation OIL
my part, voluntarily introduced the subject, and said, "They talk of sueing you You call on me." I
never spoke of the subject to any person connected with the establishment, whether employés or anyone else,
until the latter end of last week. I heard there were rumours that it was going to be proved that those
cattle went to the pots, and I said to Levy, "Did you hear of that rumour about attempting to prove that
those animals went to the boiling-down I" " I could take my dying oath," he said, "that I believe I saw some
of it in Pigott's shop. I saw the scarification of it."* Pigott was the owner of the meat. There is some little
confusion, I think, in my printed evidence about the number of quarters that went in. There were a body,
and the two hind quarters of the aninial, which I believe died from injuries before being meddled with and
was dead when they put it into the cart; the third body which I left for Mr. Oatley's discretion was gone,
and I had but two to show to him. When I walked in I said, "Why, it is gone F'
1033. Well? I have nothing further to say about that.
1034. Have you about anything else? You were alluding to some cow with a calf.
1035. Did you see that cow.with the calf in the pen? I did.
1036. The cow calved in the pen? She did. Taking a walk round, as I do, to look at the cattle.
this cow in the act of calving. 1 sent at once for Mr. Oatley, and we both went to the pen, and the cow
calved while I was there.
1037. Was she alone, or with other cattle? Alone when she calved, I think. Mr. Oatley went into the
slaughter-house, and asked the men what they purposed doing with that cow. I think the owner, Mm
Harpur, was there. "If you kill her," Mr. Oatley said, "I shall condemn her." So they said they were
about to send her out.
1038. How, long was she there with her calf? She remained there till she went out on Saturday morning.
1039. When did you first see her? On Thursday evening.
1040. And she was taken away on Saturday morning? Yes.
1041. Do you know what became of the cow? She passed out of the gate Logo to the paddocks.
1042. In what state? In a poor, wretched state.
1043. Was she sick? She was in that state that I said, " She will never come in again alive." I have
had some experience in cattle. I have been overland with cattle, and I could judge the condition of this
animal.
1044. She was in that state of sickness that you remarked she would never conic in again alive? Yes; in
that state from starvation and calving—in fact, perished.
1045. Were other cattle allowed to be with the cow and calf in the pen? I saw no more after what I have
stated.
1046. The cow did not come back? No.
1047. Do you know what became of the calf? That I cannot tell you.
1048. .zlfr. Bruce.] Did you ever see the cattle in the yards get hay? Yes ; all cattle that are left there
on the Saturday—it being found not convenient to take them out, and the owners not being allowed to
take them out after S or 0 o'clock—have food left with them.. I see all the cattle in the yard, and notify
everyone of them.
1049. Do the cattle eat the food? They do—lucerne hay; and I have seen chaff and corn put in,
1030. if they get any food at all the cattle will eat it? If the food is good. They seem to prefer lucerne
to the oaten lilly. 1051. Supposing there were a place made on the island for shipping cattle from, so that they could be taken
to the Cahfornian or other steamers, where ought it to be? Down near the old punt wharf, which is
admirably situated for such a thing.
Cr,
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How. GEORGE THORNTON, ESQ., Mile., CHAIRMAN.
JOHN STEWART, EsQ.,
j ALEXANDER BRUCE, E5Q.

Alexander B. Farquhar, Esq., examined
1052. Clzai'rsnan.] You are the managing partner of the firm of Mort & Company? Managei of the Fresh
A. B.
Farquhar, Food and Ice Company.
Eq.
1053. I suppose you are aware of the nature of this Board, and the purpose for which it is created I I am
not aware of what it is created for. 1 have seen the reports in the paper.
243u1y, 1879.
1054.
Norn (on revisin) ;—Mr. Levy added, "Only you know a man would not like to swear positively."
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1054. This is an inquiry into the management of Glebe Island, and all matters in connection with the
slaughtering of animals for food, the production of wholesome food for the consumption of the people of the Pauhar,
Colony, and all matters in connection therewith. With that view we have sought your valuable help in one
essential part of our inquiry, namely the icing or cooling part of the business and I think you are in a posi- 21 July, 1879.
tion to give us some information upon that head, are you not? Yes, I think I shall be able to do so if I
know the direction in which it is required.
1055. in the first place the Board contemplate recommending to the Government the formation of a wholesale meat-market in Sydney, iii a suitable locality, for the purpose of receiving meat, keeping it in a cold state,
and selling it to the trade and consumers iii Sydney. Another recommendation of the Board will be that the
Government should provide the refrigerated cars necessary to bring carcases of meat from inland to this meatmarket, and it is upon the subject of refrigerated cars that we wish to ask youropillion and advice, as well as
upon the subject of obtaining the necessary cold atmosphere for a meat-market, and upon matters generally
in connection with the subjects I have nan.ied? May Task where you propose killing P
1056. From our view of the matter there will be no fixed place for killing. The carcases of meat will be
brought from inland, from various places, south and west, all along the line, wherever people choose to kill
them,—as far as the railways go; for instance, from Wagga Wagga, and beyond that, if possible, and from
Orange, Bathurst—all the western and southern districts as far as the railways penetrate. The railway
authorities would meet this by bringing the carcases from the various places along the line? My idea in
asking you whe,'e you proposed slaughtering was in this view Wherever you have your meat market in
Sydney, or your cold room for storing the meat, it is necessary that you should have cold at your slaughtering
place ; it is more necessary there than at the terminal point. If you want to bring meat from the interior,
that is from Orange, D ubbo, Yass, and those long distances, you must cool your meat where it is slaughtered,
and not bring it to Sydney and cool it.
1057. You mean that the meat must first be set by cold? Yes, sufficient cold to set the meat thoroughly—
that is, to stiffen it—before you attempt to travel it. That is the first consideration. The secondary
consideration of a dep6t is of no importance compared with that
1058. Then the first great thing to achieve would be to slaughter the meat in a place where it could be set
by a cold atmosphere 1 Yes.
1059. And that is absolutely necessary? Absolutely necessary.
1060. in ensuring success to such a scheme that first eourse7 is absolutely necessary? No doubt. You
have now ocular demonstration of the fact in this cold weather. When meat is killed at Orange, or anywhere else, where the normal temperature is sufficient to stiffen and harden it before it is travelled, you may
send it to Sydney and keep it a week. I have Orange killed beef that I have kept hanging in the normal
state of the weather ten days after it arrived in Sydney.
1061. And is it not a fact that meat improves in flavour and quality by being kept in that cold state? No.
1062. T mean to say meat for consumption? Meat for consumption cannot improve in quality so long as it
is kept from decomposition. Why meat is better kept a few days is because it has slightly decomposed, or
has progressed towards decomposition to a certain extent.
1063. Decomposition has set in? Progress towards decomposition has set in. That is why you hang up
your joint of mutton or venison for a certain number of days until it becomes tender. That is nothing
more than decomposition.
1064. Mr. Stewart] It is the first stage towards decomposition? Yes, it is the progress of decomposition.
If you kill a bullock and freeze it instantly, and keep it frozen for ten days if you like, the meat will not
have changed. It will have the same consistency, the same toughness of fibre, less a small proportion of the
fluids that have been evaporated by refrigeration.
1065. Clzcairinnn.] You say it would be absolutely necessary first to set the meat by cold appliances ;—could
not that setting be obtained by putting the meat into refrigerated cars at the place where it was slaughtered?
Not unless the cars were very large and there was a very large consumption of ice.
1066. Assuming that the cars are made for the purpose—for instance, there are such cars in use in America,
where it is most successfully carried on—we have evidence of that; assuming that we had such cars, do you
not think the necessary coolness could be obtained in them? To a certain degree it could, but at a much
greater expense.
1067. But would it not overcome the great difficulty you speak of as to the necessity of setting the meat
before it is brought to market? No, I do not think it would set the meat sufficiently in our summer weather,
and it would be a more expensive arrangement setting the meat in the cars than setting it in a refrigerated
room where it was slaughtered.
1068. It is your advice we want, and we shall be glad to have the benefit of it? You would have to carry
not only, the weight of the meat in the car but also the weight of the ice. That weight of ice must be
proportioned to the number of degrees that you have to reduce the temperature of the beef or meat to the
temperature at which it will set, which we will say is 40° or 45°. From 40' to 50' is the temperature
which will stiffen meat. Then you will have to reduce the meat from 80' or 90° to 50' we will say. That
must be done by the action of ice in your refrigerated car. It is a question of how many degrees you have
to reduce so many pounds of meat to, to know how many pounds of ice are necessary.
1069. It is a more matter of calculation—a simple rule of three? Exactly. You have to manufacture your
ice we will say in Sydney, to send it away in the cars, losing its cold and its weight on the journey. You
may say that it is cooling the car all the time. So it is, but you have extra weight to haul, and you must
put enough ice in to bring back the meat on the return journey. We will say, for instance, that a car holds
20 or 10 bodies of meat at a temperature of 85° or 90°, or the normal temperature of the atmosphere. You
would require to provide a sufficient quantity of ice to send to the slaughtering place to keep the meat
cool on its journey to Sydney; whereas, if you had the cold appliances at the slaughtering place, the cooling
could be done there without making ice, and the meat, once stiffened, could be carried in the cars without
any ice at all.
1070. Without using ice? You would not require ice in the can, and they would be lighter to haul and
less difficult to handle.
1071. Then do I understand you to say that if the meat were set where it was slaughtered it could be
carried in the carswithouticeapplla.nces? Yes, anydistance youwouldhaveto carryit, sayfrom Younger Dubbo.
1072. Mr. Stewart] In ordinary meat vans? No.
1073, Vans constructed for the purpose? Yes.
1074.
1—B
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1074. With double sides I Yes.
Farquhar, 1075. Chairman.] During all seasons of the year In the winter months.
1076. Could the plan you have suggested be carried out during the summer months I Yes.
21 July, 1879. 1077. Would you tell the Board what would be the probable cost of an ice-making establishment in these
contemplated slaughter-houses in the country I That will depend on the quantity you slaughten What
do you propose to kill-100, 200, or 300 head I
1078. Take the basis of 100 head? 100 head of bullocks per day averaging (say) 600 lbs. each ;-that
would be equal to 60,000 lbs. of beef. You have to reduce 60,000 lbs. of meat in the summer-time from,
we will say, 80° to 50°-that is, 30°. 30 degrees are equivalent to so many pounds of ice. It would
require about 10 tons of ice-that is to say, you would require refrigerating power equivalent to about 10
tons of ice per diem to reduce the temperature of 100 bullocks.
1079. Mr. Stewart] 10 tons of ice made at Orange say ;-what would it cost? If you make the ice it is
more expensive than utilizing the cold to cool a room. It takes more units of cold to make the ice than it
would to produce the cold necessary for obtaining the required temperature. We only go to 50' in cooling
the room, but to make ice you must go to 32' ; and than put in 140 units of cold. That is ealled abstracting
latent heat or putting in latent cold.
1080. Chairman.] You produce that state of cold without making ice I Yes.
1081. Mr. Stewart.] Perhaps you will be good enough to explain how it is done? You construct a room
to hang the bodies in, and you circulate cold brine by the same medium as you would use to convert water into
ice, through pipes. That cold brine, instead of being circulated in a trough or in a vessel, as when
making a block of ice, is circulated through the room in pipes and cools the air which imparts the cold to
the bodies of beef. If you make ice you have to use more cold ; then take the ice and pack it in your
room, and after it is packed and all this labour is expended the ice melt; and is lost
We lower the
temperature of the room on the same plan as you raise it in cold weather, by introducing cold pipes instead
of hot pipes.
1082. Chairman.] What would be the probable cost per ton of manufacturing ice in the country, supposing
that you had every appliance and an abundance of water? An abundance of water is absolutely necessary.
I should say the cost would be about £2 a ton.
1083. Not exceeding £27 It ought not to be that
1084. And what would the probable cost of the refrigerating, process be-it would be less than that of ice,
of course? Yes, but you must bear in mind that you have first to obtain a machine for making ice.
Having got that the manufacture of your ice will cost you about £2 a ton, whereas you have the machine
to produce the cold, and you need not manufacture ice at all. An ice-machine that would make 10 tons
of ice per diem would cost about £4,000.
1085. An ice-producing machine to manufacture 10 tons of ice per diem would cost about £4,0007 That
is the machine itself. Then there are the room and all the necessary fittings. I am speaking only of the
price of the machine itself as you would get it from England or Europe.
1086. Could not a machine be made here as cheaply as it could be imported? We could make a machine
here quite as cheap as one you could import, because we could make a similar machine that would produce
a larger quantity of ice than the one imported. A. machine to make 10 tons of ice a day would cost £4,000
in England.
.1087. What would be the cost of a machine for producing a cold temperature in a room? It would
depend on the size of the room. A room that would hold 100 bodies of beef---say 60 feet square-to fit it
up with pipes and ventilating appliances, I suppose it would cost you another £1,000. Then there is the
erection of the machine when you get it here.
1088. But that is for ice-making? Oh, it is the same machine.
1089. The same machine that is used to produce ice is necessary to produce a cold atmosphere? The same
machine will make ice or produce a cold temperature.
1090.- But the same machine is necessary for producing a cold temperature as for making ice? Yes.
1091. And you say that a room 60 feet x 60 feet, capable of holding 100 carcases, would cost another
£1,000 to fit it up for the purpose required? Yes. You would not require such a large room as that.
Our room is 60 feet x 60 feet, and we can hang 200 head in it.
1092. Have you ever been to Glebe Island? Yes,
1093. Would it be possible to erect some such machine there; I mean a machine for reducing the temperature of the atmosphere to the required coolness to set the meat? Quite possible.
1094. I fancy quite easy to be done? Just as easily erected there as anywhere else,
1095. And at a similar cost? Probably cheaper than in the interior. Labour is more available here
-skilled labour-for you must have skilled labour; and you would have to pay less for it than in the
interior, If you had to take skilled labour into the country it would cost you more.
1096. Then it would probably cost less at Glebe Island than at an establishment up the country? I
think so. I am not sufficiently up in building statistics to know what the cost of a building would be; but
I should say that it would cost less to erect a building in Sydney than in the interior.
1097. As you are managing partner of the Fresh Food and lee Company you must have had a great deal of
practical experience as to the cooling of meat, and the results of cooling it? Yes.
1098. Will you favour us with your opinion as to the results that would arise from having meat ref ngerated in the way I have suggested at Glebe Island during the summer-time: How long would that meat
maintain its sweetness after being refrigerated by the process you have indicated in the summer-time?
Meat chilled in the summer-time to a temperature of 40°, and then brought into Sydney, and delivered at
the butchers' shops, moderate care being taken with it, ought to keep two days.
1099. In the summer-time? In the summer-time. It -would not do to shut it up in a close room, where
it would get no air, or where it would be in a bad atmosphere, such as over a drain or a cess-pit; but with
the ordinary care which would be observed by a good house-keeper in keeping a joint of meat in a cool
shady place, it ought to keep two days.
1100. In a proper butcher's shop it could be kept for at least two days in a sweet state? Yes.
1101. As a matter of fact does meat deteriorate in quality or flavour by the application of cold? No.
1102. Does it preserve its quality and flavour intact notwithstanding the application of cold? Yes.
1103. I take it also that, in a building such as I have indicated to you, to be erected in a suitable place in
. Sydney
-
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Sydney for a meat market, the same probable expense would fit UJ) a machine and produce the necessary
cold atmosphere there as in the other places you have mentioned? Yes. If you establish a meat market in
Sydney, whatever appliances you had at the depOts, either at the Ahattoir or country depOts, it would be
necessary to have refrigerating power at your central depot, here in town for instance.
1104. That was the next question I intended to ask you. You have anticipated me, and I will take your
remark. What I intended to ask was whether, notwithstanding that you say it is absolutely necessary to
set the meat where it is slaughtered, it would be necessary to maintain the same cold atmosphere at the
meat market in order to retain the sweetness of the meat? Or dispose of the meat instantly.
1105. Do you think the man depOt, which I have called a meat market, should be kept in that state of low
temperature? Yes, to rilsure a constant supply of meat being always there. Circumstances might happen
to intercept your daily quantity from coming down, such as the weather, accidents by rail, fir; stonus, or
whatever it might be, and it would never do to establish a business that might leave the whole community
without its meat for a day. Therefore it would be necessary to have a certain quantity of meat always in
your depOt, so that it would be worked off as required, and supplied as required from the other end. That
is the object of having cooling power at your central depOt.
1106. Will you tell us please, how long meat set in the way you have described and then brought to our
meat market, to a temperature equally as low as that at which it was set ;—how long that meat untouched
and hung in the market would probably keep? That is meat chilled at the slaughter-house
1107. Yes, kept at the same temperature in the cars, and brought into the meat-market, and left in the
same temperature for sale ;—how long would that probably keep sweet? That depends on the temperature
you keep it at. If kept at a temperature of from 40' to 50' it would keep eight days.
1108. Perfectly sweet? Yes.
1109. And might it not keep some days beyond that? Not unless you go to a lower temperature.
1110. Then a lower temperature would increase its keeping power? Yes.
1111. Do you not think that would work a complete revolution in the system of killing, disposing, and
Consuming meat in this community? Quite a revolution.
1112. Do you not think it would be one of the greatest blessings Nye could confer upon the inhabitants of
the Colony to give them sweet and wholesome meat at all times? I consider it absolutely necessary that it
should be done.
1113. And do you not think it would be of the greatest consequence to the producers that they should have
a better and more certain sale, and probably better prices for the animals they produce? I am sure they
would get better prices. It would be an inducement for men to breed the best cattle in order to obtain the best
prices, because, whatever the quality, the best meat will always fetch the best prices. We have instances
of it in the old country, in England; the man who breeds the best beast gets the best price, and it pays him.
1114. And would it not be an incentive to people in the country to feed and fatten and produce the best
quality of meat? No doubt; I believe it would, and the only means of inducing them to do so would be
that power of being able to get it to market and sell it at the price it is worth. At present a man breeds
cattle and sends them to market, and they have to take their chance of the market price whatever it may
be. If the market price is low he gets a low price; if it is high he gets a good price.
1115. Then would it not be a great blessing to the community if they could get a much more wholesome
quality of meat than they have been in the habit of getting? Yes, the greatest blessing that could be conferred upon them, and it would be cheaper for the consiuner to pay id. a pound more for that meat which
he would then consume, than to buy his meat under present circumstances. There would be less waste; he
would save it in the waste.
1116. Mr. Stewart.] Do you know the fish-market in Sydney? Yes; I have-not been very often in it;
I cannot say that I know it intimately.
1117. Would it cost much to make arrangements for keeping fish cool there for two or three days
oocasionally,—not all the year round, but occasionally? No, it would not cost much.
1118, An ice-making machine is out of the question, but a quantity of ice could be purchased? Yes.
1119. The market is often glutted ivith fish, and a large quantity of it is wasted or given away, and perhaps
during the next two or three days none comes in, whereas, if a quantity of the fish from the glut had been
served for two or three days the market would have been constantly supplied? Yes.
1120. Well, we want to know if arrangements could be made at a moderate cost for preserving that fish?
By means of ice you could do it In the first place you would have to put it into a cold room. It would
never do to put fish and ice together. If you put a fish in ice it will keep while it is in the ice, but after
you take it out you will scarcely be able to take it across the street and cook it—it will go bad. A. fisherman could not in the summer-time take fish that had been kept in ice for two or three days, into his basket
or cart and carry it about the town to sell it
1121. Then ]low should it be kept? In a room where it will he sufficiently frozen, as we do now at the
meat works. We freeze fish there now, but it never comes in contact with the ice at all. It is fr. Zen in a
cold temperature, cold air. I have sent fish from here to Melbourne, to Armidale, and to all the towns in
the interior, and it has arrived there frozen.
1122. And how do you cool the air? The same as in the room for the meat.
1123. You would require a machine then? Yes, or ice, but ice would never give you a sufficient temperature.
Ice would only give you 32', and you must go below 32°.
1124. Then to go below 32' there is no means available except a,, ice machine? No, and it is the
cheapest in the end.
1125. Suppose you did not go below 40°7 I do not think fish would keep at that. Fish has a very delicate
texture, very diWerent from meat.
1126. But you could reduce the temperature of the atmosphere in a cold room to 40°7 Yes, by ice.
1127. Without any extravagant expense? It would be, in the sumnmer-time, a very heavy expense.
1128. Is the ice placed below or above? Above.
1129. Not touching the fish? No. Wl,en ice melts the fish absorbs the moisture. That means rapid
decomposition with increased temperature.
1130. It would not be a costly experiment to put up a room to see what ice would be required—I suppose
a wooden building, with double walls, would be sufficient? Yes, but the more perfect you make your insulation or non-conducting power the less cold you will waste. If you have double stone walls they will
keøp the cold better than wooden walls.
1131.
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1131. But wooden walls, with some non-conducting substance-say sawdust-between the two, would be
Faiulia; sufficient to make an experiment 7 Yes.
1132. As a temporary provision? Yes.
21 July, 1879. 1133. Suppose people in Sydney were to make a much larger use of ice than they do, could not a manufacturer afford to sell it at a much reduced price? Yes.
1134. If the demand were larger the price would be lower? Yes.
1135. And supposing that an ice-machine were to be put up at Glebe Island for the purpose of cooling a
store-room for the meat, ice could be made at the same time, and perhaps distributed among the retail
butchers in Sydney and others 1 No, it does not follow. Your machine might only be capable of producing
the cold necessary to keep the room at the proper temperature.
1136. It would require additional power to produce ice? Yes.
1137. And different arrangements, to some extent? Yes.
1138. What is the chief peculiarity of a car made for the purpose of keeping meat cool after it has been
made cool? These cars here-there is no peculiarity about them at all; they are common cars, built up
with Venetians.
1139. Are you referring to those built by Mr. Mort? No, to the common cars on the railway.
1140. I am speaking of the cars built for keeping the meat cool? The only ones are those built by Mr.
Mort
1141. Where are they? They may be seen at the ice-works.
1142. Could we see them? Certainly, any time you like.
1143. Their chief peculiarity is the double wall? Yes.
1144. They do not carry ice? Yes they do.
1145. On the roof? Yes.
1146. flow does the cold get to the bodies of the cattle? It falls upon them-the cold atmosphere.
1147. But there must be some communication between the ice-chamber and the chamber holding the meat?
The ice-chamber forms the lid of the car. It is a double lid 18 inches deep. The car has no opening at the
sides or ends; it is loaded from the top, and then the lid goes on, containing from 10 to 15 cut of ice. The
cold produced by the melting of the ice falls upon the bodies. Cold always descends.
1148. The external atmosphere is entirely excluded? Yes.
1149. Then you think it would cost a great deal of money to provide the means of cooling bodies at a
wholesale meat market, or fish market, or at the retail shops in Sydney,-that it would cost more than the
meat would be worth? At the separate shops decidedly; it should be cooled at one establishment.
1150. Yes, but it could not remain at that establishment until it was wanted; the retail shops must keep
meat sometimes; very often from Saturday to Monday, and I, for one, was thinking that it would be quite
possible for butchers to make arrangements at a moderate cost, to enable them to keep meat, particularly in
summer, and until it is perfectly set, if it is not so when they get it, as very often it is not, and at all events
to keep it for a day or two until it is wanted ? That would be a costly thing it would simply fall on the
consumer.
1151. Of course it would, but the consumer would not grudge paying a little higher price for an article of
better quality? But it would not be little ; it would be very expensive if every butcher had to chill his meat.
1152. You have not perhaps considered that question,-how a small chamber, capable of containing 200 or
300 lbs. of meat, might be constructed in retail butchers' shops without much cost? It would not cost much
to constr,pct it ; the expense is in maintaining the cold.
1153. It is only on certain days that it would be required, not all the year round? I believe there are one
or two butchers now that have cool chambers; I have not seen them but I have been told.
1154. Cooled with ice? Not with ice.
1155. Would a few pounds of ice in a chamber not be a great improvement? Not a few pounds, perhaps a
hundredweight or two would.
1156. Perhaps you will be kind enough to give the question a little consideration. It is thought to be a
point of some importance, if butchers are to be licensed and their premises inspected before a license is
granted, whether it might be advisable to withhold a license from any who have not an ice-chamber, but
that would not do if it involved an enormous expense beyond the value of the meat At present meat is
often delivered before it is set-warm, flabby, and not fit to eat? Always in summer.
1157. But if a butcher could keep it from spoiling by a little cold, lie would hardly ever deliver it in that
condition; people would not take it from him. He might then keep it for 24 or 48 hours until it was ready
for cooking? My opinion is that it would be very desirable for the Government or the authorities, whoever
they may be, to exercise such a power over the trade.
1158. That is not the question; we wish to know whether it is practicable ? Quite practicable; it is only a
question of cost.
1159. At a moderate outlay ? A moderate outlay.
1160. You have perhaps not oonsidered that question ; you have not thought of providing ice-machines at a
moderate cost on a small scale? I have never gone into the calculation of what it would cost
1161. Mr. Nicolle knows a great deal about these things does he not? Oh yes.
1162. In those machines that the late Mr. Mort was constructing it was always intended to use ice, I believe,
in carrying the meat down from the country? In the ears?
1163. Yes, the cars? Yes.
1164. So that even after the meat had been thoroughly set and cooled at say 40 at Lithgow, ice would have
been used in carrying it to Sydney? No.
1165. Not in summer? No; it would not have been necessary I We found from experience-from
practice-that the temperature of the cars never varied more than two or three degrees between Bowejifels
and Sydney.
1166. The external air was excluded by double walls, and by nothing else? Nothing else.
1167. And a cold atmosphere enclosed? Yes.
1168. And that was sufficient to keep the meat, even in summer? Yes; we always travelled our meat at
night.
1169. Were not the carãases submitted to some process of ventilation before being submitted to a cold
temperature at Lithgow? They never had more than the normal temperature of the atmosphere.
1170
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1170. There was no air made to pass over the bodies? Yes, there was a large fan driven to circulate the air
}arquhar,
through the room in which the bodies were hanging to cool.
&l.
1171. Just the external atmosphere? Nothing more.
1172. What was the object of that? it assisted in cooling the meat, and also removed the animal smell 21 July, 1579
which meat gives off in cooling, and Svhich if confined in a small room will fix itself into the meat.
1173. And it required the cool external atmosphere to enable you to do that to any purpose? Yes.
1174. It would not have done in the hot weather? No.
1175. Mr. Bruce.] Continuing the subject of the question which Mr. Stewart was asking, was it summertime or winter-time when you were getting the meat from Bowenfels 1 April and May; I think we cornmenced in March, and then April and May.
1176. Chairman.] March is the hottest month of the year.
1177. Mr. Bruce.] And you say there were only two or three degrees difference of temperature between
Bowenfels and Sydney? We always had the temperature registered at Bowenfels before the cars were
closed, and a ther,noineter was always hung up on the car; and when the cars arrived in Sydney,
I generally found that there was one or two degrees difference. Sometimes, on a hot night, it might be
three degrees.
1178. If the meat were thoroughly set at the Abattoir, and it could be kept for two days in the butchers'
shops, there would be no great necessity for the butchers to have a cooling place? No.
1179. The chilling of the meat at the Abattoir or up the country would obviate the necessity for a cooling
place on the butchers' premises? Yes.
1180. Can you give the Board an idea of the daily expense of working a chilling plant for 200 bodies, in
such a room as you spoke of ;-I understand you to say that it would cost about £4,000 for the plant, and
£1,000 for the room and fittings, so that the cost would be between £5,000 and £6,0007 Yes, about £4,000
for the machine, and the fittings and appliances for the cold room £1,000-05,000.
1181. And the room itself? I do not know what that would cost, I am not conversant with building
estimates. It is only a matter of interest on the money.
1182. And the daily expense of working that room to its capacity? Working a machine that will produce
10 tons of icc per diem-the whole cost of it, for wages, coals, water, &c., would be about £5 lOs.
per diem.
1183. Would that be for making ice or for reducing the temperature to 401 You can apply it to either
purpose; it is the same machine.
1184. But it would not require the same expense to cool to 40° as to 32° 7 It depends on the quantity of
meat you want to cool. I base my calculation on 100 bodies from 90° to 50°.
1185. That would cost about £5 lOs. per diem? About £5 lOs. per diem. I made out a memorandum of
what it would cost. The cost per lb. of freezing or cooling would be 033 of a penny, or T Pb of a penily
per lb.
1186. That is the chilling? Yes; or putting it in other figures, which will make it a little more intelligible,
it would be a per 100 lbs.
1187. Chairman.] It will cost us 3d, per 100 lbs. of meat Yes.
1188. That is one of the most valuable pieces of evidence you have given us? It is equal to Is. 8d. per
animal, taking it at 600 lbs. I thought you would very likely want to know the cost, and I have worked
it out. My data are 100 heM killed per diem; that is, at (say) 000 lbs. each, 60,000 lbs. A machine to
reduce the temperature of that from 90' to 50° would cost £4,000, exclusive of the chilling-room and
appliances.
1189. Mr. Bruce.] You said that the meat would keep two days well in the height of summer? I should
think so.
1190. Fully? Yes.
1191. And suppose the meat were reduced to a temperature of from 40' to 37 °, how long would it keep?
It would keep about a fortnight
1192. Then, if there were a dead-meat market, with cooling appliances, in view of meat being required to be
kept eight or ten days, a portion of the cooling place could be set apart for being reduced to that temperature?
Yes, it could be arranged so.
1193. And according as the trade required it the meat could be cooled and kept? Yes.
1194. It is a fact that the American meat sold in England has to be kept on an average about eighteen
days-fifteen to eighteen days? it must be ten days in transit
11.95. Chairman.] But the English climate suits it.
1196. Mr. Bruce.] In London the heat is about as bad as it is hero, in August. It is not only the supply
of meat for the city that depends upon this question, but the prosperity of the stock-owners of the colony
depends on it also, in so far as the export trade depends on the quality of the meat. I suppose you are
aware that the reason why our exported meat brings such low prices is the inferior condition of our meatthe tinned meat? 1197. Chairman. It is salted meat.
1198. Mr. Bruce. No, tinned meat. You must know that the reason of our tinned meat bringing such low
1uices is its inferior condition? I am not disposed to take that view; I do not think that our meat is of
inferior quality.
1199. It ought not to be, but it is on account of the hardship it sustains? If you have to keep a bullock at
the Abattoir a week I can understand it
1200. Chairman.] Yes, and drive it down the country and starve it \Vhere does your company slaughter
its meat? At Bowenfels.
1201. Do you utilize the blood and offal in any way? We have not done so as yet.
1202. It is allowed to be wasted? Yes.
1203. I thought if you had utilized it we might have got some information from you on that potat? We
had not the appliances. We used to make the offal into graves, but the blood we could not.
1204. The only further remark I would make is to trespass upon your kindness by asking you to allow us to
visit your establishment and see the refrigerated cars-and we would be glad to have your presence-so
that we might by personal inspection form our own ideas about them? Any day that you give me notice of
I will have the cars ready for you.
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Prrcnt tPILE liox. GEORGE THORNTO2c, ESQ., M.L.C.,

Ow&HUIAN.
JOI{N STEWART, ESQ.
ALEXANDER BRUCE, ESQ.,
Mr, Reuben Woodham examined
Mr. R. 1205. Chairman.] You are an old resident of Sydney? Yes, for five and thirty years and upwards.
Woodham. 1206.
And engaged in the butchering trade? Yes, nothing else.
1207. As a slaughterer, or butcher, or what? I have been slaughturiug, and I have had a shop in Sydney,
"s"
I. Aug.,879
but am now kifihig pigs, and have done so for years on my own account.
1208. Are you well acquainted with the Glebe Island Abattoir?, Yes, ever since it was opened.
1209. You expressed a desire to be examined before this Board? Yes.
1210. With the view of giving certain evidence in your power to afford in respect to the Abattoir? Yes.
1211. Of course I am not aware of the nature of the evidence which you desire to give, and I am therefore not prepared to propose questions to you ; if you will make your statement we shall be glad to take it
down? You mean in regard to the working of Glebe Island
1212. In any way according to your judgment and experience. I would premise by saying that you must
of course be fully aware that the object of this Board is only to inquire and report. We have no feeling
or prejudice at all in the matter ; we are only carrying out the duty entrusted to us -without prejudice?
Well, I have been killing on Glebe Island ever since it was opened, and I do not think a better place could
be found as a situation for the Abattoir. I was in London, and was brought up there as a butcher, and my
father was a butcher there. 1 came to this colony in 1843, and when the slaughter-houses were opened
on Glcbe Island I took a slaughter-house there. I was killing beef on my own account, but since then have
been killing pigs. and I have worked for a great many gentlemen here-for Mr. Wentwortli, for Mr. Drake,
salting for Mr. Hinchy at the boiling down, and for a great many others; for Mr. Richard H. for Stance.
I-have a considerable experience in the butchering, and am a butcher. I was in Melbourne not long ago and
did not see there my place so fit and so good as the slaughter-houses on Globe Island.
1213. You have seen no place so fit notwithstanding that you have been recently in Melbourne; you have
not seen anything so useful as a place for slaughtering as the Glebe Island Abattoir? No.
1214. You mean as to its locality? Yes, and the building of it and everything else.
1215. The general arrangement? The general arrangement. I might not perhaps have seen all the
slaughter-houses in Melbourne. I am speaking of Flemingtou. They are only dog-kennels over there to
ours.
1216. Do you not think a greater amount of accommodation for killing and dressing sheep is required at
Glebe Island? Yes, there are more slaughter-houses required.
1217. More room for the comfort and cleanliness of the men and for the cleanliness of the place? Yes, no
doubt about it.
1218. And for the wholesomeness of the meat too? Yes; the slaughter-houses were never big enough when
first laid out I pointed that out at the first going off that they were too small for the purpose required.
1219. What about the drainage? The drainage is much better now than it used to be; at one time it was
very bad.
1220. At one time I suppose, in fact there was no drainage at all? No.
1221. But of late years things are very much different? Very much different
1222. Do you not think it would be a great improvement to have those places either paved or asphalted?
I think asphalted would be much better.
1223. Do you not think it necessary? I do indeed. It would take no trouble then to wash the places out
- and to keep them thoroughly clean; now it gets through the stones, and you cannot get the -place as clean
as it ought to be.
1224. What is your opinion with regard to the accommodation for slaughtering the pigs? Well I think the
places are almost big enough for what we kill there. I suppose Mr. O'Connor kills 300 or 320 a week, Mr.
VToolfe about 120, and myself 100, that is taking the average; and then there are two more pig butchers
who kill fifty or sixty, or perhaps a larger number.
1225. And you say that the slaughtering accommodation is at present sufficient for your requirements?
Well, if the pens were done as you say with asphalt, it would be much better.
1226. If the pens were asphalted, the accommodation would be sufficient for present purposes? Oh yes
plenty, and likewise we want gas.
1227. Gas is necessary? Yes.
1228, All over the building? Yes; we burn those nasty lamps there. They make you sick in fact, and
sometimes we have to work all night.
1229. Have you sufficient boiling or hot and cold water for your slaughtering I No, the copper is sufficient.,
but sometimes we have had no water. That has not, however, been for long, and has been caused by the
wind getting into the pipes. Of late we have had no occasion to complain about the water.
1230. Is the water used at all times perfectly clean? Oh yes, we drink it.
1231. I mean the water used in the scalding? Well it is never changed all day, but after the pig is scalded
it goes into a clean tub of water, and there is another tub to wash him in after that. Thç water in the
second tub in which he is put, that is the cold water, is changed three or four times a day.
1232. The scalding water is used all day? Yes.1233. And it is unavoidably dirty? It is rather dirty, but if you waited to empty that copper you would
have to wait an hour or an hour and a half, and in that way lose time in the killing of a number of pigs.
1234. Suppose you had steam-power and a boiler of the necessary size to supply hot water, would not that
be an additional accommodation? Yes, sometimes we have been without water there through the engine
breaking down, but that has not been since the water was laid on,
1235. Do you know that in one city in America they kill 15,000 pigs a day in the winter-time? I do not
believe they could do so.
1236. It is nevertheless a fact, and they never kill less than 3,000 a day in hot weather? They must have
very slow people at Glebe Island then. I have three sons on Glebe Island who could kill 150 a day, and
-------------- .
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myself included, I do not think that we could do more than 150 or 200 properly. There are people who
do more, but not what I call properly.
1237. Do you not believe the statement that 15,000 pigs are killed and dressed in a day at Chicago?
I should want to go and see it.
1238. But suppose it is true I I do not disbelieve you, but I would not believe anything of the sort
because 1239. You think it impossible? I saw in the paper about O'Connor's men doing twenty an hour; they
cannot do any such thing, if the pigs are to be what I call dressed. You can go and look in my place at
Cliche Island, and find pigs as white as that paper.
1240. Did you read the evidence about the killing of pigs at Chicago? Yes, I read it, and saw it in the
Echo, where it was stated that they went down an incline or what I made out was, that they put the pig
into a tub, and then put it out again for a man to scrape. My men at Glebe Island would do three while
they do that.
1241. I would recommend you to read the evidence given before this Board in reference to Clucago
slaughtering, and you will find that they surpass us very much. It is worth your while to read it? I should
like to read it but I know very well that they must have a great many more hands, or something else than
we have.
1242. The animal goes up a live pig, and comes out pickled pork? Yes. I do not think one man could hit
and stick all those in a day, nor that two men could do it.
1243. Do you know anything of the meat-slaughtering establishments on Glebe Island? Yes; they would
be much better if they were larger.
1244. You think it would be a great improvement if they were increased in size? A great improvement.
1245. Can you suggest to the Board any other improvements. It is one great object of the Board to make
necessary improvements in the place? In reg rd to selling meat not fit for food 1246. We will come to that by-and-bye? I cannot suggest anything. I must leave the matter of the
blood and that like to those with better knowledge than I have myself. If the offal were taken away in a
better manner than now, Glebe Island would be free from smell or anything else. A hose put on to the
slaughter-houses to slush them down is very requisite.
1247. You think an abundant supply of clean water for cleansing purposes is absolutely necessary? Yes.
1248. With hose appliances? Yes, with hose.
1249. What is your opinion of the accommodation for the men working there, in regard to keeping themselves clean? Well, 1 think there are some men who, if they had a parlour to go into, would not wash
themselves.
1250. Suppose the regulations compelled them to do it? You ould want a little more room than there is
at the back, and more accommodation.
1251. Can you suggest to the Board nny other improvement that would be to the interest of the public or
those concerned on the island. If you can offer any suggestions we should be glad to hear them? I do not
know of anything but making the pens larger. The other day they covered in the pens. To-day there, is
not a dry spot that the pigs can lie in, the covering of the pens has been managed so badly. I do not know
who was the areluteet, but in the large place they have put up over the pig and sheep pens there is not a dry
place to day.
1252. Through somebody's fault the buildings are so faulty that to-day there is not a dry spot for the pigs
or sheep I Yes.
1253. During this rain? Yes.
1254. In consequence of the faulty nature of the buildings? Yes.
1255. Would you suggest that the pig-houses be removed to some other place or part of the Island? No.
1256. Would not the pig-killing be carried on in a more methodical way in some other part of the Island?
I do not think we can have a better place than where we are. There wants to be some accommodation for
hanging the eareases upon the beams, for I suppose that some day the pieces that go across now will break
down.
1257. Can you tell the Board the number of pigs killed weekly on the Island for consumption in Sydney?
I should think that O'Connor kills 350,1 kill 110, the young man next door kills sometimes 70, and then
there is another man-Brierley's man-who kills on an average between 50 and 60.
1258. That is about the weekly average consumption of pigs throughout the year for Sydney and the
suburbs? Yes; but there are a great many that come down from Picton and other places dead-that is in
winter-time.
1259. In winter-time a number of earcases come from the country? Yes.
1260. Are the pigs on the island killed for consumption as fresh pork or for salting, or for what purpose
aenerally for fresh pork. The generality of them are for fresh pork.
1261. Is there no establishment., within your knowledge, for the purpose of curing or salting pork? Pigs
vent away to Kiama this week to be made into bacon. I do not know any such place in Sydney, but there
is a man at Canterbury who kills about twenty a week.
1262. Is it a customary thing to send the pigs to Kiania to be made into bacon? No. I have known them
do it at odd times, but not of late.
1263. Do you mean that the pork has gone there, or that the pigs have gone? The live pigs have gone to
be made into bacon down there.
1264. W hat is your opinion of Glebe Island as a site for cattle sale-yards, supposing the whole business of
cattle selling and slaughtering were concentrated on Glebe Island. Do you think it would be an improvement I I do not think the cattle sale-yards ought to be there.
1265. You think they ought not to be there? Yes; it would be too near, although in Melbourne they have
them close to the Abatton-s ; but there the place is much larger, and there is a large flat country.
1266. Suppose the cattle were brought from the interior by the railway, and delivered on the island by the
railway, what would you think then? It would be much better. They would not be driven, and there
would be no wasting. My opinion is that the bullock begins to waste direotly it leaves the station.
1267. Have you ever considered the subject of a public meat-house, a refrigerated house, or place for the
purpose of storing eareases I u-that is, a place reduced in its temperature in order to keep meat cold
throughout the year ;-have you over considered that subject? No, I have never considered it, but I think
if anything like that was done it would make meat very much dearer in the cost and that like.
1268.
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Mr. R. 1268. It would add to the cost of meat, and to the retail price? Yes.
Woodham. 1269. Which the public would have to pay? Yes, it would be more expensive.
1270. But would you not get a more wholesome and fresher meat? Yes, no doubt about that.
-' Aug.,
1879, 1271. Would it not be better for all concerned-for the producer, the wholesale and the retail butchers, and
for the eonsu,ners-if the meat could be kept fresh as long as possible, even if it cost a little more? It
would be much better there is no doubt about that
1272. Do you not think the public would willingly pay a small advance in price to have wholesome and
fresh meat sold to them? No doubt a great number would; no doubt of it.
1273. Is it not the practice in the summer-time that most is taken away from the Abattoir quite warmalmost hot? Oh, yes.
1274. It is the usual practice? Oh, yes.
1275. Do you think that is absolutely necessary? No, I do not; but unless you did as you just now proposed they could not at present act in any other way. They kill at 2 o'clock in the morning, and they are
not allowed to kill on Sunday. Mr. Playfair, and others who want meat for shipping, must have their meat
down at 5 o'clock, to serve the ships; and they could not adopt any better plan than that followed now.
1276. Then they are compelled to kill their meat at 2 o'clock in the morning, because it is necessary that
the meat should be delivered at the shops by 5 o'clock in the morning? Yes, or before 6 in the morning.
1277. The meat being then quite hot? Yes, and no doubt it eats very hard too.
1278. Do you not think meat is unwholesome in that state? I do not think it is injurious to health.
1979. It is not as nice or palatable? No, not as it would be if frozen or cold.
1280. What would your London customers say if you gave them a piece of hot beef? I do not know. I
have many times had to light a fire and thaw the meat there before we could cut it. I lived at one place
in London where we served Mr. Robert Towns, and we used to serve his ship, the " Royal Saxon."
1281. Do you not think that all meat should be set by cold before it is moved from the slaughter-house?
Yes, if there was a possibility of doing it.
1282.. Do you think it would be a great improvement to set meat before using it? Yes. For instnnce, if
there is a southerly wind on Friday we can kill pigs, and they set first-rate on that day, and they will keep
longer than pigs killed on the following day when there is no southerly wind.
1283. Is there any discrimination used on the Island by the pig butchers in selecting proper animals for
slaughter ;-do you kill all that come to your hands, or do you reject any? We reject any that are not fat
1284. All others are killed? Yes, all others are generally killed.
1285. What do you do with the lean pigs? I generally send them to the sale, and they are sold to different
people, perhaps to go to people in the country, or to Cook's River. "Stores" we call them.
1286. how do you feed your pigs on the Island? I could make an affidavit before any gentleman that I
feed my pigs on corn-that is myself; I am only speaking on my own account I have got sixty this week,
and may have five or ten left after killing what I want, and I take corn over and feed them. Other People
have perhaps 200 left; of course I do not know what they feed them on.
1287. I do not want to ask you that? But I saw Carroll's evidence in the paper, about the rotten calves'
feet, and that; he ought to have mentioned that this was not in all places. He saw them in one place; he
did not see them in every place.
1288. You have never fed your pigs so? Never, I could take an oath. I only have a few left; perhaps
twenty or thirty are the most that ever I had left.
1289. Mr. Stewart.] You have been often present when the pigs have been killed and dressed? Oh yes; I
have killed them myself.
1290. And you are accustomed to handle the flesh of pigs a good deal? Yes.
1291. Could you distinguish between the flesh of pigs fed on corn and pigs fed on offal? Oh yes, certainly.
The offal-fed pig is quite soft; but in
1292. What is the difference? One is soft; the other is hard.
the winter-time the flesh is harder than it is in summer.
1293. Flabby? Yes, never set.
1294. Is the colour the same? Very white.
1295. Is there any difference in the smell? Well, no ; I do not think you could detect any.
1296. Only two points of difference-flabby to the feel, and pale in colour? Yes, very white.
1297. is there any difference when cooked? No. Some gentlemen prefer the offal-fed pork. I could
mention one you all know well. I do not expect that if any gentleman had a loin of pork nicely roasted
and stuffed he could tell what the pig had been fed upon.
1298. Is there any chance of pigs suffering from any disease, or of sickly pigs, being killed for food? I
have not seen many diseased pigs killed. If I said I had not seen a few I should tell a lie.
1299. You have seen one or two? Yes.
1300. Do you know what the disease was? No.
1301. What made you think they were sickly? When you opened them, and took the insides out, you
found the livers not all right.
1302. Any difference in the flesh? Not so much; very little difference.
1303. You judged by the state of the liver that the pig was sickly? Yes.
1:304. Is there any inspection of the meat before it goes out of the market? Mr. Oatley is generally about,
and in and out of the slaughter-houses.
1305. But if there were nothing to be seen the inspection would he useless? Just so.
1306. Did you ever see measles in pigs? Never know one in the country.
1307. You have seen measly flesh in pigs? At home.
1308. 'What difference is there between the flesh of those pigs and the flesh of other pigs? One is full of
little spots.
1309. On the skin? A pig will look motley on the skin if you have him a week in the pen, and feed him
ever so inuoh. It is the starvation which causes it.-coming from his own home, where, perhaps, he has
been fed on nuilk, and then when he comes here you feed him on corn, or it may b, offal. He will fall
away, and come out in blotches.
1310. Chairman.] From the change of diet? Change of diet.
1311. Mr. Stewart asked you what symptoms the measly pig showed-whether they are in the flesh or on
the skin? The pigs are drowsy looking. It is many years ago since I saw one. I came here in '43.
1312. 2[t Stewart.] The question I want answered is how you distinguish between the flesh of a measly
1313.
pig and the flesh of a sound pig? One has a kind of blotches through the meat.
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1313. Dark bloody spots? Yes.
1314. Any difference in the feel?, No; only in the colour.
1315. It is not on the skin? No, underneath.
7 Aug., 1879.
1316. No difference in the smell of it? No.
1317: Do you know if such meat has ever been sold? In England, yes.
1318. it has been sold? Plenty, no doubt
1319. You do not know what those blotches in the flesh of the meat are caused by? No, I do not
Underneath the skin, whore they have had a hit on board ship with a rope, you will frequently find a brinse.
1320. You have never seen typhus fever in pigs? No.
1321, Neither at home nor here? No. 1 have seen them with it little of the pleurisy, but very seldom;
you may kill two or three hundred and not find it.
1322. You never heard of people becoming diseased by eating pork? No, I have not
1323. I understood you to say there is no better site in the Colony for slaughtering than Glebe Island I Yes.
1324. Was I right in thinking you applied that to the site of the slaughter-houses only? Yes, as to position.
1325). You did not intend to say that all the arrangements were good for slaughtering? No.
1326. But Glebe Island is a fine position for slaughter-houses? Yes, you could not find a better position for
slaughtering.
1327. But for all that there need to be a great many improvements and alterations? Yes.
1328. You seem to think it would not be a good plan to have the selling-yards for cattle on the island? No
doubt it might do if, as Mr. Thornton remarked, the cattle were brought in trucks.
1329. But suppose the cattle did not come in trucks-what would be the objection? They would have to
take the bullocks back to ilomebush to feed.
1330. Why? Some of them leave bullocks in the Homebush paddocks to feed.
1331. A man kills as many as he wants, and keeps the rest starving? There is good grass at Homebush.
1332. But if he wanted to kill all, the best place for the selling-yards would be near the slaughter-houses?
Yes. If a man bought ten bullocks, and slaughtered them at once, he would have them to his hand.
1333. And it would suit him to have the selling-yards near the slaughter-houses? Yes.
1334. Then your objection to Globe Island as a place for selling-yards is the necessity to take some of the
cattle back to the paddoeks? Yes.
1335. If the cattle could be fed on the island there would be no objection to the selling-yards being there?
No, I think not.
1336. Would Glebe Island be a good situation for a wholesale meat market? Yes, it would be very central.
1337. It is a kind of wholesale meat market now? Yes.
1338. All who buy meat wholesale mostly go to Glebe Island? Not so many of late, on account of Mr.
Richards selling country-killed meat.
1339. But until the earcases caine from the country there was no other wholesale meat.-market? No, none.
1340. Do you think that Glebe Island is managed as.well as it might have been under proper an-angements?
No, but it is a deal different from what it used to be.
1341. If it were your property you would have some alterations made? Oh, yes, with the slaughter-houses.
1342. And the management? I do not think anyone could manage it much better than it has been
managed by Mr. Oatley, although lie is no friend of mine, - He is a man who has been many years at it; he
ought to know all about the inspection of bullocks, and that like.
1343. Perhaps you might keep Mr. Oatley on to manage the place, and in that case you do not see any
necessity for making any alterations I Not in regard to the inspection of the cattle.
1344. Chairman.] Mr. Stewart means if it were your own property? I am referring to the Chief Inspector.
I do not know much about Mr. .Iager.
1345. Mr. Stewart.] But you would make some alterations in the yards and sheds and slaughter-houses, to
make them more commodious? Yes, and more room to hang the carcases up; there is not room enough to
keep them apart.
1346. Have you had any sucking-pigs killed at the island? A few,
1347. Every week? I would not say every week; some weeks.
1348. Some people think it would be more convenient to slaughter them in Sydney? If they had suitable
premises.
1349. Could that be done without creating a nuisance? I think so-the slaughtering of such stock as lambs
and sucking pigs.
1350. Chairman.] And calves? And calves.
1351. Mr. Stewart] Is it done now I Oh, yes.
1352. And no one finds out the nuisance? No.
1353. Butif the butchers were required to obtain a license for the premises which should be properly
appointed, this slaughtering might be done openly and done better? Yes.
1354. If the retail butchers were allowed to slaughter on their own premises there would be loss chance of
their creating a nuisance than there is now? Yes.
1355. You are sure of that? Yes; but if licenses are granted the butchers ought to have fit premises.
They kill in the heart of London.
1356. And in London they would have fit premises? Yes.
1357. Is the license there an annual one? I do not know.
1358. if a man were frequently convicted of breaking the regulations the license would be taken from him?
No doubt.
1359. The slaughtering-houses now in London are all licensed? I could not tell you.
1360. How long is it since you left London? Six and thirty- years.
1361. They were not licensed in your time? No.
1362. Suppose a man buys a hundred head of cattle and wants only twenty slaughtered to-day, if he had
some cold chamber to store the meat in would it not be to his advantage to kill all the cattle and store the
meat? If lie had a place to keep it.
1363. Say an ice-house? Yes.
1364. It would be much better than keeping the cattle starving in poor paddoeks; the mcatwould be better
and the loss would be less? Yes.
1-P
1365.
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Mr. ft.
1365. Then it is simply because he cannot keep the meat that he keeps the cattle alive starving? Yes,
Woodham_ it is a good deal towards it. I was going to say that in my own opinion there requires to be an inspector
Aug.,i89 at Homebush; and I have no doubt in my own mind that if there were a proper inspector at Tiomebush
7
there would not be the cattle come that they complain about.
1366. Chairman.] You think there should be an inspector at the sale-yards, and that if there were such an
inspector, objectionable cattle about which so much has been said lately would not be allowed to be killed?
Yes. Any gentleman who had the inspectorship would, if he was a good general, know whether a bullock
was fit to be killed or not.
1367. And would prevent the cattle being taken to Glebe Island for the purpose of being killed? Yes.
About that boar pig, concerning which there has been so much talk, no 'nail in Sydney could make a sausage
out of the pig described to you. That man, Shultz, is a mutton butcher; I have known him for five and
tlurty years. He used to sell muffins once, and how he came to be a butcher was-he used to put his tray
down in the slaughter-house, and leg the sheep for Mr. Donahue. I do not know of a pork butcher's in
Sydney where they would make sausages from such a pig as Shultz described; it would he nouse to them.
1368. In your opinion sausages, you say, could not be made of a boar pig of the description given in the
evidence before the Board l Yes ; and as for smelling the pig a hundred yards away, it is all nonsense. if
it could be done a law should be passed that the men should castrate those pigs when they were a certain
age, and we should have none of this-they would not send them to market Last week I bought seven
pigs, and had four boar pigs among them. That shows that people in thc country will not take the
trouble to castrate them. If a man has twenty pigs he asks you so much for them, and if there were ten
boars among them you must take the lot-take them or leave them.
1369. And you must kill the boa's with the others? Yes.
1370. Mr. Stewart.] Is the flesh of the boar pigs as good as that of the others? Generally it is.
1371. Some are rank 1 Sometimes there are, but very seldom. It is like everything else. I do not know
whether you are aware that if you were to give a pound an ounce for hay and give it to the bullocks in the
slaughter-yards they would not eat it, unless they were cattle that had been stall-fed.
1372. Chairman.] Wild cattle will not feed in the yards? No.
1373. They will not eat hay in the yard? No, not even the best ever grown.
1374. Mr. Stswart.] You have tried it I Yes, I have seen it tried.
1375. More than once? More than once.
1376. Clutirman.] Your opinion is that cattle cannot be fed artificially in the pens? Not in the pens.
1377. They refuse to eat? Yes; they drink, but will not eat.
1378. Do you know whether they will eat the natural grass if put into a paddock? Oh, yes; I have seen
them eat a little bit. But sometimes there is not much in the paddoeks to eat. During the drought there
was nothing for them to cat. I heard that Mr. Demnpster speaks about the cattle being starved on the
Island. Such is not the case; if you got a bale of lucerne hay they would not touch it uness they have
been stall fed.
1379. The evidence was, that the starvation goes on by keeping the cattle so long; it is not the wilful withholding of feed from them, but ke@ping them so long without food? They starve themselves.
1380. The charge is not so much that they are starved by their owners but that they waste from starvation
through being kept so long without food? Yes. And as for the blood Mr. Dempster spoke about, no man
would think of making sausages out of that blood. You can take that blood and pelt it at a wall, when it
is cured by the chemical put into it; you can cut it like a knife.
1381. You say that the blood which has been deodorized by the chemical process is never used for sausages?
God bless your soul! no; it is impossible. Talking about taking the beef away in the carts, there is no
doubt that sometimes the men do sit on the front; they have no other place to sit They ought to have a
seat made for them to sit upon without sitting on the beef-although I have carted some thousands of cattle
myself in the same way when the weather was a deal hotter in summer than now.
- 1382. Do you not think it is a very insufficient and llthy way of conveying meat, to take it away in these
open dirty carts with dirty drivers? Yes. They might be made to reform a great deal in that regard, and
in many other little things that you do not know anything of on the island, if Mr. Oatley had power to do
so. That bullock they talk about I saw that brought in and dressed, and Mr. Oatley and Mr. Jager out it
down. I would have eaten a piece of that bullock myself. The bullock 1 Inean is that described by "Eye
Witness." He was a bullock that had got down in the train, and had been trampled upon. There was a
part of the animal bruised, but in the inside h&was beautiful. He was sold for a pound. He was a grand
bullock. He was boiled down I know. The man got 250 lbs. of fat off him.
1383. Is there anything else you wish to mention? No, sir, I do not think there is. There is only one
thing: If you had an inspector at Honiebush you want a man who is well acquainted with the duties he
would have to attend to.
1384. A man of practical experience, judgment, and character? Yes.
1385. A man of practical experience, good judgment, and character, who would detect faulty or diseased
beasts and prevent them from going to the slaughter I Yes, prevent them from being slaughtered for food.
1386. And thereby save the public from the chance of having to eat diseased meat without knowing it?
Yes.
1387. Anything else l There was something else, but I cannot think of it just now.
1388. If there should be anything which you find you have forgotten and you write it down on paper and
forward it to me, I will have it added to your evidence.

TUESDAY, 12 AUGUST, 1879.

THE HON. GEORGE THORNTON, ESQ., M.L.O., OrnuRaw.
ALEXANDER BRUCE, E5Q.
JOHN STEWART, Esq.,
I
Mr. Timothy O'Connor examined
1389. Chairman.] You are a butchQr in Sydney, Mr. O'Connor? Yes.
1390. Wholesale or retail? I am it retail butcher, but sometimes I sell a little wholesale.
l2Aug., 1879. 1391. Where are your premises? A.t the corner of the Double Bay and Edgeeliffe Roads, Woollahra.
1392.
--
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Mr. T.
1392. You have expressed a desire through your brother to be examined before this Board? Yes.
OQonnor.
1393. With the view of giving some evidence oi' the subject claiming the attention of the Board? Yes.
1394. Will you kindly tell us what you wish to state? Well, I have been a great deal on the Island, but I
1876.
have never seen any diseased cattle killed, and I have watched closely.
1395. Have you been much about Glebe Island? Two or three times a week.
1396. You generally go two or three times a week? Yes.
1397. Do you slaughter there? Sometimes; whenever I have slaughtered I have slaughtered there.
1398. You purchase your meat there, and sometimes slaughter? Yes.
1399. And therefore you visit it two or three times a week? Two or three times at least.
1400. For what number of years have you visited there? Since the Abattoir was built; I was about one
of the first that visited it after it was built.
1401. You have been it collsta.nt visitor there since the Abattoi.r was built? Every week I dare say since
it was built
1402. Said you state that during the whole of that time you have never seen any diseased meat? Not in
one single mstance.
1403. Neither beef, nor mutton, nor pork? I have seen sheep with what they call flukes in the liver, but
I have never seen diseased cattle, and I have taken particular notice of their lungs and of their melts.
1404. You have never seen any diseased cattle, and you have taken particular notice of their lungs and
melts 1 I have seen particularly poor cattle, but never any diseased.
1.405. It is quite possible, I suppose, that there might be diseased cattle there and you not know it? Very
likely. I have seen cattle that I was sure were diseased sold at the Honiebush saleyards. I saw Mr. Inglis
selling, a lot of cattle one day at Homebush, and a bullock among them ws pointed out as being likely to be
diseased, and it died within half-an-hour afterwards.
1406. You have seen Mr. Inglis sell cattle, one of which was pointed out as being diseased, and it actually
died within half an hour? Yes. In another instance I saw a very poor cow killed. Everything about her
was sound, but she was very poor. When she was bled the blood, instead of flowing out, flowed back into
the ribs, and when Mr. Jager came be said that this blood was the liver. He did not know the difference
between the clot of blood and the liver.
1407. The blood coagulated within the carcase? Yes.
1408. And you say the assistant inspector said that that coawilated blood was the liver? Yes; he did not
know the difference until Mr. Oatley pointed it out to him.
1409. Were you present on that occasion? I was.
1410. How long ago is it? Some years ago.
1411. It occurred man5 years ago? Yes, it is some years ago; but I have always wondered that I never
saw any inspectors of live stock at the sales, and they are held so close to Sydney.
1412. You think the inspectors should examine the stock before they are taken to the Island? Yes, and conlenin anything unfit 1. saw a cow cut down yesterday. It seemed a nice little body of beef, but I was
informed that she had a calf by her side, and it is a question whether the meat of a cow that has recently
calved is wholesome.
141.3. You doubt the propriety of killing beef under those oircumstances? Yes; I would like to have
advice whether the flesh would be wholesome. It looked wholesome.
1414. But you doubt it? Yes; I would not like to eat the meat myself.
1415. I think you said that you have seen sheep killed there that were diseased with fluke? The mutton
looked right enough, but there were hard lumps on the liver-what they call flukes.
1416. And does a carouse of mutton being fluked affect the quality of the mutton? Not in appearance.
1417. But in fact? It does not look aily the worse, and I never heard any complaints. The quality does
not seem to be inferior.
1418. The consumer would not know that the animal had fluke? No.
1419. Because it looks the same as a sound sheep? Just the same. I have never seen any difference, and
I have watched closely. You see no sign whatever.
1420. And the meat of a fluked sheep is sold in the shops the same as if it were a good sheep? Yes, it is.
1421. In your opinion does Glebe Island possess all the accommodation required for the trade l No, not
one-third. I believe it is well situated, but I think the Government ought to provid6 more room.
1422. You think the situation is very good? I do not think-it could be better, especially in summer-time.
Mr. Davis was slaughtering not 15 miles away on the Duck River, and 1 have known meat killed there not to be
good on the following morning in close weather. The vibration of the train keeps the meat in motion, and
it will not set. Tlio slaughter-houses should be ut some place convenient to the city in the summer-time.
1423. You think, as to the locality, that Glebe Island is eminently well situated? Yes, all they want is
more room.
1424. And more accommodation? More accommodation.
1425. The buildings extended? The yards should be made larger, and more room given for the cattle, and
tl,cn the cattle could be got into the slaughter-houses in a diflerent way from the present. The men could
go into the yards and drive them in ; but at present it would be dangerous to go in amongst them. 1 saw
a bullock to-day on the ground and they could not get him in. The smell of the blood infuriates the
ani inals.
1426. You think they want more room in the cattle-yards and additional buildings? Yes, they do ; and I
think it is necessary to provide racks with green lucerne to feed the sheep and cattle, and that lucerne
should be provided in the paddoeks also.
1427. You think there should be hay-racks to feed the cattle and sheep? Racks, with lucerne ; I don't
l,elieve they would eat dry hay.
1428. And that the paddocks should also be provided with green lucerne for feeding the cattle? Yes, I
think that is quite necessary.
1429. Do you think wild cattle would feed if they had green lucerne given to them? Well, they are not
very wild with the men going so much quiongst them. I have seen men go amongst them and put their
hands on them. After being so long on the road they become very quiet compared to what they are when
.
..
they leave the station.
..
1430. You say you think there should be all inspector to examine the cattle at tbt yarE at ffothebish
before they are taken to the Abattoir? 1 think that is quite a necessity.
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Oonor 1431. And that many a diseased beast would then be prevented from going to the Abattoir? It would not
be possible for one to pass. Nothing is easier than to tell a diseased beast, because there is generally mucus
12 Aug. 1879. coming from its nostrils, and its eyes are dull and heavy. There is nothing easier, I think; but if they
were not sure of any particular beast they could put a mark on him, and send word to the inspector, who
would take care to see that particular beast slaughtered.
1432. But my remarks go towards the propriety of having an inspector solely for the purpose of examining
the cattle at the sale-yards 3. One man could inspect all the cattle there in an hour, and there are only two
sale days in the week.
1433. There would be no necessity then for an additional officer? No; Mr. Bruce and Mr. Yeo have
nothing to do hardly. All that they have to do is when a bull or heifer comes out from England, to go and
inspect it. There are inspectors of cattle for the district of Sydney, and I think it is part of their duty to
go to the sale-yards to inspect the cattle, or else I do not know what their office is.
1434. Do you not think the island is in a very bad state for want of drainage, and cleanliness generally?
It is only the drainage. It is utterly impossible for any place to be kept clean where there is. such an
amount of slaughtering. A little while ago I was at a place up the country, and there was more filth about
it than you would see at Glebe Island in two months. It is impossible to keep the place clean where they
slaughter. The men have to wash the slaughter-house down for their own safety after every fall, because if
a clot of blood got under their feet it would be dangerous. I have always seen the place washed down after
a fail.
1435. But in America they have a plan of killing bullocks by which they avoid the slightest stain of blood
or filth, - or offal ;—nothing of the sort could possibly occur in the slaughter-houses in America—that is to
say, we have evidence to that effect .You would think that an utter impossibility.
1436. It is done in this way, so fai- as our evidence goes: The beast is pithed, and then slung up by the hind
legs, and the head is let into an iron receiver; then its throat is cut, and this receiver catches every drop .of
the blood, and prevents it from spilling; care i5 also taken to collect the entrails, so as to prevent any mess.
You will never see a spot of blood or filth anywhere ; that is the evidence before us? Well, I have seen
the beasts hung up, yet there is always a little blood.
1437. But it is all caught in the iron receiver? You would think that though that might receive the
greater portion of it, it would be impossible to collect every drop, because the little veins in the body.would
- be sure to retain a little blood.
1438. Is there any suggestion you can make to the Board for the improvement of Glebe Island? I think
if they were to fill up at the back, where the cattle are kept, and make larger yards there, and not keep so
many cattle at the slaughtering place, the men would be able to get into the yards and drive the cattle out
without using the boahook. Some cattle rush back when they smell the blood, and I think if a race were
made which would compel them to go forward, it would be better.
1439. You think the present plan might be greatly improved? Yes; if they had a race, the cattle being
once got into it would be compelled to go on to the slaughter-house. The men could then get close to them,
and force them along. At present the yards are sometimes as full of cattle as they can hold, and if a man
got in among them it would be as much as he could do to find room for himself.
1440. Have you any other suggestion to make? No; only I would like to mention, with regard to Shultis
evidence, that it would be an utter impossibility to smell a pig at the distance he states. I have never
seen anything of the kind. There are as fine pigs at Glebe Island as you will see in any part of the world.
They mostly come from Wollongong, where they are fed on corn and milk, and I have never seen a finer
lot of pork in my life. And as for making sausages out of boar pig's meat, any man of experience will tell
you that you cannot do that. You want the very finest meat for sausages, and you have to take every
sinew out of the meat before the knives will cut it. I have seen hundreds of pigs, and killed many myself,
and I have never seen anything such as Shultz describes. I was slaughtering pigs for two years, and I
never saw anything of the kind. Shultz has had very little experience on the island. He was working
mostly for Mr. Davidson, selling dead meat
4441. And you say that during your experience on the island—and you have had considerable in the
slaughter of pigs—you have never known an instance of killing boar pigs to make sausages, and that they
could not be made into sausages? No, anyone who sells pork sausages cheap makes them out of mutton.
What I mean to say is that what are sold as cheap pork sausages are made of mutton. I know plenty who
never put a particle of pork into what they sell as pork sausages; and as for making pork sausages out of
boar pigs, it is an utter impossibility—you could not chop the meat I have never seen anything like what
some people have given as a description of the Island, and I am over there pretty well every day. There is
as fat beef and mutton there as in any part of the world.
1442. .21fr. Stewart.] Were you here in 1850 and 18517 No, sir.
1443. How long have you been here? Since 1855.
1444. Have you ever seen a beast ill with Cumberland disease? Disease of the lungs?
1445. No; you do not know what Cumberland disease is? I have never seen Cumberland disease. What
they call Cumberland disease is a diseased melt.
1446. That is not it—it is a diseased spleen; you never saw that complaint? No.
1447. Have you seen cattle bad with pleuro-pneumonia? Yes.
1448. Alive? I have seen them alive and dead.
1449. Have you ever seen one dressed that had a slight attack of it? I have seen a 1t dressed that were
bad with it, but not in this country—at home. I have seen a light four times its ordinary size.
1450. But not in this country? No.
1451. Then you have not seen that disease in this conntry? No.
1452. Nor Cumberland disease? No.
1453. Have you seen eatarrh in sheep? I do not remember.
1454. You have no experience of diseased stock at all? I have never seen any diseased stock.
1455. Then how do you know that they are sound? I have seen their liver, light, heart, and melt. Any
disease that a cattle has is in one of those organs. I do not'know what name you might give the disease,
but if you asked me if any of those organs were affected, I could tell you.
1456. . Chairman.] And if a beast is diseased in any of those organs the meat must be affected? Decidedly.
I knew a man that skinned a diseased animal on Mr. Eales' estate, and he. died within two days after, at
Newcastle.
John
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John Stewart, Esq., a member of the Board, examined in his place
1457. (1/tairnian.] In the practice of your profession as a veterinary surgeon you have had opportunities of J. S4ew&rt,
sq,
learning what circumstances affect the flesh of animals used as food? Yes. I have made a great many
dissections and post mortem examinations of animals that have died or been killed.
lzAu.1872.
1458. You have heard how hurriedly cattle are driven from the sale-yards at Homobush to the Abattoir at
Globe Island; what efihct will that have on the meat? If the animal is slaughtered at once it will not
bleed freely, and the flesh will be dark in colour, not a bright scarlet. But even after the animal has been
quiet for some hours after overdriving the flesh is apt to be dim, and of a dull red colour, and it soon spoils.
1459. Is meat in that state unwholesome? I do not know that it is. Dogs, pigs, and other animals thrive
and get fat upon it, even when they get it uncooked. Medical men, however, generally hold that
deteriorated meat, whatever be the cause of time deterioration, is unwholesome, particularly in some states of
the system or of the atmosphere. Richard Owen, the celebrated naturalist, and Hunterian Professor at the
Royal College of Surgeons, was a witness before a Select Committee of the House of Commons in 1849,
and he said, Every arrangement 'which produces over-driving, irritation, terror, and torment to the beast
before the final blow is struck, deteriorates the qualities of the flesh as human food, and especially its
property of resisting decomposition." He also said that this deteriorated meat is less wholesome and iess
nourishing, and that in some constitutions it will produce irritation of the mucus membrane of the stomach
and intestines, and its continuous use might lay the foundation of complaints attributed vaguely to indigestion. Sometimes it directly occasions dia.rrhcea, and in the event of cholera-poison being in the atmosphere, such a condition of the flesh-meat would form an additional element in the chances of the inhabitants
of a metropolis so supplied being attacked by that disease. Such was the opinion of Mr. Owen, and if be
was correct as to the effects of deteriorated meat in a climate like that of England, I think the mischief
must be greater in a climate so hot as ours.
1460. Is the want of food, or of water for some days before slaughtering, injurious to the meat? The
want of water is more injurious than the want of food. The secretions and evacuations become scanty
from the want of water. Noxious matters, which ought to escape by the kidneys, the lungs, the bowels,
and the skin, are retained in the blood. The blood becomes impure and thick, and does not flow completely
out of the flesh when the animal's throat is cut Part of it is retained and gives the flesh a dull darkred colour, and little drops ooze out of the flesh as the body cools.
1461. Is this meat unwholesome? It is not nice looking, it does not kecpwell, and it does not take salting
well; but I am not sure that it is unwholesome.
1462. is the meat of a pregnant cow unwholesome? I know of nothing which induces me to believe that
it is unwholesome,
a
1463. Is the meat of a newly-born calf unwholesome? I don't think it is. I have hoard that in some
path of ireland and of France calves are killed on the day they are born, and used as veal without any
it is bad results.
1464. Are cattle liable to ulcers or tumours? They are liable to swelling of the glands about the throat,
but not very frequently, and when they have them there is very seldom any matter in them, and they in no.
way affect the flesh of the animal.
1465. Are cattle or sheep liable to any diseases which make their flesh poisonous or dangerous I I know of
none in this Colony, except that called Cumberland disease ; but it is said that the flesh of sheep or of
cattle having pleuro-pmieumonia in Africa is dangerous and sometimes poisonous. In this Colony, and in
Europe, it is universally held that the meat of cattle suffering from the pleuro is quite harmless. In the
Australian Colonies the only flesh known to be poisonous is that taken from an animal having the Cumberland disease, and we are not sure that that is poisonous when cooked.
1466. Is it true that cooking by boiling or roasting destroys any poisonous virus which meat may contain?
It is generally—almost universally—acknowledged in Thu-ope that cooking by roasting or boiling destroys
all poisonous propethes in meat; but Dr. Livinkstone, in his travels in Afric; found a disease there which
produced disease in human beings, notwithstanding the boiling or roasting. He says :---" When the flesh
of animals that have died of this disease (pen-pneumonia) is eaten it causes a malignant carbuncle, which,
when it appears over any important organ, proves rapidly fatal, It is more especially dangerous over the
pit of the stomach. The effects of the poison have been experienced by missionaries, who had eaten properly
cooked food, the flesh of sheep really but not visibly affected by the disease. The virus in the flesh of the
animal is destroyed neither by boiling nor roasting. This fact, of which we have had innumerable
examples, shows the superiority of experiments on a large scale to those of acute and able physiologists and
chemists in the laboratory, for a well-known physician of Paris, after careful investigation, considered that
the virus in such cases was completely neutralized by boiling."
1467. Is it probable or likely that the flesh of a beast suffering under Cumberland disease may be used as
human food? In my opinion it is not at all likely. The disease very quickly kills the animal. And if he
is slaughtered while visibly ill the blood is so thick and stagnant that it runs out of him slowly and imperfectly. The meat looks more like the flesh of an animal that had not been bled at all. I don't think any
person would buy such meat, and I don't think any butcher would offer to sell it. But it is possible that in
the very earliest stage of the disease neither time blood nor, the flesh may be so visibly deteriorated, in
which case there is a possibility of the meat being used as food. The Cumberland disease appeared here in
the summer of 1850-51, and since that time I have heard of several persons suffering from a complaint
which, I believe, was previously unknown in this Colony. The disease is called carbuncle or anthrax, and
seems to resemble the disease described by Livingstone as arising from the use of diseased meat. I do not
say that the carbuncle of this Colony is caused by using the flesh of an animal that had been affeete4 by
Cumberland disease. In its uncooked state the flesh is poisonous to dogs and pigs and cats; a small
quantity of the blood introduced into the system of a living being produces dangerous and sometimes fatal
results. It is possible that the same meat may be partly yet not wholly deprived of its virus by cooking.
There may be enough left to produce carbuncle. I have, however, had no opportunity of putting this
conjecture to the test of experiment. If I could get some 'flesh from a beast suffering under the Cumberland disease I would feed a dog or two with it after cooking it.
1468. Have you ever been at Smithfield Cattle Market? Yes, but it is many years ago; it is now abolished.
1469. Do you know what the area of Smithfield Market was at the time it was suppressed? It contained,
in 1850, 6 acres 15 roods.
1470.
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J. Stewart, 1470. What quantity of stock did it contain
In 1847 there used to be from 4,000 to 5,000 cattle, and
Esq.
12,000 to 30,000 sheep in the market at one time. About an acre of ground was ailowed for 1,000 head of
lQAtj 1879 cattle, But the market was suppressed because they could not make it large enough to accommodate the
- stock offered for sale.
1471. At that time the slaughter-houses were near to the market, were they not? In 1849 there were 148
slaughter-houses in London; sixty-one were in cellars or vaults, eighty-seven on ground floors, twenty-five
were in Aldgate-street, twenty in Newgate Market, five in Leadenhall Market. All were registered and
subject to inspection. The blood was all sold, partly for food and partly for use in sugar-refining. The
price it sold for was 3d. per ON, the buyer collecting and carrying it away.
1472. Do you know anything about Islington Market? Not personally; I only know that it is about
23' miles from Smithfield, which is now a dead meat market Islington Market has 15 acres within the
walls, and 12 or 14 acres outside, 'which are used as lairs. It can accommodate 7,000 cattle and 40,000
sheep.
1473. At one time? Yes.
1474. Do you know of any publications which supply information respecting abattoirs or cattle unarkets?
There is a brief notice of abattoirs in the last edition of the JCiwyclopwdia Bntannwa, which I have had
extracted, and which I produce. There is also some useful information in Sir Francis Head's "Faggot of
Sticks" of various abattoirs. There is also much information about cattle markets and abattoirs to be found
in evidence taken before Select Committees of the House of Commons; also about the transit of stock by
railway. There were reports laid before Parliament in the years 1828, 1834, 1835, 1847, 1849, 1850, and
1850, and there is much information to be obtained.fro,n those reports which would be very valuable to any
persons charged with the erection or management of abattoirs or sale-yards, valuable also to legislators
should further legislation on these subjects be deemed advisable.

TUESDAY, 2 SEPTEMBER, 1870.
Vrc%tnt:—
-

THE HON. GEORGE THORNTON, ESQ., M.LC., CRMRMAN.
JOHN STEWART, Esq.,
I
ALEXANDER BRUCE, Esq.
John Rennie, Esq., examined
J. Eennie, 1475. Chairman.] You have been a resident of Sydney for a number of years? Sixteen years.
Esq.
1476. Engaged in the carcase butcher's business? I was a retail butcher previously.
1477. You have been a retail butcher? Yes, but for the last ten years a wholesale butcher.'
2
Sept, 1879, 1478. Doing a good deal of business? Yes, pretty good business.
1479. Have you had occasion to visit Glebe Island much? Every day nearly.
1480. You are aware that the object of this Board is to make inquiry as to the general suitability and
management of Glebe Island Abattoir, with a view to any improvements possible to be made; and the
Government through this Board is anxious to elicit any and every information tending towards that object.
We therefore should be glad if you could give us some information from your practical experience which
will assist our efforts? I will be happy to do so. Anything you ask me I will answer to the best of my
ability.
1481. 'What is your opinion as to the size, construction, and general arrangements of the Abattoir as at
present situated, for the purposes of slaughtering for the city? As far as slaughtering cattle is concerned I
think there could not be anything better, if the sheds at the back were covered in better than they are and
the lane were 'wider. The lane in the front where we load the meat is too narrow.
1482. You think that the, back part should be covered in? Yes.
1483. And the lane made wider so as to admit of free ingress and egress? Yes. I have some difficulty
now in getting my vans into the lane. I an' in the first slaughter-house, and we have got to back the vans
in; there is not room to turn round. The lane is far too narrow, even if the old carts are used.
1484. I believe it was your finn that introduced the new system of meat van and meat conveyance? Yes.
1485. For the conveyance of meat from the Island? Yes. We are the only ones who have adopted theni
as yet, except that Richards has also got one.
1486. You were the first to adopt it? Yes.
1487. And these vans convey the meat in a cleaner, covered, and altogether better manner? Oh, yes.
They give much more satisfaction to the trade, and to everyone concerned. The meat looks better; it is
not exposed to the weather.
1488. It must be better for the consumers? Oh, yes; it must be. Anything that tends to cleanliness must
be better for consumers.
1489. And you find it a great improvement upon the old system of open carts? Oh, a great improvement.
I consider ita very great improvement.
1490. 'What is your opinion as to the conveyahee of meat by the old open cart system; do you not think it
should be abolished? Well, I would not like to give any opinion upon that; they might think I ama
interested. I constdered the improvement I introduced necessary, and therefore I adopted it.
1491. A.s to the suitability of the Island itself for the purposes of slaughtering—what is your opinion of
that? I think you could not got a more suitable site anywhere.
1492. For what reasons do you think so? Because it it out of the town ; it is away from everything; the
Island is by itself—isolated. You could not get a. more suitable place, unless you went out to Bondi Beach.
1493. And it is easy of approach.? Yes. Parties from the suburbs go there for their meat. One-fourth
of the meat slaughtered at Glebe Island goes to the suburbs, and the butchers conic and take it away.
1494. Than as to the conveniences of the buildings for slaughtering cattle, sheep, and pigs,—can you suggest
any improvement in regard to those? I could not suggest any improvement as far as cattle are concerned,
because 1 think that for killing cattle they are perfect; but for sheep and pigs I think there is not room
enough.
1495. And calves? And calves. And there should be more sheds; they are not large enough; the meat
has to be hung so close in them.
1496.
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J. Rennie,
1496. Do you slaughter many .cattle during the summer-time? About 140 a week on an average.
q.
1497. Are you not often compelled during the hot months to slaughter at very early morning, and deliver
before daylight—or what are your necessities in that respect? On Monday mornings we have to commence 2 Sc t 1879
p
at 2 o'clock to kill, and to deliver to a few shops before the shops are open.
1498. What time would that be? The meat is delivered generally before 6 o'clock, and it would leave the
Island before 5 o'clock. We have got to do a deal more than others. I have supplied Kidman for about
four years, and have to supply meat very early to a greater extent than others have.
1499. Then the meat killed at 2 o'clock in the morning in the summer months has to be removed before 5
o'clock in the morning? Yes; we deliver at the railway, at the boat, and at the gaol every Monday morning, before 6 o'clock.
1.500. Consequently it must leave the island before 5 7 Yes; and it was partly for that reason I got the
new vans, so that the meat would cool going along.
1501. But is not the meat at that time in a state of muscular action—warm I It is warm, but you cannot
help yourself.
1502. It cannot be helped—it is warm, but it cannot be helped I Yes; but I do not think it is injurious,
for many a time I have eaten hot meat.
1503. Has it ever occurred to you that it would be much better for all concerned—for yourself in particular,
the retailers, and the public, if this meat could be set before it was taken away I It would.
1504. Then it has occurred to you I Oh, yes.
1.505. Well then, what would your opinion be of a cooling process on the Island—some refrigerated chamber or store, into which the meat could be put, and where it could receive the action of a cold atmosphere
and thereby become set before delivery I I think the meat would require too much handling for that. To
kill in the slaughter-house, then cart the meat away to the cooling-room would cause too much handling, and
the less meat is handled the better—it keeps the longer.
1506. Then you think meat to go through the process of cooling and setting would be injured by overhandling I If it could be done in the slaughter-house, where the animals are killed, I believe it would be
an improvement; but to be cut down, handled, and mauled about from shed to shed, I do not think
would do.
1507. It does not follow that the meat would of necessity be mauled—as you term it—or handled; it might be
conveyed on a trolly or traveller from the slaughtering place to the refrigerated room I It could be done that
way. It would cost some money to do it.
1508. Do you not think this setting and cooling would be a great improvement? I do.
1509. Would it not make the meat keep longer? It would make it look better, and it would keep longer
if cooled properly to the bone.
1510. And would it not be more wholesome? 1 cannot see that it would be more wholesome than the
other, because I do not think that the meat is unwholesome though out up hot And it is not often cut
up hot
1.511. Have you ever considered the subject of a wholesale meat market in the City of Sydney? I have,
and I do not thhth it would suit at all in the summer-time.
1512. You do not think it would suit in the summer-time? No.
1513. You think the hot weather would be too powerful to enable the market to be a success? Yes, for
six months in the year.
1514. For six months in the year you think it would not succeed? No; not unless the meat was in a
cool room.
1515. As I can conceive no public meat market for the storing of meat to be perfect without its atmosphere being reduced to a low temperature, suppose the meat market were so fitted with cold rooms, what
would be your opinion then? I think it would be success. If you had a fine room, fit for the reception of
the quantity of meat consumed in the city every day, and had it down to a temperature of about 40 degrees,
I believe the meat would keep much better and longer.
1516. And then the meat market would be a great success? Yes, but not without those appliances.
1517. "Without refrigerating appliances it would not be a success? No.
1518. 'What is your opinion as to the new trade lately developed in the sale of carcases of meat brought
from the country to the metropolis by railway? Well, I can hardly say much about that beyond this:
those that are doing it will find it out to theft disadvantage. I do not think they will be able to carry it
on in the summer-time.
1519. Suppose the meat is put into refrigerated carriages, and kept at a low temperature during transit,
and then put into a cold meat market, what would your opinion then be? That might do. I do not think
the meat killed in the country would be a bit better than the meat killed in Sydney under the same process.
This country killed meat is only a cry.
1520. Do you not think meat killed at the place where the beast is fed, and without having been driven
or fevered, cool, and in its normal state, must be better than that of an animal driven two hundred or three
hundred miles, starved, and over-heated by driving, and harassed by dogs ;--do you not think the meat of
the one would be much superior to that of the other? Yes, but you are over-drawing it somewhat.
1521. I do not think so. We have very powerful evidence as to the driving of cattle? Allowing the meat to
be killed at Bathurst, how long would the cattle fatten at Bathurst for the supply of Sydney—not two days.
So, if abattoirs were established at Bathurst the cattle would have to be driven there; and the same at
Orange, or anywhere else. They would need to have slaughter-houses at every station to kill the cattle in
the vicinity, because there is no place between here and Wagga Wagga, or on the Western line, where the
cattle locally fed around any of the stations would supply Sydney for two days. So the cattle would have
to be driven to these stations to be killed.
1522. 'What is the probable daily consumption of beef for Sydney? About 250 a day.
1523. Of beef alone? Yes, Sydney and the suburbs.
1594. 250 carcases? Yes, that is as near as I can go by; it might be a little more.
1525. Have you any knowledge as to the quantity of meat that has conic from the country by railway per
day? I could not say for certain, but I think not more than about 45 a day.
1526. Forty-five carcases a day? Yes, taking one day with another.
1527. Is there not a very general impression among the people of Sydney and the suburbs that the meat
brought from the country is superior to that slaughtered near the town? I believe there is such an
impression,
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S. Ronnie, impression, but it is only a cry. It is something new that always takes in Sydney; better cattle are being
Esq.
killed on Glebe Island this week than anything that has come from the country.
2 Sept.,528. Finer cattle? Yes, fresher and everything; and these cattle came by road.
Pt1870 1529. But do not you think great improvements could be made and ought to be made in the mode of
slaughtering and dressing the cattle at the present time? I cannot see any improvement; at is the usual
thing. I have been working in a good many countries, in a good many different places in the world, and do
not see any difference here from there.
1530. Where were you engaged beforc coming here? I came from Glasgow here, but have been working
in America and in England.
1531. Did you work at this trade in Glasgow? Yes.
1532. And in what part of England? Darlington; and I was working in Canada.
1533. How long is it since you were in Glasgow? Seventeen years.
1534. And is the system in Glasgow similar to that at Glebe Island? Not similar. In Glasgow the cattle are
quieter, and we roped them, drew then into a ring, and knocked them down and pole-axed them. Here the
cattle are so wild we cannot do that
1535. But the blood was taken from them, and the offal removed in the same way as here? Not exactly,
for the blood in Glasgow is all saved for dye purposes. Here it goes to waste.
1536. Was the system pursued in Canada similar to that pursued in Glasgow? Yes, the cattle were roped
and pole-axed.
1537. Have you never heard of the system carried on in the large slaughtering establishments of the
United States? No; I never was working in the United States. I have read of it in Chicago.
1538. Are you aware that in a great slaughtering place in the United States, where they kill infinitely
more than are killed in England, not so much as a spot of blood or a stain from the offal of the beast is
ever seen? It cannot be done, I think; I do not think a butcher can stick a bullock withput his hands
being stained.
1539. You do not think it could be done? I do not think you could stick a bullock without making your
hands bloody.
1540. I mean splashes about the walls and floor? It splashes about the floor, but not about the walls, here.
If there were a market here for the blood it would be saved. We have no market, and consequently the
blood runs to waste.
1541. Have you ever worked at slaughtering in Edinburgh, or seen the slaughtering there? Yes, it is
precisely similar to that in Glasgow.
1542. How do they save the blood in those slaughter-houses? They catch it in flat pans; they just hold
up the skin of the neck when they cut it, and the blood is caught in the pan.
1543. It is sold for dye purposes, not for manure? For dye purposes, not for manure.
1544. Have you been in Edinburgh since the new slaughter-houses have been in operation? No.
1545. Then you do not know what is carried on in those new slaughter-houses? No.
1546. Are you aware that there are new ones there? Yes, and in Glasgow.
1547. You do not know whether any new or improved system is practised there? No, I do not know how
you could improve it-killing a bullock; you knock it down and kill it.
1548. I do not know what your opinion would be if you read an account of the mode adopted in the
United States. We have very valuable evidence upon this. The bullock is first pithed, and then it is
hoisted by the hind legs, which renders the animal incapable of doing any harm to the workmen, his head
is put into an iron vessel, and his throat having been cut lie is allowed to bleed in that way. The hide and
the offal are taken from the carcase, run out on trollies, the offal being conveyed to hermetically sealed
carts. There is no spot of blood at all on the beast, which is kept cleansed from beginning to end of the
operation? Well, then there would be some spots of blood; when the bullock is skinned, and chopped
down, there are always veins running for a little while.
1549. Well, going back to the subject of Glebe Island, can you offer any suggestions as to the improvements necessary for the convenience of the trade and for the benefit of the public at large-that is to say,
improvements in the buildings and the surroundings? The only thing I would suggest as far as the cattle
killing is concerned is to have a shed over all the cattle. The shed there now is no good, it is too high;
it would be just as well to be without it.
1550. The weather penetrates it? Yes, either wind or rain; and the back place ought to be kept a little
more clean than it is. if there were more labourers and fewer officers on the island it would be better.
1551. The back place is kept very dirty? Yes.
1552. Your suggestion is that the cattle should be covered over, so as to be screened from the rain and the
sun? Yes, and that the yards and lanes be properly paved, and a hydrant laid on with a hose, and the
place be washed every day.
1553. There should be a constant supply of water to keep the yards and lanes cool and clean? Yes.
1554. What is your opinion of Glebe Island-it is a very large place; we were surprised to find it contained
33 acres of land-as a site for the cattle sale-yards? I do not think it would do at all.
1555. Why not? In the first place there is not room enough, and in the next place, if the cattle were not
sold how are you to get them out of the yards again. Look at the population about Glebe Island.
1556. We would assume that the Island would be so arranged with stock-yards and paddocks that the cattle
could not get out; could they not be fed in the stock-yards? I do not think it; I do not think Glebe Island
would do at all for stock-yards; there is no better place than Homebush-anywhere between Homebush
and Parnmatta Junction.
1557. But do not cattle get very much harassed between ilomebush and Glebe Island, and suffer very much
from want of water and food? They do not want water and food. I have a paddock at Five Dock, in the
Athfleld Municipality, containing 2 or 3 hundred acres, and the cattle get plenty of water and rough
stuff to feed upon; I take them from there-a day's killing at the time-to a paddock near the Island. My
cattle are not harassed.
1558. If all people did as you do there would not be so much complaint? We take our cattle to the one
paddock on the sale-day, and then to the other as we want them. There is a law in force just now that
tends to greatly harass the cattle, and it is that which makes it necessary to drive the cattle after dark along
the Parramatta Read. It is a perfectly iniquitous thing alWgether.
1559.
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1559. The law which compels people to drive cattle at night-time along the Parramatta Road is iniquitous J. Ronnie,
Esq.
and hurtful to all concerned? Yes, and should be remedied without delay.
1560. What would be the remedy? To allow the cattle to be taken along the Parramatta Road as formerly. 2Set 1879
There was less danger, no one was hurt, and there have been several occasions lately of people being hurt by
cattle in the dark.
1561. You say there is much less danger in driving cattle along the road by day-light than by night? Yes.
1562. And the results have proved it to he so? They have; and that is the reason why the cattle get so
harassed. The men who have charge of them try to be as quick as possible; they know they cannot get
inside the Municipality of Ashfield until after 6 o'clock, and mob after mob are waiting for 6 o'clock, and
then they are rushed. None of this happened years ago when the yards were at Fullagar's.
1563. Do you not think these evils would be remedied if there were cattle sale-yards at Glebe Island, and
the cattle were brought all the way to Glebe Island by rail? Of course it would remedy that evil; but
there is no necessity to go to that expense when the thing can be done by merely rescinding that by-law in
the Municipality. The Municipality of Leichihardt had me up four years ago. They beat me at the Police
Office twice, and I appealed to the Supreme Court and beat them there on the point that they could not
make a by-law to stop trade and 1 believe if the butchers would stand out now they could get the Munici'
pailty of Ashfield on the very same footing, although I was fined last week 30s. for the same thing—for
coming into the Municipality of Ashfield 10 minutes before the time. The man mistook the boundary; he
thought the Iron Cove Bridge was the boundary, and instead of that it was a shop half a mile along. If they
would do away with that by-law and allow us to drive the cattle along the road at any time, there would be
no danger to the public, and no racing of the cattle.
1564. The cattle would be quietly driven, and the public safety would be less endangered? Yes; there
was a man nearly killed about three weeks ago on the Parramatta Road. Fancy coming round a turn of the
road, with two lamps, and coming on a mob of cattle—what chance have you got. Then the cattle turn
and rush about, and we lose some. All of us have lost cattle.
1565. Mr. Bruce.] Speaking of those paddocks—you say you have a 200-acre paddock? It is Mrs. Ramsay's
bush; I think it is about 200 acres.
1566. How many cattle have you in it, on an average—would you have a week's supply? Never less than
a hundred at a time. There is never much grass for food, but there are pickings off the trees, and there is
plenty of water. There is enough to keep them from famishing ; their paunehes are always full when they
are killed; and when we have more cattle we rent Roberts' paddock at Homebush, and put the cattle there.
1567. In point of fact what food is there really in the paildocks? Well, there is just scrub, and a bit of
grass just now in it. In our other paddock on the Balmain Road we have horses quite fat that have been
in that paddock all the winter. They are in good condition now, and there are milch cows there also.
1568. Is that the general description of paddocks in which cattle are kept waiting to be slaughtered? No;
in some paddocks there is not much.
1569. You said there was not room on Glebe Island for sale-yards ;—do you know the extent of ground
the present sale-yards cover? Well the present sale-yards are not near large enough.
1570. Have you any idea of their extent? I could not say; they do not cover more than an acre.
1571. If it were told you that they covered about 3 acres, and that there were 33 acres on Glebe Island, you
would not say then that there was no room on Glebe Island for them? Though there are 33 acres on Glebe
Island, still there is not room for them, and Glebe Island would not he a convenient place at all. If ever
they are established there they will find that out.
1572. How would that be? Because there is not room, and the place is thickly populated, and there are
no paddocks along the Balmain Road to put cattle in after they are bought.
1573. They get nothing in the present paddoeks? Oh yes, they get a little. If you come over and see
our cattle you will find their paunches fulL
1574. I have been through the paddocks and seen the trees stripped of the bark, and no grass, and in some
paddocks no water? If you go through my paddocks you will find plenty of water and plenty of scrub;
and Turner and Davidson, and York and Walsh have good paddocks for their cattle.
1775. Davidson's cattle get no more than there is in this room; Davidson's paddock is at Petersham? Yes,
but he has got another paddock at Homebush.
1576. You know the paddocks at Petersham;—is there anything in them? Nothing but the water, and in
Davidson's paddock I daresay ten hungry bullocks could eat all there is there.
1577. Do you know how many acres to the bullock go on a station I Two to the bullock; but there is
plenty of land in New South Wales where 80 acres would not feed a bullock, and there is plenty, of land
where 1 acre would feed four hullocks, as, for instance, on Liverpool Plains in a good season.
1578. I am speaking of the general average all the year round? If there were yards established between
Homebush and the junction the auctioneers would find paddocks, and so would the wholesale butchers.
There would be a lot of the paddocks cleared and laid down as grass paddocks. Allowing that the sale-yards
were to be established at Wallerawang, would not a week's supply of cattle for Sydney, eat all the grass
within 50 or 60 miles of Wallerawang.
1579. It would be something like Sydney. But suppose the sale-yards were at Glebe Island, and the cattle
got 4d. or Sd. worth of hay a day, would they not be twenty times better then than in the paddocks, where
they are now? I daresay they would be better if fed on hay; sometimes in the cold weather we take
a little hay to the Balmain Road paddock.
1580. Mr. Stewart.] Do the cattle eat it? Yes; and if I have any cattle left over on the Saturday, and
(10 not want to take them out, I take over lucerne hay to the slaughter-houses, and the cattle eat it
1581. Mr. Bruce.1 Can you say, on an average, how long an animal is kept alive after it leaves Homebush
until it is killed? Well, three days.
1582. Before it is taken to the Abattoir? Yes; some are taken the next day; some are kept more than
three days.
1583. Going to another subject;—are the yards at the cattle slaughter-houses thoroughly convenient in their
arrangements? Well, as far as I am concerned, if what I have before mentioned was done, the yards are
convenient enough for killing.
1584. Are they quite convenient for those men who kill for others—convenient for drafting out the particular animals they want? No, I do not think they are. Where there are a great many animals killed in
one slaughter-house there is too little room.
1585.
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J. Bennie, 1585. And better arrangements might be made in the yards? Yes; where there are perhaps 30 bullocks belongq.
ing to ten different butchers, there is great bother in drafting them out, and the cattle do get knocked about
2 Sept.,1879 1586. Would it not he a great convenience to draft two ways? Yes; the present yards are not suitable for
that, but as far as we are concerned, and the other lessees, nothing could be better. The capping of the
fence, however, is often in bad repair and quite rotten, and not safe for the men,
1587. Can you describe to the Board the details as to how you would alter the shape of the ki]ling-houses?
I never did kill any sheep; Mr. Walsh or Mr. Elliott will give you that information.
1588. Would it tend to the convenience and cleanliness of the slaughtering if there were a separate guthouse ;—the guts and the hides could be run in a trolly to be dealt with afterwards, and the offal could be
taken away also as it dropped from the haud of the man that was running the guts into a receptacle? That
would be an improvement
1589. It would tend much to cleauliness? Much to cleanliness; but where the cattle hang after they are
slaughtered there could be no better arrangement over there.
1590. Except in regard to a chilling-house I Except a chilling-house. We have a beautiful asphalte floor,
and mine and all are constantly washed down. No bad smells arise from it It must be better kept than
any country slaughter-house, because there the drippings from the bullock going into the earth cause bad
smells which must affect the meat. There is nothing more sensitive than meat ; it absorbs bad smells.
There are no bad smells on Glebe Island.
1591. Mr. Stewart.] I suppose that depends on the time you leave the offal? It is taken away every day.
It is better looked after now than it was a while ago. There are no bad smells on the Island,
1592. Would it not be better to take it away at once? Well, the Government have one or two carts taking
away the offal from one and the other.
1593. That is not the question. It is whether it would not be better to take the offal away at once from the
beast? I do not think that matters—an hour or two's difference. The blood is let away directly the bullock is sti-uck, into a drain. The drainage is very defeotive ; it is all nearly level. There is a place where
they could have a splendid fall. The place is well suited for drainage, and yet advantage has not been
taken of it.
1594. Chairman.] Since the public agitation in the newspapers, and by the Government appointing this
Board, have you observed any alteration or improvement in the management of affairs at Globe Island?
Well, the places are kept cleaner at the back. I cannot see any other improvement. The place was never
ozlly managed. Mr. Oatley had plenty of men under him, but too few labourers and too many officers—
too many men in command.
1595. You remarked just now that the place was slightly improved of late? Yes.
1596. You do give that answer? Yes, it is cleaner at the back, but the whole of the slaughter-houses
ought to be white.washed—lime-washed at least every three months, for there is nothing so healthy as lime.
1597. 'Whom do you think unnecessary there as offcers; that is, not the parties but the situations they Jill;
—what situations do you think superfluous? Well, there are Mr. Oatley and Mr. Jagor, they have got
little to do; and there is Gilchrist, I do not know what he does. 'There is another man for opening and
shutting the gates, and I do not know what he does. Then there are carpenters and others; I do not know
what they do. They are all officers and no laborers.
1598. There is a great want of other laborers? Yes, a few more laborers to keep the place thoroughly clean,
and the lanes and other places should be paved and a hydrant placed there; and if the drains were led out
to the back' instead of to the front it would be much better, because the front drain which takes away the
blood gets choked, and the floor has to be broken up, putting us to a deal of trouble, and the country to a
lot of expense. If the drains were led out at the back so as to be easily got at when choked it would be
much better.
1599. And there should be an abundant supply of water with hydrant appliances for the yards and lanes?
Yes.
Mr. Frederick Oatley, Inspector of Glebe Island Ahattoir, further examined
Mr.
1600. Clutirman.] You requested the Board when sitting at Glebe Island to hear some further evidence
F. Oatley. from you? Yes.
1601. And the Board promised to give you an opportunity on a future day for that purpose; hence your
. presence here to-day? Yes, I was anxious to make some explanation in connection with the evidence
already given.
1602. The Board have no desire to put any further questions to you, but you are at liberty to make any
explanation. Of course it must he of a limited nature, and in reference to some subject upon which you
yourself have been misunderstood, or which you wish to explain in fuller language, or in any manner that
may appear to you to be necessary in justice to yourself? My desire was to reply to some of the evidence I
read in the Progress Report.
1603. J do not think we, would be right in allowing you to do that If you have been misrepresented or
misunderstood in any evidence of your own, we can hear any explanation; but I put it to you—if you give
evidence in opposition to some evidence which has been given against you, what is to prevent those parties
from being brought up again to contradict you and so on, ad infinitum; there would be no end of it? I
wanted to clear myself respecting the two carcases which I have been charged with passing after they bad
been condemned.
1604. Very well, make your statement in regard to that? I was anxious to call in witnesses, is I
wrote to you, who would be able to prove that I did condemn the earcases—that they saw me condemn
them.
1605. Those caresses of meat to which reference has been made were condemned by you? They were
condemned by joe as stated in my former evidence, and I am now prepared to bring four witnesses whose
names I mentioned in a previous letter, to prove that they saw inc condemn them.
1605. You say that the two caresses which have been referred to by other witnesses as having been passed
by you were really condemned by you? Yes, and sent away and destroyed. I have suggested witnesses
who can prove that, who saw inc condemn them, and also one witness who boiled the two carcases down.
1607. They were not used as human food? No, nor did they go to any shop in Sydney.
1608. But they were boiled down for the tallow? For the tallow; yes. I was anxious to dear myself on
that point, and that was why I suggested witnesses to prove that what I said before was true.
1609.
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1609. We are not doubting that. We are only giving you an opportunity of explaining anything you have
not sufficiently explained. Now you have stated, with regard to those two carcases, that you really did F .Oatley.
condemn them ; that they were taken away and boiled down for the tallow, and were not used for human 2 Sept, 1879.
food? Yes.
1610. Well, that ends that part of the business. Have you any desire to explain any other portion of your
evidence? There is some other evidence which I would like to allude to. I see Mr. Seymour states that
when lie was over on the 9th of March last year the punt was there and he found the place in a filthy
state, I desire to say that the punt was not there till seven months after his visit.
1611. Mr. Seymour said that the punt was there on the 9th of March, and that the place was in a filthy
state, and your statement is that the punt was not there till seven months after that period? Yes, not
until October, which was seven months after.
1613. Therefore, you say Mr. Seymour's evidence must be wrong? Yes, the punt was not brought to the
Abattoir till seven months afterwards.
1613. You see if we allow you to contradict that evidence, what is to prevent Mr. Seymour from coming
here again to contradict you, and you coming again to contradict him. If you desire to supplement any
evidence you have given, or to correct any inisi iterpretation of your evidence we will allow you to do it;
but our duty is a plam and simple one, and at the same time a very important one; we must not allow you
to travel outside your own evidence? Just so; but there are points I am desirous of clearing up.
1614. Well, you have explained that; is there any other point in your evidence you desire to amend or
explain? I wish also to allude to Swan's letter, which appears in the appendix. During the period
referred to therein the matter was not under my charge, but in that of Mr. Moore, who had also charge of
the removal of the offal and blood. It was not under my control at all from December, 1876, until July,
1878.
1615. Never mind that; you are not responsible if the thing is not in your charge. Is there anything else
you desire to refer to? I wish to say also, that, although the management was not in my hands, yet I
instructed my men to lend every assistance they possibly could to Swan in carrying out his scheme.
1616. Is there anything else? There are several other things. I refer to some reports in the Herald where
I am charged with passing those two bodies of beef.
1617. You have already explained that, and do you not see how improper it would be to allow you to give
rebutting evidence. We would then establish the principle that other people might come in and give
rebutting evidence against you? Quite right, sir; I fancied there would be that objection.
1618. We have every desire to do justice to all concerned, but you do not expect us to do that which would
be foolish, and make as look foolish? Still I hope the Board will grant my request, and examine the
witnesses who will prove that I condemned the carcases.
1619. Mr. Stewart.] You are not being tried here? But it would show you that my evidence is true.
1620. It is for the parties who will sit in judgment on you to find out whether it is true or not
1621. Chairman.] Your evidence and explanation may be considered in exculpation without additional
evidence being given, and we cannot burden the proceedings unnecessarily. We are deputed to do a certain
thing and Nye cannot go beyond it? Just so, but I would like these gentlemea to he examined. They
might give you other valuable information in respect to the Abattoir. One of them was the lessee of the
Abattoir at Melbourne,
1622. What could lie tell us? How the abattoir is conducted in Melbourne, and he might suggest many
improvements.
1623. But would it not be for you, with your practical experience of the Abattoir, to offer to the Government or to the Board any suggestions as to improvements which might occur to you? I have offered a great
many.
1624. I would ask you again—I think I did ask you before—what is the average time of your reaching the
Abattoir to commence your duties? At 9 o'clock, with the exception of when my duties call me away to
the Treasury and other departments.
1625. What time does your assistant commence? 6 o'clock.
1626. When does lie leave off? At 4, and sometimes after, when business requires it.
1627. There is no one else to inspect but you two? No, but there is Gilchrist, who renders much
assistance.
1628. But he is not an inspector? No, although he is instructed to assist me in carrying out the regulations, and I find him a very faithful good man. He apprises me of all that is going on.
1629. Then there is no inspection before 6 in the morning of cattle slaughtered I Not before 6.
1630. And none after your assistant and yourself leave in the afternoon? None after that, but Gilchrist
goes round and reports anything that he thinks ought to be reported. He remains until the Abattoir
closes.
1631. Is there anything else you wish to state I If it would not be out of place I wish to allude to Mr.
Dempster's evidence. He said he suspected that some of the dried blood we had at the Abattoir was being
converted into black puddings and sausages, and I have brought you a sample of the dried blood to satisfy
you as to the impossibility of such a thing taking place. [The witness produced a large piece of coagulated
blood of extrerns hardness.] I felt rather astonished at Mt Dernpster saying that he suspected such a
thing. If you moistened that in water you would not be able to sit in the room for the smell of it.
1632. Mr. Bruce.] In what state of progress is the machinery for desiccating in? The machinery for the
experiment which Swan is going to try is nearly completed. It will be completed to-morrow, and we will
get up steam and try it at once.
1633. 'What quantity can be desiccated by it? Probably not one-third of what will be required.
1634. But sufficient to see whether it will do? Yes, sufficient to see whether it will be a success, which I
sincerely hope it may. You saw where the manure was deposited down a shoot—I think that is a bad
place for it I would suggest that the manure pit be placed on the hill at the back of the Abattoir, the
drawing out from there would be very little, whereas it is terrific from the place where the manure now is.
I thought I would mention that to the Board.
1635. Chairman.] If you will supplement your evidence by sending in a letter suggesting any improvements
that occur to you the Board will be glad to have it.
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lox. GEORGE THORNTON, ESQ., M.L.O., CIIAIRMAN.
JOIIN STEWART, EsQ.,
I
ALEXANDER BRUCE, ESQ.

Alexander Bruce, Esq., Chief Inspector of Stock, and a Member of the Board, examined
A. Bruce,

1636. Uhatrnzan.] I understand you have given considerable attention to the carriage of live-stock by railailway 7 I have, and frequently reported on it during the last ten years.
way?
9 Sept, 1879, 1637. Do you consider it an important branch of the railway traffic? Yes, the carriage of stock, alive or
dead, is one of the most important branches of the railway traffic, and that which is to be the chief means
of carrying our railways into the far interior, being, as it is, a large and growing source of daily revenue.
1638. Has this branch of the railway traffic been cultivated as it ought to have been? No, it has been the
most neglected and the worst managed of any, and it is quite within hounds to say; that through this neglect
the department lost, during the eight years from 1868 to 1876, revenue to the extent of over £20,000 a
year, which would, under proper management, have been secured, and that the owners of fat stock during
that time have sustained a loss of twice that amount through having to send their stock to market by the
road instead of by rail ; while during all that time the stock were subjected on the road to a very great deal
of cruelty which would have been avoided had they been sent by rail.
1639. How are these statements proved? Their proof lies in the simple fact that it was eight or ten years
after the railway had reached Goulburn, Bathurst, and Murrurundi before the trucking of stock from even
these distances became at all general. I submit a statement of the stock traffic from 1858 to 1877 (Sec
Appendix, which shows that the increase in 1876 and 1877 is most marked, and I believe that for 1878 it
will be very much more so. I should imagine the revenue for this traffic for that year is over £40,000.
1640. What should have been done to secure this traffic? There were three things which had to be done
before this traffic could be seemed to the railway and which were not done during all that time. (1.) It
was the duty of the railway authorities to make such arrangements at the proper stations as that the trucking of the stock could be easily and safely effected without knocking them about. (2.) To see that the
stock were carried speedily and safely to their destination. Mid (3.) To charge at first at least moderate
rates for the carriage of the stock, and make it plain to owners that it was very much to their advantage
to send their stock by rail instead of by the road.
1641. Can you show in what respects the accommodation for loading, carrying, and discharging the stock
was defective? Yes, it was so in the following very important respects, namely
There were too few trucking stations.
The sites of the trucking-yards were, as a rule, and still are, exceedingly ill-chosen. They were
too near the passenger station, and too much in the midst of the ordinaiy traffic. It was difficult
to get the stock to the trucking-yards, and when there they were frightened and maddened by the
sights and noises which they were continually seeing and hearing. The tracking-yards should be
at least 400 yards from the station.
The form of the yards was most unsuitable and inconvenient for loading and discharging the stock
in the following among other respects
(I.) The numberof smallyards erectedwas insufficientand those which were erected vere badlyplanned.
(2.) The gates were far too heavy, badly placed, and the fastenings unhandy and liable to
damage the stock.
(3) The forcing yards and crushers were too wide and allowed the stock to turn round. This
retarded the loading and roused and irritated the stock. And
(4.) At even the larger and more important stations there was no convenience for loading more than
half a truck of sheep at a time; and the upper tier had to be loaded by means of a moveable
stage or plank.
The cattle trucks were badly constructed for loading, being provided (as they still are) with heavy
unmanageable flaps instead of sliding doors,—which allow the cattle to turn round and come out
again, thereby greatly retarding the loading, endangering the men engaged in trucking, irritating
the cattle, and leading to their being kocked about and bruised.
The trucks were so badly shaped, and so roughly finished as to damage the stock on the passage—
especially as the cattle-trucks were frequently shunted on the way.
The arrangements for unloading the stock—more especially at iomebush, where the greater part
of them are disoharged,—were (and to a large extent still are) quite as bad as those for trucking,
and the result was that the stock were often hurt and sometimes killed outright in discharging,
through the defects in the form and construction of the sidings and yards; while these again were
placed close up to the station, and right in the teeth of the general traffic, to the great risk of
the passengers and injury, to the stock themselves.
1642. Will you state in what respects the second requirement 'that the stock be carried safely and quickly
to their destinations" was not carried out and the necessity for its being so? It may be said that the necessity
for this was almost wholly ignored. Astherewere very few special (all stocktrains) the stocktrucks were attached
to the goods trains, and the stock were treated aé so much goods, totally devoid of feeling; for the trains
stopped, as goods trains do, at every other station; and this of course led to the cattle trucks being frequently
shunted and the stock hurt and bruised, and often thrown down by the sudden stopping and starting of the
trains; while, as a rule, the trains were very long on the way. Stock onght to be carried right through
with as little stopping and shunting as possible, at an average speed of 20 to 25 miles an hour.
1643. You said that the third requirement was to make it evident to owners of stock that it was very
largely to their advantage to send their stock by rail. Will you state how this could have been done? A
low scale of charges for five or six months, if there had been proper accommodation provided, would have
done this; and if anything else had been necessary a fair division could have been made of a few little lots
of cattle, their brands and descriptions taken, and some sent by rail and the rest by the road. Then these
cattle could have been followed from the railway station at which the division was made to the sale-yards,
and
&q.
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and thence to the Abattoir, and their weights ascertained and published. The same course could have been A. Bnwe,
Esq.
taken with some small lots of sheep, but in their case the test could have been much more exactly made, as
the sheep could have been weighed alive at the station at which they were parted, and afterwards at the 9 Sept 1879
Abattoir; andthe question could in their case have been put to a still further test by comparing the carcases
when the sheep were slaughtered. I am not aware that a single experiment of this sort was ever made,
although this test was suggested to the railway authorities; and as the great saving effected by trucking
was not generally known to owners they were for a long time very sceptical with regard to the advantages of
the rail over the road
1644. Then when and how did owners begin to use the railway for the conveyance of their stock? They
only did so, as it were, through compulsion, during the severe droughts of 1876-7 and'S, when there was no
feed on the roads for their stock, and when they had to be sent by rail to reach the market in a state at all
fit for slaughter. The stock were thus forced upon the railway authorities when they were quite unprepared
for it, and they were compelled to provide better trucking accommodation and more trucks.
1645. What is the present state of the accommodation for the railway stock traffic? The accommodation is
still very defective at many of the stations, and at none more so than at Wallerawang and Homebush; while
the greatest mistake of all continues to be made in selecting the sites for the trucking-yards. They are still
being erected quite close to the passenger stations, and in the midst of the general traffic ; and as a rule
provision has not been made for the stock reaching or being in the trucking-yards, without being roused and
alarmed by the general traffic at the station, and on the line.
1646. Hasthe attention of therailway authoritieseverbeen calledtothech-cumstanceswhichyouhave herestated?
As early as 1869 the attention of the railway authorities was called in my annual report to the great importance of this traffic, and to the waste going on in the condition of the stock travelling on foot to market It was so
also, in 1870, in my report for that year and in a special report made by me in 1871. Then it was again so
more recently in reports made by Mr. George Maiden, of Messrs. Maiden, Hill, and Clark, and Mr. George
Lewis, of the Survey Department, and myself, under the direction of the present Minister for Lands and his
predecessor; and suggestions were offered by us for the improvement of this traffic; but our reports and suggestions were not acted upon.
1647. How do you propose to bring about the necessary improvement in the accommodation for and conduct
of the railway stock traffic? I have good hopes that when attention has been thus pointedly and forcibly
drawn to the enormous losses which have been sustained by the Railway Department and the public through
the very defective accommodation for this traffic previous to 1877, the very serious mistakes which are still
being made in the selection of the sites of the trucking and discharging yards, in their form and construction,
and in the form of the trucks, will henceforth cease—that the stock trains will be run as expeditiously and
directly as possible—and that this branch of the railway traffic will receive that attention and consideration
which its very great importance demands.
1648. Have you any special suggestions to offer to effect these highly desirable objects? Some of the Traffic
Inspectors and other officers under the Commissioner for Railways have now had sufficient experience in the
conduct of the live stock traffic to advise him with respect to the points to which I have alluded; and these
matters (as they belong to the traffic) ought certainly to be referred to them, not to the Engineers who can have
no practical knowledge of stock or their management, or even of the stock traffic on railways. If therefore
it be necessary that the trucking-yards and other appliances for this traffic should form a portion of the
original contracts for lines, I would suggest that the selection of the site for the yards, their size, and shape,
should be left to the Commissioner for Railways, as also the form and construction of the trucks; or, as I have
more than once suggested, a properly qualified Inspector, possessing a thorough knowledge of the management of
stock, should be appointed to supervise and cultivate this traffic, under of course the direction of the Commissioner for Railways.
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THE HON. GEORGE THORNTON, ESQ., M.L.C., CHAIRMAN.
JOHN STEWART, Esq,
I
ALEXANDER BRUCE, Esq.
John Walsh, Esq., examined
1649. Chairman..] You are an old resident of Sydney, I think? I am.
1650. And engaged in the butchering business, wholesale and retail? I have been in the retail business J. Walsh
for a good many years, but in the wholesale business only for the last fifteen years or more.
1651. You are one of the firm of York and Walsh? Yes.
9 Sept., 1879.
1652. You buy and slaughter largely, I think—do you not? More than anyone else in the colony I believe.
1653. In cattle as well as sheep? Both.
1654. Have you had much experience of the Abattoir at Glebe Island? I have. No one connected with
the trade has a right to have more. I have acted as a salesman and done our own business as salesman and
collector for several years.
1655. Then you have been generally at the Abattoir? Constantly there ;—not like my partner, who knows
little about it, but I have been there constantly for several years.
1656. And still continue to go there? No; for the last year I have not been so much there. I have been
there every day, except when out of town on business, buying stock.
1657. You are aware of the nature of this Board, and the duties that have been deputed to it, namely, to
inquire into matters affecting the Glehe Island Abattoir, are you not? I have read a good deal about it.
1658. Have you anything in the shape of information to give to the Board, and thereby to the Government
and the public, which will be useful in view of the matters we have in hand? The Abattoir, as it is at
present—on the beef side particularly—I do not think you can make it better. I have had considerable
experience; I was reared in Americas and had considerable experience there in the business, and I have
been in every city in Australia nearly; and, being a butcher, the first thing I would do, naturally, would be
to see the A.battoirs and the butchers' shops. I do not think that there is, in Australia, a place better kept
Qr btter adapted for the business than the Abattoir at Glebe Island; that is, on the beef side; what I my
does not apply to the mutton side.
1659.
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J.Walsh, 16.59. Then you think the buildings, for the purposes of the beef trade, are sufficient and very good?
q.
Superior to anything you can find ; but those for the mutton are too small.
189
1660.
We will come to the mutton places afterwards; at present we will keep to the beef side. You say
9
you have been in America? Yes, I have.
1661. For how long? 12 years; I was reared there from the time I was about S years of age until I was 21.
1662. In any way connected with slaughtering and the butchering business? Partly.
1663. Did you see much of the mode of slaughtering in the abattoirs in America? I saw a good deal of it.
It was down in Connecticut, where I lived. It is a cold climate there, and a great deal of the slaughtering
is done in the winter, in the fall of the year.
1661. You have not seen the mode practise.d in Philadelphia? No, but I have seen Cincinnati, in the
days when the principal pig-slaughtering was done there, before Chicago was much of a place. It is mostly
done at Chicago now, I believe, but Cincinnati was the place then.
1665. Do you think the mode of killing and bleeding and dressing the cattle as carried out at alebe Island
a perfect one? I do not think it could be surpassed. We have had butchers from Melbourne and many
other places, but we can find no men superior to our workmen that we have at G]ebe Island.
1666. But I speak of the system, not of the workmen? Oh, superior.
8667. The pithing, the bleeding and skinning, the taking out the insides and offal, and so on;-you think
that system perfect? I do, with this exception, that sometimes they put too many cattle down in one fall.
That is the men's fault; they sometimes put four or five bullocks down together at a fall. We will say they
put five down; well the beast that goes up last out of those five will not keep within a day as long as those
that ivent up first.
1668, For what reason? It is not dressed so quickly. The inside is not taken out so quickly. The quicker
the meat is dressed after being slaughtered the longer it will keep. The same remark applies to mutton.
1669. We will keep to the beef at present, if you will forgive me 'for asking you to do so. Is not the
present system, that of cutting the throats of the animals, allowing the blood to run over the floor, the
animals lying in the blood, and the blood being carried away by drainage only? The blood runs away as
soon as you stick the animals.
1670. Are they not allowed to lie in their own blood? The place is invariably swept down.
1671. Does not the body of the animal, while it is being skinned, lie in its own blood? There must be
a certain amount of blood; the floors are not washed down.
1672. Could not that be improved upon? It might be, but I do not see how it can affect the beast.
1673. Not the beast? Nor affect the beef either.
1674. But as regards the cleanliness of the establishment? It would look better no doubt if the place was
washed down.
1675. Now, in America, we have evidence that the beasts are killed in this way, and there they kill a great
many more than we do, perhaps five or ten times an many. They pith the animal and then immediately
hoist it by the hind legs, and allow the head to drop into a large iron receiver. Then the throat is cut and
the blood is received into this vessel, thereby preventing any stain or appearance of blood in any part of the
building, or on the men who are working there. Do you not think that would be an improvement upon our
plait? No beast will keep so long as one that is hoisted on the tackle after the fall, but with regard to catching the blood in a vessel, the vessel will have to be a very large one indeed, because the animals wriggle and
twist about, and throw blood all over the floor.
1676. I may tell you that we have authentic evidence that this is done most successfully in America, where
they kill, as I said before, at least from five to ten times as many cattle as we do, and yet the slaughtering
and dressing is carried on without a stain of blood appearing anywhere? I never saw it,
1677. The blood is conveyed away by the means I have stated into carts or into boats, and there is neither
foul smell, nor foul appearance, nor stain nor mess of any sort ? I have never seen it in my experience, and
as far as the blood is concerned, there is no smell from it until it has lain for a certain time.
1678. Well, if you will read the evidence you will find such to be the case, and I recommend it to you as a
practical man, because it must be a matter of interest if not of importance to you? I quite agree with
hoisting a beast on the tackle; I know that if I was a retail butcher buying carcases for myself, I would give
more for one that had been hoisted. For instance, in every slaughter-house they put down three, and sometimes five, when they are in a hurry; well if I had a shop of my own, I would give a farthing a pound more
for a bullock that went up first on the chain than for the one last put up, provided that the bullocks were
of equal quality.
1679. Then experience shows you that decomposition sets in more rapidly in a beast in which the inside
is kept longest? Yes; and a beast that is hung up bleeds better. If you will take the trouble to go
over to see the Abattoir, and get any man to show you, you will notice in the beast that is put up on the
chain at once that when the hide is taken off there are none of the little veins bleeding as in the beast that
is left on the ground for a quarter of an hour or so before it is taken up.
1680. Then hoisting the animal is much preferable to allowing it to lie on the floor? Decidedly.
1681. Do you slaughter much cattle during the year? Close on 200 bullocks a week.
1682. What is your practice in the summer months-I mean what time do you commence to
slaughter in the hot months? 5 o'clock every morning, except on Monday morning, when we commence
at 2.
1683. You commence at 21 Every Monday morning.
1684. And what time do you leave off? 7 in the summer, 6 in the winter.
1685. What time do you get the beef away from the Abattoir? We are carting it away all day, as a rule.
For instance, in the hot weather the beef we commence to slaughter at 2 o'clock goes out to the shops for the
Monday morning's supply to the customers.
1686. Early in the morning? Yes.
1687. Before 6? Before 6. The gates are generally opened at 4 o'clock, and then they begin to cart
away. There is generally a quantity of beef and a number of sheep up by that time, and the carters
commence to cart it away immediately. It is in the shops by daylight, sometimes before.
1688. The retail shops? Yes.
1689. But is not the meat at that time, so soon after being killed, almost alive, so to speak. Is it not warm?
It is warm sometimes, of course; but when you kill it at 2 o'clock it cools much more quickly than in the
heat of the day.
1690.
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1690. But, as a matter of fact, is it not the case that the meat at that season of the year is full of S. Walsh,
muscular action and warm by the time it is delivered to the retail shops 1 In the hot weather it never
gets cold ; it is warm all the day, it will not get cold up to the time decomposition sets in, iii fact 9 Sept 1879
but a beast killed in the cool of the morning will keep longer than a beast allowed to stand in the sun
and killed that same afternoon.
1691. Do you not think it would be a great advantage to all concerned, namely, to yourself as a earease
butcher, to the retailer, and to the consumer, if the meat were allowed to set before being delivered for
consumption, say by having a chilling-house on the island, and putting the meat into it for the purpose of
cooling or setting it ; do you not think it would he a great advantage to all concerned if the meat could be
so chilled and set before delivery? If you had such a thing as that you would be able to slaughter on
Saturday for Monday's consumption, but at present we cannot.
1692. But I ask your serious atteiition to the suhject? 'Well, I will answer by saying that I would certainly
prefer meat that is hung a little time. I do not myself like meat immediately after it is killed, and it is
not profitable to any retail butcher to sell it, because, when you cut a joint of hot meat down, the flesh
creeps away from the bone and contracts, and does not look so well. I don't care how good a bullock is, a
butcher shall out you a piece out of it when it is fresh killed, and still it looks had.
1693. Then will your experience enable you to tell the Board that a chilling-house now is an absolute necessity?
No, I do not think it is. I have been in the business since Ctlebe island was established, and before that,
and I do not think it is an absolute necessity.
1694. Not during the sitimner months? Not during the summer months. I have kept all establishment
for many years, and we know that, in the hottest weather, a man who understands his business will get his
beef in in the morning, and it will keep till the next day. I have never seen weather when it would not.
1695. But still, do you not think a chilling-house would improve that state of things? I do not say it would
not improve it, but I do not think it is an absolute necessity.
1696. Well, do you not think that meat slaughtered and chilled in the way I have indicated would be far
preferable to that killed and offered for sale in the way you speak of? Decidedly preferable.
1697. Then, practically, is it not an absolute necessity that there should be it chilling-house? Well, it
would be a great improvement.
1698. I do not want to force an opinion upon you—? I give you my opinion candidly, as I told you I
would.
1699. Have you ever considered the subject of a dead meat market for the city? No, I have not; and to
be candid with you, 1 do not wish to see one as long as I can help it, because I do not think it would be for
the good of the butchers.
1700. The carcase butchers? Any butchers, retail or otherwise. I know that in the summer-time butchers
often have a rough time and hard work to make a living; and in the winter-time, when they can make
something out of it, half the people would go to the dead meat market and buy their meat.
1701. Then as far as your interests are concerned you would be opposed to it? I would, decidedly.
1702. Do you not think the business of the supply of meat to the metropolis is in a state of change, consequent on hringing dead meat by railway to Sydney ? The only change I can see is that it makes it a great
deal worse for us. In our line of business it seriously affects us. It is a fine thing for the retail butchers.
1703. But is it not a good thing for the public at large? I cannot see how it is. Are you getting ydár
meat cheaper or any better?
1704. I will ask you that question ;—will the public at large, by this new mode, be likely to get their me$
cheaper? I do not think they will. If I had a shop to-morrow, and I could get beef given tome almot
I would keep the price up as long as I could.
1705, But will not the meat itself necessarily be better? No, why should it?
1706, 1 was going to suggest to you why it should be. Of course 1 cannot argue with you, but from your
experience as a practical mail do you not think that a beast slaughtered where it has been fed, withoutbeing
fevered by over-driving—slaughtered in its best condition—and the carcase sent to Sydney, must be better
meat than that 'which is driven a long distance and perhaps ill-treated? Yes, but where will you find that?
You cannot (hid such a place. There is no place where they slaughter meat where they can fatten,
1707. We will not go into that; i not asking if meat of that description can be introduced into Sydney?
Yes, if you had a railway to Liverpool Plains or other fattening stations it would be better, but I cannot
see that it is any better to drive them to Riverstone or Orange than it is to drive them to Orange and then
train them here. We have the best workmen and every supervision, and I say that the public have greater
protection in that way than they have in regard to meat slaughtered in private slaughter-houses where thei'e
is no inspection.
1708. But are not the cattle which are brought by train from Homebushi subjected to great cnielty even
after they reach Honmebushi;—for instance, do they get food as a. rule? That is a point I would like to
speak upon.
1709. Arc there any feeding places? Yes I have seen it stated by gentlemen who are supposed to
know, that there is no more grass than would fill your hat, but it is not true. We had the Newington
estate for yeai's until lNlr. \Veatherill bought it; we have had paddoeks from Mr. Walker of Concord, and
paddocks of Mr. Lackey's at Duck River, and we never bring down stock for more than one or two days.
supply at the furthest. The same remarl<s apply to others; Renimie and Williams, Davidson and Turner,.
and Mr. Elliott all have paddocks where their cattle are fed, for I need not tell you that any man who.
knows his business would not be mad enough—we might as well throw our money into the street as bring
stock here to starve. It is not true that the cattle are cruelly treated. They get more cruel treatment at
Homebush than they receive at the hands of the butchers.
1710. Are not the sale-yards at ilomebush unwholesome? A disgrace to the country.
1711. Cattle are up to their middle in slush and mud? I have seen cattle bogged there. I think it
expresses everything when I say they are a disgrace to the country.
1712. Then from there to the Abattoir are not the cattle driven furiously and tantalized the whole
way by the drovers and the dogs? I cannot tell you that they are. Plenty of people will tell you it is a
fact, but they never see it. There is a law wl,ich prevents us from bringing the cattle down vntil after
6 o'clock at night, and there are very few gentlemen about then. No gentleman can say, from practical
experience, that the cattle are ilitreated. 1 would not keep a stockma.n one hour if I knew him to do such'
athing.
1713.'
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J. Walsh, 1713. How long does it take to drive the cattle from Homebush to the Abattoir? If we buy cattle at
Homebush-we buy largely outside and they rarely go into the yards-but when we do buy cattle at
9 Sept. 1879. Romebush, they go to the paddocks at Newington or Concord, and they are left there till they are wanted,
and then they are brought down early in the morning or at night, just as we require them.
1714. You say your cattle are driven quietly and carefully to the Abattoir 1 Yes, and so are many others.
There are some exceptions. Davidson and Turner, Ronnie and Williams, and our firm are the only butchers,
I think, who keep their own stockmen. There are no other people's cattle "boxed" or mixed with ours.
1715. We will go back to the Island if you please. What is your opinion as to the position of the Island for
the purposes of an Abattoir? I think it is a very grand one; I do not think you could find anything
better.
1716. You say it is a grand situation for the purposes of a public Abattoir? I do.
1717. Near to the city and convenient to the trade? Convenient to the trade and a good road.
1718. And sufficient for all the purposes required of it? For all the purposes required of it People from
the Liverpool Road, Parramatta Road, and Balmain, have to come there.
1719. To make their purchases? To make their purchases.
1720. Are you aware of the extent of the Island? Yes.
1721. Do you know how many acres it contains? No, I don't know that.
1722. It contains 33 acres of land? It runs down to a long point at the back of the fat-house we have
there.
1723. I will take you to the buildings again before I forget that part of the subject; do you think the
buildings erected there are sufficient for the present and the prospective trade-I mean for the beef? Yes,
Ido.
1724. Do you not think the paving and drainage require amendment? Do you mean the pateat floor
there?
1725. It seems to be more mud than patent floor as far as we could see? Perhaps you went at an unfortunate time; in the front do you mean where the vehicles go?
1726. Yes? That is very bad, and the lane is not at all applicable; it is too narrow.
1727. It wants more room for access? Yes; you see when there is a row of carts on each side there is
barely room for one cart to go up and down.
1728. One cart would monopolize all the space? Yes; and speaking of the carts, there is no doubt that those
waggons in which you can hazig the most up are preferable, but when a man goes to the Abattoir he cannot turn his waggon in the lane. Rennic and Williams use them, but they have the first slaughterhouse.
1729. You say there is not room for more than one at a time, and that the width of the road should be
doubled? It wants to be considerably wider.
1730. What about the drainage of the place? Well the drainage is not particularly good just on the
roadway.
1731. Are there not sometimes offensive smells from the drainage? Not so much lately, but there has been,
recollect, only one old man as scavenger, and he was supposed to keep the place clean. Now there are a
number of men, and the place is certainly kept very clean.
1732. Do you think the cattle-pens are sufficient for the purpose required? I do, and for many years to
come; and as a proof of it we have occupied two of the beef slaughter-houses for years, until last year,
as mutton slaughter-houses on that side, and prefer to pay the higher rent for them to kifi mutton in, and
then there was room enough for the beef.
1733. I mean the yards in which the cattle are put for the purpose of slaughter; they are what I call the
cattle-yards? They are jammed in there very thick at times.
1734, Have you any difficulty sometimes in getting cattle up to the slaughter-houses? No; but there is
sometimes great difficulty in getting in enough for the day's supply. 'As you can only bring them in once
during the day you have to put in whatever you intend to kill; you cannot bring more.
1735. Then you think the cattle-yards could be improved? They could by being made larger.
1736. Now with regard to the mutton-houses, what is your opinion of them? Well, the mutton-houses I
am quite clear are too small, considerably so.
1737. Much too small? Much too small from my experience of them. 'We slaughter 4,000 or 5,000 sheep
a week at least, and there is no room there. The men go to slaughter in the morning; they are supposed
to have a couple of hundred sheep ready before the carting out begins, and these sheep are hung so thickly
that they have not a chance to cool in fact.
1738. They are hung in contact, and thereby become deteriorated? Yes; we have to what you call doublebank them, that is hang one on top of another.
1739. Well, in consequence of the mutton-houses being so small, the quality of the meat is necessarily
damaged thereby? It certainly is; there is no question that it will not keep so long when it is damaged in
that way ; there is no maimer of doubt ahout it
1740. The meat will not set? It will not set.
1741. Is there not n great want of cleanliness too, in the mutton slaughter-houses? There is a great difficulty in keeping them clean.
1742. In consequence of the deficiency of room there is a great amount of uncleanliness, which you say cannot be avoided? Under present circumstances; I would like you to ask me some questions upon that
point.
1743. Well, tell us what you think you ought to tell us on that point? I think I should tell you that every
two of those mutton slaughter-houses should be thrown into one.
1744. That is to say, you think the size of the mutton-houses should at least be doubled? I think if you
want to make the lane wider you could do that by taking the front wall of the mutton slaughter-houses
away, and letting the back wall be the front one. That would give additional width to the lane without
any great expense. I think then that you might throw two of those houses into one.
1745. That is to say, that the accommodation for the slaughtering of sheep should at least be doubled
Should be doubled. They are very badly done those mutton slaughter-houses.
1746. To keep the meat wholesome and for purposes of cleanliness the places should be at least doubled in
size? Yes. I believe the roofs are badly constructed. During easterly or southerly bad weather you might
as well be out in the rain.
1747.
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1 717, Are they not too low? They are too low, and the rain beats in so that actually the mutton might as .....'nigh,
well be hung out in the rain. You cannot get one dry place in the slaughter-houses. They are too small,
but the greatest objection still is to the lanes. Now this I know to be a fact. We are fcllmongers and we
take away our own skins. Well, there is a slaughter-house here, and another here (showinq the situations), 01) .
and there is one little narrow lane barely wide enough for a cai-t to back up. We are supposed to throw all
the offal and skins of the sheep into this. They are simply thrown in a heap there, and whenever one of our
big drays gets up to take a load of 300 or 400, it stops until it gets loaded, keeping possession of the lane,
and consequently the men who want to get the offal away cannot get at it, and it is sometimes allowed to
remain there longer than it should.
1748. Then in consequence of the narrowness of the lanes the whole work of the establishment is sometimes
obstructed? Yes. If you could throw two of the slaughter-houses into one, and have one lane at one side
for the ofihI to go, and another lane at the other side for the skins to go, it would do away with all that
difficulty.
1749. And I gather from what you say that the carts and the men employed ought to have constant and
nninterrupted access to the place all day long? All day long, to get at the offal.
1750. And to do that the width and extent of those places require to be increased? They do ; they want
a lane specially made to keep those places clean, to get at the offal. On Monday morning they commence at
2 o'clock. As a rule, in each of the slaughter-houses 200 or 300 sheep are killed before breakfast. The
offal is thrown into the lane and the skins on top. Well, if the skin man comes first, the offal man has to
wait until the skins are taken away, and sometimes it is the afternoon before the offal can be removed.
That is a great nuisance to those houses, and if you can remedy that you will do a public good.
1751. Well it is from a practical man like you that we expect to get useful information? I believe if you
ask Mr. Elliott upon this point he will bear me out. He is a man who has bad a great deal of practical
experience.
1752. With regard to the conveyance of meat from the Abattoir to the retail shops, have you not noticed
that the plan of conveying it in open carts is very objectionable? it is; although I use them 1 know it is
objectionable.
1753. The men themselves who drive the carts are in a state of filth? I know it is objectionable; I am
quite aware of it, but if everyone had waggOns they could not get in and out of that lane.
1754. Under the present arrangements there would not be room for the new meat waggons to work there?
There is not. We send a waggon there every day or so for hides, and they have sometimes to wait hours
before they can get the waggon in.
1755. \Vhat is your opinion ahoutthe waggons for the conveyance of nieat;—do you not think it would be
more proper and better for all parties if the meat was conveyed in those newly-constructed waggons? Tltero
is no room for a doubt about that.
1756. It would bean improvement, but you say it cannot be carried out in consequence of the want of
accommodation on the Island I There is not room.
1757. 1 think there is only one other question I want to ask you. You say that the buildings, especially
the mutton-houses, are in such a state of disrepair that theyare no protection from the wcather? I (10 not
say disrepair; they are badly constructed. The construction is bad.
1758. They are so constructed that they do not keep out the rain or the bad weather? They (10 not. They
are too small, ill-constructed, and the lanes at the back are not at all adapted for the business.
1759. By the way, there is one more subject I want to ask you about Have you formed any opinion as to
the advisability of having cattle sale-yards at Glebe Island. Assuming that the cattle would be brought all
the way by rail and delivered on the. Island from the trucks, have you cousidered the snbject as to the adi-isability of having cattle sale-yards on Glebc Island? I have I have seen something about it, and I think it
would be the act of madmen, To start with, you cannot get a supply every day. You get the cattle
there, and you have no water and no food, and you have to take them out again. I think it would not at
all suit.
1760. But supposing that hay and an abundance of pure water were supplied, what would you think then?
You may get the best hay that Australia will grow, and station-fed cattle will not tackle it until they are
almost actually starved. 1 think the place is not at all adapted for it; it would not do at all.
1761. Then you disapprove of the idea of erecting cattle sale-yards at Glebe Island? I do, decidedly; you
should have yards where you have paddocks and water.
1762. The cattle sale-yards should be where there are paddocks and water? Yes, and you should not bring
cattle into thickly-populated places, where people are knocking about. Cattle require rest, and if cattle
brought down from the country in warm weather are killed just after their arrival, the flesh will he of a
kind of red, foxy colour—what we call foxy. But let the same cattle go into a quiet paddock, where they
get rest and water and a little scrub, and the meat is of quite a different colour.
1763. And the quality of the meat is better? It must be.
1764.2!,-. Stewart.] I would 'ike to know where the carcase butchers sell the meat? On Glebe Island.
1765. Do the retail butchers go there to buy? As a "ule they do, except on Monday morning.
1766. Then it is the only wholesale meat market we have in Sydney? We have now one at the railwayshed, where they sell by auction. On Saturday the retail butchers generally order from the carcase butehiem
what they want on Monday morning the fimt tlnng.
1767. Glebe Island is a convenient place for selling carcascs? It is.
1768. And the butchers go from stall to stall to select their meat? Yes, if a man does not see what suits
him in 0110 place he goes to another.
1709. 2fr. Jinwe.] About the keeping of the cattle;— how many cattle on in average are there between
Homnebush and the Abattoir and on the Island? Well, J do not think you would find 200 head to-day between
Hoinebush and the Abattoir, all those on the Island included.
1770. Yesterday was sale-day ;—how many would there be to-day? The market was a little firm, I sup pose.
I do not believe you would find over 200 head between iomebush and the Abattoir, including all those
there to-day.
1771. Then what becomes of the cattle sold at llomcbush ? They generally go into the paddocks ; for
instance, Rennie and Williams have a paddock where they send them to, and so have Davidson and Iui'mior.
1-11
1772.
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J. Walsh, 1772. Is not Rennie and Williams' paddock between Homebush and the Abattoir? Oh, yes; they have
Esq.
paddocks at Ramsay's.
1773. And Turner and Davidson's paddock? It is at Homebush, at the back of the yards.
9 Sept, 1879. 1774. I have seen another paddock of Davidson's at Petersham, where there are about 100 head of cattle;how much feed is there in that? They never bring them down there for more than a day or two-a couple
of days' supply at the most.
1775. Would you believe it if anybody told you that they had seen cattle there for about a week in that
paddock? I would not believe that it was in Davidson's paddock, it might have been in some other. There
are butchers who kill for a number of small butchers, and who do not pay the same attention to the
business. I do not believe you have seen cattle for a week in Davidson's paddock,
1776. I do not say I have seen it, but a party who lives close by says that he did? I could not believe it,
because I am sure that Davidson would not allow it, and his partner, although a rough man, is a thoroughly
practical man, and as a butcher is very clever.
1777. flow many acres of grassed paddocks are there between Homebush and the Abattoir? There are a
great many acres, but there is not a great deal of grass.
1778. is there any grass? Oh, yes; you must not judge by what you see going along the road. There is
grass and scrub, and you must recollect that in no instance are cattle kept there for more than a week at
the furthest
1779. They are sometimes kept a week? They may be sometimes kept a week, but not in the small paddocks
down here.
1780. Do you think it right that a beast should be a week without anything to cat? I do not, but I say
there are none of those outside paddocks where they get nothing to eat.
1781. Between Homebush and the Abattoir? Yes, in Ramsay's bush is there not scruh and a little grass
and water, and in Mr. Walker's paddocks is there not grass?
1782. Then there are four or live small paddocks nearer to the Abattoir ;-is there any food in them? Not
much.
1783. And there are sometimes 40 or 50 heed of cattle in them? Well, they belong, perhaps, to twenty
different people, and there is only a day's supply.
1784. But is it not a. rule to keep a supply in hand and not kill out? I like to kill out.
1785. Are you aware of the practice? it is a great ,uistake if it is done. I like to kill out every week if
I can. I had several on my hands at one time, but it was against my will.
1786. We have evidence that the cattle do eat the hay? They will eat the hay sometimes. We give it
ourselves sometimes. We may have 20 or 30 bullocks in on a Saturday morning, and if we cannot kill
them all we leave some hay for those that are left, and on Sunday, when everything is quiet, and no one
knocking about, they will eat some of it.
1787. If they did eat iOlbs. or 12lbs. of hay it day it would be better for them? It would.
1788. And that would not cost more than 4d. or Sd. I it does not cost much now.
1789. Would not the cattle-yards be better covered? Well, they are pretty well covered, though not
entirely.
1790. It would be an improvement if they were? Yes, it would be an improvement, in hot weather or
in wet weather the cattle try to get under the shed.
1791. Might not the paving of the yards be a little better? Well, I don't know that you could make it
better. The yards are paved with free-stone ; if you paved them with blue metal it would be harder. The
lanes at the back are sometimes a bit of a nuisance. They are paved with this free-stone, which gets
cut into holes, and the stuff which gets into these holes sometimes makes a very offensive smell.
1792. The driving or forcing yards are couxenient enough, are they not? Yes,
1793. Are they so for the men who kill by contract; cai they easily get out the beast they want? That
is a different tlnng. The man who kills by contract is perhaps killing for a dozen or twenty difibrent
butchers, and the chances are that the beast which rons in first he doW not want killed, while the one he
wants will not go in.
1794. Supposing the yards could be made to draft two ways, would that be an improvement? It would, to
all parties concerned, if there was room.
1795. You mentioned the great jam there was between the offal cai'ts and the skin carts ;-could not that
be remedied by having a place to convey the guts and skins to on a trolly? Yes it could be, and if you
can devise some means of getting rid of the offal and not having it mixed with the skins, you will do a
great good I can assure you. That is the great nuisance of those mutton slaughter-houses.
1796. It would tend also to the cleanliness of the place? Yes, it would. Sometimes a lot of sheep conic
in with their pauliches full of grass and water, and often the paunches burst and the mess runs tilvough
several yards.
1797. Is the ground such as to leave room for widening out the buildings as you suggest? There is room
if you adopt the suggestion I made to throw two slaughter-houses into one. There would be plenty of
room for the mutton-houses if you took away that pig-killing establishment.
1798. Have your men sufficient accommodation for the purposes of cleanliness-washing and all that-on
the premises? Oh yes.,
1799. Would it not be an advantage to get a few shower.baths for them? It would be a great advantage,
no doubt.
1800. Would you kill during the night or early in time morning if the place was properly lighted with gas?
I would prefer it; it would be better for all concerned if we could kill at night or early in the morning,
during the hot weather particularly. But the Government gives us no chance at all. There is a man at
the gate and he goes by the clock in the office ; it is immaterial whether it is half an hour fast or half at,
hour slow. If you have a cart at the Abattoir waiting to load beef or mutton, no matter how good the
customer is, that man will not wait one moment, no matter what the right time is, if the clock in the office
says it is time to close.
1801. Referring to a subject the Chairman mentioned, supposing you could get meat chilled at 3W. PCI
lOOlhs. at the Abattoir, would you patronise the chilling-house I Certainly; it would pay you to give six
times that price for it sometimes in the warm weather. Decidedly, 1 don't tlunk- there is a butcher in the trade but what would. It is hardly a question that needs asking.
1802.
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1802. C/taimwm] Do you not think the establishment, to be pei1ect, should be lighted with gas? I think J. WaIsb
Esq.
it should.
1803. Mid do you not think that an abundant supply of fresh water, with hydrants, is necessary? I was going 9879
to suggest that, but it slipped my nieinory. The remark with reference to the clock also applies to this.
When the time comes for shutting off the water, and sometimes a quarter of an hour before the time, it is
shut off, and, if you want a bucket of water you cannot get it.
1804. By whom is it shut off? By some of the officials on the Island. They are very exact. As for gas
it would be a great boon indeed. There is no one connected with the island but would be quite willing to
pay for the cost of the gas. It would not cost us one quarter of what it costs for the fat or slush lamps.
1805. And you get light now from those fat or slush lamps? Yes, the butchers put the fat or slush into a
can with it wick, and get a light from that.
1806. And there is smoke and a bad smell from it I Yes, besides a bad light it is offensive, if we had to
pay for gas it would not cost us a tenth-part so much.
1807. And the slush lamps are dirty and filthy? Yes, and not alone that, but the men cannot see what
they are doing.
1808. And you think there should be an unlimited supply of fresh water all over the establishment?
Oh yes.
1809. With hydrants? Yes.

Thomas Elliott, Esq., examined
1810. Cltairinan.] Are you in business on your own account, or are you one of it firm? On my own T. Elliott,
Esq.
account
1811. Wholesale or retail? Wholesale.
Sept., 18791
1812. A mutton butcher 7 Mutton only.
1813. Have you been many years engaged in the trade in the colony i About twelve years on Glebe
i:land, 1. think.
1814. Have you had a large business and much experience? I have done a very large business.
1815. Aistl are now doing a large business? Yes, a large business; about 2,500 sheep a week.
1816. What is your opinion as to the suitability of the Abattoir, especially the mutton-slaughtering part
of it, for the purposes intended? Well, it is very badly laid out. It. is too small, much too small for the
business that has to be done there ;.and the buildings being so small there is not sufficient accommodation
at the back to get the skins and the offal away. If the slaughter-houses could be enlarged so that there should
be a lane each side of a slaughter-house, one for the skins and the other for the offal, we would then be able
I o keep the place clean hut the way the slaughter-houses are now they are too small for the amount of
business to be done.
181 7. You say the present lanes are not large enough for the cart traffic and for the purpose of getting the
skins and the offal away 1 No, certainly not; there is only one lane to two slaughter-houses, and two carts
have to go there to load skins every afternoon, and every forenoon likewise. They take them away twice
it day. Only one cart can load at a time, and the offal cart is kept waiting, and there is no way to throw
the skins and offal but into the lane where they lie together in one. heap.
1818. How long is the offal cart kept waiting by the skin cart? When there are two carts to load in one
lane it makes my cart remain two hours at least, and the offal which is placed there from 4 o'clock té 6
cannot be got away after 6, and has to remain there all night
1810. Becoming a great evil and nuisance? Not in weather like the present.
1820. I mean in the smoiner season? We have longer hours in the suinmeran hour later ; that gives us
more time. We have two hours longer to do the work.
1821. Would you redonimend that the size of the slaughter-houses be increased to double the present size?
\Vell, it would be too much.
1822. However, they require to be, increased in size considerably? They would require about three thrown
into two, to give us sufficient accommodation for the work.
1823. Then they want increasing in size at least one-third? Yes.
1824. And the accommodation for the road traffic at least doubled 1 That is the lanes to let the skins and
ofihl away.
1825. So as to admit of access by the carts at all times without obstruction or delay? Yes, that is what
it requires.
1826. What is your opinion as to the necessity for introducing gas into the buildingsl That is a thing that
is very much required indeed.
1827. Your present system of lighting is by means of grease pots? Not now. This year we have gota sort
of tins made in which we burn kerosene oil.
1828. But even those do not afford s'dhcient light? They give a much better light than the fat cans, but
not sufficient.
1829. And not so clean as gas '1 Nothing near.
1830. An abundance of light is necessary I take it for those slaughter-houses, in order that you might carry
on your business during the hours of darkness I Yes.
1831. Before the light of day sets in? Yes.
1832. Have you sufficient water appliances for the slaughter-houses? We have while we are doing the
slaughtering quite sufficient, but for cleanliness there ought to be a good hose to wash down each slaughterhouse.
1833. You think there should be an abundant supply of water with hydrant and hose? Yes, with a good
hose.
1.834. And the supply of water should he unlimited I Yes, and not cut off at times five or six minutes before
the hour of closing. There are tinies when if we are killing close up to the hour we have given its the water
is cut off about five minutes before the time, and we cannot wash down at all of an evening.
1835. Sometimes the water is cut off a few minutes before you finish your work, snaking it very inconvenient
and unpleasant I Yes,
1836,
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T. Elliott, 1836. By whom is that (lone? By one of the officers: I do not know whose duty it is.
1831. What about the buildings generally-are they not very defective or insufficient for the purposes
.9 Sept. 1879. required-I mean in regard to the roof and generally I The buildings are much better adapted for the
business since we had that big wall taken out about two years ago. They were very badly adapted for the
work as mutton slaughter-houses until that was clone. Now they are much better, hut being so small if we
are killing any way strong at all we are compelled to hang the sheep on top of one another, if the carts are
not there punctually to the time.
1838. Is that not detrimental to the quality of the meat? They are not allowed to hang long, but it
might be if the cart is not there at the time.
1839. is it not detrimental ? I should not think it was to their advantage. It is not often that it occurs,
but it does occasionally.
1840. That could be remedied if you had additional room? Yes, larger room.
1841. Your business is confined to the mutton slaughtering? Yes.
1842, And you know nothing of the beef slaughtering? No, I do not interfere with that.
1843. Have you noticed within the Inst few months that matters as regards the Island generally have innproved or otherwise ; what is your opinion with regard to that? I think there is a larger staff of men on
I think they are a little better than what they used to be; they seem to Fry all they cart to take the offid
away but the carts cannot get up to take it away while the skin carts are there.
1844. Have you ever considered the subject of a chilling-house on the Island? No.
1845. Do you not think it would be an advantage to have an establishment for the purpose of cooling the
meat slaughterecl-both mutton and beef-before delivery-setting it by means of cold appliances? I do
not think it would be much advanta ge to it, unless you had the chilling establishment of such demensions as
to hold for instance a week's supply of meat-all the meat that would be required by the city for a week.
1846. Then it would require to be of large dimensions? Very large. Because if the meat were merely put
into the cooling-house, and then carted away inunediately and sold in the shops, it would not be benefited
much as to the eating of it when cooked.
1847. At what time do you generally begin to slaughter mutton in the summer months I From 5 in the
morning to 7 at night; on Monday morning from 2 in the morning until 7 at night ; Saturday the same.
1848. Then you slaughter night and day? Only on Monday morning; we do not make use of it on Saturday
morning.
1840. Is not the mutton sometimes taken away in the summer-time soon after being slaughtered, before
being set ; in fact, while it is warm I Yes.
1850. Necessarily so? It must be so. That is why we get up at 2 o'clock, in order to deliver it fresh.
We have to deliver it before 6 o'clock; and should we k-ill it on Saturday for Monday it would want to be
carted away in the bone cart.
1851. What is your opinion of the position of Glebe Island as a site for the Abattoir.? Very good.
1852. Sufficient for all the purposes required of it? Yes; the establishment could be enlarged to double
the size; but, as far as Giebe Island itself is concerned, I do not think you would find in the colony a place
so suitable for the Abattoir.
1853. Had you any experience in this trade before you came to the colony? I was slaughtering in Scotland,
1854. You carried on the business in Scotland 1 Yes; I used to send to London when I had more stock
than I required for home consumption.
1855. You used to slaughter mutton for the London market? Yes.
1856. What part of Scotland were you in? I was on the Borders.
1857. With regard to the conveyance of the mutton from Glebe Island for delivery, as at present carried
out by some of the butchers in open carts? They are all open carts.
1858. Do you not think that could be improved upon? Well, I don't know.
1859. Have you seen that conveyance used by Rcnnie and 'Williams? I have.
1860. Do you not think that would be an improvement for the purpose of conveying the dead mutton to the
city? It would be a very slow process, much slower than at present.
1861. You could not go quickly enough? 1 think not There is not so much beef as there is mutton to
hang up. Generally speakingi we have the men in the carts very clean ; we have got a careful man along
with the cart.
1862. Some carts, it has been represented, are kept in a rely filthy state, as also are the drivers, who sit
upon the meat whilst driving the carts conveying the meat for delivery? They must sit on the front of the
cart; but in the mutton cart the meat is stacked up; they cannot sit on the meat.
1863. And you think the new cart system would not be an improvement on the present system? It might
be an improvement, but all the carts would have to be built close up the same as those of Ecnnie's, or a
little closer, because on days like the present (when raining), the meat would get covered with mud unless
there is something to keep it from the mutton.
1864. Mr. Stewart.] Do you ever buy sheep at Honmebush yards? Yes.
1865. Frequently? Every week.
1866. Is ilomebush a convenient site for selling yards? None more so. There could be no site more suitable
than Homebush for the sale-yards 1 think, because it gives as a chance to get paddock room for our sheep.
1867. If room could be made for them at Glebe Island would that suit as well for sale-yards? if you
brought a supply there and sold them every day, and we took them and killed them, it would. There is no
paddock room there.
1868. What is to hinder them from being sold every day? If you could regulate the supply every day so
that they could be sold, and we could kill them, then Glehe Island is suitable.
1869. There are only two sale-days a week now, and that compels you to buy in one day sufficient until the
next sa)e4lay? Yes.
1870. But if the sales were every day you need only buy for the day ? Yes. We have now to find paddock room to keep the sheep in.
1871.. Air. JIruce.] Where areyour padclocks? I rent from the railway-line at Petersham out to Canterbury.
I had all that at one time, but a good many plots have been sold since I rented it off Mr. Davies, right out
through the scrub. I pay a yearly rent for it, and keep the sheep at Mr. Charles Hearne's at Petershan,
every night, bringing what I want to slaughter for the day to the Island every morning.
1872.
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1872. The sheep do not get very much feed there I suppose? Plenty of food and water. Last year, when T. Elliott,
E
there was a drought everywhere, there was not much feed, but in anything like a season there is plenty of
feed.
98t'i879
1873. I-low many acres have you got? Oh, there is plenty of country and plenty of scrub; 1 have never
myself been over half of it.
1874. But with all the stock between that country and the Abattoir the country must be very bare? The
cattle paddocks are very bare, and some of them 1 think 1875. But the sheep get something? The sheep go out as far as Canterbury every day.
1876. Returning to the subject of the Abattoir, are the sheep-yards there sufficiently convenient and roomy
for your business and that of others? They are more so now, as far as I am personally concerned, than they
have been. I got a yard divided last week.
1877. Then there is not a sufficient number of sheep-yards? There were only three, and four slaughterhouses are rented. 1 was without a yard, but I have one now.
1878. Are there only four parties killing sheep at the Abattoir? That is all.
1879. Do you mean illtogether ; do none of the butchers kill their own sheep? That is a very rare
occurrence. They generally buy them cheaper killed than alive.
1880. Would you recommend an$ alteration of the buildings themselves, besides t]irowing three into two—
alteration in the roofs or walls, or in any other part of the sheep-houses? Well, if we were going to make
new slaughter-houses the lane where we have to take the carts in to load is far too narrow. We can scarcely
stand two homes in a breadth, and leave a passage for another cart. Should the new waggons be brought
into use on Glebe Island I do not see how you can use them with the lane we have there now. That is one
thing against these waggons or waggonettes, unless it could be arranged that they should go right down the
lane, and come out at the bottom.
1881. They might do that way? Yes. With regard to the slaughter-houses they would have been much
better if they had had a larger door for air, and for the carts ; it should be more roomy for our carts.
1882. How is the roof? The roof in the main building, in the front slaughter-house, is right enough, but
the skillion roof comes down very close on our heads.
1883. Too low? Yes, the skillion roof at the back.
1884. It would be an improvement to heighten it, and if more air were admitted? Yes, it would be an
improvement to shift the slaughter-houses back about 10 or 12 feet.
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Dsscitji'rroy

OF

AI3A1'rOIB, l'iliLAi)Ei,i'JiIA, U.S.

Messrs. Wilson, Brothers, & Co. to The Secretary for Public Works.
No. 410, Walnut.street., Phi]adelphia, Pa., 29 May, 1879:
In accordance with a telegram recently received from Edward H. Williams, Esq., to forward to you
information relative to the ]tailwayAbattoir in Phuladelphia,we have the honor to send with this it general ground plan of the
ounds, a photograph of the main building and yard, a plan of basement and main floor of abattoir proper, anda printed
scription in Report of the Board of Health of the City of Philadelphia, for the year 1875.
The ground plan shows location of railroad tracks and all buildings. The sheds for cattle, as will be noticed by the
photograph, are of wood, and so arranged as to cover only part of the space. By this arrangement the cattle can get
sun and air, and still have protection in stonisy weather. All fences and partitions in these cattle.sheds are of boards, U
inches thick. The whole surface of wound un,ler the sited is graded to give perfect drainage, and paved with cubical blocks
of stone, arranged with gutters from each separate pen to a street, where the drainage is passed into the sewers, and by
them led to the river. In the sheep and hog pens the roofs cover the entire surface. In the hog-pens all the posts and
division fences are of iron. In each block of hog-pens the stone pavement, laid in cement, is graded to the gutter in the
middle, which has a constant stream of water flowingthrongh it, and which gutter is tapped into the sewers at shortintervals.
Please note that along all railroad tracks there is a retaining wall of stone, behind which the ground is filled in so as
to make a landing wharf at level of floor of cars.
In the upper right-hand corner of plan is located a well and pump, which forces water to a reservoir en a hill at
seine (listance, and not shown oa the plan, from which the snppiy water-nrnins lead to the various parts of the yard.
In addition to the foregoing the estabhishnneirt contains a building for hotel and oflices, stabling for horses, hay barn, coal
platform, scales, and all the necessary adjuncts.
The sheep-pens noted as " sale-pens' are not covered like the others, but are merely enclosures. The eow.niarket is
a series of covered stalls, each, stall for a cow! and calf.
We irope the foregoing, in connection with printerl statement i-efcn-ed to, will give it clear idea of the arrangement.
This establishment is of course arranged to suit the special piece of ground on which it is located. in preparing a plan for
a different locality it would be necessary to have a correct map, with Levels of ground, position of railroad tracks, drainage,
lines, &c., Lie., and modifications would be made to suit local requirements.
Referring again to the cattle-pens, those fronting on Thirtieth-street are entirely rcceiving-pens, where the cattle are
placed when they first leave the ears. After a train has been unloaded the cattle are distributed front these pens to other
parts of the yard. Yen will notice that the cattle-paris are of different sizes. Regular dealers rent one or snore pens, as
their business demands, and as soon as possible after unloading each man's cattle are transferred to his own pens.
All through the grounds in streets and, along unloading wharfs the wooden gates are made large, and are so
arranged that they can be swung across the streets, closing them up, and thus turning the cattle into the proper pens. This
arrangement of gates, which, is very simple, allows of the rapid and convenient transfer of cattle from one part of the
yard to another.
The manure from the yard, and the contents of sto,nachs of animals slaughtered, are deposited together on the
wharf along the river, and carried away in boats. The yards are cleaned rip daily and swept by a retary sweeping machine.
Water-pipes are run through the yards as required, with fire-plu gs and other outlets at convenient points and in cattle
pens each pair of troughs (see plan) is supplied by one hydrant. The overflow of these troughs is direct into the underground drainage.
The photograph shows the main building of abattoir-, with the cattle-pens on the left, beyond which is a large grai
depOt not beloirgi ig with this establishineirt. In the woorl.cnt on page :31 of Board of Health Report the hotel and sheep
and hog peirs to the right of main building are shown.
The abattoir building proper is shown in the photograph. It is a brick building, resting en stone foundations,
wrndows and doors of wood columns in buildino and roof framing are of wrought ire" the rnof covering is of tin on
wood sheeting and purlins. All cornices, pinacles and other onramnentai work are of galvanized iron. Basement floor is
asphalt pavement. Main floor is wooden joists and flooring, covered with asphalt, excepting at the point where the killing
is done, when the floors are of wood, eaulked. Basement story is divided by a brick vali—unu portion is used for slaughter.
ing sheep—in the other Indes are salted and packed for slriirment, and the machinery for renderingtallew, Lie., is placed.
Die main floor is used entirely for slaughtering cattle. Hogs are not killed at this abattoir, but only housed and
sold, and are driven off by the purchasers to other places.
The following is the general plan for handling business, Lie. :—Cattle are shipped from the west by the dealers, who
land them at the stockyard, and place them in their pens. Here the cattle are sold. Those going to other points arc agaili
leaded on cars, or are driven off on foot. Those intended for local use are purchased by the butchers, who do the kil l ing
and dressing of the animals in the abattoir building, subject to the rules of the establisinnent, one of which is that the
butcher shall remove irothing but the dressed sireat. The time of killing is regulated somewhat by the weather, but is
generally done in the evening aird during the night. The cattle are driven into the killing-pens, each of which will hold
ten animals. A platform of plank over the top of the pen gives standing place for a in;,',, who strikes the animals on the
forehead wilh a hammer of peenlinr shape the aninnal drops at the first blow imrrstarrtly a clasp attached to a rope is
fastened around one hind Is,
,, and the rope being wourrd lip on a drum, worked by hand front above, elevates the animal
until its head is clear of the ground, when its throat is ininiediately cut by a butcher. Sometimes the animals are speared in
the back of the head instead of striking with a hammer and if the cattle are not wild they are often elevated into position
for cutting their throats without any preliminaries.
The blood is caught in large sheet iron pans and is poured into an iron tank oa wheels, which when full is run to the
receiving room, where it remains until the proper time comes for putting it into the tanks in the basement, which is done by
a pipe.
The beeves are dressed and quartered, Irung up to cool, and taken by the bntcirers in their own waggons to market.
The disposition of the rest of the airiinal is as follows: The hides are passed to the basement, where they are salted,
packed in layers, and afterwards shipped away in ears. The contents of stomach are erriptied into small iron waggons and
dumped en the manure pile, as previously stated. The errtrails are placed on a hamrd waggon, and taken to the receiving
room. The fat, which comes in rirnssex, is stripped off by hand and placed by itself, to be m'endered into tallow soparately. The process in the receiving room is fully described in the Report of the Board of Health.
The residunrn which has been obtained after the drying process desciihcd is packed in bags and sold for mamniro.
A variation from this pmcess is to m-eserve the blood and riry it sopam'atcly, as thmei-e is now a demand for it for sugar
refining, calico printing, aird other purposes in the arts. iteecntly, dried bullocks' blood iras been used extensively in the
mamrfaetnrc of door-knobs, knife-handles and similar articles. Horns and hoofs, with tn,uningu of time hides, go to the
glue factory.
it
Sir,

T
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It will thus be seen that every part of the animal is utilized.
After the day's kilhng is over the floor is carefully and thoroughly washed and flooded with water from a hose.
The foregoing describes more particularly the operations on the main floor.
The sheep are killed in the basement. A man enters this pen, seizes a sheep, lays it down on the edge of the killingtable, with its bead hanging over the edge, below which is a trough to catch the blood, He lays one after the other on the
edge of the table, close together, and strange as it may seem, they make no attempkto get up or move. A butcher, standing
on the floor below, walks along and cuts the throats of the animals in succession. The trough catches the blood and conducts it to the tank. Sheep, being light, are hung up by haod.
'lire same disposition as heretofore described for beeves, is made of the blood and offal, which is carried off in tanks
and waggons, and elevated to the floor above so that it ran ho dumped into the rendering tanks.
The Abnttoir Company furnish all feed for animals, and make ii certain charge for storage.
We hope the foregoing, in connection with the accompanying papere, will funlish the infommtion you require.
Should you wish to construct an abattoir and stock establishment, we shall be pleased to furnish general and detailed plans,
with specifications, and can proenre for you and ship the necessary machinery ready to set up in place, together with such
parts of the buildings as you may not have the facilities for manufacturing at the place of erection.
Very respectfully yours,
WILSON, BROTHERS, & Co.,
Civil Engineers and Architects.
A 1.
THE PIIILADELI'liIA SLAUC;HTER-HOUSES.

(From the Report qf the Phil adelplsia Board of Health, 1875.)
very recently the slaughtering of cattle for the markets of Philadelphia has been conducted exclusively in private
slaughter-houses. These are numerous, and are situated in all parts of the city. Even the thickly populated districts are
not entirely exempt from these establishments. 'I'hcre is no law restricting their location within ccrtain defined boundarylines. In the choice of locality private interests are alone consulted, and the manner of conducting the business is subject
to private direction, provided the rules and regulations prescribed by the health authorities are not violated, and no
nuisance is created. While the premises are occasionally inspected, there is no systematic inspection of cattle before and
after being slaughtered. On account of the large number of these establishments, their widely separated localities, and
the irregular and unsystematic methods of conducting the business, satisfactory inspection is an impossibilty hence
unisancos arise, particularly in the smnmcr season, which, after being corrected, may and do recur, from radical defects ill
the premises and absence or non-observance of proper regulations.
'there are many private slaughter-houses in the populated parts of the city which, on account of the locality, are
mluisanccs, and will remain nuisances in spite of all remedies used for their improvement, and no matter how well they may
be conducted. The driving of cattle through the crowded streets, the stabling of the cattle, the tardy removal of refuse
.and putrcscible matters, the defiling of the drains by blood and even solid suhsta]lecs, —ale powerful objections against the
location of any slaughter-house in a compactly built and densely populated neighbourhood. Meat prepared in such places
is liable to become tainted on account of the want of f,-oo ventilation, and the absence of facilities for most scrupulous
cleanliness. 'I'here can he no doubt that all private slaughter-houses located and conducted as above-described should be
abolished after duo notieo, —a measure which the Board feel obliged to enforce in the interest of the health and welfare of
the community. Until the present time such action, althonh necessary, might have been deemed harsh, arbitrary, and
premature. But since tire most liberal and complete provisions have been made in the public slaughter-house recently
completed in We,st Philadelpina, for all who choose to avail themselves of them, no valid objection or reasonable opposition
can be made against this contemplated procedure of the Health Board. Ignoring the question of public health, which is
the one of pasnoionnt importance, on the ground of economy alone the change will he exceedingly advantageous.
"Whether osm the ground of public health or on that of economy," says a recent writer, ''there can be no question of
the superiority of public abattoirs over private slaughter-houses--a superiority acknowledged and neted upon in Pails as
lông ago as 1810." This is a well-established fa.ct, which has been appreciated, accepted, and corroborated by a mlmnber of
the large cities of this country. Boston, New York, Chicago, and New Orleans may be mentioned among the cities which
now have ahattoirs in snecessfnl an,l satisfaetom'y operation, and the cxpel'ielseo of these cities might be dotailed, if it were
necessary, to furnish fresh proof of the manifold advantages which the improved system of slaughtering possesses. This
city has not been onnnndful of the benolits to be ,ierivcd from the inauuration of such a m'efornm, but not until recently
has the opportunity been presented. In 1873 the Board of 1-Icalth, in their annual report, pointed out the urgemlt
necessity for the establishment of eomnnsunalahattoirs, and the gradual abolishment of the nunierous ill-managed
private slaughter-houses. Subsequently, a movement was set Oil foot, havinr' in view the consummation of
this most desirable object. In 1875, after considerable opposition, arising soely frooi objections to the site
selected, the Herculean work of preparing the grounds for the present ahattoir in West Plliadelphmia was
commenced, and pushed forward with energy to the close of thu year. By the early part of 1876 the buildings were
sufficiently completed to he occupied, and the work of storing and slaughtering cattle has been in successful operation ever
since. By the middle of the year it is expected everything will ho in perfect order, and l'hiladelpbmia will then be able to
boast of having one of the most thoroughly epsipped, commodious, and conlplete cattle-yards and abattoirs in the world.
This great scheme was projected and carried into effect by the Pennsylvamlia Railroad Company, and furnishes another
evidence of the ability, energy, and progressive spirit of that great corporation.
The location of the new stock-yards and ahattoi r is on time west side of the Schnylkill River, a few hundred feet north
of Market-street. it is bounded oil time north by Vine-street, on the south I)v Areim-street1 on the east by time river, and
or' the west by Thirtieth-street. Momne idea of the lnagmlitade of the establishlo cut may lie formed from the statement that
the grounds occupy an area of 21 acres. The advantages and facilities aflbrsieml by the location are unsurpassed. it
is central, yet to a considerable extent isoiated by the river and time extensive grounds of the Pennsylvania Raiiroa,l
Company. In time rear, or along time west sido of the premises, there is a railway track, from which cattle are discharged.
The track is so depressed as to bring the (leek or platform upon the level of time storage pens. A railway track is also run
al This
eastward front this line, for the delivery of sheep and hogs to that part of the premises set apart for these a nnus.
entire enclosure is laid out in streets, substantially paved with Belgian blocks, and lighted with gas.
These enclosures are plain f,'anme structures, partly covered, in order
For time storage of cattle there are 172 pens
to protect tire animals from sum' and storm, amid are paved witll granite blocks, and so graded as to secure quick and
eosn1deto draimiage. Each apartment is provided with feed and water troughs. The toiegrapll anticipates the arrival of each
train of animals, thus emiabling the superintendent to designate and prepare the apartments for their occupancy, with the
required rations of forage and supply of water, so that they arc on their arrival it once made comfortable by food amid rest
after their long journey. This department has a capacity for the eosnfom'tablo storage of 7,000 head of cattle, and is
provided with all the necessary requirements, as hydrants, fire-plugs, and hose, in order to insure safety, comfort, and
eheauhimsess.
The enclosures for the storage of sheep occupy the northern end of the premises. They consist of two frame
structures, 350 feet by 1.30 feet, covere,l with a gravel roof, and provided with a granite pavement. Thieso buildings am-c
divided into eoiupai-tmnemsts and pens for wholesale and retaih storage, and have the necessary scale enclosures. Streets and
alleys divide the premises-at convenient distances. Each storage pen is provided with, it rack for fodder amid troughs for
water. The entii'e division affordscapacity for the eomnfortai,lo storage of '10,000 sheep.
The hog department is just east of the sheep enclosure, Every provision has been made to insure cleanliness and
facilitate the thorough m-enovatioim of this part of the cstatrlisimmncnt, and ;it tIme samne time preserve ventilation and the free
cireulatiomi of air. The roof of time hinlding is supported by n-rought.iroa columns., ,mid light iron railings are used in
gs it time sides admit a free enrreut of air. Anotliem' importammt feature, from a
snaking the subdivisions. The ivim] 0 Opemmiu
sasmitary poimit of view, is time means devised for securing thorough drainage. For this object time floors are laid with Belgian
blocks, grouted in cement amid slightly ineiimmed from citlmer side toward a central depression, along which fresim water
eonstasmtly flows, thus 1,sovidim'g against time possibility of olfeimsivo accumulations. 'these amnmnals are also provided with
all time conmforts of food, water, &c. This sectiomm of the yard is likewise laid out with streets, lanes, and passaae-ways, and
is divide,! into large amid small enclosures for general and special storage, and is provided with scales and all fime necessary
Ceimtrally
eommveniences for time aecosmuodation of buyers and seilers.
UNTiL
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Centrally located, and upon one of t]re broader avenues,, is the office and exchange building. This is a brick
structure, two stories high, and 100 feet long by 40 feet in breadth. The lower floor is divided into telegraph, post, and
business offices. On market days this building presents all the activity of the stock or gold exchange.
Close adjoining the exchange building is a range of offices for the use of the dealers in sheep ,!anogs.
h
There is a brick stable upon the premises, 31 feet by 115 feet, for the storage and sale of horses.
Immediately adjoining these buildings is a covered.enclosure for the accommodation of 500 cows and calves. This
enclosure is also well paved and drai red, and provided with all the conveniences for watering and feeding the animals.
Large platform scales for weighing the stock are situated at convenient localities about the premises.
The most important and interesting feature of this vast establishment is the abattoir. This highly ornamental
brick building has a frontage on the river of 110 feet, and runs back 195 feet. The nature of the ground rendered it
necessary to lay the base of the foundation upon heavy timbers and concrete, upon which stone masonry is built up to the
level of the ground. Above this the walls are of brick. The main floor (which is four feet above the level of the ground)
is supported by cast-iron columns. The roof is supported by two rows of wrought.iron colunurs, which
divide the building into 4 central aisles, 50 feet in width, and two side aisles, each 30 feet in width.
The central aisle is open to a height of 40 feet, to the eaves, and is covered by an arch roof, erected on a
new principle of construction that previously has seldom been used, the rafters being cut to the curve of equilibrium for a
uniform load. The side aisles have a height of 20 feet to the square, and the rafters have also base curvatures. The
building is provided, along its sides, with a series of doors, 0 feet wide and 15 feet apart, to allow of the loading of the meat
into waggons. Over each of these doors is a transom for the admission of air and light. The centre aisle has a large clear
window which can be opened and closed, and also a ridge-roof ventilation. Thegreat essentials of light and air are thus
provided for. The basement, 11 feet in 'depth, - extends under the whole building. The main and basement floors are
covered with Filbert's patent asphaltuni pavement, 4 inches thick, and sloped so as to insure perfect drainage. The
upper or main floors are used exclusively for the slaughtering of cattle. Os, each side of the middle aisle, and immediately
adjoiningit, is a range of pens enclosed by an iron.pipe.railing, which are provided with atesopeningupou the centre aisle,
and with sliding doors opening toward the slaughtering bed or floor. The cattle are driven from the stock-yards through
a door in the end of the buildumg, which opens into the centre aisle, and from thence into the slaughtering pens. Along the
outside of these pens, running the entire length of the building, is the slaughtering floor, which is laid with heavy yellow
pine planks, and caulked in the same maTurer as a ship's deck. Opposite each slaughtering pcil are the apparatus (all of the
most approved patterns) for hoisting the careascs, and a range of baulks or beanrs for the hanging of the dressed beef.
Each slaughtering division is provided with hose, and hot and cold water for the use of the butchers. Men are in constant
attendance upon the butchers, whose duty it is to catch the blood, and to immediately remove it and the refuse to that part
of the building used for the utilization of these substancos. This vast slaughtering floor has a capacity for killing and
dressing 1,200 oxen per day. For the comfortable heating of the building in winter a range of steam-pipes has been placed
against the outer walls between each of tIre doors.
The basement of the west end of the building is arranged for tIre slaughtering of sheep. A range of elevated pens
line been erected, which are enclosed by an ornamented wire fence supported by cast-iron posts, and provided with a floor
of stone flagging. Running along the front of these pens is a stone table with a galvanized iron gutter immediately beneath
it, for the slaughtering of tIre sheep and the gathering of the blood. The space occupied by the butchers in this apartment
is paved with cement; it is open, roomy, and light, and has it capacity for the slaughtering and hanging up of the carcases
of 3,000 sheep. The cast end of the basement, or lower story (for it the end next to the river the floor is level with the surface of
the ground), is occupied by the engine and boiler room, and by the apparatus used for the rendering of the tallow and the
utilization of the blood and the other animal matters. Here are placeff the boilers of one hundred horse.stcam capacity, and
an engine of sixty horse-power.
The most interesting and novel feature of tire niaclunery department, however, is the apparatus for rendering tallow
and utilizing refuse. Placed upon pillars are two horizontal cylindrical tanks, or boilers, 5 feet in diameter mid 15 feet
long. These tanks have each 3 sixteen-inch openings, or manholes; two in the upper, and one in the lower side. They
are elevated so that time upper openings in each of these tanks are oil the level of the upper om- cattle slaughtering floors. Ii.
each of these tanks there isa shaft provided with radial anna and a broad bar miming along time inner walls of the vessel. The
shaft passes through the end of the tank, and is provided with a stuffing box, and, at the end, Nvith a gear wheel which is
connected by a shaft, belt, aird pirrions, Nvitlithe engine. The tanks arc jacketed, or surrounded with a steam space of
3 inches in width.
As soon as the slaughtering is finished each day, the rough fat is carried in tricks and placed in one of these tanks
steam is then passed into the surrounding space, and in four hours the tallow is i-ender-ed from the tissue. Water is then
introduced into the bottom of the vessel, the melted tallow elevated and passed through a donre in the to1), and from thence
through a pipe, and carried some 50 feet into time centre of the basement to the necessary vat, from whence, after settling
and cooling rsifficiently, it is ru,r into casks or comnmei-cial packages. In the pipe used for decanting tire tallow-, there is
glass section that brings to the view of the person in charge the exact condition of the material passing over, thus enabling
him to determine the moment of the displacement of the tallow. When all of this pi-odnet is discharged, the water is
drawn out from the tank through a large pipe at its base, and carried to the bottom of the river. As soon as the water is
run off, the refuse of the slaughtering floor is put into the tank and subjected to the rendering process, and all the fatty
matter extracted therefrom, in the same way as the first. The water is then run off, and the blood accumulated during the
day is put into the vessel w'ith the refuse resulting from the two rendering processes ; the tank is closed up, steam turned
in the jacket, the shaft and anus put into mntiomm, mid the process of drying oommoirced. The steam generated by the
heated s'a1ls passes from the tank through a 4.inch pipe, and is delivered at the liottomu of the river, thus thoroughly
condensed and rendered harmless. The animal matter is thus dried, and, by the constant bentirrg of the revolving arms,
rendered pulverulent. As it is poured out of tIme apparatus it has the consistency, dryness, and appearance of ground
coffee, and, strange to say, these several operations are performed with this ivaeirine without a breath of odour, and without
any of the noxious emanations that have always accompanied these operations, thus rendering the tallow- and turning the
residuum, known as sci-aps, together with. the blood, into a useful and profitable product, without offence. This apparatus
is the invention of Dr. J. J. Craven, of Jersey City, who has given his attention, since the war, to improving the sanitary
condition of slaughtering estahlishrrremrts, and the utilization of animal matter. This apparatus, together with the emigine
and boiler, was constructed and erected under the supervision of Dr. Ci-aven, by the People's Ironworks of Philadelplria.
and in design and workmanship reflects credit on the inventor and builder. The abattoir lately established at the foot of
Thirty-fourth-street, New York, is provided with the Craven apparatus, and has been under the inspection of the Health
Board of that city, and recommended and approved by them.
The abattoir at \Vest Philadelphia was desmgrred and constructed under the superintendence of Messrs. Wilson and
Thorne, and presents a tasteful appearance. The w-hole arm angemnent of grounds and buildings has been under the supervision of the Plriladelphia Stock Yard Company, who, by their constant efforts and attention, have endeavoured, and
succeeded, in erecting an establishment that embraces all the improvements that modern science has developed, and for
neatness, convenience, and safety is not surpassed in this or in any otirer country.

A2,
Messrs. Wilson, Biotlrers, & Co., Philadclphio., to Dr. B. If. Williams, Sydney.
Dear Sir,

No. 410, Wahiut-street, Philadelpiria, Pa., 29 May, 1879.

Your telegram was handed us a few days since by Mr. John Converse, and we have collected togethrer as full
information relative to the abattoir as we could in time for the next steamer.
We understand from your message that genem-al informnatiomr as to the armangenients and working of the abattoir is
wirat is needed, and we Irope s-hint we send will be satisfactory,
If the Covernnrent of New South. Wales desire to corrsrnct it establishment like this, we sirould lie pleased to pre'
pare all necessary plans for sarrre, with specifications, and full directions for constructing it, from which it could be built by
parties in New South Wales.
We
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We could procure said ship the machinery all ready to sot in Place also any parts of the building which cannot be
made at place of erection. It would be isecessary for us to have a correct ground plan of site, with levels, drainage
lines, nature and source of water supply, Street and railroad connections, and any local information which would affect the
character of the establishment also required capacity. Our charge for such work would be 3 per cent, on the estimated cost
of the work if constructed here.
We for ard the information under cover to you, as suggested by Mr. Converse, and would be pleased to have you
examine it before making such disposition of it as you think proper.
Respectfully yours,
WILSON, BROTHERS, & Co.

13.
SMr. C. P. Pierce to Dr. B. H. Wihis,
Tn'r*n REFRIGERATOR CABS.
Chicago, 30 May, 1879.
THE purpose of our cars is to protect perishable freight of all kinds, as well as beef, while in transit, from heat or cold.
It is not their purpose to receive freight imtil it is properly prepared.
For instance, if beef is the article to be shipped, it must be htusg for twenty-four hours, until the animal heat is
taken out of it, after it is slaughtered, and the temperature reduced to 40' lab. This operation must be slow, in order
that the gases from the beef may all leave it, while, if the chilling was rapidly (lone, it would drive the gases inside, closing
up the jores of the skin.
1' or this purpose we have built a large number of what we call chill-i-come, where the beef can be hung, and after the
first heat has loft the must, a cool temperature produced, and the beef chilled to 40. Then the beef is placed in the car,
the car iced and tightly closed, and the same temperature will be maintained, no nmtter how long the time on the road, in
extremely wsr'n weather—say 85' to 95' in the shade. The car will need to be examined, and if necessary, re-iced at the
end of about every three days.
We have carried dressed beef from Denver to New York, (listlulce 2,400 miles, and have made a great many trips
with fresh beef front Kansas City to New York, Boston, said Philadelphia, about eight or nine days on the road, in both
extreme hot and cold weather, protecting the meat from the heat of sununer and from freezing in winter.
I send you a plan of the clnll-roo,n. The ice you will see is carried overhea, and a method provided of closing the
access of the air in the room to the ice floor, so that the temperature can be controlled at will.
We have built in this city several such houses for the storage of better, eggs, cheese, fruits, and meat, dividing the
house into different rooms, where the articles can be held in a temperature most desirable and most suitable for preserving
tlsem the longest time, keeping eggs perfectly fresh for six or eight months, cheese and butter from nine to twelve months
or longer, as desired, iniproving in their condition all the time.
The expense here for building each a chill-house 30 ft. square nina from £2,500 to £3,000, with capacity for 175 to 200
tons of ice. This quantity is only needed where a large business would be done, and the ice can better be put in during cold
weather than to be obliged to replenish during the heatod term.
As I told Mr. Barney, we are now building 100 cars for the Hat. Dispatch, which runs from Chicago to Boston, and
by refrigerating roolnis on steamships to Liverpool. The Central Vermont are also building cars for their local trade. The
Chicago and North-western R.R. build fifty liffany can to start with. The Denver and South Park, and a number of other
roads I could mention, are now building our cars for their perishable freight business.
Our cars are the most economical in the consumption of ice, carrying the most even temperature of any, and the
lightest and cheapest car to build, which repeated trials have demonstrated.
Yours truly,
CBAS. F. PIERCE,
Manager.
B!.
Mr. B. J. Barney to Dr. E. H. Williams.
Dr. Williams,
St. Louis, Mo., 29 May, 1879.
We have built quite a number of these cars. In fact, the first ones made for Tifihuy and Zimumennan (the two
leading styles used in this country). The" are running successfully on some of our prominent roads. Tho Tiffany Compnny
have applied twice to us this spring, once for twenty and once for fifty. Our contracts with other Companies were such,
and the prospects for more profitable work were such as to lead us to refuse to hid. Those we furnished in 1877 were very
thoroughly built and much attention given to all the details. They paid as $905 for each in Dayton.
Tlsere is so much wood.wcrk about them,, that we hardly think it would justify the New South Wales Government
to ship theint complete nor have we the time th is year to build thenm, having refused during past sixty days snore work
than we could do In a year, the de,uand. far nxeeciliug anything in our experience. Oar facilities for turning out iron.work
having been doubled the past two years, will enalmle us to do more of this class of work than our erecting shops can take
care of. This enables us to make the propositions we send Iserewith.
The cars is, appearance are not hllere,mt from those in general use. 'Jisey weigh, when complete, with 33-in. east
wheels, master car.bsulders' axles (6 ft. llj in. Icily, journal 7 x 3, wheel gear 4 in.), iron, transoms, swing-beam truck,
French's elliptic springs, 24,400 lbs. I cnclo,c a cut showing cross section of the car, This gives am, idea of its general
construction. The principle uposs which it is built we think ,'ather better than the Zimmerman, although they have quite
a demand for their can also. The Erie and Pacific, who dispatch a fast freight tmain, applied to as in March for 200 of this
pattern, and we refused to bid, because it would keep our carpenters at work double the length of time occupied in the
iron departnscnts.
We mnnkc our price on not less than twcnty'five cars; if less should be ordered, price to be increased JO per cent.
We shall take groat ploasure in giving special attention to all the parts of their work, and see that it leaves our works in
the best of shape.
Yours truly,
B. J, BARNEY, Superintendent.

B2
Messrs. Barney and Smith Manufacturing Company, to The Commissioner for Railways, New South Wales.
Dayton, Ohio, U.S.A., 20 May, 1879.
We will deliver in New York City, U.S.A., all the iron-work needed for twenty-five refrigerator cars of the
'J'ithtny Patent, including hamsnnered scrap axles, east-iron chilled wheels, 33 in. diameter, bro,mze journal bearings, double
elliptic steel springs, all l,olts, washers, and screws, all sl,ect-iron work, pinng, &c., needed to commiplcte the car for use,
boxed and itiarked, for thse snmn of six hundred and twenty dollars each ($020), and $50 each for royalty for use of the
Patent.
With the above work complete working pinns to be furnished in detail, and written directions for putting the wo
togethem'.
BARNEY AND SMITH MANUFACTURING COMPLNY,
(By E. J. BARNEY, Superintendent.)
C.
1—I
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1lssFiteoJnATrxu APPARATUS AND CooLING Roosts.

B. B. Nicolle, Esq.,

to

The

Chairmau

of

the Glebe

Island

Abattoir Board

of

Inquiiy.

Whiteiaeath, near WTolloaagong, 23 July, 1.879.
I beg to forward you enclosed dusivers to the questions referred in your letter of the 18th instant., and regret
not being able to give you a full answer to the questions No. 12 and No. 16, not knowing the quantity of meat to be operated
upon.
You will see by my answers that ice cannot suesessftdiy be applied in carrying out this great scheme, but dry cold air
I remain, &c.,
will afford simplicity with economy, and ensure success.
B. 1). NICOLLE.
Sir,

C 1.
Answers.
The meat should be set hard by cold before being placed in the meat volt; this cooling call be effected by the natural
atmospheric temperature during the wintes' months, but in summer it will be necessary to provide artificial cold.
A meat-cooling room should be constructed in the form of a cube, or as near this geometrical figure as possible,
in ordcr to offer the least external surface to radiation, and to obtain the ginatest amount of storage. The building should be
composed of three walls, with an air space between cccli, of not lea, width than 6 inches. The ground floor should also be
made on the same principle. All these structures should be niado air-tight by cementing. No solar light should be admitted
In the cold room, only artificial light. No doors or windows should be built in the side walls. One main entrance should be
provided on the top floor of the cold room, fitted with hydraulic lifts, eonneeteml with a complete system of tramways. The
cubic form of the cold room will allow the construction of scvertd floors, which should be made of lattice work, and should
not exceed the height necessary for the storage of meat, still allowing free access to it. By these arrangements the circulation
of dry cold air will take place, and its diffusion will be perfect.
a. The meat should be plaecd in the meat-van at the temperature of 82° Fahrenheit. If this van be constructed on the
same principle as the cooling-room there will be no need of refrigerators the meat will travcl safely nader these conditions,
namely, 32° Fahrenheit.
The meat-vans constructed for the Fresh Food and Ice Company may be inspected, but they are not intended to be
used for the transport of meat; without the assistance of ice. However, the construction of these vans will give all idea of
upon what plau vans intended for the carrying Of fresh meat-, nlready cooled, should be made.
About 500 cat, of ice per Tan will be sufficient.
lee would become a very expensiru item if sent from Sydney first:, on account of carriage secondly, through the
great waste which would be inevitable during a long transit.. It would be cheaper to manufacture ice on the spot. But in)'
opinion is that ice should not be used at all, only dry cold air will be sufficient, and would reduce the expenses at least 59
per cent.
The Fresh Food and lee Company will give you the answer as to what price they would be willing to supply
Government at per ton, and quantity.
8. As the quantity of ice required to carry on a supply of meat to this city would be so great if ice, as a means of
cooling, were to be usci, it would, nuder these conditions, be more economical to nsannfaet:ure ice specially for the purpose.
0. The Fresh Food and lee Company could tender and supply Government with ice, but they would have to enlarge
their present works.
Ice could be sent anywhere in the interior, but the loss by waste during transit will be serious,
The cost of erecting a eooling.room in the interior will depend upon the nnmher of tons of meat to be despatelmed
per diem, and the dimensions of the building will be determined by that quantity.
Cannot answer this question, as it refers to quantity of material to be acted upon, which in the question is not
named.
I do not think it would pay to buy occasionally ice to preserve fisl1 when the supply exceeds the demand, but a
fish market must inevitably be a departnlent of perishable food, and should be placed under the same roof as meat cooling,
where the expense of keeping the same would hardly be felt.
Butchers could easily provide themselves with ice chests at: moderate price, and keep their sill-plus meat. Of course
they would soon acquire the best way of using ice, or else they would find it expensive.
The consumption of ice increases with the facility of tm nssnissiol,, but distance increases the cost of the article in
two ways by carriage and waste.
The cost of ice to customers would materially decrease by tile increased demand as the manufacturer would be
able to depond upon a certaiu supply, and rrgolate his operntious.
A temperature of 430 Fahrenheit would ensure the preservation of acseat during fifteen clays, providing the cooling
air was made dry by the apparatus. The situation of tI,e meat market should be near to tile bay, where the refrigerating water
could be had in abundance during the summer months, a question of vital importance, considering that it requires 40 tom,s
of water to produce cold equivalent to 1 ton of ice. From the opinions I have formed on the niatter I believe the refrigerating apparatus would have to be one of considerable power, requiring a large supply of water, and as sea-water answers well
B. P. NICOLLE.
for that parpose the meat and fish market should be in proximity to the bny.

B. B. Nicolle,

Esq., to The Chairman

02.
of the Glebe Island Abattoir Board of Inquiry.

Whiteheatii, near Wollongong.
Sir,
In reply t-oyour letter of the 11th instant, referring to No. 11 quesl.ion. namely —Would it cost muds to provide
a cold meat store at Railway Station in the interior fit for receiving meat intended for Sydney P
foration,
110h August —The quantity of meat to be dealt with per then, at 100 bodies, say 65,0001hs.
Supplementary in
m
In tIme ahsenee of working drawings and specification of quantities and iciateriat, whicic.are necessary for arriving at a
precise cost of buildings, 1 have comnpnted tise gross expense, wllicli I 1.liiuk will give you a sufficiently near approximate of cost
to enable you to considea' the project, having reduced it to a practical form.
From my calculations I have arrived at the cooling power required to operate on the quantity of meat above unaned,
taking the rednctio,i of temperature of 'time meat to be from SO degrees Fahrenheit to 32 degrees ditto, which reduction I consider will meet all demands.
This cooling apparatus should be equal iii effect to f-lie production of 10 tons of ice per diem ; but to arrive at the
prime cost of this machinery the system of apparatus should be first determined, as there are now a great many different systenis
in the field of artificial refrigeration which are snore or lc applicat>le to your project, affecting also the cost. To this point
I have given full consideration, and as no actual freeziisg u-ill be required, the work to be performed being comparatively light,
coassist i ng nacacly in produci ag mm cea-tain cubic quantity of dry cold air during a given time, I deemed it necessary to select: as mm
bases for my estimate Messrs. Giffard and l3ergi,rs eomnpressed air nplmratus. 1 have sceil tins apparatus dmnly at work at the
last Pans Exlsibitio,i during six months. I have investigated oven- orgias, and although I nan adverse to nv ,naelssnes for
freezimsg I am in favour of this one to produce in a sinaple and direct munascr dry cold air, which is all you need. I Ran aware
that the consnaspt-ion of fuel is greater in the compressed air system for prodneiasg cold than it is n'it,Ii one patent enansoasa
machine working at low pressure, but, this apparent economy is insiguifleant when compared with the simplicity and direct
manner by which dry cold air is obtained, and as this system imsvolves ossly mechanical enginccriamg knowledge I havo given at
the preference, consideri,ig it is to be erected in the interior.
It will be neeivs,i ry to have the cooling apparatus cualle in d nphirat e so that in case of accident and occasional reps isa
the operati cmmm mmmv is at be iii t errnpt cil mIsc, I would stream clv a-ecoams Inca d the use of sinai Icr i1 sparat.ns, working in pasm,
end us ad e so as so be diseu,naee ted, icc stem, ci of using pomsderons large single up}anrsc tim,. as in the former the tm mu eaeq uired to e tIbet
or, I mary lepairs is of r.l mmii t it n astion and less eapensi s-c. besides tIme vnri at ioma of temperature of the we-a tiler is macct em mider more.
la you ruble conditions t isa u in using a si ugh' large mac In lie, as lam ri ii g hot am hcd, it ma, be acer ssil1-y come-limes to work three
l'rom
su smelsimies, whilst during ,eutherly winds one asaimy be sufficient.
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From these bases I have made my estimate, and have arrived at the following sums —Two coupled cooling apparatus as
above-described, erected ready for work, £11,600; buildings constructed in accordance with plan for enlarging the meat-cooling
store, to meet future requirements, including hydraulic lift, traniwnys, winches, shambles, £15,500—forming a total sum of
£27,100 sterling. *
I remain, &-e.,
E. P. NICOLLE.

Ca.
B. D. Nicolle, Esq., to The Chairman of the Globe Island Abattoir Board of Inquiry.
Sir,

Whitehoath, near Wollongong, 23 September, 1879.
In reply to your letter of the 12th instant, I beg to inform you that the estimate I have had the honor of
submitting to you, referring to the establishment of refrigerating works in connection with the meat supply for Sydney, amount
to the sum of twenty-seven thousand one hundred pounds sterling (1327,100.)
An estimate given under the present conditions can only be considered as in approximation of cost, but sufficiently near
to assist you in your deliberations, although I believe the whole of this sum may not be required; sIsIl it is prudent to fix a sum
which may not be exceeded.
With proper plans and specifications you ca-n at a future time ascertain the absolut.e cost, as the expense of building and
erecting a plant entirely depend on the appliances to be provided, but in order to ensure regular action and economy in the
working of the business the first outlay should be taken into consideration only with ultimate accomplishment in view for
example, the cooling-rooms, if built of suitable material nnd properly designed, will economize 20 per cent, of the cold produced,
and as cold is produced at the expense of fuel, labour, wear and tear of machinery, it is necessary, in order to seenreeommereial
tuecess, to admit nothing but first-doss design, buildings, and maelunery, and use nothing but suitable material.
'l'lio cooling-rooms in my estimate are calculated to deliver meat at the temperature of 32° Fahrenheit every 48 hours,
which time I consider ought to be allowed to secure an even temperature throughout; for if the meat be only superficially
cooled there would not be suflieieet cold, store in it to insure its safety during the travelling; therefore you will see at once
that two separate refrigerating-rooms must be provided.
The quantity of meat given in your question is estimated at 100 bedies, or 65,000 lbs., can only refer to beef; but
nsutlon is as necessary for the trade as beef is, and cooling-room capacity should be provided for. I liavo allowed room for
150 sheep; besides every Saturday will require double delivery, which extra quantity must be gradually accumulated during
the week; this also requires storing capacity.
The next consideration is the handling of this quantity of meat, which with beef and mutton will reach over 45 tons.
You will now Sec that such weight can only be dealt daily, but with perfect appliances, as 45 tons of cold meat will have to
come out of the room whilst 45 tons of warns meat must be ndmittcd, makiog the total weight 90 tons ; but during this operation the cold can be profitably applied; it follows a natural consequence that the time occupied in discharging and charging
the rooms should be shortened to the greatest extent possible, and unless the buildings are fitted with lifts, tramways, steana
winches, and travelling shambles, made capable of extracting and storing the whole quantity in 3 hours, there would be a great
risk of fnilurc; besidcs the handling of such quantity of meat as 00 tons by hand labour wonid require a small army of
labourers if it was to be done in three hours, and an ndeqsutte expense would be incurred, as these labourers could not be
empinycd again until the next day. Again, the receiving-room at the Sydney Tertninns must be faithfully built, and of a
sullieient capacity to allow- for extra demand, and be provided also with perfect steam gear for storing and delivering meat.
I have only allowed in my estimate one rcfrigerating.maehine for maintaining this room at the temperature of 45°
Fahrenheit, and have allowed a special compartinesit for storing C tons of fish.
From my past expes-ieneo iii this matter I feel convinced that my estimate is about correct, and that it would be
imprudent to represent the expense under a smaller sum than the one above named. I cannot describe at length in a letter all
the important details, which such undertaking necessitate such ventilating apparatus with temperature exchanger, lighting
the rooms by electricity in order to avoid the introduction of deleterious gases, and reducing the source of heat to its minimum.
All these details I have studied and provided for at the Fresh Food and Ice Company's establishment.
Hoping these informatioas will assist you in your deliberations, and enable you to consider and recommend the
expenditure of a sufficient sum to provide for an establishment which will ensure success in this important uodertaking,
I remain, &e.,
E. D. NICOLLE,

1).
[lb Mi-. H. B. &can's Evidence.]
Cosr connected with the blood and offal from beginning of .Tainanry to the end of June, 1879.
d
Officer, half salary .................................................................................................. 62 10 0
4 labourers for 155 days, at 75. per day ........................................................................ 217 0 0
............................................................................ 24100
1
,,
70
1
,,
27
........................................................................
i,
990
n
Lime.................................................................................................................. 24 15 0
Chemicals............................................................................................................ 32 10 0
Chandlery, &c. ...................................................................................................... - 3 0 0
£373 14 0
475 tons prepared. Cost of preparing per ton ...............................................................
Revenue for 328 loads, at 2s. Gd, per load .....................................................................

0 17 lWk
41 0 0

Men for collecting offal and going to sea with punt, for half-year ending June, 1879.
d
Officer, half salary................................................................................................... 62 10 0
2 labourers, for loading and discharging punt at sea for 180 days, at is. Gd. per day............... 135 0 0
1 labourer, J5(;j days, for collecting offal and umaisure, at is. per day ................................. 54 15 0
87 ,, ntis. per day ........................................................................... 30 9 0
....
551,)
15
.................................. .........................................
hired horse and cart---------------------------------------------------- -- -------- -- -- --------------- --- -----------IG, 0 0
The punt costs at the rate of £32 per month for toivage ............................... -................... 192 0 0
£495 19 0
Theme are other sundries that I have not charge of. The blood would never have cost 59. per ton if pipes had been laid,
as Isuggesled, two years ngo, to run all to one place The plant that is being erected will not be complete until two large
drvssig-paus are added to it cud the other spare bailer that is nil the ground. When they are added 1 shall be able to deal
with it for years to come. The reason they are not added at present is to sea if my plans are satisfactory.
Officer
'Nets—This estimate appeapu tu the noire to be far in excess of u']mmt time ida] cost ironiC be as estimated fran time publisbsd pried of Messrs
Gitfani and Singer', apparatus.
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Officer charged with duty of coagulating blood, collecting offal, and general cleansing of the establishment in year 1877
Salary divided equally between blood and offal.
The following shows the not east of preparing blood per ton
Officer, half salary.................................................................................................. 125 0 0
7 labourers for 290 days, at 7s. per day........................................................................ 710 10 0
Limo.................................................................................................................. 96 0 0
Chemicals........................................................................................................... 84 0 0
Total ... ..................£1,015 10 0
996 tons prepared; cost per ton for preparing...............................................................
Revenue for 730 loads, at is. per load ........................................................................

1 0 44
36 10 0

For year 1878.
Officer, half salary ................................................................................................... 125 0 0
6 labourers for 288 days, at Is. per day, and. 1 labourer for 229 days, at 7s. per day ...............684 19 0
Lime..................................................................................................................7415 0
Chemicals............................................................................................................96 0 0
Total ..................... £980 14 0
1 1 iigu
893 tons prepared; cost per ton for preparing ................................................... ............
591 loads sold, at is, per load ....................................................................................29 11 0
32 loads sold, at5s...
8 0 0
.......................................................... . .........................

Dl.
The useful and worthless parts of an Ox.
Live weight of ox-1,158 lbs.
Useful for food, &c,
Ox(body beef) ..................................................................................................
Hide...............................................................................................................
Tongue............................................................................................................
Tail...............................................................................................................
Skirt ...............................................................................................................
Liverand gall ..................................................................................................
Song...............................................................................................................
Paunch............................................................................................................
Fat..................................................................................................................
Gut...............................................................................................................
Horns ............................................................................................................
Heart......... ......................................................................................................

lbs.
730
88
9
51
144
4
29
37
ii
3
7
9411

E.
[To To1n Stewart, Eeg.'s, Evidence.]

.Annonss.
(Prom the Encyjctopwdia Britannica, 9th Edition.)
ABATTOIR, from abet/re, primarily signifies a slanght.cr.honse proper, or place where animals an killed, as distinguished from
boucheries and é/asx publics, places where the dead meat is offered for sale. But the term is also employed to designate a

complete meat market, of which the abattoir properly is merely part.
Perhaps the first indication of the existence of abattoirs may be found in the system which prevailed under the
emperors in ancient Rome. A corporation or guild of butchers irndoubtodly existed there, which delegated to its officers the
duty of slaughtering the beasts required to supply the city with meat. The establishments requisite for this purpose were at
first scattered about the various streets, but were eventually confined to one quarter, and formed the public meat market.
This market in the time of Nero was one of the most impnsing structures in the city, and some idea of its magnificence has
been transmitted to as by It delineation of it preserved on an ancient coin. As the policy and customs of the Rornnns made
themselves felt in Gaul, the Roman system of abattoirs, if it may be so culled, was introduced there in an imperfect form.
A clique of families in Paris long exercised the special function of catering for the public wants in respect of meat; but as the
city increased in magnitude and population, the necessity of keeping slaughter-houses as much as possible apart from dwelling.
heuses became apparent. As early as the time of Charles IX. the attention of the French authorities was directed to the
subject, as is testified by a decree passed on the 25th of February, 1.567. But although the importance of the question was
frequently recognized, no definite or decided step seems to have been taken to effect the contemplated reform until the time of
Napoleon I. The evil had then reached a terribly aggravated form Slaughter.hoases abutted on many of the principal
thoroughfares, the traffic was impeded by the constant arrival of foot-pore beasts, whose piteous cries pained the ear, and
rivulets of blood were to be seca in the gutters of the public streets. The constant accumulation of putrid offal tainted the
atmosphere, and the Seine was polluted by being used as a common receptacle for slaughter-house refuse. This condition of
things could not be allowed to continue, and on the 9th of February, 1810, a decree was passed, authorizing the construction
of abattoirs in the outskirts of Paris, and appointing It Commission, to which was committed the cunsideration of the entire
question.
The result of the appointment of this Commission was the construction of the five existing abattoirs, which were
formally opened for business on the 15th September, iSIS. The Montmartre Abnttoir occupies Sj English acres; Ménibmontant, 10 acres; Grenelle, 7i; Pu Roule, *; and Villejuif, 5. The first two contain each 64 slaughter-houses and
the same number of cattle-sheds; the third, 48; and each of the others, 32. The dimensions of each of the slaughter-houses
is about 29fr feet by 13. The general arrangement of the abattoirs will be understood from the plan of that of Mdnibmontant.
The component parts of a French abattoir are—i. Echcudoirs, which is the name given by the Paris butcher to the
particular division allotted to him for the purpose of knocking down his beasts; 2. Bouveries at bergeries, the places set apart
for animals waiting to be slaughtered, where the animals instead of being killed at once, after a long and distrussiug journey,
when their blood is heated and their flesh inflamed, are allowed to cool and rest till the body is restored to its normal healthy
condition
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condition 8. .Fondeurs, orboiling down establishments; and 4. Ts-iperies, which are buildings set apart for the cleaning of the
tripe of bulloeks, and the fat-, head,, and tripe of sheep and calves. Besides these a Paris abattoir contains logemcnts des
aqens, sucgasins, séeercoirs, coiner, lieux d'aisauce, seater, renszses cC éeuries, pares nix &rqfs, &e., and is provided with an
abundant supply of water. All tile abattoirs are under the control of the municipal authorities, and frequent inspections
are made by persons regu]arly appointed for that, purpose.
The abattoirs are situated within the barriers, each at',t distance of about 1 mile from the heart of the city, in
districts wilere human habitations are still compariitively few. 'l'here nrc two principal markets from which the abattois, at
Paris are supplied—tile one at, Poissy about 13 miles to the north-west, and the other at Sceaux, about 54 miles to the south
of the city. There are also two markets
' for cows and calves, namely, In Chapelic and Les Ilernadins.
The Paris abattoirs were until recently the most perfect specimens of their class, and evan now, altilougil in some of
their details that have been surpassed by the now Ishngtoll Most Market, for their complete and compact arrangement they
remain unrivalled.
The example set by Paris in this matter has been followed in it more or less modified form by most of the principal
Continentsl towns, and the system of abattoirs has become almost universal in France.
The condition of London in this hnportant sanitary respect was for a long penod little more endurable than that of
Paris before the adoption of its reformed system. Smithfield Market, situated in or very populous neighbourhood, continued
till 1852 to be an abomination to tile town n.ud a standing reproach to its authorities. No fewer than 243,537 cattle and
1,455,21.9 sheep were sold tilere in 1852, to be afterwards slaughtered in the crowded courts and thoroughfares of the
metropolis. But public opinion at length forced the Legislature to interfere, and the Corporation was compelled to abandon
Smithfield Market, and to provide a substitute for it elsewhere.
The site selected was in the suburb of I slingtoll, and the designs for the work were prepared by Mr. Bunning. The
first stone was laid March 24, 1854 and the market was,opened by Prince Albert, June 15, 1855. The Islington Market as
undoubtedly the most perfect of its kind. It occupies a space of some 20 acres on the high laud ricer the Pentenville pnsoa,
and is open to both lmat,tve and foreign cattle, excepting beasts from foreign countries ,mnder quarantIne.
In connection with the Islington cattle market are a few slanghter-houacs, half of which were originally public, and
half rented to private individuals ; but at present they are all practically private, and the majority of the cattle sold are driven
away and killed at private slaughter-houses. In this respect the London systenl differs front that of Paris and it may be said
for the lbrmer that the meat is less liable to be spoiled by being carted to a distance, and is tilorefore probably delivered in
better condition ; but the latter secures that great desideratmil, the prnetieal cxtsnetion of isolated slaughter-houses.
The Edinburgh abattoir, erected in 1851 by the Corporation, from designs prepared by Mr. David Cousin, the city
architect, is the best as regards boIls construction and alolmagnuent in the Uniter! Kiugdoln. It Oceupios all area of four acres
and a quarter, surrounded by a screen wall from which, along the greater port of its length, the buildings are separated by a
considerable open space. Opposite the principal gateway is it double row of buildings extending in a straight line to about 376
feet in length, with it central roadway (marked AA in the annexed plan—See separate Appendix), 25 feet wide. There are
three separate blocks of building on each side of the roadway, the central One being 140 feet in length, and the others 100 feet
each—cross roads 38 feet wide separating the blocks. These ranges of building, as well as two smaller blocks that are placed
transversely behind the eastern eciltral block, are divided into eoitipartmewts, ailmbering forty-two in all, and all arranged on
the same plan. Next the roadway is the slaughtering-booth (BB), 18 feet by 24, and 20 feet in height, and behind this is a
shed (CC), 15 feet by 22. where the cattle are kept before being slaugillered All the cattle are di-iren into these sheds by a
back entlanee, through tbe small enclosed yards (DI)). The, large doors of the booths are hung by balance weights, and slide
up and down, to as to presant no ohM rueton either within the booth or outside. By a series of large ventilators alollg the roof,
and by other eontrii'allces, 1.hc slaughtcring-boodh4 are thoroughly ventilated. Great precautions have been used to keep rots
out of tile buildings. To effect this the booths are laid with thick well-dressed pavement. restilig on it stratilln of concrete 12
inches thi,-k, and the walls, to time iseiglit of 7 feet, aro formed of solid a, shl,mr ; the roadways, too, are laid with eollcrete, wnil
eausc-ways-d with dressed w'lunstonc pavement; .alld the drainage consists entirely of glazed earthenware I tibes.
The ground on which the abattoir is built was previously connected with a distillery, and contains a well 100 feet
deep (h) which, with the extensive system of tunnels at cached to it, provides the esta,hlisiilnent with an ,,hundant supply of
pure water. By n,e,nis of -a steam,, engine (F), ilitrodneed in 1872, the water is pUllIpCd up into a raised tank (0-), wllence it
IS diStribiltcd to the different booths and sheds. its well as for scouring the roadways and drains. The steam front the engine is
litalied in heating water for the numerous cast-iron tallks required in the operatiolls of cleansing and dressing the tripery (H),
saripig shanghitering-hollse (I). By an ingenious arrangement of rotary bi-ushes, drivel) by the ste:tmn-engine—tlle invention of
Mr. Thltl,erford, the. sllperintendent—the tripe is dressed in a superior manner, and at greatly less cost than by the tedious and
troublesome method of hand-cleaning.
By the Edinburgh Slaughter-houses Act of 1850 the management is vested in the city authorities. Booths are let at
a statutory remIt of £8 each per annum, and in addition to this gate-dues are payeble for every beast entering the establishment.
The present rates for tenants of booths are i4d. for an ox or cow, -2d. for it call or pig, and ?,d. for a sheep. Common booths
are provided for butchers who are not tenants, On payment of double gate-dues. The city cleials the blood, gIst, and manure.
The
The tripe and feet are dressed for tile trade veitl,out extra charge.
The blcod was formerly collected in large casks, and disposed of for manufacturing purposes. This necessitated the
stomge of it for several days, causing in warm weather a very offensive efiluviutu. It even happened at times, when there was
little deanand for tile commodity, that the blood had to be sellt dow- n the drains. All nuisance is 110w avoided, and the amount
received annually for the blood has nsen from between £200 and £450 to from £800 to £1200, by a contract into which
Messrs. Smith and Forrest, of Mallehester, have entered with the city authorities to tnke over the whole blood at a fixed price
per beast. They have erected extensive premises and n.pparnt;us at tlleir owl) cost for extracting from the blood the albumen,
for which there is great demand in calico-printing, and for converting the clot into manure.
In collneetion with tile establishment is a boiling-house, where all meat unfit for human food is bniled down and
destroyed. The nllmber of earcases seized by the inspector and seat to the boiling-house during the five and n-half years
elIding with the close of 1872, amounted to 1,440, giving a weigit of upwards of 400,000 ponnds.
Before the erection of tilese buildings private sianghter-llouses were senttercd all over the city, often in the most
populomls districts, where, thlrougli want of drainage and imperfect ventilation, they contaminated the whole neighbourhood.
Since the opening of time public abattoir all private slaughtering in the city, or within a aIde of it, is strictly prohibited.
Few of the provincial tow-ni in Cl-eat Britain have as yet followed the example of London and Edinburgh. In some
instances improvenients on the old system ilave been odopted but Greet Britain is still not only for behind her foreign
sleighbeurs in respect of ahattoim-s, but has eve" been excelled by some of her own dependencies. In America ,mbatteirs are
numerous, and at Calcutta and other towns in British India the meat markets present a very creditable appearance from their
cleanliness and systelnatle arrangement.

[To Il In Frederick Oati1ey's Evidence.]
F.
Sir,

The Inspector of Abattoirs to The Secretary, Globe Island Abattoir Board of Inquiry.
Glebe Island Abattoir, 12 September, 1870.

I beg respectfully to suggest, for the consideration of the Beard, the foilowillg alterations and improvements with
respect to any Department.
1st. In lien of No. 14 clause of tho present Regulations 1 woidd propose the following —''It shall be competent
for the limalmector or Assistant-inspector of the Abattoir to condition diseased meat or such other as may he unfit for human
food, and the owlier there,,f or person Occupying time slaughxtem--hmouse in which such meat be found shall forthwith remove
or causc the caIne to be rullloved from the Abattoir and destroyed by fire or i,oihng down for the pus-peso only of extractiag
tallow. Any person or pelseus as aforesaid fnilillg to comply therewith shall for evcm-y such otThnec forfeit and pay any
2nd.
silmn not exceeding fifty pounds 1101- less than tea(peuads.

1—IC
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2nd. The site formerly used for depositing the cattle manure having been chosen for the purpose of erecting the plant
for desiccating the blood and offal, I would suggest that a receptacle be at once built for the deposit of the same, on the
western side of the cattle lane on the hill, which would afford easy access. I believe if this were carried out, persons would
come for it as fast as it was collected.
3rd. I would also suggest that a gutter he laid the gutire length of the sheep and pig pens, with a view to catching
the deposit that runs therefrom, which, it times of wet weather or flushing, flows over the road. If this were done it
would greatly facilitate the collection of the muck and in keeping the place clean.
Ihave, &c.,
FRED. OATLEY,
Inspector.
P.8.—I forgot to mention that it would materially assist in keeping the sheep and pig pens in a cleanly state if they
were asphaltcd.—F. 0.

[To Alezander

Bruce, Jfsq.'3,

Evidence]

G.
EAnicisos from Carriage of Live Stock on the New South Wales Railways, from 1858 to 1877.
Year.

1858
1859
1860
1861
1862
1863
1864
1865
1866
1867
1868
1869
1870
1871
1872

1873
1874
1875
1876
1877

j

Great South-western noad.

Great Northern Reed.

Total.

j
£ a. d.
7517 2
41 6 4
1015 1
176 64
7217 4
23329
744 11 9
769 17 3
70873
1,330 13 6
2,935 4 4
3,293 16 11
5,232 7 5
6,11612 5
eioa oil
- -7,600 2 6
8,412 8 1)
0,406 710
14,223 2 0
16,20518 0

£ a. d.
108 S
2617 0
37 19 8
68 9 8
9513 6
18245
421 9 4
399 11 8
227 15 11
124 1 4
155 18 8
500 12 5
961 19 5
1,755 5 ii

-,

1

64
3,357
4,181
5,609
10,098

1

17 6
710
2 Ii
5 0
19 11

I

1

'

£ s. d.
86610
68 3 4
13940
24416 0
168 10 10
415 72.
1,166 1 1
1,169 8 11
936 32
1,454 14 10
3091 3 0
3,854 9 4
(3,194 6 10
7,87117 11
L•t

If

10,665 0
11,769 16
13,587 10
19,832 7
26,30418

0
7
9
0
8

H.
GLEBE ISLAND ABAnOIRS
(RECEIPTS

AND

DISBURSEMENTS,)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be p;ffited 24 July, 1879.
RETURN showing what sums of money have been expended annually in providing suitable accommodation for slaughterii
cattle, &c:, itc., the nature of the work on which expended, the total expenditure for work, the total expenditure tor land,
the working expenses since the Abattoirs were opened, and the total working cx enses, the revenue donved each year
from the Abatton-s since they were opened, and the total revenue derived from the battoirs since they were opened, to
31st December, 1878.
[See Pa'liarnentavy Paper.)
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GLEBE ISL&ND ABATTOIR INQUIRY.
SEPARATE APPENDIX II.
Information obtained through Captain Cargill, of the sr "Australia," with regard to the Dead .2tIeat trade of
San Francisco.
'l'isz first and principal portion of this information is a reprint to a large extent of a pamphlet published by the Western
Refrigerator Car Company of San Francisco, which conducts the chief dead meat business in San Francisco; and it speaks
for itself. To this has been added some additional particulars by Mr. A. 1'. Spotts, its president; and then them are some
details given from a circular issued by the Western Shore Ice Company, with respect to the ice-snaking machine sold by
them.
The C&4fornfts Fruit and Meat Shipping Company—The meat branch of 'The California Fruit and Meat
Shipping Company" is now doing an active and prosperous business, at their Office and meat Ref rigerator, No. 727 and 729,
Fourth-st., S.F.
Object of the Company—This company was organized for the purpose of introducing to the trade in particular, and
to the public ingeneral, a first-class article of beef, possessing all the essence and finc flavour that good mountain food,
water, and health always produce; and now people in moderate circumstances of life can enjoy, from the fine quality of
beef furnished by this Company, as healthy and juicy steaks and roasts as can the wealthiest epicure.
Live stock transportation, and the hardship poor beasts uudergo.—Great difficulty has always existed among
wholesale butchers in getting cattle on the hoof to the San Francisco and other markets in proper condition of health.
Ordinary modes of conveyance cause some to perish on the jourisey, leaving those that get through in such a diseased and
feverish state as to be unfit for killing and for food.
Such cattle are driven a distance of 200 miles and upwards, to a shipping point ; they have a scarcity of
food and water throughout the entire distance, and are then placed in corrals, where they are crowded together ; and are
forced into a shute about 3 feet wide, and then loaded into cars provided by railroads. From sixteen to twenty animals
are put into each box-car, giving an avenge of less than 2 feet of space in width to each animal. They are necessarily
kept standing during—the entire trip of 3 or 4 hundred miles by ordinary freight train; and if one or more fall, from
exhaustion or other causes, they are trampled to death or terribly bruised, as it is almost impossible for them when once
down to get up.
Cruelty to animals—If cattle nit taken out of the cars for rest, during a trip of three days or less, they have again
to go through the hardships of "cruelty to animals," in loading and unloading, as they did in the first instance; and when
they are delivered in San Francisco and other large cities for slaughter, they are, in consequence of so much crowding,
feverish, full of some, bruised, and are generally diseased.
A few days of rest, although expensive to wholesale butchers, help such animals as are lucky enough to escape the
above-described bruises ; but even during such rest the cattle are constantly reducing in weight, and consequently in
quality.
lion meat has heretofore been supplied. —At present almost all the meat consumed in large cities comes fronk a distance.
From the cars, on their arrival at the freight yard, they are driven by men and dogs to a slaughter-house, where they
are killed, and the slaughtering is ordinarily done in the evening, and many families eat steaks for breakfast that were in a
living animal at supper.ti,ne the night before. It begins to receive heat on the gridiron before it has parted with its
animal heat. This haste is indulged in for various reasons. The quicker meat is sold after the animal is killed, the less
will be the loss to the butcher in weight, from evaporation. The meat of animals that were bruised, or othenvise injured
on cars, will present a better appearance if disposed of immediately, as the effects of the injuries received do not at once
appear.
Its appearance under the microscope, and sc/mt ice her-c had to eat.—Such meat presents a different appearance
under the microscope, from the meat of animals that have been suddenly killed while in a state of repose, and just drive,,
into a slaughter-house from their native pasture.
The meat cannot be preserved as long, and it emits a more disagreeable odour when decay begins, limiters well
know that the flesh of game that has been pursued by dogs cannot be long preserved. The like is true of the flesh of
animals that have been caught in traps, where they suffer from pain and fright for many hours.
What this Company now propose to do—The Meat Shipping Company propose to prove that they will continue to
deliver to the San Francisco trade, according to the demand, the fat cattle raised in the State of Nevada, dressed to suit
the market, and possessing, when delivered, the rich essence and ftavour given to the meat by the nutritious grasses which
that State produces.
Who the chfrfstoc/aohlers are, and where the cattle are slaughtered—The stockholders, composed chiefly of stockmisers in Nevada and California, possess their own ranches and pastures, and will have the necessary amount of cattle
always on hand, ready to send in by slow and easy drives to the Company's corrals at R-eno, Nevada, where they have a
splendid refrigerator slaughter-house, which is admitted by all to be the finest and most complete that has ever been built
on the Pacific Coast, the main building being 40 by 60 feet, and purposely designed and fitted up for killing and preparing cattle for the San Francisco and other markets. The slaughter-house and corrals are situated about three-quarters
of a mile from Reno, directly on the railroad for about 1 mile, and an irrigating ditch runs in front of the slanghter-houee,
furnishing an abundance of pure running water for the use of the cattle.
Merits of the Company's ,-efrir;erator slaughter-house—This refrigerator slaughter-house of the Company is so constructed as to allow a full-sized refrigerator railroad-car to run into the main building, so that meats can be loaded on from
either side. The floor of the car stands on a level with the floor of the slaughter-house, making thereby everything convenient and insuring cleanliness in loading the cars with meat.
lion, the patent refrigerator car is tnana9c-d.--- The car is washed out and dried on the inside every trip before the
ice receptacle is ehared with about a ton of ice for the journey, and occasionally the car is fumigated before being loaded, by
burning charcoal, to insure a pure atmosphere.
Slaughtering and guartering—At the slaugher-house, cattle for slaughtering are quietly driven to thepens, and not
excited, and are perfectly rested and at ease before being killed. When killed, the careases are allowed to cool well in the
run before quartering and the muscles being contracted, the beef keeps its shape until out up by retailers. They are handled
with cleanliness, and care is taken not to score the hides.
Appearance of the refrigerated beef; and horn the animal heat is extracted—These precautions cause the beef to have
a bright white colour, which adds to the value. The careases remain on the runs a few hours, and are thenplaced in a
eoolmg room capable of holding a large number of dressed cattle, with a temperature of about 40 degrees I nhremsheit,
where they remain from twenty-four to forty-eight hours before loading in the cars, which have been brought down by the
previous icingto about the same temperature as the cooling-room.
Jfow the cars are loaded, —Thirty-five neatly dressed cattle are moved from the slaughter-house, and are carefully
swung from rods at the top of the "refrigerator car," and sometimes pieces of burliag are passed between the quarters
of beef to prevent chafing. This car with its contents is immediately forwarded to San Francisco without disturbance
of any kind.
Nature of the refrigerator car—It may be well to explain the nature of the "refrigerator car," as many people
think that meat in it is frozen, which is most decidedly not the case.
By the use of ice placed at the top of the car in a patent V-shaped ice receptacle, and with the proper management of hot and cold air, agreeable to printed instructions pasted in each car, the temperature is reduced and kept at art
average of from 40 to 45 degrees Fahrenheit for transporting dressed beef, and with the aid of a proper use of
Chloride of Ca/cium as an absorbent of surplus moisture, and the naked ice for cooling purposes, a dry, cold air of about
40 to 45 degrees Fahrenheit is produoed and maintained notwithstanding the thennometer on the outside of the car
nsay mark 100 or over in summer, or may be far below zero in wiater.
The
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'J'he patent car and house impervious to extreme beat or cold—The car and refrigerator house have similar non-conductors,
which make the preserving chamber impervious to the extreme heat or cold of the outside atmosphere, and use naked ice
without salt, fan, or other chemical or mechanical means to produce natural cold, and both are built under the same patent.
Care is taken to preserve no lower temperature than is required to transport and preserve the article being handled,
and especial pains is taken to keep the same temperature (lay after day, and guard against extraordinary fluctuations.
The meats placed in any of the cars or refrigerator-houses owned by the Meat Shipping Company, and built upon
the patent of the W. B. Car Co. of San Francisco, will be warranted to keep fresh and perfectly sound, and on arrival of
the cars containing the dressed meats at the Company's depbt, No. 727 and 729 Fourth-street, San Francisco, it will be
switched by the Central Pacific on the private track laid by the Company in the rear of the meat refrigerator-house, and
the contents, after being weighed, will be carried into the meat refrigerator building and hung up for sale to the trade.
Description of the building and patent that is applied to both cars and houses—This building is 34 feet front by 87
feet deep, and with 14 feet between the stories. In front is the Company's office, and in the rear of the office is the
refrigerator preserving chamber, built upon the patent of the Western Refrigerator Car Company of San Francisco. In
this room all meat will be stored, and as it is the most interesting feature of the building, which is the first of its kind
built on the Pacific coast, and every care has been observed to render it complete in all its appointments, it seems proper
to describe it. The refrigerating chamber is in the main building and on the ground floor, but raised about 4 feet from the
earth, and is 60 feet lone by, 2.5 feet wide, and 12 feet high. It is sheathed outside and inside the shell with j tongued
grooved boards, set in thick white lead, and filled in with 8 inches of sawdnst on the sides and ends, and 12 inches on the
top and bottom, and 1,500 sacks of sawdust, weighing 40 pounds each, were required to fill the shell.
On the inside sheathing were put three heavy coats of white paint, and next to that was fastened one thickness of
felt paper, and then stripped with a 2 inches of wood, and covered with k inch of straw board, leaving inch space for dead
air chamber, and the wlsole was then lined on the top, ends, and sides with No. 28 galvanized iron, tongued, beat
together, and soldered.
On the floor is asphaltum all inch thick. Inside the refrigerator-room, and properly secured to the top, are four airtight, V-shaped, patent ice-receptacles, made of No. 18 galvanized iron, and with a depth of abont 2 feet, and all equal
spread at the top, which are capable of holding considerable ice when packed, and which ron the full length of the
the gutter form prevent the water from the melting ice coming
refrigerator preserving room. These receptacles owing
in contact with the sound ice in the receptacle and thus wasting same, for as it melts the water, being facilitated by the
tter form of the lower part of the receptacle, passes out through a pipe extending through the floor, and trapped at the
ower end to prevent further waste of ice by the admission of air.
Advantages of this patent in countries where ice &pensire and scaree.—As great a benefit is thus obtained by this
Company frona 3 5 tons of ice on this patent principle, as is gained by certain refrigerator-houses in New York,
Chicago, and St. Louis, which are _at as large, and require from 50 to 80 tons of ice to charge them. Ice being expensive,
however, in San Francisco, it is necessary to economise in this respect.
is V-shaped ice receptacle is placed a desiccating trough or pan of
The drying pan or trough—At the bottom of the
similar shape, and to
running the full length of the V receptacle,
but only a few inches high, and leaving an intervening space
to
of several inches.
This trough or pan has a waste pipe similar to the pipe connected with the V ice receptacle, to carry off all liquid.
A layer of desiccating matter is placed in the V-shaped trough or pan, and as it deliquescos, gradually runs out in hquid
form, and passes off.through the pipe which is trapped at the lower and, as above mentioned. The solution used is evaporated with sufficient frequency to produce a continuous and uniform supply of desiccating material, which adds greatly
to the Company being able to maintain a dry cold atmosphere in the refrigerator house and car, and a handkerchief
rubbed on the galvanized iron remains perfectly day. The troughs are also of galvanized iron.
The preserving chamber is provided with patent doors at either end of the house, one of which opens into the office
and the other on the rear platform, where the meat will be received and delivered, after being weighed on the scales
erected for that purpose. The doors are packed with the same non-conductor as the rest of the house, and have triple
closing edges like those of an iron safe, fitted with weather strips, so that when the doors are closed and the patent screwcap is applied to the thread of the longitudinal latch-bar, it draws the door and the jam so closely and firmly together that
no particle of air can enter the preserving chamber, unless it is permitted to miter through the ventilators, which are only
opened at the will of the superintendent and under his instructions and orders.
A "thermometer" with "hygrometer" attachment is hung np in the house and carefully watched, so as to enable
the superintendent to maintain an- even temperature and avoid an injurious degree of humidity which tIme "hygrometer."
him to oonnteract.
accurately indicates and
which conveys it to the receiring ice-house on
Tce.—Ice is first received from the cars, and placed in an
the second floor, which isof12 by 14 feet, and has a water-tight iron floor, and the patent V.shaped ice receptacles
time, as required, through the eighteen doors or scuttles opening into -the V.shaped
are fed from this house from time
ice receptacles, which doors or scuttles are in the same floor as the receiving ice-house, and are fitted and made the same as the
to so that air is entirely excluded, amid, the ice, being entirely insulated, macIts very slowly.
main doors to the preserving chamber,
Where the meat is hung—Inside the preserving chamber there are three rows of double shambles, with a spread of
18 inches, and fastened to the sides and ends is a half shamble, and all of them can be used at the same time for
banging beef or other dressed meat upon the plranized iron hooks attached to the 2 x 6 beams that run ahnost the full
length of the preserving chamber, and are grasned in, bolted and fitted with 500 hooks, capable of swinging at one time 125
head of dressed beeves when quartered.
It is sold only to the trade at the ruling market rates, and delivered in the Company's four-horse wagon in any part
of the city. On the second floor of the building there are five bed-rooms fitted up for the use of the officers and employcs
of the Company.
How long beef can be kept by the Company at 40 to 45 degrees fahrenheit—Several tests have been made as
to the length of time the meat will remain fresh. On one occasion the meat, after being killed at Reuo, was kept three
days in the cooling room of the slaughter-house, and in the car in transit, and remained four weeks in the refrigeratnsg
chamber in San Francisco, where it was daily inspected by the butchers and visitors, and, after being taken out, was kept
by the retail butcher who purchased the carcass two days before being cut up, snaking a total of over one month, and was
then in perfect or,ler, and there was not a particle of waste. Further tests show conclusively that the beef killed and
handled by this process will keep on a butcher's stand longer before being retailed out than beef transported on the hoof
and sold at Butohertown or at Oakland.
Some facts about transporting perishable artictes by rail —When railroads were first started in the United States,
attempts were made to transport perishable articles in cars lined with sawdust, with boxes of ice in either end, or both ends,
of the car, and from that time to date the successful carriage of perishable matter has been the study of inventors and
business men, and much money has been expended in exporisnenting. It would seem, therefore, that public sentiment and
enterprise has kept alive the desire to accomplish this great end,
Chief opponents of similar enterprises in Eicrope and America—In the East, as well as ni Europe, the chief opponents to this mode of a carrying business in the beef line are found among rings of live-stock commission merchants, and
parties interested in the abattoirs in large cities, as also stock-yard owners, middle-men, and a large class who receive
great benefit by the handling of the farmers' cattle, who, it would seem, have to pay for nearly every breath they draw.
Lire-stock statistic of Chicago for 1876.—By examining the live.stoek statistics it will be seen that in 1876 there
were received at the stock-yards at Chicago about 1,100,745 cattle, 4,190,156 hogs, and 500,000 thee!); and in 1877 there
were received about 1,032,855 cattle, and 4,026,000 hogs. At the rate of eighteen head of live cattle to a car, this would
give about 60,000 car-loads every year, which, with a shrinkage of say $50 a car—which is an acknowledged loss on
the hoof on a run of say 400cr 500 andes—would amount to something like $3,000,000, and if you double the distance
you would more than double the loss.
To be added to this must be the feed at the several stations, the pay of the drovers, the loss by, death, and other
incidental expenses, all of which would swell the annual loss about double. If to this be added the loss in San Francisco
and other large cattle points in the United States, as also the loss on calves, hogs, and sheep, some idea of the enormous
waste to the people of the country in this branch of trade can be estimated.
Consumption of dressed 'meat in America—The consumption of dressed meats by the people of this country is
greater than any other, and no household feels their meat complete without meat. They are brought up to expect it. And
since they will have, and snake every sacrifice to get it, they should obtain-it as cheap and asgood as it is possible for it to
In
be procured.
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In addition to the beef, sheep, and veal received from the Company's slaughter-house at Reiso, there have been
received and handled on commission several car-loads of dressed beef and one car-load of 385 head of sheep, slaughterep
at Winnemueca, and further consignments will probably soon follow. The Company have regular customers in Oakland,
Santa Cruz, San Rafael, San Mateo, &c., and forward carcass after carcass to their customers, who report that the most is
finer and arrives in better condition than that they have been in the habit of purchasing and receiving.
Already Eastern business communities accept the inevitable, and while the old method of supplying cattle in large
markets cannot be overcome in a day, or perhaps in years, nevertheless rapid strides in favor of the great change are being
made, and in Chicago, where refrigerator-cars first became popular, during 1877, there was handled 1,390,500 quarters of
dressed beef, 208,000 veal, and 166,500 mutton and lambs, as also a large quantity of dressed hogs. The following shows
the average rates in the Chicago and San Francisco markets respectively:Prices for dressed Beef during 1877.
Crncsoo,
jAy. 2ND.
FEB. 19t.
MAR. 1ST.
Good ............................................................6 1064
64to6
6 to 6}
Medium .........................................................5 to 51
5 to 54
54 to 6
Canning .........................................................44 to 54
4j to 54
42 to 51
APRIL 1st.
MAY lst.
jUNE Isp.
Good ............................................................ 6to7
641064
64107
Medium ................................. .......
................ 54to6
54to6
54to6
Canning ........................................................5 to5A
54 to 54
5 toS4
JULY 1st.
AUG. 1ST,
SEPT. 1ST.
Good ............................................................6 to64
54to6
54to6
Medimn ......... ........................ ................. ...... .'11 to 6
4 to 44
44 to 54
Canning ......................................................... 44 to 54
34 to 4
34 to 4
Ocr. 1st.
Nov. 1st
DEC. 1ST.
Good ............................................................ 44to.54
54to0
54to64
Medium ........................................................4 to44
34 to 4-4
34 to 41
Canning .................................... ..................... 24to34
24to34
24to3
SAN Fn.aycisco.
(From the "San Francisco Prices Current," No, SOS Clay-st.)
JAic. 13TH.
Fnn, 10TH.
MAR. 17TR.
1st quality ............ .......................................... 6 to 7
6 to 74
7 to 8
2nd .......................................................4 1054
44to54
5 to54
3rd ........................................................24 to4
3to44
3 to4
An. 14m.
MAY 12rn.
JUNE 16m.
lstquality ..................... ........... ..................... 7 toS4
6 to7
6 tel
2nd .. ........... ........................................... 4 toO
4 to44
4 to54
3rd ........................................................3 104
2 103
3 to34
SEPT. 15TH.
JULY 14'rir.
Auo. 18TH.
Istquality ............... .............. ......... ............... 6 to 7
54 toG
541064
2nd ........................................................4 to5
4 to5
4105
3rd ...................... ............................ . .... 24to3
24103
3 to4
DEC. 15TH.
OCT. l3rsi.
Nov. 17TH.
lstquality....................................................... 1054
6 toO4
5 toO
2nd ........................................................4 to44
5 to54
44to5
3rd ................................ ........ . .............. 24toa
3 to44
3 1034
11mm TO Sun'rERs.
Dressed Beef-Chicago and San Francisco.

1st. Cattle for slaughtering should be quietly driven to the pens and not excited ; let them rest well before killing
in this way the beef will be a bright white colour, which adds from 25 to 50 cents per hundredpounds on the sale.
2nd. Handle the carcass with cleanliness; don't score the hides. Bad scored and cut hides sell at two-thirds price.
In taking out the tongue leave the entire root on, and make it as large as possible.
3rd. Split carefully, and crack the back-bone on fore-quarter. Let the carcass cool well on the run before ribbing
or quartering; hence the muscles will be contracted, and when quartered the beef will keep its shape until cut up.
4th. For Chicago market, in ribbing and quartering, leave the short rib on hind quarter and cut slanting; hence the
beef will have the appearance of good thickness, and if kept cool, a slice shape.
For San Francisco and New York market leave all the ribs on forequarter and balance same as Chicago.
5th. It has been supposed that the carcass has stood four hours at least on the runs, and then twenty-four in the
coolin room (of course at certain seasons and in certain latitudes no cooling-rooms are required, but extraordinary care
should always be taken not to let any meat freeze) and is ready for loading; that the car has been washed and cleaned out..
In handling don't muss the beef. Put lore quarters on the outside rods in car with ribs facing out, and slide hind quarters
between, on the middle rods, and number each bullock and quarter with tags, packing it in as close as possible, so as to
prevent swinging and chafing. It is cleaner and more economical to use common rope in hanging. In making the hole in
fore-quarter to slip the rope through, use some round, sharp instmment; don't slash it with a knife; by this a good
purchase is obtained and the beef retains.its shape.
Directions for the management of'the cci's built on the Patent of the. Western Refrigerator Oar Company of San Francisco.
-1st. Keep the car clean by washing thoroughly and then drying the inside before icing up for a load of perishable merchandise, and by oocasional fumigation by burning charcoal and sprinkling a little sugar on same. Examinqthe waste pipes
inside the car, and if either have been injured repair any leak before loading; and in loading the car with beef be particular
to see that it swings clear off each waste pipe. See that the small stop-cocks connected with the drying or drip-trough
are both shut off.
i f therei s any water in
2nd. Raise the end bateliways en top of the car, just before the car leaves with a load, and
the ice receptacle caused by the drain-pipe clogging, clear the waste pipes, to be found at each end of the car in the receptacle. In icing the car, put about a ton of ice in the receptacle for the trip, but in wann weather pack the ice closely in
the receptacles, crowding well up at the sides and fitting the chunks well with small pieces. In hot weather it is well to
Wash or
fill the receptacles at least five hours before loading the car. This is unnecessary in loading in a cold climate.
brush off all sawdust or dirt from the ice before putting it in the ice receptacle.
3rd. &ef should remain on the runs about four hours, and should be in a cooling chamber for about 24 to 48 hours
before loading in the car. Cooling-rooms should not be at a higher temperature than 40 to 42, nor should the ear be at a
colder temperature than this when being loaded with beef or when the doors are closod and tightly screwed up. No sunshine or rails should be permitted to fall on beef when loading the car, it is best to load at a time of day when the air is
clear and pure, and permit as little warm air as possible to blow against the colder galvanized iron inside of the car when
putting in the beef, as it condenses on the iron and causes a sweating until the ear is closed up, when of course it stops, but
leaves the moisture that has accumulated inside the car to be absorbed by the calcium. The less moisture there is, the
better for the load.
4th. A thermometer may be placed inside the car, and pork can be best transported at a temperature of 38 to 40;
beef at a temperature of 40 to 45 ; fruit and vegetables 45 to 50,
5th. When the ice is put in on the first trip, placo in the drying-pan under the large ice receptacle about 40 lbs. of
chloride of calcium in pieces about as large as a man's fist. This quantity will last several trips, and can be kept up from
time to time as it deliquesees.
Pioneer load sent from Nevada to the East, and the cattle resources of the Great Buffalo Ranges-In one of those refrigerator-ears of the W. R. Car Co. of S. F., time pioneer and experimental load of dressed meat was shipped from -Nevadato
Chicago, where it arrived sweet and sound more than ten days from the day it was started. And should beef ever be scarce
. --------Q
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on the Pacific Coast, from drought, or other causes, this meat company could carry on business in San Francisco by loading
its can as far out as the "Platte Valley," on the Union Pacific, where cattle can be kept all the year without hay, and
where the buffalo grass affords the rich nutriment that produces fat, and renders cattle ready for market without rain.
The hand of the Almighty has placed its ineffaceable mark upon all this vast region of country as His pasture.ground—
adapted, so far as is known, to no other purpose.
Millions of bifi'a.los, and why not millions of beeves ?—Millions of buffalos have ranged over these bleak and desolatelooking plains for ages past, and from the short grass, which grows in abundance, have derived a rich sustenance.
The), have gone, or are fast going, and the necessities of the civilization which follows calls for beef. Truly they are
the Almighty's pasture-grounds, and if there are not a thousand cattle upon a bill, there will surely he "cattle upon a
thousand hills." lithe buffalos have lived in this country year after year during the flight of centuries, without hay, why
cannot cattle do likewise?
Eztent of the grazing country of the Plains—The stockgrazing region referred to comprises all the country west of
the 100th meridianof longitude, beyond the base of the Rocky Mountains, and the elevated plateaus, or great parks, lying
between the extreme eastern and western ranges of the same n)ountams; while the extent north and south readies from the
Gulf of Mexico to the northern boundary-line of the United States. The famous buffalo grass in this region covers the plain
northward, southward, and westward. It gives the country a dried look, and the very appearance of sterility and desolation,
yet it is the richest grass ever known in the world. This buffalo grass is rarely over 2 or 3 inches in height, and its seed
is produced on flowers, almost covered by leaves, close to the ground
it grows in little tufts, broad and dense, and is exceedingly rich and sweet, havmg no less than 36-10 per cent, of
saccharine matter. When making its first growth in the spring it is green, then dries on the stern, and remains the rest of
the year like cured hay in the open ground, retaining all its sweetsiess. Without an exception, stock of all descriptions
will forsake all other kinds of grass until all the buffalo grass within reach has been consumed. It can he safely asserted
that the supply of cattle in the old buffalo ranges of Wyoming, Colorado, Nebraska, Kansas, Oregon, idaho, and Nevada
is inexhaustible.
Success of the refrijes'ator.car and dressed meat transportation to Enrope.—As to the success of carrying dressed
meats in these ref rigerator cars and chambers there is now no question.
Fully 10,000 quarters of beef, weighing about 1801s. each, now leave New York and Philadelphia weekly in
refrigerator chambers built on similar principles. This meat arrives in Great Britain sweet and sound, at least two weeks
or more after being killed. The Goad Storage Wharf tlimited) of London, which has an area of 220,000 superficial feet,
divided into twelve compartments, and fitted up at an expense of £8,000. with Mr. D. Tollernsau as manage!', with a capital
of £100,000, and the Fresh and Preserved Meat Company (limited) of London, Mr. James Bruce, manager, with £150,000
sterling capital, invite consignments of fresh beef, pork, mutton, game, poultry, eggs, butter and cheese, fruit, shell-fish,
he., which will be sold in their various departments.
American refrigerated beef in Old England, and what is thought of it.—As to how American refrigerated beef is
received in London, a correspondent of a Western paper writes
"Since arriving, I have endeavonred to gather information upon the subject fromvarious sources, both of vendors
and consumers. Of the former class, numbers are selling it as prime English and Scotch beef. Many that I have spoken
to upon the subject have told me that they have purchased the Americas. meat, believing at the same time that they were
purchasing home.raised and fed meats. Others, again, have told Inc that they knew they were buying American meat,
and speak in the very highest terms of and say that should the quality remain as good as at present they will purchase
none other. To all whom I have spoken upon the subject—and I have spoken to very many—I have not heard one of
them speak otherwise of it than in the most favourable terms. I think it speaks far itself when every day we hear that
the demand is increasing and must increase immensely. Most of the large provincial towns arc preparing large refrigerator.
houses for the reception of American meats."
Jl'hat the "Daily London Telegraph" says, and the opinion of English &ientists.—From the "London Telegraph
we learn that recently Professor Sheldon, of the Royal Agricultural Society, made a report to the Association, and says
that the import of meat to England from New York and Philadelphia began in October, 1875, with a total receipt for that
month of 36,000 pounds, and went on increasing until in April, 1877, when the import reached the large quantity of
8,578,216 pounds from New York and Philadelphia during that month alone, and his conclusions were favourable, not only
to the maintenance but the definite expansion of the trade, which he says has passed the sUrge of ezperiment.
Statistics are given to show that, in 1876, New York, Philadelphia, and Portland exported 19,990,895 pounds of
fresh meat to Europe. The past year Boston was added to the list, and the results of that and the increase at the other
ports are that the total exports for 1877 have exceeded 100,000,000 lbs., at a cost of over $11,000,000.
Why notl—Why ought not all the Nevada cattle, and the fat beeves from the old buffalo ranges of Nevada, Oregon,
and Idaho, which are driven to the Central Pacific Railroad for shipment to San Francisco and other cities, he slaughtered
at Reno, and sent in sweet and clean ''refrigerator-cars" to this market as well as the East 1 Would not the meat be
sweeter, tendcrer, and more wholesome than if the animal had been bruised, prodded, and punctured, and heated in a
stock car for two or three days, or a week, on their way to market. Why not save the acknowledged shrinkage of from 40
to 80 pounds upon every head of cattle caused by a trip on the beef, and the freight of hides and tallow and refuse, by
having the cattle killed at Reno, where the atmosphere is always purified by the mountain air?
The question of price to regelate itself—The question of price will regulate itself, but consumers must he convinced
that refrigerated meat, in a sanitary point of view, the cruelty to animals while in transit, or in any light you may look at
it, is by far the best for consumption, and should be preferred, when obtainable, over the other. Daily telegrams from the
East, and from Europe, published in the newspapers, show that dressed meat is transported in fine order, to England, in
Ocean steamers, and that the same thing is being done by rail to Chicago, New York, and Boston; and now that Sass
Francisco has fallen into line, and proved that what was supposed to be an experiment is an assured success, other cities
on the Pacific Coast will now only await the verdict of the producer and consumer.
In the near future we predict that all large cities will be for ever rid of cattle rings and slaughter-house nuisances.
which have always been an incubus to all prosperous communities.
A chilling.house to contain 500 bodies of beef should, Mr. Spotts says, be 60 feet long, 30 feet wide, and 14 feet high.
The refrigerator-car used in California is, he says, 30 feet long, 6 feet wide, and 6 feet high, and costs from $1,000
to $2,000. This car, unloaded, weighs from 24,000 to 30,000 lbs., and holds from 10 to 12 tons of meat or 35 bodies of
beef.
The principal dead meat trade in California is that from Reno in the npland or mountainous country to San Fran.
cisco, and the distance is about 300 miles.
On that length of journey, and with the temperature at 90' in the shade, 1,500 to 2,000 its. of ice will be sufficient
for the journey, and will leave enough to cool the store where the meat is to be kept. The average temperature at
Reno is about 55'. Natural ice is used; and that can be collected and stored most economically in the neighbourhood.
Here the circumstances would be reversed. Ice can be made more cheaply at the seaboard than in the country. Besides
it is believed that cold sufficient for working a chilling-house will be obtained much more cheaply and easily by the Bell
and coleman process than by ice—at any rate, at all the stores and depOts where the meat is killed and kept for sale; and
that ice will not be used except when required for cooling the railway meat.vans, which it is hoped will be very seldom
even from the most outlying railway stations ; for it is believed that if the meat be set and cooled to a temperature of 45°,
placed in properly constructed non-conducting meat vans, and carried to Sydney during the afternoon and night, it will
reach its destination sound and in good order without any ice at all.
Mr. Spotts thea says that if there is any secret in the business U is simply in thoroughly clüllingthe beef and getting all aninsa?
heat out of it before loading it in the cars. If this is done he guarantees their car will carry it for two or three weeks. - The
farthest they have shipped regularly is from Salt Lake to San Francisco, about 1,000 miles. One car went from Wmnne.
macca to Chicago, about 2,000 miles, and delivered the beef in good order, but net results did not do.
With regard to ice-making machines, Mr. H. Stephenson, the president of the Westens Shore Ice Company, San
Francisco, says that an ice-making machine manufactured by H. J. West, of London, and sold by his company, capable of
making I ton of ice at a time, will do so at a cost not exceeding one quarter of a cent, per lb., or £1 39. 4d. per ton, while a
larger machine by the same makers, fit to turn out 20 teas, will make ice at a cost of one.twentieth of a cent. per lb., that is
about 51. per ton.
The cost of the large machine is not given; that of the 1-ton capacity is quoted at $4,000, in San Francisco, and a
2-ton machine, at $6,500.
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1879.
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.

NEW SOUT11 WALES.

GLEBE ISLAND ABATTOIRS.
(AMJINDEJ) ORDERS AND REGULATIONS.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be psi tied, 9 December, 1879.

The Treasury, New South Wales,
25th November, 1879.
PUBLIC ABAPTOIRS, GLEBE ISLAND.
lisa Excellency the Governor having been pleaseil, with the advice of the Executive Council, further to amend the Orders and
Regulations" concerning the Pnbic Abattoirs at Olebe island, as published in Treasury notice of 17th December, 1877, it is
hereby notified that in lieu thereof the following shall be enforced, from and after the first day of January, 1880.
JAMES WATSON.
ORDERS AND REGULATIONS.

The Abattoir shall be opened daily (Sundays excepted)
for the despateh of business, from the 1st October to the 31st
March, from the hours of 5 o'clock am, to 7 o'clock p.m.
(except on Mondays and Saturdays, on which days the Abattoir
will be opened from 2 o'clock am, to 7 o'clock p.m.), and from
the 1st April to the 30th September, front 6 o'clock a-rn. to 6
o'clock p.m. (Fridays excepted., on which day the Abattoir will
be open from 6 o'clock am, to 7 o'clock p.m.); and no slaughter.
of cattle will be permitted during any other hour or day
the days and hours above mentioned, nor shall any person
be allowed to come within or remain in the inelosures of the
Abattoirs at such times as they are not open for business. Pigs,
however, may be slaughtered and dressed at the Abattoir during
the whole of Friday nights, between the 1st Novomber and the
1st March in nay year. Daring Sunday it will be permitted to
drive in and yard cattle.
The slaughter.houses shall, with the exception of six
beef and six mutton slaoghter-houses, be retained in the
hands of the Government, for the use of persons slaughtering
thergin.
Six beef and six mutton slaughter.houses shall be submitted to public competition, by lease, at an upset price of £200
per annum for the beef, and £125 per annum for the mutton,
slaughter-houses.
An inspection fee of threepence per head shall be charged
upon every head of cattle slanglitered in the leased houses.
Parties desirous of using the slaughter-houses reserved by
the Government shall be permitted to do so on payment of the
following fees -

A

For every ox, cow, bull, heifer, or steer (including an
inspection fee of 3d.) .................................1 0
For every calf (including an inspection fee) ............0 6
For every sheep or lamb ....................................0 If
For every head of swine ....................................0 6
All fees shall be paid to the Inspector or Assistant
Inspector of Abattoirs on demand, who shall pay the same into
the Coloni,d Treasury, under such directions as he or they
shall from time to time receive from the Secretary for Finance
and Trade.
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Printed receipts shall be given to all pn'ties paying fees
S. No person shall slaughter or yard any anin,al at the
rese,-ved Abattoirs, without, the sanction of the Inspector or
Assistant Inspector.
The hours during which cattle maybe driven in and
yarded for slaughter shall be from 5 a.,a. to S am'between the
lit October and 31st; March, and from 6a.m. to Sam. between
the 1st April and 30th Septunber, in each year; and cattle
dm11 in all casos be inspected before slaughter. Mileh cows
and stall-fed cattle may be driven in between the hours of 2
and 4 p.m.
In all eases wl,ere cattle are brought to the Abattoirs in
carts to be killed or dressed, notice shall be gives] to the
Inspector or Assistant Inspector before such cattle are killed or
dressed, and the hours for killing and dressing the same shall
be from 9 am to 4 p.m.
Any cattle brought to the Abattoir for slaughter wl,ieli
appear to the Inspector or Assistant Inspector to be diseased,
shall not be slaughtered without either of tl,eir sanction, and at
such times only as either of them may direct. In all such
eases the owner of the same or the occupier of the slaughterhouse shall be held liable for any such offence.
No person or persons shall slaughter, or cause to be
slaughtered, any cattle in any of the pens connected with the
Abattoir witho,,t the sanction of the Inspector or Assistant
Inspector. In all such cases the owner thereof or persons
occupying the slaughter-house, shall be held liable for any such
ofl'ence.
Should any animal die while in the eattle.pens connected
with the Abattoir, the owner of the same, or person occupying
the cattle-pen at such time, shall imsnediately remove the
whole carcass from the island, and destroy the mine forthwith.
All animals on which fees are ohnrgeable shall be reported to the Inspector or Assistant Inspector of Abattoirs, at
Ins office witlmout delay, and the fees paid forthwith.
Sheep and cattle will not be permitted to remain in the
Abattoir-pros for more than forty-eight hours from the time of
being brought in.
16,
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IC. No lessee or occupier of any slaughter-house connected
wit-It the Abattoir shall expose for sale diseased meat or any
other which the Inspector or Assistant Inspector may have
condemned; and any such lessee or occupier shall, when ordered
to do so by the Inspectors aforesaid, immediately remove such
meat from the Abattoir and cause the same to be destroyod by
fire or boiled down for the purpose only of oxtncting tallow.
Any such lessee or occupier foiling to comply with any of these
conditions shall forfeit and pay a sum not exceeding five
pounds. The Inspector or Assistant Inspector is hereby
empowered, in the event of non-compliance with the removal
of the said meat, to destroy the same at the cost of such lessee
or occupier.
The lessee or occupier of any slaughter-house shall
thoroughly cleanse the same, to the satisfaction of the Inspector
or Assistant Inspector, immediately after slaughtering has been
carried on, and with respect to the offal and blood, may select
and shall immediately remove each day, at such time during
the day as may be appointed by the Inspector or Assistant
Inspector for the purpose, such portions, not heing the whole of
such offal and blood, as the said lessee or occupier may require
for disposal for human food, and failing such removal, at the
time so appoutted, tim whole of such offal and blood may be
removed by the Government.
The premises attached to, and the roadways in front and
rear of each slaughter-house shall be kept clean by the lessee
or person occupying or usisig the same, to the satisfaction of
the Inspector or Assistant Inspector of Abattoirs,
The lessees of Abattoirs in which sheep or pigs may be
slaughtered shall furnish to the Inspector or Assistant
Inspector, at their respective offices, a monthly return of all
such animals as shall have been slaughtered at such Abattoirs,
on or before the 4th day of each month.
No hide, carcass, or spleen of any horned cattle (not
having been previously inspected), shall be removed from any
slaughter-house until after the same has been inspected by the
Inspector or Assistant Inspector of Abattoirs..
No moat shall be blown at the Abattoir, and should any
be found blown, the owner of the same, or the person blowing
the meat, will be held liable.
The lessee or occupier of any slaughter-house shall
causa the vessels and water used in dressing carcasses therein, to
be kept clean to the satisfaction of the Inspector or Assistant
Inspector.
The lessee or occupier of any slaughter-house shall upon
the slaughter of any animal or animals therein, immediately
cause the blood of the same to be collected in a pan, provided
by tlse Government for that purpose, free from any water,
whether used in the washing of the floor or otherwise, and the
blood so collected will thereupon be removed by the Government ; the said lessee or oeonpser may however collect whatever
blood he or they may require for disposal for human food,
provided the same be collected immediately after slaughter,
and kept in vessels provided by said lessee or occupier, and
removed by him or them from the Abattoirs nuder the conditions of clause 17.
Should the lessee or occupier of any Abattoir slaughter
between the hours of 6 p.m. and 6 am., lie shall cause ti3O
blood of time animal or animals slaughtered to be received into
the pan placed there for that purpose, and put aside the sonic
when filled. A snfficiem,t number of pans will be provided by
the Inspector of Abattoirs.
26. Cattle as the), are brought in for slaughter shall be kept
separate from those already in the yusds, until the brands of
those so brought in shall have been inspected.
26. All ludes, skins, heads, feet, and offal shall be removed
front the Abattoirs only by way of the road at the rear of the
buildings.

The hours fixed for driving animals into the pens of the
reserved mutton slaughter-hoases shall be from 6 am, to 6p.m.
between the 1st October and 31st March in cads year; and
between the 1st April and 30th September the hours shall be
from 7 am, to 4. pta. in each year.
It is strictly prohibited to place candles or light-s of any
description upon or against the walls, or upon or against any
portion of the woodwork of the Abattoirs- or stables, or any
other building or buildings in connection therewith ; and the
lessee or person occupy ing the Abattoir or stable where such
prohibited candle or light is found will be held responsible for
the same.
In cases where water is found running to waste in any
Abattoir, the lessee or occupant will be held responsible for
such waste.
Gaming is prohibited at the Abattoirs, also the tossing
up of coin, throwing of dice, or playing of cards, under any
pretext whatever.
Any person wilfully or negligently causing injury to any
Government property of any description whatever at the
Abattoirs will be held responsible for thd same.
37. The use of obscene or offensive langnage is prohibited at
the Abattoirs.
Persons are prohibited from throwing missiles or any
kind of filth or snuck within the enclosure of the Abattoirs.
The lessee or occupier of any slaughter-house is pro.
Isihited from nsing, or causing to be used, any instrument for
driving in eattje to the Abattoirs other than such as may be
approved of by the Inspector or Assistant Inspector.
The Inspector or Assistant Inspector, or any other officer
connected with the Glebe Island Abattoir, may at any time
enter to view any of the slaughter-houses connected with the
Abattoir, whether leased or otherwise ; and no person or
persons shall obstruct, molest, or assail with abusive or offensive
language either the Inspector, Assistant Inspector, or any other
olileer connected with the Abattoir while in the execution of
his official duties.
It shall be competent for the Inspector of the Abattoir
at any time, should any person or persons occupying any of the
slaughter-houses reserved by the Government be found breaking
or continuing to break any one or more of the regulations
made concerning the L'smhlic Abattoirs at Globe Island, to refuse
to allow such person or persons to use any of the slaughter.
houses reserved by tl,e Government..
The owner or driver of any vehicle used for the transmission of meat from the Abat,toir shall keep the sante and the
awniogs used therewith in clean and proper condition, to time
satisfaction of the Inspector or Assistant Inspector of the
Abattoir; and further, the driver of ahy such vehicle daring
the transmission of such meat shall keep himself and ulotliing
in clean and proper condition, to the satisfaction of the
Inspector or Assistant Inspector.
The lessee or occupier of any beef slaughter-hommse shall
cause the contents of the pauncbes and intestines to be
deposited on the manure heap at the rear of the Abattoir ; and
the lessee or occupier of any sitrep or pig slaughter-house sIsalt
cause the contents of the paunehes and intestines to be
deposited in the shoot erected for that purpose.
The lessee of any beef slaoghter-Isostse or houses shall
not slaughter, or cause to be slaughtered therein, any sheep,
lambs or pigs.
'Persons are prohibited from bringing and depositing
offal or other offensive mntter on Olebe Island.
Any person or persons offending against any oft-lie orders
and regulations contained in pnragraplms 1, 8, 0, 10, II, 12,
13, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 26, 26, 27 2 28, 29,
30, 31, 32, 33, 34., 35, 37, 38, 39, and 40 shall for each and
every offence forfeit and pay a sum not exceeding five pounds
nor less than twenty shillings.

Symlosy Thomas Elebards, Oovernmsntprintsmr.-1$79.

[3d.]
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LEGI5LAnvE ASSEMBLY.
NEW SQUTH WALES.

C+LEBE ISLAND ABATTOIR.
(DISPOSAL OF BLOOD AND OFFAL.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 29 January, 1880.

REPORT of a Bos:RD appointed by the Colonial Treasurer to examine and report
upon Mr. H. B. Swan's process of deodorizing and desiccating the blood and
offal at Glebe Island.
No. 1.
The Inspector, Glebe Island Abattoirs, to The Under Secretary for Finance and
Trade.
Glebe Island Abattoirs, 15 October, 1879.
I have the honor to report that, on last Saturday week, the 4th instant, the plant for the
desiccation of the blood and offal was handed over to Mr. Swan, ready for operating.
I have called upon that gentleman for a report as to its working, which, when received, will be
I have, Ac.,
forwarded for your information
EREDIC OATLEY.
Inspector.
Seea.-.-J.W., -17/10/79.
Sir,

No. 2.
The Inspector, Glebe Island Abattoirs, to The Under Secretary for Finance and.
Trade.
Glebe Island Abattoirs, 22 October, 1879.
In pursuance with my letter of the 15th instant, I have the honor to enclose herewith Mr.
Swan's report upon the working of the plant for the desiccation of the blood, Ac. As Mr. Shepperd, of
the Harbours and Rivers Department, was the gentleman who superintended the erection of the plant, and
also witnessed some experiments made by Mr. Swan, I would suggest that the document be forwarded to
I have, Ac.,
him for his report
FREDK. OATLEY,
Inspector.
Sir,

[Enclosure.]
Mr. H. B. Swan to The Inspector, Glebe Island Abattoirs.
Glebe Island Abattoirs, 21 October, 1879.
Sir,
I do myself the honor of reporting to you, for your instruction, the working and cost of dealing
with the blood and offal with the experimenting plant for the last fortnight, and the cost per ton when dried.
I have dealt with eighty4wo loads of offal, or all that was on the Island, with the exception of
twelve loads, and also 8,000 gallons of blood and water. All has passed off satisfactorily, so far as my
humble judgment goes. The products from this quantity are about 31 tons when dried.
Now, I would strongly recommend to you the necessity of having the whole plant completed by
having the other spare boiler placed alongside the one now in use, or one new one in the place of the two;
and also having two large drying-pans capable of holding 1,500 gallons each, and fitted with all necessary
applicances; and one large receiver capable of receiving 12 tons of offal; and a machine (or offalcutter) for dealing with the offal and emptying the sheep's paunches; and one large shed, about 70 feet x 30
feet, with a good cement or asphalt floor, to envelope all, one part of which to be used for storage.
Also, the necessity of introducing the trollies, which I have suggested to you on previous occasions.
(These trollies I have seen in use in the large granaries in America). And also of having a 12-inch drain
pipe laid the full length of the slaughter-houses, connected with the sink in each by a six (6) inch pipe, or
an open drain; all to be connected with the plant.
If this scheme be carried out I am thoroughly confident there would be no difficulty in keeping the
houses clear of blood and offal, and it would be a great saving on the present system, which costs about
£12 per week for removing and emptying the sheep's paunches, and about £4 4s. for keeping the drains clean.
The trollies could be worked by two men with ease, at the cost of £4 4s. per week. And if the
drains were dealt with, it would do away with two nien's labour and the blood would run down itself, and
there would be no necessity of using the large quantity of clean water that is now used to force the blood
down them.
The
227—
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The quantity of blood and water to be dealt with averages 35,000 gallons weekly, and the quantity
of blood extracted from this averages from 8,000 to 8,500 gallons, and when thoroughly dried 7J tons, at
the cost of £1 12s. per ton.
The quantity of offal averages 85 loads weekly, including the paunches carted to the shoot; this,
when dealt with by the machinery, is reduced to about 3; tons, which will cost 43s. per ton when dried.
The men that would be needed to turn out this quantity weekly, and the coals &c. that would be
required if the plant is completed, are as follows
£ s. d.
Fireman
...
...
..,
...
,..
...
...
...
..
2 10 0
Two labourers for working plant
...
...
...
...
...
...
4 4 0
Two
,,
,, trollies ...
...
,..
...
...
...
4 4 0
Chemicals
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
1 0 0
Oil, &c....
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
1 12 0
6 tons coal
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
6 0 0
Sundries
...
.,.
...
...
...
0 10 0
...
..,
,..
...
£20 0 0
If I am right--and I think I am—in the calculations I have made, it will I hope be a saving in
revenue, to say nothing of the nuisance hitherto existing which will be got rid of and utilized into a
valuable manure, which has been seen and tested by several gardeners and others1 who have offered from
SOs. to 60s. per ton for it. I think it would be very beneficial to the country people and strangers visiting
the Exhibition if you would have a couple of bags of blood and offal exhibited along with the analysis
that I have, showing the value of it as a manure, before you fixed a price on it, as I am certain it would
command from £4 to £5 per ton when its value is known.
I have, &c.
H. B. SWAN.
P.S—Until the plant is completed I am compelled to ask for another man on the heavy killing days
at the end of the week, as it is impossible for me to keep it clear to your satisfaction with the present staff,
and it cannot lie many hours without beeoming offensive.—ll.B.S.

No. 3.
Treasury Minute.
The Treasury, New South Wales, Sydney, 23 October, 1879.
#S'u&ject :—Glebe Island Abattoirs.
THE subject of the removal of the blood and offal from the Abattoirs is one to which I have given some
attention and consideration, and it is one which is surrounded with considerable difficulty.
The health of the residents on the Island, as well as those of Sydney and suburbs, is of paramount
importance, and I am anxious that everything shall be done which can be devised, with a view to prevent
anything arising detrimental to the health of the residents referred to from the removal of the blood and
offal from the Abattoirs, or through desiccating the same.
The proposal made by Mr. Swan, and which had the sanction of my predecessor, with a view to
utilize the blood and offal at the Abattoirs, as a valuable manure, by desiccating the same, has had every
encouragement; and the temporary plant which Mr. Swan asked for this purpose has been erected and brought
into operation, and from his report, which reached the Treasury yesterday, it appears to be satisfactory, and
he now asks that the permanent maclunery for desiccating the blood and offal, together with the necessary
buildings and plant, involving a considerable outlay, should be erected without delay.
Before authorizing this, which will involve not only the present but a large prospective expenditure,
I am anxious to have some evidence to corroborate Mr. Swan's statements as to the success of his proposals;
and in order to attain this, I think a Board should be appointed to report on the practicability of Mr. Swan's
scheme, such Board to consist of—Mr. Charles Watt, Analytical Chemist to the Government; Mr. Elliott,
of Messrs. Elliott Bros., chemists ctc. ; and Mr. Shepperd, of the ilarbours and Rivers Department, who, I
understand, designed and constructed the present machinery; the gentlemen to report to me—
First—Is the scheme proposed by Mr. Swan for desiccating the blood and offal at the Abattoirs
such as should be adopted by the Government, with a view to secure the health of the residents,
not only of the Island, but generally I
Second—Can the desiccating process as proposed be succesfully carried out by the erection of the
machinery proposed 1—and
Thirdly—Is the proposal of Mr. Swan, assuming it to be practicable, more economical than that of
conveying the blood and offal to sea, as now adopted 1 and I shall be glad if the gentlemen
will favour me with their views generally.
J.W.

No. 4.
The Tinder Secretary for Finance and Trade to Charles Watt, IEsq.
Sir,

The Treasury, New South Wales, Sydney, 28 October, 1879.
I am directed by the Colonini Treasurer to ask whether it will be convenient for you to attend
at the Glebe Island Abattoir, in conjunction with Mr. F. W. Elliott, of Messrs. Elliott Bros., and
Mr. Shepperd, of the Harbours and Rivers Department, to examine certain manure, obtained by Mr. H.
B. Swan from the blood and offal, under his desiccating process, and to report upon the practicability of
the scheme proposed by Mr. Swan.
I am to ask that you will address yourself to such examination with a view to report to
Mr. Watson1st. Whether the scheme proposed by Mr. Swan for desiccating the blood and offal at the
Abattoirs is such as should be adopted by the Government, with aview to secure the health,
not only of the residents on the Island, but of the inhabitants of the City and Suburbs
generally.
2nd.
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2nd. Whether the desiccating process, as proposed, can be successfully carried out by the
erection of the machinery asked for by Mr. Swan; and
3rd, Whether Mr. Swan's proposal, assuming it to be practicable, is more economical than the
plan now in force of conveying the blood and offal to sea.
I am to say, in conclusion, that the Treasurer will be glad to be favoured with your views on any
other points which may suggest themselves to you in the course of the inquiry.
You will perhaps be good enough to place yourselIin communication with Mr. Elliott, with a view
to arranging a time for the examination—and upon receipt of an intimation from you on this point, a
letter will be addressed to Mr. Shepperd, requesting him to attend.
I have, &c.,
G. EAGAR.

'No.5.
Report of the Board.
Sir,
Having reference to your letter of instructions dated October 28th, we do ourselves the honor
of stating that we have inquired into the several matters to which it relates, respecting which we have now
to report as follows
nt Whether the ocbee pro1st. That by the process now employed at the Abattoir the blood is boiled, with the addition of posed
by Mr. Swan for dei[cblood and offal at tke
a little common salt, the water which separates is allowed to flow into the harbour, and the citing
Abattoir is noc it ta ,h,.o3d be
.dopt*d by the OorereUt,
solid portion, after passing between rollers, is dried.
with
•ecuee the
ealth,not
w on1
to y the
2nd, That the offal, after being freed from fcal matter, is steamed with the addition of small hresidenta
on the blond had
the inhabitant, of the city
quantities of lime and caustic soda, and then dried,
and ,uburbsgeneratly,
3rd. That such operations may be carried on by the employment of apparatus properly constructed,
without injury to the health or even being a nuisance to persons living in the vicinity.
4th. That we are decidedly of opinion that the whole of the blood and offal cannot be effectively 2nd. Wbetl,e, the dulceatlag
0000eae oropon Can be
treated, day by day, by the plant proposed by Mr. SM-all; that it will not be found economical; th,
,ucce,,foolly canitd out by
erection of the miehinery
and that if erected, as' designed by him, various alterations and additions would have to be tubed for by Me. Swan.
made from time to time, as he gained experience; in fact, that it would still be an
experimental plant
5th. That Mr. Swan places more reliance upon the removal of a portion of the water from the
boiled blood by passing the coagulated matter between rollers than the experimental trials
which we saw seemed to us in any way tojustify,—in fact, they were a perfect failure.
6th. That if a boiling plan be adopted, which we are of opinion would be successful, it would be
necessary for the Government to have the machinery designed throughout by some one who
can calculate with something approaching to accuracy the work which will have to be done
daily, and who is competent to arrange the most efficient and economical way of doing it.
7th. That Mr. Swan does not work out the process for whih he obtained letters of registration;
but, on the other hand, uses a method which in all its essential and useful parts may be
regarded as common property.
Wheth,erMr. Inn. pro8th. That the waste products of the Abattoir would when dried form a manure of value; and that 3rd.
p0,,] M.umlng it to be
if the operation be economically carried out, and the products be properly dealt with corn- petetto•ble.monreononicni
thin the plan now In force of
eoaveying the blood tad oraL
mercially, it should more than pay expenses, and would consequently be a more satisfactory out
to Sen.
way of disposing of the refuse than taking such matter out to sea.
The Treasurer having expressed a wish that we should state our views upon any other pornts, we
think it our duty to mention that the waste products of slaughter-houses are being successfully treated at
the present time in other countries. Among the various methods we may call attention to the Milburn
dryer, the Chicago apparatus, and the San Fraucisco apparatus; and we beg to recommend that the plans
and testimonials having reference tothiesc and other methods now in practical use be obtained, and referred
to persons competent to form a sound opinion as to the most efficient and most economical method for this
purpose before the expenditure of any more money be sanctioned.
In the meantime the blood and offal may be carried out to sea in punts properly washed and looked
after.
At the same time we would urge that the investigation with reference to the methods mentioned
above be carried on without delay, as the plan of taking the matter to sea must always to some extent
involve a nuisance.
F. W. ELLIOTT.
CR48. WATT.
CR45. SHEPPERD.
[Enclosures.]

4 November, 1879.
Mr. Swan's evidence.
The process now in operation at the Abattoirs for desiccating blood is the process for which I hold a
patent.
I will supply returns of the quantity of blood manure produced since I have been at the Abattoirs,
and also the prices obtained for same.
I have not sold any of the blood manure produced by the present plant.
All the manure sold up to the present time has been in the moist state, excepting a little that has
been dried on the rocks.
The moist blood manure will keep about six days.
I have been able to sell all the manure (moist) produced, excepting in wet weather, when the roads
are in a bad state.
I contemplate drying the whole of the blood by the present process, and also the offal.
Is the apparatus which we now see a model of that which you intend to proceed with in the larger
plant? Yea, with the exception that the blood-pan will have to be elevated sufficiently to allow the bloodpipe to enter at the bottom of the pan, and the coagulated matter to descend to the rollers, and from thence
The
to the drying-pan, also the shape of the drying-pan.
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The drying-pan that I propose to supply will be cylhidrical in shape, semi-jacketed, and having an
agitator inside.
I have no plans or sketchei of the machinery, but will supply them to-morrow.
I suppose I will have to deal with 40,000 gallons of liquid per week.
There are about 250 to 200 men at the Abattoirs using the water-closets.
Mr. Swan's evidence.
7 November, 1879.
In treating the offal —To every tankful (about 41 tons) I put in about 14 lbs. of common salt and
5 lbs. of caustic soda, and the time taken to finish this quantity complete will be six hours.
Every ton of offal will produce about 1 cwt. of dry manure.
In reference to the analysis No. 4 by Mr. Norrie, in report of the Abattoirs Commission, 43 per cent
of phosphates are mentioned as being present in this sample. This is produced by the trotters and the
heads of the calves which are boiled with the offal every Monday.
I think the use of an acid is mentioned in my patent, but I do not use any acid, as it would injure
the machinery.
The use of the rollers is to break up the coagulum, and to squeeze out all the water in the blood.
I find the present rollers do not squeeze out any of the water; they have been in use now about
three weeks.
In treating the blood my reasons for boiling is to bring it to the surface. The salt is to clear the
water before going to the harbour, and the caustic soda is to cause the blood to become thicker. The
proportions used are 14 lbs. of common salt and J lb. of caustic soda to the tankful of liquid, about 500
gallons.
There are about 20 loads of offal in the largest day's work (Saturday) at the Island, and from about
80 to 85 loads per week. This equals about 40 tons per week.
I propose that previous to putting the offal into the pan to pass it through an offal machine.
I reckon I could finish a tank of blood—that is, all coagulated blood —complete, including passing
thrbugh the proposed drying machine, in about three hours.
The present rollers do not act, either for the blood or the offal, but may act if they were fluted.
I intend to jacket the drying-pan all round. I have never seen a jacketed cylinder drying blood.
In reference to the supply of returns asked for by you on the 4th instant of the quantity of blood
manure produced, &c., I now hand in the annexed statement.
In reference to the offers made for the manure (as per statement) from 50s. to SOs. per ton, these
offers were based partly on the analysis submitted to the Abattoirs Commission, and partly to the parties
knowing the value of the manures.
Memo.
The fluid from the boiled blod which is to run into the harbour will not deposit anything upon the
foreshores which can become a nuisance. This fluid contains only about 1 ounce of soluble organic matter
in 3 gallons. The solid matter from the boiled blood, after being separated from the before-mentioned
fluid, will lose fully three-fourths of its weight by drying, i.e., for every ton of manure obtained more than
3 tons of water will have to be evaporated. The Government may fairly rely upon obtaining not less
than £4 per ton for the manure, taking the blood and offal together.
In selecting the plan to be adopted, careful consideration should be given to those plans which involve
catching the blood as it comes from the animal and drying it at once—confining the boiling to the blood
and water resulting from washing down the houses—and, in dealing with the offal, to those plans of drying
it which do not involve the removal of the fcal matter.
CHAS. WAn.
Memo.
The probable quantity of blood and water to be treated per week will not be less than 5,400 gallons,
and will contain about 1,600 gallons of blood (pure), having 80 per cent of water. The quantity of coal
required to coagulate and dry this quantity of blood &c. by heat will be about 9 tons, and would give about
8J tons of dry manure per week; the average quantity of offal per week is 40 tons, and if freed from fcal
matter would yield about 3J tons of dry manure, and the quantity of coal would be if ton; the quantity
of coal for engine purposes would be (say) 2 tons—total, 12f tons; say 15 tons per week.
CHAS. SHEPPERD.
To the Chairman of the Glebe Island Commission.
Sir,
Glebe Island Abattoirs, 7 November, 1879.
I do myself the honor, for your information, of forwarding to you a rough plan of the
necessary improvements required to complete the plant
Having been expenmenting for the last three weeks with the present temporary plant, I ant in a
fair position of stating to you the quantity of blood and offal that can be dealt with weekly, and the cost.
The present machinery is capable of desiccating 5,000 gallons of blood and water daily and 3
tons of offal, which, if some improvements were made, would be capable of doing a much larger quantity.
The additional machinery that would be required with the present to deal with 38,000 gallons of
blood and water and 40 tons of offal per week, or all that is taken to sea, will be as follows
The other spare boiler that is on the Island be placed alongside the one now in use, or else one
large one in the place of the two.
Two double jacketing-pans, 14 ft. x 6 ft., fitted with agitators, tic.
One jacket offal receiver, 0 ft. x 8 ft.
One offal cutting machine, 3 ft. x 12 in., fitted with necessary feeding appliances.
The present desiccating pan to have the spout improved on, and fitted with a valve to make it
discharge more freely, and all the pans to be elevated 6 feet higher than they are at present
and fitted with shoots to discharge into the drying-pans.
Also
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Also the present rollers to be fluted and fitted with flanges on the ends, instead of being smooth.
And one large shed, to envelope all, 70 feet long by 28 ft. wide and 14 ft high, with a good
cement floor, part of which to be used as a store.
The present weekly expenses for men keeping drains clear and collecting offal, &c.
£ a. d.
... 4 4 0
...
...
...
Two men, for keeping drains clear ...
.. 11 10 0
...
Five ,, collecting offal and emptying paunches ...
.. 2 2 0
hired horse and cart ...
..
...
...
...
...
... 4 14 0
...
..Two labourers working experimenting plant...
... 3 0 0
Coals ...
...
...
...
..
...
...
...
... 8 0 0
...
Pont going to sea four times a week, £2 a trip ...
... 1 0 0
SundrS
...
...
...
...
...
..
...
Total

...

...

...

...

£34 10 0

If trollies were introduced, and a pipe laid on the beef side, it would do away with a great deal o
the present inconvenience, expense, and labour, and the offal could be brought direct by the tatollies to the
plant and shot into the receivers while fresh; but by the present system we have to wait hours for our
turn to get up the lanes. The necessity of having these pipes is that the ones now in use ae much too
small to run the blood in.
If this be carried out the expense will be considerably lessened.
The labour required for working the complete plant and turning out 11 tons weekly will be as
follows
£ S. d.
...
2 10 0
Firemtm
...
...
....
...
..
...
:4 4 0
Two labourers for working plant ...
...
...
...
4 4 0
trollies...
...
".
...
Two
do.
...
1 0 0
Chemicals ...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
1 0 0
Oil,dzc.
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
6 0 0
Gtons coal ...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
1 2 0
Contingencies
...
...
...
...
...
...
Total...

...

...

,..

.. £20 P 0

If the alterations be carried out, the average quantity of blood and water to be dealt with weekly
averages 35,000 gallons.
The quantity of blood extracted from the water averages about 8,500 gallons, and when thoroughly
dry about 7j tons, at the cost of 32s. per ton.
The quantity of offal averages about 40 tons per week, and when thoroughly dried about 3j ton;
at the cost of 43s. per ton.
I am certain all the blood and offal would command £4 per ton.
There has been from SOs. to SOs. per ton offered for the present samples, which, taking 11 tons at
£4 per ton, amounts to £44 per week.
Deducting from this the week's expenditure (C20) leaves a revenue to the Government of £24 per
I have, &c.,
week, or £1,248 per year.
H. B. SWAN.
To the Chairman of the Glebe Island Commission.
Globe Island, 13 November, 1879.
Sir,
I do myself the honor, for your information, of furnishing you with the average number of cattle,
sheep, pigs, and calves slaughtered weekly at the Abattoirs, and the blood of which has to be dealt with.
Blood.

Water.

Cattle, 1,100, averages 48 pounds of blood each, caught pure from the bullock,
without any washing water mixed with it, or when treated with the plant
...
184 % and 8l4%.
averages...
...
...
...
...
...
....
...
75
...
25 ,,
Sheep, 8,500, averages 3 pounds, or
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
21*
7814,,
34- ,, each, or ..
Pigs, about 500,
814184
6
,,
,,
...
...
...
...
Calves, ,, SO
...
When the blood is mixed with the chemical ingredients and brought to a boil there is 40% of
water separated from it, leaving the remainiig 411 to be pressed through the rollers, which reduces it by
26 %, leaving the remaining 151 to be evaporated. But the rollers want to be good, heavy, and powerful
ones. I had some of the blood taken to the City Iron Works and passed through their heavy rollers, and
found it to be a perfect success, only leaving 15f% of water in it.
The offal averages about 7% when treated. The present experimenting plant I stated to the
Commission was the one that I held a patent for, on a small scale, but it has been improved upon by me
since J had the patent taken out. I also made arrangements with the Government to treat with the offal,
which I have no patent for, as well as dealing with all the washing water.
I have, &c.,
H. B. SWAN.
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APPENDIX.
A.
(1.)
The Under Secretary for Finance and Trade to The Under Secretary for Public Works.
Sir,
The Treasury, New South Wales, Sydxiey, 11 December, 1879.
I have the honor to request that you will have the goodness to inform me, for the information
of the Colonial Treasurer, what expenditure has been incurred in the erection of machinery in connection
with Mr. H. B. Swan's desiccating process.
I may add that the information is urgently required.
I have, &c.,
G. EAGAR.
Harbours and Rivers, B.C., 12/12/79.—G.H.

(2.)
To the present time the sum of £404 lOs. has been spent herein.—E.O.M., 15/12/79. B.C., Under
Secretary for Public Works.
Forward to Treasurer. —J. L., 17/12/79.
The Under Secretary for
Finance and Trade, B.C., 17 December, 1879.—G.H.

(3.)
The Under Secretary for Finance and Trade to The Inspector, Glebe Island Abattoir.
The Treasury, New South Wales, Sydney, 11 December, 1879.
I have the honor to request that you will have the goodness to furnish me, at the earliest
possible moment, with a return showing,—.
The quantity of manure, kc., produced by Mr. H. B. Swan's process since 1st January last.
The quantity sold during such time,
The amount realized.
I have, &c.,
G. EAGA1t.
P.S.—The return should also state the cost of production.
Sir,

(4.)
The Inspector, Glebe Island Abattoir, to The Under Secretary for Finance and Trade.
Glebe Island Abattoir, 17 December, 1879.
In accordance with the request contained in Treasury letter of the 11th instant, P.O. 1,694, I
do myself the honor to transmit herewith particulars of the information required
Blood manure, produced by Mr. Swan's process, from 1st January to 30th Novcmher, all of
winch has been sold
...
...
...
...
...
...
495 tons
£s.d.
The amount realized for same ...
...
...
...
...
...
63 2 6
Add amount of desiccated blood manure in hands, valued at £5 per ton
....30 0 0
...
Sir,

Total

...

...

...

.,.

... £93 2 6

The cost of production of the above is as follows
Three men, 286 days each, at 7s. per diem
...
Mr. Swan's salary
...
...
...
Stores, chemicals, &c
...
...
...

...
...
...

...
...
...

...
...
...

...
...
...

... 300 6 0
... 229 12 4
... 81 16 4

Add amount expended in experimentalizing, from lst October to 30th November ...

Making a total of

...

...

£611 14 8
65 15 3

... £677 9 11

I have, &c.,
FREDL OATLEY,
Inspector.
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Mr. H. B. Swan to The Hon. the Treasurer.
Glebe Island, 9 January, 1880.
I do myself the honor of bringing under your notice the report laid before you, stating tlat
three men had been employed at the experimenting plant, which is incorrect, there only being two, from
the 6th of October to the 30th November, 1879; and I regret exceedingly that I could not see my way
clear to apply for the blood and offal, &c., and for the use of land to erect machinery, when you have
already plated it into the hands of other gentlemen. I think I have been very unfairly treated in the
matter. Being the originator and the first to bring it under the notice of the Government, I think
I should have had the first chance, considering I gave tip all my private contracting businesses to
endeavour to obliterate this into]erable nuisance. I offered (vcrbnllv) twn years ago, when Mr. Farndll
and Mr. Cohen were in office, to take the whole matter into my own hands and erect my own machinery,
or resign ; but they informed me that the Government were going to carry it out and erect machinery
without delay, and £2,000 was voted for that purpose. At that time delays arose, and the engineers
that had it in their hands did not seem to know what sort of machinery to desigxi, and after a long delay
I applied to you to have an experimenting plant erected to show them how to prepare a perfect plant so
as there would be no mistakes, which was granted and erected, and has been working about three months,
and turned out about fifteen tons, where if there had been a small alteration, at the cost of about 30s.,
there would have been about four times the quantity tuned out without any additional expense, which
was pointed out before the plant was completed, but was omitted to see if it could be worked without it.
This experiment has given the public a chance of gaining all knowledge and secrets connected with
it which would not have been known if I had not shown it, through me placing such confidence in the
Government that they were going to erect large machinery to carry it outproperly. As for the offal,
gentlemen have stated that it was impossible to deal with it, until I showed them it could be dealt with,
which it proves for itself.
Trusting you will take me into consideration,—
I have, &e.,
H. B. SWAN.
Sir,

Sir,

The Under Secretary for Finance and Trade to Mr. H. B. Swan.
The Treasury, New South Wales, Sydney, 23 January, 1880.
I am directed by the Colonial Treasurer to acknowledge receipt of your letter of the 0th

instant.
I am to state, in reply, that the Treasurer cannot admit that you have been unfairly dealt with.
On the contrary, every facility—including the erection of machinery, which was specially provided for
you, and which was pronounced by you, after trial, to be satisfactory and in every way meeting your
views—has been afforded you with a view to give your process a fair trial.
This process having, after such trial, practically failed, and the Board appointed to inquire into the
matter having reported that the further machineryapplied for by you was merely of an experimental character
and would not answer the purpose for which it was intended, Mr. Watson has been compelled, in the
interests of the community, to make other arrangemente which involve the discontinuance of the work
hitherto performed by you from this date.
I am to add that your services will not be required after 30th April next, although, should it be of
any advantage to you, there would be no objection to your retirement at once with salary up to the date
named.
I have, &e.,
I. EAGA.fl.

[One plan.]

[Is.]

Sydney Thomas Richards, Government Pñnter.-1880.
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

QTJEBE ISLAND AIBATTOIItS.
(PERSONS EMPLOYED DURING 1877, 1878, 1879, AND TO 14 FEBRUARY, 1580.)

Ordered by the Legislative Astembly to be printed, 11 .3.farclt, 1880.

(Laid upon Table in accordance with promise made in atzswer to Question 8, Votes 56, 24 .Pbbruary, 1880.)

Returns Nos. 1 and 2.
NAMES of all Persons employed by the Government at the Glebe Island Abattoirs during the years 1877,
1878, and 1879, the occupation of each person, and the salaries they received.
General Staff.

Name.

Occupation.

Salaries.
1877.

1878.

1879.

£

£

£

Frederick Oatley ........................................
........
...... Inspector ................................300
300
300
Joseph .Iager ............ ............ ..................
. Assistant Inspector
150
150
150
Alexander Gichrist ........................................... Engine.driver ..........................120
120
120
James Williams .............................................. Jobbing Carpenter ....................1]0
110
110
Thomas Young .................................................Labourer .................................100
100
100
RobertGallagher ............................................,....................... . ...........so
Josiah Wiekhamt ......................................................................................80
80
80
Joseph l3urrell ............................................................................................80
80
80
Thomas Kettleton4. ...................................................................................... .... ... ...... .80
* Resigned Beth June, 1877.

f Appointed 17th Ju]y, 1577; resigned 80th July, 1879.

1 Appointed 7th August, 1579.

Special Staff.

NAMES of all Persona engaged in the Collection and Deodorization of Blood, and the Collection and
Removal of Offal, from the 1st January, 1877, to 30th June, 1878, inclusive, under the direction
of Charles Moore, Esq., Director of the Botanic Gardens.
Name.

Occupation.

Bate,

Name.

Occupation.

Rate.

Henry B. Swan .......... Superintendent ... £250 per annum. John Sheehan .......... Labourer ............. 75. per day.
William \Vested .......... Labourer ......... .... Is. per day.
Charles Tracey
,,
James M'Gall ............. ,,
Thomas Salmond
William Mickey
,,
John Rohan ...... .......
,,
Edward Jones ............. ,,
Henry Barton
James Johnson
James Hayes..............,,
illi Muir ............. ,,
Wam
Daniel Doyle ..............,,
William Johnson
Peter Raymond
Carter ................ 7s. Gd.per day.
James Bus
rn ............. ,,
Thomas Hcunsell ....... Labourer ............. 7s. per day.
Charles Runath
John Nowlan .... ......... ,,
John Huminond
,, ...
.William Hayden
....... ... ........ .......
aoi—A
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NnRs of all Persons engaged in the Collection and Deodorization of Blood and the Collection and
Removal of Offal, from the 1st July, 1878, to the 31st December, 1879, inclusive, under the direction
of the Abattoirs Department, Globe Island.
Name.

Occupation.

Rate.

Name.

Henry 13. Swan .......... Superintendent ... £250 per annum:
lames MGall ............. Labourer ............. 7s. per day.
William Wested
William Johnson
James Johnson
William Muir .............
,,
Thomas Salinond
Dharles Kunath
,,
Peter Raymond
'fj7S.6d. per day.

-

10/3/80.

Occupation.

Rate.

Labourer. ..... ....... 7s. per day.
Thomas ,°"
Coxswain of Punt 7s. 6d.
Josiah W,ckham ....... Labourer ............. 75. per day.
Thomas Young
James Williams
Joseph Burrel
William Murrell
John Nolan

t

tttald

Special Di.bursement.

Robert Gallagher .........Labourer ......1877.....................Were paid it per month to open
Josiah Wickham .................1877, 1878,1879 ... 'the Abattoira, in accordance
Thomas Ketticton
1879, 1880 ............with the Regulations.
Inspector's Office-keeper.........Mrs. Alexander Gichrist ......... £1 per month.
PR.EDK. OATLEY,
'
'
.
.
.
.
Inspector.

Return No. 3.
OVERTIME payments under the direction of Charles Moore, Esq., Director of the
Botanic Gardens.
1877.
Name,

Occupation.

January-

William Wested ... ...... ... ...... Labourer ................
Ja,nesM'Gall ......................
,,
Williamilickey ...................
,,

Overtime.

Rate.

daya hours.
.0
5
0
7j
'3
5

7s. per day

£

S

d.

0 3 6
0 5 3

1 4 6

1183

February-

Edmund Jones ...................... Labourer ...................

1

0

7s.,,

0 7 0

1
0

5
Th

7s.,,
7s.,,

0 10 6
0 5 3

ifarch.James Johnson ..................... Labourer...................
JamesEurss .........................,,

015 9

May-

Charles Kunath ...... ............. Labourer ...................

js. ,,

0

.5

Peter Raymond .................... Carter ........................4

.0

7e.6&,perday

1 10 0

0
0

Is. 6d. ,, .
js.
,,

1 2 6
0 7 0

Janzqy-

0 3 6

1878.

FebruaryPeter Raymond .....................Carter ........................3
Thomas Jiounsdll .....................Labourer ..................1

196

March-

Peter Raymond ....................Carter ........................4
Thomas Ronusell ...... ...... .........Labourer ..................1

7s. Gd. ,,
,,
7s.

0
4)

1 17 0

April-

William Wested ....................Labourer ..................0
James Johnson ........................,
0
WifliamMuir ............ ............,
0
Peter Raymond ... .................Carter ........................4
Thomasiloimsell ....................Labourer ..................1

1 10 0
0 7 0

5
5
5
'0
0

is.
7s.
is.
7s. Gd.
is.

,,
,,

.,,
,,

,,

0 .3
0 3
0 3
1 10
0 7

276

May-

James M'Gall .......................Labourer ..................1
William Johnson .....................
1
CaarlesKunath .....................
.0
Thomas Salmond ......................
0
Peter Raymond .......................Carter ........................3
Thomas ilpunsell ....................Labourer ..................3

0
.0
.5
.5
.0
.0

,,
07 0
.,, - .0 7 0
-..0 .3 6
. Is.
,, . .0 3 .6
.1 2 6
, is. 6d.
,, . .1 1 0
. 7s.
7s.
7s.
- 7s.
I

.

J'une.-

James M'Gall . .......................Labourer .................1
Williamjqhnson ........................................1
Charles Kunath ......................................
.0
Thomas Salinond ......... ........
0
Peter Raymond ...................... Caner......................
3
Thomas flounsefl .....................
Labourer ................
2

6
G
6
0
0

.0
.0
.6
5
0
0

.7s.
. 7s.
.7s.
7s.
Is. 65.
7s.

,, .
,,.

,, ,,
,,

4.6

.0 7 0
.0816
0 3 6
1 2 6
0 14 0
217 6
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OVEBTIM}] payments under the authority of the Abattoir Department, Glebe Island,
from the 1st July, 1878, to 31st December, 1879, mclusive.
1878.
Occupation.

Name.

July—
Peter Raymond ........... ........ Carter ......................
Thomas Ijounsell .................. ..

Overtime,
days.
2
2

Rate.

hours.

74
5

7s.6d.perday
7s. Gd. ,,

£

s. d.
1 0 7
0 18 0

1 19 4

August—
Peter Raymond ...................... Garter .......................2
Thomas liounsell ....................,,
2
William Johnson ....................Labourer .................0
JamesM'GaU
,,
0

0
0
5
5

7s. Gd.,,
7s. Gd.
7s.
,,
78.
,,

0 15
0 15
0 3
0 3

0
0
6
6

1

September—

-

Peter Raymond ...................... Carter ......................
1
Thomas ilounsell .....................,,
1
Charles Kunath ................... Labourer .................0
Thomas Salmond ....................
0
William Muir .......................
0
Jamesjolmson .......................
0
William Johnson ....................
0
JainesM'CaU .......................
0

0

7s. 6d.

0
24
24
2j
24
24
24

7e. Gd.
7s.

7s.
7s.
7s.

,,
,,
,,

7s.
7s.

,,

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

7
7
1
1
1
1
1
1

6
6
9
9
9
9
9
9

156

October—

________

Peter Raymond ................... Garter ......................
Thomas Hounsell ....................
November—
Peter Raymond ................... Coxswain, punt
Thomas liounsell ....................
,,
Thomas Salmond ......... .......... Labourer ................
JamesM'Clall .......................,,
Josiah Wiokham ....................,,
Thomas Young .......................
James Williams
JosephBurrell .......................

0
0

74
74

7s. Gd.
7s. Gd.

,,
,,

0 5 7
0 5 7
011 2

6
6
0
0
3
3
3
3

5
7j
24
24
74
74
7h
0

7s. Gd.
7s, Gd.
7s.
7s.
7s.
7s.
7.
7s.

,,
,,
,,

,,
,,

2 8
2 10
0 1
0 1
1 6
1 6
1 6
1 1

9
7
9
9
3
3
3
0

10 2 7

December—

________

Peter Raymond .... .................. Coxswain, punt
Thomas Eounseu ....................,,
Will iam Wested ...................ourer
Lab
................
Joseph Burrell ......................

,,

1
1
0
2

74
74
7
1
74

Is. 6d.
7s. 6d.

,,

7s.

,,

Is,

,,

0 14
0 14
0 5
0 19

1
1
3
3

2 12 8

1879.
Name.

Occupation.

Overtime.

January—

day.. bonm.
Peter Raymond ...................... Coxswain, punt
24
7
Thomas liounsell .....................,,
7
2j
Charles Kunath ................... Labourer .................0
74
Thomas Salmond . ................. .
,,
0
74
Williamn?sIujr ......................
,,
0
5
James Johnson ......................
,,
0
5
William Johnson ...................
s
,,
0
JamesM'Cajl .......................
0
74
.Josephflurrell ..................... ..
1
74

Rate
a.
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

d.
6
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

d.
4
4
1
1
6
6
6
1
7

770

Februanj—
Peter Raymond .... . .... . ............ Coxswain, punt
3
Thomasflounsolj ...................
,,
3
Thomas Salmond ................... Labourer .................0
William Muir .......................'I
0
James Johnson
0
William Johnson ...................
0
,,
WihiamWosted ...................
,,
0
JsmcsM'Qall .......................
0

JosephBurrull

£ S.
2 14
2 14
0 5
0 5
0 3
0 3
0 3
0 5
012

..................... ..

0

0
0
4
64
64
44
4
4
7

7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

6
6
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
0
0
0
0
0

2 6
2 6
2 10
4 7
4 7
3 2
210

0

0 210

0

01811
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Peter Raymond ...................... Coxswain, punt
—llounse]l ..........................
Thomas Salmond .................... Labourer ................
WilliamMuir
JamcsJohngon ......................
,,
William Johnson ...................
,,
William Wested ...................
,,
JamesM'Qajl .......................
,,
JosephBnrrefl ......................
,,

3
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
2

8
8
24
34
3~
34
24
24
7

7 6
7 6
7 0
7 0
7 0
7 0
7 0
70
7 0

1 8 6
1 8 6
0 1 9
0 2 1
0 2 1
0 2 1
0 1 9
019
0 18 11
475

994
4
1879— costinsced.
Occupation.

Name.

Oyertlme.
days. hours.
2j
21

April—

5
Peter Raymond ......................
Coxswain, punt
Thomasliounsell ...................,,
5
Thomas Salmond ...................Labourer - .................1
0
,,
William Muir ......................
0
JamesJohnson ................. .....,,
WilliamJohnson .................... 0
1
WilliamWcstcd ...................,
1
JamcsMGalI ......................,,
3
,,
Joseph Burrell ......................

0
9
9
9

0
0

0

Rate.

d.
6
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

B.

7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

£ s. d.
119
119
0 7
0 6
0 6
0 6
0 7
0 7
1 1

4
4

0
4
4
4

0
0
0

610 8
May—

Peter Raymond ..................... Coxswain, punt
Thomas Rounsell ...................,,
Thomas Salmond ...................
.Labourer .................
wmiamMuir ............... ......
JamesJohnson ......................
Williamjohnson ...................,,
William Wested ...................,,
,,
JamesM'Gali ......................
Joseph Burrell ......................,,

.,,,

4
4

0
0
0
0
1
0
3

5
2

74e
2*
21
2
61
Th

1

7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

6
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1 13 9
1 11 10
Ø 5 3
0 1 9
0 1 9
0 1 9
011 7
0 5 3
1 2 0
5 14 11

June—

Peter Raymond ......................
Coxswain, punt
Thomas Hounsell ....................,,
Joseph Burrell ......................Labourer .................

1
1
1-

5
5
5

7 6
7 6
7 0

0 11 3
0 11 3
0 10 6
1 13 0

July—

Peter Raymond ......................Coxswain, punt
Thomas Hounsell ....................,,
William Muir ......................Labourer ..................
Jamesjohnson .......................
,
,,
William Johnson ....................
JamesM'Gall
,,
Joseph Burrell .....................

..

August—

Peter Raymond ...................... Coxswain, punt
Thomas Hounsell ....................,,
Joseph Burrell ...................... Labourer ..................

5
5
0
0
0
1
1

..
....

October—

Peter Raymond .................... .. Coxswain, punt
,,
Thomas Hounsell . .................
Thomas-Salmond ................... Labourer .................
William Muir .......................,,
SamuelM'Bride ..... ...............,,
William Johnsoa ..................
,,
WilliamWested
,,
Joseph Burrell .....................

3

5
8

7
7
7
7
7
7
7

6
6
0
0
0
0
0

118
1 18
0 2
0 2
0 2
010
012

7
7
1
1
1

6
8

567
4
4

1

September—

Peter Raymond .................... ..Coxswain, punt
Thomas Hounsell ....................,,
Thomas Salmond ................... Labourer .................
William Wested ............ ..... ...,,
JamosM'Gall .................... ...,,
Joseph Burrell .................. .....,,

1*
1
3
3

2
2

0
0

0
2

0
0

6

0

0
2*
2
2j

0

7 6
7 6
7 0
7 6

7 6

7 0
7 0
7 0
7 0

1 10 0
110 0
0 11 3
311

3

0 15
0 15
0 1
0 1
0 1
014

0
0
9

9
9
0

293
3

3
0
0
Q
0
0
2

. 5

5
21,

5
5
5

2*

5

7 6

7 6

7 0
7 0
7 0
7 0
7 0
7 0

1 6
1 6
0 1
0 3
0 3
0 3
0 1
017

3
3
9

6
6
6

9

6

440

1Toventber_

2
Peter Raymond .................... ..Coxswain, punt
2
ThomasHounsell ...................,,
Thomas Salmond ................... Labourer ..................0
0
,,
William Westcd ....................
0
ArclnbaldUrant ....................,,
1
Joseph Burrell .......................,,

5
0

5
2*

5

fl

7 6
7 6
7 0
7 0
7 0
7 0

0 18 9
015 0
0 3 6
0 1 9

0 3 6
012 3
214 9

December—

Peter Raymond ......................Coxswain, punt
..
Thomas Hounsell .................,,
Joseph Burrell ...................... Labourer .................

5
5
2

0
0
2*

7 6
7 6
7 0

1 17 6
1 17 6
0 15 9
4 10 9

The overtime consists in the removal of offal from the Abattoirs after 6 o'clock p.m.
Archibald On-nt was taken on in November as an additional labourer to assist
Mr. Swan in the desiccation of blood by his latest process, on the cessation of which
process lie was promoted to the charge of the blood punt.

FR-EDK. OATLEY,
Inspector,
23/2/80.

'995*
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Return No. 4.
NAMES of all persons employed by Government on Glebe Island, from 1st January to the
14th February, 1880, inclusive, with their Occupations and Salaries.
General Staff
Name.

Occupation.

Salary,

:6
Frederick Oatley ............................... Inspector ..................................
300
Joseph Jager ..................................... Assistant Inspector ......................
150
Alexander Gilchrist ............................ Overseer .....................................
120
. Jobbing Carpenter .....................
James Williaxna*
110
Thomas Young .................................. Labourer .....................................
100
JosephBnrrell ..................................
...................................80
do
ThomasKettleton ............................
do
...................................50
WilliamMuirf' ..................................
..................................
do
100
Died from accident on 11th February.

s.d.
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

t Appointed lit February.

NAMES of all persons employed by the Government on Glebe Island in the collection and
desiccation of Blood, and the collection and removal of Offal, from the 1st January to
the 14th February, 1880, inclusive, with their Occupations and'Salzu'ies.
Special Stqf
Name.

Occupation.

Henry B. Swaa ...............................
Archibald Grant ...........................
Thomas Hounsell ............................
Thomas Saimond ............................
William Muir ..............................
Samuel McBride ...........................
William Johnson ...........................
William Wested ...........................
James McCall ..............................
Joseph Burrell ...............................
Peter Raymond...............................

Superintendent ............................ £250 per annum.
Coxswain of Punt ......................... 7s. Gd. per day.
do
do. ... .......................
do.
do.
Labourer ......................................75. per day.
do. ......................................
do. do.
do, ... ... .... . .........................
.do. do.
do. .................................... . do. do.
do. .............. . ..................... .do. do.
Fireman .................................... Ba. Gd. per day.
Labourer ... .............. .......... .........
Is. per day.
do...................................
do. do.

NAMES and Occupations of all persons employed by Government at the Glebe Island
Abattoirs who have received overtime payments from the 1st January to the 14th
February, 1880, inclusive.
Name.

Occupation.

Overtime.

Rate.

January—
days. hours.
Archibald Grant ................... Coxswain of Punt
3
8
TliomaaHounsell ...................do
do
3
8
William Johnson ................... Labourer ..................0
7
Peter Raymond .......................
do,
1
2
Pe&ruary—
Archibald Grant ................... Coxswain of Punt
2
Thomas Hounsell ....................do
do
1
James McGall ...................... Labourer ..................1
William SVe,ted ....................do
0
William Johnson ...................
do
0
Peter Raymond ......................
do.
0

7s.6d.perda)
,,
,,
Is.
,,

,,

£ e. d.

1
1
0
0

8
8
5
8

6
6
3
9

£311 0
0
3
5
3
3
1

,,

,,

0 14 0
09 6
0 10 6
0 2 1
0 2 1
0 1 0
£1192

Return No. 5.
THE names of all new hands who were put to work at Globe Island Abattoirs in
and the like in regard from 1st January, 1880, to 14th February, 1880.
1879.
Archibald Grant .........Labourer.
10th March, 1880.

1880.
William Muir ............Labourer.

FRED. OATLEY,
Inspector.

ydney: Thomas Richards, Government Printer.-10.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

GLEBE ISLAND ABATTOTIR.
(MANUEE SUPPLIED TO THE HONORABLE GEOPPREY EAGAR.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 7 May, 1880.

RETURN to an Order Ina& by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly, on 7th
May, 1880, That there be laid upon the Table of thi.s House a Return
showing,—
The number of days that a person named Williams, a carpenter at
"Glebe Island, lately deceased, was employed with a horse and cart, owned
"by the Government, in carting soil and manure from Glebe Island to the
"private residence of the Hon. Geoffrey Eagar, Under Secretary to the
"Treasury.
The amounts paid by the Hon. G. Eagar to the Government for the
services of Williams and the horse and, cart, and the date or dates when
"such payment or payments were made.
The number of loads or tons of sheep manure carted to the Railway
"Station, Sydney, or other places, from Glebe Island, for the Hon. G.
"Eagar, Under Secretary to the Treasury; and the cost of gathering,
"bagging, and carting the same per ton or load, and specifying whether
"the same was put in bags belonging to the Government; and dates
when each load was sent.
The price per ton or load paid for the said sheep manure by the
"Hon. G. Eagar, and the dates when payments were made by the Hon.
G. Eagar for the same."
(Mr. Bennett, for 3fr. MeBihone.)

484•—

998

GIJEBE ISLAND ABAflOIR.

RETURN in relation to Manure supplieà to the Hon. Geoth'ey Eagar, from the
Abattoir, Globe Island.
The number of days that a person named Williams, a carpenter at Giebe Island, lately deceased,
was employed with a horse and cart, owned by the Government, in carting soil and manure from Glebe
Island to the private residence of the Hon. Geoffrey Eagar, Under Secretary to the Treasury P
None.
The amounts paid by the Hon. G. Eagar to the Government for the services of Williams and
the horse and cart, and the date or dates when such payment or payments were made P
None.
The number of loads or tons of sheep inannre carted to the Railway Station, Sydney, or other
places, from G-lebe Island, for the Hon. G. Eo.gar, Under Secretary to the Treasury; and the cost of
gathering, bagging,
carting the same per ton or load, and specii'ing whether the same was put
in bags
belonging to the Government; and dates when each load was sent?
Up to 18 June, 1877 (see answer to Question No. 1, in the Legislative Assembly, on that day),
there was delivered, as follows:9 tons of manure at the G-lebe,
13 ,,
,,
at Railway Station.
The manure was gathered in the ordinary way, "as partof the regular duty of the labourers at 0-lebe
Island" (see answer to Question 4 in the Assembly on 22 June, 1877), and was bagged at the cost of
Mr. Eagar. No charge was made for cartage. The bags were supplied by and were the property of
Mr. Eagar—and that portion only of the manure was bagged that was delivered at the Railway. Since
18 June, 1877, up to this date, 0 tons of manure have been delivered to Mr. Eagar, the cartagc of which
has been paid by him. The dates of payment only can be given, as no account was kept of the date of
each separate delivery.
The price per ton or load paid for the said sheep manure by the Hon. G. Eagar, and the dates
when payments were made by the Hon. a Eagar for the same?
1872.
Sept. 21.

£ s. 4.
2 tons manure @ 116

...

...

,..

...

...

... 0 3 0

7

...

...

...

...

..

...

...

...

...

...

... 0 1 0

...

...

...

...

...

... 0 12 0

1874.
July 31.

... 0 10

o

1876.
July

4. 1

1/

1877.
May 25. 1.2
22 tons.

£1 6 6

1877.
Aug. 21.

1 ton manure

..,

...

...

...

...

...

... 0 1 0

1878.
May16.
Sept. IL

1
2

,,

,..
...

...
...

".
...

...
...

;..
...

...
...

... 010
... 0 2 0

1879.
April29. 1
May 9.1
July 29. 1

,,
,,

...
...
...

...
...
...

...
...
...

...
...
...

...
...
...

... 0 1 0
.010
... 0 1 0

1880.
April 12

,,

...

...

...

...

...

...

2

...
...
...

..,

9

EM.]

020
£0 9 0

Sydney: Thomaa Riehard, Government Printer.-1880.
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LIVE. STOCK.
REPORT FROM THE CHIEF INSPECTOR OF SPOOK, FOR THE YEAR ENDING
30rn JUNE, 1879.

The Chief Inspector of Stock to The Honorable the Minister for Mines.
Stock and Brands Branch, Department of Mines, Sydney, 1 December, 1819.
I HAVE the honor to submit my Report for the year ending 30th June, 1879; and in doing so I have again
to call attention to the fact that it is compiled chiefly from information contained in the reports of the
Inspectors of Stock throughout the Colony, and that this information again is based almost entirely on
the Inspectors' own opinions and estimates—not, as it ought to be, on reliable returns from the owners
themselves.
As therefore it is unquestionably necessary that such a Report as this should be annually prepared,
and as it is very essential that the information should be thoroughly reliable—otherwise the Report may
not only be worthless but actually injurious—I would respectfully suggest that power be taken in Parliament, by order of the House or otherwise, to require owners to give such information with respect to their
holdings, crops, and stock as the Government may see fit to ask from them by circular or notice in the
Gazette, on the understanding,
'
of course, that all such information was to be held strictly private so far
as each individual owner was concerned, and only published in gkbo.
I —II0 RS:88.
1. TUE NUMBER.
By the statistical returns the number of horses in the Colony during the eighteen years previous
to and including 1878 was as follows:-YeiL

No.

Ye,.

NO.

1861
...
...
251,497
...
280,304
1870
...
1862
...
...
233,220
...
337;597
1871
...
1863
...
...
273,389
'
1872
...
...
304,100
1864
...
...
262,554
1873
...
..
828,408
1865
..
...
284,567
1874
...
...
334,462
1866
...
...
282,587
1875
...
...
357,696
1867
...
...
278,437
...
366,703
1876
,..
1868
...
...
280,201
1877
..
...
828,150
1869
...
...
280,818
...
386,468
1878
..
From this it appears that there is a slight increase (8,318) in 1878 over 1877 ; and that the losses
caused by the late severe drought are being gradually recovered.
2. Tnt DIFFERENT BREEDS AND THEIR DIsPosAL.
The number of the different descriptions of horses may be put at (say) two.tenths or 67-293 draught,
three-tenths or 100942 light horses, and five-tenths or 168233 saddle, Of these, about 25,000, or say
one-thirteenth, are reported to have been sold during the year.
8. hoRsEs FIT FOR INDaN Tt&RRET.
By the Inspectors' returns it would appear that there are in the Colony about 5,000 horses
suitable for the Indian market; Although the Colony possesses this large number of horses suitable for
the Indian market, and although a great many of them are sent to that market, very few are shipped
from this Colony. They are principally sent from Melbourne,—the shippers coming as far as Goulburn
and even the Hunter in making up their shipments. If steamers could be laid on at Sydney to take
horses direct to Calcutta, an extensive trade in horses could be established between this Colony and India,
profitable alike to our breeders and the Indian buyers, and more especially the Indian Government.
To put the business with the Indian Government on a proper footing, I would however suggest
that all officer belonging to the Remount Staff should be stationed in this Colony to inspect and pass the
horses prior to shipment, and that while they should still be at the risk of the New South Wales owner
until delivered at Calcutta, the question of their suitability for the Government should be decided here,
and if the horses were landed safe and sound in India, the Government should be bound to take them.
In this way the Indian Government would have a very much greater number of horses to pick from (in
fact all the horses in the Colony), and get much more suitable animals, without running any risk in conveying the horses from this Colony ; and, on the other hand, owners would not have to run the risk which
they now do in getting their horses rcjectedafter they reach India, and of being unable to find purchasers
for them.
4. How 11onsts ARE KEPT.
In one district only is it reported that horses are wholly kept on open runs; in eight districts they
are depastured both in paddocks and on open runs; and in twenty-four districts they are reported as
being kept entirely in paddocks; while in three districts no information on this point is given.
5. INcEnsE AND Dtciu,ast OF Houts.
In twenty districts they are reported. as increasing in numbers, in eight as decreasing, and in
eight no information is given on this point.
6.
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IMPROVEMENT 01' HORSES.
In twenty-seven districts horses are reported as improving, owing to more care being taken in
breeding, by culling out the weeds, by the introduction of first-class sires, and by the decrease of wild
horses; in four districts they are deteriorating, owing to the want of good brood mares and stud horses
in one district they are reported as stationary, and in four districts no information is given.
STUD HoRsErrnRoDucEn.
The returns from all districts give only 70 entire horses introduced, principally draught, and thirty
thoroughbred (blood) mares.
WILD HORSES.
The number of wild homes in the Colony, as returned by the various Inspectors of Stock, is
estimated at 38,980. The number returned at the end of 1874 was 100,744; so that the decrease for the
past five years has been 61,794, which must be considered very satisfactory.
them. The unanimous opinion is that the only effectual method of getting rid of these pests is to shoot

DISEASE.
A few cases of strangles are reported, which were successfully treated by blistering, fomentation,

and bran poultices; otherwise the horses in all the districts are reported as being entirely free from
disease.
TAX ON HORSES.
There are eleven districts in favour of taxation on entires only, six in favour of a tax on both brood
mares and entires, thirteen districts are against any tax being imposed, while from six districts no information on this point has been received.
11.—CATTLE (A).
1, Nnnixa.

By the Statistical Register the returns of Cattle in the Colony, during the eighteen years ending
31st December, 1878, stand as follows
Year.
No.
Year,
No.
1861
...
...
2,271,923
1870
... ... 2,195,096
1862
...
..
2,620,383
1871
... ... 2,014,888
1863
..
...
2,032,522
1872
,.. ... 2,287,660
1864
...
...
1,924,119
1873
.. ... 2,794,327
1865
..
...
1,961,905
1874
... ... 2,856,699
1866
..,
..
1,771,809
1875
... ... 3,134,086
1867
...
...
1,728,427
1876
... ... 3,131,013
1868
...
...
1,761,411
1877
... ... 2,746,885
1869
..
...
1,795,904
1878
... ... 2,771,583
From these returns it will be seen that the losses in cattle caused by the late drought are being
but slowly recovered, the increase in 1878 being only 25,198.
2. DIFFERENT BREEDS.
Of the above number it may be said that six.twelfths are Short-horns, three-twelfths crosaci two.
twelfths Hereford, and one-twelfth Devon, Dairy, &c.
3. INCREASE AND Dxcnnsg.
In three districts the information on this head is not given; in fifteen districts the cattle are
increasing, in six they are stationary, in twelve they are decreasing. This decrease arises partly from the
effect of the late droughts, but principally through owners replacing their cattle with sheep, as sheep are
now paying better than cattle.
The Cad" of fat Cattle.
This may be put at one-tenth of the whole number, or say 270,000 head.
4. How KEPT.
Cattle are kept wholly in paddocks in twenty-four districts; in eight districts they are running at
large and in paddocks, in one district only are they reported as running wholly at large, and in three
districts the Inspectors do not report as to this. It is universally allowed that the fencing in of the runs
is attended with numerous advantages.
5. IMPROVEMENT AND DETERIORATION.
In twenty-four districts cattle are reported as improving, in eight as stationary, in one as
deteriorating, and from three districts no returns have been received. The improvement in the districts
mentioned is attributed to the introduction of well-bred bulls, the culling out of inferior females, and
fencing in of the runs.
6. PEDIGREE STOCK INTRODUCED.
There were introduced last year into the different districts of—
Short.horns .
Devons
...
Herefords .,

. -.
,.

...

..
...

...

..
..-

,,.

Bulle.

. . - 238
.-6
...
5
Total

...

Con

Total.

100
4
0

838
10
5
..

353

This shows that a very small number of stud stock changed hands last year, and it is to be expected
that the sales for the coming year will show at considerable increase.
CATTLE
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CATTLE introduced by sea from places outside the Australian Colonies, from 301h June, 1ST9, to 30th

june, 1879.

Date.

Bull.

2878.
:8 December
IS

30
30
31
31

.................
.................
..................
...............
..................

x
2
2r
I
2

Breed.

Cow.

2

5
2

liereford ............. England ........... ....T. Dueleliam.
.................11. 0. Ycomane.
do
do
do ................. K B. Woodhouse.
Short-horn ..........
do
............. ... Gilchrist, Watt, &. Co.
do
do
................ leo.
Hereford ..............
do
--- --- --------- T. Yco.
Devon .................

-

2879.

i February
4
4

do
2
Short-horn...........
...................2
...................... do
Total .............

15

Owner or Consignee

\There from.

do
do
do

................ W. Lomb.
.................Ito,,. E. Ogilvie.
................ l'enrose.

12

It will be seen from the above return that twenty-seven head of eatt]e were introduced from
England during the year ended 30th June last ; they consisted of thirteen Shorl:.horns, nine Decons, and
five ierefords several of thcm were said to be prize-takers at the principal shows in Great Britain.
CATTLE introduced by sea, from the adjoining Colonies, from 30th June, 1878, to 30th June, 1879.
Date.
1878.

July .......................I
4
November
6
9 December ..............2
.....................4
2'

13
20

....................
iFebruary
...................
I

35 MarcIa

April ....................2
..........................2
2
:6 June .......... ..........
2

19

Jet-soy ....................Victoria
Short-horn .............do
Aqshiro ................do
do
................ Brisbane

.

5879.
13 January
21
21

Where from.

I Mr.le. 1 Female.

..
Total ............. i8

2

2

.................
................
.......... . ....
................

.

do
................ Victoria .................
Alderney ..................do ................
Short-horn ...............do
................
..................do
do
................
do
..................do
............... New Zealand ..........
do
................ Victoria ............... ..
do
do
Aryabire

................

Owner or Consignee.

I

J. Peniell, Junr.
G. Kiss, agent.
T. Peate.
W, Lindsay.
J. Benucamp.
Hon. E. K. Cot.
do
J.Young.
T. Fairburn.
L. and S. Morris.
B. M'Dougafl.
Lindsay.

................ W.

23

There have thus been introduced by sea from the adjoining Colonies during the year ending 30th
June last, forty-one head, consisting of fourteen Short-horns, seventeen Aryshires, five Jerseys, and five
Alderneys.
CATTLE (n).
1. PLZURO.PNEUMONIA.

In two districts the outbreak was of a mild type, in seven districts only a few cattle were affected,
in seventeen it was slight, in one district 20 per cent. of the herds in which the disease appeared were
reported as infected, in five districts there was no outbreak, and from three districts there are no reports.
2. INOCULATION von PLEuR0-nIEUM0NIA.

In twenty-nine districts inoculation was practised as a preventive, and in some instances it is
reported as both a preventive and cure, in four districts it was not tried, and from three there are no
returns as to this. In twenty-seven districts owners are reported as being in favour of inoculation, in
two they are equally divided on this question, in three they are against it, and in four they give no
opinion.
These returns with regard to the efficacy of inoculation are quite in keeping with those which have
been received during the last twelve or fourteen years. They are almost entirely in favour of that treatment, and I have now to adduce evidence of its efficacy of a different sort, from a different part of the
world. I allude to the account of the very successful practice of inoculation by Mr. Rutherford, a
veterinary surgeon in a leading position in Edinburgh, as referred to in an article in the London Veterinary
,Tournal of July last, edited by Mr. George Fleming, than whom there is no higher authority in England.
It is to the following effect
"One of the great objections offered by the opponents of inoculation is, that because it does not
produce pleuro-pneumonia, therefore it cannot prevent it. But they evidently forget that vaccination
does not produce small -pox; and yet we know that when carefuily performed it protects the vaccinated
individual from that disease. Because inoculation does not give rise to the lung disorder, we cannot
*
*
*
*
*
*
assert that it will not prevent the disorder."
Mr. Rutherford's highly successful, intelligent, and scientific practice of inoculation on a larger scale
than has perhaps ever before been attempted in this country (he inoculated over 2,000 head) leaves
nothing more to be desired in the way of evidence as to the absolute immunity conferred by inoculation."
Is
*
*
*
*
*
"No animal inoculated by Mr. Rutherford has
ever been known, no matter how much it may have subsequently been exposed to infection, to become
diseased; and the dairymen have no fear whatever in introducing suspected or sick animals among those
inoculated. So carefully and skilfully is the operation performed and its immediate results watched, that
the mortality is diminished to 1 per cent,, an average which will in all probability be still further reduced."
*
*
*
*
*
*
"From the evidence and opinions we have
furnished years ago, it will be seen that we were then altogether in favour of protective inoculation; but
our efforts did not avail to popularize the measure. We again urge the members of the profession and
agriculturalists to give their attention to it. The question as to its efficacy and safety is now beyond
discussion
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discussion or dispute. Thanks to Mr. Rutherford, the problem is soived, and the freedom of Edinburgh from
pleuro-pneumonia at the present time-a condition which has not been known to exist for more than
thirty years-is mainly, if not altogether, due to his scientific skill, indomitable perseverance, and intelli*
*
*
gent enthusiasm."
*
*
*
"He has incontestibly
proved that inoculation can always put an end to an outbreak and protect from one. His very extensive
inoculations have settled, as well as raised, several interesting points in connectionwithpleuro_pneumonia,
to which we regret we cannot now refer."
This would be very satisfactory in any ease, but it is very much more so when it is recollected that
some years ago, when incontrovertible evidence of the efficacy of inoculation was adduced in this Colony,
it was the custom of its opponents to throw in our teeth the fact that the English veterinary authorities
were almost to a man opposed to this treatment. Considering therefore that it is now established both in
Australia and England beyond all question that inoculation for pleuro-pneumonia is thoroughly effectivethat the losses from the operation do not exceed 1 per cent., or at most 2per cent., and that the disease
is still entailing great loss and inconvenience in this and the neighbouring Colonies-Iwould againtrongly
urge that a measure be introduced with as little delay as possible making the inoculation of all infected herds
compulsory.

The present state of the law, which allows owners to travel infected cattle from one end of the
Colony to the other, spreading the disease as they go, is, now that the efficacy of inoculation is thoroughly
established, most unwise as well as most unjust; for quite as well might scabby sheep be travelled all over
the Colony, infecting every flock whose run they pass through, as that cattle affected with pleuropneumonia should be allowed to travel as they now do, without let or hindrance, infecting every herd they
pass, and keeping the disease alive in the Colony.
3. OTEEI1 DIszEs.
Gaucer has appeared very slightly in two districts.
Cumberland Disease-This disease is reported to have appeared in seven districts, but only to a
slight degree.
No Ophthalmia, Black-leg, or any other disease has appeared in any of the districts.
111.-SHEEP.
1. Tur NuMnn.
The number of sheep in the Colony during the eighteen years ending 31st December, 1878, stand as
follows
Year.

1861
1862
1863
1864
1865

1866
1867
1868
1869

...
...
,,.

...
...
...
...
...
...

No.

...
...

...
...
..
...
...
...
...

6,119,169
6,550,896
7,169,126
9,089,463
9,650,100
11,644,598
15,066,377
16,000,000
16,848,217

Year.

1870
1871
1872
1873
1874
1875
1876
1877
1878

...
...
...
...
...
..,
...
...
...

...

No.

16,218,825
16,766,012
17,873,696
18,990,595
22,767,416
25,353,924
25,269,755
21,521,662
25,479,484

TABLE showing the number of Sheep in the Colony at 1st 3anuary, 1879, as returned, to the several Clerks
of Petty Sessions for 1878, and showing also the Increase or Decrease for the latter year.
'strict.

No. of sheep at
let January, 1878.

No. of Sheep at
1st January, 1879.

morass,,
1st January, 1879.

Decrease,
1st January, 1879.

&lbur. ....................................... ....................156,289
160,524
4,235
Lrm,dale .................................... ............ ........348,692
434,190
85,498
kshford ............................................................9,264
12,728
3,464
Araluen ..........................................................................
kdolong .....................................................................
Bairanald ........................................................921,055
1,350,836
429,781
Barraba ...........................................................118,402
91,253
27,149
.........................................................................
BaUina
8nthurst ........................................................184,066
196,664
12,580
Sega ...............................................................................
BellingerBtver .................................................................
Bendemeer .......................................................37,580
42,285
4,705
Berrima ...................................................
...
.......13,647
10,460
3,187
E3iucla ..........................................................................
Binaiong .........................................................37,216
23,062
14,154
Ringcnt ............................................................91,592
136,076
44,484
Boggabri .........................................................500
1,200
700
Booligni
Bombala.............................................................232,589
294,942
62,353
Bourke
773,350
579,963
193,387
Braidwood.........................................................6,770
27,420
20,650
Bianxton
12,371
12,371
Brewarrina ............................
399,894
293,491
106,403
BroughtonCreek
Delab
Bundarra
129,444
154,465
25,021
Bungendcro ....................................................750
600
229,572
3nnowa
222,681
7,891
amden
1,919
1,400
519
Janiphelitown
600
700
)annonbsr .....................
40,000
307,875
267,875
Jreoar
255,188
167467
88,021
)aseilis
126,932.
118,177
8,755

..............................................................................
............................................................
................................................................
. .........................
.......................................................................
Bulls,
..............................................................................
.......................
..............................
..........................................................
.................................................
................ .. .............
....................................
...................
.......................................................
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District

No. of Sheep at
1st January, 1878.

No. of Sheep at
1st January, 1879.

1ncrse,
1st January, 1879.

Decrease,
1st January, 1879.

Collector ................................................... ......i,,Soo
12,130
330
Condobolin .................................................................
Coolah ............................................................59,000
155,073
96,073
000ma .......................................... ............ ......603,811
668,,,3
64,307
Coonabarrabran ....................................... .............
259,279
55,552
731
Coonamble .......... ......................................... ......416,680
397,681
18,999
Cooraubong...................................................................
Cootamundry ...................................................94,833
116,764
21,931
Corowa ............................................................194,988
272,814
77,826
Cowrn ...............................................................246,641
235,926
10,715
Crookwcll .........................................................45,487
44,080
1,407
Cudgen ........................................................................
Clarence Town ...............................................................
Dandaloo .........................................................112,044
251,098
140,054
Deniliquin .........................................................638,396
710,751
72,355
Denison .............................. ..................................
79,192
79,192
Drake ..............................................................................
Dubbo .................................... ...................
- 340,743
415,658
74,915
Dnugog ...........................................................
3,400
3,400
Eden..............................................................550
422
Euston ............................................................................
Forbes ........................ ...................................807,44'
1,047,996
240,555
Glen Tunes ........................................................440,55'
231,629
208,922
Goodoga.............................. ...............................16,187
16,187
Gongolgon ..........................................................50,000
50,000
Goulburn ........................................................155,945
3,446
152,499
Gosford..................................................................................
Grrtfton..................................................................................
Grenfell .......................................................
193,219
292,572
99,353
Gulgong ........................ ..................................
48,099
27,817
20,282
Gnndagai
....
192,866
409,600
216,734
.......................................................
Gunnedal, .....
....... ............ ......... ........ .... ......
273,484
376,981
103,497
Gunning .....
131,049
............. ........................................iqo,88o
89,831
Gundnroo ...........................................................4,336
4,336
Jlargnves .................. .....................................
19,302
18,631
671
ilartley ..........................................................18,886
7,629
11,257
Hay ...........................................................2,783,407
2,889,927
106,520
Hill End ........................................................30,037
24,245
5,792
Hilleton ............... .................................................
983,990
983,990
liowlong ........................................................35,516
63,596
28,080
.....226,158
Iiverell .............
176;862
49,296
,Terildorie ...... ................
.......... . ..............
......... ... ....
................
.................201,699
375,526
173,827
Kempiey..........................................................................
Liverpool.........................................................................
Lithgow ............................................................................
Lout.], ........... .... . ........... ..... . ...... .........................250,705
250,705
Maclean .............................................................................
Maitland ........... .................................................
750
75°
Manilla ................................................................
22,668
22,668
Menindie ............................................ ...........617,085
137,364
754,4.49
Merriws ............................................................
103,914
6,517
Mielielago ..........................................................................
Moama, .............................................................95,747
185,462
89,715
Molong ...........................................................198,337
184,073
14,264
.......................................................
Moraugarell
70,800
65,860
4,940
Moree...................................................................................
Mornya................................................................................
Moulameia ................................................... ..
182,054
182,054
3fudgee ............................................................132,977
125,555
7,422
Muiwala .........................................................'20,480
197,257
76,777
3lurrumburrah ...................................................50,656
70,123
19467
Mnrrurundi ................... ..................................277,357
312,053
34,696
Muswellbrook ...................................................27,376
22,198
5,178
Nnrandera ................................. .... .................168,280
444,696
276,416
Tarrabri ...........................................................226,266
404,404
178,138
Nelligais ...................................................................................
Nerrigundah.............................................................................
New'sUe ................................................................................
Nimitybelie...............................................................................
.N'undle ............................................................16,780
14,288
2,492
Oberon ............................................................12,100
20,119
8,019
Obley .................................... ..................... .....113,694
1111005
2,689
Orange ............................................................
60,341
2,276
Parkee .......................................... ............ ......71,920
102,873
30,953
P,,krson ......... ....................... ..................... ......1,400
2,450
1,050
Patrick's Plains ............................................. ....... ............
..............
..........
.....
Panbula.............................. ............ ............ .............
.36,000
36,000
Penrith..................................................... .......
.....................
Pooneaira....................................................................................
.
... ............
PortMacquarie ................ . ........................... ..........
.........
.............
Pilliga...............................................................1,5oo
i6,000
14,500
.....................................................
Qucnnbcyan
228,340
250,071
21,731
Boekley ....... ... ................................ ............ .....'74,237
72,720
1,517
Rydal ................................................................8,478
16,292
7,814
Rylstone ...................... . .................................117,459
114,360
3099
Scone ............................................. ............ .....178,739
176,018
2,721
Singleton ....... .. ................ .. ............... ............... 40,942
37,246
. 3,696
Sofala ..............................................................11,592
13,185
I.93
Stroud ..............................................................1,400
2,150
750
.............
Seymour........................... . ....................................................
.............
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No. of Sheep at
1st January, 1878.

No. of Sheep at
1st January, 1810.

Increase,

1st January, 1879.

Decrease

1st January, 1870.

Shoalhave,a .......................................................
StoncyCrock .......................................................
St. A.Ibans ..........................................................
Tambaroora .......................................................
L'ambar Springs ...............................................
84,134
84,134
tabulam.............................................................
Tamworth ............ ... .................... .................
284,783
235.388
49,395
Ten-mile Creek ......................................... .....
X48,397
198,338
346,735
Tenterfield ................................................... ..
10,950
78,586
67,636
Tingha..............................................................
Tocumwsll ....................................................202,106
148,528
53,578
foogong ..............................................................
Trunkey Creek ...............................................45,581
62,150
16,569
Tuena ......... ..................................................
47,133
47,133
T umbertambah ...............................................- 72,754
87,040
14,286
T umut ........................................................102,225
64,790
37,435
tlllsdullala ............................................................
Urana .. .............................. ....................... ..
509,970
557,077
47,107
Vegetable Creek ..............................................
94,014
94,014
%Vagga Wagga ...............................................889,932
880,930
9,002
........................................................
Waleha
308,447
267,698
40,749
Walgett ..... ...................................................
298,981
302,174
3,193
Wallabadab.........................................................
Wsllerawang ...... ............................................
6,540
15,673
9,133
596,731
Wariaida ........................... ..........................
512,428
84,303
Warren ......... ............................................ ..
i86,00
121,055
6.,95o
Waratali...................................................... .........
W ee Waa ............................................................
Wellington ..................................................174,469
194,239
19,770
Wentworth ................ ..................................
542,514
607,127
64,613
Wilcannia .....................................................436,643
511,498
74,855
Windsor .................................................................
Wingliam ..............................................................
. ...
Wilson's Downfall ..............................................
Wood burn .............................................................
.
Wollar ..................... ....................................
1,480
2,845
1,365
Wollombi ......................................................600
545
Wollongong ...........................................................55
flee...........................................................216,198
210,344
5,854
Yetman.................................................................
Young ........................................................277,481
319,185
41,704
21,254,282

25,479,484

5,680,918

1,455,716

SHEEP (a)
The number of sheep now in the Oolony-25,479,484-is the highest yet reached, and the losses
caused by the late drought are more than recovered, the increase on the year being 4,225,202. This has
been brought about principally by the natural increase of our flocks, but to a considerable extent also
by the introduction of sheep from the neighbouring Colonies. It. is likewise accounted for to some extent
by the fact that sheep properties are paying better than cattle, and owners are selling off their cattle and
putting on sheep.
2. CoMBING AND CLOTHING,
The returns give about 14,332,209 combing sheep and 0,554,806 clothing, and the balance 1,592,400
are not described as either combing or clothing.
3. Lotii-woora
AND CR085-11EED SHEEP
The returns do not show definitely how the several breeds of coarse-woolled sheep stand as to
numbers; but the cross-bred and Lincoln predominate.
4. THE "CAST" OF F.a.r SurEr.
The annual "cast" of fat sheep may be put at one-eighth of the whole number, or say 3.180,000.
5. How SHEEP ABE ICEPT.
In twelve districts the sheep are depastured wholly in paddocks; in one district they arc
shepherded; in twenty districts they are both shepherded and paddocked; and from three districts no
information as to this has been recefted.
6. ADVANTAGES OF PADDOCKING.
.
The returns from the whole of the districts in the Colony speak to the very great advantages of
paddocking sheep as against shepherding.
7. hsnovnsxir.
In twenty-five districts the sheep are reported as improving; in one district as improving on the
whole ; in four as stationary; in two districts as deteriorating,-in the one case from the want of classing
and through using inferior rams, and, in the other, through the injudiciolls introduction of fresh blood
into the flocks.
S. STUD SHEEP INTRODUCED.
The returns show that 3,638 Merino rams and 12,610 Merino stud ewes and 160 Lincoln rams were
introduced into the several districts during the year.
9.

11)07
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9. Siiar INTRODUCED 'INTO THIS CoLoNY BY Sn BEflVEEN 30rn JUNE, 1878, To SOrn JVNE, 1879
(From the nciqhbourinp colonies.)
Date.

Rain,.

Ewes.

1878.

ao August
1 4 October
ii November
18

,,
1879.

8
1

200

40

'0 March
20

19 April ................
19 ....... ..........
25

to
78

'5

...................26

Breed.
Merino ......................
do
..................
do
Lincoln .....................

Total No.

23

4
201
40

Southdowa ....................2
Lincoln .......................15
78
Merino .....................
Lincoln .......................'5
26
do
...................

Where from.

importer.

Tasmania ................... P N. Trebeck.
do
...... .. .......... . 3. Gibson.
Victoria ...................... Ill. White.
do
............... .... B. do Mestre.
do
....................G. Loder.
New England ............
Tasmania ................... S. Gibson.
do
..................... do
do
...... . ............W..L]Devlin.

(Frone places outside the Australian and New Zealand Colonies.)

15 March

4

I

Shropahiro Downs ......... I

4

I England ................... W. S. Dangar.

SIIEEP (n).
1. LAIIBING.
The general average of shepherded flocks as shown by the returns is 71f per cent. ; of paddocked
sheep, 77+ per cent. ; and of sheep depastured both ways, 7511 per cent.
2. CLIP.
The number of sheep returned as being shorn in the grease is 16,705,109; crock-washed, 2,166,213;
spout-washed, 827,154; scoured, 821,172; and in the ease of the balance, 4,059,886, the mode of shearing
is not stated.
The average weights of the clip are estimated as fol]ows
...
5 lbs.
In the grease
...
...
...
...
8 lbs. 21 ozs.
...
Creek-washed
...
...
,..
...
, ozs.
2 lbs. 91
...
Spout-washed
...
...
...
...
..
2 lbs. 41 ozs.
Scoured ...
..,
...
..
...
3. Cornirie AND CLOTHING.
The returns as to the difference in the weight of combing and clothing fleeces is given as follows
In five districts combing is put at S ozs. more than clothing; in two districts at 10 ozs. ; in three districts
at 10 ozs. ; in five districts a little heavier ; in nine districts the Inspectors report that they cannot obtain
sufficient information to enable them to offer an opinion ; and from twelve districts there are no returns
as to this.
SHEEP IX LOTS UNDER 500.
The number of sheep registered under section 42 of the amended Sheep Act, as belonging to
owners of less than 500, was 767,842.
The number of districts in favour of the system of ear-marking initiated under the amended Sheep
Act of 1878 is twenty-two, and the number against it five. In two small districts oar-marks are not
used, in four districts no opinion is given, and from three districts no information is received. Again,
in three of the five districts returned as being opposed to the system, the Inspectors report that when it
gets into proper working order owners will, they doubt not, change their views.
When it is considered that the sheep-owners in almost every district in the Colony were at first
opposed to the provisions of the amended Sheep Act which relate to ear-marking, the result here stated
must be considered as very satisfactory, especially as the system of ear-marking is as yet neither
full' developed nor thoroughly understood. But although it may be said to be as yet imperfectly
initiated, the allotment has been so far carried out that no two owners in the same district have the same
ear-mark, and the marks of neighbouring owners have been so arranged that they are on different portions
of the ear, and owners so situated are thus able from the more position of the mark to know each others'
sheep at musters.
Owners therefore now begin to see that under this system the faking and sheep-stealing which
have of late years been so prevalent will be effectually checked, and that the inconvenience and confusion
formerly so common at sheep musters, through owners in the same locality using the same ear-marks, will
no longer arise. Several prosecutions have already been instituted under the new Act for ear-cropping,
tipping, and using unrecorded marks, in which convictions have been obtained; and this result will have a
very salutary effect.
The regulations fixing the maximum sizes of the different marks, and obliging owners to use a
pliers instead of the knife in marking are absolutely necessary, if the marks are to be made of a uniform
shape and size and faking prevented, while the saving of time and convenience arising from using the
pliers instead of the knife far more than compensate the owner for the cost.
flnoo-MAEKINO.
The number of districts reported as being in favour of the tattoo mark is only seven, the number
against it four, and twenty-five districts offer no opinion, as they have had no experience in its use.
Although only forty-three owners' tattoo marks have as yet been recorded, the advantages of this
mode of marking the ownership in sheep are so decided as to insure its general and speedy adoption. In
the first place it can be readily and easily imprinted. Mr. David Campbell, of Cunningham Plains, who
first
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first suggested its use, states that with five hands he lately marked 5,000 lambs in one day; in the second
place it is thoroughly legible and indelible, and cannot be accidentally blotched, as the fire-brand frequently
is; and in the third place it is registered for the whole Colony, while the fire-brand is so for the district
only. In this way no two owners in Australia (there will be different styles of tattoo-marks in the diferent
Colonies) will have the same tattoo-mark, but every good fire-brand is given fifty times in the Colony, i.e.,
as often as there are sheep districts. With the system of cut ear-marks now in force for the ordinary
working of sheep on stations and for drafting at musters, the tattoo-mark, possessing as it does all the
advantages here mentioned, is bound before long to supersede the fire-brand as the mark of ownership in
sheep.
SITEEP DISEASES (c).
ScAn.
It is now upwards of ten years since scab was eradicated from our flocks, and I am glad to be still
able to report that there is not a single sheep among the 25,000,000 now in the Colony af.ected or
suspected of being affected with that disease.
In two cases during the twelve months preceding 30th June last, scabby sheep were brought from
places outside the Australian Colonies to the port of Sydney, but they were at once detected and
destroyed. The first arrived by the "Wharnpoa," steamship, from London, in September, 1878, and the
second were brought by the City of New York" from San Francisco in March last.
CATARnIT.
There has been no case of catarrh in the Colony for more than eight years, and it is hoped there never
will be another, as the disease was (latterly, at least) a hcreditary one, and all the sheep in which the disease
appeared were fattened and slaughtered.
CuxnRL -D DIsEASE.
There have been few outbreaks of this disease, and those that have occurred were very slight.
:roor-Ror.

In twelve districts this ailment has been slightly prevalent, in fourteen it did not appear, and from
ten districts there are no reports. In nineteen districts foot-rot is considered as -being infectious or contagious, in eight districts it is said to be neither, and in nine districts no opinion is given as to this.
The principal remedies used for this disease, after paring, are bluestone, carbolic acid, and arsenic;
and are all reported as being effectual.
FLURx.

Fluke, to a slight extent, has existed in thirteen districts ; in fourteen districts there has been
none, and in the case of nine districts there is no information on this point.
Fluke is reported as being contagious in eight districts, in thirteen districts owners do not think
it is so, and fifteen districts express no opinion. The usual remedies, or rather preventives, are salt,
accompanied occasionally with sulphate of iron. Better drainage and change to salt-bush country are
also mentioned as preventivas.
WORMS In only one district are the sheep reported as being infected with worms, and that slightly.
In five districts owners consider worms are coatagious, in thirteen they think they are not, and in
eighteen districts no opinion is given.

IV.—GENERAL (A).
1. IMPORTED STOCK ACT.
I would once more call attention to the urgent necessity there is for the amendment of this Act, so
as to make it apply to pigs. At present it does not, and pigs are subject to riuderpest and foot-andmouth disease as well as cattle and sheep, and quite as likely to bring those and likewise other malignant
diseases in swine into the Colony.
It is very necessary also that imported horses should be subjected to inspection and quarantine;
for glanders and farcy, from which these Colonies are happily free, are prevalent in England and other
parts of the world from which horses are imported, and every precaution possible should be taken to
nt these terrible diseases, which not only affect horses, but are at times communicated also to man,
f
ever obtaining a footing in Australia.
Although, as here stated, the law does not apply to either swine or horses, these animals when
imported have been regularly examined, and hitherto they have always appeared perfectly sound; but
this may not continue to be the case, and it is therefore very necessary that the Act should be so amended
as to place horses and pigs on the same footing as cattle and sheep.
The question has also been raised whether there is not a risk of hydrophobia being introduced by some
of the many dogs which are now being brought from. England and other countries north of the line; and I
would suggest that the Colonial Secretary be moved to obtain, through the Agent General, the opinion of
some of the last medical and veterinary authorities—such as Dr. Burden Sanderson and Mr. Fleming,
M.R.C.V.S., Editor of the London Veterinary Jon-nd, on this question, for the guidance of the Government;
and if the authorities to whom this question is referred consider there is any risk, they should be asked
to say what steps should be taken, by prohibition, quarantine, or otherwise, to prevent its introduction.

frov

2. REGIsmAvxoN or Biwcins.
Number of applications for horse and cattle brands registered up to the 30th June, 1879, is 42,237.
Number of brands registered during the year ended 30th June, 1879 —Horse brands, 1,181;
cattle brands, 1,270—equal to 1,660 applications.
Transfers recorded during the year ended 30th June, 1879 :—Horse brands, 45; cattle brands, 55.
Brands cancelled (horses and cattle) during the year ended 30th June, 1879 —12.
Number of addresses of owners changed during the year ended 30th .June, 1879 —74.
3.
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3. NEW STocic itOA)Th OR ALTERATIONS.
In three districts the Inspectors recommend new stock roads; and an alteration in a droving road
is suggested in another district.
4. WELLS, TaKs, AND DAr5.
In two districts the Inspectors recommend wells for the use of travelling stock ; in four districts
they say new tanks are required and in six districts they recommend new dams. With regard to the
cost of making tanks, it appears from the returns that the most economical mode is to use the plough and
scoop, which do the work at about is. per cubic yard.
3. Nzw RESERVES FOB TRAVELLING STOCK.
There are recommendations from eight districts for new reserves.
6. Pnorxcrrorc or TRAVELLING STOcK RESERVES.
Since the passing of the amended Sheep Act of 1878, it has been the duty of Inspectors of Stock
to see that these reserves are kept for the sole use of bonáflde travelling stock; and to some extent they
have carried out that duty, and kept stock which were accustomed to trespass on these reserves prior to
the passing of the Act from depasturing upon them.
In carrying out this duty, however, they have been working under considerable difficulty
In the first place, where these reserves are reserves from lease (and all the more important ones
are Be) there is no authentic printed list of them as such, nor have descriptions of them
ever been published, as in the case of reserves from sale.
In the second place, the Inspectors have been unable, as yet at least, to obtain county or parish
maps showing the travelling stock reserves in their several districts.
In the third place, some of these reserves are reserves for access to water as well as for travelling stock; and being so, this gives the neighbouring owners the right to go upon them
with their stock, and in that way they make the reserves commons, which of course leads to
their being completely denuded of pasture.
And in the fourth place, the boundaries of the reserves are not generally marked in such a
manner that the Inspector can follow them with sufficient certainty to prove any case of
trespass be may bring into Court.
The irst difficulty mentioned is being remedied ; the descriptions of the various reserves from
tease are now being prepared for publication, in the sathe manner as reserves from sale, and when they
are published copies can be obtained by the Inspectors of Stock.
As regards the second difficulty,—until the Inspectors are in a position to refer, when required, to
the county or parish maps showing the position and extnt of these reserves, they cannot be expected
to look after them as they ought ; and it is suggested that the Inspectors be supplied with copies of these
maps, showing the reserves in their respective districts.
The third difficulty again might be got over by dividing the reserves and proclaiming one portion
of them for the use of travelling stock and the other for access to water; and while proclaiming the
the greater part of the reserve for travelling stock, the other portion need only be left wide enough for a
road to the water.
The fourth difficulty could be overcome by prominently and permanently marking the boundaries
of these reserves. This is very necessary, not only for the sake of their protection by the Inspector, but
also to enable drovers and teamsters to know where they can depasture their stock; and it is recommended that all reserves on the main droving roads should be thus marked, and that a beginning be at
once made with those in the settled districts nearest to the Sydney and Maitland markets.
7. Lo.&rxro SirnEr.
The Inspectors, in the case of twenty-six districts, report that no sheep have this year been travelling for grass and water, and the general impression is that the provisions of the amended Sheep Act,
passed to prevent loafing, have effectually checked that evil. In eight districts loafing sheep are reported
to have passed through, but the number altogether only amounted to some 18,000.
The total amount received for travelling charges during the year was £584 68. Sd.
Prom this it will be seen that the amended Sheep Act is in this respect also proving very beneficial;
but it is believed that the travelling charge, 2d. per 100 per mile, is needlessly high, and through being so
creates a feeling of false sympathy with the loafer; half the rate, ld. per 100 per mile, would have
answered the purpose and if the law will allow such a conrse, a regulation might perhaps be issued, under
section 21 of the amended Sheep Act, reducing the charge to that amount.
0-ENERAL (B.)
TAME Boos.
In twenty-three districts there have been losses of sheep by tame dogs, in five districts it is reported
no losses have occurred, and from eight districts there are no returns as to this.
As to whether there should be further legislation with regard to tame dogs, sixteen districts
consider there should be, thirteen districts are against it, and seven have expressed no opinion.
The losses caused by tame dogs worrying sheep, often very valuable ones, are still considerable. The
extension of the provisions of the Dog Act to the whole Colony, as is now practically the ease, has done
but little to stop these losses. The fact is it has been found impossible to enforce the provision which
requires that all owners shall keep collars with their names and addresses on their dogs ; and this in a
great measure renders the Act inoperative. The result is that there are still in almost every part of the
Colony numbers of ill-bred, ill-fed, useless curs, which destroy valuable sheep, annoy the public, and at
times even endanger their lives ; the owners of these dogs feeling no responsibility because they incur no
risk, so long as there is nothing on the dogs to prove ownership.
I would suggest, therefore, that the provision of the Dog Act relating to the wearing of collars
be repealed, and that it be made compulsory on every owner of a dog to register and brand his dog with a
tattoo" brand. It would be easy to find a sufficient number of these brands, and the fee for registration
need
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heed be but.trifling; the brands could be quickly, legibly, and indelibly.marked on the dog's ear; and the
operation if carefully done would cause but very slight pain. The brands would require to be registered
in Sydney, and the officers in charge of the several Police Stations could be supplied with markers with
movable types to brand the dogs brought to him with the certificate of registration of the "tattoo
brand."
Among other advantages which this system would secure the following may be mentioned, namely
The law which now fails to compel owners to mark the ownership of their dogs could then
be easily enforced.
The trouble and expense of procuring collars would be saved; and the inconvenience which
collars cause to dogs at work would be avoided.
It would then be impossible for valuable dogs to be destroyed, as they now at timee are, by
the police in Sydney and other towns, through the removal of their collars; and it would
- then be scarcely possible for a valuable dog to be lost, while the tattoo brand would also be
a. great check on dog-stealing.
If a dog were caught worrying sheep or doing any other damage, there would then be no
difficulty as there now is in proving to whom it belonged. This would lead owners to feel
their responsibility, and to be careful not to keep more dogs than they could feed.
NATIVE DOGS.
From eighteen districts there are reports of losses of sheep by native dogs, but in nearly every
case they have been slight. In thirteen districts no losses are reported, and from five districts no reports
have been received.
MARSUPIALS.
The late severe drought destroyed and aided in the destruction of a great many kangaroos, but
they are reported as being again on the increase, and likely to become numerous, unless some general
action is taken with respQct to them.
RABBITS.
These pests are fast spreading on the Lower Murray. They are also reported as having obtained
a footing on the Murrumbidgee. It is very necessary, therefore, that effective measures should be at once
taken for their eradication, for their inroads are most destructive, and it is with the greatest difficulty
as well as at a very heavy cost that they can be eradicated.
The replies from the several districts to the question as to whether a measure should be introduced
for dealing effectively with these vermin stand as follows
For.

Against. Not stated.

For Native Dogs
...
...
...
... 18
Marsupials ...
...
...
...
... 19
Rabbits ... ... ... ... ... 14

13
11
15

5
6
7

These returns show there is a very general desire that combined action should be taken in this
matter; and a measure has I believe been framed by direction of the Colonial Secretary, which will admit
of all or any of these vermin being dealt with in any district, as the case may require. The measure
is, I understand, framed on the municipal principle, worked by a Board of directors chosen from the cattle
and sheep owners of the district in fair proportions. The funds required to meet the expenses of the
Act will be raised by an assessment, and the directors will take all necessary steps for destroying the
vermin, and will pay for their destruction. Such a measure as this is urgently required for keeping down
all these vermin; but it is especially necessary that immediate action should be taken with regard to
rabbits, for they are spreading rapidly, and will soon ruin the runs where they obtain a footing. Every
day action is delayed their eradication will become more difficult and the expense much greater.
ARTIFIcIAL GiussEs.
Artificial grasses have been introduced into twenty-three districts, the succss of which has been
very varied, mostly on account of the late dry seasons.
FENcLNG OF RuNs.
The runs in twenty-six districts are reported as all or nearly all enclosed; in one district two.thirds
of the runs are said to be so ; in two districts, one-lie?!; in one district, one-fourtk; in one district, onefifik ; and from five districts no informatiou on this point has been received.
ALEX. BRUCE,.
Chief Inspector of Stock.

Sydney Thomas mehani,, Government Printer—isis
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RETURN of LIVE Srooz in each POLICE DISTRICT of the COLONY, for the Year ending 31st March, 1880.
Description of Stock.
Name of Police District,

AThury ...
...
...
...
...
...
Armidale
.,
.,
,,,
Bairanald
Bathmst
..,
.........
Bega ...
Borrima...
,
jUiseellaneous
..,
Bombala
Boorowa
Bouiko ...
,
..,
,.,
Emidwood
.........
Breewarrina .,
,,,
,
,,,
Brisbane Water
Ernulee ...
,
Camden, Narellan, and Pkton
.,
Campbelltocvn ,
..,
,
Carcoar ............
CassiUs .........
Cooma ...
Coonamble
.,,
Cowrn ...
.,
Deniliquin
..,
,
Dowling
,,,
Dubbo ...
Dungog...
Eden ...
..,
,
Forbes ...
.,,
.,
Glen Tunes
.,
Goulburn
..,
,
Grafton,..
..,
Grenfdll
,
Gundagai
Gunncdah
.,
Hartley...
Inycroll ...
.,
..,
,
,,,
..........
Xiasna ...
..,
Liverpool
Maclea1 River ...
.............

041-

S

I:t

1,237

735
233
367
69
528
90

352
225
60
272
1090
1,147
264
746
162
412
332
68
293
88,

Sheep.

Number

Num ber..

Nuber.
m

3,345
973

256 ,

719

Honed O,ttlO.

12,148
11,244
1,750
10,076
3429
3,312
117
3,917
3,264
3,550
4,691

859
67
1,159
o,

280
66o
179
523
295
627
263
385
528
18

Horse

1,959
-

4,958
1,121
5,216
2,932
10,598
3,330
3,616
5,739
729
10,215
2,131
i,6io
7,404
4,505
10,955
9,281
2,119
7,650
2,962
096
3,498
2,526
1,485

-

56,744
122,344
20,547
30,325
45,758
35,634
loo
30,270
10,902
63,099
44,133
71,349
6,117
16,895
. 37,201
6,76'
15,573

1,109,416
860,828
1,041,887
303,971
796
20,650
62
264,168
378,90'
783,958
19,698
685,989
143
198
8,545
1,760
305,069
255,302
723,484
718,795
186,146
1,912,999

-

12,644
68,8o3
32,882
8,594
19,758

10,348
126,907
19,521
15,543
69,911
87,775
73,038
83,081
8,778
47,671
17,336
20,997
28,437
28,832
7,284
45,527

,

974
1,737,969
85
2,907
1,794,110
194,815
239,976
729
378,717
434,940
468,009
56,120
247,606
824
1,463
234

-

Toas.

Pigs.

Number.
5,702
4,037
220

1,184,010
998,453
1,064,404

5,975
14,943
4,778
io6
1,482
2,120
273
1,870
470
1,245
5,835
5,220
516
2,640
1,228
2,215
1,263
1,918

350,347
64,926

1,749
3,878
32 258
5,396
3,780
2,246
11321
6,234
6,178
1,2,6
5,828
1,647
2,676
1,874
10,287
953
7,876

64,374
385
299,837
395,187
80,880
70,392
761,153
8,478
24,887
55,924
10,158
328,498
272,106
805,100
756,270
200,274
1,940,245
15,929

'

1,868,349
27,883
23,840
1,873,671
288,416
330,203
99,269
390,830
496,089
489,954
84,089
281,415
42,469
11,185
59,527
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Description of Stock.
No. of
Stockholders,

Name of Police District.

Maitland
Manning River............
Metropolitan
Miscellaneous
...
...
...
3iiteholl
Moama .,.
Molong ...
.,
Mudgee ............
Murrunmdi ..,

960
772

Sheep.

Pigs.

Number.

Number.

Number.

Number.

5,398
5,264

1,657

4,443
7,159

..5,290
1,025
5,498
6,313
1,989
3,695
190
4,408
205
998
612
5,230
.00

...

164
703
746
1 71
292

51
838
257

Parramatta
Paterson
Patrick's Plains
..........
533
Penrith ...
,
..,
466
Port Macquarie
Port Stephens
6i
Queanbeyan
539
Raymond Terrace
..............
331
Richmond River
964
Rylstono
..,
298
Scone
................
344
Shonlhaven
768
Tamwortli
., '
711
Tenterfiold
,
307
Pumut ...
,
452
Tweed River
66
Vegetable Creek
28
WaggaWagga
715
..,
Walgett
...
...
...
...
....7°
Warialda
382
Wellington
532
Wentworth
75
...........748
Windsor
Wollombi
276
Wollongong
60
Yass ...
697
Young .........
...
61
...

Horned Cattle.

................

Musweljbrook and Morton
Narrabri
,.,
...
Newcastle
,
,
Orange .......
Oxley ...............

General Total .,.

Horses.

,..

'

37,557

Io,68i
688
778
1,649
1,448,967
182,361
343,723
170,386

29,728

31,221
361,755

31 792
13,306
83,718

40,257
15,224

4,497
1,691
5,314
2,340
2,036
7,147
4,680
360,038

2,914,210

66,099
485,173
6,7o6
94,940
4,597,106
12,631
31,689
96.239
24,979
23,614

3,534
2,688
2,375
4,592
5,763
2,039
3,579
5,490

50,010
462,060
18,271
190,167

1,929

2,803
4,103
1,524
1,621
7,356

880
417,328
80,820
155,232

,

412
325
2,638
5,530
1,083
1,455
1,348
1,432

339
608
142,018
223,199

35,828
46,302
41,258
1,135
6,901
40,930
111,191
199,085
10,390
5,215
13,920
14,059
19,376
24,810
19,128

'

4,453
880
2,875
404,337

17,074
38,789
48,380
12,576
177,148
14,147
40,691
29,149

46,676
44,508
16,323
12,907
1,506,085
188,861
365,331
201,607
416,468

4,920
1,095

478
72,870
4,500,561
2,354
3,222
44,731

5,418
21,475

.

5,562
10,18

396,673

117,662

10,139

3,484
2,400
5,488
3,263
2,081
2,856
7,414
2,553
8,308
3,159
4065
3,972
8, 576
3,157
5,C27
234
674
7,110
3,488
10,534

25,035
28,369
6182
3,004
51,416
5,150
13,472
19,378
16,723

Totala

160,848
269,676
41,357

3,740

466,076
131,565
204,698
1,61
95,174
1,830,244
516,419
896,744
309,888
668,708
27,656
19,411
28,191
471,363
586,187

256,026

32,573,666

4,344
1,282
3,181
243
246

3
872 353
1,778,660
401,275
683,661
292,170
661,444
2,443
902
825
436,957
558,639

3,544
465
3,464
2,83'
358
5,979
2,110
5,954
2,449

29,043,392

NoTE-The Stock Returns refer oely to holdings of one acre and upwards.
Registrar General's Gifioc,
Sydney, 2 July, 1880.

E. i3 WARD,
hr. NEW00MBE,
Compiler.

Registrar General.

DECENNIAL RETURN of Lin Srocic in tle Colony.
Year ended
3zMareh.

1871
1872
1873
1874
1875

[3d.]

homes.

Horned Cattle.

No.

No,

337,597
304,100
328,408
334,462
346,691

2,195,096
2,014,888
2,287,660
2,794,327
2,856,699

Sheep.
No.
16,308,585
16,278,697
17,560,048
20,501,506
22,872,882

Pigs.

Year ended
3. Hard,.

No.
243,066
213,193
218,904
240,680
219,958

1876
1877
1878
1879
1880

Horse,,

Horned Cattle.]

I

No.

No.

357,696
366,703
328,150
336,468
360,038

3,134,086
3,131,013
2,746,385
2,771,583
21914,210

Sydney: Thomas lUchards, Government Printer,-1880.

Sheep.
No.

24,382,536
24,503,388
20,962,244
23,967,053
29,043,392

I

I

Pigs.

No.
199,950
173,604
191,677
220,320
256,026

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

AGRICULTURE.
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AGRICULTURE.
DECENNJAL RETURN showing the Quantity of LAIcD under Crop, and the PRODUCE of the same, &c., in the Colony.
Produce,

Crops.
Sugar-cane.

H01

a

I
I

.8

Vines.

I.a.I
I

I

I

Is

.
e

e)

C

'0

03
a

C

51

4

72

hush.
an a, acs aces acres acres acres acresi acres acres acra1acrns
..
52403
171683
426976
099595
1824
1475
26073
1871 147907 10717844650310633424 129533593 139274 2253 .. 843
14520)
.
rrs03
4178013
2229042
.
1872 1546303 119916 3461313706 .. 18424i254 14770 5678 .. 263 323 10943 2399 518953141523319034
1878 1775513 116745 3727413586 . . 1200 281 151233 440 .. 38 693 3470 2001 05832 4090 325103 150163 .. 28923 4546343 2393463
asres

acres acres' acres &-',acrosaus acres

bush,

busls. bus),. lbs. busts, bush,

77125344583506344 104073 .. 2766

1376 1236091 Il7b82j a17 183553 .. 9133149 12805* 4913 .. 40) 233 36533 2800
1877 1450382 1163643 5662 218284 .. 1277 2423141713 333 . . 533 513 3524 82313 311946 4457 615163 20453

Nuasega

1871
1372
1878
1874
1875
1876
1877
1878
1879
1880

I

Number of
Occupicm of lAnd
(excluding those for
Pastoral purposes).

31,533
29,174
33,842
32.258
35,131
36,984
30,639
40,329
37,887
39,018

Occur,aas

To

OF

Extent of
holdings,

LANe,

WITh

1519500
2780283.

2751

..

32013

4346 44758

3934938 70708,270967

.. 17671

4243 46112

EXTENT

OF

acres
484,0123
417,8513
454,634.3
461,7334
464,9573
481,1383
613,840
546,556
612,6423
635,641

8
.5

I

re

of
galls. galls. tons No.
dos.
696011 342674 18473 10404
One

7745931413321 17653 508
1059293 451450

9963 5783

100 31450

850

.. 17336

3061 88564

6009

..

29760

360 15355648

.. 11756

2593 41203

4093

..

46787 1105 11056136

889673 831749 27473 768

.. 22277

4400 420383 2440

..

86458 1290 10523520

1690603 799709 29084 0173

.. 19184

3377

3049

..

83554 2745 10883323

.. 22563

5028 53590

79333

..

47484 1725 18278736

154076 708431j 14814 7973
1724063 6847331 2540 1102 3393445

.. 16873 1865 62227) 62214

..

38531

Eflent of Land
enclosed but not in
cultivation.

.
acres
8,623,326
7,835,0673
9,788,728
10,819,5321
12,144,1583
13,525,497
18,210,7963
19,435,8953
21,471,590
22,721,6033

830 10055840

.r2

. . 17061 4372 43324* 5261

Hotoixos, &0., &0.

Extent of
Land in Cultivation.

lbs.

26454 8463

.. 17839

I
OF

cwt.

re

0

cc

22807 2005

4915078 55254 280887

1

0
en

44754

6993

1878176088) 105510 3655 1858o .. 116842393 138624 399 . . 513 674 33813 a73s412s778 41331 650723190003 .. 2943 546156 2445507 3551806 994851458853
1879 2332524 130532310152 22129 . . 1302 2543 167243 835 .. 274 474 29493 4489}110409531423731002494 18017) 42374008) 6156423 8439326 4420580 132072 447912
1880 2333683 135034 6130} 238833 .. 10163 86 19271 592 .. 253 233 36753 41021 112413 42601 646432 181304510638704 635641 3813266 470I36Jl3134l 616937

E

..
..

4747 341183

935761352966
2391979 8879537 134168:461916

a

C

"1

owl. lbs. lbm

114 11691

4511883' 1058640 3410517

.. 31193 513840

tons

.o
-

2340654 47701 119365

4617311 2273620 4128865 66404 322449
1874 1693303 116643 35793 165243 .. 1235412764 145743 1903 j 313 963 35651 81053 714373 45473k64904 166423
j
..
46493741 2148394 3618436 09053293185
43073405893
175713
.
.
30524
44534
680373
1875 166911) 1184364 89844179784 1143 192 13604 5394 .. 47 151 4087

Year coded
31 March.

P.o

-;

P.

P.

.3

Extolit of Land
unenclosed.

I
acres
8,935,7583
3,021,505
5,134,8893
6,836,065
6,098,983
7,771,0603
11,020,9683
. 13,792,6201
16,903,8033
17,578,389

acres
4,253,555
3,515,711
4,199,7031
4,321,7344
6,580,213
' 5,303,2893
6,675,9871
6,000,720
4,954,1503
4,507,5733

1372.—This quantity is exclusive of the produce of 748 acres of Sug,ar.cano grown In the Grafton District, which could not be ascertained.
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1638224 1100005 678085 19183 6203
93449 684253 1859

6793

6342396 1627634733570 41864 10173 2763811

to
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NEW SOUTII WALES.

DISEASES IN SHEEP ACTS AMENDMENT ACT OF 1878.
(GAZETTE PUBLICATION EXTENDING PROVISIONS OF, TO 000MA.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 5 May, 1880.

(From the Government Gazette, 30th Apri? 1880.)
Stock Branch, Department of Mines, Sydney, 30th April, 1880.
DISEASES IN SREEP ACTS A3IENDME?cT ACT OP 1878.

His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, directs it to be notified for
general information, that the Regulations 1, 2, 3, and 4, contained in section 14 of the above-named Act,
with respect to travelling sheep, shall apply and be in force in the Sheep District of Oooma.
B. A. BAKER.

rr'wk.

'M

cr.Cfl'pr
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

ENDOWMENT OF AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES.
(PARTIcULARS RESPEOTJNG.)

Ordcmd by the Legislative Assembly to he printed, 5 May, 1880.

RETURN to an Order of the Honorable the IMgislative Assembly of New South
Wales, dated 29th April, 1880, That there he laid upon the Table of this
House,—
"A Return showing the amount of money pai.d as subsidy to each of the
"Agricultural Societies in New South Wales; also showing the amount
"of subscriptions, &c., of the various Societies upon which the subsidy
"was calculated for 1879."

(Mr. Barbour.)
I'

481—

ENDOWMENT OF AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES.
SUBSIDIES paid to Agricultural Societies out of pro rate Vote of £,000 for 1879.
Name of Society.

A,nount of
Subscriptions, &c.

£ s.
Albury Pastoral and Agricultural Society ...................................................................
151 6
Armidale and New England Agricultural and Pastoral Association ...................................
105 7
Bogs Agricultural and Pastoral Association ................................................................64 13
Elayisey Pastoral and Agricultural Association ...........................................................
113 8
Jlombala Pastoral, Agricultural, Mineral, and Industrial Society .....................................
.
14. 10
Braadwood Pastoral and Agricultural Association ........................................................ ..08 7
Brewarrina Pastoral and Agricultural Association .......................................................84
. 0
Ji uriungong Pastoral and Agricultural Association (Young) ...........................................62 7
Burrawaug and West Camden Thinners' Club and Agricultural Society .............................21 6
Carcoar Agricultural and Pastoral Association ............................................................64 1
Central Australian Pastoral Association (Bourke) ......................................................
181 13
Clareaee Pastoral and Agricultural Society (Grafton) ....................................................
21.5 16
Corowa Agricultural Association ..............................................................................
255 0
Crookwcll Agricultural and Pastoral Association ..........................................................5713
Dapto Agricultural Society .....................................................................................45 3
Deniliquin Pastoral and Agricultural Society ............................................................
486 0
Forbes Pastoral and Agricultural Society ...................................................................
221 8
Glen lanes Pastoral, Agricultural, and Minhig Association ...........................................
191 0
Grenfell Pastoral and Agricultural Society ................................................................69
. 15
Jf a*kesbury Agricultural Association (Windsor) ...........................................................40 0
llay Pnsral
th
Association ........................................................................................25 0
Hunter River Agricultural and Horticultural Society (West Maitland) ............................289 0
Inverell Pastoral and Agricultural Association of Central New England:.........................
136 13
Kinma Agricultural and Horticultural Society .............................................................164 13
Liverpool Plains Agricultural and Horticultural Association (Tainworth) .........................112 7
Manning River Agricultural and Pastoral Association (Three) ........................................91
. 0
Moruya Agricultural Society ..................................................................................63 0
Mudgeo District Faners'
n
Association and Horticultural and Industrial Union ...................
85 1
Murrumbidgee Pastoral Association (Wngga Wagga) ...................................................
218 9
Murrurundi Horticultural and Agricultural Society ................... ................................... .15 19
Namoi Pastoral and Agricultural Association (Narrabri) ..............................................40 4
New South Wales Agricultural Society (Sydney) ..........................................................
650
Northern Agricultural Association (Singleton) .............................................................
217 7
North-western Pastoral and Agricultural Association (Dubbo) ........................................
127 6
Orange Agricultural Society .....................................................................................
177 16
Parkas Agricultural and Horticultural Association .......................................................80
. 17
Richmond River Agricultural and Horticultural Societj (Casino) .....................................52 1
Riverina Agricultural Society (.Jerilderie) ...................................................................52 10
Shoalhaven Agricultural and Horticultural Association (Icrara) .....................................
09 3
Southern New England Pastoral and Agricultural Association (Uralla) ............................
111 10
Tentcrficld Pastoral, Agricultural, Mining, and Horticultural Society ...............................91
. 10
Tuniut Agricultural and Pastoral Association .............................................................89 5
Ulladulla Agricultural Association (Milton) ................................................................64 S
Musclabrook) ...............................
56 0
\Qllinon Pastoral and Agricultural Association ......................................................
158 13
Western Agricultural, Horticultural, and Pastoral Association (Bathurst) .........................
195 17
Yass Pastoral and Agricultural Association ................................................................
89 5

d.
0
6
0
0
0
(3
0
0
0
0
7
0
0
0
6
8
0
0
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
6
0
0

6,548 18 3

[ad.]

Sydney; Thome Richards, Government Printer. —1380.

Amount paid a
Subsidy.

£ s. ml.
115 10 4
80 9 0
49 7 3
86 11 7
33 19 7
82 14 10
64 2 8
47 12 1
92 12 6
48 18 0
138 14 0
164 1.5 3
194 13 0
41 0 :i
34 9 9.
371. 1 7
169 0 9
145 16 6
53 5 5
30 10 9
95 S ii
220 12 11
104 6 7
125 14 2
85 15 6
69 9 7
48 2 0
141 5 8
166 15 8
.12 3 7
30 13 10
496 10 8
165 18 11
97 3 10
135 15 4
Cl 14 6
39 14 9
40 1 8
83 6 8
85 2 7
69 17 2
68 2 10
49 3 4
119 2 1
121 2 11.
150 5 10
68 2 10
5,000 0 0
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

REAL PROPERTY ACTS INQUIRY COMMISSION.

REPORT
OF THE

ROYAL COMMISSION,
APPOINTED ON THE 17T11 FEBRUARY, 1879,
TO INQUIRE INTO AND REPORT UPON THE WORKING OF THE REAL PROPERTY ACTS;
TOGETHER WITH THE

MINTITES OF EVIDENCE
AMD

APPENDICES.

1)vesent0 to ijaritament b (tonnnanb.

SYDNEY THOMAS RICHARDS, GOVERNMENT PRLNTER.
1879.
[4s.1
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eommszion.
VICTORIA, by the Grace of God, of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, Queen, Defender
of the Faith, and so forth,—
To our trusty and well-beloved—
JnIES NoRToN, Esquire, Solicitor;
WILLIAM HENRY ARCHER, Esquire, Barrister-at-law;
JOHN DAWSON, Esquire, Solicitor;
Tnons ROBERTSON, Esquire, Solicitor; and
SA5LLEL HENRY TERRY, Esquire, a Member of our Legislative Assembly of our Colony of New
South Wales,—
Greeting:
Know ye, that we, reposing great trust and confidence in your ability, zeal, industry,
discretion, and integrity, do, by these presents, authorize and appoint you, or any three or more of you, as
hereinafter mentioned, to make a diligent and full inquiry into the working of the Real Property Acts of
our said Colony: And we do, by these presents, give and grant to you, or any three or more of you, at any
meeting or meetings to which all of you shall have been duly summoned, full power and authority to call
before you all such persons as you may judge necessary, by whom you may be better informed of the truth
in the premises, and to require the production of all such books, papers, writing; and all other documents
as you may deem expedient, and to visit and inspect the same at the offices or places where the same, or any
of them, may be deposited, and to inquire of the premises by all lawful ways and means: And our further
will and pleasure is that you, or any three or more of you, after due examination of the premises, do and
shall, within the space of two months after the date of this our Commission, or sooner if the same can
reasonably be, certify to us, in the office of our Colonial Secretary, under your, or any three or more of
your bands and seals, what you shall find touching the premises: And we hereby command all Government
Officers and other persons whomsoever within our said Colony, that they be assistant to you and each of you
in the execution of these presents: And we appoint you, the said James Norton, Esquire, to be President
of this our Commission.
In testimony whereof; we have caused these our Letters to be made Patent, and the Great Seal
of our Colony to be hereunto affixed.
Witness, Sin HERCULES GEoRGE ROBERT ROBINSON, Knight Grand Cross of our
Most Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint George, our Governor
and Commander-in-Chief of our Colony of New South Wales and its Dependencies,
at Government House, Sydney, in New South Wales aforesaid, this seventeenth
day of February, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventynine, and in the forty-second year of our reign.
(L.s.)

HERCULES ROBINSON.

By His Excellency's Command,
HENRY PARKES.
Entered on record by me in Register of Patents, No. 11, pages 48-9, this seventeenth day of
February, one thousand eight hundred and seventy-nine.
MAXWELL ALLkN,
(For the Colonial Secretary and Registrar of Records.)

COMMISSION

to inquire into the working of the Real Property Acts.

WEEREAS it is necessary to extend the time by which the Commissioners are to make their return in the
above matter: Now, therefore, I do hereby, with the advice of the Executive Council, extend the time
within which the said Commissioners are to make such return to and for the period of two months beyond
the time in and by the said Commission appointed for such purpose.
Given under my hand at Government House, Sydney, this sixteenth day of April, one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-nine.
ALFRED STEPHEN.
By His Excellency's Command,
HENRY FARKES.
Entered on record by me in Register of Patents, No. 11, page 74, this seventeenth day of April,
one thousand eight hundred and seventy-nine.
CRITCHETT WALKER,
(For the Colonial Secretary and Registrar of Records.)
COMMISSION
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CoMMisslex to inquire into the working of the Real Property Acts.

the time appointed for the return of the Commission in the above matter was, by an instrument
dated the sixteenth day of April last, extended for a period of two months: And whereas it is necessary
to extend the same still further: Now, therefore, I do hereby, with the advice of the Executive Council,
extend the time within winch the Commissioners are to make their return, to and for a further period of one
month beyond the time in and by the aforesaid instrument appointed for such purpose.
WhEREAS

Given undcr my hand at Government Rouse, Sydney, this eleventh day of June, one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-nine.
ALFRED STEPHEN.
By His Excellency's Command,
HENRY PARKES.

Entered on record by we in Register of Patents, No. 11, page 87-8, this twelfth day of June, one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-nine.
CRITCHEn WALKER,
(For the Colonial Secretary and Rqistrar of Records.)

COMMISSION

to inquire into the working of the Real Property Acts.

WEEREAS the time appointed for the return of the Commission in the above matter was, by an instrument
dated the eleventh day of June last, extended for a further period of one month: And whereas it is
necessary to extend the same still further: Now, therefore, I do hereby, with the advice of the Executive
Council, extend the time within which the Commissioners are to make their return to and for a further
period of one month beyond the time in and by the aforesaid instrument appointed for such purpose.

Given under my hand at Government louse, Sydney, this eleventh day of July, one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-nine.
ALFRED STEPHEN.
By His Excellency's Command,
HENRY PARKES.

Entered on record by me in Register of Patents, No. II, page 91, this eleventh day of July, one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-nine.
CRITCHETT WALKER.,
(For the Colonial Secretary and Registrar of Records.)

EXTRACTS
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EXTRACTS FROM MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS.
THURSDAY, 27 FEBRUARY, 1879.
MEMBnRS PRESENT
James Norton, Esq., President.
I
William Henry Archer, Esq.,
Samuel Henry Terry, Esq., M.P.,
Thomas Robertson, Esq.
The Commission and the Letter of Instructions accompanying it were read.
The members of the Commission deliberated as to the manner in which the inquiry should be conducted, and arranged the order of proceedings.
It was decided to insert in the Sydney Morning Herald and the Evening News an advertisement
requesting all persons desirous of giving information upon the working of the Real Property Acts to coinniunicate by letter with the Secretary.
Resolved to meet on Tuesday, 4th March, for the purpose of taking evidence, and to summon B. (I.
Ward, Esq., Registrar General, for examination.

TUESDAY., 4 MARCH, 1879.
MEMBERS PRESENT :—
James Norton, Esq., President.
William Henry Archer, Esq.,
Samuel Henry Terry, Esq., NP.,
I
Thomas Robertson, Esq.
Minutes of the previous meeting read ajid confirmed.
Edward Grant Ward, Esq., Registrar General, examined.

THURSDAY, 6 MARCH, 1879.
MEMBERS PRESENT
James Norton, Esq., President
William Henry Archer, Esq.,
Samuel Henry Terry, Esq., NP., I
Thomas Robertson, Esq.
Minutes of the previous meeting read and confirmed.
Correspondence—Letter read from Mr. John Garsed, which the Commissioners did not consider had
any bearing on the matter referred to them for inquiry.
Edward Grant Ward, Esq., Registrar General, further examined.

MONDAY, 10 MARCH, 1879.
MEMBERS PRESENT
James Norton, Esq., President.
Thomas Robertson, Esq.
William Henry Archer, Esq.,
I
Minutes of the previous meeting read and confirmed.
Edmund Burton, Esq., Examiner of Titles, examined.

WEDNESDA ç 12 MARCH, 1879.
MEMBERS PRESENT
James Norton, Esq., President.
William Henry Archer, Esq.,
I
Samuel Henry Ter, Esq., NP.,
Thomas Robertson, Esq.
Minutes of the previous meeting read and confirmed.
Edmund Burton, Req., Examiner of Titles, further examined.

FRIDAY, 14 MARCH, 1879.
MEMBERS PRESENT
James Norton, Esq., President.
William Henry Archer, Esq.,
Samuel Henry Terry, Esq., N, P.,
I
Thomas Robertson, Esq.
Minutes of the previous meeting read and confirmed.
Mr. Charles John Muddle, Deputy Registrar General, examined.

MONDA Y,
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MONDAY, 17 MARCH, 1879.
MEMBERS PRESENT

James Norton, Esq., President
Samuel Henry Terry, Esq., M.P.,
William Henry Archer, Esq.,
Thonias Robertson, Esq.,
John Dawson, Esq.
I
Minutes of the previous meeting read and confirmed.
Emund burton, Esq., Examiner of Titles, further examined.

WEDNESDAY, 19 MARCH, 1879.
MEMBERS PRESENT

James Norton, Esq., President
Samuel Henry Terry, Esq., M.P.,.
William Henry Archer, Esq.,
Thomas Robertson, Esq.,
John Dawson, Esq.
Minutes of the previous meeting read and confirmed.
Letter from Mr. John Garsed read. The Secretary was instructed to write to Mr. Garsed, stating
that if lie would be good enough to put his complaints in connection with the Real Property Acts into a
concise form, the Commissioners would give to the matter that attention which might seem to them to be
necessary.
Edmund Burton, Esq., Examiner of Titles, further examined.
*

FRIDAY, 21 MARCH, 1879.
MEMBERS PRESENT

James Norton, Esq., President.
William Henry Archer, Esq.,
I
Thomas Robertson, Esq.,
John Dawson, Esq.
Minutes of the previous meeting read and confirmed..
The Secretary reported that be had written to Mr. John Garsed, the following :—" Sir,—The Members
of the Real Property Acts Inquiry Commission cannot gather distinctly from the statements you have forwarded to them what your grievance band I am requested to state that if you will put your complaints in
connection with the Real Property Acts into a concise form, the Commissioners wiU give to the matter that
attention which may seem to them to be necessary."
John Booth Jones, Esq., Examiner of Titles, examined.

MONDAY, 24 MARCh, 1879.
MEMBERS PRESENT

James Norton, Esq., President
William Henry Archer, Esq., ( Thomas Robertson, Esq.,
John Dawson, Esq.
Minutes of the previous meeting read and confirmed.
Letter from Mr. John Garsed read. The Secretary was instructed to write to Mr. Garsed, informing
him that the Commissioners had decided that his ease did not come within the scope of their inquiry.
John Booth Jones, Esq., Examiner of Titles, further examined.

THURSDAY, 27 MARCH, 1879.
MEMBERS PRESENT

James Norton, Esq., President
Samuel Henry Terry, Esq., M.P.,
William Henry Archer, Esq.,
Thomas Robertson, Esq.,
John Dawson, Esq.,
I
Minutes of the previous meeting read and confirmed.
The Secretary reported that he had written to Mr. John Garsed the following letter, dated 25th
March. 1879 ;-" Sir,—I beg to inform you that the members of the Real Property Acts Inquiry Commission
have carefully considered the papers and letters you have forwarded to them, and have decided that your
case does not come within the scope of their inquiry.'
The Secretary reported also that another long and indefinite communication had been received from
Mr. Garsed.
The Secretary was instructed to write to Mr. Garsed, informing him that the Commissioners did not
feel called upon to waste time in inquiring into his grievance, as it seemed to have no hearing on the question
referred to the Commission for consideration.
John Booth Jones, Esq., Examiner of Titles, further examined.

TUESDAY, 1 AFRIL, 18Th.
MEMBERS PRESENT

James Norton, Esq., President
Samuel Henry Terry, Esq., M.P.,
William Henry Archer, Esq.,
Thomas Robertson, Esq.,
John Dawson, Esq.
I
Minutes of the previous meeting read and confirmed.
The Secretary reported that before writing to Mr. John Garsed, in accordance with the instructions
of last meeting, two other letters were received from him and submitted to the President, who considered it
best to delay communicating with Mr. Garsed until after the next meeting of the Commission.
The
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The Secretary was instructed to write the following letter to Mr. Caned :—"Sir,—Your letters of 27th
and 31st March having been laid before the Commissioners, I am directed to call your attention to my letter
of the 25th March, and to intimate that they must adhere to the decision therein expressed."
Letter from Mr. W. M. Brownrigg, licensed surveyor, drawing attention to an alleged violation of
sections 100 and 101 of the Real Property Act, read.
The President reported having written to the Honorable the Colonial Secretary, asking for an
extension of the time allowed the Commission for completing their inquiry.
Henry Dyer Maddock, Esq., Examiner of Titles, examined.

THURSDAY, 3 APRIL, 1879.
MEMBERS PIiESENT
James Norton, Esq., President
Samuel Henry Terry, Esq., M.P.,
William Henry Archer, Esq.,
Thomas Robertson, Esq.,
John Davison, Esq.
I
Minutes of the previous meeting read and confirmed.
The Secretary reported having written to Mr. John Garsed, in accordance with the instruction of
last meeting.
Letter from Mr. John Garsed read. The Secretary was instructed, with regard to future
correspondence from Mr. Garsed, to peruse all further letters received from him, acknowledge the receipt of
them, and submit to the Commissioners only those which it was necessary should receive their attention.
Henry Dyer Maddock, Esq., Examiner of Titles, further examined.
Mr. Jonas Lander, Clerk to the Examiners, examined.
TUESDAY, 8 APRIL, 1879.
MEMBERS PRESENT
James Norton, Esq., President
Samuel Henry Terry, Esq., M.P.,
William Henry Archer, Esq.,
Thomas Robertson, Esq.,
John Davison, Esq.
I
Minutes of the previous meeting read and confirmed.
The Secretary reported that two other communications had.been received from Mn John Garsed.
Mr. Jonas Lander, Clerk to the Examiners, further examined.
Robert MesA Pearson, Esq., Principal Draftsman, examined.

THURSDAY, 10 APRIL, 1879.
MEMBERS PRESENT :James Norton, Esq., President.
Samuel Henry Terry, Esq., M.P.,
William Henry Archer, Esq.,
Thomas Robertson, Esq.,
John Davison, Esq.
I
Minutes of the previous meeting read and confirmed.
Septimus Alfred Stephen, Esq., solicitor, examined.

WEDNESDAY, 16 APRIL, 1879.
MEMBERS PRESENT:James Norton, Esq., President
Samuel Henry Terry, Esq., M.P.,
William Henry Archer, Esq.,
Thomas Robertson, Esq.,
John Davison, Esq.
I
Minutes of the previous meeting read and confirmed.
The Secretary reported the receipt of another communication from Mr. John Garsed.
John Solomon, Esq., J.P., examined.
Richard Jones, Esq., Commissioner of Titles, examined.
FRIDAY, 18 APRIL, 1879.
MEMBERS PRESENT
James Norton, Esq., President
Samuel Henry Terry, Esq., M.P.,
William Henry Archer, Esq.,
Thomas Robertson, Esq.,
John Dawson, Esq.
I
Minutes of the previous meeting read said confirmed.
The President reported that the time by which the Commissioners were to make their Report had
been extended for a period of two months.
Alexander Oliver, Esq. Barrister-at-law and Parliamentary Draftsman, examined.

TUESDAY,
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TUESDAY, 22 APRIL, 1879.
MEMBERS PRESENT

James Norton, Esq., President
William Henry Archer, Esq.,
Samuel Henry Terry, Esq, M.P.,
Thomas Robertson, Esq.,
John Dawson, Esq.
Minutes of the previous meeting read and confirmed.
The Secretary reported the receipt of a further communication from Mr. John Garsed. The
Secretary was instructed to explain to Mr. Garsed, that the whole of his letters were so irrelevant to the
matter which the Commissioners were appointed to inquire into, that they desired lie would not waste
further time by sending them any more communications.
Mr. John Nobbs, conveyancing clerk in the office of Messrs. McCarthy, Robertson, and Fisher,
examined.
Thomas Salter, Esq., solicitor, examined.

FRIDAY, 25 APRIL, 1879.
MEMIIER5 PRESENT

James Norton, Esq., President
William Henry Archer, Esq,.
I
Thomas Robertson, Esq.,
John Dawson, Esq.
Minutes of the previous meeting read and confirmed.
George Pile, Esq. examined.
Andrew Hardie MeCulloch, Junr., Esq,, M.P, examined.

TUESDAY, 29 APRIL, 1879.
MEMBERS PRESENT

James Norton, Esq., President
Samuel Henry Terry, Esq., M.P.,
William Henry Archer, Esq.,
Thomas Robertson, Esq.,
John Dawson, Esq.
I
Minutes of the previous meeting read and confirmed.
- The Secretary reported the receipt of two other letters from Mr. John Garsed, which letters were
read to the Commission.
The Secretary was instructed to write to Mr. John Garsed as follows
In acknowledging the
receipt of your last two letters, I am directed to repeat that the matters you complain of do not come
within the scope of the Commissioi; and that the Commissioners do not consider themselves to be a tribunal
of appeal from the decisions of either the Supreme Court or the Registrar-General."
Mr. George Charles Selwyn Smith, articled- clerk in the office of Messrs. Stephen & Stephen,
solicitors, examined.
Henry Massey Makinson, Esq., solicitor, examined.
Mr. James Harkess, clerk in the office of Messrs. Ellis & Makinson, solicitors, examined.

FRIDAY, 2 MAY, 1879.
MEMBERS PRESENT

James Norton, Esq., President
Samuel Henry Terry, Esq., M.P.,
William Henry Archer, Esq.,
Thomas Robertson, Esq.,
John
Dawson, Esq.
I
Minutes of the previous meeting read and confirmed.
Letter read from Messrs. Shorter & Fitzgerald respecting the advertising fee in transmission cases.
The Secretary was instructed to reply that the letter would be forwarded to the Registrar-General, who
would no doubt correct the grievance complained of.
Letter read from A. H McCulloch, Jun., Esq., M.P. It was decided to plaee the letter as an appendix
to Mr. MeCulioch's evidence.
Algernon Sydney Gilder, Esq., solicitor, examined.
Henry Burton Bradley, Esq., solicitor, examined.

TUESDAY, 6 MAY, 1879.
MEMBERS PRESENT

James Norton, Esq., President.
William Henry. Archer, Esq.,
Samuel Henry Terry, Esq., M.P.,
John Dawson, Esq.
Thomas Robertson, Esq.,
Minutes of the previous meeting read and confirmed.
Henry Burton Bradley, Esq., solicitor, further examined.
Alfred John Cape, Esq., solicitor, examined.

FRIDAY,
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FRIDAY, 9 MAY, 1879,
MEMBERS PRESENT

James Norton, Esq., President.
Samuel Henry Terry, Esq., M.P.,
William Henry Archer, Esq.,
Thomas Robertson, Esq.,
John :Dawson, Esq.
I
Minutes of the previous meeting read and confirmed.
William Henry Binsted, Esq., licensed surveyor, examined.
Mr. William Shirley Muddle, counter clerk, examined.

TUESDAY, 13 MAY, 1879.
MEMBERS PRESENT

James Norton, Esq., President,
Samuel Henry Terry, Esq., M.P.,
William Henry Archer, Esq.,
Thomas Robertson, Esq.,
John Dawson, Esq.
I
Minutes of the previous meeting read and confirmed.
Correspondence read, including a letter from Mr. Jonas Lander, Examiners' Clerk, stating that his
clerk was to be removed to another position in the office, and that the practice of removing the Assistant
Examiners' Clerk in this manlier interfered with the business of the Examining Branch.
Thomas Walker, Esq., of Yaralla, examined.
William Whaley Billyard, Esq., solicitor, examined.
Mr. William Shirley Muddle, counter clerk, recalled, and further examined.

FRIDAY, 16 MAY, 1879,
MEMBERS PRESENT

James Norton, Esq., President.
Samuel Henry Terry, Esq., M.P.,
William Henry Archer, Esq.,
Thomas Robertson, Esq.,
John Dawson, Esq.
Minutes of the previous meeting read and confirmed.
Theodore James Jaques, Esq., solicitor, examined.

TUESDAY, 20 MAY, 1879.
MEMBERS PRESENT :-

James Norton, Esq., President.
Samuel Henry Terry, Esq., M.P.,
William Henry Archer, Esq.,
Thomas Robertson, Esq.,
John Dawson, Esq.
I
Minutes of the previous meeting read and confirmed.
Charles Wood Readett, Esq., solicitor, examined.

FRIDAY, 30 MAY, 1879.
MEMBERS PRESENT

James Norton, Esq., President,
Samuel Henry Terry, Esq., M.P.,
William Henry Archer, Esq.,
Thomas Robertson, Esq.,
John Dawson, Esq.
I
Minutes of the previous meeting read and confirmed.
William lila011 Pigott, Esq., solicitor, examined.
Mr. John Musson examined.

TUESDAY, 22 JULY, 1879.
MEMBERS PRESENT

James Norton, Esq., President
Samuel Henry Terry, Esq., M.P,,
William Henry Archer, Esq.,
Thomas Robertson, Esq.,
John Dawson, Esq.
I
Minutes of the previous meeting read and confirmed.
The President reported that the time by which the Commissioners were to make their report had
boon extended to the 17th August
Some remarks upon the Real Property Act and its workings, received from Henry J. Brown, Esq.,
.,oltcitor, and a letter from the Registrar of Titles, Victoria, were read.

FRIDAY, 26 ITrJLY, 1879.
MEMBERS PRESENT

James Norton, Esq., President.
Samuel Henry Terry, Esq., ISLP.,
William Henry Archer, Esq.,
Thomas Robertson, Esq.,
John Dawson, Esq.
Minutes of the previous meeting read and confirmed.
The Commissioners considered the subject of their roport
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TUESDAY, 29 JULY, 1879.
MEMBERS PRESENT

James Norton, Esq., President
William Henry Archer, Esq.,
Samuel Henry Terry, Esq., M.P.,
John Dawson, Esq.
Thomas Robertson, Esq.,
I
Minutes of the previous meeting read and confirmed.
The Commissioners resumed the consideration of their Report.

TUESDAY, 5 AUGUST, 1879.
MEMBERS PRESENT

James Norton, Esq., President.
William Henry Archer, Esq,,
Samuel Henry Terry, Esq., M.P.,
John Dawson, Esq.
Thomas Robertson, Esq.,
Minutes of the previous meeting read and confirmed.
The consideration of the Report of the Commissioners was continued.

WEDNESDAY, 6 AUGUST, 1879.
MEMBERS PRESENT

James Norton, Esq., President.
William Henry Archer, Esq.,
Samuel Henry Terry, Esq., M.P.,
John Dawson, Esq.
Thomas Robertson, Esq.,
I
Minutes of the previous meeting read and confirmed.
The Commissioners continued the consideration of their Report, and afterwards proceeded through
the various rooms in the Department of the Registrar General, and inspected the work done by the officers
employed, and their manner of doing it.

FRIDAY, 8 AUGUST, 1879.
MEMBERS PRESENT

James Norton, Esq., President
William Henry Archer, Esq.,
Samuel Henry Terry, Esq,, M.P.,
John Dawson, Esq.
Thomas Robertson, Esq.,
I
Minutes of the previous meeting read and confirmed.
The Commissioners continued the consideration of their Report.

MONDAY, 11 AUGUST, 1879.
MEMBERS PRESENT

James Norton, Esq., President
William Henry Archer, Esq.,
Samuel Henry Terry, Esq., M.P.,
John Dawson, Esq..
Thomas Robertson, Esq.,
I
Minutes of the previous meeting read and confirmed,
The Commissioners continued the consideration of their Report.

TUESDAY, 12 AUGUST, 1879.
MEMBERS PRESENT

James Norton, Esq., President.
William Henry Archer, Esq.,
Samuel Henry Terry, Esq,, M.P.,
John Dawson, Esq.
Thomas Robertson, Esq.,
I
Minutes of the previous meeting read and confirmed.
The Commissioners continued the consideration of their Report.

THURSDAY, 14 AUGUST, 1879.
MEMBERS PRESENT

James Norton, Esq, President.
William Henry Archer, Esq.,
Samuel Henry Terry, Esq., M.P.,
John Dawson, Esq.
Thomas Robertson, Esq.,
Minutes of the previous meeting read and confirmed.
The Commissioners finally considered and signed their Report.
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REPORT.
To HIS EXCELLENCY THE RIGUT HONORABLE LORD AUGUSTUS WnLInI FREDERICK
SPENCER LOFI'US, Knight Grand Cross of the Most Honorable Order of the Bath,

a Member of Her Majesty's Most Honorable Privy Council, Governor and
Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of New South Wales and its Dependencies.
May it please your Excellency,—
WE, whose names are signed and seals affixed hereto, Her Majesty's Com-

missioners, appointed by Letters Patent under the Great Seal of the
Colony, dated the seventeenth day of February, 1879, and issued under
the hand of His Excellency Sir Hercules George Robert Robinson,
G.C.M.G., to inquire into and report upon the working of the Real
Property Acts, have the honor to submit to your Excellency the foHowing Report :As we were unable to gather, either from the terms of the Commissiou or
of the resolution of the Legislative Assembly in consequence of which it was issued,
the exact limit to which our inquiries ought properly to extend, we were at first in
doubt whether to confine our investigations to the working of the Real Property Office
as by law established, or whether, in addition, to consider the expediency of further
amending or altering the Real Property Act so far as might be advantageously done
without interfering with its general scope or making changes which might diminish
its value. But we ultimately came to the conclusion that our proper course was to
enter upon the extended field of inquiry, and to suggest such alterations in the law
as after careful consideration would in our opinion make the system more popular and
more generally useful.
The new system was established in order—Firstly, to obviate the complication and expense resulting from the practice of making all documents in any way
affecting land for at least sixty years form part of the title, and thus virtually
compelling every person dealing with it to employ a solicitor for the purpose of
reperusing and reconsidering every document prepared during that long period of
time, notwithstanding that the same expensive process may have been gone through
a hundred times before; secondly,—to make the transfer of property so simple
that any person of ordinary intelligence could do all that was necessary without the
intervention of a solicitor; and, thirdly,—to register titles rather than dealings, and
to evidence such titles by one simple document only, instead of the long chain of
complex instruments which not unfrequently constituted the title under the old
system.
As the work of conveyancing in this colony has been principally done by
a large body of solicitors, numbering at the end of the year 1878 not less than 344
—to say nothing of their numerous clerks and assistants—it is not surprising that
although the forms f dealing with land have been greatly simplified, yet it has
been found impossible for the Real Property Office, with its officers numbering
originall.y not more than eight besides two draughtsrnen, and now numbering only
twenty-five, inclusive of seven draughtsrnen, to supersede the ol.d system, or even to
keep pace with the work thrown upon it by persons desirous of availing themselves
of the great advantages offered to them. Nor is it to be wondered at that numerous
difficulties have arisen, and complaints been made, not only in this colony but in
all the other Australasian Colonies, and that many Royal Commissions have been
issued, and Parliamentary Committees appointed, for the purpose of inquiring into
real or alleged gTievances, maipractices, and neglects. It will be presently seen that,
besides the difficulties naturally to be expected, we have had in this colony others
which have operated much more prejudicially.
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When the Real Property Office was first established in this colony there
were appointed to fill the office of Examiner of Titles two gentlemen who were not
only thoroughly competent to perform the responsible duties entrusted to them, hut
who appear to have devoted their whole energies to the successful inauguration of an
entirely new system, which it was their ambition to make successful, and in doing
this they acquired the confidence as well of the legal profession as of the public.
After the deaths of these gentlemen it was found impossible to replace
them by equally unexceptionable officers, and we have had no difficulty in arriving
at the conclusion that the disrepute into which the office has notoriously fallen has
arisen from the ahnost universal dissatisfaction with the manner in which the
investigation of titles, and the administration of business generally, is now conducted
in the Examiners' dcpartment.
It is most unfortunate that the present senior Examiner, though a man of
undoubted integrity and high standing as a solicitor, with an extSisivc knowledge
of Real Property law, is so laboriously minute in his examination of documents, and
so scrupulously cautious, and yet so anxious to allow to every one the utmost latitude
in the removal of difficulties, that the delay to which applicants for title are compelled
to submit, and the expense which they are obliged to incur in order to induce him
with apparent reluctance to pass their titles, not only operate most injuriously to the
persons affected, but prevent others from applying to place their properties under the
Real Property Acts.
Unfortunately the second Examiner in seniority, though equally conscientious and possessing sufficient knowledge of the law of Real Property, possesses also,
in an equal degree, the like faults of extreme minuteness, technicality, and timidity,
while his comparative want of experience may make persons who complain of his
mode of dealing with their titles less tolerant of his objections and requisitions than
of those of his senior.
S. Both of these gentlemen seem to conduct the examination of a title very
much as if they were merely engaged in a contest of skill between themselves and
the applicant, and if the object of. the Government were to bring the system into
disfavour, and to prevent titles from passing, lest the assurance fund might by any
possibility be made to suffer, these officers would be invaluable.
It is most desirable that the assurance fund should be protected from loss,
but if from extreme strictness in examining titles, and in rejecting all in which there
is the slightest flaw, it should become impossible that any claim on the fund should
ever be successfully enforced, then landholders may fairly ask that it may be
abolished altogether. During the whole sixteen years, ending with the year 1878, in
which the fund amounting to no less than £27,253 lBs. Sd. has accumulated, no
claim has ever been made upon it, and though it is more than probable that many
oversights have been made, which if discovered and taken advantage of would
materially diminish it, yet the chance of any claim being successfully prosecuted is
so small that little danger need be apprehended.
The third Examiner being expeditious, and having a large capacity for
work, appears to have given great satisfaction to the public, and to have disposed of
all arrears of cases in which one Examiner had reported, and which at the date of
his taking office could not be laid before the Board of Commissioners and finally
disposed of for want of the report of a second Examiner. Re has however not been
sufficiently long in office to enable us to consider whether caution has in too large a
degree been sacrificed to expedition.
From one of the returns comprised in the appendix hereto, we find that
on the average Messrs. Blolden and Dick, the first Examiners, during the time they
jointly held office, passed upwards of fourteen first and second class titles and transmissions each per month; Messrs. IHolden and Penuington, while acting jointly,
passed upwards of fifteen each per month; Messrs. Holden and Burton, while acting
together, passed less than ll j- each per month; Messrs. Burton, Jones, and Oliver,
while acting together, passed less than 9 each per month; and Messrs. Burton,
Jones, and Maddoek, while acting together, passed upwards of 18+ each per month.
All these averages are much below what the evidence would seem to indicate as a
proper amount of work for each Examiner, and are also much below what would
appear to be the average work of an Examiner in Melbourne. After making very
large
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large deductions for miscalculations of witnesses, and for difficulties in titles supposed to be greater in this colony than in Victoria, the result appears to justify the
complaints made by most of the gentlemen examined by us.
To view of what has been already stated, it can scarcely be considered
singular that the office has worked much less satisfactorily than might have been
expected after making due allowance for all difficulties necessarily attendant on the
establishment of a new system clashing severely with prejudices so deeply-rooted
and vested interests so long established as those which had incorporated themselves
with the old system of dealing with land titles; and a very cursory perusal of the
evidence will show that a large amount of dissatisfaction with the present state of
things exists, not only among the public and the legal profession, but also among
the officers employed in the establishment. We have no hesitation in stating our
belief that almost the whole of the complaints which have been rife for many years
have arisen from the unfortunate incapacity of the Examiners to deal. with the
matters over which they have jurisdiction, in a practical, business-like manner;
and notwithstanding the very high respect which we, in common with everyone
else who has been brought into contact with the senior Examiner, must entertain for
his unimpeachable integrity, his great abulth, his long experience as a conveyancing
lawyer, and his laborious perseverance in the discharge of his duty, and, though
we regret exceedingly the possibility of givin.g pain to one wh.o is so much
entitled to our respect, yet it is impossible to ignore the principle that the good of
one must not be permitted to interCere with the good of the many; and it is equally
impossible to allow the work of the whole country and the interests of all its hindholders to be obstructed or prejudiced by the idiosyncrasies of one man, however
estimable.
The clerk to the Examiners appears to be quite unable to get through the
work with which he is now charged, and in consequence of continual interruptions
by persons searching for wills, and by the public and their solicitors and clerks
inquiring as to progress, and complaining of delays, his work has not only been
delayed to a still greater extent but the complaints against the whole office ]iavc been
greatly multiplied. We consider however that if he were relieved of the custodianship of wills, which does not properly belong to his office, and the supervision of
searches against applicants for titles, which could be better done by the Examiners,
be might be able for some time longer to hold his present position without further
assistance.
It has been found impossible for the Board of Commissioners appointed
under the Real Property Act, which is composed of non-professional men, to alleviate,
except in a very small degree, the difficulties .and delays caused by the Examiners,
for they have naturally felt themselves incompetent to deal with strictly legal
questions on which it was the business of the Examin&s to advise them.
Indeed the conviction has been forced upon us that the Board of Commissioners is of no practical value whatever, and that it would be of great advantage
to the office and to the public that it should be entirely abolished, and that an
officer, to be called the Master of Titles, should be appointed to perform all the
duties now performed by the Board, except such mere ministerial duties as may be
more appropriately assigned to the Registrar General, and we consider that the
officer so appointed should have the complete control of the Examiners and of the
whole professional department of the Real Property office, including the draftsnien's
branch, and that lie should be exempted from all interference on the part of the
Registrar General.
The gentleman appointed to fill the office of Master of Titles should be a
barrister or solicitor of high standing, and of thorough knowledge of eonvcyancing
law, with good administrative faculty.
We have carefully considered the question whether there is any necessity
for the examination of every title by more than one Examiner, and we are of opinion
that if a Master of Titles should be appointed the investigation of titles might be
safely entrusted to either one or more of the Examiners, as that officer in each ease,
or in each class of eases, might determine.
The principle above recommended has been found to work well in
Victoria, and it is evident that if adopted here it will save a great deal of time,
and probably make it unnecessary for some time to come to appoint a fourth
Examiner.
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We consider that among the powers which ought to be granted to the
Master of Titles should be that of accepting titles which might be considered defective by reason of the non-production of documents, or of the imperfect nature
of the evidence of title, or by reason of some uncertain or doubtful claim or
demand which might affect the land being dealt with: provided that the applicant
for title should contribute to the assiu'ance fund such additional sum of money as
the Master of Pities should in each case determine.
Notwithstanding the existence of such a power in the Melbourne office
the Assurance Fund, which there amounted at the end of the year 1877 to £47,314,
had only been diminished by claims thereon to the extent of £718 Os. 4d., and we can
see no reason why an equally favourable result should not obtain here.
It will be seen by reference to the returns comprised in the appendix hereto, that although when the Real Property Act first came into operation in this
colony (1st January, 1863), 7,766,891 acres of land had been alienated by the Crown,
only 477,560 acres—being little more than y of the whole—had up to the end of
the year 1877 been placed under the Act, although in the neighbouring Colony
of Victoria no less than 541,035 acres—being upwards of + of the 5,100,825 acres
granted—had been placed under the Act from the date of its coming into operation
(2nd October, 1862) tifi the end of the year 1877.
We infer from these particulars that the system has become more popular
in Victoria than in New South Wales, although through the exertions of Sir Robert
Torrens (the founder), Mr. Christopher Rolleston (the first Registrar General), and
Messrs. ilolden and Dick (the first Examiners), it was initiated with so large a share
of popularity that during the first year 67,913 acres of land, valued at £439,278,
were placed under the Act, and 65 further applications for certificates had been
made though they were not finally disposed of till the ensuing year.
At the end of 1877 the area of lands for which titles had been issued
during the year had dwindled down to 6,801 acres, of the value of £210,431.
We consider it impossible, even if our recommendations for facilitating
the investigation and passing of titles be adopted, that three Examiners only, in
addition to their other work, can within a reasonable time examine the titles to
upwards of seven miffions of acres of land still held under the old system, and it is
obviously very desirable that as soon as possible the whole of the alienated lands of
the colony should be held under one kind of title.
We tbere:Eore think that as business increases—which we confidently
expect it will—it may be necessary to appoint a larger number of Examiners, but the
prospect of the increased expenditure, which will be thereby incurred need not create
any alarm, because the increased amount of fees is likely to make the office quite
self-supporting.
We find that even at the preseit time the clerical staff is not sufficient
for carrying on the business of the office properly, and that it is essential that at
least two fresh clerics should be appointed without waiting for the complications
which must otherwise arise as routine business increases.
The shorthandedness of the office has in some instances led to practices
which it is not desirable to permit except under very special circumstances or on the
pressure of very urgent business, and then only with the express sanction of the
Registrar-General, or his Deputy, in each case.
We allude to the payment by the public of gratuities to clerks in the
establishment, for work done or professed to be done after the usual hours of business,
and we find that the payment of such fees has given rise to rumours of bribery,
though we have been unable to find any other foundation for such rumours than the
payment of the gratuities mentioned.
We have found that most of the routine business of the department is
conducted very creditably, and that some of the officers are fairly entitled to an
increase of pay—not only because the work has greatly increased since their
appointments, and is likely to continue to increase, but also because the gentlemen
alluded to evidently have the interest of the institution at heart, and spare no pains
to do their work as prompt]yand efficiently as circumstances will allow.
In consequence of the absence of a clear definition of the status and duties
of the principal officers, the question whether the Examiners' clerk is under their
orders or under the Registrar-General has never been clearly settled, and much
unpleasantness, interfering with the harmonious working of the office, has arisen
partially
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partially on this account, and stifi more considerably on account of the more important
question whether the Examiners are in any way under the control of the RegistrarGeneral or not.
With a view to the recovery of some of the lost popularity of past years,
and to the lessening of delay and expense in future operations, we have carefully
considered what alterations can be made without infringing on principles already
established, or creating unnecessary risk to the assurance fund, and we have
determined to recommend some which we believe will have a most beneficial effect
in inducing the owners of the outstanding 7,000,000 of acrcs to concur in bringing
about the very desirable result of uniformity of title throughout the whole colony.
The question of dower having caused much trouble in every colony where
the new system of titles has been introduced, we have considered whether it is possible,
without injustice to the few women marricd before the year 1837 who still survive, to
make such alterations as will effectually dispose of the difficulties which yet exist,
Until dower becomes an actual estate in possession it is at the best a
mere possibility, and its recovery is surrounded with so many difficulties that the
successful termination of a dower suit is an event almost unknown, and we can hardly
conceive it possible that any woman has ever been induced to enter into the marriage
contract by the consideration that if she should survive her husband she would
become dowable in all his lands, including even those acquired after the marriage.
We therefore consider that little or no injustice will be done to any one,
but a grcat benefit will be conferred on landholders, if the principles of the Dower
Act of 1836 be applied to all lands acquired after that year. We think however that
it is advisable to allow to women married before the year 1837 the privilege of
retaining all their present rights by lodging in the Registrar-General's office within a
limited time notice to that effect, and stating therein the date of the marriage in
respect of which such rights are claimed.
36. As the Principal Real Property Act has been drawn in such a form as to raise
many doubts and difficulties, and as it will be necessary in order to carry out
our recommendations that further legislation should take place, we recommend that
a Bill should be introduced into Parliament for the purpose of re-arranging and
consolidating so much of the existing Acts as it may be desirable to retain, of making
such alterations and additions as may be considered beneficial, and of embodying
therein all necessary clauses for carrying out such of the suggestions made by us as
cannot be carried into effect without legislation.
36. In conclusion, we have the honor to recommend as follows
la. That as soon as possible the services of the first and second Examiners
of Titles be dispensed with, and other officers appointed in their place.
That in consideration of the services rendered by the first Examiuer, and of the improbability of his being now able successfully to
resume the practice of his profession, an ample provision be made for
him by giving him some other equally lucrative appointment in another
department, or in such other manner as the Government may think
fit.
3a. That the salaries of the principal officers employed in the Real Property
Office, and of such other employS therein as may be considered worthy,
be increased.
4a. That two additional junior clerics be appointed, to assist at the counter
in the public room and generally in the office.
5a. That as soon as practicable provision be made for increased accommodation for carrying on the business of the office, which is already almost
too large for the portion of the building occupied by the Real Property
Department.
Ga. That a Bill be presented to Parliament for the purposes before indicated
and that by such Bifi it be provided:
lb. That the Board of Oommissioners shall be abolished.
That a Master of Titles shall be appointed with all powers necessary for
the purpose of giving him the complete control of the Examiners,
including
530-c
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including the distribution of applications to one or more of them, and
also the control of the draftsmen's branch, and with all the functions
of the existing Board of Counnissioners.
Bb. That leasehold lands shall no longer be permitted to be brought under
the Real Property Acts.
4b. That lands comprised in abandoned private roads may be included in
any certificate of title with the consent of all persons entitled to use
them, or on proof that the same have been in possession of the applicant for title or persons through whom he claims, and unused for twenty
years.
5b. That the Examiners or Master of Titles shall not be entitled to
require the production of any document affecting any title under
investigation, if such document shall have been registered under the
Act 7th Victoria, No. 16, and they may dispense with the production
of documents registered under any prior Act for the registration of
deeds.
6b. That the Examiners or Master of Titles may accept as evidence, recitals,
statements, and descriptions of facts, matters, and parties in deeds or
instruments, not less than twenty years old, or in copies or memorials
of same registered as before mentioned.
lb. That after tea years from the date of any instrument executed under
power of attorney, it shall not be necessary to prove that the power
was in force at the date of the execution of such instrument.
Sb. That no applicant for title to unoccupied land- shall be called upon to
prove that no other person has acquired a title to the same by possession
for twenty years or any other time.
9b. That in every case after the expifation of one year from the date of
probate of the will or letters of administration of the estate of any
deceased person, or from his death in case there shall be neither probate nor administration, it shall be assumed that his debts have been
paid, unless there shall be evidence to the contrary, and no evidence of
such payment shall be required.
lob. That in every case of successful application to the Supreme Court,
under the 107th clause of the Principal Act, the applicant shall be
exempted from the payment of the expenses of the Registrar General,
and shall be entitled to be paid his own expenses, when taxed, out of
the assurance fund.
llb. That no claim under any deed or other instrument shall be allowed
against the assurance fund, unless such instrument shall have been
registered under the Act 7th Victoria, No. 16, or some prior Act for
the registration of deeds, before the issue of a certificate of title to the
property, in respect of which such claim shall be made.
12b. That no assurance fees shall be payable in respect of grants henceforth
issued under the Real Property Acts, or of transmissions of property
held under the same Acts.
13b. That the enforcement of claims against the assurance fund be relieved
of all difficulties now existing, and be allowed without any preliminary proceedings against any person.
14b. That whenever land is mortgaged or encumbered, all certificates of
title to land comprised in the memorandum of mortgage or encumbrance shall be deposited with the Registrar General, and remain in
his custody during the existence of the mortgage or encumbrance.
15b. That any memorandum of transfer, mortgage, or encumbrance, not in
the prescribed form, may be registered with the approval of the Master
of Titles, or one Examiner, on payment of double the usual fee.
lOb. That all searches required to be made by any person in respect of any
property held under the Real Property Acts shall be made by a clerk
or officer, who shall give, a certificate of the result of such search, in a
form to be prescribed.
17b.
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17b. That no notice of aplications for transmission shall be published,
unless required so to be by the Master of Titles.
lSb. That if in the grant ,or certificate of title in favour of a woman,
whether married or single, the words "To her separate use," be inserted after her name, she shall have the same power of dealing with
the land during coverture as if she were unmarried.
lOb. That women married before the year 1837, shall be put upon the same
footing with respect to dower as women married in or after that year,
but shall be allowed the privilege beforementioned. (Memorandum
It will probably be necessary to deal with dower by a separate Bill.)
Certified under our hands and seals this 14th day of August, 1879.
JAMES NORTON,
PRESIDENT.
W. H. ARCHER.
JOHN DAWSON.
THOMAS ROBERTSON.
SAMUEL HENRY TERRY.
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REAL PROPERTY ACTS INQUIRY COMMISSION.

MiNUTES OF EVIDENCE.
TUESDAY, 4 MARUH, 1870.
2 rccnt

JAMES NORTON, ESQ.,

PRESmENT.

SAMUEL HENRY TERRY, Esq., M.P., I
WILLIAM HENRY flCIIR, Esq.,
TIIOMAS ROBERTSON, Esq.
Edward Grant Ward, Esq., Registrar General, examined

President.] You are the Registrar General of the Colony P I am.

E. G. Ward,
Esq.
Since when? Between seven and eight years, I think.
And all the work of the Land Pities Office passes under your cognizance? Yes.
Are you aware whether there is any dissatisfaction as to the working of the Real Property Acts, either 4 Max-, 1879
in their provisions or in the mode of carrying them out in your office P Yes, I am.
. How many classes of titles are there that are brought under the Act? Two classes.
What is the course of proceeding on an application for a certificate for first-class title from the lodging
of it to the final issue of the certificate? The first part of the proceeding is payment of the fees. An
application is presented at the counter, the fees are paid, and it is then forwarded, either that day or the
day following to the examiners' clerk.
Yes? Searches are made, and the draftsman's report follows.
That is on a first-class title? Yes.
And tlicn? Then it is forwarded to the Board of Commissioners.
Does it go to the examiners at all? First to the examiners' clerk. The examiners then send in a
report to the Commissioners.
11, Yes? The title is passed under section 15 of the Real Property Act.
And certificate issued, I suppose? And certificate issued.
Will you state the course of proceeding under an application for a certificate of second.ciass title from
the lodging of the application till the final issue of the certificate? It is exactly the same as in the case
of a first-class title, except that advertisements take place.
I think you have got a little astray. These applications are referred to the examiners to report upon?
Yes, exactly, the same as in the case of a first-class title, except that advertisements take place.
And what do the examiners do on these cases being referred to them? They are referred to them
for report.
But what do they do? They generally write letters of requisitions on titles.
They examine the deeds? They examine the deeds, and examine the titles to report upon them.
Searches are made, and the titles are examined previous to the report of the Commissioners.
Supposing they find the title perfect, they report in favour of it? Yes.
Supposing that they find it ünperfeet, what do they do? They advise the Commissioners to reject
the title.
No—they communicate with the applicants, do they not? I cannot say none of that comes before me.
But you do, in fact, know—you sign the requisitions to applicants? Merely pro formd, as being the
head of the department. No examiners' letters are signed by Inc until initialled by one of the examiners.
But, in point of fact, if the examiners find any objection, they communicate with the applicant or
with his solicitor? With the applicant or his solicitor.
Who deals with the matter as be thinks fit for the purpose of removing the objections? Yes.
Can you suggest any improvement in the law with respect to the investigation of titles? No, I
cannot.
You do not deal much with that? I cannot suggest any improvement—not in the manner in which
they are investigated. There is no other way of investigating them, except by searching and forwarding
requisitions to the applicants or their solicitors.
Thit not possible to classify titles—we have them already classified into first and second class ;—is
it possible to make a further classification? I think not; I cannot see it.
Can you make any suggestion as to the improvement of the system generaJly? No; I think the
system is a very good one, and could be worked very well if we only had proper men to work it—competent men to work it, I may say.
But do you not consider that some improvements could be made in minor matters? No doubt in
some details in the working of the Act some improvement might be made, but taking the Act as a whole
I think the principle is a. good one, and only wants competent men to administer it.
20. Have you any control over the Examiners of Titles? Not in their capacity as examiners. I consider I have departmental control as Registrar General.
30. In what shape are reports by the Examiners of Titles submitted to the Commissioners? I think I
had better answer that question by gettiaig you a form. (ibrm of examiners' report p'oduced.)
31.
530—A
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B. G Ward, 31. I see that, in the form of report produced, certain qualifications are printed as being positively neces.
Esq
sary n each case; have not those qualifications been very much extended lately? Yes, to a far greater
,C-'---Th lengtinthan you see on the printed paper. In fact, the number of qualifications has grown to such an
4 Mar,, 1879.
extent that it almost amounts to a question whether those qualifications should not, in the first place, have
taken the form of requisitions. In fact, under the old Examiners of Titics we had no qualifications at all.
Everything was cleared up, and went to the Board of Commissioners to be passed or not, as the case
might be.
In fact, under those qualifications as now required, the title may be rejected? It may be. They may
not be able to cdmply with them, and, although advertised the title may not issue.
AIr. Terry.] Although no caveat is lodged? Although no caveat islodged. This is a principle that
has crept in since the present exathiners came into power.
President.] Then you consider these qualifications ought to take the shape of objections to be dealt
with before advertising the title P Certainly.
Then you consider the system of adding further qualifications very prejudicial to applicants? I do.
aS. How is transmission obtained ia eases of be -a(now administrator), devisee,tenant-by-courtesy,
or other person claiming any estate of freehold in the land of a deceased proprietor P By an application
under the Act.
An application for certificate? An application for certificate, yes.
And how is that application dealt with? It is brought to the counter with the certificate of title or
grant, the will, or probate, or letters of administration, certificate of death, or other evidence, as the case
may be; the fees are paid, and the application, with the documents, is forwarded to the examiners' clerk
in the same manner as ordinary applications.
And what is done then-what do they do with it? Then the examiners fill in it report similar to the
paper you have just seen, and forward it to the Commissioners generally for advertisement.
And on the advertisement being published, and no caveats being entered, a certificate is granted?
The certificate is issued to the applicant.
Do you consider that the process is sufficiently simple, and that it works satisfactorily? No, 1 think
agreat change may be made with regard to transmission applications. I cannot see the necessity for the
delay that at present exists in advertising.
Have you heard any complaints about the payment of assurance fees on transmissions ? Yes,
I have heard a few people complain of having paid assurance fees again.
Having paid them originally they considered that ought to cover all dealings with the title afterwards?
Yes.
Is there any reason why assurance fees should be paid in the transmission cases mentioned? I
think not.
You think that the d. in the £ paid on the original application for a title ought to cover all future
dealings with the property? I do.
Then you think it unnecessary to go through the process of advertising in cases of transmission? I
do. That is where letters of administration orprobates may be granted by the Supreme Court.
Then you would advertise in some cases? In some cases.
Intestacy, for instance? I do not know what cases you may mean.
The cases under the Act are heir-at-law, devisee, tenant by the courtesy, or other person claiming any
estate of freehold in the land of a deceased proprietor? That is the rule; those are'the majority of cases.
Can you see the advantage of an advertisement in any of these cases? No, I cannot.
Have you heard any complaints of delay in advertising applications for certificates in ordinary cases?
Delay in advertising.
Delay created by advertising? In ordinary cases, no.
What is the term of advertising P Seventy days in ordinary cases; thirty-five days notice in transmission eases; and thirty-five days when personal service of notice is undertaken.
What is the advantage of advertising at all? In ordinary cases P
Yes? To give people an opportunity of lodging objections to the title. It is a safeguard that I do
not think ought to be done away with in ordinary cases.
50. In the case of absentees from the Colony, do the advertisements give any protection? Certainly they
do. Most absentees leave some representative here.
But suppose they had no representative here. Many persons go away leaving vacant land and no
agent, and no advertisement can protect them? No, certainly not.
Does not the question of dower give a great deal of trouble, and create oxpense to applicants for
titles? It does.
Can you suggest any remedy? I think a Bill should be brought in abolishing dower.
Absolutely? Absolutely.
Might not that work injustice to some persons who are now really entitled to dower-in actual possession of it? I cannot quite understand you.
Supposing a man married before 1837, dies and leaves it wife who enters into possession of dower,
an Act simply abolishing dower would take away a right of which she was in possession P There
might he an exception in cases of that kind. But ninety-iiine women out of .100 who were married before
1837 have not the slightest idea of having any interest in the land of their husbands. I cannot see
what injustice could be done except with regard to a person who is in actual possession of
Supposing the husband is very old and in poor circumstances, and the wife is still living, looking
forward to this dower asalneans of existence after his death, do you not think it would be unjust to
deprive her of that possibility? No, I do not think so. J.t is only a bare possibility that she is entitled
to that dower.
But some know it exactly? Yes.
However, you think the dower ought to be swept off aliogether? I think so.
Has not dower been abolished in South Australia and Victoria? In South Australia it has I know,
and I think in Victoria. It was abolished in South Australia twenty-five years ago.
For the purpose of this system? No, before the systcm was ever contemplated.
You have been in South Australia? Yes, ten years.
Under Sir Robert Torrens in working the Real Property Acts there P Yes, I was the iirst Secretary
to the Lands Titles Commissioners in South Australia.
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E. G. Wara,
70.'IS trust property sufficiently protected by the present system of caveats? I think so.
Esq.
71, How are they worked? A certificate of title issues to the trustees as owners in fee; the bcwyZctaires
lodge a caveat, and also a copy of the trust deed, which is deposited with the Registrar General-the 4AIr
1879
caveat referring to their trust deed.
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coming in can be registered until notice is given to the caveator.
Suppose cestique trusts are infants how can they protect themselves? Any friend can lodge a caveat
to protect them.
But suppose they are orphans with no one to protect them? The Registrar General can lodge a
caveat in that case.
Can you suggest any improvement in the matter of caveats? No, :1 cannot.
You think it amply sufficient for the purposes of protection? I do.
Would it not be advisable to permit the statement on any certificate of title that the property is held
in trust, so as to protect the real owners from risk in cases of death, or insolvency of trustee, and sales by
the Sheriff on his account, and to save his representatives from doubt and difficulty? I can see no
objeotion to the certificate stating that the property is held in trust simply.
No statement of trust but simply a statement? A statement that it is simply held in trust. I can
see no objection to that.
Do you think it would be advantageous? I think it might be.
Provided it did not encumber the dealing with the property? Provided you stop there-simply that
the property is held in trust. It merely gives a warning to people abont to purchase property or lend
money.
Si. Afr. Robertsom] Would that interfere with the indefeasibility of the title? President.] We do not propose to go so far as that? There is no doubt the policy of the Real
Property Act is that the land is held by trustees, and all persons interested should lodge a caveat immediately. It is quite a sufficient protection. That caveat refers to the trustees, and shows that the persons
are nothing else than trustees.
Mr. Terry.] But is it not the case now that the caveat number is on the corner of the deed? Yes.
President.] Is the word "caveat" marked on the certificate? Yes, the words "number caveat."
Mr. Robertson.] But the caveat might he lodged afterwards? In all trust deeds the caveat may be
Jodged at once.
President.] But that caveat may be in reference to mortgages and all sorts of things; it may not be
in reference to trust property? It merely says "number, caveat," and you look at the number and see
what the caveat refers to.
Would it not be advantageous, and get rid of many trusts, if married women were allowed to hold and
deal with property under the Act as if they were unmarried? Yes.
'What is the process of appeal from the decision of the Commissioners founded on the examiners'
report? Appeal to the Supreme Court; the applicant writes to the Registrar General requesting him to
state his reasons for refusing to grant him a certificate of title, to state his reasons in writing.
Yes? And on these reasons lie prepares a statement for the Court.
And then P Then the Registrar General is called upon to show cause why he refuses to issue the
title.
These matters have to be brought before the Court by affidavits? I think so. That is it matter of
Supreme Court practice.
The questions are argued before the Court and judgment given? Yes.
Do you consider this process sufficiently simple, expeditious, and inexpensive? I think so.
I suppose you do not really know much about the practical working of it? Not after it leaves this
office.
I mean in the Court? No.
Do you not consider that in case the appellant succeeds it is a great hardship that he should be compelled to pay the costs of the examiners whose decision has been upset? I think it is a hardship.
Should not these costs be payable out of some fund-out of the assurance fund, or some other fund?
Not out of the assurance fund, certainly. I think the costs ought to be borne by the Government.
The Registrar General is nominally the defendant.
Air. Archer.] If you were muleted they would put the amount on the Estimates, I suppose? Oh,
yes, I suppose so. In other eases it has been done. If. the Government had to pay it would make them
more careful.
President.] Would not certificates be much more readily attainable if the period of limitation for
recovery of property held adversely were shortened? I think that the amended Real Property Act does
lessen the time-does away with it altogether, for property under the Act. (Section 11, 41 Tic. Rb. 18,
referred to and read.)
Well then, as far as property outside the Act is concerned, do you consider the period of limitation
should be shortened, so as to enable applicants to get titles in this office more readily? I do not think
it ought to be shortened.
Do you consider that under the present facilities for travelling and obtaining information there is
any necessity for extending the twenty years allowed in cases where persons interested are beyond seas?
Ithink not.
What are the duties of the Board of Commissioners? They have to meet and receive the report of
the examiners on one day every week, and deal with the applications put before them. They have to
instruct the Registrar General to advertise applications, to settle the time of such advertisements, and
also to decide if the applications should be advertised in country newspapers.
Do you consider it of any advantage to have a Board of Commissioners? I do.
Why? I think they are a great safeguard to the public.
In directing advertisements and precautionary measures? Yes. They have also to allow the
Registrar General to correct errors in the registcr book of certificates of title, and to dispense with the
production of certificates of title or other instruments of registration ; also to allow the Registrar
General to grant provisional certificates on grants in cases of loss by fire or otherwise.
Could not the Registrar General alone very well perform all the duties the Commissioners have
hitherto performed? I think he could, but it is a very great safeguard, and an advantage to the Registrar
General
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R. G. Ward, General to be associated with two other gentlemen who can assist him by advising him in many cases that
Esq.
come under his notice.
1879 107. Who are the Commissioners, and are they professional men? No, they are not.
431Sr.,
108. What are their names? Richard Jones and Alexander Walker Scott.
109. Richard Jones ;-what is he? He is a gentleman without any profession. He is Chairman of the
Board of Directors of the Commercial Banking Company.
110. What is Mr. Scott? Mr. Scott is a gentleman with no occupation. The Registrar General is
chairman of the Board of Commissioners cx officio.
111. Then the Board of Commissioners consists of the Registrar General and two associates? And two
associates.
112. Do the Commissioners ever question the reports of the examiners, and grant or withhold certificates
in opposition thereto? They have done so when the two Examiners of Titles have differed in their opinion
on the title.
113. Suppose a skilled barrister or solicitor were appointed Master or Commissioner of Titles with power
to determine appeals from the decision of the examiners, would not many appeals to the Supreme
Court be saved? Very likely they may by the appointment not of a skilled barrister but of a skilled
solicitor.
114. Well, a skilled professional man? Very few barristers know anything of conveyancing.
115. Do you not think it might be advantageous to substitute a Master of Titles in place of the Board of
Commissioners? It might be. It all depends upon the position of the man who takes the post.
116. Leaving you to perform the duties now actually performed by the Board? By the Commissionersyes.
117. have any claims ever been made on the assurance fund? I think not.
118. Mr. Robertson.] What is the amount of the fund? I sent a memorandum to the Treasury yesterday in order to get the amount, and expected to have it this morning.
119. Mr. Terry.] It must be a considerable sum now ? Yes.

TffURSDAY, 6 MARUR 1879,
ljrzzent

JAMES NORTON, Esq., PRESIDENT.
SAMUEL HENRY TERRY, E5Q., M.P.,
I WILLIAM HENRY ARCHER,

ESQ.,

THOMAS ROBERTSON, ESQ,
Edward Grant Ward, Esq., Registrar General, further examined
E. G. Ward, 120. The witness said: I have got a reply from the Treasury with regard to !the amount at the credit of
Esq.
the assurance fund-it is £27,253 18s. Sd., commencing from January, 1863, to December, 1878.
r-'----- 121. Aft. Robertson.] Row is that money invested? In debentures-Government securities.
C Mar., 1879. 122. .Prerident.] As the examiners say, one case might sweep off the whole sum. There are some values
above that? Oh, yes.
Would you be good enough to inform us what are your duties as Registrar General? They are so
multifarious that I can Only generally? A general supervision of the office. I may state that the Act allows the Deputy
to have even power with the Registrar General. The Deputy Registrar General does all the office work
except signing Crown grants. I sign all those, and sit as Chairman of the Board of Commissioners. I
supervise all the complaints that come into the office, and inquire into them. All the correspondence
passes before me, and at all times, of course, I act officially when the Deputy is out.
I do not mean distinguishing between the Registrar General and his Deputy, but the duties of the
Registrar General and the Deputy? The great duty of the Registrar General is to register documents,
all documents that are brought under the Act for registration. He is the executive officer under the Act.
120. Would you not be quite able, in addition to those duties, to undertake those of the present Board of
f'ommissioncrs? I think so, provided I had competent Examiners of Titles.
Yes? There is a great deal of legal work now that we used to refer to the Examiners of Titles, but
which I dare not refer now to the Examiners of Titles, for I should never see the end of it. There are
many legal questions that I am obliged to decide without legal aid at all.
But there is really no reason why you should not undertake the responsibility of those duties? I
see none.
Will you state what officers are under you, and what are their duties? There is a Deputy Registrar
General, and all the staff of the Land Titles Office, counter clerks, corresponding clerk, and there is the
Registration of Births, Deaths, and Marriages and Statistical Branch. That branch is under me. And
there are the draftsmen on the staff of the Land Titles Office.
Can you state the duties that each of those officers has to perform? Will it be necessary to give
their names?
I do not care about their names? First of all, we have two counter clerks, who have to receive all
documents, make out tickets for the fees, and take a cursory glance at every instrument handed over the
counter for registration, to see whether there is any informality. Then I have other clerks who have
nothing else to do but receive Crown grants, number them, and see that they are ready for issue and
entering in the books. Then I have a corresponding clerk, clerks for indexing, clerks for entering in a
book of the current transactions of the day-a kind of day-book that is kept, and which we call the
journal. There are also clerks for making endorsements on grants or certificates of title, and the cashier.
You have not mentioned the draftsmen? And the draftsmen, of course, I mentioned them before.
They are more immediately under the Principal Draftsman, who is responsible to me, and who takes
charge of the draftsmen's room. The Principal Draftsman has charge of the four other draftsmen in
there.
What are their duties? The Principal Draftsman has to check all plans that come into the office.
With applications for certificates? With applications for certificates, all deposited under the Act.
The ordinary draftsmen have to put all plans on certificates of title. They prepare tracings for land
applied
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applLed to be brought under the Act, in order that they might be posted to the persons who hold or E. G. Ward,
Esq.
occupy land adjacent to that which is sought to be brought under the Act.
135. Those plans which you mentioned as being brought into the office, are always to be made, as I under- 6
stand, by a surveyor licensed to practise under the Act P plans to be deposited under the Act are bound
to be made by a licensed surveyor under the Act.
130. But not original plans? There is nothing in the Act to oblige me to receive original plans in that
way.
Any surveyor may bring in a plan with an application, but only a licensed surveyor may bring in a
subdivisional plan afterwards? Yes; our usual practice is, with city property, to insist upon a plan from
a licensed surveyor.
Have not great complaints been made of plans being received, which have not been prepared by
licensed, surveyors? 'We have received one or two complaints from licensed surveyors that we received
plans from unlicensed surveyors.
Do you consider it right that unlicensed surveyort should be allowed to practise at all in the office;
if a license is applicable to one class of plans, why not to the other? In the case of plans deposited
under the Act, there are generally subdivisions, and a great deal more care is required for cases of that
kind. In cases of ordinary application all Nye require is to sec that the boundaries are correct and that
they agree with the description of the deeds. We have some cheek upon them there.
But is there not just as much difficulty in those plans as in the others. When you come to subdivide
the original plan it may be found to contain 20 acres less or 20 acres more, and then there is a difficulty P
1'Then a man makes a subdivision under the Act a surveyor must go on the ground and peg out all the
allotments. It will very soon be discovered whether there are any discrepancies in the area of the land,
and they come in the title. But even in the case of plans brought in here by unlicensed surveyors under
applications they are always tested by our draftsmen; they are plotted, and so forth.
But they cannot test them on the ground? Not on the ground, but on the paper. There is one
surveyor, for instance, who has been practising for some time, and simply because he cannot go into the
field for two years he cannot get a license. The Act does not prohibit me from taking plans on an
application from anybody. In fact, in the case of a Crown grant we take a sketch from the Surveyor
General's Office.
Mr. 1rnj.] And veq often that is wrong? President.] How long should it necessarily take to issue a certificate of title after date of application
for same? To issue a certificate?
From the time the application is lodged up to the time the certificate is issued, including advertising
and everything else? Three months.
Do you consider three months sufficient for most titles? I do.
For every title? Not for every title-for most titles.
Does it, in fact, take a longer time to issue titles than three months? Yes, as a rule, considerably
over that time.
For what reason? Because the examiners cannot get through their work.
What do you mean by cannot-that they will not, or that they have more to do than they are able
to get through P That is a question that I can hardly answer. My own idea is, that they have not the
capacity for the work, and cannot do it.
Well, do you think that if you had unexceptional examiners the work could be got through in the
way you state? Easily. It always was before.
How long should it take to register, transfer, and issue a new certificate? I think a week. It
ought not to take more.
Does it take longer? I believe it does in some cases, where a large number of grants or certificates
have to be consolidated into two or three. But, as a rule, it ought not to take longer than a week. Those
are my instructions.
158. Are those instructions carried out as a rule? I think they are as a rule.
Of course some time is necessary on account of preparing a fresh certificate and new plan P Yes,
but I think a week is sufficient.
And you think, generally, it does not exceed a week P I think not. Of course a large number of
transactions are registered by endorsement only.
And those occupy less time? Those ought not to take any longer than the next day.
By what rule are cases allotted to the examiners as they arrive in the office? I have them forwarded
to the examiners' clerk immediately on receipt. As 80011 as thcy get into his bands they are usually dealt
with as the examiners themselves direct.
That is a matter of arrangement between the examiners themselves? Yes.
You furnish them to the examiners' clerk, Mr. Lander, and he allots them among the examiners?
No ; it is a matter between the examiners themselves as to the allotment of them. I believe they are
generally put away for a month in the first place, and at the beginning of every month I think they make
a partition.
But I suppose you do not know that of your own knowledge? Yes, I know it of my own knowledge,
but it is nothing to me.
I suppose Mr. Lander is under your control? Yes, departmentally-the same position as the
Examiners of Title, but he is specially their clerk and has to obey their commands.
But suppose you direct Mr. Lander to take every case you send to him immediately to one of the
examiners, it is his duty to obey you? I think so.
And yet you say these things accumulate for a month before being given to any examiner? Yes;
they get into one of the examiners' rooms, and are allowed to remain there for a month before partitioning
them. If Mr. Lander takes them to the examiners, the onus of the blame must rest with the examiners
Jbr the delay of the month at all events.
How many classes of cases are there P Two classes.
The first class consisting of grants to the applicants, and the second of grants under which there
have been dealings? Yes, derivative titles-second-class titles.
160. Do the examiners deal with the first-class cases? They do.
1.67. As these do not usually involve any difficulty, would it not be better that the examiners should not
be troubled with them P As a rule, I think the report of the examiners might be dispensed with in firstclass cases.
168.
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F. ô Ward, 168. Except in some very exceptional eases? Yes.
Esq.
169. Which occur very seldom? Yes.
Does the giving to the examiners of those first-class titles cause delay in the examination of second.
an,
class cases? It ought not to do so ; they are very simple-A B C cases.
But is there not a great number of them? There are not a great number of first-class cases now; they
have fallen off of late.
I suppose the great bulk of them have been brought in? No, there must be still a great many of
them.
You are aware that many second-class cases, where there have been few dealings with the property,
are almost as simple as first-class cases ; how are those dealt with? They are dealt with by the examiners
in the ordinary way of second-class cases.
In the-same way as complicated eases? Yes.
Is there any ossibil ty of making some arrangement by which another class might be established, so
as to take those simple cases out of the category of complicated eases? You cannot very well divide the
derivative titles into two classes. I cannot see how you could do it.
There is a difficulty, I can see? It would be it very good plan if the examiners would do it, but of
course that is a matter for themselves.
It is a matter that I think they could very well deal with themselves? They ought to do so.
During what hours are the examiners supposed to attend to their dutics .it the office? F±om 10 to
4, with an interval for lunch of half an hour, or an hour. As a matter of fact, two of them are always
here from 9 to 4, and have been so for some time past.
Do they attend punctually without absenting themselves during office hours? I think so.
All of them? All of them.
There used to be great complaints about one? I am speaking of the present time.
Do you consider that you have any right to interfere with them if they do not attend? I think I
have the right to report them to the Colonial Secretary, the Ministerial head of the office.
Do the examiners take any trouble to assist applicants for titles in removing objections? I think not.
Did not Mr. Holden and Mr. Dick do so? Yes, always.
That is to say they would step out of their way to help applicants to get their titles through?
Certainly.
And the present examiners do not? The reverse. They seem to invent objections rather than
try to remove them.
Do the examiners try to facilitate the business of the office? What business do you mean?
I mean in passing titles. Do they do anything in order to get those titles disposed of? I do not
think they do; not to my knowledge.
That is, as I understand you to say, that they rather obstruct than facilitate the passing of the titles?
Two of them-Mr. Burton and Mr. Jones.
In Mr. Dick's time was it not customary to issue reminders to applicants who did not proceed
speedily? Constantly.
Why was this custom dropped? I cannot say.
Was it not because the examiners themselves were in such arrear that they did not like to do it?
Very likely; it isprobable that that was the case.
Have there been any cases where titles have been accepted by Mr. Holden and Mr. Dick, and
on fresh applications re-investigated by Mr. Burton as if they had not been passed before? I have heard
of such cases.
Do you know whether there have been some? I know there have been cases brought under my
notice, but I cannot call them to mind.
Have you heard complaints from solicitors or applicants that it has been the ease? Yes, from
solicitors.
Were there any complaints of delay and trouble to applicants-delay in the office, and trouble given
to applicants up to the time of Mr. Burton's appointment? Not that I am aware of.
Were there any arrears of work then in the examiners' department? tone; no arrears in the
examiners'. Of course there were cases standing over waiting satistaction of requisitions.
I think you will find in the former report that this is mentioned. It seems, however, that there was
only a small arrear, some ten cases or so. Have any complaints reached you with respect to the conduct
of the business of the Real Property Office? Yes.
Will you be good enough to state the nature of the complaints? The principal complaints have been
of one or two of the clerks not being sufficiently attentive.
The counter clerks? Yes. I have also lately had a complaint that they are overworked, and require
a larger staff at the counter. That has been principally owing to the large influx of Crown grants-two or
three thousand in a week sometimes.
Are those complaints well founded? I think they are.
Then you think you have not sufficient assistance to carry on the business of the office? No, I have
applied for additional assistance.
Is there any complaint in the Survey Department-the draftsmen's office? I have not heard any.
You think their work is kept up? I think so.
What has been the nature of the complaints about Mr. Burton? Simply that he delays titles for an
extraordinary length of time before lie issues any requisitions, and then when the requisitions are issued
that they are extremely technical and troublesome, and of such a nature as very few legal men would ever
dream of making.
And those requisitions add greatly to the expense of the applicant in getting his certificate issued?
Certainly.
And sometimes to appeals to the Court? Yes, sometimes.
Can you toll us why Mr. Burton is so slow and so particular? I cannot say, I am sure. I snppose
it is naturally constitutional.
Do you think he is able really to get through the business that is entrusted to him? I do not
think so:
That is, he is naturally incapable of getting tlu'ough his work? I will not say incompetent, but
natural incapacity for that work.
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211. Not energy enough? No, and not sufficient capacity for it. I mean to say he cannot get through. E. G. Ward,
Eag.
any amoun± of work. The work he gets through in a day any ordinary man would get through in an hour.
21.2. He is very siow, and goes into titles too minutely ;-is that it? Yes.
Have there been any complaints about Mr. Jones? No particular complaints-simply that he is in C Mar., 1879.
arrear, the same as Mr. Burton, in his work.
Does lie (10 his work in the same way as Mr. Burton does his P To a great extent.
He is a man of the same temperament? Something-not quite so particular but quite as slow;
and, unfortunal;ely, whatever Mr. Burton says Mr. Jones agrees with at once. He does not seem to have
an opinion of his own. He is led entirely by Mr. Burton.
But Mr. .Tones is a younger man, and has more capacity for work? I think so-yes.
Was not Mr. Burton taken ill shortly after he commenced his duties here? He was.
And he had, I think, three months leave of absence? I think it was a month extended to another
month.
Was that illness brought on by the excessise work in the office? I was told so.
You have another examiner now-Mr. Maddock? We have.
Have there been any complaints about him? No.
Does he do his work expeditiously? Very. He has got up it large number of cases in arrear left by
Mr. Oliver, and other cases that have been signed by either Mr. Burton or Mr. Jones.
I understand you to say that you have no power to allot cases to any particular examiner? No,
they arrange that among themselves. The Act says :-" Upon thereceipt of such application theHegistrar
General shall cause the title of the applicant to be examined and reported upon by the examiners, and
shall, thereafter, refer the case to the Lands Titles Commissioners for their consideration." Of course,
when I forward a case to the cleric of the examiners, it is tantamount to forwarding it to the examiners.
Do you consider that all these three examiners are competent to examine titles, leaving the question
of time out of consideration, as a matter of trust? As a matter of trust P
Yes; that is to say whether you would be safe in accepting a title passed by these examiners?
Certainly; you would be quite safe by Mr. Burton. I am not quite certain about Mr. Jones; about Mr.
Maddock 1. am. Mr. Jones has had no practice of his own. He was simply managing clerk when he
name here.
Then you think Mr. Maddoek is just as trustworthy as either of the other two? I de.
How many appeals have there been to the Supreme Court from the decision of the examiners, and
can you state the result in each case? I should think there have been five or six, but I really forget the
particular merits of each of them, except in the Underwood Estate title. I remember that particularly.
I have had three in my own office? I think there were about six; there are one or two pending
now.
220. What has been the result of those appeals? The Court has always reversed the decision of the
examiners.
Always decided against the examiners? Yes, as far as I can recoUect.
What was the average of cases before the Board of Commissioners at each meeting previous to Mr.
Burton's appointment? It is so far back that I could not quite state without referring to the minutebook.
Were you then Registrar General? I was Deputy Registrar General.
Perhaps you can state the number of cases lately before the Board, up to the time of Mr. Maddoek's
appointment? I think on an average three to four a week, and the Board meet once a week.
Has Mr. Maddocks' appointment made any difference in that average? Considerably; I think
the average is considerably higher now-from ten to twelve a week.
Was not Mr. Pennington considered a very lax examiner-he held office as locum tene2ls for some
time? I have heard nothing to that effect.
Have any claims ever been made against the assurance fund? None.
And it now amounts to? £27,253 iSs. Sd. up to the end of 1878.
Does not Mr. Burton, in cases of unoccupied lands, require the applicants to show that no person
has entered upon the land, and acquired a title by possession P He does.
Who originated that requisition? Mr. Burton I think. The applicant declares that there is no one
in possession. The application itself states that there is no one in an adverse possession.
Is it customary with the examiners to issue more than one batch of requisitions in each ease? Yes,
sometimes three and four.
You have heard great complaints from persons bringing in titles, that when they have answered one
set of requisitions they have had another given them to answer ? Yes, I have.
And if the whole had been given to them at once they would have considered whether it was better
to withdraw their cases, or go to the expense of answering the requirements? Certainly. I do not think
the public complain so much of the riidness of the requisitions as of the great delay that takes place.
One set of requisitions goes out, and is answered, and is then put away for months, and another set, and
then a third or a fourth in the same way, instead of dealing with them at once.
.21&. lbrry.] Does that not show incompetency on the part of the examiners? I should say so.
President.] Does this second, or third, or fourth batch of requisitions necessarily arise out of the
answers to the fist? Sometimes they may. I do not think requisitions can be sent out all at once,
because the very answers may give cause for requisitions, but when they come in they ought to be
attended to at once.
Then you think that there are some cases where requisitions which might have been issued in one
batch are issued in two batches? Yes.
Where any requisitions have been made should not those requisitions be dealt with before the
examiners take a new ease? I think so ; certainly.
That is, when they once start a case they should go through with it? Certainly, as soon as the
requisitions are started they ought to be attended to. But they are not; they are put away for
months.
Can you tell us how many cases were in arrear at the date of Mr. Maddock's appointment? I
cannot say, but I can get the information.
Perhaps that had better be furnished in a tabular statement ;-are there many deeds lost or inislaid
in
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E. G. Ward, in the cifficeP I think not when you come to consider the number of deeds that go through the office.
Eq.
Comparatively, I think there are very few lost.
4.Tii 1879 250. Have there not been complaints that people come here for deeds and cannot find them P No doubt
Sr.,
there has been carelessness inputting away deeds and titles and not being able to find them at once.
How does that arise? Through carelessness.
In whose branch? In the examiners' branch as a rule; I do not know of any other instance.
258. Mr. Archer.] Are the applications to bring property under the Act looked at individually by all the
examiners? By two out of three. Each case must be reported upon by two examiners.
How many cases in the year on the average do these two examiners get through P I cannot say.
A return that we are preparing now will show that.
Have you no idea from experience as to the reksonable average that should obtain P They should
get through about 300 applications in the year to bring property under the Act, and I suppose about 200
transmission applications.
That is to say each examiner ;-supposing one examiner did all the work, how much should be do
in the course of the year in regard to bringing applications under the Act? I suppose about 230, or 240
at the outside-or 200 I should think altogether.
Supposing each examiner did a fair share of work, in respect purely to applications to bring
property under the Act P About 200.
President.] That is about four a week? Yes, I suppose that would be about the average.
Aft. Archer.] If you were informed that in a neighbouring Colony each of the examiners gets
through a greater number, would you not think it possible that they would be able to do so here?
Certainly. But there is one difference: our Colony being older our titles are more complicated than
those in any of the other Colonies.
So that if in a neighbouring Colony 220 or 230 per annum were passed by each examiner you think
that the average of 200 in Sydney would be a fair one? Certainly.
In point of fact, do your three examiners pass 600 titles in the year? Nothing like it.
Saying nothing as to transactions in laud already under the Act? Saying nothing about them.
President.] They do not deal with them? No, they do not go before them.
Except transmissions P Ordinary transmissions are dealt with by the deputy and myself. In cases
of doubt we used to go to the examiners, but we dare not do that now.
AIr. Archer.] But are not the legal officers appointed to this department for your guidance,-for
your special assistance as a layman? Yes.
And are you not taking all unfair share of responsibility? Yes, certainly.
And what in the interests of the public you are not required to do P In the interests of the public
I think I am required. I net purely as the Registrar General and with the deputy.
And do you feel yourself thoroughly capable to undertake this responsibility? In nearly every case
Ido. I should not undertake it if I did not. But I ought to be in a position to have a legal man to refer
to whenever I wanted to do so.
But is that not the intention of the Act? It is.
That these gentlemen should be the legal advisers of the Registrar General and that be should be
relieved of all responsibility on legal points? Certainly.
211. What is your position as Registrar General in relation to these examiners; have you any control at
all over them? I have in a departmental sense.
How do you exercise it? In various ways. For instance, they write to me for leave of absence.
But you do not give it to them? I forward it to the Colonial Secretary. Everything goes through me
But that is merely being a conduit pipe. I mean what authority do you exercise as Registrar
General over the legal officers? If they do not do their duty I report them.
Have you reported them? Yes.
Recently? Two years ago.
Have the Government supported you in matters of that kind P No.
They have simply ignored your request? They have. For instance, Mr. Oliver remained away from
the office over and over again.
270. Do you find with the gentlemen who are at present examiners any difficulty similar to that you found
with Mr. Oliver? No, I do not.
You said that cases came before the Commissioners for acceptance or rejection. In point of fact,
have you ever rejected a case where the examiners have recommended its adoption? Where the examiners
differed we have.
But not where they have recommended it? No; where they have recommended, where both have
recommended.
On what grounds P On certain legal grounds when they have recommended objections.
You have never taken upon yourself to object what they have recommended for acceptance? Never.
Then, in point of fact, as supervisors of the recommendations of the examiners the Commissioners
are of no practical use? No.
Their duties are almply perfunctory P To a great extent.
Can you give a single action of theirs of the slightest value; that is to say, is there a single act
winch they perform that the Registrar General or the examiners themselves could not equally well
perform P They could, provided we had competent examiners of titles. If I could be assured that the
Government would always appoint competent men as examiners of titles then I would say by all means
we could do it.
But the Commissioners invariably accept the examiners' recommendations of the acceptance of the
title P Of the general acceptance of the title. We very often ignore qualifications.
But, in point of fact, they adopt all that the examiners recommend, and reject what is considered
unnecessary? The general acceptance or rejection of a case depends upon the examiners.
So that the Commissioners exercise no power of revision over them? No.
And they are useless in that regard? They are in that regard.
I understood you to say you are preparing a return of the amount of work done by each of the
examiners? I am.
How many working days have you in the year? About aoo. That is after deducting Sundays
and holidays.
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President.] I am afraid you have less than that? No, I think not.
.211,-. Archer.] You say that is the number of working days the examiners would be expected to attend? F. G. W&rd,
Yes, about 300 days.
Sq.
With regard to the time that should be taken to get a case through-supposing the title is all dear 6 Mar 1879
and the solicitor of the applicant promptly attends to the requisitions, do you not think that four months
is too long a time? Three months are quite sufficient.
290. Could you ascertain what is the average time taken, audlet the Commission know? I could do so,
but it would be a very difficult thing. I should have to go through the records of the minute book
from the foundation.
297. Can you not take the last few months of the year and ascertain the average? Yes.
The average time that it takes in the majority of cases to big
rn the property under the Act-say
during 13 78? Yes. (Witness was directed to prepare a return.)
With regard to officers. You were saying that you were undermanned in the pressure of work?
A.t present.
Do you adopt .a system of employing supernumeraries P I have applied for them, but have never
had them.
Are you accustomed to employ anyone in the department on piece-work? Yes.
To what extent? I employ law stationers to engross certificates of title.
303, And do you do the same in regard to endorsing on certificates? No, I could not do that very well.
804. Why not? Because we employ clerks who have other duties to perform as well as to do that.
305. But is not work Inudered through this? No, I think not.
300. If you employed them after office hours, for example, would you not get through more work? Of
course I should,
307. Or if you employed persons on contract, not the persons in the office? I should netlike to employ
in the office supernumeraries who are outside the office, I should not like strangers to be in the office after
it is shut.
But they would not be strangers if you employed them constantly? Not if I employed them
constantly.
809. My object is to see whether you could not secure a greater result and with benefit to the public b
employing supernumeraries (or call them anything else you please) on piece-work? That is at so muc
per folio.
Yes? I think so.
Supposing you had to get out a great number of cases by a certain time, would you not do the work
with greater facility by employing extra persons to do it? Th that case I use a private printing press; I
do not use writing at all.
Then you are not interrupted in that? Not in that kind of work.
Will you think over the point whether contract piece-work might not be useful to you? I will. I
do not see how we can bring it into effect with regard to the enrrent work of the office.
Do the draftsmen make out diagrams as officers of the department or by piece-work? As officers
of the department; no piece-work.
Then you do not in fact employ contract work at all? Except in regard to engrossing certificates
of title,
310. What is paid for that? 3d. a folio.
How many folios on an average? Five or six folios.
Then that would be (as it is in duplicate) 2s. Gd. or 3s. for each case? We always do that; we
employ an immense deal on contract or piece-work.
With regard to transactions respecting the land already under the Act, how many of those go through
the office per annum? The return will show that.
And as to whether all the examiners or only one deals with those as well as with applications? The
examiners do not deal with transactions at all except in transmission cases.
Will you give what they do in regard to transmissions? Yes.
Practically you find yourself, as Registrar General, in a false position in relation to the examinersnot having a practical control over them? Yes, I do.
Mr. Terry.] You collect an assurance fee on grants direct from the Crown? Yes.
321. Do not you think that ought to be remitted? I do not see why Crown grantees should nOt pay the
assurance fee of a half-penny in the pound, the same as persons bringing property under the Act. It
brings in a large revenue, and after all a half-penny in the pound is a mere bagatelle.
Do you consider it necessary that the Crown should collect an insurance fee on transmission cases?
No, I think that ought to be abolished.
AIr. Robertson.] It is chargeable by the Act.
AIr. Terry.] Has Mr. Maddock taken more cases than have been supplied monthly to him? Yes.
Has that practice now been stopped by the other examiners ? I have not heard whether it has or
not. I know that for one or two months be has come to me saying that he has had no case in hand, and
I have requested the officers to forward applications upstairs to him.
:329, You are not aware that the other examiners have objected to his taking more cases? He has
informed me that the examiners do object.
330, Because lie gets through more cases than themselves? I believe so.
Have you been aware that the examiners-Messrs. Oliver and Jones-have held that it requires in
a dower case a special release for every case P I believe they do.
That they have rejected a general release of all dower on all property that the husband may be
possessed of-that they have rejected that, and insisted upon a special release upon every property ? Yes.
:333. Do you think that is right? I should think not.
Does Mr. Maddock dispose of two cases to one disposed of by the other examiners? I think he
could almost do ten to one. I do not know whether he has had the opportunity of having them to do.
Well, do you not think if Mr. Maddock is idle in his office that other cases ought to be forwarded
to him, independent of the other examiners? Certainly I have instructed the officers to do so.
:336. Do you recommend any change? I recommended a change two years ago, but it has not been acted
upon. I wrote a long letter to the Colonial Secretary on the subject more than two years ago.
530-B
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E. G. Ward, 337. Do you think it would be an advantage to the public if Mr. Burton were pensioned off? I do I
think it would be a very great blessing-more than an advantage.
°qWhat would you recommend in reference to Mr. -Tones ;-you say lie is very slow in gettin
. o rid of
.
6 Mar. 1679. cases? You do not know what to do with him. Of course if he were in pnvate
employmenttiwould be
a different thing altogether.
I suppose you would recommend high-class practitioners to be appointed? I would recommend the
appointment of two examiners at £1,500 a year each in the place of three at £800. I recommended that
more than two years ago to the Government.
I suppose a first-class man would not take the position at the low salary? You eanupt get a firstclass man at £800 a year, except under peculiar circumstances.
Then, since the death of Messrs. Holden and Dick, the office has not worked so satisfactorily? No,
it has not.
And the public have not so much confidence in it? I think not.
Have many cases been withdrawn? Yes, there have been.
Have some cases been pending for two years? More than that-three, I think.
And then passed? And then passed.
What is the reason of the long delay? I cannot say. I know some have been in the office more
than nine years, but that was in consequence of the neglect of the applicant to answer the requisitions.
I understood you to say that you think the Act would work well, provided it was efficiently conducted?
I think so.
That the Act itself does not require so much amendmcnt? No.
Mr. Robertson.] The principal cause of delay I understand from your answers to be in the requisitions, those that might be called original requisitions being sent out ia batches instead of being sent out
all at once? Yes.
Long as some of our titles are, did you ever see a lot of deeds that could not be perused by an
intelligent conveyancer in a day? Certainly not-well, yes; I may say with one exception I have not.
I saw an exception the other day in a title that would take an intelligent man three days to peruse the
deeds, but that is an exception.
Do you see anything to prevent all original requisitions from being sent out within twenty-four
hours of the application being lodged? Certainly not.
852. Temperament, as well as skill, has a good deal to do with the capacity of an examiner, has it not?
I think so.
Is it true that Mr. Jones suffers from a nervous fear of incurring responsibility? I believe lie does.
And Mr. Burton has great skill in discovering objections to titles P He has.
I suppose he would be an invaluable conveyancer for an unwilling purchaser? Yes, I should say so;
about the only class for which he would be any use.
I understand that you disapprove of any scheme for passing indifferent titles on payment of extra
premiums F I do.
Mr. Terry.] Do you think it necessary to compel applicants to produce deeds not in their possession,
and which are already registered? As a rule I should say it is unnecessary. There are some cases in
which I think it might be necessary.
But do not the examiners insist in every case that these deeds shall be produced? Yes, in every case.
Do not the examiners generally object to go out of their way to look at a registered instrument?
Yes, they do.
Do not you think it is their duty to go and look? I do; in fact registration is very little use to us
at all, because it is not taken-it is looked upon as a dead letter.
is it not a fact that in law the first registered instrumeot takes effect? Yes, I believe so. There is
one part of my evidence I wish to supplement, in regard to piece-work. There is another part of the
work in this office which we pay for as piece-work as well as engrossing, and that is searching, at Be much
an hour.
Mi-. Archer.] Will you give a list of your officers on the staff as well as the Commissioners and
examiners, with the salaries and the number and cost of supernumeraries? I will.
That is for last year P Yes.
Mr. Robertson.] During the time that Mr. Oliver was Examiner of Titles was he not employed by
the Government drafting Bills? He was during one portion of the time-during the latter portion of
his term of office-for about three months I think. He was also Registrar of Friendly Societies, and
that interfercd with his work.
.Mi-. Archer.] That caused the delays? So far as he is concerned-and his continual absence from
duty.
3613 Mi-. Terry.] Mr. Lander has other duties to perform? Yes, he is Custodian of Wills.
Do you consider that right? It interferes with his duty as examiners' clerk. He ought to be
relieved of that duty, and the work given to some other officer of the department. It ought to be
attended to by some other person, who has less to do than Mr. Lander. Applications sometimes remain
three months with him before he looks at them. Many people come up and look at those wills, and
want to peruse them; and they may want copies of them, and that delays him.
Mr. Archer.] But when you have known of the practice of his detaining these applications for
months, have you never taken any steps? Yes, I have been to him and to tie examiners, with the
object of relieving him of the wills, but they have always opposed me, and think it right that he should
have the wills,
Have you reported that to the Colonial Secretary? I have not.
From previous experience in that regard you did not feel encouraged so to do? No, the Government do not seem to feel any interest in the department. 1 did what I thought proper at the time,
and took no further steps.
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JAMES NORTON, ESQ., PRESIDENT,
WILLIAM HENRY ARCHER, Esq.,

I

THOMAS ROBERTSON, Esq.

Edmund Burton, Esq., Examiner of Titles, examined
371. President.] I believe you are senior Examiner of Titles under the Real Property Act? I am E. Burton,
Esq.
senior as to dat.e of appointment.
872. There are now three examiners? Yes.
Will you be good enough to inform us what the duties of the examiners are? I must divide the answer 10 Mar., 1879.
to that question. One part of my answer must be, the duties imposed by the Legislature, and the other
must be the duties which they have been in the habit of discharging.
Yes? I should 111cc, if you would kindly allow me, to refer to the Act. The duties of the examiners
arc defined in the 5th section of the principal Act in Part I, just at the end of the section.
"To advise and assist in carrying out the said provisions"? Precisely. There is, of course, more
definition to be collected from other parts of the Act, but that is the general definition of the duties of
the examiners, given by the Legislature,-to advise and assist in Carrying out the provisions of this Act.
3713. Then how do the examiners carry out their duties imposed by this section;-in what manner do they
carry them out? I will answer that question immediately if you require it, but that is touching another
part of the Act. First of all, the 15th section deals with what we call first.class cases. It will be
observed at the commencement of that section that it is made the duty of the examiners to examino and
report upon cases of that kind, and indeed on all cases of application for certificate of title. The last
amending Act, 41 Victoria No. 18, section 5, just touches incidentally the special perusal or perusal under
special circumstances of deeds by the Examiners of Title. It is hardly worth mentioning that section,
but I suppose it makes the answer more complete. Then the 7th section of that new Actimposes a clear
duty on the examiners. That section says: "It shall be competent for though not compulsory on the
Commissioners, if so advised by the Examiners of Titles, to dispense with a certificate of the death of the
deceased registered proprietor on production of such other evidence of his death as the Examiners of
Titles shall think sufficient." So that is a special duty cast upon the examiners. The latter part of that
section takes off from the examiners a duty which, I think, was previously imposed upon them, but as that
is a matter upon which some difference of opinion has prevailed, I do not propose, unless further asked,
to say more about it.
That will do; we only want to get a general idea of what the duties of the examiners are? Quite
so. Then the 10th section of that Act provides by enactment so as to cast a duty upon the examiners
which generally they have been in the habit of performing without any enactment. That is to say, they
perform the duty in similar cases though not strictly identical. The 10th section, it will be observed,
provides for special cases, when an applicant deems an objection by the examiners to be not well-founded.
That is not the title generally, but one particular item of the title? Precisely. That section
provides that to every such case there shall be annexed such observations as the examiners may think
proper to make. Either in addition to those statutory duties, or under the heads of advice and assistance,
the examiners have been in the habit of doing a good deal of other work.
Not contemplated by the Act? I do not say that, because those words "advise" and "assist" are
large enough for the contemplation of anything.
Perhaps you will state the nature of the work? Conducting a large correspondence.
With whom? With applicants and their solicitors.
Yes? Drafting special letters to the Colonial Secretary's office.
883. Anything more? Advising the Commissioners in cases of foreclosure; advising upon transfers
which give difficulty to the gentlemen at the counter; checking accounts.
384. \Vhat sort of accounts? For engrossing and searching.
385. Accounts against the office? Yes.
386. Anything further? Members of the public, as well as members of the profession, are in the habit
from time to time of applying to the examiners for useful advice before bringing cases into the office at all.
387. Which they only get as a matter of favour P Which they invariably get with much courtesy. But
I think it is perhaps a matter of favour. The words of the Act are very large. I have been consulted in
the street, and on board steamers, as well as in the office.
388. i:s that all? I think so.
389. In what manner do titles to land, for which certificates are sought, go into the hands of the
examiners? There is a difference of opinion as to what going into the hands of the examiners means in
this 0111cc. The Registrar General considers that as soon as a case is sent upstairs it is in the hands of
the examiners,
300. Have you not a clerk? Yes.
Being sent upsl:airs then means delivered to that clerk ? Yes.
Have you the control of that clerk? I do not think we have.
He is called the clerk to the examiners? He is called the clerk to the examiners. During one year
be was not called so in the Estimates, but he is called the clerk to the examiners now, and no doubt we
ought to have the control of him. A.s a matter of fact we have not.
Does be do other work than yours? Yes.
Well, suppose a title is placed in his hands for the examiners-the Registrar General considers be
has done his duty as far as that application is concerned? Personally, the Registrar General has nothing
at all to do with it.
390. VTeI], his officers then P Yes.
397. They consider when the application and the title have been handed to the clerk to the examiners,
that the examiners thenceforth have charge of the case? I think they consider so.
308. Is it not so, in point of fact? No.
399. Supposing Mr. Lander does not hand you any application with the documents belonging to it, you
do not consider yourself at all responsible for any delay thereby occasioned? Certainly I do not.
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B, Barton, 400. Then you have no control over Mr. Lander, or in regard to seeing that the office work goes on expeEsq.
ditiously so far as initiating the investigation is concerned? I do not say we have no control over Mr.
r\ Lander, because I think, generally speaking, Mr. Lander would execute our directions, but we have not
10 M.r., 1879. the control over him, because from time to time the Registrar General and the Deputy Registrar General
issue orders to him which take him off our work.
Then, at all events, you have issued directions to Mr. Lander? Oertainly.
As to the applications placed in his hands? No; we often tell Mr. Lander to do this or to do that,
and he generally does it, but we have not given him any general directions as to what he shall do with cases,
Then how do cases come into your hands at all? I am glad to tell you. They are sent upstairs,
and received by Mr. Lander. Mr. Lander then prepares a search paper, having gone through the deeds
sufficiently for the purpose, and when that search-paper has been prepared, and the search has been made,
he takes the ease to the principal draftsman. That officer examines the search.
The principal draftsman 1 understand is in the Survey Office-the man who deals with plans? Yes
he is Mr. Pearson, who has been attached to the office for many years.
In a solicitor's office we attach the term draftsman to another officer. You mean Mr. Pearson,
who deals with the plans? Yes, he is styled the principal draftsman.
Yes? The search-paper and the search are on foolscap paper, and folded once (if it is necessary to
go into such particulars), and upon the fold Mr. Pearson marks all such dealings found on search as it is
necessary for the examiners to see.
Mr. Pearson, you Bay? Mr. Pearson, the draftsman, marks on the search-paper all such deeds
found on search as are not amongst the papers or in the abstract lodged in the ease.
You mean all such deeds in any way affecting the title? He does not know anything about the title,
but if the deed comprises the land he marks it.
Afecting the land? That is it.
Yes P In some cases Mr. Lander, in preparing the search-paper, sees a very palpable difficulty, as it
seems to him, in the title, and he thereupon may send a letter at once to the applicant or his solicitor upon
that difficulty. In that way, till the letter is answered, that particular title may be prevented from coming
to the possession or knowledge of any of the examiners personally. In ordinary cases, when the drafts.
man has dealt with the search-paper, and made such requisitions (if any) as occur to him for a plan
not furnished, and has pointed out in his report any encroachments or perhaps absolute want of title to
some large piece running occasionally to 7 or 8 acres, if not more, the cases are carried into Mr. Jones's
room; they remain there till about the 1st of the ensuing month; then the examiners divide all the cases
between them.
Evenly? Generally evenly.
Then I understand you to say there is a division once a month. That is, cases have become ripe for
examination you may say? Precisely.
Then you, in fact, allot them among yourselves? Yes.
And do you divide them evenly? Generally.
Whether you have an arrear on hand or not? Yes.
That is, whether one who is in arrear or quite up with his work, he still gets one-third of the new
cases? Yes, generally. Transmission cases are also subject to this division; but they,have not to go
through the preliminary stages of search and draftsman's work.
And they are allotted and dealt with in the same way? Precisely.
In what manner do you investigate the titles when they do come into your hands? We pursue
what I know as the late Mr. Norton's plan. That is the name I give it in my own mind.
What was that? We read the original deeds.
Not the abstract if there is one? No, we read the original deeds. We do also what Mr. Norton
had not an opportunity of doing,-we read the originals wills, if any.
What next? As to our next step there has been great diversity of proceeding. That is, there have
been, at least, two or three plans pursued. The plan of the late Mr. Holden, who was senior examiner,
was, I think, generally, to send preliminary requisitions out as early as possible. The preliminary requisitions having been sent the case would be put away as under requisition.
What was the natare of those preliminary requisitions? A memorandum which I have upon the
subject is so close at hand that, if you will allow me, I can very readily refer to it.
Very well? The supply of plans, production of deeds, proof of births, deaths, marriages, &c,, are
subjects for preliminary requisition. Occasionally, parties do not answer for years. Perhaps they get
reminders, but there is generally a pressure of business in the office, and subject to Mr. Lander sending
them some reminders on a printed form, if they do not answer the preliminary requisitions, the cases
remain till they do. We never need be idle; we have always quite enough to do in attending to the
business of applicants who attend to their own business. We are never driven, for want of other work
to attend to the business of those who do not attend to it themselves.
Are you not aware that these preliminary requisitions often cause a great deal of annoyance to
applicants ;-they assume that these are the objections to the title, take some pains to deal with them,
and then find them the commencement of a series P I do believe it.
Then does the same system go on now? Not so much.
I suppose only in obvious cases, where some little defect can be supplied readily? I shall have to
answer somewhat more at length. I should like to remark that when the word "preliminary" is written,
as Mr. ilolden was in the habit of writing it, at the top of the letter, it fairly warned the applicant that
there were other requisitions to come. And, indeed, when any gentleman is asked to produce a deed, or
to produce a certificate, or to produce a plan, he must know, if he will reflect, that objections may arise
out of those very documents, when produced. Besides preliminary requisitions, strictly so called, this office
has, for the most part, been in the habit of dealing with titles by correspondence.
What do you mean by correspondence? Sending letters to the applicants or to their solicitors, in
which the difficujties occurring to the examiners have been pointed out, or further light upon matter of
fact, or occasionally the applicant's own contention upon a point of law has been invited.
You are dealmg now with preliminary objections? No, I am rather talking now of substantial
objections. With regard to preliminary requisitions I should like to say this, that, although they certaiuly
have their objectionable side, they also have their valuable side.
That is to say, I suppose, if put with discrimination? Well, even if put without discrimination. If
very
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very great discrimination were to he used when putting then, one great advantage would be lost, because E. Burton,
Esq.
so much time would be necessarily involved in exercising that discrimination in a multitude of cases that
the examiner may just as well make a thorough investigation with such material as he has before him in LOMarIS7V
each instance.
I think you said just now that was the present practice of the office in regard to that? No, I
must not say that; I must give a full answer. The sending off of preliminary requisitions at an early
stage has this great advantaoe, that it sets the applicant at once to search for certain things which it seems
will be wanted, and so mud time is saved. For all that I am not personally much in love with the
system of preliminary requisitions ; and if some consideration were exercised towards examiners, if it was
not considered so very shocking a thing for an examiner to have a large multitude of cases in hand at
once, it might perhaps be better for him not to make any preliminary requisitions, at least as a general
rule. There are, of course, two sides to the question. As a general rule we have not of late years been so
much in the habit of makinz preliminary requisitions as the office used to be. Titles have been, till a
comparatively recent period, generally dealt with by correspondence, setting out the objections and
difficulties which occurred to the examiners, and for come purposes that, I think, is the very best plan of
dealing with titles. We have been pursuing another system to some extent lately, which has its own
decided advantages ; that is, of reporting a title to the Commissioners with the recommendation of its
acceptance, subject to qualifications. That is practically, I am infonned, the Melbourne plan. When I
was in Melbourne 1 was informed that it was the habit of the professional Commissioner reviewing the
objections to a title taken by an examiner to strike out such objections as he though fit, to add such
now objections of his own as lie might see fit, and then to make an order that this title be passed subject
to the following conditions. The practice of dealing with titles by correspondence has been the practice
of this office for a great many years, and to the late Mr. Rolden and, I suppose, to the late Mr. Dick, the
credit of establishing that; praeti'e is due. The plan of reporting, subject to qualifications which we now
frequently adopt, is practically identical with what I understand to be the Melbourne plan. It has its
advantages. The title is brought: to a certain stage; the applicant sees it advertised; he can say to himself, " My title is passed subject to only certain specified points" ; he has something certain to go upon
and lie can apply himself to the removal of the specified difficulties.
Then do these qualifications comprise only such objections as it is likely the applicant can remove?
Such objections or defects as it is possible he will be able to remove.
I can quite understand the advantage if they are simply forms he has to go through, but not if the
objections are fatal to his title and he cannot remove them? I have something further to tell you. I do
not know whether there is any correspondence in the Melbourne office with applicants before report by
examiners, but as a general rule whether under what I call the old practice or the new, in this office that
correspondence does take place. I think very well myself of the system of reporting subject to
qualifications, but I. am awarc that it has its disadvantages. Sometimes so very great a defect may be
covered by a qualification which perhaps the examiners making it had no reason to suspect—a document
called for may turn out to be so very special, so very much to the contrary of anything that there was any
reason to expect—that it may either almost or altogether destroy the title, which before that document
was produced there seemed a fair prospect of supporting. I think, however, that the advantages of this
qualification system outweighs the disadvantages.
Provided always that discrimination is used P Decidedly. Diseriminatien decidedly ought to be
used in reporting, subject to qualifications.
Because after this the property is advertised, and if he cannot remove those preliminary objections—
these qualifications—his title is destroyed? There is a danger of it.
Is that all? I shouldperhaps say that a great advantage in reporting, subject to qualifications, is
that the examiner makes up his mind upon all other points in the case when he so reports; and on the other
hand if the case be left open on correspondence many years may elapse before the applicant will remove
the difficulties. In some instances the examiners die, and their successors have to go through the title
ab initio. Now I think I may return to your question.
436: You get as far as perusing the deeds and the wills? The examiner having done that generally makes
a skeleton abstract, and also makes his own notes.
437. Netes of objections, I suppose, or things to be inquired into? Speaking for myself, mine are not
always notes of objections, but may be notes of removal of objections, such as, "I do not think this is an
objection to title, because so-and-so."
438- Yes? He then sends the case to one or other of ins colleagues. I keep a list, and I send cases
generally to my colleagues alternately, exercising some fairness with regard to not sending one man two
specially heavy cases in immediate succession—something of that kind. The examiner who receives the
title in the second instance peruses it.
Without the assistance of the first examiner's notes? I think he generally has them. We generally
leave our notes in the packet. If both the examiners are satisfied with the title they can at once report it
as fit to be passed. The Board of Land Titles Commissioners thereupon order it to be passed, and it is
advertised, and unless under special circumstances the examiners have no more to do with it.
Perhaps you will state in what manner objections are sent to applicants? There are two modes:
one is for the first examiner to send on the case to another without any draft letter, and for the two
examiners afterwards to agree upon what requisitions they will make.
And the other? The other, which I consider perhaps generally preferable, considering the saving
of time, is for the first examiner to draft a letter to the applicant or his solicitor, setting out the objections
which have occurred to him, and marking it, "Forward, if Mr. Se-and-so (the other examiner to whom
the case is sent) concur."
That letter then is either forwarded or you have a consultation together, I suppose, and perhaps
modify it or alter it? Yes.
And ultimately it is forwarded, or perhaps withdrawn altogether? Generally it is forwarded—sometimes it is not. A case may be reported subject to qualifications to the effect of the letter.
Then a long correspondence may ensue with the applicant or his solicitor P Certainly.
Which occupies a time that you cannot put any limit to P Quite so. But it always may be practically limited by the applicant or his solicitor.
how? Asking the examiners to report whether favourably or unfavourably.
But applicants will not do that if they have any hope of getting the examiners to pass the
title P
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B. Burton, title? Quite so; and the mild practice of this office, originated by Mr. Holden and Mr. Dick, has always
Esq.
been never to report against a title unless driven to do so.
'' 448. Then the effect of this correspondence may be that titles which otherwise might be relected will be
LO Mar.,1879. ultimately passed? Certainly.
From the facilities you give applicants to correct what was originally defective? Quite so. I may
be allowed to say that I have known a case in which a title has come in in three parts. A very respectable firm of solicitors sent it in during the time of the late Mr. Holden and myself We were not
satisfied with part first. We corresponded with the solicitors. We got part second; we were not satisfied with that. They produced part third.
What did those parts consist of? I will tell you directly. And we were satisfied with that—with
part third. Speaking from recollection, part first consisted of a set of deeds; parts second and third
consisted of another set of deeds and of counsel's brief in an action.
However, the title ultimately passed P The title ultimately passed.
And but for your giving them facilities to touch it up it might have been rejected? Must.
Do you consider it necessary that all three examiners should report on every title? I do not; and
it is not the practice for them to do so.
44. I know it is not? If you mean in point of law I confess I have very great doubt indeed, but if you
mean do I consider that it is necessary from the reason of the case I do not think it is. I think that two
examiners are quite enough to investigate one case; the only question is whether it should not be done
by one.
The Act says the case shall be reported upon by the examiners, and whether those examiners consist
of two or of twenty the words remain exactly in the same state? it is so, and I have always thought if
there were an Act passed in which I had any practical share I should recommend a clause to the effect
that the duties imposed on the examiners might be executed by any two of them.
However, in point of fact the titles are reported on by only two out of three? I think so ; generally.
I assume generally. Do you deal with cases referred to you strictly in rotatioa? Not absolutely.
There are first and second class cases? First-class cases are always cleared out of the way at once.
As far as second-class cases are concerned do you deal with them strictly in rotation? Not
absolutely in rotation. I have gained I believe some disfavor from dealing with them almost strictly in
rotation.
No doubt it is the proper process if they are much the same kind of titles, but although there are
only two classes under the Act you are aware that some second-class titles are almost as simple as firstclass titles? It is true.
And others are immensely prolonged and immensely difficult? It is quite.true.
Then you do not deal with these second-class titles simply in rotation? I do not.
Generally P Laying it down for inyself, as a general rule, I write the names of the cases in a list,
and generally I go regularly down my list.
But you make some exceptions? I do.
Can you name the instances in which you make exceptions P If I have a spare half-hour or a spare
hour, and I think the time will suffice for such a case, I may take that case up, and endeavour to dispose
of it in that odd piece of time.
That is to say a case which you consider to be a comparatively short one P Quite so. Then I have
sometimes been moved by the urgency of parties. On one occasion I. was moved by the special circumstances of a lady. She told me she wanted to marry, and that her marriage was waiting for the passing of
her title. I proceeded with her title immediately.
Then in cases of emergency, on any account whatever, they are sometimes taken out of their turn?
Yes.
Were there any arrears of cases when you took office? Yes.
About how many? I do not think I can answer the question, but. I may give some idea. I must
ask you to let me refer to something I have in the next room.
Certainly? It has not been my strict business to prepare statistics at any time, and I always have
bad a very great deal of other work to do, and I had not any knowledge when I entered the office of what
cases there were in arrear. As to the expressiou "in arrear" it is one about which sometime ago a very
great difference of opinion prevailed. I always said that a case was not in arrear when the office was
waiting for the applicant. But it has been attempted to confuse cases not finally reported upon, although
the office was waiting for the applicant, with cases in which the applicant was waiting for the office.
WEDNESDAY, 12 MAJWH, 1879.
1rrntt
JAMES NORTON, ESQ., PRESIDENT.
SAMUEL HENRY TERRY, ESQ., M.P.,
I
WILLIAM HENRY ARCHER, Esq.,
THOMAS ROBERTSON, ESQ.
Edmund Burton, Esq., Examiner of Titles, further examined:—
B. Burton, 471. The witness said —I wish to add to my answer, with reference to my position as senior examiner,
F.1.
by dare of appointment, by stating that I am not and never was senior examiner in that official sense in
12 Mar 1879. which Mr. 1-lolden was. 1 should like to say that on the occasion of my appointment it was expressly
stipulated that Mr. Holden was to be junior examiner. He consequently, during the remainder of his
life, had for many purposes such a charge of the Land Titles Office, and such a control over it as I never
have had. When Mr. Oliver and Mr. .Fones were appointed examiners, a letter of the 13th July, 1874,
was sent from the Colonial Secretary's Office to the Registrar General, stating that the three examiners
would from that date hold office on an equal footing as to their duties and authority.
-172. Fretident.] On the average, how many titles per week do you examine, and either approve of or send
requisitions to the applicants? I cannot tell at all.
Cannot you give us any idea? No, I cannot.
You can say whether one or a dozen P Of course I can say that there are more than one and less
than a dozen, but I cannot give you any clearer idea. I may have a case involving £50,000 of property,
375
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875 grants (which of course make a mechanical difficulty as to the time employed), and a point of law F. Burton,
Esq.
which has agitated the English Courts for seventy-five years. That has happened. With such a case as
that I have taken great pains indeed, and it has necessarily occupied me a very long time. I cannot
1ZMSr., 1879
average such a case as that with a first-class case.
I admit that some cases may occupy it whole week, but you may have a run of easy cases which
may be disposed of at the rate of one per day—I vant a sort of general average? It is very difficult to
deal with these general averages. I could show you eases which perhaps no one could deal with in a week.
There are cases in which you cannot get the deeds into one packet. There is the case of Tuck for instance,
in which I calculated that the expense of investigating the title out-side the office, if two solicitors were
employed, would probably be £200, and this office would charge £11. An enormous amount of pains was
taken with that case. Mr. Tuck's title was most complicated and curious. Some lots, perhaps, he had
not any title for, and for others lie had, perhaps, a freehold title. In others he had a long term of years
by virtue of mortgage by demise. We could not under our Act give him a freehold for those portions.
We took enormous pains over his case. We wroto him long and numerous letters, and he wrote us at
last that be was old and infirm and should like to have his case passed. Such a case as that, which shows
a hrge mass of my handwriting for one, obstructs the office. It requires very good management on the
part of the applicant. Cases of that sort are, so to say, the bane of the office.
Suppose you leave out such exceptional cases as that of Mr. Tuck, of which there will not be
a very large number? There are a very large number.
But they are estimable, I suppose? All this could be done by a statist. I suppose I could do at
by taking time, but the difficulties of axeragiug anything of the sort are great.
Then will you be good enough to add to the return you are preparing an item showing what cases
you have dealt with in the way indicated, from the time of your acceptance of office till the end of last
year? It will take me a long time, and will stop the other business of the office, but I will give you all
the information you ask. My avocations are very numerous. I have more work now than ever I had
before. I praised the qualification system the other day, but that system gives me a great deal of work.
The short result is that when a case is dealt with under that system we have never done with it. It is
always coming back upon answers to qualifications. The work is erpetna.l.
Mr. Robertson.] Do you not think that it would have been a visable to have made Mr. Tuck divide
his application, making a separate application for each property held under a different tenure P I think
it would. It must be borne in mind that this office is coaducted, to some extent, on the principle of a
shop. It is desired to encourage custom.
President.l Too much, I think, in some respects? I think so too; and that is very severe on
examiners, if the office were not conducted so much on the principle of a shop, of inviting custom as much
as possible, the work of the examiners would be much easier. I may instance the violation of the form,
which I believe was settled by the Governor and the Executive Council, for applications. That is not so
very often violated, but it has been sometimes very materially violated to the retardation of the business,
and to the increase of the work of the examiners. That f orin provides a schedule of deeds; but a gentleman has come here and lodged his application—I suppose he has been in a hurry—he seems to have been
encouraged like a customer, and therefore has been allowed to make his application, and his application
had been received—and this schednle has been left entirely blank, when his title has consisted of twenty
or more documents.
That is the fault of the eominter-clerk? That is the fault of the counter-clerk, or of the person
over him directing his movements.
Well, I think, with respect to this matter, what you will have to do for us is really to add to the
return you are now making up the number of cases dealt with by you, either by acceptance or by
forwarding requisitions to applicants, during the same period over which you are looking for the other
matters? I shall do it, of course, but it will stop my work for a very considerable period.
Do you remember whether you have ever passed a second-class title without requisitions P Oh, yes.
Then it has happened sometimes P Oh, certainly.
Do you consider it your duty, as examiner, to make every possible objection that can be raised to the
title? No, I do not, and I do not do it. I act a good deal upon what I conceive to be a very sound view,
which was expressed by the late Mr. Holden. He said to this effect
I should always like it to appear,
alien there was a difficulty in a title—that we had seen the difficulty and accepted the title, if accepted at
all, notwithstanding that difficulty." He meant that he would not wish it to be supposed that we had
passed a title with a difficulty without seeing it ; lie wished it to appear that we had done the thing as amatter of judgment after investigation, instead of as a matter of chance without investigation.
In that way, to some extent, you would make evidence against yourself in case those difficulties
ever turned out to be real difficulties? I should, and 1 do. In my remarks will be found from time to
time one which is never sent to the applicant at all, and opposite to which will be written "Not an
objection." That remark of mine is an explanatory one, stating, perhaps, in short, why I do not object on
such and such a point.
Do you ever send out objections, or requisitions you call them, which, if not complied with,
would not prevent your passing the title? If the question is put in that way I may say yes. But the
thing needs explanation. It is very well known that there is in this office at all times a large mass of
business, and time is, of course, always a great point. A. difficulty may strike the examiner who first
receives a title, and he may write a letter to the applicant upon that difficulty, and send the draft to one
of his fellow examiners for concurrence. The fellow examiner may be very busy, and may not have'time
to fully investigate the title and ascertain whether that objection is clearly maintainable ; but the letter
having been dnfted by one examiner, the other examiner may very well think "I shall send the applicant
something, and I may perhaps save time if I send this letter on to him at once without decision on the
point in my own mind, or arguing the case in my own mind."
Then I assume that such requisitions are sent for the purpose of saving the examiners' time, and in
the hope that the applicant may show you that they are unnecessary? In some such way. It is
desirable not to be under the discredit of having too many cases, either in the hands of one examiner or
remaining in the office, at a time, and there is always some good done by sending any letter to the
applicant. It reminds him of his case, and he can, thereupon, finding the thing has been under the notice
of the examiners, come to them or write to them about it.
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E. Burton,
489. In point of fact, do you endeavour to pass all titles brought to you, or do you endeavour to reject
Esq.
such as it is possible to reject P Certainly not the latter.
You try then to pass titles which are brought—try to see them in such a light as to accept them P
12 Mar. 18 . J try to hold the balance true. After taking some objections, or after making some inquiries, and getting
such answers as I can, I am apt to consider the matter finally and say to myself, "Well, now won't it be
reasonable under the circumstances, on such an amount of information as we have, to pass the title," and
that frequently results in my passing it.
Then, in point of fact, you endeavour to pass the title if you consider it safe to do so P Finally I do,
certainly. But I try to get such knowledge of facts in the first instance as possible, and in cases where
there is any law I desire to be safe upon the law,
Did the late Mr. Holden over object that your requirements were unnecessarily minute or strict?
He never objected to them as being too minute. I suppose that he did object to them as being too strict.
You have seen the printed copy of the report of the former Commission, with the questions and
answers? Yes.
And Mr. Holden, in his examination on that occasion
P I would rather turn the thing up.
I should not wish to state from memory anything as to what he said, after the lapse of nine years. (Copy
of the Report and 3fnutes of Eoidence dated 7 September, 1869, taken by Board of Inquiry into the working
of the Land Titles Branch of the Registrar General's Department, handed to witness.) There is on the first
page of Mr. Holden's evidence of the 12th of August, 1869, a memorandum from which he reads and
which refers to myself and to other points.
Question 184 of the evidence before that Board of Inquiry is as follows —"Do you find tbese requisitions now more full, minute, and particular than they used to be P There is more punctiliousness about
Mr. Burton, and he is more apt to make slight objections as to the construction of language and so on ;
and in his mode of putting objections he is very precise. A great deal more time is occupied in the
business of the office in consequence of his peculiar habit of mind." What I want to get at is whether
in any way, we can modify these requisitions, so as to save time and get the titles passed at less expense
and trouble to applicants,—possibly with some little more risk to the assurance fund. It becomes a question whether the assurance fund should not suffer a little rather than the public should suffer so much?
Quite so ; and I think I see ways in which I could assist in bringing about that result. There is one very
material way, but of course the risk would be increased.
I assume that objections given up would increase the risk? I said the other day that I followed
the lath Mr. Norton's plan of perusing original deeds, and sometimes of course the deed contains a
variety of properties. An application is made for a title to one of those pieces. The deed is perused,
and everything in it or upon it so far as refers to that particular piece of land with which we have to do
is taken into consideration, but of course we are not bound to notice anything in or upon the deed which
refers to pieces of land with which we have nothing to do. But then sometimes we have to do with then
afterwards. Sometimes anol.her application is made for other lands included in the same deed. Well, it
may be necessary to see the original deed again for the actually safe investigation of that second title. Now
if it were made a practice that the original deed having been produced once, the examiners should be
quite at liberl.y to use the registration copy only, for the future, that would certainly be a savin g of
trouble to the applicants and of expense.
Well there is no reason why that should not be done now? Well, there may be, in some cases I think,
very great reason. A deed may be brought in containing we may say—take a very simple case—two
erties, and the title to property A may be quite nnobjectional. There may be nothing in or upon the
pM
d
to affect it injuriously ; but with regard to property B, there may be a memorandum "sold to John
Thomas and conveyed to him by indenture dated the 25th of January last." Well, that memorandum
may have been made after the registration copy was sworn and lllcd; therefore the examiner at the time
when the deed was before him had no occasion to trouble himself whatever about property B. When
property B came to be the subject of his investigation he would have very great reason to notice that
memorandum; besides which it is quite possible that the memorandum may have been made on the deed
since the examiner saw it.
But you make very careful searches; would you not find that on searching? No, not if it were
made after registration.
Mr. Robertson.] But itwould be of no consequence? Ithink it would. I think it would destroythe title.
Not at all, because our Registration Act would prevent a memorandum written upon a deed after
registration having any effeel; P Perhaps it would. As a matter of law there is a case decided by Lord
Selbonrue, which, perhaps, does maintain your view. That was a case in Ireland, where a party had made
some inquiries about some original deeds, and he had been put off by false information, and he had
eventually accepted a mortgage and had registered his mortgage ; and then as he did not actually know of
the fraud which had been practised in the way of a prior security kept back from him, he was held harmless. That case had induced me somewhat to take to the idea of not requiring original deeds to be
produced a second time.
President.] But, in the case you put, there might be a sale by the applicant carried out by unregistered conveyance? Precisely ; that is exactly the point of danger to which my mind is directed
502.1caiinot see how the assurance fund would be damaged by that. If a man does not choose to
adopt the precautions the law imposes on him to protect his title he must take the consequences, and I do
not think the assurance fund would suffer P With very great respect I think it would. I think it is out
of the case which I have just quoted from recollection of Lord Selbourne's decision, because there is no
registered deed to protect the office. The mortgage in Lord Selbour.ue's case was protected, not because
it was considered that he had not been negligent, but because happily he fell within the terms of the
Registry Act. Now there is no Registry Act, and there is no enactment in any Act that I am aware of,
to say that an unregistered transaction shall not give any claim against the insurance fund.
No doubt there is not. But it seems to me that if this man chooses to keep this deed unregistered,
and allows his vendor to commit this quasi fraud, he must suffer for it, It is like the case of a person
signing a paper in blank which is not filled up, as a bill or note? If I make any suggestion at all 1 would
suggest that the law of negotiable instruments stands per cc.
213-. Robertson.] I understand y ou to say that the law now stands thus —That the owner of a free.
hold estate may sell it and may be paid for it, sign his conveyance, deliver his conveyance, and if the
purchaser does not register that conveyance the vendor can get a title from this office to the land that ])as
been sold, if he signs the usual application P I think he might, certainly.
505.

t
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And that the purchaser holding an unregistered conveyance would then be in a position to claim B. Buxton,
Esq.
compensation from the assurance fund? I think he would, if the officers of this department had not
exercised that vigilance which Courts of Equity require from purchasers in general and their solicitors. 12M 1879
Calling for the production of original deeds is no doubt a very great duty of every purchaser and of his
'
solicitors, and therefore, I suppose, is a duty of the Examiners of Titles. I may say that the late Mr.
Holden, whom we all respect, was very particular indeed about the production of origin
al deeds it is
very well known that he was. Mr. Holden seemed also to attach great importance to the making of
memoranda on deeds or registration copies. He would try sometimes to save the parties expense by
letting them off the registration of a document, on condition that the memorandum should be placed on the
principal original, deed or registration copy. I think that if we were to accept the title without showing
that we had used due diligence to get Right of the original deeds, then, if there were an outstanding good
equitable claim in some other person, the assurance fund might be made to suffer for it.
President.] Have you not in many cases required deeds produced by applicants to be registered?
Certainly.
On what grouiid? On the ground that there is nothing in this Real Property Act to conclusively
put an end to the provisions of the ordinary Registration Act.
But do you not know that an unregistered deed is just as good as a registered one, provided that
there is no conflicting deed registered 9 1 do, certainly, and that corroborates the view I have just
expressed upon the other subject. But though I know that an unregistered deed is as good as a registered one, so long as no deed is registered on the subject, yet I feel that there is always the danger of
another deed being registered on the subject.
500. Then you require deeds to be registered in order to prevent the applicant for the title from committing a fraud afterwards, which, it seems to me, A beyond the duty of the examiners? I have thought it
my duty to take care of the fund.
I do not see how it affects the fund? A party may come here with an unregistered deed. If we
were not to require him to register that deed his title might be wholly destroyed before advertisement
even. It seems prudent toget the applicant's title put into as secure a condition as may be, and by
simply occasioning him to get his conveyance registered, and searching up to the time of that registration,
we know that the title is good, and are not left to speculate as to whether any other deed—which may not
have been executed by the applicant—it may
be a deed by the applicant's vendor—whether that will not
be registered before the applicant's deed.
The case I allude to is this :—Suppose an applicant, having purchased a piece of land, has it
conveyed to him, he does not register that deed, but makes an application for certificate of title ;—why
should he not get that certificate of title without registering his conveyance? Because I think the land
may be wholly lost to him, and a claim may spring up on the assurance fund the very day the examiners
report in favour of his title.
But then you search up to the issue of the certificate? We should not nnless the examiners
directed a special search.
Mr. Archer.] But is not that the habit—the final search being made during the last 5 minutes?
Yes, but we must bear in mind against whom. Final search is made against the applicant to the last
moment, but not final search against the other parties in the title.
President.] Well could it not be made against the person who had executed same unregistered deed.
You have brought the search up to a certain point; could it not be carried on further? The search must
be continued till the actual signing of certificate, and the public must be put to the expense of that
continued search, and I am not at all clear that the assurance fund would not, after all, have to make
good the loss in case a deed should be registered after the issue of our certificate. If you will allow me
I will get my copy of the Act. (Witness referred to Real Property Act.) I find that the 33rd section of
the principal Real Property Act, and though I do not wish to dwell upon it too much, yet that 33rd
section never has been judicially construed, and it may, perhaps, be a fair subject for argument as to
what the exact effect of it is. I think I may at once throw some light on it by instancing the case of a
certificate supposed to be lost.
But you know we are dealing with titles not yet under —P I know that; I think I shall get
home, though I am starting at some distance. A certificate of title may be lost; a provisional certificate
may be obtained; a transfer may take place; a new certificate of title may be issued to a new man.
Now, it may be, and I believe it has occurred in Victoria, that the original certificate has only been
alleged to have been lost, and the provisional certificate may be obtained by an impostor who personates
the proprietor. Theu the thing may come duly into the hands of some other registered proprietor. Let
the original registered proprietor, whose certificate may have been said to be lost, retnrn to the Colony
from which he has been absent, take legal proceedings to recover his land, and put in evidence his certificate of title, I think it will be evident that great difficulty would occur to a Court of Law thereupon in
construing this 33rd section. The claimant would have a certificate of title duly authenticated under
the hand and seal of the Registrar Geueral, which the 33rd section says shall be received in all Courts of
Law and Equity, and shall be "conclusive evidence that the person named in such certificate of title, or
in any entry thereon, is seised of or as taking estate or interest in the land therein described is seised or
possessed of or entitled to such land for the estate or interest therein specified," &c, i: suppose the
plaintiff would thcreupou rely upon that old certificate. I doubt, however, greatly whether the Court
would not hold that the subsequent certificate, duly issned, must prevail. It is a matter of construction,
and the 40th section rather increases the difficulty. The 40th section says, "otwithstand'ng the
cxistence in any other person of any estate or interest whether derived by grant from the Crown or
otherwise which but for this Act might be held to be paramount or to have priority the registered proprietor of land or of any estate or interest in land under the provisions of this Act shall except in case
of fraud hold the same subject to such encumbrances liens estates or interests as may he notified on the
foliuin of the Register book constituted by the grant or certificate of title of such land but absolutely free
from all other encumbrances liens estates or interests whatsoever except the estate or interest of a
proprietor claiming the same land under a prior certificate of title" &e.
That looks as if the holder of the prior certificate obtained priority? It does. The object of my
saying all this is that I think the 33rd section will be held by a Court of law to mean that the certificate
of title shall be evidence of title at the date of that certificate, but not necessarily of any continuing
title. The Legislature indeed seems to have recently supported this view. In the new Act, 41 Victoria
No.
530—C
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E..Bm'ton, No. iS, section IL is the following:—" No title to land adverse to or in derogation of the title of the
Eq.
registered proprietor shall be acquired by any length of possession by virtue of any statute of limitations,
12Thr 1879 &c." If section 33 of the principal Act was not to he confined to making the certificate evidence of title
merely at its own date of course the question of destruction of registered proprietor's title by statute of
limitations never could have arisen, because he would produce his certificate of title, however old—thirty
years old or any other age—and whatever the possession might have been in the meantime he would say,
"This is conclusive evidence that I am seized of, possessed of, or entitled to the estate or interest specified
in the certificate." The Legislature therefore seems to have considered, as I humbly also consider, that
the 33rd section is to be taken as enacting that the certificate of title shall be conclusive evidence of title
only at the date of that certificate. if we accept that view then it follows that whenever a certificate of
title is issued upon an unregistered deed the title so given by this office may be destroyed by the registration of another deed.
I cannot see that? I have endeavoured to make myself very clear.
But I do not come to the same conclusion as you do? You think there must be some general
intention in the Act to save such cases.
Mr. Robertson.] But your certificate of title is indefeasible. I can imagine a case in which a claim
might arise against the assurance fund on the part of a person coming forward with an unregistered
conveyance, but I cannot see how a person coming forward with an unregistered conveyance, after you
have issued a certificate, can have any claim on the land for which the certificate has been issued? Of
course I do not presume to be magisterial on this occasion.
I only want to know if I properly understandyon? I think you do. I do myself, subject to
correction, think that what we call indetbasible certificates of title are defeasible.
Mr. Archer.] Then the public are deceived in supposing them indefeasible? I think they are. It
is not of much practical importance. I do not think that that is of much practical importance, that any
loss is likely to happen through this. But I do not think that our ccrtiQcates are strictly speaking
indefeasible. I do not think they are indefeasible against the Crown. I know nothing in our Act to
bind the Crown at all. The Crown is not specially named anywhere.
President.] Now suppose a title where there is an unregistered mortgage, either by the applicant or
some of his predecessors, and also an unregistered release of that mortgage, would you require those deeds
to be registered? 1 do not think I ever have.
It has been done in the office I understand F There are many things said about the office which, at
the least, are incapable of proof.
Mr. Robertson,] I had a case of the kind, in which there was a bundle of deeds. There was 'an
equitable mortgage to the Joint Stock Bank, and a discharge endorsed upon it. It was required that both
should be registered? It is very convenient indeed to have all documents registered, because the
originals are apt more or less to be dispersed over the country, and copies are not always procurable.
The registration copy is sometimes an exceedingly valuable thing for reference in other cases, and
although I am not aware that I ever have made such a requisition as that to which Mr. Robertson refers,
I may say generally that the examiner who occasions the registration of deeds may sometimes very greatly
serve both the parties and the office, and all who are concerned in any way in that land, because it is a
very great thing in many cases to know where you can find a copy of a certain doctiment.
President.] The rule of the examiners I nndcrstood to be, that up to the date of application the title
should be made complete on the old Register, and then start afresh with the new title? I do not think
the examiners ever agreed to a rule upon the subject.
That is what I understood Mr. Holden's rule to be? Mr. Holden is a very good authority, and no
other examiner has ever gone beyond that, or could have gone beyond that
It is a thing I have always appealed against, but very often, as you are aware, it is cheaper for
applicants to comply with unnecessary requisitions than to hold out, and therefore in many cases I gave
way F No doubt it is a very sensible and discreet thing to do; and I am glad to hear that that highly
respectable authority, Mr. Holden, did hold that opinion. It is very convenient if you cannot refer to the
originals to be able to refer to the copy.
Is it now the rule of the office? No, there is no rule laid down.
Mi'. Archer.] Is it the practice? I do not think the practice of the examiners is uniform. For my
own part I adhere in the main to what Mr. Norton says has been Mr. Holden's view.
President.] You think the old register ought to be made perfect if practicable? I never care about
that. Different minds look at things from dift'erent points. That I know was Mr. Holden's view. It has
never struck me whether the old register should be made perfect, or left imperfect. I have only applied
myself to making this particular title safe, and I have therefore, and for convenience sake, required the
deed to be registered.
When the title has been once passed by the office, is it ever reinvestigated? Yes.
For what reason? I should like to refer to a case of Eylcs', in which I applied for the decision of
the Board of Land Titles Commissioners upon that point. If you will give me leave I will set Mr. Lander
to find this case, and give you the information.
53.3. If you can save our time we would rather not? I will give you a short account of it; but my
account from recollection cannot be so certainly accurate as that which I could give you if I had the
papers before me.
534. All I want to get at is the principle ;—whon a title has been once passed by the office is it ever reinvestigated F Yes, it is; but not as a rule. As a rule it is not done, but as an exception it is.
.335. Has it not been held out to the public by officers in this office, that when a title has been once passed
it will not be re.investigated, so as to induce them to bring their titles in? I cannot conceive that any
officer would act so improperly as to make such an announcement.
It has been done? That is touting for business. In Byles' case the decision of the Board was suc
as to close the mouths of all officers from making such announcements for the future.
Was Eyles' case a re-investigation of title P Yes, decidedly; and we found that the title, as we
humbly conceived, had been erroneously taken by our predecessors.
Who F Mr. Holden, I think, for one; but whether Mr. Pennington or Mr. Dick for the other I
cannot say without the papers
Well, do you not think it would be sufficiently safe to assume that all titles passed hre good, and not
to re-investigate them;—do you not think it a very fair thing that the assurance fund should run that
risk?
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risk? In general cases I do, and in general cases it is the practice of the office. But it is necessary to B. Burton,
Esq.
distinguish between B and the bull's foot, and in very many cases a good deal of investigation is requisite
in order to make what might be supposed an obvious distinction. It will be said that the title to the
Greennere Estate has been accepted, and also that a particular applicant's landis a part of the Greenacre I21ffsr., 1879.
Estate; and therefore the iniereuce will be drawn that the particular appleant's title ought to be accepted.
Now, the premises may be strictly correct, and yet the conclusion wholly illogical. The estate may consist of several grants, the title of one of which may be undeniably good, and the title of another
undeniably bad. The title which has been accepted may be part of the good title grant, and the title
brought in on the srond occasion part of the bad title grant, and as it matter of fact where the title has
been once accepted in complicated cases it perhaps really gives the examiners more trouble than if it had
never been accepted at all ; because without dishmbing the work of their predecessors they have to look
through a long heavy case passed by their predecessors, and see whether the title now presented to them
really does fall upon the same lines.
540, Mr. Archer.] Have you not investigated very heavy cases in regard to certain well known estates so
thoroughly that you might advertise to the public that any transactions in regard to these, estates in
future would be considered as clean titles P I think it would be very indiscreet.
President.] That is advertise you mean P Yes.
Mr. Archer.] It has been done in Melbourne? Eyles' case is a very remarkable case. It was
shepherded by a gentleman in the office who brought it to me, and said he thought it might be passed in
an hour. There was an abstract in the ease, and upon the fold of the abstract there was a pencil draft
of a letter by a solicitor taking a most grievous objection to the title. The title had been accepted before
my time. I had, according to my general rule, accepted the work of my predecessors, and I had in consequence accepted the title twice, but when I saw this letter taking so very grave an objection I thought, " I
must hold my hand." 1. applied to the Board, however, by special report from myself alone, stating how
many times the title had been accepted by my predecessors, and how many times it had been accepted by
myself, and setting out the particular circumstances of the case. I recommended that the title be further
investigated; and the answer of the Board was: "The examiners to use their discretion as to the necessity of re.investigation of previous title." The title depended upon a very difficult point of law, the point
being shortly this: A. man devised lands President. I really think you must try and save our time a little ;—wo do not care about the
particulars of this case? It shows that I have been willing to take the Board's decision and to accept the
work of my predecessors if they should think fit to say "do so." But the Board abstained from saying
so when I formally brought the circumstances of this particular case before them and recommended a
further investigation, and they answered as already stated. It was the practice of our predecessors from
time to time to apply to the Lands Titles Commissioners for directions concerning certain matters connceted with titles. I think case No. 20, which I happened to turn up some time ago, is an instance of
such application.
lEEr. Archer.] Have you not investigated cases so thoroughly and completely in regard to certain large
estates that you feel assured they have now a perfectly clean title, and it is not necessary to re-investigate
those titles? 1 do not think I ever have had the investigation of the title to any very large estate in
this office.
S0 that such 'perfectly clean titles do not exist? I do not say. that. In all matters of conveancing
things have to be taken earn grano. I govern myself a good deal by length of time. When I find that a
good period, such as twenty years, has elapsed, 1 give weight to that. But I think a very great deal of
the necessity of seeing that you fall within the lines of the case which has been accepted,—and it does
happen that there may be an estate consisting of seven or eight grants, and the titles to, say, six of these
grants have been accepted, but not a single allotment has been taken out of No. 7 or 8 grant. Of course
it would be rash and ridiculous for the examiner to say that because the titles to the six grants are good
that the titles to the seventh and the eighth are. This, in practice, is what happens. You will find it is quite
true that the title to the (ireenacre Estate, speaking generally, or I should say to many of the grants
comprised in that estate, has been accepted; but then there are certain other grants in that estate the
title to which has not been accepted.
President.] You may instance the Riley Estate P The lath Mr. Norton said to me many years ago,
the Riley Estate title is one of those facts vçhich must be accepted, and I have invariably accepted that
title.
I
Mr. Archer.] Suppose an estate or any portion of an estate has been thoroughly examined, and the
title accepted as clear, is it the practice henceforth to look upon that title as equal to a Grown grant without
re-investigation? The question is put in very strong terms, and I do not think that I can give a simple
affirmative to it. When j: caine into this office I laid down for myself a rule that I would not interfere
with my predecessors' work, that I would take their work as judgments or conclusions, and would build
upon them, and that no doubt I should find plenty to do even proceeding in that course; and that course
in the main I have pursued, but there is no rule on the subject binding the examiners.
But suppose you have investigated the case yourself, and given the title, would you in any subsequent
transaction go over that title again as if you had never seen it? No.
540. President.] Suppose the first application was for a very small part of a grant, and the second application was for tho rest of the grant, would you then re-open it? I think I should simply pass it. My
object and endeavour have been to do my work so thoroughly in the first instance that 1 should be able to
adopt that course in the second.
Aft. Terry.] I understood you to say that the Commissioners would not undertake on their behalf to
allow you to accept your predecessors' work? Quite so. They left me to my own discretion. It is not for
me to say it more than in the way of a humble suggestion, but I do say that a reference to Eyles's case
may be very valuable both as regards practice and also as regards principle.
President.] If you will give us a short written statement of it our time will be saved? If you
thought good to allow me to produce the papers I could with much precision and in a few words state it.
Mr. Archer.] Is it in print? No.
President.]. I think we can let it go. In cases where an. applicant nommates another person in
whose name a certificate is to be made out, do you require the nominee to produce a contract of sale or
any other document? If there be a contract of sale in existence,
534. You make the inquiry? Generally. I am not myself so very particular on this point, but if I find
555.
another examiner making such a requisition I do not generally quarrel with it.
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E. Burton, 555. According to the Act I see that the applicant can ask for the issue of a certificate in his name or in
Esq.
the name of some person to be named by him? Yes.
A
556. Yet this office has wanted to know in many instances why the name of the nominee is inserted?
12 Mar., 1879.
That cannot be the motive operating upon this office. The office must have been led to suppose there was
a sale.
Have they not chosen to assume it in some cases? You will forgive the office for desiring to have
all the light it possibly can before forming a judgment, and certainly it has been asked whether there is
any contract for sale between the applicant and the nominee. I think this is very material, although I
do not claim the credit of having introduced or very greatly supported the practice. I think it may some.
times be very material indeed. If the applicant says in the earlier part of his application that there is an
agreement for sale between him and Mr. So-and-so, or if he use any expression which in the eyes of a
Court of law or equity would affect the office with notice of the existence of that document, then I take
the law to be that it is gross negligence on the part of the office not to inquire for the document of which
they have notice. They want to see it merely in order to see that it does not contain any harm to the
title. For instance, an agreement might disclose thatthe applicant was really only a trustee for somebody
else.
The contract might disclose that P Yes. The contract might disclose that or the contract might
disclose that the nominee, the purchaser, was really only a trustee for somebody else. There are two
things to be borne in mind, namely, one that we have to investigate the title, and another that we have to
advise in carrying out the provisions of the Real Property Act. A very important subject of the
examiner's advice is as to the entry of caveats by the Registrar General. Section 11, subdivision 5 of
the principal Act, enables the Registrar General to enter a caveat on behalf of any person who shall be
under any of the disabilities therein mentioned, or on behalf of the Queen
Aft. Robertson.] That looks as if the Crown were bound by the Act? Well, it does; but I do not
think the Crown is bound; there are no express words to do it. And the Registrar General may enter
caveats for other purposes. Well, it is perhaps right I should say that under this clause a considerable
and very important system of caveats has sprung up; and sometimes-especially in transmission casesmore important matters are decided by an examiner in advising the Registrar General to enter or not
to enter a caveat, than perhaps in any other branch of his business.
President.] Do you not consider it rather stepping out of your way to ask the production of these
contracts, inviting these difficulties-you are no bound to do so by the Act ;-it seems to Inc that
examiners should not make inquiries that will fix them with a liability or a difficulty? I quite agree that
the examiners ought not to make inquiries fixing the office with a liability if it be clear that the office
was otherwise not to be fixed, but if there is any doubt on the subject it is much the best way to get all
the light you can and decide in the light rather than in the dark.
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Mr. Charles John Muddle, Deputy Registrar General, examined:Mr.
561. President.] What office do you hold under the Real Property Act? Deputy Registrar General.
0. Muddle. 562. You were, I think, formerly counter clerk? I was.
563. So that you know the duties of counter clerk as well as the duties of your present office? Yes.
l4Ma 1879
What are your present duties? Multifarious.
Be good enough to state generally what they are? Well, I sign all titles.
What do you call titles? Certificates of title. Occasionally grants, when the Registrar General has
no time; the examination of all registrations and signatures, and a general superintendence of the work
of the office.
Is your time fully occupied? Oh, yes.
Have you heard any complaints of delays in the office, or of difficulties unnecessarily made by the
examiners? I have heard a great many.
Were there as many complaints when Messrs. Holden and Dick were examiners? We had very few
complaints then.
Are not delays or unnecessary difficulties created anywhere than with the examiners? I am not
aware of any.
Then all complaints made, or rather the generality of the complaints made, about the office are with
respect to the Examiners' Branch ? Yes.
Are applications for certificates of title increasing or otherwise? They are decreasing, except for
transmissions-ordinary applications I mean; they are decreasing.
Of course in transmissions of properties under the Act they are compelled to make transmission
applications, but the others are voluntary? Yes. Do you know if any applications are not made because of the fearof unnecessary difficulties made by
the examiners? I have heard of many of them. I heard a solicitor state in a public room, some time ago,
that he advised his clients never to bring their property under the Act.
On what account? On account of the delays and difficulties he had met with in dealing with former
applications.
Are there sufficient clerks to carry on the business of the office generally? No, I do not think so.
In what branch are the deficiencies P I think we are short.handed in the public room.
That is at the counter? Yes.
Do you know if the office pays its expenses in fees? Not quite, I think.
But nearly? But very nearly.
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Mr.
But if extra clerical assistance were obtained the business might increase, and the fees would increase
too? I do not know whether the extra clerical assistance would increase the business below, because C. Muddle.
people are compelled to come to transact business in the land under the Act.
14 Mar 1879
But land not under the Act? Yes.
Fees are larger for the land not under the Act? Very much larger.
How long does it taJe to get a transfer registered and new certificate issued? About ten days.
Urgent cases twcnty-four hours ; sometimes twelve ; sometimes less.
Is not ten days much too long P Er is too long; but there is a great deal of work to be done.
Transfer by endorsement may be had in a couple of hours, or one hour if necessary; it may be done even
in half-an-hour. We merely endorse the transfer from the instrument.
586, That can only be done exceptionally? It can be done in every case where the whole of the land is
transferred, except where certificates of title are bound to issue to tenants in common.
Could the time for completing transfers be in any way shortened by any alteration in the mode of
taking business, or otherwise? If we had more draftsmen we could get on more quickly.
Then you think the delay is occasioned mainly by the endorsement of the new plan? Certainly,
and getting out new certificate.
Which do you suppose creates most delay-preparing new certificate or endorsing new plan? I
think the delay is divided between our room below and the draftsmen's above.
To which of the examiners do the objections made principally apply? Well, I have heard great
complaints made against each of them-Mr. Burton and Mr. Jones.
Mr. Burton was here a long time before Mr. Jones? Yes, some years.
Have there been more complaints since Mr. Jones's appointment, or less? I think the complaints
have been kept up.
Do people complain more of one than the other? I think they complain more of Mr. Burton than
of Mr. Jones, but I have heard very serious complaints against each of them.
And these complaints are made by applicants or by solicitors for applicants? Yes, people interested
in the application-either the solicitor or the applicant.
Are you capable of judging of the value of or the necessity for objections to titles? Generally I
think I am.
What were you brought up as? I was brought up as a commercial clerk.
Not as a solicitor or in a solicitors office? No, but I have had a long experience in this office.
Then how are you capable of judging of the value of such objections? By my experience in this
office in connection with titles.
And how long have you been in the office? I have had so much converse with solicitors and other
gentlemen having business with this office that I have a very fair knowledge of the Real Property law.
How long have you been in the office? Since the opening of it-ist January, 1863.
Well then, as you know something about titles, do you consider the objections sent out to applicants
or their solicitors are always such as ought to be taken? I do not think they are I think they are too
technical, and as a rule the examiners are fax too particular.
Do you make that statement with reference to all the examiners who have ever been in the office?
I do not.
To which of them particularly? I allude to Mr. Burton and Mr. Jones.
Has Mr. Burton the confidence of the public? He has not-not as an examiner.
Do you think Mr. Jones has P I do not.
Of course you are well acqanioted with Mr. Jones? I am.
Do you think he has sufficient sclf.reliance? I do not.
That he would be afraid to take upon himself the responsibility of passing a title? I do.
But Mr. Burton, I suppose, would? He would. His experience has been very much larger than
that of Mr. Jones.
What objections have been made to Mr. Jones? Similar to those which have been made to Mr.
Burton-that he is too technical and too particular.
And you think these objections are really well founded? I do.
Was Mr. Pennington considered a strict examiner? He was not.
Was lie efficient as an examiner? Fairly so.
I suppose you mean he got through his work expeditiously? Be did.
61.5. In what repute is Mr. Maddock held by the public? He is very much approved of by the public.
Does he get through his work expeditiously? He does, very expeditiously. Soon after he entered
the office he told me he got through 106 cases in six weeks; and at that time he had no more work
in hand.
What kind of cases were those P Ordinary applications and transmissions.
First.class, second-class, and transmissions? Yes.
How many of those would be transmission cases P I cannot tell.
Do all the examiners attend to their work during office hours? I think they do.
They do not absent themselves unnecessarily P I have not much opportunity of observing.
Are they all courteous to the public and to the officers of the institution? So far as I know
they are.
And you think that they attend regularly during business hours? I believe they do.
Are there complaints of any other branch of the office? Sometimes we have complaints against the
delay in obtaining certificates of title upon transfers.
To what branch do those complaints apply? To the public room.
Are the complaints well founded? I do not know that they are.
What is the nature of the complaints-simply that it is too long before the certificate is issued? Yes.
You have already explaiued the time it takes to issue these things; do you think the complaints are
unreasonable? There may be foundation for the complaints in some cases, but not in all. 1 think the
time is too long for issuing a certificate of title; it should be finished within a week certainly.
Have you sufficient officers to enable you to do that? We have not. My officers below are considerably over-worked. They always remain overtime. Some of them are here till 6 o'clock.
Are they paid for overtime? No.
Do the officers of the Land Titles Office try to facilitate the business of the office, and help applicants
for titles and others having business here? Yes, they do.
632.
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032. They take an interest in the business of the office? They do.
C. Muddle. 833. Have you heard that any of them do any work for the public? I have not heard.
1879 034. Either during office-hours or after office-hours? I have not heard.
4MSr.,
635. have you never received any complaints nor heard any complaiuts that work is done in the office
that ought to be done by applicants themselves, or by their solicitors? I heard Mr. R. P. Abbott jokingly
remark one morning to Mr. Terry, "Oh, you come here, and get the clerks of the Land Titles O&e to do
your work for you." But 1 do not think there is any foundation for believing such a thing. I have not
heard of it.
Have you heard of any instance in which bribes, douceure, or gratuities have been given to any
officers in connection with the business of the office? Never.
.2lfr. Archer.] You said that in your room every facility is given to the public? Yes.
If you found any extraordinary instance of delay, would you not help the public as far as lay in your
power? Individually I have always done so.
Have you ever met with any extraordinary instance of delay that warranted your interference P I
have; a great many instances.
In endeavouring to rectify the delay have you gone out of your way in your zeal to push forward the
particular case? I have, very frequently.
Have you had to do that after office-hours as well as in office-hours P Well, I have done it in the
early days, but not lately.
But you have done it? I have.
When parties have found that you have exercised this creditable zenl, have they ever offered you an
honorarium? No.
They have taken what you have done for them as a matter of duty, and never recognized you in any
shape or way? I have never received one single six-pence.
Have you ever been offered it? Yes, often.
Did those people who offered it ever get additional assistance from you in regard to their titles? I
am not aware that they have. I have tried to serve all alike.
If a person were very persistent would you or your officers go and help that person, or would you
let his case come in its order? The rule is to take every one in his turn
Then how is it that when & person comes and complains of delays, and presses for action, you cooperate with him-do you tell him he must wait his turn, or do you push his case forward P If they
come when I am disengaged I. may take them by the hand and go to the examiner, and see what their
case is.
And you do not look to see whether they have come in their turn or not, but act in that way simply
because of their persistence? I do not know. They may call at a time when I am disengaged.
But if a person came and resolutely put forward his case you would go and look after that case for
him quite regardless of whether he had put it in three months or three years ago? I do not know that I
would do that.
With regard to delays can you explain how it is that they exist-can you give any signal instance
of delay that has struck you as a monstrous thing P Well, I cannot single out a case just now.
Take a group or type of cases? Yes, there was a case in which the President was interested.. That
Underwood case was avery very long one.
Was it a legitimately long time going through? I do not think it was. I think the objections
raised by the examiners were not tenable. It was taken before the Court, and the Court did not uphold
them.
Can you give a practical instance of a case in this regard: I put in an application to-day, when
would it reach the examiners? The application would be sent up either to-day or the following day to
the examiners' clerk. it is then with the examiners, but there is a delay I think then in passing it from
the examiners' clerk to the principal draftsman.
Have you any authority over the examiners' clerk? I believe I have, but I have always left him to
the control of the Registrar General.
650. But if you saw any lâchea on his part would it not be your duty to pull him up? I have pulled him
up many times.
057. In what way? I have told him I would report him to the Registrar General when he has not sent
cases on as he should do in a reasonable time.
What would you call a reasonable time? I think he ought to do it in two or three days.
In what time have you found him do it really? I have known him have eases two or three months.
Did you report that to the Registrar General? I did.
What action did he take? I am not aware. I told the Registrar General what the state of alum
was, and what Mr. Lander had to reply to my statement. Mr. Ward said that Mr. Lander's having to do
with the wills had caused great delay.
062. Did you put this in writing? I did not.
663. How often has this occurred during the last twelve months? I cannot say the number of times,-a
good many times.
Once in two months P Oftcncr.
Once a month? Once a month, I dare say.
And did your representation go to this extent: that Mr. Lander having these duties to do, or from
whatever cause, was not efficiently performipg his duty as clerk of the examiners P I could not say it
did. I told him he was not sufficient to perform his duty towards the public.
Did you ever speak to the examiners P No, because I do not think the examiners have anything to
do with me.
Under whom is the clerk to the examiners really? Under the Registrar General exclusively, but he
claims to be under the examiners.
069. In what sense P I do not know.
Does he claim that at all in any hostility to the Registrar General? I think so.
Do the examiners give him any support in that, do you suppose? I should not like to say so.
Then why does not the Registrar General exercise control over him and insist upon his doing his
duty? I am not aware.
Then you, in the exercise of your duty, seeing the neglect of the clerk to the examiners, have
reported
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reported the circumstances to the Registrar General, and he has taken no effective steps to correct that
C. Mn ddl e.
which you thought in the public interest ought to be corrected? Thatjs so.
\rhat would you suggest, from your experience in relation to the clerk to the examiners, as to the
position which he should occupy, and the course that he should take, should lie still remain under the Regis- l4Mar,, 1879.
trar General or be under the examiners? I think he should 5till remain under the Registrar General.
Then there ought to be an effective control over him, which at present does not exist? Which has
not been exercised. When applicants have complained to me of delay in the office, I have come upstairs
and found that eases have been lying with Mi. Lander for a certaill time. I have reported it to the
Registrar General, and told him that I cannot do anything in it. Mr. Lander says he is short-handed
and cannot get on with his work, and cannot send on the work. The Registrar General has said that
Mr. Lander's time is too much occupied with the wills, and that lie ought not to be custodian of the wills.
If you were in a position of authority to carry out all that you in your experience believe to be
desirable, what would you do in relation to the clerk to the examiners? I would see that he did his work
thoroughly well, and if he did not he should he removed,
What would you suggest as to the mode of procedure by which he should do his work thoroughly
well? If he is overworked I should take the wills from him.
And having done that, what would you prescribe in relation to his duty to the examiners P I should
Buy that he should be still under the Registrar General.
And then P That he should perform his duties in a satisfactory manner.
But what I want to get at is, what check would you exercise over him ;-what would you insist upon
that lie should do. It has been given in evidence that a ease coming in, say on the 2nd of tEE month,
is retained until the beginning of the following month? That is an arrangement of the examiners. It has
nothing to do with the examiners' clerk.
With the examiners and whom? With the examiners only.
Well, the examiners' clerk is a party to the arrangement or he would not retain the cases? I do
not think he retains them, not cases at that stage.
Perhaps I misunderstood the evidence, but the point put was, that the examiners' clerk received
the applications and that he retained them until the beginning of the month, when he sent them on to
the examiners P lie may retain them until the beginning of the following or of the second month.
Why does lie do that? lie says he cannot get through his work.
Is there no one to indicate that he must send them on? I indicate it over and over again that it is
necessary that this work should be gone on with speedily.
Do you know from your experience how often the clerk to the examiners does send to the examiners
the applications which ought to go to them? He sends them to the principal draftsman to be dealt with
first, and the principal draftsman scuds them on to the examiners through the same clerk.
But does the clerk detain them before they go to the examiners P He does. I have known some
eases detained one, two, or three months. They may remain this time before they go to the principal
draftsman.
This detention on the part of the clerk to the examiners exists with the knowledge of the Registrar
General? It does.
689, Do you know of any instance of the Registrar General insisting and prescribing as a part of the
duty of the clerk to the examiners that such delay should not exist? No instance occurs to my mind
at the present time.
And the examiners having no control over the clerk to the examiners in virtue of their office are not
to be blamed for such detention on the part of this clerk? I do not think they are.
You said that the draftsmen are under the control of the Registrar General? Yes; they always
have been, and were so in South Australia I believe.
Would it not be more convenient for the draftsmen to be under the examiners, and for the
examiners' clerk also to be under the examiners, in relation to all eases referred to them? I. do not
think so.
In order that the professional branch may be kept totally distinct from the lay branch? I do not
think the work could be got through even so expeditiously as now; that is with the present officers.
But may not that he through the mode in which business is carried out? I do not think so; I do
not think an alteration in the mode of business wouldWhy should not all be done in this department as would be done in a first-class conveyancing office;
that is to say, that the purely professional work should be done in a professional way, and that the
separate staff should be made responsible for the separate business? Then you require a professional
head.
.2tf. Terry.] That is your opinion? That is my opinion strongly.
JEt. Arc/icr.] You said that you gave every assistance to the public in office-hours, that you stopped
I
after office-hours, and that you never received an honorariznn, although it had been offered? Yes.
Do you know whether other officers either follow your example, or in their own spontaneous action
have shown the same kind of zeal on behalf of the public ? I believe they have.
Do you know whether they, in every instance, have acted gratuitously? I believe they have. I know
nothing to the contrary.
Did you ever hear of any accusation, openly and boldly stated or insinuated aainst the honour of
any one of the officers of this department? The Registrar General once told me t%at he heard a statement of the kind out of doors.
But, in your experience, you have known no instance of an expedition fee, or any other attempt to
reward an officer for extra zeal on behalf of any applicant? I have not. There are no expedition fees
here. Money has been placed in my hands and Ihave returned it, over and over again.
Are there any officers who, by their position, could commit such an impropriety without your
knowledge? I do not think so, as regards applications certainly, because they have not the power-they
have no influence with the examiners. I suppose I am the only officer, with the exception of the Registrar
General, who would have the influence.
.Prc&ent.] Do you know that applications have been prepared in the office? They have been, by
the direction of the Registrar General and by the direction of the former Registrar General. Mr. Terry
may come in and say, I am in a hurry, and will you do this for me P' It has been frequently done.
Ithmnk you said that Mr. Lander's time was interrupted by other business besides that of attending
to the examiners P Yes.
705.
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Mr.
705. By the care of wills for instance? Yes.
C. Muddle. ioo. Generally, you think it would be better to have the clerk for the examiners to do nothing but attend
14Mar., 1 8 to their work? I do; that has always been my opinion. I am sure the connection of the examiners'
79 clerk with the wills interferes with his legitimate work.
I understand you to say that the duty of Mr. Lander on receiving an application for title is to pass it
on to the draftsmen's department? Yes. His first duty is to make out a search; hence the delay in
passing on to the examiners. He tells me that he has not time to prepare the search, he is so busily
engaged. In the early days-in the days of Mr. ilolden and Mr. Dick-the searches were prepared by
the examiners ; but Mr. Lander took upon himself, on the appointment of the late examiners, to prepare
the searches. I said to him some time ago, "Why not turn the searches over to the examiners who
prepare the cases?"
However, it has now become the duty of Mr. Lander to prepare the searches? It has; and I think
he has taken that duty upon himself.
Well, when the application comes to Mr. Lander's hands he makes or gives instructions for the
necessary searches? He prepares the search paper, but lie says his time is so much occupied that he
cannot get to prepare that search paper.
That search paper being proceeded with, and the search having been made, the result is that the
application and plan are handed to the draftsman? Before the search is made; while it is being made
the case is passed on to Mr. Pearson.
Then when the search is finished it is also passed on to Mr. Pearson? Yes.
Well, when Mr. Pearson has done with the case, he returns it to Mr. Lander? He does.
Reporting that the case is correct so far as these things are concerned, or otherwise? Yes.
Suppose he reports against the application? In that event the case is sent on for requisition.
Mr. Pearson makes his report to Mr. Lander, who forwards it to the applicant or his solicitor.
Those are requisitions arising out of the draftsmen's department? Quite so.
When they have been satisfactorily disposed of, then, for the first time, Mr. Lander hands the case
to the examiners? For the first time.
Then I suppose there are not very many cases where difficulties arise in the draftsmen's office?
Not often. They are very exceptional cases.
And how long do these cases remain in the draftsmen's office? I do not think they remain long.
I went to Mr. Pearson yesterday about a case which he received on the 13th of February, and he told
me that it would be another fortnight before he would be able to get at it.
Mr. Pearson is a very active officer? An excellent officer.
Mr. Archer.] With regard to diagrams, are they done by the office staff? They are.
Are they at times so numerous that the office cannot overtake them? They cannot keep pace with
them.
Have you ever tried contract work in relation to diagrams? Never.
Have they ever been so numerous as to warrant the introduction of contract work? I do not
think so.
Mr. Terry.] Aftor you have made a search against a poreon in this office, do you kecp it? We do.
So that you can refer to it in case of any other search? At any time.
Have you heard, among the profession, any objection about the difficulty of negativing dowers? Oh,
very many.
What do you think in reference to that, that the law ought to be altered? I think so.
Abolishing dower altogether? I think so.
Are you aware that in the South Australian Act they have absolutely abolished dower? I believe
they have, and in the Victorian Act also.
Do you always ask, in case there is any negativing of dower, whether there is any widow of So-andso, and whether she is dowerable ;-do the examiners inqnire in every case? I believe they do.
President] You know the form in which dower is noted on certificates? I do.
Simply statiag the fact that the certificate is issued, subject to the dower, if any, in the wife of
So-and-so; but no deeds are given, nor is there anything cisc for anyone dealing with that land to know
whether the dower is worth anything or not? No; they have to go to the original title.
So that the person in respect to whom dower is noted may be a young man of one.and-twenty?
Possibly ; I know one case. Oharles James Augustus Storey's wife was made dowerable, or apparently
so, by an endorsement on certificate. I knew him to be a young man of two or three.and-thirty years
of age.
So that in cases of young men the note is made in exactly the same form as in cases where the man
was married before the year 1837? Precisely the same.
Mr. Robertson.] Do you think that it would be an advantage for the Commissioners of Title under
the Act if a Commissioner of Titles were appointed who should have supreme control over the examiners and
the professional branch? I do; I have already suggested to the Registrar General that there should be
an appoiutxneut of Master of Titles, who should receive a large salary, and that the examiners should also
receive an increase of salary, all of which should be secured by Act of Parliament ; and then all titles that
are passed should be submitted to a Board composed of the Master of Titles, the Examiners of Titles, and
the Registrar Genera!,
President.] Then you consider that the Board of Commissioners really ought to be kept in existence,
with some little modification, such as that you prop6se? I think so.
dIrt. Arclsrr.] Do you mean the lay Commissioners? No.
Frcsident,] You would still have the Commission, but differently composed? Differently composed.
Mr. Archer.] Would you have any lay Commissioners as they at present exist? No, certainly not.
Presidnt.] Except in the, case of the Registrar General? AIr. Terry.] Who would be President? No; I do not say so, though that is Mr. Ward's idea.
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MONDAY, 17 MARCH, 1879.
1Prccut :—

JAMES NORTON, Esq., PRESIDENT.
SAMUEL HENRY TERRY, Esq., M.P., WILLIAM HENRY ARCHER, Esq.,
THOMAS ROBERTSON, ESQ.,
I JOHN DAWSON, ESQ,
Edmund Barton, Esq., Examiner of Titles, further examined:-

President] Does not the question of dower give a great deal of difficulty and create a great deal of B. Barton,

Esq.
expense in the working of the Real Property Acts? Yes.
Wherever land is conveyed to a mall, do not examiners require it to be shown that that man has no
17 Mar., 1979.
wife entitled to dower? Not absolutely, but very nearly.
And if he has not shown that there is no dower then the fact of the dower is noted on the certificate?
The possibility of the dower is noted on the certificate.
Of course you are aware that applicants are put very often to very serious expense in endeavourLng
to show that the dower does not exist? I do not know that they are put to very great expense; they
must be to some.
740. In what proportion of cases do you suppose there is really dower—where the question is put? It is
very difficult to answer a question as to proportions.
I want some general idea. You can put it in any way you like P Considering that the generality
of married women's dowers now fall under what may still perhaps be called the new Dower Act, although
it is over forty years old, no doubt most wives cannot maintain a title to dower as against their husbands'
alienee. It is a matter of common sense and not of law. There must be a great many more persons
married since 1837 than before, and of course there are some bachelors and some widowers.
In whose cases there is no dower? There is not.
Do you suppose there is one case in a thousand in which there is actual dower? Yes, certainly.
Give us some proportion? I should say one in fifty.
Do you not think you are making too much of it? It is wonderful how many persons have been
married before 1887, although the proportion must be largely the other way; it is surprising how often
you find that persons have been married before 1837. There is a case which occurred in the Equity
Court a little while ago which has been a very great warning on the subject of dower: A man named
Taylor came out to this Colony a great many years ago. He acquired property here, and lie disposed of
it by his will. He had been in the Colony a vast number of years, something like Mty. The property
was sold under a decree in Equity. There were several batches of sales. The first sale went off comfortably enough, and nobody seems to have had any diffienity abont dower; but after a little while an
Equity suit was actually instituted by Mrs. Margaret Ashhurst, and her new husband, claiming that she
was the widow of Taylor. There must be not the slightest doubt that the facts were so, for her dower
was not denied by any of the parties concerned, when she assertd it, and I think I may say for certain
a compromise was made with her.
Then you give this as an instance of the danger of ignoring the question of dower P I do.
In your long experience how many suits for dower do you remember to have heard of? In such
experience as I have had 1 have not heard of very many.
Do you suppose a dozen? Well, I do not.
And yet your experience extends over thirty years? Well, my experience extends over about
thirty-seven years. But of course I was only a clerk on the conveyaneing side of Carr, Rogers, and
Owen's office for eight years, and I had very little to do there with equity work.
But would you not have known if anything of the sort were going on P It is a very long while ago,
and I may have forgotten.
However, during the whole of your experience you do not know of a dozen suits for dower? No.
Or cases where dower has been actually, claimed? I cannot at all say, and I do not at all think, that
there have not been a dozen cases within my knowledge in which dower has been claimed. I am aware
that dower has been most extensively the subject of negotiation and compromise. Some years ago, when
the pecuniary affairs of the Colony generally were not good, it was what might be called every day's
practice for the wife of an insolvent to stipulate with herhnsband's trustees that they should give her np
one farm, or one piece of property in consideration of her releasing her dower out of the generality of the
estate.
But a, long time has elapsed since that occurred, and the lapse of time has cured a great many
dowers since then? Quite true.
Have you heard any complaints that titles are not examined with sufficient celerity? Yes.
701. What is the cause of such complaints? I think they are partly manufactured in this office.
762, In what way? A gentleman comes to the examiners and to the draftsman with a difficult, complicated case. He is received with very great attention, very great pains are taken in going through the
minutim of allotments which have been sold out of the property, and allotments which have become in
some other way special; and that gentleman goes way apparently as much pleased with Mr. Jones, Mr.
Pearson, and myself as any man can possibly be. Within a few days we may be surprised to meet with a
most remarkable letter, of a character certainly not indicating gratitude or acknowledgment of that attention
which we gave, and which no doubt it was our duty to give ; and, being an old client of mine, this gentle.
man has been good enough to explain to inc how bc came to write the letter in question. He has stated
that be has been met in the office by all official who said to him something of this sort: "If your title is
not going on fast enough come this way." Then lie has been bowed into the presence of another official,
and then it has been suggested to him that be should write the letter lie did write. The gentleman is
Mr. J. K. Heydon, of Ertnington, near Parramatta.
Then you think that part of the office is working against the other part? I do.
Why should that happen? There is generally a jealousy between different services. There is a
jealousy in this office against all members of the legal profession.
76'S. Do you not think the difficulty arises from the wish of these gentlemen to push on the work of the
office, and that they consider that delays take place in the examination of titles? No, I do not.
530—])
766.
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E. Burton, 766. And you say it simply arises from jealousy? I say the jealousy is manifested in the most striking
Eiq.
manner. The jealousy is not directed merely against those professional men who happen to be examiners.
f
'
I
can
give an instance. A transmission case was brought into this office. I found, however, that the
it
Mar., 1879. deceased had actually executed a conveyance of the portion of the land which was then sought to be
transmitted to the party who wanted to get the transmission certificate. I said, "This is a good transfer,"
and the other two examiners said so also. The transfer happened to be on parchment, happened to bear a
seal, and had been prepared by a solicitor. That document was not registered as a transfer. It was
refused to be so registered.
Was it in the form required by the Act? I considered it was. That was the special matter to which
I directed my attention. I considered that it was substantially in the form required by the Act; that it
had all the requisites of the form required by the Act, and that it ought to be registered, not only because
it was a sufficient transfer, but because the registration of it would save the party great trouble and
expense.
And the annoyance of transmission P Well, if there be any. A delay of 1 year and 7 months took
place.
Why do you give us this instance-what particular point is it intended to illustrate? If I am to
disclose it, I must say I was told, " Oh it would never do to have solicitors preparing these things after
the old system," or words to that effect.
Who told you this P Mr. Muddle, the Deputy Registrar General.
And you say that was his reason for refusing or objecting to this form of transfer? I say be
made that remark. The papers will speak for themselves. Mr. G. M. Holden was the solicitor in the
transmission case.
Then what happened in this case? The examiners-Mr. Oliver and myself-who had charge of the
transmission, having advised the right course to be pursued, and finding that the Registrar General would
not pursue it, then completed the matter after the next best course, and recommended the case to be
passed as a transmission case, having first brought the opinions of all three examiners before the Registrar
General.
Before the Board you mean? No, I do not know that they went before the Board. They went
before the Registrar General who is one of the Board, but I do not think they would go before the Board.
A transmission case goes before the Board, but a transfer does not go to the Board. We advise the
Registrar General to register a transfer; we advise the Board to register or record a transmission. It
would naturally go to the Registrar General who had the power to register the instrument as a transfer,
but it would not naturally go to the Board.
Then the case was ultimately passed? As a transmission case.
Involving a delay of how long? There was a period of 1 year and 7 months from the time I
first advised that it should be completed as a transfer.
You and the other examiners? No. The date of my first advice was such that a year and seven
months elapsed before the thing was completed.
Thea did the other examiners concur with you in your advice? Yes, they did-Mr. Oliver
very thoroughly indeed, and Mr. Jones also concurred. With regard to minuti, I would refer to the
original papers.
Do you not consider it within your duty to advise the Board on such questions? No, not to advise
the Board.
Well, the Registrar General? Certainly, to advise the Registrar General.
It is the duty of the examiners to advise the Registrar General on such questions? I think it is.
If the examiners see a. thing going wrong, and if they can reasonably advise the Registrar General that
the thing is going wrong and ought to be done right, it must be their duty to do so.
You consider yourselves as the • legal advisers of this institution? Decidedly; we are so by
statute.
Can you tell me who it is in the office that raises the difficulties you have referred to? I think that
the Registrar General greatly encourages complaints against the office.
788. And who else? I do not say that anybody else does.
Do you mean against the office or against the examiners? I suppose the two phrases are almost
identical.
Not quite? I do not mean to say that they are. I do not mean to say that the Registrar General
encourages complaints against the Transfer Department.
Well, it comes to what I say then-he encourages complaints against the Examiner's Branch ? It
comes pretty much to that, but then the complaints come in a general form.
Is not the present Registrar General very zealous in forwarding the business of the office-I mean
very desirous of forwarding the business of the office, and getting it into good repute and good standing?
No; 1 cannot conscientiously give him credit for such a desire, because I know so much to the contrary.
What do you know to the contrary? The matters referred to in my letter to him dated 30th
May, 1874.
That letter refers to a charge made by the Registrar General that seventy-four cases awaited treat.
ment by you similar to that which the senior-examiner had bestowed upou them in writing requisitions
thereon? Yes.
You hand in a copy of your letter of 30th May, 1874? Yes. (Copy of letter handed in. Tide
Appendix) The course of information generally supplied from this office to the Colonial Secretary's
Office appears to have been such as to say all against the office that could be said, and to suppress anything that might have been said in its favour.
By "office" do you mean your department, or the office generally? I suppose 1 may say the
Examiners' Department-I suppose it comes to that; but the form of the questions and answers has not
been such as to express the Exa&iiners' Branch.
Are you on terms of friendship with the present Registrar General? Oh, no.
How is that? I do not like him.
Has not the difficulty between you arisen from his pressing you too much to get through, the work
which you have always thought ought to occupy more time than he thinks it ought to occupy? No;
not by any means exclusively.
795.
* Non (on reriaion) -.1 am on speaking terms 'sith the Registrar General
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E. Burtes,
795. As to matters of private quarrels of course we have nothing to do? There is no private quarrel.
Esq.
796. it simply arises out of the business of the office P Yes the way in which he treats the examiners,
the way in which he fails to protect his own office, and the way in which he always takes the Bide of every 17 - ar, 1870.
person whoever makes a complaint against the office.
797. Does that not result from his zeal in forwarding the interest of the office P No.
798. What other reason can he have P His desire to get his salary increased.
799. I suppose he could only get his salary increased by showing that the office was flourishing and could
bear an increase? Well, by that means, and. by persevering application for an increase, and by making all
the friends that he could at the unfair expense of others.
500. In what form have complaints reached your ears—I mean complaints against the examiners? A
letter perhaps exceedingly ill written and doubtfully spelt would be written to the Registrar General by
somebody not too respectable, and then the Registrar General would forthwith endorse upon it something
like a hypothetical condemnation of the examiners, if not an absolute condemnation.
801.. 1. think you slightly misunderstand me. What I want to know is what are the complaints—are
they complaints of getting through your work too fast P I cannot know any more about the complaints
than any member of the pnblic, except those complaints which come either in writing, or by word of
mouth, to myself.
What complaints have conic to yourself in any way or shape—what do they complain of? Insufficient speed. A gentleman has been known to have his transmission case passed within four days, and he
has thereupon written a letter of complaint. That was in Bell's transmission.
Well, the complaints are of insufficient speed. Are they not also of over-particularity in objections
or requisitions? There are no written complaints to that effect., speaking generally.
Have there been no complaints that the requisitions seemed to the applicants to be absurd P Very
few persons use such a word as "absurd."
Perhaps I use a wrong expression—that the objections are untenable, ridiculous? Very few persons
would use the word "ridiculous."
800. Weak P No one has ever used the word 'weak" that I am aware of.
807. Well, extremely fine-drawn, highly technical? No, it is very rarely that such an objection is made
to an objection. Those solicitors who receive objections are competent to judge whether the requisitions
are well-founded or not, and they generally make no complaints.
SOS. Then the complaints they make, if any, take the form of answers to your own objections—arguments
perhaps on the value of your objections P They do not put them in the form of complaints; they answer
our objections. They argue against them sometimes of course. But I may say that we have very littl6
difiicnity with solicitors.
Do you always require the production of all instruments forming the title of the applicant, whether
in his possession or not? Yes, except under special circumstances.
The Real Property Act does not, I think, require the production of instruments not in possession of
the applicant, as a matter of course? That is a matter of opinion.
There is no statement—no actual requirement that these things should be produced. The applicant
has to produce the instruments of title in his own possession ; but the Act does not specially require that
be should produce all instruments affecting the title;—is not that so? I cannot give an unqualified
airmative to that question.
The Act does not strictly require the production of all these instruments? That is quite a matter
of opinion. The 17th section may be referred to. The 17th section seems to indicate that where the
evidence of title set forth by the applicant is imperfect, a special course should be pursued. That
certainly indicates an intention that the examiners should, generally speaking, require the evidence of title
to be perfect.
Do you not think that in many cases of instruments registered at full length in the Registry Office,
the production of the originals might be safely dispensed with, unless in cases where there is some apparent
cause for being particular? I do not think it could be done safely.
In any case? As a rule, of course. I do not think it could be done safely, as a rule. Of course it
will often happen that there will be no mischief.
You do not think it is safe to dispense with the originals in any except rare cases? I do not. I
think that mischief will not often happen, but you cannot tell when it will.
Instruments are registered at full length? Yes.
Then what mischief do you suppose can happen? Something may be written on the original instrument after registration. Then you know nothing about that on the registered copy.
81.8. Are there any cases in which you can dispense with the production of the original deeds and satisfy
yeurself by the examination of copies? I very often do examine the registration copies. I very often
peruse them instead of the originals, so as to get as much work done as possible. It is a more tardy
process. The heavy books have to he carried from down stairs, and the registration copies, not so well
written, of course may not be absolutely correct. No lawyer would like to trust to it copy when he could
have the original. But notwithstanding that it has been my practice for years, in many cases, to peruse
the registration copy. But when I have done this I have required the original ultimately to be produced.
\srhen the original has been produced I have looked to the registration receipt, so as to satisfy myself that
it is the identical instrument. I have then looked over it to see it bears no exhibit memoranda leading up
to suits and actions, and then I. have been content.
810. You practised for many years as a solicitor? Yes.
And you know the way in which solicitors conduct the business of examining titles for purchasers?
The ways, I think I may say, are various.
Do solicitors in every case examine the original instruments? They do not.
They are satisfied with copies or abstracts? I should like to say after "they do not," but I believe
they are guilty of gross negligence whenever they fail to do so, and in the case of a mishap their client
can make them answerable, unless they have special instructions.
523. Do you think that solicitors in large business could get through their business if they always insisted
upon tho production of original deeds? I believe that solicitors in large business do get through
enormous businesses, and very profitably, and are in the habit of causing original deeds always to be
examined.
824. And you think it would not add immensely to the delay and expense of completing purchases if they
examined
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F. Burton, examined the original deeds on every occasion? Of course expense may be saved by not making that
Esq.
A.% examination, but risk is run, and occasionally a bad title is taken, as in the instance of the Eveleigh
House title.
17 Mar., 1879. 825. Well then, you say the client is saved expense at the risk of the solicitor, unless the solicitor
examines all original deeds? At the risk of the solicitor if he be a solvent man, unless the client has
given special instructions.
From your long experience in dealing with titles are you not aware that even in the most ca.ref vi
offices oversights are continually made, which, if discovered and taken advantage of, might ruin the
solicitor employed in the matter? No, I am not aware of that. I suppose oversights must be frequently
made, but I very seldom hear of any.
Do you not think it is very likely that oversights are constantly made? Yes.
A solicitor in a large bnsiness cannot get through his work without the assistance of clerks?
Certainly, not
And these clerks are indifferent, careless, and very often ignorant, and must make a great many
mistakes and oversights P I should not like to condemn the clerks of solicitors in such wholesale terms,
and I cannot think, if they be open to such condemnation that their course of conduct can be a proper
pattern for the examiners.
No ; I do not say that, flowerer, you admit that mistakes are made in solicitors' offices in the
investigation of titles P I have no doubt that mistakes must be made in solicitors' offices as well as in all
other places where human beings work.
Did you ever know an instance where a solicitor ever sustained any damage in consequence of such
mistakes P Yes.
Many? Only one—the Eveleigh House case. There was an action brought against Mr. Cooper
Turner many years ago, but his talented counsel showed I believe sufficient ground to exempt him inpoint
of law.
Then lie sustained no damage? And lie therefore sustained no damage. The Eveleigh House case
is another case. In that a highly respectable solicitor concerned did I believe sustain damage.
But was that not a case of misconstruction of a will ? No I have always understood that that
resulted from being content with the abstract of a will instead of reading the original.
Are not most oversights and mistakes in conveyancing, do you suppose, cured by ]apse of time, or
by never being found out? It is impossible to answer a question as to what one would probably suppose.
Of course it is a matter of opinion P I do not think it would be safe to accept a bad title in the hope
that its badness would never be discovered, and I think it would not be perhaps so safe to do that in this
office as it would in a private solicitor's office. The proceedings of this office are far more public than
those of any private solicitor's. When the Eveleigh House slip was discovered there was a great outcry
made. "Oh " it was said, "The examiners have taken that title four or five times over." I made an
examination of the cases in which it was supposed to have been taken. It had been taken once, and that
is the only material slip which I know to have been made in this office. That was made in consequence
of not reading the original will.
Were you the examiner? I was not.
But the examiners could have access to tIme original will? They could have. i
It was in the oThce—in the building P It was in the Supreme Court, if not n the office.
Mr. Robertson.] This is the case you mentioned when you gave your evidence before the former Coin.
mission? No, I do not think so this has happened since. The former Commission was in Mr. Holden's
lifetime, and this Eveleigh House matter has cropped up since.
President.] Then you consider it is necessary for the examiners to be more particular than solicitors
practising oil their own account? I do it would be a disgrace to the office if they were not. Here is a
public department, which is to the best of its power to pronounce upon the goodness or badness of titles.
If the very best opinion that they could form were not formed it would be discreditable to the department.
Do you not think that in many cases where the deeds are given up to the office after the title has been
passed it would be al]nost impossible for persons having objections to raise them P No.
Well, it would throw great difficulties in their way—the want of the possession of deeds? No, the
system of registration—the old system of registration—would, geoerally speaking, slippiy their need.
8.14. By the old system you mean the present system, not as applicable to the Real Property Office?
Yes, in the Real Property Office language the old system is generally understood to mean couveyanctng
at common law pius the New South Wales ordinary Registration Act..
The assurance fund has never been in any way touched P Never.
Seeing then that the risk is so small, would it not be better that some of the extreme particularity
with which the examiners have been in the habit of investigating titles should be dispensed with P If it
could be dispensed with, without the public knowing that it was dispensed with, it might be more safely
done. I attribute a great deal of the present safety of the assurance fund to the reputation which the
office has gained of being very particular about titles; conseqnentiv persons are less, much less, ]ikely to
bring in titles which they know to be bad or very djubtful In the early days of the office seine
great frauds were attempted, but as they were happily pnnishcd, and as the character of the office for
being very particular in the examination of titles has been maintained for years, very much less is done
in the way of attempting to palm off bad titles on the office than otherwise would be the case.
That is to say, you have cured them of trying to bring in titles not perfectly good? I think that the
course of examination by the examiners has been such as to tend in that direction.
843. That is to deter people from bringing had titles? Yes.
The bulk of the people do not know whether their titles are good or bad, though the solicitors may
know P But titles are brought in here by persons who know they are bad.
it is one of the popular errors that this institution is established for converting bad titles into good
ones? There are some titles brought in which no one could ever hope to have passed unless lie could
succeed in forcing the examiners to work under such pressure that they have not the opportunity of
discovering what the title is.
If you are so extremely particular in titles, why should applicants have to pay the assurance fee?
The assurance fee is so exceedingly small that it can make very little difference, but the guarantee of the
public must surely be worth one half-penny in the pound.
Not to the applicant P To the applicant I respectfully think.
858.
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858. But is not the guarantee to the outsiders, not to the applicant? It is a guarantee which the appli- F. Burton,
Esq.
cant can carry in his pocket, and which, when he sells his land, he makes use of very greatly to the benefit
of his pocket.
But the guarantee is in fact it guarantee to other persons. He gets the benefit of a complete title, 17 Mar., 1879.
but other persons get the benefit of the guarantee? You mean the assurance fund has the benefit. The
guarantee is to the applicant to this effect "We will warrant and defend your title against all mankind"
and the assurance fund is provided to meet the demands of those who may have been injured.
if the assurance fee were increased would you feel justified in relaxing a little? Yes.
Will you tell us in what way you could safely relax either with or wmthont increasing the assurance
foe—some general rule which could be acted upon? I do not think that an increase of the assurance fee
would ever be so good as a thorough examination of the titles. What I should like to see done would be
for the originals of all deeds relating to land to be deposited in the Registrar General's Office. I think
that for the fature that might be very easily managed. I think that if the Legislature were to provide
that, upon the registration of a deed, the original should be left in the Registrar General's Office, and
that a certified copy should be issued to the proprietor, that, for the future, all that is wanted would be
provided.
But that does not relieve you of your difficulties, as you have to deal with past difficulbes mainly?
The lodging in the Registrar General's Office of as many original deeds relating to titles as possible should
be encouraged. It might be enacted that it should not be necessary for the examiners to refer to original
deeds, and that no person should have any claim against the assurance fund for anything that did not appear
by the registered copy.
Would not that be imjust P It would only occasion the parties to be at the peril of seeing that any
deed under which they claimed was registered.
Is Mr. Jones as particular in the examination of titles as yourself? 1 think he is. Of course I
ought not to speak about others, but I think that Mr. Jones is highly intelligent, and quite as painstaking
and quite as particulM as I am.
And he is as precise in taking objections P I think lie is. I am, of course, not desirous of saying so
against Mr. Jones, for whom I have a great respect, with'whom I am very happy to associate, and from
whom I derive very great assistance by the coolness of his judgment and the great acquaintance which he
has with eases recently decided upon points of conveyancing law.
Then you and Mr. Jones work eordiaUy together? Mr. Jones and I work very cordially together.
Does your reliance upon his judgment and experience enable you to relax some of the extreme
vigilance which you have hitherto applied to the investigation of titles P I have not relaxed it. 1. think
that if I were, without any examination, to sign my name to a report which Mr. Jones had previously
signed, I should very seldom do any mischief.
is he expeditious in getting through his cases? The term "expeditious" of course conveys different
meanings to different minds.
Expeditious as yourself? I think he is more so.
Are you on perfectly good terms with Mr. Maddoek? No.*
How is that? Because I understand that he got up that petitLon which was presented to the
Legislative Assembly about a year ago. It is generally known as " Maddock's petition."
That was before he caine into the office? Yes.
Have you complete reliance en his judgment? Certainly not.
How is that? Because I find that lie makes slips in the investigation of titles.
Is he expeditious? Very.
Then I suppose you mean lie makes slips on account of his expedition P I should think it is very
likely that his extreme expedition assists in producing slips.
Have you ever known any grave error made by Mr. Maddock in the investigation of a title? One
very grave one in a transmission case the other clay.
What was that? Leaving out one of the most important parts of a will.
Overlooking it, you mean? I can only suppose that he overlooked it. He carefully provides for
matters of perhaps minor importance in the same will, but there is a very striking clause indeed as to
survivorship, which lie does not refer to it all, and he signs the report in favour of the applicant, notwithstanding this clause.
.275. Are reports of one examiner as to transmissions taken? No.
576. They require two? Oh, yes.
Si?. is that the only error that you are aware of on Mr. Maddoek's part? There was a remarkable one
about dower. He seemed to consider that although a lady was married before 1837, yet that if the conveyance to her husband declared that no wife of his should he dowable, that that declaration would be
effective against the lady. I can easily produce the case in which that appears, under his own hand.
878. Anything more? There was a case which has been matle the subject of a letter from Mr. Jones and
myself to the Colonial Secretary, and I do not know whether I ought to say much about that, as we
have written to the Colonial Secretary on the subject. It was a case in which Mr. Jones and I considered
that we had been used very ill. it was a transmission application. Messrs. Macintosh, Pinnoek, and
Price sent it here, it was under the will and codicil of Jacob Barnes. That gentleman devised certain
lands to trustees in trust for the separate use of his daughter, Mrs. Muller, and, after her decease, then, I
think, to the right heirs of his said daughter, prefacing the whole, however, with a power of appointment
over the fee simple given to the lady. I was very busy in December endeavouring to clear off all the
transmission eases I had, and when I caine upon this one I wrote a letter to Macintosh, Pinnoek, and
Price touching the difficulties of the law as to the effect of the gift in trust for the married woman, for
her separate use for life, with the remainder to her right heirs. It seemed likely that the remainder to the
right heirs was a legol remainder, and it was clear that the gift for the separate use of the married woman
was an equitable estate only in her. if so, the life estate and the remainder in fee could not coalesce,
under the ruleiu Shelley's case. I consulted Mr. Jones, who agreed to the. letter which I had drafted.
The gist of that letter was to propose that the difficult question of law which might probably never need
to be decided, should not be decided, but that a certificate should issue to some such effect as follows
The fee simple iii possession of this laud stands limited to such uses, &c., as Ellen Elizabeth MilIler
shall by deed or will appoint, and in default of appointment according to the effect of the other limitations contained in the will and codicil of Jacob Barnes, deceased, in reference to the said land." The
Norz (on revision) —I am on spesldng terms with Mr. Maddoek.
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B. Burton, applicants' so]ieitors wrote a handsome letter in reply, saying that they quite saw the difficulty to which
Sq.
the examiners drew their attention, and they did not see any objection to the form of certificate which the
17 Mar 1879 examiners proposed. The report was signed by myself and by Mr. Jones, and the case was passed by the
three Land Titles Commissioners on the 8th January. After some tine—I suppose when the advertisement had run out—I was informed that the parties did not mean to take out a new certificate of title,
but intended to have transmission memorials endorsed upon the four grants under a provision in the new
Act, and I was requested to draw the form of transmission memorial accordingly. I asked for the form
generally used downstairs in simple transmission memorials, and I endeavoured to make this special
memorial come as nearly as 1 could to the common form. Of course it would vary very considerably from
the common form, the intention being very different.
What has Mr. Maddock to do with, this? I will tell you directly. It is rather a long story: Mr.
Muddle wrote upon my draft memorial a memorandum of his objection thereto, which, he did not send to
me, but which he sent to the Registrar General. Then the Registrar General made some alterations in
my form, but did not send them to me. Then another memorandum was written by Mr. Muddle, referring to the Registrar General's opinion, and re-submitting the case for the consideration of the Board.
The case was re-snbmitted to the Board, and was thereupon deferred for the opinion of Mr. Maddock,
who was not in the case at all. Mr. Maddock wrote an opinion upon it, which I took great pains to
understand, but which I could not understand. On the 3rd of Marchhe andl bothwent into Mr. Jones's
room to distribute the cases amongst ourselves as usual, and I then called Mr. Maddock's attention to
the matter, and Mr. Jones and I talked to him upon the subject, and I pointed out that all the requisites
to the execution of a power must be complied with during the life of the donee. Mr. Maddock had
advised, in his original opinion, dated, I think, 26th February, as to what notification should be placed
upon the certificate of title, but his opinion did not at all clearly express what the effect of the certificate
of title itself should be. After the conversation with Mr. Jones and myself, Mr. Maddock wrote a new
opinion in substitution for his former one, and I must say that the new opinion seems to me to show that
he does not yet know the point of law which I stated to hum on the 30th of March, and which I have now
stated to yourselves.
Is not the case you have referred to that which you mentioned to me the other day? Yes, but all
the facts had not happened then.
831. Did not some one object to your endorsement on the ground that it disclosed a trust, and that this
ofilce does not deal with trusts 9 No.
Mr. Robertson.] Who applied for the transminsiou ; who was the applicant for it? Ellen Elizabeth
Muller.
What was her relationship to the deceased? Daughter of Jacob Barnes, deceased.
Presides.] Has the transmission then been granted? The Commissioners have reversed their
decision of the 8th January last, and have rescinded qualification No. 2, which, Mr. Jones and Ihad both
advised, and have directed Mr. Maddock's form, contained in or subjoined to his new opinion, to be
adopted.
You think Mr. Maddock's is wrong? I do.
And ofi that ground you have written to the Colonial Secretary P No, not exclusively on the ground
that Mr. Maddock was wrong.
On the ground that the decision of the Board was wrong? Well, the ground or reason of our
writing the letter was I think really this: Mr. Jones and I both felt that too much slight should not he
received from the Registrar General, and from the Commissioners, and from Mr. Muddle, without our
showing, at any rate, that we are not wholly callous,—that we are, at least, aware that we have been
slighted.
That is to say, that Mr. Maddock's opinion is taken in preference to the opinion of the two older
examiners P That the opinion of Mr. Maddock, who never was vested with the case, is taken in preference
to the opinions of the other two examiners who were vested with it, and so as to override the consent of the
solicitors for the applicant, and also so as to overtura the decision of the Registrar General and the other
two Land Titles Commissioners, given on the 8th January.
Mr. Archer.] Do you only put it as a matter of etiquette, or do you consider that Mr. Maddock's
form is really dangerous? :t consider that Mr. Maddock's form is wrong; that it is contrary to
law; and that unless the examiners at some future period should exercise a great deal of care
and take upon themselves the authority to say, "This entry in the register is wrong, and having looked.
back for ourselves to Jacob Barnes's will we see that it is wrong, and we will overrule this entry in the
register, though it may have been in the register book perhaps for a great many years, and will nevertheless give effect to Jacob Barnes's will and codicil"— unless .the examiners for the time being would
undertake to do that, the property might get into the hands of a person who is not entitled to it. I can
make my meaning very simp]e : Speaking from recollection (and if I in any way misrepresent Mr. Maddock—of course it is always possible accidentally—I do so subject to reference to the papers themselves,
which will correct me.)—I think, howcvcr, I am correct in saying that Mr. Maddock advised that the
power of appointment exercisable by Mrs. Muller should be stated to be exercisable by instrument
registered under the provisions of the Real Property Act; whereas the power in Barnes's will was by deed
or will. Mr. Maddock provides for appointment by the lady's will. That does not refer to thatpart of
the subject to which I am directing my attention. A very material difference exists between the two
forms' shall by deed appoint" and "shall appoint by instrument under the provisions of the Real Property Act." In the former case, if the lady execute a deed of appointment she has done her work, and
although she may (lie without that deed of appointment ever having been registered the appointment is
perfectly good; but if you say, "Shall by instrument registered under the provisions of the Real Property
Act appoint," then if' the lady die before the rcgistiaflon of the instrument the appointment is good for
nothing; all the requisites of the execution of the power have not been completed during her lifetime,
and it is like the case of a man with power to appoint by deed enrolled in Chancery; the deed must be
enrolled in his life; he has a locus penitentia' tilt enrolment, and so the lady would have locus penitentie
till the registration of the instrument.
President.] Perhaps you will let us look at the papers on your further examination? Very good.
Mr. Robertson..] Assuming that the certificate in this case is issued under Mr. Maddock's memo.
and endorsement, she would have got a certificate of title which would have enabled her to transfer the
land by the ordinary form under the Act. Instead of executing P, deed of appointment she could have
used
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used the memorandum, of transfer P I do not mean to say that. The subject is both delicate and B. Burton,
Esq.
difficult. Whether she might not have been quite at liberty to use the ordinary instrument of transfer is
of
the
Act.
Section
35
at
the
close
says,
17
M
another question, and depends at least in part on section 35
aT,, 1879
"Such instrument when so constructively embodied and stamped with the seal of the Registrar Genera!
shall have the effect of a deed duly executed by the parties signing the same," J am, therefore, myself
inclined to think that she may, by executing an unsealed instrument, and getting it registered here
as a transfer, really exercise the power of appointment given by her father to be exercised by deed. But
I do not think that we ought to have gone into that in our register, and 1 think very particularly that Nye
ought not to have clogged her with the condition that her instrument should be registered under the
provisions of our Act. No doubt if an appointment be not registered under the provisions of our Act, it
may be liable to be overridden by another appointment that is so registered. That is of course analogous
to every day's common practice in reference to deeds under the Act for the registration of deeds. But
when you say that the woman has the power of appointment to be exercised by instrument registered
under the provisions of the Act you make the registration one of the requisites to the exercise of the power,
so that there is no appointment at all until the instrument be registered; tim consequence of which is,
that if the lady execute the instrument of transfer and unfortunately die before its registration, then the
appointment is goad for nothing, and the registration of that instrument after her death will also be good
for nothing. I certainly think that parties ought not to be entangled with such a difficulty as that, and
that, if possible, it ought not to be left to future examiners to have to go back to Barnes' will and to say,
"The entry in the register is clearly wrong; Barnes' will is the thing really to go by, and we will now
deal with the title in spite of the register." I think it is much against the principle of the Act that they
should do so, and if they had to do so in order to avoid an injustice it would certainly be a pity.
I do not see why the transfer signed during the life of the donee and registered after her death
would not comply with the memo.? It would be bad in law.
Under the will she is to execute a deed of appointment? Truly.
89. She applies under this Act to get transmission; you issue a certificate and endorse upon it that she
can substitute for the deed of appointment a memorandum of transfer? No, you do not.
What was the cEect of it then? You do not say she can exercise the power by deed, but that she
may substitute a memorandum of transfer. You leave the deed out altogether; you do not allow her to
do anything by deed. You tie her up to an instrument to be registered under the provisions of this Act.
That is the very point. You need not tie her up to have it registered? You ought not, I think.
Then virtually we agree? -

WEDIVESDAY, 19 MARCH, 1879.
jtecut

•JAMES NORTON, ESQ.,
SAMUEL HENRY TERRY, E5Q., MV.,
THOMAS ROBERTSON, E5Q.,

I

PRESIDENT.

WILLIAM HENRY ARCHER, Esq.,
TOHN DAWSON, Esq.

Edmund Burton, :Esq., Examiner of Titles, further examined:President.] Mr. Pennington was, I think, your locum tenens during your temporary absence, shortly B. Burton,
Esq.
after you were appointed examiner? No, Mr. Oliver.
Then what was Mr. Pennington's position? Mr. Pennington's position was that of a sort of locum
11879
icnene of Mr. Dick at a previous period.*
have you had any opportunity of examining Mr. Pennington's work P No I think I may say I
have not, I have never made it my business to examine his work, and I do not think it has ever been
necessary to examine his work in order to do my own.
Then you cannot tell us, as an examiner, whether he was strict or otherwise? Of my own knowledge J know absolutely nothing.
Has the Registrar General any control over the examiners? That may be a question either of fact
or of something approaching to law.
Take the question of fact. Does he profess to exercise any control over the examiners P Yes.
901. In what respect? That is very difficult to say, but that he certainly claims a control over the
examiners is thoroughly obvious to everyone who has been here as an examiner. But yet it would require
reference to a great many of the Registrar General's minutes in order to make that thoroughly obvious to
anyone else.
805. But, however, I understand you to say he does claim to exercise some control over them? Well, I
certainly consider that his minutes mean ' I am master."
He makes minutes then reflecting on the conduct of the examiners;—is that it? 1 never like to
speak of a written document w'ithout having the document before me; but he makes, as 1 said before,
minutes of hypothetical condemnation upon the backs of letters which come to him.
Then he does not, as understand you, directly charge the examiners with anything, but he makes
minutes that encourage others in the belief that he has some control over the examiners P He does not
but he makes minutes
make minutes that I can remember directly charging the examiners with an
on the backs of letters, which, certainly to my mind, show a very great leamming in favour of the writer of
the letter, and a very great leaning against the examiners.
Does he ever direct the examiners to do anything? No.
Then, in point of fact, lie does not interfere with the examiners P I cannot at all accept that logic:
I only want your opinion? i. think he does interfere with the examiners.
State the way in which he does. These minutes do not seem to me to interfere with the exaunners?
That of course must depend on the character of every minute. I think it must be unpleasant to an
examiner or any man to be condemned hypothetically—for any gentleman to write upon the back of a
letter
* Nova (on rcuisiom) —I mean that Mr. Pennington was aetuahy Mr. Dick's ?ocun (mess during the latter part of
Mr. Dick's life; and that after that gentleman's death, Mr. Pennington continued temporarily to act as an examiner.
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E. Burton, letter referring to that man in any way, sonic such memorandum as this: "If the statements in the within
Esq.
letter are correct .1 think that Mr. So-and-so has good ground of complaint." Either the Registrar
ç_A.
General has jurisdiction over the examiners or he has not. If lie has jurisdiction over them he ought to
19 Mar., 1879. exercise it like every other upright judge by first of all making an inquiry into the facts, and if he had to
pronounce any condemnation it should be pronounced after inquiry into the facts, and not hypothetically
beforehand.
But what you say of the Registrar General seems to me no more than what I and other praet;tioners
have done, that is, made complaints of the examiners, and yet we have no control over them, nor do we
profess to have any? To me it appears a totally different thing. It appears that any complaint which
you yourself or any other practitioner might make would be on the face of it a complaint; neither yourself
nor any other practitioner would claim to sit in judgment on the examiners. 'What I object to is that
these memoranda of the Registrar General assume to be judgments.
But nothing results from them? Vexation must result from them.
But in point of fact he does not do anything to compel you to rectify those grievances? No, not
to compel.
He does not attempt to exercise any control over you in any shape at all as far as 1 can make you
out? Words have so many meanings that I might go on and not precisely understand your question—I
must not say you do not precisely undcrstand my answer. Of course if a written document be referred
to it speaks for itself, and it is difficult for me to hear in mind the contents of all written documents
which I have seen during the last almost eleven years.
Well, suppose Iput the question in another way: Do the examiners admit that the Registrar General
has any control over them P Decidedly not. I may state that the examiners are borne out in that non.
admission by a recent letter from the Colonial Secretary's Office, written in Mr. Fitzpatrick's time.
The examiners think then that the Registrar General has no control whatever over them? The
examiners-1 speak for myself—think that the Registrar General is not entitled to any control over them.
The Under Secretary's letter to which I refer is to the same effect, so far as regards their professional
duties.
But then he may have control over you in other respects? That might be an implication, but that
has never been decided. A. letter was written to the Colonial Secretary speaking of the examiners and of
other officers under the control of the Registrar General. Having regard to the 5th and 6th sections of
theprincipal Real Property Act the examiners do not consider that they ought to be referred to as under
the control of the Registrar General. It will, I think, be observed that the 5th section gives the examiners
a better position.
Then suppose the examiners neglect their duties, to whom are they answerable? I suppose they are
answerable to the Government.
Do you think the Registrar General has no right to interfere or report them to the Government P I
think he has every right to report them to the Government.
But not to interfere with them beyond that P Lines of distinction of course may be very fine. It
is impossible sometimes that they should be otherwise. The 5th section to which I have referred evidently
places the examiners of tildes upon a footing different from Deputy Registrars General, officers, and clerks.
The words of the section are : "The Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, may appoint to
the said departiaent such Deputy Registrars General and other officers and clerks as may he necessary for
carrying out the provisions of this Act"; and then comes the part referring to the examiners, which I
submit;, places them upon a totally different ground, "And may likewise appoint two or more persons,
being ljarristers or solicitors, to be 'examiners of titles,' hereinafter styled ' examiners,' to advise and
assist in carrying out the said provisions."
Of what advantage is the Board of Commissioners ? 1. can hardly say that I an) aware of its being
of any advantage.
They do not in anyway interfere with titles? Yes, they do.
How? I must not adopt the word "interfere," because I must do those gentlemen the justice to
admit and to state that what they do in the vast majority of instances is what they are thoroughly entitled
and bound to do. From time to time, though very seldom in proportion to the large number of eases
passed, a report comes before the Board of Commissioners, not bearing the unanimous opinion of the two
examiners who sign it. The report discloses that, either in whole or in part, one examiner thinks to one
effect and another to another. The matter then must necessarily be decided by the Board whether the
case shall pass or not. Clearly it is the duty of the Board to decide, and the Board performs its duty.
'Wi here there is a difference between the examiners? That is what I have been speaking of.
Then, in some cases, they have really decided to pass a title, although the examiners were not agreed
upon it? Yes.
Do you think the Board, as constituted, is a proper tribunal for deciding such questions P No.
There are none of them professional Inca? No.
Have they ever acted in opposition to the reports of the examiners by
e
ither
rejecting - P This
case of Muller is the only one which I remember, and there, of course, they were supporteJ7 by the advice
of one examiner brought into the case at a late stage.
l'hen that case was not decided absolutely in opposition to the whole of the examiners? No, only in
opposition to two out of three.
They took upon themselves to decide which of the examiners was right, perhaps improperly, perhaps
properly? Yes, but I must not be understood to admit that they decided that case properly.
032. Do you think it would he advantageous to suhstii:ute, in place of the Board of Commissioners, a
barrister or solicitor of standing and of sufficient knowledge who might deal with reports of examiners P
My own opinion is that the very best plan is to have as many examiners as may be necessary, and to
authorize any two or more of the examiners to do in short anything.
983. in connection, you mean, with the acceptance of titles? That and other things also. To discharge
all tunctions committed by the }egisIathre to the examiners as a body.
That they have already P I do not think so.
Except perhaps two. There is no statement in the Act that two can examine P Precisely ; that is
the very point. There is nothing in the Act to say that; the duties imposed upon the examiners may be
discharged by any two of them.
930. Would you give power to two examiners then to do the duty cast by the Act upon the examiners P
Exactly.
.
937.
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Then you would give them further powers? It would have to be decided whether the present E. Burton,
$q
Board is to continue or not. I wish to say very little about that, but if the Board be not continued, I
would enact that the duties heretofore discharged by the Commissioners shall henceforth be performed
by the examiners, and then the provision which I have already suggested would come in, that two 10 Mar., 1879.
examiners might perform any duty cast upon the whole body. I think that plan would have some very
great advantages. One would be this, that when the work was found and admitted to be too large for
the eSting number of examiners, one more examiner might be appointed. That would produce no
violent change. When there are three examiners, every case has to be disposed of by two of them, so
that out of 3,000 cases every examiner will have to dispose of 2,000. If the cases increase in number,
or if it be thought right that in order to promote speed, the number of the examiners should be
increased ; if the number of cases he supposed to be increased to 4,000In the year do you mean? I am taking them as a mass.
Then you mean the number of pending eases? Well I do, of course. The figures are large—
larger i:lian is likely to be the case for a very great many years. If the number of cases should be
increased to 4,000, and the number of examiners increased to four, every man would still have
2,000 cases, but, of course, 1,000 more cases might be disposed of in the same time than if there
had only been three examiners. The appointment of a barrister or solicitor of standing to be professional Commissioner would in the first instance operate just in the same manner as the plan
which I have suggested, but eventually it would not operate in by any means so good a manner,
while the business of the office should remain such that a very talented superior man should be
able to exercise it real supervision over the examinations performed by, say three examiners, which I
think, if that gentleman were to do his work at all thoroughly, would be exceedingly hard work;
that would be quite as good a plan an if that gentleman were appointed an examiner. But in years
to come the business of this office must enormously increase. It has in one respect enormously
increased already—I mean in regard to transmission applications—and whenever the business of the office
shall have increased enormously in general, any supposed checking of the examiners' work by any
barrister, solicitor, or other person whomsoever must be merely nominal. No man can possibly keep pace
with six others, amongst all of whom an amount of work similar to that which lie personally undertakes, is
divided. The plan could, I think, only operate in this manner The examiners should be more than ever
sound lawyers and careful persons. The examiner having gone through a title and having made his notes
uprna it would send it on to his superior, the Commissioner, and the Commissioner, if thoroughly satisfied of
the high qualifications of the examiner, would probably say, "Mr. So-and.so, you find little or nothing to
object to in this title F" An affirmative reply might be given, and the Commissioner would, I suppose,
thereupon pass the title subject to such qualifications or conditions as the examiner had suggested, and of
course subject to such modification of those qualifications as the Co4missioner might think fit.
Do you not think it would be advantageous to appoint a Master or Commissioner of Titles, who
should be a barrister or solicitor of standing, and who should be it sort of head of the examiners, and who,
when two examiners had passed a title, might say, " Very well, let it pass," doing nothing with it but
passing it; and when a difficulty arose and any applicant for a title were dissatisfied with the decision of
the examiners might not this Master of Titles deal with the matter as a Court does on appeal? Yes.
In many eases? Of course he could do it in every case.
Do you not think it would be advantageous if such a system were brought into force? I am very
doubtful about that. The barrister or solicitor must be an nudeniably excellent man in every particular.
He should be a man of very high standing of course? He must be as good as two or three Judges
of the Supreme Court.*
914. But would not the appointment of such an officer save a great deal of time and expense to applicants
in preventing appeals to the Court? I do not see it.
Suppose he were to decide the flung at once as the Board professes to decide. In some cases there
would be no occasion to appeal to the Court? He could not decide a difficult case as rapidly as the Board
can decide an easy one.
But lie would not have to decide every ease? Quite true.
The only cases he would deal with would be where there was a difficulty among the examiners, or
where there was an appeal by the applicant from the decision of the examiners; so that perhaps he would
not deal with more than one case in fifty? With regard to cases in which there was a difference of
opinion between two examiners, such a functionary as suggested, if a thoroughly first-class man, would be
very valuable, but with regard to appeals by applicants I think his appointment would be attended by
considerable disadvantages.
You think you could not get a man of sufficient ability to deal with such questions? I do not
mean that at all. If he were sufficiently paid of course you might get almost any ability that exists in
the world.
Then you think it would be an advantage if the man were an able man? So far as I have already
stated.
That is to say, where there is a difficulty between the examiners? Yes.
But you think lie could not advantageously act where the examiners were unanimous? I do not
think that, but I think there would he other mischief. I think that whenever the examiners did not give
the applicant exactly what he wanted there would be an appeal to the Commissioner.
Do you not think there should be some control over the examiners beyond the control of the Govern.
ment? Decidedly.jEither a Board, era Commissioner, or Master of Titles? l have been speaking of a Commissioner,
and, of course, calling him a Master of Titles makes no difference.
In some places he is called by one name, and in some by another? Call him anything; call him by
a Ijiudostance name ; it would make no difference whatever.
But at all events 1 understand you to say that the Board of Commissioners is of very little use? I
do not desire to say anything against the gentlemen composing that Board.
I am not speaking of the men? I like to say so much, because really one is obliged, in order to
answer
* NoTE (on n'risio,,) --Because appeals are at present decided by at least two or three Jud
t Nom (on renision) —I do not at all recollect either this question or the answer assignc to it, and I
am not pit
pai'cd to agree with, the opinion expressed in the latter, except so far as by control is meant on appeal to the Supreme
Court
as at present from the decision of the Board or the control vested in the Minister in charge of the department.
30—E
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. Burton; answer the searching questions which an put, to say a great deal which might not be altogether pleasing

Esq.to some persons, and it may be said (I wish to say) that I have no desire to lower Mr. this or Mr. that.
I have no desire to say anything against the Commissioners. I cannot say that I think they are of much
19 Mar., 1879. use, but the fact of their sitting regularly once a week, and therefore of cases being, so far as possible,
disposed of by that particular day in the week has always lea to a certain degree of regularity and
advantage. I do not honestly think that they are of any other use.
The fact of their sitting periodically thcn brings some kind of pressure on the examiners to proceed
with cases? Precisely, to get certain cases disposed of.
And you think that the Board is of little value beyond that? Quite so.
059. Do you know whether applications for certificates of title or other documents are ever prepared by
clerks in this office? I know that other documents are.
In connection with the working of the office. I mean documents for applicants? Certainly.
Do you think there is any objection to that? I do. I am aware that a very great recommendakon
of the Real Property Acts in the eyes of many persons is the saving of solicitors' costs; but then I think,
at any rate, that that saving is not the only thing to be looked to. I consider it decidedly objectionable
that any one in the office should be identified in any degree with any applicant.
Do you suppose those clerks who prepare these documents receive fees or gratuities for them? I do
not suppose so.
Have you never heard that gratuities or fees have been paid to clerks for such work P Never.
064. What is your objection to their preparing the documents then? That to acertain extent itidentifics
the officer with the applicant; that it is an unfair mode of the officers currying favour with the applicant;
and that it is unfair to other applicants, because this officer may be made a sort of shepherd, to see his
good friend's case home, necessarily to the retardation of the cases of other people who have not friends in
the office.
965. And it also, I suppose, wastes the time of the cleilt who does the work? Quite so.
960. And I understand you to say that you are aware that documents have been prepared in the office for
applicants? I have done so myself.
967. Why have you done so if you think there is an objection to if;? I have done so for Mr. ,Tohn
Solomon, and although I think there is a great objection, and although, of course, it is a retardation of
my other work, I very much incline to think that on the whole I expedited the business of the office generally by drawing for Mr. Solomon the declaration which Idid draw, and by allowing Mr. Raymond to come
up from the Union Bank and make the declaration immediately. Mr. Holden was also in the practice of
drawing declarations.
068. Then I understand you have done this work to save your own time and the time of the office? Pretty
much so. I have done it as a sort of pis slier.
Do you suppose that kind of motive influences the counter clerks, or other persons in such positions ?
I have not said anything at all about the counter clerks, and I know little or nothing of what they have
done. The generality of your questions obliged me to answer in the form in which I did. I know that
Mr. Holden has prepared declarations; I know that 1 have prepared dcelarations; I know that Mr.
has prepared delarations, but beyond seeing the handwriting in the schedule of deeds at the end
of an application, I cannot say that I have ever Been or known anything of the sort to which you refer.
stated does
Then what you have stated applies to the examiners and to Mr. Lander? What I
in substance apply to the examiners and Mr. Lander only so far as regards the fact of documents being
have
prepared
an'
for applicants by anyone connected with the office. But what I have been really
referrmg to in
my own mind, in addition to that, is this, that I think it very objectionable for anyone in the office to
perform the part of friend at Court to any applicant or his application. My mind was exceedingly
impressed with that feeling in Fyles' case, to which I have already referred.
97].. And who prepared the documents in that case P No one that I know of.
972. How did that case impress you with a difficulty if no one in the office prepared the documents? The
case was shepherded by Mr. W. S. Muddle, the counter-clerk; the case was shepherded by him to this extent,
that he came to me about it, and said that he thought I might dispose of it in an hour. That case turned
out, from circumstances to which I have already referred, to be one of extreme difficulty. Mr. Oliver,
as well as myself, was at work upon that ca-se for a very long period. It became apparent that the
examiners were not going to pass the case. The difficulty I may state had been disclosed to the examiners
by the pencil draft of a letter which was written on the fold of an abstract. The papers were in my hands.
I was asked to give them up on the ground that the case was about to be withdrawn. I gave them up, and
in about four and twenty hours they came back again to me. The draft letter had been rubbed out in
the meantime,
073. Mr. Terry.] Do you think it desirable in this Colony to assimilate the law with that of South Australia and Victoria, whereby dower is done away with under the Real Property system? I think that
women are entitled to all the protection that men can give them. I know that dower has sometimes been
a very great protection to a woman. For my own part I consider a man's wife is his first creditor, and
I would certainly give her preference over all others; at least, I would not make her second to any. I
should therefore personally feel an unwillingness to deprive women of their titles to dower, although, of
course, I feel with everybody else having anything to do with conveyaneing that titles to dower are very
great plagues.
Mr. Robertson.] But the law as it now stands expressly deprives a married woman of any claim to
dower out of any land on which her husband has secured any creditor, or upon which he has taken any
advance? Yes.
So that the law as it now stands does not give the wife a preference ; on the other hand, it expressly
prefers the creditor? The law does not give a preference to the married woman over the secured creditor,
but the law still gives a preference to the married woman over unsecured creditors.
Mr. Terry.] How does dower work in this Colony in reference to land brought under the Act?
Plaguily.
Do you remember a case of application of Mr. Paling through his solicitor, Mr. M'Oulloch? There
were two cases—one by Paling, and the other by Paling and Starling.
'Where he desired to bring land under the Act, having sold a large portion of it prior to the application, and the persons to whom he had sold consented to allow him to get a certificate F Yes.
979..
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Did you, in that case, recommend that each of those parties to whom he had sold ought to make an . Thflon,
tag.
application? I do not think my recommendation went absolutely to that length; that is to say, I did not
recommend that an application from each of them should be insisted upon, but I certainly thought each of 1Mar.,i87G.
them ought to have made an application.
Why 0 Because the itivestigation of the title is, in each case, a thing of itself. I may state,
however, that Mr. Paling's title was exceptionably circumstanced. He had not any conveyance to himself,
so that he had no title at law. When he brouht his case in he had not even paid his purchase money, so
that his title in equity was only subject to the lien for unpaid purchase money. I got the solicitors to
clear off that, so that there was eventually no difficulty on that head. Mr. Paling, having no title at law,
had sold about 120 allotments. Of course he had no title in equity to those allotments which he had sold.

FRIDAY, 21 JIWWH, 1879.

JAMES NORTON, ESQ.,

PREsENT.

THOMAS ROBERTSON, Esq.,
WILLIAM HENRY ARCHER, Esq,
I
JOHN DAWSON, FaQ.
John Booth Jones, Esq., Examiner of Titles, examined
S. B. Jones,
Tresident.] You are one of the Examiners of Titles under the Real Property Act? I am.
Esq.
Will you be good enough to state what are the duties of the examiners? The duties of the
'
examiners are mainly the examinat-lon and investigation of titles, and advising the Registrar General
upon matters arising out of the administration of the Real Property Acts. According to the Real 21 Mar., 1879.
Property Act we are to advise and assist.
Row do applications for certificates of title got into the hands of the examiners? Through the
examiners' clerk.
And how do they got into his hands? I believe they are sent up from the counter. They are
received at the counter and sent up by the counter clerk.
As soon as they are received at the counter they are sent to the examiners' clerk? In many cases I
dare say they are not sent up as soon as received, but the course is that the applications are lodged below;
they are then sent to the examiners' clerk, who prepares a search paper and places the search in the hands
of the searcher; and when the search is made it goes back to Mr. Lauder or to the draftsman, and from
the draftsman into my room for distribution.
086. Then do you distribute the cases amongst the different examiners? No; I invite the examiners on
the 1st of the month into my room, and we distribute the cases.
Why go to your room? As being the most convenient to the draftsmen. I do not distribute; we
just simply cut them into three parts.
Then how long do they remain in your room before they are distributed P Never more than a
month; they accumulate for the month.
Why cannot they be distributed before the lapse of a month? They might be, but I don't think
that would tend to expedition.
Suppose that one of the examiners gets through his work more expeditiously than another, why is
he not supplied with work? He is supplied with work. If we have no new cases to go on with we have
always cases on requisition.
Why not allot cases when received P It might be done, but it has been found to be not so convenient. They would simply lie in the examiner's room. If an examiner wants work he knows where to go for it;
that has been the experience of myself and others. If he has got through the allotted number the
examiner wanting work would walk into my room and take a case, or send for it.
Has he a right to go in and take it? Certainly.
Then if an examiner has finished the work he has in hand lie can go to your room and take other work
to go on with? Yes.
But unless he does that some cases may lie in your room actually one month before being dealt with?
They may, but that is on the assumption that they come in on the first of the month ; but very few do come
in on the first of the month. We distribute on the first of the month, and it may be a week or ten days
or a fortnight before another case comes in for distribntion, or rather for accumulation.
But a dozen may come in on the first of the month? Certainly; they may.
As soon as a case gets into the hands of the examiners' clerk, it is, as it were, under the control of
the examiners? We do not hear of it.
But Mr. Lander is your clerk P He is, nominally; but we do not know when Mr. Lander receives
a case.
Have you no control over him P Well, he has never hesitated, I think, to carry out the wishes of the
examiners. If we give directions to Mr. Lander to let us know of the receipt of a case, he would let us
know, but lie does not tell us generally.
But that rests with you? Nothing would be gained by his informing either of the examiners that a
certain case had been received.
1000. But supposing Mr. Lander were to allow an accumulation of three months of cases, would you take
any steps? Certainly; if such a thing were brought under our notice we would take steps.
1001. What are your instructions to Mr. Lander? I cannot say we have given any instructions; the
present practice is that which I found in force when I came here. Cases were sent to Mr. Lander, who
prepared the search-paper without any instructions from the examiners, and sent it on to the searcher.
1002. Then it appears that Mr. Lander is his owu master, with no control over him at all P I cannot say
that. He well knows that his duty is to make out the search-paper immediately on receipt of the case.
1003. It is not the search-paper that I wish to deal with. Supposing all this preliminary work has been
got rid of by Mr. Lander, and the case is ready for the examiners, why could not Mr. Lander immediately
hand it over to the examiners? Mr. Lander prepares his search paper, puts it into the hands of the
searcher,
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Jones, searcher, who makes a search; the result comes back, I am not sure whether directly to Mr. Lander or
E8q.
the draftsman, but at any rate it finds its way almost immediately into the draftsman's hands; the
21MM' 1879 draftsman examines the search, notes the registration copies, and then carries it into my room, or he may
give it to Mr. Lander, who immediately takes it into my room for the examiners. I do not think that
after the search is made there is any delay on Mr. Lander's part; but there may be a little delay in
giving out the search paper through pressure of work.
1004. Then those preliminary matters having been completed the case is usually brought by Mr. Lander
to your room at once? I think I may say so.
1005. And there it may lie for a month before anything is done with it? It may, but very seldom does.
1006. Then at the end or rather on the first of the month the examiners meet, and divide such of the
cases as require to be dealt with? Yes; there is only one exception, and that is in the case of first-class
cases, which are carried immediately to the examiners, and they take them up almost immediately. We
do not allow them to lie for a month. As far as I am concerned I deal with first-class cases as soon as
they are placed on the table, or very soon after.
1007. Are they always placed on your table? Oh no, they are taken to the examiners, and divided.
1008. Divided by whom? By Mr. Lander. I take a certain number, a certain number goes to Mr.
Burton, and a certain number goes to Mr. Oliver. Sometimes Mr. Burton, or sometimes Mr. Oliver, and
myself might have taken them all if another examiner were pressed with work.
1009. Then Mr. Lander practically allots these cases? If you like to call it so, he does.
1010. If he thinks one examiner wants work he gives a case to him, and if he thinks another is in the same
position he gives a case to him? I think the plan is as I have stated.
1011. On what principles are the cases allotted on the first of the month to the examiners? Equally.
1012. If there are thirty cases ten are handed over to each examiner? Yes, that is the rule. sometimes
one examiner may take more than the others, perhaps one examiner might get through his work more
speedily than another. If you came to count the cases you might find that one examiner had more than
the others.
1013. If an examiner wishes for more work he will get a larger proportion of cases if lie chooses? Yes.
The object has been to distribute the work equally. I think 1 ought in justice to say that Mr. Oliver and
I have sometimes taken more cases than Mr. Burton, but the general rule has been to distribute
equally.
1014. Has Mr. Lander any other work than that in connection with the examiners? Yes, he is custo.
than of wills.
1015. Does not that interfere with his duties in connection with the examiners ? I think it must. it
must take up much of his time. I have never asked Mr. Lander to do anything which he has refused, or
hesitated long to carry out. The main delay has been in getting administration papers or probate papers
when they have not been sent over by the Supreme Court. We have had sometimes to wait hours for
administration papers or probate papers.
1016. I think I am right in assuming that when cases come into the hands of Mr. Lander they are proc.
tically under the control of the examiners, and beyond the jurisdiction of the ltcgistrar General ?Do you
mean by that question that after they reach Mr. Lander the Registrar General has no right to interfere
with them?
1017. I mean that, in point of fact, the progress of the case then depends entirely upon the examiners?
Well the progress of the case does depend upon the examiners, but I do not consider myself responsible
for a case until it comes into my room, and has been allotted to me or taken by me.
1018. That is to say, that it is your idea individually. I am talking about the responsibility of the
examiners as a body. The examiners do not consider themselves responsible for any delay created by Mr.
Lander? I do not; 1. am afraid that 1 should get through very few cases if I had to look after Mr. Lander
in every step he took in connection with the case.
1019. Is lie not active enough? 'Well, he is not a young man. He is very accurate I think in his work,
and very willing.
1020. But not expeditious? I cannot say that. I think he can get through a great amount of work
within no extraOrdinary length of time, but I think he is very often interrupted by the public. He must
necessarily be, and of course that would interfere much with his work. It will account no doubt for
apparent delay in getting out search papers, for instance,
1021. You think it would be advisable to have the clerk entirely under the control of the examiners? I
am sure of it.
1022. And some delay is now created by Mr. Lander having to attend to other matters F Yes; by that I
mean, of course, in connection with the wills.
1023. 'What steps does Mr. Lander take with the titles on their coming into his hands ;—you have told
us I think before, but I want it concisely? He prepares a search paper. That necessitates, of course, a
cursory investigation of title by him. He must ascertain the parties, and the dealings, the dates, and some
particulars of the property. Then I think his duties cease until the title is investigated.
1024. What does he do with the search paper? Gives it to Mr. ilatton.
1025. Who searches for dealings with the property? According to his instructions.
1026. And returns the result of his search to Mr. Lander? I suppose so. The result then goes to the
draftsman, who goes through the search paper and notes, for the information of the examiners, any deeds
disclosed, and not produced affecting the property.
1027. Does the draftsman's report come back to Mr. Lander? It is enclosed in the packet, and I think
it is laid on Mr. Lander's table, and then it is brought into my room; but sometimes the draftsman brings
it into my room. I cannot say whether he invariably leaves it on Mr. Lander's table, but I think that
generally that is done.
1028. Then it first comes to the hands of the examiners after the search has been made and the draftsman
has dealt with it? Yes, after he has reported.
1029. You consider it then your duty to go into the case and investigate the title? It is then under the
charge of the examiners. Before you leave this practice of distribution I should like to make an obser.
vation. There was no such arrangement, I believe, until Mr. Oliver and I came to the department, as the
monthly distribution. The cases before that, 1. think, were carried in indiscriminately by Mr. Lander,
He would take some to Mr. Burton, bring some to me, and take some to Mr. Oliver. it was found that
that
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that plan did not work very well, because at the end of the month there would be a large accumulation of J. B. 3oaes,
Esq.
cases untouched. Sometimes cases which had gone out on requisition would remain uutouehed for a
longer time than they ought. We then devised the plan of this monthly distribution in order, among
other reasons, to enable the examiners to get rid of the cases which had gone out under requisition aR 21 Mar., 1879.
had been returned, before going into new cases.
1030. Those cases where requisitions have gone out, and answers to the requisitions have been sent to the
office, I supposo go to the examiners who made the requisitions? That is the rule, but there have been
exceptions.
1031. Does Mr. Lander make any requisitions? Oh, I think nothing beyond- those of the merest preliminary character.
1032. Supposing the cases in the hands of one examiner accumulate a good deal, do you still make the
allotment of cases at the end of the month evenly? Well, it has not been done in every case There
have been many instances in which Mr. Oliver and I have taken more than an equal third.
1033, In order, to some extent, to equalize the work then in the hands of each examiner? Yes, I suppose so.
1034. And from what you say I assume that Mr. Burton is slower than the other examiners in dealing
with cases? Some cases. I have not spoken of "slow" at all yet.
1035. But you have spoken of yourself and Mr. Oliver taking more cases? Yes, and it has been to
relieve Mr. Burton somewhat when he has had a large number of cases in hand.
1030. In what manner do you investigate titles when they do come into your hands? I go through the
deeds lodged with the application. I make my notes as they arise in the title -.
1037. Notes of objections or requisitions? Any notes on the title at all which require consideration—
I peruse all registration copies of deeds not lodged; I satisfy myself of the identity of the parcels, that
is, the identity between the land applied for and that in the deeds. I then send the case on to a
colleague.
1038. Who deals with it in the same way? Who deals with it in his own manner.
1039. What happens then? We send out the requisitions, if any.
1040. You consult together, I suppose? If necessary; if there is any doubt in the mind of an examiner
not shared by a colleague, there would be a conference immediately, before sending out requisitions.
1041. And the requisitions are sent to the applicant, or to his solicitor P Yes; I would instance that if I
went through a title and saw any points requiring to be cleared up, I would draft a letter, if the case
were a short one, and send the case there and then with the draft letter to the examiner, for his concurrence. When lie has concurred it goes forward. Sometimes an examiner will hold a letter over until
be has perused the title himself. If it is a preliminary objection his attention is drawn to the particular
point, and the letter goes on more quickly than it otherwise would. it is a preliminary objection which,
on the face of it, shows that it ought to be cleared off before further investigation of the title:
1,042. Then, in some cases, you send preliminary requisitions? By " preliminary" I mean simply what I
have stated—an objection which, upon its very face,- shows that the title is defective; or it may simply be
for the productio nof deeds, without which we cannot complete the investigation.
Then I complete the investigation.
1043. And whe n those preliminary requisitions are satisfied
1044. At oncc? As soon as 1 possibly can. I do not mean to say that if 1 am in the middle of a case I
would east that case aside and take up the other.
1045. Do you go on with the case in preference to cases with which you have not yet dealt? I give the
preference to cases under requisition over those with which I have not yet dealt. 1 ought to add that, in
many cases I sign a report immediately on investigation, and then send it to a colleague.
1040. That is, if you see no difficulty and are prepared to pass the title? 'Yes.
1047. And if your colleague passes the title, the report goes to the Commissioners to be dealt with by
them P Yes.
1048. Without communicating with applicants? Without commuuicating with applicants.
1019. Has that often happened? Repeatedly.
1050. What kind of requisitions do you send out; what I mean is, do you over send out requisitions that
you really do not think are essential to be answered? I do not tinnlc .i ever do. I think 1 may diselanu
ever having sent out what people call a "trivial" requisition.
1051. Then what you send out are really what you think are necessary to be dealt with? I think so.
1052. Has not a practice lately sprung up in the office, of -rcportmg in favour of titles subject to qualifications? It has; I do not say lately. There is such it practice, and it has been in force for some time
past.t
1053. But has it not been much extended lately? Perhaps it has. But that is a somewhat difficult question to answer ; for this reason, qualifications are dependent on the state of the title. I do not know that
I can say generally that qualifications are more numerous now than in days gone by. I. aminclined to
think though that they are, and for reasons.
1054. Will you givo those reasons? Well, they are reasons mainly in favour of the applicant. Where a
title has been reported with certain qualifications, the examiners as well as the applicants know what
points have been cleared off, and what points remain to be cleared off, so that they can direct their attention to the particular subject matter of qualification. I do not myself believe in qualifications except of
the simplest character.
1055. Is it not possible that a title may be rejected for want of satisfying those qualifications—satisfying
the Commissioners on the subject of those qualifications? I do not know a case which has been withdrawn or ultimately refused, on the ground of non-satisfaction of qualifications. I cannot remember a
case.
1056. Does it not put the applicant in a very awkward position. Suppose those qualifications cannot be
got rid of, his title is advertised and then has to be withdrawn, a doubt being cast upon it? Yes, but I do
not know of a case having been withdrawn for qualifications, and with very few exceptions the qualifications are of such it nature as would not, I think, justify the rejection of the title or its withdrawal.
1057. Are not some of those qualifications really such as ought to be put in the fona of requisitions?
They have been before put in the form of requisitions and they have not been satisfied, so really the case
has

a

'?orz (on rerivion) —I did not mean to convey that the former examiners did not annex qualifications to their
reports.
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J. B. Jones, has been reported subject to those unsatisfied requisitions simply for the purpose of getting through work.
Esq.
1058. Then those qualifications are simply a reiteration of prior requisitions P That is the rule. I think
myself that a case ought to be reported without a qualification except such as the following : Such and
1 Mar., 189. such a deed to be produced and to be found satisfactory; searches to be continued; insolveucy search to
be made. I think those are such qualifications as you eannotwdll avoid.
1059. Supposing deeds are produced in compliance with such qualifications, may not a deed be fatal to
the title? It might, but we have reported on the case in the interests of the applicant. He may have
informed us that the deed cannot be found. He cannot prove the ioss of it, and we have passed that title
on the perusal of the registration copy, but it is impossible to say what the original deed may contain, or
have endorsed on it.
1000. If deeds are produced in consequence of those qualifications do they go before the examiners?
Before one or the other, not before both generally.
1061. And how soon is the question then dealt with P I think it is dealt with very quickly. It is as far
as I am concerned. The case may remain in my room for a day or two.
1062. Are they dealt with before the next Board meeting? Qualifications never go before the Board
again ; they are never re-submitted to the Commissioners ; they are dealt with wholly by the examiners.
1063. Then do the Commissioners pass the title? The Commissioners pass the title as reported, subject
to the qualifications which the examiners think ought to be satisfied.
1064. The cases do not go again to the Board? No.
1065. Who draws up letters of requisitions? We do it indiscriminately.
1006. The examiners or Mr. Lander P The examiners.
1067. And they are signed by the Registrar General or the Deputy Registrar General P They are
initialled by one of the examiners, but the mere initialling does not indicate the responsibility of the
particular examiner. They are joint requisitions as a rule.
1068. Initialling, I suppose, is simply to show that they have come before some of the examiners? Before
one of the examiners. I made the remark that the requisitions are generally the joint production of two
examiners.
1009. I suppose all three examiners never report on one title? Only in the case of two reporting, and
thifering. 1 have known one or two cases which have been submitted for the opinion of No. 3.
1070. But as a rule you consider it sufficient if two are satisfied P Yes.
1071. And the Board of Commissioners consider it so? Yes.
1072. Do you deal strictly in rotation with the cases referred to you? Numerical rotation.
1073. Yes? Yes, but I must qualify that. The cases do not always reach us in numerical rotation. A
case may lie sometimes in the room of the draftsman, who may want a plan or survey, or something of
that kind, without which he cannot report, and that causes the case to fall behind.
1074. I mean in the order in which you receive them? I deal with them in the order in which I receive
them, as a rule. I have advanced many cases.
1075. I think you told me that you did not allowfirst-class cases to accumulate-that you dealt with
them at once? I have said so and there is another class of cases which receives preference-trans.
missions. We have three classes of cases.
1076. Suppose you have one very long and difficult title, and a great many short and simple ones, do you
still take them in rotation? I should take the simple ones, but it is difficult to find out their simplicity.
1077. Then you do not deal with them strictly in rotation, you take the simple ones first? The rule is
rotation, but I depart from that rule when I have simple cases, to which I give the preference over long
cases; and I also take transmissions before original applications.
1078. Are cases ever taken out of their usual course on account of extreme pressure brought to bear by
applicants, or by officers of the institution? I know many attempts have been made, but unless I have
been satisfied of the urgency or pressure, I do not think I have yielded.
1079. Made by whom? By the applicant or his solicitor? J must be satisfied myself of the urgency or
pressure.
1080. Have any such attempts been made by the officers of the institution? I think I may say the
Registrar General has made such a request. Persons have gone to him and, I suppose, represented facts,
and he has endeavoured to press those cases on ; but I cannot say, sneaking for myself, that he has asked
me to neglect other work for the sake of those particular cases. t do not mean to say the Registrar
General has said, "Mr. Jones, will you take that case and leave half.a.dozen other cases undone" ; but we
have had cases represented as urgent and pressing by the Registrar General.
1081. Has any pressure been brought on you by other officers of the institution besides the Registrar
General? I have had a little by the Deputy Registrar General, but I do not call it pressure. He may have
come into my room and have spoken of what people call the delays of the office, but I do not know
that he has ever unduly pressed me in relation to any particular cases. Without any egotism I might say
that I do not, as far as my own work is concerned, feel any necessity for pressure, for I very seldom have
any accumulation of cases.
1082. Were there any arrears of cases when you took office? Oh, there must have been, because I found
upon the table in my room a great number of cases. By arrears you of course mean work remaining to
be dealt with.
1083. By the office F By the office. But I cannot say whether or not they had been vouched by Kr.
Burton or by Mr. Holden. I know when I came here there was a mass of work in my room waiting to be
dealt with.
1084. Whom did you succeed? Mr. Oliver and myself succeeded Mr. Holden.
1085. Whose room did you go into P Mr. Holden's room.
1086. I suppose you cannot give us an idea of the number of cases in arrear? I could not. I could give
a guess that I found more than fifty cases in my room, but it was long ago-four years ago. It would
not be a correct thing to say the cases were in arrear, because they might have been dealt with either by
Mr. Burton or Mr. Holden, and awaited the signature of the second examiner.
1087: Can you say how many titles on the average per week you examine, and either approve or send
requisitions? I could not say. I have got an epitome here of the cases I have dealt with sinde I have
been here. (Epitome handed to the President.)
1088. Can you make it out from that? It is hard to strike an average. I have got through as many as
six or eight in a day; but that depends on the character of the cases- A dozen, or it may be twenty,
first-
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first-class cases could be got through in a day. I can tell you the total number examined by me since I J. B. Jones,
Esq.
came here, including everything—first-class, second-class, and transmissions. I keep a book in which I
enter cases when received by me, when examined, and when reported on. I find I have examined 1,389. 21 Mar., 1870.
That may make a little against me or a little in mv favour.
1089. From what date? I commenced work on the 15th July, 1874, and this is up to the end of 1878.
Out of those cases I have reported 1,189, leaving a balance, according to my book, of 200, either under
requisition or withdrawn, or transferred from one class to another.
1090. By "under requisition" you moan —P Not passed. Of course I may have signed some of them,
but they may not have been signed by the second examiner, or they may be under requisition, or withdrawn. But I have against myself 200 cases which have clearly not passed the Board.
1091. But with respect to which you have done all that is your duty to do P All I can do.
1092. Then, according to your statement, you have none in arrear? I have in my box ten or twelve cases
untouched. Some have come to me during the last week, and some have been examined by one examiner,
but not by me. There are about six cases not touched by either one examiner or the other.
1093. Then do I understand you to say that practically there are no arrears as far as you are concerned;
nothing in arrear? I will not say that, because I have ten or twelve which I have not examined. That
is all. That represents, at this moment, my arrears. I have got some cases which are under requisition,
and some which have passed the Board and are waiting in my room for the clearing off, of the qualifications;
but I do not call these arrears. They have been dealt with; some examined, and some reported on.
1004. If you have anything to do with them I call them in arrear? I call arrears something more than
that. They aresitoply waiting an opportunity of getting to them.
1095. Do you consider it your duty as examiner to make every possible requisition? I do not; nor do I.
1006. What do you dispense with? That depends entirely upon the particular title. I might be disposed
to accept less evidence upon a point than another man might be disposed to accept. I may be more ready
to waive the production of a deed than another juan.
1097. Do you insist upon the production of all deeds in any way affecting a title? If we can get them.
The rule is, if we can get them, to have before us all original deeds affecting the title.
1098. Supposing they cannot be got? That depends upon the ground of inability. If they are out of
the Colony I do not think we have asked for originals; we are quite content with certified copies.
1099. Where the deeds are registered at full length do you still require the production of the originals?
In many cases.
1100. Do you ever dispense with it on the ground of registration? It depends on the particular title.
For instance, in the case of a bank, where a mortgage had been assigned to a bank, and the title was
derived through that assignment, there was a difficulty in obtaining the production of the assignment
production of that original was waived; the main grounds being that I thought we might rest content
with the liability of the bank, its conveyance and covenant, and inspection of the registration copy.
1101. Do you endeavour to pass as much as possib]e of titles that are brought to you? Most certainly.
Not only that, but I have had instances of what people call "building up titles." I have had some titles
lodged which, upon their face were evidently defective, and from hunting out the titles here we have made
titles for the applicants.
1102. You do not endeavour to releet any of them for fear of prejudicing the assurance fimd? Oh, no—
that is a secondary consideration. The only proposition with me is, "is this a good a title" ; the assurance
fund is a secondary consideration.
1103. Can you give us any idea of what guides you in the acceptance or rejection of a title P 1 reaUy
cannot say.
1104. You have heard of safe-holding titles,—that kind of thing, I mean? The difficulty here is to tell
when the title is good, unless you comply with the rules of law. The title may be weak and open to
attack upon a very technical point, which might escape many men, but would not escape others.
1105. Do you consider that you are bound to accept all such titles as would be accepted by the solicitor
for the willing purchaser? I do not think so. I think I may say that the kind of rule which guides me
is, "would a Court of Equity compel an unwilling purchaser to take this."
1106. Then, in point of fact, you require the title to be strictly perfect P That is the rule, with many
dovistions.
1107. But if you are absolutely correct in every ease, what is the advantage of keeping up the assurance
fund? I do not know that it is very much use; it is so very small that one shot at the assurance fund
might, I think, carry it away.
1108. But it will never be touched if you are Be particular—unless you make mistakes? Speaking for
myself, I am always willing, when I cannot get the best evidence, to take that which is the second best, and
which is safe.
1109. But your idea is only to pass titles which an Equity Court would accept? That is the general rule,
and should be the rule to guide examiners in the acceptance of titles; but there are many cases with
peculiar circumstances attached to them, and those peculiar circumstances always receive consideration.
1.110. Do you require the registration of deeds forming links in the title? Not of very old deeds.
1111. But a conveyance to an applicant, or one or two back, I should say, supposing the conveyance to
applicant comprises the whole of the grant? Whole of the grant or the land applied for.
1112. I say, supposing it comprises the whole of the grant? I should ask thatit be registered. I think
that it is a protection.
1113. To whom? To purchasers or people outside. Because, on searching in the index they would find
that a person other than the applicant was the owner of the property.
1114. Have you any right to protect those persons? I do not know that we have; but I think it is a very
great convenience to get the register perfect, and I do not think there is any objection on the part of the
solicitor or the applicant to register such a deed of conveyance.
1115. But applicants are put to the trouble of registering the deed, the register being intended to give
precedence to that deed? I have directed a notification upon the last registration that "this land has
been brought under the Real Property Act, in such-and-such an application." But I have often concurred
in the qualification " such-and-such a deed to be registered." I can tell you of another instance where I
think registration should be insisted upon,—a conveyance to applicant of land over and above what has
been applied for under the Act; in other words, where a conveyance contains several parcels of land not
being
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J. B. Jones, being brought under the Act. There, I think, registration should be insisted upon, lbecause the original
Eaq.
deed is taken away from us, and we have no record of it except what the examiners may make. We do
,,1 Mar., 18,9. not insist upon attested copies if registered deeds be taken away from us.
1116. Of course you know that an unregistered deed is as good as a registered deed, supposing there is
nothing subsequently registered affecting it? Yes; we should have to be very careful with our searches
because the vendor to the applicant might contract or convey, and the contract or deed might be registered before issue of our certificate of title.
1117. It seems to me, then, that it is not to protect the office that you insist upon this registration, but to
protect outsiders? In such a case as you put—w'here the land comprised in the applicant's conveyance is
being wholly brought under the Act.
1118. Mr. .Dawson.] Assuming that the applicant cannot obtain the signature of either vendor or purchaser to a deed, and not an old deed which you have required to be registered, would that prevent the
certificate ultimately issuing? No. I should then direct a memorandum to be made upon the registered
copy of the last conveyance immediately preceding the deed you are referrin g to, to the effect that the
land contained in the deed had been brought under the Act.
1119. Fresident.] After a title has been once passed by the Board of Commissioners, is it ever re-investi.
gated on a fresh application for a certificate for land coming under the same title? As a rule, it is not.
1120. Supposing you had passed it yoursclt you would not re-open it? No.
1121. Supposing another examiner had passed it? Unless my attention was drawn to a particular point
I would satisfy myself that the new application was on the same lines as the old.
1122. Have there not been many cases in which the titles have been re-investigated P I know of two in
which attention was drawn by somebody outside the office to a particular point in the. title accepted, and
I think the old title was re-opened.
1123. Only on account of some subsequent supposed defect? On account of attention having been
drawn—exactly. Although I. may say I do not think that the examiners should be precluded, as we at
present stand, from looking at the old title. It would lighten considerably the work of the examiners if
they were prohibited in some manner (say) by some short section. something to this effect—that when it
title has been once accepted no question arising out of the early title shall be re-opened. it would save a
- very great deal of time. It is sometimes a labour to ascertain whether it new title is on the same lines as
the old ones, and I would myself rather investigate the title do floyD.
1124. Mr. Archer.] You said that you considered the duties of the examiner were indicated in the 5th
section of the Real Property Act, which prescribes that the examiners of titles should advise and assist in
carrying out the provisions of the Act? The 5th section, yes.
1125. Do you so advise the department in all matters of a legal character? On all matters snbmitted.
1126. Have you ever advised the Registrar General and the other officers of the department in regard to
the carrying out of their duties, if they brought under your notice any defects in the mode of conductmg
business? I do not think those defects have been brought by those officers under my notice.
1127. Has the Registrar General on no occasion come to you and stated that there is such a slowness in
the mode of procedure, or that such technical objections were taken, as to in effect stay the business of the
office very materially ? Oh, he has, I think, both orally and by minute made observations as to the slow
manner in which the work is cleared off.
1128. Have you ever attempted to satisfy his mind for the information of those complaining that there
really was no unnecessary delay? The Registrar General has not sought "my advice" upon the subject.
He has not in a friendly manner, for a very long time past, come into my room and said "there are suchand such objections made to this case," or "somebody complains of the delay, will you be good enongh to
tell we how the matter stands, or what is the cause of delay, or can you suggest a remedy."*
1129. He has never, in your instance at all events, courted your advice and assistance as to how to
concert measures to prevent delay or alleged delay? He has not. He may casually have done so when
I first came here, but for some years past there has not been sufficient harmony between the Registrar
General and the examiners to lead them to take that course.
1130. Do you mean harmony with the examiners as a whole, or with any one in particular? As a whole
or individually.
1131. Are you in harmonious relations with him? I cannot say I am. I have had no quarrels with the
Registrar General, but there is it total absence on his part of any disposition to confer with the examiners
upon the Real Property Act.
1132; Did he ever speak to you as to the desirability of the clerk to the examiners being under your or
his control? I think not. I think he has generally acted as if he considered the examiners' clerk under
his control.
1133. Has he ever consulted with you as to the desirability of the clerk's being relieved of the duties in
regard to the wills? He has never consulted with me. I believe he has made the remark, but not to me
personally. He may have made the remark, but it is a long time since I had any interview with the
Registrar General. I can say this: he may some long time ago have made an observation similar to that
you suggest—not in the way of consulting, or in the way of asking advice, but in a casual off-handed
remark, to the effect that the clerk ought to have been relieved of the wills.
1134. Can you say if he ever did make such an observation to you, whether you did or did not express
hostility to Mr. Lander's being relieved of the wills? Not hostility. :1: saw objections to the wills being
under the charge of somebody not under the control of, or subject to, the examiners; because they want
to refer every day to wills or administration papers ; and if these were in the charge of somebody over
whom the examiners had no control, the work of the examiners would be very much interrupted.
1135. But if the Registrar General represented to you as an examiner that Mr. Lander's having the
charge of the wills was a cause of his not being able to do his duty effectively as clerk to the examiners,
in reference to applications, would you or would you not consider that Mr. Lander still ought to have
charge of the wills? I might have said something of that sort, in the absence of any suggestion from the
Registrar General. If it had come before inc in the way, you put it, I might have replied, I do not think
that he ought to be relieved of the wills," and I might have gone on to tell him that if the wills were
beyond the control of the examiners, it would interfere with their work.
1136.
* NOTE (os ,'eri ion) —I wish to add, I have always giveim the flegistrar General any information in my possession
requ red by bin,.
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J. B. Jones,
1180. But that is no reason why Mr. Lander should retain them? Oh. no.
Lsq.
1137. Can you account for this'want of harmony between the Registrar General and the examiners? I
think it has accumulated gradually. I know- that friendly relations did not exist for very long after the 21M -1879
appointment of Mr. Oliver and myself. There never has been what I consider there should be, a cordial
relationship existing between the Registrar General and the Examiners of Titles. The Registrar General's
ear has always been open to complaints made against the examiners. My opinion is that the Registrar
General's duty was to see the examiners individually or jisa body about complaints, not made generally,
but in conneetiou with parheular cases. I think his duty was before 1:alciug any action at all in those
complaints to see the examiner in charge of the case, ascertain what difficulties be had to encounter in the
case, what was the cause of delay, and so on. The'Registrar General's course has not been so.
1138. Re has not endcavoured assiduously to establish and maintain amicable business relations with the
legal branch of the department P In so far as I am concerned he has not.
1139. Could you point to any ad; of a decisive character of antagonism? This waut of harmony manifested itself in this way. I have pretty well stated how it has been going on. We have offensive minutes
sometimes made upon letters, complaining of delay; minutes which I am perfectly sure no gentleman, no
praetisiug solicitor, would make, oven to his clerk, unless he really were a very troublesome, idle, fellow
things which no gentleman would tolerate.
1140. Ccii you lay your flnger upon any minute of the sort? I should have to look -. i think I
could. Then there is this instance, which I consider an attempt at interference with the course which the
examiners have adopted in regard to the si5eedy disposal of businem It was in connection with a letter
addressed by him to the Deputy Registrar or to Mr. Lander, to this effect: complaining first of all of the
delays in the disposal of cases, and then be went on to direct that for the future as the cases were received
by Mr. Lander, they should be handed immediately to Mr. Oliver or to Mr. Jones for disposal. Well, I
1. say, that is an interference. The examiners knew better than he what rules to lay down for the speedy
disposal of their own business.
1.141. Did you on that or any other occasion say to yourself, 11'%%Tell if this goes on, this want of harmony
will be very disastrous to the public, and by all means should be obviated ; 1 will go and see the Registrar
General, and have a quiet talk with him"? I never said that to myself, nor did I do it; but I will tell
you what was done in all cases. I think it courteous Tninute was sent in to him in reply to his.
MONDAY, 24 MARCH, 1879.
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.1 olin Booth Jones, Esq., Examiner of Titles, further examined
1.142. FreRident.] In cases where the applicant directs certificates to issue in name of some other person, J. B. Jones.
EM.
do you require production of a contract for sale by applicant to nominee or any other person F I may
answer, generally, no.
1.143. But you have required it? Yes, wherever a contract is disclosed.
1144. What is the advantage of making the inquiry? It is to ascertain whether the nominee is entitled
under his contract to the certificate.
1145. But is it not sufficient for you that the applicant has directed the certificate to issue in his name?
1, think not. We do not know but that the nominee may be a trustee under such a contract, and unless
we have the contract I do not know how we are to protect the interests of Wnéficiaires.
1146. It seems to Inc it is not your business to do so, but simply to deal with the question whether tins
man is the nominee or not? 1. do not think that is the simple question. 'Under the Act the applicant
has the power of nominating, but we do not know, without the contract, whether the nominee is correctly
nominat:ed under it. Suppose it should be that, under the contract disclosed, the purchaser, who is taken
to be the nominee, is a trustee, —the fact of the trust being disclosed by his contract—for the examiners do
not ferret out the capacity in which be purchased—we would, I think, in duty bound, have to take the
necessary steps to protect the interests derived through him, or rather represented by him. Suppose
again the purchaser should in the contract be described as trustee of such and such a marrire settlement, I apprehend that that alone would be suff icient justification for calling for the contract and for the
marriage settlement in order to ascertain his powers and to protect the interests under the settlement.
1.1.47. And vet the nomination is unconditional F Yes, unconditional. If no contract be disclosed, my
rule is not to call for any contract, or anything leading up to the nomination. If A, the owner, is
applicant, and he simply directs certificate to issue unconditionally to B, it goes, as a matter of course,
because I think we are protected in that instance by the Act. Then again I may go a little further with
reference to the production of a contract. 'Where a contract has been disclosed without it, we do not
know how to make our searches. It may be that the nominee, since purchase, has sequestrated, or
mortgaged, or otherwise encumbered, and we would not know what searches to institute without the
production of the contract.
1148. .111v. Arc/icr.] 'What danger do you apprehend from certificate being issued in favour of an absolute
nominee F There is no danger, except in the case I have mentioned, that is to say, where contract is
produced and discloses the fact that the nominee or purchaser is a trustee. The purchaser moreover
might be it married woman, and then we would certainly, before issuing the certificate of title, require
the concurrence of the husband.
1.149. What proportion do you consider that such cases obtain—what proportion of such cases come
under your notice? Do you mean absolute nominations in cases of purchaser?
1.150. And disclosed purchaser? I do not think that it tbird of the applications are disclosed purchases.
I am drawing distinctions. I draw a distinction between the absolute nomination with no contract
disclosed, and a nomination pursuant to a contract.
11.51. President.] All I refer to are unconditional nominations where an applicant does not choose to
attach a condition to the nomination F Although he does disclose the contract?
1152.
530—I?
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J. B. Zones, 1152.. Yes? Then, as I have stated, the invariable rule has been where a contract is disclosed by ,in
Esq.
applicant, to ask for its production.
1153. Does not the dower question create a great deal of trouble and expense? I do not think so. We
24 Mar.1 1879. are content with very slight evidence on the question of dower.
1154. But you require it to be negatived in every case where it is possible it may have attached?
Where the parties are not known to us. We are quite content if one examiner say, "From my own
knowledge of Mr. or Mrs. So-and-so, he has or had no wife, or she is not entitled to dower." I accept that,
and we let it pass.
1155. That has not been my experience F Well, I think that Mr. Burton has acted upon that, andI am
quite sure that both Mr. Oliver and myself have done so.
1156. Then I understand you to say that examiners do not require dower to be negatived where they
personally know that there is no dower? That is my experience.
1157. Supposing there is a suspicion.of dower which is not removed, the dower is noted as an objection
on the certificate? Yes.
1158. And it is noted as I understand, in such a form as not to give any persçn dealing with the land the
slightest idea as to whether the objection is a good or a had 0116? It is simply noted subject to the
contingent right of so-and-so, or the wife of so-and-so.
1159. And how many cases do you suppose there are of actual dower where the dower is noted? I.
could not say, from want of knowledge of the parties. In intestacy cases it is very often noted unless
evidence of death be given, or the widow release her dower.
1160. Do you suppose that, in one case in a hundred, there is actual dower;-you must remember that
the dower Act has been passed over 40 years? I could not give a proportion.
1161. One in a liimdred? That actually exists? Oh! I think so. I think when noted the proportion
would be greater than that of tangible claims. I am perfectly convinced of that. We have to deal with
intestacies, and in those cases j: think the proportion is much greater than that. That style of notification
appears more frequently in transmissions than applications.
1162. I see no objection in the case of intestacies, but I am referring to applications - ? To old
dow ers. 1 think there are comparatively very few old dowers existing.
1163. Can you say not one in a hundred cases? I could not state the proportion. 1164. In how many cases do you know of dower having been actually claimed ;-1 should say in how
many cases under the old system? At this moment :t remember but one. You mean of course claimed
after notification on certificate.
1165. I mean where dower has been actually claimed by the dowcress against the holder of land. Never
mind the Act at all? I have known of cases where dower had existed, and the wife has released for the
purpose of the application. But I remember one case in which the certificate has issued with the dower
noted and the widow has claimed.
1186. Claimed from whom? Claimed the dower from the registered proprietor.
1167. Actually enforced it? I think she has got the worth of it. it was compromised; a sum was paid
her, and she released.
1168. Then, in your experience, you know of only one case in which dower has been actually claimed P
That is all, after certificate of title has been issued. I am speaking from memory.
1169. Have you heard any complaints that titles are not examined dn this office with sufficient celerity?
Oh, yes; I have heard complaints from the Registrar General mainly.
1170. From anyone else? From applicants sometimes.
1171. 'Why should there be such complaints? The complaints have been that the work has not been done
so quickly as people wish.
1172. Has it been done as quickly as it is possible to do it? As far as I am concerned it has.
1173. As far as the whole office is concerned? I cannot say; my impression is that it has been. I can
speak with certainty as regards myself; and with regard to my two colleagues, Mr. Burton and Mr.
Oliver, my impression is as I say.
1174. Then, if the complaints are weil.founded and the examiners do all the work they can do, you w-ant
more examiners appointed? 1. think we do, if the work is to be done as quickly as people desire, and as
consistently with accuracy as the examiners think it should be.
1175. Have any other complaints been made against the examiners? I have heard of nothing else. The
burden of the complaints has been that the work has not been done so quickly as it should be.
1176. Have there been complaints that the objections to titles are untenable or too fine drawn, or highly
technical, or captious? I do not think I ought to say that as regards the examiners as a body.
1177. Take them in detail if you like? 1 have heard remarks to the effect that some are too particular.
1178. By whom have those remarks been made? I could not say at this moment.
1179. By applicants or by their solicitors? I could not say; perhaps in some instances by applicants or
by the solicitors themselves.
1180. When were you admitted to practise as it solicitor P I think in 1862.
1181. Have you practised on your own account? Yes, I practised nearly four years.
1182. Then I. suppose you know the way in which solicitors for purchasers conduct the business of
examining titles?- I do.
1183. Do they always require production of original deeds? When they can get them they do. That is,
provided they are not tied np by contract. Of course in many cases they are prepared to waive the
production.
1184. Suppose they cannot get them? Then I imagine they are satisfied with searches, and are prepared
to waive them, as we are.
1185. Suppose the expense of getting at them would be so great that the clients would be dissatisfied?
That is, of course, a matter for the consideration of the vendor's solicitor, and the purchaser's solicitor
respectively. The purchaser's solicitor, if tied by contract, certainly would not be disposed, unless his
client were willing, to pay the expense of attested copies. I imagine the whole difference is between
buying under an open contract, and buying subject to terms.
1186. But is it not safer for the purchaser to look at those documents oven if lie pays for them P By all
means.
1187. Then it is a mere question of expediency and expense? Under it eonttact on terms; but 1 have
known a case in which a purchaser under in open contract would not waive his right to attested copies.
1188.
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1188. I do not care about attested copies—I mean in regard to examining the originals? I think it I B. Xones6
Esq.•
would be an exceptional ease in which the purchaser's solicitor would neglect the examination of the
originals.
1189. But suppose it put his client to great expense to look at the originals? That is a matter 0124Mar.,1879.
expediency.
1190. Suppose the ease of a small purchase—the cost of examining the originals might be excessive in
roportion to the amount of the purchase money? Then I am quite sure that the solicitor would advise
Eis client to dispense with the examination of the originals, and to be content with the registration copies.
1191. Do you think that solicitors in large practice could get through their business if they always
insisted on the production of all original deeds? It depends upon circumstances. Take yourself for
instance: Suppose you are acting for a purchaser, I think that you would expect to see all original deeds
affecting the title, and if you did not see them I imagine you would then exercise your judgment as to
whether you would advise your client to dispense with their production or not. If it were a large
purchase I imagine it solicitor would like to see the originals. If the purchase was for small sum there
would be a freer scope for advising the dispem.ising with the originals.
1192. Then it is a matter of judgment on the part of the solicitor whether ho insists on the production
of originals or not? Between the solicitor and his client, as a matter of judgment and expense.
1103. Are you not aware that in the most careful offices risks are constantly run and oversights made
which, if discovered and taken advantage of, would ruin the solicitor? Of course there must be risks in
every large office where the principal cannot superintend the work of his clerk.
1194. 1 assume that in large offices the principal cannot do orerything himself P Then I imagine that, as
it matter of course, risks must be run and mistakes made.
1195. You are aware that solicitdrs are obliged to trust dorIs, who are often indifferent, careless, and
ignorant, and make many mistakes and oversights? I am aware of it.
1196. Did you ever know of an instance of a solicitor having sustained loss through oversights and
mistakes made in his office P I do not remember an instance of actual loss at this moment.
1197. Are not a great many oversights and mistakes sooner or later cured by lapse of time, so that no
harm comes of them P Naturally I suppose that must be so.
1198. Do you consider it necessary for examiners to be more particular than practising solicitors? I
think that an examiner of titles would only be justified in accepting a perfect title or a title as nearly
perfect; as he could reasonably obtain.
1199. But suppose they cannot obtain a perfect title your answer goes to the length that they are
entitled to accept it P No, as nearly perfect as they can reasonably obtain. Of course I include in
that a title free from tangible objection.
1200. Well I think the substance of your evidence is, that examiners must be more particular than
practising solicitors? .1. do not compare myself with any practising solicitor, but set before myself the
duly of accepting the title as perfect. If I cannot get a technically perfect title, I get a title free from
tangible objection.
1201. But you know that solicitors, if they took all the objections that are taken in this office, and made
all the difficulties made here, could not get through their business, and would in fact lose their business?
Very likely, but unfortunately we have nothing to guide us. We have no direction from the Colonial
Secretary, and nothing in our Act which leaves us discretion. If we accepted a.defeetive title which gave
rise afteards
rw to litigation, I do not know where the examiners would be, or whether they would be able
to shield themselves behind ' the practice of solicitors."
1202. It seems to me they ought to be able to do so. You know that no claim has ever been made on the
assurance fund? I. believe no claim has been made. I know of no claim having been made.
1203. Although the office has been established for - P Siuce January, 1863. I look upon the
examiners as placed in very different circumstances to those of practising solicitors. The discretion of a
practising solicitor is considerably cñrtailed under the terms subject to which his client has bought.
Very often his client is a willing purchaser, and is prepared to accept risk. The clients purchase, under
contracts very often drawn to meet the circumstances or state of the title. They will often take guarantees and safeguards which we could not. MTe have simply to accept or reject the title. You have your
covenants, and your bonds, and in many cases the authority of your clients.
1.204. Then I supposo you would compare the position of the examiners to that of solicitors for unwilling
purchasers under open contracts? That is more the position of the examiners.
1205. Seeing that the risk of claims on the assurance fund is so small, would it not be better that some
of the extreme particularity with which examiners have been in the habit of examining titles should be
dispensed with? I discard that imputation. I do not think that I, speaking individually, have exercised
peculiar accuracy.
1206. Accuracy? Peculiar accuracy in obtaining first-class evidence, for instance.
1207. My woràs were " extreme particularity" P I do not think they have exercised extremeparticularity. I think we have acted as reasonable men, considering the circumstances in which we are placed.
1208. Do you think anything could be done to facilitate the passing of titles without raising so many
difficulties P 1 really do not know. I ala not prepared to suggest anything. If w4 have men who know
their work, I do not know what there is to suggest for the purpose of facilitating the disposal of titles, or
dmspensing rather with what is called minute accnracy. I am not prepared to propose anything. 1 think
that any man would act just as the examiners, as a body, have acted. If we see that the title is weak in
a particular point, it is our duty, I think, to strengthon it, or to get the difficulty removed. But I am not
prepared to point out any particulars in which the examiners might rclax on points of title, I might in
such matters as asking for the production of deeds, or dispensing with registrations.
1209. My qnestiou covci's all that? I think there might bea little relaxation there but that is so
easily done. I think the same course might he adopted hereas I believe has been adopted in Melbourne, of
embodying in an Act a section to the effect that old memorials should be accepted as evidence of the
contents of the deeds registered. For instance, we have registrations such as these: "Lease and release,"
"conveyance in fee," or 'mortgage in fee," or " mortgage by demise." We might accept those registrations as complete evidence and not call for the production of originals. Old dowers might be disposed of
in a similar manner,
1210. How? By Act.
1212.
1211. You mean to ssveep away the dower? Sweep away the dower.
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J. B. Jones, 1212. That might act unjustly? But I would not sweep away the dower of people who died intestate.
Fsq.
I am speaking of old dowers-marriages before 1537-those which we now call old dowers.
24Mnr. 1879 1213. If you do not dispose of them it seems to me you do not relieve the difficulties that at present
exist P Then you should go a little further and enact that dower shall not attach to land under the Act.
1214. As the examiners are so extremely particular in examining titles, what is the necessity for the
assurance fund? I suppose in the best offices there will be mistakes in the pressure of business. We
are not infallible mistakes are not found out, but I am not vain enough to say that mistakes have not
been made.
1215. If the assurance fee were increased, would you feel justified in relaxing? Not simply on that
ground. The difficulty would be with me to know where to relax unless in those simple instances I have
stated. In points of title the difficulty would be to know where relaxation should take place. You have
to deal with each particular case on its own basis, and according to its own circumstances.
1216. Solicitors in private practise can make a great many allowances that you cannot? It.hink they can.
1217. Is Mr. Burton as particular in the investigation of titles as yourself? I think he is.
1218. Not more particular? lie may be he may be on some occasions ; I think perhaps he is.
1219. Do you and be work cordially together? We do.
1220. Do you place much reliance on his judgment, his knowledge of business, and his experience? I place
great reliance on his knowledge of real property law.
1221. Do you investigate titles less severely if you know he has passed them? I do not think I do I go
through them as if they came from Mr. Oliver or Mr. Maddock; but if i: differ from him a conference
comes about ; and if we still dior I should be very much disposed to reconsider my own opinion at any
rate.
1222. Is he as expeditious in his work as might reasonably be expected? if you speak comparatively I
can answer that question. I think he is as expeditious as can be expected from Mr. Burton, He is not
a quick man. Be is very correct, but not a quick man.
1223. He is naturally slow, then? 1 think he is. I must amplify that a little; he is very minute, but lie
gets through a very great deal of work.
1.224. His slowness does not result from idleness ? No, most certainly not.
1225. Are you on as good terms with Mr. Maddock as with Mr. Burton? No.
1226. How is that? I would rather not speak of Mr. Maddock. I am prepared to state the fact, though,
that the present examiners do not work harmoniously-certainly not so harmoniously as the old three,
when Mr. Oliver was here. During four years-Mr. Oliver was here that time. I think-I never know of
a breach or anytbing approaching it.
1227. And there have been difficulties since? There have been difficnities since.
1228. Is Mr. Maddock a reliable examiner? I should not like to say anythingprejudicial to Mr. Maddock.
1229. I only want the fact? Well, I would not place implicit reliance on his work. [ say this with
reluctance.
1230. Is he expeditious? Very.
1231. Do you know of any mistakes he has made? Well, I think 1 can only now speak positively of
what, according to my opinion, was a mistake.
It was a legal point. It was on the construction
1232. Will you let us know what that mistake was
of a will on a transmission, and he was of opinion-I ought not to speak without the case before me,
because I might do Mr. Maddock an injustice-at any rate, lie took one view of the construction of the
will and I took another. I humbly think his was wrong and mine was correct.
1233. Is it not possible he was right and you wrong? Quite possible, but I think lie was wrong.
1234. Did Mr. Burton agree with you? I do not think I spoke to him about the matter.
1235. Then it was simply between you and Mr. Maddock? Simply between me and Mr. Maddock.
1236. Was that case Mrs. Muller's? No; it was on a will which contained it charge of debts on the
realty and a devise to trustees, who were also appointed executors. The trusts of the property were to
wife for life, and a power to sell upon the death of the wife. The trustees came here for transmission.
Mr. Maddock was of opinion that the trustees should by caveat be tied up, on the ground that the trustees
had no power of sale until the death of the wife. I thought they had power of sale before her death.
1237. Is there sufficient cordiality between you and the Registrar General to enable the business of the
office to be carried on satisfactorily? I have Bevel' allowed the relationship between Mr. Ward and
myself to interfere with my business; I have gone on as if nothing unpleasant existed. It has not interfered except in this manner-that when minutes have been written, or questions have been asked in the
House, there have been at times irritation and of course conferences among the examiners, which have to
a certain extent led to a delay of business.
1238. Then you and the Registrar General are not quite on cordial terms? No. jam only speaking as an
examiner, of course; privately, I have not the pleasure of knowing the Registrar General.
1239. Does that not interfere with the proper working of the office? I think it does. 1 think a want of
harmony between the Registrar General and the examiners, who have entrusted to them the duties they
have, must be prejudicial. It certainly tends to nnpopularise the office.
1240. Has the Registrar General any control over the examiners ? I do not think so, nor do I recognise it.
1241. Does he profess to exercise any? I think that must be so from some of his minutes, and from his
conduct generally. I can give no other meaning to his acts.
1242. Do you not think he is bound to report anything going wrong in his office? Certainly.
1243. Is that not the object of his minutes? Well, it may be the ostensible object; but I say that these
minutes have not been justified; Isay that his conduct towards his examiners, or towards the examiners,
has been so, I think, without warrant. I think if he had objections to any particular examiner, those
objections should be so framed as to apply only to the one examiner. If lie had no cause of dissatisfaction
with the others he should have let that appear also.
1244. Then I understand you to say that he has made charges applicable to the whole of the examiners,
when possibly they might have been intended only for one? I do not like the word 'charges." He has
so expressed himself. I do not know that he has made any charges beyond that of delay, and I cannot
say that I think the charge has been made to me. I do not think there has been enough in the minutes to
lay hold of a personal application. I do not remember that there has.
1245. iowever, lie has made certain minutes which have been the cause of offence ? Which have been
the cause of offence.
1246.
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1246. To whoni are the examiners answerable if they neglect their ditty? To the Colonial Secretary. J. B. Jones,
P
The Colonial Secretary, Mr. Fitzpatrick, has, in a letter addressed to the exatniners,or to two of them—
Mr. Oliver was not here then—admitted as mitch, that the Registrar General has no control over the
examiners in the exercise of their professional duties, We contend for nothing more than that. I have 24Mar., 18 9.
no desire to encroach upon the Registrar General's Department, or work, or interest.
1247 Why do you sitj pose the Registrar General does not feel any cordiality, towards the examiners?
1. have heard of no alleged cause except delay in getting through the work of the office. I have a minute
or two here which perhaps I had better read. It is better than speaking from memory. It will show the
tendency of the minutes. Here is one, dated 28th October, 1873 :-" Memo—October 28th, 1875.
Mr. Muddle,—The number of complaints which I receive hs to the delay in examination of titles appears
to be increasing. I wish, therefore, that for the future all new applications shall be forwarded alternately
to Mr. Oliver and Mr. .Tones, to be reported on by both these gentlemen. This will allow Mr. Burton more
time to deal with his arrears. Inform Mr. Lander that I expect no application to be over one week in
the office before it is in the draftsman's hands. As each application leaves the draftsman it must fort kwh is
be handed to the examiners as I have directed above—B. U. WARD, Registrar General." That we looked
upon as an attempt on the part of the Registrar General to interfere with the examiners in the conduct
of their own business.
1248. Do you produce any others? Here is a memorandum written by the Registrar General and
addressed to Mr. Lander for report:—" Memo—Mr. Lander for report. Application .3,908, W. Perry.
I find the abovenamed case was received on 23rd March last. The title is .. very simple one, and should
have been reported on—at all events within one month from date of receipt. The delay in this case, as in
nearly all others, is a source of much vexation, and sometimes of actual loss to the puhlic. As the head of
the department I confess I feel ashamed that it is out of my power to remedy the present state of the
business immediately under the control of the Examiners of Titles. Let this memo, be placed in the
packet of deeds belonging to the case above referred to.—E. U WARD, RU." There is no date to this,
but it accompanies the case which is No. 3,908, William Perry, and in which the Registrar General
appears to have taken some interest. 1 see the application is in his own handwiiting. I give this
evidence very reluctantly, and would rather content myself with the general statement that at present
and for some time,past differences have existed between the Registrar General and the three examiners,
excluding Mr. Maddock. I have no desire to go into these minute particulars, but the fact exists that
there is a great want of harmony and of confidence on the part of the Registrar General and the examiners.
I am prepared to assert that I know of no justification except what has been called delay in getting
through the work.
1249. What we have to inquire into is, whether there aro any hitches in the office, and what they are? I
have no difficulty in saying what the hitches arc.
1250. Will you be good enough to state what the hitches are? They are a want of confidence
on the part of the Registrar General in the Examiners of. Titles. I assert confidently that the
examiners have dono their best to get through their work and satisfy the wants of the public. .1.
am perfectly satisfied that the work cannot be done as speedily as time people desire, and as
consistently with that accuracy which the examiners think essential, with three Examiners of Titles.
I have other minutes here which I think are worse than those I haveread, though I would rather
not publish them.
Here is one, dated 25 January, 1576.
Case 4,039: CC it is now over five
months since the application within referred to was received, and it appears the applicant has had no
tidings of the progress of the case, except that it has been enrolled among a lot of names, martyrs to
the same delay of which the applicant complains. Surely it sufficient time has now elapsed to satisfy even
the greatest procrasthiator.—E.G.'W.' Mr. Burton writes thereon CC Whom does the Registrar General
mean by the greatest procrastinator P' To which the Registrar General replies ' I take it that the
term 'greatest procrastinator ' means one who is in the habit of postponing to a future time that which
should be taken in hand at onca—E.G.W., 25/1/76." Another is dated the 14 of September, 1876.
Case 4208 : " 1' find that the slow and easy course of the case alluded to in this letter is as follows
Received 8th May forwarded to Mr. Lander for the examiners' examination and report, 22nd May. Mr.
;Tones takes it lip Oil the 30th Juno, and forwards it to Mr. Burton on the 20th July. Here it
appears to stick. Some excuse, however, must be made, when 1 consider that 1\Ir. Burton has
been engaged of late in duties which do not pertain to the functions of his office. and to these no doubt
some delay in the examination of titles must be attributed.—RG.W., 1/9/76." To this is appended it
minute by Mr. Burton;-" To what does the Registrar General allude by the words which I have underlined?" The Registrar General replies: ' i: cannot enter into any explanation with Mr. Burton in case
of controversy, which will only produce still further delay.—E.G.W.,5/OflG." On the 4th of January,
187U, there was a minute to Mr. Muddle, on in application of Messrs. Barnes and Smith, No. 4,030:
Considering that the case within reFerred to has been in the office nearly five months. I think the applicants have good ground for complaint. I wonder if the time will ever arri'-e when the work of investiatmng
titles will be (lone as well and expeditiously as some years sinee.—E,G,W'., 4/1/76." In reply to it memo.
dated 2nd March, 1.877. signed by the three examiners, Mr. Oliver, Mr. Burton, and mntself, respecting
the weakness of the clerical staff attached to the Land Titles Department, the Registrar General wrote
the following:—" I regret I cannot concur with the Examiners of title that ;in increase in the clerical.
staff is required to expedite the investigation of titles. A large stall does not necessarily imply a greater
amount of work. The remedywhich 1. would suggest: is it more diligent attention to the legitimate
;u
functions of exniners
of title, and a more punctual attendance on official duties. I feel satisfied that
regard to the foregoing would soon show a marked improvement in the present deplorable state of arrears.
In addition, I would recommend that Mr. Oliver be placed on the same footing as the other examiners, so
that he mirht give the whole of his time to the examination of titles, and that Mr. Lander's undivided
attention sh
ould be obtained, by relieving hint of the custody of the wills. If the examiners still consider
that the clerical staff should be enlarged, I will bring this memo, under the notice of the Colonial Secretary,
with such other observations as I may deem necessary.—E.G.W.. 5/3/77." The Registrar General having,
without consulting the examiners on the subject, directed that the searches in the Sheriff's Office should be
made by Mr. Ilatton, who was not an oflicer or clerIc in the Land Titles Office, but employed to make searches
in connection with titles under investigation, a memo., dated the 22nd June, 1876, was sent to the Registrar
General by the three examiners, stating that the attention of the examiners had just been drawn to the
practice said to have been in existence for some months, of leaving the final search in the Sheriff's Office, in
connection with applications to bring ],and under the Act., certified by Mr. Hatton instead of by the Under
Sheriff,
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J. B-Jones, Sheriff, as heretofore, and pointing out that it was both undesirable and prejudicial to the security of the
Rcq.
Land Titles Branch of the Department, that the guarantee afforded by the former practice should be in
any respect diminished. The Reffistrar General did not, however, revert to the former practice. On
4an, 1879. application No- 3,079, William Btrnett Smith, there is this minute, dated 20th October, 1875: "Mr.
Muddle, I find that this case was received into the olfice 23rd June last, and was forwarded to Mr. Oliver
on 27th August following, on which day Mr. Oliver referred it to Mr. Burton. Inform Mr. Lander that
I wish it to be transferred to Mr. Jones, as the only chance of procuring a report to the Commissioners.F. G. WARD, RU-., 20/10/75." The foregoing minute is, I think, rather dictatorial, and not very conciliatory in its tone. In a letter written by the Registrar General to Mr. Macintosh, M.L.A., dated 25th
February, 1878, and published in the Sydney dllornisq .ZThrald, the following passage appears:-" As
constituted under the existing Act they (the Commissioners) are a great safeguard to the public.
While the former examiners were in office, and the machinery of the department worked so smoothly, i:
was, like many others, under the impression that the Board of Commissioners might safely be dispensed
with; but with the present staff of examiners I feel assured that the Board of Commissioners is of great
advantage to the public."
1251. Mr. Archer.] Do you consider the Registrar General is justified in stating that there is undue delay
on the part of yourself and Mr. Burton, as examiners F I do not think he is justified.
1252. Can you state how many cases you deal with, say in a week, on an average? It depends very much
on the length of them. 1 have got through six or eight in a day; but I cannot, upon an average, get through
more than two a day.
1253. There'are about 300 working days in the year?. About that, I suppose.
1254. Do you think you, individually, get through 600 applications in the course of the year? Oh, no.
1255. I leave out transmission cases P No.
1256. How many cases could you get through? I do not think, if you tot up tl]e gross it would exceed
300 a year.
1257. That would be one a day. Do you think you get through one a day;
that is, applications to bring
land under the Act? No. 1 find from my own book I do not get through one a day.
1258. Do you remember approximately how ninny you have got through in the course of the year? I
think about 275 it year-all classes.
1259. That is to bring land under the Act? Oh, no. 1 must take transmissions from that. I do not
think I have got through more than 200 it year; that is exclusive of transmissions, but including firstclass cases.
1260. Have you ever compared the rate of progress between yourself and the other examiners? I have
not the means.
1261. You do not know whether Mi'. Burton does as much or more than you? I do not think Mr.
Burton does as much as I do.
1262. Does Mr. Maddock? He gets through more cases than I do, I think.
1263- Considerably more? I do not know; I have, I think, two of his cases awaiting examination now.
1264. My object is to ascertain what is the fair average number of cases that should be passed through
the off ce with reasonable diligence by an active examiner? That depends on the length of the cases. It
is so hard to come to an average. One examine]- may have a case which would take a week to peruse.
1265. That would occur with all the examiners in the course of the year? Of course.
1266. I am speaking of a yearly average P 1 think it may be put down as I have stated.
1267. 200 a year P I think that is a good average.
1268. You are not aware whether Mr. Maddock exceeds that average? I cannot. say ; he has not been
here a year. But 1 should not be at all surprised if he does.
1289. And in so doing may lie not do his work safely? 1 must respectfully decline to answer that
question.
1270. You said that Mr. Burton was slow in his mode of doing business-that he was excessively minute?
1 did not say excessively minute.
1271. Very minute? That he was minute.
1272. A man less minute may still be accurate? I think so.
1273. As in your own case? I think so.
1274. Might not some one be more expeditious than yourself and yet he perfectly accurate? Of course,
but I think I do my work as quickly as most men.
1275, But some men might do it more quickly? Of course, and accurately.
1276. And Mr. Maddock might be one of those men? Mr. Maddock might be one of those, and is one
who gets through his cases quickly.
1277. You said that there was an unpleasant relation between Mr. Maddock and yourself,as in the case
of the Registrar General and yourself'? Yes1278. Can you assign any cause as to how that arose P The unpleasantness is simply a want of intercourse, and not it very clearly-marked inclination to understand.
1270. Can you give any definite testimony in his regard as you have in the case of Mr. Ward P I can
only say that Mr. Maddock is it great friend of the Registrar General.
1280. Do you mean a private friend? 1 believe so.
1281. And why should he not he a private friend? Cqrtainly there is no objection.
1282. Then in what sense do you use the term private friend as inimical to business ? I think there are
more harmony and intercourse between the Registrar General and Mr. Maddock. I think the Registrar
General would not hesitate, befere making returns for the Colonial Secretary,or fbr the 1-louse, to talk to
Mr. Maddock.
1283. Then you consider that the Registrar General treats Mr. Maddock with confidence? I think so.
1284. And that there is a want of confidence in regard to the other examiners? Yes. I do not object in
the slightest degree to the Registrar General's intimacy with, or confidence in, •r. Maddock.
1285. But how has the difference between you and Mr. Maddock arisen? I cannot account for it I an
ignorant of the cause.
1286. But what evidence is there existing of the difference-what tangible evidence.-anything in
writing P Theme things arise so strangely that it is hard to account for their origin. I do not know the
origin of the want of harmony and good-feeling which at present exists between Mr, M4ddgck and Mr.
Burton and myself, except on hypothesis.
1287.
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1287. Can you instance it in documentary evidence as in the case of the Registrar General? Yes Mr. J. B. 3oneA,
Maddock might peruse a title and make certain qualifications or requisitions which would go, of course, to
one of his colleagues. A quiet objection to any one of his minutes, or to any one of his qualifications, 24 Mar 1879
would not be met in the manner in which I think it should be.
1288. Can you give a case in point? The case 1 refer to is a pretty good one. In the case of the three
other examiners, if it difficulty ever arose, there was a conference. If one examiner dissented from the
view of another, -in interview would take place immediately. We would talk the matter over quietly and
freely, and modify or waive, but now such a thing never takes place.
1.289. have you ever tried? When Mr. Maddock first came here I visited his room two or three times;
that was not reciprocated. Of course that is a small thing, but small things in the end ambunt to something.
1290. There has never been anything so evident in the shape of record with regard to these differences
between the examiners as in the case of the Registrar General P All differences between Mr. Maddock
and myself have been by minute in the cases, but they are not serious. Here is another instance: I
have known an action of this sort on the part of 1\.Ir. Maddock. it was a case .in which Mr. Burton and
Mr. Maddock were concerned. Mr. Burton annexed a qualification and sent it in to Mr. Maddock, or it
reached Mr. Maddock. Mr. Maddock, upon the report which was to go before the Commissioners, made
a minute to the effect that he considered the above (" my colleague's") note, or above qualification, to be
simply farcical," and there was something more.
1291. Well that is it case in point? It is a very unseemly thing to send anything like that before the
Commissioners,
1292. That is the sort of evidence 1. was alluding to? lie has put a note to one or two of my cases to
this effect (but if he had a doubt about anything be might have walked into my room and had it
removed) —"1 think my colleague's qualification--number so and so, 'altogether unnecessary.' " Well,
it was a point of law and expediency whether it was unnecessary. One examiner may think it very
eesential, and another may be of the contrary opinion.
1293. On receiving that did yen go to him? I did not see it until it had passed the Board;' and I think
in a case following, in which there was something of the same sort. I wrote a note to him telling him in
effect that it had not been the practice hitherto; that the report should go before the Commissioners as
the joint report of two examiners that it was not a seemly thing to annex these minutes to the reports.
The Commissioners have nothing to do with our differences or quarrels. I am relying upon my memory
in regard to this. I would rather have the cases. I do not know whether your attention has been called
to another case—the Muller case—in regard to this subject. There, I think, Mr. Maddock did not take
the proper course. The case was, I tliink submitted to Mr. Maddock upon the united report of two
examiners, and i. think Mr. Maddock's proper course when that case was referred to him, seeing that two
examiners had recommended a particular course, was to take the trouble to see Mr. Burton or myself or
both of us, and to talk over the matter. It was it difficult case, and I think that two minds in a difficult
case are just as good as one. instead of that we met in my room on the first of the month to take the eases,
and Mr. Burton fortuitously brought this matter before the three of its. Alter that Mr. Maddock
remodelled his view, which lie had already expressed in writing, wrote something else, and sent it away.
I think the door was open to him, so that he might have conferred with us on the second occasion. On
the first occasion Mr. Burton removed the difficulties to a conference by talking the matter over in a
quiet way in my room; and before sending the second memorandum Mr. Maddock might have talked the
matter over in Mr. Burton's or my room. These are petty, paltry things, but they interfere with the
harmony of the office.
129. They indicate a 'want of cordiality and readiness to carry out kindly official etiquette ;—is that
what you mean? :t think so.
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.lohn Booth .Tones, Esq., Examiner of Titles, further examined
1295. President.] Of what advantage in the working of the office is the Board of Commissioners? I fail 3. B. Z,
Esq.
to see any use or advantage whatever. It has been said that their use is to determine the periods and
frequency of advertisements, but I do not know of what essential value they are in the working of the
27 Mar., 1879.
office. '
1296. Could not those duties be very well performed by the Registrar General or the examiners? I am
perfectly sure they could. in some cases time might be saved.
1297. Do they take any responsibility with respect to the acceptance of titles? None whatever that I
am aware of. I presume you ineall apart from the examiners?
1298. Either apart froth the examiners or in opposition to the examiners? I have known them to
discard some qualifications, but those would be qualifications which would appear upon their face very
simple. I know of such qualifications as directions for searches to be made. I know of another qualification which I think was a very important one indeed, but there appeared a difference of opinion between
Mr. Maddock and myself in that case—a difference which appeared in the report after it left my hands,
and was unknown to me.
1299. Do time Commissioners ever pass titles where two examiners have not reported in their favour? I
do not know of it case, not during the time that I have been here. I have known of their substituting—
the case was brought before you, I think—of their substituting it qualification recommended by one
examiner emily in opposition to a qualification recommended by two—by the two reporting examiners on
the ease. I have in my mind's eye Muller's case. I do not wish it to appear that this is the only case
of which I know of the Commissioners acting on the advice of one examiner in regard to qualifications.
1300.
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J. B. Jones, 1300. Do they ever reject titles in favour of which the examiners have reported? No I know of no
Esq.
such case.
27Mm' 1879 1301. Then their duties are simply formal? I think soT. think their duty is to accept or decline as
advised by the Examiners of Titles I think that is mainly their position under the Real Property Act.
1302. And in your experience they have never interfered with the Examiners of Titles except in some
small matters of qualifications? I know of one case in which the Commissioners passed a title which had
been reported against and went to the Supreme Court; and the order of the Court was that the investigation should be proceeded with. I darcsa-y you know the case yourself. That case was passed without a
second reference to the examiners.
1303. Were you then an examine)' P I was.
1304. Do you think the Board as constituted is a proper tribunal for deciding questions of title or qualifications P Certainly not. I cannot conceive how the Commissioners can possibly exercise any discretion
or judgment whatever, because th0 whole of the points are considered by the Examiners of Titles, and it
is a mere report which goes before the Commissioners—nothing else but a sheet of paper recommending
that such a title should be passed, subject to such awl such qualifications.
1.205.
these all involve matters of law? Oh, not always; they are sometimes very formal, such as
the continuation of searches or the production of deeds ; but I have known the qualifications as to
searches being dispensed with, and I know of other, perhaps not very important, t1iialificatioiis being disco! But still, for all the Commissioners know, they may have involved matters of consequence.
regarded.
1300. Would it not be advantageous to abolish the Board, and substitute a barrister or solicitor of
standing and ability, with power to decide all questions in which there was a difference of opinion between
the examiners? I did not think so some few months ago, but lately I am coming round to the opinion
that there should be a professional head of the department, and a complete severance from the office of
the Registrar General.
1307. That is to say, from the ministerial part of the office P The whole Land Titles Department,—that
it should be put under the sole control of a professional head. The objection in my mind to that would
be, what would the Commissioner do? it would not be possible for him to investigate the titles lodged
in this office lie would have to rely very greatly upon those who reported to him ; they might be
"solicitors" or "examiners." It would he very hard work indeed for him. I question whether one man
could do it.
1308. That is, assuming lie would have to go through every title? Yes, as it is said Mr. Carter, in
Melbourne, did.
1309. Could it not be arranged that be should only examine titles where there was a. difference of opinion?
I think so, but it would be necessary that two examiners should always report to him. You could not get
the work (lone well and satisfactorily by only one. 1 think it great safeguard would be lost if the
Commissioner, or the head of the department, passed or rejected a title on the report of one examiner
only. And then again, another difficulty would arise from the fact that although the examiners reporting
to him might be men of eminent ability, yet they might be the reverse.
1310. Of course if this head, whatever he is called, were to examine every title, he certainly could not
get through the work P Certainly not.
1311. But suppose he examined only titles where there was a difference of opinion between the examiners
would it not be possible for him then to get through the work P Yes, I am quite sure of that, if lie
accepted as a matter of course the joint report of two examiners.
1312. Would not such a system prevent many appeals to the Supreme Court? It might; it would depend
entirely upon the ability of the man at the head, and of the reporting examiners.
1313. Do you not think there might be some control over the examiners beyond the control of the
Government? 1 do not know what control there could be.
1314. Such a head as I have asked about? I do.
1815. A. Commissioner or Master of Titles 91. do think so. I have come to the conclusion that it is
almost essential that there should be a man to whom the examiners in case of difference could appeal. As
at present constituted there may be no finality. Mr. Burton and Mr. Maddock may disagree, or Mr.
Burton, or Mr. Maddock. and Mr. Jones. You may take up it case, and the only way of disposing of that
case may be by one or the other retiring, which would be all unpleasant thing for the third examiner.
1810. Or by in appeal to the Court? Or by an appeal to the Court, which would be very expensive and
I think circuitous. The least objectionable course would be a professional head.
1317. When were you admitted to practise as .in attorney? In 1.802. I practised nearly four years,
and I managed for Stephen and Stephen their conveyaneing and equity business for about eight years
.[ think.
1318. You were appointed examiner while employed in the office of Messrs. Stephen and Stephen? Yes.
1319. Why did you give up your practise to enter into the employment of another solicitor ? Taste had
a very great deal to do with it.
1320. Would you not have done better on your own account? I think I would, but it was not altogether
it pecuniary object.
1321. Then why give up your practise? The main object was to devote one's time to particular branches.
A man in practise cannot well do that ualess be has a very large practise and has a partner. Iliad not a
very large practise.
1322. You mean the range of practise is too extensive to be grappled by yourself? Not quite that,
because that pre-supposes that a man has this extensite business. I preferred devoting my time and
attention to certain branches of the law.
1.323. And you had not an extensive business then ? No I practised in the country, and down here for
it short time. I had a very thir business for a. young man, and good prospects.
1324. I do not know whether you are aware it is said that you gave up business because you did not like
the responsibility attached to carrying it on'on your own account? I told you I did not care for the ether
branches of the law.
1325. Beyond conveyaneing? Beyond conveyancing and eqnity. With reference to my leaving Stephen
and Stephen, and accepting the office of Examiner of Titles, I take it there is vastly more responsibility
here than in managing for Stephen and Stephen, or for oneself. I take it that every report which we sign
has, in so far as the Government of the Colony is concerned, the effect of a judgment of a superior court.
I take it that every title we commit the Government to, involves a vast amonnt of responsibility, and it is a
responsibility which would weigh on one person, and perhaps not on another. It does wegh upon me.

1,926.
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1826. But you do not suffer in any way from that responsibility pecuniarily P Certainly not, not pecuniarily. 3 Th Jones,
Esq.
1327. The assurance fund would suffer, not you P The assurance fund would suffer, but one individually
Buffers. It is a great mental tax; one has to be very careful that he is administering the law according to
27lI 1879
the very latest exposition of the law.
1328. And that is the reason why you are so extremely particulari n examining andinvestigating titles?
I would not put it in that way. That is a very substantial reason. The main object with an examiner is
to do his work according to law.
1329. Do you know whether applications for certificates or other documents are ever prepared by officers
of the Real Property Office P I have seen applications in the handwriting of some of the clerks.
1330. And other documents? I daresay I may have seen other documents, perhaps declarations.
1331. How is it they prepare those documents? I have no notion. All I know is, I find the documents
in the packet when they come to me.
1332. Do you see any objection to their preparing them? I think they should not give their time to the
public in that manuer, but that they should perform the duties allotted to thorn. It must take up time.
I have not seen very many, but, as I mentioned the other day, there was one in the handwriting of the
Registrar General.
.1333. What I allude to particularly is the clerks, not the Registrar General? I have seen the handwriting of one of the clerks, at any rate.
1334. Do you know whether those clerks who prepare documents receive any gratuities or payment for the
work they do for the public P I do not know.
1335. You do not know of any instance? I do not know of any instance; in fact I do not know that I
had heard even of a suspicion until you asked me the question the other day.
1336. There have been such statements made openly? Before I heard you ask the question I had not
heard anything of it.
1337. Air. Terry.] Do you think it necessary to charge the assurance fee in transmission cases? Well, it
is looked upon as a re.insurance of title. We incur a risk, because it involves the interpretation of wills,
and therefore it is, to a certain extent, a new risk.
1338. President.] May not a dozen wills occur in a title brought in originally, for which only one assurance fee is paid? Certainly.
1339. .IlEr. Terry.] You are aware it is abolished in South Australia on transmissions? I am not aware,
1340. Do you consider that the examiners' clerk has too much work to attend to? I have been examined
on that subject. He has a great deal to do.
1841. Would you recommend any alteration as to his duties? Well, the question involves the custodianship of wills. When the President asked me some questions the other day in reference to this subject, I
meant to convey by my answer that it does not much matter to the examiners who is custodian of the wills
so long as we have, at all times, access to the wills and the administration papers.
1342. AIr. Arc/zer.] Are you aware that the Registrar General has, with a view to save time, taken upon
himself to deal with any legal matter in connection with business in the Office of Titles? I do not think
so. I cannot say that I remember that the Registrar General has ever disposed of legal questions.
1343. It has never come under your knowledge? I do not remember. I know that in connection with
qualifications it is just possible. I think I may answer with certainty, in so far as titles are concerned
before report. I do not well see how he could dispose of legal points connected with a title before the
case had been reported on.
1344. The Registrar General stated, in regard to transmissions, that, in cases of doubt, he used to go to
the examiners, but he dare not do that now. Are you aware that lie does deal with doubtful cases of
transmissions without going to the examiners? Doubtful cases of transmissions. He dare not do it.
1345. Here is the statement: "Ordinary transmissions are dealt with by the Deputy and myself. In
cases of doubt we used to go to the examiners, but we dare not do that now." Then he is asked,
"But are not the legal officers appointed to this department foryour guidance—for your special assistance
as a layman ?" Answer: "Yes." Question : " And are you not taking an nnfair share of responsibility ?"
Answer: "Yes, certaialy." Question: "And what in the interests of the public you are not required to
do ?" Answer: "In the interests of the public I think I am required. I act purely as the Registrar
General, and with the Deputy." Qaestion: , And do you feel yourself thoroughly capable to undertake
this responsibility?" Anewer: "in nearly every case I do. 1 should not undertake it if I did not.
But I ought to be in a position to have a legal man to refer to whenever I wanted to do so." That would
seem to indicate that, in order to get through the business, he goes beyond administrative work at times P
I think lie is referring to something different. The transmissions he is referring to there are insolvencies,
or transactions by transfer—dealings, in fact—dealings as distinguished from the Investigating Branch,
Transmissions under will or administration he dare not deal with.
1346. But the point is, whatever the nature of the business may be, does he, in order to save time, go
beyond the fair scope of his duties as a layman? Oh, I think he does; but I do not know of the Registrar General's disposing of legal questions.
1347. But does he take upon himself a responsibility that should not attach to him as a layman? He
might do it in many cases and we not hear of it.
1348. You are not aware of it? I cannot say I am of his disposing of legal questions for the purpose
of expediting business. I think if a case came before ns we would draw his attention to it.
1349. Do you think there is any need of his avoiding an appeal to the examiners with the view of
despatcliing business ;—are they not always ready to assist him? I think so. I may say, without
hesitation, that they are always accessible.
1850. And ready to meet him? Ready to meet him on friendly terms. I should like to interpose an
observation. I think on the first day's examination a question was put to me, and my answer may not
be quitcelearly apprehenkd. I was asked whether the Registrar General had sought my advice or counsel for
the purpose of getting rid of delays and so on in the office. What I intended to convey is this: that the
Registrar General had never conferred with me as an examiner. Re may, as I think I went on to say,
have come into my room during the early months of my appointment and have stated that he had received
a letter in such a case, complaining of a certain requisition or of some delay, but in the way of conferring
and of seeking friendly counsel my answer remains good. I simply wish to direct my answer to that
feature. 1 think I ought to read this letter to you, as forming the finale to the nnpleasant minutes I read
ti30—G
the
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'I. B. Jones, the other day. It is one in connection with another matter, and I think had the effect of inducing the
Esq.
Registrar General to adopt a different course. This is the letter which was signed by the three examiners
t''and sent to the Colonial Secretary.
27 Mar., 1879. 1351. President.] Who were the three examiners? Mr. Burton, Mr. Oliver, and myself. The letter is
dated 10th October, 1877:—
"Land Titles Office, 10 October, 1877.
"Sir,
"%Vo have the honor to bring under your notice, as the Ministerial head of our department., the accompanying
copy of a letter under date the 4th instant, addressed by Mr. William Day to the Registrar General
"1. The writer of that letter, who it would appear is an applicant for a certificate of title, after informing the Registrar
General that he had lodged his application on the 1st ultiino, and had called twice at the office in reference thereto, goes on to
say (to use his own language) that his 'object in writing is to know if anything can be done to expedite this matter, as it is a
loss to me to have to wait, not knowing how long it may be before the first step is taken.'
"Endorsed upon Mr. Day's letter are the following minutes by the Registrar General :-' Mr. Muddle,—Jf the allegations in this letter are true, it appears to me that the examination of titles must be in a hopeless state of arrear. I should
like to know the number of cases waiting the examiners' pleasure, with the date of receipt in each ease, with a view of bringing
the subject under the notice of the Governnient.—E.G.W., 5110/77. I should also like to have the number of cases in charge
of each Examiner of Titles.—E.G.W., 5/10/77.'
2. As a mistier of fact, Mr. Day's application, thoughetated by him to have been lodged on the 1st, was not forwarded
for examination until the lath of last month and indeed it has not even yet reached that stage of preparation to entitle it to
be handed to an examiner for the purpose of investigating the title.
But apart from any question of facts or merits, we submit that the tone and language assumed by the
Registrar General in these minutes are wholly unwarranted by the allegations contained in Mr. Day's letter; and further,
that the official relation in which the Registrar General stands towards the examiners of titles—even were there
nothing to indicate that relation but the mere instinct of. official courtesy—is not such as to justify that officer in minuting
anything derogatory to the position assigned to the examiners by the Real Property Act, or reflecting on the manner in which
the duties devolving upon them are performed.
We have on many occasions been subjected at the hands of the Registrar General to the like offensive comments,
and memoranda endorsed on letters and papers in our custody, which were obviously intended to attract general attention,
although officially addressed to the Deputy Registrar General or to our own clerk. We have, nevertheless, hitherto abstained
from bringing these matters under your consideration.
But we feel that to delay doing so any longer would he to acquiesce in an attempt to subordinate our office to that
of the Registrar General, arid what is perhaps of more momeot t;o acquiesce in the demoralization and weakening of the
Investigating Branch of this department—a branch obviously intended to be protected from acts of aggression and interference,
at all events at the instance aria the person of an officer whose principle it should be to work harmoniously and in eoopemtion
with the professional advisers of his department.
We are therefore, but with great reluctance, constrained to invite your consideration of the subject of this letter,
with a view to the discountenancing for the future of the course of conduct adopted by the Registrar General towards us, and,
if need be, to causing the position of that oflicer in his relations to the examiners of titles to be defined in accordance with the
We have. &c.,
true meaning and intention of the Real Property Act,
"E. BURTON,
"I. B. JONES,
"ALEXR. OLIVER,
'Examiners of Titles.
"The Honorable the Colonial Secretary."
With the letter are a copy of Mr. Day's letter on his case and the minutes of the Registrar and Deputy
Registrar General, and a separate minute by Mr. Oliver.
1352. Mr. Archer.] Did you ever get an answer from the Colonial Secretary? I do not remember seeing
it. But since that time Mr. Ward has generaUy sent in copies of letters received by him. We do not
receive minutes now, or very rarely. I suppose a clerk is kept for the purpose; we receive copies of
letters which may be received on matters in hand. 1 think the President asked me the other day whether,
notwithstanding our monthly distribution of cases, an examiner standing in need of work could go into my
room and take a case. I said certainly. I should like to say that shortly after Mr. Maddoek came here
he sent into my room for examination a case taken up (for examination) by him direct, I think, from the
counter before the usual monthly distribution, and I sent him in a minute drawing his attention to the
fact of our practice of the monthly distribution, and expressing an unwillingness on my part to break in
upon that nile at present, but that if the case were exceptional I should on be too glad to take it up.
1353. President.] Or to allow him to take it up? No, he had taken it up. I make that explanation
because I subsequently heard it stated that Mr. Madduck at that time had no work in band, and that was
the reason he had taken this up in anticipation. I had an objection, but I thought it wrong that rules which
we examiners found to work weil should be broken in upon by one without any reference to his two
colleagues.
1354. Then do you consider it better for one examiner to be quite idle than to break through a rule?
Certainly not. I do not know whether Mr. Maddock knew it at the time. He could easily be informed.
He knew of the practice of the monthly distribution, and he might have wa]ked into my room and have
taken a case, as he has done since; or he has sent for me. There is no difficulty in taking up cases.
1355. Aft. Terry.] Does he take fresh cases? He does, sometimes; so do I.
1356. AIr. Archer.] Would you think it a fair amount of work for an examiner to do in a year if he
dealt with 250 cases long and short? Yes, a fair amount of work. I think I told you that my average
was over that.
1357. That includes transmissions? That includes transmissions.
1358. I am speaking of original cases? Oh, I think it is a very fair amount. But you cannot well
compare the other colonies with the circumstances of this. Our titles are longer.
1359. No, that is why I asked you. The number I mentioned is what very slow men an Melbourne would
do? I find that one main cause of what appears to be delay in reporting on cases is the imperfect eondition in which titles are presented for investigation. I may say I could get through a third more than I
do, if the cases were ready for reporting on when lodged. And we have a great deal of correspondence.
1360. Can you give any idea of your second-class cases—such as you could pass, and such as you certainly
could not pass ;—is there any general type or specimen? They are as different as they can be.
1361. But different minds would look upon these cases in different ways; one mind would exclude a
great many cases, perhaps, that you would not? I do not think so. [ think any man would adopt the
course the examiners have adopted.
1362. But they are more strict than solicitors in private offices? I do not think they are more strict
assuming, of course, that the solicitor is not tied down under eontract or is not urged by his owii client to
waive objections.
1363. Aft. Roberteou.] You mean they are no more strict than you think solicitors ought to be? If they
are purchasers under open contract.
1864.
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1364. Mr. Archer.] But from your experience do you think they are more strict than solicitors in such X. B. Jones,
Esq.
eases usually are? I think we are-than solicitors usually are. I should like to disclaim any imputation of
delay on my own part. I work, I think I may say, intently from the time I come here to the time I go
away, and I do not think, considering the interruptions to which we are subjected and which cause delay,
that my work is in arrear at all. As I mentioned the other day, I have in hand in my box eight or ten
cases which are not reported on and not examined.
1365. Do the examiners adopt the system of allowing the public to come and interfere in their work at all
times? We are always open to them.
1366. Would it not be more judicious to restrict the time for the public to come;-is it not a great loss
of time to be interrupted in the investigation of a title? It does interfere very greatly at times, but
although a rule with regard to the public was laid down by the early examiners it was very soon departed
from. I have on my mantel.piece an intimation that the examiners would be glad to receive on certain
days persons wishing to see them on business, but country gentlemen and solicitors on business of an
urgent nature might see them at all times.
1:11 07. And the practice now is to allow the public to run in and out when they please? They come to
see us when they please, and if we were to lay down a rule that we could be seen only on certain days I
do not know what the public would say.
1368. If you were to fix certain hours each morning would that not be a protection? It might be.
1360. President.] Are there many interruptions? A good many.
1370. lb. Archer.] How many in a day? A day may pass without any interruption, and the next day I
may have three or four.
1371. Would it not be easy to revert to the old rule, and have so many hours a day open to these
interruptions? I think so; if we had the minimum of authority.
1372. You certainly have authority to make those rules I think. It would not be to the prejudice but to
the benefit of the public? The Colonial Secretary should be addressed on the subject.
1373. When it was known that the examiners could not see the public after a certain hour it would
liberate the examiners and indicate to the profession the precise time when it was most convenient for
the examiners to see them 1874. President.] When you are interrupted while engaged in examining a title it is not almost impossible
to take it up again at the point at which you were interrupted P Of course it is better to go right
through a title from commencement.
1375. And if you are interrupted you are obliged to commence again from the beginning? Not always.
1376. Mr. Archer.] You act like Lord Sugden, you go right through a thing? Not always so. A very
pregnant source of delay is when requisitions remain unanswered for months and months. They remain
unanswered, and then it is just simply an investigation of a new title.
1377. Can you not drop them out after the lapse of a certain time-consider them no longer in the
department? I think not.
1378. Then you would keep the title on for years? I think so. What an easy thing it would be for the
solicitor or the applicant to reply (i.e., to requisitions), " We cannot satisfy requisition number so-andso; it is impossible to do so ; we think the examiners have taken a mistaken view-see such-and-such an
authority." But instead of that we have, in many cases, no evidence famished, just simply, "I cannot
find this deed"; "I think the examiners are wrong." That simply means writing another letter. We
ought not to have such replies to requisitions. It causes delay, and necessitates labour.
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Henry Dyer Maddock, Esq., Examiner of Titles, examined
1379. President.] You are a solicitor, and now Examiner of Titles under the Real Property Act? I am.
Maddock
1380. When were you admitted a selicitor? In 1862.
Esq,
1381, Where? In New Zealand.
1382. And when were you appointed examiner? On the 3rd September, 1878.
1 Ap-i, 1879.
1383. Were you engaged professionally in Sydney before that period.? I was.
1384. And had a, good deal to do with the investigation of and dealing with titles to land? Yes.
1385. Before your appointment as examiner had you any business in coniieetion with the Land Titles Office?
Yes.
1386. Can you inform us of the repute in which the office was held out of doors? Well, generally in very
bad repute.
1387. On what grounds? Consequent upon the vast delays which had taken place, and also beeause of the
frivolous and uncalled-for objections which had been taken to titles.
1388. Was that the general repute of the office in Sydney? Yes.
1389. Among solicitors? Yes.
1390. Can you say, of your own knowledge, whether there was any foundation for the opmions that were
held concerning the office? Every foundation.
1391. Had the business of the office fallen off-I mean up to the date of your appointment-was the
business increasing or failing off I Falling off considerably from what I could gather.
1392. But you were praetising in the profession and knew what was going on? Yes.
1393. Did solicitors advise their clients to bring titles under the Act, on account of the benefits they wduld
thereby obtain? Yes.
1394. They did? They did.
.
1395.
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1395. Notwithstanding the prejudices or charges against the institution? Well, I will not say in all cases.
Maddock,
There
were some cases, no doubt, where it was considered that very few objections would be taken—where
sq.
it was seen that the title was tolerably clear.
1396. Had solicitors any hesitation in recommending persons to bring their titles here and to apply for
1 April, 1879. certificates? They had as a rule.
1397. Asarule? Yes.
1398. In what state did you find the work in the office when you joined it? Greatly in arrear.
1399. Can you give us any idea of the amount of arrear,—the number of cases in arrear? The number
of cases left behind by Mr. Oliver, whom I succeeded, was about five-and-thirty. A great many of those
were untouched, and others partially gone over, partially investigated.
1400. Were there no arrears with the other examiners? Oh yes, a great many.
1401. More than with Mr. Oliver? Well, I should say so,—that is Mr. Burton and Mr. Jones together.
1402. The two together would have more arrears than Mr. Oliver had? Yes.
1403. Not each of them? Not each of them. At least that is my idea; I cannot speak positively as
regards that
1404. Have you heard, either before or after your appointment as examiner, that titles were not examined
with sufficient celerity? Yes.
1405. Why should there be such complaints? Well, I am quite at a loss to conceive. The system here is
very good indeed. An application is lodged, accompanied by the title deeds, in support of the application.
Then instructions are given for the search. The search is made, and I may say that the searches are made
very carefully indeed. I am very much pleased indeed with the searching part.. Then the search, and also
the application, together with the deeds, are forwarded on to the principal draftsman, whose duty it is to
see that the plans and descriptions are correct, likewise the searches. Then the case is returned to Mr.
Lander, who places it upon Mr. Jones's table in his room, and then the month's applications are divided on
the beginning of every month between the three examiners.
1406. Equally? Yes.
1407. But suppose one man has got all his work up and the others are in arrear ; do they still divide them
equally I On several occasions I have run out of applications; in fact, have had none before me to deal
with, and 1 have requested Mr. Lauder to bring me in cases that were ready to be dealt with. On the first
occasion of my doing so I dealt with a case and sent it oil to Mr. Jones for report. I was met by receiving
a letter from Mr. Jones reminding me that it had been the practice of the examiners to divide cases on the
first of every month, and that, therefore, he did not feel disposed to make a departure from the rule, which
departure might he fraught with danger; but however he would have no objections to take it up if it was
an urgent or exceptional case, or a first-class case.
1408. To take it up himself? Yes.
1409. Not to allow you to take it up?
That he would take it up and report upon it if it was urgent or
exceptional. I then sent a menlo. in to Mr. Jones to say that I was perfectly aware of this practice, but
inasmuch as I had no cases before me to deal with, and being desirous of facilitating the public business I
asked for a case to be dealt with, although it was not an urgent one.
1410. Then did you get cases when you made such applications? Yes. ']'his circumstance transpired about
three months ago; but applications have been coming in rather rapidly of late, and the consequence has
been that on the 1st of every month I have had suThcient to land me over nearly until the beginning of
the following month.
1411. Simply on account of the increase of business? Yes.
1412. Not on account of the other examiners deviating from their rule? No, consequent on the increase
of business.
1413. Then they have not deviated from that rule? No, but I have during the last ten days deviated
from that rule by taking up several cases, and which they have dealt with, notwithstanding any
objections.
1414. By what rule do the cases go into the hands of a second examiner, after having been dealt with by
the first? I deal with a case and then I forward it on either to Mr. Burton or to Mr. Jones alternately.
1415. And do they adopt the same plan with you? Yes.
1416. Have there been any complaints of captious, fine-drawn, or highly technical objections being taken
by the examiner of titles? Yes, very many.
1417. Is there any foundation for such complaini s I Every foundation.
1418. Of course you see the objections of the other examiners? Yes, and I have protested against very
many of them, and nearly in every case the Commissioners have upheld the objection raised by me.
1419. Can you give us the nature of those objections, or requisitions I think they call them I Yes, requisitions or qualifications. For instance, in an application, where the applicant requests certificate of title to issue
to his nominee and nothing more, they—my colleagues—will require the contract which might be between
the applicant and the nominee, and also before the issue of the certificate of title a receipt for the balance
of purchase money lodged.
1420. Although the applicant has not asked for those precautions to be taken? No, and I have protested
against that, inasmuch as we are bound to respect the request of the applicant, to is, the certificate to his
nominee, and if any loss did attach it would not fall upon this office but would be the ide/icr of the
applicant.
1421. Where the contract is referred to in the application do you consider it necessary then to look at it?
Yes. I have met with cases where they have asked us not to part with -the certificate of title without production of the receipt for the balance of purchase money, and of course such an application is respected;
and very often we have a mortgage lodged to secure the balance of purchase money, and we give effect to
that by registration,
1422. But unless the applicant in some way calls for the protection of the office you do not consider it
your business to go into the question of contract between him and his nominee? Certainly not. There are
other objections if you desire that I should state them ; for instance, transmission cases, A certificate of
title or Crown grant, as the case may be, is deposited with the application, together with probate of will.
It is the custom that we should see the will. We ask for the will and it is brought to us together with the
accompanying affidavits used in proof of the will. These papers are very often accompanied by an affidavit
of the attesting witness; but in this particular case there was no affidavit by one of the attesting witnesses
to
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H. P.
to the will with the papers. The attestation, however, appeared to be perfectly in order, and with the
probate before us a qualification is made to this effect: "An affidavit or declaration by one of the attesting Maddock,
witnesses of the due execution of the will must be lodged.'
1.423. That was the busi;ess of the Court in granting probate? Yes; I sent a memo. to the Corn- 1 April, 1871
missioners which they upheld, stating that inasmuch as probate had been granted, and the Primary Judge in
Equity not having considered this affidavit necessary, we had no right to make that qualification and put the
applicant to unnecessary trouble and expense.
1424. Was that the ease of a late proof of a will, or was it one of many years back? Lately.
1425. There is no rule requiring such an affidavit at all? No.
1426. But the Judges insist upon it? Not so long I think as the attestation of the will is in order, but if
there is any departure from the usual form of attestation than the affidavit is required as absolutely necessary.
1427. Then you consider that if probate was not properly granted the responsibility rested on the Court and
not on the examiners? Certainly.
1428. Can you give us any other objections showing the particularity to which the examiners have gone 3
Yes, in administration cases, where the Registrar General is advised to enter a caveat I have set my face
against that as being entirely unnecessary. The grant of letters of administration gives to the administrator
a statutory title to the land. It is very true that before granting letters of administration it is necessary
that a bond should be entered into, with sureties, but the bond is only to secure the personalty
and the due administration of the estate, the value of the realty not being included; so that an
administrator if he chooses to not dishonestly can without any interference sell the freehold lands which
may perhaps be worth £40,000, and afterwards decamp with the money. Notwithstandling all this, letters
of administration having been granted, we have no right to enter a caveat. My colleagues say it is for the
protection of the bn/iciaires, and that in other words we should not sanction any transfer w1ess it is for
value. Now the absurdity comes in. Supposing a transfer is brought in, and the consideration expressed
therein say is £50, how are we to know whether that is the true value of the land the subject of the
transfer? To arrive at that it would be necessary that a valuator's report should be lodged at the same
time as the transfer, so that it might be seen that the amount stated in the transfer is the true value of the
land.
1429. In fact the same difficulty arises as in an Equity suit to set aside a deed for an adequate consideration? Yes.
1430. Then do you mean to say that the other examiners insist upon lodging a caveat in every ease of
administration? Yes. I wrote a special memo. about ten days ago to the Commissioners upon the subject,
with a view to the discontinuance of lodging these caveata In order to remove a caveat the applicant has
to pay 5s.
1431. And solicitor's costs in the matter? Yes.
1432. The office seems tome to be very fond of these caveats? Yes.
1433. And use them on every possible occasion? Yes; and this no doubt arises from timidity more than
unything else.
1434. Does not the constant use of them miltiply the work of the office? Yes, most certainly it does;
and there is another thing that saddles the office with a considerable amount of work, it is this, that if
there is a reservation of coal contained in a Crown grant, or of gold, a special reservation is asked to be
put on the certificate, although the form of certificate of title says "subject to all liens and encumbrances and also the conditions and reservations (if any) contained in the Crown grant hereinafter referred
to." That I have put a stop to; it no longer continues.
1435. Then certificates are all issued subject to the reservations of the grant? Yes.
1436. And yet that grant is taken away from the applicant, and is lodged up here, and is virtually
inaccessible? Yes.
1437. Do you not think it an advantage to put those reservations on the certificate as the grant is not accessible
to the owner of the land? They can always be inspected in the office and produced in a Court of Justice
on a Judge's order.
1438. My opinion is that these reservations ought to be swept out of all the grants; that would get rid
of the difficulty. Are there any other objections you can mention? There is another, and that is requiring
production of deeds which have already been produced to this office in prior cases.
1430. Why should they call for them a second time? I suppose to see if any endorsements have been
made since the first production prejudicial to the title. I think all that is necessary, if production is
required again, is to inspect the registration copy.
1440. I understood from the other examiners that they did not require the reproduction of deeds? I
have had several, almost recent, cases where they required it, and where I have not concurred in it for the
reason that they have already been produced in prior cases, and only serve to incur unnecessary expense to
the applicant.
1441. What are those endorsements which they expect to find on them? They fancy it might be something to prejudice the title. It is some idea of their own.
1442. Mr. Terry.] That would be registered, would it not? Yes; it should be.
1443. President] Are there any further matters? I may now state, that in order to save time in the
investigation of titles I make what observations I consider absolutely necessary on the title without
reference to my colleagues, and upon my requisitions (if any) in the title. Leing satisfied by the applicant
I prepare my report, and I send it in to one of my colleagues for signature. This means that I have
investigated the title thoroughly, and that the qualifications named in the report are all the objections I have
to make to the title, and subject to these being removed, the title, so far as I am concerned, is passed.
1444. Do the other examiners adopt the same plan? No, but they see no objection to the course I am
now adopting. Prior to the adoption of this course I was met by their being too busy to give attention to
my notes on the title, so I could not obtain their concurrence thereto.
1445. Too busy for what? So many prior cases in hand which they do not feel disposed to put aside.
1446. They mean they will take this case in its regular order? Yes.
1441. They deal with the cases they have in hand befofe they touch this one that you have reported upon?
Just so.
1448. The result of that may be that you have reported in favour of a title, and they may not report for
three or four months? Yes.
1449.
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1449. Does it ever extend to as long a time as that? Oh yes, sometimes five or six months-five months.
Maddock, 1450. But you have not been here so long as that I
have been here over five months.
1451. Can you suggest anything which would enable the Examiners to dispense with the extreme particu1 April 1879. larity with which they have been in the habit of investigating titles? I should fancy the appointment of a
Master of Titles, who, in case of any difference of opinion between two Examiners, would have the power
to1452. I do not mean that. That would be transferring the difficulty from one person to another. What I
mean is, can you give us any idea of whether certain rules may be made by which certain objections may
be ignored or got rid of; certain classes of objections I should say? The only way is the course which I
am now adopting: As far as I am concerned, if I see anything which is not absolutely necessai'y or uncalled
for, I make a memo. to that effect, which memo, goes before the Commissioners, and they expunge the
qualification.
145 3. You do not quite understand me. In every case searches are made against the applicants and
others; what I mean is, could thos searches be safely dispensed with, or some such thing as that, which
would savc labour and less of time? I think not; it would be too dangerous to do so.
1454. The searches could not be.dispensed with, 1 think, butsnything of the sam character-production of
original deeds for instance? Yes, production of original deeds which have already been produced. It
would be very danterous to rest on the registered copies always, because I know from experience that alter.
ations have been made in deeds afterwards, which have never been re-registered, and many things have been
left out of the registration copies. Any number of registration copies no doubt come into this office, which
are never examined, although sworn to as being correct.
1455. Do you consider that the requisitions made by Mr. Burton and Mr. Jones are such as ought fairly to
be made? A great many, no.
1456. Are the objections of both of them alike? Yes.
1457. Of the same character? Yes.
1458. They are men of the same turn of mind? Yes, and travel in the same groove.
1459. And you think they are too particular? Yes.
1460. They could dispense with many of the requisitions without running any risk of damaging the
assurance fund? Most decidedly. In investigating a title it is not only the knowledge of the principle of
conveyaneing that is required, but also more particularly good sound common sense, and the latter is a very
material essential in administering the Real Property Act.
1461. Are Mr. Burton and Mr. Jones sufficiently expeditious in their work? No.
1462. What is the cause of the delay? I cannot account for it at all.
1463. I suppose they are constantly at work? That I cannot tell you. It is very surprising to me that
they do not get through their work more rapidly.
1464. Do they get through as rapidly as you do? No, certainly not.
1465. Are you on good terms with both of them? Tolerably good terms-just speaking terms.
1466. I mean do you work cordially together? No. I cannot say we do. Certain practices have grown
up between Mr. Burton and Mr. Jones, from which they,fio not feel disposed to depart. I kick at that in
the interests of the public, and so far as I am concerned I won't submit to unnecessary requisitions being
made, putting applicants to unnecessary trouble and expense.
1467. Is that the only reason that makes a difference between you? That is all Tam aware of.
1468. Are they at all jealous of you? Not that I am aware of.
1469. At the eeditious way in which you get through titles? That I do not know.
1470. Are you on good terms with the Registrar General? Yes.
1471. He and you work cordially together? Yes.
1472. And he has no difficulty in consulting you as to the working of the office? Not the slightest, and
the other officials of the office, the Deputy Registrar General, and othem the same.
1473. You are on good terms with all the officers'? Very good terms indeed.
1474. Are not the other examiners on as good terms with them? I db not think they are.
1475. The offleers then consult you in preference to the other examiners? They do.
1476. Why should they do that? Simply because I am approachable and answer at once any inquiry they
have come to make.
1477. What do you mean by approachable? I do not say "I am too busy," or, "I am busily engaged in
this matter, and you must not disturb me," or something of that sort.
1478. Then although you are in the midst of work you would give that up to advise them when they required
it? Certainly.
1479. Does that not interrupt'your work? No, if that assistance was not rendered, the work in the office
would be partially stopped.
1480. I think you told us how applications for titles got into the examiners hands? Yes.
1481. They are sent up froth the counter to \fr. Lander? And then Mr. Lander prepares the search
paper and hands it over to the searching clerk, who makes the search and returns it to Mr. Lander, and be
forwards the application together with the deposit of deeds and the search to the principal draftsman. That
officer saties himself with the plan and with the property as described, and seS that the searches are
correct. Thesi the case comes back to Mr. Lander and goes into Mn Jones's rdbm, and on the first of
the month the number of oases received during the past month are divided between the examiners
equally.
1482. How long do these preliminary processes take, from the time the application is lodged at the counter to
the time it goes into Mr. Jones's room? Too long in my opinion; and now I may mention that I think Mr.
Lander requires assistance. I know of many cases where instructions for searches have .not been made out
for a month or six wZeks, or for a couple of months. Of course that is a bad state of affairs.
1483. And that is the cause of delay 'I That is one cause.
1484. In their coming into the examiners' hands? Yes. Mr. Lander is a very good clerk, but I am
afraid that his being custodian of wills takes up his time a great deal, and not only that, but answering questions to the public. That also takes up a lot of time.
1485. Is Mr. Lander the examiners' clerk I Yes,
1486. Do you consider the examiners have jurisdiction over him ? Well, I have never considered that
point. If they had any complaint to niake, or if I had any complaint to make, I should make it to the
Registrar General, the head of the department.
-,
1487.
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1487. Who gives him directions as to the work he is to do? It is his duty, according to the practice of
M
the office, to make out the search paper.. He also fills in the examiners' report and copies draft letters ; and ddck
if I want anything in connection with my duties, I simply ask him for it and he brings it in to me.
1488. Supposing any alteration were desirable in Mr. Lander's work, who would give him instructions on
1 Apnil 1879
the matter? The Registrar General, I should think.
1489. Not the examiners? No. If any alteration in the opinion of the examiners were required they
would no doubt move the Registrar General in the matter.
1490. What do you consider the duties of the examiners?
\Vell, of course, to investigate all titles brought
before them.
1491. And to advise the office generally as to all difficulties that arise? Yes, I think so, in connection
with the department.
1492. And as to forms? Yes.
1493. Prepares all forms I Yes.
1404. Does the Registrar General profess to exercise any control over the examiners? No, not so far as I
have seen.
1495. Do you go on with cases in which requisitions have been answered in preference to new cases?
Well no, not so far as I am concerned. If requisitions are sent in and I receive replies, I look into those at
once I look to see whether the replies are satisfactory or whether there are any evidences of titles that are
necessary to be lodged in support of the application 1496. You take them at once? Yes.
1497. Without waiting for their regular turn? Yes.
1498. Then you take them in preference to cases not touched? Yes.
1499. In what manner do you investigate titles? I make a short epitome of the title before me, and in
making this epitome I note any remarks I may have to make on the perusal of each deed. So really after a
perusal of the deeds I look at my marginal notes and see exactly what is absolutely required to support the
title. I may make a note, and there may be iwthing in it after consideration; common sense comes in then.
But if there is any very glaring objection to the title, of course notice is taken of it and the requisition is
made.
1500. Does that epitome go into the hands of the second examiner into whose hands the case goes?
Yes.
1501. And if he choose to rely upon your investigation he passes the title? Yes.
1502. But do the examiners ever, in fact, rely upon their predecessor passing the title? In the office-I
should think not.
1503. Suppose you investigate a title and hand it over to Mr. Jones, would he take your report as satisfactory? I should think he wetid not, because in nearly every title-whether it is from jealousy or nothe makes objections which when I come to look at them are really frivolous and should not be made.
1504. He goes beyond you in making objections? Yes.
1505. Has he ever made objections that you have omitted to see? No.
1506. The objections then are those you have considered and rejected as unnecessary? Yes.
1507. When titles come from either of the other examiners to you do you investigate the titles? Yes,
most decidedly 1508, You do not take their reports as conclusive? Certainly not, Of course they relieve me to a very
great extent, for there is the matter before you ; it is out of the deeds, as it were, and that assists me a
little of course; it saves a lot of time.
1509. Do you find that their requisitions are more severe than yours? Considerably, and unnecessary,
most of them.
1510. And suppose you do not agree with the examiner who has dealt with the title before you, what do
you do, do you see him? No; I attach a memo, to his report, as he may to mine, protesting against, or
rather, not concurring with, the qualifications. So, if the question afterwards came up through the outside
public being annoyed, it would be seen at once that I did not concur in this unnecessary qualification or
requisition, as the case may be.
1511. In the event of those objections being sent to the applicant, how are they stated ;-does Mr. Lander
or the examiners state all the objections taken by both examiners, although one does not concur?
They
all go to the applicant. Then if the applicant or his solicitor sees me upon the particular requisition or
qualification to which I objected, I refer him to the other examiner.
1512. Have you any rule as to seeing applicants or solicitors? I believe there is a rule in the office, but
I do not pay any attention to it.
1513. You see applicants at any time they choose to call upon you? Yes.
1514. Does not that interrupt business? I have not found that it does.
1515. Would it not he better to see them at stated times? Perhaps it would; but I do not think any one of
the examiners adheres to that rule. I fancy it was a rule made by them some time ago, not by the Registrar
General.
1516. I suppose you deal with cases in rotation? Yes, unless they are very urgent.
1517. What is your test of urgency? Simply taking the ipse dixi.t of the applicant.
1518. That is to say, if in your judgment the case is urgent, no matter how you arrive at that conclusion,
you deal with that case first? Yes.
1519. Are you able to deal in the month with all the cases allotted to you? Yes, and more sometimes.
1520. Urgent and otherwise? Urgent and otherwise.
Of course I may mention that many are
transmission cases, which do not occupy very long.
1521. What rule have you as to reporting on the title subject to qualifications; what qualifications are
considered as right? There is no particular rule at all. It is thought that sending qualifications serves as
an incentive to exertion on the part of the applicant, or his solicitor, to comply therewith without delay.
That is the only motive for adopting this particular course that I can comprehend.
1522. What is the nature of the qualifications? Requiring production of deeds.
1523. Noting of dowers 1 Yes, noting of dowers, and also some evidence to show that the title has not been
destroyed by the Statute of Limitations-where the grant is more than twenty years old, and the land
admitted to be "unoccupied."
1524.
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1524. Is that a qualification you impose? If the value of the land is small I do not make the qualification,
Maddock, but where the value is large I think it is desirable, if practicable, to get some evidence to show that the title
has not been destroyed by the Statute of Limitations,
1879
1525. That is negative evidence? Yes.
T
A
1526. Do you consider it right to make that objection at all? If practicable I think we ought to get it.
1527. AIr. Robertson] That is not a requisition that is ever made in private practice? No; I admit that.
1528. President.J Is this made a matter of objection where the application states that the property is
unoccupied? Yes.
1529. Then you think it is possible that some stranger may have come upon the land, held it for twenty years,
thus acquiring a title, and then gone away? Yes.
1530. And you make this qualification to protect such a man? Yes. I may mention that so far as Jam
concerned if practicable I get it, but I do not really and in fact press it.
1531. I do not see why it should be asked for if the land is unoccupied. I know there is a case which gives
some colour to the objection, but I doubt if that case would be upheld now flow many titles on an average
do you investigate per week and either approve or send requisitions? About eight or nine.
1532. I do not include transmissions or first-class cases? Well, I suppose upon an average about seven; I
should think so.
1533. About seven second-class titles per week? Yes.
1534. In addition to that you deal with first-class cases and transmissions? Yes.
1535. And you could deal with more, I understand you? Yes. In fact I have taken over from Mr. Burton
some of his cases which he had in hand a considerable time. The applicants have come in and asked me if I
had any objection to take them over from Mn Burton, and he offering no objection I have taken them. I
have said of course, that it was establishing a very bad precedent, that is I doing my colleague's work, but at
any rate I have had no objection. In three or four cases which I have dealt with in that way, the applicants have certificates of title, though the cases had been in the hands of Mr. Burton for two years unreported upon. The lath Mr. Raphael was the first that came in and said the case had been in the hands of
Mr. Burton for two years. I got it from Mr. Burton, and the applicant received his certificate of title six
weeks after.
1536. On your report solely? No; on my report and that of Mr. Jones.
1537. This case was taken out of Mr. Burton's hands, and dealt with by you and Mr. Jones? Yes.
1538. Had Mr. Burton made any requisitions in it? None at all. It simply lay with him untouched.
1539. Has that happened more than once? Yes. There was an application of Mr. J. L. Begg, which had
been in l'ilr. Burton's hands for some considerable time, and the applicant called and asked me as a matter
of favour to take it up. I did so, and now lie has got his certificate of title.
1540. Has Mr. Burton objected to part with these cases? No. He has put a memorandum on the hack
of them, that "by the desire of the applicant, and with the sanction of Mr. Maddock, I forward this case
to him, in order to be dealt with."
1541. I suppose such a thing has not happened with Mr. Jones? No.
1542. Mr. Jones is more expeditious than Mr. Burton? I have had lately several cases where applicants
have come in and asked me as a matter of urgency to proceed with them, which I have done, and sent them
on to Mr. Jones as urgent, but he has disregarded them.
1543. He will not step out of his way? No.
1544. In inspecting titles do you require as perfect a title as an unwilling purchaser wider an open contract
would require? No.
1545. To what extent do you go-do you accept such a title as a willing purchaser would accept? Not as
a nile. I want to see before me and make myself satisfied first that there is an indisputable title.
1546. Well, I suppose that is all that an unwilling purchaser would require? Of course one has to be very
particular. It is all very well to think we have got the assurance fund to fall back upon, but I should be
very sorry indeed to see it touched. There are, however, a great many things that are not worth taking
notice of in the investigation of a title.
1547. Then you can lay down no exact rule as to the titles you accept? No.
1548. Do solicitors insist upon the production of the original deeds in all cases? No.
1549. Are they not perfectly safe in dispensing with the production very often? Yes.
1550. Could solicitors in large practice get through their, business if they did require the production of
those deeds always? No; there would be great delay if they insisted upon it.
1551. Do you know of any case in which they or their clients have suffered by not requiring the production
of deeds? No.
1552. Do you think examiners should be more particular than practising solicitors? No; I do not see that
they should. I know that I simply place myself in the position of being in an office-in my own officeinvestigating a title. I do not feel it necessary from the position I hold that I should go in and raise all
manner of objections.
1553. You do not consider it necessary to raise objections unless they are really necessary? Certainly not.
1554. To guard against an almost certain risk? Yes.
1555. You do not consider mere remote possibilities? No.
1556. Do the others? Yes. I very often have occasion to disregard too remote possibilities.
1557. Are applicants and their solicitors satisfied with your mode of treating their titles? Perfectly, so far
as I know.
1558. What evidence have you of that? Well, they very often say to me that they hear lam giving great
satisfaction to the public, and that they are very pleased at the way in which I took up their case and
disposed of it so expeditiously.
1559. Are they equally satisfied with Mr. Burton and Mr. Jones? No, they are not. If they speak to me
about them they always mention the names of Mr. Burton and Mr. Jones by contrast with myself.
1560. Do they not consider that Mr. Burton and Mr. Jones are acting conscientiously, and only taking
objections that they feel themselves compelled to take? Yes, but they consider that very many objections
taken should not be made.
1561. And you think they are quite conscientious? In fact over conscientious; and competent, but possessing too much of the objective faculty 1562. Does the custody of wills interfero with Mr. Lander's work? Considerably.
1563.
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1563. Is he sufficiently active and energetic in the performance of his duties? Well, he might be more so.
1564, Notwithstanding the interruptions created by the custody of the wills lie might do more than he Madock,
does? Yes, but at the seine time it must he remembered he is now advanced in years.
1565. Do you not think he should be entirely under the control of the examiners? I think so, most decidedly. 1 AUI89
pr
1566. Free from the Registrar General, and without the incumbrance of looking after the wills? Yes. I
may mention that as far as the wills are concerned it offers great facilities to business to have the wills here
in this department
1561. But some other clerk might have them? Yes, no doubt; wills arQ wanted by the examiners almost
every day.
1568. Does dower create much difficulty in dealing with titles? A good deal.
1569. Applicants are compelled to negative dower that does not exist? Yes.
1570. Do you not think the form of noting dower where it has not been negatived very objectionable-it
gives no idea of whether the dower is an actual claim or a mere possibility? Yes; I do not see, at the
present moment, how you could act otherwise.
1571. You could easily do it if you chose to make a little more work by stating the dates of the conveyance
to the person in respect of whom the dower is claimed-of course it would increase the work of the office?
It would.
1572. But the mere fact of noting dower inkes very serious objection sometimes-that dower may be an
actual fact or a mere possibility? The best course would be to abolish the Dower Act altogether, as is done
in Victoria..
1573. Mr. Tern1.] You agree with that? Quite, although the dower question is now almost dead.
1574. President.] In how many cases being noted do you suppose actual dower will attach to the land. You
have seen sometimes half-a-dozen cases mentioned on the certificate, where people will not take the trouble
to remove them? I have seen very few lately, though since 1 have been in Sydney I have seen a great
many cases where dower has been noted on certificates of title.
1575. Then dower is much less frequent than formerly, or have the applicants taken more trouble to got
rid of the objections? They have, I think, taken more trouble to get rid of the objections.
1576. Do you know of any case in which dower has been actually claimed against land? I cannot say I do.
1577. Notwithstanding all the trouble it gives to the office you do not know of a single ease where it has
been actually claimed? No.
1578. Of what use is the Board of Commissioners? Well, they can expunge any qualification they like.
They have the examiner's report before them, and they are clothed with full discretionary power under the
principal Act to do so. The report to the Commissioners is simply a recommendation that the property be
passed subject to the following qualifications.
1579. Do their duties consist of anything more than dealing with the reports of the examiners? No, that
is all, except fixing times for advertisements. They have a regular scale before them, and they note on the
hack of the report the number of the days the application is to be advertised.
1580. Then the only good they do to applicants is to get rid of some of the qualifications that the examiners
annex to their reports? Yes.
1581. Would that not be much better done by a man able to deal with such matters? I think so.
1582. By one man? By one, most decidedly.
1583. Do you not think it would be an advantage to have some person over the head of thd examiners,
to deal with all those questions, and to have the entire control of the department separate from the Registrar
General ? Yes, that has been my opinion for some time.
1584. Do you consider it necessary that the assurance fee should be paid on every transmission? I do not
think so.
1585. The original fee paid on application should cover all subsequent dealings? Yes, because the
subsequent dealing is a transmission under the Act, the property having already been certified to.
1586. Is it necessary to advertise those transmissions? No.
1587. The advertisements create delay and some expense? Yes. I very often dispense with some of the
public notices.
1588. You are not obliged to advertise them? No, it is not compulsory ; although it is expedient
sometimes to do so.
1589. Then you would abolish advertisements in all but exceptional cases? Yes.
1590. And the transmission fee in all cases? Yes.
1591. Have you ever heard complaints that work is done by officers of this institution for the public, either
before you were an examiner or since? Yes, I have, so for as wills are concerned-the copying of wills.
1592. Making copies of wills? Yes.
1593. Which are bespoken by some one outside? Yes. Of course the original wills are supposed to remain
here, and never to go out of the office; therefore somebody must make the copies. Copies of registration
deeds arc made in this office by Mr. Konyon, law stationer.
1594. Then copies are made here? Yes; but Mr. Kenyon has nothing to do with the office. This Department employs him on jobwork; he is paid for making the copies, and a regular charge goes to the office.
1595. That is not what I mean. Statements have been made that officers in this office do certain work
which ought to he done by applicants themselves, or by their solicitors, and that those gentlemen are paid
for that work? That is very true; it is so, according to the practice of this office.
1596. It is, in point of fact., true? Yes.
1507. How do you know that? I have seen it with my own eyes. What I have seen is copying of wills
in this office by one of the clerks to the examiners, who has done this during business hours instead of doing
his own work.
1598. You have only one clerk, have you not Two; Mr. Lander, and a young clerk named iliddlestone.
1509. Where are these wills copied? I l,ave seen them copied in Mr. Lander's room during business hours.
1600. But the fees for those go to the offico? No; they go to Mr. Lander. It is one of his perquisites.
1601. Does the Registrar General know that? I think he (lees.
1602. Does lie permit it? I should think not I do not know whether it continues. I suppose lie has
put a stop to it.
1603. Do you know of any cases of certificates of title or applications for transmission having been prepared? No ; all I know is in reference to the copying of wills, and of registration copies.
530-11
1604.
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1604. Have you heard that douceurs, gratuities, or expedition fees have been paid to any officers df the
Maddock,
establishment for pushing titles through? Never.
Esq.
1605. You do not know of any instance? No.
' 1606. Do you not know that there is a complaint outside that such things do happen here? I cannot s'
1 April, 1879. I do; I have never heard so.

THURSDAY, 3 APR14 1879.

JAMES NORTON, ESQ., PRESIDENT.
SAMUEL HENRY TERRY, ESQ., M,P., WILLIAM HENRY ARCHER, ESQ.,
THOMAS ROBERTSON, Esq.,
JOHN DAWSON, ESQ.
Henry Dyer Maddock, Esq., Examiner of Titles, further examined
II. P.
1607. Aft. Terry.] I should like to know if you can offer any suggestion, by way of amendtheSt ot the
Maddock,
Real Property Acts, which would improve them? Not at the present moment
Esq.
1608. 1 understood you to say that you were in favour of assimilating the law of this Colony, in refeFenc
,.A
to dower, to that of South Australia and Victoria? Yes..
3 April, 1879. 1609. That is, by abolishing dower? Yes.
1610. Aft. Archer.] Are you able to state the number of applications that come before the examiners in the
course of a year-I mean applications to bring titles under the Act? You might arrive at it by the number
of cases that have come before me since I have been here, from the ist of October up to the 31st of Mardi
-226 cases, that is altogether.
1611. That is without counting transmissions? That is including transmissions.
1612. That is not what I call bringing land under the Act? Very well, then, 125.
1613. At what rate is that per annum? I should say about 600 altogether.
a year.
1614. What proportion of those 600 per annum have you gone through? I should think half.
1615. That is to say, you can get through, you think, about 300 applications? Yes.
1616, in the ordinary course of business? Yes.
1617. That would be about one for every working day? Yes.
1618. Then the other two examiners would get through the other 3007 Yes.
1619. Then you consider you can do the work at twice the rate of either of the other 'exammers? Yes.
1620. In fact, you can keep pace with them? Yes. I have several times gone ahead of them, and in fact
have had no cases to deal with on several occasions.
1621. And what have you done then? Simply asked for cases that have come in pending distribution.
1622. Have you obtained them? Yes.
1623. In such quantities as to keep you fairly going? Yes.
1624. Are you abreast of your work now? Yes; I have just finished a case now, and I want another case
to go on with.
1625. According to your evidence you have reason to believe that there are considerable arrears still in the
hands of the examiners? Oh, yes.
1626. Have you any idea of the extent of those arrears? No, I have not.
1627. Can you not judge them by scores or hundreds? Between Mr. Burton and Mr. Jones I daresay they
have got 20 cases waiting for their report, from me.
1628. And how many cases are waiting in their hands for your report? That I do not know.
1629. Do the profession or the public complain of the number of cases waiting? Yes, every day.
1630. And you can get through all this business you describe, and yet be daily interrupted by the profession
and the public calling when they please? Yes.
1631. You can drop your work and take it up again, and not only keep abreast of one examiner but of twd
together? Yes; it does not affect me in the slightest; it is what I have been accustomed to for the last
twenty years.
1632. You were speaking of the delays occasioned by Mr. Lander having too much to do and from other
causes ;-have you ever consulted with tlteRegistrar General as to the froprietyof getting rid of that difficulty?
Yes I have, once or twice-rather upon getting additional assistance.
1633. And what did the Registrar General say? He merely expressed an opinion that it was desirable,
that was all, so far as I can remember.
1634. He did not say he had any difficulty in getting the assistance? I think, by the way, be did tell the
that lie had placed himself in communication with the Oolo,ual Secretary, but had reCeived no i'esponse. 1635. So that, in your opinion, every effort has been made so far as you as an examiner are concerned and
the Registrar General to obtain a sufficient amount of clerical aid, and you have not been supported? No.
1636. Mr. Dawson.] You had charge of the conveyancing department for some considerable period in
Messrs. Want and Johnson's office, had you not-the sole charge? Yes.
1637. For about how long? For about five years.
1638. And you were also forsome period with Mr. Barker, conducting the eonveyancing department? Yes.
1639. Was it not almost the invariable or Uie invariable practice when persons wished to bring titles under
this Act to advise them not to do so, owing to the untenable objections and to the delays, over and over
again? Yes.
1640. That was the usual course rather than the exception? Yes.
1641. Do you fancy that additional accommodation to the carrying oil properly of the business of this
department could be afforded by having more counter clerks to attend to applicants? No ; I fancy so far
as the counter clerks are concerned that the staff is large enough.
1642. You have not heard any complaints at all of delay occasioned by an insufficient number? No, I have not.
1643. Do you conceive that an undisturbed possession of land for a certain number of years, based originally
upon the ordinary evidence of title, is, under any circumstances whatever, sufficient to warrant a certificate
being issued? Most certainly not
1644.
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1644. Can you suggest any certain number of years, under any circumstances, for the undisturbed possession'?
Mddocic
I should like to get the twenty years.
1645. Could you with safety say what undlisturbed possession, based originally on the title, ought to be
conclusive on certificate issuing ;—could you say thirty'? Most decidedly.
87.9.
1646. Would you have any particular mode of advertising so as to call in claims and show thatno certificate .
has issued behind their hacks I Yes, by special advertisements and special notices.
1647. Are you not aware that great delays, as well as great expense and considerable annoyance occasionally,
are very often experienced by applicants in having a series—that is different batches of requisitions, instead
of the requisitions being the subject of one communication? Yes.
1648. You conceive that the whole of the requisitions ought to be made in the first instance? Most decidedly.
1649. And that after one batch has been satisfied at great expense, another not arising from the replies
should not be sent? Certainly not. It is my practice to forward in the first instance all requisitions that
I may have occasion to make in connection with titles.
1650. Are you aware of any cases where requisitions being sent piecemeal, applicants, after going to considerable expense, being subjected to very great delay, and possibly having their title damnified, have had
to withdraw their title, being unab]e to satisfy subsequent requisitions '? Yes.
1651. Do you conceive that in transmissions on intestate estates, when letters [of administration are produced to you, that those letters ought to be conclusive to the examiners of the value of the property, without the examiners endeavouring to go behind the action of the Court to ask whether the property is not of
a greater value? Most decidedly I do.
1652. Are they not by doing so usurping the action of the Court? Yes, to all intents and purposes.
1653. That has been done, and is being done every day, or nearly so? Yes.
1654. .11&. Terry.] You have had some considerable correspondence in Muller's transmission ease'? Yes,
the Commissioners referred the matter to inc. They had power to deal with it themselves, but I suppose
they desired, in order to ease their minds on the subject, to seek my opinion on the matter.
1655. Would you mind producing that correspondence? Certainly. (Correspondence in Muller's case
produced.)
1656. FresidenL] This is what Mr. Burton said in his evidence respecting Muller's case :—"There was a
case which has been made the subject of a letter from Mr. Jones and myself to the Colonial Secretary, and
I do not know whether I ought to say much about that, as we have written to the Colonial Secretary on
the subject. It was a case in which Mr. Jones and I considered that we had been used very ill. It was a
transmission application. Messrs. Macintosh, Pinnock, and Price sent it here. It was under the will and
codicil of Jacob Barnes. That gentleman devised certain lands to trustees in trust for the separate use of
his daughter, Mrs. Muller, and, after her decease, then, I think, to the right heirs of his said daughter,
prefacing the whole, however, with a power of appomntinent over the fee simple given to the lady. 1 was
very busy in December endeavouring to clear off all the transmission cases I had, and when I came upon
this one I wrote a letter to Macintosh, Pinnock, and Price, touching the diThculties of the law as to
the effect of the gift in trust for t],e married woman, for her separate use for life, with the remainder to
her right heirs, it seemed likely that the remainder to the right heirs was a legal remainder, and it was
clear that the gift for the separate use of the married woman was all equitable estate only in her. If so,
the life estate and the remainder in fee could not coalesce, under the rule in Shelley's case. I consulted
Mr. Jones, who agreed to the letter which I had drafted. The gist of that letter was to propose that the
difficult question of law which might probably never need to be decided, should not be decided, but that a.
certificate should issue to some such effect as follows: 'The fee simple in possession of this land stands limited
to such uses, &c., as Ellen Elizabeth Miller shall by deed or will appoint, and in default of appointment,
according to the effect of the other limitations contained in the will and codicil of Jacob Barnes, deceased,
in reference to the said ]and.' The applicants' solicitors wrote a handsome letter in reply, saying that they
quite saw the difficulty to which the examiners drew their attention, and they (lid not see any objection to
the form of certificate which the examiners proposed. The report was signed by myself and by Mr. Jones, and
the case was passed by the three Land Titles Commissioners on the 8th .January. After some time—I
suppose when the advertisement had run out—I was informed that the parties did not mean to take out a
new certificate of title, but intended to have transmission memorials endorsed upon the four grants under a
provision in the new Act, and I was requested to draw the form of transmission memorial accordingly. I
asked for the form generally used downstairs in simple transmission memorials, and I endeavoured to make
this special memorial come as nearly as I could to the common form. Of course it would vary very considerably
from the common form, the intention being very different. Mr. Muddle wrote upon my draft memorial a
memorandum of his objection thereto, wl,icl, lie did not send to me, but which lie, sent to the Registrar
General. Then the Registrar General made some alterations in my form, but did not send them to me.
Then another memorandum was written by Mr. Muddle, referring to the Registrar General's opinion, and
re-submnittiug the case for the consideration of the Board. The case was re-submitted to the Board, and
was thereupon deferred for the opinion of Mr. Maddock, who was not in the case at all. Mr. Maddock
wrote all opinion upon it, which 1 took great pains to understand, but which I could not understand. On
the 3rd of March he and I both went into Mr. Jones's room to distribute the cases amongst ourselves as
usual, and I tl,en called Mr. Maddock's attention to the matter, and Mr. Jones and I talked to him upon
the subject, and I pointed out that all the requisites to the execution of a power must be complied with
during the life of the donee. Mr. Maddock had advised, in his original opinion, dated, I think, 26th
February, as to what notification should be placed upon the certificate of title, but his opinion (lid not at
all clearly express what the effect of the certificate of title itself should be. After the conversation with
l\In Jones and myself, Mr. Maddock wrote a new opinion in substitution for his former one, and I must say
that the new opinion seems to me to show that lie does not yet know the point of law which 1 stated to
him on the 30th of March, and which I have now stated to yourselves, The Commissioners have reversed
their decision of the 8th January last., and have rescinded qualification No. 2, which Mr. Jones and I had
both advised, and have directed Mr. Maddock's form, co,itaincd in or subjoinied to his new opinion, to be
adopted. Question : You think Mr. Maddock is wrong? Answer: I do. The opinion of Mr. Maddock,
who never was vested with the case, is taken in preference to the opinions of the other two examiners who
were vested with it, and so as to override the consent of the solicitors for the applicant, and also so as to
overturn the decision of the Registrar General and the other two Land Titles Commissioners, given on the
8th January," and so on. The story is very long, and goes on to the other page of the evidence - 1657.
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Ma k 1657. Mr. Terry.] You have heard what Mr. Burton has said :—will you be kind enough to explain your
version of this transmission ease? In the first place, Mr. Burton prepared a long notification, which the
Commissioners did not approve of. Really the effect of what I did in the matter was simply to shorten
3 April, 1879. the form to what meets the case to all intents and purposes. The notification I prepared is simply short
and concise, at the same time embracing everything that was necessary. I remember meeting my colleagues and to tell you the truth I could hardly follow them—they were both speaking at the same time.
Of course it was a matter in which I had nothing whatever to do with them. It was simply a matter the
Commissioners referred to inc and asked me to look into it and prepare what I considered in my opinion a
short and concise notification to meet the ease 1658. Then you consider your form in no way dangerous or contrary to law? Not in the slightest.
1659. Be kind enough to explain the difference between the two forms—the form approved by Mr. Burton and
Mn Jones and that approved by yourself? Really and in fact there is no difference ; the effect is the same,
except that mine is short and concise and contains about a dozen lines and the other contains about half-adozen folios.
1660. Have you had no other difference of opinion between yourself and your co-enminers 2 A great
many, which I have always referred to the Commissioners for their consideration.
1661. And whose decision have they generally upheld? Mine in every case. Of course I put my objections or differences very clearly and distinctly before the Commissioners, and they could see—common
sense could see at once—that my views were correct.
1662. Mr. Robertson.] What Mr. Burton says about Muller's case is that Mrs. Muller inherited under her
father's will, with power of appointment, and that she applied for transmission with a minute or endorsement to the effect that she should be at liberty to exercise her power of appointment by means of one of
your ordinary transfer forms. Mr. Burton urges that the objection to the use of the form of transfer
given by the Real Property Act in a case of a similar kind—in a case of anyone exercising a power of
appointment—is, that owing to the 35th section of the Act, before the instrument can take effect under the
Act, it has to be registered. Then this might arise This lady having signed the memorandum of
transfer—and of course like most persons having a right of appointment, having a right to change her mind
and make a new appointmenmight make another appointment in substitution of the memorandum of
transfer so signed, which she might neglect to register; and she might die before it was registered. Then
Mr. Burton says the instrument not having been registered, the 35th clause of the Real Property Act
would prevent it taking effect, the law requiring that all deeds of appointment should take effect
during the life of the donee; so that if this lady died before her memorandum of transfer, which is
equivalent to a deed of appointment was registered, her intention to appoint would fail. The memo.,
minute, endorsement, or whatever it was that Messrs. Burtoft and Jones proposed to put on
the certificate, has not been submitted to us; nor has your amended form. Briefly, what Mr. Burton
said was this that your endorsement would ,iccessitate this lady using an instrument which would
not take effect unless it was registered during her life-time, and that she might die before it was registered
and, therefore, her intention to appoint might, by her death and the non-registration of this instrument,
he defeated. The question is whether your endorsement was open to that objection, and whether theirs was
not open to it ? I am quite satisfied that my endorsement is not open to that ; that in fact what I prepared
was substantially what they prepared themselves, but brought into a more concise form.
1663. Mr. Terry.] Then you committed no breach of etiquette? Certainly not, in my opinion.
1664. Well they had a perfect right to apply to you? Oh yes.
1665. Do you think that the Crown ought to charge an assuraätcc fcc on grants issuing direct from the
Crown? I do not think they should.
1666. They do so now? Yes.
1667. President] Will you tell us, if you can, what is the reason of the want of harmony between you and
the other examiners? tell, there existed a strong feeling on their part towards me before I came here.
1668. What did you say existed? A strong feeling against me before I came here in consequence of a
petition presented to Parliament some 18 months ago, and they believed 1 was the author of it.
1669. What was that petition ? It was a petition complaining more particularly of the examination branch
of the Land Titles Department, and also of the great delays that had taken place. That petition resulteçl in
a Select Committee being appointed, and it fell through in consequence of some dispute as to who should take
the chair, whether Mr. Greenwood or Mr. Lucas; I think they only examined the Registrar General.
1670. Is there any other reason? None that I know of.
1671. Do not the different modes in which you and they work create jealousy? There is no doubt it does.
1672. Axe they not jealous of your getting through more work than they do? It is very likely; I should
fancy they were 1673. And that is evinced by the difficulty in giving you more cases than your fair one-third? Yes, and
not only that; the Registrar General has mentioned to me several times recently that cases have come before
the Commissioners in which Mr. Jones and Mr. Burton have reported upon between themselves so as no doubt
to cut away my work from appearing 1674. Why cannot they get through their work as quickly as you can? That I cannot understand.
1675. -Do you suppose it a matter of temperament? It may be that but I do not think that either Mr. Jones or
Mr. Burtonis very strong; you camiotcallthcm stronglyconstitutiened men. Thatmakcsawonderfuldiffercnee.
1676. They have not the same capacity as you have? No, I do not think they have.
1677. But does not their way of looking at a case entail more labour on them and make them necessarily
slower? Yes.
1678. But they are perfectly holiest and conscientious ? Yes, I thoroughly believe that.
1679. They do not idle? I cannot say; I do not know what they do in their room.
1680. At all events you do not know that they waste their time I I do not ; I know that Mr. Burton is
very punctual in his attendance at the office, and is always to be found in his room.
1681. Will you tell us about this case of Dr. Chisholm's, No. 1061 which was left in the office on the 12th
of February, 18792 This is the first time I have seen or heard of the case. I did not know there was such
an appllcation in the office.
1682. Perhaps by looking at the papers you can tell us why it has not been disposed of up to the present date?
It appears that the case came into this office on the 12th February, 1879, and it should have been distributed
on the 1st of last month (Mardi).
1683. If you look at the papers you will see how the matter stands? Everything appears to be regular.
1684.
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14384. But it has not been dealt with? Apparently not.
168.5. Can you show any reason why it should not be dealt with before the present time? No, according Maddock,
hsq.
to the date when it came into the office-the 12th February, 1879-it should have been distributed on the
1st of last month, but why it was not I do not know; it may have been mislaid.
3 April, 1879,
1686. Mr. Archer.] In whose hands did you find it? Inched Mr. Lander for it.
1687. Mr. Terry.] He has not distributed it now? No.
1688. Then it will not come before the examiners till the 1st of next month I No, it would not in the
ordinary course go before them till the 19t of next month, but I will take it now.
1689. Prerdent.] Has that not been before the Board at all? No.
1690. Is it in a state in which it could go before the Board at once? Yes.
1691, It has simply to go before the Board to pass I I will deal with the case myself at once and forward it
on to one of my colleagues for report
1692. VThere did that case come from now? I do not Iniow ; Mr. Lander left me to go in to Mr. Jones'
and Mr. Burton's rooms to are whether either of these gentlemen had the case; 1 do not know where
lie found it.
1693. Well, you got it from Mr. Lander? Mr. Lander first brought it into this room.
1694. Mr. Archer.] Should not the Registrar General or the examiners look after Mr. Lander? Yes, of
course; the Registrar General is the head of the department; I should say it wals his duty to look after him.
1695. Mr. Terry.] Is it not a fact that documents are often lost in this office for some considerable time?
Yes.
1696. In which branch? Down below, I think, at the counter.
1697. That should not occur, should it, in a well organised establishment? No.
1698. Mr. Archer.] Did you find this hostility between the other examiners and yourself at the very onset
of your entrance into the department? Well, there was a slight coolness.
1699. And that developed into more decided hostility? Yes, but I might say that this morning I came
down in the train with Mr. Burton and we were chatting on the Way.
1700. It is not a personal disagreement? No.
3701. But as to the conduct of business? Yes; our business views do not accord,
1702. When you find an instance of delay, such as that brought under notice this morning, do you
not, yourself, take steps to try and get the thing facilitated? Well, it is more for the applicant or his
solicitor to do so.
1703. What do you advise him to do? If lie has any cause of complaint to make it should be brought
under the notice of the Registrar-General, who would then make the necessary inquiries on the subject.
1704. Then you think that these delays should have been looked after by the Registrar General? Yes ; I
take it, if there is any dereliction of duty on the part of the examiners' clerk, it is a matter for the Registrar General to deal with,
1705. In fact you look upon the examiners' clerk as being directly under the Registrar General? Yes.
Mr. Jonas Lander, Clerk to the Examiners of Titles, examined
1706. President.] You are clerk to the Examiner of Titles? Yes,
1707, Under whose control do you work? I consider that I work under the imlnediate control of the Mr.J.Lander.
c.,xalmners. My official designation is Clerk to the Examiners.
3 April, 1879.
1708. Has the Registrar General no control over you? Certainly 1 do not dispute his control.
1709. Then you have got two masters to serve? I have got four-three examiners and the Registrar
General.
1710. What are your duties? I suppose I had better commence at the beginning. I receive cases from the
counter. Then I prepare them for the examiners. The first step in an ordinary application to be registered
is to prepare a search paper. When the search has been completed, I send the case to the draftsman to
examine the search and to report. When be has done this lie sends them back to me. I then put them into
the examiners' room for distribution on the first of the following month. That is the ordinary practice.
1711. From the time the application is lodged at the counter till it goes to the examiners' room, how long
a period of time elapses? Until I send the case to him of course lie cannot report upon it; but his report
generally takes perhaps a fortnight; I do not think he keeps them longer.
1712. How long is it before you send it to the draftsman? That depends on the case itself. I have got
so many duties to do that I cannot take up a troublesome case. I look at it, and if it is a difficult one I
put it aside and take an easy one.
1713. Then you do not deal with the cases strictly in rotation? Not strictly in rotation.
1714. Can you say as a rule how long it is before the case reaches the draftsman? Sometimes they are
two or three months in my hands; I cannot get at them; I am all day long busy; each day brings its own
work.
1715. What work have you to do besides what you have told us of? Attending the public constantly.
The arrears of cases in the office are so great that I am all day long kept going by solicitors' clerks, and by
the solicitors themselves, inquiring how their cases stand.
1716. What is the cause of some of the inquiries? The principal cause is the arrear of work in the office;
the nmnber of cases that are pending.
1717. Pending? Pending, in all stages; pending before they pass, and pending after they pass.
1718. Do applicants and their solicitors come to you principally to inquire about their cases? All of them.
1719. If cases were dealt with more quickly and expeditiously you would not be bothered with so many
inquiries? Of course I would not.
1720. You have the charge of the wills I understand? Yes.
1721. Does that give you much trouble, and take up much time? Not much.
1722. I suppose the clerk under you attends to them? He does all the rumling up and down stairs.
1723. Then that does not make much difference with your work? Very little. The principal trouble I
have with the wills is keeping the accounts. Every will that i exhibited to the public I Iuark down, and
receive a fee of a shilling. I keep that account myself. And every will that I exhibit to an examiner I
put down to his account ; and in another column I keep an account of when it is returned.
1724. That does not make much work? No. One day I may produce ten wills; another day none at all.
1725,
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Mr.J3aawlor. 1725. Do you distribute the cases of applications for certificate or transmission to the examiners? No, I
f-% do not distribute them; I put them into the examiners' room to he distributed by them.
3 April, 1879. 1726. And you have nothing to do with the distribution? They do the distribution themselves.
1727. You simply deliver them to the examiners and they distribute them themselves? Yes. Recently
Mr. Maddock has complained that be has had no work to do.
1728. To you? To me and to Mr. Ward; and I have given him this last month all the transmission cases
that have come in according as I received them.
1729. Without giving those cases to the examiners? Without putting them, as I used to 40, in the
examiners' room for distribution on the 1st of the month, I let him have them directly.
1730. You give those transmission cases to Mr. Maddock without first putting them into Mr. Jones's
room? Yes.
1731. Do the other examiners object to that? No, not in the slightest.
1732. There was a case just now of Dr. Chishohn's, No. 1,061, all application for transmission, produced to
us. That case was lodged on the 12th February, 1879, and up to the present date it has not been before
the examiners. Can you tell us why? I suppose I received it about the date yop mention, and I supppse a
press of business prevented me from putting it in for that month's distribution, but in the following month
(March) I put it in for distribution, and it remained there, and should have been distributed the day before
yesterday.
1733. Where did you get it from just now? From a heap of cases in Air. Jones's room which should have
been distributed on the 1st of this month.
1734. Then that case had not been distributed? No. They generally distribute them on the 1st of the
month,
1735. Were not the papers in the case mislaid for some time? I do not think so. I think it was only
press of business that prevented me from disposing of it in the month of February.
1736. Then up to the present time it has never been before the Board nor dealt with by the examiners?
Nor dealt with by the examiners.
1737. Can you tell us why cases are so long before the examiners while they are investigating the titles?
I do not know. So far as Mr. Burton is concerned he has such a tremendous arrear of work that if he do
justice to everyone it will he, perhaps, three months before a case put before him to-day will come on for its
turn for examination.
1738. Can he not keep pace with his work? No.
1739. Then those anears will go on accumulating? Certainly.
1740. If he takes three months now to deal with a case it will go on until it takes six months? At one
time the other examiners relieved him and took a number of cases from him. I do not know how many.
1741. Did they do that more than Once? I do not recollect more than once.
1742. Is Mr. Burton expeditious in examining titles, and in his work generally? I do not think he is as
expeditious as other examiners-as for instance, Mr. Maddock.
1743. Does he work fairly ; does lie neglect his work? He is always hard at work-always so intent
upon his work that he will not attend to anything else you put before him.
1744. He concentrates his mind on the matter before him? Yes; and if I take anything to himn-even an
urgent matter-he will not look at it.
1745. Does he take many objections to titles? I do not think any more than Mr. Jones does. I am sure
he does not.
1746. Do Mr. Jones and lie take more than a fair proportion of objections to titles? I could not say what
a fair proportion of objections is; it altogether depends upon the title.
1747. You see the objections taken by them; you copy them do you not? Yes, I send them out in the
shape of - they write requisitions and I send them out.
1748. You are a solicitor? I am.
1749. Of how long standing? Since 1842.
1750. Then you nnderstand the value of objections? I think I do.
1751. Then are those objections of Mr. Burton and Mr. Jones, which are sent out, such as ought fairly to
to he taken? Yes, decidedly.
1752. You do not think they are too minute, too technical? They take objections, they make requisitions,
and then if there is any difficulty in satisfying them they waive those minute objections.
1753. But they do take minute objections which theS' ultimately waive? If there is any difficulty in
satisfying them.
1754. Does Mr. Maddock take as precise and technical objections as they do? No.
1755. He is more liberal to applicants? You cannot cali it liberality to applicants; perhaps lie does not
see them.
1756. But in point of fact he does not take such minute and technical objections as the two other examiners
do? No.
1757. Does he get through his work? When he examines a title, as the first examiner in the case, and
makes his notes and objections, they are generally supplemented by the other examiners, and very often
upon material points.
1158. That is according to your judgmnent? Yes.
1759. Does he get through his work as quickly as Mr. Burton and Mr. Jones do? A great deal quicker.
1760. In what estimation do the public, that is to say, the persons that have come to you and asked about
their cases, hold the examiners. Take them in detail, if you like. Take them in the order of their standing, Mr. Burton, Mr. Jones, Mr. Maddock? Well, the public, that is to say the applicants themselves,
think that Mr. Burton is too minute, and that he is vexatious, perhaps; that the requisitions lie makes are
unnecessary; but then those applicants, the public I speak of, are not capable of judging at all.
1761. Take solicitors who are capable of judging? Well, solicitors and their clerks grumble too.
1762. Just as much as the public? Yes; I have no doubt they would rather get the cases through
quickly. I have no donbt they would rather a good many of the objections were not taken.
1763. I do not care about unfounded grumbling, but good grounds of complaint? Their clients worry
them and fancy they are delaying the case, and then they in turn grumble at the examiners.
1764. Are cases unduly delayed? I think they are for want of sufficient strength in the examining branch.
1765. You think there ought to be more examiners? Certainly.
1766.
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1766. What do the public say about Mr. Jones-do they speak of him as they do of Mr. Burton? He Mrixiaer.
does not bear so bad a character with the public in general. He does not bear the character for delays.
rn
1.767. He is more expeditious in his work? He has not so great an arrear, and therefore he deals with the
cases more quickly.
1768. But are not his objections quite as captious and technical as those of Mr. Burton? I think they are,
if those terms can be applied to his requisitions.
1769. Then, on the whole, I suppose, the public and solicitors approve of Mr. Maddock as an examiner?
The public do, decidedly.
1770. What other complaints are made of the office besides those applied to the examiners? I suppose I
do not bear the complaints against myself, but 1 have been applying for assistance for years past, and cannot
get through my work as expeditiously as I could wish.
1771. Why cannot you? I have not got the time. I work till 5 and half-past 5, and have done so constantly for years.
1772. You have stated the nature of your work, and it does not seem to be very difficult? That does not
embrace all my work.
1773. Well, if you will tell us what does we shall be able to judge? My room is the centre from which
all the work of the examiners' branch of the department radiates. All cases come in to me from the
examiners themselves, from the draftsman, from downstairs, and we distribute them again according as
they are dealt with. They come in to me for all purposes.
1774. You have a clerk under you? I have a clerk who writes letters from the examiners' drafts.
I write numbers of letters myself. When cases come before me that are manifestly wrong I write a
preliminary requisition before making the search or sending it on at all.
1775. These preliminary requisitions are mere unimportant matters, such as the non-production of deeds or
the want of a plan? Yes; the non-production of deeds or 1776. Or non-compliance with forms? Yes; and in transmission cases I very often find a wrong applicant
1777. Is not that a matter for the examiners to deal with I Well, when it comes before me, and I see that
it is manifest, it saves time if I send it on myself.
1778. But that involves the perusal of the wills and everything connected with the case? The wills are
so important an item in the examination of a title that whenever I have to prepare a search paper I have to
examine the will myself, as it very often is as necessary to be read as any other portion of the title, and in
a transmission case the wrong applicant may be applying, and then I may send off preliminary requisitions
myself, or lay the case before an examiner.
1779. Then do you send those requisitions out without consulting the examiners? Sometimes, to save time,
and then the applicants see that there is something being done with their cases, which satisfies them to some
extent.
1780. You were in the office in the time of Messrs. Holden and Dick? I was; I have been here from the
commencement.
1781. Have there been more complaints since Mr. Burton's appointment than there were before? Yes; I
think there have.
1782. Did Mr. Jones's appointment make any difference in the number of complaints? I think it relieved
the office, because at the time Mr. Jones was appointed there were three examiners instead of two, and they
got through more work. It was a relief.
1783. Then more work was got through after Mr. Jones was appointed? I think so.
1784. Has Mr. Maddock's appointment made any material difference in the amount of work got through?
It made a great difference at first, but there were a number of cases that were ready prepared-examined
by one examiner, and which required only to he examined by the second examiner, which were examined
by him very quickly, and disposed of very quickly indeed.
1785. So that there were many more cases that went before the Board after Mr. Maddock was appointed?
For the first two or three months after lie was appointed a great many more went before the Board.
1786. Caiuiot Mr. Maddock continue the same plan of examining the cases already examined by one
examiner I He has to wait for them.
1787. Then the cases which lie cleared off were accumulations? Yes. I might mention that upon one
occasion Mr. Maddock was away upon leave of absence, and when lie returned the following morning lie
disposed of, before 10 o'clock, thirteen cases that had been examined by other examiners previously.
1788. What kind of cases were those-second-class cases? Yes, and transmissions.
1789. And some first-class cases, 1 suppose? I will not say that, because they are so scarce now, there
are very few of them.
1790. Do first-class cases go before two examiners? Yes.
1791. Can you tell if the office generally is in good odour with the public-whether there is any reluctance
in persons to bring properties here in order to get certificates of title? Well, I have heard that there £4
such a reluctance.
1702. Have cases fallen off at all? I think they have. Applicants are not so numerous as they used to be.
If the cases were disposed of quicker I am sure they would increase.
1793. And yet there can be no reason for their falling ofi on account of the old titles having already been
brought in I The fact of there being a great number of former applications in any particular estate you
would imagine would facilitate the present or pending application, but it rather tends to delay it.
1794. How is that; does not the former case having been dealt with clear the way a good deal? A good
many are large estates, like the Petersha,n estate, which consists of a great number of grants, and it becomes
necessary to hunt up a particular case in the same grant which you are now dealing with.
1795. There is no difficulty in that I Oh, yes there is; we have often to get up, to satisfy the examiner, ten
or fifteen cases in the same estate before lie can get the right one, and it sometimes happens that the titles
themselves will so radiate and branch off in various directions, that although you may be dealing with
the same propet-ty and part of the same grant, yet to get a precedent case that is passed there is a difficulty.
It would be far easier if we liever had the title before, and that was one of the facilities enjoyed by the first
examiners.
1796. is it part of your duty to look for those cases? It is, and I have very often, in doing so, messenger's
duty to perform. We have applied for a messenger, and cannot get one.
1797. Are you on good terms with the examiners? Yes, on the best of terms with all of them.
1798.
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Mr.J.Lander. 1798. And with Mr. Ward? I cannot say I am on good terms with Mr. Ward.
1799. How is that? Because he always has seemed to have a down upon Inc.
3Apr11, 1879. 1800. Does he say or show why? For example, whenever j: have applied for an increase of salary (and I
have seen everybody in the office but myself receive an increase-I am the only exception, and many have
had three or four increases of salary put down by Mr. Ward-no one else can put it down, for if an increase
is not recommended by Mr. Ward, it will not be entertained by the Minister) he has always refused me.
1801. I suppose Mr. Ward thinks you are sufficiently paid for the work you do? Mr. Ward cannot be
supposed to comprehend the work I do, for I have a great deal of professional work to do which I should
think, was not paid for by the mere clerical salary of £300 a-year which I receive.
1802. Does Mr. Ward ever complain of your neglecting your duties? He may do so, but I must put the
saddle on the right horse. It is because lie does not give me assistance which I have applied for myself
personally and through the examiners.
1803. That does not depend on him? No, but it would follow if he recommended it, and he distinctly
refuses to recommend it.
1804. Does he, in point of facts complain that you either neglect your work or are too slow in your work?
He may complain of both.
1805. I mean to yourself ;-does he make you understand that is a fault which he has to find with you?
I do not know to what cause he attributes it, or why he has this down upon me. But whenever there is
any promotion he has invariably refused to recommend me for it.
1806. Does he not tell you the fault lie has to find with you? He says, " How is this I' I say, "I cannot
get through it; I have not the time."
1807. Then he does find fault with you for being too slow? He cannot get the work of two men out of one.
1808. Are you on good terms with all the other officers in the establishment? Yes, with everyone. When
I have a junior clerk pretty well trained (for it requires some training to read the examiners' abbreviations,
and to understand the routine of the office, and when a case is asked for and he is not able to find it it is
shorter to go and find it myself than instruct a new hand to do it)-but when I have had a boy well trained,
Mr. Ward takes him and puts him into a new branch and sends me another boy whom 1 have to train again.
1809. Do you know if any officers in the establishment do work for the public-prepare applications, for
instance, or declarations, or documents, that are required in connection with their cases? I find a great
many applications in the handwriting of the clerks downstairs and law stationers-I know the handwriting;
they are generally simple cases, and defectively presented.
1810. Are those applications prepared during office hours? I could not say.
1811. They must be, I fancy? They work after 4 o'clock, and they are paid for it They sometimes
have got extra work to do.
1812. Do you suppose that the persons for whom they prepare those applications pay them? I could not
say that they do.
1813. You do not know the fact? 1(10 not know the fact.
1814. Do you know any cases where bribes or 'douccurs or honorariums have been given to anybody in the
establishment by persons outside? No, F (10 not. i: have been offered it myself over and over again, but
have refused it.
1815. What has it been offered to you for? Only a few days ago it was offered to me for filling up a form
of application and a mortgage for a man whom I had known intimately.
1816. To expedite cases? Yes, to expedite cases. But I have told them it was perfectly useless to pay
me for doing things that I could not do. The examiners will not take any case from me out of its turn.
Mr. Burton and Mr. Jones have refused me over and over again, no matter how urgent 1 may represent
the matter to be; therefore I cannot assist the public in that way.
1817. Have you not heard solicitors or theff clerks complain that work is done in the office here which
ought to be done by applicants or their solicitors? I have heard that complaints have been made by
solicitors that work properly theirs has been done by officers downstairs.
1818. Do you suppose the officers do this work merely for love of the applicant? I cannot say that; they
are very willing and obliging, but whether they carry it to that extent or not, I cannot say.
1819. Are these gentlemen as much over-worked as you are? They are paid for their overtime and I
am not.
1820. How are they paid-by the hour? They have got a job how; I don't know what it is, but they
receive 2s. Cd. an hour for it. Several of them stay in after 4 o'clock and work as many hours as
they like.
1821. Can you suggest any mode in which the business of the office could be got through more expeditiously?
In the deeds branch they had £300 a year for several years, for overtime, divided amongst the clerks
engaged. There has never been any overtime work in the Land Titles Office upstairs in the examiners'
branch.
1822. Allowed for you mean-paid for? Yes.
1823. I suppose the people up here are looked upon more in the light of professionals, not as mere clerks?
That may be, but I suppose nine-tenths of the search papers that I have done-and that is, perhaps, the
most particular part of my duty-have been done at home. I take home two or three cases in my bag
every night, or one good stiff one. I have had one case at home for a week every iuglit. It took the whole
week to prepare a search paper.
1824. Can you suggest any mode in which the business of the office may he facilitated ? I think that in
the Exainlithig Branch they require assistance decidedly.
1825. I mean in principle, not in the amount of actual assistance, but in principle. In the conduct of the
business as it were ? No, I have not thought upon that, whether it could be facilitated by any change of
procedure.
1826. Have you not applied several times to be appointed examiner? I have.
1827. Has Mr. Ward ever favoured that application? he did once ; but; as I have heard, in a milk and
water fashion.
1828. You think you are competent to deal with the examination of titles? I should not have applied for
it if I did not think so.
1829. Have you ever practised on your own account? :i have; but my experience since I have come to
this office has been a great deal more, that is during the last 16 years.
1830.
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1829. But you have not examined titles here? It requires a great deal of examination to prepare a search- Mr. 3. Lander.
paper, to see what the deficiencies in the title are, as it is necessary to (10 in instructi ig a search.
1830. Mr. Terry.] I suppose Messrs. Jones and Burton are physically incapable of getting through as much 3 April, 1879.
work as Mr. Maddock does,-their health, I mean, would not permit them to do it? I think their health
is perhaps quite as good, and their mental health certainly as well organized. Although they do not finish
off or put out of hand as many cases as the other, yet I think they do more work than he does.
1831. They do more work than Mr. Maddock? Yes, they exercise their mental powers more than he does.
1832. Notwithstanding that Mr. Maddock has got t]irough very many more cases than they have, and had
a month's leave of absence during the time he has been in t10 office? Yes; although lie has disposed of a
greater nuniber of cases it does not follow that he gives them a greater amount of consideration, and that
is what I an' speaking of. An examiner may consider a case carefully or superficially.
1833. Then you consider Mr. Jomies and Mr. Burton have more respect for the assurance fund than Mr.
Maddock has? Yes. Although I am sure Mr. Maddock means to protect the fund to the best of his
ability. But I believe that the other two do it more effectually.
1834. May they not do it too effectually? It cannot he done too effectually.
1835. You say the public and the legal profession have confidence in Mr. Maddock? I have never heard
any expression of want of confidence.
1836. Then you have heard of want of confidence in both Mr. Burton and Mr. Jones by the legal professsion?
No, still 1cm; they do their business too well perhaps for the public.
1837, But the legal profession object to them? The public do generally, and the legal profession to a
certain extent when their clients get angry.
1838. How do you know that their clients get aiigry? By the tenor of their letters. The clients put the
blame on the solicitors, and the solicitors then put it on the office.
1839. Mr. Archer.] You have too much to do, Mr. Lander? Yes, I have.
1840. That is the reason you assign for delays? For delays that occur with me.
1841. Have you ever had the custom of copying documents for the general public in office hours? Never.
1842. Never on your own account? No.
1843. You have never received any fees for so doing? Nc; I have a good deal to do in making office
copies of wills, which are done after office hours.
1844. have you a clerk to assist you I Yes.
1845. Have you known whether this clerk has ever been engaged doing work for the public during office
hours? I amn sure lie has not; my instructions in regard to copying the wills have been that lie should not
do it in office hours.
1846. And you are quite sure he never has? Yes.
1847. Do you exercise supervision over him? Yes.
1848. And you never heard of his doing work of this nature for his own private advantage? No; he is
kept too hard going ; lie has not the time to do it
1849. How long have you known him-how long have you worked in dose proximity with him-how long
has lie been connected with you? Since lie came to the office-I think a couple of years.
1850. And if lie had done any such work for himself during those two years, you would have known it?
Yes; he has no work but what I give him.
1851. Then if anyone has stated in evidence that he has done this work, and received private remuneration
for it, such information would he erroneous? It was stated a few days ago that lie was seen copying a will
during office hours. I recollect the circumstance now. It was a will of about three folios, and I told him
he could do it in his dinner-hour. I do not know whether lie exceeded the time or not. It was a quarter
of an hour or twenty minutes' work.
1852. For which lie received pay? Yes.
1853. Then there is a case? Yes.
1854. How came you to say just now there was no case, and that lie was kept too hardgoingl That is the
only case,
1855. You said it just now without exception? I recollected then that this charge was made, and that was
the only time I heard of anything of the kind.
1856. To whom was the charge made? Mr. Ward called inc up to his room, and afterwards I came down
and questioned the clerk. I told Mr. Ward he had been copying this will, that he said he could do it
during his dinner-hour, and that I had let him do it.
1857. What action did the Registrar General take? He said not to do it again.
1858. Was this condemnation of the Registrar General in writing or was it verbal? Verbal.
1859. Did the Registrar General see the clerk I Either lie or somebody else saw him I do not know
where the information came from..
1860. But the clerk was not brought up before the Registrar General in your presence ? No.
1861. President.] Are copies of wills always p4id for? Yes,
1862. A.t what rate 1 We charge the person requiring it Sd. per folio, and we pay into the Supreme
Court one half, and keep the other. half.
1863. You have copied many yourself 1 Yes.
1864, Then you have had 4d. per folio for over-work? Yes.
1865. You now make the. clerk do that? Yes.
1866. And these copies are made, with the exception of that you mentioned, after office hours? Yes. It
is the only thing I can give the clerk as a perquisite in return for his assisting me with the wills, and
i'ulini rig up and down stairs.
1867. But you have a right to that assistance I Yes ; if it is for the examiners, but not for the public
it is not part of his duty. lie runs up and down for all of them.
1868. You pay the 4d. into Court? Yes; and the search fees. When the wills were in the Court one of
the clerks of that Court had that perquisite.
1869. That is to say, the perquisite of retaining 4d. per folio for copies made? Yes.
1870. Mr. Davison.] Who now actually receives this 4d. to the Supreme Court? It goes to the Government
as fees of office ; it is paid in weekly.
1871. Mr. Archer.] In whose legal custody are the wills? They are in my custody as custodian of wills.
530-I
1872.
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Mr. LLander. 1872. And not as an officer of the Registrar General, but as an officer of the Supreme Court? Yes.
1873. And the Registrar General has no control over you as custodian of wills 'I No. I got the appointr3 April, 1879. mont through an interview between Messrs. Dick and Holden, and the Judges, Chief Justice Stephen, Mr.
Hargrave, and Mr. Wise. Mr. Dick, Mr. Holden, and myself, were present in One of the Judges chambers,
and the examiners having experienced a great deal of difficulty in getting the wills from the Supreme Court
when they wanted them, it was proposed I should be custodian of wills.
1874. Was the Registrar-General present at that interview? No.
1875. Had you been previously an officer of his? I had. This was done to facilitate the business of the
Lend Titles Office. It does facilitate it to a considerable extent.
1876. And it was simply for the convenience of the public that these wills were handed over to you as
custodian, you being an officer of the Registrar General I it was for the convenience of the examiners of
titles, to facilitate their operations; and it was further urged that I was an officer and solicitor of the
Supreme Court.
1877. Does the Supreme Court or any officer of it have any control over you? Oh yes.
1878. Who is he? Mr. Slattci-, the Prothonotary, and I take over the wills from Mr. Powell, the
ecclesiastical clerk.
1879. And do they exercise any practical authority over you? They send the wills in to me when they
are ready.
1880. Do you keep indexes? Yes.
1881. Do they ever supervise you to see whether you keep up the work ? No, they do not, but I was
obliged to apply for assistance a short time ago. A great number of wills were unindexed, and Mr. Ward
had complained so about the interviewing, respecting wills and their preventing my doing, what lie calls, my
proper and legitimate duties as clerk to the examiners, that I neglected the wills for a long time and did not
index them. Then I applied to Mr. Slattery for assistance to bring them up, and he has afforded me that
assistance and the wills are now indexed up.
1882. Then this assistant clerk is an officer of the Supreme Court too? Yes; he is a supernumerary, and gets
lOs. Gd. a day, I think.
1883. Fres-ident.] Are you paid as custodian of wills? I am paid £50 a year in addition to the £300 a
year.
1884. hr. Terry.] You consider that, from your long employment in . this office, you are entitled to an
increase of salary? I consider I have been entitled to it for years past, and Mr. Jaques, years ago (in 1870)
put me down for £150 more.
1885. He recommended it when he was Registrar General? Yes; and I get a membrandum of Mr.
Holden noted upon an application of mine, in which lie fully concurred in the idea that I should be secretary
to the examiners. He said that would more properly designate the position I held with regard to the
examiners than that of clerk, which implied that my duties were merely clerical.

TUESDAY, S APRIL, 1870.

9rcnnt

JAMES NORTON, ESQ., P11ESThENT.
SAMUEL HENRY TERRY, E5Q., M.P., j WILLIAM HENRY nCHER, ESQ.,
JOHN DAWSON, Beg.
THOMAS ROBERTSON, ESQ.,
Mr. Jonas Lander, Clerk to the Examiners of Titles, further examined
Mr.J.Laoder. 1886. President.] You wish to be re-called, I think, to supplement your evidence in some respects? Since
the day on which I was last under examination, I have counted the number of cases that are now under
8 April, 1879. requisition, waiting for the solicitors and applicants to reply to and take the next step. I find there are
229 ordinary cases under requisition, and 81 which have passed the Board under another series of requisitions
which we call qualifications, making a total of 310 that are now awaiting the next step to be taken by the
applicants themselves.
1887. And in respect to those cases you do not consider the examiners are in any way in default? No;
certainly not. On the 8th of March last year the numbers were 256 unpassed cases, and 82 which had
passed, making a total of 338 waiting for the applicants themselves to make the next move.
1888. How far have you gone back to get at this result? I counted the number of cases in the pigeon-holes
awaiting replies. They are all alphabetically arranged.
1889. Are some of those cases very old ones? There are some very old ones—years, perhaps.
1890. Can you say how many years? I think there is one case there, No. 177, an exceptional one; that,
of course, was taken in the year 1863. The great majority are recent ones. I also wish to correct a statement which I made on the day u-lien I was last examined, in reference to cases in which I doubted the
authority of the Registrar General to control me. He directed me on several occasions not to make searches
which the examiners had ordered, and said that if I made them lie would deduct the cost of them from my
salary. I made them, notwithsMnding.
1891. And were they deducted? They were not deducted.
1892. What kind of searches were those? They were searches in transmission cases.
1893. Do you mean searches in the Registry Office for dealings with the property? Yes; they were
principally cftses of free-selection grants. The directions were to search against the free selector, from the
time he selected until his application.
1894. Where did you make those searches? In the General Registry Office of Deeds. The old register.
1895. The old register, not under the Real Property Act? No; then under section? of the last amending
Act, there was a provision made, perhaps to meet these and similar cases, whereby it was enacted that the
examiners shall not go behind the grant, or be concerned to see into anything previous to it (reference here
made to the section.)
1896. Would you like to say anything else? Yes, about the cases, in which I did not doubt the authority
of the Registrar General to control me. In the general conduct of the office I have always submitted to his
authority
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authority. I will give an instance of it: Very recently I asked for the first leave of absence that I ever M L
asked for during 16 years. I asked him for one week upon a particular important private occasion, and he
refused it. That was last week.
1807. Do you mean to say he had no right to refuse? No, but I think lie might have given it to me April, 1878.
111 Common courtesy, seeing it was the first I had ever asked for. his reason was, that 1\Ir. Jones was
absent. I submitted that that might have been a reason why lie should have granted it, because there was
one examiner less, and therefore that it was a favourable opportunity.
1898. Was not Mr. Muddle alsd absent? Yes, but his absence does not interfere withthe work of my
room, that is, with the work of the examining branch.
1800. I do not quite see what this has got to do with the matter under inquiry? It is a case, in which I
submit to the Registrar General's authority. It is a very strong case, in which-his animus towards me is
exhibited. I cia not dispute his authority in any matter relating to official discipline, but only when he
interferes with matters strictly professional.
1900. have you any other evidence? Yes, as to the arrears in my room, On the 31st of December, 1877,
I had only ten cases undisposed of, of which I received five on the 29th. On the 1st of February, 1878, I had
thirteen cases. On the 8th of March, 1878, I had six ordinary cases andlthree transmissions—nine in all.
On the 15th of March I had none. On the 30th of April I had ten, having been engaged that month in
making returns for the Registrar General, When this Commission commenced its labours Ihad nine
ordinary cases and four transmissions. Then, as to another matter, on which I was examined the last day, I
ivislied to show this Commission the necessity of some professional control being &ercised in the executive
branch. The examiners direct caveats to be entered by the Registrar General in all cases in which administrators, as such, are registered as proprietors. On the 22nd Februar, 1878, Mr. Muddle told me that
his practice was, when dealings subsequently occurred by these administrators, to treat the caveat as a
nullity, in fact, to take no notice of it. Again, when two examiners make conflicting reports (as
frequently of late has occurred) the Registrar General, as Chairman of the Board of Commissioners, and the
Commissioners, constantly decide between those conflicting reports, and when there is no conflict they often
ignore examiners' qualifications.

Robert Mead Pearson, Esq., Principal Draftsman, examined
1001. .Presidevi.] You are principal draftsman under the Real Property Act, I think? Yes.
BM
1902. What are your duties as such? They are numerous. To begin with, one of the principal of them, the pcars;n
Esq.
examination of applications, firstly in taking the Crown grants and examining them with the plan to see that
they agree in every particular.
8 April, 1879.
1903] Crown grants; you mean title deeds, do you not? I have to commence with the Crown grant or
grants; then taking each deed from the grantee downwards to the applicant, following the land applied for
all through each deed. I then examine the application itself to ascertain that it includes only the land
embraced in the said deeds, then check surveyor's plan, areas, the.,; and finally examine the search paper,
ticking off all the deeds produced. If they refer to the land only I put "deposited" in red ink, opposite
them; if they include other land, I write "produced." I have then to go through every item in the search
paper to see if in any instance they refer to the land applied for, and if they do, to note them,
1904. Your general duty is to compare all descriptions iik the deeds produced? Yes, the examination of the
application, the grants, then the descriptions through all the accompanying deeds down to the applicant
1905. And the descriptions of all dealings of land found on search? Yes.
1906. That having been dcne, you prepare your report? Yes, and make such remarks as may be
necessary upon items in search paper, encroachments by applicant, reference to former cases of same title,
and any other information that it may he necessary the examiners should have before them before commencing their examination; in fact the application at this stage is put into shape for them by me—they have no
anxietiesas to the land itself—and with the exception of all occasional queryto me confinethemselves to the law.
1907. What do you do with that report? It is sent on with the papers to the examiners by me.
1908. T{ow long does this preliminary work occupy? It depends on the length of the case.
1909. From the time it comes to your hand to the time you send in your report to the examiners? A
fortnight or three weeks at the outside. It depends on the number Mr. Lander sends in to me. It is never
more than three. weeks.
1910. Do you take the cases exactly in rotation? Yes, in the order in which they come in to me. As soon
as they reach me, I put a me,00randu1n on the corner of the application of the date when I receive it, and
another menlo. when I return it. I can then tell how long it is with me.
1911. Simple cases do not occupy three weeks? If Mr. Lander sends me in three or four during the day
with one big case, they may accumulate ; a heavy intricate case witli search paper to match will sometimes
take me three or four days (several have taken a. who]e week). Before I can finally report on it, this may
throw others back for three weeks. The usual time they are with me is a fortnight.
1912. A fortnight is about the average time that a case is detained in your oflice? Yes.
1913. Could that time be shortened in any way? No, it is impossible.
1914. How do the applications come into your hands in the first instance? From Mr. Lander.
1915. Does he bring them to you as soon as they have been received in the office? No, they are two or
three months before I get them,
1916. Has Mn Lander any preliminai.v work to do with them before passing them on to you? Yes, the
preparation of the search. paper. I would hike to state with respect to this that it would wonderfully lessen
the time in dealing with cases if the exa,niners prepared the 3earch papers. Mr. Lander has not time to do
them, and as they are, very important, and require special knowledge in their preparation, I think they
should be drawn by the examiners. If the applications were sent from the counter to the examiners, for
them to prepare the search paper, and then sent on to me, it would save at least two months in every
application.
1917. That is to say, if they did their work quietly? If they were to preparethese search papers, which
they do not seem to care to do. Mr. Dick did so; and when he went to England Mr. Lander commenced
them, and has done them ever since.
1918.
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1918. Why has be not time to do them? He has so many interruptions. Therö are so many people conPearson, Esq. stantly in and out his room all clay long.
1919. Who are those people I Solicitors and their clerks, people to see wills, and constantly applicants
8 Apri, 1879. with reference to their applications.
1920. Why should they come to him so much? Knowing that he is in charge of applications under
requisition; if applicants were to go to the examiners, they would send them to Mr. Lander.
1921. Then he has a great many more visits than otherwise on account of the time the examiners delay
the issue of the titles or the dealing with them? There are so many cases under requisition, and applicants
or their solicitors always go to Mr. Lander, who knows where the cases are, and can perhaps give them
the information they are seeking.
1922. What I mean is, that if the cases were dealt with by the examiners quickly, and the requisitions
were sent out, there would be no inquiries why the cases were not dealt with? Not these special inquiries.
1923. Are there a great many inquiries of that sort? Yes.
1924,
Which would be prevented if the examiners dealt more quickly with their work? No doubt.
1925. So the delay in the examiners' office adds great]y to the work of other people? Yes.
1926.
Have you ever occasion to consult with the examiners? Constant reference is made to me by them
with regard to applications. When I have reported on them finally, they very often come back to me over
and over again, from one or both of the two examiners who may deal with the case, with queries of all sorts
on points upon which they think I ought to know best. I have a case here showing how often, and at
different times they mV come back to me. I have no wish to reflect on the examiners, or to imply that the
queries are unnecessary, but to show that the old and new work keeps me fully employed. This case I first
reported upon on the 30th January, 1877, and I did not see anything of it again till the 12th of July in the
same year. Then there were queries on examiners' minutes for me, which necessitated mfly going through
all the papers again. I lost sight of tim case again until the month of February in the next year. With
fresh queries again all the papers and deeds have to be examined before these can be replied to. I saw
nothing of the application again until the 6th of September of that year (1878), and again have to do as
before, to answer fresh queries. On the 9th and 10th of that same month it was again referred to me,
finally I hope. So that there is a perpetual reference to me from one or other of the examiners upon questions relating to the application.
1927. What is the cause of those numerous references back to you? Questions asked by the examiners in
reference to particular deeds-if they include such and such pieces of land, where the laud applied for is
part of several grants ; queries under wills as to special devises, &c., &e.
1928. Is there any occasion for those things to be referred back to you? I suppose there is, or the
examiners would not send them.
1929. Do you see many of the applicants or their solicitors? Yes, when they wish to refer to plans or
reply to some of my own requisitions.
1930. Do they find fault with your work in any way? .I have not heard of any complaints.
1931. Do they complain of the examiners? Daily; of long delays and long requisitions.
1932. Of any examiners in particular? Yes, Mr. Burton has been the scape-goat, I believe.
1933. And Mr. Jones? Not so much. Occasionally J hear a mild growl, but not as a regular thing.
1934. Any complaints of Mr. Maddock? No, I have heard of none.
1935. Do you consider that the office generally is in good odour with the public? Certainly not.
1936. Why not? Through the long delays and the very numerous requisitions of the examiners.
-1937. I suppose you are not able to say whether the requisitions are fair ones to make? No, lain not.
1938. Are you on good terms with all the officers of the establishment? Yes.
1939. From Mr. Ward downwards? Yes, with all of them.
1940. Do you know of any instance where work has been done for applicants for titles, or the public, by
officers in the institution? I have heard remarks out of doors, but I do not know of any instance. I should
not have all opportunity of knowing, being entirely away from the public room.
1941. But you have heard the complaints? Yes, I have heard out of doors that such is done.
1942. What shape do these complaints take? That some of the officers have been in the habit of taking
expedition fees, or whatever kind of fee you may term it, but I do not know whether there is any truth in it.
1943. Do you know of any work done in the office by any of the officers for the public or applicants? No.
1944. But those complaints are that some of the clerks have taken expedition fees? Yes, that is what I
have heard out of doors.
1945. Can you say which of the clerks the complaints apply to? No.
1946. Have you ever had any nioney offered to yourself? No.
1947. By anybody? No.
1948. In the way of expedition fees or otherwise? No, none at all.
1949. Nor ever asked for any? No, certainly not. It would be useless for anyone to offer a fee to me to
expedite his case, as I have no control over it when once passed by inc to the examiners, and they are not
to be influenced by anyone in the office without some very strong reason.
1950. Then you say there is no delay in your office? None whatever; there are no complaints that I have
heard of.
1951. You could not get through the work quicker, and nobody complains that you occupy a longer time
than need be ? No, both applicants and their solicitors are well satisfied.
1952. Have you sufficient assistance in your room? Yes, we have six draftsmen and all are well occupied,
and work faithfully and honestly.
1953. And are able to get through the work ? Yes.
1954. Are you under the control of the Registrar Genera], not under the control of the examiners? Under
the Registrar Genera]. I have no business dealings with the Registrar General ; all are with time examiners;
but the Registrar General is our nominal head.
1955. Actual head, 1. suppose? Our interests are not identical; so far as my work is concerned, we have
nothing to do • with each other. I would like again to refer to the searching in hopes of getting it shifted
from Mr. Lander to the examiners. It would save two months in every application, and the delay in this
respect now simply arises from Mr. Lander being utterly unable to cope with the work lie has to do.
1956. Hr. Terry.] You think he has too much to do? A great deal the much. It is impossible for him to
do it, particularly as to the drawing up these search papers, as all solicitors know this work is mostimportant,
and
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and in a complicated title of which we have very many, can only be done in it quiet room and without
Pearson, Esq.
interruption.
1957. Pre6idenL] But the examiners cannot get through the work at present undertaken by them. Would 8April1879
not putting this searching on them delay matters mote than they are already delayed? I think not. There are
some of them that would not take very long to do ; one examiner it couple of mornings a week could manage
them all easily, whereas 110w Mr. La]ider simply cannot do them at all. They ooine in to me in small dnblets,
and they all ought to come in to me within a few clays of their reoeipt.
1958. Is Mr. lAnder sufficiently active for the position lie occupies here? Yes, I think so.
1959. And capable? Quite capable, if he were not so overwhelmed.
1960. Aft. Archer.] What are his chief duties? All day long there are solicitors and applicants and solicitors'
clerks coming in to him and seeing how their cases stand.
1961. Li reference to the office of titles? Yes, the production of deeds, declarations as to dower,
declarations of possession, and sundry other matters counected with requisitions.
1962. That is because the office is in a bad condition, perhaps? As far as lie is concerned it is in a very
bad condition. He is not able to keep pace with the many duties required of him ; and he consequently
delays everybody else. Sometimes there are tlarty or forty applications waituig for two or three months
that never move beyond him, without he draws the search papers at home.
1963. Mr. Terry.] He never looks at them? He cannot, without taking them home.
1964. President.] Does not Mr. Lander delay a great many papers? I have not heard, but I should not be
surprised if he does.
1965. Have you any other suggestion to make as to the improvement of the work in the office? That is
the only thing I can think of, and I should like to make a very strong point of that, because many of the
complaints arise from this cause alone, If you know that every ease is delayed two months by that very
thing, it shows there is something very wrong there.
1966. Aft. Anher.] With regard to these expedition fees, how came you to hear of their being taken?
From casual conversation with solicitors in talking over delays in the office, they mentioned it to me.
1967. Did they say that they knew fees were taken, or that they suspected it? Some of them said as
much as that they know, but chiefly that they suspected it.
fOGS. Did you ever invite them to make it distinct statement? No.
1969. Do you not think, injustice to the office, that they should either make a distinct Charge or drop it?
They should, I think, have made the charge to the Registrar General.
1970. Did you refer them to the Registrar General? No, they should know without my telling them.
1971. You paid no attention to it? No, I looked upon the statements as rumours, and that if the solicitors
know, as it fact, that these things were happening, they could stop it by going to the Registrar General.
You say you have six draftsmen in your room ;-are they fully employed? 'Yes, all day long. We
1972.
.
have an enormous number of certificates prepared in 4uplieate, and one of the draftsmen is wholly
occupied in drawing up draft certificates. 'They take many forms, thirty or forty different ones, according to
the nature of the transfer, all of which have to be done in the most careful manner, or the certificate would
be valueless. These have to be referred to me constantly for reference as to what heading they should have.
These diIbrent forms have been collected by me and kept its precedents as they have arisen during the last
fifteen years, in fact since the Act commenced in January, 1863.
1973. Does this business conic to you in a contin,mT stream I Yes.
1974. You are never rushed 1 No, but all day long we are simply as busy as we can be.
1975. And in drawing diagrams you have no need to employ extra help to do it, or to do it by contract
work? No, we never have occasion to do that; if any transfer is very urgent, and I am asked to push it
on, I have it picked out and prepared at once.
1976. You give the preference to anyone who pushes you? The public or their solicitors are not
unreasonable in this respect; if they give me a good reason for their urgency, such as a transferr?e or
nominee going out of the Colony immediately, I have it ready for them in a few hours; but otherwise they
take their turn.
1977. Every ease comes under your supervision? Every one. There are very many transmission cases also
constantly referred to me by the examiners with queries as to devises under wills.
1978. PresidenL] I think there is nothing more, unless you have something further to say? This is a
memorandum which I have drawn, and hope I may be permitted to hand in to the Commission. 11 I would
respectfully beg to draw the attention of the gentlemen of the Commission to a grievance to which I have
been subject for some years past, and one which, as a matter of justice ought, I think, to be removed. Mr.
Art]iur, my predecessor, received it salary of £600 per annum. When I was promoted from Assistant to
Principal Draftsman by Sir Henry Parkes, thirteen years ago, my salary was to be £500 per annum, with the
understanding (and it is on record) that it should lie increased to the full amount. To this day I have never
succeeded in obtaining it, although the work and responsibility have increased twenty-fold. I have drawn
your attention to this matter in hope, if you see fit, you may be pleased to make some favourable comment
on it in your report which may have the effect of obtaining for me what I consider I am justly entitled to."
1979. Aft. Robertson.] Whereabouts is it on record? In Mr. 3aques' letter (the then Registrar General) to
the Colonial Secretary.
1980. President.] Are you entitled to practise as a surveyor? I have never sought to obtain a license,
although I could have had one eighteen years ago when in the Survey Office, but never having any wish to
go into the field, I did not apply for one.
1981. But I suppose you could practice on your own behalf if you chose? Yes, lain thoroughly qualified
as a surveyor, and have practised on behalf of the office for the last thirteen years in city and suburbs in
checking surveyors' work when doubts had arisen as to the accuracy of their work. I had eight years
experience in the Survey Office before my nppointinent to the Land Titles Office.
1982. What income could you make? £1,000 a year without any difficulty.
1983. How do you conic to that conclusion? My junior, Mr. Bishop, left the department three or four
years ago to practise as a surveyor in Sydney, and I hear is making £1,200 a year.
1984. Where was he your junior? Here in this office, and he left it because lie saw no prospect of an
increase to his salary of £350 a year.
1985. And can you make as much as Mr. Bishop I I should think so.
1986. AIr. Terry.] Are you aware that complaints have been made against Mr. Bishop? I am.
1987.
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1987. Jfr. Archer.] With regard to the Registrar General's Department, is there any branch besides that of
Pearson, Eeq. Mr. Lander, where they are under-handed? I do not think so. The only other branch is the public room
S Aril 1879 —there they seem to get assistance in the shape of new clerks whenever they want it.
1988. So that the delays are not consequent, as far as you are able to observe, on a dcficieicy of officers
No, not in the public room.
1989. .41r. Terry.] Have you a sufficient number of officers in your department? Yes, but we have to
work very bard; no skulking, or the transfers would overwhelm us. I do not want more than there is
work for.
1990. .4!r. Archer.] What are their office hours? From 9 till 4; if the draftsmen happen to have a spare
half-hour, there are new plans to he prepared of Riley Estate blocks, Sydney sections, and other estate
plans.
1991. Fresident.] Do you remember a case, No. 3,169, being an application by S. J. Pearson for a certificate of title, 29 acres I rood 28 perches of land at Concord? I remember the case but not the particulars
of it ; it is an old case.
1992. In which Mr. Thomas Walker opposcd the application, so far as a portion of the land was concerned?
I know there was considerable correspondence from Mr. Walker respecting it.
1993. Did that case go through your hands? Yes.
1994. Can you tell us whether there was more land in the certificate than the original grant contained? I
do not remember now; if 1 looked through the papers I could tell you.
1995. Next time you can give us the particulars? Yes.
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1997. .Presidezt..] You are a solicitor in large practice? I am a solicitor, having a large amount of
Stephen, Esq.
practice, principally in conveyancing.

10AFII 1879 1998. You have business frequently to do under the Real Property Act P Yes, a good deal.
1999. Will you be good enough to give us your opinion of the repute in which the office stands with
solicitors and the public P With the public the office does not stand in good repute, and I think the
solicitors as a body are dissatisfied with the way in which work is done.
2000. Can you say the nature of the objections made to it? The immense amount of time consumed in
getting titles through the office, and in getting simple matters through also.
2001. Can you state of your own experience whether those objections are well-founded? I believe that
there is a good deal of unnecessary delay here. When I say delay, I mean that; the titles and other
matters take a great deal longer in getting through than they ought to.
2002. Do these matters eecnpy longer time than they do in 'a solicitor's office? A. great deal longer—
speaking from my own experience—than in my office and in other offices. As a rule many matters are
carried through in a solicitor's office under a month. I do not think that any cases, unless from some
exceptional difficulty, take more than two or three. There are always exceptional cases. If we get a
case through in the Land Titles Office in anything like that time we consider ourselves excessively lucky.
They take considerably longer.
2003. I suppose you never do get a case through in a mouth? I do not recollect any case getting through
in that time. I think they take a great deal longer than they should. Of course, there may be great
deal more to do than in a solicitor's office, but they certainly take a great deal longer time. In the
ordinary course of a title coming into an attorney's office, as you are aware, he has to make his requisitions
within seven days—I am talking of ordinary cases—and no matter how large his business, his requisitions
have to be done in seven days. During that time he has to investigate the title, examine the parcels, to
see that the land to be purchased passes under all the deeds, make his searches, write his requisitions, and
send them. If the man be in large practice he may have as many or more cases to dispose of than the
examiners here have. Here the practice ought to be considerably easier, because the surveyor takes up
the matter in the first instance, and examines the parcels in all the deeds. That is what gives one as
much trouble as anything else. Then the search is made before it goes to the examiners, and, therefore,
when the title comes before the examiners they practically know that the piece of land, the subject matter
of the application, passes through those deeds, or does not pass through those deeds, and therefore a great
deal of work which takes up the time in our office is done before it comes to the çxaniiners ',it all.
2004. Then, the business of the examiners being considerably lightened by the processes which you
mentioned, they ought to get through.their work more expeditiously than it is got through in a solicitor's
office? In my opinion, yes.
2005. But they take much longer? As far as my experience goes, much longer.
2006. Can you say whether there is any reluctance on the part of the public, or of solicitors, to bring titles
into this office? I have several cases in which, knowing the delay, 1 have not made the application. I
have a case now in my hands, one which I have told my client it is utterly impossible to get through in
the necessary time, and I am preparing two deeds rather than delay the matter, simply because I could not
get it through in time.
2007. Have you advised clients not to bring titles here, simply because of the expense and the delay? Yes,
I have, knowing of the delay; 1 have advised one client so. Of course, if there are many attendances of
an attorney, his time being his money, he cannot make the attendauces without charging for them. If my
time is taken up in coming here unnecessarily it entails unnecessary expense on my client.
2008. Do you think the objections takea by the examiners of titles are more precise, or technical, or fine
drawn than need be? I do. I think that the examiners of titles should not throw any unnecessary
difficulty
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difficulty in the way of any title passing where an objection almost itself carries its own answer on the
face of it, and where it is of no moment. To instance what I mean, there was one case of mine where a Staphe,Es.
nda did not pay for it. Under the terms of his purchase leA 1' 1879
vendor purchased a large quantityof property
'
he was entitled to five years credit. He had drawn, by me, a simple form of contract under which he
sold the land. lie cut it up into a very large number of parcels, and sold it under a contract for 5 per
cent, deposit, the balances to be payable at any time people liked, and he undertook to give a title to the
purchaser under the Act on payment of the purchase money. I think he must have sold to upwards of a
hundred people. When the tithe became due for The people to be paying up their balances, be instructed
me to put the property under Torrcus' Act. I had already put several parts of the same land under the
same title under the Act, and I. knew what the objections were likely to be. I made my application toput
I e title under the Act, and I got from every one of these purchasers a letter consenting to the title being put
under the Act—the objection taken being that those persons had an interest in it. 1 pointed outparticularly
that my contract was that I was to give these men their title under Torrens' Act, and that I was putting it
under that Act expressly to give them their title. I think that case hung fire for a number of years, and
also that the examiners were taking npon themselves the duty, no to speak, of acting as private solicitor for
every one of these people who did not want a solicitor. In other words, the examiners were taking upon
themselves to protect these people when they did not want the proteetion,—they simply wanted the land
to be put under the Act, and they wrote and consented to it. The examiners gave so much trouble that
three or four times my client said to me, " Take the thing out of the oflice ; 1 won't have any more of it."
It cost him it large sum of money and immense delay.
2009. Mr. Terry.J Who were the examiners? Mr. Burton was one. I cannot say who was the other,
because Mr. Burton was the gentleman I always saw in the matter.
2010. President.] Who were the examiners then in the office? it was there so many years that I am not
certain it did not go in before Messrs. .Iones and Oliver's appointment; but all the requisitions were Mr.
Burton's, and I think finally it was settled by Mr. Burton and Mr. .Tones, but I could not say for certain.
2011. I suppose the application in that. case disclosed the fact of there being contracts for sale? Of
course, because the man had to declare that no one had an interest in the land but himself.
2012. And that disclosure of the contracts enabled the examiners to raise the questions they did P Of
course it did. One thing I was met with was that Mr. Burton said we ought to have made a separate
application for every one of these purchases. Paling's was the case. Mr. Burton told me he was not at
all clear that there ought not to have been a separate application by each one of these purchasers. I must
say that I thought the requisitions in that case were fine-drawn to a degree that was quite unnecessary.
If the persons themselves consented to the application being granted, why need the examiners, who
approved of the applicant's title in other respects, act as if they were the private solicitor to those who
had said, "We do not want a solicitor—we are satisfied to leave the matter as it is."
2013. Mr. Archer.] They did settle the case at last? At last we got it through; but I am not exaggerating, I think, when I say that that case was over three years, and Mr. Paling must have paid upwards of
£100 in that case. I think every solicitor in Sydney knew something about that case.
2014. President.] Do you know of any other case of the same character? Well, to be perfectly eaudid,
I have not tried to refresh my memory, to bring up these cases, but I could, if I took the t'rouble, find
other cases in which it lot of unnecessary objections—highly technical objections—have been made.
2015. Then I understand you to say, that on the whole the objections taken by the examiners are too
technical ansl go too far F Yes i: think that many of the objections taken by the examiners are too
technical and unnecessary.
2016. That many are taken unnecessarily, and are with reference to matters which the examiners might
satisfy themselves upon without taking the objections F 'I will tell you another instance in which I may
state the objections were very unnecessary. A client of mine applied to be registered by transmission.
He had sold his property, and I set out that no one was entitled to any interest in this property, except
the applicant and the purchaser. The sale was made in Victoria, and I was called upon to produce a copy
of the contract. Now, I did produce a copy of the contract, and it showed that the purchaser had paid a
third cash, and was to pay the balance in two or three years, and on the payment of the balance of his
purchase money he was to get his title, but until then his balance was to he secured by mortgage over the
property sold. I went down to Melbourne, and tried to get the contract, but could not get it. I got
them, however, to give me a certified copy of it—certifiqd by the auctioneer—and lam not certain that it
was not sworn to be a copy, or declared to be a copy. Not having refreshed myself about these matters, I
am not ceain about that po;iit. Notwithstanding that, the examiners insisted on the production of the
original document, and it was with very great difficulty that I obts.incd it. Tiere the vendor was doing
all he could to get his case through, and could not get it through ; and I found it was cheaper to get this
original document up from Melbourne that to go and test the matter with the examiners. I also think, I
may say, that when deeds are once produced and examined, it is wholly unnecessary to have themcalled
for'a second time, nulcss you want to cancel them. Take the case of a large number of deeds. The
property is sold. They take the search up to a certain point, and they find it is sold to twenty people. I
may be one of the purchasers, and I apply. They see that the deeds are all produced and examined; the
surveyor has traced the land all through, and has got it up to a certain time. If another of those twenty
men come in it is not necessary to have all those deeds again produced, baring already seen and examined
them.
2017. Mr. Tern1.] Mr. Burton told its he did so only under special circumstances? I have been called
upon to produce them in cases when it was certain!), unnecessary. In another instance the matter is
delayed for the production of deeds in another case ; where I have got a certificate of title to other land,
exactly the same title, and all the requisitions that can be made in this title have been made and answered,
and still I cannot get my case through. it is a case lodged this two years. One certificate has been
issued for an adjoining block of land under the same title.
2018. President.] Will you be good enough to give us shortly the particulars of the case? Holborrow
and Clissold sold an allotment of property out at Enlield ; part of it was under the Real Property Act,
and part was not. The surveyor so subdivided it that a number of the lots were nuder both titles,
and this necessitated both a transfer and a conveyance of such lots. I therefore advised that it would be
desirable to put the property not under the Act under the Act; but the sale coming off soon we knew it
would be useless to attempt to carry it through unless we postponed the sale. Since then I have applied
for
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for two clients to put their purchases not under the Act under its provisions, and one case has been stuck
Stephen, Esq. up for nearly two years, for the production of deeds in another case on the opposite side of the Liverpool
't
Road.
1OApnl 1679. 2019. Was it necessary that those deeds should be produced? Not that I know of; I have not seen the
requisitions in the other ease—I do not know what they have done with it.
2020. But the purchaser of land already under the Act had originally the same title as the land now
applied for P Yes ; I mean, of course, up to a certain point. There may have been one or two dealings
since that, but only a very few.
2021. .2I&. lbrry.] Nothing to speak of P No.
2022. President.] But may not these extra deeds contain the very one required by the Land Titles Office?
I think not; I think I myself saw these deeds produced.
2023. Then the requisition to produce deeds applied to the same deeds produced on the original application
for titlo? No, one or two extra, but those have been produced, to the best of my belieL
2024. What I mean is, that the delay occasioned was in requiring production of deeds that had already
been produced P Yes, that is my idea of it but I further think—this is only a surmise—that the reason
is this The other title being a large matter has been gone into very closely, and possibly it lot of requisitions made, and the examiners have said, "Let us wait until we get these requisitions satisfied before we
bother about this other case at all."
2025. Mr. Burton told us that it a small portion of a large estate came in lie would examine that title
with as much rigidity as the whole, so that he need not in a second case call for the production of a title?
I still entertain the opinion I have expressed. The title I. refer to is that of Francis Stephen's estate, and
it comprised it large quantity of land; and I ani certain that there are in my office it great number of
parcels of the same title under Torrens' Act. I looked upon the title as good, and I never investigated
it beyond a certain point; we know it up to a certain point. The difficulty in that title is now the
descriptions, and that work is all saved to the examiners.
2026. Then the investigation of titles is so strict in this office that ever), practising solicitor thinks he is
right in taking that title? We all do ; none of us investigate the Riley Estate title or the Petersham
Estate title. Lots of these titles we know up to certain points, and never go beyond them.
2027. But what I mean is that we know this office is so strict that we never care to investigate a title
beyond what the office has done? Yes; knowing that the title has been passed in this office I am
satisfied.
2028. Do you think that the examiners ought to examine titles in the same manner as a solicitor for an
unwilling purchaser under an open contract would examine them? No; I think that an examiner should
examine all titles as for a willing purchaser under an open contract. But as in all such open contracts
the real contest between the attorneys is as to what documents are to be supplied and produced, and
abstracts furnished, the office here should not put the parties to the expense of furnishing all those
attested copies which they have in the Registrar General's Department, and it would therefore be merely
a question of examining a title to see whether it is a good title or such as a man would pass under an open
contract to a willing purchaser. I do not think that any risk should be run, because we are often pro.
tected by our clients when we point out a risk, and they say they will run that risk: but I think that a
lot of highly technical objections, which it is almost impossible will ever arise, should not be taken in this
office. The office should not take an objection on perhaps some little difficulty many years old which
there is no human probability ever will be raised. There are many titles that come before an attorney
which, if the property were not sold under conditions of sale, lie would reject, and those titles the
examiners ought not to pass until these matters are cleared up. But there are lots of titles which have
got some little flaw in them of a technical nature that we pass, knowing that the point is such as will
never in any human probability be likely to arise.
2029. Do you think it would be advisable to give the office power to pass doubtful titles on an increased
assurance fee P Yes.
2030. Do you not think it would be very unsafe if we had a doubtful man to decide such questions? lie
may pass a bad title as a first.clnss one, so that the same risk would arise there. But I think it would be
a great deal better for the public if a mistake or two were made in passing the titles, and for the business
to be got through, than for the business to be tied up for an immense length of time, often by these titles
being refused.
2031. Of course there would be immense risk with a person incapable of judging these matters passing
doubtful titles —do you think that the men we could get for the office are such that it would be safe
to give them the power? I consider the salary given to the examiners is not sufficient remuneration for
a first-class man, and 1 often doubt whether they could got it first-class man for the salary paid. i know
a great many men who have not the amount of legal knowledge of any one of the examiners are making
more money; and as regards Mr. Burton, I do not suppose there is his equal in New South Wales as a
eonveyancer. I think his knowledge of real property law is superior to that of any man here. I would
rather have his opinion on a title than that of any man I know, whether at the Bar or in our profession.
2032. If you could get lum to come to an opinion? That is a different thing altogether. Mr. Burton, I
dbnsider, would give an. opinion as reliable as that of any one, but lie would not be as successful it practitioner as inferior men would be.
2033. Aft. Terry.] There must be some reason for that? Simply because he is so slow, very slow, in
doing what he has to do.
2034. President.] Do not all attorneys in large practice employ managing clerks, who take all the conveyaneing business? I have two solicitors who manage various departments of my eonveyancimmg business
alone, and I have a third, who had been temi years at it, managing a third branch of the conveya.ncing,
under myself.
2035. Do you trust them to ny extent? Yes ; to a large extent I trust one.
2036. Almost as much as you would trust yoursclf? Yes; he comes and asks my decision on any point
which occurs to him, and I decide what to do.
2037. Then you are satisfied that if he does not come to you it is safe to pass it? I have been, and I
have never known of a case passed wrongly.
2038. And the same rule exists in other offices? To a large extent. There are many matters settled
between my office and other offices without ever seeing a principal—entirely managed by the managing
clerks in the offices.
2039.
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2039. Have you any objection to tell us the salaries you pay these gentlemen P I pay my head conveyStephen, Lsq.
ancing clerk £500 a year.
2040. Do you think lie is as competent as the examiners here? Yes, I do; I consider my managing '• -tclerk as good a conveyancer as the examiners here, but not as good a lawyer, of course, as Mr. Burton. 0 1OApril,1879.
201L. But I think you said that Mr. Burton was almost too good? I look upon him as a man I would
like to get an opinion from, but one that I would not like to manage my business.
2042. You think he wastes his energies on unimportant points? I think he wastes his energies upon a
lot of things which lie has no reasou whatever to bother himself the slightest about.
2013. You know Mr. Jones? Yes. Mr. .Tones was my managing clerk before he was appointed to this
office.
2014. Is he as competent as Mr. Burton? In my opinion he is; of course, nothing like as good a lawyer
as Mr. Burton, but I consider him a first-class man, though nervous and timid of responsibility.
2015. In point of fact very much the same temperament as Mr. Burton? Yes, inclined to be the same
sort of man Mr. Burton is.
20W. But I suppose more active on account of his youth? More active, and having been accustomed to
do more business than Mr. Burton, Mr. Burton, as a pi-actitioner, had a small business from which he
never turned out a great deal of work. Mr. Jones used to see a great many deeds in my office, pass it
great many titles, and do a great deal of business. He was in the same position as my managing clerk;
and he must have done in one year in my office as many titles as Mr. Burton would do in three in his
own office.
2017. Then you think Mr. Jones is expeditions and industrious? I always found him so.
2018. And Mr. Burton is industrious also? I have always found Mr. Burton show great willingness to
do anything 1 asked him to do ;most obliging, and very courteous in his demeanour to me. I would not
say a word against him in any way but he has very often annoyed me—irritated me—by the extreme
minuteness with which lie would read through a deed or grant, when all he wanted to look at was to see
whom the grant was to. As I often said to him, this is a matter which ought entirely to be done by some
one before it comes to him. All that he ought to look at is the habenduni or any part of the deed out of
the common, and Mr. Lander ought to manage the other.
2049. B.c examines everything then, as it were, with a powerful microscope? I have heard that expression
used many years ago by a gentleman now dead as regards Mr. Burton's investigation of titles,—that he
examines everything with a powerful lens.
2050. Then from what you have said now you would advocate the appointment of grades of examiners?
I think the titles ought to go up to the examiners, passed, as it were, up to certain points, and that the
examiners should simply have to investigate the legal points of the title.
2051. Their clerk, for instance, might attend to these other matters? Yes.
2052. You know Mr. Lauder, their clerk? I do.
2053. Do you think he is able to do such things? I should think he was.
2054. Do you know much of Mr. Maddock? I do; I have known Mr. Maddock some time. He got his
first appointment in the colony through me. I recommended him to Mr. M'Laehlan, in Orange, and
during the time he was in tha.t office he used to conduct the correspondence with my firm. I then knew
of his leaving there and going to Mr. Want's, and I have known him since. I have seen him hundreds of
times on business matters.
2055. Do you think the appointment of him as an examiner was a good one? I do.
2056. Do you think he is in favour with the public and solicitors? I am certain in favour with the
public, and I am equally certain that solicitors think the appointment is a good one.
2057. Does he get through his work expeditiously? Very.
2058. And with courtesy? I have never known him otherwise; I have heard one or two people say that
he was short in manner, but, as far as I myself am concerned, I have never had any difficulty with him, or
any misunderstanding or want of courtesy. Once or twice he used to write what we thought "cheeky"
letters, but I do not think it was intended. He is a very hard-working man. He used to be at his office
at S o'clock every morning. I have frequently seen him go into his office at 8, and I know it was his
pracce; and he got through a great deal of work. I know that the clients of Messrs. Want and
Johnson had very great confidence in him.
2059. You know that when a title is examined here by the examiners, they report to the Board of Commissioners, and that the Board of Commissioners then deal with the case? Yes.
2060. Do you think that there is any advantage in having that Board? I think the Board of Commissioners, as far as I can tell, has been practically useless. I do not know whether that is the opinion of
the public, but it has always been my opinion.
2061. Do you think it would be advisable to abolish the Board of Commissioners and establish some single
head in their place, that is, a Commissioner, or Master of Titles? I think the Registrar General alone
might constitute the passer of all matters where the examiners had agreed—where two examiners had
agreed upon them; but that in the eveat of the two examiners not agreeing on a question of law or title,
there should be some referee to decide that matter.
2002. By a Commissioner or Master of Titles, as in the other colonies? By a Commissioner or Master of
Titles.
2063. You think that the Registrar General could perform all the duties that the Board now performs?
If lie has time to attend at the meetings of the Board, I am certain that he could do the same work done
at that Board in less time by himself, because it always takes one man less time to do a thing of this sort
than it takes a Board to do it; and, presuming that he has time from his other duties to devote to that
work, I think he could do it quite as well as any Board.
2061. Do you think that any one of the present examiners would be fit for the office of Master of Titles,
having a general control or superintendence of the examiners under him? I think that if such an officer
is to decide between two examiners, as to which course is the right or the wrong one, or as to the validity
or necessity of any objection to any title, no one could better fill that office than Mr. Burton. I have the
highest opinion of his legal attainments, and I believe that the references would be so few as to enable
him to keep the work entirely under command.
2005. Do you think be would be active enough, and keep a proper control over the other examiners—
active and energetic enough I may say? As I regard the appointment only to be necessary in the ease of
the examiners difiering on a real point, I think that he would be the best man to decide that point. I
do
530—K
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do not think that it would be advisable that every little point should be referred to him—only where the
&ephen, Eaq. examiners differed on a principle or point of iaw.
2060. Do you not think a person having thich an appointment ought to have some general control of the
lOApnl,l879. examiners, and see that things go on regularly and properly—that the examiners do not neglect their
duties—that they are not idle P 1 do not think Mr. Burton would be a good officer to have the control of
the other examiners in that way, because I think he is a great deal too averse to finding fault with others
to enable him to fill that place with satisfaction, or to be a good controller of other people.
2067. Do you not think there should be some one having control over them? I think so—to see that the
examiners really do their work. But, so far as the present examiners are concerned, I do not think that
is very necessary. Still, I think there should be some one at the head of the department, and not simply
the Master of Titles.
2068. And free from the Registrar General? Yes.
2069. And he ought to be a professional man, able to deal with those points? And he ought to be able to
deal with those points.
2070. In case of an appeal to this head by an applicant from the examiners, should he have power to
decide as between the applicant and the examiners, supposing both examiners report against the title, and
to have power to endorse their decision P No, I take it that it is only for him to decide between the
examiners themselves as to what is to be done. That this officer, so far as the titles are concerned, should
have nothing whatever to do with the public. If the two examiners agree on a report, we presume they
arrive at a proper conclusion. If they do not agree, the report would be either the report of one examiner
and the head official, or of the official alone. I would make him a kind of umpire.
2071. Mr. Tcrry.]And if he agreed with one of the examiners, you would have the title passed? Yes.
2072. President.] And you consider that if two examiners pass a title it ought to be safe? Quite safe.
2073. Mr. Arc/icr.] Even against the Master of Titles? It would never come to him until two examiners
could not agree upon the title.
2074. Supposing an objection were made to him? I want him to have nothing to do with the public at all.
Let him be, as it were, a standing counsel, advising on all those points in dispute as they arise between the
examiners.
2075. You would have no appeal against the two examiners, whether they accept or reject the title? No;
if, they reject the title they must show their reasons for so doing; and we presume they would show good
reasons.
2076. President.] You would not do away with an appeal altogether? Certainly not; but supposing the
examiners reject the title, and the applicant tests the matter, the examiners would be sure to fortify their
opinion by taking the opinion of the Master of Titles, and if he should disagree with them they would,
no doubt, reconsider their decision; and if he agreed with them, the chances are that they would be right.
2077. Aft. Archer.] Then he would have something to do with it? He would have nothing to do
with the public, and I would keep him away from the public altogether.
2078. Unless he wished to see anyone? Of course, unless he wished to see anyone.
2079. President] Do you think we have sufficient examiners to carry on the work of the country? No,
I do not. I think that the amount of work entailed in my office lately—I am speaking from my personal
experience--in transmission cases, is positively horrible. i:u regard to those transmissions, I have given a
great deal of attention to the matter for some few years, because I have had, I think, more to do with transmissions than many men, and I have found that the way in which transmission cases have been worked has
been perlèctly ruinous to an attorney's business by giving so much more trouble, and very ruinous to
clients. In one case where I had a hundred and odd grants, the grants were issued to five partners. One
of those died, and the property was sold. To carry out such sale it was necessary that the partner's
interest should be transmitted. I accordingly lodged, or had to lodge, an application for transmissions,
we will say of a hundred grants. If the office had kept to their then practice, they would have issued to
me 500 certificates of title, being one for each tenant in common. As a matter of fact, where the lands
were contiguous or adjacent, and where they could fix the position of one from the other easily, they consolidated those certificates of title as much as they could. But I could not have compelled them to do it
if they had not liked, and the effect of it to an attorney is this Having a mortga"e over all these lands, I
had them described by certain grants, number and value, but when it comes hacF to me to deal with the
second time, I have either a bundle of 500 deeds to deal with or a number of deeds of different particulars,
and 1. have to go and trace each parcel out, and that ]lecessitates an immense amount of work, all of which
couldjbe avoided if they had put on the back of the original grant "A having died, his interest has been
transmitted to So-and-so." Then all I need have done was to have the deeds signed by B, C, and 1), and
the representatives of A. I had some correspondence with Mr. A. 0. on the subject, and I wrote to Mr.
Cox on the matter when the Bill was before the House, in order to have this carried out; but before doing
so I made my suggestion to Mr. 'Ward, pointing out that they did this in insolvencies, and that if they did
the same in transmissions it would save their office the trouble of making out the new certificates of title.
I went into a calculation at the time to point out how long it would take a clerk to make out the new
certificates and copies that would have to be kept, and I pointed out how the stamp on the document
would prevent all this. I am told that method is now adopted. Some of those transmission cases are a
very great difficulty. I must have passed through, I should think, nearly a thousand grants within the
last twelve months from my office, either passed through or in the course of passing through, and the
necessity of investigating all those cases is very great. Mr. Burton, in my opinion, loses a great deal of
time in all those cases, because lie examines every single grant that comes up to him in those matters. All
that he ought to do, or that any examiner ought to do, is to consider that this is an application to register
those lands which belong to the applicant, either by himself or his tenant in common with So-and-so, and
all that Mr. Burton would have to do then would be to examine the will or administration, as the case
might be, and see what is to be done; but if he takes the trouble to examine all those deeds, he is 'wasting
time, because I think all that the office really has to be satisfied upon is that the applicant has applied for
certain deeds to which the dead person or testator is entitled. That work ought to be, and could be, done
by Mr. Lander.
2080. Mr. Terry.] But Mr. Lander complams of having too much work in the office, and cannot take any
more responsibility? Then you want a second man, If Mr. Lander has too much work already, about
which I cannot speak, it will be necessary that some man should be appointed to do this work.
2081. President.] Can you point out any objection to the existing Acts which might be remedied? I
should not like to go into that.
2082.
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2082. Can you make any suggestion as to the improvement of the system? The way I think the system
should be worked is by the titles being first of all examined by some person in the saute way as they are Stephen, Eag.
now examined by the surveyor, and then coming up to the examiners, so that when they come to the
examiner he has only a certain amount of work to do. I do not think that the examiner has anything 1OApril,1879,
whatever to do with the parcels which should be the responsibility of the surveyor. Then the person who
puts out the paper for search should be responsible, as far as seeing that there is nothing peculiar in any
of the deeds. As a matter of flict, nearly all the deeds drawn up in offices of any standing are almost
exactly the same, and a man does not really want to read them. If the deeds come from an acknowledged
office in Sydney, prepared by a practitioner every one knows, I should never read all the covenants, except
for a certain object; but if the deed were prepared in a form which did not seem to be the usual form I
should go through the whole of it.
2083. The suggestion I referred to was as to matters that might be amended by passing a further Act—
for instance, objection has been made in cases of transmission that they advertise and go to unnecessary
trouble? They do not advertise now. If the Board think fit, they do not advertise at all. I look upon
it that such reforms are very great.
2084. Another ob3cetion made is that: the assurance fee should not be paid on a transmission case? .1
have always advocated that the charge of the fee on transmissions is most unjust. I pointed this out on
one occasion to Mr. Stuart, and ]. gave him an instance where it cost £50 in fees to put land under the
Act, and if the owner died to-morrow, and by will left everything to his wife, and she wished to leave the
Colony as soon as she could prove the will, she could sell the property and go, but because the land
happened to be under Torrens' Act she would have to transmit, which would necessitate a delay of some
time. She could not lodge the application until having proved the will and paid the £50 over again,
simply fbr the examiners of titles reading through the certificate and will of a few lines.
2085. Then you think the assurance fee should not be paid on transmissions? Not in simple cases such
as these.
2086. Mr. lkrry,.] What about grants from the Crown? I see no necessity for this charge. Surely there
can be no reason for guaranteeing a Crown grant.
2087. President.] But does not that fee cover all charges on the future dealings under the Act P Yes,
but the Crown charge you a pound for the deed. They get the value of the land, and then they charge
you the fee, and on each fresh dealing a fee is payable.
20S8. Mr. 2rry.] And if you get fifty allotments you have to pay £50 for the fee? If a man get the
fifty allotments let him pay for the fifty deeds.
2089. President.] Do you know of any instances of maipractices by officers in this department P I
hardly uudorstaud what you mean by inalpruetices.
2090. have you ever heard that some of the clerks here prepare documents --applications for certificates,
and other documents, which ought to be prepared out of doors? I have often heard that—that parties
come here, and that the clerks in the office take cases from them and push them through, while the cases
of professional men stand still, and 1 have been told that the reason that such-and-such a case was got
through was that it was done in the office by an officer of the department. I have been told that
repeatedly.
2091. Do you think the officers of the department have any control over the examiners in regard to
pushing cases forward P No, but they can or may put them on the top of the list, get the searches through,
and put them on the top of the bundle. They have the means of smoothing many little difficulties away.
2092, Mr. Terry.] Do you not think all cases in this office ought to be put before the examiners within
a month after they are lodged ? I should think less than a month. I think that the plan of lodging the
papers is a very wrong one. I think that the paper, after it goes through the regular routine, should go
in to the examiners at once, and not wait for a certain day before it is distributed, and I think also that
no clerk ought to be allowed to have anything whatever to do with any application or deed under this
Act in the way referred to. I. do not say this on the ground of a professional man, but because I consider it is unfair to perons outside.
2093. President.] Do you think this is done during office hours? I do not think it could be done
otherwiset
2094. Do you think they get any benefit themselves by doing the work? I have been told that they do.
2095. That they are paid for their services P That they are paid for it.
2096. Can you may whether you know of any cane where that has happened? Of my own knowledge,
no. I have been told by persons that they have paid.
2097. By persons whom you could trust? By persons whom I believe, but I would not bring their names
up against any person denying it, and I. cannot tell you the name of any person who received the money.
2098. But do you believe there is any foundation for the statement? Yes, I do.
2099. Does this happen frequently? Yes.
2100. Does this system go on now to the best of your belief? Of my own knowledge I cannot speak.
To my belief, yes.
2101. Could you give us any instance in which such a thing has happened—could you give us any case? I
could mention the names of persons who have told me so, but 1 decline to do so, with all due respect to
the Board.
2102. Mr. Archer.] Were they professional people? I have heard from both professional and unprofessional.
2103. That they have actually paid? That they have paid.
2104. Expedition fees, or fees for work done by the clerks? Both.
2105. Mr. Terry.] Then you think it is wrong for it clerk to do work connected with the office for private
people, even out of office hours? I. myself offered, on one occasion, a gentleman in this office that if be
would get certain work that I wanted pushed through in a great hurry done out of office hours, and have
the diagrams put on by some person, I would willingly pay all the fees occasioned by that being done, and
I would willingly pay him for his time. The gentleman declined to accept any payment, or to make such
an arrangement until be had consulted the Registrar General, and be came back and told me that be could
not do it, as it would be opening the office to a very bad practice. On that occasion the offer I made was
simply to pay for the engrossing of certain certificates of title, and for putting the diagrams upon them.
There was a large number, and 1 wanted them particularly to be done by the Board day for signature. I
think that there is not the slightest harm in any officer working after office hours, with the sanction of the
Registrar
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Registrar G-eneral, or with the sanction of the head of the department, in doin g work overtime, exactly
the same as one pays his own clerks for doing overtime work; but I think the practice of any person
10Apr11 1879 taking fees in the office on your lodging matters, or for any clerk in the department to do work connected
with the department for private persons in that way is very wrong.
2106. President.] The maipractices you alluded to in the first instance are not thoso you mentioned in
your own case? No, the things I htse heard of have been of clerks putting applications in, carrying them
through, and getting the certificates of title for outside pcople.
2107. Mr. Terry.] How can the clerks get certificates of title P The application is brought up stairs, and
the clerk may, carry it right through for his friend or acquaintance ; and I am told he is paid for that
work.
2108. Aft. Archer.] He shepherds it? He shepherds it. Another thing that I allude to is, that on cases
being lodged the clerk is paid fees by persons outside the office.
2109. President.] Cannot you give us some means of getting at evidence on this point? The way in
which that evidence could be got at is this: I know that such fees have been paid, and the Commissioners
could discover the particulars of those fees by examining the clerks in the various offices, who have charg
e
of lodging such papers.
2110. How could they ascertain it—the fees would not be entered on the papers? But if a man is
willing to give his evidence, the information can be obtained.
2111. But there are hundreds of applications, and you cannot go through every, one inquiring into each?
If you examine your clerk, for instance, you can see if he has ever paid such a fee.
2112. I am quite certain he never has done so? Then ask somebody else's clerk if these fees are paid.
Perhaps Mr. Dawson might know something about it.
2113. Mr. Davison.] Nothing of that sort has ever transpired with me, I am quite sure.
2114. President.] Perhaps you will tell us if the keeper of your petty cash, or if your accountant, has
ever charged you with such fees? I have been charged with such fees, certainly twice.
2115. And possibly more? It might bb more without coming under my notice.

WEDNESDAY, 16 APRIL, 1879.
jrtnt

JAMES NORTON, ESQ., PRESIDENT.
SAMtEL HENRY TERRY, B5Q., M.P.,
THOMAS ROBERTSON, Esq.,

I

WILLTAM HENRY ARCHER, E5Q.,
JOHN PAWSON, Esq.

John Solomon, Esq., J.P., examined:—
J. Solomon, 2116. President.] You have intimated your willingness to be examined by the Commission in respect to
Esq., J.P. the Real Property Office? Yes.
2117. Have you any complaint to lodge against the office or against any officer in it? Well, I certainly
6Apn!,1879. have a great many complaints to make with regard to the delays in passing properties. I have had a great
deal of experience in this office with the nnmbcr of properties I have had to pass through it. In fact, I
never buy any property unless I have it passed through this office.
2118. Then you think the office is a very goad institution if properly worked? No doubt of it; not the
slightest doubt of it.
2119. Will you be good enough to state any complaints you have to make against the office? Well, there
is one, and Mr. Dawson can vouch for the truth of it: I purchased a property from Mr. Lackey, the
present Minister for Works, and I gave £1,660, I think, for it. With that property I had a great deal of
trouble, requisition after requisition being made. I satisfied them all as I thought, and then another
requisition came to say that one of the heirs or legatees was out of the Colony, and until he could be found
and had given his consent, the property could not be transferred. Well, the thing remained, and Messrs.
Holdsworth and Brown threatened to commence an action against me in equity to complete the sale.
Mter great delay, and expense of about £30 or £40, I got out of it and withdrew the application. Subsequently the property was sold for £1,900, and it passed through the hands of Mr. Dawson, who considered
it a good title and passed it. I lost several hundred pounds by that matter. I cannot get any property
through the office without delay. Mr. Dawson has had property for sale by auction. I have told him if he
would pass it under the Act I would bid again, and he has said, "It is no use, I could not recommend my
clients to do so because it takes so long to pass through the Land Titles Office; we will not consent to
it"; and this answer was in consequence of the delay in the office. I have lost thousands of pounds
because I will not take property unless it goes through the office. I believe in it. I consider it the
greatest boon invented by man for the public good.
2120. Then your complaint is that the examiners rejected a title which a solicitor of standing accepted
as a good title? Most decidedly, and Mr. Dawson can vouch for the truth of it
2121. What we should like to know is whether you have any specific objections against the office, pointing
out exactly what they are,—any errors of judgment or other matters which prejudice you or the public:
There is one objection, and a very strong one, I have to the conduct or proceedings of the examiners.
When you make an application to have iand brought under the Act, you are supposed to hand over all
papers and documents connected with it. One of the examiners takes your papers, enters them in a book
as he does other eases, and this is continued every day, application after application, and your application
is not dealt with till all the rest are passed. Thus, instead of examining your papers and sending you a
requisition to explain whatever matters they think necessary, they send you perhaps five or six, or a dozen,
or twenty, requisitions to answer. After a great deal of trouble, ana sometimes of expense, you get
statutory declarations and all sorts of things complied with, and think that you are done with them, but not
a bit of it; they send you another batch of fresh requisitions upon your answers. It is a veil hard case, but
I suppose I must do it. I go to work and find out all I can, and return the answers as well as I can. But
that is not sufficient. Between the one and the other, the first requisitions that come in are put by among
your papers until your turn comes. Then the requisitions are looked into and the examiner makes notes
on them, and sends them on to the clerk, and there is another fresh lot of requisitions on your paper,
which
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which are put by until your turn again comes round. If you send back your answers the day after you J. Solomon,
receive your requisitions, you have to wait your turn. Perhaps you have to wait a month or two months, Esq., J.P.
until all the applications before yours are gone through.
2122. Is it not possible that this second or third batch of requisitions may arise out of your answers to 16Apnl,1879.
the first? It is not only possible, but it is the case, so that the thing is endless.
2123. Then there is no objection to their sending them? There is; I consider that the examiners should
examine into the title, not with the view of finding out flaws to prevent those really entitled from enjoying
the land, or from getting a title, but merely to see that no other party had a valid claim to it. I say that
they do just the reverse; that their object is to find as many flaws as they possibly can, with a view to
prolong the case.
2124. it cannot be with that view, because it is no object of theirs to prolong it case P It appears like it,
or why do they not pass the cases instead of sending requisitions after requisitions continually?
2125. Can they not do it because they are very timid? Then lawyers have no right to be timid.
2120. Mr. Terry.] Have you had any dealings with Mr. Maddocic P No, I hare not had the pleasure of
having anything to do with him lately. I am full up. I think I shall not buy any moreproperty just now.
I will tell you another very curious thing. I purchased some land in York-street. 1 offered £100 to
Messrs. Deane and Deane, solicitors for the vendor, if they would pass it through this office and obtain certificate of title, which they declined to do on account of the delay. The title was perfectly good, but the delay
would not suit them. That is the kind of answer I get from every attorney in Sydney. I completed the
purchase at an expense to myself of about £35, and made an application to place it under the Act after
I got the conveyance. Then I received endless requisitions, the last one being to this effect: "That Mr.
Solomon has to prove that Miss Little, who is now dead, was never married."
2127. President.] Did you furnish proof P How could I? I kicked up a row, and told them they were
fools to send in such a requisition. To both Mr. Burton and Mr. Oliver I said, "I am ashamed of you,
you men of ability, to send such a foolish requisition as this for me to answer, when it is an impossibility."
Then my requisition stopped for two or three months before it was returned again from them.
2128. .11fr. Are/icr.] What was the result? The result was that it was passed at last.
2129. Without the proof? Yes, I could not do it. Of course it was passed.
2130. President.] Have you any other complaints in reference to the proceedings of the office? Only
general complaints. I have explained to Mr. Burton and Mr. Oliver several times that I thought that
when they got into their hands eases about which there was no difficulty, they should class them by themselves, and get through them as soon as possible, and not mix them up with others about which there was
geat difficulty, and so take them in their turn. I thought they should make two or three classes, and
of no difficulty be passed at once, and not kept behind until all the rest were passed, as is the
general custom.
2131. Can you inform us whether the office is in general good favour with the public? I can scarcely
answer that.
2132. 1 do not mean in reference to the principle,—you said you believed in the principle of the office P
The complaints, generally, are of the examiners, I never heard any complaints against the Commissioners.
2133. Mr. Terry.] No, because they do not do anything? Oh, yes they do; they pass the case after it
passes the examiners, and they can delay it if they choose, but they do not. If it once gets into their
hands they soon get rid of it.
2134. Presides!.] Have the public confidence in the office, worked as you say it now is? No, certainly
not, because there is scarcely an attorney in Sydney, you among the rest, that will allow property to
come into this office to be conveyed when it is sold, in consequence of the delay; and I am not sure
whether our friend Mr. Robertson has not refused the same thing. I have made the same application there,
and generally got the same refusal. They will not bring it under the Act in consequence of the delay—
not that they object to the law, but to the constant delay.
2135. Then the office is in great disfavour with the public in consequence of the great delay with the
examiners P Exactly, that is the general feeling among the profession and the outside people.
2130. Do these delays cause expense and trouble to applicants? Most decidedly, heavy expense. In the
first place the person selling the property cannot get the money unless the land is passed, and consequently he loses the interest on it from the time he sells it until the thing is passed. That is the
objection, that they will not wait.
2137. Have you found all the officers courteous and civil? Every one.
2138. From the Registrar General downwards P Yes, too much so.
2139. Have they ever given you any assistance? Yes, every assistance in their power, more particularly
Mr. Lander.
2140. Have you had any assistance from other gentlemen besides Mr. Lander? Yes, from Mr. Pearson,
from the Registrar General, from the Deputy Registrar General—from everybody, if I come here and
ask for anything, they are very obliging, and will do anything for me I ask in reason.
2141. When you bring applications for titles here, with the documents, whom do you see? I fill in the
application, give it to the counter-clerk, pay the fees, and away I go. I get a printed form and fill it up.
2142. Does the counter-clerk assist you in any way in passing the titles? Only by taking the papers,
and answering any questions.
2143. Has he ever prepared documents for you P No.
2144. Has any one in the office? No, I prepare them myself.
2145. Have you ever paid anything to officers in the institution P Not a shilling, except the proper fees,
and I generally get a receipt for them, and will not pay the money without, so that they shall not pocket
the money.
2146. Have you heard any statements out of doors that doucezire, or expedition fees, are paid to any
gentlemen in this office? I have not heard of it.
2147. And you have never paid any yourself P Not a penny. With regard to the delays to persons who
sell property, I will tell you a case of mine concerning that property on which is built Alberto-terrace.
urchased that at auction from Richardson and Wrench; it was Stuart Donaldson's property. I wanted
. Billyard to bring it through the Laad Titles Act. He said, "No, I won't do it." I said, "'Why ?"
He said, "The delay
, is such that I cannot do it unless I have the money; but I will tell you what I
will do with you: If you will pay me the money I will assist you in it." I said, "Will you let me see
the
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J. Solomon, the papers ?" and be said "Yes." I looked over the papers, and from my little experience I thought the
Esq.,J.P. title was quite good. I said to him, "Very well, meet me at the City Bank to-morrow morning, and I
will give you a cheque for the amount." He did meet me, and I gave him a cheque for something like
- £4,000 or £5,000, otherwise he would not have allowed the property to be brought through the Act. I
should have had to have got a separate conveyance, and then have brought it through if I thought proper
to do so. But that is what I did. Now I will tell you another similar case: I purchased a property on
the Darhnghurst Road from the present Speaker, who was agent, or. in fact, was trustee, for Mrs.
Plummer. I purchased this Properly at auction, and I went to him and said, "1 want this brought
through the Land Pities Act' lie said, "I will not do it, because I shall not get the money for twelve
months; pay me the money and I will pass it through, and charge you just the fees!' 1 said, " Very
well," and gave a cheque for the money, without seeing the title or anything else, and it was passed.
2148. low long did it take to pass? I could not tell without looking at the papers in the case, but it
takes generally five or six, or seven or eight, or nine months to pass, and then the case has to be advertised
for snty or thirty days. If you sen-c the notices yoursea it is thirty days, and if they serve the notices
it is sixty. I do not see why that should make a difference at all. I do not see the sense of it. In
fact there is a general objection about the country to bring land through the Act in consequence of the
delays.
2149. ilb'. Tern.1.] Would yo
u give more money for property if the land were brought under the Act? 1
would. I have said to Mr. Dawson and to Mr. Norton: "There is the last bid going ; if you will promise
,to give me the property under the Land Titles Act, I will bid again for it." "I cannot do it" has been the
answer.
2150. Mr. Archer.] That is the natural result? That is the natural result. Property would perhaps
fetch hundreds of pounds more.
2151. Mr. Terry.] it might bring five and twenty per cent. more? There is no doubt thatif the soheitors
had consented to bring the property under the Act it would have brought hundreds of pounds more.

Richard Jones, Esq., Commissioner of Titles, examined
B. Jones, Eeq. 2152. President.] You have been one of the Land Titles Commissioners since the Act first came into force?
,
Yes.
16Apnl,1879..2153 And have, I suppose, attended the Board meetings regularly? Yes.
2154. Can you give its any idea of the cause of the disfavour into which the office has fallen with the
public? Delay in getting the cases through.
2155. And what is the cause of that delay? I suppose the want of sufficient examining power.
2156. You think there are not sufficient examiners to deal with the cases brought into the office? I
should infer that there was not a sufficient number of examiners.
2157. Bas there been any difference since the appointment of Mr. Maddoek P Oh yes, there has been a
considerable increase in the number of cases which came before the Commissioners since Mr. Maddoek's
appointment.
2158. His appointment has accelerated the business of the office? Yes.
2159. Can you tell us the nature of the objections to titles made by the examiners? The nature of the
objections do not come before the Commissioners usually, unless in regard to qualifications, if they were
stated. We have no occasion to examine the requisitions which have been sent, except some point arise
in the case itself in the nature of qualifications.
2160. Do not applicants for titles sometimes appeal to the Board against the decision of the examiners?
Occasionally, but very rarely.
2161. And in those cases I suppose you see the nature of the objections raised by the examiners? Yes.
2162. Are those objections, in your opinion, such as onght fairly to be raised? As a rule, I think they
have been fairly raised.
2108. They are not too particular, or too minute? Not as a rule, I should say.
2104!. Are they occasionally? Occasionally I think the objections are a little overstrained,
2165. And in case they are overstrained, do the Commissioners in any way deal with them? Occasionally
we put aside qualifications that are attached to the reports of the examiners.
2166. And pass the title without going into the qualifications? We pass the title without insisting on
some of the qualifications which are stated on the examiners' reports.
2167. Then, in point of fact, the Commissioners have very little to do with the titles? Not much.
2108. What are their duties P To pass the titles as recommended by the examiners.
2169. Anything more? Yes; they advise the Registrar General with regard to provisional certificates,
and with regard to dispensing with the production of original documents in cases where they have been
lost, and so on; and also, with regard to the eorrectiou of clerical errors which have been made in the
issue of certificates or grants.
2170. Could not all those duties be very well performed by the Registrar General himself, without the
intervention of the Board of Commissioners? I think they might.
2171. Do you think the Board is of any advantage to the public, or to the institution? I would rather
not express an opinion on that point, inasmuch as I hold one of the offices myself. A man cannot be a
judge in his own ease, and 1 would not care to express an opinion.
2172. .211r. Archer.] You do not care about committing official suicide? I do not care so much about that,
but I think the value of the Commissioners may be ascertained from the present Registrar General, and
from former Registrars General, Mr. Rolleston and Mr. Jaques.
2173. Fres-ideiit.] Can you suggest anything in the way of improvement of the system? Well, the
general routine of the system does not come before the Commissioners, except with regard to the particular part of the business that comes before them.
2174. I mean in regard to objections or difficulties that come before you, raised by applicants or otherwise.
Could you not form an opinion as to whether something might not be improved—as to whether some
alterations might not be iade? No; no alteration suggests itself to me in the provisions of the Act
itself. I think it is desirable to have sufficient examining power to get cases through without delay.
2175. Do you think on the whole that the office works satisfactorily to the public? Except in that
respect I think it does. I dare say that applicants occasionally think that the examiners are somewhat
rigid in their requisitions and requirements.
2176.
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2176. But you cannot tell whether they are right or wrong—you do not deal with the questions P We do it Jones, Esq.
not deal with the Correspondence that passes between the examiners and the applicants or their solicitors. r--2177. flow many titles do you pass in the weelc, on the. average P I should think the average rims some- 161ipnl,1879,
where between six and ten, eight or nine would probably be about the average number of titles passed in
a week, but the average has been considerably more during the last: six months. It was less during the
previous six, or nine, or twelve months.
2178. Was the average before the appointment of Mr. Maddoek as great as it was in the time of Messrs.
Holden and Dick? I scarcely think it was. We of course are not tware officially of the number of
cases in arrear.
2179. Mr. Archer.] The commissioners do not attenipt to wake the office up if it is slumbering? The
commissioners, through the Registrar General, express a desire to get as many cases to deal with as
they can.
2180. President.] Because there is a fee attached to each case? To get through the business of the
office.
2181. Mr. Robcrfsoir.] Can you show any caue why the Board of Commissioners should not be dispensed
with; that is, assuming that we wore thinking of recommending that they should be abolished, can you
show us any reasons to the contrary P Looking to the position in which I stand I am indisposed to attempt
to show any cause, because I am not desirous of preserving the office I hold. Originally I took it very
unwillingly, and I have at all times held myself quite readyto give up the office when it was considered that
the public interests required that I should do so.
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Alexander Oliver, Esq., Barrister and Parliamentary Draftsman, examined
2182. President.] You were at one time examiner of titles in the Real Property Office? Yes, for four A.Olier,Esq.
yenrs,—I think from July, 1874, to about the same month in 1878.
2183. Who were the other examiners with you at the time you were in the office? Mr. Jones was 18ApriJ1879.
appointed simultaneously with myself, and Mr. Burton, of course, I found here. Mr. Burton and Mr.
Jones were my brother examiners.
2181. Then you were here, in the first instance, with Mr. Burton? Yes.
2185. And then with Mr. Burton and Mr. Jones? No; Mr. Burton was the surviving examiner, and on
Mr. Holden's death two examiners were appointed, Mr. Jones and myself; so that he and I came into the
office at the same time. Before that I had been beam teneng examiner for about three months, for Mr.
Burton, during all illness he had, and this was with Mr. Holden, the then senior examiner.
2186. Were there any complaints of delays or of malpractices in the office at the time when you joined it
first as beam teneng of Mr. Burton? No; I do not remember anything that could come under the class
of malpraetiees, and I do not remember any complaints of delay.
2187. Or arrears P Yes, there were some arrears by reason of Mr. Burton's ill-health. I think there may
have been sixty or seventy cases in arrear then which had been examined by one examiner, partly by Mr.
Holden and partly by
M r. Burton. There were many of those cases—I am speaking of the arrears—in
which Mr. Barton had expressed some decided opinions, and Mr. Holden and myself agreed that I, as
beam tenens, should not deal with that class of cases, because it would be hardly fair to Mr. Burton to
have his opinions reviewed by one who was only temporarily in the department; therefore the cases I took
up were those chiefly which Mr. Burton had not been seized of.
2188. Did the arrears increase while you were in office temporarily, and up to the time of Mr. Burton's
return? No.
2189. What I mean is, did you leavo Mr. Burton a legacy of a further arrear when you went out of office
on his return P No, I think not..
2190. You kept your work pretty well down P Yes, I think so, during that period. I was not in the
office more than three months. I think—if my memory is good enough to enable me to say—that I dealt
with some forty-four or forty-five cases during that period. I cannot say that they all passed into certificates of title, but I dealt with them in some form or other. Then, of course, during that time cases would
be Coming in, and those new cases (unless they were first-class cases) I had not time to dispose of, because,
of course, my appointment was simply a temporary one, in order, I apprehend, to keep Mr. Burton's work
down as much as possible during his illness. He had been ill for some time before. Necessarily the cases
had got into arrear, as there was only one effective examiner to examine them.
2191. iiow long was it after Mr. Burton's return that you were appointed permanently? I think it must
have been not less than five years. I think it was between 1869 and 1870 when I was a temporary
examiner. I cannot very well charge my memory with the date, but certainly a considerable time elapsed,
not less than four or five years.
2192. In what state did you find the work on your appointment as permanent examiner ;—did you find
more or less arrears than when you left the office before? That I could not say. I never compared
them. Certainly, from my recollection, if there had been a very much larger amount of arrears I think I
should have been struck by the fact, but I do not remember being at all surprised by the quantity of cases
in arrear.
2193. Your impression then is that the office had worked pretty satisfactorily during this interval? I
think so.
2194. Do you know the repute in which the office now stands with the public and the profession? Of
course only at second-hand.
2195. l'rom conversations with persons? Yes.
2196. You know that the Commission has been issued to inquire into the working of the office? Yes. For
the last two or three years I have heard that the office has been the subject of a good deal of reproach,
both
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A. Oliver, Esq. both branches of it, the investigating branch and the executive branch. I have not heard though that the
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reproach has, or that the complaints have, been increasing. I have understood that there has been a

1SApril,18,9. general sub-stratum of outside dissatisfaction for the last three or four years, and with both branches of

the office.
2197. Can you tell what form those complaints take? I have heard that the examiners are not expeditious enough in disposing of applications for certificates; I have also heard that they are often too minute
in the investigation of titles.
2198. Too captious? Yes; perhaps that word, or words to the same effect, have been used; in fact I
have heard a stronger expression than that—that some of the requirements of the examiners are even
frivolous.
2199. Can you say whether there is any good foundation for those complaints; I want your candid
opinion on the point P To speak candidly, I must say I have never seen an objection taken by anybody
in this office deserving of the name of frivolous. What will appear to an applicant or the solicitor in
charge of the application as frivolous might appear to the examiner who takes that objection, or to an
impartial critic, anything but frivolous.
2200. Of course allowances have to be made on both sides? I know that in some cases we have been
said to be too exacting over small matters. I know that in some cases the office has been found fault
with for requiring the registration of various deeds and instruments connected with the title—contracts,
for example.
2,201. Anything else? Yes, sometimes the office has been found fault with for going too far, as it has
been thought, into titles which, perhaps, rest on peculiar foundations—for exhausting, so to speak, a
pedigree, or all possibilities of such-and-such a person being alive—in requiring proof of his death, and of
his having died unmarried or without leaving issue, or if there have been, exhausting every possibility of
that issue representing a latent claim against the title. Sometimes the examiners' dealings with this class
of cases have been made the subject of considerable complaint.
2202. Has there not been good foundation for that complaint to a certain extent ;—have not those objections gone really too far? If the Government meant the examiners to take a fair holding title—a
substantial holding title—I think they have perhaps gone too far. But my answer to that question
must depend entirely on the nature of the title intended to be accepted here.
2203. Do you think that while you were in office objections were ever taken by the examiners which
ought really in fairness not to have been taken—that is to say, such objections as the examiners really
did not care whether they were answered or not.? Well, often objections (that is, perhaps, the wrong
term for me to nse)—perhapsI ought to say sometimes—there has been a requisition inserted into one of
the usual requisition letters sent out, designed more for the purpose of eliciting information than for
taking an objection to the title. I have known one or two cases where a requisition, seemingly without
pertinence, has had a beneficial effect on the title. So it is very difficult to say generally, and without
connecting the question with a specific application, whether or not any given requisition is frivolous or
unnecessary.
2204. Do you consider that the office should accept such titles as a willing purchaser would accept in
buying from an ordinary seller? A willing purchaser, with a competent solicitor behind his back—yes.
With a competent solicitor, I think the office might very properly take such a title as that. I wish,
though, to guard that remark by what I said before, that the answer to this question must mainly depend
upon the nature of the title that we ought to accept. This is what we have never known. We have
always been in the dark in this department as to what class of titles we shquld take. It will be
observed that our indemnity or assurance fee is only, one half-penny in the pound on everything—for Crown
grants, as well as complicated applications—and it always appeared to us to represent a permanent indemnity to the registered title, and that for this reason we should exercise the greatest care in the acceptance
of titles. Now, in another Colony—Victoria—the Legislature has given the office every justification for
the acceptance of good holding titles, and when such titles as you describe as that which a willingpurchaser
would accept under an open contract come in, the Commissioner there can increase the assurance fee if
there is any infirmity in that title; and lie has done it, I believe, on various occasions. There, I think, the
Legislature showed clearly that that class of titles which you are describing was intended to be accepted;
but here you might almost arguo that the Legislature took a different view, because there is but the one
assurance fee of a halfpenny in the pound, which is so small and so incommenstirate with gradations of
risk to the gnarantors (if you are to accept doubtful titles) as to lead to the conclusion that the only class
of titles to be taken were marketable titles.
2205. Then do you think it advisable to give some power to increase the assurance fee, and accept what
otherwise would not be accepted? I think so. I do not think that where it has been given it has ever
been injudiciously need—I moan in Victoria.
2206. Do you not think it is a very dangerous power to give P Yes, nnless accompanied by proper safeguards. I think there are only certain specific-cases where it should be exercised, e.g., where there are
certain documents asked to be produced, which cannot be produced, or where, in the ease I have just
now stated, it is impossible to exhaust a pedigree, or perhaps in such cases as Sydney Bank cases, where
we know practically that the shareholders would never assume the position, or endeavour to assert their
dormant rights of cestuigue trusts. Still they are not the class of titles we have been in the habit of
taking here.
2207. Which class of title? Those cases which have been derived through dealings by Bank Directors
and others standing in quasi-fiduciary positions. I do not allude to Bank of Australia lottery cases.
Besides these there are of course a great many other cases which might have some slight infirmity—I do
not mean a radical infirmity, because that is a class of cases which the office should not touch.
2208. I suppose you allude to cases where there is defective evidence and presumptive good title P Yes,
with long possession following it; and the Registrar General or the officer on whom the power is conferred
to increase the assurance fee should be confined within prescribed limits in the exercise of such a power.
Of course he would alwnqs in a matter of that sort act under the advice of his advisers.
2209. Mr. ilolden I know was a great advocate for that increased fee? He was he has oftenspoken to
me on the subject. lie also was equally certain that it might be abused unless it was surrounded by
great precautions; in other words it should not be general—it should not be competent for any officer,
whoever be might be, to commit the Government to any sort of title.
2210. That is what it is in Melbourne I understand P It is so expressed, but in effect it is not so, being
in
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in the hands of a commissioner, who is a careful man. There is another class of cases that might be dealt A. Oliver,Fsq.
with according to that view—I mean by increasing the assurance fee. Sometimes we have cases resting
on long possession, but not equivalent to a complete bar, with more or less doi'immnentary support. Of I8April,I879.
course we have accepted titles here with but very slight documentary support. I think the Ryan grant
title on the North Shore was in the main represented by Mr. Milson's statutory declaration of possession.
That title had been accepted long before I came here, and I only mention it as a ease where it very large
and valuable property was accepted by this office chiefly, if not wholly r on a statutory declaration of long
possession.
2211. But you knew the grant had been issued P Of course we knew that. There would he but little
danger if all possessory titles were as good as that. Then there are many in which the possession is for
less than forty years, is perhaps hardly twenty years, but as to which I think the profession outside would
not doubt, with awillingpurehaser, to recommend that the title be accepted. Of course outside they have
bonds and other forms of indemnity, which the office cannot avail itself of, and it is for these which 1 think
Mr. Caster must have substituted in the Victorian Act the principle of the increased assurance fee.
2212. From what you say, I understand you to think the office is in the position of an unwilling
puichaser under an open contract, and therefore entitled or bound to take every possible objection?
Well, as you state the question now, that is pretty much the view which I am inclined to take.
2213. Do you think it is the duty of the office to accept such a class of titles as 1 have described,
although they might reject them on some technicality? I cannot, perhaps, go so far as that. It depends
on what is meant by a technicality."
2214. You know that the office is established for the purpose of bettering titles and sweeping away long
abstracts and chains of deeds? You mean, better them by simplification.
2215. 'Yes? Yes, for simplifying titles, doing away with abstracts and so forth, and long chains of deeds,
and with expense necessarily thereby entailed; in Jhct, representing on a piece of parchment the concrete
title, so to speak, i.e., time combined results of numerous documents and dispensing with abstracts of title
on transfers and other dealings. Then, admitting that, we are still left in the dark too much by the statute
as to what class of titles we should put; on the register. i:t gives no light on the subject. We, as
examiners, have certainly—at least I may speak for myself—thought the only title we could safely take
Was the marketable title. If there had been any expansiveness in the assurance premium we should have
known that the Legislature meant differently, but the d. in the £ looked like a kind of formal indemnity
meant to provide against merely clerical errors.
2216. One guage for all titles P Yes, especially as itis levied on the Crown grants, which I think is absurd.
There ought to be no indemnity to the Crown against its own grants.
2217. Of course you know Mr. Burton well, and his mode of treating titles P Yes.
2218. Are you not aware that great complaints have been made of his requisitions, and of delay occasioned
by him P Ves, I have heard that such complaints have been made.
221.9. Is he too minute in requisitions, or in examining titles—does he take too many small unnecessary
objections? To answer that, 1 ought to speak for the period during which I have been working with him
as a colleague. During that time I cannot say that I. can remember half-a-dozen requisitions which he
has insisted upon, and which I could characterize as being unnecessary. I cannot certainly remember
half-a-dozen.
2220. And yet you know that great complaints have been made of lum? And yet I have heard that such
complaints have been made.
2221. Is ho quick ? Well, I think lie is too methcdical and too painstaking to be quick. No man, I
think, can he methodical and painstaking over his work and quick at the same time. I think they are
inconsistent attributes.
2222. 'While you were here was lie sufficiently industrious P I have always found him at his post.
2223. Then any delay occasioned was occasioned by his laborious minuteness P I think if may delay was
occasioned that must have been the cause of it. 1 have known him spend a good deal of time in hunting
up the law on a difficult point arising upon the construction of a will. Ho never takes chances, but works
up his points as thoroughly as he Can. He is very much in the habit of going to the fountain head, I
mean to the decided cases where the law is doubtful and though perhaps sometimes an applicant may
think he has reason to complain of a little delay in a ease, there is this countervailing benefit—that the
examiner knows time latest; law to apply to similar cases, and can therefore deal expeditiously with them.
If one applicant suffers a little, subsequent applicants are the gainers.
2224. Then, on the whole, do you consider Mr. Burton a good examiner P I think he is it most valuable
examiner to this office.
2225. Looking at both sides of the question? Yes, because I think the probability would be that his
colleagues, simply by their knowing the extreme accuracy with which he investigates a title will be likely
to reduce the average by being it little less minute. I think it is a very valuable element in an office of
this sort to have a t)examiner so painstaking, with so lawyer-like it mind and so scrupulous as Mr. Burton.
2226. Do you know anything of Mr. Jones or of Mr. Maddock as examiners P I know Mr. Jones
very well.
2227. Do you know anything of them as examiners? Yes, I have been associated with Mr. Jones for
four years.
2228. Are there the same objections made to Mr. ,Iones as are made to Mr. Burton? 'Well, I have
heard pretty much the same objections urged against Mr. Jones as against Mr. Burton.
2229. With equal force? Not perhaps with equal ¶om'ce ?
2280. With equal ibundation? That I have no right to express an opinion upon, because it would
amount to saying that I thought one was a more competent man than the other. I have worked with Mr.
Jones with very great harmo , and I think that he is a very competent examiner.
examiner.
2231. Do you think he is as laborious and particular as Mr. Burton, and that he goes into titles with just
as great minuteness P Well, in some cases which have come before me, I have known Mr. Jones take
objections which I do not think Mr. Burton would have taken, but yet on further consideration we
found that those objections were substantial objections. I have two or three cases in my memory in
which, at first sight, Mr. Burton was not inclined to agree with Mr. Jones, but lie did agree with him
afterwards. At all events, he did not insist upon Ins original views.
2232. Then, as far as objections to titles are concerned, you think that Mr. Burton and Mr. Jones are
very good exa,niners? I do.
530—L
2233.
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A.Olivdr,Esq. 2233. Do you think, as far as the public are concerned, they arc not too strict? Well, that of course is a
difficult question to answer. It raises the general question aUain.
l8Apnl,1879.
of the people. If the public are
2224. You are aware that the office is established for the,,
debarred from that benefit by too great minuteness, or by anything at all, that must be objectionable?
The difficulty is to draw
line between what is commensurate minuteness and what is excessive
minuteness; but I can hardly 2235. I admit the difficulty—it is always a matter of opinion? It is always a matter of opinion. I would
even go so far as to say that a requisition is not necessarily an absurd one which should ask for
information whether Mr. So.aud.so had a pimple on his nose, because that might lead to the identification
of a person intimately concerned in the title, Taking the most apparently absurd requisition that you
could frame, it is not necessarily an absurd one.
2236. What is your opinion of the Board of Commissioners, of the advantage of the Board of Cornmissioners in working the Real Property Acts? I do not know that I have ever observed that they have
been in any way useful as a protection either to the public or to the revenue. Their main object appears
to be, as far as I can gather from the Act, to fix the number of advertisoments in the ease of applications,
and in what newspapers they should appear. They certainly have discretionary powers vested in them
but I apprehend they do not exercise those discretionary powers unless under the advice of their legal
advisers.
2237. Do you not think that all the duties they perform could be just as'wcll performed by the Registrar
General himself? 1 should like to answer that with very considerable qualification, because I consider
there are a number of duties given by the Act which neither the Registrar General nor the commissioners
ought to perform. For example, the Registrar General, with the advice of the commissioners, may
correct an error in a certificate of title. That error may raise a most important question of law. For
example, it may be alleged as an error that certain persons had been registered as tenants in common
instead of as joint tenants. The applicants come to the Registrar General and give certain evidence to
show that they take quite it different capacity. Well, that is not an error which a layman ought, in my
opinion, to presume to correct. A man must be a grammatical lawyer—a conveyaneer—bcfore he should
attempt to correct an error of that kind; therefore, I hardly think that some of thd functions of the
commissioners, which they either perform of their own responsibility or with the assistance of the
Registrar General, ought to be conferred on the Registrar General, unless under the direct advice and
supervision of the professional officers of the department.
223S. Do you not think that such matters as you have mentioned might be performed by the examiners
themselves? Yes.
2239. That the examiners and the Registrar General between them could perform all the duties that the
Board now performs? I t'hink that could be done; that is to say, that the Registrar General, if so advised
by the examiners, could do these timings where they in any way are concerned with legal questions. Of
course there are some other matters in which law is not an element, and in which, perhaps, the Registrar
General might be allowed to exercise his power on his own motion without consulting anybody. Amongst
the powers given by the Act to the Registrar General and the commissioners, there are a large number
11
sound" in law, and which, in my opinion, ought not to be performed by others than lawyers.
2240. Then,-in point of fact, you think the Board might safely be dispensed with? I think so.
224].. Do you not think it would be an advantage to have some head in place of the Board, some profhssional man of standing. Cases might be dealt with by the examiners, and if l:liey agree, let the cases pass,
and if they do not agree, they would go to this master or commissioner of titles, or whatever you
call lumP And that gentleman not to be primarily concerned in the investigation of titles, but only as
referee P
2242. What I mean is, that the gentleman might be appointed to decide wherever the examiners differed.
If two examiners agreed to pass a title, that title would never come before the commissioner or master
but supposing the examiners differed and ho agreed with one of them, I think the ti;:lc might be passed
so that many titles wônld never come to luin at all, and this gentleman might have the supervision or
control of the examiners, who seem to be now under no control whatever? I think if that could be
carried out, it would beavery valuable improvement. The only thing I see, or seem to think I see, against
it, is this possibility, that the examiners, knowing there would be a referee over them, would be more
apt to differ. They would say, "'Well, we have got the commissioner (or master) of titles over us ; it
does not mattem', we will east the responsibility upon him."
2243. That would simply increase his work ? Yes ; it would by no means follow from his appointment
that be would be simply a referee; lie would have to act as umpire in many cases which now the examiners
in conference find they are unahle to. agree upon, but they would feel like arbitrators who have an
nmpire. They would say, I will state my case and you state yours"; and, not taking the trouble to
agree, would send the papers to the commissioner (or master) of titles, and that might cause a great
deal of friction in the department.
2244. But if a proper man were appointed, could he not control that a good deal and keep the examiners
in their proper position? If more of the Victorian system were introduced into your idea, it would, i:
think, tend to greater expedition in the conduct of examinations. There would be a large class of cases
which the commissioner or master of titles might hand over to one examiner, such as first-class cases
(i.e., where the title shows no registered dealing) ; I never understood w-hy these should require two
examiners to hammer at them—similarly in cases of transmissions under an intestacy; it is simply a waste
of energy and time to require two examiners to examine and report upon these.
2245. 1 suppose it is more theoretical than practical, because the second examniuer would barely look at
them? No, every examination, as far as I know, has been a careful one each examination has been just
as independent fosif the rasc had not gone before any other cxamuiaer. I have always thought it a waste
of time to refer those cases to two examiners.
2246. Could transmissions be dealt with by one examiner? Transmissions through intestacy; I doubt as
to transmissions through a will. The will should st-ill have two men at it but there are a large number
of first-class eases, and a large number of intestacy transmissions, and transmissions of amiotimer class not
very numerous, eq., to the Curator of Intestate Estates, under the ordinary order, to collect ; and there
are transmissions to official assignees, aud on marriage of a female proprietor, besides others. I do not
think these should ordinarily require two examiners; in other words, the only transmissio! s which I think
ought, as a rule, to require the double examination, are transmissions by will and by settlement.
2247.
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2247. Do you not think there isa great deal of unnecessary trouble over these transmissions? Which A. Oliver,Es.
class do you allude to?
2248. Ordinary transmissions as a rule; do you think it necessary to advertise as much as they have lSApnl, 1879.
done P The Commissioners can dispense with advertisements, if so advised, under the last Act.
2249. Do you think it necessary that the applicant should pay the assurance fee again on transmission?
No, I do not. it is not a new title; it is hardly even it new "departure." There is the death of the
registered proprietor, and before he got on the register, his title is supposed to have been thoroughly
examined.
2250. You think that the half-penny paid in the first instance ought to cover all dealings for all time to
come? I think so. Of course, it is necessary to remember that in will and settlement cases it might be
said by those who hold the converse view, that those ought also to be subjected to the assurance fee,
because there is in them it certain risk—an appreciable risk: but in the vast majority of cases I think
there ought to be no assurance fee on transmissions,
2251. The few exceptional cases ought not to make it dierencc in the way of treating them F
o; and
if there is any discretion given to the commissioner or master of titles in matters of this kind, or relating
to original applications, he would be the man to say: "We will in this ease charge an assurance fee,
because it comes under that class of titles to which the premium principle is applicable."
2252. Do you know whether the othcrbranches of the office work satisfactorily? I have heard objections—
indeed very great discontent frequently expressed with regard to them.
2253. In respect to what particular branch P .1 have heard that the public do not get their transfers--ordinary transfers, and transfers upon sales by niortgagees—as expeditiously as they should—that they
often hang fire for an unnecessarily long time in the department.
2254. WInle you were here, were they done as expeditiously as need be? The examhiers do not see these
transfers, except in some special instances when some doubt has been raised as to whether they should be
registered.
2255. is not the delay canscd in this office by issuing a new certificate and endorsing a new plan? Well,
the Act which'pern,itted an endorsement on the certificate ought to have relieved them of it great deal of
trouble with regai:d to new certificates and engrossuients, and so forth.
2256. But in every case where you take a certificate of a portion of a prior certificate, necessarily a plan
must be endorsed and new certificate issued, and that must occupy time? I do not see how that could
be avoided.
2257. That seems to me to be the main cause of delay in issuing certificates P Also in cases when a man
applies for a balance certificate.
2258. Can you suggest any improvements that may be made in the Real Property Acts, in order to make
them more beneficial to the public? Well, some of the matters that have been discussed would
require to be made the subject of new legislation, that is to say, the placing of the investigatmg branch
under some head, to be called the master or commissioner of titles; the relief of the office froin ullneecs.
sary examination, that is to say, the proper distribution of applications, so as to dispense with it double
examination of first-class applications and ordinary transmissions. And there are other matters. There
is the question of empowering some officer to charge it higher scale of assurance fee; and too there are a
great many minor matters in the present Act which should be altered.
2259, Is the Act wcll drawn P No ; in my opinion it is not svell drawn. ii: is full of mistakes and
ambiguities. An extraordinary one, among many others, is, that under the mortgage provisions the Act
speaks of a power of distress "hereinafter conferred." There is no such powcrconferrcd. There are two
directions in which I think legislation is very much needed. One is in the section of the Act which
expresses what is popularly called the extent of the indefeasibility of the certificate. I think that is very
nnperfectly worded. It gives, or purports to give (I think it is the 40th section), to the registered proprietors, certificate of paramount effict over everytlung that is not noted on the certificate, except in the
case of fraud. Well, then, things that can be noted on a certificate are, I think, very defectively mentioned.
There are these words,' subject to such encumbrances, liens, estates, or interests, as may be notified."
That is not enough, because there are many things that d0 not come under any of those expressions which
ought to be noted. For example, you find, perhaps, in it certain will a clause declaring that if any of the
devisees contest the will in any fonn or shape, that the devise to that devisee shall be void, and his
interest shall go over to others. That does not come under any of those expressions. It is not an estate, a
lien, an encumbrance, or interest, but it is a matter which, being once on the certificate of title, must stop
there.
2260. It is a claim—a possible claim, perhaps F in whom, because it may be the residuary devisees who
would get the benefit of it. It may depend on the testator to say who shall get the benefit of such a
clause. That is one class, and there are plenty of others. Suppose you have to do with leasehold certificates, and that you get it leasehold title on the Register, there are matters that must be required to be
placed on that leasehold certificate which do not come under any of these four words—" encumbrances,"
"liens,"" estates," or" intercsts," ccc, the right of re-entry on a breach of condition. And this brings
inc to the matter of leasehold certificates. I may mention that when Mr. Holdcn and Mr. Dick i'epared
their amended Bill, they deliberately left out all about leasehold certificates. The South Austrahan Act
has not a word about leaseholds. It deals with notlnng less than estates of freehold. It is true that in
Victoria they have them, but I have been informed that in Victoria the public have not made much use of
the provision. here we have not probably so many as ten leasehold certificates on the register. I asked
the Deputy Registrar General some time ago to hand me as many leasehold certificates as be could, and
lie could only refer inc to five or six. One reason I think why the Act should no]; permit of the registration ot'such certificates, is that you cannot simplify a leasehold certificate, and it is very difficult for
such a certificate to express mnoi'c than this:-" You have got a title provided some one else does not
deprive you of it," Then there are a good many other matters which I do not think come under those
words in the clause roferred to. Indeed there is a large number of qualifications upon absolute ownership which, in certain cases, ought to be on a certificate of title, but which cannot be placed on it under
the provisions of the 40th section. In that section, which is a most important one, I think there is great
room for improvement, because I apprehend that the intention of the Act must have been to enable the
certificate to carry as it notification anything, whether a covenant, a condition, or right, which constitutes
it charge on the land, or ought to run with it or afect its enjoyment or occupation.
2261. But you would not like to increase the number of notifications on the certificates F Certainly not;
and
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A.OliverEsq. and that is another reason why I should like to see the leasehold certificates got rid of. I do not think
the ordinary freehold certificates are likely to require many more notifications than those usually placed
18April,1879. upon them. For example, the examiners would never think of granting a leasehold certificate unless they
had examined the freehold title, and in many cases that would not be produced. Then there is another
little matter which I think requires considerable reconstruction, and thatis, the remedy of a person deprived
of an estate by reason of the registration of some other person. I do not think the sections in the Act
which deal with this subject provide the remedy in a proper manner. It is very dillicult for a man to
understand whether he has to bring ejectinent or to go against the registered proprietor or against the
Registrar General as nominal defendant. I think there should be both simplification and enlargement
here. If vougive the power to the head of the office to increase in one direction the assurance fee, I
think the Government on the other ]land, should take a larger degree of responsibility as guarantors of
the title.
2262. Do you think it is fair that when applicants for title appeal from the deeisioa of the examiners, and
succeed, they should have to pay the costs on both sides? No ; it is the case, but I do not think it is fair.
2263. Mr. 2rry.] The losing party ought to pay? The Government, as guarantors, ought I think to pay
in that case. it is not at all uncommon in land compensation Acts to providethat where the compensation
awarded is more than has been tendered to the claimant the costs shall follow the result of the action as
in ordinary suits. If the amount is less than that, the claimant demands, then lie should not get his costs.
If the amount is more than that, the costs should be paid by the other side. Under the Real Property
Act it does not matter; unless the Judge certifies that there were no "probable" grounds for refusing the
application, the applicant has to pay all costs, whatever the result may be. Well, the Judge, I believe,
never has so certified.
2264. President] Nor likely to do F Nor, perhaps, likely to certify. I need hardly point out that there
is a very necessary amendment in the Act occasioned by
the Real Estates Intestacy Act. In the transmission part, we have still got the "heir-at-law" as a possible trausmittee. That is nonsense ; he is a
possible distributee, but having no estate he cannot make an application under the present law.
2265. AIr. Terry.] You are aware that dower has been abolished in South Australia and Victoria? I was
not aware that it had been absolutely abolished. I cannot say I know the Victorian system under their
Dower Act.
2266. They have abolished it absolutely. Do you think it would be advisable to do the same hero in cases
of land brought under the Act P Well, I think if you abolish dower you ought to abolish curtesy.
2267. Of course? And the number of dowable people is so small that I do not think it represents anything but, so to speak, an illusory cloud on the certificate. Certainly, I have known a few, but only a few
cases where the contingent claim to dower might be anything but illusory.
2268. Still you are aware that in this office they require dower to be in each case negatived or noted on
the certificate P Yes, because, of course, the law as it stands requires the preservation of dower rights.
But in addition to the dower of women married before 1837, we have the dower of those women whose
husbands have not disposed of their land in derogation of dower, and have died or may hereafter die
intestate as to such land.
2269. President.] They are easily detilt with? Yes; I have not heard that dower has been very much
objected to, for the reason I have mentioned, viz., that it is nearly always an interest which it would be a
loss of money to try and enforce in equity, and is therefore in the majority of cases almost valueless. £5
or £10 would, in most cases, procure it release by the lady sometimes even less has sufficed to do so.
The difficulty is to find that there is no dower, although there may be only one case in a thousand.
2270. While dower exists, an inquiry is necessary in every case? That is quite true.
2271. AIr. Terry.] it puts applicants to a great deal of expense? If you proposed to abolish the right to
dower on land brought under the Act, I suppose you would have some provision that the dowcress, if
alive, should have some notice, so that she might enter a caveat in respect of her dower.
2272. But the general notice—the advertisement—would that not be sufficient? I would abolish dower in
cases of dealings with land under the Act, but not in the case of land to be brought under it.
2273. I should like your opinion as to the indefeasibility of titles. Mr. Burton has stated that, under
certain circumstances, titles issued in this office are defeasible P In the case of a clean title without a
notification upon it?
2274. Yes? Say a certificate in which A B is described as registered proprietor of certain land,
absolutely and without any notification upon the certificate. Of course fraud, actual or constructive, in
the procurement of that title would be ground for its being defeated in equity
2275. And in no other case? Well, as far as my ]neluory serves inc. I think that a clean certificate of
title could be defeasible only on the ground of fraud, or of the land being included in a prior certificate.
2276. Then you would not think it advisable to have an appeal to the Supreme Court to defeat any
certificate already issued, except in the case of fraud? I do not quite understand.
2277. You would not allow an appeal to the Supreme Court to defeat it certificate of title issued under the
Real Property Act—once issued you would allow it to remain? I think if the responsibility of the
Government were enlarged with regard to titles by taking away some rcstrirtions under which they are
now placed in the procedure part otthe Act, such a court of appeal would not be necessary. i\iv own
idea is that the Government, perhaps, hardly take upon themselves their hill measure of liability as
guarantors. I think cases could be easily imagined which are not reached by those provisions, but in which
the Government ought, perhaps, to be responsible. A. good many of these might be classified as topographical difficulties, where there is oerlappiug, encroachments, and matters of that sort. As to those
encroachments. 1 think it is expressed in the Act that the title is defeasible. I do not think the certificate
covers encroaehments (under the 40th section), but I do not think it would be well to have the title
indefinitely impeachable. If you enlarge the responsibility of the Government in respect of certificates,
nothing in the way of a court of appeal would be needed.
2278. In fact, impeachment of the title, after the certificate has once been issued, would defeat the object
of the Real Property Act? Of course the 40th section does not contemplate complete indefeasibility of the
title, because at the very commencement, the words express that the certificate is actually subject to fraud.
Equitable fraud covers a very large range, and the certificate is declared by the Act to be defeasible in
respect of fraud, if it can be pm'eved in the applicant or any person desiring title through the applicant with notice of the fraud. In other words, the certificate is not absolutely indefeasible ; it is only sub
2nodo indefeasible. And you are taking the case of a clean certificate, which is perhaps not the rule.
2279.
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2270. Have you not seen very many clean titles in this office P I think not more than fifty per cent, of .L0liver,Esq.
the certificates are clean."
2280. President.] Of course you are aware that in the case of conflicting certificates one of them must 18Apr11, 1879.
be defeasible P Yes; that is so stated in the Act.
2281. Mr. Th'ry.] What I wanted to ,of at is that there should not be an appeal to the Supreme Court
to upset a certificate, unless obtained in this office by fraud P You said that Mr. Burton stated he had
doubts about the indefeasibility of the title P
2282. Yes. You would not advise an appeal to the Supreme Court in any case but fraud to defeat a
certificate, that certificate having once been issued from this office P In addition to what 1 have already said
on this point, I think the Act should have been framed so as to bind the Cron, and thus to get rid of a
variety of difficult questions. We did not originally ask for the ordinary receipts for quit rents because
the Act was not supposed to bind the Crown ; I do not think the Crown is ever likely to proceed for quit
rents against the holders of certificates of title without causing a great deal of disturbance. We know
that outside the office receipts for quit rents are common requisitions.
2283. Do you not think it would be beneficial if the examiners could by advertisement deal with and close
unnecessary roads, that is, roads left in sub-divisions of estates and then brought under the Act—where
there is a willingness that the roads should be closed P If the original plan discloses any proprietary or
sub-divisional roads, they remain on the certificate.
2284. They are noted on the certificate P Yes; or at all events indicated on the plan, and that has often prevented a proprietor from subdividing,becanse the transferuponsub-division would be rendered in many cases
nugatory ; roads would be traversing them in every direction. But then again there is this difficulty: You
can never tell whether the right to the road has been surrendered, or whether it is an actually existing
easement, the extinguishment of which might be an injury to somebody. If you could get the consent
of all the parties concerned in the maintenance of the road to its extinguishment, I think no harm would
be done, where there has been no user or what amounts to an abandonment of the right of user.
2285. Prcsidcnt.] But supposing the right of user has been barred by actual occupation for twenty
years, then you might deal with them; you have done so in the Riley estate? Yes; that was an instance,
no doubt,
2280. ifs'. Terry.] You have done it in the Petersham estate too? Yes. The point is it very difficult
one. I do not think the examiners as such should have the power of obliterating rights-of-way. I think
they might advise some other authority,.and that there ought to be advertisements just as in closing
roads under the Land Act. I think that people ought to be able to come in and make objections.
2287. But in case these roads were advertised, and no one objected within three months, do you not
think it would be advisable to clear them off the certificate P Yes, and you would have the justification
afforded by the Land Act, because after the lodging of the advertisement, and no objection taken, you
can under that Act purchase the site of the road. 1 do not see why such a system should not be followed
in this office with proper safeguards.
2288. 21,'. Dascson.] Where, apart from fraud, a certificate is issued evidently in error, either in law or in
fact, and the Registrar General is called upon to show cause why it should not be cancelled, and lie
declines, ought not the person so calling upon the Registrar General to have an immediate right to go to
the court, and not stand or fall by the views of the commissioner or the Registrar General P 'We must
suppose that in that case the Registrar General would be advised by the examiners. You contemplate a
case on the part of the claimant which raisps some point not connected with fraud, not connected with
any eneroachmnent or overlapping, or the prior issue of some other certificate aflbcting the same land, but
which raises the question of error in the original grant of f:lie certificate.
2289. Either in law or in fact P Well, I presume that a mandamus can issue to the Registrar General of
course, if lie refuses to correct the error.
2290. If lie declined, should there not be the remedy of an appeal to the court? I cannot understand
why a matter of the kind should not be remediable by mandamus if it were clearly shown that the certificate was issued in error. That would be capable of being shown to the court.
2291. In a case of the kind to which 1. refer, the court, by majority, considered they had no pow'cr? In
simple error, I think that the court would have the power whether they would exercise it or not is a
different matter.
2292. The court held that they had no power to compel the Registrar General to depart from his veto?
That, of course, is that the court was of opinion flint the Act refused. It was merely discretionary on
the part of the Registrar General. I should not have taken the same view of the meaning of" error," at
all events for the purpose of granting a mandamus. And as to appeals to the Supreme Court, I should
not be inclined to curtail the right of any person who alleges that be has suffered a wrong by the action of
the office, to appeal against that action.
2293. President.] So long as the certificate remained in the hands of the original grantee? 2294. il/c. Robertson.] A very great deal of trpuble is thrown upon applicants by the examiners requiring
the production of original deeds, copies of which are on the. r'egisler. It was stated by l\Ir. Burton that
the object of calling for those original deeds was to ensure, in the first place, that they had been eorrect:ly
registered, and, in the next place, that they had no pencil or other niesnoranda on the margin which would
awake a suggestion as to it doubt 'bout the title. 'Well, even supposing that on the production of an
original deed, there is it pencil menioramiduni, why should that be held to affect the title P Nine-tenths of
the requisitions that are at present made would be done aw'ay with if it were held that the examiners
were not to be troubled with any titles that were uuregistcred. The calling for these original documerits, and also requiring equitable mortgages and releases, contracts, and receipts, to be registered,
wssumnes that it is necessary to perfect everything upon the register, and, at the same time, the examiners
assume that all unregistered instrument might: defeat it title. You see there is an inconsistency in the
two courses. What is the o'jcct of placing all these things on the register if, when they are there, they
are not to override, unregistered documents? Do you not think, if it were enacted that after a certificate
of title is once issued, it shall not be affected by any unregistered instrument whatever, a great many requisitions might be got rid of P tndoubtcdly, I think it would be a very excellent amendment of the Act;
but I apprehend that many of these original documents, for the production of which the examiners have
been in the habit of calling, are it very great safeguard to the title. Because, it is not an uncommon thing
for some of the originals—registered originals—to carry upon them mostimportantendorsements. Ihave
myself seen an original with a transfer upon it which made a clean sweep of the title, so far as that
transfer
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A. OliveEsq. transfer went. Now, if that transfer were itself unregistered, the registration of a subsequent conveyance
for value would protect the applicant's title in many cases. I think the practice has grown up, because a
18Aprd,1879. great many of the old deeds were registered by memorial. The particulars were then very imperfectly
described in the memorials, and you are probably also aware that some of those origina]s have been
endorsed in the way I mentioned.
2295. I am speaking now of deeds which have been registered in extengo. It has often happened to me
that my client has been called upon to produce an original deed, which was obviously not under his
control, he claiming only a very small portion of the property affected by a marriage settlement ; he has
been called upon to produce this original dcccl to prove a negative—that his title was not affected by it.
In searching myselt acting for a client, I have to he content if I find nothing on the register which affects
the title of the vendor. There are certain deeds which his predecessor may have eovenanted to produce
that I can call upon him to produce, but others I cannot. So, perforce, 1 must be content with the
registered copy, and if it disclose no flav or ineumbrance, I advise my client to take the title. Then, of
course having got his title, my client registers it. This shuts out any of those memoranda of which you
speak. So we get back to the point! started from—that the whole of this difficulty may be got rid of by
some enactment that these unregistered memos, shall not affect registered titles or certificates P That
would certainly get rid of the main reason for asking for their production.
2296. You remember the case cx par/c Pollard, in which there was a difficulty under a will, and the
examiners thought that the construction of the will was adverse to the claimant of the title, but they took
another point—that by the will the direction was given to the executrix to pay the debts of the testator,
and they called for evidence that those debts had been pail, although there was no evidence of the
existence of any debts. There was an appeal to the Supreme Court, and the Court decided that the
examiners were wrong in calling for this proof of the payment of debts. You remember the ease—are
you aware that that decision has bad no effect on the examiners—that they are still making the same
requisition under similar circumstances P No ; I was not aware of that. I was concerned in that case,
and I may mention that we were rather surprised at the decision of' the Court.
2297. But it was unanimous—Sir James Martin, Mr. Justice I-largrave. and Sir William Mnnning P
Yes. The Court appears to have held that there was no charge of debts, and that if the property got
into the hands of third parties the charge of debts, even if there had been one originally, would have
been immaterial. The Court, by this judgment, appears to have ignored the cases of Sabin v. Heepe,
Wrigley v. Sykes, and many other cases in equity.
2298. 'l'hcy had a Colonial Act, and under thn.t Act the ercditors had a remedy, and could not, after
slumbering on their rights for twenty years, come forward and claim The property. They had a remedy,
and if they did not take the remedy, they could not claim to have this property kept untransferred to a
devisee or those claiming under lnm, that it might be available to satisfy debts which they might at some
future time prove they had against the estate. I think the decision was a very sound one P J:tisat all
events the decision of the Supreme Court.
2299. AIr. Archer-.] Reverting to appeals to the Supreme Court in relation to the Registrar 0-encral's
action—am Ito understand you to say that you would be inclined to let any and every case of certificate
of title be opened up, or would you jealously guard the right of appeal P No I have no such idea as
letting any and every case be opened up. [surely did not express myself in such a wa.y as to admit of
such an interpretation to my meaning.
2300. Perhaps not; but I wish to be quite clear, as I thought from the style of question put by Mr.
Dawson that he was anxious to go behind the Registrar (J-enertl's dictum at any time when a question of
law or fact was in contest? I. think that the law as it stands seems ample. If that question of law or fact
can be brought within the term ' error—the express vords in the section are shall be shown to be a
certificate granted in error—if the meaning of "error" here is something distinct from "title," then, in
my opinion, the remedy in the Act is sufficient. But I think that when once I lie title has been examined,
the examination in all respects should be final During the examination and before the issue of the
certificate there is pleuty of time for anybody to apply to the court, and by the new system introduced
by the last Act (not yet, however, taken advantage of) I think there are enough modes of challenging a
title before it is placed upon the register. When once placed on the register, I think the word " error"
ought to have a very confined meaning; 1 do not think it aught to he' error" in granting the title. I
admit, however, that express error in the description of the ],and or the name of the party to be registered, or the estate to be granted, may properly he the subject of inquiry by the court, even afterthe grant
of the certificate.
2301. The 126th section provides for error in description P I think the title itself ought not to he
impeached after the granting of the certificate unless on the ground of fraud. The question Mr. Dawsoit
put to me stated the error as " error in law or error in fact," but he did not state whether that was nit
error going to the title itself, or arising somewhere outside the title.
2302. Mr. .Darcson.] Error possibly fit a want of knowledge of law on the part of the examiners?
Of course that would, in poiut of fact, come to the same thing as error in title, because they would be
granting a certificate of title, I presume, to some one who was not entilled.
2803. No doubt? Then in the case you mean there must have been a certificate in the possessiea of one
person, and there must have been what you claimed to be a title in another.
2304. Undoubtedly. What I mean, in fact is this—onght any claimant to he compelled to stand or fall by
ihe issue of a certificate by the examiners without having on appeal to the Supreme Court if he is convinced
to a dead certainty that the examiners are wrong? Why did not the claimant go on the assurance fund P
2305. Well, he may, yet do so, but 1 may not like to have the cost of it? Mv apprehension of the
fundamental principle of the Act is that the Legislature meant that the certificate of title should be final,
but that if a man had a better title, his right should be converted into a claim upon the fund, with the
exception of that class of cases where a mortgagee can eject a mortgagor, an eneumbrancee an incnmbrancer, and so forth.
2306. Mr. Archer.] In fact you apprehend that if a question of error could he made the excuse for
bringing in an appeal, any or nearly all of the certificates might be, as you say, ripped up P They might
be all impeached in some form or other, I suppose.
2307. And it would defeat the object of the Act? If it were the object of the Act to give a finality to
the title, and to give any adverse claimant a claim merely on the assurance fund—as I apprehend it was,—
I think I stated in the earlier part of my examination that the remedy against the assurance fund, in my
opinion, was hardly as largely expressed as it might have been; and I think the matter Mr. Dawsou
speaks
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speaks of could be dealt with satisfactorily if the assurance fund were made more accessible to claimants. A.Oliver,Esq
This larger liability would. according to my view'. be a sort of counterpoise to the increased assurance 18April, 1879.
premiums which I advocate iii certain cases.
2308. President.] Do I understand you to say that in 110 case where a. certificate is issued, there should be
a right of appeal by any person intcrcsted in the land? The object of which would be to get the land?
2309. Yes. Suppose for instance a man owns land and another person, we will say even without fraud,
obtains a certificate to it, do you not think that the real owner should have it right to apply to the court
to upset the certificate so iong as it remains in the hands of the person who has obtained it; I admit that
if lie transfers it to a stranger, the right ought to cease, but so long as it remains in the hands of the
original certificatee there ought to be an appeal to the court by the real owner of the land? Of course
the assumption at the root of the existing system is, that the time during which a caveat may he lodged,
coupled with the provisions of the Act relating to notice, are a sufficient protection to any person other
than the applicant claiming the title. That is the ground upon which the Act has gone.
2310. Rut supposing the real owner is in a lunatic asylum, or absent from the Colony, and never sees any
advertisement, why should lie not have the two remedies—first, to come in and oppose the application by
caveat, and if that happens to be lost—no matter how—why not have the right to go to the Court? WTould
you give him the double ieinedy—to approach the court on caveat, and to impeach the certificate also P
2311. Possibly I should not, but it' he showed that he could not avail himself of the caveat remedy, why
should lie not go to the court to have the certificate cancelled, provided it remained in the hands of the
original person to whom it has been issued? Ii; is hard to understand that with competent examiners
there would be such a case, unless it should arise out of' fraud. 1 cannot understand the examiners
passing a title where the rightful owner is somebody other than the applicant, unless there has been a
mass of fbrgery, or a large tinctui'o of fraud, in the matter, either of which would now render the certificate
challengeable.
2312. JLr. Archer.] At; all events you think the risk so small that the assurance fund might bear it? But
it case has been put to me where the mall wants the land and not the money.
2313. 02 course you ar
e upposin
s
g a case where there has been inefficient original investigation of
title? 2314. .President.] Or bribery of examiners? Then I give the matter up. If the Government do not
ensure an effective examination in the first instance, I think there ought to be a right to impugn the certificate of title.
2315. You knowyou cannot be sure of always having proper officers? 2310, ilk. Tern.] But if you had an efficient head he would sooa let the Government know whether the
officers were pi'oper or not P We have been singularly lucky in that regard. Neither ourselves nor our
predecessors have made any slips of this kind, at least none have come to light.
2317. .Prsident.] I am only alluding to possibilities? If the Government machinery is not effective
machinery, there is no doubt; it would be a wrong thing to compel a man rightfully entitled to land to accept
a sum of money in lien of land, but I am, of course always assuming, as it is generally assumed, that when
you have a certain object in view, the Government take care to have commensurate machinery to effect
that object. if there is any danger or probability of weak or corrupt examination of titles, the sooner the
office is abolished, the better.
2318. You are perhaps not aware that there are actual charges against officers of the department now of
receiving money to facilitate the passing of titles? That question comes upon me here with something
].ilte a shock, '1 never have heard of any charge of that; sort in connection with the examiners.
2319. I do not say it is a charge, but it is a matter of talk outside. It does not apply to the examiners,
but go a step further and we ina.y see it applied to the examiners—to future examiners possibly, and in
that case the injury might be endless? No doubt it i6 impossible for us to say now more than that, for
some fifteen years we have had an extraordinary freedom from litigation. We do not know what may be
latent. There is certainly it great deal in the suggestiou—that whilst the certificate of title remains in the
hands of the original proprietor of the land2320. President.] The grantee of the certificate? Whilst it remains in his hand,without equities attaching
to it in favour of other persous, the Court, nuder certain stated circumstances, should possess some measure
of control over the certificate, such, for example, as the power to inak-e a vesting order in favour of a person
having a better equity.
2321. That would not bind I:he land but only the person? But the office would have to carry that out;
that is specifically provided for in the Victorian Act. I wish to be understood, of course, that these
remarks have only been made in the very doubtful contingency of such a thing as infirm administration
of the Act ever happening. I mention that because, as a rule, the examiners have not been charged with
I hat particular offence ; .1 mean of "slumming" their work.
2322. dIr. 2irry.J During the time you have acted as examiner of titles, have you ever come into collision
with the Registrar General P I do not know that I have come into " collision" with him,
2323. Has he not made charges against the examiners to the Crown? I believe that he has made such
charges to the Coioaial Seci'etai'y. And I. think lie has sometimes indulged in minutes which I should
not describo as courteous to them. The Rgislrar (leneral has the reputation of being it zealous officer,
and has never been quite content with the pace at which the examiners do their work and he has often
expressed that discontent in his minutes. Sometimes we have asked him for an increase of our clerical
staff when we have felt quito unable to cope with the work of the office. 'We have frequently had to
conduct our correspondence, and have on various occasions drawn his attention to the fact, but he has
not shown [lily disposition to help us. And in a good many other respects, perhaps, he his not shown
that degree of consideration for the officers connected with the investigating branch which we thought
they had a right to expect. Perhaps it was because we have always taken a determined stand in our
Position as his coadjutors and advisers in working the Act. We have always considered ourselves in the
positiomi of standing counsel to the office.
2324. Does he not consider himself as your superioras your head? I cannot say that lie has ever
asserted such a relation to the examiners. They would certainly have resented such an assumption.
2325. hr. A'c1ie.r.] By ref using that clerical aid, did lie retard you in your action? We have had various
sources of weakness to contend with ; the want; of effective clerical assistance has been one of the chief
drawbacks.
2326. What I mean is, did his refusal to afford you the aid you sought, increase the very slowness ho
deprecated F 1 think so, undoubtedly. '
2327.
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£ Oliver, sq. 2327. So that lie was, in it
measure, the cause of the delay? The fact is we wanted to have an experienced
clerk—some one introduced from it solicitor's office—to conduct the correspondence. We have always
18April,1879. been obliged to put up with it novice, or be compelled to write our own letters, correct them, and do a

quantity of clerical work connected with this branch of the office which we might to be relieved from by
having a competent man to do it. We work with a very much smaller staff—both as to examiners,
draftsmen, and other officers—than they do in Victoria..
2328. There is very much less work to do P Our results are proportionate.
2329. Aft. Terry.] We haye more work to do in this Colony? The titles are very different.
2330. Would you recommend an increase of the examining power in this office? Most undoubtedly. I
do not hesitate to say that this office will never be in proper working order unless and until we have got
something like the staff they have long had in Victoria. We ought to turn out 450 instead of 250 titles
a year.
2331. How many examiners would you recommend? I think we want three assistant examiners. I
think the present examiners, each associated with an assistant examiner, would be able to do an immense
deal of work. First of all, one man cannot direct all the searches and snake the preliminary perusal of
the deeds for the purpose of drawing the search papers. That now falls on Mr. Lander, and if we have a
large increa,seof business here, it would be impossible for Mr. Lander to keep up with it. I know that lie
has often been obliged to take deeds home in order to prepare the search papers. The assistant examiners
would be the officers to do that. They would, of course, have been trained in a solicitor's office.
2332. Mr. A1cher.] They would be like a managing clerk? To aeertain extent like a conveyancing clerk,
in the examiners' office, and in course of time they would be educated and qualified to do the work of
examiners, There would then be no difficulty in finding an examiner, as there was lately, when that office
became vacant, because we should educate our own examiners in the office.
2333. And if they were to run in couples in the examination of titles, do you think the results would be
reliable? I do not think they ought always to "run in couples"; there are a large number of applications
that can be dealt with on the " one-horse" system.
2334. They do that in Victohia? They do that in Victoria. Then if that were done, it great deal of the
work done now in the draftsman's office could be properly verified by the examiners or their assistants.
The draftsman, or one of his assistants, now prepares the description that goes in the certificates. I think
that the old course ought to be revived. The old system, many years ago, was that the examiners—Mr.
Dick and Mr. Holden—prepared the draft certificates of title. It is too important a matter, in my opinion,
to leave to the draftsman without the supervision of the examiners, but lie has to do it now because the
examiners have not the time.
2335. President.] But there are no descriptions in certificates, as a rule? The certificate of title requires
descriptions very often—eq., on applications for portions of Crown giants, &c.
2330. As it rule they do not insert descriptions P As a rule they do not if the land can be identified by
reference to a plan.
2337. And, surely, the draftsman is the right person to prepare a description when many solicitors' clerks
have not an idea on the subject? They have not, and they have often to employ a surveyor in consequence.
2338. And therefore the draftsman is the proper person? But I think one examiner or an assistant
examiner should be available for verifical:ion.
2339. Mr. Arelic-r.] Have you any idea, taking the titles all round, complicated and simple, how many an
examiner might be expected to get through
iii a year, during the 300 working days? It is so difficult to
say; I have had one ease alone where the title has taken inc three months to peruse.
2340. But you would not have them in the average—excluding those singular cases? Taking the average
run of cases, I think if an examiner got through the perusal of two sets of deeds—i. e, the deeds connected with two applications—in a day, lie would do very well I meaa commencing from the application,
going through
the and search piper', and then having the registration copies brought up to inspect.
deeds
1 think he will find himself tolerably brain-tired when he has completed the examination of two
applications.
2341. That would be 600 a year from each examiner? A great deal of the work, indeed almost all,
undergoes a second and independent examination.
2342. Would you say one a day would be a fair thin? If they had a sufficient staff they could turn out
of this office 400 a year, if there were that number of applicationsi—I mean the office as a whole.
2343. With how many examiners? With three examiners and three assistants ; and with the draftsman's
department correspondingly increased, I think the office could turn out 400 a year, if not more.
2344. Are you aware that in the neighbouring Colony the average number turned out by each examiner is
from 220 to 230, and that even that is thought slow work? Then that must be multiplied by six, if
there are six examiners, which makes 1,200—do they turn out 1,200?
2345. I think last year it was from 1,000 to 1,200? Well, we could never have disposed of that quantity,
because there never has been so large a number of applications as 400 in any year which I can remember.
2346. But pro reM, if you had these examiners they would do the sainc-600 or 700 a year? 1 think
we could not do thatin this Colony. Most of our titles—seventy per cont. of them—are embedded in wills
(sometimes in two or three wills), and often entangled by settlements and assignments for benefit of
creditors. You have not got in Victoria, 1 apprehend, such entanglement of titles as Nye have, because, of
course, that is a much younger colony.
2347. And you think that the old cases are so numerous and complicated that zuo fair comparison can be
made between Victoria and New South Wales? 1 think not. The old work in 'Victoria has been done
much better than it was done here, and we have got infirmities in 'titles from that reason.
have been
told that in Victoria the applications are lodged in a better and more complete way, and that the titles
presented do not contain so many pitfalls as here.
2348. There are difficult cases that require the greatest acumen and judgment, but it is probable that the
number has not been so great as with you.
2349. Mr. Terry.] You know Mr. Lander ? Yes.
2350. Is lie an efficient officer ? I may certaiuly say yes. He is a little slow, perhaps, but lie is very
trustworthy.
2351. Aft. Archer.] But lie is an officer of the Supreme Court, Sd has to work at wills P Yes; and it is
very important to the examiners that he should work at wills, and that they should be as accessible as
they are now. If we had to send a requisition to the Custodian of 'Wills in the Supreme Court before
we
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we could get ecclesiastical papers there would be another element of friction in the office.
2352. But if lie is doing that work, he is not doing your work P That would be part of his work as clerk
1sApril,189.
to the examiners, if we wanted a will or administration papers.
2353. But is it not said that lie has too much to do in relation to wills P That may well be, in relation to
the public. People are constantly coming into his office, and wanting to examine wills.
2354. llc is not wholly your officer? No, be is an officer of the Supreme Court.
2355. And ought not that to be chaaged P I think the wills should remain as they are, but that Mr.
Lander ought to be relieved of any duties, except those connected with the Land Titles Office.
2356. Zr. Terry.] You are aware that he complains that he cannot get through the duties of his office in
consequence of the immense amount of work thrown upon him? Yes; I know, as a matter of fact, that
he takes work home occasionally-that he often has in his office five or six solicitor's clerks and others,
who are enquiring about certificates, requisitious, and often about wills. Of course a man cannot peruse
title deeds so as to frame a search paper, with a dozen people about him.
2357. Then cases remain with him for months before the examiners see the application P If so, I suppose
the reason is as I have mentioned.
2358. Mr. Archer.] Do you mean that he takes title deeds and wills, and other documents, to hisprivate
house P I do not think lie would take wills, but I suppose he would do, as I have done-take the lodged
title deeds. I liai'e done so frequently. I know the risk, but I accepted that risk. Solicitors do the
same. Of course if you lock up the deeds in this office, and say they should not go away, it might be a
precaution against possible loss, but it would certainly be also a source of delay.
2359. But should an officer in his position take them away from the office? He is a solicitor, and knows
the risk.
2360. He is not recognized as a solicitor by the Government? He is a solicitor of the Supreme Court,
and I think lie is very trustworthy and careful. I do not think he has ever lost anything.

TUESDAY 22 APRIL, 1879.
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JAMES NORTON,

ESQ., PRESIDENT.
WILLIAM HENRY ARCHER, ESQ.,
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SAMUEL HENRY TERRY, ESQ., Mr.,
THOMAS ROBERTSON, E5Q.,
I
Mr. John Nobbs examined:2361. President.] I understand, Mr. Nobbs, that you are conveyancing clerk in the office of Messrs. Mr. 3. NoN,,.
M'Carthy, Robertson, and Fisher? Yes.
2362. In your capacity as such clerk, have you had much to do with the Land Titles Office? Yes, ever 221lpr11, 1879.
since the commencement.
2363. Do you lodge applications for certificates of title P Yes.
2364. And for transmissions? And for transmissions.
2365. Have you been in the habit of paying the fees on those applications P Yes.
2860. And you know what the legal fees are? Yes.
2307. Have you ever, in any instance, paid anyone in the office more than the fees actually legally demandable.? Well, accidentally. They have called my attention once or twice, or reminded me that I have
paid too much.
2368. I do not mean such payments as that; I mean payments to clerks for facilitating the passing of
work through the office? On one occasion we were instructed by a Melbourne firm in a matter in which
a sum of £50,000 was locked up. It was a very large matter. There was a mortgage in it, in which the
consideration was £50,000. The money was placed by the mortgagee in the bank, and at that time the
mortgagor had to pay the interest from the date of paying it into the bank. He was not to receive the
benefit of it until we reported the matter registered. As each day would cause the mortgagor the loss of
a large amount of interest, he requested us to see if we could manage to get the thing pushed through as
smartly as possible. I explained this at the counter to one of the clerks, and he told me that it could not
be done, that it would have to take its natural course, and that if smaller matters came forward they would
have to cause our matter to stand over.
2309. This, I understand, was a case where the land was already under the Act? Yes. Well, after
seeing Mr. W. Muddle, the clerk, several times, he told me that it might be done by the juniors if they
stopped late, and I told him that we were willing to pay them something for their trouble in staying overtime. They did do so, and I paid them. I asked Mr. William Muddle-I gave him the cheque, and asked
him to distribute it as ratably as possible amongst his juniors.
2370. How much was the amount of that cheque P Five guineas.
2371. And was the case then put through? Yes, it went through more smartly. I.was there one or two
evenings with them when they were going through, examining. I stopped after 4 o'clock,
2372. Then this was a payment to clerks for work done in the office? Yes, overtime. It was at the
suggestion of our Melbourne principals that we did so.
2373. Was the case then pushed forward out of its regular turn? I cannot say that it was so pushed
ibrward.
2374. How soon did you get it completed? I suppose in about a week or so; it was a very large casehundreds of grants and receipts-and caused a great deal of bother.
2375. Have you ever, on any other occasion, paid to the clerks fees not authorized in the office? I think
in another case I paid a small fee for something the same. I think that was a Melbourne matter too. I
think the amount was a couple of guineas. Those are the only sums I remember paying.
2876. Have you never paid fees of this kind except on those occasions? Not that I can remember.
2377. Have the counter-clerks ever suggested that fees should be paid to them? Never; not on any
occasion.
2378. Except on those that you name? They never suggested it at all. I suggested it-that the work
could be done by overtime, and that we were willing to pay for their overtime.
2379. Do you know that it is reported out of doors that such fees are coustautly paid in the office P No;
1 do not know that.
2380.
530-M
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Mr. J. Nobbs. 2380. You have never heard such a report? Not that they are constantly paid.
,'--- 2381. Have you heard reports that other people have paid fees of the same character? I have heard of
22April, 1879. one report, and that was in reference to Messrs. Stephen and Stephen's clerk. He had a very large matter
to be dealt with, and I suggested to him, as it was a very large matter, that I remembered on one occasion
paying for such as overtime, and that perhaps they would do it for him in the same way. He told me
afterwards he had paid in that way. That is the only case I remember.
2382. Do you find the clerks at the counter always civil and obliging? Yes, but I find there is not sufficient assistance there. I think they ought to have another clerk. There is a great deal of time wasted
by solicitors and clerks waiting there for their turn to come on.
2383. You think there ought to be another clerk? I think they are over-worked, and that they should
attend to the counter solely. I believe that their work inside the office takes up a great deal of their time.
2384. Mr Archer.] There was one phrase you used-that those were the only two cases that you remeinber? Yes.
2385. Is it possible that you could have ever paid in any instance and not remember? No, it is not
possible.
2386. And you are quite certain that you never paid anything to anyone as an expedition fee, but simply
for clerical overtime? For overtime, that is all.
2387. Did you ask the sanction of the Registrar General for the use of his officers? No, not that I
remember.
2388. Well, if you had done so, you would have remembered it? Yes, I asked Muddle, who was the chief
counter-clerk, to see about it and divide it amongst the juniors.
2339. How long do you suppose they were engaged in working overtime? About a week.
2390. How many of them? I really could not say.
2391. One-two-three? Only one; I remember going there with one of them.
2392. You think that he would have the whole brunt of it? No, he would not; the work was divided
somehow in the back office; it goes through one person's hands and another person's hands.
2393. Then you handed it to Muddle to distribute? Yes. The matter had been in the office some time
before I thought about it, and they told me that it was a very large matter, and that if they dealt with it
in the office before smaller matters, people would complain that their cases were not dealt with before this
large one, and at the suggestion of the Melbourne firm I made the offer I did.
2394. And you paid the five guineas to Muddle, but do not know how or to whom it was distributed?
No. I remember asking one of them afterwards whether he got a share of this money, and he said yes.
2395. President.] The gentleman you allude to as the one to whom the cheque was given is Mr. William
Muddle, the coubter-clerk P Yes.
2:396. Mr. Archer.] In both those instances you acted for Melbourne principals? Yes.
2397. Have you never found the Sydney firms anxious to push their business with equal earnestness?
They all try to do it.
2398. But not in that fashion? Not in that fashion.
2399. You are not aware of any Sydney solicitor but Mr. Stevheu having acted so? No; no instance
but that came under my notice, and that only recently. I took it for granted that they did act in large
matters like that.
2400. Then the whole of your experience is confined to three cases, two of your own and one of Mr.
Stephen's? That is all.
2401. I trust you see the importance of the question, and how necessary it is that this matter should be
probed to the bottom? Yes.
2402. And how incumbent it is upon any one who really knows of anything wrong in the office to take
this opportunity of exposing it? Certainly, I quite understand.
2403. And you are not in any shape or way keeping back anything in your own knowledge, or of what you
have heard, that would in any way inculpate the department? No.

Thomas Salter, Esq., solicitor, examined
T. Salter, Esq. 2404. President.] You are a solicitor in large practice in Sydney? I am a solicitor in practice in Sydney.
2405. Have you had much experience in connection with the working of the Real Property Acts? Yes.
22April,1879. 2406. Do you know of any difficulties in connection with them that have influenced the bringing in of
business to the office, or the withdrawing of business from the office? Yes, I know there has always
been a difficulty in bringing property under the Act, except in the most ordinary cases.
2407. You mean that persons have refrained from bringing cases in in consequence of the working of the
Act P I am aware that they have, in consequence of the difficulties in connection with the working of the
office.
2408. What form do those difficulties take? The form of objections which are considered unnecessarily
taken by examiners to titles.
2409. Do the examiners take more objections to titles than they need fairly take P In many cases, in my
opinion, they do.
2410. They are too particular? I do not know that they are too particular, but they take objectionstechnical objections-which a solicitor acting for a purchaser in an ordinary purchase, if taken, would
immediately waive. They would be taken as a matter of form.
2411. And the examiners take such objections and do not waive them? Frequently.
2412. Then the difficulty of passing titles here is greatly increased by the particularity of the examiners in
examining titles? To a great extent by the technicality of the examiners.
2413, And they examine them more severely than practising solicitors? Well, they take more technical
objections than practising solicitors would take. I do not think that they examine them more severely,
but they take objections that are more purely technical than would be taken by the solicitor of a purchaser
in an ordinary case.
2414. And objections that you do not consider necessary in judging whether the title may be safely
accepted? Objections that I certainly should waive in acting for a purchaser, investigating the title in
the ordinary way.
2415. And you think that the Government would be quite safe if such objections were abandoned-that
the assurance fund would not suffer? I do-that it would not be likely to suffer.
2416.
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2416. To which of the examiners do the difficulties which arise apply? That I cannot say.
body,
and
I
may
say-]
think
I
ought
in
fairness
to
say2417. You speak of them as a body P As it
that, in my own experience, the objections have not been taken in the same way recently-within the last 22April,18 9.
few months-as heretofore. During the last few months, I myself passed several applications under the
Act that I had refrained from bringing in some time previously.
2418. Then there has been within the last few months it marked improvement in the mvestigation of
titles? That is my experience.
2419. Have there been, as far as you are aware, any unnecessary delays in the office? 'Yes; I consider
that the delays have been most unnecessary-that there have been extraordinary delays in the office.
2420. Not sufficiently accounted for by the neglect of solicitors in attending to the requisitions that the
office has made? In a great many cases not accounted for in that way. I have had cases in which the
delay has arisen on my own part, and I do not blame the office for delay in such cases.
2421. Has it been your practice to recommend clients to place their properties under the Act? Not of
late years.
2422. Do you not think it is an advantage to them to have the properties under the Act? Yes, if the
property is got under in a reasonable time.
2423. Then why have you refrained from advising them to place the properties under the Act P Becanse
of the difficulties-the unnecessary difficulties in the way of bringing the property under the Act.
2421. Do those difficulties involve delay and expense? They do involve very great delay and very considerable expense.
2425. Have you heard of any cases where expedition fees, or doiweurs, or bribes have been paid to any
gentleman in the office P No, not to my knowledge.
2426. You do not know of any? I do not know of any such case.
2427. You have heard rumours of such things P I have heard rumours of such things in many cases.
2428. But you do not know whether those rumours are well-founded P 1 have no means of judging.
2429. Have you ever paid clerks expedition fees? No.
2430. Or for working over lime? No.
2431. Can you suggest anything in the system which is capable of improvement-main points merely?
The Act is very imperfect, and there are many things capable of improvement, and requiring revising
altogether.
2482. Do you think any improvement can be made in cases of transmission? Yes; the present mode of
transmission is an expensive and complicated one.
2433. You are aware that the assurance fee is paid on transmissions the same as on an original application?
I was not aware-at least I had forgotten it was so.
2431. Do you think it ought to be paid? No, I do not think so; I do not see why the assurance fee
should be paid on transmissions.
2435. What qucstions have given you the most trouble in dealing with titles applied to be placed under the
Act? I do not quite understand.
2436. The production of deeds, dower, or any other thing? The production of deeds is always a trouble.
some question where the deeds are not easily procurable-where they are not in the applicant's possession
nor procurable by him. I have several applications myself, waiting at the present time, and cannot get on
with them because there are old deeds which are not procurable. We cannot find out where they are.
2437. Do you think the examiners have been too particular in requiring production of those deeds not in
the applicant's possession? Well, I have known cases in which I considered they were too particular,
that is, in which there was evidence which I should have deemed satisfactory-not direct evidence of the
loss of the deeds, but evidence that the deeds could not be procured and which I considered satisfactory,
inasmuch as the search register did not disclose anything affecting the title.
2438. Do you think they ought to be more particular than solicitors-bearing in mind that the solicitors
have to consider that their work has to be examined afterwards by some other solicitor; the work of the
examiners is done forthwith and there is no further examination ;-do you think they could dispensQ with
some of their strictness in the production of deeds? I do not think the examiners can be too pirrtieukzr
in investigating titles; at the same time I consider that if I were an examiner of titles I should look upon
myself very much in the light of a solicitor acting for a willing purchaser, not bound by any conditions,that is, not bound by any auctioneer's contract-but under what we call an open contract of sale,
unfettered by conditions as to title.
2439. Do the examiners then take up the position of acting for an unwilling purchaser? It has
frequently seemed so to me. lam now speaking of what occurred some time ago rather than latterly.
2440. Do they give people the idea that they wish to reject the titles rather than pass them? People
apparently have that idea.
2441. That is non-professional people? Yes. I daresay I have given people that idea myself, because
in some cases it has appeared to me that the examiners considered it their duty to take what objections
could be taken to a title and to abide by the objections.
2442. Mr. Archer.] Do you think that dower should be abolished? Not yet-not abolished altogether;
it is becoming a very important question.
2443. As it matter of practice in the department, have you found the question of dower a troublesome
one to you? I have not, because, as a rule, in ordinary cases, the ordinary evidence has satisfied the
examiners of titles as far as any question of dower in which I have been interested is concerned.
2444. You have not seen any strong necessity for an amendment in the law in regard to dower in any
way? It has not occurred to me so. There is an Act here which reduces the question of dower on unimproved properties to a minimum.
2145. i-'resident.] But you know the fact that the existence of a few dower cases of women married before
1837, makes the examiners inquire for dower in every case of persons dealing with property, whether
married before 1837 or not? Yes.
2446. Does that not give a great deal of trouble P I dare say it does, but it is a matter easily satisfied,
and it has not occurred to me as a matter in which much trouble has arisen actually; because, at the worst,
the dower is marked as an encumbrance on the certificate of title-although this is objectionable, no
doubt, if it can be avoided,
2147. But it is marked in such a way that no one can tell the value of it? Yes; no one can tell the
value of it, and you have to satisfy a purchaser from the holder of the certificate of title that no dower is
2448.
actually attaching.
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Salter, Eq. 2448. And you know purchasers have a great horror of dower. What I mean is, that purchasers place
undue value on dower, and refrain from buying property where it attaches? They do attach an undue
22April,1879. importance to it in many cases.
2449. And there are so few cases of dower which are worth anything, that it seems hardly worth while
to make those inquiries now in every case? It does seem so. Of course, in general practice, there are many
cases in dealing with unimproved land in which it does not seem worth while to make inquiry as to dower.
2450. Of tourse you are aware that most praetising solicitors can name nearly all the cases of dower of
any importance before 1837? Yes, perhaps so, inasmuch as there have been dealings with most properties
since 1837; but still there.are cases in which dower is still an important question.
2451. Mr. Daw.son.] I think I understood you to say that at one time you advised clients who wished to
bring their titles under this Act, not to do so, owing to the delays? Yes, if waiting for a time made no
difference to them. We were always living in hopes that those delays would be done away with, and that
it would become an easier matter to get a property passed under the Act.
2452. You say that within the last few months greater facilities have been given? At the time the last
examiner was appointed I brought in several applications that had been in my hands for some little time
previously, and which I had not been disposed to bring in before, in the hope that there would be some
improvement in the mode of investigating titles that would enable the business to be done more satisfactorily and with greater expedition.
2453. President.] And what was the result of those applications? I can remember that I brought in at
that time five or six. I remember five distinctly; three of those have been passed.
2454. Mr. Dawsoa.] Do you now hesitate to advise clients to bring land under the Act? No; I do not
think that I should hesitate where a client is wishful to bring property under the Act. Of course I have
scarcely had time to see whether there is any marked improvemeut in the working of the office.
2455. You believe there are not the like difficulties now in passing a title? 1 found in those applications
that they were passed with greater alacrity than had been the case for some time previously. I know
that two of those applications are waiting for some evidence that I have to furnish.
2456. Do you know from your personal experience if there is a want of what is called counter accommodation? From what I hear in my own office, I think there is, decidedly.
2457. That they want additional assistance? I do not know what assistance they have in the office, as I
am not acquainted with the details of the office; but they want additional assistance, either in numbers or
ability, which I cannot say.
2458. Complaints are made by your clerks of the delays? Not so much latterly, but a few months back
and for a long time previous to that, very serious complaints were made, and I have had occasion to complain myself to the office about the delays. Probably the rumours respecting the Commission to inquire
into the working of the office had something to do with the increased activity in the work.
2459. Mr. Terry.] Do you think it would be advisable to abolish the Board of Commissioners appointed
under the Act? I have always thought so. So long as there are competent examiners. I have never
seen any great utility of the commissioners myself.
2460. President.] But I suppose you admit that there ought to be someone to look after and control the
examiners—a professional man? Well, I think there ought to be a senior examiner who has had a much
larger experience than the examiners of titles at the present time. That is my own impression. Someone
in the position of a senior examiner, to whom every point of thfficulty should be referred—a sort of
arbitrator.
2461. Mr. Archer.] A man of larger experience than exists among the present examiners? Yes; of larger
practical experience.
2462. Do you think it possible to obtain an examiner of larger experience and so-under law than Mr.
Burton? It is scarcely fair to put the question in respect to Mr. Burton.
2463. Do I understand you to say, sweepingly, it would be well to have an examiner of larger experience
than any existing examiner? Of larger practical experience, because I believe Mr. Burton has a more
than ordinarily good knowledge of law theoretically, but what has been well termed his objective faculty
has always stood in the way of bringing this knowledge to a practical bearing.
2464. Then you mean to say he does not measure difficulties, but puts simple difficulties and large
difficulties in the same category P The opinion I should form of Mr. Burton is, that he is a man of technical
mind, and scarcely able to get over the technical difficulties he himself raises. That, I understand, has
always been the difficulty with Mr. Burton.
2465. Mr. Teriy.] In consequence of those difficulties you allnde to, Mr. Burton is not a man who would
succeed in private practice? I think it likely he would not.
2466. Mr. Archer.] You think if there were an examiner appointed of this practical skill and experience
of which you speak, that the business would be got through with much greater facility and with equal safety,
so far as the assurance fund is concerned? Yes, I do; we have had some experience of that. At the time
when the Act first came intooperation, and when Mr. Dick and Mr. Holden were examiners of titles,
business was done with very much more expedition and with a great deal less trouble than it has been
done ever since that time; and, so far as I know, there has never been any case in which the compensation
fund has been called upon. Mr. Dick was a very practical man, and Mr. Holden was, as far as my knowledge of him goes, a practical man also, and a very safe and very careful man.

FRIDAY, 25 APRIL, 1879.
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George Pile, Esq., examined

G. Pile, Eq. 2467. President,] You have had a great deal to do with the Real Property Office, in bringing property

under the Act, and in dealings? I have.
26 April, 1879. 2468. Have you found the office to work satisfactorily? No. I wish to give evidence principally of the
actual monetary losses which have to be suffered through the inconvepiences and unsatisfactory working of
the office.
2469.

-
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2469. We shall be glad to have your evidence in respect to the working 'of the system; will you be good G. Pile, Esq.
enough to inform us of the causes of complaint you have against the office? The delays in commencing
to investigate, and in proceeding with the investigation of titles; and I consider the Complaints of these 25Apn],1879.
delays as very strong against the office, because the Government, by establishing this department, have
entered into the business of con-veyancing in such a manner as to give them a monopoly, which of course
gives the public stronger claims for its satisfactory working.
2470. Do you consider there is unnecessary delay in the office? Most assuredly.
2471. What does that delay arise from P Not from the law itself, but the inefficient administration of the
law and the bad organization of the department.
2472. Can you point out any particular branch to which those objections apply? They apply to the whole,
even to the want of a sufficient number of attendants at the counter, which keeps people—professional
gentlemen and others—waiting sometimes an hour or an hour and a half before they can be attended to.
The objections apply also to the time before an application is transmittcd to Mr. Lander's department;
to the very grcat delay before it reaches Mr. Pearson—a delay sometimes extending, to my own knowledge, over two months from the time it is received in the office; and] suppose to the insufficient number
or insufficient working capacity of those gentlemcn appointed to assist the Registrar General—I mean the
examiners,
2473. You have often received objections raised by the examiners to titles that are attempted to be placed
under the Act? Sometimes very absurd objections, even in a simple first-class application, and if you will
permit me, I will give you an instance.
2474. Yes? fpurchased from a person named James Yates, the grantee, a piece of land at St.
Leonards, and he applied, at my request, to place it under the Act. I received a requisition stating
that a, certain James Yates had a judgment against him in the District Court, and I was0asked to prove
that it was not the James Yates. I did so. I Then received another requisition stating that a certain
James Yates had a judgment and execution taken out against him, and I was requested to prove that he
was not the same man. I did so in the ordinary way, by declaration. I was then in the receipt of a third
requisition stating that a Supreme Court judgment was reistered against James Yates, and I was again
asked to prove that he was not the person. All those coubT have come to me in one requisition.
2475. But you received them at three different times? Yes; after negativing the first. I received the
second, and after negativing the second, I received the third.
2476. Did it cause you much trouble and expense to cure those difficulties? It did, certainly; the
expense would be £3 or £4, and a delay of possibly a month was caused in the receipt of the title.
2477. But you ultimately obtained the certificate? Oh, yes.
2478. Can you give us other instances of the same character? I am prepared to give the instance of a
case—of an application—which is now under investigation, and which I should like to send for, with your
permission. Its number is 4,410, and it is an application by P. A. A. Wilson of land at Botany.
2479. A first-class title? No. I wish to produce this case as an instance of what I think is a very
absurd requisition. I wish also to give in the form of evidence that in making applications we pay an
assurance The. The essence of the assurance is that it is to cover a risk, but the requisitions that we
receive and have to prove when bringing properties under the Act, quite ignore the fact that there is a
risk supposed to be run by the office, and a payment in the form of assurance charged.
2480. What you mean is that if the office receives a fee for assurance it ought to take some risk? Of
course an assurance The pre-supposes risk.
2481. And you think the objections so minute that there can be no possible risk? Exactly; and there has
not been the slightest claim on the assurance fund from the commencement. I wish also to call your
attention to the spirit in which this Act was introduced, and in which it was understood by the public. It
was understood to be more for simplifying the titles. In the evidence taken before a committee of the
Legislature, and given by Mr. Torrens, the spirit in which applications were to be received, was
described as one in which all mere legal technicalities were to be put on one side—legal technicalities
which a solicitor acting for a purchasing client would be supposed to take into consideration. But in the
administration of this office, technical points, which no solicitor in common practice would ever think of
taking nobce of, are brought prominently forward, and the production of deeds forty, or fifty, or sixty years
old required, necessitating the production of original deeds, notwithstanding the provisions of our Registration Act, which makes any registered deed take priority over all unregistered instruments.
2482. Then you consider the objections taken by the examiners are such as practising solicitors would not
take for purchasers ? Certainly.
2483. You consider the examiners too strict? I think that they make, not in the sense of strictness but
unwarrantable and vexatious requisitions, which in no way tend to clear up the case. They ask for deeds,
theproduction of which, in point of fact, will not assist them in their investigations. (Case, number 4,410,
produced.)
2484. What do you reThr to in the case number 4,410? This application is in the name of F. A. A.
Wilson, number 4,410; it was a case for personal service, and was dated the 21st March, 1877.
2485 What do you mean by a case for personal service? Special notices. This case, after being a fair
average time-1 think not more than three or four months—was passed by Mr. Jones. There was a
requisition for certain documents, which were lodged by Messrs. Allen, Bowden, and Allen; the application applies to a large portion of Phelp's grant at Botany, and after the case was investigated by Mr.
Jones, I believe it was transmitted to Mr. Burton, who to my personal knowledge kept it in his safe,
without having looked at it, for a period of from six to nine mouths. Then, after a great deal of bother, I
got a requisition to produce the deeds taken away by Allen, Bowden, and Allen. I produced these deeds,
and the Rev. Stanley Mitchell, the proprietor, going to England, applied for the deeds, which were never
looked at. He took the deeds away, and I got another requisition to produce those deeds a third time. I
wrote to the office about it, and informed them that they must accept or reject the title on the evidence
they had got, and that I would throw upon them the onus of rejecting the title. Mr. Burton has fallen
in with my views, and dispensed with the production of the originals the third time.
2486. You consider that the Deputy Registrar General's requisition (produced) No. 8, reqniring you to
show the Rev. Stanley Mitchell's title to the sums of £4,000 and £10,000 should never have been made ?
Certainly not, and that no solicitor's office in Sydney would ever have made such a requisition.
2487. You consider that the Deputy Registrar General has no right to inquire whether the money belonged
to the Rev. Stanley Mitchell or anybody else? No; he has no right to go behind the deeds lodged in the
2488.
case.
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2488. Has the applicant sustained any loss by the delay which has taken place in the case you have
c-'
mentioned? As Mr. Wilson informed inc a couple of days ago. the loss in interest alone is about £150,
26ApnJ,1879. or over. The application is dated Qlst March, 1877, and was lodged on the same day.
2489. Did you lodge it? Yes.
2490. Is the reference to you there P No, there is no reference at all; they know my handwriting.
2401. Mr. Dawson.) Is there no memorandum on the other side? "Received 21/3/77," and although the
application was lodged on the 21st March, 1877, a question as to the title of certain mortgage moneys in
the Rev. Stanley Mitchell who Bold to the applicant, was only intimated to applicant on the 22nd February,
1879, and the delay that has already occurred has caused a loss in interest alone of over £150. Then I
think I ought to say in evidence that before the death of Mr. Holden we used to get cases through
with very fair speed; and my opinion is that Mr. Holden had authority or standing and considerable
weight with Mr. Burton. There was very little trouble then, and we used to get through large complicated
cases with no objections ; things went very fairly then. But since that time, until the appointment of
Mr. Maddock, when you got an application lodged you never knew when it might be dealt with by even
one examiner. Now, since Mr. Maddock has been appointed, we can feel certain that if a case has the
good fortune to go before him early, it will be investigated by one of the examiners within a month or five
weeks after being received in the office. Two different cases of my own—property lam interestedim—
have been to my knowledge investigated by him, requisitions received, satisfied, and passed on by him to
another examiner within a month after the application has been received. Two, I know of, where requisitions have been satisfied and passed on a month after.
2492. President.] Then Mr. Maddock is in your opinion much more expeditious than either of the other
examiners? Certainly.
2493. Is there any reason why those other examiners should not be as expeditious as Mr. Maddock P I
do not think either of them has the working power, the capacity for work, in them. Of course I cannot
give evidence as to legal qualification. Mr. Jones, to my knowledge, seems very industrious, and though
more technical now than ever he has been, yet formerly I used to get the work done by him to some
extent fairly. Though I have found Mr. Burton very obliging and gentlemanly in his manners, yet it is a
common thing for cases to be twelve months with him before they are looked at.
2494. In what repute do these examiners stand generally with the public? As I have stated. The
general opinion of the public is, that if the Government could find a suitable opportunity for promoting
Mr. Burton, and appointing in his place a man of good sound capacity and standing, force of character
and so on, Mr. Jones would be able to work very well, and give very good satisfaction.
2495. Then I think I understand you to mean that Mr. Burton's position in this office creates a great deal
of delay that might be avoided if other examiners were appointed? Yes.
2496. Do you know of any cases in which people have retrained from applying for titles on account of the
way in which the office has worked? I have known numbers of instances. With regard to myself, until
the appointment of Mr. Maddock, for two years nearly I never brought a case in which I could avoid.
2497. You think people imagine it is of no use to bring titles in? Yes. But I would like to say also
that the effect with the outside public of the Government establishing the Real Property Office has been
to establish a test office. If any person says a single word against a title, you cannot say it has been
investigated by so-and-so, the question is, Can you give me a title under Torrens' Act?" and you are
obliged, if you wish to do business, to say, We will apply at your expense," or "We will put it under the
Act for you,"
2498. Do you think the system is a popular one with the public? Undoubtedly.
2499. Do you think it has advantages? Unquestionably, if it is properly conducted. As it is now it is a
serious loss.
2500. Do you know of many cases of applications for certificates withdrawn on account of difficulties
unnecessarily made in the office? No, 1 cannot say I have. I have known a large number of people
who, on account of the difficulties, would not apply. I have myself persuaded numbers from applying to
place their properties under the Act.
2501. On what grounds? Mainly on one ground—that it is impossible to know when you will get a title,
or what expense you will be put to ; and consequently in regard to people any way elderly, the delay in
transmissions in case of decease is very serious.
2502. Do you think unnecessary difficulties are made in transmission cases? I think the whole principle is
wrong in transmission cases. If property is not under the Act, and the person takes the property by will
or by letters of administration, there is no delay at all—it is done in twenty-four hours. Here, in one case
I had two wills—two different transmission applications—the will of Mr. Fisher, and the will of my father,
and they were somewhere about three months before they came into this office and the case was dealt with.
2503. You mean before they came from the counter to the examiners? No; before the will of Mr.
Fisher and the will of my father were accessible to the office—to this department—having been kept in
the Supreme Court.
2504. Then that was not the fault of this office P No; but as it is a portion of the system of transmissions,
it is a cause of a portion of the delay. Whereas, if property is not under the Act, that delay does not
occur.
2505. Why should that delay occur in those cases? I was told at that time those delays were common;
whether it is now or not, I do not know.
2506. As soon as the will is proved, it is accessible, I suppose, to the office here? it was not then. The
information I got from Mr. Lander then was that these wifls were kept a long time in the Supreme Court.
Since the appointment of Mr. Slattery it may be different.
2507. Do you know whether any of the officers in the establishment ever prepared documents for the
publcP I have never known an instance.
2508. Have you ever paid any douceurs or fees for expedition or otherwise to any of them? No, never.
I heard some years ago the term "expedition fees" mentioned, and I immediately informed the Deputy
Registrar General that I had hehrd the expression used, and that if ever I came to know it I would report
it. I only heard the expression used.
2509. Then you consider it objectionable that the clerks should be allowed to receive expedition fees P
It would be destructive of all discipline to allow it.
2510. Mr. Archer.] How did you hear of it? From a solicitor's clerk, in speaking of the coat of bringing
a property under the Act—a property that was going through his office; be said there would be an
expedition fee—that was all.
2511.
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2511. He did not say to whom he would have to give it? No. I heard the expression used, and I G. File, Req.
.
.
mentioned it to Mr. Muddle, the Deputy Registrar General, immediately.
2512. President.] Are there any salient points in the system which you could pornt out as requinng 25Apnl,1879.
amendment P Certainly, the one I have just nientioued, in regard to transinissioii applications—I cannot
see the necessity for anything being required beyond the probate of will, or the letters of administrahon
granted by the Supreme Court.
2513. Some alteration has been made under that he,td lately by Act of Parliament P Yes.
2514. Does not that cure all the difficulties? I think not; I do not see why those transmissions should go
before the examiners at all.
2515. Do you think an assurance fee is properly payable on transmissions? Well, I am inclined to think
that there is always a certain amount of risk in wills ; I am not sufficient lawyer to know whether there
is any risk in letters of administration.
2516. Bat wills often occur in titles when they are first brought under the Act, and there is no extra
assurance fee on such applications P No I would not object to the assurance fee if the thing could be
put through without the advertising, and without going before the examiners.
2517. In a case I lately brought in, I paid, for transmissions, £62—do you think that is a fair charge on
applicants? No; it seems very unfair—I grant that it is enormous.
2518. My case was very a simple one too P Of course I sin answering the question in regard to assurance
fees on transmissions on the assumption that there is a risk. If there is no risk, of course no insurance
fees should be charged; the assurance pre.suppeses a risk.
2519. You are not aware that they have abolished it in other colonies? No; lam not aware. I should
like to give evidence upon the subject of dower. I think that the time has now arrived at which dower
might be completely dispensed with, and the office take the risk. The plan which I thought would be a good
one is that in the event of the applicant not being' .this to negative any particular dower—that is, produce
evidence that the dower did not exist—it should be competent for the office to charge a small additional fee
on consideration thereof, and to issue none but clean certificates.
2520. What fee would you fix P It should be something nominal.
2521. A percentage? Something in the £—a farthing in the £—or something so small as would cover the
risk, according to the knowledge that the office would have of the probabilities of dower.
2522. There are certain cases in which you know that dower exists, as for instance in Mrs. Hosking's
case, mentioned in the papers we had just now—how would you dispose of those cases? There are half-adozen persons—perhaps a dozen—in the Colony, who we know are entitled to dower; but the value of
the property is stated in the application, and the value of the dower there could be calculated and the risk
charged for in proportion to the known value.
2523. Well, the system you would propose is that some small extra fee should be paid in all cases
where dower could not he negatived P Where the commissioners saw reason to believe that the dower
would possibly or probably be claimed, then they might charge a small fee, but not at the counter.
2524. You would leave the question in the hands of the commissioners? Yes, within proper limits; and
even then only for a limited time. There should be a time stated by any new Act, when all claims to
dower, that is, all charges for dower by the office, would cease.
2525. Well, I suppose at the end of this century P I think at the end of 1889.
2526. Is there any other point on which you wish to give evidence P I would wish to state that I have
lost—directly and indirectly—through delays in this office2527. Unnecessary delays? Unnecessary delays. Several hundred pounds, which includes, of course,
the loss and injury I sustained by being kept out of moneys which I could not obtain until properties
had passed the Act. I have known instances of people in a small way of business—people of small
means—suffer proportionately greater loss than myself, and I have heard of a case where a person waiting
for a title on a transmission application has had to borrow money at sixty per cent, or something like it.
The delays in transmission applications press with very great severity on numbers of poor people who may
be waiting, after the death of their husbands, to realize their properties, which they cannot do on acconut
of the delays in their title being transmitted. For that reason I have told people that Torrens' title is
a curse.
2528. Do you think further examiners are necessary? No; I think that even with the present work,
with two good hard-working men, the whole of the work could be done; but the Government cannot
expect to get first-class men for the salaries they offer.
2529. Have you anything further to say about the matter P I do not think I have, though I wish to press
upon you what I first stated, that the Government have gone into business as conveyancers—that they have
a monopoly of the particular branch which you may say they have undertaken. All properties under the
Act are compelled to come to them, and by establishing the Land Titles Office they have established a test
title, and if a person is unwilling to offer to place a property under Torrens' Act, it depreciates the reputation of his title immediately ; consequently, people are often forced against their will—as I was in
Wilson's application—to come to this department. Through the bad management of the department, the
want of a sufficient and efficient staff, in many instances the delays which I have mentioned frequently
take place, and the losses through those delays in all cases are very great; and, as I have said before, in
transmission applications, to widows inheriting small properties it is sometimes almost ruinous.
2530. Do you think the Registrar General has the interests of the institution at heart? Unquestionably.
2531. And you think he is a very good man in his place P Well, yes; but it is open to consideration
whether the office has not now attained such large dimensions that it would be advisable for it to be
separated altogether from the other duties which he has to perform.
2532. You mean to have an executive head —a head of the examining department as it were? Well, no.
I meant to have a master of titles, who would have sufficient standing to prevent the examiners from
forimng themselves as they do now, to a great extent, into a kind of a court in passing the titles. The
Act states that examiners shall be appointed to assist and advise the Registrar General. Instead of that,
the examiners take upon themselves the position of passing the titles and ignoring the authority of their
chief, because they are professional men and he is not. I think also it is open to consideration whether it
would not be advisable, seeing how large an institution this is becoming, to have a separate head for it
unconnected altogether with the other departments under the Registrar General, and with sufficient
standing to be completely the head and master of the office.
2533. You are aware that the examiners claim to be entirely exempt from interference by the Registrar
2534.
General? Certainly, that is what I am alluding to.
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G. Pile, Esq. 2534. Mr. Dawson.]
Do you think that any benefit accrues to the public from having the Board of Commissioners ? No, not now, or very little now that the examiners constitute themselves a court As the
25Apral,1879. examiners have ignored the authority of the Registrar Genera], and have been allowed to constitute theminto a court, I do not think the Board of Commissioners are of much value, seeing that they do not
assert proper authority.
2535. President.] But I think you said you would substitute a master of titles in place of this Board?
I think that is open to consideration. I did not say I would do so. it is a matter that should be considered, and one for your Commission to make any recommendation upon. I only say that it should be
carefully and fully considered.
2536. Mr. Dawson.] Would you have a Board of Commissioners as well as this master of titles? If
you had a master of titles, an equity barrister, who would be the master of the office, I think you would
have no need for the lay Board; but to have one who would give thorough satisfaction, it would be
necessary for him to be an equity barrister, or conveyancing barrister rather—one of higher professional
standing than the examiners.
Andrew Hardie M'Culloch, junior, Esq., Mr., examined:—
A. M'Culloeh, 2537. President.] You
are a solicitor in practice? I am a solicitor in practice.
sM..2538. Have you had much experience in connection with the Real Property Office? I have had a good
25A pr1, 1879. deal latterly—for the last few years
2539. Do you think it works satisfactorily in every respect? Certainly not.
2540. What objections do you kd to it? Well, I find it is a difficult matter to get any title through,
and if there is any difficulty which one might expect to get rid of by bringing a title under the Real
Property Act, it is almost an impossibility to get it done at all, and certainly not for a very long time.
2541. To what do you attribute the delay that takes place in passing titles? I should attribute it to the
intense technicality of some of the examiners, and to the fact that the Board of Commissioners simply
exercises no control over the titles at all. They seem to be guided entirely by the examiners.
2542. They are non.professional men, and I suppose do not feel themselves entitled to question the
opinions of legal gentlemen? No; they do not even exercise as much discretion as a client would in
dealing with an objection a solicitor might raise.
2.543. Do you think there is any advautage in retaining the Board of Commissioners? Under the present
system I do not see that they are of any use whatever.
2544. To which of the examiners do your objections particularly apply? More particularly to Mr. Burton,
but I think that Mr. Jones is quite as technical. The only difference is that be may be a little bit quicker
in his dealing with matters. I can name some iastances that have lately occurred in my own practice,
where the Eveleigh House property was brought under the Act, after, I think, two years of hard work. I
subsequently tried to bring one or two properties in the same title under the Act. Those which came
before Mr. Jones and Mr. Maddock I have got titles for; some happened to be in the hands of
Mr. Burton three months before the others were through, and I have not even got them advertised, and
cannot get any information as to the position they are in, although there is not the slightest difficulty in
the title whatever.
2545. Was there not a difficulty about the title at one time? Yes.
2540. And has it been removed? Yes, and the title was passed in the Eveleigh House property before
making an application with the others.
2547. Then, notwithstanding that the title was passed in that case, there are still delays in passing land.
also afiected by the same title? Yes, of smaller value and under exactly the same title. I can only
remember one at the present moment in Mr. Burton's hands—that is Mr. O'Connell's case, of land in
Abercroinbie-street. 1 have had occasion to write about it recently. That application was lodged three
months before some of the other applications in which we got a certificate.
2548. What is the nature of the objections the examiners take; do they take such objections as solicitors
for purchasers take in examining titles? I think they take many objections that solicitors acting for
willing purchasers at all events would waive.
2549. That is to say, such technical objections as would not affect the risk —? That would have no
effect on the right to the possession of the property whatever.
2550. And their objections are too minute, you think, and too technical? I think they are—very much
so.
2551. Can you say in what repute the office stands with the public and solicitors? With the public I
think it is in very bad repute, because in any attempt to bring property under the Act, it takes a very
long time, and is very costly, and with solicitors, I suppose, it is almost held—I was going to say in con.
tempt—but that is rather too strong. Certainly there is no respect for it.
2552. Do you think people refrain from bringing titles in here on account of the present state of the
management? 1 should think so. I know it is the case that, where properties are mortgaged, mortgagees frequently refuse to allow the title to be brought through the Land Titles Office because of the great
difficulty there is in passing a title, and they are afraid of frivolous objections being taken which would
have the effect of depreciating the value.
2553. Have you yourself ever advised that titles should not be brought under the Act on account of the
difficulties raised hero? No; in any case where I have had difficulty I have advised them to bring the
property under the Act, and I have pushed them through.
2.554. Do you think there are sufficient examiners? I should think so, if they were prompt in dealing
with the matters—dealing with them in the way in which practising solicitors do in titles that come under
their notice. Three examiners ought to get through a great number of titles. I believe a great deal of
difficulty arises under the transmission titles. That I have not had much experience in, and do not know
what amount of time is taken up by the examiners in that work.
255.5. Have you ever heard anything of malpractices by gentlemen employed in the office, such as receiving
mouey for expedition fees, or anything of that character? No.
2.550. You have never paid such fees yourself ? I have never paid any such fees.
2557. Can you give us any evidence in any other respect as to the working of the office? I think 1 can
call your attention to one case, which, in my opinion, shows the wrong way in which one of the examiners,
at all events, seems to regard his duties. I had a title to bring under the Act; it had been originally in
the
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A. H.
the hands of Messrs. Stephen and Stephen; it was a Balmain title—Mr. Paling's case,—and Messrs.
Stephen and Stephen had been, -I think, some two or three years trying to bring it under the Act, but a
lot of teehincalities were thrown in the way- on account of the purchase being obtained on credit. In the
first instance no conveyance had been executed, and it was brought under the Act under the contract and 25April,1879.
owg
in to the ]on,,
it took to bring it under the Act, it was cut U and a number of allotments were
sold. Eventually, 1. believe, there were something like 100 or 120 allotments sold. Well, after a great deal of
difficulty, we got a requisition from the examiners, and obtained the consent of all these parties to the property being brought under the Real Property Act. But Mr. Burton in a memorandum he wrote on the case
said—I do not remember the exact words, but the effect of the memorandum was this: That be thought
the proper course for the Commissioners to take was to rejectthe title and insist upon separate applications
being brought in by each purchaser; and be went on to remark that this would be very remunerative to
the office. It seems to me that is not the object of the office, and that he takes a wrong view of the case.
2558. Was the original application made before the sales? I think so ; but at all events before a very
large number of the sales. There could have been only a few sales made at the time of the original
application.
2559. And what was the result of that case ? j: got it through at last, with the exception of it few of the
allotments which I had to omit -is I could not got the consent.
2500. And certificate issued in favour of the purchasers? And certificate issued in favour of Mr. Paling.
2101. Who then gave them titles afterwards? Yes. There is another case in which a great deal of
difficulty was thrown in the way, but I think I got them to waive the difficulty, and perhaps it ought not
now to be mentioned. It was a case in which property at St. Mary's had been brought under the Real
Property Act, and this property originally belonged to Sir Maurice O'Connell, who had sold 40 acres of
it in small allotments. It was a grant of 1.000 acres. The conveyance of Sir Maurice O'Connell to my
father was of all the land not sold, and now that all application is made to bring a part under the Act,
they require the surveyor's certificate that none of those numerous conveyances aflèct the piece of land now
sought to be brought under the Act. in a matter like that, it seems to me that the draftsmen of the
Office should certif. To get a surveyor's certificate for each allotment would be a great deal more than
the value of in)- of the other pieces of land on the estate is itis cut up now.
2302. Do you know of any other case of objectionable practices or requisitions or unnecessary difficulties?
Of unnecessary delay. There were a number of cases I wanted to mention, but being a little
bit late, I. have come away from my office without them. I have written, during the last few days, I
think, seven or eight letters in different cases complaining of unnecessary delay.
2563. file. Archer.] Do you get replies to those letters? I. get them in due course. The last letters 1.
wrote were to the Registrar General. If a letter has to be considered by the examiners, it is put in its
turn, and you may not get ,in answer for three months.
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Mr. George Charles Selwyn Smith examined
2564. .President] 'What is your position in the office of Messrs. Stephen and Stephen? I am an articled Mr. G. Smith.
clerk there. I attend to the agency business a good deal, the Land Titles Office business, ecclesiastical, '-"
29ApnI,1879.
and the convevaneing generally.
2565. And you are brought a good deal into contact with the Real Property Office P Yes, with the Land

Titles Office.
2506. Do you lodge applications for titles and transmissions P Yes.
2567. And pay the fees? Yes.
2508. Have you ever paid more than the regular fees authorized by the Real Property-Act? Yes, I have.
2509. For what pnrpose—on what account? I understood that the clerks downstairs used to stay belnud
their time to do extra work at night, and in consideration of their doing that, in order to get through some
deeds,]: gave them all extra gratuity.
2770. Then those payments you have made are for overtime work by the clerks in the office? Yes.
2571. Not fhr work done during office hours? No, certainly not.
2572. Have you ever paid gratuities for other than work done by overtime? Well, I have only on two
occasions paid gratuities at all, and on both of those occasions it was in consequence of the clerks staying
behind time to work.
2573. Were those important cases? Well, yes, they were. They were sent up from Melbourne, and they
were required to be got through as quickly ,is possible.
2574. Did they involve much work? Well, in one matter there were 281 endorsements, and in another
511 endorsements.
2575. Endorsements on grants ? Endorsements on grants.
2570. And do you think that work could not have been done by the officers of this department during
business hours without great loss of time? I do not think it could. \Ve should have had to wait a good
deal longer than we did if it had been done in the ordinary course. 'We got it done in three weeks, and
we might have had to wait two months, I dareso , before we could have got it by the ordinary course.
2577. Are there sufficient clerks at the counter? 1(10 not think so.
2578. You are a good deal here, and see, I suppose, the business that goes on P Yes.
2570. Mi'. Archer.] How much did you pay in gratuities on both those occasions? I paid two guineas on
-each occasion.
2580. Four guineas in all? Yes.
2.551. Did you obtain the consent of the Registrar General to employ those clerks? No, I did not.
2582. To whom did you speak? Well, I spoke to a clerk in the office of another firm of solicitors, and
530—N
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Mr. G. Stith. asked him if it was usual to do this. I had heard that he did it, and I asked him. He told ins that he
did it, and that he did so because they, the Land Titles clerks, stayed to do work overtime.
2Apri1,1879. 2583. And was the clerk to whom you gave the gratuity the only one who stayed? I do not know how
many staved. It was only one I gave the money to.
2584. Who was he? Mr. William Muddle.
2585. At the counter? At the counter.

Henry Massey Makinson, Esq., solicitor, examined:—
H. Makinson, 2586. .President.] You are a solicitor in practice? Yes.
"F
2587. And, I suppose, have considerable dealings with the Real Property Office? Yes, but not much
29APrii,1879 personally.
2588. But your office has dealings here? Yes, the office has.
2589. I suppose your clerks lodge applications for titles and transmissions? Yes, they take all the papers
in, and transact all the ordinary business.
2590. And pay the fees P Yes.
2591. Have you ever paid more than the legal fees for work done in this office P I never have for work
on our own account. 1 remember once paying a fee, which I believe is what was called an expedition fee,
in an agency matter.
2592. What was that fee paid for? I had better state the exact circumstances. My clerk brought a
letter from a country solicitor, for whom we were agents, directing us to pay the sum of two guineas to
Mr. Muddle.
2593. Mr. William Muddle? I have ascertained since, that it was Mr. William Muddle.. I gave the clerk
a cheque for two guineas accordingly, and I presume he paid it over according to instructions.
2594. And do you know what it was paid for? The clerk told me it was in connection with an applica
tion of Croaker, and I have not much doubt it was an expedition fee. That is what he told me. He
showed me that a letter had been received to pay Mr. Muddle two guineas, and I gathered from the facts
told me at the time, that it was in reference to this application of Croaker, because that was down in the
butt of the cheque, and I have no doubt it was an expedition fee.
2595. Was there much work in that case? I know there was a large bundle of deeds. 1 never went
through them myself.
2598. More than ordinary work in it? Yes, there would be more trouble to go through the deeds and see
that the application was in proper order.
2597. Do you suppose that this fee was paid to Mr. Muddle for working overtime? I never saw Mr.
Muddle about it. lam telling you what my clerk told me. That was all that took place at the time; but
I have inquired since, and have been told by the clerk that Mr. Muddle suggested that it was a proper
case in which to give an expedition fee. 1 have been told that within the last few weeks when I inquired
about the matter again.
2598. That was the form in which it was put to you? The clerk told me this lately. I inquired about
it, and said, "I suppose it was to push this matter on ?" And lie said, "Yes."
2699. What has become of this clerk? The clerk was Mr. O'Connor, who passed the other day, and has
left the office; but I believe he is in town. I saw him the other day. I heard from him and another
clerk who was present at the time—James Harkess—about the matter.
2600, Do you know of any other instance in which such payments have been made? Only by hearsay.
2601. But you have heard of such cases? I have heard it often said that such payments were made, but
I have not heard of any particular case that I could name now—at least I do not remember any. Our
clerks sometimes told me that they had been told that things would go more smoothly if such a fee were
paid, but I have always directed them not to pay such fees in our business.
2602. Will you inform us whether the office has worked satisfactorily in he opinion of the public and
solicitors? No, I think it has not.
2603. What are the grounds of complaint? Delay is the principal complaint.
2604. In which branch P In the clerical branch, I think—I mean in the branch downstairs which deals
directly with the outside public and the profession. There are three or four different things which strike
me as probable causes of delay in the office.
2605. What are they? The first is that when titles are brought in they are handed to Mr. Lander to
make a search against the title, and it is within my knowledge that he is so overwhelmed with such work
that the searches get into arrear, and sometimes cases are delayed two or three months before searches
are made against them.
2606. Do you think he has more than he can possibly do P Yes, I do.
2607. Can you tell us any other cause of dissatisfaction P Well, it is only when he has made the searches
that the case is passed on to the draftsman to ascertain if the descriptions are correct, and, as far as I know,
I do not think the applications are delayed very long with the draftsman. Then the matter goes to one of
the examiners, and he peruses the title. Well, I think that involves a treble perusal of the title, first by
Mr. Lander, and secondly by two examiners, one after the other. I think the title ought to be sent in
the first instance to be examined as in ordinary practice, and let the examiner read the abstract himself
first, and make out his own search paper.
2608. What you mean is that the present practice involves perusal of title by three different officers?
Yes, by three, one of whom is not supposed to examine it; but he cannot make out a good search paper
without examining the title. Mr. Lander has to do that—peruse the title.
2609. But he need not peruse it to look out for flaws and faults in it? He has to be pretty careful, and
it takes him a long time to get through it long search paper, and it involves a certain amount of discretion
as to what he should search against.
2010. After that is done the case goes into the hands of the examiners? Yes.
2611. Is there any unnecessary delay there? They have a habit of sending out what they call preliminary requisitions, and afterwards the main requisitions in the case go out. I think the examiner who
goes through the title should go through it once for all, and send out all the requisitions that appear on
the deeds and abstracts then before him.
.......2612.
.
.
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2612. Just the same as in a solicitor's bifice? Yes. I have found in my own practice, that after satis. H. Mikinson
Esq.
lying preliminary requisitions in producing deeds, getting certificates and proof of different facts, I have
been met with an objection which I could not meet, and which has forced me to withdraw the application 29AHl1S?9
P
altogether.
2613. Do you not suppose titles are brought into this office in a much worse condition than into a
solicitor's office? Yes, I think that titles are sometimes brought in without the person bringing them in
properly examining them, or seeing, in fact, whether be had a title to be brought under the Act or not.
2014,. You have seen the requisitions or objections taken by the examiners of titles, I suppose? A great
many. There is another thing about the preliminary part of the work to which I wish to refer, that is
the advertisements; after the searches have been made and the deeds have been examined by the chief
draftsman, and after the examiners have perused the title and sent out their requisitions, and all requisitions are satisfied—then and not till then, are advertisements inserted. I have had a case nearly two
years before they got so liw as to insert.the advertisements, and then there is a delay of I think seventy
days in connection with the advertisements. I think the parties ought to be allowed, if they choose to
take the risk, to have their advertisements inserted when the application is lodged. Of course if the title
is refused afterwards, their money is lost, and public attention is called to a blot on the title. But I
think that risk might be left to the applicants and their solicitors.
2015. Do you consider the objections and requisitions of the examiners more minute and technical than
need be? I think that there are often requisitions sent from the office that would not be put by any
ordinary solicitor in practice.
2016. Very often what? I think requisitions are sent from the office which a solicitor in ordinary
practice would not think it necessary to send.
2617. The examiners then, you think, are more particular than practising solicitors? A great' deal
more so.
2618. Have you withdrawn any titles from the office after making application for certificates? Yes, two
or three times I have done it because I could not afford to delay, people wanting to deal with their
properties.
2619. That delay arises principally from what? In a great measure from the length of time before the
examiners deal with the titles at all.
2620. Do you think that is the main cause of the delay? I think it is that and the character of the
objections which are sometimes taken.
2621. Do you advise clients against making applications for certificates of title on account of the present
state of the office? I have told then that if they wanted it certificate of title within a reasonable time, it
would be a great chance if they got it. J got a certificate the other day in a ease which had been, I think,
two years in the office, and yet all the earlier part of the same title had passed the office before. I made
an application previously, and withdrew it because the person wanted to deal with the property, and after~
wards, be having more time to put it in again, it took two years to do it.
2622. Although the title had been passed before? Yes, up to a recent period.
2623. Mr. Terry.] Do you see any necessity for the production of the original papers—of the original
deeds—when they are registered down below? I think they should be given up if in existence—that is
where parties have them. I think it is a common requisition in the office, where there is a well-known
title and a great number of old deeds; but I think that where the deeds have been produced in former
cases, and the examiners, like everybody else, know the title, they should not ask for the originals
again as they do.
2624. I mean deeds not in the applicant's possession? Of course that is a matter of discretion; but in
the case of well-known titles, where the examiners cannot possibly doubt there are such deeds, and that
those deeds are faithfully represented by the registered copies, they should not put parties to the expense
of getting themrodueed.
2025. Fresidcnt.f Can you offer any suggestion to make the Act more effective in its working? It is
easier to point out the defects that one notices, than to suggest any remedies. I have already mentioned
one or two particulars in which I think the practice might be amended,
2626. For instance, as a solicitor, do you think the office of commissioners ought to be abolished? The
only use I believe the commissioners are is this That an examiner of titles, seeing that there is some
objection to a title which, perhaps, be thinks is not very serious, but which he does not take the responsibility of passing over, refers the objection to the commissioners, who take the responsibility oft his
shoulders.
2627. Do they, in any instance, disagree with the examiners? I do not know. I never heard of a case.
As they are gentlemen not capable of forming a judgment on points of law, I do not suppose they would.
2028. Mr. Archer.] Would you be able to find Mr. Harkess, as well as Mr. O'Connor? Yes; Mr. Harkess
is a clerk in our office now.
2629. Mr. .Daicson.] Do you think that the abolition of dower altogether would be fraught with much
evil ? No.
2630. Will you state what your views are on that subject—whether you think some remedy ought to be
provided, because of the many vexatious questions often put by the examiners? Every day one finds on
a title a possible claim to dower arising out of a marriage say fifty years ago, and the solicitor, on the
other side, cannot say whether the woman is alive or not. In the great majority of instances, as you know,
the value of the claim is small, as the dower has to be calculated on the unimproved value, and as the
woman can get it only by expensive proceedings in equity. You make up your minds to chance it. I
think in eases of that kind the examiners may consider that, as there is an enormous assurance fund not
touched, they might chance it, as a practising solicitor does. I think that the existence of the assurance
fund untouched for so many years is a proof that the examiners are too strict. I do not suppose all the
dowers in the Colony now, of women married before 1837, are worth much.
2631. Mr. Terry.] Do you think there is any necessity for charging an additional assurance fee on a transmission case, by death or will? An additional fee?
2632. They, charge one on bringing it under the Act, and another on issuing a fresh certificate obtained by
a person under a will? There is, of course, a chance of sometlnng wrong in the will.
2033. .11fr. Dameson.] But would there be any reason for charging the second fee on a transmission where
it is derived from an intestate estate? There would still be a chance of the letters of administration being
improvidently
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31. Makinson, improvidently granted. I remember a case where the letters of administration were granted, and I
Esq.
refused the title, thinking that there was not sufficient proof that the man was dead. The man turned up
29Ai189 afterwards, and of course the letters of administration were worth nothing. There is a chance of seinething of that sort.
2634. But that Chalice is very remote? Of course in the great majority of cases you have absolute proof
of death. I think that the procedure about transmissions is needlessly Cumbrous. You have to go
through all the forms almost of an original application ; to advertise, for illstaiice.
2035. Mr. Tern1.] They can dispense with that now? Yes, they can; but I do not see why, fees should
be paid for a fresh certificate on each transmission. They might note the transmission on the certificate
as they note an ordinary transfer.
2636. President.] That ought to be quite sufficient? Yes. I think the practice is to require it new
certificate to be taken out. I remember a case where there had been three or four devolutions of property, by will since the last certificate. Say, A dies and leaves the property to B, and B leaves it to C.
A new certificate was issued in each case, in order to secure the fees to the office, and immediately
cancelled.
2637. You areS aware that the assurance fee on transmissions is abolished in other colonies P I was not
aware of it. I think the risk is so small that the fee on transmissions ought to be much less than the
original assurance fee, and that would make it so small that practically it would not be worth while to
retain it.
7fr. James Harlcess examined
2035, President.] You are clerk to Messrs. Ellis and Makinson P Yes.
.T. Harkese. 2639. And in your capas'ity of eler]c Y ou have frequent dealings with the Land Titles Office? Yes.
29A. 1187 2640. Do you lodge applications for certificates and for transfers, and pay the fees ? Yes.
''
2641. Have you over paid more than the legal fees? Myself?
2642. Yes, yourself? No.
2643. Have any unauthorised fees been paid from Ellis and Makinson's office for Ellis and MakinsouP
It was paid from the office, but not for them.
2044. it; was paid by them for work done in this office P Yes.
26-15. In what case P I:n the case of the application of Croaker, for the Shin',, title.
2646. What fee was paid in that case, unauthorized by the Act? Two guineas.
2617. On what grounds was that paid P Mr. O'Connor and in selt were downstairs with the papers about
the matter--I believe the title was a jumbled one-and in speaking to the clerk he mentioned that it was
it complicated thing to look at, and about being busy, but that he would try and expedite it a little.
2618. Who was that clerk? Mr. William Muddle.
2649. Were there many deeds in that title? No, there were not many, but there were some deeds that
required to be produced and were not there. I do not myself know much of the title.
2850. Was the fee actually, paid P I did not see it paid, buti believe it was paid.
2051. How much was it? Two guineas.
2652. Was it paid for work done after office hours? Ol, I could not say I do not know.
2653. What did you say was the remark of the clerk who asked for the fee P Mr. O'Connor, whilst we
were standing there, asked him to look through the papers as soon as possible, as itivas wanted to he done,
and he said it was a troublesome matter, and he was very busy-that he would look thong}s it; but hinted
that it fee might expedite it a little, and that he would push it on.
2654. Mr. 2rrq.] Give it precedence, 1 suppose, before other titles? That is what we understood- that
the matter would be looked to at once.
2655. President.] Do you know of any other cases where such fees have been paid? No. I could not
say that I know of any.
2656. Do you know of any, cases where clerks have asked for expedition or other fees beyond what are
legaily demandable? No, I do not.
2657. Was this case dealt with and certificate issued? No, it was not. I do notihink the certificate was
issued. I think there were some deeds that Mr. Heydon could not produce, and he not getting them we
returned the papers to him, and I think he has now lodged them in an application to bring the land under
the Act. it was some other application at the time the fee was paid.
2658. When did this matter that you have alluded to take place? Five or six mouths ago.
2659. And notwithstanding the payment of the expedition ICe, no certificate was ever obtained? No ; we
did not have sufficient papers to complete the title.
2660. Aft. Dawson.] You say that no direct application for fees has ever been made to you other than
that you named, but in your experience have there been any suggestions made, without expressly asking
for fees, such, for instance, as timatif they wercfortheoming the business would progress more rapidly? No.
2661. No suggestion at all? No.
2662. Mr. Archer.] In this one case of Mr. Croaker, there was a distinct suggestion? Yes, it was given
in a way that the fee would be acceptable.
I do not think so; I cannot remember whether the
2663. And was the amount named by the clerk?
amount was ever mentioned.

Mr.
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SAMUEL HENRY TERRY, E5Q., M.P.
JOHN DAWSON, E5Q.
THOMAS ROBERTSON, Esq,,
Algernon Sydney Gilder, Esq., solicitor, examined
A.Gilder,Esq. 2661. President.] I think you are a solicitor of the Supreme Court? Yes.
r---'- 2665. Have you had much experience in connection with the working of the Real Property Acts? Well,
2 May, 1879. I have had some since I have been in Sydney; since, I think, about six or seven years ago.
2666.

I
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2080. And during that time you have practised your profession in connection with the Real Properl.y A.Gilder,Esq.
Office P Yes 1 have had a number of applications to bring land under the Act.
2607. Do you know in what repute the office stands with the profession, or with the public? Well, I 2 May, 1870.
am inclined to think, with regard to the profession, thatthe)- consider things might be done more expeditiously than they are done, and I should think the public were.under the same nnpression.
2008. You think they blame the office for slowness? Yes I have comisamitly heard people complain of'
the slowness with which business is got through. I know it good many, solicitors whose unities I could
mention, who have expressed the opinion that things in the office might be done more expeditiously than
occasionally they are done.
20W9. Do you think there is any good foundation for those complaints P Well, it is rather a difficult
quesi.ion to answer, but I know in some cases where I have applied to have land brought under the Act,
objections have been taken which were not frivolous exactly, but such as I think might have been waived
in a great many instances, as not affecting the title. At least the title was good enough to have been
allowed to pass but the delay in many instances is caused by the way in which the requisitions on titles
are sent in. To give a case in illustration,— Messrs. Russell and Murray's application 4,331, which is
still not wholly completed, although it has been in the office for nearly three years, every objection to the
case might, in my opinion, have been taken in the first instance. Instead of that, prel.inunarv requisitions
are sent in—they are complied with; another set of requisitions is then sent in—they are complied with;
and within the last few weeks, further requisitions were sent in with regard to the proof of a will.
Those might have been made in the first instance, and, the delay, and a great deal of expense, might have
been saved. it' Mr. Russell had known in the first instance what the expense of the application would
have been, it is most probable he would have withdrawn time application. 1 should suppose it must have
cost the applicants irons £200 to £250 at the very least. The last requisition was in reference to the proot
of a will, yet the will was before the examiners when the application went in. The title had been before
Mr. (ordon, who had given his opinion that it was perfectly good, even in 1:he absence of the will and
the case submitted to him, and his opinion, with all the papers, were laid before the examiners, but the
case his not been passed as yet.
2870. Then you think all t}mose requisitions could have been taken in one hatch, in the first instance ?
I think so. J.'ossiblv on search some encumbrance might have turned up, but most, if not all, the requlsitionis could have been taken in the first instance.
2071. But you know the practice here is to make the.earci before sending requisitions at all? Then 1
think they could have all. been taken in the first instance,
2672. JL-. Robertson.' Was the will proved? It was not proved. It had been lodged in the Wills Office.
Proof was required that it was the last will.
267:3. 11 mean had probate been granted? No, there was no personalty, only real estate ; there was no
necessity for proving it.
2674. President,] Were all the requisitions answered as speedily as might be by the applicant's or their
solicitors P I think so. Some of the requisitions were of a nature that it was impossible to answer
speediysucb, for instance, which necessitated a discovery of the whereabouts of the attesting witnesses to
a will twenty-six years old.
2675. Was not p:Iru of the delay you complain of caused by the difficulty in answering requisitions, not
by the fault of the office here ? it wa, but if all the requisitions had been sent in in the first instance, a
gi'eat deal of the delay might have been avoided.
2670. Then you consider, after making all due allowance for the time necessarily consumed in furnishing
replies to the requisitions, that the office still has been guilty of delay? I think the practice of sending
in one requisition to-day and another to-morrow is it bad one.
2077. Yes, that there is no doubt of'. Do you think the examiners make delay in replying to answers to
requisitions? No; I do not think much delay arises in this way. If they received a letter from inc
to-day I. think they would answer it with as little delay as possible. Sometimes three or four ;veeks may
elapse before they answer a letter; but that may be unavoidable.
2078. Mr. Archer.] But they answer it by asking another question:? That is very frequently the case. 1.11
some eases the answer is deemed insufficient, and further evidence or proof is required.
2079. Prcsidcnt.i When solicitors act for it purchaser, do they not send in the requisitions at once?
Generally speaking, under ordinary conditions of sale they are bound to but if there were no conditions of sale, I think most solicitors would do so.
2680. And you see no reason why the examiners should not do the same thiug? i: do not think they
should be bound, as if they were acting for a purchaser under ordinary conditions of sale ; but I certainly
think they ought to do so as far as they possibly can.
2081. You do not think the examiners waste any time in examining titles too critically and too minutely?
'wrell, of course it depends upon a man's calibre as to whether lie wastes his time or not. I do not think
a person can examine a title too critically or too minutely but one man will do that in half-an-hour
which it will take another man an hour or an hour and it half to do.
2082. Do you think they magnify unimportant points, and take requisitions where no requisition need
be taken? Yes, I do think so—very often ; especially where questions of dower arise, and where the
claim could not be more than £2 or £3. And to give an instance in the case of a will: A man makes a
will and it is properly witnessed: I get one of the witnesses to write a letter to the effect that he witnessed the will, that the testator was in his (the witness's) house when he made it, that he was bed-ridden,
that lie never was out of his bed after he made the will until lie died, and that he could not have made another
will because witness was his nurse during the whole period of his illness and until his death. I ask
whether that, if sworn to, will be sufficient to prove that it is the last will of the testator, and get no
satistactory answer, but am told to put it in and it would be considered, and at the same time that the
affidavit of the devisee wider the will would be the best evidence of its being the last will of the testator—
although the dcvisee was in a different part of the country when the testator died. I then asked to be
allowed to refer to the will and to the affidavit of the attesting witness already lodged, so as to avoid the
necessity of sending the will about the country but one of the examiners said, "No, you must attach the
will to the affidavit as -at exhibit." I went to Mr. Lander a.fterw-ards, and said to him, Surely, it is not
necessary for me to send the will about the country in this way," and he said no, it was not. So I simply
referred to it as suggested by him; 1 have sent this declaration in, but as yet I do not know what the
result will be.
2683.
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2683. Who were the examiners who dealt with the case? Mr. Zones and Mr. Burton, I think.
sq.
2684. Did you not see both of them? I saw Mr. Jones.
ZMe. 1879 2685. You know the nature of the requisitions taken by examiners here—the kind of requisitions they
take? Well, sometimes they take very refined requisitions. Requisitions about dower are often unnecessary. Titles which have passed through the best offices in Sydney—such as Mr. Norton's, Mr. Barker's,
Mr. Slade's, Messrs. M'Carthy, Robertson, and Fisher's, and Messrs. Daintrey and Chapman's offices—
when they come here are often made the subject of numerous requisitions, but generally pass in the end,
after a lot of expense has been gone to.
2686. Do you think the examiners then make such requisitions as would not be made by it solicitor for a
purchaser? For a willing purchaser, I do, certainly.
2687. For an unwilling purchaser? An unwilling purchaser, I conceive, would take every objection he could.
2888. Say a purchaser under an open contract? I think, in the case of a person who did not want to cry
off, that the examiners take objections which a solicitor would not—objections the most fastidious
couveyancer would think unnecessary for the protection of his client.
2689. To which of the examiners do your objections principallyapply? Well, 1 should be very sorry to
say anything against any of the examiners. Whcn I have had occassion to see Mr. Burton, he has always
been very courteous and obliging; but if I go to a man and ask a question, to which he can say "yes" or
"no" I like him to say it.
2690. But Mr. Burton is thoroughly honest and conscientious? I have no reason for believing otherwise.
I think, with reference to Mr. .1 ones, that all I could say would be, that if I were placed in it similar
position, and a person came and asked me a question such as," I bring this letter to you; if it is embodied
in a declaration, will it satisfy you, and if it won't, tell me what will, so that I may get it ?" I should give
him a satisfactory answer at once but Mr. Jones's answers are often decidedly unsatisfactory, when there
is no occasion, and when a simple answer to a simple question would, in my opinion, expedite the business
of the office.
2691. Do the examiners do what they can to facilitate the passing of titles and to expedite the work?
Of course every man has his own opinion upon that point. 1 cannot say that I think they do. I will
except Mr. Maddock, so far as I have known him; but I cannot conscientiously say that I think the other
examiners do.
2692. Mr. Terry.] You except Mr. Maddock from that? Yes; lie has only been in the office a short
time, but I have every reason to believe that he does not allow the grass to grow under his feet. Of
course a good deal of delay is caused in having the titles sent about from one person to another. They
make a sort of cycle, and it is hard to say when they come back again to the starting point.
2693. Fresident. Do you know of any other difficulties applying to any other branch of the office—any
unnecessary delay, or any other difficulty at all? I have sometimes been downstairs two or three hours
waiting to have a matter attended to, but whether that has been caused by an insufficient number of hands
or not I do not know. i should fancy from what I have seen that an extra counter hand ought to
be there.
2694. Are the counter hands anxious to please people, and to get through their work? I have not the
slightest complaint to make against any of them.
2695. Do you know of any instances in which any of them have received payment for work, in the shape
of expedition fees or otherwise, beyond what they are entitled to ask under the Act? No, not any.
2696. Have you heard such things stated P No, never. There are certain persons, whose names I do not
think it is necessary to mention, who Ihnoy—whether it is fancy or not I do not know—they can get
things through the office more expeditiously than others. I do not know whether that is a matter of fees;
I think if it is true at all that it is a matter of personal friendship.
2697. Do you mean solicitors ? No, some of the public.
2698. Do you not think that the pertinacity of those people has something to do with the matter? I
think it might have; it always has its effect.
2699. Mr. Terry.] Do you think it a desirable practice to pass titles subject to qualifications? No, I do
not, by any means. I have known a title stuck up for weeks after being passed, simply because it is
passed subject to some qualification, such as the production of an original deed. Frequently the qualifications are more difficult to comply with than the requisitions.
2700. Do you not think it advisablein an office like this that dower should be abolished altogether? I do.
There can be few women now alive who would be entitled, and it is often extremely difficult to procure
evidence on the question.
2701. Have you known cases in your experience where persons could not possibly be entitled to dower,
and yet it has been noted on the certificate of title? Yes, I have. I believe there have been cases where
the examiners must have been alive to the fact that it was almost impossible, or at any rate highly
improbable, that any right of dower existed.
2702. They required proof? Yes.
2703. Which in some instances it is impossible to get? Impossible. I had to allow it to be noted on a
certificate some time back, being unable to procure any evidence on the point, although quite satisfied
that no clai]n for it would ever be made.
2704. Would it not be an advantage to abolish the assurance fee on transmission cases? I think it is an
extortion—a positive extortion. Ilundrcds of cases might he given to illustrate the unihirness of the fee.
The last I had to do with was the case of Mr. Thomas Skinner, who died a few weeks ago. There could
not be a doubt as to who was entitled to be registered as proprietor by transmission—it was only necessary to look at the will; and why should there be a £20 assurance fee in a case like that? In Russell
and Murray's application the assurance fee alone was £62 lOs.
2705. Do you think an assurance fee should be charged on grants from the Crown? No ; nor do I think
commissioners' fees should be charged.
2706. Would it not be it desirable thing if the commissioners were swept away altogether?
Unquestionably; I cannot see any use for them. If there was one commissioner, and he an experienced
conveyancing barrister or solicitor, it might be desirable to have him to appeal to. To have three commissioners, to act only as the examiners direct, seems to inc something worse than useless.
2707. Do you think it is necessary in every case to call for the production of original deeds? I think
that when deeds are registered it is very hard indeed upon the applicant to compel him to produce the
originals. I had in one instance to pay ten guineas for the production of original deeds which were all
registered.
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registered. In another case, a deed of assignment for the benefit of creditors was required. I forget A.Gilder,Eaq.
how many people I went to to find out where the deed was. It was registered, and its production, in my r_A
2 May, 1879,
opinion, was quite unnecessary.
2708. Have you known cases in your practice where they have called for the deeds after they have been
produced once? Yes, and occasionally I have had the same requisition twice over. Sometimes I have
been asked to furnish proof of a negative kind—as for instance that no person had acquired title by a
twenty years' possession where the subject of the application was a block of unoccupied land in the
country—and that since the passing of the amending Act.
2709. Does not Mr. Burton think it possible that sometimes original deeds may bear endorsements which
have not been registered, and is not this his reason for always calling for their production? I think it is
very likely that he does. I think a good deal of unnecessary work is cast on the office with regard to
leases for short terms.
2710. Then you do not consider it right that a ninety-nine years lease should be registered in this office?
Yes, I do. What I think is that the words "three years" in the 49th section of the Act should be
altered to "twenty years." In my opinion it is very inconvenient and expensive to compel notification of
a term for less than twenty-one years, as it is to render the use of the forms given in the Act necessary.
2711. Is not the production of the original certificate required before the lease can be registered? Yes,
and when the parties are resident in the country where the land is situated, to forward the certificate or
grant to Sydney to have a five years' lease noted; that is attended with expense, and there is also the
risk of its going astray, and nothing that I see is gained by it.
2712. Fresideni.] Are there any other points upon which you can give us say evidence? I think great
expense might be spared applicants if certified copies of partially cancelled deeds were in all cases dispensed with. There is also a matter with reference to searching the registers which might be altered
with advantage. Parties should either be permitted to search for themselves, or, when the search is made
by the officers in the department, some guarantee should be given that no incumbrance exists. At
present the registers are virtually "un-get-at-able" by the public.
2713. Mr. Terry,] Not on payment of half.a-crown P The Act allows inspection of the registers by the
public on payment of that fee ; but searches are generally made by the olilcers in the department, and, with
the present arrangements, if people were allowed to go behind the counter for this purpose, it would
greatly interfere with the conduct of the business, and create confusion. This being so, I think some
guarantee should at least be given that the search is a correct one when it is made by the officers of the
department. Then there is the time wasted in advertising transmission applications- In the case of
Mr. Skinner, before referred to, thirty-six days were wasted in advertising. Why the case was advertised
it would be hard to say; and a" with the large majority of cases.
2714. President.] Is that since the last Act? Yes. The Act gives power to dispense with advertising if
the Commissioners think fit, and on the recommendation of the examiners ; but in the case I mention, it
was not dispensed with, and seldom is.
2715. Is there anything else? In transmission applications, where there are three or four persons appointed
executors and trustees, with power to sell, I think the proving executors should be nllowed to have a cortificate granted to them, Cases occur where one of the executors and trustees being out of the Colony,
it is very inconvenient and expensive, and occasionally very difficult to get at him in order to get him
to execute a disclaimer. I may also observe that the practice which the examiners have of distributing
cases once a month is bad and causes considerable delay ; and I have heard this opinion expressed by one of
the examiners. I think when cases come in they should, if possible, be dealt with at; once; there ought
not to be a specified time for distributing them. I think also that the acceptance of transfers, mortgages,
&c., by the transferrces, &c., might with advantage be dispensed with. It is often very inconvenient to
obtaiu ; it is a useless form, and only entails additional expense.
2710. Is there anything else? It appears to me that the Act should imply covenants for title in transfers.
In the case of mortgages and leases, covenants are implied, not so in transfers. So if anything goes wrong,
you simply have the assurance fund to go back upon.
2717. That results from the system; it is a registration of title, not of deeds, and notlung can go wrong if'a
person gets his certificate? Suppose he is ousted by a free-selector,
2718. The scope of the Act is that he will not be ousted, that the title is complete and indefeasible?
There is another matter I wish to refer to With regard to certificates of title, I think that boundaries
should be set out as in the original grants, instead of a simple reference being made to the grant.
2719. I think you can get that done by application to the office. They do not do it as a rule, in order to
save the work it entails? I also think that the time and the manner of advertising in the 10th section
ought to be at the discretion of the commissioners.
2720. The time for what—for advertising? Yes; the Act specifies three classes of titles. 'Where applicant is original grantee, and no transaction registered, the certificate may issue at once. In the
second class, where he is not the original grantee, the applicntioa has to be advertised for so many
days, if there happens to be only one simple eoaveyanee direct from the grantee to the purchaser. That
think the commissioners should have a discretion given to them, as to whether
seems a great absurdity.
advertising was necessary or not in every case.
2721. The difficulty is to draw a distinction between cases? 2722. Mr. Archer.] Any arbitrary line brings a hardship? Of course if it were in the discretion of the
examiners they could say "It is a simple matter," and could pass it at once. If there were many transactions to consider, they could use their discretion.
2723. President.] Then you would give them a discretion in fixing the time according to the nature of the
case itself P I think so. I may further state that according to the Act, a transfer, when it is lodged is to
takepriority according to the time when it is lodged ; but parties lodging transfers have no guarantee as
they have under the old system of the exact time when they are lodged. You hand in the transfer, and
pay the fees, and get a receipt, but you have no guarantee that the transfer is registered in the order of
time in which it is produced. I think it abundantly clear that; some satisfactory evidence of the time
when it transfer is lodged should be given.
2724. Mr. Archer.] Do they not give you it receipt for the transfer fee P Yes.
2725. Could they not put the hour when it is paid? Yes; but this would be hardly satisfactory. What
I think the best way would be to have a book specially for the purpose, so that when a person took his
transfer in he eonl see it entered—the time, and the nature of the instrument, and a number could be
2726.
given it. That, of course would be satisfactory.
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A. Gilder, 2726. May there not be something in that way and you never have seen it? There may be—I believe there
Esq.
is ; but the entry is never made in your presence, which I think ought to be the case for the satistachon
surv whether licensed or
eyors,
2Ma 1879 of all parties. I might also suggest that plans and descriptions by
. unlicensed under the Act, should he equally good. There are occasions when you canuot obtain the services
of a licensed surveyor under the Act.
2727. .Presidcnt.] You mean surveyors licensed by the Government? Yes.
2728. Are they not en itled to a certificate if they apply for it, as a matter of course? I do not know
whether it is as a matter of course or not.
2729. You see the duties of a surveyor licensed under the Act are different from the duties of a Government licensed surveyor? The duties of the surveyor licensed under the Act are to cut •up and subdivide
properties, which is often a very delicate operation. The surveyors licensed by the Government deal with
new land, where there is very seldom a conflict. Of course, if the arrangement is that they have only to
ask for a certificate, it is not necessary to say anything about it ; but I imagine that there must be a fee
attached to it, or something of that sort.
2730. I do not know sufficiently well to say, but I think that if they are licensed by the Government they
have only to make application and they get the appointment. Have you anything further to say? 1 do
not know that I have anything more to say.

Henry Burton Bradley, Esq., solicitor, examined

II. Bradley, 2731. President] You are a solicitor of the Supreme Court, of long standing? I am; of something over
Esq.
May,

thir'-seven years' practice.
2732. And have had a good deal of experience in eonveyaueiug? I have had my share.
/ . 2733. And since the commencement of the Real Property system you have practised in connection with
the Real Property Office? I have done so.
2734. We should be glad if you could give us any evidence in respect of the working of the system 9 1.
will give you first my own general view of the whole subject, and yo
u will be kind enough to put to Inc
such questions as may occur to you. It has appeared to me that the arrangements, rather than the system,
are defective. 11 allude to the placing of gentlemen of large legal knowledge and experience in a quasisubordinate position to it head of the deportment, who is not himself legally educated; and my own wish
would be to see that a referee of matters in which the primary examiners of titles should disagree, should
be appointed—a man of large legal experience in real property matters; that the examination of the title
by one examiner should be considered sufficient instead of requiring two to join in report; that the system
of requisition by the examiners in respect of objections to titles being vicious in its principle and
inconvenient in its practice, I would desire to see it, at any rate, largely altered.
2735. Do you not think that system is for the benefit of the applicant? I think it is for the benefit of
the applicant, but I think it is not for the benefit of truth. I think truth is what is intended to be arrived
at, but I think the mode in which these requisitions are calculated to apply themselves to many minds—I
do not mean to say to all (of course some are superior to any temptation of the kind)—is to the making
of evidence where evidence is wanted. rather than to the production of evidence where evidence exists. I
have always objected to that. For man', years, as you will naturally suppose, I have conferred from time
to time, more or less frequently, with my cousin, Mr. Burton, who is one of the examiners, upon legal
points—not of- course with the names of eases—legal points which have occurred to his mind and which
I
been difficult to determine; and from a very early stage, certainly before the death of the late Mr.
Holden, I felt it was to be regretted that that plan had been adopted.
2736. The present plan of sending requisitions 9 The illustration whieh I would offer is a very familiar
one. We remember hearing of the Irish solicitor who told his client that lie would have to prove cert:ain
things, whereupon the client vent out and obtained in evidence what was intended to be proved very
readily, but the evidence lie got was not the evidence of truth, which is, unlhrtuuately, the latter part of
the story which I have introduced. T
.. have felt that under the present system, or ratheruncler the arrangements consequent on the present system, applicauts have every inducement to bring veryimperfect titles
into the office, and then they make use of the brains of the Government officers to pat ch their titles for
them with all such things as may be necessary to enable the examiners to pass them ; instead of bringing
in their titles in the first instance in such a condition as that in which they would put their title before all
ordinary purchaser's solicitor, who was not bound to swallow auction conditions, and that, by that means,
a duty which ought to fall upon the applicant lumself is made to'fall upon the office; that the office is
thereby called upon to discharge a great deal more work—valuable work—work of a costly kind, than it
ought to be called upon to discharge.
2737. Then you would have the examiners reject the title without giving the applicant the opportunity of
correcting anything irregular or defective? .1 see the difficulty, and have not thought the matter out so
as to propose exactly the remedy. I give you just these ideas of mine I have not prepared any statement of them ; I have not bad time to do so, and perhaps it would not be convenient that I should offer
any evidence in such a way. I state these things as objections that appear to me, and no doubt the coinmissioliers will take them into consideration, and deal with them as they may think fit. It has appeared
to inc in practice to produce this sort of thing: A. man goes to his solicitor, or to the counter below, with
a bundle of deeds and it form to fill up an application to make a title for him. I do not think that is fair.
He goes to a solicitor, and lie says, I want you to bring my property under Torrens' Act, and what will
you charge me for doing it?" A. great many solicitors will agree with their client for a certain stun to
make the application for him ; they give themselves the least possible trouble, put the deeds into the
schedule at the end of the application, and the title is sent in with all its infirmities about it for the office
to put it to rights. I think if that system is to be continued, and the business of the country is to be
done with reasonable celerity, that the Government, undertaking to do the conveyaneing of the country,
must provide a sufficient staff of conveyancers to get through it. Of course my objection is double in its
application. The one is as to the morality of the matter, but that I must be content perhaps to dismiss
here; the other is as to the possibility of such a staff as there is now dealing with eases that are brought
before them in the manner in which they are now commonly laid before them. The remedy appears to me
to be very largely in this: The appointment, as I began by saying, of a skilled head, to whom the
examiners in case of doubt nnght refer, and whose decisions might be final in reference to any point; the
increase
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increase of the numberof examiners, and the ceasingto require more than one examiner to no overthe same ll.B.Thadley,
ground. I have observed that the mechanical staff of the office is under-manned, if I may Call it so by reference to a vessel ; that they have not men enough there toget through the ordinary work of the counter that 2M1B9
frequently such trifling uiatkrs as the registration of a mortgage of properly under the Act, which, under
the old law would be effected in five minutes, will take weeks before you get the papers back. I may
mention a ease which occurred to me, and in which my firm acted as agents for a house in Victoria. A
gentleman who had occasion to borrow upon the security of land in this Colony near the border of
t ]ctoria, a large suin of money from one of their financial institutions. had to encumber fifty-six parcels
of land. The giants from the Crown (they were all purchased from the Crown) of those fifty-six parcels
of land had to be sent by post to Sydney and returnpd in the same way, involving a good deal of risk.
DpOn l.hose fifty-six grants, and upon fifty-six folio of the register book, had to be inadea memorandum
in addition tothe memorandum made on the mortgage. By this mcansthere were 112 chances oferrorsuperinduced, for as you multiply the operation you inultiplytherisk of error. It took six weeks to register my
mortgage, and], paid LU for the registration. The reflection in my mind upon that matter was that I had not
much to be thankful fbr. No doubt, a case involving many parcels of land must, under the present system,
involve considerable delay, where every memorandum has to be stamped on every folium of the register
and upon every grant involved in the title; but that itshould take six weeks I do not think necessary if the
staff were sufficient to perform the work. Here I might say that I believe that, in both departments, legal
and mechanical, of the office, every officer is zealous and industrious, and works to the very utmost of his
ability, and therefore 1 make no complaint when I say that in nearly every case I have had to wait from
six weeks to three months to get a paper back registered relating to land which was already brought under
the Act. I do not allude to cases of transmission of any sort, but to a plain ordinary ease--ordinary
transfer of a piece of land from inc to Mr. Terry, or from Mr. Terry to me of a parcel of land under the
Act—I have had such things as that in the office from six weeks to three months where there was only
one piece of land concerned, and where there could be no necessity for the delay, unless the office were
over-worked or under-manned.
2738. You are aware that part of the delay is caused, by the system being one of registration of iitic,not
of simple registration of instruments ? No doubt that is the great distinction between the two
systems.
2739. That necessarily creates some delay P Yes, necessarily. I have, or my office has had, occasion to
make complaints of delays in reference to the manner in which the work has been done, and particularly
we have had occasion to regret that the staff charged with the duty of making searches is also charged
with other duties, and that it is impossible for a roan charged with a weighty search to preserve, 1 would
srt.v, a continuity of thought in reference to it, hy reason of his being perpetualJy distracted with other
things. I allude to the condition of poor Mr. Lander, whom I sincerely pity. I would not occupy his
position for anything that could be paid. I believe that the searches in one case—a case which I wish to
adduce shortly—a case of Mr. Dibbs'—I believe the searches in that case were five months in making.
2740. Mr. Lander does not make those searches? I do not know who makes them, but I fancy Mr.
Lander performs a good deal of the work.
274.1. He prepares the search paper; the searches are principally made by Mr. Kenyon? I think that
perhaps with advantage a division of the work might be made between different examiners; that certain. classes Of, titles might be disposed of by one gentleman or two, and certain other classes of cases by
other examiners.
2742. Do you mean that you would have grades of examiners? I do not mean grades of examiners; I
think that every gentleman who is appointed an examiner should be a well.skilled 'real-property lawyer,
and I should not suggest the making of grades further than the grade which would naturally arise from
my first recommendation that there should be a head—a legal man of undoubted superior capacity and
knowledge—to whom the other examiners should be content to defer, and who should be the referee upon
any point upon which they might feel doubt or hesitation. But what I mean is that such ca-ses as those
1. allude to, cases of transmissions under wills—the difficulty of expounding which all legal man who are
present will find no hesitation in admitting—that those transmission cases might very well be left to one
person, who should always deal with transmission cases. Well, those transmission cases would by that
means—the subleets being familiar in the mnin4 of the gentleman to whom they should be committed—
probably be disposed of with more expedition than they would be if distributed among a number of
persons whose attention is not always given to cases of that class ;—that another of the examiners might
advise the office with reference to such questions as frequently arise, and which the mechanical part of the
office is in the habit of disposing of, unless a case of difficulty present itself to the mind of the mechanical
staff of the office, in which case they ask the opinion of the examiner. I think that division would be a
good one to make.
2743. Would you make this division permanent? I have not determined that. It might be well that
there should be an exchange of duties occasionally, but I think the work might be well got through by
such it division among themselves as we make in our own offices with reference to the disposal of business
of different branches, such as conveyancing and common law and equity and other branches.
2744. Them) you would leave it to the examiners themselves to make this division? That I have not
determined, but I think that a division of the lahour would perhaps tend to the work being done with
greater celerity ; and, of course, so much more celerity would be so much more to the satisfacbon of the
public.
2745. You would have something like the old system of making pins, I suppose, where one man spend5
his whole life pointing pins, and so is always engaged in that particular operation ? Well, I think I have
been pointing pins the greater part of my life, for I have seen little more than eonveyancing during
that time.
2740. 1. think your suggestion is a very good one? I think it is well worth consideration, or I would not
trouble the Commission with it. We all know that whilst there is a disposition to fuse the branches of
our profession, the Bar and the solicitors, solicitors themselves, in point of practice, divide their own
branch as much as possible ; and I think that as the work is so much better done in that way, it would
be so much better done here, in this establishment.
2747. Division of labour always leads to perfection P We have bad occasion, in reference to the matter
of delay, to write several letters to the department, copies of which I have had taken from our books. I
will not trouble the Commission with reading them now, but if you think fit I will lend them to you.
530-0
2748.
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LB.Bradley,
2748. We shall be very glad to have them? The dates are—lith March, 1878; 18th March, 1878; 1st
Bc.
March, 1879; and 8th April, 1879, in reference to Mr. Dibbs' case. I think that there appears on the
2M1879.
face of those letters sufficient, without even what I said before, to indicate that we do not attach any
ay,
blame to anybody whatever, but that our blame is attachable to the want of power in the office to get

through the work. [Letters handed to President.]
2749. I understand you to say that you consider Mr. Lander is over-worked? I do.
2750. Is he a man capable of performing the duties he has to perform? I should think so. As far as
my observation extends I should say so.
2751. And any thortcomings on his part simply arise from his being over-worked? If there be a
shortcoming on his part, it arises from over-work. He has worked in cases of our own, I know, overhours, or at his own house ; worked both very cheerfully and without asking for or receiving, or being
offered, any fee or remuneration whatever. I gather from this that he is a valuable officer.
2752. Would you trust him to examine titles? I would not. My acquaintance with him does not justify
me in doing so. He may be competent. I do not say he is not; but I would not trust him. i: would
say, perhaps, in justice to him, that I am aware he is it solicitor, and that there are many other solicitors
in practice in Sydney whom I would not trust to examine a title for me. Perhaps it is because I am an
old man, and attach too much imporinnce to experience; but I have no reason to say that Mr. Lander is
not equally fit with niyself to examine a title, only that I would not place him in the position of doing so,
because I have not the knowledge that would justify me in offering an opinion to that effect.
275:3. Do you consider that the report of one of the examiners in favour of a title ought to be sufficient
to enable the office to pass it? I think so.
2754. Even without the head that you are talking of? Even without the head that I suggested.
2755. Examiners, of course, may be incompetent? We ought not to have incompetent examiners
appointed.
2756. Then do you not think it would be a risk to run to pass titles on the recommendation of one
examiner only, considering that we may possibly have incompetent examiners? It would be a risk which
every gentleman in this community accepts every day of his life, when lie consults myself, or Mr. Dawson,
or yourself; with reference to a title to a property which lie is about to give £10,000 or £20,000 for.
2757. Yes, but he chooses his own solicitor—you are not entitled to choose your own examiner? The
Government choose their own solicitor for examiner.
2758. It is not the Government, but applicants for titles, who apply for benefit under the Act. Any
person may consult you or me, and will not do so unless they trust you or me, but when coming under
the Real Property Act, they must trust the examiners appointed, not by themselves, but by the Govern.
fluent? With regard to that view, I would say that the applicant is never damaged by having .the application rejected by the one examiner, for,atindothat case, he is entitled to get the opinion of the court if be
likes to do so, or the opinion of the
head of the legal staff of the establishment ; or, if his
application is accepted, he gets his certificate of title, and has no grounds for complaint. The Government may complain, the assurance fund may be damaged by reason of the ignorance, incompetence, or
carelessness of the exa.nnner. In the case we are supposing, the applicant himself cannot be damaged.
The applicant still retains the same title he had before, whatever it was, and if it is ultimately rejected
be' not damaged, though he does not get the benefit of the new Act, to which the examiner thinks he
isnot entitled. The applicant does not go to the court to set the examiner right, but submits to the
decision. It does not seem to me that the applicant has a right to complain, but that the assurance fund
would suffer if the examiner erred the other way.
2759. But it seems to me that he would be greatly damaged if his title is rejected? 2760. Mr. Terry.] But you would give the applicant a right of appeal to the superior head of the establishment? Oertainly.
2761. And if he passes the title the certificate will issue P Yes, so that you would get, wherever there
was occasion for invoking it, the opinion of the superior intelligence—the superior learning; and for all
ordinary cases the one examiner would pass the title. 1. would say that remuneratiou is not always a test
of ability; that I do not think the office of examiner is sufficiently well paid ; that a very much larger
salary must be given to the person who is made the referee than is given to the gentlemen who now hold
this office; and that, in order to the effectual working of the system, a much larger expenditure must be
looked forward to than that which has hitherto obtained. With reference to that it will be of course
also manifest that the work is continually expanding; that, as deaths occur, cases of transmission by will
will continually be increasing in number. As property is subdivided again, a large increase of work will
ensue, and that anything like the staff that was sufficient for the work at the time the first Act was passed
must not be expected to contend with it now, even if no arrears existed, handed down from the old time—
arrears which have always been the subject of observation, and often of complaint.
2762. President.] What do you consider as sufficient pay for an examiner of titles—I mean sufficient to
enable the Government to procure proper men ? I do not consider that that question can be answered by
itself. It involves several considerations. No doubt in the case of any man, unless a very needy nman—
I can speak most confidently for myself, supposing that I were inclined to leave my private practice and
accept office as an examiner of titles—there is no salary in reason that could be offered to me that would
compensate inc for being regarded as an officer in a department presided over by a layman.
2763. But suppose that rlifflcnity were to be get rid of? Then 1 think that you might reasonably expect
to command and retain the services of competent men for a salary of something like £1,200 a year.
2764. That is the salary at which Mr. Holden accepted office? That is the salary at which Mr. Holden
accepted office, much to my surprise. I myself know from Mr. Holden that one of his great reasons for
accepting office was his earnS:, kindly desire to set this system forward under the most favenrable circumstances, that he believed it would be a great public good, and that he sacrificed his own pecuniary interests
very largely in accepting office under it.
2765. Mr. Tern,.] What is the salary paid by the legal profession to their head clerks? I have no knowledge. I have always done my own business by myself, my son, and my partner. I have not indulged in
the luxury of managing clerks. I was about to say, that some of those who have no doubt had to consider
their responsibilities as a part of the payment, and that most of them have supervised their managing
clerks. They have not allowed their managing clerks absolutely to deal with cases, but only to go through
a sort of preliminary inquiry, comparison search, and consideration of matters, and that the principals
have themselves eventually determined questions which the examiners would have to determine originally
from their own stores of learning and information.
2766.
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2760, Pres'iden1.] What pay do you consider would be sufficient for this head—the legal skilled head of H.B. Braaley,
the department you have mentioned? I would not offer him less than the present salary of the Judges.
2767. The Puisue Jud"es P The Puisne Judges—fl,000 a year.
2 May, 1879.
2768. He would in fact be very much in the posthqn of a Judge P The duties of the examiner are very
largely of it judicial character. Every one of us knows that in the expounding of wills, the most difficult
duties which devolve upon us, a very high order of judicial iute]ligence is required; that It vast amount of
time must necessarily be expended by the examiners in looking into outside cases, and that the great
advantage of having a man well-skilled and experienced at the ]lead of the department to whom
the examiners could all alilw rotor when they pleased, and to whom a disappointed applicant might
also refer, would be found, I have no doubt at all.
2769. Would you have any more liberality in the examination of titles than now exists in this office P I
do not know that i would. In examining a title it is almost impossible to say what objection will really
turn out to be the important question. It is evident that there is a stitch dropped of some kind, but
what that dropped stitch may lead you to you may not know. I have heard as a matter of history], am not going to quote names—that a slip was made ill the office very many years ago, in the days of two
as good men as we have now—the days of Mr. Holden and All. Dick. Under a will partially read it would
appear that certain persons took estates in tail. I have not seen the will myself, but I. have heard the
matter mentioned in the profession, and it is well-kitown. Upon reading the whole of the will, those
estates tail were cut dowu to life estates. I believe that such purchases have been carefully made since, as
have 1wetty well saved any ultimate loss or damage in consequence of the view which the examiners took
in dealing with the estates devised as being estates tail instead of being estates for life; but of the
particulars of those subsequent proceedings 1 have no information.
2770. You mean that these purchases have been made by the owners of the property who bought in
outstanding interests? By the owners of the property. The), bought all outstanding interests; they
bought in, in fact, the reversions. I believe that the disregarding of what are called small points is liable
to lead the department, as it would lead an individual, into a cursory system of examination and whilst
such it cursory system of examination may be sufficient in running over a large number of cases to justify
it commercial institution in adopting such a plan, I do not think it is sucient to recommend such a plan
to an office which must deal with things upon some sort of strict legal principle. I will illustrate what I
intend to convey by the case of the Bank of New South 'Wales The Bank of New South 'Wales, many
years ago, employed a gentleman who had conducted the conveyaneing branch of a legal office of a good
deal of experience in Sydney. They employed this gentleman as their conveyancer; they gave him a little
room, and used to bring him in a bundle of deeds, as lie his told me, some inches thick. in the morning,
between 10 and 1.1 o'clock, lie would be addressed, "Will you be good enough to took into this title; Mr.
So-and so, to whom the deeds belong, will return between 2 and 3 for the bank's answer—whether
we will advance him a certain sum of money?" and this gentleman was expected to read through the deeds,
make the necessary searches, and report upon the title. Of course no conveyaneing counsel would offer to
do the work in the same time ; no careful solicitor would do it, and yet the bank was satisfied with the
examiner almost without untying the tape, seeing from Smith to Jones, and from Jones to Robinson, and
so on, and arriving at the conclusion that the last-named gentleman at the end of the bundle was the
person entitled to the property. That sort of inspection, or a little more than that, could be all that that
gentleman could afford to the title upon which be was required to give an answer in a day. I never heard
that the bank lost any money by this careless cursory examination; but, notwithstanding that, it is not a
course I could recommend, and therefore I think there is no proper mode of examining a title except a
complete and perfect one. Whether after that complete and perfect examination shall have been
attained every objection that appears upon the title to an absolute perfection should be sustained is quite
another matter; and it isparticularly with regard to such points as those that the advantage would ensue,
I think, to the system, to the public, and to the office. by having the opinion of some thoroughly trained,
skilled, experienced head. We are all of us familiar with the way in which such things are done. I
remember perfectly well how the late Mr. Carr, a good convcyancer and man of experience, used to do
his work. Thirty years ago, when Mr. Burton was his conveyaucing clerk, lie would get Mr. Burton to
examine a title for him, and be was perfectly satisfied with Mr. Burton's examination. Mr. Burton would
hand up to his master or employer certain points for Mr. Carr to determine, and be would say "Never
mind this," would sustain another or more, and would deal with the matter precisely in the way in which
I would propose the referee of the exanimers might deal with doubtful points now,
2771. IL's-. Archer.] Would you have that head look at every ease in that fashion? Certainly not, unless
required. I do not think it necessary. I would be content with one examinor's examination and let the
examiner lninself, if be felt any doubt or difficulty, have the right to go to the referee to obtain his
assistance. That, I feel, would be a very great advantage, and would result in this: that all simple
matters would be very quickly disposed of, and the difficult matters would be disposed of with the advantage of another clear mind, which would not be encumbered by a great deal of the rubbish, so to speak, of
the title, and which would be applied at once to particular points. The only objection is the expense.
2772. Expense of what? Expense of having a highly-paid officer. I think that whilst many of the fees
are very large—at any rate sufficiently large for the work performed—such as the registration of an
ordinary mortgage, and things of that kind, that the fees which are paid upon the bringing very difficult
titles under the Act are very insufficient indeed, and that from the loose manner in which titles are
brought in, and the iiomense amount of trouble given to examiners by titles going backwards and for.
ward5 through their hands several times, the public are mulcted to the extent by which the department is
compelled to do what the applicant himself ought to have done beforehand and although to a certain
extent—I do not know to what extent—the expense of the department may be paid by the fees that
come in, 1 do not think it at all fair that people whose titles or transactions are exceedingly simple, should
be made to pay the expense which would, perhaps, be very cheaply paid for at £1.00 for many days' employment of skilled intelligence in examining titles. I am not prepared with a remedy for that condition
of things other than the remedy which I suggested at the outset of my examination, by saying that I
thought titles should be brought in in a more perfect form than in a great many cases they are now. I
believe that to be not the fau\t of the solicitors, but the fault of the proprietors themselves, who, seeing
that there are examiners appointed and paid by the public for performing a certain work, very naturally
and parsimoniously think that the public might just as well bear the expense attaching to their title as
that they should pay their own solicitors for doing it.
2778.
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H.P. Bradley, 2773. President.]
Could not the difficulty of patching up titles be somewhat remedied by charging extra
Esq.

-'
2 May,

fees for completing the title afterwards? There is no doubt that that plan would be a very good one, but
I do not see how to apply it. We know that, in a case of difficulty which ire send to counsel, counsel
1879. will mark his fee five or twenty guineas, according to the trouble ho takes to look into the case, but he
does that arbitrarily and after experience had of the work which has been done; but how shall any Legislature or department, beforehand, say in what manner an extra fee would be applied to all cases P There
is a difficulty in that.
2774. I mean if a case is patched up, after it comes in originally, extra fees might be paid for the
privilege of making it correct? No doubt they should be; but I do not know how to apportion them.
2775. So much for every instrument lodged. I do not exactly see how it is to be done—but a possible
scheme might be devised? I quite approve of the principle; it is what I aim at, if it could only be done.
2776. Mr. Terry.] Do you not think it would be an advantage to the Government if they got the whole
of the titles of the Colony under the one system? I should be very sorry to see it; I merely express all
individual opinion, but I would not hold land under the Act myself.
2777. .President.] Not with amendments? Not with amendments. I do not like to see the Government
charged with'too much. I want to be as little governed as possible while I live, .1 do not admire the
system of centralization.
2778. Mr. Terry.] I simply ask that question because of your saying you would charge additional fees
why should an applicant pay more for one title than another. Lie pay; now according to the value of his
title? I think he should pay
het workman the value of his hire. 1 forget what the fees are now, but
whatever a man pays on his application to bring land under the Act though it may be a sufficient
i'emimeral.ion to the Government for doing the duty of inspecting a simple case, .1 think it is not sullicicat
to pay the Government for investigating a complicated case. • I think if you employ one or two gentle.
men whose services may be considered worth thi'ee or four or five guineas a day, and if you occupy the
time of two of those for 'a fortnight for what will not pay the salary of one of them for a day. the publi
are defrauded, or applicants whose applicatlons are simple pay mOth than they ought for the discharge of
a simple duty.
2779. President.] That is unavoidable. In fixing the fees you must strike some general average? N0
doubt. By applying additional fees in the manner the President suggested, you would meet the ease
but whether entirely or not you would have to determine.

TUESDAIç 6 MAY, 1879.
}rccnt

JAMES NORTON ESQ., PRESIDENT.
SAMUEL HENRY. TERRY, ESQ., Mr.,
THOMAS ROBERTSON, E5Q.,

WILLIAM HENRY ARCHER5 ESQ.,
JOHN DAWSON, E5Q.
Henry Burton Bradley, Esq., solicitor, further eaauined
H.B. Bradley,
2780. Mr. Terry.] Have you had any difficulty in this office in finding deeds after they have been once
lodged P Great difficulty occasionally..
6 May, 1879. 2781. And for that reason you object to lodge original documents? I can scarcely say that I object to
lodge them, but I would much rather not, because it gives infinite trouble to get; them back i should
qualify that by saying it has done so in one or two cases. I should be sorry to convey the impression that
it is general.
2782. For how long have you had documents lost in this office? For two years, I rcmnember on one
occasion—the original power of attorney of the Australian Trust Company.
2783. President.] Who do you suppose are answerable for the loss of those documents? I cannot say.
I know who found them.
2784. Who was that? Mr. Muddle found them in the drawer of his own desk.
2785. The Deputy? The Deputy.
2786. And to whom did you deliver them? I cannot at all say, They were carried into the office in the
ordinary way by one of the clerks, and we sought many times for them, and many times it was denied that
they were in the office. But Mr. Mpddle
f
ound them for me in his desk, where they had no more business to be than inanybody's private residence.
2787. .A&. Terry.] Are you favourable to assimilating the law in this Colony, in reference to dower, to the
law as it is in South Australia P 1 am not acquainted with the law of South Australia in reference to
dower.
.
2788. They simply abolish dower? I should certamly be opposed to that. 1. think that women are not
sufficiently protected and provided for. I should be sorry to withdraw any advantage which they enjoy.
2789. Then you would not recommend any means whatever for the abolition of it? Certainly none.
2790. Are you favourable to abolishing the assurance fee now charged on transmission cases? I would
not abolish any assurance fund, or any portion of it.
2791. I do not mean the original assurance fee on the application or lodging OF titles under the law, but
a second charge, under will, for instance? Certainly not; I look upon it that a large amount of the
risk which the office, or the fund rather, would be called upon to sustain in future time, would be found
to arise under transmission cases. When I speak of transmission cases I allude, not to transmissions
under insolvencies, but to transmissions by reason of death.
2792. President.] The assurance fee on transmissions has been abolished in other places P I am not
aware of it. I answer with reference to the general principle.
2793. Mr. Terry.] Do you think there is any necessity for the production of original deeds in every ease
brought under this law where the deeds are registered below? I think it very desirable that the best
evidence should always be obtained in reference to every matter, and that we should not resort to
secondary evidence until tile best primary evidence has been sought for and not found.
2791, Do you think an assurance fee should be charged on a purchase of land—a grant direct from the
Crown to the applicant P I have never considered that question. Grants from the Crown are now, liable
to be defeated, not only by such means as they have always been liable to be defeated by, but also by
means of free selection, and therefore a grant from the Crown made since the passing of Torrens' Act
has
I
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has ceased to be in my judgment the best title a man can bold his land by, When a certificate is H. B.Bradley,
Esq.
ohtined under this Act, an indefeasible title is obtained. A grant from the Crown to the applicant does
not convey an indefeasible title. We have always supposed, until recent decisions under the Crown '"
Lands Alienation Act, that a grant from the Crown imparted an indefeasible title. It is clear that it 6 May, lSiO.
does not now; yOU have to go a little further.
2705. FreRideni.] Do you not think that those grants ought to be made as perfect as an indefeasible
til:le? I do ; I think it is absurd to allow a grant to be intertered with by the operation of free selectors.
2706. Mr. Archer.] You stated that you had experienced considerable delay at times in regard to
transfers? Yes.
271)7. have you had similar experience in regard to applications to bring land under the Act P Oh, yes.
2793. IV'hat has been the nature of the delay in cases of such applications, and its extent? I do not
know how exactly to answer that question. 'I lie delays have been various the nature of them has been
various also. Sometimes the nature of the delay has been that a large amount of time has been expended
as I referred to in my evidence on it former Occasion, in the preparatioi.i of search papers and the
perfecting of search papers, the efeeting of searches before the cases have gone to the cxhminers, strictly
so called. Since I was here last week, I have referred to a letter which we received froin the Registrar
General, and which was alluded to in the correspondence I laid before the Commission—in which
h t before the
exception is taken to a statement of ours that a case, lodged in .Tuly I think, was not broug
examiners until the following January, and in which letter of the Registrar General lie reIcrs us to a
clause in the Act by which he is required, upon applications being lodged, immediately to rcfbr theta to
the examiners, and stating that lie had done so on that occasion. To save casuistry I would say it is
evident there that the Registrar General refers to one class of examiners when we were referring to
another class of examiners. We called his attention to the fact, and stated that the examiners to whom
we alluded were not Mr. Lander, who prepared the search papers and condurted or directed the searches,
and 1Er, Pearson. the draftsman who looked after the parcels. overlapping boundaries and such things, but
the legal examiners. No doubt a case may be said to be referred to the examiners when it is placed iii
the bm'anch of examination but when I or any other member of the profession, or an y member of the
public, complains that there has been a long delay, and the Registrar General reports that the case hns
been before the examiners since July, when, in point of fact, it never caine to the hands of the legal
examiners until the January following, a misconception is at one-- the result, and a complaint would seem
to be thrown by our letter npon gentlemen who had not an opportunity of addressing theumselves to the
task at all, inasmuch as the case was never before them, although it was before branches of their legal
division of the office preliminary to its coining into their own hands. I think that is the only w'ay in
which I can answer the question. I'oelieve we must have had cases inthe office for two years.
2790. how many years have you had experience of' the office, personally P liver since it was established.
2800. Have you had many cases put through? I darcsay not so many as many others Nvho have had much
less business than myself.
2301. Have you had a dozen in the year ? I could not tell the nnmbqr.
2802. My object is to ascertain whether, on the whole, you have been satisfied with the dispatch in the
conduct of business, or whether you and your clients have been much annoyed and put to trouble and
expense in consequence of delays P We have been annoyed, and our clients have been annoyed, by the
length of time which has elapsed between applica€ons and certificates ; but I cannot say that we have
been put to unnecessary trouble, and our clients to expense, by reason of the lapse of. time.
2803. You have never had what you considered unnecessary requisitions? I cannot say that we have.
2801. They have been judicious, and what you yonrself would have made in your own practice P They
have been cautious, and perhaps have surpassed what I should have made in my own practice ; and there
1 must exp]ain before I am asked another question. In my own practice, I have commonly found that
auctioneers' conditions have tied my hands with regard to requisitions; that considerations of expedition,
of expediency—a love on the part of clients of jumping things and taking risks themselves rather than
being what they euphoniously term bothered by lawyers—in many cases they deliver inc from necessities,
in which i should otlmorwise have found myself placed in dealing ivitli matters of title or strict evidence
of title. Many people are content if they see a tolerably good holding title, and, knowing these facts, I
should not be so scrupulous with regard to titles, or evidence of title under such circumstances, in practice,
as I should be if an examiner of titles. An examiner of titles is a 1scrson, I take it, in-the position of a
surveyor of a ship for underwriters, who is bound to use every possible caution, not only for the purpose
of protecting, as the illustration suggests, the assurance fund, but also for the purpose of protecting out.
side parties who are not before the examiners in any way—people who may not find much delectation in
the perusal of the Government Gazette and who may not know of applications being carried through and
legally advertased. That all those considerations would weigh with me, if I were an examiner of titles—
which heaven forbid I—I have no donbt at all ; and, therefore, with that explanation, I say that the requisitions of the examiners have sometimes surpassed what I should myself have made in the same cases in
private practice.
2805. But from your practical experience in regard to titles, when you have received those requisitions
have you ever looked upoa them as in any way frivolous, vexatious, or too technical P Not at all.
2809. Then you do not share with your brethren of the profession in their complaints to us that such
are their characteristics? I do not share with any one the opinion, however largelyit may be entertained,
and by whatever names it may be supported, that the object of the Act is to enable persons to get titles
to property which they, are not entitled.
2807. No, I do not put that? I must explain ; or, if you wish, I can answer the question directly and
give my explanation afterwards. I do not share in that opinion.
2808. Your impression in regard to the department, as I infer from your evidence, is that it is wellofficered and well-conducted, both in regard to the legal and to the lay administration, but that the office
is under-manned? That is my opinion.
2800. Have you had considerable personal experience in investigating titles P 'Very great, I suppose.
2810. Can you give us an idea of how long, on the average, taking the nature of the titles that exist in
New South Wales, it would take you to go through a title? I can offer no opinion whatever.
2811. From your experience, supposing you were an examiner of titles and knowing the nature of the
titles' in this Colony, how many do you think that you could do in a week of the ordinary office hours? It
depends entirely on the character 'of the titles themselves. I might find a difficulty in one title which
wo,'m/
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HE. Bradley, would not seem to a layman a very complicated one.
A. title might comprise two deeds and a will, and a
R%
question of law might arise on the construction of that will which would require a long investigation of
cases and all amount of consideration which would not be required in another case.
6 May, lStO. 281.2. But would, that not be exceptional? It would be to some extent exceptional; wills do not crop up
in every title, but they do in some cases.
2813. But excluding that class of cases? We find, in practice, unless we send cases of that sort to
counsel, and rid ourselves of the trouble and responsibility, that it great deal of time would be occupied in
looking up it matter which it layman would give us no credit for looking up at all. In matters of ordinary
eonveyancing practice, you cannot lay down it rule for legal consideration in a day, or it week, or it year, as
a grocer may determine how many chests of tea 1ie may sell or put into his cart.
2814, I should not expect anything so unreasonable? I can give no idea about it, beyond approximating
as nearly as you can expect m
e to do, in this way: I have found in practice that with two intelligent
officers at work upon a matter of sale and purchase (with auctioneer's conditions, mind you), we commonly
get our business done in something like a month or six weeks. if a purchase at auction takes place today, you get it completed within a month or six weeks; but it not unfrequently runs for six months, or
even twelve, and, during the same time, of course we have other cases passed through the office, and a
variety of other business along with it. The course of inquiries themselves occupies time.
2815. No doubt about that—the only question is whether you could approximate, and if I thought you
could not i would not have troubled you to state it? 1cannot state it in any way but that in which I
have done; in ordinary business we find that cases go through our office in from it month to six weeks
from the time they come in.
2810. You have not found as a rule that they get through it case in a month in this department? No,I
have not.
2817. How long does it take, as a rule P I cannot say; I cannot charge my memory with it. For some
years after the commencement of the operation of the Act I do not think that my office had any
experience. During
the W
days of Messrs. Holden and Dick, I am not aware that I attempted to pass a case
through under the Act.
hen the examiners who succeeded them caine into office, they inherited a large
arrear of work, accumulated during that time, and of course with some little modiliration the rule,rst
" fi
come first served," would waturally obtain, and therefore we did not expect to get our new cases disposed
of immediately in preference to the scores and perhaps hundreds of cases which had been in the office a
long time before ours were brought in. A great delay has arisen in consequence of our cases not being
entitled to be treated at once, because there were others before them.
2818. My object in putting the question I did was simply this: It has been almost unanimonsly stated
that the examiuers are slow, frivolous, vexatious, and over-technical, and I was anxious to ascertain from
you, as a man of large experience.whcther those examiners are slow, et cetera, or otherwise; andwhether you
as all experienced conveyaucer, could give any idea of the number of cases which a man with nothing also
to do could get through in a week—I mean average cases, not exceptional ones as you illustrated, but
taking simple ordinary cases, and leaving the others to be estimated by themselves? I am quite unable to
do so. You are of course aware that the quality of the case must largely determine the lcogth of time
that will be occupied in its consideration ; that a number of those cases' which are brought before the
examiners are brought because there is something avowedly awkward in the title which it is sought to
care under the operation of the Act; that, as I have known in practice myself, an objection arises in a
title, the purchaser wishes to complete his purchase, the objection is a troublesome one, and the purchaser
says, "I will complete the purchase if you will put the property
under the Act" ; and sometimes the
veudor, relying upon getting up evidence meanwhile, will say, "I will put the property under the Act for
you." That and similar instances show that a large proportion of the cases which go before the examiners
xray probably be such as, for obvious reasons, are required to be taken under the Act in preference to
allowing them to remain butside with all their objections on their heads.
2819. St-ill, in all the affajrs of life, where instances exist in large numbers, they are found to have similar
characteristics, and averages can consequently be struck; if then a nian has had a large experience in any
particular walk, he can say on reflection how much or how little be could get through in a given time. It
was in that sense that I asked you the questions I have; but of course if you cannot give any satisfactory statement as to average. I do not wish to trouble you further P I do not doubt that I could read
through in all ordinary day's work, if uninterrupted, perhaps four long deeds in a-n hour—that unless these
deeds disclose some peculiar defect I might arrive at a conclusion in regard to them at the end of the day;
but it would be very unusual indeed that in the perusal of such a number of deeds, some (probably many)
questions would not arise which would require not only legal research but research among the facts, and
therefore, although my
p
erusal
of those deeds (say there was such a number of them as occupied six or
eight; hours, and four deeds to the hour), although the perusal of the title or evidence of title would be
completed in one day, the consideration of that title would not be completed for a long time afterwards.
I cannot tell what answers I may get to lay inquiries, or what facts I may find on my searches, or how I
might find decisions affecting the questions of law and difficulties which have occurred to my mind on
reading the deeds.
2820. Then you consider the case that you have mentioned it fair average case? I do not consider it so;
I do not consider twenty-four deeds allaverage case; I suppose average cases do not contain half the
number of deeds—some eases would contain it great many more.
2821. Take aa average case; how long would that take you according to the manner in which you have
explained it P A man, if be were not disturbed, might read through probably two cases in a day—two
average cases in a day.
2822. Nothing can be more satisfiictory than that? But when lie has read them I alit not at all prepared
to say he should determine upon those two cases in the day.
2823. But you think he could get through two ordinary cases P Under ordinary circumstances he could
read through the evidence of title in two cases in a day if he had them before him. When he has read
through this evidence of title, amongst other things that crop up is the question whether there ought not
to be snore evidence. With regard to that, I am quitc aware that the applicauts are required to make a
declaration that they have brought in all papers in their possession or power relating to the title. I am
quite aware also that in practice they do not do so. Deeds are found afterwards and brought in, sometimes
twice—very frequently once—which ought to have been brought in 4 first. The effect of the neglect
of applicants in respect of making their evidence of title perfect at first is very mischievous upon the
examination
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examination of a title. It causes very much additional work to examiners as it does to us in practice in H.B.Bradley,
the profession under the old law. I do not know by what means the difficulty may be avoided, because we
know there is a punishment for a false declaration under the Act, but nevertheless the fear of the punish- 6May 1879.
ment does not deter or is not sufficiently deterrent. I hebeve one or two people in the early days of the
Act were prosecuted for making false declarations, and one of them was convicted and punished for it
locked up for a few months,
ou in the shape of all the documents necessary in any particular
2824. But if full information is brought you
case, and you having notlung cisc to do, could you get through two cases a day P I cld read through
the evidence ; whether I could dispose of the legal points with as much expedition I do not know.
2825. President.] Suppose you had all the materials before you, and had nothing to attend to but the
investigation of titles, do you not think you could peruse the majority of titles and prepare all proper
objections and requisitions at the rate of one title per diem P Average
2826. No ; the ordinary run of title; leaving out exceptionally heavy cases P Leaving those out, I should
hope to do so.
2827. The great majority of titles consist of about six or eight deeds, or say not more than a dozen P In
answering that question 1 ought perhaps to add that when this perusal and the preparation of requisitions
have taken place something else comes at a future time.
2828. Never mind the future time? Namely, the replying to the requisitions, and the consideration of
the manner in which those requisitions are replied to or complied with. 1 would not be nuderstood to say
that they should be dealt with without any expenditure of time. If a man should get through two titles
in a day at the average we have been speaking of, he should be allowed certain of his days for the consideration of this additional work which comes in consequence of his first half day's work. That of course
will account for a good deal of his time.
2829. What I am asking you now is about the original investigation P Yes the original investigation.
2830. You could peruse one ordinary title and prepare all necessary requisitions and objections at the
rate of one title per diem—never mind what follows? Oh certainly.
2831. Then of course questions arise under your requisitions and objections that involve further expenditure of time? That involve further expenditure of time.
2832. You mentioned just now that between two competent olilcers the completion of a purchase occupies
a month's time P A. month to six weeks, I have commonly ]'olnd.
2838. Does not that completion involve a great deal besides the investigation of title—question of tenancies, arrears of rent, and various other matters that do not bother the examiners of titles P No doubt
other matters are involved in the transaction of business between two attorneys' offices than those involved
in the examination of titles by examiners.
2834. So that if those other matters do not come into question, a sale may be completed in much less time?
If the two competent ofilcers had not a great deal of other work to do at the same time which distracted
their attention.
2835. But notwithstanding their having other work to do, and being bothered with questions which do not
affect the examiners, as a rule a purchase may be completed in a month or six weeks? As a rule a purchase may be completed in a month or six weeks.
2836. Do you know of any case where an application for title has been made to this office, and where
requisitions have been received by the applicant within six weeks? Oh, I think so.
2837. As a rule, are they received within that time? Requisitions or observations?
2838. Call them what you like—requisitions, objections, or observations; the document that is sent out
to an applicant as the first intimation of the examiners dealing with his case? I think so. I have two or
three cases in my mind Where that occurred.
2839. When did that occur P Within the last two or three years I was surprised at getting them,
knowing the arrcar there was in the office.
2840. Mr. Terry.] Do you think it right that titles should be passed, subject to qualifications, and then
advertised F It is in case of the applicants.
2841. But do not some of those qualifications amount to a strong recommendation against the title P No
doubt they may do so but I find there is provision made for it in the English Act passed about the
same time as our own—the English Act for registration of titles, 25 and 26 Victoria cap. 53, if I remember
rightly.
2842. Is there anything in our Act as to titles passed subject to qualifications? I fancy this arises from
the practice under the system prevailing here, which is, that the examiners report to the commissioners,
and the commissioners grant the certilicates, comprising, or not; comprising, as they think fit, such qualifications as the examiners may have stated in their report to be preliminaries to the issue of a clean
certificate of title.
2843. lIft. Damson.] Do you consider that whenever a person conceives himself aggrieved by the issue of
a certificate of title toiui
other, or by its refusal to him, in thet, in any case where a decision has been
put forth by the Registrar General or the commissioners itt which decision he does not concur, he should
have a right of appeal at all Hines to the Supreme Court? I think so.
2844. .2I&. flhrn,.] After the certificate is issued? -.
2845. AIr. Daweon.] Yes, after the certificate is issued P After the certificate is issued I should say his
course is to proceed for compensation against the assurance fund.
2816. But where the certificate has issued in error, and may have had the effect of dispossesáng a man
of what has been his home for years and years, causing a loss which no compensation whatever would
cover—in such a case as that would you not give an appeal to the court at all. times? I certainly would,
and one of the greatest objections to the present system is that a man may be deprived under it of that
for which no pecuniary consideration would compensate him.
2847. JLr. Trnj.] Would that not do away with the Act altogether—virtually rendering it useless P I
think not.
2848. Where is your indefenAibihity, if that appeal to the Supreme Court were carried out? The appeal
might be hedged round with the necessary precautions, and proceedings might be required to be taken
within a certain time. I have always felt that the preliminaries to the operation of the Act are quite
insufficient for the purpose of warning persons who are absent, with regard to property which is not in
their actual occupation that the expectation that people who are not employed all their lives in the purchase and dealing with land, will read the Government Gazette and all the newpapers published in the
2849.
Colony, is an expectation too great for any reasonable person to entertain.
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RB. Bradley, 2849. Aft. Archer.]
Then if a person came forward and said be had not seen the advertisements, would
Isq.
you make that a sufficient reason for an appeal to the court? Certainly not--not it sufficient reason.
2850. lb.. 2rry.] Was not the assurance fund under the Act established to meet all such cases as those
6 May, 1819.
alluded to by Mr. Dawson ? I do not think that pecuniary eompcnsatioawould meet cases of the character
referred to by Mr. .Dawson.
2851. Prcsidcnt.] You think that if the certificate is wrongly issued, for any reason whatever, the person
aggrieved should have the right to appeal to the Supreme Court? I think so—within a certain time. I
would limit the time. I think that the applications would be very few, and probably would giveverv little
trouble. I think that the principle is a good one. I (10 not like the principle of dealing with a matter
behind it Juan's back. I approve of the maxim audi al/cram par/-cm.
2852. But I suppose you would not allow the right of appeal ina case where the grantee of the certificate
had, previous to the appeal, transrerrcd his lroperty to someone else—a third l)art-Y P No, certainly not.
2853. That would be a proper case for an application to the assurance fund? That would be a proper
case for an application to the assurance fund.

Alfred John Cape, Esq., M.A., solicitor, examined
A. Cape, Ei. 2854. PreJicient.] You are a solicitor in large practice? Yes.

c-'

2855. And I suppose von have had a good deal to do with the Real Property Office? Yes, I have had a

6 May, 1879. fair connection with it

2856. In what repute does the office stand with solicitors and the public? Not by any ineaiis in good
repute as far as my observation goes.
2857. I-low has it come into such disrepute? I should say owing to the vexatious delays, and to the
nature of the objections that are frequently made in cases of applications.
2858. Can you say how the delays originate in the office—which branch of the office is answerable for
them ? The delays I have noticed most are in connection with the examiners of titles ; the time taken in
the investigation of titles is unusually too-. If a solicitor in private practice took anything like the time
taken here, the result would be that he would not get any practice. I have had one case in the office—a
comparatively simple case—which, I think, took two years amid four months. The average time of the cases
is from twelve months to eighteen months.
2859. Are not some of the delays occasioned by the solicitors or applicants themselves? No doubt,
frequently, in delaying aos\vering requisitions that are made ; but I am talking of cases in which both
clients and solicitors have been anxious to get their application settled, and where there has been ]to
unusual delays on the part ofthe applicant or his solicitor.
2860. Then, in cases where there has been no delay on the part of the applicant or his solicitor, the case
still takes twelve or eighteen months P That is the average run, as far as my experience goes. I believe
that delay arises, to a considerable extent, from the fact that there is either a want of, or too much,
method in the office. Your answers to requisitions may go in to-day, but it does not by any moans follow
that .they will be taken into consideration that day or the next day, or, perhaps, for a considerable time.
Owing to some practice in the office, an application has to wait its turn for consideration of the replies to
requisitions, so that if an application has been shelved by the examiners sending out a requisition, and
there is a long list of other applications following upon it, when the requisition in the first application is
answered it has to wait its turn on the examiner's list before the reply to the requisition is considered.
That is a practice I have been given to nndcrstand prevails in the office. Thus a very simple requisition
might be made which could be answered very readily, and probably would be answered the same day, yet
it might take a- month or two, or three months, before the reply was considered. The application has to
wait its turn on the list.
2861. Then I presume you consider that when an examiner is once seised with a case he ought to go at
once into the question of answers to requisitions, and not postpone them for other cases not yet commenced? I think it is a matter in which the examiners ought to use their discretion, and not follow any
strict rule. Where there is a straighiforward title upon which requisitions are made, and the replies are
simple, it is a case that might be passed over at once. If, on the other hand, it was a title involving some
very difficult point, perhaps the examiners would be justified in laying it aside nutil they had more leisure
to consider it. I do not think this is a matter in which a hard and fast rule ought to be laid down and
followed strictly. 1 have been given to understand that there is such a routine here, which a case, however
simple it may be, has to go through.
2862. Do you think the examiners afford facilities to applicants, and try all they, can to get the work
through? That is rather a difficult question to answemi.
2863, I mean by the way in which they deal with cases; do they seem anxious to got the cases passed,
or, as some people say, anxious to reject them, for fear of incurring some possible responsibility to the
assurance fund? They certainly appear to be very frightened about this assurance fund. It has always
been held out to applicants and their solicitors as a kind of bngbear but very often I think highly
technical objections are taken through some fcar that the assurance find may be attacked.
2864. Mr. 2i-rg.] Would you take those objections in private practice? Certainly not,
2865. President.] Do you think the examiners' fear of damaging the assurance fund leads them into
taking too minnte and too technical objections, objections that need not, in fact, prejudice the validity of
the title? In very many cases I think so.
2866. You have had a great many cases where you have acted as solicitor for purchasers P Yes.
2867. Probably a good many nuder open contracts? Yes.
2868. Do the examiners take more captions or fine-drawn objections than you would do yourself when you
act for a purchaser nnder all open contract P In very many cases I think so.
2869. Objections that might be fairly overlooked? Highly technical objections.
2870. That might be fairly overlooked, and cannot prejudice the title? Yes.
2871. And they insist pertinaciously upon having those objections removed, or do they give them up?
They generally insist upon them. When once an objection is taken it is generally insisted upon, as far
as my experience goes.
2872. Have you not known cases where they have taken objections and not insisted upon them? Not
that I can recollect. They generally press for some evidence to satisfy every requisition.
-2873.
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2873. The objection has been cured? There has been some evidence that they have been satisfied with. A. Oape, Esq.
Esq.
Documents have been produced which satisr them as admissions of title or something of the land. I
do not recollect cases where they have waived objections altogether.
2874. Can you give us, from your experience, an idea of how long it takes to investigate a title generally? 6 May, 1879.
'WThat kind of a title?
2815. Dealing with the ordinary run of titles, how long would it take you, if you had nothing else to do,
to investigate that title and state all the requisitions and objections which present themselves ? Taking
the ordinary run of titles, if I wcro not disturbed I could easily get through a title in a day.
2876. Would you easily peruse a title and find all objections that exist, and probably prepare your
objections in one day? Yes the ordinary run of titles. There are some old titles, the Riley estate
title, and other similar titles, commencing from an early period, and which contain very complicated
dealings, that might take a much longer time for consideration.
2877. 1 do not care to go into exceptional cases. Then each examiner here ought to be able to deal with,
in the course of the year, 300 titles, sopposing he had nothing else to do but to examine titles? W'ell,
I think that would be hard work, because I suppose, as a rule, the ordinary run of titles are not brought
up here.
2878. Oh yes they are? I suppose an examiner of titles here would have, in the course of the year,
more difficult and complicated titles to peruse than a solicitor in private practice.
2879. I do not think there would be very much difference, because a great many non.professional men
bring titles here, and do not know whether the titles are difficult or otherwise. They come here only for
the purpose of getting a saleable title—what they consider would be a better title than the ordinary
title. Do you think there are sufficient examiners to get through the work of the office? I think so.
2880. And you think that the three examiners ought to be able to dispose quickly of all titles that are
brought in? I think so. I have thought at times that it would be convenient if there were some Board
of appeal, or some authorized official of ability, who could decide difficult points to be referred, and whose
decision would be conclusive. 'Where, for example, two examiners hold different views, I think there
should be some ready and inexpensive means of getting at a conclosion. I happen to know of a case in
the office affecting a large property here. The title was passed in three different cases, but a fourth case
was lodged and was not passed, notwithstanding that the same title had been previously passed, because
of an objection taken by the then examiner; there were some decisions one way and some the other,
and the examiners did not or would not decide, and the application was withdrawn. It occurred
to me that in a case like that, if there had been some Board of reference or ready means of appeal the
point could have been decided at once. No doubt there are many similar cases.
2881. Do you not think the Board of Commissioners is competent to deal with such difficulties? I do not
think the Board of Commissioners are professional men. These matters would probably be such as would
involve a good deal of legal knowledge.
2882. Have you considered whether the Board of Commissioners is of any advantage at all in working
the Act? 1. have not considered that, because I know so little of them. The profession do not come in
contact with the commissioners.
2883. But you think it would be an advantage to have some individual or body to whom applicants could
appeal against the examiners? I think so.
2884. Suppose a commissioner of titles or a master of titles, as they have in some other Colonies? Yes,
if considerable care were taken in his appointment.
2885. A man of standing and ability? A man of good standing and ability.
2886. Can you give us any instances of abuses in the office of any character? What kind of abuses 2—I
do not know of any 2887. Do you know of any case of expedition fees paid to any officer in the department, or anything of
the same character P No, I do not—nothing that 1 can speak of.
2888. Do you know whether the officers are all efficient? I believe they all try to do their best.
2880. Do you think there are sufficient officers to work the business of the institution? Certainly not in
the clerical department.
2890. At the counter? At the counter. There is great delay and loss of time occasioned by the
insufficiency of the staff, or by the want of method. I have often had to complain of the time occupied
in taking up deeds. Say six persons are waiting for information or to take up deeds. Five of them might
be answered at once and their business disposed of. The sixth might take half-an.hour, and the other
five have to wait their turn until lie is done with, There is only one clerk attending to these six people.
When a person goes to take up a grant, if there are five people in before him be might wait the whole
morning before he could get his grant, because some of these before him may want information which
occupies the clerk a good deal of time looking up. Then if you go to deposit a transfer or mortgage, or
other dealing for registration, the same clerk receives the document, examines it, enters it in a book,
receives the fees, and posts up the fee book. He has to make three copies of this fee receipt, and you have
to wait while all this is being done. I think that there is soi'ie want of method in this respect.
2891. Can you point out any other grounds of complaint? There is a matter in connection with the
searching which, I think, requires amendment. If you go up to the office for the purpose of making asearch
for incumbrances you are not allowed to make the search yourself. A clerk in the office makes it, and
you are obliged to take the report of that clerk as conclusive. If the clerk has made a mistake, you suffer;
and, if you are a solicitor, possibly to the extent of thousands of pounds. The clerk has no special
interest in the search, If, for instance, you came up just before the closing of the office and want a
search made, the clerk being in a hurry to get away, may have slorrcd over some incurnbrance on the
register, and reported to you that the land was clear; you would have to take his report, and if found
incorrect, you or your client would suffer.
2892. Then I suppose you would prefer having written certificates that the property is free from incuni.
brances? I would very much prefer having written certificates; it would relieve tho searcher who cannot
himself cheek the search, and it would bind the office—bind the assurance fund. The books are kept
behind the counter, or a good many of them. if the public were allowed to make searches themselves it
would canse great confusion. As a matter of regulation the public are not allowed behind the counter,
but some persons do go there—some of the solicitors' clerks go there to overlook the search from anxiety
in the question of searching, I have no doubt, because if they bring to their principals a wrong result
they would most likely suffer.
2893.
530—P
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t.'Csp, Ei. 2893. Are there any other matters? In connection with the dealing with land previously to the issue of

-'-- the
grant, I think that dealings might be expedited. Formerly you were able, under section 99 of the
6 May,
1879.

Act, to register a dealing on the production of the Treasurer's you
for payment of the balance of
purchase money; now the department will not register unless you present a formal certificate from the
Under Secretary for Finance and Trade or the Colonial Treasurer that the purchase money has been paid—
a formal certificate, and that sometimes takes six weeks or two months to procure entailing repeated
applications at the Treasury and the Lands Office. Formerly a dealing was accepted simply on the
Treasurer's receipt.
2894. And what do you say they require now? Before they will allow the dealing to be deposited in the
office they require a formal certificate from the Under Secretary for Finance and Trade or the Colonial
Treasurer, that the purchase money has been paid; and what I say is that tho onus of getting that certificate
is cast upon the public, and it takes a very long time to get it. Some years ago they accepted the ordinary
printed receipt.
2895. Printed receipt of whom? Of a clerk on behalf of the Colonial Treasurer, given to a person when
be paid up the balance on his land.
2896. And now, in!tead of the clerk's receipt, they require that of the head of the office P It is a formal
certificate by the Under Secretary for Finance and Trade that the payment has been made. You have to
go through a lot of forms to get at it. Under section 99 the Act authorizes you to register on the
Treasurer's receipt.
2897. Have you any other matters to mention P In cases of transmission applications, if some amendment
could be made in the Act to meet such cases, to simplify the dealing, I think it would be a large benefit.
Unusual time is taken to get trustees or decisees registered proprietors by transmission. Under the old
law you could deal directly the testator had died; but under this Real Property Act you have to go
through a long process of getting the representatives registered proprietors by transmission, and answering
a number of requisitions, very much like an original application.
2898. Do you think a fresh assurance fee ought to be paid on any of those transmission eases? I have
not considered that at all.
2899. It has been abolished in some of the other Colonies. Do you think an assurance fee ought to be
paid on the issue of an original grant where there are no past dealings to be afraid of? I think it would
be diThcnit to draw a line, There might be outside dealings by the grantee which would bind the land.
There is another troublesome matter in connection with original applications and the issuing of certificates of title, and that is the practice of noting dower. There are very many certificates issued in which
dower is noted as an incumbrance, and the chances are ten to one, owing to the lapse of time since the
Dower Act, there is no dower at all, but yet it is a blot on the certificate. It may be extremely difficult
for you to get evidence satisfactory to the examiners to negative dower. If some amendment can be made
to meet that, or some provision for the few exceptional cases where dower might attach, it 'could be beiseficial. I have had cases where certificates have issued with this dower notification, and where there has
been certainly no reasonable belief that any dower existed, but there was difficulty in proving to the
satisfaction of the office that it did not exist.
2900. And you cannot propose any rcmdy for getting rid of the difficulty? I have not considered the
matter.
2901. If you swept off dower altogether it might work injustice to some women P Very few.
2902. Mr. Terry.] You are aware that it is abolished in South Australia? I think it would work injus.
tice in a very few cases.
2903. Wo'uld you like to see it abolished here? Yes. There is another matter I might mention. It has
become a practice in this office, where a mortgagee sells under his power of sale, to require and insist on
proof by statutory declaration that default under the mortgage has continued up to the time of making the
declaration. A.s far as I understand, they will not accept a dealing unless such proof is tendered. It is
under section 55. I think if this practice is pursued it will be fouud to open a great many difficulties.
Of course in many cases such a declaration can be given, but if it is insisted on always, there may be
cases in which a mortgagor makes a tender to the mortgagee after a sale.
2904. President.] You think that system gives the mortgagor too great privileges? Quite so. it
allows the mortgagor to tender after the sale. The mortgagee could not then make the declaration. I
think the Act is very explicit on these points, but the court have decided, by a majority, that a declaration should evidence default up to the time of sale.* The Act does not say that sections 55, 50, and 57,
only require proof that default has continued for two months. Here, as far as my practice goes, the
department insist upen proof that the default has continued up to the time of the mortgagee making
the declaration to enable the registering of the transihr, that might be years after a sale.
2905. Have you any other point to refer to? Nothing further occurs to me.
2906. Mr. Terry.] Have you had any difficulty in dealing with ]cases under this Act?
o; I have had
very little dealing with leasing preperty under this Act.
2907. Have you fonnd any more expedition in the office since Mr. Maddock was appointed an examiner? I
have not had many recent applications. The application branch has become a kind of bugbear with the
public? I have advised clients several times not to bother about bringing their land under the Act,
because of the delays and objections.
2908. Which of the examiners makes those most technical objections that you have alluded to? I would
rather not mention any names.
2909. Does Mr. Burton? This is not purely a matter of individual opinion; different persons form
different estimates. I do not wish to partieularise.
2910. Mr. Archer.] It is scarcely a matter of opinion, it is a matter of fact? 2911. Mr. Terry.] Who were the examiners in the office at the time of your bringing in applications to
place property under the Act? I have had business dealings with the department almost since the Act
came into force.
2912. Well, you had no difficulty when Messrs. Holden and Dick were in the office? No.
2913. Do you think Mr. Burton could succeed as a private practitioner if removed from this office? I
do not think so, in conveyancing, if the same time were taken up investigating titles as is taken here.
FRIDAY,
*Non (on miles) :—Ex path llaall, 10 Supreme Court Report;, 292.
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William Henry Binsted, Esq., licensed surveyor, examined
2914. President.] You are licensed by the Government and by the Real Property Office? I am.
W. Binated,
Esq.
2915. Aud you have had some experience in dealing with tides under the Real Property Acts? I have.
I have been a staff surveyor to the Government, and I am also licensed by the Governments of Victoria r--9 may, 1679.
and Queensland. I have passed an examination in each Colony.
2916, You are aware that under the Real Property Acts of this Colony certain plans can be prepared
only by surveyors licensed under the Act? I am.
2917. Do you know whether plans have been prepared and brought into this office by surveyors not
licensed under the Act? Tam aware that they have been, but I cannot indicate the exact plans.
2918. But you know the fact that plans have teen prepared by surveyors not licensed under the Act? I
know that is the fact.
2919. Do you mean plans lodged on applications for certificates? Yes, I do.
2920. And sub dicision plans? Subdivision plans in cases where they have referred to two or three portions, but not in a large estate where there is a great number of allotments; they insist then on a licensed
surveyor ccrbiring to those plans. Cases of two or three or more portions of a large grant, I have known,
where the people certifying have not been surveyors at all.
2921. Are you ziware of any plans of land divided for a township being brought into this office, prepared
by unlicensed surveyors? I am not aware of any such having been prepared by unlicensed surveyors. I
cannot say whether them have or have not been any.
2922. But plans on applications for title have been prepared by unlicensed surveyors? Yes, many.
2923. Surveyors not licensed by the Government? Well, we do not recognize anyone as a surveyor
unless he has passed an examination, which is the only criterion of a man being a surveyor. (Witness's
certificates handed to President.)

2924. These certificates seem to me to be the test of a man being a licensed surveyor. Have those plans
been prepared by persons not holding certificates? They have.
2925. Do you know whether any harm has come of plans prepared in such a manner? Many instances
have come under my observation of considerable errors existing in the surveys.
2926. t suppose you have had to deal with those plans afterwards? I havc.
2927. And that is how you have discovered the errors? Yes; measuring the ground in the vicinity.
And I have discovered errors as Government surveyor-plenty of them.
2928. Do you consider it objectionable that any person should be allowed to practice in this office who is
unlicensed by the office? Most decidedly ; for good reasons.
2929. How is it these gentlemen have been allowed to practise when the Act requires that no person
shall be permitted to practise as a surveyor under the provisions of this Act, unless specially licensed by
the Surveyor General? I am unable to assign .a reason for it.
2930. Can you inform ns of any difficulties that have arisen in this office in the working of the Act, in
connection with plans and the draftsman's department? I cannot ; 1 have known that difficulties have
occurred, but have made no particular note of them. I could not instance any of them ; I presume they
are well able to do so themselves.
2931. Have you any suggestions to make in reference to the Act? I would mention with regard to the
working of the Act, that they have held here that only licensed surveyors need sign these plans when they
are plans of subdivisioll of township, but when it is the surveying of a whole estate, where the boundaries
are complicated and require all the experience and the judgment of years which a surveyor may have
acquired, they do as they like about it, no matter whether the surveyor is licensed or not.
2932. Then you consider it just as important that a licensed surveyor should make the plan in the original
instance as that be should make the subdivisional plan afterwards? Undoubtedly, in the interests of the
public.
2933. The correctness of making a subdivisional plan depends on the correctness of the original plan?
Entirely. A. junior could make a subdivisional plan afterwards.
2931. Then you think the subdivisional plan is less important than the original plan? Certainly I do.
I have had a great amount of experience in the bush and in various places in finding out old boundaries
and reconciling conflicting boundaries, finding out that Government boundaries sometimes even overlap.
I know the serious nature of it, and the very heavy and costly actions that might arise under these things
unless thoroughly and properly done.
2935. Can you tell us any reason why these unlicensed surveyors have been employed here? The only
reason given on inquiry here is that they say, I think, that the Crown Law Officers have decided that the
100th clause applies only to the plans of subdivisions, that is on land subdivided into a number of
allotments.
2936. And why should these unlicensed surveyors be allowed to practise in preference to licensed surveyors? I cannot say.
2937. Is it any question of favouritism in the office? I should not wish to impute anything of the kind.
2938. Are these men persons of superior ability, although unlicensed? I think not, and the door once
open any one's plans may be adopted.
2939. Have many been allowed to practise in this way? Yes, many.
2940. How many do you suppose? It is impossible to say.
2941. A dozen? More than a dozen, The records would show a hundred, perhaps, rather than a dozen.
2942. Mr. Robertson.] The department themselves do not employ unlicensed surveyors, do they? Oh,
no; they do not recognize any work but from licensed surveyors. I may say that a circular was issued
by the Land Titles Office some years ago, for the guidance of licensed surveyors. I remember one paragraph, which stated that surveyors were to consider themselves more the agents of the Government than
of those people who incidentally employed them. That being the case, we naturally look for some sort
of
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W. Binsted, of protection in this department itself; but, as matters are at present, a licensed surveyor has no status
Esq.
at all, because anyone's work may be accepted; It rests entirely with the Chief Draftsman as to what
work to accept.
ay, 1879. 2943. You mean that those instructions give you a sort of retainer to protect the interests of the Crown
in making these surveys, so that the assurance fund may not be pre1udiced hereafter? So that the office
may not be involved in disputes. Though employed as licensed surveyors by the public, we should consider ourselves more as agents of the Government, so as to keep the Government office out of all
difficulties. Of course we expect something in return for that. I dare say there is a copy of that circular
in the office here. It is very stringent, as tar as the surveyors are concerned, but more honored in the
breach than in the observance.
2944. Mr. l)awson.] Does it rest with the chief draftsman to accept or refuse a plan.prepared by an
unlicensed surveyor? It does, in point of fact.
2945. lie is the arbiter? Yes. Reading the 100th clause of the Act, it refers only to plans of subdivisions, the positive plan of a township, and something of that kind ; but there are many plans hereparts of original grants-which are certified by unlicensed surveyors.
2948. Mr. Archer.] I suppose the base lines are often wrong P Yes, they often are.
2947. Is there not rectification of this in many instances? flow?
2948. Are not places built upon, and the errors which may have existed originally, condoned by time P
Sometimes ; but in other cases they are not. The President can tell you that in connection with the
Underwood Estate knotty questions have arisen.
2949. Do you think, in the interests of the public, these original plans should be dealt with by licensed
surveyors? Undoubtedly.
2950. President.] Do you consider the chief draftsman a man of ability and thoroughly tnistworthy?
As far as I know.
2951. Mr. Archer.] This thing has been going on for many years? It has.
2952. Have you known of any serious loss accruing from it? 1 have known of many errors in these
surveys, and I suppose they have led to loss.
2953. You have not known of any instance where practical importance was attached to any one of those
errors? I have known instances, but cannot quote them. Very serious errors have occuired. I might
also mention that there is one ease, which I cannot exactly say I am in a position to prove, where a
licensed surveyor was employed in a district by the Government, and then found so very incompetent
that he was dismissed the department; but he has subsequently been signi
n g plans as a licensed surveyor.
2954. Mr. Archer.] Is lie in possession of certificates of competency? Yes they have not been cancelled.
A surveyor may go into the field and be found incompetent, but the Government may say, "If we take
his license away, he loses his bread and butter."
2955. But if lie is incompetent., how does he get his certificate? The examination was not so strict formerly as it has been during the last few years a letter of introduction has been sufficient sometimes.
2956. 'Then it would be necessary to draw the line even with the licensed surveyors? Yes, it would be
so. You will observe, from my papers, that I have separate certificates, and one is almost contingent on
the other. A surveyor must pass in examination for one, and having received that, he afterwards gets
the other.
2957. President.] Are the certificates of surveyors, allowing practice in the Real Proporty Office, signed
by the Surveyor General? Yes, they are. In connection with the easo of the surveyor I referred to
just new, I might mention that he is employed as clerk in a business quite distinct from that of surveyor,
and is located a long way from Sydney, His "statutory declarations " are so loosely worded, they may
refer to any plan; and he probably is not aware whether his 'declaration" will be appended to it plan of
a few allotments near Sydney, or to a plan of 200 allotments situated 300 miles away.
2958. Mr. Archer.] And are those accepted in this office? Yes.
2059. President.] And those declarations may be annexed to anothor plan? Yes, and the surveyor who
signs the certificate may not have the slightest idea of what the plan is.
2960. The cure for it is endorsing the certificate on the original plan itself; not having it annexed? And
have it signed by the J.P. who witnesses the signature.

Mr. William Shirley Muddle, counter clerk, examined:2961. President.] What is your position in the Real Property Office P Counter clerk.
Mr.
W. Muddle. 2962. And the duties? Well, my duty is to receive all documents for registration-all documents that
r---- pass across the counter in connection with anything.
9 May, 1879. 2963. Applications for certificates, and the title deeds and plans lodged with them? Yes ; in fact it may
be termed the mouth-piece of the office. Through me almost all questions and answers go.
2964. What do you do with applications when you receive them, and the documents accompanying them?
Well, we first give a memorandum of fees, and then they are entered in the application book either on
the day they are received orat the latest, next morning, and then passed on upstairs to Mr. Lander, to
be dealt with by him.
2965. How long is it before they reach Mr. Lander's hands? Ai application lodged to-day would in all
probability go up to-night; at all events it would not be later than to-morrow.
2906. Then they are never detained downstairs? They are never detained downstairs.
2967. Any delay that subsequently occurs arises from the acts or neglect of the officers connected with
the examination of titles? Exactly so.
2968. And you can say that they are never detained by the counter clerks or in their department P Never
detained; we are too anxious to get rid of the work and get it out of the road; we should be swamped if
we did not do so.
2969. And they are detained in the examiners' department? I cannot say; I believe they are.
2970. Have you heard complaints to that effect? Frequently.
2971. The public or solicitors come to you and make complaints that they cannot get their cases proceeded
with? Precisely so, and frequently I have endeavourea by my own efforts to get cases passed through,
when it has been represented to me that the cases are particularly trying ones.
2972. And you cannot give us any idea whether there is any unnecessary delay? Well, of course, I
have
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have my opinion about the matter, which is only 0 layman's opinion at the best. If I have the permission W. Mudthe.
of the Commission I may perhaps give expression to my opinion, though it will be only a lay opinion
against that of the legal men.
9 Msy, 1570.
2913. We shall be glad to have any facts, or even your opinion? Well, I think myself that the applications before certain examiners might be dealt with much more expeditiously if a different method
were adopted in the examination. For instance, I cannot conceive ))'by short cases, which should not take
an ordinary man ten minutes or half-an-hour to pass, should be kept back for long and difficult matters
which may occupy a week or a fortnight, as the case may be2974. Do you have many complaints made at the counter in reference to the delay in completing eases ?
Frequently they are almost of daily occurrence.
2975. Do those complaints occupy much of the time of the clerks at the counter? They occupy this much
time-that when it is represented to me that eases have been delayed, I have made it my business
to go upstairs and hunt the matter out, see what was delaying it, and suggest anything that might expedite
it or get it through.
2075. So that the other work in the office is necessarily delayed by the lime occupied in making those
inquiries? Yes. I have conceived it to be my duty, and I have always been taught that it w'as, when
persons have come to inc to know the state o their applications and the reason of the delay, to see what
the nature of the delay is, and use my endeavours to get rid of it.
2977. Have you sufficient assistance at the counter ? Not nearly enough.
2073. i-lou' many clerks are there P Two counter clerks-myself and an assistant and we find the work
too heavy for us to do. There have been complaints made to the Registrar General by parties of the
delays at the counter, or arising solely from the fact that we cannot get rid of the work that comes in
upon us. For instance, there are many matters that come in to the counter which will take three-quarters
of an hour or an hour to get the full information wanted, and while we arc emnploye'i in getting that
information, other people have to wait.
2970. Are people frequently detained when they conic for information, or for making necessary inquiries
at the counter? Only in the way I have pointed out to you.
2980. When I have been in that office I have always seen a good many people waiting? 1 have counted
as nmammy as five-and-twenty, in the room at one time.
2981. And you think the present staff is insufficient to deal with that P The present staff is totally
inadequate. The work is very difficult, and requires a great amount of care and attention. 1 have known
the clerks here for years past to have been stopping and working overtime. 'l'hey stop sometimes till
1; o'clock, half-pastS, 0. and sometimes till they have to light candles,
2982. Mv. Terry.] Are they not paid for that overtime? Never been paid a sixpence. Of my knowledge
of them for many years I can conscientiously say that they discharge their duties with a greater regard
for the convenience of the public and everybody concerned than any set of clerks in any office! ever knew of.
2083. President.] When grantces apply for their grants do they go to the counter for them P Yes, they
get them from the counter.
2081. How is it they are so long detained before they can get the grants issued to them? That is a
matter which rests with the Lands Office; we know nothing of the grants until they come to us for record.
2985. How long does it take you to deal with them after they arrive here? if they come up in ordinary
batches, as they caine up before that great rush when the G overnor went away, we should take only a day
or a couple of days to deal with them, and they would then be ready to be handed over.
2980. Then the detention arises in the Survey Office? In the Lands Office-in the Survey Office. We
know notinag of them until they come to us for record and delivery.
2987. And do you say they are ready for delivery within two days after they arrive here? If' they come
upin ordinary batches. We had a rush of 12,000 or 13,000 before the Governor went away, and we could
not get through them ;. we had to make representations to the Registrar General that we could not get
through them.
2988. Mr. Archer.] Is there any signature affixed in this office? Yes, the Registrar General's signature
is affixed to every grant and to the memorandum of record.
2980. What do you call an ordinary batch P Say 250 or 300; but they have been coming up to us in
batches of 600, 700, 800, and 900, lately-when time Governor went away. Directly they are received at
the office, a clerk attaches the date to them, prepares them for the Registrar Generals signature, and sends
them upstairs. The Registrar General, as a rule, signs them the same night, and then they are sent downstairs and numbered, and we deliver them.
2900. Mr. Terry.] Papers are frequently mislaid in this office? Yes; they pass from the examiners'
hands to the examiners' clerk, and back again, and perhaps to Mr. Pearson, and perhaps downstairs, and
going backwards and forwards they get mielaid sometimes. It cannot very well be helped. I do not think
there is any great blame attachable to anybody. Papers are frequently brought upstairs and downstairs
for the information of the examiners;
2901. how is it that certificates of title are sometimes mislaid? Simply because the area of the office is
too small; the documents are too numerous for the area of the office-we can find no place for them.
2992. President.] Have you not arranged them systematically? Yes, but they are continually taken out
for record purposes and reference.
2993. Mr. Terry.] is that not inconvenient? Very.
2994. Mr. Arc/icr.] When papers are removed is there no check as to where they are gone to? No; we
do not generally keep a check, because if they are removed we generally know where they go to, and we can go
to the clerks for them. I think the appointment of a record clerk would obviate a good deal of that.
2995. To supervise where papers are taken to? Yes; lie would have charge of all records under his
hand, and have the responsibility.
2906. Mr. Terry.] Is there not a charge made for taking dower off a certificate? We charge an endorsement fee of 2s.
2997. Mr. Archer-.] Is that prescribed by the Act? Yes; endorsement fee, 25.
2998. Mr. Terry.] It is not an endorsement? We have to endorse for the satisfaction of our office, and
we charge for endorsing the satisfaction.
2999. That is taking it oil? Yes, but we make the charge under the last item in Schedule P of the Real
Property Act. It is an endorsement on the certificate.
3000. Ne, it is taking it off? Satisfaction is endorsed.
3001.
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3001. Mr. Archer.] What is that 2s. for? If you lodge a mortgage to-day, and you have twenty grants
W. Muddle. in the mortgage, we charge you lOs. for every mortgage, and every grant after the first grant 2s.
OMay,1879. 3002.
3003. You take this transaction in retard to dower in an official sense as it memorial? Yes.
Mr. Terry.] And do you think at
th last paragraph in the schedule bears out that charge. I do.
3004. And that it is a legal charge? Certainly; I have always been under the impression that it was a
legal charge. it is an endorsement on the certificate, and the office should get the benefit of it.
3003. Do you mean to say that the endorsement of dower on a certificate is a memorial? The cancellation of dower is,
3006. President.] You said just now that the clerks have for years past been detained for hours after the
regular time in doing the work of the office? Yes, frequently ; it has been almost of daily occurrence.
3007. They are detained in the office P They stop in the office.
3003. Doing the business which is supposed to be done during working hours? Yes, during working
hours.
3009. Do they get any pay for that? No.
3010. Do not the applicants for certificates or persons dealing with the office pay them for it P No.
There were one or two instances in which, in very peculiar matters, they gave the clerks some slight remuneration for stopping over hours,
3011. What do you call slight remuneration P Three or four guineas, I think, between them.
3012. For how much work? The cases were very particular ones; they were large Melbourne mortgages,
and it was represented to us that the mortgagor in Melbourne was paying interest for his money, and
that the money would not be advanced to him until intimation was received from the agent in Sydney that
the mortgages were dul.y recorded in this office, and the question was put to me as to when it would be
done. These were very large matters-some 500, 600, or 700 grants. I said I could not possibly tell
when it would be done, as they were very large matters. After eonversahon, it was said to me, "If the
clerks will stop over hours and work at it, get it done, and we will pay them for their trouble."
301:3. And then the work was done? The work was done,
3014. 'Within the time, satisfactorily to the persons concerned? Quite so. I never heard of any complaint to the contrary.
3015. Was that done with the knowledge of the Registrar General? No, I do not think it was.
3016. He was not applied to to permit such things? He was not.
3017. And has never been P And has never been.
3018. Have not your clerks downstairs received other fees in other cases-expedition fees P Never
expedition fees.
3019. In no case whatever? In no case whatever. The only fees I have ever known them receive are
those I speak of.
3020. Which were given for overwork-for working over hours? Those are the only cases I know of.
The peculiar nature of the dealing is this: A large dealing may be lodged to.day at a quarter to 4 or
between 3 and 4, and they may say it is a matter in which a man is paying his interest on between
£50,000 and £60,000, and cannot get the advance of the principal until it is known that the mortgage is
registered here, and they want it done as quickly as possible. The only way to get at that dealing is to
clear off all the work in front of it, because all the cases bear consecutive numbers, and to get at any
particular dealing we have to clear off the work in front of it. By stopping after hours to get the large
urgent matter through, Nye expedite the work in front of it and also the work coming after it, because the
whole of the grants in the matter are cleared away. So that by, getting rid of this case by work after
hours, we benefit everybody-the persons concerned in the particular case, the pnblie, and the office.
3021. This practice tends materially then to the progress of business in the office? It does. By getting
rid of a large dealing, it expedites the work, and leaves the track clear for all the work afterwards. That
was my reason for thinking there would be no harm in letting the clerks do this work.
3022. 1 see no harm if it is done with the consent of the Registrar General, but otherwise I see that it
may lead to great abuses P Yes, it might do so ; but in regard to the matter I speak of, there were only
one or two cases of the kind.
3023. Has no money ever been offered to you for expediting work? Oh yes, frequently. I have
frequently been offered money for expediting cases.
3024. Mr. Terry-] What did they mean by that-putting a case before the others? For pushing it
through the office. I have been offered money to do that, and have refused. If I took it it would be in
the sense of robbing people, for I have no influence with the examiners in pushing through the work; not
so much as you, for instance, for a letter from you would do far more good than all my representations.
In no single instance did I receive an expedition fee for putting an application through.
3025. Merely for endorsing the grants P Yes.
3026. Mr. Archer.] Did you receive that? Yes, and distributed it.
3027. Did you retain any for yourself? I retained a part for myself, for I did a part of the work
myself. I do not wish to conceal anything ; I wish the Commission to understand the thing in its true
light.
3028, At,'. Terry.] You are aware that it has been mooted out of doors that the clerks have been in the
habit of taking expedition fees? A great many things have been mooted out of doors, but I guarantee
there is not a legal man nor a layman who can lay to my charge one single instance where I have
demanded from him a sixpenee more than he was entitled to pay under the Real Property Act. I have
heard about the matter, and have felt somewhat hurt about it.
3029. President.] There has been a statement made that in ileyden's case an expedition fee of two
guineas was paid to you forforwardiog that cnse? Allow me to explain. ']'his was a matter that Heydon
sent down to me to fix up for him, He could not do it himself, and he sent it to me through Messrs.
Ellis and Makinson. It appeared that Ellis and Makinson could not do it, and they came to me to do it.
It was suggested through them that for the time and trouble I took over the matter.and over many other
matters I did for Hoydon, they ought to pay me something. He sent inc down a cheque for two guineas by
a letter, in whioh lie said I ought to receive something. So far from it being an expedition fee, the case was
not in the office then, and has not come in since.
3030. What was the case? It was a peculiar transmission case, and he wanted to know how be should
fix the application.
2031. Did you prepare the application? No, I only gave him the instructions,
3032.
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3032. And the application has not come into the office? No; it was never contemplated to bring it into W. Math
U 0,
the office, and, as far as I know, it is not in the office now.
3033. Air. Archer.] And did they actually send you the money before you did the work? INo; the 9My,1879.
instructions were sent away.
3034. I understood you to say you received two guineas? Yes.
3035. Did you send back the cheque or retain it? The two guineas were sent down after], sent him
the instructions.
3036. You did do the work? Yes.
3037. And it has not been utilized? No.
3038. President.] When was this work done? After office hours.
3039. Quite after office hours? Quito after office hours. I explained to the clerk, "I could not do this
now; if you will leave it I will do it after office hours.' When the suggestion was made about the paynient I said, "You can do what you like about that; I will do what I can for Mr. Heydon, and give him
the benefit of my experience in these matters whether he thinks fit to send me anything or not." I am
not aware of anything in the service to prevent me earning a little after hours.
3040. The difficulty is that it leads to such abuses. If it were done under certain rules, and was a recognised
thing, there would be no difficulty; but if it is done in an underhand way it may become a usual thing,
and be demanded in every case? It was never demanded. I never demand anything.
3041. How was this fee suggested? I cannot tell you.
8042. Was it not suggested by you as a case in which you ought to get some fee? I think not. I do
not think I made any such suggestion.
3043. The shape in which it comes to us is that you suggested this was a proper case for an expedition
fee--.[ think those were the words-and that thereupon Ellis and Makinson wrote to Heydon, and he sent
down a cheque, which was handed to you? -"'he makes such a statement ?
3044. We have heard it made? I think it is only fair that I should know who it was that made it.
3045. Mr. Archer.] Who was it came to you from Messrs. Ellis and Makinson? Their clerk, Mr.
O'Connor.
3046. And do you not remember what occurred between him and you? I do not, because I thought no
more of it afterwards. I could not recollect the whole of the conversation that occurred.
3017. But it is the only case of the kind you say? Yes, the only case of the kind,
3043. One would suppose that would strike you? The fact of' receiving the money would. I cannot
recollect all the conversation.
3049. You are not clear whether you or he suggested it? I think he suggested it. It cropped up in the
course of conversation ; but how, I cannot tell. I am satisfied on one point, that I never demanded it.
3050. President.] How much have you received during the last twelve mouths for overwork such as you
have mentioned, or for any other work in connection with the business of the office? I think £5 would
cover the whole lot of it.
3051. For twelve months? I should not be sorry to hand over all I am likely to get for £5 a year.
3052. Then how is it that these reports have got abroad so generally that such fees are paid in the office
constantly F I cannot tell; I have not the slightest idea.
3053. They have been very general? So I have heard since the Commission have been sitting. I cannot
tell you how they could have got abroad.
3054. Do you know whether expedition fees or other similar fees are paid in other Govermnent offices ?
I have been led to believe that they are paid in some of the other offices, but as to the truth of the stateynent, I cannot say.
3055. You have merely heard so? I have merely heard so. I believe up in the Supreme Court, in cases
there, they get expedition fees.
3056. Principally in arrest cases? Principally for attachment.
3057. Not for attachment, in arrest cases, cc. re. P 3058. Mr. .Daicson.] After office hours? Yes; they give them a fee of two guineas, perhaps, as the case
may be. The clerk stops after office hours.
3059. Mr. ibrrg.] Is this office in good odour with the public out of doors? With some in very good
odour.
With others not. I could bring, I suppose, 100 people to testify to the
3000. And with others not
work done in the office-to the manner in which it is done, and to the way in which the clhrks perfbrrn
their duties. 1. could bring overwhelming testimony in reference to this matter of expedition fees. It is
said that it is utterly impossible to fight with shadows, and you cannot grapple with the statements that
have been made respecting expedition fees because there is nothing definite in them.
3001. President.] We want to see whether there is any truth in the statements, and that is why we ask
you about them? If you could get it down in black and white, of course you know what to do with it.
8062. The only statements we have in that definite form are the cases we have mentioned to you.
3063. Mr. Archer.] It is but just to you that you should know of them, so that you should be able to
make an explanation and clear up the difficulty that exists.
8064. Mr. Jiawson.] In order that you should be justified, if you can justify yourselt which I have no
doubt you can ;-hmas there ever been, upon any occasion, apart from those mentioned in which you deny
having made it, any suggestion that it fee would expedite matters? Prom me?
3065. Yes? Never, in any single instance. I have been offered money over and over again to put
matters through the office.
3060. And assuming that a fee were offered, and taken by you, it would not tend in any way to expedite
the work, or get one case passed before another? Not one iota.
3067. The cases would have to take their turn? They would have to take their turn.
3063. AIr, Terry.] Can you give any reason why delay takes place with the titles when they get to the
examiners' clerk before the examiners see them? The only reason I know of is that he is overwhelmed
with work ; he is besieged with parties all day making inquiries. His time is taken up entirely in
attending to the outside public, and the other work necessary to get applications prepared for the
examiners' perusal must, in consequence, be delayed.
3069. Then you think more assistance is required there? I am satisfied of it; I am satisfied more
assistance is required throughout the office, from top to bottom.
3070.
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3070. .Afr. .Daweon.] Then do you require more examiners? I do not know that Nye require more
W. Muddle, examiners. I think if some of the examiners had more business capacity they would get through the
work more quick]y.
9 May, 1879. 3071, President.]
How many clerks at the counter do you think sufficient to get through the work within
the proper time? You see we could not put in more clerks at the counter, becauso the counter work is
so peculiar, that it requires a man of special experience. You go to the counter as a legal man, and it is
not everybody that you could put in a Government office who can deal with legal questions. Legal men
come to me every day to satisfy them on points in reference to the Act, to frame matters for them, to put
them into shape, to show thein7 how to do thiflgs. .Just as you sent down for me, one legal man came to
me and wanted to know how to frame an application where the land was conveyed to trustees, giving the
wife the power of appointment. I turned to and showed him how to do it. Those are cases where a man
unless lie bad plenty of training that way, would not be worth having.
3072. Mr. Davison.] Do you consider it part of your duty to frame those applications, and assist an applicant to fill in an application P I always assist anyone.
3073. Mr. Terry.] file assists the legal profession more than anyone else.
3074. AIr. Davison.] it must interfere with your legitimate duties? That has always been considered one
of my legitimate duties.
3075. Mr. Archer.] The Act was intended to do away with the legal profession altogether? I do not see
that at all. I think the legal profession is necessary under this as under the old Act.
Solo. Was it not so contemplated? I do not know what was coutomplated in that way.
3077. May not the process which you now carry through be inherited from that idea that yon were to
assist the public in transferring property from one person to another---that youwerc to give every assistance
at the counter? Quite so.
3078. And that the necessity of applying to a legal adviser would be reduced to a minimum? I
presume so.
3079. But it appears that you advise the legal advisers? Oh, yes, every day.
3080. President.] Who makes the endorsements which you mentioned just now as being necessary in case
there are more than one grant do, lt with? The endorsement is put on by the registration clerk,
3031. Is he one of the counter clerks P No, his duties are purely those of registration.
3082. The", how could the duties of the Office be facilitated by appointing more clerks P There are many
matters we have to do as counter clerks which are purely clerical work, and which we could turn over to
them, instead of which we now do it ourselves, and it entails a great waste of time.
8083. How many clerks do you think would be sufficient to do this service P I think if Nye had a couple
appointed it would be enough.
3084. Would not one be sufficient, so as to relieve the clerks from the duty of stopping ever hours? One
might be sufficient, as Mr. Ward has recommended the appointment of another one downstairs to attend
to particular matters-to the Treasury receipts; under the 99th section, which are very nasty things. They
require more attention than can now be given to them.
3085. Afr. Terry.] Ars applications to bring property under the Act falling off or increasing? Falling
off, I think,.
3080. Can you give any reason for that? The only reason is that delay in passing an application has had
the effect of deterring people from bringing land under the Act.
3087. Aft. Archer.] How do you want assistance when business is falling off? That is only with
reference to applications. The business, in regard to applications, with the counter clerk, is infinitesimal.
The difficult portion of the counter work is attending to the public and the legal profession. They
require constant and unremitting attention. To give you some idea of what it is, from the time the office
opens in the morning until we shut at 4, the clerks are constantly at work, and they are here sometimes
until half-past 4. During tl1e whole of the time I myself never sit down, being constantly busy.
3088. And is this in relation to properties under the Act? In relation to business of all sorts.
3089. Mr. Terry.] As the public and solicitors complain about the examiners, which examiner have they
the most complaint against? As the question is put, ] suppose I must answer it. I have heard them
speakvery bitterly of the delays caused by Mr. Burton.
auso. President.] Do they not complain of the others also? Yes, theye hav
complained of Mr. Jones.
3091. And have you heard of any complaint of Mr. Maddoek? No.
3092. He has not been here very long? No ; Mr..Maddoek gets through his work very expeditiously.
3093. -AIr. Archer.]
Do you find that your constantly coaching up solicitors' clerks and others, or solicitors
themselves whenever they come to you, has any efibet in lessening your labour in regard to those individuals, or do they come to you on every trivial occasion, as if they had never seen you before? Not on
every trivial occasion, but there are frequently matters cropping up in which they are uncertain how to
act.
3091. Novel questions? Yes; and I am only too desirous to give any assistance I cim.
3095. Air. .Dawson.] You are speakino of questions in practice? Yes, and construction too.
3090. Mr. Terry.] Surely solicitors do not come to you to know about the construction of the Act? Yes,
they do, frequently, and it gives me great pleasure to assist them ;
not care who it is.
3097. Aft. Archer.] It appears to me, according to your statement,I do
that yo
u are the adviser of the legal
profession P Not exactly that.
3098. M• Terry.] I suppose more solicitors than private individuals come to you? Well, not exactly
more solicitors, but solicitors' clerks, principal clerks, and so on. I guarantee that you will find some of
them here every day. There is one especially, from Messrs. M'Carthy, Robertson, and Fisher's officethere is not it day that be is not here.
3099. Mr. Archer.]
Wanting to know? Inquiring about matters. If Nobbe is away a day it is spoken
of as being extraordinary. He is a most indefatigable man.
3100: AIr. Terry.] I
ask you the question because you have been accused of helping private individuals.
I think the solicitors get most of the help P I am willing to help anybody, and I think it is, to somno
extent, flattering to be asked by solicitors for information.
3101. President.]
Can you tell us what Mr. Nobbs comes here for? They have always matters coming
under the Act, and he is always hunting them up.
3102. Does he come to lodge matters properly under the Act, or for advice and assistance in lodging those
matters? l3oth ;
he comes for advice and assistance, and to watch his matters going through the office,
and to make inquiries as to what progress they are in.
3103.
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3103. Then you have frequently advised Mr. Nobbs as to the particular course or form of instrument he
ought to adopt? Frequently.
3104. 2k. Archer.] Did Mr. Nobbs ever pilot a case through by paying fees such as you alluded to a little
while ago? Yes, it was one of the two cases I spoke of?
31.05. He has only done so iii that instance? That is all.
3100. .21Ev. Terry.] It must have been from people speaking of those accusations that the reports got
abroad? Mv reason for accepting the fee was, that I saw, by expediting this matter in this way, that
instead of doing other people an injury, it would be actually creating a benefit.
3107. President.] I see no possible objectiqn to such a practice, provided it is under certain regulations
to prevent its abuse, that is to say, with the sanction of the Registrar General. Then, it seems to me, it
is a benefit to the oflice that the clerks shbuld work over hours, and get the business through? Understand, Mr. Norton, that these were isolated cases, and the only two I ever knew of. They were very
particular and extremely urgent matters, as it was represented to me that the mortgagor was paying
interest upon the property that he had mortgaged, and that lie could not possibly get the principle until he
had received intimation from the agents up here that the mortgage had been recorded on the register book;
and taking all the circumstances of the case into consideration, that this man was perhaps losing large
sums of money, which might be ruinous to him, and seeing that allowing the clerks to do the work in overtime would not injure anybody, but would benefit everybody, I conceived that it would be no harm to
allow them to do it. That was my only, object in doing it.
3108. hr. Terry.] Do you think the salaries paid to the officers in this department are sufficient? I think
they are wretchedly low, conscientiously speaking. They are the lowest of any department under
Government.
3109. Mr. Robertson.] Have you plenty of help? No, we have not enough help.
3110. President.] What is your salary? I get £250 a year, which I have had for nine years, and the
prospect of an increase is so remote that I cannot see in the future the slightest chance of it.
3111. Have you received that rate of salary since your first appointment? Yes, over nine years ago.
When I was brought over to the ],and Titles Branch, £50 it year increase was recommended for the
counter clerk, in consequence of the onerous nature of his duties; but that £50 was disallowed by the
Government then in power, and it was never reinstated, £50 was proposed for me last year, and it was
struck off.
3112. Mr. Terry.] Has not Mr Lewis been recommended for an increase of salary frequently? Once or
twme.
3113. Is his salary not particularly low? He gets £300 a year. It is too low for such work as he does.
3114. What did Mr. Bishop receive? He got £350.
3115. And Mr. Lewis is doing the same duties as Mr. Bishop did when he was in the office? Yes.

Mr.
W. Muddle.
9 may, 1879.

TUESDAY, 13 MAY, 1379.
3jreørnt

JAMES NORTON,

ESQ., PRLSIDnT.
WILLIAM HENRY ARCHER, ESQ.,
SAMUEL HENRY TERRY, E5Q., Kr.,
JOHN DAWSON, ESQ.
THOMAS ROBERTSON, E5Q.,
I
Thomas Walker, Esq., of Yaralla, examined:3110. President.] Our Secretary received a letter from you on the subject of a case of complaint which T. Walker,
you have against the iteal Property Office? Yes.
3117. Will you be good enough to state the nature of your complaint against the office? My complaint
is, in general terms, that the office has granted a certificate of title wrongfully and unjustly to a person 13 May 1879.
who has not the shadow of a title to the property with respect to which they have granted the certificate,
I have given the particulars of the case in it letter dated 31 March last, which I addressed to the
commissioners.
3118. Did you apply for a certificate of title to this particular piece of land ? No. I happen to be connected with the case, inasmuch as a part of the land in respect of which the certificate of title was
granted is mine. The certificate of title includes a portion of land which belongs to me. It is in that
way 1 am connected with it; I was not an applicant.
3119. Thea you are deprived of laud you claim as yours by the issue of it certificate to some other person,
as you say, wrongfully? I have sufficiently inquired into the case to be able to assert that the party to
whom this piece of my land has been granted by certificate of title has not any title to it whatever, and
therefore I conceive that injustice has been done in the administration of the affairs of the office, and that
the action of the department in such it case is one that ought to be inquired into to ascertain upon what
principle it has proceeded. It may be discovered that the grant has been made on the ground of possession, which I conceive is a principle that cannot be upheld.
3120. Did you ever have possession of this particular piece of land? I do not know that I, myself, have,
but my predecessors had.
31.21. You are the present owner of the land? Yes.
3122. And you claim it as part of your property? Yes, I claim it as part of my property, but I sink the
idea of whose property it is, and say that the department has acted wrongfully in giving a title to a person
who had no title. I take up the abstract question; I do not view it as one personal to myself at all.
3123. Can you inform us who was in possession at the time the certificate was granted? I have assumed
in my letter to the Commission that the applicant was in possession of it. The allegation I make is that
irrespectively of who is the owner of the land, the department have acted wrongfully in granting a certificate of title to a person who has no title. It is upon the abstract principle I take my stand.
3124. Mr. Robertson.] What you object to is that a certificate of Ltitle has been given to a wrongful possessor of land, who caine originally wrongfully into possession? Just so, and I conceive it to be a most
hnportant matter of inquiry whether the office gives titles upon grounds of mere possession.
3125. Presi4est.] Of course you are aware that, under the Statute of Limitations, a person may acquire a
title by mere possession? I entirely differ from you. By the statute to which you refer, lam prevented
from
530—Q
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T. Walker,
from bringing an action of ejectment, but it confers no title—and here is the department actually making
sq.
and granting a title, which I humbly submit they have no right to do.
. 3126. What you mean is then that the statute prevents your icovering land from somebody else wrong13 May, 1879. fully in possession, but that it does not give him a title? Just so. I am aware that if a man takes
possession of land belonging to inc and retains adverse possession for twenty years, I am debarred by
Act of Parliament from bringing an action of ejcctment against him but my argument is that lie does not
thus acquire a title to my land. The purpose of the Real Property Act is not to enable anybody to acquire
title. it is to give a certificate of title—a certificate which can lawfully be given only when the poison
receiving it had a title; and the point I bring under notice is that if the administrators are giving certificates upon any other grounds, it is a proper matter for inquiry. I do know that they do so; indeed,
on the contrary, I understand that they do not do so, and do not affect to do so, but it is a subject for
inquiry.
3127. 4fr. Robertson.] We have been informed by Mr. Burton that they do recognize possessory titles,
that if the rightful owner of the land is in the country, and not under disability, and the occupant has
been in possession for twenty years, they recognize that as a complete title. If the rightful owner is not
known, so that possibly he may be under disability, then they would not give a title for forty years; but
they do go the entire length of giving titles to what you would call wrongful possessors if the legal owner
is in the country and does not assert his claim for twenty years? I was told, on the contrary, that they do
not do so, and I submit they have no authority to do so.
3128. Ak Daweon.] I have always understood that an application must be
, founded originally on some
documentary evidence of title, and I know that I have refrained from bringing land under the Act in cases
of such possession as you speak of P I beg leave to submit that the administrators of the Act have no
authority to grant a title on the ground of possession ; they are only empowered to give certificates of
title to those who have titles. They are entrusted with the duty of bringing property under the operation
of a certain statute. That 1 conceive to be the object of the Act. Their office is not to create or to make
titles, but to give certificates of title to those ivlio have title, which certificates are substitutes for the
original title, and carry with them their own advantages or disadvantages.
3129. President.] That is not the only case in which they have done the same thing; to my knowledge
they have issued certificates depending on possession? Then I conceive that it is a proper subject of
inquiry to ascertain whether they are acting within or without their authority. In a young country like
this, to grant certificates of titles on the ground of possession would tend to great injustice, because we
know how scant and widespread the population is, and how people neglect their rights of possession, and
others get into wrongful possession.
3130. The question of limitations of actions of ejectmen.t is in this country a very serious one 'where land
is net capable of being turned to profitable annual account? Yes ; for the statute to say that a man is to
be deprived of his right to recover his property merely because some one has held adverse possession of
it for a given number of years, seems to me to be very unjust.
3131. Mr. Archer-] It is not peculiar to this country ;
it is the same in England and Victoria.
3132. .Afr. Terry.] If you bring your property under the Real Property Act, the Statute of Limitations
will not apply? We have included in our own laws the statute limiting the right to eject, and I know that
in England—we see it by the papers—they have actually limited the period within which you can bring
your action of ejectmcnt to fifteen years.
3133. President] Twelve years? But in England it may be defencible. because it would be strange if the
rightful owner did not occupy in some way his property. here it is different. That, however, is as to
the policy of the law, and I am not entitled to speak to that, except in general terms; but I say they
have no right here to grant certificates of title, founded on mere possession, for the fullest extent to
which this remarkable statute goes is to deprive the owner of the right of bringing an action of ejeetment.
3134. Mr. Archer.] But in practice,in Victoria, they act in that way. I mean that it is not a novelty
there. The Oennnissioner of Titles there has looked upon possession for the statutory period as creating
a title—that the person in possession becomes, by operation of law, the owner? The Victorian statute
may authorize him to do so; but we are not called upon to follow Victorian precedents. I do not know
what their law is. Perhaps it may, be different from ours.
3135. Is this your position—that, although the law in this country provides that if a person neglects to
use his land for a certain period, and that another residing on it cannot be ejected, it does not give to the
possessor a statutory title? I am satisfied it does not. It restricts the owner from bringing an action of
e]ectmcnt, but that is all.
3136, If I understand you rightly, the person of whom you speak may have lived long enough on the
land to have acquired a statutable right to it? The gentleman never did live on it, but a portion of the
land was fenced. It may have been for twenty years.
3137. But do you suppose he may have obtained the statutable right we are alluding to
I assume that
he has acquired immunity from an action of ejeetmcnt on the part of the owner.
3138. If he has done that and you could never eject him, where is the hardship of allowing him to have a
certificate of title? Bccause it gives a marketable title to a wroog.doer. The law has deprived the owner
of his right to recover his property, but does not give the wrongful possessor a title to it, and he never
could have a moral right to it, assuming that it is a robbery. In giving to the applicant in the case a
marketable title, the administrators have altered his position altogether. They have added to the value of
the property enormously. He previonsly could not have sold it, but now he can do so. They have put
him in a position far different from that which he held before. I do not venture to go into the policy of
the law limiting the right of bringing an action of ejectment, but; I think it very doubtful, as a matter of
policy, whether the same law which is good in England is good in a colony like this, where the population
is very scant, and where people use property in a very loose manner.
3139. Mr. Robertson.] in America, where the Statute of Limitations applies, they do not let the statute
nil until the land has been fenced in. That is to meet the circumstances of a new country? They have
interpreted it differently.
8140 Mr. Archer.] There they have such a limitation, but here we have not? These are points that do
not affect the present case. The accusation I bring against the administrators of the "Real Property
Act" is simply this That they, in contravention of the provisions of the Act, have given a certificate of
title to a person who had no title. The case (No. 3,639) is fully described in my letter of 31 March last,
to which I beg leave to refer.
It
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William Whaley Billyard, ]lsq., solicitor, examined:W. Billyard,
3141. Frcüdent.] You are a solicitor in practice in Sydney? Yes.
Eaq.
3142. And you have had a good deal to do with the Land Titles Office? Yes.
3143, Have you any complaints to make of the administration of the Act? Yes.
3144. Will you be good enough to stato what you object to? I object to the highly technical character 13 May, 1879.
of the objections taken Wtitles.
3145. Are those objections more technical and minute than are taken by solicitors for willing purchasers?
Certainly.
3146. Why do you suppose this great particularity exists? I have had very great experience, and it
appears to me that the examiners place themselves more in the position of an adverse counsel to the
applicant than anything else,
3147. Do they act as if they wish to reject titles? Certainly.
3148. Not as if they wished to pass all that they could pass? No; I have withdrawn several cases because
the objections were so numerous and so startling.
3149. Were not those proper objections for them to take? No, I do not think so.
3150. 'Were they such objections as you would have taken for a purchaser? Certainly not; they seem to
attach the same importance to objections that are really of no consequence as to those that are of consequence.
3151. With which of the examiners have you had dealings in these matters? I will say chiefly with
Mr. Burton; of course I have had dealings with the others as well-with Mr. Jones.
3152. And Mr, Maddock? No, I have not had anything to do with the office since Mr. Maddock was
appointed.
3153. Are Mr. Jones' objections of the same character as Mr. Barton's? Pretty snuck-I think not quite
so highly technical.
3154. Can you propose any remedy for curing the difficulty you have raied? As to the re-modelling of
the department?
3155, No, I mean as to the extreme technicality of the objections? I do no know how it is to be
removed. I wish to state that I consider Mr. Burton a very able Real Property lawyer, but I believe the
objective faculty is so strongly developed in him that be cannot avoid taking objections to titles which
would never occur to any other person. I think he is a very conscientious man, and be may think all his
objections necessary, but they are very annoying to practitioners and give a great deal of unnecessary
trouble, and I cannot see what benefit they are. If a party can prove a fair and equitable title, and no
one is dainnified by his having a certificate, 1 do not see why he should not have it.
3156. Do you not think those objections are taken for the purpose of saving the assurance fund from
risk? I am not aware of any claim having been made upon the assurance fund. I think, as a general
rule, that titles in this Colony are yen' fair titles. Very few titles that occur in practice are really bad
ones.
3157. How could the examiners justify themselves in passing titles without investigation and consideration
of the difficulties arising under them P I think they ought to pass any title that a solicitor for a willing
purchaser would take. The objections sometimes are so highly technical that it is difficult for me to comprehend the meaning of them in some cases.
3158. Do you think the nature of the objections made by examiners prevents persons from bringing
titles into the office? Certainly.
3159. Has it ever prevented you and your clients? Yes; 1 am solicitor to the Savings' Bank, and they
object to concur with any mortgagors or persons in bringing properties under the Act.
3160. The Savings' Bank do? Yes.
3161. I thought they made it a rule to take titles under the Act in preference to those not under the
Act F After they are brought tinder the Act, but if properties are mortgaged that are not brought under
the Act, then they object to concur with the mortgagors to bring them under it, partly because they linda
difficulty in getting the deeds back again, and partly on account of the delay.
3162. Do the objections made by the Savings' Bank originate with the trustees of the bank or with yourself F With the trustees-the late managing trustee, Mr. Allan, not me.
3163. Mr. Terry.] Do you not think it would be a good thing if dower were swept away in reference to
properties brought under this Act? Yes, I think it would be a beneficial change. It is very difficult to
conveyance has been made
fthe
prove that a person has not left a wife dovable, and, in some cases, where
forty years ago, I have had to prove that there was no dower, though the doweress, if living, must have
been 100 years of age. But still it is put on the certificate of title if you cannot prove it; and the
difficulty I have found is getting evidence from the registers, particularly through Mr. Kerrison James.
3161. Do you not think it would be a good thing to do away with the assurance fee on transmission cases,
people having paid it on application to bring the property under the Act? Yes, I think it would.
3165. Do you think the Government ought to charge an assurance fee on a grant direct from them to the
grantee? No, I should think not.
3166. Mr. Archer.] I understood you to say that from your experience in regard to titles in this country,
you did not consider that the majority were difficult and intricate titles? No; I should think that a
competent man, in an hour's time, would pronounce a tolerably positive opinion whether a title is good
or not.
3167. That is what I am coming to. Supposing you had nothing else to do than to sit in this office as an
examiner, with a body of searching clerks, draftsmen, and all other officials requisite, to bring you information you desired about a title, how many titles of an ordinary character do you think you could get
through in a day? I should say half a dozen.
3168. if, in the discharge of your duties as a solicitor, you only got through one a day, would you be able
to make bread and cheese? No.
3169. Do you think one a day is a fair average to expect from each of these examiners? Not taking them
altogether. I do not think so.
3170. You think each ought at least to do one a day? Certainly.
3171. Would it be fair to expect more from them, taking the cases all round, difficult and easy ones? I
think they ought to do more.
3172. Could you do more than that a day? Yes.
3173. Could you do two? Yes; I think I could do half-a-dozen; but I have given up my whole life to
3174.
this one branch of law.
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W. Lq.
l3illyard, 3174. Truly, but it is to be supposed that an examiner also gives up his whole life to it? Yes; I never
could understand the extraordinary delays that occur; it is incomprehensible to me.
3175. Mr. Terry.]
Do you think it would be a good thing to (10 away with the commissioners and appoint
13 May, 1879. a master of titles, to whom cases could be referred when differences take place between applicants and
the examiners? I think there should be a master of titles, with a large salary, say £2,000 it year.
8176. Mr. ,Dawson.]
Do you conceive the Board of Commissioners to be of any service at all, bearing in
mind that they are laymen P I do not see that they are of any service.
3177, Mr. Archer.] i-low
many years have you had practical experience as a eonveyancing solicitor P
Forty years.
3178. So that you thoroughly know the character of the titles in New South Wales? Oh, yes. I have
been thirty years here, and 1 had a large conveyancing practice before that,
3179. Mr. Terry.] Do you think Mr. Burton would gain a livelihood in private practice, if be made all
the objections be makes now P No, he never would.
3180. Hare you over lost title deeds in this office? Yes.
3181. Mr. Archer.]
Really lost them—never had them back? They have said they have not had powers
of attorney from me, and I have had to send to England for fresh powers of attorney because they could
not be found, and then afterwards they turned up. Mr. Terry is alluding to an old case of mine, which
was really in Mr. Holdeu's time. I had the title deeds of the Terry estate, and I brought a number of the
properties under the Act. The title deeds were very voluminous ; they declared that they had not them here,
and I searched my own office, searching every deed and every box, and it took me three or four days. I
charged one of my conveyancing clerks with having had the deeds last. Then I went up to the Real
Property Office, and they said that they would search, but that they had not the deeds. Well, it became a
serious matter, and I said, "Look here, I require you to produce all the deeds in every case I have brought
under this Act," and they brought up the missin g deeds. They gave me certainly a week's search and
more than a week's anxiety. It makes conveyancing so expensive, because all the offices now take the
points they think Mr. Burton would take.
3182. President.] They do so particu'arly as to dower P Indeed, it has become so common, particularly
among the younger solicitors, that they have stereotyped forms of objection—a sort of thing applicable to
every case.
3183. Have you had cause to notice whether there is sufficient counter accommodation down bclow,—do
you find your business occasionally or ever delayed by reason of the want of a sufficient number of clerks P
Yes, very much so.
3184. Would you suggest that another or more should be appointed? Oh, no ; I thought you meant
when I have asked if the certificate has been issued, and they have said they had searched for some time
and I must call again, and I have had to call again several times before they could find it out—I thought you
meant whether there was any such thing as that. They have said that they had several thousand
certificates to go through before they could find it out. I think the clerks are very obliging. I think Mr.
Muddle and all of them are exceedingly obliging, ahd they seem most courteous in the office to every'
solicitor.
3185. What I wished to ascertain from you was whether you had had complaints from your clerks or had
experienced it yourself, of having to wait a long time at the counter to acquire information that is
wanted?I have not experienced that myself,
3186. Mr. Terry.] You
say you have had a good deal of experience in this office,—do you think it necessary that two examiners should be employed on every case? I do not say it is absolutely necessary. I
think the salaries paid to the examiners are too low.
3187. You do not think those salaries will get efficient men P No; you cannot expect, you know, to have
a 'nan like Mr. Dick. He knew most of the titles and he used to suggest how difficulties could be got rid
of. Of course, we got on very well with him.
3188. President.]
Do not the present examiners suggest how you can remove their difficulties? No. I
may add that I think in simple cases of transmission it should not be necessary to advertise the application.

Mr. William Shirley Muddle, counter clerk, recalled and further examined
3189. President.] I
have received your letter, Mr. Muddle, and shall be very glad if you will read Mr.
W. Muddle. Heydon's letter which you allude to? The letter I hold in my hand. It is as follows:—
r.—'--m
My dear Muddle,
]3athurst., 9 May, 1879.
13 May, 1879.
I am in receipt of your letter of 8th instant. I have not the slightest difficulty in stating that the fee paid to
you in Croaker and Climents' matter was not an "expedition fee" in respect of any matter in your office. The easiest way to
explain the matter is to narrate the fact. I was attempting to get a title for my client, lie had previously had the papers in
another solicitor's hands for three years. The title consisted of an ante-nuptial settlement, settling all after.oequired property
on wife; grants of after-acquired. land—some to husband. some to trustee for 'wife; and the will of the husband, inconsistently
with the settlement devising the land ; and everything was hopelessly confused by a decree in Equity. My client was purchaser
from a devisce under the husband's will. The complications were so appalling, that, with the probability of any application
that might be framed not meeting the view of the case taken by the examiners of titles, no application had been framed.
When the case was put into my hands I
thought it rather better not to frame an application and send it in and perhaps have
it rejected, but to be sure beforehand that the application framed would be such a one as would pass through the office
smoothly, and, knowing that you were acquainted with the idiosyncrasie, of the examiner,, I sent down all the papers, settlements, grants, probate and decree)
to my agents, with instructions to get an application settled in the office with you and then
send it to me for signature. The mere trouble of penising and considering such a title was worth the fee, and the work was
no part of your duty. The fee was certainly not demanded even then. It was, I understand, suggested by my agent's clerk,
and certainly most willingly paid by me. I can understand how Mr. Makinsou might very easily have received a general idea,
from the clerk's account of the muatter to him, that the fee was some sort of expedition fee. But it certainly wus not so. As
a faot, the application in the form settled, making use of your suggestions, has not yet been signed, nor, of course, ever lodged
in your office. You have many times very kindly answered my inquiries, and saved me much delay and trouble by advising
me how to shape cases so as to humour the practice of the office and pass without any hitch. You had never made any hint
at payment, and I had felt myself under an obligation for so much extra work. I must have received more than a dozemi
private letters from you on pciots of
office practice. I very much regret that your courtesy and intelligence, by causing your
suggestions to be sought and acknowledged, should have brought on you the suspicion of asking payment for doing your work;
for, according to my experience, you certainly have been, of all the clerks in your department, one of those who did most to
alleviate the inconveniences of the system and to supply the shortcomings of other,.
Yours, &e.,
LOVE RflDON.

7R1D4 1,
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7RIDAY 16 MAY, 1879.
JrEgcnt

JAMES NORTON, ESQ., PRESLDENT.
WILLIAM HENRY flCIIER, ESQ.,
SAMU]L HENRY TERRY, Esq., M.P.,
JOHN DAWSON, ESQ.
.
THOMAS ROBERTSON, ESQ,,
Theodore James Jaqucs, Esq., solicitor, examined:3190. President] You are a solicitor? Yes.
3191. And formerly Registrar General? Formerly Registrar General.
3192. Do you wish us to examine you on any particular points in connection with the Real Property T. J. Jaques,
Esq.
Acts? No; I was not aware that I was to be examined. In conversation with one or two—with Mr.
Terry on one occasion—I have expressed my opinion on the subject of the present working of Torrens' cAct. I might state that I was in the office when the system was first introduced into the Colony by Mr. 16 May, 1879.
Dick, and at that time I was opposed to his ideas and to the present arrangement. My idea, formed from
many years practice in the Registrar General's Office was that a person should submit his title to a competent board of examiners, and that upon a certificate being issued by that board that his title was
perfect, he should go on dealing with the land as under the old system without having his title challenged
—anterior to the certificate, thus avoiding the large machinery of the present department. He could then
go on dealing with his property in a variety of ways which cannot be carried out under the present system
and at any future time, and as frequently as the title becametroublesome or complicated, he could renewhis
application and get a fresh certificate, paying of course such fees as, according to the value of the property,
would keep up the establishment or pay for the expense of the department. By that arrangement it appears
to me we would avoid the immense investigation of title from the first foundatons, i.e., the original grant.
We would then start with a new title, the certificate of the board of examiners being equivalent to a new
grant, and no purchaser should be allowed to take exception to the title anterior to the certificate. I
might mention that before the system of Torrens' was introduced, Governor Denison, who was governor
at the time, established the Pitcairn Islanders, prisoners who had escaped from somewhere, on Norfolk
Island, and he asked me if I could draw up papers by which they could deal with their lands one to another.
As he intended to issue grants to them of portions of the island, for good conduct, I did so, and they
were printed at the Government Printing Office. I told him in conversation that the forms would do for
all simple transactions in land, but that when they came to marriage settlements, and a variety of other
dealings, difficulties would arise. He did not see that any difficulty of that kind would arise for many
years, because such difficulties were not likely to occur, the number of persons being small.
3193. Then did you by your rules establish a kind of office for dealing with land, for tranferring it?
Yes, there was a registry office. Every instrument was to be executed in duplicate, and one copy to be
deposited in the registrar's office and certified as registered something similar to certificate issuing under
Torrens' system upon simple transfer of land.
3194. Did you embody the principles you think ought to be adopted here? No ; I explained to the
Governor that in a large colony, with deep and heavy transactions, it could not be carried out.
It was a simple notion of the present system of certificates issuing at that time, I foresaw the difficulties
which since, in practice, I have met with. There are many difficulties which arise under flit present
system that you cannot deal with, for instance in wills; the testator devises all his property to his trustees;
that will does not operate according to the present system nntil the transmissions are recorded in the
Registry Office; that necessitates a record affecting each separate property as devised by the testator,
multiplying the records to such a terrible extent that in years to come I look forward to this establishment being so immense that it will be impossible to carry it out unless there are country registers
established; those country registers will also open up many difficulties. Another difficulty I have met
with in the present system, is that when a transaction is completed and purchase money paid, you have to
wait for a month before you get your title. It may have been that the purchaser has agreed with some
friend to advance him a portion of the purchase money, and he has agreed to deposit the title deeds as
soon as they are executed, which cannot be done where a new certificate has to issue, as it takes so long
to prepare the certificate. It therefore causes great dissatisfaction to the purchasers that they are so
long in getting their deeds, as the uninitiated call it, and they cannot understand the delay that takes
place. That delay is caused by the fact that the certificate has to be prepared in the office, whereas under
the old system the two instruments, i.e., the deed and registration copy are prepared at once and signed;
one being placed on record, and the other delivered to the purchaser. The purchaser then gets his title at
once.
3195. Then the principle you would advocate is something like the principle adopted in the Encumbered
Estates Commission in Ireland? Something after that system. It was seeing the working of that which
gave me the idea that a person having a complicated title should go to a board of examiners and submit
his title, and they being satisfied that his title was a good one up to a certain date, no exception by law
should be taken to the title anterior to that certificate.
3196. The principle of dealing with land under the Act is so incorporated into the systems in all the
colonies that I do not think it could be altered, though what you suggest might be an advantage? I
would suggest that even now a person should be at liberty to withdraw his title from Torrens' Act, and
then let him deal with it as heretofore, the certificate he receives being equivalent to a fresh grant from
the Crown. Marriage settlements and other complicated trusts do not appear in any way on the records,
and you are also in a manner crippled in many transactions.
3191. Then do you think that the present system does not sufficiently protect settlements and wills and
such complicated dealings? It may protect them, but it does not givo the facility of working.
3198. You know that trusts are not recorded here at all F They are recorded, but sub rosa; they are not
on the face of the instrument.
31.99. And a dishonest trustee might, by getting the caveat removed, make away with the property 3200. Mr. Terry.] How can he? There is a caveat entered; a person may represent the caveator and
get it removed, and then the dealings go on. You do not know what the trusts are, and it appears by
the certificate that the man has got a clear and free title, whereas, under the other system, as soon as you
produce your title the trusts are disclosed.
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T. J. Jaques, 3201. Presidf.] You
can hardly take precautions against such frauds as that. They are perpetrated
Esq.
under the present system P It the trust cannot be disclosed, there should be something on the instrument
l6Ma 1870 itself which could not be removed, disclosing that there are trusts.
3202. There is something under the late amending Act with reference to that? Which notifies the
caveat.
3203. Yes? That can be simply removed ; it is not sufficiently impressed on the instrument itself, and
does not disclose the trusts.
3204. The whole system is intended to ignore trusts? Yes.
3205. And to facilitate dealing with property, without the difficulty created by trusts? Yes; but is it
advantageous to cripple the transactions of a landed proprietor in his dealings with the land?
3203. That is a matter of expediency—both sides have to be considered? Then, again, in intestacies and
wills, where minors are dealt with, under the old system an administrator could dispose of the land. I
know of a case where property was left to the wife and to a young child, and the officials tell me that the
property cannot be dealt with to pay the debts of the testator until the child becomes of age, except
under these two arrangements—sequestration of the estate, or by a judgment creditor selling.
3207. You mean that the machinery of the Acts does not authorize the winding up of the estate and the
paymeut of debts out of the estate which the testator happens to leave in that manner? Yes. in a case
like that I think the simple way would be to Jet the person withdraw his title from Torreas' Act, and
deal with it as be could under the old system.
3208. You could hardly withdraw it after the man is dead? I think his legal representative his administrator or trustee under his will, should have the same power as the testator, and the estate being committed
to him, be should have full powers to deal with it.
3209. That would not mend the matter, because the will does not give him power to sell—he would have
to go to the court? He might have to go to the court, but still the property left, subject to the debts
of the testator, and, under the old system, the administrator could sell the property to pay off the debts.
Thea there are many other difficulties that the applicant is met with as to his title, which, in dealing with
his land under the old system, would not be considered as fatal objections. Every cloud does not foretell
a storm ; but, under the present arrangement, the examiners think if there is the slightest cloud in your
title, that there is a storm pending, and you must remove it.
3210. Does that arise from the extreme caution of the examiners? Over extreme caution of the
examiners.
3211. Do you think the examiners go too far in the investigation of titles P Yes, by bringing up
'difficulties which would not be considered as fatal in the ordinary transactions in land, and requiring you
to remove these difficulties, which would pass on with the title without being considered as fatal objections
by any solicitor.
3212. Do you think they raise more difficulties than would be raised by solicitors for purchasers of land
not controlled by a contract? I think so, in many cases; in requiring proof of negatives which, with
'others, they do not expect you to prove. The matter of dower is very often met with as a very difficult
'objection under the present examination. Identifying parties is another difficult matter under the present
system. I can illustrate one difficulty that occurred to me, which I thought quite unnecessary, in the
case of a renunciation by a trustee under the will, probate having been granted to the other two trustees,
I was compelled to register the renunciation. The testator was dead, and could not be considered a party
to the deed of renunciation ; the other two trustees were not parties to the deed, and could not be
considered as parties for the purpose of signing the registration copy, and the difficulty was to get the
signature to the registration copy of the renouncing trustee.
8213. I suppose you got a Judge's order? I ultimately got the signature of the renouncing trustee.
The original document was deposited and was still in the 'Wills' Office, and available for production at
any time, and the property being under Torrens' Act, the registration had to be made under the old
system. It struck me as being a most strange requisition on the transmission from the testator to the
present trustees. I had to obtain the original deed from the Wills' Office in order to make the registration
copy.
3214. I know that the examiners have insisted very pertinaciously on the registration of documents, and
in many eases most unneessarily. In the case you mention, there could not have been any necessity for
registration? It struck me so, they having the custody themselves of the original, and the registration
being outside their province, being under the old system, the property under Torrens', and nobody after
the certificate is issued is expected to search under the old system. Certificates had issued to the testator,
and still I had to register under the old system the renunciation by a trustee of property, certificates of
which had issued under the new system.
3215. Mr. Terry.] Thea you think they ought not to look behind registered documents? Mr. Burton
raised the objection. He said that the original instrument might get burnt or destroyed. But so may a
man's certificate, or all the records of the department get burnt or destroyed. There was no more likelihood of the original recorded with the will than the other, i.e., the registration copy filed in the same office.
3210. President.] Do you know of any other difficulties in the working of the office? I had made a great
number of notes upon different matters when I was Registrar General, but never dreaming that I would
go back to my profession—which I have been compelled to do by the Government in reducing my allowance
to less than one-half what I retired upon—I believe I handed the notes over to Mr. Ward, or to
some gentleman in the office. Therefore, many of the notes I have made I have forgotten, and it was
only yesterday your Secretary called upon Inc to say you wished to examine me. I made, however, one or
two notes last night. There is another difficulty I found, and that is this: Many landed proprietors
having their certificates of title, and not knowing that it is necessary to fill up the forms that are mentioned in the Act and place them on record, deal with the property by endorsement on the certificate; the
land passes from hand to hand by these endorsements, and the original holder of the certificate is not to
be found, or dies. The present owner cannot become registered proprietor, because none of the intermediate transactions can be placed 011 the register, not having been filled up in the precise form required
by the office. I think many of these things will come to light as the system gets older. There are many
parties holding certificates (not engaging a professional gentleman to complete the transactions), who
deal with their properties, as they would under the old system, by endorsement on the back of the certificates—sufficient to pass an estate, but not in sufficient form as required by Torrens' Act to place it on the
register; and then they are shut out entirely, as they cannot get the transfer recorded, or a newcertificate issued.
3217.
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3217. Then you think there should be some means of recognizing those dealings with property? I think, T. J..Taques,
on proof of those dealings—the same as a solicitor would require if transferring the property under the
old system, i.e., proof that the dealings are genuine and sufficient for passing the estate—that in some way ,,Ma 1879.
'
the certificate should issue to the present owner. When once the property is under the Act, you cannot
under the present system apply to have it placed under the Act again, or get these intermediate transactions recorded, and there is no provision by which the present holder of the land can get a certificate.
3218. Do you not think that, when people get better acquainted with the Act, these things will not be
carried on? In a colony with a scattered population ]ike that of this Colony, people are not likely to get
acquainted with it; the more illiterate portion of the population think that by making endorsement on the
certificate, such as "I have this da.y sold for £50, paid to me, all my right and interest in the land withindescribed, and transferred the same to 'John Jones,' who shall hold the same to him and his heirs and
assigns for ever," and having it signed and witnessed, it is all that is necessary. This would be accepted
under the old system where no other deed could be obtained, but under the new it would not be recognized.
3219. That which goes on now, then, is very like what went on seventy or eighty years ago by simple
endorsement P It still goes on, but under the new system the present owner cannot in any way deal with
the land in a proper form, because he cannot get himself recorded as the proprietor.
3220. Do you think there are many cases of that sort? I have heard of several.
3221. .211)'. Archer.] Do you mean that the registration should be merely for rectification, or that persons
should be allowed to transfer in this informal manner? In the case of such dealing there should be some
method by which the present owner could get a fresh certificate in his favour, or he should be permitted
to withdraw his title from the new system.
3222. 'Would that not necessarily disturb the very foundation of the system ofpassing land by registration? No ; I mention this as one of the difficulties that cannot be met under the present system., and
that there should be some means of re-application for a fresh certificate.
3223. President.] Would you not give these people relief whether they withdraw the title or not, because
they would not know anything about the right to withdraw? I would give them relief where these difficulties have cropped up; and where a person wished to withdraw a title and deal with complicated trusts,
or anything of that sort, I think he should be at liberty to withdraw his title in order to do so. I believe
there is it case where the Master of the Rolls has ordered the withdrawal of a title from the register. Mr.
Burton told me of a case when I was speaking to him on the subject. He said he saw that the Master of
the Bells had been compelled to allow the withdrawal of a title from the record upon the application of
the proprietor of the estate- I have not seen the case.
3224. Mr. Archer.] Would you not open the door for the destruction of the whole system by that power
of withdrawal? 2N o more so than that persons are not compelled to bring it tinder the present Act. A
erson could make his application and get his certificate, and he could withdraw it, having a perfect title,
or purposes of settlements or trust dealings. This would of course give him a certificate of title up to
date of withdrawal.
3225. And why should any man having got a certificate go and withdraw it; would not withdrawing it
depreciate the value of his property P I do not think so when withdrawn for such purposes.
3226. Or rather does not the possession of a certificate of title enkance the value of most properties? It does.
3227. Then why should any man in his senses wish to withdraw it? Because he cannot deal with it in
the way he wishes.
3228. Do you know of a single case which has occurred in this Colony of hardship or difliculty in the way
you are alluding to? I have known cases where parties have been advised that they could not carry out
their wishes, simply because the property was under Torrens' Act.
3229. Do you know any extent of hardship to warrant any alterntiou in the law? No, but these are some
:of the difficulties I have foreseen in studying the Act, and I think provision should be made to allow
re-application for certificate in such cases as I have mentioned, and for allowing the withdrawal where the
proprietor wished it.
3230. A theoretical difficulty that may inflict hardship practically on occasion? It limits the frce action
in matters of meal property.
3231. .Presidemt.] Have you got anything else to mention P There is also that which I think multiplies
the number of records. A will, for instance, deals with the whole of a man's property. He may be
possessed of thirty or forty different properties, but you have to get a transmission of each of those properties placed or noted on the register, whereas the will deals with the whole, and so it did under the old
system ; a man could convey thirty distinct properties by one deed, but under the present system, unless.
the properties are very closely attached to each other, you have to get a separate certificate for each. One
bargain may contain fifty different properties, and you have to get fifty different transfers.
3232. One bargain? One bargain, buying the whole of the properties. Under the present system you must
have a distinct transfer of each property, which entails a very much larger amount of expense than under
the old system. I think there should be some provision made by which a man buying the whole of the
properties should have a certificate, and that the one certificate should embrace the whole.
3233. He may include as many properties as he likes in the transfer, but he should be entitled to one
certificate including agreat number of properties? Yes. I do not see the actual necessity for their being
a certificate for each distinct property, even where they are not adjoining.
3234. They would issue one certificate if the plan could be made to include the properties; they issue one
certificate now for half-a-dozen allotments if they are contiguous, and can be got into the same plan?
But why not have one certificate to embrace properties in separate localities, if you are dealing with
any properties that are contiguous, you have to deposit your certificate, and get it noted. Why not, if
there were ten properties, have one certificate for them. I do not see the actual necessity for confining
one certificate to the one property, or to contiguons allotments.
3235, 'Would you abolish the plan that they endorse on certificates? I do not see the necessity of plans.
unless in the subdivision of allotments.
8230. Is not the plan a very good means of identifying property? Not the plan they put on. I do not
see the slightest facility of identification. It gives you no starting point; it gives you some lines, but.
does not say so far from this or that road. It gives you some chains of frontage, but 1 defy any surveyor,
from the plan on the certificate, to go and settle down, or point out the land.
3237. Is that plan not as reliable as what you see in ordinary deeds? In ordinary deeds you have the
description, commencing, for instance, from a point 10 chains from the road, or such a description as would
enable a surveyor to measure off the land.
3238.
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T. J.Jaques,
8238. Sometimes? The surveyor's description generally goes from some point, from which you can start
sq.
for survey purposes.
16Mm79 3239. Deeds are made with very vague descriptions sometimes? Yes; that is the fault of the surveyor,
or of the person accepting the title.
3240. The plan adopted hero may give you all the necessary information you require just as well as a
written description? If it were to show on the plan the distances from certain places, or the adjoining
properties.
3241. What you want is a definite starting point? Yes; that the plan should be something more
instructive.
3242. Mr. Archer.] Do they not give bearings? Yes ; but bearings are of no use unless you first get on
the land. I will illustrate my meaning. (Witness explained by rough pencil diagram.) I would benefit
the identification by having a more definite description in the certificate, without relying too much upon
the diagrams. A.s regards the work, to relieve the department of such an immense amount of work—and
it multiplies fearfully as the subdivisions take place—I think that the certificates should be prepared
outside the office, deposited with the transfer, and simply examined by the department as to its being
correct—not that the department should prepare every certificate. That would relieve the department of
considerable work, and I do not think it would become more expensive to the purchaser. When found
correct, the certificate could be signed and stamped, and would be ready for delivery in a much shorter
time.
3243. President.] That is the very thing that Torrens—originating the system—wished to avoid? Yes.
I know it was one of his ideas that all the work should be done in tbe7 department. I think that the
department in a few, years, will become so magnified, that it will be next to impossible to manage it, unless
by having district registrars.
3244: Mr. Terry.] That is very easy to do? There are many difficulties that crop up with respect to
district registrars.
3245. Mr. Archer.] But the business of transfer of land has gone on in Victoria and South Australia to
an extent far beyond what it has attained in New South Wales, and difficulties have not yet been realized
there in practice? I have heard of many difficulties arising in South Australia.
3246. Of being so overburdened that they require district registrars? No; but difficulties from delays
in the transactions.
3247. Difficulties exist under any system. The old system of conveyancing was so cruel and inflicting
on the public, that the new system was hailed with delight? The new system is advantageous where there
are nothing but simple subdivisions of property, and the facility with which a transfer can be made, not
necessitating any investigation of title. I think it is a mistake to say the new system is a more inexpensive way of dealing with the land. I believe it costs a person as much to get a transfer as it did a simple
conveyance under the old form. It is the investigation of the title from its first date, and the necessary
searches, which occupy the time and cause expense. This would be avoided if such a certificate of good
title as I have before-mentioned were issued to the land owner.
3248. Is that not the fault of the mode of administration—is it a fault inherent in the system? It is
necessary under any system. For instauce, if you employ a solicitor, lie has to fill up the necessary forms,
which occupies his time as much as making out a short conveyance. There are the necessary attendanees
to file the transfer, and again to get the certificate—sometimes two or three attendances for the last
purpose.
3249. Does that not show a defect in the mode of administration? I do not see how you can avoid it;
Forms must be filled up, and there must be atteridances to file documents, and again to get certificate,
and this occupies time.
3250. How would you make it less expensive by your system? I could not do so. I say it is partly a
mistaken idea for the public to suppose it is less expensive to get a transfer under the present than under
the old system, except where there are complicated titles, which I would avoid, as I have before stated, by
issue of certificate that title was perfect up to date of certificate.
8251. And I say, may not that be from a fault in the mode of administering the system? No, not exactly
that. Work has to be done -under either system, and is expected to be paid for.
3252. If you had the administration of this department, could you not undertake to transact ordinary
transfers on behalf of the public at a very low rate? Do you mean for the department to fill up aU
transfers, and virtually act as conveyancers P
3253. Not as conveyancers, but as conveyancing clerks, who would fill up formal or ordinary things in a
kind of perfunctory manner? Yes; but the question would then arise as to the great expense of the
establishment and the strength that would be required to fill up all transactions. Your idea, I suppose,
is to have one immense transfhrring establishment?
3254. I am simply asking this, accepting the system, as established by law, of registration as proof of
title ;—could you not, from your official experience, organize such a plan as would render that system
cheap and efficacious to the public? Yes, by having a wholesale transferring establishment by Government.
3255. Which the Office of Titles is supposed to be? All transfers would then necessarily have to be
tra.nsaeted in this one office—a large conveyancing establishment.
3256. But is that not the system that is supposed to exist—that a person having a certificate of title here
could at this office cause an endorsement to be made there and then, in half-an-hour, and dispose of his
property? Yes, but that never has been carried out, and could not be unless by having a large wholesale
transferring establishment where all parties would have to attend to transact their business,
3257. Is not, this office, as constituted by law, a wholesale transferring establishment? No, because they
are not supposed to prepare the transfers, make the necessary searches, have all parties to attend to
execute the documents, pay over purchase money, &c.
3258. 'Why not prepare them? There is nothing to prevent them.
3259. And could they not do so if the work were properly done? Yes, by charging a fee to pay expenses
of the department, and by having a number of gentlemen in the office to fill up the forms of transfer,
make all necessary searches for judgments, insolvencies, &c., it could be done.
3260. Was not that the original idea? Not that I am aware of. There would be difficulties—money
would have to pass, and everything else transacted in the one office; parties would have to go there and
transact their business, and pay over the purchase money, Sic., in the Registrar General's Office, which
would be a large conveyancing establishment—and it would have to be an immense establishment.
8261.
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3201. Was it not intended to do with land as is done with ships? Yes; it was spoken of that dealings T. J. Jaques,
Esq.
with land should simply be under the same system—that there should be a transferring office, where all
transfers could be filled in by officials in the department, and the business could be transacted in that
department, and the parties could call again and get their certificates; but it was not the intention of the
Act, and was never commenced.
3202. President.] Do you think it advisable that all transfers of land should be prepared in the office?
Not to compel persons to transact their business in the office, because most persons prefer to go to their
own solicitors to do their business.
3203. if the transfer is a mere form, it does not seem very material whether it is done here or done
outside? That is what I say. It is immaterial where it is done ; but persons should not be compelled to
transact their business at the one office.
3204, It seems to me that if it were done in the office it would requiro such'a large staff that the business
could not be got thrrnigli? Yes, and would necessitate much trardlling expense on persons in the country
coming here. For the one department under Government to do the work, as suggested, would require
the strength of the whole of the Sydney solicitors' convoyaneing clerks combined.
3205. 2!)'. Are/ici'.] You know that in South Australia persons licensed to do this work for the public
were not lawyers? Yes ; but the work was notinecessarily done better or cheaper.
3206. It is not necessary that a legal. man should be engaged in this transfer work; it is not of such a
complicated or difficult character? No ; most persons could do it. But gentlemen prefer to go to their
solicitors to have their work done.
3207. There is no reason why they should not? This is the difficulty. You say it is not necessary to go
to it lawyer; people put endorsements on their own certificates, intending to den.l with the land, and when
the certificates come before the Registrar, the difficulty arises. These endorsements put on the certificates
are of no use ; they complicate the matter. Not being on the prescribed form, they cannot be dealt with
by the Registrar.
2268. From your experience as formerly Registrar General, and your present position as a solicitor, can
you say whether or not the Act has had a beneficial tendency? Beneficial, undoubtedly.
3269. in what way? In removing great difficulties of title to very Insignificant property as regards value.
That is, if you have a title to property worth about £20 it would cost you as much under the old system
toget a transfer as for it property worth £20000. simply because there was a ]on,tail of title attached to
the property. By bringing that property under Torrens' Act you get a clear certificate to date.
3270. But you would let him get it only for a number of years? I say that be should be at liberty to
deal with the land as be likes, after be has received his certificate of title.
8271. AIr. Tern,.] Train your experience as former Registrar General, do you think it necessary to retain
the Board of Commissioners? I said from the very first I did not see the use of them, and I nevçr
could.
3272. President.] Did you join the office from the first establishment of the system? Long before. This
system was an attachment to the old Registrar General's Department to which I belonged.
3273. Then you have been in the office during the times of the dierent examiners? Yes, from the
first.
3274. While Messrs. Holdon and Dick were examiners, did there arise the same difficulties about passing
titles as have since arisen? I do not think that minor difficulties were so pertinaciously insisted upon as
they are at the present time. Attention was called to them, but on explanation they were allowed to
pass, if only a blemish in title, but not a defect. At present, with some of the examiners they are persisted in, and there is very great difficulty in removing them, of which I have already given an
illustration.
3275. Were Messrs. Holden and Dick anxious to bring the office into a good state, and to bring into it all
the titles that could be brought? Yes. Messrs. Holden and Dick predicted that in less than five years
every title in the Colony would be under the Act. I predicted the opposite.
3270. You think they worked with that object in view? No doubt, to get as many titles as possible ; but
I do not accuse them of passing defects in title for the purpose of carrying out their prediction—not at
all. 'Where there were difficulties such as proving negatives, or identity, and other such things, they did
not insist upon them, but took such evidence concerning them as solicitors between themselves would be
satisfied with if working for a willing purchaser.
3277. Then you think they were neither too lax nor too stringent? No—a happy medium.
3278. And the office workea successfully under them? Yes. The contrast I make is that Mr. Dick and
Mr. Holden acted as solicitors wishing to complete a transaction; Mr. Burton's idea is that he must
work as an attorney emideavouriog to get out of a bargain, raising objections as if he wanted to throw the
title over.
3279. When did the change take place in the office in the mode of examining and dealing with titles? It
was after Mr. Dick and Mr. Iloldcns removal from the office that the difficulties began to magnify.
:3280. With any particular appointment? I cannot but say that Mr. Burton is the great obstructionist.
3281. 212. 'J)'rry.] He is absolutely an obstructionist? I cannot but apply that term to him, though it
may be harsh. I am speaking now, of course, as a solicitor. I have found him as an obstructionist when
bringing a title under the Act, as instanced by his insisting upon the registration of the renunciation of
one of the executors of a will, the original being deposited in the 'Wills Office, a part of the same departniemit in which the copy would have to be lod ged.*
8282. 21)'. Are/icr.] Do not those obstructions increase the cost? Greatly.
3283. That is an illustration that the increase of the cost is not necessarily the result of the system, but
arises from the idiosyncrasy of those admiuistering it? Yes, but a man may have a title to a small property which ;vlren sold would necessitate the removal of many, of these difficulties. A person brings his
title for investigation, upon application for certificate, and the difficulties then crop up. Therefore it is
not the department itself that brings about the difficulties, but the application to bring land under the
Act that brings them forth.
3284. I understood you to say that these difficulties would not have been treated by Messrs. Holden and
Norx (on revision) —Case—Transmission, under will of late E. W. Cameron. Application lodged, 9th July, 1879.
Certificates received with transrnission endorsed, 15th November, 1878. The only requisition being the registration of the
renunciation by one of the trustees.
350—B
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T. 3. J'aqun, Dick with the particularity with which they are treated by Mr. Burton? Precisely so.
Eq.
3285. My question was whether Mr. Burton does not increase the expenditure to the public? I' ecessarily
r—'.-- by these objections.
16 May, 1879. 3286. Mr. Terry.]
Would any solicitor in private practice make the same objections to a title as Mr.
Burton makes? Certainly not with regard to the objection 1 alluded to, and to many other objections.
I believe many objections are raised by Mr. Burton which attorneys would not raise unless acting for a
purchaser who wished to get out of a purchase.
3287. Have you had any dealings with Mr. Jones? Yes.
3288. Does he take the same kind of technical objections as Mr. Burton? No, I think not so strict.
Of course I have found him back up Mr. Burton's objections. Probably he feels a difficulty where Mr.
Burton has noted an objection on the title, and the title comes to him; he cannot rcmove the objection by
striking it out, and the second examiner is compelled in a way to carry out the objections startcd by the
first.
3289. Have you had any dealings with Mr. Maddock? No, I have not had any titles passed under Mr.
Maddock.
3290. Then you cannot speak of him? No, I cannot speak as to him.
3291. Mr. Archer.] Are the generality of titles that come into the office difficult ones? No, some are
most simple.
3292. If you were an examiner, how many could you get through in a week, having nothing else to do but
investigate the titles? If I were an examiner I should adopt a different system tb what is adopted here;
I should not allow a difficult title to be a dcad-lock to a simple title; I should devote a certain proportion
of my time to passing on simple matters. I believe Mr. Burton's system is that, where there is a difficult
title he makes it a dead-lock to all minor titles. His argument tome is that it would look like favoritism
to take the small ones when the big one stands in the way ; but if there are a number of carriages, and
one of them is from some defect obstructing the way of the others, you are at liberty to urge off the ones
that are ready to move off in order to get rid of them.
3293. That is sound common sense; and looking at business in that light as you know it in this office,
how many cases do you think you could go through by your system in a week, having nothing else to do?
That is a difficult question, but a gentleman of quick perception would pass through from five to nine or
from five to seven ordinary simple titles.
3294. In a week? In a day. Assuming that there is it grant, and that the different deeds—seven or eight
in number—are correct, I do not think it would take an attorney an hour or a couple of hours to see that
those deeds are properly executed—sufficiently enough to pass the estate and to see that the present
applicant is the proper person.
3295. Are there many cases coming into this office having only
seven or eight deeds P I cannot say.
3296. Are you sufficiently informed of the nature of titles in this Colony to be able to say whether the
investigation of them would involve as a rule more than half a dozen deeds? Very many titles do not,
but I should think it would be the more complicated titles that would be brought into the office for
examination.
3297. You do not know of your own knowledge what in the main is the character of titles that come into
this office? No.
3298. President.] You have had experience in dealing with titles, and taking the difficult and simple ones
together in fair proportion, how many could you investigate in a day? I cannot say, unless I had seen
the titles that came before the examiners.
3299. I mean titles generally that you have to deal with outside as a solicitor. You know some are very
simple and others complex, but take the average? You mean simply pointing out the difficulties, but
not removing them.
3300. Perusing a title,preparing requisitions of title? How many in the day, taking the generality.
3301. How many a week if you like to put it that way? I should say that in extensive practice an
attorney would require two days to each title; that is, taking very complicated titles among them, and
working them to final issue. I am scarcely able to answer the question, because one title I lately passed
which took me fully a fortnight to work up to a good title.
3302. Exclude those exceptional cases and take the ordinary run of titles—some consisting only of one
deed, some of a dozen, some perhaps of more? Taking the ordinary run of titles, a solicitor would deal
with two a day.
3303. You said just now from five to seven P That is simple titles, where there is no complication or
settlements, or trust deeds, or other deeds of that nature.
3304. Do you think, taking the average run of titles, you could deal with two a day? I think so.
3305. Then you think if an examiner does not deal with more than one a day he does not do sueient
work? No, I do not say that, because I believe more complicated titles would be brought to this office
than would go before a solicitor in his ordinary practice.
3306. I think it is not so in point of fact, because persons bring titles here for the sake of subdivision
afterwards. Those are simple titles? Yes, but there are many more complicated titles—people wishing
to remove difficulties from their titles—than would go before an ordinary solicitor.
3307. You mean to get a good title for a bad one? Yes, probably so i more correctly a simple title for a
complicated one.
3303. Mr. Archer.] It is your impression that it is likely—not that you know it is so? I should fancy
that was the object of the office—to rectify the complication of titles, and also to facilitate the transferring of land from one to another.
3309. .A&. Teriw.] Do you not think it would be an advantage if the examiners had power to pass, on
payment of an extra premium, a title not absolutely good, but so good that no charge would be made on
the assurance fund? I think so, and that the examiners should have the power to increase the charge
for assurance when there were difficulties, which could not be removed, but under which they thought
claims might be made, but were very remote ; such a title, for iostsnce, as a willing purchaser would accept,
but an unwilling purchaser could not be compelled to take unless under special conditions of sale.
3310. Do you think an extra assurance fee should be paid to the 'Crown on transmission cases, the original
applicant having paid an assurance fee to bring his property under the Act? I do not see 'why, any more
than on a transfer.
3311. They do it now? I have often wondered why, because the transmission is simply dealing with the
property by will instead of by transfer, and with transfers there is no assurance fee.
3812.
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3312. Then you think it ought to be done away with? Certainly; I do not see the necessity for an T. J. Jaques,
Esq.
assurance fee on transmissions. I believe the idea is that they have to examine the will to see as to its
full effect, as the will may not pass the absolute estate, and for their judgment on the will (in case they 16 May, 1879
err in that judgment) they charge the assurance fee.
3313. President] The will is looked upon as a complicated, dangerous document to deal with? It is more
so than a transfer.
3314. But, nevertheless, you think there is not sufficient difficulty to justify the charge of an extra
assurance fee? I think there is not. I have known an instance of a party executing transfers at the
same time he as executed his will, for the very purpose of preventing the assurance fee. 'He said: "Keep
the transfer along with the will ; when I die you can lodge the transfer, and at the same time prove the
will." That has never yetbeen tried, but I know it has been done, though not yet carried through, and as I
have mentioned, to avoid the assurance fee. The property say, is worth £5,000; he executed the transfer
of it to the very person to whom he intended to leave by his will.
3315, The devisee? Yes, the intended devisee. Then he makes a will of other personal properties. By
the record of the transfer the certificate issues to the devisee, instead of going through the will and
paying the assurance fee.
3316. Do you know of any irregularities in this office in the working of the Act, on the part of the officials?
No ; nothing has come before me that I can call to mind.
3317. Do you know of any instance of money unauthorised by the Act being paid to any of the officials
here? No, I have never heard of a case.
3318. You know that when an application for title is lodged, there is generally lodged with it a plan? Yes.
3319. 'Which plan may be prepared by any surveyor, whether licensed under the Act or not? It may be
prepared, but it is not accepted here unless certified by a surveyor licensed under the Act.
3320. It is accepted here P Not original plans, or of subsequent subdivisions of properties.
3321. I mean the plan lodged with the application for title? Yes, there is a plan, signed by surveyor,
lodged with the original application.
3322. And do you know that a plan will be accepted here, although not prepared by a surveyor licensed
under the Act P I do not know. In all matters that have come before me, 1 have always had a licensed
surveyor. I was not aware that any but those were accepted.
3323. in point of fkct, they accept plans not prepared by licensed surveyors ;—do you think that an
objectionable practice? As long as there is a competent surveyor 1 do not see why he should require a
special license under the Act,
3324. Why should they require a speial license for subdivision plans? I am answering the question
generally. I do not see why a competent surveyor, although not licensed under Torrens' system, should
be debarred from preparing plans under Torrens' Act.
3325. But you know that this license is issued as a test of competency? But if they get their license
from the Surveyor General, and do not undergo any further exaniination under Torrens Act, why should
it be necessary for them to get a certificate under Torrens' Act P
3320. Then you think surveyors licensed by the Government should be allowed to practice in this office
without; further certificate? Yes.
3327. Do you see any difference between subdivision and original plans P None.
3328. Weuld you have them all prepared by a surveyor duly licensed by the Government? Yes.
3329. Mr. Tony,'.] Do you not think it would be an advantage to abolish dower, as in South Australia P
Undoubtedly.
3330. President.] Abolish it altogether P 'Very great difficulties crop up from fictitious and absurd
dowers—dovers that would cost fifty times as much to recover as they are worth. I would not abolish
the right to dower on properties under the Act unless with the wife's consent; if persons having property
under the Act die, I do not see why it should be ignored. I would not deprive all women of their dower;
but I say that the objection as to dower on old titles should be removed, and should not be a reason for
refusing a title under the Act,
3331. Nor is it at present.
3332. Mr. Terry.] They netify it on the certificate? Yes.
3333. And thereby damage the certificate? And damage the certificate; and I say they should not do so,
but that the assurance fund might be made to meet all those objections as to dower.
3334. President.] Do you not know there are many instances of dower actually existing in the case of
women married before 1837 P I do not know of many. I know of one lately died out—that of White's
estate, in George-street South.
3335. I know of several, and I do not think it would be quite fair to sweep them away P That difficulty
might be met by having a dower assurance fund, the same as having the other assurance fund. I think
there are very few owners of land married prior to 1837 having the land now, whether under the Act or
not,—that is, that the person married prior to 1837 is the now actual proprietor of the land on which the
dower would arise; it is vested in somebody else than the husband whose wife is entitled to dower.
In that case I think the dower should he removed, because the husband has sold the property leng since
for its full value, and had the benefit of the money, and having had that, the wife has also had her share of
the benefit.
3330. Pessibly; but suppose the wife had separated from her husband? Yes, possibly, but rarely.
3337. Mr. Terry.] Then you think the assurance fund ought to be chargeable for dower, and that the
certificate should issue not marked with it? I think there would be very few claimants for it.
3338. Do you think the Government should charge an assurance fee on a grant direct from the Crown,
issued by them P I do not see why they should.
3339. They do it P Yes, I know they do it.
3340. Should not that be abolished? Yes; it is as much as to say there may be a defect in the
grant, and that the owner of the grant may be dispossessed by the error of the person who charges the
assurance fee.
3341. And therefore the Government should not charge the purchaser of land an assumnce fee? Decidedly
not; there should be no assurance payable on the grant under the Act by the grantee. The assurance is
to prevent the Government being a loser through some error of the examiners in passing a title. The
Government issuing a grant for valuable consideration should not charge the grantee an assurance fee,
which is as much as to say "1 have made a mistake in selling this land, and you may be deprived of it."
8342.
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T. J.Jaques, 3342, Mr. l?oerteon. And when they are deprived of it they are not paid out of the assurance fund.
hsq.
That is another reason why the grantees should not contribute to the fund. Why should they contribute
16 May, 189. to a fund out of which, even if the grant turns out to be void, they are not recouped? The Government
are the vendors, and get the purchase money. To charge an assurance the is equivalent to a vendor
receiving the purchase money for land sold, and charging the purchaser an assurance fee should he, the
vendor, have made a mistake in selling the laud and be called upon to pay back the whole or a part of the
purchase money. The Government sell the land and issue a Crown grant, ane I do not think they should
charge an assurance fee to indemnify themselves against a mistake committed by them.
3343. And when they do commit the mistake, they do not indemnify the grantee from the assurance fund,
but take it out of general revenue. They have made several mistakes; several grants have been made
and called in again, and the grantees have not been compensated out of the assurance fund, but out of
general revenue? That is quite right from my point of view.
3344. What I mean is that the grantees contribute towards one fund, and when the contingency arises
that they should be compensated they are paid out of another fund altogether; they are not compensated
out of the assurance fund? 1 look upon the assurance fund in this way: It is to meet any error in
judgment in originally placing the title under the Act. It is not for any subsequent dealing with the
property under the Act. We admit that the Crown has a good title, and if they sell the land twice over
that has nothing to do with the assurance fund. A mistake has been committed by themselves, and they
have received the purchase money twice. They should therefore recoup out of the money they have received
twice, and not come upon a fund which is to indemnify the Government for any error committed by their
officers in the examination of titlq.
3345. That is what the Government do P And then I say the grantee ought not to contribute to the
assurance fund, which is to indemnify the Government for errors committed by the examiners of titles.
3346. Mr. Terry.] Are you aware that the examiners now are passing titles subject to certain qualifications, and advertising them P I believe that has been donethat is during the time for caveats to
come in. Certain difficulties must be removed before the issue of the certificate.
3347. Do you think that is right—ought not those difficulties to be removed by requisitions before they
advertise the property? I think it is quite correct to advertise that on a certain date certificate will issue,
so that parties may come in with caveats. In the meantime the applicant will have to remove certain
difficulties in title.
3348. Might not some of the qualifications, if they could not be removed, amount to a very serious dofect
in the title? In that case they will not issue the certificate.
8340. is not the person holding the property damnificd by the action of the examiners P I presume it
is done with the consent of the applicant, to avoid delay.
3350. They do it without that consent in numerous cases? Looking at it in that light they might get the
consent of the applicant, and ascertain as to whether he could remove the objections, which I understood
they always did. There is another thing which clamnifies your title, and that is, that when the title deeds
are brought into the office they are stamped. If your application is refused, your deeds go forth with a
brand upon them as bad.
3351. Do they stamp your deeds before the certificate is issued? Yes.
3352. That they ought not to do? My impression is that they stamp them when they come into the office.
3353. Do you think it right for the examiners to demand the production of the same deeds two or three
times over? I do not see how you are to avoid the difficulty.
8354. On the same property, but different applicants? Assuming lime one deed deals with ten or twelve
different properties, and the deed has been produced and certificate issued, and subsequently on another
of the properties being brought under the Act, and they want the deed again produced I do not see how
you are to ovoid the difficulty unless by making a copy, of every deed. They do not retain in their mind
sufficient knowledge of the deed to pass the title when the second application comes in; the deed has passed
from their memory.
3355. But they frequently require the production of the same deed for the same property. One mail
brings in his application, and then another, and they require the same deed twice over? 1. do not think
they require it where an application has been made for a portion of the property, and a subsequent applicant a plies for a certificate for another portion of the same property.
3356. They do ; latterly they do ? I have never met with a requisition of that sort. So soon as I point
out that a title has been passed, and my abstract discloses the same title as that passed, they dispense with
the production of the deeds.
3357. Would you recommend an increase of the examining power in this office to enable them to get
through the work more expeditiously—examiners of titles, I mean? I do not know what number of
ications are brought in, but I fancy the present staff of examiners of titles should be able to get
thugh the work.
yg
3358. Do you think it would be an advantage to this department to have a master or commissioner of
titles? I certainly think there should be a person as a final referee, whose decision should be final.
3359. Do you think it necessary that two examiners should examine all the simple cases? I do not soo
the necessity for it. There are very many titles that could be passed by one person without going through
a second.
3360. 1)o you not think it would expedite matters if all simple cases were dealt with by one examiner,
subject of course, to the approval of the master of titles P I presume the master of titles would, have
no cases referred to him for investigation, but only the difficulties pointed out by the different examiners.
Of course two heads are better than one, and it would probably increase the risk to the assurance fund to
allosv one examiner only to deal with cases, but there are many titles that might be passed without asking
, the advice of a second examiner. An attorney seldom gets the advice of a second, and it is a very rare case
to refer to counsel. The master of titles would I presume act as counsel, having difficult points referred
to him.
3361. If you had a master of titles, it would be for him to distribute the cases, to hand the simple cases
over to one and the difficult cases over to two;—would that not expedite the work? Then the master of
titles would have to examine the title sufficiently to pass it as a simple or complex title, before be passed
it to the other examiners to examine again.
3362. He would simply look through them to see whether they were simple or not,—say one remove
from the grantee? That would expedite simple cases, by having examiners on simple matters and
examiners
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examiners on complicated matters, and the dead-lock I mentioned would not arise—one examiner having T. J.Jaqued,
&q.
the difficult or complicated cases to deal with, and the simple cases could be dealt with by another
examiner, and would go on much more expeditiously, or the examiners I think should devote it certain
portion of their time each day to simple cases. If the head of the department should pass some as being 16 May, 1879.
simple and others an being complicated, it would take away the difficulty Mr. Burton mentions as to
favouritism. The favouritism, if any, could only be charged on the head of the examiners' department, as
he would say, "That is a simple case and I pass it as such this is a complicated case and I place it as
such." I think it is a good suggestion that there should be a head of the examiners' department, he
being the chief, not acting as examiner, but to whom difficulties should be referred for investigation and
decision.
3303. And that gentleman, you think, should have a good salary? Yes, and should be a very competent
person.
3364. What salary do you think would be sufficient? That person would be one to whom the other
examiners would refer the difficulties appearing on the titles ; he would have to judge of what was
actually necessary to be removed, and what he could, in his ovnjudgment dispense with without troubling
the applicant; and he ought, of course, to be a most competent solicitor.
3365. What salary do you think would be sufficient P I am not in a posil:ion to say what the salary of a
competent solicitor should be.
:3360. Would you give him the same salary as the Judges receive? I forget what the salaries of the
Judges are; at any rate he would not be compensated under £1,200 it year.
3307. Do you think £2,000 a year would be enough to give a master of titles? I should say that would
be ample.
3308. And you think you could get a good qualified man to accept that? i think so, He ought to be
well paid, because the risk is, of course, upon him, and his judgment would have to be very deep as to all
the applications for title; he would be, as it were, a Judge. I should Ihncy £2,000 would be ample. I am
not a competent judge of the salary that one of the principal solicitors would accept. I should say that
you ought to get one for £2,000. Wiule speaking on the subject of salary, I would suggest that
investigation should be made as to the salaries of some of the gentlemen attached to the department, the
very heavy and responsible duties they have to perform, and the remuneration paid, which I think is very
inadequate.

TUESDAY, 20 MAr, 1879.

JAMES NORTON,
SAMUEL hENRY TERRY. Esq., MR.'
THOMAS ROBERTSON, ESQ., .

ESQ., PaESIDEXT.
WILLIAM hENRY AROIIER, Esq.,
JOHN DAWSON, ESQ.

Charles Wood hieadett, Esq., solicitor, examined
3369. President.] You are it solicitor of the Supreme Court? Yes; residing at Newcastle.
C.W.Rcadett,
3370. Our Secretary has received a letter from you intimating that you wish to give evidence in some
Esq.
matter? Yes.
8371.. Will you be good enough to state what you have to say? It is in the matter of Mr. Robson. 20 May, 1879.
Ayplication was made in 1871 to bring under the Act some laud—his property, situated at Tighe's Hill,
2 cwcastle, and that has been going on up to the present day; and after supplying a. great deal of information to the best of our ability to the examiners, we can get, up to the present time, no satisfactory answer
at all from them, either one way or the other. They will not even reject it. They "hum" and "ah,"
and that is about all we can get from them.
3372. Have they sent you requisitions or objections P The title is passed subject to the qualifications.
They sent its the usual Ibrm, saying, " this title is passed subject to the fbllowing qualifications." Those
qualifications we have answered to the best of our ability, and since they were answered, we can get no
answer from the examiners. They will not say whether they will accept them or reject them, and we are
just as we were when we started.
3373. Of course you are aware that you are entitled to call upon them to give a statement of their
objections, and that then you can appeal to the Supreme Court P We know that, and we have threatened
that in a dozen letters.
:3374. Mr. Tcr7i1.] One examiner can strike off the qualifications? Yes. I and my father have been
here I am sure fifty times. I am certain that Mr. Muddle can bear us out in that. We saw nobody but
Mr. Burton in the meantime, and he would hold his head down and "hum" and "ah," and so on, and we
would come away without any satisfaction; we got perfectly sick of it.
3375 President.] Do you say you have satisfied all their objections? There is no doubt about it.
3376. Then why not compel them to give their reasons, and appeal to the court? We have threatened
that a dozen times over. We have not carried it into effect. I may state that some time a go 1 went to
Mr. Burton, and said, "Now I want you this morning, if you will kindly do it, to, give me an answer—
'yes' or 'no'; that is all. If you will state now that you have come to the conclusion that you have
got some compunction about passing the title, intimate that to us, and we will take the usual course and
apply to the Supreme Court, and serve a writ upon you to show cause why." I said, "We do not want to
do it, and if it can be avoided we will do all we possibly can to avoid it." Then he said he had consulted
with Mr. Jones about this matter, and lie vent on—" WcU, Mr. Jones is favourably inclined to it, and,"
rubbing his hands, " perhaps I may make some concession in the matter, and I may agree with it." I
said, " Very well, Mr. Burton, but this matter has been going on for years and years ; when will you do
it? Will you kindl.y say if you will take a month? Let there he a limitation let us know what we are
doing. My client cannot understand it, and noboby can understand it. My client is beginning to doubt
me; you place me in a very awkward position." Well, lie said he would do it. I came down again, and
he said he hadd been very busy, and one thing and another, and he had really forgotten all about it, and
he would go into the matter again. That is the way we were treated, and can get nothing satisfactory.
3377.
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C.Wtdett, 3377. Had the property been advertised? Yes. I am given to understand, and I believe it is the case,
that previous to Mr. ilolden's death be drew out a draft report favourable to this title. I forget when he
20 May, 187 died, but no doubt you could obtain that draft report. I may state that we have had Mr. Owen's
opinion about this matter, and he had not the slightest doubt about this title. Mr. Itobson has been in
possessn
rn of this land for thirty-five years, independent of any documentary title, and we have a good documentary title as well as it possessory title.
3378. A. documentary title preceding the thirty-five years' possession? No, but we have a documentary
and possessory title.
3379. Why has the case taken so long-you brought it into the office in 1871? That is a mystery to me.
All I know is that we-father and myself-are almost ashamed of writing and coming to the office.
3380. You received objections from the office? Yes.
3381. And did you answer them expeditiously? We did.
3382. There was no unnecessary delay there? Certainly not. There was some information for which we
had to write to India.
8383. That would cause some delay? But not more than six months. This matter has been going on for
nearly eight years now. That is where the complaint lies; and as I said, Mr. Holden, I believe, drew out
a favourable report in this matter.
3384. Mr. .Dawson.] What is the nature of the qualifications? I have not got them with me. (Papers
in this ease produced and examined.)
3385. President.] After lodging the application for certificate of title, did you receive objections or requisitions from the Registrar General? In answer to that I should like to look up the correspondence to
see what we did receive. I believe, if my memory serves me right, we received objections.
3386. You said just now that you answered all their objections as soon as practicable after receiving them,
and that there was a delay of about six months in sending to India? We had to send to New England
and to other places like that, as well as to India. We had to find out about the death of Mr. Campbell.
3387. Was there any delay on the part of the applicant beyond the neeesssary delay of six months
through getting evidence from India? Decidedly not.
3388. You know the qualifications appended to examiners' reports? Yes.
3389. Were those qualifications sent to you at any time in the shape of objections or requisitions? That
I told yen just now; I will not be sure of the form they took-whether they took the form of objections
or requisitions. You see it is a long time ago-nearly eight years ago. Father was the first to initiate
this matter, and he had the whole of the matter in hand up to a short time ago.
3390. But when you tender your evidence we expect you to come with all the particulars; we cannot
make out your case? I know that, but what I think isthatthose papers (alluding to case produced) ought
to prQve the dates, and show the position in which the matter stands.
3391. It is impossible fbr us to go through the papers, especially in such large matters as this? All I
say is we put in our application in 1871, and I want to know why the examiners do not in a reasonable
time from that date go into the title, and then within a reasonable time send us these objections or
requisitions.
3392. Mr, Archer.] But how do you know they did not do that? The date would show it.
3393. But how do you know that they did not immediately on receipt of the title make certain requisitions
which you did not answer until a late period? 1 am certain of it. I know my father used to come down
here repeatedly, and see Mr. Burton, who would say he would do it; and I have come down, and immediately I have gone into the room he has looked up at me and said, "Dear, me I I quite forget your
case."
3394. Is it your impression that they allowed seven years to pass over, and then discovered a blot on the
title they had never before seen? 1 can come to no other conclusion.
3395. But it is a question of fact.
339,6. Mr. Terry.] Have you applied to them since these qualifications have been answered for this certificate? Certainly. I have also seen Mr. Muddle several times, to know why they did not kive us an
answer if they had received the qualifications. The position Mr. ]lobsoa is placed in is that
some time ago he sold some portion of the property by auction for £5,000, and received the deposit
money. At that time, nearly two years ago, Mr. Burton led me to believe the title had passed.
3397. It has passed subject to these qualifications? Yes. Ever since the sale of a portion of the
property the purchasers have endcavoured to get Mr. ltobson to give them a title, and he in many cases
has had to give back the purchase money, and I daresay you will find several letters in which Nye have
threatened to take proceedings under the 106 section of the Act, and apply to the court. Every time we
saw and threatened Mr. Burton he used to say, "I will decide the matter; we will do something with this
matter one way or the other," but it has gone on day after day and mouth after mouth.
3898. Have you seen Mr. Jones in reference to this? No, because Mr. Burton had the matter in hand.
3399. Mr. Jones is one of the examiners; I should have seen him? I have not seen Mr. Jones in the
matter, because they informed me that Mr. Burton had the matter in hand. Now he has thrown it up.
3400. Mr. Archer.] And now that the title has passed with certain qualifications, you say you have
supplied all those qualifications? They are there among the papers; Mr. Norton has read the qualifications
and the answers.
8401. President.] I see among these letters a copy of a letter containing objections forwarded by Mr.
Muddle, the Deputy Registrar, to your father, on the 19th December, 1871? Yes.
3402. There was not much delay in sending those requisitions? No, I do not see very much.
3403. Do you say those are answered? I do, most decidedly. They have been answered by interviews
between Mr. Burton and my father, who came down to Sydney.
3404. Mr. Terry.] Have you got a statutory declaration in reference to the first declaration from Parry
Long that the papers-the contract for sale-had been burnt P We never did try to obtain such a declaration.
3405. They require a declaration to that effect? According to the qualifications, they are so vague-why
do they not say they require a declaration to this effect.
3406. That is what they do require.
3407. President.] All they do is to point out the objection, and leave you to remove it as you think best.
3408. Mr. Terry]. I would go and get a statutory declaration that you removed that objection? They
say,
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say, "if practicable"; we say it is not practicable. Neither Mr. Owen nor ourselves can see how the C.W.Readett,
producing of this memorandum is of importance to this particular title. We say we have held
possession for thirty-five years.
20 May, 1879
3409. Mr. .Datoson.] It does not seem to me that the want of that declaration of the loss of the contract
is the only objection to the title. I think there are divers other things that would crop up it one knew
really what the case is? I will tell you another thing that has occurred to my father and me, as regards
the Statute of Limitations. Mr. Burton says it runs as regards the mortgagee, and that a possessory title
as against the mortgagee is not good.
3410. AIr. Robertson.] Is there an unsatisfied mortgage over the property P That is what he makes out.
3411. Mr. .Dawson.] To my mind every one of those qualifications could be readily adopted.
3412. Mr. Tern1.] They could be answered easily enough? (Qudfteatione read by President.) ' The last
thing we have to deal with are the qualifications. You will find there is not one word about the Statute
of Limitations, where he bases his legal difficulty.
3413. Mr. Dawson.] That is not mentioned in titles subject to these P And therefore you see what the
President has been reading does not touch the matter now. Mr. Burton has waived that. The only
things we have to deal with now are the qualifications.
3414. lID. Archer.] Can you not deal with them? You can see our answers.
3415. Mr. irrv.] One of them is not answered; they will require a declaration about the loss of those
papers? They say "if practicable"; what does that mean?
3416. President.] You must prove you cannot get it.
3417. Mr. Terry.] You must make a declaration P If they had only said a declaration was required if
obtainable 3418. They never say that; they leave it to you to supply it ? Well, then you might as well require a
declaration for each qualification : that is to say
hat
t the answer shall be in the form of a declaration.
3419. President.] So it must, as a rule? Then I must state that I am informed there are only two
qualifications to be cleared up.
3420. There appear to be only two? And therefore the way in which we have answered the others is
satisfactory without a declaration.
3421. It appears to me you have produced most of the deeds required in qualification 3, possibly all of
them. Surcly Mr. Burton or Mr. Jones will mark this off. Then the only other qualification appears to
be the production of the contract. You can prove the burning down of the office? 1. can get a declaration to that effect from somebody.
3422. AIr. Terry.] That will satisfy that qualification? Of course we can only say it is presumed that
particular document is burnt.
3423. Mr, Archer.] It simply comes to this: You think you will be now able to pass the title, but you
come here to complain of the extraordinary delay? There is no doubt about it. We say unnecessary
delay in this matter.
3424. Mr. Terry.] I would advise you to go and get the qualifications marked off, and try and satisfy the
other? Then I will go to Mr. Jones.

PRIDfl 30 MAY, 1870.
3jrcscnt

JAMES NORJTON, IESQ.,
SAMUEL HENRY TERRY, E5Q., M.P.,
THOMAS ROBERTSON, E5Q.,

I

Pn.lsrnENT.

WILLILM HENRY ARCIIER, EsQ.,
JOHN DAWSON, E5Q.

William Hilson Pigott, Esq., solicitor, examined
3425. President.] You are a solicitor, in practice in Sydney? I am.
W. H. Pigott,
REq.
3426. Have you had much experience of the working of the Real Property Acts? Yes.
3427. Have you found any difficulties arise in the office? Well, the complaint that we have is as to the
30 May, 1579.
great delays in the office. That is the principal complaint-the great delays in passing titles.
:3428. With which branch of the office do those delays rest? With the examiners.
3429. Can you give us any iustance P 1 can refer you to one or two. With regard to two cases which I
may mention, I may say first, that my partner has had more to do with them than I have, but I can state
the simple facts. The first case is number 4,628, the application of Michael Fitzpatrick and others. The
application was lodged on the 18th February, 1878. On the 9th March, 1878, we received a requisition
to have the bearings of the land put on the p1mm. That, of course, was a matter which could not affect
the investigation of title. A little time was taken up in endeavouring to get this done, but it was
again lodged on the 18t1h June, 1878. Numerous inquiries were made from time to time at the offise to
ascertain when the case would be proceeded with, but we could get no information at all. On the 15th
January, 3.870, we wrote a letter to the Registrar General, pointing out that delay was very prejudicial,
and asking what was being done in the matter.
3430. That is a year after the case was first lodged? Eleven months after the case was first lodged we
wrote a letter to the Registrar General, pointing out that delay was very prejudicial, and asking what was
being done in the matter. We received no reply to that letter. On or about the 18th March, 1879, Mr.
Fitzpatrick asked a question in the Legislative Assembly as to the cause of the delay, and the reply was
that the delay was caused by searches and complications. We failed to see what difficulty there could bewhat complications there were, or what difficulty there could be in the searches, because the abstract of title
shows a very simple title. I believe I am correct in stating that the adjoining piece of land had airead
been brought under the Act, and had been held under the very same title. On looking at the abstract
find it was part of Mrs. Underwood's estate.
3431. Ashfield P Ashfield; and I think I am correct in saying that Mr. Pope's property is the adjoining
property,
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W. H.sqPigott, property, and had already been brought under the Act. The search would properly begin on the 21st
December, 1861, which appeared to be anything but a long search, there being a conveyance from Mrs.
30 Ma' 1879. Underwood to purchaser, and the title after that appears to be a very simple one. Within a few days
after the question was asked in the Legislative Assembly we received certain requisitions dated the 27th
March, 1879. They were all very simple, and on the 8th April, 1879, they were answered, and the
certificate is not yet issued.
3432. Have you removed all.the difficulties raised by the requisitions? Yes, as far as we are aware.
3433. And produced the deeds asked to be produced? We produced all the originals that conld be found,
and with regard to the others they were all registered. Some could not be found, but they were all
registered.
3434. Have you received any reply to your last communications? No reply, I believe.
3436. Do you know any reason why the certificate should not at once issue? I know no reason whatever,
and cannot understand it.
3436. Mr. Archer.] Have you ever sought for a reason? I have inquired over and over again.
3437. What do they say? We can get no information.
3438. But have they not said anything about it? They say the matter is still before the examiners.
3439. have you ever appealed persoually to the examiners? Personally I have not but my partner had
more to do with this matter.
3440. Mr. Terry.] Who are the examiners that have your case under consideration? That I cannot tell,
3441. President.] Have you any other case that you can mention ? There are two other cases; one is an
application in the uame of a person named Brandy. The application was lodged on the 23rd November,
1878. We have heard nothing at all of that.
8442. Mr. Terry.] Probably they have passed it? We can find nothing at all about it.
3143. President.] Has it not been advertised? No; we know nothing at all about it, and it is a very
simple title,
3444. Mr. Archer.] There is no reason to suppose the papers are lost? No.
3445. President.] Have you any other case? There is another case that I had in hand myself pretty well
all through—a case of Compagnoni, No. 41 408. The application was lodged on the ioth March, 1877.
There were a good many inquiries between the 16th March, 1877, and the lath December, 1877—a great
many inquiries I made personally and through my clerks as to what was being done in the matter. On
the 10th December I wrote this leter to the Registrar General :—' On the 16th March last we lodged the
necessary application, deeds, &c., for the purpose of having certain lands belongin g to Mr. Compaguoni
brought under the provisions of the Real Property Act. We have made inquiry several times, but cannot
ascertain that any progress has been made with the application. May we respectfully as]c whether the
matter has yet received attention?" We received a reply from the Registrar General on the next day.
He said: "In reply to your letter of 19th instant relative to the above.named case, I have to state that I
am informed it is at present in the hands of Mr. Burton, one of the examiners of title to this department.
I have this day forwarded a memo. to the examiners calling their attention to the subeet. Regretting
that there has been so much delay in the investigation of this case, &c." On the 22nd January. 1878, or
somewhere about that, we received a letter from the Registrar General. A person named Dixon had
become security at the Joint Stock Bank for a person named Beverley, and Beverley had given a mortgage
to Dixon. Dixon had signed the usual discharge, but the examiners required also that the bank should
sign a discharge also. We replied that it wasunnecessary ; but we were obliged to yield. They required
also the contract of sale for part of the land from Compagnoni to a Mr. John M
Onthe
O
the 16th
February we replied to that letter, stating that the mortgage
from Beverley to Dixon had been duly
discharged, and we forwarded them a statutoi'y declaration from Dixon to that effect, and also the contract
of sale from Compagnoni to Murphy, and objected to do anything further. Then on the 27th June, 1878,
we received another letter referring us to a case in Fisher's Digest to the effect that when the surct.y for
the payme
nt of a debt, or one standingt in he relation of a surety, receives a security for indemnity, the
prineipat creditor is, in equity, entitled t:o its fall effect. Therefore they say it is impossible, without the
bank's concurrence, to get the mortgage discharged. We had to give way. On the 27th Juiio we received
these letters. We then had the discharge from the hank prepared,nnd that was lodged on the 221ld July.
On the 15th October a letter was written to the Registrar General, asking whether the application was
to be passed or not. On or about the 24th December, 1878, we received another letter from the Registrar
General, stating that it should be shown that the memorandum of 1st December, 1876, which was the
contract of sale from Cemnpa.guoni to Murphy, was the ori g inal contract between the applicant and Murphy,
failing which the original should be produced inorder to see that there was nothing on it to prejudice the
the title. That original had been lodged a good many months before.
3448. I think you say the requisition is that you are to shew that the contract lodged'was the original
contract? Yes, that is it.
3447. Was there any justification in asking for proof of that? We thought there was no justification for
a good many of these requisitions, but of course when you are dealing with the examiners you are compelled to give way, otherwise the title will not be passed and if it is rejected it isa blot upon the title
afterwards.
3448. Did the contract lodged look like it mere copy? It was the original, signed by the parties.
3449. Written in their Own handwriting P Yes, 1 believe so—written by one of them, and signed by both.
8450. Of ?ourse, if written by one and signed by him, they might take it for a copy only? It was written,
I believe, in the handwriting of one and signed byboth.
3451. What took place after receipt of the letter? We received the letter dated 23rd December, and on
the 30th December, 1878, we wrote: "in reply to your letter of the 23rd inst. we have the honor to state
that our client has informed us that memorandum of 1st December, 1870, filed with the papers in your
office, is the original contract between the applicant and Mr. Murphy." Then, I believe, about the end of
February we received these certificates. I may mention also in this case that the whole of the surrounding
land had been brought under the Act before our application was lodged—all being under the same title.
3452. What title was that? It was Priddle's title, out at Marrickville.
3453. Most of that has been placed under the Act? Yes; it is Priddle's title, So that the date of
lodging the application was the 16th March, 1877, and we received the certificate at the end of February,
or the beginning of March, 1879; and that was a very simple title indeed.
3454. These are all the cases you wish to mention? These are all I brought with me.
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3455. Can YOU tell us what causes these great delays P I certainly cannot. I do not know what. reason W. It. Piggtt,
there should be for the delay:
3456. in your experience do the examiners take more strict objections than are necessary? They cctauily
take objections which we should never dream of taking in private practice.
3457. [f you acted for a purchaser under an open contract, and were therefore not bound by any special
conditions of sale, would you take as strong objections as they take here in this office P I certainty would
not. I should not dream of taking some of the objections which the examiners have taken.
8458. Do you know of any other difficulties in working the Act? There are one or two matters which l
might, perhaps, be permitted to mention. Section 99 (this is a case which has cropped up in a matter in
which we are concerned for a client) provides for dealing with the receipts of the Colonial Treasurer, and
it is there provided that upon the receipt of the Colonial Treasurer being handed in it is to be registered;
but 1. believe I am safe in saying that no such registration takes place, because it is alleged that you must
have the receipt of the Colonial Treasurer himself, and that is never obtained. I think it will be found
that there are numbers of those receipts in the office tied up together, but not registered, because they
are not the receipts of the Colonial Treasurer himself, and therefore it is easy to be seen what complications may arise in dealing with these matters. These receipts, not being signed by the Colonial
Treasurer himself, are not registered, and cannot be dealt with.
3459. Mr. Archer.] Are they not signed on behalf of the Colonial Treasurer? Yes, but the office takes
no notice of that.
3400. ?rceidcnt.] Have they told you Be P They have told my partner Be. Then there is another
matter. Seetion'13 of the AinendingActthe lost .Actrequires that aft.ft. must be renewed every six
months, and be lodged in the office. One would imagine that this is altogether unnecessary because
under the ordinary law a writ of ft/a. remains in force for twelve months, and binds all lands. One cannot
see why aft. fir. should not be lodged here, and why it should not operate 111)00 whatever lands defendant
may have at the time of lodging the writ, or upon whatever lands he may acquire during time currency of
that writ.VTe had this thing crop up the other day, and the way in which we found it out was this
That the defendant was selling a piece of land to a client of ours, and a judgment had been standing against
the defendant for a considerable time, and theft.fa. had been lodged in the Sheriff's Office; but when we
came up here to deal with it, and were about to lodge the copy of theft. ft., we were told "no, yourft. fir.
is in force under the ordinary law, but as theft/a. is more than six months old we cannot receive it." In
this case our client was at the time absent from the Colony, and we therefore could not get thieft.fa.
renewed. I cannot see why you should not be able to lodge aft,fa. in this office, and that it should have
the same operation as when lodged in the Sheriff's Office.
3461. Had theft,fa. been lodged in this particular ease? In the Sheriff's Office, but not here, as explained
in my last answer. You cannot lodge afi.fa. in the Real Property Office, excepting against particular
land, and you may have no means of knowing whether or not a juan has that particular land. You may
search on one day and find no land registered in the defendant's name, and the very next day a transfer
may come in in favour of the defendant, and you know nothing about it, and he may iinmediate]y retransfer the land.
3462. What you mean is that thejLfa. if lodged here must be lodged to bind a particular piece of land,
and if be has any other land that is free? Yes.
3403. Which is contrary to the practice that obtains in the Supreme Court, which binds all theman's land?
Yes; but here you must lodge it against a particular piece, and though when you come up here to lodge
it there is nothing registered, yet a day after there may be something, and the creditors are simply sold.
3464. Do you know of any other point? There is nothing that I need call special attention to. I think
it is perhaps fair to the gentlemen in the office to mention that we have received from them every consideration and courtesy.
3465. The whole of your diffieultie5, as I understand, have arisen with the examiners of titles? In my
experience the whole of the difficulties have arisen with the examiners.
3466. Mr. Terry.] What is your opinion as to the law of dower in relation to land brought under the
Real Property Act ;—do you think it would be beneficial to abolish it? I think it would. Judging from
the operationo of the examiners, at all events the question as to dower creates more difficulty than
anything else.
2467. Do you think that the Government ought to charge an assurance fee on land granted direct from
the Crown? I think they ought not to do anything of the kind.
3468. Do you think an assurance fee ought to be charged in transmission cases P Certainly not.
3460. Do you think it would be beneficial to the interests of the public if you did away with the commis
sioners and established in their place a person of superior ability—eaU him what you like, commissioner of
titles, or by any other name; a legal gentleman, to whom cases might be referred in the event of a
difference between the applicant and the examiners? I am not quite sure that I quite understand your
question.
3470. Suppose you had a case, and you considered the objections taken by the examiners not proper ones,
do you think it would be advisable to have, in lieu of the present commissioners, some officer who would
he over the heads of the examiners, and to whom an appeal coul.d be made? I have not thought the
matter over very carefully, but speaking of-hand I should think it would be a good thiug.
3471. have you ever Jiad. occasion to come into personal contact with Mr. Burton. Yes. sonictimnes.
3472. Do you think the objections he takes to titles highly drawn, and technical? I certainly think
they are.
3473. Do you think that if Mr. Burton were a praetising solicitor he whuld obtain practice if he took
those objections? Well, I think if he insisted upon his objections he would never pass a conveyance.
I know there is one case—I have not the papers with me because the matter has now passed out of my
hands—in which I saw Mr. Burton, with Mr. M'Laughlin (of G-annon & M'Laughlin), some two or
three months ago, and where an objection was taken that there was no evidence that a deed of assignment
made by Willis and others, somewhere about 1840 or 1841, had been advertised, and the title is still
pending, and application is being made by Mr. Simpson (counsel) to have the title brought under the Act.
It relates to a piece of land at Enuleld. An application is now before the examiners, and has been for a
considerable time, and Ibelieve has not been passed almost solely because of that; statutory declarations
have been given of possession for thirty.six years at all events.
8474. Mr.. .Dawson.] I know the title well; it would be about that time? It passed through your office.
530—S
805.
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W.H. Pigott, 3475. Mr. Terry.] Do you not think that the examiners require the production of deeds too frequently
Esq.
when they are on the register below ? I certainly think so. In the case I have cited-that of Fitzpatrick
and others-there is evidence of that.
30 May, 1679. 3476. Would it not be a good thing to compel the examiners not to go beyond the registered instruments
in dealing with the land under this Act? I cannot say that I could give an affirmative answer to that,
because there may be evidence of title required, and which we, as practising solicitors, would require
beyond the registered documents.
3477. Do you not think it would be advisable in amending the Real Property Act to compel all persons to
register every document dealing with the land? Well, I am not at all sure that it would-1 am not prepared to give a well-considered answer to that ; there are advantages and disadvantages in it.
8478. Would you give any person having a title claimed through unregistered instruments a claim on the
assurance fund, provided the title issues to another person? I think not.
3479. Do you think they have a sufficient clerical staff in this office to conduct the business P From what
I have seen I think so.
8480. Sufficient examiners? I think so.
8481. Then all they require is a superior head to whom cases might be referred? Yes, and that the
examiners should be made to get through their work more quickly than they have hitherto done.
8482. Mr. Archer.] Are couveyancing cases in your experience generally very complicated? No, not in
this Colony.
3483. If you were an examiner, and had nothing else to do but investigate titles, how many do you
suppose you could on an average get through in a week? That would depend on the circumstances of
each particular case; some titles are very short and require very little consideration, but others require
great investigation.
3484. Can you approximate roughly, having nothing else to do but to investigate titles? I think that,
speaking roughly, each examiner ought to be able to get through six or eight., at all events, in a day.
That is a very low average.
3485. That is from your experience as a solicitor in this city? Yes.
3486. Having a considerable amount of conveyancing business? Yes, we have had a very large conveyancing business for a great many years.
8481. President.] Perhaps Mr. Pigott refers to preparing deeds? No, investigating the title. I think,
taking the general run of the titles we have, that an examiner should get through eight or ten a day
easily-that is if he had nothing to do but to examine titles.
3488. Mr. Archer.] You could not get bread and cheese if you did only one or two a day? I think not;
it would be a poor supply.
3489. You have had experience of Mr. Burton, I think you said? Yes.
3490. Have you had any experience of Mr. .Tones? Not much.
3491. Did he strike you as an improvement upon Mr. Burton as to rapidity of work, or otherwise, or as
much of a muchness? Well, about the same.
3492. In fact your whole experience in regard to examiners has been one of dissatisfaction? Altogether
as to the rate of progress and as to the requisitions.
3493. Mr. Terry.] Have you had any experience of Mr. Maddock? I have latterly.
3494. What do you think of him? I think he has got through his work more quickly than any of them.
3495. And his objections are not so technical? No; he takes fair objections, such as we would take in
ordinary practice, and apparently he' gets through his work. Of course I cannot say what urges hum.
3496. Have you ever had to complain of the loss of documents in this office? No. I think the
objections which have been taken very highly technical and unuecessary, and in saying that I might say
that I have been told I am too particular in the profession, and yet notwithstanding that I should not
dream of taking the objections which have been taken.
3407. I suppose you are aware that some cases are not put before the examiners for three months after
they are received in this office? I am not aware of that.
Mr. John Musson examined
Mr.'
3493. The witness said-' I have been it sufferer under the Act in regard to that clause under which six
J. Musson. months arrears of rent determine a lease. From inadvertence six months' rent was not paid within the
80 May, 1679. specified time, and the lessors entered into possession of the property."
3499. President.] How soon afterwards P Oh, I think it was a few weeks. Evidently they were watching
their opportunity. I was making no use whatever of the property, which was on the Annandale Estate;
and, in fact,:. the lessors were snaking use of it.
3500. And they cancelled your lease for non.payment of rent? For the non-payment of £12 lOs., and
the lease was worth £1,200 or £1,500.
3501. Per annum? No, the lease was worth that, It was a forty.two years' lease from Captain Johnson
to me, before the Annandale people got possession of the ground.
3502. Is this part of the Annandale Estate now purchased bya Company? Yes, My leae was granted
some three years ago, prior to the sale of the land. I had spent a considerable amount of money on it.,
and the industry I started on it had not succeeded, and I was just keeping it on.
3508. Do you blame this office in connection with the matter? Not at all. I blame the Act. 1 believe
they conformed to the Act in the case; but what I complain of is the power any lessor has over a lessee
when through an inadvertence he may forget to pay his rent.
3504. Mr. Terry.] There is a certain time specified in the Act? Yes, the Act says six months.
3505. Mr. Archer.] Would you never allow the lessor to forfeit? I do not know in regard to that; lam
not much up in the subject. In this particular case it was a hardship. I think the lessee should have
notice. Certainly for £10 or £15 he would not sacrifice property worth perhaps £1?500 or £5,000.
3506. Mr. Terry. Why should they serve the lessee with notice-suppose he is out of the Colony?
The
property
lessors were themselves using the property. Mr. Young had put a fesico on it. I thought the
was perfectly safe, and I forgot the matter. I think notice should be givi to the lessee.
3507. But you knew you had to pay the rent? I did, (Ulawses 52 and 53 of the Rca Propertft Act
referred to, and read.)
3508.
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Mr.
3508. President.] You were in arrear with your rent for over seven months, I understand you to say? I
J. Musson.
think so.
8509. They could not proceed under six months? It was certainly over six months, and they have acted 30 May, 1SG
legally.
3510. Mr. Lny.] Strictly in accordance with the law.
8511. President.] Do you not think it reasonable that landlords should have some security for their rent
in this way P I think that landlords, where they think there has been negligence, should serve the lessee
with some notice.
3512. 1 think the negligence excuses them? Here is a lease worth £1,500 or £2,000, and for £12 lOs. it
is forfeited. The lease has been an eyesore to the lessors, and they have watched their opportunity.
3513. Is this the first time you made default in payment of your rent regularly? I was vei5' careless
about the rent, 1 must admit. The rent was very low—merely nominal—and I was ignorant of the law in
regard to the rent.
3514. Notwithstanding the nominal rent you always gob in arrear with it;—is that what you mneauto say?
The property was leased to me, but they were in fitet using it. The company's horses and cattle were
running over it, and I did take notice of it. I had copper works erected upon it, and movable plant.
3515. What are you
A civil engineer and contractor.
3516. And what was the use you applied this laud to P I leased it for the purpose of making copper by a
chemical process, and for oilier purposes.
3517. Did you carry on that work P it first I did, but then I ceased working on the property.
8518. Now long before the company took possession? I do not think I have done anything on it for two
years, and they took possession two or three months ago.
3519. So you let the property lie idle, and the rent get into arrear? Yes. The chairman had, in fact,
encroached on my leasehold with a fence, and I threatened, on a previous occasion, if they did not remove
the fence I would notpay my rent. The case is going into Equity now. Mr. 3ohn Young put up a fence,
and another director of the Company ran his stock there.
3520. Do you say it is in Equity now P I think so. I think we shall commence an action in Equity
against them. What 1. think is, that in a ease like this notice should be given.
3521. Well we will consider this matter? I mention this as a personal grievance.
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[To fri. Burton, Seq's Evidence]

In margie,

A.
E. Burton, Esq., to The Registrar General.
Land Titles Office, Sydney, 30 May, 1374.
Sir,
The matter of the replies furnished by yourself to the questions asked by the Honorable John Robertson, in the
I4islafive Assembly, on the 12th instant, appearing to place me in a condition of default, which I do not admit, I had
the honor, on the 20th instant, to apply to you by memo, for information, "which are the 74 cases referred to, and which
are the 2.31 ?"
I think it must be obvious, without argument, to a person familiar with the course of practice of the office, that the
replies furnished by you may very incorrectly inform the Government and the Parlimnosit on the subject of the condition
of arrear of the business entrusted to this branch of the department, inasmuch as while it is well-know-n to us, it is
unknown outside the office, that all cases were first taken to Mr. Holden, and that many of them were dealt with by him
either in a preliminary legal manner, or from notes furnished by the draftsman, or by Mr. Lander and it by no means
followed, as, of course, that these cases ever came before nie—thouh some of them no doubt did, and in some the requisitions had my concurrence—but others were it once made the subject of reference to the applicants upon Mr. Holden's
preliminary requisitions alone, and until these should be answered the cases were virtually not before the Examiners it all,
and certainly did not, in the ordinary sense of the words, await treatment by Mr. Burton.
It may evea be questioned whether outside of the profession the word "requisition "is generally understood. By
this term we denote the asking for something to be furnished by an applicant. Sonic requisitions are, in fact, objections to
title—others are not.
Letters making requisitions are frequently marked "preliminary," to intimate to the applicant that his case has not
been fully considered.
The supply of plans, production of deeds, proof of births, deaths, marriages, &c., are subjects for preliminary
requisitions.
I trust I do not erroneously conceive that the character of this branch of the department, and the accuracy of the
statistical information to be obtained from its records, have such a place in your estimation as to render my somewhat
lengthy communication excusable, notwithstanding the trespass upon public time which it may involve.
I believe that if you had acceded to my application I could have relieved the office and myself by a suitable division
and classification of cases, from mmmcli of the nrrear now alleged, and while 1 admit that I am actuated by the spirit of
self -defence, the furnishing of the particulars required may be usefnl in the future transaction of business.
My surprise, therefore, may be imagined on receiving your reply to this effect "I am not in a position to give Mr.
Burton details, neither do I think that it would be a proper use of public time, especially when the business of the office
is so much in arrear, to order such a return to be made, I have full confidence in the figures supplied by Mr. Lander.—
E.G'.W.,2l/5/74."
Upon receipt of your minute I immediately wrote a memo, asking Mr. Lander to hand me such of the 74 cases as!
have not already and without waiting for their receipt I put to him on the following morning the annexed questions, to
which I subjoin, in red ink,* his replies.
These replies, without at all iinnigning Mr. Lander's accuracy, eonclnsively to my mind support the views entertained by myself with regard to the bearing and meaning of your answers to the Parliamentary questions and of their effect
on persons unacquainted with the routine of the office.
It may perhaps be said that it is safe to leave to yourself the maintenance of the character of your department, hut
it will not, 1 think, be denied that I am also interested in maintaming my own character and in setting myself right with
those who may judge of it from your answers.
I trust that I have sbcwn sufficient reasons for being furnished with a list of the 74 cases, and also of the 251, but
inasmuch as in your opinioa the public time may not be so used, I re3uest you to have the goodness to submit this letter
to the Honorable the Colonial Secretary for his information and decision.
I had written so far, and was about to forward this letter to you on the morning of the 26th instant, when Mr.
Lander came into my room and inquired whether I still wanted what he called the return, meaning of course the list of
cases. I replied that I certainly did, and he then informed me that you had on the previous Friday (22nd instant)
instructed him in that event to let me have it.
A little after 4 o'clock on the 28th instant I received from Mr. Lander a list purporting to include the 74 cases,
but which list was authenticated only by the signature of Mr. Lander,
The next day (20th instant) I forwarded that list to you, with an inquiry endorsed upon it "As to the 74 cases—
is this the Registrar General's reconsidered reply to my memo. of 20th instant?"
I have received that list again, with your minute thereon, saying, "I am not aware that I have made any reply to
Mr. Burton's menlo. as to the 74 cases. My reply was to a question put to the Colonial Secretary by a member of the
House of Assembly.—E.G.W., 29/574."
It appears to me to be now incumbent on inc to despatch thai letter.
In further elucidation, I subjoin two additional appendices, one being the copy of a set of requisitions and the other
&c.,
1
the form of Examiners' Report.
B. BURTON.
Al.

.M'erno. referred to in above Letter
Mr. Lander,—
I cannot comprehend how the number of cases on which Mr. Holden had writtemi
requisitions before 16th April list, and which awaited similar treatment by me, can
be 74.
The practice has been to take titles to Mr. Holden who would frame requisitions
upon them—some preliminary—others substantial ?
Some preliminary requisitions originated with Mr. Holden personally. Others
(inclusive of ones) were adopted from report or memorandum furnished by yourself
.
or by the draftsman?
Head 1. In some cases the preliminary requisitions would be brought to me, for
concurrence, which I generally gave?
head 2. In others, Mr. Holden's requisitions would be despatehed to the parties
without the papers being brought to me?
Head 3. Other cases would be left with me for perusal or consideration?

I understand from you that in calculating the number 74 you have included cases
falling under above-mentioned heads 1 and 2—
Although those cases have been put away as under requisition, and, although I have
concurred in forwarding preliminary requisitions in some of them, and although others
have not been brought to me at all. Am I correct?
RB., 22'May, 1374.

Yes.
Yes.
+

'Ycr. Those were such as Mr.
Holden requested inisllt be sub.
mnitted for your concurrence.
Yes.
When you did not soc fit to
concur immediately.
Othors, when Mr. Holden's
requisitions were satisfied.
Head 3 might be subdivided into
oilier varieties.
and 3. Yes.-.--J.L., 22/5/74.
A 2.
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A 2.
copy 0/a zet of requisitions.
No. 3,594.-Applicant, J. liellmann.
PRELIMINARY.

I. The grant to S. A. Perry, and conveyance from him to Christian should be produced.
(A covenant for their production is contained in the conveyance from Christian to Wilton, of 17 December, 1851.)
2. Also the deeds covenant for production whereof is contained in the conveyance Newton arid Irving tollatton, of
10 July, 1869, viz.
26 July, 1858, Wilton to Bettridge and another.
22 January, 1861, Sempill and others to Clark Irving.
14 August, 1861, Tlionspson and another to Ashdown.
11 July, 1862, irving and Ashdown to Wilton.
2 July, 1862, Wilton to Irving.
Examination in disposinn of former cases may probably dispense with the requirement of further production of the
ether doontnonts connected witt the title derived under the will of the late Clarklrving and Newton's mortgage.
If necessary a further requisition will be made to that effect.

[T0 E. Burton, Esq.'s Evidence.]
B.
B. Burton, Esq., to James Norton, Esq.
Royal Commission to inquire into the working of Real Property Acts.
Land Titles Office, 12th August, 1879.
Sir,
in the course of my examination before the Royal Commission I was asked (Question 468) "Were there any
arrears of cases when you took office?" I answered "Yes"; and in Question 4691 was further asked "About how many?"
I could not then answer the latter question, and it was arranged that I shouldprepare a return of the cases referred to. In
Question 478 it was suggested that I should add an item showing what cases I had dealt with by examination and approval
or by sending requisitions to the applicant, from the time of any acceptance of office till the end of last year. On the 11th
instant I had the honor of orally explaining that the searching out of the matcrials for snaking such an addition would
occupy some weeks, and would involve the laying aside of the curent work of the office, whereupon you expressed the
opinioli that it could not be male.
I now therefore forward the Return i Iself -tire preimration of which has necessarily occupied a considerable time.
As to the expression ''arrears," I adopt it because it was used in the question put to me. I do not mean to say that
my predecessors were blanaewos'tlsy in regard to the Cases which 1 have included in the Return. I (to mean to say however
that those Oases were in the office before I caine into it, and that I have had to aid in disposing of thiens subsequently.
There were indeed manly other Cases undisposed of at the time of my appointment, souse of which have occupied
portions of my time ; but I have included in the present Return hardly any Case on which I have not finally reported as to
the whole, or in rare instances a part, of the land sou°ht by the applicant.
The particulars disclosed by the Return will lswever speak for themselves.
The number of the cases included in the Return will be found to he 40.
Some of them were of a very difficult character and indeed It may fairly be presumed that their difficulty was in
masmy instances the reason of their accunsulatioss in the hands of my predecessors.
I have, 8cc.
E. BURTON.
B 1.

[Enekeu;'e in foregoing letter.]
SOME cases in arrear or undisposed of at the time of my appointment as an Examiner of Titles, taking effect on 6th July.
1868, but disposed of by me afterwards.
257. .&oughton.-A very difficult ease, at which I worked in time which I snight,othenvise have had for recreation.
Reported by Mr. Jones and myself in November, 1874.
1132. Andersoa. -Reported by Mr. Holden and myself.
1446. Deloso.-Reported by Mr. Holden and myself.
1533. Willis and others-So difficult that an Attorney General would not give a positive opinion upon it. Reported by Mr. Holden and myself in December, 1873. Ultimately went to Supreme Court by arrangement with Mr.
Norton, applicant's solicitor.
1534. lVillis and others, -See remarks on 1533.
1717. Watkins-Reported by Mr. Holden and myself in March, 1874.
1787. Callaghan.-llcported by Mr. Holden and myself in July, 1868.
1838. Barker.-A long and complicated title. Reported by Mr. Holden and myself.
1834. Barker-A lonvind difficult title. Reported by Mr. Holden and myself.
1857. Jeanna-et.-Dithcult. Reported by Mr. Holden and myself.
1865. Lvker.-Lomsg. Reported by Mr. Holden and myself.
1888, Lloyd-Reported by Mr. Holden and myself in August, 1870.
1895. .&ainby..-Very complicated. Reported by Mr. Holden and myself in August, 1870.
1899. Ccrroplrefl.-Perused by me. Withdrawn 29th October, 1869.
1915. Williams.-Long title. Reported by Mr. Holden and myself in September, 1568.
1059. Vidter.-Jteported by Mr. Holden and myself in August, 1868.
1905. West-Title under Will 8cc. Reported by Mr. Holden and myself in December, 1869.
1906. Faviell.-Long. Reported by 1lr. Holden and myself in December, 1860.
1919, Randle.-Re ported by Mr. Holden antI myself in November, 1868.
981. Jones-Reported by Mr. Holden and myself, September, 1868.
1982. Richardson and another-Reported by Mr. Holden and myself in July, 1868.
1986. Ryan.- Reported by Mr. Holden and myself in June, 1869.
1998. Grjfiiths.-Reported by Mr. Holden and myself, July, 1868.
2006. UamphelL-Exainined by 'nc application ultimately withdrawn.
2008. )Tik/ett. -Reported by Mr. Holdon arid myself, July, 1868.
2009. Lowe-A long and special title. Will not proved. Reported by Mr. Holden and myself in November, 1568.
2010. Williams and others.-Long title. Reported by Mr. Holden and myself in July, 1868.
2011. Stewart.-Special. Reported by Mr. Holden and myself, 23rd November, 1870.
2013. Cross-Reported by Mr. Holden and myself, July, 1868.
2014. Bourne.-Reported by Mr. Holden and myself, July, 1868.
2015. Moore-Reported by Mr. Holden and myself in April, 1869, as to part of the land. Application for rest was
I tIm risk not prosecuted.
2016. 7'Iro,'oton.-Difficnit, Mr. Holden and I were engaged on and off for about a week with this title in July,
1868. Withdrawn same month.
2017. ifr,Donelt.-lst class. Reported by Mr. Holden and myself, 8th July, 1868.
2018. Cameron-let class. Reported by Mr. Holden and myself, July, 1568.
2019. Jlrrdson.-lat class. Reported by Mr. Holden and myself, 8th July, 186S.
2020. Donqar. -Reported by Mr. Holden and myself, September, 1868,
2021. '/'reeve.-Voluutary settlement. Examined by me. Letter sent to Wilson, 7th May, 1869. Case withdrawn,
2022.
13th May, 1869.
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2022. BWmer.-Ist Class. Reported by Mr. Jiolden and myself, July, 1868.
2023. Wetsh.-lst Class. Reported by, \lr, ilolden and myself, 8th July, 1868.
2024. Rannard.-Reported by Mr. liolden and myself, 8th July, 1568.
2025. Uave.-lst Class. Reported by Mr. flolden and myself, 8th July, 1868.
2026. M'Kay.-Reported by Mr. Roldea and myself, 26th August, 1868.
2027. WindsrlieZ. -1st Class. Reported by Mr. Holdea and myself, 8th July, 1868.
2028. Wiaderlicia-lst Class, Reported by Mr. }Joldeu and myself, 8th July, 1868.
2029. Cameron.-lteported by Mr. H olden and myself, 7th July, 1869.
2030. Allen.-Speeial title. Perused by me. Requisitions forwarded, 8th August, 1868. Withdrawn in 1872.
2031. Fisher-A very difficult ease. Reported by Mr. Holden an'd myself, in October, 1868.
2032. Hutch.inson.-lst Class. Reported by 1[r. Ilolden and myself, St-h July, 1868.
2033. Dillon.-lst Class. Reported by Mr. Holün and myself, 8th July, 1868,
12th August, 1879.
E. BURTON.

C.
jlfe,aoranduns furnished by the Registrar General.
Tux Registrar General in Melbourne has under his control the Registrar General's Department. He is also Registrar of
the Supreme Court and Registrar of Titles. The Branches do not appear separate as in Sydney, therefore the cost of each
cannot be ascertained. Dnrin the year 1878 there were 48 ordinary officers, with 13 supernumeraries and 7 professionals,
consisting of a Commissioner of Titles and 6 Examiners of Titles. The total amount ox1,ended in 1878 for salaries was £19,528.
This does not include the cost of supermunorarics.
'I'lie Registrar General's Department in Sydney eomjjrises the following Statistical Branch, Deeds Branch, and
Lands Title Branch, with a total of 32 ordinary officers, and 3 professionals, who are Examiners of Title. The amount
expended in salaries during 1878 was as follows
The Registrar General ..................................................................... £700 0 0
Statistical Branch ...........................................................................1,500 0 0
DeedsBranch .................. ................. ........................ ....................
995 0 0
Lands Title Branch ........................................................................ 6,125 0 0
£9,320 0 0
The fees collected in the Registrar General's Department are a sure test of the amoimt of work performed. I make
a comparison between the years 1863 and 1878
Tot,J

:°T::T

1863 .................................................4,303 1110
1878 .................................................
19,480 10 10

2,975 1 3
13,614 13 2

Increase .............................15,17619 0

10,639 11 11

I take these periods in order to show that some of the salaries are quite inadequate for the duties and responsibilities
imposed, and they are moreover very low as compared with the salaries in other departments.
1863.
1878.
Registrar General.................................................................
£800
£700
Deputy Registrar General .....................................................
500
450
Principal Draftsman .............................................................
600
500
These salaries were reduced by the late Sir C. Cowper on the resignation or death of former occupants, and have
never been restored, though the business has so materially increased. There have not been any increases in salaries for
many years. The easbier who has the collection and accounting for all our revenue receives only £175 per annum. In
$outh Australia the Registrar General receives a salary of £750, with only the Deeds and Lands Title Branches, There is
also a Registrar General of Births, he., at £500, and the Statistical Branch is carried on by the Under Secretary as statist
These are all combined in New South Wales wider one official-The Registrar G'eneral.
Rs'ruax of the Officers and the amount of salaries received by them during the years 1863 and 1879 respectively
AppoistnmenL

Salary for 1863.

Salary for 1879.

£
Registrar General ................................................800
Examiner of Titles .............................................
1,200
Do
............................. . .................1,000
Deputy Registrar General ...................................... 500
Principal Draftsman ............................................ 600
Assistas1t Draftsman ............................................ 350
Clerk to Examiners of Titles ...................................300
Clerk................................................................. 225
Orrrer.as APPOINTED STh'Okl 1863
Examiner of Titles ............................................
Draftsman ........................................................
Do
Do
Do
Do
Clerk..............................................................
Do
Do
...............................................
..............................................
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do

£
700

-soo

800
450
500
300
300
225
.
.

800
250
175
125
125
75
250
200
150
150
125
100
75
ISO

.
.

E.

a WARD,

Registrar General.

-
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[To A. H. MeUulloch, Jun., Esg., ALP's. Evidence.]
A. H. MeCulloch, Jun.,

Esq., M.P., to The Commissioners, Land Titles Office.

Gentlemen,
165, Pitt-street, Sydney, April 30, 1870.
I have the honor to forward you (on the other side) a copy of a letter received by me in answer to the letters of
inquiry referred to in my evidence. I regard the letter as procrastinatory and altogether nnsatisfaetory.
I have, &c.,
A. H. McCtJLLOCII, Jun.

DL
The Registrar General to A. H. MeCufloch, Jun., Esq.

Sir,

Registrar General's Department Land Titles Office, Sydney, 25 April, 1870.
Applications.
No. 4776—Wardrop.
No. 4723—Read.
4728 --- Mecrory.
,; 4778—Mount.
11
In reply to your four letters, dated respectively 21st instant, inquiring as to the progress of the abovenmned eases,

which you state were lodged in this office on the following respective dates, viz.,3Oth July last, 6th August last, 18th
October last, and 22nd October last, I have to inform you that the Examiner in charge of these (Mr. Burton) makes the
following report to me —'-"this is one of the Eveleigh cases. As soon as I can confer with one of my colleagues as to how
much of the title he and Mr. Oliver accepted in the ease which they investigated, I may proceed with this application.
The like remarks apply to eases 4,728, 4,776, and 4,778."
I am, &e.,
E. G. WARD,
Registrar General.

Remarks on the Real Property Acts and their working
I TAnS it that the objects sought to be attained by the principal Act were simplicity, certainty, safety, cheapness, and
despatch.
It is obvious this last-mentioned desideratum could scarcely be expected where the State with a moderate staff
endeavours to do the whole of the conveyaneing of the country, together with such surveyors' work as may be incidental to
the transactions dealt with. It would, however, he well worth while to put up with some delay if the other objects of the
Act were attained. I heheve that were the Act amended, and carried out in its proper spiut, they could he attained, but it
is unfortunately too notorious that they are not so at present,
It was no doubt intended that titles under the Act should consist of one document only, which should confer an
indefensible title. It so happens that the form of certificate in use refers to, and thereforegives notice of, the instrument by
virtue of which it is issued, and it is very questionable therefore whether the register slioulil not be searched to see that the
instrument inquestion did really confer the estate expressed inthe certificate. I understand this very question arose in
South Australia, and that it is or was the practice to require an abstract of the previous title as under the old system, it
being eonss,lered the saving clauses in the Act did not uieet the case. Again, it is the practice of the office in issuing
certificates to state the holders have a title subject to the conditions and feservations contained in the orinal grant from
the Crown without specifying them, so that it is necessary for the purchaser to obtain a copy of the grant-. .lfurther, in very
many instances no proper description is given of the land, but reference is made to a plan lodged in the office. In the event
therefore of an action being brought involving a question of title it would be necessary to siibpenia the Registrar General to
produce the plan, and of coin-se on a sale a similar difficulty would arise. The small j,lans in the margin are of no use, they
simply show the outline of the land, not its locality or bearing towards any point which might enable it to be identified. I
have in my possession a certificate of title which describes the land as in "Dawsonstreet, in the parish of Newcastle,
allotment - on a deposited plan" and nothing snore. Now there are besides time city of Newcastle several townships miles
apart in the parish of Newcastle which of tlseimm the land is situate in my client, who took the land as a bad debt, does
not know, but believes it to be in one some miles out of Newcastle. If he attempted to sell I ain afraid he would be put to
some expense in identifying the land.
As regards expense, I would refer in the first place to the cost of obtaining a fresh certificate in every instance where
a property is sold in lots, unless the owner chooses to risk leaving his title in the office, and unless purchasers are willing to
take his word as to its existence. It frequently happens also that under the Act several instruments have to be prepared
to meet a ease that one deed only would suffice for under the old system, and that an expensive process has to be gone
through us many instances where none was previously necessary. in one instance I was very poorly paid with £30 for work
done under the Act which under the old system I would cheerfully have done for £5, and it recently cost a client nekrly
£20 to be registered as devisee under his father's will, a source of expense peculiar to the Act and I think utterly unnecessary. The necessary steps to appoint a new trustee are very costly.
As to the risks run, there may be included those arising from tnmstees having it in their power to make away with the
Trust Estate, the fact that searches do not appear to be made prior to a property being brought under the Act, and that
no provision is made for any record being inserted in the old register that a property is being or has been brought under
the Act, and from the apparent neglect to cosmipare references to instruments with the instrumentsthemselvcs. Some little
time ago a client of mine purchased a valuable property in two lots. I was furnished with an abstract of title under the old
system, had it compared with the deeds, and had a carol uI surch made which disclosed no encumbrances. Shortly before
the settlement the vendor's solicitors informed me some of the property was being brought under the Act, and had been
advertised long prior to my being supplied with the abstract. As the deeds related to several properties, and would therefore not have been delivered up, I should, but for this information have settled, little dreaming that my client-s title was in
process of extinction. In another instance a client made large advances on time deposit of some certificates of title, &c
After a considerable sum had been advanced he brought me the papers to make as good a security as I could. The hind
was coal land, and I observed an endorsement stating there was an encumbrance of a Royalty of 6d, a ton on all coal that
might be raised. It turned out this was an untrue statement, as - the encumbrance was actually an overdue charge of
several thousand pounds. There were besides several matters in connection with this title which showed that proper
prccautmoiss had not been takeis in the office.
I think a great deal of the delay that occurs arises in the first place from want of proper system, and in the second
from the Examiners in their very laudable desire to have matters correct, making requisitions which a Court of Equity
would disallow in a suit for specific performance. My own experience is that matters are not attended to in the order of
their being left at the office, as I frequently get back matters complete before others of much loisger standimmg and of no
greater complexity, and weeks or months may elapse between the return of the first and last of a batch of papers sent in at
the same time.
Ansong other requisitions which I think might he dispensed with, are those requiring proof of payment of debts of
the testator or iimtestate in cases of transmission by will or intestacy, and of the mortgage money beina due in eases where a
mortgagee exercises his power of sale and his secürityeontains the customary clause exonerating the Registrar General and
the purchaser from seeing to the fact or from the effect of notice that it is not due. It is it well-known rule that a eharje
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of debts generally does not follow land in the hands of a purchaser, and it might be impossible for the administrator to pay
the debts without selling the land, and lie certainly would not in any case if it formed the only asset do so where they
exceeded its value, and there would in such ease be no chance of the creditors getting paid without wasting the assets
in an Equity suit. A purchaser in the second instance mentioned might have raised the very point in a suit for specific
performance which would of course be overruled, and he would be compelled to complete his purchaso with the full knowledge that the office would not give him a title.
I think the examiners are tooteehnical in their ideas as to the forms which should be used whore none are prescribed by
the Act. I have frequently had papers gent hack which were in a form that certainly would have passed muster in a
matter under the old system, because they were not technically worded, although the words more clearly expressed the
meaning the partiesthem,
th the altered fonn did.
Of course I have mentioned a few instances only out of a great many, but one result that has arisen frouL difficulties
created in the most simple cases where the Act has been fairly observed is that the solicitor for the local Building Society,
in eases where the vendor of land under the Act is to he paid by means of money to be advanced by his clients, refuses to
allow the money to he paid until both time transfer and mortgage are registered, and the vendor is therefore kept sometimes
for months out of his money. He informs me he has foundthis absolutely necessary, as in several instances he has had papers
returned to comply, with some out-of-the-way objection not justified by the Act, and where the vendors had left the
district he hnd in one or two eases great trouble in completing the title.
There is no means under the Act (at all events the office hold there is not) of entering into covenants torun with the
land in eases of transfer of the fee simple. The want of such a provision has given risc to a great deal of the litigation in
the celebrated case Dibbs v. Brown. Years ago I prepared an agreement which has been much litigated, and inserted
conditions in the transfer made in pursuance of it to meet its provisions, but they had to be struck out. This ought to be
remedied, and I think also any agreement or instrument relating to land should he registered whatever its nature may be.
The list of implied covenants is far too meagre. It does not for instance meet the case of a mining or buildiug ]case.
1(10 not see the necessity for requiring notices, &c., before a mortgagee can exorcise his power of sale. The
mortgage is sure to negative such necessity, and this and all other forms should be as much as possible in accordance with
ordinary practice so as to avoid need for alteration as much as possible.
One great obstacle to the successful working of the Act is the ignoring of trusts, while at the same time protection is
sought to be given to the parties beneficially interested by a mode at once eiunbrous, expensive, and insecure, besides
throwing difficulties in the way of carrying out the trust., and even of nppointing new trustees. The plan of the Act is
taken, in a great measure, from that part of the 'Merchant Shipping Act of 1854" which relates to titles and dealings with
vessels, and the framers scorn to have lost sight of the different nature of a perishable chattel like a ship which is scarcely
ever the subject of a trust, and which is practically indivisible to that of land which is perpetual, capable of almost inIimto
subdivision, and in which an infinite vanety of interests can he held, many of them from the fact of marriage, infancy, he.,
absolutely requiring the action of a trustee. There is no earthly reason why a certificate of title should not say, "A B is
entitled to an estate in fee simple upon trusts, ho." [specifying briefly the nature of them], just as well as it should say he
is entitled simply, and oblige him to have declarations of trust filed, caveats lodged, ho. Where property was left by
will the trusts would be copied from it verbatim, where the trusts were created by an instrument under the Act, a statement
of the nature of them without technical language would suffice. It appears to me this simple proceeding would meet the
whole difficulty. The instrument need not be long; it would show the exact interest of everybody interested under it ; it
would dispense with reference to any other document, would prevent fraudulent dealings by trustees where no caveats
were lodged, facilitate the appointment of new trustees, do away with declarations of trust, caveats, and a whole host of
other obstructions, and he infinitely more simple and inexpensive. If the plan were adopted the system of caveats could
be abolished. Except in case of trusts, at present they simpiy enable a malicious luau to injure his neighbour. Very few
people who had any real claim would ever resort to them. They would do at once what they would have to do ultimately,
namely, resort to a Court of Equity. Supposing, however, it should be thought desirable to retain caveats, every
caveator should be compelled to lodge with his caveat a statutory declaration affirming bond files and setting out fully
the circumstances on which lie bases his claim, and also to deposit all papers in his possession proving it. The examiners
might decide on the claim with power to appeal to the Supreme Court.
In many cases all owner of land might desire to have dealings with it which the Act could not provide for. To meet
such cases he might he allewed to deal with his certificate as with a Crowngrant under the old law, notification of
the fact appearing on the register. If he subsequently thought it desirable to do so lie could again bring the property
under the Act.
As before suggested, search should be made against all applicants to bring property under the Act. Licensed
searchers might be appointed, whose certificate of result of search should be receivable.
Every application to bring property under the Act should be registered under the old system. If the application fail
or be withdrawn, a certificate by the Registrar General should be registered. If it be carried out to a successful issue
that should he notified on the registered copy of the application.
It would he a great been to people in the country if business were transaeted by correspondence as was done
some time ago.
I think it would very much facilitate matters if a separate register were kept for each county, or for each district,
containing two or more counties. One or more registers could be in charge of one officer, instead of having several to
attend to all. The effect of any delay or obstruction would be confined to the particular register in which it arose ; it would
facilitate searching and be more convenient for reference; and ultimately, when the population of any particular part of the
country became sufficiently numerous to justify the establishment of a local register, the particular books relating to it
could he forwarded at once without the delay, expense, and risk of mistake, to he incurred by making the extracts
which would otherwise be necessary.
Wherever title deeds which relate as well to property brought under the Act as to property remaining under the old
system are retained by the proprietor, or other person entitled to their custody, the Registrar should endorse on them it
reference to the transactions coining within the scope of his duties.
Where property devolves by Mill or intestacy, there ought to be no necessity for the present expensive process of
registering the transmission ; on a sale by the devisee or adininistratrix the transferee should be entitled to have his title
on depositing his transfer, and producing the probate or letters of administration.
The power to require deposit of niaps is I think frequently unnecessarily used and might with advantage be curtailed.
The necessity for the proprietor of land sold in lots depositing his title deed and thus having nothing to show might
be avoided by permitting lnmn to have endorsed on his certificate of title a plan shcwing the subdivisicn. The certificate
could accompany each transfer sent to be registered, and have endorsed on it a memo., showing the nnmbcr of the
partioular lot transferred, and be then returned to him, thus shewing all the transactions in case of a subdivision as if the
whole had been sold.
A book ought to he kept shewing the date of receipt of every instrument seat in for registry, and also when
certificate issued, and with a column of remarks. This daily looked over would show the cfficer keeping it what matters
he had in hand incomplete, and prevent many papers from lying unforgotten for months in the pigeon-holes. It should be
made penal to take any matter out of its proper turn.
HENRY J. BROWN.
Newcastle, 30 May, 1879.
INFORMATION FURNISHED BY THE REGISTRAR GENERAL.
F.

Area of J,and alieneted by the &own Sep to 3181 December, 1862.
Old Settled Counties ..................................................................6,569,016 acres.
Remainder of the Colony ... ......................................................... 1,175,529
Unconditionally sold by selection ................................................22,346
Total.....................7,766,891 acres,
P1,
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P1.
Land comprised in grants registered under the Real Property Act.
Year.

1863
1864
1865
1866
1867
1868
1869
1870
1871
1872
1873
1874
1875
1876
1877
1878

Area.

Value,

a.
r. p.
31,752 2 9
71,929 3 26
60,927 3 6
113,737 0 4
172,598 1 35
246,878 I. 1
169,953 1 2
141,415 3 26
138,972 2 32
173,922 3 11
237,879 3 25
280,355 2 5
834,956 0 35
660,011 3 4
1,174,286 1 16

£ a. d.
36,406 9 2
95,007 18 10
77,312 5 5
139,526 2 11
212,101 19 5
271,158 7 10
185,939 4 4
163,557 10 6
162,107 6 2
187,783 17 6
248,792 1 6
326,228 18 9
848,883 1 10
671,353 18 11
1,204,648 3 0
2,068,908 4 10

n non inn

114

Aggregate 6,548,741 3 11

£6,899,715 10 11

P2.
Land hrouglzt uitdcr the Real Proper!11 Act by application.
Year.

Area.

.

alue.

a. r. P.
67,913 1 15
31839 0 .18k
20,922 1 4
37,236 1 25
35,957 2 20!
58,653 1 91
30,860 0 22*
51,007 1 27j
14,519 3 30;
35,459 0 23
21,207 1 18*
26,369 0 15
21,398 1 71
6,514 2 2*
6,801 3 :17

1863
1864
1865
1866
1867
1868
1869
1870
1871
1872
1873
1874
1875
1876
1877
1878

£439,278
310,165
326,168
278,063
261,484
214,813
177,569
203,476
197,338
157,376
335,289
362,403
229,258
220,166
210,431
156,390

Aggregate...477,560 0 26*

£4,079,667

P3.
Return s/towing number of applications to bring Lend under Real Property Act and how disposed oj
Number passed.
Year.

Number received.

Number withdrawn.

- 1st Class.

1863
1864
1865
1866

340
362
484
379

15
8

1867

324

10

105
133
132
124
50

170
206
250
253
77

59
59
89
90
78
72
48
18

119
164
194
173
155
153
155
53
95
163
163
110
161

27
24
90
12

2,814.

595

-

1868
1869
1870
1871
1872
1873

304
300
280
269
220
251

1874

288

1875
1878
1877
1878

256
241
240
203

8
3
9
9

44
66
54
40
30

4,700

127

1,291

580-T

1

'

,

17
8
7
12
6
7
9

Number undispozed of.
2nd Class.

-

-

-

1

65
23
52
2
19
81
17
17
36
4
45
78

F 4.

9;.
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P4.

Return showing number of Transmissions and how disposed of.
Year.
1863
1804
1865
1866
1867
1868
1869
1870
1871
172
1873
1874
1875
1876
1877
1878

Number received.

4
9
4
20
21
31

1,008

Number passed.

1

'

Nunaberundisposed of.

2
5
4
6
2

1
4
1
10
11
22
15
31
43
44
56
94
96
136
195

3
5
3
10
10
9
27
13
16
21
24
38
40
19
11

20

759

249

1
1

42
44
59
65
80
132
136
155
206

Number witbdrawn,

2
2

-

P5.

Retunr showwig number of cases dealt with by djThrent Examiners.
- -

-

1st Class.

No, of cases passed by Messrs. Holden and Dick, from 1st January, 1862, to
20th May, 1867, when Mr. Dick left for England—a period of 4 years and 5
months...........................................................................................
Ditto passed by Messrs. Holden and l'enaington, from 1st ,Jnne, 1867, to 30th
June, 1868—the former date is when Mr. Pennington was appointed, and the
latter when he resigned—a period of 13 months .......................................
Ditto passed by Messrs. Holden and B!trton, from 6th July, 1868, when Mr.
Burton was appointed to 15th April, 1874—the date of Mr. Holden's death—
nearlysix years ..................................................................................
Ditto passed by Messrs. Burton, Jones, and Oliver, from the 13th July, ]874,i
when the two last-named were appointed to 1st October, 1878, when Mr.
Haddock was appointed in the room of Mr. Oliver—nearly 4j years .............
Number of cases passed by Messrs. Burton, Jones, and Haddock in October,
November, and December, of 1878 ................................... .....................

2nd Class.

Ttansmiasion.

544

956

1.1

108

283

11

423

965

188

229

638
50

441

I

108

Lana flUes Office, August 8, 1879.
P6.

Return chewing the number of Officers employed in the Land Titles Branch of' the Registrar General's
Department in the years 1803 and 1878.
1863 —Registrar General, Land Titles Commissioners (2); Examiners of Titles (2); Deputy Registrar General, Principal
Draftsman, Assistant Draftsman, Clerk to Examniners and at Clerk. In all 10 officers.
1878 :—Registn.r General, Land Titles Commissioners (2); Examiners of Titles (3);eputy Registrar General, Principal
Draftsman; Draftsmen (6); Clerks to Examiners (2); Clerks (9). In all 25 officers.
P .7.

J2etn of Fees paid into Consolidated Revenue.
Year.
Amount.
1864 ............................. .£662 6 10
1878 ...........................7,347 16 0

G.

B. U. WARD,
Registrar General. -

The Registrar of Titles, Melbourne, to James Norton, Esq.
Sir,
Office of Titles, Melbourne, 26 June, 1879.
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 21st instant, asking for certain items of
information as to the working of the Transfer of Land Statute in this colony, and have pleasure in furnishing the
following replies
The system came into force on the 2nd October, 1862.
The total area of land alienated by the Crown up to that date was 5,101,825 acres, valued at £10,489,560.
The total area of land brought by application under the system up to the end of 1877 was 541,035 acres, valued
at £9,180,315.
Total area of land granted by the Crown under the new system up to the end of 1877-6,004,753 acres, valued
at £7,887,048.
There are six Examiners of Titles—one at £800 per annum, four at £700, and one at £500. (The Commissioner
of Titles receives £1,800 per annum.)
-.
C. T he average number of titles reported on by each Examiner during 1878 was 246. No distinction by class is
made as to titles—long and short ones being taken equally by all Examiners.
7. During the year 1878 there were effected 1,162 entries of executor, &c., as transferee or proprietor.
S. It would be difficult to arrive at the highest and lowest rates of additional assurance as, when the indemnity is
fixed by the Commissioner, it is according to what, in his judgment, will he sufficient to covr the risk attached to the
flaw in the title (see section 32). From hr per cent, to 5 per cent, have been paid. 'Where registered niemorials of deeds
are accepted as evidence 20s. is charged for each memorial, without regard to the value of the land.
The balance of the Assurance Fund at the end of 1877 was £47,314.
Several demands for compensation have been made sipomi the Assui'anoe Fund, but have been abandoned—I
presume because the claimants had no good grounds upon which they could legally prosecute them.
Three claims against the Assurance Fund have been successfully, prosecuted—the total amount recovered
being £718 On. 44.
For your further information I enclose a copy of the Statistical Register of Victoria, for 1877—Part Vu—Law,
I have, &o.,
Registrar of Titles,
P.S.—In consequence of some of the returns not yet being completed for 1878, I have given the information up to
the end of 1877.
* Signature of Registrar of Titles accidentally omitted.
Sydney Thomas Rict,ani,, Ue'-ers,u,ent l'rintest.lSiO.
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1879—SO.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

REAL PROPERTY ACT.
(RETURNS UNDER FOR 1879.)

-

Qrtzentzb to zrIiament bg tomntanb.

RETURN of the number of Applications, with amount of Fees, &c., under the Real Property Act, from
1st January to 31st December, 1879.
Ar.
Mouth.

No. of No. of
Applies- Propertiont tico.

Value.
Country.

Suburban.

a.r,p
January

it

February

to

March .......... 13

21

9 027

April

8

17

5533

May ............. 16

17

102 327

.

Fee,.
Certdflcsteo
an! other

-m''

a.r.p

£

£o.d.

tots!.

£s.d.

£s.d.

Led.

23

It

331 11,256

1

0

25,278

52 13 3 1700

65260

721 19 3

14

IX

0271

00

4,916

10410 13 10 0

710 16 0

734 10 10

1,504 036

6,745

14

0

65412

0

689 3

60 0

584 12

0

596

16o

2,960

701 322

6,68o

6 015

2,517

4151224

9.187

I

635

1318 4 17

0

645,7 8

67616

710

0

70010

0

713 410

192101700

731 10 4

767 13 2

20,746

43 4 5 17

642

011

32,708

682102300

19

10

July .............3

29

242221

Auguet ...........Ii

is

32 2 241 ...............

September

14

17

913*

October

10

17

153181

361232

14,658

30 10 7

November

it

16

15 3141

1,465 2201

8,961

December

13

iG

35 3 381

21,790

Tents .......... 138

224

81

482 2 30

2,681

84
,8,686

i

0

Jusie ............8

0

2010

1

0

5

i 4 157,146

5 410

0

0

0

702 14 5

608u

0

6991310

19100

843 19 0

893 19 7

1813 5

21

0

0

56614

0

606 7 5

45 711

2010

0

571 3

0

637

327

7 9 200

10

0

011

0 0 7,912 11 0 8,439 18 9

The above Return is exotusive of one appliestlon which ha, been withdmwn.
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NUMBER of dealings registered under the Real Property Act during the year 1879.
Amount of ConsIderation.

No.

Instrument.

£

1,422,547
3,414,000
158,777
848,987

...
.....3,425
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
Transfers ...
t,86o
.....
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
Mortgages
24
.........
Encumbrances
Discharge of Mortgages and Encumbrances ....................737
191
........................
Caveats
8
...
...
...
...
Withdrawals of Caveat ...
52
.....................
Transfers of Mortgage
66
...
..
Leases ...
...
,
.....................15
Transfer, of Lease
32
Surrenders of Lease ...............
2
Notice of Marriage
46
Notice of Death
26
.........
Registered Proprietor by Survivorsiup
..,
,
33
............
Writ
s
Satisfaction of Writ ...............
2
...
Vesting Order ...
1
...............
Foreclosure of Mortgage
8
...............
Power of Attorney
131
Transmission by Endorsement
23
...............
..,
Declaration of Trust

5,844,35'

6,788

RETURN of the number of Crown Grnta registered under the Real Property Act, from let January to
.81st December, 1879.
Area,
No. of Grants.

Month.

Town
end Suburban.
a.r.p.

1,084

January
February
...

March ...

...

,.,

4,880

...

4,138
.....

68 1 17

337*

s.d.

£s.d.

0 27

200,029 7 10

416 17 0

I 32*

769,802 13 5

i,6o5 0 2

629,669

1,312 14

2

74

4

a. r. p.
197,969

307 3 I84 747,741
1 79

612,980 0234

72,45482

May

528

9115

Juno ..,

672

32

0

04

118,376 0 13

July

589

51

2

0*

94,420 234

September

r,o66

807 2 31

October

...

...

1,252
.....

269

2 174

O

58,715215

307 1 14

346 3 264

I

35,577 16 4

504

2,783

£

023

26,182

April

August

Assurance.

Value.
cOUfl 57.

395,676 '

84

136,30' II

15107
284

5

2

0

ti9,687 6 ix

249 10 10

488,157 8 6

1,017 9 2

53,071

12

0

1

3

110

182,774 0 184

212,435 19

7

442 16 8
644 9 7

50,140 3 285

November

1,778

213 r 37

261,376 2 314

308,201 4 8

December

381

55 3 16

35,435 0 224

38,461 5 7

19,655

4

So

2,731 3 74 12,781,788 1 29* 3,063,849 3 82

£

4

4

6,389 0 10

S.

1,422,547 0
Non-Amount of consideration money for transfers under the Act for the year 1510
3,414,000 0
Amount secured by mortgage under the Act for the year 1579 ........
Total areaunder the Act to end of the year 1879-0,837,516 acres 2 roods 22 perches. Total value14,197,182 10
of land under the Act to end of the year 1879
B. G. WARD,
Registrar General.

[3d.]

Sydney: Thomas Richards, Government Printer.-1880.

1879.

LEGTSLATrVE ASSEMBLY.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

COLONIAL ARCIIITECT.
(ESTIMATES PEEFABJED BY.)

Ordered by the Leqislative Assembly to be pnnted, 18 December, 1879.

RETURN to an Order of the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South
Wales, dated the 20th day of June, 1879, That there be laid upon the Table of
this House,—
The number of Estimates prepared during the last three years by the
Colonial Architect for which :iurther sums have had to be voted by
Parliament, showing the original amount and the further sums so required
in each case."

(llfr. Cameron)

199—

COLONIAL AItOHITECT.
RETURN showing number of Estimates prepared during the last three years by the Colonial Architect for which
further sums have had to be voted by Parliament, showing the original amount and the further sums so required
in each case. [Mr. Cameron's motion, 20th June, 1870.]
Building.

Work,

of

Amount
Estime.

a,noun4 Further sum
Year. Original
required.
of Vote,

Remarks.

3 s.d. £ s. d.
£ st
Parramatta Lunatic Asylum ... Additions, &-. ... 38,000 0 0 1877 25,000 0 0 13,00 0 0 The original amount votedwas given as
an approximate estimate of the cost
of a new wing to this Asylum, asked
for by the Inspector of the rnsane,
and before particulars and require.
ments were furnished of the accom
modation considered necessary.
BingeraPostandTelegraphOffioe Erection .......... 1,450 0 0
898 0 0
,,
800 0 0
Coobara'bran
na
Post and Teledo
2,100 0 0
1,200 0 0 1,049 0 0
graph Office.
Morriwa Post and Telegraph
do
900 0 0
1,575 0 0
,,
800 0 0
These original amounts were not
Office.
estimated by Colonial Architect,
R.ockley Post and Telegraph
660 0 0
do......... 1,300 0 0
,,
800 0 0
.
but were furnished by Postal
Office.
Department to be placed on
Walgett Post and Telegraph
do
815 0 0
1,970 0 0 1878 1,500 0 0
Estimates.
Windsor Post and Telegraph
do
1,600 0 0
,,
1,500 0 0. 545 0 U
Office.
Mores Post and Telegraph Office
850 0 0
do
1,500 0 0
,,
1,000 0 0
(These original amounts were placed
on Estimates at the request of the
Gunnedah Post and Telegraph
do
1,800 0 0 1.877 1,000 0 0 11 450 0 0
Postal Department by Colonial
Office.
Architect before particulars were
1' amut Post and Telegraph Office
do
2,300 0 0
,,
1,200 0 0 1,407 0 0
furnished of the accommodation
required.
Victoria Park ......................... Dwarf.wall, ke... 3,250 0 0
,,
2,000 0 0 1,250 0 0 The further amount is required for
additional wall and railing not
originally asked for.
Gundagai Post and Telegraph Erection .......... 2,600 0 0
,,
1,500 0 0 1,875 0 0 This original amount was not esti.
Office,
mated by Colonial Architect, but
was furnished by Postal Depart.
mont to be placed on Estimates.
£775 of the further sum is required
for extra foundations, rendered
necessary by the irregularity of the
site, description of which had not
been received when estimate was
preareti.
Tenterfield Oourthou.se and
do
,,
4,000 0 0
432 0 0 The turther sum was required in eon4,000 0 0
Lockup.
sequence of having to provide accommodation for holding Courts of Petty
Sessions not asked for when original
estimate was submitted.
Grcafell Lockup ....................do
,,
1,200 0 0
100 0 0 The original amount was not placed
1,200 0 0
on the Estimates by Colonial
Architect.
Custom Reuse, Sydney ............. Additions, &c.
1,750 0 0
950 0 0 This further stun was required to
2,700 0 0
provide accommodation for Government Analyst, &e,, which was not
asked for when original estimate was
prepared.
Livervool- Benevolent Asylum ... Repairs, Lie. ....... 1,370 0 0 1878 1,000 0 0
416 0 0 The original amount was not estimated by Colonial Architect., but
was placed on Estimates at the
request of the Colonial Secretary.
These original amounts were not
t estimated by the Colonial Archilaverell Police Quarters .........Erection .........1,000 0 0
,,
800 0 0
400 0 0
tect,butwere furnished by the
Walgett Police Barracks
1,200 0 0
970 0 0
do
1,800 0 0
Inspector General of Police to be
placed on Estimates.
Yass Court-house ....................do
8,000 0 0 1877 6,000 0 0 2,000 0 0 £6,000 were placed on Estimates as
the approximate value of the work,
but when particulars of accommodation were furnished and the site
determined upon, the building was
estimated to cost £5,000; a contract
however has been token amounting
to £7,300.
Parraniatta Protestant Orphan Additions ..........800
. 0 0
800 0 0
191 0
School.
Parramatta Hospital................ Repairs, Lie........ ,955 0 0
,,
1,955 0 0
41 0 0
244 0 0
Newcastle Custom-house .......... Dwarf-wall, Lie
,,
630 0 0
680 0 0
430 0 0 These further sums were required
Wentwortli Court-house ......... Erection .......... 2,800 0 0
2,750 0 0
103 0 0 I to make up the amounts of the
South Read Road .....................Erection of
,,
2,600 0 0
2,600 0 0
dwarf wall, Lie.
tenders accepted for the various
,,
3,000 0 0
250 0 0 I works.
fllayney Court-house and Lockup Erection .......... 3,000 0 U
,,
2,000 0 01 221 0 0
Albury Land and Survey Office
do
2,000 0 U
Darhinghurst Lunatic Receiving Additions ....... .. 3,600 0 .0
,,
2,800 0 0 1,068 0 0
I
Rouse,
Thmworth Police Statioa .......... Additions, Lie. .., 1,042 0 01 1878 1,042 0 01 138 0 01
1,300 0 U
375 0
Cooma Lunatic Asylum
do
1,300 0
Oj

I

I

1

L

I

01
I

1'

01JI

8
Bufiding.

Work.

fontaguo Island Light•liouse.,

Erection

Aount
o!tc.

Un
Year. fti_i:unt EUI,1!

£ a. d.
£ a. d.
£ a. d.
. 15,000 0 0 1877 15,000 0 0 1,900 0 0 £3,000 of the amount voted for this

rilurrumbunab Court-house ...

do

2000 0 0

,,

1,200 0 0

800 0 0

Boston Court-house, Lockup, &c

do

2,400 0 0

,,

1,500 0 0

900 0 0

Victoria Barracks ................... Drainage ........ 5,000 0 0

,,

3,000 0 0 2,000 0 0

-

Fdorpcbh Post and Telegraph Erection (inclu. 2,200 0 0 1879
Office,
ding purchase
of site).

2,000 0 0

200 0 0

Colonial Architect's Office,
Sydney, 4 December, 1879.

[3d.]

Remarks.

work was required for lantern, and
a contract taken for £13,000, or
£1,900 more than the balance of the
vote; the contract however has
been cancelled.
This estimate was the approximate
value of the work, no particulars
having been furnished when the
amount was placed on Estimates.
On the plan being prepared providing
the accommodation asked for, the
buildingwas cstimatodto cost2,000.
£1,500 was placed on Estimates as the
approximate value of the work, but
when particulars of accommodation
were furnished it was found that
the cost would be increased, by the
further sum named.
The further sum is required in consequence of the line of drainage
being altered and increased, necessitating a larger outlay.
The original sum included in Colonial
Architect's draft estimates was
£2,200, but as only £2,000 was
laead on printed Estimates the
Further sum was asked for.
JAMES BERNET,
Colonial Architect.

S3dney: Thomas llivlmrdo, Government Printer—laIn.
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1879-80.
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

REMOVAL OF CAMPBELL'S WALL.
(CORRESPONDENCE, &o.)

Ordered by the legislative Assess big to be printed, 3 February, 1880.

RETURN to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South
Wales, dated 1st November, 1.878, That there be laid upon the Table of this
House,Copies of all Correspondence, Letters, &e., between the Municipal
Council, Australasian Steam Navigation Company, and the Government,
with reference to the removal of Campbell's Wall, Lower George-street."

(Mr. I. Davies.)

SCEEDULE.
NO.

S.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17,
18,
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

24.

25.
26.
27.

22.

29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
86.

Memorandum by Mr. F.W. Unwin, proposieg to form an opening through the ridge of rock isiteneeting Argyle'
street, and to continue that street to its junction with Kent-street. 20 May, 1831 .......................................
Memo, by Mr. Unwin to Colonel Dumoresq, with minute. 20 June, 1831 ............ ................. ......................
Colonial Secretary to Mr. Unwin. 29 June, 1831 ............ ........................................................
Memorial by Messrs. Aspinall, Brown, & Co., and twenty others, to His Excellency the Governor, with minute 28
July, 1831 ....................................................................................................................................
Mr. Charles Wilson, Department of Public Works, to the Colonial Secretary, with minute and enclosure 22
November, 1831 .........................................................................................................................
Same to same, with minutes and enclosure. 21 December, 1831 ...............................................................
F. W. Unwin to Charles Wilson, Esq., with minute. 8 February, 1832 ......................................................
))o. to the Colonial Secretary, with minutes. 13 March, 1882 ... ............................................................. ..
Colonial Secretary to the Surveyor General. Ii) March, 1832 ........................ ..........................................
Colonial Secretary to F. VT. Unwin, Esq. 19 March, 1832 .....................................................................
Colonial Secretary to A. liallen, Esq. 19 March, 1832 ............ ................................ ..............................
Ditto to the Surveyor General, with enclosure. 4 April, 1837 ..................................................................
Colonial Secretary to Mr. F. IV. Unwin. 13 April, 1832 .................. .. ....................................................
Description of lands leased and granted to Mr. Robert Campbell ...............................................................
Surveyor General to the Colonial Secretary, with minute,. 13 July, 1832 ............................... ....................
Colonial Secretary to B. Campbell, Esq. 27 July, 1832 ...........................................................................
B. Campbell to the Colonial Secretary. 3 August, 1837 ..........................................................................
Memo, by the Surveyor General, with minutes. 20 September, 1832 .........................................................
Robert Campbell to His Excellency the Governor, with minutes. 1.9 October, 1832 ......................................
Extract from summary of Council, with minute. 14 January, 1833 ............................................................
Memo, by His Excellency the Governor ...............................................................................................
Colonial Secretary to B. Campbell, Esq. 26 January, 1833 .............. .. ................................................. ...
Colonial Secretary to the Surveyor General. 30 January, 1833 ..................................................................
Surveyor General to the Colonial Secretary, with minute. 23 November, 1833 .............................................
Colonial Secretary to the Surveyor General. 4 January, 1834 ..................................................................
Surveyor General to the Colonial Secretary, with minutes. 6 August, 1834 ................................................
Surveyor General to Mr. W. Redmond. 29 October, 1841 .....................................................................
Mr. M. Charlton to Ilia Cosnmitteo for valuing land, New George'eti'eet. 1 November, 1841 ......... ............ ......
A. B. Spark to ditto ditto. 2 November, 1841 ......................................... ................................... .........
W. Redmond to the Deputy Surveyor General. 3 November, 1841... ................................................ ...... ...
George Thornton to the Surveyor General. 5 November, 1811 ..................................................................
Abstract of los, of premises in Barrington and Globe Streets .....................................................................
Mr.. B. Underwood to the Board for opening George-street. 17 November, 1841 ..........................................
Colonial Secretary to Mr. F. Wilkinson. 7 February, 1842 ............................ . ............ ...........................
Same to Mr. James Ewon. 7 February, 1842 ........................................................................................
A. B. Spark to the Colonial Secretary, with minutes, 15 February, 1842 ...................................................
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No

37. Memoranda
38. Board for opening George-skeet to the Colonial Secretary, with minutes. 2 May, 1842
29. Colonial Secretary to the Surveyor General. 9 May, 1842..... ..... ..... ........
.............. ...................................
Do.
to Mr. M. Charlton. 9 May, 1843 ..............................................................................
Do.
to A. B. Spark, Esq. 9 May, 184.2 ................................. ..........................................
42.
Do.
to Mr. W. Redmond. 9 May, 1842 ...... .....................................................................
48.
Do.
to George Thornton, Esq. 9 May, 1842 .....................................................................
44.
Do.
to Mrs. B. Underwood. 9 May, 1842 .......... .............. ................................................
45.
Do.
to Mr. Tames Ewe,,. 9 May, 1842 .............................................................................
46.
Do.
to Mr. F. Wilkinson, 9 May, 1842 ........... .................. ................................................
47. Colonel Barney to the Colonial Secretary, with minutes. 15 July, 1842 ......................................................
48. Colonial Secretary to the Surveyor General. 30 July, 1847 .....................................................................
49. Colonial Secretary to the Colonial Engineer. 30 July, 1842 .....................................................................
50. Mr. M. G. Golden to the Colonial Secretary, with minutes. 15 November, 1842 ..........................................
51. Colonial Secretary to the Colonial Engineer. 22 November, 1842..............................................................
52. Surveyor General to the Colonial Secretary. 30 January, 1843..................................................................
53. Memorandum. 7 July ......................... ... .........................................................................................
54. Surveyor General to the Colonial Secretary, with minutes. 19 July, 1847 ...................................................
55. Colonial Secretary to the Surveyor General. 29 July, 1847 .......... ...........................................................
56.
Do.
to
do
11 October, 1847 ....................................................... .........
Do.
to
57.
do.
13 November, 184.7..............................................................
58.
Do.
to
do.
13 February, 1849 ....................... .......................................
59.
Do.
to the Deputy Surveyor General. 3 March, 1848 .........................................................
60. Surveyor General to the Colonial Secretary, with minutes. 7 March, 1848 ..................... ...........................
61. Colonial Secretary to the Surveyor General. 1 May, 1549. .......................................................................
62.
Do.
to the Town Clerk. 2 May, 1848 ...... .......................................................................
63. Surveyor General to the Colonial Secretary. 11 May, 1848 ....... ..............................................................
64. Gazette notice ....... ...................... ................................................. ...................................................
65. Town Clerk to the Colonial Secretary, with minutes. 15 December, 148 ...... .............................................
66. Mr. J. Armstrong to the Surveyor General. 8 January, 1849 ..................... .............................................
67. Memo, by the Surveyor General. 29 January, 1849 .................................... ..........................................
68. Colonial Secretary to the Surveyor General. 6 February, 1849 ............................................ ......................
Do.
69.
to the Town Clerk. 6 February, 1849 ........................... ......... ....................................
70. Surveyor Armstrong to the'Surveyor General. 12 April, 1849 ............................................ ......................
71. Surveyor General to the Colonial Secretary, with minutes. 21 May, 1849 ...................................................
72. Sumaiary'of proceedings of Executive Council in ye Lower George-street, with minute. 19 June, 1849...............
73. Colonial Secretary to the Surveyor General. 27 June, 1849 . .......... ........................................................
74. Surveyor General to the Colonial Secretary, with minutes. 10 .Tuly, 1849 ...................................................
75. Summary of proceedings of Executive Council. 13 November, IS4.9 .... ........ ... .............................................
.16. Gazette notied. 13 November, 1849 ...................................................................................................
Colonial Secretary to the Surveyor General. 27 November, 1849 ...............................................................
Messrs. Campbell & Co. to the Colonial Secretary, with minutes. 10 December, -1849 ....................................
79. Surveyor General to Messrs. Campbell & Co. 12 December, 1549 ...............................................................
80, Proceedings of the Executirc Council relative to Messrs. Campbell's claim, with minute. 18 January, 1.850 ........
81. Colonial Secretary to Messrs. Campbell & Co. 4 February, 1850 ............ ......... ................................. .........
82. Messrs. Camimpbcll & Co. to the Colonial Secretary, vith minutes. 9 February, 1850 .......................................
83. Colonial Secretary to Messrs. Campbell & Co. 15 February, 1850 ........................... .....................................
844, Surveyor General to the Colonial Secretary. 23 February, 1850 ............................ ............ ................
Colonial Secretary to F. Campbell, Esq. 7 March, 1850 .............. ........ ......... ..........................................
. ......
Surveyor General to time Colonial Secretary, with minutes and onelosure. 19 March, 1850 ..............................
87. Colonial Secretary to the Surveyor General. 30 March, 1850 ............................................... .. ......... .........
88. Town Clerk to the Colonial Secretary, with minute. 13 April, 1850. ................................ ...........................
89. Same to same, with minutes. 7 May, 1850 ... ....................................... . .......................... . ....................
90. Colonial Secretary to R. Campbell, Esq. 7 May, 1850 .................................. . .............. . .........................
Do.
to Town Clerk. 9 May, 1850 ........................... ........... ............................ . ................
- 9.
Do.
to
do.
10 Nay, 1850 ................................................................................
Messrs. Campbell & Co. to the Colonial Secretary, with minutes. 20 May, 1850 ..........................................
.Préci.c, with minutes. 8 June................................... .......
.............. ...... .............................................
95. Town Clerk to the Colonial Secretary, with minutes. 8 June, 1850 ................... .........................................
96. Colonial Secretary to the Town Clerk. 24 June, 1850 ... ...... ... ............ . ........... . .... .... ....... ..........................
97. Same to Messrs. Campbell & Co. 24 July, 1850 .. ........................................................................... .......
Copy of above. 24 July, 1850 ......... ....... .... . ......... ..... . ............ . .... ... ........ .... ........ . ............... ........... .....
Surveyor General to Messrs. Campbell & Co. 16 August, 1850 ....................... ..........................................
Colonial Secretary to the Surveyor General, 17 February, 1851 ................................................. ......... . .......
it. Same to same. 7 August, 1851.......................................... . ............ ............................. ......... ...............
102. Memorial from the City Council to flis Excellency the Governor. 13 October, 1851.......................................
103. Memo, by His Excellency the Governor. 28 October, 1851 ........................................................... ..........
104. Colonial Secretary to the Town Clerk. 4 November, 1851 .........................................................................
105. Extract from Votes and Proceedings of the Legislative Council. 13 November, 1851...... ............... 4 ...... 4- ......
106. Colonial Secretary to the Surveyor General. 10 December, 1851 ....................................... ........................
17. Surveyor General to the Colonial Secretary, with minutes, 12 December, 1851.. ........................ I ..................
108. Copy from Register of blank cover letters from Colonial Secretary...............................................................
109. Colonial Secretary to the Surveyor General. 28 February, 1852 ............ ...................................................
110. Town Clerk to the Colonial Secretary, with minutes. 24 March, 1852 .........................................................
111. Colonial Secretary to the Town Clerk. 24 April, 1852 ......... .. ....... ............................................................
112. Surveyor General to the Colonial Secretary, with minutes. 20 May, 1852 ...................................................
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REMOVAL OF CAMPBELL'S WALL.
No.1.
Memorandum by Mr. F. W. Tinwin.
Mn. UNwIN proposes to form an opening through the ridge of rock intersecting Argyle-street, and to
continue that street to its junction with Kent-street.. The opening to be 80 feet wide, and the sides
of the rock to be cut down cven and left with a fair face, and to be protected by it firm railing on each
side for its whole length. The width of Argyle-street being 00 feet, and the central opening :30 feet, there
ivilliemain two causeways for foot-passengers over the rock of. 15 feet in width between the opening and
the line of the buildings, which are to be ascended by a fligtt of steps at each end of the ridge. The
levels to be taken from the top of the culvert crossing Argyle-street, agreeably to a plan of the ground
made in contemplation of a tunnel, in the Office of Works. The communication in Princes-street and
Cuenberland-street to be preserved by means of two bridges of wood of a structure and form to be approved
of by Government. The entire work to be completed in eight months, and to be carried on and finished to the approbation of the Director of Public Works or other officer to be appointed by His Excellency the
Governor.
In compensation, Mr. Tjnwin to receive a grant of so much of the Crown Land abutting on the line
of street as is marked red in the annexed *plan, and to have assigned to him four mechanics (viz., two • Not with the
pers.
quarrymen, one carpenter, and one smith) and eight labourers.
P. W. UNWL.
Sydney, 20 May, 1831.

No. 2.
Memorandum by Mr. Unwin.
Mn, UNWIN has the honor to present his compliments to Colonel Dumaresq, and requests to be informed
whether the Governor has conic to any determination with respect to his proposal to form a communication through Argyle-street to Darling Harbour.
Mr. Unwin applied yesterday at the Colonial Secretary's Office, and was referred by Mr. Macbay
to Colonel Dumaresq.
Sydney, 20 june, 1831.
* This ininut
21butte on No, 2.
has evidently
* it will be better to tell him I am not prepared to enter into this matter at present, the Govern- been written by
III, Excellency
mont having so many pressing matters in hand at this moment—June 27.
Gov. Darling,
although no mltãale are attached
thereto.

No.3.
The Colonial Secretary to Mr. Unwin.
Sir,

Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 29 Juiie, 1831.
Referring to the proposal made by you on the 20th ultimo, to form an opening through the See No. I.
ridge of rock intersecting Argyle-street, and to continue that street to its junction with Kent-street, I
am directed by His Excellency the Governor to inform you that he is not prepared to enter into the
object in question at present, the Government having many pressing matters on hand at this moment.
I am, &c.,
ALEX. McLEAt

No. 4.
Memorial by Messrs. Aspinall, Brown & Co., and others.
To His Excellency Lieutenant-General RALPH DAuLEc, Governor of the Colony of New South Wales.
and its dependencies.
The Memorial of the undersigned proprietors and occupiers of laud and premises in the Town S
of Sydney,—
SnowETn

That from the rapid increase of the t3wn of Sydney and the extension of its trade, the Cove
does not afford sufficient space for the convenient mooring of the ship ping, whilst the small extent of its
shore applicable to such a purpose prevents the formation of additional wharfs and warehouses which have
become absolutely necessary to carry on the traffic of the place, and that in consequence many of the
larger mercantile establishments have been carried round into Darling Harbour.
That the very general success of the w'hale-ftsherv has caused that lobe the channel in which a great
port of the capital of the Colony is now employed, and it may reasonably be expected that branch of trade
will continue to be a main object-with the colonial merchants, whilst the obvious advantages attached to this
port as an entrepôt for the fishery render it highly probable that the English ship-owners will fit out their
fishing-vessels from hence. The insufficient accommodation of Sydney Cove will of course eanse the new
establishments to be made in Darling Harbour.
That the communication from the shore of Sydney Cove to that of Darling Harbour is extremely
inconvenient from the natural position of the town, the eastern side of which is divided from the western
by an abrupt ridge of rock, and the only present access from one shore to the other by any descriptdon
of cart or carriage is by the steep and dicult road over the Church Hill, or the circuitous track by DAWeS'
Batter,
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Battery—a disadvantage seriously felt by the present occupiers of premises on the shore of Darling
Harbour, and operating strongly against further improvements on that side of the town; some merchants
connected with the whale fishery having preferred carrying their establLshlnerits altogether over to the
North Shore to encountering this difficulty of access.
That a short and easy communication between these two parts of, the town would be effected by
cutting through the dividing ridge at Argyle-street, and either forming a tunnel (the distance being but
280 feet) or cutting down the rock, and throwing a bridge over the hollow so as to preserve the hue of
commnni,ation in Pr1 ices-street,
That your inomorialists believe that thig subject has already occupied your Excellency's attention,
and that a plan for the formation of a tunnel has been submitted to and received the approbation of
Government.
your memorialists, lastly, beg
to call your Excellency's attention to the fact that the expense of
this work would be almost defrayed by the increascd value it would confer upon the Crown Land on the
western side of the town, whilst the advantage and convenience of it to the public mark it as one of the
rnost important as well as necessary works that can engage the attention of Government.
But should the public works now in progress fully occupy the means at the disposal of Governm ent, your einorialists
mn
do not doubt that individuals will readily be found willing to undertake the work
on receiving as a remuneration such of the Crown Lands as abut on the line of the proposed openin.
your memorialists, therefore, humbly pray your Excellency to take the subject into your Excellency's early consideration, and afford thetis such relief and assistance as to your Excellency shall seem
proper.
And your memorialists shall ever pray, &c.
ASPIXALL, BROWN, & CO.,
And twenty others.

Minute Olt

j\T

4.

Mr. Unwin has been informed by the Colonial Secretary that this proposition cannot be entertained
at present—liD., 28 July, 1831.

No. 5.
Mr. C. Wilson to The Colonial Secretary.
Sir,

Office of Public Works, Sydney, 22 November, 1831.
I have the honor to return you Mr. Campbell's letter, dated 17 September last, transmitted
*Lttar,bk not with you letter of the *21st October, directing my report thereon. In attention I have to acquaint you,
obtainable,
for the information of His Excellency the Acting-Governor, that the Town Surveyor, on examining the
books in the Surveyor General's Office, states that lie can find only two leases to Mr. Campbell, containing 2 acres 2 roods IC perches, and 2 reeds, dated 1 Lth August, 1801, for fourteen years. On comnpnring
them with his present land the difference is so great that he is at a loss to know how the descriptions
were made out, as they contain more than double the above quantity, and encroach considerably on the
adjoining allotments.
Under these circumstances, I conceive it will be necessary that Mr. Campbell should be required to
furnish an extract from the deed or leases upon which he claims the land lie occupies in this part of
Not with
Sydney, unless the letter he refers to, dated t3rd April, 1830, addressed to His Excellency, contains the
PM'CTS.
information required, which letter or copy does not appear in this office.
I have, &c.,
CHAS. WILSON, C.E.

Minute on .No. 5.
The Town Surveyor should apply to Mr. Campbell for information, to enable him to report
satisfaetonly.
[No initials to this minute; supposed to have been written by ActingGovernor Colonel Lindsay.]

[Enclosure to No. 5.]
Mr. B. Campbell to The Colonial Secretary.
Sir,

Not with
papers.

Sydney, 17 September, 1331.
Perceiving that the Government gangs are widening and repairing the street, in front of the residences of the Venerablo
Archdeacon and the Collector of the Customs, which runs through my property, I have the honor to request that you will be
pleased to submrnt to His Excellency the Governor the reasonable,,ess of making me some remuneration, on the part of the
Government, in consideration of the same, on the ground that the street in question is of public utility, and that in the original
leases of the land, which I purchased in 1799, as stated in my fletter to His Excellency, 3rd April, 1830, provision was made
for only one road through it 66 feet wide, leading to Dawes' Battery.
1have, &e.,
E013T. CAMPBELL.

3Cm ate on above.
Refer, as usual, to the Director of Works.

Not initIalled by
the writer.

No. 6.
Mr. C. Wilson to The Colonial Secretary.
21 oetober.
29 Novemb.r. 20 Deoonber,
hook oontaining

letters not
obtainable.

Sir,

,
Office of Public Works, Sydney, 21 December, 1831.
%Vith reference to the instructions contained in your letters, as per margin, I have now the
honor to submit the Town Surveyor's report upon Mr. Robert Campbell's allotment in Sydney.
1have, &c.,
CHAS. WILSON. C.E.

.jlLinuteg on Rb. C.
Mr. Campbell, sentor, states that a road is being conducted through his, land, and claims compensation for it, the origipal leases having only reserved one road 06 feet wide;-

The
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The Town Surveyor reports that the oéiginal leases expired in 1818 ; that the road left by Mr.
Campbell is only 30 feet wide, instead of 60 ; that the land now held by Mr. Campbell differs altogether,
as to the boundaries, from that described in those leases; and that while a great (of which Mr. Campbell
seems to be unaware) reserving what may be required for the streets has been executed for one-half of
the land, he has no title whatever beyond possession of the other half.
Tn addition to this, it may be observed that tho conducting streets through town property,
especially property so rugged as that in question, confers it very considerable benefit upon the proprietor,
whether more or less than is equivalent to the land they occupy is of course open to determinatLon in
every separate case
These papers should be transmitted to the Surveyor General, desiring him to report whether Mr.
B. Campbell occupies any of the Crown Lands in Sydney for which occupation there is no title recorded
in the Surveyor Generals books.
RB., 2 April, 1832.
\\rliere is the deed of grant of which Mr. C. seems utiaw-are P
Write again.
Surveyor General written to, 4 April, 1887.

[Enclo.cure to lYe. (U
Mr. A. Ilallen to The Director of Public Works.
Town Surveyor's Cmos, Sydney, 20 December, 1831.
Sir,
In answer to the Colonial Secretary's loll er of the 21 ,t of October and 29th of November, directing a report to Theletter-bk
be made on the application of Mr. Robert Campbell reqnestnig that some reniiinemtiofl might be given him for the road containIng the
running through his property in front of the Arcl,dearon's residence, and for which no reservation was made in the leases lettersevemot
he became the purchaser of in the year 1799, the omily leases I can find in fsivonr of Mr. Robert Campbell are two dated the be (mind.
11th of August, 180, for fourteen years, in which a road is reserved Ieaiiag to Dwos' B ittory, (6(l) sixty-six feet wide—
Mr. Campbell has not loft it (30) tlairty feit—and the descriptions are altogether erroneous. however, they appear to be
included in a subsequent grant correctly surveyed, ,I*t cr1 29th Ju,ao, 151 I., in which is a olao,e giving the Governor for the
time being the power of taking any part of the lend for the purpose of making and improving the streets. Of this grant
Mr. Campbell does not appear to be aware, by hus letter stating ''aao provision being made." The land in the
possession of Mr. Campbell oil the west side of the road leading to the Battery, it appears" lie has no other title to than
possession, the above grant only describing the land on the east side of I lie road.
I have, &c.,
AMBROSE hALLEN.

No. 7.
Mr. F. W. Unwin to The Director of Public Works,
Sydney, Pitt-street, S Fobruars, 1832.
Several of the subscribers of the memorial to the late Governor respecting the formation of
the tunnel in Argyle-street having applied to inc to ascertain the decision of Government on the subject,
I have the honor to request that as the business falls within your department, you will bring it under
His Excellency's not-ice at your early conveaieuce. Fearing from the length of time that has elapsed
since the memorial was presented that it may have been anislaid. [ have enclosed it oopy*. Should his
Excellency think favourably of the object of the inemorialists, 1 slaall feel lnuela flattered by Ids permission
to wait upon him to explain more fully their views, and the means they have of carrying this great No. 4.
I have, Sic.,
improvement into effect.
P. W. UNIV IN.
Sir,

Minute on Rb. 7.
To see Mr. Urwin on Monday next at j past 10.—RB., March 2.

No.8.
Mr. F. W. Unwin to The Colonial Secretary.
Sydney, 13 March, 1832.
I have the honor to acquaint you, for the information of His Excellency the Governor, that a
publiemeeting of the proprietors of lands it, Sydney interested in the formation of an opening from
George-street through Argyle-street to Darling Harbour, was held at the Custom house yesterday, when
it was agreed to form a Joint Stock Company, and raise the suna of £2,000 in 100 shares of £20 each,
which sum, it was considered, would exceed the necessary expense of the undertaking.
These shares were immediately subscribed for, and no difficulty is apprehended in the accomplishment of the work, provided the Government would afford the Company the Jitcilities of drawing such
powder from the public stores as may be required for the purpose of blasting at cost price, assign to them
such number of mechanics and labourers as may be necessary, and empower them to levy such a toll as
will afford an interest of 10 per cent. on the amount of capital actually paid up.
The present calculation and estimate are made upon the plan of cutting through the ridge of rock
to a depth sufficient to preserve the level of Argyle-street and forming a new street 30 feet wide, with
bridges in Cumnberland and Princes Streets, to maintain the communication, and carrying a footpath
guarded by a parapet wall over the rook on each side of the opening, with' it flight of steps at both ends.
it is estimated that with the assistance of fifteen mechanics and thirty labourers the whole work
will be completed within eight months from the day of commencement.
I am requested by the subscribers who attended the meeting to solicit His Excellency's assistance
to the extent above mentioned, and, in the event of the proposed plan meeting with His Excellency's
approbation, the favour of his initiating a Bill in the Legislative Council granting them such authority as
I have, &c.,
will enable them to carry it into effect.
F. W. UNWIN,
Hon. Secretary.
Sir,

Mrnutee

?t7'
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Minutes on No. S.
Mr. tuwin is requested to attend at Government House on Tuesday, at3 o'clock in the afternoon,
with any plans or drawings of the projected new street. The Colonial Secretary is requested to procure
the attendance of Surveyor General and Mr. Hallen at the same time—RB., 17 March, 1832.
Inform Mr. Unwin that, having seen a section of the proposed lot and heard his explanation of it,
1 accede to the proposal of the Company, and will lay before the Council the Bill to enable them to
execute their design. I also consent that the Company shall be furnished with gunpowder at the cost price,
namely, the actual expense of the powder delivered here, in which the freight and charges are included,
to be paid for as issued from the magazine ; and further, with the mechanics and labourers demanded for
the space of eight months, the Company paying monthly to the Dy. Commissary General the cost
of the rations with which the persons will be supplied. The plans, drawings. and descriptions of the
proposed work as explained this day by Mr. ljnwin are to be lodged with the Surveyor General, and there
is to be a clause in the proposed Bill prohibiting the collection of toll before the work has been approved
of by the Surveyor General on behalf of the Government. The draft of the Bill is to be submitted for
approval of Government when drawn up by the Company's agent—RB., April 5, 1832.
if the Bill does not interfere with any private property further than the responsibility incurred by
the Company, it may be made a public Act.

No.9.
The Colonial Secretary to The Surveyor General..
Sir,

Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 19 March, 1832.
I have the honor, by direction of His Excellency the Governor, to request that you will be
pleased to attend at Government House on Tuesday next (to.morrow), at 3 o'clock in the afternoon, for
the purpose of meeting Mr. F. W. Unwin who has been requested to attend with plans explanatory of a
proposal submitted through him by a public meeting of landed proprietors in Sydney, who are desirous of
making an opening from Gcorge.street through Argyle-street to Darling Harbour.
I have, &c,,
ALEX. McLEAY.

No. 10.
The Colonial Secretary to Mr. F. W. Unwin.
Sir,

No. a

Colonial Secretary's Office, Syduey, 19 March, 1832.
With reference to your letter of the 131h instant, submitting the result of a public meeting of
the proprietors of lands in Sydney interested in the formation of an opening from George.street through
Argyle.street to Darling Harbour, I have the honor, by direction of His Excellency the Governor, to
request that you will be pleased to attend at Government House on Tuesday next (to.morrow), at 3 o'clock
in the afternoon, with any plans or drawings of the projected opening—where the Surveyor General and
the Town Surveyor have been instructed to attend also.
I have, &c.
ALEX. MeLEAT.

No. 11.
The Colonial Secretary to A. Hailen, Esq.
Sir,

Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 19 March, 1832.
I have the honor, by direction of His Excellency the Governor, to request that you will be
pleased to attend at Government House on Tuesday next (to-morrow), at 3 o'clock in the afternoon, for
the purpose of meeting Mr. F. W. Unwin, who has been requested to attend there with plans explanatory
of a proposal submitted through him by a pnblic meeting of landed proprietors in Sydney, who are desirous
of making an opening from George.street through Argyle.street to Darling Harbour.
I have, £c.,
ALEX. McLEAY.

No. 12.
The Colonial Secretary to The Surveyor General.
Sir,

thtsnexed
etnnmc.

Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 4 April, 1832.
in transmitting to you the accompanying papers connecteith
d w the application ci Mr. Robert
Campbell to be allowed remnnerat-ion in consideration of the road being conducted through his property
in front of the Archdeacon's residence, 1, am directed by His Excellency the Governor to request that you
will report to me for his information whether Mr. Campbell occupies any of the Crown Lands in Sydney
for which occupation there is no title recorded in your office.
I have, &c.,
ALEX, MeLEAT,

List alluded to
List of papers transmitted to the Surveyor General for his report, connected with Mr. Robert
Campbell's application to be allowed some remuneration in consideration of the road being conducted
through his property in front of the Archdeacon's residence.
Mr. Campbell's application to the Colonial Secretary for remuneration, dated 17 September, 1831.
Director of Public Works to the Colonial Secretary, enclosing a report of the Town Surveyor, dated
21 December, 1831.
13.
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No. 13.
The Colonial Secretary to Mr. F. W. IJuwin.
Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 13 April, 1832.
I duly received and submitted to the Governor your letter of the 13th March, representing See No. t
that at it public meeting of the proprietors of lands in Sydiley, interested in the formation of an opening
from George-street through Argyle-street to Darling Harbour, it was agreed to form a .Toint Stock Coinpany, and to raise £2,000 in £20 shares, that no difficulty is apprehended in the accomplishment of the
:work, provided that Government will at the cost price dispose of such powder as may be required for
blasting, assign the Company fifteen mechanics and thirty labourers, with whose assistance it is calculated
the work will be completed within eight months, and pass a Bill upon the subject authorh3ing the levying
of a toll to afford 10 per cent. uitercst on the capital to be expended.
In reply, I am directed by the Governor to inform you that, having seen a section of the cut and
heard your explanation of it, His Excellency accedes to the proposal of the Company, and will lay bMore
the Council the Bill to enable them to execute their design, which Bill you will have the goodness to have
prepared accordingly.
His Excellency also consents to furnish the Company with gunpowder at the cost price, namely,
the actual expense of the powder delivered here, in which the freight and charges are included to be paid
for as issued from the magaziae. And further, with the mechanics and labourers demanded for the space
of eight thonths, the Company paying monthly to the Deputy Cciinmissary General the cost of the rations.
The plans, drawings, and descriptions of the proposed work as explained by you to His Excellency
are to be lodged with the Surveyor General, and there is to be a clause in the proposed Bill prohibiting
the collection of toll before the work has been approved of by the Surveyor General on behalf of the
I have, &.c.,
Government.
ALEX. MeLEAT.
Sir,

No. 14.
Descriptions.
DEscRIPTIoNS of lauds in Sydney, leased and granted to Mr. Robert Campbell, as extracted from the
Registers in the Colonial Secretary's Office.
1. Register , page 160, lease, dated 11. August, 1804, for fourteen years.
2 ac. 2 r. 16 p. An allotment of ground now in the occupation of Mr. Robert Campbell, in the
township of Sydney, and situate as follows:— South-west corner, west 370 south 4; west side, north 46 west
720, and north 37° west 250; north side, east 37 north 650 to water, including a road through of 66 feet
wide, bearing north 37 west to Daw'es' Point; the whole containing 2 acres 2 roods and 16 poles, with a
recommendatory clause for a renewal for fourteen years at the expiration of this lease, on account of his
present expensive erections, kc.
2. Register &, page 160, lease, dated Il August, 1804, for fourteen years.
- an acre. An allotment of ground now in the occupation of Mr. Robert Campbell, in the township
of Sydney, and situate as follow's —South side, west 3 chains to the corner of his above lease; west side
north 2 chains ; north side east to water, the whole containing half ,in acre, with a recommendatory clause
for a renewal for fourteen years at the expiratlon of this lease, on account of his present expensive
erections, &c.
3. Register No. 2, page 15, grant, dated 29 June, 1804.
3 acres 3 roods of land lying and situate in the town of Sydney: Bounded on the south side by
remises in the occupation of the naval officer; on the south-west side by the road leading to Dawes'
oint, bearing north 36 degrees wesl;, 029 feet; on the north-west side by a line east, 31 degrees north,
200 feet; and on the east side by the water of Sydney Cove (in consequence of his having erected thereon
several large and expensive buildings). Reserving at all times the right to the Governor for the time
being of appropriating such part thereof as may be deemed necessary for the making and improving the
streets.

No. 16.
The Surveyor General to The Colonial Secretary.
Surveyor General's Office, Sydney, 1.3 July, 1.832.
In returning to you the accompanying papers, transmitted by your letter of the 4th April originals yelast, for my report, whether Mr. Campbell occupies any of the Crown Lands in Sydney for which occupa. rNel 12.
lion there is no title recorded in this oce, I have the honor to report to you, for the information of
His Excellency the Governor, that the land which Mr. Campbell. claims as his property in front of the
residences of the Archdeacon and the Collector of Customs appears to have been originally held by
g
Captain Waterhouse and Mr. Boughan, and afterwards leased to Mr. Robert Campbell by Governor King In two laos.
for fourteen years, commencing from the 111h August, 1804. It also appears that in consideration of
certain expensive buildings and improvements Governor Macqnarie, on the 29th June, 1814, executed a
deed of grant in favour of Mr. Robert Campbell for (3 a. 3 r.) three acres three roods, *bcing a portion of states that this
the said tlease, subject to a reservation of right, on the part of the Government, for the improvement of is not rrert: the streets ; and as no mention is made of the portion than remaining on lease, the conclusion is that it t Iaset
was not intended to renew it after the expiration of the term of fourteen years from the date above
referred to.
It is moreover evident that no renewal could have taken place, because the quantity was altered
by Governor Macquarie's grant, and consequently a fresh lease of the portion so remaining after the
deed of grant had issued would have been requisite, and in point of fact there is no trace of eceupation
of the ground between the continuation of George-street and the street for the widening of which Mr.
I have, &c.,
Campbell cJaims compensation.
S. A. PERRY,
Deputy Surveyor General.
Sir,

.MThutes
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2lfsnuiee on No. 15.
MEMoS—The Surveyor General states that the land claimed by Mr. Campbell was originally held
by Captain Waterhouse and Mr. Boughan, and afterwards leased to Mr. Campbell, who subsequently
obtained a grant of three acres and three roods, being a portion of the said lease.
On looking over the registers .1 find a lease to Henry Waterhouse of 1 acre 8 roods 0 perches
(part of the land in question) in Sydney, dated 1795, for fourteen years.
This is, however, noted as cancelled by another lease to Waterhouse, being the one mentioned
below.*
I do not find a record of any leased grant to l3oughan, although the above lease refers to an
adjoining one of 2 roods to that person (John Boughan).
in 1797 there is a record of a lease to Mr. Waterhouse for fourteen years "of the piece of ground
now in the occupation of Captain Henry Waterhouse, being 00 feet in breadth and 100 feet in depth,
situated on the 'vest side of Sydney Cove; on 11th August, 1804, is the lease to Mr. Campbell of the
precise quantity as contained in the last to Mr. Waterhouse, and also another of land adjoining
containing half-au-acre (this last is the quantity leased to Boughan), both for fourteen years; and in
1814 is the grant to Mr. Campbell of 3 acres and 3 roods, which instead of being a portion of the two
former leases contains a greater extent of ground.
By the register it would appear that there is no compensation reserved for land taken to improve
streets.
Probably it might prevent correspondence if Mr. Campbell was called on to produce the particulars of his claim ; it is not unlikely but that he may have purchased the remainder of the land of which
he is in possession.
Mr. Campbell inforn1cd Mr.Macicay that the ground included in the leases is quite distinct from
that in the deed of grant, and as the supposition to the contrary hrose originally with Mr. Fallen, I was
desired to speak to him on the subject.
I have done so, and Mr. Fallen states that such was his idea on looking at the descriptiou and
the land, and that he still considers that impression correct.
In 1799 i, recorded a lease for fourteen years to Mr. Waterhouse of land on the west ,ide of Sydney Cove, containing 2 acres 2 roods IC erces, divided by a road of 60 feet leading to Dauves' Point.

Let inc no the leases and the grant.
See leases, 8 register, page 180; grant, 2 register, page
No date or signature to the foregoing miuutes.—T. P. l3niKs, Examiner.
Inform Ni. It. Campbell, in reply to his letter of the 17th September, 1831, that it appears in the
See
p:neiosure to grant made to him by Governor 3iacquarie on the 29th June, 1814, of 3 acres 3 roods of the land in
question, the usual reservation for the improvement of streets is inserted; and that it does not appear
that Mr. C. is entitled to any other portion of the land held by him under a lease which expired in 1818
than the 3 acres 3 roods above mentioned—RB., July is, 1832.
15.

No. 16.
The Colonial Secretary to R. Campbell, sen., Esq.
Sir,

Colonial Secretary's 0111cc, 27 July, 1832,
lhad the honor to receive and submit to the Governor, together with the reports of the
re tuciosoreto Surveyor General and Town Surveyor thereon, your letter of the 17th September, 1831, stating that the
road in front of the residences of the Archdeacon and Comptroller of the Customs passes through your
property, and therefore claiming compensation for the ground recently taken in widening it.
In reply, .1. am directed by his Excellency to inform you that, from the reports abovementioned, it
appears that your claim to the ground in question rests upon two leases, each for fourteen years, commencing on the 11th August, 1801, executed in your favour by Governor King; but as these leases have
expired, and as Governor Macqnarie, on 29th June, 1814, executed a grant in your favour of a part of the
same land, to the extent of 3 acres 3 roods, it appears to His Excellency that there was no intention of
granting the remainder or of renewing the lease of it. I am thereforcdireeted by His Excellency to inform
you that it does not appear that you are entitled to any portion of the laud in question beyond theB acres
and 3 roods described in the grant of 29th June, 1814, and to add that, as this grant contains the usual
reservation for the improvement of the streets, it is not in His Excellency's power to admit your claim for
compensation.
i: have, &c.,
ALEX. McLEAY.

No. 17.
R. Campbell, Fsq., to The Colonial Secretary.
Sir,

No.

te

George-street, Sydney, 3 August, 1832.
I have the honor to acknowledge your letter of 27th ult., communicating the Governor's
decision on the subject of my claim to compensation for the ground taken by the Government for the
purpose of making a street through my property, in front of the residences of the Archdeacon and the
Comptroller of the Customs.
In reply, I beg to observe that the "leases upon which my claim to the ground in question rests"
have not, as "His Excellency has directed you to state, expired" ; but that, before I answer the concluding
part of your letter at such length as its strange import in regard to my interests demands, 1 must request
the favour of being furnished with copies of the reports of the Surveyor General and Town Surveyor to
which you allnde, in order that I may ascertain correctly the grounds on which His Excellency has been
led to east on me the extraordinary imputatioa "that I am in possession of land" to any portion of which
it does not appear that I am entitled."
I have, &c.,
ROET, CAMPBELL.
3fnutes
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flu 52 u/es on No. 17.

1st lease, 1804, containing 5 acres.
2nd lease, 1804, not to be identified.
The grant, 1814, containing 2 acres 3 roods 21 perches.
Land actually occupied at present, containing 7 acres.
Mr. Campbcll,.seiuor, requests that he may be furnished with copies of the reports of the Surveyor
General and Town Surveyor, upon which the Governor has been induced to cast on him the imputation of
his being in possession of land to which he is iiot entitled.
SkcteI,
A *sketch is enclosed, obtained from the Town Surveyor, by wInch it appears that the Grst lease of appenoei.
AhFO in sketch.
1801, containing nominally 2 ae. 2r'. lop., comprises actually 5 acres.
That the second lease of 1.801, containing half an acre, cannot now be identified.
ABCD.
That the grant of 1814, containing nominally 3 a. 3 r., comprises actually only 2 a. 3r. 21p.
AIHELD.
That the total quantity of land occupied by Mr. Campbell is 7 acres.
No signature or date to above minutes—I'. P. BANKs, Examiner.

No. 18.
Memo. by Surveyor General.
Memorandum respecting the accompanying letter No. 32-354.)
ji report is correct, with one tifling exception, namely, that the lands of Waterhouse and. Boughan
were leased in two portions, not in one, as may indeed be inferred from what is stated. The report and
sketch agree exactly with all the old maps and with the descriptions contained in the deeds. The grant of
3 acres 3 roods does form part of the original lease.
No blame can attach to the Surveyor General if Mr. Campbell's claim to his property has been
tlnis brought in question. A. direct question came from the Secretary as to whether or not Mr. Campbell
occupies lands iii Sydney for which there is no recorded title, and the answer is that he does, the cireumstaiices being explained.
Surveyor General's Office, 20th Sept., 1832.

See No.16

Minutes on JV•o. 18
It appears to me that Mr. Campbell has been informed correctly when it was stated that there is no
evidence in the Secretary's office of his being entitled to hold more land in Sydney than 3 acres 3 roods,
granted by Governor Macquarie.—lLB.
1 have seen Mr. Campbell, who is to furnish some other papers on this subject. I am inclined to
thhflc lie should receive sonic formal confirmation of the title to the land he now holds in Sydney, i.e., his
wharf and the land adjoining—RB.

No. 19.
R. Campbell, Esq., to His Excellency the Governor.
Sir,

George.street, 19 October, 1832.
I beg leave to address your Excellency on the subject of my leasehold property on Bunker's

Hill
In 1798 and 1.799 I purchased the ground in question, together with that on which my dwellinghouse and warehouses, &e., have been erected, from the original lessees, Captain Waterhouse and Mrs.
]3oughan.
Our Governor, at that early period, did not possess the power of granting land to individuals in
the townslups, but Governor King renewed the leases in my favour, and in consideration of the sum of
money I had expended in improvements recommended an extension of them. These leases exprred on
the 12th August last.
I received a promise from General Maequarie, on his arrival, that the leases should be converted
into a permanent grant. This promise, your Excellency may observe noticed in his despatch to the
Secretary of State, No. 22 in the appendix to the printed Report of the Select Committee of the house of Encios.
Commons on Transportation in 1812. Upon my return from England, however, in 1815,1 found that His
Excellency, in my absence, had only given my agent it grant for such of the ground as was occupied by
my garden and dwelling-house, &c. had I been in the Colony 1 should have refused this grant, as no
reason could possibly have been assigned for depriving inc of any portion of' the land which I had bought,
and not received as a gift from the Crown. Subsequently I was informed by the Governor that I should
have a grant of the rest of the ground. when 1 had erected suitable buildings thereon. This I have done.
1. have not hitherto availed myself of General Darling's proclamation of 8th June, 1829, respecting
town allotments, because I conceive that I ought not; to be compelled to pay the high quit.rent fixed by that
proclamation, on land which .1. have been in possession of upwards of thirty years, and which 1 have
enclosed and built upon Under the old leases, both the allotments were subject only to a quit.rent of
lOs. each per annum. Governor Macquarie was pleased to impose a quit-rent of £2 lOg, on the part
which he made freehold, but in so doing 1, have always thought that he acted unfairly towards inc.
Under these circumstances, therefore, I beg to submit to your Excellency that :t anr entitled, in
justice to a grant of my hill ground, subject only to the rate of quit-rent specified in the original leases.
I have, &c.,
R0l31. CAMPBELL.
Minutes on No. 19
If there is any evidence of the second promise of Governor Macquarie, Mr. Campbell ought to
have the land at the low quit-rent. If not, ho should pay that fixed by General Darling upon the part
not made into a grant by Governor Macqnaric.
No date or signature to above miunte,—T. P. BANKS, Examiner.

--
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[Enclosure to Nb. 19.]
Appendif to Report from Select Committee on Transportation.
No. 22.

Con of the 18th paragraph of letter from Governor Macquarie, dated 30th April, 1810,
18 par. i As there are now a considerable number of opulent merchants and others residing in the town of Sydney
who would build hanrlsomo and permanent houses if they could obtain Igrants instead of leases of the grounds, I respectfully
submit that I may be permitted to use my discretion in giving persons of this description permanent grants to build on, both
here and in the other parts of the territory. Mr. Robert Campbell and Mr. Simeon Lord, both opulent and respectable
merchants, having alrendy built very spacious and elegant houses and warehouses in the town of Sydney at a very groat expense,
I have taken the responsibility on myself of promising to convert their leases into permanent grants, and I conceive it would
be good policy to extend the same indulgence to all such other persons as are able and willing to erect substantial and hand.
some buildings within the town."

No. 20.
Extract from Summary of Council, No. 33-2, of 14th January, 1838.

-

4. His Excellency the Governor then submitted an application from Robert Campbell, senior, Esq.,
requesting that grants may be made out to him of certain lands in the town of Sydney (of which be has
held leases from the Crown for many years back), subject only to the rate of quit-rent specified in the
original leases; and the Council were of opinion that Mr. Campbell's application could not be complied
with, but that grants should be made out to him of the land in question under the proclamation of the
8th June, 1829, and consequently subject to the quit-rout of sixponce per square rod per annum from the
30th June, 1828, as therein specified, or from the period to which rent has been paid, as stipulated in the
leases in question, if subsequent to that date.
B. IDEAS THOMSON,
Clerk of the Council.

Mi'nute on No. 20.
Mr. Campbell to be informed of the substance of this minute, in reply to his letter of the 19th
October, 1832.—RB.

No. 21.
Memorandum by His Excellency the Governor.
See No. 10.

MEMO—I shall request the opinion of Council upon the application of Mr. H. Campbell, contained in his
letter of the 19th October last. The Surveyor General will attend to give what information may be
required from the records in his office.
B. B.
The exemption from quit-rent is the principal subject for consideration.

No. 22.
The Colonial Secretary to R. Campbell, Esq.
Sir,

See No. 21.

ColonialSecretary's Office, Sydney, 26 January, 1833.
I have the honor by direction of the Governor to inform you that His Excellency submitted
to the Executive Council your letter of 19th October last, soliciting grants, subject to a lower rate of quitrent than that prescribed by the proclamation of 8 June, 1829, on certain ground in the town of Sydney
held by you under lease, and that the Council were of opinion that your request could not be complied
with, but that grants of the ground in question should be made out under the proclamation mentioned,
and consequently subject to the quit-rent of sixpenee per square perch per annum from 30 June, 1823,
as therein specified, or from the period to which rent has been paid, as stipulated in the leases in question
I have, &c.,
if subsequent to that date.
ALEX. McLEAY.

No. 23.
The Colonial Secretary to The Surveyor General.
Sir,

See No. 15.

Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 30 January, 1533.
With reference to your letter of the 13th July, 1832, 1am directed by the Governor to inform
you that it has been decided in Council that grants agreeably to the proclamation of 8th June, 1829, shall
bogiven of the allotments at Bunker's Hill, in the town of Sydney, held by Mr. Robert Campbell, senior,
under old leases from the Crown, and to request thereibre that you will furnish the necessary descriptions
for the deeds.
I have, &c.,
T. C. HARRINGTON,
(For the Colonial Secretary.)

No. 24.
The Surveyor General to The Colonial Secretary.
Surveyor General's Office, 23 November, 1833.
With reference to the correspondence relative to the plans of various improvements proposed in
the alignment of streets in the neighbourhood of Church Hill and the northern part of George-street, I have
Plans trios,
Appendix
the honor to submit two plans (Nos. 1 and 2), which have been completed by the Town Surveyor, and which
See
appear to combine thevarious advantages afforded by the ground; and 1 would have the honor to suggest that
these or some similar plans when approved of by Government should be laid down and adhered to, as partial
alterations and adaptations become practicable by the laying out and improvement of property by
individuals, where streets become indispensable and when they become essential, on bringing into operation
the powerful means afforded by the iron gangs which His Excellency has been pleased to employ with the
it
prospect of so much benefit to the inhabitants.
Sir,
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It will appear by plan No. 1 (intended to show what might be effected on Church Hill), that by
removing the Government windmill and small mound on which it is situated, Clarence-street may be
united with Princes-street, and the ground on this elevated plateau laid out in building allotments forming
a crescent, through the centre of which an archway would lead into Kent-street. Were the buildings
erected on a uniform plan they would not only command the finest scenery on each side, but they would
together give a grandness of effect to the general appearance of the town. Clarence-street is one of the
most level and extensive in Sydney, and if improvements of this kind were made on Church Hill, it is
probable that a better description of buildings would sooner replace those now in it. If the vista from
Clarence-street terminated in an obelisk or statue, which might in time ornament such a crescent, the
street scenery might become of the finest description. It will appear also to His Excellency by the plan,
that when a street may be brought across the present barrack ground in prolongation of York-street, it
would lead direct towards Cumberland and Gloucester Streets, both of which would fall into it with
scarcely any tnrn, while the line thus continued across the present shapeless space on Church Hill would
square it so as to compensate in some degree for the irregularity of the sites of the two churches,
especially if an enlargement of the Infant-school or an additional building were built parallel to the
proposed line; * another communication might cross Church Hill from York-street to Princes-street, the
intervening spaces being filled up with shrubbery, and railed in for the benefit of the neighbouring famiiics,
as in some squares of London. The proposed new buildings in Bridge-street appear to be in keeping with
this plan, and I would submit that the measure is likely to promote the more speedy improvement of that
part of Sydney, so good in point of situation, which is now disfigured by the buildings known as "The
Rocks." But this object is still more likely to be accomplished by the adoption of plan No. 2, showing a
continuation of George-street in the line of the new Custom-house. This is supposing the street to be
opened diagonally across the site of the present gaol, so as to fall into what is called Cambridge-street,
leaving a space of the width of a street quite round the new Custom-house, and cutting down the rock in
extending further on the same level so as to leave a line of allotments on the lower level along the west
side, and a line of allotments backing to these along the higher level with frontage on Cumberland-street.
The whole of that property belongs to Mr. Campbell, who is now about to dispose of it in allotments for
building; and having had some communication with the parties on the subject, I believe they are willing to
adopt the proposed plan and that uncertainty as to its final adoption at present rctards the arrangement for
sale. For this reason also, 1 consider it advisable to submit these plans for the consideration of Government;
and respecting this, I would also beg further to observe that by the extension of George-street on this line
a nearly level communication would be established quite round the hill of Sydney, embracing Dawes'
Battery, Miller's Point, and leading into Kent-street, the crescent proposed, Clarence-street.
I have, &c.,
P. L. MITCHELL,
Surveyor General.
* With deference, I think it would be a better plan to build a church on the crest of the hill, and appropriate to
the parsonage, Public School, &e., the land bounded on the east by the continuation of York-street, and on the west by sentstreet, afterwards pulling down the old church and throwing Charlotte Place into one open space.
.Minutto on No. 24
The proposal for laying out Church Hill is judicious, and I will lay it before the Executive Council
the next opportunity. The improvement of George-street can only be effected under the provisions of
the Road Act (4 GuI. IV. No. 11), and upon giving up the old gaol by the Government. I have no
doubt that the latter measure will be accomplished before long, but I am not at present enabled to assure
time proprietors of land on the Rocks of the intentions of His Majesty's Government in this respect; but
the Surveyor General may be informed that I approve of the plan be has proposed, and that I have no
doubt but that the improvement he suggests may be carried into effect, with great convenience to the
public and advantage to the proprietors of allotments through which the new line is intended to be
carried. Upon obtaining authority to build it new gaol and dispose of the old one, 1 will lose no time in
taking the steps required by the Act for opening the line of street—RB., Dec. 11, 1833.

No. 25.
The Colonial Secretary to The Surveyor General.
Colonial Secretary's Office, 4 January, 1884.
I duly received and submitted to the Governor your letter of the 23rd November, enclosing see No. 24.
two plans for the improvement of the streets in the neighbourhood of Church Hill and the northern part
of George-street.
In reply, I have the honor, by the direction of His Excellency, to inform you that he approves of
the plan you have proposed, and that His Excellency has no doubt but that the inprovements you suggest
may be carried into effect with great convenience to the public, and advantage to the proprietors of allotments through which the new line is intended to be carried. Upon obtaining authority to erect anew gaol
and dispose of the present one, His Excellency will lose no time in taking the steps required by the Act
of Council for opening the line of street.
I have, &e.,
ALEX. McLEAY.
Sir,

No. 26.
The Surveyor General to The Colonial Secretary.
Surveyor General's Office, 6 August, 1834.
Accompanying I have the honor to transmit to you measured descriptions of four allotments
belonging to Mr. Robert Campbell at Bunker's Bull, as called for by your letter, for the purpose of pre- Be,, No. 23.
paring deeds of grant and with reference to the stipulations contained in the original lease of this ground,
dated 11th A ugust, 1804, I have to observe that there is a reservation for one road only to Dawes' Battery
of 60 feet wide, in lieu of which there are now two roads or streets, viz., that in continuation of Georgestreet,
Sir,
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street, and the other the prolongation of Cumberland-street, 1)0th to Dawes' Battery, the former being 37
and the latter 30 feet wide and as Mr. Campbell has agreed to open the northern communication between
See No st
George-street and the Battery, as recommended in my report of the 23rd November last, the necessity for
increasing the width of the old street, except at the junction of the two streets, no longer exists.
- I have, &e.,
T. L. MITCHELL,
Surveyor General.
Minutes on No. 20.
Deicription not
The land required for extending George-street through the site of the old gaol to the Customhouse appears to be excluded from the accompanying descriptions, and I am not aware, therefore, of any
objection to the preparation of the deeds after the usual advertisement.
Let this be done.

No. 27.
The Deputy Surveyor General to Mr. W. Redmond.
Sir,

Surveyor General's Omee, 29 October, 1841.
The Board appointed to make arrangements for opening the new line of George-street request
the favour of your attendance at this office at 2 o'clock to-morrow.
(For the Board),
S. A. PERRY,
Deputy Surveyor General.

No. 28.
Mr. H. Charlton to The Committee for valuing land,
Gentlemen,
Sydney, 1 November, 1841.
Being informed that it is proposed to carry the line of George-street through my premises,
situated near the old gaol, and it being necessary for inc to furnish an estimate of the value of them to me,
I beg leave to state that the yearly rent of these premises is £195, and that amount at 10 per cent, is
£1,950, which sum I claim, together with the same quantity of land.
I have, &c.,
MATTHEW CHARLTON.

No. 29.
A. B. Spark, Esq., to The Committee for valuing land.
Gentlemen,
Sydney, 2 November, 1841.
As I am permitted to select one portion of land in preference to another in compensation for
the land required in opening the new line of George-street, subject to the approbation of His Excellency
the Governor, I have the honor to aequaint you that my decision is in favour of that portion of the old
gaol attached to my store in the present line of George-street.
With regard to the quantity to be allowed, I would beg to claim an extension of frontage, on four
grounds, viz.
I. That the dwelling-house, in which a clerk of mine with his wife and family resides, will have
to be removed, and which, although of no great intrinsic value, will occasion an expense of
at least £50 a year.
That a.workshop rented by me to Mr. Richard Dawsou must also be removed,
That the remnant of my ground to the west of the new line is so narrowed at the point of
intersection as to become of little value.
Should the Government require any part of the land to widen the present street, 1 submit
that this also should be taken into consideration.
1 have, &c.,
A. B. SPARK.

No, 30.
Mr. W. Redmond to The Deputy Surveyor General.
Sir,

See No. 21.-

George-street-, Sydney, 3 November, 1841.
in reply to your letter to me of the 20th ulthno, I beg to inform you that, as sole executor
and legatee of the late Edward Redmond, the grantee of the premises in Cumberland-street, Sydney,
conveyed by grant dated 23id September, 1839, 1 am now and always was ready to comply with the terms
made by Government in said deed, and am ready to name my arbitrator when required, in conformity with
the terms of said grant. For further communication on the subject I beg leave to mef'er you to
Messrs. Chambers and Thurloiv.
1 am, &c.,
W. REDMOND.

No. 31.
Mr. G. Thornton to The Deputy Surveyor General.
Sir,

Elizabeth-street, Sydney, 5 November, 1841.
I do myself the honor (according to promise) to offer you my proposition with regard to my
premises in George-street. I have fully considered your offer of giving inc a mccc of land in lieu of the
piece you take from me, and beg to say that I must decline that offer.
The only propos mon :1 can make is (so that I shall not be a loser by the circumstance), that the
Government should take the whole of the propei-tv, paying me the value of the ground and the buildings
thereon,
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thereon, which I estimate at lowest to be £5,000. I am receiving a rental of nearly £500 per annum,
which will give you an idea of the value of the property. I shall be most happy to meet the Board at any
1 have, &c.,
time to make arrangements.
GEORGE THORNTON,
(For SAMUEL THoRNTON).

No. 32.
Abstract of loss of premises in ilarring Lou and Globe Streets.
Loss of premises situated in Harrington-street.
Nos. 1, 2, 3.
&ntal of two cottages, house and stores,
stable, workshop, &c., at a yeaH3
rent of £45.
Lease of the above, held for 19 years, al
£45 per anmun, will cost at thc
expiration ...................................

No.1
Two cottages 1e4 at a rent of £50 per
anmnn ...........................................

£

s. d.

£

a. d.

450 0 0

No. 2.
A workshop and shed, saw-pits, with a
yard IGO feet by 20 feet, with back
865 0 0
entrance, two-stall stable, and gighouse, at a vent of............................75 0 0

.

No. 3.
3-louse and stores containing eight rooms,
at a yearly rent of.............................]50 0 0
275 0 0
19 y ears lease ...................................19 0 0
Producing a profit in 10 years ...............2,475 0 0
275 0 0
5,225 0 0
Deduct the sum of £555, being the
amount of 19 years' rent ................... 855 0 0
855 0 0 1 The loss sustained, exclusive of interestl4,370 0 0

4,370 0 0

Loss of premises situated in Globe-street.
No. 4.
Nos, 4, 5, and 6.
I £ S. d. I
Dwelling-honse (built partly at my Own
Dwelling-house containing tenrooms,
expense), per annum ......................200 0 0
workshop, and stores, at a lease of 10
years, :020 per arniuin.
No. 5.
Lease of 10 years, €10.
40 0 0
Cost in 10 years, £1,200 ...... ............... .1,200 0 0 1 Stores under ground, 60 feet by IS feet
1,200 0 0 1

No. G.
Two w'orkshops, each containing 10
feet by 18 feet, with yard and store
above........................................

100 0 0

400 0 0
lOycars ...............................10 0 0
4,000 0 0
Deduct 10 years' rent .............1,200 0 0
2,800 0 0

2,800 0 0

The loss sustained, exclusive of interest. ........... ..7,170 0 0
Loss in removal, taking down and refixing machinery, refitting tip prenmes,
stores, and loss of business.

Nb. 33.
Mrs. E. Underwood to The Deputy Surveyor General.
Ashfield Paris, 17 November, 1841.
In reply to your * letter of the 16th instant, on the riub1cct of opening the new line of •Not obtaisible
George-street, I have the honor to state that it will not be convenient to me to visit town for the mrpose
of meeting the i3oard on Friday next, but that I have no intention whatever of deviating from what I
have deinajided in I-he shape of compensation for my property in Essex.iane, and which I now beg to
repeat, viz., £500 cash lbr the two cottages, and an equal quantity of land with frontage to the new line
.
1.. have, &cc.,
of George-street.
E. UNDERWOOD.
Sir,

No. 3-I.
The Colonial Secretary to Mr. F. Wilkinson.
Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 7 February, 1842.
Referring to your letter of the 27th July last, requesting to be allowed to purchase the piece
of ground which intervenes betwOeu your premises in Gloucester-street and, the proposed new line of
George-street, I do myself tile honor to inform you that no positive answer can be given to your request
until the line of George-street shnll have been set out but the Surveyor General has been instructed to
bring the matter under notice as soon as a line of strecthas been so set out.
I have, &e,,
B. DEA.S THOMSON.
No. 85,
Sir,
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No. 35.
The Colonial Secretary to Mr. aames Ewen.
Sir,

Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 7 February, 1842.
In respect to your communication of the 24th September last, addressed to His Excellency
the Governor, and requesting to be informed of the proper building-line of Harr.ingtou-street, I am now
directed to acquaint you that the building-line of the above street cannot be determined until the arrangements in contemplation for the prolongation of George-street have been completed.
The Surveyor General has, however, been requested to biing your application under notice as soon
as these arrangements have been perfected.
I have, &e.,
E. DEAS THOMSON.

No. 36.
A. B. Spark, Escp, to The Colonial Secretary.
Sir,

Sydney, 15 February, 1842.
I have to apologize for again troubling you on the subject of the extension of George-street,
but the value of the property now lying at waste will plead my excuse. It has been suggested to me
that an assessment of the damages sustained by each individual, done by a commission to which all must
submit, would be a ready method of bringing matters to a close. A.t the sale of the adjoining land, each
might be permitted to purchase to the amount of his assessment; or should lie decline purchasing, be paid
from the proceeds of the sale. I have every reason to think, from the calculation made in your ollice,
hat the Government would have nothing to disburse.
I have, &c.,
A. B. SPARK.
Minutes on .No. 36.

Boo No. as.

This still seems to proceed on the assumption that every proprietor is to be indemnified by the
Government for the whole of his loss, and to receive all the bcnefit that will accrue to him by the opening
of the street without cost to himself. The business is in the hands of Colonel Barney, to whom this
should be referrcd.—G.G., Feb. 19.
By letter dated 2nd May, 1842, addressed by the Board to the Colonial Secretary, it is recommended that the site of the old gaol be put up to sale by auction in building allotments, leaving the full
breadth of New George-street from Essex-street to Mr. Spark's wall—S. A. PIiRRY, 3rd May, 1842.
For the Board.

No. 37
Memoranda.
Has the report of the Board been received respecting the prolongation of George-street through
the site of the old gaol? April 18.—Immediate.
I have not seen any reports. Herewith appears to have been the original proposal for continuing
George-street through the site of the old gaol. 19.
Some of the parties are very pressing for a decision in this case, as they are prevented in the
meantime from improving their property lest their operations should interfere with the intended now
street—April 19.
I have directed that the papers were to be returned by Col. Barney, and the land on which the old
gaol stood be sold—U. (3-.
I have frequently declined to do more than to allow the street to be opened. They ask inc to give
up the whole of the land on which the old gaol stood,as well as some other portions in or near Harringtonstreet, also to make the question of compensation a Government one. I have declined to do more than
give up, the land actually required for the street.—G.G., 20 Apl.

No. 38.
The Board for opening George-street to The Colonial Secretary.
Sir,

Colonial Engineer's Office, 2 May, 1842.
Having had under consideration the several communications fro
m the Government, as well as
numerous applications from individuals interested in the arrangements proposed for opening the now line
of George-street, we have the honor to report that, notwithstaflding frequent and long conferences with
the proprietors and principal tenants on the proposed new line of street, we have been unable to arrive at
any satisfactory couclusion, in consequence of the high rate of valuation put on the premises by the
parties themselves.
We therefore recommend that the site of the old gaol be divided into building allotments and sold
by public auction, leaving the full breadth of the new line of George-street from Essex-street to Mr.
Spark's wall.
.
We have, die.,
GEO. BARNEY, Lt.-Col., R.E.
S. A. PERRY, Dy. Survr. General.
WM. MACPHEItSON, Beg. Sup. Court.
Minutes on No. 38.
Approved, and the parties to be informed.—G.G., May 5.
Inform the Surveyor General, and
request him to have the land divided for sale, in the manner reeommended.—G.G., May 5th.

No. 39.
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No. 39.
The Colonial Secretary to The Surveyor General.
Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 9 May, 1842.
The Board appointed to report on the proposed continuation of Lower George-street having
stated that they were unable to arrive at any satisfactory conclusion iii consequence of the high rate of
valuation put on the premises that would thus be affected by the parties interested, I do myself the honor
to request that you will cause the site of the old gaol to be divided into allotments for sale, leaving the
f nil breadth of the new line of George-street from Essex.street to Mr. Spark's.
I have, &e.,
B. flEAS THOMSON.
Sir,

ISWCIJ

The Colonial Secretary to Mr. M. Charlton.
Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, U May, 1842.
Referring to your letter of the 1st November, 1841, stnting the terms on which you are Na 29.
willing to give the portion of land, near the old gaol required for the proposed continuation of Lower
George-street, I do myself the honor to inform you that the Board appointed to report on this matter
having stated that, in consequence of the high rate of valuation put 011 the premises by the parties
themselves, they were unable to arrive at any satisfactory conclusion, the Government have been compelled
I have, &e.,
to forego the intended improvements.
B. PEAS THOMSON.
Sir,

No. 41.
The Colonial Secretary to A. B. Spark, Esq.
Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 9 May, 1842.
Referring to your letter of the 213d November, 1841, stating the terms on which you MO No, 29.
willing to give the portion of land in George-street required for the proposed continuation of Lower
George-street, I do myself the honor to inform you that the Board appointed to report on this matter
having stated that, in consequence of the high rate of valuation put on the premises by the parties themselves, they were unable to arrive at any satisfactory conclusion, the Government have been compelled to
I have, &e.,
forego the intended improvements.
B. PEAS THOMSON.
Sir,

No. 42.
The Colonial Secretary to Mr. W. Redmond.
Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 9 May, 1842.
Referring to your letter of the 3rd November, 1841, stating the terms on which you are No, 30.
willing to give the portion of land in Cumberland-strcet required for the proposed continuation of
George-street, I do myself the honor to inform you that the Board appointed to report on this matter
having stated that, in consequence of the high rate of valuation put on the premises by the parties themselves, they were unable to arrive at any satisfactory conclusion, the Government have been compelled to
I have, &c.,
forego the intended improvements.
PEAS THOMSON.
Sir,

No. 43.
The Colonial Secretary to George Thornton, Esq.
Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 9 May, 1842.
Referring to your letter of the 5th November last, stating the terms on which you are willing No. as.
to give the portion of land near the old gaol required for the proposed continuation of Lower George.
street, I do myself the honor to inform you that the Board appointed to report on this matter having
stated that, in consequence of the high rate of valuation put on the premises by the parties themselves,
they were unable to arrive at any satisfactory conclusion, the Government have been compelled to forego
I have, &c.,
the intended improvements.
PEAS THOMSON.
Sir,

No. 44.
The Colonial Secretary to Mrs. E. Underwood.

Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 9 May, 1842.
Madam,
Referring to your letter of 17th November, 1841, stating the terms on which you are willing No. 33.
to give the portion of land in Essex-lane required for the proposed continuation of Lower George-street,
I do myself the honor to inform you that the Board appointed to report on this matter having stated
that, in consequence of the high rate of valuation put on the premises by the parties themselves, they are
unable to arrive at any satisfactory conclusion, the Government have been compelled to forego the
I have, &c.,
intended improvements.
F. PEAS THOMSON.

No. 45.
The Colonial Secretary to Mr. Janles Ewen.
Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 9 May, 1842.
With referrence to my letter of the 7th February last, informing you that no definite answer No. 36.
could be given to your inquiries respecting the proper building-line of Ilarrington.street until the
arrangements
Sir,
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arrangements thenin contemplation for the prolongation of George-street should be completed, I now
have to inform you that the Government have abandoned the arrangements alluded to, in consequence
of the high rate of valuation put on the premises that would be thus affected, by the parties interested,
and that you should apply to Mr. Surveyor Raunsley for the new line.
I have, &c.,
B. BRAS THOMSON.

No. 46.
The Colonial Secretary to Mr. F. Wilkinson.
Sir,

No. 84.

Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 0 May, 1842,
With referrence to my letter of 7th February last, informing you that no positive answer
could be given to your application to purchase a. piece of land in Gloucester-street until the arrangements
then in contemplation for continuing the now line of George-street would be completed, I now beg to inform you that the Government have abandoned the arrangements alluded to, in consequence of the high
rate of valuation put on the premises by the parties interested.
I have, &c.,
B. DEAS THOMSON.

No. 47.
Colonel Barney to The Colonial Secretary
Sir,

Colonial Engineer's Office, Sydney, 15 .Tnly, 1842.
In consequence of an application from Mr. Isaacs to evuse the building-line upon his allotment
in Argylo-street to be marked out, I viewed the ground and found that in building as be proposed (see sketch
herewith) the width of the street would be reduced to 22 feet; I therefore cautioned him as to the necessity
for obtaining the views of the Surveyor General on the subject, there not being any plan of this line in
my office.
On examination of the sketch, it will be observed that a great portion of. the building called
the "Royal Oak " is apparently an encroachment, and that the building-line of Argyle-street is as
marked on the sketch, making the width of the street about 58 feet. This line, however, will embrace
nearly the whole of Mr. Isaas' allotment, as well as one between that and the "Royal Oak," and if
adopted will, it is presumed, entitle the parties to compensation; on the other hand, it would be very
improper to reduce this thoroughfare to 22 feet or even 28 feet (see dotted line All). This being it
subject of some importance to the inhabitants of Miller's Point, and not being in possession of any official
information respecting this portion of the town, I beg to recommend that the question be referred to the
Surveyor General.
Mr. Isaacs is anxious for a decision as early as possible, having made arrangements for building.
I have, &c.,
GEO. BARNEY, Lv.-Oox., R.E.
Nbuttes on No. 47.
The Surveyor General is requested to report—B.C., 18 July, 1812, E.D.T. Urgent.
Colonel Barney's sketch is nearly correct. The "Royal Oak" inn is an encroachment. I annex a
tracing showing.the true line as proclaimed on 31st Doccmbcr, 1834. The question of compensation is
another matter, and is to be dealt with as follows, in .Isaacs' case, who must give way (I presume at least
under the circumstances). The land was granted on the 15th January, 1834, the Crthvn reserving the right
to resume any portion required for the improvement of the street, on giving twelve months notice and
paying the fee-simple.—T.L.M., 23 July, 1842.
I cannot hold out the expectation of any compensation being given by the Government. I cannot,
therefore, resume any land that has been granted, bitt on the other hand, Mr. Isaacs must be restrained,
as far as the law permits, from encroaching on the public street, or on what ought to be the public street.—
aG., July 27.

No. 48.
The Colonial Secretary to The Surveyor General.
SYo. 47.

Sir,

Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 30 July, 1842.
With reference to your report of 23rd instant, on it letter'from Colonl Barney, relative to it
supposed encroachment on the line of Argyle-street, at Miller's Point, made by Mr. Isaacs, in which you
state that the house known as the "Royal Oak" is an encroachment on the street, and recommend that the
land required to carry out the line of street, as proclaimed on the 15th January, 1834, should be rcsomcd
and Isaacs compensated for it, I do myself the honor 1:o inform you that the Governor cannot hold out the
expectation of any compensation being given by the Government. Ills Excellency cannot therefore
resume any land that has been granted but that on the other hand Mr. Isaacs must be restrained, as lhr
as the law permits, from encroaching on the public streets, of which Colonel Barney has been apprised
and requested to acquaint Isa.acs.
I have, &c.,
B. flEAS THOMSON.

No. 49.
The Colonial Secretary to The Colonial Engineer.
Sir,

No. 47.

Colonial Secretary's Office. Sydney, 30 July, 1842.
With reference to your letter of the 15th instant, relative to an enclosed encroachment on the
line of Argyle-street, at Miller's Point, made by Mr. Isaacs, 1 do myself the honor to inform you that,
having referred the subject to the Surveyor General, that officer reports that the house known as the
"Royal Oak" is an encroachment on the street, and reewnmends that the land required to cary out the
line
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line of street, as proclaimed on the 15th January, 1834, should be resumed, and Isaacs compensated for
it; but, as the Governor cannot hold out the expectation of any compensation being given by the Governinent, His Excellency cannot resume any land that has been granted; but on the other hand, Mr. Isaacs
must be restrained as far as the law permits from encroaching on the public streets, or on what ought to
be the public streets, and I am to request that you will acquaint Isaacs accordingly.
I have, &c.,
E. DEAS THOMSON.

No. 50.
Mr. M. U. Golden to The Colonial Secretary.
Sir,

15 November; 1842.
I take the liberty of writing to you about four houses I have entered into an agreement
with Mr. .Tohn Isaacs to build on his allotment, situated at the corner of Argyle-street and Unwin.street,
Miller's Point, Sydney, for which you refused permission to allow two of the houses to be built on a line
with the frontage of the "Royal Oak" tavern. The Governor then being written to about it, and
receiving no answer (it being now six weeks since the letter was written to him), I, having made
preparations and arrangements for building the houses, do not wish to be at a loss by them. I require, if
it is pleasing to you, to give a decided answer about the building of them, that I may come to some
conclusion with Mr. Isaacs, and you will much oblige—
Your humble servant,
MICiIL. G. GOLDEN,
Architect and Builder.
Minutes on

HO. 50.

Probably the reply may be in the Col. Secretary's Office.—Gxo. BAncn, Lt.-Col., RE., 10 Nov.
Refer the Colonial Engineer to my letter to him of the 30th July, 1842.—Nov. 19.

No. 51.
The Colonial Secretary to The Colonial Engineer.
Sir,

Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 22 November, 1842.
In reference to your memorandum of the 10th instant-, covering it communication from one See No. 50.
Michael Golden, relative to the line of building at the corner of Argyle-street, I do myself the honor to
refer you to my letter of the 30th July last, iii which, in reply to your communication on this subject, you See No. 49.
were apprised that the Governor could not hold out the expectation of any compensation being given to
Mr. Isaacs (the proprietor of the allotment which encroaches on the line of Argyle-street), that His
Excellency could not therefore resume any land that had been granted; but that on the other hand, Mr.
Isaacs must be restrained as far as the law permits from encroaching on the public street, or what ought
to be the public street, of which you were requested to acquaint Mr. Isaacs.
I have, &c.,
E. DEAS THOMSON.

No. 52.
The Surveyor General to The Colonial Secretary.
Sir,

Surveyor General's Office, Sydney, 30 .Tanuary, 1843.
In attention to your letter of the 9th May last;, in which you informed me that the Board No. 89.
appointed to report on the proposed continnat.ion of Lower George.street., having stated that they were
unable to arrive at any satisfactory conclusion in consequence of the high rate of valuation put on the
premises, that would be thus expected by the parties interested, and requested that I would cause the site
of the old gaol to be divided into allotments for sale, leaving the full breadth of the new line of George.
street from Essex-street to Mr. Spark's wall, I have now the honor to transmit a plan showing the proposed division of the land in question into allotments for sale, for the approval of his Excellency the
Governor.
I have, &c.,
T. L. MITCHELL.

No. 53.
Memorandum.
Old Gaol allotments, George-street
THE accompanying ease was returned with other papers by the late Governor, shortly prior to his depar.

ture from the Colony. I have referred to our books, but do not find that anything further has been done
in the matter. The Surveyor General should perhaps be requested to report.
7 July.
T. T.
For Mr. Newcombe's remarks.—? July.

No. 54.
The Surveyor General to The Colonial Secretary.
Sir,

Surveyor General's Office, Sydney, 1OJuly, 1847.
I have the honor to state, for the information of ills Excellency the Governor, that the site of the
old gaol is improperly occupied by timber-dealers and others, and that in its present state it is rather a
nuisance than otherwise, and unless it be levelled and fenced round, so as to form a small square, with a view
to its being appropriated eventually as sites for public buildings or any other purpose, the most advisable
278—C
course
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eburse will be to brthg it to sale. By my letter of 30th January, in attention to yours, a design for the
laying outof this space into building allotments was submitted for approval, but I have not yet been
faVoured with any decision on the matter and I have therefore to request that the subject may be brought
under His Excellency's notice, and that I may be furnished with instructions accordingly and the plan
returned.
I have, &c.,
S. A. PERRY,
Deputy Surveyor General.
Minutes on No. 54.
Let this space be laid out in building allotments, as proposed by the Deputy Surveyor General.—
C.A.P., 22 July.
To be expedited—i October.
Yes.-4.
Re-submitted.-12 November.
To
be expedited.
Yes.-13.
To be expedited at end of the year.-27. Yes.-27.
Re-submitted.1 March.
Agin.-2 March.

No. 55.
The Colonial Secretary to The Surveyor General.
No. U.
See No, 52.

Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 29 July, 1847.
Sir,
.
In acknowledging the receipt of your letter of the 19th instant, 1 do myself the honor, by the
direction of the Governor, to convey His Excellency's approval to your causing to be laid out into building
allotments for sale the site of the old gaol in George-street.
The plan forwarded in your letter of the 30th January, 1843, is herewith returned as requested.
I have, &c.,
W. ELYARU, JIlL

No. 56.
The Colonial Secretary to The Surveyor General.
Sir,

No.65.

.
.
Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 11 October, 1847.
Referring to my letter of the 29th July, I how do myself the honor to request that you will
have the goodness to expedite the laying out of the allotments on the site of the old gaol in George-street.
I have, &c.,
W. ELYAItU, JUL

No. 57.
The Colonial Secretary to The Surveyor General.
Sir,

No. 50.

Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 13 November, 1847.
In referring to my letter of the 11th October, I now do myself the honor to request that you
will have the goodness to expedite the laying out of the site of the old gaol into allotments for sale.
I have, &c.,
W. ELYARD, JUN.

No. 58.
The Colonial Secretary to The Surveyor General.
Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 13 January, 1848.
In referring to my letters of the dates mentioned in the margin, 1. now do myself the honor
to request that you will have the goodness to expedite the laying out for sale of the site of the old gaol
.
I have, &c.,
in George-street.
WM. ELYAItD, JUN.
Sir,

11
29 Jul
y, 1847.

No. 59.
The Colonial Secretary to The Deputy Surveyor General.
Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 3 March, 1848.
Not having received a reply to my several letters, as noted in the margin, requesting that the
laying out for sale of the site of the old gaol in George-street into allotments for sale might be expedited,
I am directed by His Excellency the Governor to draw your attention thereto, and request the favour of
an early answer.
I have, &e.,
B. DEAS THOMSON.
Sir,

29Nov
Jul 1847.

11

'"
is Jan.'1sé.

13

No. 60.
The Surveyor General to The Colonial Secretary.
Surveyor General's Office, Sydney, 7 March, 1848.
I have the honor to inform you, in reply to your letter of the 3rd instant, referring to your
several letters noted in the margin of your letter, reqüe.stihg that the laying out for sale of the site of the
old gaol in George-street might be expedited, that the requisite survey has now been made, and that a plan
showing the division of the land into allotments shall be forwarded to you withont further delay.
I have, &c.,
S. A. PERRY,
Deputy Surveyor General.
Sir,

No. 69.

.Misrtstes on No. 60.
Read.

In one month. • Re-submitted.-20 April.

To be expedited.-20.

Yes.-20.
No. 61.
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No. 61.
The Colonial Secretary to The Surveyor General.
Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 1 May, 1848.
In reference to your letter of the 7th ldarch last, I. do myself the honor to invite your attention BeoNo, 60.
29Jub 184T.
to my previous letters noted in the margin, on the subject of the site of the old gaol in George-street 11
Oct..,,,
13 Nov.,
being laid out for sale, and to request the favour of an early reply thereto.
13 Jen., 1848.
I have, &c.,
3 March,,,
B. BilkS THOMSON.
Sir,

No. 62.
The Colonial Secretary to The Town Olerk.
Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney 2, May, 1848.
In acknowledging the receipt of your letter of the 28th ultimo,I do myself the honor to 'Notobtain.ble.
apprise you, for the information of the Bight Worshipful the Mayor of Sydney, that the Surveyor
General has been instructed to point out to the City Surveyor the building-line and cart-line of all streets
proclaimed in the city which have not hitherto been marked out with posts.
I have, &c.,
W. ELYKRD, Jn,
Sir,

No. 63.
'['he Surveyor General to The Colonial Secretary.
Surveyor General's Office, Sydney, 11 May, 1848.
With reference to your letter of the 1st instant, 1. have the honor to state that the arrangements for laying out the site of the old gaol in George-street are now completed, and that some of the
allotments will be brought forward in my next schedule of lands for proclamation for sale.
I have, &c,
S. A. PERRY,
Deputy Surveyor General.
Sir,

Minutes on Ho. 63.

Bead.

Allotments 1 to 5 and 13 to 17.

Proclaimed 2 June.

For sale on 13 Jnly, 1848.

No. 64.
Gazette Notice.—Proclarnation
By His Excellency Sir CIrAnrns AUGUSTUS Fnz Roy, Knight Companion of the Royal }Ianoverian
Guelphic Order, Captain-General and Governor-in-Chief of the Territory of New South Wales and
its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same, &c., &c.
IN pursuance of the authority in inc vested by a certain Act of the Imperial Parliament of Great Britain
and Ireland, passed in the 5th and 6th years of Her Majesty's regn, intituled, An Act for ref/Uldtinff the
sale of JVa.ste Land belonging to the Crown in the Australian Gol.onies," I do hereby notify and proclaim that
at 11 o'clock of Thursday, the lath day of July next, the following town allotments will be offered for sale
by public auction at the Colonial Treasury, in Sydney, at the upset price affixed to each lot respectively,
on the terms and conditions, and nuder the provisions of the above ieeited Act. (Deposit 10 per cent.)
*
*
*
*
*
*•
Town Lots
Sydney, 4t p. Pour and three-quarter perches, county of Cumberland, parish of St. Philip,
allotment No. 1 of the site of the old gaol; bounded on the south by the building-line of Essex-street
easterly 34 feet; on the cast by a line at right angles northerly 41 feet 8 inches, dividing it from No. 2
allotment; on the north by a westerly line of 28 feet 4 inches, dividing it from part of No. 3 allotment to
Anvil-lane; and on the west by that lane 45 feet 10 inches southerly to Essex-street aforesaid. Upset
price, £10 per foot.
Sydney, 61- p. Six and a quarter perches, county of Cumberland, parish of St. Philip, allotment
No. 2 of the site of the old gaol ; bounded on the west by a southerly line of 41 feet 8 inches, dividing it
from allotment No. 1, at right angles to Essex-street; on the south by the building.lino of Essex-street
easterly 43 feet 2 inches ; on the east by the building-line of George-street northerly 36 feet 4 ,iuches
and on the north by a westerly line of 47 feet 8 inches, dividing it from part of allotment No. 3 to the
north-east corner of No. 1 allotment aforesaid. Upset price, £15 per foot.
Sydney, 61- p. Six and a quarter perches, county of Cumberland, parish of St. Philip, allotment
No. .3 of the site of the old gaol ; bounded on the east by the building-line of George-street northerly 22
feet 10 inches, on the north by a line at right angles westerly 76 feet to Anvil-lane; on the west by that
lane southerly 22 feet 10 inches; and on the south by an easterly line of 76 feet, dividing it fron Nos.
1 and 2 allotments, to George-street aforesaid. Upset price, £15 per foot;.
Sydney 61-p. Six and a quarter perches, county of Cumberland, parish of St. Philip, allotment
No. 4 of the site of the old gaol; bounded on the east by the building-line of George-street northerly 22
feet 10 inches ; on the north by a line at right angles westerly 76 feet to Anvil-lane ; on the west by that
lane 22 feet 10 inches ; and on the south by an easterly line of 76 feet, dividing it from No. 3 allotment,
to George-street aforesaid. Upset price, £15 per foot.
Sydney, 6+ perches. Six and a quarter perches, county of Cumberland, parish of St. Philip,
allotment Ito. 5 of the site of the old gaol; bounded on the east by the building-line of George-street
northerly 22 feet 10 inches ; on the north by a line at right angles westerly 76 feet to Anvil-lane; on the
west by that lane southerly 22 feet 10 inches; and on the south by an easterly line of 76 feet, dividing it
9.
from No. 4 allotment, to George-street aforesaid. Upset price, 1 .per foot.

No. 61.
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0. Sydney, 61 p. Six and a quarter perches, county of Ctunberlaud, parish of St. Philip, allotment
No. 13 of the site of the old gaol ; bounded on the north by an easterly line of 77 feet 1 inch dividing it
from No. 12 allotment to Anvil-lane ; on the east by that line at right angles southerly 22 feet 10 inches;
on the south by a line at right angles westerly 75 feet IL inches to Harringtou-street; and, on the west
by the building1ine of that street northerly 23 feet to the south-west corner of No. 12 allotment aforesaid.
Upset price, £7 per foot.
Sydney, 6- perches. Six and a quarter perches, county of Oumberland, parish of St. Philip,
allotment No. 14 of the site of the old gaol; bounded on the north byan easterly line of 75 feet 11 inches
dividing it from No. 13 allotment to Anvil-lane ; on the east by that lane at right angles southerly 22 feet
10 inches ; on the south by a line at right
angles westerly 74 l'eet 9 inches to I.ia.'rington-street; and on
the west by the building-line of that street northerly 23 jeet to the south-west corner of No. 13 allotment.
Upset price, £7 per foot.
Sydney, 4 perches. Four and a half perches, county of Cumberland, parish of St. Philip,
allotment No. 15 of the site of the old gaol ; bounded on the west by the building-line of Harringtonstreet southerly 57 feet; on the south by the building-line of Essex-street easterly 24 feet 7 inches; on
the east by a line at right angles northerly 51 Thet 7 inches and on the north by awesterly line of 20 feet
10 inches dividing it from part of No. 14 allotment to llarrington-street aforesaid. Upset price, £10
per foot.
Sydney, 4k P. Four and a half perches, county of Cuinberland, parish of St. Philip, allotment
No, 16 of the site of the old gaol; bounded on the south by the building-line of Essex-street easterly
24 feet 5 inches; on the east by a line at right angles northerly
1 5 feet 7 inches; on the north by a
westerly lineof 24 feet 11 inches, dividing it from part of No, 14 allotment ; and on thewest by a southerly,
line of 54 feet 7 inches, dividing it from No. 15 allotment to Essex-street aforesaid. Upset price, £10 per
foot.
Sydney, 41 p. Four and three-quarter perches, county of Cumberland, parish of St. Philip,
allotment No. 17 of the site of the old gaol ; boundei en the south by the building-line of Essex-street,
24 feet 5 inches easterly; on the cast b y Anvil-lane northerly 48 feet; on the north by a line at right
angles westerly 20 feet dividing it from part of No, 14 allotment ; and on the west by a line at right angles
to Essex-street southerly 51 feet 7 inches, dividing it from No. 16 allotment, to Essex-street aforesaid.
Upset price, £10 per foot.
Given under my hand and Seal of the Colony, at 0-osernincut house, Sydney, this second day
of June, in t be year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and t'or ty-eight and in the
eleventh year of Her Majesty's reign.
GRAS. A. lt'lTZ ROY,
By His Excellency's command.
God save the Queen B. DEAS THOMSON.

No. 65.
The Town Cleric to The Colonial Secretary.
Sir,

Notwithjnpe.

Town ClerIc's Office, Sydney, 15 December, 1848.
I am directed by the Right Worshipful the Maor, with reference to my letter to you of date*
20th November, 1847, on the subject of the proclamation of certain streets therein mentioned, to request
that His Excellency the Governor will be pleased to issue the necessary instructions for expediting the
proclamation of the said streets, and also of George-street North from Charlotte-place to Fort_street.
I have, &e,,
JOHN RAE,
Town Clerk.
Minute on No. 65,
Transmitted for the report of the Surveyor General—B.C., 20 December, 1848,—W, ELYkRD,
Jug., for the Colonial Secretary.
To be returned.

No. 66.
Mr. J. Armstron.g to The Surveyor General.
Sir,

No. 7, Macquarie-strect, 8 January, 1849.
Having had the honor to receive an intimation that I might Bend in a tender for the survey of
George-street, from Charlotte-place to Fort-street., and furnish a plan on it scale of 2 inches to 1 chain,
representing thereon the required "curb and building lines," I beg to inform you that I shall be happy to
undertake that service (with the mode of performing which I am familiar), including the pointing out to
the City Corporation the proper spots for the posts, and conferring with the various proprietors along
both Bides of the line, for the sum of £30—including all expenses.
I beg to add that this part of the town being very irregular and intricate is the reason for my
naming the above sum.'
I have, &c.,
JNO. ARMSTRONG-.

No. 67.
Memo, by Surveyor General,
THE survey of the streets formerly mentioned as in progress, and the copy of a tender made by Mr. John
Armstrong to survey the portion of George-street, from Charlotte-place to Fort-street, ahinded to, for the
sum of £30 (which I consider a fair and reasonable tender), is enclosed herewith,
T.L.M.
Surveyor General's Gifice, B.C., 29 January, 1849.
Approved,—C.Ay., 4 Feb.
-

.

No. 68,
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No. 68.
The Colonial Secretary to The Surveyor General.
Colonial Secretary's Office. Sydney, 6 February, 1849.
67.
in reference to tour blank cover report of the 29th ultimo, I do myself the honor to inform No.
you that His Excellency.tlie Governor has been pleased to approve of the tender made by Mr. John
Armstrong, l:o survey the portion of George-street from Charlotte-place to Fort-street, for the sum of
thirty pounds (flo), the same being considered by you as it fair and reasonable tender.
I liiii-e, &e.,
W. ELYAJLD, JUN.,
(For the Colonial Secretary).
Sir,

No. 69
The Colonial Secretary to The Town Cleric.

-

Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 6 February, 1849.
Sir,
Referring to your letter of the 15th of December last, I have the honor to state to you, for the No* 61.
information of the Right Worshipful the Mayor, that it appeared by the report of the Surveyor General
that the survey of the streets alluded to in your former communication is in progress, and that instructions
have now been given for the survey of the portion of George-street ft-on Charlotte-place to Fort-street.
I have, Le.,
W. ELYARD, JUN.

No. 70.
Mr. Surveyor Armstrong to The Surveyor General.
No. 7, Macquarie-street, Sydney, 12 April, 1849.
In accordance with your instructions of the LOth February l ast,* I have surveyed Lower •Notwith
'°"
George-street, from Charlotte.place to Fort.street, and have now the honor to forword you a plan of the
I have. &e.,
same, showmg the proposed building and curb lines.
JNO. ARMSTRONG.
Sir,

No. 71.
The Surveyor General to The Colonial Secretary.
Surveyor General's Office, Sydney, 21 May, 1849.
Sir,
With reference to the letter of the Town Clerk, applying for the proclamation of George-street, See No. 6 5.
between Charlotte-place and Fort-street, referred to me under blank cover of the 20th December last,
No. 68.
and returned byrne on the 91;li .1 anuary, 1849, under blank cover,— with reference also to your letter of the See
6th of February last, wherein you conveyed to me His Excellency the Governor's approval of Mr. John
Armstrong's tender to perform the survey required for the proclamation for the sum of thirty pounds,2nd. I have now the honor to forward enclosed, a plan* of the portion of George-street alluded to, •Plan
P. not with
with a schedule of the width of the carriage and foot ways, in order that they may be submitted to His
I have, &e.,
Excellency the Governor in Council.
T. L. MITCIIELL,
-&G.
Minutes on No. 71.
Schedule and plan of streets in the city of Sydney sent to Executive Council,-31 March, 1849.
Laid before the Executive Council, 2 June, 1.849.
Executive Council—B.C., 23 May, 1849.
[Enclosure to .Yo, 71.]
accompanying
letter
to
the
Surveyor General, with plan of Lower George-street.
ScHEDULE
Carriage-way. Eaci, footway. total width.
Lower George-street, from Charlotte-place to an angle near the centre of allot60
12
36
,nent 7 in section 82 .....................................................................
From that point to the south end of the Coinmissariat Store,, the increased
127
12
103
intermediate -widths (including wall) being ..........................................
UI
.12
..
And ................................................................................................
i footway.
12
60
At the south end of the Commissariat Stores .............................................
.36
each footway.
6o
12
36
From that point to Argyle-street ............................................................
From do. to the north end of the wall of the enclosure appropriated to the
Co
II
36
Water Police 0111cc, turning oil' to the new Government landing place
Co
12
36
From do. to the junctiea of Lower George-street with Port.street

No. 72.
Stumnary of Proceedings of Executive Council.
SUMMAIIt of Proceedings of the Executive Council on 2nd June, 1849, relative to the breadth of the
carriage and foot ways in Lower George-street.
Minute No. 49/23.
Executive Council Office, Sydney, 19 June, 1849.
His Excellency the Governor lays before the Council a letter from the Surveyor General, submitting
plan showing the breadth of the carriage and foot ways which he proposes to establish in Lower George2.
street, with a view to their proclamation.
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2. As it appears from this plan that the exterior edge of a portion of the proposed footway on
the eastern side of Lower George rstree.t is placed upon land not hitherto forming part of the street or
footway, the Council recommend that the Surveyor General should be requested to report whether the
consent of the proprietors of this land has been obtained in accordance with the provisions of the 3rd
clause of the Act 5 William IV. No. 20, and if not, that be should be instructed to communicate with
the proprietors for the purpose of ascertaining whether or not they will assent to the alignment proposed.
FRANCIS L. S. MEREWETHEIt,
Clerk of the Council.
Approved—OAF., 20th.

No. '73.
The Colonial Secretary to The Surveyor General.
Sir,

No. 71.

Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 27 June, 1849.
In acknowledging the receipt of your letter of the 21st ultimo, enclosing for approval a plan
of a portion of George-street, between Charlotte Place and Fort-street, with a schedule of the width of
the carriage and foot ways, I do myself the honor, by the direction of the Governor; to inform you that
the same was duly laid before the Execul:ive Council.
2. As it appears from the plan that the exterior edge of a portion of the proposed footway on the
eastern side of Lower George-street is placed upon land not hitherto forming part of the street or footway, 1 am directed by His Excellncy, at the recommendation of the Council, to request that you will
have the goodness to report whether the consent of the proprietors of this land has been obtained in
accordance with the provisions of the 3rd clause of the Act 5 William IV. No. 20, and if not, that you
will have the goodness to communicate with the parties for the purpose of ascertaining whether or not
they will asseut to the alignment proposed therein.
I have, &c.,
W. ELYARD, JUN.

No. 71.
The Surveyor General to The Colonial Secretary.
Sir,

No. 73.

Surveyor General's Office, Sydney, 10 July, 1849.
1st. In attention to your letter of the 27th June, 1849, in which, in reference to the design
for the alignment of the part of George-street, you allude to the circumstance of the exterior edge of
the proposed footpath on the east side of Lower George-street being placed upon land hitherto not
forming part of the street or footway, and inform me that you are directed by His Excellency the
Governor, at the recommendation of the Council, to request me to report whether the consent of the
proprietors of the land has been obtained in accordance with the provisions of the 3rd clause of the
Act 5th William IV. No. 20,2nd. I have the honor to state, for the information of His Excellency the Governor, that the
arrangement was made with the privity and at the desire of the Messrs. Carnpbell, the proprietors of the
land on which nearly the whole of the curb-line encroachtes ; but at the extremity of George-street are
some premises formerly belonging to Mr. Cunningham, now the property of Mr. Hanson; the curb will
take from these premises a small triangle to which Mr. Hanson does not object.
I have, &e.,
T. L. MITCHELL.
.M?nwfea on Rb. 74.
For the Executive Council—CA.]?., 13th.
B.C., 14th July, 1849.—E.D.T.
Laid before the
Executive Council, 23rd July, 1849. Minute No. 49f34.

No. 75.
Summary of Proceedings of Executive Council.
SUMMARY of Proceedings of the Executive Council on the 23rd July, 1849, relative to a letter from the
Surveyor General respecting alignment of George-street North.
Minute No. 49/34.—Confirmed 30th July, 1849.

See No. 71.

WITH reference to the Proceedings on the 2nd J Executive Council Office, Sydney, 13 November, 1849.
une last, His Excellency the Governor lays before the
Council a letter from the Surveyor General, reporting that the owners of the private property upon
which the alignment of George-street (proposed in his letter of the 21st May last) would encroach had
consented to the arrangement.
2. The Council thereupon advise the issue of a notice, under the 2nd clause of the Act 5 William
IV. No. 20, declaring the distances from the curb.stone or exterior edge of the footways in Lower Georgestreet within which it shall not be lawful to erect any building to be those shown in the plan and schedule
laid before them on the 2nd June last.
FRANCIS L. S. MEREWETHfl
Clerk of the Council.
Approved.—C.A.P,, 13 No-.

No. 76.
Gazette Notice.
Executive Council Office, Sydney, 13 November, 1849.
Sydney Streets.
His.Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has directed it to be notified, in
conformity with the provisions of the Act of the Governor and the Legislative Council, 5 Will. IV, No.
-20, th4t the breadth of
the footways in the undermeñtioned street shall be 12 feet eaéh, and conse4nently
...........................................................................at
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that it will not be lawful for any person to erect any building within 12 feet of the curbstone or exterior
edge of the said feotways, as delineated on the plan submitted to His Excellency and the Executive
Council, in conformity with the said Act, which said plan lies at the oce of the Surveyor General, for the
inspection of the public.
sole o treet.

CardageY.

feet.
Lower George-street, li-on, Charlotte Place to an angle hear the centre of allotment 7, in
section 82 ........................................................................................................30
From that point to the south end of the Commissariat Stores, the increased intermediate widths
(including wall) being .......................................................................................... 103
and.................................................................................................................. 99
And at the south end of the Commissariat Stores ........................................................... F 30
From that point to Argyle-street .................................................................................. 36
From that point to the-north end of the wall of the enclosure appropriated to the W ater Police
Office, turning off to the new Government Landing-place ............................................. 36
From that point to the junction of Lower George-street with Fort-street ............................... 36

Footway.

Total

feet.

feet.

12

60

12
*12
12
12

127
111
60

12
17

60
60

60

Footway at one side only.
By Command,
FRANCIS L. S. MEREWETHER,
Clerk of the Council.

No. 77The Colonial Secretary to The Surveyor General.
Sir,

Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 27 November, 1849.
In reference to your letter of the 10th July last, I now do myself the honor to draw your No. 74.
attention to the botice in the Government Gazette of the 16th instant, respecting the breadth of the toot- See No, 16.
ways in Lower George-street, Sydney.
I have, &c.,
W. ELYARD, Jun.

No. 78.
Messrs. Campbell & Co. to The Colonial Secretary.
Campbell's Wharf, 10 December, 1849.
Agreeably to your public notice, and with reference to the plan exhibited at the Surveyor
General's Office for widening George-street, upon which our premises abut on the eastern side, we beg
to submit a claim for taking 24 feet of the Caine, the value to be determined by disinterested
We have, &e.,
parties.
CAMPBELL & CO.
.Minviee on 3Th 78.
Transmitted for the report of the Surveyor General—B.C. 12 Dec., /49. W. Ennun, Jun.
(for the Colonial Secretary). To be returned.
The Government will not, I apprehend, nialce compensation under any circumstances and if the
Messrs. Campbell be not content to devote the 21 feet to the public for the benefit of their own property
the only alternative seetns to be to alter the plan.—T.L.M.
Surveyor General's Office, 17th December, 1849.
Executive Council, B.C., 28th Dec., /49.
Laid before the Executive Council the 31st DQcember, 1849. Minute No. 49/61.
Sir,

No. 79.
The Surveyor General to Messrs. Campbell & Co.
Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 12 December, 1849,
Gentlemen,
I do myself the honor to inform you that it has been found necessary to refer to the
Surveyor General your letter of the 10th instant., claiming compensation for land required for widening see No. IL
I have, &c.,
George-street.
W. ELYARD, .Tui'.

No. 80.
Proceedings of the Executive Council.
PRoCEEDINGs of the Executive Council on the 31st December, 1849, relative to Messrs. Campbell's claim

to compensation for the widening of George-street.
Minute No. 49/64.—Confirmed Sal January, 1850.
Executive Council Office, Sydney, 16 January, 1850.
Wira reference to the proceedings on the 23rd July last, His Excellency the Governor lays before the See No. 76.
Council a * letter from Messrs. Campbell & Co., referring to the plan for widening George-street, upon 10 Dec.. 1849.
which their premises abut on the easi era side, and submitting a claim for taking 24 feet of the same, the See No. 73.
value to be determined by disinterested parties.
2. When the plan referred to was laid before them on the 2nd June last, the Council observed that
the exterior edge of a portion of the proposed footway on the eastern side of Lower George-street was
placed upon land not hitherto forming part of the street or footway, and they called upon the Surveyor
General in contoquence for a report as to whether the consent of the proprietors of this land had been
obtained in accordance with the provision of the 8th clause of the Act 5 William IV. No. 20; and if
- not,
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not, they recommended that be should be instructed to communicate with the proprietor for the purpose of
ascertaining whether or not they would consent to the alignment proposed. The Surveyor General then
reported that the arrangement was made with the privity and at the desire of the Messrs. Campbell, the
proprietors of the land on which nearly the whole of the curb-line encroaches." On this understanding
the alignment was approved by t]ie Council, and they cannot entertain the claim for compensation which
the Messrs. Campbell now prefer.. The Council therefore advise that the Messrs. Campbell should be so
informed, and that the above explanations as to the course taken by the Council in the matter should at
the same time be communicated to them.
FRANCIS L. S. MEREWETHER.,
Clerk of the Council.
Approved—C.A.F., 1611i.

No.81.
The Colonial Secretary to Messrs. Campbell & Co.
No, 79.

Gentlemen,
Colonial Secretary's Officc, Sydney, 4 February, 1850.
Referring to my letter to you of the 12th December last, 1. have now the honor to inform you
that your eomiunuication of the 10th of that month, claiming compensation for land proposed to be taken
from your premises for the purpose of widening Lower George-street, together with the Surveyor
General's report thereon, has been brought under the consideration of the Executive Council.
When the plan for widening Lower George-street was first laid before the Council, it was
observed that the exterior edge of a portion of the proposed footwa.y on the eastern side was placed on
land not hitherto forming part of the street or footwa.y, and the Surveyor General was called upon in
consequence to report whether the consent of the proprietors of this land had been obtained, in accordance
with the provision of the 3rd section of the Act 5 William 117. No 20, and if not be was recommended to
communicate with them for the purpose of ascertaining whether or not they would consent to the alignment proposed.
The Surveyor General then reported that the arrangement was made with the privity and at the
desire of the Messrs. Campbell, the proprietors of the land on which nearly the whole of the curb-line
encroaches.
On this understanding the alignment was approved by the Governor and Council; and His
Excellency has directed me to inform you that lie regrets that, under these circumstances, the claim
preferred by you for compensation could not be entertained by the Council.
I have, &e.,
W. ELYARD, JUN.

No. 82.
Messrs. Ca.mpbe]i. & Co. to The Colonial Secretary.
Sir,

.

See No i9.
Not With

Campbell's Wharf, 9 February, 1850.
We have the honor to acknowledge your letter of 4th instant.
In reply we beg
,to state, for the information of His Excellency the Governor, that there must be
some mistake in the report from the Surveyor General's Department that we bad consented to the
arrangement, as this is the first intimation we have received of such a proposal having been made.
We beg further to state that when we received your communication of 12 December last, that you
had referred our claim to the Surveyor General, we tilolight it unnecessary to call that officer's attentiou to his *letter in 1841 to the late Mi-. Robert Campbell, wherein due notice was taken of the width of
New George-street having been given up for the improvement of the city, and that the width of 60 feet
now claimed by the Crown and abutting on our eastern boundary should be given up. We nOW suppose
that this communication has been ovcrlook-ed,—Init upon it we rested our claim made to you in our letter
of 10 December last.
Independent of the foregoing we have further to state that, as no consent was given by us in terms
of the respective Acts of Council 4 William IV. No. 11 and 5 William IV. No. 20, Her Majesty's Government cannot continue the proposed improvement without compensation.
We respectfully suggest that, as we do not look for any great remuneration, the amount awarded
to us might be allowed to us out of the portion of the vacant Crown Land adjoining our south boundary
when put up for sale.
We bare, &c.,
CAMPBELL & CO.

on No. 82.
Before this is laid before the Executive Couneil let it be referred to the Surveyor General for
explanatiou as to this mistake which Messrs. Campbell state must have occurred, and also for his report
on their present proposai.—C.A.F,, 14th.
The Surveyor General, 13.C., 15 February, 1850, W. ELYAImD,
Jun. (for the Colonial Secretary). To be returned.

No. 83.
The Colonial Secretary to Messrs. Campbell & Co.
See No. 82

Gentlemen,
Colonial Secretary's Oce, Sydney, 15 February, 1850.
I do myself the honor to inform you that it has been found necessary to refer to the Surveyor
General your further letter of the 9th instant, respecting your application for compensation for ground
required for the purpose of widening George-street.
I have, &c.,
W . ELYA1tD, Juy.

No. 84.
The Surveyor General to The Colonial Secretary.
Sir,

S.e No. 82.

Surveyor General's Office, Sydney, 23 February, 1850.
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt under your blank cover of the 15th instant, of a
letter from Campbell and Company, dated 9th instant, and other papers relative to the proposed intrusion
of the eastern side of Lower George-street into their property, and on which is indorsed a minute of His
Excellency the Governor, a follows
" Before
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"Before this is laid before the Executive Council let it be referred to the Surveyor General for
explanation as to the mistake which Messrs. Campbell state must have occurred, and also for his report on
the present proposal."
2. 1 have accordingly the honor to state, for the information of His Exceliency the Governor, that
it does now appear from this letter of Messrs. Campbell that the statement in my letter of the 10th July, See No. 74.
as to the arrangement having been made with the privity and at the desire of the Messrs. Campbell was
written under an erroneous impression. The private survcyor, Mr. Armstrong, who made the survey of
the street, was known to be the professional adviser of the Messrs. Campbell in matters of survey and
subdivision, and it was concluded, hastily perhaps, that this bold arrangement was desired by them. As
however it appears that this is not the case, and as I see no great objection to narrow streets, and consider
that except in very peculiar cases the granting of compensation by the Crown for questionable public
convenience may be regarded as it bad precedent, I beg to repeat what is stated in my blank cover of the
17th December, 1849, on the previous demand of the Messrs. Campbell for compensation, that the only
alternative seems to be to alter the plau ; that is, provided the Government consider themselves bound by
the letter of 1841* (but which does not appear to be recorded in this office) not to insist upon the width
of 60 feet, in pursuance, I suppose, of the reservation in the deed of the right of improving the streets
with such part of the land as the Government may thiuk proper.
I have, &c.,
P. L. MITCHELL.
What is this P This is the letter referred to by Mr. C. in his of 9th Feb., 1850, but of which the Surveyor General
can find no trace, and Mr. C. has not foniisl,ed him with a copy as requested. Inform Mr. Campbell that the letter referred
to does not appear to have been recorded in the Surveyor General's Office, and request him to furnish a copy of it. It is
probable there may be some error in the date which Ins prevented it from being traced among the records of the Survey
Office. 2 March.

No. 85.
The Colonial Secretary to R. Campbell, Esq.
Sir,

Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 7 March, 1850.
I do myself the honor to inform you that the letter referred to in yours of the 9th February See No. 82.
last, as leaving been addressed by the Surveyor General to the late Mr. Robert Campbell, of date 1841,
respecting the hue of Lower George-street, does not appear to have been recorded in the Survey Office,
and to request that you will therefore have the goodness to furnish mc with a copy of it.
I have, &c.,
W. ELYAItD, JuN.

No. SO.
The Surveyor General to The Colonial Secretary.
Sir,

Surveyor General's Office, Sydney, 19 March, 1850.
With rcference to your letter of the 27th November last, wherein you directed my attention to No. 77.
the notice in the Government Gazette of the lath of the same month, respecting George-street North, See No. 76.
from Charlotte.plaee to Fort-street I have the honor to forward herewith the copy of a letter which I
have received from the City Surveyor, applying to me that I may cause the alignment of that portion of
George-street to be set out; and I have to request to be informed whether I may consider, pending the
application of Mr. Campbell on the subject, the alignment as finally approved of and authorized.
I have, &c.,
P. L. MITCHELL.
Minutes on .zco. 86.
1-lave Messrs. Campbell answered the letter written to them on 7th instant P-22 March, 1850.
Apparently not.-23.
The matter cannot be finally decided until Messrs. Campbell's answer is
received. If it is not forwarded within a few days they should be reminded.—C.A.F., 23rd March, 1850.
Write again to Messrs. Campbell.-27 April.
Surveyor General apprised.-30 March, 1850.
[Enclosure to No. SO.]
The City Surveyor to The Surveyor General.

Sir,

Town UaIl, 5 March.
The City Council being desirous of immediately proceeding with the reirs of George-street North, from
Charlotte Place to 1'ort.8tree1 I have the honor to request you will please to direct that the alignment of that poHion of the
street be set out as early as your convenience will permit.
Tue posis are ready, and muon will be in attendance upon the surveyor upon an application being made.
I have, &c.,
FRANCIS CLARKE,
City Surveyor.

No. 87.
The Colonial Secretary to The Surveyor General.
Sir,

Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 30 March, 1850.
With reference to your letter of the 19th instant, respecting the alignment of Lower George- No. 80.
street, from Charlotte Place to Port-street, I do myself the honor, by the direction of His Excellency the
Governor, to inform you that this matter cannot be finally decided until an answer is received from Mr. See N
B. Campbell to a communication made to him, respecting his letter to you, which is referred to in yours
of the 23rd ultimo.
I have, &c.,
W. ELYABD, JUN.,
(For the Colonial Secretary).
278—D

No. 88.
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No. 88.
The Town Clerk to The Colonial Secretary.
Sir,

* M&y.
See No. 89.

Town Clerk's Office, Sydney, 13 April, 1850.
With reference to your letter to me of date 8th ultimo, on the subject of opening and aligning
certain streets in .Sydney, I am directed by the Right Worshipful the Mayor to request that His
Excellency the Governor will be pleased to cause the necessary steps to be taken for the aligning of
George-street from Charlotte Place to Port-street without delay, to enable the City Council to make the
necessary inmrovements on that portion of O-eorge.street.
I am to add that when the Surveyor General is prepared to point out to the City Surveyor the
building and curb lines of the street, in accordance with your letter of date 2 May, 1848, the Corporation
will provide the alignment posts.
I have, &c.,
JOHN RAE.
.Mrnzt(ee on fT0 88.
It appears that this matter awaits the reply to letter written to Mr. Campbell on *27 April. He
is reminded. I conclude that the Town Clerk may be apprised of the cause of the delay in the matter.1st May.
Yes—S.

No. 89.
The Town Clerk to The Colonial Secretary.
Town Clerk's Office, Sydney, 7 May, 1850.
I am directed by the Right Worshipful the Mayor to request your attention to my letter to
you of date 13th ult., on the subject of the alignment of George-street, from Charlotte Place to Fortstreet, to which no answer has been received, as the City Council are unable, until the alignment has been
effected, to commence the improvements which are so urgently required in that portion of the street.
I have, &c.,
JOHN RAE,
Town Clerk.
Minutes on No 89.
Sent to.day.-9th,
Has the letter written on minute of 1st instant been sent ?-9.
Refer
him thereto.-10 May.
Sir,

See No. 88.

No. 90.
The Colonial Secretary to R. Campbell, Esq.
Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 7 May, 1850.
With reference to my letter of the 7th March last, I beg to remind you that you have not yet
favoured me with a copy of the letter from the Surveyor General to the late Mr. Campbell, respecting
the line of George-street, and to request that you will have the goodness to forward it as early as
I have., &e.,
convenient.
W. ELYARD, JUN.
Sir,

No. 55.

No. 91.

The Colonial Secretary to The Town Clerk,
Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 9 May, 1850.
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 13th ultimo, respecting the
alignment of George-street from Charlotte Place to Port.street, and to inform you that the cause of the
delay in this matter is a complaint of encroachment on the part of Messrs. Campbell & Co., which has not
I have, &c.,
yet been adjusted.
W. ELYARD, JUN.
Sir,

No.

No. 92.
The Colonial Secretary to The Town Clerk.
Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 10 May, 1850.
In acknowledging the receipt of your letter of the 7th instant, respecting the alignment of
George-street, from Charlotte Place to lj'ort.street, I do myself the honor to refer you to my communication of yesterday's date, apprising you of the cause of delay in the matter.
I have, &c.,
W. ELYARD, JUN.
Sir,

No. 89.

No. 93.
Messrs. Campbell & Co. to The Colonial Secretary.
Campbell's Wharf, Sydney, 20 May, 1850.
We
have
the
honor
to
acknowledge
your
letters
of 7 March and 7th instant, addressed to
SeeNos. 85&90.
Mr. B. Campbell, and in reply beg to say we find we erroneously stated the communication to be in the
year 1841, and that the letter alluded to as having been received by our late father, Mr. Campbell, from
the Surveyor General is, we regret to say, inislaid but in support of our assertion that such a letter
was written, we respectfully beg reference to the Surveyor General's letter to your predecessor, dated
See No. °6.
6th August, 1884, stating that in consequence of the line of New George-street it was unnecessary that
60 feet shonld now be retained from our grant.
Upon the faith of this arrangement, roads were given up by our late Mr. Campbell, and grants for
We have, &c.,
the separate quantities issued.
CAMPBELL & CO.
Sir,

Minutes
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.2lfsnutes on No. 93.
Mr. N.—Précis, 1 June.
On looking to the correspondence herein referred to, particularly my letter of the 6th August, See No. 26.
1834!, it does appear that the Government cannot equitably insist upon the retention of 60 feet for this
street, as provided for by the the deed of grant. The only course ,therefore will be, as was previously
suggested, to allow the street to remain at its present width, or at any width that may suit the convenience and interests of Mr. Campbell, as it is a matter in which the public have no great concern.—T.L,M.
Surveyor General's Office, Sydney, 10 July, 1850.
Mr. N—la.
If the Government should, under the circumstances, hesitate to eany out its original intention, as
notified, perhaps the Surveyor General should communicate with Mr. Campbell respecting the width of
the street, as well as with Mr. Hanson, the other proprietor of land here, who, I am aware, has only
consented to such arrangements as may be entered into with Mr. Campbell—iS.
Approved.—llth, C.A.F.
Re.snhmitted.-10 Oct.
To be expedited.
End of September.
The Surveyor General toreporb.-2 July, 1851.
Yes.—t Aug.
ie.subinitted.-6 Oct.
A report
should be requested from the Surveyor General.-8 Dec., 1851.
Yes.- -8.
End of year.

No. 94.
Précis on the case.
IN 1848-9 it was proposed to proclaim the carriage and foot ways of Lower George-street, between
Charlotte Place and Fort-street, but, before doing so, the Governor, under the advice of the Executive
Council, directed that as the exterior edge of a portion of the proposed footway on the eastern side
appeared to be placed upon land not hitherto forming part of the street and foot way, the Surveyor
General should state whether the consent of the proprietors had been obtained in accordance with the 3rd
clause of the Act 5th William IV. No. 23.
To this inquiry the Surveyor General reported in the affirmative, stating that the: arrangement was
made with the privity and at the desire of the Messrs. Campbell, the proprietors of the land on which
nearly the whole of the curb-line would encroach. Under this report the proposed alignment was
approved of by the Executive Council and duly notified.
In pursuance of that notice, the Messrs. Campbell claimed compensation for 24 feet taken from
their land; but the Council declined to entertain the application, it appetuing that the Messrs. Campbell
had, as revorted by the Surveyor General, consented to the alignment, to which effect those gentlemen
were apprised.
Messrs. Campbell, in their communication, deny the alleged consent, and refer to a letter stated to
have been addressed by the Surveyor General, in 1841, to the late Mr. Campbell, wherein the proposed
width of the street where their property would be affected, of 60 feet, now claimed by the Crown, was
stated to be given up and they further stated that independently of the above circumstances, that as no
consent was given by them under the Act of Council 4th William IV. No. 11, and 5th William IV. No.
20, the proposed improvements could not be made without compensation. They added that they were
willing to take compensation out of land adjoining their south boundary when put up to sale.
Upon this representation the Surveyor General states that he now finds his former report, as to the
consent of the Messrs. Campbell, was erroneous. He considers compensation for public convenience
objectionable, and proposes to alter the plan, provided the Government consider themselves bound by the
letter of the Surveyor General, alluded to by the Messrs. Campbell, of which however be cannot find any
record in his office. The Messrs. Campbell were requested to forward a copy of that letter. They now
state that the original is mislaid; but, in support of their assertion, refer to a letter addressed by the
Surveyor General to the Colonial Secretary, of date the 6th August, 1834, in which is contained the See No. 26.
following remark
"That in continuation of Georqc.strect, and the other the prolongation of Cumberland.strect, both
to l)awes' Battery, the former being 37 and the latter 30 feet wide, and as Mr. Campbell has agreed to
open the northern communication between George.street and the Battery, as recommended in my report Boo No, 24.
of the 23rd November* last, the necessity for increasing the width of the old street, except at the junction of*Qy. 18n
the two streets, no longer exists."
How fa.r this and the other correspondence on the subject, in 1832 and 1833, bears out Messrs.
Campbell I do not clearly understand, and perhaps the Surveyor General has overlooked it, and it may
therefore be as well for him to see the papers before anything further is done in the matter.-8th June.
Minutes on No. 94.
Let this be sent to the Surveyor General, and request his attention to the concluding remarks.—
Forwarded to the Surveyor General aeeordingly.—W. ELnmn, Jun. (for the Colonial
CAP., 18th.
To be returned.
Secretary), B.C., 20 June, 1850.

No. 95.
The Town Clerk to The Colonial Secretary.
Town Clerk's Office Sydney, 8 June, 1850.
With reference to your letter to me, of date 9th ultimo, respecting the alignment of Georgestreet from Charlotte Place to Fort-street, stating that the cause of delay is a complaint of encroachment
on the part of Messrs. Campbell and Company, I am directed by the Right Worshipful the Mayor
respectfully to represent to His Excellency the Governor that the street in question is now almost
impassable, and to request that His Excellency will be pleased to give instructions for the alignment of
the street from Charlotte Place northwards as far as possible, without encroaching on the premises of
I have, &c.,
Messrs. Campbell and Company.
JOHN RAE,
Town Clerk.
Sir.

Minutes
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Minutes on No. 05.
This matter seems only to await a decision on Messrs. Campbell's claim to compensation but I
am aware that the other proprietor, Mr. hanson, has only acquiesced to,the arrangement on the same
terms as the former gentlemen. The Town Clerk has been apprised of the state of the ease.
Inform him that the matter is still under consideration—that the Mayor will be made acquainted
with the result when it is decided—CA.]?., 18th.

No. 96.
The Colonial Secretary to The Town Clerk.
No. 95.

Sir,

Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 24 June, 1850.
With reference to your letter of the 8th instant, respecting the alignment of George-street
from Charlotte Place to Fort.street, I do myself the honor, by the direction of His Excellency the
Governor, to inform you that the matter with respect to the encroachment on the premises of Messrs.
Campbell and Company is still under consideration, and that the Right Worshipful the Mayor will be duly
made acquainted with the result when it is decided.
I have, &e.,
W. ELYARD, JUN.

No. 97.
The Cblonial Secretary to Messrs. Campbell & Co.
No 93.

Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 24 July, 1850.
Gentlemen,
In reply to your letter of the 20th May last, relative to the proposed line of Lower Georgestreet, I do myself the honor, by direction of the Governor, to inform you that in looking into the
correspondence referred to by you in the above communication the Surveyor General has reported that
it does appear to him that the Government cannot equitably insist upon the retention of 60 feet for the
street, as provided for by the deed of grant, and he has consequently recommended, as the only course
to be adopted, that the street be allowed to remain at its present width, or at any width (not less than its
present) that may suit your convenience and interests.
2. His Excellency, concurring in this view, has, however, instructed the Surveyor General to
communicate with you, and the other proprietors of land in the locality who may be similarly circumstanced, in order to ascertain and fix what width may be agreeable and generally convenient to them
and you.
I have, Le.,
E. PEAS THOMSON.

No, 98.
The Colonial Secretary to Messrs. Campbell & Co.
Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 24 July, 1850,
Cor of a letter dated 24th July, 1850, addressed to Messrs. Campbell & Co., Campbell's Wharf,
respecting the proposed line of Lower George-street, transmitted to the Surveyor General, with reference
to his report of 10th July, 1850, on Messrs. Campbell & Co.'s letter under blank cover, 27th July, 1850.
W. ELYARD, JUN.

No. 99.
The Surveyor General to Messrs. Campbell & Co.
No. 97.

Gentlemen,
Surveyor General's Office, Sydney, 10 August, 1850,
The Colonial Secretary having forwarded to me a copy of the letter which he addrcssed to
you on the 24th ultimo, re]ative to the width of that part of George-street North which borders upon your
property, I have the honor to request that you will favour me with your determination as to the width, in
order that the pla!1 may be altered, and submitted to the Executive Council for approval.
I have, &c.,
T. L. MITCHELL.

No. 100.
The Colonial Secretary to The Surveyor General.
Sir,

Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 17 February, 1861.
Not having received a reply to my blank cover letter of the 24th July last, respecting the
width of Lower George-street, Sydney, 1 am directed by His Excellency the Governor to draw your
attention thereto, and to request the favour of your early report as to whut has since been done in this
matter.
1 have, &c.,
W. ELYARD, JUN.,
(For the Colonial Secretary).

No. 101.
The Colonial Secretary to The Surveyor General.
Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 7 August, 1851.
With reference to my letter of. 17th February last, on the subject of the width of Lower
George-street, 1 am &c., &c., your early report.
W. ELYARD, Jvrc.
The above is a printed letter of which a copy is not obtainable.—T. P. BANKs, Examiner.
Sir,

No. 102.
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No. 102.
Memorial from the City Council to His Excellency the Governor.
To His Excellency Sin C11&nLEs AUGUSTUS FJTZ Rot, Knight Companion of the Royal ilanoverian
Guciphic Order, Governor-General of all Her Majesty's Australian Possessions, and Captain-General
and Governor-in-Chief of the Territory of. New South WTales and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral
of the same, &e., &c.
WE, the Mayor, Aldermen, and Councillors of the City of Sydney, in Council assembled, beg most respectfully but most earnestly to represent to your Excellency the urgent necessity which exists for a general
and efficient drainage of the city, to provide for its cleanliness, and the consequent health and comfort of
its inhabitants; and would venture to suggest that the necessity which has hitherto existed for an
eulicientsystem of drainage in the city has been rendered more apparent by the late discovery of the goldfields of the Colony, and the vast increase to the population of the city which that discovery is certain to
produce.
To a memorial which they had the honor to present to your Excellency, soon after your Excellency's
arrival in the Colony, your memorialists stated that, by an estimate prepared by the City Surveyor, it
appeared that for the construction of undorground drains (exclusive of surface drainage, curbing, forming,
and metalling the streets) the large sum of £380,528 would be required,—a sum far beyond the present or
prospective means of the Corporation to undertake without some Government assistance.
That the same difficulty in grappling with this great work was experienced by the Government
before the incorporation of the city; for tenders were invited by them and one accepted for the drainage,
but the undertaking was subsequently abandoned from the great expense which it involved.
That by the Act for the better sewerage, cleansing, and draining of the City of Sydney and to
promote the health of the inhabitants thereof, your memorialists are cmpoweied to borrow on mortgage
of the rates or rent to be derived from the contemplated sewers, any sum not exceeding £20,000; but
your memorialists are so satisfied with the insignificance of this amount for a work of such magnitude
that they consider it useless to commence an undertaking which, without assistancofrom the Government,
they have no means of completing. The first portion of the principal sewer to be completed would necessarily be at its embouchure into the waters of the Cove in the line of the Tank Stream, and the £20,000
might soon be swallowed up in sewers in this locality without yielding sufficient revenue to pay the
interest of the loan, much less to dord additional capitol to proceed with the work.
That the Corporation of Sydney was called into existence, not as in towns and cities of the Mother
Country, when the population was small and their wants proportionately few, but when the city covered a
large surface and contained many miles of streets and many thousands of inhabitants. By the incorporation of Sydney, accordingly, the Government was relieved of a large annual expendithre, which was cast
upon the citizens without any equivalent worthy of notice; and they were called upon by direct taxation,
not only to keep in repair the streets and alleys already imperfectly formed and others that might thereafter be formed at their expense, but are also expected to incur an expenditure of nearly £400,000 for the
sewerage of the city, a work which your memorialists submit ought to have grown with the growth of the
town, and to have been performed by the Government before the incorporation of Sydney.
That the citizens of Sydney were induced to consent to the introduction of the Corporation Act by
the promises held out by your Excellency's predecessors in the Government of the Colony ; for in the
minute of His Excellency Sir B. Bourke, of date 7th July, 1835, it was proposed to hand over to the City
Commissioners, to be appointed by the inhabitants, the licenses to retail spirits in the town, markets,
water and qnit-rcnts,—revenues which would at first amount to £13,000 a year and were likely to increase
annually ; while the Police establishment was to continue a charge upon the public Treasury. And His
Excellency the late Sir G. Gipps, the parent of the Corporation, while the Act was under discussion,
expressly stated that as the Government proposed to give to the Corporation £14,000 it year, it was no
longer an economical measure.
That instead of £14,000 per annum, however, it appears from the published records of the Corporation that the value of the endowments which have been handed over to the Corporation by the Government has averaged during the eight years of its existence only £5,000 per annum, and after deducting the
expense of corporate machinery, salaries, and commission for collecting, about £3,000 per annum, leaving
a clear annual endowinentfor city improvements of £2,000 per anliulu ; on the other baud, the Corporation
have raised by direct taxes and paid for the support of the Police £8,208 lOs. Sd., although no other
portion of the Colony except Melbourne was subject to direct taxation for the same service.
Your memorialists venture to reiterato the opinion which they formerly expressed to your
Excellency that every portion of the Colony is entitled to the benefit and disposal ot its own local
revenues. Among these they submit are included publicans' licenses and the licenses of hawkers,
peddlers, auctioneers, carters, and porters, confectioners and waterinen, quit-rents, wharfage dues,
and it portion of the revenue derived from sales of land by the Government within the limits of
Sydney. The reasonableness of your memorialists' claim for the publicans' licenses was distinctly
recognized by His Excellency Sir].t. Bourke and his Excellency the late Sir G. Gipps, allowing their right
but questioning the expediency of granting it, had no doubt that if these licenses were withheld from the
Corporation the Legislative Council, would give an annual money grant of £5,000 to the Corporation as
an equivalent; and such a sum was in fact paid out of the General Revenue to the Corporation under the
Appropriatioa Act 6 Vict. No. 5, until the expiration of twelve mouths after the first meeting of the
Legislative Council, when it entirely ceased without any adequate cause being assigned, and without any
equivalent or compensation being given to the Corporation.
That the large proporton which the citizens of Sydney (numbering upwards of a fifth of the
whole population of the Colony) contribute to the general revenue appeal-s to your memorialists to
establish a claim to have a portion of that revenue expended in permanent improvements in the city. In
this opinion they are borne out by that of His Excellency the late Sir George Gipps. While the Corporation Act was under discussion, his Excellency, in reply to some objections to the Bill, is reported to have
said --" i-Ic never asserted that nothing in the shape of additional pecuniary assistance should be granted
to the Corporation in aid of its expenses in the construction of sewers, the repairs of streets, and other
public works of a similar nature on the contrary, he thought it not only equitable but desirable that
some such aid should be granted to them, more especially as a great portion of these works might be said
to apply as much to the benefit of the Colony at large as of Sydney individually, which was in itself a
But
eufficient fact to give the Corporation a claim for assistance from the general revenue."
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But these views of your memorialista are further corroborated by even higher and later authority. In
the despatch from the Right Honorable Earl Gxey to your Excellency transmitting the Act for the better
Government of Her Majesty's Australian Colonies, His Lordship, in expressing his views on the subject
of Crown Land Revenue, expressly states that, after providing for the protection and civilization of the
aboriginal natives of New South Wales, and the expenses incurred on account of surveys and the cost of
collection, such proportion of the revenue derived from the sale or leasing of Crown Lands as is not
required for emigration ought, as far as possible, to be applied in local improvements in the districts
in which it arises; and in the despatch to His Excellency Sir William Denison on the same subject, His
Lordship says more pointedly—' The Committee of Privy Council on the proposed constitution of the
Australian Colonies has advised that whenever local bodies are constituted representing the inhabitants of
different districts, the application of half the land fund to objects of this kind (public works, roads,
bridges1 and buildings) should take place under their superintendence. lam strongly impressed with the
importance of adopting this recommendation, and I should anxiously desire to see the establishment of
such municipal bodies at the earliest possible period; and whenever they are established it would be
highly expedient that the expenditure of a portion of the land fund in the mauuer I have described should
take place 4inder their direction, subject to the approval of the Lieutenant-Governor." If this just
principle of appropriating the Crown Land Revenue be applicable to municipal bodies hereafter to be
established, your memorialists submit that the same principle ought in fairness to be applied to those at
present in existence, nor can any jnst reason be assigned why Sydney, the metropolis, should be placed on
a less advantageous footing than the other districts of the Colony. In direct contradiction, however, to
this principle of His Lordship, the Government here, instead of handing over to the Corporation any
portion of the revenue derived from the sale of Crown Lands in Sydney, have appropriated the whole of
this revenue for other purposes, and called upon the Corporation to tax the citizens directly for xnatcing
and repairing the streets which have been opened through their lands, and thus increasing their value for
the sole benefit of the Government.
Your memorialists therefore most respectfully pray that your Excellency will be pleased to
introduce into the Legislative Council, at an early period of its first Session, a Bill for securing to your
inemorialists the licenses from publicans, hawkers, peddlers, carters, porters, coilfectioners, wharfage dues,
and other local revenues, or such pecuniary aid from the general revenue as will enable them to undertake
and complete the underground sewerage so necessary to provide for the cleanliness and the consequent
health and comfort of the citizens.
And your memoralists, as in duty bound, will ever pray, &c., &c.
WILLIAM THUR-LOW,
Mayor of Sydney.
Passed the Council of the City of Sydney, 13th Oct., 1851,-Jouw Rix, Town Clerk.

No. 103.
Memo. by His Excellency the Governor.
City Council Memorial for Endowment
I VEBBAflY informed the deputation which presented this memorial, that I was not in a position to give
an answer to it at present, more especially as the proposed financial arrangements for the ensuing year
had already been submitted to the Legislative Council ; but that as I was aware it was intended to present
a similar memorial to the Legislative Council, I deem it desirable to await the result, and when the views
of the Legislative Council on the subject were ascertained, I would bring it before the Executive Council
for consideration—OAF, 28 Oct., 1851.
The above had bctter be forwarded to the City Council officially.

No. 104.
The Colonial Secretary to The Town Clerk,
Sir,

Sco No. 102'

Colonial Sccre.ta.ry's Office, Sydney, 4 November, 1851,
With reference to the petition from the Mayor, Aldermen, and Councillors of the City of
Sydney, praying for the introduction into the Legislative Council during the present session of a Bill to
provide for the endowment of the Council, I am instructed to apprise you that the Governor.General has
informed the deputation which presented the petition that he was not in a position to give an answer to it
at present, more especially as the proposed financial arrangements for the ensuing year had already been
submitted to the Council ; but that, as His Excellency was aware, it was intended to present a similar
memorial to the Legislative Council, he deemed it desirable to await the result; and when the views of
the Council on the subject were ascertained, he would bring the matter before the Executive Council for
consideration.
I have, &e.,
E. flEAS THOMSON.

No, 105.
Extract from Votes and Proceethngs of the Legislative Council.
Notice of Motion—Thursday, 13 November, 1851.
CoxTmaxNr—Mr. Lamb to move, on the order of the day being called on for the third reading of the
Sewerage Bill, that an address be presented to His Excellency the Governor.General, praying that His
Excellency will be pleased to cause to be placed on the Estimates for 1852 a sum. not exeeeding.flO,000,
in aid of the City Fund, to be applied by the Corporation of the City of Sydney towards the formation of
sewers and making other public improvements in the city.
No. 100.
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No. 106.
The Colonial Secretary to The Surveyor General.
Colonial Secretary's Office, 10 Decomber, 1851.
PJUNTED letter referring to mine of 7th August last and former correspondence on the subject of the No. 101.
width of Lower George-street, &c.
W. ELYARD, JUN.

No. 107.
The Surveyor General to The Colonial Secretary.
Sir,

Surveyor General's Office, Sydney, 12 December, 1851.
In attention to your letter of the 9th instant, wherein with reference to your letter of the 7th No. 1.
August last and former correspondence on the subject of the width of Lower George-street, you request No. 101.
by direction of the Governor General that I will report what has since been done in the matter, I have
the honor to state for His Excellency's information that my letter of the 10th August, 1850, to the
Messrs. Campbell, requesting their decision as to the width of that part of the street which borders their
property still awaits a reply from those gentlemen, but that I have forwarded to them a duplicate of my
I have, &c.,
communication on the subject.
T. L. MITCHELL.
.Afütutes on No. 107.
Read. In three months—li.
Re-submitted—S April.
Pat by.

No. 108.
Copy from Register.
Corv from Register of Blank Cover Letters from Colonial Secretary, from 1848 to 1851.
No.

Data

49/11,757

Dec. 12.

50/1,895
M. 8,949
49/11,757
M. 8,195
49/6,578
M. 8,443
49/4,027
60/6,039

Feb. 15.

60/5,039

Name.

Referring

W.

Date of Answer. j ofAmwer.

Campbell & Co. .......... Dec. 7, 184g. 49/299, S. G. to report on their application for
compensation for the land of which
folio 117
they will be deprived by the alignment of George-street (Lower).
S. G. to report on the representation of
Campbell & Co.,
in 50/109
Messrs. Campbell, that they have not
S. G. letter
Campbell's Wharf.
consented to the wideningof Georgeof 28 Feb.,
street, and to their epplication for
1850.
compensation.

Juno 29. Campbell & Co............. July 10.
Lower Goorge-st.
July 24.

Subject.

Campbell, Messrs. 50-182.—B.C. Aug. 16.
and Co., Lower
George-street.

50/182, S. G. to report on letter of Messrs.
folio 185
Campbell claiming compensation for
opening to a greater width the line of
Lower George-street.
Transmitting copy of letter to Messrs.
50/514
Campbell stating that, as the Govern.
ment cannot equitably insist on 60
feet as the width of Lower GeorgeS
street near their property, it will be
made of such width as they and the
other proprietors will consent to, &e.,

From 1852 to No, 73 of 1854, names under letter C are missing.

No. 109.
The Colonial Secretary to The Surveyor General.
Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 28 February, 1852.
With reference to your letter of 11th May, 1848, on the subject of the site of the old. Sydney See No. 6$.
Gaol in Lower George-street, 1 am directed by His Excellency, the Governor-General to request that you
will at your earliest convenience cause to be brought forward for sale the land above referred to, which it
is presumed has been measured in conformity with the instructions which 1 had the honor to convey to
you by my letter of the 0th May, 1842, and may be sold without impeding the proposed ultimate alignment See No. 59.
I have, &c.,
of Lower George-street.
B. DEAS THOMSON.
Sir,

No. 110.
The Town Clerk to The Colonial Secretary.
Sir,

Town Clerk's Office, Sydney, 24 March, 1832.
I am directed by the Right Worshipful the Mayor, in accordance with a resolution of the City
Council of date the 15th instant, to request that in consequence of the refusal of the Government to
grant the site of the old gaol in George-street to the Corporation, and the nuisance being still unabated,
the property be immediately disposed of by public auction, to remove the nuisance and increase the
revenue of the Corporation from the buildings to be erected thercon.
I have, &c.,
JOHN RAE,
Town Clerk.
.Minutca
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Minutes on No. 110.
Transmitted to the Surveyor General for
Refer for the report of the Surveyor General.-21st.
To be
Blank cover.-24th April, 1852, W. Erinan, J1111. (for Colonial Secretary).
his report.
returned. The allotments herein alluded to have now been sold, and this letter is returned as a record
of the Colonial Secretary's Office.—.Toit:x 'l'n.oM.rsoN, Surveyor General's Office, 12th April, 1853.
Yes—C.A....10th.
I conclude the Town Clerk may be informed to this effect.-14th, M.F.

No. 111,
The Colonial Secretary to The Town Clerk.
No. 110.

Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 24 April, 1552.
letter informing that it has been found necessary to refer to the Surveyor General your letter
of the 24th ultimo on the subject of the site of the old gaol in George-street.
T. ELYARD, JUN.

PRINTED

No. 112.
The Surveyor General to The Colonial Secretary.
Surveyor General's Office, Sydney, 20 May, 1852.
In attention to your letter of the 25th February last, wherein, with reference to your letter
of the 11th May, 1848, respecting the site of the old gaol in Lower George-street, you request, by
direction of His Excellency the Governor-General, that I will cause the land referred to be brought
forward for sale, which it is presumed has been measured in conformity with the instructions conveyed to
me in your letter of the 9th May, 1842, and may be sold without impeding the proposed ultimate alignment of Lower George-street, I have the honor (before bringing the allotments forward for sale as
directed) to state for His Excellency's information that on the receipt of your letter of the 29th July,
1847, a design for the division of the site of the old gaol (without including new George-street, by which
it was crossed diagonally, and its area limited and impaired) was prepared, and allotments laid out in
accordance therewith, and descriptions of some of the allotments fronting Harrington-street submitted
for sale in my letter of the 2231d May, 1.848, and to inquire whether it is not intended that the sale should
proceed according to this latter arrangement, rather than according to the arrangement shown on the
plan including new George-street (returned to me in your letter of the 29th July, 1847).
I have, &c.,
T. L. MITCHELL.
Minutes on Nb. 112.
This arrangement appears to have been
Yes.
According to this arrangement, I presume?
abandoned in consequence of the high rate of valuation put upon the land required for the new line
Yes.-3.
of George-street by the proprietors.—M.F.
Sir,

See No. i.

No. 113.
The Colonial Secretary, to The Surveyor General.
Colonial Secretary's 011ice, Sydney, 7 June, 1852.
In acknowledging your letter of the 20th ultimo, I have the honor, by direction of His
Excellency the Governor-General, to inform you that the sale of the land comprising the site of the old
Sydney Gaol in George-street is toproceed according to the arrangement under which sonic of the
allotments were brought forward for sale in your communication of the *22nd May, 1.848, the original
arrangement as shown on the plan enclosed to you in my letter of the 29th .Tnly, 1847, having it appears
been abandoned in consequence of the high rate of valuation put upon the land required for the new
I have, &c.,
line of George-street by the proprietors.
W. ELYARI), JUN.
Sir,

No

-

11th May.
Bee No. 65.

No. 114.
The Colonial Secretary to The Surveyor General.
Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 7 June, 1852.
In acknowledging the receipt of your letter of the 20th ultimo, I have the honor, by the
direction of His Excellency the Governor General, to inform you that the sale of the land comprising
the site of the old gaol in George-street is to proceed according to the arrangement under which some
of the allotments were brought' forward for sale in your communication of the *22nd May, isis, the
original arrangement as shown on the plan enclosed to you in my letter of the 29th July, 1847, having
it appears been abandoned in consequence of the high rate of valuation put upon the land required for
I have, &e.,
the new line of George-street by the proprietors.
W. ELYAIID, JuN.
Sir,

See No, 112.

11th M.Y.
see No. as.
See No. 55.

No. 115.
The Colonial Secretary to The Town Clerk.
Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 20 April, 1853.
Referring to my letter to you of the 24th April, 1852, on the subject of the site of the old
gaol in George-street, I have now the honor to inform you that the land in question has been sold by
auction in allotments, in compliance with the request contained in your letter of the 24th of March, 1852.
I have, &c.,
E. DEAS THOMSON.
Sir,

No. ilL
No. IW.

No. 110.
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No. 116.
The Town Cleric to The Under Secretary for Lands.
Town Clerk's Office, Sydney, 19 August, 1864.
I have the honor, by direction of the llighU Worshipful the Mayor, to submit herewith for the
information of the Honorable the Minister for Lands, a tracing of the proclaimed alignment of George. Enclosed.
street, north of Argyle-street, showing the extent to which the wall of the old dockyard over-reached
upon the roadway and footway of the street, and am desired by His Worship to solicit from Mr.
Secretary Wilson the necessary authority to remove the wall from its present position, and to re-erect it
upon the proclaimed line of street, as a similar improvement is now being carried out at the "Sailors'
I have, &c.,
Home," adjoining the dockyard.
C. H. WOOLCOT1',
Town Clerk.
21imidee on No. 116.
There is no objection to the proposed arrangement,
Surveyor General—MS., 23rd August.
and it will much improve the street—P. F. ADAMs (for Surveyor General), 26th August. Under
Approved.—LB.W., 2nd September.
For the Surveyor General.—B.O.,
Secretary for Lands.
Infbrm Treasury.
6th September, 1804.
Sir,

No. 117.
The Under Secretary for Lands to The Under Secretary for Finance and Trade.
Department of Lands, Sydney, 7 September, 1804.
I am directed to state, for the information of the Finance Minister, that application having
been made by the Town Clerk for permission to remove the old wall in George-street enclosing the dockyard, and to re-erect the wall upon the proclaimed line of George-street, Mr. Secretary Wilson has
approved of the arrangement so proposed.
I have, &c.,
MICIIL. FITZPATRICK.
Sir,

No. 118.
The Under Secretary for Lands to The Town Clerk.
Sir,

Department of Lands, Sydney, 8 September, 1864.
Referring to your letter of the 19th ultimo, applying for permission to remove the old wall in
George-street enclosing the dockyard, and to re-erect the wall upon the proclaimed line of George-street,
I am directed to state, for the information of the Right. Worshipful the Mayor, that Mr. Secretary Wilson
has approved of the arrangements se proposed, of which the Surveyor General has been apprised.
I have, &c.,
M. FITZPATRICK.

No. 119.
The Town Clerk to The Under Secretary for Lands.
Sir,

Town Clerk's Office, Sydney, 20 November, 1877.
I have the honor, by direction of the Right Worshipful the Mayor, to respectfully request that
the Honorable the Minister for Lands will be pleased to give such instructions as may be necessary for
having the portion of George-street, northwards of the Mariners' Church, o1mned in accordance with the
proclamation in the Gazette, of date the 13th November, 1849.
As it is understood that a portion of the property known as Campbell's Wharf, abutting on to
George-street, is about to be offered for sale, his Worship would be glad if this matter could receive
early attention.
I have, &c.,
C. H. WOOLCOTT,
Town Clerk.
Minutes cm iVb. 119.
Unless it can be ascertained by search in the early records (possibly in the Colonial Secretary's
Office) that a consent has been given by Mr. Campbell, or the then owner of the property in question, to
the alignment, as notified in the Government Gazette of the 13th November, 1849, I am of opinion that
such alignment is void, and that though 12 feet could have been taken without the consent of the owner,
it probably is not now within the power of the Government to take even that space. In the absence of
the consent of the owner, the direct violation of the terms of the Act 5th William 4th, No. 20, may however be considered as enabling the Surveyor General to act de rove in the matter; or it may be possible,
under the 34th clause of the Act, 4th William IV, No. 11., to resume the portion of land in question by
proclamation, &c., and by appointment of Commissioners, and payment of compensation if such a course
be deemed necessary and expedient—B.. P. FITZGERALD, for Surveyor General, 10/12/77.
The Principal Under Secretary will perhaps be good enongh to cause a search to be made in the
records of his office, with a view to the required information being obtained—B.C., 14 December, 1877.
O.R. WWS
All papers in this case appear to be with 52-2,674. Town Clerk, 24 March, 1852, requesting
immediate disposal of site of old Sydney Gaol. Sent to Surveyor General, 24 April, 1852, and returned
14 April, 1853.
Avery careful search has been made by Mr. Goodman and jnyself for these papers,
but they cannot be ti-aced.---C.W., 22/12177.
Immediate. Mr. \V.—Obtain for me a sight of the register of letters received by the Surveyoi
General from individuals (as it was called), that is, from private or unofficial persons, in the year 1850.—
27 Dec., 1877.
Mr. A.,—I find nothing in the register. If you can take the matter in hand, pray do.-12/1/78.
278—E

No. 120.
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No. 120.
The Town Clerk to The Under Secretary for Lands.
Sir,

Town Clerk's Office, Sydney, 10 January, 1878.
Referring to my letter of the 26th November last, respecting the opening of North Georgestreet to its proclaimed width, I have the honor, by direction of the Right Worshipful the Mayor, to
inquire whether the matter has received the attention of the Honorable the Minister for Lands, as the
Australian Steam Navigation Company have again intimated their intention of offering their land
abutting on to the street for early sale.
I have, &c.,
C. H. WOOLCOTT,
Town Clerk.
Mimutee on No. 120.
This matter has already been reported on by me on the previous paper.—Ron. B. FITZGERALD.
(For Surveyor General), 11 ,Tan., 1878.
Forwarded to the Principal Under Secretary with reference
to previous papers sent to his office on the 15th ultimo.—W, W. STErnLY, B.C., 25 Jan., 1878.
To
be returned. The papers cannot be found here—The Under Secretary for Lands, B.C., 20 .Tan., 1878.
M.B.A.

No. 121.
The Town Clerk to The Under Secretary for Lands.
Sir,

No.19:

Town Clerk's Office, Sydney, 28 Jannary, 1873.
Referring to my letter of the 26th November last, respecting the opening of George-street
north of the Mariners' Church to its full proclaimed width, 1 have the honor, by direction of the Right
Worshipful the Mayor, to state that the land now encroaching on the line of street has been advertised
for sale by the Australian Steam Navigation Company, and His Worship therefore begs to urge immediate
attention to the matter.
I have, &c.,
C. H. WOOLCOTT,
Town Clerk.
Minutes on Nb. 121.
It is recommended that my minute of the 10th December, 1877, be submitted to the Secretary for
Lands, with the information now received from the Colonial Secretary's Office to the effect that former
papers relative to any agreement cannot be found. There has, however, been considerable correspondence
with reference to the width of this part of George-street, as the enclosed extracts from old record books
show, and such extracts may possibly lead to the finding important documents. It is necessary that I
should qualify my former report., as, upon careful perusal of the deed of grant, I find that the provision
which was considered to amount to one of a power of obtaining material for road-making may possibly be
construed into one of resumption—B. D. FITZGERALD (for Surveyor General), 8th February, 1878,
Approved.—J.S.P., 23 Feb., 1878.
Forwarded for the information of the Under Secretary,
Colonial Secretary's Office. B.C., 7 March, 1878.—OR.. W.W.S.
Former papers now herewith,19/3/77.
The Under Secretary for Lands, B.C., 19/3/78.—M.B.A.
Surveyor General.—W.W.S.,
B.C., 20 March, 1878.

No. 122.
The Town Clerk to The Under Secretary for Lands.
Sir,

Town Clerk's Office, Sydney, 2 March, 1878.
I have the honor, by direction of the Right Worshipful the Mayor, to inquire whether the
Honorable the Minister for Lands will be pleased to receive a deputation from the City Council upon the
subject of the proposed opening of George-street North, through the property known as Campbell's
Wharf, and if so, when it will be convenient for him to do so.
I have, &e.,
C. H. WOOLCOTT,
Town Clerk.
Minutes on No. 122.
Will the Minister for Lands name a time for receiving the deputation.—W. W. STEPliEN, 7/3/78,
Tuesday next, at 11 o'clock.—J. S. FARIcELL, 7/3/78.
Obtain papers quickly—OS.

No. 123.
The Under Secretary for Lands to The Town Clerk.
Sir,

No.

in.

Department of Lands, S March, 1878.
With reference to your letter of the 2nd instant, inquiring, by direction of the Right
Worshipful the Mayor, when it will be convenient for the Minister for Lands to receive a deputation from
the City Council on the subject of the proposed opening of George-street North through the property
known as Campbell's Wharf, I am instructed to inform you that Mr. Secretary Farnell has appointed
Tuesday next, the 12th instant, at 11 o'clock am., to receive the deputation in question.
OSBORNE RICH,
(For the Under Secretary).

No. 124.
Memo. by Deputy Surveyor General
Alignment of part of Lower George-street.
As there appcars to have been no consent from Mr. Campbell, I am of opinion that the alignment of the
portion of Lower George-street under consideration, proclaimed in Government Gazette 13th November,
1849,
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1849, folio 1,710, was void; and it is now submitted whether, as suggested in my previous minute, the
direct violation of the terms of the Act does not enable the Surveyor General to act de novo and align the
street, resuming a width of 12 feet for footway, and whether it is desired that such action should be taken,
or compensation be paid to the present owner for the obtaining of a wider street, or whether the matter
should be left as it is.
In connection with the above report, however, I must again draw attention to the wording of the
provision contained in the deed, viz., "reserving at au times the right to the Governor for the time being
of appropriating such parts thereof as may be deemed necessary for the making and improving the
streets," which may be considered either as a power of resumption of land for streets, or for obtaining
material for the formation of streets.
B. B. FITZGERALD,
26 March, 1878.
(For Surveyor General).
Minutes on No. 124.
The matter to remain as it is for the present.—J.S.E, 13/4/78.
The Deputy Surveyor
General.-29.
May now be put away.—E.G., S May, 1878.

[Enclosure to No. 124.
Sydney. Town Grant
Uno Robert Campbell, Es., his heirs and assigns, to have and to hold for over 3 acres 3 roods of land, lying and situate in
the town of Sydney, bounded on the south side by premises in the occupation of the naval officer ; on the southwest side by
the road lending to Dawes' Point, bearing north 361 degrees west 629 foot; on the northwcst side by a line east 31
degrees north 200 feet; and on the east side by the water of Sydney Cove (in eonsequonce of his having erected thereon
several large and expensive buildings), Reserving at all times the right to the Governor for the time being of appropriating
such parts thereof as may be deemed necosoary for the making and improving the streets; quit rent, £3.
In testimony, ike., this 29th day of J'une, 1814.
Witnessed by—
L. MACQUARIE, L.S.
JOHN Wins.
Cuinnns Waaaic.
I certify the above and preceding page to be a true copy of the entry or copy of the origins] deed of grant from the
Crown, kept as of record or for public or official purposes in the office of the Registrar General of the Colony of New South
Wales.
E. G. WARD,
Registrar General's Office, Sydney, 2nd February, 1878.
Registrar General.
No. 125.

The Under Secretary for Lands to The Town Clerk,
Sir,

Department of Lands, 26 April, 1878.
I am directed to inform you that, as there appears to have been no consent from Mr. Campbell,
the Surveyor General is of opinion that the alignment of the portion of Lower G-eorge.street under
consideration is void. The Minister for Lands has, therefore, decided that the matter shall remain as it is
for the present.
I have, &c.,
W. W. STEPHEN.

[Soven plans.]

Sydney

[8:. Od.]

Themas Richards, Oovernmont Printor.—lsSO.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS

OF THE

TNTERCOLONIAL METEOROLOGICAL CONFERENCE,

HELD AT SYDNEY

ON THE

11TH, 13TH, 14TH

NOVEMBER, 1879.

ORDERED BY THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY TO BE PRINTED,

27 January, 1880,

SYDNEY: THOMAS RICHARDS, GOVERNMENT PRINTER.
1880.
[Gd.]
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INTERCOLONJa METEOROLOGICAL CONFERENCE.
TUESDAY, 11 NOVEMBER, 1879.
The Conference met at the Sydney Observatory, at 10 a.m.
JAMES IIJGCTOR, Esq., M.D., C.M.G., P.B.S., Inspector of Meteorological Stations, New Zealand.
C. Tonu, Esq., C.M.G., ERAS., Government Astronomer, South Australia.
R. I. J. ELLEn, Esq., FitS., Government Astronomer, Victoria.
H. C. RUSSELL, Esq,, BA., F.RA.S., Government Astronomer, New South Wales.
H. C. RUSSELL, ESQ., was called to the Chair.
The Chairman read the following letter:—
Sir,
Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 8 November, 1879.
I am directed by the Colonial Secretary, at the instance of the Minister of Justice and Public
Instruction, to transmit herewith copies of propositions for the consideration of the scientific men
nominated by the several Australian Colonies to consider what means should be adopted to improve the
system of intercolonial weather sipals,
1 have, &c.,
C1tITCHEfl WALKER.
The Chairman of the meeting of scientific men appointed to
consider what means should be adopted to improve the system of intercolonial weather signals.

.P roposif ions for Meteorological Confrrence.

To consider the meteorology of Australia and New Zealand, with a view to united action in
its investigation.
To consider whether additional first-class stations shall be established, and if so, in what
localities.
To consider the desirability of using the same class of instruments at all stations and making
The observations at the same local hour.
To consider the desirability of securing the co-operation of the meteorologists of New
Zealand and Tasmania in the system of weather telegrams, which now embraces the
Colonies of South Australia, Victoria, New South Wales, and Queensland.
To consider by what means the weather telegrams may be transmitted and published for
public information at an earlier hour than they are at present.
0. To consider whether meteorological stations should be established upon the highest available
mountains for the special study of winds.
Observatory, 27 October, 1879.
H. C. RUSSELL.
He said the object for which the Conference had suet was to devise some system by means of which more
united action might be established in respect to meteorological observations, and especially with regard to
weather telegrams. He had experienced great difficulty in obtaining telegrams from the different Colonies
with sufficient punctuality, and he thought that if the matter were discussed in Conference some suggestions
would be made by which the transmission of these telegrams might be greatly facilitated, and earlier
information furnished to the public. Holding this opinion, be had suggested the desirability of having a
Meteorological Conference, and the Government of New South Wales had sent invitations to the Colonies of
South Australia, Victoria, Queensland, Tasmania, and New Zealand. Queensland and Tasmania had not
responded to the invitation, or at least they had not sent representatives. He very much regretted the
kbsenee of the representatives of the Colonies of Queensland and Tasmania, but thought the Conference
should proceed with the business before them.

United investiqation of Meteorology.
To consider the meteorology of Australia and New Zealand, with a view to united action in its
investigation.
Mr. JkLEIIY thought it would be well to start by affirming the desirableness of united action, and
he would therefore move formally, before entering upon other pmestions, the following resolution in
reference to the first proposition
That in view of the great importance which a better knowledge of the movement and origin of
strong gales and storms on our coast lines and neighbouring seas is to the shipping and
commercial interest generally, it is desirable to secure, as far as possible, eo.operation in all
the Australasian Colonies for the investigation of storms, as well as for agricultural and
general climatologieal purposes.
It had already been shown that the westerly gales which visit New Zealand and the easterly
gales occurring on the coast of Australia were marked by premonitory signs ; and some co-operative
action in the transmission of information could not fail to lead to profitable results.
The resolution, after discussion, was agreed to.
Dr. Hxcroa moved
That with the view of giving effect to the foregoing resolution, similar observations and the same
form of publication should, as far as possible, be adopted throughout the Colonies.
He explained that be did not mean that no other form of observations should be published, but
that the Government of each Colony should be asked to sanction the expensq ofpublishing certain
observations taken at the same local hour in the form required by the Conference, so that they could be
compared with each other.
The resolution, after discussion, was agreed to.

.l4st -class &ationa.

The CnnMizi read the second proposition:—
To consider whether additional first class stations shall be established; and if no, in what
localities.
He thought the Conference should free themKelves from the task of defining what constituted a first
class station, as circumstances might arise to alter their opinion on that point.
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Mr. TODD: There would in reality be only one first class station in each Colony, which would be
the Observatory.
Mr. EJJLERY did not think it would be desirable to lay down any fixed rule on this point. The different
Colonies worked under different circumstances; and all that was required was to secure their co-operation.
Dr. Hxcron thought the number and position of the different stations should be left for each
Colony to determine. The Conference should not dictate to the Colonies what expenditure they should
incur; nor did he think they should lay down any expensive or elaborate scheme, which might have the
effect of preventing cordial co-operation.
The Cn.&TEMAN said his object in submitting this proposition was to suggest one or two more
stations in the western district It would be seen in the map that there was a scarcity of stations in the
interior; and as most of the atmospheric disturbances caine from the west, the establishment of additional
stations there would supply valuable information.
Mr. TODD moved:—
That in order effectively to carry out the objects of the Conference as affirmed in the foregoing
resolutions, it is desirable to establish first class meteorological stations in certain well
selectedpositions in the several Australasiau Colonies, including New Zealand, in addition
to those now existing.
The resolution, after further discussion, was agreed to.
On the motion of Dr. HEcrou, the Co nference adopted the definition of the work of a first-class
station given in the preface to the New Zealand Meteorological Report for 1873.
The observations taken are limited to those for determining atmospheric pressure ; maximum
and minimum daily temperature of atmosphere, and of insulation and radiation ; the average
daily amount of moisture, the rainfall and number of rainy days.; the force and direction
of wind, and amount and ëharaeter of cloud."
Similar Instruments.
3rd proposition:—
-To consider the desirableness of using the same class of instruments at all stations, and making
the observations at the same local hour.
The CiIAtaMAN said he was aware that in some cases instruments of different kinds were used,
and thus the results were not comparable. He did not think temperature observations could be exact at
.a different way of exposing the thermometers made such a difference in the result. With
all stations—
regard to the barometer, it would be sufficient to say that it should be a mercurial barometer and not all
aneroid; and with respect to the wet and dry bulb, it should mean an instrument of good class, certified to
by a firm of recognized position and time same with regard to the maximum and minimum thermometers;
and the rain-gauges should be used at the samo altitude from the ground.
Mr. ELLEn moved
That the instruments at each first-class station consist of a m&rcurial barometer of either the
standard or Board of Trade form ; thermometers of Kew or approved patterns, compared
with standards as frequently as possible; raiii.gaugcs of 8 inches collecting diameter ; and
wind-gauges of any approved form. The local hours of observation to be 9 am., 3 p.m.,
and 9 p.m. Beaufort's scale of wind to be adopted; the observations to be recorded in
equivalents in velocity and pressure.
The resolution, after discussion, was agreed to.
Desirability of co-operation.
4th proposition:—
To consider the desirableness of securing the co-operation of the Governments of New.
Zealand and Tasmania in the system of weather telegrams, which now embraces the Colonies
of South Australia, Victoria, New South Wales, and Queensland.
Mr. ELLERY said, with regard to Tasmania, that for the meteorological knowledge of that Colony
they were indebted to the long and valuable gratuitous services of F. ABBOTT, Esquire, of Hobart Town.
But in order to provide for carrying out the proposed scheme, which involved a daily expenditure for
telegrams, he would move : That it is very desirable to obtain the co-operation of the Government of
Tasmania and to persuade them to establish a station at the public expense at Hobart Town. He did
not think this would be a difficult matter if the Conference. suggested it. At present there was no
machinery to co-operate with, and it was very desirable that one or two first-class stations should be
established. He thought it would be better not to take Launeeston for a second station, which was a
long way inland, but rather to take George Town.
The resolution, after discussion, was agreed to.
Dr. Hicion moved
That it is desirable to secure the co-operation of the Governments of SVestern Australia, New
Zealand, and Tasmania, in the system of weather telegrams, which now embraces the Colonies
of South Australia, Victoria, New South Wales, and Queensland.
With regard to New Zealand, on account of the greater expense of communication, the great range
of latitude, and the consequent complicated phases of weather which occurred simultaneously in the
different coastal areas, it was desirable that instead of any definite observations or readings of instruments
being transmitted, a daily synoptical report of the gelieral conditions of the weather should be prepared
at the Head Office in New Zealand and transmitted, together with immediate telegraphic not-ice of any
important or exceptional phenomenon ; and that the return communications to New Zealand should be
comprised in a similar synoptical report of the state of the weather in the different coastal areas of
Australia, to be prepared and transmitted from the Observatory in Sydney.
The resolution, after discussion, was agreed to.
Mr. ELLEn moved
That, in the opinion of this Conference, it is desirable that weather telegrams and forecasts shall in
all cases depend upon the observations used for general meteorological and climatological statistics, and be tinder the direction of the head of the meteorological department in each Colony.
Mr. TODD thought such a resolution was essential to prevent conflicting reports and to ensure
public confidence.
The resolution, after discussion, was agreed to.
The Conference adjourned at 1 p.m., until Thursday, 13th instant, at 10 a.m.

THURSDAY,
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THURSDAY, 13 NOVEMBER, 1870.
The Conference met at the Observatory at 10 am.
PRESENT:—
Mr. RussELr,
Dr. HECTOR,
Mr. TODD.
Mr. ELLEn,
H. C. RUSSELL, ESQ., in the Chair.
The minutes of the previous meeting were read and confirmed.
The Conference resuaied their consideration of the 4th proposition, affirming the desirableness of
securing the co-operation of the New Zealand and Tasmanian Governments in the system of weather
telegrams.
Mr. TODD moved:—
That this Conference, having been informed that the Eastern Extension Telegraph Company will
charge half rates for the transmission of weather reports through the cable connecting
Australia and Tasmania, and probably also the cable to New Zealand, recommend that the cost
of such reports be defrayed by the participating Colonies in equal proportions; and that, in the
opinion of this Conference, such cost need not exceed in the aggregate £350 per annum.
2. That, in the opinion of the Conference, this expenditure isjustified by the extreme importance
to the shipping interest of early information of the approach of dangerous easterly and
westerly gales
lIe said that as these reports transnii tted through the cable would be merely synoptical reports of the
st:ate of the weather in Australia on the one hand, and in New Zealand and Tasmania on the other, they
need not be of great length. Messages comprising ten or twelve words would probably, by means of the
code adopted, convey all the information that would be required. A message of ten words would cost—
to or from New Zealand—at the reduced rate, about five shillings. The amount named in the resolution
would therefore, in his opinion, be ample.
The CUAIR3SAN said that from the experience in reference to gales which be had obtained during
a number of years, it was quite evident that from the observations take,'in New Zealand and the
southern Colonies valuable warnings might be given. A short warning of the approach of a gale in
many instances would be the means of saving a large amount of property, as the vessels could take ref ugo
in the coast harbours. Warnings of dangerous gales might be given several days in advance, and
considerable importance was attached to such information by the shipping interest. For instance, in
the severe gale in which the "Dandenong" was wrecked, it had subsequently appeared that valuable information might have heel] given sufficiently in advance toprevent the great loss of property which took place,
if that information could have been furnished to the shipping interest at the different ports along the coast.
Mr. TODD entirely concurred with the Chairman as to the importance and value of this
information, and especially of the reports from western stations. His observations tended to show agreat
regularity in the easterly march of disturbances from the westward, and the stations in South Australia,
and especially in Western Australia, should be able to give the easterly Colonies timely warning of
approaching gales, because they would be able to report the effect of a gale which had already reached
end of these stations. The information would therefore not be hypothetical, but an actual fact of which
timely notice could be given.
Dr. hECTOR said that from a New Zealand point of view, lie thought it would be very
advantageous that Queensland should join in this co-operation, as it would be from that quarter
they would receive early notice of the origin and progress of the dangerous and suddenly occurring
cyclones that crossed the northern part of New Zealand. On the other hand, the southerly gales could
not, of course, be directly predicted in Australia for New Zealand, but New Zealand could give early
information to Australia of the occurrence of such gales, and probably Queensland would receive the
greatest benefit from such predictions.
Mr. ELLEn said that in that view of the case, great advantage would be derived from the estabhshment of a station at Hobart Town, because if Hobart Town observations were discussed in connection
with this movement on the western coast of Australia and the subsequent weather on the east coast, it
would be found that those observations would often determine whether that easterly movement had
become deflected by any other current. The observations at Hobart Town would indicate a considerable
time beforehand whether the disturbance would become a serious one on the eastern coast of Australia.
For instance, it was a fact that the gale in which the "Dandenong" was wrecked was indicated at Hobart
Town thirty hours before it reached Sydney.
Mr. TODD called the attention of the Conference to the hurricane which struck the Laeipede
Islands and the north-west coast of Australia on the 24th and 25th of December, 1878, as a case in
point. The barometer fell to 2950 and 2894 at Alice Springs, in the centre of the continent, it began
to fall on the 30th, reaching 296 on the morning of January 2nd; at Eucla, the barometer fell from
302 on December 29th, to 2950 on January 1st; at Cape Borda. it fell from 3023 on December 30th,
to 2953 at midnight on January 1st; at Cape Northumberland, it fell from 302 on the morning of the
30th December, to 2935 at 6 p.m. on January 2nd, or six hours after Cape Borda; and the barometer
fell to 2930 at Hobart Town in the afternoon of January 2nd, or about twenty-four hours after passing
the Great Bight. The storm between the Great Bight and Hobart Town was probably identical with, or
the subsequent effect of, the hurricane on the north-west coast, in which case it must have had a slow
pyogressive motion over the Australian continent, between the north-west coast and the Australian
Bight, emerging from the coast at about the Great Bight, and occupying twenty-four hours in passing
from the Great Bight to Hobart Town.
The resolution was then agreed to.

Weather Telegrams.
5th proposition
To consider by what means the weather telegrams may be transmitted and published for
public information at an earlier hour than they are at present.
The CHATRMss said the idea which was present to his mind in submitting this proposition
was to suggest that weather telegrams should, in Australasia, as in Europe, take precedence of all
other telegrams. This arrangement would not add in any appreciable respect to the time occupied
U
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in transmission, and the delay of five or six minutes caused by sending these messages first could not be
any serious detriment to business.
He thought it probable that if the matter were represented
by the Conference to the several Governments, the general principle would be adopted, and weather
telegrams would take precedence of all other messages, Government telegrams of course excepted.
Mr. TODD entirely concurred with the Chairman in thinking it highly desirable that weather
telegrams should have the lsecedence, and he saw no practical difficulty in giving effect to the resolution.
No doubt the hour which had been agreed to-9 o'clock—might appear at first sight to dash with the
ordinary routine business at the telegraph offices ; but as a matter of fact, with the exception of the
transmission of messages from the different stations to the central office at 0 o'clock, there would be no
reports sent at that hour. It would probably be 11 o'clock before all these messages would be received
at the central office, in his case it was generally a quarter-past 10 before he could send any weather
reports to the other Colonies. In the case of Western Australia it was still later, on account of the
difference in longitude. So that the sending of these weather reports would not really clash with the
office reports, and there was no reason why they should not be transmitted immediately, and take precedence of all private messages. He thought it only required to be properly represented to the different
Governments, so that the telegraphic departments might be instructed that the weather reports were to
take precedence, and the Telegraph Superintendents in the different Colonies be relieved from any
responsibility in the matter. It should be borne in mind that by the adoption of the cypher code, the
messages were reduced to the minimum in point of length;
He would now move—
That the several Governments be requested to cause precedence to be given to the regular
weather telegrams and special storm reports.
Dr. HECTOR said, that in New Zealand they had three kinds of telegrams—sirqent, ordinary, and
delayed. The public could take advantage of this scale, and by paying two shillings could make a telegram
urqcnt. Mesfages arriving in the evening could be sent as delayed telegrams in sufficient time for
the morning post.
Mr. ELLErtY said the value of weather information was lost in many cases by delay, while it was
increased in proportion to the punctuality with which it was furnished. He might state that in his last
Annual Report be had made referenQe to the procedure in America and several European States who had
at first to be coaxed into allowing weather telegrams to take precedence, but they now generally accorded
it. Weather telegrams were of no value to the shipping and commercial interest unless they were transmitted punctually. in Victoria the Chief Secretary had entered into correspondence with the Telegraph
Department of that Colony on the subject, and precedence had always been accorded. He thought it
would only be necessary to bring the matter before the several Colonial Governments. The only difficulty
would lie with the Telegraph Departments themselves.
The resolution was agreed to.

Mountain Stations.

6th proposition:—
To consider whether meteorological stations should be established upon the highest available
mountains, for the special study of winds.
The CwunMnc said, his object in putting this proposition before the Conference was to obtain if
possible records of the winds that pass over-head, and were therefore lost to the records of the lower
stations.
From observations made years ago by Strzelecki, it appeared that at the top of Mount Wellington,
be had noticed a hot wind which was not felt at all 3,000 feet lower on the same mountain ; and from
similar observations in this Colony, it appeared that hot winds were frequently felt at the high stations
and not at those which are at a lower level.
Similar facts might be stated with regard to the south-east gales, which frequently appeared first
at lofty stations. He thought these facts were a sufficient reason for the establishment of stations on high
mountain peaks,—the only means which appeared to him available to secure the desired information.
Mr. ELLERY moved
That, in the opinion of this Conference, there should be established in each of the Colonies, upon
a high mountain peak, a meteorological observatory for the special study of winds and other
meteorological phenomena:
And that the most desirable positions for them would be the following
About
South Australia—Mount Lofty ..
... 2,500 feet above sea level.
New South Wales—Kiandra
...
. , - 4,600
New Zealand--Tauhara Taupo ...
... 4,600
Do.
Mount Herbert ...
... 4,000
Tasmania—Mount Wellington ...
... 4,000
Victoria—Mount Macedon
...
... 3,500
The resolution, after discussion, was agreed to.
The Conference adjourned at 115 p.m., until to-morrow, Friday, 14th instant, at 9 o'clock a.m.

FRIDAY, 14 NOVEMBER, 1879,
The Conference met at the Observatory, at 9 am.
PRESENT
Dr. HECTOR,
Mr. RussELL,
Mr. ELLEn,
Mr. TODD.
H. C. RUSSELL, ESQ., in the Chair.
The minutes of the previous meeting were read and confirmed.
Mr. TODD moved:— - That-the resion Q1 the present telegraph weather code be referred to Messrs. Russell and
Ellery, with a view to its simplification and extension.
The resolution, after discussion, was agreed to.
Dr.
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Dr. Hcron moved
That the interchange of weather statistics, in carrying out the suggestions of this Conference,
between the different Australasian stations, should be in the form of a diagram ; and that
this should not interfere with the printing of statistics by the different Colonies in any way
they like.
He would, at the same time, strongly recommend that some uniform system of publication should be
gradually aperoximated.
The resolution, after discussion, was agreed to.
Mr. ELIJERY moved:That the monthly graphic records for interchange consist of curves, showing—
Barometer,
Velocity and direction of wind,
Temperature,
Humidity,
Rainfall,
with remarks upon weather, especially with reference to storms and atmospheric disturbances
and that specific forms be prepared and distributed to the co-operating Colonies.
That the mean humidity curve be derived from the means of maximum and minimum of wet
and dry bulb thermometers.
The barometer curve to be constructed from barographic records, so as to depict the turning
points.
The temperatwe curve to represent maximum and minimum and mean for each day.
The velocity and direction of the wind to be deduced from the anemometer.
The resolution was, after discussion, ngrecd to.
Dr. HEeron moved
That, in the transmission of cablegrams, the reports he generalized from the local weather
reports.
For New Zealand the following subdivision into districts is recommended for convenience of
reporting
A.......N.E. aspect
North Cape to East Cape.
..... .NW. aspect
Cape Maria to West Cape (exclusive of Cook Straits).
...... S. aspect
West Cape to Moeraki.
...... SE. aspect
Moeraki to East Cape (exclusive of Cook Straits).
E......Cook Straits
Comprising Wanganui, Wellington, Cape Campbell,
and Cape Farewell, Nelson.
A code to be framed to express the weather in each of the above aspects in general terms,
according to the judgment of the reporter, thus—
Aspect.

j Wind and Weather. I

Rain.

I

Sea..

No remark to indicate absence of marked phenomena.
The resolution, after discussion, was agreed to.
Mr. ELLEn moved:—
That the cablegrams furnished to Melbourne by Tasmania should conform with those between
the Australian Colonies.
The resolution was, after discussion, agreed to.
Mr. Tonn moved
1. That weather telegrams from the Australian Colonies shall Comprise—
Barometer reduced to 32° and sea level,
Dry bulb,
Humidity,
Maximum and minimum,
Direction and velocity of wind.
State of weather,
Rainfall,
Sea disturbances,
with a synoptical report of the weather generally.
2. And that tjithin New Zealand the same system should be adopted.
The resolution, after discussion, was agreed to.
Mr. Entny moved:—
flat the extreme importance of the weather system proposed be strongly urged upon the
Queensland Government, with a view to obtain their more active co-operation.
The resolution was, after discussion, agreed to.
It was further resolved,—
That Australia be divided into six meteorological areas for transmission of reports to New
Zealand, viz., Western Australia, South Australia, Victoria, New South Wales, and Queensland; South Australia being divided into two districts, tropical and extra-tropical.
The Conference adjourned at 1130 am., until half-past 7 o'clock the same day.
The
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The Conference met again at 780 p.m.
PRESENT

Dr. Htcron,
Mr. Euitmr,

Mr. TODD,
Mr. Russttt.

H. C. RUSSELL, ESQ., in the Chair.
The minutes of the previous meeting were read and confirmed.
It was resolved,—
That weather telegrams be written on paper of a special cokur, so as to be readily distinguhhable in the offices.
Mr. ToDD moved:That the solar radiation thermometers should be blaekened bulb thermometers in vaeuo, and
should be exposed on an open space at an elevation of 4 feet 6 inches from the surface of
the ground, supported by a post carrying two light arms.
And that radiation thermometers be placed over grass.
The resolution, after discussion, was agreed to.
Mr. ELLERY moved:—
That the following subjects for experiment be referred to each member of the Conference, for
future consideration and report
Shade temperature.
Swinging thermometer and thermometer sheds in use.
Standards to be swung with 2 ft. U in. string during sunshine and after sunset.
Observations to determine the difference in humidity by self-registering maximum and
minimum thermometers, and by other methods.
The best method of measuring the velocity and pressure of wind.
Whether any better method than black bulb thermometers can be devised for measuring
the direct effect of the sun.
As to the best method of determining spontaiieoiis evaporation.
The resolution was discussed and agreed to.
Mr. ELLERY moved:—
That as investigation of the Newcastle tide-gauges ),as shown that such instruments give
valuable indications of distant earthquakes, gales, and sea disturbances, it is desirable, in
the opinion of the Conference, that self-registering tide-gauges be established in as many
convenient places as possible on the coast, in connection with the Meteorological Departments of the different Celonies.
The resolution was agreed to, after discussion.
Dr. Hucrox moved:—
That the foregoing minutes be adopted as the Report of this Conference on the various matters
referred to it, and that the Chairman be requested to report to the Government of
Nrw Sniitli Vsl,'s

ittJnnrjJ,iJJ.
ROBT. J. ELLERY.
CHARLES TODI).
JAMES HECTOR.

fl. Ij.

Sydney Thomas Richards, Government Printer.-1580.
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1870-80.
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

FLOODS IN THE HUNTER RIVER.
(ZEPORT AND ESTIMATE.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 13 January, 1880.

[Laid upon the Table Of/he Legislative Aasetn%, with reference to Question Nø. 11 of the 19/It November, 1879.]

Memo, from Assistant Engineer to The Engineer-in-Chief, Harbours and Rivers.
Harbours and Rivers Office, Newcastle, 8 September, 1879.
ks flood, outlet for Hunter River vid Telligery Creek, 79-719.
I TnreMIp
herewith a plan and section showing the line of proposed channel to the waters of Port Stephens.
From the point marked "A" on the plan I have shown two routes, the first leading to the head of
Broadwater Bay inPort Stephens Harbour, the second to a point on Telligerry Creek, about 61 miles up
from its mouth. The distance from water to water by the first above mentioned line would be about 12+
miles, and by the second about 114 miles; but as Telligerry Creek should be deepened and widened in
aces, I estimate this would be practically the longer route of the two, besides the former would give a
hydraulic gradient, as the mean fall might be reckoned to high-water in Broadwater Bay; whereas
vidtter
Telligerry Creek the fall should be taken to high-water at the mouth of the creek, thus making the
distance for calculating the grade vid Broadwater 12* miles, as against 18
vid Telligerry Creek, I have
therefore confined my attention to the first or the Broadwater route,

C

On the plan 1 have drawn to an enlarged scale a cross section of the channel, on which I have
based my estimate.
It is a most difficult question to ascertain, even approximately, to what extent such an outlet would
lower the flood level at Raymond Terrace, owing to the varying circumstances under which floods occur. For
instance, when the Hunter is chiefly in flood the waters rise slower and the channel would pass a greater
quantity in proportion on account of the greater time, and thus prevent the flood from reaching a great
height; but when the heaviest portion of the flood occurs on tie Williams, as in 1875, which was the
highest flood known at Raymond Terrace for many years—the water came down almost in a wave and
reached the maximum height rapidiy—in this case the extra outlet would no doubt assist in ea.rrymg away
the water quicker, but would not keep down the height by very much.
I have calculated the discharging capability of the channel for different heights, and by comrin
pa g
the results with the discharging area of the Hunter below the Terrace, I estimate that in a flood such as
that which occurred in 1870, the maximum height might be reduced by about 4 feet, at which height the
water would be jnst over the wharves, but I do not think the '75 flood would have been lowered more than
2' 6" to 8' 0" at the outside.
The following table shows the discharging capability of the proposed channel, from Eytelwein's
formulze —V. = 91'VEB.
Maximum height of 1875 flood.
ileight over ll.w.M. at
It.Ten'ace.

/

Fall in feet per
miie=.
2.

9•53

............747

8-oo

...

...

6'oo

...

...

4•00

...

,,,

218—

Area of section. wetted Perimeter. I Hyde. Red. or
M,i Depth B.

7,061'3

361'4

19539

Me

VeioeIV. Diecharge in cubic
feet per eond.

4916

34,772

4390

28,658

17'252

3'664

21,442

'5'926

2577

14,960

...

'627

6,528'o

351'8

18'

...

'470

5,8520

339'2

...

'314

5,00'o

3265

6

'

Upon
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Upon reference to the sections, it will be seen that the country through which the channel would
pau is mostly swampy; and. although I have selected the lowest ground throughout, the average height of
surface is from 22 to 25 feet over high-water-mark, instead of 8 feet as estimated by the proposers of the
scheme.
I believe the cutting would be in sand throughout, excepting through the InIl at the back of
Raymond Terrace, which is rock; this I have tinted blue on the section.
Estimated cost of opening a channel to connect the Hunter River at Raymond Terrace with the
waters of Port Stephens:—
s.d.
£
...
315,201
00
...
...
Rock cutting, 1,260,804 cubic yard, ® 5s
...
1,665,176
00
...
...
is.
Gd
,,
Earthwork, 22,201,680
,,
...
2,550
0
0
...
...
... . ...
Land, 1,275 acres, ® £2
...
16,000 0 0
...
...
Roads—Bridges over channel, four @ £4,000
£1,998,927 0 0

'Smiles ie.

or say two millions sterling.
I have estimated the earthwork at a very low figure, but it is assuming that a large quantity would
be removed by dredging at a cost not exceeding (say) Sd. per cubic yard; this allows a higher rate for the
excavation which should be run to spoil. in estimating the quantity of land, I have allowed sufficient
throughout for spoil-banks.
I think it will be seen that the cost puts all idea of such an undertaking quite out of the question,
while the amount of relief it would afford is very doubtful. I conclude by reiterating the conclusion
arrived at by the Commission in their Report on Floods in the Hunter (see page 26),in which I fully concur.
The distance from Raymond Terrace to the sea is less4 by way of the Hunter than by Tethgerry
Creek, and therefore nothing could possibly be gained by the proposed cutting which could not be more
easily and cheaply accomplished by enlarging the existing channel."
C. W. DARLEY, 3/9/79.
.M?nute of Engiizcer-in-CVzief on Mr. Darley'e npor(.

I uivi already shown, in my Report on the Hunter River floods (herewith), bow utterly impracticable it
would be to mitigate this injury the floods occasion by any cutting in the direction of Telligerry Creek,
even if a channel could be formed for any reasonable amount.
E.O.M., 4/9/79.
B.C., Under Secretary, Public Works.

Sydney: Thomas Richard,, Govoroment Printer—ISSO.
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ABORIGINES.
(DISTRIBUTION OF BLANKETS TO, DURING 1880.)

Ordered by the Legislative AnemlAy to be printed, 4 May, 1880

RKUURN showing the distribution of Blankets for the Aborigines during the year 1880, date of dispatch
and number sent to each district.
Date of dispatch.

Bench of Magi,tmt.

No.

... . ........ .Armidale ......................... 100
............. ]3ourke ......................... 200
............. Balrnuald ......................... 150
............. Brewarina ...................... 250
............. Baradine ......................... 100
.
............. Burrowa .........................12
......... .... Bathurst ..........................17
00
........... .. Bingera .........................
............. Ballina ......................... 100
............. Bega ............................50
............. Bellinger ........................
120
............. Bunriarra ..........................35
............. Braithvood .......................80
............. Bullahdelah ....................40
..............Cannoubar ...................... 150
............. Camden .........................10
............. Casino ............................ 300
............. Clarence (Lawrence)
30
..
.
.............. Cooma ..........................50
............. Coolali .............................20
............. Co rowa ........................... .20
............. Condobolin ......................50
.
... ..........Coonabarabran ................30
00
............. Coonamble ................... ...
............. Cowra ............................70
............ Cudgen...........................
100
............. Dandaloo ......................... 150
..............]Jeniiquin ......................50
100
............. Drake ...........................
............. Dubbo ............................ 150
............. Deaison Town ....................25
............. Eden .............................20
............. Enston .............................100
............. Forbes ............................ 150
..............Gloucester .......................25
............. Goodooga .........................
200
............. Gund,tgai .........................70
............. Grafton ......................... 500
............. Hay ............................... 300
.
............. Hartley .........................30
............. Inverell .........................25
............. Kiama ............................65
5 ............. Liverpool ......................14
January 20 ............. Lismore .........................50

February 2
January 15
16
16
19
February 4
4
11
January 22
February 2
2
4
4
5
January 27
17
February 5
2
11
4
11
2
4
11
4
11
January 17
19
16
19
February 2
January 19
20
17
February 2
January 20
February 5
January 20
20
20
16
February 4
March 13
January 20
February 4
4
5

Stores Department,
Sydney, 17 March, 1880.

[3d.]
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Dato of dispateb.
January 19
February 2
January 19
,,
17
February 4
,,
5
,,
4
January 16
February 5
,,
4
,,
4
5
,,
5
,,
5
.January 17
February 4
,,
5
,,
5
,,
23
January 19
February 4
,,
4
,,
S
,,
5
,,
4
5
,,
3
January 17
,,
19
,,
16
,,
16
February 5
,,
5
,,
5
,,
3
,,
4
,,
2
,,
17
March 22
,,
22
February 5
,,
2

l3cneh of Magistmt.

No.

.............Mackay River ...................
5O
............Meneadia ......................50
.
............ .Mogil Mogil ....... ......... ......
50
............Moulemain ...................... 100
............ . Molong ........................... .30
............. Mortiya ........................
100
............Moama ............................ 120
.............Morec ........................... 100
.............Murrurundi ...................6
.............Nambuera ...................... 120
............Narrendera
.
......................47
.
...........i Narrabri .........................86
.............Newcastle ......................10
.............Nelligen ..........................20
..............Obloy ............................
00
.............Paterson .........................35
.
.............Penrith ............................36
.............Picton ............................65
..............Port Macquarie ............... .
00
..............Pilliga ... .........................60
.
...........Ityistono
..
.........................12
.............Scone .............................20
.............Slioalhaven (Nowra) ...........25
.
.............Singleton .........................50
.............Tenterliclil ......................30
.... ........ Ulladulla .........................50
.............Warrego ..........................00
............. Warren .. ........................100
.............'Walgett ..........................100
.. .......... . Waleht ..........................200
.............Wcntworth .......................150
.............Wellington .......................90
.............Windsor ..........................100
.............Wollongong .......................20
............. Wilcannia........................350
.............Wollar ...........................30
.
.............'Woodbuna ......................50
.............Wirigham ..........................00
.............ee
W 'Wan .......................50
.............Warialda ..........................50
.............Yass ................................80
.............Yarrowa ..........................50
8,400

L. I. BRENNAN]),
Superintendent of Stores.

0-

a.
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SWEETMEATS AND HAIR DYES.
(REPORTS OF THE GOVERNMENT ANALYST ON CERTAIN DELETERIOUS INGREDIENTS IN
THE MANUFACTURE OF.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 28 May, 1980.
S.

No. 1.
The Government Analyst to The Oolonial Secretary.
SoYE time ago considerable uneasiness was felt and publicly expressed with reference to the composition

of the various pigments used by confectioners to give colours to that kind of eonfeetionary which is
consumed to a large extent by the younger portion of the community. My attention as Government
Analyst was directed to this snbjecl:, and from time to time, extending over a considerable period, I
obtained samples of these articles as imported through the Collector of Customs. I also obtained similar
articles from the various shops in Sydney. I found that almost all the sveetmeats coloured red, yellow,
and green were coated with pigments composed of oxide of tin, combined with various vegetable colours.
Upon a late occasion I had an opportunity of examining these pigments themselves, as prepared for and
sold to the makers of eonfec.tionary, many of whom I have reason to believe are quite unaware of the
nature of the compounds in question. All the pigments were found to be tin compounds. To prove that
this matter rests more with the manufacturers of the pigments than with the makers of the sweetmeats, I
should state that an English firm sells these colours to the latter in bottles, upon which, as a portion of
the label, a printed copy of a certificate from an English health Officer and analyst of repute is placed,
and which states that the colours are purely vegetable and harmless.
Although the quantity of tin compound upon each sweetmeat may by some be considered as small,
nevertheless it has to be borne in mind that these articles are given to very young children and often in
liberal quantities and I think that almost all medical men will state that there is no knowing how small a
quantity of a metallic compound frequently and unknowingly administered may cause serious disturbance
to the health, especially of the young and delicate. This portion of the subject, however, I leave for their
decision,

I think it also my duty to call attention to certain hair washes and lotions which are sold under
nanies given in the margin, and which I have lately seen much advertised about Syduey. Tlidse corn- "
aI Hair
pounds are in reality hair dyes, and contain large and dangerous quantities of lead in solution. Perhaps Imenewer."
the following quotation from Dr. Taylor's Priueiples and Practice of Medical Jurisprudence may to some
extent act as a caution to persons who use these dangerous compounds until some law is in force to prevent
their sale:—" Cosmetics and hair dyes containing preparations of lead may also produce dangerous effects.
I have met with one case in which paralysis of the muscles of one side of the neck arose from the
imprudent use OF hair dye containing litharge"; this is an oxide of lead. Persons using articles of this
kind will do well to bear in mind this—when the symptoms of chroino poisoning by lead make their
appearance the skill of the physician is often of but little avail.
CBAS. WATT,
Government Analyst,
30th April, 1880.

No. 2.
The Government Analyst to The Inspector General of Police.

17 May, 1880.
Hair
I have the honor to report that I have examined the hair washes or dyes received from you "Jeoset.trs
Restorer.
salt
of
lead
in
it
in,
and
that
I
found
each
to
contain
a
considerable
quantity
of
and marked as per rnar0
"3Iit. Alien's
WorM's Bair
solution.
There cannot be a doubt that much injury may be done to the health by the continuous usc of Restorer."
"Gainbic's Hair
such articles.
'g'our.
I have also to state that the fluid sold under the name of" Zylo.balsam" was found to be quite
free from lead.
I have, &c.,
CHAS. WATT,
Government Analyst.
Sir,

[Sd.]
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LEGISL&TXVE ASSEMBLY.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

THE "TOTALISATOR."
(REPORT OF INSPECTOR GENERAL OF POLICE UPON WORKING OF.)

Ordered by the Leqielative Assembly, to be printed, 16ecember, 1819.

The Inspector General of Police to The Principal Under Secretary.
Police Department, Inspector General's Office, Sydney, 5 December, 1879.
ThE "Totalisator" was worked at Randwiek Racecourse simply as an indicator of the number of times
each horse in a race (according to his number on the official card) was backed to win, by the deposit of a
sovereign and purchase of a ticket.
Any person desiring to bet or take a chance could readily see the number of pounds invested, and
consequently calculate the odds about each horse.
The total amount or sweep was at the conclusion of each race divided between those persons who
had taken tickets for the winning horse, 5 per cent. being deducted by the proprietor for commission.
If the winning horse should not have been backed at all, the sums deposited would be returned to
the ticket-holders, less 10 per cent. commission.
It;was pointed out to me by several persons that the instrument could be unfairly manipulated by
a signal from a confederate seeing the winning horse pass the post to the operator at the Totalisator, who
could readily add several numbers to the chances taken for the winning horse, and so come in for a
division of the stakes.
This I had under observation by a careful officer in plain clothes, but he could not discover any
uch fraud.
It is unnecessary for me to add that no suspicion was directed against Mr. Franck.
The fairness of this system of betting has been urged as the strongest point in its favour, but
something might besaidon the other side. The fact that the return (if any) for the investment is prompt,
equitable, and certain, might be viewed as affording an increased incentive to gambling, and I have no doubt
that many persons who never do business with a bookmaker would try a chance in the Totalisator. It is
further worthy of notice that boys might readily gamble by obtaining tickets in the Totalisator with fatal
facility, whilst it would be less easy for them to do business with a bookmaker.
The chief objection to the instrument if legali2ed would be that not only would gambling be
sanctioned, but that it would be encouraged.
It is quite tru&as asserted that the law is at present broken by bookmakers receiving cash for
wagers beforehand on the ground, but it would b very difficult to prove the offence.
EDMUND POSBERY,
Inspector General of Police.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEIDLY.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

MRS. MARY JONES.
(PETITION OF.)

Received by the Legislative Assembly, 21 April, 1880.

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assemblei.
The humble Petition of Mary Jones, of Crown-street, Sydney, in the Colony of New South
Wales, widow,—
RES]'seTictJLnv Sitowwrn
That on or about the fifteenth day of Juno, one thousand eight hundred and thirteen, Joliti
Leighton, the father of your petitioner, did, together with one William Wall, purchase from one Nathaniel
Lucas, who was then the promisce of a Grant from the Crown of the same certain premises then bounded
as follows, namely On the north by Darling Harbour, three hundred and thirty links; on the east by a
line five hundred and tlnrty links ; on the south and south-west by the Mill Road to Sydney, three hundred
and forty links; and on the west by two lines to Darling Harbour, seven hundred and twenty links
containing one acre two roods and nine poles, on which premises there stood a Grist Mill, and the said
Nathaniel Lucas, by dcccl bearing the date above-mentioned, duly transferred the said Mill and premises to
the said John Leighton and the said William Wall after the said purchase, the said John Leighton and the
said William Wall, duly went into and remained in occupation of the said property.
That on or about the eighteenth day of March, one thousand eight hundred and fourteen, the said
John Leighton purchased from the said William Wall, and the said William Wall by deed of that date duly
transferred to him all the right, title, and interest of the said William Wall in and to the said property,
whereupon the said .Jolui Leighton duly obtained and kept sole possession of the same.
That at the and of the year one thousand eight hundred and twelve, the said John Leighton was the
owner and posessor of all that piece of land having a frontage of two hundred and fifty feet to or hear the
southern boundary of the Flag-staff Reserve; bounded on the east by the Military Hospital Garden Land,
two hundred and sixty-eight feet; on the west by said garden land, two hundred and sixty-eight feet; and
on the north by said Military Hospital Land, two hundred and fifty-feet, situate near the site of the
Government Windniills.
That upon this land the said John Leighton built a house, and with his family resided thercoii, and
cultivated the land as a garden. The said land being required by the Government for military purposes,
the said John Leighton gave it up to the Government on farther consideration that the said Government
should grant and convey to him the land now claimed and described in description annexed to a letter
dated the tenth day of April, one thousand eight hundred and twenty-nine, written from the Colonial
Secretary's Office, and signed by Alexander McLeay to the said David Leighton.
That in the month of August, one thousand eight hundred and twenty-four, the said John Leighton,
who had in the meantime remained in sole possession of the said Mi]l and premises, died intestate, leaving
him surviving—Ann Leighton, his wife; David Leighton, his only son; Mary Leighton, now Mary Jones,
your Petitioner; and two other daughters who died intestate.
That the said Ann Leighton who obtained Letters of Administration of the Estate and effects of her
said husband, went into possession of the said Mill and premises, and remained in possession until the year
one thousand eight hundred and twenty-eight, when she delivered up possession of the same to the said
David Leighton.
That the said David Leighton, being so in possession of the said Mill and premises, attained the age
of twenty-one years on or about the eleventh day of March, one thousand eight hundred and twenty-nine,
and thereupon duly claimed them, as heir-at-law of the said John Leighton.
That oil or about the second day of April, one thousand eight hundred and twenty-nine, the said
David Leighton, being still in possession of the said property as heir-at-law of his said deceased father, duly
presented His Excellency, the then Governor of the Colony, his Petition, showing his right and title to the
said property, and praying that a Grant thereof might be issued to lurn, and on the tenth day of the said
month of April be received a letter from Alexander McLeay, Esquire, then Colonial Secretary, transmitting
him a description of the said property, being the description set out in the first paragraph of this Petition,
and referring to the said property as belonging to the said David Leighton, and informing him that no
deeds could be prepared until certain arrangements then in progress were completed.
That
455—
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That many other applications were made by the said David Leighton for a grant of the said property
so acknowledged by the Government of the Colony to be the property of the said David Leighton, but no
Grant thereof has ever been issued to him.
That in the year one thousand eight hundred and thirty, the said David Leighton having up to that
time remained in possession of the said property, was obliged to leave the Colony and live beyond seas
without having obtained the said Grant, and lie did not return to the Colony until on or about the month
of June, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-three.
That your Petitioner's husband, Joseph Henry Jones, to whom she was married on the fifteenth day
of May, one thousand eight hundred and forty, died on the twenty-eighth day of October, one thousand
eight hundred and fifty-four.
That your Petitioner was unable to discover the whereabouts of the said David Leighton until on or
about the
of
, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-six. And
that the said David Leighton, by Deed dated the seventh day of March, one thousand eight hundred and
seventy-six, duly conveyed the said property to your Petitioner, and the said Deed was duly registered on
the twenty-ninth day of March, one thousand eight hundred and seventy-six.
That the Government of the Colony, without application or notice to the said David Leighton, or to
your Petitioner, has sub-divided the said property to several persons, applicants to be - registered as
Proprietors under the Real Property Act, 2 Vie., No. 9, and has issued Grants and Certificates of Title
respectively to several of such persons in assumed compliance with the provisions of the said Act; and has
received considerable sums of money by reason of such, its dealings with your Petitioner's property.
That under the cireumatanees herein appearing your Petitioner has (without any fault of her own,
but by the action of the Government who had already as aforesaid recognized the title of l,er brother, from
whom she purchased) been deprived of and lost the said property, and is therefore entitled to compensation
for such deprivation and loss, and the consequent thereupon.
Your Petitioner therefore humbly prays that you will take into your early and favourable consideration, and afford such relief in the premises as to your Honorable House may seem meet.
And your Petitioner will ever pray, &c.
•
M. JONES.

Sydney: Tho,naa Richards, Government Friater-1S.
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1879-80.,
EXTRACTS FROM THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.

Yons No. SO. TuESDAY, 4 Mn, 1880.
11. Psri.rjoy Or MRS. MARY JONES —Mr. Farad1 moved, pursuant to Notice,—
That a Select Committee be apponited, with power to send for persons and papers, to inquire
into and report upon the Petition of Mrs. Mary Jones, respecting certain property at Darling
Harbour, presented on 21st April, 1880.
That such Committee consist of Mr. Barbour, Mr. Burns, Mr. Day, Mr. Garrett, Mr. lioskins,
Mr. Hurhey (Hartley), Mr. Jacob, Mr. Murphy, Mr. Thompson, and the Mover.
Question put and passed.

Vorrs No. 125. Tui1'nsDAY, 8 Juur, 1880.
S. PETInON or Mns. MAnY •Jons —Mr. ]?arnel], as Chairman, brought up the Report from, and
laid upon the Table the Minutets of Proceedings of, and Evidence taken before, the Select Committee for whose consideration and report this Petition was referred on 4th May, 1880 i together
with Appendix.
Ordered to be printed.
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1879-80.
PETITION OF MRS. MARY JONES.

REPORT.
THE SELECT OoiuIrnEE of the Legislative Assembly, appointed on the 4th May,

1880,—" with power to send for persons and papers, to inquire into and report
vpon the Petition of Mrs. Mary Jones, respecting certain property at Darling
Harbour, presented on 21st April, 1880,"—have agreed to the following
Report
List,
1. Your Committee hayinb examined the Witnesses named in the List,4 See
page 6.
and carofull.y considered the Evidence taken, find,—
That in and previous to the year 1815 John Leighton, the father of
your Petitioner, owned and resided on certain land on. Flagstaff Hill.
That in about the year 1815, the Government required and took his
land for the purposes of a Military Hospital, and in exchange
therefor gave him other land at Miller's Point.
That the said John Leighton resided and died on the ]and in question,
without applying for or obtaining the deeds of grant.
That the heir-at-law (Mr. David Leighton) after the death of his father
applied for the said (leeds, and received a promise, dated 10th. April,
1829, from the t]ien Colonial Secretary, Mr. Alexander Macheay.
(See Appendix A 1.)
That in the year 1830 Mr. David Leighton left the Colo]iy and
lived beyond seas, without having received the said deeds, and without
having disposed of his interest in the land.
That during the absence of the said David Leighton the Government
alienated the said land to various persons.
That in or about the year 1860 Mr. David Leighton returned to
the Colony and found the land in possession of various persons,
purchasers from the Government and assigns of such persons, and a
number of bnildings erected t]iereon.
That he then took possession of the land, but was compelled to leave
it in consequence of the threats of the persons in possession.
That lie transferred his title and interest in the said land to his
sister, Mrs. Mary Jones, whose Petition has been referred to your
Committee by your Honorable House. (See Appendix A 3.)
2. Your Committee are of opinion that your Petitioner has a good claim for
compensation against the Government, and recommend such claim for favourable
consideration.
JAMES. S. FARNELL,
No. 3 Committee Room,
Chairman,
Sydney, 7th JWy, 1880.
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PROCEEDINGS OP THE COMMITTEE.

THURSDAY, 13 MAY, 1880.
MEMBERS PRESENT :MT. Farnell,
M:r. Thompson,
Mr. Murphy,
Mr. Day.
Mr. Farnell called to the Chair.
Entry from Votes and Proceedings, appointing the Committee, read by the Clerk.
Printed copies of the Petition of Mrs. Mary Jones, before the Committee.
Committee deliberated.
Ordered,—That Mrs. Mary Jones, George Hill, Esq., Mr. Michael Farrell, and Mr. David Leighton,
be summoned to give evidence next meeting.
[Adjourned to Thursday next, at Eleven o'clock.]

THURSDAY, 20 MAY, 1880.
MEMBERS PRESENT

Mr. Farnell in the Chair.
Mr. Murphy,
I
Mr. Thompson.

Mr. Day,

J olin Williamson, Esq. (Solicitor), called in and examined.
Witness handed in certain documents, which were ordered to be appended. (See Appenc& A 1 to 3.)
Witness withdrew.
Mrs. Mary Jones called in and examined.
Witness withdrew.
Mr. David Leighton called in and examined.
Witness withdrew.
Committee deliberated.
Re-assembling of the Committee to be arranged by the Chairman.
[Adjourned.]

TUESDAY, 8 JUNE, 1880.
MEMBERS PRESENT

Mr. Farnell in the Chair.
Mr. Murphy,
Mr. Thompson.
I
Mrs. Mary Jones called in and further examined.
Witness withdrew.
George Hill, Esq., J.P., called in and examined.
Witness withdrew.
Mr. Michael Farrell called in and eñmined.
Witness withdrew.
Mr. Peter Martin called in and examined.
Witness withdrew.
Mr. John BoRon called in and examined.
Witness withdrew.
Committee deliberated.
Re-assembling of the Committee to be arranged by the Chairman,
[Adjounied]

WEDNESDAY, 7 JULY, 1880.
MEMBERS

PRESENT

Mr. Farnell in the Chair.
Mr. Garrett,
Mr. Thompson,
Mi. Jacob.

Mr. Barton,
Mr. Bums,

Chairman submitted Draft Report
Same read and agreed to.
Chairman to report to the House.

LIST
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1879-80.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE
TAKEN DISrOBE

THE SELECT COMMITTEE
ONT]LE

PETITION OF MRS. MARY JONES.

THUESJJAY, 20 MAY, 1880.

1rt t1 tt
Mn. DAY,
Mn, MURPhY,

j

Mn. PAJ1.NELL,
Mn. THOMPSON.

JAMES SQUIRE FABJNELL, ESQ., IN TJIE

CilMit.

John Williamson, Esq., called in and examined

Chairman.] You are a solicitor? Yes.

lElamson.
You are aware that Mrs. Mary Jones has petitioned Parliament in reference to a claim to certain land
at Miller's Point? Yes.
have you any documents having reference to her claim P ] produce a promise of grant, dated 10th 20 May, 1880.
April, 1829, and signed by Mr. Alexander M'Leay, then Colonial Secretary, in answer to a petition of one
David Leighton. (Oriqinalprothwed, and copy handed in. See Appendtv A 1.)
Is that a true copy F Yes. I also produce an original conveyance of a portion of the same land by
one Nathaniel Lucas to William Wall and John Leighton, dated 1.5th June, 1813, and a copy of that I
also put in. (See Appendtt A 2.) I also produce an original conveyance from David Leighton, trans.
ferring his interest to his sister, Mary Joues. 1. will put in a copy of that also. (See .4ppen dice A, 3.)
Is David Leighton the son of John Leighton P Yes,
I suppose you cannot give any further information of your own knowledge? Yes, I Ii ave searched in
reference to this land, and I find that a great portion of it has been brought under Torrens' Act, especially
that part purchased from Lucas.
In the names of varions proprietors P Yes.
Thcre is this land situated F A.t Miller's Point. It commences at the corner of the road leading down
to Moore's and Towns's V harves, running along Bettiugton-street, at that time by the old plan called
Miller's Road, down Moors's Wharf Road to a brick house that is now standing—an old brick house which
I recollect used to be a gateway at one time, and I have had pointed out to me a stone house upon the
ground which was adjoining this building, that Leighton, senior, built and occupied.
Here is a tracing, will youput that in P That is a tracing of the position of the land, from the original
description mentioned in this letter promising the grant.
TO. What is the area of the land comprised in the promise? 1 acre 2 roods 39 perches.
The petition says 1 acre 2 roods 9 poles P That is an error in the petition then; it is 1 acre 2 roods
39 perches. From a surveyor's valuation I think the property is now worth £70,000.
I suppose you do not know of your own knowledge whether Mrs. Jones ever had possession of this
land herself? I know that David Leighton some years ago went on a portion of the land and resumed
possession under my instructions, and I saw him turned out of possession by a person claiming a tii:le
under Torrens' Act,
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J.Williamson, 13. Do you know whether Mrs. Jones has taken any means of trying to get possession of this land by
ksq.
legal process? I do not.
r---- 14. Is there any legal process by which she could get possession of this land under the circumstances?
20 May, 1880. None that I am aware of. The Government has sanctioned new titics,-we are always debarred by that
answer.
Do I understand that the Government have actually sold this land claimed by Mrs. Jones? I am
aware of my own knowledge that the Government have issued grants embracing the whole of the, land
mentioned in this promise. I know that from my own searches in the Surveyor General's Office.
Have the grants issued by the Crown for the same land as that promised to Leighton in 1829 been
subsequent to the date of that promise? Yes, they have been made subsequent to the promise, I can say
that from my own searches; but to find out all the dates would cause great delay,-search would have to
be thade for every different grant. I think the information could be got from the Surveyor General's
Office.
Mr. Day.] Do I understand you to say that the grants were issued by the Government right down to
the Point? Yes, for the whole of it.
And on the strength of these Crown grants the property has been brought under Torreus's Act? Yes.
So that it is absolutely gone for ever P Yes, absolutely gone from Leighton, through whom Mrs. Jones
claims.
Ohainnan.] [fl understand you rightly, no grant has ever issued in accordance with the promise to
David Leighton? No grant has ever issued in accordance with that promise to any of the Leighton
family, to the best of my knowledge and my inquiries.
Who was legally entitled to this land after the death of John Leighton, the elder? David Leighton,
the eldest son and heir-at-law.
Has David Leighton disposed of his interest? Only to his sister lately, that I am aware of. I can
gtve the reasons for disposing of his interest to her. He was an invalid and blind, and his sister, l\[rs.
Jones, had to look after and take care of him.
In this petition there is a blank in reference to the time that Mrs. Jones discovered her brother
David Leighton-do you know about what date it was? She can answer that question. It is only of late
years, I know, that she found him. I know that some seven or eight years ago I. was always speaking of
the matter to her, and she was then making inquiries and advertised for him.
Do you know whether Mrs. Jones has made application to the Government at any time for compensation for the loss of this land? She has not; if she had 1 would have known it, because I am the
only person in possession of the facts that have been disclosed to you.
Is there anything else you desire to state? I do not know whether I might mention that my appear.
ance in the matter is not as a legal adviser; it is merely in a friendly spirit that I am moving in the
matter for this old lady.
Mr. Murphy.] If I understand you rightly, there is nothing to show that this land was ever given up
to the Government? I have never seen or heard of any documents showing a surrender; I have searched
in the Colonial Secretary's and Surveyor General's Offices, and found nothing.
27: Is there any grant issued to any of the Leighton family? No. In those days there was no such
thing as a grant-only a promise.
Where is the promise contained? The whole of the promise is contained in the letter of the 10th
April, 1829, which I have put in. In those days that was the only thing you got. You first went and
settled on your land. It was called a lease in fee; and certain things being done, you got your land.
This letter was apparently intended to serve until a deed of grant was issued? Yes, as a security
until the grant issued from the Crown.
£?zarrman.] I suppose you do not know what claim Mrs. Jones makes upon the Government for the
loss of this land P I do not think Mrs. Jones makes any special claim-she merely leaves her case for
the consideration of Parliament; whatever they think fit to award her she will accept. Other persons
being in possession of the land under indefeasible titles, it is impossible she can ever regain it.
AIr. Mttrphy.] She thinks that if she has a claim Parliament will recompense her for it? Yes.
Mrs. Mary Jones called in and examined
Are
you
a
widow?
Yes.
Mrs. Mrn' 32.
Jones. 33. How long has your husband been dead? He died about 1854.
r---' 34. Do you remember your father, John Leighton P Perfectly.
20 May, 1880. 8. How old were you when he died P I suppose I must have been sixteen or seventeen.
Have you any brothers or sisters P 1 had one brother and one sister; but only my brother is alive
now-my sister is dead.
What was your brother's name? David Leighton.
Did he reside with you and your father? Yes, until father died.
Did your father own some land at Miller's Point? Yes.
40, Had he a mifi there? Yes.
And a residence? Yes, which lie built himself.
It was formerly known as" Jack the Miller's Point," was it not? Yes.
What is your earliest recollection of when you resided there with your father? I resided there till
he died. I took him up in my lap when he fell off the mill, which caused his death,
Could you tell me what year that was? In the year 1826.
You lived upon the land previous to that? Yes.
About what year did your father first go into possession of the land? That would be some years after
he purchased the land from Mr. Lucas; it took some time to clear away the rocks and build a residence.
Do you remember the year when you first went there to reside with him? No.
How old were you when your father died? Sixteen or seventeen.
How old were you when you first went to live with your father there? I could not tell.
Do you think it was so far back as the year 1815-your earliest recollection of living there? It would
be before 1815, because my sister was born there, and mother always said she was born in 1815, behind the
hospital-the soldiers' hospital they called it then. It is the Port-street School now.

Chairman.]
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Your sister was born on the land that belonged to your father, behind what is now the Fort-street Mrs. Mary
Jones.
School P Yes.
Do you remember your father building a mill there? I do not remember his building it, because the 20 May, 1880.
outside of the mill was built when Mr. Lucas sold the property, he had to do all the rest himself-all the
machinery and everything.
Did he build a house to reside in? Yes, he built a house and made improvements.
Did he cultivate, or do anything else? He made a garden. He hail, to bring soil to make a garden,
for it was all rocks and scrub. He also put up sheds and all that was required, and fenced it in.
What was about the position of the first house that he built? It was well away towards the water.
The land ran down to the water.
Was there a hospital built there then? Not that I recollect.
Do you know the Fort-street School? Yes:
Was the Fort-street School a hospital at one time? Yes; I saw it being built-I saw the men at
work.
Did your father build a house near to the hospital? Yes, not very far from it.
Did your father build any more houses there? Only the improvements that were necessary; no
other house for a residence; only stables and other things that were necessary.
Whereabouts did he build these? Below the house, at the very bottom of the ground.
Near what is Kent-street now? I do not recollect where Kent-street is.
Did you know a Dr. Martin, a military Burgeon here? Yes, of the 73rd regiment.
Did you know Colonel O'Connell? I did.
Did Dr. Martin and Colonel O'Connell ever call to see your father? Yes, I saw them in conversation
with him not inside the house, but outside.
Did they come frequently to see your father? Yes, I saw them two or three times.
Do you know what business they came upon? I believe it was about this property. I heard my
father say to my mother that they required the land for something for the military.
They wanted your father's land and cottage for military purposes? Yes; my mother was grieved at it,
Iknow.
Do you recollect any offers having been made as to the purchase of this land or any money consideration? I did not hear any offer, only what my father said to my mother, that money was offered for the
land and he said he did not want the money, but lie would take land adjoining the mill property.
You heard your father telling your mother of the offer made by Dr. Martin and Colonel O'Connell
in reference to the purchase of this land, and you heard your father say he was not desirous of selling the
land, but would rather exchange it for other land? Yes.
Do you know whether they did make that exchange? Yes; they took possession of it. Re made a
road round the rocks going to the mill-he could not get up to it without. The mill was on a hill, and
the house and other improvements were built lower down. Of course the mill was on the highest ground.
If I understand you rightly, the Government only wanted a portion of this land that belonged to
your father? They wanted it all, and they had it all.
And they gave land in exchange for it to your father at Miller's Point? Yes, they told him to take
whatever he liked, as he would not receive a money compensation, and he took the two portions adjoining
the mill.
Do you remember Governor )[acquarie coming there to see your father? Very often. He often
used to come to see my father's improvements that lie had made. Governor Macquarie and his lady often
came to the gate, not inside-I never saw them inside the house.
Did Governor Macquanie say anything to your father, within your recollection, in reference to this
land? Yes, I heard my father often say that the Governor said-' Mr. Leighton, you are very industrious here; you might as well take the whole point ;" and he said--" No, thank your Excellency, I have
taken sufficient." He said-" I have had a great deal of rocks and scrub here to cut away, at a great deal
of expense, and I do not want any more."
70. Do you know whether your father had possession of the whole of the land contained in the promise?
He had possession so far as making the road to the mill on the portion which is Bettington.street now.
There was a spade-mark, but whether it was his mark or not I could not say.
Will you explain what you mean by a spade-mark? A spade-mark, a line along the ground, dug out.
A trench dug out? Yes; not a deep trench, but a line made with a spade. It commenced at the
road to the mill.
Aft. Thompson.] Was this spade-mark to carry the water away? I do not know what it was for.
Oltairman.] Do you remember in what year your father died? In 1820,
Did your mother continue to reside there after your father's death P Yes.
And you lived with her and your brother and sisters? Yes.
How long did you reside there after your father died ? Until David Leighton threatened to
take possession of the land and residence and mill. My mother had the residence and mill till he came
of age.
After your father died your brother claimed possession of the property? Yes, lie tried to get all he
could.
How many years did you live there with your mother after your father died? Only a short time. I
think my brother was seventeen when he died.
Did you live there till your brother came of age? No, I got married in the meantime.
Did your mother live there? My mother lived there for a time, and then went to the Priuces-strcet
property.
Did your brother take possession of this land? Yes. Mr. Stephen, Sir Alfred's brother, was his
solicitor.
Do you know whether your brother applied to the Government for a grant? I believe he did. My
mother applied also; she had letters of administration for my father's estate.
Did your father make a will? No, not that I know of.
Aft. Da1.] I suppose you do not know the extent of this land? I do not know the extent of it; but
there were too large pieces.
I suppose when you were there you knew the boundary of it? Yes, there was a fence.
551-B
93.
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Mrs.Mary 93. Was it fenced in? Yes.
Jones. 94. What was it fenced with? The paddock part from the house was fenced with dry stone. My father
had
the rocks broken up and made a good dry wall, running down to the water.
20.--'
May,
1680.
95. it fenced all round with that stone wall? No, just from the top of the hill, at the cottage, down
Was
to the water, and at the bottom adjoining the garden.
So that it formed a paddock? Yes, we used to call it the paddock.
Chairman.] Was there any other kind of fence upon it besides the stone wall-on the other part?
Yes.
Was it all fenced in? Yes, fenced in with paliugs. There were cow-sheds, stables, piggeries, and a
store where my father used to store the wheat for the mill.
Could you tell the Committee what became of your brother after he took possession of the landdid he leave the Colony P I believe he did.
You did not see him for a number of years? I did not.
Did you take any means to discover his whereabouts? After he returned from Europe, or wherever
he went to, I saw him.
Mr. Day.] Was that about 1856 9 I do not know. I got Mr. Colls, of Yass, to advertise for him.
I wanted to find him because of this land; I knew he had not sold it, and no other person could.
Hasyour brother conveyed his interest in this property to you? Yes, for a purpose.
For the purpose specified in the deed laid before the Committee to.day by. Mr. Williamson? Yes.
You believe you are entitled to some compensatwn from the Government, from the fact of the
Government having sold this land claimed by you to other perions? Yes.
You say letters of administration were granted to your mother? Yes; she paid £18 for them.
Where are these documents now? Mr. Williamson has all the documents about the matter.
Did these documents convey to your mother this land, or only the chattel property, such as furniture'
and all that kind of thing-did they give her a right to the land? No, it gave her no right to
the land.
Did your brother, the heir-at-law, and your mother go to law about this property? Yes.
Your mother thought she was entitled to it? Yes, it was the younger children she was fighting for.
My brother took the real property-my mother never interfered further about that.
Mr. David Leighton called in and examined:Mr. D. 111. Chairman.] Are you Mrs. Jones's brother? Yes.
Leighton. 112. Are you the eldest son of your late father, John Leighton P Yes,
118. Where did your father reside? At Miller's Point when he died.
20
may, 18W.114. Were you born there? No
Could you tell us the year you first went to live there with your father at Miller's Point? No, I
cannot exactly bear that in mind.
How, old were you when you went to live with your father at Miller's Point P Three or four years
old; I must have been very young.
Row old are you now? Seventy-two.
The place you lived at is what is called now Flagstaff Hill or Miller's Point? We first went to
live at Flagstaff Hill.
Then you went to Miller's Point P Yes.
Do you remember the Government putting up a grist.inill there? Yes.
Did you live near that? Yes, close to it.
Do you remember the Military I'Iospital? Yes.
Did you live near that? Yes, within a stone's-throw of it.
Did your father build a house there? Yes, he built one in the yard near the Military Hospital.
Do you know whether it was on land that he purchased from Mr. Lucas? No, I do not thiuk it was;
I think the land he purchased from Mr. Lucas was on the point.
On Miller's Point? Yes.
Do you know what became of that house? It was taken by the Government for the use of the
military.
Did any accident happen to it by catching five, or anything in that way? Not that I am aware of.
Do you remember whether any military gentlemen called to see your father upon any occasion, and
how often? Colonel O'Connell. and Dr. Martin did.
180. Do you remember what their business was with your father? Not particularly; I don't know
what their conversation might have been about; I think it was soinetlung with regard to the land.
Did you ever hear your father say what it was about? I heard him talk about the place that he
had taken in lieu of what they took from him.
Do you know whether they purchased the place? They offered money for it, but he would not take
the money; he took some land adjoining what lie purchased from Lucas instead of the land they wanted.
Do you remember anything of a letter dated 10th April, 1829? Yes.
Does that letter describe, this laud in anyway? I do not. think it describes the land-it mightI forget now; I cannot say whether it did or not.
You do not remember anything about the letter of 10th April, 1829? I remember there was
a letter.
Could you identify the document? (Original letter handed to witness). That is the letter that
came down by the light-horseman; the light-horseman brought that letter down.
From Government House? I think it must have been from there it came.
Did your father improve this land-fence it in, and so on P Yes, built on it, and fenced it in.
And used to carry on the mill business there? Yes.
Do you remember the time your father died? Yes.
How did he meet his death? By a fallfrom the mill.
After the death of your father, did you assert any right to this property? Yes, I claimed it as my
own on account of my beiug the eldest son; I claimed it as belonging to me.
Was there some dispute between your mother and yourself as to who had a right to it? Yes.
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Did your mother take out letters of administration after your father died? Yes.
Mr. P.
Do you know whether she claimed this land in virtue of then letters of administration? She Leighton,
claimed it as having a right to it, and I claimed it as the eldest son.
The letters of administration gave her no right to the real property? Not that I am aware of.
Did you apply fbr a grant of this land P I did.
Was the grant ever issued to you? That is the answer that came down.
The letter of 10th April, 1829-was that the answer to your application for a grant P Yes.
What did you do after you got that document? I still remained on the property for a short time.
How long? It may have been five or six months after that before I left.
When you left, where did you go to P To England.
Do you know about what year you left for England? I think it was in the year 1830; I almost
forget now.
How long was it before you returned to this Colony again? Nearly twenty years altogether from
the time I left till I got to Sydney again.
Are you sure it was not more than twenty years? Well, I was in Van Diemen's Land three oF
four years, and I was whaling two or three trips after I left England. I dare say it was more than twenty
years before 1. returned to Sydney.
Do you remember the year you returned? No.
Was it thirty years after you left ? It might have been; I did not keep any particular account of it..
Did you ever got married P Yes.
Where? In Sydney.
Is your wife dead? Yes, I am informed so.
Did she die while you were away? No.
Mr. Day.] Did she die after you came back? When I came back we parted, and I never saw
any thing of her since. I. received information that she was dead years ago.
Chairman.] Could you inform the Committee what was your object in going to England? it was
reported that there was some money to be had if I went after it-my wife's fortune; I went on that
business.
Were you disappointed? I was.
Did you ever at any time lose your eye-sight? I did; I have scarcely got my sight now.
Did you endeavour, when you returned here, to find your sister, Mrs. Jones P Yes.
And you did find her? Yes, after a number of years.
Did you reside with her for any length of time P I (lid.
Mr. Day.] Where was she living? At Bargo, the other side of Picton.
Chairman.] Prior to going to England, did you ever sell or transfer this land to any one? I never did.
Whlle in England did you dea' with the land in any way? Never in any way.
Since your return to this Colony have you transferred or conveyed this land to your sister P Yes, on
account of her kindness to me and taking care of inc when I could not help myself.
Do you know whether the Government ever issued any grant for this particular land P I do not.
Did you ever authorize any person to obtain a grant for you from the Government? I never did.
You are quite positive about that? Quite positive; not in any way whatever.
Are you now the only surviving son of your father? Yes.
Have you any sisters P They are all dead except Mrs. Jones.
As hnir-at-law you claim to be the rightful owner of this particular land? I do.
Has any information been given to you that the Government have issued grants for this land? No.
Do you know whether any of this land has been brought under the Real Property Act? No, I do not.
Do you think you could identify the land now if you went to it? I think so.
Have you seen the land lately? Yes, a short time ago.
At the time you left for England, what do you think was about the value of the land? I could
hardJy say-it might be worth £30,000.
Now? It is worth double that now.
Did you ever attempt to take possession of this land? I did.
Mr. Day.] After you came back from England? Yes, a short time ago. I went and took posses.
sion and slept on it for two or three nights; I put up a tent on it.
Chairman.] What was done with you?
I took the tent down after being there two or three days.
Did anybody interfere with you? No, only one person came and pulled my tent down by force and
threatened to put me off ,the land.
Mr. Day.] It is not vacant land now, is it? It has been built on since; some portion is built on.
When you slept on it were there any buildings? No, there were houses on some parts of it, but
not on the part I slept on. Since that more houses have been put up.
Chairman.] Did you ever apply to the Government for compensation for this land? Never.
You have not received any? No.
Do you remember the area of land owned by your father? I should say there ought to be three
or four acres altogether, with what was purchased.
Do you remember the area of this particular property? No.
Was the land enclosed? It was enclosed in my, father's lifetime.
After your father died, what became of the mill business? After my father died it was my uncle's;
my mother rented it to him. I do not know what became of it afterwards.
Mr. Thompson.] Did you reside on the land from the death of your father till you left the Colony?
No, I did not, because I was not of age, and after the death of my father I could not get possession,
because it was rented to my uncle. I went down to Port Stephens and remained there till I came of age.
Were you in possession at any time? Yes, after I came of age.
Were the boundaries defined in any way? Yes, the boundaries were well understood; it was
fenced in.
Was land in that locality at the time you left, about 1830, of much value P It was of great
value then, but not so much as it is now.
Your claim to the land was not then disputed in any way? No.
It would have been well worth disputing if there had been any rival claim? Yes, the ground was
valuable, of course.
203.
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Mr. D.
203. Mr. Day.] Do you remember the Military Hospital? I do.
Leighton. 204. The land your father bought from Mr. Lucas adjoined the Military Hospital, did it not? No ; what
20 IV!
ay,1880 my father purchased from Lucas was on the point.
. 205. Was any one in possession when you went away to England? No.
Was any one in possession when you came back from England? My wife was living there on the
ground
When you came back from England? Yes,
Did you go to live there? No; my mother and I came on terms before I went away. It was very
expensive paying the lawyers. Some land was sold to pay the lawyers when we came on terms with each
other. The portion sold was Lucas's land.
Your mother sold it? Yes; she laid claim to it, and I laid claim to it.
Mr. Murpity.] Are we to understand that some part of this land that you took possession of
when you came of age was sold by, your mother ? No, the other part; nothing to do with that part that
is in question now at all.
M. Chairman.] Nothing to do with the land contained in the premise of the 10th April? Nothing to
do with that whatever.
Other land belonging to your father? Yes.
Mr. Day.] You say your wife was in possession when you came back again? Yes.
How long ago is that? I cannot recollect.
About how long ? It might have been forty years ago.
Are you aware whether the parties now in possession of the land have got grants from the Crown?
I am not awaro.
Are you awitre whether the Government sold it or not? I never heard that they did Bell any. I
was told down there, when I slept on the ground, that a person wanted to purchase it, but there was no
title to show for it.
Did you never ask the Government to give you a title to it when you came back? No, I never did.
Where were these documents when you went to England? They were in possession of Mrs. Jones.
We understand from you that you base your claim to that land upon that letter from Mr. M.'Leay,
the then £1olonial Secre6ry? 1. base my claim to the land that my father get in lieu of the land that
was taken for military purposes.
We understand that you have never disposed of thatland to any one but your sister? I never did
Nobody else but you had authority to do so? I. should say not. I was the eldest son and heir-at.
law, and I never gave any one authority or made it over to any one.

TUESDAY, 8 JUNE, 1880.

Mn. TI-IOMPSON.
I
JAMES SQUIRE FARNELTJ, ESQ., IN TUE GRAnt.
Mn. MURPHY,

Mrs. Mary .Toues called in and further examined
Mrs. Mary 223. Chairman.] You have already given evidence in reference to the death of your father can you tell
Jones.
the Committee whether your father survived Mr. Will or not? Yes, he did, a great many years.
224. And held possession of .the property after Mr. Wall's death? Yes.
June, 1880.
225. How many years did Mr. Wall die before your father? Be died about sixty years ago.
How many years before your father's death? My father died in 1826.
What year did Mr. Wall die in? That I could not toll you.
How many years do you think? I know it was a great many years before my father died; I believe
he was found hung in York-street.
There was no relationship between your father and Mr. Wall? None whatever.

George Hill, Esq., J.P., called in and examined
George Ill, 280. Ohairnwn..] You are a native of the Colony? I am.
Esq., J.P. 231. I think you have a vivid recollection of all the early life of the Colony? Pretty well.
Do you remember a Mr. Leighton, commonly called Jack the Miller? Yes, John Leighton, near
8 June, 1880. Towns' 'Wharf, and before Towns' Wharf was there a long while.
Do you know whether he was the owner of any property at a place now called Miller's Point? Yes,
he owned a windmill there. He and his family were living there from fifty-five to sixty, years ago.
Do you know whether the land lie then occupied is the land upon which the Fort-street Public School
now is-the old Military Hospital? No, it was not there; it was on the next point, down to where
Towns' Wharf is, on the left-hand side as you turn the elbow round. He had no mill to my knowledge
at the place you are speaking of now.
You know he occupied the land near Towns' Wharf? Yes, lie lived there and had a windmill
there.
Do you know whether it was enclosed or not? There was a sapling fence round the lower part of
it. There has been a road taken out of a piece of it. I mean a road to the south and a road to the west
has been taken off the land that he used to claim.
Do you know whether anybody held this land prior to him? No; it was a bush when I
redollect it.
i t prier to him? No, I cannot say that. I
Do you know whether any person had any claim to
know my father was superintendent of Government mills, and there was great acquaintance between
himself and Mr. Leighton.
You have often been on the land occupied by Mr. Leighton? Yes, hundreds of times I may say.
I was there on one occasion when Governor Macquarie was there and Commissary Breughton.
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On any particular business? I do not know; I did not poke my nose into what was their business, George Hill,
My father was Superintendent of the Government mills, a little to the right of where the school is now ;
and the Governor, my father and myself walked down, when I was a boy, to Leighton's mill, and Leighton s June, 1880.
met us at the mill.
Do you remember about the time of his death P No, I do not.
Do you remember how he met his death? No, I do not, only from talk, which is no evidence, you
know.
Will you tell us what you heard? I heard he was killed in some way at the mill-by some part of
the mill.
You are aware that he occupied that land for many years P Yes; I cannot say how many years,
but for a long time.
1 suppose you do not know anything of any negotiations between Leighton and the Governor?
No. Leighton had a stone house on the left.hand side of the Government mill, on what is now known as
the Flagstaff Hill.
Did you know that Leighton was the reputed owner of the land he occupied? Yes, he was known
as the owner. I know he lived there many years along with his family.
Do you know whether the Government took possession of Leighton's land on the Flagstaff Hill?
Yes, the Government occupied a portion of it.
And built the hospital on it? Yes, the hospital was on a portion of it.
249 .Did you ever hear anything of any exchange of land between the Government and Leighton? No.
A.t that time people had only promises of grants for the land they occupied? Yes ; if anybody went
to His Excellency and said they would like to have lot so-and-so; the Governor's answer would be-" You
know the conditions; you will have to build a house if you take it, and fence it in."
At the time you went down, that you speak of, was there any conversation between the Governor
and Leighton about the land? Not that I heard.
.lWr. T/zornp&on.] Did the land remain in the possession of Leighton's family after his death ? Yes, of
course it did. I am not so sure upon that point. I knew Mr. and Mrs. Leighton and family. There
was a son, David; I do not know what became of him.

Mr. Michael Farrell called in and examined
Mr. Michael
258. Chairman.] You are a very old resident? Yes.
Farrell.
You know Miller's Point P I do, well.
Did you know a Mr. Leighton? A miller.
8 June, 1880.
Yes, commonly called Jack the Miiler? Yes, I did know him.
Do you know whether he had a mill on Miller's Point? I do.
He used to carry on business as a miller? Yes.
Do you know what area of land he occupied? I cannot say, but it was a very large piece of ground
where the mill was; what complement was in it I could not say.
Do you know where Mr. Leighton resided prior to the erection of the mill or about the time of the
erection of it? I do not.
You do not remember him living at the Flagstaff Hill? No, I only remember him living at the
Point-Jack the Miller's Point.
Do you remember the time of his death P I do, very well.
Do you know about what year he died in? I do not.
You remember the fact? Yes, I remember the accident he met with.
He died from an accident? He did.
Do you know whether any of his family occupied this land after his death P I think they did; I am
not sure whether they occupied it after the accident occurred to him or not; but they were living there at
the time of the accident.
267. Mr. Muiphy.] Did you always suppose Leighton was the owner of the property? Yes, I always
thought so. If a person built a mill and occupied it in those days so long as he did it must have been his
own. He only had to ask for the ]and to get it in those days.
Mr. Thompson.] Was the land enclosed in any way? Not to my knowledge.
You do not remember it? I do not.

Mr. Peter Martin called in and examined
Chairman.] Are you a native of the Colony? Yes.
Mr. Peter
Did you know John Leighton? Yes; he went by the name of Jack the Miller.
Martin.
Had he a mill at Miller's Point? Yes, he had a wooden windmill; you had to go up to it by ladders.
Were you in the habit of going there? I was.
8 June, 1880.
Do you know whether Leighton and his family lived on that land P That I cannot positively say, but•
when we went there to get corn ground Mr. Leighton was always there.
Do you know what area of land Leighton occupied at Miller's Point? I do not.
Was the land enclosed in any way? I can recollect an old fence there; it was not very old in those
days.
.Afr. Thompson.] Enclosing the land the mill stood on? No, not the land the mill stood on; it was
below the mill.
Chairman.] Did you ever know of Leighton having lived anywhere else? Not to my knowledge; I
was only eleven years of age 'at the time.
You do not remember him living at the Flagstaff Hill? I cannot positively say.
Do you remember the house that Leighton built on the land where the mill was P I saw a small
house there, but I do not remember what the size of the house was or what it was built of.
Did you ever see Leighton atwork there P Yes, I have seen him come and take the bag from me and
my brother.
Did he do any other kind of work? Nothing but the grinding that I saw.
288.
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Mr. Peter 288, Mr. Murphy.] Did you always suppose Leighton to be the owner of the land? Yes, and so did my
Martin. father. I have often heard him speak of him ; he used to call him .Taek the Miller.
You have heard your father say he was the owner of the property? Yes, I have heard him say it was
s June, 1880. granted
to him.
Do you recollect thisiland being partly enclosed with a stone wall? I recollect a rubble wall being
there.
That enclosed part of the land that Leighton held possession of? No doubt it did, but I do not know
the extent of his ground.
Mr. John Bolton called in and examined
Mr. John 287. Chainnan.] Are you a native of this Colony? Yes
Bolton. 288. Were you born in Sydney? Yes, on the Rocks in Princes-street.
Do you know Miller's Point? Yes.
8 June, 1880.
Do you know from whencei t derived its name? From Jack the Miller— John Leighton.
Did you know John Leighton? Yes.
Did you know that he had a mill on certain land at Miller's Point? Yes.
Whereabouts is the land on which the mill stood? The nighest on to the road going up to Miller's
Point now; as near the road as possible it was. There were two other mills stood away back, but I never
saw them working; they were different mills to his.
294, Were they Government mills? I do not know.
Where did they stand? More towards the Point—towards Cockle Bay.
Were they windmills? Yes.
Do you know whether Leighton lived on that particular property? Yes; the house he lived in is
there at the present time.
I suppose you do not know the area of land he occupied? No.
Do you know vhethar the land was enclosed or not? I fancy there was a rubble stone will at the
back of the mill, a good distance off it, and a fence where the house is now. The house he lived in stands
back 60 or 60 feet from Moore's Road now. The south side, next to the road that goes to Bettingtou's
wharf, was not enclosed; it was all rocks—a cart could not go up.
Was the property reputed to be the property of Leighton? I could not undertake to say.
Did you understand it to be his own private property? I was too young at that time to know anything about that.
:302. How old were you? Twelve or fifteen.
Do you remember Mr. Leighton's death? Yes, but I could not tell you what year it took place in.
I remember the circumstance quite well; he fell down the stairs of the mill, 80 feet high I suppose. It
was one of those mills that travelled round on a spindle, and the stairs let down from the mill. The
other two mills were not the same shape.
Was Leighton a married man? He had a wife and two sons and two daughters.
Do you know whether they lived on this property after his death? Yes, for a time after his death,
and then they went to live at a property they had at Princes-street. The mill stood for ten or twelve years
after his death.
Did any one else take possession of the mill? I do not remember it. The mill worked very little
after his death. David and Joseph Leighton I knew well.
'Which was the elder? David.
808. Mr. Murphy.] Leighton exercised the right of ownership over the property, as far as you know?
Yes; he lived there from the time I can first remember till the time of his death.
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Al.
The Colonial Secretary to Mr. David Leighton.
Sir,

Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 10 April, 1829.
With reference to your petition, received the 2nd instant, for a grant of your promises in Darling Harbour, Iam
directed by His Excellency the Governor to 'transmit you the accompanying description of the boundaries of the same, but Harbour
to inform you that no deeds can be prepared until the flrangoments now in progress are completed.
lam, &o.,
ALEXL MoLEAY.
Bounded on the north by Darling Harbour three hundred and thirty links, and on the cast by a line five hundred and
thirty links; on the south and south-west by the Mill Road to Sydney three hundred and forty links; and on the west by two
lines to Darling Harbour seven hundred and twenty links, containing one acre two roods and thirty-nine poles.

.

A. 2.
15 June, 1813. Sale and transfer of a Grist Post Mill, from Mr. Nathaniel Lucas to Messrs. Wm. Wall and John Leighton.
Tan indenture had made and eoneluded this fifteenth day of June in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred
and thirteen between Nathaniel Lucas of Sydney on the one part and Mr. William Wall of Sydney gentleman and Mr. John
Leighton of the same place on the other part as follows Whereas the aforesaid Nathaniel Lucas is seized and possessed of a
grist post mill with the apparatus and appurtenaneas thereto appertaining situate at Phillip Point Sydney in the territory of
Now South Wales aforesaid togetherwith three-quarters of an acre of ground thereto belonging and attached and immediately
occupied and enjoyed therewith as member of and appurtant thereto by the said Nathaniel Lucas his heirs executors and.
administrators And, the said Nathaniel Lucas being desirous to sell the same Mr. William Wall and Mr. John Leighton of
Sydney aforesaid have agreed to become the purchasers Now this indenture witnesseth that the said Nathaniel Lucas for
and in considemfion of the sum of four hundred pounds of lawful money of Great Britain to him in haad fully paid the
receipt whereof in every part he doths hereby acknowledge bath sold bargained assigned and transferred unto the said William
'Wall and John Leighton their executors administrators and assigns the said post mill with its apps.ratus and appurtenances
thereunto belonging And also the said three-quarters of an acre of ground hereinbefore expressed to be enjoyed by the said
William Wall and John Leighton and thoir executors administrators and assigns And the said Nathaniel Lucas doth hereby
declare that he hath never executed any deed of gift grant mortgage or sale u,,to any person or persons whatsoever or whomsoever and that he will truly warrant and defend the right of possession unto the said William Wall and John Leighton
their executors administrators and assigns in the full Possession and enjoyment as hold and enjoyed by him the aforesaid
Nathaniel Lucas against any person or persons claiming or to claim for ever against the said William Wall and John Leighton
their executors administrators or assigns In witness whereof \ve have hereunto set our hands and seals (no stamps being used
in the Coloay) the day and year above written.
Signed scaled and delivered ia the presence of
NATHANIEL LUCAS.
JAMES VAynmacoar.
WILLIAM WALL.
(L.s.
W. B. BENXETT.
JOHN LiDIG11TON.
Registered in the Judge Advocate's Office, Sydney, 28th August, 1813, No. 1,067.
JAMES J. Fosrxn,
Principal Clerk.

A 3.

Dated 7 March, 1876. Mr. David Leighton to Mrs. Mary Jones. Conveyance.
Tine indenture made the seventh day of Mnrch in the year of our Lo,-d one thousand eight hundred and seveaty-six
between David Leighton of Abercrombio River but now of 542 Bourko-strcet Sydney in the Colony of Now South Wales miller
of the one part and Mary Jones formerly of Eargo but now of Sydney in the said Colony widow of the other part Whereas
John Leighton formerly of Sydney miller departed this life in or about the month of July one thousand eight hundred and twentysinleaving the said David Leighton his eldest sonl,eir-at-lawhim surviving And whereas the said John Leighton was at the time
of his death seized of or well entitled to certain pieces of land hereinafter mentioned situated in the city of Sydney together
with certain promises from the Government of New South Wales for certain grants of pieces of land which had not been completed at the time of the death of the said John Leighton And Whereas the said David Leighton has contracted and agreed
with the said Mary Jones for the absolute sale to her of all his right title and interest to any real estate hereinafter mentioned
or any persoaal estate whatoever which he was is or might have been entitled to as eldest son and heir-at-law of the said John
Leighton at or for the sum of ton pounds Now this indenture witnesseth that in pursuance of the said eoatract and in consideration of the sum of tea pounds of lawful British money in band paid by the said Mary Jones to the said David Leighton
the receipt whereof is hereby acknowledged he the said David Leighton doth hereby grant bargain sell alien release transfer
and convey unto the said Mary Jones her heirs executors administrators and assigns all those pieces or parcels of
land situate in Cuinherland-street Sydney at the corner of Fraser's land and formerly occupied by David B. Long
And also all that property situate in Gloucester-street known as the "Whale Fishery Public House" then occupied
by Jasper Tuna And also all those pieces or parcels of land situate at Miller's Point Sydney And also all those
pieces or parcels of land situate in Prince-street and Cnmherlaad-street Sydney And also all that piece or
parcel of land situate in George-street 'Windsor opposite 'Freeman's Cricketers' Arms" and known by the name of
the 'Goat House" Together with all houses lands messuages and premises hereby described or any part thereof
belonging or in anywise appertaiaing And all the estate and interest claim and demand of him the said David
Leighton in or to the said hereditsanents and premises or any part thereof To have and to hold the said hereditaments and
premises unto the said Mary Jones her heirs and assigns for ever And this indenture also witnesseth that in further
pursuance of the said agreement and for the eoasideration aforesaid he the said David Leighton doth hereby sell assign
transfer and set over unto the said Mary Jones her heirs executors administrators and assigns all his right title interest benefit
claim and demand he may have or he entitled to tinder the premises of grants made by the Government of Now South Wales
to the said JoIni Leighton deceased or any payment allowance or consideration which he would or might be entitled to as
aforesaid and all the estate and interest of the said David Leighton in to or out of the said premises hereby sold and assigned
or intended so to be And the said David Leighton for himself, his heirs executors and administrators hereby covenants with the
said Mary Jones her heirs executors administrators and assigns that he the said David Leighton now hath good right full
power and absolute authority 1° grant convey and assure the said hereditamnents and premises and every part thereof
unto the said Mary Jones her heirs and assigns free from all incumbrnnces And that it shall be lawful for the said
Mary Jones her heirs executors administrators and essigns at all times hereafter to hold and enjoy the said
lioreditaments and premises respectively and receive the rents and profits thereof and every part thereof to and
for her own absolute use and benefit And that the said David Leighton his executors administrators and assigns and every
person claiming under him or them will at all times upon the request and at the costs of the said Mary Jones her executors
administrators and assigns do make and perfect all acts for more perfectly assuring the said hereditaments and premises as by
the said Mary Jones her heirs executors administrators and assigns or her or their counsel in the law shall be required or
advised In witness whereof the said parties to these preseats have hereunto set their hands and affixed their seals the day and
year first above written.
DAVID LEIGHTON.
Signed sealed and delivered by the said David Leighton in the presence of—
Joint WxLIanxsol, Solicitor, Sydney. Received
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Received the day and year first within written of and from the within-named Maq Jones the sum of (0) ten pounds
being the full consideration money in and by the foregoing indenture expressed to be paid by her to me.
DAVID LEIGhTON.
Witness—Joarx WmnnssoN.
Received into the Ofilce for the Registration of Deeds &e. atSydney this twenty-ninth day of March A.D. 1870 at twentyfive minutes to twelve o'clock in the forenoon from William John West a true copy of the within deed verified by the said
C. J. MUDDLE, Deputy Registrar General.
William John West and numbered 4 Book 158.
We hereby certify that the three preceding pages contain a true copy of the original deed of conveyance of which it
purports to be a copy the same having been carefully compared and examined therewith by us this twenty-ninth day of May,
A.D. 1880.
WILL. J. WEST,1 Clerks to John Williamson, Solicitor, Williamson's
Chambers, King-street, Sydney.
J. A. FLYNN, 5

Sydney: Thomas Richards, Government Printer—ISBn.
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

LANDS FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES ACQUISITION BILL.
(MESSAGE No. 26.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 4 A/arch, 1880.

AUGUSTUS LOFTUS,

.Jleesaqe Pb. 25.

Governor.
In accordance with the 54th section of the Constitution Act, the Governor recommends for the
considentioii of the Legislative Assembly the expediency of making provision to meet the requisite expenses
in connection with a Bill to provide for the acquisition by Government of Lands for Public Purposes.
Govcrrnnemt House,
Sydney, 3 March, 1880.

Lad.J
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

MR. AUSTIN FORREST WILSHIRE.
(PETrnox OP.)
Received by the Legislative Assembly, 18 May, 1880.

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of Now South Wales, in Parliament assmbled.
The humble Petition of Austin Forrest Wilshire,—
SII0WEU1 AS FOLLOWS

In the year one thousand eight hundred and five my father, Mr. James Wilshire, established a
felliaougery and a manufaetory of leather, soap, candles, parchmeut, &c., on a spot outside of what was
1.hen called the Camp of Sydney. A. grant of an adjacent piece of land was subsequently made to my
littler by Governor Macquarie for the especial purpose of extending the manufacture of leather in this
Colony, upon which my father carried on the business of a tanner, without an), complaint being made
against the establishment until his death, which occurred in the year one thousand eight hundred and
forty. The tannery and its appurtenances fell to the share of my brother, the late Mr. James Robert
Wilshire and myself, by whom in fact it had been principafly managed for some time previonsly. The
tannery urns in full operation in the year one thousand eight hundred and forty-nine, and in the month of
Oet:obcr iii that year the Act 13 Victoria number 42 was passed, coming into operation on the first day of
January, one thousand eight hundred and fifty, and directing that after the lapse of ten years from the
latter date various trades, among others that of tanning and currying, should not be carried on within the'
limits of the city of Sydney.
As originally introduced, the Act did not include tanning and currying among the prohibited
businesses, but an alteration was made in the Bill during its passage through your Honorable House so
as to inchmile them. My brother and I were only warned of the intended prohibition on the day that the
alteration for that purpose was made, and had but time to prepare a hasty Petition against such prohibition. But our representations were unheeded, and the Bill in its altered shape was hastily passed the
same evening. It so far came into operation on the first day of January, one thousand eight hundred and
fifty, that the ten years allowed for the removal of tanneries, Le,, began to run from that date. Fore.
seemg the ruinous losses which the enforcement of this law would entail upon us, my brother and myself
petitioned Parliament for the amendment of such law by the exemption of tanning currying from its
operation.
Other Petitions on the same subject were presented, and a proposition for the amendment of this
Act was actually before Parliament. The whole matter was referred to a Select Committee of the
Legislative Assembly on the twenty-ninth day of February, one thousand eight hundred and sixty, but
the proceedings of this Committee were stopped by a prorogation. In October, 1860, the subject was
revived, and another Committee was appointed, but the action of this second Committee was stayed by a
dissolution of the Assembly.
A third Committee was nm
aed in March, 1801, which shared the fate of its predecessors, its
proceedings being stopped by prorogation.
In August, 1.862, a fourth Committee was appointed, and-on the nineteenth day of September, in
the same year, a report was brought np from this Committee. They considered it undesirable to have the
business of tanners and curriers carried on within the limits of the city of Sydney, "and were therefore
not prepared to recommend any relaxation of the provisions of the Act 13 Victoria, No. 42," This was in
effect the whole of their report. It left the question of compensation wholly untouched. In the meantime (in the year 1800) my brother had died, and on the division of our properties his interest in the
tannery passed to myself, a large allowance being made for it to his family in adjusting such division, From
various causes my claim remained in the background until March, 1865, when I petitioned the Legislative
Assembly to take it into consideration. My Petition, in accordance with the rnles of the House, was
nothing more than a dry statement of the principal facts, but its object was to obtain some pecuniary
compensation for the very heavy losses to which the action of the Legislature had subjected me—losses
whirls if I had had no other resources would have reduced me from comparative affluence to absolute
penury, and which as it is have entailed little short of utter ruin. It was no longer a question with me
as to whether I should be compelled to abandon a lucrative business (for this in obedience to the law I
had already done), but whether the representatives of the people who had deemed it necessary to decree
such abandonmant should not, as has hitherto been the rule in all such cases as mine, relieve me from ,it
least
530—
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load some portion of the difficulties created by their decree. A Select Committee was appointed to
consider my application. I laid before the Committee various documents showing the nature and extent
of the losses to which I had been subjected. I proved that the total profits of the business for six years,
from 1852 to 1857, were ten thousand three hundred and six pounds fourteen shillings and five pence,
giving art average profit per annum during that period of one thousand seven hundred and seventeen
I ounds fifteen shillings and nine pence. I proved that in 1843 the land with the tannery upon it was
estimated to be worth at least six thousand pounds, and that upon the stoppage of the tannery it had
become depreciated in value at least one halt; and on the eighth day of June, 1865, the Committee
reported to your Honorable House that my ease was one which 'deserved to be taken into consideration
by the Government." Nothing further was done on this occasion.
My brother, the late James Robert Wilshire, died in the year 1800, and I then became the sole
proprietor of the tannery, having allowed the sum of five thousand one hundred and seventy.two pounds
n adjustment of account with the representatives of my deceased brother, which s%nn was much beyond
the market value of the property with the tannery closed, but was agreed to by me in the expectation of
fair compensation being made by the Govcrement.
In the year 1868 I published a statemeut of my case in the form of a letter to Sir James Martin,
and the result was that the Government placed upon the Estimates the comparatively small sum of two
thousand pounds as compensation to me; but your Honorable House, in Committee of Supply, on the
second day of April, 1808, refused to pass the item by a majority of sixteen against nine, but several members
who voted in the majority subsequently assured me that had they been more fully informed about the
matter they should have voted differently. Since that time I have fully experienced the bitterness of hope
deferred "which maketh the heart sick," and I have pressed upon the Members of many successive
Governments a claim which if it has become stale is no fault of mine, and which in justice to my family
I can never abandon while my life lasts, and I now appeal to your Honorable House in the hope that you
will not allow a grievous wrong to remain longer unrediessed.
Your Petitioner therefore humbly prays that your Honorable House will be pleased to take his
etse into your favourable consideration, and grant your Petitioner such relief as your Honorable House may
deem meet.
And your Petitioner, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
A. F. WILSHIRE.

5,dne: Thomu RichadaOovemmont,Prthter.-188O

[3d])
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LEGISLAnvE ASSEMBLY.
NEW SOUTh WALES.

BTJTCHEIIS' SHOPS.
(PETITION FROM CITIZENS OF SYDNEY.)

Received by the Leqislative Assembly, 10 Thnc, 1880.

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly, in Parliament assembled.
The Petition of the undersigned Citizens of Sydney beg to bring under the notice of your
Honorable House that butchers' shops are permitted to be open on Sundays for trading purposes, and
compelling the enforced labour of a hardworking portion of the community, name'y, journeyman butchers;
and as it is not necessary for the public good, but on the contrary has a most demoralizing effect, we pray
your Honorable House to pass a law enforcing the closing of butchers' shops from Saturday night to
Monday morning.
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

[Here follow 411 eiqnatures.]

[3d,]
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
NEW SOTJT1I WALES,

ANiMALS PROTECTION BILL.
(PETITION FROM MAYOR AND OTHER RESIDENTS OF WEST MAITLAIcD.)

Received by 1/ic Legislative Aesernbl,1, 17 Jime, 1880.

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assenibled.
The Petition of the undersigned,—
JICMBLV SnowEnr

That the attention of your Petitioners has been engaged by a Notice tabled by an Honorable
Member of your Honorable House to go into Committee to consider the expediency of bringing in a Bill to
protect birds and animals.
That your Petitioners, influenced by a surmise that the deliberations of such Committee may
terminate in a desire to alter the present law for the protection of birds and animals, would respectfully
submit for your favourable consideration certain alterations which may be thought desirable.
That an experience of the habits of feathered game in this Colony has taught your Petitioners
that the breeding season does not commence until and after the month of September; and that the progeny
of such game is not fully developed and strong on the wing until the end of the month of March.
That, in the opinion of your Petitioners, the omission of the mention of quail in the Schedule to
the existing Game Act was judicious, inasmuch as the habits of quail are kiown to be migratory upon well
recognized authorities,
Your Petitioners would therefore respectfuUy urge upon your favourable consideration that the most
suitable season for the protection of game from destruction would be from' the beginning of the month of
September until the end of the month of March; and that the migratory habits of quail render it unnecessary
that they should be protected, and pray your Honorable House to make provisions accordingly.
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

[here follow 40 s;gnatures.]

[3d.]
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1819-80.
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

GRASSHOPPER PLAGUE.
(PETITION FROM TNBAI3ITANTS OP SOUTHERN PJVERINA.)

Received by the Leqielative Assembly, 17 March, 1880.

To the Honorable the Speaker and Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in
Parliament assembled.
The humble Petition of the undersigned inhabitants of Southern Riverina, in the Colony of New
South Wales,—
RES1'ECTrETIJLX

8II0WET)1

-

That your Petitioners are residents in that portion of the Colony known as Southern Riverina.
That your Petitioners are dependent for their support either directly or indirectly upon the
prosperity of the pastoral and agricultural interests in the said district of Southern Riverina.
That your Petitioners view with serious apprehension the threatened extinction of the interests
before mentioned, in consequence of the ravages of the insect known as the grasshopper.
That your Petitioners can vouch for the fact that formerly only a few of these insects were to
be seen each season, and no serious inconvenience or loss was then felt, but of late years they have
appeared in inyriads and have occasioned enormous losses.
That your Petitioners have known many instances of individual loss arising from the total
destruction of pastures, cultivated crops, and gardens, by these pests, almost incredible to those not familiar
with the extent of the desolation they cause, and the total of which losses really amounts to a public
calamity.
That your Petitioners ascribe the surprising increase in the number of these insects to the
destruction in scason and out of season of the native birds--their natural enemies.
That your Petitioners therefore humbly pray that you will cause a special enactment to be
passed into law during the present session of Parliament, prohibiting the destruction in any part of
Southern Riverina of the following birds or their eggs for a period of three years, namely—the emu, turkey,
ibis, native companion, wild duck, magpie, and such other birds as your Honorable House may in its wisdom
think fit to preserve for your Petitioners' relief.
And your Petitioners will ever pray, &c., &c., &e.
[Here follow 196 signatures.]

[3d.1
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NEW SOUTII WALES.

LICENSING BILL.
(MESSAGE No. 32.)

Ordered by the Leqislative Assembly to be printed, 13 April, 1880.

AUGUSTUS LOnUS,

Message No, 32.

Governor.
In accordance with the provisions contained in the 54th section of the Constitution Act, the
Governor recommends for the consideration of the Legislative Assembly the expediency of making provision
to meet the requisite expenses in connection with a Bill to provide for the establishment of General Licensing
Courts and for the regulation of Licensed Trades.

Government House,
Sydney, 13 April, 1880.

(ad.J
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1879-80.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

LICENSING BILL.
(PETITION IN FAVOUR OF—MINISTEE AND OTHERS OF ST\ BARNABAS' CHURCH.)

Received by the Legislative Asseml'ly, 27 May, 1880.

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The Petition of the undersigned Minister and others of St. Barnabas' Church,—
HUMBLY Snown'rn
That your Petitioners having for many years observed the evils arising from defective licenthng
laws, desire to express their approval of the measure introduced by the present Government as an improvement of the laws now in force, and would humbly pray your Honorable House, in Parliament assembled, to
pass the said measure into law.
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
[Here follow 62 signatures.]

Similar Petitions were received, on 27th May,—
From the Ministers and Members of the Sacred Heart Church, Darlinghurst; 9 signatures.
From the Minister, Members, and others of the Wesleyan Church, Woollahra; 8 signatures.
From the Officers and Members of the "Australia's Hope" Degree Temple, Sydney; 32 signatures.
From the Particular Baptists Church; 46 signatures.
From the Minister, Members, and others of the Mariners Church, Sydney; 86 signatures.
From Members and others of the Presbyterian Church, Bahnain; 50 signatures.
From the Ministers, Deacons, and others of the Congregational Church, Ocean-street, Woollahra; 10
signatures.
From Members of the Young Men's Christian Association of Sydney; 28 signatures.
From Officers and Members of the Pioneer Lodge No. I Independent Order of Good Templars; 17
signatures.
From the Minister and Members of the Congregational Church, Pitt-street, Sydney; 41 signatures.
From Magistrates of the City of Sydney; 19 signatures.
From Students of Camden College; 2 signatures.
From Members and others of the Baptist Church, Balmain; 41 signatures.
From Members and others of the Congregational Church, Liverpool and Sussex Streets; 19
signatures.
From the Ministers and People of the Primitive Methodist Church, Kent_street; 34 signatures.
From the Members and Friends of the "Gladstone' Lodge No. 80 Independent Order of Good
Templars; 14 signatures.
From the Minister, Members, and others of the Congregational Church, Bourke-street; 97 signatures.
From Officers, Members, and others of the Wesleyan Church, Bourke-street; 27 signatures.
From Officers and Members of New South Wales Alliance for the Suppression of Intemperance ; 35
signatures.
From Members and others of the Wesleyan Church, Bahnain; 24 signatures.
From U. W. Carpenter, Chairman of a Public Meeting of Citizens of Sydney; 1 signature.

[88.]
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

LICENSING BILL.
(PETITION JR FAVOUR OF—CHAIRMAN OF A PUBLIC MEETING OF INHAEITANTS OF FADDINUTON.)

-

Received by the Legislative Assembly, 2 Jisne, 1880.

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales1 in Parliament assembled.
The Petition of the Inhabitants of Paddington and Woollahra, in Public Meeting assembled,—
HUMBLY

SnownH:—

That your Petitioners, having for many years observed the evils arising from defective licensing
laws, desire to express their approval of the measure introduced by the present Government as an
improvement of the laws now in force, and would humbly pray your Honorable House in Parliament
assembled to pass the said measure into law.
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray, &c.
Paddingthn, May 29th, 1880.

J). McBEA.TH,
Chairman.

Similar Petitions were received
On 2nd June, from Thomas L. Nicholson, Chairman of a Public Meeting of Members of the Independent Order of Good Templars under the jurisdiction of the Right Worthy Grand Lodge of
the World, and others; 1 signature.
On 4th June, from residents of the Police District of Cooma; 371 signatures.

[84.]
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LEGISLATrVE ASSEMBLY.

NEW SOUTII WALES.

LICENSING BILL.
(PETITION IN FAVOUR OF—MINISTERS AND DEACONS OF TEE CONGREGATIONAL OHURCE,
PARRAMATTA.)

Received by the Legislative Assembly, 8 tTU8, 1880.

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The Petition of the undersigned members of the Congregational Church, Parramatta, in Church
meeting assembled,—
Sjiowsiii
That your Petitioners having for many years observed the fearful and enormous evils arising
from the present licensing laws, desire to express their approval of the measure introduced by the C eventmont as a very great improvement upon the laws now in force in this Colony, and would humbly pray your
Honorable House in Parliament assembled to pass the said measure into law.
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
Signed on behalf of the Church.
(here follow 4 signatures.)

[3d.]
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SOUTH WALES.

LICENSING BILL.
(PETITION IN FAVOUR OF—MEMBEflS AND FRIENDS OF THE INDEPENDENT ORDER OF GOOD
'I'EMJ'LAES UNDER THE EIGHT WORTHY GRAND LODGE OF THE WORLD, AND OTIJEES.)

Received by the Leqiela/ive Asecrnhly, 15 June, 1880.

To the Honorable the Speaker and the Honorable the Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South
Wales, 111 Parliament assembled.
The Petition of the undersigned Members and Friends of the Independent Order of Good Templars,
under the jurisdiction of the Right Worthy Grand Lodge of the World, and others residing at
Rocky Mouth, Maclean, and other parts of the Lower Clarence,—
HUMBLY SilowETu

That your Petitioners have been assiduously striving for the diminution of drunkenness and
the numerous evils arising therefrom; and fully recognizing the many glaring defects of the existing liquor
traffic, hail with satisfaction the efforts of the Government to reform the present licensing laws. That
whereas the houses licensed for the sale of intoxicating drinks are presumably so licensed for the convenience
and accommodation of the public, and, moreover, that the cost of the crime, pauperism, and other concomitant evils arising from such sale has to be borne by the people; your Petitioners, therefore, while
recognizing in the new Licensing Bill now before your Honorable House many improvements as compared
with the existing laws there anent, humbly submit the following amendments for your earnest consideration
and approval, viz.
1st That the proposed licensing Boards be constituted on an elective in contradistinction to a
nominee basis, and that the principle of "local option" be strictly adhered to in respect to the
granting of licenses and transfers, and by which any licensing district shall have the power to
veto the traffic in their midst; also, to make the necessary provisions for the faithful carrying
out of these fundamental principles.
2n4. That, with the view of preventing the desecration of the Sabbath day and the midnight
drinking practices and orgies that now prevail to such an alarming extent, provision be made
for the entire closing of all public-houses on Sundays, and on the other days of the week at
not later than 10 o'clock p.m.
3rd. That clauses 46 and 47 be struck out, with a view of effectually preventing the pernicious
practice that obtains in the transfer of license; such being a privilege wbich has hitherto been
prostituted for the purpose of opening up new drinking shops, some of them of the lowest
type, in neighbourhoods where they have not been asked for nor required.
4th. That clause 53 be amended by striking out "twelve years" and substituting "sixteen years," so
that no youth under the latter age shall be supplied with intoxicating drinks under any pretext whatever at such licensed houses.
We humbly pray that you will take the foregoing premises into your most favourable consideration,
and that they, with other amendments and additions as you may deem advisable in the interests of humanity
and justice, be embodied in the new Licensing Bill, and passed into law with the least possible delay.
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
[Here follow 28 4qnaturh.]
Similar Petitions were received
On 15th June, from Members and Friends of the Independent Order of Good Templars under the
jurisdiction of the Right Worthy Grand Lodge of the World, and others in public meeting
assembled at Public Hall, Pyrmont; 2 signatures.
On 15th June, from Ministers and Elders of the Presbyterian Church of New South Wales; 6 signatures.
From Members and Friends of the Independent Order of Good Templars under the jurisdiction of the
Right Worthy Grand Lodge of the World, and others residing at Milton; 81 signatures.
On 17th June, from Members and Friends of the Independent Order of Good Templars under the
jurisdiction of the Right Worthy Grand Lodge of the World, and others residing at Bathurst;
405 signatures.
[3d.]
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

LICENSING BILL.
(PETITION IN FAVOUR OF—MEMBERS AND FRIENDS OF TI{E INDEPENDENT ORDER OF GOOD TEMPLARS UNDER THE RIGHT
WORTHY GRAND LODGE OP THE WORLD, AND OTHERS ItESIDINO AT HAT.)

Received by the Legislative Assembly, 28 June, 1880.

To the Honorable the Speaker and the Honorable the Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South
Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The Petition of the undersigned Members and Friends of the Indepeiident Order of Good Tempiars,
under the jurisdiction of the Right Worthy Grand Lodge of the World, and others residing at
Hay, in the Colony of New South Wales.,—
HUMBLY SH0WET1i

That your Petitioners have been assiduously striving for the diminution of drunkenness and
the numerous evils arising therefrom ; and fully recognizing the many glaring defects of the existing liquor
traffic, hail with satisfaction the efForts of the Government to reforni the present licensing laws. That
whereas the houses licensed for the sale of intoxicating drinks are presumably so licensed for the convenience
and accommodation of the public, and moreover, that the cost of the erimo and pauperism and other concomitant evils arising from such sale has to be borne by the people; your Petitioners, therefore, while
recognizing in the new Licensing Bill now before your Honorable House many improvements as compared
with the existing laws there anent, humbly sub,nit the following amendments for your earnest consideration
and approval, viz.
1st. That the proposed licensing Boards be constituted on an elective' in contradistinction to a
nominee basis, and that the principle of "local option" be strictly adhered to in respect to the
granting of licenses and transfers, and by which any licensing district shall have the power to
veto the traffic in their midst; also, to make the necessary provisions for the faithful carrying
out of these fundamental principles.
2nd. That, with the view of preventing the desecration of the Sabbath day and the midnight
drinking practices and orgiss that now prevail to such an alarming extent, provision be made
for the entire closing of all public-houses on Sundays, and on the other days of the week at
not later than 10 o'clock p.m.
3rd. 'That clauses 46 and 47 be struck out, with a view of effectually preventing the pernicious
practice that obtains in the transfer of licenses, such being a privilege winch has hitherto been
prostituted for the purpose of opening up new drinking shops, some of them of the lowest
type, in neighbourhoods where they have not been asked for nor required.
4th. That clause 63 be amended by striking out "twelve years" and substituting "sixteen years," so
that no youth under the latter age shall be supplied with intoxicating thinks under any pretext whatever at such licensed houses.
We humbly pray that you will bake the foregoing premises into your most favourable consideration,
and that they, with other amendments and additions as you may deem advisablo in the interests of humanity
and justice, be embodied in the new Licensing Bill, and passed into law with the least possible delay.
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

[Here follow 164 signatures.]

[3d.]
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

LICENSING BILL.
(PETITION PROM J. B. OLLIFFE, CHAIRMAN OF TUE LICENSED VICTUALLERS' ASSOOJATION OP
NEW SOUTH WALES.)

Received by the Legislative Aesenthlq, 20 May, 1880.

To the Honorable Sir George Wigram Allen, Knight, Speaker of the Legislative Assembly of New South
Wales, and to the Members of the said. Legislative Assembly.
The Petition of the Licensed Victuallers' Association of New South Wales,—
HUMBLY Suowrru
That at a public meeting held by your Petitioners at the Guild Hall, in the city of Sydney, on
the tenth day of May instent, your Petitioners for the first time heard the clauses read of a Bill introduced
into your Honorable House, for the purpose of providing "the establishment of General Licensin
Courts, and for the regulation of licensed trades" and that at such meeting it was unanimously resolve
to present a Petition to your Honorable House, as to the injurious effects of such a measure as that
proposed being passed into law without amendment.
That your Petitioners respectf ul]y ask your serious consideration of the sixth section of the proposed
Bill, as to the constitution and composition of Licensing Courts, officers, &e., and ask of your Honorable
House that, in lieu of the provisions proposed, the Licensing Court or Board should for the city of
Sydney be comprised of the Mayor for the time being of the city, assisted by two of the Police Magstrates and three other gentlemen nominated by the Governor in Council.
That should Honorable Members be opposed to such a constitution being adopted, your Petitioners
beg to suggest that the Court should be held and presided over by a responsible and professional gentleman, having powers vested in him analogous to the Recorders for the cities of London or Dublin.
That the tenth clause would be a serious injury to persons holding licenses in country districts, as,
under sub-section four, no license could be granted where any retail store existed in the same building,
and that the production of plans and skilled witnesses in remote districts would be in most cases an utter
impossibility for any ordinary applicant, unless the applicant incurred ruinous expenditure.
That your Petitioners submit the twenty-fourth section of Part two would confer unnecessary and
excessive powers to persons, under colour of performing duty in breaking and entering into licensed or
unlicensed premises, either by night or day, as they might consider proper.
That under the thirtieth section of Part two, parties therein mentioned are permitted to sell liquor
in quantities very little in excess of that for which we are so highly taxed, and that it is not contemplated
by the proposed Act to subject these persons to the restrictions imposed on members of our trade.
That the thirty-fourth clause (of said Part two) clothes the officers therein mentioned with most
unusual powers, although the public have no guarantee as to their capabilities for performing the responsible and extra professional duties intended to be vested in them.
That under the thirty-eighth section, your Petitioners submit they would have no certainty of their
recovering costs from parties making objections to applicants for licenses; and your Petitioners suggest
that, in order to preclude unnecessary objections being made, that all parties at the time of lodging
objections should deposit with the officer of the Court a sum of ten pounds each at the least, to provide
for the applicant's costs being discharged in event of such objections not being sustained by the Court.
That the increased charge for licenses contemplated by the forty-third clause would, at this
depressed period, have a very disastrous effect upon legitimate industry, because a great number of
persons connected with the trade and otherwise have, at considerable cost and risk, built and established
hotels for public accommodation when no such imposition was contemplated; which, with the additionil
two shillings per gallon which Nye are paying on spirits since the commencement of the present year,
would causo a considerable reduction in the value of house property to innocent parties.
That we submit the forty-ninth section should be omitted, in order to permit members of the trade
to obtain licenses as other ordinary members of our community.
That as the city of Sydney is lighted with gas, and no other traders are compelled by law to keep
lamps butting before their houses, we submit the fiftieth clause, so far as it refers to the city, should be
omitted, and thus place us in the same position as our other fellow-citizens, and with whom we are equally
taxed for lighting the public thoroughfares.
That
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That, so 'or as country districts are concerned, we believe the spirit of the Act would be more
effectually fulfilled by the fifty-fourth section being amended, so as to vest power in any of Her Majesty's
Justices to grant certificates authorizing the performances of theatrical or other amusements to be held
or exhibited in any licensed house which may be situate in a country district.
That under the one hundred and sixty-fifth clause the power of appeal would be greatly
restricted; and we submit that all parties appealing should have the liberty, if they were so advised, of
prosecuting their appeals before their Honors the Judges of the Supreme Court.
That the 148th and 149th sections would, if enacted,-have a most disastrous effect, not only on
persons holding licenses but also on all owners of licensed hotels or other property, and we submit the
said sections are very uncertain in meaning and would be oppressive on the subjects of Her Majesty.
That the one hundred and sevdnty-first section would, if passed, vest in the Court a permission to
reject or receive evidence or proof as therein mentioned, and that the vesting of any discretion as
contemplated should not be permissive but mandatory.
That, as your Petitioners contribute very largely to the revenue of this territory, and as such
revenue is payable by us before we derive any profit from the trade affected by the proposed BiU, we
most respectfully pray your Honorable House that the several sections of the proposed Act of Par]ia.
ment hereinbcfore referred to may be amended; and that you may be also pleased to give your Petitioners
such further or other relief as to you may seem fit.
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound will ever pray.
J. B. OLLIFEE,
Chairman.
For and on behalf of the said Association.

-

Sydney: T],oma, Rih,rd,, Oovenin,eiit J'iinter.—i$sO.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

LICENSING BILL.
(PETITION FROM 30SEP11 ORAM, CUATR.NIAN OF THE WESLEVAN CONFERENCE OF NEW SOUTE
WALES AND QUEENSLAND.)

Received by the .Tgis?ative Anembly, 20 May, ISSO.

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The Petition of the undersigned,—
HUMBLY SHOWETH
That the Weslcyan Conference for New South Wales and Queensland did, at its Session in
January last, appoint a Committee of its Ministerial and Lay Members to take such steps during the
current year as to them might seem expedient, with a view to bring about amendments of the present
Liquor Licensing Laws of this Colony.
That the said Committee, now your Petitioners, through their Chairman, has learned with great
satisfaction that a very comprehensive measure for the above-named purpose has been laid by the Government before your Honorable House.
8. Your Petitioners desire especially to express their approval of those clauses of the Bill which
make better provision for granting and cancelling licenses, for the due entrance of public-houses by the
Police, for an authorized inspection of licensed premises and the liquor sold therein, and of other clauses
whose effect must be to prevent such immoralities as abound under the present system.
Your Petitioners desire also humbly to suggest the expediency of so amending the Bill that
barmaids may not be employed in any City or Town pub]ic-house; that bars in public-houses should be
altered and improved, with a view to prevent the present obnoxious habit of disorderly persons congregating thereat, to the great danger of the public peace, and that redress should be obtainable in a
Court of Justice against any publicau who has sold liquor to any customer so as to seriously damage his
health and estate.
Your Petitioners, therefore, humbly pray that your Honorable House will take the foregoing
p-ees into your favourable consideration, and grant such redress as in your wisdom may seem meet.
And your. Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
Signed for and on behalf of the said Committee, now your Petitioners,
Sydney, May 20th, 1880.

lad.]
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JOSEPH ORAM, Chairman.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

LICENSING BILL.
l'gI'ITION FROM YICE-l'RES]DENTS AND TREASURER OF TIlE CITY AND PUOYINCEAL lICENSED YICTtAI.LEltS ASSOCIATION.)

Received by fits Legislative Assembly, 27 May, 1880.

To the honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The humble Petition of the undersigned members of the City and Provincial Licensed
Victuallers' A ssociation,—
SU0WETU
That your Petitioners have read the Bill recently introduced into Parliament for the establis}tment of general Licensing Courts and regulation of licensing trades.
That your Petitioners have held a meeting of their members to consider the provisions of the said
Bill, and at such meeting it was resolved that a petition should be presented to Parliament, protesting
against the Bill becomiog law.
That your Petitioners therefore humbly protest against the following clauses in the said Bill, viz.
Clause 6. The appointment of the Inspector General of Police as one of the Board, as be
would have the power to instruct his subordinates and then sit in judgment on their
actions; but your Petitioners would humbly suggest that instead thereof a Recorder or
Judge be appointed, similar to the practice in England and Ireland.
Clause 10. Your Petitioners humbly suggest that in sub-clause 4 the provision as to a retail
store should not apply to houses in the country parts.
Clause 21. Your Petitioners humbly protest against the appointment of any member of the
police force below the grade or rank of a sub-inspector being appointed to any oi&e under
this section.
R
Clause 22. Your Petitioners humbly protest against the power proposed to be given to
inspectors to enter any part of any licensed premises, and suggest that the power to enter
and search should be limited to the bar where the liquors are sold, or to the cellars where
the same are kept. Your Petitioners also protest against the powers given to any inspector
to take a list of their stock, and suggest that, owing to the large interests involved and the
revenue derived from the duties on spirits, the Government should appoint an analytical
chemist to analyae all liquors before they leave the bonded warehouse or wine and spirit
merchants' stores, and issue a voucher for same.
Clause 24. Your Petitioners most humbly protest against this clause, as being most arbitrary
and despotic.
Part H., Clause 25. Your Petitioners humbly suggest that, in sub-clause 5, liquors should not
be allowed to be sold to any civilian under a penalty; and that, in sub-clause 6, liquors
should only be sold to members of the club, under a penalty for any breach thereof.
Clause 27. Your Petitioners suggest that the hour of selling be altered from 6 o'clock in the
morning to 4 o'clock, as provided for in the Oath section.
Clause 29. Your Petitioners humbly suggest that a holder of a colonial wine license shall not
permit wine to be consumed on the premises, and that not less than one pint bottle shall be
sold, and the license fee increased to £10.
Clause 30. Your Petitioners humbly protest against the bottle license proposed by this clause,
and suggest that no wine and spirit merchant be allowed to sell less than four gallons at
one time of the same spirit or liquor to others than licensed victuallers.
Clause 32. Your Petitioners humbly object to this clause requiring notice of intended applicants for licenses having to post notices of their intention on their doors, and inserting the
same in newspapers. And your Petitioners would also humbly suggest that all board and
lodging houses should be licensed, and the keepers be made to contribute towards the
revenue.
Clause 34. Your Petitioners humbly protest against this clause, as being antagonistic to the
interests of the licensed victualers, and tending to decrease the number of flrst-clas
hotels, and to the increase of low public-houses or drinking shops.
Clause
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Clause 38. Your Petitioners humbly object to the five sub-clauses of this section, and to the
seventh ground of objection to the granting of a license.
Clause 43, Your Petitioners humbly protest against this clause, and suggest that £25 per year
ought to be the standard fee for a license, as in the neighbouring Colonies. That no sliding
scale of fees will work successfully. That bush hotpls should pay a less license fee, and t he
distance be four miles apart. And that no fee be charged for a booth license, as holding a
pulliean's Iiense, the holder ought to have the privilege of using his license at races or
other piaces without a fee.
Clause 47. Your Petitioners humbly protest against the power given to the owner of p rcmi.:es
being allowed to object to the removal of a license, as great hardship might be cast upon a
publican whose lease of premises might expire and having paid for his li:ense, have to
forfeit it, unless he could get the consent of his landlord to remove it.
Clause 49. Your Petitioners humbly protest against this clause, as a loan may be made by a
publican to a relative, another publican, which would give him -,in interest in the house
and license; or a publican may be the holder of a license for one hotel and be the o\vncr of
another, and so would have a beneficial interest in each, which would make him liable to a
penalty.
Clause 50. Your Petitioners humbly protest against this clause requiring publicans in the cil:y
of Sydney to keep it light burning all night, and humbly suggest that a proviso should be
introduced into the clause exempting any publican within the city from keeping a light
burning after the hour of closing his hotel.
Clause. 51. Your Petitioners humbly suggest that upon any conviction under this section :in
informer should get half the fine.
Clause 60. Your Petitioners humbly suggest that a new clause be inserted as an amendment as
follows—the first part of which is objected to, that publicans be able to sue lbr liquors sold
by the bottle or in larger quantities, but not consumed on the premises.
Clause 66. Your Petitioners humbly suggest that the hours for selling on a Sunday should be
the same as those mentioned for Good Friday and Christmas Day, and that liquors be
allowed to be consumed on the premises.
Clause 67. Your Petitioners humbly suggest that the distance for travellers be reduced to one
mile, and that it should not be compellable to prove a cnstomer as abonaftulc traveller by
the person selling.
Clause 73. Your Petitioners humbly suggest that brewers should not be allowed to sell less
than ten gallons of beer at one time to others than licensed victuallers.
Clause 95. That the objections against a publican's being competeut to hold a partnership in
any business, and hold as many privileges as any other tradesman, your Petitioners humbly
deem most oppressive.
Clause 148. Your Petitioners also humbly protest against this clause, as being most arbitrary
and despotic; and they wish to draw the attention of the Legislature to this fact,—that if a
publican should be convicted of the most trifling offences under the Act on three occasions
for a period of three years previously he becomes disqualified from holding a license for a
period of three years, and this disqualification he would be subject to if convicted three
times for not having a light over his door.
Clause 157. Your Petitioners humbly suggest that the police acting under this clause should
wear some badge or other mark of distinction.
Clause 159. Your Petitioners humbly suggest that this clause be expunged, as they think they
ought not to be made the subjects of any proceeding under this clause any more than any
other tradesman.
Clause 160, Your Petitioners humbly suggest that the words "to remain in or knowingly
harbouring" should be inserted in this clause.
Your Petitioners therefore humbly pray that your Honorable House will take their case and the
several matters referred to in this Petition into your favourable consideration, and afford them such relief
and assistance as to your Honorable House shall seem meet.
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray, &c.
(For and on behalf of the City and Provincial Licensed Victuallers' Association.)
Dated the 27th day of May, 1880.

[Here.foltow 3 signatures.]

Sydney: Thomas Riehardo, Government Printer.-1850.

[3d.)
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NEW SOUTU WALES.

LICENSING BILL.
(PETITION FROM LICENSED VICTUALLERS, 11OUSEROLUIIRS, AND INffABITAIcTS OF DENILJQUIN)

Received by the Legislative Assembly, S .Thne, 1880.

To the Honorable Sic George Wigram Allen, Knight, Speaker of the Legislative Assembly of New South
Wales, and to the Members of the said Legislative Assembly.
The Petition of Licensed Victuallers, Householders, and Inhabitants of Deniliquin,—
HUMBLY Suowsrn
That your Petitioners have read a Bill introduced into your Honorable House for the purpose
of providing "the establishment of General Licensing Courts, and for the regulation of licensed trades."
That your Petitioners submit that as they live in remote districts the above Bill, if passed into law,
would be very detrimental to their interests and business transactions and cause great inconvenience and
annoyance to travellers or others passing through or living in their district.
That your Petitioners respectfully ask your serious consideration of the sixth section of the proposed
Bill, as to the constitution and composition of Licensing Courts and officers, and ask of your Honorable
House that., in lieu of the provisions proposed, the Licensing Court or Board for this and other country
districts should be composed of two of the Police Magistrates and three other gentlemen nominated by the
Governor in Council.
That should Honorable Members be opposed to such a constitution being adopted, your Petitioners
beg to suggest that a Court should be held and presided over by one of the District Court Judges.
That the tenth clause would be a serious injury to us, as, under sub-section four, no license could be
granted where any retail store existed in the same building, and that the production of plans and skilled
witnesses in remote districts would be in most cases an utter impossibility for any ordinary applicant, unless
the applicant incurred ruinous expenditure.
That if such clause be passed no storekeeper could accommodate travellers, and that in very remote
districts it would be impossible for publicans to live from the profits of an hotel business or publican's license
unless lie kept a store to assist him in his business.
That your Petitioners submit the twenty-fourth section of Part Two would confer unnecessary and
excessive powers to persons, under colour of perfonning duty, in breaking and entering into licensed or
unlicensed premises, by night or day, as they might consider prope'-.
That the thirty-fourth clause (of said Part Two) clothes the officers therein mentioned with most
unusual powers, although the public have no guarantee as to their capabilities for performing the responsible and extra professional duties intended to be vested in them.
That under the thirty-eighth section your Petitioners submit they would have no certainty of their
recovering costs from parties making objections to applicants for licenses; and your Petitioners suggests that
in order to preclude unnecessary objections being made, that all parties at the time of lodging objections
should deposit with the ollicer of the Court a sum of ten pounds each at the least, to provide for the
applicant's costs being discharged in event of such objections not being sustained by the Court, and also
leave their addresses, and that no person unless a ratepayer of the district should be permitted to lodge
objections.
That the increased charge for licenses would, at this depressed period, have a very disastrous effect
upon our trade, where in country districts trade is fluctuating; and as several of your Petitioners and others
not connected with the trade and otherwise have, at considerable cost and risk, built and established hotels
for public accommodation when no such imposition or restrictive legislation was contemplated, and, coupled
with the additional two shillings per gallon which we are paying on spirits since the commencement of the
present year, would cause a considerable reduction in the value of hotel and store property to innocent
parties.
That we submit the forty-ninth section should be omitted, in order to permit members of the trade
to obtain licenses as other ordinary members of our community.
We submit that in this and other country districts the spirit of the Act would be more effectually
fulfilled by having the fifty-fourth section amended, so as to vest the power in any of Her Majesty's
Justices to grant certificates authorizing the performances of theatrical or other amusements to be held or
exhibited in any licensed house which Say be situate in a country district
That
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That under the one hundred and sixty-fifth clause the power of appeal would be greatly restricted;
and we submit that all parties appealing should have the liberty, if they were so advised, of prosecuting
their appeals before their Honors the Judges of the Supreme Court.
That the 148th and 149th sections would, if enacted, have a most disastrous effect, not only on
persons holding licenses but also on all owners of licensed hotels or other property, and we sulmit the said
sections are very uncertain in meaning and would be oppressive on the subjects of Her Majesty.
That the one hundred and seventy-first section would, if passed, vest in the Court a permission to
reject or receive evidence or proof as therein mentioned, and that the vesting of any discretion as
contemplated should not be pennissive but mandatory.
Your Petitioners therefore pray that, as they contribute very largely to the revenue of this territory,
and as such revenue is payable by many of us before we derive any profit from the trade intended to be
affected by the proposed Bill, and as a considerable number of your Petitioners have during the most
inclement seasons of the year to travel long distances from our homes, we most respectfully pray of your
honorable House that the several sections of the proposed Act of Parliament may be amended; and that
you may be also pleased to give your Petitioners such further or other relief as to you may seem fit.
And your Petitioners, as in auty bound, will ever pray.
[Here follow 168 tignatures.]

Sydney: ThomsRfohatd,, Government Printer.-1880.
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LICENSING BILL.
(PETITION FROM CITAIRM AN OF A PUBLIC MEETING HELD AT ORANGE.)

Received by the Legislative Assembly, 24 June, 1880.

The Honorable the Speaker and Legislative Assembly, Sydney.
The humble Petition of the undersigned,—
RESPECTFULLY Snowwrn
That your Petitioner was the duly constituted Chairman of a Public Meeting held in the Schoc1
of Arts, Orange, on Monday, 21stjune, 1880, at which the foUowing resolutions were unanimously carried:That, in the opinion of this Meeting, the Licensing Bill introduced into Parliament is unsatisfactory;
inasmuch as it does not provide for the entire closing of all public-houses on Sundays; makes no provision
for any diminution in the liquor traffic, but introduces a single-bottle system, which would probably grow to
gigantic proportions; and generally would make no thorough change in the existing law.
That inasmuch as the ancient and avowed object of licensing the sale of intoxicating liquors is to
supply a supposed public want without detriment to the public welfare, this Meeting is of opinion that a
]egal power of restraining the issue or renewal of licenses should be placed in the hands of the persons most
deeply interested and affected, namely, the inhabitants themselves, who are entitled to protection from the
injurious consequences of the present system, by some efficient measure of "local option" through the ballot
box.
That the foregoing resolutions be embodied in a Petition to the Legislative Assembly, and signed
by the Chairman on behalf of this Meeting.
Your Petitioner therefore humbly prays your Honorable House to take this Petition into your
earnest consideration.
And your Petitioner will ever prity, &c.

tM]
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JOSIAh PARKER, J.P.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

PTJTBLTCANS LICENSING ACT.

(PETITION—GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH OP NEW SOUTH WALES.)

Received by the Legislative Assembly, 18 .Nbvember, 1879.

Unto the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The Petition of the General Assembly, of the Presbyterian Church of New South Wales,—
Hu3u3n Suo'wErn
That the General Assembly being met, and duly constituted, adopted the following resolutions
in regard to the licensing of public-houses
1. That the power of licensing should be transferred to local Boards.
2, That these Boards should have power to reduce, where necessary, and to limit the number of
public-houses and in all respects to regulate the liquor traffic, each in its own district.
8. That public-houses should be closed not later than 10 p.m. on week-days, and that on the
Sabbath hotels shall supply refreshments only to resident lodgers and bond fide travellers.
The General Assembly therefore prays the Honorable the Legislative Assembly to take the
premises into its favourable consideration in the proposed amendment of the licensing law of the Colony.
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever ray.
Signed in the name and by the authority of the General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church
of New South Wales,—
G-EO. GRIMM,
Moderator.
JAMES S. LAING,
clerk.

[3d.]
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LEGISxanVE ASSEMBLY.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

PTJ7BLICANS' LIOENSINQ ACT.
(PETITION—CHAIRMAN OF CONGREGATIQflL UNION.)

Received by the Legislative Assembly, 201h January, 1880.

Liquor License Amendment.
To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The humble Petition of the Congregational Union of New South Wales,—
RESPECTFULLY SH0WETU

flat your Petitioners believe the present licensing system to be extremely defective and a
fruitful source of crime, misery, drunkenness, and immorality, as proved by the records of our Police
Courts.
They therefore believe it necessary to the welfare of the community that the Act under which
publicans' licenses are now granted should be amended in such a manner as:—
ist. To place in the hands of the electors or residents of districts the power to prevent publichouses being forced upon them against their will.
2nd. To compel publicans, like other tradesmen, to close their places of business on the Sunday.
3rd. To suspend the granting of additional licenses for a period of three years.
Lastly, that a thorough system of police supervision be provided for.
Your Petitioners therefore humbly pray that your Honorable House will make such amendment in
the present Act as may be deemed necessary to secure the foregoing objects.
And your Petitioners will, as in duty bound, every pray.
Signed on behalf of the Congregational Union of New South Wales.
ydney, 8th January, 1880.

[3d.]
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J. C. KIRBY,
Chairman.
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LEGISLLTIVE MSEMEx.r.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

SALE OF LIQUORS LICENSING ACT.
(PETITION FOR AMENDMENT OF—RESIDENTS OP MOLONG.)

Received by the Legislative Assembly, 10 December, 1879.

To the Honorable the Speaker and Members of the Legislative Assembly, in Parliament assembled.
The Petition of the Residents of the District of Molong,—
RESPEcTFULLY SHOWETE

That at a public meeting held at MolOng, on the 12th dayl of November, 1879, itiwas
resolved that in the opinion of such meeting it was desirable that there should be a reform in the "Sale
of Liquors Licensing Act "; and that such reform should embody clauses giving to the people a controlling
voice, by the institution of elective District Boards, to regulate the granting, renewal, and transfer of
publicans' licenses; and that the franchise of the electors be household suffrage.
That at such meeting it was further resolved that, in order to strengthen the power of such
Board, no new licenses should be granted unless recommended by a two-thirds vote of the electors in the
immediate neighbourhood.
8. That a Bill for the purpose of amending the "Sale of Liquors Licensing Act" being urgently
desired by the public throughout the Colony, your Petitioners nspeetfully pray your consideration of the
foregoing resolutions.
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

[Here follow 98 signatures.]

[3d.]
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

LICENSING P U BLIC-HOUSE S.
(PETITION PROM THE PRESIDENT OF TUE SYNOD OF TUE DIOCESE OF SYDNEY.)

Received by the Legislative Asseizbly, 1 July, 1880.

To the Honorable the Speaker and the Members of the Legislative Assembly, in Parliament assembled.
The Petition of the undersigned, the President of the Synod of the Diocese of Sydney, being in
Synod of the United Churches of England and Ireland, in the Colony of New South Wales,—
HUMDLT

S]rowETa

That your Petitioner views with grave apprehension the evils arising from a continuance of the
present system of licensing public-houses.
That your Petitioner prays your Honorable House to pass such measures as in your wisdom may
seem fit for the amendment of the same, or for the temporary suspension of licenses in the County of
Cumberland.
And your Petitioner will ever pray.

P. SYDNEY,
President of the Synod of the Diocese of Sydney.

[ad.]
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LEGIST.nlvE ASSEMBLY.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

MEDICAL BILL.
(PETITION FROM RESIDENTS OF MAITLAND.)

Received by the Legislative Assembly, 5 February, 1880.

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales,
The Petition of the undersigned Residents of Maitland and surrounding District,—
Hu3LT SilowEul

That your Petitioners pray that in any legislation on medical practice by your Honorable
House, the interests of a large and increasing portion of the population who have embraced more
economic and modern treatment of diseaso may be provided for.
That such legislation may not be retrospective, or affect a present class of practitioners of years
standing.

That any School of Medicine or Hospital receiving State-aid shall be open to medical students
without any stipulation as to their choice of practice.
That any Medical Board formed shall not be exclusive but rcpresentative, and that students or
persons holding diplomas from accredited Colleges in any part of the world may obtain certificates to
practise.
That before any Bill be adopted by your honorable lEouse, your Honorable House may admit
Counsel at the Bar on the subject aforesaid.
And your Petitioners pray that you may be pleased to take the said premises into consideration,
and will, as in duty bound, ever pray.
[flare follow 053 signatures.]

[M.J
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

MEDICAL BILL.
(PETITION FROM JIOMcEOPATJIIC PRACTITIONERS.)

.&ceived lw the Legislative Asemb4', 18 February, 1880.

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales,
The Petition of the undersigned Homopathic Practitioners of New South Wades.—
SuowETn
That your Petitioners pray that in any legislation on medical practice by your Honorable
House, the interests of a large and increasing portion of the population who have embraced more
economic and modern treatment of disease may be provided for.
HUMBLY

That such legislation may not be retrospective, or affect a present class of practitioners of years
stan ding.
That any School of Medicine or Hospital receiving State-aid shall be open to medical students
without any stipulation as to their choiqe of practice.
That any Medical Board formed shall not be exclusive but representative, and that students or
persons holding diplomas from accredited Colleges in any part of the world may obtain certificates to
practise.
That before any Bill be adopted by your Honorable House, your Honorable House may admit
Counsel at the Bar on the subject aforesaid.
And your Petitioners pray that you may be pleased to take the said premises into con8ideration,
and will, as in duty bound, ever pray.
[Here jbllow 0 siqnatures.]

[3d.]
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

MEDICAL BILL.
(PETITION RESPECTING—PRESIDENT AND MEMBERS OF THE PHARMACEUTICAL COUNCIL.)

Received by the Leqislative Aseernbty, 9 March, 1880.

To the Honorable the Members of the Legislative Assembly, in Parliament assembled.
The humble Petition of the undersigned President and Members of the Pharmaceutical Council,
representing the Pharmaceutical Society of New South Wales,—
SnowETu
That this Council cannot but observe with much regret and apprehension the introduction of
the last paragraph of section three of the Medical Bill introduced by Dr. Bowker, now before Parliament,
as materially affecting the established rights, privileges, immunities and customs enjoyed by the chemist
and druggist all over the world, by virtue of Pharmacy Acts introduced by various Governments (several
of which are enumerated below), and they therefore feel bound to offer it their most strenuous opposition.
That in addition to the above objections your Petitioners feel that, if the said Bill passed as it now
stands, the pharmaceutical chemist would be liable to the most vexatious prosecution and constant
penalties, injurious to the chemist as well as to the public, seeing that it cannot be denied that, without
in±riuging upon the province of the medical practitioner, the chemist is frequently called upon to prescribe
simple remedies, especially to the poor who could not afford medical advice; and in cases of emergency
such as poisoning it may safely be contended that it is the chemist's duty to at once administer an antidote,
as delay might eventuate in death.
That Pharmacy Acts have been passed in the following countries, viz., in
A.D.

A.D.

A.D.

Quebec (B.N.A.)
1845
New York............1832
Great Britain .......1841
Antwerp ............ 1835
Germany ...........1820
France ...............1803
Mexico ...............1843
China ..................1846
Russia ................1839
Portugal ............1836
Belgium ............... 1641
Norway ...............1.672
Spain ..................1845
Poland ...............1839
Philadelphia .........1820
and in Denmark and Switzerland, as well as in the sister Colonies of Victoria and Van Diemnen's Land.
That Schools of Pharmacy are being founded in all parts of the civilized world, to extend the
knowledge of chcmistry, botany, materia medica, practical pharmacy, and toxicology.
Your Petitioners, therefore, humbly pray that a clause may be introduced into the said Bill for the
purpose of securing to the pharmaceutical chemist rights and privileges similar to that contained in the
Apothecaries Act passed by the Imperial Parliament in 1815, and exempting him in the exercise of his
accustomed business from the penalties of that Act; and also that your Honorable House, upon taking
the premises into your consideration, will be pleased to insert, after the words "medical services," on the
tbirty-fourth line of the third section of the said Bill, and in lieu of the remaining portion thereof, the
following amendment
l'rovided always and be it enacted that nothing in this Act contained shall extend to prejudice
or affect the trade or business of a pharmaceutical chemist in the buying preparing or compounding dispensing and vending drugs medicines and medicinal compounds wholesale or
retail but all persons using or who shall hereafter use the said trade or business may carry
on the same in such manner and as fully to all intents and purposes as the same trade or
business was carried on by chemists and druggists before the passing of this Act.
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
[Here/cl/ow 6 signatures.]
Sydney, 4th March, 1880.

[3(c)
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

MEDICAL BILL.
(PETITION FROM RICHARD SADLEIR, RN.)

Received by the Leielative Assembly, 14 May, 1880.

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly, New South Wales.
The humble Petition of Richard Sadleir, RN., 'TB.. &c.,—
HUMBLY Sirowxrjt

That the proposed Medical Bill now before your .H.oiorabIe House is unsuitable to the
scattered state of population of this Colony.
That numerously signed Petitions have been presented to your :I[oiorab1e House, both this and
last Session, against said Bill.
That the proposed Council would be partly elective and partly nominated by the retention of the
old Board and modo of construction to the exclusion of the lay element, in matters deeply affecting them.
That the proposal to entitle persons who have practised for seven years, and then to undergo an
examination when there would be no Board qualified to examine, unlhss the Board be partly composed of
medical men of different Schools of Medicine, and there is no school o çmediciue established in the
Colony,—would be holding out a futile hope to persons who have large constituencies and incurred much
expense.
That by the letter (a) in the schedule persons holding diplomas from Homopa.thic Colleges would
be excluded from practice in New South Waler,
That the Bill would establish it Medical Corporation, all medical men to try inisdeineanours
possessing no power of committal or otherwise, if so established, should have the lay element in it.
That the proposed scheme of election would secure to Sydney large majorities, and an exclusive
Council or Board, and would be better vested in hospitals and infirmaries, wherein the lay element would
have a voice and interest in a question deeply affecting them.
Your Petitioner fully acknowledges the necessity of qualification for practitioners, but not to be
exclusive to one school of medicine, which at present prevails in all public departineirts at a heavy cost
to the State.
And your Petitioner prays the consideration of your Honorable House to aforesaid premises and
will, as in duty bound, ever pray, &c.
Sydney, May, 1880,

[3d.]

51 3---

RIChARD SADLEIR.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

REPORT FROM THE SELECT COMMITTEE

ON THE

ST. LEONARDS ROMAN CATHOLIC SCHOOL
LAND SALE BILL;
TOGETREE WITU THE

PROCEEDINGS OF THE COMMITTEE,

AYI)

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE.

ORDERED BY THE lEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY TO BE PRINTED,

20 November, 1879.

SYDl4fl: THOMAS RICHARDS, GOVERNMENT PRINTER.
[Gd.]

1879.
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1879.
EXTRACTS FROM THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE
IGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.

Vors, No. 11. THURSDAY, 13 NOVEMBER, 1879.

4. Sr. LEONARDS ROMAN CATHOLIC SCHOOL Lnin SALE Ban (Formal Notion) —Mr. Farnell moved,
pursuant to Notice,—
That the St. Leonardi Roman Catholic School Land Sale Bill be referred to a Select Committee
for consideration and report.
That such Committee consisb of Mr. Jacob, Mr. Burns, Mr. Day, Mr. Cameron, Mr. Terry,
Mr. Teece, Mr. Kerr, Mr. I. Davies, Mr. Thompson, and the Mover.
Question put and passed.
I

-

Voirs, No. 15. THntSDAY, 20 NOVEMBER, 1879
6. Sr. LEONA31DS R0MAS CATHOLIC SCHOOL LAn SALE BILL —Mr. Farnell, as Chairman, brougl4
up the Report from, and laid upon the Table the Minutes of Proceedings of, and Evidence taken
before the Select Committee for whose consideration and report this Bill was referred on 13th
November, 1879; together with a copy of the Bill as agreed to in the Committee.
Ordered to be printed.
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1879.

ST. LEONARDS ROMAN CATHOLIC SCHOOL LAND SALE BILL.

REPORT.

Tnt SELECT ConuTtEt of the Legislative Assembly, to whom was, referred for
consideration and report, on the 13th November, 1879,—" The St. Leonards
Roman Catholic School Land Sale Bill,"—beg to report to your Honorable
House
That they have examined the Witnesses named in the List* (whose evidence 'see ti,t,
will be found appended hereto); and that the Preamblo having been satisfactorily
proted to your Committee, they proceeded to consider the several Clauses and the
Schedule of the Bill, in which it was not deemed necessary to make any Amendment.
Your Committee now beg to lay before your Honorable House the Bill without
amendment.
JAMES S. PARNELL,
Chairman.
No. 2 Committee Room,
Sydney, 20th November, 1879.'

1314
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE COMMITTEE.

THURSDAY, 20 NOVEMBER, 1879.
MEMBERS PRESENT:—

Mr. Parnell,
Mr. Jacob,
Mr. Day,

Mr. Burns,
Mr. Kerr,
Mr. Thompson.

Mr. Parnell called to the Chair.
Entry from Votes and Proceedings, appointing the Committee, read by the Clerk.
Printed copies of the Bill referred, together with original Petition to introduce the same, before
the Committee.
Erceent :—H. M. Makinson, Esq. (Solicitor for the Bill).
The Reverend Joseph Dalton called in and examined.
Witness withdrew.
11. M. Makinson, Esq., examined.
Witness produced the Deeds referred to in the Preamble, and handed in copies of the same.
Rbom cleared.
Preamble considered.
Question,—" That this Preamble stand part of the Bill," put and passed.
Solicitor called in and informed.
Clauses 1 and 2 read and agreed to.
Schedule read and agreed to.
Chainnan to report the Bill without amendment to the House.

LISP OF WIPNESSES.
PAGB.

Dalton, The Rev. Joseph ...................................................................................................5
Maldnson, if. M. Rag; ......................................................................................................6
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1879.
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE
TAnK

Biroll

THE SELECT COMMITTEE
OR THE

ST. LEONARD'S ROMAN CATHOLIC SCIIOOL LAND
SALE BILL.
THURSDAY, 20 HOVRMBER, 1879.
3ftrtsmt:

Mn. BURNS,
Mn. DAY,
Mn. PLRNELL,

Mn. JACOB,
Mn. KERR,
Mn. THOMPSON.
J. S. FARNELL, Esq., IN THE Onsn.
H. M. Makinson, Esq., appeared as Solicitor on behalf of the Promoters of the Bill.
The Rev. Joseph Dalton examined,Air. Makineon.] You are one of the trustees under the indenture of the 9th of January, 1879,
men. The Rev. J.
tioned in this Bill? I am.
Dalton.
You are aware of the purport of this Bill? I am.
It has been brought in at your Tequest, and that of your co-trustees, the Most Reverend Roger Bode 20 Nov., 1879.
Vaughan, Roman Catholic Archbishop of Sydney, and the Reverend James Kennedy? Yes.
You know the land alluded to in the Schedule to this Bill? Yes.
I believe there is a school for Roman Catholic children built upon this land? Yes; it is a wooden
structure which was built some years ago, and it is in a very bad state at present.
This Bill contains a recital that 'the said land and the said school thereon are by reason of insufficient
size and the increase of population in the said borough inadequate to supply the requirements of the
Roman Catholic children of the locality." Is that true to your knowledge? It is.
The population there has increased fivefold since that school was built? It has increased greatly.
In fact, you now have it in contemplation to secure, or have secured, a larger and better site in a more
central position? Yes.
You wish to sell the old building and land, and to apply the proceeds of such sale, together with other
money you are raising, in securing a more suitable site and in the erection of a school? Yes.
I believe the land you propose to purchase with the proceeds of the sale of this, and to dedicate for
a school, is adjacent to the land which has been secured as the site for a church and a clergyman's residence?
Yes.
It is a large block surrounded by four streets P Yes.
Besides being the trustees of this land, I believe yourself and the Reverend James Kennedy mentioned in this Bill, have charge of all that district or parish? Yes, of St. Leonards and the North Shore.
Chairman.] You intend, in the event of this Bill passing, to apply the proceeds of the sale of this
land to a like purpose to that for which it was granted? Yes, for a similar purpose and no other.
This land is too small to afford the accommodation now necessary owing to the increase in population
in that part of the district P Much too small.
Do your co-trustees concur with you in this application P Entirely; my co-trustee, Father Kennedy,
was not aware that the Bill was coming on, or be would have been here to have given his evidence if
necessary.
115—B
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Henry Massey Makinson, Esq., said
H. H. Makin. 16. I produce the deed, bearing date 17 May, 1865, mentioned in the preamble. (The witness produced
son, Esq. the same, marked A.) The purport of that deed is truly stated in the preamble. The Bill recites that the
"said Most Reverend John Bede Polding and the said Very Reverend Peter Powell have since both
20 Nov., 1879. departed this life." That is since the date of this deed. That is within my knowledge. Afterwards Thomas
Cooper Makinson, the sole surviving trustee, executed a deed dated 9th January, 1879. That I also
produce. (The witness produced the same, marked B.) By this indenture Mr. Makinson, in the exercise
of his power as trustee, did appoint the Most Reverend Roger Bede Vaughan, Roman Catholic Archbishop
of Sydney, and the Reverend Joseph Dalton, and the Rev. James Kennedy, in lieu of the original deceased
trustees, and himself as survivor. The land proposed to be sold is not a Crown grant for school purposes,
but a private gift by the late Thomas .Tohn Fisher, as appears by the first recited deed.
Chairman.] The present school .is only a temporary building, and was erected in 1865? Yes; it is
much decayed, and is not of much value. I believe it is still used.
Is it necessary to build a new school? It is.
And you want a new school on a more commodious site? Yes ; in fact they have selected a large
piece of land in the centre of St. Leonards, at the intersection of four streets, and it is intended to apply
the proceeds of this land with other moneys to the purchase of part of this site and the erection upon it
of a school.
Mr. Day.] What is the value of this piece of land? I cannot say.
chairman.] How many feet frontage is there to Mount-street? The area is one.rood sir perches.
The frontage to Mount.street is 95 feet. I think it is worth about £000 or £700.
Mr. Day.] This land is unfit for the purpose for which it was originally conveyed? I think so; it is
not sufficiently large to have a playground or a separate school for girls. The place we have now secured
for the church and school contains in all 3 acres.
Mr. Jacob.] Is it near the present school? It is more central than this—it is part of Mr. Lord's
subdivision.
Chairman.] It is not 200 yards away I think? No.
Mr. Day.] What were the trusts originally? The trusts are truly recited in the preamble—" upon
trust for the erection thereon of a school for the education of Roman Catholic children."
26, The reason of your desire to sell this land is that it is not sufficiently large for the purpose? It is not
sufficiently large for the purpose, and it is necessary now to build a good school. This land is not sufficient.
You think by the sale of this land you will be enabled to purchase a better site? They have purchased
it, but have not sufficient funds; andthe proceeds of the sale of this land will go a small way towards the
purchase of a better site and the erection of a more suitable building.
Then it is simply in alteration of the trust to provide a better site? It is simply transferring the
trust property to a better site.
Chairman.] It is necessary in the erection of new schools to have ample space for playgrounds for the
children, which you could not have on this piece of land? No.
Mr. Jacob.] I suppose there is nothing in the deed of grant to show that the grantor wished the school
to be in this position? No; the whole object of the trust is the erection of a school for the education
of Roman Catholic children.
Was the grantor of the land the proprietor of the land adjoining, do you know? Mr. Fisher was the
proprietor of a great deal of land on the North Shore—his property extended for a long distance on both
sides of this grant.

Sydne7: Thetna Ekhsrd, Government ?ilnter.—IStI.
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JEPORT FROM THE SELECT COM1%IITYI'EE

ON THE

MERRIWA CHURCH AND PRESBYTERY LAND
SALE BILL;
TOGETHER WITH THE

PROCEEDINGS OF THE COMMITTEE

AND

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE.

ORDERED BY THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY TO BE PRINThD,

31 .March, 1880.

tDNEt: ThOMAS RICEABDS, GOVERNMENT PRINTER.
1880,
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1879—SO.
EXTRACTS FROM THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.

Yams No. 68. TUESDAY, 16 flRCII, 1880.
6. MERRIWA Cnuncn AND PRESBYTEnY LAND SALE BILL (Formal Motion) —Mr. Coonan moved,

pursuant to Notice,—
(1.) That the Merriwa Church and Presbytery Land Sale Bill be referred to a Select Committee for
consideration and report, and that such Committee have power to send for persons and papers.
2.) That such Committee consist of Mr. Beyers, Mr. Burns, Mr. Day, Mr. McElhone, Mr. Murphy,
Mr. Thompson, Mr. Cameron, Mr. Moses, Mr. Bowman, and the Mover.
Question put and passed.

VOTES

No. 75. WJuMcESDAY, 81 MARCII, 1880.

10, MERRIWA Cnuncn AND PRTtSBYTIULY Lnin Snr BILL —2l&. Qameron, for Mr. Coonan, Chairman,

brought up the Report from, and laid upon the Table theMinutes of Proceedings of, and Evidence
taken before the Select Committee, for whose consideration and report this Bill was referred on
16th March, 1880; together with a copy of the Bill as agreed to in the Committee.
Ordered to be printed.
*

*
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MERBIWA CHURCH AND FRESBYTERY LAND SALE BILL,

REPORT.
of the Legislative Assembly for whose consideration and
report was referred, on 16th March, 1880,—"the Merriwcs Uh'urch and Presbytery
Land Sale Bill,"—beg to report to your Honorable House

TUE SELECT COMMITTEE

That they have examined the witness* named in the margin (whose
Ryan.
evidence will be found appended hereto), and that the Preamble having been
satisfactorily proved to your Committee, they proceeded to consider the Clauses and
Schedules of the Bill in which it was not deemed necessary to make any amendment.
Your Committee now beg to lay before your Honorable House the ThU
without amendment.
W. T. COONAN,
No. 3 Uom'nzittee Boom,
Chairman.
Sydney3 24th March, 1880.
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE COMMITTEE.

WEDNESDAY, 24 MARCH, 1880.
MEMBERs PRESENT

Mr. Coonan,
Mr. Murphy,

Mr. Thompson,
Mr. Bowman,
Mr. Beyers.

Mr. Coonan called to the Chair.
Entry from Votes and Proceedings, appointing the Committee, read by the Clerk.
Printed copies of the Bill referred, together with original Petition to introduce the same, before•
the Committee.
The Reverend Patrick Purcell Ryan (one of the Truseee), called in and examined.
Witness produced Deeds of Grant referred to in the preamble and handed in certified copies of
the same.
Witness withdrew.
Preamble considered.
Question,—" That this Preamble stand part of the Bill,"—put and passed.
Clauses 1 and 2 read and agreed to.
$chedules read and agreed to.
Chairman to report the Bill without amendment to the House.
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1879-80.
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE
TARDY EEFORE

THE SELECT COMMiTTEE
ON THE

MERRIWA CHURCH AND PRIESBYTERY LAND SALE
BILL.

W.EDJcE,SDAY, 24 MARUR. 1880.
tcent
Mn. COONAN,
Mx. BEYERS,
Mx. MURPIIY,
Mn. BOWMAN,
Mn. THOMPSON.

WALTER THOMAS 000NAN, ESQ., IN THE CHAIR.
The Reverend Patrick Purcell Ryan called in and examined
0/tairman.] You are a clergyman of the Roman Catholic Church stationed at Lambton, and formerly Rev, F. P.
Ryan.
at Merriwa? Yes.
You are one of the trustees for certain land at Merriwa? Yes.
24 Mar.,1880,
Do you produce the deeds of that laud? I do. (Deede produced.)
You produce two grants from the Crown, bearing date, respectively, 4th December, 1870? Yes.
In these two grants you, in conjunction with the Right Reverend James Murray and Mr. Charles
Joseph Gallagher, are appointed trustee of this land for the purposes therein mentioned? Yes.
0. The sites given by these grants are not eligible for the purposes for which they were granted? No.
7. And you have purchased other sites since then? Yes.
S. And you wish to sell these sites for the purpose of investing the proceeds arising therefrom in paying
the purchase money of the other sites, and in erecting a Church and Presbytery thereon? Yes.
There has been no opposition whatever to the sale of this ground, or to the purchase of the other? I
am not aware of any.
In fact, so far as you know, the congregation have been made thoroughly aware of the fact by reason
of your having purchased the other land, and going on with the erection of the church? Yes.
So that the sale of this land and the purchase of the other land meets with the total concurrence of
the congregation ? Yes.

Sydney Thomas itieliard,, Qoverinnola rrbi 5cr. —1850.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
NEW SOUTU WALES.

REPORT FROM THE SELEC.F COMMITTEE

ON

ARCHIBALD THOMPSON'S TRUST ESTATE BILL;
roaETna

WITE THE

PROCEEDINGS OF THE COMMITTEE,

AND

MTNUTES OF EYIDENCE.

ORDERED BY THE LEGISLATiVE ASSEMBLY TO BE PRINTED,

91h April, 1880.

SYDNEY: THOMAS RICHARDS, GOVERNMENT PRINTER.
1880.
[6d.)
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EXTRACTS FROM THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE
QJ5gflVE ASSEMBLY.

No. 75. WEDNESDAY, 31 MARC; 1880.
5. ARCHIBALD Tnousojc's Thusr ESTATE BILL (Formal JJotion) :—Mr. Burns, for Mr. Cohen, moved,
pursuant to Notice,—
That Archibald Thompson's Trust Estate Bill be referred to a Select Committee for coilsidera.
tion and report.
That such Committee consist of Mr. Fitzpatrick, Mr. Moses, Mr. Terry, Mr. Garrett,
Mr. Barbour, Mr. Thompson, Mr. Burns, Mr. Day, and the Mover.
Question put and passed..
VOTES

VOTES No. 80. FRIDAY, 9 Ana, 1880,
4. Acninnr, ThoMpsoN's TRUST ESTATE BILL —Mr. Cohen, as Chairman, brought up the Report
from, and laid upoa the Table, the Minutes of Proceedings of, and Evidence taken before, the
Select Committee for whose consideration and report this Bill was referred on 31st March, 1880;
together with.a copy of the Bill as agreed to in the Committee.
Ordered to be printed.
*
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1879-80.

ARCHIBALD THOMPSON'S TRUST ESTATE BILL.

REPORT.
THE SELECT C0MMInEE of the Legislative Assembly for whose consideration and

report was referred on 31st March, 1880,—" Archibald Thompson's Trust
Estate Bill,"—beg to report to your Honorable House :—
That they have examined the witnesses named in the Listt (whose
evidence will be found appended hereto); and that the Preamble having been
satisfactorily proved to your Committee, they proceeded to consider the several
Clauses and Schedule of the Bill, in which it was not deemed necessary to make
any amendment.
Your Committee now beg to lay before your Honorable House the Bill
without amendment.
H. E. COHEN,
No. 3 Committee Boom,
Sydney, 914 April, 1880.

Chairman.

eLIseL
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE COMMITTEE.
RRIDAI', 9 APRIL, 1880.
MEMBERS PRESF.Nr

Mr. Terry,
11Ir.. Cohen,
Mr. Thompson,
Mr. Barbour,
Mr. Fitzpatrick.
Mr. Day,
Mr. Cohen called to the Chair.
Entry from Votes and Proceedings appointing the Committee, read by the Clerk.
Printed copies of the Bill referred, together with original Petition to introduce the same, before
the Committee,
Present,—Elliott Meyer, Esq. (Solicitor for the Bill).
Thomas Thompson, Esq. (one of the 14'e&stees), called in and. eiam[ned.
Witness produced Probate of the Will of Archibald Thompson, and hvided in an attested copy of
the same.
Witness withdrew.
Gustave A. Morel, Esq. (Architect), called in and examined.
Room cleared.
Preamble considered.
Question,—" That this Preamble stand part of the Bill," put and passed.
Solicitor called in and infonned.
Clauses 1, 2, and 3, read and agreed to.
Schedule read and agreed to.
Chairman to report the Bill, without amendment, to the Rouse.

LIST OF WITNESSES.

PAGE.
Morell, Gustave A., Esq . .............................................................................. 6'
Thompson, Thomas, Esq............................................................................,.; 6
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LEGISL&TIVE AssnmLv.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE
TAXEZI BZPOR2

THE SELECT COMMITTEE
ON

ARCHIBALD THOMPSON'S TRUST ESTATE BILL.

FRIDAY, 0 APRIL, 1880.
33reEuf
MR. BARBOUR,
Ma. COHEN,
Mt DAY,

Mn. FITZPATRICK,
Mn. TERRY,
Mt THOMPSON.

HENRY EMANUEL COHEN, Esq.,

IN THE CHAnt.

Mr. Elliott Meyer appeared as Solicitor for the Bill.
Thomas Thompson, Esq., caUed in and examined
1. Mr. Meyer.] You reside in Sydney? Yes.

T. Thompson,
Esq.
2: You are the brother of the late Archibald Thompson, of Sydney, wine merchant P Yes.
8. When did your brother die? On the 22nd February, 1879.
9 April, 1880.
You produce the probate copy of his will, do you not? Yes. (Produced and cqpy handed in.)
You are one of the executors appointed by that will? Yes.
Who was the other? Mr. Stephen Campbell Brown.
Probate of this will was granted to you on the 4th day, of April, 1879, was it not? Yes.
S. Since that date Mr. Brown has renounced probate, has he not? Yes.
9. By the will your brother bequeathed all his real and personal estate to his trustees upon trust to
convert his personal estate and to stand possessed thereof upon trust after payment of his debts and
legacies to invest the balance upon the securities mentioned in the will? Yes.,
10. Under the will you are empowered only to invest upon real or Government securities in New South
Wales, or in the stocks, shares, or debentures of any public company, except mining companies? Yes.
ii. And under the will you are to divide the annual income, share and share alike, among the teatator's
wife, Jane Thompson, and all his children, and the issue of any deceased child or children, during their
respective lives, or until the final distribution of the estate as therein provided P Yes.
12. The corpus of the estate is to be distributed upon the death of all his children? Yes.
it The testator left a wife, Jane Thompson, and eleven children, I believe? Yes.
Nine of whom are under the age of twenty-one years? Yes. One of them was born after his
death, making the eleventh.
I believe you have yaid the debts and legacies under the will, and you have a balance in hand
amounting to 4,700 and odd pounds? Yes.
A portion of the real estate of the testator consists of a block of land in Pitt-street, Redfern, does
it not? Yes.
The land, I believe, has about 240 feet frontage to Pitt-street, by a like depth? Yes.
.
IS Upon this land a house called Redfern Lodge is erected?. Yes.
19.
.1
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T. Thompson,
19. At one side of the house called Redfern Lodge there is a vacant block of land 120 feet by 240? Yes.
Esq.
20. I believe under the testator's will you have only power to lease real estate for fourteen years? Yes,
It is upon this vacaut land that you desire to erect a terrace of houses? Yes, on 120 feet south of
Redfern Lodge.
I believe you have been advised by counsel that you have no power to expend the personal estate in
building upon the realty, nor could the Court giveyou any such power? Counsel so advised.
And the only course is to apply for an Act to enable you to do so.? Yes.
Do you think you could get a fair rent for this block of land for the short term you are authorized to
lease it for? No ; I endcavoured to let it upon building leases, and could not.
Nobody would lease it for only fourteen years? No.
I believe you have had plans and specifications prepared for a terrace of six houses proposed to be
erected on this land? Yes,
How many rooms will there be in each house? Ton rooms in all in each house.
How much do you expect these houses will be erected for? £4,200.
20. What rent do you suppose you woald get for them? At the lowest estimate about £90 each. The
land is in one of the best letting positions in Redfern.
With regard to Redfern Lodge itself, that, I believe is now in a bad state of repair? Yes.
And you desire to have power also to expend part of this money you have in hand in improving that
house? Yes, and adding to it.
82. By doing so, will you get a much larger rent for it than you can in its present state? Yes. It is too
small for the block of ground it is standing upon, and for the class of tenants that would occupy it.
I believe you have given this matter your serious thought ; do you think it would be beneficial to
expendthe moneys of the estate in this manner? Ihave not a doubt of it. Ihave considered the matter
fully, but it really admits of no doubt; it is obviously the best course for the estate and those interested.
Do the parties interested, Mrs. Thompson and her children, approve of the course you have
taken P Yes.
Chairman.] You said you propose to erect six houses, and that each of them will return a rental of
£90 per annum? Yes, at the lowest estimate.
You can fairly estimate that you will get £90 as a net rental? Yes.
That would give £540 a year? Yes.
I see you have about £4,700 in hand? Yes.
At what rate of interest is it invested? At present it is invested in the Bank at 6 per cent., but
the time has nearly run out, and I cannot get more than 5 per cent.
Could you lease this "acantblock of land at all, do you think? Only as pasturage for cows, nothing else.
What rent would it fetch for that purpose? £25 a year.
That would give £260 a year as the income from the land and the money invested according to the
will? Yes.
What increased rent would you get from Redfern Lodge if improved iu the manner suggested?
£52 a year.
Extra? Yes.
So that by taking the course proposed by the Bill before us the income would be increased by the
difference between £592 and £200 a year? Quite so.
You would get £332 extra income by investing the money in the manner proposed by the Bill P Yes,
I suppose you have satisfied yourself that the houses proposed to be erected will be substantial
houses? Yes; I have the advice of one of the very best architects in Sydney, Mr. Morell, as to the
probable cost. We have gone through the plans carefully. (Plans exhibited.) I may, state that I
submitted the matter to the family before I took any steps in it.
Mr. Day.] How old is the eldest child? About tweutv.five.
You have not the slightest doubt that there would be no difficulty in getting tenants for these houses
if erected? I feel sure there will not be the slightest difficulty. I reckon I could let them at present
for £100 a year at least, and that £90 a year can he relied on as the not income from each of them. We
get £2 a week for Redfern Lodge, which is very much inferior at present to any of these houses.
It was in fact my late brother's wish and intention to have built these houses himself.
Mr. Fitzpatrick.] This Bill pre.supposes that the whole of the balance of the personal estate will be
invested in the Redfern properl;y P Yes.
G%airrnan.] The trusts of the will with regard to the personal estate are the same as the trusts with
regard to the real estate? Quite so.
Mr. Day.] 1 suppose these building, will be of brick on a stone foundation and cemented? Yes.
Have you had any experience in building? Yes, 1 have had some experience.
51. Do you not think that £700 each is a very cheap rate for such houses as these? Not for a terrace. It
is not my opinion; it is Mr. Morell's, who feels sure that at present prices he could get them done for the
money. He thought they could be built for about £4,000, but to make sure I have put them down at
£700 each.
I suppose you know that in nearly every building there are a lot of extras? Yes. I have had some
£12,000 expended under Mr. Morell's direction, and I have never had to pay £50 extra for any work
entrusted to him; he seems to make provision for everything, every nail almost.
Suppose the money you have in hand should not be sufficient to complete these buildings, could you
borrow money to do so? I have not power to borrow. The fact is there is in hand £4,700 at least, and
I would have to improve Redfern Lodge according to my means with the balance that was left.
Mr. 7it.patrick.] You would build all these houses first, and improve Redfern Lodge afterwards with
what money might be available? Yes.
Gustave Alphonse Morell, Esquire, called in and examined
U. A. Morell, 58, Mr. Meyer.] You are an architect, practising in Sydney? Yes.
Eq.
59. You know the land adjoining Redfern Lodge? Yes.
GO. I believe you have prepared plans and specifications for a terrace of houses proposed to be built upon
1 April, 1880. the vacant land to the south of Redfern Lodge? Yes..
61.
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Those houses are to contain ten rooms each? Yes, besides bath-room and the usual out.houses,
G. A. Moioll,
Of what material are the houses to be built? Brick, on stone foundations, slate roofs, and cemented
1115(1.
outside.
. as any houses of that description. 9 A"ru 1880
Will the houses be of a substantial character? Yes, as substantial
Although not within the city, they will be built pretty well in conformity with the provisions of the City
of Sydney Improvement Act.
What would this terrace of houses cost? About £700 each, or £4,200 for the six. The cost might
be 24' orB per cent. more or less; but there is great competition just now among builders, and they will
probably be lower. I have built similar houses and they have not cost more.
Do you think the position is one in which such houses will readily let P Yes; it is better thati any
other in the locality. There are no houses empty in that locality now. The situation is convenient and
close to the park and the University land.
Then you think it a very good site for houses of this description? Yes; it is only fit for dwellinghouses, not for shops.
What rent is likely to be obtained for these houses P Similar houses on the other side of the road,
built a short time ago, are letting now for £2 a week—houses not quite so good as these will be. I am
certain they will produce 35s. a week, if not more. There will be greater likelihood of getting £2 than 359.
68, You consider that from the way in which these houses are to be finished they will bring £2 a week P
Yes.
Do you think rents in that locality, and for that class of house, are more likely to improve or to decline?
I think rents will improve, because the space between these houses and the park is inconsiderable, and they
will always be desirable residences on account of the fresh air coming across the park to them.
Have these other houses in the neighbourhood, fetching from 35s, to £2 a week, the same amount of
land attaclied'to them as these will have? No. These will be about 18 feet frontage, with a depth of'
10 feet.
These houses will also have the advantage of a large paddock at the rear P Yes,
Have these other houses any such advantage?
o, nothing of the kind.
VT ill you look at the description in the Schedule and tell me whether that is a correct description of the
land on which these houses are proposed to be built P It is, exactly.
Do you know the house called Redfern Lodge? Yes.
That house, I believe, is at present in a rather bad condition, in want of repair? Yes. A better
rental could be got if it was improved.
Chairman.] Do you thinkyou could reasonably rely on gettiog a net rental of £90 a year for each of
these housos-35s. a week net? Yes, I think so.
What do you think would be the increased rental of Eedfern Lodge if improved? From a sketch
I prepared some time ago I fancy than an outlay of £700 or £800 would produce an increased rental of
about £100 a year. Say £800 was spent upon the house in putting additional rooms, raising the roof,
verandah, and so on, I think they could get £100 a year more than the present rental.
By spending £500 on it, could an increased rent in proportion be obtained? Yes. There is so much
extra ground, accommodation for stables, and so on, that they could always get a good rental for a house
of that kind.
Mr. Day.] How long do you think these houses will last without repair? I do not think they will
require much repair beyond painting for the next twenty-five or thirty years. All the general work, if
well done, is sure to last for that time at least. The cementing may require painting occasionally, but
that will not cost much? In thirty years they will be almost as good as new if kept paiuted.
The reason I ask the question is that £700 seems a low price for tenroomed houses? It is; but
being a terrace it comes cheaper. A shgle house of the same sort would probably cost £850. Contractors
are content with less profit on each house when a number are taken together.
Will there not be some additional outlay for what are called extras? Very little, if any. The
specifications are carefully drawn. £100 will certainly cover everything in that way.
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